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BriCiah wines, 314
Bra; mar, Ealing, the garden at. 63
Brook House, Isle of Wight, 160
Bronghtonia sanguiaea, 627
Buds, adventitious, on Kaiphofia, 437

a new material for binding Rose,

315 ; change in the nature of. 664
Buitenzorg Botanical Garden, 397
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Barford, Dorking, 134
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Cactus show in Berlin, 507
Calanthes, 748
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436; Orangeg and Lemons, 229;
plants, 19
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Weedil, 183
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516
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Carex brunnea, 543 ; C. japonica = C.
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Carnation-house at Coombe, Lewes,

281
Carnation, the, 135, 153, 278, 732 760

Carnations, the culture of tree, 674

Carnot, flowers at funeral of. 159

Castle Boro, Enniscorthy. 65

Catalpa bignonioides, 506
Catasfctum imperiale, 775
Caterpillar plague in Hong-Kong. 578
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ringiana, 720 : C. x Hardyana,

Leopold 11., 720; C. labiata, a spe-
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C. 1. autumnalis alba, 723 ; C. 1.

Foleyana, 627; C. 1. Gaakelliano,

93; C. 1. Measures' variety, 563; C.

maxima gigantea, 756
Cattleya Rex, a free flowerer, 213 ; at

Stand Hall, 180

Cattleya Victoria Regina, 594

Ceanothus not hardy, 101 ; the genus,

368
Cedar cones, 603 ; C-dar of Lebanon

cone bearine at Weston Birt, 702;

Diodar at D.opmore, see R. H. S,

report, 760
Charcoal burning, 694
Chasselas Grapes, 497
Cherries, Morello. 223
Chimatobia brumate, 474
Chiswick notes. 8, 34J, 372, 403
Cbiswick, visit of the fruit committee

to, 76
Chitty, the late Mr, 666
Chivers & Sons, celebration of the

commercial majority of, 92
Chondrorhyncha Chestertoni, 720
Christmas requirements, 689, 768
Christmas trees, 756
Chrysanthemum Black Prince, 785
Chrysanthemum, exhibition of, in

Japan, 717; Florence Carr. 603;
food requirements of the, 45, 74

;

giving same snort in widely dis-

tant places, 668; "Hairy Wonder,"
538; lacnstre, 402; Madame Wa!-
ther, 636; show boardf, 573;
Viviand Morel, snorting of 700

Ch'"VBanthemnms, 600 ; abotit London,
475, 600, 638, 565, 595; at the
Guildhall, 631; catalogue of 344;
floriferous plants of, 404 : in Barlin,

723; in the provinces. 508; manure
for, and ash of, 18 ; mildew on, 609

;

new, 732 ; select Japanese decora-
tive, 438; training. 604 («ee Societies)

Cienkowskia Kirkii. 38
Clematis and Roses, 182
Clematis, Countess of Onslo v, 9, 45
Clerodendron nutans, 562

Clethra alnifolia, 250; C. panicalata,

289
Cochlioda Noezliana, 71
Cockchafer grubs, destruction of, by a

fungus, 697
Cocoa—coca—coco—Cocoa-nut, 193

Cocoa-nuts and Brazil-nuts, 701
Cocoa, the preparation of, in Caraccas,

416
Coelogyne speciosa, 246
Coffee in Nyasialand, 73
Coleus, 222
Colonial fruits and woods, 70
Colonial notes, 185, 229, 752
Colours of flowers, the, 611
Colutea melanocalyx, 155
Colutea with two pods in a flower, 159

Combretum purpureum. 92
Cones of Cedars, 603, 702 ;

position of

male and female, 541
Conference on gardening, a, 44
Congenital fasciation, 506
Congress, French Horticultural, 505
Conifers, protection against cold in, 16

Continental novelties, a new Melon,

694
Co-operative show at the Palace, the

great National, 220
Copper-sulphate and Potatos, 697

Corea, notes about, 623
Coreopsis grandiflora, 402
Cornus capitata, 74
Cornwall, fruit cultivation in, 431 ;

hedges in, 477
Cornwall in December, 756
Costus igoens, 306
Covent Garden Flower Market, 5

Crataegus pyracantha Lelandi, 664
Creepers for stoves and greenhouses, 45
Crinum abyssinicum, 63 134

Crinum Moorei, 603, 636 ; C. Schimp-
eri, 134

Crosses, false, in Strawberries, 568
Cucumber culture, 256; failure in, 98
Cucurbits, results of crossing, 755
Cup and tube, the Springthorpe, 479

;

the telescope, 604
Cupressus Knightiana, 668 ; C, Law-

Boniana gracilis aurea, 192 ; C,

macrocarpa, 658
Currant-bud Mite, of the Back, 293,

610, 572, 603, 758
Currants attacked by Fuccinia ribis,

135
Cynoches pentadactylon, 180
Cypress, Knight's, 668
Cypripedium Adonis, 657; C. Calypso,

35 : C. Canhamise, 667 ; C. Curtisii,

212 ; C. J. H. Veitcb, 287 ; C. Liwre-
bel. 657 ; C. X Leeannm giganteum,

774; C. Mendeli, 152, C. spec-

tabile, 74; C. Stonei platvtieainm,

346; C. William Lloyd, 757

Daffodil, a green, 698
Dafl'odil, Sir Walkin, 773
Dahlia, Grand Duke Alexis of Russia,

408
Daisies, Michaelmas, 509
Dirwinias. the culture of, 35
Dates in Tunis, 255
D.'an Hole in America, 668
Dean, Testimonial to Mr. W., 44, 602
Dendrobium culture, 690
Dendrobium D.<vonianum. 8 ; D.

Johnionse, 339; D. Phalsenopsis

Schroderianum, 339, 720
Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Associa-

tion, 443
Disa X Langlevensis. 35
Disa nervosa, 308; D. Veitchii X.93
DIplacus, some showy species of. 19
Disease of the Lily and Iris, 221, 255,

414
Diseases of Plants and the Belgian

Botanical Society, 728
Dishing fruit, 700
Douglas Fir, golden, 44
Douglas, Robert, 310
Dnhiin, waterfall at Stephen's Green,

568
Djchartie.the late M.. 600
Dunkeld, the parent Larches at, 756

Ealing Gardeners' Association, 407
Easter Daddingston, the garden at, 248
Echinacea purpurea, 218
Echinocactns Zaccariniana. 701
Echinopsis Decaisneana, 624
Eczsma, caused by Primula obconica,

760
Edinburgh Roval Botanic Garden,

notes from, 306, 673, 785
Education, agricultural, in Aberdeen-

shire, 442; technical in Middlesex,

407
Elder, a variegated, 438
Electricity in horticulture, 221,',756

Epidendrum bicornutnm, 336
Epi-L«lia X Hardyana, 629
Eremurus robustus, 45, 74, 312
Erfurt, notes on the season's vegetables

and seeds at, 570
Ericht Bank, view of the flower-garden

and lawn at, 473
Erigeron philadelphicns, 11

Erlacliffe, Cheshire, Orchids at. 626
Eryneium amethystinum, 289, 338,

376 ; E. planum, 724
Essex, a rectory-garden, in, 591
Eucalyptus species, 74
Eucharis grandiflora, 666, 758
Exhibition, the Great International

Horticultural and Botanical Con-
gress of 1866, 197

Exhibition-stands for Cbrysanthe-
. mums, size of, 603, 636
Exhibitions, proportionate prizes at,

191
Exhibits, relative value of, 18
Exhibits, trade, at flower-shows, 637,

759

Faqe-TiA zeylanica, 543
Faradaya splendida, 364
Fasciated Holly-branch, 510
Fasciation, congenital, 506
Fernery in the carden of L. Maiquard,
Cape Town, 601

Fern Paradise, a southern, 34
Ferns in windows, 655
Fertiliser, a home-made, 564
Fifteenth-century gardening, 363
Figs, analysis of fresh, 38
Filmy Ferns, lecture on, 103
Fir. Silver, disease in the, 254 ; Fir,

Douglas, a golden, 44
Floral decorations at Backingham

Florists' 'flowers, 8, 61, 218, 278, 502,

598, 611, 732
Flower garden, the. 12. 41, 69, 97,

127, 157, 187, 219, 251, 283, 312,

341, 371, 405. 439. 470, 502, 535.

566, 599, 631, 663, 695, 724, 763, 779
Flonrer market at Covent Garden, 5
Flower-rack, the Martin, 17
Flower shows, attendance at, 785
Flowers and grasses, dyed and arti-

ficial, 784
Fodder, Lithyrue, 730
Footpaths, a new system of treating,

198
Forest destruction in America, 543
Forest management. 404
Forests, thinning, 364
Forestry. 156, 193, 293, 339, 364, 401,

564, 629, 658; in America, 726;
lecture on British, 754 ; the nse of

scientific, 366
Forget-me-not, the creeping, 11

Freelands, Perthshire, 542
French Horticultural Congress, 505
Fruit and the May frosts, 316
Frnit at Iddesleigh, 757 ; at the Drill

Hall, 758
Fruit, British, and its prices, 372. 404
Fruit crops, at Severn Stoke, 126 ; in

Germany, 286; in the United Stat»s,

286; remarks upon the, 149, 181,

247, 265,287; reports on the, 117,

119
Fruit cultivation in Cornwall, 434
Fruit, dishing of, 700
Fruit, fietiop. and fac', 509. .541, .573,

602, 636, 668, 701, 75s, 785

Frnit, exhibition of British, 342;
growing on a large scale, 413

Fruit frauds, checking foreign, 374
Fruit in Germany, 657
Fruit, marking foreign and colonial,

473 ; packing. 510 ; competition at

the Crystal Palace, 444, 447
Fruit, packing, grading, and market-

ing, 415
Fruit-room, a cheaply-erected, 637
Fruit show, the Crystal Palace, 17, 74,

162, 406, 440. 444 ; supplies, our, 436;
lessons of, 403; to Japan and China,
408

Fruit-tree spraying at Cambridge, 37
Fruit trees, moths on, 474 ;

young
standard, 136

Fruit wines, 183
Fruits, hardy, for small gardens, 412

;

red poison, 750 ; root suckers of

stone fruits, 381 ; seedless. 190
Fruits under glass. 13, 41, 68, 96, 127,

156, 187, 219, 261, 282, 313, 341,

371, 405, 438, 471. 503, 535. 566,

599, 631, 663, 695, 725, 753, 778
Fungus hunting in 1894, 469

G

Garden apprentices, 288
Garden apprenticeship premiums, 317
Gardening in Nice, 368 ; in Ross-shire,

703 ; in the fifteenth century, 363
Gardeners and their employers, 252,

288
Girdeners' guild, a, 14
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, 066, 698, 7'29, 782
Garden walls, value of, 730
Gas heating for greenhouses, 783
Gites, Oak v. Deal, 292
G.nista virgata,

7

Genoa, vegetable products of, 438
Geranium Endressi, 161

Germanv, fruit crops in, 286, 667
Ghent Q linquennial Exhibition, 783
Gladiolus aurantiacus rubro-tinctus,

152 ; G. platyphyllus, 152
Glasgow Botanic Garden, notes from,

673
Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, 783
Glass, plants under coloured, 130
Gloxinia, the, 8
Gloxinias, 288 : at M. Kegeljan's, 169

;

specimen, 254
Gordonia anomala, 785
Gower, testimonial to Mr. W. H., 73 ;

death of, 138
Grafted old Apple trees, 700
Grape, Foster's Seedling, 786
Grape-packing for long journeys, 706
Grape Raisin de Calabre, 317
Grapes at the Crystal Palace frnit

show, 510
Grapes, Chasselas, 497 ;

going off. 128;

spot on, 44; the setting of, 128
Grasses and fiowers, dyed and arti-

ficial, 784
Green Daffodil, a, 698
Greenhouse plants, hard-wooded, 35,

118, 533, 720, 760
Green manuring, 228
Grevillea Banksii, 14
Growth of plants, the, 291

Grubs of cockchafer, destruction of by

a fungus, 697
Gunnera manicata, 222
Gunton Park and gardens, 369
Gynerium saccharoides, 364

H

Habbnabia cabnea, 507 : H. militaris,

507; H. Susanna, 278.610
Habenarias at Burford, 467
Ha^manthus c^ndidus,134 ; H.Ciarkei X

,

498
Harborne Hall, ornamental water at, 38
Hardv frait garden the, 12, 40. 69, 97,

126, 1.57, 186, 218, 250, 283. 312,

341, 370, 405 439, 471. 503 534,

567, 698 630, 662, 695, 762, 779
Harvard University, a gift to the bota-

nical department of, 100
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Harvey Lodge, Roupell Park, S.W., 348

Havana, Tobacco and Sugar in, 17

Heating, early experimenta in, 130

Hedges in Cornwall, 477
Hedjchiam Elwe«ii, 152; H. Wilkea-
num X, 317

Hedyearam coronariam, 305
Helianthm rigidua var. Misa Melliah,

374
Heliotrope, the Peruvian, at Antwerp,

16'J

Herbaceous border, the, 11, 40, 01,

160, 218, 33S, 402, 724
Herbaceoua border at Kew, 281

Herbaria, the utility of, 70
Herb Waller. 506
Hermaphrodite B'gonia, 221

Highbury, 699
Highclere Caatle, 211

Hippeaetrum Andreanum, 364
Hole, Daan, in America, 668
Holly, fasciated branch of, 510
Hollyhock, the, 218
Holmee, Oliver Wendell, and hia love

for trees, 440
Home House, Worthing (Mr. Bite-

man'a), 345
Honckenya ficifolia, 498
Honeyden, Foots Cray, 91

Hop, the nettle-headed, 100
Hupa, acreage of, 344; new season's,

221
Horsefield, Joo,, aome remarka on the

history of the late, 465
Horticulture in Belgium, 98 ; in the

United States, 130; the principlea

of, 443
Hoteia j aponica, unaeaaonable flowering

of, 573
Howard, Mr. N. 0., entomologist to

the U. S. Government, 130

Hyacinth and Lily of the Valley,

flowering early in September, 407
Hybrid Orchids, 719
Hyde Park, bedding in, 137
Hymenocallia Amancses, 63
Hypericum densiflorum, 507

I

Imp£bial Institute, lecture on British

Forestry at, 754
Imported fruits, 436
India, perfume-yielding flowers in, 724
Insecticide, a new. 257
Insect pests and Bacteriology, 776
Insects, grass-eating, 198

International Horticultural Exhibition

and Botanical Congress, the, of 1866,

197
Inventions, new, 479
Ipomu3i8 tree, 506
Iris and Lily disease, 221, 244, 255
Iris Uermanica, 37
Iris Ksempferi, 776
Iris, planting bulbous, 627
Isoplexis canariensis, 133

Japan, a Chrysanthemum exhibition

in, 717
Japanese Birches, 506; gardens, 137;

Melon, 723; Plums, 192 ; 660
Judging, definite rules for, 666
Judging Ferns at exhibitions, 288
Judeing, lecture on the principles of,

670

Kegeljan's, M. F., Gloxinias, 159
Kew Bulletin, 130, 158, 188, 406, 538,

665
Kew gardens, 254
Kew notes, 7, 63, 133, 152, 364, 498. 543
Kew, the herbaceous border at, 280
Kilnaide Gardens, Paisley, 750
Kirk, Mr. Alex., portrait of, 132
Kitchen-earden. the, 13, 41 69, 97,

126, 156, 187, 219, 250, 283. 313,

341. 371, 405, 439, 471, 503, 534,

567, 598, 631, 663, 695,724,752,779

Kitchen gardens, position of, 19
Koipbofia comosa and others, 336 ; K.

Nelsoni, 601 ; K. Northise, 63 ; ad-

ventitious buds of, 437
Kniphofiaa, 374

Label, a new form of garden, 19 ; a

serviceable, 159
Label-holder, a new, 416
Labelling, false, by dealers, 446

Laclia anceps var. Morada, 656
Lajlio-Cattleya Broomfieldienais x,

223 ; L -C. X Decia, 699 ; L.-C. X
elegans, 307 ; L.-C. Sayana, 339

Lajlia elegans Weathersiaua, 212 ; L.

tenebrosa, 35
Like in the Victoria Park, Bith, II

Lmtao, a visit to, 36
Larch, growth of, 292
Lirches at Dankeld. the parent, 756
Lathyrua fodder, 730
Lathyrua splendens, 7

Liwn-mower, steam, 197

Law Notes:—Alexander v. Kemp,
705 {Obtaining money by false pre-

tences) ; Bruce Findlay v. Benjamin
Armitage. 78 (Libel); Lemmon c.

Webb, 674 (Tree Lopping rig/its);

Milverton Horticultural and In-

du«trial Society v. Henry Parker,

480 {Horticultural Prize Moiiej)

Leaves, do they absorb moisture ?, 136

Leszjs Park, Newcastle, 66
Lecanopteris carnosa, 364
Leeds, Edward, (Narcissus) biographi-

cal notes of, 561, 625
Ljeds, Roundhay Park, at, 347
Legnminosse, root tubercles of, 307, 398
Lettuces under glaaa, 315
Lilium elegana omentum, 162 ; L.

giganteum at Fisher's Hotel, Pit-

lochrv, N.B, 754; L. Horsmaai,

74, 135; L. monadelphum, 128

Lilies at Oakwood, 701
Lily and Iris disease, 221. 255, 411
Lily, White Martagon, 667
Lime, the common, 101 ; the Weeping,

222
Linden, additional O.chida introduced

by M. Auguate, 315
Lindley Library, 284, 373 473. 568,

665, 696 ; Fund, the, 343, 406
Liaaochilua gigantena, 35
Literature of Orchids, 42
Lobelia cardinalis, 759
Lockie, presentation to Mr. Thof., 756
London, open spaces in. 632
Lycaate, a double, 729, 758
Ljciste SehoabrunnensisX, 118
Lychnis Haageana, 160

M

Macahanga Porteana, 284

Madura aurantiaca, 693
Magnolia, a large, 375 ; M. grandiflora,

a large, 286 ; M. Watsoni. 188

Maiden Erlegb, Apples at, 316
Manor House, Aahby-de-la-Zouch, 161

Manores, the use of mineral, 154

Manuring, green, 228
Marigold, Legion of Honour, 312, 564
Market gardening ; a profession for

our sons, 746
Market gardens in East Anglia, 152 ; in

Sussex, 96
Market prices, 603, 756
Markree Castle, the rockery, at, 75
Marram-grass, 532
Martagon Lily, white, degenerating,

603
Masdevallia Chimsera var. Mooreana,

35 ; M. rosea, 657
Matabeleland, market produce in, 443
Maxillaria venusta, 8
Melaleuca hypericifolia, 92
Melastoma malabatbricnm, 785
Melon, a Japanese, 723 ; a new, 694

;

Qaeen Anne's pocket, 40 ; The
Earl's Favourite, 578

Melons, the splitting of, 136
Memorial to the late Sir Joseph Whit-

worth, 286
Meteorology, Scottish, 783
Mignonette for winter and spring-

flowering, 340
Mignonette, specimen plants of, 572
Milla biSora flowering out of season,

700
Miltonia Phalaiuopsis, 35 ; M. spec-

tabilia, 7 ; M. s, var. Moreliana,

563
Mimosa latispinosa, 562
Mimulus in autumn, large- flowered,

400
Mina lobata, 223
Misletos of the olden times, 783
Misletoa, various, 745
Missouri Botanical Gardens, 506
Momordica mixta, 152, 530
MonocheeCum culture, 721
Monument to the late D.'. Bennet, 75G

Moore, of Sydney, Mr. Chas., 185

Moravia, Roe deer and Conifers in,'761

Morello Cherries, 191

Moth, the winter, 474
Moths on fruit trees, 474
Mulberries failing to ripen, 444, 509

Masa Basjo, 316 ; M. coccinea, 562
;

M. Easete, at Rose Hill, Falmouth,
697

Musas in the Kew Bulletin, 243
Mushrooms, edible, 221 ; in Berlin,

723 ; under Yew trees, 192
Mutisia ilicifolia, 134
Myrtus Luma, 92

N

Nahcissus grub, the, 162

Narcissus Leedsii, 667 ; N. Queen of

Spain, 192 {see Leeds)

Neil prize in horticnltur<j, the, 74 ; the

winner of the, 132
Nepenthes at Messrs. Veitch'e, 374 ;

at Oikholme, 437,760
Nervous system of plants, 698
Newcastle-on-Tyne, public parks at,

66
New South Wales, Oichids in, 776
New Zealand, notes from, 667
Nice, gardening in, 36S
Niotiana afliais, hardiness of, 376,

446, 510
Nolina longifolia, 66

Nursery Notes: — Armstrong'*,

W. R., Newcastle, 635 ; Bith, Mr.

R. H., Wisbech, 152; Box, J. B.,

Croydon. 164 ; Cannell & Sons,

Messrs. H., 367 ; Cant,Mr. Benj. R.,

94 ; Cant. Mr. Frank. 93 ; Cheal, J.,

& Sons, Crawley, 603 ; Douglas, Mr.

Jds., Bookbam. 39; Keynes, Wil-

liams & Co, 68; L'Horticulture In-

ternationale, Brussels, 159 ; Laing,

John & Sons, 478; May's, Geo.,

Teddington, 722 ; Mount. Geo.,

Folkestone, 660; Oavrard, J., Kil-

burn, 216 ; Paul & Sons, Wm., 67

;

Paul & Son, Messrs., Cheshunt, 184,

216 ; Pearson. J. R., & Sons, Chil-

well, 571; Peed & Sons, J., 692;

Pritchard, Mr. M., Chriatchurch, 39
;

Ramsey, Mr. Wm., 94 ; Saltmarsh

& Son, 95 : Sander, F., & Co.. St.

Albans, 572 ; Spooner, S. & Sons,

Hnunslow, 761; Veitch& Sons, Jas,,

367, 722

Nursery stock at Aberdeen, sale of, 407

Nats, the croc of, 161

Nymphseas, 74

Oakeolme, Nepenthes at, 437
Oak, the scarlet, 778
Oaks, large, and other trees in England,

376

Obituary : —Austin, Hugh, 21 ; Ban-
croft, D:. Joseph, 255 ; Birch, Henry,

705: Blenkins, G. E., 407; Boddy,

J, H., 350; Chitty, William, 642;

Cocker, Jnnr., Jas., 674 ; Doucet,
M. P. H., 374 ; Dachartre, M., 600 ;

Eimondson, John, 479 ; Forbes
Royle, Mrs., 449 ; Gower, William
Hugh. 138 ; Grosvenor, Lady Henry,
786 ; Hirker, Allen,786 ; Lswin,H.W.,
479; Medland, George, 164; Petfield,

Robert, 512; Pringsheim, Professor,

442; Royle, Mrs., 449; Sibray,

Henry, 578 ; Spivey, Edward, 479

Odontogloasnm Coradinei aplendens,

307; 0. crispum var. apiatum, 152;
0. c. from Arddarroch, 530; O. c.

var. maculatum, 248 ; O. c. var.

mirabile, 24J
Oiontoglossum Pescatorei, Raphael's

var., 530
Oflington Park, Worthing. 278
Olympia, the gardens at, 72
Omphalodea verna, 11

Oacidium Kramerianum, 563 ; O.orni-

thorhyncum albiflorutn, 782
Oncidium tigrinum, 774
Ooion disease, an, 160
Onion show at Banbury, an, 416
Oodeypore, 698
Opuntia, the, and ita relatives, 45
Orange, Osage, the 693
Oranges and Lemons, Californian,

22J ; in Sicily, 626
Orchards, the preparation and planting

of, 746
Orchid anomalies, 180
Orchid culture out-of-doors, 217
Orchid-houses, the, 13, 40, 68, 96, 127,

157, 186, 218, 250, 282, 312, 341,

371, 404. 438, 470 535. 567, 598,

630, 662, 694, 725. 753, 779
Orchids introduced by A. Linden, 315
Orchid literature, 42, 158
Orchid notes and gleanings, 7, 62, 339,

507, 530, 562, 594, 626, 6S6 720
Orchid sale at Pickering Lodge, 73
Orchids at Burford Lodge, 134; at

Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell, 594 ;

at Erlacliffe, Cheshire, 626 ; at Ha-
zelbourne, Dorking, 130 ; at L'Hor-
ticulture Internationale, Brussels,

159 ; at M. Peelers, Brussels. 771

;

at Oswald House, Edinburgh, 732 ; at

the Botanical Gardens, Manchester,

399
Orchids in France, 506 ; in New South

Wales, 775
Orchids, lecture on popularising, 479

Orchids of the Maritime Alps, 776

Orchids, the literature of, 42

Orchids, treatment of imported, 160,

706
Orphan Fund. Royal Gardeners', 15,

537, 726, 755
Ojage Orange, 693
Ojmanthus ilicifolius in fruit. 102

Oswald House, Edinburgh, 732

Oatram, Mr. A., 755
Oxalis cernua, 76
Oxford Botanic Gardens, 7, 63

Packing fruit for sa.e, 758

Packing Grapes for long journeys, 706

Paeonies, 666
Paialey, gardening notes from, 750

Palmerston Park, Dublin, 100, 343

Pamira, the, 433
Panay, Eekford'a Bronze Prince, 222

Panay, the, 278
Parish Councils, 537

Park, a public, for Truro, 730

Park Hill, Streatham, 400

Park, Roundhay, Leeds, 347

Parks, small and large, in the Metro-

polis, 632
Parsley pest, 288
Pea, Duchess, 674 ; P. Ne Plus Ultra,

758 ; P. Sutton's Latest of All, 674

Jfeas for market, 135

Peas in 1894, 541, 785

Peaa, Sweet, 101

Peach culture in Belgium. 691, 757

Peaches on open walls, 254, 444

Peaches, out-of-doors, 510 ; from June

to October, 136
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Pear flowers, the pollination of, 472
Pear, rooted stakes of the, 346
Pears and Peaches, dirers^ opinions

about, 729
Pears, as pyramids, 467 ; cracking and

blotched, 667; eaily, 444; in 1894,
the abnormil crop of, 475 ; notes oo,

573 ; remarks on, 627
Peeter's, M., Brussels, Orchids at,

774
Peppftrmint, 637; culture, 594
Pere«kia aculeata, 506
Perfume of the Ros", 754
Perfume-yielding plants in India, 724
Persia, Sagar-Bei>t in, 777
Perthshire notes. 542
Phenoloeical year 1893 94, weather of,

541, 637, 691
Phloxef, herbaceous, 344
Phorminm tenax, 45 101
Physalis Francheti, 434, 537
Picotee, the, 153
Pinks at Chiswick, 8
Pinus Bangeana, 602 ; P. Donglasii, a

golden, 44
PitcuUen House, Perthshire, 76
Plagianthus Lyalli, 7
Plant notes, 38
Plantations, thinning, 45, 339, 401
Plantations, treatment of, without

regular thinning, 565

Plant Portraits, Register of :—
Aconitum uncinatum, 12; Actino-
meris helianthoides, 316 ; Adiantum
Claesiannm,12 ; Aeridea quinqneTul-
nerum, 292; jEichynanthus Hilde-
brandii, 72, Amaryllis Lb Triomphe,
100; A, Yvonne, 292; Anemone
apennina, 316; Angraecum Eichleri-
anum, 292, A. Fournieianum, 778;
Anguloa Madonxiana X, 733;
Anona Rodriguesii, 100; Anthurium
Crombeziannm X Ami'd, 733 ; Aphe-
landra AubiaX, 292; Apple (Rein-
ettj) Ddscarde, 733 ; A, Calville Da-
qaesne, 316; A. Tolmaa's Sweef,
191 ; Aristolochia ornithocephala,
100; Azalea Li Tsarine, 733; A.
Nicholas II,, 733; Azaleodrndron
Jules CloBon, 316; Begonia Paul
Bruant, 578; B. P.esident Carnot,
100; Bsrtolinia guitata, 292; B.
hjbrida, 578; Bilbcrgia Wittmack-
iana X, 292; Brodiaa Hoselli
lilacina, 778 ; Browallia sppciosa
major, 578 ; Brugmansia chlorantha,
733; B, cornigera, 7,33 ; BulbophjU-
um mandibQlarp,292; Calla Elliotti-

ana,733; Calochortusvenustuiroseus,
733 ; Campanula alpina, 100 ; C,
Mariesii, 12; Canavalia versicolor,

100; Carnation Celia, 100; Cata-
setum macrocarpum va-, Lindeni,
778; Cattleja Aclandiae, 578; C.
eldorado var. Lindeni, 12 ; C, e. var,
0»eni, 12; C, guttata var, tigrina,

778; C, Mendeli var, Cupid, 778;
C, Mossias var, Treyeriana, 77'* ; C,
Mossiae var, Wambekfana, 733; C,
R-x, 12; C. Triansei, 578; Cnseao-
meles j iponica serotina, 578; Choro-
zsmaLowiix,733; Cbrysin.hemum,
Misa Alice Luck man, 666; Chaqui-
raqua alpestria, 100; Cirrhopetalum
deliteacens, 292; Citrus trifoliata,

578 ; C, triptera, 578; Clematis, Lady
Caroline Nevill, 191 ; C„ Madame
Van Houtte, 191 ; Cjchlioda Noezli-
aua, 12; Coelo^ynespecioaa, 292; Co-
locaaiaantii)nornm,72; Cornusflorida
rubra, 733 ; Crab-apple, General
Grant, 733 ; Cupressua macrocarpa,
100; Cym'iidium eburneum, 578;
Cypripedium barbatum Crossianum ?
X, 191; C, b»llatnlum, 191; C.
Charles vorthii, 578, 778; C. Dalle-
magnei X,12; C. D •nnianum,778;
C, Goiefroj.'o 7,33, 0. inaigne va",

montanum, 12 ; C, J. Gurney
Fowler, 778 ; C. Leyaenianum, 191

;

C Peten, 191; C, ribesianura, 578

;

0. Stonei pUtyt8»(jium,292
J
Oelsry,

Xia OaadoUa, 773 1 Dihlii, Blanche
K?ith, 66S; O, Mrs, A. Peart,
S78; Daphne eaueaeica, 796

1

Datura cornucopia, 578 ; Den-
di'obium atroriolaceum, 1.59 ; D.
Nestor X, 578; D, WarJianum,
var, LindensB, l92 ; Dermatobotrys
Saundersii, 15S ; Dentzia discolor,

var, purpuraaoena, 191 ; Dipla-
denia carisaima, 778 ; Epidendrum
Wendlandianum. 292 ; Erycina
echinata, 726 ; Eucharis Stevensii,

292; Eulophiella Elisabethse. 726;
Eupatorium serrulatum, 292; F.i-

tillaria aurea, 315 ; Gaetro-
cbilns Curtisii, 72 ; G^Qtiaaa
crinita, 7,33 ; Gsonnma decora,

778; Gladiolus triatis, 578; Gfneliaa
hystrix, 726 ; Grejia Sjther-
landi, 12 ; Gurauia Cogoiaux-
iana, 100 ; G, malacophylla, 100 ;

HouUetia Lanabergi. 72 ; Hydrangea
Lindleyana, 733; Hypericain deusi-

florum, 100 ; Impatiens auri -

coma, 442 ; Iris atro-purpurea, var.

atro-fusca, 443 ; I. Leon Tolstoi,733

;

Lachenalias in variety, 578 ; Lselia

autnmnalis, var,, 73?; Lieio-Cit-
tleya Canhamiana alba, 101 ; Lfelio-

Cattleya X Cauwenbergii, 578 ;

Lselio-Cattleya elegans, var, leuijo-

tata, 12; Lselia juvenilis x 12; L.
purpurata, var, Comte de Montebello,
733 ; L^ptactina Mannii, 158; Lilac,

Michel Buchner, 733; Lilium,
Alice Wilson, 101 ; L, van Houttei,

101 ; L, philippiuense, 578 ; Lisso-

chilus Grsefii, 292 ; Luisia Amesiana,
292 ; Lycaate Imachootiana X, 12;
L. Laeiani, 101 ; Masdevallia
Davisi, 578 ; M, elephanticeps, 733;
M. fractiflxa, 733; M, hierojly-

phica, 733 ; M, Mooreana, 7.33 : M,
muacosa, 733 ; M. ophiogl.'asa,

733; M, pachyantha, 733; M,
striatella, 733 ; M, ventricalaria,

733; M, Wfndlandiana,733; Maxil-
laria galeata, 292 ; M. mirabilis,

292 ; M, Sanderiana, 666 ; M venuita,

101; Miconia velutiua, 666; Mil-

tonia Bleuana splendens, 292 ; M.
spectabiiis, 101 ; Miltonia B:euana
nobilior, 778 ; Mormodes Cogniauxi,

778; Neusiedia Liadleji, 158;
O joatoglossnm cirrosum, 578 ; 0,
cordatnm, 101; O, c, var aureum,
733; 0, criapum Ferrierense, 778;
O, criapum var. ocellatum, 733

;

O. c, var. Triomphe de Rambouillet,
i:92 ; c, var, violaceo-punctatissi-

mun, 292 ; 0. c, var, Waltonenais,
101; 0. c. var, Wrigleyana, 292;
0, Dallemagneanum X. 292; 0,
Harryana var, superba. 292 ; O Pes-
catorei, 733; O, Pescatorei, var
Prince of Orange, 778; Osaiunda
Claytoniana, 733 ; Palumbina Can-
dida. 101 ; Peach, early Alexander,
191 ; Pear, Aleseandro Lambre, 733

;

Pear P.4coc^ de Trevoux, 778; Prar
Souvenir duCongr^s,733; Peatatemoa
Cohosa, 292; Phlox divaricata, 101;
Pboeaix mplanocarpa, 733; Pink,
Her Majesty, 578 ; Pieurothallis
namorosB, 293 ; P. tribuloides, 292

;

Pluma. Japanese, 101; P. Mitctiel-

son,292; P. (PruneTardiveMutqa^),
578 ;

Pyras betulifolia,101 ; Rhododen-
dron Schlippenbachi, 293,315 ; Rose
Paul's Carmine. 733 ; Saceolabium
Sanderianum, 292; Salvia macro-
itachya, 315; S^lenipedium Lind-
leyanum, 292; Senecio laxifolius,

442; S, sagittifolius, 578; Sobralia
stesHilia, 315; Sparmannia africana,

101; Spathoglottis gracilis, 72;
S-.anhopea connata, 292; S, tri-

cornia, 292 ; Stauropsis faaciata,

2^2 ; Strophanthus Petersianns, 726;
Syringa vulgaris, 578 ;Tamarix hi4-

pida, 292 ; Tetratheca ericoidea, 578 ;

Tillandaiii Sieboldiana, 292 ; Tricho-
centrum tigrinum, 442; Trichopilia
suevis. 578; Trochoiieodron aralio-

Ides, 315; Troraolum azurenm, 101 ;

T. Lindeni, 578; Tullpftaustralif, 101;
T, fragrans, 101 ; T, Oitrowskrana,
3,01 ; Urarift orinita, 443

; Vanda
•iiivis Veitohii, 101 ; Viada teres,

101 ; Veronica amnlexicaulis, 159
;

V, Purple Queen, 101 ; Vriesea R.'X,

733; Zvgop.'talnm iucermediam var,

peruviana, 292

Plants, nervous system of, 698

Plants, New or Noteworthy :—
Adiantaui capiUui veueria, 690;
A. disaimnlatum, 656; Aaplenium
t nebroiana, 690 ; Br^^jjiia Haageaua
erecta. 690; 3. SPfUP'rAor-ns ele-

gancisaimi alba. 690; Bstula alba

japonic a, 718; B. M»ximo*iczii 718;
Boibophvliuiu J'lhaunis. 592; B.

parpuaillum, 592 ; Bracbyatelma
caffrum, 62; Ca'.athea polytricha,

467 ; Catasetum macrocarpum, 306 ;

C. punctatum, 656 ; Cattleya guttata

Prinzii, var. Viacjunt deFigueiredo,

718 ; Crassula hybrida albiflora, 690

;

Ciotalaria longerostrata, 690 ; Cyr-
topera flexuosa, 656; Cypripsdium X
Dsnisianum, 118, C. insigne, var.

Gortoni, 336 ; Dalphinium Emilise,

434; Dsndrobium McGregorii, 90
;

D, Mettkeanum, 306 ; D, subclausum,
656; DierviUa piECox, 718; Dra-
Cffiua Godseffiana, 212; Diaa Lang-
leyeasis 35 ; Echidnopsis Dammann-
iana, 5.30 ; Eachscholtzia cacnllata,

434; Ejcomis robusta, 562; Gas-
trochilus albo-lntena, 34 ; GIthopais
specularioides, 244 ; Hedychium
Wilkeanum X, 276 ; Hypocyrta
pulchra,244; IrahoffiaDuparquetiana,

6i4 ; Lselia tenebrosa. var, Pittiana.7

;

Lihum B.-owni, var, leucanthum, 180

;

Lnpinas fallax, 4.34 ; L, Micheneri,

434, 464 ; Megaclinium pusillum,

656 ; M trisf.e. 656 ; Nemaatylia
brunnea, 34; Nerine aopendiculata,

3.36 ; N, X Stricklandi, 690
;

Paysalis Francheti, 4.34; Plectran-

thus marrubioides, 34 ; Pieurothal-

lis pernambucensis, 656; Polycoia
Lehmanni, 656; Poljganum bald-

Echuanicum, 656; Polypodiu,m den-
dricolum, 467; Scutellaria formo-

sana, 212: S^'necio kleinioidea, 34;
Sobralia xantholeuca, Wigaii's

variety, 118; Stanhopea nigripes,

656 ; S. Rindii, 656 ; Trichomanes
Bjlitarum, 592 ; T\ lophoropsia ye-

men8i8,2i4; Vanda Kimballianavar.
Lickn»rEe, 49*; V. Roeblineiiana,

656 ; Zephyranthes lilacina, 276
Plants, the growth of, 291

Plants under coloured glass, 130
Plants under glass, Vi, 40. 69 97, 126,

1.56, 186, 219, 251, 283, 313, ,343,

370 401, 4.39. 471, 503, 534. 567.

597 6.30, 660, 862 695 725. 752, 778
Plaamopara vitic ila, 75
Pleione lagenaria, the leaves of, 540
Pleromas and their culture, 720
Plums, Japanese, 660
Plume, blue and j^llow, on the same

branch, 376
Plume, the season's, 222
Poison fruits, red, 750
Pollination of Pear- dowers, 472
Poppies, Shirley, 92
Potato, crop, thp, 255, 286 ; disease,

the, 18 45, 132 697; and lightning,

136, 162 ; show, the proposed Na-
tional, 31.5, 343 ; the Gentleman,
6.37; triila at Chiswick, 343; at

Warminster, 317
Potatos, early, 18
Potatos in 1.894, 403
Poultry, a show of dead, 666
Powis Castle, Welshpool, 310
Press Congress, Belgian, 96
Primula japonica, 91 ; P, obconica

causing eczema, 760 ; F, sikkimensis,

40; P. verticillara 637
Primulaa, double Chin. a-. 730
Pringsbeim, the late Professor, 442
Products, vegetable development of,

704
Ptfiooarya caucasica, a fine, 192
Puecinia ribii, 135
Polaometor in fraiii cuUnre, 499
Pumpkins, large, 407
Pyrns Japonioa, fruitiag >d Eisas, 69S

Queen Anne's Pocket Melon, 40
Qji^qualia indica, 306

Radishes, the depth at which to sow,

5U6
RaUa for water-loving plants, 192
Railway coojpaniea and traders, 343
Railway strike in America, effect of

the, 100
Raspberry, Steel's Victoria, 221
Raspberries, American, 221, 506
Kating glasshouses, 706
Ravenscourt Park, Hammersmith, 45
Reinwardtia tetragyna, 720
Kestio subverticillatQS, 192
Rhodomyrtus macrocarpa fruits causing

blindness, 750
Rhus Cotinue, 183
Bice, distribution of, 197
Richardia Rehmanni, 364
Riviera, crops on the, 473 ; weather

on the, 704
Rock garden, the, 230
Rockery, at Markree Castle, 75 ; at

Palmereton Park, Dublin, 100
Rockery show-house at Veitch'a, 342
Romneya Coulteri, 74
Root tubercles, of Alder, 398 ; of Legn-

minoese, 307
RootJ, effects of submersion on, 255
Risa laxa as a stock, 18; R. mac-

rantha, 213
Rosary, the, 92, 151, 338, 400, 437,

566, 661
Rose Aiuiie Vibert, 92
Roae-buds, a new material for binding,

315
Rose garden in October, 499 ; perfume

of, 754
Rose Hill, Falmouth, Muaa ensete at,

697 ; plants in flower in December
at, 750

Rose notes, 151, 213
Rose, Rdve d'Or, 213 ; season of 1894.

the, 275 ; ahowe. the recent, 33

;

stocks, preparation of, 400; Vis-
countess Folkestone in Mr. Rum-
sey'e nursery, 158

Roses, abnormal. 18 ; and Clematis,

182; at the Cry.tal Palace, 61; at

th^ National Society's Show at Hali-

fax, 151; dreaaing of, 566; hybrid.

Tea, 338 ; in winter, 661, 702, 729
;

new, 338 ; single, 437 ; the colours

of, 578 ; the improvement of, 92
Rossie Gardens, Perthshire. 543
Rose-shire, gardening in, 703
Roundhay Park, Leeds, 347
Royal Inetitation, the, 18

Rabua phccaicolaaiue, 700
Rudbeckia Newmani, 402, 477
Rassiaa Thistle, the, 601

Sage Brush in America, 288; in

north-west Canada, 185
Salpiglossis sinnata, 222
Sandarach, Australian. 186
Sanseviera cylindrica, 222
Santalum, a new species </, 666
Sauce and Sewe. 404
Saxiiragacochlearia, 11

Scabious, dwarf German, 256
Schizanthns, 74
Schlimia trifida, 468

Scientific Committee: Banana,
proiiucla of the, 135 ; Calochortua
vara,, 76 ; Carnatioa sports, 135

;

Centaurea spathulata, 76 | Ohiono-
doxa bulbs attaoked with aphis, 511

;

Conifers, 641 ; Oentians aoaulii
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diseased, 135 ; lawns damaged by
Fernchafers, 541 ; Nepenthes bical-

carata in flower, 760 ; Oxalis cernna,

76 ; pepper, black, germinat ng,

637 ; Piienological observations,

637 ;
phenomena, 541 ; Photo-

graphs of a Lily-pond, 135 ; Photo-
graphs of Malta, 76 ; Pine cones,

760 ; Poppy, monstrons, 135
;

Primnla obconica, caase ot ecz-^raa,

760 ; Sagar-cane, diseased, 76 ; Tri-

toma with axillary buds, 760 ; Vine,

diseased, 135

Sclerotinia balbornm, 160
Scotland, 76 ;

Grape-growing in, 282
Seaside trees and ebrabs, 317
Seed-harvest, the promise of the, 131

Seed-trade, the, 335, 368, 402, 468, 593,

719
Seeds in olden time, 335
Selaginella, anatomy uf, 255
Senecio latifolins, 314 ; S. pnlcher,

339
Serrastylis modesta, 726
Severn Stoke, the crops at, 126
Shamrock of Ireland, the, 759
Show-card, a new, 381
Sicilian essence trade and the earth-

quake, 750
Sinly, tba packing of Orange and
Lemon crops in, 626

Silk from wood, 65
Society of American florists, the, 346

Societies :—Aylesbury Floral and
Horticultural, 50 ; Ayrshire Gar-
deners' Mutual, 697 ; Barnet and
District Horticultural, 105 ; Basing-
stoke Horticultaral, 260 ; Bath
Floral, 289 ; Beccles C.irysanthe-

mnm, 641 ; Beddington, Carshalton,

and Wallington Horticultural, 164
;

Birkenhead and District Gatdeners'
Mutual Improvement Asiociation,

671 ; Btrmiogham Chrysanthemum,
639 ; Birmingham Gardeners'
Mutual, 448, 698 ; Botanical Society

of America, 505; Bournemouth and
District Gardeners', 607, 727 ;

Brighton ami Sussex New Horticul-

tural, 261, 577 ; Bristol and Clifton

Zoological, 73 ; Bristol Chrysanthe-
mum, 639 ; British Pteridologica',

190; B ixt)n and Streatham Har-
ticulturai,608; BrusselsOrchidSiJDne,

507, 630 755 , Canterbury and K*nt,
Rose, 20; CardiS' Chrjsanthemum,
640 ; Cardiff Horticultural, 225

;

Cirnation and Picotee Union, 163
;

Cbertsey, Walton, and Wej bridge

Horticultural, 50 ; Cirencester

Chrysanthemum. 608 ; Clay Cross
Floral and Horticultural, 224

;

Crystal Palace Cirysaathemum, 576

;

CuckfieM Horticultural, 225; Cjui-
berland Chrysanthemum, 671

;

Derbjshire Agricultural and Hurti-
cullaral,260; Devonand Exeter Hur-
ticnltura', 226, 608, 760; Douglas
and Isle of Man Chrysanthemum,
672; Dundee Horticultural, 315;
Dundee Chrysanthemum, 673

;

Dutch Horticultural and Botanical,

285, 406; Ealing Gardeners', 729;
E .ling Horticultural, 50, 607 ; Eist
Anglian Horticultural Cub, 343;
Eastbourne Horticultural, 259; EJin-
burgh Botanical, 104, 608 728. 760;
Exmoulh Chrjsanthemum 578;Farn-
him Chrjsanthemum. 6.38; t'cncnlcy

Horticultural, 77 ; Forest Hill and
Catlord Horticultural. 728 ; Gh^nt
Horticultural, 345, 505. 630, 728,
783; Glasgow Cbrjsanthemum, 672

;

Glasgow Horticultural, 319; GriuiaDy
and District Chrysanthemum, 637;
Hammersmith Horticultural, 609

;

Hastings Horticultural, 224^ Havant
Chrjsanthemum, 577; Hay wards

Heath Horticultural, 106; Hereford
Fruit and Chrysantbemuuj, 639

;

Highgate and District Chrysanthe-
mum, 576; Hull Chrysanthemum,
640 ; Isle of Thanet Chrysanthe-
mum, 608; Isle of Wight Chrysan-
themum, 608 ; Kent County
Chrysanthemum, 606 ; Fruit Show,
512; Kingston and Surbiton, 609;
Leicester Horticultural, 196 ; Lm-
nean, 505, 568, 632, 728; London
Pansy auj Violet, 698; Maidenhead
Horticultural, 226 ; Manchester
Koyal Botanic, 105, 672; Midland
Carnation, 163; National Chrysan-
themum, 15, 257, 291, 442, 448, 473,

537, 541, 574, 634, 665, 702, 727

;

National Dahlia, 319 ; National
Pink (Midland Section), 50; Na-
tional Rose, 46, 697, 726, 7-54 ; Neath
Chrysanthemum, 673 ; Newbury
Horticultural, 195 ; Newcastle -

on-Tyne Horticultural, 77; Park-
atone Chrysanthemum, 640

;

Peeblesshire Horticultural Associa-
tion, 702 ; People's Palace and East
London Horticultural, 20, 576; Read-
ing Horticultural, 290 ; Reading
Chrysanthemum, 638 ; Koyal, 633 ;

Royal Botanic, 537; Royal CiltJo-
nian, 51, .349, 728 ; Royal Horticul-

tural, 48. 76. 102, 193, 257,317. 376,
408, 446. 479, 510 605, 637, 669, 697,

730, 760; Rjyal Horticultural (Chii-

w.ck Show), 376; Royal Horticul-
tural (Crystal Palace Fruit Show),
408; Royal Horticultural of Aber-
deen, 321, 634; Royal Oxfordshire
Horticuliural, 290; Royal Scottish
Arboricultural, 223, 258; Royal
Western Horticultural, 258 ; Sandy
and District Horticultural, 290;
Saffron Waldron Horticultural, 163

;

Scottish Horticultural, 729 ; Scut-
ti«h Horticultural (Cnrysanthe-
mums), 641 ; St. Neot's Chrysan-
mum, .577 ; Sheffield Chrysanthe-
mum, 671 ; Shirley and District,

634 ; Saropshire Horticultural, 227,
260 ; Sevenoaks Horticultural, 224

;

Soiethwick Horticultural, 16J

;

Southampton Royal Horticultural,

162; Suuthampton Chrjsanthemnm,
638 ; Stirling Horticultural, 291

;

Sioke Newington Chrysanthemum,
639 ; Tadcaster Paxton, 60S ; Taun-
t.jQ Horticultural, 196; Tibshelf
Floral and Horticultural, 105 ; Tor-
quay Chrysanthemum, 607 ; i'rent-

ham and Hanford Horticultural,

104; Trowbridge Horticultural,

259; Tunbridge Wells Horticul-
tural, 20 ; Twickenham Horticul-
sural, 671 ; Watford Chrysanthe-
mum, 607 ; Wells Chrysanthemum,
63S; Wells Horticultural, 195;
Welshpoil Horticultural. 197; West
Kent Cbrysanthemam, 606 ; Wilt-
shire Horticultural. 225; VVimblfdon
Horticultural, 76 ; Winchester
Chrysanthemum, 641 ; Wolverhamp-
ton Horticultural, 51 ; Worcester-
shire Fruit Show and Cjnference,
542; Worthing Horticultural, 50;
Yeovil Chrysanthemum, 638

Siphronitis cernua, 5.30

Spathoglottis Kimballiana, 594
S^jirsea Aruncus, 218 ; S.Bumaida, 183;
S callosa alba, 183; S. Nobleana,
183

Spiizbergen plant?, 343
Sporting of Chryeauthemum Viviand

Morel, 700
Spot on Grapes, 44
Spraying, 513; of frnit trees at Cam-

bridge, 37
Stands, the size of exhibition, 636
Staticfs, the culture of, 533
t>5enia pallida, 468

Stenoglottis longi folia, 563
Sternbergia macrantha, 498
Stocks for Roses, preparation of, 400
Stock-taking, 7^2, 190, 316, 443, 601,
755

Stoieholes, watertight, 701, 758
Storm in West Middlesex, severe,

130
Strawberry culture, 345 ; in York-

shire, 280
Strawberry Sir Joseph Paxton, 510
Strawberries, false crosses in, 568

;

planting out forced. 444,510
Street paving, wood for. 72.3

Streptocarpus, 310, 532 ; S., &o., at

Woodhatch Lodge, 346; S. caules-

cens, 723; S. Leichtensteinensis,

510
Streptocarpus as bedding plants, 344
Submersion, effects of, on roots, 255
Suburban garden, a, 179, 222
Sugar-cane disease, 76
Sulla, the (Hedysarum coronarium),

.305

Sunflower Miss Mellish, 468
Surveyors' Institution, 634
Satherlandsbire, autumn in, 542
Sseet Briar, old varieties of the, 509
Sweet Briar, hybrids, new, 565
Sjringa pekinensis, 4.3S; S. vulgaris

chamsethjrsus, 231

Tallow, vegetable, from China, 72
Tansy = Herb Waller, 506
Tapton House, Chesterfield, Chrysan-
themums and Grapes at, 603

Taxodium distichum at Laeken, 601
Tchihatchewia isatidea, 230, 256 289,

.317

Tea culture in Russia, 1.30

Technical education in Middlesex, 407
Tecoma Smithii x , 64
Telescope-cup and tube, the, 604
Theophrasta Jnssieui, .506

Thistle, the Russian, 601
Thornton, M.D., Robert Jno., works,

89, 154. 276
Thornton's ' Temple of Flora," 192
Thuia gigantea, 477. 541 ; T. orientalis,

var. pendula, 506
Tbunia Brjmeriana, 562
Timber prices in Wilts, 1.56

Timber trees, thinning. 19.3

Tomato—a fruit or a vegetable ?, 570
;

growing at Godalming, 101
Tomatos, false labelling of. by dealers,

446 ; how to preserve, .381

Torquay Rose-day, 16
Town atmosphere, influence of, on

Vegetation, 344
Traveller's notes, a (.T. H. Veitch), 10,

64. 91, 216, 249. 308, 401, 434, 468,
532, 695. 627, 658, 722, 728

Teaais-iLarker, new, 191
Trees and shrubs. 4b8, 628, 658, 778
Trees and shrubs not common in gar-

gens, 477; the con'erence on, 342,
372, 403

Trees, growth and height of some
large, 18, 376 ; ornamental, 658

;

transplanting, 564, 629
Trelissick, near Truro. 500
Trelrs Gooseberries, 192 223, 288
Trengwainton, Cornwall, 732
Trentham Gardens, 220, 596
Trichocladus grandiflorus, 134
Tritoma corallina, 724
Tropseolum polyphvllum, 160 ; T. spe-

ciosum, 784
Tropical scenes, photographs of, 161,

192
Truffles, 437 ; from Tunis and Tripoli,

436
Truro, a public park for, 730
Tuberose, the Pearl, 162
Turkey, Canary-seed culture in, 449
Tassilago fragrans, 339

Vanda teres, flowering of, 62
Vegetable exhibition, a, 440, 477, 782
Vegetable products, new developments

of, 704
Vegetable-tallow from China, 72
Vegetables, 502 ; in early spring, 346
Veitch, J. H. {see "A Traveller's

Notes ")

Veitch Memorial Fund, 782
Veitch's, Messrs., rock show-house, 342
Verbascum and Shirley Poppies, 136
Veronica apicauia, 11 ; V. longif.ilia

subsessilis, 218 ; V. Traversii, 38, 101
Victoria Park, Bath, lake in, 11
Vine, diseases of the, 75; fruited in a

pot, 153; leaves clubbing, 136; mil-
dew 01, 254

Vines and Peaches in Frnssia, 474

;

erinosis on, 100 ; layering of hardy
Grape, 310 ; Plasmopara viticola on,

75 ; removal of the rough bark ot

706
Vineyards at Castle Coch, &c., 314;

British, 346
Viola, a bulbous, 666
Viola Conference, a, 44 ; in Birming-
ham, 195

Violets lor winter bloom, 349

W
Wazes-Colnb Rectory, Essex, 591
Wales, re-ufforestment of parts of, 470
Waller-herb = Tansy, 506
Walls, value of garden, 730
Washington, New Zealanii, a traveller's

notes from, 659
Water-loving plants, rafts for, 192
Water, ornamental, at Harborne Hall,

38
Watering-machine, a new patented,

21

Waterfall at Stephen's Green, 568
Water-tight stokeholes, 701
Watsonia O'Brienii. 701, 7-4
Weather, in South Wilts, 317; of 1893,

the, 252; of the phenolo,;ical y^ar

1893 94, 691; on the Riviera, 704;
the mild, 7.58

Weed- killers and poison, 506
Wellhead Gardens, Halifax, 8

Wheat crop and the weather, the, 536
Whitworth, memorial to the late S.r

Joseph, 286
Widdringtonia Whytei, 190
Wilks, Rev. W., 697
Windlesham Nuis-ries, Bagshot, sale

at, 674
Window ferneries, 655
Wineberry, Japanese, 700
Witsenia corymbose, 533
Wolverhampton branch of the Gar-

deners' Rojal Benevolent Institu-

tion, 698
Wolverhampton Park, 281

Wood- ashes, and their chemical value

as manure, 564
Wood for street paving, 723
Woodlands, the, Streatham, 307
'Wood Noses," 698
Woods, protection of, from gales, 6.59

Woodside Gardens, Paisley, 751

Yeab 1894 : a retrospeef, 780
Yorkahue College, Leeds, the, 407
Yucca gloriosa, at what age does it

flower? 344
Yuccas, the dowering of, 444

Zadschneria californica, 346
/.ygopetalupi KlabochornOD, 69-1
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Abutilon vitifolium, 373
Anemone japonica " Whirlivind,

Angrsecum Fouroierianam, 43
Arachnantbe moicbifera, 435
Aaparagaa aarmentoaas, 747

661

Diaa X Langleyenais, 35 ; D, nervoaa,

309 ; D. Veitchii, 93
Dablin, view of the waterfall at

Stephen'a Green, 569
Label, a new form of garden, 19
Laslio-Cattleya BrookfieldienaiaX, 223
Lselio-Cattleja < Decia, 699
Lilium monadelphum, 129

L^caate ScboabrnnaenaiaX, 118

Ptelea trifoliata in frnit, 375
Pterocarya caucatica (leaf and fruit),

365
Faccinia Gentians, 107
Falaometer, for watering, apraying, &c„

499

B

Beans, jumping, 761
Begonia Haaeeana, 633 ; B. Freaident

Carnot, 399 ; B. Rajab, 213
Bentbamia fragifera at Treliaaick, 501
Bada, adventitiona, on Knipbofia, 437

Calochoetcs Flnmmerse, 133; C.
Weedii, 183

Campanula Medium, malformed, 317 ;

C. aibirica var, divergena, 597
Caraation-bouae at Coombe, Lewea,

281
Carpocapaa aaltitana (Jumping Bean),

761
Caatle Boro, Eaniacortby, 65
Cbeimatobia brnmata, 474
Cbryaantbemnm Hairy Wonder, 53 J

;

C. Madame Waltber, 637 ; C. poly-

morphic flower-head of a, 637
Clematia, Counteaa of Oaalow, 9
Cochlioda Noezliana, 71

Colntea melanocalyx, 155
Covent Garden Flower Market, 17

Cap and tube, the Springthorpe, 479
;

the Teleacope, 605
Cupreaaua Knigbtiana, 669
CypripediumCanhamias 667 ;C. James
H. Veitcb, 287 ; C, William Lloyd,

757

Daffodil, Sir Watkin, 775 ; D. Sir

Watkin, as figured in Hale 'a "Eden,"
777

Dahlia Grand Dake Alexia of Ruaaia,

409
Dendrobium Harveyanum, 593 ; D,

JohnaoniEB, 339

EcHiNOFsis Decaianeana, 625
Epidendrum bicornutnm, 337
Epi-Lselia X Hardyana, 629
Eucharia grandiflora, 665

Febn protballua, a curione, 571
Frnita, group of, ahown by H. M. the

Queen, at the Royal Horticultural

Society's show at the Crystal Palace,

445

GiTHOPSis apecularioidea, 245
Gloxiniaa at Morniogton Lodge, 253
Grevillea Bankaii, 15

Habenabia SuaanntB, 279
Hazel, a tortuous, 380

Ibis germanica, a variety of, 37

K

KiBK, Mr. Alexander, portrait of, 132
Kuiphofia, adventitiona buds on, 437

M

Macluba anrantiaca. 693
Magnolia Wataoni, 189
Malformed Campanula, 317
Manor Houae, AshbT-de-la-Zanch, 161
Maadevallia roaea, 657
Mialeto Oak, the, 769
Misleto, varietiea of. 746, 783
Momordica mixta, 531
Moore, Chai., of Sydney, 185
Moth, the winter, 475

Naecissos Sir Watkin, 775
Nolina longifolia, 07

Odontoqlossum crispum var. macu-
latnm, 248 ; 0. criapnm var. mira-
bile, 249

Oocidium ornitborbyncam albiflorum,

781
Onion diaeaae, an, 160
Opuntia, a two-formed, 45
Oaage Orange, the, 693

Falmeeston Park, Dublin, view in, 100
Park at Truro, design for a public, 731
Pear, Beurr6 Baltet Fere, bush of, 507
Fear, Benri^ Hardy. 467, 469; the

Seckle, branch of, 509 ; tree, Beuri^
Fonqueray, 466

Phillyrea decora, 369
Phyaalia Francbeti, 441
Poppy, a monatroua, 135
Powis Castle, Welshpool, 311

QuEBcns glabra, 377

Reinwabdtia tetragyna, 721
Rose, Guatave Piganeau, 749
Roaea, a prize stand of, at Woodbridge
Show, 751

Rubus japonicua tricolor, 95

S

Sansevieba cylindrica, leaf-cutting of,

222
Sclerotinia bulborura, 160
Senecio latifoliua, 315
Serrastylis modeata, 727
Stenoglottia longifolia, 563
Sweet Briar, a hybrid, 565

Tennis- MABKEB, a new, 191

Treliaaick, Bentbamia Iragifera at,

501 ; Lily- pond at, 505
Truro, deaign for a public park at, 731

Vine, a pot, 153
Vine, diaeasee of the, 75
Viacum indicnm, V. peruvianum, 783

W
Watebfall at Stephen'a Green, Dub-

lin, view of, 569 .

Winter Moth, the, 475

SUPPLEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS.

Antweep Exhibition, centbal geodp in the, October 6.

Blickling Hall, view of the flowbb gaeden at, November 3.

EaicHT Bank, view of the floweb gaeden and lawn at, October 20.

Febneby in the Gaeden of L. Mabouaed, Esa , Cape Town, November 17.

Highcleee Castle, view in the gaeden at, Auguat 25.

LiLinM gioanteum, Fishee's Hotel, Pitlocheie, December 22.

Macabanoa Poeteana, in the Victoeia Hodse at Kew, September 8.

MusA ensete, at Rose Hill, Falmouth, December 8.

RocKEET Show House, at Messes. Veitch's, September 22.

Rose, Viscountess Folkestone, in Ma, Bumsby's Nuhseey, Auguat 11.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE

of tha Second Portion of the famous

PICKERING LGDGE COLLECTION

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
Formei by the late George Hardy, Esq., and rsputed to be the

grandest lot of Plants in the North of England, having
won the highest honours at Manchester and other
leading shows.
By order of the Executors, without the sligheat Beserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, Pichering Lodge. Timperley, near Manchester,
on WEDNESD \Y and THURSDAY NEXC, July 11 and 12, at
half-VJast 12 o'clock preciaeiy each day, the Second Portion oC
this far-famed Collection. The whole of the plants are in the
best possible health, and are remarkable alike for their size

and the grandeur of the varieties. For upwards of twenty
years the Idte Mr. Hardy was an enthusiastic buyer and
a keen judge, and made a practice of discarding from his
collection all varieties that did not reach the highest standard
of excellence. In order that intending buyers may judge for

themselves of the beauty of the varieties, an efforc will be
made, as far as practicable, to offer everything in flower.

Amongst the numerous items to be offered in the Second Sale
may be mentioned specimen plants of—

Cypripedium Stoneii, Isevi- Lselia xanthina
gatum, Sedeuiicaudidulum,
Selligerum majus cauda-
tum ; also C. bellatulum,
vexiUarium superbum, Bar-
batum Warnerii, Lawrenci-
nnum, Veitchii, Curtisii,

B^thschildianum, Lowii.
fine plants ; C. Aylingii, C.
bellatulum, hardy var.

;

Fir-^t • class Certiticate,

Temple Show. 1894
Cattleya Mo3^i* Hardyana

,, ,, Hardyas. This is a
unique variety, and
far superior to
Reinechiana

,, Warnerii, several grand
plants

,, Sanderiana, splendid
specimeDB

,, G-iskelhana, several
grand plants

,, ,, alba, extra fine plant

,, crispa superba, enor-

mous specimen
,, aurea, several fine plants

„ „ cbrysotoxi, several

fine plants

,, Rex. several fine plants

,, AclandiB
„ Schilleriana

,, Mendelii Bluntii, fine

plant [plant

., labiata pallida, grand
Ltelia grandis tenebrosa

„ purpiirata, Boscowan's
variety, the original

and only plant

The majority of the plants will be in flower, and every
plant in the entire collection will be Sold by Auction, without
reserve.

The plants may be inspected on Tuesday between 10 and
fi o'clock. Catalogues may be had of the Head Gardener,
Mr. HOLMKS, on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, 67
and 68, Cheapttide, London. E.G.

BY ORDER of Messrs. LINDEN, BRUSSELS.

FRIDAY, JULY 13, NEXT.
MOST IMPORTANT SALE of a GRAND LOT of

CATTLEYA MENDELI,
Just arrived in magnificent order, including many large and

superb masses. It being well known tliat this beautiful
Cattleya is becoming very scarce, these plants have been
collected at a great sacrifice, personally by our collector,

Mr. Ed. Klaboch, who has informed us that a large number
of magnificent varieties will be found among them.

CATASETUM BUNGEROTHI.
Messrs. Linden have just recp-ived another small but fine

importation of this grand Orchid, including many large
and most distinct piece*, much finer than they have had
the pleasure of offering before.

LYCASTE ROSSIANA (R. A. Rolfe).
A splendid rare Lycaste, with golden-yellow flowers, fine

established plants of the same.
Also a number of other choice ORCHIDS, including BIFRE-

NABIA (LYCASTE). MYRIANTHINA. CYMBmiUM
EBURNEUM, COCHLIODA NOETZLIANA, in Flower.
and others.

TO BE SOLD by AUCTION, bv Messrs.
PROTHEROE and MORRIS, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY,
July \'A, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. E C , a fine PRI-
VATE COLLECTION of ORCHIDS, consisting of some remark-
ably well-grown specimens, and many extra good varieties
(Cattleyas especially).
The whole will be offered for sale, without reserve, on

TUESDAY', July 21th next, in consequence of theowner having
sold his estate and removing from the neighbourhood.

,, elegans Morreniana, spe-
cimens

,, ,, Stelynesiaaa, speci-
mens

,, ,, alba, specimens
,, ,, atro-rubens, speci-

mens
Lielio- Cattleya hybridum

Arnoldiana, grand
plant and variety

,. ,, ,. Canhamiana
Dtiudrobium Statterianum.

strong plant

,, album, strong plant,
very rare

Anguloa Ruckeiiana, several
plants

Coelogyne Massangeana
Sobralia Lucasiuna, immense

fipecimfH

,, xantholeuca, immeube
specimen

,, ,, alba, fine plants
,, species

Odontoglossum crispum, seve-
ral hundred

,, Pescatoreii. Polyxan-
tbum. Halli. Harry-
a n u m, pulchellum
majus

,, vexillarium rubellum
,, ,, superbum, six fine

plants
Vanda teres, several specimen

plants
Thunia Marshalliana
Phalienopsis violacea.

July 17 and 18 Next.

THE CHOICE COLLECTION OP
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,

formed by the late T. R. Watt, Esq., of Chislehurst.

By order of the Executors. Without the slightest reserve.

The Collection is rich in CY^PRIPEDIUMS,
and amongst the principal plants the following may be

specially mentioned :

—

Dendrobium Cooksonii

,, „ SaEderianum
,, ,. graudifioium

10 ,, Leechianum
,. rhodostonia

Eulophiella Elisabethfe

L^lia anceps Sanderiana
„ Stella

,, grandis tenebrosa
3 Lycaste Skinneri alba
Masdeval lia Veitchii gran-

diflora

Miltonia Cobbianum
500 Odontoglossum Alexan-

dise, various sizea

2 ,, nuUus
„ Wattianum
,, Ruckerianum
„ WUckeanum
,, Andersonianum

2 ,, Uro-Skinneri

,, Bictonense album
,, excellens

2 ,, Pollettianum
Peristeria elata
Phaleenopsis Schilleriana

,, grandiflora

,, amabilis

,, Luddemanniaua
,, Lowii
,, SCuartiana
,. Sanderiana alba

Sobralia xantholeuca
Vanda ccerulea

2 ,, Sanderiana

Aerides Sanderiana
Anthurium Scherzerianum

Parisiense (rare)

Cattleya gigas in variety

,, Percivalliana

,, Mossise varieties

„ Gaskelliana

,, Schrodera'

„ Labiata eltgans (rare)

,, Wagnerii
Cypripedium vexillarium

,. Bartetii

,, Youngianum (Cook-
son's variety)

,, microchilum
3 ,, grande

,, Argus Mu-'Hsii

2 ,, Morganise, sevea and
nine growths

2 ,, Sallieri Hyeaoum
„ Scnroder*
,, Niobe

2 ,, Arthuriauum
,, seedlings

,, calanthum
,, macropterum
„ Leeanum superbum
,, caudatum Wallisii

,, orphanum
,, Brownii
,, Masereelianum

Cislogyne cristata alba
Disa grandiflora
Cephalotus foUicularis
Dendrobium Cassiope

,, nobile nobilius

AlESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
l.»i. SELL the above COLLECTION by AUCTION at their
Central Sale Rooms. (57 & 68. Cheapside, Londoa, E.C., oa
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, July 17 and IS, at half-past
Twelve o'clock each day.

On view morniogs of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Caldy Manor, near West Klrby, Cheshire.
IMPORTANT SALE of a Large and Valuable Collection of

STOVE and GKEENHOUSE PLANTS, selectioa of
ORCHIDS, GARDEN REQUISITES, TENT. SEATS,
CHAIRS, VASES, Cellar cf very choice old WINES, &c.

Vf ESSRS. CIIURTON, ELPHICK and 00.
i-*A have been favoured with instructioos from the Executors
of the late Mrs. Barton, to SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNES-
DAY and THURSDAY. July 11 and 12, commencing each day
at 12 o'clock noon punctually, the whole of the Valuable
Collection of

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
also a choice selection of ORCHIDS, comprising Dendrobiums,
Cattleyaa, Calanthes, Coelogyne, Cymbidiums. Cypripedium*,
Epideodrums, Lu^lias. Lycastea, MaxiUarian. Miltonias, Oncl-
diums, Pleiones. Phaius, &c , many being half specimen plants,

and all in excellent health ; also 13 GARDEN-SEATd. 18 ditto

CHAIRS, 6 terra-cotta FLOWER-VASES, 600 FLOWER-
POTS. TENT. TENNIS and CROQLTET SETS; also cellar of
very choice OLD WINES, including Port, vintages of 1834 and
1851 ; fine old Madeira, 1853, 1859, &c, ; superior dessert and
dinner Clarets.

Order of Sale;—First day. Stove and Greenhouse Plants
and Orchids; Second day, Wines, &c.
The plants may be inspected any day during the week prior

to the Sale.

N.B.—Catalogues maybe obtained from Mr. NEISH, Gar-
dener, Caldy Manor ; the Dee Hotel, West Kirby ; or the
Auctioneers. Chester.

TO DUTCH BULB GROWERS
AND

ENGLISH BUYERS.
MESSRS. POPE AND SONS wish to call the

attention of the above to their SALES of BULBS, which
will be held every TUESDAY and THURSDAY, commencing
THURSDAY, August 23.

FLORISTS, and others requiring large quantities of Bulbs,
cannot do better than give these Sales a trial, as we are sure
(from a life-long experience of the Trade) that the Bulbs
usually sold are good, sound, and true to name, and at Prices

that cannot be touched in the Trade.

To DUTCH BULB GROWERS.—We shall be open to
receive Consignments of good sound Bulb^ true to name, for

Sale by Auction, and shall always do the best possible for all

Senders, and send Account of Sales and Cheques immediately
after the Sale.

POPE AND SONS, Horticultural Auctioneers, 6, Phillips

Street (adjoining the Market Hall), Birmingham,

Windlesham, near Bagshot.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD NURSERIES.

FOR SALE, by order of the Executor, the
several Inclosures of FREEHOLD GROUND, in all

22 acres 2 roods 39 poles, and the LEASEHOLD NURSERIES,
in all 16 acres rood 11 poles, being Richard Mason's Nurseries,

Windleeham, and carried on so successfully for many years by
the late Mr. Masou.
The purchaser will have the option of taking the Stock at a

valuation in the usual way, or a portion could be sold by
Auction. Arrangements for payment could be made to suit

the convenience of purchasers.
Full particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS.

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

FLORISTS, SEED, and BULB BUSINESS
for DISPOSAL, in high-class locality.—Low rent ; eood

trade done. Price : Goodwill, Stock, Fixtures. Horse and Van,
£101): wonh double.—FLORIST. Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Srreet, Strand, W.C.

OR SALE, a Small NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS.—Four Glasshouses and Propaga-

tion-house, heated by hotwater ; near the main road.

Apply to W. H., The Nureery, Park Row, Greenwich.

F~OR SALE, AT ONCE, through dissolving
Partnership, a small FLORISTS' BUSINESS: four

Greenhouses, well heated ; nearly an Acre of Ground. No
reasonable offer refused. Long Lease.—HEALEY, Florist,

New Bushy,

REEHOLD NURSERY, S.E., FOR SALE.
—Five Greenhouses, fitted with heating apparatus, well-

stocked. Dwelling-house, seven rooms, with every con-
venience, may be had on easy terms.- W, BROWN, Ramsey
Villa, Weymouth Street, Watford.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers. FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

'^pO LET, a Small MARKET NURSERY,
JL 10 miles from London.—410 feet of well-fitted Glass-
houses, with Dwelling-house; tenant has erected part of

Glass, and would sell. Apply to

—

H. MILLER, Park Nursery. Chadwell Heath, Essex.

O BE LET, a Small MARKET and
GENERAL NURSERY.—Well situated in South of

England, in full and profitable work ; all modern glass ; in

splendid condition, and well heated ; with comfortable Villa-

dwelling. Stock at valuation or agreement (about £iO0)

;

rent. £,bb. with option of purchasingfreehohi. For particulars,

apply HORTUS, 45, Beauchamp Place, Chelsea, London, S.W.

cUT FLOWERS.— CUT FLOWERS.
We hold SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

FRIDAY EVKNINa at halt-past five o'Clock. These Salea

hare been continuous, without a week'somiasion, for over eight
years. References to Senders of over eitjht years' standing.

POPE AN" SON.S. 6. Phillips. Street. Birminubam.

GERANIUM.—Strong-rooted Cuttings, F. V.
RASPAIL, 6s. per 100, or £1 IBs. per 1000. Cash with

order.— P. BOULTON, Beechenlea Nursery, Swanley.

EXCHANGE for small AZALEAS:—
SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, clean healthy plant ; height

17 feet; ten leaves. Apply, the—
GARDENER, Brogyntyn. Oswestry. Salop,

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners of

Noble, Thury, Paxton, President, and others at 6s. 9rf. per 100,

carriage paid. Sample dozen, Is. List free

W. LOVEL AND SON, Strawberry Nurseries. Driffield.

\riOLA and FANCY PANSY SEED.—
Y Sow now for next year's bloom. Viola Seed, from our

superb collection of named varieties. Id., 1»., and 2s, ^d, per
packet, post free. Pansy Seed, saved from leading exhi-
bition sorts. Is. and 2s. Gd. per packet, post free.

DOBBIE AND CO.. Florists to the Queen. Rothesay.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, LlUes, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, E.C.

N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN,

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
1 signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for

I
package; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post,

" WM.CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—F. V. Raspail,
Belgian Qaeen, Madame Crousse (Ivy-leaf), very good,

15s. 6rf. per 1(100. Cash with order.

F. KNIGHT BAMES. Fulwell Nurterv, Twickenham.

TNSECTS on PLANTS and FRUIT TREES
JL cheaply cleared by CALVERT'S CARBOLIC SOFT SOAP.
The best preparation. Highly recoinmeoded by users In 1 and
2 lb. Jars at Is. and 2s. each ; 4 and 7 lb. Tins at 3s. and 6s.

each, at Chemists, &c., or Tins sent post-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO., Manchester.
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DENDROBIUM HILDEBRANDTI,
(n, sp. Rolfe).

MESSRS. GHARLESWORTH, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO., HEATON, BRADFORD,
Have great pleasure in offering this great Novelty, which will be a valuable addition to the charming group of Dendrobiunis. The flowers are sulphur-
yellow, a trifle darker towards the centre ; 3 to 3^ inches diameter ; lip of same colour, unusually large and open, with an orange coloured lilotch in the
centre. The flowers are borne on short spikes. The plant is quite distinct in appearance, resembling slightly Dendrobium nobiie; the bulbs, however,
are flat, varying in size from 10 to 30 inches, and show an abundance of old ilower-spikes, and we do not remember seeing a plant which shows such a
freedom of flowers. It has been an expensive plant to import, coming from a remote and uninhabited district, as it is only from such places ^'ew Plants
particularly Dendrobiunis, can be found. The plants are in splendid condition, and we are prepared to replace any plant which should die within three,

months from date of purchase.

PRICE, SIZE, and FULL PARTICULARS, ON APPLICATION to

MESSRS. GHARLESWORTH, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO., Orchid importers and Growers, HEATOH, BRADFORD, YORKS.
INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED.

DROUGHT.
GARDEN ENGINES,

SYRINGES,
AND

WATER FITTINGS,
FEOM

HAYWARD TYLER & CO.,

91-92, WHITECaOSS STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

TELEGRAMS, " TrLERO.V, LOXDOy.'

HOTHOUSE BniIJ}EBS and HOT-WATEB ENTGINEEBS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses. Forcing Houses. &c.» constructed on onr improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one clasa of

work, and that thf very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our firm,

from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and aucceaa guaranteed
in all ca^es. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, Sue, always in stock.

Plans, Estimates, arid Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK THE BEST MATERIALS.

CRIMSON PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION,
" U R I AH PI K E."

Awarded Pour Firat-class CerUficates, Sesldes the Silver-Gilt and Silver Medals of the R.H.S.

Come and see my magnificent stock of this noble flower, much the largest and best in existence.

A veritable CARNATION FEAST. Thousands of Plants and Millions of Flowers ready for Sale.

Price :—48's, 5s. each, 50s. per dozen ; 60's, 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen.
Terms, cash with order. N.B,

—

Coloueed Plate post-free on applicatioo.

Special Prices per 1.000 or 10,000.

GEORGE MAY, THE NURSERIES, UPPER TEDDINCTOM, MIDDLESEX.

EXHIBITIONS.

NATIONAL KOSE SOCIETY'S
PROVINCIAL SaOW at Silterhebble. Juy 19. 1894.

Schedules from JNO. E. BROOKS, 4. SavUe Park St , Halifax.

ORTHAMPTONSHIRE HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY'S GREAT SUMMER SHO'A^.-Delapre
Park, Northampton, August 6 arjd 7. £^5U iu PBIZtCS.

For best twelve Plants— £15, £10. £o. £i 10s. Central Group
for Conservatory Decoration- £9, £t5, £.i 10s. Collection of
Fruit, eight varieties— £5, £3. £1 Uis. Twenty-four Roses

—

£2, £l 10s., £1. Collection of Vegetables, twelve varieties,

selected-£3, £l, £1. Table Decoration. £', £J, £1.
Entries close July 21.

Schedules and full particulars from

—

Northampton. June ^X 1894. ^- ^- T^^UP. Secretary.

To Nurserymen and Bulb Growers.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL is pre-
Ijart'd to receive TENDER > for SUPPLY of BULBS for

various Parka and Garileos. PersoDs desiring to submit
tenders may obtaiu a copy of the specification, form of tender,
and other particulars at the Pjrks Sub-Department, County
Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W.
Tenders must be upon the ofStial forms, and the printed

instructiona contained therein must be strictly complied vpith.

Tenders are to be delivered at the Couoty H^li. in a sealed

cover, addressed to the Clerk of the Loa<lon County Couucil,

and marked, "Tender for Bulbs."
No Tender will be received after 10 o'Jlock on Friday,

July 13, 1894. Any tender which does not comply with the
priuted inetructious for tender may be rejected.

The Council dues not bind itself to accept the lowest or any
tender.

H. DE LA HOOKE. Clerk o£ the Couucil.

Spring Gardens. S.W., June 28, 1894.

To Market Gardeners and Others.

WARE UNION KUKAL SANITARY
AUTHORITY.—The above Authority are prepared to

receive offt-ra of TENANCY, either yearly or for a term, from
Michaelmas next, of their SEWAGE GARDEN and LAND, at

Wormley, Herts, comprising 5j acres or thereab mts. Part of

the land is laid out for sewage irrigation, and receives the

sewage of Wormley. The land adjoins the main line of the

Great Eastern Railway, and is about. 14 miles from London.
Further particulars will be furnished by the uuderaigned on

application. Dated this June 21. 1894.

GEO. H. GISBY, Clerk to the Authority.

Union Offices. Ware. Herts.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.-30 minutes from St. Pancras.

PEAFOWL.— Several Grand Peacocks and
Hens, eighteen months old, 25s. the pair.

SMITFT, The Fishery, Maidenhead,

EES — BEE-HIVES — BEE-KEEPING
APPLIANCES.—CATALOGrUE, 4S pages, eratis and post-

free. Special edition Catalogue, 78 pages with lustructionsand

100 illustrations, post-free, M.—T. B. BLOW, Welwyn. Herts.

REEN SPHAGNUM. MOSS.—Clean Picked
and Squeezed, 70 lb., .5s. per bag.

JOHN BYRNE. Cliff Brow, Kendal.

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every description of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPTFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.

Largo Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

GARDEN NETTING.
Best heavy, 2 yards by 100, or 4 by SO, 7s. ; Gnrden Canes

from 2s, per 100; Best Archangel Mats, 8s. per bundle of 10;

St Petersburg Mats, 6:, : Superior Pack'ng Mats, 3s, Sd.

;

Seed Bags and Garden Sundries at bottom prices.

Special quotations for large quantities.

CAMERON & CO., 178, Charing Cross Road, London, W.O.
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A STERLING NOVELTY.

NEW PERPETUAL CARNATION
"UBIAH PIKE."

Awarded Certificate of Merit and Medal from the Eoyal
Botanical Society.

This is undoubtedly the finest Carnation that has been
offered to the Gardening World for many years, in fact a
" March past " all other Carnationa. It is a lovely crimson-
maroon in colour, splendid habit, a vigorous grower, and most
profuse bloomer, strong clove-scented, and throwing its perfect-
formed flowers on long stems, which is an indispensable quality

;

the calyx does not split, and resists disease. This Carnation has
been grown for several years (for cut bloom onl^) for all the
leading Florists in the kingdom, and is acknowledged by
them to be the finest Carnation for all Floral decorations, its
lasting proclivities in a cut state being marvellous. It is now
offered for the first time to those requiring a genuine Novelty.

Plants now ready at the following Prices :

—

Each. Per doz.

3Mn. POTS 2/6 24/-

FLOWERINa PLANTS. In 5-ln. Pots... 6/- 50/-
Terms Cash with Order.

Please Order early, as all Orders will be executed in strict

rotation. For Trade Price and all particulars apply to —

JAMES PIKE,
PARK BOAD NT7B.SEBIES,

SOUTH ACTOIf, LONDON, W.
To the Trade.

CABBAGE SEEDS for AUTUMK SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
• give Special Quotatious for their extrd - selected

Stocks of CABBAGE SEEDS of 1893 growth, which comprise
the followiDg varieties, viz.

Early Nonpareil
Enfield Market
Rainham
Offeoham
Wheeler's Imperial
EUam
Large York
Dwarf York

Mein'a No 1

Carter's Heartwell
Daniel's Defiance
Lee'is Market
RobinsOD's Champion Drum-
head

Dwarf Flat Dutch Drumhead
Dwarf Drumhead Selected

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

Special Cheap Offer.

WM. ICETON has a very Extensive Stock of
the following Palms to offer the Trade, and others filling

Conservatories, at special quotations:—

KENTIAS, F. & B., from 10 to 20 feet.

COCOS PLUMOSA. from 10 to 20 feet.

SEAFORTHIA E., from 6 to 18 feet.

AREC A BiUERII, from 7 to 10 feet.

ABECA LUTESCENS. from 6 to 10 feet.

LA'l'ANI* BORB , from 5 to 9 feet.

CHAM/EROPS E.. from 5 to 12 feet.

RAPHIS FLAB., from 5 to 8 feet.

RAPHIS HUMILIS. from 4 to 6 feet.

W. I. has also bcme very fine collections of CALADIUMS
oi the newest kinds, at greatly Reduced Prices.

W. ICETON, Putney, S.W.

STRAWBERRIES. STRAWBERRIES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO INTIMATE THAT THEY

Will shortly be in a position to Supply all the Leading Kinds of the above,

eitJier in Pots, or Prepared Runners.

Special List, just published, can be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W. *

LIUUM HADRISII
DIRECT
FROM BERMUDA.

Goods Delivered Free on Board.

5 to 7 in. circ, JE5 per 1000.
[

9 to 11 in. circ, £19 per 1000.
7 to 9 in. circ, £10 per 1000.

|
11 to 16 in. circ, U. each.

Cash with order. All other bulbs at low prieea.
Kindly note, being the Largest Grower of Bulbs for Export,

X am in a position to offer the best bulba at the lowest possible
prices. Correspondence invited.

JOHN MEGSON. Rural HUl, Hamilton, Bermnda.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL

BUILDERS,

CONSERVATORIES, FERNERIES, 'VINERIES, GREENHOUSES, &c., &c.

NORWICH.

Surveys made in any part of the Country, Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.
NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. FREE OV APPLICATION.

FRIDAY NEXT, JULY 13 .

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
WILL SELL BY AUCTION,

At their CENTEAL SALE EOOMS, 67 and 08, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C , on FRIDAY NEXT,
July 13, at half-past 12 o'Clock, by order of Messrs. LINDEN, a Consignment of

MOST VALUABLEi DESIRABLE IMPORTED ORCHIDS
including a large number of superb masses and splendid plants of

Cattleya Mendeli, Catasetum Bungerothi, k.
JUST IMPORTED IJS TEE MOST PERFECT CONDITION AND HEALTH.

ALSO, A MAGNIFICENT IMPOETATION OF CATTLEYA AUREA, JUST EECEIVED.

ON VIEW MORNING OF SALE, AND CATALOGUES HAD.
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. LAXTON'S
STRAWBERRIES

IF you WISH FOR A GOOD

FORGING OR OUTDOOR STRAWBERRY,
YOU MUST HAVE

LAXTON'S
ROYAL SOVEREIGN.
FLAVOUR RICH—COLOUR GRAND-

CROP HEAVY.

THE GREATEST SENSATION
SINCE NOBLE.

Price : Open Ground, £3 per 100 ; 12s. per doz.

In 60-pots, £4 per 100 ; 18». per doz.

Novelties, 1894.

j'OR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in
Flowering and OruameDtal Foliage Plants, apply to

—

SANDER AMD CO., St. Albans.

WE ALSO MAKE A

SPECIALTY OF ALL BEST VARIETIES,

IN 60-POTS, FOR FORCING.

LISTS, FREE.

LAXTON BROS.,
BEDFORD.

1^" Sendfor Fruit of Moyal Sovereign.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samencidture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

CARNATIONS and PIGOTEES.
Seedlings from best strains, now ready, 3s. 6tf. per dozen,

255. per 100. Strong plants.

CARNATION and PICOTEE SEED, from best named, hand-
fertilised flowers, 2s. to 3s. 6rf. per packet.

SHOW AURICULA SEED, 2s. M. per pkt., from prize flowers.

ALPINE AURICULA SEED, saved from best named varieties.
Is. 6d. per packet.

SEEDLING ALPINE AURICULAS, prize strains, strong
flowering plants, .'is. per dozen.

Best named varieties of AURICULAS in all classes.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S.,

GREAT BOOKHAM, 8V R B E Y.

ARR'S SEEDS.—Sow now for Winter-
flowering, BARR'S MIXED PRIMULA, the finest in

cultivation, per packet, 2s. 6d. ; BARR'S WHITE PRIMULA,
finest large-flowered strain, per -packet, 2s. Bd. ; BARR'S
SCARLET PRIMULA, a most beautiful variety, per packet,
2s. M. ; BARR'S RED PRIMULA, the finest carmine-red, per
packet, 2s. id.; BARR'S BLUE PRIMULA, the nearest and
best blue shade, per packet, 2s. id. ; BARR'S First^Prize
CALCEOLARIA, MIXED, flowers large, and colours brilliant,
per packet, 2s. 6d. ; BARR'S Prire CINERARIAS, large
flowers of beautiful form, and lovely colours, per packet 2s. 6d.

All post-free.
BARR AND SON, King Street, Covent Garden, W.O.

Novelties, 1891.

THE ROYAL SET of COLEUS.—Unique
aod superb ; the haodsomest ever offered ; folia):e

rivalling the best Caladiums. Empress of India, PriDcess of

Wales, Princess May, Princess Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,
Duke of York. Seven varieties for 21s.

See SANDER and CO.'S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties. 1891.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The most useful and brilliant flowering plant

known. First-class Certificate. Royal Horticultural Society,

April 24, 1891. Of the most easy culture, either in the green-
house, conserv»torv, or plant-stove, producing its magnificent
losy-crimson bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest pots,

under all conditions, in the greatest abundance and amazing
profusion. Price 7s, 6d. each.

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties. 1894.

DIPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
Flowers rich, glowing crimson-maroon, with deep orange

throat. First-class Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
reaoy. Price, 12s. 6rf. each.

SANDER AMD CO., St. Albans.

1894. CONTRACTS FOR i895.

LILIUM AURATUM,
LILrCTM HABRI8II,

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA,
TTJBEKOSES (True Excelsior Pearls),

GLADIOLUS, &c;

Will be Closed at Lowest Possible Prices by

F. W. O. SCHMITZ & CO.,
JERSEY CITY. N.J.. FOB. 29.

EUCHARIS LOWIL—Strong flowering bulbs
of this lovely and distinct Eucharis, recently exhibited

at the Drill Hall and Temple Show. R.H.S. Award of Merit,

April 11, 1K9.3. 6s. each, iis per dozen.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA VAR. SAN
DERIANA. (First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural

Society, April 21th, 1894.) — A fine free-flowering

brilliantly coloured variety of this old

favourite. Strong young plants, 5s. each.

HUGH LOW & CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E

and
well-established

LILIUM LOWIL (First-class Certificate Royal
Hort. Soc, July 11, 1893.)—Several plants of this rare

and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CROTON RUSSELLII. (First-olass Certificate,

Royal Hort. Soc, November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.

Price, 2l5. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton^Nursery, N.E.

DICHORIZANDRAMUSAICA GIGANTEA
(Firstclass Certificate at Temple Show. 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 2]«. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

"VTEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
1~\ Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 5s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

AREALLYGOOD EXTRAEARLY CABBAGE
(Seed Saved In North of Scotland).

JOHN O'GROAT" EXHIBITION STRAIN
—Stock raised for many years exclutively from Autumn

plantings, sown on July 11 or 12. It is almost a perfect heart-

ing sort, as, out of 18,000 plants grown as above, a hundred
have not bolted in the worst season. Test it for earliness,

quality, weight, and for exhibition. Price, ^ oz., Qd. ; J oz., 1».

W. G. HOLMES, Seed Grower, Taio, N.B.

THE
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THE FLOWER MARKET,
COVENT GARDEN.*

(See Illustration, p. 17.)

" TT is only through such a channel as a public
-^ market offers, that the genuine stamp of

popular approval can be obtained,and the business

and commercial value of any fresh articles intro-

duced for public supply can be truly tested. One
thing is certain, and that is, that there is no
advertisement in the world so powerful for a

really good article as its exhibition on a grower's

stand side by side with its rivals.

Perhaps I may be pardoned if I turn back and

give a brief review of the history and growth of

the market before speaking of its present flower

supply.

The History of the Market.
It may be interesting to know that in 1828,

when the present regulating Act of Parliament

under which the market is managed was passed,

the area of the chartered market was divided into

eight different sections for various purposes.

These were named after the first eight letters of

the alphabet, and varied much in size. Section

H, the smallest and last, was the portion assigned

for flowers ; it contained twelve small stands,

about equal to one-hundredth of the market

area, and had no provision for shelves, or other

method of exhibiting the goods, except the floor-

space, which was uncovered. Such was con-

sidered sufficient provision for the wants of that

time, and continued so for many years.

The growth of the public taste for flowers is a

most marked illustration of the advance of the age

in which we live. Doubtless, many causes have

worked together contributing towards it,such as

—

1. The increase in the wealth of the manu-

factaring and trading claues, enabling them to

acquire and indulge in more refined taste,

2 The increase of London, by the retirement of

its more prosperous citizens into suburban reiidences,

witb gardens and conservatories attached.

3. The public exhibitions, and the ahowa of the

Eoyal Horticultural Society, doubtless stimulated

and directed public taste.

4. The spread of education amongat the working

classes, had a decided tendency to create amongat

them a taete for the beautiful.

5. The migration into London of country folk, who
regarded a window-plant aa a connecting link

between the new life in town and the green fields of

happy memory left behind.

6. and lastly. The faahion of the times, which led

people to beautify and adorn their tables and rooma

with floral decorationa ; and also to expreaa affection

and regard for the living, and eateem and reapect for

the dead by floral offeringa. Even the revival of

ritualistic ceremony in religious worship haa had its

ahare in contributing to a general demand for flowera.

And how haa this gradually-increasing trade been

provided for ? In 1848 it was found that the flower-

atands, section H, was totally inadequate for the

then trade. It had already begun to be patent to a

• From a paper read before the Horticultural Club by
Mr. Assbee.
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few pioneer growers, that a public want required

to hi met, and a rapid increase developed itself. No
longer was it possible for the church porch, and the

piazzas round the market square, to give shelter

f) the improving and increasing supply of plants.

Then arose the question of a flower market pare

and simple. It happened that the l-ases of certain

houses at the south-east corner of the market fell

in at this time, and a'ter an experiment the first

flower market was built.

This increased facility for the trade soon had the

effect of still further stimulating the public demand.
As plants and flowers became better grown and
better known, they b?came better appreciated, and
the market gave still further signs of want of

space. In fact, it was like a growing youth whose
limbs had outgrown his clothes. Like a good
father, his Grace resolved to bay the lad a new suit,

and in 18t6 the present market was completed.
[Illustrations of the market were given in oar

columns forFeVraary 10, 1872, and July 18, 1885'.

I must say the young man still continnes to grow,

and additional provision for his pressing wants will

have some day to be made. At present, a portion

of the overflow market, consisting of bedding-out
plants for gardens and window-boxes, finds accom-
modation in the enclosed area between Tavistock
Street and the market on the south side.

So much for the his'ory of the rise and progress

of the market. Now for a look at it as it is. I

suppose most of us have visited Covent Gsrden
Market during business hours. If any have not, I

trust they will take an early opportunity of doing
BO. The practical gardener can here critically

examine the various plants and flowers, and
conapare tht^m with those of his own growing.
The lover of plants and flowers will flit from stand
to stand with a wondrous uncertainty regarding
which is the most beautiful and deserving of the lot.

The carious and inquisitive will ask all sorts of

qaestions respfcting how things are so grown, and
the quantities brought, and where they come from,

and where they go to ; and if he is inclined to

mathematics he will probably set himself sundry
curious problems based upon data he receives.

The sentimental will probably doat on some wild
flowers, and in the search for Forget-me-Nots pro-
bably venture into the outer area, where rough-looking
gipsy chaps dispo.se of moss. Ferns, and Water
Lilies. On her return (I suppose the visitor to be a

lady) she will possibly express a wonder that such
rough, unwashed, and altogether disreputable-looking

individuals should be associated with her pet flowers,

and why flower-girls should be such a coarse, dirty,

draggle-tailed lot, and why the duke or somebody
else does not provide them with clean tall Normandy
caps and picturesque gowns and aprons.

Of all visitors to Covent Garden a market-stroller

is perhaps the being most objected to by business

people. Here let me say that, though the market
may be written of and spoken of, and is often visited

as a flower show of the free-and-gratis order, it is

primarily and essentially a place for the sale of goods,

and not for exhibition. To those who visit it daily

for business purposes its beauties cease to have the

charm of novelty. In the business of a busy market
there is little time for leisure or sentiment. Each
trader goes for the particular plants and flowers he
requires, bestowing scarcely a thought or glance on
others, and it is to this business portion of the

market I must now come.

Thb Dealers and Their Customees

We will, if you please, consider ourselves strictly

market people. Eich and every morning all the

yar round we are there at the opening of

The doors. Our wants vary with the seasons, and
for these the grower roust provide. Now, there

are two classes of growers : one class regularly

attends, and hta always something to bring;

the other class only attends at certain seasons,

either because they are specialists, and grow only

a certain class of stuff, or because they are fruit

as well as flower-growers, and consequently only

grow puch fl- wers as suit their convenience. The

former class is yonr true market^flower- grower ; he

has to provide a succession of goods for every day of

the year. Then, again, this growing business natu-

rally divides itself into different sections :— 1. There
is the pot-plant trade, with its two great parts— (a)

flowering plants, and (h) foliage and decorative

plants ; and, 2, the cut-flower trade.

Pot Plants.

The former requires great experience, great

labour, acd great judgment, with often but little

profit. The raga for pots of Sowers has somewhat
gone out of late years. But only look at the market
when full of them in their season—the size, so

suitable to their purpose ; the training, so admi-

rable ; the blooms, so near perfection. Take a few

examples. Mignonette, six to eight giant trusses in

one small pot ; the Pelargoniums, a mass of bloom
;

the Fuchsias the same. Only try to grow them
yourself, and then you will see to what extent the

market-grower is a master of his art. Then take

single stalks with heads of bloom, say, Hydrangeas, or

Liliums, or Arams; or take the perfection to which

Ericas are grown for market, to say nothing of the

commoner flowere, such as Marguerites, Pelargoniums

(especially Ivies), Calceolarias, and others, huge

banks of which are daily to be seen. Then, again,

in winter time and early spring, the pots of Lilies,

Hyacinths, Tulips. These, with others, form a

never-ending succession.

The foliage plants are also marvels of fitness for

their purprse. Palms of any size, Ferns, Ficus,

Crotons, and Dractenasare ever present, in quantities

equal to any call upon the trade. Solanams form a

special market feature in their season.

There has lately sprung up quite a new business

field in foliage plants. I allude to small thumb
pots of assorted goods, about a dozen or fil'tf en, each

in small wooden boxes. These find great favour

with purchasers who have cool greenhouses where
thev can grow them on to fair-sized p'ants. Nearly
1000 boxes a day, of fifteen pots in a box. have been

sold by one grower. It is curious to know how many
boxes are obtained — Tomato-boxes, Pine-boxes,

Orange-boxes, old ones atiliz°d for this purpose

after the fruit is sold.

Before leaving the box- trade, I must speak of

the early spring bedding-plants. Many thousand

boxes of blue Lobelia, struck cuttings of Calceo-

larias, Fuchsias, seedling Asters, Stocks, Pansies,

Mimulns, Musk, Nasturtiums, plants for edgings,

plants for bedding, and taller-growing varieties for

backing, both annuals and perennials, are daily sold.

These are often grown by small jobbing gardeners

under very primitive frames, and are brought in

small loads and sold in the Area in Tavistock Row.
This is rea'ly the cottagers' market.

Cut Flowebs.

Now, for the cut flowers. Difficult as it is to

convey any adequate notion of the pot-trade, the

cut- flower trade is more difficult still. People do

not replenish boxes of window-plants very often, or

plant out their gardens every day. Many have no

garden to plant, and do not keep window-boxes.

But with cut flowers, it is quite another thing; with

great care and attention they can rarely be kept

fresh many days, and require constant renewal.

Then they are used for so many purposes where pots

could not serve. Everybody can find a place (or

cut-blooms: the table, the sideboard, the mantel-

piece, the button - hole, wreaths, baskets, and

bouquets. When you think what the daily con-

sumption of cut flowers in London amounts to, and

look at the number of florists' shops, and the barrow-

loads of the street- hawker, and baskets of the flower-

girls, you must think what Covent Garden uat-

flower trade is. When we consider again that

market-growers not only supply London, but send

many hundreds of boxes of cut-bloom daily into the

large provincial towns, you will get some notion of

the importance of this branch of the businesa.

Now, this cut-flower trade is divided into two

sections like the pot trade, viz., the regular daily

flower-grower, and the occasional or season giower.

In addition to these, we have the amatenr or gentle-

man's gardener, who uses the market to dispose of

his surplus. There are also distant senders who

supply the market with goods, for cut flowers can be

sent almost any distance. Thesedistantandoccasional

senders have necessitated the commission-salesman

as a stand-holder in the market. Another personage

also finds employment in the cut-flower trade, viz

,

the " higgler " or middle - dealer. The London

market in flowers, as in fruit, is practically open to

receive any produce which can reach it in a saleable

condition ; acd many thousand packages arrive from

France, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Germany, the

Channel Isle's, Scilly Isles, and every nook and

corner of the British Isles. These often arrive at a

time when the flower-market is closed, and if in

bulk are sold by auction, generally on the bye-day,

to the higglers, who retail to buyers on market

mornings.
FoBEiGN Rivals.

This competition between the local home-grown

and the distant and continental flowers, is becomicg

every year more pronounced, and is especially trying

to certain growers. The advantages of climate

enable the French and Riviera flower-growers to

send blooms to this country, grown at little expense

in the open air, which compete against similar goods

forced here under glass.

It is a matter of opinion whether a certain amount

of foreign trade, especially in blooming shrubs, such

as the Acacia, and in Ferns, does not encourage the

flower trade generally, and whether the earlier- pro-

duced continental flowers, does not to the tame

extent create a demand for the same flowers pro-

duced naturally in England later on.

Whatever view we take, one thing is certain, and

that is, that the foreigner has felt the pulse of his

English customer, and will be more and more a rival

of the English producer.

One thing the foreign producer of flowers has not

yet, and probably never will be able to do, and that

is, to touch the best-grown and choicest varieties of

market stafl^. Take Tomatos and Grapes as samples

in fruit particularly. What foreign goods of these

kinds can equal the home-grown article? (I con-

sider Guernsey goods home-grown). No out-of-door

Grapes or Tomatos can ever equal English hothouse

fruit, and for the foreigner to attempt house-cultiva-

tion, would place him on an equal footing with

English growers, while his distance from the market

would prevent any danger of his competition being

ruinous to the home - grower. So with our best-

grown English forced flowers, the Roses, Carnations,

Scarlet Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Bouvardias, Tube-

roses, Eucharis, Lilies, Gardenias, &c. ; they need

fear no rival from beyond the sea. The admirable

manner in which they are grown, and the excellent

condition in which they are marketed, defies com-

petition.

There are so many features in our cut-flower

trade, that I may, perhaps, be excused if I

overlook some of them. Next to the wondrous

succession of blooms, passing in gorgeous array,

each in its time and season, like a revolving

panorama, from the earliest flowers of spring to the

latest Chrysanthemum of autumn, I am much

struck with the excellent judgment displayed by the

grower in timing his produce to suit the occasion,

take Easter and Whitsuntide festivals for example
;

no matter when they fall, or how varied the season,

there always seems an abundance of specially-grown

white flowers to meet the occasion.

IVrhaps I can best illustrate the growth of tlis

cut-fliiwer traie, within my own experience, when I

say that ten years or so ago the flower-market wss

never opened during what we call the dull season,

i.e., from August 1 to April I, on the bye-dais,

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. What lit'le

cut-trade there was to do on those days during the

winter months was done on the old market-stam^o,

letter H. The inconvenience from want of space

necessitated its removal: 1st, into a covered road-

way adjoining the flower-market, and finally into a

portion of the flower-market itself. The space
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alio tpd to this bnsinem has had to be enlarged

Irdin time to time, till now about one-third of the

nsHiket ia need for it; and if it continues to grow, it

ii only a question of time how soon it may be

desirable to open the whole flower-market daily for

morning market all the year round.

In speaking of the cut-flower trade, I mast not

overlook the out-of-door farming flower-grower,

whose acres of Wallflowers, DafTodilf, Violets,

Pinks, Stocks, Koses, Dahlias, and Chrysanthe-

mums, are marketed at times in such abundance,

often in the open general market. I have seen

waggon-loads of these goods, sometimes packed in

bundles, loose, often in large rounds or hampers,

scenting the very air with their fragrance for yards

around. These are not unworthy casts-ofl', but ad-

mirably grown blooms. I have known cartloads of

Stocks, eg., fine double-bloomed heads often fit for

exhibition in a flower show. Double white DafTo-

dils, this spring, I have known as many as 800 bushels,

each containing four dozen bunches, sold by one man
in a single morning before 9 o'clock, without fuss or

bother. Violets in bunches, six small bunches in a

market bunch. I have, a few years ago, known as

much as £50 or £G0 worth sold by one mon on a

single morning. These were grown under Apple

trees. Roses are not so largely grown, but their

cultivation is increasing. Moss Roses, Monthly
Boses, General .Jacqueminot, and Gloire de Dijon are

the chief varieties. Bunches of mixed flowers, ready

tied up, are greatly sold in the autumn, and amongst

these the D<ihlia is conspicuous.

Nkw Varieties.

Perhaps nothing is more speculative and certainly

nothing more profitable, than the introduction of

a new and popular variety of flower, say Car-

nation, Chrysanthemum, or Rose. Bat the public

are very exacting in these respects, and demand
an attractive siz", colour, or scent, while the grower

requires it to possess a constitution, habit, and

vitality sulBcienty to stand the test of continued

forcing without deterioration of quality. Perhaps

one of the latest examples of success ia this line is

the Carnation Uriah Pike, one grower of which has

at present a daily average catting of 200 dcz^a

blooms, which he hopes to increase.

I think I have rambled pretty well amongst the cut

blooms. I see my friend Mr. Monro here, who with-

out doubt, is the largest cut flower commission sales-

man in the world, and who probably could have given

you a paper on this subject more interesting than

myself. Certainly his knowledge of where they come
from, and go to, is based on a very long and wide

experience, and a list of the addresses to which he

sends a weekly cheque would doubtless surprise us

all. I suppose the effects of our cut flower and

planttrade reaches even beyond the things themselves.

Liok at the bulbs and seeds we grow and import

—

Holland, Germany, .Japan, East and West Indies,

the colonies, every quarter of the globe sends as

roots and seeds. Ooe little feature of our home
trade must not be forgotten. I mean the humble

moss. Fern, and ornamental foliage and grass so

useful and increasingly sought for. Winter and

summer, spring and autumn, each season sends us

its representatives. The tinted sprigs from the

early hedgerows, the Primroses, Ivies, and moss of

woodland dells, the brown and ypllow an'.omn-tinted

leaves, the berries of Hawthorn and wild Dig Rnse,

nothing of beauty in Nature is too insignificant for

London supply. I think I cannot better conclude

my observations than by'addine np a morning's items

somewhat after the fashion of a market buyer or

salesman.

Oie mornin? this May—item 2()*^ la'-ge van-loads,

114 small loads or barrows of boxes, 370 stands, with

everv available shelf packed to nvArflowing
;
gang-

wiiivs blocked, corners us^d. out spac** crammed full

;

ahiiut ."^00 sellers. Here is a bill for the mathe-

matical inquirer. How many buyers ? How many
horses an'i vehiclsa to tak" them Rwav ? What
va'ue? How many acres of glass? How raanv

miles of houses? How many miles of piping?

How many tons of fuel? How many casts of pots ?

Howmanyhands employed to plant,tie,water,cut,and
pack them? What capital invested in the trade of

the producers only ? Say nothing of the shops of the
tradesman, or the living of the coster or flower

girl who sells, verily the subject of our varied, con-
tinuous, and increasing Covent Garden flower supply
is worthy the pen of a Thackeray or a Dickens."

Mr. Archer and Mr. G. Monro produced on the
table specimens of plants and flowers kindly lent by
market growers. These were selected from ordinary
market produce on the morning, and not specially

provided.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

L7ELIA TENEBROSA vab. FITTIANA,
new var.

This beautiful novelty is, ia its way, as distinct

and as handsome as L. tenebrosa, Walton Grange
variety, illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

August 19, 1893, and for which a bid of 100 guineas

was lately refused by its owner, W. Thompson, Esq.

The present variety has flowers 8 inches across

the lower sepalf, and is ia every respect in form
equal to the very best of the type. The sepals are

shining greenish-yellow, tinged and veined on their

face with purple. The petals are of the same colour,

but tinged with purple on the reverse side, except
a band of greenish-yellow up the middle. The lip

white with bright crimson lines connected by a shade

of mauve in the centre, the colour scarcely extending
beyond the tube formed by the side lobes, Thu',
the whole of the front of the lip to the extent of

an inch and a half from the tip ia white, with only a

faint blush of colour where it joins the purple of the

tube. The base of the lip is also white. The whole
flower is beautifal, and quite novel in its variation.

It flowered in the collection of H. T. Pitt, E«q.,

Rosslyj, Stoke Npwington. James O'Brien,

KEW NOTES.
Lathyrus splendens.—Flowers of this beautiful

plant have lately been sent to Kew for deter-

mination by several English correspondents who
were anxious to know its history. It was
discovered in Southern California about seven-

teen years agi, and described by Dr. Kellogg

in the Proceedings of the CaHfornian Academy

of Science, vol. vii. (1877) as a perennial climber,

with quadrangular stems, 6 to 10 feet long, pinnate

leaves, and stout axillary peduncles, bearing from

sevsn to ten flowers, very large, scarlet- purple, the

standard an inch across, the keel an inch long, and

the wings a little shorter. Pods 3 inches long, flaf,

ten to twenty-seeded, brown, the seeds half as large

as those of the common Pea. The stems creep over

bushes, and when covered with a wealth of brilliantly

gay scarlet-purple flowers, the plant looks like a grand

flowering shrub a little distance ofT. The leaflets

vary considerably even on the same plant, some
being linear, whilst others are ovate. There is also

some variety in the colour of the flowers, some being

bright scarlet, others purple. A plant which pro-

daces stoat racemes, bearing each nine flowers

nearly as large as those of Erythrina crista-galli,

and of the richest carmine-purple colour, is worth

looking after. In Americi it is known as the Pri 'e

of California ; and Mr. Oreutt, writing in Garden

and Forest, savs that it ia * one of those plants which

seem to be benefited by the ordeal of fire, which

renders the Vine more prolific, and adds brilliancy

to the blossoms." There is no Lathyrns in culti-

vation like it, all the larse-flowered spocies having

only two or three flowers on a rac«m». I do not

know enough about it to he able to^sav if it is likely to

be hardy in England ; but whatever treatment it may
reoeive.it is eminentlyaplanttobelooked after. W. W.

Plaoianthus Ltallii.

This beautiful white-flowered New Zealand shrub

is now flowering freely against a south-east wall at

Kew, where it has stood fjr some years, and has not

iuflfered in the slightest from cold in winter. It is

one of the best of the New Zealand shrubs which
thrive out-of-doors here. (See figure in Gardeiien'
Chronicle, August 25, 1888.)

Genista vihgata
Is magnificent at Kew, bushes of enormous size

being just now dense clouds of golden fragrant
blossom. It thrives equally well amongst trees in
a plantation, or in the rich soil of a border. Although
an old plant, it is scarcely known in English horti-
culture. No Genista among the Kew plants is as
ett'«ctive, and none grow so freely. Along the path
skirting the Old Deer Park, it is truly wonderful,
some of the bushes being fully 12 feet high and wide.
It was introdaced from Madeira laet century, and
figured by Dr. Lindley under the name it now bears
in his Botanical Register in 1814. It is also figured
in the Botanical Magazine, t. 2265, under the neme
of Spartium virgatum. IV. TV,

OXFORD BOTANIC GARDENS.
These gardens looked remarkably fresh and bright

on June 9 this year. Not having visited them for
some years, it was pleasing to find them in such good
condition, with visible signs of improvement in various
directions, and good order and high-keeping every-

where apparent. A fine group of new and useful

glasshouses recently finished, was well furnished
with stove and greenhouse, and succulent plants.

Fnrns, Orchids, and aquatics were also well repre-

sented. The Victoria tank was chiefly furnished

with a good collection of Nympbajas, several of which
being in beautiful blossom, and other water plantf,

the side shelves being well furnished with Coleus,

Iledychiums, Anthurium», &c. The Palm-house was
well-furnished, varied with Bananas, and flowering

and variegated-leaved Begonias ; among the latter it

was pleasing to note several of the old Ilex section.

The Orchids were fringed with Panicum variegatum.

Gloxinias, Dracsenas, Tradescantia discolor, and

skilfully mixed with Caladiums, Marantas, An-
thnriums, Acalyphas, Rhododendron iragrans,

Strobilanthes, &c.

This fine block of houses is connected with a

lofty corridor running off one end of them, one side

of which is formed by the wall, and the other by the

ends and doors of the houses. This practical and

handy disposition of houses and connecting corridor

is a repeat of the arrangement employed in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden. At Oxford the corridor

is planted with climbers, the narrow border on either

side being fronted with a row of Streptocarpus

seedlings in great variety, which have a striking

effect. Between these and the climbers on each aide

an occasional plant of the more choice variegated

Coleus adds greatly to the effect. Thare is also in-

serted between the proper climbers a thin sprink-

ling of Fuchsias, which will add considerably to the

grace and glow of this corridor as time passes over

them. v. r. F.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
m

MILTONIA SPECTABILIS.

These plants require to be grown at the cool end

of the East Indian-house, and should be placed in

haneing baskets, so that they may be well exposed to

the full light ; they require to be shaded from the

sun during the hotter part of the day, bnt only a thin

shading material should be provided. They require

daring the summer season an abundant supply of

water, and the atmosphere must also be kept well

charged with moisture, but after they have finish»d

their growth, and the flowering season is past, thpv

should be removed to the Cattleya- house or to some

position where they may be cooler, and kept com-

paratively dry. For soil use good brown peat-fibre,

from which all the fine portion has been beaten,

mixed with about an equal part of sphagnum mo8»,

surfacing with the fresh picked living points, which

grow and make a nice appearance and a soft bed tor
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the joDDg roots to work into. The be«t time to re-

aurface or to re-pot them ia in the early spring, jast

as the plants show signs of starting into fresh growth.

Orchid Album, vol. xi., part 123.

Maxillaeia venusta.

This is a strong-growing but dwarf plant, producing

atont bright green leaves, and flowers of a large size,

which frequently measure some 5 or 6 inches across
;

these are thick and fleshy in texture, of the purest

white, saving the lip, which is yellow, blotched with

dark purplish crimson. Its usual flowering season

is during the autumn and winter months, but it will

continue flowering during the whole summer, when
the plant becomes thoroughly established, bearing a
score or more of its pure milky-white flowers, and
presenting, as some of oar patrons have reported to

us, a noble apoearance. The plant comes from an
altitude of 5,000 or 6,000 feet, and consequently
requires to be grown in the coolest house, kept in a

moist position, and in the shade. It enjoys an abun-
dant supply of water, therefore it should be well and
carefully drained. We like pot-culture for this

plant best, and we find that it likes firm potting,

using for soil good brown upland peat- fibre mixed
with some chopped aphagnum moss. It likes to be
kept moist all the year through, and a larger supply
of water should be given during the summer; do
not, however, by any means stop the supply even in

the winter season, but let it have enough to keep
bulbs and leaves in a healthy condition. Orchid
Album, vol, xi,, part 123.

DENDHOBinM Devonianum,

That this fine Orchid is capable of producing
pseudobulbs, 4 feet long, 1 had an opportunity of

witnessing at Mr. Bolton's, near Newchurch, York-
ahire. The plant waa growing in a basket amongst a
miscellaneous collection of planta auepended from the
glasa.evidentlyenjoying the moiat warmth which suits

tropical plants. It had been grown from a compara-
tively small imported piece, and the past season's

growth had exceeded the previous one by at least

18 inches in length of pseudobulb. An extraordinary
profusion of large flowers adorned the plants on one
or two stems, there being eighty-four flowers. A.

WELLHEAD, HALIFAX.
Wellhead, the residence of Mrs. Doherty Water-

house, has been for fully fifty years a place well-

known for good plant culture. The late John
Waterhouje, the former proprietor, was a collector of

choice herbaceous and exotic plants of all kinds, and
for many years Halifax was noted for the excellent

stove and greenhouse plants grown and exhibited in

the district.

Against the back wall of a large lean-to stove at

Wellhead there is a plant of the night-blooming
CiCtus.Careaigraadidorm, occupying a space 18 feet

long by 10 feet iu width, which blooms freely

every year, and is just now producing a good quantity

of flowers. It is planted out in a shallow bed in a
riised position at 6 feet from the floor, and but for

the fact that its roots are confined to the space men-
tioned, the whole of the bick wall would have been
covered by its stems long since, for it has been nearly

fifty years in its present position. By its side is a
plant of Monstera deliciosa, about ai old, which is

15 feet high. It has lon^ since reached the top of

the wall, and has now to be confined to the space

which it has occupied for these many years past. In
this large stove a superb lot of fine specimen Pan-
cratinms of a large size are flowering freely.

In the large Camellia-house on the shady side are
five extra large glass Cises demoted to filmy Ferns,
including a fine Todea superba, in perfect health,

3 feet through ; vigorous masses of Hymenophyllum
radicans and H. Tunbridgenae.

A long] narrow lean-to house, 60 feet long, sunk
in the ground, and formerly devoted to Cucumber
and Melon growing, is now used as a Fig-house,
with sixteen large plants in pota, the other four

planted out, and theae have been cultivated here for

many yeara. Thoae in poti are partially sunk in the

raised bed, and all are in Inxariant health, closely

pruned and tied in, and have not been repotted for

five years, but are kept well fed, and each shoot is

stopped at the fifth leaf, and the plants are bearing

profusely. A better lot of Figs it would not be easy

to find, and the entire house is devoted to them.

Gardening in Halifax is carried on in the face of

very great difiiculties, as everyone acquainted with

Halifax knows; for instance, the only variety of

Strawberry which will exist in the Wellhead
Gardens is the old Cuthill's Black Prince, and this

does best when allowed to grow in a mass. Rhodo-
dendrons of the hardiest kinds are the principal

evergreen shrubs grown in Halifax, and these do

well ; but any with a tender breed in them soon

auccumb.

Mr. George Wheatley, for seventeen years gardener

here, and for as many years previously at the Hope
Hall Gardens, has for the whole of that period

enjoyed the well-earned reputation of a good prac-

tical gardener and first-class plant-grower, and in

the old exhibition days was a very formidable com-
petitor. Two span-roofed stoves in the Wellhead
Gardens are alone worth seeing. Around each side

and in the centre are stages on which the stone

fiags, so plentiful in this district, were placed, and
on this a surface of ground sandstone waa placed, on
which various variegated and other stove plants were

placed, and are replaced as necessary ; and the green

and variegated Panicum, planted in the sandstone

along the edge throughout the house, and the smaller-

growing Marantas and other plants, also planted

amongst the Panicum, the latter forming a luxuriant

fringe, falling almost to the floor, and making a

filling amongst the plants. I have never seen two
more exquisitely-arranged stoves, and with Coleus,

Crotons, and various stove plants in flower, masses

of Selaginella and other small-growing subjects, the

arrangement showed how simply and effectively a

stove may be made beautiful, and so eaaily kept up ;

and Stephanotis, Gloriosa supetba, Allamandas, and
other creepers were growing over the roof. W. W.

half-a-century since, who can fully realize the

immense wealth in floral beauty gardeners now
enjoy in the possession of the glorious Gloxinia. A, D.

FLORISTS' Flowers.
«

THE GLOXINIA.
It may be difficult to determine which of these

very popular greenhouse plants, the Gloxinia and
Begonia, have, in the process of evolution, made the

most rapid strides in improvement, but it may at

least be said of both that, though a little outside of

the range of ordinarily accepted florists' flowers, yet

with each the development from inferior forms to

almost ideal ones has been rapid beyond all prece-

dent ; whilst the Gloxinia has perhaps, so far, the

nearest approach to the florists' ideal in colours,

markings, and in outlines. How few are the yeara

after all that have elapsed since the comparatively

small and commonly drooping flowered forma were
the beat, and then held in high esteem ! Not the
moat sanguine of florists could then have realieed

what would be the form and colouring of the flowera

of to-day. The pendulous habit—very graceful it

was, no doubt—has disappeared ; every flower is

now boldly erect, not that this boldneaa is a fault,

far from it, for by it we have seen the conver-

sion from aemi-flattened flowers, with extended lipe,

into those of the greatest size, most perfect rotundity,

and even lace or margin and colouring so varied, so

beautiful, as to defy description literally. A well-

grown Gloxinia to-day, carrying from twenty to

thirty fully-expanded blooms, each cup of the most
perfect contour, standing erect on stout stems, and
set in a nest of almost noble leafage, is indeed a
beautiful object, and such objects are now common
enough in nurseries and gardens everywhere. Whilst
some tastes favour the pure whites or the brilliant

crimsons, others like the bold broad-edged flowers,

some the not lesa atriking blotched onea, and
others again those that are so exquisitely netted or

apeckled. The true lover of flowers, however, who
has no fads, lovea and appreciatea them all, for all

are indeed lovely. It ia only those who gardened

CHISWICK NOTES.
Pinks at the Rotal HoRTicnLTORAL Societt's

Gaeden.—The collection of Pinks forming the trials

of thia fragrant flower grown at Chiawick, were
inspected by the Floral Committee on the 29th ult.,

and deapite the intense heat and dryness of the

atmosphere there was a remarkably good head of

bloom. All the varieties examined, and they in-

cluded many of the florists' laced varieties, were
judged simply from the point of view as efl'ective

border flowers. Compact in growth, erect, free-

flowering, and displaying tbeir flowera to the beet

advantage ; it may be stated that a considerable

proportion of the florists' laced varieties make good
border flowers, but by reason of their size and the

fulness of the blossoms, and their producing
several on a stem, the latter ia borne down by
the weight, and the flowera lay prostrate on the

ground, unless tied up. This ia a fate which also

befalla some of the large-flowered border varieties,

and it is inevitable, from the wealth of bloom the

plants yield.

To the following laced varieties three marks
were given, equivalent to an Award of Merit :

—

Beauty, a red-laced variety, good in quality, very

free and effective on a border ; Rosy Morn, red

disked, purple laced, a large, full, and showy
variety ; and Empress of India, one of the best

of the dark laced Pinkf, and a good exhi-

bition variety. The award made to Modesty,
one of the earliest of the border varieties to flower,

and remarkably free, and also to Mrs. Dark, in

previous years, were confirmed.

As it is sometimes stated, the laced varieties are

deficient in constitutional vigour, it should be re-

marked that at Chiswick, as well as elsewhere, the

laced Pinka show as great degree of hardihood as the

border varieties. When laced Pinks were propa-

gated as pipings on warm dung- beds under hand-
lights, they did for a time—that is, until they were

rooted, have the advantage of glass, but now that

layering is resorted to as a method of propagation, they

are wholly grown in the open, and at Slough, Bitb,

Birmingham, CardifT, and other places, they are ex-

posed to all the rigours of winter, and stand exposure

with immunity from injury ; and as this is the general

experience of cultivators, the fact should be stated.

It should also be borne in mind that those who grow

Pinks for exhibition, plant them in the autumn in

beds in the open air, as this is a necessary condition

of having large, full, well-laced flowers ; and it may
be added that, despite the great heat and dryness,

auch fine laced Pinks as Boiard, Bertram, Device,

and others, produced fine-coloured and laced blooms,

although the plants were unshaded.

The border varieties, as growing at Chiswick,

need arranging into two groups—one represented

by the dense-habited, small-flowered, early varieties,

which produce enormous quantities of blossoms,

mainly one flower on a stem, which are generally

dwarf and compact ingrowth, with stiff erect foot-

stalks ; and the later, large-flowered varieties, such as

Her Majesty, Snowflake, Ernest Ladhams, &c. The
latter do not form such dense masses of foliage, nor

do they produce a number of flowers on a stem ; the;

are also later in flowering.

Of the first section, which mainly consists of

the Badfont seedlings, three marks were given to

Charmer (Dean), pale pink, with slight rose centre
;

Rosamond (Dean), pale pink, with bright crimson

centre; Juno (Dean), white, with deep roae

centre; Beauty (Dean), white, with bright rose

centre ; Annie Bolton (Dean), white, with maroon
centre, perhaps the finest of all; and Rosy Circle

(D^-an), deep pink, or pdlerose with a deep rose centre.

All the foregoing early varieties have fringed edges,

the flowers are full though small, they rarely burst

their " pod," and they are invaluable for cutting

and bunching. They aerve another purpoae, daring
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winter the planta form denie massea of shoots, ia this

respect resembling the Alpine tjpes, and it is this

characteristic which makes them so floriferoas.

Of [the later and larger- flowered yarieties, three

marks were awarded to Cowley White (Likin), a

very good^white indeed, with concave smooth-edged

petals, dwarf, and very free, a good companion

to,|Mrs. Lakin, by the same raiser, which was also

remarkedjin excellent character ; to Ernest Ladhams

(Ladhams), of a soft pink tint, with a dark centre, com-

pact habit, erect, and very free ; and to Souvenir de

Sale, pale pink, very free, and excellent for cutting.

Her Majesty may be noted as the finest of the white

Pinks of the Mrs. Sinkin'a type ; and Snowflake, with

its large smoothwhite petals, is also very good. R. D.

ia the commencement of [a new type which will in

time lead to a wonderful and great addition to the

many varieties already in cultivation.

ANTS AS GARDENERS.
The Annales Agronomiques for May 25 givea an

account by M. All. Moeller of the gardening opera-

tions of certain species of South American ants.

The author aaya :
—" That anta should cultivate

plants for the sake of gaining nourishment seems
truly impossible, and excepL for the names of

responsible writers and of the author, himself expe-
rienced in subjects connected with the Tropics, I

should not venture to say a single word in this paper
on so astonishing a subject. It has long been

certain number of neats, he was able to offer a hypo-
thesis which was not at first very well received in the
scientific world—that ants cultivate on the leaves a
fungus on which they feed.

" M. Moeller, who lived in South Brazil for three
yeara, tried to verify Belt'a hypothesis ; not only did
he succeed in confirming the truth of the facts

observed, but be was so fortunate as to make various
new discoveries. He observed at Santa Catharina
four different species of leaf-cutting ants—Atta
discifera, hystrix, coronata, and also a new species
which he distinguished by the name of Atta IV. We
have not time to follow these insects cutting the
leaves and bearing them along the roads made for

the purpose, and maintained with the greatest care
by workmen charged with that ofiice. It is inte-

resting, from a philosophical point of view, to note

FlO. 1.—CLIMATIS. COUNTESS OF ONSLOW = C. STAB OF INDIA X C. COCCINEA.

CLEMATIS, COUNTESS OF
ONSLOW.

This remarkable and pretty cross-bred Clematis

waa shown by Mesara, George Jackman & Son,

Woking, at the laat meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. In a communication received from

the exhibitora they say that it is quite a new departure

from anything previously introduced, and has been

obtained by crossing C. Star of India and C. coccinea,

the former being the parent-plant; the flowers are

tiumpet-shaped, and very rich reddish-purple in colour,

the foliage resembling C. coccinea in size and form ;

it is a strong grower, very hardy, and a free bloomer.

We feel sure there ia a great futore before it, on

account of its diatitctiveness and gcol qualities, and

known that ants, those excellent architects, are

often, as Huber said, herdsmen, and raise carefully

in their ant-hills, or in the neighbourhood, aphides,

which furnish them with a sugary liquid, of which

they are very fond. ' The aphis is the cow of the

ant,' says the careful Linnseas. It now appears that

the wonderful picture of ant- life waa incomplete.

" In a well-known work, The Naturalist in Nica-

ragua, Thomas Belt, to whom science owes the dis-

covery of myrmecophiloua plants, has deacribed the

life and habits of leaf- cutting ants, well-known to

all who travel in Tropical America, which move in

innumerable troops, eacn individual bearing a scrap

of leaf towards the nests, where they disappear with

their spoil. Ha was not able to prove by ocular

experience the use that these interesting creatures

make of the pieces of leaf, but having destroyed a

that the little republic fares well, as each individual

does his duty without interfering with that of his

neighbour. The ants are not capable of intjlligent'y

uniting their efforts on any given task.

" Already had Belt shown that leaf-cutting ants

aff'ect certain species of plants ; that is not all. They

ravage now this, then that one, often neglecting

those which would be most easily accessible to them.

It might be said that they seek to combine for their

fungi a special substratum, which varies from time

to time. Occasionally the nests of Atta are openly

constructed on the ground of the forest, and then

covered with a thick layer of dried leaves and twigs

;

they are oftener found in holes sank in the earth, or

in the trunks of rotten trees. The cells of which

they are composed contain small heaps of a aubitanc t

coarsely porous like sponge, in the middle of which
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the ants congregate in great nnmbers with their
eggs, larviE, and cocoons. These masses are the
'gardens;' this garden never touches the partitions
nor the ceilings of the cells, from which a space the
breaditi of a finger always separates them.

" The garden generally consists of two distinct

parts ; one, the more recent, blackish-blae in colour
;

the other, older, is red-orange. The first is the more
precions, doubtless, for if the nest is destroyed, the
ants work first of all to place this in safety. When
more closely examined, it is seen that the garden is

composed of small grains about a fiftieth of an inch
(half a millimetre) thick, at first green, which after

turn darker, nearly black, and finally orange. We
see how these little masses have been prepared with
leaves. The whole garden is traversed in every
direction by the threads of fungi, and on these the
small tubercular excrescences, which the author
jestingly calls ' Kohl-rabi,' are raised.

" The ' Kohl-rabi ' in question is the principal if not
exclusive nourishment of the Atta. There is no
more in the old parts of the garden. It is the result
simply of a spherical swelling at the extremity
of the threads, and full of a frothy protoplasm.
Upon emptying the contents of a nest, inhabitants
included, into a glass jar, the ants are at once seen to
recommence making their garden ; all the materials
strange to the garden are heaped along the sides of the
jar, which becomes in consequence opaque ; in the
centre the spongy mass, typical of the garden, is soon
seen to appear. On the succeeding days the walls in-

crease in thickness, while the garden diminishes in

width, and finally disappears ; then the ants are seen
to run anxiously about in this empty space, and to
perish at the end of eight or fifteen days. While the
garden remains, the death of an ant is a rare occur-
rence. The author had the idea of leaving the ants
to fast, giving them only Eose-leaves, which, as a
rnle, they did not touch ; then he offered them frag-
ments of a garden emptied of its inhabitants. After
a little practice he was able to directly feed the ants
on 'Kohl-rabi,' but on that which had been raised by
other species of Atta. The same ants rejected, on
the contrary, the ' Kohl-rabi ' raised by other genera
of ants, of which several exist, as well as all other
fnngi. It was seen at the same time how ants set to
work to prepare the garden. Not only the fragments
of leaves brought are again cut up, but are so tritu-
rated that all the cells are torn.

' All gardens cultivated by Atta which have been
noted contain only one and the same fungus-—that
which produces the ' Kohl-rabi.' Never while the
ants hare it does the mycelium appear in the open air;

never does it develop any form of fructification. Two
conidian forms are easily obtained when the ants are
removed. The mycelium has a tendency to form
swellings, the vesicular processes very distinct one
from the other ; the one of these productions, the
result of cultivation, is the " Kohl-rabi." The author
was able to obtain this by artificial cultivation in the
midst of a nutritive solution, and this artificial

Kohl-rabi was willingly accepted by the ants. He
also discovered the fruit of the fungus, which is an
Agaric, and which he calls Rozites gongylophora ; it

has a cap covered with red or black-purple scales,

with brown spores, and a double volva." Vesquc,

A TRAVELLER'S NOTES.
(^Continued from vol. xu,, p. 781.)

Adelaide, S. Australia, April 11,—The Museum
of Economic Botany next claims attention. It

has the reputation of being one of the best

. in Australasia. Oblong in shape, it is con-
structed of freestone, at a cost of £3,000. The
approach, by open lawns, on which are isolated speci-

mens of the various Agaves, Phceoix, Chamserops,
that handsomest of Pines, P. longifolia, Juniperus
bermudiana, and a gigantic South Australian native
tree. Eucalyptus rostrata, with a trunk 7 feet in
diameter, is good. To the right is an avenue of
Araucaria Cunninghami and A. excelsa, alternately
planted, good regular specimens 25 to 30 feet

high. At one end is the largest specimen of Pinus
halepensis in the garden, a noble specimen, some
'JO feet high (unfortunately with a divided trunk)

;

behind it a row of Pinus insignis forms a fine

solid belt.

The centre of the Museum is occupied by long
glass cases

;
jutting out from the walls are high

narrow ones, others filling the recesses thus formed.
A collection of fruits, made from a composition of
papier fiiachC and plaster of Paris, by a German firm,

in many instances most life-like, is comprehensive,
whilst one made in the Colony shows the extra-

ordinary size and colour obtainable from South
Australian soil. Mr. Holtze assures me they are
not at all exaggerated, and from what I have seen I do
not doubt it. Grapes, represented by bunches of

to 10 and occasionally 13 lb., Zmte Currant
bunches, 1 to 1.J lb., Apples as large as any we obtain
in England, and Pomegranates, again as large as
these, are included in this fine collection. Cherries,
Plums, Figs. &c., are good, the weakest point being
Tomatos. That the specimens copied were selected
for their size is possible, nevertheless it is a sure
testimony to the capabilities of the Colony in this

direction.

Mr. Holtza finds, as I have generally done, that
the flavour of colonial-grown fruit is wanting when
compared with European produce, probably due to
the quickness of growth.
Oae of the best items in the Museum is a collection

sent by the Japanese Government in the Jubilee Year,
of seeds, oils, starches, dyes, vegetable and animal
manures, fodder and agricultural products generally,

&c. A case of fifty varieties of Maize, including
two husk Maizes, a red and white, each seed being
completely developed in a dry coriaceous husk ; a
case of cones, one of pitchers, a series of thirty-seven
trays, illustrating the various stages in the manu-
facture of Wheat-flour ; six cases of fibres obtained
from all portions of the globe; a carpological col-

lection, consisting of thousands of specimens ; various
cases of Rice and other cereals, food spices, gums,
oils, barks, poison-plants, silks, the products of the
Olive, Barley, and Wheat; models of fungi. Flax,
tobaccos, cottons, and cocoa and chocolate in its

various stages of manufacture, are among the most
notable items.

Amongst the exhibits are also a piece of Oak
wood ' which formed part of a bridge, erected by
Julius Cteaar fifty-six years before Christ, across the
Bbine between Weissenthurm and Neuwied ;

' and
paper made from Pine- wood, which when reduced to

pulp, known as paper pulp, replaces rags in the
manufacture of this important article.

At one end of the museum, a compartment has
been specially arranged for the herbarium, containing
some 18,000 specimens. Mr. Holtze hopes, however,
shortly to transfer them elsewhere.

But a few yards from the museum is the Victoria
Regia-house. The plant in a central tank occupying
the greater portion of the low house is in good con-
dition. Its largest leaf this season was 6 6 feet in

diameter, and it has so far borne thirty flowers. In
the tank, a smaller one, 12 by 8 feet, and 5 feet

deep, half filled with stones, part with soil, contains
the plant, the water being kept between 80° and 87°,

and the necessary movement obtained by a slight

stream from an overhead jet. Specimens of Acros-
tichum aureum, Colocasia Devonsayana, Alocasia
Van Houttei and A. Portei stand round with the
base of their pots in the water. The side stages are

occupied by Anthuriums, Caladiums, Philoden-
drons. Aspidistras, and Palms, the iron pillars

covered with Tree Fern roots, support Pothos aurea,

the more general species of Ferns, and a few Orchids,
whilst such creepers as Vanilla, have roots 10 feet

long dangling in the water. Cissus discolor. Com-
bretum grandiflorum, Clerodendrons, Hoya carnoaa
and H. Cumingiana, AUamanda Hendersonii, and
A. Chelsonii, Aristolochia ridicula and Calonyction
sanguineum are trained on the roof. In the tank
containing 6 feet of water, Nymphsea capensis, scuti-

folia, ampla, and the very beautiful zanzibarensis

are thoroughly at home.
Beyond a belt of deciduous trees containing a fine

variegated Elm, and but a short distance from the
museum and Victoria Regia - house is the Ruse
garden, extremely neat and pretty. At either end
tower two Pmus insignis, conical and compact,
relics of an avenue planted some thirty years since.

One side is sheltered from the destructive hot winds
by a belt of the same Pine, the others being equally

fortunate as far as shelter goes. Noticeable at this

time is the magnificent Stenocarpus sinuatus (Cun-
ninghami), a native of East Australia. Its heads of

scarlet fiowers, not unlike, and certainly as large as

an Ixora, render it most conspicuous. A good tree

faces the Rose garden. Two lorge beds of China
Roses, masses of flower, occupy the centre. On
either side are six narrow beds, each containing a
row of standards or half-standards, as occasion may
require, the six rows on both sides sloping towards
the centre. Festoons of Clematis, Solanums, An-
tigonon, &c., connect the outer row, the beds being
filled with Balsams, Verbenas, Pansies, Pelargoniums,
Phlox, Zinnias, &c., flowering well and freely. Tea
Roses are naturally in the best condition though
H.P.'s are largely represented.

At the extreme limit of the garden in this direc-
tion lies the experimental ground, now chiefly used
as a nursery. 1 notfd Tuberoses very fine. The
main walk here is lined by a tine avenue of Ficus
macrophylla, its chief fault as a garden plant being
its enormous spread of root. Recently M. Holtze
found some in the Victoria Regia tank, 60 feet from
the tree, and there 2 inches in diameter. Doubtless
they had been attracted by the heat and moisture.
On either side, and parallel with the avenue, are

rows of Ailanthus glandulosus, Robinia, Elm, Acer,
and other deciduous trees. Avenues of American
Ash and Sterculia diversifolia shade other paths
beyond, both of which it is necessary to cross to
reach that section of the garden set apart for the
natural orders. This portion consists of a series of
broad circles, the beds divided by narrow strips of
grass, each bed thus formed being devoted to an
order. Unquestionably, this is the weak point of the
garden.

Adjoining this is an arboretum, of limited extent.
Pines, including ponderosa, Sabiniana, tenuifolia
from Guatemala, mitis, aud muricata ; Frenela Mac-
leayana, many Oaks, including Q ambigua. Ashes,
Elms, Maples, &c., are represented by moderate-
sized specimens.
A fine avenue of the Queensland Tristania con-

ferta leads from the old exhibition-ground, past the
Palm-house, a domed structure, on a broad embank-
ment raised 7 feet above the surrounding levels,

Handsome stone steps form the ascent, from the
summit of which a pretty view of the grounds is

obtainable. The Willows before referred to lay to
the left, facing a Cedrus Deodara, Araucaria Bid-
willi, and Yucca Ghiesbreghtii (guatemalensis) in
flower, all good specimens. Diamond and other
shaped beds form a continuous line round the top of
the embankment, gay with bedding plants, amongst
which is particularly striking the decorative effect

of Capsicum racemigerum, the yellow, red and
orange varieties, the countless quantity of narrow,
long, stiff fruit, keeping in condition for months,
and not attaining a greater height than 8 to
12 inches, makes it a favourite in the Adelaide
Botanic Gardens.
The Palm-house, constructed by a Bremen firm,

at a cost of £4000, is an oblong building, with high
straight sides and a low dome, which, by-the-by, it

is intended to raise. The centre is occupied by a
Livistona chinensis, with a stem 42 feet high, six of
which are sunk in the border. Many fine specimens
of the same Palm may also be seen in the house.
Alsophila excelsa, Cyathea meduUaris, Hemitelia
Smithii, Alsophila Cooperi, Seaforthia robusta
(touching the roof), an unusually fine Pritchardia
pacifica, a Kentia Forsteriana, with sixteen leaves,

in addition to one unfurled, certainly not less than
2.5 feet to the point of highest leaf; a few Chamse-
dorea and Fhccnix form the chief contents of this

house. The specimens are good, but the variety is

not great. A pretty waterfall, decorated with Ferns
and Asparagus, occupies one end.

Directing one's steps towards the houses in the
private enclosure, a good Eucalyptus maculata, with
a stem 6 feet in diameter, is passed. Unfortunately,
the head is but small and irregular.

In the enclosure are ten glass-houses and three
shade-honses. This is naturally to a large degree
the nursery for the remaining portion of the garden.
Strips of " hessian," nailed somewhat loosely on the
rafters, Mr. Holtze considers the best method of

shading, the movement caused by the wind resultinf;

in a current of air beneath. Chrysanthemums from
cuttings, struck the latter end of October, look
well ; as do seedling Cyclamen in one of the shade-
houses, and Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Primulas,
Camellias, and a large batch of Poinsettias in the
others. Cool Orchids, those from the Andes, Mexico,
&c., are grown in a glass case, itself in one of the
shade-houses. One side consists of a piece of canvas
kept saturated by water from a perforated pipe

running along the top ; the reduction in tempera-
ture thus obtained varies from 15° to 20°. Odonto-
glossnms, Maxillariaa, Zygopetalums, Masdevallias.

Lycastes, and Oucidium macranthum (the latter in

particularly good condition) are thus treated.

The collection of Cacti is very complete, and con-

tains about500 specimens ; they are grown under glass,

as the cold rains have been found to harm them.
The fernery contains chiefly small specimens in good
condition ; but the palm of excellence must certainly

be given to the Orchids, a hobby of the foreman, Mr.
Macdonald, on whom they reflect the greatest credit.

Lselias and Cattleyas are, in general, in splendid con-

dition, L. snperbiens, elegans, and guttata, Cattleya

crispa, and the commoner species being all repre-
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seated by good moderate-sized specimens. The col-

lection of Ddndrobiums is equally varied and up to

the mark ; and amongst the Cypripediums are several

large specimens of purpuratum, politum, Swania-

num, Lseanum superbum, Druryi, &o. Angrajcum

seequiptdala has sixteen pairs of leaves, the lowest

resting on the pot. A. ebarneum has eleven pairs,

Arachnanthe Loweii, eight; Ansellia africana, and

GrammatoDbyllam spcciosum are all that can be

desired. The Phalsenopsis are above the average for

size, and certainly so in qiality. P. Luddemann-
iana, P. rosea, P. Staartiana, P. Schilleriana and P.

amabilis (grandiflora) are in perfect condition.

The labels most preferred are flat, galvanised

iron, painted black. The name being in white,

will last three or four years when varnished.

Wood labels from ' Jarrah " (Eacalyptus marginata),

are also in nse, but difficult to get of sufficient width,

this wood being very prone to warp. Deal is pre-

ferred, as it takes both the paint and the written

name easier, though the label only last two years,

whereas those from " Jarrah " are practically

indestructible, James H. Veitch.

(To be continued.)

THE LAKE IN THE VICTORIA
PARK, BATH.

This park has considerable historical interest,

having been opened by our present Queen, when Prin-

cess Victoria, on her first and only visit to Bath in

October, 1830. The site is at once charming and

commanding, the soil tested by this most practical

test, the free healthy growth of the rich collection

of trees and shrubs the park contains, is of the very

best. The park is also laid oat, furnished, and kept

with great judgment and taste. A good many of the

trees are also legibly labelled, with their botanical

and common names, their native countries, and the

year of their introduction ; this might be carried much
further with evident advantage, alike in the

park and the Botanic Gardens associated with and

attached to it at one end. Not a few of the

labels in the latter have become illegible ; more

from being of small size, and written on wood, are

difficult to decipher ; some are misplaced. As this

garden is mostly the gift of private beneficence—the

family of the late Mr. Broome, F.L.S., having given

2000 botanical specimens towards its furnishing,

hence, the local name, the Broome Botanic Garden

—

might 1 suggest to the benefactors and botanists of

Bath the desirability of re-labelling their valuable

collection of plants with Stratford Imperishable

Labels. These gardens have been so fortunate, and

so much enriched by private benefactions in the past,

and also in being laid out by Mr. Morris, F.L.S

,

with so much taste, that doubtless this much-needed

improvement of re-labelling will soon be attended

Co. Were any further stimulus to this good, needful

work necessary, it may be found in the fact that

daring a few hours' note-taking in the gardens

on May 26, 1 was asked more questions about

names by total strangers than at any previous period

of my life. It was also most interesting as well as

amusing to see and hear the Bath-chairmen doing

their best to read and pronounce and explain the

names to their invalid fares.

The lake is within a short distance of the Botanic

Gardens, and forms a sheltered curve or semi-recess

in the park. Originally it is said to have been an

old quarry. The surface-springs were collected and
gathered together into a pond, the transformation

being chiefly, if not wholly, affected through the

taste and genias of Mr. Edward Davis, the whole
affording a favourable example of what may be

effected in the way of landscape gardening. The
lake and its surroundings, though not large, is a

veritable tit bit among scenery, and surroundings of

exceptional richness and beauty. Its environments

are the park, with its fine lawns, trees, shrubs, roads,

walks, the Botanic Gardens, meads, playfield for

Bath children, &c. Water in motion, as well as

at rest, can also be heard and seen. Trae, water

at perfect rest—repose—is, as it ever ought to be, the

prevailing feature in lake scenery. But the source

of supply is not attempted to be hidden, but dashes

down some " rocky shallows " at one end, near to the

rustic bridge. Possibly these waters in motion

might be extended alike in volume and area, with

enhanced artistic eS'ect.

The lake itself, smooth as a mirror, with its curved

lines of beauty, sweeping in and out at every turn

—

here hugging the green grass, and there bathing the

thirsty roots of the shrubs into a deeper verdure

and higher beauty, seem to have caught and fixed

the very spirit of repose in landscapes. Doubtless,

a good deal of this complacent satisfaction arose

from the softness and grace of the curved lines.

Following these in their chaste and soothing course,

one could but rest and be thankful, while recalling

the following lines:

—

" Straight is the line of duty.

Curved is the line of beauty ;

Follow the first and thou sbalt see

The line of beauty follow thee."

The chief structural drawback to the perfec-

tion of the lake is the rim of stones intervening

between the water and the turf or groups of shrubs.

Were the turf and the shrubs to kiss the water all

round, the softness of the curves, and the skill dis-

played in grouping the furnishing trees and shrubs,

would complete one's admiration of the lake and its

surroundings.

Not only are the water and shrubs tastefully dis-

posed, but skilfully balanced, and well proportioned

one to the other. Seldom either in Nature or Art

does one find such a perfect blend of silver and ver-

dure as is here afforded by the lake and its clothing

fringe of vegetation.

The overpowering grace of the specially fine

Weeping Willows, the huge masses of Golden Elder,

and a fine Copper Beech, and other trees, form a

rich massive background, while telling groups of

Berberis dulcis, specially fine Weigela rosea, Pyrus

japonica, golden Geum, yellow Genistas, sweet

Bays, variegated Euonymus, Yuccas, and common
Gaeldres Hoses, are skilfully massed in the foreground

of the Lake, and on the fully furnished Island.

Great skill is shown in the posting and relative sizes

of these groups. Seldom or never have such fine

Weeping Willows been seen as several of the droop-

ing giants found around this Lake, while the Wei-

gelas, close to the water, with their roots possibly

dipping into the lake, are pictures of health, and

smothered with blossom, their long branchlets

drooping down towards the silvery surface of the

Lake. D. T. F.

The Herbaceous Border.

SAXIFRAGA COCHLEARIS.

Among the many beautiful Saxifrages now in

flower, the above I consider to be the most charming.

Happily, too, it is very easy of cultivation, and

extremely free in its flowering. It is a variety of

S. ligulata, consequently belongs to the crustaceous

section of this family. The plant is disposed in

tufted rosettes of spatulate leaves, the rosettes

being very closely packed together. The snow-white

flowers are produced in graceful and slender panicles,

and display themselves to much advantage against

the purple-red of the branches and peduncles.

Though deserving of general cultivation by reason

of its exceptional qualities, I fear it is as yet not

well known. When once obtained, however, it can

soon be increased, as it grows, flowers and seeds

freely. According to the Dictionary of Gardening, it

was introduced from the Maritime Alps in 1683, but

I have grown the plant for more than twenty years.

Despite the heavy and almost incessant rain,

it was in full beauty on June 11. The plant

can be well grown in such a compost as would

be good for a Fuchsia. Planted freely on a rockery

the results would be charming. J.

Veeonica apicadla.

This is a charming variety of the Speedwell family,

and is a conspicuous plant in the present month in

herbaceous borders. The numerous flower-spikes it

produces are of a feathery kind, and pale blue in

colour, about 1.^ feet high. The plant is increased

by division of the roots, and cuttings in early spring.

The plant does well in light, fertile soil, in spots

distant from the shade of trees, &c. W. W,

EEiaKBON PHILADELPHICDS.

The above species is regarded by many persons as

a most useful one for producing flowers from the

month of May onwards till Augusf, for these flowers

have many uses for indoors decoration, looking well

when associated with grasses and flowers of shades of

colour different from its own. The habit of growth

is somewhat like that of a miniature Aster, in height

from 1 to \\ feet, the several growths being sur-

mounted by beautiful pink Sowers about \ of an inch

in diameter, and finely divided florets, with a bold

yellow disc. The plant grows best in light, moist,

but well-drained soil, and it is easily propagated by

dividing the roots in the spring. W,

Betonica grandifloha.

The above is an attractive plant in the borders in

May and June, and the blooms are very effective

when cut. The spikes consist of closely-set flowers

of a deep violet colour. The plant has freedom

of growth and flowering, flourishing in any light

and fairly fertile soil in a situation that is open.

The average height is 1.^ foot. It is increased by

division of the roots early in the spring. Every-

body having a patch of border or front garden should

grow this plant. H, W. Ward,

The Ceeeping Fobqet mk-Not, Omphalodes vkena.

The above plant is one of the mo«t lovely of the

flowers of spring, the flowers a deep and clear blue

colour with white in the throat. Oa our light soil

at Lythe Hill, Hislemere, we have nothing else so

good for shady borders or for naturalisation in the

woods under trees ; beneath Rhododendrons, &c.,

in such places it seems quite at home. When grown

on the fringe of a grassy lawn and contrasted with

the common Primrose, it is excellent ; but the best

eflFect I have observed was large masses of Valeriana

Phu aurea, edged with a broad margin of Ompho-
lodes, 18 inches in width. The Valeriana is much
the brightest plant, having yellow foliage, for spring

gardening ; and it is indispensable in the rock

garden, and in shady and out-of-the-way places

where other things usually fail to give satisfaction.

A. Evans, Lythe Hill.

THE NEW PARK AT CARDIFF.
Caediff is one of the moat progressive of pro-

vincial towns, and it would have been surprising had

its Council allowed anything but success to attend

the conversion of about 120 acres of land at Roath,

in the eastern end of the town into a public park for

the enjoyment and education of the people.

Previous to 1887 a desire to secure land for the

purpose of a park in this rapidly-extending suburb

had been felt, and in 1882 a committee of the

Council entered into negociations with Lord

Tredegar with a view to acquiring about 40 acres,

which it was then thought would be required ;
but

the scheme fell through as the Council felt them-

selves not justified in spending so much as £18 500,

the sum asked. Overtures were then made to

Lord Bate, and it appeared as if these also would

be unsuccesslul, when, in 1887, an offer was

made to the Council, that, providing Lord Tredegar

and other owners of small pieces of land embraced in

the scheme, would give the same to the town free of

cost, it was Lord Bate's intention to make arrange-

ments with his trustees to purchase the necessary

Bute lands—about 80 acres—and present them to

the town as a site for a park for the people. The

offer was gladly taken up, and no difliculty was

experienced in obtaining from the owners the land

that bisected the gift of the Marquis. The first sod

was cut in August, 1887, by the Marchioness of

Bute, amid general rejoicings, and the park was

formally opened to the public by the Earl of

Dumfries about a fortnight ago.

The conversion of the land has entailed an un-
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nsaal amoaat of work in road-makiag, draining, and
levelling. This hat been carried out by contractors,

under the superintendence of the Borough Engineer,

and man; difScalties presented by the physical

character of the situation have been mastered in a

praiseworthy manner. The face of the park, how-
ever, has been produced, and all the horticultural

work done by labour employed by the Council, and
under the direction of Mr. W. W. Pettigrew, Super-

intendent of the Parks and Open Spaces, and son of

Mr. Andrew Pettigrew, the excellent gardener at

Cardiff Castle. The total cost of making the

park was about £55,000, and the area measures

120 acres, but the peculiar shape of the site is such

that its length is nearly 2 miles. The land is inter-

sected by roads, which divide the park into five

sections, and it has been found convenient to keep
the recreation grounds in this manner quite separate

from other portions, the botanic garden, and other

divisions being treated similarly.

A small watercourse, known as the Roath brook,

runs through the site, and although it has caused a

great deal of trouble to the contractors through its

liability to excessive flooding —-a habit especially

common to the brooks and rivers in Wales—it has,

nevertheless, afforded the means which have been
used to produce several of the finest features in the

park. By the construction of a dam, a magnificent

lake has been formed about half a mile long, varying

in width from 140 to 225 yards. The area of the

water surface is 30 acres, being about equal to the

Serpentine in Hyde Park.

The next section adjoining that containing- the

lake has been laid out as a botanical garden, and
one of the interesting features of this will be the

bog-garden. The section next to the botanical

garden on the town side is devoted to pleasure-

ground, and the brook, which runs through all the

section", has here been divided for the purpose of

forming several small islands. At points also the

brook has been widened to prevent liability of flood-

ing. The recreation-ground follows, and in this

section the stream has been diverted and all the

space possible will be devoted to summer and winter

games. About 13 acres lying furthest from the town,
and intended as an additional pleasure-ground site,

have not yet been taken in hand.

At present, only one greenhouse has been built,

and that merely for raising and keeping plants for

the botanic and flower gardens ; but from what we
know of the ambition and of the progressive spirit

of Cardiff, we shall exp»ct to see a good winter
garden and a thorough educational botanic garden
find a home in the park at Koath at a future time.

Should this desirable consummation be realised, the
Council have in Mr. Pettigrew a man well suited to

develop and maintain the educational ficilitles such
an institution is the means of affording. The position

of the park in regard to the town is a good one,

remembering that this district is becoming more and
more built upon, and the largest of the other open
spaces is in the opposite end of the town. Cardiff
is now very well oB' in respect to pleasure ground
and park provision, and its energies in this way must
now be devoted to improving the park at Roath by
making the additions above suggested.

The Apiary.

ANTS IK HIVES.
Complaints are frequently made ofants getting into

hives, and although these little insects can scarcely
be classed in the list of enemies of bees, it is best

to take measures to get rid of them. Bjes will wage
war on ants if they persist in keeping them com-
pany, but may not be able to exterminate them,
through their ability, on account of their smaller
size, to take up their abode in parts of the hive to

which the bees have not access, as, for instance,

between double walls or about the hive coverings.

It has been thought by some that ants are attracted

to hives by the honey and wax. and the prospect of
having a well-filled larder always at hand ; bat as a

fact it has been observed that they have exercised

a preference for hives with colonies of bees in them
over those standing by the side, and containing only

combs filled with honey. This would seem to show
that it is the warmth from the bees that they most

appreciate. Ants can be prevented from entering hives

by standing the hive legs on stones placed in pans of

water; and if they are already located therein they

can soon be made to take their departure by inserting

a few pieces of naphthaline, the smell of which they

dislike. If ants' nests exist about the apiary, the

ants may be made to forsake them, and go elsewhere

by sprinkling powdered borax about the hills.

Toads.

Toads are now on the look-out for bees, and may
frequently be found underneath alighting-boards on
the watch for their unsuspecting prey. Needless to

say, they should be got rid of, and the ground about

the hives kept clear, so that there is no harbour for

them. In places where toads are numerous, it will be

advisable to stand hives so that the alighting-boards

are 1 foot or 18 inches from the ground, as otherwise

they will be able to get on to them, and will

sometimes be found comfortably seated at the hive

entrance.

Self Hivkhs.

A trial of self-hivers this year of different designs,

on half-a-dozen hives, has caused the writer to come
to the conclusion that these apparatus may really be
used to prevent swarming. The reason appears to

be that self-hlvers act as drone-traps, and as it is

not natural for a colony to send forth swarms
without drones to fertilise the young queens, swarm-
ing may not be expected to take place. Therefore,

if swarms are to be intercepted by self-hivers, they

must not be put on the hives until the bees have got

the swarming fever, and started queen cells ; and on
the other band, if the problem of the prevention of

swarming is solved by the self-hiver, it will be a

highly useful development. Expert,

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AcoNiTOM UNCiNATOM, h., Meekaii's Moiifhly, Jane.
Adiantom Claesianhm, Journal of Horticulture,

May 31.

Campanula (Plattcodon) Mariesi, Garden,
June 2; Gard. Chron., August 5, 1893.

Cattleta Eldorado vae. Oweni and yah. Lin-
DENi, Lindenia, t. 4U'J.

Cattleta Rex Rivue Horticole, May 16,

Cochlioda Noezliana. Gartenfiora, t. 1403,

Ctpeipedium callosum Sandek.e, Journal of
Horticulture, May 31.

Ctpeipedium Dallemaonei x, out of Spicerianum,
by Lowianum, Lindenia t. 411.

Ctpeipedium insigne vae. montanum, Lindenia,
t. 414.

Geetia Sutheblandi, Revue Horticole, June 1

;

Gard. Chron., May I'J, 1883, p. 625.

L.^Lio Cattleta elegans vab. leucotata.— A
pure white variety, the lip even being destitute of
colour, except In some cases a feeble trace of pale
rose. Lindenia, t. 413.

LiELiA JUVENILIS X, Bleu.^—A hybrid from L.
Perrini, by pollen of L. pumila. Lindenia, t. 415.

Ltcaste Imschootiana X, a cross out of Lycaste
Skinneri by MaxiUaria nigrescens, Lindenia, i. 410;
Gard. Chron., December 23, 1893, fig. 119.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE PIiOWBR OARDEN

Bt/ Joa.v LiMBEKr. Gufd'.nir. Powts Cuals. We'.shpoal.

HARDY HEATHS.—Beds and specimens of these
on lawns or in shrubberies, where required to be
kept of low stature, as is the case generally when
planted in beds or scrolls, may, as soon as the
flowering period is over, be cut to a uniform level

with thehedging-8hears;and in the case of specimens,
doing the needful pruning with the knife, that is

cutting out straggling shoots, so as to give the plant
a somewhat regular although not formal shape.
The propagation of the hardy species of Heaths is

usually effected by division in the spring or autumn,

yet where it is contemplated to plant beds, and espe-

cially those of a set design, plants raised from cuttings

will be fonnd to be best for the purpose. The present

is a good time for striking them. In taking cuttings

choose the firmest young growths, and with a slight

heel attached. The best compost in which to strike

them is a mixture of hard peat, fine charcoal, and
sufficient sand to prevent any chance of souring

or adhesiveness ; as cutting-pots, 6 inch ones will

be found well suited, and in filling them, one-

half in depth at least should be given up to
drainage. Over the crocks put a layer of roughish
peat, then sufficient of the compost given above,

passed through a f inch sieve, and as will reach to

within I of an inch of the rim, the remainder con-
sisting of clean silver-sand. Press the material

firmly, and water, after which the cuttings may be
dibbled-in, care being taken that the leaves of the
cuttings resj on the soil, and are made firm

down to the bottom of the hole. They should then
receive a sprinkling through a fine rose-can, placed

under bell-glasses or in a close frame, and shaded
from the sun.

PANSIE3 AND VIOLAS.— Cuttings may now be
taken to furnish plants for next year's spring bed-
ding. Choose stout short-jointed shoots without
flowers if passible, and of about 2} inches in length,

carefully labelling the different varieties. A shady
border will suit them, if plenty of sand, leaf soil, and
spent mushroom-bed manure be used in preparing
the soil if it be haavy. If hand lights can be spared

to place over them the cuttings will strike all the

sooner, and failing these, good attention must be given

them to try and prevent their flagging too much ;

keep all flowers pinched off them till well rooted.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
BvT. Tubton. Gardener. Maiden Erlegh, Reading.

PROTECTING THE FRUIT OF THE GOOSE-
BERRY.—^The bushes should now be netted without
delay, and where a good proportion of lied Warring-
ton and other late varieties are grown, any labour

which may be incurred in this way will be well

repaid, these fruits being much appreciated for

dessert after other varieties are passed away.
Simply to throw the nets over bushes of Gjoseberries

causes much annoyance when gathering the fruit,

and ruins the nets; and if the nets have had much
wear, it is almost impossible to extricate them from
the bushes without tearing them to pieces and
injuring the bushes. If the bushes are growing
all together in a plantation, stout posts may be placed

about 9 feet apart at the ends of the rows, and if

the rows are too long to allow of stretching the

supporting wires sufficiently tight, poles should be
placed at 15 feet apart, and the wire fixed to the top
of them with wire staples, thus preventing sagging

of the nets. The wire having been strained tightly,

the netting may be placed on them, and secured at the
end and sides to the ground, or, better still, to a line

of boards on edge. Trained Gooseberries on trellisea

or walls may have the strong shoots pruned back to

three or four leaves previous to netting them, but
they should not be robbed of too much growth before

the fruit is quite ripe, as by doing this the flavour

will be impaired. Where a wide border with an
oaken fence or brick wall from 6 to 8 feet high

exists, this affords a perfect place for growing Gjose-
berries, and especially the dessert varieties, as with

wires permanently fixed on the fence and to Oak or

iron posts placed firmly along the edge of the walk,

there is a great saving of labour in netting them.
The dessert Gooseberries in these gardens are grown
and protected In this way, the border being 24 feet

wide, and the wall 7 feet high.

RASPBERRIES.—Where starlings take to eating

the Raspberries, it is of no use expecting to save the

crop without netting them, which is a difficult matter
in the case of strong-growing sorts, like Prince of

Wales, the newer Superlative, and especially where it

is the practice to let the canes stand perpendicularly.

It must, however, be undertaken, and unless they are

growing in a single row, strained wires for supporting

the netting should be carried out in the sam? way
as that recommended for Gooseberries. For a single

row trained to a trellis, and where the posts for

straining the wires are of wood, a stout T-piece of

wood firmly fixed to the straining-posts, and 18 inches

long at the top, thus projecting 9 inches on each

side, win carry the wires to support the net above the

canes ; and poles should be placed in the same way
as for Gooseberries to support the wires, which will

make a sufficiently stable structure. The nets should

be stretched out at the bottom, so as to admit of

ready access to the fruit.
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WATERING THE PLUM-TREES.—Up tO the time

of writing, all the Flam-trees that 1 have noticed are

unusually healthy, free from aphis, and bearing

heavily. This making it conclusive that the

dripping time we had for several weeks prior to

the 20th nit., exactly suited these fruits; but should

the hot weather we are now experiencing continue,

thorough root waterings must be afforded, at least

once in a fortnight, and good washings with the

hose, garden-engine, or syringe once a week at the

least. Sufficient mulching should be placed over

the roots, to prevent too rapid evaporation of

moisture from the land. These syringings apply

more particularly to trained trees on walls, but

with a plentiful supply of water and appliances for

its distribntion, all trees would be benefited by being

syringed overhead.

SWEET CHERRIES.—Bigarreau Napoleon and
other late sort?, the fruit of which it is desired to

keep hanging for some time, and at the same time

quite free from aphis, must be made thoroughly clean,

by dipping the tips of the shoots in insecticide, and

then syringing the trees with the same, following this

dressing with a heavy washing with clean water, the

nets being of course removed whilst these jobs are

being carried out. Trees cleared of their fruit, if in-

fested with black aphis, should be similarly treated,

anless it is known that the insecticide is non-

injurious, when it need not be washed off, thus helping

(0 guard the trees against farther infestation.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. a. White. Orchid Gr»tver, Burford, Dorking.

THE 0D0NT0QL0S8UM HOUSE.—Some of the

plants in this house will require re-potting or fresh

surfacing, ^he more imoortant of these being Afaxil-

laria Sanderiana, M. Iliibschi, M. prsestans, and M.
americana, which are varieties best cultivated in

baskets, their flowers appearing frequently in a

downward direction, like those of Stanhopeas.

Maxillaria Turneri and the rarer M. fuscata are cul-

tivated very well in an ordinary flower-pot or shallow

pan, JIaxillarias make roots and grow freely when
planted in a compost that consists of three parts of

sphagnum-moss, one of peat, mixed with a good
number of small clean crocks. Odontoglossum pul-

chellum may also be repotted at this season ; and
although O. Hossii, O. madrense, 0. Cervantesi, O.

Humeanum, (). aspersum, and 0. Galeottianum are

starting into growth, their natural complement of

roots are not generally made till about August,

therefore I cannot recommend their being disturbed

in this manner before that time. Mesospinidium
vulcanicum, M. sanguineum, are cool Orchids, which
do best when suspended well up to the light in

shallow pans, and kept plentifully supplied with

water, especially in the summer; the only exception

being for a period of a few weeks after growth is made,
when moisture should be slightly diminished, but

immediately the flower-spikes appear increasing the

quantity. The charming new Cochlioda Noetzliana

grows easily under similar treatment. The latter

plant and the Mesospiaidiums ought now to be

repotted, using absolutely good drainage and a mix-
ture of peat and sphagnum-moss in equal ratios,

pressing this moderately firm around the plants.

Aphides are particularly partial to the young growths
of these plants, but the usual means employed will

destroy them.

FflcriTs tJNDEa aiiAss.
jBy BilLEr Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Vork,

VINES IN POTS.—Those Vines which it is in-

tended to fruit next year shoald now have strong

canes beginning to assume the brown colour of

maturity. The laterals should be removed from
them, and all possible light and air afforded to get

the wood thoroughly well matured ; failing this,

complete success cannot be expected. The roots

mast not be allowed to get dry. Vines struck late

in the season from " eyes," which are growing in 6

or 8-inch pots for making cut-backs next spring,

should be supplied with manure-water, and the

house closed early in the afternoon, a good amount
of atmospheric moisture being supplied during the

day. The points of the shoots may be stopped when
the latter are of the required length, and the laterals

should be pinched back,

T0MAT03 for late fruiting may be potted into

10-inch pots, good attention being paid to watering

and airing. A batch of cuttings, or a sowing of seed

for mid-winter supply, ought now be made ; and any

plants cropping heavily should be abundantly supplied

with liquid-manure, those planted out in beds about

once a week, those in pots every day, and sometimes
twice. A free circulation of air should at all times

be afforded, and the laterals removed.

PINE-APPLES.— The genial weather will have
caused Pines to make good progress, and fill the

pots with roots. Necessarily, careful attention must
be paid to the watering, especially the early frniters

of next season, so as to obtain strong foliage ; but

carefully avoid making the soil too wet, or keeping

the air of the house too damp by damping-
down and syringing, the effect of which will be soft

thin leaves and premature fruiting. A free circula-

tion of air so far as the weather conditions will

allow, should be afforded, but of coarse, never

admitting cold currents, or undnly lowering the

temperature. Ventilate early in the day, and gra-

dually increase the amount as the day advances
;

and in the case of young stock, reducing the amount
on sunny days in the same manner, so that the

plants may have a steady uniform temperature. A
damping overhead with a fine rose water-

po', may be indalged in on fine days, but

not in sufficient quantity to cause the water

to accumulate at the base of the leaves.

It is not advisable in the northern parts of the

kingdom to allow the hot-water pipes in the Pine-

pits to get cold even at this season, but a little warmth
is given to keep the atmosphere in a wholesome genial

condition. See that the bottom-heat keeps steady,

at about 85°
; the day warmth of the houses will

depend in a great measure on the amount of sun-

shine, bat it should range from 80^ to 'J0°, and that

of the night from 70° to 75°. In dung- heated

pits the renewing and turning of the linings

should be attended to, and the bottom-heat kept

as steady as may be. Sackera from early-fruited

Queens or other varieties may now be potted

into 6 and 7-inch pots as soon as taken off

the parent plant, placing them in a bottom-heat

of 8.5°, shading and withholding water till roots

a few inches long are formed, but maintaining a

moist air by damping down. Suckers for growing on

should not be taken from plants that have not

fruited. Fruiters with fruits swelling will benefit

from doses of manure- water once a week. The night

warmth for these should be 75°, and that of the day

80° to 90°, but if they are required to come on

quickly, an increase of 10° over these figures may be

allowed at closing time, with, of course, an abund-

ance of moisture in the house. Ripe fruits should

be removed to a cool- house or the fruit-room, where

they will keep for a considerable time in a nice

condition.

THE KITOaSV O-ARDEW
By Arthur Coo.mbes. Gardemr, Himley Halt, DtidUy.

WHAT THE VARIOUS CROPS NOW NEED.-Since

writing, a much-required change has taken place in

the state of the weather, and the intense heat is

parching the soil. The change has allowed the hoe

to be freely used in the destruction of weeds, which

had become very plentiful, and mulching crops and

fleet hoeing will now demand attention, Peas and

Bsans having the first Cire, so as to conserve as

much as possible the latent moisture in the land.

Where the soil is light, watering should be done

before signs of distress are noticed, the watering

being always thorough, and, when practicable,

afforded in the afternoon or early morning. Neither

liquid nor any artificial manures may be applied to a

soil in a parched condition, but having well watered

it at night, apply the manurial aids in the morning

or the following evening.

MUSHROOM BEDS. —Manure that has been pre-

pared by occasional turning', to dissipate rank

steam and prevent excessive fermentation, will be

ready for forming into ridges, which may be of any

desired length, 3 feet wide at the base, 3 feet in

height, and 9 inches wide at the top. In building

these, pat the materials firmly and closely to-

gether, trampling them layer by layer, and beating

the sides with the dung fork. The ridge should

have ventilating holes made in them at a distance of

1 foot apart along the top, and reaching to the bottom

of the ridge. When the temperature after rising

has declined to about S0°, place pieces of the

spawn in shallow holes along the sides, 8 or 9 inches

apart. It is important that the spawn be firmly

pressed into the manure and slightly covered. A
slight covering of litter should be scattered over the

ridge to check evaporation. In a few days the

mycelium in the spawn will begin to " run," and the

ridge may be cased over with loamy soil. This soil

should be sufficiently moist to adhere to the ridge,

and to take a smooth surface when beaten with the
back of a spade ; still, it should not be so wet as to
crack after drying a little, as this would act in-

juriously on the spawn. Should the temperature
of the bed decline too fast, the amount of covering
may be increased.

CHICORY AND CARDOONS.—Thin the crops of

these without further delay, the former 8 or 10 inches
apart and the latter to one plant in a clump. Afford
them water before the soil ijecomes very dry, and if

the land is of a hungry nature occasional appli-

cations of liquid-manure.

CAULIFLOWERS.—Draw some few of the leaves

over those heads that are nearly large enough for use,

and tie them together, this being better than the
usual practice of breaking them, excluding light and
the sun's rays very effectually. A mulch of rotted

manure may be put around the plants, and water
afforded three times a week. Succession plants

must be kept moving, or premature heads—"buttons"
—will form.

PLANTS UNDER OLASS.
By J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover House, Roehampton, S. W,

HINTS ON THE REPOTTING OF PLANTS.—Fol-
lowing on the directions given in last week's

Calendar, comes the repotting for such as need it

—

a matter which should have due consideration, the

season being now too far advanced to admit of much
pot-room being afforded, except in some few cases,

and pots of one size larger will usually be sufficiently

large. Those needing repotting shoald be selected

and classed, so that a suitable kind of potting

compost may be used for each class. I would direct

attention in the first instance to the division of

which Caladiums form a part. The novelties

bought in this season will have become inured to

their fresh quarters, and will now bear repotting

into fresh soil and larger pots. The time that will

have elapsed will have afforded the gardener time in

which to study the character of these plants, which,

when young, exhibit many forms and a variety of

colours, especially recent introductions. In carrying

out the repotting, the roots should not be disturbed,

but the root mass dropped into a well-drained pot,

one size larger, the soil made use of being that pre-

viously recommended for Caladiums. If this is in a

suitable state as regards moisture, it will not need to

be watered for at least twenty-foar hours afterwards,

the moist air of the house sulficmg for that length of

time. Amongst the prettiest new varieties are Ibis

Rouge, rinsolit', Bironne Clara de Hirsh, Biron

Adolphe de Rothschild. Lillie Burke, Marie Freeman,

Martha Laforge, and Georges Berger. The Crotons

will next require to be overhauled. Strong growers

like Queen Victoria, Evansianus, Disraeli, and Thom-

soni may have pots two sizes larger, and loam be

chiefly used in the re-potting. The narrow-leaved

section of Crotons, represented by chelsonii, super-

bum, Countess, angustifolius, gracilis, and Lord

Chelmsford, should have a rather smaller shift, and

as soil, loam freely mixed with fibrous peat and

charcoal. Ixoras should be re-potted in fibrous

peat, sand, and charcoal, and the pots half plunged

in a partly-spent tan- bed, a brisk moist heat being

maintained in the house or pit.

The mixed plant stove, from the many different

species it contains, gives more trouble. Take

Anthuriums first, then AUamandas, Bjugainvilleas,

and Clerodendrons, which besides being in want of

repotting, will, in most cases when not in flower,

be benefited by the removal of the old ties and sticks,

and a thorough cleaning. Whilst the pot-plants

are being repotted, trained, &c , the roof-climbers,

if in pots, and in need of repotting, should have

their wants attended to without removing them from

the house. Those which are not repotted may need

top-dressing. All worn out and unsightly plants

should be destroyed by burning. Cuttings of any plant,

the stock of which is small, may be put in to strike,

viz . the tops of Drac-Enac, Crotons, Acalyphas, &c ,

also leaves of foliage Begonias may be laid flat on a

bed of sand in a warm house, the main ribs being

first cut in various places, so as to favour the

emission of roots. From these leaves, plants ot a

useful size may be obtained by the autumn.

TEMPERATURES.—Except in the warmest stove

the Croton and Caladium-houses, fire-heat may be

dispensed with, the tropical heat we are now having

sufficing for the inmates of the other houses.

Watering and damping down are operations that

must be attended to with regularity.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Adyertlsements sbould be sent to tlie PUBLISHER.
Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for publication, as well as specivuns and plants /nr n«.min^,

should le addressed to the Editor, 41, Welllneton
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

iheuld be written on one side only of the paper,
sent as early in, the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will Tiot be printed, hut

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributiom, or to return unused com-

fnu7iications or illtistrations, unless by specicd arrangement.

Plants, Fruits, &C., to be 1Xa.med.— Correspondents tend-

ing I'lants or fruits to be Tiamed, or asking questions demand-
ing tiyne and research for their solution, must not expect to

obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefu lly packed and mimbered,
ttnd not more than six should be sent at one tirru. Leaves

only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Illustrations.—T^ Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

£c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local JHew8.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelli^eyice of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TfTrv in * ItO'al Hort. 3oc. Committ«e9. DrillJULi lu-j
Hall, James Street, Westminster.

SATUKDAY,

TUESDAY,

MEETINGS
TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 11—East Anglian Hort. Club.

SH OWS.
Jl'LY 7—National Rose at the Crystal Palace.

( Wolverhampton Great Show (three
July 10-' days).

f Rose ^ how at Gloucester.

1 Royal Caledonian Hort. Soc., Edin-
WEDNESDAY, July 11 -] burgh (two days).

( Rose Shows, Hitchinand Ulverston.
/"Bath Rose and Begonia.

THURSDAY, July 12.! ^°l^ ""i
Horticultural Shows at

j
Harlesden, Woodbridge. and

I. Worksop.

SALES.
(
Highl y important sale of the second
portion of the famous Pickering

WEDNESDAY, July 11. Lodge Collection of established
Orchids, formed by the late George

V Hardy, Esq., at 12 (two days).

FRIDAY, JuLYl3.i°''i:'''''^,5*
Messrs. Protheroe &

, iii.. .
..J Morns Rooms.

CORBBCTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-63°.3.

Following op what has been
AGirdeners' done at Birmingham, Tunbridge

Guild. Wells, and other localities, and in

harmony with Mr. Burbidge's
proposals as formulated in our oolnmns on
May 19, Mr. Elliott spoke at Bournemouth
on this subject on March 6. The report of his

paper is only now before us, so that it is no fault

of ours if we have not allotted Mr. Elliott the
benefit of priority. That, however, is a small

point, to which Mr. Elliott himself pays little

heed. Schemes of this kind, differing in detail

but substantially the same in principle, have
been floating through the minds of those in-

terested in the welfare of gardeners so long as

we can remember ; but nothing comes of them,
either because the gardeners themselves do not
as a body respond to the efforts that are made,
or because they begin at the wrong end and
immediately raise a c-y for increased wages.
This in itself is justifiable enough, but should
come after. The competent gardener is, as

a rule, greatly underpaid in comparison with
craftsmen of other kinds. No one doubts
this. Every one who knows, regrets it. But
the way to amend it is not to clamour, still less

to strike, or adopt the evil practices which bring
disrepute upon some trades-unions. The evil

must be attacked at its source. Entry to the

practice of the art and craft of gardening should
be made more difiioult than it now is, and
more sharp distinction drawn between a labourer,

a handy-man, and a skilled gardener. Some
guarantee should be exacted that the youth,

before entering the garden, is of good character,

fair ability, good health, and reasonable promise.

At intervals during the early part of his career,

he should be examined as to the amount of

knowledge he has attained. In the later part of

his service as an under-gardener, a report should
be made by his employers or superiors as to his

skill and as to his power of turning to

practical account the knowledge he has attained.

The object is not to make the youth a
chemist, or a botanist, or a geologist, but to

secure that he shall have such an amount of

knowledge of botany and other subjects, as shall

best enable him to turn his practical skill

and experience to the best advantage. Skill

can only be obtained by constant practice, but
the means of utilising that skill are furnished
by those branches of knowledge which some
people still think lightly of as " theory," forgetful

of the fact that without the knowledge that
theory implies there would be no such thing as

progress, and that we should still be destitute of

steam engines and electric telegraphs.

A prolonged education and a practical training

of the kind we have indicated, tested by com-
petent and impartial authorities, would " rogue
out" the idle and the incompetent, whilst it

would encourage and give confidence to the
industrious and the able. The one would remain
hewers of wood and drawers of water, or would
adopt some other mode of livelihood

; the others
would merit, and would be in a position to

secure, that higher remuneration to which they
would be fairly entitled.

Another means of advancing the end we all

have in view is co-operation. Gardeners are

notoriously like the scattered branches which
have individually but little strength, but which
combined can give resistance to a sea-wall, and
prevent its annihilation by the waves. And yet
gardeners do meet sometimes, and very pleasant
their meetings are. Is there any reason why
they should not be profitable also? We have
and do constantly point out, the deplorable waste
of energy in connection with flower shows, espe-

cially provincial ones. Everything seems sacri-

ficed to the competitive spirit which results in

the transfer of a few shillings or a few pounds
from one pocket to someone else's, without as a

rule any proportionate benefit being observable

in the progress of horticulture.

Surely these assemblies might be turned to

account for public meetings to discuss topics of

interest to gardeners, to devise schemes for the
improvement of the craft, to diffuse knowledge,
to further the cause of the gardening charities

sorely in need of help, and generally to promote
the welfare of horticulture and its practitioners.

The local or district societies should federate

into the county societies, and these, again,

should amalgamate with the central society, the

Royal Horticultural Society, where a special

committee should be told off exclusively to deal

with these matters ; or, if it should be found
that the Royal Horticultural Society, tied as it

is by charters and precedents, cannot fulfil the

duties, then a central committee must be formed
to work independently. And here we cannot
help commenting on some remarks of Mr.
Elliott's to the effect that the Royal Horticultural

Society has " never in any way been in sym-
pathy with the rank and file of the gardeners

throughout the country." This is a very

serious indictment, but we fear it is one which

is generally held among provincial gardeners,

who at present have not the means, or do not

use them, of ascertaining for themselves, what is

the real state of affairs. Nevertheless, from
long observation and experience, we must say

that for what little truth there may be in such

statements, the fault lies, not with the society,

but with the gardeners. Have they ever taken

means to make their wishes known ? Have they

ever even taken the trouble to suggest the election

of a member of council in whom they would have
confidence ? Have they ever taken part in the

annual meetings where their grievances could

be discussed ? In the terrible crisis through

which the Society passed in the latter years of

its existence at South Kensington, in the vigor-

ous struggles to get free, to adopt a new and a

reformed programme, based on horticultural con-

siderations only—struggles which have so far

been eminently successful — how much help

and sympathy was afforded by the "rank and
file," how much co-operation, or even moral

support was given by local horticultural associa-

tions and district societies P We think we may
say none at all ! Some other statements made by
Mr. Elliott, as to the council and its members,

we, who are not of them, may characterise as

absurd, and likely to be mischievous.

If the Royal Horticultural Society does not

do all that it might do in the interests of

the rank and file of gardeners, that is

very largely the fault of the members of that

body. They are numerous enough and powerful

enough to be, as they are not now, adequately

represented on its council and it« committees.

Moreover, they are quite strong enough, if they

combined, to shape the policy of the Society,

but they will not do so by standing aloof and

grumbling. It is such an attitude that makes
one doubt the success of any guild, such as is

proposed, though we are in the fullest sympathy

with its objects, and shall gladly do what we
can to promote them.

Grevillea Banksii. — The subject of onr

illustration (fig. 2, p. 15) ia a very bandaome plant,

both in flower and foliage, and ia qnite one of

the best of the atrong-growing Grevilleaa. Like

most of the apeciea, it can be grown without diflicnity,

and probably there is no other more eaaily grown

than thia. It reqairea nothing more than ordi-

nary greenhoaae treatment, uaing by preference

a loamy sabstantial soil, and not forgetting the

good drainage which is more or less necessary

for the whole of the Proteacese. The specimen here

illaatrated waa cat from a robnat yonng tree, grow-

ing in the temperate-houae of the Botanic Gardens

at Cambridge. It is not qaite 5 feet in height, and

haa been grown from aeed received from Briabane

about seven years ago. No doubt it conld hare

grown to a greater height in the time, but the

cutting back to which it has been aabjected ahows

that it will bear the proceaa and atill flower freely.

Grevillea Banksii ia deacribed by Meisner as an

elegant tree, and the term is evidently correct. The
yonng stems are covered with a thin brownish

felt ; the somewhat Lomatia-like leavea are from

10 inchea to a foot long, pinnately divided into

about five pairs of narrowly lanceolate diviaiona,

above deep green, and below quite white, with fine

ad pressed hairs. The flowers are produced in dense

terminal racemes, or in the case of atronger branches,

several of these racemea gather in a panicle, each

raceme in either case being 4 or 5 inchea long.

The cjlindrical calyx ia not quite tbree-quar-

tera of an inch long, but with the long red

style the flower attaina nearly 2 inchea in length.

The out«ide of the calyx is covered with white

hairs, the efl'ect of which ia to tone the scar-

let, or red, of the rest of the flower. The
flowers produce a quantity cf nectar, which must
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provide a plenteoni food for certain birdf, or what-

ever the agent may be that performs the office of

croM-pollenatioD. Judging from the meagre informa-

tion in Miiller's Fertilisation ofFlowers, onr Australian

frienda, and others who have the opportunity of

observing the Proteacese, would do good service by

recording the agents and methods of cross-poUena-

tion in the order. In this particular case, some agent

a lecture on " Cactacese " will be given by Mr. John

W. Sino!s;r. After th' show, a luncheon will take

place at the Windsor Hotel, when the propriety of

forming a Cactus Society will be broaght forward by

Mr. H, Ca>jnell.

Our Fruit crop Report.— Owing to the

fact that our reports have liitherto been published

to £198 5«., was ordered to be paid, and the^fact

that this number of orphan children of gardeners is

receiving benefit from the fund, should induce'many

more of the profession to subscribe to this ',most

deserving fund. Another'.enthusiastic and successful

helper, Mr. G. W. Cummins, The Grange'Gardeni,

Carshalton, announced that he had arranged, in

accordance with his annual practice, a Rose Fair on

Fig. 2.—gbevillba banksit : gbeenhouse shbcb. flowebs bose coloubed.

bai, perhaps, been at work by which there are now
a number of green fruit. They are compressed,

ovate, and turned to one side, still bearing the style,

which evidently intends to persist as a beak. These

fruits are covered with short white secreting hairs,

which cause slight viscidity. R. J. L.

The Royal Horticultural Society.— At
the next meeting, which will take place in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria Street, West-

minster, on Tuesday, July 10, will be displayed

collections of Hardy Perennials and Cactaceous

Plants, for which special pr z s are c ff.-red. At 3 p m.

at too early a date to be quite satisfactory as

guides to the dealers and others, we intend to

publish our report this year in our number for

August 4.

The Royal Gardeners Orphan Fund.—
The committee met at the Horticultural Club, Hotel

Windsor, on the 29th ult., Mr. W. Mabshall in the

chair. Among the special donations was one of a

guinea from Lady Fredehick Fitzboy ; and from

Mr. F. Miller, Northdowr, Margate, a most efficient

worker and helper, £3 10s. The quarter's allowance

of 5s per week to sixty-one children, amounting

behalf of the fund, in connection with the exhibition

of the Croydon Horticultural Society, which took

place on the 4*,h ult.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—A
meeting of the general committee took place at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on the 2nd inst.,

Mr. R. Ballantine presiding over a good attend-

ance. A letter was read from Mr. R. J. Hamill,

resigning his seat upon the general committee,

owing to absence in America ;
and Mr. H. Bbiscob-

Ieonside, formerly a member of that body, was

elected in his place. The Hon. Secretary brought
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up certain amendments to the rules, which were
passed, and will be proposed for adoption at the

annual general meeting next year, Messrs. T. Betan,
H. J. .Jones, and Geo. Stevens, were appointed
judges of Chrysanthemums at the early show at the

Royal Aquarium on September 6 next. The recent

special general meeting of members having referred

back to the general committee for further con-
sideration, with a view of giving eflVct to the sugges-

tions contained therein, a special sub-committee
was appointed, consisting of Messrs. W. Herbert
J'owLER, E. Beckett, Nobman Davis, Chas. Gibson,
Geo. Gordon, H. J. Jones, and E, Moltneux, with the

officers of the Society ex officio, to draw up rules for

judging Chrysanthemums, but with the proviso that

these rules were to be acted upon only when abso-
lutely necessary, having regard to the limited time at

the disposal of the judges. Various other matters
engaged the attention of the committee. Eight new
members were admitted to affiliation ; and the New-
castle-on-Tyne Chrysanthemum Society were ad-
mitted to affilation. The proceedings closed with
the usual vote of thanks to the chairman.

The annual picnic and outing will take place

on Monday, July 2.3. The members will travel to

Windsor by the G.W.R,, embark on two steam-
launches at Thames Side, Windsor Bridge, proceed up
the river to Bourne Eud, and dine at the Quarry Hotel
(on the river-bank). After dinner, the launches will

steam up the river as far as possible, returning to
the Quarry Hotel to tea, and thence to Windsor.
Ladies are, as usual, specially invited. The charge
for the day, including the return fare from Padding-
ton to Windsor and back—boat, dinner, and tea

—

will be 9i. Qd. to membern, and 10s. &d. to non-
members. Members joining the party at Windsor
or Maidenhead *ill pay Is, &d, and non-members,
85. M. As this is sure to be a popular trip, early

application must be made for ticketc, so that all the
necessary arrangements may be made, to Richard
Dean, Hon. S?c., Ealing, W. Friday evening,
July 20, is the latest time at which tickets will be
obtainable.

"Hooker's Icones Plantarum."—The last

part of this publication, which is of special value to
botanist", contains twenty-five plates illustrative of
new and interesting plants in the Kew herbarium.
Among them are Polygala butyracea, Hcckel, a
native of west tropical Africa, and whose seeds con-
tain a fatty substance of excellent quality and agree-
able taste. It is cultivated by the natives, and
should receive attention at the hands of those in-

terested in tropical agriculture. Iris Thoroldi is a
species from central Tibet. Dizygotheca Nilssoni is

an interesting Araliad from New Caledonia, intro-
duced by M. Linden. Several Indian Orchids are
described by Sir Joseph Hooker, but they are mostly
not of horticultural interest.

Reigate Cottage
—The committee of the

that owing to the very

of their President (R. C
place on Sunday, July 1,

in a meadow adjoining

kind permission of F. C
Stone House,

Garden and Rose Show.
above Society beg to state,

sad and unlooked-for death
Baxter, Esq ), which took
1804, the show will be held

Wray Common, Reigate (by

,
Pawle, Esq.), instead of at

M. Van Eekhaute.—We learn that in conse-
quence of the new arrangements necessitated by the
change of owners, M. Van Eekhaute, after fifty

years' service in the famous establishment of Van
Houtte, pere, at Ghent, has now left that estab-
lishment. M. Van Eekhaute, in his long career,
has secured the respect of all who knew him.

Arum DRACUNCULUS.—A recent post brought
us more than one specimen of this quaint
Arum, which, with its glossy and deeply divided
leaves and rich purple spathe is always attractive,
but never have we seen so fine a specimen as that
sent us from Taplow, by Mr. Saeoent, the
measurements of which are :—Leaf-stalk, 17 inches;
blade, by 19.} inches ; spathe, 21 inches by 9 at
the broadest part ; spadix, about .3 inches shorter
than the spathe.

The Forest Trees of Mysore and
COORG.—Mr. John Cameron, the Superintendent of

the Mysore Government Botanical Gardens, has issued

a third edition of his very useful list of the Forest

Trees of Mysore. Under the head of each species

information is given concerning the name, literature,

history, description, utility, and mode of cultivation.

Thus, we find a dozen pages assigned to the Casua-
rina equisetifolia, which though not a native tree,

bids fair to surpass all others in Southern India. Near
Bangalore, and on the Madras coast, the plantations

of this tree have altered the landscape within the

last few years, and have materiaHy dried up the soil.

The work is quite indispensable to forest officers in

the district, and is printed at the Mysore Government
Press, Bangalore.

Oil Engines.—A Cambridge correspondent tells

us that one of the features of the Royal Agricultural
Show in that town was the display of oil engines.
The cost of working, it is alleged, was as 5d, com-
pared to Is. in coal for producing steam, other things
being equal. The perfume, however, was not
agreeable.

Warminster Rose Show.—The twenty-sixth
annual exhibition of the Warminster Amateur Rose
Club was held in conjunction with a two days' lawn
tennis tournament by permission of Lady Pelly and
Mr. J. DoEL in a field adjoining St. John's Lodge, on
Wednesday afternoon, June 27. The weather was
fine, and the show was largely attended. Owing to

the backwardness of the season, the show was the

smallest yet held; the blooms, however, were
remarkably good.

The New Horticultural Society.—There
was a good attendance of members of the Brighton
and Sussex New Horticultural and Mutual Improve-
ment Society at the monthly meeting held at the
Imperial Hotel, Queen's Road, on Thursday evening,

June 28. Mr. Balchin presided. Mr. Spottiswoode
read an instructive paper on Strawberry forcing. A
discussion followed, and later in the evening Mr.
MiLLEB said a few words on the cultivation of out-

door Strawberries. Several of the members exhi-

bited baskets of the fruit for competition for prizes

given by the Society. Mr. G. Hard won the 1st

priza with some splendid specimens of the James
Veitch variety. The annual outing of the Society

was fixed to take place at Kew on July 17.

Kew Gardeners, Past and Present.—
Owing to an informality in regard to the arrange-
ments for the cricket-match mentioned by us last

week, we are now informed that it will not be held
as announced.

" Flora of Edinburgh."—Mr. C. 0. Sonntaq
has published a very handy Pocket Flora of Edin-
Imrgh and the surrounding district, embracing,
roughly, the country on both banks of the Firth of
Forth to the north, the Tweed to the south, on the
east from North Berwick to Melrose, and on the
west from Airth to Lanark or thereabouts, the area
dealt with being 30 to 40 miles in diameter. Keys
to the orders and genera are given, but not to the
species. Seeing how variable species are, and how
misleading to the inexperienced student such keys
are, we think the author has exercised a wise dis-

cretion in omitting them. In fact, they should be
used as hints and suggestions to the experienced
not as gospel by the uninitiated. We do not under-
stand on what principle the author has printed all

the specific names in capital letters, nor why varie-
ties should not be distinguished from species e.g.,

Quercus Robur and Q. sessiliflora, Salisbury, are
treated in the same manner, although Salisbury's
plant is stated to be a variety of Robur. The method
of indicating synonyms is also peculiar, and the use
of the words " class " and " sub-class " to distinguish
sections of a genus, as in Carex, is very objection-
able. Cultivated species, like the Laburnum, should
have been printed in different type. The true value
of such a book can only be tested by experience in
the field, but we can say that the plan of the book is

good and convenient, and that it is well printed, and

compact. A few misprints have come under notice

in turning the leaves, such as, p. 210, Diuruscnla
for duriuscula

; p. 227, Masileacese for Marsileace» ;

but, on the whole, we may congratulate the Edin-
burgh botanists on the publication of so convenient
an aid to their studies. Messrs. Williams & Noboate
are the publishers.

Protection against Cold in Conifers.—
In a recent number of the Revue Horticole, Dr.
E. Bailly gives an interesting account, accompanied
by illustrations, of the way in which the leaves of

Pines and other Conifers are twisted or compacted
together, so as to enable them to resist frost. In
other cases, the leaves have a power of movement, so

that they can spread out or close up against the

branches, according to the atmospheric conditions.

The way in which the buds are protected receives

special attention at the hands of Dr. Bailly.

Field and Garden Crops.—Mr. Duthie, the

Director of the Botanical Department of Northern
India, has published the third part of his useful

series of descriptions and illustrations of agricultural

plants cultivated in Oadh and the North-West
Provinces of India. The plants are arranged under
the headings of food crops, including cereals, pulses,

roots, leaves. Gourds, food adjuncts, medicinal

plants, narcotics, oil plants, fibres, dyes, and fodders.

Of each plant mentioned, a description is given,

together with the technical and vernacular names,

the method of cultivation, and the purpose for which

grown. Professor Church's analyses of cereals and
pulse are collected in tabular form. Numerous
references to works of authority, and characteristic

lithographic representations, combine to render the

work a text-book on the subjects on which it treats.

The Carnation and Picotee Union.—
Mr. Medhuest requests us to give publicity to the

fact that the annual exhibition of the above will be

held in Stanley Road, Oxford, on Tuesday, July 31 ;

and that particulars as to membership, entries, and
schedule of prizes can be obtained free on application

to him at that address.

Torquay Rose Day.—We extract from the

ffesifrwA/orMiByxVcinsof June 18, that brilliant summer
weather favoured the first of the Torquay Rose days,

commencing on June 27, organised by Messrs.

Curtis, Sandfoed & Co , on behalf of the Gardeners'

Relief Fund, and their etforts were rewarded with

great success. There was a magnificent display of

plants and blooms from gardens in Torquay and

neighbourhood, and crowds of visitors were present

throughout the afternoon and evening. One of the

features of the exhibition were the cut Roses staged

by Curtis, Sandfoed & Co. At the luncheon, Mr.

W. AiNSLiE, in giving the toast, " Prosperity to the

Torquay District Gardeners' Relief Fund," said that

it had done much good during its career. They were

indebted to Messrs. Cuetis & Sandfoed for

originating the fund which had been carried on

under the presidency of Dr. Ramsey, with the

assistance of Captain Fane Tucker, and had afforded

relief to many gardeners and the widows of gardeners.

Mr. A. Chandler, in reply, said the net income last

year was £90 I7s. 4i., including £28 as the result

of last year's show. The committee had met once

a month, and had made thirty- four grants to

sick gardeners, and widows of gardeners, amounting to

£55 10s. The balance now in the bank was £19 5s. id,,

the smallest amount they had yet had there.

During the seven years the Rose-days on behalf of

the fund had been held, the committee had received

from collecting-boxes at the Rose-shows and from

special donations, the net sum of £313. The com-
mittee had made 100 grants, amounting to £2^3 17s.

The fund was used for temporary assistance only,

and every known case of sickness amongst gardeners

in the district had received relief according to the

needs of the case.

New Publications. — fff^jorf on the Pheno-

logical Observations for 1893, by Ed. Mawley.— Xes

Orchid(es Exotiques et leur Culture en Europe, by Lucien
Linden, with 141 woodcuts. A magnificent contri-
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bution to the knowledge of Orchids, of which we

eball have to ipeak at length on another occasion ;

as also of the new edition of B. S. Williams' Orchid

Manual, whose value is attested by its now appearing

in a seventh edition \
— Tke Silva of North America,

by C. S. Sabgent, vol. vi. (EbenaoeiJe to Polygo-

naceffi), is a monumental work, which will require

further notice later on.

TOBACCO AND SUGAK
IN HAVANA.

The cultivation of these plants, and the prepara-

tion of the products for market, seem to be carried

on in a very enlightened manner, judging by a recent

report to the Consul-general to the Foreign Office.

Pinar del Rio, the western province of Cuba, is

stated to be almost entirely devoted to the cultiva-

tion of Tobacco. The plantations are scattered

about in all directions, generally a mile or two

apart. They consist of a number of small fields,

known as " Vegas," of about 10 acres each, selected

wherever the land is richest: the rest of the land is

taken in this state to the staring rooms of the

cigar manufactories in Havana, of which there are

119 of the first class. Many of the large manu-
factories employ upwards of 400 men. No women
are employed in cigar-rolling, although a few wash

and prepare the leaves. Tbe wages are according

to skill. A good roller of cigars can earn upwards

of £1 per day.

Sugar.

Of Sugar plantations in Cuba there are 577, and

a large number of them are spinndidly fitted up, no

expense being spared in the machinery employed,

and the electric light is used in all parts of the

premises, so that work can b» carried on continuously

by day and night. The machinery has reached such

a state of perfection that labour is reduced to a

minimum, the few men employed at the fur-

naces, cooling-tanks, and centrifugal machines being

usually Chinese, who are better able to withstand

the extreme heat, with, of course, skilled over-

seers to superintend the work. Tbe cane, owing

to the natural qualities of the soil, needs but little

care, and the same plants can be cut down from fire

to seven years in succession without renewal. Nearly

Home Correspondence.

THE MARTIN FLOWER RACK.—We are indebted
to Mr. James Martin, of Messrs. Sutton & Sots,
Reading, for this ingenious and useful invention. It

is made of some white metal, and consists of two flat

racks formed into small squares fixed to uprights,
and so capable, when filled with flowers, of being
placed in a vessel of water of a siz^ sufficiently

large to take it. Most floral decorators, as well as
others, have experienced the difliculty of arranging
a few flowers with taste in a wide-mouthed vessel of
water, but these racks aflford means by which every
flower can be placed in an erect position, and that
position maintained. These racks are nude of

varying dimensions, from li inches in diameter to

6 inches, the price, which in all casfs is molerate,
varying with the size. This useful invention can be
obtained from any dealer in hoit cultural sundries.

E. D. [Figured in our columns Sept. 30, 1893,

p. 407. Ed.]

THE CRYSTAL PALACE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S FRUIT SHOW—I am Sony to learn from
the horticultural press that the date of what used to

be decidedly the best fruit show of the season has

_L I
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entirely uncultivated. The Tobacco-seed is sown in

nurseries, about 10 lb. being used per acre. In

October and November the young plants, when
about 3 inches high, are planted out in the Tobacco-
fields, in furrows 2 feet apart. During the three

months the plants take to reach their full size, the

greatest care is taken of them. Each plant is con-

stantly examined, the green Tobacco-caterpillars

killed, and the furrows kept psrfectly clean with the

plough. When the plant has grown its big leaves,

generally about ten in number, all the small leaves

are picked off the stalk, and on reaching its full

height, the head of the plant is also picked off; this

allows the leaves to expand and spread out in the sun.

The female [ ? ] plant gives the best leaves for the

outside wrappers of cigars, as the leaves are larger

and stronger. The colour of the leaf is bright green
until ready for picking, when it begins to turn
yellow and spotty. They are then gathered by cut-

ting the stalk in such a manner that two leaves

remain on each piece of stalk. The leaves are then
strung over thin poles in the drying- houses, one leaf

each side of the pole, and left to dry for about five

weeks. The drying-houses are large airy barns,

thatched with Palm leaves, the inside being arranged
with rows of poles one above another. On being
taken down, the leaves are put together in bundles
of about 1(X) leaves, which are made into bales of

usually eighty bundles, and wrapped up in Palm
leaves. The bales are then ready for sale, and are

all the plantations have railways connecting them
with one or other of the main lines running to the

different ports.

The cane, having been roughly cut down in the

fields by men and women with long knives, called

machetes, is brought to the factory by railway or

bullock-carts. It is then thrown on to a platform,

which is mjved by machinery, and carries it to the

crushing rollers, usually three in succession, whence
the juice dripj down into troughs, and is carried off'

to the boilers. The spent or crushed cane, which

under recent improvements in the machinery used

now provides sufficient fuel for the whole operation

of Sugar-making, is taken by another rolling plat-

form to the furnaces. From the boilers the juice is

run into tanks to cool off. It is then passed through

the triple effect and centrifugal machines, and comes

from the latter in its completed form of sugar ready

for exportation, and is at once put into sacks, and

sent down to the ports. The molasses is transferred

in barrels to the wine and alcohol distilleries. Very
little sugar is at present refined in Cuba. The pro-

posed removal of the duty on refined Sugar in the

United States would make an important change in

this respect, and, consequently, much anxiety is felt

on the subject. If the duty were taken off, it is

probable that refineries would be put up in all parts

of the island, although the doubtful duration of the

reform might prevent many from going to so great

an expense,

been altered from tbe first Friday and Saturday in

September to the last Saturday in that month, and
extending over Sunday (the 30ih), and the following

Monday and Tuesday, October 1 and 2. What an
oversight ! In the first place, the date is too late, as

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Figs, and Plums
generally, will, in all probability, be over at least

a week before the dates fixed for the show

at Sydenham ; and, secondly, the show, in my
opinion, should not be extended over Sunday,

thereby putting exhibitors to additional and
unnecessary expense in having to remain in or

about London on the Sunday, and rendering the

fruit (excepting Apples and Pears) staged for four

days in a hot and more or less dnsty hall partly

unsaleable. Gardeners studying their own and

employers' interests are not likely to be exhibitors of

fruit at the Crystal Palace under the conditions

indicated. I should like to know what advantages

the committee of management of the Royal Hjrti-

cultural Society expect to gain by holding the show

at such a late date, and by choosing the days so that

Sunday should intervene ? If they wanted a " three-

days' show," and wished to include Saturday, why not

conclude the show on that day ? beginning the show

on Thursday, and extending it over the two following

days. It is not yet too late for the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society to re-conaider the question of

date and days. It does seem strange that

the Royal Horticultural Society, in its laudable

efl'ort to hold a fruit show which should be worthy

of its name, should choose a date (September 29 and

three following days, including a Sunday) at which

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Figs, and Plnms
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generally are likely to be conspicaons by their
absence—simply a show of Orapes, Apples, and
Pears (principally Apples and Pears), with perhaps
a few Pine-apples and Melons added. In conclusion,
I may add that I am a well-wisher and supporter of
the Koyal Horticultural Society, including the
undertaking forming the subject for the above
remarkf, and which are penned with the best inten-
tions by F.R.H.S.

Now that we know definitely the dates fixed
for this important fruit show, it is rather unpleasant
to find that the first day falls in the same week as
that in which the one conference for the year at
Chiswick is also fixed. The later fixture would
therefore kill the former. Cannot the Chiswick
gathering be held on September U, letttne the
Floral Committee sit at the Palace on the 2yi;h ?

or otherwise its members will have nothins to do.
If, as should be, the fruit judges are selected from the
Fruit Committee chiefly, that body will certainly
find ample occupation. B.

THE POTATO DISEASE.—1 have found in the
Jersey Kidney Potatos, now sold in large quantities
in the shops, that a large portion are diseased, pro-
bably 20 per cent. That the public have found it

out is certain enough, and this fact should help our
home growers to secure a good price and large
demand so soon as they can put Hebrons, Puritans,
Ashleafs, Early Regents, &c., into the market. At
the first, the Jersi-y Kidneys were excellent, but this
later development is doubtless due to the heavy
rains which fell so abundantly but a short time
since. That the disease is prevalent in the Channel
Islands shows that we, too, here may suffer from it

should the weather later take a cold wet turn. We may
well hope the present magnificent weather will con-
tinue for some time, as under its influence Potatos are
not only making rapid growth but the now heated
soil is helping to swell the tubers. But for the May
frosts we should now be finding early Potatos plen-
tiful. Very few early breadths escaped, and were
thus thrown back fully a month. There seems to
be ample evidence that we shall have second early
or midseason and late Potatos in great plenty, for
the breadths now look in splendid form. But if the
rains come again in July, then we must be prepared
for the disease, and it will be somewhat to the dis-
credit of gardeners, at least, if they do not now
seek to combat the fungus with Bordeaux Mixture.
Sprayers are not expensive, and sulphate of copper
and lime cost mere songs. The time for application
has to be governed by circumstances, but whether
the weather keeps dry or turns wet, it is probable
that a first dressing about the middle of July will be
found of great good. A. D,

I am sorry to have to chronicle the first

sien of the Potato disease, which I detected on June
23 in a plot of Myatt's Ashleaf growing on a south
border. Since that date the malady has spread rapidly.
On making inquiries in my neighbourhood I learn
that the haulm is injured in a number of cottagers'
gardens. In coming thus early in the season the
prospects of a heavy crop of tubers is not a bright
one, although a period of dry warm weather in place
of the damp sultry weather which we have been
having of late would art"jrd a check to the spread of
the disease to the late varieties. S. Milner, Penrice
Castle, Swansea.

GROWTHS AND HEIGHTS OF SOME TREES.—
Looking amongst some of our Cupressus Lawsoniana,
I am struck with their extraordinary abundant
fructification, that I thought well to gather and send
yon a few sprays [very remarkable] . In the parcel sent
you will find about two sprays of each, cut from about a
score of trees. C. Lawsoniana we have in great abund-
ance, and these were planted more than thirty years
ago on the top of a spoil-bank, which was in the first
place planted with Rhododendrons, which did no
good, so the C. Lawsoniana, which were about a foot
high when planted amongst the Rhododendrons,
were allowed to grow at will. They are now so
handsomely developed in every way as to form a
remarkable feature of this place. Their extra-
ordinary growth has not been confined to the spoil-
bank alone, but everywhere else in the neighbour-
hood, on the ordinary formation of soil, the growth
of the tree has been remarkable. I can likewise
speak favourably of some of our specimens of Sequoia
gigantea ( Wellingtonia) ; but so far as my expe-
rience of them goes, both here and elsewhere, where
I have seen them, it is my opinion that their best days
are gone by in this country. A far more satisfactory
avenue could be formed of Abies Nordmanniana.A few of this species which are growing here, are

splendid well-furnished specimen', straight of stem,
and beautifully furnished with graceful branches aU
the way down to the ground. Abies Piasapo does
well here, and of these, an avenue exists of no mean
length, besides numerous nicely-developed trees

dotted about the pleasure-grounds. Abies cephalo-
nica, although growing high enough, is not a success

;

the stem does not grow straight, for which the

occasional nibbling of squirrels may have had some-
thing to do. CedruB atlantica does well, and is a

tree deserving of more general planting either as

specimens or forming avenues, when there is sufii-

cient space. It is second only to C. Libani, the

grandest yet by far of all Conifers. It is unfortu-

nate that many of the finest trees of the latter were
spoiled when youn?, by allowing several leaders to

go away, and which subsequently became rivals, and
liable to be split off and the tree left little better

than a wreck. Of the number of Lawsoniana seed-

lings at Coombe Abbey, no two are quite alike, and
you will observe the same dissimilarity maintained
throughout the seeding. We have no pinetum.
but in the pleasure grounds of near upon 50 acres

the trees have plenty of room in which to fully

develop. I send herewith the height and girth of a
few trees, planted about thirty and thirty-two years

ago. The measurements are as under :

—

Abie3 NordmaQDiaaa. height, 39 ft. 6 in. ; girth. 3 ft.

Thuiopsia borealis, height. 32 ft. 6 in. ; girth. 3 ft.

Abies Pinsapo. height, 3(i feet ;
girth, 3 ft. 6 in.

,, cephalonica (older tree), he ghc, .54 ft. 6 in.; girth,
4 ft. 9in.

Pinus, height, 46 ft. ; girth. 4 ft. 3 in.

Sequoia gigantea (Wellingtonia), planted by Lord
Coventry, height, 44 ft. 11 in. ; girth. 12 f'. 11 in.

Libocedrns decurrens. height, 3.5 ft. 6 in. ; girth, 5 ft. 4 in.

Pseudotsuga Douglaaii, height, 51 ft. 6 in. ; girth, 5 ft.

Cupreasus Lawsoniana, height, 42 ft. 6 in, ;
girth, 3 ft. S in.

The circumference in yards of the extended branches
of a T. borealis is 17; A. Pinsapo, 32; C. Law-
soniana, 18. W. Miller.

ABNORMAL ROSES —We send you a sample
of our Roses to show how badly they are doing this

season, and to ask if you or any of your nnmerous
readers can suggest a cause and a remedy. You will

note some of the buds are rotten at the top of the

stem, and in many cases the stem also is dead. Same
seem unable to open, being almost suitable for

bullets, 80 hard are they ; others have opened par-

tially, or almost singly, like Dog-Roses. Roses on
these trees were a picture last season. This spring

(in April) they were well manured, and they are

doing fairly well as regards growth of wood and
foliage. The Teas are much better than the H. P.'h,

but are affected in many instances. The soil is stiff

and retentive, with a gravelly subsoil. Now, is this

due to the late severe frost at the end of May, or to

blight, or is it both? [both], and would syringing

help them? and if so, what liquid compound would
be beet to use. [Of no use now.] D. ij- Co.

RELATIVE VALUE OF GRAPES IN COMPETI-
TION.—The comparative value of Grapes in the

following list is computed on the general excellence

of the varieties, all points or properties being con-
sidered. At the top of the list is Muscat of Alex-
andria. This Grape is unique in possessing all the
qualities desired in the highest degree, and no one
will grudge it the position of pre-eminence which it

occupies here. For distinction and convenience it

may be classed " A l,"and allowed the highest rela-

tive value—9 lU»hs of a point, three points being

maximum allowance for cultural value. The re-

maining twenty-four varieties, which represent the

best for exhibition, are divided into classes Isc, 2ad.

and 3rd, to which is accorded relative value, 8, 7,

and '6, respectively :

—

A 1 Clats, Aluxat oj Alexandria, Vav ; '9.

\st Class Black Graphs. \st Cass liliite Grapes.

CanOQ Hall Muscat '\

Duke of Buccleuch ^ .,,

Golden Champion t

Mrs. Pearson J

2nd diss Black and Waite Grapes.

Alicante
"J

Buckland Sweetwater"^
Groa Colmar f ,» Foster's Seedling
Gros Ouillaume t Golden Queen
Lady Downea' Seedling/ Tokay

Srd Class Black and Wai'e G apes.

Black Hamburgh
Madresfield Court
Mrs Pince
Muscat Hamburgli

•7

Alnwick Seedling
Black Prince
Cooper's Black
Gros Maroc

Raisin de Calabre
Syrian
Trebbiano
White Nice

]•

It will be noted that flavour is the predominating
element of the varieties occupying the Isi: class,

which, with the exception of Black Hamburgh, Duke
of Buccleuch, and Golden Champion, all partake
more or less of the Muscat flavour. The three last-

mentioned gain what they lack in this respect by their

appearance and other excellent qualities. Madres-
field Court, Mrs. Pince and Muscat Hamburgh, are all

handsome Grapes of the highest excellence Canon
Hall Muscat is a Grape very little behind Muscat of

Alexandria in quality or appearance; while Mrs.
Pdarson, a comparatively new Grape, has medium-
sized berries, but of excellent colour and flavour.
It is liable to rust, which spoils it; but when
successfully treated and grown alongside Muscat
of Alexandria, it forms a strong rival, re-

maining plump and fresh after that variety
begins to shrivel. Tae black varieties in the
2ad class are handsome in appearance, take on a
good colour and bloom ; and the last three in this
class, when grown and ripened in suitable tempera-
ture, are very little inferior to the Black Hamburgh
in quality. The white varieties in this class are also
pretty evenly balanced, Foster's Seedling being, if

anything, the weakest variety among them. Some
of the black varieties in the 3d class might have,
without much hesitation, been put in the 2ad class.

It is not an easy matter with some of them to give
the exact point where the higher value should end
and the lower begin, but the line must be drawn
somewhere. The white varieties, however, are
all inferior to those named in the 2nd class.

Trebbiano is the only one that may be con-
sidered a shade above those of the same colour
placed along with it in the 3rd class. Referring to
February 10, p. 177, showing the relative value of
different kinds in a collection of fruit, it will be
observed that a third-rate variety of Grapes is put on
the same terms relatively as a good variety of
MeloD, or dish of Peaches—a station that I have
no doubt will be generally appreciated. W. W.

MANURE FOR, AND ASH OF, CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.—In the Gard. Chron. lor June 23, p. 778, an
article appeared giving the food requirements of the
Chrysanthemum. To know what the ash of a
plant contains is to give a basis to work upon in the
selection and application of any artificial manure we
may wish to apply. One item was lacking—that was,
the quantity of ash from a given quantity of stem,
leaves, &c. ; for if we knew how much minerals was
required to form an average-sized plant, we should
know better what quantities to give to the plant. The
artificial manure recom nended by the writer of the
above-mentioned article is not quite in accordance
with the ash from the plant. Take, for instance, the
potash and magnesia in the recommended artificial

manure. We are told to apply one part of potash to
two parts of magnesia ; why should we give more
magnesia than potash, when the analyses point to
more than 6 per cent, more potash than magnesia,
viz., potash, 16 23; magnesia, 10 22? The sulphate
of iron seems quite out of place in a manure, for

enough iron is present in all soils for the healthy
development of plants. Again, the superphosphate
contains more sulphuric acid than lime, and yet in
the analysis the lime predominates 2163 per cent.
The phosphoric acid present in the phosphate of soda
and superphosphate is also in excess, there being 6 4
parts of phosphoric acid to every one part of potash,
or six times more phosphoric acid than potash, the
analysis showing potash 16 23, and phosphoric acid
19 52. Perhaps the writer will tell us why, in apply-
ing this artificial manure, we give so much super-
phosphate and magnesia in proportion to the small
quantity of potassic manure. W. Dyke, Turnford,
Herts.

EARLY POTATOS.—Mr. Gilbert, writing in a
recent issue of the Gardeners Chronicle, aetrnt, I think,

to have made a mistake in the date of lifting early
Potatos, and if he will kindly refer to the Gardeners'

Chronicle of June 9, he will see the date mentioned
is April 1.8, and not May 24, so that will bring
Lincolnshire nearly one month behind Sussex, Of
course, there is nothing new in planting Potatos at

the foot of south walls but I thought the date of

digging was. and that was the reason of my recording
it. A, Gooden, Shopwkye House.

ROSA LAXA AS ASTOCK.—Amongst thennmerous
consignments of trees and shrubs which for the last

two or three years have been imported from Holland,
and sold at one of the leading horticultural auction
rooms in Birmingham, several scores of standard
Roses have created some amount of speculation as to
the identity of a certain Briar stock, possessing a
very spindly and distorted habit of growth ; the
shoots, however, of the Roses with which they
were budded appeared to thrive, as evidenced by
their vigorous growth. The stocks do not commend
themselves to the eye of the rosarian, so dis-

similar in appearance are they to the ordinary
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B.iar as to impree« one with the idea that they

are not Briars at all, especiallj as all the spines

had been carefully trimmed off. I understand its

specific name is Rosa laxa, indicating a spreading

habit, and, according to ISveet, it is a native

of North America. It would be interesting to

learn further information as to its attributes

and cultivation in this country. W. Gardiner,

Birmingham,

POSITION OF KITCHEN GARDENS.— In former
years, before mechanical appliances were so nume-
lous, one of the chief considerations when selecting

a site for a kitchen garden was that of the supply of

water, and for this reason the lowest-lying places

were invariably chosen, so that there might not be

any difficulty in getting a constant supply. Whether
it was then nnderstood that such places were more
subject to cold currents, and therefore not so well

suited for fruit and vegetable culture, it is difficult to

know. One thing, however, is certain, there were
not the same facilities for recording the difi'c^rences

in temperatures in various localities as there are at

the present time. It would still be more interesting

if those supplying this information would state the

elevation the thermometer is above the sea level, and
the chief features in the surrounding country. My
immediate neighbourhood is billy ; our kitchen

garden, however, is in a valley, with a stream run-
ning close to it, and though 15 miles from the
sea, it is not more than 100 feet above its level.

The cold current sweeps along the valley to such
an extent that the soil becomes quite frozen,

while half-a-mile away higher up the hill there is

no frost at all. On April 16 the thermometer
went down to 26° Fahr., and on the 17th to

22°
; on each of these two days it rose to 50° in the

shade. On the Idth it again fell to 22°, and on the

19.h to 25°. The sun, however, was very bright on
both of the latter days, so that it rose to 54° and
56° respectively, thus showing the great difference

between the night and day. The rainfall, too, in

the valleys is considerably less than on the hills, the

average here for the last fifty years being 29 90 inches

a year. No doubt the soil in these low places is

much richer than in more elevated positions, plants

grow much later in the autumn, and are therefore

more tender and less able to resist frost. In choosing

a site for a kitchen garden, these things ought to be

taken into consideration, even though it be necessary

to have it half-a-mile or more from the dwelling- house.

Could those responsible for fixing the situation of a
kitchen garden know the anxious hours a gardener
is caused, owing to it being so unfavourably placed,

doubtless more pains would be taken to select

better sites. Those having to work such places are

put to great disadvantage in many respects. They
are unable to plant or sow very early in spring,

and frost comes much sooner in the autumn, cutting

things ofi', whilst their neighbours' are left un-
touched. We have often had Potatos and French
Beans cut off here in June, although we are so far

south, and invariably all tender plants are cat down
by frost in the valley here quite a month sooner than
they are a few miles off, where the elevation is some-
thing like 600 feet more. These matters should be

taken into consideration by those who are thinking

of planting fruit trees or making kitchen gardens, if

they would avoid the worries attendant upon early

and late frosts. H. C. Prinsep.

EOYAL INSTITUTION.
Me. Lddwig Mono, F.R S., is about to convey to

the Managers of the Royal Institution of Great Britain

the freehold of No. 20, Albemarle Street, to be held

by them for the purpose of a laboratory to be named
" Tne Divy-Faraday Research Laboratory of the

Eoyal Institution," and for the purpose of providing

increased accommodation for the Institution.
'' I have felt," says Mr. Mond. " that the need for

such a laboratory has become greater and greater

since the work of the scientific investigator has

become more and more subtle and exact, and, in

conseqience, requires instruments of precision, and
a variety of facilities which a private laboratory can

only very rarely command ; and surely this need

exists nowhere to a greater extent than in England,

and nowhere can such a laboratory be expected to

bear more abundant fruit than in this country,

which possesses such an unrivdUed record of great

scientific researches, which have emanated from
private laboratories not connected with teaching

institutions, and amongst which the laboratory of

the R^yal Institution stands foremost, and has kept

up its reputation for nearly a hundred years.

" It has been my desire for many years to found a
public laboratory, which is to give to the devotees of

pure science, anxious and willing to follow in the

footsteps of the illustrious men who have built up
the proud edifice of modern science, the facilities

necessary for research in chemistry, and more parti-

cularly in that branch of the science called physical

chemistry.

"As only want of space prevented the Koyal
Institution undertaking this task fifty years ago, I

took the opportunity which offered itself last year

of acquiring the premises. No. 20. Albemarle Street,

adjoining the Institution. This property I found

Fig. 4 —A SEW FORM OF GAHDE.V LABEI.

very suitable for the purposes of such a laboratory,

and large enough to afford, besides, facilities to the

Royal Institution for a much-needed enlargement of

its present laboratory and its libraries and reception

rooms, which I should with great pleasure put at the

disposal of the Institution, to be held by them for

the purpose of a laboratory, to be named ' The Davy-

Faraday Research Laboratory of the Royal Institu-

tion,' and also for the purpose of providing increased

accommodation for the general purposes of the Royal

Institution, as far as the available space will allow,

after providing for the requirements of the research

laboratory.

" I also offer to make, at my own expense, all

structural alterations necessary to fit the premises

for these purposes, and to equip the Davy-Faraday

Research Laboratory with the necessary apparatus,

appliances, &c., and to make such further adequate

provision as will hold the Royal Institution free from

all expense in connection with the premises and the
working of the said laboratory. . . ,

" I am aware that my offer will not provide for the
third object of the scheme of 1843, viz., to enable
the professors to work out their problems by the aid
of many qualified hands; but 1 trust that if the
laboratory which I offer to found proves successful,

others will come forward who will supply the means
for attaining this end, by the foundation of scholar-

ships and bursaries to qualified persons willing to

devote themselves to scientific work, and not in a
position to do so without assistance."

A NEW FORM OF GARDEN
LABEL.

We do not suppose that any form of label for

garden purposes is new, in the strict sense of the

word; still, we accept the term in its usual applica-

tion, notwithstanding an Egyptian, Chinese, or

Jewish gardener may have anticipated the maker of

the present label by several thousands of years.

Mr. James Ritchie, gardener, Ddvenlich,Strathtay,

who kindly sent several specimens of labels suited

for various purposes, states truly that it is cheap,

simple, and durable, and one was not in the least

the worse for wear after hanging for four years on
an Apricot tree in the open air. Another had been
for two years in use as an address label on boxes of

flowers sent weekly to the town residence of the

family. The illustration (tig. 4) is self-explana-

tory, and all that is required is strong galvanised

iron wire, some red deal, white lead paint, and
varnish, and any handy man can make the labels.

The wire is bent at the end, so that the position of

the label may not be altered by the action of the

wind, as it always is where one straight iron support

only is used.

CALIFORNIAN PLANTS.
Some Showy Species of Diplacos,—There are

four species of this beautiful genus now (May 9)

flowering in the Botanic Garden of the University

of California : the commonest species—D. glutinosus

—has not yet commenced to bloom, being, with us,

always a later-flowering plant.

In the Genera Plantarum, Mr. Bsntham's genera,

'

Diplacus and Eunanus are reduced to the rank of

sub-genera under Mimulus ; Professor Greene, how-

ever, has since restored them {fids Bull. CaliJ. Acad.,

i., 94 and 96) on the ground—in the case of the

first-named genus—of the formation and peculiar

dehiscence of the capsule, the uniform shrubbiness

or suffrutescence of the species (which does not

occur in Mimuli, as far as I am aware), the verna-

tion, pubescence, and—last bat not least—the

almost indescribable but very marked " generic cut

'

of the corolla. It is unnecessary to repeat here'

Professor Greene's comprehensive defence for the

retention of the genus ; it may be found in full

in the Bulletin of the California Academy of

Sciences, vol. i., pp. 94 and 96 ; and in

Fittonia, vol. ii., pp. 151—157 ; but as the

species most commonly cultivated appears to fruit

but rarely, if ever, in Europe, it may be

of interest to note the peculiar dehiscence of the

capsule ; as Professor Greene remarks, the firm

valves, parting at first only by the upper suture, lie

open like a boat-shaped follicle, each bearing its own

distinct placenta, and that with a broad, thin,

spreading margin which almost conceals the seeds.

This pod, at first boat-shaped by a partial dehiscence,

is held in this shape by a tubercular enlarg.'ment of

the base of the style. With us these boat-shaped

capsules are persistent on the plant until the fol-

lowing flowering season commences.

D. glutinosiis, Nutt.—This plant, so well-known

ia English greenhouses, and the commonest species,

is abundant among the foothills around Berkeley.

The last of those species under cultivation here, to

commance flowering, it continues in bloom until

December. I am unacquainted wilh the varieties

Btellatus and latifolius.
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D. puniceus, Natt., has the |closest affiiity with

glutinosus, but differs from it in the smaller and

blood-red corolla, with narrower lobes, and the nar-

rower leaves with very revolate margins. The calyx-

teeth are slenderly acuminate. At Berkeley it comes

into flower in April. It is a native of San Diego

Co., Southern California, where it is said to be very

common. Seed of this and the next species has

been sent to the Botanic Gardens at Kew and St.

Petersburg, and it is hoped that an attempt will be

made to grow them there.

D. parvijlorus, Greene, Pittonia, i., 36 (1887), is

related to the last, but is very distinct ; the corolla-

tube is much longer and less funnel-form—in fact,

almost tubular—slightly constricted at the throat,

with a bright yellow band 1 line wide running down

its whole length outside ; the lobes are scarcely at

all spreading, and the mouth of the corolla only

measures about half an inch across. In colour, the

whole corolla is brighter than that of D. puniceus,

the blood-red tint appearing to contain more orange.

The leaves are much broader, and scarcely revolnte.

This species is endemic to Santa Cruz Island, off the

coast of Southern California.

D. loiiqiflorus, Nutt.—Perhaps the most handsome

sgiecies of the genus, the bright but lighter-tinted

buff corollas being more than twice the size of those

of glutinosus. The corolla-lobes are about 9 lines

long, and their apices somewhat deeply emarginate

and erose, those of the upper being obliquely

emarginate. The calyx and growing parts are more

or less soft, and even cobwebby- tomentose. The
whole length of the flower, including calyx-tube, is

about 2.| inches, and the mouth measures 21 lines

in length and breadth.

D. speciosus, Mihi {vide Erythea, .June, 1894).

—

Suifrutescent, 2—2i feet high ; new shoots virgate,

very erect from the now somewhat decumbent
growth of last year; flowers primrose-scented;

corolla, 1} inch long. IJ inch broad, buff-yellow,

with lines of clear white and of orange down the

throat within ; lobes sub-equal, regularly and almost
rotate-spreading, sub-cuneate, quadrate ; anthem,
orange-coloured. In habit, foliage, pubescence, and
size of corolla, this species is near to longiflorus,

from which it is very distinct, however. The latter

plant exhibits a tendency to greater elongation of its

parts.especially the internodes, leaves, calyx-teeth, and
corolla lobes, but the most striking and character-

istic difference between the two, lies in the cnt of

the corolla. As regards general outline, the corolla

of O. longiflorus is more clearly bi-labiate, though
the slender side-lobes of the lower lip are widely

divergent, and slightly curved outwards.

D, speciosus is a native of Humboldt co., in Cali-

fornia, and the specimens from which the description

in Erythea is drawn, have been flowering at Berkeley
for two seasons.

All the above-mentioned species are hardy nnder
cultivation with u«, readily reproduce themselves
from self sown seed; but the red-flowered kinds

appear to be rather short-lived. D. speciosus is

the only scented plant of the genus with which I

am acquainted. J. Burtt Daui/. University of Cali-

fornia, Department of Botany, Berkeley, U.S.A.

Amateurs : section A.—Eighteen singles, Cooper
Wacher, Etq, l*f, with Maurice Bernardio, Marie
Baumann, A. K. Williamf, Uapuy Jamain, and
Fisher Holmes as his best blooms. This prize is a

cup, presented by the vice-president, and it was only

just missed by Col. Pitt, 2 ad, who ran his rival very

close. For twelve singles. Col. Pitt was a good Ist,

the Rev. H. B. Biron and Captain Christy following

in the order of their names. Nine Tea or Noisette

Roses produced some close competition, Mr. R. L,

Knight, Mr. Cooper Wacher, and Col. Pitt winning
in the order given. For six treble?. Col. Pitt, Rav.

J. R. Buchanan, and Rev. H. B. Biron were

successful.

Section B.—As already noted, Mr. S. H. Dean took

1st in all classes, that for twelve singles, being a cup
by the Mayor of Canterbury ; Mr. Honeyball and
Mr. R. Smith were 2ad and 3rd. For 6 Tea or Noi-

sette varieties, Mr. P. Selby and Miss Hawksworth
were successful after Mr. Dean. Mr. R. Smith and
Miss Hawksworth occupying similar positions for 4

trebles.

Section C.—9 singles, 1st, Canon Holland ; 2ad,

F. Knight, Eiq. ; this position being changed in the

following class for 6 singles. Canon Holland also

winning for 6 Teas or Noisettes.

Section D.—6 sineles, lit, Lient.-Col. Poole; 2nd,

Mrs. H. G. Deeds. 3 singles, J. McMaster, E^q , Ist

;

W. Saunderf, 2nd. The same exhibitors won in the

class for three Teas or Noisettes. J. Stonelv, Esq.,

was Ist for six of any H.P., and Cooper Wacher,
Esq., 1st for six Teas or Noisettes.

Mr, Mount did not flnd any rival in the classes

for nurserymen, but Colonel Pitt made a fair fight

in the open class for twelve Teas or Noisettes.

So ciet ies.

CANTERBURY AND KENT ROSE.
JoNE 28.—This show being confined to the dis-

trict, except in two classes for nurserymen and one
ooen clasf, together with the clashing of several
R )se shows of note, accounted for the somewhat
empty appearance the tables presented. A wise
arrangement is that of compelling the winner of the
chief first prize in one of the lower s< ctions, to
compete a section higher in future seasons, and
prevents that complete sweeping of the board too
often seen at shows confined to a localitv. Upon
this occasion we noted that S. H. Dean. Eq , took
all three Ists in section B. All honour is due to
this gentlemar, but it is certainly more encouraging
tn the others that he is not eligible to compete for
this cup the following year.

THE PEOPLE'S PALACE AND EAST
LONDON HORTICULTURAL.

Jdne 28, 29, 30.—The first exhibition of this

society was held at the People's Palace, Mile End
Road, on the above dates, and a very good start

indeed was made. The schedule of prizes contained
just over forty classes, and though some of them
brought no competitors, which was to be regretted,

this being the first attempt, there was yet enough
of ^exhibits to promise well for another year. It is

satisfactory to know that the society is in a good
financial position, and accessions are constantly
being made to the list of members. All round the

aides of the Great Hall and in the centre were con-
tributions, not for competition, from various persons
who are interested in the society's work. In the

centre was a large and imposing collection of orna-
mental foliage and flowering plants from Her
Majesty the Queen, lent by Mr. Thomas, from
Frogmore; a large table of a similar character

from his Grace the Duke of Fifs, President of

the Society ; and a bold group of Palms, &c.,

from Mr. Holmes, Frampton Park Nurseries,

Hackney. 0;her contributions of this character

included an extremely attractive collection of plants

and flowers from S. B. Boulton, E'q, Totteridge

;

Messrs. W. Cutbosh & Sons, Highgate ; Mr. H. J.

Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham ; Mr. H. Sslfe

Leonard, Hitberbury, Guildford ; Lord Kothschild,
Gunnersbnry Park. Acton ; The Royal Botanic
Society, Regent's Park ; Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons,
Lowfisld Nurseries, Crawley, &c. ; and floral deco-
rations from Mrs. Butchart, St. Snithen'a Lane,
EC; and three charming epergnes from Miss L.

Hudson, The Gardens, Gunnersbury House, Acton.
Most of the subjects competing came from the

Tower Hamlets, grown by working men ; among
them Fuchsias, decorative and zonal Pelargoniums,
Cannas, Begonias, Lilies, Ferns, Aspidistras. &c.
Two remarkable fan-shaped Fuchsias, bond fide

window-grown plants, were shown by G. Haydon,
Longfellow Koad, Mile End, grown in the window of

a room inhabited by him and his wife ; and to one
of these, in addition to the Ist prize awarded to it

in its class, it received the Silver Banksian Medal of

the Royal Horticultural Society. Cannas, some of

the Ferns, a tuberous-rooted Begonia or two, a fine

Plumbago capensis. Aspidistras, and a capital plant
of La France Rose were particularly good.

Prizes were offered for the best-kept forecourt or

back garden within the Tower Hamletp, which in-

cludes Shoreditch, Bcthnal Green, Old Ford, Hack-
ney, and Bow ; and the judgt'S visited these gardens
on the day previous to the show, and they were
surprised at the success which attended the efforts of

some of the fourteen competitors. The best was
that of H. Nicholls, 27, Lichfield Road, E , who
is engaged in the City for ten hours a day. It

was a delightful back garden, with a small

greenhouse or two, admirably kept. Ferns and
flowering plants alike in rude health. This
garden afforded an admirable illustration of what
enthusiasm and attention can develop in a somewhat
crowded locality

;
probably a good deal of the success

is due to the care bestowed on the garden by the
competitor's wife during his absence in the city.

TUNBRIDGE 'WELLS HORTICUL-
TURAL.

July 4.—The 36lh annual exhibition of the above
society was held in the Great Hall and Calverley
Hotel Grounds. For some series of years the shows
have been unfortunate as regards the weather, but
this year there could be no complaint. Mosi of the
classes were well contested, and the following is a
list of the principal prize-winners. We cannot
append a full report of the whole 86 classes, so many
other meetings demanding attention.

Open to all England, four stove and greenhouse
plants, Orchids excluded :—1st, Mr. T. Portnell, gr.

to Sir A. Lamb, Bart., Battle ; 2nd, Mr. J, Mason,
gr. to H. J. Wood, Esq., Southborough.
For four ornamental foliage plants :—Mr. S Pope,

gr. to J. J. Barrow, Esq., was a splendid 1st (having
grand plants of Cycas revolnta and Crotons ; and
Mr. T. Portnell, 2nd.

Four exotic Ferns saw Mr. Pope well in front
again, and Mr. Portnell 2nd.

Groups of plants were numerous, and effectively

arranged. These are a feature at this show, five

prizes being offered for those occupying a space of
10 feet by 6 feet. The name of the three first are
given in their order of merit :—Mr. J. Howes, gr. to
Walter Cobb, Esq., Tunbridge Wells ; Mr. J. Mason,
gr. to H. J. Wood, Esq., Southborough ; and Mr. L.
Dupond, gr. to C. B. Powell, Esq , Langton. There
were eight competitors.

Cut Flowers.—Twenty-four distinct species of her-
baceous flowers.—Ist, Mr. J. Charlton, with a
splendid and varied collection; 2iid, Mr. H. Ware,
gr. to Rev. J. Tillard.

Three stands for table decoration saw a spirited

competition between Mr. A. Hatton, Sevenoaks,
and Mr. Sidney Cook, gr. to B. Crawshay, Esq., of
the same town ; the result being in the above order.

Ist and 2nd for a single stand went to Mrs. A.
Hatton and Miss Eva Simpson respectively,

A collection of cut flowers (stove and greenhouse),
eighteen varieties, were well shown by Mr. T. Port-
nell, who gained Ist honours.

Wreaths, weddiag-bouquets, sprays, and button-
boles, are alwavs nnmerous here, the chief winners
being Mr. G. Newman, Mr. C. Earl, and Mr. John
Charlton.

Six plants for table decoration : Ist, Mr. L. Du-
pond, gr. to C. B. Powell, Esq. ; 2ad, Mr. F. Earley.

Six Caladiums : 1st, Mr. J. Allan, The Gardens,
Asburst Park ; 2ad, Mr. H. Ware, Penshurst.

Six distinct Fuchsias: 1st, Mr. Wakeford, with
beautifully - feathered specimens ; Mr. G. Elmes
being 2nd.

Pelargoniums were a great feature, Mr. H.
Wicken», gr. to J. Wheelwtight, Esq. ; Mr. J. Allan,
gr. to G. H. Field, E«q ; and Mr. M. Wakeford
being the most successful exhibitors.

Rosea, Open Classes.— For forty-eight varieties,

single blooms, Mr. G. Mount, nurseries, Canterbury,
was Ist, his best blooms being Duchess of Bedford,
Fisher Holmes, Duke of Connaught, General Jac-
queminot, Eageoe Forestier, and Mrs. J. Laing. Mr.
Young was 2ad, and had good flowers of Fisher
Hoi mes, Xavier Olibo, Duke of Teck, and La R jsiere.

Twelve Teas or Noisettes: Ist, Mr. Mount; Mr
T. Darrant Young, Eastbourne, 2od.

Amateurs and Gentlemen's Gardeners.—For twenty-
four single blooms, Mr. H. Foster, Asbford, was a
good Ist, F. Freeman Thomas, Esq., being 2nd.

Six Teas and Noisettes: Ist, R. Bustoo, Esq.;
2ad, Rev. J. Tillard. In the above four classes the

National Rose Society gave a Bronze Medal for the
best bloom, which was won by a good example of

Mrs. John Laing, in the stand from Mr. Mount.
Fruit.—For three bunches of B ack Hamburgh

Grapes, Mr. C. Earl, gr. to Sir J. Goldsmid, was
Ist ; and a very close 2nd in Mr. Thomas Palmer,
Southborongh.
Three bunches of any other variety (black) was

secured by Mr. Earl, with MaJresfield Court.

A similar number of white Grapes found Mr.
Harvey, gr. to Mrs. Teanant, in front of Mr. Earl.

Collections of fruit were gooc', Mr. Earl being lit

for nine dishes.

Vegetali'es—VoT a bi-ace of Cucumberr, Mr. G.
Denton was 1st; 2Qd. M-. H Ware.
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For a collection of veeetabl^a, nine distinct kinda,

Mr. A. Henderson was Ist, with a grand lot.

For the best box or basket from single-handed
gardenerf, six distinct kinds, the Ist priz" went to

Mr. T. Fuize, gr. to the Rev. J. Mather, Kisthall.

A special prize, presented by Messrs. Sutton & Sons,

for the best collection of six kinds, was won by Mr.
J. R. Booth, gr. to J. C. Drew, Esq. A similar

prize for nine varieties, given by Mr. .J. Charlton,
seedsman, Tunbridge Wells, went to Mr. J. Friend,

gr. to the Hon. P. C. Glyn, Godstone.
Plants from Local Growers.—This division con-

tained some good specimens, the 1st and 2ad prizes

going in the order given after each class.

Six stove and greenhouse plants in bloom : lif, Mr.
S. Pope ; 2Dd, Mr. J. Mason, gr. to H. J. Wood. Esq.

Four ditto ; Ist, Mr. S. Pope ; 2od, Mr. J. Maaun.
Six ornamental foliage plants : l«f, Mr. S. Pope

;

2nd, Mr. J. Mason. These two exhibitors had well-

grown plants.

Hoses.—Twelve varieties (single blooms) : Mr. G.
Elmes, gr. to C. R. Fletcher Lutwidge, Esq , and
Mr. C. McCarter, gr. to Freeman Thomas, Esq.,

Eastbourne.
Six varieties: Ist, The Rev. J. TiUard, and .J. C.

Drew, Esq., 2nd.
Six of any one variety : R. Buston, Esq., Hurstleigh,

1st, with Marie Beanmann; Mr. Elmes being ,2Dd,

with the same variety.

Nine singles for residents within the local act

district of Tunbridge Wells : Ist, Roger Buston,
Esq. ; 2nd, Mr. G, Elmes, gr. to C. R. Fletcher
Lutwidge, Esq.

The National Rose Society's Bronze Medal, for the
best bloom in the above four classer, was not
awarded, the judges failing to discover a flower

worthy of this honour.
Cottagers' Division —Collection of cut flowers, 1st,

Mrs. Stevens.

Collection of Roses, 1st, Mr. ,J. Kine.
Box of frnit, six varieties, Mrs. Markwick, who

was also 1st for a box or basket of four varieties.

Basket of vegetables, nine varieties : Mr. T,
Morris, Groombridge. Ist; and Mr. J. Crowhurst 2nd.

Basket of vegetables, five varieties : 1st, Mr. H.
Skinner, Groombridge ; Mr. J. Crowhurst again
being 2od.

A large marquee was filled with cottagers' pro-
ductions, and the vegetables were particularly good,
Non competitive.—The chief exhibits not for com-

petition were a large collection of herbaceous flowers

from Mr. J. Charlton, which was one of the finest

we have seen this season, and occupied a space of

over 30 feet ; W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, staged
a bank of their Malmaison and other Carnations

;

Mr. C. Earl, gr. to Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart., M.P.,
also had a collection of cut Malmaisons.

New Invention.

A NEW PATENTED WATERING-MACHINE.
We were enabled a few days ago to inspect a very

ingenious invention for watering lawns and low-
growing crops, the outcome of Mr. A. J. Protheroe's

endeavour to lessen the attention always required

by lawn-sprinklers. The invention (patented May,
1893) has for its object to provide means whereby
the sprinkler can be caused to move from place to

place without an attendant. The sprinkler is mounted
upon a carriage, upon which is also mounted a small
turbine driven by a part of the water passing to the
distributor. This water-motor is connected by
glaring with the wheels or axles of the carriage in

such a manner that the passage of water through
the water-motor to the distributor causes the carriage

to travel in a direction straight backwards, bjt the
direction may be regulated by means of a steering-

wheel fixed upon the carriage.

The water is distributed through nozzles fixed at
about 2 feet apart, on J-inch iron tubing, and havin'
slits for openings, so as to distribute the water in

flat sheets. The iron tubing in front is connected
with the turbine, or power-box, by two short lengths
of similar tubing, and can be made to cover a space of

40 feet in width. The actual length of the piece in

use at the Temple Gardens, where the sprinkler was
inspected, was about 20 feet. The apparatus travels

backward on level land at an uniform rate of 6 inches
per minute, thus allowing of sufficient time to
thoroughly moisten the soil to some 2 inches or

more in depth, according to its texture, The
handles of the machine support a coil of 200
feet of

S-
inch india-rubber tubing connected with

a hydrant, having a pressure of 45 lb. to the
square inch, but a somewhat greater pressure
would be desirable, and |-inch tubing instead

of the f ; then the quantity of water thrown would
be greater, and the speed a little accelerated.

The machine is of great use wherever a suffi-

cient head of water can be obtained, and the land
is fairly level ; and as the water falls like a
shower, there are no streaks left on the turf such
as a machine would leave that did not deliver

the water as a shower of small drops, a matter
of considerable moment on cricket-pitches, where a
lot of parallel lines would prove of great annoyance
to the bowlers.

When the 200 feet of hose is paid ont, the machine
must be moved to another part of the lawn in need
of water, and the hose coiled up again. It would be
excellent for watering large seed-beds, such as those of

summer-sown Turnips and Spinach, plants of Celery,

Leeks, saladings. Cranberries, Strawberries after the
fruit is gathered, lawn grass-seeds, &c. The inventor

is a son of the well-known horticultural auctioneer.

Hugh Austin.—The death occurred on Saturday
at Cathcart, N.B., of Mr. Hugh Austin, of the firm

of Messrs. Austin & M'Aslan, a man who was in the
very prime of life, and whose name, and that of his

father, has been so long and so well known over the

West of Scotland. The firm of which he was a
member began business in 1717, and has continued

a successful career to the present day. Since 187.3

the deceased has had control of the nursery depart-

ment. He was 4.5 years of age, and unmarried.

[The t«nn "accumulated temperature" indioatea the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, ot degrees oE
temperature above or below 42"^ Fahr. for the period
Damed : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-tour hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.

I
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Fruit,—Average Wholesale Prices.
s. d. s.d.

Cherries, half-sieve 4 0-80
Figs, pifdozea ... 10-20
Grapes, lut quality,

black EagliBh,
per lb 2 6-30

„ Guernsey, per lb. 10-13
., English, 2Dd

iiuality, p. lb. 1 0- ...

,. Muse it, per lb.... 2 0-30

s.d. s.d.

Grapes, Muscat,
2Qd quality, per lb. 10-16

MeloQs, each ...16-26
Peaches, large, p. doz. 6 O-IO

,, small, per doz. ... 10-20
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each ... 3 6 5
Strawberries, out-

door, per doz. lbs... 9 0-12

SEEDS.
LosDOX: Juli/ 4.— Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Mer-

chants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.. write
thatto-day'8 mirket waa very thinly attended, with scarcely
any business doing. No attention is yet given to either Clover
seed or Trifolium. Neither Mustard or Rape seed show any
alteration. As regards Canary seed, the market keeps very
strong at (he recent great advance in values. For Hemp seed
prices are fimi. Peas and Haricots continue steady. Other
articles in the absence of transactions are without feature.

FSUITS AND VEQETABIiES.
Borough and Spitalfields : /«iy 3.— Quotations :

—

Cabbages, 9i. to 2s. ad. per tally ; Turnips, 2s. 3i,; Parsley,
Is. 6d. to 2s. per dozen bunches ; Onions, Egyptian, 5s. Bd, to
6s. per cwt.

Stratford: Jidy 3.—The supply to this market dur-
ing the past week has been a good one, and, with a large
attendance of buyers a brisk trade was done at the under-
mentioned quotations : — Cabbages, 6rf. to 3s. per tally ;

Cauliflowers, 2s. to 2s. 6rf. per dozen; do., 8.'. 6d. to 12s.'
per tally; Turnips, 2s. to 2?. 6i. per dozen bunches; Carrots,
household. Is. to .3s. per dozen bunches; Mangels, 18s. to 25s.
per tou

; Onions, Egyptian, 90s. to 110s. per ton ; Green Peas, 2s.
to 3s. per bushel

; do., 4s. to 6s. M. per bag ; Cucumbers, frame.
Is. 3i. to 3s. per dozen ; Lettuces, Sd. to Is. 3d. per score

;

Kadiahes, 9d. to Is. per dozen bunches; Gooseberries, 2s. to 3s'.
per half-sieve

; do., 3s. 6i. to 4s. per flat; Cherries, 3s. to 8s.
per half-sieve; Black Currants, 4s. to 6s. 6d. do.

Fahbingdo.v
: Ju!y 6.—Quotations : Cabbages, 2s. to 2s. 6d.

per tally; Peas, 4s. to os. per sack; do., sieves, 2s. 3d. to
2j. ed.

; Onions, is. ad. to 2s. p»r dozen bunches.

POTAXOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : y«!i/ 3. - Quotations

for old Potatos ranget from 55s. to 110s. per ton ; new being
quoted at 8s. 6rf. to Us. erf. per cwt.
FarrinGDON

: Jul!/ 5.-New : Hcbrons, 9s. to 10s. ; Puri-
tans, 9s. to 9s. 6d. ; Ejrly Monarch, 9s. to 9s. 6d. Whits
Hebrons. 9s. to lOs. per cwt. Old : Lincolns, 90s. to loOs per
ton

; Rose, £9 IDs. to £11 llji. ; Midlands, £i to £10 per ton.
London Averages : July 4.-01d : Braces, 80s. to 110s •

other kinds, 50s. to 80s per ton. New: English Hebrons'
fs. to 10s.

; do. Kidneys, 10«. to 12,!. ; Jersey do., 9s. to lis. ;

Lisbons, 5s. ed. to 7s.
; French, 6s. 6d. to Ss, per cwt.

Notices to Corre spondents.

*,* Owinff to the large increase in our circula-
tion, we are reluctantly under the necessitu of qninn
to press some hours earlier. Our cnntritmtors, who
well know what this implies, will kindly aid us by
sending their communications as early in the lOfsk as
possible. Communications should reach us not later
than iVednesday,

AjifEicAN Blight on Apples: A. B. S. Destroy
by fire as much as you can, and use petroleum
emulsion to the rest.

Cbtstal Palace Eose Show : C. M. The date is
July 7.

Cdcumber: J. B. The bottom-heat may have
neclined unduly, or there may be eel-worms at
the root. Please send specimens of the latter.

Dendrobium : Sydney. The Dendrobinm sent is not
to be accurately determined by the dried specimen
supplied. It may be a small form of D. Fairfaxii.K life. Tou did not state its native habitat. We
should lise to know that, and have a better speci-
men sent us.

Grapes: W. M., J. H. R., Chcpatnw. X, Sender of
Black Alicante, Eastioood Park, and H. C. IV.
The berries sent are badly affected with 'spot,"
G'.T^osporium lajticolor. There is no cure when
tne malady has reached the bad state observed in
these berries. Cut off and immediately burn all
the berries similarly nfT-cted. Another season,
try to avert an attack by the early use of the
B irdfaux Mixture.

Gravel for Wami Making: C. B. If the person,
under this siiinaturp, who made enqoiries about
gravel will communicate with U", we will give him
the names and addresses of some wholesale dealers.

HELLEnoRE Root. Diseased : Header. The fungus is
.Sclerotinia Lib-rtiana, Fckl., described and
figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle. September,

1883 (as Peziza po8tama),'a8 attacking Potatos ; it

is also known to attack Ranunculacese and Cru-
cifers. If any plants be yet living, they should be
removed, and after steeping the roots in dilute
Condy's Fluid for six hours, be planted in a fresh
placs. The soil in which they are at present
growing is saturated with the spawn and sclerotia
of the fungus. G, Massee.

Insect : Jas. Garaioay. Grubs of Daddy Long L'-gs
or Crane-fly (Tipula oleracea).

Insects on Currants : Urick. The insect with the
woolly covering on the Currant bashes is known
as Pulvinaria ribesii. It belongs to the family of
"scale" insects (Coccidse), and is nearly related to
the " woolly-bug." Any treatment applied to the
latter in conservatories, or to the " American
Blight "on Apples would be efficacious against the
Currant-bush pest. Try petroleum emulsion.
B. McL. The formula for making petroleum
emulsion: Hard soap Jib., boiling water I gallon,
petroleum, 2 gallons. Dissolve the soap in the
water, add the petroleum, and churn with a pump
or syringe for 10 minutes ; dilute 10 to 15 times
before applying. For all insects which suck, and
those with soft bodies.

Marguerites: CM. A leaf miner. Nip the grub,
which is readily seen, between thumb and finger-

nail. That will do where the damage done is not
great; but where many burrowings are made the
leaf is sure to die, and it is best therefore, to cut
off and burn it. You might try Qaassia-water as
a deterrent to the fly that selects the Marguerite,
Chrysanthemum, Celery, &c., on which to lay
its eggs.

Mildew on Vines : A. J. At this part of the
season Bordeaux Mixture may be used as a pre-

ventative against mildew, washing it off ten
minutes after applying it. Do not use it when
the berries are approaching ripeness. If you
favour the old remedy, sulphur, dissolve a few
ounces in skim milk, and when reduced to a
smooth paste, dilute with water. It will do no
harm if allowed to remain on the Vines. Where-
ever the mildew has established itself on the
berries the skin is injured, and will not swell any
more, hence disfigurement and decay. This holds
good of the foliage as well, although the mildew
may be killed by the means used in both cases.

Where mildew cannot be prevented by proper
attention to ventilation and temperature, the
Bordeaux Mixture may be used from the time the
Vines go out of bloom.

Names of Plants : W.J.B. Saxifraga cotyledon var.

pyramidalis ; sometimes known in gardens as S.

nepatensis. — E. C. C. D. Lyciura barbarum. —
C. A H. The so-called Crown or Mummy Pea, a
fasciated variety that comes true from seed ; need-
1-S1 to Sftv, it has no connection with mutntnies.—
A M. E;cremocarpa8 scaber.

—

E. R. 1, Galeca
ifficinalis alba; 2, Hieracinm aurantiacum ; 3,

Asperula odorata ; 4. Allium Moly ; 5, Verooica
g'^ntianoides ; 6 Othonopsis cheiritolia. — H. G.
Vanda brunnea, Rchb. f.^W. H. D. 1, Geranium
ibeiicum; 2 Phyt''uma orbiculare ; 3, Send again
when in iruit; 4, Sisyrinchium angustifolium

;

.') Eriogonura umbellatuin ; 6, Potentiila fruticosa.

Truro. 1. Escallonialeucantha ; 2 Cistus albidus
;

.'"1 Cotoneasoer bacillari* ; 4, Spir;ei caneacens.—

•

Max L'ichtlin, Cyanella rosea. Ecklon.

—

D. W.
2, Ranunculus, double variety of R. anri*, probably

;

3, Senecio Djronicura.— G. H. S. 1, A^rostmima
GiGhago ; 2, Cycisus capitatus ; 3. rjysimachia
ephemerum

; 4. Hemerocallis flava ; 5, Baptisia
exaltata ; (5 N.-xt week

; 7, Calystegia pubescena
var. ;8 Ro«a multiflora.

—

C. H J. 1. Campanula
persici'olia var.; 2. Prunella sp. ; 3 (PjTolbera
truticosa ; 4. Ertgeron philadelphicus ;

.^), Lychnis
Haageana ; 6, Pailadelphus coronanu?.— R. McF.
C ei.hraarboren,.— Chep'<tr,w Piptanthusnepalensis.
Richard. Grnpp. G ingora galeata.— H. J. R. A
small lorin oi Ca'.'lesa L^opoldii.— C. J. G. 1,

Gilium paluKtre; 2 Creuis biennis; 3, Senecio
eruciloliua; 4 Ilypi-ricmi perforatum; ,"5, Nastar-
tium pilust.re; 6, Nasturtium amphibmm

;

7, SoncniiH arvensis; 8, Scutellaria galencu-
lata ;

'', Ramex (sp»cimen insufficient).— Con-
stan'. Reider. The Publisher has nothing to ao
with such matters. Another time, do not send
more than six specimens. Time is precious. 1,

Veronica spicata ; 2, Lychnis chalcedonica ; .3.

Gnaphaliuni margaritaceura ; 4. Linaria cymba-
laria; f), Arum Dracunculns; 6, Cerastium sp.

;

7, Hypericum humifusum; 8, Anthericum lineare

Tariegatum ; 9, Centaurea montana.

Notice to Quit Service : A'. T. Z. and W. T. In
the absence of any written engagement to the
contrary, the gardener is assumed by law to be a
yearly servant, and entitled to one quarter's notice,
and in your case to an equivalent in money for that
period, and for loss of lodgings, vegetables, fuel,

&c. It is customary in small places to reduce the
notice required from either party to one month.
Your remedy is in the County Court.

Peach : X. We cannot undertake to name a Peach
without some knowledge of the kind ot flower and
leaf, and you afford no particulars.

Peaches: G. S. T. Nothing can be detected now
on the roots ; but the nodules on them are such
as might be set up by the irritation caused by
the puncture of a mite. R. McL. We have
but little belief in the concreting of Peach borders,
as the concrete hinders capillary attraction of the
moisture upwards from below, and the due aeration
of the soil, and should the concrete floor have a
sharp descent to the front, or layer of drainage
materials placed on it there is risk of the soil

becoming dangerously dry, unless very thoroughly
watered at intervals ; and this risk is greater under
glass than out of doors, although there are many
failures of the latter chronicled. Examine the
state of the soil, and cut off and burn all blistered
leaves.

Pelargoniu.ms : IV. F. We cannot undertake to
name florist's varieties of the Pelargonium, Send
blooms to some large grower of these plants.

Perennials fob Flowering IN June : G, 8. Poten-
tillas in variety, Heuchera sanguinea. Delphini-
ums, Alettfcmeria anrantiaca, Tropseolum poly-
phyllnm, Gaillardia in variety, Pyrethrum rosenm
in variety. Carnations, Picotees, mule and other
Pinks, Doronicum austriacum. Iris germanica, I.

pallida, I. sibirici, I. iberica, I. reticulata, I. cris-

tata, I, xiphiodes, and many others; Gladiolus
bjzmtinuf, G cardinalis, G. insignis, G. segetum,
Anthericum Liliago, Asphodelus creticus, A.
luteus, Chrysobactrou Hookeri, Hemerocallis flava,

II. fuWa, and others; Liliura bulbifernm, L. can-
didum, L. pomponium, L. pyrenaicum, Muscari
comosum, M. moschatum, Ornithogalum narbon-
nense, 0. umbellatum, Scilla peruviana, S. nutane,
Astrantia major, A. Biebersteinii, Doronicum
plantagineum, Centaurea caucasica; many of the
Saxifrages bloom in June, and for their names we
must refer yon to some nurseryman's catalogue

;

Geum raontanum, Orobus cyaneus. Geranium ar-

genteum, G. pratense, G. sanguineum, Hypericum
Androsaemum, and others; Lychnis chalcedonica,

L, coronaria, &c. ; Gypsophila paniculata, many
species and varieties of Viola ; Thalictrnm aqui-

legifoliuro, T. flavum. Ranunculus aconitifolins

flore-pleno (Fair Maids of France). The above
will iurnish capital subjects for the herbaceous
border, affording variety in colour of flower, habit,

and stature.

Rose Insect : W. Stuart. Larvje of the Rose-

sawBy, and can only be exterminated by persistent

hand-picking.

Tomato sent with a Black Alicante Grape : .V.

Peronospora inlestans, described by Mr. C, D.
Plowright in vol. xiv., 1881, p. 621. Use
Bordeaux Mixture.

Tree op Life: Botany. This mythical tree in

ancient times had many types, such as the Date
Palm, the Fig, and the Pine or Cedar. The idea

thit mankind sprang from a tree was prevalent

among primitive peoples, and is so at the present

diy among the Damara, and some of the natives of

the Philippine Islands. Yon will not find the

Tree of Life given in any nurseryman's catalogue.

COMMITNICATIONS RECEIVED. — N. E. Br.—L. L.—.T. A.

—

Frot. Sargent.—F. S.. Ghent.—D. M.—T. S. J.. Canada.-
Canon Eliacombe.—L. M.—H. Cannell.— .1. A. P.—J. C—
Board of ARriculture.—M. D.— <i. M.— Wallace & Co.—
Director. Kew.— K. Mawley.— C. .T. B —N. E. B.— .T. G. P.—
W. Archer.— .1. R. J.— Harrison iVeir.-W. A.—P. K. L

—

W. H. W.-D. T. F.— .T. J. W.— A. I>.— W. B. H.—T. .S.—

W. A. C.—W. M.-W. K —.S. Heaton.— A. C. I'.—I. R. J.—
.T.— A. P.-R. C—R. L. H.—G. M.

CONTINUED INCRKAf-E in (hf, ClRCULATinN OF THE
" nABDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to advkrtisehs.— Tfi« PuhU.^hrr hn.'i tM sntj.-;.

factiAii nfanrt/}vnring that tlie circulation >>/ tlie '* Gardeners
Chronicle" has, since the rcdnrtinn in the pricf of the paper,

lucreaseil to the extent of 80 par cent.
A^Jl'erli.'^ers are remin'ted that the " Chronicte " circulates among

COUSL'HV GENTLICMKN, AND ALL CL**SE3 OF GARORNER-H
ANO GARDELiV-LoVEKS at home, that it has a specially large,

FOBEIGPI AND COLONIAL OIRCOLATIO.V, and tluU it is

'pr^.^e.rved for ref?rerce in all thf. princi.pal Lihrnriex.
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THE REVOLUTION IN HORTICULTURE.

THE TALK OF TOWN AND COUNTRY.

GREAT SUCCESS of the

NEW PATENT MOVING HOT-HOUSES

AND PLANT-PROTECTORS,
For obta,iniDg Succe^'iion Crop^ without Shifting (he Plants or

Soil. GO and SEE the Structures moving daily at

THE HORTICULTURAL TRAVELLING
STRUCTURES COMPANY,

2 & 3, WlLite Street, Moorgate Street Station.
Made in any size.

Orders now being Booked for Autumn Deuvkry.
Cata'ogue and Press Opinions post-free.

GREENHOUSE BLINDS.
A Set of Samples sent Post-free.

ORCHID and Other PEATS,
SILVER SAND,
TOBACCO PAPER and RAO,
RAFFIA for Tying,
GARDE ff MANURES,
GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS,
SYRINGES and WATER-CANS,
LAWN SPRINKLERS,
GARDEN TOOLS,

HORTICULTUnAL SuNDHIES OF EvBBY KiND.
lUustrated CATALOGUE on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

POTTER'S WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-leet leDgtliH (iDcluding Fittings).
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ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S

WINDMILLS.

Prices from £16 16s., iDcluding Pump aod Timber Supports.

May 27, 1893, The Dell, Eoglefield Green, Surrey.

BOBEBT Warner & Co.. Engineers, 27, Jewin Crescent, E.G.

Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, working a

set of 3 in. X 9 in. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed here

for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfiction, pumping
the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical height of

about 80 feet. I must also express my thorough appreciation

of the manner in which the whole of the work has been so suc-

cessfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron Schrdder.

We have just made and erected a similar Mill and set of Pumps
for Lord Northbourne.

Numerous other testimonials on application to

27. JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE. LONDON. E.C.

Engineering Works, WALTON-ON-THE-Naze, Essex.

ETTING for TENNIS BORDERING.—
_ Good colour and specially prepared, with line attached

to net top and bottom throughout; easy to erect or to take

away ; 25 yards long, 3 yards wide, tor 7s. 6rf., carriage paid.

HENRY J. GASSON, Net WorkR, Rye.

TAKE MT ADVICE, TRY

MASON'S
EXTRACT OF HERBS,

FOB MAKING

NON-INTOXICATING

The Finest Beverage in the World,

For every worker In The FARM. The SHOP,

The GARDEN. The MILL, The FORGE,

The FACTORY.
Always acceptable at Picnics.

In the home it i9 the pletsantest and mobt
refreshing drink obtainable.

DELtCIODS I HEALTH - GIVING ! :

INVIQOKATING ! ! !

ONE SIXPENNY BOTTLE SUFFICIENT
FOR 8 GALLONS.

IMITATED. BUT NOT EQUALLED.

HUNDRED > OF TESTIMONIALS.

Of all Chemists and Stores, or a Sample
Bottle sent free for Nine Stamps; or

Sample each Mason's Wine Essence and
Extract for Fifteen Stamps.

With every Sample Bottle we send free a

beautiful coloured little Story Book, entitled
" How a Railway Accident was averted."

Write for a Sample to-day.

Sole Makers

—

NEWBALL & MASON,
NOTTINGHAM.

ly AGEKTS WANTED.

NOTICE to BUILDERS, MARKET GARDENERS, SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, and the TRADE GENERALLY.

WILLIAM COOPER'S STOCKTAKING CLEARANCE SALE,
RELIABLE BARGAINS.]

/,VvAAA/AAAAAAA^uy|irA

For 14 Days Only, of SURPLUS
CONDITIONS OF SALE.-Goods are offered subject to

being on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany
all orders, and prices strictly nett. All orders executed
in rolailon. and carefully packed and put on rail.

SPAN-ROOF AMATEUR GREENHOUSE.

GrOODS. INO SECOND-HAND GOODS.

SPAN-ROOF FORCING HOUSE.

Lot
1 to 5, complete, 7 ft. by h ft.

6 to 8, „ 9 ft. by S ft.

Usual price.

£ i d.

9 toll,
12 to 15,

IB,

IV,

12 ft. by 8 ft.

15 ft. by 1') ft.

20 ft. by 10 ft.

25 ft. by 10 ft.

2 16

4
6
8 10

12

17

SalM price.

£ s. d

3
4 10
6 10

9
12

These LiRhts are well mortised-jointed together, and made in a
good workmanlike manner, and are well worthy of inspection.

Framework made of 2 in. by 2 in. etyles, and properly rabbeted for

the glass, with good 2 io. pat-hbars. The Glazed Lights are nailed

and bedded in good oiled putty. Usual Sale
Price. Price.

Lot s.

28 to 56. ..3 ft by 4 ft., painted and glazed 21 oz. ... 6

57 to 81. ..6 ft. by 3 ft. 8i in
. .
painted and glazed 21 oz. 10

82. ..25 Marginal Light Doors 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft.

6 in each 10

83.. .112 Top Vents, 3 ft. 5 in. by 2 ft

84. ..448 bushels best Mushroom Spawn, per bushel
8.'>... 10. 000 4 ft. Bamboo Canes ... per 100

86 ..19601 ft. .'f-in. Sashbar ... per 100 ft. run
fi7...27.140f'.. 24-in

88. ..42.810 ft. 2-in

89. ..34,000 ft. run, 6 in. Feather Edge Boards ...

GARDEN LIGHTS.
Usual
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CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AHD SONS. 79. Mark Lane. London.

CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins. Is., 2s. «td., and 6s. id. ; also in air-tight bags.

\ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt.. 10s. Full directions for use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with

order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot's, Hunts.
'• 12, Knowle Road, Brixton. London,

"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E..F.C.S."

THOMSON'S

VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

nsed both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORQE, 14, Redgrave Road,

Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers ;—WM. THOMSON AKD SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords. N.B.

Price U&ts and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards,

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN,
GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859

for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 'A ounces to the gallon of soft water, 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-bouse treea, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, U., 34.. and lOf. 6a.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Ij., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CAKDLB COMPANY
(Limited), London.

SL U G I C I D E," Registered.—CERTAIN
DEATH to SLUGS. Fertiliser to Soil, perfectly harm-

less to plants and domestic animals. The greatest boon to

gardeners yet inventei. \s. <ad. per box, of Seedsmen ; or post-

paid of — The "SLUGICIDE COMPANY." 6, Maryleport
Street. Bristol.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY

FOR PRICE LIST

M RIGHT
WRITE TO

The "Stott" Distributor Co., Ltd., Barton House.
Manchester.

Mr. S. T. WRIGHT, F.R.H.S..
^ays :—" I shall do all I can for your
Specialties, they deserve it.

Sulphoclde, best and cheapest
out^door Insecticide, 100 gallons
made for 25. 'od.

Kll-Kone, best Fumigant, strongly
recommended, 1000 cubic feet,

9s. per dozen.

Fine Oil, safe and certain death
to Bug. Scale, Thrips, and all

Inside Pests, quarts, 4s. ; J-gals..

65. td. ;
gala., 10s. 6d.

Patent Pest Syringe, best Dis-

tributor.

Send for List.

CHARLES' RIDIFEST CO.,

Loughborough. Leicestershire

"EUREKA"
WEED KILLER.

Safe, E£Eective, and Cheap.
There is no risk of poisoniog Birds or Animals if directions are

followed, when applying this preparation. Guaranteed to clear

all weeds; mixes at once ; no sediment; leaves the paths

bright and clean, without stains.

^ gall Is. 9rf- ; 1 gall., 3s ^ins included).

2 g'lll. drums, 2s. 9rf. per gall ; 5 gall, drums, 2s. 6d. per gall.;

10 gall, drums, 2s. 3rf per gall. ; 40 gallons at 2s. per gall.

Double Strength, Mixes I to 50.

Sample Half Gallon tin, post-free for stamps, 2s. 6d.
ONLY ADDRESS :

—
TOMLINSON & HAYWARD,

MINT STREET CHEMICAL WORKS, LINCOLN.
Wholesale I,ondon Agents:

—

S M A N & CO., 132, Commercial Street, E.

Aak your Cheoiiat or Seedsman for thia make.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready tor use, all fibre. 10». per sack ; 5 for 47s. id.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8». per sack; 5 for

37». id. .SECOND QUALITY. 6s. per sack ; 6 for 22s. M.
BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and

Ferns. 4s. per sack, 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s. id,

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2l. id. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special tprms to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester'a Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Eent._

EPPS'S ^^ PEAT,
For OBCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhoiioiiendrons. by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD. Coarse. Crystal,

and Fine SILVEK SAND. CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fceshSPHAONUM.PatentMANURES. FERTILISERS. INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MDBS Litter.

The Orlslnal Peat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO.. Farnborough, Hants.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.
WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

As supplied to the Sandringham Estate of H.R.E. the Prince
of Wales.

For special low rates for WALTON HEATH LOAM and
REIGATE SILVER SAND, apply to—

DAVID PITT & SONS, Beigate, Surrey.

JOSEPH ARNOLD'S SILVER SAND PITS,

Near LBIGHTON BUZZABD, BEDS.

Tlie Famous BEDFORDSHIRE PEAT and LOAM
(Yellow Fibrous) of superior quality. NOW CUTTING in

the vicinity of LEIGHTON BUZZARD, can be loaded
on Rail in full Truckloads, or into Boats, in quantities.

TRADE SUPPLIED. Customers requiring small lota,

Sand, Peat and Loam in same truck with Sand (not less than
2 tans), at Wholesale Prices. Smaller quantities in sacks.

SILVER SAND (Coarse or Fine), of superior quality, 6 and
7 ton lots. For direct supply address the Proprietor

—

JOSEPH ARNOLD, 32, St. Paul's Road, LONDON, N.W.
™

,
\
" Sandbajis, London ;

"

leiegrams; — .j "Filtration, Leighton Buzzard."

inn (\(\C\ YARDS OF TANNED NET-
lUV/^VVV/ TING.—a yds. wide. IJci. per yd., 10s. per
100 yds. ; 4 yds. wide. 3f£. per yd , 20s. per 100 yds. New
Twine Netting. 1-in, mesh. 1 yd. wide, 2d. ; 2 yds. wide. id. ;

4 yds. wide. 8d. per yd. Cotton Net, \\ yd. wide, id. per yd
,

12 mesh to inch. Hexagon Net. 4^. per sq. yd., 64 mesh to inch.

W. CULLINGFORD. 24. Eastern Road, Plaistow.

CHKAPHSl. ANT L £ N T H.

ANT SIZE.
LISTS POST-

I A/^—-^ FREE.

HEATHMAN,
2, Endell St., Covent Garden, London. W.C.

WARE and SONS'
AH.TH. FLOWER POTS --
TBE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, UCKFIELD.

Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

The Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.

SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

A1W1^>-EETES9
_ M lill I ON lR0N,W06DiST6NE&
CHEAPEST\^r^sV*";^«|^\SHES^^

-. /£9. LOA/DON fiOAD. S.E. :.

NETS—NETS. —Tanned, Oiled, Waterproof,
for Protecting Strawberry Bede, Fruit Treea, &c., from

Birds. Makes eicelleot Tennis boundariea.

200 yards. 8». ; second quality, 5«.

SPASHETT AND CO., Net Manufa'^turers. Lowestoft.

HOW TO GROW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
By Mr. CHARLES E. SHEA. Mr. H. SHOESMITH,

and Mr. E. BECKETT.

Those who are in doubt how to treat their plants should

secure a copy. Post-free, 7 stamps. Address—

H. J. JONES,
Rtecroft Nubseby, Hither Geeen, Lewisham, S.E.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
R. Gilbert, High Park Gardens. Stamford—Select Straw-

berries.

H. J. GA9S0N, Rye. Sussex—Tents for all sorts of purposes.

MASoy & LiCKLEY. 12. Queen Street, Carmarthen—Beddiog
Plants, Roees, Fruit trees, Ac.

Kroeschild Bros. Co., Erie Street, Chicago—Greenhouse
Boilers.

Herb & Wulle, Naples—Flower Bulbs, Roots, and Terres-
trial Orchids.

GAKDENIN'a APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. J, Temple, who for thR past three years has served as

Foreman at Elmawood Gardens. Walton-on-Thames, as
Head Gardener to R. H. Hobabt, Esq., C.B., LangdowD.
Hythe, Southampton.

Mr. S. Paterson, for some time Gardener to H. M. Pollett,
Esq . of Fernaide, Bickley, as Head Gardener to S. Q.
LUTWICHE, Esq.. of Eden Park, Beckenham.

Mr. R. Hope, Fruit Foreman, in Webtoa Park Gardens, as
Gardener to Viscount Valentia, Bletchiugton Park,
Oiford.

REALITIES OF

ACCIDENT ASSURANCE.
£2,700

PAID EVERY WEEK AS COMPENSATION FOR

Accidents of All Kinds.

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.

A.' VIA N,
'

1
*«<^«'«''^»-

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOK BUILDINGS, CHAXOEBY LaNE, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTERKST aUowed OD
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mimmam

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement oE Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-
AND-A-HALF PER CENT, per annum, on each completed £1,

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND S0CIET7,

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVK
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partioulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates ia

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the

upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference

and distribution plans and particulars of Estate*. Catalogues

of Machinery. Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agrlcaltaral Effects.

The •• WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ

for giviof; publicity to announcements of this class. It is the

leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around

Worcestershire.
Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing

such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.

For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. Priceid.

Published Friday for Saturday.

Offices: -72, HIGH STREET, WORCE.STEB.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeneks' Chuoniclk Telegkams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ABVEBTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

BEAD IjINE charged AS TWO.

4 Lines .
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GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 33,
UDmarried.—Mr. Nightingale. Gardener to W. F.

Faviell, Esq., Sandhurst, Tunbndge Wells, can highly recom-

mend a man as above.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Scotch,
age 42 ; married; no family ; thorough life experience.

fir8t-cla33 teatimouials. J. Lawie, gardener to Sir Maasey
Lopes, Bart., is open to re-engage with anyone in want of a

trustworthy aU-iound Gardener.—The Gardeus, Maristow,
Roborough, Devon.

O AKDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
VUT married, no family, late Head Gardener to Lord Alger-

non Percy twelve years. Only cause of leaving breaking up
of establishmen t. Firet-clasa Fruit and Plant-grower. Good
all-round Gardener in all branches. Highest r ferences as to

character and ability. Land and Stock.—JAMES SKILLING,
Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
SiNGLE-HANPED). Age 29; married, one child.—

A

Gentleman recommends his late Head Gardener as above.

Thoroughly experienced. Eighteen months' good character.

—

G., 23. Lifford Street, Putnev, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 36,
married, abstainer.—Mrs. Benett-Stanford, 3, Ennis-

more Gardens, South Kensingtoa, will be glad to recommend
her late Gardener as above. Twenty-one years' experience in

all branches.—T. SMtTH. 21, Burnaby Street, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

C^
ARDENEH (Head Working, where two or

X more are kept).—Middle-age, married, no encumbrance ;

life experience. Fifteen years' character. Highest testi-

monials.—B., 49, Jackson Street, Woolwich.

ARDENER (Head Working).— James
Campbell, Gardener to the Earl of Mexborough,

Methley Park, Leeds, wishes to lecommend his Foreman
(Josiah Trevena), aged .1U, wlio has been here three and a-half

years, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thoroughly practical and trustworthy m>in.

GARDENER (Head Working, where two or
three others are kept).—Age 33, married, no family;

eighteen years' practicil experience in all branches, with
excellent characters.—A. L., 17, Orchard Koad, Highgate. N.

ARDENER (Head \>'orking).—Age 37,
married, no family ; thoroughly understands his pro-

fe3sion. Good character. — A. CAMPBELL, Avondel, Hol-
liugton Park, St. LeonardVon-Sea.

ARDENER (Head Working). —Age 37,
married ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Flowers, Vegetables, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Excellent character.—GARDENER, Dragon
Street, Peterstield, Hants.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ; thoroughly understands the routine of Gar-

deoing in all its branches. Thirteen years in last eituatiOD.

Good references.—E. J., 25, Cooper Street, Belgrave, Leicester.

GARDENER (Head Wobkino).— Age 33,
no family ; well up in all kinds of Fruits. Flowers,

Orchids, Vegeta:iles, Early and Late Forcing. Laud, Stock, and
Poultry ; good reference.-DOWNHAM, Grove Road, Chert^ey.

ARDENER (Head Working). — Middle-
aged, married, no family ; gxid practical experience in

all branches. Good Manager. Good personal charact«r.

—

T. ROBERTS, 89, Amity Grove, Cottenham Park, Wimbledon.

GARDE lNER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 40, married.'one daughter 15; thoroughly

understands his business. Seven years' character.—H. BEN-
NETT. 80. Meadow Road, South Lambeth. S.E.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or SECOND).
—Age 24; eight years' experience. Left ilirough no

fault. Twelve mouths* good character. Abstainer. — C.
EDWARDS. Western Green, Thames Dilton, Surrey.

GARDENER, Single-handed place, or where
one is kept, by young man (age 1^3). Highest references.

—S. SUMNER, Walmer House, Longton, Preston. Lancashire.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).
—Age 21 ; total abstainer. Eight years' good character.

Well up with Chrjsauthemums, Cucumbers, and Flowers.

—

F. BROWN, Great isomerford, Chippenham, Wilts.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 28; well-up in Pleafeure-grounds

and Kitchen Garden ; alsj Melons, Cucumbers, and Tomatos.
Good personal rtference if required. In present place two
years.—GARDENER, The Cedars, Epsom.

G'
ARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 40,
married, no family; understands Greenhouse, Vines,

Cucumbers. Tomatos, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Good references.—LEDGER, Mr. T. Crosby, 09,
Lordship Road, Stoke Newington, N.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).—
Age 23. All-round experience of eight years; good

charader from previous situations^ Abstaioer.—A. K.IRBY,
Lord Street. Hodde&don, Herts.

GARDENER (one under, or good Single-
handed).—Age 35, married, no family ; thoroughly

experienced in Forcing Fruit, Plants, Flowers, &c.. also

Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good references.—KELLAWAY,
The Gardens. 40. Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill.

GARDENER.—A Lady wishes to recom-
mend her Gardener for Flower and Kitchen Garden and

Greenhouse. Single, age 49. Sixteen months good character.
—Apply, W. H,, Mr. Sturt, Stationer, Famham, Surrey.

GARDENER, where two or three are kept.

—

Age 2ti, single; eleven years' experience in first-class

places.—T. W. O., Manor House Uardens, Effingham, Leather-
h-ad, Surrey.

GARDENER (second, or Under).—Age 23,
single ; experienced Inside and Out, in a Gentleman's

and Private Gardens. Good references.— A. SPEAKMAPf,
20, Collins Street, Blackheath. S.E.

GARDENER (good Under).—Age 24
;
good

character. Please state wages.-G. BOSWELL, London
Road, Beigate, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under).—Single; good general
experience in the Houses ; also Flower and Kitchen

Garden. Five years' good character,—F, H., 41, Wellington
Street. Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Under), where three or four
are kept.—Age 21 ; good character.—E. DUMMER,

Dean, Tillington, Petworth, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), or GROOM- GAR-
DENER, where Gardener is kept, by a young man

(age 23). Good character. Wiliiog and oblieiog. Near
IiOndon preferred.— J. M., 41. Wellington Street. Strand, WC.

G"
ARDEN'eR (UNDER)y^~Age loT good
character.—W. BURTON, 7, New Building, Hamp-

stead, N.W.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR,
and GROWER. RecommeudatioDS as a good and

trustworthy Mnn from extensive and well-known lirm^.

—

H. W. REED, 8.i. Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells.

To the Trade.

FOREMAN and GROWER.—Age 28; mar-
lied: fourteen years' experience iu leading Loudon

Market and Trade Nurseries, General Soft and Hard-wooded
Stuff. Ferns. Fruit Forcing. &c. Good references.—
WILLIAMS. 2, Burley Villas. Longlands, Sidcup.

lo Nurserymen.

GROWER, for Market Nursery.— Age 29;
well up in Market Stuff, e^-pt^cially Vines. Palms, Ferns,

and Chrysanthemums. Fourteen years' good experiwnce.

Good references.—W. J., 2, Brook Cottages, Turnford, Brox-
bourne, Herts.

\TARKET GROWER and PROPAGATOR.
i-'A —Many years' experience with Fruit, Tomato*. Roses,

Ferns, and all Plants for Cut Bloom. LoDdoa prai-tice and
character. — TOMATOS, GirJtners' Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W C.

ARKET GROWER and PROPAGATOR.
—Well up in Fruit, Ros*^^, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Ferns,

and all Flowering Plants for Cut Bloom Trade. Covent Garden
practice.—R03E9, Whittington Nurseries. Shrop'-hire.

To tbe Trade.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, or GROWER,
io a general Market Nursery, with Fruit, Flowers, &c.—

Age 33, married; excellent references.— H. S., The Lodge,
Brimsdowu, Enfield Highway.

PliOPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 31;
fifteen years' good experience in all kinds of Market

Stuff. Wreaths, Bouqueta, kc.—W., John Woods. Hartford,
Huntingdon.

To the Trade.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Ten years'
experience in all kinds of Market Stuff. Gk)od lefer-

ence^. — J. BROOKS, 2, Laburnum Place, Bellis Street,

Edgbaston, Birmiugham.

FOREMAN in the Houses.—Age 25; 305.
Bonus given, when suited, to anyone helping advertiser

into good situation. First-class leferences. Experienced io

all branches.—T. C, 1, Henry Street. Kenihvorth, Warwick-
shire,

FOREMAN, Inside, in a good establishment.
—Age 26 ; twelve years' experience in Fruit and Plant-

growing and House Decorations. Excellent testimsnials.

—

H. R.. 1. Pond Square, Highgate, N.

tfOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First), in
JL a good place.—Age 34; gooJ experience. Two years in

present place. Well recommen-'ed.—W. F., Mr. Stephen
Castle, F.R.H.S., Fordingbridge, Salisbury.

£>] promised to any person who can give such
c^"I information as may lead to permanent situation for

Gardener as FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First). Botanic

Garden. Public Park, or Gentlemin's Property. Excellent

references.—G. , Gardeners' Chronicle Office, il, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 24 ; ten years' ex-
perience in good establi&hraeuts; three years in present

place as Foreman. Strong and energetic. Abstainer. — G.
CHAMPION, The Gardens, Oatlands. Horley, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; thirteen years' practical
experience in all branches. Good character as above from

last situation. Previous testimonials.—H. H., 40, Ebury Road,
Watford. Herts.

FOREMAN, in a good place, accustomed to
Florists* Flowers, and Plants under Glass; also Table

and House Decoration.—JOHNSON, Mr. J. Robson, Nursery-
man, Altrincham.

OREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.—Age 25 j twelve years' eiperiencc— G. BARTON,

78, Gladstone Street, Dereham Koad, Norwich.

JOURNEYMAN (First), or GARDENER
(Second), where five or six are kept.—Age 22 ; good

references.—H. SOFFE, Shawford House Gardens, Twyford,
Winchester. Hants.

OURNEYMAN (First), where three or four
are employed under Glass ; ag» 23. Mr. Ward. Stoke

Edith Gardens. Hereford, would be pleased to recommend a
young Man as above.

JOURNEYMAN (First, or good Second).—
Age 22; bothy preferred. Good references. Expe-

rienced Inside and Out. — T. F., 2, Golden Sijuare,
Hampstead, N.W.

OURNEYMAN (Second), in a good Estab-
lisbment.—Age 18; two years in present situation.

Bothy preferred.—H. ROUSE, The Gardens, Whitby Abbey,
near Coventry.

JOURNEYMAN.— A young man, age 21,
seeks a situation as above, who has been living for

three years under Mr. FORD, Wexham Park, Slough. Excel-
lent character.—H. REED, 21. Stiylon Street, Chelsea, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN (Indoors), in a first-class

Nursery or Private ^tablishmeut.—Mr. D. Anderson,
Florist, Teddington, S.W., can recommend a young man
(age 22), as above, six years.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ; four years* experience. Three years at Higb-

clere Castle.—S. BUTLER, Yew Tree Cottage, Cookham
Common, Newbury, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good establishment;
age 25.—W. Welch. Hartham Park, Corsham, Wilts,

will be pleased to recommend E. Pratten as above.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Four and a half and
two years' good character. -E. MARRIOTT, The Gardens,

Holme Grange. Wokingham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 19. Excellent references from last and previous

situatioDS. — W. COOMBES, Waterloo Cottage, Katesgrove
Kiln, Reading. Berks.

"JOURNEYMAN, Inside. — Age 20; seven
fJ years' experience. Good references.—H. PERKINS, Oak
Tree Place. Selly Oak, Birmingham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out.-Age 24

;

Used to General Nur^erv work. Well up in Tomatos.
Good references.-S. CLARK, bunts Hill, Wandsworth. S.W.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside and Out).—Age 18

;

tJ five years* experience. Good references from present and
previous employers.-H. HANKINS, The Gardens, Moor Park,
Famham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under a good Fore-
man ; age 21.—J. Fohsey. Stanford Hall Gaidens,

Loughborough, would be pleased to recommend a young man
as above, lliree years in present situation, and three with
Messrs. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross.

''pcOCEAD GARDENERS.— £2 10«. Bonus.
JL A young man requires a situation, thorough JOURNEY-
MAN, in a large establi*hment, or SECOND of four. Age 26,

single; steady and obliging. Well recommended. Bothy
preferred.—KNOWLES, 9» Mount Pleai^ant, Mitcham Road,
Croydon.

IMPROVER, under Glass ; no objection to a
little Outside Work.—Age 18; two years' good character.

Bothy preferred.—JAMES kNGLISH, Horns Road, Ilford,

Essex.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 18. Strong and willing; good character.—E. J.,

Mr. F. Laurence, Park Comer, Brimpton, New Reading, Berks.

IMPROVER.—A young man seeks a situation

in Nursery Work.— S. W., Lyon House, Ashley Road,

Tottenham. London, N.

IMPROVER, under Glass, by Gardener's son
(age 17). used to Glass. Inside and Out. Bothy preferred.

W. J., Blylhe Bridge,'.Stoke-on-Trent, Stattordshire.

O NURSERY'MEN. — Situation wanted.
Thoroughly experienced in Vines. Cucumbers, Tomatos,

and Chrysanthemums. Good references. State wages to

D. FERGUSSON, The Vineries, Scotby, near Carlisle.

NURSERYMEN,—A young man of good
education, seeks a situation in a Nursery. Four yearb'

experience of General Inside Work and sliglit knowledge of

Seed Trade. Would like to get into a good Nursery where he

could improve himself.—X, 41, Wellington St.. Strind, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—A young man, age 21,

wants situation ; five years' Nursery experience, chieliy

among sottrwooded stuff. First-class references.-F. BARNES,
27, Clemens Street, Leamington.

GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
respectable Lad in the Garden. Good references from

last employer.—J. G., 18, Eden Road, West Norwood.

TO GARDENERS,—Situation wanted, in a

Garden, by a young man, age 21 ; two years' good

character. Willing to makehimself useful.—N. CARPENTER,
Long Cross. Chertsey, Surrey.

''PO GARDENERS, &o.—Situation wanted, by
I young man (age 23). Abstainer. Good character.

—

W. F.,l,KingsgateCottages.Shoot-up-Hill.Brondesbury,N.W.

C'^LERK.- Wants situation in Nursery Trade.

J Experienced. Could assist in other Departments, it re-

quired. Age 31; good references.—S.,16,LisburneRoad, N.W.
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i.KTid 1*^01 FOREIGN, cfflt)C«/i? 9liei. in botes of lOO f«t ^ 200feet ^*s\xt%

NGLI8H GUlas, out to truyers' sues , eJt lovesT price*
d^hi^ered /Tee. i^Jcund in the countr^, -in qua-ntity.

HORTICDLTDML BUILDER.
Every description of GREENHOTTSES, LIGHTS, &0.

PIT LIGHTS.
Best quality and workmanship, 2 inches thick, 6 ft. by 4 ft.,

iron bar across, and very strong, 4s. 6rf. each, 50s. doz., £10 for

50 lights, free on rail in LondoQ. Cash or reference with order.

CUCUMBER HOUSES.
Timber sufficient to build 100 feet by 12 feet house. Roof

Ventilators, Door. &c. Put on rail in London. Price, £9 lOB.
Send for detailed specification, to—

GE0RJ5E FAK.MILOE&S0NS
Lc/^D Gu^6S OlU, and Colour, MERCHANT^. '

"y^ 8*(John St^e«t^«/fcST£MITHFlEL0.^j^NDO^. X
StocK liars and. priees CTiApjatiOLtion. Please quote ChronicU,

TO ORCHID
GROWERS.

WEST'S
PATENT

OBCHID
PAN.

Registered.

In inviting the attention of Orchid-growers to this Pan, the
inventor begs to say that it is not a mere experiment just put
upon the market, but that it is the result of a careful trial ex-
tending over several years, conducted by an Orchid-grower of
great experience. The Pan entirely overcomes all the deterio-
ration (hat is caused by the unsuitabiiity of the ordinary pans
for Orchid culture, and combines in itself all the conditions ob-
tained by the Orchid in its natural state, especially those of
free drainage and a moist atmosphere. At tiie same time it

gives absolute safety from slugs, cockroaches, &c.

Pkices, on Rail—Crates and Packing extra.
2 in., 2s. 6d. per doz. ; 2i in., 3s. per doz, ; 3 in., 3i.6d.perdoz.

,

4 in., 4s. per doz.; 5 in., bs. per doz. ; 6 in., 6s. per doz. ; 7 in.;

8s. per dozen ; ti in.. Ids. 6d per dozen ; 10 in., 16s. per dozen
;

12 in., 20s. per dozen.

TBE LEEDS ORCHID CO., ROUNDHAT, LEEDS.
And of S & £. COLLIER, Grovelands. Reading.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER, HORTICULTURAL WORKS, TOHENHAM.
Sendfor Illustrated Catalogue^ just issued.

GARDEN HOSE.
MERRYWEATHER'S

CHIEF SPECIALTIES IN HOSE

:

1.—NON-KINKABLE
"EED-GREY"HOSE.

2.—" SPHINCTER GRIP"
j

ARMOURED HOSE. (

3.—HIGH-CLASS RED
RUBBER HOSE.

Made on the same lines as

the Hose used with their cele-
° " brated Fire Engines.

See that Merr;weather's name Is embossed on every length, this is the only absolute guarantee of quality
Merryweathers' introduced Sphincter Grip Hose into this country in the year 1837; they are the Original Makers, and

they still sell a Hose which is far superior to every other in the Market.

Beware of Wire-armoured Hose which is counterfeit, and inferior Foreign make.
Users of Hose are cautioned against inferior qualities sold by dealers who have copied our method of advertising, but have not

adhered to eur high quality. Orders executed the same day as received.

Uerryweather's High-class Garden Pumps and Watering Appliances to be seen In action at

63, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C. ; or write, Greenwich Road, S.E.

J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

OONSEBVATOBIES DESIGNED and BUILT to

SUIT ADJACENT BXTILDINGS.

OBCHID HOUSES WITH ALI. LATEST
IiaPBOVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FBUIT HOUSES FOB ALL
FUBPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the

Best Quality.

ALL KINDS of BOILEBS, our Improved and
other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings, Connec-

tions, and Fittings, at Lowest Betail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright

Tubular Boilers of all Sizes, conditionally

Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS & CO., F.R.H.S.,

Horticultural Builders and Hot- Water

Apparatus Manufacturers,

CHELSEA. LONDON. S.^W.
Editorial commuoi cations should be a' dressed to the '' Eriitor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to '* The Publieher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Hri led for the Proprietor" by Messrs bBAi'BUKY, Agnew & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitelriarc, City of Loiidon. in the County of Middlesex, and j^ufJished by

Abthub Geokge Mautln. at the Office, 41, v\ eiimgtou Street, Pariah of St. Pauls, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, July 7, 1894. Agent for Manchesler—John HhYWood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence, of the alteration of the liour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements sJiould he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

HUANNELL AND SONS, Swanley, Kent.—
• All who are deeply interested in the Garden, are cor-

dially invited to ** COME AND SEE " ours, the most complete
and interesting Horticultural Eatablishmeot probably in the
country; our Seed-grounds in particular. CATALOGUES free.

PRIMULAS, Double White, strong plants
for potting into 43*9.

25s. per 100. (.'ash \Nith order.
D. ANDERSON. Teddington Nursery. S.W.

Notlce.-John Cowan & Co., Limited, Liverpool.

OVOGEL, for years with Messrs. F. Zander
• & Co., St. Albans, respectfully beg to inform his

Bumeroiia Patrons and Friends of his ENGAGEMENT as
TRAVELLER, for England and the Continent, and will com-
mence his duties forthwith. All Business communications
sent to my private address. 17, Maida Vale, W,, bhall receive
mOBt CAREFUL and PROMPT attention.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapea and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price bt„ post free. bs. 6d.

A. F. BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society. Chiawick.

NEMESIA STRUM OS A SUTTONL
The new (lower from South Africa.

Should be sown now for autumn and winter-flowering in
the conservatory. Price of 8e*d, Is. 6d. per packet, poat-fr.e.

SUTTON'S SKEDS, OBNUINE ONLY DIBKCT FKOM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN. RgADINO.

Paaches. Nectailnes, and Melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COMMISSION. Terms .^ per cent. References, any
London Fruit Broker, or London & County Bank, C. G. Branch.

Amaryllis Seed for Sowiog Now.

BS. "WILLIAMS AND SUN have just saved
. a quantity of A.MARYLLIS SEED, from Choice PI tnts

of their Unrivalled Collection, which were carefully hybridised.
Per packet, postrfree, 2s. 6ef.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N.

lULA aad FANCY PANSY SEED —
Sow now for next year's bloom. Viola Seed, from our

superb collection of named varieties. Id., It,, and 2s. Qd. per
packet, post free. Pansy Seed, saved from leading exhi-
bition sorts. Is. and 2^. 6(f. per packet, post free.

DOBBIE AND CO.. Florists to the Qieen, Rothesay.

Rapeseed and White Mustard for Sowing Forposes.

H& F. SHARPE have to offer fine, clean,
. good-coloured samples of RAPESEED and WHITE

MUSTARD, specially selected for sowing purposes, and will be
pleased to submit samples and prices on application.

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT. WISBECH.

Fr.ze Cob FUberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER being about to leave the neigh-
bourhood of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for

portions, or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be re-

moved in the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and
addre,<3 GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

^Ci i^l\(\ EUONYMUSTOreen and Golden,
fJyJiX/xjyj all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30». per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40». per 100;
38 in. to ai in., at bbs. per lOO ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76». per 100

;

10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone. Brighton.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPfiCIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bolb, and Plant Merchant,
Southgate, N. Established 1797^

Peaches, Nectarines. Figs, Melons, and Best Grapes.
CON..IUNME^TS SOLICITED.

GH. SMITH, Wholesale Fruit Salesman,
. Centre Avenue, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

RIMULAS! PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS!
26th year of Distribution.

Williams' superb Strain. Is. 6d. per dozen ; IDs. per 100.

CINERARIAS, same price; also DOUBLE WHITE PRIM-
ULAS, id. each. Package and Carriage free for Cash with
Order.—JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MOABTHTJR.TheLondonNur8ery,4,MaidaVale,London.W.

ENRY RIDES, SaI-esman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

OUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, in eo's,

ready for 4s*s. 5s. per dozen ; 35«. per 100.

G. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

CUT ROSES, H.P. and Teas, miied, 5s. per
100, for Cash.

H. HUTCHIVGS, Rose Grower, Uxbridge.

ANTED, STRAWBERRY RUNNERS of
the following varieties:—Sir J. Paxton, President.

C. Napier, Waterloo. Eleanor, Dr. Hogg, Garibaldi, and Laxton's

Noble. State price, for cash, per 1000, quantity and varieties to

THOS. GEE, Florist, Teignmoutb, South Devon.

H

NOTICE. — Messhs. LINDEN, Directors of
L'HORTICULTURE INTERNATIONALE, Brusse!.,

beg to inform their numerous Friends and Clients, that their
English Representative, Mr, P, WEATHERS, has LEFT THEIR
SERVICE. All Communications should be addressed direct to
Mr. LUCIEN LINDEN. Park Leopold. Bru sels .

UNYARD'S KENT STRAWBERRIES.
Best plants of finest sorts. New LIST free.

GEORGE BUNYABD AND CO., Old Nurseries. Maidstone.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted RuDDera of

Noble, Thury, Paxton. President, and others at Gs. 9(f per lOO,
carriage paid. Sample dozeo, Is. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON. Strawberry Nurserie-t, Driffield.

HyaclntliB. Tulips, Crocus^ Lilies. &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

miy be bad free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SILBEkRAU AND SON, 25, Savage Oardena,
Crutched Friara, E.G.
N.B.—Many new. rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

EQETABLE SEEDS for PRESENT SOW-
ING.—Dicksons' First and Bpst Cabbage, Dicksons' Per-

fection Cabbage, fd. per packet. Is. Qd. per ounce; Tripoli
Onions. Lettuces, &c.

DECKSONS, Seed Growers and Nurserymen. CHESTER.

EKNS and DECORATIVE PLANTS 1—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots, Stove and Green-

bouse, 30 best selling sorts. 12s. per luO; Stores, 6«> per 100;
large ditto, in 48'm, 10 best selling sorts, Qs. per dozen,
Adiantum cuneatum, in 45's. for cutting (value in frondp), 6i.

and 85. per dozen; ditto, for making large plants quickly
(bushy). 16s. and 2 s. per lOf). Aralias. Grevilleas, Rhodanthe,
Cyperus, in 4d's, 65. per dozen. Ficus, Palms, Draceenas,
Pelargoniums, Hydrangeas, Is. each. Spireeas and Heliotrope,
9ii. each. Packed free. Caah with Order. Listfree—J. SMITH,
Ix)ndon Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

ROTECT YOUR GARDENS FROM
RAVAGES OF BIRDS.—Tanned Netting, 35 tquare

yards for Is. Will not rot if left out in all weathers. Sent

any width ; carriage paid on all orders over 6». As supplied to

the Royal Gardens. Sent on approval.

HY. JOHN GASSON, Fish Merchant, Rye, Sussex.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gal'oo of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is uted. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 105. 6d,

ISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London. ^^

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

MACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Hothouse
Builders & Heating Engineers. Edinburgh, London,

and Glasgow. Plans and Estimates for all kinds of Horticul-

tural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer Houses, and Heating Appa-

ratus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

London Office:—60, CAMDEN ROAD , N.W.

ORTICIjLTURAL SHE^T GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, and

Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield. London.

WEEKS & CO., Hortioaltural Builders

• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.
Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soo..

Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular BoUers, King's Rd., Chelsea, S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
TUESDAY and WEDCTESDAY NEXT.

THE CHOICE COLLECTION OF
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,

formed by the late T. R. Watt, Eiq.. of Chislehurst.

By order of the Executors. Without the slightest reserve.

The Collection is rich in CYPRrPEDIlIMS,
and amongst the principal plants the following may be

specially mentioned ;
—

Aerides Sanderiana DenJrobium Cooksonii
Anthnrium Scher/.erianum

j
,, ,. Sanderianum

Parisiense (rare)

Cattleya gigas in variety

,, Fercivalliana

,, Mossiae varieties

,, Gaskelliana

,, SchroderEe

,, lisbiata elegans (rare)

,. Wagnerii
Cypripedium vezillarium

.. Kartetii

,, Youngianum (Cook-
son's varitty)

,, micfochilum
t ,, grande

,, Argus Mu-'osii

! ,, Morgania;, seven and
nine growtbti

I ,, Sallieri Hyeanum
,, Scnroderse

,, Niobe
! ,, Arthurianum

,, seedlings

,, calanthum
,, macropterum
,, Leeanum superbum
,, caudatum Wallisii

,, orphaoum
,, Brownii
,, Masereelianum

Cfelogyne cristata alba
Diua grandiflora

Cephalotus follicularis

Deudrobium Cas^iiope

,, nobile nobilius

grandiHoium
10 It Leecliianum

,. rhodostonia
Euloplnella Elisabethee

Loelia anceps Sanderiana
„ Stella

„ grandis tenebro3a
2 Lycaste Skinoeri alba
MasdevaUia Veitchiigriin-

diflora

Miltonia Cobbianum
503 Odontoglossum Alexau-

dtte, various sizes

2 ,, nuUus
,, Wattianum
,, Ruckerianum
,, Wilckeanum
,, Andersonianum

2 ,, Uro-Skinneii

,, Bictonense album
,, ezcellens

2 ,, Pollettianum
Peristeria elata
Phalai-nopsis Schilleiiaua

,, grandillora

,, amabilis

,, Luddemanniana
,, Lowii
,, Stuartiana
,. Sanderiana albi

Sobralia xantholeuca
Vanda ca?riilei

2 ,, Sanderiana

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above COLLECTION by AUCTION at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 & t^S. Cheapside, London, E.C., on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY NEXT, July 17 and 18, at half-

past 12 o'<^lock each day.
On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ESSUS. PKOTHEHOE and MORRIS will

include in their SALE on TUESDAY NEXT, 5 Cases of

CiTTLEYA TRIAN.Til, just received from the best district, in

tine condition.

Friday Next.—CatHeya Trlansel.
An importation received direct lu magnificent condition of

30 CASES OF CATTLEYA TKIAN^EI, comprising UOO
plantsall well leaved, to be sold absolutely without leserv*

,

MESSRS, PROTHERUE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and BJ, Cbeapsiile, London. E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT,
July 20, at Half-past Twelve o'clock.

Peckliam Kyo. S.K.
~

Close to the Honor Oik statiou on the L.C.D. Railway.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALEot choice ESTABLISHED

ORCHIDd, PALVI*, CROrONS. and other beautifully-

jjrown DECORATIVE PLANTS, by order of Messrs. E, D.

Shuttlewjrth & Co., who are relinquishing the cultivation

c£ Orchids.

TO BE SOLD by AUCTION, on the Pre-
mises. The Albert Nurseries, Peckham Rye. on THURS-

DAY, July 26, at 11 for I2o'Clock precisely, by order of Messrs.

E. D. Shuttleworth & Co. , the whole ot the choice collection of

2 OJ ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
well grown, and consisting principally of lUOO Odontoglomum
crispum. Cattleyas. Onciiliums, Cypripediums, Ca-logynes,

Leehas. Dindrobiums, Sec.

Also a fine assortment of DECORATIVE PLANr:3,
compribing 150 Cycas revotuta, 1000 Palms, consjisting of 50
Specimen Kentias, in three varieties ; L-itaoia borbooica,

Phueaix Rupicola, Cocos Weddelliana, and others ; Asparagus in

three varieties; Araucaria excelsa and A. glauca, Ad'antum
Farleyense, A. cuueatum, Gymiiogramma Wetteohallianum,
Dracaenas and Crotons in great variety. Ca'adiums, fitc.

;

Azalea indiea, large planl-s ; and other Greenhouse Plants.

May be viewed two days prior and morning of Sale Cata-

logues had on the Premiees. and of the Auctioneers, 67 and t8.

Cheapside. LonCon, B.C.

Tuesday, July 24.

THE COVENTRY HALL COLLECTION
of ORCHIDS, and Others,

For SALK, -without the least reserve, in consequence of the

owner having sold his estate, and reraoviug from the
neighbourhood.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, E C , on TUESDAY, July 24, at

half-past 12 o'clock. Among this Collection and others for

Sale will be found iome wonderfully well-grown specimen^,

and extra grand varieties of CATTLEYAS, such as—
Cattleya Mendeli, many with

flower-sheaths

,, Qaskelliana, in bud or

tlower

,, labiata autumnalia, all

with flower-sheaths

„ Schotieldiana

,, intermedia alba

„ Schroderoe [men
,, B«wringiaoa, fine speci-

,, Ga'-kelhana apeciosa

(Award of Merit. R.H.S.)

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Leelia purpurati albi
Vanda 8tang<;ana, flnest speci-

men in existence
Cypripedium teedlings, hun-

dreds in one pot.
Vanda tricolor and §uavis,

grand specimens and varie-

tiei

Sobralia xanthc>leuca alba
Trichopilia tortilis alba
And many others of value.

Wednesday Next.
Enormoug consignment of PALil SEEU9, received direct, for

unreserved Sale, and in grand condition, comprising

—

3.1.000 KENTIA BELMOREANA.
40 001 „ FOSTERIANA.
3.000 ,. CANTERBURYANA.
7.000 ARECA LUTE3CENS.
2.000 ,. RUBRA.

VJ, 00 COCOS WEDDELTANA.
2.0U0 ,. INt.IGNIS.
6.600 CARYOTA URKNS.
2.700 .. SOBOLIFERA.

30,fH.0 GEOiNOilA GRACILIS.
14,000 .. SCUOTriANA.
1,400 UR4NI4 MADAGASCARIENSIS,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include thp above in their ORCHID SALE on
WEDNESDAY NEXT, July 18. The Seeds will be on view
morning of Sale, and will be sold at 4 o'Clock.

Friday Next, July 20.

CATTLEYA DOLOSA (Rclib. f.)

REINrROllUCnONOFTHIS SUPERB DWARF-GROWING
LiRGK-FLOWKRED CATTLEYA.

WITHOUT QUE.STION THE MOST MAGNIFICENT
OF THU WHOLU SECTION.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, by order of F. Sauder & Co.,

St. Albans, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 6S. Cheapside,

London, E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT, July 20. at half-past

U oClock—
A truly superb Importation of the rare and beautiiul

CATTLEYA DOLOSA,
in simply perfect order and condition, eyes sound and dormant,
bulbs plump and fresh plants a'l ready to flower. Flowers
5 to 6 inches in diameter, varying in colour Irom pure white to

rich maroon-puTple ; some snow-white varieties were observed

by the collector, others had white tepils and petals, and a

purple labellum, while others again were of a soft roay-pink—
old flower-spikes on the plants show as many as five flower

seats.

This Orchid ranks in beauty with Dendrobium Schroderi-

anum. Vanda Sanderiana, and the very best and showiest of

all the family, and our collector describes the plants when
seen in bloom as having the appearance of being covered with
huge and brilliant butterflies.

Also a nice batch of the lovely and now rare self-coloured

ONCIDIUM CON COL OR,
producing its beautiful golden yellow flowers on long drooping

lacemes ; the importation is in capital order,

ANGR.ECUM HUMBLOTII.
The freest flowering, the easiest grown, and most useful of all

Angraecums. Superb imported plants, both large and small

to buit all buyers.

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE, SANDER.'E SECTION.
A grand importation just to hand.

VANDA ROXBURGH!, MILTONIA ILLUSTRIS, &c.
On view moruiog of Sale, and Catalogues had.

TO DUTCH BULB GROWERS
AND

ENGLISH BUYERS.
MESSRS. POPE AND SONS wish to call the

attention of the above to their SALES of BULBS, which
will be held every TUESDAY and THURSDAY, commencing
THUttSDAY, August 23.

FLORISTS, and others requiring large quantities of Bulba,

cannot do better than give these Sates a trial, as we are sure

(from a life-long experience of the Trade) that the Bulbs
usually sold are good, sound, and true to name, and at Prices

that cannot be touched in the Trade.

To DUTCH BULB GROWERS.—We shall be open to
receive Coasigomenta ot good sound Bulb*, true to name, for

Sale by Auction, and shall always do the best possible for all

Senders, and send Account of Sales and Cheques immediately
after the Sale.

POPE AND SONS, Horticultural Auctioneers, 6, Phillips

Street (adjoining the Market Hall), Birmingham.

WANTED, to RENT a small NURSERY,
With or without House attached. West or North-west

district preferred. No objection to taketo Stock. &c.—Address,
with full pirticulats. as to size, rent, lease, &c., to M.. 2 ,

Queen's Terrace. Finchley Road, N.W.

URSERY and JOBBING BUSINESS for
SALE, in one of best suburbs of London. Long Lease ;

low ground-rent; 500 feet run of Houses, all well heated.
Pits and sheds Good trade attache 1. Price £800.— L, A. B,,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., St'and, W.C.

LORIST'S, FRUITERER'S, SEEDSMAN'S,
^Ao exceptional opportunity occurs to acquire a sound

OLD-ESrABLI^HKD BUSINESS, in a good-class town, close

to London. It will, to a quicli cash buyer, be sold for barely
the value of Lea.se and Stock. Bona fide buyers with £5J0 to
£7ltO at command can have particulars on application to

—

PHCE.VIX, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

OR SALE, AT ONCE, through a Death,—
A FLORIST'S BUSINESS, about 9 miles from London.

Seven Glasshouses, well stocked with Tomatos and Cucumbers,
in healthy condition, also quantity of Marguerites, Mignon-
ette, and New Crassula; heated with Hot water; also eight-

roomed DWELLING-HOUSE. Rent £69.—Apply, MILNE3,
17, High Street, North Finchley,

URSERY for SALE.—Eight Greenhouses,
60 feet by 12 feet, heated with 4-ioch Hot-water Pipes,

and abjut 50 Pit Lights, Horse and Van, Stable and Stock,

Size of Land, 1.34 feet by 12-5 feet deep ; on Lease.

THOS, MaTTINGLY, 120, Church Koad, Lower Tottenham,

EXHIBITIONS.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S
PROVINCIAL SHOW at Salterhebble. .July 19, 1894.

Schedules from JNO. E. BROOKS, 4. Savile Park St., Halifax.

TRENTHAM and HANFORD HORTICUL-
TURAL SOnlETY.

The SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be Held,
July 19, 1894. in Trentham Gardens.

£4U0 WILL BE GIVEN IN PRIZES.
GROUP OF PLAN'S— 1st. £-'0, and Silver Cup, value

£10 10s.; 2nd, £;iO; 3rd.£l3; 4th. £9.

48 DISTINCT ROSES— Ist, £12 6s. ; 2ad, £i: 3rd, £i.
36 ,, ,, — 1st, £5, and National Rose Society

Gold Medal ; 2nd, £ ; 3rd. £J.
COLLECTION OF BOEDER FLOWERS— 1st, £10 10s. ; 2nd,

£1; 3rd, £i.
COLLECTION OF FRUIT (9 varieties)— 1st, £10; 2nd, £6;

3rd. m.
4 BUNCHES OF GRAPES -1st, £5; 2Dd, £3; 3rd, £3.

For Schedules, apply to

—

Hantord, Stoke-on-Trent. L. T, ALFOED, Hon. Sec.

HE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF SOUTHAMPTON.

The ANNUAL GREAT SUMMER SHOW will be held on
SATURDAY and MONDAY, August 4 and 6.

Entries close July 30. Schedules of

—

17, New Alma Road. C. S. FDIDGE, Secretary.

ORTHAMPTONSHIRE HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY'S 0RE4T SUMMER SHO W.-0elapre
Park, Northampton. August 6 and 7. £i50 in PRIZES.

For best twelve Plants-£l5. £10. £.i. £i 10s, Central Group
for Conservatory Decoration- £9. £6, £2 10s. Collection of

Fruit, eight varieties— £5, £3. £1 lus. Twenty-four Bojes

—

£i, £1 10s., £1, Collection of Vegetables, twelve varieties,

selected—£3, £i, £1. 'I able Decoration. £3, £2, £1.
Entries close July 27.

Schedules and full particulars from—

Northampton, June 3J, 1894. ^^ " TROUP, Secretary,

To Nurseiymen and Florists.

FREEHOLD HOUSE and NURSERY
GROUNDS, about 15 miles from Waterloo Station

;

6 acres altogether; well stocked with everything. Price
£1600. Full particulars o£ Mr. WATT, Estate Agent, 33,
Paternoster Row, E.G.

To Market Qardeners.

FOR SALE, a FREEH. iLD GARDEN of
2^ acres, well-stocked, and 560 feet of glass, all fitted

with heating-apparatus; situated within 11 miles of London.
Price £1000, or close offer.

FRED. TAYLOR. Auctioneer. Chelmsford.

FRUITERER'S and FLORIST'S, in high-
class district, for Disposal.—Doing good family and

ready -money trade; inspection invted. — Apply, on the
premises, to G. TAPLIN, High Street, Wanstead, E.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing Business,

HAMPTON-ON-TIIAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

thefavourite neighbourhood for lirowers. FKEEHOLD LA.ND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHEd

(Surveyor), the Estate OtBce, Hampton-on-Thamea.

TO BE LET, on very easy terms, an
ESTABLISHED NURSERY in Glouce-ter&hire, with

good connection. Land, 2 acres ; Gla'*s, 3IKJ0 feet.

—Apply to RUllEX. Gaideners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wei
lington Street, Strand. W.C.

OR SALE, LAWN MOWEK, 28 inches, by
Ransome. Condition eijual to new. Price £6. on rail.

Apply to J. M\RTIN, Hlympton, South Devon.

EASOiNABLE OFFERS solicited for New,
Welded SADDLE BOILER, best ^ inch plate, 37^ inches

by 15 inches by 15 inches inside arch, 4 inch waterway. Misfit.

Hart, Ironmonger, Reading.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
toGrow them, apply to SANOER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Fancrus.

cUT FLOWERS.— CQT FLOWERS.
We hold SALEa every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and

FRIDAY EVRNING at half-past five o'Clock. These Sales

have been continuous, without a week'somission. for over eight

years. References to Senders of over eight years' standing.

POPE ANT> SONS. 6. Phillips Street. Birmingham.

Plants Shipped to all Farts.

W'ATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
Street. London. E.G., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens

to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have

them consigned to our Care, and t-ave Expense and Delav.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canea, Garden
Sticks. Palm Seeds. &c.

ARGE TOMATO PLANTS, 6d. per dozen.
CABBAGE, CAULIFLOWER. SPROUTS, BROCCOLI,

&c -id. per 100. LEEKS and CELERY, Is. per 100. Postage

extra. DULLEY. Copyhold Farm, Redhill.

FERNS, &0. — 5000 Adiantum pubescens, in

thumbs, ready for potting, at 9^. per 100; Pteris tremula,

in 48'a at 4s. 6rf. per do/.en; Aialias. at 4s. 6rf. per dozen.

PALMS : Kentias, Belmoriana an-i Fosteriaoa, and Sea-

forthias. in 48'8, at 4s. per dozen ; in 60's. at 3s. per dozen.

Packed free at the above prices for caah with or(*er.

B. PRIMROSE, Blackheath Nuxseries, St. John's Park,

Blackheath. S.E.
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SURPLUS STOCK AT NURSERIES-MUST BE CLEARED.
GRAND

17.500

21,400

9 300
4,100

21,000

17,900

2,100

1,900

7.650

12,900

22,150

STUFF.
varieties, Is,

;
6s. 6rf.

ORDER EARLY. Alili CAREFULLY PACKED ON RAIL.
GERANIUMS, out of small pot?, very best

per dozen ; 7s, %d. per 100.

CALCEOLARIAS, Golden Gem, lOd. per dozen
per lOit.

VERBENAS, all finest varieties 9d. per doz. ; ^S. per 100.

PETUNIAS (single;, fine large fhoged llowere, lurf. per

dozpD ; 6s. Hd. per 100.

LOBELIAS, blue a" d white, bushy, strong plants, S^i.

ppr dozen ; 1.^ ^\d perl 0.

PYKETUKUM (Golden Feather), exceedingly bright

colour, 2d. per dozen ; \s. Zd. per 100.

MIMULUS, mv own strain, lovely coloura, 1 d. per

do^en ; 6s. 6d. per 100.

CINERARIA MARITIMA. for bedding, &c.. silvery

white. Yd. per dojeo; 6s. ^d. per lUU

AGERATUM. imperial dwarf blue, in bloom all sum-
mer. 9<i. per dozen ; 6'(. per 100,

ASTERS, splendid selection, dwarf varieties, indi-ipens-

ablft for borders and beds, making u mass of bloom
and colour. M. per dozen ; Is P</. per 100.

CHILIAN HEET. lor bedding, moat ornamental and
brilliant colour, to clear, at Zd. per dozen; Is. 9ti.

per 100.

18,900 DIANTHUS, good selection, Zd. per dozen; Is. 9d. per
10f>.

7,500 ANTIRRHINUM, very bright flowers, Zd. per dozen
;

Is M. per 100.

15,500 HELIANTHUS (Sunflower), Zd. per dozen ; Is, 9i. per

100.

7,5jO COLEUS, very strong plants, magnificent colours, in

3-in. pots. Is. 6rf. per dozen; lu 5-in. pots, large,

decorative plants, 4s per dozen.

6.90) BALSAM, large Camellia-flowered, 5(/. per dozen; 3f.

per 100.

4,100 AMPELOPSIS VEITCHI, the small Virgiuian Creeper.

self-clinging, autumn foliage turning to brilliant

red. 3s. per dozen ; 20s. per 100; in 3-inch pots

2.100 PASSION FLOWERS, climbers, capital plants, in 3-inch

pots, with about 18 inch to 2 feet growths, 3s. per
dozen; 20s. per luO.

7,100 WHITE MARGUERITES, extra large plants, in 5-inch

pots, full of flower and bud, for table and window
decoration, 4s. pf r dozen ; 2 dozen. 7s- 6d.

4,250 FUOHSIAS, extra large plants, full of flower and bud,

for table and window decoration, in 5-inch pots, 4«.

per dozen ; 2 dozen 7s, 6^. ; 3 dozen, 10s. 6i.

2.600 DOUBLE PRIMULAS, rooted, 3-iDch pots, 3s. per doz.

;

'iis. per 100.

1,000 CARNATION MARGARET. White, in 3-inch pots,
2s. 6d. per dozen ; 18s. per 100.

2,700 CINERARIA HYBRIDA, very grand plantsof my superb
strain, from finest show varieties, in 3-inch po's. big
lot to clear. Is 3d. per dozen; 3 do7.en, 3s ; 100,9s,

The most liberal collection of GREENHOUSE FERNS and
MOSSES, consisting of fine plants of Aapleniums,
Polypodiums, Selagiuellas, Pteris cristata, Isoltpis,

&c., &c.. at 3s. per dozen; 3 dozen, 8s. In 3-inch
and 5-inch pots.

SPECIAL OFFER.
MAR^OHiL NIELS and GRAPE VINES, any variety, in

5-inch pots, from 2 feet to S feet long before potting
into very large pots to complete ibis seaion's growth,
will make 9 feet to 12 feet canes in either hot or cold
houses during the season, and will bear flower and
fruit respectively next year, Is. 3rf. each ; three for

3s. Qd. ; six for 6s. 6d. ; twelve for 12s. Extr^ largo
planes, from 4 to 5 feet long, in larg-i pot^, 2s. 3d.
each, three for 6s. Zd.

TOMATO PLANTS.—Good stuff. 1*. 9d dpi- 103. Do well in Qreenhouqe, Frame, or Outdoor.

NOTICE to BUILDERS MARKET GARDENERS, SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, and the TRADE GENERALLY.

WILLIAM COOPER'S STOCKTAKING CLEARANCE SALE,
RELIABLE BARGAINS.]

GARDEN LIGHTS.

For 14 Days Only, of SURPLUS
CONDITIONS OF SALE.-Goods are offered subject to

being OQ band on receipt of reply. Casb to accompany
all orders, and prices strictly nett. All orders executed
In rotation, and carefully packed anil put fn rail.

SPAN-ROOF AMATEUR GREENHOUSE.
Sale price.

£ 1. d^

2 5
3
4 10

8 10

9
12

These Lights are %vell mortised-jointed together, and made in a

good workmanlike manner, and are well worthy of inspection.

Framewoik made of 2 in. by 2 iu. elyles. and properly rabbeted for

the glass, with good 2 in. sa>hbars. The Glazed Liglits are nailed

and bedded in good oiled putty. Usual Sale
Price. Price.

[NO SECOND-HAND GOODS.GOODS.
SPAN-ROOF FORCING HOUSE.
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CELERY PLANT?, Transplanted, l.s. Zd. per
100. CABBAGE, BRUSSELS SPROUTS, SAVOYS,

COTTAGER'S KALE. BROCCOLI, LETTUCE, id. per lUO.

SAGE Roots. 1«, per ('ozen.

WALLFLOWERS aud PANSIES, Ij. 3d. per 100.

R. J. CHAPMAN, Rose Nurser?, Ashtead, Surrey.

Sow Now for Early Flowering in Spiicg.

ROEMER'S SUPERB PRIZE PANSIES.
(^ The finest strain of Pansies in the Wo'ld. ^^

Introducer and Grower cf the leadinj? Novelties.
CATALOGUE, free on application.

FRED. BOEMER, Seed Grower, Quedlinburg, Germany.

ULBS for AUTUMN FLOWERING.—
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application, of

Beautiful and Rare Species of Autumn and Winter CROCUSES,
and Autumn- (lowering MEADOW SAFFRONS, producing
a heautifol effj t in September—FLOWER OF THE WEST
WIND (white); IILY OF THE FIELD (yellow). Autumn-
flowering SCILLAS and SKOWFLAKES, GUERNSEY and
BELLADONNA LILIES,

BAKRS DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, ready in August.
BARRS GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, ready September 1,

BARR AND SON, King Street, Copent Garden, London,

PALMS, FERNS, &o,—KENTIAS, fine, in
48's, 12*. per dozen ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48*8, 9«,

and 125, per doz, ; Large KENTIAS, in 60'8, 5s, and65, perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 60*8, 45, and 5s, per doz, ; do. in large
thumbs, 35. per doz., 205. per 100; ARALIAS, in 48'b, 55, and
65, per doz. ; twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12», per 100

;

ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS NANUS, 185. doz., in 488; variety
of FERNS in 48's, 5s, & 6>. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order,

LANE AND MARTIN, 327, Brixton Road. London. S.W.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samencultiire—Samenliaiidlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

1894. CONTRACTS FOR i895.

LILIUM AURATUM,
lilLIXTM HARRISII,

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA,
TTJBEBOSES (True Excelsior Pearls),

GLADIOLUS, #<!,

Will be Closed at Lowest Possible Pbices by

F. W. O. SCHMITZ & CO.,
JERSEY CITY. N.J., P.O.B. 29.

CARNATIONS and PIGOTEES.
Seedlings from best strains, now ready, 35. 6rf. per dozen,

25s. per 100. Strong plants.

CARNATION and PICOTEE SEED, from best named, hand-
fertilised flowers, 2s, to 3s 6rf. per packet.

SHOW AURICULA SEED, 2s. M. per pit., from prize flowers,

ALPINE AURICULA SEED, saved from best named varieties,
Is. 6rf. per packet.

SEEDLING ALPINE AURICULAS, prize strains, etrong
flowering plants, 5s. per dozen.

Best named varieties of AURICULAS in all classes.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S.,

QBEAT BOOKHAM, SURREY.
To the Trade.

CABBAGE SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
• give Special Qtiotations for their estr.i- seleclod

Stocks of CABBAGE SEBDS of 1893 growth, which comprise
the following varieties, viz.

Early Nonpareil

„ Enfield Marhet
,, Kainham
„ Off'-nham

,, Wheeler'B Imperial
„ EUam
,, Large York
,, Dwarf York

Meio'aNo 1

Carter's Heartwell
Daniel's Defiance
LeeHs Market
Robinson's Champ'on Drum-
head

Dwarf Flat Dutch Drumhead
Dwaif Drumhead Selected

SEED QKOWINa ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

STRAWBERRIES. STRAWBERRIES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO INTIMATE THAT THKY

Will shortly he in a posilion to Supply all the Leading Kinds of the above,

either in Pots, or Prepared Runners.

Special List, just published, can be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAO, CHELSEA, S.W.

ORCHIDS,—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, &c., always in stock.

Inspection invited, CATALOQUE free,

W, L, LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side, Southgate, London, N.

Special Cbeap Offer.

WM. ICETON has a very Extensive Stock of
the following Palms to offer the Trade, andotheis tilling

Conservatories, at special ijuotalions :

—

KENTIAS, F. & K.. from 10 to 20 feet,

COCOS PLUMOSA, from 10 to 20 feet,

SEAFORTHIA E , from 6 to IS feet.

ARECA BAUERII, from 7 to 10 feet.

ARECA LUTEsCENS. from 6 to 10 feet,
LATANIA BORIi , from 5 to 9 feet.
CHAM^EROPS E.. from 5 to 12 feet.

RAPHK FLAK., from 5 to 8 feet.

RAPHIS HUMILIS. from4to6feet.
W. I. has also tcme very fine collections of CALADIUMS

of the newest kinds, at greatly Reduced Prices.

W. ICETON. Putney, S.W.

JUST PUBLISHED.
A NEW and MUCH ENLARGED EDITION of the

ORGHID-GROWpS' MANUAL,
BENJAMIN SAMUEL WILLIAMS,

F.L.S., F.R.H.S.,
Author of " The Orchid Album." ' Select Ferns and Lycopois,"

" Choice Stove and (ireenhouse Floweriag Plauts."
" Choice Stove an<i Greenhouse Oroamental- leaved Plants," &c.

Ith EDITION. EXLAEGED and HEVL^SD
lip to the /Ttsent tittle bt/

HENRY WILLIAMS, F.L.S., F.R H.S.,
Auihor if "The Orchid Album."

Illustrated with 64 Pa^^e and vh D.uble-Poge Engravings rn
Wood, toge./ier with 23J B:oc'<s IllustrA ve of Types of the
Varioui Generi.

This popular work has been entirely re-modelled and revised
up to the present time, and has bet-n enla'ged to 8U0 pj'gen.

It contains descriptions of upwards of 2600 species and varieties
of Orchidaceous plaota, together with 700 synonyms, making
in all the most complete work on Orchids ever published.

Super Royal 8vo. handsomely hound In Cloth Case,
with bevelled sloes and gilt edges. Pric*. 25/-;

Free by Parcel Post In ihe United Kingdom, 25/10.

PUBLISHED BY

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON,
victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLO WAY. LONDON, N.

BEESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-c!ass Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEE30N, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

BONES! BONES 1 1 BONES I! I—Any size
from dust to 1 inch, at 10s. per cwt. Carriage Paid on

I owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terme, Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES ASP LEWIS , Bone Crushers, 8t. Albana,

AGENTS WANTED in Districts where not
already represented, to SELL SPENCER'S New

••ELECTRIA" GUANO. A liberal Commission allowed.—
Apply. ISAAC SPENCER AND CO., 2, Uigh Street, Hull,

C BEESON'S MANUKE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, I5., 25. 6d.,and bs,Qd.i also in air-tight bags,

J cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., lOa. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills, St. Neoi's, Hunts.

*' 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.B.S.K..g.C.S."

ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PE4T for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and Abroad,

Agent for London ;— J. QEORQE, 14, Redgrave Boad,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey,
Sole Makers ;—WM, THOMSON akd SONS, Ltd,, Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-c\vt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY

FOR PRICE LIST

M RIGHT
The " Stott " Distributor Co., Ltd., Barton Bouse,

Mancbester.

TNSECTS on PLANTS and FRUIT TKKliS
-L cheaply cleared by CALVERT'S CARBOLIJ SOFT SOAP.
The best preparatioa. Highly recommeaded by users In I and
2 lb. Jars at Is. and 2s. each ; 4 and 7 lb Tin^ at .3s. aud bs.

each, at Chemists, &c., or Tin-t sent post-free for value.

F. C. Calvert and CO., Manchester,

"QLUGICID E," Registered.—CERTAINO DEATH to SLUGS, Fertiliser to Soil, perfectly harm-
less to plants and domestic animals. The greatest boon to

gardeners yet inventel. Is. 6rf. per box, of Seedsmen ; or post-

paid of — The •• SLUGICIDE COMPANY," 6, Maryleport
Street, Bristol,

FIR-TREE OIL
SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE.

Used by every Orchid-groHer of any note throughout the

World aa the only Sate and Sure Insecticide for killing Insects

on delicate plants. Bottles. \s. 6d.. 2s. lod., 4s. 6rf , Is, %d.,

12s. 6rf ; in bulk, lis. per gallon; with full directions for use.

From all Seef'smeu.

Manufacturer-
B. GRIFFITHS HUGHES. Victoria St.. UANCHESTER.

(Operative Chemibt).

NEW YORK—ROLKER and SONS.

^
LISTS

POST-FREE.

CHEAPEST. ANT LENGTH.
ANY SIZE.

LISTS POST-
FREE.s§w

-^O§erHEATHMAN,
, Endell St., Covent Garden, London, W.C,

GARDEN NETTING.
Best heavy. 2 yards by 100. or 4 by 50. 7s ; Garden Canes

from '^s, per lOO; Best Archangel Mata. 8s. per bundle of 10;

St, Petersburg Mats, 6',; Superior Packing Mata, 3s. 3^.;

Seed Bags and Garden Sundries at bottom prices.

Special qaotations for large quantities.

CAMERON & CO., 178, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
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WEBBS'
EMPEROR

CABBAGE.
THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6(3. and l8. per packet,

Is. 6Cl. per ounce.

From Mr. J. S. HARRIS* Mansfield, June 17, 1894

*
I have shown your Emperor Cabbages this year at

Nottingham, Basford, Hucknell, Sutton, and ManeeeW
Shows, and I have tabea 4 First and 1 Second Prizes with
them ; thpy are the best I have ever grown. I have cut

one this morning weighing 16 lb. as it ttands." p^^ ounce.

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8(1.

ENFIELD MARKET 8d.
EARLY RAINHAM 8d.
RED DUTCH 9d.

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt. Per ounce.

... 6d. is. 6(1.

... 6d. ... lOd.

... 6d. ... lOd.
6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Kail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY. STOURBRIDGE.

EUCHARIS LOWII.—Strong flowering bulbs
of this lovely and distinct Eucharis, recently exhibited

at the Drill Hall and Temple Show. B.U.S. Award of Merit,

April 11. 1893. 5s. each, A2s. per dozen.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E,

BOUGA.INVILLEA GLABRA VAR. SAN-
DERIANA. (First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural

Society, April 24th. 1894.) — A fine free-flowering and
brilliantly coloured variety of this old well-established

favourite. Strong young plants. 5s. each.

HUGH LOW & CO.. Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LILIUM LOWII. (First-class Certi6oate Roya!
Hort. Sec, July 11. 1893.) -Several plants of this rare

and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery. N.E.

CROTON RQSSELLII. (First-olass Certificate,
Boyal Hort. Soc. November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.

Price, 21«. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery. N.E.

DICHORIZANDRAMUSAICAGIGANTEA
(First-class Certificate at Temple Show, 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 2U. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO.. Clapton Nursery, N.E.

NJEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 55. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

lUTBUSH'S MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

-Everyone can readily grow Muhh-

I

rooms, and by using this Spawn will
ensure success. All growers speak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unle^a
in sealed packag«f>, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our

I
signature attached.

Price. 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for

f package ; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post,

WM.CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merohants,
Higbgate Nurseries. London, N.. and Barnet. Herts.

STRAWBERRIES.
WM. GUTBUSH & SON

Have all the Leadiog Varieties READY in pots.

Strong plants fo'r immediate delivery.

LIST, including several Novelties, Post-free upon
application.

Eablt Obdehs Reque6ted.

HIOHOATE NUBSEBIES, LONDON, N.,

And BARNET, HERTS.

LAXTON'S
STRAWBERRIES

IF YOU WISH FOR A GOOD

FORGING OR OUTDOOR STRAWBERRY,
YOU MUST HAVE

LAXTON'S
ROYAL SOVEREIGN.
FLAVOUR RICH-COLOUR GRAND-

CROP HEAVY.

THE GREATEST SENSATION
SINCE NOBLE.

Price : Open Ground, £3 per 100 ; 12s. per doz.

In 60-pots, £4 per 100 ; 18s. per doz.

WE ALSO MAKE A

SPECIALTY OF ALL BEST VARIETIES,
IN 60-POTS, FOR FORCING.

LISTS, FREE.

LAXTON BROS.,
BEDFORD.

^g" Send for Fruit of Royal Sovereign.

Novelties, 1894.

POR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in
Flowering and Ornamental Foliage Plants, apply to

—

SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

Novelties, 1894.

THE ROYAL SET of COLEUS.—Unique
and superb; the handsomest ever offered; foliage

T'vaUing the best Caladiums. Empress of India, Princess of
Wales, PrincetsMay. Princess Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,
Duke of York. Seven varieties for 2ls.

See SANDER and CO.'S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties, 1894.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The moat useful and brilliant flowering plant

known. First-class Certifi^'ate. Boyal Horticultural Society,
April 24. 1891. Of the most easy culture, either in the green-
house, cooservitorv, or plant-stove, producing its magnificent
losy-crimson bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest pots,
under all conditions, in the greatest abundance aod amazing
profusion. Price Is. 6d. each.

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties. 1894.

DIPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
Flowers rich, glowi g crimson-maroon, with deep orange

throat. First-class Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
rea"y. Price, 12$. 6d. each,

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

LILIUM HARRISII
DIRECT
FROM BERMUDA.

Goods Delivkked Free on Board.

5 to 7 in. circ, £5 per lOi'O. I 9 to 11 in. circ, £19 per 1000.
7 to 9 in. circ, £10 per 1000.

|
11 to 16 in. circ, Is. each.

Cash with order. AH other ^ulbs at low prices.
Kindly note, being the Largest Grower of Bulbs for Export.

I am in a position to offer the best bulbs at the lowest possible
prices. Correspondence invited.

JOHN lUEGSON, Rural HtU, Hamilton, Bermnda.

THE

SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1891.

EOSE SHOWS.
T HARDLY ever knew a Rose show aboot
-^ which opinions did not differ, very often
these opinions being formed from ideas pre-
viously held. One is quite sure that it must
be an indifferent show; others are equally
sure that it must be a good one, and coming
with these ideas already formed, they are
unwilling to see anything that militatts
against them; and so it happens that various
opinions have already been expressed as to the
southern show of the National Rose Society, held
under the patronage of the Queen at Windsor

—

and there certainly never was a more complete
overturning of the anticipations and prophecies
made concerning it. In the early part of April
the rosarians were writing that the show was
much too late, that it ought to be put forward
at least a week; and if it were not, all the
.southern growers would be out of the running.
But then came a spell of cold weather, such as

we often experience in May ; and instead of

southern growers finding it too late, they were
all crying out it was much too early for them—
the Itoses were not yet in flower

!

The great centre of attraction was, of course,

the competition for the Queen's Cup, and here
especially the character of the season asserted

itself ; at the outset there were twenty-six entries,

but these were reduced on the day of exhibition

to thirteen, and a competition from which such
growers as Messrs. Lindsell, Budd, Pemberton,
Machin, and Ilill Gray, were absent, was not of

the representative character which we all ex-

pected—and the Rev. H. A. Berners, who secured

the much-coveted prize, candidly acknowledged
that it was a piece of great good luck. The
Roses with which he won it were of good but

not exceptional merit, and he himself stated that

he had often staged a better twelve. I think that

this is not improbable, but we must not take

too much from the merits of the stand, but

remember the character of the season which
hitherto has not been favourable to the ama-
teur. I think, iri looking carefully through

the recent show, one came t3 the conclmion
that the amateur portion of it was its weakest

point ; but then, how could it be otherwise, when
an experienced grower like Mr. Burnside stated

that he could not have staged another box of

blooms beside the very few which he brought up ?

and, as I have said, some of our largest growers

were entirely unrepresented. There were, how-

ever, amongst the Teas, at any rate, some

remarkable blooms : that of Cleopatra, which

obtained for Mr. Burnside the Silver Medal of

the National Rose Society as the best Tea Rose

in the amateur section, was what the French

call " hors ligne ;
" it was not, however, as I

have seen stated in a contemporary, 9 inches

across, which is about the size of one's hat. This
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was cut from a standard, as were also the six for

which he obtained a Ist prize for the best blooms

of any one variety of Teas—a tolerably good

confirmation of the opinion held by many growers

of Teas that this is the way to get the finest

blooms. I thought the Madame Cnsin with

which Mr. Foster Melliar gained a Medal at the

Crystal Palace last year, was the grandest

example of a Tea grown by an amateur I have

ever seen; but the exquisite form, delicacy of

colouring, and perfect purity of this bloom of

Cleopatra, gave it the precedence even over that

fine flower. I think there were stands there

that won prizes, which would in ordinary seasons

have been left out in the cold, and no one was

more surprised at the positions they gained than

the exhibitors themselves.

To some extent the character of the season

also affected the professional exhibitors. For

this I was prepared, for on talking over Eose

matters with one of our most successful growers

the night before, he stated that out of 25,000

standards he could hardly find 7 per cent, of

good blooms. It was not the frost that had

affected them, but the cold searching north-east

winds ; but nothing of this kind was to be seen

in Mr. B. Cant's stands, especially in his trebles.

Indeed, he and his nephew and neighbour Mr.

Frank Cant, seem as if they were destined this

year to share the honours of victory between

them ; they run a neck-and-neck race, and where

one is first the other is pretty sure to be second

;

and thus they tend to keep up the right for

their old city, considered to be the metropolis of

Rose growing. Some may attribute this to the

character of the soil, and some to the situation,

but, whatever effects these may have, there can

be no doubt that in both cases skilful cultivation

and judicious treatment have a great deal to say

to it.

There were two Eoses which came out grandly

on this occasion, and both, let us rejoice to say,

home-raised flowers : one was the Cleopatra

already alluded to, and the other Margaret

Dickson, the grand flower raised by Alex.

Dickson & Sons. Mr. B. E. Cant's stand of

twelve of this variety was exquisite, and the

flowers contained in his 48'3 and trebles were

equally fine. I have heard complaints of this

Rose Ijeing much given to mildew, but I have

not found it so in my own garden, while its

grand sturdy foliage makes it conspicuous. It

cannot be called a white Eose, for it has a

delicate flesh-coloured tint in it; but for a light-

coloured, or nearly white Rose, it has few if any

rivals. Mrs. Paul holds a conspicuous place in

the same class, and was well exhibited in Mr.

B. Cant's 48's. His flowers, too, of Madame
Suzanne-Marie Rodocanachi, Gnstave Piganeau,

Count de Raimbaud, and General Jacqueminot

were very fine,

Clara Watson, to which I have before drawn

attention, was exhibited by Mr. Geo. Prince, and

was much admired ; and although not considered

a gold-medal Rose, was unanimously awarded a

card of commendation ; it will, I believe, be a

desirable early-flowering variety.

Garden Roses, and Roses for decorative effect,

were shown in considerable numbers, and formed

a very attractive feature of the exhibition ; the

period of the year is more favourable to them
that the later date of the Crystal Palace, and the

exhibits of Messrs. Cooling & Son, Paul & Son,

Mount and Mattock among nurserymen, and those

of Mr. Cuthell, were remarkable for the variety

and the beauty of the flowers exhibited, while

Mr. Geo. Mount's tasteful arrangement seemed to

me to be worthy of the first place ; but then this

is a matter in which taste goes so far, that opinion*

are pretty' sure to widelyi'differ.T Mr. Mount
seemed to me to give a true interpretation to the

term garden Roses, by including not merely the

smaller varieties of Teas and Noisettes, but also

some of those Gallicas, hybrid Chinas, &c., which

used to form the glory of the garden in former

days before the advent of hybrid perpetuals and

the splendid Teas and Noisettes which we at pre-

sent have. There was a stand of Lord Penzance's

new hybrids and Sweet Briars, showing how
wide is the range of colour which has been intro-

duced into this section ; but unfortunately I hear

that there are a good many people who talk a

great deal about the old-fashioned Roses, but

whose admiration of them does not lead them to

introduce them into their gardens. Wild Base.

[Our report of the Crystal Palace show will be

found on p. 44. Ed.J

New or Noteworthy Plants.

GASTROCHILUS ALBO-LUTENS,
Baker, n. sp*

This is another of the small Scitaminfte with

varieKated leaves, which has just flowered at Kew
for the first time, and proves to be an nndeecribed

species. It resembles in habit the two species of the

•ame genns which have been figured in the Botanical

Magazine (G. palcherrimni and G. longifloras),

but the flower is smaller, with a flat white label-

lum, keeled with bright yellow. It is supposed

to have been collected in the Andamanr, by Mr.

Man (who must not be confoanded with our old

friend Gustave Mann), and sent to Kew in 1889.

Gastrochilus is hardly worth separating as a genus

from Ksempferia.

Leaves two to a tnft, petiole erect, deeply

channelled, 3 to4 inches long; blade spreading hori-

zontally, oblong, glabrous, 4 to 5 inches long, dark-

green on the face, with a whitish keel, plain pale

green on the back. Flowers, 2 to 3 to a tuft, pro-

duced in the centre between the petioles of the

leaves, radical. Corolla-tube white, cylindrical,

1^ inch long; lobes three, standing forward, lanceo-

late, white. Upper staminodia, shorter than the

corolla-lobes ; lower (labellum) flat, broad, oblong,

J inch long, .} inch broad, white, with a bright-

yellow central keel and faint purple veins. Stamen

and style shorter than the corolla- lobes. J. G. Baker.

Senecio kleinioides, Oliver ^- Hiern.

Messrs. Dammann & Co. have introduced this from

the Mountains of Abyssinia, and flowered it. It is

clearly allied to the old well-known Senecio (Kleinia)

ante-euphorbium, which is now ascertained to be a

native of Tropical Africa, and is figured in the

Botanical Magazine, tab. 6099. S. kleinioides

has rather smaller heads than S. ante-euphorbium,

and the leaves are flat and obovate-cuneate. A full

description will be found in the third volume of

Oliver's Flora of Tropical Africa.

PlECTBANTHOS M4BBDBI0IDE3, Hochit,

Another curious plant which Messrs. Dammann
have introduced from the mountains of Abyssinia, is

the above. It has dense clusters of very small white

flowers, forming long spikes, and small crowded very

fleshy opposite obovate-cuneate sessile leaves. Full

descriptions will be found in De CandoUe'a Prodro-

mus, and A. Richards' Tlora of Ahyssinia. J. 6.

Baker,

NeMASTYLIS BRtlNSIEA,

This curious little Irid, received from Mr. Van

TubergeD, of Haarlem, is now in flower in a pot in

* Gastrochilus albo-lvtens. Baker n. sp.—Aciulia, foli''9 binia

distincte petiolatia ob'ODgis viridibua Rlabris, facie albo cari-

natis, dorao pallide virirJihus; floribua 2—3 centralibu3

radicalibua ; corollee t.tibo rylindrato albo aeariuipoUari. lobis

lanceolatis porrectis; staminodlia 2 auperioribua oblonf^is

ooroUiB lobis brevioribus, laballo piano late oblongo veaie

purpureis, caricft liitea.

my greenhouse. Its foliage closely resembles that

of a Tigridia, and its flowers, which are unfortu-

nately fugacious, like those of moat, if not all, of its

family, are freely produced in bunches of from three

to seven, are pendulous and round, and cup-like in

form, of a pale purplish-rose colour, consisting of

six segments each ; the three alternate ones are

tipped with clear yellow, and are slightly reflexed.

The marking of the centre of the interior of the

flower is most distinct and curious, being a well-

defined equilateral triangle of pure white, edged

evenly all round with a narrow purple line. The
flowers last but one day. W. E. Gumbleton.

A SOUTHEEN FERN PARADISE.
Looking up the literature on insular floras of

the New Zealand region the other day, I came across

an account of the vegetation of Stewart Island,

New Zealand, which so charmed me that I thought

it might be worth while reproducing the substance

of it, especially as it is in a publication found in

comparatively few libraries.* Stewart Island, or

South Island, as it is called in the older maps and

books, is separated from the main island by the

comparatively narrow Foveaux Strait, and is tra-

versed by the 47th parallel of latitude. It is very

hilly, or even mountainous, one might say, for there

are altitudes of over 3000 feet, and the area is

estimated at 640 square miles, or less than half the

size of the county of Sussex. Several botanists have

visited the island within the last decade, but it is

to Mr. Thomas Kirk that we are indebted for

the exceedingly interesting description, from which

the following particulars and extracts are taken.

With regard to the position of the island, in about

the same southern latitude as the mouth of the

river Loire in the northern hemisphere, it may be

explained that in a general way, parallel for parallel,

it is colder in the southern hemisphere than it is

in the northern, especially in somewhat higher lati-

tudes than Stewart Island. Thus, South Georgia

in 54° 30' S. lat, corresponding to the position of

the Isle of Man, has an absolutely arctic climate

But Stewart Island mutt enjoy an exceptionally

mild climate for its situation.

Before proceeding to the Ferns, a few words

respecting the general composition of the fiora. Up
to the date of Mr. Kirk's report, 380 species of

flowering plants, and about seventy species of Ferns

and Lycopods had been collected in the island. The
woods present a striking difference from those of the

northern hemisphere, in consequence of the brilliant

colours of the flowers of some of the trees. Metro-

sideros lucida, one of the commonest trees in the

island, is a perfect blaze of crimson daring

the months of December and January ; to

which Olearia angustifolia (Compositae), offers

a striking contrast, in its deep green glossy

leaves and snowy-white and purple flower- heads.

There are several other handsome arboreous Com-
positae, including Olearia Colensoi and Senecio

Muelleri. Ground Orchids are a conspicuous feature

in some parts of the forest. Corysanthes oblongs, C.

rivularis, and others produce their attractive flowers

by thonsands, and Mr. Kirk states that he has

nowhere else seen these interesting plants in such

profusion. Epiphytal Orchids are also well repre-

sented by Earina mucronata, E. autumnalis, and

Dendrobium Cnnninghamii. Sarcochilus adversns

is rarer.

Mr. Kirk describes the composition of the vegeta-

tion of some of the most attractive spots in this

charming island. The following is a specimen :

—

The " Archdeacon's Cove " is a delightful nook on

the south-eastern aide of Paterson's Inlet, and can

only be approached by water. On stepping out of

the boat the visitor observes luxuriant plants of

Lomaria dura and L. Banksii, but for some time sees

no indication of the rich treat awaiting him. Pro-

ceeding for a few chains along a narrow creek,

Lomaria capensia is found in great luxuriance, and

* The Tcansactiona and Proceedings of the New Zealand

Institute.
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almost suddenly daylight is diminished by the nar-

rowing width of the ravine and the increasing height

of the cliff; all being overshadowed by a dense

growth of gigantic forest trees, thickly clothed with

epiphytes, so that the direct rays of the sun are

excluded, and a constant drip falls from the branches.

The eye is bewildered by the multiplicity of Fern

forms, which emerge from the partial obscurity as it

becomes accustomed to the diminished light. High

up amongst the branches of an inclined trunk bangs

a pale green mass, which seems strangely familiar, but

which from its large size fails to be recognized until

a tedious climb of the wet slippery trunk reveals it as

Hymenophyllum pulcherrimum, with fronds between

2 and 3 feet in length. H. bivalve, H. multifidnm,

and many other congeners whose names need not be

given, are found on adjacent trees, while H. dila-

tatum exhibits great luxuriance at their base,

Presently the gully widens out, and numerous Tree

Ferns are to be seen ; but the glory of the gully

consists in its grand specimens of Todea hymeno-

phylloides and T. superba, both of which are plen-

tiful, but the latter especially exhibits its most

graceful habit and its most luxuriant growth. From
a stout stem scm'* 1>^ inches high a dense crown of

nearly erect fronds, with drooping tips, is given off.

They may be counted by scores ; some of them are

three years old, and between 4 and 5 feet in length,

of a deep blackish-green. It is impossible to con-

ceive of a more attractive Fern than this, or of a

greater contrast than is presented by the same

species when spreading its yellowish-green fronds in

open woods. Numerous specimens were observed,

but only one exhibited the extreme beauty or

attained the large dimensions stated."

And now a few words concerning the wonderful

Fern vegetation of Stewart Island. In no other

temperate region in the world, probably, is there so

large a number of species in so small an area. I have

already mentioned that the Ferns and their alliesthe

Lycopods number about seventy species; but there

is no species of Selaginella. The Ferns include no

fewer than four arboreous species, namely, Hemitelia

Smithii, Alsophila Colensoi, Dicksonia squarrosa, and

most unexpectedly, Cyathea meduUaris, though the

last is rare. The Hemitelia is spread all over the

island, and sometimes attains a height of 25 feet

;

but Dicksonia squarrosa is the most abundant of all,

forming groves covering many acres under large

trees. Indeed, Mr. Kirk states that Tree Ferns are

abundant alike on the outskirts of the forest and in

its deepest recesses, and often occurring in large

masses, especially unsheltered, where they frequently

rise above the level of the surrounding shrubs, and

produce an effect rarely seen elsewhere in New Zea-

land. In some localities the trunks of the Tree

Ferns are clothed with various species of Hymeno-
phyllum, H. aernginosum being especially abundant.

Dicksonia antarctica has not hitherto been

found in Stewart Island ; and Mr, Kirk mentions

half-a dozen other Ferns which, he thinks, may yet

be found. Filmy Ferns flourish here, as they do in

few countries. Out of twenty-seven species found

in the whole of New Zealand, twenty are known to

occur in Stewart Island—that is to say sixteen

species of Hymenophyllum, and four of Trichomanes.

On the other hand, Adiantum affine is the only

representative of its genus, and that is rare. Three

species of Gleichenia are recorded, and G. dicarpa

is said to be abundant. Next to the abundance of

tree, Mr. Kirk states, the most striking feature in

the Fern flora is afforded by the nnmerous varieties

of Asplenium bulbiferum, A. obtusatum, A. falcatum,

and A. flaccidum. Many of these varieties are very

beautiful and attractive, but they merge into each

other by such minute gradations that it is often

difficult to determine the species to which they

should be referred. Mosses, foliaceons lichens, and

Liverworts also abound, clothing the trunks of trees

and the ground where it is not covered with other

things. Altogether Mr. Kirk's sketch of the vege-

tation of Stewart Island makes one long to see such

a natural Fernery
;
yet one feels glad that it is not

within an easy distance of London I W. Batting

HemMty.

DISA X LANGLEYENSIS
(tBIPBTAIOIBES X EACBMOSA).

OuB illustration (fig. 5) affords a representation

of Disa X Langleyensif, raised by Messrs. Jas. Veitch

& Son, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

from the same source, in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

May 12, 1888. Both these species are beautiful in

thtmselves, and when intercrossed with D. grandi-
flora, as they have been by Messrs. Veitch, and at

Kew, a new race of free-flowering, elegant, magenta,
rose, and pink Disas, have resulted, and still more
beantiful additions are in store.

FlO. 5.—DISA X LAKQLETEN3I3.

and since in the Royal Gardens, Kew, where, toge-

ther with the other Kew hybrid Disas, it forms one

of the most attractive features at the present time.

The chief agents in these were Disa tripetaloides,

introduced by Mr. J. O'Brien from South Africa, and

illustrated from a specimen supplied by him in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, June 21, 1890, and D. race-

mosa, which was illustrated from a specimen obtained

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

L^XIA TENEBROSA.
Fob some weeks past we have been receivinj;

flowers of this fine Lselia, and have bad an oppor-
tunity of seeing the extraordinary variation in the
flowers of the different plants. The greater part are
of averege merit, but seme are very fine and distinct

novelties, which will doubtless always be valuable.

Two of the best are a very large and dark-coloured
varietv, approaching the Tring Park variety of

Lord Rothschild's collection, received from Joseph
Broome, Esq., Sunny Hill, Llandudno. Its fine

sepals and petals are of an uniform brownish Indian-

red, the lip light rose, with maroon-crimson and
purple lines in the tube, and extending into the rose

of the front portion—a most beautiful and striking

form. The other, from W. M. Appleton, Esq.,

Tyn-y-Coed, Weston-super-Mare, has light yellowish-

buff sepals and petals, and blush-white lip, with

purple lines at the base, the two, both very handsome,

presentiog the most dissimilar colouring we have yet

seen in the species.

CvPBipKDiDM Calypso, Eeichenbachia, t. 77.

A hybrid out of C. Spicerianum by C. Boxallii. It

resembles C. Boxallii, except in the dorsal sepal

and staminode, both of which are strongly stamped

with the characters of C. Spicerianum. It is a

winter-flowering plant.

Masdkvallia Chim.i;ba vab. Mooehana, Eeichen-

hachia, t. 78.

" A fine form, with the ground deeper yellow than

niual." A span-roofed cool Orchid-house, with a

minimum temperature of 50°, is found to be best for

these plants.

MiLTOWiA PHAL.EN0PSI9, Beichettbachia, t. 79.

This plant " stands as a memorial that the percep-

tion of the gardener is not always less worthy of

consideration in the matter of a plant name, than

the opinion of a botanist." Of course it is not.

The gardener has often much better materials and

opportunity than the botanist. If the gardener

happen to be a botanist also his opinion is doubly

valuable.

LissocHii-Tis GiBAHTEUs, Beicheniachia, t. 80.

" Among the most noble and stately of terrestrial

Orchids, the place of honour should be awarded to

the glorious Lissochilus gigantens, the Cattleya of

the East."

The Due de Massa, who grows this plant very

successfully, uses a mixture of fibrous leaf-soil with

a little cow-manure, which has always to be kept

moiit. The plants are grown in large tubs or poti

with thorough drainage, and in the summer months

are placed in the tank of the aquarium with the base

of the pots or tubs sunk to the depth of a few inchei

in the water. In the autumn they are moved into

the Vanda-house, where they remain during the

winter in a shallow basin, with just sufficient water

to provide a slight moisture to the roots.

HARD-WOODED GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.

(Continued from vol. xy., p. 779 )

Dabwinias.—This fine genus of New Holland

plants is better known perhaps under the older name

of Hederoma, which still clings to them in gardens,

or under the still older one of Genetyllis. It was under

this latter name that I first became acquainted with

D. macrostegia, or as it was then called, Genetyllin
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tulipera ; that was at the then well-known naraeries

at Kemp Town, Brighton, about the year 1860, just

prior to that bneiness being taken over by the late

Major Mackenzie of Epping Forest. At that time

the hard-wooded Ericas and other specimens, now

rarely seen, were a fine feature in that establish-

ment. The plant in question bad been grown into

a good half-specimen, which, considering it was only

introduced in 1854, was not a bad achievement. I

may be mistaken, but it has been my impression that

this species of Darwinia as I then knew it, had

flowers of brighter colour than those usually seen.

This may have been caused by the situation and

proximity to the sea, the latter having a tendency in

a most decided manner of producing this result in

gome instances.

D. macrostegift is much the finest variety in culti-

vation, no other variety can compare with it in

colour or size of flower. Its habit leaves nothing

to be desired, whilst its blossoms last too long rather

than otherwise, with a weakening tendency to the

plant if persisted [in. As a decorative greenhouse

plant of hard-wooded growth it must be classed with

the very best in cultivation. It is still to be seen at

exhibitions in May and June, although not always

in the best possible condition. A very fine plant of

lirge siz9 was presented at the recent Crystal Palace

Show by one exhibitor, whilst another staged a well-

managed half-specimen ; these were both flowered

well, showing the plant in its best character. The
keeping properties of the flowers have already been

alluded to; exhibitors of coarse do not like to

pluck the blossoms whilst a plant can be made to do

still further service, but in this they make a mistake.

For instance, to show the same plant in May,

June, and July is expecting too much, consequently

the next season there is a sparsity of flower. This

baa frequently resulted in a plant only being

flowered well once in two years, but with good

management this need not be the case, a fair ave-

rage amount of flower every year being better than

a greater profusion in alternate years. The best

remedy for this is to pick oflFthe flowers as soon aa

they lose colour, which will be some little time before

they entirely give out. If they last in good con-

dition for six or seven weeka when once they are

fully expanded, that ought aurely to be long enough,

conaidering that for some little time previously they

have been very interesting during development.

When the flowers are picked off, the plant should be

treated to a good syringing, with a little sulphur

added to the water, in case of any red-spider having

formed a colony. Thence onwards during growth it

ii best to keep the plant under glaaa, ao aa to

encourage ita free and apeedy completion. A cold

pit of anfficient depth would be a better place for five

or aix weeks than a freely-ventilated greenhonae

;

the moisture in the former caae would encourage

growth, it being possible to control this better than

in the latter. In any case the syringe can be used

with advantage, just as in the case of an Indian

Azalea when in this stage. A close atmosphere

must be guarded against ; thia would cause elongated

and spindly shoots.

When the growth is fairly well completed, the

plant may be stood out-of-doora in favourable

localitiea until the firat week in September, atill

employing the ayringe during hot weather. Where
the poaition outaide ia none of the beat, a light part

of the greenhouse would be preferable. When start-

ing with a young plant, which is much the best

plan, there may be a tendency for some shoots

to take the lead. This should be stopped by merely

pinching out the points of such shoots to encourage

lateral growth, the chief aim for the first season or

two, being to lay a good foundation. Afterwards,

some stopping may be neceasary, but in any case it

ahould be done in time for the wood to become well

ripened. Orer-potting ahould be guarded against,

for if once a plant becomes aoddened and sour at

the roots, there will be trouble in atore. Moderate

hifta in alternate yeara will be quite safiicient for a

plant that ia increaaing in size. Specimens needing

far lesp, provided the soil ia in good condition, these

might be slightly reduced at the root, so as to again

use the same aize of pot. The soil beat auited to

thia and other Darwinias, ia peat of the moat endur-

ing quality, anch as one would select for the finest of

the Cape Heatha. There ahould be no auspicion of

ita aoon turning aour or becoming at all of a soapy

character. Dark-looking, hard-handling peat is the

best ; but when it does not come np to this standard,

I would add a little light yellow loam, which when

all ia made firm in the pot, as it must be, will remain

for a longer time in good condition. I have noted one

thing in Darwinias as compared with other hard-

wooded plants ; this is a preference for rather more

sand, which should be of the coarsest kind, failing

which, I would add broken crocks powdered down

finely. Watering muat be carefully attended to, both

extremea being avoided, thia plant being as impa-

tient on the one band of drought aa on the other

of too much moisture ; but by striking a medium
course the advantage will be apparent. When
stored or housed for the winter, see that the plant

is not crowded by other thingt, so as to weaken its

lower branches, and avoid too damp an atmosphere

at that season.

D. Hookerians, or, as it ia better known in gar-

dens, D. fuchsioides, ia of the two, more profuse in

flowering than D. macrostegia, being slightly earlier

also. Ic is quite distinct in colour, being of a pale

reddish shade throughout. In growth it is more
slender, but is suBSciently bushy to form a good

plant without much support from eticks. It should

be grown wherever D. macrostegia also finds a con-

genial home, being quite distinct from it in every

way. The Lictiomry of Gardening states that it

much resembles the other, but I fail to see this

entirely. D. fimbriata ia a later introduction, from

the Sivan River district of South-west Australia;

but it does not appear to have ever gained in popu-

larity, although it is quite distinct from both of the

preceding. Jamcf Hudson,

{To be c&ntinued.'i

A VISIT TO LANTAO.
Lantao is an island belonging to Chine, at the

mouth of the Canton River, between Hjng-Kong
and the Portuguese settlement Macao. From the

sea, it looks like a rugged barren mountain ridge,

with numerous peaks, some of which rise 3000 feet

above sea-level. The fertile spots are the ravines,

and these run from the top of the ridge, aometimes

almoat perpendicularly, at other timea sloping

gradually, to the shore. In these places are to be

found many rare plants. The object of our visit

was to procure some specimens of Rhododendron
Fordii, which makes ita home at the top of one of

the ravines at an altitude of 1600 feet. To climb

such a height at home in the winter time would be a

warm task, ao that you may readily imagine what it

was like with the thermometer standing at nearly

80° F. in the shade. It was impossible to go

np the ravine, on account of the many large

rocks and ahruba which were in the way ; our

only method of ascent was by a roundabout

way npthe hillside. We accomplished the task with

considerable difficulty, after climbing for two and

a- half hours. Aa long aa we had a graaa-cutter'a

path to follow, travelling was fairly easy ; but after

we had left this far behind, we bad to assist our-

selves in the upward journey sometimes by catching

hold of the grass above us, and at other times the

ledges of rocka. All our trouble was well repaid,

however, for when we reached our destination, there,

in the dense mist which prevailed at the time, was

Rhododendron Fordii in hundreds, some in bud, the

buds of a most brilliant pink : others in full fiower,

some flowers white, others suffused with pink, grow-

ing in the crevices of vertical rocks, with hardly a

vestige of soil, and thriving under exactly the same

conditions as Ccebgyne imbricata and Pholidota

chinensis. The sight was one not easily to be for-

gotten, and our only regret was that the whole

horticultural world could not see it.

The plants varied in height, from a few inches to

8 or 9 feet, and those which were 18 inches high and

npwards were, or woald be, one maaa of bloom.

The flowers are 2J inches across when fully expanded,

and are produced in terminal heads of half a doz^n

or so. The buds are enclosed in glutinous bracts,

but many of these drop off as the buds open. The
length of the corolla is about 2 inches, the colour

on opening being white, sufi'ased with a lovely pink,

the upper lobe being marked with carmine and

purple blotches. The flowers turn nearly white

after having been open for some time. The leavea

are very coriaceous, dark green and shining above,

and covered with a rusty tomentum underneath.

They are 3 or 4 inchea long, and about 1 inch wide,

on petiolea of | inch. The planta in bud are, I think,

even more showy than those in flower, which is

saying a good deal. In close proximity to the

above was a plant of Rhododendron Westlandii,

10 feet high, and which, heretofore had not been

found in the same locality. It was nearly past

flower, but from the few flowers which remained, it

was seen to be a good thing, but not anything like

ao atriking aa R. Fordii. The flowera, ao far aa I

was able to judge, are white tinged with purple, the

upper lobe of the corolla being marked with pink

spots. Two other Rhododendrons were also growing

within a few yards of the two noted above, K.

aquamatum and our old friend R. indicum or Azalea

indies, as it ia more generally called. The
flowera of R. squamatum are of a light purple, which

clashea with most other colours, but when they show

np against a green background, as they did here

against the green foliage of other shrub', they looked

remarkably pretty. Sjme of the plants were 4 feet

high, and literally one mass of flowers. Amongtt
other flowering plants in the immediate neighbour-

hood, were the following: SchoepSa chinensis, a

shrub 3 or 4 feet high, which was in fruit, its scarlet-

oblong drupes making it rather ahowy. Thia makea

a pretty plant when in flower in February ; the

petala are aalmon-coloured, |V-inch long, four to aix in

number, united, forming a tabular corolla. Sym-
plocoa decora—there were aeveral plants of this,

4 or 5 feet high ; the flowers are white, very aweet-

acented, ^-inch acroas, produced in axillary racemea.

Thia plant growa to a much greater height in Hong-

Kong, as there are planta in the Bitanic Gardens

qaite 20 feet high. On the hilla, however, it haa

become exceedingly scarce, in fact, so far as I know,

there is only one wild specimen in the island.

Enkianthns quiaquevulnerus was still (April 4) in

flower, although the beginning of February is its

usual time for flowering. It is a great favourite with

the Chineae, whose zeal in the acquisition of the

ahrnb ia often the means of their appearance at the

local police - court, much to their discomfiture.

Begonia laciniatawas growing on the bare rocks, and

had just started to put forth its new leaves ; these

were dull crimson underneath, and green above,

the whole plant being covered with baira, but more

especially on the veins of the leaves. Indigofera

vennlosa was growing freely amongst stones, but it

was too early in the year for it to be in flower, as it

flowers in May ; it growa to the height of a foot or

18 inchea, and beara lilac-coloured flowera. Myr-
aine capitatella, Turpinia arguta, Asparagua lucidna,

and Viola diflfusa, were amongst other plants in

flower. Of Ferni I noticed Aspidinm auriculatum

in hundreds, Aspidinm aristatum, Gymnogramma de-

currens, Polypodinm lingua, Acrostichom repandum,

Fceris aquilina, Fteris aemi-pinnata, and Davallia

pedata, the latter making itaelf at home oa the rocks.

The natural order Lycopodiaceae waa repreaented by

Lycopodinm involvena and h. flabellatum. Ua making

the descent, there were many planta to attract one'a

attention. Brainea inaignia waa rather common,

many of the planta being good specimen;, with trnnka

3 feet high. Ceesalpinia vernalis, a stout climber,

armed with numerous recurved prickles, and bearing

large racemes or panicles of golden-yellow flowers,

was smothering less robust plants. The sight of

Rosa sinica in flower is one ever to be remembered

;

there were dozens of plants, with hundreds of blooms

open on every one, climbing over small trees and

shrubs. The flowera are pure white, fully 3 inchea

in diameter, aolitary at the ends of the lateral

branches, and these ahowed up remarkably well
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againat the ahining dark green foliage. The Weather

Plant (Abraa precatorina) made itaelf noticeable, with

ita beaatifal little aeeda. Theae are oval in ahape,

not more than the eighth of an inch in length, black

at one end, and brilliant acarlet at the other.

Stauntonia chinenaia waa paat Sower, but its

light green foliage made it very striking. Ettonymna

laxiflorua, a ahrub of no particular beauty, but

rather rare in Ilong-Kong, waa met with in aeveral

placea. Gmelina chinenaia, another rare Hong-

Kong plant, waa repreaented by aeTeral apecimena

5 or 6 feet high ; under cultivation, howeyer, it

attains a height of 16 feet at least. Other planta

noted on the way down were Blechnnm orientale,

Gleichenia dichotoms, Lonicera macrantha, Pitto-

aporum glabratum, Raphiolepis indica, Lygodiam

acandens, L. japonicum, Stercnlia lanceolata, Gjnura

pseudo- china, and Rubus parvifoliua, all of which are

common . Pinus sinenaia had apparently been planted

rather extensively, but none of the trees were very

AMATEUR'S Column

IRIS QERMANIOA.—It ia now nearly thirty years

since I began to collect some of the varietiea ot Iris

germanica, many of which are atill the moat beau-
tiful, though I have added to their number of late

yeara. This year a diaeaae hae appeared and killed

several of my moat thriving planta. One large clump
of anrea, full of bloom, juat ahowing the colour, was
struck, as it were, in a night, it having the appear-

ance as though scorched, and so with a few others.

I tried several methods to save them, but none
availed, and they are dead, or very nearly ao. I have
not aeen the diaeaae before, and I hope and trnat

that I may never do so again. With theae exceptiona,

I have never had anch wonderful flowera, both in

size, form, and colour. In some inatancea they con-

aiated of four standards, and four falls. In another

there were seven standards and four falls. While one,

the old Rose Queen, now called Queen of the May,
a lovely bright light pink " beauty," produced one

Fig. 6.

—

ibis qeemanica : five-pabted floweb, fecm a dbawisg by me. haeeison weib.

big ; the tallest, I should think, were not more than 12

or 15 feet high, and judging from the number already

felled, it looked as if those atanding had not long to

remain. Aa aoon aa a tree ia big enough to

make firewood, nothing will prevent a Chinaman
from cutting it down, with the exception of the

reatraining arm of the law. Oa reaching the lower

levels, Azolla pinnata was noticed to be rather plen-

tiful in poola of water, of a beautiful metallic hue,

owing to expoaure to the aun. Crinum asiaticum

was growing luxuriantly near the sides of streams,

and Plumbago zeylanicp, in flower, was thriving

in moist and shady places, in company with Fragaria

indica. Two Composites, with yellow flowers, met
with were Senecio Stauntonii and Wedelia calendn-

lacea. The former was trailing over ahruba, and the

latter creeping along the ground, rooting aa it went.

Adiantum flabellulatam was doing remarkably well

on old walla, but was not aeen elsewhere ; whilst

Adiantnm caudatum waa not at all particular as to

aituation. Close to one of the villages Ricinus

communia was met with in abundance, but I have

never observed it away from the haunts of men,
W, J, Tutcher, Song Kong.

flower with five atandarde, five fall», and five petaloida,

and yet in all theae reapecta waa well proportioned.

Thia form being new to me, I made a drawing for

the Gardeners' Chronicle, thinking poasibly it might

prove of interest to some of its readers.

While on the subject, I wish to remark that X

know of but few floriata' flowera where so many
difi'erent names are given to apparently the aame

flower. I commenced the culture of Iris by

buying about fifty sorts or varietiea of Mr.

Salter, of Hammersmith, yeara ago, and I now
find several of these have another name, and

some more than one, newly bestowed on them.

What I have grown as the Duchess of Buccleuch, a

fine purple and white blotched variety, ia now called

Victorine ; the old Abou Hassan ia Louia Van
Houtte, &c.; and Goldfinch is Prince of Orange;

yet I intend to call them by the namea I have known
them by. and were given to them by their skilful

raiser, Mr. Salter.

As I have had a long experience, perhapa I

ahould not be considered treapaaaing too much
on your apace if I give the namea of a few of the

most distinct. Among the dark purplea. I have

thought subbiflora, nepalense. Crimson King, and

germanica major the best ; of whites, Mrs. H. Dar-

win is the moat beautiful, then the Princess of

Wales, Innocenza, and Florentina ; the last hae been
grand this year. Of white with blue and lilac
edgings, Celeatine ia delicate in form and colour, but
both Madame Cherian and Saladin are excellent

—

in fact, it is diflScult to decide which ia the beat.
Othello ia more than a good dark one, the atandaids
being a bright blue, and the falls nearly black. In
thia way ia the Emperor of Morocco, but lighter.
Of the white atriped with blue, Zebra ia the moat
aingular, the atandarda, falla, and petaloida all being
atriped ; next ia Salter's Zebrina, the standards being
soft lilac, spotted at the base, and the falls atriped

;

the last variety of thia is a seedling, with the
atandarda white, and the falla atriped with deep blue-
purple—thia is very telling, and is named J. Jenner
Weir. Of the yellews, flavescens as a light colour atill

holda ita own, while anrea ia unsurpassable aa a
bright yellow. A new one of mine, named Gold
Creat, ia very good, the atandarda and falls being
chromey-white, edged with deep yellow, with a few
light purple blotches on the latter. Salter'a Gipay
Queen ia peculiar, the standards being a yellowish-
grey, thefalla deepblue-purple, reticulated, white. Hia
Jacqniana is lovely, the standards are of a light
orange, shaded with carmine, and the falls a deep
carmine- purple, the beard cream. I raised a seedling
from this about fifteen yeara ago, the atandarda
being light crimaon-sulphur suffused with blue, the
falla a deep bluiah-purple, reticulated with white at
the baae, with orange beard ; the flower ia large and
fine in form, and is called Harrison Weir by Mr.
Barr. I have two very beautiful veined varieties,

raised by Mr. Salter, of the fqnalens type; one is

Venus, the other Venoaa. I have raised a third

;

thia ia a soft fawn colour, the falla being slightly

anfl"used with pink, named Fallow Deer. Goldfinch
is lovely, standards and falls deep yellow, the latter

reticulated with bright red. Lady Jane is a reddish-

pink, well worth growing, as ia Miralba, of a aimilar

colour. Cordelia ia one of the moat beautiful, and
is remarkably rich in colouring of the red-purple
type, with reddish-lavender atandarda. Darius is

fine, ao ia De Bergii. Iria pallida ia a large

light blue, while pallida dalmatica ia grand in aize,

colour and form, being one of if not the largest of

all, it is also sweet-scented. All theae are good,
and will well repay the grower for any time or

trouble he may take or expense he may incur, and
not only be a delight to himself but to his friends

also. Harrison Weir, Sevcnoaks, June 23.

THE FRUIT-TREE SPRAYING AT
CAMBRIDGE.

When the great British Public see that a machine

has won a silver medal in a competition at any trial

of the Royal Agricultural Society, they think that

the machine is worthy of inspection. For instance,

recently, the uninitiated donbtleea imagined the apot

choeen for the above trial most suitable, and the

judges to be experienced, in fact, everything combined

to give a genuine teat of the merits of a tree-apraying

machine. I was one of the aimple crowd when I

journeyed forth from Cambridge to Mr. Ridgwell'a

farm, Hieton Road, to aee the best machines spraying

the trees in the most up-to-date manner, judged by

a man selected by our great Agricultural Society;

but I no sooner arrived than the process of disen-

chantment commenced. The trees were not the moat

suitably cultivated to show the advantages of any

engine. As far as bush-fruit waa concerned, the

owner wiaely objected to have his crop spoiled, ao

there were no bushes to spray. The only one on

hand waa the chairman of the Strawson Company,

who had exhausted atock in witneaaing the attempt

made to spray Potatoa in a field adjoining.

Having snfiered disappointment with the site and

judge, I buoyed myaelf up with the hope that those

who exhibited tree - washing machines, would

be experta at the buaineas. A bull in a china-ahop

ia thought to be in the wrong place. A cow with a

musket is thought a trifle awkward, but to see some,

in fact, I may say nearly all the exhibitors (except

Messrs. Stott's representatives, Mr. A. H. S tott and Mr.

C. Payant) begin to show the judge how to wash a

tree waa curioua. It was evident their previoua

experience had been gained at the Royal Horticultural

and other ahowp, and not by having to do the work.

Many judges would have condemned the machines

from the faults of those who endeavoured to show
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their points. Luckily, the judge did not notif^e the

faulty way the washing was carried out. Tnirteen

machines were on the ground, the competitors num-

bering five. Stott fertilisers began the contest with a

30-gal. engine, with all necessary extras, to wash

any orchard. The way this machine was handled won

the admiration of all. and showed great technical

skill on the part of the operators. Next came

Weeks' horse machine, which had no chance

of exhibiting its use from the natural dis-

advantages of the spot. The trees were too

closely planted. After Weeks', came Boulton &
Paul of Norwich with a 30 gal. engine: the beau-

ties of this machine may be great, but those that

handled it showed a great desire to water the roots

and not to spray the foliage, if the time they took

to each tree is any guide. The Syphonia and Straw-

son?, Limited, followed, with knapsack appliance?,

both excellent for window gardening or washing,

but for extensive work are unsuitable. The sulphu-

rizers of Weeks and Strawsons were also given a

trial, for the latter there was nothing to apply the

sulphur to, and to the former the remarks made as to

their fruit-washers apply ; it is absolutely necessary

with horse-power sulphurizers to have large enough

area, and suitable subjects to sulphur. The contest (or

tree-washers was severe, and the result was in doubt for

some time—why. no one could understand. Boulton's

machine that took the prize required dragging to each

tree to be sprayed, its wheels were too small for

work on any plantation cultivated as it would

be by any man who had sense enough to wash

his trees—in fact, the wheels are only fit to run on

asphalte walks in a garden, while Stott's had large

wheels, could be stood in one spot, and the trees

aronnd for 60 feet sprayed without moving the

machine, and had an apparatus that enabled raw

petroleum to be applied with water. This is an

advantage that growers who have bought petroleum

emulsions, costing 5s. per gallon, will not require

dilating upon. The raw material can be bought, as

all know, at 5</. per gallon, and used with the

greatest safety. In spite of all these advantages,

Messrs. Boulton's machine won. It must be some

satisfaction to the losers to know the victors used

Stott's nozzles, and that the manner in which their

own machine was entered in the catalogue con-

tributed to their defeat. I hear the catalogue price

of the losing machine, which was quoted complete

with every appliance for washing any variety of tree

and bush, and had 60 feet hose, two patent copper

distributors, and two long branches for lofty tree?,

with six sprayers, was £20, while the winning

machine had only a length of hose of a few

feet for spraying purposes—in fact, it might be

considered as complete for real work as pigeon-pie

without the pigeon. I went to this trial to learn how

tree-washing was done by exponents of the art, as I

have seen some little of it done by the commoner

garden operators ; also to see the way the machines

were tested to bring out their practical points. I

left, wondering if I stood on my head when I heard

there was a doubt in the contest ; I did so when I

heard the result. Great are the ways of agricultural

demi-gods. May I never be judged by them is the

prayer of your correspondent. Outside.

ANALYSIS OF FRESH FIGS.
The growing importance of the Fig industry in

California demanded that special attention should be

directed to the roanurial rpquirements of the Fig

tree, especially in its fruit productioD, and also as to

the chemical composition, of the Fig as an article cf

human food. Accordingly, Messrs. M. E. Jaffa and

G. E. Colby, the chemists of the Horticultural

Department of the Cilifornian Station, have care-

fully investigated the question.

For this purpose eleven of the most important

varieties of the crop of 1803 were selected and
chemically examined. These included the varieties

—White Adriatic, Smyrni), California Black, Hirtu

du Japon, Constantine, Du Ro', DorSj Narbus,

Pastel-.ere, and Brunswick.

The following tables give the average results of

the physical and chemical examination of these

varieties :

—

Composition of Fresh Fig3.

Phytical Analysis.

Average weight of the fruits

Number of fruits to the pound

Percentage of juice in the fruit ...

Percentage of pulp in the fruit

Chemical Analysis.

Sugar in the expressed juice

Sugar in the fresh fruit

Acidity of the juice

Nitrogen in the whole fresh fruit ...

Albuminoids in the whole fresh fruit

Ash in the whole fresh fruit

Water in the whole fresh fruit

Dry substance in the whole fre.sh fruit

Average of

11 Analyses.

Grains.

37-70

14 75

71-35

25-65

Per cent.

21-43

15-73

0-14

0-20

1-25

0-62

31-84

18 16

The juiciest fruit was the White Adriatic, which

had over 85 per cent, of juice, against 74 per cent,

shown in the average. The driest sample was that

of the Smyrna, containing but 64 per cent, of juice.

In the whole fruit the highest sugar was found in

White Adriatic ; however, the juice of one Smyrna
variety showed 29 9 per cent, of sugar, which, when
referred to the fresh fruit, is still over 1 per cent,

less than that of the White Adriatic, or as 19-2 to

2045 per cent. D jiei Narbus and Constantine, with

respectively 37 4 and 2404 per cent, sugar in their

juice, show, on account of their dry flesh, much less

sugar in whole fruit, than either of the Adriatics.

Another Smyrna variety showed the lowest sugar

percentage, amounting to but eight parts in the

hundred of whole fruit, about 4 5 per cent, less than

the California Black, which gave 12 4 per cent.

The acidity of fresh Figs seems to be very much
lower than that found in any other fruits.

In regard to the nutritive values of Figs as an

article of food, it may be stated that the Fig rates

first in flesh-forming materials among Californian

fruits; Apricots and Plums second; Prunes and

Oranges third.

(The writer has recent evidence of the great

valus of fresh Figs as an article of human food in a

case of extreme prostration.)

The following table shows the mineral constituents

of the Fig fruit, and the consequent requirements of

the tree upon the available mineral resources of

the soil:—

Percentage Ash-constituents of

the Fig.
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the large collection of bog and other plants in the

pond and around the margin, it ha« a very charming

appearance in the spring, summer, and antumn

months ; a huge mass of Ealalia zebrina growing

near to the water being a very conspicuous object,

especially when in bloom, and quite 6 feet in height

and 3 feet through, planted oat four years since, and

is never protected.

In the formation of this pond a difBculty arose in

obtaining a supply of water for it, as the pleasure-

grounds near to the mansion are so much above the

lower pond and springs. The surplus water from the

roof of the mansion, out-houses, greenhouses, and

other buildings, and the walks, had to be utilized for

the purpose, and two or three collecting pits were

sunk and pipes near the surface arranged from one

to the other for the conveyance of the water into the

pond, the sediment remaining in these pits, and with

the exception of such a summer as that of last year,

when some additional aid to the water supply bad to

be giver, there has always been infficient water in

the pond, and as goldfish exist in it, the water ii not

unsuitable for supporting life.

This pond was made by the present gardener, Mr.

Charles Bick, who has also bestowed considerable

thought and care in the planting in and abont the pond

•0 large an assortment of suitable plants, amongst

some not generally supposed to be aquatic or bog

plants, but luxuriating under such treatment. The
lovely brightly-coloured Primula rosea abounds on

the margin, which, during the winter, is very moist

indeed.

The following are some of the plants grown in or

on the banks of the ponds and pools :—Fontederia

cordata. Acorns calamus, Butomus umbellatus.

Orchis maculata and 0. mascula, the flag- leaf Irises

in variety, Epilobium angustifolium, flourishing in

the rockwork close to the water ; Calla palustris,

Athyrium filix-foemina, Osmunda regalis, Bambusa
Metake, 10 feet high, and 4 to 5 feet through—

a

grand mass ; Carex riparia albo-marginata. Phlox

setacea, P. frondosa, and others ; Funkia Sieboldii, in

masses ; F. ovata, and F. albo-marginata; Saxifragas,

several kinds, luxuriating on the Tufa-stone ; Scolopen-

drium vnlgare (Hart's-tongue Fern), Menyanthes tri-

foliata, Sagittaria sagittifolia, Nympbsea Marliacea

oehroleuca, a mass of it growing in the pond ; N. odo-

rata ; Villarsia nymphseoides, which has pretty yellow

flowers, but the plant spreads so rapidly in the

water that much of it has to be destroyed ; Typha
angustifolia and T. latifolia, both very striking

objects, especially in large pools ; T. minima is a

smaller and more graceful species ; Mahsnia japonica,

although not a bog- plant, grows freely on the margin

of the pond, and is in admirable foliage, and flowers

freely every spring ; Cyperus longus is a very pretty-

growing aquatic, and where shelter is wanted for

moorhens and other birds, should be freely used
;

Polygonum cuspidatum, a very fine specimen of this

is growing upon a small island, and is a noble object

in the summer, with its strong growths, 6 to 7 feet

high ; Phalaris variegata grows luxuriantly near

water, and is very effective ; Iris pseudo-acorus

;

Myosotis palustria semperflorens ; Caltha palustris

and C. p. pleno, luxuriating on the damp margin

of a pond ; Gunnera scabra, with leaves 4 feet in

diameter ; Rheum officinale, grows 12 feet high; Poly-

gonum Sachalinense ; Spiraea aruncur, S. palmata,

large patches, and flowers so freely ; S. filipendnla

flore- pleno; S. astilboides, but this was killed last

winter ; Gynerium argenteum has to be protected in

winter ; Nuphar advena, N. luteum, Nymphsea alba,

Aponogeton distachyon, which flowers from May to

November; Carex pseudo- cyperus, and Sparganium
racemosum.

In a lower part of the pleasure-grounds a large

ornamental pool was formed a few years ago, and a

good bit of rockwork at the upper portion of the

pool was arranged by Messrs. Pulham & Son,

Around the margin of the lower portion, large stones

are placed to protect the edges of the pool from the

action of the water in windy weather, and Saxifragas,

Sedums, and other rock- plants, very soon cover

these stones, and assist in forming a break-

water for the action of the waves. At the

lowest end, when the water is level with the sur-

rounding ground. Acorns Calamus has been planted,

as it breaks also the action of the waves. A
somewhat rare British plant in this district of the

Midlands is growing here, Carex pseudo- cyperus and

Petasites vulgaris, and many other aquatic plants are

found in the pond ; but as there are wild ducks, teal,

gargory, and other birds encouraged here, the water

is kept tolerably free (or them. This pond is fed

from a small spring close by. At one end of this

larger pool a small shed has been built over the pool

for cormorants and penguins.

Around the higher sides of the pool are large

plants of Heracleum giganteum, Rheum oflicinale,

and masses of Rhododendron ferrugineum and R.

Wilsonii, double-flowered Gorse, Erica herbacea.

Oak, Beech, and other trees, hardy Ferns, and other

plants ; and growing out from the rockwork is the

handsome Cistus formoeus, Pernettyas, &c. D.

.^^jropos of planting aquatics, Mr. Bick, the gardener

at Harborne Hall, says :—The puddled bottom of the

pond offers very little inducement to root-action ; it

is, therefore, necessary to make some preparation

for the reception of the plants. At the margin of

the pond, Calthas, Iris, &c., are planted in the

interstices of the rocks, using lumps of old turf free

from living grass-roots to fix them. I always plant

my bog plants in fruit-punnets, filling these with

good loam, and surfacing the latter with clay ; they

are then placed in shallow water, and more loam is

placed around the punnets, so as to keep the whole

thing stationary. The roots soon pass through

the sides of the basket, which soon rot away, and

leave the plant free to ramble at will. Water Lilies

and other large- leaved aquatic plants, require great

care in planting, as the leaves expand before root-

action takes place, the loam becoming soft mud, the

plant rises to the surface, where it very soon rots.

The best way to plant them is to tie the roots to

large pieces of rock or bricks, then place in round

nursery flat baskets, and fill up with loam, adding

more brickbats to give weight ; interlace a piece of

rope across the top of the basket, saturate the whole

with water, and then surface it with a layer of clay

2 to 3 inches thick. These precautions are abso-

lutely necessary, or trouble and disappointment will

occur. The Typbas, and other strong - growing

plants, will soon fill the space allotted to them, and

if not prevented, would occupy the whole of the

pond. To this end the leading growths are cut off

as soon as they appear ; and I always use for this

purpose a 12 feet long standard tree-pruner, which

will reach the bottom of the pond, and remove the

growths without injuring the puddle. It does not

do to pull the roots up, or a leakage will probably be

the result.

ViUarsias, and some of the other smaller-growing

species, will sometimes take possession of a pond,

and these should be cut or raked out every spring,

in order to give the other plants a chance to get a

fair start, sufficient roots remaining always to furnish

the pond during the season.

Aquatics, like most other plants, have their likes

and dislikes, and some of those that grow most

luxuriantly in some ponds, will only just linger in

others. Chas. R. Bick.

Nursery Notes.
•

MR. PRICHARDS NURSERY, CHRIST-
CHURCH.

On the occasion of a recent visit, I found a grand

collection of choice things, all in good heart, and

in the best possible condition. Evidently Mr.

Prichard thoroughly understands the requirements

of his numerous charges; and I may say at once,

that it is one of the best kept herbaceous nurseries I

have visited as regards freedom from the nntidyness

so frequent in mixed borders of these popular

flowers.

No one collection can possibly contain the whole

series of genera, species, and their varieties, which

come under the heading of herbaceona flowers, as not

only do they vary very much in their requirements,

both as regards position and soil, but the number is so

great that even the Kew collections are not complete.

However, the number grown at Christchurch, and

their healthy condition, is surprising. Many taking

spots of colour were dotted about in delightful con-

fusion, and 1 propose to name a few which appealed

to my fancy the strongest. Cistus florentinns is a

very dwarf form, pure white in colour, and of remark-

able freedom in blooming ; this and C. lusitanicus

were particularly good. A very showy rock plant,

or for a border in sunny aspects, was Coronilla

iberica, then a mass of deep yellow. Another gem
for the same purpose is TrojiEolum poljphyllum, the

yellow Rock Indian Cress, certainly one of the very best

yellow trailers we have, and forming grand festoons

or trails of deep canary-yellow. Gaillardia maxima

is grown in quantity, and considered the best variety

;

for cutting, and for listing properties throughout

the season, it is unsurpassed. Large quantities of

the scarlet Alum root are also cultivated. I have

been somewhat disappointed in the blooming of this

pretty Heuchera, but Mr. Prichard informs me none

would occur if they were transplanted each antumn ;

he also says that all soils are equally suitable, and

that it is one of the best plants for gentle forcing

in the conservatory.

In Philadelphus Lemoinei, a very compact

miniature mock Orange, we have one of the freest

and sweetest-blooming shrubs I have met with ; it

is comparatively new, but is bound to make its way

rapidly. Among several Potentillas, California and

Congo were very conspicuous. The former is the

largest double flower I have seen, beautiful clear

lemon-yellow in colour, and very good habit. Congo

is a rich brown maroon, but not quite so large a

flower. A small collection of bedding Pansies or

Violas was also interesting, and contained the best

varieties. Orchis foliosa and 0. maculata snperha

were in grand form, the soil evidently suiting them,

and although fully exposed to sun, were the best

examples I have seen. Sea Hollies, Delphiniums,

Alstrcimeriap, and hundreds of others must be left,

but I can truly say that a look round this small

nursery, with Mr. Prichard as a guide, was one of

the pleasantest features of a recent holiday. A. P.

Cabnations at Bookham.

The pitching by Mr. Jas. Douglas of his Carnation-

tent just on the margin of the well-known common of

the Surrey village of Great Bookham, has been in-

strumental in creating considerable interest in the-

popular flower he so admirably cultivates around

that locality, and well it may, considering that he

has so fine and varied a collection, grown, as is the

usual florist's fashion, in pots. Just now, there are

hundreds of fine plants under glass, where they can

be shaded, and generally so tended, as to have them

in that perfection of form essential to the winning of

prizes at exhibitions. Quite as many are grown out

of doors. The show of the National Carnation

Society is near at hand, and naturally the Bookham

plants and flowers, especially some fine seedlings,

are then wanted, to put in respectable appear-

ance. Some new yellow selfs, in considerable

quantity, are very full of promise ; of these. Miss

Audrey Campbell, having large flowers of the Ger-

mania type, though fuller, and grass of a stout, erect

character ; and Duke of Orleans, rich creamy-yellow

flower?, large and full, having grass of a long-

stemmed nature, are very distinct; Louis Philippe

has similar style of growth, but flowers are of a

yellow-ground Picotee, very attractive ;
King Arthur

is a large deep scarlet- flowered variety. Waterwitc^

is a fine creamy- pink ; The Pasha, rich creamy- buff,

or perhaps terra-cotta ; Cardinal Wolsey, a fine

yellow-ground fancy; and many others, far too

numerous to individualise here. The yellow-ground

section seems to be a strong class at Bookham, and

there is also a fine lot of Mr. Martin Smith s very

large and attractive seedlings of the Malmaison

type that Mr. Douglas is putting into commerce.

Generally, however, when I looked in on the 5th

inst., comparatively few plants were in flower, but

about the 20ih there should be a big lot in bloom,

and no doubt just then the Carnation Qaeen will be

holding high lev^e at Bookham. A. D.
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The Herbaceous Border.

PEIMULA. SIKKIMENSIS.

A TEET beantifal and pleasing species is the above,

when seen in flower and in good condition. Althongh

strictly speaking this species should be regarded as

perennial, it is not always satisfactory grown as sacb,

and those who woald have it in perfection mast

regard it as a biennial. Raised from seeds, and

grown qnickly to the flowering stage, it is certainly a

beantifal plant; and it thrives amazingly if planted

in sub-aqaatic places, and where there is no fear of

the plant feeling the need of moisture. In such

positions the seedlings, when large enough, may be

planted at 9 inches or 1 foot apart. Grown thus. In

groups or colonies as large as circumstances will

permit, the plants produce excellent results, and

attain to more than 2 feet high. The flowers are a

clear pale yellow, bell-shaped, and produced in large

umbels, and have an agreeable perfume. By reason

of its distinct colour and easy culture, the plant

should be grown abundantly in gardens where suit-

able positions can be found for it, it being easily

raised from seeds. By raising batches of plants at

intervals, its flowering season may be considerably

prolonged. Even isolated examples last a long time

in flower, by reason of the large number of blossoms

a single umbel contains. In the Sikkim Himalayas
it is found at a great elevation, acres of wet boggy or

moist land being covered with the plsnt. J.

QUEEN ANNE'S POCKET MELON.
"Cucumis Melo Dudaim (L.)."* Through the

Southern States a small Melon is frequent in Melon
patches where volunteer plants are almost certain to

appear each year among the Musk Melons, and the

opinion seems to be quite prevalent that the Vines,

which resemble those of the ordinary Melon, originate

from degenerate seeds of the latter.

At first very dark green, and quite destitute of

grooves, but with about ten longitudinal stripes, and
numerous irregularspots of lighter green—then resem-
bling a diminntive Water Melon. The fruit, which
varies in size from that of an Apricot to that of an
Orange, changes to a deep orange or maroon at

maturity, and the paler stripes and blotches then
assume a lemon-yellow colour. Though not at all

grooved, it possesses the firm wall and central fibrons

seed-mass of the Mask Melons, but is gelatinous

toward the centre instead of becoming hollow as is

usual with the latter; and when ripe assumes an
unusually pronounced Cantaloup odour. All through
the South these Melons are known as " Pomegra-
nates," thongh they are in every way unlike the true

Pomegranate, the fruit of the shrubby Punica gra-

natum, which is cultivated to some extent in the
Gulf States. The same name has also accompanied
them into the North and West, as far as Missouri and
Kansas at least. Elsewhere they are said to be cul-

tivated for ornament to a certain extent under the
name of Mock Oranges, thongh they differ greatly

from the Gourd which is similarly named.
This Melon is evidently the Melon Dndaim of

French writers, and it is otherwise known as Con-
combre Dudaim, Queen Anne's pocket Melon, Melon
de senteur, Citrouille odorante, Melon des Canaries,
Pomme de Brahms, and Pomrae de Grenade—the
latter corresponding to its popular American name.

Notwithstanding its smooth surface, small size, and
gelatinous heart, the Dudaim is to be classed among
the Mask Melons, of which there are a great many
forms of very dissimilar appearance, several of which,
including the present, have been named as distinct

species.

The Dudaim Melon is worthy of general cultiva-
tion as a climber because of the beauty of its fruits,

which in this respect equal the finer Gourds. They
are also very attractive additions to a dessert piece of
fruit, and their value for this purpose is increased by
the highly-developed Melon odonr that they exhale
when perfectly ripe, though to some persons this

odour is disagreeable because of its intensity. As a

table fruit, however, the Melon is almost worthless,
for though it is somewhat eaten when over-ripe, it is

neither sweet nor of pleasant flavour. At best it is

made the basis of a dessert by the use of sugar and
wine to impart to it the sweetness and flavour which
it naturally lacks. It is also capable of use in pre-
serves, and forms the basis of the smallest of the

* Cucumis Melo Dudaim, Naudin, Ann. S:. Nat. 4 Ser. XI.
(1859), 89. Pailleui and Bois, Potager d'un Cwieuz.3Vi; C.
Daititm, Linn. Sp. Plant. 71.. lOll; Cf. Melo, Cagniauz.Monogr

.

Phan. III., iM ; iiynonymy in Nauiin and Ctgniaiix.

stuffed Mangoes, a name which is no more appro-

priate to it than those of Pomegranate and Mock
Orange.

Related to the Dudaim, but rather to be regarded

as an undeveloped netted Melon, is the other form of

the Musk Melon, which is likewise destitute of longi-

tudinal grooves, and possesses a jelly-like pulp about

the seeds. This appears to be cultivated more or

less extensively under the names of Mango and

Vegetable Peach, mainly for use in pickling, pre-

serving, and jellies, though when fully ripe it is more
palatable than the Dudaim, and capable of use on the

table if sliced, with a liberal allowance of sugar and

a little Lemon or other flavouring substance. Unlike

the Dudaim, it is covered with slightly elevated grey

lines, generally distinct from one another, but sug-

gestive of the more pronounced ridges of the netted

varieties of Cantaloup ; but it posseses the same
powerful fragrance at maturity, when it assumes

a nnitorm light Lemon colour. William Tre-

lease, in the Fifth Annual Report of tie Missmri

Botanical Garden, Aprifli. Ix^i.pp. 160-162.

The Week's Work.
THE OKCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White. Orchid Gruver. Burford, Dorking.

INSECT PESTS. — Amongst insects infesting

Orchids none is more destructive than the yellow

Thrips, and warm weather is very favourable to its

increase. Every cultivator should be on the alert to

detect them, employing such means for their speedy

extermination as may be proper. I cannot recom-

mend any of the patent liquid insecticides, and my
advice is, to let each grower use a safe kind of insecti-

cide, according to his own ideas of what such should

"be. Aphides are very troublesome, infesting the

young growths of Dendrobiuras, Epidendrums, Mas-
devallias, Oncidiums, and Odontoglossums more
than other species ; but they are easily got rid of, by

removing them daily with a small damp brush,

killing them with the finger and thumb. The
different forms of scale-insects which infest Aijrides,

Saccolabiums, Vandas, and particularly the small

hard scale, chiefly found on Coelogyne cristata, must
be perseveringly sought after and removed, and the

best means of doing so is first to sponge the

plants with lukewarm soapy rain-water ; after the

plants have been sponged, they should be gone over

again, and the scale removed with a bit of stick

sharpened to a point, and the sponge, nsing this

time only clean water. Among Cattleyas, and
Lselia anceps and its varieties, woodlice some-

times do much harm by nibbling the young roots,

and as they prefer a dry to a wet place, they

may be kept under by examining the compost and

catching them, after the plants have been watered
;

also by laying scooped out-Potatos on the damp soil,

and examining these night and morning. Cock-

roaches should be constantly sought after and
destroyed, beetle - poison being always kept about

the houses.

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOP8I8.—A decidedly fine

acquisition to Dendrobiums is this species, which,

when well grown, is much admired. It succeeds

either in pots or shallow pans, provided they are

well furnished with drainage and an open compost.

To obtain sturdy growth the plants should at this

season be placed in the warmest house, and

thinly shaded ; and as the pots bacome full of

roots, water must be afforded in abundance, and

a slight sprinkling overhead applied in the after-

noon. Let each plant ba examined daily for the

destructive species of beetle which attacks the

pseudo-bnlbs of this plant, cutting off any that are

affected and at once burning them, so as to prevent

other plants becoming similarly injured. Whenever
a beetle is discovered, examine the plants every day

until the insects are completely eradicated.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Amongst plants now in bloom

is Vanda teres, an Orchid that succeeds admirably

when grown in a hot sunny corner of the Mexican-

house, and kept well syringed five or six times a day

daring the season of active growth. An interesting

and rare plant now in bloom at this place is Hexesia

bidentata, flowers orange-scarlet in colour and very

pretty, lasting a long time in good condition. It is a

f^ant easy to grow and one that flowers freely. Its

chief requirement is a place in the Cattleya-house, sus-

pended close to the roof-glass in small shallow pans.

There are three handsome Cattleyas that have just

finished flowering, viz., C. Aclandiaj, C. Schilleriana,

and C. superba, which should now begin a short rest

period, suspended in a place up to the light in the

intermediate - house, gradually diminishing the

quantity of water, but not entirely withholding it,

or allowing the bulbs to shrivel in the least degree.

Here they may stay till growth recommences, when

increased heat and moisture should be afforded them.

THE HABDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv T. TUBTON. Gardener. Maiden Erlegh, Reading.

THE WATERING OF FRUIT TREES —After three

weeks of parching heat, fruit trees in bearing will be

in need in many gardens, especially those with light

soils, of heavy waterings at the root. The first in

the row are the Apricots, the fruits being now finally

swelling. Make sure that the Apricot border is

made thoroughly moist to a good depth, which can

scarcely be accomplished unless three successive

waterings on succeeding days are given, finishing

with aa overhead application with the garden-hose

or engine.

PEARS AND APPLES, especially Apples worked on

Paradise and P.-ars on Quince stocks, should be tho-

roughly watered withoutdelay,the more sowhen carry-

ing heavy crops of fruit. Should a showery time set

in, instead of depending upon the rain to supply all

the moisture needed, which it cannot do in the time,

thoroughly water the soil at the roots, and mulch

afterwards to prevent the moisture escaping. Young

trees, if infested with aphis, should also receive a

good washing.

FIGS.—When the roots of the Fig are confined

to a given space, and fall crops of fruit are being

carried, root-waterings are very much needed, once

a week being not too often till the fruit begins to

ripen. Even trees growing unrestricted at the root

in warm borders should receive suflicient water to

moisten the soil to a depth as far as the roots reach,

when, with ordinary summer weather, unless the

border be an exceptionally dry one, no more water

will be required this season.

MORELLO CHERRY.—Trees on walls and bushes

should now be examined for the last time before

patting the nets on them, and if the black aphis, in

ever so small numbers, be detected, dip the tips of the

shoots in tobacco-water or some other insecticide,

and well syringe the trees with clean water, not spar-

ing any pains in doing so. Care must be taken to so

fasten the nets and prop them out from the wall, or

the frnit in the case of bushes, that the birds cannot

reach the fruit. For bushes growing singly, a stout

pole placed in the centre, with six others around at

the extremities of the branches, will be found suffi-

cient as a framework on which to hang the nets.

It is very convenient to have short pieces of net for

protecting single trees, and the following are

convenient 8iz»s : 18 feet by 12 feet, 24 feet by

12 feet, and 36 feet by 12 feet. Be sure that the

trees do not lack water.

BUDDING.—The budding of Cherries, Apricots,

Piums, Peaches, Pears, and Apples may be com-

menced if the bark runs freely, the kinds being

taken in the order above given. Budding is a simple

operation, and its employment is sometimes more

convenient than that of grafting ; and whilst it is the

best method for the Cherry, Apricot, and Peach, it is

also advisable in the case of the Apple, Pear, and

Plum, when suitable scions for grafting cannot be

obtained. For the Apricot it is advisable only

where young Plum-stocks have been prepared; but

with Peaches and Nectarines, other kinds, to give

a succession of fruit, established trees may be

budded, being careful that wood-buds only are used.

The method of budding is identical with that

followed with the Rose ; and the budded shoots are

left at full length till the winter pruning, so as to

avoid any risk of the inserted buds starting to grow

this year.

PLANTS UNDER OLASS.
By J. F. MoLeod, Gardener, Dover House, Roehampton, S. W.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED PRIMULAS.—Piants standing

in 60'8 may have a shift into 4-inch pots, which

should ba quite clean and well-drained. The best

kind of soil to make use of for these plants consists

of light fibrous peat, loam, exhausted Mushroom-bed

dung, sand, and charcoal broken small. When re-

potted, stand them in a cold frame, not quite near

to the glass, shade from bright sunshine, and air the

plants sparingly till the roots have taken to the soil,

when to ensure a robustness, the ventilation given

should be liberal.

B0UVARDIA8.—Continue to pinch the shoots

more or less according to the strength of the plants

and of the growths, applying soot-water once a week
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if the plants have not been repotted this season,

which should alternate with Thomson's Vine and

Plant Manure given at the rate of a tea-spoonful to

a 5-inch pot, and increasing the strength of the dose

as time goes on. Springe the plants sharply twice

daily, and should green- fly be present, fumigate

mildly on two consecutive nights. Freely ventilate

the pits and frames in which the plants are standing,

bat avoid shading of all kinds.

CINERARIAS. — Self-sown seedlings of good

varieties may now be pricked- off into pans or

shallow boxep, at 3 inches apart. This is a much
better practice than potting them directly from the

seed-bed, as they are not so liable to rot off if too

much water be afforded them
;
place them in a cold

frame, and shade from hot sunshine.

SHOW OR FANCY PELARGONIUMS. — Those
going out of flower should be removed from the show-

bouse, and cuttings taken of all that are required,

selecting the firmest and healthiest shoots, dipping

these in a mixture of water, soft-soap, and tobacco-

juice, to kill aphis, and place them singly into

thumb-pots, using a sandy loamy soil. The cuttings

should be about 3 inches in length. Place them
in a cold frame placed to face the north, and keep

the foliage fresh by frequently damping it lightly

with the syringe ; shade from bright sunshine.

BEGONIAS, treated as advised on p. 595 of the

last volume, will now be sufliciently forward to

admit of their being potted into 48 sized pots, using

a ligh!^ sandy soil, mixed with a liberal quantity of

spent Mushroom- bed manure and peat. Place the

plants on the benches near the glass in the inter-

mediate-house.

GENERAL WORK. — The early crops of Peas,

Potatos, &c., having now been removed, quarters

will be found in which to plant the remaining stock

of autumn and winter-flowering plants, first affording

the beds a dressing of well-rotted stable manure, and
digging it in. Select the first dull day for planting

out the various Salvias, Lmtanas, Eupatoriume,
Solanums, &c., and in doing so plant at such a dis-

tance apart as will allow of the plants attaining a

suitable size without being crowded. The same
remarks will apply to Richardias planted in the open
ground, affording all of these various subjects a

plentiful supply of moisture at the roots. Assuming
that in raist gardens the pits and frames are re-

arranged, so far as their occupants are concerned,

or the season, and that the various plants are

healthy, it lies with the cultivator to see that this

high standard is maintained for the season. There
are, however, many obstacles to success in plant

culture, bat these can be got over or avoided by
paying due attention to the requirements of the

plants at the proper time. It is not necessary here

to mention the various enemies to plant life, suttice

it to say that the least harmful insect should be

dealt with as rigorously as the worst.

FRUITS CrSTDEa ailASS.
Bt/ Bailed Wadds, GiTdentr, Birdsatl Gardens, ITork.

MELONS.—Continue to make up new beds till the
middle of the month, taking care to thoroughly clean

the structures of all insects before planting them,
especially such as are heated with hot water. The
hills or beds, if these remain, should be forked over

and top-dressed with loam and manure, and made
firm before planting them. Late Melons are looked
npon as very useful additions to dessert, and good
flavour may be obtained in them even in Ojtober by
careful attention to the watering, very little water
being required at that late part of the season. To
plants in beds with swelling fruit a thorough watering
of tepid manure-water may be applied twice a week
daring hot weather,care being taken not to let it touch
thestems, or canker may appear. When the fruit begins
to ripen, water ought to be given in smaller quantity,

bat there should be enough afforded to keep the
plants from flagging till the fruits are all finished off.

Melons in pits heated by dung, &c., and those in

hotbed frames, if the soil was moist at the time
of planting, will carry their fruit throughout without
much water or syringing being needed, merely a
damping over the foliage with a fine-rose pot on fine

days at closing time being suflicient. Daring very
bright summer weather a little shading of thin lime-
wash on the glass will benefit them.

APRICOTS under glass protection, now ripening
their fruits, will be benefited, if the soil has eot
dryish, by having a good watering at the roots

afforded them. The heavy rains in June were rather

inimical to the Apricot trees whose roots were outside,

many fruits turning yellow, and falling off, but those
trees which were not severely thinned of fruits will fur-

nish a good crop. In view of the injury heavy rains do

at the stoning period, the borders for Apricots should

be well drained, so that the water is quickly carried

off. Yoang trees should have their shoots carefully

laid in, the laterals removed, and a properly-balanced

head formed, the centre being kept an open space.

The fastenings of the earlier-trained shoots should

be examined, and those which have got tight should

be cut 80 as to prevent injury to the rind—often the

forerunner of canker. Fruits for dessert should re-

main on the tree till thoroughly ripe, or the flavour

will be deficient. For jam-making, &c., the fruits

should be gathered before they are quite ripe.

Earwig traps of small flower-pots with a bit of dry

moss or hay stufled into them, should be placed

about the Apricot trees, and the insects killed by
being turned into a cm of boiling water; failure to

catch these marauders causes the loss of mach of the

finest fruit.

ORCHARD' HOUSE.—Vigilance will be required

by the various kinds of fruit trees in mixed orchard-

houses ; the Peach, Nectarine, and, indeed, all stoned

fruit trees needing careful watering towards the

ripening period, especially such as are in pots and

tubs ; for although a certain amount of dryness in

the soil is necessary at that period, the foliage

must not be allowed to flag at any time, or the

fruit will be deficient in flavour and juiciness.

When the fruit of any variety is all gathered

from a tree, a thorough watering and syringing

should be afforded the tree ;
Quassia-water and

also clean water being employed to rid it of insects;

and all such trees ought to be placed by themselves

for suitable treatment, and if they are placed outside,

they should be plunged in some light spent hot-bed

material, to shield the pots from the sun's rays,

paying particular attention to the watering and
syringing. Late kinds and varieties of fruits must
be syringed daily, and afforded plenty of air by day

and a little by night. Spring-potted Apple, Pear,

and Plum trees should be induced to make good

growths the first season.

HINTS ON WORK IN GENERAL.—Subtropical beds
will require much labour in tying, watering, and
syringing the plants, especially such of the latter as
are plunged in pots. Carpet-beds should be damped
over every evening in hot weather, and some of the
tender plants not well hardened-off may require
shading during bright sunshine. Turf which was laid

at a late part of the season and that beneath um-
brageous trees, will be improved by occasional heavy
waterings. Late-sown Sweet Peas, Troptealum
Ball of Fire, and other similar plants, should have
small Pea-sticks placed to them as supports; Ver-
benas may be pegged down, and Mignonette plants
thinned.

THE FliOWBE GIARDBN
5i/ John' Lambekp. Girdmsr, Pjiuis Cutis. WdhhpotL

SHRUBS.—AH shrubs and specimen trees. Hollies,

&c., late planted, should have the soil at the roots

examined as to the state of moisture or otherwise,

well watering it if found to be getting dry. and

syringing the heads in the afternoon and evening in

hot weather. This will often be the means of saving

some which would, failing this attention, succumb.

Large or small trees and bashes should have a basin

formed round them, corresponding in size to that of

the head, which may be done by scooping the soil

away from the stem a little, and drawing some from

outside, so as to form a ridge of about 4 inches high.

This will retain the water, especially on sloping or

very hard soils, just where it is needed. If trees and

bushes are much exposed to sun and air, a mulch

may be applied.

BEGONIAS.— Seedling*, when large enough, may
be potted on. pricked out into boxes, or planted in

prepared beds of good soil in the open, where they

will make capital tubers by the autumn, nsefal for

planting in the fiower-beds next year.

ROS€ BUDDING.—This operation will require

attention in warm dull weather. Before commencing
to bud, go over the stocks, and reduce the shoots to

three—the strongest and best placed. Having done

so, choose well-developed, plump buds of the required

varieties, putting the rose shoots in a covered watering-

can. Place the bads well down in the angle formed

by the shoot with the stem of the stock, and tie securely

with soft worsted or bast. If the bark of stocks or

Roses does not ran readily, water the plants heavily,

and wait a few days before commencing the job.

ROBE- BEDS AND BORDERS.—Remove at short

intervals faded flowers, pinch off the seed-pods

;

syringe with an insecticide all bushes, &c., infested

with green-fly, and keep a sharp look-out for cater-

pillar?, or the flowers, as well as the foliage, will soon

be disfigured. Keep the heads of the standard Rose

trees fairly thin by removing thin, blind, misplaced,

or crowded shoots, rubbing off all shoots on the

stocks, and removing suckers. The flowering of

climbing Roses having approached its end, cut out

all the weak and worthless shoots, and dress the

plants with an anti-mildew preparation and an in-

secticide, thus preparing some of them for a good

supply of bloom at a later date. Mar&hal Nie), if

gone out of flower, should be cut hard back, when,

if the plants are in good health, they will break and

make growths of 8 or 9 feet in length, which will

produce fine blooms the next season.

THE KITCHEN QASDElf.
By Arthur Coombes. Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

SALADINGS.—Daring the warm weather sowings
should be frequent of Mustard, Cress, Radishes,
and Lettuces, the last-named as far as possible,

where they can remain, to attain full size. North
borders and other places in the garden should be

chosen for the various sowings, and if the land be

dry at the time, it should receive a good watering the

evening before sowing the seeds. The same practice

should be followed with transplanted stuff, also

affording the plants water before and after trans-

planting. Do not plant Lettuce between tall-grow-

ing crops, as the plants become drawn and the

leaves twisted in growth. Keep all salad plants of

whatever age, moist at the roots, and the land

stirred with the Dutch hoe to prevent evaporation

of water.

CABBAGES.—The time has arrived when sowings

of Cabbage for spring and early summer supply

should be made, the exact date depending upon the

earliness or otherwise of the district. As a rule, if

seeds be sown very early the plants make too mach
growth before the winter sets in, and are liable to

bolt. In my district the suitable period for sowing

is from .July lo^h to the 20th, which in the generality

of years is snrticiently early for this part, but too

early for more southerly counties. A sowing is also

made about the 3rd or4ch of August, and full plantings

are from both sowings. Sow on well-exposed ground

that has not grown any of the Cabbage tribe for some
years—the longer the better. If it be well dug and is

sufiiciently rich, no manure need be afforded, other-

wise, a light dressing of rotten manure is necessary,

the land being well pulverised and mingled with the

dung in the course of digging it. It should be trodden

evenly all over, made level and smooth, and shallow

drills at 6 inches apart drawn, in which theseeds should

be scattered thinly if the seed be new. Thick seed-

ing when seed is fresh, unless the plants are pricked

out at a very early age, is sure to produce spindly

plants that seldom do much good. The seed-beds

should be treated as advised for salad plants, and the

beds shaded till germination has taken place, when

the shading stuff should be taken off instantly.

CELERY.—Supply water in large quantities in

bright dry weather, and if the soil in the trenches is

becoming baked on the top, loosen it with a hand-

fork or the Prussian hoe, and draw out any weeds

that may be growing on the sides of the trenches,

not hoeing them off, as this causes more soil to fall

into the trench than is desirable. As fast as the

Pea and other crops are cleared off, throw out more

trenches for Celery cultivation, planting them forth-

with, watering the plants before and after planting.

GREEN CROPS.—If water and labour are sufli-

cient for the purpose, the planting of Cauliflower,

Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, and Kales may be pushed

forward as fast as the land becomes vacant
;
but if

water and labour are insufficient, defer the above

work till rain falls in quantity. If any of the plants

in store beds, except Cauliflower, are growing too

quickly, and the ground is not ready to receive them,

or other causes prevent immediate planting, a check

to growth may be given by raising them np a little

with a fork or trowel, watering them before and after

the lifting.

ONIONS should now be finally hoed, taking care

in doing so not to break down the tops; and afford a

dressing of nitrate of soda if showers of ram should

occur, or after artificial watering. Mulch with spent

Mushroom-bed manure, &c , if large bulbs are needed,,

and afford liquid manure once in ten days.

SHALLOTS.-Remove flower heads, and turn the

tops down.

GATHERING VEGETABLES.—As far as may b|

practicable gather these in the early morning, and

store in a cool place.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

AdvertUementB abould tie sent to the PUBLISHER.

niOBtratlOXlS.— r7i« Editor will thankfully receive and select

photograplis or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

dc; but Jie cannot be responsible for loss or injury,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY,

SATURDAY,
TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY, July 19

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY.

TUESDAY,

FRIDAY,

MEETING.
July 14—Royal Botanic Society.

SHOWS.
July 14—Rose Show at New Brighton.

July 17—Helensburgh Rose and Horticultural.

{Durham, Northumberland, and
Newcastle Botanic and Horticul-
tural Society (three days).

King's Lynn Horticultural.

(National Rose Society (Northern
Section), Halifax.

Trentham Roseand Horticultural.
Halesworth Boie and Horticul-

tural.

Elsenham (Herts) Horticultural.

(Forest Hill and Catford Harticol-
"( tural Society (two days).

( Rose Show, and National Pink
July 21 } Society's Show at the Manchester

t Botanical Gardens.

SALES.
)• Unreserved sale of the collection of

j
Established Orchids, formed by

July 17 { the late T. R. Watt, Esq., of
Chislehurst, at Messrs. Protheroe

K & Morris' Rooms (two days).

r Orchids from Messrs. F. Sander &
July 20.^ Co. and others, at Messrs. Pro-

(. theroe & Morris' Rooms.

July 20 ^

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—63°,4.

One special advantage which the
The literature _ . j. /~v i. . j • ,

otO:chids.
passion for Orchid-growing has
secured, has been the creation of

a literature richer and more varied than pertains

to any other order of plants. Hence it is that,

if we except the minute anatomy and chemistry
of the subject, the history of Orchids is pro-
bably better known than that of any other order
of plants. This, of course, has not been the main
object of Orchid collectors and Orchid growers,
nevertheless, it is the one which will be most
permanently beneficial to horticulture and to
botany. When Orchids shall have gone out of

fashion, and some other group shall have taken
their place in popular esteem, a revolution which,
judging from the past may occur, though it seems
distant enough now, then the lessons which the
love for Orchids has taught will still be available

for other things. From this point of view it is

fortunate that the cult of Orchids is of compara-
tively recent development, because it has coincided
with the rapid progress of science in all depart-
ments. Other families have been popular
favourites for centuries, people rave about the
Rose as much and as justly as ever they did, its

beauty and fragrance are still unsurpassed, but
neither they nor Carnations and Daffodils, Iris

and Lilies, nay, even Vines and Wheat, long as

they have been cultivated, have by any means
such an up-to-date literature as Orchids.

All the horticultural weekly journals, and
there are now nine, where a few years ago there
were but three, find it necessary to devote a con-
siderable space to Orchids, Besides which, there
is one journal specially assigned to them, the
Orchid Review. In France there is the Orchido-
phile, in Belgium the Journal des Orckidees and
the Lindenia, Then, if we tarn to less ephemeral
literature, we have in this country Williams'
Orchid Growers' Manual, of which a seventh
edition is before us ; Vkitch's eiicyclopsDdic

Manual, recently completed, most trustworthy,

and excellent in all particulars except its arrange-
ment; the sumptuously illustrated publication

issued by Messrs, Sander, under the title

of the Reichenbachia, one of the finest illustrated

works ever issued; the useful Orchid Album,
published by Messrs, Williams, besides other
books of less pretension, and intended principally

for the use of amateurs and beginners.

The purely scientific interests have been well

looked after by Lindley and Hookbb, Batemak,
and Eolfb, in this country ; by Rbichbnbach
PrrrzEE, Kranzlin, and others in Germany ; by
Mobrkn and Cogniaux in Belgium, Our own
pioneers' share in the work—we need not hesi-

tate to avow it— has been large. In our columns,
LiNDLKY and Keichenbach published so much,
that, so far as cultivated Orchids go, a very large

share indeed of the literature is enshrined in our
volumes from 1841 onwards. Moreover, this is

matter of permanent value. We may also lay

claim to have led the way in cultural matters,

and to have shown that Orchid culture was not
an affair of mystery, but of the right application

of sound general principles; not the exclusive

luxury of the wealthy, but a gratification to be
enjoyed also by those of modest means,
" Orchids for the Million " was the title of a
series of articles contributed by the late B. S.

Williams to our columns in 1850, articles

which have undergone progressive evolution till

now they lie before us in a portly richly-illus-

trated volume in the shape of the seventh
edition of the Orchid-Growers' Manual. This is

a further extention of the old edition. In it the
garden names are maintained even to the use of

sectional names, as if they were generic, e.g.,

Zygopetalum is split up into Zygopetalum
proper, Promensea, Bollea, Pesoatorea, &g. The
sign of hybridity is often omitted, which is to

be regretted ; but on the whole, the book is as

thorough and good for garden purposes as ever

it was, and may be highly recommended to the
notice of the British gardener.

Simultaneously with the receipt of our seven-

times-tried friend comes a new candidate for

public favour, and we can at once say that its

success is assured. In M. Lucien Linden's
Lm Orchidiea Exotiques et leur Culture en
Europe," we have a portly volume of over a

thousand pages of large octavo, well printed,

well arranged, well indexed, and with numerous
illustrations, but with no maps. To review such
a work critically and thoroughly would necessi-

tate a large expenditure of time and research.

We have seen enough already, however, to

justify our favourable opinion. This is no mere
paste-and-scissors book, still less is it a commer-
cial sale-list. It is the work of a tried expert,

who has known how to avail himself judiciously,

and with due acknowledgment, of the writings

of others, and to incorporate them with his own.

Thus, the name of AI. Cooniaux, which finds a

place on the title-page, is ample guarantee that

the botanical portions are correct, while the

portrait and dedication to John Linden will

remind the reader of the unrivalled opportunities

that the son has had. The dedication is as well

turned as it is appropriate. We should spoil it

if we translated it, therefore we shall be excused

for giving it in the original :

—

" A men Pere.
" A rexplorateur botanitte a qai la science dei

Orchid^ei doit sea plui grandea, sea plua nombrensea
et aea plaa fScoudea d^:;ouTertea.

" A men premier maitre et mon premier module, a

men meilleur ami.
" Je d^die ce livre . . .

."

• Brussels : 100, Rua Belliard. Paris : O. Doio, 8, Place
de rOdejn.

The primary object of the work is to afford

the Orchid - loving public information and

practical advice in a form more compact and

convenient than the pages of a periodical journal

like the Journal des Orchidies. The special com-

petence of M. LuciKN Linden as a cultivator is

acknowledged on all hands, and many will be

glad to have in so convenient a form a summary
of the general principles of cultivation followed

in the remarkable establishment at Brussels, of

which the author has been the responsible

director for many years.

The introductory chapters are devoted to the

botanical history of Orchids and to the conditions

under which they grow naturally. In this por-

tion of the work M. Lucien Linden must have

derived great assistance from his father as well

as from M, Cogniaux and M. Gbignan. In

dealing with the division of the order into tribes,

the author has had the happy idea of describing

a few Orchids as illustrative of the main sub-

divisions. Thus, to illustrate the Epidendreae

and the Vandse we have brief comparative

descriptions of Miltonia vexillaria, Zygopetalum

crinitum, Lselia anceps, Sophronitis grandiflora,

Calanthe vestita, &c.

The classification adopted is that of Benteam,
as given in the Genera Plantarum, itself a slight

modification of that proposed by Lindlky. At
p. 83 is given an analytical key, for the purpose

of identifying the tribes and genera, and which

will be very convenient to those who have

acquired sufficient knowledge to be able to use it.

Beginners make a mistake in attempting to use

such keys, which are more serviceable as hints

to the initiated than as guides to the novice.

The history of the introduction of Orchids to

European cultivation forms the subject of a

separate section, and lists are given of the several

collectors, and of the plants introduced by them

—

lists which probably might be extended with

advantage. The natural conditions under which

Orchids are found are well illustrated by some

notes contributed by Bunoeboth,Clae8, Notzli,

and Auguste Linden, which we commend to

the attentive notice of the reader.

These details naturally lead up to the con-

sideration of the temperature and degree of

moisture to be afforded to the plants in cultiva-

tion ; but in this matter, as we have often said,

strict imitation of Nature in some particulars,

even if it were possible, would be ill-judged,

because it is impossible to imitate them all. The

art of the gardener is not to imitate the unat-

tainable, but to know how to bend to circumstances,

and enable the plants under his charge to adapt

themselves to the new conditions in which they

are placed. Some useful indications are given on

the structure and conformation of the vegetative

organs, and their relation to the manner in

which they should be grown. Then follow clever

chapters on " Temperature, and the relative

degrees of heat required by each class ; and

selections of the principal genera and species

adapted for cultivation." In these lists, is in all

other arbitrary selections of the kind, useful

though they may be, there are some few to which

many growers, in this country at least, would

take exception. For example, " Nanodes in

general " are set down for intermediate and warm
house ; whereas, the only one in general culti-

vation, Nanodes (Epidendrum) Medusse is found

in Great Britain to grow best in the cold-house.

Also the little highland Indian Coelogyne odora-

tissima is set down for " warm-house," while here

we find it safe only in a cool-house.

In the chapters dealing with the general treat-

ment of Orchids, such as re-potting ; the mate-

rial to be used in the operation, watering,
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Fio 7.—anoh;bcum foubniebianum : flowebs white.

(A newly-introduced Orchid, described at f 808. vol. xt., 3rd aeriee. by Professor Kranzlin.)
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shading, &o. ; the author deals with each of the

subjects in a thorough manner, in every detail

displaying his intimate knowledge, gained by

many years of careful study and observation,

and his assimilation of every reliable fact

gleaned from the correspondence of collectors

and other available sources.

Of the greatest interest are the articles touch-

ing on the construction of Orchid- houses, accom-

panied by illustrations showing every detail of

the structures in use in Belgium, and the manner
in which they are heited and shaded. The Bel-

gian houses, as we have had repeated oppor-

tunities of knowing, seem to be designed as

simply as possible consistent with embodying
every feature considered salutary for the plants,

and we have no doubt that some of the details,

at least, might be introduced into Crchid-houses

in England with beuefloial results.

The work contains a calendar of operations

for the whole year, and the fourth part, extend-

ing from p. .563 to p. 1119, contains " Descrip-

tions of the principal Orchids cultivated in

Europe," together with a very complete index.

In alphabetical order the genera are dealt with,

and their botanical features and cultural require-

ments set forth. Under each genus the best spe-

cies are described, special information for culture,

and as to time of flowering, leing also given.

In the matter of nomenclature, the work is up
to date, all the genera and species being placed

in accordance with the views of the best botanical

authorities of our times, though we regret to find

the names of the authorities for the species

omitted, an omission which is serious in a book
of reference. Over some of the vexed questions

the author has occasionally, like the rest of us,

to emit a slight groan. Under Cattleya (p. 621),
he says, " Mais, il existe encore une autre grave
difficult(5. Doit-on considerer comme des especes

distinctes, ou seulement comme des variotes da C.
labiata,oes formes splendides, si populaires etsiri5-

panduesetdontlenombres'accroittouslesansd'une

moisson nouvelle, les C. Trian.ie,, Mendeli, Mossine,

gigas, Gaskelliana, Eldorado, Percivaliana, &c.? "

So far as some of them are concerned, we should
say, certainly not ! In the enumeration the
author drops the name " labiata," and uses

the popular as if it were the specific name,
—a course which will not be objected to by
the botanist if he is duly foreivarned, and which
will recommend itself to the amateur and gar-
dener. Wonderfully few misprints are to be
noted, considering the magnitude and complexity
of the work. Oittleya Triano3 should be Triancei

;

Linnee should be Linne, at least it is so spelt in

French botanical books ; cirrhosum should be
cirrosum.

We have said suilioient to show how compre-
hensive the book is. Little or nothing relating

to Orchids seems to have been forgotten, though
naturally some sections are better and more
thoroughly treated than others ; the chapters on
insects and fungi attacking Orchids are, for

instance, rather meagre.

The work is sure to fulfil the miin object of
its projector, to diffuse the knowledge of Orchids
and their cultivation in Europe ; whilst as a book
of reference for the expert it will be invaluable.

Spot on GaAPES,—This week and the last we
have received such very numerous sptcimens of this

disease from all parts of the couatry, that we fear it

is very widely prevalent. It is especially prevalent

on Muscats. A browa spot appears at the stalk end
of the berry ; this extends, till ultimately the whole
of the berry becomes a rotten mass. Sometimes,
but rarely, there may be seen small raised black
dots ; these are the fructification of the fnngus. The

disease was first noted in onr columns by Mr,
Berkeley in 1871, and again so recently as De-
cember 6, 1890, by Mr. W, G. Smith. We should

recommend that all atfected bunches be immediately
destriiytd by fire. Spraying in the present advanced
stage would be quite useless, though it might ha?e

been used as a preventive at an earlier period.

Floral Decorations at Buckingham
Palace —Oa the occasion of the state concert at

Buckingham Palace on Monday evenirg. the decora-

tions of the state rooms were cariied out by Messrs.

Wills & Seegae, 16, Onslow Crescenf, S.W. The
exigencies of space rf quired that a series of pretty

floral pictures should be arranged in alcoves,

corners, fireplaces, &c. In the tea-room a noble

group of plants was set up— Palm?, Dracseoas, Ferns,

&c , with which were mingled white Liliep, Hy-
drangea panioalatn, &c. This was most effectively

repeated on a smaller scale in other parts of the

various rooms. In the picture gallery are four white

marble fire- places, and in each of these Mr. Wills
employed sprays of Mr. Tueneb's new Rose, Crim-
son Kimbler, with brilliant foliage. Ferns, white
Lilies, and Spii sea astilboides. Tne Kambler was seen
to the best advantage under the brilliant light.

The combination was perfect, and it was one of the
happy inspirations which so exalts the art of the

decorator.

Chelmsford Recreation ground.—a new
recreation- ground was opened at Chelmsford on the
4th inst., consisting of a total area of 27 acres. The
initial expense has been about £2000, and the whole
of this has been provided by private persons, entirely

independent of the rates. A full report and descrip-
tion is given in the Essex Chronicle for Friday,
July 6.

Flower Shows. — We have reports from
Biarsted, Ightham, and Sittingbourne (Rose), on
June 30; Mailing and Leeds, July 2 ; Larkfield and
Sevenoaks, July 3 ; Maidstone, July 4.

Golden Douglas Fir. — Mr. Ddnn kindly
sends us a branchlet of the Douglas Fir, in which
the young growth of the year is of a beantifal clear

primrose-yellow, so that the tree must indeed be a
beautiful object. The specimen was communicated
in the first instance by Mr. Fender, gardener to

J. Maxtose Gbaham, E^q., of Cultoquhey, near
Crieft'. The tree was only planted two years ago,
and previous to this year has not differed from its

fellows. Is remains to be seen whether the colora-

tion will prove permanent, and if so, what effect it

will have on the rate of growth of the tree,

A Viola Conference.—a Birmingham corre-
spondent writes:

—"The great interest now taken in

the Viola, and the influx of so large a number of
new varieties annually, has created a desire on the
part of many leading raisers and cultivators of this

flower to hold a conference of specialists, and this

has been arranged for Friday, August 3, being the
day fixed, to enable those who attend it also to see

the Great Midland Counties Carnation and Picotee

Show on the Saturday, August 4, the Birmingham
Botanical Gardens having been kindly placed at the dis-

posal of the promoters of the conference, and blooms of

seedlings and new varieties of Violas as well as Pan-
sies are invited, and certificates will be awarded to

first-class kinds, papers read, and discussion promoted.
Any information will be supplied by the hon. sec

,

W. Dean, Dolphin Roa'', Sparkhill, Birmingham.

The Birmingham Botanical Gardens.—The
large exhibition hall here, which is also used as a
conservatory and promenade, has been recently

lengthened at a cost of nearly £800, and a permanent
orchestra constructed for the purpose of concerts, &c.,

and for the flower shows which are held in the build-

ing. Other improvements are contemplated, such as

the formation of a rock and bog garden ; a re-

arrangement of the herbaceous borders, botanical

lectures, &c , and to make the gardens more a-school

for botany than it has been. The formal opening of

the addition to the exhibition hall was inangorated

by the Mayor of Birmingham on the 4th inst,, when

there was a large attendance of subscribers and

visitors, and the band of the Royal Marines from

Portsmouth tras in attendance.

Isle of Wight Horticultural Improve-
ment Association. — The monthly meeting

was held at Warburton's Hotel, Newport, on

Saturday, July 7, when an excellent address ou the
" Cultivation of Cineraris, Primal8,and Calceolaria,"

was given by Mr. J. Babkham, F.R H S , Longford

House Gardens, Haven Ssreet, I.W. Mr. Babkham,
who has grown the above subjects from 2 to 4 feet

in diameter, is considered to be unapproachable by

any gardeners in the Island, so far as cultivation of

these plants is concerned. The discussion afterwards (

was taken up by Dr. Gboves (chairman) and several

of the members. The table was decorated with a
fine collection of Roses by Mrs. Williams, Gatcombe,

The plant exhibits were especially fiue, and such as

are not witnessed very o'ten in the Island. Mr, T,

Barkeb, gardener to J. Wood, Eeq , Ryde, showed a

a plant of Oocidium macranthum, having a flower

raceme 12 feet long with 11 blooms, S c;n'abium

guttatum, very fine ; and Cattleya gigas S^nderiana,

with 7 very fine and largely-developed blooms. Thi»

new association bids well for success in its objects of

horticultural education.

Testimonial TO Mr. William Dean.—At the

request of the Midland section of the committee in-

terested in getting up this testimonial, the presenta-

tion fixed for July 9, his 70oh birthday, has been

postponed till August. The Hon. Treasurer, how-
ever sent on that day to Mr. Dean a substantial in-

stalment of the amount collected. Any further

subscriptions, however small, will be gladly received

and acknowledged by Mr. Geoeoe McLeod, Hon.
Treasurer, 46, Cannon Street, London, E C , or Mr.

William CnTHBEETsoN, Hon. Secretary, S ringfield,

Rothesay,

United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society.— The quarterly meeting

was held at the Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi,

on Monday evening, 9^h inst., Mr. G. W. Cummins

presiding. Forty-five new members have been elected

this year ; three deaths have occurred, and two

members are on the sick fund at the present time.

The treasurer reported that he had purchased

£200 Sonth Indian Railway, 3,V per cent, stock,

guaranteed by the Indian Government. The usual

business of the society was transacted, and a cordial

vote of thanks to the chairman ended the meeting.

Beodington, Carshalton. and Wallinq-

TON Horticultural Society.—In connection

with the annual show of this Society in

Carshalton Park on the August Bank H>Uday, a

Conference on Gardening will be held at 5 o'clock

in the afteraoon, nnder the presidency of the Right

Hon. Jesse Collings, M.P., supported by E. J.

Halsev, Esq, J.P,, Chairman of the Surrey County

Council, and of the Technical Education Committee,

and H. Macan, Esq., M,A,, F.C.S., Orgauising

Secretary. Superior and inferior garden produce

will be exhibited, and a short address thereon

delivered by Mr. J. Wbioht, F.R.H S., County

Instructor on Horticulture. Qaestions on any point

in connection with gardening may be asked by any

persons at the meeting, or may be previously sub-

mitted to the Secretary in writing, with or without

names of the querists. Specimens for demonstra-

tion, examples of plants, fruits, and vegetables, good,

bad, or indifferent, will be welcomed by the com-

mittee for the purposes of instruction. A. H. Smeb,

Chairman of the Committee ; G. W. Commins,

Hon. Secretary.

New Publications. — Agricultural Zoology,

By Dr. J. Ritzema Bos. Translated by J. R. AiNS-

woeth Davis. (Chapman & Hall.) — Mountain,

Moor, and Lock. (Sir Joseph Causton & Sons) —
Considerations Glnirales sur les Anomalies des Ur-

ckidies. Par le Professor Penzio.—Kiw Bulletin,

July.

—

A Handboo t to the Study of Natural History,

for the Use of Beginners. Edited by Lady Isabel,

Mabqesson. (G Philip & Son )
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OPUNTIA AND ITS EELATIVES.
Now that an attempt is being made to bring Cacti

and aaccalent plants generally to the fore, it may
be of interest to lay btfjre our readers the accom-

panying sketch (fig. 8). It shows how the ordinary

flat branches of au Opuntia may assame the slender

cylindric form of the branches of such plants as

Cereus flagellifjimis. Whether the flat form was

-derived from the cylindrical, or vice versa, we cannot

•ay. We can only guess that in obedience to new
nqairements. the cylindrical assumed the flat form,

And if flo the case above-mentioned is an instance of

rerersioD,

Home Correspondence.

THINNING PLANTATIONS.— la Mr. Webster's

article on this subject, in the Gardeners' Chronicle of

June 23, he tells us several facts which we should

imagine were pretty generally known by this time.

In explaining why trees are able to exist and put on

timber with small crowns only, however, he makes
the novel statement that " the leaves of the trees are

produced much closer (?), and in consequence have

a greater amount of surface exposed to light and
•nnahine, when the trees are grown thickly together,

than when allowed plenty of room." Up till now,

we have been labouring under the impression that

woods were thinned for the express purpose of

allowing light to enter to a lower level, and thus

increase the leaf-surface exposed to it. If Mr.
Webster's statement be true, then we, and doubtless

many otherc, have based our thinning operations

apon a gross error, and a great loss of time and

timber must have resulted from it. Mr. Webster
also states that the root- spread of trees with small

crowns is narrow. Why this is so he does not

explain ; but we should have thought that the

narrower the root-spread so much the less plant-food

from the soil would be at the tree's disposal, and
that this circumetance, therefore, would not be

likely to favour the increase of the stem with a

small crowr. which is Mr. Webster's argument. It

is also rather diHijult to trace the connection

between the thickness of the bark, the health of

the tree, and productirn of a useful stem. We
generally find that the thickness of the bast (from

which the bark is formed) and the activity of the

cork cambium is in direct proportion to the growth
of the wood ring, and that a vigorous-growing tree

has a corresponding thick bark, and vice versa. We
may possibly be mistaken, however, on these points.

A. C. Forbes.

A FEW STOVE AND GREENHOUSE CREEPERS.
—Amongst stove creepers which are nnt rampant
growers, and can easily be kept within bounds, the

beautiful Stigmapbyllum ciliatum, of graceful growth,

nice foliage, and charming Oacidium-like flowers,

should find a place ; so also should the beautiful

Solannm Wendlandii, with its clusters of large-sized,

pale mauve-coloured flowers, and which blooms so

freely. These two plants are growing side by side in

the Birmingham Botanical Gardens, and contrast

pleasingly in colour. S:>me of the Aristolocbias also

well deserve more general cultivation ; and in a

moist stove in Yorkshire, I recently met with

examples of Gloriosa superba, in fine condition.

Amongst greenhouse creepers, the handsome Man-
devilla suaveolens is rarely seen now, with its pro-

fusion of white blossoms. Some few years ago I saw
it in full bloom in the large old-fashioned conserva-

tory at Strathfieldsaye ; it does best planted out, and
ao well deserves more attention. [Perhaps it is too

"dirty" a plant for present-day gardeners. Ed]
Bignonia jasminoidea is another free - growing
evergreen creeper, with white flowers, admirably
suited to larger houses, and does best planted out

;

and another old favourite plant, Mitraria coccinea,

although not absolutely a creeper, can be used as a
wall plant, and just now a plant several feet high

trained against a wall in the large floral hall of the

Birmingham Botanical Gardens, and planted out, is

"a thing of beauty," with its rich orange- scarlet

flowers. The scarlet Trumpet Evergreen Honey-
anckle, althouch a hardy plant in the more favoured
parts of the country, is a very beautiful plant as a

-creeper in a cool greenhouse which suits it. In a

north house near me, devoted to Palms, Azaleas, &c.,
-• a plant is in luxuriant growth, and is planted out in

the open border, and trained up a support, and it

covers a large space under the glass, and it has been

in flower for a long time, its bright orange-scarlet

Honeysuckle flowers being much valued for indoor

decorative work, and a basket, bouquet, or vases of

these flowers with white Marguerites or other graceful

suitable flowers is a very charming combination, f. D.

RAVENSCOURT PARK, HAMMERSMITH.—This,
one of the prettiest of the smaller suburban parks

under the control of the London County Council, is

just now looking extremely well. A new feature

—

the rockery—is at present attractive, and will, when
established, be a source of increased interest and

pleasure. A rough piece of ground facing the high

road has been taken in, and tastefully laid oat and

planted this season, efl'ecting a great improvement.

The bedding (as is proper) is not overdone, the

delightful breadths of green sward not being cut up,

but serve as pleasant " eye-resters." Beds of Fuchsias

a:e doing well, showing the adaptability of the plant

for this purpose. A little carpet- bedding—nicely

designed—will find admirers of this style of garden

embellishment. It struck the writer, in going

through the Park lately, that the Hammersmith
Horticultural Society might well utilise such charming

Fir. 8.—two-formed opu.vtia.

(Specimen grown by Mr. W. G. Smith.)

surroundings as the Park affords for its annaal flower

show. A precedent has been set for this in the

neighbouring parish of Acton, where the annual

flower show has been held with much success in the

Acton Recreation Grounds. The important borough

of Hammersmith certainly deserves a better place

for its annual flower show than a cramped school-

room, where its recent exhibition was held. Will

the committee of the Society be enterprising enough

to hire a tent, and have their next display in Ravens-

court Park ? New life would thus be infused into

the Society, visitors in plenty be attracted, and any

additional expense incurred recouped by this little

bold, but much wanted action on the part of the

Society. J. B.

PHORMIUM TENAX.—It is rather singular that

this plant should succumb to the winter in Cornwall

(see Gardeners' Chrottielc, vol. xv., p. 814), and

survive here. We have a strong plant now coming

into flower, which has lived without protection for

several years, which has flowered at various times

before. It is growing in a well-drained and sheltered

position. I', may be that the failure of the plant in

Cornwall is due to imperfect drainage. fV. H. Livers,

Belvoir Castle Gardens, Orantham.

EREMURUS ROBUSTUS—This plant has thrown

two grand spikes of flowers here this season after

failing to flower for several years. The beauty of

this species must be seen to be fully realised, the

greenish-yellow ovaries in the centre of the pale pink
flowers—of which there are over 300 on each spike

—

gives it such a distinct and pleasing character. It

does not seem to seed naturally, but I have tried

what can be accomplished by artificial fertilisation.

Can any reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle inform me
if the plant has formed seed in this country ? or is

some special insect required for this purpose ? Its

foliage was much damaged by the frost on May 21 and
22, although it is in a very warm and sheltered position,

W. H. Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

THE POTATO DISEASE. — I little anticipated

when I penned the short note on this subject,

inserted last week, that I should so soon have
observed the dread pest. Judging cottage gardens

at Reigate on the Gih, I found in one low-lying

garden a patch of early Potatos, the leaves of which
were virulently spotted with the fungus. It was
unfortunate that no one in this isolated place was

at home to advise the pulling and destruction of the

haulm immediately. A few hours later the district

was visited by a very heavy thunder-storm, and I

can now very well imagine, after the exceeding

humidity of the succeeding nigh*, that the tops of

the patch must in a few hours have become quite

black. This garden not only lies low, but close in

front is a broob, down which flows in a considerable

stream the ffflaent from the local sewage farm

—

black, foul, and offensive. No wonder if, in

such a position, the atmosphere is full of fungoid

germs. Had the spot not been so strikingly in

evidence prior to the storm, then the electricity

with which the air was so highly chargtd would

have had to bear the blame, no doubt. I could but

think that with our present knowledge of the nature

of the Potato disease, and of the powerful antidote

to it that the Bordeaux Mixture presents, it would

be well if local sanitary authorities could furnish

their inspectors with au Eclair sprayer, and the

needful ingredients for the mixture, then these

officials could be empowered, so soon as the disease

presented itself in their districts, to give the Potato

breadths affected a sulphate of copper dressing, that

very much might be done to arrest the operations

of the fungus, and save the crops. That course

would lead many having large breadths ^o do their

own spraying. A. D.

CLEMATIS, COUNTESS OF ONSLOW.—It may be

interesting to know that a similar plant to that

figured at p. 9, was raised here about five years

ago. My plant, which now has become the property

of M. Louis Sf;i',h, is also exceedingly free-flowering,

especially towards the points of the growths ; the

flowers are deep rose-purple. Max Leichtlin, Baden-

Baden,

JAPANESE BAMBOO NAMES.—Mr. Freeman Mit-

ford stated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, vol. xv., No.

379. p. 407, that the Japanese word " sasa " is a cor-

ruption of the Chinese words Hsiao Tsao. But this is

incorrect. The word sasa is purely Japanese. It

means small or trifling. Sisa as a name of plant is

either onomatof cetic (the sound of leaves moved by

the wind), or a contraction of sasa-dake, meaning a

small Bamboo. The word Kumazasa is a compound

of the two words Kuma, margined, and zaia, small

Bamboo. It is the Japanese name of Arundinaria

Veitchi, in Mr. Bean's classification of hardy

Bamboos in the Gardeners' Chronicle, vul. xv., No. 376,

p. 301. The Japanese name of Phyllostachys Kuma-

zasa in his classification, is Okamezisa. Bangczasa

in the same jonrna', p. 407, seems to be a misprint

of Bungczisa. S. Okubo, 7u\-yd, Japan [With

reference to this communication, we have received

the following note from Mr. Mitford :—" In Hep-

burn's Dictionary oj the Japanese Language, the word

Sasa. the generic name for the dwarf Bamboo, is

written with the two Cflinese characters, Hsiao Tsao,

"small grass." Soia, "small trifling," would be

written with the character Hsiao, " small," repeated.

Hepburn was assisted in the compilation of his Dic-

tionary by the highest native authorities available.

Hsiao Tsao at once points to a dwarf plant of the

grass family ; whereas Sasa, written as Mr. Okubo

euggestP, gives no such indication." Ed ]

FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF THE CHRYSANTHE-

MUM —Your corrtsoondent, Mr. W. Dyke, of

Turnford at p. 18, vol. xvi., aiks certain questions

regarding the food requirements of Cbrjsanthemnms.

In the first place, the actual amount of ash in the

Chrysanthemum plant was not given me by JJr.

Griffith but the omission does not afl'ect the manurial

formulas quoted, because unless the total weight of the

Chrysanthemum plants grown wereknown, theamount
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of ash conatitaenta abitracted from the aoil could not
be ascertained. Further, it ia alwaja neceiaary to
apply an amount of food-conatituenta conaiderably in

exceaa of the actual requirements of a crop, ae
only about 60 per cent, at the moat of the food
anpply becomes immediately available, and ia taken
up by the growing plant. For inatance, in one of
Sir J. B. Lawea' experimenta at Kothamsted on
grasi-land, the total constituents of 1 ton of hay are
applied annually, and yet the yield of hay in the
average of twenty years ia only 11| cwt. per acre in

exceaa of that grown without manure. In the firat

formula quoted, Mr. Dyke will aee that it ia nitrate
of potaah which ia recommended ; now this is a
Tery concentrated manure, and contains 44 per
cnt. of potash, and 13 per cent, of nitrogen, equal
ii67 per cent, sulphate of potaah and 16 per cent,

cf ammonia. The phosphate of aoda will furnish
olnble phosphoric acid and soda in the moat
quickly available form, while the auperphoa-
phate provides the phoaphate and lime in
a alower acting condition. It may alao be men-
tioned that moat of the good loama employed in the
culture of the Chryaanthemum containa from a
quarter to one-half of 1 per cent, of potaah in their
compoaition, which, of courae, rendera the direct
application of artificial potaah leaa necesaary. In
the second formula, kainit and nitrate of soda are
quoted instead of nitrate potaah and magnesia.
Kainit will fomish about 25 per cent, potash, 14 per
cent, magnesia, and 30 per cent, sodium ; while the
nitrate of aoda will provide the nitrogen required.
The conatituenta in kainit are not in snch a readily
available condition as in nitrate of potash. With
regard to sulphate of iron, it is true, as atated by
Mr. Dyke, that moat soils contain iron ; but it ia in
a condition not easily assimilable by planta, and
therefore assists very little in the formation of
chlorophyll. I have seen very good reanlta follow
the direct application of anlphate of iron, and if Mr.
Dyke will give it a trial, I think he will find it bene-
ficial not only to Chryaanthemnma, but to many
other plants also, eepecially in the action of aaaisting
plants to keep off disease. J. J. Willis, Harpenden.

ARUM DRACUNCULU8.—I see, in Gardeners'
Chronicle, p. 16, mention is made of this species of
Arum flowering profusely this year. In Hampshire
it is doing likewiae, in our herbaceona border.
Thie Arnm, in atrong and retentive aoil of our
garden, is perfectly hardy. The huge rich purple
spathea are an interesting aight, but very evaneacent,
eapecially if the weather be warm and dry. E. M.

Societies.
•

NATIONAL ROSE, CRYSTAL PALACE.
JtJLY 7.—The annual exhibition of the National

Roae Society, held at the Cryatal Palace on Satur-
day laat, waa attended with the aucceas it uiually
enjoys. On thia occaaion the arrangementa differed
a little from what haa formerly prevailed, and
they were an improvement—although making it leas
easy to gauge the quantity of flowers as compared
with the exhibition of laat year. It is, however, we
think aafe to say that there were more flowera than on
the last occasion. It is gratifying to notice that
year by year, the number of amateurs taking part in
these exhibitions of the popular flower is increasing,
and their exhibits when compared with those ahown
by the trade, conatitute a much more important and
interesting feature than formerly. The quality of
the blooma ataged on Saturday was good and of much
better general average than those at laat year's ahow,
and it may be necessary to add here that although
this was the case, there were but few extra fine
blooms, none such as the surprising flower of Cleo-
patra, exhibited by the Rev. F, R.Burnside at the show
at Windsor. Some of the Roaea had diefigured
petala, but in thia reapect alao they compared favour-
ably with thoae of laat year. The extremely hot
weather that has lately obtained, waa ancceeded
on Saturday by much less heat, and the flowers
remained fresh correspondingly longer, besides which,
It was a welcome change to the Rose-loving public,
who came to admire or criticise.

NuBSERYMEN.
The leading class for seventy-two distinct single

trusses was won by Mr. Frank Cant, Braiswick
Nursery, Colchester, and Mr. B. R. Cant was 2nd,
thus reversing the positions these exhibitors held in
the leading claaa at the Windaor ahow. Mr. Frank
Cant's exhibit waa compoaed of even blooms of good

quality, though we think they were alightly under
the collection that secured thia coveted prizi laat

year for the firm of Measrs. Harkness & Son. The
Tarieties were as follows:

—

Bcwk row: Ulrich
Brunner, Madame Ea).6aie Vurdier, Gnetave
Piganean, La France, Dr. Andry, Caroline Teatcut,
Mra. Jowitt (good), Her Majeaiy, Madame Charlea
Crapelet, Marie Baumann (very large and full),

Merveille de Lyon, Earl of Dufferin, Mrs. Joo.
Laing, Chas. Darwin, Pride of Waltham, General
Jacqueminot (fine flowers), FraE9ois L^vet, Marie
Verdier, Duke of Albany, Suzanne-Marie Rodo-
canachi, Margaret Dickson, Reynolds Hole (a good
apecimen of thia old variety). Marchioness of Lon-
donderry, and Alfred Colomb, the last-named a
splendid bloom, of large size and good fiaiab.

Middle row : Madame Montet, Comte de Riimbaud,
Countess of Oxford, Duke of Teck (very good).

La Boule d'Or, Charlea Lamb, Harriaon Weir,
Catherine Mermet, Comtease de Comando, Madame
de Watteville, Madame Henri Pereire (very full

blooa), Mona. Noman, Victor Hugo, Baroneae
Rothschild, Horace Vernet (good). Star of Waltham,
Countess of Roaebery, Le Havre (large and good),
Madame Gabrielle Luizet, Duke of Connaught,
Jennie Dickson, Eicpoaition de Brie, and Marquiae
de Caatellane. Front row : Duchcaie de Morny
(a good-sized and pretty bloom), Murchioness
of Dafferio, Camille Bernardin, Souvenir d'Eliaa

Vardon, Lady Arthur Hill, Souvenir de S. A
Prince, Alfred Dumesnil, Louis van Houtte, Ni-
phetoe, Comtease de Ludre, The Bride (very fine),

Duke of Edinburgh, Heinrich Schultheiss, Prince C.
de Rohan (large, and good colour), Jean Ducher,
Dnke of Wellington, Madame Cusin, A. K. Williams,
Beauty of Waltham, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Mary
Bennett, Dr. Sewell, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, and
E. y. Teas. Mr. B. R. Cant was a capital 2Qd, and,
we should think, only narrowly escaped being lat.

Some of the bloaaoma, indeed, were finer than any
in the Ist exhibit, but the general quality was no
doubt a little under. Ulrich Brunner was a very large

and good flower; the bloom of Her Majesty was also

large ; John Stuart Mill was a large bloom, and full

;

Madame Cusin was large, and Marie Baumann was ot

an immense size and of good form. The stand con-
tained a wonderful bloom of Mar^^hal Niel, both in

aize and colour ; and Earl of Duffdrin, Alfred Colomb,
and Prince Arthur were of extra merit. The
3rd prize waa aecured by Meaara. Paul & Son,
Cheahnnt. The blooma in thia exhibit were rather
amall generally, but they were freah-looking, and
many of them were pretty flowera of conaiderable
merit. Madame de Watteville, Catherine Mermet,
T. B. Haywood, and Ulrich Brunner might be
inatanced.

The aecond class for nurserymen waa for forty

diatinct Roses, three trusses of each, and there waa
conaiderable competition. The lat p'ize was given
to a collection shown by Mr. Frank Cant, B.aiawick
Nuraery, Colcheater, who ehowed a very auperb lot

;

conapicuous amongat theae were blooma of Horace
Vernet, Comtease de Nadaillac, Beauty of Waltham,
Ulrich Brunner, A. K. Williams, Madame Henri
Pereire, Alfred Colomb, Star of Waltham, Earl of
Dufferin, and Marie Baumann. Mr. B. R. Cant, of

Colcheater, waa 2ad, with much amaller, leaa expanded
flowera, but some of them were nice and freah,

though othera ahowed aigna of damage to the outer
petala ; the blooma of Ducheaae de Morny, Alfred
Colomb, and Marie Baumann were very good.
Meaara. Paul & Son, The Old Nuraeries, Cheahunt,
were 3rd.

The beat forty-eight diatinct aingle trusses came
from Measrs. D. Prior & Son, Colcheater, and the
blooma ahown were of good size, but many of them
were rather rough, and a few had slight damage to
petals. There was lively competition in this clas»,

and the 2iid place waa awarded to Meaara. J. Bjrrell
& Co., Howe Honae Nuraeriea, Cambridge ; and
good blooms of Marie Baumann, Dake of Albany,
Heinrich Schultheias, Suzanne-Marie Rodocauacbi,
John S. Mill, and The Bride, were the moat notable
in the Cambridge exhibit ; the Eagliah Fruic and
Roae Co., King'a Acre, near Hereford, were 3rd, and
staged an exhibit to which we should have been in-

clined to have given the 2nd position.

In the class for twenty-fonr distinct aingle trnases,

the most successful competitor was Mr. Jno. Mat-
tock, and the general quality of the blooms was not
quite equal to that in the 1st prize exhibits of the
larger claaaep, but atill snch specimens of Guatave
Piganean, Sozanne-M. Rodocanacbi, Earl of Dufferin,

and Star of Waltham, aa were shown, go far toward
making the stand a good one ; Mesara. J. Townsend
& Sons, Lower Broad Heath, Worcester, made a

good 2ad ; Marie Van Houtte waa a pretty though
small bloom ; aad Dupuy Jamain, Mra. Jno. Laing,

Ulrich Brunner, Heinrich Schultheias, and Duke of

Teck, deserved notice.

Claaa 5 waa for twenty-four diatinct Roaea, three
truaaea of each, and Mrasra. D. Prior & Son,
Colcheater, who were awarded lat place among half

a dozen or more exhibitorf, ataged a very creditable

lot of blooms. When many of the blooms in the

exhibition ahowed damage in petal, the collection

now under notice may be said to have been very free.

Horace Vernet, Alfred Colomb, Gastave Piganean,
Prince Arthur, Earl of Pembroke, La Rosiere, and
A. K. Williams, were among the best.

Tka and Noisette Section.
Th"* leading claaa in the nnraerymen'a division for

Teas or Noiaettes, was that for twenty-four distinct,

single trusses, and in this class there were but few
competitors. The premier prize waa well won by
Mr. S. Prince, Oxford, with a generally good lot, and
the beat Tea or Noisette exhibited by a nurseryman
in the whole ahow, waa included in the exhibit. The
varietiea were, JBack row : Comteaae de Nadaillac,

Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Madame Cnain, The Bride
(Silver Medal) ; Princess Beatrice, Madame Elie

Lambard, Madame de Watteville, and Marijhal Niel.

Middle row : Alba Rosea, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,
Etoile de Lyoo, Li Princeaae Vera, Golden Gate,
Miaa Ethel Brownlow, Rabena, Princeaa of Wales.
Front row: La Boule d'O.-, Souvenir d'nn Ami,
Midamn A. Jacquier, Madame Hoste, NiphetOf,
Marie Van Hiu^e, Ernest Metz, and Hon. Edith
Gifford.

Mesara. D Prior & Son, alao had a good lot, and
were 2ad, Madame Cuain, Devonienais, Mar&ihal
Niel, Ethel Brownlow, Madame de Watteville,
Niphetoj, and Perle des Jardina, were the beat.

The 3rd prize collection waa one ahown by Mr.
Frank Cant, and the blooms generally were of con-
siderable merit. May Rivers was nice, Souvenir
de S. A. Prince and The Bride were fair, Ethel
Brownlow was large, but rather rough.
The best eighteen diatinct, aingle truaaea, were

ataged by Mr. ,1. Mattock, New Headington, Oxford,
hia exhibit included good apecimens of Comteaae de
Nadaillac, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Madame Cusin,
Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Anna Olivier, Madame de
Watteville, and Ethel Brownlow. Messrs. J. Burrell
& Co., were 2nd, The Bride, Jean Ducher, Comtease
de Nadaillac, Innocente Pirola, and Souvenir
d'Elise Vardon being the beat.

For 18 distinct Teaa or Noiaettea, three truaaea of
each to be shown, the best place was taken by Mr.
Gaorge Prince, Oxford, who has shown this charming
eection of the " Queen of flowera," exceedingly well
during the present season. His exhibit in this class
waa one well deaerving commendation, though of
courae of inferior quality to thoae in the claaaea for
single trusses, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Souvenir
d'Elise Vardon, S)uvenir de S. A. Prince, Madame
Cuain, Madame de Watteville, Catherine Mermet,
and Hon. Edith Gifford, was among the best.
Messrs. D. Prior & Son were 2nd, the best of this
exhibit being the specimens of Ethel Brownlow,
Madame Hoate, Catherine Mermet, Rnbena, MarA-
chal Niel, Niphetoa, and Souvenir de S. A, Prince.

Open Classes.
For twelve distinct single trusses of hybrid Teas,

Mr. Frank Cant waa placed 2od, and ataged La France
de '89, La France, Viacounteas Folkeatone, Danmark,
Augustine Guinoiaaeau, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam,
Auijuate Halem, Germaine Caillot, Kaiaerin, Augusta
Victoria. Princess May, Gloire de Lyonnais, and Maid
of the Mist. The first prize in this class was with-
held, and there were no other exhibitors.
Tne best twelve single trusses of any yellow Rose

except Marichal Niel were from Mr. J. Mattock, and
he had very fine blooms of Jean Ducher. Mr. Geo.
Prince followed, with pretty blooms of Marie Van
Houtte ; and Messrs. D. Prior & Sons were 3rd, with
the same variety.

Toe best twelve trusses of any white Rose proved
to be a collection of Souvenir de S. A. Prince, shown
by Mr. Geo. Prince ; the flowera were large, and
pretty. Measrs. A. Dickson & Sons, Royal Nurseries,
Newtownards, co. Down, were 2ad, and had superb
Margaret Dickson; whilst Mr. Frank Cant was 3rd,
with a dozen blooms of Souvenir de S. A. Prince.

Mr. B R. Cant bad the best twelve single trusses
of any crimaon Rjse, ahowing large and very full
well-coloured blooma of Marie Baumann ; the 2ad
prize waa taken by Meaars. Ferkina & Son, Coventry,
with A. K. Williams

; and the 3rd by S. P. Budd,
Eiq

, of Bath (gr., Mr. J. Bradbury), showing Alfred
Colomb in very good form.
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The best of any dark velvety- crimson Rose came
from Messrs. G. & W. H. Barch, Peterborough, with

exceedingly well- coloured Earl of Dufferin ; Mr,
Frank Cant was 2Qd with R-jnolds Hole ; and Mr.

B. R. Cant 3rd, with a stand of Fisher Holmes.
There was much competition in these classes for

Roses of one variety, and many of them were to be

seen in splendid condition. Mr. Frank Cant had the

best of any light Rose (exceptinp white) in Mrs.

Jno. Laing ; Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons iai, with

La France ; and S. P. Badd, Esq., 3rd, with Her
Majesty. There were seventeen exhibit".

Messrs. Townsend & S ms, Broad Heath, Wor-
cester, were 1st for twelve single trusses of any

H. P. or H. T , and they showed Mrs. Jno. Laing

in good form ; Mr. B. R. Cant, who was 2nd,

had Alfred Colomb; and Messrs. Prior & Sjns, with

Horace Vernet, were 3rd.

Mr. J. Mattock was Ist for twelve trusses of any

Tea or Noisette, showinp; lovely specimens of

Souvenir d'Elise Vardon ; Messrs. Townsend & Sons

were 2nd ; and Mr. Frank Cant was 3rd, with Ethel

Brownlow.
The best specimpns of MaiSchal Niel came from

Messrs. D. Prior & Son. with moderately sized blooms

of good colour ; A. Hill Gray, Esq , Biaulieu, New-
bridge, Bath, was 2ad ; and Mr. Geo. Mount 3d.
An interesting class always is that for the best

twelve trusses of any new Rose, and on this occasion

the coveted prize was secured by Messrs. A. Dickson

& Sons, Newtownards, for Marchioness of Down-
shire, a large wide-petalled H.P. variety of deepest

flesh colour or rose; Mr. Frank Cant was 2ad, with

the Marchioness of Londonderry, a larger bloom
than the last-named, and almost white. It is a

heavy H.P., and has a little scent. Mr. J. Mattock
was 3rd, with Margaret Dickson, a very fine variety

of blush-rose or nearly white.

The best twelve new Roses, distinct, single trusses,

were from Mr. F. Cant, Colchester, showing good

blooms of Violet Queen (a more violet-coloured

Chas. Lefebvre) Media, and Marchioness of London-
derry ; Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshnnf, were 2ad

;

and Messrs. G. Cooling & Sons, Bath, 3rd. There
was nothing very striking in this class, the last

flower, Violet Queen, being too much like Charles

Lefebvre as shown.
The Gold Medal for a new Rose, seedling or

sport, was given to Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons'

Marchioness of Djwnshire ; Mrs. Edward Mawley,
from the same firtr, is an improved Marcaret Dick-
son as shown here, but this has yet to be proved.

Helen Keilen was again shown, hot it is not decided

enough in colour. Mr. Prince's Cla'a Watson [was

also shown again, as was Messrs. W. Paul & Son's

Clio, and Messrs. G. Cooling & Son's Lawrenca
Allen. All three of the latter were in better form

at early shows.
Gabden Roses.

iturserymcn.—The classes for garden Rosea are

generally the means of bringing together a grand as

well as an interesting display of the lighter and more
graceful of the Rose family. The collection of

thirty-six bunches from Messrs. Paul & Son, The
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, and awarded 1st priz?, was
magnificent, and constituted a great attraction to

the ladies, and any whose time was not wholly

absorbed by a critical examination of the florists'

varieties. Noisettes, mosses, H.T.'s, Gallica, China,
evergreen, Bourbon, and hybrid Bourbon. Polyantha
Roses were all represented, and shown with long

sprays containing some of the foliage of the plants.

The 2nd prize was taken by Messrs. Geo. Cooling

& Sons, Bath.

For eighteen trusses, distinct varieties, the 1st

prize was taken by Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nur-
series, Slough, with fine trusses. Messrs. D. & W,
CroU, Dundee, were 2nd.

Open Classes.—Mr. Jno. Mattock was 1st for twelve

bunches of Roses suitable for buttonholes, not less

than six varieties, and had Madame de Watteville,

Madame Hoste, Anna Olivier, Ribens, Marie Van
Houtte, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, I'ldeal, and W. A.
Richardson ; Mr. F. Cant was 2fid.

The best nine bunchps of single- flowered R"scb.

distinct, c&rm from C. J. Cuthell, Esq., who showed
a very nice lot of these effective varieties. He had
rubrifolia, a small- flower* d. rose-coloured variety;

lucida (rose), macrmtba (good-sized white), Alpina
(rose), moschata alba, Rosa rugosa alba (-xtremely
large), Rosa rubiginosa, and indica (J5rim?on); the
Right Hon. Lord Penzance, Eas^^lng Park (gr , Mr.
Basket), was 2nd.

Display of Roses.

The best display to be arranged on a spac? not
exceeding 5 feet by 3 feet, with Rose foliage only for

decoration, was also best shown by C. .T. Cuthell,
Esq. Cnapel Croft, near Dorking; Mr. Geo. Mount
was 2jd, and Mr. John Mattock 3rd.

Medal Roses.

The Silver Medal awarded for the best hybrid
Rose exhibited by a nurseryman was taken by Mr.
B. R. Cant, for his large and splendid blooms of

Marie Baumann ; and Mr. Geo. Prince of Oxford,
received a like honour for the best Tea or Noi-
sette, which was awarded to a capital bloom of The
Bride.

Amateurs' Classes.

O.oen to all, irrespective of the number of plants

they grow :

—

For forty-eight singles, trusses, the Amateurs'
Trophy clas», Dr. S. P. Badd, Bath, was a good 1st,

a very creditable lot, but not so heavy and well-

finished as this class usuilly calls forth. Mr. W.
Drew, Uplands, Ledbury, was 2nd, his best flowers

being S.-M. Rodocanachi, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam,

Niphetos, Mrs. J. Laing, The Bride, CharUs
Lefebvre, U. Brunner, Horace Vernet, Mons. Noman,
and Marie Verdier ; Rev. J. H. Pemberton being a

good 3rd, and having splendid examples of Her
Majesty, Mrs. J. Laing. A. K. Williams, Charles
Lefebvre, H. Vernet, and Caroline Testout.

For thirty-six single trusses, T. B. Haywood, Esq
.

Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate (v{r , Mr. Salter), was a
good Ist, his best blooms being F. Michelon, S.-M.
Rodocanachi, Her Majesty, Louis Van Houtte, and
Duchesse de Morny. In this class Dr. Budd took
2ad place. Rev. .1. H. Pemberton 3rd. Mr. Tate was
disqualified for duplicating Marie Baumann.

For twenty-four distinct single trusses, Mr. T.
Hobbs, Easton, Bristol, was 1st, having good fljwers

of Victor Hugo, U. Brunner, Marie Verdier, and
Merveille de Lyon ; 2nd, Miss F. T. Baker, Holm-
field, Reigate, but the difference between the two
lots was very slight; 3rd, the Rev. A. Foster Melliar,

Ipswich, who had a good selection as regarded
colour.

For twelve distinct varieties, three of each. Dr.

Badd was again 1st, with an exceedingly bright lot.

Earl of Dulferin, A. K. Williams, and Star of

Waltham being the best; Mr. W. Drew, Ledbury,

2ad. Five competitors were unsuccessful.

For twelve single trusses of any H. Perpetual or

H. Tea, T. B. Haywood, Eiq., was Isf, with Her
Majesty ; J. Gurney Fowler, Efq , being 2ad, with a

good box of Marie Finger; and Mr. W. Drew, 3rd,

with S.-M. Rodocanachi.

Open only to growers of less than 2000 plants of

exhibition varieties, as defined by the National Rose
Society :—
Twenty-four distinct single trusses, Isf, Rev. H,

A. Bernerp, llarkstead Rectory, Ipswich, took 1st

and secured the Turner Memorial piece of Plate ; Mr.
A. Slaughter, Jarvis Villa, Steyning, 2nd ; and Mr.
A. M. Brthune, Denne Park, Horsham, 3rd. In this

class a most unfortunate mistake was made, J.

Gurney Fowler, Esq., Glebe Lands, South Woodford,
Eisex, having staged his box here, which should
have been in class 7. The correct card was attached

but the box was wrongly placed. This was the more
annoying because it would also have been 1st in its

own class, and was well in front of Dr. Budd's. An
extra prize was awarded.

Eighteen distinct singles, Mr. R, E. West, Reigate,

staged an excellent lot, E. Y.Teas, A. K. Williams,

Prince Arthur, Annie Wood, Madame V. Verdier,

Merveille de Lyon, and Charles L'ifebvre, being very

bright.

Eight distinct trebles, l»f, R^v. H. Bernerc,

Ipswich, whose best trebles were Alfred Cjlomb,
Earl of Dufferin, and Her Majesty.

For twelve distinct singles, Mr. 0<mond G. Ofpen,
West BerghoU, Colchester, was a splendid Ist,

winning the Harkness Challenge Cup with good
blooms of S.-M. Ridocarachi, Mar6;hal Niel, Sou-
venir d'Elise Vardon, U. Brunner, Madame de Watte-
ville, Mr. J)hn Laing, Ernest Metz, Dake of Teck,
Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Jean Liabaud, Madame
Hoste, and Madame Casin ; Mr. H. Foster, Ashford,

was 2ad ; Mr. Conway Jones, Hacclecote, Gloucester,

3rd. Tills class was strongly contested, nine others

showing in creditable form.

Open o>iIy to growers oj fewer than IQOQ plants of
exhibition varieties.—For nine distinct single trusses

called forth no fewer thsn twelve boxes, the result

going as follows : Itt, R^v. H. B. Biron, Lymrne
Vicarage, Hythe ; 2>d, Mr. O. G. Orper, West
Bergholt, Colcbfster, very clear, but not so heavy.

For six distinct, three of each, Mr. Orpen was a
good 1st.

Open only to growers of fewer than 500 plants of

exhibition varieties :

—

For nine distinct single trusses, Mr. H Foster,

Ashford, was Ist, with grand flow-rs "f Su'tan of

Zanzibar, Gabrielle Luiz^t, Horace V-rnet, and
Marguerite Brassac among others. Eight otter
competitors.

For six single trusses, Ist, Rev. G. E. Jeans,
Shorwell Vicarage, Isle of Wight.
Four distinct trebles, Ist, W. D Freshfield, Eiq.,

Reigate.

E.xtra classes for amateurs.—Six Roses, of any one
Hybrid Perpetual or Hybrid Tea, Mr. A. F. Grace,
1st. with Merveille de Lyon ; Mr. J. Bateman,
Archway Road, N., 2od, with Marchioness of

Lotidonderry ; Mr. C. J. Grahame, Coombe Road,
(Voydon, 3rd, with Mrs. 3. Laing ; and Mr. Conway
Jones, Hucclecote, Gloucester, 4th, with the same
variety.

S X distinct singles, open only to amateurs who
have never won a prize at the National Rose Society

exhibitions :— 1st, Mr. E. R. Smith, Milford Lodge,
Muswell Hill.

For singles, open only to members who have
joined the National Rose Society since the last

Crystal Palace Show, Mr. A. F. Perkins, Oak Dene,
Holmwood, was a good Int.

For six singles, distinct, to be grown witbia

8 miles of Charing Cross, Mr. Rivers H. Langton,

Hendon, N.W., was Ist with one of the very best in

the show. The Ist prize in this class is a piece of

plate, presented by Mr. E, Mawley, Berkhamsted,

Hon. Secretary of the Sjciety.

A class for twelve singles, grown within II miles

of Charing Cross, Lieut.-Colonel J. De La Mare,
Church Road, Croydon, was a good Ist.

In the class for six distinct, single trusses, the

Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Uavering-atte-Bower, Ersex,

was 1st with Caroline Testout, Marchioness of

Londonderry, Spenser, Duke of Fife, Margaret

Dickson, and Marchioness of Duiferin. Lord

Penzance also competed, showing a stand of bis

seedlings, the only two which commended themselves

to us being Henry Gow and Columbine.

Tea and Noisette Section,

Amateurs (open to all, irrespective of the number
of plants grown).—Eighteen distinct, single trusses,

1st priz", a challenge trophy and £4. This was wen
by the Rev. H. A. Berners, llarkstead R»ctory,

Ipswich. All of the flowers were good, but the

following were extra, Catherine Mermet, The Bride,

Madame Hoste, Edith GiflFord, Ethel Brownlow,

Madame Cusin, Etoile de Lyon, Niphetos, and Mrs.

J. Wilson. A capital 2ad was found in Mr. A.

Hill Gray, Beaulieu, Newbridge, Batb, who had

grand flowers of C. Mermet, Comtesse de Nadaillac,

Souvenir d'un Ami, and its white sport, and The
Bride. 3rd prize went to Rev. ¥. R Barnside, Birch

Vicarage, Hereford, who had splendid flowers of

Madame de Watteville, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon and

Cleopatra.

Twelve distinct single trusses; 1st, Rev. Foster

Melliar, Ipswich, which town seems invincible for

Teas this season. In this stand was found the best

Tea or Noisette in Souvenir d' Elise Vardon, a

splendidly built-up flower, to which was awarded

the Silver Medal. Rev. H. A. Berners, also of Ips-

wich, was a close 2od, his Edith G ff jrd and Madame
Bravy being very good. Dr. Budd, Bath, was 3rd,

The competition here was numerous.

For twelve distinct, three of each, a piece of plate

is given, as a memorial of the late Rev, the Hon,

J. Townshend Boscawen, and was won by the Rev.

H. A. Berners, Harkstead Rectory, Ipswich. Mr.

A. Hill Gray, Newbridge, Bath, was a remarkably

close 2()d.

Nine blooms of any Tea or Noisette, 1st, Rev. H.

Berners, with Mar(5:hal Niel; 2od. Rev. Foster

Melliar ; 3-d, Mr. E. M. B?thune, Horsham, both with

Edith Giftord.

Open only to Growers of fewer than 500 Plants of

Exhibition Varieties.—A- piece of plate presented by

the Rev. F. R. Burnside.for twelve Tea or Noisettes,

single blooms, was won by Mr. O G. pen. West
Bergholt. Colchester, whose best flowers were Madame
Hoste, Marie Van Hontte, Caroline Caster, Madame
Cusin, Francisca Kriiger, and Souvenir de S. A.

Prince.

For nine distinct singles, C. E. Shea, Esq ,
gave

Ist and 2ad priz's, which were won by Mr. Conway
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Jonea, Hucc'ecote, Gloaceater, and Mias F.T. Baker,

Holmfela, Keigate.

Six diatinct treblea, Mr. O. G. Orpen. Colcheater,

lat.

Open on'y to Growers of fewer than 200 Plattts of
Exhibition Varieties.—Nine aiogle bloome, lat, Kev.

J. R. Buchanan. Heme Vicarage. Canterbary.
Six aingles distinct, lat, Mr. H. Foster, 28, North

Street, Aahford ; 2Qd, Rev. G. E. Jeana, Shorwell
Vicarage. lale of Wight.

Extra Classes for A/nateurs :—
For aix blooma of any Tea or Noisette, Mr. Orpen

waa lat, with aplendid examplea of Madame Hoate;
Mr. E. Home, Park Houae, Reigate, 2nd, with

Madame Bravy.
In a claaa open only to amatenra who have nerer

won a prize at the National Roae Society'a shows,
for aix aingle trasaea, lat, Mr. G. W. Cook, Glen-
thorne, near Southgate.
For six diatinct Teaa, grown within 8 milea of

Charing Croaa, prizea preaented by Meaars. Faal
& Son, Cheshunt, Rivera H. Langton, Esq.,

Hendon, waa lat, and Mr. J. Bateman. Archway
Road, N., 2nd.

The beat Tea or Noiaette waa found in the Rev.
A. Foster Melliar's Souvenir d'Eliae Vardon ; and
the beat H. Perpetual or H. Tea, in a auperb Qower
of Margaret Boudet, from Dr. Budd. Both of theae

blooma were in lat prize atanda.

Amatedes' Garden Roses.

As nana', theae attracted much attention. Lord
Penzance preaented a Silver Cup aa lat prize for

eighteen varietier, not lesa than three truaaea of

each. Mr. 0. G. Orpen, Colcheater. waa anccesaful,

and staged good examplea of I'ldeal, Madame
Capncine, W. A. RIchardaon, Bardon Job, Perle
d'Or, Gaatave Regia, Maiden'a Blush, and others.

For nine bunches, Mr. J. Mallender, Hodaock
Priory, Workaop, waa lat.

A box of the old Gallica Roaea from Lord
Penzance clearly demonatrated the advance we have
made in the queen of flowera.

Miscellaneous.

There were not many exhibits from nnreerymen
staged only for exhibition, and by far the most impor-
tant of these waa an extenaive collection of cat
Rosea, and a few plants in pots from Mesara. Wm.
Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, Herts, and ataged im-
mediately under the orcheatra. The blooma were
arranged in boxea and baskets surfaced with moss.
Amongst othera were noticed baakets of the Tea-
Bcented Sunset, of Spenaer, a very good H.P.

;

Madame Hoate (T.), Madame Alfred de Rougemont
(H.P.), a capital white variety for catting; The
Queen (T.), pure white. Meaara. Paul'a Clio (H.P.), a
large flesh- coloured flower, one becoming very popular
amongst growers ; Marquiae de Salisbury, a crimaon
Bemi-aingle variety, and very brilliant. There were
many other new and older varietiea, and interspersed
were small Palms and some Ferns, which added to
the attractiveness of a good exhibit. Mr. William
Rumaey, Jojning Nursery, Waltham Cross, Herts,
bad a atand of capital Rose blooma in large variety.

H.P.'a were moat repreaented, and there were
about two dozen Teaa, most of them first-rate spe-
cimens. Meaara. Geo. Jackman & Sona, Woking,
had a small collection of Roaea. conaisting chiefly of
H.P. and garden varietiea. Meaara. J. Cheal &
Sons, Lowfield Nursery, Crawley, contributed a
show of hardy flowers, including varieties of Viola,
shown on velvet-covered stands. Messrs. Harkness
& Sons, Bedale, Yorkshire, had a collection, including
spikes of Delphinium flowers in variety, Gaillardias,
single Pyrethrums. Iceland Poppies, Campanula
peraicifolia grandiflora alba, Heuchera sanguinea,
Scabiosa caucaaica, Astrantis major, &c.

BOTAL HORTICULTTJBAL.
July 10. — The usual fortnightly meeting waa

held at the Drill Hall, Jamea Street, Weatminater.
Exhibita were not quite so numerous aa usual, and
there were no Rosea of any deacriptlon shown.
Several competitive classes for hardy flowers had
been arranged, and there were very fine exhibits of
succulent planta, theae latter conatituting a very
exceptional feature of the ahow.

Floral Committee.
Present

: W. Marshall. Esq., in the chair ; and
Meaara. J. Laing, H. Herbst, C. T. Druery. G.
Stevena, C. F. Bause, R. B. Lowe, J. T. Bennett-Poe
H. Cannell, W. Bain, J. Walker. H. Selfe Leonard!
C. E. Shea, C. Beckett, C. Noble, H, Turner, and
J. Jennings.

Meaara. Wm. Catbuah & Son, Highgate Nurseriea,

London, ataged an immenae collection of hardy
flowera. The varietiea almoat exhauated the planta

of thia deacription now in flower, and conapicuoua
amongat theae, were bunches of Erigeron macran-
thum, Centaurea macrocephala, Prunella Webbiana,
Veronica spicata rosea, a pretty rose-coloured variety,

Erigeron apeciosua auperbua, dwarf varietiea of

Diauthus, Ofchia pyramidalia, &c. (Silver Binkaian
Medal).

Tae aame firm alao contributed a fine group of

Carnationa in flower, conaiating of well-grown
pUats of the Souvenir de la Malmiison type; alao

Uriah Pike, and many other varietiea (Silver

Flora Medal).

A grand exhibit of Tuberoua B -goniaa waa
ataged by Meaara. John Laing & Sana, Foreat Hill,

S.E. The varietiea, mostly double, inc'.uded aome
of tine excellence. Awards of Merit were given to

Lord Danraven, a good flower of extra deep crimaon ;

to Neatneaa, amedinm-aized crimson-scarlet flower of

especial good form ; and to Laing'a Fringed White, a

large white single variety with dee ply- fringed petals.

Amongst other varieties worthy of notice, may
be mentioned, Lady Grimthorpe, an immense
rose - coloured single variety. Mr. William
Miller, an intense crimaon aingle flower ; G. A.
L^veday, a rose double ; and Mrs. French, a

pale lemon double, of good size (Silver Flora
Medal).

From Mr. Walter Salmon, Ivy Cottages, Elder
R>ad, West Norwood, came a good number of cut

apikea of Antirrhinum in variety, and bunchea of

Sweet Williama (Bronze Bankaian Medal).

A number of Sweet Williama bloom, from Mr. J.

Walker, Thame, Oxon, were aent aa illuatrating hia

strain of Auricula-eyed flowers, and were of very
great merit (Bronze Bankaian Medal).

Sir Trevor Lawrence sent several intereating

thinga, amongat which were five spikes of Pent-
stemona, in aa many varieties, of a splendid strain,

bearing extra large and well-coloured flowers. Jean
Mace, a flower more than 2 inches across, and of

deep crimaon, with ailvery throat, waa recommended
an Award of Merit. A number of planta in flower

of Exacum affine were awarded a Botanical Certi-

ficate. The planta were about 1 foot high, and bore
numerous axillary small flowers of Gentian-blue,
with yellow anthers. A plant of Exacum macran-
thum in flower accompanied these. A pan of Saint-

paulia ionantha received a like reward.

W. E. Hal), Esq., Coker Court, Yeovil (gr., Mr.
S. Kidley), had some flowering sprays of varieties of

Bougainvillea, said to be aeedlinga from B. glabra,

and others from B. spectabilia. One of theae varie-

tiea. of extra dark colour, waa recommended an
Award of Merit. Other varieties were lighter than
the type.

A Clematis named Lady Ashcombe, shown by
Meaara. J. Ivery & Son, Dorking, Surrey, and recom-
mended an Award of Merit, waa a pretty blue flower,

of good aize and aubatance.

Mesara. Sander & Co., St. Albane, ahowed a great
mass of Bougainvillea glabra Sanderiana in a large

pan. The plants were about 4 feet high, and were
literally covered with flowers. They were raised

from cuttings taken in August last, and planted in a
bed in a hothouse. Sonerila Mrs. H. Walter, the
result of a cross between S. orientalis and S. Hen-
dersonii elegans, received an Award of Merit ; it is a
vigorous-growing variety, and the leaves are thickly

spotted with silvery-white.

A collection of Sweet Peas, in variety, from Mr.
Eckford, Wem, Salop, abounded in most pretty and
delicate-coloured flowers, which presented almost
innumerable shades of rose, pink, blue, purple, and
some were pure white. Countess of Powis, rose-

coloured, with deeper-coloured veining, and a large

flower, received an Award of Merit ; aa did Salopian,
a crimson flower, curiously veined with dark purple.

Stanley is almoat black, so intense is the velvety-

purple of the flower. Many othera are of great
excellence.

Meaars. R. Wallace & Co., Colchester, had a grand
exhibit of Calochortua varieties, one of the best

being Calochortua venuatus citrinua, a very pretty
yellow variety ; C. v. roaeur, and C. v. oculatur.

Calochortua aplendens atroviolaceus is a little darker
in colour than the type, itself a very charming
flower ; C. .Inteus, and C. 1. concolor, the latter a
yellow variety, were also shown. Also a grand lot

of garden Lilies; conspicuous among these were
flowers of L. Thunbergianum Horsmani, in which
the colour is remarkably developed — this was
awarded a First-class Certificate ; L. T. bicolor, L. T,

Van Houttei, and L. T. Prince of Orange, are all

desirable varietiea (Silver Bankaian Medal).

An Award of Merit waa obtained for Chryaanthe-

mum maximum, a large-flowering white variety,

exhibited by Mr. M. Prichard, Chriatchurch.

Meaara. Jaa. Veitch & Sana, Chelaea, obtained a

Firat-claaa Certificate for Rabus japonicus tricolor,

exhibited as a very slender-growing trailing plant.

The Btems and leaf- petioles were rose-coloured, and
a good proportion of the smaller leaves were entirely

white, but some of the larger ones had considerable

green in them. Rhus Cotinus, Qiercua cuspi-

data, in flower; Stuartia pseudo-Camellia were also

included, and a collection of flowera of Carnationa

and Picoteea of high merit. We must not omit
mention of a handsome plant of Nepenthes mixta
(figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle, January 14,

1803, p. 47). carrying aome capital pitchers. A
collection of hardy flowers in great variety came
from the same firm. Several good Phloxes, bunches
of Centaurea macrocephala, Bupthalmum speciosum,

Cephalaria alpina, Malva moachata alba, Morina
longifolia, Monarda didyma. Delphinium nudicaule,

Linum flavum, Gaillardia hybrids, Papaver nudi-

caule vars., and many others. Also some pretty

coloured and large varietiea of Campanula Medium,
aingle, and double. Some bunches of Papaver
glaucum created a vivid blaze with their extremely
showy crimson flowers (Silver Fiora Medal).

Flowers of Calochortus venuatua veata, C. v.

roaea, and C. v. purpuraacena were aent by G. F.

Wilaon, E«q., Weybridge. C. v. veata baa large

flowers of creamy-whitp, with yellow or brown
throat ; it had grown 3 feet high (Award of Merit).

C. V. purpuraacena haa alao large flowera, the creamy-
white in thia caae having a little yellow ; the centre
ia marked with red and brown (Award of Merit).

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, contributed

largely to the display at thia meeting. In addition

to a very exceptional group of Cactaceous and suc-

culent plants from this firm, came a good collection

of Sweet Peas in numerous varietiea, flowera of

Arnebia cornuta, Statice Saworowi, Linaria reticu-

lata aurea purpurea, a variety with rich purple-

crimaon and yellow flowers. Gypaophila elegans in

white and rose variety were pretty, and some fine

sprays of Canoa blooms were included. From the
same firm was also shown a collection of flowers of

tall and dwarf Rocket Larkspurs of capital strain

(Bronze Bankaian Medal).

Mr. H. Burbidge, Grove Nuraery, Westgate-on-
Sea, showed plants of Coleus Westgate Gem, appa-
rently a tolerably good decorative variety, but no
award was made, there being so many good forms
already grown.

Martin R Smith, Esq., The Warren, Hayes, Kent
(gr., Mr. Blick). exhibited splendid blooms of five

varieties of Carnations ; large flowers of King
Arthur, a crimson-flowering variety which obtained
an award at Chiswick last year, were magnificent,
and although the flower is so large, the calyx is

invariably good as shown. Horace Trelawney is the
name of a handsome rose variety, said to be as large

as King Arthur when fully developed, but as shown
on Tuesday the blooms were not fully expanded.
An Award of Merit was given to Winifred, a good-
sized flower, of fine form and delightful colour,
perhaps best described aa apricot-aalmon.

Mias A. Debenham was the only exhibitor in the
amateur's class for eight bunches, and she was rightly

awarded a lat prize.

For the Kelway Silver Medal offered for six
varieties of Gailllardias, five blooma of each, there
waa but one exhibitor. Dr. P. H. Emerson, Claring-
bold, Broadstaira, the blooma were of good size.

The 1st prize in a competition claaa for twelve
bunchea of hardy herbaceoua perenniala waa taken
by Mr. G. H. Sage, gr. at Ham Houae, Richmond.
Hia exhibita were highly commendable, and con-
aiated of Eryngium Oliverianum, Lathyrua latifoliua,

Alstrcemeria chilensis, Erigeron apeciosus, Coreop-
sis lanceolata, Gailiardia hybrida, Galega officinalis.

Delphinium, Centaurea macrocephala, Malva
moachata alba, and Lilium candidum. And Chrys-
anthemum maximum. The 2nd prize was won bv
Mr. S. Kidley, gr. at Coker Court, Yeoyif,
Somersetshire.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, The Home for Flowers,
Swanley. exhibited an unexpectedly-large collection
of aucculenta. the planta occupying a apace of tabling
30 feet by 3 feet, cloaely packed together—much too
closely, in fact, for proper inspection. Among much
that was hardly distinguishable from each other,
we noted several distinct-looking subjects : Dasy-
lirion gracile, Agave Ghiesbreghti, A. Victoria
Reginse, Aloe plicatilis, A. heteracantha, A. varie-
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Cata, A. diitans, A, arboreacenr, Craesala monticola,

PrIocereuB Branonniana, F. Hoaletti and P. senilis,

Cereus roaCratnr, C, gigantena, and a large namber
of amall plants of Stapelia, Opnntia. Metembriaatbe-
mnm, Giateria, Echinncaccae, Mammillaria, Ha-
worthia, &c. (a Flora Medal).

Mr. C. G. Ludford, of Fern Lea, Four Oaka, Satton
Culdfield, showed a collection of relatively large

planta, niceljr grown, of Echinocactus Grnaoni, K.

Leconti, E. cornigerua, with remarkable ferocioas-

looking brown curved apinea ; E. piloaaa, E. texenair,

Oountia lencbotricha, several Cereui, incladiog

Eriopboms and erectas; and a fine lot of Filocerna

senilia (a Bankaian Medal).

Mr. W. Singer, Frome, Somereet, had a small
collection of aucculents, consisting of Echinocactas,

Mammillaria, Pilocereua, Ejphorbia, Opuntia, in-

cladiog 0. cylindrica criatata ; Aahalonia priamatica,

Cereas glomeratua, and a plant of Echinocereaa
pectinata in bloom (a Banksian M'-dal).

Mr. G. Pritchard, 78, Goldwin Road, Forest Gate,
had a collection conaisting of many choice and rare

species and varieties, as Opuntia bicolor, O. cylia-

drics, 0. mooocantha, 0. cochinilifera, O. Emoryi,
and othera ; Cerena apecioaisaimas, C. Napoleonis
quadrangnlaria, Fhyllocactna Kaafmanni, P. alatua,

P. coBipitoans, P. crnentoa, and numbers of Cereas,
including the easily- flowered Milliaoni, many Ecbi-
Docactua and Mamillaria (Flora Medal).

M. P. Rebut had a amall collection of Cerens,
including C. Feravianus monstroaua, C. marginatua,

C. Ujmortieri, Opuntia aenilia, and a small namber
uf Echinocacti and Mamillaria.

It was remarked that scarcely any of the foregoing

bad flowered, or showed signs of doing so.

Orchid Committee.
Present: H. J. Veitch, Eiq , in the chair, and

Messra. Ja«. O'Brien (Sec), Da B. Crawshay, R.
Brooman- White, E. Hill, H. M. Pollett, H. Ballan-
tine. Chas. Pilcher, H. Williams, Walter Cobb, T.
W. Bond, H. J. Chapman, T. B. Haywood, S Cjur-
tauld, Baron Schroder, and Dr. Maxwell T. Maatera,
F.RS.

Meaara, Jaa. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nur-
sery, King's Road, Chelsea, exhibited some fine new
bybrid Orchida, among which were Lcelio-CattleyaX
Timora (C. labiata Luddemaniana $, L. pumila
Diyana ? ), a very ahowy Ofchid of neat habit. The
sepals and petals, which were of good aubatance, were
of a bright roay- lilac, the lip white at the baae and
with a rich plum- purple front, and edges to the side-

lobea (Firat-claaa Certificate). Another worthy
plant was Thunia x Veitchiana snperba (T. x
Veitchiana X Benaoniae) Beaide it, "T. Veitchiana
(Vlarshalliana x B>nsonise)wa8 ahown.and the large
rose, white, and yellow flowers of the second cross

bowed marked improvement (Award of Merit).

Messrs. Veitch also showed Disa X Diores(Veitchii$,
grandiBora j ), a pretty hybrid of the same form as

D. grandiSora, but with the lower sepals much
lighter in colour, and the large odd sepals nearly
white. The c:>mmittee requested to see it again
when atronger. The beautiful Pnalsenopsij x
Artemis (roaea ^ , amabilia $) was also shown by
Messrs. Veitch.

Mesirs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Chase Side, South-
gate, had an extensive and fresh-looking group of
showy Orchids, for which they were awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal, la it were Cattleya labiata Gis-
kelliana in great variety, including one nretty white
form; a very rich blue-lipped form of Zygopetalum
maxillare Giutierii, Leb ia X Amanda, Bifreaaria
Harrisonse. B. vitellina, Cattleya Eldorado, Cypri-
pedium X Pateraonii (Lowii X Diyanum) C. X
macropteram, OJontoglossum citrosmum, Dandro-
brobium suavisaimum Oncidium curtum, &^
One of the moit interesting planta shown, from a

botanical point of view, was Vanda Rocklingiana,
Rolfe, n. sp., from Messrs. Hugh Low & Co, with
rather small bronn flowers, the narrow base of the
lip being while, and the front lobe bearing two
circular fringed plates(Botanical Certificate). Meaara.
Low alao ahowed Cyprioedium X Alice (Stonei X
Spicerianan) and C. X j ivanico auperbiens.
Baron H. Schroder, The Dell, Egham (gr., Mr.

H, Ballantine), showed a fine spike of the richly-

spotted Odontoglossum crispum Ballantinei, still one
of the beat of ica class.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co , St. Albans, staged a
group of rare Orchids, in which were a noble plant
of Dendrochilum (Platyclinia) filiforme, with one
hundred and twenty of ita elegant drooping yellow
ratemes (Cultural Commendation); Cattleya Gis-
kelliana rubra, a very richly-coloared form ; the
pretty new 0. Batalinii, the chaste white C. Gas-

kelliana virginalia, Ksnanthera matutina, Zygope-
talum intermedium, Saccolabium H^ndersonianum,
Cypripedium Tariahii, C. X macropterum. C. X
Voangiaaum, Oncidium macranthum, Sobralia

xantboleuca, Dendrobium formoanm giganteam, &c.
U. 1. Meaaures, E<q., Cambridge Lodge, Flodden

Roac), Camberwell (gr., Mr. H. J. Chapman), ahowed
Miadevallia corniculate, M, demiaaa, M. Gaskel-
liana, M. trichaete, and M. muacosa.
From the Royal Gardens, Kew, came cut examples

of the Kew hybrid Diaaa, which are now making
such a grand show in the lobby of the Orchid-
hnuaes there ; they comprised Disa X Premier
(Veitchii X tripetaloides), D X kewensis (grandi-

flora X trip»taloides), and D. x Langleyensis (limilar

to that raised by Meaara. Veitch) (racemoaa X tri-

petaloidea) ; their elegant spikes of numerous car-

mine or magenta-roae flawera proclaim them among
the beat garden subjects of recent times (Vote of

Thanks).
C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham,

showed the pretty white and green Ornithocephalaa
grandiflorus (Botanical Certificate).

The Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain. Highbury,
Moor Green, Birmingham (grower, Mr. H. Bar-
berry), showed cat spikes of Miltonia vexillaria

highburyensis, a variety of the M. v. superba class,

and with very rich maroon blotch and lines at the
base of the lip.

W. Thompson, Eiq., Walton Grange, Stone, Stafl".

(nr, Mr. W. Stevens), showed Cattleya Gaskelliana,
' N-^llie," a beautiful white form with a small purple

spot oa the front of the lip (\ward of Merit), and a
very beautifully blotched variety of OJontoglossam
crispum.

D^ B. Craw«hiy, Eiq . Rosefield, Sevenoaks (gr.,

Mr. S. Cooke), showed Cattleya Gaskelliana ' Mrs.
De B. Crawshay," a pare white variety with a slight

marking of rose on the lip : four grand forms of

Olootoglossum Harryanum and O. Fescatorei, with
a very itrong and much-branch»d soike.

.J. W. Temple, Eiq., L^yswood, Groombridge (gr.,

Mr. Bristow), showed a fine dark form of Cattleya
Warscewiczii, with four flowers on a spike ; a very

large light-variety of the same ; two plants of

C. granulosa Du Buyssoniana, and a small plant of

Fernandeaia robusta.

F. Wiean, Etq., Clare Lawn, East Sheen (iirower

Mr. W. H. Young), showed Cypripedium xWigan-
ianum, a good flower, of unknown origin ; C. X
macropterum ; and Dandrobium Leeanum atro-
purpureum, a very rare and beautiful variety.

C. W. Fincken, Esq., Hoylaad Hall, Birnsley (gr.,

Mr. J. Milburo), staged a fiae form of Cattleya Rex,
with a four-flowered inflorescence.

F. W. Moore, Eiq , Royal Bitanic Gardens, Glas-
nevin, Dublin, sent Phajus Henryi, with rose-pink

flowers, darker on the edge of the lip, which bears a
prominent yellow callus.

Chas. Ingram, E<q., Elatead Honse, Galalming(d;r.,

Mr. T. W. Bond), showed his fine and richly-coloured

LaaUo-Cattleya X Ingrami, Cypripedium X T. W.
Bond (Curtisii X hirautiaaimam), a very fine

hvbrid ; and cut flowers of a striped form of Cattleya
M laiiiE.

Reginald Young, Eiq , Sefton Park, Liverpool, sent

a cut spike of a very richly-coloured Cattleya
Warac'wiczii ; a similar form being sent by W. S.

Ellis, E q, H'Z'lbourne, Dorking (gr., Mr. Mas-
terton). Mr. Young alio sent flowers of Cattleya
granuln»a; and Dr. Davis, Barming Heath, Maid-
stone. K^nt, showed a very fine variety of OJonto-
glossum cristatellum.

Fruit Committee.
Present:—Philip Crowley, E q., in the chair; and

Messrs. T. F. Rivers. Harrisoa Weir, Rav. W.
Wilka, G*o. Banyard, G. W. Cummins. Jas. Cheal,
Geo. Tabar, T. Siltmirsh, A. Daaa, J. A. Liing,
G. H. Sa?^ F. Q. Liae, H. Balderson, and Dr.
Robert Hogg.
A splendid collection of Cherries and Straw-

berries, grown outside, was sent by Mr. Owen
Taoma», gr. to H»r Mjj»sty at the Rival Gardens,
Windsor. The following varieties of Cherries were
of first clais quality: Archduke, Dowuton Frog-
more, early Bi^arreau, R^ine Hortense, Florence
White Heart, Late Duke, Bigarreau Napoleon,
EUon. Goif»rnor Wooi, Monstrous Bigarreau,
Knight's Early Black, Black Eajle, Black
Tartarian, and May Duke, The Strawberries
included La Grosse Sucr^', Prince of Wales,
Sir Chas. Napier, Viscountess H^ricart de Thary,
Aromatic, Keen's Spelling, Laxton'a Noble, Waterloo
(good, though ea'-lv). Sir H*rry, The Countess, Dr.
llogg, Sir Joseph Pd'cCoa, Unser Fritz, and Jamei

Veitch. Two seedling Melons were included, one
obtained from a cross between High Cross Hybrid
and a seedling, and another from High Cross Hybrid
and Countess ; but perhaps these will be exhibited
on a future occasion. Extraordinary Walburton
Admirable Peachea of immenae size were alao
included in this collection (Silver Knightian Medal).

Messrs. T. F. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth,
ahowed some capital orchard-house trees in pots,
including Belgian Purple and JeflTerson's Plum,
Bigarreau Monstueuse de Mezel, Bigarreau Noir da
Guben, Bedford Prolific Cherries, and two splendidly-
cropped trees of Early Rivers Nectarine from the
cold-house (Silver Knightian Medal).

Measrs. J. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea,
contributed a fine collection of fruit, conaisting of
Cherries, G loseberriee. Strawberries, Raspberries,
&c. The Cnerries were produced from pyramids in
the open, though they might easily have been mis-
taken for orchard-bouse fruits. There were twenty-
three varieties staged, and the following were espe-
cially good;—Pale- coloured : Frogmore Early Bi-
garreau, Cleveland Bigarreau, Early Red Bigarreau,
Mammoth, and Governor Wood ; deep red : Early
Red Gem, Baumann'a May; Dake section: May
Duke, Archduke, Empreaa Eug^aie, and Nouvelle
Royale ; deep black : Black Eagle, Black Hawk,
Knight's Early Black, and Bigarreau de Chreken.
A spray of May Duke was sent, to show an extra-
ordinary crop. There were aix varietiea of Curranta,
Mammoth, La Veraaillea, and Cherry red—all aplen-
did reds; and one dish of capital White Dutch.
Amongat twelve good dishes of early Goo8eb<rries,
the following were very fine:—Early Green Hairy,
Early Sulphur, Green Overall, Brigh', Venus, and
Forester. Dishea of Superlative Raspberry, and of

Gunton Park, and Lord Suffi'ild Sorawberriea, were
also ahown (Silver Knightian Medal).

Votea of Thaaka were accorded to Mr. J. Miller,

gr. to Lord Foley, Ruxley Lodge, Eiher, for very
good diahea of Brown Turkey Figa, Violet Hative
and E rage Nactarinea, and Groaae Mignonne and
Royal Gaorge Peachea; alao to Mr. G. T. Holdeo,
Rhyl. North Walea, for a collection of Cucumbera

;

to Mr. A. Harwood, St. Peter's Street, Colcheater,
for Red Companion Gooaeberriea ; and to Dr. P. H.
Emeraon, Claringbold, Broadatairs, for a few vege-
tatlea, anch as Carentan Carrots, Turnip-rooted
Mustard, Florenci Fennel, Turnip-rooted Parsley,
and Agua dulce Beans.

Messrs. Steel & Son, Ealing Dean, sent bine and
fruits of a Rispbi-rry; and Colonel Archer Houblon,
Welford Park, Newbury (gr,, Mr. Ross), had a seed-

ling Melon. A variegated Tomato plant was from
Messrs. Collins & Gabriel, Waterloo Road, London.

Lecture on Cactaceous Plants.

In the afternoon a lecture was read by W.
Singer, Eiq., of Frome, Somersetshire. Mr. Singer, in

commencing hia paper, briefly deacribed the reaaoni
that impelled him to take up the cultivation of this

class of planta. The bizarre appearance preaented
by most of the species, the beauty of their flowers,

their slow rate of growth, and the fact that it was
practicable for an ordinary amateur to grow a good
namber of varieties with a comparatively small area

of glass. Considerable etforts were made by Mr.
Singer to obtain a representative collection, most of

the plants being got through foreign nurserymen.
Incidentally.itwas remarked thatcorrespondence with
the Botanic Garden authorities in Australia proved
that there are few species indigenous to that part of

the globe. A collection of about six hundred varieties

was at last obtained. The lecturer, addressing him-
self to the question of compost most suitable to the
planta, remarked upon the unanimity of British

writers upon the subject, in recommending the culti-

vators to strictly avoid any manure, and said that

this advice was contrary to the practice of groweri
abroad. Letters were then read from many large

growers in diS'erent parts of the world, in which
they described the mode of culture followed. In
many points these differed greatly, and even in the
nature of the compost employed ; but just as the

Britishers were unanimous in proclaiming against

the use of manure in any quantity, so the foreign

writers were equally unanimous in favour of its use.

Mr. Singer said he had no doubt whatever that

it was correct practice to use something better than
the very poor soil recommended by the English

writers. Ventilation was alluded to as a more
important point than compost, and the lecturer

aid that even during the whole winter the plants

should receive plenty of air, and, to enable the cul-

tivator to follow this practice with safety, the hot-

water-pipes should be kept sufficiently warm, Oa
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the continent it was the practice to place the plants

outside during the summer, and shelter them only

from the north wind. At this period they might

have water freely and overhead, but in the winter it

was essential that they be not wet, indeed, the

plants would only require root- waterings during such

season, about once a month. Of insects Mr. Singer

mentioned the mealy-bug as being by far the worst

enemy of these plants, and they are liable also to

thrips and scale. Various methods were then

described, by which mealy bug could be destroyed,

and the opinions of the foreign growers freely quoted.

Fir Tree oil, pure alcohol, very strong pepper, and
a dipping solution made from flowers- of- sulphur

and soap, were recommended in turn, and each of

them required the greatest care that they do not

injure the plants.

Upon the completion of the lecture, the chairman
called upon Dr. Morris to open the discussion, and
during some very interesting remarks, he said that

the culture of the plants was mainly a question of

heat and moisture. Without a sufficiency of the

former they would not succeed, and a little too much
of the latter was sufficient to kill them.

Mr. W. Watson said that these plants would
stand very much more moisture than was generally

supposed. The plants would live if watered all

the year round, the same as Pelargoniums, but to

induce them to flower it became necessary to give

them all possible light and sun, and to keep them
dry for a season. Mr. Watson thought they could

never be flowered freely in this climate, but the

blooms, when they could be secured, would in some
measure compensate the grower by .their extreme
beauty.

Mr. Irwin Lynch mentioned a practice employed
by some cultivators with considerable succes*, of

planting the species ont [In beds or frames? Ed.]

during tbe summer, and liioing; and re-potting in tb»
autumn. Such a method required the greatest care,

or plants might be lost through making gross,

unripened growth, which might afterwards decay.

EA-LIWa HORTICULTTJRA.L.
Jhlt 4.—The SOth annual exhibition of this

society took place on the above date, in the beau-
tiful grounds attached to Hanger Hill House, and
preeented a large and creditable display.

Plants:— For a group arranged for effect in a apace
12 feet by 6 feet : 1st honours were secured by Mr.
W. Roberts, gr. to J. Harris, Esq., Braemar, with
a bright well- grown beautiful and very tastefully

disposed collection.

Gronos, 6 feet by 4 feet : a pleasing arrangement
from Mr. C. Edwards, gr. to W. Owen, Esq , The
Elmc, took 1st priz>>.

Foliaged plants lent a feature to the exhibition.

For six specimens, Mr. C. Lung took the premier
position with some fine plants, his Crotons being
admirably coloured.

In the class for four foliage plant», the prizes were
taken by Mr. C. Edwards, Mr. W. Roberts, and Mr,
T. Wiseman, with very creditable specimens.
For a specimen stove or greenhouse plant,

remarkable for handsome foliage, the 1st prize was
taken by Mr. R. Dean, Ealing.
For six Ferns, honours for very good specimens

were divided between Messrs. S. Wickenden and W.
Roberts. Four Ferns. Ist, Mr. W. G. Rickerd, gr.

to T. Lilley, E^q., The Crofo; 2id, Mr. C. Long.
Six specimen Coleu!, well-grown and coloured plants,

secured prizes to Messrs. 0. Long, S. Wickenden,
and Mr. J. Beasley. Some verv fine specimens of
Caladiums were shown by Mr. W. Robert'.

Foliage Begonias were a prettv feature, the chief
prizes being taken by Messrs S. Wickenden and W.
G. Rickerd ; whilst in the flowering section, some
excellently- flowered examoles were contributed by
Messrs. .L Biasley and C. Ling.

Four flowering plants : Mr. W. Roberts gained
1st prizq for some fine specimens.

Mr. Long secured the premier nositioa for a spe-
cimen Fuchsia, and also for four Fachsias in flower
with tall well-furnished examples showing high
culture.

Some very freely-flowered Gloxinias were a?n'; by
Mr. J. Bjasley, to whom was awarded the lat priz».

Mr. Baasley's Ist-prize baddiug Ptdargoniums were
well done.

Cut Flow'.rs.—Tbo 1st prize for eighteen Roses
(G )ld M'idal of the National Rose Society), was taken
by Mr. 0. Edwards, gr. to W. Owen, Esq., with a
beautiful lot of flowers.

Fruit in coUeotiona and aingle dishes made an
interesting and nice display, the principal exhibitors

being Mr. S. Wickenden, Mr. C. Edwards, and Mr. W.
G. Rickerd.

Vegetables, too, were abundantly and well ahown,
Mr. W. Roberts taking 1st prize (offered by the

society), for a creditable collection, whilst that

offered by Measrs. Sutton & Sona for a collection was
well won by Mr. C. Edwarda.

The cottagers, as usual here, made a very good
display of vegetables, their productions comparing
very favourably with thoae sent by profeaaional

growers.

WORTHING.
Jolt 4.—This is a show more particularly for

cottagers and school children, although several

larger classes are included. The competition was so

keen and numerous that the committee felt constrained

to double the prizes among those for children. Wild
flowers and table decorations were exceptionally

good ; so also were the groups and the Grapes. In
the open classes for a group not exceeding 60 sq. feet,

Mr. J. Rolfe, Mr. C. Short, and Mr. G. Collins were
successful. Mr. Short was also 1st for six Exotic
Ferns, for Begonias, Gloxinias, and I'stunias. Mr.
J. Rolfe and Mr. A.. Gadd were other prominent
prize winners for plants. There was only one
competitor for Roses in the open classes, and Mr. A.
Slaughter had matters entirely hia own way. Mr,
Lakerand Mr. Johnson took first honours respectively

for white and black Grapes. Miss E.F.Shiffoer, Lewes,
was 1st for Carnations ; Mr, Short for herbaceous
flowers, and Mrs. Johnson for table decorations.

Amateurs.—For six plants, Mr. G. Heasman was
1st ; Dr. E. S. Blaker, for Begonias ; Mr. W. Court,

for Pelargoniums ; and Mr. Heasman, scored again

for foliage plants. For twelve cut Rosea, Dr. E. S.

Blaker was a good 1st; Mr, H. Hargood and Mrs.
Duncan following; but Mr. H. Hargood was 1st for

six varieties. Mrs. Newington was a capital 1st for

a bouquet, also for table decorations. For wild

flowers. Miss N. Holden was 1st ; the Misses C. &
M. Snewin, in the class for thirty varieties with

botanical and common names attached, had a grand
lot. Mr. Heasman was 1st for a collection of

vegetables, for Currants, and for Potatos.

CHERTSEY, WALTOH, AND WEY-
BRIDGE HORXICULXURAL.

Jdly 5.—The twenty-ninth annual show of the

above was held at Ashley Park, Walton, the resi-

dence of J. S. Sassoon, Esq. The entries were more
numerous than on any previous occasion, and the

productions generally of great merit. Mr. Sassoon'a

gardener, Mr. Cook, was 1st for an ornamental group ;

and M^jor Brown's gardener, Mr. Carpenter, was
2ad. For groups big and little there were no fewer

than eight competitors. Mr. F. Hopkins, Mrs.
Wodderspoon'a gardener, was 1st in a smaller class

of groups ; and Mr. Cheeaeman, gr. to P. Reddell,

Esq., Walton, was 1st for eight stove and greenhouse
plants, his plants including a fine Dendrobium thyr-

aiflorum with thirty racemes; Mr. Cook was 2ad in

this class, and Ist in that for four specimens and for

foliage plants.

Ft-rns were numerona and good, the beat six exotic

apeciea coming from Mr. Hopkins, and the best four

hardy species from Mr. Millican, gr. to H. Cobbett,

Esq., Addlestone. Mr. Cook had the best Caladiums
—handsome plants. Freely - flowered Fuchsias,
Gloxinias, and Achimenes were ahown, and
numerous were the exhibits of cut blooma of her-

baceous perennials and Roses. Fruit was of good
quality if not large in quantity, Mr. T. Osman,
gr.. Ottershaw Park, having the best six dishes.

Vegetablea were plentifnl, and Mr. J. Tomline,
Mrs. Goldingham's gardener, was 1st for eight

kinia.

AYLESBtTRY FLORAL AND HORTI-
CULTURAL.

Jolt 5.—This Society, which was established aa

far back as 1822, held its annual exhibition in the

Corn Exchange on the above date, the spacious floor

apace of two large buildings being required to accom-
modate the exhibits. At the top ot the Exchange
were two large exhibits of choice plants, foliage and
flowering. Oae sent by Mr. J. Smith, gr. to the Earl
of Risebery, Mentmore ; the other from Mr, Jacques,
gr. CO Biron F. de Rothschild. M.P, Waddesdon
Manor. The Malmaison Carnation, which may be

regarded as the flower of the Rothschild family,

was present in force ; choice Palms, Caladiuma,
P«rna, predominating in both oases, Other mie-

cellaneous exhibits consisted of some boxea of

garden Roses from Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough ; Carnations, Picotees, and other

flowers from Mr. .John Walker, Thame ; and a basket

of Ferns from Messrs. Ingram, Whitfield & Co.,

nurserymen, Aylesbury.

About thirty of the leading classes were open to

all. The best collection of plants arranged foreflfect,

was ahown by Mr. E. T. Mackrill. Misa Smith-
Dorrien had the best collection of flowers in pota

;

Messrs. Ingram & Co. the best collection of plants,

cut flowers, and fruits ; Mr. E. T. Mackrill the

largest and best collection of plants ; the best six

soecimens of stove and greenhouse plants were from
Mr. Robins, gr. to Colonel E. D. Lee, Hartwell

House ; some capital specimens of aingle Begonias
came from Mr. T. Gurney ; double Begoniaa from
Miss Smith-Dorrien, who also had the best six speci-

mens of Achimenes, admirably grown and bloomed
;

also the best aix Coleus. Bedding Pelargoniums,

large, well-grown, and flowered specimens, were a
good feature also. In the members' division Mr.
Shrimpton, gr. to Lady A. de Rothschild, took the

1st prize with a very fine collection of stove and
greenhouse plants ; and Mr. C. Threlfall had the

best six Ferns.

Cut Flowers in the open classes were represented

by very fine cut Roses, in thirty-six varieties, from

Mr. J. Mattock, nurseryman, Oxford, and Mr. John
Walker; but one of the most effective stands was
that for six varieties of cut flowers, six of a kind,

Mr. J. Walker taking the lat prize with an excel-

lently-arranged stand ; and in a class for another

collection of cut flowers, Mr. John Walker was also

Ist. Roses were fairly well shown by amateurs.

Mr. Laopold de Rothschilu'a special prize for a

collection of twelve dishes of fruit was won by Mr.

Robins, who had excellent Grapes, Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Strawberries, Melon, &c. Mr. Shrimpton
took the lat prize for three dishes of black Grapes,

having well-finished Black Hamburgh. There were
classes also for Peaches, Nectarines, Strawberries,

and Cherries, and the more common hardy fruits.

Vegetables were extensively and finely shown.
Messrs. Sutton & Son's special prizes for aix dishes

brouzht a good competition, Mr. Robins being 1st;

Mr. W. Earl took Messrs. Webb & Sons' leading

special prize for the same number of dishes ; and
Mr. L. N. Simma that of Messrs. James Carter &
Co. Potatos, Peas, Beans, Carrots, Turnips were
numerous. Table decorations of various kinds,

ladies being the principal exhibitors of them, were
alao an interesting feature,

XHE NAIIONAL PINK (MIDLAND
SECTUN).

Jdlt 10.—So fine a display of laced Pinks was
made in connection with the Wolverhampton Great
Floral Fe',e on the above date that it served to recall

the time when, thirty years ago, the flower was in

the ascendancy in the Midlands. A considerable

portion of tabling was filled with flowers, though the

border varieties, which it was anticipated would be

largely shown, were only sparingly represented.

There were three stands of laced Pinks in twelve

varieties. Mr. A. R. Brown, Handsworth, Birming-
ham, was placed Ist with some excellent blooms,

consisting of Princess Louise, very fine ; Minerva,
very fine; Arthur Brown, new, extra fine; Captain
Kennedy, Ernest, Lustre, Harry Hooper, Bessie,

B'^rtha, Emmeline, Amy, and Empreaa of India.

Mr. C. F. Thnrstan, Penn Fields, Wolverhampton,
was a close 2od, having some excellent blooms also,

viz., Robert Houlgrave, new, very fine; Modesty,
Princess May, new; Duke of York, Mrs. Richards,

Amy, Dr. Braide, very pretty, having a wire edge of

lacing, like a light-edged Picotee ; John Dorrington,
Empress of India, Boiard, and two unnamed seed-

lings. There were six stands in the class for twelve

blooms in not fewer than six varieties : Mr. A. R,
Brown was again placed 1st, with Boiard, Minerva,
Bessie, Amy, Princess Lonise, Arthur Brown, Ernest,

Empress of India, Godfrey, and a few duplicates.

There were five competitors with six distinct varie-

ties: Mr. C. F. Thnrstan taking the Ist prize with
excellent blooms of Robert Houlcrave, Duke of

York, Dr. Braide, Princess May, Amy, and a seed-

ling. There were six stands of aix blooms in not

fewer than three varieties : Mr. C. F. Thnrstan being

again Ist with two blooms of Robert Houlgrave,

Amy, Modesty, and two seedlings.

The best red-laced Pink was Robert Houlgrave.

from Mr. C. F. Thuratan, it was alao selected as the

premier Pink in the show, and in addition waa
awarded a Certificate of Merit ; it i« a inperb new red-
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laced variety. The best parple-Iaced was Arthur

Brown, a very fine new variety, and it was also

awarded a Certificite of Marit. It was shown by the

raiser, Mr. A. R Brown.
The best six bunches of Pinks, border varieties,

came from Mr. C. H. Herbert, who had Mrs. Lakin,

white ; Bertram, Amy, and Boiard, laced varieties
;

Ernest Lanhams, and the fine rose variety. Lord

Lyons. Mr. C. H. Herbert had the best bonquet of

Pinks, well arranged ; Mr. M. Campbell being 2Qd.

A Certificate of Merit was also awarded to Princess

May, a very attractive pale purple laced variety.

WOLVERHAMPTON HOKTICUL-
TURAL.

July 10, 11, 12.—Unsettled weather attended this

great exhibition, still there was a very large attend-

ance of visitors.

For sixteen stove and greenhouse plants, Mr.

Cypher, Cheltenham, was 1st with a fine lot, espe-

cially an Aphelexis prolifera Barnesii, 7 feet in

diameter, and marvellously well flowered ; a grand

Statice profuia, Ixora Williamsii, Erica ampuUacea
Barnesii, Anthurium Scherzeriannm, Cycas circi-

nalis, C. revoluta, and good Kentias ; Mr. W. Finch,

gr. to James Marriott, Esq., Coventry, was 2Dd. with

an excellent lot of plants, especially Crotons Queen
Victoria and Disraeli ; Ericas depressa, tricolor, and

impressa ; and Ixora Fraseri ; Mr. J. Mould, Pewsey,

in whose lot was a magnificent Kalosanthes coccinea,

7 feet through, 3.d.

For six stove and greenhouse plants in flower,

Mr. Cypher wss 1st, with Ericas Cavendishii and fer-

rnginea mejor; Phcenocoma prolifera Barnesii, and
Ixora Pilgrimi', all fine.

For six fine foliage flants, Mr. Cypher was 1st, with

Kentia australls, Dasylirion acrostichon, Encepha-
lartos villosus, and others.

Six Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Amateurs.—In

the Classes for Gentlemen's Gardeners In the counties

of Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and
Salop, In the above class, 1st, Mr. Finch, with a

finely grown Phcenocoma, an Erica Impressa, and a
fine Croton, Prince of Wales, amongst them.

For eight Exotic Orchids, Mr. Cypher was 1st

;

amongst his plants were fine examples of Oncidium
macranthum, Cattleya Mendeli, and C. glgas.

Groups.—Seven of these were arranged, each in a

space not exceeding 450 square feet, and here Mr.

Cypher was 1st, with a superb group, consisting of

Palms, Orchids, Crotons, &c., perhaps rather heavy
with flower; and he was closely followed by Mr.
Edmunds, gr. to the Duke of St. Albans, Bestwood
Park, Notts, whose arrangement was a trifie heavy

and lacking the brightness of the first prize group,

and a few more good flowering plants would have
probably given him the first place.

In the class for a Group of Plants in a space not

exceeding 400 square feet, Mr. Lovatt took the 1st

prizi with a somewhat dull and over-crowded

exhibit, and this may be said of all the groups In

this class.

In the Amateurs' Classes several groups were
staged, and the other classes were well filled.

Bouquets of wild flowers made by children were a

verv pretty display.

Roses were a striking feature of the exhibition,

and of excellent quality. For seventy-two blooms,

distinct varieties, Mr. B. R Cant, Ist ; Mr. F. Cant,

2ad ; Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, 3rd.

For forty-eight distinct varieties, Messrs. D. Prior

& Son, Colchester, Ist; Mr. B. R. Cant, 2Qd;
Messrs. Perkins & Sons, 3rd.

For thirty-six distinct varieties, the Rev. J, H.
Pemberton 1st; Mr. B. R. Cant 2nd.

For twenty-four distinct varieties. Mr. B. R. Cant
1st, and Messrs. Townsend & Son, Worcester, 2nd.

For twelve new varieties, distinct, Ist, B. R Cant

;

2od, F. Cant. For twelve dark R^ses, one variety,

1st, B. R. Cant; 2nd, F. Cant. For twelve light

Roses, one variety, Messrs. Townsend & Son 1st,

B. R. Cant 2nd ; all with Mrs. John Laing.

For twelve Teas, distinct, Messrs. Prior & Son Ist,

Mr. F. Cant 2ad.

A special class for the most decorative arrange-

ment of Roses brought out two exhibits ; Messrs.

Townsend & Sons 1st; Mr. Coombs, gr. to the Earl

of Dudley, Ulmley Hall, 2od.

For thirty-eix Roses, distinct (amateurs), the Rev.
J. H. Pemberton 1st, Mr. H Robbins 2nd.

In the classes for bouquets, &c., Messrs. Perkins

& Soup, Coventry, were deservedly Ist in the three

classes.

Pansies and Violas.—Special prizes were offered for

a collection of Fansiea and Violas, a handsome

Gold Medal as a 1st prize being given by Mr. Paul

Lutz of Wolverhampton. Two fine and extensive

exhibits were staged, Mr. S. Pye, florist, Garstang,

Lancashire, who was 1st with a beautiful display

;

Mr. A. Lister, florist, Rothesay, 2ad. Saveral new
varieties were exhibited in both collections. In

the class for smaller collections, Mr. M. Campbell,

florist, Blantyre, was Ist with an admirably set-np

collection.

Feuit.

Open Classes.—For four bunches of Grapes, dis-

tinct, Mr. Goodacre, gr. to the Earl of Harrington,

was Ist ; his Black Hamburgh and Muscat Ham-
burgh were good, but Foster's Seedling and Muscat

of Alexandria were not quite ripe. Mr. C. Froud,

gr. to the Rev. Canon Coventry, 2ad ; his Black

Hamburgh Grapes were very fine. Mr. Binnerman,

gr. to Lord Bagot, with small bunches of good

quality, was .3rd,

For two bunches of White Grapes, Mr. Mclndoe,

gr. to Sir J. W. Pease, Bart., Hutton Hall, was 1st,

with Muscats, rather small in berry and bunch ; the

Rev. Canon Coventry 2nd.

For two bunches of Black Grapes, Mr. Goodacre

was 1st, with well-coloured Black Hamburgh ; Mr.

.T. Wilkes, gr. to Mrs. Meakin, Stone, 2nd.

For a collection of ten varieties of fruit, Mr.

Goodacre was Ist, with good Black Hamburgh and

Foster's Seedling Grapes, an excellent Queen Pine-

apple, a Melon, fine Cherries, Peache*, Nectarines,

Figs and Strawberries ; Mr. Binnerman, gr. to Lord

Bagot, 2nd. There were seven entries in this class.

Messrs. Laxton Brothers sent their new Strawberries.

In the fruit classes for gentlemen's gardeners

there was a strong competition for six varieties.

Mr. Binnerman was 1st, with good Grapes and

Peaches ; 2ad, Mr. J. Read.

Vegetables.—Gentlemen Gardeners' class for a col-

lection of vegetables, not fewer than eight varieties :

Mr. J. Read, gr. to the Earl of Carnarvon, was 1st;

and Mr. T. Postings, gr. to ^tr?. Wright Bozcott,

Rndge Hall, Wolverhampton, 2ad.

There were numbers of honorary exhibits. Mr.

H. Eckford, Wem, had a charming collection of

Sweet Peas.

Messrs. Hewitt & Co., Solihull Nurseries, Bir-

mingham, had a fine collection of hardy herbaceous

blooms, amongst them the verv pretty Lathyrus

latlfolius Turner!. Mr. J. H. White, nurseryman,

Worcester, had a fine display of Kmly Henderson,

Sweet Pea, new bedding Petunia Brilliant, Ins

Koempferi varieties, Llllum daburlcnm Sappho,

brilliant In colour, and the lovely E'CholtzIa tenul-

folia Messrs. Shuttleworth & Co., Bradford, sent a

small collection of Orchids. Messrs. Thomson &
Co., Sparkhill Nurseries, BirmiDKharo, had a fine

group of border Pinks, herbaceous flowers, and a fine

collection of Delphiniums. Messrs. Clibran & Sons,

nurserymen, Altrincham, arranged a fine display of

cut blooms of hardy flowers. Including some good

Cannas. Mr. Thos. Ware, of Hale Farm Nurseries,

Tottenham, sent a very fine display of double

and single flowered tuberous Begonias ; and Messrs.

B. S. Williams & Co., Holloway, contributed a bank

of new and rare plants. Including some new Dra-

caenas, Cyprlpedinms, the beautiful Odontoglossum

vexillarlum Cobblanum, TlUandsia Zahnni, Sobralia

macrantha lilaclna, Bertolonias, &c. Messrs.

Birkenhead, The Nurseries, Sale, Manchester, staged

a bank cf choice Ferns, including the rarely-seen

Adiantum palmatum, Davallla tennifolia Veitchiana,

Pcerls cretica sempervlrens, and Adiantum macro-

phyllum albo- striatum.

Mr. Joseph Tonry, Wolverhampton, had an ex-

tensive display of patent rustic garden vases.

Several Certificates were awarded to new Violas,

Pansies, and other objects.

The exhibition, acknowledged by all to be a very

fine one, was admirably managed by Messrs. W. A.

Green, sen. and jnn., and the committee.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICUL-
TURAL.

Edivbohgh, July 11.—The summer show of this

Society opened under favourable weather on Wednes-
day last In the Waverley Market, which, upon entering

from the gallery, presented a gay and lively appear-

ance, although some of the classes were not competed

for strongly. Roses, as might be expected, were

the principal feature; and although the season is

later than last year, the entries are nnmernu", and

the Roses of good colour and form. In the nursery-

men's classes, the prize for the 48 distinct varieties was

keenly contested, the premier position being gained

by Mr. Hngh Dickson of Belfast. Mes»r». D. and W.

CroU were also successful exhibitors, taking no fewer

than twelve Ist prizes, some of their exhibits being

remarkably tine.

The tables of plants did much to relieve the glare

of colour, some of these being tastefully arranged,

Mr. G. Wood taking the Ist prize for this in the

gardeners' class. Messrs. Methven had a fine table

of flowering and foliage plants, amongst which were

Lilinms, Palms, the edging of Caladlum agjrites

being very effective. Messrs. Laird & Son also

arranged a table of Violas, Pyrethrum, and stove

and greenhouse plants.

The table of Carnations from Messrs. Laing &
Mather was quite a centre of attraction, the varie-

gated Germauia, Winter Cheer, Duchess of Fife, and
several others being very prominent. Fuchsia*,

which were arranged along the centres of the tables,

were well grown and flowered. Amongst the Ferns,

Adiantums were especially good, fine specimens ot

the A. cuneatum gracilllmum being noticed. Large

specimens of British Ferns were numerous, the first

and second prizes being strongly contested.

Orchids were very thinly represented, the suc-

cessful competitor for four specimens being Mr. W.
Sharp, Freeland, Forgandenny, his plants, though

small, being well-flowered, his Epidendrum vltelll-

num majus and Cattleya Sanderiana being worthy of

note ; the prize for twelve trusses of Orchids being

also secured by the same exhibitor.

The Chrysanthemums from Mr. McMillan attracted

considerable notice, and were awarded a Certificate of

Merit by the judges.

In the classes for fruit. Grapes took the prominent

place, the colouring and size of berries in both

Black Hamburgh and Madresfield Conrt being re-

markable. The Ist prize exhibit for the collection

of eight dishes comprised two kinds of black Grapes,

Peaches, Nectarines, Melon, Figs, Cherries, and

Strawberries, and was staged by Mr. Smith, Oxenford

Castle, Dalkeith.

Vegetables were anything but numerous, the best

collection coming from Mr. W. Hope, Tallabelton

House, Perth, all being well shaped, and of good

growth.
Tomatos, Cauliflowers, and Cucumbers were also

deserving of mention, but were not numerously

exhibited.

In the nurserymen's competitive classes, Messrp.

Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, secured the Ist prize for the

collection of alpine and herbaceous plants, not fewer

than fifty distinct species ; Mr. M. Cuthbertson being

2nd. These tables were much admired, as were

also the cut flowers of herbaceous plants from the

same exhibitors. The Palms and Conifers arranged

upon pedestals between the tables did much to

relieve the bareness of snch a large building. The
show, which closed on Thursday, was well patronised,

the band of the Black Watch playing selections upon

both days.

Markets.
COl'^NT GARDEN. July 14.

[We cannot accept any responsibility tor the eubjoined

reports. They are f.irnijHhed to ua regularly every

Thursday, by the kindness of several ot the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices OQ any particular

day, but ooly the general averages for the wek preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,

but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plants in Pots.—average Wholesale Pbioes.

s.d. $.d.

Adiantum. per doz. 4 13 u

Aspidistra, per doz. 12 Q-30
— specimen, each 7 6-21

Calceolarias, per doz. 3 0-60
CrassuUs, per dozen 9 0-24

Cyperus, per dozen... 4 O-IO

Dracaena, each ... 1 0- 5

Ericas, various, p. dz. 9 0-24

Evergreen Shrubs, in

var., per dozen ... 6 0-24

Ferns, various, doz. 4 0-12
— small, per 100 4 0- 8

Ficus elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 9 0-24

Fuch-sias, per dozen 4 0-60
Heliotropes, per doz. 4 0-80
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
— specimens, each 2 0-36

Fruit,-

Cherriea, half-sieve 3 0-60
Figs, psr dozen ... 10-20
Grape-t, Ist quality,

black EngUfh,
per lb 16-20

„ Guernsey, per lb. 9-10
„ English. 2nd

quality, p. lb. 6-10
,, Muscat, per lb

s.d. s.d.

Ivy Geraniums, p. dz. 3 0-60
Lilium Harrisii, per

dozen ... 12 24
— lanci£.>hum, pr.

dozen ... 9 0-18

Lobelias, per dozen... 3 0-40
— small, per doz. 10-20

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 12

Mignonette, per doz. 4 0-80
Musb, per dozen ... 2 0-40
Nasturtiums, p. doz. 2 0-60
Palms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachlO 6-8*

Pelargoniums, p. doz. 8 0-12
— scarlets,p. doz. 3 0-60
— scarlets, small,

per dozen ...

Spirseas, per dozen

AvERA(jE Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s.d
Grapes, Muscat.
2nd quality, per lb.

Melons, each
Peaches, large, p. doz. 9 U-12

,, small, per doz. ... 2 0-40
Fine-apples. St. Mi-

chael, each ... 2 6 5
Strawberries, out-

door, per doz. lbs.., 3 0*132 0-30

16-20
6 0-12 U

s.d. S.d.

1 0- 1 15

16-^6
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Cut FLOWERg.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per doz. bl..„ 3
Bouvardias, per buQ.
Caruationa, 12 blms. I

— do7, bun. ... 3
rornflowers, la bun. 1

Futihans, pur dozen 2
Gardenias, per dozen 1

(»l 'diolnB. doz. bun. 3
Irit. dozpn blooms ...

Lilium Harriaii, doz. 2— candidum, 12
blooms ...

— candidum. 12
bunches ... 12

Maidenhair Fern, per
12 bunches ... 4

MarKuerites, 12 bun. 1

Mignonette, 12 bun. 3
Myosotis, or Forget-

me-Not, doz. bun. 1

Piconies. doz. bun..., 6
Vansles, 12 bun. ... 1

d. s.d.

0-3
6- 1

0-3
0-4
0-2
0-4
0-3
0-6
6- 1

0-4

3-0 6

0-18

0-6
&- 3
0-6

6-3
0-9
0-2

Orchids :—
Cattleya. 12 blms. 6
Odo n toglos^ium
crispum.L2 blms. 2

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, p. 12 bun. 3
— 12 sprays ...

Pinks, doz. bun. ... 1

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2
Ro-tea, Tea, per dozen
— coloured, p. doz. 2
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz. 1

— red, perdozen ..

— Moss, French
doz. bun. ... 4

— outdoor, doz.ban. 3
Spireeas, 12 bunches 4
Stephanotis, dozen

Bprays 1

Sweet Sultan, 13 bu. 2
Tuberoses, 12 blms,

t. d. s. d.

0-6
4-0 8
6-4
0-6
6-2
0-4

6

1-6
- 1

0-8
0-9
0-6

6-2
0-3
4-0 6

Orohid-bloom in variety.

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
t. d. s,d.

Beans, Broad, p.sieve 2 0-26
,. French, lb. ... 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-20
Cucumbers, per doz. 2 0-30

a.d.s.d.
Mushrooms, per lb. 1 0- 1 3
Peas, per bushel ... 2 6-36
Tomatos, per lb. .,.0 5 6

Potato market not quite so firm. Prices vary from 7s. tj

lU. percwt. Old Potatos fiaishel.

SEEDS.
London: July 11.— Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Mer-

chant!*, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E., report
to-day's market devoid alike of business and of interest.

Clover seeds are neglected. The new French Trifolium, being
good and c\ieap, attracts rather more attention. For Mustard
and Rape seed ihe inquiry is small. As regards Canary seed,

the marAet gets stronger everyday. Very bad accounts con-

tinue to come to hand of the new Turkish crop. Hemp seed
heeps steady. No change in either Peas or Haricots. The
Board of Trade returns give the imports into the United
Kingdom of Clover and Grass seeds for the first six months of

this ye-ar as 196,94-3 cwt. , value £ 198,336. as against 182,968 c wt.,
value £i53,761, lor the corresponding period of 1893.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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100,000

You may say wiiat you like ! but no Plaut-house Is
CilMFLETE WITHOUT APAXTON LONG-ARM

(Patent appliefi for), for lifting pots to or from higher
broad stages. Will grip six different sized pots. 5«. titi., free;

money returned if not approved of.

Particulars fiee. of the inventor, C. B. HEIRONS, 28, St.

Margarfl's Grove, Twickenham.

YARDS OF TANNED NET-
TING.—2 yds. wide. IJd per yd.. 10s per

100 yds ; 4 yds. wide. id. per yd , 20s. per 100 yds. New
Twine Netting, l-in. meah. 1 yd. wide, id.; 2 yds. wide, id.;

4 yds. wide. 8rf. per yd. Cotton Net, IJ yd. wide, id. per yd ,

12 mesh to inch. Hexagon Net. i\d. persij. yd., 64 mesh to inch.

W. CULLINQFORD, 24. Eastern Road, Plaistow.

HILL & S M I T H,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. QUEEN VICIOKIA STREET, LONDOy, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts m Fencing.

Roofing. &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and pra.:tical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put

down. Iilvs!rat d Catalogues Free hy Post,

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS I
In Stock Sizes.

tn«.* o -.(12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
10-oz.,per 100U.,8«. O"- J 14x12. 20x12. 18x16, 24X16
ai-o«.. „ 11*. »a.

I 16x12,16X14,20X16,24x18, Ao.

IJ X 3 Prepared Saah Bar at 55. per 100 feet,

Painta and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square;
Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4. at *d. per foot run ; 2X7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, Ac.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
Ta. B18HOP86ATE Street Withih. London. K.C-

ORGHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE Ll&T

From the Largest Manufacturer in the Tr:de,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURYLANE, W.C.

The finest. most refresh-

ing and pleasautcst bever-

age obtiiinablo, Onetable*
ppooufnl of this Extract
makes one gall, of splendid

beer. Try it. A sample
,

bottle enough to make 8 '

gallons, post free for 9
stamps. A beautifully

|[|
coloured little story book,
'Uuw a Railway Acci-

il| dent wab Averted," is sent
'^'

free with eacli sample

N£WBALL & MASON,
NOITINGHAM.

AGENTS WANTED.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20.000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kincj^s of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt„ and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paint for Inside of Conservatories, Ao.

Prices. Patterns, and Testimonials. Post-free.

Grove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutea by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted, £
l-light, 4 ft. by 6ft,..

\

2 „ 8 ft. by 6 ft, .

.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

3 „ 12 ft, by 6 ft,..

4 „ 16 ft. by 6 ft,..

5 „ 20 ft. by 6 ft. ,

.

6 „ 24 ft. by 6 ft..,

Larger tizet at proportionate pricei.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London j4 £7en^Mr.H.SKKLTON.Seedsman. &c.,3.HollowayRd.,N.

JAS. BOYD & Sm,
Horticultural Builders
and Heating Enqimeeks,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description.

in either Wood or Iron.

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges, Cottages,

Tennis Courts, Verandahs, Ao.

Hot-water Apparatus
I for warming Churches.

Schools, Public Buildings,
Mansions, Harness Rooms,

Drying Rooms, Hothouses, and
Buildings of every Description.

Illustrated Circulart
Post-free.

Complete Catalogae, 88.

GREENHOUSE BLINDS.
A Set of Samples tent Post-free,

ORCHID and Other PEATS,
SILVER SAND,
TOBACCO PAPER and RAO,
RAFFIA for Tying,
GARDEN M&NURES,
GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS,
SYRINGES and WATER-CANS,
LAWN SPRINKLERS,
GARDEN TOOLS,

Horticultural Sundries of Evkht Kind.
/Itustratsd CATALOGUE on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E,

rj+xI2'J'H|l^J 20»lf
16 » i2-/'iate^l.^ 10 ' lb

^ t' r;\e' 5o» ts

Slfll.mdl^oirOREIGM, of dbovt sizes, in twies of 10OF«tMO0f€tt supcn
EMGL18H G1J..3. cut to truyexs' sizes ,

a.T lowest price.
d^-lLi^^red free. I^Jcund in the couTitr^ , in qua.ntity.

GEOR0E FAKMILOE&SONS
"jA &»ijj0HN &treet\«ft;»T£MlTHFIELD.TOND0N.2C
'Stoci^Iieu Andprices on.sp^ubaii. Ftcu« iftfte. ChmOtlt.

WARE and SONS'
FLOWER POTSARE THE BEST.

THE SUSSEX POTTEnV WOBKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

Tbe Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AMD FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingKurserymen

I

to be the Best
Qualltyobtainable

j

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated aud Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
ezhaustibU supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half tkt
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

OEO. GARSIDE. Jim.. F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Bxizzard. Beds.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOj. per sack ; S for 41 s. id.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous. 8f. per sack ; 5 for
37l. M. SECOND QUALITY, 6j. per sack ; 5 for 22s. M.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 45. per sack, 5 for 18i. ; and 3f. per sack, 6 (orl'^s.Qd.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2f . M. per sack ; 6 for lOf. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, it. per sack ; 5 for 18j. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade,
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Uonnt Uascal, Bexler, Kent.

WAITON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.
WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

As supplied to the Sandrtughflm Estate of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales.

For special low rates for WALTON HEATH LOAM and
REIQATE SILVER SAND, apply to—

DAVID PITT & SONS, Reigate, Surrey.

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Mattrial for Packing every description of Qoodu.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF. DEPlFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices uDOn application.

REALITIES OF

ACCIDENT ASSURANCE.
£2,700

PAID EVERY WEEK AS COMPENSATION FOR

Accidents of All Kinds.

RAILWAY PASSENGERS'- ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.

BSTABLieHED ISfil,

BIRKBECK BANK,
SonXHAMPTOH BDIiDIMSa, Chahcebt Ljlhu, W.O.

TWO- AND- A -HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed CD
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimam

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, ana allows interest, at the rate of TWO-
AND-A-HALF FEB CENT, per annum, on each completed £1,

BIRKBECK BUILDINa SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO OUINEA8

PKB MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LANS SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVK

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionlars, port-

free, FRANCIS KAVENSCROFT, Manager.
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NJOTTING for TENNIS BORDERING.—
(ioid colour and specially prepared, with line attached

to net top and bottom throughout; easy to erect or to take

away ; 25 yardt* long, 3 yarda wide, tor Is. Qd., carriage paid.

HENRY J. GASSON, Net Works, R>e.

ETS—NETS.— Tanned, Oiled, Waterproof,
for Protecting Strawberry Beds, Fruit Trees, &c., from

Birds. Makes excellent Tennis boundaries.
liOO yards. Ss. ; second quality, 55.

SPASHETT AND CO.. Net Minufaturors. Lowestoft.

EPPS'S-"-"' PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Khododenrirons, by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPBCIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Kich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD, Coarse, Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C.N. FIBRE REFUSE,
freshSPHAGNUM,PatentMANnRES, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat Moss Lltier,

The Original Peat Depot, RINGWOOD. HANTS.

HOW TO GROW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
By Mr, CHARLES E. SHEA. Mr. H. SHOESMITH,

and Mr. E. BECKETr.

Those who are iu doubt how fo treat their plants should
secure a copy. Post-free, 7 stamps. Address

—

H. J. JONES,
Ryecboft Nursery, Hither Green, Lewisham. S.E.

ESTATE SALES.
The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates i8

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation am-^ng the
upper and middle cla--se3 in Worcestershire and adjoiiting

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars of Estate*, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Rooks, and other property advertised
in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and A^icultural Effects.

The" WORCESTKR HERALD " is the must effective orgm
for giving publit^ity to announcements of this cla-si. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,
would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paoer. Specially adapted fnr bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circidation.
Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.

For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms".

SPECIMEN FRE E. Price 2d.

Published Friday for Saturday.

OffickS: — 72, HIGH STREET. WORCESTER,

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Alfred Legertos, f<. Aldgite. London, E.—Wholesale List

of Dutch and other Flower Rojts.

C. Petrick, Ghent, Belgium — Indian, Ghent, and othtr
AzaleHH, Rhododendrons. Camellias, Palms, &c,

F. Takaghi. Tne Tokyo Nur.*eries, Koraagome Denchu, Japan
—Bulbs, Plants, Shrubs, Trees. &c.

GARDENIN'a APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Al.FitD Lodge, formerly Head Girden*'r at Brou2 am

Hall, ^^en^ith, as Head Gardener to Lord IVEAGH, Elvedon
Hall, Thetford. Suff jik.

Mr. Charles James, as Gardener to J. Rodgers, Esq.,
The Rookery House, Watford, Herts.

TO NURSERYMAN.—A Gentleman, with a
moderate capital, is deyirou? of joining a thoroughly

practical Gardener, with good connection, wiih a view lo
carrying on busine^ts ai Nuraervraen Midl.'ind Cninties pre-
ferred. —Seply, with full particulars, to RICHARDSO.V and
GORING THOMAS, Solicitors, 7tj. Fin^bury Pavement,
London, E C.

To FLORISTS and NURSERYMEN (a few
miles from Loudon), about siving up business.—Wanted,

by a young man of fome experience, a situation with a view
to joining in PARTNERSHIP, or taking over a fmall business
later on.—" I 229," Shelley's, 33, Gracechurch Street. E.C,

ANTED, to MANAGE FOLIAGE
NURSERY. Mast be a clever Grower of all varieties

Good wages and comfortable house. Excellent references in-
dispensable.—Apply, Tuesday morning, 11 o'clock, 28, Crawford
Street, W.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, in
Berkshire. Third, where three and a boy are kept.

Bothy, with milk and vegetables.—Write, etatirg age, wages
required, and particulars as to last place, to G. B., Esq.,
Porter, Stationer, Sussex Place, Onslow Square.

V\7^ANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
V T DENER, in Devonshire, in a garden where six men

are kept. — Must be thoroughly efficient both in Fruit and
Flowers, and have unexceptionable references. Man and wife

without encumbrance preferred, or not exceeding one child.

Age between S-S and 45 —Address, sta ing wages, age, and
references, to M. L., Roberts' Library, 2, Lower Grosvenor
Place. London, S.W.

ANTED.—In a Gentleman's Garden, an
active m^n as WORKING GARDENER, good kitchen

gardener indi(*pensable; not much glass.—Address, S., Mr. D.

Cooper. S'ationer. Huntingdon,

ANTED, a FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR, for Glass Nursery and Herbaceous Derart-

ment, one who thoroughly understands the Growing of Soft-

wooJed Plants for Cut Flowers and Market, Roses. Clematis,

&c None but thoroughly compptent men need apply.

—

PENNELL AND SONS, Nurseries, Lincoln.

Roses.

WANTED, a young MAN, to take Charge
of the Out-door Roses,—Applv. stating experience

and wages required, to CHARLES TURNER. The Royal
Nurseries Slough.

ANTED, TWO young MEN, under Fore-
man, well up in Budding and Grafting.—Permanent

situation for suitable men.—State age. references, and wages
required, to EDWIN MURRELL, Portland Nurseries,

Shrewsbury.

WANTED, for a few weeks, good ROSE-
RUDDERS.-Only tho=e used to the work need

apply. Good wages.—S. G. RUMSEY, Rose;Grower,|Wrotham.

WANTED, an active young MAN, used to
Potting, Watering, and Tying plants for Market,

Wage' £1 per week. Apply personally, if possible, Mr. ORP-
WOOD, Cowley Mill Road, Uxbridge.

ANTED, a YOUTH as IMPROVER, not
under 17. Fou'th in bothy. — Particulars to

C. HERRIN, Dropmore, Maidenhead,

WANTED, a young M.\N, well up in Grow-
ing and Bunching Flowers, Good Salesman, State

wages.-M. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Sfipd Ti'ddp

WANTED, in a large Seed Establishment,
a thoiough comp tent BOOK-KEEPER, ageabou' 30.

Also an INVOICE CLERK, about 20. Both must write a
clear hmd and be quick at accounts. State full particulars,

where employed, and how long, with wages required.—Address,

SEEDS, Gaidenirs' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.U.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
The presmre upon our space at this season of the

year is so great, we are compelled to state

that adeertisements received after 6 p.m. on
Wednesday will, in all prohahility , be held

over to the next week,

Adoertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend firstrclass Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest reco emen-
dations. Telegraphic address, '* DOWNIE, Edinburgh."

Gardeners, Farm-Baillffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulare on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKS0N3. CHESTER."

ICHARD SMITH and ^Ca
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applicati0[i3 from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FS A N D E R AND C 0. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARUENErtS. of excel en t character, and proved
ability; men thoroughly titled for all the various duties of
their profession. For aU p irticutars, please apply to

—

F. S\ND1 R AND CO., St. Alb'ius.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38; thoroughly
experienced and proficient in the management of large

establishment ; life cxperipuee, eight-and-half years' excellent
reference as above,—W. KING, The Cheppmg. Tetbury, Glos.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 31; fourteen
years' good practical experience in the Cultivation oE

Pines, Vines. Peaches, Nectarines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gtrdens. Five years Foreman in
last !>ituation in the gardens of the Right Hon, Lord Llan-
gattock, of the Hendr^. Monmoath. Can be well recom-
mended.—W. WELLS. Kirklingt:on. Tledalp. Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 31, married.
Good practical experience in all branch- s; Land and

Stock if requireil. Good characters. Disengaged when suited.
J. KEMP, Shalimar, Bwell, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
jiept —Age 35, married, has two children 9 and 5;

twenty years' exterience. Ten years in present place as

Head Girdener. Successful exhibitor in all clashes of Fruit

and Flowers. Abstainer. Experience iu some of the leading

gardens in England.— F. EXblLL, Head Gardener, Miserden
Park, Cirencester.

GARDENER (Head); age 28, married.-—
The Bight Hon. Eabl of Buchan will be pl-ased to

recommend his late Gardener. Thoroughly competent in all

branches.—H.. Waldron H'ou-*e, Garratt Lane, Tooting. S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Thomas H. Mawson,
Garden Architect, Windermere, can with evt^ry con-

fidence reiomraend a Gardener as above He is most highly

recommended by present and former employers. Experienced

in every branch, and capable of conducting a large staff of men
for ground-work, in formation of new grounds, if required.

—

Address, in first instance, to Advertiser.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Scotch,
age 42 ; married; no family; thorough life experience,

first-class testimonials. J. Lawie, gardener to Sir Massey
Lopes, Bart., is open to re-engage with anyone in want of a

trustworthy all-iound Gardener.—The Gardens, Mariatow,
Roborough, Devon.

G^ARDENER (Head Working); where one
or more under are kept.—Age 44, married, one child,

grown up; skilful Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable Grower. Four
and a half years' personal character. Understands Stock.

—

WILLIS, Bletchley Road. Bletchley. Bucks.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 35,
married, Thorougrily experienced iu all branches of

Gardening. Can be highly recommended ; excellent cha-
racter. — GARDENER, Manor Cottage, Aspenden, near
Buntingford. Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
one child ; twenty years' gaod practical experience in

all branches, with excellent character.—M, FIELD, Chestnut
Grove, Staines.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Age ii),

married, no family. Efficient and trustworthy; life

experience; excellent referent^es.— J. BREWER, 3l7, Crystal
Palace Road, East Dulwich, S.E.

ARDENER (Head WoRKiNG).~Married

;

Thorough, practical, and energetic; four-and-a-half
years' good character.-J, DjXON, Cedar Cottage, Old
Windsor, Berks.

ARDENER (Head Woukino).—Age 32,
married, without family; thoroughly experienced iu

Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables ; also Table Decoration. Wife
Dairy, if required. Highest references as to character and
ability.-CLARK. Kisber Cottage. Sjuth Norwood.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married; thoroughly practical in Forcing Fruit,

Flowers, and Vegetables, Kitchen and Flower Gardens,
Chrysanthemums. &c. Excellent references.—JOHN DOBSON,
We.-ttield Koid, Lymington.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 42, four in family. Life expe-

rience ; underst-tnds Land and Stock; four y- ars' good cha-
racter.—R. LEPPARD. 57, Sanderstead Rd., South Croydon.

f^ ARDENER (Head Working, where two or
VJ more are kept).—Thirteen years' practical experience in
aU branches. Abstainer.—A. B., Mr. Fleming, Woking
Village.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married ; excellent character from present and prs'-ious

employers. Life-experience. Disengaged when suited.

—

A. B., 12, Woburn Cottages, Chapel Park, Addlestone.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Scotch

;

age 37, married, no family. Thoroughly experienced
in all bramlies of the profession. Wif-^ good Laundress, if

required. Good character.—A. CAMPBELL, Avondel, Hol-
liugton Park, St. Leocards-ou-Sea.

ARDENER (Head Working), where three
or more are kept.—Age 34. married, no family ; sixteen

years' experience in good establishments. Early and Late
Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Three years' good
tharacier.—WILLIAM HEATH, b.'A. Kings Road, Chelsea.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42,
married; understands Vines, Peaches, Melons, "Tomatos,^

and all branches of Gardening, six years* references from last
place.—P., 99, Hamilton Road, West Norwood, S.E.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
J. KiNOAN, Stonefield, Lincoln, can recommend

W. Moore to any Lady or Gentleman in want of sucb.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
Handed).—Age 34, married ; energetic and truntworthy.

Nearly seven years an Head in last place. Experienced in all
branches.-E. W., Mr. TuU, Chalvey Koad Nursery, Slough,
Bucks.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-'
handed). — Life-experience in larg"* establishments;

Orchids, Fruit. Sto^e, Greenhouse, &c.. Kitchen and B'lower
Garden.- Q. MARTIN. Lye Green. Withyham. Sussex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 45. married, no children ; understand* Melons,

Cucumbers, Flowers, and willing to be useful. Nine years'
good character.-GARDENER, Margery, Kingswood, Reigite.

GARDENER, good Single-handed, or where
two are kept.—Age 34, married, two children ; eight

years' good character, leaving through death of employer.—
T. STRAND, 5, Addison Road, Kensington, W.
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GARDENER (Head Working) ; age 43, mar-
ried.—a Gentleman would be pleased to highly recom-

mend his late Gardener ii9 above. Of the hight-et respectability,

and a thorough practical man. Good Manager, and has been

in his service MX and a half years.—W. M., 2, Oaborn Cottages,

Turner's Hill, Cheshun t. He^ta-

GGARDENER (cIingle-handed).—No objec-
JT tioo to Pony and Trap; age k6 ; married, no family.

Good character, abst iner.—H. aONli, Walbrook House,

Blenheim Koad, Deal. Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or other-
wise).—Age 3o, marri^'d. no encnmbrauce ; life experi-

ence in all branches.—A. HAMMO^D, a, Junction Road,

Potter's Bar, Middlesex,

ARDENER (Single-handed, or JOUR-
NEYMAN). in Flower or Kitchen Garden.—Mr. James

ROGEKS, Gardener to Earl Temple, Wotton. near Aylesbury,

wished to strongly recommend a steady, hard-working man as

above ; age 30 ; has been here over nine years, and leaving

through no fault.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).—
Age 23. All-round experience of eight years; good

characer from previous Bituations. Abstainer.—A. KIKBY,
Lord Street, Hoddesdon, Herts.

GARDENER I (good Single - handed, or
Si:ooND).— Age 2',i\ thoroughly understands Vines.

Cucumbers, Tomatos. Chrysanthemum^, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Good references,-BAGLIN, Kenn Gatton. Somerset.

GARDENER (oingle-handed, or Second of
two).—Age 26. single; twelve years' experience in all

branches. 1-i mooths' good character, 3 years previous —H.
GaRKETT, 19, Coneyhiil. Foxgrove Road, Beckeoham. Kent.

GARDENER (one under, or good Sinqle-
HANi^ED). — Age 35, married, no family; thoroughly

experieuced in Forcing Fruit, Plants, Flowers. &c., al-o

Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good references.—KKLLAWAY,
The Gardens. 40. Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or SECOND).
—Age 24; eight years' experience. Left through no

fault. Twelve months* good character. Abstainer. — C.

EDWARDS, Western Green, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

GARDENER, Inside and Out, or Kitohen
Garden and Plpasure-ground Mdu —Age 25 ; nine years'

experience. Can be well recjmmended. — F. BERlilAN,
SliudoD, near Arundel. Sussex.

GARDENER, where two or three are kept.

—

Age 26, single; eleven years' experience in first-class

places.— r. W. O., Manor House Gardens. Effingham, Leather-
fa -ad^Surrey^

GARDENER.—Age 23; eight years* experi-

I 'ence with Vine*. Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Abstainer. — WM. GOODMAN, 11, Clarendon Crescent,
Leamington.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
are kept.— J. Treadwell can with confidence recom-

mend a young manthahiis been with him four years as above.
Please state particulars.— TIMARU, Chislehur&t, Kent.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 21, single.
To-u yearn' practical experience in h\\ branches: well

recommendel by former employers.— G. SUCH, -41, Lower
Addiscombe Roid. Croydon.

GARDENER (Second), in a good estftblish-
ment Inside or Inside and Out.— Age 24 ; four and a

half years' good < Inracter.— C. DUNN, Tilgate Forest Row,
Handcrosfl, near Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept. — Five years' good character. Bothy pre-

ferred.—A. THORNE. The Bothy. The Beeches, Oallouds
Park, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second, or Under), Inside and
Out.—Age 23; throuyhly accustomed to duties — For

full particulars, A. SPEAKMAN, 10, Percy Road, North
Fincbley. N.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 20 ; two
years' good character.—F. HALL, Chilworth, near

Guildford, Surrey.

GAHDENER (Undbr).—Age 20; has been
apprenticed two years with indenture Gciod refer-

ence i.—WALTER CASTLE. Holbeach Drove, Wisbech.

GARDENER (Under).—Situation wanted by
a young Man. age 21, as above. Inside or Out Good

character.—A. BOOKER, Mr. W. lies. The Gardens, Bovingdon
House, Herael Hempstead. Herts.

AKDENEH (Undkb), Inside and Out.—
Age 22, single. Three years' good character from

present employer, Bothv prdtferred.—W. W., The Gardens,
Chacombe Priory, Chacombe. near Banbury.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; two years'
good character from present place.—W. AMBROSE.

Th Grange, Elstree, Herls.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 28; to work
Inside in Gentleman's Gardeti. Has gool knowledge

of above.—Apply.stating wages, to H. I., Drove Park Cottages,
Singleton, Chichester, Sussex.

ARDENER (Undeb) ; age 22.—E. J. Bain-
BOW, Gardentp, Scarle:,t'd Park. Twyford, Berks, wishes

to reaomnend a young miu as above ; useful luside and Out.
Mow duftj^aged.

GARDENER.—Mr. Ollis wishes to recom-
mend to any Lady or Gentleman a thorough good

Gardener, age 40, married ; life eiperieoce. Excellent refer-

ences. Country preferred.—Mr. OLLIS, Nurseryman, Clapham
Road, London, S.W.

(^ AKUENER (Undek). — Age 22^ good
V7 references.—T. ADAMS. 1, Coles Boad, Hersham,
Surrey.

ARDENER (Under).-Single; good know-
ledge of Gardening Inside and Out. Last place live

years. Excellent references.-P. G., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Undeb).—Age 31; nine and
a half years' good character from present place. Infiide

preferred.-E. BURSNALL, The Gardens. Patching. Wo>t hing

MANAGER.—Thoroughly practical business
man offers his services. Several years oroducing very

large'quantitiea of Fruit and Flowers for a first-class business ;

the erection and heating of Greenhouses, Frames. &c., on the

most Imodern and approved principles; and the thorough
management of an expensive and profitable business.—
PROGRESS, 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

ROWER, Fruit or Flowers.-Youn? m%n,
eight years in leading firms. — F. B., I, Laoghim

Chrmibers, Portland Place. W.

GROWER.—In small Nursery ; seventeen
years' eiperien<_-e. Well up in Fern", Cucumbers.

Tomatos, Grape*. Mut-hrooms. and General Stuff.-W., b. The
Terrace, Grove Road, Mitcham.

RUPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age sT;
iifteeo years' good experience in all kinds of Market

Stuff. Wreaths, Bouquets, Ac-W., John Woods, Hartford,
Huntingdon.

I^'NIFEMAN, or NURSERY FOREMAN.—
Ik- Age 21', fourteen years' 'experience in the Budding,

Grafting. Layering, and Growing of Fruit Trees, Roseit,

Conifers. Rhododendrons. Ivies, &c.—A. B. C, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, London, W C.

To Nurserymea and Florists.

FOREMAN, or OROWKR (Small Nursery).
—Age 29 ; abstainer ; London experience. Palms. Ferns,

Cut Flowers. Propagating, Wiedths, Bouquets, Decoratious,
&c —L , Kemp^hott Gardens, Basingstoke,

70 NurserymoD.
FOREMAN, MANAGEK, or TRAVELLER.

— Fifteen years' experience in all branches : gooil Grower
nnd Sale>nitQ; good references.—C. B. J., 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

To tbe Trade.

FOREMAN and GROWER.-Age 28; mar-
lied; fourteen years' experience in leading Loudon

Market and Trade Nurseries, General Soft and Hard-wooded
S'uEf. Ferns. Fruit Forcing. &c. Good references.

—

WILLfAMS. 2, Burley Villas. Longlaods, Sidcup.

i.^_l promised to any person who can give such
c^ A informntiiin aa may lead to permanent (-ituation for
Gardener as FOKEMAN. or JolfRNEYMAN (FiKsr). Botanic
Garden. Public Park, or Gentleman's Property. Excellent
references,—G., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Weiliugton
Street, Strand. W.C.

Ij'OREMAN.—Age 27 ; thirteen years' practical
.1- experience in all branches. Good character as above from
last situation. Previous testimonials.—H. H., 40, Ebury Road,
Watford. Herts.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.-Age25; twelve years' experientiiV— G. BARTON,

7S, Gladstone Street, D>'reham Road, Norwich.

l^UREMAN.—Age 28 ; twelve years' expe-
ls rience in Plant and Fruit Houses. &c.—G. THOMPSON,
Heaton Cottage. Cheshunt. Herts. For particulars, apply,
Mr. Parrott, Gardener, Woodend. Chichester, Sussex.

FOREMAN.— Any Gardener in want of a
Foreman, to Manage Houses, and Work satisfactory,

apply to A. FRENCH. Ford Manor Gardens, Lingfield. Surrey.

FOREMAN. — Thirteen years' experience.
Excellent testimonials, including Eynsham. Wexham,

Saobeck, &c. Disengaged wlien suited, — HAGON, Bordsey
Gardens, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

HEAD G.4.RDENERS.— £2 10*. Bonus.
A young man requires a situation, thorough JOURNEY-

MAN, in a large estubiishment, or Second of four. Age 26,
single; steady and obliging. Well recommended, iiothy
preferred.-KN0WLE3, 9, Mount Flea&ant, Mitcham Road,
CioydoQ.

JOURNEYMAN (FinsT), or GARDENER
(Seco.vd), where five or aix are kept.—Age 2i; good

references.-H. SOFFE, Shawfurd House Gardens, Twyford,
Winchester. Hants.

JOURNEYMAN.— A young man, age 21,
seeks a situation as above, who has been liTiog for

three years under Mr. FORD. Wexham Park, Slough. Excel-
lent character.—H. REED, 21, Stayton Street, Chelsea, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN (First, or good Second).—
Age 22 ; bjthy preferred. Good references. Expe-

rienced Inside and Out. — T. F., 2, Golden Square,
Hamj.stead, N.W.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside. — Ago 23; good
general experience. Four and a h-itf and two vears'

excellent character.—M., Mr. E. Marriott, The Giidens, Holme
Grantije, Wokingham,

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under a good Fore-
man; age 21.—J. FoR^iEV. Stanford Hall Gardens,

Loughborough, Leicestershire, would be pleased to recommend a
youug man as above. Three years in present situation, and
three with Messrs. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under a good
Forem-du ; age 2J.—J. Alexaxukk, Binderton House

Gardens, Chichester, would be pleased to recommend a young
Man a-* above ; six years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in a good private
establishment. Inside or Inside and Out.—Age 2'.i; us«d

to general routine of Garden Work. Seven yeara' experience.
Good references. Bothy preferred.—H. T., 2, Garfield Terrace,
Fnlwell Road, Upper Teddington, Middlesex,

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 24; eight years' experience. Good character.

Bothy preferred. — H. Fl'FlELD, Spring Grove Gardens
Bewdley, Worcestershire.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), in a good Estab-
lishment.—Age 18 ; two years in present situation.

Bothy preferred.—H. ROUSE, The Gardens, Whitby Abbey,
near Coventry.

JOURNEYMAN in a good Establishment.—
Age 25. W. Wki,cb, Hartham Park, Corsham, Wilts,

will be pleased to recommend E. Pralten as above,

JOURNEYMAN ; age 21.— Young man seeks
situation as above under a gojd Foreman. Seven years'

experience. Good references.—GRAY, Southampton Buildings,
LymingtoD, Hunts.

TMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
X Age 18. Strong and willing

;
good character.—E. J.,

Mr. F. Lawrence, Part Corner, Brimpton, near Reading, Berks.

O GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS ^d
FLOKISTS.—Young MAN, aiie 24; nine years' eipe-

ricDCe; Seco.vd. under Glass, private. Good references.

—

T. J., 107, Moffdt Rodd, Thornton Heath.

n^O HEAD GARDENERS.—A young man,
-I- Bge 19, well educated, desirous of obtaining Outdoor
occupation, wishes for employment in a Gentleman's girden.
Is willing to be apprenticed, and could pay a small premium
if reijuired. Highest references,—Q. W. B., 15, Dorset Road,
Merton, Surrey.

TO GARDENERS.—A young man (age 20)
seeks situation in a Gentleman's Garden. Five years'

experience and character. — C. PHILLPOTT, Farnborough,
R. S. O.. Kent.

TO GARDENERS, &c.—Situation wanted, by
young man fage 2'6). Abstainer. Good character.

Near London preferred.—W. F., 1, Kiogsgate Cottages, Shojt-
up Hill, Brondesbury. N.W,

TO NURSERYMEN.—A young man, age 24,
seeks situation in Nursery. Seven years' experience in

same under Glass. — W. ARGENT, 6d, Glen Vue, East
Orinstead, Sussex.

'-PO NURSERYMEN.—A young man of good
-A- education, seeks a situation in a Nursery. Four yt-aro*

experience of General Inside Work and slight knowledge of
Seed Trade. Would like to get into a good Nursery wht-re he
could improve himself.-X., 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN or MARIvET
GROWERS.— Situation wanted, thoroughly experienced

in Vines, Tomatos, Cucumbers. Chrysantheniumo, and Soft-

wooded Stuff. Good referencas. — D. FERGUSSON, The
Vineries, Scotby, near Carlisle.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by a
young MAN in ihe Houses. Age 23 ; seven years

experience in the Trade. Good character.—J. B., Gardeners
Chronicle Of&ce, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

HOUSE and ESTATE CARPENTER^
Good experience and reference.—WM. FAIRCHILD,

6. Prospect Place, High Street, Roehampton.

BOOK-KEEPER. — Situation wanted as
Book-keeper, or in Seed Trade, by a young man (age 28).

Twelve years' experience. Good testimonials.—B., 18, Great
Western Terrace, Cheltenham.

SHOPMAN. — Age 29; fourteen years' ex-
perience in til's Seed, Bulb and Nu'sery Trade. Well u o

in Floral Work. Exc-Ueut references.—T. H., Chine Hall,

Boscombe, Bournemouth.

Corn, Seed, Bulbs. Plants. &c.

SHOPMAN, CLERK, or BRANCH MAN-
AGER. Wife could assist if required. No family. Both

experienced ; highest references.—DISENGAGED. Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

A GREAT BLESSING TO HUMANITY is

without doubt a medicioe composed of ingredients that,

whilst it eradicates the germs of disease strengthens the

system. HOLLOWAY'S PILLS act in this manner, and in

general debility, mental depression, and nervous irritability

there is no remedy which operates fo beneficially. They purify

the blood, give tone to the stomach, and thoroughly regenerate

the system. They are mild in operation, although most
powerful in removing disease. Delic ite females and young
children can take them with safety and benefit. It would be
difficult to enumerate all the advantages to be derived by taking
these wonderful pills. No household should be without them,
for there is no complaint which they cannot cure or relieve.
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THE REVOLUTION IN HORTICULTURE.

THE TALK OF TOWN AND COUNTRY.

GREAT STJCCES3 of the

NEW PATENT MOVING HOT-HOUSES

AND PLANT-PROTECTORS,
For obtaining Surcesiio Cropi without Shitting (he Plants or

Soil. GO and SEE the S'ructares moving daily at

THE HORTICULTURAL TRAVELLING
STRUCTURES COMPANY,

2 & 3, WMte Street, Moorgate Street Station.

Made in uny size.

Orders now being Booked for Autu.mn Delivery.

Cata'ogue and Press Opinions postt-free.

POTTER'S "WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 6U-Ieet lengths (including Fittingf).

ABMOURED.
Prices.

Diam.
J^-in. best quality

extra stout

best quality
extra stout
best quality
extra stout

d.

. 36 3
, 43 7

. 45

. 62

. 62

. 60 7

PLAIK.

Diam.
J^-in. cheap ...

li ,, best quality
ij

,, extra stout
Sg

,, best quality
5. ,, extra stout

H

6
6

extra'stout ... 40 10

Prices.
s. d.

... 19 3

... 21

... 27

... 28
33

best quality ... 33

Oarriage paid, and dispatched on receipt of order. Awarded

12 Gold and Silver Medals. Also maker of Hose for Delivery,

Steam, Fire, Suction, and Liquid Manures. &c. Supplied to

all the principal Torporations, Parks, Estates, &c .at home and

abroad. Over 3,000,000 feet in use. Rot-proof (Jreen Shading,

lOd. per square yard. Catalogues post-free.—Melbourne Works,

Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Reading. Maker to Her

Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H . The Prince of Wales.

EGONOMIGAL-SAFE-LASTING

CLAY'S
MANURES
tiLONDONq;

tradc mark

Are used by the

Leading Qrowera
Royal Botanio

Society,
Royal Horticul-
tural Society,
Royal Parks,

London County
Ck)uncil,

thToufibout the
United Kingdom

and in TnADC MARK.
EVERY QUARTER OF THE GLOBE, FOR

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

BOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN,
1q 6d. and iB. Jackets, and SEALED BAGS:-

7 lb. 14 lb. 28 lb. 66 lb. 112 lb.

Sb. 6d. 4b. 6d. 7b. 6d. 128. Od. SOs.

Or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Cash witk order (except 6d. Packet*).

m^^r "^^ respective Trade Mark Is printed on^" every Packet and Bag. and also Impressed
on the lead Seal attached to the mouth

of each Bag, which la

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

Orushed Bones, Pernvian Ouano, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and

Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Mannre Mauufaoturers, Bone Crushers, &o.,

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD. LONDON, B.

Cromplbn andFawlCe^,

Book of

I

Of Exterior and Interior Views. SeclioDS, Details. Interior FittioKs. and Heating
Apparatus of Coneervatories. Rarges, Vineries. Greenhouses, Stoves, Pits. Fr^imea, &c.

The most compreheusive Book on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, Chelmsford.

HORTICDLTDML BDILDER
Every description of GREENHOUSES, LIGHTS, &C.

PIT LIGHTS.
Best quality and workmanship, 2 inches thick, 6 ft. by 4 ft.,

iron bar across, and very strong, 45. %d. each, bOs. doz., £10 for

60 lights, free on rail in London. Cash or reference with order.

CUCUMBER HOUSES.
Timber sufficient to build 100 feet by 12 feet bouse. Hoof

Ventilators, Door. &c. Put on rail in London. Price, £9 lOS.
Send for detailed specification, to—

W. DUNCAN TUCKER, HORTICULTURAL WORKS, TOnENHAM.

Sendfor Illustrated Catalogue., just issued.

GARDEN HOSE.
MERRYWEATHER'S

CHIEF SPECIALTIES IN HOSE

:

1.—NON-KINKABLE
"RED-GREY" HOSE,

2.—" SPHINCTER GRIP"
ARMOURED HOSE.!

3.—HIGH-CLASS RED
RUBBER HOSE.

Made on the same lines as

the Hose used with their cele-

brated Fire Engines.

See that Merryweather's name la emboaeed on every length, thla Is the only absolute guarantee of quality
Merryweathers' introduced Sphincter Grip Ho«e in-o this country in the year 18^7; they are the Original Makers, and

they still sell a Hose which iw far superior to every other in the Market.

Beware of Wire-armaured Bote which is counlerfeit, and inferior Foreign make.
Users of Hose are cautioned against inferior qualities sold by dealers who have copied our method of advertising, but have not

adhered to enr hif;h quality. Orders executed the same day as received.

Merryweather's High-class Garden Pumps and Watering Appliances to be seen In action at

63, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C. ; or write, Greenwich Road, S.E.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Brahburt, Aqnew. & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Arthur Okoeoe Martin, at the Office, 41, W ellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Oarden, in the said County.—SiTURDiT, July 14, 1894. Agent for Manchester—John Hstwood.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Tuesday Next.

THE COVENTRY HALL COLLECTION
of ORCHIDS, and Others,

For SALE, without the least reserve, in consequence of the

owner having sold hia estate, and reraovioff from the

neighbourhood.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside. E.G.. on TUESDAY NEXT,
July 24, at half-past 12 o'CIock.

Among this Collection and others for Sale Tvill be found

some wonderfully well-grown specimens, and extra grand

varieties of CATTLEYAS, such as-

Leelia purpurata alba,

Vanda Stangeana, finest speci-

men in existence
Cypripedium seedlings, hun-

dreds in one pot.

Vanda tricolor and suavig,

grand specimens and varie-

ties

Sobralia xantholeuca alba
Trichopiiia tortilis alba
And many others of value.

Cattleya Mendeli, many with
flower-sheatha

,, Gaskelliana, in bud or

flower

,, labiata autumnalis. all

with flower-sheaths

,, Sshofieldiana

,, intermedia alba

,, Schrodertc [men
,, Bowringiana, fine speci-

,, Gaskelliana speciosa

(Award of Merit, R.H.S.)

Onriew morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Feokham Bye, S.E.

Close to the Honor Oak ^station on the L.C.D. Railway.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALEof choice ESTABLISHED

ORCHIDS, PALMS, CROTONS. and other beautifully-

grown DECORATIA^E PLANTS, by order of Messrs. E. D.
Shuttleworth & Co., who are relinquishing the cultivation

of Orchids.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Albert

Nurseries, Peckham Rye, on THURSDAY, July26. at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. E. D. Shuttleworth &
Co., the whole of the choice collection of

200J ESTABLISHED 0RCHID3.
well grown, and consisting principally of 1000 Odontoglossum
crispum, Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Cypripediums, Coelogynes,
Ltelias, Dendrobiums, &c.

Also a fine assortment of DECORATIVE PLANTS,
comprising 150 Cycas revoluta, 1000 Palms, consisting of 50
Specimen Kentias, in three varieties ; Latania borbonica.
Phoenix Rupicola, Cocos Weddelliana. and others; Asparagus in

three varieties; Araucaria excelsa and A. glauca, Adiantum
Farleyense, A. cuneatum, Gymnogramma Wettenhallianum,
Dracaenas and Crotons in great variety, Caladiums, &c,

;

Azalea indica, large plants ; and other Greenhouse Plants.

May be viewed two days prior and morning of Sale Cata-
logues had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and H8,

Cheapside, London, E.G.

Friday Next.
100 Lots of EULOPHIELLA ELISABETHiE, and ©ther

imported ORCHIDS, received direct, for Unreserved Sale ;

also a collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, the pro-

perty of a Private Gentleman, comprising 300 Odonto-
glossum crispum, Cattleyas, La-lias, and others, and im-
ported plants of Oncidium iuditolium, Stenia pallida, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT,
July 27, at half-past 12 o'CIock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT, July 27,

at half-past 12 o'CIock, an importation of STENIA PALLIDA.
a charming Orchid with evergreen foliage and large golden
yellow flowers, the lip spotted with red, very rare, and difficult

to import. The plants offered are fresh as when collected.

Also healthy fresh imported plants of the pretty
ONCIDIUM INDIFOLIUM,

lONOPSISPANICULATA.EPIDENDRUMSTENOPETALUM,
with rose Barkeria-like flowers. TETRANICRA, new species (?)

of curious growth and elegant flower ; ASPASIA VARIEGATA,
various EPIDENDRUMS, BRASSAVOLAS, and SCHOM-
BURGKIAS, from Nicaragua ; and six established plants of
the pretty scarlet L^E LIA MONOPHY LLA, in flower or bud.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

TO DUTCH BULB GROWERS
AND

ENGL ISH BU YERS.

MESSRS. POPE AND SONS wish to call the
attention of the above to their SALES of BULBS, which

will be held every TUESDAY and THURSDAY, commencing
THURSDAY, August 23.

FLORISTS, and others requiring large quantities of Bulbs,
cannot do better than give these Sales a trial, as we are sure
(from a life-long experience of the Trade) that the Bulbs
usually sold are good, sound, and true to name, and at Prices
that cannot be touched in the Trade.

: To DUTCH BULB GROWERS.—We shall be open to
receive Consignments of good sound Bulba, true to name, for
Sale by Auction, and shall always do the best possible for all
Senders, and send Account of Sales and Cheques immediately
after the Sale.

POPE AND SONS, Horticultural Auctioneers, 6. Phillips
Street (adjoining the Market Hall), Birmingham,

WANTED, to RENT a small NURSERY,
with or without House attached. West or North-west

distrfct preferred. No objection to take to Stock. &,c.—Address,
with full particulars, as to size, rent, lease, &c., to M., 23,
Queen's Terrace, Finehley Road, N.W.

NURSERY for SALE, 5 miles from London,
eurrcunded by Gentlemen'a houses. Superior neighbour-

hood. Excellent business done; no market work, houses all

well-heated. Very long lease
; ground rent low. Price £800.

L. A. B., Gardenert' Ckrmicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

URSERY for SALE.—Eight Greenhouses,
60 feet by 13 feet, heated with 4-inch Hot-water Pipes,

and about 50 Pit Lights, Horse and Van, Stable and Stock.
Size of Land, 134 feet by 125 feet deep ; on Lease.
TH03. IMATTINGLY, 120, Church Road, Lower Tottenham.

To Nurserjineu and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for ftrowers. FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. a. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
TUBAL Market Gakden and Estate Adotioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

N'

D

ARCISSUS BULBS.—Double White, fine
strain, 1.55. per 1000, on rail. Sample 100, by post, for 35.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

REVILLEA ROBUSTA.—Strong, in 60's,
fit for potting into 48's, at 12s. per 100.

FIELD, Florist, Fleet, Hants.

OUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. — Good
stuff, in 60's, 30s. per 100 —G. iiETHELL. Whiteley's

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

To tne Trade.
ASPARAGUS PLUMuSUS NANUS, and

ASPARAGUS TENUISSIMUS, fine healthy stuff, in
various sizes. Price per dozen or 100 on application.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.

To the Trade.

PRIMULA SEEDS, just harvested, Red and
White, first-rate strain. For price, &c., apply to

—

A. BROOKES, Grove Nursery, Upper Edmonton.London, N.

ORCHIDS.—Splendid plants at reasonable
prices. Send for Special List.—G. BETHELL, Whiteley's

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge.

Cheap Offer.

POLYPODIUM AUREUM.—Good stuff, in
60V, ready to pot into 48's, 1 25. per 100, £5 per 1000.—G.

BETHELL. Whiteley's Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

OR SALE, two Large Specimen PALMS,
Cycas revoluta.—The pair have upwards of ninety good

leaves. Cheap, 15 guineas.
.SKLWAY, North Wilts Nurseries, Swindon, Wilts.

OUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, in 60's,
ready for 4b'8, b$. per dozen ; .35*. per 100.

G. BENNETT. Florist, Hanwell.

PRIMULAS, Double White, strong plants
for potting into 48'3.

255. per 100. Cash with order.
D. ANDERSON, Teddington Nursery, S.W.

Sow Now for Early Flowering In Spring.

ROEMER'S SUPERB PRIZE PANSIES.^ The finest strain of Pansies in the World. ^1
Introducer and Grower of the leading Novelties.

CATALOGUE, free on application.
FRED. ROEMES, Seed Grower, Quedlinburg, Germany.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS, &c.
R. AND G. CUTHUERrS CATALOGUE is now ready, and

may be had post-free on application.
Bulb fmporters. Seed Merchants, &c., Southgate, N.

Established 1797.

O NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, GENTLB-
MEN'S GARDENERS, and OTHERS.-To be disposed

of, through want of space, a SPECIMEN CAMELLIA TREE,
Double White Fimbnata, size 8 feet high by about 6 feet
through, now a mass of buds. — For price and further
particulars, apply to W. J. FARLOW, Stone, Staffordshire.

PALMS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS, fine, in
48's, 12s. per dozen ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48's, 9f.

and 125. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in 60's. 55. and 6s. perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 60'fl, 45. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large
thumbs, 35. per doz., 20s. per 100 ; ARALIAS, in 48's, 5s. and
65. per doz. ; twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12s. per 100

;

ASPARAGUS PLUM0SU3 NANUS, 18s. doz., in 48'8; variety
of FERNS in 48's, 6s. & 6f. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.

LANE AND MARTIN, 227. Brixton Road, London, S.W.

To the Trade only.

MESSRS, THOMAS CRIPPS and SON,
The Tunbridge Welle Nurseries, Kent, beg to offer the
undermeotiooed strong, healthy stuff, in pots :

—

FREMONTIA CALIFORNICA, 6». each.
CLKMAIIS, Madame Edouard Andre, scarlet, 2s. 6d. each;

24s. per dozen.
ARaUCaRIA EXCELSA. in 48-pota, heads 6 to 7 inches high.

155. per dozeo.
EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, nice bushy stuff, Qs. per dozen.
CISTUS LADANIFERUS, strong, 6s. per dozen.
LIUUSTRUM japouicum macrophyllum marginatum aureum,

95. per dozen.
ESOALLONIas Ingrami, macrantha, Philipiana, Montevi-

denaia, sanguinea, and rabra, ti«. per dozen.

EXHIBITIONS.

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
President :—The Mayor.

The SIXTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, August 15 and 16.

Prizes and Specials, £300. Entries close August 7.

66, Woodville Road, Cardiff.
H. GILLETT, Secretary.

KINGSWOOD, ST. GEORGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, on WEDNESDAY, August 33, 1894.

PRIZES OVEK £-'00.

ApplicaMon for Spaces for Sale of Implements, Articles, &c.
to be made to the Secretaries.

Schedules may be had on application to

—

F. H. JULLION, („„„ s,.„„
Kingswood. A.W.COTTLE, j-"°°-»MS-

CHREWSBURY GREAT FLORAL FETE,O August 22 and 23. 1894.

SCHEDULES now ready. £720 offered in Cash Prizes,

A D N I T T AND N A U N T O N, Hon. Sees., Shrewsbury.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

pUT FLOWERS.— CUT FLOWERS,
We hold SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

FRIDAY EVENING at half-past five o'clock. These Sales
have been continuous, without a week'somission, for over eight
years. References to Senders of over eight years' standing.

POPE AKD SONS. 6. Phillips Street, Birmingham.

Special Cheap Offer.

PALMS, PALMS, PALMS.
Send for Price List. — G. BETHELL, Whiteley's

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

FOR SALE, a fine SPECIMEN PALM
(Cbamferops humilis), also large FERN (Dicksonia), and

various other Plants.—Apply to

A. C. T., Cressy House, 203, Goldhawk Road, London, W.

BULBS for AUTUMN FLOWERING.—
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application, of

Beautiful and Rare Species of Autumn and Winter CROCUSES,
and Autumn -flowering MEADOW SAFFRONS, producing
a beautiful effect in September—FLOWER OF THE WEST
WIND (white); LILY OF THE FIELD (yellow). Autumn-
flowering SCILLAS and SNOWFLAKES, GUERNSEY and
BELLADONNA LILIES.

BARK'S DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, ready in August.
BAER'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, ready September 1.

BARR AMD SON, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

ERNS and DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2j-inch pots, Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per 100; Stores, 6s. per 100;
large ditto, in 48's, 10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen,
Adiantum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s.

and 8s. per dozen; ditto, for making large plants quickly
(bushy), 16s. and 2 s. per 100. Arallas, Grevilleas, Rhodcnthe,
Cyperus, in 48'.s, 6s. per dozen. Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas.
Pelargoniums, Hydrangeas, Is. each. Spiraeas and Heliotrope,
9d. e&ch. Packed free. Cash with Order. Listfree.-J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!
JOHN COWAN & Co.

(limited),

Have just completed a New Illustrated Descrip-
tive and Priced CATALOGUE of their large and
splendid STOCK of ORCHIDS, a copy of which
will be sent, post-free, on application.

The Co. are also constantly receiving fresh im-
portations of Orchids from various parts of the
world. Particulars of each importation, as it

arrives, will be sent, post-free, on application to
the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NTJBSEBIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

The Co. have also an immense Stock of TEA and other
ROSES in pots, and a large General Stock of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. CataIogue9,poBt-free,on application.

GREEN SPHAGNUM MOSS. — Fresh
Gathered. Clean Picked and Squeezed, 5s. per bag, over

70 lb.—JOHN BYRNES, Cliff Biow, Kendal.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS I
In Stock Sizes.

10-ot., pel
21-oc.,

innfr s. Kd (12X10,18x13,18x14,24X14'™ "••,?'• 52' -l^Xia, 20X12, 18X16, 24X16
1A>. aa.

f 16X12,16X14,20X16,24X18, &0.
IJ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 6s. per 100 feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square

;

Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at ^(i. per foot run ; 2X7 at Id.
Horticultural Work of all aescriptions. Ironmongery, Ao.

OATAJLOQUES Free. THB CHEAP WOOD COUFANT,
T2, BiSHOPBOATE Stbxet Withut, London, B.O.
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CRIMSON PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION,
"U RI AH PI K E."

Awarded Four Flrst-olass Certificates, besides the Sllver-Gllt and Silver Medals of the R.H.S.

Come and see my magnificent stock of this noble flower, much the largest and best in existence.

A veritable CARNATION FEAST. Thoosands of Plants and Millions of Flowers ready for Sale.

Price :—48's, 5s. each, 50s. per dozen ; 60's, 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen.

Terms, cash with order. N.B.—Coloured Plate post-free on application.

Special Prices per 1,000 or 10,000.

GEORGE MAY, THE NURSERIES, UPPER TEDDINGTON, IVIIDDLESEX.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
117, Victoria Street. S.W.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that a SPECIAL GENERAL
MEETI^Q of the Fellows of the Society will be held at the
Society's Offices, 117, Victoria Street, S.W., at 2.30 pm., on
TUKSDAY, July 24. 1894, for the purpose of adopting and
confirming (or otherwise) a new Bye Law on the subject of

Life composition in lieu of Annual Subscription.
By order of Council,

W. WILKS, Secretary.

OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that th^
PARTNERSHIP which has for some time past been

carried on by Obed Oldtield Dale and Robert Carl Friedrick
Theolor Giilzow, under the firm of R. GtlLZOW AND CO.. at
Melbourne Nurseries, Bexley Heath, in the County of Kent, in

the Trade' or Business of Nurserymen, was this day DIS-
SOLVED by mutual consent, and that the Business will here-
after be carried on by the said Robert Carl Friedrick Theodor
Giilzow alone, who will Discharge the Debts and Liabilities of

the said Business.
As witness our hands this 24th day of June, 1894.

OBED 0. DALE.
R. O. F. T. G0LZOW.

pROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vy Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.
MURRAY'S ** ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT

DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pesta.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79. Mark Lane. London.

p BEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of
\Jm Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.
Sold in tins. Is., 2s.Qd.,&nd bs.Gd.; also in air-tight bags,

J cwt., 6«. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot's, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E..F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. OEORQE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. FABSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON ahd SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

"INSECTS on PLANTS and FRUIT TREESX cheaply cleared by CALVERT'S CARBOLIC SOFT SOAP.
The best preparation. Highly recommeoiied by users. In I and
2 lb. Jara at Is. and 2s. each ; 4 and 7 lb. Tins at 35. and bs.
each, at Chemists, &c., or Tins sent post-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO.. Manchester.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thripa, Greenfly, and other

bligh'-. ; 2 ounces to the gal'on of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather
from cake, (or American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6rf.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY

FOR PRICE LIST

M RIGHT
WRITE TO

The " Stott " DlatrllJutor Co., Ltd., Barton House,
Mancliester,

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.
WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

As supplied to the Sandringham Estate of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales.

For special low rates for WALTON HEATH LOAM and
REIGATE SILVER SAND, apply to—

DAVID PITT & SONS, Reigate, Surrey.

EPPS'S -*"' PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,
or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID FEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD. Coarse. Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fresh SPHAGNUM, PatentMANURES, FERTILISERS. INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat Moss Litter.

The Original Peat Depot, RINQWOOD, HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOi. per sack; 8 for 47s. M.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrooa, Bt. per sack ; 5 for

37f . M. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. per sack j 5 for 22s. id.
BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and

Ferns, 4s. per sack, 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s. ^d,

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
3«. id. per sack ; 6 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special termn to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bezley, Kent.

Mr. S. T. WEIGHT. F.R.H.S.,
says ;— " I shall do all I can for your
Specialties, they deserve it.

Sulphoclde, best and cheapest
out-door Insecticide, 100 gallons
madf for 2s. Qd,

Ell-Eone, best Fumigant, strongly
recommended, 1000 cubio feet,
9s. per dozen.

Fine Oil, safe and certain death
to Rug. Scale, Thrips, and all

Inside Pests, quarts, 4s. ; ^gals.,
6s. ed.

; gals., 10s. Hd.

Patent Pest Syringe, best Dis-
tributor.

Send tor List.

CHARLES' RIDIPEST CO.,

Loughborougli. Lslcesterslilre

GREENHOUSE BLINDS.
A Set of Samples sent Post-free.

ORCHID and Other PEATS,
SILVER SAND,
TOBACCO PAPER and RAG,
RAFFIA for Tying,
GARDEN MANURES,
GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS,
SYRINGES and WATER-OANS,
LAWN SPRINKLERS,
GARDEN TOOLS,

HOBTICULTUBAX SUNDRIES OF EvERY KiND.
Illustrated CATALOGUE on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

PROTECT YOUR GARDENS FROM
RAVAGES OF BIRDS.—Tanned Netting, 35 square

yards for Is. Will not rot if left out in all weathers. Sent
any width ; carriage paid on all orders over 5s. As supplied to
the Royal Gardens. Sent on approval.

HY. JOHN GASSON, Fish Merchant, Rye, Sussex.

RICHARDSON'S

-^vO^sHORTICULTURAL
^^W\ BUILDINGS,

^^v-^v //^^ Conservatories, Greenhou.s«8.Makt
Peize Medals,

£^Awarde.l the only

• Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings at the

International Hortlcultaral
Exhibition, London.

Vineries, Peach HousesI
Stove and Orchid

Hoases, &.o. Also
Boilere, Pipea,
and all

ttiogs.

w. RICHARDSON <&

DARLINOTON.
CO.

POTTER'S WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-feet lengths (mcluding Fittings),
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Novelties, 1894.

FOR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in

Flowering aud Ornamental Foliage Plants, apply to—
SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties, 1894.

THE ROYAL SET of UOLEUS.—Unique
and superb; the handsomest ever oHered; foliage

rivalling the best Caladiums. Empress ot India, Princess of

Wales, Princets May. Princess Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,

Duke of York. Seven varieties for 21s.

See SANDER and CO.'S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties, 1894.

BOCJGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The most useful and brilliant flowering plant

known. First-class Certificate. Royal Horticultural Society.

April 24, 1894. Of the most easy culture, either in the green-

house, conservatory, or plant-stove, producing its magnificent

rosy-crimson bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest pots,

under all conditions, in the greatest abundance and amazing
profusiOQ. Price 7^. 6d. each.

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties, 1894.

DIPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
Flowers rich, glowi g crim^on-maroon, with deep orange

throat. First-class Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
ready. Price, V2s. 6rf. each.

SANDER AND CO., St. Albana.

1894. CONTRACTS FOR i895.

LILIUM AURATUM,
lilLIUSI HABBI3II,

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA,
TTXBEKOSES (True Excelsior Pearls),

GLADIOLUS, #".,

Will be Closed at Lowest Possible Prices bt

F. W. O. SCHMITZ & CO.,
JERSEY CITY. N.J.. P.O.B. 29.

To the Trade.
CABBAGE SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHA.RPE are now prepared to
• give Special Quotations for their extra. - selected

Storks of CABBAGE SElDDS of 1893 growth, which comprise
the following varieties, viz.:

—

Early Nonpareil

,, Enfield Market
,, Rainh^m
,, Offfnham
„ Wheeler's Imperial

„ EUam
,, Large York
„ Dwarf York

Mein's No. 1

Carter's Heartwell
Daniel's Defiance
Lee'ls Market
Robinson's Champion Drum-
head

Dwarf Flat Dutch Drumhead
Dwarf Drumhead Selected

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT. WISBECH.

LILIUM HARRISII
DIRECT
FROM BERMUDA.

Goods Delivered Free on Board.

5 to 7 in. circ, £5 per 1000. I 9 to H in. circ, £19 per 1000.

7 lo y iu. circ, £lu per 1000. | 11 to 16 in. circ, Is. each.
Cash with order. All other fiulba at low prices.

Kindly note, being the Largest Grower of Bulbs for Export,
I am iu a position to offer the best bulbs at the lowest possible

prices. Correspondence invited.

JOHN MEGSON, Rural HUl, Hamilton, Bermuda.

C^
^UTBUSH'S MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Muf-h-
rooms. and by using this Spawn will
ensure success. All growers speak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. Noue genuine unless
in healed packages, and printed cul-

tural directiots enclosed with our
!> signature attached.
1 Price. 6s. per bushel. Is. extra for

I
package; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM.CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

CARNATIONS and PIGOTEES.
Seedlin);s from best atraing, now ready, 3s. Qd. per dozen,

255. per 100. Strong plants.

CARNATION and PICOTEE SEED, from best named, hand-
fertilised flowers, 2s. to 3s. 6d. per packet.

SHOW AURICULA SEED, 2s. M. per pkt., from prize flowers.

ALPINE AURICULA SEED, saved from best named varieties,
Is. 6d. per packet.

SEEDLING ALPINE AURICULAS, prize strains, strong
flowering plants, bs, per dozen.

Best named varieties of AURICULAS in all classes.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE.

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S.,

OB EAT BOOKHADfT, SXTBKEY.

HEATING
ENGINEERS.

^S SENDAlL&g?^
^<^^PcambridgeP55^

CONSERVATORIES, PLANT-HOUSES, VINERIES

HOBTICULTURAIi
BTJILDEBS,

NEW DESIGNS

Post Free.

No. 9—Conservatory, 25 ft. x 15 ft., erected, £60. No. 24—Conservatory, 20 ft, X 10 ft., erected, £4.5.

Specifications and full partlcalars, wltb Flans, on application.

Ladies and Gtntleme7i waited upon ht/ appointment in any part of the Kingdom.

CATALOGUES of ALL OUR MANUFACTURES, including GARDEN FRAMES,
BOILERS, PIPES, GARDEN HOSE, REELS, ROLLERS, POULTRY APPLIANCES,
KENNELS, &c., &c., Post-free.

GARDEN HOSE.
MERRYWEATHER'S

CHIEF SPECIALTIES IN HOSE

:

1.—NON-KINKABLE
"RED-GREY" HOSE.

2.—" SPHINCTER GRIP"
ARMOURED HOSE. \

3.—HIGH-CLASS RED
RUBBER HOSE.

Made on the same lines as

th". Hose used with their cele-
'

''

'
"'' = '-

'
=='- " -^.-sa*-,ii-i-. hrated Fire Engines.

See that Merryweather'a name Is embossed on every length, this is the only absolute guarantee of quality
Merryweathers' introduced Sphincter Grip Hose into this country in the year 18S7; they are the Original Makers, and

they still sell a Hose which is far superior to every other in the Market.

Bemare of Wire-armoured Hose iphich is counterfeit, and inferior Foreign mal-e.

Users of Hose are cautioned against inferior qualities sold by dealers who have copied our method of advertising, but have not
adhered to eur high quality. Orders executed the same day as received.

Merryweather's High-class Gatrden Pumps and Watering Appliances to be seen In action at

63, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C. ; or write, Greenwich Boad, S.E.

MESSENGER & GO. S New CATALOGUE of Qreenlioustja auU Hoatmg Apparatus,
Will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat Greenhouses. Illustrations

of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable Greenhouses,
Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best kinds of Boilers, Hotrwater Pipes, and all appliances for heating. This
Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating, is on a scale

never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical hints on tho
subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. Price, 2s. POSt-free.

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country ; an inspection

of this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed

by us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competitiOQ,
Surveys made, aud gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.
London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.C.
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WEBBS'
EMPEROR

CABBAGE.
THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and l8. per packet.

Is. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. J. S. HARKIS, MansfieU, June 17, 1S91.

'• I have shown your Emperor Cabbages this year at

Vottingham. Basford. Hucknall, Sutton, and Maiisfielrl

Shows, and I have takea 4 First and 1 Second Piiies with

them; they are the best I have ever grown. I have cut

oo« this morning weighing 16 ]b. as it stands."
p^^ ounce.

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d.

ENFIELD MARKET do. 8d
EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d,

RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ON ION . P" pi*'- P" ounce.

WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI ... 6d. IS. 6d.

LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI ... 6d. ... lOd.
GIANT ROCCA 6d. ... lOd.
WHITE LISBON 6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince ot Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENCLISH, FRENCH, CERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

BULBS, PLANTS, SEEDS, &c.,
AT CHEAPEST RATES.

LILY BULBS,
TREES,

SHRUBS,
CONIFER TREES.

SEEDS of CLIMBING
CUCUMBEK,

Shrubs and Flowehs,

Cycas, Dried Leaves.

Eulalia pampas flowers

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
sent gratis on application.

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY CO., Xtd.,
FORMKHLY

THE YOKOHAMA GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION,

No. 21 — 35, NAKAMURA, JAPAN.

FORCINGBULBS

Well Ripened and Heavy Bulbs of

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Early White, from 5 inches to 5| inches

in circumference.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,
From .5 inches to 6 inches in

circumference,

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS,
From 5 inches to 65 inches in

circumference.

LILIUM CANDIDUM,
PURE AVIIITE,

Extra strong. Early orders solicited,

LILIUM HARRISII,
Very fine Bulbs.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

STRAWBERRIES,

WM. GUTBUSH & SON
Have all the Leading Varieties READY in pots.

Strong plants for immediate delivery.

LIST, indluding several Novelties, Post-free upon
application.

Eablt Orders Rbqubsted.

HIGHGATE NURSERIES, LONDON, N.,

And BARNET, HERTS.
EUCHARIS LOWII.— Strong flowering bulbs

of this lovely and distinct Eucharis. recently exhibited
at the Drill Hall and Temple Show. R.H.S. Award of Merit,
April 11, 1893. 6s. each, 42s. per dozen.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Kuraery, N.E,

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA VAR. SAN-
DERIANA. (First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural

Society, April 24th, 1894.) — A fine free-flowering and
brilliantly coloured variety of this old well-established

favourite. Strong young plants. 5s. each.

HUGH LOW & CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LILIUM LOWII. (First-class Certificate Royal
Hort. Sec, July 11, If93.) -Several plants ot this rare

and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AKD CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CROTON RUSSELLII. (First-class Certificate,
Royal Hort. Soc., November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.
Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO , Clapton Nursery, N.B.

DICHORIZANDRA MUSAICA GIGANTEA
(First-class Certificate at Temple Show, 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 2I«. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

ATEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
i^i Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 5s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

THE

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1804.

E S E S.

'T^HE great Rose event of the year has come
-*- and gone. It has falsified the criticisms

of some, shown how unstable were the fore-

bodings of others, and has fully justified the

decisions of the committee of the Society in

fixing the date ; neither attending to the sug-

gestions of those who would have made it a

week later, or of those who would have thrown

it back to the previous Saturday. It is true that

the extreme north and the extreme south were

but feebly represented, but from all other parts

of the country exhibits were sent in large

numbers, and in some of the classes an unusually

large number were contributed, forming a very

striking contrast to the exhibition of last year,

when a very large percentage of the prizes was

not awarded, as in only some half-dozen oases

were they withheld this year. We cannot

wonder that the extreme south should have

been but feebly represented, when we recollect

that a month had passed since the date at

which the Isle of Wight shows had been

originally fixed, though here it is worthy to

note that the Rev. G. .leans, who won the gold

medal on .lune 13 for Isle of Wight Roses,

was able to take a 1st prize at this exhibition

also. But the Exeter and Torquay contingent

made no sign ; and in the same way, although

some of the northern men did put in an appear-

ance, their time had evidently not come—some

had been hampered by the severe frosts of

May 20, and others who had not suffered from

that, did suffer from the very high cold

north-easterly wind which followed very close

upon it. I do not think that the general cha-

racter ot the flowers exhibited was up to the

average ; there were but few boxes over which

one would wish to linger with the conviction

that it was one of the finest boxes of Roses ever

exhibited. The same may be said of individual

blooms ; there were very few of such exceptional

merit as we have sometimes seen, while I do not

think that there was any one Rose which stood

out prominently wherever exhibited, as we have

sometimes seen. We have had years which were

Charles Lefebvre years, or something of that kind,

but I cannot note any one Rose which was

particularly good this season ; of course, I do

not mean to say that there were not some very

fine blooms, such as the Marie Baumann which

obtained a Silver Medal for Mr. B. Cant, or

the fine Bride which won the same distinction

for Mr. Geo. Prince.

I think one of the most remarkable features

of the show was the manner in which East

Anglia carried off the chief honours : out of

some fifty classes, the growers, professional and

amateur, carried off twenty-two 1st prizes and

most of the special prizes given ; this is a very

remarkable record, showing, I think, conclu-

sively, that notwithstanding the dry character

of the climate, and the manner in which it is
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soraetimea swept by winds from the German

Ocean, it is evidently a part of our island which

Roses love. It is curious, too, to observe, that

while the 1st prizes in the hybrid perpetual

section, or rather any variety section, go to nur-

serymen residing in the eastern counties,

the 1st prizes for the amateur section go

elsewhere, showing, I think, what I know

to be the fact, that perhaps with one excep-

tion there are no very large amateur growers

residing there. In the Tea and Noisette

section the 1st prize for professionals is carried

off by growers in other parts of the country,

while in the amateur divisions East Anglians

have it all to themselves. Mr. Berners was

especially suooessful, carrying off the Tea Chal-

lenge trophy, the Bosoawen Memorial Cup, and

the Turner Memorial Cup ; while Mr. Orpen

carried off the Harkness Challenge Cup and the

piece of plate presented by Rev. F. R. Burnside,

East Anglia may thus be well proud of its

achievements, and has shown a record which it

will be diflicult to beat.

A great deal of interest always attaches to the

Challenge trophies ; both of these have gone to

different quarters to what they did last season.

Mr. Frank Cant, after a severe contest, was

adjudged the professional one ; and Mr. S. P.

Budd of Bath has at last obtained the cherished

object of his ambition, which has for the

past four years been in the hands of

Mr. E. B. Lindsell of Hitchin. The Tea

trophy, as I have already said, was gained

by the Rev. Hugh A. Berners, on whom
fortune has unquestionably smiled this year.

The Silver Medals presented for the best H. P.

or H. T., and the best Tea or Noisette, were gained

by Mr. B. R. Cant for a grand bloom of ^larie

Baumann, of great depth and brilliancy of colour;

and by Mr. George Prince, for a lovely bloom of

great purity and depth of The Bride. In the

amateur division, Mr. S. P. Budd gained the

Medal for a very beautiful bloom of a Rose quite

unknown to me, and, indeed, to all with whom I

have had an opportunity of speaking on the sub-

ject—it is called Margaret Boudet ; it was raised

by Guillot in 1888, but this is the first time, so

far as I know, that it has been shown, so that I

fear there must be something delicate in its con-

stitution. The Medal for the best Tea was

awarded to the Rev. A. Foster Melliar for a good
bloom of Souvenir d'Elise, but which was not at

all comparable to the grand bloom of Madame
Cusin, which gained him the same distinc-

tion last year. There was a pretty good display

of new Roses ; but what a change has come over
us entirely in this respect ! Formerly we looked

across the Channel for Roses to exhibit in this

class ; but of the twelve with which Mr. F. Cant
won the 1st prize, the following were of home
origin :—Duke of Fife (a sport). Marchioness of

Londonderry (I cannot say that I admire the

colour of this flower, there is an ashen-grey
tint about it—at least, this year it is not
pleasant), Margaret Dickson, Spenser, Violet
Queen, Medea (American), Charles Gater, and
Mrs. Harkness (a sport) ; while in the amateurs'
division for six, only one of them, Caroline
Testout, was of foreign raising. So far as I

could see, there was nothing remarkable in the
French ones exhibited. It was with feelings of
grim satisfaction that I observed what a
miserable exhibition the Hybrid Teas made of
themselves. Although there were thirteen entries

nine of which were, I believe, set up, there was
only one that obtained a prize, and that was a
2nd one; and I think no one would say that the
exhibition would have been much the worse had
there been no such class. The truth is, that this

division is not wanted, and the sooner that all

the Roses now included amongst Hybrid Per-

petuals, Hybrid Teas, and Bourbons are merged

into one class the better will it be for exhibitors

and the public. Several new seedling Roses

were exhibited in competition for the Gold

Medal, beside Marchioness of Downshire, with

which Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, Newtown-

ards, gained the Gold Medal (a Rose of very

pleasing shade of pink), the same firm also ex-

hibited Mrs. Edward Mawley ; Messrs. William

Paul & Son, their pretty Rose Clio, H.P. ; Messrs.

Cooling & Sons, Bath, a pleasing light flower

somewhat in the style of Spenser ; and Mr. Alex.

Hill Gray a pretty button-hole Rose, AUister

Stella Gray, a flower somewhat of the style of

William A. Richardson.

Of the garden Roses exhibited, it is hardly

possible to say too much, and the ever-increasing

interest of the public in them was shown by

the crowds which surrounded them during the

day. I do not think that such a box of thirty-

six as that contributed by Messrs. Paul & Son,

of Cheshunt, has ever been set up before ; it

contained beautiful groups of W. A. Richardson,

of the intensest orange tint (would that we
could get it always to remain in this condition

instead of going off into white), L'Idi5al, with

its indescribable tints of colour; Rosa Mundi,

Rngosa, Perle d'Or, Camoens, kc. Messrs.

Cooling, of Bath, whjse stand obtained the

2nd prize, had also some beautiful flowers.

Amongst amateurs, Mr. Orpen clearly carried off

the chief honours with a very beautiful stand,

containing the following flowers :—Clare Jac-

quier. Ma Capucine, Gloire de Polyantha, Crim-

son Rambler, Maiden's Blush, Ma Paquerette,

L'ldSal. Rose d'Or, W. A. Richardson, Gustave

Regis, York and Lancaster, Marie Pavie, Madame
Ceoile Brnnner, Anna Marie de Montravel, Crim-

son China, Mignonette.Bardon .Tob.and Perled'Or.

Mr. Cuthell, of Dorking, had a very beautiful

box of single Roses, conspicuous amongst
which was the large white Macrantha, beau-

tifully pure and clear, and with its yellow

stamens making a conspicuous object. Roses

arranged for decorative purposes in space

5 feet by 3 were also much admired ; the 1st

prize going to Mr. Cuthell, occupying the same
position as he did at the Windsor show, Mr. Mount
being 2nd, as he was also at that show.

The arrangement of the exhibition was
somewhat different from that on former occa-

sions, and was admitted on all hands to be
a vast improvement on that of previous years;

the exhibition occupied the two transepts,

instead of being, as last year, confined to

one side in itself— a great improvement, as

there was no congestion, and this improve-
ment was still further increased by the show
being broken up into sections. This took away
the formality of the two long rows of boxes,
while at the same time it afforded the public a
freer access to the tables, so that it was possible

to view the flowers with some degree of comfort.
The officials of the Crystal Palace did their

best to make all run smoothly, and when it

is recollected that l)arely an hour is given to the
nearly eighty judges for the performance of their
task, and that these judges have to be collected,

assigned their positions, and send in their awards
in that time, it is I think very creditable that so

large an exhibition containing sixty classes

should have gone off without a hitch. The ex-
hibition may be said therefore to have been on
the whole a successful one, and may well inspire

feelings of confidence amongst the members of

the National Rose Society as to its onward
progress. Wild Rose.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

BRACHYSTELMA CAFFRUM, N. E. Br.

Althohoh containing a considerable number of

specie;, it is very seldom that a Brach^atelma istn be

met with nnder cultiration, and it ia a pleasure to

record that a very pretty little species of this Aecle-

piadaceous genus ia now flowering at Kew. It is a

native of the neighbourhood of King William's Town,
South Africa, and was sent to Kew by M. Bolus in

1892. It ha? recently be»n described in the Verhand-

lungen des Botanischen Vereins der Ptovinz Branden-
burg, vol. 35 (1894), p. 54, nnder the name of

Tapeinostelma catfrum, Schlecter, but has no claim

to a new generic title, as in all details of structure it

is identical with Micraster of Harvey. The latter

name, however, has been merged in Brachjstelma by
Bentham in the Genera Blantarum, and rightly so in

my opinion, as the corona and habit are as in typical

Brachystelma, the only distinction being that the

corolla has no tube. There is, however, great varia-

bility in this genus—as in many other Asclepia-

daceous genera—in the development of the coroUa-

tabe ; some species hare a tubular corolla like a

Campanula, between which and a broad saucer-shaped

or rotate corolla there are several gradations, and the

whole evidently form one very natural and easily-

recognised genus. Whilst only a few distinct forms
are known to the botanist, it seems easy to group
them into distinct genera, but as more and more
become known it is often found that the supposed
distinctions break down at every point, and this is

especially true among Asclepiads, in which order

genera have been inordinately multiplied,

Brachystelma caffium has a tuberous rootstock,

slender scaberulous stems, 3 to 5 inches long, spread-

ing on the ground and bearing several pairs of small
leaves, which are 2 to 8 lines long, including the very

short petiole, 1 to 4.} lines broad; they are mostly ovate-

acute, the uppermost sometimes lanceolate-ovate,

and the lowest orbicular-ovate, rather thick, glabrous,

with the margins and midrib beneath scaberulous, or

sometimes sparsely scaberulous beneath. The flowers

are lateral between tha bases of the leaves, solitary

or rarely two from the same node. The pedicels are

i to 1} inch long, erect, and scaberulous. The sepals

are 1 Ime long, lanceolateacute, sparsely scaberulous.

The corolla is rotate, 5 to 6 lines in diameter, fleshy,

and of a bright clear yellow, the lobes are 2 to 2^
lines lonp, 1.^ to IJ line broad, ovate acute, flat,

glabrous with minutely ciliolate margins. Corona
yellow, formed of a thick fleshy truncate ring | line

high, with 5 linear, obtuse, inflexed lobes, incumbent
on the backs of the anthers and not produced beyond
them.

The Sowers stand up well above the trailing stems,

aad although not large are cheerful and attractive

—

80 long as the nose is kept away from thi<m, for their

odour is by no means agreeable. JV. E. Brown.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

FLOWERING OF VANDA TERES.

Fob over five-and-twenty years we have flowered
successfully and abundantly this >ery pretty Orchid,
which has the reputation, as a Scotchman would put
it, as being rather "doure" to flower sometimes.
We have just now a few plants which show collec-

tively over a score of their lovely inflorescences of

mauve, terra-cotta, orange, &e. Some of these trusses
have on each three or four individual flowers.

I often thought I should like to send you a
description of how we manage to grow and flower
this plant; or, perhaps, I should be safe to say, how
the plant manages to grow, flower, and take care of
itself. In these days of keen criticism, when one
begins to write a paper on any subj-ct, and to pro-

tect oneself from unkind hits afterwards, it would be
safest perhaps to begin with some such remaik as

that. We are convinced mostly that all things have
gained their present state of perfection through an
endless aeries of improvements, for in these times of
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erer-quickening speed, and the maltitadinoaa re-

quirements of our own business, one has not alwa>s

time or inclination to stop and smack our whip at

every viUage cur that chooses to run oat and bark

and bite at our heels. Apologising for this digres-

sion, I will now proceed with my description of

the culture of Vanda teres ; but am afraid, when
finished, critics may say my preface is longer than

the subject-matter of the plant in question. Our
Vandas were originally planted in 7-inch pots, which

form their basal rooting medium still ; these were

placed along the back bench of a plant-stove, which

had about 4 feet of wall up to the glass. To the

wall was fastened some wire netting, between

which was stuffed a little moas. The VanJas ran up

and rooted into the moss, flowering every year freely at

the ends of the shoots. They are now clear of the

brickwork, and run up the glass roof with the

greatest agility. Anyone who does not mind
having too much of even a good thing, might, in the

way above stated, create a most lovely bank of

Vanda which, when in flower, I would back to be in

beauty and loveliness nearly equal to the banks of

flower one sees along some of the Devonshire lanea.

W, Miller, Combe Abbey.

Cattleya labiata Gaskelliana.

The question is often asked which of the large-

flowered Cattleyas are " labiatas," and which are not ?

In this case it is very easy to reply, for the above is

a true Cattleya labiata, and one of the freest to grow
and easiest to flower. In many gardens it is the

best and showiest flower of the season, and in the

Orchid-house of T. F. Blackwell, Esq,, The Cedars,

Harrow Weald, some two dozen plants of this

variety are at the present time well furnished with

flowers. One plant has white flowers with crimson

lip, and the others have varying shades of rose and
crimson. The plants form part of a large impor-

tation made some years ago, and Mr. J. Dins-

more, the gardener at the Cedars, says that the

number of spikes steadily increases every year, as

does also the quality of the flowers in a slight

degree.

OXFORD BOTANIC GARDENS.
Some fine specimen trees of the following species

and varieties were noticed in the first week of

June, 189i. One of the finest examples of the

highly ornamental Ornns europxa, the Manna
or Flowering Ash, stands in these gardens. This

species is sometimes called the Silver or Round-
leaved Ash ; Pavia flava, Ailanthus glandulosus,

Osttya vulgaris, Pyrus domestica, P. intermedia, P.

commuais pendula, Sophora japonica, very fine;

Taxodium disticbum, Gingko biloba, Salisburta

adiantifolia, fine tall specimen of the Maidenhair

Tree ; Acer Negundo fraxinifolium, Gymnocladus

canadensis, Cratsegas Aronia, Viburnum prunifolium,

Fraxious pubescens, F. excelsa, Virgilia lutea, Fagus

sylvatica var. asplenifolia, a fine sample of the Fern-

leaved Beech ; F. s. cuprea, a magnificent sample of

the Copper Beech, near the gate entering to the new
block of houses and corridor

;
Qaercus macrocarpa,

Taxus baccata, two fine trees standing together;

Betula alba pendula, Cydonia vulgaris. Moras alba,

Pcelea trifoliata, Prunus macrocarpa, very fine ; a

fine tree of the true golden variety of common Yew;
Ac^r monepessulanum, Janiperas virginiana Cjtisus

Liburnum var. quercifolia, Rhus multifida, Rhamnus
citharticus, Pyrus Aria, Cratoegua oxyacantha, and
C. 0. punicea ; and the two very useful, late flower-

ing species, Crataegus odoratissima, and C. tanaceti-

folia, the Tansy- leaved Thorn. A good example of

Cerasus serotiua was also seen in the garden.

Wall Clijibebs In the Open.

Few botanic gardens are more snugly enclosed

with walls, or more surely sheltered with shrubs or

trees than these. The Bath Botanic Gardens have
na walls, though their position and environments
with trees and shrubs afford them good protection.

S'.ill, a few walls aiford the best possible for the

growth of many climbing and other plants that

delight in their shadow or shelter. For example, a
whole wall clothed with Roses would possess much
botanical interest, and prove of great practical value;

and such graceful plants as Tamarix elegans in bloom
in the Bath Botanic Gardens in the last week of

May would be earlier, as well as more fairy-like,

loosely trained over the face of a wall. Few plants

are more beautiful on the face of the wall at Oxford
than a vigorous wild hardy plant of the common
Tamarix gallica in the early days of June, and that

in virtue of its foliage alone. There are also several

Roses, Vines, and Figs on these fine walls, imparting
their own peculiar characters of verdure and beauty,

and also aff'ording striking contrast to other climbers

or clothers—Magnolia conspicaa, M. grandiflora,

Virginian Creepers, Ivies, Clematises, Buddleia
globosa, Rbamnns utilis, Japan Medlar, Ficus carica.

Ephedra distachya, CoUetia horrida, Ceanothus
azureus, and others ; Rose Charles Lefebvre, Peri-

ploca grseca, Akebia hexaphylla, Bambusa Metake,
Rubus frutescens flore - pleno; a very fine old

Wistaria sinensis, Japanese Honeysuckles, some
golden and other Ivies, Polygonum complexum,
Weigela (Diervilla) rosea, Menispermum cana-
dense, Bupleurum fruticosum, Dentzia crenata

flore-pleno, Jasminum floribundum, Fhiladel-

phus coronarius, Crataegus mexicana, Cotoneaster

nummularia, Lonicera discolor, Syringa Emodi,
Forsythia suspensa, Thuia japonica, T. j. varie-

gata, Caprifolium chinense, common white Jas-

mine, Colutea arborescens, Clematis montana,

Vitis labrusca, Euonymus jiponica, Caragana ar-

borescens, Actinidia polygama, Lyciam barbarum,

Pimelea, Sarsaparilla edulis (?) (rather severely cut

by the frost), Genista letnensis, Tamarix gallica,

Cydonia japonica, Pyrus japonica, Chimonanthus
fragrans, Madura aurantiaca, Bridgesia spicata, &c.

Choisya ternata, a very beautiful pure white, sweet-

scented ahrnb, in fall bloom on Jane 1, foliage fresh

and beautiful.

Several Roses, as already stated, were noted on
Bouth and other walls, some of them not named.
Among the named, Rosa multiSora, Reine Marie
Henriette, Fortune's Yellow, and a Banksian that

looked like Foitnne's large white. In another part,

side by side, grew the perpetual Rosieriste Jacobs,

and the Tea, Madame Lambard ; and close to the

back entrance were some bushes of old-fashioned and

Scotch Rosea. D. T. F.

KEW NOTES.
Plants in Flower.—The following bulbous plants

are now in flower in an nnheated frame on the aonth

side of the T range, where a collection of such bulbs

as require protection in winter has been established

several years :

—

Bravoa Bulliana.—This n'antwas described in the

Gardeners' Chronicle in 1884 (ii
, p. 328) by Mr.

Baker, from a specimen grown in a pot by Jlr. Bull,

and afterwards sent to the Royal Gardens to be cul-

tivated. It is much stronger now than it was then,

for instead of the leaves being 6 inches they are

1 foot long by 2 inches in width, and the peduncle

is 5 feet instead of 2 or 3 feet. The flowers are in

pairs on the npper part of the peduncle, and they are

1^ inch long, tubular below, then suddenly widened

and campanulate, with six short recurved lobes, the

width across the top being fully 1 inch. The flower

ia of a dull plum-purple colour outside and yellowish-

green inside. The species is a native of Mexico.

Bravoa geminiflora is flowering near the first-named

plant, and is a very different-looking plant, its tall

slender scapes of nodding, tubular, bright orange-

red flowers of small size being decidedly ornamental.

It is a plant which deserves to be generally grown
for conservatory decoration, and in sheltered sunny

borders in the warmer parts of the country. It

would be quite hardy in Cornwall, southern Ireland,

&c. The Kew plants have scapes 3 feet high, and

they have been in flower nearly a month. This

species was introduced from the mountains of central

Mexico mere then fiTtv veal's ago.

Crinum abyssinic-um.—This plant has been in cul-
tivation at Kew since 1883, when Herr Max
Leichtlin presented some plants, but it has not
flowered till this year. It ia distinct, with sub-
distichoua, glaucous-green, channelled leaves 2 feet
in length, and at the base 2 inches wide, narrowing
gradually to the apex. The scape is nearly cylin-
drical, I inch wide at the base, 18 inches long, and
it bsara an umbel of six pure white flowers, in size

and form like those of C. capense (longifolium). It
has done well planted out in the cold frame.

Hymenocallis Anmncds, the Peruvian Daffodil, ia

in fine health, and flowering freely in the fiamp,
where it ia planted close against the back wall in
heavy loam, and is moist all the year round. The
leaves are 2 feet long, and the peduncles more than
1 yard high, bearing umbels of large pale-yellow
tubular flowers, auggeative of Narcissus Emperor, but
more graceful in appearance. Several other apecies

of Ilymenocallia are in flower in the same frame,
viz., H. calathina, which ia quite a hardy plant at

the foot of a wall at Kew ; and H. Harrisiana, an
elegant, free-flowering, easily-grown bulb, which ia

perfectly happy in an unheated house or frame.

Kniphofia Northia ia repreaented at Kew by a
group of large healthy planta, which are now flower-

ing in a corner facing aouth, between the Victoria
and Orchid-houaes. Its glaucous-green, broad,

recurved, keelless leaves are in themselves sufficiently

attractive to win the notice of all who know a noble
foliage plant when they see it ; and its thick spikes

of green and red flowers are not without interest,

albeit they are inferior to those of most garden
Kniphoflas. I believe that in a sheltered place in a
deep soil in such a place as Falmouth, this species of

Kniphofia would attain to the dimensions almost of

Agave americana. W. W., Kew.

AN AMATEUR'S GARDEN,
BRAEMAR, EALING.

It has been well said that " a beautiful garden is a

place of pleasant labour and of happy restfulneaa,

and that the more it can be filled with perfect

pictures, the more it gives delight to the eye and
solace to the mind, and the nearer it approaches to

the making of an earthly paradise."

Ealing is deservedly noted for its well-kept villa

gardens, of which Braemar may be taken as a good

type. That " it gives delight to the eye and solace

to the mind " of the courteous owner, J. Harris,

Esq., a busy City man, ia beyond dispute, a state

of affairs that is very creditable to his gardener,

Mr. W. Roberts.

The whole place, glass, lawn, kitchen garden, &c.,

is only about three-quarters of an acre in extent, but

the beat use has been made of it. A peep into the

glass structures revealed examples of good culture

amongst the various occupants. Mr. Harria'a gar-

dener ia a very aucceaafnl exhibitor at the local

Flower show.

Caladiums are made a specialty of, and are grown

well, and to large dimensions. Here, for instance,

amongst other fine specimens, is C. Louise Duplessis,

in a I6-pot, plant 6 feet across, deep red rays and

veina, on a white ground, green margin. A grand

plant of Cissus discolor arrests attention, by reason

of its fine colouring. Dractenas are likewise well-

coloured. D. Missangeana is similar in habit to

D. Lindeni, but with a broad band of yellow down

the centre of the leaf. Adiantum decorum, 4 feet

G inches across, ia not often seen in better condition

than here.

Gloxinias, a "sprinkling" of Orchids, the useful

Streptocarpuses, and other well-grown greenhouse-

flowering plants, gave the necessary bit of colour in

association with the foliage plants.

Outside, things were beginning to look gay.

Roses, as a rale, do well at Ealing ; the soil seems to

just suit them. At Braemar, the late frosts did not

improve matters amongst these plants, bat still

there will be a respectable show of bloom in due

time. Some fine patches of Viola Blue King in full

flo<ver had a very attractive E7p«aranc<-, associating
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well with the deep green of the well-kept lawn.

One of the beat of white Finks, Mrs. Sinkinr, was

flowering profusely in large clumps in the borders,

fts were the Mirguerites (much in rf quest for cutting

purposes), the groups of stately Delphiniums, Fox-
glovef, Pyrethrump, and plants of similar character.

I'lnms on walls are a capital crop, the principal

varieties grown being Victoria, The Czar, JefTerson's,

and Belgian purple. Peaches and Nectarines are

also showiag well. Amongst Apples, the best

bearers are found in Wellington, Lord SufBeld.

Stirling Castle, Norfolk Bearer, and Cellini Pippin.

Bash fruit, Gooseberrier, Raspberries, and Currants

are bearing extremely well ; the late frosts, how-
ever, did considerable damage amongst the Straw-
berries. J. B.

A TRAVELLERS' NOTES.
^Continued from p. 11.)

SoDTH AnsTEALiA—FauiT Cdltdeb.—A question
of great importance to the colony is the cultivation of
fruit ; to its exceptional size and appearance I have
already relerred. The quantity plantfd appears, at
present, too great for the markets so far opened, it

being a general belief that gathering does not always
result in profit. Mr. Holtze of the Botanic Garden,
has bought a 601b. case of Tomatos for 2s. \ Muscat
of Alexandria Grape (frequently picked, as is much of
tie fruit, rather too early), will fall to Id. or l|i. per
lb., though the firit in the season's market realise \$,

to Is 3d per lb. Mr. Ind, one of the oldest residents
of the colony, who remembers when the site of
Adelaide was under survey, grows one of the chief
collections of fruit; his Orange plantations are ex-
ceedingly fine and very extensive.

In many of his qaartera the plants are twenty years'
old, round, even bushes, 15 to 18 feet high, in perfect
condition. Planted 24 feet apart, they are exten-
sively irrigated, a requirement offering no great
difficulty to this gentleman, the Torrens Kiver
running by his grounds. Vines, for wine, he has
naturally gone in for larc;ely. They are planted
7 feet apart each way—840 to the acre. His large
experience has led him to believe Doradilo is the beit
Grape for the purpose, and he has therefore planted
but few others. Almeria, a Californian variety, is

also nsfd; it has a loose buoch and tough skin,
and is insipid in fiafonr. It is a good white,
and a (air dessert variety for four months. Under
favourable conditions paying results should be ob-
tained three or four years after planting. Pruning
begins after April, and the p'ants are stopped three
times before Christmas. Such Vines should jield
half a hundredweight each. Black Grapes be does
not cultivate, finding them more difficult, and fre-

qiently very unsatisfactory to pack for market. Black
Prince has been tried, but will not bear alter ten or
'ifteen years old, and the berry cracks after one night's
r .in. Of this variety he informed me that he had
20 acres; it promises well as a packer. Frontignac
fetches the highest price of any wine-grape in the
colony, viz.. £7 per ton. What a difference to West
Australia, where they pay £10 per ton !

Black-spot and sparrows are two dangerous pests
;

the latter peck boles in the berries, ruining a very
considerable percentage of the fruit ; the danger of
affecting the fiavour of the wine when such berries
pass into the press is obvious. On black-spot lime
and sulphur have no eff.'Ct, but a sclution of sulphate
of copper has been found, if not to destroy the
fungus, at least to retard its growth, and minimise
the evil.

To the other colonies Mr. Ind ships largely ; but,
oving to the difficulty of getting the shipping
companies to store fruit on deck, he has ceased
sending to Europe. Some, including Mr. Ind,
do not believe in cool chambers, experience having
proved deck storage to be more efficient. The best
Pear in the orchards here is naturally Williams' Bon
Chretien, locally known as The Duchess. Bishop's
Thumb and Vicar of Winkfield, are, however, carry-
ing enormous crops this season.
A plantation of half-standard Apricots, forty-five

years old (dating almost from the birth of the
colony), is now suffering much from a fungus. Mr.
Ind has seen bis trees and fruit in perfect con-
dition devastated in sixty hours, the leaves bared in
innumerable places, and the frnit spotted.

I also visited the vineyard and extensive cellars of
Sir Samuel Davenport. Here Doradilo is much
grown

; Mataro, on the contrary, does not yield
equally good results, though it bears well, and when
blended, gives colour ; A'omar, a brandy Grape,

from the Montpelier plains, is much employed
;

Serret Bonrret is found good, and the soil is con-
sidered particularly suitable for Grenache. Muscat
of Alexandria and Wortley Hall Seedling, of which
1 tasted some very fine frnit, as well as Sultana, for

drying purposes are all grown. The branches of the
plants are kept very short, with the exception of such
as Cabenet, the Bordeaux Claret Grape, which yields

the best results when long-pruned. In this respect
the system is different to that followed in West
Australia, and I am almost inclined to think it

better.

Sir Samuel's Olive trees are very fine, and he
manufactures a considerable quantity of oil, the
granite-crushers, lever-presses, and receptacles for

which are of the highest order. I may here mention,
so numerous are the Olives round Adelaide, that this

industry would probably assume great proportions
but for the labour of gathering. To any observer a
little beneath the surface, there seems to be no ques-
tion that what the Australian Colonies require is men
more than money. As it is, 30s. to 40s. per week
wages to Olive-gatherers will not permit of competi-
tion with the cheap labour of Italy.

Grubs (such as I referred to in the vineyards of

Western Australia), feed on the young buds of the
Vines. Sir Samuel has tried many expedients, and
finds a small regiment of fowls the best antidote
and the least costly. The grubs bury themselves in
the day, and are duly scratched up by the poultry.

The free distribution of Vine-cuttings by the
Forestry Department of the Government is in vogue.
Last year, the quantity distributed amongst small
planters (in addition to the 20-acre plots of land
they obtain free), is estimated at 700,000, and the
year previously at 1,000 000. Local nurserymen
scarcely view this arrangement with pleasure.

The colony suffers as much from acclimatised
weeds as it does from such acclimatised animal-
pests as rabbits and sparrows.

Gorse, Briar, Artichoke, Prickly Pear, and
Bramble, grow and multinly to an alarming extent.
Stone Thistle, a species of Centaurea and Bathnrst
Burr, Xanthium spinosum, fatal to the fleece of
sheep, are much dreaded, and the law has rendered
it criminal for land-owners to permit its existence
on or near their estates.

Stink-weed, I have seen, despite the lack of rain
for five months till a few days since, render whole
fields, now lying fallow, green and verdant. This,
however, can be ploughed in. and to a certain extent
grappled with, if done before seeding. Jas. H, Veitch,

(To be continued.)

Colonial Notes.
*

TECOMA SMITHIIx.
In your number of Nov. 25, 1893, at page 649, there

is an illustration of the shrub " Tecoma Smithii," and
it is stated that it is desirable that something more
definite should be known of the origin and history

of this beautiful plant than has been recorded np to
the present, &(.

As I was the raiser of the above-named plant, I

will give its history :

—

It was raised in my nursery in the year 1882, and
is a cross between Tecoma velutina and Tecoma
capensis, the former being the seed-bearer. It cannot
be relied upon to come true from seed, and all the
plants that 1 send out are grown from cuttings, as 1

found that not more than from 25 to 30 per cent,
come true ; even then, they vary in some degree from
the original plant. 1 have raised some hundreds of
seedlings and flowered them (in some cases six
months after sowing) in 3,V-inch pots. Some come
precisely like Tecoma capensis in leaf and flower,
o'hers of a dull yellow colour, some have much
larger flowers than others. 1 have not as
yet raised one with the leaf and flower
exactly like Tecoma velutina, which is strange,
considering it was the seed-producing plant. It was
named after myself by the Horticultural and Flori-
cultural Society of South Australia in 1883, and
awarded a Certificate of Merit by that Society, and
also by the Royal Horticultural and Floricultural
Society of Victoria in the same year. 1 may state
that it is in flower here all the year, and I exhibited
It here at the Gardeners' Society for thirty-six
monthly meetings in sncoession.

It is quite distinct from Tecoma velutina, which is

in flower here about five months in the year, and

loses its leaves in the cold weather much more than

Tecoma Smithii X, which retains its splendid foliage

all the season, and is a most b'^autiful shrub, growing

to the height of about 10 feet. I have the original

plant now in full flower, and this is about our mid-

winter. The illustration on p. 649 of the Gardeners'

Chronicle ii a good one. I have grown trusses of

flowers of it 11 inches in diameter. Edwin Smith,

Clifton Nursery, Walkerville, near Adelaide.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

The tendency with a number of large-flowered

varieties is to split the calyx on one side, causing

the petals to hang down in an irregular mass. These

the growers term " pod- bursters "— a misnomer, as

the pod is in the centre of the flower, and between

the pod and the calyx are the petals ; these, if very

numerous, split the calyx in the conrse of their

development, but if the gardener will slit the calyx

a little in two or three places on opposite sides

before a split occurs, the flowers will most likely

open in a proper manner ; moreover, it is easy to tie

a strip of matting or put a small india-rubber ring

round the calyx. The rings can be purchased at the

price of 6fZ. per 100 ; they should be slipped over the

flowers when these show colour. Our plants in pots

have been removed to the greenhouse in order to

develop their flowers in perfect condition and fit for

exhibition ; but as soon as the fiowers are cut, the

plants will be placed again out- of- doors. It is a
singular fact that the flowers upon pot plants are

liable to be injured beyond recognition owing to the

attack of thrips, which do but little harm to Car-

nations when plauted out. They should be fumi-

gated with tobacco when placed under glass, to

destroy the thrips and green-fly. Soma persons,

when they see the Carnations and Picotees in bloom
in a greenhouse, jump to the conclusion that the

plants have been always growing there, and that the

florist's type of Carnation is a tender plant requiring

greenhouse culture. The very reverse of this is the

case, as the florist gets his plants outside as soon as

the flowers fade, unless they are required for seed,

when it is necessary to keep them under glass till

the seed-pods are fit to be gathered. The time has

now arrived when it will be necessary to propagate

as much stock as possible of the scarce varieties ; it

is not easy to layer all the growths produced at the

base of the plants, for some are too small for layers,

others are too high upon the plant to be brought
down, and in such cases it is better to strike them
as cuttings. They may be planted in small flower-

pots filled with sandy soil, and be placed under
bell or band-glasses till rooted, when they may
speedily be inured to the open air, and afterwards

planted in beds. As the finer varieties come into

flower, the best blooms should be selected for cross-

fertilisation. The pollen of one variety ought to be
carefully transferred from one to the other, and the
object intended by the cross ought to be clear to

the operator. He must work for a set purpose.

Many recant introductions are tall growers, and one
object of the florist should be the production of

varieties with the same quality of bloom, but of

dwarfer growth, which can only be accomplished "oy

selecting as seed or pollen-parent varieties of lower

growth ; bat one of the leading characteristics ought
to be the rich colours or fine form of the flowers.

For planting out in the garden, many persons prefer

flowers of one colour, and do not care for flaked and
striped varieties. Yellow and buff coloured dowers
are also held in high estimation. Variety is charming,

and the field is so boundless that every taste may
be gratified. Those who grow the flaked and bizjrred

Carnations and the Picotees may cross fertilise all of

them, keeping them in their classes ; and they will

obtain from the seedlings many fine selfs of all sorts

of colours. From the scarlet bizarre Carnations,
maroon and scarlet aelfs will be obtained ; from the
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pink, crimson, and purple bizarref, thoie colours will

be obtained plentifully in the aelt forms, so with the

scarlet, rosp, and purple flakes. AH those co'ours

will be produced as selfs. The same remark holds

good with the Picotees. Many selfs will be obtained

of the sami colours as are found upon the edges of

the flowers. Cultivators of Carnations from seed

mnst have much patience, it not being possible to

obtain flowers in a few months after sowing the

seeds, as it requires one season to grow the plants

to a flowering sizF, and then these will not flower

well till the following year. Seedlings sown in the

spring should now be planted out where they are to

flower; and the beds of those already planted out

should be kept clean, the ground being well boed,

and the plants freed from green- fly, which cripples

them very much, but is only troablesome in hot dry

weather. There is still much room for improvement

and the ancient Briton coloured bis tight-fitting

suit with the dye yclept woad. Taking this word,

and altering a to o, w« have the name of the

material from which the newest thing in silk is

being derived—wood- silk ! Cotton, jute, and flax

waste, have all been tried, with a certain amount of

success—silk from the wood of the Juniper and Oak

trees has been taken in hand at Bradford, and forced

to yield silk of good quality, which cashes well and

takes the dje splendidly. Rjughly, the process of

tiaasformation may be thus described : the wood

is pulped in strong nitric acid, and then forced by

hydraulic pressure through pinholes in a steel plate

into water under certain conditions. This treat-

ment has the efifect of solidifying, or turning into

a thread, the pulp projected through the aforesaid

pinholes. The threads thus formed are first wound

on spools and then throivn into a thread of the

market at half the price of that supplied by the

Mulberry per the Italian worm.

CASTLE BORO, ENNISCORTHY.
A PLFASANT drive of 6 good Irish miles from the

busy town of Enniscortby, and we reach Castle Boro,

the delightful seat of Lord Carew, and one of the finest

places in Con nty Wexford. The Castle, a spacious

and imposing structure of grey granite, is built on
an eminence in the centre of the extensive and well-

wooded park, and commands a magnificent view of

mountain and woodland. On the south front, a

series of terraces lead down to the lake, and

these, with their tastefully laid-out flower-

beds and neatly-planted shrubs, seen in the

height of their summer glory, present a sight not

Fig. 9.— ciSTLE bobc, knniscobihv.

in the class of jellow-ground Ficoteer, that is,

flowers with a clear yellow ground, and a margin of

scarlet, crimson, rose, or red of various shader. It

will be many years before we are able to obtain the

same degree of high clats quality in the yellow ground

yarietiei as we now have in the white ground, not-

withstanding that so much improvement has already

been made, not only in the quality of the flowers,

but in the vigour and habit of the plants. The
newer yellow ground varieties have now a more
vigorous constitution than many of the flakes and

bizarres. J. Douglas.

WOOD -SILK.
Fhom the time of the " grand old gardener " to the

present day the vegetable kingdom has been largely

drawn upon for the supply of material to construct

the clothing of mankind. The ancient Egyptians

made linen which is not in texture excelled by

that fabricated in the looms of the present ag"
;

required strength and size. The material is then

ready for the weaver; but there was much danger of

chemical action destroying the resulting silk. Fric-

tion in manipulation was likely to lead to disastrous

consequences, as the material is allied to gun cotton

in its nature. To avoid all danger a process called

denitration is gone through, which renders the silk

non-combnstible, the material losing none of its

tenacity or lasting properties, whilst the chemical

expressed from the mass can, we believe, be used

over and over again.

We have said that after being thrown into tbe

yarn condition the silk is ready for the weaver

—

rather should we say the dyer, who has a most

tractable material placed in his hands. The wood-

silk has been spun, dyed, woven, and shown in

Bradford ; and soon, we are informed, a large mill

will be set to work in turning out another brilliant

example of what may be had from the Vfj^^table

kingdom, once we find the key to its secret chambeis.

The new material, we are told, can be placed on the

soon to be forgotten. To the right of the Castle are

tbe extensive glasshouses, all modern structures,

comprising vineries, Peach-houses, plant-houses,

forcing- houses. Melon-pits, &c., and containing s

large and interesting collection of plants, every one

of them ''a picture of health." Further to the right

are the extensive vegetable and fruit gardens, con-

taining a choice collection of hardy fruit trees.

In the Park there is a splendid collection of hardy

Coniferse, and also many noble specimens of decidaous

and ornamental trees. The estate of Castle Boro

is one of the best wooded in the whole of Ireland,

the forests carrying many hundred acres of valuable

timber, and extending for many miles. The gardens

and woods are under the management of Mr. John

McLennan, his lordship's head-gardener and forester,

in whose hands many improvements have been

carried out during the past few years, and to whom
we are indebted for affording us a most enjoyable
" look round " one of the prettiest places in the sontl»

of Ireland. £ L. EiK.

*
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PUBLIC PARKS AT NEWCASTLE-
ON-TYNE.

(Contnued from vol. rv.. p. 814.)

Leazts Pabk.—The Leozes was anciently called

the Castle field, and according to a tradition, by

Grey, was the gift of King John to the townsmen of

Nevfcastle. The portion enclosed is abont 35 acres,

but the contents in 1731, when a plan was made for

the Corporation, was 127 acres 2 roods and

17 perches. The larger portion is absorbed by

recreation groundp, and by the moor, which is one

of the most extensive " lungs," covering in all over

1000 acres, to be found in England. There was

some diffioalty in finding out the origin and meaning

of the name, but it apparently simply means pas-

turage. Brockett says that in many parts of the

kingdom it is spelt and pronounced leasons; Sax.

laisive—a pasture, a common ; Norm. Fr., leives,

lesus—pasture-ground. The whole of this acreage,

over 1000 acres, belongs to the freemen of New-
castle. Bourne thus describes it as " formerly the

inheritance of divers persons, owners thereof, who
were accustomed from ancient time to take the

forecrop there at or before Lammat Day, and after

that, by an ancient custom, all the burgesses of this

town used to put on their kine, and used the same
in pasturing of them till Lady Day in Lent yearly,

and then to lay the same for meadow again till

Lammas."
The Leazes Park was laid out and opened twenty

years ago. It is situated on the n^rth-east portion

of the town, and is very much exposed to the blasts.

The difficulty with tree-life has been the contention

against wind rather than smoke. Now, however, that

the beltings are up, the nurae-protection opens up a

wider field for introducing greater variety of both

tree and shrub life. The best trees are Sycamore,
Lime, Ssrvice, Ash, Thorn?, Kowans, Huntingdon
Willow, Wych Elm, Crabs of sorts, and Cherries

; La-
burnums do moderately well, Weigelas do excellently,

and Spireeas of sorts, and Philadelphas, and Lilacs,

all do and flower well in their seasons. B-ech
at one time has been a great Newcastle tree, but the

altered conditions of climate have put an effectual

stop to its growth, and young ones cease to be intro-

duced freely. The Copper Beech is both a bad wind

and a smoke tree, so that the variety that we look

for in colour among deciduous trees cannot be had
here. Frunua Fissardi is planted to take its place,

but that species is ill at ease uoder wind-pressure.

Physical conditions suit most of the trees of the

wood admirably, but atmospheric conditions, in the

shape of wind and smoke, step in and arrest their

progress.

There is evidently considerable care taken by
the park superintendent, Mr. Moffat, in keeping

the principal subjects well nursed. Without that,

many trees would not grow so kindly, and with the

exposure the risk of being uprooted would increase.

The beltings are pretty well distributed. If anything,

there is a want of boldness of lines in the original

formation of both walks and borders, and a conse-
quent depreciation in effect of the evergreen under-
growths that confront these marginal borders.

The best evergreen here is the Holly, and
the two best-doing Hollies are Shepherdii and
Hod^insii. There are laurifolia and some of the
silver and gold - blotched sorts, but unless they
happen to be in salient positions they are not up to

much. Oi the contrary, the two large green-leaved
ones named above are good everywhere. The
English Yew is doing well where it is under shelter,

without it it gets bronzed at the stem and leaf
extremities, and requires the returning summer to
recuperate. Rhododendrons, wherever well pre-
pared, or rather provided for in the shape of
comfort ible living quarters, do well. The
dry season has iojared some of the ponticum
groups even to the extent of being unsightly,
but these common fellows are being exchanged
for hybrids, which are hardier, and do better
under good lifing. The grouping system
is undoubtedly the better way of cultivating this
division. Singly, this plant is not much to look at.

especially in exposed localities ; in groups the species

is most effective, and in public parks overgrown

plants can be thinned out with impunity and planted

in new quarters, which are always cropping up and

require furnishing. The Aucnba is invaluable as

a town bush, and here it is doing in every way satis-

factorily, its fine gold and green-blotched leaves being

effective at all times, but particularly in the dead of

winter. There are a few other evergreen shrubs of a

nondescript character. The Colchican and Caucasian

Cherry-Laurels are the more prominent of the large-

leaved, light-green kinds, but the winds affect

them so, that many of their leaves look as if they had

been drawn through boiling- water. E»en the broad-

leaved Privet, which would be evergreen in cosy and
sequestered nooks, was robbed of its leaves here the

past winter, or, mainly so, and what was left was

maimed with the windy blasts—this, however, is

exceptional.

No Coniferous plant of any kind seems to prosper
;

even the Austrian Pine does not grow kindly, and

when it gets up it has to be supported, so that it is

scarcely worth the toil. If it were rising above its

fellows, it would surely be blown down.

The grass has been well laid down, and is in a

capital state of keeping; and the beds for ornamental

subjects that are cut out for decorative bedding, are

all upon geometric lines. The subjects are such as

are in use in general parks, and bulbs come in to do

spring duty iot gay colouring. The bowling-greens

are capacious and well kept, and the games played

here are upon Scotch lines, viz., level green, bowling

in rinks, not as in central England, greens with

raised centres, diagonal bowling, &c. The work of

keeping these greens in order is a laborious one, but

it brings in some remuneration, as players are

charged a trifie.

Coming to the question of income, from that and
other sources, the Leazes has been self-supporting.

The revenue last year from all sources was
£883 Is. \0d. This seems a large sum to draw
from the public, but it was so. Orer £500 was taken

from skaters alone. There is a splendid lake in the

centre of the grounds, of nearly 5 acres in extent,

and daring frost this lake is covered with skaters.

There are also some twelve or fourteen boats for

boating, which brought in a revenue of over £200
;

and there is bowling. All these recreations have

to be independently paid for, the Charter of the town
Moor, Committee reserves certain valuable rights,

enabling them to recoup themselves, to a large extent,

without a murmur from the public, who go in for

these amusements and pay. As an instance of a

fortunate speculation, on the great gala night, when
the Duke and Duchess of York were married, the

Chairman of the Town Moor Management, Joseph

Baxter EUi>, said they netted, with that and other

galas for the year, £489, after paying for bands,

illuminations, and sujh-like—a splendid take cer-

tainly. With £350 of that sum they have built a

fountain, set down in the centre of a new auxiliary

lake, and lit it up with electric light to illuminate

the lake for skating after darkness set in. This
is good business, because it draws the people,

and out of their combined threepenny-bits swells

the revenue. This enables the committee to

enrich this park with natural greenery in a way
in which it would not likely be done with-

out a valuable asset of this kind. The new
lake now completed is about 2j acres, and being

provided with the electric light, is sure to com-
mand plenty of skaters in the dark nights of winter,

when the ice is safe. There is not the space for

getting the outlines of this lake so bold or sweep-
ing as is desirable, but Mr. Moffat has done the
best he could with the grpuhd at his disposal. This
lake being in the best protected corner of the park,

will give much wider scope for greater variety of

both trees and shrubs. It is exceedingly desirable

that in all public parks the greatest variety prac-

ticable should be acquired. Toe beauties of tree and
plant-life may not be appreciated by all, but the

greater bulk of towns-people are admirers, and to

their credit be it said, they are also in a measure

protectors of natural beauties, be they impersonated

in either leal or dower. Cnildren are apt to pilfer,

but a watchman with the police garb frightens them

from either plundering or marauding. Experienced

park caterers have to watch how they dispose of their

plants in ornamental grounds. By the side of this

lake, instead of having sloping banks on the high

side, interspersed with shrubs, rock-stones are

improvised, and such trailing plants as Ivies, Peri-

winkles, Cotoaeasters, which is a grand clamberer

over and in amongst the chinks of stones, and

brightens up the dullness of short days by its

numerous crimson berries.

The walks are broad, and in time will be all

asphalted. It is expensive work doing an extensive

park in this way, but the comfort of promenaders

has to be considered, and when the work is once well

done, there is little or no upkeep or expense in any

way afterwards. The Derbyshire spar makes a

bright surface on the top of the asphalte. The
principal walks have been already done, more parti-

cularly those from the cemented terrace, which will

be 100 yards long by 20 yards broad, with fine open

balustrade, and flights of steps to the dress-ground

below. From this terrace, when weather permits,

there is a good view of Newcastle and its surround-

ings. A very good sample of the bedding system may
be seen in the parallelogram on either side of the

flights of steps. What a beantiful and useful

ground-work plant is the Antennaria tomentosa
even in winter it looks like grey gravel, and in

summer its shade of colour is much enhanced.

There is nothing in the herbaceous low-growth

way that beat Irises, they are as hardy as plants can
be. The alpine Auriculas are also chief of their

class, and the Wallflower in dead of winter mocks at

the blast in the sturdiness of its growth, and in the

plenteousness of its flowering. In fine, this park is

gaining rapidly in ornamental importance every

year, and the house property building round about it

is of a better character, drawing better rents, and
consequently larger rates to the town exchequer.

Viator,

NOLINA LONGIFOLIA.
Amongst the variety of names under which this

plant is known I have adopted that which is given

by Baker in his work on the Arborescent Liliaceee of

the Riviera, although, I believe, at Kew it is to be

found under the name of Beaucarnea.

In the Riviera gardens it is to be found nnder the

names of Dasyiirion (which is the most common),
Fincenectitia, and sometimes Bonapartea. It is one

of the most decorative plants of these gardens, and
when seen in large specimens it forms a very pro-

minent feature, TheacQompanyiagillustration(fig. 10)

is taken f.-om a plant 10 feet in height, with a head

consisting of fourteen growths, and carrying five fine

panicles of flowers. As a rule, it is rare to find

more than two or three spikes at one time. It often

occurs that it flowers when only a fdW feet high, in

which case it rarely makes a fine specimen, as it at

once commences to branch and becomes bushy. The
allied species of Dasyiirion, D. acrotrichum, D. glau-

cophyllum, D. jancifolium, and others all thrive and

flower well, the former being met with in most
gardens.

The Araucaria excelsa shown in the background

is worthy of note as being one of the finest speci-

mens of the Norfolk Island Fine to be found in the

Eiviera ; and, furthermore, it is this year bearing

three fine cones for the first time. It measures

63 feet in height, and has a spread of foliage of

37 feet at its base. Its actual age from a seedling is

23 or 24 years, which gives an idea of the rapid

growth it makes nnder favourable conditions.

The two largest specimens which I have met with

are at the Villa Les Palmiers, near Nice, which

are over 70 feet in height ; diameter of trunk at

base, 32 inches; and with a spread of foliage of

over 50 feet. Their age is jast over 30 years.

They have fruited annually for the last four or five

years. Although gigantic specimens, they have been

very much damaged by winds, and have lost the
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NURSERY Notes.nniform appearance which U characteristic of this

tree. The trees in most gardens have of late years

been attacked by a minute white scale, which, owing

to the densely packed leaves along the branches, is ROSES AT MESSRS. WM. PAUL and SON'S,

almost impossible to exterminate, and in a short WALTHAM CROSS.

time they present a blackened appearance, and in This is one of the most important of English

this way many 6ne sptcimens have been destroyed. Rose nurseries, and throughout the summer and

FlO. 10.— NOLINA .LONGIFOLIA (CEAUCABNEa), AT VILLA VALETTA, CANNES. (sEE P. 66.)

A. Bidwilli and A. braziliensis attain large dimen- autumn a visit is well repaid. Every new kind of

sions, and produce cones, and, in fact, all the Aran- value is grown on a large scale, and those inter-

carias flourish, with the exception of A. imbricata, eated in seedlings will find many kinds of great

the soil not bsing suitable to its requirements. promise, some of the recent acquisitions of the firm

Kiiicra. being in full beauty. Varieties are not grown here

sparingly, but one sees their true value by the large

masses of each kind, which afford a guide as to its effect

in the garden. Much disappointment occurs throngh

visitors to exhibitions selecting their Roses there

;

as it is impossible to tell the character of a variety

from a few cut blooms. One should know some-

thing about its habit, freedom in flowering, and other

essential points. A Rose shown by the Waltham
Cross firm on more than one occasion is the new
hybrid China Duke of York, which is beautiful as a

dwarf, and also as a half-standard, some plants of it

being weighed down with the deep rosy informal

flowers, variable, however, in colour, and reminding

one of those of L'IdSale. That it is good as a pot

plant was shown by their specimens exhibited at the

Temple Show. We have seen lately a hybrid Tea

called Marquis of Salisbury, a variety that we think

will get popular, because so brilliant in colour, the

flowers rich crimson, and effective. It is not exactly

an exhibition Rose, but a group of it in the garden

would be especially bright, and its flowers valued for

cutting. As it is of little use to give names or des-

criptions of varieties already in cultivation,the present

notes concern kinds new, or comparatively so.

Amongst Teas, we saw seveial of promise. One of

these was named Madame Baronne Berges, an im-

proved Uomere it might be called, the flowers (nil,

sweetly- scented, and white-tinted with tender rose.

A beautiful Tea is Corinna, raised by this firm, and

frequently exhibited by them : the flowers are full,

and display a variety of subtle shades, flesh coloured

touched with rose, fawn, and copper—a Rose the

colour of which it is almost impossible to describe

with any degree of accuracy— is in hardy vigorous

growth. Another variety raised here and of great

merit, is Medea, which, doubtleis, is known to

the majority of Rose-lovers ; its sweetly - scented

flowers are delicate lemon in colour, with canary-yel-

low centre, the growth of the plant, as in the other case

being robust. Francois Menard is a promising con-

tinental Tea, very rich in colour, a shade of crim-

son, lighter in the fall globular centre. There

appears to be a reaction in favour of dark-coloured

Tea Roses, although one nsually associates with this

section the delicately tinted kinds. Souvenir de

Madame SableyroUes is a variety not mnch known,

and its name is certainly not attractive, but the

flowers are very fine, the broad petals tinted with

.almon-rose. Rows of that good hybrid Tea named

White Lady, raised by Messrs. Wm. Pan), were of

note, the strong-growing plants producing large,

creamy-whitp, full-centred flowers. Papa Gontier

is a Tea Rose of deep colour, the long well- shaped

buds being valuable for cutting, whilst the

plant forcfs well— the colour is rich crimson ;

another Tea- scented variety, rich rose, with deeper-

coloured hair, being Autoine Mermet. A very

delicately-coloured variety is Souvenir de Lady

Ashburton, the colour varying, but nsually of a

soft salmon-rose shade. Two hybrid Teas of note

raised here are of climbing habit, one is named Prin-

cess May, this being of the Gloire de Dijon race, bnt

not so vigorous in growth ; its flowers are distinct

in colour, being rose, (uU and large, whilst it is a

variety of value for^pots to force early in the year.

The other kind is named Pink Rover, which has been

shown well this season by the firm. This we anti-

cipate willibecome a popular garden Rose, the habit

described as semi-climbing, the fragrant, full, and

large flowers of a bright pink cokur, deeper in the

centre.

A hybrid Tea Rose thought much of is Grand Dae

de Luxembourg, which as seen in this nursery is very

handsome, the flowers like those of Viscountess

Folkestone in shape, and of a lovely rose and white

tint. It is free, strong in growth, and quite distinct.

Amongst hybrid perpetuals it is difficult to select

varieties when all are in such vigorous condition, but

of the new kinds Clio, raised by this firm, is cer-

tainly the best; it takes rank with the li.iest intro-

ductions of recent years, rows of plants being a mass

of flowers. The plant grows remarkably quickly and

strongly, making quite a dense bush, and the foliage

is robust ; the flowers are large, sweetly-scented,

of quite exhibition standard, and snowy-white, with a
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delicate rosy tint in the centre. Comtesee B. de

Blacaaiaa promising new kind, the Sowers bright rose,

sweet, and borne in profasion on sturdy shoots.

Caroline Testout is now fairly well known; and

another new H.P. likely to become popular is La
Fraicheur, which has long, well-shaped buds, the

expanded flowers being of very clear rose-colour,

more carmine, however, in the centre. Gen. Baron

Birg?« is a good garden Rose, its stout petals of a

deep red colour; and Madame Bais we also noticed

flowering freely, this being a variety of merit, but

not much seen—it is a good H.P., the flowers remind-

ing one of those of Victor Verdier, and bright rose.

La France of '89 bears very large Pteony-like, rosy-

red flowerc, showy, and quite different to those of

La France. We may mention that this name is

only one example of many that might be quoted

as to the confusing nomenclature adopted by foreign

raisers. That fine variety, Margaret Dickson, was
flowering freely, and special note may be made of the

dark-coloured kinds, which seem unusually fine in

all nurseries, especially Reynolds Hole, a Rose that

does not always appear to advantage.

The polyantha Roses are grown in masses in this

nursery, all the principal varieties being represented.

A new kind, named Mme. E. A. Nolte, is of note;
a very dwarf-growing kind, the flowers at first of a
yellow shade, passing with age to a delicate salmon-
rose tint, whilst they are not too large. A great
fault of many varieties of this section is that the
flowers are getting far too large for true polyanthas.
Crimson Rambler is blooming in profusion; and very
6ne at present is Birdon Job, a seedling H.P. from
Gloire des Rosomanes: the flowers are of no value
for exhibition, but are extremely fine in the garden,
being semi-double, and brilliant crimson. A good
garden Rose, that is not often seen, is Camoens,
the plants strong and remarkably free, the flowers
rose in colour, a distinct and bright shade.
We noticed a fine piece of climbing Teas, such as

Climbing Niphetos, on the Grifferaie stock, which is

especially suitable for this Rose ; also plots of
standards and own-root plants. Amongst China
Risee, the variety Madame Laurette Messimy was as
bright as any, the flowers distinct, and bright rose,
suflPused with a yellowish shade. We are glad to see
that the China, Bourbon, and such old-fashioned
sections as these are becoming more popular every
year for gardens, and when well-planted, they are
effective.. The Austrian Briers (Rosa Intea), are
grown in quantity, as the demand for this class is
increasing. The plants when well-grown make fine
bushes, especially the showy Hirrisoni and Persian
Yellow

; and another class of note here consists of
the Scotch Roses, baskets of which have been
shown earlier in the season by the firm. The plants
make dense compact bushes, smothered with neat
flowers, varying in colour from shades of yellow to
crimson.

Each section of the Rose is fully represented, and
in the foregoing notes merely a few of the more
promising new varieties have been pointed out as a
guide to those who do not yet know them. Visitor.

Hybeid Swket Beiahs at Messes. Keynes,
Williams & Co.'s.

Having heard a good deal about Lord Penzancaa
Roses at the Castle Street Nursery, Salisbury, I paid
a visit to that nursery on the 6 ;h inst., and was>hown
a batch of 2500 of them, and in full flower. Each of
the nine varieties averaged 3J f-!et high as they were
growing side by side in rows 4 feet apart, and at
nearly the same distance from each other in the rows.
They were in fine condition, clean, vigorous, graceful
in habit of growth, and profusely covered with single
or semi-double flowers, varying in colour from pure
white, pale yellow, and terracotta to crim?on, thus
adding beautiful and delicate shades of colour to the
lightness and elegance of flower, which, combined
with their pale green, handsome, and fragrant foliage,
seemed to fit them for a place in any garden.
Perhaps there is no method of displaying these

hybrid Sweet Briars to better advantage than to
plant them singly or in groups of three to five on the
lawn, in which position there are several fine

graceful specimens of about 10 f-et high at Lird
Penzance's place, Eaahing Park, Godalming.
The plants are not only telling objects when
in bloom, bat also in the autumn when laden

with their clustered bunches of yellow hips.

The nine varieties consist of the following, viz , Amy
Robsart, graceful in habit, and producing lovely

rosy-pink flowers of the true Sweet Briar type, with

great freedom ; Anne of Gierstein, of free growth,

of a graceful habit, with large foliage, and dark
crimson flowers; Brenda, with peach coloured

flowers, having bright yellow anthers ; Flora Mclvor,
large pure white flowers, shaded with rose, useful

for catting, their beauty being increased by the

sprays of young fragrant foliage which show
up between the flowers. Lady Penzance, in my
opinion the best and most distinct variety of

the whole batch, the result of a cross between
the Sweet Briar and Austrian Copper Briar. The
flowers are of a beautiful soft copper tint with a
metallic brightness ; at the base of each petal is a
patch of yellow, which seen around the clear anthers,
forms as it were, a halo, giving the flower a charming
effect—flowers and leaves are nicely scented. Lord
Penzance is a seedling from Sweet Briar crossed with
Rosa Harrisonii ; it is a good grower and free

bloomer, the flowers passing from a soft shade of

fawn to a greenish-yellow slightly toned with
delicate pink in the centre. Lacy Ashton is a free

erect-growing variety, producing abundantly pretty

white, pink edge flowers, which, in point of 8iz». are

inferior to the other varieties named; the foliage is

very fragrant. Meg Meirilies has a surprisingly

robust habit, large foliage, and showy crimson flowers.

Rose Bradwardine is a robust growing varietv and
profuse bloomer, the flowers perfect in shape and of a
decided rose-colour. H. W. W.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE OHCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White. Orchid Gretoer, Bur/ord. Dorking.

BU.BOPHYLLUM AND CIRRHOPETALUM.—The
species of this genus do not receive as much attention
from growers as their meritsentitle them to, but as they
constitute a numerousgroup of beautiful and singular-
looking flowering-plants, some of them should find a
place in every extensive collection of Orchids. When
seen for the first time, the delicate mechanism of
the lip of Balhophyllum barbigerum, the remarkable
B. comosum, B. Dearei, B. grandiflornm, B. Lobbii,
and its variety, siamense, &3. ; and the striking
umbrella-like spread of the brown satiny sepals
of Cirrhopetalum ornatissimum, C. Maatersianura, C.
CoUettii, the distinct C. pictuiatum, C. Thonarsii,
C. O'Brienianum, C. Cumingii, and the extremely
curious C. Medufce always attract attention. All of
these plants will grow freely when suspended close
to the roof-glass of the warmest house ; and they,
therefore, should be planted in Teak-wood baskets
or shallow pans, filled to about three-fourths of their
depth with clean crocks.andalayer of sphagnum-moss
above these, upon which the plants are placed, filling up
to the rhizome with ordinary Orchid compost, taking
care to mix a reasonable quantity of small crocks
with it, as the plants when in full growth require
an almost unlimited supply of water. The proper
time to re-basket Bulbophyllums or Cirrhopetalnms
is when the new growths have fairly started, which
usually occurs very soon after flowering. As a rule,
the plants are not often attacked by insect?, but an
occasional sponging of the leaves becomes necessary
in order to maintain them of a healthy clean colour,

AERIDES AND 8AC0OLABIUM. — Amongst
Orchids which bloom at this part of the season,
none is more beautiful than Aii rides and Sacco-
labiamK, and their sweet perfume is another
attraction, which is the more remarked in the early
morning. It is well known among cultivators that
in consequence of the free-flowering properties of these
plants, and the retention of all the spikes on the
plants for an unreasonable length of time, many are
quite ruined

; and to prevent such disastrous results,
it is advisable to cut off the flower-spikes as soon as
they are fully open, placing them in water, where
they will last fur ecjually as long a time as when left
on the plants. After carrying a heavy inflorescence it

frequently happens that a plant of Aerides will abed

some of its lower leaves, and such plants I would
not hesitate, even in the height of summer, to lower

in the manner advised in a former Calendar, as

I have invariably found that the farther the more
distant bottom leaves are from the moist sphag-

num-moss the greater the tendency to lose

their vitality. Another method of dealing with

anch plants is to remove the old sphagnum
moss, and fill the vacant space up to the rim of the

pot with additional drainage materials, covering these

with living sphagnam moss well up to the bottom
leaves, and carefully peg down on to the sphagnum
the long straggling roots, which in time form others

that will root into it, thus helping the plants

towards recovery. The treatment afforded should

include more dense shading from sunshine, frequent

damping between the pots, and very careful watering

at the roots,

VANDA8.—Those of the suavis and tricolor group
lose their leaves sometimes, this usually occurring in

the summer months. It is mostly attributable to

over-flowering, a very hot dry close atmosphere, and
other causes. All that these plants need are a well-

balanced intermediate temperature, a constantly

moist atmosphere, and enough water at the root to

preserve life in the sphagnum moss. Abundance of

fresh air is at all times necessary for Vandas, there-

fore the ventilators nearest to them, whether at top

or bottom, should never be quite shut. On no
account must the plants be disturbed at the present

time, the proper season for repotting them being at

the end of the autumn.

AGANISIA CCE!?ULEA. — This beautiful blue-

flowering Orchid, once considered difficult to culti-

vate, is worthy of the attention of amateurs. Being
of scandent habit the plant should be fixed on to a
block of wood, or to a Teak raft, and hung up in a
very high place in the Mexican-house or in a plant-

stove, and the roots and foliage when in fall growth
frequently syringed, and at other times sufficient

moisture afforded to keep the pseudobulbs plump.
With this sort of treatment no trouble need be

experienced in growing or blooming the plant.

Other plants requiring similar methods of cultivation

are Angrsecum imbricatum, Renanthera coccinea,

R matutina, Aracnanthe Clarkei, Aoades cylin-

dricum, and Angrsecum Cbailluianum, all of which,
with the exception of Renanthera coccinea, grow
luxuriantly when placed in a shady part of the East
Indian house, if well syringed several times daily

daring hot weather. The Renanthera sncceeds
in a more sunny position than any of the others.

Any of these requiring new blocks or rafts

should be seen to at once, as the plants are com-
mencing to make roots freely.

FRUITS UNDEH CH.ASS.
Bt/ Bailey Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

FIGS IN POTS.—The early forced trees will now,
in most gardens, be ripening their second crop of

fruit for the season, and will need careful watering,

not overmuch being aft'jrded, but sufficient in quantity
to keep the leaves from flagging. Figs with their

roots in pots should be well supplied with nutriment,
and I find nothing better than a handful of artificial

Vine Manure given once a week, sometimes varying
it with clear soot-water and guano ; clean water
being supplied at other times. Tnere need be no fear

of over-strong growths from heavily cropped trees in

pots, provided they are once a year taken out of the
bed in which they are kept plunged, cutting off the
roots that have grown through the holes in the pots.

The syringe should be freely used to keep red-spider
in check, except just when the fruit is ripening.
Salphur in the water helps to keep this pest in check,
but it is an undesirable substance to employ, as it

gets on the hands and clothes; and those who grow
Figs like, at times, to come into the Fig-house and
partake of the fruit fresh from the tree, find sulphur
an abomination. Our Fig trees are syringed twice
a day, the water used being of about the same
temperature as the air of the house. As
the water applied with the syringe descends
by means of the stem to the roots, this must be
taken into account when affjrding water to the soil,

as must also the fact that the trees are plunged in a
material which hinders evaporation from the pot

;

still, these plants are easily managed if du"" attention
he paid to small matters which may aeem trivial to
unthinking persons. A favourite variety of Fig here
this season is Pingo de Mel, a recent introduc-
tion of Messrs. Veitch & Sons— it is large, green,
quick-ripening, and very sweet and good ; also the
variety Grosse Verte is a nice one for pot-cal-
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tare. It is a good plan at the present season to

•jringe, damp-down, and close the hcuse with a
sweltering heat, epriokling a small quantity of gnano
about the floors, &c. A gentle beat should be kept
in the hot-water apparatus, so as to permit of air

being afforded at night b; means of the upper sashes
or ventilators, opening these after the houee has
been closed for two or three hours. An improve-
ment in the flavour of the fruit, and in the healthi-

ness of the foliage, follows from this practice. There
can be no doubt that the best way to ensure good
crops of Figs is to grow the trees in pots under
glass. They may not always do just as you wish,

but with proper regard paid to their require-

ments, the crops are usually eatisfactory ; and with
two houses, each holding about two dozen trees,

a dish of Figs can always be obtained.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Arthur Coombes. Gardener, Himle;/ Hall, Dudley.

VEGETABLE MARROWS.—These plants require
occasionally, even in showery weather, thorough
root- waterings, for notwithstanding the appearance
of the soil at the surface may indicate moisture, it will

be dry below. Cut the fruits when large enough
for use, and the crop will be larger than if the fruits

were allowed to grow to near their full si^e. Where
the plants have space to ramble, no stopping will
be needed, but where that is not the case crowding
must be avoided by cutting out redundant growth.
Taose trained on trellises or other supports should
have their shoots secured with strong ties of matting.
Liquid mauure may occasionally be afforded to
plants ia full bearing, and after warm dry days a
damping of the foliage with the syringe in the evening
does good.

CARROTS.—The drawing of young Carrots for
kitchen use will by this time have accomplished
most of the thinning that is necessary. In order to
avert attacks of the Carrot- maggot, strew over the
beds a dressing of wood-ashes mixed with nitrate of
soda, which may be left on the surface or lightly
hoed in. Sow seed of Early Horn and any other
small, quick-growing variety fordrawing whilst young;
the ground, if heavy, having some refuse soil from
the potting- shed, together with sand, wood-ashes,
and soot forked into it ; and should the weather be
too dry to favour quick germination of the seed,
shade the beds with mats.

TOMATOS—Keep the lateral shoots pinched off as
fast as they show, and where the leaves are largf,
and form a too dense shade, cut them in half, doing
this by degree?, so as not to cause a too great check
to growth. Fasten the plants securely, but not
tightly, to stakes or other supports ; and if the soil Is

dry afford a thorough wateriug, but not applying liquid
or other manure till the crop of fruit is set and the
plant in need of support.

ONIONS.—The land upon which it is intended to
sow Onions should have a good dressing of rotten
dung if it be poor, and be well dug, allowing it to lay
as dug till sowing-time, when a dressing of soot and
wood-ashes may be hoed into it.

WINTER SPINACH.—A first sowing of this gene-
rally important vegetable way be made, the ground
being dug, and a day or two afterwards stirred with
a digi;ing-fork, to enable the birds to find the grubs.
Before sowing, dress it with soot, forking or raking
this in. The drills may be drawn rather shallow, at
Ij to l.J^ foot apart, sowing the seeds thinly and
evenly. When the plants are sufficiently advanced
to nandle, thin them out to 3 inches apart, and
eventually to 6 inches. Tae ground, if not tenacious
and very moist, should be ligbtly trodden before the
drills are drawn, so as to ensure a firm seed-bed.

PEAS. — The points of the shoots should be
nipped off when the last flowers are set, and thus
induce a free swelling of the pods. Applications of
liquid manure may be needed, to enable the plants
to finish their crops satisfactorily. Late varieties
ought not to be allowed to suffer for lack of water at
the root, as this is a frequent cause of mildew.

bottom-heat is a suitable place in which to strike them.
Whilst in the cutting stage moisten the foliage twice

a day, and shade them from the sun so that the leaves

may not flag in the least. Plants which were
rooted earlier should be growing in pits and framec,

and the forwardest of them which may need shifting

may be put into 5-inch pots, using as a potting soil

rich loam and leaf-mould, and plenty of sand. After
putting the plants, stand them near the glass, and
afford a fair amount of ventilatior, but avoid cold

draughts. Green- fly, which often infests the plants,

can be prevented from doing much harm by syring-

ing the foliage late in the evening once a week with
soot-water, a mild fumigation on two consecutive

nights being given should the insects have established

themselves in large numbers.

POT ROSES.—With an abundance of Roses in the
open air, the Rose- bushes in pots are apt to be over-

looked, but if good returns are expected from them, the
treatment best calculated to give them should be

afforded. It the pot- plants are standing on a thick bed
of coal-ashep, in a fairly sunny position, let them not
be crowded, but stand them wide enough apart to per-

mit a considerable amount of direct sunlight to reach
them. Any that have not been repotted this season
will benefit by an application once a week of well-

diluted farmyard manure-water, to which a small
quantity of soot is added, the strength of the manure
being increased when the foliage gives evidence of

renewed vigour. To maintain a clean and healthy
appearance in the plants, syringe them sharply
twice a week. If mildew should show itself, use

as an antidote the Bordeaux Mixture, or other safe

fungicide.

GLOXINIAS.—When some particular variety is to

be increased, leaf- propagation should be adopted,

and use made of deep seed-pans half filled with
crocks, over which a layer of moss should be laid, and
the pan filled up with a light porous soil. The full-

grown leaver, with about half-an-inch of leaf-stalk,

and the ribs left entire, should be cut from the plant,

and inserted round the edge of the panr, allowing
them to slightly overlap each other. Stand the pans
in a Melon or Cucumber-pit or houe in somewhat
shady part.

HINTS ON CURRENT OPERATIONS. — Zonal
Pelargoniums, owing to the dull weather, will drop
many of their petals, which, if many are grown,
causes much labour in keeping the show-house tidy;

but the plants should be cleared of these and decaying
flower-trusses daily. Zjnals which have not been
recently repotted should be afforded liquid manure,
or if that be not practicable, some inodorous
artificial kind put in the form of powder on
the soil. Frequently re-arrange the plants in

the houses, and apply mauure in some desirable

form to those which need it.

PLANTS UNDER QIiASS.
By }. F. MoLeod, Gardener. Dover Home, Boehampton, S. W.

P0IN8ETTIAS.—So as to ensure fine heads of
bracts in the winter months, the striking of the cut-
tings should not be delayed after this date. The
exudation of the milky juice of the cuttings is stopped
by dipping the wounded ends into finely sifted silver-
sand and charcoal-powder ; and a hot bed with mild

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By T. TUBTOS, Gardtntr, Maiden BrUgh, Reading.

THE PRUNING OF APPLES AND PEARS.—The
growth of trees having been checked by tbe cold
weather in May, the usual pruning must be postponed
till such time as more and healthier growth has
been made, thus avoiding a check to the fruits,

which are small for this part of the season. Excep-
tion may be made in the case of trees not in bear-

ing which are making strong growth ; the pruning
of which, which may be carried out piecemeal by
cutting some of the shoots (those that will not be
required to form the crown) to three or four leaves,

and in about one week afterwards completing the
operation, but leaving the leading shoots intact till

the winter pruning.

STRAWBERRIES.—Finish the layering of those
varieties which are usually late io forming runners,
remembering that the earlier in the season the plants

are planted out, the heavier will be next season's

crop of fruits. The earliest-layered runners will

soon be ready for planting out ; and where the land
intended for making new plantations was prepared as

directed in a former Calendar, by trenching and well

manuring it, and then planting it with early Po-
tatop, it will soon be available. With laud

thus managed, it is merely necessary before

planting to make the surface level and firm

by trampling it ; and the more expeditious method
of levelling is to shallow dig it. Where the land
may not have been thus prepared, that which has
carried early Peas will be suitable ; and in the event
of the mauure having been placed too deep for

Strawberries, some well-rotted manure should be

dug in deep enough to be just out of the way of the

planting- trowel. Land not prepared in any way
should be liberally dressed with rotten manure,
placed in two layer?, and be trenched two or three
spits deep according to its quality. It is only by
encouraging the plants to root deeply, that they
escape suffering in dry weather. In the southern
parts of the country certain provision should be
made for planting a north border with Strawberries,
so as to afford a long succession of the fruits; and
during very hot weather the fruit from cooler borders
is superior in flavour to that from plants exposed
to full sunshine. For a number of years I have
always had a north border planted with them
in these garden?, from which we have usually
gathered our finest fruits, the kinds being Sir Joseph
Paxton and President. [The Ilautbois is a variety
that is excellent from a north border. Ed ] Strong
growers may be planted 3 feet from row to row, and
2 feet in the row.

MATERIAL FOR PACKING FRUIT.—A very suit-

able material, according to my experience, for pack-
ing such fruits as Peaches and Nectarines, Pears
and Apples, and one that is obtainable by every
gardener, is the lawn mowings after freeing them
from leaves and rubbish. These should be saved, dried

by being turned in the tuo, and stored away in

hampers. In gardens where the lawn mowings ere

unsuitable, the mown short grass from the cricket

ground may be used instead.

THE FLOWiSa OAHDEN.
By JoH.v La.mbekt, Gardener. Powii Ca tie. We shpool.

THE LAYERING OF CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
—The present is a suitable time at which layering

may be commenced. Ttie earliest layeis are inva-

riably the best for planting out in October, and they

are enabled, by being early planted, to obtain a strong

hold of the soil before frosts of any severity occur.

Hefuse soil from the potting-bench, when finely

sifted, forms a good medium for rooting the layers,

soot, sand, and leaf- mould, or bone-meal in small

quantity being added. Before beginning, provide

plenty of small wooden hooks, and having cleared

away weeds from about tbe plants, stir tbe soil

lightly, then place as much of the prepared soil as

will raise a mound to a convenient height round

about the plant to be layered usually, 3 inches in

depth will suffice. Choose six short jointed shoots

of about 8 inches in length, remove any weakly

shoots that may be thereon ; and this being done,

pull off the leaves from the lower part, but leaving

those above, the tipi of which should be gathered in

the hand in a bundle and cut off. Select the

clearest part of the bared shoot, and on the under-

side, just below a joint, cut half-way into the

shoot, and pass the knife-blade in an upward
direction, splitting the first joint met with in

half, and continue to about half-way towards

the next above it. Make a broadish shallow hole

in the fine soil, and place the slit part of the shoot

therein, raise the top of the shoot so as to open the

cut, and put a peg gently yet firmly across the layer,

filling-in with soil, whilst keeping the layer upright.

When a plant has been layered, afford water with a

fine-rose can, and pass on to the next. If the plants

stand a good woy apart, the soil may be left saucer-

shaped on the top, so as to retain water, instead of

being flat and allowing much of it to run to waste.

Water the layers if dry weather ensue, and sprinkle

them overhead alter bright days, and ia about six

weeks they will be rooted.

THE HERBACEOUS BORDER.—Constant attention

must begivento tjingupthestem?, shoots, and flowers,

and in removing spent blooms and seed-vessels.

Pseonies, Papavers, Iberis, Doronicums, Phyteumas,

and Aquilegias, will need this attention ; whilst others,

such as Gilegas, Malvas, Rudbeckias, Lithyrus, Dip-

lacuB, and Asters (Michaelmas Daisies), Lilies, Tri-

tomas, Phloxes, &c , will require to be neatly secured

to stakes. Manv of the stronger-growing plants,

such as Asters, Helianthns, Galegas, whose foliage

prevents the soil in which they are growing being

accessible to the rain, should be thoroughly soaked

with weak soot or manure water. Pyrethruma of any

variety which have failed to do well, or are scarce,

should be taken up. and carefully divided, and

having filled some (iO's with a rather light sandy

soil, put a piece into each, sprinkle them well through

a rather fine rose, and place in a cold frame facing

north, and keep close for a short time. These bits

will make nice planting stuff for putting out at the

end of the month of September, or for keeping in

pots till the spring. The less hardy Veronicas may
be treated in the same manner.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

AdTertlsements should be sent to the PUBLISHER,.

Letters for Publication. — .J « commKnicafions inicmUd

fi.T pnUication, as wdl as spi^rimrns and jilanis f'-ir 7wminri,

slimdd be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington

Street, Covent Garden, London. Communicaimis

should be written on one side only of the paper,

sent as early iit the week as possible, and duly signed !«/

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of good faith. Tim Editor does not under-

take to pay for any coyitrihution^, or to return unused com-

munioations or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

Plants, Fruits, &0., to be Sa.med..- Correspondents send-

ing plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions demand-

ing time and research for their solution, must not expect to

obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens shoidd be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,

and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves

only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

IXewapSVGTB.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

MEETING.
( Royal Horticultural Society's Com-

JULY 24- miltt-es. at tlie Drill Hall. James
[ Street, Webtmioster.

SH OWS.
SATURDAY, JULY 21

\ ^'Z^.tXo^^''^
^°''""" ^""""^^ ''

/National Carnation and Picotee
Societies Show (Southern Sec-

tion), in counection witb the

, n, Royal Horticultural Society's
JUL! Ji

Committees.
Royal Horticultural Society of

Aberdeen.
1^ Rose Show at Tibshelf

.

['Beckenham Horticultural Sceiety.
Burton-on-Trent Horticultural (two

WEDNESDAY, July 25 / days).
I Surrey Horticultural Society, Herne
v HiU.

TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, July 26
,,(, ^ Rose and Horticultural Shows at

TUESDAY,

THURSDAY.

FRIDAY,

) St. Ives and Soulliwell.

SALES.
i The Coventry Hall Collection of

4< EstabliHhed Orchids and others,

t at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms,

[
Unreserved sale of the Orchids and

J
Plants at Albert Nur-teries. Peclt-

6^ ham R*e, by order of Messrs. E.

I

D. Shuttleworth & Co., by Pro-

[ theroe & Morris.

,- \ Imported and Establ'shel Orchids
) at Prothero » & Morris' R^oms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.— 63''.4.

The last report of our valued

^''HeTblliL"'
correspondent, Professor Mac-
OwAN, on the work of the

Government Botanist at Cape Town, contains

several passages which are as applicable north

of the Equator as they are at the Cape. Pro-
fessor MacOwan writes as follows of the com-
parative values of herbaria and of botanical and
experimental gardens, a point discussed at some
length by the late Alphonse db Candollb, but

who, as we think, placed too low a value on a

properly-administered and well-labelled garder
as a means of botanical study.

Just what a great library of reference is in

literature (says Prof. MacOwan), such is a
national herbarium in all matters connected with
the phytography of a country. What a district

produces by Nature affords the key to what it

may produce by art and culture, and to the
indication of the special regions where experi-

ment should be made, so as to get the best

chances of success. It is often supposed that

botanio gardens fulfil these conditions. They are

very far from doing more than a small specimen
of such work. Unfortunately, there is, we are
told, not a single botanic garden in the whole of

South Africa devoted to the work of trial by

culture, and rendering a yearly account of expe-

riment and result. It is significant that these

institutions in their annual reports dwell most

on their account sales and the money made by

trading. Such more or less successful public

promenades, scattered over the Colony, afford

pleasure to the inhabitants of the places where

they are located, but not one of them is in any

sense a station for research. All but two are

dependent on a more or less extensive nursery

business, and are run on purely business lines,

competing with a never very lucrative trade

carried on by private citizens. The Colonial

jBotanist would be glad to see every one of

them stopped from this unfair interference with

private enterprise, and compelled to draw the full

amount of their support from the rates of the

township that benefits by them. Under pre-

sent conditions, the staff must be nursery-

men pure and simple, with all their faculties

sharply alive to supply and demand, and, by

as much as they devote time to experimental

trials which do not bring in money, but only

knowledge, by so much are they worse fitted for

the peculiar duties of their place. The two largest

municipalities in the Cape Colony have, we are

told, practically wiped out the '• botanic garden "

abuse from their midst, and thrown the

maintenance of their local pleasaunoe of flower

and tree upon their own local rates. But
under these more equitable conditions no public

pleasure garden is a fit place for either botanical

science or scientific cultural trials. The formal

outline of a hundred beds laid off for test cul-

tures of rnst-resistent wheats, for example, is

as little ornamental as a hundred test-tubes in

the chemist's laboratory. The contributory

public would have none of such homely non-

resthetic work, and would treat the attempt to

join the conditions of an experiment station

with those of a pleasure garden, just as they

would treat the combination of an analytical

laboratory with an Art-gallery.

These are the consideratiuns which make the

maintenance of a Government Herbarium a

matter of public concern. It provides in a very

economical way for the authentic record of the

phytogeographic data of every part of the

Colony. What grows, and by inference what will

or will not grow in any given locality, can be

deduced with some approach to certainty from the

accumulated facts attested by the native flora of

the place. Moreover, every question as to pro-

bable economic or medicinal value of native

plants comes to the herbarium, not to the

botanio gardens. Every dangerous weed, every

interloper creeping into our cultures like stow-

aways aboard ship, gets hauled up for judgment

there, along with the more flagrant misde-

meanants, the parasitic fungus-pests, and is tried

by herbarium standards. The botanic gardens

are out of it altogether. Even supposing the

Government were to establish, as Mr. Mac-
Owan sincerely hopes it will some day, one
or two experiment stations, the herbarium
will still be a prime necessity ; the two
elements of research being mutually the

complement of each other. Such lists of the

species peculiar to a given area are the first

term in working out the botanioo-geographic

distribution of plants within the Colony, and
represent the most useful work just now open
to local botanists.

And now comes a passage with the spirit

of which we deeply sympathise :
" And on

this point of asking for authentications of

the names of plants, a work requiring much
care and time, I should like to reason

with the local botanist a little, or with the

flower-dilettante rather. It is quite a com-

mon practice to slip into an envelope a few

withered scraps of wild plants, neither dried nor

packed, and ask their names. The only result is,

that at the expense of the curitor's labour

the sender gets a set of names which he should

have worked out for himself from the Flora,

and is encouraged in a form of intellectual

laziness."

As English soft fruits appear on

'^""h'^^h"'" the scene, those from the Colonies
and woods. '

gradually shrink in bulk, and

shortly disappear. Very fine have been the

Gripes, Peaches, Pears, Apples, &o., forwarded

from S. Africa and Australia—the Apples being

specially picked samples, and their retail price

having been correspondingly high. It is in this

way that vendors who supply the best fruit, placed

on the market in the best possible condition, will

get an adequate return for their enterprise. As
is pretty well known, had they bee.i forwarded,

four times the quantity of Cape fruits would

have found purchasers at good prices; and the

question is natural, why are not more sent on ?

Well, the answer is a very simple one. There

were no more to send—every Peach, Pear, and

Grape that could be spared from the home
market were sent here. What these were like,

consumers best know—as a whole, the Peaches

were of a high class, and came to hand free from

blemish or damage in transit; all the fruits being

kept in the cool chamber at as near as possible

an average temperature of 40°, and the packing

being the result of some three or four years'

experience. So fair have been the results of

placing Cape Grapes, Peaches, &c., on the Eng-

lish market, that as the years progress the supply

will increase ; high-class Grapes are being culti-

vated, so also all other fruits saleable in

London, and as the trees mature, the fruit will

be packed and sent on here. All the great

steamers of the "Castle" line (Donald Currie

& Co.) are fitted with refrigeratory machinery

of the best kind, and the accommodation for

fruit is all that can be desired, especially ia the

three vessels last added to the fleet ; there is no

waste of power in compressing and expending

air, and the internal temperature can be had at

any time without the slightest inconvenience

—

and we are happy to think that some remarks of

ours, made some year or so since, have not fallen

idly. The gentlemen who manage the " Castle
"

line are confident of a great future for the Cape
fruit trade with the mother country, and are

quite ready for it.

A few words now as to colonial timber ; and

first we may note with some satisfaction that Sir

E. Bbaddon, K.C.M.G , formerly Agent-General

for Tasmania, has given as Premier of that

colony some proof that he read his Oard. Chron,

with care whilst in his Westminster chambers,

and especially where we have had occasion to

call attention to the seeming lassitude of some
colonial officials in the matter of placing on the

English market proper samples of the woods at

their disposal in paying competition with those

of countries not affiliated to the old country by
ties of birth. We had hunted about in London
for specimens of Tasmanian timber, in vain.

The fact was recorded in these pages, and to-day

there are on their way to England 300,000 blocks

of Tasmanian wood fit for street paving. This

fine result is due to the action of the new
Premier, and is, we trust, only the beginning of

a large trade with the lumberers of one of the

prettiest spots on the face of the earth, whence
come, as is well known, some of the best imitations

of the English-grown Ribston Pippin !
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Royal Horticultural Society—The next
meeting of the Society will be held in the Drill Hall,

Jaoips Street, Victoria Street, Westmimter, on
Tuenday, July 24, when the National Carnation and
Picotee Society will also hold its annual exhibition.

At 2.30 a apecial general meeting of the Fellows

will be held at the offices, 117, Victoria Street, to

consider the adoptiou (or otherwise) ofa new bye-

law relating to life sabscriptions. At 3 p m. a paper

on ' Filmy Ferns " will be contributed by Mr. J.

Backhouse of York. The Council would be grateful

to growers of these beautiful Ferns for liying

specimens for exhibition on this occasion.

The National Rose Show.—The consensus

of opinion of those who were so fortunate as to have
witnessed the great southern Rose Show at the Crystal

Palace, on Saturday, July 7, would be, we surmise,

that as a show of the beautiful flower, it was charm-
ing in every way. The individual blossoms being

fresh, and maintaining their freshness to the end of

the day, only the professional critic would note a

lack of vigour, and taken as a whole, of size, also

in the blooms, whilst the general brightness of

colour was maintained. The slight weakness

would b^ traceable to those dreadful frosty chilling

days of May 20 and 21, which with their withering

irregularly-built, deep pink-coloured semi double

"garden Hose," the stamens not very visible. Mr.
Biteman had those very nice novelties, Caroline

Testout, Miss Shannon, and Dickson's Roses,

Margaret Dickson, Marchioness of Londonderry, and
Marchioness of Downshire — all pale varieties, and
as flowers grown within -1 miles of Charing Cross

they were very good examples. The same varieties

were shown by Rev. .1. H. Pemberton. As might have
been expected, from the more favourable snrrouadinga

of Havering-atte-Bower, they were of better quality,

but not so much so as one would have imagined.

The fine Roses that are grown within a radius

Fig. 11.—cccBLiODA noezliaka: oeanos-scaelet, feom uajob-obnebal lccie smith.

COCHLIODA NOEZLIANA —This handsome and
distinct novelty is an introduction from Peru, and
named in honour of M. Jean Noezli. The pseudo-

bulbs are ovate-oblong, compressed ; the leaves

linear-acute ; scape many-flowered ; sepals and
petals orange- scarlet, the trifid lip of the same
colour, with a yellow disc, the column violet-purple.

Cochliodas are evergreen, and do best in the cool-

house in suspended baskets, as the drooping flower-

spikes are then seen to advantage. The plants

require a compost of sphagnum-moss and peat, and
liberal watering during the season of active growth.
The plant from which our illustration (fig, 11) was
taken is in the possession of Major- General Lucie
Smith, The Acacias, Worthing, and this year carried

ten spikes and 106 flowers.

north-east blast caused so much to go by the board

which had been till then so full of promise, in flowers

and fruits. This season is a late one for Roses,

notwithstanding the intense heat recently felt in the

south, and we may therefore expect some good
blossoms for a few weeks to come, especially as the

plants will be much helped and invigorated by recent

rains and cooler weather. There was a considerable

number of new Roses shown, bat in bow far their

merits transcend older varieties, only time can tell.

Marquess of Salisbury is a " garden Rose " of a

remarkable shade of bright crimson, semi-double,

with the anthers showing as soon as the flower

expands. It is pretty, and if the growth be

strong, it would make a showy pillar Rose, a

bedder, or a wall Rose, Camoens, a U. T., is an

of 8 miles of Charing Cross were a surprise to

all those who hold the opinion that the inimical

influences of smoky London forbid the cultivation

of Roses. As we are writing of clergymen's Roses,

it may be here remarked that those shown by

Rev. H. A. Bernerf, showed capital finish in every

point, they were not over large, but well chosen for

evenness of size — the Countess de Nadaillac,

Etoile de Lyon, Ethel Brownlow, Madame Iloste,

and Edith Gifford, would have taken points any-

where. It was this lot of eighteen Teas which

won for the exhibitor the Amateur's Challenge

Trophy. Noted among Roses as not being well-

shown by amateurs, was the variety Mrs. J. Laing,

the flowers always being undersized. Perhaps it

is only here and there from a very large number
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of plants, that extra fine blooms can be gathered
;

hence the failure of email growers to produce it so

finely as the large ones. Contrariwise, Ulrich

Brunner and Meryeille de Lyon were generally up to

the mark in amateur stands, and no other Kose was

more common than the pale beauty last named. The
stand of this Tariely, shown by Kev. H. A. Berners,

was the best we have remarked. The favourite. La
France, is not a success this season, and but few

nice blooms graced the stands. Dr. Sewell is a deep

crimson ttonrer, fiattish in form, that came out in

fine condition in Rsv. Foster Melliar's stand, as did

Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Horace Vernet, Baroness

Rothschild. Mr. S. F. Budd's Her Majesty was just

of the right size, but some growers would prefer Mr.

T. B. Haywood's example of this variety. At any

rate, neither erred on the side of excessive size. Lady
Mary Fitzwilliam was sometimes observed in great

beauty, and but seldom Mai^ahal Neil. The flowers

sent by Mr. Mattock and Mr. Prince, of Souvenir

d'Elise and Countess de Nadaillac were of extraordi-

narily good quality, and generally the Oxfordshire

flowers beat those of the eastern counties for size,

foro', crispnesp, and freshness. Nothing, indeed, could

havi! been finer than Mr. Prince's Madame de Watte-
viUe, The Bride, Souvenir d'un Ami, Catherine Mer-
met, Duchess of Bedford, Comte de Raimbaud and
Mons. Noman, which was seldom good elsewhere. We
will conclude our remarks on this show with a short

list of varieties that were seldom seen in first- class

form. Alphonse Soupert, Fran^nae Michelon,

Duchess de Morny, Duke of Teck, Margaret
Brassac, Innocente Pirola, Duke of Edinburgh,
Louis van Hoatte, Harrison Weir, and Etienne
Levet.

The Gardens at Olympia.— It has been the

aim of the directors of this popular place of enter-

tainment to provide a beautiful and attractive pro-

menade. No fewer than 400 Lombardy Poplars have
been planted, and form a magnificent screen of foliage

;

while the wealth of shrubs and flowering plants, very
tastefully arranged in circular beds and serpentine

banks, will bear comparison with any horticultural

display in the metropolis. Here and there walla and
fences have been covered with virgin cork, with
pockets for holding plants. In picturesquely con-
trived grottos the plashing of the waters makes
refreshing music, and from end to end are to be
found hanging baskets radiant with bloom. The
illumination of these gardens has been carried oat on
a scale never before attempted in this country ; and
the whole is a perfect haimany of crystal devices
consistent with the Oriental character of the exhi-
bition. The promenade is beneath a series of crystal
arches illuminated by gas, with illuminated crystal

temples, that at the eastern end being perhaps the
largest piece of crystal work ever attempted. At the
western end isaseries of Turkish arches in crystal work.
This well-arranged garden, which is a narrow strip

running along the whole of the southern side of the
building, excellently adapted as a promenade and
breathing space for visitors, was furnished and
planted this year by Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, Forest
Hill, S.E., with a very fine assortment of Conifers,
Rhododendrons, variegated and green Hollies, Au-
cnbap, Ivies, and other Evergreens of various dimen-
sions. Flowering plants have been profusely planted,
including several beds of the finest single and double-
flowered tuberous Begonias. Everything is in first-

rate condition, and gives one the idea of a place that
has been established for several years.

Stock-taking: June. — The more recent
intelligence from both North and South America,
Icaly, and France, must have acted as a deterrent to
those inclined to prophesy concerning trade and
commerce before knowing ; although the outcome of
the revenue for the first quarter of the financial
year must have helped to raise the expectations of
those on the outlook for the trade and navigation
returns for June. In them the imports side of the
account shows an increase cf £2 380,441, as com-
pared with the same month last year, yet the exports
show a falling ofl^, to which attention will be drawn
presently

; our customers abroad are still anxious to

sell in a market where prices do not show much
inclination to rise, and the following extracts from
the summary table of Imports for the past month
will be found satisfactory :

—

Imports.
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mencing to feed ; aleo for colour, time of honeing,

height, and number of shoots ; and place for remarka

on joil used at the final repotting, &c. The Record

contains 192 pages, space, therefore, for remarks on

that number of varieties. It is to be obtained of

Mr. Jason Fears, Hon. Secretary of the Hertford

Horticultural Improvement Society, for the price

of Is.

" Cyclamens, and How to Grow Them. "—

In this little manual by Mr. F. G. Edwakds, Levens-

hulme, Manchester, we have a succinct account of

raising and flowering the Cyclamen in the shoit

period of twelve months. The instructions given are

excellent, and embodied in plain language ; the

plant being followed through its various stages, from

the germination of the seeds onwards. We should

suppose that any hitherto unsuccessful cultivator of

the Cyclamen, with this manual in the hand, could

scarcely fail to achieve satisfactory results. It is

a pity the author had not invited the aid of

some competent assistant to revise the text before

issuing the manual to the public, for it abounds

with clerical errors of all kinds.

The Journal OF THE Japanese Horticul-
tural Society continues to appear monthly. The
contents are printed in Japanese characters, but the

title-page contains press announcements in four

European languages, and correspondence in these

tongues is invited. It is a record of an apparently

flourishing society, and to those to whom the letter-

press is more interesting than instructive, the pic-

tures, coloured and otherwise, should prove a great

attraction. Some of the plates are reproduced from

European journals, others are prepared by Japanese

artists. Amongst other things we notice a coloured

illustration of a double Ipomrea similar to those

mentioned in Mr. James Veitch's letters from Japan.

These are evidently highly ornamental, and it is

rather remarkable that they should be so little

known in this country.

Easter DuDDINGSTON—We are in receipt

from Mr. M. Chapman of a Catalogue of the Plants at

Easier Duddingston Lodge Garden, the property of

the late Cbables Jennee, E'q. This pamphlet,

which is intended for private circulation, extends to

nearly seventy pages, and is a carefully-compiled and

interesting record of a miscellaneous horticultural

collection. The botanical name, family, popular

name, and native country of each of the 4000 species

included are mentioned, thus furnishing something

more than a mere list of plants, and also supplying

evidence of the importance of the collection, and

of the care taken to ensure correctness of nomen-
clature.

Cottage Gardening, edited by W. Robinson.

—We have before us the third volume of this useful

periodical devoted to "poultry, bees, allotmenti'.

food, and house, window, and town gardens." It is

published by Messrs. Cassell at one half-penny a

week. No one can say it is not worth the

money !

ARISTOLOCHIA GIGAS.— a plant of this rare

species from Guatemala is at the present time in

bloom in Sir W. Hendeeson's hot-house at Devanha
House, Aberdeen. The flowers measure about

10 inches in width, and in total length nearly

3 feet.

Flowers and Plants Employed at a
Ball.—On the occasion of Mrs, Milleb Mundt's
ball, given at her residence, 20. St. James's Square,

on the 13;h inst., the rooms were profusely decorated

with choice exotics, especially Orchids, every nook
and corner being filled with them. Most of these

plants, &c., came from Mr. Mdndt's gardens at

Shipley Hall, Derby ; amongst them were some
very fine spathes of Antburium Scherzerianum.

Hundreds of pounds' worth of Orchid bloom were

displayed in nearly every conceivable position. The
mantel-pieces were covered with plants of Adiantum
Farleyense, intermixed with sprays of Odontoglos-

sum crispum with flowers to the number of 1400.

Large Palms formed a graceful canopy to the

lowly-flowering plants. Tne general decorations

oa this occasion were entrusted to Messrs. Wills

& Seoab, of South Kensington.

" Nature Notes."—This magazine, the organ

of the Selborne Society, and edited by James

Bhitten, F.L.S., contains, in the issue for July,

much interesting information on natural history

subjects. In the first article, by Mr. O. V. Aplin,

on 'The British Air Fauna; its Changes and

Present Character," the author speaks of the various

species of birds " lost " during the past few years.

Mr. Aplin takes a more hnpelul view of his subject

than do some authorities (Mr. HnosoN, for instance,

whose book on Loit Brithh Birds forms the founda-

tion of this paper), reporting that many species con-

sidered to be extinct still exist, and are to be found

by those who know where to look, and that the dis-

appearance of others is due less to wanton destruc-

tion by keepers, collectors, &c., than to changes in

the nature of the country owing to drainage and

climatic variations. The other contents of the

magazine before us include articles entitled " Gilbert

White in Sussex" and "la Arcadia," some book

notices, and reports and announcements connected

with the Selborne Society.

Royal Belgian Horticultural, Bota-
nical, AND Agricultural Society.—On the

occasion of the monthly meeting of the above, on

Friday, the Gih inst., Certificates of Merit were

awarded to Begonia Madame Charrat (corallina X
coccinea), and to Hydrangea etellata fl. roseo-pleno,

shown by F. M. Uisuols ; to Cypripedium hybrid

(Spicerianum X Stonei). ^^^ to C. nitidissimum

(caudatum Warscewiczi X conchiferum), shown by

M. Ed. Pinaert ; to Pteris eerrnlata gracilis, shown

by MM. DcEiEz Bbos. ; and to Begonia President

0. Brnneel X , shown by M. Teauoot Szewc-

zicK. A Certificate of Merit for progress in the

culture of Azalea indica was given for three Azalea

indica grafted on Kfacdodendron Cnnningbamii,

shown by M. T. J. Seidel. Dresden.

The Pickering Lodge ORCHiDS.-The first day

of the 2nd sale was not so well attended as the previous

sale days, and the const quetce was that prices gene-

rally did not rule so high. The best price of the

day was obtained for Cattleya Mendeli var. Biunti,

1110 guineas. Sobralia xantboleuca alba, in flower,

44 guineas ; Cattleja Gatkelliana albe, in flower,

38 guineas ; C. crispum euperbum, a magnificent spe-

cimen, 52 guineas ; Sobralia Lucasiana, a fine spe-

cimen, 40 guineas ; several Odontcglossum vexil-

larium superbum, in flower, from 10 guineas up-

wards; Ddndr(jbium Siatierianum, 20 guineas;

Cypripedium Veitchii, 15 guineas; and many lots

from 3 guineas upwards. The plants were in fine

condition.

Coffee in Nyassaland.—Mr. H. H.Johnston

tells a wonderful story of the origin and growth of

the Cofi'ee plantations in NjaBsaland. When, some

sixteen years ago, Mr. Buchanan was going out to

Central Africa as horticulturist to the Established

Church of Scotland Mission, the curator of the

Edinburgh Botanical Gardens presented him with a

sickly little Coflfee tree. This tree reached the Shir^

Highlands alive, and being planted at Blantyre

throve mightily, flowered, bore fruit, and became

the parent tree of the five millions which are now
producing thousands of pounds' worth of berries.

The mother tree. Mr. Johnston says, is still living

in the gardens of the Scotch Mission at Blantyre.

The Westminster Gazette.

The Natural History of Plants.—The
third part of the Natural Hiitory of Plants, Kerner

and Oliver (Blackie & Son, London), includes

chapters on the absorption of rain and dew by

the leaves; symbiosis; changes in the soil

incident to the nutrition of plants ; the action of

plants on the soil ; the mechanical changes effected

in the ground by plants ; conduction ol food

;

capillarity and root-pressure ; transpiration
;

pre-

vention of excessive transpiration
;

protective

arrangements on the epidermis ; form and position
of the transpiring leaves and branches. As we
have said when noticing other parts these subjects

are dealt with in an attractive style, without
sacrifice of accuracy. Even botanists, will find

much that is new to them. How many ketn-
eyed plant-collectors, we wonder, know the mean-
ing of the ridges of white hairs which pass down
the stem of the common Chickweed, first on one
side and at the next node shifting to the other

side?

Begonia, Beauty of Eynsford.—Mr. Can-
nell sends us a flower of a very handsome double

Begonia under this name. It is more than 4 inches

across, of a pale yellowish bufi' colour, the petals of

good substance, and rather deeply scalloped at the

edges.

Mr. W. H. Gower.—It is proposed to present

a "complimentary testimonial" to Mr. W. H.
Gower, long known as a student and trustworthy

writer on the culture of Orchids, Ferns, and other

plants. An influential committee has been formed

for the purpose of carrying out the project, Messrs.

Peotheeoe & MoRHis, G7, Cheapside, being the

treasurers, and Mr. Jas. Seec.ee, West Norwood, the

secretary.

Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Associa-
tion.—The third summer outing of the members

of the above took place on Wednesday, the 11th

inst. The places selected for the daj's outing were

Haldon House, Whiteway House, Pitt House, and

Teignmonth. At Haldon, the residence of T. B.

Bolitho, M.P., the party were enabled to view the

many fine specimens of indigenous and exotic trees

in the grounds and gardens. At the Dowager

Countess of Mohlev's residence, Whiteway, the

party was invited to lunch, afterwards making a tour

of the gardens, which is rich in Conifers, Magnolias,

.Japanese Bamboos, and inspecting the " goyle," or

wild garden—a very interesting spot. The other

places mentioned having been visited, and their

beauties in tree, shrub, and flower duly noted and

admired, the party, alter dining at Teigtmoutb,

returned to Exeter, which was reached about mid-

night.

Horticultural Show at Clifton Zoolo-
gical Gardens, Bristol.—Favoured with fine

weather and a large number of exhibits, the flower

show promoted by the Bristol, Cliftou, and West

of England Zoological Society, and opened at the

gardens on July b, was not lacking in attractiveness.

There was a large attendance throughout the day,

and although the society's aim is to establish an

attractive horticultural exhibition rather than to

increase their revenue, the latter is a result which

may be expected if the reputation of the show is

kept up to the high standard attained this year. As

compared with the previous exhibition, the entries

were seventy-three in excess, being the largest

number which the society have obtained, and some

well-known exhibitors were to be found on the list.

In point of quality the show was the best held at the

gardens, and it compares very favourably with those

of more mature growth.

Shirley and Surrounding Districts Gar-

deners' AND Amateurs' Mutual Improve-

ment Association.—A meeting of the above

was held at Shirley on the I6:h inst., Mr. B.

Ladhams presiding. An instructive paper on the

"Cultivation of the Carnation and Picotee " was

read by Mr. F. Nutt, Southampton, well-known

among^it Carnation-fanciers as a successful amateur

cultivator and exhibitor. Mr. Nutt staged a fine group

of plants and cut blooms to illustrate his lecture.

Mr. G. Rebbeck, Mr. Green, and Mr. B. Ladhams

showed cut blooms of new and old varieties of

the Carnation. A hearty Vote of Thanks to Mr.

Nutt for his instructive lecture, and to the various

exhibitors, was given. The subject for next month

will be a paper on the ' Vine ' by Mr. W. Mitchell,

gardener at Chilworth Manor.
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The Neill Pmze. in Horticulture—The
Council of the Rjyal Scottish Horticultural Society

at a meetiug held on the 11th inat., unanimonsly
awarded the Neill Prize in Horticulture to Mr. Alex-
ander KiHK, gardener to Mr. John Paton, of Nor-
wood, Alloa. The Council make an award under Dr.
Neill's deed every «econd year, and with the medal
goes a anm of about £30 in money. Mr. Kibk is well

known as a very successful all-round horticulturist.

He has been exhibiting for over twenty years at the
Royal Caledonian Society's shows, as also at all the
chief exhibitions in Scotland and England, and has
won over 400 first prizes for fruits, flowers, and
plants. Oae of his notable successes was at the last

International show in Edinbursh, when he secured
the chief honours for Grape*. Scotsman.

Newcastle and District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly
meeting of this Society was held on July 11 in

the Wood Memorial Hall. There was an excep-
tionally good attendance, and Mr. P. Cowan, of
South Shields, occupied the chair. There were about
twenty-three different specimens on the table for

identification, principally herbaceous perennials.
After these had been satisfactorily disposed of,

Mr. MoBEAY, of Oakwood, read a very interesting
paper on " Gardeners Past and Present, and their
Relation to other Trades." A discussion followed
of an interesting character.

AMATEUR'S Column.
•

CORNUS CAPITATA (WALL), BENTHAMIA FRAQI-
FERA.—This has flowered for the first time in the
twenty-five years 1 have had it. The flowers are
yellowish-white, and about 2 inches in diameter.
The bush ii about 15 feet high, and as much in
diameter.

ROMNEYA COULTERI.—This is now in full
flower in the open air, having survived the excep-
tionally hard frost (19° of frost) of last January.
The spreading petals of the delicionsly- fragrant
white flowers are 7 inches in diameter. The above
recorded temperature was the lowest here since 1879.

EUCALYPTUS 8PECIE8.-0f these E. globulus
has been killed to the ground, but is throwing up
from the root. E. viminalis has been killed back
to the trunk, but is sending out shoots from this.
E. coriacea has had its leaves injured, but nothing
more. E. coccifera is untouched. All but the last
are from ten to fifteen years old, and have never
been protected. E. globulus and E. viminalis were
33 feet high.

THE SEASON.-We had no frost worth men-
tiODiDg in May, the lowest recorded in the Steven-
son screen being 31=.2 on May 22; but we had
sleet and hail on May 19, and I attribute the bad
crop ot Apples to this.

WA8PS.— Qaeenf, which were abundant in May
and early June, seem to have quite disappeared. 1
hare not seen one for some weeks. A. 0. W,
Colwyn Bay. ' ''

Home Correspondence.

CYPRIPEDIUM 8PECTABILE.—1 enclose some
flowers of Cypripedium spectabile taken from plants
growing in the natural soil, which is light. They get
no protection in the winter, and are in a rather
exposed situation. They flower splendidly every
year, and the clumps have increased considerably
during the last three years. C. calceolus and C. pur-
pureum are growing in the sam» bed. and are also
thriving and flowering well. Wm. Barlas, Athole
Hydropathie, Titlochy, N.B., July 5. [The flowers
sent were good and strong, ana the foliage very
healthy and vigorous. Ed ]

THE FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF THE CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.— In reply to my question, viz., food
requirements of the Chrysanthemum, Gardeners'
Chronicle, p. 45, the writer still thinks the artificial
manure that he recommended is in accordance with
the analysis of the Chrysanthemum ash. Now, if
nitrate of potash and magnesia were given in equal

proportions (100 parts of both), we should be apply-
ing 47 parts of potash to 100 parts of magnesia,
because there is only 47 per cent, of potash in 100
parts of potassium-nitrate, and as we are told to take
two parts of magnesia to one part of nitrate of
potash, we are giving magnesia in the proportion of
4 to 1. The writer pointed out that most soils used
for growing Chrysanthemums contained 1 per cent,
of potash ; but why omit the other ingredients, which
are equally as valuable as the potash ? An analysis I
have before me contains the following important
plant foods :—Potash, 1 percent. ; soda, 2 per cent.

;

lime, 4 per cent. ; iron, 8 per cent. ; phosphoric acid.

.50 per cent. ;^this shows at once that potash, soda, and
lime are present in about equal proportions, iron in

excess, and a small percentage of phosphoric acid. A
fair-sized plant could be grown in a 10-inch pot filled

with this soil, without the addition of any artificial

manure. Now, if we look at these facts we can see that
the soil contains the necessary constituents for plant-
growth to a certain stage, and as the phosphoric acid
present in the soil is in the least proportion, we will

work out what manure we should apply from that:
now, if we take 20 ounces of kainite, 25 ounces of

basig slag, and 30 ounces of bone-dust, mixing these
with 120 lb. of soil, we should apply part of the
plant food in a way in which it would become slowly
available to the plant as long as it was needed. But
the above would not contain all the ingredients
necessary for the full development of the plant, so we
mix together 8 ounces of magnesia, 16 ounces of
nitrate of soda, and 26 ounces of nitrate of potash ; if

this was mixed with about 5 times its weight of fine

soil, and a little sprinkled over the top of the pot every
week, so that the above-mentioned quantity would last

ten plants in 10-inch pots the whole of their growing-
season. 1 think we should be then giving the plant
its proper food, and in the needed proportions the
last-named mixture could also be dissolved in water,

\ oz. to 2 galls, of water, and the plants watered
with it every week. This way 1 do not approve of, as a
quantity of the more soluble may be lost by careless
watering.

Constituents.
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near to the top of the spike. These will, I think,

give good seed ; they increase in size very fast indeed,

and are now of the size of ordinary Peach stones.

The foliage was much damaged by frosts in May,

although it was slightly protected by a few sprays of

Tew. A. S., Bound Oak Gardens, Englefield Green.

DISEASES OF THE GRAPE-
VINE.—I.

DowNT mildew of the Americans (Plasmopara

viticola, Bert, and de Toni), a fungus closely related

to the one causing Potato disease, has been known

Fig. 12.—downy mildew (plasmopar l viticola)

I, Group of cooidiophorc* bparinsr conidia. isauia;; from a

stoma on the under side of a Vine-leaf ; 2, Conidia, show-
ing the formation of zoospores ; 3. an oospore, germinating
and producing a branch bearing conidia. All highly

magnified.

for a long time as a destructive parasite of the

Grape-vine in the United States, and its occurrence

during the present season at several distant centres,

proves that it is established amongst us.

In its most usual form, the fungus attacks the

foliage, the first indication of its presence being the

appearance of pale green or yellowish spots on the

upper surface of the leaf ; corresponding to these

spots, the fungus appears on the under-surface of

the leaf in the form of white minutely- downy

patches. As the disease develops, the patches on

the upper surface become brown, and frequently run

into each other, until finally the entire leaf shrivels

as if scorched, and becomes very brittle.

Where Vines are grown on a small scale, as in

this country, and where there is every facility for

examining every portion of the plant, a severe

attack of downy mildew can only be attributed to

negligence or indifference on the part of the culti-

vator when once the very characteristic indications

of its presence are grasped. The small, scattered,

yellowish spots on the upper surface of the leaf clearly

indicate the presence of the spawn of the fungus

in the tissues of the leaf, where it remains concealed

for some time, living and increasing in siz", feeding on

the substances prepared by the plant for its own nse.

If infected leaves are removed and burnt at this

stage, the spread of the disease is checked ; and
furthermore, the mycelium or spawn is prevented

passing from the leaf into the young shoots, where

it may possibly remain until the following year, when
it will break out again.

The downy patches on the nnder-surface of the

leaves, consist of numerous-branched fruit-bearing

stems— conidiophores, each branchlet bearing a

minute fruit conidium at its tip. This is the

asexual mode of reproduction, its object being to

enable the fungus to distribute itself rapidly. These
conidia grow very quickly, are produced in immense
numbers, and germinate at once. When ripe, the

conidia fall away from their support, and if they

fall on the damp surface of a Vine-leaf, certain

changes take place that need not be entered

into here, but within two hours germination

has taken place, the young mycelium pierces the

epidermis of the leaf, and a new centre of disease,

which rapidly gives origin to more conidia, is then

established.

From the above account, it will be seen how
important it is to arrest the progress of the disease

before the conidia are produced—a thing not very

diflicult to accomplish where in many instances not

more than half a dozen plants have to be dealt with.

On the other hand, it shows the great difficulty

of successfully preventing the spread of disease

when once the conidia are formed; for example,

spraying or syringing with water is doing an act of

kindness to the fungus by carrying the conidia to

healthy leaves and supplying them with the required

amount of moisture for germination. Where the

fungus has gained a foothold, spraying with the

following solution has proved etf.'Ctive : i.e., one pound

of pure sulphate of copper dissolved in 40 gallons of

water. The spraying should be done in the evening,

if done in the morning the leaves are apt to

scorch. As a preventive, where the presence of the

fungus is suspected, two or three applications'of the

above mixture are recommended, commencing before

the Vines bloom.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that the

downy mildew has a second sexually-produced form

of fruit, formed on the mycelium within the leaf late in

the season, after the formation of the external form
;

the obj'ct of this second kind of fruit is to tide the

fungus over the winter season ; the so-called oospores

remain in the dead tissues of .the leaf until spiing,

when they gerin'nate and produce conidia which find

their way on to the young leaves of the Vine, and
thus commence a new cycle of development. It will

be gleaned from the above how important it is to re-

move and barn fallen leaves and fruit that are diseased;

or as the cultivator is not supposed to know which are

diseased, burn all. Perhapi at some future time,

employers will consider it part of a gardener's duty

to be acquainted with the symptoms and broad out-

lines of the diseases of plants he is expected to

cultivate successfully.

As already stated, the typical form of downy
mildew is confined to the foliage ;'bnt a second form,

known as " brown rot "in the United States, appears

to be more prevalent in this country than the typical

form. The peculiarity of brown rot consists in the

fact that it attacks the fruit of the Vine, and

its characters are very marked, so that it can

be readily distinguished from black rot and other

forms of disease attacking the fruit. When
the fruit is about half grown, a brown
stain appears at the point of junction of

stalk and fruit, the brown colour gradually extends

over the whole of the fruit, but the skin remains

perfectly smooth and unbroken, and there are no
black points as in the black-rot. If the fruit is cut

across, it will be seen that the pulp is also brown or

chocolate colour ; in fact, the inside of the fruit is

brown before the colour shows itself outside.

Microscopic examination of a diseased Grape shows
the characteristic mycelium of Plasmopara viticola.

As the disease progresses it shrivels, and finally its

surface is covered with a crop of the conidia stage of

the fungus.

The berries should be removed from the bunch
on the first symptoms of disease, indicated by the

appearance of a brown coloration, and all fallen

diseased fruit should be destroyed. In all proba-

bility infection takes place when the plant is in

bloom, and a sharp look-out should be kept for the

presence of downy-mildew on the inflorescence and
leaves. Spraying with the solution mentioned above,

or with Bordeaux Mixture, checks the progress of

the disease.JG. Massee. [In the case of the "spot," a

second fungus, Glseosporiam, sometimes makes its

anpearance on the berrier, as shown in a drawing by

'SI'. Worthington Snith at fig. 13. What relation,
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if any, exists between the two fangi is not known.

"Spot" is apparently exceedingly common this

year. Ed.]

RELAND.

MARKREE CASTLE.

The rockery at this place was very gay in June,

with the following really good things, which do well

with us here in the west of Ireland, viz , Oaosma
tanrics, a good strong plant of which is bearing

upwards of thirty-five fiowering growths, an effective

plant, either on a rockery or in the borders ; the

plants may be increased by offahoots dibbled into

sandy soil under a bell-glass the first week in

September. Aster alpinus, when grown in quantity)

and planted in groups of twelve or more plants, is

also a telling plant. I am in favour of grouping

plants rather than indiscriminately planting them
singly: for one thing, there is not the liability of

losing them by their being overgrown by robuster

species ; moreover, one or two labels are sufficient

to mark the whereabouts of a group, instead of

many in the case of scattered plants. Ramondia
pyrenaica is another plant that does well on the

shady side of the rockery, aa it thrives in subdued
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light and a moderately damp situation, and a crevice

of a rock suits it admirably. Heuchera sangainea

thrives in our strong loam with plenty of grit mixed

in it, or burnt earth may be substituted for it. This

last-named material we use liberally on all seed-

beds—in fact, in all places where porosity is required.

In planting, we make it a rule to divide twoyear-old

plants into mediamsized pieces in September, the

plants then becoming established before winter. A
bell-glass is sufficient to protect Kamondia during

the winter. I have a plant treated thus, bear-

ing fourteen spikes at the present time. Dianthuses

are lovely, especially D. neglectus, D. petrous, a pro-

fuse bloomer, and of a light graceful habit ;
whilst

D. alpinus forraj pretty cushions of beauty, and

others, too, of the sime genus are pretty, and very

fragrant. Orchis foliosa grows in a dampish position,

and is a very fine-flowering plant; and Cypripedium

Calceolus does well in the same position, and is a

noteworthy plant ; C. spectabile is not yet in flower,

but I notice it is making very strong growths.

Ulex hispanica is a fine subject for rockwork, and

Eurybia Gunniana is an excellent companion ;

Genista procumbens is useful for trailing over the

rocks, and we get a bright bit of colour in Phila-

dflphus coronarius foliis aureis ; it is about

14 inches high, and is a plant well adapted for

planting on a rockery. Rabus anstralis is very

curious, and an uncommon plant. In a peat-bed we

have Azalea rosseflora'; it is a gem. looking well also

as an edging plant. A good companion to the

last-named is Rhododendron hirsntum, a compact

free-flowering plant with us; Vaccinium pennsylva-

nicum is pretty when in flower, and the foliagi has

lovely tints in the autumn. We possess plants of

Komneya Coulteri which are in but", and will be

good later on.

Corylus purpurea is a beautiful hazel ; and

Clematis coccinea should be very largely grown.

Echinacea purpurea has flower-buds, and later, a

clump of a dozen plants will be very fine. TropsBO-

lum polyphjUum is in flower, and a choice subject

it is for trailing over rocks. Iris aurea is a good

useful-flowering plant when you get it true to name.

Erigeron aurantiacus var. purpurea is a fine-growing

plant, and very much like Aster alpinus, only more

vigorous, and a most profuse-flowering plant. The

commoner one, Erigeron aurantiacns, is not to be

despised, it being very effective when grown in a

mass. I grow it from seed, and seedlings flower

better with me than old plants. Polygonum sphsero-

Btachyon is a gem ; and we have others too numerous

to note at present. Herbert May, Markne Castle

Garden, Sligo,

ing as promising as could be wished. In Peach-

houses, Royal George, Noblesse, and Late Admirable,

were noted varieties, which will furnish the principal

supplies. These are varieties that are still com-

monly planted in Perthshire, succeeding capitally in

most gardens. Nectarines are well managed, and

the fruit is grandly flavoured, especially Victoria, a

great favourite at Pitcullen.

In a small vinery I remarked some compact, well-

shaped bunches of Appley Towers Grape, its compact-

ness seeming to suggest its finding favour with packers.

Oiher vineries were filled with vigorous Vines, which

are allowed to make plenty of strong foliage, although

crowding is guarded against. The black Hamburghs

are planted in inside borders, but the roots can pass

out to a capital border ; and excessive feeding is no

part of Mr. Leslie's management of the Vine. Exhi-

bitors at Edinburgh are likely to see these Grapes.

A house full of Black Alicante is entered, and fine

bunches of large well-coloured berries are noted ;

Gros Colmir in another vinery could scarcely be

surpassed for excellence in every respect ; the foliage

of great size, and bunches large and of fine form.

The Muscat vinery was a picture of high-class

culture, and in this vinery the vines of Duke of

Buccleuch are as fruitful, and doing excellently

;

Mrs. Pince gets a good share of attention. M, Temple.

( Jo be continued.)

SCOTLAND.

NOTES FROM PERTHSHIRE.

Many of the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle

will have read from time to time of the remarkably

fine Grapes grown by Mr. Leslie, the gardener to Mr.

Coates, at Pitcullen House. It often happens that

winners of prizes for Grapes crop their Vines lightly,

but it is not generally the rule so to do in Scotland,

where many of the most successful men, and Mr.

Leslie is one of them ! take heavy crops every year.

Climbing the hill to the gardens, the visitor obtains

some beautiful views over the city of Perth, and across

the wooded lands of Strathearn. The position of this

elevated garden is favourable to the cultivation of

fruits under glass, if less so to those out-of-doors.

Strawberries, however, seem to do capitally, Duke of

Edinburgh and Garibaldi being the favourite varieties.

Passing through a long span-roofed house filled with

Tomato plants at the front, back, and along the

centre, I noted their promising condition, and a

variety was noted which appears to be an acquisi-

tion, Eirly Essex. It came from Boston, U.S.A.,

and like many other American varieties it is of

strong constitution, prolific, and of .fine quality.

Another house visited was filled with Melons,

French B.-ans, B'gonias, Chrysanthemum?, all look-

Societ ies.

BOTAL HORTICTJLTXTRAL.
Scientific Committee.

July 10.—Present : Dr. D. Morrif , C.M.G., in the

chair ; Mr. McLichlan, Mr. Blandford, Dr. Russell,

Professor Mu ler, Mr. Wilson, and Rev. G. Henslow,

Hod. Sec.

Calockortus, I'srs.—Mr. Wilson exhibited speci-

mens remarkable for their fine growth and varieties

of colouring. They were C. venusiuf, purpurascens,

C. V. roseus, and a pure white form. References to

descriptions and figures of C. venustup, Bsnth., a

native of California, will be found in Baker's " R.'vi-

sion of the Genera and Species of Tulipeie," Journ.

Lin. Soe., xiv., p. 302. Mr. Wilson observed that

this species was drawn by Mrs. D jflield about twenty-

five years ago, and reproduced in the Garden. It is

also figured in Trans. Hort. Soc, ii. (1) [1835], t. 15,

fig. 3. Mr. Biker places Calochortus us the sixth

and last genus of the tribe Tulipfae, enumerating

twenty-one species from Mexico and Western North

America.
Sugar-cane Diseased.—Mr. Blandford reported on

specimens received from Barbados. They were

badly diseased with the fungus, Trichosphseria sac-

chari, and in some cases bored by the beetle Spheno-

phorus. This dinoase is as yet only known to occur

in Mauritius, Java, and Barbados. Dr. Morris

observed that it first appeared in Barbados, and was

called the " rind " disease ; it then occurred in the

roots in Java, being thought to be distinct from the

former ; but the two forms ultimately proved to be

one and the same. A summary of the nature of the

disease is contained in a letter to the Colonial Office,

Kejn Bulletin, June, 1891, po. 175, 176.

Photos of Malta.—iir. Henslow exhibited some

photographs illustrative of different features of Malta,

including cultivated areas, uncultivated hill-tops, &c.,

and ancient river valleys known as " wieds." Tne
only trees of cultivation in the fields are Carobf,

Figs, Opuntia, Ficus indica, of which last there are

four varieties—the " blood," the " white," the " seed-

less," and the " yellow."

Oxalis cernua, Thuub.—He also showed specimens

of this ubiquitous and so-called by the Maltese
" English weed," introduced by Father Glacintho

from the Cape in 1S06. It is remarkable for its

prolific multiplication by bulbils, as it never sets seed

in the northern hemisphere, the " short-styled
"

form being the only form known. It has elongated

slender rhizomes, with rod-like aquiferous ap-

pendages, by means of which it can climb up among
the loose stones of the walls, or descend to great

depths among the rubble. A further account of the

distribution of this plant throughout the Medi-

terranean region, having originated in Malta, will be

found in the'Proc. Lin. Soc. 1893, p. 31.

Centaurea fpathulata Z»raph, 1827 (C. crassi-

folia, Bert.. 182'.li.—Mr. Henslow also brought a

living plant in flower of this remarkable specie'.

which is the only truly indigenoui plant known to

Malta. It has entire spathnlate fleshy leaves, and

heads of rose-coloured florets. It is found in the

valley known as " Wied Babu," in Malta, and also in

Gozo, growing in the cracks of the rocks.

Fruit Committee.

July 13.—The following members of the Fruit

Committee, viz., Messrs. Balderson (chairman), J.

Saiith, Norman, Wythes, Bates, Hudson, Pearson,

J. Wright, Glen, A. Dean, and A. F. Barron,

Secretary, met at the Chiswick Gardens, on the

above date.

Attention was first given to the large collection

of Tomato plants in pots. These were standing on
either side of the broad footway in the large span-

house, and were all more or less in fruit, some carrying

capital crops. The earlier clusters were quite ripe.

There were none of very special merit, as Tomato*
now seem to have got to their best, both in pro-

ductiveness, and excellence, and beauty of the fruit.

The following new and old varieties received three

marks, viz.. Golden Princess, large yellow ; Golden

Nugget, and Sutton's Dessert, both great fruiters,

and singularly fitted for dessert purposes ; Comet
(Wrench), medium size, red, very free; Excelsior

(Corbett), a free handsome medium-sized red ; and

Conference, still one of the best and most prolific.

The following had at present two marks :—Sutton's

A 1, Brookes' Freedom, smooth round, and Turner's

Prolific, a large red variety that is a good cropper.

The Tomatos may be seen again later alter the

present green fruits have ripened.

The committee then adjourned to the Pea quarter,

where, under a heavy downpour of rain, the duty of

determining which seemed to be the best out of a very

large collection of new and old varieties was proceeded

with. The Peas were not in an entirely satisfactory

condition. The supports provided were far from being

BO new and good as is essential to the proper conduct

of a trial of this nature, and it is to be hoped the

Chiswick Board will next year be able to provide an

ample supply of fresh sprays. Then, the great heat

which interposed between the previous and recent

rains had severely checked bloom and pod-forming.

In spite of these defects, however, the result was
in most cases better than could well have been

anticipated.

It is most obvious, however, that progress in

raising Peas is very slow, indeed, so much sr, that

very few new ones show any advance whatever on

the best standard varieties. The followidg, hitherto

unmarked, were selected after great attention :

—

For three marks : Mr. Eckford's The Don, tall fine;

pods ; Veitch's 365, 4 feet, very good, and which it

was suggested, because of its number, should be

named All the Year Round ; Hughes' Fertility,

4 feet, very prolific ; Laxton's J. Howard, a capital

Pea of the N« Pius Ultra type ; and Eckford's

Critic, a tall fine variety. Some of the new varieties

certainly need more selecting before being sent to

Chiswick, and it would be well if not a few of the

existing varieties were withdrawn from commerce
altogether.

WIMBLEDON HOaTIOULTTJBA.L.
July 11.—Toe twenty-second annual exhibition

of this society took place on the above date, and
though not so large as some of its predecessors, was
on the whole a fairly good display.

For a group of miscellaneous foliage and flowering

plants, to cover 60 square feet, the premier position

was won by Mr. J. Law, gr. to R. Dean, Esq., The
Priory, with a beautiful arrangement.

In the 40- feet groups, the 1st prize was secured

by Mr. T. Chandler, gr. to Rev. Canon Haysgarth,

The Vicarage, having a tastefully-arranged collec-

tion ; 2ad, Mr. W. Stokes, gr. to R. W. Milnes, Esq

,

Cottenham Park—a good display.

Six miscellaneous foliage or flowering olants.—1st,

Mr. H. Alderman, gr. to G. Hatfeild, Esq., Morden
Hall ; here was a fine specimen of Alocasia macror-
hiza variegata.

Mr. Button, gr. to G. E. Frere, Esq., was well to

the front with four stove and greenhouse plants, his

Allamanda being a finely-flowered example.

Mr. Methven was Ist for four exotic Ferns, his

best specimens were Davallia Mooreana, and Asple-

nium nidus ; 2Qd, Mr. G. Hutton, whohad a good lot

of plants. In Lycopods the honours were divided

between Mr. C. Bentley, gr. to Captain Bosworth,

and Mr. G. Hutton.

Four fine plants of Caladiums gained for Mr. .T.

Law a Ist pnz^ ; and six specimen Coleus, some ex-
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trembly W'll-grown aaii coloured plants came from

Mr. C. E'Dtfey, also (.ainiu,; 1 t prize.

Fuchsias wnr^ well «h iwu b' M . fl. Mills, gr. to

E. D. Carver, Esq., aad Mr. W. TttorntOD, gr. to T.

E. Crocker, E<q.

Six G oxii ia< very fieelv-Bowrei plants, pained

Mr. C. Bjnt'ey 1st pr z' ; aai Mr. G Hatt )a, 3jd.

Zonal PcUrgoQiums gave som^ bright, pitches of

colour, and for twelve specimens Mr. ,J Liw was lat

;

and Mr. T. Chandler for six specimens.

The b^st twelve aad six table plants were shown
by Mr. H. Alderman.

Mr. James Bateman, Archway Road, Highgate,

had the best twenty-four cut blooms of the Rose,

with a well-selected lot of varietiei,

Mr. A. Newell, gr. to Sir E. Saunders, took Ist

prize for collection of hardy herbaceous flowers in

fresh condition and great variety ; 2Qd, Mr. J. Law,
with a good assorlment. Bouquets, &c , were well

shown hv Messrs. Nowell, Chandler, and Lowe.
The 1-t prize for a coilectum of fruits was gained

by Mr. H. Ai<iercnan. H* k nis b-ing B ack Him-
bargh Graces, Unser Fiitz Strawberries, and Grosse

Mignonne F^ai;hes, beiag especially good. A very

creditable exhibit camn from Mr C. B-ntley.

Nnmerouf small dishes ot Grapep, Peaches, and
Nectarines yi'tr« exhibited besides v-^^etables, some
of which were shown in th^ nursery men's competition,

the others being the society's priz^j.

FINCHIiEY HORTICULTURA.L.
JcLY 12.—Thi< fl lurishing >ocie'.y held its thirty-

fourih annual exhilition oa the above date, in the

grounds of W, P. Jonis, E.q, Manor House,
Finchley, aad the committee ha?e every reason to

be satis&ed with the result of their labours. A
large number of persons visited the show in the

evening.

Among the most noticeable of thn ex'iibits may
be mentioned the Grapes shown by Mr. U. A. Page,

gr. to F. Crisp, E(q, Southgate ; and some very

beauti'ul Ro«es by Rivers Langton. E«i , Hendon
;

while Mr. D. Hayler, gr. to W. Uaonatord, Esq.,

Hendon, secured five l«t prizes for bouquet, table

decorations. Roses, &c. Some very fine specimen
plants, both flowering and foliage, were shown by
Mr. Easton, gr. to Mr. B Noake», Highgate.

The c tta^ers and allotment-hold'rs had a tent to

themselves, and staged such a good assortment of

fruit, flowers, and vegetablee, that the opinion was
freely expressed, that in some classes they beat the
professional gardeners.

Meisrs. Cuibash & Sons, Highgate, and Messrs.

Cuthbert & Son, Southaate, each sent a large group
of plants, cut flowers, &c , not for competition.

NEWCA8TLE-0N-TYNE.
July 18, 19, 20.—A* la«t seaion, this year's exhi-

bition was held in the Recreation Ground, North
Road, a splendid roomy, open area. Tfte Council
of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Horticultural Society this

BPason decided to add other attractions, after the
manner so successfully adopted at Shrewsbury.
They wisely commenced in a moderate way for the
first time, so ai to, in a measure, feel their way.
Catering, as they do, for the largo population of this

flourishing cntre, it is to be booed that the result of

their endeavours will b* all that they could wish.

The one regretable fea!;ure on the opening day was
the stnrmy and variable weather that prevailed.

The show was in every respect an excellent one,

there being in nearly evdry case a keen competition.

Plants.

Stove and greenhouse flowering ware, as UBua', at

this show staged in splendid condition. Mr. L'tts,

gr. to the Marquis of Zetland, Aske, Torks, was a
grand 1st for eight varieties, shewing in his best style.

H' had two immense plants of Anthurium Scherzir-
ianuin, both covered with spathes—^that called
Shuttleworth'a var. being particularly bright in

colour; Dipladenia amabiiis was one mass of flower

and highly coloured, the plant extra large; Pheno-
coma prolifera Birnesi was also fine, being covered
with bloom, more than usually so; Erici Dinisoniana,
a light variety of the hard^ooded section, was simi-

larly good and fresh; Azilea S mvenir de Prince
Albert had been kept very fresh, beinu' one mass of

flower; another splendid plant was Darwinia ma-
crostegia, bearing its flowers in the grea'.est prou-
§ion, and of high colour ; Clerodenlroa Balfourianum
also made a good display. Mr. Morns, Park Road,
Felling, who followed in this class, had a good
example of Ixora salicifolia amongst others.

Mr, Nicholas, gr, to the Marquis of Zstland, at

Upleatham, easily won the 1st prize for six plants in
bloom; these, as in the other case, were extra fine;

Dipladenia boliviensis was very striking, being both
large and freely bloomed; D. Thomas Speed, after

D amabiiis, was a good companion to it; Anthu-
riuni Scherzerianum was an extra vigorous example

;

Erica depressa, a large specimen, clothed with its

yellow flowers, and still quite fresh ; Ixora Pilgrimii
bore a profusion of large trusses; Erica ventricosa
Bothwelliana was a comparatively weak plant, being
thin, and none too fresh

; Mr. Wylam, Cramlington,
who was 2nd, had a capital plant of Rondeletia
speciosa major.

Mr. John Mclntyre, gr. to Mrs. Gurnev Pease,
Darlington, was 1st for a group, covering 200 equare
feet, quite easily, with a very light and informal
arrangement, in which Bambusa gracilis, Cocos
plnmosus, Crotons and Dracaenas of good colour,

were conspicuous features as f >liage plants, with An-
thuriums. Lilies, Amaryllis, &c., as flowering exam-
ples. Mr. Allen, Blandford Street, Newcastle, who
was 2nd, had well-grown plants arranged in a too flat

and formal manner.
Mr. Lttts won again and quite easily with eight

fine foliage plants, the best amongst which was Cor-
dyline indivisa, in fine health, a finer example than
which is rarely seen ; Crotons Qaeen Victoria

and Chelsoni were both large and finely coloured ;

Cycas circinalis, a dense mass of fronds ; Kentia Bel-
moriana, of large size ; Encephalartos viilosus, bear-
ing a fine cone and healthy foliage; and a Dasylirion
acrotrichum, a perfect specimen. Mr. Mclntyre, who
was 2nd, was not in nearly so good form in this class ;

but he won the 1st priz-) against Mr. Nicholas for six

varieties with a well-managed lot, comprising two
gold Crotons, Croton Andreanus and C. angusti-
foliu", with a large Cycad. Mr. Nicholas, who
followed, had Dasylirion acrotrichum as his best
plant.

The belt half-dozen Ferns were those from Mr.
Nicholas, who staged Gleichenia Mendeli and G.
rupestris glaucesC'-ns, in fine style; Sadleria
cyathoides, a comparatively rare but fine Tree Fern,
hire eleven fronds, being fully 6 feet in height;
Davallia tijiensis plnmosus was an immense mass of
grandly-developed fronds ; I), tenuifolia Veidchiana
was also good, and so was Leucostegia immersa,
which is worthy of extended culture. Mr Mclntyre,
who was beaten in this class, had Davallia fijiensis

plumosa and D. Mooreana, both being large and fine

specimens. The last-named was 1st, however, in

another class for smaller plants, with good examples.
Mr. L^tts was 1st for three Crotons. with well-

coloured, medium-sized specimens of C. Queen Vic-
toria, C. Thompsoni (extra good), and C. Aigburthi-
ensis.

Mr. Mclntyre was Ist for three Dracanas, with
dwarf clean plants of good colour ; 2ad, Mr. Stewart,
gr. to Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Brayton—very close.

The best tuberous Begonias were from Mr. W.
Pitt, Woolsington Hall (C. L. Ball, Esq.), well
grown, but old kinds. Mr. Nicholas showed four

nice dwarf plants of Ericas, and easily won; these
were E. Massoni major, now rarely seen, b^ing well

flowered, and very healthy ;
E. retorta major, E. Ne

Pius Ultra, and E. Austiniana, being each similarly

good, and all qnite fresh and clean.

Table plauts of useful size were shown in

quantities, Mr. Mclntyre being the most successful.

Cut Flowees.

Roses were, as usual at this northern show,
remarkably good and fresh.

For forty-eight varieties, Messrs. Harkness & Sons,
Bedale, succeeded in holding their own against Mr.
G. Prince of Oxford, the former having the brighter

and cleaner flowers, but scarcely so bulky ; the finest

were Ulrich Brunner, Aaguste Rigotard, Gustave
Piganeau, Black Prince, Victor Hugo, and Madame
Gabrielle Luizet. Mr. Prince's best were Merveille

de Lyon, Comtesse de Nadaillac, General Jacquemi-
not, and Marie Banmann. The last-named exhibitor
succeeded in turning the tables on his opponents for

thirty-six varieties in a close competition. Mr.
Prince was also 1st for twelve blooms, any sort, one
variety showing a fine stand of Prince Arthur, one
of the very best dark Roses; the next best being

a box of Madame John Laing, very fresh, but a trifle

loose in petal, from Messrs. U. & W. CroU, Dundee.
The best twelve of any yellow variety were Marie

Van Houtte, from the last-named exhibitors ; but
Mr. Prince was, however, invincible for twelve Teas,
his best being Jean Ducher, Etoile de Lyon. Com-
tesse de Nadaillac, and Catherine Mermet, all of

good quality ; Messrs. CroU following with smaller
flowers.

In the amateurs' division the Rosea were also par-
ticularly fine, the most sDccessful here being Mr.
A. Robson, The Cemetery, H-xham, for twenty- four
varieties very fresh and bright ; and Mr. A. Whitton,
Bedale, for twelve varieties, also good ; the latter

was also 1st for twelve Teas or Noisettes.
Hardy herbaceous cut flowers were specially fine,

notably so the two best collections, in which Messrs,
Harkness again took the lead, having grand bunches,
the best being Scabiosa caucasica, Eryngium
amethystinnm, Oenothera Youngii, and good kinds
of Delphinium. Mr. Thos. Battensby, Blaydon,
who was 2nd, had a fine lot also.

Flowers from the stove and greenhouse were best
shown by Mr. Nicholas, who had 1st for 12 and for

six bunches, in each case staging choice kinds. The
best Pansies came from across the Border, Mr. A.
Irvine, Kyles of Bute Nurseries, being 1st for both
show and fancy kinds. For Carnations, Picoteee,

and Pinks, the local growers were the most suc-
cessful. Mr. Flowdy, Sutherland Street, Gateshead,
being 1st for Pinks and Carnations; Mr. W. Archer,
Sunderland, Ist, for Picotees.

Table Decorations, &c.

At Newcastle these are always a feature of interest,

and the present exhibition quite sustained its repu-
tation, but the competitors were mostly local,

although the prizes were all that one could wish.

For a single stand for the drawing-room, in the
open cla8», the 1st prize, in a close competition, went
to Mr. F. Edmondson, Green Market, Newcastle,
with a choice arrangement. Orchids being a feature.

Miss Edmondson, Fern Avenue, Newcastle, was a
good 1st for a basket tastefully arranged. The same
lady was Ist for a hand bouquet, prettily made in an
informal manner; and 2od for a bride's bouquet,
scarcely so good as the Ist, from Mr. F. Ed-
mondson, both being of the fashionable shape. The
best of the sprays came from Mr. John Battensby,
who also had the best of the button-holes.

The amateurs' section was almost equal to the
foregoing ; here Mr. J. Battensby was 1st for an
epergne, arranged in excellent fashion, and for a
basket of flowers; and Mr. Thos. Battensby, Swal-
well, Ist for both bridal and band bouquets.

Froits.

This section was decidedly euperior to the past

two years, taken collectively. For collections of

fruit, Mr. Mclndoe, gr. to Sir J. W. Pease, Hutton
Hall, was Ist for both eight and four varieties ; the
former was a strong exhibit in every way, and well

worthy of his reputation. Black Hamburgh and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, both being large in

bunch, and well - coloured, Magdalen Peaches,
Clapp's Favourite Pear (eood), Pitmaston Orange
Nectarines (extra fine), Black Tartarian Cherries
and Monarch Jlelon being the best dishes.

Mr. Goodacre, gr. to the Earl of Harrington,
Elvaaton Castle, was a capital 2ad for eight sorts

—

Muscat Hamburgh Grapes and Muscat of Alex-
andria, both being good ; Dymond Peaches, very
fine in colour ; Lord Napier Nectarines, and
Brown Turkey Figs, also good. Mr. Hunter, gr. to

the Earl of Durham, Lambton Castle, was 3rd in

this class, and 2ad for four kinds, his dishes

of Grapes being the best in both classes. Mr.
Hunter also took 1st in a close competition for

four bunches of Grapes in two or more varieties,

showing Black Hamburgh and Gros Maroc, both
finely coloured, the former large in bunch, and the

latter in berry. Mr. J. Wood, gr. to E. Hopper, Esq.,

Morpeth, came a near 2nd, by staging Mrs. Pince,

as black as Sloes, and Muscat Hamburgh, also very

good.
Mr. Mclndoe was Ist in the Muscat class, with

well-ripened fruit; Mr. W. Stewart following. Mr.
Mclndoe won again for any other white, with Golden
Champion; Mr. Atkinson, Matfen Hall Gardens,
Newcastle, being 2nd, with Buckland Sweetwater.

Black Hamburghs were best from Mr. Wood, who
had large, well-coloured bunches ; Mr. Mclndoe
following closely. For any other black var., Mr. J.

Wood won again, this time with Muscat Hamburgh,
well finished ; Mr. Goodacre taking 2iid place with

Madresfield Court, perfectly black.

The best Melons were Frogmore, green-flesh, from

Mr. D. Williams, gr. at Dancombe Hall Gardens,

Helmsley ; and Duke of York, scarlet-flesb, from

Mr. Hunter.
Mr. Goodacre had the best Peaches in Dymond,

and the best Nectarines in Lord Napier ; Mr. Mclndoe
following closely in the former instance with

Noblesse, he also taking Ist lor Cherries with Black
Tartarian.

Mr. Goodacre took first in a strong class with
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Perfection Tomato, a variety etill bad to beat in

competition. Two very good Queen Pines came
respectively from Mr. J, Hunter and Mr, Nicholas, the

prizes being awarded in the order named,
MiscELLANEons EXHIBITS.—These were chiefly from

the trade, and were particularly good. Messrs. W.
Pell & Sons, Hexham, staged a splendidly-grown

collection of Conifers, chiefly species of Retinosporas

in varied forms with others, and chiefly golden-tinted

examples of Capressns and Junipers, From Mr, ,T.

Douglas came the new seedling Carnations which he is

sending out, six of these taking special awards as new
kinds. Vrry fine Malmaisons and other Carnations
came from Messrs, Laing & Mather, Kelso.notably the

former, which were grand blooms. Messrs, W, & J,

Birkenhead, Fern Nursery, Sale, had a large exhibit
of choice kinds of Perns in large variety, including
several filmies. Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill,

staged some immense flowers of tuberous Begonias,
the doubles preponderating. Messrs. B. S. Williams
& Sons, Upper Holloway, had a fine group of choice
Orchids, as well as good examples of other foliage

and flowering plants. Messrs. Little & Ballantine,
Carlisle, had a large group of Palms eflfectively

arranged well- coloured Crotons and Dracfenas, also

Musa Cavendishii, and some pot Vines, to show
their fertility. Messrs. J. Robson & Sons, Hexham,
bad a splendid display of Hydrangea paniculata
grandiflora, intermixed with well-grown Conifers and
dwarf variegated shrubs. Mr. Andrew Irving, Kyles
of Bute Nurseries, showed a large variety of show and
fancy Pansies, and a numerous selection of bedding
Violas.

Messrs. Kent & Brydon, Darlington, showed hardy
cut flowers and decorative plants, including in the
former an improved form of Chrysanthemum maxi-
mum. Messrs. Edwards & Son, Sherwood, Notts,
had a large assortment of Ferns in their pottery ware,
which made an attractive display.

Law Notes.

MANCHESTER LIBEL CASE,
Gbeat interest has been felt, in and about Man-

chester, about a case which those at a distance can
only regret should ever have been suffered to come
into court. The case was one in which Mr, Bruce
Findlay claimed damages against Mr. Benjamin
Armitage to the amount of £1000 on account of an
alleged libel, and against the Manchester City News
for publication of the aforesaid libel. Mr. Bruce
Pindlay is well known in the horticultural world,
and some of us know something of the difliculties of
his position in having to grow plants at all Ufar
Manchester, and in having to deal at the same time
with a variety of things irrelevant to botany or hor-
ticulture, and, as we think, unworthy of a society
which calls itself Royal Botanical, The manage-
ment of a garden is one thing, and, we should have
thought, quite sufficient to tax the energies of
the most competent gardener, but when large
iower- shows and "variety entertainments" are
superadded, it would not be surprising if some
departments were better attended to than others.
Of the defendant, Mr. Benjamin Armitage, the
horticultural public out of Manchester knows nothing,
but we do not think that the style of his epistolary
criticisms, as published in the full report of the trial

in the City News, is such as to inspire confidence.
Mr. Armitage has been a member of the council for
seventeen years, but was not re-elected at the last
election. He is alleged to have suggested want of
cultural knowledge on the part of Mr. Findlay, and
want of attention in financial matters. Mr. Armi-
tage denied, by the mouth of his counsel, that hia
remarks were meant to apply to Mr. Findlay.
Expert evidence was afiorded to show that the
Ofchids and other plants were in good condition.
Other expert evidence was to the effect that the
condition of the Orchids was not satisfactory.

The Judge, in summing up, pointed out that fair
comment rp->n the roniition of the gardens and of the

things there exposed to the view of the visitors, and
npon the cultivation, and also the mode of manage-
ment, and the skill of the persons engaged in dealing

with the gardens were all matters of public interest

in Manchester. Therefore fair comment upon these

things in a public newspaper was not in law libellous.

Fair, honest, independent, bold, even exaggerated

criticism, would not be libellous. It must be a mis-

statement of facts before it became libellous. If,

instead of candidly and honestly criticising, a person

used the occasion of commenting upon what pur-
ported to be a public matter as an opportunity for

maligning an individual, if he were actuated by
indirect motive or malicious motive against an
individual, or used the opportunity for venting
his spite against an individual, that was not
fair criticism or fair comment, and it was libellous,

Mr. Findlay was in such a position that it would
have been fair comment providing the criticism

was honest. No one had a right to make a
mis-statement. It was suggested for the plaintiff,

that there were circumstances between the parties
which had created soreness between them, and it

was suggested that this furnished one of the
motives which operated npon the mind of the
defendant when he published these letters. That
was absolutely denied by Mr. Armitage. Another
class of evidence had been given in the case,
as to what was the actual condition of the Gardens,
particularly the Orchids. The plaintiff said the con-^
dition of the Gardens was such that no one with a
knowledge like the defendant, who was said to be
more or less an expert in these matters, honestly
looking at the Gardens, could honestly state what he
had stated in these letters. That was why the
plaintiff had called gardeners to prove that the Old
Trafford Botanical Gardens compared favourably
with other gardens. On the other hand, evidence
rebutting that was called, not as justifying what had
been said of the plaintiff, but as showing that the
opinion expressed in this letter, whether right or
wrong, was such an opinion as might honestly be
formed. It was enough for the defendant to know
that the opinion was justified in this sense—that
men of proved competence could fairly form the
same judgment the plaintiff formed. There had not
been much evidence as to the condition of the Gar-
dens outside the special matter of the Orchids ; and
no doubt, although this letter alluded particularly to
tha Orchids, it did not limit itself to the Orchids.

The jury would have to consider various points.
First, did they think the words were in their ordinary
sense defamatory, conveying an injurious imputation ?

second, did they think they applied to the plaintiff?

and third, if so, did they think the defendant exceeded
the bounds of fair criticism ? In other words, did they
think it was an honest statement, fairly made,
without indirect motive whatever ? If they did, their
verdict would be for the defendant. On the other
hand, if they thought the words were not written
honestly, their verdict would be for the plaintiff, and
they must say what damages must be awarded him.

After a short absence from Court, the jury re-

turned a verdict for the plaintiff, damages £25, and
ju.^gment was entered accordingly.

In the second action, Findlay v. the Mancheiter City
Nevis Company Limited, counsel, during the delibera-

tions of the jury, agreed to abide by the verdict in

first case, and upon the result being announced, His
Lordship gave jadgment for the p'aintiff in the action
against the City Ncios, damages 40«,

Book Notice.—

•

Annals of the Royal Botanic Garden.
Calcutta. Vol. IV, The Auonacemof Brilihh

India. By George King, M,B., F.R.S.,&c. 1893.

We have from time to time noticed the publica-
tioQ of Dr. King's Materials for a Flora of the.

Malayan Peninsula, and the volumes of the Annils
as they have appeared. The present volume, which
is as bulky as its predecessors, consists of a

monograph of the very difficult natural order
Anonacese, with 220 lithographed plates, illustrating

all the species described, many of the plates con-
taining figures of two species. Tnis is preceded by
a preface, embodying a brief history of the founda-
tion of the Calcutta Botanic Garden in 1787, and a
biographical sketch of Colonel Kyd, its founder, of

whom a portrait is given, and to whose memory this

volume is very appropriately dedicated. Before pro-

ceeding to discuss the monograph, we may give

some particulars of the garden and of its founder.

Robert Kyd belonged to an old Forfarshire

family, several members of which had preceded him
in the service of the Honourable Eist India Com-
pany. He was born in 17'16, and in 1764 received

his commission as ensign in the Bengal Engineers.

He attained the rank of lieutenant- colonel in 1782,

and died at Calcutta in 1793. Himself a keen
gardener, he brought together, in his own garden at

Shalimar, a considerable collection of plants of

economic and horticultural interest. Liter, he con-

ceived the idea of establishing a botanic garden, or

garden of acclimatisation, near Calcutta, primirily

with a view to introducing the cultivation of spices.

Tea, Coffee, Tobacco, Cotton, and other economic
plants, in the territories subject to the company.
The commercial aspect he gave to his scheme
ensured its success, and it was taken up with

alacrity. Without waiting for the sanction of the

court of directors in London, the Calcutta govern-

ment purchased laud for the proposed garden, " in

anticipation of sanction." The ground acquired for

the purpose had an area of more than 300 acres,

and was therefore larger than Kew Gardens

;

but, some years later, it was reduced by about

40 acres, thus bring it to very nearly the

same size as Kew. It is a narrow strip extend-

ing for about 1| mile along the right bank of the

Hooghly, and expanding into a large square at the

lower end. Colonel Kyd's private garden adjoined

the present botanic garden, Dr, King prints the

principal correspondence connected with the estab-

lishment of the garden, and it is highly interesting,

but it would occupy too much space to be reproduced

here.

To return to the monograph itself. Everybody

knows, whether botanist or gardener, how much
greater the difliculties of naming are when we have

to do with trees and shrubs than with herbaceous

plants; and the difficulties are, of course, relatively

very much greater with herbarium specimens than

living plants. For the purposes of his work, Dr,

King was practically limited to herbarium specimens,

and all the members of the Anonaceoe are woody
;

chiefly trees and climbing shrubs, with a great

sameness of foliage pervading the whole family.

Taking these facts into consideration, some idea

may be formed of the magnitude and monotony
of the task Dr. King has happily accomplished,

and also of the value to science of a fully-illustrated

monograph, such as the one in question. Tne
number of species described is 270, a large number
by Dr. King for the first time ; and they are referred

to twenty-seven genera. The latter, with unim-
portant exceptions, are di-fined and arranged as in

Bentham and Hooker's Genera Plantarum, published

in 1862. Griffithia is the only new genus described,

and that was long ago proposed in manuscript by
Maingay. As in previous volumes, the whole of the

matter is in English ; and the drawings and litho-

graphs, with very few exceptions, were done by
natives. For botanical purposes, the drawing gene-
rally is sufficient and accurate, though there is often

a neglect of perspective that is trying to the eye
;

but the lithography is excellent. With regard
to nomenclature, it is satisfactory to see that the
author has not adopted, nor even recognised, the

existence of Kunze's ujnecessary alterations. From
a horticultural standpoint, the Anonacese offer little,

as they are mostly of too large dimensions for culti-

vation in any but very large glass-houses
; and they

do not flower freely under artificial conditions. Yet
there are many having very beautiful flowers, espe-

cially in the genera Unona, Goniothalsmns, aud
PoIv3lthia.
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Markets.

COVENT GABDEN, July 19.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are famished to ua regularly every

Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,

but often several times in one day. Ed.1

-AVERAGE Wholesale Prices.Plants is Pots.-
s.d. M.d.

Adiantum, per doz. 4 0-12

Aspidistra, per doz. 12 0-30
— specimen, each 7 6-21

Calceolarias, per doz. 3 0-60
Craasulas, per dozen 9 0-24

Cyperus, per dozen... 4 0-10

Dracaena, each ... 1 0- 5

Ericas, various, p. dz. 9 0-24

Evergreen Shrubs, in

var., per dozen ... 6 0-24

Ferna, various, doz. 4 0-12
— email, per 100 4 0- 8

Ficus elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 9 0-24

Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
Heliotropes, per doz. 4 0-80
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
— Bpecimens.eath 2 0-36

d. s.d.

Ivy Geranium?, p. dz. 3 0-60
Lilium Harrisii, per

dozen ... 12 24
— lancifnlium, pr.

dozen ... 9 0-18

Lobelias, per dozen... 3 0-40
— small, per doz. 10-20

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 12

Mignonette, per doz. 4 0-80
Musk, per dozen ... 2 0- 4

Nasturtiums, p. doz. 2 0-60
Palms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachlO 6-84

Pelargoniums, p. doz. 8 0-12
— scarlets, p. doz. 3 0-60
— scarlets, small,

per dozen ... 16-20
Spireeas, per dozen 6 0-12

Cut Flower-^.—AvRRAflE Wholesale Pricks.

i. d. s.d.

Arums, per doz. bl... 2 0-30
Bouvardias, per bun. 6-10
Caruations, 12 blms. 10-30
— doz. buu. ... 2 0-40

Cornflowers, 12 buo. 10-20
Kucharis, per dozen 2 0-40
Gardenias, per dozen 10-30
Glidiolus, doz. bun. 3 0-60
Iris, dozen blooms ... 6 10
Lilium Harrisii, doz. 2 0-40
— candidum, 12

blooms ... 3-06
— candidum, 12

bunches ... 12 0-18
Maidenhair Fern, per

12 buu<-he3 ... 4 0-60
MargueriUs, 12 bun. 1 i>- 3
Mignonette, 12 buu. 3 0-60
Myosotis, or Forget-

m«-Not. do/., bun. 1 6- 3
PiEOoies, doz. bun.... 6 0-90
Panstes. 12 bun. ... 10-20

d.s.d.

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms. 6 0-12

Odo n toglossum
crispum,12blm3. 2 0-40

Pelargon iums. scar-

let, p. 12 bun. 3 0-60
— 12 sprays ... 4-08

Pinks, doz. bun. ... 1 6- 4

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2 0-60
Roses, Tea, per dozen 6-20
— coloured, p. doz. 2 0-40
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz. 16-60
— red, per dozen ... 6- 1

— Moss, French,
doz. bun. ... 4 0-80

— outdoor, doz.bun. 3 0- 9 U
Spiraeas, 12 bunches 4 0-60
Stephanotis, dozen

sprays 16-20
Sweet Sultan, \i bu. 2 0-30
Tuberoses, 12 blms. 4-06

Orchid-bloom m variety.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.

! 6 - 3Cherries, half - sieve

Currants, black, hilf
sieve 2 6-30

,. red 19-20
Figs, per dozen ... 10-20
Grape'^, 1st quality,

black Euglifih,

per lb.. 16-20
., Guernsey, per lb 9-10
„ English, 2nd

quality, p. lb. 10

Grapes. Muscat,
per lb 3

,, Muscat. 2nd
quality, per lb. ...

Melons, each ... 1

Peaches, large, p. doz. 9

,, small, pur doz. ... 2

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ... 2

Strawberries, out-

door, per doz. lbs... 3

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices,

;. d, s.d.

Bems, Broad, p.sieve 2 0-26
„ French, lb. ... 6-10

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 1

Cucumbers, per doz. 2 0- 3 |

POTATOS.

Potato market not quite so firm.

10s. per cwt. Old Potatos fiuished.

Mushrooms, per lb.

Peas, per bushel ... 2

Tomatos, per lb. ...

.d.s.d.

0-3

9-10
6-2 6
0-12
0-4

6 5

0-12

d. s. d.

S- 9
0-3
4-0 6

Prices vary from 4s. to

SEEDS.

Farringdon: July 19.—Quotations: Cabbages, Is, Qd. to

2s. per tally ; Onions, 2s. to 2s. <6d. per dozen bunches ; Carrots.

Is. erf. to 2s. do. ; Turnips, 2s. to "s. do. ; Peas, 1». 6 (. to 2s.

per bu&hel; Peas, sacks, 2s. i6d. to 3s. Qd.

London: July IS.— Me33rs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Mer-

chants, of Great Mi/e Pond. Borough, London. S.E., report

an absence of buyers oa to-da>'s mirket, with very few trans-

actions passing. The low prices ruling for Frenrh Trifoliuiu

*tiil to attract buyers. Clover seed m'-et-i with no atten-

ton. Samples of tew Eoglisli Rapesetd are now to baud.

There is no change iu Muittrd. Canary (.eed is firm, stocks in

England are at a !o*ebb. whilst the Turkish crop prospects are

B joken very badly of. Hemp-seed is steady.

FBUIIS and VEaETABLSS.
Borough and Spitalfields ; Juli/ 17.—Quotations ;

—
Cabbages, Is. 6rf. to 2s. Qd. per tally ; Carrots, Is. 6(i. to 2s. 6rf,

;

Turnips, Is. %d. to 2s.; Parsley, 2s. per dozen buuehes

;

Onions, Egyptian, 4s. 6d. to 5s. 6rf. per cwt.

Stratford: July IS.—The supply to this market during

the past week has been excellent, and, with a large attend-

ance of buyers a brisk trade was done at the undermen-

tioned quotations ;—Cabbages, Is. to 3s. 'od. per tally;

Black Currants. 3s. 3d. to 4x. per half-sieve ; red Currants,

3s. 6d. to 4s. do. ; Cherries, 3s. to 6s. do. ; do., Dutch, Is. to 2s.

per basket; Pears. Is. to Is. 6rf. per molly; Cucumbers, Is.

to 2s. per dozen ; Turnips. 2s. to 3s. per dozen bunches

;

Carrots, household. Is. °>d. to 2s. ?>d. do. ; Mangels. 18s. to 21s.

per ton ; Onions, Egyptian, Ss. to os. <6d per bag.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : July 17.— Quotations

ranf^e J from 6s. to 12s. per cwt. for new. There were no fiied

quotations for old Potatos.

Stratford: Jity 18.—Quotations:—Kidnejs, £6 to £7:

White Hebrons. £6 to £7: Clierbourg Flukes. £6 to £7; St.

Malo Hebrons, £5 to £5 10s.; Sutton's Early Regents. £.5 to

£i 10». ; Snowdrops, £6 10s. to £8 ; Cherbourg Hounds,

£1 10s. to £.5 10s. per ton.

Farrinqdon : JiUy 19.—Quotations :—Bedford Hebrons.

£7 to £^; white do., £7 to £8 ; lielford Puritans, £j to £7 ;

Early Puritans, £5 to £i ; Daniell's, £1; Hebrons, £5 to

£.5 lOs. per ton.

London Averages : Ju'y 18.—Jersey, 6s. to 7«. 6d. ; Cher-

bourg, 5s. to 7s. M. ; Kidneys, 6f. to 8s. ; Maltese, 6s. to Ts.
;

Lisbons, 5s. to 6.^. ; Regents. 5s. to ^s. per cwt.

HAT.
Averages.—The following are the average* of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :^

Clover, prime, llOs. to 138s. ; do., inferior, 80s. to 12t'». ; hay,

best, 100s. to 130s. ; do., specially picke I, 135s. ; interior, ms. lo

100s.
J
Mixture, 90s. to la7s. ; and Straw, 43j. to 60s. per load.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well a'* the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42"^ Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined rfsull is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any ottuT number of degrees for

an inversely proportional numl>er of hours.l
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Baisin de Jericbo, Terre de la Promeaae. The
Tatiety ia aometimea exhibited, bnt it does not

find favour from the jadgea, althongh it is of good
flaronr when well ripened.

McsHBOOM CnLTUBE FOB Market : Auguit Seiser.

We decline the retponsibilit; of adTising yon in

thia matter, eapecially aa kou have no experience

of Mushroom culture. We know that the ea-

culent is consumed in great quantities, and that

the retail price is excessively high, considering

the cheapness of production ; but bow much of

that price reaches the pocket of the producer we
have no cognizance.

Names of Fbdit : R. D. L. TroIIope's Victoria,

an old, early, free-bearing variety.

Names OF Plants : H.J. Cereus grandiflorus (night-

blooming Cereus). The Rose Aimfie Vibert.

—

J. D. S. Lastia crispa.

—

Helen. We are quite unable

to name the specimen sent in the absence of

flowers ; send again when in bloom.

—

Sir C. W. S.

Sidalcea oregana— W, B. cf- Lei/B. Calceolaria glnti-

nosa.

—

F. S. 1 Veroniiaincana; 2, Solidago sp.

;

3, Prunella grandiflora; 4, Erigeron philadel-

phicus; 5. Hieracinm aurantiacum ; 6, Thalictrum
glancnm.

—

L. M. 1, Desfontainea spinosa ; 2.

Cosmos bipinnatifidus ; 3, impossible to name such
a scrap.— </. N. Diplopappus chrysophyllus. —
G, McA. 1, a form of Platanas orientalis ; 2,

Aristolochia sipho ; 3, Lilium Martagon ; 4, Al-
cbemilla alpina ; 5, Aster; 6, Carex sp.— W, C.R.
1,specimen insufficient; 2, CampanutaScheuchzeri;
3, Geranium pratense, fl.-pleno ; 4, Sednm spu-
rium ; 5, Campanula pnsilla alba; 6, Monarda
didyma. — C. J. G. 1. Geranium dissectnm ; 2,

Fotentilla argentea; 3, Trifolium arvense ; 4,
Filago germanica ; 5, Angelica sylvestris ; 6, Epi-
lobinm hirsutum ; 7, Lythrnm Salicaria ; 8,

Latbyrus pratensis.

—

Constant Reader. A Juniper
or Cypress, impossible to name without cones and
perfect mature leaves.— W.J.D. 1, Alstiomeria
aurantinca ; 2, Helenium autumnale ; 3, Agro-
Btemma coronaria ; 4, Hieracium aurantiacum.

—

W. M. Spirsea Lindleyana.—iT. T. L. A plant
more generally known in gardens as Grammato-
phyllum Ellisii. Yours is an exceptionally good
variety of it.

Peach Foliage Falling Off : A. B. Without see-
ing the trees, and knowing exactly the treatment
accorded, we cannot say what has caused the total
loss of the foliage. The symptoms seem to point
to the applicatioa of strong manure to the roots.

EooTs of CncnMBEHs : J. B. On examination we
can discover no eelworms ; and the failure of the
plants may be due, as you surmise, to their roots
having got into the mannre from the stable in
which are the voidinga of the animala under
veterinary treatment.

Spotting of the Blooms of Oncidium. " Spot."
Too much moisture in the air, and too little ven-
tilation, aggravated probably by the want of fire-

heat.

Steawbeeeies : G. M. We are really unable to name
the SIX sorts of Strawberries you send us—this is

partly owing to the bad way in which they were
packed with dirty cotton-wool. Moreover, the
fruits were more or leaa amashed and mixed up.

ToMATOs : Head Gardener. The flowers have set in
most cases, and the fruits will go away all right if

you do not use the watering-pot and the syringe
too freely.

Vine Mildew : Eastwood, F. Ful/ord, H. C. W., and
others. See p. 75.

Communications Keoeited.—a. Long, will appear with our
Annual Report.— D. Hayler. — T. W. Thornton. — W. P.—
L. & S. — T. M., Philadelphia.— M. & W.—W. T.— H. C. P.
—R. Sueden.— F. M.—M. C. C— N. E. Hr.—A. F. B.

—

J. A.—C. W. D.—W. E. Gumbleton.—areenfleld.—J. N —
T. T.-E. J. H.-J. F.—H. W. W.-R. L. H.-Q. R._
J. J. W.—A. P.—S. H.—K. T. C—J. L.

Photogkaphs Received.—H. C. P.—J. W.

CONTINUED INCREA.'iE in (lie CIRCULATION OF THE
"GARDENER?' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.—r?ie PuUisher has the satis.
faction o/annonnciiig that the circulation of the "Gardeners
Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper,

Increased to tbe extent of 80 per cent.
Advertisers are rcmuided that the " Chronicle " circulates among

country gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners
AND garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, Olid that it it
frreserved Jot reference in all the principal Libraries.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATEB EXGINEEBS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Oreenbouses, Peach Houses. Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are th^

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class of
work, and that THF VKRY BEST.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our firm,
from the small^'st to the largest. flot-Water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and suciiess guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes. &c.. always in stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.
Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODBRATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

ALL WHO WORK
NP P r^ some refrethiog, thirst-allayiog, plea«ant and invigorating drink. The cheapest, best, and mostt ^L VJ popular beveraga is a glass of

in mine or factory, warehouse or fie'd, workroom
or foundry,

MASON'S NON-INTOXICATINGBEER

made
from MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS. Everyone likes it.

Try it and save money.

A Nine-gallon ^.-I'lk of Alcoholic Beer from a Brewery will co'it you 105. M , but Eight Gallons of Beer made from
Mason's Extract of Herbs can be obtained for %d., plus a pound or two of Sugar and a little Yeast.

IMITATED BUT NOT EQUALLED.
Of all Chemists and Stores, or a sample bottle sent free for 9 stamps. With every sample bottle we send free a beauti-

fully coloured little story book entitled " How a Railway Accident was averted." Write for a sample to-day.

Inventors and Manufacturers : NEWBALL & MASON", NOTTINGHAM.

HORTICHLTDRAL BUILDER.
Every description of GREENHOUSES, LIGHTS, &0.

PIT LIGHTS.
Best quality and workmanship, 2 inches thick, 6 ft. by 4 ft.,

iron bar across, and very strong, 4s. 6d. each, 50s. doz., £10 for

50 lights, free on rail in London. Cash or reference with order.

CUCUMBER HOUSES.
Timber sufficient to build 100 feet by 13 feet house. Roof

Ventilators, Door, &o. Put on rail in London. Price, £9 lOS
Send for detailed specification, to—

W. DUNCAN TUCKER, HORTICULTURAL WORKS, TOUENHAM.

Sendfor Illustrated Catalogue, just issued.
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THE REVOLUTION IN HORTICULTURE.

THE TALK OF TOWN AND COUNTRY.

GREAT SUCCESS of the

NEW PATENT MOVING HOT-HOUSES

AND PLANT-PROTECTORS,
For obtainiog Succession Crops without Shifting the Plants or

Soil. GO and SEE the Structures moving daily at

TflE IIORTTCULTURAL TRAVELLING
STRUCTURES COMPANY,

2 & 3. WMte Street, Uoorgate Street Station.
Made in Huy size.

Orders now being Booked for Autumn Delivery.
Catalogue and Press Opinions po&t-free.

-$4
CHBAPBST.

ANY

LISTS
POST-FREE.

^mr
JLVY LENOTH.
SIZE.

LISTS POST-
FREB.

Mo§erTTEATHMAN,
2, Endell St., Covent Gaxdea. London. W.C.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel j 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons). 60».
Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 8j. W. per sack ; 6 sacks.

25s. ; sacks. Ad. each.
BLACK FIBROUS FEAT. 61. per sack ; 6 sacks. 221. ; sacks.

4d. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. id. per bushel; 18». per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2.buahel bags. id. each.
TELLOW FIBROUS LOAM. PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD. I». per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. M. per sack.
MANURES. GARDEN STICKS. VIRGIN CORK. TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS. &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SHTTH. 21, Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane. W.C.

HOW TO GROW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
By Mr, CHARLES E. SHEA. Mr. H. SHOESMITH,

and Mr. E. BECKETT.
Those who are in doubt how to treat their plants ehould

secure a copy. Post-free, 7 stampi. Address

—

H. J. JONES,
Ryechoft Nursery, Hither Grees. Lewisham. S,E.

RCHID PEaT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PE 4T for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

OE N U I N B
BCUICH TWEEDS,

Saving 30 (at Mabers' prices) per cent.
Suit lengths. 12s. tirf.. 15*., 18y. 3rf., 19i. tW,. ais., &c. Large
selection in Newest Designs. Patterns post-free. Ladies'
Costume Tweeds (better class only). Parcels carriage paid.

TOD. PORTEOUS and CO.. lone'leithen. N.B.

\ROfA y0i^

FENGING

BAYLISS,

JONES &
BAYLISS.

HURDLES, GATES,&G.
Manufactory—
Victoria Works,

Woiyerbampton ; & 139 & 141, Cannon St., London. B.C.

WAKE and SONS'
arkthePlowER POTS "'^"'^

TBE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, UCKFIELD.
Qriotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

Tho Best Baiivray Station. are Cheapest,
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OTJTDOOK WORK, CONSEBVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt,. and Oil Ulxture. Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paint for Inside of Conservatories. &o.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Grove Works, Lombard Roao, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN,

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S

WINDMILLS.

U^

§
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WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER. in Hampshire. Man and wife without

encumbrance. Small Kitchen and Fruit Garden. Lawn, and

Flower Beds. No Hothouses. Horsa and trap. No driving.

Furnished quarters found in house. Wife to take charge of

small house, and do plain cooking for small family on occa-

sional visit, to house. Exceptionally comfortable and per-

manent home for steady Man and Wife.—Reply in own hand-

writing, stating wages required, age. &c., to T. H. CART-
WRIGHT, 10. Gloucester Walk, Campdeu Hill, Kensington.

WANTED, a Gentleman's GARDENER:
handy man for Vines, Vegetables, and Flowers. Cow

and poultry kept.—Write full particulars and wages.-W. G.,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, by middle of August, a good all-

round GARDENER.—Married, no family. Wife to act

as Cook. To live in Lodge. Must be total ahitainera.—Apply,

Rev. C. E. ROBERTS, The Chilterns, Halton, Tring.

WANTED, a thorough good tilNGLE-
HANDED GARDENER.—Married, no encumbrance.

—Apply to R. DIEPPE, 61J, Long Acre, W.C.

^^TANTEdT^T once, a SECOND GAR-
VV DENER, for the Houses. No bothy; six kept.—

C. STAQG, Woodhurst, Crawley, Sussex.

ANTED, as SECOND GARDENER, a
Young Man, well up in his work under glass. Ooe

pound per week ; no bothy.—Apply to tJARDENKR, Abbots-

worthy House, Kingsworthy.

ANTED, a GARDENER and "WIFE,
without children.—For particulars apply to SECRE-

TARY, Railway Orphanage, Derby.

WANTED, AT ONCE. — Young man as

UNDER GARDENER, must be active and obliging.

Wages 17s. per week. — Apply to C. PAYNE, Gardener,

Neasden House, Neasden, N.W.

WANTED, a "rOSE and CARNATION
PROPAGATOR and GROWER (exclusively for cut

bloom, forced under Glass), at the Establishment of HELENE-
VELD, Contich (Antwerp), Belgium. Large concern; liberal

salary ; permanent situation ; interest in profits. Write,

stating full particulars, previous situations, and salary wanted.

No reticent application will be considered.

ANTED, as FOREMAN and GROWER,
in a small Nursery, a good Man, to Supervise five

Houses. Must understand thoroughly the Growing of Ferns,

Oarnations, Tomatos, Cucumbers, and General Stuff. Single

man and abstainer preferred. — State full particulars to

W. BROOKE, Horn's Oak, Meopham, near Qravesend.

ANTED, a FOREMAN and FROPA-
GATOR, for Glass Nursery and Herbaceous Depart-

ment, one who thoroughly understands the Growing of Soft-

wooded Plants for Cut Flowers and Market. Roses. Clematis,

&c. None but thoroughly competent men need apply.—
PENNELL AND SONS, Nurseries, Lincoln.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for Ireland, close

to Dublin. Protestant. Head Gardener English.

Bothy. Must have good references, and thoroughly efficient

both in Fruit and Flowers. I8s. per week.— Lord L.,

Summerhill. Enfield, co. Meath.

ANTED, a tboroughly reliable WORKING
FOREMAN, for a small Country Nursery. No Inside

work, but good knowledge of Shrubs and Forest Trees required.

— Apply, stating wages, references, &c., to C. TUCKER, The
Nurseries, Faringdon, Berks.

WANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN and
BOOK-KEEPER, &c. Applicants should state ex-

perience, age, and salary expected.—R. OWEN, Castle Hill,

Maidenhead,

WANTED, a smart, active, thoroughly expe-
rienced young MAN, to tike a leading position in a

London Nursery. Must be a good plant grower, and know
Orchids well, and be able to manage men. Good salary given.

State wages required and all particulars to B. W. V,,Gardtners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C-
Applicitions will be considered strictly private.

WANTED AT ONCE, a ROSE BUDDER
for the Budding Season. Wages, 5s. per day to a

practical, clever hand ; or would pay per lOOU. if preferred,

—

Apply toTHOS. BaTCaEB, Nurseryman, South Norwood.

ANTED, a young MAN, as CUCUMBER
GROWER. Must be experienced and well up in

plants.-TONGUE, Nurseries, Shooter's Hill.

WANTED, an active MAN, married, without
family, to keep Walks and Carriage Drives, who can

use the Scythe, and make himself generally useful. Wife to
attend Gate. Good cottage and Garden. Wages, 165. per
week.—Apply to D. KEMP, Stoke Park Gardens, Slough.

ANTED, a MAN used to GROWING for
MARKET ; also quick at Potting and Tying.—Mr. O.

HIEHLE, Hampton, Middlesex.

WANTED, a MARRIED MAN, without
family, to live in Lodge on a Nobleman's Estate in

North Wales, and to work in the Pleasure Grounds. Must
have an excellent character. —Mr. F. BIBLE, Brynkinalt
Gardens, Chirk, Ruabon.

WANTED, a young MAN, used to Potting,
Watering. &c.—Apply, stating age, experience, and

wages required, to H. HEAuLAND & CO., Old Row, Gravesend.

WANTED, an IMPROVER. Bothy.—Apply
to FRED. PARKER, The Nurseries, Bolton Lodge,

Bradford.

FLORISTS.—An opening for an IMPROVER.
Must have served some time in a Florist's. State where

time was served, age, height, and send photo. Live out ; state

salary.—Z. Y. X.. Gardeners' Chronic e Office, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED.—An APPRENTICE to the Seed
and Bulb Trade; must write a fair hand —Apply

at once to T. W.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington

Street, Strand, London. W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authoritka and returned to the sender.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best

selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria

and Paraiise Nurseries. Upper HoUoway. N.

Gardeners, Farm-BaUlffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSON S, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address-" DICK30NS. Chesteb."

p I C H A R D SMITH an^ cTx
XV beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with

particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, VVorcester.

FS A N D E R AND C 0. can recommend
• several hif^hly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved

ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties o£

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Foresters. Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BLTRQH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest recommen-
dations. Telegraphic address, " DOWNIE, Edinburgh."

GARDENER (Head).—Thomas H. Mawson,
Garden Architect, Windermere, can with every con-

fidence recommend a Gardener as above. He is most highly
recommended by present and former employers. Experienced
in every branch, and capable of conducting a large staff of men
for ground-work, in formation oE new grounds, if required.

—

Address, in first instance, to Advertiser.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more are
kept.—Married, no family ; twelve months' excellent

character.—H. W., 3, Plantation Road, Hextable, Swanley,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head); age 35, married.—

A

thorough practical and trustworthy man is open to an
engagement. Churchman.—W., Gardeneri* Chronicle OfBce,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 27, married
when suited ; two and a half years in present place as

Foreman, five years previously at Sharcombe, Wells. Can be
highly recommended,—W. VEALE, Stradey Castle Gardens,
Llanelly.

GARDENER (Head, where two or more are
kept) —Age 44, married. A Lady wishes to recom-

mend her late Gardener, who baa lived in lier bervice seventeen
years. Life experience Inside and Outside. Good Chrysan-
themum grower.—R. BURR, 2, Dalton Terrace, Meads Street,

Eastbourne.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 40, married.
Thoroughly understands the Management of good

Establishment; thirteen years in last situation as above.
Good references.—E. J., 25, Cooper St., Belgrave, Leicester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31 ; married.
Good practical experience in all branches. Land and

Stock if required. Good character. Disengaged when suited.
—J. KEMP, Shahmar, Ewell, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 35 ; with
twenty-one years' practical experience in good establish-

ments. Well up in the Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers,
and Vegetables ; also Flower and Kitchen Gardening, House
and Table Dei'oration. Nine years in last place. Highest
references from employer ai to character, &c.—B. N. P., Mr.
Chas. Terry, The Gardens, Tatton Park, Knutsford, Cheshire.

GARDENER (Head, where several under
are kept, preferred). Has had entire management of

good and well kept gardens. Also Haymaking, Land and
Stock, Several years' excellent character and testimonials
from Ladies and Gentlemen. — S. GARDENER, Oatlandfl,
Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, one child
;

fifteen years' practical experience in Fruit, Flowers,

Vegetables, and Table Decorations in large establishments.

Excellent references. Abstainer,—T. FENN, Burton Hall

Gardens, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 30, single

;

total abstainer. Fifteen jears' experience in general

routine of Gardening. First-class references.—THORNTON,
3, Forth Lane, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

ARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.-
Age 37. married, no family ; thnroughly understands the

profe^aion. Highly recommended. Wife good Laundress.—
CAMPBELL, Avondel, Hollington Park, St. Leonard s-on-Sea.

ARDENER (Head Working).- Age 49,
married, no family. Life experience; efficient and

trustworthy; excellent references.- J. BREWER, 347, Crysial

Palace Road, East Dulwich, S.E.

C'^
ARDENER (Head Working, where two or

"W more are kept).—Thirteen years' practical experience in

all branches. Abstainer.—A. B., Mr. Fleming, Woking
Village.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 39,
married, no family. Late Head Gardener to Lord

Algernon Percy twelve years; only cause of leaving break-

ing up of establishment. Firstrclass Plant and Fruit Grower ;

life experience in first-class establishments; good all-round

Gardener in all branches; highest references as to character

and ability: disengaged. — JAMES SKILLING, 2, Guildford

Road, Farnham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working),— Scotch,
age 42 ; married; no family ; thorough life experience,

first-class testimonials. J. LaW[E, gardener to Sir Massey
Lopes, Bart., is open to re-engage with anyone m want of a
trustworthy all-iound Gardener.—The Gardens, Maristow,
Botxirough, Devon.

G'
ARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 42, four in family. Life expe-

rience ; understands Land and Stock; four years' good cha-

racter.—R. LEPPARD, 57, Sanderstead Rd., South Croydon.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 31,
married.—Lady highly recommends; thorough in all

branches, including Orchids. Left through reducing establish-

ment. Abstainer.—FARWELL, 7. Blackheath Vale, Black-
heath.

ARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 30, married; thoroughly prac-

tical in all its branches. Good references. — H. E., The
Gardens, North Cray Place, Foots Cray.

G_ARDENER (Head Working); where one
or two are kept.—Age 33, married, two children. Well

up in all branches of Gardening, Early and Late Forcing,
Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good character. Four years io
present situation, eight previous.—A. SMITH, Church Hill,
Pulborough, Sussex.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Efficient
in all branches. Wife excellent laundress. Four years

and three months good references from present employer.

—

F. KETTLE, Coton Gardens, Bridgnorth, Shropshire.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Twelve
years' experience in all branches; good plant and fruit

grower; excellent character and references; abstainer.—W. H,
WATERS, Charlton Road, Keynsham, Bristol.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept, thoroughly eyperienced in Vines,

Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Garilen, Mushrooms, Tomatos. Twenty years excellent testi-

monials.—A. P., Mr. Bond, Horn Street, Cheriton, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 43, married, no family. Vines,

Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Wife good Cook or Caretaker. Eleven years in present
situation.—THOMAS SMITH, 112, Brixton Hill, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).— James
Campbell, Gardener to the Earl of Mexborough,

Methley Park, Leeds, wishes to recommend his Foreman,
Josiah Trevena. age 30, who has been here three and a half
years, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thoroughly practicil and trustworthy man.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
married, two children, aged 7 and 5; highest referencea

as to moral character and abilities, eleven years in present
situation.-GEORGE TAYLOR, Cranmoor Lodge, Christ-
church, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 37 ; family ; practical in Flower and Kitchen

Garden, Greenhouses. Twelve years' good character; disen-
gaged.—D. CHAPPEL, Green Street, Enfield Highway.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED, or where two or three are kept).—Age 28,

single ; life experience in all branches, with Vines, Peaches,
Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Can be highly recommended.—W. COX, Burcher
Court, Titloy, R. S. O., Herefordshire.

ARDENER (Head), or FOREMAN, in a
good establishment.—Age 24, single ; life experience in

all branches ; until recently Head Gaulener to H. S. O'Brien,
Esq.. Blatherwycke Park, Wansford* can be well recom-
mended as to character and ability; distance no object.

—

W. DUNKLKY, Blatherwycke, Wansford, Northants.

C^
ARDENER (Single-handed or Under).—

A Age 2B, single; good references. Eight years ex-
perience; six years in Nursery Work, all branches. — J.
KIRBY, 13. Sulina Road, New Park Road, Brixton Hill, S.W.
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GARDENER (gfood Single-handed, or other-
wise).—Married, no encumbrance; life experience in all

branches, well recommetded.—A. HAMMOND. 2, Junction

Road. Potter's Bar, Middlesex. _^^

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 40;
married, no family; understands greenhouse. Vines,

Cucumberj-, Tomatos, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Good refercDces.-GARDENER. Mr. T. Killick. \\\

Queen's Road, Chislehurat West.

GARDENER (good Single-handed) —
Age 24, sirgle ; nine years' thorough experience. Four

and a-half years in first-class place ia North of England.

Good reference.—A. B., St. Stephen's Lodge, Yiewsley,

Middlesex.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
where twoarebept).—Age 34, married, two children.

Leaving through death. Eight years* good character,

—

J. STRAND, 5, Addison Road, Kensington, W.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).—
Age 27; twelve years' experience. Good reference?.

—

H. EMERY, The Vale, Hampstead, London, N.W.

GARDENER (where help is given, or good
Single-handed).—Age 35, married, no family. Well

up in Vines, Feaches, Melons, Cucumbers. Tomatos, &c.,

Stove and Greeuhou-e Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden.

Good references.—KELLAWAY, The Gardens, 40. Dartmouth
Road, Forest Hill.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five

are hept.—Age 22 ; excellent references.-H. JONES,
Long Lake, near Wolverhampton.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five

are kept.— J. Treadwell can with confidence recom-
mend a youug manthathas been with him four years as above.

Please state particulars.—Timaru, Chislehurfet, Kent.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 24, single.

Ten years' practical experience in all branches; well

recommended by former employers.—G. SUCH, 41, Lower
Addiscombe Road, Croydon.

ARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
ment Inside or Inside and Out.—Age 24 ; four and a

half years' good character.— C. DUNN, Tilgate Forest Row,
Handcross. near Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
a'e kept. — Age 26; thoroughly experienced. Good

character.—U. C, The Lodge, Edgware House, Edgware,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Second).— Age 25. Nine
years' experience Inside and Out; good references.

—

S. BRIGHTMA.N. The Gardens, Stowlangtaft Hall. Bury
St. Edmunds. Suffolk.

ARDENER (Second, or Under).—Age 23,
single; experienced Inside and Out. Good reference.—

A. SPEAKMAN, 10, Percy Road, North Finchley. N.

GARDENER (UNDER).~Age 20; five years'
experience Inside and Out. Good character. — J.

KIKKLAND, Market Place. Tickhill, Boiherham.

ARDENER (CJndek).—Age 26; ten years'
experience. Good general knowledge of Plants and

Fruit. Well up in growing Cyclamens, Ferns, Pelargoniums,
and Chrysanthemums. Used to exhibiting; good references.
— G. GREEN, Green Lane, Datchet, Bucks.

ARDENER (UNDER).~Situation wanted by
a young Man, age 20, as above. Five years' expe-

rience. Bothy preferred.-W., Mr. Hubble, 97, Taunon Road,
L^e, S E.

ARDENER (Under). — Wm. Porter,
Palace Gardens, Ripon, would be glad to recommend a

strong, healthy young man, age 20, as above, under a Foreman

,

to be employed chiefly in the Houses ; he has been over three
years her'j.

ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER,
under Glass,—Age 21 ; willing and obliging.— H.,

3, Grove Terrace, Cbadwell Heath, Essex.

GARDENER (Under), as third or fourth in
a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 20, strong, and obliging.

Bothy preferred. — T. HALL, (Jbilworth, near Guildford,
Surrey.

/ ^ ARDENER (Under).—Young Man, age 21.

\D^ Two years' good character. Willing to make hmself
useful.—N. CARPENTER, Long Cross, Chertf-ey.

ARDENER (Under). — Age 24; well-
experienced Inside and Out. GoDd references.

—

FRANKLING. Kilda Cottage. Whitwell. Isle of Wight.

ARDENER (Undkk).—Single; good know-
ledge of Gardening Inside and Out. Last place five

years. Excellent references.-P. G., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand. W.C.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out, or
Kitchen Garden and Pleasure Ground man.—Age 25 ;

nine years' experience. Can be well recommended. State
wages.—F. BURMAN, Slindon, Acundel. Sussex.

GARDENER (Under). — A young Man,
age 22, desires situation as above; good experience

Inside and Out. Good references.—J. H. MILLS, Bedfont
Lane, Feltham, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21. J. Kemp-
TON. Gardener, Elmhurst Hall, Litchtield, highly recom-

m«nd8 a young Man, as above. Leaving through a Death.

GARDENER (FOREMAN, Inside), Scotch,
age 24, desires a situation in England. Has good expe-

rience and first-class references.—J. KOBERTSON, Mount
Melville. St. Andrews, Fife.

To Nurserymen.
MANAGER, FOREMAN, or GROWER.—

Good experience in all branches ; first-claai references

from leading firms. Palms', Ferns, Orchids. Cyclamen,
Bouvardias, &c.—N. B., 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

To the Trade.

MANAGER, FOREMAN (General), or
superintendent of good Public Park-—Thoroughly

practical business man de<.ires a permanency as either oE

above. Married. Excellent references. Five years in last

situation,—PRACTICAL, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ANAGER, or FOREMAN. — Advertiser,
age 30. desires re-engagement as above. Thoroughly

experienced in all branches. Having had life-experience in

the trade, he well understands the requirements of a Ma'ket
Nursery. Good testimonials for ability, etergy, &c. - B.,

53, We)le?ley Hoad. Giinnershury, W.

GROWER.—In small Nursery ; seventeen
years' experience. Well up in Ferns, Cucumbers,

Tomatos, Grapes. Mushrooms, and General Stuff.— W., 6, The
Terrace, Grove Road. Mitcham.

To the Trade.

FOREMAN and GkOWER.—Age 28; niar-
ried : fourteen years' experience in leading Loudon

Market and Trade Nurseries, General Soft and Hard-wooded
Stuff. Ferns. Fruit Forcing, &c. Good references.—
AVILLIAMS, 2, Burley Villas, Longlanda, Sidcup. _
FOREMAN, in a Gentleman*8 Establishment,

where five or 6ix are kept.— Age 26; twelve years'

practical experience in the Houses. Excellent character from
present and previous places.— .T. FRANCIS, Glenhurst, Esher.

FOREMAN.—Mr. McVinish, Gardener, Look-
iogton Hall, Derby, contidently recommends F. Spil-

lard, who lived witli him two \eir9. as Inside Foreman.

—

F. SPILLARD. Eartham, Chichester, Sussex.

FOREMAN.—Age 2S ; twelve years' expe-
rience in Plant and Fruit Houses. &c.—G. THOMPSON.

Park Gatehouse, Westwell. Ashford. Kent.—For particulars,

apply to Mr. Parrott, Gardener, Woodend, Chichester, Sussex.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 (English); ten years'
practical experience in Fruit and Plant Growing, and

Early and Late Forcing. Good character aad testimonials.

—

FOREMAN, SummerhiU Gardens. Enfield, Ireland.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; thirteen years' practical
JL experience in all branches. Good character as above from
last situation. Previous testimonials.—H. H,, 40, Ebury Road,
Watford. Herts.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.—Age 25; twelve years' experience.— G. BARTON,

78, Gladstone Street, Drrebam Road, Norwich,

Trade.

FOREMAN.—Age 46; experienced in Grapes,
Peaches, Figs. Strawberries, Tomatos. Cucumbers, Cut-

blooms, Soft-wooded Plants. Vegetables, and Hardy Fruit,
Highly recommended.— .T. M., 18, Oxford Street, Bletchley,
Bucks.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, or good Second
GARDENER; age 24.— W. Rye, Gardener to Captain

Belfeild. Frenchay. Brietol. can recommend man as above.
Has been with him two and a half years.

FOREMAN. — Age 27 ; eleven years' good
practical experience in all branches. Good references.

—

H. H., Park Villa, Berkeley Avenue, Reading.

FOREMAN, age 22.—Gardener wishes to re-
commend young man ns above. Well up in Table and

General Decoration. Excellent character. — HEAD GAR-
DENER, Dale Park. Arundel.

FOREMAN.— Any Gardener in want of a
Foreman, to Manage Housea, and Work satisfactory,

apply to A. FRENCH. ForJ Manor Gardens, Lingfield. Surrey.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 25; Adver-
tiser seeks good situation. Life experieuce in all branches.

Firi^t class references.—T. C, 1, Henry Street. Kenilworth,
Warwickshire.

GROUND FOREMAN, or to take charge of
a Branch. Roses. Fruit Trees, or General Hardy S ock.

At liberty in October.—S. SOMERS, 54, Tomkinsoa Street,
Chester.

JOURNEYMAN or GARDENER (Under).—
t/ Age 20. Eicellent references.—W. STOKES, Wilmington,
Honiton.

JOURNEYMAN (Fih.st), in a good Estab-
lishment. Age 24. Eight ye.irb' experience in Vines.

Peaches, and Chrysantbemum^. Two yeara' good character.

—

J. HAYLOCK, 2, Ernest Road, Forest Gate, London, N.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under a good Fore-
man ; age 21.—J. Fobsev. Stanford Hall Gardens,

Loughborough, Leicestershire, would be pleased to recommend a
young man as above. Three years in present situation, and
three with Messrs. Paul & Son. Waltham Cross.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 24;
eight years" experience. Good character. Bothy pre-

ferred. — H. FYFIELD, Spring Grove Gardens, Bewdley,
Worcestershire,

'•1^0 GARDENERS.—Hy, Bboompield, G
JL dener to F. R. Claye, Esq , Long Eatoo, Notts, can hif

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under a good
Foreman ; age 23.—Three years' good character from

present situation.—F. CANNON, Barrow Point Gardens.
Finner, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN in a good Establishment.—
Age 25. W. Welch, Hartham Park, Corsham, Wilt^,

will be pleased to recommend E. Pratten as above.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in a good private
establishment. Inside or Inside and Out.—Age 2Z ; u-^ed

to general routine of Garden Work. Seven years' experience.
Good references. Bothy preferred.—H. T., 3, Garfield Terrace,
Fulwell Road. Upper Teddiogtou, Middlesex.

JOURNEYM.\N, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Seven yeara' experience ; age 22 ; well recommended from

present and previous place?. Bothy preferred.—HARRIS, Tbe
Gardens, Maristow, S. Devon.

IMPROVER, in the Houses, or Inside and Out.
—Young man. Good character.- E. STEVENS, Park

Viev, Bagshot, Surrey,

TMPROVER, for Inside Work. — Age 20,
A Three years in last place; excellent character; bothy
preferred.—R. H. WILTSHIRE, Chapel Road, Westend, near
Southampton.

IMPROVER.—A young man seeks situation
in Market Nursery as Improver.—S. W., Lyon House,

A&hley Road, Tottenham, London, N.

IMPROVER (Inside); age 16.—J. Trigger,
Milton Park Gardens, Peterborough, can highly recom-

mend a tall strong youth as above. Has served here two years.

TMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
-I- Age 18; strong and willing. Good character.—E. J.,

Mr. F. Lawrence, Park Corner, Brimptoo, near Reading,
Berks.

^. . „__-, „ „
,^^^_

recommend a strong young man (age 20). as UNDER GAR-
DENER; five years* experience.—Apply as fcbove.

''pO GARDENERS, &o.—Wanted, to place a
JL ycung gentleman (aged 17). wiih a Florist or Gentleman's
Gardener, to learn the business. — W. D., 3, Aspley Road,
Wandsworth, Surrey,

To GARDENERS, &o, — A young Man,
age 19, has been eighteen months as Improver. Prefer

being 4 or 6 miles from London. Used to Chrysanthemums,
Tomatos. Pelargoniums, &c. Wages 16s,—G. MACKNE3S,
Church End, Finchley.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c.—A young man, age
21. seeks situation. Five years* experience in good nurse-

ries, with fair knowledge of Seed and Floral Departments.

—

F. M.,43, Western Road, Winchester.

TO NURSERYMEN.—A young man, age 25,
seeks a situation in a Market Nursery, having had ten

years' experience in London Market Nuiseries in Growing
Ferns, Palms, and general Market Stuff. Good refeieoce.

—

JAY GEE, Messrs. Hill & Son, Barrowfield Nursery, Lower
Edmonton. London.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, in a
good Nursery. Good Plant^mm and Propagator. Well

up in making Wreaths. Crosses, &c.—C, 69. Wells Street,

Riverside, Cardiff.

COWMAN.—Age 28, married; understands
all kinds of stock and Poultry.—W. FORD, 6, St. Ann

Park Terrace. Wandsworth, S.W.

PAINTER, GLAZIER, and PAPER-
HANGER, &c., on Gentleman's Estnte. — Situation

wanted by a steady man as above.—T. R., Temperance Hotel,
Bexley Heath, Kent.

ENGINEER, married, seeks situation to look
after Electric Light Installation, also doing his own

Repairs and Odd Jobs. Good character.— G. K., Milestone
Cottage, Milburn Lane. Esher.

wo GLAZIERS and PAINTERS, having
had a large experience, want work, day or piecework

;

reference if required ; distance no object.—LONG, 18, Camp
Road, Eniield Highway.

C^LERK.—Advertiser requires a situation as

J above. Has had good and varied experience in large

Firms, Offices in the Nursery, and Seed Trade in Loudon and
Provinces. Good references. — P., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

AUCTIONEER'S CLERK, Cashier, English
and Foreign Despatch Clerk, or any other position of

trust solicited by advertiser (age 37) ; can have good references,

seventeen years from former and over six years from present

employer.—A. K. HIGGS, Messrs. Sander, St. Albans, Herts.

ALL IS NOT GOLD THAT GLITTERS
may be said about many brilliant prospectuses that are

freiuently issued to financiers; they often herald the forma-

tion of companies which go up like the proverbial rocket and
come down like a stick. HOLLOWA'X'S PILLS and OINT-
MENT, unlike such shaky venturts, are the soundest iuvest-

ments in which people suffering from disease can entrust their

money. They have the reputation of over lialf a century, and
every day they return substantial dividends in the form of good
health. No disease has yet disputed their influence when a
fair trial has been given. They cure dysentery, diarrhosa,

weakness, and liver and kidney diseases, whilst for skin

diseases they have no equal. Sold by all chemists, &o.
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Jloi.nttl^oi FOREIGN, Of abovie slies. inbo«5 of 100 fcrt i^ lOOfeet sur*^
£NGL1&H Gl»is, cut to truye-rs' sizes , a-t lowesT price*

d^ht^ered /^-realfJcund in the countr^, in qui.ntity.

"VE'i^^E'D'^^^ "=^7^
/LIGHT/

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICTTLTTJRAL

BUILDERS, NORWICH.
CONfcERVATORIES, FERNERIES, VINERIES, QREENHOtTSES. &c , &c.

GEORJSE FAK,riILOE&50NS
^54 S'^iVJOHN StreetV/ESTSMITHFlELD.IiDNDON.X
'StocKiiaw jaidpiees on-appUc^ton. Plfiise tjuote Chronielt,

Surveys made in any part of the Country, Ladies acd Gentlemen waited upon.
NEW ILHISTRATRD CATALOGUE. FREE OV APPLICATION.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

VV. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,
2s. 6rf. nett, per post, 2s. 9d.

jroE|:«kTTWOOD

GARDEN NETTING.
Best heavy, 2 yards by 100. or 4 by 50. 75. ; Gardea Canea

from '<;s. per 100; Best Archangel Mats. 8s. per bundle of 10;
St, Petersburg Mats, 6',; Superior Packing Mats, 3s. 3d.;
Seed Bags and Garden Sundries at bottom prices.

Special quotations tor large quantities.

CAMERON & CO.. 178, Charing Cross Road. London. W.C.

WOOD - WOOL.-WOOD -WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every description of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPlFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufarturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Stau<lard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Sumules and Prides UDon appliration

J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CONSERVATORIES DESIGNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FRUIT HOUSES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

All 3Iaterials and Workmanship of the Best Quality,

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

couditionally Guaranteed for TE^f Years.

J. WEEKS^ CO., FRHs..
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFA CTURERS,

CHELSEA. LONDON. S.^^AT.
Editorial communications should be a> dre'-Bed to the '' Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to *' The Pubhsher," at the office, 41, Welliugjon Street, Coveni (iardeu, Loudon, W.O.
Priiited for ihe Proprietors by Messrs. Bbapbuky, Agnew. & Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, PreeiDCt of Whitefriars, City of Loudon, in tbe County of Middlesex, and published by

Artbub Gxoboe Mastim, at tbe Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul s, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satubpxy, July 21, 1694. Agent for Manchester—John H&ywuod.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

For Present Sowing. „ , ,-, ^
SUTTON'S FLOWKK of SPRING

CABBAGE.—The best Cabbage for autumn sowing.

Remarkably early, compact habit, liaving few outer leaves,

firm hearts of excellent quality. No fear whatever cf its

running to seed. Mr. E. TroUope, Gardener to J. Foster, Esci.,

Bays :—" Flower of Spring Cabbage is the best eirly variety I

ever grew ; stood last winter, not one going to seed. I com-

menced cutting April 29." Price of seed, Is. per ounce, pos^

free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FKOM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN, RBADING.

PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS I PRIMULAS!
26th year of Distribution.

Williams' superb Strain, Is. 6d. per dozen; 10s. per 100.

CINERARIAS, same price; also DOUBLE WHJTE PRIM-
ULAS, 6d. each. Package and Carriage free for Cash with

Order.—JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseri es, Coventry.

S'
UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands

to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McARTHUR,TheLondonNursery,4,MaidaVale,London.W.

PANUANUS VEITCHII, beautifully varie-

X gated, in 48's, IBs. per dozen.— G. BETHELL, Whiteley's

Nurseries, Hilliogdon Heath. Uabridge.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W,C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Caah.
H

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Oopy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FinST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

IT SHOULD be universally known that we
were Awarded a SILVER MEDAL by the Koyal Horticul-

tural Society for Eighty varieties of the BEST PEAS ever
exhibited. Our CATALOGUE of all the best and proper Seeds
for present sowing is now ready, poftfree, to all applicants.

H. CANNELL and SONS, Swanley.

Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price bt„ post free, 5*. 6d.

A. F. BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

Special Cbeap Offer.

PALMS, PALMS, PALMS.
Send for Price List. — G. BETHELL, Whiteley's

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

VEGETABLE SEEDS for PRESENT SOW-
ING.—The Best Cabbages are Dicksons First and Best,

and Dicbsons Perfection. 6d. per packet, Is. 6rf. per ounce
;

Tripoli Onions. Lettuces, &c.
DICKSONS, Seed Growers & Nurserymen. CHESTER.

w

^(\ C\C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
»JV^vV/\/ all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN ; 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30>. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;

38 in. to 21 in., at 65s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76s. per 100 ;

10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton,

Rapeseed and White Mustard for Sowing Purposes.

H& F. SHARPE have to offer fine, clean,

• good-coloured samples of RAPESEED and WHITE
MUSTARD, specially selected for sowing purposes, and will be

pleased to submit samples and prices on application.

SEED-UROWINQ ESTABLISHMENT. WISBECH.

LANTS—150,000 — Robinson Champion
Drumhead CABBAGE. Extra strong ^^s, SiVOY

Drumhead, 2s. Vd. per 1000. BRUS3ELL SPROUTS, 2s. 9d.

per 1000.

BRADLEY BROTHERS, The Nurseries, Bardney, Lincoln.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON have received

* their ANNUAL CONSIGNMENT of EARLY WHITE
ROMAN HYACINTHS. Early orders solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London. N.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odootoglossums, &o., always in stock

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AKD CO., Chase Side, Soathgate, London, N.

UNYARD'S KENT STRAWBERRIES.
Best plants of finest sorts. New LIST free.

GEORGE BUNY'ARD AND CO., Old Nurseries. Maidstone.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jan., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COM.MISSION. Terms ."> per cent. References, any
London Fruit Broker, or London & County Bank, C. G. Branch.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS, for Sale, Presi-
to dent and Laxton's Noble (true). Price on application to

J. TOWNSEND, Mushroom and Fruit Grower, Roseacre,

Barnes, S.W.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stamps

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.—Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48, Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applied for.

WANTED, PTERIS TREMULA, from
stores. Price per 1000 to

Cumberland Park Nurseries. WiUesden Junction, London, W.

ANTED, large PLANTS of CKOTON,
Mortii, Andreanum, Weismanii, Majestica, Lord

Derby, and Variegatus.-State lowest price to G. BETHELL,
Whiteley's Nurseries. Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge.

ANTED, 1000 West B. Gem GERANIUM
CUTTINGS, and 1000 Henri Jacoby. State price to—

AMOS GROOMBRIDGE, Tothi ll Nursery, Plymouth.

WANTED, two Specimen CLERODEN-
DRONS and two Specimen BOUGAINVILLEAS, or

any other good Specimens : to be in good bloom about middle
of August. Also, Quarter to Half-Specimen Autumn-flowering
ERICAS. Particulars to—
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

ANTED, large PALMS and TREE FERNS
—Kentia Belmoreana, Cocoa Weddeliana, Dicksonia

antarctica, and Alsophila australis. State price and size of

plant and pot to

—

Mrs. HARRISON, The Coppice, Queniborough, Leicester.

ANTED, strong SEEDLINGS.—Primula
obconica, Violets, Neapolitan and Double Tree, Blue

Russian, Maizarine Blue ; Araucaria excelsa, Brugmansia
sanguinea, Cocos Weddelliana, Daphne indica alba.

H. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley.

ORCHIDS.—Splendid plants at reasonable

prices. Send for Special List.—G. BETHELL, Whiteley'a

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge^ ^^

To the Trade.

PRIMULA SEEDS, just harvested, Red and
White, first-rate strain. For price, &c., apply to—

A. BROOKES, Grove Nursery, Upper Edmonton,London, N.

ARCISSUS BULBS.—Double White, fine

strain, 1.5s. per 1000, on rail. Sample 100, by post, for 3j,

J. J. CLARK, Maiket Gardener , Goldstone, Brighton.

Cheap Offer.

POLYPODIUM AUREUM.—Good stuff, m
60'9. ready to pot into 48'8, 12s. per 100. £5 per lilOO.—Q.

BETHELL. Whiteley's Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

Hyacintbs, Tulips, Crocus, LUles, ac.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.C.

N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS. TULIPS, &0.

R. AND G. CUTHBERr'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and

may be had post-free on application.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, &c., Southgate, N.
Established 1797^

ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

ISHURST^COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces aa

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

^

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, and

Colour Merchanta, 34, St. John St., West Smithfleld. London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders

• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. H.M.
Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,

Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees ol

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Bd., Chelsea,S,W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Friday Next.

A Collection of about 335 well-established and healthy

PHAL.ENOPSIS growing on native sticks, as received,

comprising :

—

PHAL^NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA
„ AMABILIS

LEUCHOifRHODA
LUDDEMMANNIANA
ROSEA

Also a parcel of about 80 PANAMA HATS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms. 67 and 6S, Cheapside. E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT,
August 3, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday. August 3.

MESSRS. TROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.. on FRIDAY NEXT, August 3,

at half-past 12 o'clock, by order of F. Sander & Co., St.

Albans,
Imported and Established ORCHIDS, among which will be

found,

A NEW ORCHID,
LyELIA MAJALIS ALBA,

AN ABSOLUTE ALBINO.
This and Ccelogyne cristata alba are the only two really pure

white Orchids known ; and, although the former is exquisitely

pure and lovely, this snow-white Lffilia, by the size of its

flowers and its general magnificence, is perfectly unapproach-

able.

A Photograph of one of the Plants in Flower will be shown on
day of Sale.

Every plant found is offered.

The remaining unsold lots of CATTLEYA DOLOSA will also

be offered :

—

CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATUM, CONCOLOR, GODEFEOY/E
LEUCOCHILUM PARISHII, and ROTHSCHILDIANUM.

DENDROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS
SCHRODERIANUM.

BLETIA SPECIES from Peru. A NEW CCELOGY'NE, in the

way of Sanderse.

MILTONIA FLAVESCENS GRANDIPLORA, a fine

importation.
DISA VEITCHII. VANDA TERES, and R0XBUR6HII.
CATTLEYA LABIATA, CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,

MONTAN UM. &c.

Sevenoaks, Kent.
UNRESERVED SALE of the whole of the EXHIBITION and

other DECORATIVE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, &c.. by order

of Mrs. Laura Crawphay, who has given up exhibiting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the premises, Bradbourne Hall,

Sevenoaks. Kent, on THURSDAY. August 9th, 1894, at 12 for

1 o'clock precisely, the whole of the well-known and success-

fully exhibited STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, com-
prising tine specimen FERNS in variety, PALMS of Sorts,

Allamandaa. Iioras, Lapagerias, Stephanotis ; also grand
examples of CYCAS REVOLUTA, 70 leaves. Dasylirion ; 50

lots 01 ORCHIDS, viz.. Cattleyas, Laeliaa, Odontogloasums,

&c., together with Bouvardi'iB. Camellias, Agapanthua. Cala-

diums, Callas, Spirceas. Violets. Deutzias, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had of Mr. JAMES GOODMAN, Gardener, on the premises,

and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Note.—The above Plants have for years past annually taken
prizes at the Sevenoaks and other Shows. All are in grand
health and suitable for exhibitors and decorative purposes.

Gotham Nursery^ Bristol.

TO NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, SEEDSMEN, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. ALEXANDER, DANIEL, SELFE
ANI> CO. are instructed by the Owner, who is now

retiring, to negotiate for the IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL of the
well-known and long-established BUSINESS successfully

conducted for many years by the late Mr, Bush and his

successors.

The PiiimiseH at Gotham are FREEHOLD, and comprise an
excellent RESIDENCE, with Rooms for man-servant adjoining;
pretty Lawn, of good size, with a succession of Glass-houses

on three sides of the quadrangle ; Fernery, with choice Grotto ;

Glass-covered Corridor, used as a Vinery, with Yard and Gates
extending to St. Michael's Hill.

Also, at ST. MATTHEW'S ROAD is a SECOND NURSERY.
with Glass Erections, an excellent FREEHOLD STABLE and
COACH-HOUSE, with Loft. Yard. &c.
At BRENTRY, a NURSERY of about Three Acres, now in

first-claas cultivation, and containing a Valuable Stock.

THE FREEHOLDS may be purchased or rented, as pre-

ferred. STOCK-IN-TRADE and APPOINTMENTS at the
several places to be taken at a Valuation.
For all particulars as to Price, Rental, &c., apply to ALEX-

ANDER. DANIEL. SELFE & CO., Valuers and Estate Agents,
Bank Auction Mart, Corn Street, Bristol (and 34, Old Jewry,
London, E.G.),

WANTED, to KENT or PURCHASE,
Modern Nursery (glass), or a few acres of good grass

land within road delivery of Covent Garden.—S. P., 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

NURSERY for SALE.—Eight Greenhouses,
60 feet by 12 feet, heated with -l-incli Hot-water Pipes,

and about 50 Pit Lights, Horse and Van, Stable and Stock.
Size of Land, 134 feet by 125 feet deep ; on Lease.
TH03. MATTINGLY. 120, Church Road, Lower Tottenham.

C'OR SALE, a Small, Old-established GLASS
JL NURSERY, situated near large town. South Coast,
comprising about an Acre of Ground. Leasehold, and 10.000 feet

of good, well-heated Glass, large Stock, Sheds, Furniture of
Cottage, &c. All at £1,200, part can remain. Owner retiring.

Principals only.—Address, Miss M. BASHAM, Holt, Norfolk.

Windlesham, near Bagshot.
VALUABLE FKKKHOLU and LEASEHOLD NURSERIES.

FOR SALE, by order of the Eseoutor, the
several Inciosure^ of FREEHOLD GROUND, in all

22 acres 2 roods 39 poles, and the LEASEHOLD NURSERIES,
in all 16 acres rood 1' poles, being Richard Mason'sNurseries,
Windlesham. and carried on so successfully for many year-i by
the lute Mr. Ma»ou.
The purchaser will have the option of taking the Stock at a

valuation in the tisual way, or a portion could be sold by
Auction. Arrangements for payment could be made to suit

the convenience of purchasers.

Full particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS,
Auctioneers, 67 and 68. Cheapside, E.C.

ONDON, N. (Folio 824.5).— Capital NUR-
SERY, comprisiug eight apan-roof Greenhouses, well-

heated ; Stables, and other Outbuildings. Lease twenty-one
years. Groand Rent £10. Price for the -whole, including

Stock, Glasshouses, and Utensils in Trade, £350. Ill-liealth

reason for Disposal.—Full particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE
AND MORRIS, as above.

T ONDON, S,E, (Folio 7640).—A NURSERY,
X^ of half an acre, with six Greenhouses, Pits, and Out-

buildings. Good local Trade done. Lease thirteen years.

Rent £10. Price £;inO. Open to an Offer.—Full particulars

of Messrs. PROTHEROE AUD MORRIS, as above.

SOUTH COAST (Folio 790.5).— Walled-in
NURSERY, of an acre in extent, 4 capital Greenhouses,

and Outbuildings. Lease 93 years. Ground-rent, £15. Stock,

about £200. Price for whole. £1600 ; £600 can remain.—Full

particulars o! Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, as above.

SOUTH COAST (Folio 7909).— Valuable
FREEHOLD FRUIT-GROWING ESTATE, about .3^ aires;

40.000 feet super, of Glasshouses, heated by 4-inch hot-water

piping, planted with fully-developed Vines. Detached House,

ytabling, and Out-buildings.— Full particulars o£ Messrs.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, as above.

SURREY (Folio 8226).— To be SOLD, with
possession. Valuable FREEHOLD FARM and MARKET

GARDEN. Area about 126 acres, 40 acres of which are under

Fruit. Capital Farm Buildings, Stabling, Cottages, 13 Glass-

houses, and commodious Residence. — Full particulars of

Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, as above.

SURREY (Folio 7812),—About 10 miles from
Covent Garden. A capital NURSERY with DWELLING

HOUSE, 5 large Greenhouses and Outbuildings. Lease 15

years to run. Rent £41. Price for Glass, &c., £.500.—Full

particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, as above.

CURREY (Folio 8223).—Valuable FREE-
O HOLD FRUir FARM and RESIDENTIAL ESTATE, con-

taining an area of 24 acres, 8 of which are under Fruit, 3

Greenhouses. Dairy, Farm Buildings. Price £3750. Cott.age,

Outbuildings, and 6 aces. Would be sold separately, price

£1800.—Full particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND
MORRIS, Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 67 and e8,

Cheapside, E.C.

REEHOLD LAND for SALE, suitable for
Horticultural Purposes. Easy terms, if required. Full

particulars of S. SINGLE, Land Agent, 20, Bucklersbury, E.C.

FOR SALE, through ill-health, FREEHOLD,
2 acres old MEADOW LAND, 650 feet modern Glass,

well-heated, plentiful Water-supply; convenient to London,
East district. Small Stock. Price £7 i.O, or close offer.—Apply to

H., Gardeners' C4ronic(eOffice,41, Wellington St., Strand.W.C.

VALUABLE FLORIST'S and SEEDS-
MAN'S BUSINESS for immediate Disposal. Splendidly

situated in a good town, and within easy distance of Loudon.
Cash trade. Large returns.—Apply

—

BOBT. PEUKITT, 45, Plumstead Road, Woolwich.

FOR SALE, a Small NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS, four Glass-houses and Propagating

House, heated by hot water. Near the main road.—Apply to

W. H., Park Row, Greenwich.

FOR SALE, AT ONCE, through a Death.—
A FLORIST'S BUSINESS, about 9 miles from London.

Seven Glasshouses, well stocked with Tomatos and Cucumbers,
in healthy condition; also a quantity of Marguerites, Mig-
nonette, and new Crassula; heated with hot water ; also eight-

roomed DWELLING-HOUSE. Rent, £69.—Apply, MILNES,
17, High Street, North Finchley.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTUN-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers. FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

CHEAP OFFER.— FERNS, Pteris tremula,
fine stuff, in 5-inch pots, 30s. per 100 ; ditto, in 3^-inch

pots, 15s. per 100.

S, BARBER, Florist, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

To the Trade only.

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS and SON,
The Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent, beg to offer the
undermentioned strong, healthy stuff, in pots :

—

FREMONTIA CALIFORNICA, 6«. each.
CLEMATIS, Madame Edouard Andre, scarlet, 2s. 6rf. each;

24s. per dozen.
ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, in 48-pot8, heads 6 to 7 inches high,

15s. per dozen.
EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, nice bushy stuff, 6s. per dozen.
CISTUS LADANIPERUS, strong, 6s. per dozen.
LIGUSTRUM japonicum macrophyllum marginatum aureum,

9s. per dozen.
ESCALLONIAS Ingrami, macrantha, Philipiana, Montevi-

densis, aanguinea, and rubra, 6s. per dozen.

EXHIBITIONS.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

"CURTISFIKLD," AUGUST 16, 1894.

Flowers, Fruit, and V^egetables ; Poultry, ]?igeons, Rabbits,

and Cats ; Bees, Honey, and Appliances. Entries close Aug. 9.

D. A. VARDY, Hon. Sec.

PARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
\J President :—The Mayor.
The SIXTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on WEDNESDAY

and THURSDAY, August 15 and 16.

Prizes and Specials, £.300. Entries close August 7.

a^ -or J -11 D JO Att H. GILLETT, Secretary.
66, WoodviUe Road, Cardiff. ^

NARESBROUGH SHOW, August 17.—
Prizes for PLANTS, CUT FLOWERS, FRUITS, and

VEGETABLES. Prize-money nearly £J00.
Schedules now ready.

F. SCOTT, Secretary, High Street.

KINGSWOOD, ST. GEORGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, on WEDNESDAY, August 22, 1894.

PRIZES OVER £.'00.

Application for Spaces for Sale of Implements, Articles, &c.
to be made to the Secretaries.

Schedules may be had on application to

—

F. H. .TULLION, („ „
Kingswood. A. W. COTTLE, )

"°"- *^'''-

cUT FLOWERS.— CUT FLOWERS.
We hold SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

FRIDAY EVENING at half-past five o'Clock. These Sales
have been continuous, without a week'somission, for over eight
years. References to Senders of over eight years' standing.

POPE AND SONS, 6, Phillips Street. Birmingham.

QTROBILANTHES DYERIANUS, the mostd attractive ornamental foliage plant of recent introduction,
was exhibited in collection, awarded lat prize at International
Quinquennial Exhibition, Ghent; price l5. 6rf. each, 1:^*. per
dozen. —G. BETHELL, Whitelej's Nurseriea, Hiilingdon
Heath, Uxbridge.

10,000 strawberry Plants.

HCANNELL AND SONS will be glad to
• quote price of Sir J. Paxton and Garibaldi, in any

quantity ; also all other kinds. 4000 Royal Sovereign, fine

plants, in pits. Send for CATALOGUE.
SWANLKY, KENT.

PALMS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS, fine, in
48'a, 12*. per dozen; six sorts of PALMS, in 48'b, 9s.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in 60'b.55. and 65, perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 60*8, 4s. and hs. per doz. ; do. in large
thumbs, 3s. per doz., 20.t. per lUO ; AKALIAS, in 48's, 5s. and
65. per doz.; twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12*. per 100;
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS NANUS. 18s. doz., in 48"s; variety
of FERNS in 48'b, 6s. &6j. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.

LANE AND MARTIN, 227, Brixton Road. London, S.W.

To the Trade.
CABBAGE SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
• give Special Quotations for their extra - selected

Stocks of CABBAGE SEEDS of 1893 growth, which comprise
the following varieties, viz.:

—

Mein's No. 1

Carter's Heartwell
Early Nonpareil

,, Enfield Market
,, Rainham
,, Offenham
,, Wheeler's Imperial

„ EUam
,, Large York
,, Dwarf York

Daniel's Defiance
Leeds Market
Robinson's Champion Drum-
head

Dwarf Flat Dutch Drumhead
Dwarf Drumhead Selected

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

EUCHARIS LOWIL—Strong flowering bulbs
of this lovely and distinct Eucharis, recently exhibited

at the Drill Hall and Temple Show. K.H.S. Award of Merit,
April 11, 1893. 5s. each, 42s. per dozen.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E,

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA VAR, SAN-
DERIANA. (First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural

Society, April 24th, 1894.) — A fine free-llowering and
brilliantly coloured variety of this old well-estaulished

favourite. Strong young plants, 5s. each.

HUGH LOW & CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LILIUM LOWII. (First-class Certificate Royal
Hort. Soc, July 11, 189.3.) -Several plants of this rare

and beautiful Lily are now (lowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CROTON RUSSELLII. (First-class Certificate,
Royal Hort. Soc, November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.
Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

DICHORIZANDRAMUSAICA GIGANTEA
(Firstrclass Certificate at Temple Show, 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 21s. OLich.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

TVTEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
Xl Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 5s. each.

HUGH LOW Ain> CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.
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FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids ia the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

r OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
JLi Rooted Runners of

JVoble, Thury, Paxton, President, and others at 6s. ^d. per 100,

carriage paid. Sample dozen, Is. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON. Strawberry Nurseries, Driffield.

Prize Cob Filberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER being about to leave the neigh-
bourhood of Reading, ia prepared to receive offers for

portions, or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be re-

moved in the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and
address GEORGE WAITE.the Foreman, Calcot.near Reading.

OUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.—60's, ^55.
per 100 ;

48'3, %s. per dozen. Free on rail for cash with
order.—G. BENNETT. Florist. Hanwell.

FERNS and DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per lUO; Stores, 65. per 100;
large ditto, in 48's, 10 best selling sorts, 65. per dozen,
Adiantum cuneatum, in 48'8, for cutting (value in fronde), 65.

and %s. per dozen; ditto, for making large plants quickly
(bushy), 16s. and 2 is. per 100. Arahas, Qrevilleas, Rhodanthe,
Cyperus, in 48'fl, 6s. per dozen. Ficus, Palms, Dracanas,
Pelargoniums, Hydrangeas. Is. each. Spiraeas and Heliotrope,

9<i. each. Packed free. Cash with Order. Listfree.—J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hxindrede

of testimonials. Per buahel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

S~YrONG ROOTED CUTTINGS, F. V. Ras-
pail Geranium. 6s. per 100, or £2 10s. per lOQO. Cash

with order.—P. BOULTON, Beechenlsa Nursery, Swanley.

RIMULAS, Double White, strong plants
for potting into 48'3.

25s. per 100. iJash with order.
D. ANDERSON, Teddington Nursery. S.W.

STRAWBERRIES
All the leading varieties, in I-yr. prepared

plants, ready for immediate delivery, 6s. per 100.

Orders despatched by return of post. I'lants in

small pots and runners of all the best forcing

varieties and Novelties ready shortly. Catalogue

free. • •

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

ARMITAGE BROS.
Have received, in SPLENDID CO^fDmON for FORCING,
their first consignment of FRENCH BULBS, which they offer

at the following specially MODERATE PRICES ;
—

Per 100. Per doz.
HYACINTHS, White Roman, 1st size ,., 15s. Irf. ... 2j. Od.

2nd size ... llj. (i. ... U. 6rf.

Blue Roman 9». Cd. ... Is. 3d.

FREESIAS, refracta alba 6s. Orf. ... Is. Orf.

NARCISSUS, Double Roman 6s. Oi. ... Is. Oii.

Paper White 5s. Od. ... Is. Ot/.

,, ,, late flowering 6s. 6d. ... Is. 'id.

LILIUM CANDIDDM ]2s. Od. ... 2s. Od.

I^ All Orders 5s. and upwards in value deHoered free.

For other BULBOUS and FLOWERINa ROOTS, SEEDS for

AUTUMN SOWING, &c., lee New Catalogue, post-free
on application.

ARMITAGE BROS., i^k NOTTINGHAM.
High
Street,

l:^|P Please mention this Paper.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. — Good
stuff, in eO's, 30s. per 100—O. JjETHELL, Whiteley's

Nureeries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbririge.

H 1 I.TE C O M A S M I T
A Superb New Hybrid.

The finest of all Tecomas. A gorgeous greenhouse plant.
First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society. Price per
dozen, 30s. ; per 100 £10.—SANDEK AND CO., St. Albans.

ULBS for AUTUMN FLOWERING,—
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application, of

Beautiful and Rare Species of Autumn and Winter CROCUSES,
and Autumn- Jiowenng MEADOW SAFFRONS, producing
a beautiful tffect in September—FLOWER OF THE WEST
WIND (white); LILY OF THE FIELD (yellow). Autumn-
flowering SCILLAS and SNOWFLAJCES, GUERNSEY and
BELLADONNA LILIES.

BARR'S DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, ready in August.
BARR'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, ready September 1.

BARR AND SON. King Street. Covent Garden, London.

IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
AT LOW PRICES.

VANDA CCERULEA,
VANDA KIMBALLIANA,

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM,
CYPKIPEDIUM BELLATULXTM.

All from hitherto unsearched districts, and in the finest p09.^ible

condition. Prices on application,

W. L. LEWIS rC07^"™°ToKDON. N.

ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZAiEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AKD CO., Faraborough. Hants.

NATURAL ROGKWORK.
Built in stratas, excellently adapted for the

Growth of Plants.

ALPINE ROCKWORK. — Very attractive
feature made good effects.

FERNERIES AND CONSERVATORIES.
FERNERIES. — The most Natural Style,

combined with gooti pockets for plant life. The 8t«ne at locality
used, or special porous TUFA STONE.

MINIATURE WATERFALLS, UNDULATED WALKS,
CAVERNS, with STALACTITES and STALAGMITES.

Rockwork in alliti branches. Many years' experience.

J. G. CLAPHAM,
136, WELLINGTON ROAD, STOCIvPORT.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SonTHAMPTON BOTUJINGS, CHAKOEBT LaITK, W.O.

TWO- AND- A -HALF per Cent. INTEKEST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimam

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTUENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-
AND-A-HALF PER CENT, per annum, on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

REALITIES OF

ACCIDENT ASSURANCE.
£2,700

PAID EVERY WEEK AS COMPENSATION FOR

Accidents of All Kinds.

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHIIiL, LONDON.
W. D. MASSY, I „ , .

A. VIAN i secretaries.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

tOf^ether and taken apart in a few minutea by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £
/21-1
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" ONLY THE BEST."

BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.

CARAWAY & CO.
Offer best quality Bulbs

WHITE KOMA.N HYACINTHS
(larger) —

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS
DOUBLE KOMAN NARCISSUS
DOUBLE DAFFODILS, extra large bulbs

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA
All ordtrs over 5s. free by jxist or rail.

15 per cent, discount (3s. In £) for Cash wltli Order

9/- per 100.

12/6 „
S/- ,.

5/- ,.

7/6 „
6/- „

CARAWAY & CO.,
DUEDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

STRAWBERRIES.
WM. OUTBUSH & SON

Have all the Leading Varieties READY in pots.

Strong plants for immediate delivery.

LIST, induding several Novelties, Post-free upon
application.

Eablt Obdbhs Requested.

HIGHGATE NURSERIES, LONDON, N.,

And BARNET, HERTS.

BULBS from BERMUDA, per Parcel Post,
Post-free.—BERMUDA EASTER LILY, 6s. per dozen

;

3>s per 100. FREESIA3, ls.6ii. perdozen ; 4».per 100. SPIDER
LILY, 2!. each ; 16s. per dozen. BED SPICE, 2s., Ss.. and 4s.

each. CALLAS, 7s. perdoz. Sample box of Bulbs, post-free, 5s.

Cash with order. P.O. Order or Hank Draft on Bermuda.
Order early, Stock limited.—H. A. GRANTHAM, The Floral

Depot, Hamilton, Bermuda. Mention Gardeners' Chronicle.

LATE STRAWBERRIES.
Let us sing to the praises of three late Strawberries.

FROGMOBE LATE PINE, which is .absolutely the flavour

of Ripley Queen Pine.ipple, sturdy in growth, large in size,

and an abundant c-opper. 7s. M. per 100.

OXONIAN, true, not Eleanor, which it is generally supplied

for. It is simply an enormous cropper, rather sharp in taste,

and the latest Strawherryon record. .Ss. per 100.

Now comes lastly, but not leastly. that good old public

servant, ELTON LATE PINE, warranted true; no other
Strawberry like it for preserving.

All the New Strawberries supplied, all warranted true, and
the beat plants in the trade.

K. GILBERT, Buighley, Stamford.

UCHARIS AMAZONICA. — Established
from an importation received last spring. Strong and

healthy. Price on application.—G. BETHELL, Whiteley'e
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge.

GARDEN HOSE.
MERRYWEATHER'S

CHIEF SPECIALTIES IN HOSE

:

1.—NON-KINKABLE
"RED-GREY" HOSE.

2.—" SPHINCTER GRIP" i

ARMOURED HOSE, f

3.—HIGH-CLASS RED
RUBBER HOSE.

Made on the same lines as

the Hose used with their cele-

brated Fire Engines.

See that Merryweather's name is embossed on every length, this Is the only absolute guarantee of quality
Merryweathers' introduced Sphincter Grip Hose into this country in the year 18S7; they are the Original Makers, and

they still sell a Hose which is far superior to every other in the Market.

Beioare of Wire-armoured Hose which is counterfeit, and inferior Foreign inaTte.

Users of Hose are cautioned against inferior qualities sold by dealers who have copied our method of advertising, but have not
adhered to our high quality. Orders executed the same day as received.

Merryweather's High-class Garden Pumps and Watering Appliances to be seen In action at

63, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C. ; or write, Greenwich Eoad, S.E.

drompton an^FawKe^, eftefm^fopd-

Book of ^

Photographs

Of Exterior and Interior Views, Sections, Details, Interior Fittings, and Heating Apparatus of Conservatories, Ranges,
Vineries, Greenhouses, Stoves, Pits, Frames, &c. The most comprehensive Book on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, withWATERWAY-END, &c.;

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL ^L INTERNATIONAlIiORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON. S.E.

Telegraphlo Address-" HOT-WATER, London." Telephone No. 4768.
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STRAWBERRIES
LAXTOHS " ROYAL SOVEREICH.

"

An earlier higher quality and Improved Sir J. Paxton
Threi Medals and J-ioe First class Certificates awarded.

All must have the finest early Strawberry yet introduceii.

Fruit of the largest size, brighest glossy scarlet colour,

flavour rich (ijuite equal to British Queen), ripens with

Noble; a splendid cropper and grower, and we consider it to

be the long-bought EARLY Hiuh-Flavoubed AND IMPROVED
Sir J. Paxton, a splendid forcer, and in every way worthy
of its name, Handeome coloured plate, now ready, 6d.

(gratis to customers).
12». per doz., £3 per 100 ; in pots, 18j. per doz., £4 per 100.

LAXTON'S SENSATION.
First - class Certificate Gardening and Forestry

ExQlbitlon, May 10, 1893.
An enormous necond early variety of good flavour, and

probably the largest Strawberry ever introduced. A re-

markably strong grower, and producing fruit in wonderful
clusters. Will prove a welcome addition to the list of good
sorts. Forces splendidly.

20s. per 100. 4s. per doz. ; in pots, 3l)s per 100, 6s. per doz.

LAXTON'S SCARLET QUEEN.
(First-class Certificate

)

The best first early—very early. Fme colour and shape,

and the richest flavour. Habit strong, a very prolific

variety, a spleodid early table and market fruit.

10s. per 100, .3s. per doz. ; in pots. IHs. per 100, 4s per doz.

LAXTON'S LATEST OF ALL.
The beat late Strawberry, and the largest and best late

variety. A seedling from British Queen, but much later.

Flavour grand.
8s. per lOO. 2s. per doz. ; in pots, 16s. per 100, 3s. per doz.

The following best varieties for forcing or early planting can
be supplied bTRONG in pots at once :

—
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taken from the atmosphere received into them

;

and that in its circulation through the body

it decomposes."

After three years' study, he visited the con-

tinent, and on his return, he started a very suc-

cessful practice. In 1798 he published his

Philosophy of Medicine, a work of five octavo

volumes, which went through several editions.

This was followed, in 17D9, by the Philosophy of

Politics, and various medical works which I will

not particularise, as it is only his botanical and

horticultural works that directly concern us.

Concerning his medical career, I may, however,

add that he was four years physician to the

Marylebone Dispensary, and on his retirement

was presented with a piece of plate. Subse-

quently, he succeeded Sir James Edward Smith

as lecturer on medical botany at Guy's Hospital.

In an article of this nature it would be out of

place to attempt a complete bibliography, even of

his botanical works ; but the following abbre-

viated titles will give some idea of their variety

and extent :

—

History of Medical Hants, Elements of Botany,

Temple of Flora, Practical Botany, The Philosophy

of Botany, A New Family Herbal, Oatlinea of

Botany, Juvenile Botany, The British Flora, A
Grammar of Botany, The Greenhouse Companion,

and An Introduction to the Science of Botany.

This list is probably not exhaustive, although

drawn up from a variety of sources. Some of

these books must be very rare, as they never

appear in the second-hand catalogues ; and

several are wanting in the Kew Library. With
all his power of production, Thornton not only

failed to increase his fortune, he dissipated what
he possessed, and " died a beggared man." How
this came about may be gathered from the

exceedingly costly nature of some of his works. I

propose describing one of these in some detail

;

but I must explain that of his larger illustrated

books I have not seen two copies exactly alike

—

that is to say, containing the same plates and
letterpress. The author seems to have issued

to each subscriber what he thought he would
like, and, as no complete collation exists, so far

as I know, it is impossible to say whether a given

copy is complete or not. Some of the materials

are utilised in more than one of his works.

The Temple of Flora is an imperial folio, the

uncut engravings and letterpress being about

24 inches by 18. Its full title runs thus :

New Illhstbation

of the

Sexual System
of

Carolus von Linnfeus

comprehending
an Elucidation of the several parts of the Fruc-

tification.

A Prize Dissertation on the Sexes of Plants,

A full Explanation of the Classes and Orders of the

Sexual System,

and the

Temple of Floea oa Garden of Natoee.
Being picturesque botanical coloured plates,

illustrative of the same,

with descriptions,

By Robert John Thornton, M.D.
London, 1807.

I have omitted Thornton's numerous titles, and
his motto from Thomson. With regard to the
date, there is evidence that the work was issued

in parts, the first in 1799; but I have found no
clue to the price, which, however, from the cha-

racter of the typography and engraving, must
have been high. It should be understood that I

am describing the Kew copy, a very fine one,

presented a few years ago by Sir Joseph Hooker.
Preceding the elaborate title-page, which I

have transcribed, are two sub-titles, in orna-

mental writing, written by Tomkins, and

engraved by Cooper and Vincent. The first is,

" A British Trophy in Honour of Linnaeus,"

and the second is " A New Illustration of the

Sexual System of Linnseus." Between these is a

portrait of the author, painted by Russell, E.A.,

and engraved by Bartolozzi, R.A. Beneath the

portrait is a view of Guy's Hospital. Next
comes a half-length portr|iit of Linna3us, painted

by Hoffman, one of his pupils, ornamented by

Bartolozzi, and engraved by H. Meyer. Of this

there is both a coloured and a plain copy.

Immediately following the title-page proper is

a portrait of Queen Charlotte, by Sir W. Beechey,

E.A. Then comes a dedication to the Queen
in about six-charaoter ornamental writing by
Tomkins and C!ooper, followed by the dedicatory

address. Next comes the beginning of the

letterpress of the body of the work itself, but

even this is preceded by a leaf, bearing only the
subtitle, " Preliminary Observations," in letters

three-quarters of an inch long. These prelimi-

nary observations are brief, yet singularly lucid,

and relate to the various modifications of the
different parts of the flower, illustrated by a

diagrammatic cla\-is. This leads up to an
annotated translation of Linnajus's Se.nan Plan-
taruin arr/umentis et experimentis novis prater
adhucjam cognita, Sfc.

I have not been able to compare this with Sir

James Edward Smith's earlier translation; but it

appears to be a very careful one, and the exceed-
ingly copious notes indicate a perfect knowledge
of the subject. In fact, the notes occupy more
space than the translation, of which there is often

only one line on these hugefolio pages, and some-
times none ; the whole page being taken up with
Thornton's remarks and extracts. He strongly de-

fendsSirThomasMillington'solaimto be the true

discoverer aud expositor of the sexes of plants,

oontendingthatLinnffius himself, had he possessed

a better knowledge of the English language,

would have conceded this. A portrait of Milling-

ton by Sir Godfrey Kneller, exquisitely engraved
by Woolnoth, is inserted here, with a view of the
Radcliffe Library at Oxford, isolated from the
surrounding buildings, and the subscription

:

"Hie primus ante omnes Florum connubia vidit."

This is followed by a reproduction of Geoffrey's

figures of the pollen of various plants, which
were originally published in 1711 ; and consider-

ing the microscopes of that period they are not

badly done. The second part of the sexual

system opens with a full length portrait of

Linnseus in Lapland dress, painted by Hoffman,
and engraved by H. Kingsbury ; the original

then being in the possession of Dr. Thornton.

There is both a coloured and an unooloured

example of this in the Kew copy.

Passing on to the third part, The Temple of

Flora, there are eight plates of ornamental

writing in the nature of title, sub-titles, dedica-

tion, and index. The author seems to have

exercised all his ingenuity in multiplying the

number of these introductory flourishes. The
title. The Temple ofFlora and Garden of Nature,

is a fine piece of writing, with a beautifully-

engraved head-piece, from a painting by Burney,

representing Flora in a chariot drawn by Cupids,

with flowery wreaths.

Even this wealth of preparation was not sufE-

oient to satisfy the extravagance of the author.

Before we reach the paintings of the flowers

themselves, we have the opportunity of admiring

or otherwise three additional heralds. First

comes " Flora Dispensing her Favours on the

Earth," from a painting by Cosway, R.A.,

engraved by Woolnoth. The goddess is a very

substantial person indeed, poised in mid-air.

Following this is a painting, the joint produc-

tion of Russell, R.A,, and Opie, R.A., engraved

by Caldwall, representing " ^Esculapius, Flora,

Ceres, and Cupid honouring the Bust of Linnajus."

The glaring colours rather spoil a good engraving.

The third picture is by Reinagle, A.R.A., en-

graved by Burke, the subject being " Cupid

inspiring Plants with Love ;

" an imaginary

landscape of mixed tropical and subtropical

plants, including Palms, Bananas, and Strelitzia,

and others less easily recognised. We now
arrive at the pictures of the plants, each of which
is followed by copious more or less appropriate

poetical effusions, by poets known and unknown.
So much stir has recently been made about these

plates, twenty-eight in number, that it may be

worth while giving a complete list with the names
of the painters and engravers. It would occupy too

much space to describe them, but they are certainly

remarkable and doubtless expensive productions,

yet by no means worth the extravagant prices

asked by certain dealers. The plants, or portions

of plants, in front are of natural size, supported

by a more or less elaborate landscape background.

Plant.
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in height, with two or three leaves of a moderate
size. The flower-stalk is longer than the leaves, and
bears three or four flowers of the size of those of

a well-developed Dendrobium bigibbum or D. Phalie-

nopeis. The sepals are white, with numerous rose-

purple blotches ; the petals are large, spreading, and
white, with a rose-purple line ; the lip has two very

large stout side-lobes, of a very deep blood-purple,

and a very short reniform middle-lobe, of yellow or

orange colour, with some purplish veins. The other

characters are of merely botanical interest. The
chief character is undoubtedly the short reniform

middle-lobe of the lip. The plant was detected by

Sir William M'Gregor. It is to be hoped that

specimens of this very beautiful plant, which, even

in a dried state, is very conspicuous, will be soon
imported into this country. F. Kranzlin.

A TRAVELLER'S NOTES.
iContinuvi from p. ^i.)

SooTU AusTflALiA. — The nurseries of Messrs.
E. & W. Hackett, C. Newman, and Sewell, are worth
a visit. The first- named are the local seed merchants.
Their nursery lies but a short distance in the
suburbs. En route, I was much struck with the large

number of Schinus MoUe in every direction. In
addition to its showy coral-like fruit, its long pen-
dulous slender branches waving with every breath
of air, it does not retain the dust ; a strong recom-
mendation. Nerines, also common, and other stiff

growing plants, are sad sinners in this respect. The
trim Melia azadirachta is also a favourite tree for

the small front gardens of suburban cottages.

The nurseries of Messrs. E. & W. Hackett are

under the direction of Mr. Kemp, but three years out
from home. They are yet young, and largely devoted
to the production of market plants. Oranges, Lo-
quats, &c. Their shade house, 108 by 60 feet, and
30 feet high, is a fine large structure, the supports of
" Jarrah " and the rafters of Oregon Pine, preferred

on account of its lightness. The sides of the house
and of the lantern have the rafters laid diagonally,

those on the roof being straight. Here are various

young plant;, such as Cyathea excelsa, Dicksouias,
and the best Palms for outside planting ; Cham-
airops, Arecas, and other Palms, Norfolk Island Pine,

CryptomeriasandCamellias, liable to barn outside until

fully established—the last named are chiefly propa-
gated from layers, sufficient for catting purposes, but
do not make neat saleable plants ; Ericas and other
hard-wooded species. Perns, &c. English Hollies
are found to do badly, the hedge plants of

Adelaide being Pittosporum eugenioides and Kham-
nus alternifulius ; these are clipped twice a year,

and the many excellent close hedges round the town
testify their suitability for the purpose. The
smaller-foliaged Pittosporum nigrescens is also used.

Messrs. Hackett grow Oranges extensively, sown
in boxes : they are planted out in twelve months'
time. Loquats, they consider, scarcely pay.

The demand is hut slight, the fruit on occasions
realizing but \!-,d. per lb. A bed of Dablias looks

well, and is now flowering freely—bushes, 3 to 5 feet

high, received from England at Christmas, and
planted immediately on arrival. Koses receive

special attention. Banksians and Teas do well, and
Cloth of Gold bears a good reputation ; of vigorous

growth, it stands drought and heat. Safrano also

can be recommended, but Maiu,;hal Niel is apt to

burn.
Good soil is obtained from the Loftz hills, a low

range running south of Adelaide ; the peat and
loam are good, though for Orchids the former
obtained from home, is preferred.

On the Loftz range are many nice homes ; the
climate is much cooler, many plants liable to burn
on the plains succeeding in the various gardens
attached to the private residences. I may mention

latis apice bilobis; racemo paucliloro longiore fractiliexo;

bracteis minutia triangulis acutia ; sepalo dorsali ovato acuto,

luteralibua late triaogulia basi cum pede gynostemii omaino
connatis aubfalcatis deflexis meatum breve formaQtibus

;

patalia niulto niajoribus cuueato-obovatis obtusis labelli lobia

lateralibus ereiitia magiiia aotice rectatigulia, iotermedio brevi

latisaimo reniformi, callo craaaiuaculo biaulco ex fuudo labelli

inter ipaoa lobos lateralea
;

gyDoatemio utriuque carinato,

c iriD^ utraque pone androclinium in lobulum producto, dente

androclinii postico subulate ; poUioiia et antheris geaeria.

Floa 5 cm. diametro inter pulcherrimoa generia. Sepala alba

purpureo maculata prtesertim intermedium, petala media
purpureo-venosa et guttulata, labelli lobi lateralea extus et

intua atro-violacea lobus intermediua flavua v. aurantiacua
lineia craasia violaceia decorum. F. Krdnzlin.

that Romneya Coulteri promises well in Messrs.
Hackett'a nursery.

The nursery of Mr. C. Newman is some II miles
out

; its situation is peculiar. In the narrow and
steep ravines of the Loftz range, along the sides of a
narrow creek, he successfully cultivates, sheltered
from the hot winds, fruit trees, Rhubarb, Veronicas,
Daphne indica, Hydrangea hortensis, Roses, &c. At
the time of my visit budding Oranges was in operation,
the Seville being a favourite stock. The houses are
well filled with Ferns, Palms, Crotons, Ixoras, a few
Orchids, some in very good condition, one Phalienopsis
Schilleriana bearing a leaf 17 inches in length; Be-
gonias, Caladiums, &c., in fact, a comprehensive
general nurseryman's stock. The shade-house of
Tree Ferns is also a distinct feature. In the fruit

plantations. Cherries are verv good, and Apples,
budded on the blight-resisting Northern Spy, bear
fruit freely. When the blight does appear Mr.
Newman finds the hot dry wind shrivels it up, with
the exception of that in the deeper cracks.
Mr. Sewell is also an important grower : a

Bignonia Cherere covering one of his stone chim-
neys is very noticeable, soft rosy-purple flowers,
fully 3 inches long—a most handsome creeper.
He obtained a large collection from Japan of

Davallia bnllata, trained in various forms, but
finds they do not last. Grafted Diospyros are
also imported, but require eighteen months' accli-

matisation to accustom them to the change of
seasons. Plants 2.} to 3 feet in height packed in moss
travel well. Mr. Sewell's collection of water-plants is

particularly good ; small square slate tanks are appor-
tioned to each of the more important genera.
Recently an expensive importation of Olive cuttings
was received from Italy, but scarcely 10 per cent,
show any signs of growing ; nevertheless, the extra-
ordinary tenacity of life the Olive always exhibits in

this colony may seem novel. Stems, 2 to 3 inches
in diameter, simply inserted in the ground, never
fail to root and grow. The various florist, green-
bouse, and stove depots are well filled with a general
collection. James H, Veiich.

( To ba continued.)

The Herbaceous Border.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.

Thb coming of this noble and attractive species

some twenty-two years back caused a sensation

among hardy plant growers at the time ; and its

complete hardiness was greatly doubted. All this,

however, was in time dispersed, as the plants passed

winter after winter out-of-doors with impunity from
injury. Not only is it one of the noblest species, but

its aspect generally and great vigour make it a most
desirable plant. Though not very exacting in its

requirements, so far as soil is concerned. Primula
japonica should be grown in a moist soil to have it

in perfection, and a place beside a running stream,

or in a very moist shady border, or in groups in

the bog garden, just suits it—anywhere, in fact, so

long as the roots can reach water ; then the plant

attains, for a Primula, gigantic proportions. In such

positions the plant is a source of delight, giving no

trouble whatever to the cultivator, and sending forth

its giant flowering stems to 2k feet high. The
purple-crimson flowers are produced in whorls at

intervals up the stem, and in consequence the plant

is showy for a considerable time. Since its intro-

duction several varieties, varying in colour, have

been introduced to gardens, and at the late Temple
show Mr. Wilson exhibited a basket of plants in

several shades of colour. The plant is readily

increased by seeds, which are best sown in slight

warmth in January, and grown on quickly the first

year. In those instances where the plants are em-
ployed for the embellishment of the home garden, it

will be found that they make the greatest progress if

planted in their permanent position when about three

or four months old. I have frequently seen this

plant in the ordinary herbaceous border, but inva-

riably it is devoid of its chief and most marked
characteristics. A fertile soil will produce a certain

amount of vigour in plants in the ordinary border,

though this will not compare with plants receiving

abundant supplies of moisture.

POLEMONIUM RiCHAEDSONI.

This is a very pleasing and useful plant for the
border, the rockery, or for cutting, and I see no
reason why it may not be freely employed for pur-
poses of spring gardening. It commences flowering
When about 8 inches high, and keeps up a continuous
supply of its pale blue flowers for a long time.
Moreover, the plant is of free growth, elegant in
appearance, readily iucreased by division of the root-
stock. Moreover, it is exceedingly accommodating,
for it may be divided and transplanted at almost any
time, even when in full flower, by catting it down to
within 8 inches of the ground, and in a short time
it will break away again into growth. ./.

Garden Notes.

HONEYDEN, FOOTS CRAY.
Fkw gardens can show such a wide range in the

variety of the plants grown in them as these pretty
garden?, in which R. A. Todd, Esq., delights to grow,
especially Orchids, bulbous plants, and hardy
flowers, and to experiment on such as are considereed
diflicult, and that too, with great success in many
cases. For example, the quantity of bulbous plants
which are to be found growing and flowering suc-
cessfully in the open air here, is remarkable. Some
of these are commonly supposed to be stove plants,
while others are seldom seen grown other than in
greenhouses. Among these we noted quite a large
number of Crinums, which have passed several
seasons in the open air. Among them were three
new species of Crinum, from Eastern tropical
Africa, one of which, allied to C. lineare, flowered
well last year, and is again sending up two very
stout flower-spikes, the plant like the others, grown
with it, having been uninjured by the winter, and
by what was worse still, the very cold spring which
in these gardens as in many others, totally stopped
the flowering of most of the hardy Lilies, and swept
oS' nearly the whole of the fruit on the Apples,
Pears, &c. Crinum Powellii, and others, were well in

flower, and among other rare species here proved to
be hardy, we noted C. Mooreanum, C. MacOwanii,
C. campanulatum, &c. Ismene calathina and another
species were in bloom in the open border, and
Ismene Amancaes growing strongly ; Phsedranassa

chloracea in bloom ; and P. schizantha and other
species growing strongly.

Among the greenhouse bulbs, the beautiful

white Lachenalia orthopetala, a very pretty and
fragrant species, is in flower. Also the true

L. aurea gigantea, L. orchioides, L. pustnlata,

and L. contaminata ; some species of Cyrtanthus,

and H.-emanthus; Nerine flexuosa, and other bulbf,

and at the end of the house a most beautiful speci-

men of Disa grandiflora, with stout short flower-

spikes, eight in number, each bearing several very

large and brilliant scarlet flowers—a plant to be

proud of; also a fine specimen of D. racemosa, and
in bud, the pretty blue Brownleea coerulea.

The Orchid-houses contain many rare subjects,

and the plants are grown with flowering and foliage

plants, not liable to harbour insects. Among these,

some good Antburium Andreanum, Rondeletia

brilliantissima, a fine strain of Gloxinias, &c., were

in flower, and in the various houses in flower were

Cattleya Mendelii varieties, C. granulosa, Vanda
Roxbnrghii, Kpidendrum nemorale majus, Saccola-

bium Blumei majus, S. guttatum, several fine

examples of Oocidium Jonesianum, which here

thrives remarkably well ; Aorides Sanderiannm, A.

LawrencisB, Phalienopsis Schroderie, and the large

yellowish-white P. Micholitzii, a very rare plant;

Angrsecum Scottianum, and many plants of great

botanical interest. The neat little rock-garden has

its centre well covered with dwarf alpines, among
which the lesser Campanulas are very beautiful;

Cistus florentinus and C. crispus, too, are covered

with flower ; Gentiana septemfida has fine heads of

blue flowers ; the lesser Dianthus have been good,

and still make a ihow; and ^IJ-hionema pers'cum
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forma charming tufts covered with neat heads of

blnsh-white flowers. In the borders around, the

Delphiniums, Lychnis chalcedonies, Papavers,

Geranium pratenae flore-pleno ; the taller Campa-
nulas, Roses, &c., make a line show, and in the

sunk garden, where the collection of Oncocjclus Iris,

the hardy Cypripediums, &c., are, the species of

Lilium promised in spring to make a good display,

but the late frosts crippled all the varieties of

Lilium canadense, L. pardalinum, and L. Brownii,

except where an occasional plant or so has been in

a situation which favoured its escape.

The Rosary.

AIMEE VIBERT ROSE.

It is pleasing to note that this old favoarite

still holds its ground amid such formidable rivals as

the new Crimson Rambler. It is the most useful of

all Noisette Roses, and may now be seen covering an

area of about 600 square feet of the old abbey ruins,

behind the fine Norman Tower of Bury St. Edmund's.

The plant has occupied its present site on the ruins

for a good many years, and has been allowed to

ramble high and wide with little restraint from

shears or knife. The result was a plant of

abnormal size totally smothered with blooms. Rich

and superb as it is in and by itself, it needs but

little imagination to see how very much its striking

beauty might be heightened were it supported on one

aide by L'IdSal or William Allen Richardson, and

on the other by Turner's new Crimson Rambler.

Take them for all and all, these are fine wall-clothers,

and match rambling Rosei', and it seems a pity they

are not more frequently employed to scramble over

rnins or climb np and clothe old pollards or other

trees. For these and other picturesque effects in

garden scenes, rambling Rosea have few equals

—

assuredly no superiors, unless it be the glowing Ivy-

like Virginia Creeper, Ampelopsis Veitchii, There

is abundant room and work for the latter to cover

their grey masses at Bury St. Edmund's with fiery

crimson in the autumntide, when the pale-faced

Aim^e Vibert Rose and its more brilliant, though

hardly more beautiful, companions have faded.

B. T. F.

The Impbovement or Kosbs.

Not infrequently one hears complaints to the

effect that the modern Roses are not so good as the

old ones, especially in the matter of scent. How
auch an unreasonable impression can have been
maintained so persistently is most puzzling. Let
these persons carefully examine our old Roses.

Whether they take one class or another, there have
undoubtedly been vast improvements made, and, I

venture to assert, in all directions. Which of them
has a richer perfume than Viscountess Folkestone,

Heinrich Schultheiss, Madame Cusin, The Bride,

Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Dr. Grill, Luciole, or

L'ld^ile ? All of these were introduced since 1880.

Do we look for depth of colour in various shades,

we can still find improvements produced since the
same date. I may name Eclair, Ella Gordon, Lady
Helen Stewart, Jeannie Dickson, Mrs. J. Laing,
Salamander, Suzanne-M, Rodocanachi, Sir Roland
Hill, and Victor Hugo from the hybrid perpetuals

;

while the same class affords ns similar improvements
in light colours with Margaret Dickson, Mrs. W. J.

Grant, Merveille de Lyon, Marchioness of London-
derry, and Marchioness of Downshire. When we
come to the Teas, in addition to those already
named, where can we find such exquisite shades as
in Cleopatra, Ernest Metz, Ethel Brownlow, Edith
Gifford, Madame de Watteville, Sunset, and others ?

With a glance at hybrid Teas, a few good varieties

of which, since 1880, are Grace Darling, Caroline
Testout, Augustine Guinoisseau, Lady M. Fitz-
william. Viscountess Folkestone, Gustave Regis
Bardon Job, and Marquess of Salisbury, we must
get further into our subject.

It does not matter which class or section we take,
even among the garden Roses, now, happily, coming

more into favour, we find a large number of newer

introductions which are vastly in advance of the

mejority of older varieties. Janet's Pride, and the

splendid hybrid Sweet Briars coming into commerce

through Messrs. Keynes & Co. this autumn, are so

great an advance in every way upon the old ones in

this class, that one need name no more. Mrs. Paul

and Madame Isaac Pereire from the Bourbons

;

Laurette Messimy and Red Pet from the Chinas
;

Perle d'Or, Mignonette, and Gloire dea Polyantha

from the polyanthas ; Mme. G. Brnant and America

from the Japanese, were all introduced since 1880.

But in the matter of greater vigour, hardiness, and

more perpetual blooming, we are far in advance of

many of the old Roses some sentimentalists sigh

over, so many of which were only good for a short

period each year, and bore very little of the beauti-

fully handsome shades found in the foliage of the

present day.

A collection of the old Gallica, or Damask Roses,

staged by the Right Hon. Lord Penzance at the

Crystal Palace recently, and also the fact that most
of our Silver Medals for the best blooms in such

grand representative shows as the National Rose
Society hold, give us a wonderful contrast.

Of course, there are some good old Rosea—good,

too, in every way ; but that does not prove that our

new introductions are not a decided improvement
upon the majority. They are elderly persons who
bring forward these notions, and with all due respect

to age, 1 must give it as my impression that they

have either neglected to move with the times, or else

have an undue preference for the friends of their

youth. Finally, does any experienced rosarian

doubt that our queen of flowers has really improved
as much, if not more than any other flower ? A. P.

AMATEUR'S Column

SHIRLEY POPPIES—It is well known that all the
Papaver family are lovers of plenty of fresh air, and do
not generally succeed in or around large towns. 1 have
tried an experiment this season, making sowings of

all the kinds in cultivation. The most open space
available was given each kind, and abundance of
manure placed in the ground. Every variety, with the
exception of the above-named, absolutely refused to
grow, while these are wonderfully vigorous, and a
mass of bloom. I have not seen this delicately
beautiful queen of Poppies in any of the parks in

London ; but as they do well here, in the land of
factories—Bermondsey, they surely would succeed in
parts more highly favoured, and further removed
from chemical impurities in the atmosphere. Sweet
Peas also do remarkably well. The conduct of dif-

ferent members of one family of hardy perennials ia

somewhat peculiar. Three plants of each of the
following Helianthus were planted last autumn in
both of the recreation grounds under my charge :

H. semi-plenua, H. Soleil d'Or, H. multiflorus gi-

gantens, H. l.-etiflorus, H, rigidus, and H. decape-
talus. The first four have made abnormally strong
growth, while the others are puny and stunted.
Chrysanthemum uliginosum spreads rapidly, whilst
C. maximum seems very unhappy. All the Asters
grow apace, with the exception of A. Shorti, which, by
the way, is a very showy variety. None of the species
of Lychnis seem to thrive in London smoke. In Cal-
ceolarias, too, the same thing exists. It occurred to
me that beds filled with Calceolarias would be eflec-
tive, and a bed in each ground was planted with
Camden Hero (crimson) for centre, with Yellow
Queen as outer edge ; Lobelia for edging. Camden
Hero has proved a miserable failure, whilst the
yellow variety is a mass of bloom. Tuberous Be-
gonias promise well for bloom, although the foliage
is slightly scorched. W. H. Aggctt, Bermondsey, S.E.

A BEAUTIFUL FLOWER.—Is the 'Gloria " as well
known and as often grown as it deserves to be ?

From several seeds brought from Teneriffe, and
sown early in February in our Orchid-house, only
two plants have reached maturity and the perfection
of loveliness. These two, when about 3 feet high,
were changed into a cooler house, where they have
grown tall and strong, sending out long climbing
shoots, well furnished with buds and leaves, and
where, on June 30, one of them displayed its first

flower, like a very large, delicately-formed Con-
volvulus, of a most marvellous ccerulean blue, with

golden-yellow deep within the long tube ; anything
more exquisite in form and colour can hardly be
imagined. Since that day from eight to ten flowers

have unfolded daily. Alas ! the Gloria is as

transient as it is lovely, and its beauty lasts for only

five or six hours ; seven hours, may be, in dull

weather. Yet I have seen it live in all the splendour

of its freshest, purest azure and gold from 8 till

near 3, when cut and placed in a glass of water at

a distance from the window. A' J'. B., Hunttrcombe

Manor. [Our correspondent's description refers to

some Ipomocj, probably 1. purpurea, which deserves

all the praise lavished upon it. Ed.]

PLANTS IN FLOWER AT EDIN-
BURGH BOTANIC GARDEN.

CoMBEETUM PUEPOEEUM.—Thls tropical climber,

seldom seen in good condition, is now flowering on

the roof of the annexe of the Palm-house, and its

rich scarlet flowers, borne in branched panicles, are

much admired,
Myetds Luma.

A fine plant of this Chilian species, about 7 feet

high, is flowering profusely in the Temperate-house,

the deep green of the foliage, where it can be seen

amongst the innumerable white flowers, making a

fine contrast. The leaves are small and ovate, the

branched pedicels bearing the flowers springing from

the axils of these. The petals are slightly concave,

and the large number of stamens upon short fila-

ments give them a light appearance. The synonyms

of Eugenia apiculata and E. Luma have been given

it by different authorities. A figure of this plant is

given in the Bot. Mag., t. 5040, under the latter

name.

CaLLISTEMON SALIQNCS and C. 6PECI0SUS.

Two handsome greenhouse plants, have for some

time been flowering freely, their bottle, brush- like

inflorescences being very attractive. The first named

is very floriferous, and the straw-coloured flowers

have a peculiar odour. C. speciosus is perhaps the

more showy species. Both are capital greenhouse

plants.

Melaleuca htpbbicifolia.

This plant resembles somewhat in the appearance

of the inflorescence the Callistemons, but its habit

of growth is not so rigid, and the branches are more

pendulous. The flowers are of a brick-red colour,

and are borne in crowded cylindrical spikes, these

springing some distance from the points of the

branches appearing very freely. The plant here ia

about 9 feet high, and occupies a front position ia a

bed in the Temperate- house. R. L, Harroio, Royai

Botanic Garden, Ediulmrgh.

RURAL INDUSTRIES IN CAM-
BRIDGE.

One of the oldest and most prosperous of these

celebrated its majority at Histon recently. It was

a happy coincidence that brought this event into the

week of one of the most successful meetings of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England at Cam-
bridge, for Histon is nigh to Cambridge, and ia a

well - known station on the Great Eastern and

Midland line from Cambridge to St. Ives.

To those interested in the extension of fruit-

growing in England, it is better known as the centre

of the jam factory of Messrs. Chivers & Sons. It

is twenty-one years since the first boil of jam was
made by the firm.

The meeting waa preaided over by Mr. S. Chivers,

supported by his three sons, and Hugh E. Hoare,
Esq., M.P. for the division ; the staff" of travellers,

cmployh, and friends, amounting to about 400. A
capital tea was provided in a large tent, music and
games were also provided ; while the large group was
photographed during the evening. The Preaa was
also well represented, so that to those who can read

between the lines of the full report of the great show
week at Cambridge, there will be few more hopeful

or suggestive incidents than the account of the rise

and progress and coming of age of this first 'am
factory in East Aoglia,
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The chairman and fonndpr, who received a most

cordial welcome from bis employes and friends,

stated that he commenced business with 3 acres of

land; within ten years this was increased to 150

acres. They began with two workpeople, now they

bad 400 workmen, and 500 acres of land. The

chairman added, " I believe there are now within ten

the necessity of a factory was borne in upon them.

" Beyond this the excellence of the product, and the

interest of the employh, from the highest to the

lowest, have powerfully promoted the prosperity of

the firm ; the foremen of our fields and gardens have

been with as over forty years, and many of you have

been with as for twenty and thirty yearr," ob-

FlG. 14.— DISA YEITCHII X.

factory," observed Mr. John Chivers, "we make a

special point of getting the soft fraiCs, such as Straw-

berries and Raspberrief, boiled up and filled into

pots ready for consumption the same day as picked,

sometimes in the busiest season, by the help of

relays of the workpeople, and by running our pans

continuously from early morning ontil late at night,

thus preserving the fruit with all its freshness and

bloom, and producing a result which can only be

obtained by this means."

Mr. Hoare, the M.P. for the division, congratu-

lated the meeting first of all on two things, the

good order and cleanliness that prevailed in every

branch, and the general contentment among the em-

plot/ia. As a proof of the importance of such vil-

lage industries, Mr. Hoare dwelt on the fact that

Histon is one of the few villages in West Cambs where

the population has not gone down, but has on the

contrary increased. " Therefore we owe a debt to the

factory that can hardly be over-estimated, and not

only does this neighbourhood owe a debt of gratitude

to the factory, but the whole county also for the ex-

ample Histon has set, and which I am glad to see has

been followed elsewhere with equally beneficent

results. Some eight or ten years ago an illustrious

statesman advised the English farmers to produce jem.

That advice, if I may use an Irishism, had been taken

long before it was given, because ten years before

Mr. Gladstone gave that advice, the work had been

begun at Histon, and not only is the operation of

jam-making and kindred manufactures carried on,

but this factory found employment also for carpenters,

printers, tin-workers, and other industries. This

jam is like the best home-made jam ; it is cheap, but

not impossibly cheap. It is only cheap so far as

cheapness is compatible with a first-rate product;

and I can only say," concluded Mr. Hoare, "that

I never had in all my life better home-made Straw-

berry jam." Mr. Hoare wondered what sort of tents

would be reeded to Teceive the employes in twenty-

three years time, when the factory will have been

in existence for half a century, if It Is carried on in

the same spirit and on the same lines as it is to day.

To other districts, and especially those suffering

most from the present agricultural depression, we

would repeat the advice of England's greatest states-

man and the Messrs. Chivers, the first practical

fruit-growers who have tried jam with such dis-

tinguished success. D. T. F.

miles of this factory 3000 acres of fruit, 2000 acres of

which have been planted since the factory was

built."

Twenty- one years ago the factory was built to

meet the difficulty that confronts the fruit-grower

who largely increases the production of a perishable

commodity on a large scale. As the Histon acreage

increased, and Mr. Chivers and his sons went down

to Bradford in Yorkshire, chiefly to dispose of it,

served the chairman at the meeting, who was also

able to add, " we have scarcely had any trouble

with our workpeople. Some of the happiest years

were those I worked with my own men." The chair-

man's sons addressed the meeting in a similar genial

and friendly spirit.

The freshness and high quality of the jams,

made the same day as picked, has also done much

to promote the prosperity of the firm. "At our

DISA YEITCHII X

.

In this beautiful plant, obtained by intercrossing

D. grandiflora and D. racemoea. Messrs. Jas. Veitch

& Sonf, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chels.a,

produced the first, and stlU'one of the best, of the

new race of garden hybrid Disas, which are destined

to become general favourites, as they give a class of

terrestrial Orchids with most beautiful flowere,

which do not require to be grown in an Oichid-

house, as they thrive remarkably well in a

shady corner of an ordinary greenhouse or conser-

vatory, If they are carefully tended and kept always

moist, lain-water being used for them in pnf^retce

to water from any other source. The flowers, which

last a long time in perfection, are rose-purple, with

dark crimson and yellow markings in the centre.

NURSERY Notes.
•

SOME ROSE NURSERIES.

MB.FniNKCANT.—No one professing even alimited

knowledge of the world of Roses, could make a more

unfortunate admission than that he was unacquainted

with the names, at least, of Cant's, of Colchest-r.

For several years past, if we except especially tarly

seasons, the first position in the leading class at the

Crystal Palace shows has been held by one or other

ot these Colchester firme, nor has the present year

been any exception, for at the southern shows gene-

ralW, it has been an in-and-out race between the

Cant's. Mr. Benjamin R. Cant scoring in the class

for seventy-two at Windsor, and Mr. Frank Cant

at the Palace. Essex is a real Rose county, espe-

cially around Colchester, and only 18 miles away, in
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the neighbouring county of Suffolk, is the garden of

that redoubtable amateur champion, the Rev. H. A.

Berners, of Ipswich. Why East Anglia has obtained

such an enviable reputation for the culture of the

" Qaeen "his been answered in various ways. Some

have said the nature of the soil has been the chief

help, others that the secret is to be found in the air

or climate. Either or both of these very important

circumstances may have had much to do with it, but

these natural conditions have been greatly assisttd

by the skil!, enterprise, and energy that have been

brought to bear in the matter of their culture, such

as is only practised in so large a degree by growers

who love the plants under their charge. It may be

said generally that a gardener seldom succeeds in

the culture of a class of plants that does not commend
itself to his favour. When recently paying a short

visit to Mr. Frank Cant, we had the pleasurable

experience of seeing these acres of Rofes at the most

interesting season of the year, for—with few excep-

tions—the rows cf plants were covered with par-

ticularly fine floweri, and in such abundance that the

air seemed to reflect the varied and enchanting hues

they presented, and to be filled with the sweetness

of their perfume.

The nursery is sometbinp; over a mile from the

station, and Mr. Frank Cant and his assistants were

extremely busy preparing stands for the exhibitions

at Wolverhampton and at Gloucester. The nursery

consists of about 45 acres of land, lying on the oppo-

site side of the road to Mr. Cant's residence. The

situation is good, the whole area slanting down to

full south, and on the east aide the greater part of it

is considerably sheltered by a belt of tall trees.

The first variety we noticed amongst compara-

tively new kinds was the seedling from Madame
Gabrielle Lnizet, known as Madame E. Michel. This

fine H.P. was doing exceedingly well, and its large

full flowers of very bright rose, and good form, are a

decided improvement in colour and in form upon the

parent. Violet Qieen was easily noticeable, but

although it may live for seme time, it is not likely

to become a favourite. Charles Gater is a grand

brown-crimson-coloured flower of good shape. Mr.

Cant thinks this variety will prove a capital plant

treated a? a cut- back, and it is a splendid grower.

Then there was Marchioness of Londonderry, an

immense flower of ivory-white ; the petals are of

good substance, and a little reflexed, whilst it has a

pleasing amount of peifume, which in many of the

newer kinds is lacking. Madame Joseph Bonnaire,

a new one in the way of—and suspected to be a seed-

ling from—Paul Neyron, is bright rose, flowers very

large ; it is somewhat distinct, from the reverse of

petals being a silvery -white. Mrs. Harper was

noticed reverting to Heinrich Schultheiss, some

of the flowers being half-and-half, from which it

may be supposed the variety will not be long-lived.

General Berge is a capital crimson or deep-red flower,

with a shade of violet in the older petals. It is free-

blooming and sweet-scented, the flowers are large

and pleasing. Then there was Mrs. Paul (Messrs. Geo.

Paul & Son), a good light-coloured variety, and very

distinct. Margaret Dickson has done splendidly

everywhere this season, and was awarded 1st place

at the Crystal Palace in the class for the best new
H. P. It would be white were it not for a delicate

flesh centre ; the petals are large and pretty, and

seeing also that its foliage is handsome, and it is

proving itself a good grower, this introduction by

Messrs. Dickson & Co. of Newtownards will be a

general favourite.

Whilst speaking of the newer varieties, it may be

well to notice a new single or semi-single garden

Rose, a seedling of Mr. Cant's which he intends to

call Braiswick Seedling. In colour it is almost

equal to Dake of Edinburgh the flowers are very

large, and wonderfully free, and it is a strong

grower. The new double or semi-double rugosa,

named Double de Coubert, is an acquisition, in the

way of a pure white garden Rose.

It is unnecessary to say that all the standard varie-

ties were to be seen in this establishment, and in

capital condition, bat we shall refrain from men-
tioning any large number of them, as they are well

known. It is interesting, though, to remark how

plainly is it evident that each variety rf quires more

or less different environment, and so we find that

in one season this variety is perfect everywhere

almost, and another—generally a good sort—is a

failure. As an instance, may be cited, Mrs. Jno.

Laing, capital this year almost universally, last year

it was bad; whilst Madame Gabrielle Luizet ia gene-

rally inferior this year, and last year it was good.

Viscountess Folkestone, one of the best hybrid

Teas, is nearly always in bloom, and its flesh-colour

is very pleasing; Horace Vernef, dwarf, as usual;

Lady Alice Fitzwilliam, and General Jacqueminot,

the latter one of the best of Rose?, producing no end

of bloom, were all doing well. A large quantity of

maiden plants cf A. K. Williams had made splendid

growth, and scarcely any of them had failed to

"take." Pride of Waltham (W. Paul & Son), in

habit like Countess of Oxford, is a fine Rose, but has

now been known well for more than a dozen years,

and requires no description here. Marie Baumann
was lovely, and Fisher Holme?, Eirl of Dufferin,

Prince Arthur, R^'ynolds Hole, and others, all claim

mention ; the latter variety Mr. Cant has grown

largely, and he exhibited a dozen good blooms at

the Palace show.

Coming to a few words upon the Teas and hybrid

Teas, the experience here is that common elsewhere,

the finest blooms for exhibition are those produced

by the standards. Miy Rivers is a wonderful flower,

it contains such a quantity of petals, but we fear it

will never be one to be depended on ; it requires

very exceptional treatment, anc", as it were, helping

out of its bud, otherwise it would be a very pretty

and good sort. Kaiaerin Augusta Victoria, a pure

white bloom with yellow centre is thought highly of;

it is good for many purposes besides exhibition,

Maman Cochet is not yet secure in its reputation,

but anticipations are entertained that it will be good

and useful ; it has plenty of substance, and in colour

is flesh, but for a little carmine, E'^hel Brownlow is

a capital bloom when good, but being extremely

variable, " Ethel " cannot be depended upon always;

it is, however, good for pots and forcing. Mr. Cant

is growing a quantity of pot plants of different

varieties, intending to further develop this part of

his business. As so much depends upon the con-

ditions of the stocks for this year's working, when
the Roses for next season are considered it may be

interesting to record that a whole breadth of standard

Briars exhibit unusually good health and vigour,

which could hardly be surpassed, the dwarfs being

of equally satisfactory quality.

Mb. Benjamin R. Cant.

The nursery of this veteran grower is about the

same distance from the station as that of his nephew,

but in a slightly different direction. Mr. Birjamin

Cant has been thoroughly well known for years as

a successful exhibitor, and although he is less able

to get about, and to visit the shows in diffr-rent parts

of the country than formerly, his love and interest

in Roses are as keen as ever, though his sons have

to take much of the work and management that

was the personal charge of their father. The
site occupied by this nursery is the highest in or

around Colchester, and Mr. Cant told us that the

floor of his house was on a level with the parish

church steeple in the town. Notwithstanding this

allitude, water abounds immediately under the

surface, so much so, that it proves a nuisance.

However, Mr. Cant well understands the nature

of the ground, and knows equally well how to

manage it. consequently he is able to grow and

exhibit such flowers as he showed at Windsor, and

again at the Palace this season. Unfortunately, we were

caught in a very violent storm whilst approaching

Mr. B. Cant's establishment, and the deluge of rain

prevented us from seeing and noting the Roses so

carefully as might have been desired ; indeed, Mr.

Cant was afraid that if we ventured into the fields

at all we should remain fast in the mud, but this,

we are thankful to say, was not our experience,

though the state of a Colchester Rose-field, with its

heavy, almost clayey, soil, after such a storm, is not

easily exaggerated. This incident, besides prevent-

ing a closer inspection of this nursery, was equally

successful in preventing us from a visit to that of

Messrs. D. Prior & Sous, another Colchester firm

which is rapidly making a name for ilsi^lf at many of

our best exhibitions.

Looking at Mr. Cant's plants of Marchioness of

Londonderry, we thought that it may prove more

valuable than now when it hes been longer under cul-

tivation. Mrs. Harkness had good-aiz^d flowers, but

they were rather thin ; however, it was thought that

it will improve. Captain Hay ward was thought a

good deal of— it has a high flower, stands well, is a

good colour, but perhaps rather thin ; the colour is

violet-rose, and it will make a good one for exhi-

bition. There were large breadths of Victor Hugo,

La France, Gustave Piganeau, Meryeille de Lyon,

and many others, all in capital health and flower
;

also the very large handsome Prince Arthur, one

that was introduced into commerce by Mr. Benjamin

R. Cant. The Teas and hybrids, usually shown well

from here, are not quite up to form this year, espe-

cially the standard trees. Altogether, there are

from 300 to 350 varieties of Roses, including a good

number of all the best sorts of climbing and other

groups. Of stocks, Manetti and Briar, there are

about 10 acres to be budded this year; they are of

promising appearance, especially the dwarfs. Mr.
Benjamin Cant, like his nephew, was busy packing

for Wolverhampton and Gloucester, and the storm

above referred to would have been disastrous had

not some of the blooms been already secured. As
it happened, however, there were many yet to cut

;

but, in the end, Mr. Birjamin Cant won Ist place at

Wolverhampton in the class for seventy-two flowers.

Mb. Rumset.

A well-known grower and exhibitor of Roses is

Mr. Rumsey, Joyning's Nursery, about a mile from

Waltham Cross Station. Visitors to the shows in

springand early summer will befamiliarwiththeaplen-

did flowers, especially of Niphetos, that were grown
here, and the houses are now filled with specimens

that not many weeks since were covered with flowers.

But if pot plants are a feature, large breadths may be

seen in the open ground, the plants ia vigorous

condition and full flower.

Of recent years no class has come more to the

front than the Teas, and it is interesting to note that

whilst a large portion of the stock is upon the seedling

and cutting Briar, not a few are on the S»eet Briar,

which Mr. Rumsey finds valuable for the Tea Rose.

We class here Teas and hybrid Teas together, for

there is only a very fine point of distinction between

them, except in a few instances. A good variety for

colour is Souvenir de Wootton, the plants in their

second blooming being full of bright rosy-crimaon

flowers of strong fragrance. It is one of the most

sweetly-scented of all Roses, and this feature is of

great importance at a time when not a few of the

newer Roses are without perfume. Very beautiful

was Narcisae, a variety little known compared to

Bome of the otherf, but of delicate yellow colour, a

Rose grown years ago in garden?, and quite able to

compete with kinds of similar ahade. E.Kcellent were

Catherine Mermet, Madame Cuain, the delicately-

tinted Madame de Watteviile, and auch hybrid Teas

as Countess of Pembroke, Viscountess Folkestone,

and Grace Darling, three splendid Rosea raised by the

late Mr. Henry Bennett of Shepperton. The first of

the three is leaa known perhaps than the others, the

flowers being full, soft rose in colour and sweetly-

scented ; whilst Grace Darling ia one of the most
free-flowering and vigorous of all Roses, the plant

remarkably robust, smothered with large full flowers,

creamy-white, ahad^d with rosy-peach. Viacountesa

Folkestone ia a hybrid that should be grown in the

amallest collection. It ia a lovely flower, large,

informal, and creamy-white, touched with a refined

aalmou-pink, a vigorous plaat, bushy, and very free,

A group of it in full beauty is in its way unique. Mr.

Rumsey grows it with success, several plants of it to-

gether being very beautiful. Rich in colour is

Souvenir de Thfireie Lsvet, the darkest of all the

Teas, the flowers deep crimson and effective.
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'^ All the sections of the Rose are grown, and an old-

faahioned walk of hardy flowers and Roses is interest-

ing, for the fine old bashes of varioas kinds that vie

with the Poppy and other things for colour. A fine

exanaple of the garland hybrid Musk Hose was in

bloom, and it would be well if more thought were

given such types. This covers a pillar or rustic

stake with its rambling growth almost hidden at this

time by a wealth of white flowers, yellow in the

centre.

A bank of dwarf hybrid perpetaals was very fine,

variety that grows very quickly and strongly, bearing

abundance of sweet-scented, full, pleasing flowers,

white, tinted with rose in the centre. Those of

Jeannie Dickson are high-centred, pinkish-rose, and

sweet, Duchesse de Yallombrosa is a variety none

too common, but there is a charm in the refined rose-

coloured flowers, and the plant makes a robust, bashy

growth. Ulrich Brunner, like Gnstave Piganeau,

was a Rose that came to the front very quickly. It

makes a splendid display here, Mr. Ramsey bending

over the strong shoots, Sowers being sent up at

Fio. 15.—Ecnns japonichs teicolob : vabiegation pink, wniTE, and geeen. (see p. 96.)]

all the chief varieties being grown. Worthy of note

amongst them was General Jacqueminot, or " Jacks
"

aa it is called in the market, which if one of the

oldest of the section is still popular for its brilliant

colour, fragrance, and freedom. Beauty of Waltham
was excellent, its bright colour and fragrance,

making it of value'; whilst we were also pleased to see

those two Irish-raised Hoses, Margaret Dickson and
Jeannie Dickson blooming abundantly. These,

especially the former, will take a leading place in the

list of H.P.'a. Margaret Dickson was shown well at

the recent Crystal Palace show, and it is certainly a

almost every eye ; the rows of it are a mass of

bloom. This is a good year for the dark and velvety-

crimson Hoses, such a« Crown Prince, Prince Arthur,

Duke of Fi/e, Dake of Wellington, Xavier Olibo, and

many others one could name. When well grown

and the season is not too hot, nothing is more beau-

tiful of its classjthan this, the flowers so rich in colour,

and as a rule, powerfully fragrant. We saw two

sports here of a climbing habit, one from Earl of

Pembroke, and the other from Star of Waltham,
both of vigorous growth ; whilst in the former instance,

the flowers appear fatly three weeks earlier than those

of the parent, and in the other case they are lighter

and of better shape. Sazanne-Marie Rodocanachi is

a thoroughly good garden Rose ; its rosy-coloured

flowers are bright, sweet, and produced freely on
strong vigorous plants. It is one of the best Roses
this season, and many fine blooma of it have been

exhibited.

In a fiae stretch of maiden plants we noticed a
highly promising sport from Mrs. George Dickson,

the flowers of delicate colour, rose, deepening in the

centre, and borne freely on strong-growing plante,

noticeable for their splendid leafage, and as in the case

of the type, completely free from mildew. Although
varieties associated with it were afTected, this was
untouched. Of course, that fine Rose, Mrs. John
Laing, was flowering with its wonted freedom ; and

a variety interesting to mention is Marguerite Boudet.

A superb bloom of this gained the Silver Medal for

the beat hybrid perpetual in the amateur's section at

the recent Crystal Palace show, but it is seldom one

sees it in such condition. Unfortunately, the plant

is not a strong grower, but the flowers are distinct in

their lilac-tinted colouring. A really good garden

Rose is Augustine Guinoisseau, which has not been

inaptly called the white La France, the plant making

bushy growth, the flowers white, delicate rose in the

centre, and very fragrant. It is a good autumnal as

well as summer Rose.

A very fine plot of standard and half-ttandard

Roses is a feature of this nursery, and every variety

adapted for this mode of culture is grown. It is not

necessary to give a list of names, never very interest-

ing, as only those varieties that form really good

heads are grown. The reason why this form of Rose

has become, to a certain extent, unpopular is because

kinds utterly unsuitable for making standards have

been selected. Moss Roses, Austrian Briars, and allied

types, the Polyanthas, China*, and other important

sections were all represented by the best varieties.

Visitor.

Messes. Saltmabsh & Son.

The nursery of Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son is just

outside the town of Chelmsford, but within a mile

or BO of the railway station. It is a typical country

nursery, containing a little of everything, with a

special development of certain departments. Good

order prevails, and, as is always the case under such

circumstances, the plants have a healthy, well-to-do

appearance. Zonal Pelargoniums and Begonias

make a brave show, Mr. Saltmarsh having evidently

an excellent strain of both. Small plants of Palms,

Dracaenas, Crotons, Adiantums are in profusion ;

and in one of the houses a fine bush of Streptosolen

Jameaoni seems to invite the passer to cut and come

again. The method of shading of some of the

houses is worth noting, as it is efficient, inexpensive,

and convenient. It is simply a light hurdle in the

shape of an ordinary light, with rather wide inter-

stices between the bars. This allows the light to

penetrate, but breaks it up and prevents scorching.

The hurdles are removable by a lad with great ease.

In the grounds are some noteworthy treep, such as a

fine specimen of Cedrus atlantica glauca, perhaps the

finest silver-leaved Conifer. Almoat equally beau-

tiful is Abies nobilis glauca. A cut-leaved Lime

and various other ornamental trees make the visitor

wonder at the way in which these interesting subjects

are ignored.

Roses are largely grown ; but so much has been

said about Roses lately, that it is difficult to find

anything new to say about them. A nice quarter of

standard Mulberries, in excellent condition, is not so

often met with ; indeed, one of the specialties of this

nursery consists in its collections ol well-grown fruit-

trees—Apples, Pears, trained Peaches, standard

Plums, and the like. Some of the young Apples

showed traces of that dreadful May frost ; but on the

whole, the trees are In excellent condition, the bark

clear and bright, and the foliage healthy. On the

Paradise, the crops are good ; and amongst Apples,

special note must be made of Saltmamh's Qieen,

which this season is bearing profusely. Pears on

the Quince are also remarkable for the crop of

fruit they are this year bearing.
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RUBUS JAPONICUS ^ TRICOLOR.
Tms 18 one of Mi'ssrB. J. Veitch & Sins' intro-

dactions (fisr. 15, p. 95), and waa shown hj them at

the meeting of the Royal Horticaltnral Society on

July 10 last. As seen it was a slender-growing

trailer, with stems and leaf petioles of rose-colonr,

the leaves showing mnch white in patches

among the green of the rest of the leaf snr-

face, the youngest leaves being pinkish-white. It

would make a pretty greenhouse climber, or basket-

plant ; or, layered in small pots, a very suitable

subject for table-decoration. We do not know if it

is yet in commerce.

MARKET - GARDENING IN
SUSSEX.

The season, on the whole, has been a disappoint-

ing one, as far as it has gone. A dry and brilliant

spring, from March to mid-April, brought all fruit

and vegetables very forward, and had the fulfilment

realised the promise, the season of 1894 would have

been a remarkable one. Never have we seen a better

or more abundant show of bloom on Pears, Apples,

and Strawberries ; seldom a better promise of a

large crop of black Currants ; Potatos looked well,

anid were nnasually forward ; Peas, too, promised
great things. When, on the night of Sunday,
May 20, a sharp white frost came upon ns, the havoc
wrought m»y be more easily imagined than described.

In our own district we registered about 6^ of frost,

but in some low-lying parts 8°, and even more, were
noted. K"nt suffered very considerably, and most
dire accounts of the dam age done by the frost soon
reached us from our sister-county. Fot a time, we
were deluded into hoping that our loss wa? compara-
tively trifling, but a few weeks sofB^e to prove the
fallacy of such hopes. The Apple crop has become
practically a complete failure ; Strawberries are

yielding less than half a crop ; black Currants have
dropped very considerably ; Potatos on the higher
ground checked, but not otherwise injured, are in low-
lying partscut to the ground. The Pears, being a week
or two in advance of Apples, have not suffered much,
and there is, in our own district of Eist Sussex,
a fair promise of a crop ; we notice, however, that
the fruit is not swelling well, and seems to be
cracking considerably. We have had a good deal
of blight, and caterpillars have, until lately, done
serious damage to the young foliage. Plums are

only a moderate crop, and are a good deal blighted.

Gooseberries have suffered a little from caterpillars,

but are quite an average crop. Peas have, perhaps,
best of all fulfilled their early promise, and have
yielded well. Beans, both dwarf and runners, have
been looking very yellow and unhealthy, owing, pro-
bably, to the cold nights we experienced during the
latter part of May and early June, but a fortnight
of really warm weather has improved their appear-
ance in a marked manner. This should be a Celery
year, the abundant rains giving it a good start, and
never allowing it to flag.

A curious feature of this season has been the
lack of demand for flowers. Since the Wallflower
season was over, the demand for perennials and
herbaceous plants has been practically nil. Really
fine Pmks (Her Majesty) have been almost unsale-
able, and Roses a drug in the market. We can
only account for this rather unusual "slackness"
in the flower trade by suggesting that the wet, cold
spring and early summer—for with the exception of
a few weeks' hot weather this month it has been a
dull season—has kept the usual visitors away from
such favourite resorts as Tunbridge Wells, Eist-
bourne, and Hastings, and rendered even the resi-

dents chary of indulging in luxuries. There is now
a fair demand for Sweet Peas in limited quantities.

Under glass, in spite of an insufficiency of sunshine,
the Tomatos look well, and seem to promise a heavy
yield. We have seen no sign of mildew up to the
present, but deem it wise to withhold water whilst
the dull, wet weather lasts, as far as is possible con-
sistently with the growth and well-being of the plants.

A few notes as to wholesale prices realised in

one or two of our large towns at this present! time

may be of interest:—Tomatos, M. per lb. ; Peaches,

2s. per dozen ; Strawberries, 'id. to !yd. per lb.

;

Gooseberries, ripe, ?s per bushel ; red Currants, 8s.

do. ; black Currants 6s. to 8s. do. ; Raspberries, 10s.

do. ; Potatos, kidneys, 4s. to 5s do. ; White Hebrons,

4s. do; P.'Bs, William 1. and William Ilurat, 4s. do.

;

Na Plus Ultra, 4s. do. ; Cauliflowers, \d. and 2d.

each ; Cabbage, &d. per dozen ; Carrots, Is, Qd. per

dozen bunches; Tornipe. Is, %d. to 2s. do.

Flowers: Pinks (Her Majesty), 6(i, to Is. per dozen

bunches ; Sweet Peas, 2s, do.; Gladiolus (white). Is.

do. (six blooms to a bunch).

The weather continues wet and cold, and the

markets are proportionately dull. A Market Gard'-ner.

Belgi_um.

THE ANTWERP EXHIBITION.

The manifestation organised by the horticultural

section of the Exposition Uoiverselie and the Royal
Agricultural Society of Antwerp was successful,

though the King and Q'leen, in whose honour it was
organised, were unable to be present owing to the

death of President Carnot. So many plants and
flowers were received that they furnished a salon,

which was arranged under the superintendence of M.
Gaillaume Bosschere, The plants included, among
others, tuberous Begonias, blue Ageratum, white
Sedum carneum, Anthurium Scherzerianum and A.
Rothschildianum. Orchids (among the finest were
those from MM, Cti. Vuylsteke, D. Massange
of Louvrex, Peeters, Pauwels, Van Imahoot, Jules

Hye, A. Jansaena, and L. Vincent). Nidularium
fulgens and N. Meyendorffi, Ophiopogon jaburan,
fol. var., Drac£ena, Saxifraga sarmentosa tricolor

Buperba, interspersed with many fine Palms, among
which may be mentioned the specimens of Kentia
from M. Vovlsteke, Kentia Forsteriana from MM.
De Smet Fieres, Rhapis flabelliformis from M.
Peeters. Latania borbonica, Cocos Weddeliana, and
Chamaerops excelaa.

Ohchids, &c., at Antwerp.

Among the Orchids employed at the Royal mani-
festation at Antwerp we may mention the new
hybrid Cypripedium raised by M. Jules Hye, C.
L^ysianum (bellatulnm X Crossi), which obtained a
First-class Certificate when exhibited in London

;

also C. Baron Oiy, the inferior sepal of which is the
duplicate of the standard, a characteristic which will

be permanent, since two seedlings have exactly
reproduced it. This feature may prove the starting-

point ol difference of a new series of remarkable
hybrids.

The international exhibition of cut flowers, plantes
d'appartement. and floral decorations, was a suc-
cessful one. Fine plants were sent by M. Emile de
Cock, of Ghent, some good Heuchera sanguinea by
M. Truyman. herbaceous Fsrns from M. Ad. Van-
denbeede of Lille, forced fruit by M. An. Cordonnier
of Bailleul (France), new Cannas by M, Pfitzer of
Stuttgart, and a tine collection of tuberous Begonias
by Messrs. John Liing & Sons of Forest Hill.

Though unfortunati-ly somewhat irjared by heat in

transit, a Gold Medal was awarded for this exhibit.
There were also ahown some tine cut Roses from M.
Henry Vaaderlinden ol Antwerp, and Baron da Coels
of Brussels ; the cut flowers from Madame Jean
Everaerts of Antwerp were much admired.

Belgian Press Congress.

The members of the International Press Congress,
which met at Antwerp in July, were recived at
Laeken by the Kiag and Queen aod Princess Clemen-
tine. The visitors inapected the royal gardens and
greenhouses, which they greatly admired. The event
tends to show onca more the great interest which
His Majesty takes in horticulture.

The WEEK'S Work,
FRUITS UNDER QLASS.

Bv BiiLBY Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

CU3UM8ERS.— Plants growing in deep pits and
bearing heavily should have a good supply of liquid
manure-water afforded them about once a week, and
be wall syringed twice or thrice daily, at the same
time keeping the air laden with moisture. The
leaves should be frequently syringed with qaassia-
water to kill the white aphis. Rsmove decaying or

very old leaves, thin-out the bine freely at short

intervals of time, and stop the shoots at every three

or four joints, but do not cut away the leaves on

shoots where fruits are growing. Cacambers in

dung-bed frames should have fresh lining put to

the frames, the night temperature being kept at

about 70°, and that by day at 80°, but the amount
of sun- heat will be the ruling factor. During the

present month cuttings may be struck, and seed sown

for late supplies, following these with sowings in

August and September,

STRAWBERRIES FOR FORCINQ.—The potting of

runners as soon as they require it, should receive

attention. After potting, place them on a bed of

coal-aahes with a path at every fourth row, and

in an open place, moving them at short intervals to

keep the roots out of the bed. Runners layered

in fruiting pots should be taken from the beds as

soon as su 81 ciently rooted to be freed without flagging.

VINES.—Stop the laterals and regulate all shoots

that are to remain on the canes, taking care that by

so doing the bunches are not fully exposed to the

sun's rays, leaf shade being very essential to the

swelling and colouring of the berries, but not making
the shade too heavy. The so-called " scalding " of

berries by the sun is often taken to be "spot," a

fungoid malady not often seen in well-ventilated

vineries, and which may be kept under by a

somewhat dry atmosphere, and by damping the

hot-water pipes, and at once dasting them with

flowers-of-sulphur. At this season much atten-

tion should be given to the watering of the Vine-

borders, inside and outside, the latter not being left

to the chances of rainfall, affordmg both frequent

dressings of Vine-manure at watering time. No
hard-and-fast line can be laid down in this matter,

but tests may be made to ascertain as far as may
be the condition of the soil at various depths.

A thorough watering may be applied to borders

inside the vineries once in three weeks, and those

outside in the present fickle season will, in low-

lyiug situations, and where the drainage is believed

not to be good, require much care in not affording

more water than is actually required. Too much
water applied in such cases leads to many evils,

such as checks to growth, shanking, and mildew.

Borders in bad order will require renovation at the

proper time, and preparations may now be made, so

that no loss of time may occur. If mildew appears,

apoly artiflcial heat and if it is an early vinery, the

fruit should be removed, and the foliage syringed

with some efficient mildew composition. If red-

spider infests the foliage of Vines with ripening

fruit, nothing can be done effectually against this

plague before the bunches are removed. Having
done this, use petroleum emulsion or Lemon-oil on
alternate days, water alone being used between times,

making use of the garden engine or a powerful syringe.

Some gardeners use dry sulphur against red-spider,

but it has no effect on the insect, and nothing is

more disagreeable than to find flowers-of-sulphur in

the bunches or on the foliage. The best way to

keep the insects in check is by maintaining the

borders in a healthy condition as regards moisture,

over-abundant moisture being as bad in its effects as

drought. Tnis cool season artificial warmth and a

free circulation of air will be necessary in the early

vineries after the fruit is removed, on sunny days
throwing open all sashes, but not starving the vin^s by
much exposure in cool weather ; the temperature in

the late Muscat and Alicante vineries may range
from 70° by night to 80° by day, with a small quantity
of ventilation at all times.

THS OacatD HOUSES.
By W. H, White, Orskid Grotvsr, Surford, Dorking.

CYPRIPEDIUM3 —Such dwarf growing species as

C, niveum, C. concolor, C. Godefroyse, and C, bellatu-

lum have for soma time past received much atten-

tion from hybridists, and when the crosses raised are
possessed of vigour and free-blooming qualities, they
should be added to collections. The crosses often
bloom more freely than the parents. C. niveum and
C. concolor often give more trouble to the cultivator

than all the rest of the Cypripediums, and when
once they get into an unhealthy condition, it is

diffi;nlt to restore health. One of the chief

causes of ill-health is a clo«e and heavy compost ; for

growing as they naturally do in hollows and on the

surface of limestone rocks the plants do not remain
healthy when natural conditions are much disre-

garded. All of them prefer the warm moist East
India-house, and a position where the foliage will be
near to the roof, and slightly shaded when the sun is

bright. Aa regards the potting of these species, it

should not ba done oftener than is necessary, for no
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matter how carefully the work is done, a few roots

are sure to be injured, these being very brittle;

and the bad results of injury to the roots

are more felt by them than by others. The
Draper time for repotting is a few weeks after

flowering. Toe pot in which a plant is growing

should be broken by a tap from a hammer, and

the stale materials carefully picked out from
amon? the roots, but leaving the drainage un-

touched if it be permeated with roots. In some cases

it will be found that the fine soil will have filtered

down amongst the crocks, and this may be blown

out previous to repotting if the plants are dry, as

they should be. Having done this, place the mass
entire in a larger pot, filling up to about two-thirds

of its depth with pieces of chalk or limestone,

and if these are not obtainable, with broken

bricks or thick crocks. Pot moderately firm,

using the following compost : good fibrous loam
freely intermixed with small nodules of lime-

stone, &c., and a small quantity of sphagaum
moss. It is not necessary or advisable to raise

the plants above the rim of the pot, for if kept

level with it they will do just as well. These species

should be kept well supplied with water at all times,

especially when in full growth. Instead ot

watering them in the ordinary way, 1 always

have them stood in a pail of water, the water

just covering the surface of the compost, and allow

them to remain therein for several minutes. The
plants should be taken down and examined two or

three times a week, to ascertain that the compost is

anfiijiently moist. During the summer months
some growers stand them in shallow pans in about
an inch of watfr, and I am told the plants luxu-

riate under this kind of treatment. It is necf asary

to sponge the foliage occasionallr, hut in doing so

great care must be taken not to break the very

brittle leaves.

THE HAKDY FRUIT »ARDEN.
Bv T. TUBTON. GnrdnntT, Maiden Krlegh, Heading.

THE RASPBERRY.—Soon after the bulk of the

aerviceable Iruit is gatherei', remove the fruiting

canes of this year, so that the young canes may
grow vigorously, and also cut out most of the weak
canes and the broo'i that will not be required for

planting purposes. For tying to the stakes, select four

of the best placed and least- damaged canes, fasten-

ing them loosely, and taking pains not to damage
the foliage. This applies to the Bummer-bearing
varieties, Fastolf, Biumforth's Si'edling. Prince of

Wales, Red Antwerp, &c. ; whilst the double-bearing

varieties, of which Superlative is a great acqui-

sition, must be kept netted over where blackbirds are

troublesome.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—The moist weather
having been favourable to growth, the mid-season

and late varieties ehould have all required shoots

laid-in, cutting back strong ones to a lateral near the

base, also to be laid-in. See that all the fruits are

exposed as much as may be desirable to sunlight,

cutting off or putting aside the leaves. Sometimes
the fruits must stand clear of the wall, and this

may be done by placing pieces of lath behind
thtm. The demands on the roots being the

greatest when the fruit is growing fast, trees

that are heavily cropped must be watered with
about one-sixth liquid manure if strong, and
five-sixihs clean water. After the fruits of Amsden
June. Waterloo, Alexander, and any other early

varieties are gathered, without delay remove the wood
which has borne fruits, and spread out the young
shoots that have been laid in temporarily. Doing
this renders the cleansing of the trees from red-spider

easier. AITord the trees a watering at the root, and
rather than heavily syringe the trees, make them
wet with the syringe, and dust over with flovers-of-

8ulphur;or mix the sulphur with the water and syringe

them, leaving the sulphur deposit on the leaves for four

or five days before washing it off. The trees may be
kept clean afterwards by syringing them three times
a week for the next two months.

APRICOTS. — H-avily-cropped trees and those
growing in shallow borders will be benefited by
being afforded a good root- watering. This may
seem unnecessary to some, after the long spell of wet
weather that we have experienced, bat the Plum (the

stock on which the Apricot is worked), cannot well

be over-watered when growing on such warm aspecto

as Apricots require, and for lack of sufficient

moisture at the roots, the fruit ripens prematurely,
and is wanting in flavour and juiciness.

APPLES.—The Codlins and other free-bearers

which had their fruits thinned a few weeks ago, may

have a further thinning if the crop is still too heavy,

the fruits being now of a size available for kitchen use.

The fruits of early free-bearing varieties, a^ Frogmore
Prolific, Lird Suffield. Ejklinville Seedling, Stirling

Castle, Winter llawthornden, Potts' Seedling, &c,, if

not heavily cropped, grow rapidly during the next
few weeks, but if heavily cropped, and not aS'orded

sufiicient root- waterings, they will ripen prematurely.

Trees in porous soils will need heavy root-waterings

at once, and in the event of dry weather setting in,

water will be necessary throughout August. Fruits

of Peasgood's Njnsuch, Duchess of Oldenburgh, &c.,

riquired for exhibition, are impaired in appearance

if ihe bloom gets rubbed off them, therefore all the

leaveo that cause such disfigurement should be cut

off with a pair of scissors.

THE FLOWBH O-ABDBN.
B'/ Joa.v Lambekt. Gardiner, Poicia Castle, Welshpool.

HEDGES OF BOX —Where hedges and specimen
trees of Box form features in a garden, the keeping

of them in good order requires a great amount of

labour to be spent on them, if they are to preserve a
good appearance. Sometimes they are trimmed twice

a-year ; but this is scarcely needed, except in the case

of solitary specimens in flower-beds, which are almost
sure to require tiimming once before the bedding-

out commences, and once afterwards. Box, if clipped

towards the end of the present month or beginning of

August, according to loca'ity, will not giow much if at

all before the spring, and thus a good deal of labour is

saved. If by reason of being cut earlier a new growth
takes place, this will have to be removed, or the frost

will disfigure them by nipping the unripened shoots,

a state of things often witnessed in the B )X edgings

to pathe, &?., in the garden. Clippingshould be done
if possible in showery or dull weather, or the leaves

which are mutilated will turn almost white under
hot sunshine. Specimen shrubs of Box require

great care in cutting, so as to preserve their proper

shape, especially matched specimens. Hedges of

Hornbeau), Lime, Thorn, Piivet, or Elm, by way
of fence or ornament to look nice, should be

trimmed once in the spring and again in autumn.

CHKYSANTHEIVIUMS—Plants in sunny borders

should be examined Irfqaently to see that they do
not sufl'er from dryness at tlie roots, more especially

those which are planted at the foot of a wall. Should
the foliage appear of a litjbt green tint, or in any
other way indicate impoverishoient of the soil, after

first watering them with clear water, afford a good
quantity of weak soot- water. The shoots of these

plants should be loosely but neatly secured to stakes

as often as it seem^ neceasary, weakly shoots and
those not required being removed. Examine the

plants for earwigs; and should green or black- fly

btcoma troublesome, a good dusting of tobacco-

powder may be afforded on a damp evening, syringing

it off next day before the sun shines on them.

PLANTS UNDER O-LASa.
B^ J. F. McLeod. Gardener. Dover House, Roehampton, A". W.

ROIVIAN HYACINTHS —The earliest arrivals of

these bulbs being now purchasable at the nurseries,

potting may begin. As a comoost for them use loam

a year or more in stack, passing it through a half-

inch sieve, one quarter of Mushroom-bed dung, and

sharp sand sufficient in quantity to keep the soil

porous. The pots may be Si-inch ones on this occa-

sion, placing four or six bulbs in a pot, the crowns

I'lat under the surface, pressing the soil moderately

firm, and placing them out-of-doors in a sheltered

place in a bed of coal-asbea, the pots being sunk

2 inches lower than the edge in the bed, and no water

afforded whilst showery weather continues, but in dry

warm times, water will be required.

RICHARDIA8.—Where planting out is not prac-

tised, the crowns of those plants which have been

resting in pots turned on their side may receive one

good watering 21 hours before shaking them ont of

the soi', which will have the eflPect of loosening the

soil from the roots, and thua preserving many of the

latter from injury. If the stock if plants is to be in-

creased the crowns may be sorted into three sizes, but

usually two will suflice, the largest and middle size
;

and in potting the first mako use of 8-inch pots,

and for tb-- second .5-inch and 6 inch pots. A
fibry loam of good quality broken np by hand into

pieces of about the size of a hen's egg may form one

half, and the other half may consist of horse-

droppinge, sand, lima rubbiah, and charcoal. Shake
the old soil entirely off the roots and pot them
firmly, afi'ording water with a fine rose watering-

pot, afterwards placing them in shady quarters.

When growth has commenced, free use should be
made of the syringe. The variety Little Gem thrives

when grown in small pots, therefore it must not be
aSbrded large rooting space. I should recommend
generally for R.chardias a limited pot-room, and the
resort to manure-water when feeding becomes neces-
sary. Richardia Little Gem, grows best in mild
warmth, and should be kept apart therefore from
R. teihiopica.

GENERAL HINTS ON WORK —The spring-sown
tuberous-rooted Begonias should be freely flowering,

and the present is a good time to select those which
seem desirable flvjwers, and which possess vigour and
the most good points. It is best not to be over-

sanguine, and look for the highest excellence in the
shape, substance, coloar, and habit generally, these

being met with in but few cases. Seed may be
collected from the fittest flowers, and if the crossing

has been well managed the progeny will be of a

desirable kind, but if the crossing is done without
intelligence or any predetermined object, deteriora-

tion rather than improvement will follow. For
greenhouse decoration, a collection may be got

together by weeding out the worst forms obtained

from seeds saved either at home, or bought from
the nurserymen. The rest may be good enough for

planting in the flower-beds. The cool weather per-

mits of much work being done in the warm-houses,
and gives a good opportunity to clean the permanent
plants, climbers. Sta., which cannot be removed to

the potting-shed for this purpose. The cleansing

can be effected with such simple means as soft-soap

dissolved in rain-water, and a sponge or soft brn<h.

S jmetimes the syringe only will be required—a much
safer procedure than the use of strong and sometimes
harmful insecticides.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bv Arthue CooilBES. Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

ENDIVE.—Seeds of the green-curled and broad-

leaved liatavia varieties may be sown in very shallow

drills one foot apart, where the bulk of the plants will

remain to mature, whilst the thinnings may be trans-

planted, and form a eucceasional crop. Where so

much space as this method requires cinnot be spared,

it is better to sow the seed in drills at 6 inches apart,

and transplant the larger seedlings first, and the

remainder 10 days later. Those now large enough

to transplant should have somewhat light, rich soil

—

they grow well between other crops, such as late

Savoys, &c.

HORN CARROTS.—A cold frame may ba prepared

for a sowing of these varieties for winter use. The

soil used should be light, sandy, and mixed with wood-

ashes, or the seeds may be sown upon a border, to be

afterwards covered with a Iram-t when the nights

become cold. Sow thinly in shallow drills 5 or

6 inches apart, and do not put on the lights for two

months.

A8HLEAF AND OTHER EARLY POTATOS will in

most gardens bs ready for lifting, except those

planted, which may be growing on a north border.

Thoae intended for seed should be laid thinly in a

cool place for a few weeks—a preferable method to

that of leaving them out-of-doors. In wet weather

the men can place the sets in an upright position

ready for sprouting.

KIDNEY BEANS.—A sowing of an early variety

may be made on a warm border, and in such a

manner that the rows or beds may be protected by

frames, &c , when the weather becomes cold or very

wet. French Beans in bearing should have all pods

gathered ai soon as large enough for consumption,

thus allowing succeeding ones to develop. Afford

those in bearing manure-water, unless the plants

show by their vigour that it is not wanted.

CABBAGE, KALE, BROCCOLI, ETC —Continue to

plant out from late sowings on ground that, if well

manured for the previous crop, will need no fresh

dressing, bnt merely levelling, treading well, and

drawing deep drills in which to dibble the plants.

These late plantings stand the rigours of winter

better than earlier ones, which are apt to develop,

in rich kitchen- garden soil, too much leafage.

TURNIPS.- A large breadth may now be sown,

affording the land a slight dressing of super-

phosphate of lime if it have carried Potatos or

Cauliflowerp, forking in the manure. Suitable varie-

ties are Veitch's Red Globe and SnowbaP, and it

yellow Turnips are liked. All the Year Round. Sow

seed thinly if the seed be good, protect from birds,

and thin the plants before crowding spoils them.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertlsementa should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication. — All communications interided

/or pJihlication, as v)cll as specimens and plants for naming,
should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Commvtiimtions

should he WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,
sent as early in the toeek as possible, and dnly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not he printed, hut

kept as a guaraiitec of goodfaith. The Editor does 7iot under-

take to pay for any conirihiitiont, or to return unused com-

'niunicaiions or illustrations, unl^s by special arrangement.

Plants. Fruits, &C., to be HaLmed.- Correspondents seyid-

ing plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions demand-
ing time and research for their solution, must not expect to

obtain, an ajiswer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good otics, carefully packed and numbered,

and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves

only, or Florists' varieties camwt, as a rule, be nam^d.

Local ^ews. —Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to he

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

^Q'WSXtB.pQTa.—Correspondents sendiTig newspapers should be

earful to mxtrk the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY,
FKIDAY,

MEETINGS.
July 28—Royal Botanic Society.

Aug. 3—Dundee Horticultural Association.

SH OWS.
WEDNESDAY, Aoa. l-Chesterfield Rose and Horticultural.

SATTTBDAY,

FEIDAT.

AiT« i) Royal Horticultural Society of*"" *1 Southampton (2 days).

SALE.
( Orchids, from Messrs. F. Sander &

AUQ. 3.? Co. and others, at Protheroe &
( Morris' Rooms.

COBRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—63°,2.

M. Edward Pyvaebt, in a report

°Bi^gium!'° *° ^^^ Chambre Syndicale des

Horticulteurs Beiges, gives a
rather gloomy picture of the condition of
horticulture in that country. The Ghent
Quinquennial Exhibition of 1893 was of un-
rivalled extent and magnificence, but, ovping

to the political troubles of the time, and the
feeling of public insecurity that existed, the
results were very disappointing from a com-
mercial point of view. In addition to that, the
customs duties levied upon horticultural products
coming from Belgium in almost all the countries
of Europe and America have seriously injured
Belgian enterprise. Phylloxera laws, the
stupidity of which does not even now,
in spite of their evident futility, convince the
law-givers, also are a source of inconvenience
and loss. Over-production is perhaps the most
effective cause of embarrassment to the horticul-
tural industry, but also the one most easily

remedied. According to some figures cited by
M. Pynaert, Belgium exports annually living
plants and flowers to the value, on the average,
of 3,200,000 francs. France takes value to the
extent of 1,067,725 francs; England, 796,903;
Germany, 653,377; Holland, 321,500; the
United States, 9i,760; Switzerland, 50,000;
Portugal, 2L,050; Spain, 17,020. While exporta-
tions to France and Holland are increasing, there
is a considerable falling-off in the exports to
England. la 1830 we are told the exports to

England amounted to 3,675,000 francs ; in 1890
they had fallen to 942,000; in 1891, to 797,000

;

and in 1892 to 613,710 francs.

It is not protection in this last case which
operates in shutting out Belgian produce, but
rather that our people are finding out that they
can supply their own requirements at home,
instead of sending abroad, which is satisfactory to

one party, if not to the other. Moreover, the

number of growers on this side of the Channel

has greatly increased of late years in proportion

as the agricultural industry has become depressed.

M. Pynaert looks to the American market to

supply in part the defioienoies in the trade with

Britain. In any case, we have little doubt that

the industry and enterprise of our Belgian

neighbours are quite adequate to combat any

temporary depression, and to suggest other

means of enhancing the national prosperity

where one department shows signs of falling off.

Failures in
^HB oonsumption of the Cucum-

Cucumber ber has, in this country, increased
Culture. 50 much in recent years, and so

large is the amount of capital which is employed
in the cultivation of the plant, that an investiga-

tion into the causes which involve the loss of

the plants or the deterioration of the crop, is

invested with a great deal of interest for many
of our readers, and is of supreme importance to

some of them. It is with satisfaction, therefore,

that we publish the following letter from the

pen of our old correspondent, Mr. J. J. Willis,
of Harpenden. It will add to our stock of know-
ledge of obscure plant diseases, and afford to

cultivators the means of successfully combating
a widespread malady affecting the Cucumber
plant. Private gardeners who are in the enviable

position of being able to obtain fresh soil at

small or no cost, other than that of digging
and carting it, may not be so greatly interested

in the discovery of a remedy for the disease, but
it must be otherwise with amateurs and residents

near large towns who may have to use for

several years together soils divested of the

modicum of iron so very necessary for healthy
growth, and who scarcely ever have access to
" turf from rich old pasture land " which most
calendarial writers recommend for Cucumbers,
Melons, Pines, and Vines :

—

"la the Gardeners' Chronicle forDec. 23, 1893, p. 772,
I called attention to the failure of Cacambers when
grown extensively for market, and caltivated in the
same house year after year, one crop of Cacnmbers
succeeding another without crops of other plants
intervening. Also, that after the third year paying
crops of Cucnmber§ could not be obtained, Discttssion

was invited upon the qaeition.

I take this opportunity of thanking those gentle-
men who were kind enough to give their experience,
but the subject was not taken up aa I expected

;

perhaps this result conld scarcely be wondered at,

because in theie days of such keen competition,
growers for market cannot afford to reveal all their

trade secrets. However, I have been enabled by the
kindness of some growers who cultivate Cucumbers
extensively for sale, to make certain investigations,

which I venture to bring under notice, in the hope
that the remarks may be of some value, and lead
others to follow up the subject more fully.

It seems to be the usual practice after the growth
of a Cucumber crop to remove all the surface-soil,

taking it out to a depth of from 12 to 15 Inches, and
CO convey into the Cucumber-house entirely fresh
soil. Hence, whatever may be the cause of failure,

it cannot be attributed to the surface soil.

Plants set in the newly-imported soil have been
known to make good healthy growth up to a certain
point, and then to show signs of decay, and finally

yield but a meagre crop of fruit. It appears to me,
therefore, that we must look for the primary cause
of failure to the subsoil, and it is to that, that I have
directed my attention.

The Cucumber is a plant that makes an enormous
amount of growth in a very short period of time,
and being of such a succulent character, it ii accord-
ingly extremely susceptible to disease.

It will readily be understood that, as the plant
makes such an extenjive above-ground growth, it is

absolutely essential that it should make an equally

extensive underground root-growth also.

From observations made of the subsoil in which

Cucumbers had been grown, I have found that the

roots penetrate to a considerable depth, and fill the

subsoil with a mass of fibrous root-matter. A soil,

therefore, in which several successive crops of Cu-
cumbers have been grown naturally becomes charged

with much decaying vegetable matter, and the

supposition is, that the primary cause of failure may
be due to excreted substances given off by the roots

during growth, which accumulates in the subsoil.

Another source of failure must be looked for in

exhaustion of some kind of plant-food within the

range of the roots, and this exhaustion seems likely

to be of potash and nitric acid.

Now, it cannot be expected that the subsoil as

well as the surface soil of a Cacumber-faoase can be

renewed after each crop ; this would involve an
expense greater than the crop would bear. The
only course, therefore, is to try and purify the sub-

soil of any injurious matters that may be present,

and to supply those ingredients that have become

deficient in the subsoil.

It can readily be understood that with aach

quickly-growing plants as Cucumbers every neces-

sary constituent must not only be present in the soil

in sufficient quantity, but these constituents must be

in a readily available form for the plant to take up.

It is well known that Cucumbers are subject to

fungoid diseases. In a paper read by Dr. A. B.

Griffith before the Royal Society of Edinburgh on
June 18, 1888, it was shown from a microscopical

study that the nodular outgrowths upon the roots of

the Cucumber were due to a fungus whose spores

are to be found in the soil at the end of the season,

where they remain dormant until the spring. The
spores are also found in the atmosphere and in

waters.

This fungus belongs to the Ustilaginese, or the

same group of which the smuts are important

members. The author called this particular Cucumber
root-fungus Ustilago cucumis. From experiments

made it was found that the spores and bypbse of

this parasite could be destroyed by sulphate of iron.

Mr. E. F. Cbockeb, a market gardener of Ham Green,

Bristol, has been successful in destroying the said

fungus by using iron sulphate. Ha states that,

having applied sulphate of iron to a crop of Cucumbers
which showed signs of decay, every trace of disease

passed ofif, and he was able to cut scores of fruits

of the most splendid quality, and that the plants

were extraordinarily fruitful. Mr. Cbocker further

savs it is the first house of Cucumbers that he has

grown without disease for at least ten years.

All soils contain iron a< a constituent, but this

element is not always in a form to be readily taken

up by growing plants. This being so, a crop must
suffer, iron being one of the ingredients requisite for

the formation of green chlorophyll.

Chlorophyll is a substance of primary importance
in every plant, and where there is plenty of chloro-

phyll in a crop, it shows that there is nitrogen

assimilation ; and nitrogen assimilation, provided

there is a plentiful supply of minerals in the soil,

means healthy and vigorous plant-growth.

Some years ago, experiments were made at Kot-
bamsted on the effects of sulphate of iron upon
various plants, and it was found that while the crops

did not yield any appreciable extra growth, yet they
a»«umed a very dark-green colour, showing that

chlorophyll had been formed. It was also found that
the iron sulphate when applied to grass-land had an
injurious effect upon mosses and all the lower
vegetable organisms.

In some investigations recently made with the
Cucumber, it has been found that sulphate of iron

supplied in small quantities and dug into the subsoil

before placing the upper layer of soil upon it, and
then watering the surface-soil with a weak solution

of the same, so as to allow the iron to reach the
roots directly, acts as an antiseptic agent, destroying
the vegetable parasitic diseases which otherwise
would attack the growing crop, and farther tends to
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conveitthe excreted matters of previous root- growth

into nsefnl and assimilable plant-food for future

crops.

Young Cucumber plants while still in pots, and pre-

viously to being set ouf, may be beneficially watered

with a weak solution of the iron sulphate. Plants so

treated hare maintained a healthy growth throughout
their life, while others grown under similar con-

ditions but without the iron, have been diseased and
nnprofitable. The subject of the food requirements of

the Cucumber, based on the chemical analysis of

the plant must be left for a future letter."

View in Palmerston Park, Dublin.—Our
illustration on p. 09, gives a good idea of an attrac-

tive part of this public park, viz , the pool and
waterfall. The progress made in the work of re-

making Palmerston Park, has been rapid, and little

now remains unfinished. The laying out of the

grounds has beencarried through inan artiaticmanner

by Mr. William Sheppahd, assisted by his son,

under whose superintendence all the most impor-
tant improvements of this kind for some years

past have been executed in Ireland, notably
St. Stephen's Green Psrk, and, very recently,

Harold's Cross Park In the part of the park near
the Palmerston Road a flower garden has been made,
around which seats will be placed, and close to this

is a dripping pool, well shown in the illustration.

It is supplied with a good stream of water, and has
been formed in such a manner, that it is impossible
to see the end of the pool from any given point. la
and about the rocks are planted climbing Roses,
Honeysuckle, Ferns, Yuccas, numbers of herbaceous
perennials, and Austrian Pines which will in a short
time be very effective. From this pool, walks are
made, encircling the park leading to the western
end. Near to this are some very fine old Pme trees.

Cedars and Elms, which give that part a furnished
appearance. Much tree planting has been done,
esoecially on the boundaries, where the Austrian
Pine has been used in beltings iu considerable
nnmbers.

Botany at Harvard. -a friend of Harvard
University, whose name is withheld, recently gave
10 000 dols. to its Botanical Department for imme-
diate expenditure. One-quarter of the sum will be
used for the Gray Herbarium, while one- quarter will

be devoted to the Botanic Garden, and the remaining
half to the Botanical Museum for the completion of
some of its collections. Garden and FLirest.

Bristol Amateur Horticultural Society.
—At the invitation of fie President, Councillor J.
Walls, M.R.H.S., the members of this Society and
friends assembled in the gardens at Cromwell ILiuse,
Royal Fort, St. Michael's, on Wednesday evening,
July IGsh, to hear a lecture on Orchids given by Mr.
Wm. Tansee, gardener to R. B. Catfb, Esq,, of
Bith. The lecturer discoursed on the different
species and their habits, and gave some valuable
advice as to their treatment at various seasons.
The lecture was illustrated by specimens grown in
the gardens. A hearty vote of thanks was passed
to the lecturer on its conclusion. Tea and coffee
were provided by Mrs. Walls, and a hearty vote of
thanks was accorded to that lady and her hu6b.and.

The Effect o^ the Railway Strike in the
United States.—The railroad strike, which has
practically put a stop to freight traffic between the
Atlantic and the Pacific coasts, has brought about
some strange conditions in the fruit market here.
Two car-loads of California fruit, belonging to the
Earl Fruit Company, by some good fortune reached
this city on Monday in fair condition, and since it is

not probable that any more California frnit will
arrive for a month, the prices brought were unusually
high. Plums sold for as much as .3 30 dols. a box
and upward

; Apricots, which a few days ago sold for
70 and 80 cents a box, went up to 3 Oo dols.

;

Peaches brought 3 30 dols. a ba»ket ; Bartlett Pears
brought 475 dols. a box, while Seckel Pears brought
5 dols., and a few red Astrachan Apples sold at

the rate of 17 dols. a barrel. Naturally, the stop-

page of so large a source of supply as the California

orchards has strengthened the prices of all local

fruits like Cherries, Raspberries, and Water Melons,

as well as the few Oranges and Pine-apples which

are now coming into this part. Bananas, too, are

considerably higher, while Lemons, on account of

the falling cflTof the demand in the West, are piling

up here, and becoming a drug in the market. The
fruit-growers of California, especially those who
depend on early fruits, must sustain very heavy

losses. In such places as Vacaville, telegraphic

advices say that tons of early fruit are being dried

or canned, as no fruit trains have started from that

point for more than a week. Arrangements are not

adtquate, however, for drying all the fruit produced,

and many of the canneries can get no sugar, so that

much of it has already been wasted. At this time,

in an ordinary season, 250 car-loads of fruit leave

San Jote alone for the East every day, and it is

impossible to can or dry this enormous (luantity, so

that if the blockade continues long, enormous quan-
tities of fruit will be sacrificed. Garden and Fureit.

"Nettle-Headed" Hop.—We have received

the following letter relatiug to the effects of eel-

worms iu the root of Hops :—Last week when visiting

the Hop-gardens of Mr. E. A. White, Beltring,

Paddock-wood, Kent, I 'had the opportunity of ex-

amining sp'^cimens of " nettle-headed " Hops, a
disease which is apparently on the increase in the

Hop-growing districts of this county. The general

appearance of the plants led me to suspect some
root disease. Since then Mr. White has been good
enough to send me complete and typical specimens
of the disease, and on careful examination I find

that the spongy cortex of the root is extensively

irjured, the ii jury always being accompanied by
large numbers of Nematode?, which are evidently

the direct cause of the mischief. The further inves-

tigation of the matter I intend to carry out without
delay. John Pcrcioal, Botanical Lahuratory^ Natural
MUtory Museum, South Kensington,

Tadcaster PaxtoN Society.—The members
of the above society and their friends made their

first annual excursion on Wednesday, ISth inst.,

visiting the .Marquis of Ripon's dem-sue of Studley
Royal and Fjuntains Abbey. Toe party was met
and conducted round the gardens by Mr. Knellok,
the Marquis's gardener, who has greatly improved
the place of late years. On the return journey, some
of the party visited the charming gardens of E.
Becket-Fabee, Esq , at Harrogate.

M. Alphand. — Under the auspices of the
National Horticultural Society of France, 84, Rue
de Grenelle, Paris, a movement is on foot for the
purpose of erecting a statue to M. Alphand, who
did so much to create and embellish niodern Paris,

JardIN DE8 PlanteS—We have received from
the Muieam d'Histoire Naturelle de Paris a list of
living plants which are iffered by way of exchange
to other Botanic Gardens and likewise to special

correspondents.

Birmingham and Midland Counties Gar-
deners' Association. — The Birmingham and
Midland Counties Gardenern' Mutual Improvement
Association, on the occasion of their annual
excursion recently, payed a visit to Llandudno
and Bodnant Uall, and the party numbering 103
persons found much to admire and interest them in

the fine mountainous scenery and the well planted and
admirably kept gardens rich in shrubs and Conifers.

Strawberries.—So great has been the failure

this year, that we have heard of large growers
ploughing the plants in. It seems as if the crowns
were burnt up by the heat and drought of last

autumn, whilst the spring growth was checked by
the frosts of May. What fruits there have been,
have been watery and devoid of flavour.

Brixton, Streatham, and Clapham Horti-
cultural Society. — In the death of Miss

RouPELL, of Harvey Lodge, Streatham Hill, this

Society loses a friend who for many years took an

interest in its welfare, and visited its annual shows
with delight. Many of the committee and other

working members of the Society were personally

known to her, and these felt so much regret at her

death that they subscribed amongst themselves for a

beautiful wreath, artistically arranged by Messrs.

Peed & Sons, of Roupell Park Nurseries, and for-

warded it on the 18th inst., the morning of the

funeral, as a mark of respect and esteem.

Erinosis in Vines.—Every now and then we
meet with Vines with patches of light brown felt on

the leaves. Tois felt consists of matted hairs, and

was at one time thought to be connected with the

presence of a fungus. The real culprit, however, is

a mite, Phytoptus vitis. The irritation set up by

this creature causes the preternatural development

of hairs. Sometimes this occurs also on the young

flowers of the Vine, and in a specimen lately sent to

us every flower in the bunch was thus affected—

a

most serious matter. Affected leaves or bunches

should immediately be burned. Whether spraying

would be of any benefit we doubt.

Pears seem to be the crop of the year so far as

fruits are concerned. From various quarters we

hear of abundant crops, but this will be more fully

set forth in the fruit crop returns to be published in

our issue for August 4.

Royal Scottish Arboriculturau Society.
—The annual meeting will be held at 20, George

Street, Edinburgh, on Monday, August 6. The
annual excursion will extend from tne 7th to the

10th of August, and will be devoted to a visit to

several famous estates in Strathspey, Moray, and

Banff.

Stealing Shrubs.—On the 16th Inst, at the

Edgware Petty Sessions, a sentence of 21 days'

imprisonment was passed on a prisoner convicted of

stealing shrubs from the nursery of Mr. J. J. Fostee,

at Stanmore, Middlesex. The plants taken were

valuable, being 54 good plants of Cupressus Law-
soniana erecta viridis, about 2 feet high. The
man principally concerned in the theft has so far

managed to escape arrest.

MONOGRAPHIE DEP RoSES.-Rosarians who care

for the botanical history of the genua Rosa, will hail

with unwonted delight the prospect of a work on this

subject from the pen of M. Ceepin. The eminent
Belgian botanist has devoted more than thirty

years' study to the subject, and it will be a great

convenience to have his numerous scattered papers

condensed into the form of a monograph. Subscrip-

tions (lOs.) should be sent to Messieurs Mayolez &
Addiahte, Rue de I'lmp^ratrice, 17, Biussels.

Publications Received.-^ Catalogue of the

Flowering Plants and Ferns found in the Island of
Fenang, by Chables Cuetis.—Annual Report of the

Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta.— Bulletins of the

Botanical Department, Jamaica, and of the Botanical

Stations, Antigua, and St. Kills.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Amahyllis (potids Hippeastecm) Le Teiomphb,

Illustration Horticole, June 15.

Anona Rodbiguesii, Barb. Rod. Plant, nov. Gard,
B'jt., Rio de Janiiro, est. i.

Aeistolochia oenithocepuala, Le Jardia, p. 137.

Beoonia Peesident Cabnot, Garden, July 7.

Campanula alpina, Jotirnal of Horticulture,

July 5.

Canavalia veesicoloe, Barb. Rod. Plant, nov.
Gard. But., Rio de Janeiro, eat. ii.

Caenation Celia, Garden, June 30.

Chuudibaqoa alpestbis, Barb. Rod. Plant, nov.
Gard. Bat., Rio de Janeiro, est. v.

CupBEssus maceocaepa. Garden and Forest,

June 20.

GuBANiA malacophylla and G. Cogniacxiana,
Barb. Rod. Plant, nov. Gard. Boi., Rio de Janeiro,
est. iii. and iv,

Hypeeicdm DENSiFiOEDM, Meehan's Monthly, July.
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f^L/BLio-CATTLEYi Canhamiana ALBA, Jourtial of
Hortica'ture, July 5.

Lilies, Alice Wilson, Van Houttei, Garden,

July 14

Ltcaste Ldciani, Lindenia, t. 412.

Maxillahia tenosta, Linden and Rchb. f., OrcAiiZ

Album, t. 492.

MiLTONiA spectabilis, Liodley, Orchid Allium, t.

491.

Odontoglossdm cobdatum (Lindley) tab. ahbea,
Orchid Album, t. 4S9

Odontoolossbm cbispom tab, Waltonensis, Lin-
denia, t. 416.

Palumbina CANDIDA, Rohb. f.. Orchid Album. {.

490.

Phlox ditabicata, Garden and Forest. Jane 27.

Plum9, .Japanese, Mabiana and Masu, Revue
Horticole, June 16.

Pteus betulifolia, Garden and Forest, Jane 6.

Spabmannia afbicana, Garden, June 23, 1894.

Tsop.eolum azobeum, Revue de VHorticulture Beige,

July 1.

1, TULIPA OSTBOWSKYANA ; 2, T. FRAQBANS ; 3, T.
AtrsTBALis, Garden June 9.

Vanda suavis Veitchii, Revue de I'Horticulture

Beige. July 1.

Vanda tebes, Lindl.. Gartenflora, July 1.

Veeonica PaBPLE Qdeen, Garden, June 16.

Home Correspondence.

VHRONICA TRAVERSM. — I wai glad to «ee

mention made, in your recent issue, of Veronica
Traversi, and the only wonder to m? mind is that
it is not m )re often seen in gardens. There is a
very fine plant of it in the grounds of the Atkinson
Morley Hospital at Wimbledon, which I had planted
there six jears ago. The bush is now 10 feet 8 inches
across, and 6 feet 4 inches in height. It has been
one mass of bloom this season, and the flowering
buds are exquisitely beautiful. 1 am very fond of

my pet floral child. John Colebrook.

CANTERBURY BELL8.—Varied and beautiful

as are the Campanulas generally, none equal in

decorative eff'^ct, sizi of bell, and variation in form
and colour, the Canterbury Ball. True, the flowers

are bells, now literally Great Toms, and yet more
properly huge cups, for they stand erect rather than
hang. The Canterbury Bell of to-day is a very
diflTdrent flower from that of some twenty years
since, or may it be said, of the old strain. Those gave
flowers of perhaps two or three colours, of smallish
siz"), single, and the plants were not of marked
robustness. Now we can find in a good strain

singles, semi-doubles, and doubles, the variations
being found in the number of cups. Nature—for it

seems, after all, to be chiefly of her doing—has
crowded one into another. When there are twin
cups, usually the finest form and largest cups are
seen ; when, however, three or four are in one, then
the flowers are very solid and double, reproductive,
but still rather shy ; these also are of the latest to
bloom. Cjlours include white, grey, lavender, blue,
deep blue, rose, cerise, heliotrope, and other tints,

all singularly beautiful. When seed is sown early in

the spring, and plants send up several stout flower-

stems the following year, single plants in bloom form
perfect bashes of flower, and cannot well be excelled
by any other hardy biennial. The remarkable deve-
lopment found in Canterbury Bills puts these
flowers into the florist's category ; for if Nature has
done much, so also has the patience and care of
the seed-grower been greatly exercised to produce
all this wealth of beauty. I saw but the other day
a huge mass of these plants in bloom ; it was at
the Bidfont seed-grounds, and the sight was worth
going a long way to see. Besides the normal
plants with their rough calyx, there were many of
the fine and curious duplex or Calycantherai type,
and as varied in colour. The conversion of the
green sheath into a broad, saucer-like flower, is one
of those strange floral developments that lead us
sometimes to believe that flowers have transforming
powers far beyond anything that has hitherto been
seen. A. D.

THE COMMON LIME TREE.—It has been my
good fortune of late to see some specimens of Lime
trees, and samples of fine avenues of Limes in full

foliage, flower, and early fruitage ; among others,
the magnificent Lime avenue of Torquay, in Devon-

shire. Not having seen the famous Linden or Lime
avenues of Berks, I confess that this Torquay
avenue is the longest and the tallest I have seen.

But the profusion of bloom, and the prodigality of

embryo seeds and scales on some Limes, add greatly

to their interest and beauty ; while their stately

habit, early and ample foliage, aimirably fit them for

forming avenues or groups, whilst they are also very

eff'active as single trees. Their fragranc?, however,

is perhaps their most valuable quality, [tu Germany
an excellent table oil is expressed ficn the seeds, of

good bright colour, and pleasant flavour. Ed.] With
the single exception of the Grape-vine in flower,

we have no plant or tree to exceed the Lime in the

over-flowering abundance, and sweetness of its

odours. U may be fancy, but I think it fact, that

the Lime and Vine in bloom smell more alike

than any other two plants that can be compared.
All will admit that either is sweet enough to

satisfy the most rapacious consumers of odours

rich and sweet. S^me, indeed, think both plants

as too fulsome for their olfactory nerves. B if, on
the other band, others welcome both, as well as the

veritable dose of prussic acid distributed by Portugal

and common Laurels in bloom as antiseptics or

deodorisers of rare potency and value. Several times

within the last week I have felt grateful to Lm^^s
in bloom for overlying bad smells with such a thick

surface-coating of sweetness as to render the former

imperceptible, if not innocuous. Largely for this

reason, as well as for the intrinsic beauty and copious

shade of the Lime, I have for years advoca'.ed its

being planted more or less largely wherever it will

thrive as a town tree. The chief objection urged

against it has b^en, that it sheds its leaves early in

the autumn. Tnis I consider a merit for town trees.

Their verdure, shade, and sweetness are most needed
in the early spring, summer, and autumn. Tnough
the leaves begin to fall so soon, the sooner they are

wholly swept off the better, and the dilapidated

verdure gives place to bare boughs, beautifully

crystalled over with hoar frost. D. T. F.

TOMATO - QROWINQ AT GODALMINQ.— The
other day I looked in a'. .M'. MitcheU'j nurseries at

G)dalming, and to my surprise h" has erected two
houses, spanroof, each of which is 115 feet long, and
he contemplates erecting some more for the purpose

of growing Tomatos for the market. Formerly he
used to grow for the local trade, but now that the

demand for the fruit has so much increased, he is

endeavouring to meet it. A seedling Tomato, which
he has raised between Challenger and Trophy, has

the free -setting properties of the former, and the

heaviness of the latter. It produces large clusters

of, on an average, seven handsome large fruits,

smooth, regular in form, and of a glowing scarlet

coloir; the flesh of fine quality, firm and solid.

Mr. M.tchell had gathered more than 1000 lb. from
his 400 plants, and reckoned his crop for the season

at two tons. I do not advocate the giving of names
to any chance variety that a man may raise, nnless

it is very superior to others ; but from what I saw at

Mr. Mitchell's, and the information I was able to

glean about this one, 1 should say that it will be

much sought after. And I am not alone in thinking

so, as one of the largest growers for market is

desirous of purchasing it for his sole trade ; and
although he grows some eighteen to twenty
tons of Tomatos yearly, nothing like it has pre-

viously come under his notice. The supply

of Tomatos is not equal to the demand, although

foreign-grown fruit comes here in great quantities,

and when the price per lb. becomes low, as is the

case late in the summer, there is a very general

demand for home-grown prodiice If more Tomatos
were grown near email towns to supply local reqaire-

ments, the growers would receive more for their pro-

duc-*, and the consumer pay less than is now the case

when the bulk of the crop is sent to London, and
has to bear the cost of railway f.-eight to and fro,

commission charges, &i. A. Evins, Lythe Hill,

Ha:lemere,

FLOWERING O^ AGAVE AMERICANA.—In the
Gardtners' Chronio'e for Jane 23, p. 786, the flowering

of the two Amirican Alo^s &', the Rj?al B)tanic,

R'Sent'a Park, is noted, ani I would remark that we
hive a flue plant of the 3am» species about seventy
yfars old which is throvin^ up a large flower-spike.

W. Archer, Hill House, Saffron Walden.

PHORMIUM TENiX —At p. 45 Mr. Divers says

that ' Che failure of the above-named plant from frost

in Cornwall may b? due to imperf-ct drainage." There
are many hundreds of the New Z ialand Flax growing

here, and most of them are on the edges of ponds,

where the roots run out several fjet into the water,
and those which were the nearest to it were the least

harmed from frost, at the same time that the plants

in Cornwall were killed. Phormium Veitchii, P.
Colensoii, P. atropnrpureum, and P. tenax varifga'um,
are the varieties grown here outside, and the 1 ist-

named was the least harmed, and is now in flowr.
Fortunately, during the very severe frost, which
lasted only three days, the ground was covered with
snow, which saved the crowns and all leaves bent to
the ground by its weight ; all leaves exposed were
killed, and great quantities were carted away and
burned, the fibre being too tough for it to rot when put
with other vegetable matter. Mr. Divers is rather sur-

prised that the Fiax should be killed in Cornwall,
and yet pass the winter so much further north un-
injured. I think this shows the diversities of our
climate. Here, on January 6, we had 26° of frost at

6 A 51 ; at 9 a.m ,
22°

; at noon, 14°
; this very severe

frost did much damage to tender vegetation through
the whole south-west of the British Isles ; so severe

a frost cannot be remembered by the oldest person.

W. 0., Fota, Qiceenstown, Cork.

CEAN0THU3 NOT HARDY.—It is pretty well

known to gardeners that the Ceanothus is not, as

regards most of the varieties, hardy in all parts of

these islands. A plant of C divaricatus, growing
against a south wall at this place, and 30 feet high,

a little exposed to the north wind at the end of the

wall, succumbed to frost this year. It was first

injured by the frost of 19° on January 19, 1891 and
the 24° ot frost experienced on January 5 last quite

killed it. It was planted thirteen years ago, and had
grown very fast, the stem being 9 inches in diameter

at the base. It flowered profusely every year. Gloire

de Versailles, another variety, was killed the second

winter after planting, on a full south aspect, and
protected from the north wind. C. dealbata appears

to be the hardiest variety in my part of Hants.
E. Moh/mux.

SWEET PEAS.—Never in my experience have 1

seen S*eet Peas do so well as this season. Of the

fifty or more varieties sown, none failed. Some are

much more robust than others, under the same kind

of treatm"nt. The earliest to bloom were some that

were self-sown, and which came up after rain in

October; and these, owing to the mildness of the

autumn, were very forward by Christmas time, being

fully 6 inches high. These plants suffered somewhat
from the severity of the weather in January, but as

the plants stood singly they were hardy, and in

March they began to grow away rapidly, and began

to bloom towards the end of May. Seeing how
these self-sown seeds were inclined to branch when
they started into growth, I was induced to sow the

others more thinly than usual, and am only sorry

that the seeds were not put at least C inches apart,

as they would then have done far better, for Sweet
Peas, like the culinary varieties, are very robust this

season, growing from 7 to 8 feet high. Of a row
consisting of the varieties Captain of the Blues,

Countess of Radnor, Mrs. Sankcy, Splendour, Her
Majesty, and Mrs. Gladstone, the first-named is8 feet

high. These varieties were sown in pots on
February 1, five seeds in a pot, and placed in a

vinery till they germinated. After being hardened

off, they were planted out in the first week in March,

each potful ot plants being placed \\ feet from its

neighbour ; and so well did they grow, chat in a short

time the row presented the appearance of having

been sown and planted thickly, as from ten to a

dozen shoots started from each plant. At the

present time they are a charming feature, being

clothed with bloom for the greater part of their

height, and the flower-stalks are from 1 to IJ feet

long, the flowers of good substance and fine colour.

Another row consists of the varieties Princess May,

Stanley, Emily Henderson, Dorothy Tennant, Lady
Penzance, and others of beautiful shades of colour.

The American variety has done very well; and no

doubt other gardeners, like myself, were induced to

work up a stock of it from cuttings as soon as the

plants were large enough. The plant is a free

bloomer, the flowers large and of good substance,

and pure white ; there are others, however, quite as

good, which throw stronger stems. Another row

consists of the lat-st novelties, viz , Dake of York,

Novelty, Venus, Mrs. J. Chamberlain, Meteor, and

Duchess of York, some of which are very beautiful

in their delicate tints and showy flowers. Those

who have hitherto been content to grow none but

the old varieties, would do well to procure the new
ones, and grow them well. It used to be the

custom to sow rows of Sweet Peas thickly, in the
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hope of obtaining a large qnantitj of floweri, bat the

oil aoon being exhanated, the blossoms were but few,

and of poor substance. To grow Sweet Peas well,

the ground can scarcely be too rich, and the plants

must be allowed plenty of space ; and if seeds be
own in pots, only three plants should be left in each,

as I find that five plants become too crowded even
when the potsful are planted out at \\ feet apart.

Sticking the plants in time is of importance, and
the sticks should be strong ones, well furnished with
sprays, and placed at least 2.^ feet apart at the top,

so as to allow the baulm plenty of space in which to

grow. If three sowings are made at intervals of

about one month, the first being early in February,
to be planted out in March ; another about the last

week in March, to be planted out in April ; and a
third in the open eround in May. will furnish blooms
till frosts come. H. C. Prinsep, Buxted Park.

OSMANTHUS ILICIFOLIU8 IN FRUIT.—Last year

some of the rarer and scarcer shrubs flowered here,

and set fruit for the first time, so far as I know,
among them the Oemanthus, fruit of which I am
now pleased to be able to forward to you for your
inspection. I believe it is still very uncommon to

see it in fruit ; and at all events, it is the first time
it has fruited at Powerscourt. The silver variegated
form also flowered here last year, but it set no fruit.

There is a sprig of fruit on the bush from which I

picked the fruit I have sent, but I noticed it is all

on the south-weet side of the bush. I also observe that

a number of Conifers are producing cones here this

season that have not done so before, such as Cedrns
atlantica, C. Deodara, Abies magnifica, and others. I

have not seen the fruit of Osmanthns before) grown
in this country ; but it is probable that it may have
fruited in the south, although I am not aware of it.

The plants of it flowering and fruiting at Powers-
court were planted by me in 1867—small plants
about a foot high—so that they are now about thirty

years old. C, The Gardens, Powerscourt. [It is, so far

as we remember, the first time we have seen the
frnit. Ed.1

So ciet ies.

ROYAL HORTICULTTJBAL.
July 24.—In connection with the meeting on

Tuesday at the Drill Hall, James Street, West-
minster, was held the annual exhibition of the Car-
nation and Picotee Society, which attracted a good
number of exhibitors. The exhibits under the
ordinary committees were also more than usually
numerous, and a large quantity of certificates and
awards were granted to new and rare plants. Be-
gonias and Caladiums were especially well shown,
and some capital lots of Gooseberries were shown
by nurserymen.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marshall, Eiq., in the chair; and

Messrs. J. Fraser, J. Laiug, 0. Thomas, H. Herbst,
H. B. Mav, C. T. Druery, R. Owen, G. Stevens,
C. F. Bause. W. C. Leach, H. Cannell. J. D. Pawle,
J. Walker, G Gordon, H. J. Jones, E. Molyneux,
G. Paul, and C. E. Shea.
A very nice group of Gvmnogrammas and Selagi-

nellas came from Mr. H. B. May, Dyson's Lane
Nursery, Upper Edmonton. Selaginella Lyallii and
S. Ejailiana are two vigorous and pretty plants. A
First-class Certificate was awarded to the latter.

Gymnogramma decomposita, G. schizophylla and its

varieties grandiceps, gloriosa. &c., were well shown.
Also the curiously- crested G. Parsonii, some plants
of Carnations, Winter Cheer, Miss Jolitfe Improved,
&c.. were likewise included (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewiaham, S E.,
had a huge bank of tuberous-rooted Begonias in
flower, mostly single varieties. The numerous bright
blossoms were freely interspersed with Cocos, Ferns,
Asparagus prostratus, &c., and the group was one
of the gayest features of the meeting CSilver-gilt
Flora Medal).
From M>»6srs. Wm. Cutbush & Son. Highgate,

London, N., came a group of hardy flowera in
considerable variety ; some bunchea of Coreopsis
grandiflora were exceeding bright, also a collection
of cut blooms of Carnations (Silver Banksian
Medal).
Another group, rich in good hardy flower», was

from Mr. B. Ladhams, Shirley Nurseries, near South-
ampton. The carious Michauxia campanuloidea
was included

; Eryngium ametbystinum, and Ervn-
gium alpinum, were good ; also a bunch of the
Monarda did; mi, less common in herbaceous borders

than it ought to be ; Bocconia cordata. Acanthus

mollia, Centaureas, Spirseas, and EchinopF, were

amongst the other good things, and the pretty blue

Scabiosa caucasica, was well represented (Silver

Flora Medal).

Messrs. Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, S.E., set

up a large and handsome group of Caladiums in

numerous varieties :—Triomphe de Conte, a fine

leaf of dark rose having on most of the leaves green

veining ; Itapocii, a large, thick, dull, crimson-

colonred leaf with markings of dark green ; and

Paquer, a large leaf of pleasing shape with intensely

red veina and much of the leaf white, other parta

green, were all granted Awards of Merit. Amongst

a number of other fine varieties, Rio de Vermellio, a

large handsome leaf, of peculiar and even markings,

might well have received an Award. Ignatii

is quite a novelty ; the leaf ia bright rose, with

very atriking veining of dark green. The same

firm received Awards of Merit for Sonerila Souvenir

de Madame van Houtte and S. Frarcjiis Marchand,

the leaves having a very dark green ground and

minute white spots (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sonf, Chelsea, showed plants

of six good varietiea of Caladiums. each kind grouped

together in a pan. Awards of Merit were given to

Duke of York and Duchess of York, both dwarf-

growing, self-coloured varieties, the latter variety

being of much lighter shade than the former. Also

to F. W. Moore, another self coloured variety, with

loaves a little larger than the others ; and to

Chelsea Gem.
The same firm received a Firat-class Certificate

for Selaginella vividangula, a very handsome taaseled

variety ; and an Award of Merit for a large double

Fuchsia, called Ballet Girl, sepals deep red, corolla

white.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Stanley, had a group

of double Begonias : Octavie, a pretty dwarf, free-

flowering double white variety ; Rev. Lascellec,

yellow ; and Mary Cornell, rose. An Award of Merii;

was made to the variety Beauty of Eynsford, noticed

in our columns last week, and to a fine Canna named
Colibri. A number of bunches of doable Ten-week
Stocks from the field, illustrating a good strain, were

also included (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. B. R. Davis, Yeovil Nurseries, Somersetshire,

had a large collection of Begonia blooms, embracing

both double and single varieties, staged on boxes

covered with moss and Ferns ; capital varieties were

represented in both sections (Silver Banksian Medal).

From M. Louis Van Hoatte, fijre, Ghent, Belgium,

came a capital collection of Bertolonias and Sonerilas.

Awards of Merit were given to the following:—
Sonerila Duchesse de Brabant, S. Madame van

Langeshool, Bertolonia Margarita superba, B.

Triomphe de I'Exposition de Gand, B. Comtesse de

Kerchove de Denterghem (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. W. Ramsey, Joynine's Nurseries, Waltham
Cross, had a group of cut Roses in a good number
of varieties. The flowers were very fine (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, exhibited a

pan of Impatiens auricoms, a yellow-flowering

species.

From the Right Hon. Lord Penzance, Godalming,

came a number of hybrid Sweet B'-iars, and an
Award of Merit was given to Diana Vernon, a per-

petual-flowering hybrid, with large single rose-

coloured flowers.

Hybrid Streptocarpus and some snrajs of Des-
fontainea spinosa came from the Dj.vager Lady
Bowman, Dorking,

Mr. A. Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking,
had sprays of bis Spiraea Anthony Waterer.

Messrs. Wallace & Co., Colchester, again showed
flowers of their Calochortus. First-class Certificates

were given to C. Plummerse, a very lovely variety
;

and to Tigridia grandiflora lilacea, a good rose-

coloured one, with basal spotting. An Award of

Merit was given to Gladiolus Lemoinei, J. H.
Krelage; and a good number of Liilums were shown,

including a very fine lot if L. longifloram gigan-

teum (Bronze Banksian Medal).

A group of Sveet Pea blossoms in variety waa
sent by W. II. Myers. E«i| , Swanrnore Park,

Bishop's Waltham (gr., Mr. Molyneux). (Bronze

Bankaian Meda').

Messrs. Collins Bros.. 39, Waterloo Road, S.E.,

received an Award of Merit for a very fine white

perennial Phlox named Avalanche.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseriep, near Tot-

tenham, staged a very pretty collection of Carna-

tions in bunches, wiih plenty of " grass." There
were numerous liae varieties, and they were staged

in the most tastefnl manner, as well as the moat
natural. Also plants of Carnation Pride of Great

Britain.

An Award of Merit was given to Carnation Cantab,

a richly-perfumed scarlet-clove, exhibited by Mr.

F. Gilford, Tottenham. Similar awards were obtained

by Ladas, a yellow ground Picotee, edged with red ;

President Carnot, another yellow ground edged

heavily with deep rose ; and 'Th' Burn, a very pretty

blush Carnation, with pink centre ; Mrs. Douglas, a

pale ground flower, edged with pink; and Endoxia,

all shown by Mr. Douglas, gr. to Mrs. Whitbourne,

Great Geariea, llford.

Plumeria albs, exhibited by Mr. Moore, from

the Royal Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, received a

First-class Certificate ; and an Award of Merit was

given to Noisette Rose Madame Pierre Cochet, from

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt.
Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, Stanstead Park Nur-

series, Forest Hill, showed a small number of
beautiful Tuberous- rooted Begonias as plants, viz..

Miss Hicks, a very double and large white bloom

;

B. Lady "Tyler, an equally fine scarlet-flowered

variety (Award of Merit) ; Croton Mr. Bause, a

variety with large, plain leaves, marked with

yellow on a green ground, and having a thin edging

of rose colour. Some self-coloured Antirrhinuma

of dwarf, compact habit, suitable as beddera, came
from this firm.

Miss Mason, 21, Queen's Mansions, Victoria

Street, sent a bunch of Helleborus niger flowera, but

whether they were forced, or had been artificially

retarded was not stated.

A Carnation, Lady Henry Grosvenor, pink ia

colour, and with the true old Clove scent, came from

M.-. Drawfield, gr , Bulwick Park, Wansford.

Some leavea and racemee of blooma of Pterocarya

caucasica were sent by Mr. Burrell, gr, to the

Duchess of Albany, Claremont. The flowers, which
are very seldom produced in this country, are

arranged in four parallel rows, on a stalk 1 foot ia

length. (See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1888, vol. iv.,

p.: 81.)

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Old Nurseries, Maid-
atone, had a collection of Spirseaa, rich in pink and
red-coloured flowers. We may mention Billardi,

a form of Douglasi, Blumei, Douglasi, callosa,

Pallasii and Bumalda, forma of callosa, Nobleana,

and the very bright red Fortnnei. The white species

were Lindlevana and callosa alba. A hardy species

of St. John's-wort (Hypericum aureum) was also

shown. It .has flowers, yellow, about 2 inches

across.

M essrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea, showed Retinospora sqaarrosa snlphurea,

in which the young growth is of a yellowish hue;
in other respects the plant exhibited no departure

from the normal (Award of Merit). A yellow-

flowered Diervilla sessilifolia, and Spiraja callosa

var. atrosanguiaea, were shown.
From Messrs. Dobbie & Co.. Rothesay, N.B , came

an extensive show of Sweet Peas, in great variety of

colour', showing much advance on what it was
common to see in our gardens. Blii»s of fine quality

were Dorothy Tennant, Princess of Wales, Britannia,

and Princess May. Yellows; Primrose, Orange
Prince, and Lady Beaconsfield. Whites: England,
Delight, and Emily Henderson. Roses and pinks :

Lady Penzance, Miis Blanch Terry, Gaiety, Princess

Beatrice, Firefly, and Her Mejeaty.

Violas and Pansies, shown in various ways, were
largely shown by this firm of florists. Viola lona,

a flower whose colours consisted of dark blue,

arranged like a star on a ground of mnch lighter

blue, received an Award of Merit. Their Fancy
Pansies were extremely varied as to colour, and
some showed very regular markings. Selfs were few

in number, and their colour waa chiefly purple of

some tint. Anricula-eyed Sweet Williame, chiefly

Those with white grounds, formed part of the exhibit

(Silver-gilt Flora Medal).

A small lot of plants of the Clove Carnation waa
shown by Mr. J. Wallborn, Cedars Nursery, West
Ivensington. They were of very fair quality but small,

not being the first opened flowers, and showed how
this variety fares in London (Silver-gilt Flora Medal).

Orchid Comiaittee.
Present: Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair, and

Messrs. J. O'Brien (Sec), R. Brooman- White, T. B.

Heywood, F. Sander, Dr. Maxwell T. Masterf, H. M.
Pullett. U. J. Chapman, E. Hill, T. Statter, S. Cour-
tauld, II. Williams, and H. Ballantine.

Although not an extensive show of Orchids, yet

some fine species and varieties were there; two grand

forms of Cattleja Hardyana were sent by the Right
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H9D. Lord Rothschild, Tring Park, Tring (gr., Mr.
E. Hill). Of these, the Tring Park variety was a
very fine infloreucence, consieting of five flowers (a
First-clasB Certificate and a Cultural Commendation).
It is the finest form of the true type which has as yet
appeared, the brilliant ruby-crimson of the lip, and
the bright orange of the throat being very distinct,

and the flowers of large size ; the other, C. Hardy-
ana Livertinense, which likewise received a First-

class Certificate, had sepals and petals of mottled
dark rose and white, and the front of the lip purplish-

crimson colouring.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea, showed for the first time Luelio-Cattleya X
Zsphyra (L. xanthina i , C. Mendeli ? ), a very
pretty hybrid, with some resembance to Cattleya
Rex. The sepals and petals were of pale bntf-

yellow colour, the petals whitish at the base, lip

yellow, brightest inside the tube, front of the lip of

a rich crimnoa colour (First-class Certificate) ; So-
bralia X Veitchii (xantholeucacj , macrantha? ), a
very fine thing with large flowers, the sepals and
petals white, with a faint pink blush. The tube of

the lip was yellow, and its broad front lobe very
pale lilac (First-class Certificate). Messrs. Veitch
also showed Lielio- Cattleya X Pallas (C. Dowiana,?,
L. crispa $ ), and a fine specimen of their new Den-
drobium glomeratum.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, exhibited a
group of rare Orchids, among which were Lycaste
X Schonbrnnnensis, of the form of L. Skinneri, and
with brownish-roae sepals, white petals spotted red,

and white and crimson lip (Award of Merit)
;

G:ileandra lagoensis, a very singular species, with
greenish sepals and large rose-crimson lip (Award
of Msrit) ; Pleurothallis Kiiinzlinii. a singular little

species with pretty purple and silver-white flowers

(Bjtanical Certificate); and Catasetum Christya-
num, a very strange and striking species (Botanical
Certificate). This firm also showed the very beautiful

Cattleya X Prince of Wales (Wagneri X intermedia),
with large wax-like white dower, the lip delicately

veined with rose ; several plants of their new strain

of Oncidium .Jonesianum, Brassia Sanderiana,
Dendrobium O'Brienianura and D. O'B. striatum,
Cypripediam X modestum (lo X purpuratum),
Cattleya Rex, C. Brymeriana, Odontoglotsum
Galeottianam, Zygopetalum Lehmanni, Cjcnoches
pernvianum, Catatetum macrocarpum, Aerides Sin-
derianum, Cryptophoranthus Dayanus, Angra;cum
Scottianum, &c.
Major Jaicey, Sunningdale Park, Sunningdale

(gr., Mr. F. J. Thome), showed a comparatively
small plant of Cattleya Warecawiczii, with a six-
flowered inflorescence; and a vigorous plant of
Anguloa Ruckerii, with ten flowers. A well-
deserved Cultural Commendation was awarded.

Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Chase Side, Southgate,
were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for an ex-
cellent group of showy Orchids, one of the most inter-

esting of which was Habenaria carnea var. nivosa,
with large flowers, as in the type, but of a pure
white (Award of Merit). Their Odontoglossum
citrosmum sulphureum, too, was a very fine and
unique variety, with sulphur-yellow sepals and petals,

and rose lip, with a yellow hue over it, and orange
crest (Award of Merit). In the group were good
examples of the large-flowered Cattleya?, a pan of
AnEectochilus petola, Restrepia striata, Mccrostylis
Scottii, Zygopetalum Gautierii, Bifrenaria vitellina,

Oncidium macrantbura, &c.
Messrs. B S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Paradise

Nurseries, Upper Hulloway, N , showed Odontoglos-
sum Sehlieperianum. and the clear yellow formof it,

O. S. aurenm ; and Oncidium crispum grandiflorum.
T. Scatter, Esq.. Stand Hall, Whitefield. Man-

chester (gr., Mr. R. Johnson), exhibited Cattleya
granulosa snperba. a fine variety, in which the mar-
ginal half of the front lobe of the lip is white (Award
of Merit), and C. Warscewiczii regalis.

F. Wigan. Esq., Clare Lawn, Eist Sheen (grower,
Mr. W. H. Young), showed a good plant of Cattleya
(Lie'ia) Lindleyaaa, with four fljwers. The Rl. Hon.
Lord Llangattock, The Hendre, Monmouth, er., Mr.
T. Coomber, showed Cypripedium X The Hendre,
a C. Lawrenceanum cross with flowers partaking
much of that species.

S. G. Lutwyche, E^q., Beckenham, showed Stan-
hopea Shuttleworthii, with flowers not expanded. C.
J. Lucas, Ehi., Warnham Court, Horsham, sent a
spike of Brassia Wrayse. Messrs. Hugh Low & Co.,
staged a small group of Orchids, in which were Tri-
chopilia Galeottiana, Paphini i rugoaa, varieties of
Cypripedium Charlesworthii, Oacidium Lanceanum,
Cypripedium Volonteanum, C. bellatulum, Lselia
amanda, &c.

R. Young, Eiq
, Fringilla, Selton Park, Liverpool,

sent flowers ot Cattleya Eldorado, var. crocata,
white, with an orange-coloured base" to lip. which
was cut from the plant illustrated in the keichcii-
hachia. F. W. Moore, Esq., Curator, Royal Bjtanic
Gardens, GUsnevin, sent flowers of Zygopetalum
(Bollea), Lalindei. Gingora atropurpurea, Bifre-
naria tyrianthina, Bulbophyllum leopardinum, and
Dendrobium ciliatum (Botanical Certificate). P.
Ralli, Esq., Ashstead Park, Epsom (gr., Mr. G. Hunt),
showed Anguloa uniflora eburnea, with seven flowers.

Mr. H. A. Tracy, Orchid Nursery, Amyand Park
Road, Twickenham, showed Cattleya Mendelii, H. A.
Tracy, a very fine variety, with large and well-formed
flowers

; sepals and petals white ; lip large, very rich
crimson in front, and golden-yellow at base (Award
of Merit).

A. J. HoUington, E<q., Forty Hill, Enfield (gr.,

Mr. Ayling), exhibited Cypripedium X Hobaoni and
C. X Millmani, obtained by crossing C. Philippi-
nense and C. callosum ; the flowers were pretty, and
resembled light- coloured C. X selligerum.

Fruit Committee.
Present: Philip Crowley, E'q., in the chair ; and

Me««r8. J. Cheal. T. Jones, J. Wright, A. Dean,
J. Willard, C. Herrin, G. Wythes. H. Baldescn,
J. Smith, F. Q. Lane, W. Wilks, G. Bunyard, and
G. H. Sage.

A wonderfully fine collection of Gooseberries was
shown by Messrs. J. Veitch & Co., Chelsea, con-
sisting of about 13G varieties.

G losebi-rries are nnusually large this season, and
the collection was the centre of much interest and
admiration. To illustrate the capital crop borne by
the bushes, a few do/,»n sprays, thickly clothed
with fiae fruits, were included in the exhibit, and
amongst the numerous varieties particnlarly good,
were the following. R'd : Clayton, Conquering Hero,
Dan's Mistake, Eikender B^y. Forester, L)rd Derby,
Whioham'slndustry, Speedwell. Warrington, London,
and Slaughterman. Green: Stockwell, Telegraph,
F-arlesp, Green London, Surprise, and Matchless.
White: Qieen of Trumps. King of Trumps, Mitre,
Freedom, Antagonist, Coppice Lass, Careless, and
Hero of the Nile. Yellow: Trumpeter, Catherina,
Criterion, Drill, Leader, Moont Pleasant, Hue and Cry,
L»veller, Railway, Drill. Uf special dessert kinds,

the following were capital :—Speedwell, R'd Cuam-
pagne. Bright Venui. Green Giscoigae, Keen's
Sfedling, Ironmonger, Broom Girl, Crystal, White-
smith, Scotch Nutmeg. &c. Amongst a few dishes
of red Currants La Ilative, La Versaillaise, Warner's
Grape, and Cherry R^d, were very fine. S-'veral

dishes ot Cherriei", and a few of Apples and Pears,
including ripe fruits of Citron des Carmes, Mdlle.
S ilange, and Doyenn^ d'E e. completed the exhibit
(Silver- gilt Knightian Medal).

Messrs. Geo. Banyard & Co.. Maidstone, had
about fifty varieties of Gjoseberries, displayed in

shallow s(|uarB chip baskets—a quite novel way of
showing tne fruits. The latter were of capital siz?

and good quality, well maintaining the reputation of
the firm (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cros?, Herts,
had Aoricot trees in pots, carrying a fair crop, of
the following varieties : Moorpark, Orang", Peach,
Hemskirk, R)yal. Breda, Blenheim, Bsauge Kaisha,
and large early Montgamet. Apricots in a ripe

state are bad travellers, unless gathered, and many
had fallen in transit (Silver Kiightian Medal).

Mr. John Walker, Thame, 0.sod, had aboat
three dozen dishes of Gjoseberrief, of credit-

able siz? and qaality ; also a dish of Walker's
Magnum Bmum Red Currant, a very large-fruited

variety (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. '.j. Wythes, gr. to the Duke of Northumberland,
Sion House, Isleworth, exhibited some fruits ot

Laxton's Latest of All Strawberry, one which has
been knownforsomelittle time,andoneof the best late

varieties of British Queen flavour. It was awarded a
First-class Certificate. Also a number of Princess
of Wales Peaches, and three fruits of a seedling
Melon, email fruit, green-fleshed, and closely netted.

Mr. Owen Thomas, gr. to Her Maj»sty, Frogmore,
sent three seedling Melons, all fair-sized fruits of
pale colour, white flesh.

Mr. H, W. Ward. gr. at Longford Castle, Salisbury,

exhibited a very fair sample of Carter's Daisy Pea,
a capital free- bearing, dwarf, and erect-growing
variecy (Vote of Thanks).

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons were awarded a First-

class Certificate lor Veitch's Main Crop Pee, a large

variety, and an excellent cropper ; they also exhi-
bited a fruit of an Indian Cucumber, stated to be of
fair quality.

J. Hawthorn Kitson, Esq., Elmet Hall. Leeds
(ar., Mr. T. Bonsell), sent a fruiting- branch of Tomato
Elmet Favourite, an unribbed, good - cropping
variety.

Mr. C. F. Millar, London Road Nurseries, Chip-
penham, showed several varieties of Tomatos of the
Perfection type ; also the yellow Beauty of Wilts, one
of the best of this colour.

A grand collection of Peas in eighty varieties,
came from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, the
whole of which as field crops had been grown at
Eynslord (Silver Banksian Medal).

Lecture on Filmy Ferns.
In the afternoon a paper on the above section of

Ferns by Mr. J. Backhouse of York, was read by the
Assistant- Secretary in the unavoidable absence of the
author. The lecture commenced with a warm tribute
to the attractiveness and delicate beauty such plants
possess, and much regret was expressed that they
had been so long and so generally neglected,
and as bearing upon this point, it was stated
that when their treatment was thoroughly under-
stood—and it was not especially difficult, the plants
may always be depended upon to furnish considerable
delight. The beauty of the various forms, the trans-
lucency of some of the species, and the jewelled
appearance they present when, as is usually the case
the fronds are almost covered over with glistening
beads of condensed moisture, make Filmy Ferns
very distinct from any other class of plants. In
speaking of them Mr. Backhouse included the allied
genus Todea.

There are from 1.50 to I'OO species and named
varieties at present known, and the lecturer thought
that a large field for woik was here presented to
augment such a number. About two-thirds of the
known species were amenable to cool treatment, and
recent experiments had proved that many of the
species, such as Trichomanes radicans and others
could be successfully cultivated on artificial rock-
work in greenhouses, and in such positions where
the great amount of miisture, which has generally
been considered necessary for them, could not be
obtained. Mr. Backhouse then gave details of a
house that had been erected at the York nur-
series, and where most of the species were grown
with more or less success. The house was a lean-
to, with roof sloping to the north, and was divided
into three divisions, one of which was kept quite
cool, and the others of intermediate and high tem-
peratures. The compost most suitable to nearly
all the terrestrial species, was that of peat and
broken sandstone, I', was better to surround the
crown of each plant with stones, rather than with
the soil. They should always be watered with
great care, never forgetting that it was easy to apply
more than they required. The atmosphere should
generally be charged with moisture if the plants are
in a house by themselves, and they will absorb a
great amount of this moisture by their leaves.

Soft-water must always be preferred to any other,
and it is seldom advisable to wet the plants over-
head. Many of the creeping species do well upon
Tree Fern stumps, and this method was convenient.
Amongst other advantages, it was mentioned that
the ripe spores falling upon the Fern stumps would
grow better than under different treatment. Afcer
all, the most important point which conduces to
success or to failure is that of the atmosphere, which
should be kept as far as possible of an uniform degree
of humidity.

The lecturer then referred to the glass cases, in
which they are often grown, where they are only
visible when the case is opened. He thought that
such a system was quite enough to account for the
manner in which they had been neglected. They
should be kept in such condition that they may
always be seen. Mr. Backhouse said that those
who had no other convenience for their culture

might cultivate many of the species thoroughly well

in a glass frame in the drawing-room or other win-
dows, and mentioned the late Mr. Cooper-Foster as

being one of the most successful of amateurs who
had undertaken the culture of and become extremely
interested in Filmy Ferns. In regard to insects it

was stated that thrips would follow a dry atmoe-
phere, and if seen they should b? sponged nff at

once ; and during summer, the pest will be baffled by
adequate shading to the plants.

Dr. Morris (Kew), who occupied the chair, made
many interesting remarks upon the subj-ct. and also

showed dried specimens of several species. Wethirk
it very unfortunate that amongst a crowded hall lull

of other exhibits, no attempt bad b.en made by any
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exhibitor to illn§trate the lecture by meana of living

(pecimeos of theae beautiful planta, although the;

Treie specially requeeted to do ao.

ITational Carnation and Ficotee.

The CarnatioDB and Picoteea were largely repre-

aented on Tueaday last; and while many of the

bizarre and Saked varieties were brilliant in colour,

Bome of them were cbaracteriaed by an amount of

roughneaa—one of the incidenta of the aeaaon

;

floweri were generally large, while the aelfa and fan-

ciea were very fine. It waa one of the moat exten-

aive exbibitiona jet held, but the exhibita were aadly

crowded, and there waa a conaiderable amount of

confuaion, which might be avoided in aome part. It

ia alwaya an extremely difficult exhibition to report

fully and at the aame time correctly.

Cahnations.

Four coUectiona of twenty-four blooma of Carna-

tiona were ataged. Mr. M. Rowan, Manor Street,

Clapbam, waa placed lat with a very bright lot of

flowera of generally good quality, he had P.F. Lady

Mary Currie, C.B. J. S. Hedderley, K.F. Mrs.

Rowan, P.P. B. W. Skirving, S.F. Martin Rowan,

S.F. Constance Graham, P.F. George Melville,

S.F. Sportaman, S.B. Robert Houlgrave, P.F. Gordon
Lewie, verv fine in colour; C.B. Maater Fred, R.F.

Thalia, S F. Tom Macreath, P.P.B. Mrs. Gordon,

P.B. Sarah Payne, and R F. John Backton, several

being in duplicate. 2ad, Mr. J. Douglas, Great

Gearies, Ilford, who had aeveral new varietiea, auch

aa C.B. Phoebe, S.F. Constance Graham, P.P.B.

Autocrat, S.B. Radiant, P.F. Charles Kenwood,
P.P.B. Harmony. R.F. William of Wykeham, P.F.

Agricola, S.F. Gregorian, S.B. John Croaaland, &c.

3rd, Mr. C. Tamer, Royal Nursery, Slough, with a

stand of fine Bowers, large, fall, and bright, which

some thought ought to have occupied a higher

position.

The claas for twelve distinct Carnations brought

eight exhibitors, the 1st prize being taken by Mr. C.

Phillips, Hamilton Road, Reading, who had capital

blooma of R.F. Thalio, P.F. Charles Kenwood,
S.B. Edward Adams, R.F. Rob Roy. C.B. Fred.

Phillips, S.B. Admiral Cutzon, C.B. Phoebe, S.B.

John Crossland, R.F. Lovely Mary, S.F. Sportsman,

S.B. Robert Koulgrave, and R F. Mra. May. 2nd,

Mr. A. J. Sandera, The Gardena, Bookham Lodge,

Cobham. There were five stands of six Carnations,

Mr. F. Nutt, The Avenue, Southampton, taking the

1st prize with fine blooms of P F. Martin Rowan,
C.B. Joaeph Lakin, S.F. W. Dean, very fine in

colour; R.F.Thalia, C.B. Edward Schofield, and SB.
Squire Potts ; 2nd Mr. W. L. Walker, Reaaing, with

a good stand of blooms.

As is usual, a great number of flowers were staged

in the classes for single blooms, and of scarlet

bizarres the best was Dr. Hogg, from Mr. C. Turner,

a new variety of excellent properties ; Mr. M.
Rowan came 2ad, with Robert Koulgrave ; of

crimson bizarres, Mr. J. Douglas was Ist, with

Phcebe; Mr. M. Rowan coming 2ad with J. S.

Hedderley. Of pink and purple bizarres, the best

waa Edward Rowan from Mr. A. J. Sanders ; Mr.

M. Rowan taking the 2od and 3rd prizes with

William Skirving. Mr. F. Hooper had the best

P.F., showing James Douglaa ; Mr. F. Nutt coming
2nd, with Billy Henderson. Of S.F's., Mr. C.

Turner waa Ist and 2od. In the R.F.'s, Mr. C.

Phillips was let, with Rob Roy; and 2nd, with

Thalia.

The premier Carnation, selected from the whole

show, was Dodwell'a J. S. Hedderley, a very fine

crimson bizarre.

Self and fancy Carnations were a very fine feature,

some splendid blooms being staged. Mr. C. Blick,

gr. to M. R. Smith, Esq., Hayes, Kent, was lat, with

King Arthur, Peregrine, Cardinal Wolsey, Germania,

Mrs. Eric Hambrough, Endoxip, Little John, George
Cruickehank, salmon ground, flushed with white; Rose
Unique, Waterwitcb, Little John, Lady Wantage,
King Arthur, Duke of Orleans, Mrs. A. Campbell,

Mrs. John Bligb, Lady Mary Currie, Magpie, The
Dey, and Fiery Cross, some being in duplicate.

2ad, Mr. C. Turner, also with a stand of very fine

blooms ; Hayes Scarlet. Marmie Murray, Meg Merri-

lies, Corunna, Duke of Portland, Louis Napoleon,

and Cedric, being distinct from the foregoing.

There were nine exhibitors in this class, and ten for

that of twelve blooms. Mr. A. Jordan was Ist with

Esmarcb, Alice Alpres Hunter, King of Scarlets,

The Burn, Germania. Artemua Ward, Vandjck,
Primrose Ijeague, Niphetos, Ketton Rose, and
seedlings. 2nd, Mr. C. Phillips, also with good

blooms. With six blooms, Mr. J. F. Kew, Southend,

was Ist with Mrs, L. C, Jamieson, Niphetos, Sunset

Dodwell's 942, and two seedlings. Mr. F. Nutt
waa 2nd.

Plants in pota were represented by two collections,

but they should be stood upon the floor, and not on
tables, where they are above the line of sight. Mr.

Martin Smith was l«t with some tinely-grown and
flowered plants of Miss Jekyll, Hajea Scarlet, Mra.

Sejmour Bouverie, Eadoxis, Mephisto, Ka'mony,
Mra. Eric Hamburgh, Waterwitcb, Cardinal Wolaey,

Miss Audrey Campbell, Sir John Lubbock, and
Little John ; 2ad, Mr, J, Douglas, also with good
plants.

A class for six Carnation and aix Picoteea, for

those who had never won a prizu for Carnations,

brought no entry.

Prizes were cfT.'red for various arrangements,

showing the decorative value of Carnations, Mr.

J. Douglas taking the 1st prizs for an epergne of

white blush and piak Carnatmos, prettily arianged

with foliage. Mr. Spurlinp, Blackheath. was 2ad.

Mr. Goble had the best three sprays ; Mr. J. Douglas,

2nd ; but all somewhat heavy. Mr. C. Blick was

1st with six buttonholes, having six large self

Carnations, one to each. Mr. J. Douglas was 2Qd ;

but there were (ew among them a gentleman would

care to put into his coat. A claas for twelve blooma

from any of the clasaea, each with a spray of Car-

nation foliage, ica'cely showed the blooms to advan-

tage. Mr. A. Jordan waa Ist, and Mr. J. Douglas,

2ad, For six blooms, Mr, A. Greenfield. Sutton,

was the only exhibitor, but no money prizes were

offered in these classes.

Then followed what is known as the Martin Smith
prizes for border Carrations. the best single bunch
being a rim form of Lady Mary Currii', from Mr. J.

Douglas; Mrs. Yones, Kmsington, was 2nd.

The best six bunches of self-coloured Carnations

came from Mr. H. W. Weguelio, Teignmoath, who
had Comte de Bergmann, a purple selt ; Citterateur

Marinaux, maroon self; Scarlet Ibis, soft bright

scarlet ; Madame Herrenachunal, pale rosy-pink
;

Oriflamme, briErht scarier ; and GarviUe Gem, helio-

trope colour. 2q(', Mr. T. Hooper.

Mr. Weguelin was also l«t with nine bunches of

varioua types, having Mons. Brovland, white, slightly

striped with crimson; Emilia Sivore. blush, flaked

with purple ; Imogene, yellow ground ;
Madame I«

Carlier, yellow, heavily flaked with fi»ry rose ; M. J.

Tander, white, flaked rose ; General Peppena, purple

flake ; Lizzie Williams, fancy ; Madame Eleria a

rose- edged Piootee, and DuC de Navallea, yellow

ground. 2nd, Mr. J. Douglas, mainly with bizarre

and flaked Carnationa and edged Picoteea.

Prizea were offered for aeedlings, but one only

ftopears to have been awarded, namely, to Y.G.

Mrs. Douglas, from Mr. J. Douglas, clear pale ground,

edged with pink, very pretty.

PiCOTEES.

The pretty soft Picotees were seen to great advan-

tage, and with twentj-four blooms Mr. C. Turner
was placed Ist, with fine examples of H. R-d E.

J. B. Bryant, L P.E. Clara Penson. H. Ro. E. Madf-
line, L. Ro. E. Favourite, L P E. Sylvia, H. Ro. E.

Mrs. J. Ricter. L. Ro. E. Littln Phil, H. Ro. E.

Mrs. Sharpp, H. Ko. E Lady Jane Churchill, H.
Red E. Brunette, L. Ro. E. Lady E. Van der Wejer,

L.P.E. Gazelle. L.P.E Lady G. Cathcart. H. Red E.

Dr. Eppa, L P.E. Either, H. Ro. E. Mra. Pavne,

several being in duplicate; Mr. M. Rjwan came 2aA,

with twelve Picotees; Mr. C. Phillips was Ist, having

good blooms of H. Ro. E. Little Phil, L. Ro. E.

Estelle, H.PE. Muriel, H. R). E. Cordelia. H P.E.

Zerlina, L. Ro. E. Favourite, L. Ro. E. Mrs. Bmnett,

H. Ro. E. Mrs. Pdyne. H. Red E. Morna, L. R-d E.

Mrs. Gorton, H. Red E. John Smith, and L Ro. E.

Mrs. Beale; 21111, Mr. Arthur Medhurst. With six

Picotees. Mr. F. Nutt came in a good Ist. with

L. Ro. E. Favourite, H. Ro. E. Little Phil. L P E.

Esther, H P E. Amy Robsart, H. Red E. Isabel

Lakin, and L. Red E. Thomas William. Mr. C.

Bradm, Asb, Dover, was 2Qd.

Yellow ground Picotees were, as usual, very

attractive. The best twelve blooms came from Mr.

J. Douglas, who had Harlequin, Ladas, Mrs. Douglas,

W. DranfielH, Mrs. R. Sydenham, and seedlings.

2Qd, Mr. T. E. H»nwood, Hamilton Road, Reading,

who had Mrs. R. Sydenham, Agnes Chambers,

Edith M. Wjnne, Diomedes, Eurydice, Cowslip,

Aurora, Annie Douglas, Mrs. Kenwood, Madame
Van Houtte, Romlinda, and one other. With six

blooms, Mr. C. Phillips was 1st, having Mrs. R.

Sydenham, Mrs. Kenwood, Annie Douglas, At'nes

Chambers. Countess of Jersey, and Madame Van
Houtte. Mr. F. Hooper, Bath, was 2ad.

Single blooms of Picotees were numerous also, and
in the heavy red- edged class Mr. J. Douglas was Ist,

with Ganymede ; and Mr. M, Rowan 2ad, with
Brunette. L.RE : 1st and 3rd, Mr. J. Douglas,

with Mra. Gorton ; Mr. Rowan waa 2ad, with the

same. HP.E. : Mr. Rowan was 1st ; Mr. C Turner
2ad, both with Muriel. L.P.E : 1st, Mr. F. Nutt,

with Pride of Levton ; Mr. J. Douglas was 2nd and
3d, with Ann Lord. K. Rose E. : Mr. W. L.
Walker was Isf, with Madeline ; and Mr. C. Turner
2,ai, with the same. L. Ro. E. : Mr. F. Nutt waa
the only exhibitor, taking the 1st prize with Ethel.

With heavy Scarlet E., Mr. C. Turner waa lat and
3fd, with Madame Pitcb»r ; Norman Carr, without

an "xhibitor'a name, waa 2ad.

Tne premier Picotee waa H.PE. Muriel, shown by
Mr. C. PhiUipa.

Uucellaneous.— 'E,%h\\)\iii of Carnations and Pico-

teea came from Messrs. Veitch & Sons, about IGO
blooma of varioua typea; Messrs. I very & Son had
Pride of Reigate, soft bright rose.

A very fine group of planta in pota waa ataged

by Mr. C. Blick, gr. to M. R. Smith, Esq , repre-

aenting seedlings of his own raiaing, all ahow-
ing great vigour of conatitution, auperbly grown
and grandly bloomed, and containing the following

fine varietiea : Misa Audrey Campbell, pale yellow
;

Duke of Orleans, pale yellow ; Waterwitcb, blush

piok. paling to white—a lovely variety; Mrs. Eric

Kumbro, an extra fine white self (Award of Merit)

;

Bendigo, purple ; Miss Ellen Terry, creamy-white ;

Sigurd, salmon, shaCed on the petal edge; Niphetos,

white; King Arthur, bright scarlet, extra fine;

Mephisto. deep ciimson ; Lady Ridley, a lovely pale

variety; Coreaoor, blush, very fine; Delight, an in-

valuable border variet) ; Duchess, pale rose, very fine;

Sefton, crimsor, flaked with maroon ; Honeymoor,
white; Braw Lasf, bright pale rosp, &c. Other
miiceilaneous cullectiuns are noticed under Floral

Committee.

EDINBUB9H BOTANICAL.
JoLY 12.—This Society held the last meeting of

the summer session of 1894 on the above date, at
the Society's Garden, there being a good attendance

of members. Dr. W. Craig occupied the chair. The
report of the proceedings of the council having been
read, and new members balloted for, buaineas waa
commenced by the exhibition of planta from the

garden, amongst which were fine plants of Koustonia
loerulea, Pratia angulata, Primula involncrata, and
Allium MacNabianuin. Dr. T. B. Soragne showed
pjloriate flowers of Digitalis. Mr. Malcolm Dunn
spoke as to this being not an uncommon occurrence

in this plant. A diagram and specimen of a pouched
leaf of Cabbage was shown by R. Turnbull. Prof.

Balfour, keeper of the garden, remarking that the

cup- like excrescences upon the leaves was not a rare

occurrence, and commenting on the structure of the
specimen shown. A report on the flora of Round
Island, Mauritius, with an exhibition of the

species found on the Island, was given by Surgeon-
Major K. H. Johnston, who illustrated his paper by
well mounted and preseived specimens. Several of

the plants could not be identifisd owing to the

inability of the collector to procure flowers of them
at the time of hia visit. A fruiting branch of s
Mulberry tree grown as a standard, waa shown by
Mr. M. Dunn, this being an unusual case in Scotland ;

a letter was also read by the same membar from Mr.
C. Ross, of Vv'elford Park, Newbury, giving the pro-

bable origin of the variegated Misleto, exhibited at

the June meeting. Mr. Rosa having given a large

quantity of fruit of Misleto to the then manager of

the Dean Cemetery, Mr. W. Cuthbertson, in 1855.

The plants thus being nearly forty years of age. Mr.
Lindeay in his report of the temperature and
vegetation, stated that 288 species and varie-

ties of plants had flowered in the rock garden

;

and the meteorological obserfationa by Mr.
A. D. Richardson showed the rainfall to have
been greater than for the corresponding month of

the three previous years. The highest reading of

the thermometer in the case being 72°7, while the

lowest reached 38°2. Mr. R. L. Harrow gave some
notes on plants in the plant-houae ; and amongst
the planta exhibited were Cyrtanthns Huttoni,

Ornithogalum tenellum, Myrtua luma, Solanum
Wendlandii, Gerhera Jameaonii, and Mitraria coc-

cin«a. The next meeting will be held at the Rooms
in St. Andrew Square in November next.

TRENTHAM AND HANFOBD
HOBTICULTURAL.

July 19.—The seventh annual exhibition of the

above waa held in the grounds at Treatham on the
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above date. The gardeni were looking their best,

and on every side were visible the improvements
which have been made in them during the past year.

The Dake and Duchess, with a small house party,

journeyed from London to visit the show, through
which they were conducted by Mr. Blair, and were
delighted with much that they saw on every hand.

The show of the Trentham and Hanford Horticul-

tural Society, although of such recent birth, has

become one of the best in England, exhibitors

coming from all parts of the country, its success

being in great measure due to the patronage

of the Sutbetland family, and the assistance

and advice which Mr. Blair freely affords. It

has been favoured also from the first with fine

weather, and the possession of a liberal prize-list.

In regard to the show, no falling off was any-

where noticeable. The Roses were better than
last season, and more numerously shown. Hardy
herbaceous cut flowers made a very fine display ; the

groups were equal to those seen in former years, and
the frnit was excellent.

Exhibits that call for special comment were the

tuberous Begonias from Messrs. Lamg & Son, Forest

Hill, to whom the Gold Medal of the Society was
awarded, besides First-class Certificates to many of

the varieties. Another fine exhibit was the magni-
cent group of Souvenir de la Alatmaison Carnations,

exhibited by Mr. Blair, not in cnmpetition. This
group consisted of more than lOl) well-bloomed
plants, and it was relieved by a background of graceful

Palms. A Certificate of Merit was awarded to

Mr. Blair for the group Baupainvillea glabra San-
deriana was shown by Messrs. F. Sander & Co , St.

Albans ; and Mr. C. Turner showed his Crimson
Uambler Kose.

Of cut flowers of herbaceons plants and Roses,

Messrs. Dicksons, L'mited, Chester, staged a magni-
ficent and varied assortment, consisting of forty-

eight Roses in variety, Gaillardia Emperor, Scabiosa
caacasica, masses of Carnations, including Mrs. R.
Hole, White Pink Mrs. J. Welch, a great variety of

Antirrhinums, Lilium aaratum, Gladiolus The Bride,

and many others.

Mr, H. Eckford, Wem, Shropshire, made a very
beautiful display of more than fifcy large vases filled

with Sweet Pea flowers.

Mr. J. H. White, nurseryman, Broad Street,

Worcester, staged, not for competition, an attractive

and varied collection of twenty varieties of hardy
annuals, eleven of Gaillardias, a stand of a lovely
Japanese Iris and a new everlasting Pea, with pure
white flowers on long stalks, a variety likely to be of

great value in bouquet-making, Lupinus arborens,
and Prunus Pissardii in fruit.

Of fruits not shown in competition, mention may be
made of eight Qaeen Pineapples, well grown and
thoroughly ripened, from Mr. Oilman, gr. to the
Earl of Shrewsbury, Ingestre Hall, Stafford. These
were put into a setting of Adiantum cuneatum, and,
being very fine examples, attracted mach attention
from the visitors.

The groups of plants were all that could be desired,

and from the point of excellence now attained, little

can be done unless some original and quite new
arrangement can be brought out. The 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. G. Edwards, gr. to the Duke of St.

Albans, Bestwood Park, Arnold, Nottf, for a group
containing well-grown examples of Phcenix rupicola,
Cocos, Crotons, Hsemantbus paniceus in bloom

;

Caladiums, Lilium candidum, Orchids, and a number
of plants of Nertera depressa, &c.

Mr. Marriott, gr. to Mr. Finch, was 2ad, with a
prettily-arranged group, consisting of much the same
material as that in the 1st prize group.

In the competition open to persons employing
only one gardener, the group of J. F. Mardock, Esq.
(gr., Mr. Smith), contained good Cocos species, and
Phcenix. Mr. Turvey, gr. to J. Williamson, Esq.,
was 3od, his group containing a good specimen
of the sweet-scented Tabernaimontana coronaria
flore-pleno,

Roses were, perhaps, never seen better at
Trentham, and the crowds round the stands so great
as to render close inspection of the blooms impossible.
The competition was very keen: 1st, Messrs.
Perkins & Sons, Coventry, for forty-eight blooms,
very fine being the varieties Margaret Dickson, Mrs.
John Laing, A. K. Williams, Lady Sheffield, and
Etoile de Lyon. The 2ad prize (or the same was
taken by The Cranston English Fruit and Rose
Company, Hereford ; and Mr. Merrywether, South-
well, was 3rd. The same exhibitors staged in the
other classes, with flowers of fine form and substance.
In the competition for decorative arrangement with

Roses, the exhibits were exceedingly choice in some
cases, but some were rather too heavv.

Cut Flowers and Hardy Herbaceous Plants.—Messrs.

Cntbush & Sons, Highgate, London, received 1st

prize ; also a special prize, for a representative collec-

tion of hardy flowers, shown in much profusion. In
this class Messrs. Harkness of Bedale were 2nd ; and
Messrs. Clibran & Son 3rd, with collections of great

merit.

Fruit.—Mr. Gleeson showed well-ripened Bananas,
capital Royal George and Bellegarde Peaches, Lord
Napier Nectarines, Queen Pineapple, a Melon,
Strawberries, Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alex-
andria Grapes, and Negro Largo Figs, and was Ist;

Mr. Mclndoe. 2ad, with Grapes, Pitmaston Duchess
Pears, Iloyal George Peaches, and a Melon ; and he
also took 1st prize for a green-fleshed seedling

Melon, which has taken similar honours at York and
Wolverhampton. The other collections contained

fine Canon Hall Muscat Grapes. President Straw-
berries, Negro Largo and Brown Turkey Figf, Black
Hamburgh, Duke of Buccleuch, and Foster's Seedling

Grapes.

Id the various classes for Grapes, the competition
was keen, and the show may be said, in this respect,

to have been the best of the season so far. For four

bunches, two of each variety, Mr. Craven, gr. to Grant
Morris, Esq., AUerton Priory, Liverpool, was well to

the front, with superb Hamburgbs, perfect in finish
;

and Madresfield Court, large in bunch and berry.

This collection was also awarded the special prizi

of £2 offered by Messrs. Dickson, Brown, & Tait,

for the best exhibit of fruit in the show for three

bunches of Black Hamburgh.
Mr. Wilks, gr. to Mrs. Meakin, Cresswell Hall,

Stafford, was Isf, with well-furnished excellent

clusters. The special prize of £3 offered by Messrs.

Dickson & Robinson of Manchester, for the best

three bunches of Grapep, was awarded to this

exhibit. The Muscats of ilr. Elphinstone, gr. to

E. MiUner Mundy, Esq., were well finished

buookes in his usual good style, taking the 1st prize;

Canon Coventry being 2Qd.

In the class for any otner variety, Ist, Mr. Gil-

man ; 2nd, Mr. Allsop, gr. to Lord Hotham.
Amongst others who staged excellent lots were

Mr. Bannerman. gr. to Lord Bagot; Mr. Chuck, gr.

at Brodsworth Hall, Doncaster; and Mr, Bates, gr,

at The Hays, Stone.

Mr. Allen, gr., Ganton Park, sent three boxes, not

for competition, of Gunton Park Seedling Straw-
berry, a variety bearing carriage well.

Melons as usual were shown extensively. Peaches
was good, Mr. Blair being Ist with a fine dish of

high-coloured Belleaarde. The Nectarines were not
so numerous as the Peaches ; Cherries were not largely

shown—the 1st prize for a dish was awarded to Mr.
Reynolds, gr., Gunnersbury Park, Acton, for Big-

gareau Napoleon.
Strawberries were a thin class, and showed the

effects of a showery season, some good British Queen
from Yorkshire being passed over on account of

bruising. Tomatos made an excellent show, also

Cucumbers, and Mr. Oilman, gr., Ingestre Park, was
1st with Blair's Prolific. Very superior vegetables

were staged, and Lady Theodora Guest's gardener,

who seems at present to be invincible, secured the

Ist prize in most classes of vegetables. Mr. Turner,
gr.toMr. Fitzherbert, Summerton Hall, took honours
in the vegetable classes.

The cottagers, for whom the society came into

existence, showed well, especially cut flowers ; but

fruits and vegetables, owing to the May frosts, were
scarcely so numerous as formerly—still, Gooseberrief,

for which the district is famous, were as large and
as good as ever.

The prizes for the best cultivated cottage gardens,

given by the Duke of Sutherland, were keenly
contested.

BARNET AND DISTRICT HORTI-
CULTURAL.

July 19.—The third annual show of the above
took place on this date, in the grounds of Hadley
Manor. The entries numbered but few short of 600,

being an increase of 200 over last year. The most
noticeable increase was in cottagers' exhibits and
those classes open to holders of allotments—a pleasing

feature, the primary object of the Society being the

encouragement of gardening among working people.

As is now usual at shows, groups formed a pro-

minent feature, and the principal plants used in Mr.
Martin's, the winning group, consisted of Palms,
Crotons, Ferns, Coleus, Begonias, Pandanus, and
Isolepis. Mr. Fison's Gloxinias and Mr. J. H.

Lorenz's Fuchsias were excellent specimens of good
culture. Cottagers showed well, vegetables, window-
boxes, and cut flowers.

MANCHESTER ROYAL BOTANIC.
July 21.—The annual show of Roses took place

at the Botanical Gardens on the above date. The
show was a good one, and there were many exhibitors
from the southern counties. The following were
among the principal prize-winners :—The Rev. J.
Pemberton, Romford ; Rev, W. H. .Jackson, Stagsden
Vicarage ; Rev. F. A. Barnside, Hereford ; Mr. W.
Boyes, Derby ; Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester ; Messrs.
Harkness & Sons, B-'dale; Messrs. Paul & Son,
Cheshunt ; Messrs. Mack & Son, Catterick ; and
Messrs. D. Prior & Son, Colchester. In addition to
the competitive exhibits, there were many collec-

tions of flowering plants exhibited by local and other
florists.

Mr. B. Cant, Colchester, took the leading place in

the class for seventy-two distinct blooms, and was
followed by Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale.
For thirty-six, the most successful competitors were
Messrs. Prior & Son ; Mr. B. R. Cant, in this case,

f jllowing. Messrs. Prior & Son had the best twelve
Tea or Noisettes also, Messrs. Mack & Son being 2nd.
These last-mentioned exhibitors were Ist for twelve
trusses of any white Rose, and Messrs. Perkins &
Sons, Coventry, were 2nd. For twelve crimson
blooms, Mr. R. B. Cant was 1st ; and Messrs. D.
Prior & Son 2ad. Messrs. Perkins had the best
three bouquets of Roses.

In the amateur classes, the best thirty-six blooms
were from Mr. W. Drew, Ledbury ; and the Rev.
J. Pemberton was 2nd. The Rev. W, H. Jackson,
of Stagsden Vicarage, was 1st for twelve triplets;

and the Rev. J. Pemberton 2nd. Teas or Noisettes
in bunches of three, twelve varieties, were best from
the Rev. F. A. Burnside, Hereford ; and the Rev,
W. H. Jackson followed. Mr. C. Burgess, Plumbley,
was 1st for twenty- four distinct trusses, and was fol-

lowed by Mr. J. Brown, Heaton, Mersey. Mr. J.

Brown was 1st for twelve single trusses, and the
Rev. J. H. Pemberton won in the class for twelve
blooms of any crimson Rose. The Rev. W. H.
Jackson in the class for twelve blooms of any white
one was similarly successful.

The annual show of the National Pink Society
(Northern Section) was also held on the same date

and in the same place. The show was not a very
large one, but there were some pretty blooms. The
leading prize for twelve blooms of laced Pinks in

not less than six varieties, was won by Mr. M.
Campbell, Blantyre, and Mr. A. R. Brown, Bir-

mingham, was 2nd. Mr, A. R. Brown had the 1st

prize for six blooms, and Mr. Campbell followed.

Most of the other classes were contested by Mr.
Campbell and Mr. Brown, with the additions of

Mr. J. W. Bentley, and Mr. J. Edwards.

TIBSHELF FLORAL HORTICULTURAL
AND ROSE.

.July 24.—This society, which is afiiliated with

the National Rose Society and the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, held its nineteenth exhibition on the
above date, in the charming colliery ground, Tib-
shelf, which lies exactly between Nottingham and
Chesterfield ; atmospherically the conditions were
not pleasant, but still there was a large attend-

ance of those interested in fioricaltiire in Derby-
shire and the surrounding counties. The Rose
growers turned out in great force, and
on all hands the verdict was given that it was the

finest show of blooms that has been seen this season.

The entries came from north, south, east, and west.

Messrs. D. Prior & Son of Colchester carried off the

1st prize for seventy-two blooms, fifty distinct varie-

ties, and the National Rose Society's Gold Medal

;

the Silver Medal of the same society going to Mr.
George Prince of Oxford for forty-eight blooms, dis-

tinct varieties. There was a consensus of opinion

that the exhibition would have done credit to the

Crystal Palace, and the hope was expressed that the

National Society would hold their show at Tibshelf,

which is central and easily accessible from all parts.

Most of the blooms were exceptionally clean and

of good colour, and the judging was a difficult

matter, no fewer than eight prizes having to be

awarded in some classes. The most striking

varieties were the Corinna Tea, Mis. John
Laing, Catherine Meriiiet, S.-M. Rodocanachi, Horace
Vernet, Her Majesty, Madame G. Luizet, Gustave

Piganeau. Baroness Rothschild, Innocente Pirola,

and Madame Hoste. These were certainly the pick,

and were all extraordinarily good.
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The awards in the open clasees were ;—Tea and
Noisette Boses, eighteen varieties, 1st, Mr. G. Prince

;

2nd, Messrs. Prior & Son, Colchester; 3rd, Mr. B,

Cant, Colchester.

Seventy-two blooms, fifty distinct varieties, Ist,

Messrs. Prior & Son ; 2nd, Messrs. Uarkness & Son,

Bedale, Yorkshire ; 3rd, Mr. B. Cant.

Forty- eight distinct varieties: Ist, Mr. G. Prince,

Oxford ; 2nd, Messrs. Harkness & Sons ; 3rd, Messrs.

Prior & Son.

Thirty-six blooms : Ist, Messrs. Prior & Son ; 2nd,

Messrs. Uarkness & Son ; 3rd, Messrs. J. Townsend
& Sons.
Amateurs classes,—-Twenty-four blooms : Ist, Mr.

Wm. Drew, Ledbury, Hereford ; f qual 2ad, the Kev.

H. J. Pemberton, Komford, and Mr. E. B. Lindsell,

Hitchin,
Eighteen varieties: Ist, Mr. W. Drew; 2nd, Mr,

E. B. Lindsell.

Twelve distinct varieties : let, the Rev. H. J.

Pemberton; 2nd, the Rev. W. H. Jackson.
There is always a keen competition here for group-

ing of plants, for which the monetary rewards of suc-

cess range from £18. Thore were nine entries. Mr,
J. Ward, gardener at Riddinga House, Derbyshire,

carried otF the 1st prize with an excellently light

arrangement of some of the finest hothouse flower-

ing and foliage plants that could be brought together,

the Crotons being indeed fine ; Mr. A. Webbe, of

Kelham Hall, Newark, was 2nd, but the plants were
hardly so good; Mr. W. Shakespeare, a well-known
amateur of Tibshelf, was a meritorious 3rd. The
local classes were well filled, and the exhibition was
in every respect, both in quality and exhibits, highly

successful.

HAYWARDS HEATH HORTICUL-
TUBAIi.

July 25. — This new society held a successful

show on the above date, and as some tlfteeu

parishes are amalgamated nnder the above title, the

show was an extensive one. Groups of plants were
a fine feature, consisting of miscellaneous plants and
some wholly of Ferns.

Mr. T. Taylor, gr. to T. W. Oliver, Esq., Meads,
Haywards Heath, was 1st for the former sort, and
Mr. J. PuUen, gr. to W. Seville, Eiq, Lind-
field, for the latter. Mr. W. Knight, Hajwarda
Heath, was 1st for stove and greenhouse plants. Of
Gloxinias there was a fine display, and Mr. F.Baker,
gr. to F. H. Broad, Esq , Burgees Hill, was 1st.

Roses and miscellaneous cut flowers, indoors and
hardy fruit and vegetables were duly represented,

and of, as a rule, excellent quality.

Cut Flowers.—AVERA9E Wholesale Prices.

Markets.

COFENT GARDEN, Jidy 26.

[We canuot accept any reaponaibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
ealeamen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the wfek preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed."]

PLANT3 IN Pots.—Average Wholbsale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Calceolarias, perdoz. 3
Crassulds, per dozen 9
Cyperua, per dozen... 4
Dracsena, each ... 1

Ericas, various, p. d/.. 9
Evergreen Shrubs, in

var., per dozen ... 6
Ferns, various, doz. 4
— small, per 100 4

Ficus elastica, each 1

Foliaga plants, doz. 9
Fuchsias, per dozen 4
Heliotropes, per doz. 4

Hydrangeas, per doz. 9
— epecimens.each 2

d.
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a little above in most of the Wheat-produciDg dis-

tricts, as well as in ' England, S.W. and Ireland, N.,'

and to 75° in the ' Midland Counties.' At a large

number of stations in the Grazing districts, the

thermometer neyei exceeded 65°. The lowest

readings which wert registered at various times in

the difi'erent districts, ranged from 40° in ' Scotland,

E..' to 4'J° in ' England, S. and Ireland, N.,' and to

55° in the ' Channel Islands.'

" The rainfall was less than the mean in the

'Midland Counties,' 'Scotland, W.,' 'England, S.W.,'

and ' Ireland, S.,' and just eijual to it in ' England,

E.
;

' elsewhere there was a rather considerable excess.

Amounts exceeding an inch were recorded at some
of the stations in ' Scotland N.,' on the 17th,

" The bright sunshine showed a fair agreement
with the average in • Scotland,' but was very deficient

in ' Ireland and England.' The percentage of the

possible duration exceeded li5 in one district only
(' Scotland, W.'), and was at or below 20 over a

considerable portion of England. In ' Scotland,

N.,' there was only 18 per cent, of the posaiblo

amount, and in ' Eugland, S.,' only 17 per cent.'
"

probably in your town. We know of no work
that gives the chemical analysis of plants (garden ?)

and fruits.

Fungus on Gentian: G. H. G. The fungus is

Puccinia Gentianffi, figured in our columns by

LorrcjpondcnL ^
*^* Owing to the large increase in our circula-

tion, we are reluctantly under the necessity of going

to vress some hours earlier. Our contributors, who

weiC know what this implies, will kindly aid us by

senaing their communications as early in the ii<eck as

possUHe. Communications should reach us not later

than Wednesday,

Books : S. P. D. Nicholson's Gardeners' Dictionary,

published by Upcott Gill, 171. S'.rand, Vf.C—fhe
Amateur Orchid Cultivators' Guide Book, by H. A.
Burberry, price 2s. 6i

,
published by Messrs. Blake

& Mackenzie, Liverpool. If you require a larger

work obtain Williams' Orchid Manual, published at

the Paradise and Victoria Nurseries, Upper llol-

loway, London, N.

—

Cyclamens. You should write

to the author at the address 'given in our last

issue.

Blackbirds Eatino Fhoit : J. W. B. We cannot
recommend the nse of poisoned wheat, it is both

dangerous to other creatures and a cruel practice.

Can you not net your bushes, or pass white cotton

thread over them in all directions ; or keep a boy

to frighten them away with a clapper? but he

must be out and ab.jut by daybreak, as it is in the

quiet hours of early morning that these birds and
thrushes commit much havoc with fruit of all

kinds.

Cactus Dahlia: F. C, Smale, The true form, and
the white very pure.

Carnation Mrs. A. Habkett : A. H. A capital

bloom ; full, well formed, nice shade of rose pink,

and we think, one that is good enough for exhibi-

tion ; or, at any rate, it would be an excellent

border flower.

Ctc.\s ciRCiNALis: rT. Birch, Tfte cone will bear

only infertile seeds or none at all, unless there is a

male plant in the neighbourhood.

Diseased Grapes : JV. H. 'Spot,'' which is extremely

common this year, see p. 75 in Gardeners' Chronicle

for July 21. Please send a leaf.

Dressing Vines in the Winter : An Ignoramus,

We will let jou know shortly.

Dbift Seed : S. H, The seed found on the shore of

the Isle of Wight is the seed of the Mango. It

may have drifted from the West Indies or else-

where, or it may have been thrown overboard from

some ship. Your pupil should keep a look-out for

similar waifs and strays, which are very interesting.

Ghai'i-s: Fi. M, It is not shanking of ihe ordinaiy

sort, for the berrits are sweet and plump. The
stalk has the appearance of having been twisted.

Are all the buBchts injured in the same manner?

Insecis : Thos. Bonsatl. To all appearance the nest

of sjme species o( Bombus (Humble Bee or

Bumble Bee). The situation is unusual, and
we shall be glad to see a specimen of the bee

itself", which may possibly be seen to visit the

neat. R. MeL.

Kainite, &c : C, W., Hull. You could obtain this

mineral manure from the large dealers in manures.

X-400-

Fill. 17.—PUOCIKIA GE> TIANA: : A rUMGHS AFFECTING
THE LEAVES OF GEKTIANA ACAULIS.

A, clusters of spores ; n, c, teleutospores.

Mr. Worthington Smith on September 19, 1S85.

We advise you to burn your plants. We append

an illustration, fig. 17.

Marechal Kiel Koses : J. R. The plants, intro-

duced through the wall to the greenhouse, are

exhausted with profuse blooming, aggravated pro-

bably by not being well supported by the use of

manure-water during the period of bloom. The
proper course would have been, had they been

strong, to cut them hard back ; but now it will

be wise to mulch the soil over the roots, keep

the shoots quite free from greenfly, syringe

them night and morning for five or six weeks,

and place a slight shade over the glass when the

weather is bright. Another way of dealing with

them would be to draw the canes out of the house,

and secure them to short stumps driven into

the border about 6 or 8 inches above the soil. If

you cut back these weak stems the plants will die.

Names ok Fruit: Greenfield. Cherry : so far as one

may judge without seeing wood and foliage, it is

Black Tartarian (Circassian). The fruit is rather

large.— T. C. 1, Peach (irosse Mignonne ; 2, a

poor specimen, not recognised; 3, the frnit was

crushed in box,

Names of Plants : W, F, M, Diplopappus chryso-

phyllus. — R., Florence. Flower crushed and

pollinia gone ; but it appeared to be Lielia

xanthina var. agraphis, Kihb. i.—W. E. Triglochin

maritimum.— W, T. Bambusa tessellata (B. Riga-
mowski of gardens), .igurcd p. 167, vol. xv. of

Gardeners' Chronicle.— 7i. -V. Lvsimachia vulga-

ris ; 2, Alchemilla vulgaris.

—

C, B, Veronica

spicata.—if. 1, Sedum sparium; 2, Sedum album
;

3, Sedum acre ; 4. Sedum glaucum.

—

Pilmuir. Ste-

nactis speciosa. We presume you mean Kennedya
rubicunda, which is still in cultivation.

—

G. M. 1,

Silphium laciniatum ; 2, Philadelphus coronariua

;

3, Vitis heterophylla variepata; 4, Fnnkia ovata

;

5, Sidalcea malvasflora ; 6. Nierembergia gracilis.

— T. C, Totteridge. 1, Achillea Ptarmica, doable
;

2, Cephalaria tartarica.—3'o name, Calycanthus

floridus.—^. H. T. 1, Digitalis lutea ; 2 Stenactis

speciosa ; 3, Geranium sanguineum ; 4, Cepha-

laria tartarica ; 5, Lilium elegans ; 6, a garden

variety of Delphinium.

—

C. G. 1, Teucrium Sco-

rodonia; 2, Campanula rotundifolia ; 3, Caucalia

infesta; 4, Hypericum pulchrum ; 5, Agrimonia

Eupatoriuro : 6 .Ia«ione montana; 7, Carduuslau-

ceolatus.— W. H. S. Campanula nusilla alba.

—

Durham 1, ffiaothera Youngi; 2, Agrostemma
coronaiia; 3, Lychni" chalcedonica; 4, Spiraea, ulnia-

ria, double fl.; 5, ffiaothera grandiflora; 6, Gna-

phalium margaritaceum ; 7, Spir^a filipendula,

double fi. ; 8, Tradescantia virginica.—^. P. S, 1,

Scrophularia aquatica ; 2, Hypericum perforatum ;

3, Equisetum arvense ; 4, Epilobium montanum

;

5, Picris hieracioides ; 6, Artemisia maritima.
Some numbers were detached, so you must check
the names by a book.— W, H, D, has exceeded the
number we undertake to name, but has enclosed a
shilling for the Orphan Fund, for which we thank
him. 1, next week ; 2, Sanguisorba canadensis ;

3, Epilobium angustissimum ; 4, Collomia grandi-
flora; 5, Dicksonia pilosiuscula ; G. Lysimachia
clethroides; 7, not recognised (Leguminosas) ; 8,

Comptoniaaspleniilolia ; 9, Digitalis lutea, with no
flowers ; 10. Campanula lactiflora ; 11, Campanula
latifolia; 12, Sedum Maximowiczii.— C. W. C. 1,

Adiantum Waltoni ; 2, A. affine (Cunninghamii)

;

0, A. concinnum latum ; 4, Litobrochia biaurita ; 5,

Thalictrum minus ; G, Aeclepias curassavica ; 7,

Stenactis specioia; 8, Lastrea Sieboldi.

—

D, W,
1, Lonicera Ledebourii ; 2, Centaurea macro-
cepfaala; 3, (Enothera Youngi; 4, Eryngium
alpinnm.— G. D„ Waterford, 1, Adiantum cune-
atum gracillimum ; 2, Pteris cretica albo-lineata;

3 Cheilanthes liigida; 4, Nephrolepis exaltata ; 5,

Blechnum polypodioides ; 6, Pteris serrulata cris-

tata; 7, Adiantum hispidulum ; 8, A. tenerum ;

'J, Selaginella Wildenovii.

—

Mersey, 1, Polysti-

cbum (Aspidium) angulare proliferum ; 2, Athy-
rium filix-fcemina cristatnm ; 3, Scolopendrium
vulgare crispum ; 4, Athyrium f.-f. corymbiferum;
5, TrichomaneH redicans ; 6, Athyrium f.-f. plumo-
Bum.— Tar, Yours is a very fine variety of true

Lxlia xanthina. L. tenebrosa is now generally

considered to be a distinct species.— T. M, Calv-

canthus occidentalis (Californian species).

—

S. A. B,
Anthyllis vulneraria, a wild plant on chalky soil.

Notice to Leave Employment : T, K. We think

that in your case a week's notice would snifice.

Kuododendhon fereuoineum : W, L , Glasgow. The
gall-like formation is due to a fungus, Exobasidium
Vaccinii.

Roses A. K. Kichabdson and l'Ideale : E, T, M, We
should suppose from the ill-developed bloom buds

that the plants are suffering from poverty of the

soil. You can do but little for them this season,

beyond affording guano-water or liquid manure
from the stables, diluted one- half with water, not

oftener than once in seven or ten days. If the

plants on being gently pulled upwards, are found

to have little root-bold, the liquid manure must

not be givon, but the plants lifted late in October

or early November, and replanted after pruning

off down to the quick wood every root showing

decay or unhealthiness. Use a loamy soil mixed
with about quarter of rich manure, or what is

perhaps better, loam only, the manure being sup-

plied, until the return of vigour in the plants in

the form of a mulch.

Smut on Black Cuebant Leaves : L. G. P, The
appearances are due to a small fungus, Fumago,
which does not appear to do harm.

Trees : A. D, W. Abies lasiocarpa (Hooker), and

A. subalpina (Engelmann), are identical ; A. Low-
iana (Murray), and A. concolor (Veitch), are also

identical. Abies concolor (Lindley and Goidon),

is the true concolor. The American Larch, we

know nothing about as a forest tree in this

country.

ToMATOs and Mildew : '1, D, The plants and fruit

are very susceptible to disease, but mildew is not

one of them, neither would dryness of the soil

induce it ; on the contrary, dryness rather conduces

to healthiness. Please send affected foliage.

Vines and the Evapoeating Pans: An Ignoramus.

Tbe use of these has been discontinued by most of

the best Grape-growers, moisture being supplied

to the air in the vinery in greater or less quantity

as may be demanded by outside conditions. One of

the best remedies we know for insects in vineries is

Richards' vaporising liquid, and the simple cheap

apparatus used to distribute it. It disfigures no

fruit, lea', or flower, imparts no taste to fruit, and

is very effectual as an insecticide.

Communications Keceived.—Prof. Veaj.i^, Uenoa.—Comte

de K. Ghent.—W. S.. Dublin.—Cb. de B.^J. A.—N. K. Br.

—M. C. C— A. B.—L. r. d. B . Tii-lemont.-W. T —F. C—
H C — G. T. F.—F. Na5b.—Q. W. Cummins.— J. M.— Fr.

de Laet. Coutich.—J. Hu^h**.—J. O'B.—W. E. G.—F. C—
J C D & B.— D, F. Y.— .T. J.—G. G.— T. S. J.Qu'AppeUe,
Canada. -H. W. W.— C. B. Plowright. - K. W. W.—
E. Preece.—H. C F.-B. B.-J. B.-W. E.-J.-D. T. F.—
H.;M.— W. H. W.— G. Woodward.— G. Schneider, the cor-

rection will be made in due cour-e.

Drawings, PnoioGRAPUS, Received with Thanks. --J. A.

—G. N.—J. W.—E. F. S.—H. H. S.
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New
niUBtrated List,

3rd Edition

-

100,000-

364 Pages, Bound
m Cloth,

Poat - free on

appl'catlon.

AA^,
HOBTICULTXJBAL PROVIDERS— ^Ae Original hiventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
NURSERIES-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World. Inspection in\ited.

1000

HOUSES
STOCK

to Select from

IN

Works cover

5 acres.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This IIluHtritioii IS an eiitt lopyof my Amiteiir Siidii roofed
Greenliouse;^, ^vhlch are made of well-seasoned red dtal. Com-
plete with Ventilators. Irons for Opening, Staging. Glass, &c.
Made in Sections, so that they can be erected by any gardener
or handy man in a few hours. Simply screwed together. 7 by
6 ft., 565. ; 9 by 6 ft.. £4 ; 12 by 8 ft., £6 ; 15 by 10 ft., £8 10*. ;

20 by 10 ft., £12; 25 by 10 ft., £16.

Any size made. SEND FOR LIST, post-free.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
bers, Tomatos, Melons, &c., will be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto
unknown. See List, p. 22. Send for List, postrfree.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

CACUDADC IJin.Ss.; 2 in,, 3s. M.; 2^ iH'. 5s. ;

OAunDAnO. S m.. 6s. U. per 100 ft. run.

MATCH BOARDS, J, 6s. per square ; 1-in., 10s. M. per square.
FLOOR BOARDS, 1-in., 9s- per square.
FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, J by B, 6'. M.
DEALS, 3 by 11. Yellow, id. ; 3 by 9, S'jd.

7, \id. ; 2 by 7. Iji ; 2 by 6. Id.

CUTTINU FLATINU, 9rf. per 100 ft.;

dozen 12 ft.

SLATING BATTENS, J by 2, Is. Zd. per 100 f^

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.. 6s. each , 6 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in,, ?!. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 ID.,

10s.

VENTILATORS. TOP or SIDE, 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft., 2s. each.
FINIALS. MACHINE-TURNED, 12 in. high, 6rf. each ; 4s. M.

per dozen.
TRELLIS. Planed, Extended—

per square.
3 by 7. 2d. ;

2i by

Deeping, 2s. 3rf.

J by 1. 7a!.

Open.
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THE REVOLUTION IN HORTICULTURE.

THE TALK OF TOWN AND COUNTRY.

GREAT SUCCESS of the

NEW PATENT MOVING HOT-HOUSES

AND PLANT-PROTECTORS,
For obtaiDiog Sucoe93ion Crops without ShiEting the Plants or

Soil. GO and SEE the Structures moving daily at

THE HORTICULTURAL TRAVELLING
STRUCTURES COMPANY,

2 & 3, White Street, Moorgate Street Station.
Made in any size.

Orders now being Booked for Autu.mn Delivery.
Catalogue and Press Opinions post-free.

CHEAPEST. ANY LENGTH.
ANY SIZE.

LISTH POST-

LISTS ^~~~^Z^ *iW rr---~^ FBEt:,

POST-FREE.

HEATHMAN,
2, Enaell St., Covent Garden, London, W.O.

'18 «H /'l/)k^.>ii ii>w ^ t
-:•;

,1 ]),

JIos.midlSoirOREIGN, of atove 9l:es. in bojfs cf 100 Pert ^ 'iOOfett supen
LNGLI8H GlJ.£9, cut to bAi>eTS' siias . at lowesT priteft

Ut:Ii.^ered /'re&lfj^und in the counti.>-, in quivntity.

^^o;;;COy8ERyATp^R;ES8fP^lyvA^;;:'ft^

GEORGE FARMILOE&50NS
Li^D, OlABS. Oil-, fl-nd COLOUR,nER<:MAMr«. '

^i- ft'*JOHNSl:rc€tV/EaTSMlTViFlEL0.IONpON.X
81oci^Ji6i3 aiKl prices OT.;f>plic&tion. Pl£i5e quote ChronieU,

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
and Heating Hnginbers,

PAISLEY.
HORTIOULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description,

in either Wood or Iron,

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges,
Tennis Courts,
Cottages, &o.

Hot - water Apparatn*
for warming

Bixildings of every
description.

Illustrated Circulara
Post-free.

Complete Catalogruo, 3a.

B

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL aABDEN SXTNDBIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Mannfacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOB WOBE, CONSEBVATOBIES,
Oreenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

(3ROVE Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

EESON'S MANURE
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

BONES! BONES II BONES II I—Any size
from dust to 1 inch, at 10s. per cwt. Carnage Paid on

1 cwt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms. Cash with Order.

K. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Crushers. St. Albans.

AGENTS WANTED in Districts where not
already represented . to SELL S FENCER'S New

"ELECTRIA" GUANO. A liberal Commission allowed.—
Apply, ISAAC SPENCER and CO., 2, High Street, Hull.

C BEESON 'S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Beat Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, l5., 2s. 6(i., and 5s. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

J cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot's, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton. London,
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees,

*• A. B. GRIFFITHS. Ph.D., F.R.3.E..F.0.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

ased both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEOEQE, 14, Bedgrave Road,
Putney. S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. FABSONS, Market

Place. Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON Aim SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price LletB and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

EGONOMIGAL-SAFE-LASTING

CLAY'S
MANURES
.^LONDONq;

trade mark.

Are used by the

Leading Growers
Royal Botanic

Society,
Royal Horticul-

tural Society, \\t\fi
Royal Parks.

"

London County
Council.

throufthout the

United Kiugdom
and in

,CCMyj.

TOR

i*^

TRADE MARK.
EVERY QUARTER OF THE GLOBE, FOR

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

SOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN,
In 6d. ana Is. fackets, and SEALED BAGS:—

112 lb.

208.
United

7 lb. 14 lb. 28 lb. 56 lb.

2s. 6d. 4s. 6d. Ts. 6d. 128. 6d.
Or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the

Kingdom for Cash with order (except 6d. Packets).

The respective Trade Mark la printed on
every Packet and Bag. and also Impressed
on the lead Seal attached to the mouth

of each Bag. which Is

THE ONLY GUARANTEE Of GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano. Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Mannre Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c.,

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD. LONDON. B.

PROTECT YOUR GARDENS FROM
RAVAGES OF BIRDS.—Tauned Netting, 35 tquare

yards for Is. Will not rot if left out in all weathers. Sent
any width ; carriage paid on all orders over 5*. Aa supplied to

the Royal Gardens. Sent on approval.

HY. JOHN GASSON, Fish Merchant, Rye, Sussex.

TNSECTS on PLANTS and FRUIT TREES
A cheaply cleared by CALVERT'S CARBOLIC SOFT SOAP.
The best preparation. Highly recommeniied by users. In 1 and
2 lb. Jars at Is. and 2«. each ; 4 and 7 lb. Tins at .*?.?. and 5s.

each, at Chemists, &c., or Tins sent post-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO., Manchester.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY
The " Stott

'

FOR PRICE LIST

MRIGHT
WRITE TO

Distributor Co., Ltd., Barton Hoase,
Manchester.

HUGHES' VAPOUR ROLL

FUMIGATORS.
ONE SHILLING EACH.

For Houses. 1200 cubic feet. Can be divided for

smaller Houses.

They burn with a pleasant aromatic smell, kill green-fly,

tlirip, &c., and are the safest ever made. Sample rolls, post-

free, twelve Stamps. Sold by all Seedsmen.
Pdientee—

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES,
victoria Street, Manchester.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders eiecuted with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE. Jan.. F.R.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beda.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.
WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

As supplied to the Sandrlngham Estate of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales.

For special low rates for WALTON HEATH LOAM and
REIGATE SILVER SAND, apply to-

DAVID PITT & SONS, Reigate, Surrey.

EPPS'S '•-"' PEAT,
For OBCHEDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD, Coarse, Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fresh SPHAGNUM, PatentMANURES, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Utter.

The Original Peat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOi. per sack ; 5 for 47s. 6d.

SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8f. per sack; 5 for

37». 6rf. SECOND QUALITY, 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. Sd.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. per sack, 5 for 18s. ; and 3*. per sack, 5 for 121, 6rf.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2f . 6d. per sack ; 5 for lOi. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.

For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,
Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HTTBDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,

Rooting, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put

down. lUvstrated Catalogues Free by Post.
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HOW TO CROW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
By Mr. CHARLES E. SHEA. Mr. H. SHOESMITH,

and Mr. E. hECKETT.

Those who are in doubt how to treat their plants should

secure a copy. Post-free, 7 stamps. Address—

H. J. JONES,
Ryeoboft Nhrseky, Hither Green, Lewisham. S.E.

GARDEN NETTING.
Best heavy, 2 yards by 100. or 4 by 50. 7s. ; Garden Canea

from ^s. per 100; Best Archangel Mats, 8.?. per bundle of 10;

St. Petersburg Mats, 6'. ; Superior Packing Mats, 3s. 3d.

;

Seed Bags and Garden Sundries at bottom prices.

Special quotations for large quantities.

CAMERON & CO.. 178, Charing Cross Road. London, W.C*

GLASS

I

CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

lO-oz.t per
21-OE.,

innrt a. «rf
(13X10,18X12,18X14,24X14

JUUII.,8J. »a.J 14x12,20X12,18X16,24X16
in. »o.

j 16x12,16x14,20X16,24x18, ko.

li X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at bs. per 100 feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per sqnare

;

Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at trf. per foot run ; 2X7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, &o.

OATALOQUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
73. BisHOPBOATB Street Withix, Lonbok, K.O.

WOOD -WOOL.-WOOD -WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every degcription of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF. DEPTFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

GAKBENING APPOINTMEN'TS.
Mr. ,T. Norrish, for live and a half years Gardener at the

Quarries, Exeter, as Head Gardener to W. Bolitho, Esq ,

Ponaandane, Penzance.

Mr. Thomas Tyler, for several years General Foreman at

Lower Eaton, Hereford, as Head Gardener to His Honor

.Judge Lea, Longworth, near Hereford.

Mr. F. Hus^ET, until recently Foreman in the Gardens,

Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, as Gardener to the Hon.

Marsham Townsend, Frognal, Foots Cray, Kent.

To NURSERYMEN.—A Gentleman with
Capital is desirous of joining a thoroughly practical

Nursery Gardener, with a good connection, with a view to
carrying on Business as a NURSERYMAN. Midland counties
preferred. — Reply, with full particulars, to RICHARDSON
AND GORING THOMAS, Solicitors, 76, Finsbury Pavement,
London, E.G.

Borougli of Southend-on-Sea.

THE CORPOKATION require an OFFICER
to take the Management, under the Borough Surveyor,

and assist in enforcing the Bye-laws relating to the Cliff -i and
Pleasure Giounds under their control. He will also b? re-

quired to attend to the Planting, Formation of Paths, and
Drainage of the Grounds. A uniform will be provided, and the
wages will commence at 25s. per week.

Particulars of the duties required will be supplied on appli-
cation to Mr. C. T. Copley, Borough Surveyor, Clarence Road,
Southend.

Applications, with testimonials, and stating age and present
occupation, to be delivered at my olfice, on or before Wednes-
day, August 1. By order,

WILLIAM GREGSON, Town Clerk.
Southend-on-Sea, .July 17, 1894.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER and PARK SUPEKINTENDENT, at West

Ham Park. Applicants must be between SO and 40 years of
age, and have a good knowledge of Gardeniug. Wages, 40s.
per week, with reiidence, but without uniform.

Applications in writing, stating age and (jualiflcations, and
with testimonials, must be addressed to Mr. H. C. OVERALL,
Clerk to theManagers of West Ham Park, Guildhall, E.G., not
later than Wednesday, August 1 next.
Guildhall, July 24. 1894.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER. end of August, smart industrious man, not

over 40, to take charge of 4 acres, consisting of Orchard,
Pleasufe, and Kitchen Garden. Lawn, Stove and Greenhouse,
and Vinery. Must understand Late and Early Forcing, and be
able to Grow a succession of good Table Plants the year round.
Wife required to look after Poultry, and rear Chickens and
Ducks. One child not objected to; three Under Gardeners
kept. Wages combined, 25s. with nice cottage. Personal
character as to abilities, honesty, and sobriety retjuired. The
situation is for a large busine.'Hs estabiishment.and not private.
—Apply to H. L , Gardenen' Chronicle Olfice, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, in a very important Horticul-
tural Establishment in Belgium, a voung MAN, not

under 22, as ENGLISH C0RRESPONDI^G CLERK, one with
a knowledge of French preferred. Horticultural knowledge
indispensable.—Applications, with testimonials, stating age
and salary required to X. Y., 41, Wellington Street, Strand,
London, W.C.

WANTED, a ROSE and CARNATION
PROPAGATOR and GROWER (exclusively for cut

bloom, forced under Glass), at the Establishment of HELENE-
VELD, Contich (Antwerp), Belgium. Large concern; liberal

salary ;
permanent situation ; interest in protits. Write,

stating full particulars, previous tituations, and salary wanted.

No reticent application will be considered.

ANTED, a young MARRIED MAN, in

a large trade establishment. Wages good, and situa-

tion permanent, to an energetic clever young Man wlio is

fond of the Nursery business, and has a thoroughly good know-
ledge of Plants, including Orchids, and their cultivation.

State all particulari to A. M. Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a Thorough GARDENER, must
understand Vines and Stoves, besides ordinary

work inside and out. Address, with full particulars— E,
CHAPLIN. Esq., Rugby.

WANTED, a well - recommended single
young MAN, with a thorough practical knowledge of

the general Outside Work of a Country Nursery. Capable of

getting up orders, and having charge of several others under
him. Wages, 20s. per week, with lodgings free.—Box 59,

Post Office, Hull.

ANTED, a FOREMAN, for the Houses.
—Not under 25 ; good knowledge of Fruit and Plants.

Wages 185, per week, bothy, milk, and vegetables. Abstainer
preferred.— J. BOWERMAN, Hackwood Park, Basingstoke,

Hants.

Suddlng Season.

WANTED, AT ONCE, a good KNIFES-
MAN. Wages, and full particulars, to LAXTON

BROTHERS, Bedford.

HOMAS AGGISS, Tusmore Park, Bicester,
is anxious t3 ENGAGE a MARRIED MAN, to Work in

Garden, and live in cottage near. Wages, 145. and house,

WANTED, in a small Country Nursery
recently started, a MAN, to Grow Flowers, and need

to Selling.—Address, stating wages, to L. D., 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W-C.

WANTED, a FOREMAN GARDENER,
wages £1 a week, cottage.—Apply, Rectory, Ayot St,

Lawrence, Welwyn.

WANTED, good SECOND, for the Houses.
—Six kept. No bothy—JAMES PULLEN, Finches,

Liudfield, Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

WANTED, a general PLANT GROWER.
Wages 20s. per week.—Apply, stating expprience

and reference!*, to R. OWEN, Floral Nursery. Maidenhead.

ANTED, AT ONCE, young MAN for
Market Work. Inside and Out. Wages 18s.

—

GRIFFIN, Portslade, Brighton.

ANTED, TWO young MEN, used to
Growing for Market, one for Chrysanthemums, and

one for Ferns, Palms, &c. Permanency to suitable men.
State wages required-JONES Jk SONS, Florists, Siirewsbury.

WANTED, a MAN, used to Layering Carna-
tions and General Nursery Work.—Cumberland Park

Nurseries, WiUesden Junction, W.

WANTED. — Seed and Bulb Department,
thoroughly experienced MAN, state experience, age,

and wages required, to—WILLIAM COOPER, Ltd, Horticul-
tural Provider, Feltham. Middlesex.

ANTED, a young MAN (Catholic),
18 to 20. Serve the House with Vegetables, feed

Pigs, and attend to Po^t^bag ; 18s. a week and bothy. —Apply
to HEAD GARDENER, Prudhoe Hall. Prudhoe-on-Tyne,
Northumberland.

Seed and Forage Trade.

HOPMAN WANTED, AT ONCE. — An
O energetic, trustworthy man of g')od business ability and
address. Accurate Book-keeper, thoroughly understanding
Garden Seed Trade. Pushing and wetl-up to increasing a
Retail Business in large Agricultural Centre in South of

England.— State age, experience, and salary required, with
references, to SEEDSMAN, Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GAKDENEBS ANB OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Aduertisers are cautioned agnmst having letters

addressed to initials at Pvst-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

S

Gardeners, Farm-Balllffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chesteb."

ICHARD SMITH and Co!
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applicatious from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest recommen-
dations. Telegraphic address, " DOWNIE, Edinburgh."

RCHID GRO'W^, or GARDENER
(Head), where a good Collection is grown.— Age 3S.

married. Twenty-four years' experience in good Places; well

up in the requirements of a Lady's or Nobleman's Establish-

ment ; excellent testimonials; first class character.—W. M.,
3, Lisburn Road, Newmarket.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 27, married
when suited; two and a half years in present place as

Foreman, five years previously at Sharcombe. Wells. Can be
highly recommended,—W. VEALE, Stradey Castle Gardens,

LIan ell y.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, one child;
fifteen years' practical experience in Fruit, Flowers,

Vegetables, and Table Decorations in large establishments.

Excellent references. Abstainer.—T. FENN, Burton Hall
Gardens. Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 30, singile

;

total abstainer. Fifteen years' experience in general
routine of Gardening. First-class references.—TaORNTON,
3. Forth Lane, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

ARDENER (Head); age 27; Scotch.—
Robert Grigor, Gardener to Sir John Amory, Bart.,

Knight^hayes Court, Tiverton, Devon, can with confidence
recommend his Foreman, Arthur Smith, to any Lady or

Gentleman requiring a Gardener where five or six men are kept,

X^r: IS OFFERED to anyone who will obtain^O Advertiser a situation as HEAD GARDENER where
three or four are kept. — Thoroughly experienced in all

branches. Good knowledge of Orchids. Excellent character.

Age 30, married when suited.—J. L., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head, where several under
are kept, preferred). Has had entire management of

good and well kept gardens. Also Haymaking, Land and
Stock. Several years' excellent character and testimonials
from Ladies and Gentlemen. — S. GARDENER, Oatlands,
Horley, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head); age 43, married.—
A Gentleman wishes to recommend his late Head

Gardener as a thoroughly trustworthy and practical Mao in
all branches, who has been in his service six and a half years.

—W. M., 2, Osborn Cottages, Turner's Hill, Cheshunt, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr, Howard Gilliat
wishes to recommend his late Head Gardener for a place

with not lees than four under him. Understands gardening in

all its branches—Houees, Rcei, Violets, Carnationa, &e. 'iho-

roughly honest and hardworking.-Apply to RICHARD
STEVENS, Northfield End, Henley-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—T. J. Wotton. Gardener to Major Robert-

son, Widmerpool Hall, Notts, wishes to recommend his Fore-
man, T. Foster, age liS, who has been with him five years, to
any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good
practical, all-round man. Good references.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept ; age 33, married.—A Gentleman wishes to recom-

mend his Gardener as above; has a thorough knowledge of

his duties. Inside and Out. Leaves his situation for no fault.

—B. KENT, Efford Park Gardens, Lymington,

ARDENER (Hrad)1 married, three
children (youngest 5).—Wm. Davies, late Gardener to

Lord Dormer, Grove Park, seeks a situation. Tliorough all-

roand man. Wife would take charge of Poultry, or keep Lodge,
Excellent character.—WM. DAVIES, Stanks Farm, Budbrook,
Warwick.

G~
ARDENER (Head Working).— James
Campbell, Gardener to the Earl of Mexborougli,

Methley Park, Leeds, wishes to recommend his Foreman,
Josiah Trevena, age 30, who has been here three and a half

years, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thoroughly practical and trustworthy man.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 28,
married. The Right Hon. Earl of Buchan will be

pleased to recommend his late gardener. Thoroughly com-
petent in all branches.—H., Waldron House, Garratt Lane,
Tooting.

GARDENER (Head or Working).—Age 30,
married, no children. Ten years' character.—0. H. P.,

Willing'e Advertisement Office, ltj2, Piccadilly. W,

f^ ARDENER (Head Working, where two or
yj^ more are kept).—Thirteen years' practical experience in

all branches. Abstainer.-A. B., Mr, Fleming, Woking
Village.

ARDENER (Head Working).-Age 31

;

married ;
good practical experience in all branches.

Laud and Stock if required. Highly recommendel by present

employer.—J. KEMP, Shalimar, Ewell, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42,
married ; thorough practical experience in Gardening

in all branches. Can be highly recommended from present

and previous employers.-J. H. GREVATT, The Gardens,

Aldenham Cottage, Letchmore Heath, Elstree, Herts.
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GARDENER (Head Working, or good
SlKOLE-HANDED).—Middle age, married, no family ;

good experience, Good character.—BLACKMaN, Frognal,

yoots Cray, Kent.

r^AKDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 39;
vIT Tliorcughly conversant in all branches of the profession.

Also Land and Stock. Seven and a-lialf years good character.

-O. WALKER, The Gardens, Abington Hall, Cambs.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 27
;

eleven years' practical experience in all branches. Three
years in present situatioo. Abstainer.— J. JACKSON, King's-

walden . Bury, Hitchin.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or more are kept.—Middle-aged, married, no family.

Life experience in Forcing Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cu-
cumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Good character.—J. WHITE, The Lodge, Ravens-
bury, South Ascot, Berks.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Mrs.
Joshua Fielder, Nutfield Priory, will have great plea-

sure in recommending Henry Green as above, has been here as

Foreman three years, life experience in all branches. Age 29.

—H. GREEN, The Gardens, Nutlield Priory. Red Hill, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good Sin-
gle-haxded).—Age 29, married, one child. AGentlemax

can with confidence recommend his late Head Gardener as

above. Thoroughly practical in all branches. Excellent cha-

racter.—G., 25, Lifford Street, Putney.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 37; family ; practical in Flower and Kitchen

Garden, Greenhouses. Twelve years' good character; diaeu-

gaged.—D. CHAPPEL, Green Street, Enfield Highway.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANT>ED).—Age 24, single ; eiglit years in present

place. Disengaged August 20. Good character. Abstainer.

—H. J., Kenswortli House, Dunstable, Beds.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 27, married, one child; thoroughly

experienced in all branches. Good references from present

and previous situations.—W. TAYLER, The Chilterns Lodge.
Haltin. Tring.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 32, married : eighteen years' pnictical

experience in ail branches. Excellent character.—WATSON,
Bryony Hill, Hambledon, Godalming.

ARDENER (good Single - Handed, or
Second, where five or six are kept).—Eight years good

experience. Inside and Out. Can be well recommended,

—

J. RING, IP, Constance Road, East Dulwicb, London, S.E.

GARDENER. — A Gentleman wishes to
recommend a good Gardener, who was for fifteen years

in the service of the late Rev. F. Barham Zinfcke, Wherstead
Vicarage, near Ipswich. He is thoroughly aiMjuainted with
Vines, Shrubs, Flowers, and Vegetables, and is sober, honest,

and trustworthy.—Apply to Mr. F. S. STEVENSON, M.P.,
333, Cromwell Road, London, S.W.

GARDENER.—Age 23; eight years' expe-
rience in Vines, Tomatos, Melons, Chrysanthemums,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. One year's excellent character
last situation. Abstainer.—"WM. GOODMAN, 11, Clarendon
Crescent, Leamington.

GARDENER, where two or more are kept.

—

Age 29, married, no family ; practical experience in all

branches, including Orchids. Well recommended.—C.CHEAL,
Gardener, Grove House, Westgate-on-Sea. Kent.

GARDENER.—Middle age, no family; not
object to cows; wife good dairywoman or cook; four

years' good character.—W. J., 16, Ray Park Cottages,
Maidenhead, Berks.

ARDENER, as Gentleman's or Market.—
Age 20. Experienced in Vines, Cucumbers, Tomatos,

and Chrysanthemums. Good character.— C. C. COOKE,
Lumley Road, Skegness.

GARDENER (Second, or good Single-
handed).—Age 2'i ; good knowledge of work Inside

and Out. Two and a-halt years' good character,—A. C,
4, Northumberland Terrace, Dyer's Lane, Putney.

X*9 OFFERED any one obtaining Adver-
c^W tiser a situation as SECOND or SINGLE-HANDED
Gardener. Ten years" experience. Good character. Age 24.

—W. O., 13, Almeida Street, Upper Street, Islington.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 24 ; eight
years' experience in Vines, Peaches, Chrysanthemums,

Stove. Greenhouse, and general routine. Good references.

—

G. HAYLOCK. 2. Ernest Road, Forest Gate, Essex.

ARDENER (Second).—A. C. Twentyman,
Esq., will be pleased to recommend H. Jones as above.

Six years' characters.—H. JONES, Long Lake, near Wolver-
hampton.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
are kept.—J. Treadwkll can with confidence recom-

mend a young man that has been with him four years as above.
Please state particulars to Timaru, Chislehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Second, or Undbh).—Age 23,
ein^le; experienced Inside and Out. Good references.

—

A. SPEAKMAN. 10, Percy Road, North Finchley, N.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 21; seven yeira' experience. With or without

bothy. Total abstainer. Good character.—C. F., 34, Jeving-
tOQ Gardens, Eastboorne.

GARDENER (Under).—Young Man, age 21.
Two years' good character.— K. CARPENTER, Long

Cros^, Chertaey, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).— A young man
(age 21), wants situation. Five yearw' experienre,

Inside and Out. First-class references.—F. BARNES, 27,
Clemens Street, Leamington.

GARDKNER (Under).—Age 20, single
;
good

character. Little experience in Vines, Peaclies, Stove
and Greenhouse, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens.

—

F. SCHOFIELD. Barker Terrace. Clifton, York.

ARDENER (Under). — A young Man,
age 20; four years' experience, " Inside and Out.

—

A. STRIIDWICK, The Friars. East Acton".

0^ ARDENER (Under, or otherwise).—Single,
T abstainer. Experience in Kitchen Garden, Pleasure

Ground, and Greenhouse. Good character.—A. GARWOOD,
Long Melford.

ARDENER (Under), Inside, under a
good Foreman.—Age 19 ; good knowledge of Glass.

Strong and willing. Bothy preferred.—HEAD GARDENER.
Roath Court, Cardiff.

G~
ARDENER (Under). — Age 24; well-
experienced Inside and Out. Good references.

—

FRANKLING. Kilda Cottage, Whitwell, Isle of Wight.

GARDENER (Under).—Single; good know-
ledge of Gardening Inside and Out. Last place live

years. Excellent references.—P. G.. 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21; thirteen
months' good character from last place; seven years

previous.—E. DUMMEB, Dean. Tilhngton, Petworth, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), where three or four
are kept.—Age 24 ; good references. Two years and

four months in present situation.— W. BONSEY, Hope Villa,
Shooter's Hill, Kent.

C
^ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER,
!y in Market Nursery.—Age 21 ; willing and obliging. Good

character.—H., 3, Grove Terrace. Chadwell Heath, Essex.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER or FOKKMAN. — Advertiser,
age 30, desires engagem -nt as above ; thoroughly prac-

tical and energetic ;
good testimonials.—B., 58, Sydney Villas,

Elliot Road, Turnham Green.

GROWER.—In small Nursery ; seventeen
years' experience. Well up in Ferns. Cucumbers,

Tomatos, Grapes, Mushrooms, and General Stuff.—W., (J, The
Terrace, Grove Road. Mitcham.

GROAVER, in a Nursery, where General
Market Stuff is grown. Well up m Ferns. Age 2Z.

Good references.—L.. Girdtntrs' Chronicte Oilice, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

To the Trade.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR,—Age 28,
married; fourteen years' expr^rience in London Market

and Trade Nurseries. Ferns, Carnations. Hard and Soft-wooded
Stuff, Fruit, &c. Highestreferences.—WILLIAMS, 2, Burley
Villas, Longlands, Sidcup.

FOREMAN.—Age 2S, single; well up in
Cucumbers, Melons, Tomatos. Strawberries, Mushrooms,

\'ines. both Early and Late, and general Market Stuff. Good
references.—G. P., Waterloo Road, li^xbridge.

UOREMAN, or GROWER, in good Market
JL Nursery.—Twenty-five years' experience in choice Cut
Flowers and Plants for Market. Uooi references.—W. SMITH,
Spring Corner, Colham Green, llxbridge.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.— O. Parks, Berry Hill Gardemi, Mansfield, would be

pleased to recommend a young Man, as above. Twelve years*
experienc»>.

L^OREMAN.—Age 28 ; twelve years* expe-
1. rience in Plant and Fruit Houses, &c.—G. THOMPSON',
Gatehouse, Westwell. Ashford, Kent.—For particulars, apply
to Mr. Parrott, Gardener, Woodend, Chichester, Sussex.

OREMAN.—Age 24 (English); ten years*
practical experience in Fruit and Plant Growing, and

Early and Late Forcing. Good character aad testimonials.

—

FOREMAN, SummerhiU Gardens. Enfield. Ireland .

L^OREMAN.—Age 27 ;
thirteen years' practical

JJ experience in all branches. Good character as above from
last situation. Previous testimonials.—H. H., 40, Ebury Road,
Watford. Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.- Age 22.
Six years' experience ;

good character; bothy preferred.

—H. TROTT, Yew Tree Cottage. Crawley, Sussex.

OURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment,
under a Foreman.—Age 23; eight years' experience.

Goodcharacter.—W. B., 45, South Grove, Highgate. London.

JOURNEYMAN.—To any Gardener in want
of a smart, active young man, I shall be pleased to

recommend Samuel Panticg. Kuergetic and willing. Bothy
preferred.-F. LOWE, The Gardens. Easthampstead Park,
Wokingham.

JOURNEYMAN (First), where four or more
are kept.—Age 23; good experience, Inside and Out.

Fifteen months good character from present situation. Good
previous testimonials. Abstainer.—SIDNEY AISH, Findon,
Worthing, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN (First), or GARDENER
(Second).— Age 23; ten years' experience in general

Inside work. Good character.—G. ALLEN, 40, Waddon New
Road, Croydon, Surrey.

OURNEYMAN (First), Inside ; eight years'
experience. .1. GiitsoN, Gardener to Earl Cowley,

Draycot Gardens, Chippenham, Wilts, will be pleased to
recommend a young man as above.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 24

;

eight years' experience. Good character. Bothy pre-
ferred. — H. FYFIELD, Spring Grove Gardens, Bewdley.
Worcestershire.

JOURNEYMAN, or SECOND, in the Houses.
—Age 23; leaving for no fault; excellent character for

work, honesty, &c.—W, HURST, Danesfield, Marlow. Bucks.

JOURNEYMAN in a good Establishment.-
Age 25. W. Wklch, Hartham Park, Corsham, Wilts,

will be pleased to recommend E. Pratten as above.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out—Age 24
;

life-experience. Understands Vines. Melons, Cunmibers.
Tomatos, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Can use a Scythe and
Machine. Good character. Bothy preferred.—J. LODER,
Sun Hill, Royston.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Seven years' experience ; age 22 ; well recommended From

present and previous place". Bothy preferred.—HARRIS, The
Gardens. Maristow. S. Devon.

JOURNEYMAN; age 24. — H. Field,
Haldon House, Exeter, would be pleased to recommend

F. Moxy to an anyone requiring a thoroughly reliable young
man.

IMPROVER.—A Lad, age 18, requires a situa-
tion in the Garden ; three years' experience. Inside and

Out. Well recommended. Country preferred. — B. F.,

50, Blake's Road, Peckham. S.E.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted for a strong
lad (age 17), as above. Tall, strong, and willing. Three

and a half years' experience. Excellent character.—JOHN
SUSSEX. Neusell's Park. Royston, Herts.

TMPROVER (Inside), by a Gardener's Son
A (age 18), with three years' practical experience Inside and
Oat. Strong, willing, and of good character. Bothy preferred.
— Mr. FOSTER, Broadlands House, Newport, Isle of Wight.

IMPROVER, in a large Establishment.—
Age 21. Energetic, strong, and willing; Abstainer;

Christian; seven years' experience in Private and London
Nurseries.—GARDENER, Admiralty, Sheemess.

ASSISTANT, in the Houses.—A Lad, age 17,
requires a situation in Gentleman's Garden, as above.

Three years' good character. Near London preferred. Willing
to learn.— K., 15, Camden Cottages, Chislehurst, Kent.

'^rO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
-L young man (age 19), under a Foreman. Five and a-half
years in preieot situation, both Inside and Outside-work.
Good cliaracter.—T. CAREY, Catmore, Bicester.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in
Market Nursery where quantity are grown. Tomatos,

Cucumbers, Palms. Ferns, and General Nursery Stock. London
and Provincial experience. Age 25.- GROWER, Woodthorpe
Nursery, Loughborough, Leicester.

'-pO nurserymen' 'and GARDENERS!^
JL A young Man (age 19). Four years' experience Inside
and Out. Good character. State wages.—A. JEFFERY,
Portland Street, Fareham, Hants.

TRAVEL-LER.—Wanted, by a practical man,
a Traveller's situation, with a good connection through

Great Britain, either permanent, or for the season.—Apply,
S., 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

OCK BUILDER, FERNERY FITTER, &c.
—Handy Man ; knowledge of Fish, Ferns, Aquatics, &c.

Good testimonials.—W. J, C.,125, Portobello Road.Bayswater,
London, W.

OUSE and ESTATE CARPENTER, on
Gentleman's place. Good reference and experience.

—

In reply, state wages given, W. FAIRCHILD, l>, Prospect
Place, High Street, Roehampion.

COWMAN.—Age 31, married; good know-
ledge of Cows, Horses, and Pigs. Five years in preuf nt

situation. — HARWOOD, The Cottage, New House Farm,
Worcester Park, Surrey.

SHOPMAN seeks situation. Seven years'
experience in Seeds. Bulbs, Plants. Cut Flowers, &c.

Good refert^nces. — Apply, G. W. S.. Gardentrs' Chronicle

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

O FLORISTS, &o.—Wanted by a Young
Man (age 2;i), a situation in a Florists' Shop or Nursery.

Five years'eiperience.— K.H.,4, Wellington Sijuare, Hastings.

ANARCHIST ATROCITIES are becoming
.i~JL more numerous every day, and the indignation of every

honest person is roused. These wicked and foolish men funcy

they can remove troubles and abuses of our social systt-m by
deeds of violence! What a mad idea! One might a^ well

expect to cure our bodily ills in the sime way. But if we are

troubled by any bodily complaint, what do we do? Why we
choose mild and gentle methods to put ourselves riglit. We
turn to HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT, and we find

relief. There is no anarchical ferocity about their methods,
and what is the consequence? Simply this, they never fail,

they never miss their mark. Sickness and misery fly out of the

window, and bright, cheery health comes in at the door.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, St. Andrew's Cross.

TJ /^ T3 rr\ T £^ T T T T* T T 1^ A T T5 T T T T T\ TM /^d °^ every description erected, either in Wood
riv/rV 1 k\jK> i-i k KJ k\£\Lj. DKJ kLukJ kkWjLi^ or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

HEATING.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHURCHES,

SCHOOLS, etc., heated in the most efficient manner.

AMONGST OUR PATRONS ARE—
H.H.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES; H.R.H. THE DUKE OF YORK;

His Grace THE DUKE OF FIFE ;

His GHiCE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER; H.M. BOARD OF WORKS;
THE ADMIRALTY, ETC.

SPLENDID ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIE3,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS B R A N C H E S

.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS W R K 31 A N S II IP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER^ TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be aildressed to the '• Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.O.
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
gciny to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FJBST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

HCANNELLand SONS'
CABBAGE UEFIANCK.

Mr E. BlTCHER, Great Baddow, Chelmsford, July 23. 1f94.—" I grew your Defiance Cabbage by the side of so-called four

best sorts, but none were worth looking at, compared with
yours. It has been greatly admired round here. It took First

Prize at our Sliow for quality and weight against fifteen oom-
patitors three yesrs ruunirg."

Per packet, ^d., Is., and 2s. 6d. post free.

SWANLEY, KENT.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 6»., post free, 5». 6d.

A. F, BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

V

For Present Sowing. ^ ^ ^^„
SUTTON'S WINTER WHITE COS

LETTUCE.— One of the most valuable Lettuces. Large,

perfectly hardy, very sweet and crisp. Especially prized for

early spring use. Without protection it has passed the ordeal

of severe weather. Price of seed, per packet, l a., post-free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS. GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN. RBADING.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. — Good
stuff, in 60's, 25s. per 100 —8. BETHELL, Whiteley'a

Nurferies, HiUingdoo Heath, Uxbridge.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Booted Runners of

Thury, Noble. Paxton. President, and others at 5s. 9rf. per 100,

carriage paid. Sample packet, 1$. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON. Strawberry Nurseries. Driffield.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odootoglossums, JStc, always in Btock

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side, Sonthgate, London, N.

s
BUN YARD'S KENT STRAWBERRIES.

Best plants of finest sorts. New LIST free.

GEORGE BUNYABD and CO., Old Nurseries. Maidstone.
"

Special Cheap Offer.

PALMS, PALMS, PALMS.
Send for Price List. — O. BETHELL, Whiteley's

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge^

Strawbenies.
FINE COLLECTION of the best varieties

can be supplied. Orders thou'd be booked now.
Descriptive CATALOQUE post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS AM> SON, Sawbridgeworlh.

A
Just Fabllsbed.

THE ORCHID GROWERS' MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition ; Enlarged ami Revised up to the present

time. Super royal 8vo. Price, -'.ij. ; Free by Parcel i'ost in

the United Kirgdom, 2jl. 10>'.

B. S. WILLI.iMS ASD SO.N, Victoria and Paradiss Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, London, N.

Psaclies. Nectarines, ana Melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COMMISSION. Terms .S per cent. BeferenceM, any

London Fruit Broker, or London & County Bank. C. C. Branch.

Hyacinths, Tnllp3. Crocus, LlUes, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERUEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBEKBAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.C. ^ . ,.

N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

RIMULAS, Double White, strong plants

for potting into 48's.

a5s. per 100. Cash with order.

D. ANDERSON, Teddington Nursery, S.W.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

VEGETABLE SEEDS for PRESENT SOW-
ING.—The Best Cabbages are Dicksons First and B-st,

and Dicksons Perfection, (d. per packet. Is. 6d. per ounce

;

Tripoli Onions. Lettuces, &c.
DICKSONS, Seed Growers & Nurserymen, CHESTER.

Important to Mushroom arowers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AKD O. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,

Soathgate, N. Established 1797.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for

particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It staocs

quite independent, or by withdriwing bolt at top you have

two ladders.—Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48, Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent appliel for.

TnTED, large PLANTS of CROTON,
Mortii, Andreanum, Weismanii, Majestica, Lord

Derby, and Variegatus.— State lowest price to G. BETHELL,
Whiteley's Nurseri es. Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge.

ANTED, 500 PELARGONIUM CUT-
TINGS of best Show Varieties. State names and

piices.—E. JAMES, Corston, near liristol.

ANTED, HYDRANGEA CUTTINGS.—
strong white and pink Dr. Hogg and Otaksa. a few

hundreds of each.—Price to HY. PARKER, 20, Baring Street,

New North Road , Hoxton, N.

ANTED, Nine good-sized PINEAPPLE
SUCKERS, Smooth Cayenne. State price to LITTLE

AND BALLANTYNE, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Carlisle.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free,

P.MOARTHUR.TheLondonNursery,4,MaidaVale,london,W.

Cheap Offer.

POLYPODIUM AUREUM.-Good stufi, in

6 j'», ready to pot into tS's, Vis. psr 100. £i per 1000.— G.
BETHELL. Whiteley's Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

Rapeseed and White Mustard fjr Sowing Purposes.

H& F. SHARPS have to offer fine, clean,

• good-coloured samples of RAPESEED and WHITE
MUSTARD, specially selected for sowing purposes, and will be

pleased to submit samples and prices on application.

I

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT. WISBECH.

Prize Coh Filberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER being about to leave the neigh-
bourhood of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for

portions, or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be re-

moved in the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and
address GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

Fahlished on August 1, 189i.

COMTE DE KERCIIUVE, LIVRE DES
ORCHIDIiES. ai planches chrome et 310 fig. Price,

SOfraocs.—tiheut (Belgium). AD. HOSTE. Publisher.

f?OR SALE, Three Dozen good PINE
-C PLANTS, in three best sorts, mostly Smooth Cayennes,

ready for Potting into Fruiting Pots. Or would EXCHANGE
for OBCHIDS or EUCHARIS.

J. FRY. Haydon Gardens, Pinner.

F'OR SALE, — ARUMS, good Flowering
Bulbs, knocked out pots, carriage paid. £11 ; MAIDEN-

HAIR FERN. £l(i per lOOU ; Raspail GERANIUM CUT-
TINaS, Unrooted, .TOs. per lOOU ;

quantity of EUCHARIS, £!

per lOj.—O. X., 41, Wellington Stieet, Strand, W.C.

NARCISSUS BULBS,—Double White, fine

strain, 15s. per 1000, on rail. Sample lOD, by post, for:i!.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener , Goldstone, Brighton.

ANDANUS VEITCHII, beautifully varie-

gated. in 48s, 18». per dozen.-G. BETHELL, Whiteley'a

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA.—A reliable market
strain in 3-inch pots, ready for potting on, Itis. per

100 ; £7 10». per ICOO.

W. COOPER, Ltd., 765, Old Kent Road, London, S.E,

OUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.-60's, 2.5s.

per 100 ; 48'8, 6s. per dozen. Free on rail for cash with

order.—G. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS . 79, Mark Lane, London.

GENTS WANTED in Districts where not
already represented, to SELL SPENCER'S New

"ELECTRLA" GUANO. A liberal Commission allowed.—

Apply, ISAAC SPENCER AKD CO., 2, High Street, Hull.

ONESl BONES 1 1 BONES 111—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at lOi. per owt. Carriage Paid on

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.

Terms, Cash with Order,

E S. WILES AND LEWIS, Bone Cmshers, St. Albans.

B EESON'S MANUR
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, ShefHeld^

E

HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
Stock Lists and Prices on application,

GEORGE FAEMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, and

Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London,

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders

• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept. Royal Hort. Soo.

Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentecsof

the Duplex Upright Tubular BoUers, King's Bd., Chelsca.S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Friday Next.

ny order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.. of Chase Side,

Southgate,

An Importation of about 700

CATTLEYA AUREA
(the Gem of fill the Cattleyaa),

Including many gratul pieces in f xceptiooally fine condition
;

and having been gathered in districts whence s-ich treisures

an Cattleya Hardyma Massewanii nod kinored varieties

emanate, it i-^ oniy reasonable to expect Iliac many tine

hybrids and varieties will appear amongst these. All the

plants receive J are offered.

Also about 40 plant-t of 0D0NT0OL0S3UM K0^7.Lll, best

type, in magniticent order.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, tt7 and 68, t lie-ipside, Londoo, K.C., on FRIDAY
MEXT, August 10, at half past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

Six Cases of ODONTOtiLUSStr.M ALEXiNDR.E (Pscho
variety), rec< ived direct for Unreserved Sale,

An importation of L.ELIA TENEBROSA, CATTLEYA
C8ISPA, SOPHRONiris GRANDIfLOR*, OSCIDUIM CON-
COLOR, O. FOEBESI, and SCUTICARIA STEELI, from

Messrs. F. Horsman & Co.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SKLLthe above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapsnle, London, E.C., on FRIUAV NEXT,
August 10, at half-past Vi oClock.

Ou view mornint; of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday August 20.

DUTCH BULBS.-SPECIAL TRiDE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MoRRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 & 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C., as follows :—

MONDAY, August 20 over 2000 Lots

THUbSUAY. August 23 18(10 „
MONDAY, Augusts? , 1600 ,,

THURSDAY, Augu't 30 1300 ,.

And SATURDAY, September 1. about 600 Lots.

Large consignments of named HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CRoJlK, NASCISSUS. and o her DUTCH BULBS, togeher

with VVhi-e RO.VIAN HYACINTHS, and Paper White NAR-
CISSUS, received flirect for unreserved Sale.

These early Auctions have been specially arranged in Lots

tjsuit the trade and other large buyers. The Auctioneers will

be pleased to enter the names uf intending purchasers on their

permanent lists, who may de ire a regular supply of Cata-

logues for these Sales.

Auction Rooms a: d Office', 67 Sc 63, Cheapside, London. E.G.
~

Sevenoaks, Kent.
UNRESERVED SALE of the whole of the EXHIBITION and

other DECORATIVE PLANTS. ORCHIDS. &c . by order

of .Mrs. Laura Craw-hay, who has given up exhibiting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the premises. Bradhourne Hall,

Sevenoaks, Kent, on THURSDAY NEXT. August 9lh, at 12 for

1 o'clock precisely, the whole of the well-known and success-

fully exhibited STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, com-

prising tine specimen FERNS in variety, PALMS of Sorts,

Albimandas. Ixoras, Lapagerias, Stephanotis; also grand

examples of CYCAS REVOLUTA, 70 leaves. Dasyliriou ; hi

lots 01 ORCHIDS, viz., Cattleyas, LKelias. Odoutoglossuois,

&c., together with Bouvardi 3. Camellias. Agapantbui. Ca'a-

diums, Calla", Spirreas, Violets, Deutzias, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had of Mr. -JAMES GOODMAN, Gardener, on the premises,

and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Note.— The above Plants have for years past annually taken
Drizesatthe Sevenoaks wnd other Shows. All are in grand
health and suitable for exhibitors and decorative purposes.

ESSEX.—In an important Market Town.
Capital FREEHOI D NURSERY, about 2 Acres < f Land,

fi newly-erected Greenhouses, specially adapted for P ant,

Timato, and Cucumber-growing. Suit beginner. Part pur-

cliasB-money payable by instalments.

Particulais of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

AYLEIGH, ESSEX.—Important to Market
Gardeners and Seed Growers. About 100 acres of capital

FREEHOLD LAND, excellei.t soil specially adapted for the

growth of Market Garden produce. Nursery Stock or Seeds, the

farm hav.rg the reputation of being one of the best in

the county. Will be told as a whole or in portions of

5 to 10 acres to suit the reiiuirements of intending buyers.

Immediate possession given on payment of deposit. The
balance may be paid by quirterly instilments.— Full par-

ticulars of Messrs. PROTHhKOE AXD MORRIS, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C.

ONDON, N. (Folio 824.5).— Capital JNUR-
SERY, comprising e^jht span-roof Greenhouses, well-

heated ; Stables, and other (^lutbmldings. Lease twenty-one
years. GroiDd Rent £10. Price for the whole, inclndiog

Stock. Glasshousps, and Utent^ils in Trade, £350. lU-health
ief.son for Disposal.—Full particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE
AND MORRIS, as above.

T ONDON, S.E. (Folio 7640).—A NURSERY,
X^ of half an acre, with six Greenhousea, Pits, and Out-
buildings. Good local Trade done. Lease Ihirteen years.

Bent £10. Price £ ii ('pen to an Offer.—Full particulars

o£ Me>srs. PROTHEROE a>d MORRIS, as above.

<:OUTII COASl (Folio 7905).— Walled-inO NURSERY, of an acre in extent. 4 capital Greenhouses,
and Outbuildings. Lease 93 years. Ground-rent, £lo. Stock,
about £i00. Price for whole. fil'OO ; £ljOO can remain—Full
particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE a.no MORRIS, as above.

AAT"ANTED, to RENT, for a term, a SMALL
VV NURSERY, or PREMISES suitable for same. No stock

required.—B., 391, West Green Road, Tottenham, N.

FREEHOLD LAND for SALE, suitable for

Ho ticultural Purposes. Easy terms, if required. Full

particulars of S. SINGLE, Land Agent, 20, Bueklersbury, E.C.

^MALL NURSERY for SALE, Cheap.—
O Eight Greenhouses, range of Heated Pits and Cold
Frames, well-stocfeed ; Eight-roomed Uwelling-house; facing

main road. Close to railway-stations. Eight miles from
Covent Garden. Lon^ Lea^e. Low Rent, £35.—Apply to—

B., 127. Mau^field Road, Goi^pel Oak, N.W.

CEED and NURSERY BUSINESS for SALK
O —Sound going trade. Good premisesand room for a large

corcern as a brauLh establishment. ParticuUrs on bond fide

application, to R. H. POYNTER, Seed Merchant and ^u^9e^y-
man. &c , Taunton.

URSERY for SALE.—Land 40 feet front-
age. lOd (e^^t i^eep ; two Cucumber Houses. 40 feet by

10 feet ; Conservatory and Tomatx) Houses, 20 feet by I.t feei
;

Numerous Pits and Houses. Good business connec ion with
Gardening Implements. Good ttock cf Geraniums. Fuchsias,

&c. Situated within n miles of Covent Garden. Price, £300.
Long lease, or option of purchase of Freehold.
W. fi. TAYLOR, 140, Trinity Rd., Wandsworth Common. S.W

TO MARKET GARDENERS or NURSERY-
MEN.—a Lady will LET, Rent £50 (or SELL, Price

£1.250), her FREEHOLD RESIDENCE. 8 Rooms, and GAR-
IJENS, about 3 Acres, 4 Glasshonees, two heated ; situate in

centre of three larj^e market towns in Osfor.uhire. No similar
business in nt-inhbourhood ; under a mile from Station to all

parts.—Mrs. EVANS, Woodfield. Bicester. Oxon.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loana.

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers. FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. O. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

'^PO LET, on account of death, a Small MAR-
-L KET GARDEN, containing about 4 acres, with Hoiiss

and Barn, and three gx)d Glaes houses, one well stocked with
Grapes and the others with Toraattis and Plants; also good
crop of Apples and Plifms. Leate nine years to run. Rent.
£45 per year.—For terms apply to Mrs. STARKEY, Bridge
Road. East Moulsey. Surrey. No agents need apply.

Dursley, Glouceaterslilre.
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS. MARKET GARDENERS.

AND OTHERS.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession, at a
moderate rental, the DURSLEY NURSERY, biluate at

Woodmancote, Dursley. about a quarter of a mile flum Duraley
Station, on the Midland Railway, consisting of a substantial
and roomy brick-built Dwelling-house, with a convenient
shop, with plate-glaas front, stable, coach-house, potting shed^,
and 3 acres of rich, clean, well drained, and good working LaLd.
The above Nursery has been in the po'-^es^ion of, and a

lucrative business tarried on by Messrs John Morse & Son,
during the past 40 years. There is a good local business, and
a widespread and well-known connection for the sale of cut-
tings and plants of Florists' Flowers throughout Great Britain
and Ireland. for which the Nursery has long been noted, and
there is a consir erabie trade in Cut Flowers. Furnishing. &c ,

and every coiivetienoe f ;r a Retail Seed Bu^inois.
The premises are abundantly supplied with good water.
The whole of the Sioek-in-Trade. thirteen tilass-honees, five

long rows of Pits, three Uprigot Tubular Boilers, and other
fixtures, to bs taken at a valu^t'On.
To view, apply on t lie Premises' ; and for fuither particulars

to Messrs. D. LtGGE, SON. and PEARCE. Aucdoneerrt,
Berkeley; or to Messrs, VIZARD, WENDEN, and SON,
Solii-itors, Dursley.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C.

pUT FLOWERS.— CUT FLOWERS.
We hold SAIESI every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

FRIDAY EVRNINa at half-past five o'clock. These Salea
have been continuoua, without a week'somission.for over eight
years. References to Senders of over eiffht years' standing.

POPE Aun SONS. 6. Phillips Street, Birmingham.

1,000,000 strawberry Plants.

HCANNELL AND SONS will be glad to
• quote price of Sir J. Paxton and Garibaldi, in any

quantity ; also all other kinds. 4000 Royal Sovereign, tine

plants, in pots. Send for CATALOGUE.
SWANLEY, KENT.

MALMAISON CARNATION.—Blush-white,
BtroDg, well-rooted Plants, in large 60*8, layered in

May, free from disease, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per 100.— G.
BETHELL. Whiteleys Nurseries, Hi lingdon Heath. Uxbridge.

To Gentlemen, or Collectors of Rare Plants.

FOR SALE, two or three NEW ZEALAND
TREE FERNS, in grand foliage ; height, 5 feet ; circum-

ference. 3 feet; fourteen fronds each this hummer. Can be
seen by appointment.

A. PANTON, 431, Barking Road, Plaistow, London, E.

SALE of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Orchids,
Palms, Cold and Hot-hou§e Plants, bushy and high-

stemmed Azaleas and Camellias, &c. For further particulars
and Price Lists address

—

Mr, MASCK, Gartendi rector, Sichrow, Bohemia.

EXHIBITIONS.

T EEDS CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.—
-L^ Owing to the Re-decorating of the Town Ha^l, the
Committee are compelled to POSTPONE Advertising the
Building for holding the Show in till the SECOND SATURDAY
IN SEPTEMBER.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETYS .OHOW.

"CURTISFIELD." AUGUST 16, If94.

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetable!- ; Poultry, Pigeons, Babbits,
and Cats \ Bea", Honey, and Appliances. Entries clcse Aug. 9.

D. A. VARDY, Hon. Sec.

C CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
\J President :—THE MaTOR.
The SIXTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on WEDNESDAY

and THURSDAY, August 16 and 16.

Prizes and Specials, £.300. Entries close August 7.

66. Woodville Road. Card.ff.
«' glt-LETT, Secretary.

KNARESBROUGH SHOW, August 17.—
Prizes for PLANTS, CUT FLOWERS, FRUITi, and

VKGETiBLES. Piize-money nearly £^00.
Schedules low ready.

F. SCOTT. Secretary, High Street.

SHREWSBURY GREAT FLORAL FETE,O August 22 and 23. 1894.

SCHEDULES now ready. £720 offered in Cash Prizes.

A D N I T T iND N A U N T O N, Hon. Sees., Shrewsbury.

KINGSWOOD, ST. GEORGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, on WEDSESUAY, August 22, 1891.

PRIZES OVER £.'00.

Schedules may be had ou application to

—

F. H. .TULLION, )„ „
Kingswcod, near Bristol. A. W. COTTLE, (""'"'• ''*"•

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX NEW HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

SUMMER SHOW. August 28 and 29.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.—In addition to (he Piize-
moi'.ey in Class 6, 8 Stove and Greenhouse Plants. 4 iu Flower,
and 4 Foliage, not including Ferns.
A HANDSOME SILVER CHALLENGE BOWL, presented

to the Society by J. M. Kidd, E q , President, will be held by
the First Prize Winner for the one year; the SOCIETY'S
S1L\ER MEDAL will al-o be awarded to the Gardener.
For further partiiularspnd Schedules, appl cation should be

m.de to the Secretary. MARK LONGHURST, 18, Church
Road. Hove, Sussex. Entries cio e August 23.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
toGrow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in «he World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

WHAT OFFER.''—SOdozen TOMATO
PLANTS for SALE, 30 inches. Perfection, Trophy,

Golden Queen.—The Vineries. Pecl<hHm Rye.

ORCHIDS.—Splendid plants at reasonable
prices. Send for Special List —G. BETHELL. Whiteley's

Nurseries, Hillingdoa Heath, Uxbridge.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS. &e.
R. AND G. CUTHliERl'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and

may be had post-frt-e on applicat'On.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, &c., Soutbgate, N.
Established 1797.

CTROBILANTHES DYERIANUS, the most
^^ attractive ornamental foliage plantof recent introduction,
was exhibited in collection, awarded 1st prize at International
(Quinquennial Exhibition, Ghent; price 1«. each, il(. per
dozen. — G. BETHELL, Whitelej'a Nurfeiies, Hiilingdon
Healh. Uxbridge.

To Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Others.

FOR SALE, through chaDging hands, a large
NURSERY STOCK, at Valuation Prices, consisting of

Azaleas, Camellias, Eucbaris, Lilies, Arums. Double Primulas ;

al-o all kinds of Roses in pot^, all kinds of Ferns, &c.
For particulars apply to H. LEE, Manager, Victoria

Nurseries, Sleaford, Lines. No reasonable offer lefLsed.

To the Trade only.

MESSRS. THOMAS CKIPPS and SON,
The Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent, beg to offer the
undermei.tioned strong, healthy stuff, in pots :

—

FREMONTIA CALIFORNICa, 5'. each.
CLKMA'iIS, Madame Edouard Andre, pcarltt, 2s. 6rf. each;

245. per dozen.
ARaUCaRIA EXCELSA, in 48-potp, heads 6 to 7 inches high,

15s. per dozen.
EUCALYPTI'S GLOBULUS, nice bushy stuff. 6s. per dozen.
CISTUS LADaNIFERUS. strong. ti5. per dozen.
LIGUSTRUM japonicum macrophyllum marginatum aureum,

9s. per dozen.
ESCALLONIaS Ingrami, macrantha. Philipiana, Montevi-

densis, sanguinea. and rubra, 6f. per dozen.

ERNS. — GREAT ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) r-Ferns, in i'^inch pots.

Stove and Greenhouse, 30 best selling sorts. 10s, per lUO; 200
out of pots. 16s.; large ditto, in 48'^, 10 best selling torts,
6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in 4'i's, for cutting (value
in fronde), 6s. and 8s. per dozen; ditto, for matting large
plants quickly (bushy). 16s. and 20s. per 10 i. Araliaa. Grevil-
leas, Rhodanthe, Cyperus, in 48's, 6s. per dozen. Ficus. Palms,
Dractenas, Is. each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas, 9d. each.
Packed free. Cash with Order. Listfree.— J. SMITH, London
Fern Nurseries Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.
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EUCHARIS AMAZONICA. — Established
from an importation received last spring. Strong and

healthy. Price on application.—G. BETHElL, Whileley's

Nnrtferies, Hillingdon Heath, Uabridge^

ARGE TOMATO PLANTS, Qd. per dozen.
CABBA9E, CAULIFLOWER, SPKO0TS, BROCCOLI,

&c., 4ii. per 100. LEEKS and CELERY, Is. per 100. Postage
eitra DtlLLEY, Copyhold Farm. Redhill.

ULBS for AQTUMN FLOWERING.—
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application, of

Beautiful and Rare Species of Autumn and Winter CROCUSES,
and Autumn- flowering MEADOW SAFFRONS, producing

a beautif.ll ttfoct in September—FLOWER OF THE WEST
WIND (white); LILY OF THE FIELD (yellow). Autumn-
flowering SCILLAS and SNOWFLAKES. &c.

BARR'S DAFFODIL CATALOGUE for 1894, now ready, free

on application.

BABR'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, ready September 1.

BARR AND SON. King Street, Cogent Garden, Loudon.

IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
AT LOW PRICES.

VANDA CCERULEA,
VANDA KIMBALLIANA,

CYPBIPEDITJM NIVEXXM,
CYPBIPEDIUM BELLATULUM.

All from hitherto unsearched districts, and in the finest poasible

condition. Prices on application.

W. L. LEWIS & CO.,
SOUTHGATE,

LONDON. N.

pi*UTBUSH'S MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

-Everyone can readily grow Mubh-
TOoms. and by using tbiu Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speab in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed padtages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, Qs. per bushel, Is. extra for
package ; or, Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Pjst.

WM.CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, LondOD, N., and Barnet, Herts.

PTERIS CRISTATA AND TREMULA,
In -l.^'s, at 4s. tjd. per dozen.

A large quantity of the above : strong, healthy, young stuff.

Packed free for cash with order.

B. PBIMBOSE, Blackheath Nursery,
ST. .JOHN'S PARK, BLAfKHEATH, S.E.

To the Trade.
CABBAGE SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
a give Special Quotations for their eitPd- selected

Storks of CABBAGE SEEDS of 1893 growth, which comprise
the following varieties, viz.

Early Noopareil

,, Enfield Market
,, Rainham
„ Offenhem'

„ Wheeler's Imperial

„ Ellam
,, Large York
,, Dwarf York

Mein's No, 1

Carter's Heartwell
Daniel's Dtfianco
Leeds Market
Robinson's Champion Drum-
head

Dwarf Flat Dutch Drumhead
Dwarf Drumhead Selected

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

STRAWBERRIES
All the leading varieties, in 1-yr. prepared

plants, ready for immediate delivery, 6s. per 100.

Orders despatched by return of post. Plants in

small pots and runners of all the best forcing
varieties and Novelties ready shortly. Catalogue
free.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN
HYACINTHS.

First consignment to hand in excellent condition.

For particulars of these and all other Bulbs, see

CATALOGUE, No. 441, sent Post-free, on
application,

DICKSONS,
Seed and Bulb Growers, &c,,

CHESTER.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS! and ENGLISH BULBS

!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bullis.

Containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS. LILIUMS, DAFFODILS,
SNOWDROPS, IRIS, &<.-., free on application.

Please compare mir Prices bejore semiing your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS,

EXETER ST., STBAND, LONDON, W.C.

Novelties. 1891.

fOR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in

Flowering and Ornamental Foliage Plants, apply to

—

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans,

Novelties, 1894.

THE ROYAL SET of COLEUS.—Unique
and superb ; the handsomeit ever offered ; foliape

rivallinR the best Culadiums. Empress of India, Princess of

Wales, Princess May. Princesa Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,
Duke o( York. Seven varieties for 2\s.

See SANDER and CO.'S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties, 1894.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The most useful and brillisnt flowering plant

known. Firat-clMss Certiti^ate. Royal Horticultural Society.

April 24, 189t. Of the most easy cultuie, either in the green-

house, coDservBtorv. or plant-stove, producinf? its magniticent

losy-crimson bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest pots,

under all coDditioiis. in the greatest abundance and amazing
profusion. Price 7«. '^d. each.

SANDER ANi> CO.. St. Albans.

Novelties. 1894.

DIPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
Flowers rich, glofti g crim?on-maroon, with deep orange

throat. First-class Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
rea-y. Price, K'5. <&d. each.

SANDER AND CO. St. Albans.

" ONLY THE BEST."

BULBS fORMLLFORCINC.
CARAWAY & CO.

Offer best quality Bulbs,
9/- per 100.

•V- ..

f/- „
7/i „
B/- „

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS
(larp(r) ...

PAVER-WHITE NARCISSUS
DUUKI.E KO.MAN NARCISSUS
DOUBLE DAFFODILS, extra large bulbs

FREESIA REFRAOTA ALBA
All orders ovtr Us. free bi/ post or rail.

15 per cent, discount (3s. In £) for Cash with Order.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES. CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Ciiltivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Sameneulture—Samenhandlimg.

\/^IOLA CUTTINGS.~We are now supplying
T ex,:cllent Cuttings frcni our unrivalled Collection of

Named Vmieties, ut the folloAving very moderate rates. These
Cuttings uill r03t readily in a cold frame, and make tine plants
for October or Spring Hunting :

— liiOO cuLtings, in 100 very
fine varieties, for Bedding or Exhibition purpoaes. £2 lOs. ; 5U0
cuttings, 50 varieties, dtl 10s.; lOU cuttings, 25 varieties,
tis. M, ; 50 cuttingp, 2-5 varieties, 45. ; 2.^ cuttings, 12 varieties,
2s. 6tl. All carnage free. Each variety sejtaraiely named.

DOBBIE AND CO., Florieta to the Quten, Rothesay.

PALMS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS, fine, in
48's, 12«. per dozen ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48'8, 9s.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in 60"a. 55. and 6s. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in tiU's, is. and 5s. per doz, ; do. in large
thumbs, 3s. per doz., 20s. per 100 ; ARALIAS, in 48'3, 5s. and
6s, per doz.; twelve beat sorts of FERNS, 12s. per 100;
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS NANUS, 18s. doz., in 48's: variety
of FERNS in 48"b, 5s. 8l 6s. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.

LANE AND MARTIN, 227. Briston Road, London. S.W.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS I

IS-oz., per 100
21-oc.,

TRADE CATALOGUES

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

"•9''ri6xl

Id Stock Sizes.
:I0, 18X12, 18X14, 24X14
:12,20X12, 18X16, 24X16
; 12, 16 X 14, 20 X 16, 24 XI8, ko.

It X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5i. per 100 feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 6/9 per square;
Matching, 4/9 : 2X4, at tif. per foot run ; 2x7atli<,

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, ke,

OATALOaUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COUFANT,
T2. BUHOPflGATB STBEKT WITHIX, LotTDOM. K.O.

WARE and SONS'
ARKTHEpLoWER POTS ^^''

THE SUSSEX POTTEItY WORKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

The Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.

SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

GREENHOUSE BLINDS.
A Set of Samples sent Post-free,

ORCHID and Other PEATS,
SILVER SAND,
TOBACCO PAPER and RAO,
RAFFIA for Tying,
GARDEiJ MANURES,
GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS,
SYRINGES and WATER-CANS,
LAWN SPRINKLERS,
GARDEN TOOLS,

HOETICULTDHAL SUNDRIES OF EvERT KiND.
illustrated CATALOGUE on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed,26ft. by latt., £50; 30 ft. by 15 ft., £70. Brick-

work excepted. Forparticulars, see our Catalogue, post-free.

Superior Portable Framea, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with

21-oz. glass, carriage paid:—1-light frame, 4 X 6, 365. 6rf.

;

2-light frame, 6X8, 88s. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 85i. 6d.

Span-roof Frames, 9 x 6, £3 15j. ; la x 6, £5 ; 16x6.
£7 105. Can send off same day as ordered.

HARDY BRUIN ^ CO-.^^LEICESTER

^yVllPT^LtETES^,
; Ail», llNlRONjWqpDlSTONE^'
CHEAPEST^
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EUCHARIS LOWir.—Strong flowering bulbs
of (hi3 lovely and diatioct Eucharig, recently exhibited

at the Dril] Hall and Temple Show. R.H S. Award of Merit,

April 11. 1>93. 55. each, 42s. per dozen.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Kiirsery, K.E,

Bougainvlllea glabra var. Sanflerlana.

HUGH LOW AND CO. offer fine Plants of

this free-flo\\eriDg and brilliantly-coloured variety of

the old BouKainvillea glabra, as exhibited by them, and Certi-

licated by the Royal Hotanic Soctely, Regent's Park, May 30,

1894. Price, 6s. each.
HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LILIUM LOWIL (First-class Certifioate Royal
Hort. Sec, July 11, 1893.) -Several plants of this rare

and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CEOTON RUSSELLIL (First-class Certificate,

Royal Hort. Soc, November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.

Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

D1CH0RIZ.\NDRAMUSAICAGIGANTBA
(First-class Certificate at Temple Show, 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 2Is. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

"TVrEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
X 1 Madame Edouaid Andr6. Fine plants, 55. each,

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

STRAWBERRIES.
WM. GUTBUSH & SON

Have all the Leading Varieties READY in pots.

Strong plants for immediate delivery.

LIST, including several Novelties, Post-free upon
application.

Eablt Orders Eequb&ted.

HIGHGATE NURSERIES, LONDON, N
,

And BARNET, HERTS.

CHRYSANTHEM UMS.
All (iiirdeners who hope to have reuUy fine bloonos tliis

autumn will now be beginnirg to feed their plants. The hestuf

all Manures for this purpose ia ** Pkarsok's Chemical," a.^ it

is a perfect plnnt foO'J, has no offensive odour, and is always
perfectly identical in composition, so that its uie once learned

there is no further risk or trouble in applying. Some of the
tinest exhibition blooms shown in the Midlands have been
grown by its aiJ alone, without any other fertiliser. In wet
weather a tea^poooful to each plant may be sprinkled on the
surface of the sfil, but we ourselves prefer to use it as a liquid,

our method bernn to dissolve a 6-inch potful in a SB-gal. tub,

this being afttrwards used at the rate of 2 gals, in each water-
birrow {2^ gals.). Gardeners are cordially invited to call and
tee our jilantp. and judge of the effect for themselves. Price
and all mfjrmation tree on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL, NOTTS.

ARMITAGE BROS.
Have received, in SPLENDID CONDITION for FORCING,
their first consignment of FRENCH BULB5, which they offer

at the following specially MODERATE PRICES ;
—

Per 100. Per doz.

HYACINTHS, White Roman, 1st size ... 16s. Cii. ... 2s. Orf.

,, ,, 2nd size ... lU. Id, ... Is. 6d.

Blue Koman 9/. Cd. ... Is. id.

FREESIAS, refracts alba 6s. Orf. ... Is. Oii.

NARCISSUS, Double Roman 6s. Od. ... Is. Oii.

Paper White 5s. Orf. ... Is. Od.

„ ,, large flowering 6s. 6rf. ... Is. :id.

LILIUM CANDIDOM 12s. Od. ... 2s. Oi.

^p^ All Orders 5s. and upwards in value de'ioered free.

For other BULBOUS and FLOWERING ROOTS, SEEDS for

AUTUMN SOWING, &c., tee New Catalogue, post-free

on application.

ARMITAGE BROS., ^^X NOTTINGHAM.
I,^ Please mention this Paper.

CA (\r\f\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
<.'V/^VVV/ all splendid bushy planto.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30l. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
38 in. to 21 in., at 56s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75i. per 100

;

10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 6 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Caih with
Older. J. J, CLAKK, Qoldstone, Brighton.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Early Snowflake and Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THF: ARhlVAL OF, IN EXCEPTIONALLY FIXE CONDIIION,

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING,
And will be pleased to receive Orders for Immediate Delivery.

BULB CATALOGUE for 1894 now ready, and may be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CRIMSON PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION,
"U RI AH PI K E."

Awarded Four First-class Certificates, tesldes the Sllver-Gllt and Silver Medals of the K.H.S.

Come and see my magnificent stock of this noble flower, much the largest and best in existence.

A veritable CARNATION FEAST. Thousands of Plants and Millions of Flowers ready for Sale.

Price :—48's, 5s. each, 50s. per dozen ; 60's, 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen.
TermB, cash with order. N.B,

—

Colouhed Plate post-free on applicatloo.

Special Prices per 1 000 or 10,000.

CEORCE MAY, THE NURSERIES, UPPER TEDDINCTON, MIDDLESEX.

GARDEN HOSE.
MERRYWEATHER'S

CHIEF SPECIALTIES IN HOSE :

1.—NON-KINKABLE
"KED-GREY"HOSE.

2.—" SPHINCTER GRIP"
ARMOURED HOSE.

3.—HIGH-CLASS RED
RUBBER HOSE.

Made on the same lines as

the Hose used with their cele-

brated Fire Engines.

See that Merrjweather's name la embossed on every length, this Is the only absolute guarantee of quality
Merryweathers' introduced Sphincter Grip Hose into this country in the year 1857; they are the Original Makers, and

they still sell a Hose which is far superior to every other in the Market.

Beware of Wire-armoured Hose which is counterfeit, and inferior Foreign make.
Users of Hose are cautioned against inferior qualities sold by dealers who have copied our method of advertising, but have not

adhered to eur high quality. Orders executed the same day as received.

Dlerryweather's High-class Garden Pumps and Watering Appliances to he seen in action at

63, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C. ; or write, Greenwich Road, S.E.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BXnLDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDOLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, stoves, Oreenliouaes, Peach Hoases. Forcing Houses* &c., constructed oq out improved plan, are the

perfection of growinf; houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one claaa of

work, and that thk vert best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the asaiatance of anyone out of our firm,

from the smulleMt to tlit^ largest. HOt-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and auccess guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c., always in atock.

Plans, Estimates, ani Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

UODERATB CHARGE S. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THB BEST UATERIALS.
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&SONS

Celebrated Bulbs
FOR

EARLY FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,

ROMAN NARCISSUS,
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, &c.

The above are now ready for delivery, an'l for fu I

de£criptive details of the eame and otlier Bl^LBS fjr

Fo'ciDg, see our CATALOGUE for 1894, which will be

sent free, on applicition to our office^, at OVERVEEN.

nearHAARLKM, H0LL4KIJ, or to our General Aleuts-

Messrs MERTENS & CO,,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

STRAWBERRIES
LAXTON'S " ROYAL SOVEREIGN."

An eaxller higher quality and Improved Sir J. Faxton
Thret Medals and ^'ive Fir.^t class CerUJicates aivardmi.

All must have the finest early Strawberry yet introducetl.

Fruit of the largetit size, brighest glossy scarlet colour,

flavour rich (ijuite equal to british (^ueen), ripens witli

Noble; a f-plenoid ciopperand grower, and we consider it to

be the long-fought Early HKiH-FLAVOUBED and Impbovkd
Sir J. Paxton, a splendid forcer, and in every way worthy
of its name. Handsome coloured plate, now ready, 6rf.

(gratis to customers).
12*. per doz.. £3 per 100 ; in pots, 18*. per doz., £1 per 100.

LAXTON'S SENSATION.
First - Class Certlflcata Gardening and Forestry

Exolbltlon, May 10, 1893.
An enormous hecoud early variety ot good flavour, and

probably the largest Strawberry ever int*oduced. A re-

markably strorig grower, and producing fruit in wonderful
clusters. Will prove a welcome addition to the list of good
sorts. Forces splendidly.

'2Qs. per lO). 4s. per doz. ; in pots, 30s. per 100, ^s per doz.

LAXTON'S SCARLET QUEEN.
(First-class Certificate)

The best first early— very early. Fine colour and shape,
and the richest flavour. Habit strong, a very prolific

variety, a splendid early table and market fruit.

\0s per 100, 3s. per doz. ; in pots, 18s. per 100, 4s per doz.

LAXTON'S LATEST OF ALL.
The best late Strawberry, and the largest and bes', late

variety. A fceedling from British Queen, but much later.
Flavour grand.

8s. per 100, 2s. per doz. ; in pots, 16s. per 100, 3s. per doz.

The following best varieties for forcing or early planting can
be supplitd ;THONG in pots at once :

Per 100.
I

... 15s.
I

King of Earlies
... 16». : Grosse Suciee

A. F. Barron
Nicaise
British Queen
Dr. Hogg ...

Jas. Veitch
Buskin
Commander
Competitor
Keen's Seedling.,

15s.
I

Latest of All
16s.

,
Noble
President...
Napier
Paxton
Viscountess
Waterloo...

15s,

16s.

16s.

16s.

15s.

Per 100.

... 15s.

... 16s.

... 16j.

... Ut.

... 15s.

... 15j.

... 15s.

... 15s.

... 16s.

Also, strong Open Ground Runners can now be supplied at
usual piices, of—

Nicaise, Sucree. Vicomtesse, British Queen, Paxton. President.
Albert, Captain, King of Earlies, Marguerite. Dr. Mo?&re, Dr.
Hogg, Stirling Castle, Sharpless, A. F. Barron, Waterloo.
Countess. Jas. Veitcli, Uneer Fritz. Elton Pine, Lucas, Filbert
Pine, and all other best eorts. EugUsh and Foreign (ab:>ut 200
varieties iu stock). Full LIST on application to

—

LAXTON BROIHEBS, BEDFORD.

MMMi^
Well Kipened and Heavy Bulbs of

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Early White, from 5 inches to 5| inches

in circumference.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,
From 5 inches to G inches in

circumference.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS,
From 5 inches to (U inches in

circumferencd.

LILIUM CANDIDUM,
PURE WHITE,

Extra strong. Early orders solicited.

LILIUM HARRISII,
Very fine Bulbs.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

THE

LATE STRAWBERRIES.
Let US sing to the praises of three late Strawberries.

FROGMORE LATE PINE, which is absolutely the tlavour
of Ripley Qaeen Pineapple, sturdy in growth, large in size,

and an abundant c Oi,'per. 7s. 6^. per 100.

OXONIAN, true, not Eleanor. wh\h it is generally supplied
for. It is simply an enormous cropper, rather tharp iu taste,

and the latest Strawberry on record, f^s. per 100.

Now comes lastly, but not leastiy. that good old public
servant, ELTON LATE PISE, warranted true; no other
Strawberry like it for preperving.

All the New Strawberries supplied, all warranted true, and
the best plants in the trade.

R. GILBERT, Hurghley, Stamford.

WEBBS'
EMPEROR

CABBAGE.
THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and iB. per packet,

Is. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. J. S. HARRIS, Mansfield, June 17, 1894

" I have shown your Emperor Cabbages this year at

Nottingham, Basford, Hucknall, Sutton, and ManBfield

Shows, and I have takea 4 First and 1 Second Prizes with
them ; they are the best I have ever grown. I have cut

one this morning weighing 16 lb. as it stands."
p^^ ounce.

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d.
ENFIELD MARKET do. 80.
EARLY RAINHAM do. Sd.
RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION. Per pit. Per ounce.

WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI ... 6d. Is. 6d.
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI ... 6d. ... lOd.
GIANT ROCCA 64. ... lOd.
WHITE LISBON 6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Priuce of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

(Sardfiifi',')' (l{lii'flnirlf.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 1894.

THE FRUIT CROPS.
(CEE pp. 110-1:^5.)

^'^IIE tabular report on the condition and
J- prospects of the Fruit Crops in Great
Britain and Ireland for the present year, will

be read with interest, not only for its intrinsic

importance commercially and economically, but
also by reason of the peculiar climatal con-

ditions to which the trees have been subjected.

Before entering on that subject, it is in-

cumbent on us to offer our thanks and
those of our readers to the very numerous
correspondents, from Orkney to Scilly, from
Galway to Kent, who have so kindly responded
to our enquiries. Their numbers, their expe-
rience, and their capabilities will go far to out-
weigh the inevitable vagueness of general state-

ments; whilst the remarkable substantial agree-

ment of the reports, as a whole, shows that, though
not capable of precise mathematical demonstra-
tion, the words " average," " over," and " under,"

do really represent a very close approxi-
mation to the truth. Moreover, the majority

of the reporters have been in the habit of Miling

in similar forms for us for many years, so

that as much uniformity of statement is secured

as is possible under the circumstances. In future

numbers we shall publish the more extended re-

marks with which we have been favoured. In
the meantime we may briefly allude to some of

the more prominent features revealed by an
inspection of the Eeport, and we would fain

hope that some one with more leisure and oppor-
tunity than we possess, will analyse the report

more fully with reference to climatal and other
details, as we are convinced that valuable informa-

tion from a physiological, and therefore from a
cultural point of view, may be extracted from it.

Gardeners are not likely to forget the season

of 1893, and the excellent conditions under
which the wood was ripened last autumn.
This gave good auguries for the abund-
ance of the crop this season, and when
spring came the trees were indeed robed in

splendour beyond average. And then came that

terrible frost in May, which recalled to every

Shakespearian the famous speech of Wolsey,

and we all trembled for the result, with what
justitioation we now proceed to show. We omit

from our present purview Peaches, Apricots,

small fruits, and Strawberries, not by any means
as devoid of interest, but because statistically

they are of less importance than the others.

Arranged in numerical order the results come
out as in the accompanying table :

—
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report a small crop. Only two in the whole

kingdom mention a crop above average, and

those two are in Scotland 1

With regard to Pears, an almost equally

remarkable result is record, but of an oppo-

site character, Pears being almost everywhere

abundant, the figures for Scotland being

21 average, 13 over average, and 30 under. In

England the results are more favourable : 89

being average, 108 over average, and only 49

below it. It must be remembered, however, that

Pears are often grown on walls, and that in the

tabular statement this fact is not always men-

tioned, though it is so in the reports we shall

have to make later on.

Plums are generally deficient. Cherries, on the

other hand, are remarkably abundant, there being

forty-five " average " reports from Scotland, and

no fewer than 126 from England, &o.

Nuts are not much grown in the northern

counties, but in the south they are rather above

average ; "Walnuts, however, suffered from

the frost ; Strawberries have been universally

scarce and bad in quality ; Currants, Basp-

berries, and Gooseberries, fairly good. These

are the main facts, but there are abundant mate-

rials for that more searching analysis to which

we have already alluded, and in subsequent issues

we shall publish the comments with which our

correspondents have favoured us.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CYFRIPEDIUM x DENISIANUM (SELLI-
GERUM X SUPERBIENS).

A FINE three-flowered inflorescence of this

massive and striking hybrid, named in honour of one

of the sons of Monsieur A. MadoDX of Audergbem,

Brussels, whose fine collection of Orchids was

reported in the Gardeners' Chronicle, April 7, 189-1,

comes from Messrs. Linden, I'Horticnlture Interna-

tionale, Fare Leopold, Brussels, and as its parentage

has been wronply recorded, the present remaiks

will be useful. When 1 first saw it in Brussels latt

spring, I find I mentioned it in my notes as being of

the C. X Mofganise class, but larger, firmer in

texture, and with broader petals, more thick);

spotted than in 0. x Morgani:«, and as a rough

description that answers very well. The leaves are

fleshy, and of light green colour, with obscure dark

green markings. The stout, purple, hairy flower

stem is over 1 foot in height. The flowers have the

upper sepal nearly 2 inches wide, white, with a pale

green base, surmounted by a broad rose-coloured

band, and having numerous purple lines radiating

from the base; lower sepals similar, but smaller.

The petals are 4 inches long and three-quarters of an
inch wide, ciliate at the edge, ivory-white, flushed

with rose, and bearing some ten rows of purple spots.

The lip large, greenish-white, with a faint lilac hue
;

the staminode greenish-white, veined with emerald
green, and bearing short purple hairs. It is a dis-

tinct advance in its section upon C. y Youngi-
anum and others of its class. James O'Brien.

SOBRALIA XANTHOLEUCA, WlOANS VARIETY.

The above is a charming variety of the large,

yellow-flowered Sabralia xantholeuca, with which it

was imported, its delicate tints being quite remark-
able in Sobralia», or, indeed, in any large-flowered

Orchid which I can call to mind. The sepals and
petals are creamy-white, with, in places, a slight

pink tinge. The large labellum is also creamy-white,
the intTior of the tube formed by its folded sides

being bright chrome-yellow, a faint tinge of which is

spread over the front of the lip, the surface of which
also is of pale lilac, which mingles with the yellow,

aad overlays the cream-white ground, producing a
tint not ea»y to describe in words. It flowered in

the collection of F. Wigan, Esq., Clare Lawn, East
Sheen, Richmond,

HARD-WOODED GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.

iContinued from p. 3i5.)

AcBOPHTLLDM vRNosoM —Tbis is a Very fine plant,

which, as regards general cultural detail, does not

vary materially from that laid down for Darwinias,

but, comparatively speaking, it is a more difli-

cult plant to cultivate, a well-managed specimen

of it always pointing to high-class culture. Some
years back it used to be shown during the month of

May in beautiful condition, one of the best growers

of it being Mr, Chilman, when gardener at Ashstead,

young shoots from being drawn, but only in the moot

favourable situations should it be stood ou's'de

during the summer months. James Hudson,

( To be continued. }

LYCASTE SCHONBRUNNENSIS x

.

This interesting hybrid was shown at the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society by

Messrs. F. Sander & Co. (fig. 18). It was raised by

Mr. Umlanft, the head gardener at the gardens of the

Emperor of Austria at Schoabrunn, the parentage

being stated to be L. gigantea X Skinneri, In the

FlO. 18.—LVCASTE 6CU0NHUDNNENS1' X.

Surrey, It has one peculiarity, viz , that of starting

into fresh growth from the point of each of the flower-

spikes, which are dense, superficially of Spira;a-

like appearance, and pale pink in colonr. Care is

needed in looking after all back breaks and side-

shoots, otherwise the height of the plant increases too

rapidly. White-scale, thfips, and red-spider are its

greatest enemies and these must be exterminated,

or at least be kppt in check if success is to be

achieved. Too dry a situation is conducive to the

spread of the two last-named insects, which shows

that the syringe should be used frequently. White-

tcale may be kept down by hand-pickiug.orby using

an insecticide when the growths are well-hardened.

Plenty of light should be afforded to prevent the

Orchid Review, February, 1893, Mr. RoUe suggests

L. Skinneri X Schilleriana. In any case a very

pretty garden hybrid of unusual colouring has

resulted.

In its stature, and in the habit of its growth,

L. schoibrnnnensis much resembles L. Skinneri.

The flowers have the sepals of firm texture, and of

a peculiar brownieh-rose colour. The petals are

yellowish-white, suffused with rose-pink on the outer

halves. The lip is light yellow at the base, spotted

with purplish-crimson, and bearing a thickened

callus ; column white. It was exhibited by Messrs.

F. Sander & Co. of St. Albans at the Rjyal Harti

cultural Society, July 24, and received an Award of

Merit.
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS.
[FKOM OUK OWN CORRESPONDENTS, AUGUST, 1894.]

The 2Vords " aoera^e" ^'ooer^" or " under" as the case 7nay be, indicate the amount of the crop : and ^^ good," *' very goodj" or " bad,'' indicate the quality.

The counties are arranged in numbered groups, to correspoDd with those adopted in the Weather Reporta of the Meteorological Department,
and followed in our weekly Weather Tables.

%* Fuller commentB will be given in the following numbers. See also Leading Article on page 117.

COUNTY.

SCOTLAND-
0, Scotland, N.

MOaAYSHIRE

NAIRVSHIRE

ORKXEY

E)3S-SHIRE

SUTHERLAND3HIRE.

1, Scotland, £.

ABERDEENSHIRE ....

PEEBLES EIRE.,

PERTHSHIRE

Average ; good

Ivarage ; good

Average ; very
good

Iverage
;
good

Under

Over ; very
good
Good
Under

Over

PLUMS. CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS.

0?er

Over; good

Over; good

Over; good

Over

4.verage ; good

Iveragp
; good Average

Average; good, Under; good

Under; good

Average; good

Under

Under

Over

Average
Under

Average

Over
; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average; g>od

Good
A verage

Average

BANFFSHIRE

BSRWIJK3HIRE

CLACKMANNANSHIRE

EAST LOTHIAN

FIFESHIRE

FORFARSHIRE

KINCARDINESHIRE

KINROSS-SaiRE

MIDLOTHIAN

Under ; bad Over
;
good 4.verage ; good Average ; good

Bad

Average

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under; good

Under

Under ; good

Under
;
good

Under ; good

Under

Under ; very
small

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under ; good

Under

Average

Under ; bad

Under; good

Under ; very
good

Average; very
good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Gool

Umler

Under

Over

Average

Average ; good

iverage; good

Under

\.verage ; good

Over; gooi

4^verage ; go]d

Under

Under

Under

4."erage
;
good

Under

Under

Under ; good

Average

Average !

Under; bad
j

Under ; bid
!

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Very good

Undtr

Under

Under

TToder

Under ; bad

Under; good

Average

\ verage; good

Under ; good

Average ; g^od

Average

Under

Under ; veiy
good
Under

Over

Under ; good

Under

Average

Average ; g^od

Under

Average ; very
good I

Average ; very
good

i

Over

Over ; good

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Average

Over
;
good

Average

Over

Under; good

Vverage ;
good

Under; bad

Under

SMALL
FRUITS.

Under

Over on walla; Under; bad
good

Average

Under; good

Under

Under; good Under; gx)d Average ; good

Average ; bad] Average
; good! (rood ; but

I
i )ate

Under ' Average ' Under

Very bad Bad Very good oni
' walls

Very good

iverage; good

iverage
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Iverage ; good

Average ; bad

Average

\ verage ; good

Average
; good

Average; good

iverage; very
good

Average
;

VIorello under

Under

Ave age; good

iverag); good

Over

Average

;

very good
Average

Over; very
good

Average ; gaod|

Averjge
; gJod

Average; very'

good
I

Over ; very
good I

Averaee; g>od

Under :

iverage
;
good

j

Under |

Under ; bad

Average !

Average

Very good on,
walls '

iverage ; over

Over

Average

Few grown

Over; good

Average

Over ; good

Over; good

Average ;
good

Over

Over

Over
; goad

Under

Average; good

Average; g3od

iverage; good

Over; good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Under

Average

j

Average
;
good

Under; good

Average

Over; very
good

Over; very

gool

Under

Under ; bad

Average

Over
;
good

Over ; good

Over ; gojd

Average

iverage
; good

Under
Under

Over
;
good

Under; bad,
except Goose-
bsrhes, they
ire ovt>r ; very

gocxl

Very good

Over

Under; good

Average

Average

iverage; good

Average

:

very good
Average

iverage good

Under : good

Over; very
good

iverage; very
g.x)d

Currants and
Gooseberries
under ; Rasp-
berries average

Average

Under; good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Under; bid

Under; good

iverage ; bad

Over; good

Under

Under; good

Average
Under

Average

iverage; good

Average

Over

Under; good

Average

Under

Average; gool

Under; good

Average

Under ; small

Under

Over ; very
good
Under

Average

Under

Over; very
good

Under; good Under; bad

Average Under

iverage ; very < Average ; gocd \

good '

Average Average

Over; good Over; very
good

Under ; bad Under ; bad

iverage
;
good Under ; bad

|

Under

Under

Unda:; ba 1

Ofer ; very

good
Averaae; very

gLMd

Under

Over; very i iverage; good Average; gocd
good

I
1

j

;

Over; very i iverage; very Average; verj
i

I gojd. Last gjod gcol
1 year MooFpark:

I

weighed 6 oz
j

! Average; bad Average; good Under; bad

Under
;
good

Under

Under

Under

j

Average
j

Over
i

I
iverage ;

good Average ; good
|

I iverage ; good i
iverag'i ; good

Over
;
good Orer ; very

good

Very goed Bad

Over ; very
good

Very good

' Gooseberries
! very good

;

Currants bid

Over ; very
gool

Very good

Over

Gojd

NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

^. Webster, Gordon Castle,
Fochabers

i). Cunningham, Darnaway
Castle Ga'deos. Forrts

Vm. Ogg.The Gardens. Duffus
Hoube. Elgin, N.B.

Vm. Morrisoa, Kilavrock
Cdstle Gardens, Fort George

fames Maitland, CawJor
Castle. Nairn

Oho3. Macdonald. Balfour
Castle Gardens, Kirkwall

Robert Masste, Ardrois Castle
), Harvv, iQvergordoa Cjatle
Gardens

). Mei.iUe. Dunrobin Castle
Gardens, Golspie

fohn Forrest, The Gardeus,
Haddo House, Aberdeen

limon Campbell. Fyvie Castle
Gardens, Aberdeen

leorge Tait. Castle For be**

Gardens, Whitehouse. Aber-
deen

V. Jamieson, Ballindalloth
Cattle Gardens, Bailiudalloeli

r. Fraser Smith, CuUen House
Gardens. CuUen

f. Gemmell. Ladykirk Gardens,
Berwick-on-Tweed

Vm. Cairns, The Hirsel Gar-
dens, Coldstream

r. Ironside, Blackadder Gar-
dens, Edrom

r. Ormiston, Alloa Park Gir-
dens. Al'oa

i. P. Brolherston, Tyniot;-
hame, Pre^toukirk

(j. Dow, Newbyth Gardens,
Preatonkirk

Vm. McKelvie, Broxmouth
Park, Dunbir

jreorge Ramnay, Fordell House
Gardens, loverkeithing

IV. Henderson, Balbirnie Gar-
dens, Markinch

r. Proctor, Donibriotle Gardeop,
loverkeithing

V. Williamson, Idrvit, Cupar

f*eter Duncan, Dysart Bouse
Gardens. Dysart

V. McDowall. Krechin Castle
Gardens, Brechin

r. Wilson. Glamis CastJe Gar-
dens, GJamis

r. M. Gairus, Arbutbnott Gar-
dens. Fordoun

V. Knight, The Garden?.
Fasque, Laurencekirk

I. Caire, Fettercairn Koute
Girdene, Fettercairn

I. Fortune. Blair Adam Gar-
dens. Blair Adam

tfalcolm Dunn, Dalkeith
Palace Gardens

^iel McDougall, The Gardens,
Biccarcon, Currie

I. McDonald, Newbattle A bl e/,
Dalkeith

\r Cliapman, Easter Budding-
-uQ Lo^ge, Fortobello
Vm McUonatd, Cardroca,
Fe.t.V3

VI. Mcli.tyre, The Glen, Inner-
leitheu

J. Goodlellow, Kinfduns
Ca'ft.Ie Gardens. Perth

r. Robb. Drummond Castle
Gardens, Crif ff

Q. Croucher. Oehtertyre Gar-
dens. Crieff

P. W. Fairgrieve, Dunkfld
House Gardens. Duokeld
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROV^ ^{Continued).

COUNTY.

1, Scotland. E.

P3RTHSH[RE

R^SBKR'SHSHIRE.

SELKIRKSHIRE .

6, Scotland, W.
ARGYLLSHIRE

LANARKSHIRE

RENFREWSHIRE

STIRLINGSHIRE.,

WIGTONSHIRE

ENGLAND-
2, England. N.E.

DUKHAM
,

NOETHUMBERLiND .

YORKSHIRE .

3. England. E.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

ESSEX
,

Average; good

Under; bad

Under
Orer on walla;

good

Under

Under
; good

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under ; gcod

iverage; bac

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under
Under

Under ; bad
Under

Under

Under

Under

Under; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under; good

Under

Under ; good

Under ; bad

Bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average
; good

Under

Under
Average

;
good

Average

Iverage ; good

Under

Under; gtod

Under; bad

Average

Average

Over; very
good

Average; good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under
Under

Under; good
Under

Under

Average

;

hardy forts

abundant
Under

Iverage ; bar

Vverage; good

Over; good

Under

Under

Average

Under

Under

Average

Under

Average

Vverage; good

Under; good

Over

Under
; good

Average ; gooc

Average

Under ; bad

Over; good

Average

Under; good

Average

Under ; very
good
Under

Under; good

Under; good

Under

Under

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Under; good

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under
Under

Under ; bad
Under

Under

Under

Average

Under ; bad

Under
; gooi

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under
Under; good

Under ; bad

i-verage
; good

Over
; good

Over; very
good

Average
\verage; good

iverage: very
good

Under ; bad Average; good

Average; good Over ; very
good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

A' erage

Under; bad

Under
; good

Average

Under ; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under; bad

Average

Under
Under; bad

Under ; good

Over average

Average; good Under average

CHERRIES.

Average ;
good

Vverage; goad

Average
Average; Maj
DikeandMor-
rellos good
Average

Over; very
good
Under

Iverage ;
gooo

Average ;
good

Under

Under

Under; bid

Average
;
good

Average
;

very good
Average

Under
;
good

Under ; bad

Average

Average
Average

Iverage ; good
Average

Average

Under

Undir

Lverage
; good

Under
; good

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Average

Average
'eachps undei

average

Average

Over; good

Average

Average
; good

Over; very
good

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Average

Average

Under

Under; bad

Vverage
; gooc

Average

Vverage; good

Under; bad

Over; very
good

Average

Under ;good

Under ; bad

Unier

Under; bad

Average
; good

Morello
average
Under

Under

Average

Average; good

Over
; good

Under
Under

Average

Average

Vverage ; good

Over ; good

Over; good

Over
; good

Over
; good

Over

Average; good

Average; good

Good

Average

APRICOTS.

Over; gcod

Under

Under
Over

Average

Over ; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Over ; very
good

Average

;

very good

Under; bad

Under : bad

Under

SMAXL
FRUITS.

Under

Under

Under

Vverage
; good

Under

Under

Average

Over; good

Average

Over; very
good

Under

Under; good

Over
Vverage; gcod

Over
; good

Over

Average; g)od

Vverage ; good

Good

Vverage
; goo

Over ; very
gcod

Over; very
good

Over average;
very good

Over ; very
good

Vverage ; good

Under
Under

average; bad

Under

Vverage; very
good

Average

Under; good

Over; good

Under; good

Under

Vverage ; good

Over ; very
gooi

Under ; very
bad

Under

Vverage; good

Vverage; good

Uoder

Under
Average

Unf'er; good
Average ; good

Average

Over; very
good

Under

Vverage
; good

Vverage; very
good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

NAME
ANl)

ADDRESS.

Vverage
; good

Over ; ve ry
good

Over

Over
Average; good

Average
; good

j

Over; very I
Over; very

good good
Over average

,

Vverage ;
good Under average

Average

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under

Over; good

Average; good

Average
; good

Average

Average ; bad

Under; good

Moderate

Average

Average ; good

Over

Average

Under

Under

Under ; good

Average

Under
Over ; very

good
Average; good

Average

Average ; very
good

Over
;
good

Under; bad

Under
Good

Average ; good

Average; very
good

Under; good

Under ; bad

Over ; very
good

Under; good

Under

Under; bad

Average
; good

Average ; good

Average

Vverage; good

Average; good

Under

Under
Average

Under; bad
Over; very

good
Under

Over; good.
except very
early vars.

Uu er

Under ; good

Under
; good

Under

Utder

Under; bad

Under

Under

Average; very
good

Average; goo^

Average
; good

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under average

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Average

Average ; very
good
Good

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

James Ewing, Castle Menziee
Gardens, Aberfcldy

J. Beisant, Castle Huntly,
Langforgan

R. G. Milne. Mioto, Hawi.:k
John Page, Monteviot Gardens,
Jedburgh

Wm. G. Pirie. Sunderland Hall
Gardens, Selkirk

John C. Lunt, The Gardens,
Bowhill, Selkirk

James Hunter, Kings Knowea
Gardens, Galashiels

'}. Taylor, Castle Gardens,
Idverary

Charles Qrierson, TorJoibk
Gardens, Tooeimory, Isle of

Mull
W. Priest, Eglinton Castle
Gardens, Irvine

D. Murray, Culzean Castle
Gardens, Maybole

D. Buchanan, Bargany Gar-
den", Girvan

A. Wilson, Auchencruive Gar-
dens, Ayr

Robert Grieve, Carstair* House,
Carstairs

W. M. Sutherland, Bothwell
Bank Gardens, Bothwt-ll

T. Miller. Castlemilk Garden?,
Rutherglen

F, Fulford, Eastwood Park
Gardens, Giffnock

r. Lunt. Ardgowan Gardens,
Greenock

H. Maxwell, Ralston, Paisley
lohn Methven. Blytheuood
Gardens. Renfrew

PoUokshaws
fob n stone

V. Crosbie, Buchanan Castle
Gardens, Drymen

M Temple, Carron, near Fal-
kirk

J. Bryden, Dunragit Gardene,
Dunragit

Wm. Cruden. Castle Kennedy
Gardens, Stranraer

r. Day, Galloway House Gar-
dens, Garlieatown

R. Draper, Seaham Hall Gar-
dens, Seaham Harbour

r. Hunter, Lambton Gardens,
Fence Houses

T . Moore, Castle Hill Gardens
Wylam-on-Tyne

jleorge Harris, Alnwick Castle
Gardens

Wm. Fell & Co., Seed Mer-
chants and Nurserymen,
Hexham

David Inglis, Howick Hall
Gardens. Lesbury

Edward Keit Ii , Wellington
Hall, Cauibo

lenry Trotter, Ford, Cornhill

J. Riddell. Castle Howard Gar-
dens, York

r. Jones, Ribston Gardens,
Wetlierby

Bailey Wadds, Birdgall Gar-
dens, York

Under average W. Culverwell, Thorpe Per-
row, Bedale

G. S. Purdy, Wilton Castle,
Red car

J. P. Leadbetter, Tranby Croft,
Hull

Geo. Batley, Wentworth Castle

I

Gardens, Barnsley
Under W. Higgins, Stanwick Gardens,

I

Darlington
jj. Simpson. Wortley Hall Gar-
I dens, Sheffield

J. Easter, Nostell Priory Gar-
dens, Wakefield

9. Knight, Conyngham Hall
Gardens, Knaresborough

Under ; bad

lender

Under

Under

Average

Under ; bad

Under ; bad Under ; bad

Under Under

A. Grant, The Vineries, Wil-
lingham

J. Hill, Babraham
Under; bad Average

; good W. C. Smythe, Upwell Hou e.

near Wisbech
Under; bad Average; very

I good
Under ; bad Over

Under ; bad

J. Vert, A'ldley End Gardens,
Saffron Walden

C. Butlor, Parndon Hall Gar-
dens, Harlow

H. May, Havering Park Gar-
dens, near Romford
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT GRQV^—{Continued),

COUNTY.

3. England, E.

ESSEX

LINCOLNSHIRE ....

NORFOLK

SUFFOLK

4. Midland Counties.

BEDFORDSHIRE

BUCKING 3AMSHIRK

OdESHIRE.

DERBYSHIRE

HERTF0RD3H[RE ,

PEARS.

Averag9; good

Under ; bad

Under

Average
Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; good

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average ;
good

Under

Under; bad

Average
; good

Under

Under

Average

Under ;
good

Under
Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bid

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Utder; bad

Under

Under ; bad
Under

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Over

Over
Under

Average

Average ;
good

Under

Over

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Average ;

very good
Average ; good

Over

Under

Average ; very
gooJ

Average

Over; good

Over ;
good

Average ;
good

Average ;
good

GoDd

Over ; good

Under
Average

OVdr ; very
gool

Averaga

Average ; good

PLUMS.

Under ; good

Over ; good

Under

Average
Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

Under

Under; good

Average; good

Under ; bad

Average

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

Over ;
good

CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Average ; good

Average;
Hmall

Average

Over
Under

Average

Under

\verage; good

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under
;
good

Over

Under

Over ;
good

Average

Average; good

Over; good

Average

;

small

Average on
walU
Over

Over; good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over ;
good

Over

Under; bad

Over ; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad
Under

Over ;
goad

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average

Over; good

Average
Average

Average; good

Under

Under; bad

Under

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Under

Average

Under

Average ; bad

Under ; bad

Under; g03d

Under; bad

Average

Average ; good
on walls

Over ; good

Over
;
good

Over ; good
Over; very

good
Over ; good

Over
; good

Average ;
good

Under

Under

Bdd

Under; good

Over; very
good

Average

Average
;
good

Over

Average

Under
;
good

Under

Average; good

Over; gxid

APRICOTS.

Over; good

Over; good

Over

Under
Average

Over

Over

Over; good

Over

Over; very
good

Over; very
good

Over; very
good

Average
;
good

Over

Over

Average; veiy
good
Over

Over; good

Under

Good

Over

SMALL
FRUITS.

Average ;
good

Over

Over

Average
Under

Under ; bad

Under

Average ; good

Over

Under; bad

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Under ; bad

Over

Average

Over ; good

Under

Average ; good

STRAW-
BERIUES.

Over ; good Over ;
good

Average ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under; good
Average

Under

Average

Over; very
go:d
over

Under
Average

;
good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Under

Under ; bad

Good

Average

Average

Average; good

Under ; bad
Under

Under ; good

Under ; bad

Average ;
good

Good

Average ; good

Good

Over; good

Average
Uader; bad

Average ; good

Average

Average

Average ; good

Under

Average

Under ; bad
Under; bad

Average; good

Over ; very

good

Average ;
good

Average ;
good

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Average

Good

Over

Average; good

Over ;
good

Over; good

Over ;
good

Average ; bad

Over ; very
good

Aveiage;good Under; bad

Good

Over

Over ; bad

Over; very
good

Average
;
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Average
Average

; good

Over; very
good

Average
; good

Average ; Red
Currants
scarce
Average

Under; good

Under
Under

Currants
under, quality
indifferent;
Gooseberries
and Rasp-
berries over

Under

Under; bad

Under

Gooseberries
average ; Red

Currants,
under, bad ;

Black, aver-

age ; Raspber-
ries average

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Gooseberries
and Currants

average

;

Raspberries a
failure

Under

Aveiage

Over; very
good

Average
;
good

Average

Average ; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average

Over
;
good

Average
Average ; bad

Average ; bad

Under, excep'
Gooseberries,
which are over

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under

Average
Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under; bad

Under ; good

Under

Under

Under

Unier ; bad

Under
Under

Average

NUTS.
NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

Average
; good

Over; good

Under

Under
Under

Bad

Under; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bud

Under
;
good

Average

Under ;
good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average

Under to nil

Under; bad
Average ; gooa

Under ; bad

Under; small

Average

Average

Small nuts
iverage ; Wal-
nuts under
Under

Over ; good

Under

Under ; bad

Over ; Wal-
nuts under

Over

Over
;
good

Average

Under'; bad

Over; good

Under

Under

Good

Over

Ofer
;
good

Over; good

Good

Over; good

Average

Over : very
good

Over ; good

Under

Average

Under; good

Under

Over ; very
good
Over

Under
Over ; very

good
Over

;
good

Over ; very
gold, except
Walnuts

H. Lister, Eaaton Lodge, Dun-
mow

Wm. Plester, Elsenham Hall

J. Overall, SUnsted HaU Gar-
dens

J.Douglas, Great Gearies.Ilford

D. Lumsden. Bloxholm Hall
Gardens, Lincoln

r. Vinden, Hariaxton Manor,
Grantham

U Rowlands, Bardney Manor
Gardens, Lincoln

r. Spilsbury, Blankney Hal',
Lincoln
L Batchelor, Catton Park
Gardens, Norwicli

?. Lee, Lynford Hall, Mund-
ford

\. W. Musk, Haverland
Hall Gardens. Norwich

I. Fither, Flixton Hall Gar-
dens. Bungay

Y. Messenger, Woolverstoce
Park Gardens, Ipswich

l-». T. Fish, Bury St. Edmunds

r, WalHs. Orwell Park Garden',
Ipswich

\. W. Eden, Henham Gardens,
Wangford

I. Colter. Ickworth Park Gar-
dens. B'lry St. Edmunds

r. Perkins, Thornham Hall
Gardeas, Eye

Jeo. Ford, Wrest Park Gar-
dens, Ampthill

\ Hedley, Putteridge Bury
Ga'dens, Luton

J. Turner, Cranfield Court
Gardens, Newport Pagnell

\. Calvert, Froxfield Garden<^,

Woburn
rt. W. Nutt, Flitwick, Ampt-

hill

!. B. Clarke, Oakley, Bedfo-d
J. Bloxham, BrickhiU Manor.
Bletih'ey

I. T. Miles, Wyrombe Abtey
Gardens, H'gh Wycombe

N. Waters. Bulstrode Park
Gardens, Gerrard's Cross

r. Jaques, Waddesdon Gardeuj",

Aylesbury
r. W. Shrimpton, Aston CI n-

ton, Tring
las. Thomas, Shardeloes Gar-
dens, Amersham

y. Herrin, Dropmore, Maiden-
head

r. Smith, Mentmore, Leighton
Bu7zard

t. Mackellar. Abney HaU,
Ctieadle

;. Terry, Tatton Park Gar-
dens, Kuutsfoid

A^m. Whitaker, Crewe Hall,

Crewe
M. F. ttaroes, Eaton Gardens,
Chester

Char es Flaf^k, Cholmondele/
Castle Gardt-ns. Malpas

T. Keetley, Parley Abbey, Derby
Wm iLlphinstone, dhipley
Hall Gardens. Derby

William Chester, Chatswortb,
Chtt-terfield

J. Ashton, Glossop Hall Gar-
dens. High Peak

e. Wilson, Hardwick Hall,

Chesterfield
T. Bjttrell, Sudbury Hall Gar-

dens. Derby
G. P Murtin, TheHooGardenp,
Welwyn

r. KipiU'g. Knebworth Gar-
dens, Stevenage

S. Hdl, Tring Park, Tring
f. Turk. Ponfield Garder°,
Little Berhhamsted

r. Myers. The Grove Gaid.-i -,

Watford
r. Nutting, ChildwickLu y
Gardens, St. Albans
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CllO^^^—{Continued).

COUNTY.

4, Midland Counties

HERTFORDSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE.

NORTH.VMtTONSHIRE,.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE..

OXFORDSHIRE

RUTLANDSHIRE.

SHROPSHIRE

STAFFORDSHIRE

WARWICKSHIRE

5, Southern Counties,

BERKSHIRE

Unfler

Average
;
good

Under

Under ;
good

Under ; bad

Under ;
good

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Average
;
good

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Uiider; bad

Under

Under

Under; gocd

Under

Under ; good

Under

Under

Under

Under; good

Under
Under

; good

Under

Bad

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under; good

Very much
unaer; good

Under

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under; good

Over

Under; bad

Average ; good

Under

Very good

Average ; good

Over
Average

;
good

Average; very
good

Very good

Under

Under

Under

Under ; good

Under

Under

Average; good

Under; bad

Under; bad

Average

Over
;
good

Under

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Average ; good

Under

Average

Average

Under
;
good

Over

Over ; b:d

Average

Over ; very
good

Under
;
good

Under

Ave,rage

Over ; very
good

Average

Un^er

Over

Average; good

PLUMS.

Average

Under
;
good

Under

Under ; very
good

Under ; bad

Average ; bad

Average

Average

Average

Under ; bad

Average

Average

Under

Under

Under
;
good

Under

Under

Over; good

Average

Under

Over

Average
;
gocd

Under; bad

Under ; good

Under ; very
good

Under; good

Average

Over

Average; good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over

Average

Over ; very
good
Over

Over

Over; good

Under

Average; very
good

I

Over

Under ; gocd

Under

Average on
walls
Good

Under
; good

Average
Under; bad

Under

Tinder

Under ; bad

Good

Under ; bad

Under
; good

Average; very
good
Under

Average

Un^er

Average
; good

Average; bad

Under

Over

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Under

Average

Average ; good

Over; good

Under; bad

CHERRIES.

Under

Average ;
good

Under

Over ; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under

Average

Under; bad

Average
;
good

Average

Average; gocd

Under

Under

Average

Average

Average

Under (excvp'

Morellos) ; bar

Average

Under

Under
;
good

Average
Under; good

Under

Good

Average

Good

Average

Under ; gocd

Morellos aver
age

; gcod
Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Average ; good

Over

Average

Average

Over ; good

Under

Average ; very

g od
Inder

Average

PEACHES
AND NEC-
T.UimES.

Average
; good

Average; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Average; good

Average; good

Over

Average ; good

Average; gcod

Average

Average

Over; very
good

Average ; good

Over

Under

Over
; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Under

Over
; good

Over

Average
;
good

Good

Average ; very
good

Average

Over

Average ; good

Average ; good

Over

Under; bad

Average

Good

Average
;
good

Over

Average; very

good
itad

Gcod

Under; tad

Average; good

Average; bad

Over

Average
;
good

Average; good

Over

Over

Average; good

Average; good

T'^nder

Average

Average good

Average

Over ; good

Average

Under ; bad

Over ; good

SMj^XL
FRUITS.

Good

Over; good

Over
Over ; very

good

Good

Good

Under average

Under; bad

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Over

Over

Over ; good

Average ; good

Over

Over

Average

Over; very
good
Over

Over ; average
good

Average

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Average; good

Average ;
good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Average

Under ; gcod

Under; bad

Average ; good

Under

Average ; bad

Good

Under; bad

Average ; good

Average

Average

Over; good

Under

Average

Red Currants
under ; Black
over ; Goose-
berries over

;

Raspberries
average

Gooseberries
and Black Cur-
rants over

;

good ; Red
Currants and
Raspberries
under; bad
Average

Average ; good

Average

Average

Good

Under; bad

Average
ITuder; good

Over
;
good

Average

Under

Very good

Average

Under ; good

Over ; very
good
Under

Average

Average

Under

OTer; bad

Over

Over

Average ; good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Under; bad

Under ; small

Average

Under; good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average; good

Average ; bad

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under ; good

Under

Average

Under ; good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Under; very
good

Under average

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under; good

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Over; very
good

Under ; bad
Under ; bad

Under ; very
good
Bad

Under ; bad

Good

Average

Under; good

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under ; very
good

Under

Under

Average
;
good

Average

Under ; good

Under; ave-
rage small
Under

Under; bad

NUTS.
NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

Over; very
good

Over; good

Average

. Under

Average

Over
;
good

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Over ; good

;

Walnuts
under
Average

Average; Wal-
nuts none

Filberts aver-
age

Average

Under

Under

Under

Under

Over

Over
Over ; very

good
Over

Good

Under; bad

Good

Under; bad

Average

Under

Under

Under

Over

Average

Average

Over ; very
good
Over

Over

Average

Aveiage

Under; bad

I

C. Deane, Cassiobury Park
Gardens, Watford

A. Hamshere, Beaumanor Park,
Loughborough

W. Whait. Wyndham Lodge,
Melton Mowbray

W. H. Divers, Belvoir Castle
Gardens, Grantham

D, Roberts. Prestwold Gardens,
Loughborough

T. Metcalfe, Rolleston, Bil-
lesdon

G. Mansell, Higham Grange,
Hinckley

P. McGreadie. Wakefield Lodge
Gardens, Stony Stratford

W. S. Miller, Whittlebury
Gardens, Towcester

H. Turner, Fineshade Abbey
Gardens, Stamford

J. Trigger, Milton Park Gar-
dens, Peterborough

James Harlock, Lilford Hall
Gardens, Ouiidle

A. Henderson, Thoresby Gar-
dens, OUerton

John Horton, Welbeck Gardens,
Worksop, Notts

Amos Parr, Holme Pierrepont
Hall, Nottingham

S. A. Woods, O&berton Gardens,
Worksop

John Edmonds, Bestwood Gar-
dens, Arnold

G. Stanton, Park Place, Hen-
ley-on-Thames

B. Hope, Middleton Park Gar-
dens, Bicester

W. M. Geddes, Shirburn Castle
Gardens. Tetsworth

A. Long, Wyfold Court Gar-
dens, near Reading

A. G. Nichols, Nnneham Park
Gardens, Abingdon

r. Doherty, Wroxton Abbey
Gardens. Banbury

Geo. Drabble. Ketton Hall
Gardens. Stamford

H. Mason, Bisbrook Hall Gar-
den?, Uppingham

W. T. Kaines, Cold Overton
Gardens, Oakham

W. Doidge, Barley Thorpe Hall
Gardens, Oakham

J. Louden, The Quinta Gar-
dens, Chirk

A. S. Kemp. Broadway. Shifnal
Ohas. Smith, Sliavington Gar-
dens, Market Drayton

Wm. Weeks, Cheswardine
House, Market Drayton

J. Matthews, Burford House
Gardens, Tenbury

E. Oilman, Ingestre Gardens,
Stafford

r, H. Rabone, Alton Towers
Gardens

Peter Blair, Trentham Gar-
dens, Stoke-on-Trent

James Renshaw, Beandesert
Gardens, Ruge'ey

Arthur Coombap, Himley Hall
Gardens, Dudley

H. G. Wilks, Sandon Hall
Gardens, Stone

W. H. Ward, Aston Hall Gar-
dens, Sutton Coldfield

J. Rodger, Charlecote Park
Gardens, Warwick

W. Miller, Combe Abbey,
Coventry

S. Dunkin, Castle Gardens,
Warwick

T. Beddard, Stoneleigh Abbey
Gardens, Kenilworth
Masterson , Weston Housa

Gardens, Slupston-on-Stour
Hy. Auberton, Arbury Priory
Gardens, Nuneaton

0. Thomas, Eoyal Gardenc,

I

Windsor
Bobt. Fenn, Sulhamstead,
Reading

J. Strachan, Rosehill House
I

Gardens, Henley-on-Thames
!j. Howard, Benham Park Gar-

dens, Newbury
;T. Turtou, The Gardens, Maiden

Erlegh. Reading
Wm. F)fe, Lockiuge Gardeas,
Wantage
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—(Co«Ym^^^rf).

COUNTY.

6 Southern Counties.

BERKSHIRE

DORSETSHIRE

HAM SHIRK

MIDDLESEX ,

SURREY

Under ; bad

Average; good

Under

Under ; good

Under ; good

Under; good

Under ; bad
Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; very
good
Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Bad

Under ; bad

Under
Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; good

Average ; good

Under

Average ; good

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Under; good

ivernge ; good

Average ; good

Average

Under ; good

Under
;
good

Under

Under; bad

Under; good

Under ; bad

Average; good

Under ; bad

Average; good
Under ; bid

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Average; good

PEARS.

Average
;
good

Average

Over
; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Over
;
good

Over ; good

Over ; good

Over; good

Offer

Average

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over ; good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over

Average

Over
;
good

Over ; good

Over

Over ; very
good
Over

Over ; good

Over
Over

;
good

Average; good

Average ; very
good

Average
; good

Under ; good

Over ; good

Over; good

Over ; good

Under ; good

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Under

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Over ; good
Over; very

good
Over; very

good
Oood

Over

Over ; very
good

PLUMS.

Under ; bad

Average

Average; very
good

Over ; good

Over; very
good

Over
;
good

Over ; good
Under

Over ; good

CHERRIES.

Over ; good

Over ; good

Over

Average; good

Average ; good

Average

AvL-rage; good

Under

Over

Average

Average

Under

Average
;
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Average
Average; good

Average; good

Average
;
good

Under

Average
;
good

Over; very
good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Under; bad

Under
; good

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Over

Over ; good

Under

Average

Over; very
good
Under

Under ; bad

Over; very
good

Over ; good

Over ; good
Under

; good

Average ; very
good
Over

Average

Under ; bad

Under

Average ; very
good

Average ; good

Over; good

Average
;
good

Average; good
Ave age; good

Average

Average

Uotfer ; bad

Under

Over; very
gtiod

Under ; fair

Average; goo-l

Average ; bad

Average ; good

Under ; bad

Average

Average

\
Average

;
good

Average

Average

Over; good

TTnder

Over ; bad

I'nder
Average; good

Under ; good

Average ; good

Under ; bad

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Average

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average (Mo
rello3 over) ;

very good
Average

Very good

Under ; bad,
except
Morel lo 3

Under

Average

Under

Over
;
good

Average ; good

Average; good

Average
;
good

Over; good

Average ; good

Good

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS.

-I-

Average
; gcod

Under

Over '

Over; good

Average; good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Over; good

Average; good \verage; good

Average

SMALL
FRUITS.

Average
Under

Average

Average

\verage ; giod

Un.'er

Under

Avenige
; good

Average

Average; good

Average ; good

Average

Over

Average

Average

Over ; good

Average

Average; good

Over ; very
good

Average ;
good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good
Under

Under ; good

Average

Under

Average

Under

Average; good

Average

Under

Average
;
good

Under; bad

Average ; very

gcoil

Over; good

Average ;
goid

Average

Average
;
goofl

Average ; very

good
Average ; good

Average; gco<i

Average ; very

good

I'nder

Good

Over; good

Average; good

Under

Average; good

Under ; bad

Over; very
good

Average
;
good

Unier

Average ;
good

Under; tad

Aveiage

Over ; good

Average; good

Under; go(d

Average ; good

Average

Average

Un(!er; good

Under

Under

Over; good

Average

Under; good i Under; good

Under; bad
Over; good

Average ;
good

Over

Over

Average; very

good

Under ; bad

Over; very
good
Under

Under ; good

Average

Under ; bad

Average
Average

CurraTits,

none; Goose-
berriea. &c.,

good
Uider

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Under ; bad

Average; good

Average ; good

Over ; good

Under

Average

Average

Average

Average; good

Over ; good

Under

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Over ; good

Average ; good

Average
Over ; very

good
Aveiag^.Ra&p-
bernes ex-

cepted
;
good

Average ; bad

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
goud

Ovi-r ; good

Average ; good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Under, except
Gocyeberries

Average

Good

Black Cur-
rants, average

Average

Over

Over

Over
; good

Under ; bad

Average

Under ; very
good

Under ; good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad
Under

Under

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Under; good

Under; fair

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Average

Average

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Bad

NUTS.
NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

Average

Under ; bad

iveiage
;
good Average

;
g<JOd

Average ; very
good

Over ; good

Average; good Under; bad
Average; good Over; very

Average ; good

Good

Average

good
Over; good

Over

Gooseberries
and Raspber-
ries average

;

Currantsunder
0«Gr ; very

good

Under; bad

Over aver-

age; flavour-

less

Under ; bad

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Average

Under ; small

Average ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Bad

Average; very
good

Under

Under ; bad

Averjge ;
good

Under ; p^or

Under; bad

Average
;
good

Total failure

Much under

;

small
Under

Under

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Over

Average

Over
; gocd

Average
Oi'er

Over
;
good

Over ; good

Under

Over

Over ; very
good
Over

Over

Over

Over ; very
good

Average

Over

Over ; vtry
good
Over

Over ; vtry
good

filberts aver-

age ; Walnuts
under; good
Over ; good

Filberts unlei

Average

Aveif ge

Over

W. Pope, Highclere Castle
Gardens, Newbury

F. J. Thorne. Sunningdale Park
Gardens, Sunningdale

J. Beck, Crichel House Gar-
dens, Wimborne

W. G. Pragnell, Castle Gar-
dens. Sherborne

T. Denny, Down House Gar-
I dens, Blandford
I P. Davidson. Iwerne Minster
I House Gardens, Blandford
|T. Grant, St. Gilea. Cranborne
IE. Molyneux, Swanmore Park
I Gardens, Bishop's Waltham
A. Maxim. Heckfield Place Ga'-
dens, Winchfield

T. Bowerman. Hackwood P^rk
Gardens. Basingstoke

jW. Smythe, Basing Park Gar*
dena, Alton

'H. Ireland, Wentworth Lodge
I Gardens, Bournemouth
|.r. W. McHattie. Strathfield-

I

paye Gardens, Mortimer
H. Downer, Nortlicourt Gar-
dens, Shorwell, I. of W.

R.Scott. Steephill Castle Gar-
dens. Ventnor, I. of W.

If. Orchard, Unde^mount Gar-
' dens, Bonchurch. I. of W.
iWm. Craik, Hotlitield, Aah-
!

ford

JV. Court, The Greys, Lyusted,
Sittingbiurne

i H. Markham, Mereworth
Castle Gardens. Maid&tone

jG. Woodward. Barham Court
Gardens, Maidstone

H. Elliott, WiLernesse Park
Gardens, Sevenoaks

J. Merryfield. Waldershare
Park Gardens, Dover

J. McKenzie, Linton Gardens,
Maidstone

Wakeley Brothers, Bainham

George Bunyard. Old Nur-
series, Maidstone

F. Sriiith, Loddington, Maid-
stone

W. H. S., MoDchelsea. Kent
Champion Bros., Baron's Place,
Mereworth

a. Abbey, Avery Hill, Eltham

Average; good

Over

A ver: ge

Good

Over ; very
gcod

Over

r. Stubbs, Knole, Sevenoaks

i. Hutt, LuUingstone Castle
Garden*", Eynsford

r. B. B , Broadstaiis

A. Wilson, Eridge Castle Gar-
dens, Tunbridge Wells

Tf. Jarman, Preston Hall Gar-
dens. Aylesford

F. Moore, Blendon Gardens,
Bexley

A. J. BbUhatrhet, Fulhain
Palace Gardens

J. W. Odell, The Grove, Stan-
more

G. Wythe^, Syon House Gar-
dens, Brentford

W. Bates. Cross Deep Gar-
dens, Twickenliam

W. Watsou, Harefield Place.
Uxbridge

'}, Ringham, Wrotham Park
Gardens, Barnet

Reynolds, Gunner&bury
Park Gardens. Acton

Under W. Farr, Spring Grove House
Gardens. Isleworth

R. H. Cronk. Cranford House
Gardens. Hoiinalow

Average; good | Alex. Dean. Kiiig-»ton - on-
I Thames

Average ; good ;
Parrott, Bros., Normandy,

I

Guildford
[. Walker, Ham Common

t

I.I, Friend, Rook'sNest Gardens,
I Godstone
3. Burrell, Claremont. Ether

Over
I
A. Evans, Lythe HU Gardens,
Ha^lemere

J. W. Cummins, The Grange
,

Gardens, Car^halton

W. C. Leaeb, Albury Park
!

Gardens. Guildford

G. B. Baskett, Hashing Park
Gardens, Godalming

Over; good

Over

'j. F. McLeod. Dover House

I

Garden", Boehampton
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT GKOVB—{Continued).

6. Southern Counties,

SURREY

SUdSBK

W-LTSHIRF .

7, England, N.W.

LANCASHIRE

8. England. S.W.

CORNWALL

0L0UCESTER9HIRE .

HIBEFOPDSHIRE.,

MONMOUTHSHIRE

SOMERSETSHIRE

WCRCESTl RSHIRE

Uoder

Under ; bad

Undjr

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under

Uadtr ; bad

Unt'er ; bad

Unier ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under; good

Under

Under; poor

Under

Under ; very
good

Under

Under

Under

Average
;
god

Under; good
Under

Under

Under; good

Under
; good

Under
;
gocd

Under

Under

Average

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under ; good

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Average
;
gsod

Under

Average

Under; bad

Under

Urder

Average

Under

Over

Over; very
good

Average

Over

Over; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Average ; good

Under

Over

Over; good

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good
Good

Good ; over

Over

Over; very
good
Over

Average
;
good

Under

Over ; very
good

Average

Over

Average
;
good

Average; good

Over
;
good

Average

Average; good

Average; good

Over, very
good on walls

;

under, good
on standards
Over

;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Under

Average
;
good

Over ; good

Average
;
good

Over ; good

Over

Average; good

Over; good

Under; bad

Average ; good

PLUMS.

Over ; very
good

Average

Under

Under

Average ; good

Over ; good

Under ; good

Under

Over

Average ; good

Over; very
good

Average
; good

Good

Average ; good

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under

CHERRIES.

Under

Over
;
good

Average crop

Under

Over
; good

Over

Over; very
good

Under; good

Average

Average

Average

Under ; good

Over
Under

Average;
under

Over; good

Over, very
good ; under,
and bad on
standards

Average
;
good

Over

Under ; bad

Average

Average ; good

Under

Under; good

Under

Over ; very
good

Under ; good

Under; bad

Over; good

Average
;
good

Average

Average ; good

Under

Under

Over ; very
gocd
Over

Average
;
gcod

Under

Under; bad

Average

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Average

Average ;
good

Average ; bad

Over
;
good

Under

Under

Average

Average; good

Average

Average ; good

Morellos over

;

others under
Over; good

Under

Morellos over

Under

Average ; bad

Under
Average

Under

Under

Under on
wallf), good ;

standards
average, good
Average; very

good
Average

Average

Under

Average
; good

Average

Under; good

Under

Average

Average ; bad

Average
; gcod

Average
; good

Dessert varie-

ties under

;

Morellos and
Kentish over;

good
Average

; good

Average
; bad

Under ; bad

Aveiage

Average
; good

Under

Over ; very
good

PEACHE3
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Under

Average

Average

Average

Over ; fair

Average ; good

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average
; good

Over; good

APRICOTS.

Average

Average ; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Under ; bad

Over ; good

Over ; very Over ; very
good good

Over ; very Average
; good

good
Average; good Average ; very

good

Over

Over : bad

Over; good

Good

Average

Average; good

Average
; good

Average ; good
Average

Average; good

Under

Under; bad

Over ; very
good

Average ;
good

Average ; good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Average ; good

Under

Over; good

Average; good

Over; good

Average; good

Under

SMALL
FRUITS.

Average

Over
;
good

Average
; good

Average; good

Under

Under

Average; good

Over

Over; very
good

Average ; very
good

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average
;
good

Average

Under

Over; good

Over; good

Over; good

Over average

;

good

Under

Over ; good

Average ; good

Average

Under

Average

Over; very
good

Average; good

Over; very
good

Average

Over

Average

Except Red
Curranta very

good
Average;
small

Average, ex'

ceptiDg Red
Currants
Average

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Over; very
good

Over
;
good

Over

Over

Average ; bad

Under

Over; very
good
Under

Over ; very
good

Under

Over ; red
Currants
failure

Under

Average; good

Average
Average; good

Average

Over; very
good

Over; very
good

Average ; good

Average

Under

Average

Average
;
good

Under

Under; good

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Average
; good

Under; very
good

Over; good

Average ; good

STRAW-
BERRrE^J. NUTS.

NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

Over; good

Average
;
good

Average

;

Gooseberries
over

Average; good

Average

Average; good

Over; good

Under; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average ; good

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Average
;
good

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Average ; bad

Under

Average; good

Under

Under ; fair

Under; bad

Average

Under
;
poor

Average
;
good

Under ; bad
Under

Uider

Average

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under; very
bad

Under; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under; good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

I

Over
;
good

Over

Over

Over ; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

;

Walnuts none

Average

Over

Average ; good

Over; very
good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Under

Average

Average; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under ; good

Average

Average

Average

Average; good

Over ; very
good
Over

Under

Average

Average
;
good

Over

Under

Average

Over
;
good

Under

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Under

Over; very
good

Average

Over

Over

Average

Under

Average

Under

T. 0^man, Ottershaw Park
Gardens, Chertsey

C. Papworth, Riddings Court
Gardens, Caterham

C. J. Salter, Woodhatch Lodge
Gardens, Reigate

F. Geeson, Cowdray Park Gar-
dens, Midhurst

A. Reid, Junr., Possingworth
Gardens, Cross - in - Hand,
Hawk hurst

H. C. Prinsep, Buxted Park
Gardens, Uckfield

A. Offer, Handcross Park Gar-
dens, Crawley

E. Burbury, Castle Gardens,
Arundel

H. W. Ward, Long'ord Castle
Gardens, Salisbury

T. King, The Castle Garden?,
Devizes

J. Trollope, Longleat Gardens,
Warminster

W. A. Cook, Compton Bassett,
Galne

T. Challis, Wilton House,
Salisbury

Savernake Gardens, near Marl-
borough

T. Nelson, Bowood Gardens,
Calne

J. Hathaway, LaUiom House,
Ormskirk

W, P. Roberts. Cuerdon Hall
Gardens, Preston

W. B. Upjohn, Worsley Hall,
Worsley

J. Adshead, Trafford Park,
Patricroft, Manchester

B. Barham. Croxteth Hall
Gardens, Liverpool

L. Hargreaves, Ash ton Hall
Gardens, Lancaster

W. H. Bennett, Menabilly,
Par

A. Mitchell, Tehidy Park, Cam-
borne

G. Hall. Poit Eliot Gardens,
St. Germans

G. Page. Buconnoc Gardens,
Loatwithiel

J. Murton, Pencalenick, Truro
Geo. Baker, Membland, Ply-
mouth

J. Enstone, 38, Temple Road,
Exeter

W. Stewart, Arlington Court
Gardens, Barnstaple

R. J. Nicholas, The Gardens,
Castle Hill, South Molton,
N. Devon

A. Eames, Heanton Satchville,
Beaford

J. Sowray, Highnam Court
Gardens, Gloucester

W. Keen, Bowden Hall Gar-
dens. Gloucester

T. Arnold, Cirencester House
Gardens, Cirencester

A. Scott, Sherborne House Gar-
dens, Northleach

W. Nash, Badminton Gardens,
Chippenham

J. Cleare, Toddington, Winch-
comb, R.S.O.

T. Sliingles, Tortworth Gar-
dens, Falfield

W. Greenaway, Doddi n gton
Gardens, Chipping Sodbury

J. Watkins, Pomona Farm
Nurseries, Withington

r, Spencer. Goodrich Court
Gardens, Roes

F. Harris, Eastuor Gardens,
Ledbury

A. Ward, Stoke Edith Gardens,
Hereford

G. Milne, Titley Court Gardens,
Titley

T. Coomber, The Hendre Gar-
dens, Monmouth

J. Lockyer, Park Gardens,
Pontypool

W. Hallett, CossingtoD House
Farm, Bridgwater

H. Noble. Ahhton Court Gar-
dens, Bristol

A. S. Young, Marston Gardens,
Frome

A. Young, Abberley Hall Gar-
dens, Stourport
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CROPS AT SEVERN STOKE.
It is not my intention to enter into detail respect-

ing this remarkable garden, the property of the

Rev. Canon Coventry ; some subjects, however, are

worthy of special notice. The range of vineries

is about 150 feet long, divided into two com-

partments. At the time of my visit, Jaly 6, the late

house had not passed the stoning period, while

those in the early compartment were ripening

up, and, indeed, some of the bunches had already

done duty at exhibitions. The early house is about

100 feet long, and consisted of such varieties as

Madresfield Court, Black Alicante, Gros Colmar,

Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, and Sweet-

water. The Vines were carrying heavy crops ; not-

withstanding which, the bunches were large, and the

berries plump and well developed, and those that

were ripe were well finished. The beat bunches of

Black Hamburgh would average 3 lb. ; one bunch

I noticed would no doubt turn the scale at 5 lb.

;

the Gros Colmar would run 4 and 5 lb. each, and

the Muscat of Alexandria about 4 lb. each. Some of

the finest bunches of Black Hamburgh were on Vines

forty years old ; one cane was taken to the top of

the house, and then two branches were trained hori-

zontally in opposite directions, and from these

branches the finest fruit was obtained. The Muscats

were in splendid form, those Vines carrying the

largest bunches being twenty-five years old. Mr.

Frowd, the head gardener, evidently understands the

nature of the Vine, and the treatment required for

the production of fine Grapes.

Turning into the Fig- house, I found the second

crop, a prodigious one, was fast ripening. The prin

cipal variety grown is Brown Turkey. In the five low

span-roofed houses devoted to Cucumber-growing,

the plants were in luxuriant health, being grown on

the so-called express system. A good bed is made
at first ; the plants maintained in a healthy con-

dition, are made enormously productive ; the houses

are kept close, and no air being afforded, growth is

very rapid. Mr. Froud keeps his plants at all times

exposed to sunlight, with a temperature ranging

from 90° to 120°, and an atmosphere saturated with

moisture. The Cucumber plants are looked over

daily, each shoot stopped when it has made two or

three joints, and the fruits cut before they come to

maturity. After a big cutting, the young (ruit may
almost be seen to grow, so rapid is development

;

and further, the produce is considerably increased,

as well as the quality greatly improved by this prac-

tice. With the high temperature maintained, and
the great amount of humidity in the houses, the

plants are free from insect pests of all kinds, and of

disease. When the plants show signs of e.xhau8tion

they are well cut-back, the beds top-dressed with

decayed manure, and afforded liquid manure in large

quantities, and some small amount of air is given

for a day or two while th&y make fresh growth, and
in a short time the plants are again bearing as

heavily as before. Tomatos may be profitable to

grow under glass ; but to use a common phrase,

they cannot touch Cucumbers when they are grown
according to the methods practised at this place.

Mushrooms are grown quite as well as the Cucum-
bers, Grapes, or Figs. These are not cultivated in

well-arranged Mushroom-houses, where there is every

convenience in the way of heating appliances, but in

underground caves or quarries. In one part of the

garden there is a high sloping bank, into which Mr.

Frond has burrowed and formed subterranean caves
;

there he has made his Mushroom-beds. The roof is

held up by thin boards, supported with props, and
the entrance la by a narrow door. Several of these

caves have been formed ; when I called there

recently, another had been commenced at the

side of those already in existence, which was in-

tended to connect them altogether, when they all

might be traversed from one entrance. The beds

are made on the ground ; the temperature of the

caves is warm in winter, and cool in summer, just

right for the Mushrooms during the period they are

cultivated ; there is, therefore, no artificial heat

required, neither damping nor any of the routine

duties required in a Mushroom-bouse. The beds pro-

duce enormous crops ofMushrooms, and they continue

in bearing four or five months, and when they become
exhausted, as will then occur, they are watered with
tepid water, in which a little salt and guano is

mixed, and this sets them going again. A slight

iprinkliog of salt is also mixed with the manure at

the time of forming the beds, which is also of much
benefit to the Mushrooms.

Besides the above, I noticed fine crops of Cher-
ries on pyramidal trees, 8 or 9 feet high, covered
with nets to protect them from the birds ; Kasp-
berries and Gooseberries were also in fine condition

;

as was a batch of Chrysanthemums, containing sorts

new and old ; the plants strong, and giving promise
of fine flowers in the season. Quintin Read.

The WEEK'S Work.
PLANTS UNDES GLASS.

Bi/ J. F. MoLeod, Gardener, Dover House, Boehampton, S, W.

CARNATION SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAI80N.—
If the directions given on p. 754 of the last volume
have been carried out, the layers will now be suf-

ficiently forward for severing from the parent plants

and potting in their flowering- pots, which may range
from pots of 5 inches to 7 inches in inside diameter,

according to the strength of the plants. I have
discarded the practice of placing them first in 60's,

a? it is, in my opinion, useless. When the sparingly-

rooted layers are placed iu 5 and 7-inch pots, the
drainage mast be in good quantity, and carefully

placed in the pots ; the soil used should be the
best of its kind, and the after-watering carefully per-

formed. I have found that for this potting, a soil

consisting of two parts fibry loam, broken with the

hand, one of peat, similarly treated, and the remain-
ing fourth to consist of equal parts of charcoal, sand,

mortar rubbish, and soot, is very suitable. The
potting soil should incline to dampness when used,

and no water should be afforded at the root for a few
days after potting, the damping of the foliage with
the syringe sufficing ; water, when resorted to, should
be suBicient to moisten the whole mass of soil, and no
more will then be required for a considerable time.
A suitable place for the plants at this stage is one
with a north-east or a north aspect, the pots being
stood in a bed of coal-ashes, and the frame kept
rather close till growth recommences, when more
and more air must be admitted by degrees, and at

the sixth week after potting full exposure may take
place in fine weather. The plants will benefit by
frequent light syringing in fine bright weather.

PRIMULAS.—Those of the double-flowered section,

which may be growing in GO's, should be repotted

into 5J-inch pots, making use of a light rich soil,

plenty of sharp sand, and a small quantity of char-

coal. Afford the plants plenty of air, frequently

damp the sides and bottom of the frame or pit, and
shade the plants from bright sunshine during the
warmest part of the day.

EPACRI8, which have made satisfactory progress,

may be placed in a sunny position out of doors, to

ripen the newly-made shoots; and to prevent the
entry of worms, stand the pots on boards or on
inverted pots, if the situation is such as will not
permit of coal-ashes and soot being laid down.
Continue to pinch the shoots of Bouvardia, Plum-
bago capensis, and Euphorbia jacquinseflora, standing
the plants wide apart. Salvia, Eupatorium, Lantanas,
&c., must be similarly treated to the above. The
moist season is causing a gross growth, which must be
checked by a somewhat severe pinching of the
stronger shoots.

MIGNONETTE- HOUSE.—Sow six good seeds in a
thumb-pot, or more if the seed be not good. Use a
rich soil, and stand the pots in cold frames. For
general usefulness, Miles's hybrid Spiral is hard to

beat; whilst if large heads of bloom are desired,

Matchet, Bird's Mammoth, or Queen Victoria, are

excellent. The Bowers will succeed those from
plants in the open air.

CELOSIA, GLOBE AMARANTH, AND BALSAM
required for late flowering should be encouraged to

grow by the frequent application of well diluted

farmyard manure-water or clear soot- water.

MISCELLANEOUS. —Rooted cuttings of Lasiandra
(Pleroma) macrantha. and Libonia fioribanda, may
be potted into 5-inch pots, using a rich loam two
parts, one pai told Mushroom- bed manure, and one of

sharp sand, place in a frame, and afford u treatment
similar to that advised for Primulas. Seedling Cal-

ceolarias and Campanulas may be transferred to

thumb-pots, using a peaty soil, which has been passed
through a |^-inch sieve ; stand them in a frame hav-
ing a northern aspect, shade from sunshine during
the afternoon, and if the position be a damp one, ao

much the better.

THE HAKDY PBUIT OABDEN.
BvT. TUBTON, Gardener, Maiden Brlegh, Beading.

FIG TREES ON WALLS.—The shoots for which
there is space in which to lay them in without
crowding, should now be fastened to the wall, the

side-shoots being removed, the leading shoots left

nnstopped, and the shoots at their base being left to

furnish the tree. If mice are troublesome, as is some-
times the case, traps must be used, and nets should

be placed over the trees to keep blackbirds and
thrushes from the fruits.

PEARS. — Old trained trees, and standards in

orchards and gardens, if heavily cropped, may re-

ceive a good root-watering with liquid-manare
of some kind, diluting it more or less accord-
ing to its strength, and the nature of the land.

Land that is well-drained, naturally or artificially, or

which has a gravelly subsoil, is much benefited by
such applications. In this district old trees of Louise
Bonne of Jersey and Williams' Bon Chretien bear

very heavy crops this season, and manure-water will

have a good effect on the crops of these varieties, it

afforded forthwith. Early varieties growing on walls,

or as bushes and espaliers, should be protected by
nets from the depredation of the birds.

STRAWBERRY PLANTATIONS.— Where runners
have not been secured for forming new plantations,

they may still be taken from the mother-plants, and
dibbled-iu on a shady border in rows of 1 foot apart

and 9 inches in the row. These will make good
plants for forming beds in the spring, which, if not
allowed to fruit, will produce fine crops the fol-

lowing year. Continue to plant layers in new beds,

and when these have all been removed, trim off, and
clear away the runners remaining, together with

all litter and weeds, burning it all, to make sure of

getting rid of slugs and insects. In trimming, the

good leaves should not be cnt off, as doing this

weakens the plants.

WASPS.—The wet weather has kept wasps in

check, and many of the queens succumbed in

May ; nests, however, are getting abundant, and
should be destroyed without delay. The simplest

method of dealing with the nest is to put half a
pint of petroleum into a bottle

; put the neck well

down into the entrance to the nest, first taking care

to stop other holes, and pour the liquid as well as

may be into the nest, when every wasp and maggot
will be killed. Where the nests are so situated

that it would be unsafe to use petroleum for fear of

injuring the roots of trees, &c., gas-tar may be used
instead, and the entrance plugged with a sod ; and
where the nest is higher than the entrance, to make
doubly sure, after stopping up the entrance, make a
hole with a crowbar directly over the nest, and pour
tar into it, stopping up the hole with a piece of turf

or a bunch of tow dipped in gas-tar.

THE FRUIT-ROOM.-Take the earliest oppor-
tunity of cleaning and putting this place in readiness

for the earliest Apples and Pears, limewashing the
walls and ceiling, and washing the shelves with soap
and water. With the introduction during recent
years of so many fine-looking Apples and Pears, the
gardener should make an effort to make the fruit-

room as interesting as possible to those who may visit

it. The shelves may be covered with sheets of stout

brown paper, which besides giving a neat appearance
prevents currents of air from passing np among the
fruits.

GRAFTED TREES.—Remove the spray from the
stems and branches of the stocks if the grafts are
increasing in size, securing the latter to sticks

stuck in the soil, or made fast to the stem, &c. If

American-blight be observed when the grafting- clay

is removed, make use of petroleum emulsion or
Gishurst's Compound Soap.

THE KITCHEN QARDEN.
By Arthur Coombes, Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

COLEWORTS.—When the plants are large enough,
plant them wherever vacant ground can be found,

manuring it, if it be poor. It is a vegetable that
will be useful in the late autumn and early winter
months.

CELERY.—Manure-water may be applied to the
forwardest plants twice a week, and trenches thrown
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oat for later plantings as fast as land becomes
vacant. The majority of gardeners will have finished

the plant' ng of Celery; still, a few rows of some late-

sown variety, if planted as late as the first week in

Aagast, will produce useful heads in the spring, if

put into trenches made shallow in order to hasten

growth. Some few of this sowing should be planted

on a north border, to furnish flavouring produce

late in the spring. Earlier plantings will now be

forward enough to receive the first earthing-up,

which should be of no great depth, gradual moulding
being better than doing it at once or twice. Before

commencing, the land should, if dry, have a heavy
application of clear water, followed with one of

liquid manure. Having done this, remove the small

leaves that soon decay on being moulded over, as

also all visible suckers. Place the mould lightly

against the plants, a thin portion of the side of the

trench being cut down with the spade to provide the

mould for this purpose. If the soil be heavy or

lumpy, it will be better first to use the soil from
the top of the intervening ridge, care being taken to

keep the soil out of the heart of the plants.

T0MAT08.—The points of the leading shoots may
now be pinched out if a good set has been obtained

;

the flowers that set after this date rarely producing

ripe fruit. All side-growth should be stopped, and
overcrowded and luxuriant foliage reduced in size or

cut ofT, and the supports and ties made secure.

LEEKS.—Continue to earth up those in trenches,

affording liquid manure when moisture is needed.
Make other plantings in deep holes made with a bar

or dibber, just leaving the tips of the leaves above
the surface and merely make the roots firm at the

bottom, leaving the holes open till the plants have
attained a fair size, when they may be filled in with the
hoe. We lifted some very fine Leeks grown in this

way last spring.

BRUS8EL SPROUTS —Where early sprouts are

desired next year, seed may be sown on a south
border, and the seedlings when large enough dibbled

out at 4 inches apart on firm ground, to be planted
out in the spring. Those remaining in the seed-

bed will be useful for filling np blank spaces. The
second sowing of cabbage-seed may now be made,
and care taken that slugs do not prey upon the
seedlings.

HINTS ON CURRENT MATTERS. — The refuse

leaves and the remains of crops, if it is not convenient
to dig them in directly, should be wheeled to a con-
venient spot and covered with soil to prevent the
escape of ammonia. Effort should also be made to
hoe all vacant plots of land, and between the various
crops, clearing off all weeds.

THE OBCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grouier, Burford, Dorking,

VENTILATION, SHADING, ETC.—Owing to the
sadden changes of bright sunshine and cloud expe-
rienced during the past few weeks, those who have
the management of Orchids will have found it a very
troublesome time, great vigilance having been neces-
sary to keep the temperature of the warm-houses
near the normal. Owing to external air being warm
generally over the country, little difficulty was found
in maintaining a suitable temperature for the cool
divisions. On warm, damp evenings, such as we are
now getting, it is my practice to open the upper and
lower ventilators of the Odontoglossum-house to
their full extent, and when the outer air is not less

than 61° the doors are also opened ; the inside

thermometer then registering 63°, and the hygro-
meter 62°, thus showing 1° below saturation-point.
At about 10 P.M. the doors are shut, and the top-
lights lowered in accordance with the probabilities
of the weather, but for the next few hours the
lower ventilators are not closed. Under such treat-
ment, insect pests do not cause much trouble

—

indeed, much less than when the plants are kept in

close moist quarters; moreover, the plants seem to
derive benefit from the evening air. There are a
few species, such as Odontoglossum grande, O.
Schlieperianum, O. Insleayi, and its varieties leo-

pardinum and splendens, now making growth, which
should be put at the warmest part of the Odonto-
glossum-house, and which, if not already repotted or
surfaced, should have their needs at once attended to.

The charming Miltonia vexillaria is now beginning
to grow, and will require repotting. My practice is

to annually repot this species, because, owing to the
quantity of water needed by the plant whilst growing,
the compost becomes exhausted ; and the plant losing
naturally a number of its older roots every year, these
may be cut off, and the specimen supplied with fresh

compost. Before the repotting is done, it is advisable

that each plant should be closely examined for the

small yellow thrips which harbour low down in the

young growths, and the most effectual method of

destroying these insects is to dip the plants into a

safe kind of insecticide, and afterwards into clean

tepid soft-water. M. vexillaria being a shallow-

rooting plant, requires a shallow layer of compost,

its numerous fibrous roots preferring to ramble just

over or under the surface, and the pots or pans

should be very well drained. The rather large pots

or pans made use of should be filled with clean

crocks to about three-quarters of their depth; and to

render these firm, put a layer of sphagnum-moss over

all, and above that the compost, which may consist

of sphagnum-moss chiefly, with a small quantity of

fibrous peat, and crocks broken quite small. Elevate

the plant well above the rim of the pot, as by so

doing more rooting surface- space is afforded. At
first, and till the new growths begin to root freely,

water should be afforded sparingly, a fine-rose

watering-can being used for the purpose. As the

roots lengthen, and according to the condition of the

plants, so should the supply of water be increased.

They soon become re-established, and the cool-

house will suit them for the present ; but when the

nights become chilly, they should be removed to the

intermediate-house. The distinct varieties, Miltonia

V. rubella and M. v. superba, are now in full bloom,

and although smaller than the type, they are

charming. The flowers M. v. rubella are rose-pink,

the lip having a white space in front of the yellow

disc, while those of the variety M. v. superba are

identical as regards size, and owe their distinctive-

ness to the rich maroon blotch bordered with pure

white of the lip. Both varieties should be kept in

the Odontoglossum-house till growth recommences.

STANH0PEA8. — In our Cattleya-house the

earliest flowering Stanhopeas are now pushing their

spikes, and where a large number of varieties is

cultivated, there will be blooms on some of them for

several months to come. A few of the most beau-

tiful are S. Wardi, S. insignis, S. Mastersii, S.

tigrina, S. florida, S. eburnea, and the new S. Lowii
and S. Amesiana, both of which resemble S.

eburnea. Stanhopeas should be abundantly sup-

plied with water at this season till the flowers open,

and as the latter are fugacious, great care must be
taken to avoid wetting them. For the present, keep
the plants well shaded in the cooler part of the

house ; and when growth is complete, and the flower-

ing season over, a cooler temperature and drier

atmosphere, as well as more light, will be the proper
treatment to afford them. Stanhopeas succeed in

shallow teak baskets suspended not far from the
roof, and ordinary drainagn is not required, because,

if crocks be used, the flower-spikes are broken or

deformed by contact with them. The proper time
for supplying fresh materials is when the plants are

starting into growth, and the compost should consist

chiefly of sphagnum moss and fibrous peat, the last

in the smaller proportion.

PKUITS UNDEB GLASS.
By Bailey Wadds, Gardener, BirdsaU Gardens, York.

MELONS.—The plants that will furnish ripe fruits

late in the season should be encouraged to set their

fruits as early as possible after this date, and make
rapid progress afterwards. In order to secure a good
set, the flowers and foliage should be kept dry for a

few days, the air of the pit or house being maintained

in a moist state by sprinkling the floors, &c. lled-

spider is apt to give trouble at this season, also thrips,

and means should be taken to keep them in check.

When the fruits are swelling, afford the plants liquid-

manure in a much diluted form, and when the fruits

begin to ripen, damp the plants frequently, but with-

hold water from the roots as much as may be con-

sistent with a growing condition. The temperature

of the house or pit should be kept at about 70° by
night, 80° by day, affording sufficient air to keep the

foliage robust and firm, and some small amount may
be left on at night. When the fruits begin to have

a perfume, and the rind to crack away from the

stalk, cut and place them in the fruit-room or other

cool place for future use. Melons keep a week or

longer at this season.

PEACH AND NECTARINE- HOUSE.—Early-forced
trees will now be casting their leaves, and any re-

planting or formation of new borders that may be

required should bo taken in hand forthwith. Toung
trees that are growing too strongly may now be care-

fully lifted and re-planted. In making borders, use

a strong rich pasture-loam, that has been cut

and stacked for not much less than one year. It

should be chopped up thoroughly, mixing it in the fol-

lowing proportion with other substances, viz., 1 cart-

load of lime-rubbish, 1 cwt. of |V-inch bones, 1 cwt.

of bone-meal, to eight cartloads of loam ; farmyard-
manure not being used, as it shrinks much in bulk,
causing the borders to settle very soon after making,
and often damaging the trees, besides inducing
sappy, gross shoots. Late- forced Peaches and Nec-
tarines should have their borders well watered, and
the foliage syringed daily, aphis being destroyed by
frequent applications of quassia-water. Air should
be abundantly given to secure well-ripened wood.
Advantage should be taken of spare days in the
autumn to lay in a stock of various kinds of loam
suitable for fruit trees, Vines, &c.

FIG TREES.—Those planted in borders may
need, if fruiling heavily and not growing strongly,

manure- water at the roots. The foliage should be

syringed twice daily, especially the underside ot it,

where red-spider mostly harbours. When the

drainage of a Fig-border is in good order, there is

little fear of harm being done by copious waterings

at this season ; still, discretion is necessary, as no
tree suffers more quickly from bad drainage than
the Fig.

ORCHARD-HOUSE.—Pear, Plum, and Peach trees

in pots, as the crops are gathered from them should
receive an abundant watering at the root, and be

freed from aphis and other insects ; and as the wood
gets ripened, they should be turned out into some
place oat-of- doors that is sheltered on the north
side of it.

T0MAT08.— Plant out in beds, or pot into

10- inch pots those intended for winter fruiting.

Prelude and Trophy are good varieties for winter

fruiting. Another batch of cuttings may be put in,

BO as to make sure of a continuous supply of fruits up
to the new year. Attend well to the wants of those

plants that are bearing heavy crops of fruit, applying

some kind of artificial manure once a week, and
laying-in the leading shoots without stopping them,

but removing the laterals, or stopping them at the

first leaf above a truss of flowers, a method that

some growers adopt with good results. The fruits

may be taken as soon as coloured, if required to be

kept for any length of time.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
J?y JOEV Lambert, Gardener, Powis Cattle, Welshpool.

THE FLOWER-BEDS.—The beds will now require

almost daily attention, to free them from weeds and
preserve a proper outline. Calceolarias, especially the

weaker-growing varieties, should be kept in proper

position by means of small twigs stuck amongst them.

Tall-growing varieties, like C. amplexicaalis, will

require thin sticks, to which the stems must
be tied, or they may be pegged down to the soil.

The rainy weather has made the growth of Cal-

ceolarias strong and lanky, hence the need of

supports. The trailing species of bedding plants

should be carefully pegged down to the soil, and

where carpet-bedding is practised, there will be

numerous little details to carry out in maintaining

good order. All such plants as Pyrethrum, Alter-

nanthera, Coleus, Mesembryanthemum, will require

pinching sufficiently severe to ensure that the lines

of the designs may be clearly seen. Owing to the wet

weather we have had, Pyrethrum Golden Feather,

though scarcely so good in colour as might be wished,

has hardly shown any flowers. Mesembryanthemum
and Alternanthera are now in need of warm sun-

shine seeing that the plants are established, to

bring out the brilliancy of their tints. Dahlias should

be securely staked and tied, and if fine blooms are

required, the flower-buds should be thinned, the best-

formed ones being retained. The plants must not

lack water, and occasionally manure-water may bo

afforded.

AURICULAS AND POLYANTHUSES.-Seedlings

of these raised from sowings made last autumn or in

early spring, should be transplanted from the seed-

beds, choosing for them a spot not exposed to the

midday snn, planting them in rows 4 to 5 inches

apart, and .3 inches in the rows. Afford water when

transplanted, and afterwards in dry times.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS.—Make notes of any

species which by reason of great usefulness a? cut-

blooms or other good properties it is desirable to

increase the stock of ; and what improvements are

desirable in the arrangement of the plants at trans-

planting time. Continue to secure all tall-growing

subjects to stake?.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

WEDNESDAY,

MOXDAY,

TUESDAY,

MEETING.
Aug. 8—East Anglian Club.

SHOWS.
I'Beddington, Carshalton, and Wal-

,
ft J

lington, Mansfield, Northampton
. iJeddin

,) lingt
"S (two

(. Wale

Aug. 7-{

days), Wells, and Saffroa
Walden Horticultural Societies.

Leicester Horticultural Show and
Gala

THiiRur^AV A.I,- Q ( Welshpool (two days), and TauntonTHURSDAY, Aug. 9^ Horticultural Societies.

8ALE8.
I

Unreserved Sale of Exhibition and
Decorative Plants, Orchids, Ac,

THURSDAY, Aug. 9( by order of Mrs. Lawes Craw.- hay,
Bradbourne Hall, Sevenoaks,

r Protlieroe & Morris.

- ( Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'

I by (

at

l by]

FRIDAY, Aug. 10
i Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-62°.9.

This is the heading to a notice
Grapes

^ ^Q^ jjf jfjg j^jj volume of
Going off.

*^

the Gardeners Chronicle, anci is

in answer to some querist about the failure

of the blossoms to set. As one travels through

the country, it is not uncommon to hear the

remark amongst Grape growers that certain

varieties do not set well ; and, as a matter

of course, if Grape-vines are left to themselves,

some varieties will set badly, not altogether

because the borders are not in good condition,

or even that the temperature of the house

or the atmospheric conditions are wrong, but

because of certain characteristics in the variety.

"When the Royal Vineyard, a good late-

keeping white Grape, was sent out, we had a

plant of it ; but we found, as others also found,

that it was one that did not set well. Complaint
was made about this through the Gardeners'

Chronicle, and the raiser replied that it was
owing to a small globule of water upon the
stigmatic part of the flower, which prevented the

pollen from touching it. We examined the blos-

soms, and found that this was so, and on drawing
a bunch through the hand, the water was
removed. AVe have had no trouble with this fine

Grape since, as in the process of removing the
moisture from the flower, the pollen is dusted on
to the stigma, and fertilisation takes place.

Drawing the bunches lightly through the hand
does no harm to the incipient berries. Mrs.
Pince's Black Muscat and Lady Downes' Seed-
ling require different treatment when they
are in flower to get the berries of an

even size all over the bunches, Mrs. Pince

is the more fickle of the two, perhaps

;

but the berries will be of even size if a

rabbit's-tail is tied to a long stick, and gently

drawn down the bunches of Black Ham-
burgh or Alicante, and afterwards brought down
the Mrs. Pince in the same way. The pollen of

the one is more potent than that of the other. We
do the same with Lady Downes, This is carried out

daily when the Vines are in flower ; at the same

time the night temperature of the house is 70",

with a proportionate rise by day, and at the time

the Vines are in blossom, the moisture in the

atmosphere should be considerably less. At one

time Vine-growers were not satisfied with the

moisture that might be derived from sprinkling

the borders, paths, and walls of the house two or

three times in a day ; but besides this, a con-

stant steam was kept up from water-troughs

fixed to the hotwater-pipes. We now think that

over-moisture is a condition which, in the aggre-

gate, does more harm than good. Many good
growers have discontinued the practice of evapo-

ration from the hotwater-pipes, and, perhaps,

rightly. Besides " bad settmg," Grape-growers

know something of " rust." How is it caused ? and

how may it be prevented ? are two questions of

some importance ; and if we can answer the

first, it is possible that this will go towards

solving the second. The rusty appearance upon
the skin of Muscat Grapes is caused by sulphuring

the pipes, and heating them well to kill red-spider

;

the sulphur will do no harm if it is not applied

until the berries have reached the stoning period.

Gardeners will have observed that after the

Grapes have grown to a certain size, they do

not grow appreciably larger for about six weeks.

The seeds are growing inside the berry, and

when this is taking place, sulphur will not

injure the skin of the berry. We have settled

this point by experiment. We have produced the

rust by sulphuring the pipes soon after the berries

were thinned. V\'e have gone through the same
process later, and the berries have not been

injured in the least. The Black Hamburgh
Grape is sometimes injured by a different kind

of rust, which causes the skin of the berries to

contract, and the berries themselves to crack.

We have frequently heard gardeners say that

contact with the hair of the head when thinning

out the berries is the cause, but we should not

think any gardener would be so careless as to

allow his hair to oome in contact with the

berries at that time. Good cultivators are used

to do all their Grape-thinning before breakfast

in the morning, when the houses are at their

coolest point, and rust was never seen on the

berries ; but sometimes, the thinning has to be

done in the day, and during sunshine it gets very

hot, and to make things pleasant, all the venti-

lators and even the doors are thrown open. If, at

the same time, a keen east wind is blowing, it has
a disastrous effect upon the tender skin of the
berries, which have not been formed more than
ten or twelve days. Great care should be taken
in ventilating the vineries, especially early in the
season, when the east winds are blowing, and up
to the time the stoning commences ; after that

time the skin of the berries is not so liable to

injury.

Too much moisture in the atmosphere also

causes air roots to form, and produces the warty
appearance on the under sides of the leaves

which is so undesirable in a house of good
Grapes. It must impede the functions of the

leaves, transpiration cannot go on freely, nor the

equally important functions of assimilation and
respiration ; and when a gardener says this, that,

or the other does not matter, he has evidently

not become acquainted with the elementary prin-

ciples of his work. We have no hesitation in

saying that Vine leaves, when they are covered

on the under surface with a conglomeration of

green warts, are not in a condition to produce

first-class Grapes, particularly when, as is often

the case, the warts are the residence of Vine

mites. The adventitious roots alluded to above

are not produced when the Vine-plant is in a

healthy condition. The roots of a Vine are

naturally produced underground, and if they are

in a condition to supply the Vine with a sufii-

ciency of plant-food from the soil, the emission

of roots from the base of the young growths

would not take place. The borders may be too

cold, as they often are when early forcing is

carried on, and the over-moist atmosphere aids

the production of these roots, which were caused

in the first place by the want of reciprocity

between the action of the roots and the leaves.

We have frequently had both leaves and berries

sent to us covered with mildew, when the para-

site has been left too long for a cure to be

effected without entirely spoiling the crop of

fruit. Sulphur upon the hot-water pipes will

destroy mildew, but here it is again that good

cultivation comes in as a deterrent, and prevents

its appearance. Although the Vine is liable to

be attacked by mildew, the parasite does not take

so kindly to it as it does to the Rose. Some
gardeners are constantly forcing Eoses in their

vineries under the Vines, and expect mildew to

attack them as regularly as the Rose blooms

appear, but knowing the conditions under

which it attacks Vines, we have no fear of

it. The writer's vineries have been planted

for twelve years, and in all that period he has

not seen a trace of mildew on leaf or berry, and

every year have the pot Roses been attacked

with mildew underneath them. A great au-

thority on the Vine says :
" The spores of mildew

may exist in myriads on every inch of the Vine's

surface and do it no harm, unless the climate of

the vinery is made to suit their development,

when they spring into life as if by magic, and
arrest the growth of all they attack." This is

exactly our experience. Keep up a regular tem-

perature and suitable atmosphere, and the Vines

will be safe.

LILIUM MONADELPHUM.—The illastration (6g.

19) shows one of the commoneat, but at the same

time one of the moat atriking, of hardy Liliea. The fol-

lowing extract from Mr, Elwes' splendid Monograph

of the Genus Lilium, aab tab. 21, glTes all ibe

details that are neceaaary for onr present purpose :
—

" The Cancaaian Lily is one of those which must

be considered indispenaable to every garden, great

or amall, Ita hardy conatitatioD, aweet scent, and

earl; - Bowering habit, are all points which tell

greatly in ita favonr. It appeara to be exceedingly

abandant in many parta of the Caacasua, Mr,

Fbeshfield, in bia charming book of travelr, apeaks

of it aa growing in the valleya amongat a rank

growth of herbaceous planta, at an elevation of

4000 to 6000 feet. In England it certainly likea a

atrong aoil, and when well-eatabliahed, growa to a

height of 3 to 5 feet. It is one of the earlieat in

flower, and ripens seed freely in moat seaaons.

The ecent, though unpleasant to aome peraona,

and too strong to make it desirable as a pot

plant, is to me agreeable, tboagh lesa ao than

that of L. auratum and other Liliea. The aeed,

if aown at once, germinates very quickly, bat,

aa waa firat pointed out by Profeaaor

DucHABTBE, doe8 uot show ita cotjledon above

ground. The aeedlinga grow very slowly, and, aa I am
informed by Mr. Ellacombb, sometimes do not

flower till the tenth year after aowing. This is a

trial of patience too much for most amateurs, though

the bulb grower! of Holland, more accustomed to
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.nch operation., have lately raised large quantities best to follow the high authority of Mr. Bakee m the varieties, which Mr. Baker has distinguished as

from seed. Though introduced by Messrs. Loddiqes considering them as varieties only. The plant var. Ledebonri, is but little different from the Pyre-

early in this century, it has not become common was first described by the Russian botanist, nean plant. The monadelphous character of the

until the last few years, when it has been imported Mabbchall Vok Biebeestbin, having been found stamens does not appear to me to be a constant or

Fia. 19.—LiLiuM monadelphum: flowees cbeamt-tellow.

from its native country in large quantities. Being a

very variable species, it has been described and

figured under several different names by various

authors ; and though the varieties are fairly distinct,

yet they run into each other so closely, that I think

in the Caucasus when those mountains were

first explored by Russian naturalists. By Lededoue

it was considered to be the same as L. pyrenaicum,

and though that opinion may seem ridiculous when

a fine and well-grown plant is examined, yet one of

reliable character. It varies very much in different

plants, some having the filaments united for at least

one-third of their length, and others only at the

base or (as is more common in the variety called

Szovitsianum) not at all."
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Royal Horticultural Society.—The new
bje-law which was adopted at a special general

meeting of fellows held on July 24, 1891, runs as

follows:—Bje-law 11a. Any Fellow wishing to com-
mute his annual subscription may do so by making one
payment of forty guineas in lien of a £4 4s. annual
subscription ; of twenty-five guineas in lieu of a

£2 2s. annual aubseriptioa ; or of fifteen guineas in

lieu of a £1 Is. annual subscription ; such commuta-
tion entitling the Fellow for life to all the privileges

of the corresponding annual subscription. To this

the following rider was added :—That it be an in-

struction to the Treasurer of the Society that all

monies paid as commutations of annual subscriptions

be invested, and the interest only of such monies be
dealt with as part of the annual revenue of the
Society.

"Kew Bulletin."—The June issue of the
Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information from the

Royal Gardens, Kew, contains, as usual, several

important papers devoted to the following subjects :

" Treatment of Diseased Sugar-canes in the West
Indies,"" The Citron in Commerce," 'New Or-
chids, Decade 9," " Cold Storage of Fruit,"
" Sisal Hemp at the Bahamas, and Gambia Pagns,
or Native Cloths." Last, but not least, are the
" Miscellaneous Notes," which are interesting to
general as well as to scientific or technical readers.

Torquay District Gardeners' Associa-
tion.—The members of the above held their second
annual summer outing on Monday, July 30, being
favoured with delightful summer weather, the party

numbering over 100 persons. After proceeding to
Plymouth by special train, a steamer commenced the
20-mile trip up the River Tamir to Calstock, where
luncheon was served. Pentillie Castle, the resi-

dence of Mr. W. Coryton, J.P., was visited on the
return journey, and, accompanied by Mr. C. W.
Cove, the head gardener, the party spent an hour in

inspecting the fine gardens. The Ghent and Indian
Azaleas, recently in full bloom, Lapagerias, Ca-
mellias, and other comparatively tender plants, were
here in immense size in the open, one grand spe-
cimen of Ghent Azalea measuring 27 yards in

circumference. Rhododendrons, Magnolias, and
Kalmias are thriving luxuriantly, whilst the peeps
of wood and river to be obtained from the terrace
were very delightful. H.M.S. Defiance, torpedo
training school, was the next halting-place, and here
an impromptu lecture was given, and experiments
were performed, for the benefit of the party.
Torquay was reached soon after 10 p.m.. a most
enjoyable day having been spent.

Severe Storm.—a thunderstorm of unprece^
dented severity and duration, writes Mr. Jenkins,
of Hampton, burst over this portion of West Middle-
sex about noon on Sunday last, and continued raging
with unabated fury for nearly two hours. Scores of
greenhouses, to say nothing of pits and frames, were,
for the time being, flooded, the water pouring through
the paths of the former like a torrent. Stokeholes
were speedily flooded, and fires put out, in numerous
instances causing considerable anxiety for the safety
of boilers. So far, happily no instance of bursting
hai been noted. Plants out-of-doors, such as Chry-
santhemums on the standing ground, had the soil
washed from under them, and were toppled over

;

other plants were standing in 1 foot or more of
water. Such a storm has not been witnessed by the
oldest inhabitant.

Beddinqton, Carshalton, and Wallinqton
Horticultural Society.—in connection with
the aanuil show of the above Society on August 6,
the Surrey County Council (Technical Education
Committee) have made arrangements for holding
an exhibition of produce from their Continuation
Schools Allotments. Three feet of table-space will
be allotted to each school, and the exhibitors will
fill up a form stating the conditions under which the
produce has been grown, nature of soil, subsoil, &c.
Entries are to hand from Aldershot, Cater'ham,
Upper Caterham, Chart, Farnham, Weybridge,
Hersham, Banstead, Fetcham, and Leatherhead.

Plants under Coloured Glass.—m. Villon
has just brought to a conclusion an interesting series

of experiments on the culture of plants under coloured

glass. M. Villon potted his plants in cases in which
panes of glass could be easily replaced by others of a

different shade. The following panes of glass were

used :^

(1). Glass made orange coloured by a coating of

bichromate of potash, allowing only the yellow and
red to pass.

(2). Violet glass coloured with manganese which
absorbs the yellow and blue rays of the spectrum.

(3). Blue glass coloured with cobalt, allowing only

the red and ultra violet rays to pass,

(4). Blue glass coloured with copper, allowing only

the ultra violet rays to pass and absorbing the extreme
red rays.

(5). Glass covered with thin layer of silver, allow-

ing only the blue rays to pass.

(6). Uranium glass, absorbing the light to a great
extent.

(7). Gilded glass.

(8). Red glass coloured with protoxide of copper,

absorbing all colours ofthe spectrum between red and
blue.

(9). Green glass coloured with protoxide of iron,

absorbing the red rays.

M. Villon, taking the growth of plants under white
glass to be 100, obtained the following results :

—

(1). Cultureunderbichromated orange glass 150
(2). „ „ manganese violet glass 150
(3). „ „ cobalt blue glass 140
(4). „ ,, copper blue glass 120
(5). „ ,, silvered glass 60
(6). „ „ uranium glass 40
(7). „ „ gilded glass 40
(8). „ ,, r6d(protoxideofcopper) 15
(9) green (protoxide of iron) 10

These experiments seem to show that the light that
favours vegetation most is the orange light of the
chromic glass and the violet light of the manganic,
and as the radiations that these glasses allow to pass
are the red and violet, these rays are the ones that
seem to be most favourable to the development of

plants. But the growth under no glass at all,

wherever possible, is decidedly best of all.

TADCA8TER MlDDLE-CLASS GiRLS' SCHOOL
Horticultural Show.—On Friday, July 20, the
first attempt was made by the children of the above
school to hold a flower show in the schoolroom,
under the superintendence of Miss Earl, the head
mistress, when prizes were awarded for the best
exhibits. The following is a list of classes :

—

{a). Gardens, (i). Decorated fireplaces. Class 1,

wild flowers in bunch; 2, wild flowers in basket;
3, garden flowers in bunch ; 4, flowers in vases ; 5,

buttonholes ; G, table decorations ; 7, grasses in

bunch; 8, plants in pots; 9, fresh specimens of
flowers on sheet (named). The show was a great
success, and highly creditable, the children display-
ing much good taste in their arrangements. It is a
step in the right direction, and it deserves all the
support and patronap;e it can get.

Early Experiments in Heating.—In one
of Sir Hans Sloane's letters to Ray, 1684, mention
is made of the mode of heating adopted by Mr. Watts,
the curator of the Chelsea Botanic Garden. As
the passage is not generally known, it is here tran-
scribed :

" Mr. Watts having a new contrivance
(at least in this conntey), viz. : he makes under the
Floor of his Greenhouse, a great Fire Place, with
Grate, Ash-hole, &(!., and conveys the Warmth
through the whole House by Tunnels ; so that he hopes
by the Help of Weather Glasses within to bring, or
keep the Airat what degree of Warmth he pleases, let-

ting in upon occasion the outward air by the Windows.
He thinks to make by this Means an artificial Spring,
Summer, Winter, &t;." In 16S5 Evelyn visited the
garden, and thus speaks of this system of heating in
his diary: What was very ingenious was the sub-
terraneous heat conveyed by a stove under the
conservatory, all vaulted with brick, so as he has
the doores and windowes open in the hardest frosts,

excluding only the snow."

A Tell-tale Cattleya.—M. Lucien Linden
obligingly forwards us a flower of a Cattleya in which
there are two lips and three stamens ; one external

median, the others internal and lateral (a1, a2, a3).

From the arrangement of the parts, it would seem
as though the true lip was wanting, the two lip-like

structures being probably the representatives of the

two outer lateral stamens (a2, a3).

Annual Excursion.—The employes of Messrs.

Wm. Fell & Co., The Royal Nurseries, Hexham,
were treated to their annual holiday and excur-

sion. A large company left by special train to

Edinburgh on Saturday last, July 28. Queens
weather prevailed, and everyone enjoyed the outing.

The assistants in the seed warehouses and the staff in

general offices elected to go to Windermere. The
firm treated them in the same way.

Government Entomologist, U.S.A.—Mr.
N. 0. Howaed, of New York, a graduate of Cornell,

has (we cite from Garden and Forest) been appointed

Entomologist of the Department of Agriculture to

fill the position made vacant by the retirement of

Dr. C. V. Riley. Since 1886, Mr. Howaed has been

the first assistant to the entomologist of the depart-

ment, and is the author of numerous memoirs

published by the department, and joint-editor of

Imect Life, the periodical issued by the Division of

Entomology. The position of first-assistant, created

by Mr. Howaed's promotion, has been filled by the

appointment of Mr. C. L, Marlatt of Kansas.

Horticulture in the United States.—
We have received a pamphlet on the Progress of

Horticulture in the United States. The information

given is reprinted from articles originally furnished

by Mr. Alfred Ootsaji to the Gardening World,

and forms a most satisfactory record of progress

and enterprise. California, Florida, and Colorado

are named as being among the principal fruit-grow-

ing districts ; New York as having an influential

horticultural society; and it is further said that

there and elsewhere are many establishments devoted

to the raising and exporting of various kinds of

vegetable produce in prodigious quantities to supply

an ever-increasing demand. For details of these

industries we must refer our readers to the pamphlet

itself.

Experimental Tea -culture in Russia.
—In a report on the Tea trade of Hankow, it is

stated that an experiment in the cultivation of Tea
in Russia, which has been before tried without
success, has recently been repeated. Tea plants

having been sent from China to be planted on the

slopes of the Caucasus. It is a private enterprise,

but the ground has been granted by the government.
About 2,000 plants have been sent at great expense,

and in obtaining them there was a certain amount
of difficulty, the people in some districts destroying

the plants on their way down to Hankow. Though
the plants are said to have arrived in Russia in

excellent condition, the experiment is not considered

likely to prove more successful than the former one.

"Le LIVRE DES ORCHID^ES."—It is only a
very short time since we had occasion to note the

appearance and completion of three standard books
on Orchids, and now comes a fourth from the pen of

our accomplished friend. Count Oswald de Ker-
CHOVE, the well-known President of the Royal Agri-
cultural and Botanical Society of Ghent. The book
is richly illustrated, excellently written, and indis-

pensable to those who wish to know something about
the plants they admire. The publisher is M. Ad.
HosTE, Rue des Champs, 47, Ghent. We shall

shortly give a longer notice of this important volume.

Orchid Note s and Gleanings.

ORCHIDS AT HAZELBOURNE, DORKING.
Most beginners in Orchid culture acquire pro-

ficiency rapidly in some branch or other of this inter-

esting pursuit. The moat noticeable of such successes
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are generally those iawhich accident,or the posseasion

of a specially saitable hoase for a particular class of

Orchid, has shown what things can be grown well

in the convenience at the disposal of the cultivator

who has been clever enough to pursue the culture of

the class thus indicated instead of wasting his time

on others which might have proved failures. In the

pretty gardens of Welbore S. Ellis, Eiq., the culture

of Odontoglossum crispum is carried out iu the most

satisfactory manner, the several specially-constructed

houses there being filled with plants in the finest

possible condition, and which have in their season

produced a fine show of flowers of the very beat type,

some of the spotted forms being very distinct and

handsome. The whole of the plants in the houses

were imported during the last few years, and yet in

consequence of the admirable manner in which they

are grown, they bear no evidence of that faci, but

are plump, having the look of old-established plants.

Some few are still in bloom, and show the good

qualities of the strain. Mr. Masterton, the gardener

at Hazelbourne, has obtained good results, shown on

these, and, indeed, from all the Orchids he has

under his charge at Ilazelbourne.

In the warm Orchid-house adjoining the conser-

vatory, and where a good supply of Orchids in bloom

is always kept, are some well-bloomed specimens of

Cattleya Warscewiczii, C. Mendelii, a very fine C.

Kex, C. Gaskelliana, Oncidium Kramerianum,

Ccelogyne Massangeana, Phalseaopsis Esmeralda,

Tricopilia crispa, Oncidium leucochilum, CycQoches

viride, Mormodes pardinum unicolor, &c.

In another house the specimens of Dendrobium

Falcoueri are thriving unusually well ; in the new
range the Dendrobiums generally are in fine con-

dition ; in one of the intermediate-houses the many
plants of Oncidium ornithorrhynchum and 0. in-

curvum are sending forth an extraordinary number
of flowers, and in the other houses most things are

good, even the Bolleas and Pescatoreas, of which

there are a few, being in a very healthy condition.

Notices of Books.

Landscape Gardening in Japan. By Josiah

Conder, &o. ; with numerous illustrations.

Supplement to Landscape Gardening in

Japan. By Josiah Conder; plates by K.

Owaga. (London: Sampson, Low, Marston

& Co.)

A SENTENCE Or two from the preface describes the

aim and scope of these works. They contain " an ex-

position of the rules and theories of the Art of

Landscape Gardening in Japan, as followed from

ancient to modern times, so far as they can be

gathered from a thorough study of native authorities,

added to personal observation of the best remaining

examples The writer's task is partly accom-

plished if he succeeds in showing that beneath the

quaint and unfamiliar aspect of these Eastern com-

positions there lie universally-accepted art truths.

.... Kobbed of its local garb and mannerisms, the

Japanese method reveals ooitbetic principles ap-

plicable to the gardens of any country, teaching, as

it does, how to convert into a poem or picture a

composition which, with all its variety of detail,

otherwise lacks unity and intent."

Oar readers are in a position to appreciate much
of what Mr. Conder tells them, as we have from

time to time given illustrations of Japanese gardens.

Indeed, many of the views given in the Supplement

to this volume have appeared also in our columns,

often accompanied by descriptions from the pens of

those who have been so fortunate as to see the

originals. A great deal of what seems to us quaint

bizarre, and ont-of-place in a garden conveys no

such ideas to the Japanese mind. The carefully-

laid stones, the artificial lanterns, the clipped trees,

the shams, as we should call them, which disturb

the sense of quiet and ease which we so covet in a

garden, and which so sadly destroy the idea of space

and breadth that we seek to obtain, all these have

distinct significance and religious meaning to the

native mind. Remove them, and you would destroy

all the sentiment and association which makes

gardens precious to them. Ilumaa Nature is pretty

much alike, whether on the shores of the China sea

or the borders of the British Channel, and which of us

fond of his garden, has not some, as it were, sacred

spot in it. It may be, very likely is, foreign to the

canons of Art, or it may be something which excites

the irony of the "superior person," who, having partial

knowledge dogmatises, where others with fuller

knowledge and deeper sympathy treat with respect,

if not with full acquiescence. Kemembering this,

Mr. Conder's statement as to the meaning and

significance of what we in our ignorance might

deem monstrous excrescences, enable us to look on

Japanese gardening in a truer light. But though

there is much that seems to us artificial and distasteful

in Japanese gardens, there is much in them that

is natural, suggestive, and beautiful, to a very high

degree. The Japanese have a love for and appreciation

of Nature, that many of us might well envy. The
plates in the supplement show how, in the manage-

ment of water, the grouping of shrubs and trees, the

undulations of the surface, the Japanese landscape

gardeners have nothing to learn from us ; whilst we,

on the other hand, might sometimes greatly profit

by a careful study of their procedures. Remove

some of the artificialities which to us have no signi-

ficance, and the Japanese garden, as shown in the

supplement, provides an excellent^model, not, indeed,

for exact reproduction, bat for adaptation to our

conditions. It seems to us that in the designing of

small gardens especially, the Japanese are, as a rule,

superior to ourselves. Innumerable villa gardens

round our towns which are now either monotonous

iterations, or simply ugly spaces, would, in Japanese

hands, be transformed, so that each would be indi-

vidualised, and have a beauty of its own, and this

would be done not by any foolish attempt: at transcript

of any particular natural scene, bat by following out,

so far as circumstances permit, the same principles

of disposition and grouping as are manifest in

Nature.

Mr. Conder, in a well-written and interesting

introduction, shows us the principles upon which the

Japanese landscape gardener acts. The limitations

of our space forbid us from making extracts, but we

may commend Mr. Conder's statements to the

thoui»htful consideration of our designers. The

Japanese owe their first lessons to the Chinese,

whose methods were introduced so long ago as the

six century. Modifications occurred in succeeding

centuries which are traced in detail, and examples

of the various styles are carefully described by Mr.

Conder down to the present period. The chapter on

garden stones is very curious, and helps us materially

to understand the great care paid to their form and

arrangement by the Japanese. The stone-lanterns

are, it appears, exclusively of Japanese origin. To

oar idea, though often individually well designed,

they are used in excess, but here again we must take

into consideration the sentiment of the people. They

might, with propriety be introduced into public

gardens where evening entertainments are given.

Numerous drawings of these lanterns, and of pagodas,

and other garden buildings, are given in the volume

before us.

The sections on the construction of girden-fences,

gates, bridges, summer-houses, we may also com-

mend to the notice of our garden designers, who will

find in them much to profit by. The treatment of

water-scenes, again, is one which deserves the most

attentive consideration at our hands. The boundaries

are partially concealed, so that its extent may be

undefined and suggestive. There must be some

reason apparent for the existence of the water, some

suggestion as to where the water comes from, and

where it is going.

Mr. Conder devotes considerable space to the trees

and shrubs of Japan, but as these are now mostly

well-known here, there is the less necessity for us to

refer to them further than to say that the Japanese

themselves rely chiefly, if not exclusively, on native

vegetation for their landscape effects, and that they

are careful to place the trees in appropriate positions.

A tree, for instance, which naturally grows on a
mountain side is always placed on an eminence, and
not on a flat surface near water—a fact which
shows what careful observers these Japanese gar-

deners are.

The chapter on garden composition is admirable,

the methods followed by the landscape-gardener
being shown to be those adopted by the landscape-

painters of the West in obtaining materials and in

designing their compositions. Making the necessary

allowances for the differences of circumstances, the

plan followed by these gardener-architects of the

East might be followed much more frequently

than it is by their brethren of the West.
" Seeking inspiration from those natural sources

which for countless generations have formed the

theme of the poet and the motive of the painter, and
around which time has cast a halo of romance, surely it

is no idle boast to claim that he can adapt his beautiful

art to the highest or lowliest station in life, or frame

it in sympathy with whatever sentiment may stir the

human soul."

With this sentence the work closes, and fitly

enough it leaves on the mind the remembrance of

what is the whole aim and purport of the book.

Among the many works on modern landscape gar-

dening, there is not one more suggestive and helpful

than this. Let its teachings be but guided by the

principles of adaptation and necessary modification,

and the result can hardly fail to be excellent.

A Handbook to the Study of Natural
History, for the Use of Beginners.

With an introduction by Sir Mountstuart E.

Grant Duff, G.C.S.I., F.R.S. Edited by the

Lady Isabel Margesson. (George Philip & Son,

London.)
This book is the work of many hands, the chapters

on zoology, birds, shells, the study of flowers, the

study of mosses, fungi, seaweeds, &c., being each by

a different author. The volume is intended as much
for parents and teachers as for pupils, since it tells

how knowledge should be imparted, and does not

itself profess to teach in detail.

The main object which the writers have in view

is a laudable one. They would encourage a love of

natural history in everyone, and have lessons given

in field, moor, and on the sea-shore, rather than from

text-books only. An ounce of observation is worth

a pound of "cramming," both in present interest and

future value. Throughout the pages it is insisted

that life is not to be destroyed, nor even captivity

to be inflicted on any sentient creature for one

instant longer than is necessary for due study of it.

In " How to Observe without Destroying," Miss

Carrington tells us that " water creatures may be

retained without a trace of cruelty for a short time,"

and adds that they may be fed with small larvas.

Are we to suppose that the lives of these latter are of

less value, and form an exception to the general rule ?

Mrs. Brightwen, in the appendix, speaks of the

destruction of the coco-de-mer or double Cocoa-nut

trees. She may like to hear that steps were taken

some years since to check this wholesale devastation

of a valuable species.

On the whole, this handbook of natural history

is not uninteresting, and should prove of considerable

value for the purposes for which it is intended. We
cannot all be Linnieuses, Darwins, or Hookers ; but

we can all remember the old tale of " eyes and no

eyes," and cultivate an interest in, and appreciation

of, the natural objects which are to be found in even

the (so-called) dullest neighbourhood.

THE PROMISE OF THE SEED
HARVEST.

The condition of the seed crops in the counties of

Essex, Cambridgeshire, and Lincolnshire is just now

causing a great deal of uneasiness to seed-growers

and farmers. Hot drying weather is greatly needed

and ardently wished for, but instead thereof there

comes drenching heavy rains, high winds, and severe

thunderstorms.

^'
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Peas.—In many parts the corn cropi are much

beaten down, and in the Pea-growing district! weedi

hare grown freely in spite of all efTorti to keep them

ander, and there i> great danger of many of the

earlier-formed pod« rotting completely. Earlier in

the aeason the Pea cropa were moat promiaing, but

the conditiona some time aince changed for the

worat; and, aa above stated, the growth of weeds

haa choked the main crop and late rarietiea, and

conaiderable concern ia being abown on the part of

growers. All the varieties, early and late, have made

a free growth, and this adda to the danger to be

feared from rot. There can be no doubt but that

early froata chilled and impaired the conatitution of

the planta, and prevented fructification ; and during

the cold raina and cold winds of June, the bloaaoms

fell off, leaving no embryo pods behind, or if they

did, curled and abortive aeed-veasela followed.

Broad Beans.—The cropa of theae suffered from

the same conditions aa those which affected the Peas,

though in Kent and Essex the promiae ia, on the whole,

good. In the Midlanda the weather waa very hot

and dry at the time of flowering, and the bloaaoma

did not set well, and there ia scarcely a Bean-pod

on aome of the atema. Happily, there haa been a

aingnlar abaence of the " amother-fly." There will

be a better crop than laat year, but under the moat
favourable circumstances it will not be so good as it

at one time promised to be ; a showery time

invariably brings a vigorous growth, but a acarcity

of Beans.

Runner and Dioarf Beans.—In Lincolnahire, the

cropa of theae look remarkably well, but the growth
waa late, and the recent moiat weather cauaed growth
of bine rather than the formation of poda ; and aa

theae will be produced late, they will be fleahy, and
take a good deal of time in ripening. Thia is true of

the dwarf-growing as well as of the runner type*,

and only the choicest aorta of these are planted in

Lincolnshire.

Mangold Wwrzel,—Owing to the scanty harvest of

laat year, and a correaponding diminution of stocks,

largerbreadths of Mangolds than usual were put out
in Lincolnahire, and so far they look clean and
bright, with the promise of a heavy yield ; bat fine

weather—airy and bright— is badly needed to ripen
the crops.

Turnips and Stories.—Stockt of these bad become
low owing to the acarcity of last aeaaon, and
unusually large breadtha of planta were put out for

aeedf, both by farmera and growers, on contract.
The drought of the autumn killed many planta, and
the mild winter caused what remained to bloeaom
earlier than naual ; but the cold chilling weather of
May and June affected the bloom, and the absence
of aun-heat led to an attack of blight, and the effect

can be aeen in many abortive aeed-poda, and inatead
of 30 bushels per acre, there will be 20 bushels
and probably leas ; aamplea already coming in are
what are termed foxey. White Turnipa promiae to
be a better crop than Swedea ; they are affected with
blight, but not so much in the South as in the
Midlands.

Cabbages, Broccoli, #c.—All the cropa of Braaaicaa
are full of inaect-life, and grow badly ; it ia expected
the yield of Cabbage aeed will be amall. Broccolis
bloom later, but the crop cannot be a heavy one

;

and the promise of the aeed-yield of Savoya, Kalea
and Brussels Sprouts is by no means reassuring.
Mustard.—l,&tge breadths of Mustard are to be

seen in Lincolnshire, both brown and white at
present; the ripening seed-pods look plump and
bright, but fine weather ia needed. Carrota are
promiaing well ; aome breadtha of selected Altrin-
cham and St. Valery Intermediate being grown by
Messrs. W. W. Johnaon & Son promiae exceedingly
well, being in full bloom. Carrot aeeda are aown in
July and August, the roots are pitted, and all
selected ones planted in the spring to produce seed.

7fa;)c.—Rape promises well ; the seeds are sown
in late summer and autumn ; seeds saved from a
maiden crop are preferred, though some feed off
before the plants are allowed to seed.

Pototos.—The Potato crop has made a vigorous
growth, and in the Potato-growing district of Kirton,

near Boston, where Myatt's Ashleaf is largely grown

for market, the crop is being dug while the haalm ia

quite green—the result of a second growth, the first

having been cut down by frost. In breadtha of main

crop varietiea there are aymptoma of diaease, and the

Bordeaux Mixture ia being applied. The early types

of Potatoa, which are mostly grown in Lincolnshire,

are turning out light, owing to the spring frosts.

Parsley.—The principal variety grown in Lincoln-

shire is the Ever Green Moss Carled, and that at the

present time is most promiaing.

Cress. — Creaa ia grown for aeed mainly in

Cambridgeahire, though aome breadtha are to be

leen in Lincolnahire, both curled and plain, and both

are looking well.

Radish.—The crops of this salad-plant are alao

quite promiaing.

Onion.—The culture of the Onion for seed ia

almoat entirely confined to Bedfordahire, and very

few breadtha appear to be grown thia aeaaon for thia

purpoae.

Parsnip. — Thia popular vegetable ia being

aparingly grown for aeed thia aeason, owing to the

difficulty of procuring stock to plant for the purpoae.

The popular Paranip in thia diatrict ia Sutton's

Magnum Bonum, which may be appropriately

deacribed aa an improved Student, Pisum.

ahowa what can be done by a akilled cultivator. In

private Mr. Kirk ia held in much eateem by hia

neighbonra in Alloa, and by horticnlturiats all over

Scotland.

MR. ALEXANDER KIRK.
We are enabled, through the courtesy of the

Editor of the Scotsman, to give a portrait of Mr,
Alexander Kirk, gardener to Mr. John Thomson

MR. ALEXANDER KIBK.

WiNNEB ^OF THK NeiLL PRIZE IN HORTICULTURE.

(See also Gardinerf Chronicle JuIySl.p. 74.)

Paton, Norwood, Alloa, who was lately awarded by
the Council of the Royal Caledonian Horticultnral

Society the Neill prize in horticulture, given every

second year to " a distinguished Scottish botanist or

cultivator." Mr. Kirk, who is a native of Newton-
Stewart, served his apprenticeship aa a gardener

at Cumloden, in the time of the late Earl of

Galloway. Afterwards, he had in turn charge
of the gardena at Bargaly, the reaidence of

the late Mr. M'Kie, M.P. for the Stewartry,

and of thoae at Ernespie, Castle-Douglaa. Fifteen

or aixteen years ago he became gardener to

Mr. Thomson Paton, and both at home and over the

Border he has maintained, with bis exhibits at many
first-class shows, the high traditions of Scottish hor-

ticulture. Something like 400 first awards have
fallen to his lot for exhibits of fruit, flowers, and
plants—some of these having been secured at Inter-

national shows at Eiiinburgh and the Crystal Palace
in strong competitions. Norwood Gardens in the

hands of Mr. Kirk, have long maintained a wide
reputation, not only for the neat and effective manner
in which they are kept, but for the cultural excel-

lence of the plants grown in them ; and though the

vineries, as things go nowadays, are not extensive,

the splendid quality of the Grapes grown in them

POTATO DISEASE.
The Board of Agriculture think it deairable to give further

publicity to the methods which the various experimenta

recently reported upon iu the Papera [C. 6647 and 0. 7138], laid

before Parliament in 1892 and 1893, indicate as likely to be

useful in checking the spread of Potato disease.

Description of the Fungus (Phytophthora intestans),
—The fungus which causes this Potato disease belongs to the
family designated Peronosporeie, and is recognised specifically

as Phytophthora infestans. It attacks the Potato plants by
means of conidia, or microscopic spores, conveyed either by the
wind, by insects, dogs, rabbits, bares, foxes, and by human
bsings, or by means of spores from the mycelia, or vegetative
centres, generated within the growing plants, and coming ftom
infected tubers. In very dry summers, like that of 1893, there
is, as a rule, but little disease. On the other hand, it haa
been observed that the fungus has made rapid progress in a
night temperature of from 47° to 50° Fahr. and a day tempe-
rature ranging b-^tween 57° and 59° Fahr. Generally speaking,
it may be saia that the Potato-disease is generated, and causes
more or less serious injury, in warm, showery weather, especi-
ally after electrical disturbances, and makes its appearance
between June 25 and the beginning of August.
The first indications of the disea&e to casual observers are

brown spots on the upper surfaces of the leaves. These are
caused by the action of the spores of the fungus which have
penetrated the under-aurfaces of the leaves and set up an
unhealthy action throughout the leaf structure. On these
under-surfaces, congeries, or groups, of white silky threads
have been formed, from which spores are rapidly generated
and distributed by the wind, or other agencies, to infect

other Potato-plants. It is therefore most important to pre-
vent, if possible, the spores from germinating. If this cannot
be done, steps should be taken to arrest their progress, to
prevent them from forming vegetative-centres from which
countless quantities of spores may be generated, as well as the
root-like hyphee which, by permeating the leaf tissues and
stalks, cause premature decay, and finally descend to the
tubera, making them unsound.

Means of Prevention and Remedies.
A review of numerous experiments carried out during (he

last few years in Great Britain and Ireland, and in many
foreign countries, makes it clear that the treatment of the
plants with compositions of sulphate of copper and lime haa
been employed preventively with satisfactory results in most
cases, in se isons of disease ; but the treatment has not an un-
broken record of success, and in a few instances the application
of these compositions to Potato plants has even appeared to
have an injurious tffect upon the yield.

On the whole, however, there is ample evidence to prove that
Potato plants dressed with sulphate of copper compositions offer

much more resistance to the attacks of the Potato disease
fungus than plants not so treated. It has al&o been demon-
stratfid that when Potato plants have been attacked by this
fungus, the treatment with sulphate of copper compositions
baa proved remedial in a considerable degree, and has in many
instances arrested the progress of the disease.

M. Girard—the greatest authority upon this subject—observes
that it is most imprudent to wait until disease has appearel
before the sulphate of copper compositions are applied, because
the fungus spreads with such rapidity in favourable circum-
stances, that the cultivators have not time to organise and carry
cut defensive measures. Treatment should be adopted as a
means of prevention, even if there may not be actual disease.
In short, treatment is insurance against disease ; but it must
be remembered that the results, both preventive and remedial,
depend in a very great degree upon the time and manner of
application, aa welt as the nature, preparation, and distribution
of the compositions.

Compositions.
The most commonly adopted composition consists of 20 lb. of

sulphate of copper, 10 lb. of lime, and 100 gallons of water.
This has been found strong enough for all purposes, and doea

not injure the foliage if it is properly and evenly distributed,
and not applied to very young plants.

A weaker composition is sometimes used, made of 15 lb. of
sulphate of copper, 7^ lb. of lime, and 100 gallons of water.
This is prelerred by some experimenters, especially for

Potato-plants whose leaves are young and tender. In experi-
ments in Ireland last year, it was found that this composition
was not 60 effective for treating Champion Potatos. whose
leafage is coarse, as that made with 3 per cent, of sulphate of
copper.

Another compositiou is advocated by M. Girard, consisting
of 20 lb, of sulphate of copper, 20 lb. of lime, 20 lb. of molasses,
and 100 gallons of water.
The superior advantages of this composition have not been

seen in this country, but in wet seasons the molasses would
probably make the sulphate of copper adhere better to the
leaves.

Preparation of the Compositions.
The sulphate of copper should be pure. Ordinary commercial

sulphate of copper contains a large percentage of sulphate of
iron, which diminishes the action of the sulphate of copper,
and makes the composition of a dirty-green colour.
The lime must be of the best quality, well burnt and

unslaked.
The sulphate of copper, roughly pounded, should be dis-

solved in cold water in a wooden or copper vessel. A good
plan is to put it in a coarse canvas or sacking bag, and
let this hang over the side of the vessel in the water.
The lime must be slaked with cold water in a separate vessel,

and the mixture, when cold, poured into the vessel containing
the sulphate of copper, and passed through a fine sieve to keep
back grit and otlier particles. The whole f>liould then be well
stirred. A bright blue li(juid is the result if properly made.

Ttie tubs, pails, and other vessels in which sulphate of
copper compositions, which aie poisonous, have been put must
not be used for feeding animals.

Distribution.
On small areas, distribution may be effected by knapsack

machines holding about 3 gallons. There are several kinds of
these obtainable at moderate prices. A man can spray from
one-third to half an acre per day with a machine of this kind.

O
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Upon large acreages of Potalos a horse-machine would be

required. With this from 8 to 12 acres can bo sprayed per

The quantity of dressing applied usually varies between

110 and 160 gallons per acre. ..-.,.
Care must be observed to ensure regular distribution tiy

means of fine spray-nozzles attached to the machines, which

can be easily adjusted in diff.-rent directions to cover evenly

the upper and under surfaces of the leaves. Though opinion

is sharply divided as to the necessity of spraying the under-

surlaces of the leaves, it is certain (hat the disease is first

generated there, and it would seem to be even more important

to apply prevent.ve meaauies to the under-suiface of the

foliage than to the upper-surface.

Cost of TREiTMENT.
It has been stated that the cort of treatment usually vanes

from 8s. 6d. to lU. per acre for each application of the 2 per

cent, of sulphate of copper composition. The composition

with the molasses costs from 10s. id. to 13s. per acre.

4, Whitehall Place, London. S.W., July, 1894.

CALOCHORTUS PLUMMER.E.
Thb illustration at fig, 21, «hows one of the

lovely formt of Calochortui exhibited by Mesars.

KEW NOTES.
IsopLExis CANAHIENSI9, formerly called Digitalis,

or the Canary Island Foxglove, is a greenhouse

hrnb of some interest. There is a plant of it in

flower in the Temperate-house at Kew, where it is

planted in a peat-bed along with Acacias and other

Australian plants. It is a shrub 3 feet high, with

stout branches clothed near the top with lanceolate

leavi>?, suggestive of the leaves of the Canary Island

Fig. 21.

—

oalochobtus plummek^ [hoht. Wallace] : lilac.

Distribution will be materially assisted by strainers fitted

into the machines, and by keeping the compositions constantly

stirred.

If the dressing has been regularly and properly distributed,

the leaves above and below should when dry be covered with
bright blue spots.

It may be necessary to spray the plants again if heavy rains

should fall and wash off the dressing.

If the disease still spreads after the treatment, it will be

desirable to revest the sfraying.

Wallace & Co., Colchester, at the last meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society under the name of

C. Plummerse. We may revert to its botanical

history on another occasion ; in the meantime, we

may commend it to the notice of growers of these

plants as one of the most robust and beautiful of its

c'a<8. The colour is of a delicate shade of lilac.

Bchiums. The flowers are borne on erect spikes

1 foot long ; they are tubular, 1 inch long, and

coloured orange-yellow, and they difl'er from the

flowers of Digitalis in having an upper and lower

lobe of equal length. There is one other species,

viz., I. sceptrum, a native of Madeira, bnt I do not

know that this is in cultivation.
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TEICHOCLiDHS GBANDIFLOEUS.

A specimen of this is now in flower in the Tem-
perate-house. It was raised from seed sent to Kew
from the Transvaal by Mr. E. Galpin in 1890, who

described it as a handsome tree, 15 to 20 feet high,

with white flowers produced in September, the fruit

ripening in May. It grows at an altitude of 4000

feet in the wooded ravines of Moodies, near Bar-

berton. The Kew plant is 10 feet high, freely

branched, with ovate-lanceolate alternate leaves, 3 to

6 inches long, brown when young, green when

mature. The flowers are borne in short terminal

clusters on the branchlets, are composed of a short

brown tubular calyx, and six wavy strap-shaped

petals an inch long. They are similar in general

characters to those of Hamamelis arborea, to

which genus Trichocladus is closely allied. A figure

has been prepared from the Kew plant for the

Botanical Magazine. This species is a likely little

tree for subtropical latitudes.

MUTISIA ILICIFOLIA.

Under tab. GOOD of the Botanical Maganne, this

species is described as a very variable plant, the

stem being winged and spinous-toothed or wingless,

the leaves glabrous or tomentose, variously lobed,

and the number and breadth of the ray-florets

varying. The variety represented in the Botanical

Magazine difi'ers markedly from one figured in

Paxton's Magazine of Botany, and also from a third

one figured in the Garden some years ago. Still

another foim is now in flower in a cool greenhouse

at Kew. It has stems at least 15 feet long, striated,

the leaves not at all decurrent, spinous only near the

apex, the peduncle 3 inches long, and the flower-

head 3 inches across, with nine ray-florets each

\h inch long, f inch broad, and coloured pale rose
;

the stigmas are dark brown. This is said to be the

M. truncata of some authors. It has beeu in its

present quarters about six years, and although it has

always grown as rampantly as a Sweet Pea, it has

never flowered before this year. It is a native of

Chili. A plant of the gorgeous M. decurrens is now
flowering freely against the wall of the Museum,
facing the Falm-honse,

H^EMANTHUS CANDIDDS.

This is a new species, first described by Mr. Ball

in his Catalogue of New Plants for 1894, and now
flowering at Kew for the first time from bulbs im-
ported direct from Natal. It is a handsome plant, of

robust growth, with large heads of pure white flowers,

the golden-yellow of the anthers being an additional

charm. It belongs to Baker's subgenus Diacles, in

which the bulbs have thick bifarious tunics, the

leaves thick and fleshy, and the spathe-valves and
perianth segments permanently ascending. The
Kew plant has leaves 5 inches wide, rounded at the
apex, glabrous above, covered beneath and on the
margin with short white hairs ; peduncle erect, stout,

10 inches long, clothed with white hairs, and sur-

mounted by a dense head over 4 inches wide of white
flowers, surrounded by reddish membraneous spathe-

valves an inch long; the flower-pedicles are half-an-

inch long, the tube a quarter of an inch, the linear

segments flve-eighths of an inch, and the stamens an
inch long. It is as striking as H. coccineus, and
likely to prove as useful.

Chindm Schimpeei.

The plant noted by me a fortnight ago (p. 63)
under the name of C. abyssinicum proves to be C.
Schimperi, Vatke, figured in Oartinflora in 1889,

p. 5G1, t. 1309, from plants cultivated in the Berlin
Botanical Garden, whence bulbs were obtained for

Kew in 1889, which are now flowering for the first

time at Kew. Both species are natives of Abyssinia,
and C. Schimperi has proved sufficiently hardy to
be grown in an unhealed frame, where it baa
made fine leaves and pushed up stout scapes bearing
white flowers as large as those of C. capense. The
bulbs supposed to be C. abyssinicum were received
from Herr Max Leichtlin, Baden-Baden, and on the
correctness of this name being questioned I wrote to
him for the history of his bulbs, His letter is

of suflicient interest to bo printed, as it records the

history of the introduction of C. Schimperi, and also

tells an interesting story of Schimper himself :

—

" CfilKnM ABYSSINICUM = C, ScHIMPEBI.

" Schimper was a native of Heidelberg, and went to

Abyssinia as a naturalist. He was kept a captive

bv King Theodore, and was liberated by the English

when they stormed Magdala. His wife was related

to the Negus Johannee, and Schimper became some-

how a sort of councillor to the Negus. He had not

ceased to be a 'loyal subject,' as they say in Eng-

land, of the Grand Duke of Baden, and, having a

family, he asked the Grand Dake to do something

for his son. The Grand Duke paid for his educa-

tion, and during several years he studied at the

Polytechnic School at Karlsrnhe. Ha gave me one

morning Acidanthera bicolor, hitherto never known
in Europe. Old Schimper, to show his gratitude to

the Grand Dake, collected a large quantity of roots

in Abyssinia, and sent them on to Karlsruhe. It

was a large cask, full of rotten material on arrival at

Karlsruhe, but the Grand Duke's Court gardener,

M. Meyer, a very intelligent man, tried to save

whatever he could. Kniphofla comosa, K. Leichtlini,

and Crinum abyssinicum, were among the saved.

As both Meyers, father and son, are dead, I cannot

ascertain if a label of Schimper with the respective

indication was found in this sending, or whether

Professor Seubert, the then Director of the garden,

had given it a provisional name ! In fact, I got the

plant as Hypoxis abyssinica from there, but it was

obvious that it could not be a Hypoxis. This is all

I know about the plant sent you as C. abyssinicum."

W. W., Kew.

BUEFORD, DORKING.
SiB Tkevob Lawsekce's pretty gardens never, per-

haps, looked better than at the present time, the

recent rains having caused an unusual luxuriance of

growth and profusion of flowers on the many beau-

tiful p'aats here cultivated in the open ground.

Most remarkable are the great masses of Crinum
Powelli and C. Moorei, which are furnished with

scores of stately heads of large pink-and-white

flowers. Then we come to a large bed of Crozy's

flowering Cannas, with superb colours in yellow,

red, crimson selfs, and in spotted varieties of

the same colours. L=>moine's Gladioli, too, are

extremely beautiful ; and the Urge beds of

Montbretias, left undisturbed all the winter,

masses of bloom. Rises and other favourite

flowers are in profusion ; and among the most

cherished plants in the alpine garden are some pretty

little species of Dianthus, brought home by Sir

Trevor from the Tyrol ; and a pretty dwarf and
bujhy rose-c floured Ejilobiam, collected at the base

of the glacier on the Slelvio Pais. Bat in this small

estate, nestling beneath B)X Hill, is a feature which
would please many, as much as the showy and
interesting flower-garden, viz., the long winding
walks in the dense wood, stretching to the foot of

the hill, and which, for solitude and natural sylvan

scenery untampered with, is on a level with any spot

of similar extent in this country.

In the greenhouses, the tuberous Begonias are

making a great show ; the orange-red coloured

Streptosolen Jamesoni is covering a wall with its

richly-coloured blooms ; Nemesia strumosa is

brighter and better than in the beds outdoors ; the

fine blue Exacum macranthum, and the delightfully

fragrant E. affiae are covered with flowers, and with

them a flower of a similar class with lavender-blue

flowers with white and purple eye. Eastomaexaltata

is proving itself well worthy of cultivation; the

pretty violet Saintpaulia ionantha and the pink

Cienkowskia Kirkii are also among the most striking

of the many pretty and uncommon things here to be

found.

It is too commonly supposed that these are

allowed to over-ride all other subjects at Burford.

Such is not the case, for in the gardens, under the

care of Mr. W. Biin, the gardener, all good new
things find a place, and get quite as much care

bestowed on them as the Orchids at the hands of

Mr. W. H. White, the custodian of the latter.

The Orchids.

Taking a comprehensive view of the collection of

Orchids at Burford, several salient features present

themselves. The first is the extraordinary number

cf species included in it, and the consequently large

number of plants to be met with there, which are

not seen in other gardens. The second is the

remarkably good condition of this great and varied

collection of plants, and the number of things there

found, which are usually deemed mere botanical

curiosities, but which, when well-grown, and in a

manner suitable to displaying their charms, are here

redeemed from that reproach, if reproach it be. Be-

yond these peculiarities the visitor will not fail to

note some things which are what is commonly called

"growing like weeds," but which are to be found

nowhere else in tolerable condition for any length of

time. Among these a fine example is the great

quantity of Habenaria militaris in the Phalsnopsis-

house, which have been propagated at Burford from

a small stock, and which are now about to produce a

grand display of carmine-vermilion flowers above

their beautifully painted foliage, scarcely a plant

among them failing to bloom. Doing equally well

are the plants of that still more difficult subject,

H. carnea, and H. Susanna, and another fine

species are also thoroughly at home, and about

to flower. In the same house are some fine

specimens of Cattleya crocata, Rchb. f., with several

spikes of pure white flowers, with orange throat, the

spikes bearing three flowers. Also a beautiful

example of C. crocata rosea, with pink and orange

flowers. Probably a better descriptive name for this

fine plant would be C. eldorado crocata, but in the

larger growth of the plant, the larger flowers and

the greater number in an inflorescence, there was

reasonable excuse for separating it. Compared with

ordinary C. eldorado and its white variety, Wallisii,

this strain is immeasurably superior. Other beau-

tiful plants in bloom were the fine blue Aganisia

ccerulea, the pretty A, ionoptera, Luisia Amesiana

and L. volucris, two of the most extraordinary of

the singular genus, illustrated in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, July 8, 1893.

Another instance of unchecked success is to be

found in the Masdevallia-house, which we have never

yet visited without finding it more or less gay with

flowers borne on vigorous plants. Besides the showy
species in flower, are always a number of singular

plants. Among the most curious at the present time

is Masdevallia muscosa, with its slender mossy flower-

stem, and sensitive lip, which closes like a trap on

being touched. Other neat-habited and beautiful

species in bloom were M. x Gelengiana, M. astuta,

M. peristeria, M. Roezlii, M. calura, M. Reichen-

bachiana, M. Rolfeana, M. platyglossa, M. campylo-

glossa, M. demissa, M. tridactylites, M. Wagneri,

Pleurothallis macroblepharis, P. picta, and P. rhom-

bipetalum, a curious species with Restrepia - like

flowers.

In the large warm-house, a very large and valuable

collection of Cirrhopetalums and Bulbophyllums are

suspended overhead, the curious B. barbigerum, with

feather- like motile lip, being one of the most

singular ; B. exaltatum is also a curious species, with

spotted and fringed flowers. In this house, Eucharis

grandiflora thrives and flowers well, planted beside

the walk; and at one end, the collection of Cypri-

pediums of the C. bellatulum section is in remark-

able health. Also in flower were Dendrobium Ben-
soniiB, D. X rhodostoma, Cycnoches chlorochilon, C.

Egertonianum, Thunia alba, and other species.

In the next intermediate-house, a fine pure white

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, good C. Dowiana, the

rare Miltonia Schroderiana, Trichopilia Galeottiana,

Lxlia Digbyana. L. x Amanda, Trichocentrons,

Stanhopeas, and other species are in flower or bud ;

and in this house the beautiful scarlet Epiphro-

nitis X Veitchii and Sophro-Cattleya X Bateman-
iana are thriving and being propagated as quickly as

their alow growth will permit.

The next large house contains a fine cot-

lection of Sobralias ; aad with them a rare
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EUeanthns, which ig mnch like a Sobralia

in growth. The giant Sobralia Cattleya; which
none eucceeds in SoiireriDg, ia turned into the

open garden to see what can be effected by that

treatment. Iq flower are Sobralia xantholeuca, S.

macrantha, S. VVarscewiczii, and a species allied Co

it, but with carmlae-crimson flowers ; and other

species are well advanced ia bud. In one corner,

Epidendrum X O'Brienianam is sending forth its

beautiful heads of reddish - crimson Sowers, and
the singular Ccelogyne sulpburea and Oncidiutn

varicojum are blooming strongly.

In the large Cattleya-house, the show of the

varieties of C. labiata being almost over, there

remain in bloom but some C. Mendeli and C. Gas-

kelliana; with them are a very fine variety of the

pretty C. Rex, a good specimen of the wholly yellow

Lselia xanthina agraphis ; some Vandas, among
which one very fine example of V. tricolor plani-

labris bears a seed-vessel full-grown, obtained by
crossing with V. (Arachnanthe) Cathcarti, which
should produce something extraordinary. Ccelogyne

Sinderiana and other Ccelogynes have here been

flowering profusely. In this house the large plants

are placed on revolving iron standr, for which

matocarpum, and other species, Lycastes, &c., in

bloom.

In the little lobby, where the species of Lisso-

chilus and Eulophias are grown, the pretty rose-

lipped Polystachya Lawrenceana, a new species from
Eastern Africa, has many flowers ; and other Polys-
tachyas are sending np spikes, and in every part of

these gardens new objects of interest are continually

appearing, J. O'B

Societies.
BOYAL HORXICULTXTBAL.

Scientific Committee.
July 24.— Present: Dr. M. T. Masters, in the

chair; Dr. Morris, Mr. Blandford, and Rev. G.
Ilenslow, Hon. Sec.

Photographs.—Dt. Masters, on behalf of Mr. Nichol-
son, exhibited photos of the " Lily pond" at Trelissick,
Truro, on the property of C. D. Gilbert, Esq., showing
great quantities of Richardia ajthiopica bordering a
pond, together with Nuphar. Large clumps of Gunnera
manicata and a fringe of tall-growing Primula japonica
occur on the higher ground. Another view illustrated
fine masses of Benthamia fragifera in flower.

FlO. 22.—SECTION THRODGII A FLOWER OF A MONSTEOUS PPrPV, SnOWINfi AXTLLARY PROLIFICATION.

the idea was taken from those in the late Mr.
Hardy's collection, and which have been improved
on by Sir Trevor Lawrence, who succeeded in getting

Messrs. Stone & Tamer of Dorking to make them at

a reasonable rate. Tneir use would save the life of

many a large specimen, which would otherwise

perish, in whole or ia part, from being grown under
the shade of other plants, without its position being

changed, as it can be daily with ease by using the

revolving stand.

The AtJrides, &c., in the East-Indian House are in

capital condition, and the Calanthes in them putting

on very stout growths. Many species of Aii rides,

Angrxcum, and Saccolabium are sending out flowers,

and in bloom are Aerides suavissimum, Angr^cum
Scottianum, many Oncidium Krameri, &e.

In the stove- house the gigantic Grammatophyllum
speciosum assumes larger proportions every year, but

as yet has not flowered. In the various small houses

the work of raising plants by strange crosses which
promise some remarkable novelties is being actively

carried out. One of the finest now in flower is the

Burford Cypripedium X Lawrebel, and in the same
house the rare Pachystoma Thompsonii is in

bloom.

In the cool-houses are many Olontoglossum,

Oncidium macranthum, the rich orange-lipped O.

Loxense, Disa grandiflora, some large white Maxil-

laria venusta, M. grandiflora, the pretty M. Hubschii,

M. Amesiana, Nanodes Medusa, Epidendrum pris-

Carnation Sports.— We also showed several varie-

ties of colours in Carnations (flaked, self, &c.), the

flowers having been all gathered from one and the

same seedling plant.

Popjiy, Monstrous,—He also showed a drawing by
Mr. G. W. Smith, of a field Poppy (fig. 22), in

which two normal flowers-buds had issued from

the axils ot opposite petals (axillary prolification).

J^ine Diseased.—He also showed a fragment of

a bunch on which the whole of the flowers

were aggregated into minute woolly balls. The
petals remain closed, but without having any stamens
or pistil within them. The hairs (ribbon-like and
twisted, resembling cotton-hair) grow mainly from
the margins of the petals. It is known to be

caused by a Phjtoptus ; but as the insect or fungus

is not always present, Mr. Henslow observed that

it may be the result of atrophy of the essential

organs, accompanied by an excess of hair as a

compensatory process, according to a theory of

M. Mer.
Gentiana acaulis, Diseased.—Br. Morris exhibited

a specimen, and obseived that if it be sprayed with

Goody's fluid at an early period, the fungus may be

kept in check ; but large masses must be burnt if

they be badly attacked, as the disease is due to

Puccinia Gentianse, and if the plant be not destroyed,

the resting spores will get into the soil and repro-

duce the disease in the following year.

Products of the Banana.— Dr. Morris also exhibited

a collection of various products obtained from the

Banana, exhibited by the " Stanley Syndicate," at the
Universal Exhibition at Antwerp, 1894, [Mr. Stanley

had called attention to the great value of this fruit

in his In Darkest Africa, and the investigation
was carried out by Mr. Hartogh, engineer at
Amsterdam, to discover for what uses the Banana
was available. Its chief value lies in the great
quantity of starch (80 per cent, of the dried
pulp), hence it proved to be a very good source
of spirit, as "the quality of the alcohol may be
considered good." It was also found to be especially
available for the manufacture of glucose, while the
meal mixed with one-third ordinary Wheat-flour
makes a very nourishing material for bread, cakes,
&c. Among other nies, gruel, puddings, marmalade,
syrup, &c., may be mentioned ; while the dried peel,
and flour of the peel, would be useful for fattening
pigs. Lastly, the fibre can be used for paper and
string. Persons desiring to have more ample infor-
mation, or who would like to take part in the pro-
ceedings of the Stanley Syndicate, can address them-
selves to the latter. Avenue Copes, 24, The Hague,

Home Correspondence.

PUCCINIA RIBI8, D.C.—The Kev. Dr. Keith of
Forres has met with this fungus in the north of
Scotland. It occurred upon the foliage of Currant
bushes in the garden of the Manse, at Dallas, where
its presence had been noticed for several years,

although its true affinities were unrecognised until
Dr. Keith examined it in the earlier part of July of
the present year. The species is interesting as being
one to which an j'Ecldium {jE. grossularise) has by
some writers been afiiliated on the ground of host-
plant affinity. This association is now known to be
incorrect, in the same way as the association of
j^Icidinm leucospermnm and Puccinia fusca on
Anemone nemorosa. This is also purely imaginative,
as has recently been demonstrated by Mr. Soppitt.

P. ribis is a micro-puccinia, having no uredospores,
and is easily recognised by its dark brown sori being
seated on distinct yellow spots on the leaves of the
affected plants. It was first described by De Can-
dolle in his Flore Fran^aise, vol. ii., p. 221. It never
occurs on the Gooseberry foliage, nor is it connected
with the iEeidinm on black Currant, which the Rsv.
Canon Du Port first detected on the Norfolk Broads
a few years ago, and which is an heteroecions species.

Charles B. Plowright, M.D., King's Lynn, July 25.

LILIUM H0R8MANNI.—I think a few remarks aa
to the history of naming this Lily are necessary,

after Mr. Wilson's letter in your issue of July 14,

It first flowered here in 1878, when the late Mr.
Fred Ilorsman was associated with the New Plant
and Bulb Co. (a very few bulbs having been imported
direct from Japan), and was named after him. It ia

described in their Catalogue for 1879, and also

named and described In Dr. Wallace's Notes on Lilies,

p. IGl, 2ad edition, published 1879. I do not know
at what date Mr. Wilson received his Lilium Thun-
bergianum cruentum, but a plant of that name was cer-

tificated by the Koyal Horticultural Society in 1882.

If this be the same plant as the L. Horsmanni,
shown by me on July 10 last, surely priority of name
belongs to the late Mr. Horsman. It has always
been a very scarce Lily with ns, and until quite

recently we have had no stock, only an occasional

etragsler appearing amongst our importations.
liohi. W. Wallace,

PEAS FOR MARKET.—A Weat Middlesex market
gardener informed me a few days ago, that good Peas
were selling in the London markets at one shilling

per bushel, and it was difficult to effect a sale at that

low price. Considering that about sixpence per

bushel is paid for picking, saying nothing about
culture and cartage, the profit from the transaction

is a microscopical fone. It is the early crop which
pays, as when the glut comes the market is over-

stocked. My informant had this season been grow-

ing Improved Sangster's No. 1 for an early crop,

sown soon after Christmas ; a good hardy Pea, but

to use the words of the grower, not so good a
stock as could be bought twenty years ago. For the

future it will be discarded, and Eclipse, an early

round blue variety, substituted for it. The latter is

not quite so hardy as Sangster's, but when sown

early in February it turns in as quickly, and is better

in several respects. I do not know who introduced

Eclipse, but it is undoubtedly an excellent early variety

both for market and garden purposes. For a late

crop, my informant grows Dr. Maclean, Prince of

Wales, and Yorkshire, but the former is preferred.

It is necessary to sow these in March, otherwise, if

later sown, the haulm is attacked by mildew, and the

crop lost. Dr. Maclean is thus the favourite variety
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for a late crop. It i< a melancholy fact, that while

the grower can scarcely recoup himself the expense in

growing Peas, the consumer in the suburbs of London
has to pay a high price for them, and then not

always fresh. This is the fault of our present

system of distribution, but how it is to be altered is

B question hard to be answered. The suburban
greengrocer has to fetch his goods from London in

most instances, and then be at the expense of

•ending them to his customers. R, D.

THE SPLITTINQ OF MELONS.—It is with the

smooth and the more tender-skinned varieties of

Melons that the eril of splitting is most prevalent,

although sometimes netted sorts are badly split. It

is nnfortunatelr the most promising fruits just on
the point of changing colour that split. What the

cause is, is enshrouded in doubt. Some gardeners

seem to put the whole blame on insufScient ventila-

tion at that time, and by attending well to this

important item Melons may be altogether prevented

from splitting. But that this is the sole reason I

am doubtful about. Other gardeners have told me
dryness at the roots is a preventive ; others cat the

fruits when approaching ripeness, and ripen in a

dry warm room. That a Melon should be ripened

in a dry and warm and well-ventilated structure to

induce good flavour we all know, but to cut fruit

several days before they are ready for coniumption,

or ripen them on the plants in dust- dry soil, can
never ensure the flavour being good. The worst

case of splitting that has come to my notice was a

house in which the plants were planted in a bed of

loam 3 inches thick, tightly rammed ; the plants

were well cropped, and the fruits of good size ; the

house was well ventilated, and a small amount of air

left on all night, with comfortable warmth in the

pipes. These fruits split badly. For my own part

I am more inclined to the belief that from some
cause or other the skins get tight from a slight

check, and will not expand. It may be that by
chance the soil about the roots has got too dry

about the time the seeds form, or the hot-water pipes

have been kept too warm when the sun was shining,

0 at to canse a parching air in the house. Or it

may be the fruits were chilled, and the skins thereby
rendered inelastic. Something, indeed, ' more than
insufficiency of ventilation ; moreover, I am very
tare that dryness at the roots does not prevent
splitting, nor half severing the stem behind the fruit.

To obtain the best results with Melons the plants

should be kept duly supplied ;With moisture at the
roots all the time, gradually reducing moisture in

the bed when the fruits are about to ripen, when
also the air of the house should be kept drier.

H. Markham, Mereworth Castle,

RIPE PEACHES OUT-OF-OOORS FROM JUNE TO
OCTOBER.—In the southern, western, and eastern
counties of England, Wales, and Ireland, and in the
southern counties of Scotland, with good cultivation

and suitable walls, a regular succession of ripe

Peaches of excellent quality is easily to be secured
from trees growing in the open air from the begin-
ning of the last week in June to October, [If yon
could always get the wood matured. Ed ] This is

to be accomplished by selecting healthy trees of
Alexander, Waterloo, Amsden, and Hale's Early, and
planting one tree of each of the three first-mentioned
varieties on walls having south, west, and east

aspects, giving south and west aspects to Hale's
Early. One tree in each position. The varieties

indicated and thus planted, will yield a good succes-
sion of ripe Peaches in ordinary summers from the
end of June to the middle of August. From this date
trees of Early Grosse Mignonne, Dymond, Crawford's
Early, Crimson Gallande, Bellegarde, Grosse Mig-
nonne, Royal George, Prince of Wales, Violet Hiitive,

Harrington, and Sea Eagle, will continue the supply
as far into the autumn as good Peaches can be
obtained out-of-doors in ordinarily good summer
and autumn weather. Salway is a still later variety
than Sea Eagle, and in some seasons—as was the
case last year—it ripens its fruit satisfactorily

enough ; the fruit, when well ripened, being large

and sufl'used with a rich golden colour. This year
we commenced picking ripe fruits of Alexander from
a tree on a south wall on June 23, being a few days
earlier than Waterloo on the same wall, trees of
Alexander from a tree on a west wall continuing the
out-door supply, and we are now, July 23. gathering
good-sized highly-coloured fine-flavoured fruit of
Amsden from a tree on a south wall. The above
supplies were and are being obtained concurrently
with supplies yielded by trees under glass of some of

the varieties named above. To be rewarded with
success it is important that, to begin with, good
healthy young trees be obtained, these should be

planted in properly-prepared holes, i.e., made of a good
size, given ample drainage, and good sound loamy soil

to grow in, and they should be kept well supplied

with moisture at the roots during the growing season

and the foliage kept clean. In addition to these cul-

tural iDJ unctions the fruit should be thinned out to

about nine inches from one another everv way on
the trees when a good set is obtained. H. W. Ward.

VERBASCUM AND SHIRLEY POPPIES.—Excellent
effect is obtained in the recesses in the front of a

shrubbery, on banks and other places, by growing
together Yerbascum thapsus and Shirley Poppies.

The former, planted somewhat thinly in the autumn
or early spring, the seeds of the latter sown in all

space between them during the months of February
and March. Verbascum Chaixii would show as good
efi'ect, though it is not so tall and stately a species as

our native Shepherd's Club; but for fine effect,

Verbascum olympicum would prove more showy in

such associations. Needless to say, the distinct

white woolly leaves, bold spikes, with yellow flowers

of the Mulleins, not only give contrast in the matter
of colour—they also break the monotonous evenness
of beds of these Poppies, and prove excellent supports

for them when full grown and heavy-headed. These
Verbascums are biennials, and need to be sown a
year before they are fit for the above-named purposes.
William Earlcy.

VINE-LEAVES CLUBBINQ.—It may interest your
readers to hear of the use of sulphate of iron in the

cure of clubbing of Vine-foliage being corroborated.

Last year one of my Vines had it to a great extent,

along with the characteristic spots on the bark. I

shortened it down in the autumn, washed the stem
with a solution of the sulphate, 1 oz. to the pint

of water, and this year it shows no trace of the
disease. B. Pijfard. [Browning, " Brunure," due to a

slime fungu», Myxomjcate. Ed]

TRANSPLANTED DWARF KIDNEY BEANS FOR
EARLY CROPPING.—Sach a decided advantage is

obtained from plants of Dwarf Kidney or French
Beans, sown in boxes betimes, and subsequently
transplanted out-of-doors, over seeds sown in tha
open ground, that the wonder is the practice is not
universal ; any way, it is worth making a note of.

Seeds so sown about April 10, and when well up and
the plants are strong, duly hardened and transplanted
on to sheltered borders, give excellent crops a fort-

night or three weeks before ordinary outdoor sow-
ings. Taking this particular season as an illustra-

tion: I sowed the seeds in the bed of my Tomato-
house, beside the Tomato plantf , at the above date,

transplanted them thence direct to the open grouad
on May 4. Protected them (happily with shrub
branches) on the night of May 21, and as a result,

had a good gathering on July 15. Whereas, such as
were earliest sown in the open ground are only now
flowering, July 23. Properly treated, being planted
out more thinly than when sown in rows, these
Dwarf Beans succeed best when so transplanted.
William Earlei/.

DO LEAVES ABSORB MOISTURE?—Noting in the
" Answers to Correspondents," in your issue of the
21st nit., the foregoing interesting physiological

matter, I have been induced to test it in a simple
way—by immersing a large Cabbage, which, having
been cut for use four or five days previously, had
assumed a wilted and a yellowish colour in the
exterior leaves (all but its base and stem), in a
bucket of water, for about twelve hours, when it

resumed a vitality and crispness almost equal to that
at the time of its severance from the roots, thus con-
clusively proving that such structural leaves as the
Brassica family do absorb moisture through their

itomata. I have not as yet tested Holly leaves in

a similar manner, but apprehend it would prove a
much more difficult problem to solve, at leaet, so
far as time and observation would be involved.
W. G., Birmingham, [The point is, do leaves in the
natural state absorb water ? We all know that they
do so under circumstances such as our correspondent
mentions. Ed

]

YOUNQ STANDARD FRUIT TREES.—Although
at this season work is very pressing in the fruit-

garden, if time will admit of its being done, it

repays the labour of the gardener to regulate the
growths on the above, which, if hard pruned in the
winter, make large quantities of young wood some-
times, many of which are useless in building up a
crown, and must be removed next winter. If these
shoots are now spurred back to within a few buds
at the base, those remaining intact to form the
leading shoots, will grow strong and mature tho-
roDgh'y. A young tree with four stout shoots left

at the winter's pruning should have two new ones
left on each, making eight from which to select

next winter. Again, it will occur that a shoot or

shoots will take the lead, and weaken the others ;

and each strong shoot must be stopped by having
the tips cut off, thus allowing the weaker shoots

to make faster progress. The fastenings of young
trees should be examined about this date, loosening
them if likely to cut into the rind. Arti-
ficial watering will not be needed by these young
trees this season, nor will mulching, except on the
lighest class of soils. H. Markham, Mereworth Castle.

THE POTATO DISEASE AND LIGHTNINQ.—I have
watched very closely the Potato crops hereabouts for

the first appearance of the disease. On Saturday
morning, July 28, there was no trace whatever of

the disease to be found, and on inquiry I could find

that no disease had been detected hereabout ; but on
Sunday morning, between three and four, a very
heavy thunderstorm broke over the district, and,

later in the day, on passing my Potatos I detected

nnmistakeable signs of the disease, this being tha

first appearance (July 29). On Monday morning
I again visited my Potato-field, and found that the
disease had spread with alarming rapidity, theie

being a stretch right across the piece, as though a
wave of great heat had passed across, the leaf and
haulm being covered with black spots, and the whole
already beginning to smell very disagreeably. In
going over the crop, I found nearly all the plants to

be affected more or less. It is, however, very inter-

esting to note that the disease is most discernible

amongst Beauty of Hebrons and Eirly Puritans,

a few stray roots of Magnum Bonum standing quite

erect and green, and not in the least affected.

Immediately on noticing this quick change in the
prospects of the crop, I visited, and made enquiries

of other growers, with the same results. They bad
only just discovered the disease in their crops. In
one instance. Magnum Bonums are badly affected,

and one grower bad already commenced to lift his

Puritans, &c , having discovered that the disease

had just commenced. Probably, some of your
numerous readers can give us some further infor-

mation. For my own part, I am quite convinced
that the Potato disease is caused by lightning. E C,
Somerset. [The condition of the weather at such
times favours the growth of the fungus. Ed ]

THE FLOWER-BEDS IN HYDE
PARK.

I.—What charming well-selected varieties of bed-

ding-plants are employed in filling the beds that are

situated between Stanhope Gite and Grosvenor

Gate, in Hyde Park I Each year the method of

planting undergoes a change. It is a critical public

whose tastes and fancies Mr. Brown, the superinten-

dent, has to study to please, and well he does it.

Having viewed the beds quite recently, I am
of opinion that for the time of year, the con-

dition of the plants was everything that could be

desired in that direction. A bed of oblong form,

near Stanhope Gate, filled with the large flower-

ing variety of the white Marguerite, and edged

with a pale blue, white-eyed Lobelia Earl of

Bsaconsfield, is a bold-looking one, and is good

as a colour arrangement. Another bed of like

shape, having a ground-work of Alternanthera

major, with dot plants of Dracssna lineata in th >

centre, D. rubra. Palms, Farfugium grande, Cent-

anrea candidissima, Lobelia Blue King, Begonia

Emperor, and Chloroph ytum elatum variegatnm

;

the whole being edged with a broad band of Anten-
naria tomentosa, has a very pretty effect. Another
oblong bed is planted there, an outer edging of

Alternanthera paronychoides anrea, then a line of

Lobelia Earl of Beaconsfield, set 1 foot apart,

followed by a band of Iresine Wallacei, and the

central space inside of these bands carpeted

with Lysimachia Nummularia folio-aarea, and in

which plants of seedling tuberous- rooted Begonias

and Grevillea robusta are thinly planted, the effect

of the whole being pleasing. A circular bed, hard

by Grosvenor Gate, is planted with plants about

2 feet high, of Arancaria excelsa, Begonia', Chloro-

phytum elatum variegatnm, on a ground-work of

Herniaria glabra, edged with Alternanthera mnj >r
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aurea, forming a striking contrail to the neighbour-

ing beds. Some of the beds are filled with

Fansiea, and others with etandarde of Heliotrope,

Roi de Noirs, Fuchsias, Nicotiana afJinis, the plants

being set on a carpet of Dochess of Fife Pansy, &c.,

and edged with suitable plants. Only one bed of

the " carpet pattern " was observed, and that was an

excellent example of the kind, the design well

conceived, and admirably planted, H. ]V. W.

II.—Two beds of Ivj-leaved Pelargoniums, carpeted

with Viola Mrs. Turner, are doing remarkably well.

The usual beds of Hoses have been doing well, but

have been cleared out to make room for Erythrina

Crista-galli, which promise to make a good show. A
bed of pink Begonias having some dwarf standards

of Heliotrope Swanley Giant springing out of them
looks like being a feature later on. Two beds of

Sweet Peas have done remarkably well this summer,

and are now coming on with a second batch of

blooms, the dull wet weather seeming to have suited

them. Near them is a large circular bed filled with

Plumbago capensis, having some plants of Ivy-

leaved Pelargonium Abel Carriere between them
carpeted with Cineraria maritima, a new, distinct,

and pretty feature. On either side are two beds

planted with pink Pelargoniums, tuberous-rooted

Begonias, Centanrea candidissima, blue Lobelia, and

Amaranthus coidata. Two beds comprised of Acacia

lophantba, and the Golden Privet, with Begonias

semperflorens rosea and alba make a very pleasing

combination.

An attractive pair of beds is planted with crimson

Pelargoniums and Phalangium variegatum, carpeted

with the pale lavender-coloured Viola Bessie Clark
;

Begonia Charles Baltet, in a groundwork of Har-
rison's Musk edged with blue Lobelia, is also a very

good combination, as is that one consisting of

Fuchsia Empress of Germany carpeted with Viola

lilacina and dots of Lilium longifiorum, A bed of

French Cannas and Nicotiana affiois is on a fair way
to make a good sbo.v. We now come to what is a

very pretty bed, planted thus : The old Pelargonium
denticulatum, with its dark green foliage, contrasts

well with the variegated Phalangium, having a

ground-work of a cardinal - coloured Mimulus.
Fuchsia Mrs. Marshall, having a ground-work of the

Mauve Viola Will iam Neil, is a very telling bed

Next is a very pretty bed of pink Pelargonium
Titiens, with Begonia semperfiorens. Princess

Beatrice, having a carpet of Viola Holyrood.

A bed of Fuchsia Scarcity, carpeted with Viola

Ardwell Gem, a pale yellow, makes a happy combina-
tion ; Lady Stanhope Begonia, with a ground-work
of the lavender-coloured Viola, Mrs. Turner, looked

well.

Two circular beds near Grosvenor Gate, the one

with Begonia semperfiorens rubra, the other with

B. 8. After Glow, both ^of them having a ground-

work of Harrison's Musk, edged with the old Erica

carnea, make two very pretty beds. Taking a turn

back and viewing the beds on our left under the

boundary fence, we have a very pretty run of beds.

The centre one having a dark Canna Adrian Robini

and Fuchsia Earl of Beaconsfield, with a groundwork
of the Crimson Mimulus, make a pretty combmation.

It is flanked on either side with beds of Heliotrope

President Garfield, which are raised at each end by

the surface being mounded up, therefore somewhat
breaking up the »t\S line so often seen. Oa each

side of these we have two more beds treated in a

somewhat similar way by having their surface

mounded up in the centre. They are planted .with

various sorts of Bamboos, having some standard

Fuchsias between them, with Begonias and Petunias

planted under them, with a groundwork of

Alteinanthera paronychioides major. It may
hardly be said that these buds are quite an attrac-

tion. Another bed with Begonia heracleifolia and

Fuchsia Mrs. Randall, looks very well.

Oa either side of the entrance-gate at Mount
Street are two circular beds of Bsgonia Emperor,

with a carpet of Mesembryanthemum cordifolinm

variegatum, which will soon present an attractive

appearance, J, B.

JAPANESE GARDENS.
" Oh, to be back in Nikko, plucking the heavy-

odoured blossoms of the wild scarlet Azalea , almost as

big as Arum flowers, on the high bank over the path
which leads to Dai Nichi Do, or tufts of pure white

Azalea, from trees 40 feet high, in the woods be-

tween the Lake of Chiusengi and the great mountain
Nantaisan. Dai Nichi Do ! The gardens of Dai Nichi

Do and the Mangwanji monastery are the nearest

approach to a child's fairyland I ever saw.

"They are so-called Chinese gardens—Japan used

to borrow as freelv from China and Cjrea as she

borrows from the West now—and they bear exactly

the same relation to the stately pleasure-gardens of

the Howquas at Canton, or the peerless mandarin
gardens at Shanghai, as the enchanted places

of Hans Andersen do to the earthly paradises of

William Morris.
" These Chinese gardens, toy-gardens, all have a

strong family likeness—a little artificial lake of

pellucid brightness, a little artificial waterfall fit for

a naiad's fountain, both fed by a little sandy-

bottomed brook or conduit of clear spring-water,

bubbling like champagne ; a cluster of little islands

(one of them perhaps shaped like a tortoise), afford-

ing opportunities for impossibly quaint little stone

bridges), circle-backed, horseshoe backed, or fiat

slabs of portentous size, and every member of the

cluster with its little stone pagoda, its quaint daimio-

lantern, its toy-shrine, or the fantastic bits of rock

for which the Japanese pay such extravagant prices.

" On little artificial promontories will stand

Maples—plain Maples, copper Maples, variegated

Maples, all with the fine splintery leaf of Japanese

Maples, trained into whimsical shapes, though not so

whimsical as the Fir trees (Matsnji), which rival

the Box-edge peacocks and other armorial bearings

in old English baronial gardens, such as Haddon
Hall. In the garden of ' The Golden Pavilion

"

(ICinkaknji) at Kyoto I saw a Fir tree tortured into the

similitude of a junk in full sail. Where the stream

runs into the lake there will be a bed of stately

purple Irises, and built out into it on piles, or span-

ing a narrow arm as a covered bridge, a Wistaria-

arbour with blossoms 3 or 4 feet long.

"The wild Wistaria itself grows profusely at

Nikko, but its blossom is much smaller. A terrible

obstacle to get through is a Wistaria thicket,

with its tough lianas and intricate web of branches,

as we learned to our cost in striking a bee line

from the red lacquer bridge to the top of Toyama.
Wild Wistaria, wild Azalea, wild Camellia, wild

Iris, wild Lilium auratum, wild Cherry, wild Plum,
wild luridly-scarlet Japonica, make the woods and
gorges of Japan a blaza in spring; especially the

burning scarlet of the Camellias and Azaleas. Oa
a slight eminence commanding this fairy scene will

stand the pasteboard monastery for which it was
created, I say pasteboard, because Japanese

monasteries are, for the most part, made of light

wood-work and paper. And behind will be the

temple, great or small, and on different points

of vantage a pavilion, a kind of temple and belvedere

combined ; and a cha-no-ma, a sort of summer-
house for the solemn tea ceremony, which has a

semi-religious significance in Dai Nippon." From
" The Japs at Home "by Douglas Sladen, pp. 274, 275.

BEARWOOD, WOKINGHAM. THE
8EAT OF JOHN WALTER, ESQ.

Mk. Walteb, with his usual kindness, gave

permission for visitors to look through bis plea-

sure-grounds during the month of June, when

the magnificent masses of Rhododendrons and

Kalmias were at their best. It is at places

like Bearwood that the visitor realises some-

thing of the splendid decorative service the hardy

Rhododendron renders in ornamental grounds,

especially when seen as they are in such large

masses ; and it is possible to realise the pro-

found truth of the statement that " Rhodo-

dendrons are now more emphatically than ever

the pride of European gardens," It may be added

that they never fail to " elicit the highest admi-

ration of all who have any appreciation of the

symmetrical in form or the beautiful in colour." And
then the grand bushes of the Mountain Laurel

(Kalmia latifolia) were also in the height of their

beauty, and being of unusually large size they

were most attractive from their masses of bloom.

The visitor detected difl'erenceB in the foliage and in

the flowers ; the leaves vary in form and size, the
flowers in depth of tint, and particularly so in the

buds, as some of them approach scarlet in their

brilliancy. Unhappily, they did not escape the
scathing influence of the May frost, which was
severely felt at Bearwood ; and near the ground-line,

many of the tips of the y oung growths were sadly in-

jured. Kalmias do so well at Bearwood because the

position is high and dry, and like the Rhododendron
they do well in the natural soil of the place. It is some-
times said that the best situation for the Kalmia ii

one fully exposed to the sun, but at Bearwood many of

the finest examples are in partial and even consider-

able shade, and yet they flower plentifully. Whoever
devised and planted the kept grounds of Bearwood
in the first instance, no doubt knew something of the

requirements of American plants, and particularly

of the Rhododendron, Kalmia and American Azalea.

They were planted with forethought, and therein

lies one main cause of their highly successful appear-

ance. The American Azaleas were over, and they

had afi'orded a great floral spectacle during the past

weeks. Many of the fine hybrid Rhododendrons
which have been so judiciously planted on the verges

of the immense clumps of R. ponticum and its

varieties, had yet to expand some of their trnsces,

though Eome were in full bloom, and they supplied

charming and most attractive patches of colour, and
were very eflTective.

The specimen Coniferxare sofinc—tall, spreading,

and in the most robust health, that one contemplates

these giant exotics with something like awe. It

seems diflicult to realise that these gigantic orna-

mental Conifers could do better in their native

habitats. The American Oaks, with their ample
leafage, which in different varieties affords so much
diversity of character, are superb; stupendous Beech,

the giants of the arboreal fraternity, stand up tall

and strong against the everlasting sky, and probably

stood there when the domain of Bearwood formed a
part of Windsor Great Forest.

Mr. Tegg deserves the highest credit for the

admirable manner in which the grounds are kept.

The visitor can walk along miles of pathway and not

see a single weed ; and the sward is so well kept,

that scarcely a leaf could be seen lying upon its

surface. The absence of weeds in the paths is due to

the fact that if one puts in appearance, it is at

once pulled up ; salt or other weed- killers are never

employed.

In addition to the kept grounds, huge bushes of

Rhododendrons a-glow with colour in the season are

seen in some wild places, but they also are kept with

scrupulous care. One charm attaching to Bearwood

is, that the kept grounds fall away almost imper-

ceptibly into semi-wildness ; and this again to Pine

plantation and woodland, until the whole mingles

with rich pasture and waving cornfields.

The Fruit and Plant-houses and the kitchen garden

reflect the order, neatness, and excellent condition

found elsewhere. Perhaps never before did Peach

and Nectarine on walls at Bearwood show finer

crops or better growth than were seen this season.

Pears, Plums, and Cherries were equally good.

Standard and bush trees in the open, and bush fruits

were carrying excellent crops generally. The Straw-

berry plantations suffered severely from the May
frost at the cost of a considerable loss of crop.

Before such visitations the most painstaking and

intelligent gardener is powerless.

It is worth a journey of miles to see the trees of

Royal George Peach and EIruge Nectarine, each of

which fills a spacious house. The condition of the

trees is perfect, the crops of fruit large, and the

individuals very fine.

Mention should also be made of the drive from

Bearwood through the village of Arborfield to the

elevated ridges from which one looks down upon the

open valley stretching away almost to Aldershot and

Farnham, and through leafy lanes until the descent

is made through the lengthened avenue of Sequoia

gigantea which opens on to the grounds of Wellington

College. The probability entertained by Mr. Douglas,

the discoverer and describer of this gigantic Conifer,

that it would prove hardy enough for our climate, ii
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amply proved on the aandy soil which aboanda in

this portion of Berkshire. Erery specimen seems

perfect, symmetrical, and healthy. In years to come
arbaricalCurists wilt visit this arenae, and they will

rightly appreciate the public spirit of Mr. John
Walter, who planted these long lines of stately

plants— "living colnmns built by the hand of

Nature," destined in the years to come to work

"silently it maybe through centuries of time, and

dwarfing by their prodigious bulk and altitude the

giandest pillar ever raised by man." B. D.

William Hugh Gower.—We greatly regret to

hear of the death, oa Jaly 30, of this gentlemaD, in

his fifty-ninth year. Mr. Gower has been long

known and respected in the horticultural trade, and

of late years in the horticultural press also. We await

further particulars of his career.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, o£ degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1" continued for
tweoty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.

1
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Insects; G. A. Aphis Lonicerffi end A. xylostei

(Honejsackle), Aphia aceris (Sycamore), and
Chermes fagi (Beech).

Names of Plants : D. ^ M. No leaves and flowers
;

shrivelled beyond recoKnition.

—

E. M. Lathyrus

cyaneus.— W. J. D. Argemone mexicana, common
weed, belonging to the Poppy family.

—

ff. M. E,

1, Stachys betonica; 2, Hypericum hirsutnm

;

3, Campanula Trachelinm.— ff. W. 1, Zenobia
specioea ; 2, Spiraea media; 3, Clematis viticella;

4, Linaria vulgaris ; 5, Photinia serrulata ; 6, Dlc-

tamnns Fraxinella.

—

C. J. G. sends more than we
undertake to pame. ], Erigeron canadense,

naturalised ; 2. Ualinsoga parviflora, naturalised

near Kew ; 3, Crepis biennis ; 4, Cardnus acan-

thoides ; 5, Carduns arvensis ; G, Chenopodium
album ; 7, Polygonum lapatbifolinm ; 8, Cerastinm

Tulgatnm.— S. P. D. 1, Begonia Marshall!, one

of the 6rst of the R«x class ; 2. Campanula
isophylla; 3, Lilium bulbiferum ; 4 Uoya carnosa ;

5, Francoa sonchifolia; 6, Veronica spicata.

—

A. B., Haute. 1. Geranium ibericum ; 2, Geranium
silvaticnm ; 3, Thalictrum flexnosum.

—

C. H. 1,

Spirsea arieefolia ; 2, S. Lindleyana ; 3, S. callosa ;

4, Rubus odoratus ; 6, Hippopbae rhamnoides ; 6,

Cornus sanguinea fol. var.

—

J. Gibhs The leaf is

that of Bryophyllum calycinum. If you peg one
down on to the surface of the soil in yonr green-

house, and keep it moist, by covering it with a bell-

glass, you will shortly see little buds sprouting

from the margins,

—

E. 0. W. Lythrum Salicaria.
—A. A. Bromus secalinns. A weed introduced

with imported seed.

—

L. M. B. Sends one shilling

for the Gardeners' Orphan Fund, for which we
tbank him. L. M. B. is evidently a man of well-

regulated mind. Ue thinks of the orphans, and he

sends his specimens properly packed and labelled so

as to give as little trouble and facilitate our labours

as much as possible. 1, Fern Pteris argyrea

;

2, Campanula perticifolia, double white variety

;

3, Cheiranthns ochroleucus; 4, not recognis''d
;

5. Achillea Pcarmica double fl.

—

A. S., Syden-

ham. Calceolaria pinnata.— T. D. 1 is probably

Anemia collios, we cannot be sure by only

8e>ing the barren frond. If it sends up a fertile

portion like Usmunda, it is, as we have stated,

Anemia; 2, Nothochlsena trichomanoides ; 3,

Cheilanlhes viscosa. Five or six flowers is the

most we have seen on one inflorescence of Cattleya

K-x. The others yon mention are very fine

fxamoles.— T. L. B. Epidendrum Candollei.

—

P. C. H. 1, Jatminnm revolutum ; 2, Spi'iea

callosa ; 3, Campanula Portenschlapiana ; 4, Ve-
ronica spicata (variegated form); 5, Escallonia
macrantba; 6 Cutoneaster Simonsi ; 7, Campanula
sp.

—

E. G. Chappie. Hypeiicum calycinum.

—

W. H, B. Sobolewskia clavata.

New Tomato : W, C. The fruits are handsome iu

shape and colour, and of nice flavour ; but whether
they are better than others we have no means of

judging.

Rosa laxa (?) : J, W. Wilson Please send shoot
with good ripe fruit. Specimens sent insufficient.

Royal Horticultoeal Society's Examinations in

Hobticdltobb: W. H. A. Von should write to
the Secretary of the Society, 117, Victoria Street,

Westminster, who will furnish you with the date
of the next examination (1895). You will then
be better able to jadge what are the books you are

likely to need the most. We admire your deter-

mination to stick to the business. Write again.

Solanum losing theih Blooms : J. F. As your
plants are in a cool-house, we should premise that
they stand a good distance from the glass, and that

the temperature has hitherto been too low for them
to do well ; or you may have afTorded them too
much water, causing a loss of roots, or at any rate,

of vigour. In a warm sunny summer, like that of

last year, berried Solanums succeed out-of-doors,
but in the present one the plants should have a
little artificial warmth and as much sunlight as
can be afforded them ; in fact, treating them like

Tomatoa or Capsicums, and not forgetting a proper
amount ol ventilation.

Sthawberbies : G. M. No. 3, Dr. Hogg; 1 and 2
unrecognisable.

Si. Ptepden's Geeen, Dublin. — Messrs, Pulham
& Son, 50, Finsbury Square, write that the rock-
work waterfall, rocks to island and lake, &c., were
all executed by them for the present Lord
Ardilaun.

SoLrHATE or IhON : C. B. This is another name
for green vitriol, copperas, &c., and is a compound

of sulphuric acid and protoxide of iron ; consisting

of 26 10 of protoxide, 29-90 of acid, and 4400 of
water in 100 parts. Commercial sulphate of iron is

made in a cheaper way. Yon may buy the finished

product at an oilman's at a cheap rate.

Tomatos Diseased: W. C. ^- S. The leaves are

infested with a fungus, a Peronospora allied to

and similar to the Potato fungus, against which
you might use with good eff'ect a mild form of

the Bordeaux Mixture, a formula for making
which was given in a recent issue of the
Gardeners Chronicle. Cat off' and burn at once
afi'ected foliage, and keep the house warmer and
dryer, using also sulphur on the hot-water pipes.

Tomato Fly : W. C iS, S.—The white fly, Aleyrodes
vaporarium, it is almost impossible to get rid of.

Some of the fumigation or vaporising materials

now sold might destroy it.

White (AnvEHONE) Frontignan Gbape: C. W. H.
The cracking may be avoided by not shutting up
the vinery when the fruit is full grown with too
much humidity in the air, and by not affording

large quantities of water at the root whilst the

crop hangs on the Vine. Some varieties, like

Madresfield Court Muscat, will not keep long on
the Vines after being ripe from this cause, and
must be consumed, or cut and put into bottles.

Winter Dbessinq fob Vines Infested with JIealy-
BuG : An Ignoramus. The surest remedy for this

evil is to root out the Vines, and paint walls and
every part of the house twice over with petroleum,
and afterwards with white lead paint, to clear

out the old borders and make new ones, planting
them with young clean Vines. But when it is not
desirable to do the work thus radically, the

cleaning of the Vines from mealy-bug will be a

work of several years. In the first place, the

Vines should have the older bark peeled closely,

afterwards thoroughly brushing them over twice

with soft-soap and water, with a small quantity of

carbolic soap and petroleam added, and finally

painting the Vines with the following mixture :

—

To 3 gallons of water add half a pint of gas-tar,

G lb. of flowers-of-snlphur, with some clay to give

it body, brushing this into every part of the stems
with a stiff* brush. The upper crust of the soil of

the inside border should be shovelled out of the
vinery, end new soil put in its place ; moreover,
every bit of the stracture should be washed with
petroleum. Thrips may be kept in check by
fumigation, practised early in the season two or

three times, with four-day intervals, and fumi-

gating the vinery twice before starting the Vines.
Bailey Wadds.

Communications Received.—G. Nesbit.—T. Lambert.—

H. J. Clayton (arrived too late for insertion).—G.Schneider.

— P. Perry. — T. Lunt. — W. G. S.— Cli. de B., Antwerp.—
U. D., Berlin. 2. — W. R. & Co. — F. V. M. — C. W. D. —
Cliarles Moore, Sydney. — H. C. F.— H. C. A.— Canon F.—
W. W.. Kew. — J. A. - G. M.— H. B.— W. S.— W. B. H.—
A. K.—S. Heaton (too late).—T. H. Maycock.—S. Backhouse.

—H. Howard.—W. Kruae.—F. Cole.—G. N.—A. A.—E. Eiley

(shortly).—W. R.—E. C—Sutton & Sons.—A. H. Hall.—

.1. A.—T. .T. H.—A. H. S. -W. W.—Thorbum * Co.—P. L.

& Co.—R. K.—J. C. S.—R. B. P.—W. B. H.—H. B.—
Ch. Moore. Sydney.—J. A.—A. K.—Oh. de B.. Antwerp.

—

C. W. D.—Sander & Co.—M. L. Langersbury.—M. S..

Munich.-W. H. M. (neit week).—G. M.—A Constant

Reader (next week).—Box packed with Asparagus leaves, no

name (next week).—J. Aytouo.— .T. Bowler.—J. Tegg.

—

A. F. B.—H. W.—R. M.—Cello.—Burgess & Sons.—F. L. B.

-J. Mitchie & Co.—P. J. Perry (shortly).

PnoTOQBiPHs. Specimens, etc., Received with Thanks.
— Ch. de B. — W. R. & Co.— C. W. D.— C. Moore.- Major

Gen. L. S.—A. K.—J. W.—A. B. K.—C. M., Sydney.—Gen. S.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
" aARDENEItS^ CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.—TAe Publisher has the satu-

faction ofanrvmncing that the circulation of the " Gardemrs

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the prvx of the paper.

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent.,

and IB Increasing weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " ChroriMlc" circulaies among

country gentlemen, and all classes Of gardeners

AND garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

FOKEION AKD COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it iS

prcee'i-ved for reference in all the principal Libraries.

|1«. "^ 15« rORETGM, of Abov% slics, in bores of 100 fMt ^ iOO f«t supenENGLISH Glxsa, cut to fruyei-s' sizes, ft.t lovs/esT priteft
ii£lltrerea /Vge ^Jourtd in tiie co\jntry, in qu^.nti'ty.

|\{b;rCOygEFyATPKIB5yP^R,iVA:;;fi-ft(^^^

GE0RJ3E FAKMILOE&SONS
l/tAD.GlA6S. Oib, a.nd COL.OUt^KtRCMANT«, '

'^^ &^(JOHN&trcetV/EftTSmTMFlELD.TON[X)N.'X
Stocn^liftis andpriaes cm application. Plcise cjuokc ChronicU

THE REVOLUTION IN HORTICULTURE.
THE TALE OF TOWN AND COUNTRY.

GREAT STJCCES3 of the

NEW PATENT MOVING HOT-HOUSES

AND PLANT-PROTECTORS,
For obtainiDg Succession Crops without Shifting the Plants or

Soil. GO and SEE the Structures moving daily at

THE HORTICULTURAL TRAVELLING
STRUCTURES COMPANY,

2 & 3, Wblte Street, Moorgate Street Station.
Made in any size.

Orders now being Booked for Autumn Deliverv.
Cata'ogue and Press Opinions post-free.

IRON
HURDLES,
FENCING,
GATES, &o.

LISTS FREE.

HOW TO CROW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
By Mr. CHARLES E. SHEA. Mr. H. SHOESMITH,

and Mr. E. BECKETT.
Toose who are in doubt how to treat their plants should

secure a copy. Post-free, 7 stamps. Address—

H. J. JONES,
Rtecroft Nursery, Hither Green. Lewisham. S.E.

CHBAPB81 ANT LENGTH.

GARDEN NETTING.
Best heavy, 2 yards by 100. or 4 by 50, 7s. ; Garden CaDe<!

from 25. per 100; Best Archangel Mats, 8x. per bundle of 10;
St. Petersburg Mats, 6i. ; Superior Packing Mats, 35. 3(i.

;

Seed Bags and Garden Sundries at bottom prices.

Special qaotations for large quantities.

CAMERON 8l CO., 178, Charing Cross Road. London, W.C*

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every description of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPTFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Stan-lard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20.000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames. &c.

1 Owt.. and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.

Liquid Non-Poieonois Paint for losde of CooBervatories. &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Grove Works. Lombard Roao, Batter8ea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
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New
Illustrated List,

3rd Edltlon-

100,000-

364 Pages, Bound
in Cloth,

Post - free on

appl'catlon.

^v,
msesA.L PROVIDERS— ^/^e Orujinal Liventors of Cheap Gr..

KENT ROAD, LONDON,
NUH8ERIE8-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

The Largest Steam Ilortioultural "Works in the World. Inspection invited

1000

HOnSES
STOCK

to Select from

IN

755, OLD S.E.
Works ver

5 acres.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES

Til s I 1 Irat on 3 an exact 0[ > of my Arm. e r -^i roofed
Greenli'iu'^e-, whicli are made of well-seasoord red deal. Com-
plete with Ventilators. Irons for Opening, ^taping. Ulass. &c.
Made in Sections, fO that they can be erected ly any gardener
or handy man in a few hours, timp'y screwed together. 7 by
5 It., 565. ; 9 hy 6 ft.. £i ; 12 bv 6 ft., £•3 ; 16 by 10 ft., £8 lOs. :

20 by 10 ft., £12; 25 by 10 ft , £16.

Any size made. SEND FOR LIST, post-free.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
berti, Tomatos, Melons, &c., will be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto
unknown. See List. p. 23. Send for List, post-free.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

CACUDADC Uin, 3s.: 2 in.. 3s. Sd : 2* in., Ss.

;

OAOnDAnO. 3 Id.. 6s. 6d. per 100 It. run.

MATCH BOARDS, S, 6s. per square ; 1-in., 10s. gd. per square.
FLOOR BOARDS. 1-in., 9s per squire.
FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, 5 by 6, 6'. 6rf. per square.
DEALS, 3 by 11, Yellow, 4d. ; 3 by il, a^d. ; 3 by 7, 2d. ; 2i by

7, IJi. ; 2 by 7. Vjd. ; 2 by 6, U.
CUTTINci FLATlNli, Bd. per 100 ft.; Deeping, 2s. 3d.

dozen 12 ft.

ELATING BATTENS,
J by 2, Is. Sd. per 100 f.

; ^ by 1, Id.
per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. hj 2 ft. 6 in.. 6s. each , 6 ff.

by 2 ft. 6 in., 7.'. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 ir..

los.

VENTILATORS TOP or SIDE, 2 ft. 6 in by 2 ft., 2s. each.
FINIALS, MACHINE-TURNED, 12 in. high, 6rf. each ; 4s. 6</.

per do7.en.

TRELLIS, Planed, Extended—
Open.
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RICHARDSON'S
PATENT

HOODED TUBUUR BOILERS

Awarded Silver Medal for Boilers and ll^uM - -M li:iratu3

at the International Horticultural Exhibition, Loudon.

Have combined in one the advantages of the two best forms of

Boilers hitherto made-the plain Saddle and Tubular haddle.

They Heat more than Twice the Quantity of Piping

that can be lieated by the ordinary Saddle with an e.|ual

amount of fuel. Thev are durable, quick-heating, easily set,

and easy to manage. PRICE LIST from the patentees,

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
Horticultuial Builders and Hot--water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S

IN DM ILLS.

Prices from £16 16S., including Pump and Timber Supports.

Mtty 21, 18y3, The Dell. Enj;Iefield Green. Surrey.

KOBERT Warner & Co.. Engineers', 21, Jewin Crescent, E.G.

Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

2& ft. Annular Sail Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, working a

Bet of 3 in. X 9 in. stroke treble pumps, that you tixed here

for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction, pumping
the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical height of

about 80 feet. I must also express my thorough appreciation

of the manner in which the whole of the work has been bo suc-

cessfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE. Head Gardener to Baron SchrOder.

We have just made and erected a similar Mill and set of Pumps
for Lord Northbourne.

Numerous other testimonials on application to

27. JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON. E.C.

Engineering Works. Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex.

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock

always on Hand .

Special quotations for quantities

GLASS.

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lotoest possible prices.

NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins. Is., 2s. 6ii.,and is.%d.; also in air-tight bags

Jcwt.,8J.; lcwt.,10s. FuUdirectionsfor use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above eent carriage paid, cash with

order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neofs, Hunts.
" 12, Knowle Road, Briiton. London,

" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and 1

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.
• A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph .D., g.R.S.E.,g.C.3."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,

Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :- J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Liets and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders o£ J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
TNSECTS on PLANTS and FRUIT TREES
J- cheaply cleared by CALVERT'S CARBOLIC SOFT SOAP.
The best preparation. Highly recorameoded by users. In I and

2 lb. Jars at 1». and 2j. each ; 4 and 7 lb. Tins at 3s. and 5s.

each, at Chemists, &c., or Tins sent poet-trse for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO., Manchester.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the galea of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boies, Is., 3s,, and los. M.

GlSnURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, id. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

Mr. S. T. WRIGHT, F.R.H.S.,
says :—" I shall do all I can for your
Specialties, they deserve it.

SulpbOCido, best and cheapest
out-door Insecticide, 100 gallons
made for 2s. 6(i.

Kll-Kone, best Fumigant, strongly
recommended, 1000 cubic feet,

Vs. per dozen.

Fine Oil, safe and certain death
to Bug. Srale, Thrips, and all

Inside Pests, quarts. 4s. ; ^-gals.,

6s. (d. ; gals., 10s. id.

Patent Pest Syringe, best Dis-

tributor.

Sexd for List.

CHARLES' SIDIPEST CO.,

Loughborough. LeiceBtershire

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOl. per sack ; 6for47s. 6i<.

SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8f. per sack; 6 for

37«. «d. SECOND QUALITY, 6s. per sack j 6 for 22s. M.
BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and

Ferns. 4s. per sack, 5 for 18s. ; and 3f . per sack, 5 for 12s. 6(i.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each

2f . id. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 6 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.

For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,
Forester's Lodge, Uoont Mascal, Bexley, Eent.

EPPS'S "-^ PEAT,
For OBCHIBS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD. Coarse. Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
freshSPHAGNUM,PatentMANURES,FERTILISF.KS. INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter.

The Original Feat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBRO0S LOAM.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

As supplied to the Sandringham Estate of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales.

For special low rates for WALTON HEATH LOAM and
REIOATE SILVER SAND, apply to-

DAVID PITT & SONS, Reigate, Surrey.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY
The " stott

'

FOR PRICE LIST

Mright
Distributor Co., Ltd., Barton House,

Mancbester.

Established 1861.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SonTHAMPTON BUILDINQS, CHAHOERT LAME, W.O.

TWO - AND - A - HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed Do
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the miaimiun

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Sams on deposit, and allows interest, at the rat© of TWO-
AND-A-HALF PER CENT, per annum, on each completed £1.

BIREBECE BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIREBECE FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIBKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

(ree. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

HOLIDAY SEASON, 1894.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
AND

Accidents of All Kinds.
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.

.lust published. Part IV.. to be completed in Sixteen Monthly
Parts, imp. 8vo. price 2s. 6d. each net.

"PHE NATURAL HISTORY of PLANTS:
I their Fcrms, Growth. Reproduction, and Distribution.

From the German of Anton Kerner von Marilaun, Professor of

Botany in the University of Vienna. By F. W. Olivkr, M.A.,

D.Sc, Quain Professor of Botany in University College,

London. With the assistance of Marian Busk, B.Sc, and

Mary Ewart. B Sc. Wi(h abjut 1000 Original Woodcut
lUuatrations, and 16 Plates in Colours.

.Tust published, the First Half-volume, cloth, price 12s. id.

net, to be completed in Four Half-volum(S.

THE NATURAL HISTORY of PLANTS.
As above.

•* The work is one of firat-rate importance, and not less re-

markable for its technical details and scientitic accuracy than

for its lucid exposition and charm of style."Speaker.
Prospectus post-free on applicatioD.

London : BLACKIE and SON, Limited. Old Bailey, E.G.

ESTATE SALES.

The BestCounJy Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates ia

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1791,

The Leading Countr Paper. Extensive circulation among the

upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference

and distribution plans and particulars of Estate.", Catalogues

of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricvatural Effects.

The " WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ

for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the

leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around

Worcestershire.
Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the •' WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing

such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.

For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. Price 2d.

Published Friday for Saturday.

Offices: -72, HIGH STREET, WORCE.<iTER.
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GARDENER (Single - handed, or good
Second).—Age 30; twelve years,' experience; eteady,

williog, aod industrious. Excellent references. — U^WIN,
Selwyu Terrace, Batton Road, Cambridge.

ARDENER. — A Gentleman wishes to
rf commend a good GardeDer, \vho ww3 for fift< en yeara

in the service of ilie late Kev. F. Barbum i^incke, Whtrstead
\'icarap;e, near Ipswich. He is thoroughly acciuainted with
Vines, Sbrub?, Flowers, and Vegetables, and is soler. houeet,
and trustworthy.—Apply to M'. F. S. STEVENSON, M.P

.

233, Cromwell Eoad. London, S.W.

GARDENER, where there is Glass.—Age 24;
seven year.'i' practical experience m tli-s Housea. Fruit,

Flower, aod Kitchen Gardens. Abstainer. Grood references.

State wages.—FREDERICK CASTLE, Wantage, Berks.

GARDENER.~My eldest son, age 26, who
has been at work with me for thirteen > ears at Grapes,

Tomatos, Cu( umbere, ChrysaDtheiuums, and Ferns for eale is

open to engage.—Address H. 0.,Mr. Stephen Castle. F.R.H.S.,
Fordingbridge, Salisbury.—P S. Private place not objected to

where such produce is {pecially wanted.

GARDENER.— Good all-round, Indoors and
Out Working. Midoleage, no family; Wife, Dairy,

Poultry, or uBeful, or Caketaker^. Trustworthy. Good refer-

ences.—GARDENEB, 2, Oak Terrace, Hornchurch Road,
Komford. Est ex.

ARDENER.—Middle age, no family; not
object to cows; wife good oairywoman or cook; four

years' good character.—W. J., 16, Kay Park Cottages,
Maidenhead. Berks.

G^^ARDENER, as Gentleman's or Market.—
Age 20. Experienced in Vines. Cucumbers, Tomatos,

and Chrysanthemums. Good character.— C. C. COOKE,
Lumley Road. Skegness.

GARDINER.—Age 24; ten years thorough
practical experience attongst Vines, Peaches. Melons,

Cucumbers, Stove atd Gref nhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. First-class references.-C. S, Gardeners' Chronicle

OlBce, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

/^ ARDENER.-Age 23; eight years' expe-
VJT rience in Vines, Tomatos, Melons, Chrysanthemums,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants One year's excellent character
last frituatioD. Abstainer.—WM. GOODMAN, 11, Clarendon
Crescent, Leamington.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Situation wanted by a young Man (agd 23) as above.

Life experience in all branches, with good character. —
H. MORRIS, Sheeihatch, Waverley. Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
Age*^3, single. Ltfe experience. Two first-class cha-

racters. Dieengaged.—C.GREEN, Wej*t Clandon, Guildford.

GARDENER (Second), in a good Establish-
ment.—Age 2'i, married, no children. Well-experienced

both Insi ie and Out. Highly recommended from present
(private) and prtviuus situations. — ERICA, Manor Lane
Nursery. Lee, Kent.

ARDENER (Second) or JOURNEYMAN
(FiBST), in a large place; age 24 ; eight years and a

half experience inside and oat. Good testimonials and refer-

ence?.—W. WILLIAMS, Ha/e!ey Heath, Winehtield, Hants.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 24; eight
years' experience in Vmes, Peaches, Chryaanthemums,

Stove. Greenhouse, and general routine. Good rtfereuces.

—

G. HAYLOCK. 2, Ernest Road, Forest Qatf, Essex.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ;

good character.—JAMES ROLLINGS, Caynham
Gardeu', Ludlow, Salop.

GARDENER (Under, or good Single-
HA^DF.r).—Used to Glass. Nine and a half years' good

cliaracter from present place.-E. BURSNALL, The Gardens,
Patching.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; five and a
half years' good character. In and Out. — Captain

COOPER, Lockers, Kernel Hempstead.

ARDENERTUnder).—Age 21 ; two years
in present situation, three in previous, Uood character.

—G. Ward, The Uardens, Gunnergate Hall, Maiton, R S.O.,
Yorks.

G^
ARDENER (FOREMAN, Inside), Scotch,
age 24. desires a situation in England. Has good expe-

rience und first-class references.— J. ROBERTSON, Mount
Melville. St. Andrews, Fife.

ANAGER, FOREMAN PROPAGATOR,
and GROWER, where Cut Flowers. Tomatos, Cucum-

bers, and choice Stuff is wanted in quantities for Market.
Age 35. married. Life experience in London Trade Nurseries.
—MANAGER, Rojal Nurseries, Crown Hill, Plymouth.

To Nurserymen.
MANAGER or FOREMAN. — Advertiser,

age 30, desires engagement as above. TborouKhly
practical and energetic. Good testimonials. —B„ 58, Sydaey
Villas, Elliot Road, Turnbam Green.

FOREMAN, or SECOND.—Age 25; ten
years' good practical experience. Inside aod Out. Good

references from past and present places.—W. Q., 4. Raven-
bourne Road, Catford, S.E.

FOREMAN, in a Market Nursery.—Several
years* experience in some of the largest Market Nurteriea.

—G. R. C. 1, Whiteley'a Cottages, Hillingdon Heath, near
Uxbtidge.

FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN, in good
Establishment. Excellent references from last itnd

previous places.-T. R., 15, Osborne Terrace, We.-toe, Souih
Shields.

FOREMAN, in a private establishment.

—

Age : ; twelve years' practical experience. Excellent
character from last and previous places.—J. FRiNCIS, Oiiurch
Street, Madetey, Salop.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.— G. Parks, Berry Hill Gardens, Mansfield, would be

pleased to recommend a young Man, as above. Twelve yeara'
experienr^i.

L'UREMAN.—Age 28; twelve years' expe-
ls rience in Plant and Fruit Houses, &c.— G. THOMPSON,
Gatehouse, Westwell, Ashford. Kent.— For particulars, apply
to Mr. Parrott, Gardiner, Woodend, Chichester, auasex.

F'^OREMAN.—Age 27 ; thirteen years' practical
experience in all bran^.hes. Good character as above from

last situation. Previous testimonials.-H. H,, 40, Ebury Road,
Watfoid. Herts.

I7OREMAN.—Age 24 (English); ten years'
JL practical experience in Fruin and Plant Growing, and
Early and Late Forcing. Good character aad testimonials.

—

FOREMAN, SummeihiU Gardens, Enfield. Ireland.

Lj^UREMAN, where more are kept.—Age 27,
-L single. Eleven years" ^xperience in Fruit. FJowera.
Orchids, &c.—GHOULS, Crabetuarsh Hall, Uttoxeter.

ROPAGATOR and^^RUWER.—Age 31";

Fifteen years' good experience in all binds of Market
stuff. Wreaths. Bouquets, fltc— W, C, John Woods, Hart-
ford, Huntingdon.

( ^ARNATIOITgROWEH, or trECOND, where
V_/ four or five are kept. Well up in Cucumbers. Bouvardias,
Tomatos, &c. State wages. Good le.'erencea.—D. HARRISON,
26a, Hawthorn Bank, Spaldirg.

JOURNEYMAN; age 21. -J. Kkmpton,
tJ Gardener, Elmhurst Hall. Lichfield, thoroughly reiom-
raends James Marshall to any Gardener requiring a trustworthy
young man. Leaving through death of f-mployer.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 18;
Four years' experience. Good character.—C. MAY

Kingston, Tetaworth, Oion.
*

TOURNEYMAN; age I'l.-Mr. T. Randall,
tl Tlie Gardens, Holm Lacy. Hireford, wishes to recom-
mend H. Vaughan aa above; three years in the Houses here,
and three previous.

JOURNEYMAN, in a large Pkce^ ^o"r

Skconp where three or four are kept.—Age 23 ; well up
to his work, especii Uy inside. Highest references
GRBENINQ. Walton Oaks, Epsom.

TOURNEYMAN.—Age L',5; nine years' expe-
fj rience. Grod cliaract«r.—E. J., Mr. H. Flitton Hieh
Street, Hampton Hill, Middlesex.

TOURNEYMAN (Second), in the Houses, in
tJ a good estublishment.—Good experiencw.— Mr. LnwK
EasthampsCead Purk. Wokingham, will be pleased to recom-
mend S. H. PANTING, The Gardens, Eafethampstead Park
Wokingham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 21
;

with or without bothy. Total abstainer. Good »haract*r.
Seven years' experience.—C. F., 34, Jevington Gardens,'
Easttwurne.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside ; eightyears'
experience.- J. GiBSON will be pleased to recommend a

young man as above.—J. DANCER, Oraycot Gardens, Chip-
penham, Wilta.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), in a good estab-
t} lishment.-Age 19 ; four and a half years' experience,
tiood retereLces.-J. HORN, The Gardens. Denbies. Dorking,
Surrey,

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside, in a good
establishment.—Age 2^; six years' experience. Good

character. Bothy preferred.—H. TROTT, Yew Tree Cottage,
Crawley, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN; age 24. — H. Field,
tJ Haldon House, Exeter, would be pleased to recommend
F. Moxy to an anyone requiring a thoroughly reliable young
man.

JOURNEYMAN in a good Establishment.—
Age 25. W. Wklgh, Hartham Park, Corsham, Wilts,

will be Dleased to recommend E. Pratten as above.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out; age 22;
five years in present situ^ition.—W Liddle. The Gardens.

Garway, Teignmouth, can highly recommend a young Man
as above.

IMPROVER. — Young man seeks situation
(Outside), in large Fruit Nursery or Gentleman's Garden,

where he would have opportunity tf improving himself in
Hurdy Fruit. Kent nr North preferred. State wages. Good
Ttferences.-BEURRE, 41. Wellington Street. Stra- d. W.C.

IMPROVER, under Glass.— Gardener's son,
age 17 ; nootjection tj a little outside «orb. Four yeara'

good cha>atter. bothy preferred.— C. COSTER, West End,
Southampton.

JMPROVER.—£^ituation wanted for a strong
Lad as tibove ; age 19 ; four year*' experience. Bothy pre-

ferred. Can be highly recommended by his employer.—J. H.,
Foxholes, Christchurch, Hants.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted for a strong
lad <age 17), as above. Tall, strong, and willing. Three

aod a half years' experience. Excellent character.—JOHN
SUSSEX, Neuaell's Park. Roytton, Herts.

IMPROVER.—A Lad, age 18, requires a situa-
tion in the Garden ; three >earh' experience, Inside and

Out. Well recommended. Bothy preferred. — Q. CATLIN,
Corner House, Sbermanbury, near Hi^nfield, Su}-.sex.

IMPROVER, Inside or Out.—Age^ 18; strong
strong and willing. Qortd characler. Bothy preferred.

No objection to Nursery.— C. LAWRENCE, Stone House Farm,
Brimpton, near Reading, Berks.

1MPROVER.—Situation wanted, for a tall
strong lad (age 17), as above. Inside and Out. Botby

preferred. Abstainer.—GARDENER. Bescot Grange, Walsa 1,

Staffordshire.

IJUPIL.

—

Lady wishes to place her son, age 18,
Willi good Florist, !o learn Trade thoroughly. Letters

to A. M., Fernlea, Leytonstone, Essex.

q^O GARDENERS, &o. — A young man,
-L age 20, seeks a situation in a Genlleman's Garden, or
Market Growei's. Five years' experience) in latter,—Apply to
C. PHILLPOrr, Farnborough, R S O., Kent.

npO GARDENERS.—SiTuati^n wantedTbTa
-L young man, age 'JO, uuder a Gardener. Four years'
experience Inside and Out.—A. STRUD WICK. The Friara,
East Acton.

^rO GARLENERIS.—A young Man, single,
J- has had eight years' experience in both Kitchen Garden
and Pleasure Grounds. Has been used to both inside and out.
Good character.—T. R , 4, EJm Terrace, Brookdale Boad,
Cat ord, Kent.

O GARDENERS, &c.—Situation wanted by
young MAN, age 15, in Gentleman's garden or nursery.

Has a sound practical knowledge of buth Iruit and plant cul-
tivation. Highest referenees. Address FItUS, Mi. Garrud,
newsagent, High Street, bonders End.

''po MARKET GARDENERS. — Situation
J. wanted with a Mirket Gardener, near a lirge English
town, by a young German, having already some preliminary
knowledge of Vegetable hardening. Advertiser wjuld event-
ually entertain a Partuerehip with his employe-. References
exi hanged.—Address, Z., 44 0, ^^Ir. Rudolf Mo&se, Zurich,
Switzerland.

To LANDSCAPE GARDENERS, &c. —

A

your g German, age 20, educated, and skilled drawer,
a ek;», from September 1. employment in Land-c ipe or Pi ivate
Gardening.— Please address, J. H., 5 98U, Mr. Rudolf Musse,
Berlin. S.W.

T^O NURSERYMEN.—A well-educatedX young Man. knowing four larguages, a^e 21, seeks
situation in a good Nursery. Well-up in Propagating an 1

Cultivating of Trees, Shrubs, Conifers, Rhododendrons, Aza-
leas, and Roses. Excellent references.—D. H.. 18, Tttdema
Road, Chelsei, London, S.W.

'yO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted inX a Market Nursery. Six years' experience in Ferns and
Soft-wooded Stuff Age 21. Good reference-i —P. SrEWAKl',
47, Dunstaii's Kuad. East Dulwich. London, S.E.

O NURSERYMEN, &o. — A young Man.
age '^7. seeks situation in a Nursery Department, or

otherwise. Ten years' experience ; married; abstainer; good
references.— l:i8, Mr. BaMFORD, Newsagent, Syston. near
Leicester.

URSERY, or PRIVATE.— Young Man,
age 24; ten years' experience; seven years in gcoi

London Nurseries. Cut, Decorative, or Stope Piants. —
WALTER, 24, Smith Square, Westminster.

HOUSE and ESTATE CARPENTER.—
Good experience and reference.— In reply, state wages

given.—W. FaIRCHILD, .S, Prospect Place, High Street.
RoeliamptOD.

ESTATE CARPENTER, used to House and
Horticultural Work ; good references.—T. A , E^sendon.

Halfield, Herts.

HANDYMAN, on a Gentleman's Estate.—
Practical in all House Repairs and plain letter writer.

Eleven years' good reference. — A. B , 41, WelJioglon fctrett.

Strand, W C.

OCK BUILDER, FERNERY FITTER, &c.
— Handy Man ; knowledge of Fish, Ferns, Aquatics, &c.

Good testimonials.— W. J. C.,125, Portobello Road, Bayswater,
London, W.

/ CORRESPONDENCE SOLIGITEIJ, with a
\J competent Man of thorough knowledge and practical ex-
perietce, acqu red in Brazil or elsewhere, in the treatment
acd culture of Iridia-rubber Treef, antl in the gathering aiid

preparing of India-rubber for market Address full particulars

to K. A., 30, Throgmorton Street, EC.

THE GOOD DIE YOUNG. — Unlike most
popular sayings, this has very little truth in it. Expe-

rience every day proves that some at least of the good are
spared to make the world brighter and better, and a ni re

pleasant place to live in. In fact, our experience is that good
people, and good thiugi generally, live the longest. For
example, consider the thousands of articles which liave been
widely advertised and are now forgotten. Why? Because
they were bad. On the other hand, we have BOLL0WA\'S
PILLS and OINTMENT, which have proved the faithful frieod

of poor humanity for fifty years anti more. Why? Because
they are good. Of a truth, that which is good does not die,

but lives for all time.
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION |

>EW Illustrated Catalogue Free.
GARDEN FRAMES in great VARIETY.

Write for New Reduced Price List.'

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft. No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet I Orjo
Similar to No. 76, with two ligbts. ( O v/o

Cucumber ( 6 ft. by 4 ft.. Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/o
FrameLlgllt3'!«tf.by4ft..Unpainted&Unglazed,ea. ,"/- BOILERS, TANKS. VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS

nARRIAHP PAin on Orders of 40a. value to Sta-
UHliniHUL rHIU tions in England and Wales;
also to Dublin. Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

ORCHID PEAT: P.est Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PE tT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRO.V and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FKEE.

W. JoNKs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, '2s. 9d.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN TVTAKK

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beat Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices. Glazed and Fainted. £ t,

6 feet long, 3 feet wide\ rt a «-« /'2

6 feet
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the aUeration of the hour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BT
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINO
at the latest.

HCANNELL AND SONS'
• CABBAGE DEFIANCE.

Mr E. BVTCHER. Great Baddow, Chelmsford, July 23, 1S9-I.—" I (^rew your Defiance Cabbage by the side of so-called four
best sorts, but none were worth looking at, compared with
yours. It has been greatly admired round here.

It took First Prize at Heathtield Show forquality and weight
sgiinbt fifteen competitors three years running."

Per packet, 6d., Ij., and 2s. &d. post free.

SWANLKY, KENT.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5j., post free, 5s. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

V

For Present Sowing.

SUTTON'S FLOWER uF SPRING
CABBAGE. The best Calbage for autumn sowing.

Remarkably early, compact habit, having few outer leaves,

firm hearts of excellent fjuality. No fear whatever of its run-

ning to seed. Mr. E. TroUope, gardener to J. Foster, Esq.,

saya :— *' Flower of Spring Cabbage is the best early variety I

ever grew, stood last winter, not one going to seed, I com-
menced cutting April 29."

Price of seed, Is. per ounce, post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN. READING.

BUNYARD'S KENT
Best plants of finest sorts.

GEORGE BUNYABD AXD CO

STRAWBERRIES.
New LIST free.

Old Nurseries. Maidstone.

NARCISSUS BULBS.—Double White, fine

strain, lbs. per lOOLi. on rail. Sample 100, by post, for 3«.

J. J. CLARK, Maiket Gardener. Goldstone, Brighton.

RCHID ALBUM. — Coloured Plates and
descriptions of New. Bare, and Beautiful Orchids.

Publikhed by Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, London. Volumes
I. to X, complete ; first five beautifully bound in cloth, and
all in perfect condition. Original cost, £'ii 10». Offers wanted.

Apply to VERONICA, Cardinen' Cli-anicte Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street. Strand, W.C.

Peaches, Nectarines, and melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COMMISSION. Terms 6 per cent. References, any
London Fruit Broker, or London & County Bank.C. G. Branch.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, &o., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side, Sonthgate, London, N.

SALE of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Orchids,
Palms, Cold and Hot-houpe Plants, bushy and high-

stemmed Azaleas and Camellias, &c. For further particulars

and Price Lists address-
Mr. MASCK, Oartendirector, Sichrow, Bohemia.

STRAWBERRIES. — Rooted Runners fromO open groun«l. Dr. Hogg and Noble, 4s. per 100.

G. MAVES AND SONS, Prospect Nursery, Great Cornard,
Sulbury, Suffolk.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

Strawberries.

FINE COLLECTION of the best varieties
can be supplied. Orders ihou'd be booked now.

Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS AND SON, Sawbridgeworlh.

H
A

Fubllslied on August 1, 1891.

COMTE DE KERCHOVE, LIVRE DES
ORCHID^ES. 31 planches chromo et 310 fig. Price,

30 francs.—Ohent (Belgium), AD. HOSTE, Publisher.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.— 60's, 2.5s.

per 100 ; 4&*s, Gs. per dozen. Free on rail for cash with
order.-G. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

Rapeseed and WUte Mustard far Sowing Purposes,

H& F. SHARPE have to offer fine, clean,
« good-coloured samples of RAPESEED and WHITE

MUSTARD, specially selected for sowing purposes, and will be

pleased to submit samples and prices on application.

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT. WISBECH.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Ulles, &c.

CG, VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
« Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AXD SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, B.C.
^ ,. ,,.

N.B.—Many new, rare, and interestmg plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

ANTED, BOX EDGING, in quantity.
Sample and pries to—

CHAS. RAMSAY AND SONS, Balls Bridge Nurseries, Dublin.

ANTED, Sixty BLACK HAMBURGH
VINES. State lowest price to—

J. EVERY, Pill, Saltash.
w

VEGETABLE SEEDS for PRESENT SOW-
ING.—The Best Cabbages are Dicksons First and Best,

and Dicksons Perfection. 6d. per packet. Is. 6ii. per ounce

;

Tripoli Onions. Lettuces, &c.
DICKSONS. Seed Growers & Nurserymen. CHESTER.

^(\ C\(\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
tJV/^V/V/V/ all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30i. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40j. per 100;
38 in. to 21 in., at 56». per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75l.per 100;
10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN: 6 io. to 12 in., at 3s. to fi«. per dozen. Cash wit
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

AFFODILS, RARE TULIPS, and IRIS.—
Hartland's '• Little Book " for 1894 is now being pub-

lished, post-free, on application. Please secure a copy and send

your forward orders to W, BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S.,

Bulb Grower and Seedsman, Cork, Ireland. Established 1810.

Priae Coh FUbertTand other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER being about to leave the neigh-
bourhood of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for

portions, or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be re-

moved in the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and
address GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Read ing.

Just Published.

THE ORCHID GROWERS' MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition ; Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time. Super royal 8vo. Price, 25s. ; Free by Parcel Post in

the United Kingdom, 25«. lOrf.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS, &c.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and
may be had post-free on application.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, Ac, Southgate, N.
Established 1797.

ERNS. — GREAT ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^inch pots,

Stove and Greenhouse. 30 best selling sorts, 10s. per 100; 200

out of pots, 16s. ; largo ditto, in 48's, 10 best selling sorts,

6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in 48'8, for cutting (value

in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen; ditto, for making large

plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s. per 100. Aralias, Grevil-

leas, Rhodanthe, Cyperus, in 48'8, 6s. per dozen. Ficus. Palms,

Dracaenas, Ij. each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas, 9d. each.

Packed free. Cash with Order. Listfree.—J. SMITH. London
Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, I^ndon, S.W.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoAKTHUR.TheLondonNur8ery.4,MaidaVale,London,W.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gal on of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard bouse trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s . %d.
^

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, M. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

MACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Hothouse
Builders & Heating Engineer?, Edinburgh, London,

and Glasgow. Plans and Estimates for all kinds of Horticul-

tural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer Houses, and Heating Appa-

ratus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

LONDOS Office :—60, CAMDBN ROAD, W.W.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
Stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS. Lead. Glass, Oil, and

Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc,

Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Rd„ Chelsea,S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Friday Next, August 17.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AITCTION, at their Central Sale Koomi.,

67 and 68. Clieapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT,
August 17. at half past 12 o'clock, by order of Messrs.

F. Sander & Co., an importation, conBistiog of many superb

Bpecimens and fine plants of

ONCIDIUM MARSHALLIANUM, True,
in grand condition, "with eyes perfectly sound,

O. Marshallianum is one of the most magnificent Oncidiums,

indeed one might say. Orchids in cultivation ; and such an
importation as this has not been offered for years.

The .'*ale will also include the rare and beiuLitul

Zi'GOPETALUM BRAOHYPETALUM.
A very large dark-bulbed Oncidiutn species,

ONCIDIUM PULVINATUM.
A small batch of the exceedingly rare

DENDROBIUM CRUENTUM,
ONCIDIUM VARIECOSUM ROGERSII. Grobya species.

Ci'PRIPEDIUM INSIGNE MONTANHM.
MILTONIA CUNEATA and FLAVESCEN3,

fine imported plants ; &c.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
IMPORTATIONS RECEIVED DIRECT FOR UNRKSER^ED

SALE.
300 DTSA GRANDIFLOR*. TUBERS, from South Africa; 201

PHAIUS HUMBLOTTI. 24 EWLOPHIELLA ELISt-
BETH.E. 160 ANGR.ECUM FRAGRANS. LIPARIS
SPECIES, from Australia; and GL0RI09A SUPERBA,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT,
August 17, at half-paat 13 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Monday, August 20.- Special Trade Sale.

AN IMPORTATION OF

14,000 LILIUM HAREISI,
Direct from Bermuda, to be SoM in Caaea a3 received.

Irt Cases containing Bulbs 9 to 11 inches.

32 Cases containing Bulbs 7 to 9 inches.

8 Cases containinK Bulbs 5 to 7 inches.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on

MONDAY, AUGUST 20, at 3 oClock,

On view morning of Sale, and Calalogues had.

Monday August 20.

DDTCH BULB3.—SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rjoms, 67 & 68,

Cheapside, London, E.G., as follows ;

—

MONDAY, August 20 over 2000 Lots
THUKSDAY, August 23 1800 „
MONDAY. August 27 l.WO ,,

THURSDAY, August 30 „ 1300 ,,

And SATURDAY, September 1. about 600 Lots.

Largs consignments of named HYACINTHS, TULIP.J,
CROOtr.S, NARCISSUS, and oiber DUTCH BULBS, togelher
with Whi;e ROMAN HYACIfJTHS, and Papar White NAR-
CISSUS, received direct for unreserved Sale,
These early Auctions have been specially arranged in Lots

to suit the trade and other large buyers. The Auctioneers will
be pleased to enter the names of intending purchasers on their
permanent lists, who may desire a regular supply of Cata-
logues for these Sales.

Auction Rooms and Office^, 67 & 63, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Wednesday, August 22.
'

DUTCH BULBS— DUTCH BULBS,
From reliable Growers.

Specially lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.

MR, J, C, STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, Kt his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY. August 22, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, a splendid importation of choice
named HYACISTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES. NARCISSUS,
and other BULBS from Holland, lotted for all Buvers, and in
fine condition. Also 10.000 Early White ROMAN HYA-
CINTHS and Forcing NARCISSUS from France; f.000 FREESIA
REFRACTA ALBA. 6000 TUBEROSES, LILIUMS. «cc.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WANTED to RENT, SMALL NUBSERY,
with dwelling house or suitable premises.—ARTHUR,

ToUingtou Park Nursery, Loudoo, N.

ANTED, on Long Lease, a PIECE of
GROUND suitable for Fruit Growing under Glass,

3 to 4 acres, within easy distance of London. Good loamy toil
of good depth, where water can ba easily laid on.—Apply to
Messrs. SCOTT, SPALDING and BELL, 15, Queen Street
Cheapside, E.C.

*

To Fruit and Flower Growers.

FOR SALE, a delightfully situated FREE-
HOLD PRO PEKTY. near ReadinR. comprising 10* acres

of Orchid and Nuttery ; large numberof new Vineries, Tomato
Cucumber, Mushroom, and other houses; a modern and well-
constructed Dwelling-house, 11 rooms, bath-room with hot and
cold supply; two Cottages, Stabling, Tenuis Lawn, &c. The
Orchard and Glasshouses pay well and are easily worked.

Address, B. C, Calcot, Reading.

T ONDON, S,E,—A NURSERY for SALE.
X-i About 3 Acres: 16 Houses, 2 Lean-to Pits, 2 Span Pits,
each about 100 fet-t long ; 2 smaller houses, all well heated]
&c. ; alEO Cold Frames, &c.. Dwelling-house. Stables, Sheds, &c!
About 5 miles from Covent Garden. Open to consider a
reasonable offer.

Apply to SHUTTLEWORTH, Limited, Peckham Bye, S.E.

FREEHOLD LAND for SALE, suitable for
Horticultural Purposes. Easy terms, if required. Full

particulars o£ S. SINGLE, Land Agent, 20, Bueklersbury, E.C.

FOR SALE, a Small NURSERY ^
FLORIST BUSINESS.—Four Glass-houses and Propaga-

tion House, heated by Hot-water. Near the main road.

Apply to W. H.. The Nursery, Park Row, Greenwich.

BocldJig Nurseries, near Braintree, Essex.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
F^OR SALE, in consequence of the death

of the Proprietor, the NURSERY, FLORIST, and
MARKET-GARDEN BUSINESS, established over 70 years,

with Freehold Dwelling House, for heated Glass-houses,

several Gla-^s-pits. Potiiu^-shpd, &c., and 3 roods and 7 perches
of Garden Ground.
Also LEASEHOLD NURSERY, containing la. 2r. 35 p.

For further particulara, apply to EDWARD HOLMES,
Solicitor, Braintree.

OR SALE,a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, tj miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stotiked with Vines, Cucumbers, and Plants.

Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to
run ; 85 feet of Glass tacing Main Road.

All particulars of A. B., 11, Dalfarne Rjad, Tooting,
Surrey,

pUT FLOWERS.— CUT FLOWERS.
We hold SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

FRIDAY EVENING at half-pa»t five o'Clock. These Sales
have been continuous, without a week'somission, for over eight
years. References to Senders of over eijiht years* standing.

POPE ANT> SONS. 6. Phillips Street. Birmingham.

TO THE TRADE, — Strong RUNNERS of
Jimea Veitch, McMabon, John Ruskin and Waterloo

STfiiWBEKEIES. Price on application.
W. M. BB&LE, Woodthorpe Nursery. Loughborough.

TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, and
OTHERS.—For SALE, a NURSERY STOCK, at Valua-

tion Prices. Palms, large and small, of best sort^ ; Ferns in

variety, Hoyas, Plumbagos, Abutilons, Arums, Chrysanlbe-
mums. Fuchsias, Geraniums, &c. A lot of mixed Shrubs,
Fruit Trees. Roots, he. Premises to be SOLly or LE r.

SELWAY, North Wilts Nurseries, Swindon, Wilts.

A/fAIDENHAIR FERNS.—Extra fine plants,
XTX in 48's, 5*. per doz.; alsoio -Sd's, 7s. perdoz. Packing free.

T. BAKER, Manager. Blandford Nurser es, Up;)erTeddiugton.

CAA ROYAL SOVERFIGN STRAW-
0\J\J BERRIES, Strong Runners. &l 15s. per 10). Free for

cash.—W. E. TIDY. Ijrockhampton Nurseries. Havant. Hunts.

FOR SALE.— ANTHURIUM SCHERZE-
RliNUM. Inrga Plant; PANDANUS VEITOBir, large

Plant ; well-coloure.l young DRAC.«:NAS and CROTONS ; small
Collection of ORCHILIS.
Apply. J. HARRtSDV CARTER, Th« Cottage, Bexley. Keat.

Plants Shipped to all Farts,

W'ATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C, give special attention to the

receptien and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Bd particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Espense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks. Palm Seeds. &c.

PALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
tine, in 48*8, 12*. per dor. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48'8. 9s.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in tSO's, 5s. and 6s. perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PAL.MS, in 60'b, 4s. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large
thumbs, 3s. perdoz.. 2Us. per 100: ARALIAS, in 48's. 5s. and
8s. per doz.; FICirs, in 48'9, 12s. perdoz. ; CYPERUS NA-
TAIENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 48'8, 6s. per dozen;
twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12». per 100 ; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48's. bs. &
6s. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martiu). 5, Bramah Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

VIOLA CUTTINGS,—We are now supplying
excellent Cattinga from our unrivalled Collection of

Named Varieties, at the following very moderate rates. These
Cuttings will root readily in a cold frame, and make fine plants
for October or Spring Planting :— 1000 cuttings, in 100 very
fine varieties, for Bedding or Exhibition purposes. £2 \i\s. ; 600
cuttings, ."io varieties. £1 10s. ; 100 cuttings. 25 varieties,
6s. Grf, ; 50 cuttings, 1'5 varieties, 45. ; 25 cuttings, 12 varieties,
2s. 'id. All carriage free. Each variety separately named.

DOBBIE AND CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

SOLANUM GAPSIGASTRUM
" CLOTH OF GOLD."

The entire Stock, from a start of one plant, which
originated from seed at Habtland's, Ard Cairn. Cork, is

offered for Sale to the highest b dder. The leaves are the
colour of Golden Elder, and the berries bright orange-
scarlet.

The plant, in habit, quakanteed equal to the finest form
seen in Covent Garden, but with this difference, that the
foliage as stated is golden. It also comes more golden from
seed. This I have only tested this season. At night the
plants are scarlet and gold.

Apply to—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND,
SEEDSALAN, CORK.

EXHIBITIONS.

WILTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SALISBURY.

GRAND SHOW in Wilton Park. AUGUST 15, 1894
Schedules and all particulars of CIIAS. GEO, WYATT,

Hon. Senretary. Salisbury.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S PHOW.

••CURTISFIRLD," AUGUST 16, 1894.
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables ; Poultry. Pigeons. Babbits,

and Cats; Bee.", Honey, and Applii.nces. Entries close Aug. 9.

D. A. VARDY, Hon Sec.

CRYSTAL PALACE,
August 17 and 18, lfe94.

£y00 in Money Prizes. Gold, Silver, &
Bronze Medals, and Certificates.

Entries close August 9, Free
Entries for Members of Co-operative
Societ ies and Membersand Customers
of the Agricultural and Horticultural
Asfecciation, Limited. Schedules Post
Free on application to—

jScLfft^yrcvL, Hon.

Sec.

Creek Koad, Deptford, S.E. ; and 3. Agar Street, Strand, W.C.

INGSWOOD, ST, GliOKGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORnCULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, on WED'JESDAY', August 2i, 1891.

PRIZES OVER £.00.
Schedules may he had ou application to

—

F. H. JULLION, ) „ -
Kingswood, near Bristol. A. W. COTTLE, fHon. &ecs.

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
ANNUAL SHOW. AUGUST 29, 1894.

Entries close 25tb inst.

WM. L. WALKER, Sec, Bulmershe Road, Beading.

RIGIITON and SU'sSEXTne'W HORTI^
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

SUMMER SHOW, August 28 and 29.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.— In addition to the Prize-

money in Class 6, 8 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 4 in Flower,
and 4 Foliage, not including Ferns.
A HANDSOME SILVRR CHALLENGE BOWL, presented

to the Society by J. M. Kidd, E q,. President, will be held by
the First Prize Winner for Hie one year; the SOCIETY'S
SILVER MED.4L will al-o b. awarded to the Gardener
For further particulars and Schedules, appl cation should be

m>de 1o the Secretary, MARK LONGHURST, 18, Church
Road, Hove, Sussex. Entries clo e Aui^ust 23.

FOR DISPOSAL, for want of room, the fol-
lowing SPECIMEN PLANTS:- Adiantum Farleyeuse,

3 feet; formosum. 4 feet ; c irdioclila-na. 5 feet. Cissus dis-
color; Pandanus Veitchii. .t feet. Aznlea Flower of the Day
and Criterion, 4 feet. Offers wanted, to—

GARDENER, Matlock ViJla, Ryde, Isle of Wight,

BULBS for AUTUMN FLOWERING,—
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application, of

Beautiful and Rare Species of Autumn and Winter CROCUSES,
and Autumn- flowering MEADOW SAFFRONS, producing
a bpautif"l tffect in September—FLOWER OF THE WES I'

WIND (white); LILY OF THE FIELD (yellow). Autumn-
Howering SCILLAS and SNOW FLAKES, &c,
BAKR'S DAFFODIL CATALOGUE for 1894, now ready, tree

on application.
BABR-S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, ready September 1.

BARR AMD SON, King S treet, Covent Garden, London.

Tteris cristata and tremula,
In 48's. at 4.S. 6rf. per dozen.

A large quantity of the above : strong, healthy, young stuff.
Packed free for cash with order.

B. PRIMROSE, Blackheath Nursery,
ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Sameuculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND
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T THE undersigned, CHARLES EASTWOOD,
X<) of Blcw>mer Gate, Mytbolmroyd, in the parish of Halifax.

Nurseryman and Landscape Gardener. HEREBY GIVE NOTICE
that the business of a Nurseryman and Florist, lately carried

on by me at Lane House, Luddenden, in the said parish, has

been taken over by my son, THOMAS EASTWOOD, of Lane
House aforesaid, who will carry on the said business of a

Nurser\man and Florist, in his own name, and on his own
account from the date hereof. All debts due and owicg up to

the date hereof will be paid and received hy me. The business

of a Nurserymau, Florist and Landscape Gardener will btill be
carried on by me at Bloomer Gat*", Mjtholm'oyd, aforesaid.

Dated this Ut day of August, 1894. CUAS. EASTWOOD.
Witness, John Wormald, Riding Head, Luddenden.

FOROKCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SAN OER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancraa.

ARMITAGE BROS.
Have received, in SPLENDID CONDITIOK for FORCING,
their first consignment of FRENCH BULBS, which they o£far

at the following specially MODERATE PRICES ;—
Per 100. Per doz.

HYACINTHS, White Roman, 1st size ... lis. id. ... 2j. Od.

,, ,, 2nd size ... \\s. id. ,..\s.%d.

Blue Roman 9'. Crf. ... Is. 3d.

FREESIAS, refractaalba 6s. Od. ... Is. Od.

NARCISSUS, Double Roman 6j. Od. ... Is. Od.

„ Paper White Ss. Od. ... Is. Od.

,, „ large flowering i6s. 6d. ... Is. M.
LILIUM CANDIDDM )2s. Od. ... 2s. Od.

\^ AU Orders 5s. and upwards in value de'ivered free.

For other BULBOUS and FLOWERIN& ROOTS, SEEDS for

AUTUMN SOWING, &c., eee New Catalogue, post-free

on application.

ARWIITACE BROS., s^e\
l^ Please mention this Paper.

NOTTINGHAM.

=S!

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Liiiies,

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Sciilas,^v^^
s>

BEST

QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delivered Ki-.ek by
Kaii, oit P.vitcEL Tost.

Descriptive Catalogue Ho. 441

Post Free on applicatioyi.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers

& Importers Chester

TRADE NOTICE.—A LILY BULB
GROWER, with Farm in the Colonies, will be glad to

arrange with one or two Seedsmen or Florists to GROW
THEIR BULBS on COMMISSION. Can supply Bulbs for
Planting at astounding low prices. Lilium Harrisi, L. lougi-
florum, L. auritum, L. ti^rinum, L. speciosum, L. candidum,
at 40s. per lOUO. Tuberot>e, Gladiolus, Freesias, Arums, Ama-
ryllis, and all other Bulbs at very low prices.—Write for

terms aod particulars to

—

BIRCHALL. 20, Polygon Road, Southampton.

Important to Uushroom Growers.

CUTHBEKT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPA.WN. Always alike ; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT. Seed. Bulb, and Plant Merchant,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

GRAND NEW ZONALS, 1894.
Selected f»om Pearson's, CanueU's. Miller's, and my

own sets. Cuttings, t5s. per dozen.

NEW ZONALS, 1893.—Cuttings, 3s. per dozen.
Very fine, previous introduction, 2s. per dozen. Free, cash
with order,

H. J. JONES,
RrECROFT NUKSERY, HlTHER GrEEN, LEWISHAM, S.E.

LITTLE & BALIANTYNE
Beg to intimate the arrival of their

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Paper White and Double

ROMAN NARCISSUS,
And other EAIILY FORCING BULBS,

And reapectfuliy solicit Early Obdebs, to tecare

the largett and best Bulbs,

Eoyal Seed & Nur.serj^ Establishment,

CARLISLE.

DUTCH BULBS.
'"" Wh: AKE NOW BOUKINLJ OHDEKS FOR—

HYACINTHS, I
CROCUS.

TULIPS,
I

LILIDMS, &c.
Before Bujing elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on

.
. '* opplicatioD, and save 2i per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTflX avd LIL1U3I AUSATUM
a Speciahti/.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,
Bi'Lii Ghowers and Seep Merchants,

34, MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE, LONDON, E.,

And Tub NiRiKiuES. Haarlem, Holland.

^^S SENDALL&Cjff
No. 100.-MELON or CUCUMBER FRAMES. No. 105.- i SPAN FRAME,

OUK

2 Light Frame, 6 ft. by 4 ft £2
2 „ „ 8 ft. by ."i ft. Notice the a 15
a ,, ,, S ft. by ft. iiSKnd stjres 3
3 ,, ,, l:i t',. by « ft. loemake. 4
4 ,. ,, liift. by6tt 6

No. 113.-P0RTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

6 ft. loEg by 3 ft. wide
Hft,
«ft.
12 ft.

12 ft.

12 ft.

12 ft.

4 ft.

6 ft.

3 ft.

4 ft.

5 ft.

6 ft.

COMPLETE
WITH

TWO ENDS.

£1 15
2
2 10
3
A 10
4 2
6 5

GARDEN
FRAMES

are made and Stocked
in all the most useful

sizes.

Although the prices
are the lowest, the
Quality of the Mate-
rials and the construc-

tion are of the best.

They are made of

\

well-seasoned red-wood

I

Deal, malleable iron-

!

hiQges, &c.

PAIKTED
I hree Coats of best Oil-

i

Colour.
I

GLAZED
with 21-oz. Engliah

Glass.

New List Poat Free.

a^Light Frame, 5 ft. by 5 ft.

10 ft. by 5 ft. Notice

8 ft. by 6 ft. our useful

12 ft. by 6 ft. sizes.

16 ft. by 6 ft

£i
4
4
5 10
7

No. 102.-LEAN-TO FORCING-PITS.

PIT LIGHTS as used for No. 100 Frame. 6 ft.

4 ft.. Glazed and Painted, 14s. ; unglazed,
All Okdeas Packed

IBEE, aad

4 Light Frame, 16 ft. by 6 ft.

8 „ „ 32 ft. by 6 ft.

4 ,, ,, 16 ft. by 7 ft. 6 in...

ti „ „ 24 ft. by 7 ft. 6 in...

With Double-Light Frames, see List.

RICHARDSON'S

Cariiage Paid to Stations in ENGLANO and WALES, most of the IRISH PORTS, and;many Stations in SCOTLAND.

^/,>. HORTICULTURAL
'6%>\ BUILDINGS,

Mant
Pbize Medals.

Awarde-i the only

Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings af tli

International HortlcuUural
F.xtijbltlon, Londoo.

Conservatories, Greeahouses,
Vineries. Peach Houses,

Stove and Orchid
Hou.-^es, Slc. A1»«o

Boiiers, Pijte.M,

and all
Fittings.%

SICHABDSON & CO.,

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY hill, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS.

Special EaUmuUa giveu for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Fersonal Surveys of Estalt-s made, and practicBl
advice given as to the best and mot-t n.onomu'il Fencfs to put
down. lilustrattd Catalogues Free by Pu&t.

THE REVOLUTION IN HORTICULTURE.

THE TALK OF TOWN AND COUNTRY.

GREAT SUCCESS of the

NEW PATENT MOVING HOT-HOUSES

AND PLANT-PROTECTORS,
For obtaining Succession Crops without Shifting the Plants or

Soil. GO and SEE the Structures moving daily at

THE HORTICULTURAL TRAVELLING
STRUCTURES COMPANY,

2 & 3, WMte Street, Moorgate Street Station.
Made in hny size.

Orders now being Booked for Autumn Delivery.
Catalogue and Press Opinions pOat-free,

ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10*. per sack ; 5 for 47s. 6d.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8j. per sack ; 6 for

37». 6d. SECOND QUALITY. 5s. per sack ; 6 for 22s. id.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns. 4s. per sack, 5 for 18*. ; and 3*. per sack, 5 for 12*. 6d.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2*. M. per sack ; 5 for 10*. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4*. per sack ; 5 for 18*. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAltI£RON,

Forester's Lodge, mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

EPPS'S*'^'^^* PEAT,
For OBCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do., Ferus, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPfiCIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD, Coarse. Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
treshSPHAQNUM, Patent MANURES, FERTILISKKS. INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat M033 Utter,

The Original Peat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.
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EUCHARIS LOWir.—Strong flowering bulbs

of this lorely and distinct Eucharis, recently exhibited

at the Drill Hall and Temple Show. R.HS. Award of Merit,

April 11. 1893. 5jf. each, 42s. per dozen.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E,

Bougainvlllea glabra var. Sanderlana.

HUGH LOW AND CO. offer fine Plants of

this free-floweriog and brilliantly-coloured variety of

the old BouKaiuvillea glabra, as exhibited by them, and Certi-

ficated by the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 30,

1894. Price, 6s. each.
HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LILIUM LOWir. (First-class Certificate Royal
Hort. Soc, July 11, 1893.) -Several plants of this rare

and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CROTON RUSSELLIL (First-class Certificate,

Royal Hort. Soc, November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.

Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

DICHORIZANDRAMUSAICA GIGANTEA
(First-class Certificate at Temple Show. 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

IVTEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
Xl Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 5s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LATE STRAWBERRIES.
Xet U3 siDg to the praises of three late StrawberrieB.

FROGMOEE LATE PINE, which ia absolutely the flavour

of Ripley Queen Pineapple, sturdy in growth, large in size,

and an abundant c opper. 75. 6d. per 100.

OXONIAN, true, not Eleanor, which it is generally supplied
for. It is simply an enormous cropper, rather sharp in taste,

and the latest Strawberry on record. 5s. per 100.

Now comes lastly, but not leastly, that good old public
servant, ELTON LATE PINE, warranted true; no other
Strawberry like it for preserving.

All the New Strawberries supplied, all warranted true, and
the best plants in the trade.

R. GILBERT, Burghley, Stamford.

To tlie Trade.
CABBAGE SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHAUPE are now prepared to
• give Special Quotations for their extra - selected

Stocks of CABBAGE SEEDS of 1893 growth, which comprise
the following varieties, viz.:

—

Early Nonpareil

,, Enfield Market
,, Rainham
„ Offenham
„ Wheeler's Imperial
„ EUam
,, Large York
,, Dwarf York

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

Novelties, 1894.

FOR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in
Flowering and Ornamental Foliage Plants, apply to

—

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Mein's No. 1

Carter's Heartwell
Daniel's Defiance
Leeds Market
Robinson's Champion Drum-
head

Dwarf Flat Dutch Drumhead
Dwarf Drumhead Selected

NoveltleB. 1894.

THE ROYAL SET of COLEUS.—Unique
and superb ; the handsomest ever offered ; foliage

rivalling the best Caladiums. Empress of India, Princess of
Wales, Prinee&s May, Princess Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,
Duke of York. Seven varieties for 21s.

See SANDER and CO.'S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties, 1894.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The most useful and brilliant flowering plant

known. First-class Certificate, Royal Hortioultural Society,
April 24, 1891. Of the most easy culture, either in the green-
house, conservatory, or plant^stove, producing its magnificent
loay-crimson bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest pots,
under all conditions, in the greatest abundance and amazing
profusion. Price la. Qd. each.

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties. 1894.

DIPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
Flowers rich, glowing crimson-maroon, with deep orange

throat. First-class Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
ready. Price, \2s. 6d. each.

SANDER AND CO. St. Albans.

STRAWBERRIES
All the leading varieties, in 1-yr. prepared

plants, ready for immediate delivery, 6s. per 100.
Orders despatched by return of post. Plants in

small pots and runners of all the best forcing
varieties and Novelties ready shortly. Catalogue
free.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

"ONLY THE BEST.

BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.

CARAWAY & CO.
Offer best quality Bulbs.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS 9/- per 100.

(larger) 12/J ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 6/- „
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6/- ,.

DOUBLE DAFFODILS, eitrala'ge bulbs ... 7/i „
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA 6/- „

Alt ordtrs over 55. free by post or rail.

16 per cent, discount (3s. in £) for Cash with Order.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

DUTCH BULBS!
FREKCa BULBS! and EKCIISH BULBS

!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.
Containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIUMS, DAFFODILS,
SNOWDROPS. IRIS, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices hejore sejiding your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS.

EXETER ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN
HYACINTHS.

First consignment to hand in excellent condition.

For particulars of these and all other Bulbs, see

CATALOGUE, No. 441, sent Post-free, on
application.

DICKSONS,
Sfeed and Bulb Growers, &c.,

CHESTER.

IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
AT LOW PRICES.

VANDA CCERTJLEA,
VANDA KIMBALLIANA,

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEXJM,
CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM.

All from hitherto unsea'ched districts, and in tbe finest possible
condition. Prices on application.

W. L. LEWIS & CO.,
SOUTHGATE,

LONION. N.

SELECT FLO^A^ER ROOTS

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

BULB CATALOGUE FOR 1894
Has nolo been Posted to all their Customers : anyone not having received the same, a Duplicate

Copy will immediately be forwarded, Post Free, on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat Greenhousea. Illustrations"

of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the eimpleet forms of Portable GreenhouFes,
Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best kinds of Boilers. Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for heating. Thia
Catalogue, posses&iog hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating, is on a scale

never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical hints on the
subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. PrlCe, 23. post-free.

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country ; an inspection

of this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed

by us enable us to carry out wort with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition.
Surveys made, and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.
London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.C,
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WEBBS'
^5-f^4jf* EMPEROR

CABBAGE.
THE EAKLIKST AND BEST.

6d. and Is. per packet,

Is. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. J. S. HARRIS, Mansfield, June 17, 1894

' I have thown your Emperor Cabbige^ this year at

Nottirgham. Bdsford. Hucknall, Sutton, and Maiiefield

Shj»9. anil I have takea 4 First and 1 Seconl Prices with

them ; they are the best I have ever Rrown. I have cut

one this mom np we gliinR 16 1b. aa it itanda." p^^. ^1^,^^^

EARLY NONPAREIL CABHAGE 8(1.

ENFIELD .MARKET fo. Sd
EARLY KAINUAM do. 84.

RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION.
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Banffshire.—The frait crop ia not np to my
expectations, although the early gpringmonths were

favoarable and there was a grand appearance of

blossoms, but thi^ late frost that we had greatly

reduced the Apnle crop. Pears on walls being

earlier than uiual were set and so far escaped the

frosts ; Standard Bergamots and Hessle are also

good. Plums to a great extent are a failure.

Peaches set most abundantly, also Apricots, but set

rather irregularly; we have a fair crop of Figs on

trees on the open wall. Small fruits in general are

a good average crop; early Strawberries suffered a

little by the frost, as did also Black Currants ; Straw-

berries are now suffering very much by the wet

weather, J. F'oser Smith, Cullen House Gardens.

Berwickshire—The winter-like weather we had

here from May 20th to 24th inclusive, when we
had an aggregate of 31° of frost in all, destroyed

the blooms of Strawberries, Gooseberries, and Cur-

rants. The Apple-blossom was abundant and strong,

yet the result wiU be the poorest on record. The
Pears being earlier in bloom suffered leas, and the

crop is a good one. John Cairns, The Hirsel Gardens,

Coldstream, N.B,

Apple-trees were a mass of bloeaom, but

scarcely a fruit is now to be seen, except a few on
the walls. Pears are an average crop. Plums, of the

Victoria variety, a heavy crop, most of the other kinds

a failure. Cherries are a fair crop, but many of the

fruits are split and deformed. Peaches,Nectarines,and

Apricots are still a heavy crop, although two-thirds

of the crop was taken off, and the quality promises

to be good. Small fruits vary a good deal, but all

are very good in quality. Raspberries are a poor

crop, and of bad quality. Strawberries under the

average, except Garibaldi. The two last-named

fruits usually do very well here. Nuts never do

well, and this year are a complete failure. J. Irontide,

Blackadder Gardens, Edrom.

East Lothian.—The frosts at the end of May
did a great amount of damage. Apples and Straw-

berries suffering moat, Gooaeberriea and other amall

fruits being badly hit. Apricots, Pears and Peaches

may be said to be the fruit of the year. The foliage

and general appearance of trees is all that can be

desired, if. P. Brotherston, Tyninghame.

After one of the most prom ising prospects

I ever saw, the frost we had in the last week in May
did great damage to nearly all kinds, and to Apples
more especially. Pears have still a good crop, both

on wall trees and standards. Plums are very scarce.

Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots are excellent crops,

and will be 6ne if we only get a favourable ripening

season. All our first blossoms of Strawberries were
killed, consequently we have a poorer crop. All the

other small fruits suffered too, except Raspberries,

which were not in flower, and we have a good crop of

these. Z. Doxo, Newht/th Gardens.

Although everything is about a month later

as compared with last year, our crops are quite as

good, with the exception of Apples, which suffered

severely from the sharp frosts in May, Some of our
young Apple trees are carr ying a few nice fruits in

sheltered places, Wm. McKelvie, Sroxmouth Park,
Dunhar.

FiFESHiHE.—The blossom on all fruit trees was
unusually good, and those of the wall fruits set well,

but dropping has resulted in the majority of stone-

fruits just at the stoning period, while Apples and
Pears dropped immediately after setting. Goose-
berries promised an extraordinary crop, but the late

frost ruined them, and now they are only average.

The same applies to Red Currants and Rispberries

;

Black Currants are almost nil. Strawberries while
in blossom (which was after the frost of May 2l8t),

promised an enormous yield, but evidently the check
from the frost of above date was too much for them,
as they eventually mildewed, and are scarce, John
Proctor, Sonihristle Gardens, Inverkeithing.

—— Three nights in succession of 4", 5°, 6°,

played havoc with the Apple blossom, rendering the
crop almost nil on standard and bush-trees, while

Gooseberries^and Currants were reduced to less than

half a crop. The wall-fruit that was set received a

check only, and is now healthy and growing freely.

Except a few early patches that were in bloom,

the Strawberry crop suffered very little, and is

plentiful and good. Wm. Williainson, Tarvit, Cupar,

FoRrARSHiEE.—The severe frost we had on

20th May, and for several days after, made havoc,

even the foliage and many of the fruiting spurs

being killed outright. Plums and Cherries were

set some time before the frost, and these trees

being all on walls have good crops. Gooseberries,

Black and Red Currants, although set and swelling,

shed a good deal of fruit, especially the first two.

Early Strawberries just coming into flower here at

that time had the first and best blooms destroyed,

and now the fruit is rotting with the continued rain.

We gathered the first a fortnight later than last

year. W, McDowall, Brechin Castle,

KiNCARDiNESHiEB,—Our Standard Apple trees had

an immense quantity of bloom, but the continuous

wet weather rotted nearly the whole of it, hence the

crop is poor. Black Currants were nearly all de-

stroyed by the 7° froat experienced on May 22ad.

J, M. Gainis, Arbuthnot Gardens, Fordoun,

Mid-Lothian.—Here we had 7° of frost on May
2l8t, and 6° on the two following mornings, followed

by bright sunshine, which caused great damage to the

newly set apples, and killed all the early flowers on

the Strawberries. Still, the effects were very partial,

places suffering badly adjoining others in which

very little harm was done ; and, excepting the Apples

and small fruits generally, the crop of fruit is fully

an average in quantity, and decidedly above average

in quality. Among Apples, the Codlin section baa

suffered the worst—Lord SufBeld, Keswick Codlin,

Manx Codlin, and such like, being almost fruitless.

Lord Grosvenor proving an exception with a fine

crop. Most of the other standard varieties, es-

pecially on dwarf trees, are bearing moderate crops
;

and many of the newer varieties are also bearing well,

especially Worcester Pearmain, Lane's Prince

Albert, The Queen, Bismarck, Sandringham, Malt-
ster, Baumanu's Red Reinette, and many others,

including Lady Sudeley, which for the first time is

bearing well. Pears are the crop of the season, and
are generally a heavy crop of very fine fruit. All
the standard varieties are bearing well,—Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, Doyenne du Cornice,

Beurr^ d'Aremberg, Haoon'a Incomparable, Jar-

gonelle, Williams' Bon Chr^sien, Easter Beurr^, and
Catillac, being most conspicuous. Plums are a good
average, and the same may be said of Cherries.

Peaches and Nectarines on open walls are finer than
they have been since the " Seventies." Apricots are

also a splendid crop, quite equal in quantity and
superior in quality to last season's crop, one of the

beat on record in this locality. Gooseberries and
Currants suffered last year from the heat and insecta,

and in many places the May frost pinched them
;

still the crop is fair and generally free from insects.

Strawberries, as already mentioned, were nipped in

May by the frost ; hut the later flowers have set well,

and are giving a good average crop. Nuts of all

kinds are thin, but they are not much grown, either

in gardens or for market. The season ia still late,

a month behind last year, which was exceptionally

early ; and heat with aunahine ia rtqnired to bring
crops to full maturity. Fruit trees of all kinds are
making a fine growth, and the foliage is clean and
healthy, the dripping weather having kept insects in

check, and with a fine autumn the prospects are good
for another year. Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith Gardens.

Oa the 20th and 21st of May wo registered 7°

and 9° of frost, which blighted all hopes, especially the

Apples on standards, also Gooseberries and Black Cur-
rants which had no shelter, but where sheltered on
borders behind north walls they are an average crop

yet. Sweet Cherries on north and east walls are

heavily cropped, also Morello varieties. May Duke,
Governor Wood, Bslle Agathe, Bigarreau, Napoleon,

Archduke, Black Eagle. Plums on walls, viz., Vic-

toria, Jefferson, Kirke'a, Pond's Seedling, Washing-

ton, Magnum Bonum, Greengage, also Bradley's

Greengage, Coe's Golden Drop, average. Pears,

varietiea on walls. Brown Beurr^, Easter Benrr^, La
Fortune,* Ambrosia, Louiae Bonne of Jersey, Napo-

leon,* Beurr^ de Capiaumont,* Saint Germain,

Doyenne du Comice, Bon Chretien, average. Many
others, Niel McVougall, Riccarton Gardens, Currie,

Perthshire.—The diaastrous low temperaturea

in May have given very opposite results. Pears,

such as Jargonelle, Beurr^ Diel, and a few

other hardy varieties, are carrying good average

crops. Apples being nearly a failure in most cases.

The flowers of amall fruita—Strawberriea—were just

opening during the last week in May, and by being

so far retarded in growth are giving fair averaga

crops. Plums on walls a total failure, but standard

Victorias as a rule have a full crop. Strawberries

are both abundant and of good quality. George

Croucher, Ochtertyre, Crieff,

Eoxbdhohshibe—The frost of May 20, 21, and

22, completely spoilt what would otherwise have

been the most prolific year for all kinds of fruit in

the Jedburgh district of Roxburghshire, May Dukes
and Morellos promise well. Apricots a very heavy

crop, but not swelling, and atill dropping off. J. Page,

Monteviot, Jedburgh,

Selkirk.—The sharp froat we had in May did a

lot of damage to Apples on standards, Black Cur-

rants, and Strawberriea in the early parta of the

county. Peara, Plums, Cherries, Apricots, and

Peaches being mostly grown on walls, and escaped

where protected, W, G, Pirie, Sunderland Hall

Gardens,

6. SCOTLAND, W.
Aybshibe.—Fruit crops are now anything but

satisfactory, Apples and Strawberries being reduced

to less than a third of an ordinary crop, although up
till the 20th of May a better show of all kinds of

outdoor fruits could scarcely have been desired ; a

succession of five frosty nights with a scorching sun
during day played sad havoc at that time. Pears

and Apricots are the only two kinds of fruit showinf;

satisfactory crops at the present date. D. Buchanan,
Bargany Gardens, Girvan, N.B.

I find the frnit crops in this district are very

variable; some much, and others little damaged by
the aevere frost we had on the 21st and 22nd of

May; very exposed places Buffering a good deal

more than others that are well sheltered. On the

whole the crops are light, but promise to be good.

All trees and bushes are very clean and free from

aphis, owing, I think, to the very showery weather

we have had during the last two months. A. Wilson,

Auchencruive.

Stiblinoshihe.—Never were fruit crops of every

kind more promising than during the early days of

May ; but the last week of that month brought severe

frost. Several nights the thermometer indicated 4°

to 7° below the freezing point. The sun was very

powerful early in the morning, and all fruits with

exposure to south and east were completely destroyed.

Apples such as Seaton House, Stirling Castle, Lord

Suflield, and Golden Spire, which have never failed

to fruit abundantly for ten years past, have not one-

fourth of a crop upon them ; although Currants (red

and white) suffered somewhat, they are very heavily

cropped, whilst Black ditto were severely thinned.

Cherries, which piomised remarkably, are greatly

reduced. President Strawberry ia a good crop and
firat rate in quality. M. Temjile, Carron,

WiGTONSHiRE—The Apple crop in thia diatrict is

the worst known for some years, many of the trees

being quite fruitless ; whereas Peaches, Nectarines

Figs, and Pears have remarkably good crops. Straw-

berries lost much of the earlier bloom by the frosts

in May. Currants, Raspberries, and Gooseberries

have abundant crops, and the fruits are of good
quality. Fruit trees in general are very healthy.

James Day, Galloway Hoiise, Gariiestotdn,

** Those marked (**) were heavy erops.
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2. ENGLAND, N.E.

Wtlam-on-Ttne.—Owing to frost in May, fruit

crops are very partial in this district. Some garders

near here have excellent crops of Gooseberries and

other small fruit, and others none. Pears and Apples

are an entire failure. Jas. Moore, Castle Hill Gardens,

Hexham.—The show of bloom and the promise of

crops in this district of small fruits such as Goose-

berries and Currantf, also Pears and Apples, was

very good, and remained so until Monday, 2l8t May,
when we registered 6° frost ; on 22nd 0° frost, and

on 23rd 5° frost, blighting all these prospects. It is

considered in the northern districts to be one of the

most severe late spring frosts experienced daring fifty

years, Wm, Fell tf- Co., Seed Merchants and Nur-
teryrnen.

NoBTHUMBEBtiND.—Apples promised a full crop

np to the frost of May 20th, when it was almost

destroyed. There is a crop on many Apple-trees,

and on others merely a sprinkling of fruit, but

the bulk is gone. Strawberries were much iujured

by the autumn gale in November, and severe frost

daring the winter; the frost in May destroyed all

the early bloom, still some good fruits are being

gathered in late places. Black Currants may be

half crop ; Raspberries rather more here. Goose-
berries are heavily cropped in some places, and in

others a failure. George Harris, Castle Gardens, Aln-
wick.

Apples are very much under what was
expected, but still we have good crops of some
varieties, such as Domino, Pott's Seedling, Cellini,

Peck's Pleasant, Eeklinville, Warner's King, and
The Queen. Pears are but a moderate crop, the
cold east winds having destroyed the blossoms.
Raspberry Superlative is by far the best variety I
have ever grown. David Inglis, Howick Hall, Les-
bury,

YoBKSHiBB.—la low lying situations all fruits are
very scarce, but on more elevated ground there is a

good average crop. The following varieties of
Apples, viz. King of Pippins, Early Margaret,
Lane's Prince Albert, Stirling Castle, Mannington,
Adams' and Worcester Pearmain, are carrying heavy
crops ; and of Pears, Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Beuri^
de Capiaumont, Louise Bonne of .Jersey, and all

wall trees are carrying abundant crops. This has
been the worst year I can remember for insect pests
on fruit trees, both outside and under glass. J.
Biddell, The Gardens, Castle Howard,

The present season's crop of fruit taken all

round is one of the worst on record. Apples very
few ; Pears, a nice crop on walls and on old standard
Hessles ; none on espaliers. Plums are scarce and
the trees much blighted; Dessert Cherries scarce,
having suffered from frost, but we have some fruit

on standard May Dukes and on Morellos on the
north wall

: Peaches and Nectarines are looking
well, having had during the period of severe frost

the protection of doubled fish-nets. Strawberries
suffered much from frost, especially Noble, Black
Prince, British Queen, Sir J. Paxton ; President and
Pauline half a crop; good crop on John Raskin, a
variety which here is without flavour and the foliage

subject to mildew. Bailey Wadds, Birdsall Gardens.

The fruit crops in this district were never
more promising than this season, up to the frosts of

the 20th, 2Ut, 22nd, 2.3rd, and 25th of May, when
we registered from 3° to 4° of frost. This degree of
cold almost destroyed the Apple and Pear crops.
Apple King of the Pippins, and Pear Napoleon, have
the best crops. Plums on walls where protected are

good crops, otherwise they are very poor. Morello
Cherries on north walls very good, while those on
pyramids are a failure. W. Higgins, Stanwick Gar-
dens, Darlington.

There was an abundant blossom on all fruit

trees the past spring, especially so on Apples, while

the severe frosts on and about the 20(h of May had
much to do with destroying the embryo fruits. I am
of opinion that, owing to the long continned dronght

of last year, the fruit buds so plentifully formed were

not so fully developed as they might have been,

hence this had something to do with the light crops

of fruits—especially Apples : Hawthornden, Beauty

of Kent, Cockpit, Yellow Ingestre, and Early

Harvest are the only kinds we have that have any-

thing like a crop on them. Of Pears, Citron

des Carmes, Diyenne dTSt^, Williams' Bon Chretien,

Louise Bonne of .Jersey, have fair crops on them.

Victoria Plum is the best ; Strawberries are the

lightest crop we have had for twenty-one years.

Red Currants and Gooseberries are plentiful ; Rasp-

berries fairly good ; Black Currants are almost a

complete failure. Insect pests were very trouble-

some ; as soon almost as the trees came into leaf they

were infested with both green and black fly. The
late rains having well soaked the soil down to the

roots the trees are making a good growth now,

betokening a fine fruit crop next year. Henrg J.

Clayton, Grimston Park Gardens, Tadcaster.

Hull.—Apples showed good bloom, bat suffered

from the frost ; and the Plum-trees were aff^^cted by

the dry season of 1893. Cherries : Morellos were cut

by the cold weather experienced during May and the

early part of June this year. Old plantations of

Strawberries suffered from drought during 1893, and

the stronger plants from frost and cold weather

during May and .June of this year. Small fruits

showed well, but suffered to some extent from frost,

J. P. Leadbetter, Tranhy Croft.

(7*0 be continued.)

The Rosary.

THE NORTHERN SHOW OF THE NATIONAL
ROSE SOCIETY, HALIFAX.

In one respect the National Rose Society has this

year been peculiarly fortunate, its three exhibitions

have all been held on fine days, which is much to be

able to say in so fitful and changeable a time as we
have been lately experiencing. The days though

fine have not had that blazingly hot character asso-

ciated with the dog-days, and consequently the Roses

have maintained their freshness to a much greater

extent than is usual at our exhibitions. The
Northern show, which was held at Halifax on the

19th alt., could not have been held under more

favourable circumstances, and was decidedly a great

success. It was held in the beautiful grounds of

Mr. Alderman Booth, the President of the Salter-

hebble and Halifax Rose Society, and the Roses

were arranged under a spacious light tent ; while

the exhibits for the local Society, whose show

took place at the same time, were arranged

in other tents.

It was an exhibition in which many unexpected

events took place. It was fondly anticipated by some

that the northern growers' time had come, and that,

as they had been out of the running in the two

previous shows of the society, they would make np

for it by a successful sweep of the board at the

Northern show. We were encouraged to hope for

the appearance of Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons of

Newtownards in the north of Ireland, and of that of

Messrs. Harkness & Sons of B^dale, but the former

did not put in any appearance, not only not having

recovered from the severe frosts of May, but having

also suffered from storms a day or two previous to

the exhibition, and the hopes expressed by some

that the Challenge Trophy would find its way

to Ireland were thus disappointed ; while the

Yorkshire champions were not up to their

usual form, and in all the principal leading

classes, the south again asserted its superiority.

Taking the exhibition as a whole, there was, as

at the previous shows, a general lack of superior

blooms such as has characterised the two previous

exhibitions. There were good flowers, and some fine

flowers, but there was also a general level of medio-

crity. At the Crystal Palace Show the Teas were

certainly in advance of the H. P.'s, but in colour and

freshness the order was reversed at Halifax. This

WM especially the case amongst nnrserymen, and

the fine stands exhibited by such growers as Messrs.

B. R. Cant and Harkness & Sons, Prior & Son, and
Paul & Son, contained some flowers of excellent merit.

There was, perhaps, a general want of size, and, not-
withstanding the statement of some, that this quality

is less regarded than it used to be (a statement from
which I entirely differ), there can be little doubt, I

think, that when it is combined with brightness of
colour and good form, most persons prefer a
good-sized Rose. The dark-coloured Roses were
more, I think in character, as far as colour
is concerned, than they were in the earlier

southern shows, cool weather having probably con-
tributed to this result. The forward movement of

Messrs. Prior & Son of Colchester to the forefront,

and the successful appearance of the new firm (new,

at least, as far as exhibiting at the National is con-
cerned) of Messrs. Townsend & Son of Worcester,

were noticeable features, and will cause, perhaps,

some of our veteran exhibitors to " look out for

squalls." One has to be carefjl of one's expressions

upon such subjects, for I find that what I said upon
the subject of Mr. George Mount's exhibits has been

interpreted in a way which the words did not justify.

I never said that he was going to displace our

veteran exhibitors, but simply that they would
have to look to their laurels, and that in some cases

he might probably step in before them. In the

amateurs' classes another surprise awaited us. Mr.
E. B. Lindsell had been so severely hit by the frost

that he had been unable to put in an appearance at

the two previous shows, so we were hardly pre-

pared to find him exhibiting at Halifax ; this, how-
ever, he did, and with a box of blooms which I think

was not only the best in its class, but also the best

in the exhibition, the flowers being of that fine finish

that generally characterises this amateur's exhibits.

Two jubilee trophies were secured in the professional

class by Mr. B. R. Cant, and in the amateurs' by

Mr. Lindsell ; it will thus be seen, as bearing upon a

controversy which seems about to be initiated on
the number of blooms to be shown, that even where,

as in the jubilee cla8s,the moderate number of twenty-

four is fixed, in nine cases out of ten it is the master

of big battalions who carries off the much-coveted

prize. The Prize Medal Rose was in the Hybrid

Perpetual Class, won by Messrs. Paul & Son with

a grand bloom of an old and now-a-days rather too

much neglected Rose, Duchesse de Morny. There

was a time when this fine flower was seen in almost

every stand, but it is now comparatively rarely exhi-

bited. A grand bloom of The Bride obtained for Mr.

Geo. Prince the like honour among the Teas and

Noisettes. In the amateurs' division a grand

bloom of another old Rose, Xavier Olibo,

secured for Mr. Lindsell the Silver Medal for

the best hybrid perpetual ; its colour was magni-

ficent, and in fact, when in best condition, there are

few dark Roses that can excel it—unfortunately, it

is one of those Roses whose constitution is feeble,

and therefore, I suppose, small amateurs do not ven-

ture upon it. The Medal for the best Tea and Noi-

sette was gained by Mr. Parker, of Headington, with

a beautiful bloom of Catherine Mermet.

New Roses.

These were but very sparsely shown, and as on pre-

vious occasions the box exhibited by Messrs. Paul &
Son contained a considerable number of home-raised

flowers. Charles Gater (Paul & Son) was much

brighter and less shaded than on some former occa-

sions ; Marchioness of Londonderry ; Dake of Fife, a

sport; Margaret Dickson, shown in fine form; Mrs.

Paul, which fully kept up its character as a good and

useful Rose; Bridesmaid Violet Queen (Paul &
Son), which has a remarkable likeness to a some-

what light-coloured bloom of Sir Rowland Hill

and Duchess of Fife. It will be thus seen that

only three out of twelve came to ns from France;

this was the only box exhibited in this class.

In the class for new seedlings there was but one

exhibit, Clara Watson, shown by Mr. Geo. Prince of

Oxford, but which, as on previous occasions, the

judges did not consider a Gold Medal Rose, but gave

it a Card of Commendation.
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Gabden Roses

Were not «o largely contributed at at the Southern

«how«, there being fewer exhibits, and the claaiei

smaller, but those exhibited were quite up to the

mark. Messrs. Paul & Son again held the leading

place amongst professionals, some of their blooms,

gach as L'ld^ile, Gastave llegis, Camoens, and Mar-

quis of Salisbury, were especially conspicuous. Mr.

H. V. Machin, of Gateford Hill, Worksop, showed a

very beautiful box, conspicuous amongst which were

Village Maid, Celestial, and some of the smaller

Polyantha Roses. It is a curious circumstance that

while the National Rose Society had borrowed from

that of Halifax the notion of offering a priza

for Roses staged for effect in a given space,

there was noi one exhibit of the kind at this

show ; the storms of wind and rain had pro-

bably' contributed in some degree to this, as

we were all looking out to see in what way the

Northern folk managsd their display, and were of

coarse proportionately disappointed at finding nothing

of the kind.

It has been my privilege to have attended all the

provincial shows held by our Society, and to have

witnessed the various ways in which local societies

have discharged their duties. I need hardly say

that this varies considerably, but in none that I

have attended have things gone more smoothly

than in this show at Halifax ; while all connected

with the local society seem to have worked well,

especial praise must be given to its excellent and

indefatigable Secretary, Mr. John E. Brooks. I felt

convinced that it would be so, for in my previous

correspondence with him he had shown an anxiety

to master all the details, so as to be prepared for

every contingency. The proverbial hospitality of

Yorkshire was not wanting on the occasion ; and

when it is added that upwards of 10,000 persons

attended the show, we may conclude that the

Noithern Show of 1894 will be long remembered as

one of the most successful shows that the Society

has ever held. Wild Rose.

KEW NOTES.
Gladiolus PLATVPHrLLus.^This new species of

Gladiolus was described by Mr. Baker in the Gar-

deners' Chronicle last year (see vol. xiv., p. 456),

from a specimen received from Herr Max Leicht-

lin, who imported it from Kaffraria along with

Gladiolus oppositiSorus. There are plants of it in

flower in the bulb frame at Eew, and these also were

mixed with G. oppositiflorus received from Professor

MicOvao in 1892 (see Gardeners' Chronicle, vol. xii.,

p. 552). Except in the width of the leaves and the

colour of the pollen, there is no differenca between

G. platyphyllus and G. dracocephalus. The Kew
plants are 4} feet high, including the spike, and the

leaves are 3 inches wide, and IJ feet long ; the pollen

is purple — it is yellotv in G. dracocephalus, and

there are a few purple spots on the lower part of the

small lower segments. There was a plant of it in

flower at Kew in September last year, but it was

then supposed to be G. dracocephalus simply.

G. oppositiflorus is also ia floiver in the bulb frame

at Kew.

Gladiolus AUBiNTiAcos EunaoTiNcrus.

Tnis is a distinct and brightly-coloured Glaliolus,

remarkable in having orange-yellow flowers dotted

all over with red. Tae type is described as having

bright orange-yellow flowers on a lax secund spike.

The variety now flowering at Kew was received in

the spring from Mr. Medley Wood, of the Durban
Bjtanic Gardens. It has uniform leaves a foot long,

and a stem, including the spike, 2 feet high. Tbe
flowers are nearly as large as those of G. dracocepha-

lus, notjunlike them in shape, and arranged loosely

on the spike. Tnere is, however, a well-marked

dirt'erence between these two species in the size of

the three lower segments of the corolla, which in

the plant under notice are small and almost of uni-

form size, whereai in G. dracocephalus they are

onecjual, the central one being njugh the largest.

There is a large bed of G. dracocephalus now

flowering finely near the entrance to the Orchid

house.
Hedtchidm Elwesii.

Mr. Baker described this species from material

collected in the Khasia Hills by Mr. Elwes, and now

Messrs. F. Sander & Co. have it in cultivation. It

has stems as stoat as those of H. Gardnerianum,

leaves 16 inches long by 4 inches wide, glaucous and

hairy beneath, glossy dark green above. The ter-

minal spikes are 6 inches long, formed of about a

dozan large dark green bracts, fully 2 inches wide when

opened out, and less closely imbricating than those

of H. coronarium. Flowers with a tube 2 inches

long, a lip U inch wide, petals spatulate, three

outer segments linear, stamen as long as the seg-

ments ; colour, rich yellow, deepening to orange at

the base of the segments. The species ranks next to

II. coronarium, but is quite distinct from it and all

its varieties, and is at the same time a good garden

plant. Plants of it are now in flower at the St.

Albans Nurseries.

MOJIOEDICA MIXTA.

This is one of the most striking of the collection

of tropical gourds grown in the Water-lily house at

Kew. It has long quick-growing angular climbing

stems, large, palmately-lobed, dark green smooth

shining leaves, and one-flowered axillary pedunc'es,

bearing each a pair of large green bracts just below

the black-purple five-Iobed calyx, and a spreading

campanulate corolla 4 ioches across, formed of five

overlapping petals, which are hairy and soft, like

flannel, creamy-yellow, with a blotch of purple at the

base of the three inner petals. The plant flowers

freely, and it is an attractive climber, well worth

growing for the sake of its handsome flowers. Both

male and female plants are in flower, and the latter

is ripening its " large oval-rotunda^e, red, muricated

fruits." M. mixta is synonymous with M. cochin-

chinensis, and is a native of China, Cochinchina, and

India. It first flowered at Kew in 1859, when a

figure of it appeared in the Botanical Magasine.

W, W., Keiu.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ODONrOGLOSSUil CRI3PUM VAR.
APIATUM.

According to M. Godefroy in Le Jardin, July 20,

p. 163, this variety is the same as that previously

figured in the Orchidophile as 0. Alexandrce var.

Davali. M. Godefroy goes on to say that the name
apiatum was given in the auction-room "devenu en

passant sous le marteau du commissaire-priseur, etc."

This is an error. The plant was shown in flower by
Mr. Ballantine at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, 27 April, 1886, without a name.
It is the rule of that society, that a name should be

given t) a plant before the plant can be formally

recognised by the committee. Possibly this was the

reason why the present writer was requested to

suggest a name for it. In any case he did so, at the

request of the exhibitors, being unaware of its history

or that it had been already named. M. T. M.

Ctpripediom Mendeli.

From the collection of Major- General Hutchin-
son, Bowthorpe, near Bournemouth, comes a flower

of this form with three sepals, three equal petals,

arranged in a spiral, and each one of a lip-like cha-

racter (peloria). The column, as is asual in such
cases, is straight. M. T. M.

A MAKKET GARDEN IN EAST
ANGLIA.

In many counties old-fashioned agriculture has

givan place to horticulture, where ordinary garden

produce is caltivated for the market in quantities

that, until a decade ago, were unknown, and to

such a change of circumstances there are many
economical aspects well worth consideration. It is

fortunate that at a time when agriculture has reached

BO low an ebb, when it has almost, and in many
cases totally, ceased to be profitable, the people's

taste for fruit and flowers has so far developed, that

the land can be profitably cropped with these

wherever soil and climate are such that their culture

can be carried out.

A further matter for congratulation is that the

new fruit farming employs much more labour per

acre than agricultural crops do, and in this way solves

in some degree the difficulty that has arisen through

the labourers, who have been driven from the land

owing to the diminished area devoted to corn-

growing, flocking to the already too thickly-populated

towns.

East Anglia furnishes abundant examples cf

farnn that have been subjected to such change, and

one that we had the opportunity of visiting at

Wisbech a week or so ago is about a typical onr.

At this place Mr. R. H. Bath has an extensive and

prosperous farm, which has been planted during the

last few years. The principal part consists of the

Ojborne Farm, but there are other portions at

Liverton and Walton, both close to Oaborne Farm
besides another piece of land at Long Sutton, a few

miles eastwards. Altogether, there ere nearly

1000 acres of land, and they are on the borders of

Lincolnshire, Norfolk, and Cambridgeshire.

Pansies.

In the spring of this year particulars were stated

in these columns respecting the amount of Pansies

that had been sent from the farm, and doubts were

entertained by some as to the accuracy of the figures,

so astonishingly large were they, but subsequently

confirmatory information was quotedfrom the report

of a committee that was inquiring into the state of

labour in the district. There appears to be no reason

to doubt that the quantities reported to be despatched

were those actually sent, and we know of no place

where ordinary fancy Pansies and Violas are cultivated

on so large a scale. Of coarse, at this time in the year

there is but little to be seen in this way, as the plants

in stock now consist almost wholly of those that were

left from selling daring spring, and in addition to th?

plants the immense beds running through the fields

where the seedlings arejust beginning to make them-
selves seen. These will be transplanted daring August
and September, and in spring will be ready for distri-

bution. The long beds that contain these seedlings

give one some idea of the amount of labour trans-

planting will involve, and the immense piece of land

they will cover. Daring one exceptional day in the

spring we were informed that 120.000 of such plants

had been despatched from this farm.

Until this year almost the whole of the trade in

Pansies has been for the market, and of coarse, they

have been seedling varieties selected with care

according to colour and quality, and the strain has

become good, though no doubt the flowers excel in

size at the expense of points that would be required

by the florist. Now, however, Mr. Ba'ih has deter-

mined to work up a florist's business also, and to pro-

pagate by cuttings the very finest varieties that can

be got from Scotch and Eaglish growers. Amongst
stock plants now in floiver was a mass of the lovely

Peacock sent out by Messrs. Watkins and Simpson,

one of the most distinct of Pansies, from its carious

blending ofblue and crimson shades. Other well-known

varieties exist in quantity, and it is exp3cted there

will be about 400,000 Scotch seedlings from seed

obtained from nearly all the best growers on the

opposite side of the Tweed ; and the soil being nice

and light, yet good withal, the success attending the

raising, propagation, and distribution of florists'

varieties will be equal to that exp>rienced when
catering for the market only.

Caknations

are also grown considerably, and in these, too, it is

intended to develop a florist's business. About 2 acres

are devoted to seedlings, and nearly all of the latest

and best varieties have been added for the purpose of

propagation by layers and cuitings. In all there are

catalogued in the book 280 varieties, and these

include the best of Mr. Martin R, Smith's and of

Mr. Douglas's seedlings. Uriah Pike, planted
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OQt in the open, was especially robnat, its " grau "

being aa broad and vigoroas as the strongest of the

old Cloves. Ddlphiniama, Digitalis, Scabiosa caa-

casica, and gold- leaved and other Polyanthas, are

also included amongst the plants caltivated ; Poly-

anthns especially being grown in very large nnmbera.

Tepits.

The fiaits, however, were the most interesting at

the time of oar visit, and we may mention the

Raspberries first, as at this time they were so

heavily laden with frait of good qaality that they

certainly merit the first notice. Of these, then, there

Fastolf, as we saw it, commended itself most to onr

favour. It grows from 3 feet to 4 feet high, is

a prolific bearer, and the fruits have, as is

well known, a good flavour. A very large breadth

of land covered with this variety presented

a sight that repaid us well for the journey to Wis-
bech,

Strawberries, etc.

Strawberries are planted in very large quan-
tities, and with Raspberries are the most important

of the fruit crops grown by Mr. Bath. Nearly all

are Sir Joseph Paxton, a variety considered the best

ofany for cropping and flavour. It may be interesting

fIQ. 23.—A POT VINE GHOWN BV MB. HIOjS.

are 55 acres at Osborne Farm, 35 at Waltoc, 36 at

Overton, and 48 at Long Sutton, making in all

194 acres. Although, as we have said, the soil is

rather light than heavy, and very easily drains

itself of moisture, the Raspberries are unquestionably

at home, and they have made fine strong canes that

would do credit to any garden- culture, their yield

and appearance being qaite equal to the very best

results we have seen in the Raspberry fields in Kent.

Some of the best varieties here are Fastolf, Carter's

Prolific, Norwich Wonder, and Baumforth's Seed-

ling. The last-named variety has a dwarf spreading

habit, and the fruit is very much sweeter than many.

Norwich Wonder grows tall, is a splendid bearer,

and is prized much by the growers at Wisbech ; but

to remark that Laxton's Noble has been discarded

altogether as being of no use for market work.

Royal Sovereign, however, will better take the

place of an early cropper than " Noble " as soon

as the price will allow of sufficient plants being

obtained, but to be any use aa a market kind

it must be grown in sufficient quantity to supply

a good and marketable lot. At the four places

there are 251 acres covered with Strawberries,

and the plants look capital, though on the whole

this year there has not been more than three parts

of a crop. The plantations are not renewed until

the plants are four, or even five, years old.

Red Currants had a capital crop on breadths of good

bmhes about five or six ycais old. The crop is esti-

mated at about 40 tons. Apples and Pears have
not been planted very largely, and they are but
joung trees. There is plenty of the variety so

popular with nearly all market growers—Yellow In-
gestre.

Plums on young trees are carrying an abun-
dant crop, and this after casting a great quantity
of fruit. The varieties are Prince of Walep, La
Delicieuse, and the inevitable Denyet's Victoria.
If the crop here is a sample of Plums generally in

East Anglia, then a rich harvest of them will be
obtained. Along the" hedges are planted Damsons
of the very best varieties, and here again the crop is

aa heavy as could be wished.

Several fields were covered with cropa of Veitch's

Autumn Giant CauliSower, and these again bore

a first-clasB appearance. Young plants of Straw-
berries were coming on between the rows, and
would make a respectable show when the land

was cleared of the Cauliflowers. Now, as regards

the markets to which the supplies from this

district are forwarded, it may be said that but
little of the fruit is sent to Covent Garden, by far

the greater bulk going to Newcastle, Manchester,
and other northern centres. On the other band,

the Pansies and such like plants are in the main
disposed of in London.
A satisfactory and interesting feature connected

with the fruit industry here has been left until last.

During the fruit gathering season no fewer than 280
people from the crowded'parts of London find healthy
employment in the country in gathering Strawberries,
Raspberries and Currants. Anyone who knows the

conditions of life amongst the poor in London is

well aware of the immense advantage to euch
people that such an opportunity presents, and
seeing that reports of certain places that have
appeared in the daily press have presented

an unfavourable statement of the treatment the
" Londoners " have received from certain fruit-

growers, we may state that under this firm they are

treated with fairness. No unpleasantness has ariaen

under Mr. Bath, except a alight hitch at Long
Sutton, a hitch which waa veiy aoon put right,

and arose only from a misunderstanding. The
majority of the hands are the same aa went last

year, and a good percentage of them have been
employed for several years. We were allowed to look

through the pay books, and to examine the system
of cheques, &c. The week's work brought 26s.

to some of the best pickers ; others earned 20s.,

others 15s., and some only 10s. ; of course, those

that have gone down year after year are able to

gather a larger bulk in a given time than are the

new hands. All are paid according to what they
gather, and during a rainy time they have to spend an
idle time ; but a vacation of six weeks at a country
place a hundred miles from their grimy homes, their

only occupation that of fruit gathering, and afterwards

a journey further south into Kent to " hop-pick," is a
splendid preparation for winter, especially as they
return with a valuable little " pile," an article

always " wanted " in the homes of our London poor.

With such industries as this there are no regrettable

features.^and we can wish the culture of fruits and
flowers, on a scale such as agriculture has only

enjoyed hitherto, the most abundant success.

POT VINE.
OoE illnstration (fig. 23) shows a plant of Foater'a

Seedling, three years old from the eye, and bearing

eight large bunches. It was grown by Mr. Uiggs,

The Gardens, Fetcham Park, Leatherhead, and is a

good illustration of successful culture and of deco.a-

tive effect.

FLORISTS' Flowers.
•

THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

The Carnation season will soon be over, the hot

dry weather we had about the 28lh and 29-h of July

causing the blooms to collapse rapidly in the south.

We commenced layering on the 25;h, and shall con-
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tinne to do so lesa or more until tho third week in

August ; by tliat time all this work should be com-

pleted. Those intending to save seed should see that

the best flowers are fertilised and marked with the names

of both the seed and pollen-bearers. The amateur

ealtivator of Carnations loses a great deal of the

pleasure that may be obtained from the caltivation

of these flowers if he neglects to fertilise them for

the purpose of raising new varieties. Not only do we

derive pleasure from anticipating the flowering of

seedlings, but the consummation cf the florist's

work is to obtain a higher standard of excellence

than any previous cultivator has jet reached ; bat no

one can reach this point unless his heart is in the

work. The decorative value of the Carnation was

never so much appreciated as it is at the present

moment, and the object of the seedling raiser should

be to obtain varieties that would be valued for cutting

to place on the tables and side-boards in the rooms

where they can be seen to the best advantage, as also

for ladies and gentlemen's personal adornment. The

Carnation Society has introducfd classes into their

schedule, especially to encourage exhibitors to show

their skill in arranging Carnation blooms to the best

advantage, and because of this I was glad to see a few

critical remarks made at p. 104 ; but to make such

remarks useful the critic should be a little more ex-

plicit. In the class for six button-hole flowerc, the

remark is made, that there were few in the Ist and

2nd prize exhibits that " a gentleman would care to

pnt into his coat." They were all medium-sized

blooms of the finest quality, and neatly set up with

Carnation foliage. What is your reporter's idea of a
" button-hole " flower ? They are sold much larger

in Covent Garden Market in the Centre Avenue.

Indeed, I saw one worn by a gentleman, for which

he told me he had paid a shilling, so large that I conld

not believe it was a single flower ; and when I

examined the " button-hole," I found three Carna-

tions had been tied together, the petals crushed up to

form one flower. These are what gentlemen wear in

their button- hole! and it is to show what a Carna-

tion for a button-hole ought to be that the Carnation

Society give prizes. The exhibitors in this instance

were Mr. Blick and myself, and I thought we both

knew what such ought to be. Were they too large

or too small, or what ?

I do not complain of any kind of criticism ; it is the

duty of reporters to take note of anything, and to pass

an opinion upon it ; but it ought to be in such a way

that both exhibitors and readers of the report may
be be:;efited. Suggestions for improvement in

exhibiting the Carnation and Picotee will be highly

valued and carefully considered.

We have often been soundly rated by the Editor

for showing the blooms on cards, and this year a new
departure was made by showing them without, and
merely with a spray of their own foliage. I thought

they looked very pretty, but all the notice we get is

that they " scarcely showed the blooms to advantage."

But these are matters of detail, which others might

consider diiferently. One thing was patent to all

growers who know anything of Carnations, and that

was the great improvement made during the last few

years in the self-coloured or border varieties.

Several Awards of Merit and Certificates were made
to new varieties, but as these have already been

reported upon, it is not for me to add more, except

to say that there is still room for improvement, as

some of even the best varieties have a tendency to

droop. The foot-stalks of the flowers are not strong

enough to support the blooms erect, and their excel-

lence is not to be appreciated until the flowers are

handled. This was a point the President of the

Society (Martin K. Smith, Esq.) alluded to at the

luncheon after the Awards were made. Mrs. Rey-
nolds Hole, for instance, has flowers which hang
down so much that nothing but the calyx and outer

rows of petals ai e seen when they are growing in the

flower borc'era. Pride of Pcnshurat has this fault

also, while Germania is free from it. Most of the

new varieties to which Awards were made had not

this fault. In future I will not save seedlings that

do not carry the flowers bravely in an upright

position, nor will Mr. Martin Smith do so.

The yellow-ground Picotees all carry their heads

well up, and in an erect position. Moat ot them

have been raised by myself, and this is a point I

have paid strict attention to. The yellow-ground

Picotee is being brought to the same standard of

excellence as tho white-ground varieties, and in the

process it is interesting to note the way in which

the seedlings revert to the earlier and less perfect

varieties, and how very difiacult it is to obtain better

varieties. 1 have raised hundreds of seedlings from

Mrs. Robert Sydenham, but none equal, mrch less

superior, to it. The only thing we can do is to

work away patiently in the hope that the best

varieties now in cultivation may be improved upon in

time. This can only be done by careful cross-

fertilisation with the best flowers, and I may add here

that an amateur should not try to do everything in

one season. Select one or two classes in which

improvement is most needed, and follow them up

until the otject in view has been accomplished.

J, Douglas.

ROBERT JOHN THORNTON, M.D.
(^Continued from p. PO.)

Now, a few words with regard to the estimated

and market value of these coloured engravings. I

have before me a priced catalogue of tbem, issued in

1893, in which the prices for single plates, with the

accompanying letterpress, ranges from £7 7s. to

£2.5! No fewer than nineteen are priced at £20

and upwards each ! Within the last twelve months

I have seen a set of eighteen of the same plates

oflFered in the catalogue of a provincial bookseller,

without any indication of their origin, for the sum

of 30s. I have also received officially various

oiTera at about the same rate, and I have actually

purchased for myself sixteen of them for the

sum of £1 ! The latest development in this

connection, is that the members of the Kew Bee

Literary Society were to have the opportunity

of bidding against each other for the possession of

" the grand copy of Thornton's Temple of Flora and

Sexual St/stem of Liimcsus,"

Thornton's own estimate of the value of these

plates and other works published by him was pro-

bably based, to seme extent, on the outlay, which

must have been very great. In 1811 he obtained an

act of parliament to enable him to dispose of his

collection of paintings, drawings, engravings, &c

,

by way of chance, that is, by way of lottery. In

the copy cf the Temiile of Flora in the library

of the Botanical Department of the British

Museum there is an original of the Act, and the

prospectus issued therewith bv Thornton. This

document would occupy a page of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, therefore 1 can only give a few of the

more important particulars contained therein. It

was designated the " Roval Botanical Lottery, under

the patronage of His Royal Highness the Prince

Regent." There were 20,000 tickets, at two gaineas

each, and 10,000 prizes of the total represented value

of £77,000. The first prize was stated to be worth

£5080, and included, among other things, the

original full-length portrait of Linnajus, in his

Lapland dress, by Hoflfman. As Mr. Carruthers

mentioned, in his presidential address to the

Linnean Society in 1889, it is uncertain what

became of this portrait, which he believed was

a replica of one painted for Gronovius in Holland,

and now in the possession of A. H. Cliffort, the

descendant of Count ClifTort. Linnceos's great work,

the Hortus Cliffortianus, will be. remembered in this

connection.

I have already stated that I have not seen two

copies of the Temple of Flora exactly alike ; and the

description of the work in the prospectus of the lot-

tery does not help in the least. Indeed, it would

appear that the Philosophy of Botany, and a New Illus-

tration of the Sexual System, in small folio only at Kew,

with numerous beautifully executed plates, formed

part of The Temple of Flora ; for the second class ot

prizes is described as being "composed of that

elegant and national work called The Temple of

Flora, which consists of five folio volumes, contain-

ing several hundred beantifnlly-colonred plates,

engraved by Bartolczzi, Earlcm, Landseer, and

other distinguished artists, valued at £15,920." Yet

this is not borne out by available evidence. In the

Kew copies of the books bearing the titles first cited,

several of the plates in the above enumeration are

repeated on a smaller scale. Possibly The Temple

of Flora was the general title of the work, and the

others secondary ones. From the fact that Thornton

died an impoverished man, the lottery was doubtless

a failure.

This article is already long, but before conclnding

I should like to say a few words about the portraits

of botanists and other scientific men which are given

in one of the volumes, entitled The Philosophy of

Botany. They are mostly exquisite engravings, each

with some appropriate ac'janct, such as the plant

named after the person, the scene of his labours, or

the nature of his work. Here, as in the case of the

plantf, the names of the persons whose portraits

are given, together with painter and engraver, will

perhaps best answer the purpose intended.

Portrait.
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few daje, with the exception of tho«e manured with

No. 2 ; but even thoee became eo weakly that I have
but little hope of laving them.

Heliotropinm pernvianum manured with No. 2 in

powder : one plant died within a few days ; the

leaves on another turned brown and fell oflT, but

buds formed, and now the plant is bnshy, strong,

and healthy. Azalea indica received No. 2 also in a

powdered form : the old leaves turned brown and
fell off, but the plants made a very healthy second

bore a new bud. A dwarf Fuchsia and also a delicate

pretty Fuchsia, with little flowers and long stamens
(calyx purple, petals dark blue ; not the gracillima),

manured with powdered No. 2, became sickly. Calliste-

mou rigidus, Kunzea corifolia, Leptospermum lani-

gerum var. pubescens and scoparium, Melaleuca
acuminata, armillaris, Baxteri, coronata, cuticularis,

diosmifolia, imbricata, lateritia, microphylla, parvi-

flora, Preiesiana var. leiostachya, pulchella, thymi-
folie, tbymoides and viminea var. L°hmann; all

flowers became very large, and only during the last
four weeks have smaller blooms appeared. Fuchsia
hybrida, different varieties, young cuttings made this
year, manured with No. 2 : in a short time in the
axil of every leaf literally there appeared two,
sometimes three flower-buds, one above the other.
The flowers grew very well and opened, no bud fell

off'. Pelargonium zonale, manured also with No. 2,

formed many inflorescences, composed of many
flower-buds, which all opened. The same specief,

manured with No. 3, formed larger leaves and
flowers. Hamulus japonicus fol. var., a very good
climber, manured with No. 6, grows very quickly

;

the foliage is strong and healthy, the contrast of

the colours, dark green, greenish-white and pure
white, is superb. Ampelopsis hederacef, manured
with the same, grows well, but it is not easy to
prove that it grows better than when unmanured,
whilst the same species, manured with No. 1, grows
very quickly and forms strong shoots and dark-green
leaves. Dahlia variabilis, a dwarf yellowish flower-

ing form, manured with No. 1 at first, afterwards
with No. 2 : the leaves are as thick and strong as

those of Erynginro, flower- heads appeared very early,

at the end of May, and are still blossoming. The
plant is about a foot high. Pteris serrulata manured
with No. 1 ; this plant, a little one, threw up at once
some five or six fronds of a bluish-green colour, and
four times as long as the old ones. The same result

was obtained with a Nephrodium. Palms, such as

Ptojnix canariensis, reclinats, and rupicola; Kentia
Fosteriana and Blackburniana; Areca Baueri, rubra,

Cbumajdorea desmoncoides, Ernesti Angnsti, geono-
mi'^ormis, manured with No. 1 are growing vigor-

ously ; also Corypha australis. Myrtns communis,
the small-leaved form, manured with the same,

becomes the large-leaved form, and grows im-

mensely. It was then manured with No. 2, and
numerous buds appeared. The above-named Cal-

listemon, Kunzea, Leptospermum and Melaleuca,

manured with Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6, are growing very

vigorously. The leaves of some species become
three times as long as the old foliage. The colour

of the leaves becomes bluish-green.

Now I must add a few words about the method of

application of these manures. As above shown, the

powdered form, laid on the top of the pot, cannot be

recommended. The same manure given to the

plants in solution, or mixed with the earth before

planting, gave better results. I give the manure
mostly in solution, 1— 2 : 1000. Once accustomed

to manuring, you can give this solution daily

daring active growth. It is a good plan also

to mix the manure with the earth before plant-

ing (2 : 1000), but the mixing must be done very

thoroughly. It is still better to make a solu-

tion of the manure and to spray this over the

earth before planting. But in this case, do this some

days before planting, so that the earth becomes again

somewhat dryer. The prices of the manures are small.

10 kilogrammes (= 22 lb.) cost 38—4-2 Marks (1

Mark about Is.), and suffice (in solution) to make
5-10,000 litres of liquid manure (1 litre = 0220
gallons). But there is still another point which

makes manuring very economical: manured plants

may remain in the same pots, whilst unmanured
plants have to be transplanted twice into larger pots.

So you spare time, and pots, and earth, and also, as I

showed, some years ago, a manure heap. U. D., Berlin,

FlQ. 24.— COLUTEA MELANOCALTX.

shoot, and lock now very well. They are dark green,

and covered with buds. Gloxinia, manured with
powdered No. 3 : after some hours the plant was weak,

and hung down. Inspection showed that some of

the powder was left upon the stalk, where it had, as

it is very hygroscopic, absorbed from the plant the

water, which was now in thick drops upon the stalks.

1 removed this and washed the plant. It became
healthy. Humnlus Lupulus manured with No. 6 in a

powdered form : the old leaves became brown
within a few days, but the plant made an immense
number of new healthy shoots; almost every shoot

manured with No. 2, thrive well, but the leaves are

yellowish-green, compared with those of the same
species manured with other fertilisers.

These are the failures, now for the successes

;

Primula sinensis, difl'erent forms, which I received

at the beginning of November last year, are manured
regularly with No. 5, and now and then with No. 1.

Until now, that is, the end of July, the plants have

flowered continuously, and so freely that often

nothing else was lo be seen of them but their flowers.

Tne flower-stalks remained relatively short, so that

the flowers were immediately above the leaves ; the

COLUTEA MELANOCALYX.
BoissiEB in his Diagnoses, 1— 9, p 35, and after-

wards in his Fcora Orientalis, ii. (1872), p. 194,

maintained this form as distinct from the common
Bladder Senna, C. arborescens, the principal dis-

tinction consisting in the calyx, which in the original

form is said to be thinly covered with white i? brown)

hairs, and of which the triangular teeth are five to six

times shorter than the tube. In C. melanocalyx

the calyx is densely covered with dark brown

(fuliginous) hairs, and the calyx teeth are only

one-third shorter than the tube. The young fruit

is also describiid as hairy and not glabrous—dis-
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tinctions which are minute at the best, and ocarcely

seem likely to b? constant. That, however, is a

matter of experience. C. melanocaljx is a native of

Lycia and Pamphylia. For the specimen from
which our figure was taken we are indebted to W.
E. Gumbleton, Esq.

Forestry.

TIMBER PRICES IN WILTS.
So far, 1894 has not been a satisfactory year to

the seller of home-grown timber, and indications

do not point to early improvements. With us in

the south-western counties there has been for some
seasons past a ready market for all descriptions of

Elm. Owing chiefly to the extreme depression of

the Welsh tin-plate trade, for which a large quantity
was every year consumed in boxes, the demand has
greatly slackened, and figures have drooped in sym-
pathy. Just now, of course, we are between the
aeaaODs, at a time when there is never much changing
iiands ; bnt with many of the spring purchases
standing over, there is very little chance of an early

autumn inquiry. Taken all round, Elm has not
been so little sought after since the gales of twelve
or thirteen years ago. Oak, too, meets a very slow
sale ; in fact, except for special dimensions, it ia

worth little more than the price of Elm twenty
years ago. A shilling per foot for fair-sized Oak
is not at all an unusual figure. Ash, when good,
ii always in steady demand ; but, unfortunately, in

the way it is generally grown, from a third to half

the bulk of the tree is practically only fit for the
commonest uses. Amongst the Fir tribe. Larch is

about the only kind bringing a fair return, as there
is no regular outlet for Scotch and Spruce. There
is not, however, much of either sort growing in the
immediate neighbourhood. Elm, Oak, and Ash, in

the order given, are by far the most important.

Waste in Ash Growing.

Hedgerow timber has been the source cl much
controversy. Into this, as a whole, it is not my
intention to enter now, but hedgerow Ash should be
avoided in every possible way. The shallow and
wide-spreading rootf, it is well known, beggar the
surrounding soil for a long distance; but what is

still more unfortunate is the poor quality of the
timber, compared to what is grown closely in

woods. What is essential in Ash ia a long, clear
stem, free from knots. Such wood, except in

very rare cases, is not to be found in the open.
Left alone to grow in its own way, trees will
develop side branches, and consequently shorter
stems. To this drawback is too often added the
more fatal one of lopping, which at once ruins every
bit of timber above the knots so caused, and in very
many instances causes decay below. It is very clear,
therefore, that the chances of growing fairly saleable
Ash in the open are very scarce indeed. Fortu-
nately there is no need, as it is not an important
landscape tree, like the Elm and Oak, and what is

further, generally thrives well in the closest quarters.
I have very recently had occasion to deal with some
young Ash grown amongst thick Oak and Scotch
Fir. This may, perhaps, be an extreme case, bnt
many of the trees run from 50 to 60 feet in height,
and devoid of branches, with a diameter at butt of
not more than G to 8 inches. Although, as I have
said, an extreme instance of close growth, it will
serve to illustrate the wide range of conditions
under which Ash may be produced. Economically,
there can be no question as to which of the two sys-
tems is nearer the true one, as almost every bit of the
long close-grown stems can be need for the best class
of work ; whereas had the same amount of cubic
contents been grown in the open, and subject to
natural development, and also to accidental or inten-
tional interference, from a third to half the bulk
would have been little better than firewood.
B. J. Y.

The Week's Work.

on", Ic is not acivisable to use salt as a dressing on
the occasiun, as it has a tendency to make the ground

retain moistme, which is not good for the Onion
plant in thu winter. Having trodden the land

lightly, draw drills of 1 inch deep at 6 inches

apart, sow the seed, if good, thinly and cover over

—a thin braird more desirable than a thick one

—the plants not getting drawn and weak. The
White Spanish Ouion is a variety that may be

sown for drawing this autumn and in the spring.

Where Onions suffer much from the grub, and the

plants stand well through the winter, it is advisable

to sow some of the ordinary summer varieties and
transplant them in the spring, the experience of

many growers having proved that the grab does not

attack transplanted Onions like it does those spring-

sown. The seed must not be sown on ground in a

pasty condition, but the gardener should wait till it

is fairly dry before sowing. The remainder of the

last season's crop of autumn-sown Onions, i( suffi-

ciently matured, may be laid in a dry airy place, and
when dry put into store.

ENDIVE.—Sow forthwith seeds for raising plants

for affording late winter and spring supplies, making
the sowings where some of the plants can remain to

finish their growth. The rows in the latter case may
be made 12 inches apart, otherwise 6 inches will

suffice, if alternate rows are taken away, and the

plants left at 10 inches apart in the rows. On land

manured for a previous croo no farther manuring will

be needed for Endive. Plant out those that are

large enough to plant from previous sowings 1 foot

apart, and water thero, if the weather be dry, at

planting time and afterwards.

MUSHROOMS.—Mannre may be collected together

for making the earliest beds in the Mushroom-house,
or ridges out-of-doors, and if for the former, the

quantity of strawy litter retained may be less than is

necessary with ridges. The preparatory heating and
turning over and mixing should be carried out in

both cases. In making the beds or ridges the

manure should be made very firm by beating with
forks and treading it.

SPINACH.—Another sowing should be made of

summer Spinach, Victoria, Monstreuse de Viroflay,

and ordinary prickly winter varieties doing equally

well. The first sowing may now need hoeing and
cleaning of weeds and decaying leaves,

CORN SALAD.—A sowing may now be made on
dry light soil, or, if that cannot be found in the

garden, light sandy refuse soil from the potting bench
put on the bed will make a suitable seed-bed. Sow
in drills thinly, 8 inches apart, thinning the plants

to 6 inches apart when large enough to handle,

THE KITCHEN GABDEI?.
By Arthur Coo.ui1E3, Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

ONIONS.—Sowings of the varieties may now be
made on ground prepared as previously advised.
Before drawing drills dress the land with soot and
wood ashes, hoeing and forking these into it, the
latter course if weeds are appearing being the better

FEUIT8 UNDEB OLASS.
By Bailey Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

CUCUMBERS.—For early winter supply the plants

should be planted out in beds of well-prepared soil,

formed about 1 foot deep, and consisting of turfy

loam, leaf-mould, and rough sea-sand. A sowing of

seeds or a number of cnttings should be put in for

furnishing succession-plants. Cuttings strike freely

in bottom-heat of 80°, and top-warmth of 70° by
night, and 85° by day. Plants for winter fruiting

should be grown sturdily, the growths not allowed to

get crowded, a liberal amount of air being daily

afforded, and shade also daring bright sunshine only.

Bat few fruits should be taken, so as not to weaken
the forces of the plants before the short days set in.

Red spider and thrips mast be kept destroyed, and
to this end strong growth and light cropping, &c.,

are a great help. Plants now in fall bearing should

be afforded liquid manure occasionally, and dressings

of rich soil whenever the roots show at the surface.

Syringe the plants twice or thrice daily, cast off

foliage infested with red spider, and keep the shoots

thinned oat, deformed fruits being removed unless

seeds are required
; the best seeds sometimes being

obtained from fruits having a thick end. A piece

of string tied tightly round the middle of a fruit

will cause seed to be formed in shy seeding varieties.

Maintain the proper degree of heat in hot bed frames
and pits by means of linings, if the plants are to be

kept growing through the autumn.

PINE-APPLES.—Those intended for fruiting early

nextseasonshould be stnrdilygrown, with stiff shortish

leaves, and in maturing them care should be taken
not to incline too much to dryness at the roots. The
pots should be filled with healthy roots, and the

plants in a state of rest at this period. Succession
plants must be kept in a growing state, and the potting

should now be finished. The bottom heat for succes-

sion plants keep steady at 85°, water when afforded

being of the same temperature. Plants for late

fruiting, whose fruits have begun to increase rapidly

in size, may have liquid-manure water liberally

applied, a moist atmosphere maintained, and sun-
heat made use of whenever possible. Suckers and
crowns, when ready, pot in 6 and 7inch pots,

plunging them in bottom-heat of 80°, damping and
shading them for a time, as previously recommended.

FORCED VINES that have become exhausted by
early forcing and overcropping, or which have suf-

fered from the ravages of insect pests, should now
have attention, and where the borders are old

or have not been renovated recently, or the drainage
is not in order, the soil should be replacel with
new material, after putting the drainage and
floor in good repair. If mealy-bug has been
troublesome, a new inside border will greatly

aid in getting rid of the pest, and should Vines
not be considered worth the cost of lifting,

new ones should be planted in the new border. Bu'.

when the Vines are vigorous, the inside border may
be made one year and the outside one the next. In
the case of Vines that are to be forced early this plan

answers very well, if the work be begun early in the

autumn and carefully carried oat when the leaves

turn yellow and begin to fall. It would not, of

course, do to take np a growing Vine and re-plant it,

as the result would be the same as with any other
deciduous subject, but transplanting may safely be
done at the fall of the leaf, or even jaat before the

Vines start in the spring.

PLANTS UNDEE QLASa.
By J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover House, Roehampton, S. W

ERICAS.—These plants will now be assuming a

bright appearance, in so far as regards those which
flower in the early autumn and are now developing

their flowers. The tying-out of the plants having
been done in the manner advised in the spring, little

is now required beyond adding a few more ties where
it is noticed that such would be desirable. Great
care is called for in doing this, as the twigs break
off very easily. The affording water to Heaths is at

all seasons a matter of some nicety, and doubly so

with these varieties at this stage, and it is well to

keep on the dry side, although this must not be

understood to mean that an actually dry state of

soil is recommended, simply that for the better

preservation of the bloom no superfluous water
should be afforded, or thrown about on or under
the stages. All the air possible should be given,

and on bright days a slight damping of the paths,

walls, &c , may be afforded, avoiding all fixed

shading, but making use of roller blinds daring the

hottest part of the day.

DIPLADENIAS.—These, from their twining habit,

require a frequent regaiation of the shoots, whether
trained on a small trellis or as plants covering a

part of the roof of a stove. The plants are liable to

be infested with green and black aphides, and to keep
these insects under, the plants should be syringed

once a week with soapsuds, made on purpose with

1 ounce of soft soap to I gallon of rain-water. Di-
pladenia amabilis (profusa), D. Brearleyana, D. splen-

dens Williamsii, D. insignis, and the well-known D.
Boliviensis, are the best varieties.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Plants which are coming into

flower may be encouraged by applications of diluted

farm-yard drainings once a week. L. lancifolium

album and L. rubrum, not being gross feeders should

have merely a top-dressing of good loam and fresh

horse-dung, the latter forming one-fourth of the

entire bulk.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALI8. — Maintain the

plants in vigour by the use of some kind of artificial

or other manure, and unless the plants have to be

transported some distance the stems will need no
support from sticks. Young growing stock for later

flowering as it seems to be needed should be given

pot room, for if the plants suffer from lack of rooting-

space the foliage soon begins to fall off, which at

once robs the plant of decorative value.

BOUVARDIAS.—These plants will now be pushing

up strong shoots from the base, which must be

encouraged to extend and grow strong by afford-

ing them light and space ; to this end the outer

branches should be slightly tied down, so that the

centre of the plant is opened oat. I have found

slender Bamboo canes very suitable for this kind of

work, as they are very pliable, and when carefully

placed, seldom noticeable at a short distance.
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LILIUM HARRiail.—The bulba now to haad
should be potted-up ia 48'3 for single bulbs, and
7-inch pots, if three in a pot are grown, in which
sizes they will ba very effcjctive obj»cts. Afford

them good drainage, and a rich loamy compost,

with a liberal addition of sand. S;and the pots

out-of-doors on beds of coal-ashes.

THE APIARY.
B/ Expert.

CONTRACTiNa HIVES.—HiTas miy now ba on-
tracted, with thj object of crowding ths bees, and
getting a continuance of honey stored in the supers

instead of in the brood framsa. For this purpose the

brood-nest may ba reduced to seven or eight frames,

and the number will ba enough for the stocks to winter

on. With the object of preventing swarms too many
frames are ofcen used in the brood chambers of

hives, aad if the numbdr were restricted to nine for

general purposes, especially in poor honey dis-

tricts, a larger surplus woald ba secured. Super
space should also now be reduced, and all sections or

extracting frames not commencei should be removed.
The second crop of Ciovar ia now in bloom in most
places, and Blackberries are almost at their best, so

that if the present favourable weather continne, a

good deal of honey may yet be obtained, which will

in a measure make up for the disappointments
experienced earlier in the year. In heather dis-

tricts it will soon be time to make preparations

for obtaining honey from this source. If the bees

are crowded below, and given worked-out combs in

which to store the honey above, success will be
attained, provided that the weather is fine. Hives
may easily be reduced in sizs by using dummies;
and a ready way to make these is to nail a piece of

thin wood on each side of a standard frame,
filling up the space between with chaff, sawdust, or

other suitable material. If one frame does not
give the width to fill the required space, two or

more may be nailed together, the pieces of board
being fastened on either side as before.

THE PREVENTION OF ROBBING.—In removing
honey from hives now, the evening will ba found the
best time for the operation, and care should bo taken
not to leave any hooey exposed, or robbing miy quickly
be started. As the honey is taken out, a good plan ia

to have a box at hand to put it in, which can be kept
covered by a lid, or a piece of cloth thrown over
the top. Woile tne hive is open, it will be a good
opportunity to examine the brood frames for eggs,
so as to make sure that a quean is present, as if this
necessary operation is put off till later, there will

then be risk of " balling " taking place. For the same
reason, any re-queening that may ba necessary should
ba taken in hand at once, bafore honey ceases to
come in.

THE PIjOWBK QABDBN.
Bi/ Jobs Limbert. Gardmer, Powis Castle, Welshpool,

VERONICAS.—These beautiful (and what is more
to the purpose in many places) useful class of plants,
may now be propagated from cuttings, choosing as
such the young firm growths of about 4 inches in
length. Insert the cuttings when made in pots
filled with some ordinary kind of mould, mixed
with plenty of sharp sand : and afford good drainage
to the pots. About ten cuttings will be a proper
number for a 4.i^-inch pot. The cuttings should pos-
sess a heel of last year's wood, and should be made firm
in the soil, and after being well watered placed in a
cold frame and kept close till rooted, afterwards
hardening them off gradually. They should, when
well rooted, be potted off singly in smill (JO's. A
few useful varieties are gentianoides, Chamsedrys,
incana, and spicata.

HOLLYHOCKS.—These plants will ba benefited
by a heavy mulch of rotten manure, and an occa-
sional heavy application of water. Liok carefully to
all the fastenings, to see that they are not cutting
into the stems.

LYCHNIS —Cuttings of the young flower-stems,
which are not become too hard, may still be made;
and the double-flowered Rockets, Antirrhinums, and
several other perennial plants of this class, may still

be increased in the same way.

HUMEA ELEGANS.—If seed has been sown as
advised, the seedlings will now be ready for potting
into thumb or small 60-pot8, according to strength

;

and a compost, consisting of fibrous loam with a
small quantity of sand, lime-rubble, and finely-
broken IJones mixed with it, suitsthe plants admirably.
Rstnrn them to a greenhouse temperature after pot-

ting, and in a position near tha roof-glass, so that

they miy not gat drawn ; shida them till re-esta-

blished, which takes but a few days.

THE OaOatD HOUSES
B/ W. H. White, Orchid Graaiir, Surford, Dirking.

SOB^ALIAS.— -Most of the species of Sobralia are

free growers, suscesdiai; in an intermediate house
;

and they should ofcener find a place in collections

than is the case at present. Tne individual bloom!
hiving m stalk, are of little use whan cut, and they

last bat for a short time ; still the plants, when esta-

blished, affjrd a long succession of flowers, which com-
pensates for the blooms bein» short-lived; and coming
into flower when there is a scarcity of Orchid
blooms is a point in favour of the caltivation of the

plants. An unusual and interesting spectacle was seen

at Burford a few days ago, when eight distinct species

and varieties of Sobralia were in bloom at the same
time. These consisted of S. macrantha splendens,

the yellow-flowered S. xantholeuca, S. leucoxantha,

S. albo-violacea, the white S. Liliastrum, S. Wars-
cewiczi, also a distinct species similar in some
respects to S. macrant'ia, but the colour of whose
sepals and petals bore a resemblance to those of

Cattleya superba, except that they were smaller, and
had a yellow throat. At present this spacies has not

been recognised at Kew. Another was a distinct and
pretty variety of S. xantholeuca, named Princess .Miy,

with white flowers and a Up frilled at the edges
;

tha disc coloured lemon-yellow, with a faint suffusion

of pink. Other varieties of sterling merit are S.

virginalis, S. macrantha alba (ICienastiana), and S.

Lacasiana. S obralia Cattleya has not, I think, hitherto

produced flowers under cultivation in this country,

although many methods have been tried to induce

it to do so. There is at Barford a strong plant

with growths measuring nearly 10 feet in height,

which has been grown for many years in a variety

of temperatures and positions, and at present is

standing in the open air in full exposure day
and night. According to the description given by
the late Professor Reichenbach in the Gardeners'

Chronicle in 1877 it will, when we get it to flower,

prove to ba a beautiful and distinct variety. All of

the above species being very strong growers, require

p'.enty of pot room; and any which may have became
pot-bound can with sa'ety be afforded a liberal shift

80 soon as the new breaks commence to show them-
selves. Early spring is probably the most suitable

time for repotting the plants, but where a plant is

suffering from want of a larger pot, it may be per-

formed at aim ost any time. Unwieldy specimens may
be divided at this season. Well-drained pots, and
a soil consisting of lumpy, fibrous peat and rough,

sandy loam, with a small quantity of sphagnum-moss,
will suit the plants. Tne compost should be pressed

down, and a space of half-aa-inch left below the rim
of the pot for affording water, a good deal of which is

required in quantity in the growing season. It is not
always necessary to repot a Sobralia immediately it

has fi led its pot with roots, nor is it desirable, as the

plants soon become too large and unmanageable if

frequently repotted. We have a large healthy

specimen here, which has been in the same pot for

eight or nine years, and by giving it copious supplies

of water, and occasionally liquid manure, it grows
well, and blooms freely every year.

THE MEXICAN-HOUSE.—This is now gay with

several forma of Cattleya Eldorado, among them
being the variety splendens, with the rich, dark
coloured lip; also the variety Wallisii, which has white
flowers with an orange-coloured disc on the lip.

C. Eldorado is well worth growing in quantity : the

flowers lasting a long time in perfection, and varying

in their colouring—scarcely any two of them being

exactly alike, which is in their favour ; moreover, it is

rare to find an inferior variety amongst them. The
flowers have an agreeable fragrance. As soon as

these plants go outof flower theyshould be kept rather

dry for a few weeks, but not so much so as to cause
shrivelling of the pseudobulDs, placing them in a
li^ht position in the same house as that in which
they have been growing, and where they can obtain

plenty of fresh air. Toe new roots will soon push
from the flowering breaks, and thereby aid the

plants to recover their vigour. The best time for re-

potting is just before the appearance of the new roots.

After repotting water should be afforded, to nourish

tie new roots and preserve the old ones. Their so-

ciUed resting season commences when re- esta-

blishment has taken place. This species, like

C. superba, should not be subjected to so

low a temperature as is generally afforded the
majority of Cattlevas. I have been recently in-

formed by a competent authority who has been living

in the Cattleya Eidorado district for some consider-
able time, that these plants are always in a more or
less fairly moist condition. For the next few weeks
a brisk temperature must be maintained in the
warmer divisions, many of the plants being in active
growth. Although no great amount of fire-heat is

required by day, the hotwater-pipes should be made
sufficiently warm before finishing up for tha night, so
as to prevent the warmth falling to too low a point. A
preventive against ' spot " is to slightly open the
top ventilators at night, which will allow some of
the humid air to escape. Tne night teinoeratnre for

the present shonld be as follows :—Etst Indian-
house, 70^ to 7-5°; Cattleya, 65° to 70°

; Mexican, a
few degrees below 70°

; cool houses, if the external air
will permit, about 55° to 60°

; the higher degree of
warmth being that of the house tha last thing at
night, and the lower one the early morning tem-
perature.

THE HABDY FKUIT GAaDEIf.
BjT. TuaTOX, Gardener, Maiden Erlegk, Reading.

SUMMER PRUNING OF THE APPLE.—A begin-

ning should be made in the pruning of such trees as

have become filled with young shoots, cutting the
strongest of these back to three or four leaves, also

any which may unduly shade the fruits, but leaving

the rest to ba pruned over in about ona week later.

Wnere the trees are of large siz>, rather than risk

giving a check to the growth of tha fruits, by finish-

ing the pruning at two operations, select only the
strongest growths for cutting back at the second
pruning, and in another week finish the work. In
the case of young trees, all the leading branches
should be left uncut. These remarks apply chiefly

to trees worked on Crab stocks, and to those on the
Paradise or dwarfing stock, which may be growing
in heavy land and making strong shoots, but the

usual run of Apple trees on the Paradise stock, which
are bearing full crops of fruit, may not require any
pruning till late in the autumn,—that is. after the

crop is gathered. Continue to freely thin early

varieties for use where the crop is a heavy one.

APRICOTS.—Should rainy weather continue, and
the fruits ripen unsatisfactorily, it will much improve
the flavour to gather them in shallow boxes lined

with paper, and place in a warm airy vinery where
Grapes are ripening, keeping them there for a few
days before they are eaten or preserved. On the

other hand, should wasps become troublesome, the

fruits may be gathered before being qiite ripe, and
placed in a vinery where the Grapes are ripe, from
which wasps are excluded.

ORCHARO TREE3 —Take the earliest opportunity

to thin out the spray from the middle of the heads
of all trees, removing these small shoots entirely

with a sharp knife. If tnis operation be done at

this season, there is less risk of otber shoots grow-
ing from the base of those severed than if the

pruning were deferred to the winter. If American-
blight be present near the wounds caused by the

removal of branches in the wiuter, let the bark be

dressed with soft-soap and petroleum emulsion.

RIPE FRUITS.—As soon as wasps, flies, Iki.,

begin to feed on Apricots, Piums, and other ripe

fruits, which they may ba expected to do on ths

return of bright weather, means should be taken to

trap them ; and nothing is more efficient as a trap

than one made by placing a sound hand-glass on
the top of another, the bottom one being placed on
four bricks, and baited with blemished fruit or

sweetened beer. A small hole is made in the

cover of the bottom hand-glass, to affjrd an entry

for the insects into the upper chamber, and the

space between the two lights is closed at the edges

with paper covered with earth. Recourse should

also be had to trapping them in moderately wide-

mouthed bottles half filled with sweetened baer, and

hung on the walls ; put also a few yards away from

the trees which are carrying ripening fruit. Large

numbers of wasps and flies may be got rid of in this

manner.

GENERAL HINTS.—The budding of Apples, Pears,

&c., should be finished without further delay. Loosen

the ties cf those put in last month, and where they

are disposed to grow the side shoots should be

shortened. After the buds have started well into

growth prune the side shoots back to the base,

thereby concentrating the energies of the stock in

the growth of the scion, which shonld make a good

shoot in time to get ripened by the winter. Look

over and remove all bad fruits from Bigarrean,

Napoleon, and other late varieties of sweet Cherries,

the season of which it is desired to prolong. In fine

weather ply the hoe among bush-fruits, bat weed by

hand in the event of rainy weather continuing.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
•

AdTertlsements Bbould be sent to the PUBLISHEK.

Plants, Fruits, &C., to be TUsxaeA- Correspondents send-

ing plants or /mils to he named, or asking questions demand-

ing time and research for their solution, must not expect to

oUain an answer to their enquiries in the current wale.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numtered,

and not more than six shmld le sent at one time. Leaves

(mJi;, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be natmd.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

TUESDAY,

MEETING.
( Royal Horticultural Society. Lee

Aug 14. < ture oo Fruit Culture in France,

( by M. C. Baltet.

SH OWS.
t Claycrosa Horticultural.

Aug. 14 < Taunton Horticultural.

( BlagdOQ Horticultural.

Cardiff Horticultural (two dayt).

Ancient Society of York Floristb'

Flower Show.

WEDNESDAY, AUG, 15/ Wilts Horticultural.

1 Cuckfield Horticultural.

1 Sevenoalts Horticultural.

\Bishops Stortford Horticultural.

„ . ,.i Maidenhead Horticultural.
THUESliAY, AUG. '6^ Sherborne Horticultural.

I Exeter Horticultural.

Aug. n< Great National Cooperative, at the

/ Crystal Palace.

SALE.
,, ( Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'

Aug. n-( jj„„„.

FKIDAY.

FRIDAY,

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-

ING WEEK. DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS

OF FORTY-THREE TEAB3. AT CHtSWICK.—62°'5.

Orchid

Literature.

It is only a week or two ago that

in announcing the appearance of

no fewer than three substantial

works of first-class importance from a horticul-

tural point of view, we had occasion to comment

on the extent and importance of the literature

concerning Orchids. Now, we must add a fourth

to the list, for Count Oswald de Kbbchovb,

the accomplished and energetic President of the

Royal Agricultural and Botanical Society of

Ghent, has just published his long-expected

Orchid Book.*

It forms a bulky volume of more than 600

large 8vo pages, and is illustrated by 310 wood-

cuts and 31 chromolithographs. To a large

extent, as a matter of course, it traverses the

same ground as the works previously mentioned,

and it has suffered somewhat by the length of

time it has been in the press. The delay is not

to be wondered at by those who know the

demands which political and municipal affairs

make upon the time of the author. The book is

written by an amateur for amateurs,—we should

rather say for connoisseurs,—for those who are

not content merely to admire, as all of us do,

but who desire also to know ; for those who take

an intelligent interest in the natural history

of Orchids and the many problems connected

with it.

The work is divided into three parts : the

first treats of the structure and organisation

of Orchids, including not only the mor-
phology of the entire plant, but also

germination, hybridisation, and classification.

In the second part, the economic value and the

botanical geography of Orchids are given. The
third part is devoted to the cultivation of Orchids,

and the enumeration of their friends and foes.

In addition, more than seventy pages of two
columns each are devoted to a synonymic index
of the principal Orchids in cultivation, including
hybrids. For this list alone the Orchid-grower

" Le Live des Orchidies. par le Comte 0. de Kerchove, de
Dent^rghem, &c., &c. Ghent : Ad. Hoste, Rue dea Champs,
47. Paris: G. Masson, 120, Boulevard Saint Germain.

has cause to be thankful. In addition, there is

a full general index, a table of contents, numerous

woodcuts, and several coloured plates. Obviously

Le Livre des Orchidees fulfils the conditions which

Alphonsb dk Candollb laid down as necessary

to constitute a book.

Having indicated the general nature of the

contents, not much space is left for comment,

and each reader will form his own opinion

according to his own predilections and require-

ments. We may, however, point out that the

details relating to floral structure are exceedingly

full and very well done, the author having availed

himself of the publications of Lindley, Englbr,
PriTZEB, and other botanists, and having had the

advantage of the assistance of MM. Cogniaux
and Bertband. It is not, therefore, surprising

that the section relating to the morphology of

Orchids is unusually well done. Of course there

are numerous points which are mere matters of

opinion and open to dispute ; for instance, we do

not think everyone would agree to the statement

that a plant with isolated carpels holds higher

structural rank than one in which the carpels are

united. Nor do we think that many observers

will agree that the ovules of Orchids are
" bitt5gumentt5s," Of special interest, because in

horticultural books on Orchids less attention is

bestowed upon it than upon the floral details, is

the organisation of the stem and leaf. Here the

author has followed Pfitzee, and although the

details are well known to botanists, we commend
them to the increased attention of thoughtful

cultivators.

As to classification, M. de KEBCHOve, after

alluding to the work of Lindley, Rbichbnbach,
Bentham, and other systematists, has adopted

the classification proposed by Pfitzer, and gives

an elaborate table for the determination of the

genera. This will be very useful for those who
have not access to the original, or who do not

read German. This is not the place to criticise

Pfitzbb's classification ; but if Apostasias and
Neuwiedia especially, which has three stamens,

are to be included among diandrons Orchids,

surely Selenipedilum and Paphiopedilum might
have been allowed to remain in Cypripedium.

The adoption of Paphiopedilum (Pfitzeb), or

as M. de Kercho^e writes it, Paphiopedium,
for those Cypripedes with duplicate vernation,

a three-celled ovary, and a thin seed-coat, is, for

horticultural purposes at least, very inconvenient,

for if generally adopted it involves the transfer

of a very large number of species hitherto placed

in Cypripedinms to the new genus. Of course

we must not complain if it should prove, in the

end, that this course is the most consonant with
the interests of science. At present we have not

arrived at that point, believing that the weight of

scientific evidence in favour of the change is

not great enough to warrant us in upsetting the
balance of convenience in favour of the reten-

tion of the old genus with possibly Selenipedilum
and Paphiopedilum as sections or subgenera.
While Cypripedium is thus dismembered, it is

not wonderful that the genera Pescatorea and
BoUea should be retained as distinct, though
there is now a general feeling that they should

be placed under Zygopetalum. But all this is

matter of opinion.

The chapter on geographical distribution is

very interesting, and gives a good idea of the
distribution of Orchids over the surface of the
globe, and of the causes influencing it.

The general principles regulating cultivation

are laid down briefly, but with a precision and
lucidity begotten of practice alike in the Orchid-
houses and at the library table, but they are not
worked out in detail, nor treated so fully as are the

sections relating to structure, classification, and
geographical distribution.

Our notice has run to such a length, that we
have left ourselves no space for comment on

the chapters relating to insect and fungous

enemies, but as the discussion of these matters is

not specially characteristic of this work, we may
pass them over.

Throughout the volume care has been taken

to cite the most important treatises on the .struc-

ture and cultivation of Orchids, so that the book

will be a very valuable book of reference for the
"

library of the amateur, and the lover of Orchids

generally.

Rose Viscountess Folkestone in Mr.
RUMSEY'S Nursery.—The illustration in oar Sup-

plement represents lome bushes of Rose Viscountess

Folkestone growing in Mr. Rumsey's Joyningi

Nursery at Waltham Grose, Hertfordshire, and

forming, when in toll bloom this year, very charming

objects. The variety belongs to the Tea-scented

class, and is a hybrid Tea of the late Mr. H.

Bennett's raising. Its flowers may be described

as creamy-pink, centre lalmon-pink, large, and

very iweet ; the foliage large and handsome, and

growth vigorous.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the above Society will be held in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria St., Westminster,

on Tuesday, August 14. The Committees will

assemble as usual at 12 o'clcck ; and at 3 f.m. M,
Chas. Baltet, of Troyes, will deliver a lecture on

"Fruit Culture in France."

" KeW Bulletin."—The July number contains

articles on the Comino tree of Colombia, a Lanra-

ceous tree called Aniba perutilis by Hemsley. The
timber is much valued for constructional and deco-

rative purposes. It can be successfully cultivated at

a temperature of 18° to 20° C. Other articles have

reference to the cultivation of Vanilla in Tahiti and

Fiji. A description of some newly- discovered plants

from the Solomon Islands is given. An extract is

inserted from the Standard of September 16, 1893, on

the cultivation of vegetables in this country, and on

the importation of vegetables from abroad. In this

article one side of the question is treated, but the

writer has not availed himself of the very striking

facts which were published on this subject in our

columns last year, nor does he deal with the very

difficult problems connected with markets and the

means of distribution.

The "Botanical Magazine."—The August

number is more than usually interesting. It com-
prises coloured figures and descriptions of

—

Leptactina Mannii, t. 7367, a Rtibiaceous shrub

from West Tropical Africa. Its leaves are opposite,

4 to 5 inches long, oblong acute ; the flowers col-

lected in tufts at the ends of the branches. The
corolla is pure white, with a slender tube, 4 inches

long, expanding into a spreading limb, the five lobes

of which are about 2 to 3 inches long, lanceolate,

recurved at the tip. Kew, ex Jardin des Flantes.

Neuwiedia Lindleyi, t. 7368, is a Malayan plant of

much interest to botanists, as furntsbiug a link

between Orchids and other Monocots. By some it is

placed in a distinct order, Apostasiacese, whilst Sir

Joseph Hookeb includes the group under Orchidacese.

The plant has ribbed lanceolate leaves, and numerous

yellow flowers, in erect racemes. Each flower is

about an inch long, curved, cylindrical, and separated

from the inferior ovary by a short neck or tube.

There are three stamens, concrescent at the base,

and connate also with the style.

Lermatohotrys Saundertii, t. 7369.—This is a Natal

shrub, with opposite, rather fleshy, shortly-stalked,

oblong acute denticulate leaves. The shortly-

stalked flowers are borne at the ends of the stems
;

each has a carved trumpet-shaped corolla, about

2 inches long, with a reddish tube, expanding into a

flat rotate limb, with five short deltoid yellowish

lobes. There are five equal stamens, and a two-
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celled ovary with axile placentas. It is here referred

to Scrophnlariacese, with a mark of hesitation, and
might equally well be placed in Solanacese. In
spite of some obvious differences, it also suggests

an affinity with Gesnerads. In any case it is a

distinct and pretty stove shrub. Kew.

Veronica amplexicaulis, t. 7370.—One of the dwarf

shrubby New Zealand species, with concave oblong
leaves and pale lilac flowers. It is hardy at Kew.

Dendrohium atroviolaceum, t. 7371.—A New Guinea

species, the perianth segments being yellow, spotted

with dull red, and the lip three-lobed, the lateral

ones violet, with darker streaks of the same colour.

It was described by Mr. Bolfe in oar columns, 1890,

vol. i,, p. 512.

The Natural History of Plants.—The
fourth part of Prof. F. Oliveb's translation of Keb-
NEBs' splendid work is before as. It deals with the

form and position of leaves with reference to trans-

piration, the action of the sun's rays, &o. To those

who have hitherto only looked on leaves and other

members as affording means of distinction between

this plant and that, this book will come as a revela-

tion, whilst those who have looked at plants from

the point of view of beauty only will now be fasci-

nated by the endless evidences of purpose and

adaptation.

" Printers' Ink."—We have reeeived a copy of

" Printers' Ink," a small publication also known as

"The Little Schoolmaster of Advertising." The
booklet is published simultaneously in London and

New York (by F. W. Seabs), and if, as its sub-title

indicates, devoted to the uses and interests of advei -

tising. Much useful advice is given on this subject,

and a good idea may be gleaned from it of the

progress made of recent years in this particular

" art.

"

Labels.—Mr. C. T. Dbueet, 17, Gracechurch

Street, sends us samples of a very serviceable plant-

label made of metal, covered with enamel, on which

the name of the plant can be inscribed, together with

any remarks that may be desired. Both the label

and the inscription are practically indestructible,

and the cost is decidedly moderate. The labels can

be made of any form or size that may be desired.

Mr. W. Divers.-Oiving to the death of his

employer, Mr. W. Divers, who for over forty one years

has had the charge of the gardens at Wierton House,

Maidstone, is now giving up the management of that

establishment.

Colutea with Two Pods in a Flower.—In
most Leguminoese one carpel only is present, which
ripens into the legume or pod. On theoretical

grounds botanists conclude that there should be fire

carpels, but that four out of the fire are abortive. It

is not very uncommon to see two pods to one flower

in French Beans, and now we have before us two
Bladder-senna pods within one calyx, which has a
curious effect, the more so as the two pods are bent
abruptly upwards as they emerge from the calyx. A
Pea or a Bean with five carpels would in some par-

ticulars be desirable. Specimens like that before us

show that such productions are not impossible.

"DiCTIONNAIRE PRATIQUE D'HORTICULTURE."
—The French translation of Nicholson's Dictionary,

published by Octave Doin, 8, Place de I'OJ^jn,

Paris, has now reached its 27i;h part, and brings

the work to the commencement of the article Gossy-
pium. The numerous additions to this edition

render it a desirable book for garden libraries.

Isle of Wight Horticultural Improve-
ment Association.—The monthly meeting of the

Society was held at Newport on Saturday, the 4th
init., when a paper on the " Cultivation of Car-
nations and Picotees " was read by Mr. M. Geddes
of Shanklin, who demonstrated the various operations

of layering, making cuttings, taking pipings, and the

dressing of flowers for exhibition. A good collec-

tion of seedling and named varieties of Carnations
was staged by Mr. Geddes and Mr. J. H. Silsbcby

of Shanklin. A discussion ensued. The next lecture

will be on the " Geology of the Isle of Wight," by
Dr. Gboves.

Ayrshire Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—The above Association held
their monthly meeting in the Carrick Street Hall,

Ayr, on Thursday evening last. Mr. D. Halliday,
Curtican Gardens, presided. An excellent paper on
" The Kitchen Garden " was read by Mr. W. M'CoK-
NOCHiE, Doonside Gardens, Ayr. Mr. Maxwell, The
Knowe, and Mr. M'Lelland, South Park, brought
forward exhibits of fruits and flowers. We under-
stand that the next meeting will take place on Sep-
tember 6, when a paper on " The Orchard House "

will be read by Mr. Thomas Gobdon, Ewenfield
Gardens, Ayr.

The Flowers at President Carnot's
Funeral.—The number of the Eevm de L'Horti-

culture Bdi/e for August 1 contains an article on the
flowers used as memorial wreaths and crosses on the

occasion of the funeral of President Cabnot. The
writer says that " From the moment that the news
of President Cabnot's death reached Paris, the large

flower market in the Halles was discontinued. When
flowers were priceless there could be no question of

traffic in them. Koses vary in value according to

the varieties; the most common, Jules Margottin
and Le Hoy, were selling, previous to June 2S, for

one franc (about 9d.) a dozen; they rose on Friday,

20, and Saturday, June 30, to three francs; blooms
of La France and Brumaire, selling at six francs a

dozen, afterwards fetched a franc each. Pansies

usually cost about threepence per small box ; they

were then hardly to be had for sevenpence halfpenny.

The principal florists,'' who received many orders,

went daily, twice in the morning, once in the after-

noon, to the nurserymen in the suburbs of Paris.

They purchased at the rate of an entire Rose-border,

a bed of Marigolds, Marguerites or Pansies, or a

house full of flowering Orchids ; and paid, without

demur, any price that was asked. If they did not

decide at once, another comer some minutes after

their departure would buy up what they had
been bargaining for. Eirery kind of flower was
used for the wreaths — anything that could be

got was used. Thus, decorative flowers such as

Hortensia or Rbododendrons, which are never

used for funeral wreaths, were employed in some
of the floral tributes which formed part of the

cortige, but, naturally, herbaceous plants predomi-

nated. Among magnificent trusses of Roses were

mingled Petunias, Mignonette. Verbenas, African

Marigolds, Begonia*, white Lilies, Corn-flowers,

China Asters, Pansier, and, above all, Orchids.

Most European Sovereigns, the King of the Belgians,

Emperor of Raeiia, Emperor of Germany, &c., sent

splendid wreaths of rare and beautiful flowers. We
may mention, in addition to these, the wreaths of

yellow, white, and red Roses from the French Soci^'.e

Nationale d'Agriculture ; that of Pansies, Roses,

and Orchids from the Prefects of the Republic; an
all-white wreath from the Archbishop of Paris ; a

tribute of Lilies and Gardenias edged with Passion-

flowers, with a central cross of white Orchids ; a

wreath of Marguerites and Poppies, from the town
of Foix; one composed of Roses and white Lilac,

across which was thrown a lovely spray of mauve
Orchids, offared by the ladies of Geneva ; a large

flowering Palm from the French colony in Ghent,

and many others. Many of these wreaths were of

an anheard-of size—many yards round ! t

* Our readers can judge o£ the Dumberg of orders by this

fact : the Emperor of Russia ordered, through his ambassador,
M. de MoHRENHEiM. a wreath costing 8,000 francs, from a

leading florist in the Rue Royale. This firm could not under-
take the order, having already received more commissions
from other customers than could be satisfactorily executed.

M. de MOURESHEIM then applied to a florist on the Bjulevard
de la Madeleine, who furnished a wreath for .5,000 francs.

t That from the city of Bordeaux was of Roses and white
Lilac, and included a pomeg'anate-velvet pillow, with an
inscription upon it in gold letters. This tribute was raised

by a subscription which was limited to a franc for each person.
It measured no less than 10 metres (over 32 feet) in circum-
ference, and was all made of flowers, on which were represented
in white, the crescents of Bordeaux, and across which was
laid a tricoloured flag draped in crtpe.

Horticultural Shows. — Reports have
reached us of shows at Wellp, Somerset, Middleton
Tyas, Elsham, Arreton, and Brighstone, Isle of
Wight.

Antirrhinums.—Messrs. LAiss'send specimens
of their strain in three colours, one a particularly
rich velvety crimson, another canary-yellow with an
orange- coloured palate, and a third, a white flashed
with a shade of yellow on the palate. The spikes
are good and the flowers of moderate sizs and pure
colour.

Bristol Amateur Horticultural Society.
—At the invitation of the President (Councillor J.
Walls, M.R H S.), the members and friends of this
Sjciety held their monthly meeting for July in the
gardens at^Cromwell House, Royal Fort, St. Michaels,
when a lecture on Orchids was given by Mr. Wm.
Tanses, of Bath, who dwelt on the different species

and their habits, and gave valuable advice as to
their treatment in the various stages of growth.
The lecture was illustrated by some beautiful speci-

mens grown in the gardens.

Sydenham and District,—The Gardeners'
and Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Association of

the above held their second annual show of flowers,

fruit, and vegetables, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
July 25 and 26, in a field adjoming Longton Nur-
sery. It was a very creditable show, extensively

patronised by the horticulturists of the district, and
productive of some capital exhibits.

Belgium.
•

M. F. KEGELJAN'S GLOXINIAS.
This respected amateur, so well-known for his

skilful gardening at Namur, and so highly esteemed
by his English friend?, has for some days ^past

been showing his Gloxinias to his appreciative

friends. It is imnossible to describe the beauty,

luxuriance, size, a id brilliant colouring of some of

his specimens. 1 lere is one new variety which
has attracted mu h attention, and which will

probably be the starting-point of a new strain ; it is

a large and handsome flower with well-defined longi-

tudinal and parallel lines in the throat. The effect

of these stripes is beautiful.

The Pebd Heliotbope at Antwerp.

One of the features of the Antwerp Zoological

Gardens is the Peru Heliotrope, which, grown from

a cutting struck in 1849, has now attained a remark-

able size. In height it measures about C.} feet

(2 metres), has a bushy, conical top, and a trunk

nearly 8 inches (30 cm.) in circumference. The
plant is now in full flower, and the perfume is

delicious and far-reaching.

OfiCHiDS at l'Hobticdltueb Inteenationale,

Bbussels.

There are now in bluom at the above-mentioned

establishment some fine specimens of Cattleya gigas.

Among the varieties is C. gigas triumphans, with a

very beautiful and large lip. Beside and below the

two yellow spots which are the characteristic feature of

gigas, is a large cream-white blotch; this colour also

appears on various parts of the amethyst-tinted lip.

Tne general hue of the flower is a beautiful shade of

lilac. One C. gigas is noticeable for a lip of unusual

size, also for the fineness of the whole flower, whicf*

is nearly 10 inches (25 cm.) across. The plant

bears four large flowers on one stem. There are

many specimens of C. rex in flower, a hundred in bud.

One variety, C. rex var. citrina, has citron-yellow

divisions ; the lip is chamois-leather coloured, and as

peculiar as pretty. A consignment of the rare C. aurea

has lately been received. We must mention also a

C. gigas with a pretty lip and unusually dark colour-

ing. Very beauti'ul also are C. Eldorado Leopoldi,

C. virginalis, and C. crocata. Catasetum punctatum

is flowering for the second time ; there is also a

species of Lycaste, with greenish flowers, growing

like a Cattleya citrina. There are hundreds of

seedling Cypripedium, Cattleya, and other species

growing well.
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Teeatment of Impoeted Orchids,

It ia known that imported Orchids are treated at

I'Horticulture Internationale onadifferent plantothat

pursued in England. In Brussels they are potted as

soon as unpacked, and water is given plentifully.

This suits them well, and they soon begin to grow.

In proof of this, it may be instanced that six weeks

ago the collector, Roebelen, from I'Horticulture

Internationale, helped to unpack a fine Vanda San-

deriana (V. Esmeralda Sanderiana) with three stems,

one 3 feet, another 2 feet, the third 1 foot

high. Twenty minutes after being unpacked the

plant was potted, contrary to the advice of the col-

lector. Since then, this Vanda has not only never

lost a leaf, bat two roots, one about -^ inch (17 mills.),

the other ^kz inch (8 mills.) in length, testify to

the perfect healthiness of the vegetation. Ch. Be B.

BEOOK HOUSE, ISLE OF WIGHT.
The resident owner of Brook House, Charles

Seeley, Esq., M.P., is a gentleman well-known for

his generosity to the poor, and for his efforts for the

education and amelioration of the condition of the

people in the lale of Wight, and also in parts of Not-

tinghamshire, where he possesses extensive collieries.

Brook House is situated in large and well-kept

grounds, which are managed by Mr. W. Tribbick,

the gardener. The place is 9 miles from Newport,

and 3 from Ringwood, the nearest station.

In most large gardens something is made a

specialty of, but here everything is equally well

done. The pleasure-grounds are extensive, and
undulating, the beltings and beds of shrubs arranged

with good taste, and contain a number of pools,

the water passing from one to the other by circuitous

rocky channels, the crevices of which afford places

for alpine plants and creepers in variety. Among
Conifers noted are; Cedrns deodara, C. atlantica,

C. Libani, Abies Nordmanniana, A. Pinsapo, A.
Loweana, Picea pungens glauca, Cupressus macro-
carpa, C. erecta viridia, Pinus excelsa, P. insignis,

P. Strobus, Retinospora plumosa aurea, Cryptomeria
elegans, C. Lobbii, Taxua baccate, T. b. aurea.

Kalmias, Weigelas, and Syringas are found in variety
;

Veronica Traversi is a mass of bloom just now, and
Diplopappus chrysophyllus and Olearia Haastii

show aa abundance of flower. The Sycamore,
Beech, Chestnut, and Oak are grown in much variety.

The fruit garden, a large tract, with a S. by S.W.
aspect, enclosed on two sides with a wall about
12 feet high, and on the remaining sides by the

vineries, greenhouses, &o., contains hundreds of pyra-
mids and bushes of various fruits, as well as many
wall trees. The best crops of Apples are found on
King of the Pippin, White Juneating, Irish Peach,
Keswick Codlin, Warner's King, and Tower of
Glamis. Seventy varieties are grown.
The Plum trees,*,which consist of thirty varieties,

are carrying heavy crops, especially Kirke's, Autumn
Compote, White Magnum Bonum, Coe's Golden
Drop, Diamond, Prince Englebert, and .Jefferson.

Out of eighty varieties of Pears, the following are
bearing well, viz., Beurifi Hardy, B. Diel, Doyenn^
d'Aten^in, D. du Comice, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Thompson's, Pitmaston Duchess, Williams' Bjn
Chretien, Dr. Trousseau, Gansell's Bergamotte, and
Alexandre Lambre.

The Strawberries, Gooseberries, Currants, and
Raspberries, are excellent, which is more than can
be said of bush fruit in general in the island.

The forcing-houses bear testimony to the ability

of Mr. Tribbick and his foreman, Mr. J. Rawles.
Ten of the Peach trees, which have been planted
about twenty years, cover a space of 3000 square feet,

and are carrying about 3000 fruite, which, according
to present appearances, 'will be large and fine. The
following varieties are among those cultivated, viz ,

Ballegarde, Alexandra, Noblesse, Grosse Mignonne,
Walburton Admirable, Barrington, Dr. Hogg, Stir-
ling Castle, and Princess of Wales ; and the Necta-
rines are Humboldt and Pitmaston Orange.

In the vineries are good crops of Grapes, par-
ticularly of Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria, the bunches large, and of good shape

;

the berries well- coloured.

In the 8tov(!8 were noted plants of AUamanda,

Stephanotis, Anthurinm, Bougainvillea, Croton,

Draca;na, Gloriosa, Sarracenia, &c. Eucharis ama-

zonica is a fine stock, free from insects, and the

leaves of a glossy green colour ; they are flowered

chiefly in the winter season.

Orchids are represented by Cattleya, Vanda,

LieUa, Odontoglossum, and Cypripedium, the col-

lection of the last-named being the finest in the

island. Ferns and greenhouse plants are largely

and well cultivated. The kitchen garden and other

departments are as well-ordered and managed as

the glass-houses and fruit garden. S. Hcaton.

AN ONION DISEASE.
Examples of diseased Onions, sent to this Journal

for identification, prove that we have to struggle with

yet another pest, belonging to a small group of

fungi that have become specially adapted for leading

a parasitic life on certain groups of flowering plants.

The great interest of these fungi, from a purely

scientific point of view, has resulted in a very

thorough knowledge of their structure and life-

history ; and although the scientific investigator will

probably get but small thanks for his labour, never-

theless the knowledge at command will enable the

Onion-grower to avoid losing his crop, by attacking

the fungus at the weak point in its life-cycle.

Fig. 25.—solebotinia bulborum.

1, The Botrytis-3ta(;e of the fungut. growing 00 an Onion-leaf
(magn. 100); 2, tip of bianch of same, bearing conidia
(magn. 400); 3, Ascophorestuge, growing from a black
sclerotium, marked X ; 4, Ascug, containing eight sporea
of the A&cophore-3tage ; 5, two Ascophores (magn. 400).

The fungus belongs to the Peziza group, charac-

terised by having a cup-shaped fruit, usually sup-

ported on a stem ; its name is Sclerotinia bulborum,

Wakker, and it was first observed on Hyacinths near

Amsterdam. The first indications of the diaea«e

appear under the form of small yellowish blotches

on the leaves in spring ; these blotches gradually

increase in size, become brownish, and covered with

a very delicate velvety olive-brown mould. This is

the Botrytis stage, fig. 25, 1, and enables the fungus

to spread rapidly ; the conidia, fig. 25. 2, are formed

in immense numbers, and germinate at once, so that

when a single plant is attacked, the disease spreads

very quickly, the conidia being conveyed to neigh-

bouring plants by wind, rain, &c.

During the formation of conidia, the mycelium or

spawn of the fungus is increasing in quantity in the

tissues of the Onion leaves, and gradually growing

downwards into the bulb ; when this point is reached

the spawn forms itself into numerous compact lumps,

varying in siz'^ from that of a Rape seed to that

of a Pea. These bodies, called "sclerotia," are

black externally, and continue to increase in numbers

until, in severe cases, they form a compact crust,

fig. 25, 3x, on the surface of the rotting bulb.

These sclerotia or compact masses of spawn remain

in the soil in a resting condition during the winter,

and on the return of spring each sclerotinm pro-

duces one to three of the stalked, cup-shaped

structures known as the ascophore stage of the

fungus, fig. 25, 3. Finally, the spores produced by the

ascophore are carried on to the young Onion leaves,

where they germinate at once, enter the tissues, and

produce in turn the Botrytis stage.

The weak point of the disease is the Botrytis

stage, developed pretty early in the season on the

leaves ; the fruiting stem of the mould being pro-

duced on the surface of the leaves can be readily

seen if specially looked for, and on the first

indication of the disease the entire crop should

be sprayed with a rose-red solution of perman-

ganate of potash, or a dilute solution of Bor-

deaux Mixture ; the addition of 1 lb. of soft soap

to 5 gallons of either of the solutions mentioned ia

an improvement. If the Botrytis stage is allowed

to spread, there is no hope of saving the crop,

and where the sclerotium stage of development

has been reached, the diseased bulbs, along with the

soil immediately surrounding them, should be burnt,

because if allowed to rot in the ground, the sclerotia

would produce fruit the following spring, and form

the starting point for a new centre of disease.

The same or a very nearly related fungus has done

much damage to Lilies of late years, Lilium candidum

and L. longiflorum being especially subject to its

attacks. The Botrytis stage attacks the leaves and

also the flowers, and if allowed to proceed undis-

turbed the sclerotia are formed in immense numbers

in the bulb, and sometimes also in the decaying stem.

Syringing with the solutions mentioned above, if

applied sufficiently early, will completely arrest the

disease. G. Massee.

The Herbaceous Border.
1

TROP^OLUM POLYPHTLLUM.
This is one of the most beautiful and charming

of choice herbaceous plants. It is ao perfectly

hardy, and ao easily suited to almost any and every

condition of soil, that a home should be found for

it in every garden. Indeed, were its beauty and

graceful bearing more generally known than is appa-

rent by its rather rare occurrence in gardens, I am
sure it would be much more frequently seen. Once
planted, it will root deeply, and spring up annually

in increased vigour and quantity, its long tressea of

glaucous leaves being densely studded with golden-

yellow blossom. So perfectly hardy and vigorous ia

it, that it will readily force its way through a very

firm gravel path, a fact which may be doubted by a

stranger on first finding its young shoots. By far

the best position that can be given it is one rather

high on the rockery, where its beautiful tresaea of

golden flowers may trail just where they please, and

thus display itself to good advantage. Any inter-

ference in staking it up, even snpposing it were

planted in the ordinary border, means simply to spoil

one of the most charming of all hardy trailing

plants. The plant is tuberous-rooted, and may in

season be had quite cheaply in a dry state. One of

the most sumptuous displays I have ever seen waa

a huge bank, 50 feet long perhaps, in the Hale

Farm Nurseries, some years ago. It was in full

flower, and was truly a most glorious eight. J.

Lychnis Haaqeana.

Under this head we have one of the most beantifnl

as well as the most varied groups of choice and
dwarf perennials. Though only attaining in a
general way from 1 to 1.4 foot in height, the plants

are very freely flowered, and continue a long time

in good condition. In general appearance they are

widely distinct from the rest of this group, both in

habit and flower. The latter frequently embrace
some of the moat vivid shades of scarlet, vermilion,

rose, salmon-red, and crimson, together with many
varying and intermediate shades. Whites are also

found, though I have never seen a thoroughly good

and pure white flower. In flower the plants are

very showy, on account of the large size of the

individual blossoms. These frequently approach

2 inches in diameter, and when seen in compact
bushes, embracing the more distinct and brilliant
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bues, are yery striking. The plants are asnally of

easy culture, giving preference in point of soil to rich

eandy loam of fair depth. In clayey soils the plants

are not so happy as in light warm soils ; indeed, it

seems hardly possible to have a position either too

dry or too hot, in proof of which I may mention
that I planted some strong tnfts immediately beneath

a bay window having a south aspect, and I have
rarely seen the plant attain to greater luxuriance.

Not only was the position excessively hot in

sammer, but it was also very dry by reason of its

closeness to the foundation of the dwelling. Those
of your readers having similar positions, and who
are at a loss how to brighten them, may do well to

embrace a few of these Lychnises. They are easily

raised from seeds, which are produced in plenty.

The process, however, is rather a slow one, and those

desiring immediate eflfect would do better, perhaps,

to purchase a few plants of decisive colours,

Ivaiihoe. It is a matter of opinion whether this style

of formal gardening is congruous with ruined archi-

tecture ; but in any case, the effect of contrast is

striking, and highly appreciated by the many visitors,

and does much credit to Jlr. Curtis, the gardener.

Home Correspondence.

SMALL NUTS.—There is this year what in sport-
ing parlance may be termed a record crop of small
nuts. Not that good crops of these pleasant fruits

are not common, but at least this year there will pro-
bably be one of unusual abundance. That should be
good news for the vegetarians, for they hold that our
molars are especially intended for the cracking of

nuts and other frugivorons products, and that the
more of work we give them the better for them as
well as for human health. Man and monkey are very

much alike in their appreciation of sweet nuts, and

are unusually associated with the nuts. This year
the fruit of the former will be few, and therefore
the lack of crop will have to be largely made up
for by the great abundance of nuts. In that county too,
small nut culture is. as it were, reduced to a science,
The cup- shaped outline is that favoured, and that it is

productive of fine crops there can be no doubt. Still
further, it is a method of culture best suited for
intermingling with Apples. It does not, however,
follow that good Cobs and Filberts may not be
grown in a less formal fashion. Few gardeners get
from free-grown trees or bushes, that are all tops
rather than bottom', finer crops than does Mr.
Turton at Maiden Erlegh, and he seldom has a
blank season. Tne soil is stiff, but the nuts thrive
well upon it. They are somewhat sheltered by
tall trees from the east, certainly. Considering that
the small nuts blooms chiefly in January and
February, there can be little doubt but that the
bloom is of the hardiest. . That the present splen-
did nut crop is largely due to the thorough ripen-

FlG. 26.—JIANOE HOUSE, ASHBT-DK-LA-ZOUCH.

established in pots
;
good plants may be had from

dealers in hardy plants at quite a cheap rate, J,

Geranium Endhessi.

A neat and effective plant, suitable alike for the

large rockery, or as a front- row plant in the border.

In its flowering it is extremely free, the pretty rose-

pink flowers, with which the plant is smothered
throughout the livelong summer, producing a very

pleasing effect. The plant usually grows about 2 feet

high, and makes itself contented in any soil or

position, and may be increased by division to any
extent. J.

THE MANOR HOUSE, ASHBY-
DE-LA-ZOUCH.

OuE illustration (fig. 26) shows a view in the
garden of W. Hemsley, Eiq. In the foreground are
carpet-beds. A crescent-shaped bed filled with snb-

tropicals is further bacK. The ruined castle dates

from the 15th century, and occupies the site of a
castle that will be remembered by all readers of

capital food they are also. Were our markets depen-
dent upon the fruit of the common Haze', possibly

our fondness for nuts might be less of an enthusi-

astic kind ; but now that we have such a wealth of

Filberts and Cobs, the fruits so fine, clean, and sweet,

it is not a matter for surprise that we have never

found them overdone, nor is it at present probable

that they will be. Oar home growers have even found

a canital market for their produce in America, and if

the Yankee sends us Apples amongst other fruits,

wa can now send him small nuts in exchange.

Thus both nations are benefited. That there will

be an immense crop of Kentish Cobs is evidenced

by the statement of one grower that he expects to

gather so enormous a weight as two tons to the acre.

An average good crop would be about 30 cwt., but

the pecuniary return is consequent on price, hence

only problematical estimates can be made. That
small nuts of the finest quality will be presently

much cheaper than usual there can be no doubt, and
no fruit can' b» more safely purchased for keeping,

for good nuts may be kept fresh for several months.

In Kent, which is the great nut county, it by no
means follows that two tons or even 30 cwt. per acre

of produce represents the entire production of the

land. There Apples in the form of standard trees

ing of the shoots last year there can be no donbt.

The chief failures come after cold wet summers.

Still, there can be no doubt but that the average

cropping capacities of nuts are as high as are those

of most fruitf, hence taken all round it does seem
as if few hardy fruits were more profitable or better

worthy of extended cultivation. A. D.

TROPICAL PLANTS AT HOIVIE.—There is pro-

bably no gardener living who would not be both

charmed and educated by a series of good photo-

graphs of tropical plants and scenery. Engravings

and lithographic reproductions are useless ;
the

former are not botanically correct, nor do they

convey the true feeling required, and the majority of

lithos are simply a libel on Nature. There are

photos, and good photo?, of nearly everything in

creation, from that of the house in which the last

murder was committed to a seascape illuminated with

the sails of fishing smacks advertising Teachem's

pills ; but where are the photos of Nature at

her best ? The Gard. Chron. gives us pictures

of things and places which most of us can see

every day, but where is the enterprising soul who
will give us such pictures of tropical Nature as

Stoddard's reproductions of things in general, which
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are bow beinR issued wholesale at a cheap rate?
Surely some of those who have the power will rise to

the occasion. The lovers of gardening and Nature
at her best are not so small a minoiitj as to make
such a venture a failure commercially. 7hos,
Fletcher, GrappenhaU, Cheshire.

TUBEROSE PEARL.—Is It a Common occurrence
for the Tuberose Pearl to throw two and three
flower-spikes from a single bulb, which carry from
twenty to twent?-8ix flowers on each? I have
several bulbs which are flowering to that extent
this season. Toe bulbs were potted to the number
nf two in a 5-inch pot, and are very strong. E. Preecc,
Brewery House, Lowatoft.

LILIUM ELEGANS CRUENTUM OR H0R8MANNI.
—Mr. Wallace, at p. 135, says he does not know
when I received my L. Thunbergiannm (elegans)

omentum. I bought at a sale, March 27, 1882, two
lots together, seventy-five bulbs. I do not remember
to have seen the Lily before these flowered. The
note in my garden book is "richest dark elegans."
Neither L. e. cruentum nor L. e. Horemanni are
mentioned in M. Cannart d'Hamale's Monographie
des Lis, published in 1870, nor in Mr. Elwes'
Monograph, part v., August, 1878. There were a
good many lots similar to those which I bought, so
that a large number of these Lilies must have been
put into circulation. Perhaps Mr. Ware, or some
other large Lily buyer, can give some account of
them. I see by your editorial note, p. 7'1, that L.
Thunbergiannm (elegans) cruentum was certificated

July 11, 1882. Should any of your readers have
correspondents in Japan, and try to get L. e. cruen-
tum in quantity, 1 would recommend them to try
also for L, e. atioaanguineum ; this is not so dark as
L. e. crnentnm, but with a bright warm tinge, it is

yery handsome, George F. Wilson.

A WORD ON THE NARCISSUS GRUB.—Now that
cultivators ofNarcissus are lilting their bulbs for trans-
planting, a word on the Narcissus grub may not be
amiss. Without entering into the history of the fly

and grub, 1 may mention a simple method I have often
used to rid an infested bulb. This is to steep the bulb—that has been pierced at the base and in which you
are certain the enemy has taken up his winter
quarters—in a weak solution of salt and water.
Generally in eighteen to twenty-foar hours you will
flnd the grub has left the bulb and may be seen in
the water. When I say that the grub may become
at times as great a pest as basal-rot. it is well to
h«ve a simple plan of riddance. W. Crauiford, M.D.,
Uddingston,

LIGHTNING AND THE POTATO DISEASE.—
"E. C.'s" assurance that the Potato fungus is the
product of lightning shows how very bard popular
superstitions die. He might with as much wisdom
have attributed the Ooion-maggot or the Goose-
berry-caterpillar or the spider to the same cause.
What happens is that thunderstorms are almost
invariably accompanied by either rain or followed
by a very hnmid atmosphere, which saturates the
Potato leafage as would a bath of vapour. The
minute spores of the Phjtbophora infestans being
then abundant in the atmosphere or on the Potato
plant leafage, held there probably by the minute
hairs which cover the leaves, no sooner become thus
immersed in moisture than they become active,
causing rapid growth in the leafage, which destroy-
ing the cellular tissue, causes the black spot seen on
the leafage. It is very common experience for a
breadth of Potato to seem full of rude health in the
evening, and next momiDg after a hnmid hot close
night to be coveied with black spots. I have
often found vaporous exhalations or mist to be far
more productive of spore growth than is rain. I
mentioned some time sines seeing at Reigate so
early as July 6th, in a low-lying damp locality, a
breadth of Beauty of Hebron, of which the leafage
was badly afiected with disease. That was in the
morning, and in the evening a very heavy thunder-
storm visited the district. Possibly some persons
would in that case have attributed the disease there
to the lightning, which if it were of that disastrous
character ascribed to it by "E. C." would, because
it was most remarkable in its intensity, have
blackened all the Potato-tops in the district. That
the fungus attacks the more mature leafage first is
well known, but has not been explained. A. D.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE FRUIT-SHOW. — There
appear to be many fruit- growers in the kingdom who
do not seem to be aware that the schedule of this
show has been issued by the Eoyal Horticultural

Society. From the copy before me I gather that there

are over 140 classes, and all of a character to attract

good competition, and bring together a wonderful

body of splendid fruit. That it should eclipse all

other similar efforts in the way of fruit displays is cer-

tain, if liberally supported. Afewdefects have already

been criticised. First, that the show extends over

four days, inclusive of Sunday ; that may deter many
private growers from exhibiting choice fruit ; still,

were it possible to have the whole of the choicer or

softer fruit covered up during Sunday and at night, if

but with papers, great good would result. Again,
the temperature of the Palace is never high, and its

atmosphere is pure, so that fruit will take much less

harm than two days' exposure only in some other

places. Then some have said the prizes are not

large enough ; still, they are not bad ; and, best of

all, owing to the great number of classes, tney give

chances to very many competitors, instead of to the

few. There are no fewer than seventy-five singla- dish

classes for Apples and Pears which shows how open is

the competition. A fault, too, has been found with

the interleaving of advertisements with the prize-

list. That is always an objectionable practice ; but

as the advertisements are all on separate leave;, the

nuisance is soon got rid of. 1 am satisfied that this

is an illustration of the way in which advertisers in

their demand for particular places entirely overshoot

the mark. Advertisements at the beginning or end
of a schedule remain, those in the middle of a

schedule don't. In spite of any small defects, the

exhibition promises to be one of the finest fruit

shows ever seen, and there can be no doubt that it

will be so. 1 think 5s. per head for a gardener's

luncheon is an exorbitant charge, as it is notorious the

contractor would make a good profit out of 2^. 6d.

per head. A. D.

SOCIETIES.
SMEtHWICK HORTIC0LTXTJEia.L.
July 25.—The seventh annual exhibition of this

society was held in the Victoria Park on the above

date. Through the interest and energy of the Rev.

George Astbury, the vicar, and a hard-working

Committee, the show has flourished from the begin-

ning, and is a source of enjoyment to thousands who
dwell in the immediate neighbourhood, being close

to Birmingham. The neighbourhood has some good
gardeners, who exhibit plants at the show. Some fine

specimens of Dipladenia amabilis, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, Clerodendron Balfonri, and Statice profnsa,

Ericas and Phusnocomaprolifera Barnesii were shown
by the local gardeners; also some good Cycas revo-

luta, Crotons, and Palms.

In the competition for the best groups there were

eight exhibits, and so good were they considered

that six prizes were awarded.

Cut flowers made a good feature, and although

Smethwick is only a few miles from Birmingham,
104 bouquets of wild flowers were exhibited,

gathered, and arranged at the various schools, in

the presence of the teachers. Fruit and vegetables

were good, and as many as twenty-six collections

of the latter were staged by amateurs and cottagers

chiefly. The society is in a good financial position.

SOUTHAMP TON KOYAIi HORTI-
CULTURAL.

August 4. 6.—The floral lete of the above society

was held in Weetwood Park on Saturday and Monday.
The weather was very threatening in the morning,

but it held up sufficiently to secure a good attend-

ance of visitors, although rain fell smartly in the

afternoon of the first day.

The floral portion of this show is held in connec-

tion with an extensive programme of sports, the

latter taking place on the second day (Bank Holi-

day), and in both sections of the programme,
especially the horticultural one, the prizes offered

were more numerous and of more value than is usual.

Throughout the arrangements were very satisfactory,

and reflect great credit upon the secretary, Mr. C. S.

Fuidge.

Special mention may be made of the plants and

groups ; while if cut Roses were not so numerous as

usually seen at this show, the quality compared
favourably with any that we have seen at exhibitions

this season. Messrs. Kejnes & Co. had a fine lot of

flowers not for competition—dark varieties—and

these flowers, as well as the premier stands of Roses

from Messrs. Perkins & Son. Coventry, were very

clear and bright looking.

Open Classes.

Plants-—These were excellent, especially those of
the stove and greenhouse section.

For ten stove or greenhouse, fire to be in bloom
and five foliage, distinct: lit, Mr. J. Cypher, nur-
seryman, Cheltenham, with grand specimens of
Erica tricolor vera, Croton Sunset, Scatice profuse,
Allamanda nobilis, a beautifully grown and coloured
Croton Chelsonii, and three grand Palm?—Kentia
australis, Litania borbonica, and Kentia Fosteriana.

The last three, and a Phceaocoma prolifera Barnesii
were specially noteworthy. Mr. T. Wilkins, gr. to
Lady Theodora Guest, Henstridge, Blandford, was
2ad, with a collection which contained the largest

Latania borbonica we have seen outside of
Kew Gardens ; well-grown Ixora Williamsii, and
Kalosaotbes cocciiiea msjjr, also deserved attention.
3rd, Mr. F. C. Jennings, gr. to W. Garton, Esq.,

Roselanos, Woolston. Mr. Jennings was close up to
the Ist and 2ad prizemen, but there was a great
falling off in the other competitors.

For six stove and greenhouse, three in bloom and
three fur foliage, Mr. J. Cypher again led the way.
Ixora Pilgrimii being his best, Mr, Jennings 2ad,
beating Mr. Wilkins in this instance.

In a collection of six miscellaneous plants, not less

than three to be in bloom : Ist, Mr. N. Blandford, gr.

to Mrs. Haslefoot, Moor Hill, West End, with
splendid specimens of Cycas circinalia and Croton
Morti ; Mr. Peel, gr. to Miss Todd, Sidford Lodge,
Shirley, and Mr. T. Hall, gr. to Sir S. Montague,
Bart., M.P., equal 3rd ; the contest being close

indeed.

Six stove or greenhouse Ferns were not particu-

larly striking : 1st, Mr. Jennings, gr. to W. Garton,
Eiq. ; 2Dd, Mr. J. Amys, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. E,

Yorke, Hamble Cliff.

For a specimen stove or greenhouse plant in bloom,
Mr. Cypher led with a small but well-flowered Erica

Anstiniana, and Mr, Jennings, was 2ad, with Alla-

manda Hendersoni,

For a specimen foliage plant, Mr. Evans, gr. to

Lady Louisa Asbburton, won with a good Cycas
revoluta ; Mr. Jennings following with a very deep-

coloured Croton Williamsii.

For a specimen Palm (Latanias excluded) Mr. J.

Amys, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Eliot Yorke, Hamble
ClifTe, and Mr. Jennings, gr. to W. Garton, Esq.,

Woolston, were 1st and 2nd.

Groups of miscellaneous plants were the best it has

been our lot to see this season. All were beautifully

arranged, no overcrowding, and with a light feathery

effect. Much of this was attained by the free use

of Francoa ramosa, Asparagus, and various Orchids,

Oncidium incurvum being particularly pleasing.

Ist, Mr. E. Carr, gr. to W. A. GiUett, Eiq., Fair

Oak Lodge, Bishopstoke, with an excellent group

in the chief class, followed by Mr. E. Wills, nursery-

mar, Winchester Koad, Shirley ; and Mr. T. Wilkins,

gr. to Lady Theodora Guest, Inwood House, Han-
bridge, was 3rd.

For a smaller group (12 by 8 feet), well arranged

collections were also put up. 1st, Mr. Peel, gr. to

Miss Todd, Sidford Lodge, Shirley, with a good
group, followed by Mr. Hall, gr. to Sir S. Montagu,
Bart., M P., and Messrs. Longster Bros., Nursery-

men, St. Mary's Road.

Mr. E. Wills, Nurseryman, Winchester Road,

Shirley, was l«t for six Begonias, Mr. J. Hughes,

gr. to W. Baring, Esq , Norman Court, Dean, fol-

lowing. But for four double ditto, Mr. Hughes was
well in front of his rival.

The contest for a collection of Orchids brought

nut three competitors. Mr. E. Carr, gr. to W. A.
Gillett, Eiq., who was 1st with some very pretty

little pieces of Epidendrum vitellinum mejus,

Anguloa Clowesii, Cypripedium barbatum majus,

C. Laurenceanum and Oncidium incurvum ; and
Mr. N. Blandford, gr. to Mrs. Haselfoot, Moor Hill,

West-end, who was 2nd ; and Miss Todd, Shirley,

3rd. Mr. Carr was likewise 1st for a specimen

Orchid.

For four double- flowered Pelargoniums.— 1st, Mr.

G. Windebank, nurseryman, Bevois Mount ; Mr. J.

Stratton, nurseryman, Shirley, occupying a similar

position for four Zonals.

Mr. Hall, gr. to Sir S. Montague, Bart., was well

in front for six Coleus, having beautifully grown and
coloured specimens, and was also 1st for six Cocks-
combs : and Mr. R. C. West, gr. to H. J. Wigram,
Efq., Northlands, Salisbury, was 1st for six Celosiaa.

Six plants suitable for table decoration brought

some well- grown stuff, Mr. Webster, gr. to E. J.

Preston, Esq., Kelsey Park, Beckenbam ; Mr. Peel,
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gr. to Miss Todd ; and Mr. E. Wills, nurseryman,
Winchester Road, Shirley, being winners in the

order of their names.
Roses were good but not numeroas. Messrs.

Perkins & Sons, nurserymen, CoTentry, were 1st

for twenty-four varieties. This was one of the most
perfect stands which we have observed daring this

season. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Ca., Salisbury,

made a good 2ad.

Twelve blooms (amateurs) were also good and

clean : Ist; Mr. W. Neville, gr. to F. W. Flight, Esq.,

Cornstiles, Twyford ; 2nd, Dr. D. Seaton, Rutland
Lodge.

In a class for twelve bunches of hardy flowers

:

1st, Mr. B. Ladhams, Nurseryman, Shirley, with a

capital lot, having 6ue Coreopsis, Gaillardias, &c.,

and some blooms of a very showy new hardy Gladioluc,
" La Fayette," which attracted much attention. Jlr.

Evans, gr. to Lady Ashburton, was 2iid. Mr. Evans
was 1st for twelve bunches of cut flowers, followed

by Mr. Henbest, gr. to E. B. Marshall. Esq , Crawley
Court, Winchester. Mr. W. Baring, Norman Court,

Dean, had the best twelve Carnations.

In the open class for twelve Show or Fancy Dahlias,

and also for twelve Pompones, Messrs. Keynes,
Williams & Co., Salisbury, and Mr. J. Evans, took

the lat and 2nd prize in the order of their names.

Fedit.

There were several splendid collections of fruits,

and the quality was generally very good. For six

dishes : Ist, Mr. H. W. Ward, gr. to the Right Hon.
Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury; 2ad,

Mr. J. Evans.
Dishes of Grapes were numerous, and of much

excellence. For three bunches of black Grapes

:

1st, Mr. W. Mitchell, gr. to J. W. Fleming, Esq
,

Chilworth Manor ; Mr. J. Sanders, gr, to Miss
Shelley-Bontein, Faulton's Park, was 1st for three

bunches of white Grapes.

Mr. K. C. West, gr. to H. J. Wigram, Northlands,
Salisbury, was 1st for two bunches of black Grapes

;

and 2nd, Mr. T. Wilkins, who was 1st for a like

number of bunches of white Grapes.

For six dishes of fruit, outdoor growth : Ist, Mr.
R. C. West ; and 2nd, Mr. J. Evans. For a similar

number of hardy fruit from amateurs : let, Mr. W.
Fellows, Hill Lane ; being closely followed by Mr,
F. M. Vokes, Sholing.

Vegetables.—Here also there was strong competi-
tion, and first-class produce was shown. In the open
class for nine distinct kinds : 1st, Mr. T. Wilkins,
and Mr. Pope, gr., Highclere Castle, was 2nd.

In the class for six kinds (amateurs) : Mr. A, R,
Bone, Portswood, and Mr, W. Batten, Old Basing,

took 1st and 2ad.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons' 1st and 2ad special prizes

went to Mr. J. Hughes, gr. to W. Baring, Esq , and
Mr. Pope, gr. to the Earl of Carnarvon. The Ist and
2nd, by Messrs. Webb & Son, to Mr. W. Pope and
Mr. T. Wilkins, gr. to Lady T. Guest ; and the two
premier prizes, by Messrs. Toogood & Sons, to Mr.
W. Wiltshire, Jan., Westend, and Mr. Vokes,
Sholing.

Non- competitive exhibits were numerous and
varied, the most notable being a special tent and
stand of horticultural sundries, seeds, &c., from
Messrs. Toogood & Sons, Southampton. A collection

of choiceplantsandCarnationscamefrom Messrs.Cut-
bush, Highgate. Conifers, flowering shrubs and her-
baceous plants were shown from Mr. E Hillier, the
Nurseries, Winchester ; and Roses from Keynes,
Williams& Co., of Salisbury, attracted much attention.

Mr. J. Douglass, " Edenside," Great Bookham,
had a good collection of Carnations and Picotees.

THE MIDLA.ND CARNATION SHOW.
AuonsT 5.—This exhibition, which was held in

the Edgbaston Botanical Gardens on the above date,

proved, like that in London, a distinct success,

flowers coming from many parts of the country, and
being generally well shown. The border varieties,

shown in bunches, were very numerous, though some
of them were unduly large. The selfs and fancy
varieties, together with the yellow grounds, were
seen in their best form.

The best twelve Carnations came from Mr. R.
Sydenham, Birmingham, who had Fred Phillips,

Lord Salisbury (a very fine C.B.), Mrs. Rowan,
Guardsman, Joseph Laken, Sarah Payne, &c. ; the
2nd prize going to Messrs. Thomson & Co., Bir-
mingham, who also had some very good blooms.

Mr. B. Simonite, Sheffield, had the best six blooms

;

Mr. J. Edwards, Manchester, came 2nd.

Picotees were very good, Mr. A. W. Jones, Bir-
mingham, being Ist with Little Phil, Esther,

Brunette, Ne Plus Ultra, Mrs. Burnett, Thomas
William, Lady Louisa, Mrs. Sharpe, Muriel, and

Favourite; Mr. R Sydenham taking the 2ad place.

With six varieties Mr. C. Chappell, Lozells, was
Ist ; and Mr. B. Simonite 2ad.

The best twelve yellow grounds or fancies cama
from Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, who had splendid

blooms of The Miser, Almlra, George Cruikshaak,

The Dey, Adela, Rjmulus, E. M. Wynne, and
Countess of Jersey; Mr. R, Sydenham wjs 2iid,

with some very fine blooms also. Mr. T. E. Hen-
wood took the Ist prize with six fancies orY.G.

;

Mr. T. Anstisi, Brill, was 2nd.

The selfs made a brilliant display, Mr. C. Turner
being again lat with Salamander, Louis Napoleon,

King of Scarlets, Cedric, Fiery Cross, Hayes' Scarlet,

&c.—a rare collection of show flowers; Messrs.

Thomson & Co. were 2ad.

With six selfs, Mr. J. Walker, Thame, was 1st,

and Mr. W. Kenyon, Bury, 2nd.

A class was provided requiring six Carnations and
Picotees from maiden growers. Mr. J. W. Bentley,

Ssakehill, Caslleton, took the Ist prize.

There were classes for twelve blooms, each
arranged with its own foliage, the Ist prizes going to

Mr. A. W. Jones, for large mop-like flowers

;

Messrs. Thomson & Co., who had smooth blooms of

fine quality, having to be content with the 2ad place.

In the class for six blooms. Mr, A Spurling, Black-

heath, was 1st, and Mr. C. F. Thurstan, Wolver-
hampton, 2ad.

Of single blooms there were a great number, each
division being well represented, and as there were
fifteen classes, the work of judging occupied some
time. Germania was still the best self, and Mr. R.

Sydenham the best yellow ground.

The premier bizarre Carnation was Lord Salisbury

(Thomson & C)) ; the best Bake P.F. Mr. Diuglas
(Simonite) ; H.B.P. Red Brunette (Jonef) ; L.E P.

H»d, Mrs. Gorton ; Self, G-rraania (Jones) ; Yellow
Ground, Mrs. R. Sydenham ( Spencer) ; Fancy, The
Dey (C. Turner).

Bunches of Carnations and Picotees were largely

represented, Messrs. Thomson & Co. taking the Ist

prize with twelve bunches ; Messrs. Hewett & Co.

being 2ad. The class for six bunches brought a brisk

competition also. Six bunches of border varieties

brought a rare display, Messrs. Thomson & Co.

taking the 1st prize, and Mr. S. Rogers the 2nd.

Plants in pots, well shown by Mr. R, Sydenham,
shower bouquets, sprays and button-holes of Car-
nations, floral arrangements of various kinds in other

flowers, &c., all added to the interest of the exhibi-

tion, and several special prizes were offered for Car-
nations, the competition being good in all.

Miscellaneous collections of various kinds greatly

added to the display.

Walden, collections of Sweet Peas, Carnations, &c.

;

and Mr. C. G. Paine, ' Rose and Crown," Saffron
Walden, a suprrb bank of Begonias. The show
appeared tu be highly successful in eveiy way.

SAFFBON -WALDEN HORTI-
CULTURAL.

August 6.—The annual summer exhibition of

this Society took place in the grounds of Elm Grove
and Fairy Croft, two adjoining residences, with

appropriate grounds, near the railway station, four

good-sized tents being required to accommodate the

exhibits. One of the principal exhibitors was Mr.
Archer, gr. to Miss Gibson, Saffron Walden, who
had fine specimen stove and greenhouse plants, large

specimen Fuchsias, a group of plants, cat flowers, &c.,

which greatly helped the display. Among flowering

plants, tuberous-rooted Begonias, Zonal Pelargo-

niums, and Ivy-leaved ditto ; and among foliage

plants a fine collection of six from Mr. Archer, Ferns,

Coleup, &c.
Cut flowers were numerous and good, one ex-

hibitor setting up a superb collection of twenty-four

bunches. Zonal Pelargoniums in bunches were par-

ticularly good, and so were the African Marigolds
;

bunches of annuals were charming, and Mr. Archer's

twelve bunches of stove and greenhouse plants

very good.
Fruit was somewhat sparingly represented ; Grapes,

culinary Apples, and bush fruits were the most
numerous kinds.

Vegetables were very good, and the baskets of not

less than twelve sorts, and baskets of salads, Jvery

attractive.

Among miscellaneous exhibits, Messrs. Paul &
Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, had a fine collec-

tion of cut Roses and hardy flowers in great variety
;

Messrs. Webb & Brand, nurserymen, Saffron Walden,
cut flowers'of various kinds, including some of the

fine old named Hollyhocks of years past, which we
had feared were quite lost, and some highly promising

seedlings; Mr. J. R. Pitch, nurseryiian, Saffron

THE CARNATIOW AND PICOTEE
UNION.

July 31. — In favourtble weather, the annual
exhibition of the Carnation and Picotee Union took
place, as usual, in the gardens of the Lodge, Stanley
Road, Oxiord. The exhibition was a remarkably
good one, the quality of the flowers being higher
than at the Drill Hall, and there was a remarkably
good competition in all the classes. A tent, open
a- the sides, ^contained the competitive exhibits,
and the numerous visitors were enabled to inspect
them under pleasant conditions.

There were seven stands of twelve dissimilar
blooms of Carnations, Mr. R. Sydenham, Birming-
ham, taking the l«t pr ze with some excellent blooms
of C.B. J. D. Hextall, P.P.B. Sarah Pavne, P.P.B.
Caarles Phil ips, S.B. Ribert Lord, P.F. Gordon
Lewis, C.B. Master Fred, R.F. Thalia, P.F. Agricola,
C.B. Lord Saliebuiy, S.B. Sportsman, S.B. Dr. Hogg,
and S.F. Clipper ; Messrs. iThomson & Son, nursery-
men, Birmingham, were 2Qd, having some very good
blooms also, the leading flowers being S.F. Guards-
mar, R.F. Tom Woods, C.B. J. D. Hextall, C.B.
James Merryweather, P.F. Mayor of Nottingham,
and S.B. Robert Houlgrave ; 3rd, Mr. C. Phillips,

Reading.
There were eight exhibitors of six blooms of

Carnations. Mr. F. Hcjoper, nurseryman, Batb,
taking the 1st prize with S.B. Edward Adams, P.F.
James Douglas, C.B. Seedling, P.P.B. William
Skirving, P.F. Charles Henwood, and C.B. Mrs.
Barlow ; 2ad, Mr. Joseph Brockhurst, Moston, Man-
chester, who had in tine condition S.B. Edward
Adams, C.B. Master Fred, S.F. Waterloo, R.F.
Tnalia, C.B. Thaddeus, and S.B. Robert Houlgrave;
3rd, Mr. J. Edwards, Manchester.
The class for twelve dissimilar Picotees brought

eight stands, and Mr. R. Sydenham was again 1st.

He had H. Red E. Mrs. Lovett, H. Ro. E. Norman
Carr, L P.E. Mrs. Kingston, H. Red E. Brunette,
L. Ro. E. Rosie Sydenham, H. Ro. E. Little Phil,

L.P.E. Diana, and H. Ro. E. Heroine, H.P.E. Amy
Robsart, H.P.E. Miriam, L. Ro. E. Favourite, and
H.P.E. William Openshaw ; 2nd, Mr. A. W. Jones,
Birmingham, also with a good stand of blooms, the
varieties mainly as the foregoing ; 3rd, Messrs. Thom-
son & Son, Birmingham. There were eleven standi

of six Picotees, Mr. F. Hooper again taking 1st prize

with H. Red E. J. B. Bryant, L. Red E. Mrs. Bower,
L. Ro. E. Edith DOmbrain, L. Ro. E. Nellie, H.P.E.
Amy Robsart, and H. Red E. Brunette ; Mr. W
Spencer, jr., Hendon, was a very close 2nd with

II. Rose E. Mrs. Sharpe, H. Ro. E. Little Phi),

H. Ro. E. Harlequin, H. Red E. Brunette, H.P.E.
Muriel, H. Ro. E. Mrs. Burnett, &c.; 3rd, Mr. H.
Haslett, Oxford.

Single blooms were produced in large numbers,
the best scarlet Bizarres were George, C. H. Her-
bert, and Robert Houlgrave; the beet crimson
bizarres, Richard Beilby, Homer, and John Harband;
the best pink bizarres, J. D. Hextall, Rifleman, and
Sarah Payne ; the best purple flakes, James Doug-
las, and Mayor of Nottingham ; the best scarlet

flake, Sportsman ; the best rose flakes, Thalia, Dod-
well's l.'jil, and Tom Wood. The best selfs, Germania
and Ruby ; the best fancies. Tournament, Mr. Robert
Sydenham, and Fred Hooper ; and the best yellow
grounds, Thomas Anstiss and Terra Cotta.

Of Picotees, the best heavy edges were Rose E.,Mrs.

Burnett, Red Edge, Brunette, Rose Edge, and Little

Phil ; the best medium edges. Rose, Little Phil,

Rose, Rosie Sydenham, and P. E. Amelia ; the best

light edges, Rose Nellie and Rose Favourite ; the

awards in each case being made in the order in which
the names are given.

The premier Carnation was J. D. Hextall, C. B.

from Mr. R. Sydenham, who had the premier self in

Ruby; the premier Carnation was Cardinal Wolsey,

from Mr. J. Douglas ; the premier Picotee, Mrs.

Payne, rose edge, from Mr. C. Phillips ; the premier

yellow ground, Mrs. R. Sydenham, from Mr. W,
Spencer, Jr.

Stands of twelve selfs, fancies, or yellow grounds

were numerous, and the blooms very bright and
effective. There were ten exhibitors of twelve

blooms, Mr. R. Sydenham being 1st with Dodwell's

919 Y.G , self Ruby, self Mrs. Ford, Y.G. Qaeen of

Buffs, self rose sport from Thalia, fancy Duchess of

Portland, Uncle Tom, dark self Fanny Vandyck,

Y.G. Star of Batb, scarlet self sport from H.
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Cannell. Y G. Dodwell's 957, and pink self Midas.

2nd, Mr. W. R^ad, The Cottage, Stanley Road,

Oxford, who had Uncle Tom, Germania, and seedling

selfs and fancies. 3'd, Messrs. Thomson & Son.

There were ten stands of six blooms, yellow

grounds preponderating, and Mr. A. W. Jones was
Ist, with very good blooms indeed of Mrs. R. Syden-
ham, Victory, Stadtrath Bai', Germania, Dodwell's

1143, and Dodwell's 969. 2nd, Mr. W. Spencer, jun.,

with Mrs. R, Sydenham, Romulus, Victory, Janira,

Madame Van Houtte, and Schlieben. 3.'d, Mr.
J. W. Foulkes, Chester.

With six yellow grounds out of eleven stands, Mr.

C Harden, Ash, Djver, was Ist, having very 6ne
blooms of Nellie Bath, Annie Douglas, Stadtrath

Bail, Countess of Jersey, Romulus, and Dodweir89(31.

2od, Mr. T. E. Henwood. Reading, with Agnes
Chambers, Earydice, Mrs. R. Sydenham, Lily Hen-
wood, and seedlings. 3rd, Mr. J. Douglas, Bookham.

Certificates of Merit were awarded to Mr. J,

Douglas for the following new yellow-grounds:—
Mrs. Douglas, Ladas, and Mrs. Drawfield ; and to

the following border varieties :—Mrs. Audrey Camp-
bell, a soft yellow self; Cardinal Wolsey, a pale

ground flower, deeply edged with bright salmon-
red ; Duke of Orleans, a pale, soft yellow self ; and
Hayes, scarlet self.

BEDDINGTON, CABSHALTON, AND
"WALLINGXON HOBTICULTUBAL.
The fifth annual exhibition took place on Bank

Holiday in the fine grounds surrounding Carshalton

Park, and may be recorded as a great success.

Group of plants arranged for eflfect in a space not
exceeding 80 square feet: io this class the Ist prize

was well won by Mr. G. W. Cummins, gr. to A. H.
Smee, Esq., the active president of the society, for a

beautiful arrangement in which plants of Cattleya

aurea were made much use of; 2Qd, Mr. J. H. Ste-

vens, gr. to E. G. Coles, Esq , whose Crotons were
well coloured.

The best four flowering plants, distinct : 1st, Mr.
J. Slater, gr. to Mrs. Hulse, with creditable exam-
ples ; 2nd, Mr. J. Wright, gr. to Mrs. Bridges. Six
Gloxinias in flower: lat, Mr. J. H. Stevens; 2nd, Mr.
T. A. Glover. Three specimen Coleus, good coloured

examples, from Messrs. A. Etheridge and J. Wright,
gained the awards in the order named.
Three Fuchsias : Ist, Mr. A. Eiheridge; 2ad, Mr.

J. Wright ; nicely flowered examples. Six Exotic
Ferns : flue specimens gained Mr. J. H. Stevens the

premier award ; 2ad, Mr. J. Slater. Tuberous
Begonias presented a bright patch of colour, the 1st

and 2nd prizes going to Messrs. J. Slater and E.
Etheridge.

Cut Roses taking 1st honours were well shown by
Mr. G. W. Cummins; 2nd, Mr. J. H.Stevens. In
the class for hardy herbaceous flowers, the prizes for

well selected and bright collections went to Messrs,

J. Slater and G. W. Cummins.
Fruit,—The last-named exhibitor took the leading

prizes for single dishes of Nectarines (Dryden) and
Peaches (Stirling Castle). In the class for three

bunches of Grapes the awards went, for fine fruit, to

Messrs. H. Shorbridge and J. Slater. Green-fleshed
Melon, for flavour : lat, Mr. D. Harris ; 2nd, Mr. J.

Davis. Brace of Cucumbers, nice even examples,
gained the prizes to Messrs. J. H. Stevens and A. G.
Price.

A very keen competition resulted in the class for

a collection of vegetables, nine distinct kinds, open
to gardeners and cottagers in the district: 1st, Mr.
J. H. Stevens ; 2ad, a very creditable exhibit for a
cottager, Mr. A. McCrae.
Non-competitive exhibits madeanattractive display.

We may mention a beautiful lot of hardy flowers, &c.,

from Mr. John R. Box, Croydon ; Messrs. J. Peed &
Sons, a nice group of hardy herbaceous flowers

;

Messrs. J. Laing & Son, a good miscellaneous selec-

tion of flowering and foliage plants ; the Surrey Seed
and Fruit Orchards Company ; table decorations

from Miss Cooper; and flowers of hardy herbaceous
perennials from Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley.
A remarkable display of flowers, fruit, and vege-

tables was made by the cottagers of the district, and
in the afternoon the Right Hon. Jesse CoUings, M.P.,
gave an interesting and instructive address on
garden allotments, &c., to a crowded audience. Mr.
John Wright also gave an address, with object

lessons, showing the tfFects of right and wrong
methods in the production of vegetables and fruit,

which was listened to with great attention.

In the Conference tent was an excellent display
of vegetables from the Continuation School Gardens,
under the auipicesof the Sarrey CauntyCouncilTech-

nical Education Committee. Thisattempt—andavery
successful attempt it was—is noteworthy by reason of

its being the first that has been made in this country.
We look to great things in this direction in the
future ; now that such a good start has been made
the idea is capable of much expansion and an infinity

of good resulting to the participators in it. It was
very interesting to observe the different effects of soil

on the same vegetable, this information being given
with each exhibit. A deserved Award of Merit was
given in each case.

The show was well managed by Mr. G. W. Cum-
min?, the Hon. Secretary.

Nursery Notes.
«

MR. JOHN R. BOX'S, CROYDON.
Since 1876, when the tuberous-rooted Begonia

may be said to have been put into commerce, the
proprietor of this nursery has done much to improve
this now deservedly popular flower, and a recent

visit shows him to be still in the van of progress.

In looking over the doubles it was observed that

most of the old pendulous varieties have been dis-

carded, those now in favour having almost an erect

poised flower, very large and full, and some of them
may be grown without any supports being needed,
being stocky and short-jointed, invaluable therefore

for the greenhouse and conservatory. A few varie-

ties (amongst the many observed) may be noted.

Beauty of Belgrove : in colour and form of flower

this resembles the well-known La France Rose, beau-

tiful silvery pink, flowers large and very fine. Mrs.
Cannell is a great beauty, creamy-white, perfect

in shape. Primrose Queen, light yellow, most beau-
tifully shaped of its colour. Henshaw Russell, glow-
ing scarlet flowers of fine form and great substance,

good habit. A good acquisition is J. E. Midson, fine

scarlet, free flowering. A new variety not yet intro-

duced to commerce has just been named Prince
Edward, a plant of very good habit, bearing bright

scarlet rosette-shaped flowers. A superb variety is

Mrs. Castle, of a beautiful salmon shade, quite dis-

tinct. Octavie is a very pretty white Camellia-like

flower, remarkably free-flowering, dwarf, and for

cut blooms it is invaluable. Rev.E. Lascelles is a very

fine deep yellow, flowers well formed and free

;

splendid habit ; one of the beat. Mrs. Stephenson is

a soft rose, delicate shade, large flowers. Hollyhock,
pink, medium-sized flowers, quite upright, a favourite.

Triomphe de Nancy, delicate pale yellow, broad
petals, like a Tea Rose; a grand variety. Hon. Mrs.
Bertie, creamy white, beautiful shape, perfectly

upright ; a great beauty. Another good creamy
white is Mrs. French, very large imbricated flowers,

vigorous habit ; a fine variety. Madame Pfitzer is a
rich yellow, flowers medium sized. A good collec-

tion of singles was also observed in superb colours

as dark crimson, crimson, brick - red, scarlet or

vermilion, blush pink, rosy pink, rose, deep rose,

pure white, primrose yellow, rich yellow, golden

yellow or bronze, orange scarlet, copper or apricot,

and salmon or flesh.

In a week or two hence the bedded-out Be-

gonias will be a grand sight at this Nursery, judging

from present appearances. Some 100,000 are used for

this purpose, and in all the popular colours, the aim

which has been attained being to get dwarf stocky

plants producing upright flowers on short stalks, so

as to ensure the most effective results. Mr. Box is

marching with the times in having a good and com-
prehensive collection of hardy herbaceous plants,

containing all the most desirable plants amongst this

popular class. J. B.

George MedLAND. — This patriarchal florist

and hybridiaer pissed away at noon on Friday,

August 3, 1891, in his eighty-seventh year, from

sudden stoppage of the heart. Seventy-two years

Ego George Medland commenced a seven years'

apprenticeship with the late Mr. Chas. Sclater, at

the old Summerlands Nursery, Exeter, and remained

in his service for over twenty years. In one of hig

many notes to me on gardening he refers to that

fir-off period, speaking of Sclater's Gardens on
Southernhay, and that they grew fruit, flowers, and
vegetables for market ; and also of other gardens in

Holloway Street, where they had a fine stretch of

brick walls, on which Apricots, Nectarines, and
Peaches were in full vigour, producing splendid fruit,

and even at that time fetching good prices (3(2., id.,

and 6i.), Salading was also a paying crop. One of

his favourite flowers—the Carnation—was cultivated

extensively, for he remarks that every year several

hundreds in pots were grown for blooming, and
there was a canvas screen for sheltering them when
needed ; also all the leading kinds of named
Auriculas, Polyanthuses, and Pinks. North-country
Pinks were small and thin, but beautifully laced,

and were inferior to the larger and fuller flowers of
the southern growers. Barrett's Conqueror, Davey's
Britannia, Lady Albemarle, and Davey's Earl of

Uxbridge were great favourites . Davey of Chelsea was
a florist of some note. At that time Mr. Sclater visited

London,and made a selection of Pelargoniums, which
were then quite unknown in the £xeterdistrict,as only

some Cape scarlets and zaaals, with a few tuberous-
rooted kinds, were grown. These new Pelargo-
niums created a great sensation in Devonshire, and
many of them were Davey's seedlings. Thomson, of
Mile End, about the year 1828 was selling off his

fine collection of Camellias, and Mr. Sclater bought
many of them, including fine specimens of Double
White and Chandleri. How to get them to Exeter
was a difficulty, the only conveyances being waggons
and stage coaches, so he went to Topping's Wharf
and arranged with the captain of an Exeter trading
ship. Fortunately the wind was fair and the passage
quick, and so all arrived safe and sound. With
regard to gardening at Exeter, Mr. Medland states

that there were amateur growers of Tulips, Auriculas,

Carnations, Polyanthuses, doable Primroses, Turban
and Persian Ranunculus, and Hyacinths, and that in

the upper part of the city lived numerous serge

weavers, most of them having nicely kept gardens

behind their houses. These old weavers, it leema,

were regular devotees, for they had a real love for

their pets. Messrs. Ford & Please had a large

nursery in Okehampton Street, afterwarda known aa

Dymond's Nursery. Mr. William Ford also had a
large nursery in Longbrook Street, another at Lion's

Holt, and one near the Cavalry Barracka. Lucombe,
Pince & Co.'s nursery was the oldest, dating from

1720, and so long ago as 1840 that great gardener,

the late Mr. Pince, had a rich and varied collection

of stove and greenhouse plants and Orchids, including

many splendid specimens. The other nurseries are

of recent date, except Messrs. Veitch & Sons at the

Mount Ridford Nursery, but now of the Royal

Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. When the Mount Radford
Nursery closed, the present nursery in the New
North Road was opened by the late Mr. Robert
Veitch, and is now known as Veitch's Royal Exotic

Nursery, Exeter. Bat of private gardens there were

only a few cultivators of hothouse plants, such as

Charles Booth, gardener to the late Mrs. Johnes,

of Hills Court, and afterwards gardener at Dawnes,
Crediton, who had a good knowledge of plant-grow-

ing. Mr. Johnes had a fine lot of stove and green-

house plants, as well as ornamental trees and shrubs.

The late Mr. John Milford of Coaver House, a

famous banker of Exeter, was also a great enthusiast

and pioneer of horticulture in those narts, and his

gardener, Mr. Camble, used to do Grapes, Pine-

apples, and stove plants well. It was in thia garden

that Mr. Medland first saw Azdea indica alba. An
old lady named Miss Weston had nice gardens on

Southernhay also, and used to visit her brother in

London, and return with new and rare plants,

obtained from Loddiges' once famous Narseriea.

Dang beds, leaves, and tanner's bark, with the old

smoke flues, were in those days the heating mediums,

and the first hot-water apparatus known to him in

the West of England was by Corbett, gardener at

Pencarrow, Cornwall, which was the open trough

system, flow and return, and very useful in many
ways, aud that Mr. Joba Milford aforesaid bad
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team for heating hia plant housea at Coarer, bat

eventually hot water for heating purpoaea soon

became general.

With regard to gardenera of that period, after the

Exeter Horticultural Society waa formed in 1829 or

1830, Mr. Medland gradually became acquainted

with many of them, and on the whole they were a

reepectable and intelligent lot of men, for there were

few changea, and moat of them remained in their

aituationa to the last. He could only remember two

who were able to retire on their meana. A few

of the oldest gardenera were Hall, at Powderham
Cdstle ; Lawrie and Cleall, Nutwell Court ; Lowe,

Byatock, Saundera, Luacombe Caetle ; Saundera,

Kitley Houae ; Cragga junr., KiUerton Park; Cragga

aen., Weare House ; Nicholla, Winslade Park

;

Griffin and Yole, Cowley House ; Kemp, Rockbeare

Conrt ; Anderson, Glendinning and Birnea, Bicton

Park ; and Mason, Ejcott Park.

Mr. Medlnnd waa born on February 18, 1808, and

waa employed in Sclater's Nuraery over twenty

yeara ; in Kusaell'a Nursery at Sidmoutb two yeara ; in

Mr. Radford's Naraery with the late James Veitch

aix years ; in Addiscott's Nursery at Saint Thomas
seventeen yeara ; and from 1S75 to 1800 with the late

Meaera. Lncombe, Pince & Co., of the great Kxeter

Nuraery, when from infirmitiea of old age he gave up,

and became a penaioner of the Gardeners' Royal

Benevolent Inatitution. He was naturally a retiring

and modest man, kind-hearted and a firm friend, and

knew more trees, shrubs, fruits, and Sowers, at sight

than any man 1 have so far met with. His know-
ledge of herbaceous and border plants in particular

was extraordinary. Those who can remember Messrs.

Lucombe, Pince & Co.'s floral displays, during Dr.

Woodman's proprietorship, at moat of the more im-

portant flower ahowe, will recall their akilfuUy grown
priza-winnera in stove and greenhoase plants and

Orchids, &c., and also their gorgeoua traya of Carna-

tions, Ddhliaa, Ddlphiniums, Gaillardiaa, HoUyhocka,

Irises, Pansies, Pseonles, Pentstemons, Phloxes,

Picotees, Pinks, Pyrethrums, Rosea, &c. The whole

of the latter aection being under Mr. Medland'a

control and management. Moreover, hia annual ex-

hibition of 500 apecimen Cbryaanthemumi at the

Exeter Nursery was also noteworthy. W. N,

Plants in Poia.—Averaqe Wholesale Prices.

t,d. t.d.
I

s. <^' <•<'•

Adiantum, per doz, 4 0-12
! Ivy Pelargoniums, dz. 3 0-60

Markets.
COVENT GARDEN, August 9.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are f^irnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several o£ the principal
Baleamen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per doz. bl...,

Asters.French.p.bun.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations. 13 blms.
— doz. bun.

Cornflowers, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per dozen
GUdioluB. doz. bun.
Lilium Harrisii, doz.
— lancifolium.

p. bunch
— — p. 12 blooms

Maidenhair Fern, per
12 bunches

Marguerites, 12 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.
Myosotis, or Forget-
me-Not, doz. bun.

Pansies, 12 bun. ...

». d. s.d.

2 0-30
6-10
6-10

10-30
2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40
10-30
3 0-60
2 0-40

1 0-
9-

3 0-60
16-30
3 0-60

16-30
10-20

Orchids :

—

Cattleya. 12 blma. 6
Odon togloBsum
cri8pum.l2blms. 2

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, p. 13 bun. 2
— 13 sprays ...

Picks, doz. bun. ... 1

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2
Roses, Tea. per dozen
— coloured, p. doz. 2
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz. 1

— red, per dozen ...

— Moss, French,
doz. bun. ...12

— outdoor, doz.bun. 3
Stephanotis, dozen

sprays 1

Sweet Sultan, 12 bu. 2
Tuberoses, 12 blma.

s.d. s. d.

0-4

0-4
4-0 8
6-4
0-6
6-2
0-4

6- .5

6-10

0-18
0-9

6-2
0-3
2-0 4

OBCHii>-BLOoai in variety.

Fbuit.—Aterage Wholesale Prices.

s. d, s.d.

Apples, half-sieve... 19-26
Figs, par dozen ...10-2
Grapes, Ist quality,

black English,
per lb 16-20

,, Bnglisb. 2nd
quality, p. lb. 6 • 1

Grapes, Musc.it,
per lb 3 0-30
Muscat. 2nd

s.d. s.d.

Grapes. Guernsey,
per lb 9-10

Melons, each ... 1 6- 3 6
Peaches, large, p. doz, 4 0-60
,, small, per doz. ... I 0-

Peara, p. sieve, small 2 0-26
„ (Dessert), half-

sieve 3 0-40
Fine-apples. St. Mi-

chael, each ... 5 7

Aspidistra, per doz. 12 0-30
— specimen, each 7 6-21

Calceolarias, perdoz. 3 0-60
Cyperus, per dozen... 4 0-10
Dracaena, each ... 1 0- 5
Ericas, various, p..dz. 9 0-24
Evergreen Shrubs, in

var., per dozen ... 6 0-24
Ferns, various, doz. 4 0-12
— small, per 100 4 O- 8

Ficus elastica, each 10-76
Foliag-i plants, doz. 9 0-24
Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
Keliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
— specimens, each 2 0-36

Lilium tiarrisii, per

dozen ... 12 21
— lancifolium, pr.

dozen ... 9 0-lS

Lobelias, per dozen,.. 3 0-40
— small, per doz. 10-20

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 13

Mignonette, per doz. 3 0-60
Musk, per dozen ... 2 0-40
Nasturtiums, p. doz. 16-40
Palms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachlO 6-84

Pelargoniums, p. doz. 6 0-10
— Bcarlets.p.doz. 3 6
— scarlets, small,

per dozen ... 16-20
Vegetables.—AVERiQE Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.

Beans, French, half-

sieve 3 0-26
,, Buoners, half-

sieve 2 0-36
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16-30

s.d. s.d.

Cucumbers, per doz. 2 0-30
Marrows, per doz. ... 10-20
Mushrooms, per lb. 6- S

Pea.% per bushel ... 4 0-50
Tomato*, per lb. ... 3 4

POTATCS.
Potato market firm. Prices vary from 3j. to 6s, per cwt.

Old Potatos finished.

SEEDS.
Lo.N'DON : August S.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Mer-

chanti, of Great Maze Poad, Borough, London, S.E., write

thit to-day's market was poorly attended, with but little

busioess passing. New Tritolium, both French and English,

is now enquired for. at the low rates prevailing. Samples of

this seison's ne* Eoglish Rape and Rye, offsr at moderate

figures. There is no notable alteration in Canary-seed ; Hemp-
seed dull. Other article^, at this quiet season, attract but

little attention.

FBUITS AND V£a£TABLS3.
Borough and Spitalfields ; .-jK^usi 7.—Quotations:—

Cabbages, 2s. Gd. to is. per tally; Carrots, Is.Qd. to 2s. 6d,

;

Turnips, Is. 6d, to 2s, ; Parsley, Is. Qd. to 2s. per dozen

bunches ; Onions. Egyptian. 3s. ^<S. to 4s. 6d. per cwt.

Stratford: August 7.—The supply to this market during

the past week has been excellent, and, with a large atteniance

of buyers, a brisk trade has bjea done as under :—Cabb3ge9,

is. 6d. to 3s. per tally; Lettuce, Qd. to lOd. per score; frame

Cucumbers, Is. ^d. to 2s. 6d. per dozen ; Green Peas. 5s. 6^. to

6s. per bag ; Plums, English, 2.^. 6rf. to 3s. 6d. per half-sieve ;

do., foreign, Is. 6d. to 2s. 3d. per bDx ; Green Gages, foreign.

Is. ^d. to Is. 6d. per box ; red Currants, English, 2s. tj Us. 6t/.

per liilt-sieve; black Currants, 3^. to 3s. 6d. do.; Turnips, 2s.

to 2s. Qd, per dozen bunches ; Carrots, household. 2r. to 3s. per

bag ; Mangels, 253. to '.iOs. per ton ; Onions, Egyptian, 4s. M.
to S.-;. per bag; Apple*", English, 2s. 6rf. to 3s. 6rf. per half-

bushel ; Watercress. 6d. per dozen.

Farringdox : Auguit 9.—Quotations :—Cabbages, spring-

planted, 4s. to 5s. Gi. per tally ; autumn do., 3s. 6d. to 4s. do.

;

Carrots, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, Is. 6d. to 2s. do.

;

Scarlet Runners, 5i. 6d. to 6s. per bushel ; Vegetable Marrows,
3s. to 43. per tally ; Piums, green, Is. 6d. to Is. 9i. per half

sieve; 3s. to 3s. 6d. per bushel; ripe Plums, 4s. per half

bushel; Apples, Lord Sutfield. 3s. to 3s. 6d. per half sieve;

Gooseberries, 3s. Qd. to 3i. per half sieve ; Red Currants, 2s. to

3t. ; Blask do., 3s. to 3s. per half sieve ; Cucumbers, Is. tid. per

dozen ; Tomatos. 6i. per lb. English; Melons, lis. per case

Grapes, 8s. per barrel ; Greengages, 3i. per half s'eve ; Pears.

6s. par bushel.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields; -<4«yHSi 7—Quotations ranged

between 60s. and 80s. per ton.

Farringdox : August 9. — Quotations :—Essex Hebrons,
70s. to 80*. ; Sutton's Abundance, 70s. to 83s. ; Magnums,
«L»s. to 70s. ; Bedfordshires : White Hebrons. 80s. to 9J.

;

Puritans. 80s. to 90s. ; Snowdrops, 80s. to 90s. ; Reading
Giants, 70j. to 80s. per ton.

London Averages : August 8.—English Kidneys, 80s. to
9}s. ; Hebrons. 70s. to S''s ; Snowdrops, 70s. to 90s. ; Rounds,
60s. to 74s. per ton.

HAY.
^yera^es.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:—
Clover, prime, llOs. to 13Ss. ; do., inferior, 80s. to 13?*. ; do.,

new, 75s. to 130s. ; hay, best, 10 Js. to 130s. ; do.. specially picked,
140s.; do , inferior, 60s. to 100s. ; do., new, 70.5. to POs. ; Mix-
ture. 90s. to 1305. ; and Straw, 43s. to 63s. per load.

OOBN.
^cerfl^es.—Official statement of the average prices of British

Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending August 4,

and for the corresponding period last year :—1894 : Wheat,
24s.4(i.; Barley, 21s. 4d.; Oats. IHs.Sd. 1893 : Wheat, 30s. 2d.

;

Barley. 21s. Sd. ; Oats, 21s. 5d.

quality, per lb. ... 9- 1 | Plums, half-aieve ... 3 0-30

Enquiry.
.

—

*' He that qusttvmeth mvch shall learn mucA,"—Baoor.

Bebbebis Mahonia.— la the frnit of the above
Bhrub fit for domestic purpoBea ? A gentleman
calling on me lately and seeing the plants much
laden with berries, told me he always made them
into wine, and after keeping a short time was quite

equal to port, W. Divers.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.)
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\ ComcJpondenm

*j,* Oiuing to the large increase in our circula-

tion, we are reliictantly under the necessity of going

to press some hours earlier. Our contributors, who

weU- know what this impli's, will kindly aid us by

sending their communications as early in the week as

possir.e. Communications should reach us not later

than Wediiesday.

*^* FaniT Chops.—We greatly regret that we were

unable fu'ly to meet the d.emand. for last week''s numb^.r,

in consequence of tvhich, we fear, some of our corre-

spondents must have experienced delay in the receipt

of their copies.

Aetichoke : C. H. J. We fail to see anything obiut
the head sent that would account for the long
time that they take to cook, &c., unless you let

thera stay on the plants till the stalk pets tough,

when, of course, they are scarcely fit to be eaten.

BiGENEnic Htbrids : W. N. We are not disposed to

say ibere can be no such thing as a bigeneric
hybrir", and we are quite unable to furnish any
absolute distinction between species and genera.

For practical purposes, such distinctions are matters
of convenience only, and depend upon the degree

and importance of the points of difference. Of
course, if you consider the subject from the point
of view of pure science it is quite another matter,

but there is then less reason for dogmatic assertion

than in the other case.

CAHNATtoNS ! A. J. 8. Send them to some large

growers. We cannot undertake to name florists'

flowers,—if S. P. The plants are infested with
eelworms. Dig up and burn, and do not plant

Carnations on or near the spot.

Cattletas ; Dinwoodie. Next week.

CHRTSANTnEMUM : Cello. See the article in present
issue on Ouion fungus.

—

A'. The disease is caused
by a fungus, Sclerotinis, like that which attacks
Onions; see p. 160. Burn all the aflFected plants

at once. It begins as a mould, and when in that

state can be checked by Bordeaux Mixture. Now
nothing can be done but burn the plants.

Clove Carnation producing Flaked Blooms on
SAME Plant as the Type Form : S. H. It simply
shows of what mixed parentage the florists' Car-
nation is, as indeed we see in the great variety of the
markings observed in the flowers of an undoubted
variety which have, in a measure, become fixed
by age, varying indeed on one plant, and more
markedly if the flowers from several plants are
compared with one another.

Conifer Seeds : Constant Reader. Abies, Picea, the
rarer Pinus, Thuia, Cupressus, &c., may be sown
in the late autumn in pots, boxes, or pans filled

with sandy loam and peat,keepingthem in acold pit
or frame, covering them with pieces of tile or slate,
to exclude the light, and also mice (which are
sometimes very troublesome), and to prevent the
evaporation of moisture to some extent. The
pots, &c., if many in number, may be piled one on
top of the other, thus occupying but little space;
but it will be necessary to examine them once or
twice before the new year, for the purpose of
ascertaining which are in need of water, and
which seeds have begun to germinate, at once
affording light and air to the latter. In February
the pans, &c., should be placed where a frequent
examination can be conveniently made, and
they should be carefully watered whenever the
soil approaches dryness. Another mode of
proceeding is to keep the cleaned seed of Abies,
Picea, and Pinus in a cool dry place over
the winter, and to sow in the spriiig in pre-
pared frames, or bods in the open. In this case
it will be an advantage to mix a small quantity of

[. decayed leaf-mould with the surface soil, although
that would not be desirable when sowing in pans,
&c., the conditions then favouring the production
of mouldiness in the leaf soil, which in turn some-
times extends to the seeds. Abies excelsa and
Scots Pine seeds are best raised in beds in the
open air, sowing the seeds in March. It is neces-
sary to bury the seed at various depths, according
to its size, the finest in size being barely covered
with the soil, whilst others, like Pinus pinea and
P. ednlii, should be covered with 1^ inch of soil.

besides having the hard shell enclosing the seed

weakened by tiling it. Whether in bede, frames,

or pots, &o., the soil should be made very firm

before and after sowing.

Corrections.—Medea Rose (see p. 62) This was

inadvertently described as of American origin,

but this, we learn, is an error. It was intro-

duced by Messrs. W. Paul & Son, of Walthara

Cross. At p. 107, fig. b, for telentosporea, read

Uredospores.

Cucumbers : H. W. R. The roots are attacked by eel-

wormn. There is no known cure. Turn them out

and burn them, and char the soil before using it for

any kind ol pot plant, or bury it deeply in your

kitchen garden.

Grapes : An Old Grower. The berries on the bnnch
you sent for our inspection are very seriously

shanked, and we fear that the Vine has pushed its

roots into the cold soil at the bottom of the 3feet-

deep border, or still farther afield. The malady
has been aggravated this year, and perhaps in

former years, by heavy cropping, and now the

willing "Vines have eiven out. The Vines having
been planted in 1887, are still young, and worth
the trouble of replanting, which ought to be under-
taken when the leaves begin to change colour.

We should advise the entire lifting of them, care-

fully preserving them in a moist state meanwhile,
and preserving all healthy rootf, never minding
the mere fibres, these dying anyhow in great

numbers every year. Raise the bottom of the
border IJ foot at the back, and at least 1 foot

at the iront, which will give a 6-inch fall

in the II feet of width, or a trifle more than
I in 12—quite enough, if you have a good drain

at the bottom of the slope. It may not be

necessary to make the entire border anew, but
that will depend on the extent of the roots ; and
perhaps some of the longest of these may be advan-
tageously shortened, so as to admit of a narrow
border accommodating them all.

Insects : Lnwfnld, Lake Road, Ambleside. The insect

attacking the stems of Uendrobium is Xyleborus
raorigerus, Blandf., described by me in Insect Life,

vol. v., ii. The insect has been more than once
before the Scientitic Committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, and I have had it this year from
other sources. W. F. H, B.

Insect on Poplars : Poplar, One of the Hawk
Moths. We cannot suggest a remedy beyond
hand-picking and encouraging birds. Probably
Sphinx populi, but the colour is a little different

from ordinary.

Insect on Dendrobium : C. W. The insect feeding
on Dendrobium is a kind of locust, an Orthopteron,
of the family Locustidse, allied to Conocephalus,
and in all probability introduced with Orchids,
The same, or a similar insect, has often been
found in Orchid houses.

Larvje of Insect: C. Beck, Fcenus jaculator, a
hymenopterous parasite on the larvse of certain
wild bees that form their nests in decaying wood.

Names of Fruit: D. Coioan, Your Peach is no
doubt GroBse Mignonne.

—

Dartnell 4' Co. We
cannot name your Apples, quite undeveloped.

Names of Plants: W. S. M. 1, common Spruce,
Picea excelea ; 2, Redwood, Taxodium distichum

;

.3, Abies nnmidica.

—

A Constant Reader. I, Lysi-
machia vulgaris; 2, Campanula glomerata ; 3,

Echinops sphaarocephalus ; 4, Eryngium cam-
pestre ; 5, Reseda Inteola ; 6, the cone without
foliage is probably that of Cupressus sempervirens.—No name. Box packed with Asparagus. I, Cen-
taurea montana, white variety ; 2, Hieracinm
aurantiacum ; 3, Lysimachia vulgaris ; 4, Malva
moschata, white variety; 5, Alstromeria auran-
tiaca ; 6, Melissa oflicinalis, var.

—

B. cf Sons.

Cychorium Intyhus. wild Chicory.— W. S.D. Arge-
mone mexicana.

—

,/. D , Elton. Campanula nobilis.—S.P.D. l,Adiantum; 2, Beeoniaechinosepala
;

4, Centaurea candidissima ; 5, Eaonymus japonicas
variegatus

; 6, Campanula pyramidalis ; 7, Lamium
purpureum, golden-leaved (orm ; 8. Sedum Sieboldi.—C.H.j. 1, Echinops sphserocephalus ; 2, Stachys
lanata;3 Solidago virgaaurea ; 4. .lusticia carnea

;

6. Agrostis vulgaris ; 6, Saxifraga sarmentosa.

—

J. H , Osterley. 1, the true Service, Pyrus Sorbns;
2, a variety oi the common Elder, not Alder ; 3,
Pyrus tcrminalis.

—

C. 6. 1, Stachys Betonica ; 2,

Circeia lutetiana ; 3, Symphoricarpus racemosus,
Snowberry; 4, Galeopsis Tetrahit ; 6, Hordeum
murinum.—ff. H. A hybrid form of Tritonia
which we cannot precisely identify.

—

A, R, 1,

Bocconia cordata ; 2, Galega officinalis alba ; 3,

Funkia ovata. Thank you for sending good speci-

meni', properly packed.

—

Flora,. 1, probably Ori-

ganum vulgare, no flower ; 2. Eryngium alpinum
;

3, Agrimonia Eupatoria ; 4, Actsea spicata ; 5,

Genista tinctoria, donble-flowered ; 6, Verbascum
Lychnitis.

—

C. L., Carlisle. Odontoglossum odora-
tum (true), and a very light-coloured form of the
species, differing from the larger one known in

gardens as 0. gloriosum.

—

J, H, B. I, Sedum
villosum probably. Is it wild ? Send leaves.

2, Valeriana cfiieinalis; 3, Silene, we do not recog-

nise the species ; 4, Spiraea Fortnnei ; 5, Tussilago

Farfara, variegated ; 6, Echium vulgare.

—

Per-

plexed, 1, Spirsea ariiefolia ; 2, Mahonia nepal-

ensis ; 3, Colutea arborescens ; 4, Spiraea Lind-
leyana ; 5, Spiraea Donglasi ; 6, Spirsei callosia.

Narcissus foe Forcing : H. W. Paper White Early,

Grand Monarch, Double Roman, Ard Righ Daffo-

dil ; Golden Spur, Incorapaiabilis var. Stella. The
Polyanthus varieties Jonquils, viz., single-flowered

sweet-scented, Qieen Anne and Campernelle.

New Apple : G. Mayes cf Sons. Send the fruits to a
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, The
next is on Tuesday, August 14. Address care

of Mr. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society's

Offices, 117, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Onions Diseased: E. Riley. See article on this

subject in present issue, p. 160.

Onion Grub in Garden Land : how to Destroy :

Onion. The first operation in clearing the land
consists in taking up with a trowel every portion

of the affected bulbs, putting them in a pail, and
burning them forthwith. Pulling up in the usual

way leaves the base of the bulb and the maggots
behind. The pupae remain in the land over the

winter, and the fly comes out to attack the spring-

sown Onions. It is advisable, therefore, to grow
no Onions for two years. Trench the land three

spits deep if it will bear it ; this will bury the

pupae, or fly cases, so deep that the insect cannot
ascend to the surface. A dressing of gas lime

should be tnrned in with the first spit, and when
Onions are grown again on any land in the garden,

it should be heavily manured, so as to force the

crop along rapidly. Top-dressings of sand or

sawdust saturated with petroleum are said to save

a crop from attack, if applied when the plants are

a few inches high.

Seedling Carnation : C. W. Not so fine a flower as

many others in commerce. Of course it would
do for cutting as you suggest.

Spot on Grapes: Henwick. See recent numbers
lor lull information, especially p. 44, July 14,

1894.

Taking Buds of Single-floweeed Chhysanthe-
MOMS : X. Y, Z. The end of the present mouth
or first week in September ia a suitable time for

" taking the buds."

Tomato Diseased : Wilkin. Tour Tomatos are

afl^ected with the same fangus thct attacks the

Potato. Spraying with Bordeaux mixture at an
early stage will do much to prevent the disease.

It is not of much use to do so now.

Tomato : W. B. Scoop out the seeds, wash them in

water in a fine bair or wire sieve, rubbing the

pulp through the meshes. When sufficiently freed

from pulp, spread out on paper, and dry in the

shade. If the fruit is partially decayed, the

separation is easier performed.

Tomatos : J. H. B. The purple spots on No. 2 are
consistent with health ; the yellow spots on No, 1

are the result of fungus.

Wood Wool : J. George. We think there is scarcely

any substance which fulfils its purpose as a pack-
ing material better than "wood wool." It is

elastic, soft, odourless, durable, and cheap.

COMMITNICATIONS RECEIVED. — H. A., JohaDDisbuTg. —
J. M. W., Natal.— F. v. M., Melbourne.—T. F.— A.B. F. M.
-C. W. D.—J. A. M. W.—H. J. V.-C. M., Sydney.-
P. L. S.—R. M., Boston. Mass.—W. G. S.—J. K.—Barr &
Son. — E. J. B. — W. H. S.— A. S. Kemp.—R. Fcnn.—
W, Napper —W. Halliday.—J. Lambert.—W. B. — Sir John
Aatley.— W. E, G.—PiofesfOr Penzig, Genoa—M. B.. Boston,
U. S.—M. Chapman.—W. E —R. U -Bees No. 1 —W. H. G.
—A. D. H.— N. S.—T. L.—G. S. J., Demerar.1—H. W. W.—
A. D.—N. E. B.—D. T. Y -J. I.— C. T. D.— J. J. W
T. S. J.—Viaitor-J. D.—P.-J. O. B.— J. B.—W. Kigg
shortly.

Photosraphs, DRAwiHas, ETC., Reoefved with Thanks.
—a. F. W.-W. W.—Ci. M.
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GREENHOUSE BLINDS.
A Set of Samples sent Post-free,

ORCHID and Other PEATS,
SILVER SAND,
TOBACCO PAPER and BAG,
RAFFIA for Tying,
GARDEN MANURES,
GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS,
SYRINGES and WATER-CANS,
LAWN SPRINKLERS,
GARDEN TOOLS,

HORTICULTURAX SUNDRIES OF EvBRY KiND.
Illustrated CATALOGUE on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

WARE and SONS'
abkthePlowER pots "'^''^

TBE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

The Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. %d. nett, per post, 2s. 9d.

jONEf^TWOOD
TOURBRIDCE

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every description of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPTFORD, LONDON. S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities, Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

tNGLlSH SUis, cut to tmycTs' s.je, , Jt lowes-t pi-iiie,i^/t,^^rtd /•enjcna ,n the con.ntr^ , in qus.ntfty

^
?^

GEQRJGE FAR.MILOE&50N5
_ . _ I'^O.Gl.AeS. Oil, fljul CoLOUI<,n6RCMANT« '

l,t S^eJOHN &treet:WtSTSMmiFlEL0.IONpON„:C
Stoculiais ajidprKCS on application. Pleisequctc CTfcwBfe.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and OU Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Nou-PoisonouB Paint for Tnsida of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patfcerns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Grove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BAOHELOB'S WALK, DUBLIN.

B EESON'S MANUR
Crushed Eones and all High-clasa Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

E

AGENTS WANTED in Districts where not
already represented, to SELL SPENCER'S New

"ELECTRIA" GUANO. A liberal Commission allowed.—
Apply, ISAAC SPENCER AND CO., 2, High Street, Hull.

BONES I BONES I! BONES!!!—Any size
from dust to 1 inch, at 10s. per cwt. Carriage Paid on

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms. Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES AMD LEWIS, Bone Crushers. St. Albans.

CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.

MITRRAT'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane, London.

CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, l5., 25. 6d.,and 5s. 6^. ; also in air-tight bags,

J cwt., 6». ; I cwt. , 10s. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot's, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

' A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.B.,F.O.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and Abroad,

Agent for London :— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Boad,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AKD SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

EGONOMIGAL-SAFELASTING

CLAY'S
MANURES

Are used by the

Leading Growers
Royal Botanic

Society,
Royal Horticul-
tural Society, H^|^

''

Royal Parks. ^^
London County ^^?

Council, ^^M
throughout the m^
United Kingdom ^ '

and in TETADE MARK.

^ LONDON^

TRADE MARK.
EVERT QUARTER OF THE OLOBE, FOR

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

SOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN,
In 6d. ana Is. I'ackets, and SEALED BAGS:-

1 lb. 14 lb. 28 lb. 66 lb. 113 lb.

28. 6d. 48. 6d. 7s. 6d. ISs. Od. 208.
Or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Cash with order (except 6rf. Packets).

The respective Trade Mark Is printed on
every Packet and Bag, and also Impressed
ou the lead Seal attached to tne mouth

of eacn Bag. which Is

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OP GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, fto.,

TEHPLB MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, B,

FOR PRICE LIST

FIR-TREE OIL
SOLTJBLE INSECTICIDE.

Used by every Orchid-grower of any note throughout the
World as the only Safe and Sure Insecticide for killing Insects
on delicate plants. Bottles, Is. 6d.. 2s. id., is. id., 7s. id.,
12s. ed.

; in bulk, lis. per gallon; with full directions for use.
From all Seedsmen.

Manufacttjiier—
E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, VlctorU St., MANCHESTER.

(Operative Chemist).
NEW YORK—ROLKER AND SONS.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
S PRAY WRITE TO
The " Stott " Distributor Co., Ltd., Barton House,

Manchester.

THE GESTRIAN SHAG TOBACCO PAPER.
Quito a Novelty in Tobacco Paper Material, strong in

Nifotine and entirely free from Chemicals, requiring no fiimi-
gitin^ pan ; lights with ordinary match or hotemb^r

; produces
a dense cool smoke ; will not injure the tenderest Fern ; by far
the ihe.ipest Smoking Tobicco Paper yet introduced. 1 lb.
sufficient for 3,000 cubic f^et, being cut eotine produces volume J

of dense smoke. Price, \s. 4d. per lb.
; ^ lb. sample, per post, 1.*.

Only through- J. TAYLOR, Hoole Chester.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

M RIGHT

mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
I

Qualltyobtainable
{

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half tke
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Kail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal superinsion. Special Rail-
way Kates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE. Jun., F.R.H.S., Lelghton Bnzzard, Beds.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.
WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAK.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

As supplied to the Sandringbam Estate of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales.

For special low rates for WALTON HEATH LOAM and
REIGATE SILVER SAND, apply to—

DAVID PITT & SONS, Beigate, Surrey.

GARDEN NETTING.
Be<»t heavy. 2 yards by 100, or 4 by 50. 7s. ; Garden Canes

from 2.S. per 100; Best Archangel Mats. 8s. per bundle of 10;
St. Petersburg Mats, 6i. ; Superior Packing Mats, 3s. 3rt.

;

Seed Bags and G^arden Sundries at bottom prices.

Special quotations for large quantities.

CAMERON & CO., 178. Charing Cross Road. London, W.C-

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEVT DOUBLE LADDER. It stancs

quite iodepeudent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.— Particulars of BATCHELAR. 43. Hammersmith
Boad, W. Patent applied for.

CHAFED SKIN, Piles, Scalds, Cuts, Chil hlains,
Chapped Hands, Sore Eyes. Sunburn, Earache. Neurdlem

and Rheumatic Pains, Throat Colds, and Skin Ailment^tquickly
relieved by the use of CALVERT'S CARBOLIC OlM'JUENT.
Large pots, 13^d. each, at Chemis s, &c.,or p'-st-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT and CO., Manchester.

HOLIOAY SEASON,m
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,

AND

Accidents of All Kinds.
INStTRED AOAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.

Z-V^fAT'''' (**-'--
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New
Illustrated List,

3rd Edltlon-

100,000-

364 Pages, Bound

In Cloth,

Post - free on

appl'cation.

w,
HOKTICULTUBAL PROVIDERS

—

the Orujinal Inventor of Cheap Greenhouses,

75 5, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON,
NUR8ERIE8-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

The Largest Steam Horticultural "Works in the World. Inspection invited.

S.E.

1000

HOUSES IN
STOCK

to Select from.

Works Cjver

6 acres.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This Illustration is an exact copy of my Amateur Span-roofed
Greenhouse^, which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plele with Ventilators. Irons for Opening, ^taping. Olass, &c.
Made in Sections, po that they can be erected ty any gardener
or liandy man in a few hours. Isimpiy screwed tozeiher. 7 by
5 fr.. 5Hs. ; 9 by e ft.. £i ; 12 bv S ft., £t5 ; 15 by 10 ft., £8 10s.

;

20 by 10 ft.. £1J; '^b by 10 ft , £16.

Any size made. SEND FOR LIST, postrfree.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

The utility of thia house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
bers, Tomatos, Melons, &c.. will be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto
unknown. See List, p. 22. Send for List, post-free.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WEI.tSEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

CACUDADC Uin.Ss.; 2 in.. 3s. Sif : 2Jin., 5s.;

AOn DAnO. 3 in.. 6s. 6d. per 100 H. run.

MATCH BOARDS, J. 6s. per square ; 1-in., 10s. id. per square.
FLOOR BOARDS. 1-in., 9s. per square.
FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, J by 6, 6;. M. per square.
DEALS, 3 by 11. Yellow, id. ; 3 by 9, 3Ji. ; 3 by 7, 2d. j 2} by

7, ) Ji. ; 2 by 7. \\d. ; 2 by 6. Id.

CUTTINU PLATING, td. per 100 ft.; Deeping, 2s. Zd.
dozen 12 ft.

SLATING BATTENS, J by 2, I.'. U. per 100 ff.
; 5 by 1, Id.

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in., 6s. each , 6 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in.. It. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in, by 2 ft. 6 in.,

los.

VENTILATORS. TOP or SIDE, 2 ft. 6 in by 2 ft., 2!S. each.
FINIALS, MACHINE-TURNED, 12 in. high, 6d. each ; Ij. 6rf.

per dozen.
TRELLIS. Planed, Extended—

Open.
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JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
and Heatimg Engineers,

PAISLEY,
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description,

in either Wood or Iron,

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges, Cottages,

Tennis Courts, Verandahs, &o,

Hot^water Apparatus
for warming Churches,

Schools, Publia Buildings,
Mansions, Harness Rooms,

Drying Rooms, Hothouses, and
Buildings of every Description.

Illustrated Circulari
Post-free.

LISTS
POST-FREE.

CHEAPEST. ANY LENGTH.
ANY SIZE.

LISTS POST-

FREE.

HEATHMAN",
2. Endell St.. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GAKDEN' SX7NDB,IES.

SEND FOR A. PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

_ H. G. SMYTH,
complete Catalogue. Ss. I 21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

Cromplbn andFawiCe^,
efteCm^ford

.

Book of
Photographs

Of Exterior and Interior Views, Sections, Details, Interior Fittings, and Heating
Apparatu<i of Conservatories, Ranges, Vineries. Greenhouses, Stoves, Pits, Frames, &c.

The most comprehensive Boob on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, Chelmsford.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OTJH WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ i. d.

l-light, 4 ft. by 6ft... ^ „,oTr /2CASH
PBICES,

R.

8 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

12 ft. by 6 ft... I

16ft.by6ft...f-^^ .g
20 ft. by 6 ft. .

.
0-i»»Lft.OE

24 ft. by 6 ft. . . / PAID.
Larger tizet at proportionate pricet.

2
5
7

[7 10

HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London ^yeji«,Mr.H.SKi!XTON,Seedsman,A.c.,2.HollowayRd.,N.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS I

IB-ot
21-01

,
per 100 It a. «J (13X10,18X13, 18X14, S

i?V 22' il*Xl3, 30X13,18X16,2
ll>.»a.f 16X13,16X14,30X16,1

In Stock Sizes,

34X14
34x16
34X18, *0.

li X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 55. per 100 feet.

Paintsand Varcishea at Low Prices. Flooring, 6/9 per sqaare

;

Matching, 4/9 ; 2x4, at M. per toot run ; 2x7atli.
Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, tto,

OATALOauKS Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMFANT
T3, BisHOPseATB Street Within, London, B.O.

EXTRACToF HERBS
FOR MAKING

NON-INTOXICATING ^;

TIh' finest, most refresh-

ing :ind plea^antest bever-

age obt.iinaljle. Onetable-
Ppoonful of this Extract
makes one gall, of splenilid

beer. Try it. A sample .

bottle enouph to make 8
H gallons, post free for 9

J,
stamps. A beautifully

H culuiired Ultlo story boot,

H "How a Railway Acci-
aj dent was A verted," is sent
^ free with caeli sample

NEWBALL & MASON,
.NuTt INi;il.lM,

AGENTS WANTED.

'L^3_:pejT^

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPABATUS for GBEENHOtTSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.

largest stock of BOILEBS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Have the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.;

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL tU INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAOKFRIARS,
Telegrapblo Addreaa-" HOT-WATEK. London." Telophone No. 4768.

LONDON, 8.E.
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BSTABLISHBD 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SODTHAMPTOH BuiUJiNaa, Chamoert Lane, W.O.

TWO- AND- A -HALF per Cent. IMTEEEST allowed OB

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mmimam

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

aums on deposit, ana allows interest, at the rate of TWO-
AND-A-HALF PER CENT, per annum, on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVB

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

|„e_ FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manaeer

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Thomas Methven & Sons, 15, Princes Street, EdiLburgh —

Hyaciotha, Na'cissi, Tulips, &c.

George Bunyarp & Co., Maidbtone — Koses, Bullij, and

Strawberries, &c.

Baylor HARfLiWD. Ard Cairv, Cork—Daffodils.

J, Peed & Sons. Roupell Park Nurseries, West Norvpood,

London, S E,—Bulbs.

LAXToif Brothers, Bedford—Strawberries and other small

fruits.

Thos. Mobsman. 102. Godwin Street, Bradford—Dutch Bulbs,

Ko-es, Fruit Trees, &c.

Ad. Masek, Sichrow, Bohemia— Sto^e and Greenhouse

P. ants.

Herd Brothers, 47, King Street. Penrith—Bulbs* Roots. &c.

Cooper Taber & Co.. Limited. 90. Southwark Street, London,

S.E.—Wholesale Bulb Catalogue.

James Veitch & Sons. Royal Exotic Nursery. King'^ Road,

CheUea, S.W.—Hyacinths, and other Bulbous Roots.

James Backhouse & Son, Nurseries. York-Flower Roots,

Sprirg-floweriiig Plants, Strawberries, &c.

JoHS DoWNlE. 144, Princes Street. Edinburgh—Bulb?.

DiCKSONS & Co, 1, Wat-!rloo Place, Edinburgh—Flower Roots.

Will-am Bull. 535. King's Road. CheUea, London, S.W.-
Tuherous-rooted Plants and Bulbs.

Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany—Tuberous Roots and
Bulbs.

B. S. Williams & Sons, Vittoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, N.— Bulbs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

Jas. Dickson & Sons. 32, Hanover Street, Edinburgh—Bulbi
and SpriDg Flowering Plants.

Dickson. Brown & Tait, 43 and 45, Corporation Street,

Manchester— Bulbs.

Sutton & Sons, Reading-Bulbs, Flower Roots and Plants,

Seeds, &c.

PARTNERSHIP.—WANTED, by a young
Man, with capital and experience, Partnership in a

leading Scotch Nursery Business—Apply to Messrs. CONN'^'.LL

AND CAMPBELL. S S. C. 52. Hanoeer Streer. Edinburgh.

O FLORISTS and NURSERYMEN.—

A

yo»u;5 man of so-ue experience is desirous of joining as a
PARTNER in a Small Businnas near London.—Address C. 3i7,

at Shelley's, 3S. Gracechurch Sfeft, E C.

CAN a Gentleman recommend a good HEAD
WORKING GARDS:NER, with two under him. for South

Devon ? Experienced with Glass and wiih the eutire Manage-
ment of a Garden. Good character fir honesty and sobriety

indispensable.—M. H., 11, St. George's Crescent, Llandudno.
After the 15th, Court Grange, Newton Atbot.

WANTED, for Hampshire, early in September,
a HEAD WORKING GARDENER; smart and in-

dustrious, not over 40. married, no family. Must be compe-
tent in Orchard Work, Tomatos. Cucumber Plants, and Kitchen
Garden, Vineries. &i;. Good cottige. Good references indis-

pensa^tle. Total abstainer.—State wages, &c,, to NEMO, Gar-
deners' Chronicle Office. 41. Wpllin?tnn Streer, Strand, W C.

ANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER. under 4"). Steady, active, experienced in all

general work. Not more than one child at home ; wife a good
laundress. Three labourers kept; w'^ges 2bs. and Cottage.
Extra to wife for washing. 20 miles from London.—Address,
giving full particulars, "TWENTY MILES," 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W. C.

Head Working-Gardener.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a thoroughly
competent WORKING GAKDENEH, not over 40,

married, no children. Must understand Melons, Tomatos,
Cucumbers, &c.. and all oat-door vegetables. Wife to act as
Laundress and look after Poultry. Wages, 30s. per week, with
Cottage and Coals.—Apply by letter, giving lull particulars,
to S. C. G.. Mackerye End. Harpenden, Herts.

ANTED AT ONCE. — 20 miles from
London (Kent), a WORKING GARDENER. Help

occasionally given. Must be a careful and thoroughly trust-
worthy all-round man. willing to help now and then on a small
farm, and take conveyance to station if required. One whe
understands Land and Stock preferred. State wages, experi-
ence, and length of character Write to N., Messrd. Newman
& Co.. 84, Newman Street, London, W.

WANTED, AT ONCE, as GARDENER,
a Biugle Man. age not untjer 2o. for General Work,

Iodide and UuC. Must by able to use a Scythe. Wages 18s.,
no bothy.— Apply, with testimonials and reft^rences, to
J. T. BOWSER, Gardener, Crosby Cote, Northallerton.

WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER —Age about .3n, married ; eiperienced in all

branches. Must have good references.-Apply. stating wages

and age by letter, B. HURST AND SON. Burbage Nurseries,

near Hip cfcley.

AAWANTED, a young MAN, as SECOND
VV GARDENER, well up in Plant and Fruit Growing.

Abstainer. Wages, 18s. a week, bothy, milk, and vegetables.

—T ROBINSON, Elaficld Gardens. Hollingbouroe. Kent.

XntEdT"* SECOND GARDENER, a

tiiorough good all-round man, -with good character.—

State age, experience, and wages required, to HEAD
GARDENER, Dashwood , Gravesend, Kent.

XNTETNTgood UNDER GARDENER,
as SECOND. Thorough Inside and Out ;

smart,

willing, and respectful. Age not under US. Wages, IM to £1.

with bothy.-HASKETT, The Oaks, Waltonou-Hill, Epsom,

Betchworth Station^

ANTED, an ORCHID GROWER.—Must
thoroughly understand the treatment of imported

plants. Salary £il) with board and lodging.—F. KNIGHT,

13, Gutte r Lane , E.C.

As Rose Grower.

WANTED, a GROWER of POT ROSES.
Good "ages to a competent man.—Apply, with refer-

ences, to Mr. FRANK CANT, Braiswick Nursery, Colchester.

ANTED, a thorough good CARNATION
and ROSE GROWER.— Only First-class men need

apply.—THOMAS COLEMAN, Saffron Walden.

AN^tI;!^ a MARKET GROWER
(Second), experienced in Melons, Cucumbers, iitraw-

beiries. Soft-wooded S^^lff. Ferns, &c. Good Both^'. Per-

manency St^teage. reft^rencs as to ability «nd character,

wage^ expected, to SCOTLAND. Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W,C.

ANTED, a BUDDER. Must be thoroughly
successful in Roses and Fruit, and willing to fill up

time in General Outdoor Nursery Work. Wages. £ti per month,

and annual rise.—J. C. NELSON, Cambridge Nurseries, near

East London, Cape Colony^

Y\7ANTED, a FOREMAN, near London, for
V\ Laying-out New Ground Work. Must understand

Levelling. Draining, ard Planting; also a good Mauftger of

men. Applications, stating experience and wages expected, to

be sent in by Autu-^t 21.— B. T., Girdeners' ChroHtcle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ANTED, a FOREMAN, for the Houses,
well up in Fruit and Plant-growing, including Or-

chids. Wages, 'J 's. per week, and bothy.— Full particulars to

HEA.D GARDENER, Ktng's Walden Bury. Hitchin, Herts.

WANTED, a young MAN, about 26 years oP

age. as F0R"EMAN. Inside. He must tboroughly
understand Vines. Pearlies. Melons, Tomato^ Pines, and Stove

Plants. Chrysanthemums Quick and active, wi h first class

character.—Apply by letter only, to C. J. WAITE, Glenhur&t
Gardens. Esher.

YVANTED, a young MAN. — Age about
V* 20; near Loudon, for Inside and Out. with not Ifss

than four years' exp'>rience. Wagesl4s and lodgings,—Apjily
by ipttertoW.S. 84. Hall Place,Padrtiniiton Green. London.K.W.

WANTED, for the Glasshouses, a young
JUN.—Age l,':^ or 19; total abstainer and non-smoker

preferred. Wages lOs. per week, with bothy, milk, find vege-

tnble-.- Apply, in own bnudwriting. to Mr. G. TRINDEK,
The Gardens. Dogmerslield Park, Winchfield.

WANTED, a young MAN. to take charge
of Half bardv Di'partment. Must be well up io Ivie",

Roses, and general Collection of Climbers. Only those willing

to take an active interest in their work, and able to give

ample reference, need ppply- Wnges. 22s.—CU VNINGHAM,
FRASER ANI) CO., 45. l^) i«en»ferrv St-e^'t. Edinbu'gh.

WANTED, for a Gentleman's Establishment,
a MARRIED COT'PLR, ^vithoutincumbrance: msn as

Cowman, and work on small Farm ; wife to manage Dairy and
Poultry. Both must be thoroughly experienced, and h-^M a
timiiar situation. Wages 24«. per week, with nice Cottage
and Garden.—Apply to W. THEOBALD, Gardener, Hatchford
Park, Cobham, Surrey.

ANTED.—A YOUTH, aged 16 or 17, for
Inside and Out, wages 8s. per week. Bothy and milk,

with vegetables.-Applj, TEW, Offchuruh Bury. Leaming-
ton Spa.

ANTED, a strong country LAD, about 18,
who understands Milking Cows, Feeding Pigs. &c.

He will have to work in the Garden, and make himself
generally useful. He will live io the hou^e. Wages £l4 per
year. Apply by letter to Gardener HILL, Peterborough
House, Fulham, S.W.

WANTED, a strong smart Lad about 17 years
of age, for Plant Houses. One with tome experience

under Glass preferred.-Apply to W. BOWMAN, Hylands,
Chelmsford.

pLOKISTS.—WANTED, for a Scotch
M. Nursery, a young MAN with firat-class experience in

Bouquet and Wreath making. &c., and to assist in Houses.—
Apply, stating wages, reterences, &c., to HORTUS, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

LORIST. — WANTED, a FIRST-CLASS
HAND, accustomed to make up best work in Wreaths,

Bouquets, &c. Must be able to take full charge of department.
Permanent situation and good salary to a suitable peraoD,

—

ALEX. DICK30N and SONS, Royal Florists, Belfast.

WANT PLACES.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 1.14, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend firat-class Men aa

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest reco.umen-

datioDS. Telegraphic address, " DOWNIE, Edinbukgh."

S. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN.
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the at)Ove will please send full particulars, when the best

selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway. N.

ICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

Gardeners. Faxm-BaiUffs. Foresters. &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their buai-

nesa. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address-" DICKSONS. CHESTER,"

FS A N D E R AND C O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD aud

UNDER GARDENERS, of exi:eltent character, and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept, or
good Single-handed.—Age 29, single; twelve years'

all-round experience. Three years' good character from
present bituaiion.—J. TREADWELL, The Gardens, Eaaneye
Park, Ware, Herts.

GARDENER (IIe4D, where several under are
kept).—Age 3U ; married when suited. Sixteen jears*

practical experience in all branches, including Orchids. Ex-
cellent character.—W. NASH, Wasing Lodge, near Briniptou
Common, Reading, Berks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, marriedTno
children ; fourteen years' thorough experience iu all

branches. Total abstainer.- J. WOODS, Lordawood, Shirley,
Southampton.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 4S, married, Scotchmaa ; life experience in

Gardening. Thoroughly understands all branches. Highest
testimonials.-D., Cuckoo Villa, Parkwood Road, Boicombei
Hauts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 3:i, ma.rifd;
a thoro igh practical Grower of the mo^t choice

Flowers.'^Dccorative Plants, Fruit, and Vegetables. Not afraid

of Work. Excellent references. — E. D., 13, Whyke Koad»
Chiches'er.

C^
AKDENER (Head).—Age 39, two children

!X (youngest 11). Life-experieiicn in first class places.

Well up iu the Gruwingof all kinds of F/uit aud Vegetables,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids. &c. Cau be highly
recommended. — Apply to Messrs. CHEAL anu SONS,
Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Age 30. T. Wade, for the past two yeais

Foreman at Croombe Court, seetes engagement with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a Tel'alle

energetic man. First Clast r<'ferences.—T. WADE, Croimle
Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head, where several under
are kept, preferred). Has had entire management tf

good and well kept girdens. Also Haymaking, Land and
Stock. Several years" excellent character and testimonia's
from Ladies and Gentlemen. — S. GARDENER, Oatlaudd,
Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 34, married.
Well skilled in every department, inchnling hTbu-Pou^,

—GARDENER. 4. Gordon Terrace. WiveTton Knad. Sydenhair.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 39,
married, no family. Late Head Gu'dener to Lora

Algernon Percy, twelve years. Only cause of leaving breaking
up of establishment. First-class Plant and Fruit Grower.
Life experience in first-class estiblishments Good all-round
Gardener in all branches. Highest references as tochiracier
and ability. Di engaged.-JAMES SKILLING, 9, Park Mews,
Kilburn, London.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ; thorough practical experience in all branchep.

Eleven and a half jeara' character.—A. BEATTIB, Guilton.
Ash. Dover.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 29,
married, no family ;

good all-round experience. Cau te
well recommended. — G. CHEAL, Grove House Gardens,
Westgate-ou-Sea, Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 28,
married. The Right Hon. Eirl of Buchan will be

pleased to recommend his late gardeuer. Thuroughly com-
'^etent in all branches. Diseugajged. — H., Waldron House,

(3t irratt Lane, Tooting, S.W.
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GARDENER (Head Working); age 31,
married.—Lady highly recommeods. Tnorough in all

branches, incIudiDg Orchids. Left through reducing Estab-
lishment. Abstainer. — FARWELL, 20, Blackheath Vale,

Blac fa heath.

ARDENER (Head Working). —Age 37,
married ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches.

Tomatos, Melons, Flowers, and Vegetables of all hioda. Excel-
lent character.—GARDENER, Dragon St., Petersfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32

;

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Two and a half

years' good character, eight previous. Wife thorough Laun-
dress if required.—GARDENER, Grena Lodge, Richmond,
Surrey.

p ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 42,'^ married; thorough practical experience in all branches
of the profeasiOQ. Good character.—W. S.» Billiugtoo Manor
Cottages, LeightOQ Buzzard, Beds.

ARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.—
Age 37, no family ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches of the profe&sion Highly recommended. Near
Londoa preferred.—CAMPBELL. 48, Silverlanda Road, Silver
Hill, St. Leooard'son-Sea.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.—Thoroughly experienced in Vines,

Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Mushrooms, and Tomatos. Twenty years' excellent
references.—A. P.. Mr. Bond, Horn Street, Cheriton, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Singlk-
HA.NDED).—Age 24, single ; eight years in present situ-

ation, two years as Hetd Good references. Abatiiner.

—

H. Jackson, Kenswortb. Dunstable, Beds.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 40,
married, no family ; understandH Gardening in all its

branches, Glass. &c. Good character Irom last end previous
situationa.—J, LEDGER, Summerhill Cottage. Chislehurst,
Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under),
—Age 23; practical experience, Inside and Out. With

or without Bothy. Total Abstainer. Good character. —
J. WARREN. Mereway Road, Twickenham.

ARDENER; age 38. — Mr. Woodward,
Bdrham Court, Maidstone, recommends strongly a most

energetic Gardener, of irreproai liable character, who^e experi-
enceembracesevery detail in culture of Fruits, Flowers, and
Management of good Gardens. Ten yeari>, Head.

GARDENER.—Age 25; open to engagement.
Experienced in *he general Plant and Fruit Work of a

email Nursery. Good wages required,—C, Beech Hoube, High
Street, Wrentham. Suffolk.

ARDENEH.—Age 23; eight years' expe-
rience in Vines. Tomato?, Melont*, Chrysanthemums,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Opie year's excellent character
last situation. Abstainer. — "WM. GOODMAN, Bioawood
Lawn, Leamington.

GARDENER, good all-round.— Age 38,
married ; thorougti practii-al experience in good estab-

lishments. Good references from present and previous
employers.—H. 0\'£R, 4, Alvaston Street, Alvaston, Derby.

ARDENER.—Age 24; tea years' thorough
practical experience amongst Vines, Peaches, Melons.

Cucumbers, Tomato,-', Stove and Greenhouse Plant?. Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. First-class references.—C. S., 41, Welling-
ton Strei-t, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Second) or JOURNEYMAN
(First), in a largo place ; nge 24 ; eight years and a

half experience inside and out. Good testimonials and refer-
ences—W. WILLIAMS, Hazeley Heath, Winchlield. Hants.

ARDENER (good Second). — Age 23;
thoro' ghly experienced Inside and Out. Good references.

—A. SPEAKMAN, 10, Percy Street, North Finchley.

AR D~E N B R (UNDMi)rin3ide~^0ut.—
Age 21 ; eight years' experience. Life abstainer,—A.

GILBEKT, Ashburton Park, Addiscombe, CrojdoD.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21; five years'
experience. Good references from last and previous

employer.—C. READ, College Road. Framlingham. Suffolk.

ARDENER (Under). — Age 24 ; well
experienced. Inside and Out. Good references. —

FRANKLING, Kilda Cottage. Whitwell, Isle of Wight.

ANAGER, or FOREMAN, in a small
Nursery. — Age 33; practical exoerience in Palms,

Ferns, Primulas, Cucumbers, Tomatos. and Soft-wooded Stuff.
Can do repairs. Been in Private the last eighteen months —
A. W.. 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

.

ANAGER, FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR,
where Cut Flowers and Pot Stuff aie wanted in quan-

tities for Market. Life-experience in the London Trade Nur-
series.-MANAGER, Royal Nurseries, Crown Hill, Plymouth.

PROPAGATOR and~~GROWER;—Age Sl'^-

Fifteen years* good experience in all kinds of Market
stuff. Wreaths, Bouquets, &c,—W. C, John Woods, Hart-
ford, Huntingdon.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR and GROWER.— Age 28;

thirteen years' experience. Well up in Ferns, Soft-
wooded, Stove and General Market Flowering and Pot-stuff :

also Cucumbers, Tomatos, Chrysanthemums, forcing Lily of
Valley. Good references.—F. B.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office
41, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

HERBACEOUS PROPAGATOR and
GROWER.—Age 24. Nine years' experience under large

growers. Well up in Names and Propagation.—A. W. C,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Others.

ROSE GROWER. — Thoroughly well up in
Teas and in Bulding Roses. EiKh*^ years' experience.

Good references if required.—W. LIGHT, Bitton, near Bristol.

To NuraerjmeD, Florlsta, &c.

GROWER.—Age 2o ; thoroughly well up in
Plants, Fruit, and Cut Bli^om. Ten years' references.

—

GARDENIA. 1, Henly Street, Kenilworth, Warwickshire.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN and GROWER.—Age 28; mar-

ried. Fourteen years' experience in leading London
Market and Trade Nurseries. General Soft and Hard-wooded
Stuff. Ferns. Fruit, Bulbs, &c. Gjod references.—WILLIAMS,
139, Ensdale Road, Lewitham.

OUTDOOR NURSERY FOREMAN.—Roses,
Fruit Trees, and General Hardy Stock ; or Traveller

and Salesman. Also a Youth (age 16) for Greenhouse and Cut
Flower Department. Dinengaged October 18.—S. SOMERS,
54, Tomkinson Street, Cheater.

OREMAN.—Age 29; thirteen years' expe-
rience In large establishmentp. Excellent testimonials.

-Mr. Stockisg, Marden Park, Caterham Valley, can with
confidence recommend his Foreman to any Gardener requiring
a thorough practical man.—T WATMORE. as above.

U*0REMAN.—Age 27 ; thirteen years* practical
1- experience in all branches. Good character as above from
last situation. Previous testimonials.-H. H., 40, Ebury Road,
Watford. Herts.

X^/^ BONUS.—FOREMAN, Indoors or
c^*' General, private establishment.—Age 29 ; two engage-
ments previous as Foreman.—H. NASH, Brown & Co., The
Retreat, Goring-on-Thames.

yOREMAN, or SECOND.—Age 25; tenA years' good practical experience. Good references from
past and preseutplaces.-W. G.. -1, Ravenbourne Road, Calford.

K'OREMAN, or Head of small good place.
1- Good SiNGLKHAMJKD not objected to —Age l^S, married

;

over ten years' experience. Excellent references Late at
Redleaf, Penfihurst. Left on own account. Abstainer.

—

H. GALLIFORD. 3, Summerland Terrace. Barnstaple.

FOREMAN, or SECOND, in the Houses.—
Age a5; experienced jo Plant and Fruit Growing. Can

be well lecommended.— A, RITSTON, Milborne Poit. Somerset.

t
^OREMAN.— Twelve years' experience in

Plant and Fruit-house*. Good references from such as
Eastwell, Grange Park. Eastwood Park, and others.—
THOMPSON, Gatehouse, Westwell, Ashtord, Kent.

FOREMAN in a good Establiahment.—Age 27
;

excellent references at to capabilities. One and a half
years in present situation, two and ahslf previously at Bel voir
Castle Gardens. — BENNETT, Brodsworth Hall Gardens,
Dopcaster.

To Nurserymen.

F
'OREMAN (Outdoor). — Twenty-five years'

extensive practice with Fruit Trees and General Nursery
Stock with leading firms.—ACORN, 50, Watermoor Road,
Cirencester.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (Eiasx),
Inside.— G. Parks, Berry Hill Gardens, Mansfield, would be

pleased to recommend a young Man, as above. Twelve years'
experiencti.

JOURNEYMAN (Sbcond), in a good estab-
tJ lishment.—Age 19 ; four and a half years' experience.
Good references.-J. HORN, The Gardens. Denbies. Dorking,
Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN in a good Establishment.—
Age 25. W. Wklch, Hartham Park, Corsham, Wilts,

will be pleased to recommend E. Pratten as above.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Two years
in last situation. Three and a half previous.—

H

SPRIGG3. Gardens, Fulbrooks. Worcester Park, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out7or
Single-handed.—Age 2I. Six yeara' experience —A

HOME. 4, Swan Hill, Shrewsbury.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or InsideTnd ~Out.—
Age 19; six years' experience.—R. ^S., The Gardens,

Hillside. Newark, Notts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out, with or without
Bothy.—Age 23; good references. Eight years' expe-

rience.— G. M.. 8, New Road. Ham. Surrey.

l^f^ BONUS given to Head Gardener pro-o^^ cuiiug Advertiser situation as JOURNEYMAN (In-
tide).—Age 21 ; seven years' experience. With bothy, or
without.—C. F., 31, Jevington Gardens, Eastbourne.

JOURNEYMAN in a Good EstablTshment.—
Age 23; eight years' experience. Well up in Orchids.

Good ref*^rences.—W. JONES, Rackham'a Cottages, Woodford
Bridge. Essex.

OURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 21;
six years' character from present place.—T. WHITE,

The Gardens. Bearwood. Wokingham, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.-Age 22;
Eight years' experience. Bothy preferred.—G. WRSTBY,

The Gardeua, Beniahaw Hall, near Cbesteraeld, Darbjahiie.

''PO MARKET NURSERYMEN.-
-1- intelligent young man (iige 18).

To HEAD GARDENERS.—Advertiser will
be glad to recommend a young man as J"URNEYMAN,

to live in bothy. Age 21.—H. POPPLE. The Gardens, Wood-
end, Ascot.

IMPROVER.—A youth of 17 years, wants
eituation in Pleasure grounds or Kitchen Garden. Tall

Hnd strong.—G. B., Gardens, Manor House, Effingham,
Leatherhead.

TMPROVER.—Gardener's son (age 18), requires
^ situation in the Garden. Three years' experience Inside
and Out. Well recommended.—B. F., 60, Blake's Eoad,
Peckham, S.B.

TMPROVER.—Wanted, for a youth of 17, in
-a- Shropshire or Cheshire, a place as Improver, in a good
Garden or Nursery. £l ottered. — SADLER, Park Gates,
lidataston, Wem, Salop.

IMPROVER in a Nursery.—Age 19 ; willing
to be uieful in any capacitj . Good reference.-ALDEK,

Cradley, Malvern.

IMPROVER. — H. Gale, Adbury HouseX Gardens, Newbury, can highly recommend a tall strong
youth (age 19), as above. Has served here three years. Well
up in the general routine of Gardening, and good with Chrys-
anthemtim^.

'ro NURSERYMEN~Md OTHERS. — AA Gardener desirous of giving up private gardening would
bo pleased to obtain a good situation as TRAVELLER or
MA.SAGER to a small Nursery, with Fruit and Seed busi-
ness combined. Married ; excellent Character. Strictly
sober.-W. G. WILLIAMS, Highland Place, Aberdare.

-An active,
,..-,. ^eeks employment in a

good Market Nursery —T. W. M0RL4ND, The Gardens,
Goodrich Court. Ross, Herefordshire,

''PO NURSERYMEN.—A young Man, age 24,
X. seeks situation. Nine years' experience in Ferns, Soft-
wooded, and general Market i^lowering, and Pot Stuff. Also
Tomatos, &c. Good references.—C. T.. Gardeners' C/ironicte
OlUce. 41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

n[^0 NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted byX a young man (age 23). Well up in Growing Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Cut Blooms. Four years' personal character,

—

G. W.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

'PO NURSERYMEN.—A young man, age 21,
1- seeks a situation ; six years* practical experience in a

large Nursery. Well up in Propag,^ting Stove and Greenhouse
Stuff. Excellent character, — P. S., 376, King's Road
Chelsea, London, S.W.

NURSERY, or PRIVATE.— Young Man,
age 24; ten years' experience; seven yeara in good

London Nurseries. Cur,, DecoraLive. or Stove Plants, Wreaths,
&c.—WALTER. 24. Smith Square. Westmioster.

'VO NUKSKUYMEN.—Situation wanted at
J- once, in a first-class Nursery, by a young man 20 years

of age (Danish by birth), with nine yeara' experience in the
t<est Nurseries in Denmirk, Germany. Belgium, and England.
Tiie very be&t of references.— State wages and particulars to
J. HARTMANN. 2, Petersham Vale, Petersham, Surrey.

^rO NURSERYMEN.—Situation "wanted^li
-L a Market Nursery. Five years' experience in Palms and
Soft-wooded Stuff Age 20. Good references.-G. READ,
High Road, Wormlev, near Broxbourne, Herts.

To NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in'a
Market Nursery. Good general hand, used to Market-

work. Age 24.-0. H. T., 5, Lodge Avenue, Monlake, Surrey.

TO GARDENERS.—A young Man, aged 21,
requires a situation in Garden, two years' good cha-

racter. Willing to make hiimelf useful, Inside and Out —
N. CARPENTER. Longcross. Chertsey.

''j^'G GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
J- youth, age 19, in a Gentleman's Garden. Good chaiacter.
—E. CREDLAND, Or=ton Rectory, Nottingham.

"T^O FLORISTS.—Y'oung Man seeks re-engage-
-L ment as MANAGER or FIRST HAND. SUte terms.—
W. F.. 2, Renshaw Street, Liverpool.

LERK (or ASSISTANT), in the Nursery
anil Seed Trade. — Age 20; tive years' experience.

Excellent references.-W. MANSELL, 1, Holloway Road,
East Ham.

Seed Trade.
'

SHOPMAN, or SECOND.—Age 27; twelve
years' (Trade and Retail), experience in Nursery and Seed

Ru>-iaes3. Accustomed to brisk Counter Trade. Excellent
references.—M. E., Gardeners' Chronicle O^ce, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. London, W.C.

^HOPMAN or BOOKKEEPER.— SituationO wanted by a young Man, age 28, as above. Twelve years'
experitnce A 1 relerencta.—F. B., 18, Great Western
Terrace, Cheltenham.

(JALEtM.^N, BUYER, or TRAVELLER.—O Good expeiience. Excellent references.-BUSINESS, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

STATE CARPENTER. — Painting, &o..
Blinds, Carppts; all kinds cf Repairs on Gentleman's

Estate.- W. F.. 5. Prospect Place, High Street, Roehampton.

n^EA and SUGAR ESTATE OWNERS7&c.—
-L. A strong, practical Nurseryman and Engineer wants
engagement with a good firm. Educated ; und'-niable refer-
ences.-SCOTCHMAN, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.
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J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
GOHSERVATORIES DESIGNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FKUIT HOUSES FOE ALL PURPOSES.

All 3Iaterials and Worhnanslup of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS^ CO., FRHs.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

CHELSEA. LONDON. S.^77.

yV. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, cjc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.;

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communicatioDB should be acdressed to the " Editor ;
" Advertiaements and BusiDess Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellicgtan Street, Covent Garden, Loudon, W.C.

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. BRADBURT, Agnew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by
Abthub Oeoeqe Martin, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St, Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saiubdat, August 11, 1894. Agent for Manchester—JoHK Heywood.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday and Thursday Next.

DUTCH liULBS.-SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 &68,
Cheapaide, London, E.C, as follows :

—

MONDAY NEXT. August 20 over 2600 Lots
THUKSDAY NEXT, August 23 1800 ,.

MONDAY, August 27 ,, 1500 ,,

THURSDAY, August 30 1300 „
And SATURDAY, September 1. about 600 Lots.

Large consignments of named HYACINTHS, TULIP3,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and olher DUTCH BULBS, together
with White ROMAN HYACINTHS, and Paper White NAR-
CISSUS, received direct for unreserved Sale.

These early Auctions have been specially arranged in Lota
t3 suit the trade and other large buyers. The Auctioneers will

be pleased to enter tlie names of intending purchasers on their

permanent lists, wtio may desire a regular supply of Cata-
logues for tliese Sales.

Auction Rooms and Ollices, 67 & 63, Cheapaide. London, E.C.

Monday Next, August 20.—Special Trade Sale.
A Magnificent Importation of .30,600 LILIUM HAKRISI, the

rontenta of 108 cases, containing Balbs from 5 to 11
inches in circumference. Direct from Bermuda, to be sold
in cases as received.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 & 68, Cheapside. London, E.C, on MONDAY
NEXT, August 20, at 3 o'Olock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By order of Slessrs. W. L. Lewis & Co

MESSRS. rROTIlEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and (38. Cheapside. London. E.C , on FRID.\Y NEXT,
August 24. at half past 12 o'Clock, ORCHIDS, from Messrs.
W. L. Lewis & Co., including—
IMPORTED ORCHIDS. — Cypripedium bellatiilom, C. ni-

veum, Oncidium coucolor, O. varicoaum, Vanda Kiai-
balliana, V. coerulea, and others.

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.— Bras^savola glauca, Ca'tleyas in
variety, Cataaetum. Bungerothi. Angrtecum se^quipedale,
Cypripedium Charlesworthi, and others in variety ; Den-
drobes various, Disa grandiflora, Oncidiums. Lielias,

Habenaria caut-a, and many others.

Also 60 lots of ESTABLISHED (JRCHIDS for Sale without
leserve (another Property). ORCHIDS in FLOWER, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALES.
MESSRS. RROTHEROE and MORRIS beg

to announce that the GREAT ANNUAL',TR.\DE SALES
of WINTER-FLOWERING HEATHS. GREENHOUSE and
Other PLANTS, have b'en fixed to take place as follows :—
MONDAY. September 10.—At the DYSON'S LANE NUR-

SERY, UPPER EDMONTON, by order of Mr, H. B. May.
TUESDAY, September 11.—At the BURNT ASH ROAD

NURSERIES, LEE, S.E.. by order of Messrs B. Malle-

& Sons.

WEDNESDAY. S<^ptember 12. — At the NURSERIES. S.

WOODFORD, by order of Mr. John Fraser.

THURSDAY. September 13.—At the BRIMSDOWN NUR-
SERIES, ENFIELD HIGHWAY, by order of Mr. John
Mailer.

FRIDAY, September 14.—At the L0NGLAND3 NURSERY,
SIDCUP, by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans.

Particulars will appear in future Advertisements.
Catalogues may be had (when ready), of the Auctioneers,

67 and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.

Friday, September 7.—Without Reserve.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MUKRIS are

instructed by S. G. Lutwyche, Esq., of Eden Park
(who 13 contemplating making alterations to his Glasshouses),
to sell 100 lots of choice, cleau, well-grown Orchids in vigorous
and robust health, without reserve. Amongst them will be
found :

—
Dendrobium Wardianum

album
,, crassinode album
,, nobile nobiliu9,estrafiiie

piece from original
plant

,, hybrid Roebelingianum,
very rare

,, hybrid epleudidissimum
fine piece

,, nobile. with pure white
sepals and petals

„ hybrid Lutwycheanura
(Wardianum Lowii x
8 plendi dissim um
superbum)

nobile Cooksonii
nobile Sanderse
hybrid Dominianum
hybrid Cassiope
hybrid Melano(U9cu9
hybrid (Jwenianum
hybrid Melanopthalmum

Cattleya aurea, in sheath

Lfelia elegans
,, anceps Fostermanni

Cattleya Lawrenceanum
,, Warnerii, dark var.

,, Schotieldiana
Lycaste plana rubrojjlossa

Lycaste Skinneri alba, large
flowered variety

Vanda Deniaouiana
,, teres

Cypiipedium Charlesworthii,
in flower

,, Seegerianum
,, insigne fuscatum
,, Dantheri superbum
,, Rothschildiauum
,. Schruedenv
,, Javanicura superbien-^

,, Latbomianum
Masdevallia hybrid Falcata

,, hybrid Hincksiana
,, hybrid Heathii

,, Veitchii grandiflora
Roezlii, true

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
GRAND IMPORTATKJN OF DUTCH BULBS,

Specially lotted for all Buyers.

ME. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, athisGieat Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, August 22, at half-
past 12 o'Cloek precisely, an extensive consignment of HYA-
CINTHS, TULIPS, CKOCUSKS. NARCISSUS, and OTHER
BULBS, from well-known Farms in Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
N.B.—None but good and reliable Bulbs will be ottered.

Wednesday Next.
25 000 FORCING BULBS FROJI FRANCE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include in his
SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King

Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
August 22, 26.000 Early White ROMAN HYACINTHS, PAPER
WHITE and Double ROMAN NARCISSUS, LILIUM CAN-
DIDUM, &c.. and several thousands of PEARL TUBE-
ROSES, FRBESIA RKFRACTA ALBA, IRIS, PANCRATIUMS,
AMARY'LLIS, &c.

Wednesday Next.
Imported direct. Just to hand.

A Consignment of CATTLEYA MENDELII?
Without Reserve.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Sale Rooms, .'B,

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
August 22.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WANTED, on Long Lease, a PIECE of
GROUND suitable for Fruit Growing under Glass,

3 to 4 acres, within easy distance of London. Good loamy hoii

of good depth, where water can be easily laid on.—Apply to

Messrs. SCOTT, SPALDING AND BELL, 15, Queen Street,

Cheapside, E.C.

To Fnilt and Flower Growers.

FOR SALE, price £10,500, a delightfully situ-

ated freehold PROPEKTY, near Beading, comprising

10| acres of Orchard and Nuttery; large number of new Vmeries.
Tomato, Cucumber, Mushroom, and other houses ; a modern and
well-constructed Dwelling-house, 11 rooms, bath-room with hot
and cold supply; two Cottages, Stabling, Tennis Lawn, &c.
The Orchard and Glasshouses pay well and are easily worked.

Address. B. C„ Calcot, Reading.

T ONDON, S.E.—A NURSERY for SALE.
J-^ About 3 Acres : 16 Houses, 2 Lean-to Pits, 2 Sp.an Pits,

each about 100 feet long ; 2 smaller houses, all well heated,

&c. ; alto Cold Frames, &c., Dwelling-house. Stables, Sheds, &c.
About 5 miles from Covent Garden. Open to consider a
reasonable offer.

Apply to SHUTTLE WORTH. Limited, Peckham Rje, S.E.

Bocklng Nurseries, near Bralntree, Essex.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

F'OR SALE, in consequence of the death
of the Proprietor, the NURSERY, FLORIST, and

MARKET GARDliN BUSINESS, established over 70 years,

with Freehold Dwelling Hou3e, for heated Glass-houses,
several Gla^s-pits, Pottin.<-8hed, &c., and 3 roodi and 7 perches
of Garden Ground.

Alio LEASEHOLD NURSERY, containing la. 2r. 35 p.
For further particulars, apply to EDWARD HOLMES,

Solicitor, Braintree.

FOR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Cjvent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, wfU stocked with Vines. Cucumbers, and Plants.
Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to
run ; 85 feet of Glass lacing Main Road.

All particulars of A. B., 11, Djfforne Road, Tooting,
Surrey.

LORIST'S and NURSERYMAN'S
BUSINESS for DISPOSAL, situate in a lovely part of

Surrey, and almost umler the shadows of a Royal residence,
consisting of some 16 or 18 acres of rich Land, with a warm
aspect, five capital Gla-s-houses, thoroughly well heated, and
will BOon renuire to be increased; several Hot aud Cold
Frameo,^ splendid Boiler and House, excellent Stabling,
large Potting-slieds. Mushrcom-house nnd Pita, good Lofta.

and. in fact, everything necessary. Also an excellent Villa
Residence of about ei^ht rootDP, Bath and every convenience.
Only £JOUU required for above (part Freehold), including good
Horses, Vans, and Plant.—Sole representatives, W. R. UiLL
AND CO., 5, Adelaide Street, Charing-Cross, W.C.

Guernsey. In the best part of the Island.

TO BE SOLD, a VALUABLE FREEHOLD
PROPERTY, consisting of abaut 40 acres with good

Residence, very fxtetisive Glasshouses for growing Grapes,
Melons, and Tomatos, all now in full bearing. Much of the
long frontage enjojs line sea views, and is ripe for building.

Price, 6,Ul}0 guineas. Apply to

T. G. WHARTON, Estate Agent, 8, Ironmooger Lane, F.C.

OR SALE.—nIjRSERY, 3^ acres; seven
miles from Covent Garden; four 100-feet Houses, Pita,

Lights, &c., well btocked.—Particulars of—
X. Y., 6. Malta Road, Leyton, Essex.

TO BE SOLD.—BROOK LANE NUR-
SERY, ORMSKIRK, LANCS.—This Old-established

Nursery, situate 10 mile^ from Southport, and 12 miles from
Liverpool, consists of 5^ Acres of Freehold Land, with wnb-
Btantially-built Dwelling-house thereon, containing Kitchen,
Scullery. 2 Entertaining rooms, 4 Bedrooms. Bathroom. &c.,
and every sanitary convenience ; also 3 large Greenhou'^es,
Propagating-pit. a large number of Frames, Stable, Potting-
shed, 2 Packing-t.hed.s, &c., &c.
The Stock consists of about 50.000 choice named aud Hybrid

RHODODENDRONS (iiicluding many new varieties uotyet^ent
out), many thousands of AZALEAS, choice Seedling and named
variefie'" ; a large stock of HOLLIES of thebest kinds. HARDY
CONIFERS. 25,(100 LILIUM AURATUM; also Greenhouse
RHODODENDRONS, sweet-scented and new Hybrid free-

blooming kinds, and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, all in

robust health, too numerous to name here.
The Land is very eligible for Building purposes, having 3^0

yarde frontage, with Gas, Water, and Main Sewer pa'^sing

down the road by which it is for the most part surrounded.
Owing to the very advanced age of the proprietor the whole

of the above premi-it^s. namely. Land. Dwelling-house, and
other Buildings, with Nursery Stock (which may be taken at a
valuation if preferred), to be disponed of.

Personal inspection invited, aud for full particulars as to
price, &c., apply to

—

ISAAC DAVIES, Brook Lane Nursery, Ormskirk.

O EED and NURSERY BUSINESS for SALE.O —Sound going trade. Good premises and room for a large
concern as a branch establishment. Particulars on bond fide

application, to R. H. POYNTER, Seed Merchant and Nursery-
man, &c., Taunton.

TO BE SOLD, the Business of a High-class
FRUITERER'S, FLORIST, and NURSERYMAN, situated

in the west end of one of the most fashionable Seaside re;orls
on the South Coast, doing a turnover of nearly £5,000 ptr
annum, and making a handsome profit. The Nursery couiist'i

of tive houses, well atocked, and all heated, thus affording an
opportunity rarely met with of acquiring a weU-e*tabhshed
and thoroughly genuine concern. Incoming about £l,S0u.
Fullest iuve-tigation.—Apply to S. M., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

T^^O LET. — NURSERY ^^d MA.RKET
GARDEN, 8j acres, a sliort distance fromaCounty Town

in North Wales. Immediate possession. To a suitable person,
if without capital, arrangements can be made with the Owner.
—Apply to DAVID ROBliRrS AND SON, Corwen.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
TURAL Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and QS, Cheapside, London, E.G., and at Leyton-
etone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

cUT FLOWERS.— CUT FLOWERS.
We hold SALES every MONDAY, WEDNE.SD.iY, and

FRIDAY EVENING at half-past five o'clock. These Sales
have heeu continuous, without a week'somigsion.for over eight
years. References to Senders of over eight vears' st-indiug.

POPE ANn SONS, 6. Phillips Street. 'Birmingham.

VIaIdENHAIR ferns.—Extra flneljlants,
XtX in 4S'3,5s. perdoz.; also in 3i's, 7s. per doz. Packing free.

T. BAKER, Manager. Biandford Nurser es. Upper Teddington.

S. WILLIAMS AND SON'S IMPROVED
• MUSHROOM SPAWN, the finest in cult vatioa tor

Outdoor and Indoor Culture. Per bushel, ba. ; per cake, Qd,
Per cake, free by Parcel Post, Is.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

UOR SALE, fine SPECIMEN AGAVE
X? AMERICANA. Tetves fully 6 feet in length and striped
with yellow. No reasonable offer refused —For particulars
apply to C. BROWN, Gardener, Neashnm Hill, Neasham, Dar-
lington, Durham.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offeir to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-growo stock

of Ericas (hyemalia and other varieties), Epacris. Solanums,
Genista?, Cyclamen. Double White Primulas, Bouvardias oE
sorts, Adiantum cuneatum and other Ferns ; Palms in variety,
Gardenias, Slephanotis, Dipladenia'^, Ficus elaj-tica, Crotona,
Genistas, Tea Roses (in pots), Boronias (megastigma and
heterophylla). Vines iu pots, &c. An inspection is invited.

TRADE CATALOGUE forwarded on applif^atioo.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on
TUESDAY. September II.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee. S.E.

\7lOLA CUTTINGS.—These strike easily
V now in a shaded cold frame. We offer IfiO for 7s. 6d ,

ca^h ; 50 for 4s. ',\d. ; 25 for 2s. 6ti Four cuttings, two cuttings,
or one cutting of each of the following 25 grand exhibition
sorts : A. Grant, Ardwell Gem, Blue Cioud, Bullion, Countess
of Hopetoun, Counte&s of Kintore, Countess of Wharncliffe,
Crim^^on King, Duchess of Fife, Duchess of Sutherland, Evelyn,
Goldtinch, H. W. Stuart, J. B. Riding, Lord Eleho, La-ly Duu-
donald. Mrs. Grant, Mrs. Bellamy. Princess Beatrice. Rob Roy,
Sylvia. Wonder, Wm. Neil, White Duchess, and Violetta.
li»0, iu 12 best bedding varieties, 5s. 6rf. ; lOOO, iu 25 varieties,

£.i. All named, and carriage free.

BOBBIE AND CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

TATE STRAWBERRIES.
-Li Let us sing to the praises of three late Strawberries.

FROGMORE LATE PINE, which is absolutely the flavour

of Ripley Queen Pineapple, sturdy iu growth, large iu size,

and an abundant c opper. 7s. G(/. per lOU.

OXONIAN, true, not Eleanor, which it is generally supplied
for. It is simply an enormous cropper, rati tr sharp iu taste,

and the latest Strawberry on record, ^s. ptr 100.

Now comes lastly, but not leastly. that good old public
servant, ELTON LATE PINE, warranted true; no ether
Strawberry like it for preserving.

All the New Strawberries supplied, all warranted true, and
the best plants iu the trade.

R. GILBERT, Burghley, Stamford.

SOLANUM GAPSIGISTRUM
'< CLOTH OF GOLD."

The entire Stock, from a start of one plant, which

originated from seed at Hartland'.s, Ard Cairn, Cork, i%

offered for Sale to the highest b dder. The leaves are the

colour of Golden Eldkk, and the berries bright orai'ge-

ecarlet.

The plant, in habit, guaranteed equal to the ti nest form

seen in Covent Garden, but with this differiiice, that the

foliage as stated is golden. It also comes more golden from

seed. This I have only tested this season. At niglit thj

plants are scarlet and g>ld.

Apply to—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND,
SEEDSMAN, CORK.
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NEW CRIMSON PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION

URIAH PIKE.
This beautiful Carnation, with its powerful clove scont, has been one of the greatest attractions

at all the leading Shows, a proof that it is undoubtedly the finest Carnation offered to the

Gardening World for many years. Notwithstanding the large quantities seit out, I still have a

very large Stock of good strong healthy plants of all sizes to offer.

Plants in 5-incli pots, 5s. each, 50s. per dozen.

Plants in 3i-inch pots, 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen.

TERMS, CASH WITH ORDER. SPECIAL QUOTATIONS TO THE TRADE.

Six First-class Certiflcatis, besides Medals, have been aivarded to—

JAMES PIKE, PARK ROAD NURSERIES, SOUTH ACTON, LONDON, W.

EXHIBITIONS.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BniIJ)£BS and HOT-WATEB ENOINESBS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
VlnerleB, Stoves. Greenhouses, Peach Hoases. Forcing Houses, &c., constructed oq our improved plan, are the

perfection of growiug houses, aod for practical utiUcy, economy, and durability canuot be equttUed. We only do one class of

work, aod that the veky bent.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens deslf^ned architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our firm,

from the Bmallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c.. aiwuys in stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom,

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

ALL WHO WORK
NP C7 r^ some refrethiof?. thirst-allaying. plea«ant and invigorating drink. The cheapest, best, and meat

Cm Ci L/ popular beveragi is a glass of

mine or factory, wareh-use or field, workroom
or foundry,

MASON'S NON-INTOXICATINGBEER

maile
from MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS. Everyone likes it.

Try it and eave moner.

A Nine-gallon Cask of Alcoholic Beer from a Brewery will coj-t you 10s. Qd., but Eight Gallons of Beer made from
Mason's Extiact of Herbs can be obtained for 6rf., plus a pound or two of Sugar and a little Yeast.

IMITATED BUT NOT EQUALLED.
Of all Chemists and Stores, or a sample bottle sent free for 9 stamps. With every sample bottle we send free a beauti-

fully coloured little story book entitled " How a Railway Accident was averted." Write for a sample to-day,

Inventors and Manufacturers : NEWBALL & MASON, NOTTINGHAM.

KINGSWOOD, ST. GEORGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

ANNUAL SHOW of FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES
and HONEY, on August 2iJ, 1S91, in Mrs. Stone's Grounds
(kindly lent for the occasion), Kingswood, near Brietol.

OVER £200 PRIZES,
Including Silver Cups, opsn to all Amateur Competitors.

Band of the Bristol Volunteer Royal Engineers (by kind
permission of Col. Plant), and the Band of the Kingswood
Reformatory. Grand Display of Fireworks, by Messrs. Crane
Sl Co., Bristol and Warmley. Street Decorations.

Prices of Admission :— 1 to 2 p.m., 2s. ; 2 to 4, 1*. ; 4 to 7,
6rf. ; after 7, for Bands and Fireworks, 2d. Children under
twelve, half-price up to 7 p.m.

F. H. JULLION, St. George, l„ „
A. W. COTPLE, Kingswood. f

"0°- *"»•

EADING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
ANNUAL SHOW. AUGUST i9, 1894.

Entries close 25tb inst.

WM. L. WALKER, Sec. Bulmershe Road, Reading.

A T H AUTUMN SHOW,
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, August 29 and 30

Amongst the Prizes offered are for :

—

Ist. 2od. 3rd.

12 Foliage and (BStoreor Greenhouse FlanU £10 £7 £4
- — £4 £, ioj. £1 10,.

£i £1
£5 £3 lOl.

£3 £1
£1 £J
£1 £3

6 Stove or Greeuhouie Plants
6 Orchids
Group of Plants, not less than 100 84. ft.

y Fuchsias
Collection of Fruit. 12 dishes
8 Bunches of Grapes. 4 varieties ...

And 5 other Classes for Grapes in varieties. Prizes in proportion.
Entries close Aug. 24, Friday. For Schedules. &c. . apply to

—

2, Northumberland Buildings. B. R. F. PEARSON, ) e„„.
n^tu \X7 Tci7iri?DV I

sees.

£J
Hi
£1
£2

Bath. W. JEFFERY.

Q ANDY (Bedfordshire) FLORAL and HOR-O TICULTURAL SOCIETY.—Twenty-sixth Great Autumn
Show (Open). THURSDAY. August 30. 1894. Plants. Flowers,
Fruit, Vegetables, Dogs, Poultry. Pigeons. Rabbits. Cavies.
Cats. Cage Birds, &c. Prize], £320, including Ten Stove and
Greenhouse Plants in flower (distinct): 1st £12; 2nd, £8;
3rd, £0 ; 4th, £3. Entries close August 25.

W. GREEN. Sec. Sin-lv.

National dnysanthemum Society.
'

"PARLY EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHE-
-I—^ MUMS.—Royal Aijuarium, Westminster, September 4,

b, and 6, 1894. Several classes for GLADIOLI and DAHLIAS.
Schedules of Prizes can be had of

—

RICHARD DEAN, Hon. Secretary and Superintendent,
4'i, Ranelagh Road. Ealiog, London. W.

N EW STRAWBERRIES
ROYAL SOVEREIGN (1S9.3). 8<i. each; 6s. per dozen.
SENSATION (189.'). 2s. per dozen ; 12s. per 100.

The above from jilants direct from the raiser.

A fine collection of other varieties. List free on application to

B. HURST AND SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley,

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS. TULIPS. &c
R. AND O. CUTHBERfS CATALOGUE is now ready, and

may be had post-free on applicat on.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, &c., Southgate, N,
Established 1797.

-eSS'^a*^,, CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

^Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensura success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None peouiiie unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directio'>s enclosed with our
signature attached.

WE?A^X' '^^^^^A ^Ai^'" Price, 6s. per bushel. Is. extra for

S?"^i/tS'''i^:t.%",'^,i^ package; or. Is. per cake, free per
'--^isM3-aB2ix^xiasSf Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON. Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Higligate Nurseries. Loudon. N.. and Baruet. Herts.

=®

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Lillies,

SnofMdrops,

Crocuses,

Sciiias,

Irises

BEST

QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delitered Fuee by
Rail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalo^uo No. 441

Fo&t Free on application.
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New
lUnstrated List,

3rd Edltlon-

100,000-

364 Pages, Bound

In Cloth,

Post-free on

application.

AV,
HORTICULTTTBAL PROVIDERS—«e Original hiventor of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON,
Nurseries-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

The Largest Steam Hortioultnral Works in the World. Inspection invited.

S.E.

IN
1000

HOUSES
STOCK

to Select from.

Works cover

6 acres.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

Th fl Illuotrat oi 3 anexa. t opy of my Amateur Span-roofed
Greenh u e , whitli are made of nell-seasoDed red deal. Com-
plete with VeDtilators. Irons for Opening, Staging, tilass, &e.
Made in Sections, (^o that they can be erected by any gardener
or handy man in a few hours, dimply screwed together. 7 by
6 fr.. 66s. : 9 by a ft.. £4 ; 12 by S ft., £6 ; 16 by 10 ft.. £8 10s.

;

20 by 10 ft.. &\2; 25 by 10 ft.. £16.

Any size made. SEND FOR LIST, post-free.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
bers. Tomalos, Melons, &c.. will be perceived at a glance, it
being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto
unknown. See List, p. 22. Send for List, post-free.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

CACURADO IHn.Ss. : 2 \ti.. 3s. id ; 2} in., 6>.

;

OHOnDHnO. 3 in.. 6s. id. per 100 ft. run.

MATCH BOARDS. J. 6s. per squire; I-in., 10s. 6rf. per square.
FLOOR BOARDS, 1-iQ., 9s ppr fqu-,re.
FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, J by 6, 6-. M. per square.
DEALS, 3 by 11. Yellow, U. ; 3 by 9, Sid. ; 3 by 7, Id. : 2i by

' 'iff
i 2by 7. IJA; 2 by 6, la.

9d. per 100 ft. ; Deeping, 2j. 3d.CUTflNii FLATINii,
doz^n 12 ft.

SLATING BATTENS, | by 2, l5. 3d. per 100 f r.
; J by 1, Jd.

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. b? 2 ft. 6 in., 6s. each , 6 ft.
by 2 ft. 6 in., 7«. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.,
105.

VENTILATORS. TOP or SIDE, 2 ft. 6 in by 2 ft., 2s. each.
FINIALS, MACHIKE-TDRNED, 12 in. high, id. each ; 4s. 6d.

per dozen.
TRELLIS. Planed, Extended—

Open.
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"ONLY THE BEST."

BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.

CARAWAY & CO.
Offer best quality Bulbs.

WHITE KOMAN HYACINTHS 9/- per 100.

(larger) 12/1) „
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 5/- „
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS .'/- ,.

DOUBLE DAFFODILS, extra la-ge bulbs ... 7/i „
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA 6/- „

All orders over bs. free by po^t or rail.

16 per cent, discount (3b. in £) for Cash with Order.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIE', CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Saraenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

DUTCH BULBS.
We are now booking Orders for—

HYACINTHS, I CBOCUS.
TULIPS,

I
LILIUMS, &c.

Before Bu^iog elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on
application, and suve 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILIUM AURATUM
a Spectnhty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO
,

Bi'i.n Gkowkrs and Skkd Merchant,-*.

34. MANSELL STREET. ALDGATE. LONDON, E,
And The Nurseries. Haarlem, Hollanu.

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE
Beg to intimate the arrival of their

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Paper White and Double

ROMAN NARCISSUS,
And other EARLY FORCING BULBS,

Aad respectfully solicit Early Orders, to (ecure
the largest and best Balbs.

Eoyal Seed & Nursery Establishment,

CARLISLE.

JtA (\C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J 'i\J\J\J all splendid bushy plant*.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30f. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40». per 100;

38 in. to 21 in., at 65j. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76l. per 100 ;

10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

OOLDEN: 6 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Ooldstone, Brighton.

To the Trade.
CABBAGE SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
• give Special Quotation'i for their extra - selected

Stocks of CABBAGE SEEDS of 1893 growth, which comprise
the following varieties, viz.

BULBS, PLANTS, SEEDS, &c.,
AT CHEAPEST RATES.

LILY BULBS,
TREES,

SHRUBS,
CONIFER TREES.

Early Nonpareil
,, Enfield Market
,, Rainhim
,, Offeuham
„ Whee'er's Imperial

„ Ellam
,, Large York
., Dwarf York

SEED-GROWING

SEEDS Of CLIMBING
CUCUMBEK,

Shrubs and Flowers,
Ci/cas, Dried Leaves.

Eulalia pampas flowers

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
sent gratis on application.

THE YOKOHABtA NURSERY CO., Ltd.,
FORMERLY

TBE YOKOHAMA GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION,
No, 21 — 35, NAKAMURA, JAPAN.

Mein'8 No. 1

Carter's Heartwell
Daniel's DpBanca
Leeis Market
Robinson*!] Champion Drum-
bead

Dwarf Flat Dutch Drumhead
Dwarf Drumhead Selected

ESTABLISHMENT. WISBECH.

GRAND NEW ZONALS, 1894.
Se!ected ffom Pearson's, CanneU's, MiUei'i*, and my

own sets. Cuttings, 6^. per doz<n.

NEW ZONALS, 1893.— Cuttings, Zs. per dozen.
Very fine, previous introduction, 2s. per dozen. Free, cash

with order.

H. J. JONES,
RVECROFT NDRSERV, HlTHER GREEN, LEWISHAM, S.E.

ORCHIDS
of every Description, from Is. each ; samples, post free. IB. 3d.
RARE PLANIS AT LOW PRICES. Every plant sent

ou approbation. Catslogue. ehowiog temferatare for

different Orchids, &c., p03t fr^e.

TBE LEEDS ORCHID CO..

ROUNDHAY, LEEDS.

PEARSON'S BULBS
FOR EARLY FORCING.

Our ROMAN HYACINTHS are finer and in better con-

dition this season than ever we have seen them—
Extra size, 5 to 6 in. circum. ... 16/- per 100; 2/3 per doz.

)/9 .,

BOULTON & PAUL,
Mdinufdcturera,

NORWICH.

First 13/-

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, extra

large .^/-

NARCISSUS. DOUBLE ROMAN ... b/-

,, PAPER WHITE -V

,. .. ORANDIFLORUS 7/-

NARCISSI of every variety worth growing at very low prices.

Full Descriptive CATALOGUE sent free on application.

T//E CFISAPE.ST HOrsE I\ THE TliADE FOR
UEALLY RELIABLE BVLBlf.

U-
V-
V-
1/3

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CIIILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-faehioned GREENHOUSES and FRAMES. Leading

Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7000 FEFT Length of the New
PATENT TRAVELLING STRUCTURES

Already in C(instki'ction.

Write for CATALOGUE of smallest to largest sizes to the

HORTICULTURAL TRAVELLING STRUCTURES CO.

2 & 3, White St.. Moorgate St, Staiion, B.C.

bb English. American, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle :—" It is commendel as saving lOU to

200 per cent."
The Gardniing 11 orW .-—" There is no question as to the

utility."

The Horticultural /i, rtew - — " Will effect a complete
revolution."
Amateiir Gardening :—" Can hoceitly commend the style as

eminently practical."

The Journal of Horticultwe :—" ^a.7 be used for Vines,

Tomatos, Chrysanthemums. Roses, Strawberries, and Fruit

Trees generally."

RICK CLOTHS. -RICK CLOTHS.

Of best quality and make, with eyelets, from Qd. per square

> ard. Lines 25. 6d. per cloth extra. Sample of cloth sent

free on application.

ARCHANGEL and other MATS at lowest prices. Corn and
Potato SACKS cheapest in the market.

CAMERON AND CO., 178, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

WALTON HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

WALTOU HEATH YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.

As supplied to the Sandringham Estate of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales.

For special low rates for WALTON HEATH LOAM and
REIGATE SILVER SAND, apply to-

DAVID PIXT & SONS, Reigate, Surrey.

No. 336.—PORTABLE IRON HOUSE.

Registered Copyright.

This House is suitable for SUO )T1NG BOXES, GAME-
KEEPER'S HUT. CRICKET or GOLF GKOU.NDS, lOlTING-
HOUSE. TOOLHOUSE, COAL-HOUSE. OUT-HOUSE,
BICYCLE-HOUSE, and CHILDREN'S PLAY-HOUSE, «c.

Cash Price, Carriage Paid.

12 ft. long, 8 ft. wide. 6 ft. 6 in. h'gh at eaves, 9 ft. high to
ridge, £10 10s.

If lined with matchbounling inside, £1 IO.t. extr".

Wood floor, if re<iuired, £1 2s extra.

A Cheaper Pattprn with one window and one door, £6 10s.,

lining and floor extra.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE free.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

THE IMPROVED GARDEN GULLY
(VINCE'S PATENT).

This ustful inveniion is a great improvement on the ordi-

nary Garden Grating, and is especially suitable for hilly walks

and drives. As they never get stopped by rubbish or sand

they effectually prevent the washing away of the gravel ia

heavy storms, and they fave half the labour in cleaniog out

the cesfpools. The prices are :

—

8-in., 2s. ; lOin , 3s. ; 12-in., 6«. Bd.

(The larger s-zes are ve y strong for Carriaje Dnvei.)

Full ParticuUrs and Teetimoniah on applicitiuu.

VINCE & VINE,
58, Cbester Road, Uppsr Holloway, London.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. 9d.

*'.?^: - : . JTOURBRIDCE

WARE and SONS'
arkxheplower pots =--

THE SUSSEX POTTERY irORKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

The Best Railway station. are Cheapest.

SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

CHAFED SKIN, Piles, Scalds, Cuts, Chilblains,

Chapped Hands, Sore Eyes, Sunburn, Earache, Neuralgia

and Rheumatic Pains. Throat Cold«. and Skin Ailmentsqu'Ckly

relieved by the use of CALVERT'S CARBOLIC OINTMENT.
Large pots, ISJii. each, at Chemis », &c.,or p'bt free for ^alue.

F. C CALVERT AND CQ., Manchesttr.
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Novelties, 1S91.

fOR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in

Flowering and Ornamental Foliage Plants, apply to—
SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties, 1894.

THE ROYAL SET of OOLEUS.—Unique
and superb ; the handsomest ever offered ; foliage

rivalling the best Caladiums. Empress of India, Princess of

Wales, Princess May. Princess Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,
Duke of York. Seven varieties for 2U.

See SANDER and CO.'S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties. 1894.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The mnat useful and brilliant flowering plant

known. First-class Certifieate. Royal Horticultural Society,

April 24, 1891. Of the most easy culture, either in the green-

house, conservatorv, or plaot-stove, producing its magnificent

losy-crimson bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest pots,

under all conditions, in the greatest abundance and amazing
profusion. Price Is. Qd. each.

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties. 1894.

DIPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
Flowers rich, glowing crimson-maroon, with deep orange

throat. First-class Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
reaiiy. Price, 12s. Qd. each.

SANDER AND CO. St. Albans.

ARMITAGE BROS.
Have received, in SPLENDID CONDITION for FORCING,
their first consignment of FRENCH BULBS, which they cffsr

at the following specially MODERATE PRICES :
—

Per 100. Per doz.

HYACINTHS, White Roman, Ist size ... )5s. Cd. ... 2s. Od.

,, ,, 2nd size ... lis. Cd. ... Is. 6rf.

Blue Roman 9». Cd. ... Is. Sd.

FREESIAS, refractaalba 6s. Od. ... Is. Od.

NARCISSUS. Double Roman bs. Od. ... Is. Od.

„ Paper White is. Od. ... Is. Od.

,, ,. large flowering 6s. 6d. ... Is. 'Sd.

LILIUM CANDIDUM 12s. Od. ... Ss. Od.

|^= All Orders 5s. and upwards in value de'ivered free.

For other BULBOUS and FLOWERING ROOTS, SEEDS for

AUTUMN SOWING, &c., tee New Catalogue, post-free

on application.

ARMITAGE BROS., sR NOTTINGHAM.
High
Street,

Please mention this Paper.

CHRYSANTHEM UMS.
All Gardeners who hope to have really fine blooms this

autumn will now be beginniog to feed their plants. The best of

all Manures for this purpose is " Pearso>'s Chemical." as it

is a p-^rfect plant footi, haB no offensive odour, and is always
perfectly identical in composition, so that its u-^e once learned

there is no further risk or trouble in applying. Some of the

finest exhibition blooms shown in the Midlands have been
grown by its aid alone, without any other fertiliser. In wet
weather a teaspoDoful to each plant may be sprinkled on the

BUiface of the soil, but we ourselves prefer to use it as a liquid,

our method being to dissolve a 6-inch potful in a 36-gal. tub,

this being afterwards used at the rate of 2 gals, in each water-

barrow (25 gals.). Gardeners are cordially invited to call and
see our plants, and judge of the effect for themselves. Price

and all information free on application.

i. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL, NOTTS.

DICKSONS'
NEW CARNATIONS,

1894.
A series of G splendid varieties of BORDER CARNA-
TIONS, distribated for the first time this season,

1. LOBD R03EBERY.— Primrose-yellow;
bright and effective ; very free.

2. COtJNTESS GROSVENOB,.—Deep rosy-
pink; fomiiact fine flower.

3. liABY MAKGARET.— Blush; delicate
distinctive tint; very free flowering.

4. MBS. BOBEBT YEBBUBGH. — Pale
pink ; a beautiful flower, compact, aLd of good habit.

5. DEAN OF BOCHESTEB— A showy,
brilliant flowf-r; jijiricut i^round, .suffused with rich
rose-scarlet.

6. MBS. LEO GBINDON. — Bright rose-
pink; compact habit; neat (lower of atribingdelicacy
aud beauty.

Price 'JiS. Qd. each, or V2s. Ctd. ike act of Six.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

STRAWBERRIES
LAXTON'S " ROYAL SOVEREIGN."

An earlier higher quality and Improved Sir J. Paxton
ITire: Medals and Five First-class Certificates awarded.
All must have the finest early Strawberry yet introduced.

Fruit of the largest size, brighest glossy scarlet colour,

flavour rich (quite equal to british Queen), ripens with
Noble ; a splendid cro^iper and grower, and we consider it to
be the long-iought Early Bigh-Flavoubed and Improved
Sib J. Paxton, a splendid forcer, and in every way worthy
of its name. Handsome coloured plate, now ready, 6d.

(gratis to customers).

125. per doz.. £3 per 100 ; in pots, 18*. per doz., £1 per 100.

LAXTON'S SENSATION.
First - class Certificate Gardening aud Forestry

EXQlbltion, May 10, 1893.
An enormous second early variety of good flavour, and

probably the largest Strawberry ever introduced. A re-

markably strong grower, and producing fruit in wonderful
clusters. Will prove a welcome addition to the list of good
sorts. Forces splendidly.

•JOs. per 10'>. 4^. per doz. ; in pots, 30s per 100, 65. per doz.

LAXTON'S SCARLET QUEEN.
(Flrat-class Certificate.)

The best first early—very early. Fine colour and shape,
and the richest flavour. Habit strong, a very prolific

variety, a spleodid early table and market fruit.

105 per lUO. 35. per doz. ; in pot^, 185. per 100, is per doz.

LAXTON'S LATEST OF ALL.
The best late Strawberry, and the largest and best late

variety. A seedling from British Queen, but much later.

Flavour grand.
85. per 100, 25. per doz. ; in potfl, 16s. per 100, 3s. per doz.

The following best varieties for forcing or early planting can
he supplied stbokq in pots at once :

—
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of the

same name.

CATALOG CTE for 1894
OF

DUTCH
CAPE and EXOTIC

BULBS
(WITH CULTURAL DIRECTIONS)

Is NOW READY, and will be sent, Post Free,

on application to themselves direct at

OVERVEEN, nearHAARLEM, HOLLAND,
OR TO THEIR GENERAL AGENTS,

Messrs. MERTENS & Co.,
3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.C.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN
HYACINTHS.

First consignment to hand in excellent condition.

For particulars of these and all other Bulbs, see

CATALOGUE, No. 441, sent Post-free, on
application.

DICKSONS,
Seed and Bulb Growers, &c.,

CHESTER.

STRAWBERRIES
All the leading varieties, in 1-yr. prepared

plants, ready for immediate delivery, 6s. per 100.

Orders despatched by return of post. Plants in

small pots and runners of all the best forcing

varieties and Novelties ready shortly. Catalogue
free.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

DUTCH BULBS!
FSEIICH BDLBS ! and EKCLISH BULBS

!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.

Containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS. TULirS, CROCUS. LILIUJIS, DAFFODILS,
SSOWDROPS, IRIS. &c., free on iipplioation.

Please compare our Prices before sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SKED and BULR MEKCHANT.S.

EXETER ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

THE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1894.

A SUBUEBAN GARDEN.
'T^lIE garden I have in view is nothing more
-- than a parallelogram, say of .50 feet wide and
long, .surrounded on three sides with walls .'i feet

high, and on the fourth by the wall of the house,

that is to say, a suburban garden of the back-

yard type a little extended. Looking out from
the upper windows of my house I catch glimpses

of a score or two precisely similar in size and
shape, hal f of them running parallel with mine, and
the other half belonging to the folks in the next
road, whose domiciles overlook us in a straight

uniform row as far as the eye can reach. Now,
it is very curious to note the diversity shown in

the laying out of these areas. With some they

are merely grax'elled or grassed to form a play-

ground for the children and dogs, or diversiiied

with a path running round a square grass-plot,

with maybe a narrow bed between the path

and the walls. In others, trees form a feature.

Poplars, Maple, and fruit-trees of various kinds,

with here and there a Hawthorn. The large

majority, however, especially in the winter, are

bare of all attractiveness, and e\'en in the summer
are occupied by so many dozens of Pelar-

goniums, Calceolarias, and so on, which, how-
ever pretty individually, become monotonous by
repetition. Looking down into my own, how-
ever, I find an altogether different state of

things existing, and although it does not

get a tithe of the care and attention it merits,

yet it is so peopled with hardy herbaceous

perennials and bulbs of all sorts that at all

seasons it is worth walking round. In snch

a limited space, winding walks were hardly

practicable, and therefore I adopted straight

ones. Two rock-bordered beds have also a tile

edging, within which the rockwork begins, con-

sisting merely of a single row of burrs so placed

as to support the extra six inches of soil behind

them, while a number of species of alpine Saxi-

frages, Sedums, Campanulas, Dianthus, &c., find

a congenial home in these interstices, and fill up

the spaci? between them and the tiled edge, so as

to form a varied perennial border of green.

This in the summer is scarcely ever out of

bloom, and in spring a number of Saxifraga

ligulata and cotyledon threw up their yard-

long rockets of a thousand starlike blossoms,

which annually form a feature of peculiar

beauty. In the little isolated well - drained

nooks which can be thus formed, a host of

charming alpine species find a congenial home,

and can be easily kept within their own bounds

or from the encroachment of other species

which would otherwise overrun them. The beds

round the walls are elevated banks some l-j or

18 inches high, fronted with burrs and level on

top, accommodating at once hundreds of the

smaller -growing alpines in the rocky crevices,

while in the level bed next the wall, Pseonies

8weet-scentedandordinary,Phloxes, Delphiniums,

Japanese Anemones, Iris, &o., hold their own

from year to year, and are diversified in the
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spring by a host of bulbs, Soilla sibirica, bifolia,

and nutans ; Chionodoxa Luoilife, Triteleia uni-

flora (a gem deserving to be wider spread),

Narcissi, Tulips, Fritillarias, Lilies of various

sorts, &o. Lily of the Valley and Solomon's

Seal have the run of two of the corners, the

former including varieties with striped leaves

and pinkish blooms. In the flatter beds the

Queen of Flowers is represented by bushes in

most of the corners ; but, alas ! though they

hold their own year after year, they are too near

the London smoke to be good representatives of

her floral Majesty. Lilium Brownii, once intro-

duced, has spread and multiplied for years,

blooming well every season ; L. auratum dies

out persistently after a few years, sometimes

thriving splendidly for two or three, and then

ceasing altogether to put in an appearance.

Three forms of Anemone japonica, the pink and

white Honorine Jobert, and the original mnlti-

petalled red, are veritable weeds, and every spring

have to be thinned out ruthlessly, the creeping

bulbiferous roots developing all over the place,

even invading the gravel. Harpalium rigidum

is even a worse offender, and would soon oust

everything. Fuchsias do splendid service, both

as foliage and blooming plants, the long spikes

of slender blossoms being extremely pretty.

Alpine Auriculas take care of themselves almost

entirely, and every spring make a fine show,

far and away beyond their winter promise,

when they look very wobegone. In the

early days of spring, however, they start

growing like Cabbages, and throw up their

trusses in bunches in profusion. I have said

they take care of themselves " almost " entirely,

because in course of time they develop long

fleshy stalks, which are apt to rot in the winter

;

it is therefore necessary from time to time to

part the plants, and bury these stalks, bringing

the centre of growth flush with the soil again.

The Campanulas do good service; C. turbinata

hybrida fills many a chink with its broad, shal-

low, light blue bells, for a long period in the

summer ; C. puUa, C. garganioa, C. persicifolia,

and a number of others, creep about, and yield

crowds of blossoms, white and blue, of various

shades, and of equally varied shapes and habits.

A dozen bulbs of the Horsfieldii Narcissus, put

in some years back, are now represented by a

dozen huge clumps, the result of one removal

last year, when a number were given away, so

greatly had it multiplied. In this connection,

and with reference to the luxuriant growth of

some of the other plants named, I may mention

that when, as has frequently been the case, I

have thinned them out, and given plants of these

to my neighbours, they have, as a rule, died out

with them, and in no case that I know of have

they flourished in like fashion, even though in

careful hands. In seeking for the cause I am
led to think it is due to an extra supply of lime

in my subsoil. When my garden was laid out,

it was done by contract to my plans ; forty

loads of soil from the neighbouring fields were

introduced, and the beds duly banked up in

readiness for the rockwork, which I did myself.

The following sprmg, before I had stocked the

garden with bulbs, &c., I decided to give it a

good digging, and started with a strong fork on

that mission. Down went the fork about a foot,

when it came against a hard immovable stone.

I started a bit further on with same result, and

to out a long story short, found the stone every-

where at same depth. Inspecting the fork I

found it white, and thus ascertained the cause.

My garden had been the spot upon which an

enormous bed of mortar had been mixed for all

the surrounding buildings, and the conscientious

gardener who carried out my plans had simply

spread the imported mould over this deposit,

which I eventually found was pretty evenly dis-

tributed, some 4 or 5 inches thick. This was

eventually broken up, and is of course liberally

mixed with the subsoil, providing an element

therein which on 20 feet of gravel is entirely

absent in the gardens]around. Antennaria tomen-

tosa, introduced about that time, became such a

terrible weed that a couple of barrowloads had to

be removed and burnt. Now it scarcely grows

at all. Lilium candidum presumably objects to

lime. I cannot get it to bloom at all, though

close by L. Brownii thrives as I have described.

Narcissus poetious, single and double, is not a

success, most bloom buds being blind ; N. inoom-

parabilis dies out in a year or two, but N. Hors-

fieldii, as I have said, grows as freely as a weed.

I have omitted to mention that the brick walls

and an 18 - inch wooden trellis on top are

covered all round with Ampelopsis Veitchii

;

this hides in the summer both wall and

trellis almost entirely, and materially redeems

its prosaic appearance. Of the pleasing and

interesting fernery, and of the frames, I will say

nothing, except that they house a unique collec-

tion of British varieties some 400 or 500 in

number, with the merits of which it is not my
fault if your columns, if not your readers, are

not already familiar. On the rockwork under

the shadow of the Fernery is an outdoor gronp

of the sturdier varieties, and here and there in

the garden itself a congenial home has been

contrived. The Parsley Fern (AUosorus crispus)

has nestled for many years under the north side

of a big burr in one of the triangular beds; and

actually the mountain Bladder Fern (Cystopteris

montana), reputed a very difticult Fern to grow,

and at any rate very rarely seen, has survived a

three years' struggle for existence with its neigh-

bour. Aster alpinus, in one of the rocky northerly

nooks close by it ; so much at home, indeed, do

even Ferns appear amid this compound of rock-

work and formality, that numerous self-sown

seedlings have appeared in the chinks and

estiblished themselves robustly—all this, be it

remembered, in dry Essex, and within a mile of

Stratford's smoke and fumes.

During the summer, and when the foliage of

the bulbous plants has died down suflioiently to be

removed without detriment to next year's growth,

I vary the scene with a few orthodox bedding

plants, inserting them carefully myself where I

know there is space. In such a garden, ob-

viously the jobbing gardener can only be

employed to do the rough work of sweeping up,

grass-cutting and so on. Give him a free hand,

supply him with spade and fork, and good-bye to

all hopes of the perennial pleasures inherent in

such a heterogeneous collection as this ! Neat-

ness, however, can be secured, even though it be

impracticable to dig up and sort the garden so

thoroughly as is generally done at the opening

of the year. In the spring all the plants are in

evidence, the clumps of perennials are showing

life, and the bulbs are well to the fore. At this

time, therefore, a little judicious hoeing, and

even digging, can be done, and tidiness main-

tained, but later on, digging of any sort must be

tabooed, or damage is sure to be done, and

repentance ensue. Chas. T. Druery.

Browni var. chloraster. They were collected by Dr.

Henry, and forwarded through Mr. Chaa. Ford, of

Hong-KoDg. It differi from the other varieties of

L. Browui by the perianth being without any tinge

of red-brown outside, not being narrowed so gradually

to the base, and tinged with pale yellow in the lower

half inside. In the shape of the flower it much
reaembles L. formosnm, Franchet, which is known

only from dried specimens ; but this is said to have

erect flowers, petioled leaves, and yellow anthera.

Perhaps our plant may prove to be a new apecies,

but at present 1 only venture to describe it as a

variety of L. Browni.

Stem 3 to 4 feet long, stiffly erect, green, glabroui.

Leaves very numerouf, apreading, linear, aeaaile,

bright green, glabrous, diatinctly three-nerved, the

central onea the longeat, 3 to 4 inches long, under

an inch broad, the upper ones growing gradually

smaller till the bracts are 'almoat ovate. Flowera

three to five in a close corymb, deflexed ;
pedicela

erecto-patent, 1.} to 3 inchea long; bracta ovate,

similar to the leavea in texture. Perianth funnel-

shaped, 6 inchea long, 1} inch in diameter at the

middle, 3 inchea at throat, rather rounded to the

pedicel, the aegments reflexing at the tip only, milk-

white, elightly tinged with green towards the baae

and on the keel towarda the tip on the outside,

tinged with pale yellow in the lower half inside

;

nectarial groove long and green; aegmenta perma-

nently much imbricated, the outer IJ to IJ inch

broad, the inner nearly twice aa broad, with the keel

outaide iquare and grooved down the middle down-

warda. Filaments 4 inchea long, densely pubetcent

ia the lower half; anthers oblong, i inch long;

pollen bright brown. Ovary green, cylindrica',

deeply aix-sulcate, above IJ inch long; atyle carved,

above 3.| inchea long, much overtopping the atamena,

densely pubescent in the lower part.

It flowered at Kew thia year in the open ground

in the flrat fortnight of Auguit. J. G. Baker, Her-

barium. Royal Gardens, Kew.

New or Noteworthy Plants.—
ULIUM BROWNI VAR LEUCANTHUM, Baker.

This ia a very diatinct-looking Lily, the bulbs of

which were received at Kew from Western China at

the same time as those of Lilium Henryi and L.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
— •- —

—

CYCNOCHES PENTADACTYLON.
This remarkable apecies ia now flowering very

profusely in the collection of W. W. Mann, Eiq ,

Ravenawood, Bexley. It is carrying 152 male

and female flowera. The wonderful contraat in the

colouring of the male and female flowera makea the

plant look moat atriking, and one can hardly imagine

that they could be produced on the aame plant. Mr.

Simon, the gardener, ia quite an expert in the growing

and flowering of thia Orchid, although it ia one of

the moat difticult in cultivation to grow and flower

aucceaafuUy. John Carvill.

Ohchid Anomalies.

Profesaor Penzig, of Genoa, haa published in the

M6inoires de la Sociiti Nationale des Sciences Natu-

relies de Cherhourg (1894) an article on " Monstroaitiea

in Orchids," in which he reviews the principal

atructural deviations that occur in thia order.

Cattleya labiata alba.

The above extremely rare form of Cattleya labiata

ia in bloom at Mr. McArthur'a Nursery, 4, Maida

Vale, London, W. The flower meaaurea 7 inchea

across ; the petala are very broad ; the lamina of

the lip is much undulated ; and the whole flower ia

pure white, with the exception of a pale yellow

blotch in the throat.

Cattleya Rex at Stand Hall, Whitkfield,

NEAR Manchester.

Mr. Thomas Statter and hia gardener are to bs con-

gratulated that at thia aeaaon of the year, when Orchid

flowera are, even in very large collections, somewhat

scarce, they ahould have auch an abundance of

beautiful flowera in the Orchid-houaea. He is

the fortunate poasessor of ten fine planta of Cattleya

Rex, all in fine health, and every plant ia now in full

flower, bearing reapectively from one to four flower-

apikes, with from two to five fine blooma, making a
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total of fort;-aeven, It is a speciea which doea not

vary much, but one of the planta baa flonera with a

lip of rich amethyat, the throat ochre-yellow with

radiating linea of claret-brown, terminating with

a white fringed band,

la a hoaae deroted to Lreliaa on the one aide and
Cypripediuma on the other, there are in flower

Lselio-Cattleya Ameaiana, a apecimen with eight

flowera ; Laslia criapa saperba, the plant which laat

year was awarded a Firat-claae Cartificate by the

Eoyal Horticultural Society, is finer than erer,

having three atrong fiower-apikea, each bearing ais

flowera ; L. elegana OiTeniana ia another gem.
Other varietiea of L. elegana in bloom were the

beautiful L. e. excellena ; L. e. Luciana, which is

represented by a fine apecimen carrying a apibe with

nine well-developed flowers ; L. e. praaiata, another

fine plant, carrying fourteen of its lovely flowera;

L. e. Bluntii is represented by a plant with a spike

of five fine large flowera.

The general health and condition of the collection

is admirable. High temperatures are not the

rule at this place, and sturdy growths are observ-

able on plants usually grown in very high tempe-
raturea. The Dendrobium-houae never exceeda 05°

when artificial means are employed to heat the

structure. /. /.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT
CROPS OF 1894.

[/'cir TahulatccL Summary, see p. 1111
]

(Continued from p, 151.)

3. ENGLAND, E.

Oambeidgeshihe.—The frnit crop in thia district

has been very indifferent. Peara of aome varietiea are

fxtra good : Beuri6 Hardy, Williams' Bon Chre-
tien, Hea«le, Beuri^ d'Amanlia, are very good crops

on standard trees. Strawberries were very much
damaged by hail. Bash fruit is a good crop here

;

but near to Wisbech they are light, and old buahea

are much infested with red epider. The varietiea of

riumF, Early Kivers and Victoria, are good crops

on young treea ; but other varieties are a failure.

W. C. Smythe, UjnocU House, Wisbech.

The crops vary very much in this parish

in quantity and quality. The frosts of the nights

of the 27th and 28th of May did not cauae
very much injury, except to Strawberries and Nuts

;

but what we have to contend against are red spider

and the caterpillar of the winter moth. The "spider

"

appears even before the leaves expand, and if not
peraietently followed np with a auitable insecticide,

the bnahes look as though scorched with fire. The
winter-moth caterpillar ia, if poaaible, atill more to be
fought againat with another iaaecticide, and thia must
be done as aoon aa they are seen, or an almost total

loaa of crop will follow ; but if taken in time very
good reaults follow. Andrew Grant, The Vineries,

WiUingham.

Essex.—On April 21at I registered 9° of frost,

22ad 11", and 23rd 10°, which made havoc amongst
fruits, reducing the Pear crop to an average one,
destroying almost all Apples and Pluma, and three-

fourtha of the Strawberriea. Gooaeberriea are a good
crop generally in thia district, but Currants aufiered

very much through blight. Morello Cherries and
Raapberriea are very good. All wall fruita escaped.
Jamea Vert, Audsley End Gardens,

LiNcoLNsaiEE.—Up to the time of the froata in May,
fruit prospecta were very good, Apples, Peara, and
Plums having aet a heavy crop of fruita, also all small
fruits ; but the frosts on that date and the 20th and
21at May cleared oft' all fruits—Apples, Pears and
Plums fell oft', also all small fruit. Wall fruit trees

where protected have excellent crops, quite up to

our uaual average, particularly Peaches, Apricots,

and Plums. David Liimsden, Bloxholm Hall.

Suffolk.—The fruit crop in thia district, with two
exceptions. Apples and Strawberries, is a good and
plentiful one. Apples are partial and poor in

quality. All the early bloom on Strawberriea was

deatroyed by the froata in May, consequently the

crop ia thin. Apricots are above the average, and

promise to be very good. The aame remark applies

to Peara. Peachea, Nectarines, and Plums are fairly

good, but Cherrief, both dessert and Morellof, are

thin. All kinda of amall fruita are plentiful, par-

ticularly Kaapberries. I do not remember having

the latter so clean and fine in quality aa thia season.

H. Fisher, Flixton Hall Gardens, Bungay.

Suffolk.—Apples erratic, in many districts good,

especially on bush trees and cordons. Pears are

emphatically the crop of the eeaaon, the frosts of

May that wrecked so many Apples in bloom doing
the Fears little or no harm. Cherries have alao

been plentiful. Fluma variable, and about an
average. Gooaeberriea fine crop, and the buihea in

good health. D. T. Fish, Bury St. Edmunds.

Caterpillare were prevalent on Apple treea,

and greatly diafigured the leaves ; but Apples
and all other fruit trees are making healthy clean

growth. The Strawberry crop has perhaps proved
the most disappointing. Apricot trees are heavily

laden with fruit, aa are alao Filbert and other Nut
trees. J. Wallis, Orwell Park, Ipswich.

I never saw a more promising year for

fruit than 1894. Apples, Peara, bush fruit, &c.,

previous to the frost of May 20 and 21, when we
registered 10" and 6" respectively—All fruit in the

open was destroyed, but on the walls. Pears, Plums,

and Cherries escaped, and in many cases the treea

were ao injured that they had the appearance of

having been burnt, and many of them still bear

marks of the injury. I may add that I have not one

bushel of Apples left in the garden. H. Coster,

Ickworlh Pari Gardens.

4. MIDLAND COUNTIES.

BeDFoaDsiiiBE.—The early spring pointed very

favourably to abundant supplies of fruit until the

night of May 20, when we had 9° of frost, but the

foliage having got well advanced it took but very

little eff'ect on any, except Strawberriea, and they

have done really better than I at firat thought waa
likely. H. Calvert, FroxHeld Gardens, Wol'urn.

Applea are beat on young treea and early

aorta, although Einga are a fairly good crop, and
Biamarcka are good. Early varietiea of Pluma are a

alight crop, but the late onea are heavy. Cherries

were a full crop, but the fruita much damaged by
rain ; and Strawberriea were badly damaged by froat

and mildew. The canes of Raapberriea, owing to last

summer's drought, are weak, and the crop is a short

one. F, Smith, Loddington.

Bucks.— Of orchard treea the following are

bearing good crops : — Devonshire Quarrenden,
Blenheim Pippin, Wellington, King of the Pippins,

Old Kasset, Claygate Pearman. Our beat Apples
are on pyramid treea worked on the Para-

dise stock. Pears are an unusually good crop,

nearly all varieties having to be severely thinned,

both on wall trees and pyramids. Three kinds

bearing indifferently are—Thompson's, Pitmaston
Duchess, and Marie Louise. Peachea and Nectarines

are a fair average crop, but green- fly waa unuaually

troublesome during April and May. Cherries are a
good crop, so also are Plums and Apricots. Straw-

berries suffered from May frosts, and are not half

a crop, the worst being Noble, Sir J. Paxton, and
President. Oxonian and Elton Pine are good, the

latter especially bearing a heavy crop of fine fruits.

Cob-nuts and Filberts are plentiful and good. Chas.

Herrin, JJropmore.

On the whole the fruit crop ia much below
the average ; Applea are bad and blighted. Amongat
Strawberries there were many barren plants, and
those in bloom suffered from frost in May, and the

Raspberry bloom set badly. The bashes of Currants

are very much blighted, and the Gooseberry buahea

almoat devoured by the aaw-fly caterpillar. The
Plum treea carry good crops, but the foliage is eaten

up with aphis. The Peach, Apricot, and Cherry do
not succeed on our aandy land. G, Bloxham, Brick-

hill Manor, Bletchley.

Bucks.—Applea in thia diatrict a poor crop ; fruit

generally small, owing to the effect of fly, which has

dreadfully infested many trees. Pears are very

abundant, and promise to be good. On Peaches
and Nectarines the red- spider is proving very trouble-

some in many places. Pluma will be a partial crop

in low- lying districts ; the whole crop was destroyed

by frost in May, and in some places the foliage of

the treea waa completely cut off. Strawberries

suffered from the same eff'ect. All kinds of Currants
materially damaged by the fly. Cherries fine, and
moat plentiful. Raapberriea firat-rate. G. T. Miles,

Wycombe Abbey Gardens,

Here in the wet, low diatrict we anffered

badly from the aevere May froata, and but little frnit

is left. Red and Black Currants are very thin, with
hardly a whole bunch to be found, while from Straw-
berriea not a fruit haa been gathered, Warrington
Gooaeberry withatood the frost better than others,

whoae fruits lay under the trees by the bushel. Of
Applea barely a fruit is left, whether sheltered or

not. Part of the crop of Prune Damsona eacaped

(in placea) with aome of the coarser Plums ; the

Victoria suffered most, several years' growth being

also killed. Of Walnuts there are none ; some of

the trees lost all their foliage, J, W, ShrimjHon,

Aston Clinton.

Up to May 21 we had every prospect of a

grand crop of all kinda of hardy fruit. On that

morning we had 8" of froat, which deatroyed all the

fruit, and cut the leaves off the trees. Many of our

Plum trees are so much damaged, that it will take

yeara for them to recover. J. Smith, Mentmore
Gardens.

Cheshibe.—Frnit blossoms were very abundant,

early sorts promising till the night of May 20, when
the thermometer at 2 feet from the ground showed
8" of frost, followed by bright sunshine. On the 21st

there were 9", and the 23od 7°, and the temperature

at night showed from freezing point to 6° from that

date till the JJOth. The greater part of the fruit-

blossom was destroyed with a few exceptions. Pro-

tected Nectarines, Peaches, and Apricots on walla

are good cropa. For many years such a severe and

late frost haa not been experienced in thia diatrict.

Wm. Whitaker, Crewe Hall,

Pears were well advanced before the froat

came, and are a good crop ; but the fruits will

be rather small. Apples suffered very much, not

only in loss of fruit but in the severe check

received to growth, and blight haa attacked them
badly. Strawberriea never looked better than in

the early part of May, but the froata on the 19th,

20th, and 21st completely spoiled all the early fruita.

With the exception of Black Currants and Goose-

berries, the bush fruit crop is a very good one, but is

infested with the fly. N. F. Barnes, Eaton Hall,

Chester.

Deebyshibe.—There had never been a more mag-
nificent prospect of an abundant fruit crop than was

the case here up to May 20 and 21, when, in addition

to very severe frosts, we experienced a terrific

easterly gale, which completely ruined Apples, Pears,

Plums, and Cherries, with the exception of a very

thin aprinkling of Morelloa, so that of Apples we
have not a single fruit left, and Pears only a few on

the walls. Small fruits, with the single exception

of Gooseberries, which are a grand crop, were all

seriously crippled, and are very poor indeed. B.

Ashton, Glossop Hall Gardens,

A very poor show of fruit all round, except

Pears, which are a fair crop and healthy. No bloom

on Apples, or, rather, very little, no doubt owing to

the long- continued drought (on a dry subsoil) of

last summer. Black Curranta quite apoiled with the

green- fly. Damson Plume, of which a great

quantity is grown in this neighbourhood, are almost

a failure. E. Wilson, Hardwick Hall Gardens.

Heetfohdshiee.—There is a fair display of fruit

in this district, some of which is remarkably good.

Treea of the following varietiea of Peara, Marie

Louise, Brockworth Park, Duchesae d'Angonliime,

and Glou Morcean.are carrying capital crops. Many
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of the small fruita were much damaged by the May
frosts, Strawberries particularly ; moreover, Red and

Black Currants hare been badly infested with green

and black-fly, and their injarioas effects upon the

foliage hare, in some places, spoilt the crops,

and killed the trees. C. E. Martin, The Hoo (xardens,

Welwyn.

Hertfoedshiee.—The frost of May 20 completely

destroyed our Apple, Fear, and Plum crops where

exposed. Pears on walls, and where proteeted, were

above average, and required much thinning. Plums
similarly situated are about half a crop. Strawberries

and bush fruits suffered severely, although in the

case of Currants and Gooseberries sufficient were

left for a good average crop ; the former are much
blighted. Sweet Cherries were all destroyed, and
Morellos are a poor crop. E. Hill, Tring Park.

Fruit crops were very promising till the

severe frosts the latter end of May played such havoc

amongst them. Nearly all the best Strawberries

were cut off, and although the Peaches and Necta-

rines did not suffer so much here, in many cases in

the neighbourhood the trees look nearly dead.

Apples, Black Currants, Strawberries, and Walnuts,

suffered most here. I do not think we could get a

peck of Walnuts from about a dozen trees, and before

the frost they were covered with them. Pears and
Filberts are the most promising crops, Woodnuts are

plentiful. Thomas Nutting, Childwickbury.

Leicestekshibe.—We have here quite an average

crop of all kinds of fruit, with the exception

of Apples and Fears on standards. Pyramidal
trees of the following are carrying good crops :

—

Apples : The Queen, New Hawthornden, Wellington,

Blenheim Orange, Newton Wonder, Prince Albert,

Duchess of Oldenburgh, Domino, Stirling Castle,

Frogmore Prolific, Bramley Seedling, Braddick's

Nonpareil, Pike's Pearmain, Lord Lennox, and
Sturmer Pippin. Pears : Bearr^ Superfin, B. Brown,
B. Ranee, B. d'Amanlis, B. d'Anjou, B. Diel,

Doyenne du Comice, D. Boussoch, Souvenir du
Congress, Williams' Bon Chretien, Knight's Monarch,
Louise Bonne de Jersey, Marie Louise, and Marie
Louise d'Uccle. A, Hamshere, Beaumanor Park
Gardens, Loughborough.

Apples flowered but sparingly, and since

May 20 have been very much blightsd, doubtless

owing in some measure to exhaustion after the very

heavy crop last season. Pears are very full of fruit,

and in good health. Plums were much blighted, but
are now improving. Cherries set well, and after-

wards got much infested with black-fly. Peaches are

promising well. Apricots very heavily laden, making
two heavy crops in succession. Black Currants
almost disappeared after the frost on May 20 and 21.

Gooseberries were also much thinned at that time,

and the largest flowers on Strawberries were killed.

W. B. Diners, Belvoir Castle Gardens,

The 9° of frost of May 21 and 22 destroyed
the Apple crop in this neighbourhood, and very much
reduced that of Strawberries, Raspberries, and bush-
fruit. Of Pears on pyramids there are none, bat on
walla there is a large crop of clean fruit. Peaches and
Apricots are better than we have had them for some
years. D. Roberts, Prestwold Gardens, Loughborough,

NoTTiNOHAMSHiBE.—On May 20 we registered
9^ of frost, and on the 21st 6°, completely destroying

the Apple and Pear bloom, which looked very pro-
mising. Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees were
well protected with two thicknesses of fish-nets, and
Cherry bloom not being forward, they escaped.

Strawberries were nearly in full bloom, and the crop
was nearly destroyed. S. A. Woods, Osberton Gardens,
Worksop,

Oxfordshire.—Apples were at one time a very pro-
mising crop, but blighted badly, especially the older

standards. Pears are wonderfully good in all forms
of culture. In the case of heavily laden trees many
fell naturally ; in addition to this it has been neces-
sary to take off at least a third of the crop. Peaches
and Nectarines are excellent crops, others healthy

;

frost did not hurt fruit crops here. Cherries good.

but much troubled with black-fly, especially Morellos.

Plums are a heavy crop on all trees ; immense crops

of Gooseberries, and not a caterpillar here. Red

Currants blighted badly. Strawberries here, espe-

cially President and James Veitch, are very fine.

George Stanton, Park Place, Henley-on-Thames.

Oxfordshire.—The failure of the Strawberry crop

must be put down to the great heat of 1893. Walnuts

failed by reason of spring frost destroying the bloom

and young shoots ; and the partial failure of Apples

is due to the same cause. A. Long, Wyfold Court

Gardens.

Of Apples I don't think we shall gather

one bushel. Pears escaped on the walla in some places,

and some standards or orchard trees have a fair crop.

Plums are a fair crop on walls, but there is none on

standards. 1 gathered a fruit of Alexander Peach

from a south wall on July 11th. Strawberries were

all killed. W. M. Geddes, Shirburn Castle.

Apples are a partial crop, but good in

quality ; oar best are on young standard trees four

years planted. Those fruiting the most freely are

Alfriston, Stirling Castle, Lord SufBeld, Warner's

King, Ecklinville, Tower of Glamis, Mere de M6aage,

Beauty of Kent, and Lane's Prince Albert among
culinary varieties; and Irish Kerry, Keddleston,

Sturmer and Blenheim Pippin among dessert fruits,

The best Pears are Beurrfi Diel, B. Bachelier, Easter

Beurr^, Duchesse d'Angonl6me, Conseiller de la Cour,

and Glou Morceau. A. 0, Nichols, Nuneham Park
Gardens, Abingdon.

Shropshire.—Such Apples as King of the Pippins,

Stirling Castle, and a few of the older sorts are

carrying full crops ; but, taking Apples as a whole,

they are decidedly under average. Strawberries

are a grand crop in every way. James Louden, The

Quinta, Chirk,

Staffordshire.—The frost (May 20 and 21) no

doubt did much damage, still I am of opinion that the

superabundant bloom being so great a tax upon the

trees, and the want of moisture in the subsoil, were

more directly the causes of the failure of the Apple

and Pear crops. In some gardens near here Plums

had dropped wholesale before the frost. Strawberries

badly injured by frost. Apricots and small fruits

more protected by foliage escaped. Arthur Coombes,

Himley, Dudley.

Warwickshire.—Apples are a complete failure,

owing to the May frosts; on the contrary, trees of

Pears on walls and espaliers are heavily Ciopped, and

Plums and Dameons are a thin crop in orchards, and

on walls a heavy one. Peaches are a lull crop,

and promise to be of fine quality. Apricots are

again an extraordinary crop, and the trees are clean

and healthy. J. Rodger, Charlecote Pari Gardens,

The only real failure among fruit crops

this year is with Strawberries ; the severe frosts

in May utterly ruined the prospects, which were

then good. In a few inatances plantationa are almost

uninjured, and have yielded excellent cropa of very

fine fruits; such exceptions are, however, extremely

rare. Apples set a very heavy crop, but most of the

fruit dropped in a young state through injury by

frost. Pears, on the other hand, were quite un-

injured, and are plentiful and good in every way.

Plums were at one time a very heavy crop, but severe

attacks of green and white aphides so weakened the

trees that they resorted to Nature's remedy of casting

their fruit to restore the balance. H, Dunkin, Castle

Gardens, Warwick,

(To te cmtinued.)

copy the same as far as possible? In scarcely any
form of Rose culture, except that where a few grand
exhibition blooms are needed, will the Clematis hi

out of place. A few old and strong-growing Roses,

rambling at will over an outhouse here, have been
exceedingly pretty all through the early part of
summer. Even now there are several expanded
blooms, and more to follow. But what forms the
chief feature of present attraction is undoubtedly a
grand specimen of Clematis Jackmanii. Again, a
rough pergola in a neighbour's garden is beautifully

covered with various Clematises and Honeysuckles.

Roses were the feature a short time back, but would
make a sorry show now in comparison to the gorgeona
Clematis. I will quote one more example in favour

of these mixture. A bed of pegged-down Roses
surrounding a large Cydonia japonica is also planted
with a few Clematis. Early in spring the deep
scarlet of this Japanese Quince is very effective, and
at a time when little else is showy. The Roses soon
follow, and are in their turn succeeded by the Cle-
matis, which not only converts them into a beautiful

bed, but also rambies among the Cydonia and around
the taller and stouter growths of the Roses.

Nothing could be more simple to grow than these
flowers, and few harm one another less. Each spring

the Roses are pruned, and pegged down after a fairly

good mulching. By this time we can see where the

Clematises are, and so avoid any undue injury. For
that matter, we need have little fear if the Jack-
manii section or type are used, these being more or

less herbaceous perennials, and blooming upon the

present season's growth, A few of the roughest

shoots are pulled out of the Cydonia at the same
time, when it only remains for each to come on in

due season, and we secure three distinct and pleasing

changes with no more trouble. We do not find them
harm one another when accidentally placed or allowed

to grow together, and yet so many fear to form these

delightful mixtures. P.

The Rosary.
>

CLEMATIS AND ROSES.

Wb seldom see other beautiful flowering plants

growing together with Roses, except it be more

or less of an accidental arrangement over some

cottage wall or door. When we admit at once how

harmonious the two are, is it not strange we fail to

WILD BIRDS.
I CANNOT put my hand on the schedule of the

Wild Birds' Protection Act just now, but so far as

my memory carries me, the owl is catalogued only

as an owl. Does that include the whole family, from

the noble eagle down to the lesser or common barn

owl? Why I select the owl in the first instance is,

that this district is getting pested with the brown

field-mouse, as well as the shrew-mice. Every bank

is honeycombed with their runs. The destruction

last season was great, but to all appearance it will

be more so this season. Those who have watched the

barn-owl in the twilight of a summer evening, as it

silently glides in search of its legitimate prey, rats

and mice, and those who have visited their nests and

counted the numbers carried there, especially during

the ^ breeding season, would be convinced of its

value. It is no uncommon thing to find from twenty

to thirty brought in during the night, including

rats, mice, sparrows, robins, to say nothing about

what the owl needed for its own consumption.

Useful as these birda are, there are few land birds

that suffer more on account of their beauty. Bird-

stuffera especially destroy scores of them, as they

always command a ready sale when stuffed and put

into glass cases ; their wings are much used for fans,

fire-screens, and are worn in ladies' hats and bonnets.

Formerly these birds were much cared for in Sussex

and Kent. Holes were always made in the barns,

granaries, and often in the roofing of old farmhouses

for the ingress and egress of barn-owls.

Books.—These birds have the credit of destroying

a large percentage of corn. If any patches are to be

found in the fields, the farmers always say it is the

rooks, but if they were to watch them minutely, and

open the crop of those that fall to the gun (which ii

often the case), they would find chiefly wireworm,

grubs, and maggots, showing at once that they do

an enormous amount of good when procurable they

feed almost entirely on worms. Anyone can easily

learn for himself that worms destroy the fertility of

the soil, if he tries to grow plants in mould formed
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entirely of worm-casts. Books do an enormous

amount of good also by eating the grubs of the

cockchafer, this has been proved frequently ; where

rooks are colonised, there the chafer is rare, they

seem to detect their whereabouts by the sound of

their " teeth " at work on the grass roots, and then

pecking a hole with wonderful rapidity they drag

out the grub.

The Starling.—This valuable bird is not in the

schedule. I look on starlings as among the best

friends I have, more particularly in districts where

rooks are not colonised and seldom seen. The pre-

sence of the starling is not appreciated near Cherry

others, from which their sharp-pointed beaks quickly

draw forth the occupant.

The Kestrel.~'Vh\s is another bird of great service

for destroying mice, young rats, and nearly all large

insects, such as cockchafers, &c., but this useful

species is getting rare, for no sooner does it appear,

than every endeavour is made to trap and shoot it.

If they do have a young partridge, pheasant, or

chicken occasionally, they well compensate for it. I

reflect that the majority of these and many others

would not possibly have had existence had it not

been for the searching eye for vermin, and I trust

the former- named bird, and the latter, will find more

FlQ, 27.—CALOCHOHTUS WBEDIX : FLOWEBS YELLOW,

orchards during the time of ripening; but apart

from that, they do an incredible amount of good.

They feed almost entirely on worms and grubs, par-

ticularly the grub of the Daddy-longlegs (Tipula

oleracea). Grass often sufTers considerably from these

grubs ; the yellow cabbage-butterfly and grubs also

do not escape tbe starlings when they have young.

In meadows that are infested with the cockchafer,

you will see a whole pack cleaning them off by the

myriad.

It is delightful to watch the tactics of these birds

in a meadow, and note how curiously they feed,

the hind ones continually flying to the front, by
which means they can observe the holes of the

insects in tbe gronnd, and hear tbe gnawing of

friends in the future than in tbe past, for without

them we shall be in a sore plight in a short time.

A. Evans, Lythe Hill.

CALOCHORTUS WEEDIL*
This is a yellow- flowered Californian species, lately

exhibited before the Koyal Horticultural Society

by Messrs, Wallace & Co. of Colchester, to whom
we are indebted for the opportunity of figuring the

plant. The rich yellow self-colour affords a con-

trast to the many-hned flowers of other species. It

• C. Weedii, Wood, Proc. Acad. Phil, 1S69, p. 169; C.
luteus, Douglas, var. Weedii, Baker, la Joum. Linii. ioc,
vol. xiv., p. 309.

has also been called C. citrinus. Mr. Baker con-

siders the present plant to be a variety of C. luteus,

differing in the circumstance that the petals are not
spotted, whilst their whole surface, not a part

only, is covered with long brownish hairs. The
flowers are described as " saturate aurantiaca," but

as shown the colour was pure yellow (flava).

Trees and Shrubs,— •

SPIRiEA BUMALDA.
This is a very dwarf shrub, not more than 18 to

23 inches in height. The flowers, which are rosy-

pink, are produced in great profusion, and last a

considerable time. Planted in open spots in mixed
shrubberies at a suitable distance from the edge of

the border, or if used as a flowering plant for

groundwork amongst neatly-kept ornamental shrubs,

the effect is very pleasing. Cuttings of young shoots

may be rooted under a close handlight, and will soon

grow into nice-sized plants. [The variety of this

species called Anthony Waterer is much better. Ed.J

Spih.ea callosa alba

also grows to about tbe same in height, but the

flowers are pure white, making it a suitable com-
panion to the above-named. The flowers of both

are produced with large flat heads, and might be used

in several ways with good effect.

Spisjsa Nobleana

is a much taller and stronger-growing shrnb, and

when planted in a suitable spot, produces a very fine

effect. The flowers, which are produced at the ends

of the shoots in large-branched heads, are of a rosy-

red colour, and the plant may be said to be one of

the best of its kind.

Rhus Cotinus (Cob-web oh Wio Tree),

We have a nice shrub of this now smothered

with its purplish feathary inflorescence, which is

now a striking feature in the shrubberies. It ii

growing in a somewhat poor light shallow soil. To
see this shrub in its full beauty, it should stand

well clear of its neighbours, and never be allowed to

get over-crowded. S, Markham, Merewori'. Cast'^,

FRUIT-WINES.
Thbbe has recently been published, in a largs

volume of 4(i2 pages, the report of the thirteenth

meeting, at Breslan, of the German pomologists and

fruit growers, and of the German Pomological

Society. Two reports, devoted to the present con-

dition of the wine-making industry in Germany, are

of considerable interest. After many experiments,

it is now possible to make, with proper materials, a

good, pure, palatable beverage. There are a great

many kinds of barms or yeasts (Saccharomyces), but

not all give a good result. Tbe Saccharomyces

apiculatus, which is formed in the fruit-juice, is not

sufiicient to ferment the juice thoroughly. There-

fore it was necessary to find varieties of barm which

would answer the purpose better. Experiments

showed that there are better barms, and moreover, that

it the juice ferments by means of these in a few days,

the above-named apiculate barm is not formed. Tbe
experiments proved further that the different species

of barm have biological peculiarities, viz., that

different varieties impart varying flavours to the

beverage. So it is possible to give to the same juice

a different bouquet or flavour, according to the kind

of yeast with which it is fermented. The next

problem was to raise pure specimens of tbe different

varieties of barm, and to test these in the juice.

That was done, and now fruit-juices are fermented

by barm obtained from Grape-wine. To suppress

the original apiculate barm, which is chiefly formed

in the fruit-juice daring the first few days, whilst

the quantity of alcohol is still small, i small quan-

tity of ammonia tartrate (iO grammes per hectolitre)

is added to the juice (1 gramme = 15 grains, 1 hec-

tolitre = 22 gals.). Besides this, the quantity of
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barm added to the juice is of great importance. The

same qaantity of Goo«eberry juice during twenty-

four hours gives the following results :

—

Quantity oE

Barm.
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that will be popular for bedi. Of Visconnteta Folke-

itone it is not necessary to say more than that no

Rose i> more beautiful. One cannot get tired of its

lovely flowers. A new Rose of great beauty, and

recently given an Award of Merit, is a seedling

raised by Mr. A. H, Gray, of Bath, and called Aliater

Stella Gray, It blooms like a Noisette, in clusters,

and both early and late ; the flowers very pretty in

the bud, the centre of a lovely Apricot shade,

passing to white when fully expanded. It will be

found valuable for cuttinp, the long pretty buds

being of great use for button-holes, and whether

under glass or in the open it is very fine, the growth

As those who visit exhibitions well know, Messrs.

FanI have a fine collection of garden Roses, such as

Janet's Pride, the Sweet Briar variety shown by

them BO well at the last Temple show ; the flowers

are semi- double, touched with crimson, and striped

with a brighter shade. It will make a good hedge

Rose. The Polyantha varieties were in full bloom.

Two splendid plants of the Prairie Rose, Rosa

setigera, were very beautiful on stout stakes, over

which the growth had rambled; an abund-

ance of flowers were produced, displaying various

shades of rose—a fine garden Rose, such as one

would like to see more of. Also in flower was a

CHARLES MOORE, OF SYDSEY.

robust, quite of climbing character, and the flowers

produced with much freedom.

Besides the beautiful climbing single Rose, Car-
mine Pillar, already described, several Noisettes or

hybrid forms, very much like true Teas, are of note,

as this Nursery is rich in such types, Gastave Regis

is one of the best known. It has exquisite buds,

long-pointed, and yellow-orange in the centre, the

colour getting lighter as the flowers expand.

Madame Fernet Dncher is delicately scented and
colonred ; and then we have such kinds as the Climb-

ing La France, and Oakmont, an American climbing

Rose, the flowers brilliant rose in colour, and very

pretty. It is reputed excellent for under glass in

winter. A new hybrid, with much of the China
character about it, is Frances Bloxam, a charming
pillar Rose, flowering freely in summer and autumn,
the colour salmon-rose, a distinct and clear shade.

Rose called Rasanlicb, from which the otto of Roses

is procured in Bulgaria, a double, very sweet-

scented form. AH the Rngosas are grown ; one,

the American form, with very large crimson fragrant

flowers. One might, however, write a volume on
the fine old garden Roses grown in this Nursery.

Visitor.

CHARLES MOORE.
These must be some occult co-relation between the

name of Moore and the study of botany and horti-

cultare. There was David Moore of Glasnevin, and

he was succeeded by his son " Fred," who presides

over the garden in a fashion worthy of his lineage.

There was Thomas Moore of Chelsea, and of the

Gardeners' Chronide, of Fern repute, but an inde-

fatigable worker in most branches of horticulture.

There is Spencer Le Marchant Moore, well known
in botanical circles ; and afar off", but often brought
to mind, is Charles Moore, of the Sydney Botanic
Garden. Of him and his work we had occasion to

speak when chronicling the awards of the Veildi
medals, but we were not able at the tinn
to present his portrait with those of the otiier

medallists. We are now, however, in a position t'l

do this. We may refer to our previous notice for

some details as to the career of Mr. Charles Moori'.

who is a brother of the late Dr. David Moore < f

Glasnevin. It must suffice here to recall tho
fact that Mr. Moore has had the direction of

the Sydney Botanic Garden for forty-six years,

and is now the only public servant in any of

the Australian colonies appointed by the Imperial

Government. Mr. Moore was recommended for the

post in 1847 by the late Dr. Lindley, Editor of this

Journal, to Earl Grey. Mr. Moore is, we are glad to

know, in the enjoyment of good health, and visitor i

to the Sydney Garden return to sound the praises of

the Garden and its energetic director. The recently-

published Handbook of the Flora of New South Wales

will serve to keep Mr. Moore in touch with the

botanists of this side of the world, and add to the

chaplet of honour which, as we have seen, is

connected with the name of Moore.

Colonial Notes.

QU'APPELLE, NORTH-WEST PROVINCE,
CANADA.

The very pretty Sage Brush is to be met with in a

greater or less degree all over the seemingly inter-

minable prairie of the North-west Territory of

Canada. You may meet with it round about the

edges of the bluffs intermingled with other subjects,

such as the red and black Cherry, the Saskatoon, and

different varieties of Willow, and you will come
across it in large or small patches right away in the

open, where no other shrub or tree are within sight,

though the line of vis ion may extend for miles in

any direction, and the further south the more abun-

dant does this said Sage shrub become. Thousands

of travellers by the Canadian Pacific Railway

will doubtless have noticed its greenieh-grey-

silvery and seemingly dust-covered foliage. The
plant (a species of Artemisia) does not appear

to be particular as to soil, though it is more
profuse where light, sandy, or stony soils obtain.

The plant bears close-set clusters of small cup-

shaped yellow flowers, which smell like honey. The
flowers are succeeded by berries [?], which at first

are pale green, but when ripe, the seed, which is

exceedingly bard, is enclosed within a pure white

pulpy substance, the skin of which is smooth and

bright. The berry [?], when fully ripe, is about the

size of a very fine Black Currant. I do not remember

having seen this shrub in the Old Country. Though

generally supposed to be a mere shrub, the Nev)

York Sun says so high an authority as the Enci/-

clopadia Britannica refers to it as growing in

" treeless valleys and slopes." It will astonish most

persons to know that it sometimes grows to such

proportions as to provide a section of country with

trees of its own wood, producing groves of thict-

trnnked and comparatively tall trees, instead of mere

weeds. Professor Elwood Mead, the State engineer

of Wyoming, while exploring the northern end of

central parts of that State last summer, came upon

a district where the Sage Brush thrived thus gigan-

tically. Many of the Sage trees that he saw were

18 feet high, with trunks at least a foot in diameter.

This was in the Big Horn Basin, east of the

National Yellowstone Park, and north-east of the

Wind River Indian Reservation, where the No Wood

River joins the Big Horn. Prairie chicks and bluff'

partridges feed upon the young leaves and berries of

the Sage Brush. 7. S. J. [We are at a loss to know

what is meant. Ed.].

New South Wales.

JuMralian Sandarach.—la the Agricultural Gazette

of New South Wales for May, Mr. Maiden calls

attentiop to this product, which is not utilised in
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AuBtralia, though Algerian Sandarach ia imported

in considerable qaantities at a high price. Austra-

lian Sandarach, it appears, is identical, chemically

and physically, with th« African prodact, and is

yielded by various species of " Cypress Pine»," or

Callitris, of which twelve species exist in Australia,

C. verrucosa and C. calcarata being the most

important from an economic point of view. The
collection of the resin is one of those minor indus-

tries which could be undertaken by a family of

children. Sandarach is used medicinally, but chiefly

Rs a varnish. The " pounce " used for drying ink

before the introduction of blotting-paper was made
of this substance. The price varies according to

qnality, from 41s. to 56s., and even to 125s. per cwt.

Beisbanb.

Rice Growing for Market.—A recent balletia of

the Department of Agriculture, Brisbane, Queens-

land, gives an excellent summary of the history of

K cp, together with methods of cultivation and of

preparation of the grain.

Jamaica.

Mr. Jenman continues in the Bulletin of the

Botanic Department , Jamaici, his synoptical list of the

Ferns of this island, which doubtless he will reprint

later on in some more accessible form.

St. Kitts,

Mr. C. A. Barber has published, in the form of a

supplement to the Leeward Idands Gazette, a paper

on the "Cultivation of Sugar-cine," with especial

reference to the diseases which attack it. Of these

the most importtint is the rind fungus, determined

by Mr. Massee to be Trichosphseria sacchari, whose

mischievous nature was first pointed out by Mr.

Hart, of Trinidad. The disease is now universally

distributed in countries where the cane is grown.

Mr. Barber concludes that the fungus has been in

the West Indies for many years. The fungus is the

greatest enemy, and the moth-borer is its greatest

ally. The fungus rots the cane, and the caterpillar

of the moth-borer opens the door for it. The
general remedial principles are therefore, says Mr,

Birber, (1) to destroy the moth-borer, (2) to render

the cane capable of resisting the fungns, (3) to

replace the diseased canes by healthy ones. Mr.
Barber proceeds at some length to indicate the

means of carrying out these measures.

Antigua.

In connection with this cane disease, Mr. Watts,

in the previously-named publication, details the

measures taken in Antigua to circumvent the dread

disease. The Bourbon cane has been shown to be

specially liable ta be attacked, and hfnce Mr. Watts
and others are now experimenting with other

varieties, in the hope of finding one equally pro-

ductive, but less liable to disease.

Mr. Tillson has issued his report on the condition

of the Botanical Station, Antigua. The rainfall for

the year amounted to 41 '23 inches, the greatest

amount in any one month being in September, when
7'84 inches fell ; the smallest quantity was in

February, when r74 inches were measured. In the

wet season ram falls on as many as twenty days in

the month. In the dry season rain falls on from
three to six days. Much activity in the introduction

^nd cultivation of useful plants has been manifested

,

The WEEK'S Work.
THE OBCHID HOUSES.

jBi/ W. H. White. Orchid Grotoer, Burford, Dorking.

DENDR0BIUM3.—The season is now approaching
when many plants of the deciduous section of Den-
drobium will be completing their growth, and when
this has been fully made it is necessary to remove
the plants to a cooler and drier atmosphere, where
they may receive the benefit of full sunshine, so as
to fully consolidate and thoroughly bring the newly-
made growths to maturity. But I do not advise
their removal from their growing quarters imme-
diately the terminal leaf at the extremity of the

bulbs is completed, for it is better where prac-

ticable to select a position on one side of

this house, where more light and air can be

admitted, and less moisture given them. They
should also be gradually exposed to the sun

earlier in the morning, and the blinds pulled up
before the usual time in the afternoon. Should

showery weather continue there is no neces-

sity for nsing the shading at every outburst of

sunshine, as these plants will stand a considerable

amount of solar light at this period. It is, how-
ever, a great mistake to entirely withhold water so

soon as the growths are made np, because at this

stage, if the plants receive a check through

keeping them too dry, they frequently make fresh

breaks, and the plants are considerably weakened,

I have lately visited several collections, and have

seen much injury from such treatment. In order

to retain a vigorous and healthy constitotion,

everything appertaining to the drying and the

resting of these plants mnst be gradual. At the

present time those few plants that have completed

their growth are sending out freely from the

earlier made roots a quantity of yonng rootlets

;

these should be encouraged, for upon them no doubt

depends very greatly the quality of the future blooms.

Until they have made considerable progress, there-

fore, water must be carefully applied, and when they

have obtained a firm hold of the compost, or around
the sides of the pot, place the plants where little or

no shading is used, such as is afforded by an ordi-

nary greenhouse or vinery, taking care to select a

position where they will be free from draught or

cold winds. When fully exposed to clear sunshine,

the leaves soon turn yellow, but although unsightly,

they should not be pulled or cut off, but allowed to

fall away naturally. Careful judgment should be

exercised in watering the plants wheii at rest; it is

only the grower who studiously attends to their

leqnirements in this respect who knows when they

are really dry and when not, because oftentimes,

after a hot sunny day, the sphagnum on the surface

appears dry, while underneath it is the reverse, and
if the plants are watered again the following day,

the roots are kept in a constantly saturated con-

dition. Therefore, when once a thorough watering

has been given, the plants should receive no more
until the whole compost has become dry. Up to

the time of writing we have removed a few of each
of the following varieties :—D. Wardianum, D.
nobile, D. crassinode, I) splendidissimum grandi-

flornm X D. lituiflorum, D. heterocarpuro, D. crys-

tallinum, and D. Aspasia X ; also several hybrids of

D. Ainsworthiixand D. Findleyanum parentage, viz.,

D. melanodiscus X . D. chrysodiscus X , &c. There
are still many plants of the decidnous specier, also

those of the evergreen section that have not yet

completed their growth, which should receive

encouragement, regularly supplying them with heat
and moisture until they are so far matured that they

may be gradually dried and hardened off. Another
heat-lovingspecies is D.chrysanthum, and it is of easy

cultivation, and a free flowering plant. It also makes
one of the best basket plants that can be grown.
Suspended from the roof the numerous wax-like
golden flowers are seen to the best advantage. This
well-known Dendrobium has no particular season of
flowering, but will bloom either sprins, summer, or
autumn, according to the treatment afforded it. A
large specimen here has just flowered, and will at
once be subjected to the ordinary resting treat-

ment.

M0RM00E8, CYCNOCHES, CATASETUMS, ETC.
—The different species of Mormodes, Cjcnoches, and
Catasetum being deciduous, will also require a season
of rest, and immediately each plant has completed
its growth, it should be removed to the Mexican
house, where they may receive all the sunlight obtain-
able. This is an important point towards success,
and unless the pseudobnibs are thoroughly ripened
by the sun, it is next to impossible to prevent their
deterioration. Could we but get sufficient bright
snnshine when the bulbs are approaching maturity, we
should be better able to give the plants an increased
supply of water ; the plants would then be able to take
np sufficient nourishment to snstain them throughout
the resting season. It is best, however, to give just
enough water to keep the compost moist, but later

on as the leaves commence to turn yellow and fall

off, water must be nearly discontinued. Bletia hya-
cinthina, like the above-mentioned species also

requires a rest. At the present time our plants are
standing out-of-doors fully exposed to the sun but
sheltered from the north and east winds, where
they will remain until cold nights arrive.

THE HABDY FKUIT aASDEN.
By T. Tubtow, Gardener, Maiden SrUgh, Beading.

THE MORELLO CHERRY.—As soon as the trees

on walls have been cleared of fruit, cut out all the
superfluous shoots and those which have fruited this

season, tying in as many shoots as may be necessary
f ir securing a crop of fruit next year. Bash and
stondard trees may be treated similarly, cutting

out some of the weaker shoots and those which have
fruited, but the operation may be leas severe than in

the case of wall trees. Dip the tips of any shoots
infested with black aphis in tobacco liquor or other

insecticide, and in bad cases syringe well the whole
of the tree with soap-suds after it has been nailed,

which will be more effectual if some tobacco liquor

or petroleum is added.

STRAWBERRIES.— It is good practice to make
provision for obtaining early runners next season by
planting out at this time from fifty to one hundred
plants, according to the nnmber of runners that will be

required ; the flower-stems shonld be removed as soon
as they show themselves in the spring, and strong

runners will be ready for layering soon after the

middle of June. Fifty plants can be depended upon
to produce from 400 to 500 runners by the time
mentioned. If such method is adopted, it will be

unnecessary to draw from the fruiting plantations,

which for many reasons is an advantage.

Where Onions are ripe enough to be cleared off the

land, no more suitable ground can be got for them,
and it will only require to be cleaned by hoeing and
raking. The plants should be put out at a distance

of 3 feet from row to row, and 15 to 18 inches apart

in the row, the latter distance being preferable if

the plants are strong. Go over the plantations

again for runners, and repeat this as often as they

may require it. In some land the plants begin to

die off when they are one year old, and any gaps
caused in this way should be made good with the

strongest of the layered plants, or, better still, from
the plants prepared for forcing. We make it a
practice to pot a few extra for this purpose.

If the forced plants of Vicomtesse H. de Thury were
planted out they will have set some fruit by this

time, and some litter should be placed under them,
or Grass trimmings which do not contain seeds are

even more suitable, and this season are easy to

obtain.

APPLES AND PEARS.—In gardens where black-

birds and thrushes «t/ound, and where they attack

the softer- fruited kinds of Apples and Pears, much
attention will now be demanded from the gardener
to protect the cioi^, unless some steps are taken to

trap or in other ways lessen their number. We
trap large numbers in the netting over the Goose-
berry quarter. After gathering all the finest fruits,

sufficient are left as bait for them ; the net being

lifted up at one end to allow the birds to enter, is

well secured at the other parts. The net is also

made to project at one end for a few feet, and about
the size of a sack, thus making a doub'e trap, by
which they are the more easily caught. If the trees

are too large to be netted over, any particularly fine

specimens may be effectually protected fiom the

blue headed tom-tit by placing a collar of stout

paper over the base of the fruit, and the aperture

made to pass the stalk through, closing by pinning
it up, and placing small nets under the fruits to

protect them in the event of their falling.

NUTS.— Cobs and Filberts are exceedingly plen-

tiful this season, but if the squirrels be unchecked
they will quickly clear off all the finest nuts, so

that a sharp look out must now be kept for them,
and resort had to the gun in the event of their

finding them out.

PLANTS UNDEB OLASS.
By J. F. MoLeod, Gardener, Dover House, Eoehampton, S. W.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.— Plants which have
been grown for autumn display will under favourable

conditions have filled their pots with roots, and with

a view to sustaining the essential vigour of the

plants, recourse must be had to feeding, which may
be done by liquids or solids, preferably the latter in

a season such as the present. Give them a top-

dressing with a reliable artificial manure, say Clay's

Fertiliser, or Thomson's Vine and Plant Manure,
either of which may be applied, at the rate of a
dessert spoonful to a 5inch pot of rich loam, which,
when well mixed, will be a safe and eflScient tonic.

Freely expose the plants to the sun, that a hard and
well-ripeued condition be the result, and when the
weather permits, remove the lights from the frames
in which they are growing. The double and semi-
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doable forma ahoald be more nameroai than the
(ingle varietiea, as the former are ao much more
uaefal in a cat state. Amongst the beat of these
are Aglaia, Charles Lalande, F. V. Rispail, Germania,
Toulouse, Circe, and Triomphe de France. Single-
flowered varieties may inc'ude Agnes, Duchess of

Portland, Hecla, Jubilee, Etna, Puritan, and Clara

Palethorpe. The show and fancy varieties should
now be cut back somewhat closely, keeping the

roots dry until such time as satisfactory

growths have formed, when they may be shaken out

and repotted into rich loamy soil, into which has

been well mixed a good proportion of sand. Stand
them near the glass in pits, and moisten the foliage

twice daily.

FUCHSIAS.—Prolong the flowering season of

partly exhausted plants by a regular application of

farmyard-drainings, where this can be done without
giving offence ; but in other cases a less pungent
fertiliser should be substituted. Young stock for

late autumn service needing potting should be
attended to at once, that the wood can be sufli-

ciently ripened before cold weather sets in. A little

pinching of the shoots, in order to obtain a pleasing
shape, may be done, but anything approaching
formality should be strictly avoided.

AURICULAS.—^The ahow varieties should now be
overhauled, potting those which require it into fibry

loam and sand, with a slight addition of dried cow-
dung; the soil, which should be fairly dry, must be
pressed firmly about the roots, removing all offsets,

which may afterwards be placed singly into thumb-
pots, or three in a 3-iach pof, to avoid handling
again at a future date. The frame or pit into
which they are to be placed should be thoroughly
cleaned, the wood»vork and glass with soft-soap, rain-
water, and a little paralKn, and the walls should be
coated over with lime, into which has been added a
little paraffin.

TREE CARNATIONS —Remove all flower-buds as
they appear, pinching off at the same time a portion
of the growtha. Encourage young atock for flowering
next season by repotting any that require it, and
a'.tend to watering;. In hot weather the plants may
be syringed over in the afternoon and evening.

THE WARM FERN HOUSE.—Early removal of the
d'cayed fronds will be necessary in maintaining
a fresh and clean appearance. The potting of
any particular sort may still be carried out,
but the season is too far advanced for this work
to be done generally with advantage. A fresh
batch of pots and pans of the various Selaginellas
should be put in the warmer end of the house,
until fully established ; the annual autumn over-
hauling may well be deferred for some time.
Begonias of the Rex type usually outgrow their
quarters, and should be removed and smaller plants
substituted ; the large leaves will, however, prove
useful, for if treated as advised in a previoua issue,

they will readily form plants. Panicums, Fittonias,
Sjnerilas, and such subjects should also be replaced
by younger stock, the varied colours of these latter
contrasting well with the fresh gre^n colour of the
Ferns. A few Caladiums may also be introduced

;

and another subject having a good efl"ect in the
bouse, though it does not last so long as some others,
is the Globe Amaranth.

THE FIjOWER garden.
Bv John Lambi:rt, Gardener, Powis Castle, Welshpool.

ROSES.—Continue to bud these at every favour-
able opporfunity, and if there should come dry
weather, afford them plenty of water. Cuttings of
China and Teas may be put in as soon as the growths
become sufficiently firm. Where it is wished to
have a supply of autumn blooms, the plants should
b9 pinched back and every encouragement given to
induce fresh growths, which must be kept free from
insects by frequent syringing, both with clear water
and with insecticides. Beds of Roses will need con-
stant attention in regard to keeping removed all dead
blooms, and all superfluous shoots. Should the sur-
face-soil become caked, it should be lightly forked
over, and then given a good soaking of mannre-
water.

CREEPERS.—Plants of Tropiolum canarienae,
T. Ball of Fire, Cobuji scandens, Nasturtlnms. La-
thyrus, &c., will need attention every few days.
Thin out the shoots a little, and give a tie in places
where wind may prove disastrous to them.

SHRUBS. — Many of the deciduous ahrubs,

puch as Cratscgus, Chestnata, Lilacs, Maples, and

PrunuB, may now be budded. When it is wiahed
to bud treea of any aize with another variety,
as may be the case with Crataguf, which have been
unsatisfactory, they should be cut well back daring
the previous season, and young growths encouraged,
the best placed of which may be chosen for operating
on. In selecting the buds, let that portion of the
young growths next to the older wood be chosen,
provided the buds are plump, and not injured by
frost. Care must be taken to ascertain that the
bark may be easily lifted before commencing
operations.

VERBENAS.—Beds of these will require to be
gone over and the aeed pods removed, if it is desired
to obtain the best results, and they should be kept
well-thinned by having a portion of the weaker
shoots removed to let plenty of sun and air in
amongst the plants, which will do much to prevent
mildew; a pest certain to attack them when they
are allowed to become weakly through over-crowd-
ing. Cuttings taken now, will soon root if placed
in a cold frame with a very slight bottom heat, and
these will form a good stock to propagate from in the
spring.

AZALEA MOLLIS, ETC.—Beds of these which
were cut by severe frosts in the spring, and were
therefore late in making growths, should be given
a good soaking of manure-water as soon aa the
weather permits. Plants of the Ghent section
which should ere now have had all the seed-poda
removed may be treated similarly, also any plants
which, having been forced, were afterwards planted
out in the reserve garden. Seedlings in boxes
should be pricked-off as soon as they can be conve-
niently handled, and kept close for a few days to
enable them to obtain a fresh root- hold.

SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.—Where spring bed-
ding is employed, the various plants which have, as
previously advised, been planted out in the reserve
garden, or on a north border, must be looked over,
and if necessary the stock may be increased either by
cuttings or division. Aljssum and Iberis of the
different varieties may be propagated by cuttings of
the young growths, choosing those of the firmest
texture, which if a frame or handlight be not avail-
able, may be dibbled firmly into a bed composed of
rather light soil on a north border, where they will

soon root, if ordinary attention be given as regards
water, &c. When they have taken root the tops
should be pinched out, to induce bushy growth.
Saxifrages are a'so useful for this purpose, the com-
mon umbroaa, granulatx, and several others being
amongst the best ; these may still be propagated by
carefully dividing the growths with roots attached,
which should then be planted out as advised. Aubrie-
tias and Arabis may also be propagated by division,

which, if carefully done, will ensure a few roots being
attached to each particle.

w&uiva tJtiDEa (jLAsg.
S^ BilLKY WkDDS, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Vorh.

KEEPING GRAPES—Ripe fruit will require con-
siderable attention and protection at this season
from flies, wasps, and other enemies. Muslin bags
will keep off flies and wasps, but they encourage
mould and decay in the berries, and are not to be
recommended. Wasps are not so troublesome this

season as they were last, and unless a sudden invasion

of them should take place, it ia better not to use

netting or any other covering over the ventilators,

or to stop the free circulation of fresh air in any way.

Keep plenty of Tomato plants growing in pots, and
place them about the vineries. Lijok carefully over

the benches, and remove all decayed berries. Daring
damp weather give a little fire-heat about every

other day, with abundance of air, leaving the top
ventilators of the house open all night. If there are

not many bunches left on the Vines, the better plan
is to remove them as soon as possible, and they will

keep in good condition for some time if cut with a
good portion of wood and foliage, and placed in bottles

of water in the fruit or Grape-room. Attention may
then be given to the thorough cleaning of Vines that

are infested in any way with inseci pests ; and before

the season is far advanced the Grape-room should
be well cleaned throughout, and white - washing,
painting, &c., attended to. One of these useful

rooms should be in every garden where there are

many Grapes grown, as very little expense ia required

in fitting them with strong wood and iron racks,

fixed against the wall about 18 inches apart. I find

the ordinary claret bottle with a wide mouth the
most useful for holding the Grapes ; they hold a good

supply of water, and will admit a strong Vine shoot
well into the bottle, which is an advantage. Abun-
dant ventilation should be provided back and front,
and these ventilators should be covered with per-
forated zinc or small-mesh wire netting to keep
out wasps and flies. A flow-and-return 4-inch hot-
water pipe should run round the room, for reducing
excessive moisture when required. The most con-
venient situation for this room is that adjoining the
fruit-room, and a good position for both ia against
the north wall, and as near the vineries as possible.

APRICOTS.—Apricots in glass sheds or hou8ea,or
those growing in pots, that have carried heavy crops
of fruit will need careful attention to root-watering,
and as soon as the crop is all gathered, a thorough
washing of the trees with the hose-pipe or garden-
engine should be given to clean them from insect
pests. In cold districts where the outside crops of
these useful fruits are uncertain, the glass-shed
system should be adopted. These glass-sheds rest on
one side on a low wall, and the other on iron pillars

and are left quite open. The trees are planted against
the open side, the roots running into an outside
border, and the trees are trained to a trellis under the
glass. It is quite an old plan, but it is just what the
trees and fruit require, protection from rough weather,
with abundance of air at all times. Afford care
to young trees, tieing and training them as soon
as they require it, and see that the early ties are not
too tight; it is often the forerunner of canker and
decay in the trees. Where new plantations are in con-
templation, sheds should be built and new borders
made during the autumn months, so that the trees
may be planted at the fall of the leaf, which is a great
advantage.

THE KITOHEHT QABDEN.
Bi/ Arthur Coombes, Gardener, Himlsy Hall, DwUey.

CAULIFLOWERS.— It is now time to commence
the sowing of these, which are to stand over the
winter under frames or other protection. No variety
succeeds better than Early London. The small
early kinds of Cauliflowers are more satisfactory
when sown in heat in .January ; they come in

quite as early as if sown in autumn, and bat few of
them head in prematurely, whereas if sown now a
large percentage of them are liable to do so.

Where the garden Ilea very low, and is subject to
much fog and damp, I would prefer sowing all

varieties in heat in January to doing so now. Where
autumn sowings are likely to succeed, an open aunny
position away from shade of any kind must be
chosen for the seed-bed, and after digging or forking
the ground, which should be well broken up, sow
the seed thinly in shallow drills G inches apart, after

which cover the beds over, and protect from birds.

LETTUCES —Sowings should be made forthwith
of such hardy kinds as Black-seeded Bath, Hick's
Hirdy Cos, All the Year Round, and Stanstead
Park Cabbage varieties. An open position should be
chosen, and if the ground be at all pasty, add dry
soil about the seeds. Transplant in quantity from
the previous sowings, ao as to have plenty to life

and place in frames later on.

BASIL.—Sow now in boxes or pans for a supply

of green leaves during winter, using a light free soil,

and avoid crowding the seeds. Place for the present

in a cold frame, and when tha young plants appear,

attend carefully to the watering.

CHERVIL.—If green Chervil ia in much rf quest, it

is adviaable to sow now on a warm border, subse-

quently planting a portion of the thinnings in a cold

frame to furnish leaves in the winter, when that

outside may be frozen or covered with snow. A
light soil, not over rich, is most suited to its require-

ments, and the drills should be about 6 inches apart.

If a few aeeda are scattered at the foot of a south or

west wall, they will afford plants which will be useful

in the spring.

GENERAL WORK.—The planting out of Broccoli

and Borecoles should now be brought to a close as

speedily as po8aible,and every partof the garden ahould

ba cropped to ita utmost capacity; there should not be

any vacant land now. Runner Beans that have

reached the top of the sticks should be topped, and

when gathering, care ahould be taken that none are

left to become old, or they will grow on, forming

aeed at the expense of others that are forming.

The frequent showers of late have made it difficult

to ply the hoe, and weeds are again in the ascendant

;

where any are advanced, hand-weeding should be

resorted to without delay, ao that seeding may ba

positively prevented.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.

I

Shrewsbury Great Floral Fete (two
days).

Kingswood, St. George's, and West
Gloucestershire Horticultural So-

ciety, at Kingswood, near Bristol.

8ALEP.
( Special Trade Sale of Dutch Bulbs

MONDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

Alio. 20-^ and Lilium Harrisi at Prothero)

I & Morris' Rooms at 13.

( Special Trade Sale of Dutch Bulbs
AUG.33-? atProtheroe & Morris" Rooms at

( 12.

. n. (Orchids at Protheroe & Morris*
AUG. «-j Rooms at 12 30.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OB.SERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.—61°'4.

Thf, Oxford meeting has been a

As' Nation
2''^** s°f'°^^^' Lord Salisbury's

judicial address gave satisfaction

to most folk. His reminder of the extent of

our ignorance was wholesome, though the sting

was partly removed at the very same meeting by

two evidences of progress, the announcement

of the discovery of a probably new element,

and by the exhibition of the prothallia of

a Lycopodium. An address like Lord Salis-

bury's would not have Ijeen possible a

quarter of a century ago, when Bishop Wilbeb-
FoncE uttered futile fulminations on matters he

did not understand, and indulged in personalities

for which he was well and deservedly trounced by

Professor Huxlby. Since then the principle of

evolution has triumphed all along the line,

and in spite of the acknowledged deficiencies

in our knowledge Lord Salisbury could

but bless what his forbears condemned as

false. Section D, Biology, was presided over by

Professor Bay'lby Balfour, who, after alluding

to the death of Professor Romanes, and to the

changed conditions under which botany is now
studied, devoted the greater part of his address

to the subject of Forestry. We greatly rejoice

at this as a sign that some day we may expect

the Association and the University to recog-

nise the claims of cultural science, in-

cluding the principles of Agriculture, Horticul-

ture, and Forestry, and their application to

practice far more fully than they do now. Prof.

Balfoitr sketched the present state of forestry

in this country, and enforced the necessity for

placing its study on a proper footing. The
establishment of teaching stations in state-forests

is one of the essentials for forestry in Great
Britain, because the true solution for the Forestry

question is to be found in the diffusion of accu-

rate knowledge of forest science. Prof. Bal-
four went on to show that the practical aspects

of Botany were not sufficiently considered now-
a-days, that whilst chemistry and physics were
turned to utilitarian purposes, botanists confined

their attention too exclusively to matters of pure
science—"To botanists we must look in the first

instance for the propagation of the scientific

knowledge upon which this large industry must
rest. They must be the apostles of forestry.

And Forestry in turn will react upon their treat-

ment of Botany. Botany cannot thrive in a

purely introspective atmosphere. It can only
live by keeping in touch with the national life,

and the path by which it may at the present time
bestdothisis offered by forestry." If to forestry

be added gardening, market-gardening, and agri-

culture, including vegetable pathology, we
fully concur with the Professor.

The part which Horticulture plays in pro-
moting the welfare of the nation in many ways

is only partially appreciated by the public, owing

to the notion, fostered unintentionally by flower-

shows, that gardening is an amusement only.

The scientific aspects of horticulture were

thoroughly appreciated by the late Charles
Darwin, who found countless instances among
cultivated plants to support his views of pro-

gressive development and of retrogression, and yet

up till now we do not remember that the subject

has ever been taken up by the Association.

Among the foreign botanical members pre-

sent at the meeting, we note the names of

Professor Douglas H. Campbell of the Uni-

versity of California, Erbbba of Brussels,

FocKE of Bremen (Hybrids), Kny, Pfeffeb
and Peingsheim of Berlin, Riley (late Govern-

ment Entomologist, U.S.A.), and Strass-

BUBGEB, the latter of whom we are delighted

to see received the academic distinction of

D.C.L. from the University. The botanists were

mostly housed in Magdalen College, in close

proximity to the Botanic Garden and Library

;

but the way in which their meeting-place was

changed from day to day was anything but

pleasant.

Some botanical papers of much interest were

read, and Professor Stbassbubqeb exhibited

the prothallia of a Lycopodium, which pos-

sessed groat attraction for the members from
its intrinsic interest and the rarity of its

ooourrence ; but on the whole the character of

the papers amply bore out the President's

remarks. Miss Benson's paper extending the

researches of Teeub by showing that the ovules

of some of the Amentiferre are fertilised through
the chalaza instead of through the micropyle,

is, of course, most interesting and suggestive to

botanists ; but the facts are too new and too

isolated at present to enable us to take them,
as some have already done, as the basis of a

scheme of classification. To found a classifica-

tion on such a small number of ascertained facts

is to court failure. In the meantime, what will

the outsider make out of the title of this paper,
" On the Phylogenetio Position of the Chalazo-

gamio AmentiferjB ?
"

To-day, 1 hursday, parties of the Association

are to visit Windsor and Reading, at which
latter place they are to visit the establishment of

Messrs. Sutton.

Magnolia WaT80NI.*—Tois ia a comparatively

new Japanese deciduous Magnolia, named by Sir

JosKPH Hooker in compliment to Mr. Watson of

Kew. It forms a small tree, which produces leaves

and Sowers at the same time. The margins of the

leaves are edged with a narrow yellow band. The
flowers are cream-coloured, the filaments of the
stamens crimson. For the rest, our illnetration

(fig. 2',l) gives a good idea of the plant, for a full

botanical description of which we refer to t. 7157
of the Botanical Maga:ine. Mr. W. G. Smith's
drawing was taken from a plant exhibited in the

course of this snmmer at the Royal Horticaltnral

Society by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons.

Monthly Meeting at Ghent. — At the

August meeting of the Chambre Syndicale des Ilor-

ticulteurs Beiges and la Soci^tfi Royale d'Agriculture

et de Botanique of Ghent the following awards were
made:—Certificates of Merit for Ceratolobas con-

color, for Zilacca nitida (« VunanimiK)^ and for a

hybrid Cypripedium (iniigne Chantini X Lawrencia-

num), all three staged by M. Em. Da Cock. Other
Certificates were awarded for Alocasia Watsonii
(par rappel) and for a seedling CrotOD, both from
M. Ch. Petrick ; also for Cypripedium Charlesworthi

(par acclamation), from M. Ed. Pynaert ; for

Begonia striata, from M. Aug. Toeflfaert ; for a

* Magnolia Watsoni. J, D. Hooker in Bot. Afar;. (1890,
t. 7157.'

Cochin-Chinese species of Cycae, from la Soci^ti

Horticole of Ghent; and for Drarsena indivise,

variegata, from M. Millet-Richard. M. Jules Hye
was awarded a Botanical Certificate for a species of

Catasetam. Certificates of Merit for cultivation

and blooming were awarded to Philodendrum Cor-

ainianum (n Vunanimitt), shown by the Ghent
Soci^(6 Horticole ; Agave albicans, from M. C.

Bedinghaus ; Aralia elegantissima, from M. E.

De Smet-Duvivier ; Eacharis amazonica (a I'uiia-

nimitc), from the Ghent Soci6'6 Horticole; and for

Miltonia Morelliana, Odontoglosium brevifolium,

and Vanda Wallichi, all three from M. J. Hye ; also

for Cttrculigo recurvata, fol. var , from the Soci^e

Horticole of Ghent. An Honourable Mention was

awarded to M. Trangot Sweczick, for his collection

of cut flowers of doable-blooming tuberous Begonias.

Bananas ano Plantains.—A very complete

and exhaustive paper on these plants forms the

August number of the Keio Bulletin. It is in reality

a monograph of the genus Musa, though entitled

" A Summary of Information relating to Bananas
and Plantains, with Descriptions of the Species and
principal Varieties of Musa grown for Ornament."

The history, botany, geographical distribution, cnlti-

vation, marketing, the diseases to which they are

subject, the uses to which they may be put, the

chemical composition, are all d^alt with at some
length. Adrantage has been taken of the publica-

tions of Baker and others as to the botany, of

Professor Chohch's researches as to the chemistry,

and, as it would seem, of everything of import-

ance that has been published upon the subject.

Numerous illustrations are supplied, but one defect

remains to be noted—there is neither a general sum-
mary of contents nor an index. Bjth these m'ght
be supplied in the next number of the Bulletin.

Mr. G. Woodqate.—This well- known gardener,

who served the late Lord and Lady Wolverton at

Coombe Warren House, Kingston, for fifteen yearp,

has just been appointed Head Gardener to Sir

Oswald Moslet, Bart., Rolleston Hal), Burton-on-
Trent. Mr. Woodqate, who was for eight years

Secretary to the Kingston Chrysanthemum Society,

retired from office last spring becauee of the con-
tingency that has now arisen. His term has beon
one of peculiar prosp8rity to the Society, as during

that time subscribars have greatly increased.

Mr. Weathers has established at Silver Hall

Nursery, Isleworth, an Orchid exchange or medium,
through which daplicats Orchids of all kinds may be

exchanged, bought, or sold.

Horticultural Shows.—We have received

reports of shows held at Headington (Oxfordshire),

Nuneham Cjurtney (Oxfordshire), Carshalton
(Surrey), and others.

Gratifying Recognition of Services.—
I).-, and Mrs. Izod have presented to Mr. George
HoLDEN, who has been in charge of the gardens at

their residence. The Lammas, ICiher, Surrey, over

ten years, a handsome silver drinking cup, on which
his initials and the date of the presentation are

engraved, together with the monograms of the

donors. When handing the gift over, D-. Izod ex-

pressed the hope that Mr. Holden might continue

in bis service as long as he was spared to rfqiiire

a gardener. Not only is Mr. Holden appreciated

for his devotion to the interests of those whom he

serves, but the way in which he discharges the

duties of Secretary to the Esher Cottage Garden
Society is watched with interest by Dr. and Mrs.

IzoD He has been in that oflice six yearr, and
the Society bids fair to become a firmly-rooted

local institution.

Royal Purveyors of Implements and
Cutlery.— The Standard Manufacturing Com-
pany, St. Alkmund's Churchyard, Derby, who are

makers of horticultural, agricultural and arboricnl-

tural implements and cutlery, &c., have been

appointed as purveyors of horticultural implements

and appliances to Her Msj»Bty the Queen.
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WIDDRINQTONIA Whytei.—We are indebted to

Mr. Medley Wood, of the Natal Botanic Gardens,

for specimens in the seedling stage of the interesting

Widdringtonia Whjtei, recently described in the

Transactions of the Linnean Society, The tree is a

Conifer, inhabiting the moantains of Njassaland in

East Central Africa, and is closely allied to similar

forms in South Africa and Natal, and more remotely

to Aastralian forms. The leaves in the specimen

before ns are in four vertical ranks, but spirally

rather than decussately arranged. Eich leaf is about

2 centimetres long, spreading horizontally, greyish-

green, linear apiculate, with tha midrib on the under

surface prominent between two glaucous stomatic

bands. Upper surface convex, green, midrib prominent

at the base only.

Patriotism. — The Bulletin dArboriculture

pokes a little fun at ns as a nation, on ac-

count of our insular conceit. Here is the story

told by our Belgian friend. " Who was the

first man?" asked an Eoglish teacher of his pupil.

To which the answer came immediately, " The Ddke
of Wellington." " Oh !

" said the tutor, " have you
ni vtr heard ot Adam ? " " Certainly, " was the reply,

' but he was a foreigner !

"

Scottish Horticultural Association.—
The following specimens were exhibited by Mr.
Chapman, Easter Duddingston Lodge, at the meeting
of the above Society held in Edinburgh on Wednesday,
the 8th inst. :— Sprays of Rose Crimson Rambler, cut

from the original plant introduced from Japan in the

year 1879; well-flowered specimens of Ligustrum
inense, Ulearia Haastii, Mutisia decurrens, Des-
fontainea spinosa, Spirsea japonica, S. Lindleyana,

and Podophyllum Emodi in fruit.

"WiLLOWa AND THEIR CULTIVATION."—This
is the title of a paper in the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society for June last, by Mr. E. J
Baillie, of Chester. In this paper the author deals

with the botanical characteristics and classification

of Willows, their trade uses, method of cultivation,

and other matters to which we must recur when our
columns are less crowded.

Mr. Michael Barker, who till now has been
Assistant- Superintendent of the Harvard Botanic
Garden, Cambridge, Mass., writes us that he has
been appointed Superintendent of the Cornell Univer-
sity Experimental Gardens, Ithaca, N.Y.

Seedless Fruits. — We are familiar with
" CurrantJ," those seedless Coiiath Grapes which
form so large a constituent of our Christmas puddings.
We know also of Saltana», of Black Monukkas,
of atoneless Berberries, of liananas, of Poires sana
pepins, aid other cases where the fruit swells, but
wherein the ovules are either not formed, or remain
unfertilised. What is it then that causes the ovary
to ripen into the fruit in such cases ? The answer,
according to M. Mdllb h, is that the swelliog np of
the ovary is due to the stimulus set np by the ger-
mination of the pollen -tubes on the stigma,
even in cases wiiere, from whate>er cause, the
(vule itself, or rather the germ cell within it,

is not and cancot be fertilised. There is]

according to M. Mullee, whose paper in some
S*isa publication is analysed in the Annates Agro-
nomiquei, July 25, a particular vatiety of Grape
known as ' Aspirant," the ovules of which can never
be fertilised, as they are always monstrous and con-
tain no germ cell (oo sphere). If access of pollen be
prevented the ovaries of these Grapes do not swell,
but if the pollen is allowed to come in contact with
the stigma, the ovary ripens even though it has no
contents. Tha action of the pollen on the ovary
thus receives another illustration.

Stock-taking: JULY. — The failure of the
American Legis'ature to pass the Wilson Tarifl' Bill
into law has had a markedly depressing effect on tUe
output and purchase of British and Irish manu-
factnref, and the quantity and value of the imports
during ihe past month have shown " sympathy " by
cnrtailmsnt. " 'Tis true, 'tis pity, and pity 'tis 'cis

true." No forcing of markets is possible with war

in the East and party and labour strife in the West.

We can only hope for peace, strive after and

deserve success. From the " summary " table of

the imports of foreign and colonial produce

during July, we find the deficit amounting to

£1,447,638 ; but there is still a balance in our favour

for the seven months of £11,913,069, as compared

with the same period last year. Noticing an increase

in the value of hemp imports, we are reminded that

Queensland to the new industry of silk production

has added that of hemp, samples of which sent on

to Dundee for trial have been most satisfactorily

reported upon. China being at present in evidence,

we may note that the import of tea from that old

land does not increase, but 12 per cent, of the huge

annual total of Tea of all descriptions came from the

Celestial Empire, the remainder reaches this market
from British Possessions, grown by British capitalists.

Surely the disease of the Coffee plant in Ceylon was

a blessing in disguise. The following figures are

extracted from the monthly inmmary in the
" Returns":

—

Imports—July.
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fronds above alladed to, in an interesting fashion.

Some new plants were then prodaced for naming-
one a new and extremely fine form of Blechnnm
Spicant, shown by Mr. Foestee, and named plumoso-

cruentam, being quite a new departure in the species.

A very carious small Athyriam, named grandidens

Mrs. Wilson, was also much appreciated ; this was

found in Troutbeck. Finally, it was resolved that

the annual meeting of 1895 should be held at

Kendal. Tho next day a trip was made by the

majority of members present to the lovely district

of Langdale, under the shadow of whose gloomy
Pikes several pleasant hours were spent in Fern
hunting. One or two good things were bagged,

among them a very neatly crested form of L. mon-
taoa, a beautifully variegated form of some species,

and a singularly distinct lineal variety of Fteris

aqailina, of which species a grand " revolvens " form
had previously been found by Mr. Dbcbby in the

very heart of Windermere town itself. Fern lovers

are requested to communicate with the Secretary,

Mr. G. Whitwell, Serpentine Cottage, Kendal ; or

with Mr. C. T. Dedeet, Fernholme, Forest Gate,

with a view to its extension.

Publications Received.— ?%« Wild Garden.

By W. Robinson ; illustrated by Alfred Pabsons.

(John MnBHAV.)

—

Talks about the Soil in its relation

to Plants and Business, by Charles Barnard.

—

Talks about the Weather in its relation to Plants

and Animals, by Charles Barnard.— Talis about

our Useful Plants, by the same. The three

books just mentioned are published by Funk &
Wagnall's Company, 41, Fleet Street, and will

require further notice on another occasion.

—

FJlancen

Teratologie,zweiter Band, von Dr. 0. Penzig, Genoa.
This important work also necessitates detailed notice

later on.

PLANT PORTEAITS.
Apple, Tolman's Sweet, Canadian Horticulturist,

July, chiefly uselal as food for stock.

Clematis, Madabie van Hohtte, and 2, Lady
Caboline Nevill, Revue de l'Horticulture Beige,

August.
Cypeipedidm Letsenianom C. barbatnm Crossia-

nura 9 X C. bellatulum i , Revue de I'Horticulture
Beige. August.
Cypbipedidm Petebi, Reich. Wiemr Illusiririe

Zeitung. June.
Deutzia discolor, var. pubpueaecens, Garden and

Forest, July 18.

Peach, Eablt Alexandeb, Bulletin d'Arboricul-
ture, ^c, July.

Belgium.

ANTWERP EXHIBITION.
Odb Belgian contemporaries are loud in their

praises of the special exhibition got together a
short time since as a compliment to their Majes-
ties the King and Queen of the Belgians. The
" salon royal " was decorated with ornamental

and flowering plants, objects of art, &c., accord-

ing to the plans of M. Guillaume de Bosscbe-^,

and the effect was admirable, as is indeed shown
in some photographs before us, some of which wa
may hereafter reproduce. Belgian amateurs and
nurserymen freely lent their Palms, Tree Ffrns,

and Orchids, &c., and left the designer, M. de

Bosschere, to group them as he pleased. No awards
were made, and not even the name of the exhibitor

was displayed on the groups, so that the horrid ticket

nuisance was non-existent. It will be remembered
that this was not a commercial display, but a tribute

of the horticulturists of the kingdom to their King
and Queen. Unfortunately, the terrible catastrophe

of the death of M. Carnot prevented the
King from being present. The initiative of this

nnique and splendidly-successful exhibition is due to

our colleague, M. Charles de Bosschere, to whom the

horticultural press pay handsome and well-merited

tribute. When we can get a flower show on like

conditions, we, too, may be able to produce some-
thing better than the mnddled, crowded, label-

bespattered stages we call a flower-show.

TOUENAI.

A great horticultural exhibition is to be held at

Tournai from September 9 to 12 next. There are

171 classes in the schedule. Foreign competitors

are invited, but should make known their wishes

before the liSth inst. All communications should be

addressed to the secretary, 4, Rue Catrice, Tournai,

Belgium.

NEW TENNIS MARKER.
Messes. W. Kbid & Lets, of Aberdeen, send ns

a photograph of a new tennis marker, which is

intended to supersede the ordinary machine in which

whiting is used. The drum at the top is made of

steel, and is filled with sawdust, which is conveyed

down the square shaft. At the bottom is a steel

spindle, into which flat plates of steel are inserted.

FlO. 30.—A SIW TEiraiS-MAEKER.

The revolution of these plates causes the sawdust to

be ejected in a continuous stream of uniform width.

When the court is being marked, a line is laid down,

and the machine run along the line, as shown in the

illustration, fig. 30.

Home Correspondence.

MORELLO CHERRIES.—That very heavy crops

can be produced on standard trees is pretty

well known, although perhaps more in the

southern parts of the kinadom than higher up

;

even on the stifl' cold Middlesex clay, where
sweet Cherries indifferently thrive, and Apples
and Pears soon canker, the Morello Cherry does

well, and is most enduring, cropping abundantly

every year. This Cherry is equally at home on the
Surrey sands, and I have often seen wonderful crops
on trees that were both proper standards, and
others that, originally planted against a wall, have
grown almost wild, but all the same have yearly
borne immense crops. It is therefore difficult to
understand why the Morello Cherry should be so
comparatively scarce and difficult to obtain in the
markets. But whilst open-grown trees will thus
produce fine crops, those on north walls give by far

the finest fruitf, indeed there is no stone-fruit that
so profitably and fully utilises north walls as do
Morellos. One of the finest crops of the fruit I have
ever seen was but a few days since at Mr. J. P.
Currie's fine Hampshire residence, Minley Manor,
near Farnborough, where the whole of an inside wall
of a kitchen garden on its north aspect is clothed
with trees. Here on the sandy peat of the district

the Morello makes no luxuriant growth, but every
year it fruits abundantly. At the present moment
there must be half a ton of Iruit at least on these
trees, perhaps more. The fruit is very fine, almost
all black, passing sweet, and most attractive. The
crop is an ideal one, and Mr. Tubb, the gardener, is

entitled to all credit for its production. Aphis has
given a lot of trouble, but the fruit has well wea-
thered the storm, and his reward is a grand crop of

fruit. A. D.

PRIZES AND POINTS OF MERIT.— The Car-
shalton District Horticultural Society is very
fortunate in having for a warm supporter so

thorough a horticulturist as is Mr. A. H. Smee, of

Hackbridge. Always rtady to receive hints leading

to some breaking away from the dull monotony
which characterises horticultural shows generally,

he last year adopted the suggestion to hav* one
competitive class in which the sum of money given
in prizes was £.3, furnished by himself, and this

amount to be distributed according to the rela-

tive merits of the exhibits. The class was one for

nine kinds of vegetables, open to all classes in the
district, and was repeated this year at the recent

show. There were to be five prizes, and there were
six collections, but one was quite out of the com-
petition. The other five, alter the most careful

pointing, in order to secure the most impartial

results, showed exceeding evennesi', for the first

obtained 57, the next 56, the third 55, the fourth 54,

and the fifth 63.}. These were the results after the

points were " totted up." It was thus seen, so general

was the quality—and only bv quality were the exhibits

to be judged—that only 3.} points of merit divided

the first from the filth. Now under ordinary con-
ditions the sum of £5 would, in such a clai>s, have
been offered in four prizes of £2, £1 10s., £1, and
10s. respectively, showing a difference in money value

of four times between the first and fourth, although
in this ease the difference in merits of the collections

was three points only in infinitesimal difference

—

£.> between five competitors, thus: 22s, 21s., 20s,

l9s., I8s. It is often urged as an objection to this

plan, that competition would be macb less keen if

generally adopted. Here at Carshalton, in any case,

the competition in the second year was quite as goou
as is usually the case when prizes are far more
arbitrarily divided. A. D.

HOW NOT TO LOSE SCATTERED PLANTS OR
BULBS.—To all bulbs and plants which have to be

taken up in winter, and which are not planted on
separate beds, we put a blank label—point upwards.
If a plant has died down, and the ordinary label is

not very remarkable or distinct, the presence of a

pointed label cannot be overlooked. Kren if it is

knocked down and lying on the ground, the fact that

the wrong end is dirty would strike the most careless

observer. A twig or stick is both easily overlooked

and liable to be misunderstood even it seen, and it

is not necessary to use finished and planed labels for

this purpose, they can be roughly cut from ordinary

wood laths, such as are used by plasterers. Thos,

Fletcher, Grappenhall, Cheshire.

ARALIA NYMPH/E/EFOLIA? — Daring the pitt

week a singular seedling plant, grown to the heiyht

of about 2 feet, in a small pot, stood beside the new
promenade at Olympia. It was labelled Aralia

Nympbcelolia. It had a bold stiff upright stem,

carrying leaves in whorls at intermittent distances

from its base upwards, with a crown of the same
ending in a very prominent leader head. It had, to

all intent, the appearance of a Tree Ivy, the leaves

greatly resembling those of Hedera coriacea, though

more variable in shape. Besides which, both the

stem and leaves had the same warm, light greea

tint, so characteristic of the Ivy. As the plant is a
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novelty amidst decorative kinda, it would be interest-

ing to learn if the name affixed was a correct one, or

was it really Aralia arborea, a native of Jamaica ?

William Earle;/.

BERBERI8 MAHONIA. — Mr. Divers doubtless

means by this appellation, Berberis, or Mahonia
aquifolia, which is just now, as invariably every

autumn, laden with clusters of greyish- black berries.

That the juice of these berries can be easily con-

verted into wine there can be no doabt. Mr. Fenn
of Sulhampatead, who still makes wine, employs

the juice for colouring purposes, for which it is one

of the best possible of ingredients. Possibly those

who partake freely of port and claret get through a

lot of the Berberis juice during the year, I once

had preserve in the form of jelly made from the

berries, and very nice it was, but because so devoid

of pulp, and almost exclusively juice, the product

needed very much boiling ; also because of the strong

acidity of the berries, very much sugar is needed.

The berries are eagerly eaten by birds, and preferred

by them to even Black Currants and Morello

Cherries. A. D.

THE CAPABILITIES OF NARCISSUS QUEEN OF
SPAIN AS A GARDEN PLANT.—As proving the

qualities of Narcissus Queen of Spain as a plant that

is likely to have a permanent place in our gardens, I

may mention that in the autumn of lcS90 I planted,

not over carefully, one bulb of this variety, received

from Messrs. Barr. The bulb has not been disturbed

until to-day, when I lifted it for division and trans-

planting. The clump was now made up of nine

bulbs of a flowering si/.e, and this spring I pulled at

one time from it five fully developed blooms. This
bulb belonged to the type Jobnstoni, but from an
experience of growing a large quantity of the variety

Queen of Spain this yean, I believe it is equally free

as the type. Those who are in quest of unique and
handsome things in Daffodils should procure a few
of this variety for indoor or outdoor cultivation.

William Crawford, M.D , Uddingston, August 1.

A HANDSOME CONIFER.—I send you a photo-
graph of CupresauB Liwsoni gracilis aureo, growing
in the gardens here. I have never seen it elsewhere,

nor is it in any catalogue that I have seen. The
original plant was raised by Mr. Davis, of the Hills-

borough Nursery, co. Down, and was purchased by
Lord Annesley many years ago. It is quite distinct

from C. Lawsoni lutea, being of a much more graceful
habit; it has slender pendulous branches of a clear

yellow when young, changing to a soft greenish-
yellow when matured; it is also of a more spreading
habit than C. lutea, and a very much more rapid
grower. I think it will prove a most desirable acqui-
sition to pleasure grounds and pinetum', as it is

perfectly hardy, and has never received the least

damage from frost, not even in the late severe winter,
which has been the worat I have ever known here

;

we had 1.5° of froat in January, and when I read of
the losses in other gardens I think we got cfT very
well, as we had nothing killed absolutely, but the
early Rhododendrons were so scorched that they
dropped their leaves and buds in some places, and
the Phormium tenax, which we grow largely, was
quite browned to the ground, so that all the leaves
had to be cut off. Pittosporum eugenioidep, too,
suffered badly, while P. Mayi is quite uninjured.
T. Ryan, The Gardens, Castlewellan, co. Down. [With
this came a photgraph which confirmed our cor-
respondent's remarks, but the reproduction of which
did not prove satisfactory. Ed

]

TRELLIS GOOSEBERRIES.—In hardy fruit culture
it is difficult to find any more interesting example,
perhaps, than is seen in the two long wire trellises
in the kitchen gardens at Claremon', and which are
so fully and admirably covered with trained Goose-
berry bushes. These trellises are each about 36 yards
long, and are ,3 feet apart, and nearly 4 feet in height.
With rare exceptions the entire space is fully covered
with the trained bushes ; these are planted about
3 feet apart, each one having four or five main
shoots or branches, which are trained erect. The
variety is great, and the crop a splendid one through-
out. The method specially suits the choicer
dessert varieties, and picking may be not only per-
formed with ease, but the ripest of the fruits are
most easily selected. Then, as is the case at Clare-
mont, the whole of the Gooseberries are easily pro-
tected by one long wide length of netting, whilst
netting thrown over in the spring serves materially
to protect the bloom and young fruits from frost.
It is comparatively easy to lift one end of the net,
and pais down between the trellises to gather the

fruits. The method is very simple, and should be

far more widely adopted. Failures of crop are rare,

and the fruits are both fine and clean. The first cost

of the wiring, which is of course stout, and fixed

as for fencing, to firmly set iron uprights, is worth

consideration ; but Oak posts and stout wire fixed to

these by holdfasts woald answer quite as well, and

no doubt prove to be much cheaper, if eventually not

so enduring. A. Dean.

RESTIO SUBVERTICILLATUS.—Very few of the

members of this genus are under cnltivation, although

the number of described species is by no means few.

The plant under notice is but little known, but is of

a very graceful habit. It is a native of the Cape, and
has received several synonyms from different authoii-

ties. This year about sixty new growths made their

appearance, and have developed into the plume-like

stems attaining a length of 7 feet ; as the number of

these growths upon the plant is now more than a

hundred the dimensions will be readily conceived to

be large. Here it is grown in a cool greenhouse,

where the temperature during the past winter occa-

sionally f?ll to or below 40°. A tub, 3 feet in dia-

meter, contains the above plant, but planted out it

alao does extremely well. A compost of good loam
with plenty of broken bricks or crocks and sand to

form a good drainage should be used. R. L. Harron,

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinhurgh. [The plant is

occasionally met with under the erroneous name of

Willdenovia teres. Kd ]

A NOBLE TREE.—There was to be seen recently

in great beauty a very fine and rare tree at Claremont,

Esher, the residence of H IMI. the Duchess of

Albany. It stands on grass just in front of the gar-

dener's (Mr. Bttrrell) cottaze. and is amongst trees

altogether a remarkable object. This is Pterocarya

caucaaica, a native of the Caucaaus, and of the

Juglans or Walnut family. This tree has a very

massive stem, and breaks off low down into several

huge branches, spreading its great head over a

diameter of about '.)0 feet. These branches are so

heavy as to necessitate the fixing below each of a

stout wooden support. The leafage is long and
divided, much resembling that of the Ailanthus,

whilst the fruits, which are now being carried in

great abundance, are small and winged, and hang in

long racemes or spikes in the most pleasing form,

their pale green hue admirably contrasting with the

darker-coloured foliage. As the diameter of the

tree would indicate, the head is a very noble one,

and of good height. It is rare, and yet a matter for

surprise that a tree that presents such very attractive

features should not be much more widely planted.

The soil at Claremont is fairly deep, but sandy, and
is doubtless naturally well drained. For a large

lawn it would be very difficult just now to find a

nobler ornament than is this fine Pterocarya 'at

Claremont. A. I). [See Gardcnen' Chronidc,

( )ctober (5, 188S, p. .'iSO. Ed ]

MUSHROOMS UNDER YEW TREES —I have two
large Yew trees in my garden, and the crop of Muah-
rooma within the infiuence of their drip is remark-
able every year. It never fails even in the driest

season, though the soil is especially dry and well

drained, apart from the influence of the tree roots.

The area on which the Mushrooms grow is partly a

flat bed, carpeted with Wood Anemones and hardy
Cyclamens, partly barren neglected ground. I may
be told that the dark favours their growth, but I have
many equally dark corners where no Mushrooms
grow ; and I can connect their presence with no con-

dition except the ahade of the Tews, beneath which
they grow even in gravel walks. Has any correspon-

dent observed a similar liking for Yew shade, and
has anyone found Mushrooms grown under Yews
wholesome ? C. W. Bod, Edge Hall, Afalpas.

NOVEL MINIATURE RAFTS FOR WATER- LOVING
PLANTS —At Bayfordbary, the seat of Mr. R. Baker,

there ia always something new in gardening to be
seen. The " Squire," as he is best known, is an ardent
lover of plants, whether it be Conifers or the humble
alpinea and perennials, and his bog garden is

particularly good and interesting. Long ago,

like Mr. Wilson at Weybridge, he made large

rafts for bog plants, but the new ones are

simpler and seemingly more effective. They are

made thus :—Two long strips of cork bark, say 3 feet

by I foot, of concave form, are nailed together, and
filled with suitable earth, looking like a shallow
trug - basket without handles. They are then
floated, and according to the depth to which they

are to be partially submerged, two or more cross-

pieces of bark are nailed at the bottom of the
small raft, so that the earth in it is more or

less waterlogged. On such-like small rafts

in the large Rose garden basin, Finguiculas,

which I have always found difficult to grow, thrive

admirably. Both the English Droseraa, Soldanellas,

Nierembergia rivularis, Anagallis Fenella, and the
Ivy-leaved Campanula are also thriving, and I have
no doubt Sarracenias and many other plants would
do equally well. The effect of the plant-covered
islets floating about is charming. George Paul,

PHOTOGRAPHS OF TROPICAL SCENES.— In
the Gardeners' Chronicle of this week one of your
correspondents writes that there is a great want of

original photographs taken in tropical countries.

My third son has gone to tropical Mexico, and he
describes the scenery and the views as something
surpassing anything he has seen before in any part
of the world. In the same letter he quotes the dis-

appointment he has experienced when opening the
paper from the Ilford Co., when he found that the
outside and in many instances the second sheet of

the paper on both sides of the packet was entirely
ruined, and therefore he has bad great trouble to
get any views printed. It will be a very important
thing for some of your readers who may be well up
in taking photographs in hot climates to be able to
send information which will enable ns to find a paper
that will stand the hot climate. In the meantime I

have asked to have the plates sent home, to enable
us to print them here, but my son is situated nt Las
Palmas, on the Grijalva river, which is over 60 miles
from the Post-office. Thos. Christy.

THORNTON'S " TEMPLE OF FLORA "
(p. 154).—

My copy of Thornton's Temple of Flora is dated 1812,
and has only the coloured plates named by Mr.
Hemaley, excepting the white Lily and yellow
Pitcher- plant ; the engravers differ also from the
earlier copies. It has the Linnseus buat and Cupid
plates uncolonred, and by way of preface, poems
addressed to Dr. Thornton by Dr. Shaw Pratt and
others. George Paul,

JAPANESE PLUMS.
Me. L. H. Bailey, the Professor of Horticulture at

the Cornell University, Ithacs, New Y'^ork, has just

published a very interesting notice on the .lapanese

Plum?, from which we extract the following sum-
mary :

—
' 1. Twenty-four years ago a Plum was introduced

into California from Japan which proved to belong

to a species heretofore unknown in America. It was

first fruited by the late John Kelsey, of Berkeley,

California, and after whom it was named. It began

to attract wide attention about ten years ago.

2. This Plum belongs to the species Prunus tri-

flora, which is supposed to be native to China, but

which is unknown in a wild state. Subsequent im-

portations have been made from Japan, and at the

present time about thirty varieties are more or leas

known and disseminated.

3. These .Japanese Plums are distinguished from

the common Domestica Plums by their generally

more pointed or heart-shaped fruit, which has a deep

groove or suture upon one side, by a longer-keeping

flesh and generally a less winged pit. In other

botanical features they differ in commonly bearing

three or more winter buds at a joint, instead of one,

in the light-coloured rongh bark, flowers usually in

twos or threes, leaves long-obovate or elliptic and

finely serrate. They are closely allied in botanical

characters to some types of native Plums.

4. The nomenclature of the varieties is much con-

fused, largely because the Japanese names are used

for groups or classes, and not for specific varieties ;

and there is no uniformity even in the generic

application of these names. It is essential to an
exact understanding of this frnit, therefore, that the

Japanese class names be discarded in this country.

5. While importations from Japan have been

made freely, there are probably many more good
varieties in that country which have not reached

America; but we must look for most permanent
progress in the future from American offspring.

6. The Japanese Plums differ amongst themselves

greatly in hardiness. The Kelsey is adapted only to

the States south of Virginia and to the warmer parts

of the Pacific coast, but other varieties are fully

bard; in partt of Connecticut, Ontario, New York,

and lowsi,
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7. The Tarietiea now known to be hardy in the

Plum regions of New York are Barbank. Abundance,

Willard, Ogon, Satsama, Chabot, Yosebe and Berger

;

and others give promise of being as hardy as these.

8. The period of ripening of the various kinds ex-

tends over a long season, running, in New York,

from the middle of July to the middle of September.

The same variety does not always appear to ripen at

the same period in successive years. This is especi-

ally true of the Kelsey, which sometimes varies

through a period of three months. In New York,

the earliest market variety which has been tested

appears to be Willard, followed closely by Ogon,

then Abundance and Berckmans, and Barbank still

later. Kelsey is generally the latest of all the

varieties.

9. Most of the Japanese Plums keep for several

days, and some of them even for two weeks, after

they are ripe. Satsuma is one of the best keepers

known in the north.

10. The larger part of the varieties are red with

deep yellow flesh, and the Satsuma, and a few varie-

ties less known, have deep red flesh. There are only

four well known yellow varieties. There are eight

freestones, as follows : Ogon, Willard, Kelsey,

Berger, Mara, Munson, Normand, Yosebe.

11. The varieties which can be most confidently

recommended at the present time are Abundance,

Burbank, Willard, Kerr, Berckmans, Mara, Red Na-

gate, Chabot, Satsuma, and perhaps Ogon, Kelsey

is recommended for the south.

12. The chief weaknesses of the Japanese Plums
are too early bloom of some varieties and liability to

the fruit-rot fungus. Amongst their advantages are

partial immunity from black-knot and leaf-blight

and often a partial freedom from Curculio injury.

13. Altogether, the Japanese Plums constitute the

most important type of fruit introduced into North

America during the last quarter of a century, and

they should receive careful tests in all parts of the

country. L, H, Bailey."

On the contrary, a thicket is always dark. It is, I

apprehend, in quest of light and air such trees

become unduly drawn up. As regards the self-

planted forests of America, &o., I fancy they are

very much the same as the woods of our own country

which grow spontaneously, that is, they invariably

produce the best and heaviest timber where the

plants have abundance of light and air. I have seen

and cut down a good many naturally-grown Firs in

Inverness-shire, and invariably found those which

grew in clumps, which possibly had never been

thinned, contained very few cubic feet of timber

compared to those which stood alone or at a distance

from each other. While thus diS'ering in some

degree from the premises laid down by your cor-

respondent, I must confess that I am entirely at one

with him in his summary and conclusion, viz., " It

is only, however, by long and careful study and

attention to different trees at difl'erent stages of

their growth that any idea can be formed of the

amount of branches and foliage required for preparing

the sap that will be necessary for the profitable

yearly increase of the trunk until maturity is arrived

at." L.

Forestry.

THINNING TIMBER TREKS.
I HAVE lately perused an interesting article in

your columns, on the important subject of thinning

plantations. While agreeing generally with views

so temperately expressed, I must take excep-

tion to some of the arguments your correspondent

has advanced in support of a theory which I

have not seen propounded before. After refer-

ring to the physiology of plants, and asserting that

a small quantity of foliage is only required to keep
a plantation in a healthy growing condition, and to

produce trunks of useful dimensions, the writer

lays:—"This may, however, be explained in this

way:— (1), that thealmostentire absence of large limbs

and branches, and which in some cases would amount
to one-fifth the total bulk of the tree, renders the

amount of sap, and consequently of leaves required,

proportionately less, the nutriment being mainly
ehbijrated in the building-up of the trunk

; (2),

both branches and leaves are produced much closer,

and in consequence have a greater amount of surface

exposed to light and sunshine when the trees are

grown thickly together than when allowed plenty of

room ; and (3), the root-spread is narrower, and the
bark thinner the closer the trees are grown." Now
I cannot see any good reason, in these propositions,

in favour of close-grown plantations, because the
inference obviously is where there is a web of roots
and rootlets below which have robbed the soil of

plant-food, and a small top or amount of foliage

overhead, the sources of nutriment do not exist.

There may be as much drawn from the eaith and
atmosphere as will support and keep alive the elon-

gated tree, but as an old forester remarked to me on
oLe occasion, " Once a fishing-rod, aye a fishing-rod."

Nor has it ever occurred to me, in a long experience,

that the leafage of such bonnet-topped trees, and
their attenuated stems, presented a greater surface

to light and sunshine when grown closely together.

Societies.
KOYAL HOBIICULTUBAL.

AnucsT 14.—The usual meeting of the Society's

Committees was held in the Drill Hall, James Street,

Westminster, where there was a number of interesting

exhibits. Flowers in season were well shown, and
there were exhibits of scented Pelargoniums and of

Crotons that were unusual. Before the Fruit Com-
mittee there were several fine collections of fruit,

and a few vegetables.

Floral Comtaittee.
Present : William Marshall, Esq., in the chair ; and

Messrs. H. Ilerbst, H. B. May, C. T. Druery, R Dsan,
Geo. Stevens, F. Bause, Wm. Bain, H. Cannell,
Chas. Godfrey. C. E. Shea, II. J. Jones, Jas. Walker,
E. Beckett, H. Turner, Geo. Paul, Geo. Gordon,
J. Jennings, and W. Watson.

Messrs. Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London,
S.E., staged a capital collection of hardy flowers in

extensive variety. Pentstemons were of splendid
qaality, and Montbretias. Hydrangea paniculata,

Heliantliuses in variety, Dalpbiniums, Hollyhocks,
&c., were all noticeable and bright (Silver Flora
Medal).
The best exhibit of Crotons that has been shown

in the Hall for a considerable time was that from
Mr. J. F. McLeod, gr. to J. V. Morgan, Efq., Dover
House, Roehampton, It consisted of fiity-seven

varieties. All the plants were of size adapted
best for table decoration,) the largest of them
being in 8 - inch pots. In regard to colour
the plants were rich, and all the specimens
were well-clothed with foliage to the base of the
plant. The broad-leaved Thompsonii, Mortii, Evans-
ianns, Andreanus, Baron James de Rothschild,
were grand, and amongst the finer-leaved kinds—
which were shown in much larger quantity than the
broad ones—especially nuticeable were gracillimus,

Lord Chelmsford, Hammondii, superbus, pictnratus,

and Chelsonii. Twisted varieties were splendidly
represented by Golden King, a capital golden yellow
variety ; Prince of Wales, Oronstadtii, angustifolius,

&c. Quite new varieties were Mr. Banse, a broad-
leaved form with green and yellow variegation and
coloured veins, and Mrs. Bause, which has narrower
leaves, and the young ones are quite yellow, but older
leaves are tricoloured (Silver-gilt Flora Medal).
Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecrolt Nursery, Lewisham,

S.E., had a group of seedling varieties of tuberous
Begonias, and cat flowers of same. Some of them
were interesting, and of merit (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Mr. Geo. Wythes, gr. to the Dake of Northumber-
land, showed a remarkably splendid group of Cam-
panula pyramidalis and C. p. compacta—a variety
Certificated in 1892 as being dwarfer and bearing
larger flowers than the type. The collection included
both white and coloured varieties, and exceptionally
well-grown plants (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).
Mr. H. B May, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper

EJmonton, had a fine collfction of exotic Ferns,
including many rare specimens. Pteris serrulata
gracilis multiceps, a very elegant variety with crested
fronds, was recommended a First-class Certificate ;

Pteris biaurata argentea, a handsome Fern with silver

ribs, received a like honou< ,a8 did also Adiantum
Hemsleyanum, a free-growing, rather tall, elegant
Maidenhair ; whilst to Adiantum amabile plumosum,
a compact, densely-fronded, pale-coloured plant, an
Award of Merit was given. Davallias, Gymno-
grammas, Alsophilas, and others, were well repre-
sented (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, showed plants in
flower of Clematis Madame Edward Andre, a first-

rate little Clematis, and a Polyantha Rose, named
Allister Stella Gray.

Messrs. Webb & Brand, The Nurseries, SafTron
Walden, exhibited some fine flowers of Hollyhocks
(Vote of Thanks).
From Mr. Mortimer, Farnham, Surrey, were exhi-

bited seven varieties of Coleus, most of them very
pretty.

An interesting exhibit of scented Pelargoniums in

great variety was from Lady Henry Grosvenor, Bul-
wick Gardens, Wansford, gr., Mr. T. F. Dranfield.
The varieties were very numerous, and included
P. qaercifolium, modestum ternifolium, Radula, pin-
natum, jatrophselolium, Blandfordianum delectum,
citriodorum crispum medium, filicifolium, tomen-
tosum, aceritolium, incisum, Hoareanum, multi-
bracteatum, and several seedlings, several of which
would be very desirable (Bronze Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son, Exeter, received an
Award of Merit for Platycodon Mariesii album, and
the same firm exhibited Godetia compacta. Lady
Albemarle, and a plant of Hedysarum multijugum,
A fine group of Cannas in flower was sent Irom

the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick,
and amongst about thirty varieties the following
were the most distinguished :—President Carnot
(Vilmorin), deep crimson ; Antoine Barton
(Paul), yellow ground, spotted with scarlet ;

Doyen Jean Sisley (Lemoine), a very deep-
coloured variety ; Felix Crousse (Vilmorin)

;

Comte de Estoile (Paul), yellow, with
small spots ; Quasimodo (Vilmorin), scarlet,

marked with yellow ; Madame de I'Aigle (Paul),

orange scarlet, with fine yellow margins; Lohengrin
(Vilmorin), salmon-pink; Paul Bert (Herbst),
glowing crimson ; L'Avenir (Veitch), rather narrow
petals of bright scarlet ; The Garden (Vilmorin),

yellow, with minute spotting—one of the very best

;

Alpbonse Bouvier (Lemoine), broad, and dark
ciimson ; and Miss Sarah Hill (Paul), intense red.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Buriord Lodge, Dorking
(gr. Mr. W. Bain), exhibited a number of spikes of
Orinum Makoyannm (Moorei), and of C. Powellii,

the (ormer with white flowers, and the latter rose-

coloared, both being hardy. Also a number of plants

ot Legion of Honour Marigold (Bronze Banksian
Medal).

Mr. Walters, The Gardens, Eastwell Park, Ash-
ford, bad cat flowers of Gloxinias, and of hybrid
Streptocarpus (Bronze Banksian Medal).
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, ex-

hibited a group of well-grown Cockscombs in

twelve diflFerent shades of colour, which excited
much surprise ; also a pretty lot of Godetias in

variety, Gaillardias, Dianthus, Scabious, Marigolds,
Antirrhinums, &c.. These latter exhibited endless
varieties of colour and marking. Twelve blooms of

the Comet Aster were shown, and a plant of Begonia
striata with flowers splashed or striped with white
(Silver Banksian Medal).
Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, showed a

foliage Begonia, with leaves of brownish-red, and
green veining. The plant, as shown, was dwarf and
highly ornamental (First-class Certificate).

Rubus phiicnicolosius (Japanese Wineberry) shown
by Messrs. Kelway & Sons, Langport, obtained a
First-class Certificate, The fruits are not unlike

ordinary Raspberries,

Flobists' Flowebs

figuied somewhat largely on this occasion. Fore-
most was a very fine collection of Gladioli from
Messrs. Kelway & Son, including several new
hybrids of a novel purple colour, and to one of

these, named Vigilant, an Award of Merit was
given ; the colour was crimson, flushed with purple,

giving it quite a purple glow. One unnamed
seedling was of a shining bright purple, very novel

and distinct. The same award was made to Ken-
neth Kelway, brilliant orange-crimson, pencilled on
the edges with lines of crimson, very stout, and of

floe form. Ladas, bright crimson, with slight dark
lines on the edge of the segments, was very fine also.

In addition was a group of seedling hybrids of

the Lemoinei section, having distinct shades of

colour, and the lower segments partly purple and
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Bnlphnr. To one of thesp, Xenia, an Award of

Mtrit was made, the §egment8 lilac-pink, darker on

the petal edges. Other promisiDg varieties were

Satanita, Ideala, Medea, Conqneror, and Nemesis.

Awards of Merit were also obtained by a variety

named Dodo, and another called Utopia. A general

collection of spikes of the ordinary type were staged.

An Award of Merit was also given to a pretty

Delphinium named Sarah (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. John Walker, Thame, had a large collection

of show Dahlias ; among them the new Mrs. Mor-
timer, shaded pale yellow, distinctly tipped with
white, was very fine.

From Mr. A. Spurling, Blackheath Park, came a

collection of seedling Carnations, inclading Paradox,

a rich scarlet self of the finest form (Award of

Merit) ; also J. D. Pawle, pale yellow ; A, Lobb,
pale yellow, heavily flaked with bluish slate; and
Mary Wood, yellow, striped with red.

Mr. J. Douglas, Bookham, Surrey, had a collection

of very fine seedlings, including Ellen Terry, a

very fine white (Award of Merit) ; Waterwitch,

delicate blush, extra fine (Award of Merit); Florrie

Henwood. a yellow-ground Picotee, with edging of

purple ; Duke of Orleans, pale yellow ; Miss Audrey
Campbell, soft yellow ; Haye's Scarlet, pale bright

scarlet ; and Mrs. Arthur Tate, yellow ground,

flaked and edged with pale red.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., nurserymen, Rothesay, had
a large collection of bunches of Carnations, including

Duchess of Teck, delicate rose, with pale edge ; and
also single Cactus Dahlias (Bronze Banksian Medal).

Mr. H. B. May, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Edmonton,
had Carnation Mrs. S. Segar, salmon-rose, large, and
somewhat rough ; Canary Bird, a pleasing pale

yellow variety of excellent character, having a fim-

briated edge ; and Wm. Kobinson, large scarlet.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, bad
a fine collection of Herbaceous Phloxes ; among
them was Iris, nearly a blue, a very novel and dis-

tinct variety (Award of Merit) ; and a similar collec-

tion came from Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, King's

Road, Chelsea.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, nurserymen, Crawley,

had a large collection of Pompon, single, and Cactns
Dahlias ; among the latter were the pure white Mrs,
Ptart, the rich dark Matchless, and Crawley Gem
(Award of Merit), a brilliant scarlet Cactus type

(Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. Webb & Brand, nurserymen, SafTron

Walden, sent some new Hollyhocks, viz , Alethea
Smith, wine-crimson; and Cicely Acland, pale

pinkish-rose, both flowers of great promise.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Dr. Maxwell T. Masters. F.R.S., in the
chair ; and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Sec), H. M. PoUett,

H. Ballantine, T. W. Bond, H. J. Chapman, Ed.
Hill, J. Douglas, W. H. White, W. H. Protheroe,
and Walter Cobb.

The adjudged best plant in the show and the only
one to which a First-class Certificate was awarded,
was the fine hybrid Lselio-Cattleja X Broomfieldi-
ensis (L. pumila prsestans X C. aurea chrysotoxa),

sent by M. Wells, Esq., Broomfield, Sale, Manchester
(gr., Mr. Hinds). The plant exhibited was an im-
provement on any of the dwarfer hybrids, its large

flower having white sepals tinged with lilac
;
petals

of the form cf those of Cattleya labiata^and of a elf ar
bright rose coUur, and gorgeously coloured broad
crimped labellum—violet purple with orange base
bearing some distinct red-brown markings.

Thos. Blatter, Esq,, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Man-
chester (gr., Mr. R. Johnson), showed a fine group
of rare cut Orchids, compriting six very fine and
distinct foims of Lajlio- Cattleya X elegans, Lselia

crispa superba, L. c. x Amesiana, Cattleya Gaskel-
liana alba, C. Rex, and Cypripedium X Excelsior
(Award of Merit). (Silver Banksian Medal),

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, staged a very
interesting group of Orchids, in which the varieties

of Cypripedium Charlesworthii were the prominent
feature. Of these there were over sixty plants, all

fine in quality, the large dorsal sepals differing in a
most remarkable degree from almost entirely clear
rose-purple to nearly white. With them were some
good plants of Saccolabium Cfcleste, one of them
having five spikes; Loelia elegans, Vanda Sander-
iana, Cypripeoiums, &c. (Silver Flora Medal).

Mefsis. W. L. Lewis & Co., Chase Side, South-
gate, also staged a group of Orchids, in which the
prttty Cattleya Asbtoniana (Harrisonise x Wara-
cewiczii was the most remarkable ; it had a spike of
three large rose-pink flowers, the broad labellnms
being crimson in front and yellow at the base—-a
decided acquisition (Award of Merit). In Messrs.

Lewis's group also were a fine pan of Habenaria

carnea, and another of its white variety, H. c. nivcsa,

Cypripedium Hodgsoni, C. X (callosam x leevi-

gatum), Anguloa Kuckerii, Cypripedium bellatnlum,

&c. (Vote of Thanks).

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, showed a

selection of rare Orchids, among which were Cattleya

hybrida Mrs. M. Wells (C. X Prince of Wales x C.

labiata Warneiii), likely to prove a fine thing when
it gets strong; Bletia Watsoni and (? B. catennlata),

with large rose-coloured flowers, to which an Award
of Merit was given, subject to its name being

verified ; filteen plants of tne free-growing Oncidium
Jonesianum, Sander's var. ; DendrobiumPhaltenopsia
Schroderianum, D. bigibbum, Calanthe hybrida

Lancheana, a pretty white and sky-blue variety ; Mas-
devallia X Stella, Miltonia vexillaria superba, and
many hybrid Cypripediums, &c., as well as examples

of Coelogyne, Swaniana, Galeandra Lagoensis, and
Mormodes pardina unicolor (Vote of Thanks).

W. R. Lee, Esq ,
Beech Lawn, Audenshaw, Man-

chester, showed the fine Cypripedium x W. R. Lee
(superbiens X Elliottiannm), The form of this

fine hybrid is similar to that of C. X Morganise, bat

the white chocolate- spotted petals are neatly twice

as broad as in that variety. The fine whitiih upper

sepal has many narrow pnrple lines, and the lip ia

tinged with dull rose (Award of Merit).

Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea, showed the fine Cypripedium X Morganise
Langleyense ;

.Lselia Stella (elegans Wolstenholmise

X crispa ; Cattleya Atalanta (Leopoldii ? , Warsce-
wiczii^), a very beautilnl thing, with soft pink
sepals and petals, and carmine-crimson lip,

Messrs. Linden, L'Horticulture Internationale,

Pare Leopold, Brussels, showed two grand forms of

Lselia elegans, most brilliant and rich in colour, viz.,

L. X e. Treyerani and L. x e. lilacina, and a small

plant of the new Cypripedium x Denisianum de-

scribed in the Gardeiiers' Chronicle last week.

Walter Cobb, Esq., Dulcote, Tunbridge Wells,

showed Loelio-Cattleya X elegans Dulcotensis, a grand
dark crimson variety of fine form (Award of Merit).

C. L.N. Ingram, Esq, Elstead House, Godalming,
showed the equally good Lselio- Cattleya X elegans

prsestans, Reich, f. (Award of Merit).

Walter C. Walker, Esq., Percy^Lodge, Winchmore
Hill (gr., Mr. G. Cragg), showed Stanhopea inodora,

Epidendrum Brassavolse and E. fragrans, to each of

which a Botanical Certificate was awarded.

The Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, sent the

extraordinary Disa nervosa with a fine head of pink,

the three outer segments forming the chief of the

flower, which was attractive on account of their

peculiar arrangement.

H. Hollis, Esq., Beechcroft, Edgbaston (gr. Mr.
R. Swain), sent a grand form of Cattleya Warsce-
wiczii.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Upper HoUoway,
N., showed Brassia verrucosa grandiflora, Cattleya

X Blesensis, Cypripedium X Adonis, Dendrobiam
mutabile (Botanical Certificate), Lselia monophylla,

L. xanthina, Oncidium litnm, Pachystoma Thom-
soni, Odontoglossnm Krameri, Fbaius Humblotii, &c.
W. C. Clark, Esq., Orleans House, Sefton Park,

Liverpool (gr., Mr. Jones), showed Cypripedium X
Mabelianum, a very pretty hybrid approaching the

fine thing showed by Mr. Lee.

A. H. Smee, Esq., The Grange, Hackbridge (gr.,

Mr. Cummins), showed Oncidium macranthum Smee-
anum, of a very light yellow ; and a pretty species

of Stanhopea. R. I. Measures, Eiq., Cambridge
Lodge, Camberwell (gr., Mr. Chapman), showed
Cypripedium tessellatum porphyreum (Award of

Merit), Cypripedium Godefroyse leucochilum, C. 1.

anreum (Award of Merit), and C. Godefroya;. Cam-
bridge Lodge variety, a fine thing marbled over the

whole surface with purple (Award of Merit).

Messrs. Condon & Raphael, Hazelwood, King's

Langley, Herts, showed a small group of Dendrobium
tormoBum giganteum (Cultural Commendation) ; and
Messrs. Heath & Son, Cheltenham, sent a spike of

the rare Arachnanthe moschifera, with large flowers

of singular form and very pnngently fragrant. The
sepals and petals were greenish, heavily barred

chocolate, the curiously-formed lip rose at the appx,

and the very thick column flesh coloured (Botanical

Certificate).

Fruit Committee.
Present : Philip Crowley, Esq., in the chair ; and

Messrs. George Bunyard, H. J. Pearson, G. W.
Cummins, Jos. Cheal, George Taber, J. Wright,
W. Iggnlden, A. Dean, W. Bates, George Wythes,
James Hudson, George Norman, W. H. Divers, and
Rev. W. Wilks.

Mr. George Wythes, gr. to the Duke of Northum-

berland, at Syon House, Brentford, exhibited a col-

lection of fruit, which included of Apples, Lady
Sudeley, Early Jul;a, and Irish Peach, and excellent
Lord Napier Ntctarines, as well as Condor, Early
York, and Stirling Castle Peaches. Some very nice
French Beans were also shown, described as being
a selection from Ne Plus Ultra, and sown on June 17.

Mr. J. Miller, gr. to Lord Foley at Ruxley Lodge,
Esher, staged a very creditable collection of fruit

which included six dishes of good Apricots, in the
following varieties : — Bredon, Hemskirk, Kaisha,
Beaug^, Moor Park, and another. Nectarines,

Downton, Elruge, and Pitmaston Orange ; Belle-
garde Peaches, Warrington and May Duke Goose-
berries ; a dish of Morello Cherries was exceptionally
fine (Silver Banksian Medal).
Twelve fine PiHf-apples (Ripley Queen) were sent

by Mr. J. Fitt, gr. to Earl Cowper, Panshanger,
Herts (Silver Banksian Medal).
Mr. J. Crawford, Coddington Hall Gardens,

Newark, received a Cultural Commendation for a
small but capital collection of fruit, comprising Figa,

Brown Turkey and Negro Largo; Hale's Early Peach,
and very fine La Versailles Red Currants.

Mr Owen Thomas sent from the Royal Gardens,
Frogmore, a good number of fruits of " Frogmoro
Selected " Tomato, with the bine. This variety
was certificated in April last as a capital early forc-

ing variety, It is of dwarf habit, a capital cropper,
and produces good well-shaped heavy fruits (Cul-
tural Commendation). Three good-looking Melons,
named Frogmore Orange, The Duchess, and Royal
George, were also sent by Mr. O. Thomas.
Mr. Fulford, gr. at Bickley Hall, showed a dish of

good Laxton's Noble Strawberry, obtained from
plants that bad been forced early and planted oat
during first week in May (Cultural Commendation),

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, again
exhibited a collection of Gooseberries, inclading
about twenty-five dishes.

Also about sixteen dishes of Plums. Early
transparent Gage and OuUin's Golden and Early
Orleans were very fine, and others were also good.
Pears were shown in four varieties, Desportes, Jar-
gonelle, BeuriJGiS'ard, Fondante deBihorel, There
were also included about twenty-five dishes of Applea,
chiefly early varieties. A cordon Pear that had
been lifted from the open showed the splendid crop
that ia expected this year (Silver Knightian Medal).

Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, ex-
hibited about fifty dishea of Applea and Feara.
Lady Sudeley Apple from orchard house wai
very fin*, and Cardinal, Lord Groavenor, Bun-
yard'a Grenadier, Lord SufBeld, Beauty of Batb,
Gold Medal, Mr. Gladstone, Emperor Napoleon,
Duchess of Oldenburg, and Bieligheimer, were all

noticeable and good. The last-named German
Apple ia very distinct from the unusual tint of milky-
red the fruits posseaa. Amongst Pears, Souvenir da
Congres, Beuri^ Gifl'ard, and others were good
(Silver Knightian Medal).

Messrs. Sutton of Reading obtained a First-class

Certificate for their Sutton's Dessert Tomato, and
another for Sutton's Golden Nugget. The former ia

a small red fruit, and the latter a small yellow one.

The flavour of both is more acceptable than ordi-

nary varieties eaten in a raw state, being sweeter.

Both varieties have been tested at Cbiswick.
Messrs. Veitch, Exeter, sent a specimen of their

new climbing French Bean, and of their Dwarf
French Bean, Wonder of the West; also their

Flying Dutchman Tomato, a good variety of the
Perfection type.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, also sent
Tomatos of the same type, named The King.
From Mr. F. Nicholas, The Gardens, Upleatham,

R.S.O., came a dish oi Hales' Early Peach from the
open wall (Vote of Thanks).
Another Tomato, called Jones' Improved Per-

fection, came from Mr, H. J. Jones, Ryecroft
Nursery, Lewisbam.

Mesara. W. W. Johnaon & Son, Boston, had bine
and pots of a Pea known as " Unrivalled " ; and
Mr. C. T. Holden, Rhyl, North Wales, sent some
Apples, and some apraya of same, aa well as shoota

loaded with unripe Plums (Vote of Thanks).
Sir Trevor Lawrence (gr., Mr. Bain) sent tome

capital heads of a giant Cabbage-Lettuce.

Lecture on Fruit Culture in France.

In the afternoon a lecture on the above subject by
Mons. C. Baltet was read by Mr. J. Weathers,
Assistant Secretary.

The subject had been so exhaustively dealt with
by M. Baltet that extracts only could be read, and
these dealt with the Apple, Fear, and Plum only.
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The whole ofthe paper will be printed in the Society's
Journal, and will prove very valaable as giving an
authentic and exhaustive account of the various
details connected with the French system of fruit

culture, as well as the art of preserving any surplus
crop by means of drying.

VIOLA CONFERENCE AT BIEMING-
HAM.

August 4.—This took place as announced, on the
above date, in the Edgbaston Botanic Gardens, Bir-
mingham, and commenced at 2 p.m. by an exhibition
of seedling Violas from the leading raisers of this

popular flower, contributions coming from the Kev.
A. D. Mayor, Tamworth ; and Messrs. J. Smellie,
Basby, Glasgow ; Dobbie & Co., Rothesay ; Geo.
Steel, Etal, KB ; J. D. Stewart, and S. McKee,
Belfast ; G. McLeod, Chingford ; A. J. Rowberry,
Woodford ; J. A. King, L^nnoxtown, Glasgow ; H.
Jordan, Leicester; M. Cuthbertson, Rothesay, &c.
In addition, Messrs. Dobbie & Co. set up a collection
of over 100 sprays of leading varieties, alphabetically
arranged for ready reference and comparison, a con-
siderable number of seedlings having been staged.

The Awards.—A committee of experts examined
them, and awarded the following Certificates of
Merit:—Lizzie Thornley (J. Smellie), pure white
with well-defined broad edging of pale rosy-
purple; Olivetta (J. A. Rjwberry), one of the
miniature type, of exquisite shape, small, stout, a
bright lilac-blue self; Rose Queen (McLeod),
white, flushed with delicate pink, very pretty

;

Charm (McKee), delicate lavender, with silvery-
white edge, good shape; Gem (Dobbie & Co.),
pale yellow upper and deeper yellow lower petals;

Ethel Hancock (D. B. Crane), white, with a golden
spot forming the eye, very novel ; and to two un-
named seedlings shown by Mr. J. A, King, viz., one
creamy-white, with a flaked margin of blue; and
another having a pale ground, with flakes of claret-
purple, referred to the raiser to name.
Some bright-coloured seedling fancy Pansies came

from Mr. J. Smellie, and Certificates of Merit were
awarded to Mahogany, a bright shade of this, with
large purple blotches ; and John Smellie, rich dark
and fiery maroon lower petals, and deep golden
upper handsomely margined. A. Certificate of Merit
was also awarded to Mr. William Sydenham, Tam-
worth, for a new umbrella design in metal for exhi-
biting Violas and Pansies for house decoration.

The ConferciKe.—The awards made, the Con-
ference was then formally opened by the election
of Mr. William Cuthbertson (Messrs. Dobbie &
Co.) to the chair, who was supported by the
leading Viola growers about the country, amateur
and professional. Professor Hillhouse, the Secretary
to the Elgbaston Botanical Gardens, was present,
and gave the Conference a hearty welcome to Bir-
mingham. Letters were read from several raisers
and growers regretting their inability to be present,
and making various suggestions as to points of
quality, classification, &c.

Violas for Bedding.~MT. W. Dean then read
a paper on the " Large-flowered Varieties as
Bedding Plants," remarking on the uses to which
the Viola can be put in gardens, whether em-
ployed alone or in association with other plants.
They were most valuable in spring when planted
in autumn, and the varieties could be used
with great advantage in summer in cool moist
districts. What the Viola required to flourish was
good tenacious soil with manure below, while top-
dressings were most useful. He did not approve of
artificial manures. As to the best bedding varieties,
among the whites he preferred Countess of Hopeton,
Sylvia, and Marchioness of Tweedale ; and among
the new whites he had formed a high opinion of
Beautiful Snow and Cream of the Whites. Of lilac
and mauve shades the beat were Bessie Clark,
Dachess of Sutherland, and Quaker Maid. Of
blue and mauve, True Blue, Lilacina or Mauve
Gem, and Mrs. Turner. He excluded Archie Grant,
though a very elTective bedder, because it has a
hybrid character ; and Holyrood, equally useful,
came under the same category. Of deep yellows,
Bullion Wonder and Ardwell Gem, and of primrose
varieties. Primrose and Bridesmaid were the best
bedders. In purple-coloured varieties they were
not so strong, and he had to admit that the old
Cliveden Purple, produced so many years ago by the
late Mr. John Fleming when at Cliveden, could
scarcely be surpassed. Then there were Crimson
King and Ravenswood. Purple Violas needed to be
bright in colour, and especially flowers approaching

pink. He had W. Niel in his mind when stating
this. Of clouded and striped flowers, with others
difficult to correctly classify, he thought Countess of
Kiatore and Dorothy Tennant decidedly the best
bedders. Another section was that formed of the
bordered flowers, such as Skylark, Dachess of Fife,
and Goldfinch, and Acushla might be added.

In conclusion, he was very anxious the true
Viola character should be maintained—the dwarf,
compact, persistent habit, with freedom and
particularly fragrance, a property possessed by the
Violetta section in a remarkable degree. Finally,
as self-colonrs are so much esteemed for bedding,
he preferred the rayless Violas for the purpose.
Several of the delegates spoke in favour of habit of
growth as of the first importance, and Mr. McLeod
spoke highly of Beautiful Snow as a bedder, and
which was described as a Countess of Hopeton,
destitute of rays. It was said that Blue Gown seems
to be the best of the blue bedders.
Mr. H. A. Needs, who, living near Woking, has to

deal with a light, sandy soil, said that in that dis-
trict the use nf artificial manure was absolutely
necessary for Violas, and he could keep his plants
strong and healthy only by using superphosphates,
sulphate of ammonia, and sulphate of iron ; these be
used dissolved in water and applied to the roots, or
dusted over|the foliage in the form of powder.

Bes( Varieties for Bedding.—The chairman sug-
gested that it would be well for the Confer-
ence to make a selection of the best varieties for
bedding, two, or at most three, of each section,
and the following were decided upon, well-known
varieties having the preference :—White, Countess
of Hopeton, Sylvia, and Marchioness of Tweeddale

;

deep yellow, Bullion and LordElcho; pale yellow,
Ardwell Gem and Lemon Qaeen ; dark blue or
violet, Archie Grant and True Blue

;
pale blue or

manve, Bluegown and Bessie Clark ; blush and rose,

W. Niel and Blush Queen ; edged flowers. Duchess
of Fife and Blue Cloud ; fancy or blotched. Countess
of Kintore, The Mearns, and Princess Beatrice

;

purple. Acme and Crimson King. Mauve Gem or
Lilacina was also mentioned as a good pale bine
bedder.

Violas for Exkihiiion.—Mr. W. Cuthbertson fol-

lowed with a paper on Violas for exhibition,
remarking the best were those which could be
formed into neat and efi"ective bunches or sprays,
and thus those best suited for exhibition are
those best adapted for cutting for houss decora-
tion, and under this heading are several indispens-
able bedders. Two distinct forms of the bed-
ding Viola were illustrated by Lemon Queen and
Ardwell Gem, and of the two he preferred the latter

;

at the same time he held that to make the Viola
to conform to the rules affecting the show Pansy
would be to spoil it. For freedom, gracefulness, and
real beauty Ardwell Gem stood supreme, and
what is intrinsically beautiful will always com-
mend itself to florists ; every florist will reject

forms without grace and balance, to use an expres-
sion understood among them. To exhibition varie-
ties size—not too large, form, substance, and colour
were all essential. His ideals of substance were
represented by Countess of Wharncliffe among
whites, Prince of Orange among yellows, Archie
Grant among the darks, and H. W. Stewart among
the striped. The one defect in the Dachess of File
group is want of substance, but substance will by-
and-bye be found in flowers of this type. His list of
leading exhibition varieties was: Of whites. Countess
of Hopetoun, Countess of WharncliSe, Blush Queen,
Gipsy Queen, and Sylvia; of yellows, Mary Gilbert,
Bullion, George Muirhead, Ardwell Gem, and Lemea
Queen ; of lilac-bine or purple, Dachess of Suther-
land, Archie Grant, and W. Niel ; of striped, bor-
dered, or edged. Duchess of Fife, Goldfinch, Blue
Cloud, Conntess of Kintore, lona, Princess Beatrice,
Mr. W. Bellamy, Dawn of Day, Columbine, and
York and Lancaster.

Miniature Violas,— Mr. G. Steel followed with
a paper on the " Miniature or Violetta type of
Viola," contending that some classification is

necessary, as Sylvias, Violettas, and Miniatures
are all confused. He thought what was required
is a line drawn between the large-flowered and
Miniature types, and the Miniature type should be
characterised by form, colour, fragrance and size.

The enforcement of these points led to a good deal
of discussion, and the following resolution was unani-
mously passed :

" That in the opinion of this con-
ference the varieties known as Violetta or Miniature
should not exceed 1.} inches in the diameter of their
flowers ; and that the varieties known as the Sylvia
type should henceforth be classed among the ordinary

large-flowered Violas ; and that these two types only
should be recognised. Also that the conference
adopt Mr. Geo. Steel's snggestions as to the proper-
ties of the Violetta or Miniature section." Cordial
votes of thanks were passed to the Council of the
E^baston Botanical Gardens, Mr. W. Dean for act-
ing as Secretary, and to Mr. W. Cuthbertson for
presiding.

"WELLS HORTICULTURAL.
August 6.—The committee of the Wells Horti-

cultural Society held its annual summer exhibition
in the grounds of The Cedars, the beautiful residence
of C. C. Tudway, Esq.

Plants were not shown in great numbers, but those
exhibited bore evidence of cultural skill on the part
of the cultivators. Mr. Fewtrell, gr. to C. C. Tad-
way, Esq., bad the best exotic Ferns, showing large
pieces of Nephrolepis exaltata, Cyathea mednllaris,
and Adiantam concinnum. Mr. Williams, gr. to
J. F. Hall, E«q., Sharkham, Wells, being a very close
2ad, with good plants of Adiantnm cnneaturo, A.
concinnum, A. afline, and A. Farleyense. Mr. .vlac-

kenzie, gr. to A. F. Somerville, Esq., Wells, was Ist
for half-a-dozen plants of tuberous Begonias, showing
large fresh well-flowered plants; Messrs. Mogford &
Co., Wells, being a close 2nd. Fairly good specimen
stove and greenhouse plants were exhibited, and
table plants were shown well.

Groups of plants arranged for effect in a semi-
circular space of 10 feet by 5 feet, were a feature at
this as in previous shows. The plants in the 1st
prize group, put no by Mr. Williams, were well chosen
and arranged with good taste. A well-coloured
Croton elegantissimus show d to advantage, and in
front and on either side of this plants of Francoa
ramosa (Bridal Wreath), Dracajoas, Cattleyas, Canna
Alphonfe Bernand, small Crotons, Grasses (Eulalias,
&c.). Maiden-hair Fern, Caladiam Argyrites, and
such-like plants were tastefully intermixed and dis-
posed of, the whole being fringed with plants of
Isolepis gracilis. Mr. Mackenzie was a good 2nd,
but his group was a little too formal in arrangement.
Cut flowers were not extensively shown. Mr.

Young, gr. to W. T. Hodgkinson, Esq., Wells, and
Mr. Williams had the best stands of twelve varieties
of Roses, and Messrs. Mogford & Co. and Mr. Wil-
liams contributed the best stands of twelve bunches
of Carnations, in not less than six varieties, relieved
with their own foliage.

Dressed vases and baskets were shown, in two classes,

one confined to garden flowers, and the other to wild
flowers and grasses, which made a really fine display,
the arrangements being very light and telling in
effect.

Fruit was not shown in great quantity, but the
quality was good. Mr. Fewtrell was 1st for two
bunches of Black Grapes, staging handsome well-
coloured bunches of Black Hamburgh ; Mr. Mac-
kenzie being a good 2nd. Mr. King, gr. to the Dean
of Wells, was Ist in the corresponding class for White
Grapes, with well-shaped and ripened bunches of
Foster's Seedling ; Mr. Mackenzie, 2nd.

Mr. King staged the best nine Peaches, putting
up medium-sized, even fruits of Prince of Wales, but
not very well coloured. Melons, Nectarines, and
Pears were weak classes.

Vegetables : Mr. Williams staged the best collec-
tion of eight kinds of vegetables, being a good all-

round lot of leading sorts, including good Carrots,
Onions, Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers, and Tomatos.
Mr. Young was Ist in a good competition for twelve
Tomatos, showing even and highly coloured fruits of
Ham Green Favourite.

Non-competing exhibits : Messrs. Keynes, Wil-
liams & Co., Salisbury, contributed stands of Ruses,
which commanded a good deal of attention from
visitors, as did also Messrs. Jarman's contribution of
vegetables, &c., from Chard. Messrs. Mogford & Co.,

Wells, arranged a fine bank of miscellaneous plants
across the end of one of the tents, which was much
admired and added greatly to the attraction of the
show, as also did a good stand of Eckford's Sweet
Peas put up by Mr. Warden, Clarendon Park
Gardens, Salisbury.

NE'WBUBY HORTICULTURAL.
August 6.—The annual show was held as usual on

August Bank Holiday, and was well attended. The
competition in the open plant classes was very good,

but the number of exhibits in the fruit, and espe-

cially the vegetables, was below the average, and
particnlarly so in the classes for cottagers.
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For six Sofvering plants Mr, J. F, Moald of

Powse; was Ist, niCb excellent Ericas, Allamandas,
Statice profuaa, and Clerodendron Balfouri,

For six foliage plants, Mr. Howard, gr. to Mrs.
Myers, Benham Park, was Ist, with fine plants of

Alocasia Tnibautiana and A. macrorbiza variegata,

Antburium crjstallinum, Areca lutescens, and
Cycas revolata. Mr. C. Ross, gr. at Welford Park,
was 2Dd.

In tbe open class for ten Ferns, tbere were tbree
entries, bat the plants were mach too crowded to

see tbe indiridaal beauty of them. Mr, Howard was
1st, and Mr. Koss, 2ad.

The chief interest was centred ia the gronps for

effect, the space allotted being 12 feet by 8 feet.

Here Mr. Howard was again Ist, with a good
arrangement, and Mr. Koss was a good 2nd.
For Gloxinias, Mr. Abery, Tilehnrst Nurseries,

was 1st ; and in Taberous Begonias, Mr. T. Sarman,
gr. to M. Best, Esq , Donnington Grove, was a good
lit. For table plants Mr. Ross was 1st.

Mr. Sarman was to the fore in the class for Colens,

and in the open class for Fachsias Mr. Mara was
placed Ist.

In the cut flower classes were prizes for table

decoration, offered to ladies only. Mrs. Phippen, of

Reading, was a good Ist, and also for a bridal

bouquet and buttonholes. For cut flowers in twelve
varieties, Mr, Howard was 1st. In the class for

seveuty-two Roses, eighteen varieties, Messrs.
Cooling were Ist, and Mr. K. C. Norris. gr, to
J. Porter, Esq,, 2ad.

In the open class for eight dishes of fruit, distinct,

there was but one entry, Mr. Howard being awarded
Ist for a good collection.

Among the vegetables, the chief competition was
in Messrs. Sutton's classes. For the six varieties

there were six entries, Mr. Lye of Sydmonton Court
being well to the fore with a fine lot, and well

staged.

In tbe class for four varieties of Potatos there

were nine entries, Mr. Howard being 1st. For
Messrs. Carter's prizes, Mr. Lye was let.

The Society has a good secretary in the person of

Mr. Councillor Hannington, and has issued a
schedule for a Chrysanthemum show to be held in

November.

THE ABBEY FLOWER SHOW,
LEICESTER.

AdqdstT.—That a one- day flower show at Leicester
should result in a sum of £707 being taken is

establishing a record, and this is what happened on
the above date. The show was held in the fine

public park, under the management of Mr. John
Burn, who, as Secretary, acts with great energy and
success.

Groups of plants arranged for effect were some-
what packed, though the material was good. It is

the method followed there, and perhaps it is necessi-
tated by tbe size of the tents.

The best six stove and greenhouse plants came
from Mr. Bolton, gr. to W. Bilsom, Esq , Barkby,
and consisted of Bougainvillea glabra, AUamanda
grandiflora, Stepbanotis floribunda, Croton Jo-
hannis, C. majesticus, and one other. Mr. J. Smith,
gr. to Mrs. S. Bennett, Stoney Gate, Leicester,
was 2ad.

Begonias of the tuberous-rooted section made a
good feature, large and freely-grown plants, well
bloomed. Mr. J. Wright gained the Ist prizes with
SIX double as well as six single, Mr. Bolton being
2ad in one class, and Mr. J. Gibson in the other.
Fuchsias were represented by tolerably good
specimens.

Zonal Pelargoniums, both double and single,

•hown in sixes, made attractive masses of colour
in association with handsome-leaved Coleus and
exotic Ferns, the latter being represented by good,
clean, well-grown examples.

Leicester folk appear to be most attracted by the
cut flowers, and as many of the flowering community
are keen florists, it is no wonder that the high quality
of the Roses, Carnations, and Picotees, and others
proved so attractive.

The best thirty-six blooms of Roses were staged by
Messrs. James Cocker & Sons, Sunnypark Nurseries,
Aberdeen ; Messrs. Harkness & Son, Rose Nurseries,
Bedale, taking the 2ad prize ; tbe blooms in both
cases being large, full, and very bright. In tbe class
for twenty- four varieties, Messrs. D, & W. CroU,
Dundee, took the 1st prize with some excellent
blooms ; Messrs. Cocker & Sons having 2ad place

;

with twelve Teas and Noisettes, Messrs. Cocker &
Son were again Ist; Messrs. D. & W. CroU being
2ad, In the class for twelve blooms of one variety,

Mr. J. Stretton came 1st, with very fine examples of

Her Majesty ; Mr. J. Wright coming 2ad, with A. K.
Williams, very bright. Tuberous-rooted Begonias,
double and single, as shown at Leicester, were allowed
to lie too flat upon the boxes to be very effective, but
the single varieties were very good.

Carnations and Picotees were numerous and very
good, the lateness of the season considered, and
there was a very keen competition in all the classes.

With twelve blooms of bizarres and flakes Messrs.
Thomson & Co., nurserymen, Birmingham, were Ist,

and Mr. Simonite 2Qd ; and Messrs. Thomson & Co.
were Ist with twelve Picotees ; Mr. R. Makepeace,
a well-known Leicester amateur, being 2ad in both
cases with excellent blooms.

With twelve yellow, self, or fancy varieties, Messrs.
Thomson and Simonite were again 1st and 2ad, the
blooms being remarkably good.

Stove and greenhouse cut flowers were shown in

bunches of twelve, Mr. H. Blakeway taking the 1st
prizes, and Mr. J. Smith being 2nd.
Hardy border plants in bunches were a very fine

feature, Messrs. Cocker & Sons being 1st, and Messrs.
Harkness & Sons 2nd. Then there were gay hardy
annuals in bunches, zonal Pelargoniums shown in

splendid condition, fancy Pansies, &c.
In the way of table decorations there were classes

for an epergne, for bouquets, wreaths, &c., and the
response would seem to justify an extension of such
classes.

There was a good show of fruit, tbe main honours
falling to Mr. Goodacre, Lord Harrington's gr. at

Elvaston, Derby. He had the best eight dishes,

consisting of fine Muscat of Alexandria and Black
Hamburgh Grapes, a good Melon, Pine-apple, Bar-
rington Peaches, Victoria Nectarine, &c. Mr. J.

R?ad, The Gardens, Bretby, was 2nd, having good
Madresfield and Buckland Sweetwater Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, &c. With four dishes, Mr.
Goodacre was again 1st, having Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes, Barrington Peaches, Victoria Nectarines,
and a good Melon, Mr. A, McVinish was 2ad.
Mr. Goodacre was also 1st with two bunches of
Black Hamburgh, the same of Muscat of Alexandria,
and held the same position for any other black
Grapes ; while Mr. Read came in Ist with any other
white. Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Figs, Cherries,

Apples, Plums, bush fruits, &c , were all shown in

their respective classes.

Vegetables were numerous and very good, whether
shown by amateurs, cottagers, or gardeners.

Among the miscellaneous exhibits was an interest-

ing collection of vegetables from Messrs. Harrison &
Sons, Leicester, and from Messrs. Jarman & Co.,

Chard ; Violas, Sweet Peas, hardy flowers, and very
fine French and African Marigolds from Messrs.
Bobbie & Co., Rothesay; Violas, Begonias, and other
things from Mr, John Forbes, Baccleueh Nurseries,

Hawick, and from Messrs. Yarde& Co., Northampton,
and local nurserymen.

TAUNTON HORTICULTURAL.
AnoDST 9.—The Committee and the energetic and

courteous Honorary Secretaries (Messrs. Maynard
and Hammett) are to be congratulated upon the
thorough success of their efforts to make the Taun-
ton Show one of the best of its kind in the South
and West of England.

Open Classes.

Plants were shown largely and in fine condition.

Prizes of £20, £15, and £6, were ofl'ered for twelve
stove and greenhouse plants in flower, and these
were secured by Mr. James Cypher, Cheltenham,
Mr. Mould, Pewsey, and Mr. Rowland, in the order
given. Mr. Cypher's best plants were Ixora salici-

folia, I. Pilgrimi, AUamanda Hendersonii, Ste-
pbanotis floribunda (in fine flower). Erica Thomp-
sonii, E. obbata purpurea, Statice profusa,

Bougainvillea glabra and Phcenocoma prolifera

Barnesii. Mr. Mould's best plants were Ixora
Dixiana and Dipladenia amabilis.

Messrs, Cypher, Rowland, and Mould took the
prizes in the order given for six stove and greenhouse
plants, all three showing well.

In the class for eight fine foliage plants, Mr.
Cypher, as in the previous classes, was well ahead,
showing among others fine plants of Kentia aus-

tralis, K. Belmoreana, Croton Sunset, C. Johannis,

C. Chelsoni, all three being beautifully coloured
;

Cordyline indivisa, and Cycas undulata. Mr, Row-
land was a creditable 2nd; and he also had tbe best

eight plants of exotic Ferns, distinct, in which were
noted good plants of Microlepia hirta cristata and
Alsophila australis. Mr. Marshall was a good 1st

for eight plants of taberous Begoniae.

Mr, W. Marshall, Taunton, had the best four
plants of Orchids, staging good plants of Cattleya
Victoria Regina, Cypripedium Morganse, Peristeria
elata, and Dendrobium formosum giganteum ; Mr.
Cypher being a good 2od.

In the class for a newly-introduced plant with
ornamental foliage, Mr. Cypher secured premier
place with a nice plant of Croton Gordonii.

Groups.—Miscellaneous plants arranged for effect

on a space of 100 square feet are always done well at
this show, but they were especially good this year.
Mr. Peel, gr. to Miss Todd, Shirley Lodge, South-
ampton, securing Ist place for a very telling arrange-
ment, consisting of a background of high Palms,
groundwork of Maidenhair Fern, " dot " plants of
Crotons, Begonias, Orchids, Caladinms Argyrites,
and Francoa ramosa. Mr. Rowland was a close 2nd,
putting together an eifective groups of suitable
plants.

In the amateur classes, the positions of these
exhibitors were reversed for groups arranged on a
space of 50 square feet, both arrangements being
light and finished in good style. The same exhi-
bitors were accorded like honours in the class
for twelve stove and greenhouse plants, Mr,
Rowland's 1st prize lot including fine speci-
mens of Dicksonia antarctica and Cycas revo-
luta. Mr. Peel turned the tables on his opponent
in the class for four stove and greenhouse plants in

flower, his quartette containing a plant of Pancra-
tium fragrans, having fourteen fine spikes, and a
fine plant of Antburium Scherzerianum. Mr. Peel
was also Ist for six Exotic Ferns, distinct varieties,

CcT Flowers (Fohtv-two Classes).

Messrs. James Townsend & Son had the best
stand of thirty-six Roses, distinct varieties, staging
substantial, even, fresh blooms of approved varieties

;

Messrs. Perkins & Sons being a good 2Qd.

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, was
Ist for a stand of eighteen blooms, distinct varieties

;

and Dr. Budd, Bath, was an excellent 2ad. The
last-mentioned exhibitor took three 1st prizes in the
amateur classes, namely, twenty-four blooms, twelve
blooms (Tea excepted), and twelve Teas, in not less

than six varieties.

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. were Ist for

twelve Dahlia blooms, distinct varieties, Ist for a
like number of fancy varieties, and for Cactus and
decorative varieties, three blooms to form a bunch,
to be shown on wire frames. These exhibits in-

cluded Emperor William, Earl of Pembroke, and
Mrs. Staples; and for nine bunches of Pompons.
Mr. M. Smith, Dr. Flegg, and Messrs. Townsend

& Son, also showed well in the above classes.

Eight classes were devoted to dinner-table decora-
tions, &c., and a fine display of artistic arrange-
ments was the result.

Fhdit,

Twenty open classes were provided for fruit, and
a fine lot (principally from under glass) was tabled.

In the collections of eight kinds, and four kinds (Pmei
excluded), the contest was as close as it possibly

could be between Mr. James Lloyd, gr. to Vincent
Stuckey, Esq., Langport, and Mr. H. W. Ward,
Longford Castle, Salisbury, who took the prizes in

the order named, both staging good all-round fruit.

Mr. Lloyd had extra large and handsome bunches of
Madresfield Court Grapes, and fine in berry, full well-
ripened bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,
Bellegarde Peaches, Pineapples, Nectarines, Negro
Largo Figs, Moorpark Apricots, a handsome oval-
shaped highly- coloured and beautifully mottled Melon,
the result of a cross between Hero of Lockinge and
Longleat Perfection, and Jefferson Plums. The
2ad prize lots in both collections contained beauti-

fully coloured medium-sized bunches of Black Ham-
burgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grape, larger in

berry but not so well coloured as Mr. Lloyd's exam-
ples, extra large and well-coloured Sea Eagle Peachei,
&c. Eight collections were put up. Mr. Ward wai
a good 1st for three bunches of Muscat of Alexan-
dria Grapes, also for three bunches of any other
black than Hamburgh, with good sized well-coloured

bunches of Madresfield Court. Mr. Lloyd being 2nd
in both classes, staging the same varieties as Mr.
Ward. Mr. Lloyd secured 1st for three bunches of

Black Hamburgh ; Mr. Webber, gr. to G, F. Lut-
trell. Esq,, taking 2ad place. The last-named exhi-

bitor had the best three bunches of any other white
than Muscats, staging Buckland Sweetwater ; Mr.
Ward being 2ad with Foster's Seedling.

Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Ward were 1st and 2ad
respectively for two Pine-apples ; the top pips of one
of Mr. Ward's fruits were a little green. Mr. T.
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Jones and Mr. Ward were 1st and 2nd for Peaches
in a good competition, with Noblesse and Sea Eagle.
Mr. Lloyd had the best- flavoured Melon. Mr.
Ward had the best dish of Pears, and Mr. Cross-
man, gr. to Joseph Brutton, Esq., Yeovil, had the
best dish of Nectarines, staging grand fraits of
Pine-apple,

Vegetables.

Mr, Thomas Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodore
Guest, Inwood House, Henstridge, was a capital 1st

for a collection of eight kinds; Mr. G. Garawav,
Bath, was a good 2ad.

Special Prices.—Messrs. Edward Webb & Sons,
Stourbridge ; Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Messrs. Jarman
& Co., respectively gave special prizes for collec-

tions ranging from six to twelve kindr, and these
were won by Mr. Thomas Wilkinf, Mr. Copp, gr.

to W. E. S. Drax, Esq., Holnest House, Sherborne;
and Major Gully, all staging fine produce.

The same exhibitors, together with the Messrs,
Mitchell, grs. respectively to G. T, C. Grove, Esq

,

and G. T. ChafSn, Esq., who were each 2nd in two
collections, were the principal prize-winners in the
twenty single dish classes ; and Mr. Crossman was a
good 1st for Runner Beans, with his Exhibition
Runners, of great length and fine appearance. Mr,
Ward secured Ist prize with grand specimens of

Student Parsnip,

Non- competitive Exhibits.—Messrs. Robert Veitch
& Son, Seedsmen to the Qaeen, Exeter, staged an
extensive and attractive lot of miscellaneous plants

and cut flowers. They included many novelties in

the way of alpine plants arranged on rockwork, and
forty new varieties of Sweet Peas. Messrs. Veitch
also showed examples of their climbing French
Bean coiled round sticks in pots. It attains to a
height of from 6 to 7 feet, and produces immense
crops of long handsome Beans from the middle of
July onward until cut down by frost. Mr. Davis, of
Yeovil, contributed an extensive lot of double and
single flowers of the tuberous Begonia, which
included many fine types. A grand double white
Begonia, sent by Miss Tucker, of Leigh Court, was
greatly admired, as also was Mr. W. J. Godfrey's
blooms of Carnations and Pelargoniums, sent from
Kxmouth. Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, pat up a
good assortment cf decorative plants. Sweet Peas,
border Carnationi", and vegetables, which altogether
made a good display.

WELSHPOOL HORTICULTURAL.
AoansT 9, 10.—The second annual exhibition was

held in the Deer Park at Powis Caatle, by per-
mission of the Earl of Powis, and about 12.000
persons attended it. A large tent of a Maltese-cross
form was well filled, and a supplementary tent was
not large enough to contain the cottagers' vegetables,

so that a large quantity had to be staged on extem-
porised tables out-of-doors.

Cottagers' productions are very much encouraged
here, and they certainly responded admirably, there
being no fewer than eleven collections of eight varie-

ties of vegetables for three prizes given by the Earl
of Powis, and heavy exhibits in all the classes devoted
to them, and the exhibits generally were fine.

In the classes open to nurserymen, Messrs, Jones
& Sons, Shrewsbury, were 1st for a group of plants,,

for a collection of Dahlias, occupying considerable
space, and for a miscellaneous collection of cut
flowers, in which were fine Gladioli, bunches of
Sweet Peas, and many other things, all tastefully

arranged.

In the gentlemen's gardeners' classes, Mrs. Curley,
Brooklyn, Welshpool (gr., Mr. McFarlane), was Ist

respectively for a large group of specimen plants,

for a specimen plant in flower, a fine Allamanda
Hendersonii, six ornamental plants, six stove and
greenhouse plants, three bunches of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, three bunches of Bowood Muscat
admirably coloured, three bunches of any other
black Grape, excellent bunches of Madresfield Court
but not quite ripe, also for Peaches and other fruits

;

and 2nd for a collection of eight varieties.

The Misses Howell, Rhieuport, B?rriew (gr., Mr.
Jones), were 1st with a collection of eight kinds of
fruit ; and 2nd for a group of plants. Captain
Hiyhurst France was 1st with Roses, a very good
lot ; and Sir Pryce Pryce Jones, Bart., Newtown,
was Ist for twelve bunches of cut flowers.

Another section of the schedule was for amateurs,
and nearly sixty classes were allotted to them.

Honorary exhibits helped the display materially.

In the centre of the large tent, Mr, John Lambert,
gr. to the Earl of Powis, set up a very large and
handsome group in form of a four-rayed star, each

ray extending towards the four sections of the tent.

The central pole of the tent was hidden by the
group and a fine Tree Fern, and the other part of

the pole hidden by Maiden-hair Ferns in plaques,

fastened to the pole. A group of well-coloured
Hamea elegans peeped out from the Tree Fern,
and flowering plants, Caladiums, Kentias, Hip-
peastrums, Streptocarpus, and other plants were
judiciously placed in groups, and with a carpet of
green moss in front.

Mrs. Naylor, Leighton Hill, Welshpool (gr., Mr.
Rothwell), set up a very large group of specimen
plants, including a grand Pancratium fragrans, and
some tine specimen doable Petunias,

Mrs. Lovell, Llanchydoll, Welshpool (gr., Mr.
Jones), set up a group of Coleas, Ferns, and other
plants ; Mr. E. Murrell, Nurseryman, Shrewsbury, a
very fine lot of Roses, including a large stand of

Alfred Colomb, grand in quality, the whole being
one of the features of the show. Various nursery-
men added to the attractions of the show by showing
Carnations, Roses, flowers of herbaceous perennials.
Begonias, plants, &c.

New Invention.

STEA.M L.\WN MOWEll.
Mr, Jas. Sdmnek, L^yland, Lancashire, lately

showed at the meeting of the Tring Agricultural

Society, a lawn mower worked by a small engine,

placed on the top of the machine, the fuel being oil.

In the opinion of numerous horticulturists the work
done by the mjchine was quite equal to that eflfected

by any horse machine. It can be used when the
turf is soft, there being of course no hoof marks,
while the additional weight adds to its efficiency as

a roller. The introducer claims that it is cheaper to

work than a horse machine, is easier to manage,
requires less labour, and occupies less time, whilst

the engine can be used for other purposes when
necessary.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE WILD
RICE.

De. F. Bochenad, of Bremen, has elaborated in con-
siderable detail {Botanischc Zeitung, 18 H, pp.83 to '.16),

the distribution of this interesting though undesirable
Grass, Leersia oryzoides (Oryza clandestina). It is a

rare Grass in England, having been found, so far as

we know, in the counties of Surrey, Sussex, and
Hampshire only, and there only in a few widely
separated localities. Marshy places and banks of

ditches are its favourite localities, and once estab-

lished it spreads rapidly, having nearly the same
power of loot-propagation as the common Couch-
grass ; yet it rarely seeds, at least in its northern
localities. There is no real English name for it,

though in books it has been called Cut-grass, on
account of its exceedingly rough, sharp-edged
leaves. Wild Rice is a translation of its very appro-
priate German name. It is perhaps not quite so
rare in this country as would appear from the
localities recorded, being easily overlooked, as

the inflorescence has the peculiarity of being deve-
loped within the sheath of the topmost leaf. Some-
times it emerges, and then this Grass is easily

detected. Another peculiarity of this Grass is that

the enclosed, hidden inflorescence is commonly
fertile, whereas the exserted inflorescence is com-
monly sterile ; whether invariably so, can only be
ascertained by further and more exact observation.

The present distribution in Europe is from the
Mediterranean northward to the south of England,
to Denmark, Sweden, and Central Russia; but only
in a few localities in these northern countries, where
it is supposed to have been introduced by migratory
water-fowl. Possibly, too, it may have been
originally introduced into Earope from America.
It has also been found eastward as far as the Cau-
casus and Bussorah. In Eastern North America
it ranges from Florida and Louisiana to Canada.
Yet another curious thing connected with this Grass.

As a weed in the Rice fields of Italy, it is a for-

midable competitor in the struggle for existence

with its congener, Oryza sativa. W, B, H.

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION AND
BOTANICAL CONGRESS, 1866: AN
HISTORICAL RETROSPECT.

As each succeeding year may be said to add to
the historical interest attaching to the Great Inter-
national Horticultural Exhibition and Botanical
Congress of 1866, which was held on the site of the
present Natural History Mnseum at South Kensing-
ton, and as some of the notices relative thereto,
called forth by the lamented death of Professor
Bentley, F.L.S , were incomplete, it is well to set
forth at this stage the actual facts as clearly ai
possible.

The Summary of General Proceedings in the
Official Report sets forth that the project originated
amongst a few representatives of British Horticulture
and Botany, who had accepted the invitation to
attend the first of these international meetings, held
in 1861, at Brussels, under the auspices of the
Federation of the Horticultural Societies of Bel-
gium

; and also under the immediate patronage of
the Belgian Royal Family. The action then taken
was followed up by those who attended the exhibition
and congress at Amsterdam in 1865, when a pledge
was given or implied that a similar meeting should,
if possible, take place in London in 1866. With the
object of carrying out these views, a preliminary
meeting was held at St. James's Hall, Regent Street,

on May 18, 1865, under the chairmanship of Mr.
J. J. Blandy of Reading, and, with the exception of
Mr. G. Ure Skinner, all those present were members
of the executive committee subsequently formed.
At this meeting a provisional committee was formed
for the purpose of preparing a scheme for carrying
out the proposed exhibition and congress, Mr.
Thomas Moore acting as secretary. The co-opera-
tion of the Royal Horticultural Society and of

the Society of Arts was secured, the latter

body setting apart the sum of £50 as prizes

for implements. On July 1, a meeting of supporters
was held, a prize schedule was agreed to,

and subscription and guarantee lists opened ; the

Provisional Committee reporting considerable finan-

cial support. At this meeting au Executive Com-
mittee of twenty-one persons was formed to carry

out the Exhibition, Sir C. Wentworth Dilke, Bart.,

M.P., was Chairman ; Mr. J. Jackson Blandy, V ice-

chairman ; Sir Daniel Cooper, Bart., Treasurer ; the
following completing the body :—Professor Bentley,

F.L.S., Messrs. W. Ball, Edward Easton, C.E.,Chas.
Edmonds, John Fleming, Robert Fortune, John
Gibson, John L^e, Dr. M. T. Masters, F.L S.,

Thomas Osborn, William Paul, John Standish,

Charles Turner, James Veitch, and B. S. Williams
;

with Mr. Thomas Moore, F.L.S., as Exhibition,

Dr. Berthold Seemann, F.L.S., as Congress,

and Dr. Robert Hogg, F.L.S., as general business

secretaries, with Mr. Richard Dean as assistant-

secretary, A short time subsequently Dr. Seemann
received an appointment which made absence from

England necessary, and he was succeeded as Con-
gress secretary by Dr. Masters. The Building

Committee consisted of Messrs. Charles Lee, John
Gibson, Harry .1. Veitch, and John Standish. The
exhibition building was contracted for by Mr. John
Unite ; an Orchid section was covered by glass, and,

with great liberality, heated by Mr. Henry Ormson.

The entire cost of the exhibition tent, and laying out

the ground, was £3946.

The following extract from the report is full of

interest:
—"The pkce for laying out the interior

of the tent was designed by Mr. Gibson, and was

carried out under his superintendence. The area

covered with canvas was 3 acres 2 roods and 38 poles.

Of this space, 55,000 feet was allotted for plants,

50,000 feet for promenades, and 20,000 feet for

single specimens and decorations, exclusive of the

compartments devoted to Orchids, to fruit, and to

vegetables. The pathways, including those of the

Orchid tent, occupied 60 000 feet, sufficient to accom-

modate 15,000 persons within the tent, allowing

4 feet to each person." . In addition to the competi-

tive specimens, the Royal Gardens, Kew, and the
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Royal Horticaltaral Society, contributed a number
of Palms and other large plants. The arrangements

of the exhibits were delegated to an arrangement
committee consisting of Dr. Hogg, and Messrs.

Gibson, T. Moore, and George Eyles. It is scarcely

necessary to state that the details were carried

out in a most satisfactory and highly saccessful

manner.

The schedule of prizes was arranged in ten

sections, the aggregate number of classes being 238.

The entries, deducting withdrawals, were 1486, of

which number 329 were not sent in, owing to the

unfavourable weather which preceded the show, and
to various accidental causes. The actual number of

entries received was 1751, sent in by 361 exhibitors.

Of the sum of £2550 offered as prize-money,

£2007 9s. was actually awarded, and a further sum
of £219 16s. was paid in consideration of extra

expenses incurred on account of the additional days

to which the show was extended. The opening

took place on May 22, and was graced by the presence

of the Prince and Princess of Wales, and several

other members of the Royal family. On account of

the success of the show, it was, with the consent and
active support of the principal exhibitors, extended

to May 31.

Of the 110 jurors who made the awards in the

several classes, more than one-half have gone over

to the majority. The stewards of the exhibition

were the members of the executive committee.

Two sittings of the Botanical Congress were held,

one on the 23rd, and the other on the 24th, Professor

Alphonse de Candolle presiding. Both meetings
were held in the South Kensington Museum. As
a large number of papers were sent in, far more
than could be read, a committee of reference wai
appointed to consider what communications should
be published in the Reports of Proceedings. The
social side of the gathering included a banquet at

the Guildhall, the Lord Mayor, Sir B. S. Phillips,

Birt., presiding ; and a conversazione at the South
K-Dsington Museum.
The amount of receipts from all sources was

£16,018 4s. Td, The surplus of income over expen-
diture was distributed in various ways, the Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution benefiting to the extent of
£1000.

When the affair was practically closed, the
Executive Committee, with the addition of Mr.
Charles Lee and Mr. Harry J. Veitch, dined together
at the " Star and Girter " Hotel, at Richmond, when
a photographic group was taken by Mr. Vernon
Heath. Two members were absent through illness,

the vice-chairman, Mr. J. J. Blandy, who died on
September 2 following ; and Mr. John Fleming, who
lived bat a short time after. Of the twenty-one
persons forming the group, Sir C. W. Dilke and
Messrs. R. Fortune, Thos. Moore, James Veitch,
Thomas Oaborn, B. S. WilllaTis, John Staudish,
Cbas. Eimonds, John Gibson, Charles Lee, Charles
Turner, and Professor Bentley, who form the
majority, have " taken their chambers in the silent

halls of death ;
" the survivors are Sir Daniel Cooper,

D.-. Hogg, Dr. Masters, and Messrs. H. J. Veitch,
E J ward Easton, William Ball, John Lee, William
Paul, and R. Dean. This photograph is now valu-
able on account of its scarcity and historical interest.

The preparation of Reports of Proceedings was
mainly the work of Dr. M. T. Masters, assisted by
Mr. Thomas Moore. It is a book of 420 pages; it

contains many of the most valuable papers read at
the Congress, and a number of illustrations. It is

brimful of matter of great interest. Not of the least

impo.-tance is the Catalogue, setting forth the names
of the plants exhibited in all the classes, in so far as
they were furnished by exhibitors ; and the awards of
the judges. The question is sometimes put. Can a copy
of this invaluable report be obtained? The answer
must be that as only a limited number was issued, it

will for ever remain very scarce and difficult to
obtain. No gardening library can be said to be
complete without a copy. As time rolls on, the hor-
ticultural interest attaching to it increases in exact
ratio to its monetary value.

Whether we shall ever see another such exhibition

in the metropolis of London remains to be seen.

Should such take place, the experience gained in

1866 will be invaluable to the promoters. Much of

it is recorded in the Reports, much of it was hidden

in the experience of those who contributed so much
to the success of the exhibition, but who are no

longer in our midst. They have passed away, and

their works follow them. Some remain, linking the

present to such a glorious past, the records of which

should be faithfully preserved as commemorative of

an important epoch in English horticulture. Richard

Sean, Ealing, London, W

.

Trade Notice.

Variorum.

Cocoa (or cacao)—coca—coco—cocoa-
nut.—Probably no four words in common use have

become more tangled and confused in the minds of

learned and unlearned than cacao, coca, coco, and
cocoa. Dr. Eagene Murray Aaron points out that

even critics themselves stumble in attempts to clear

away the confusion, and he mentions that the four

distinct products to which the names belong^the
first and last of great importance—are commonly
mixed under the one term cocoa. These products

are:—1, Cocoa (Theobroma cacao), the Chocolate-
berry Tree. This is an evergreen, growing from
15 to 45 feet, a native from tropical America, but

now become wild in Africa. It bears pointed pods,

each of which contains a number of the nutritive

seeds. From the seeds are derived " cacao nibs,"

" chocolate " (the most important substance),

"cicao" (erroneously called cocoa in English
countries), "broma," "cacao shells," and "cacao
butter." 2, Coca (Erythroxylon coca), the Coca-
leaf bush. This shrub is found in the Andes, and is

famed for the extraordinary stimulating properties

of its leaves, which are known as "spadic" as well

as " coca," and contain two alkaloids—cocain and
hygrin. 3, Coco (Colocasia esculentum, et al.), the

Coco roots. The name is properly applied only to

the tubers of several allied species of plants, which
furnish a starch-laden food in tropical countries.

4, Cocoa (Cocos nucifera), the Cocoa-nut Palm,
which yields the well-known hard-shelled fruit,

together with valuable fibre, Straits paper. No dis-

tinction is made between the product of the Cho-
colate plant, namely " cocoa," and the Palm fruit in

the above, so far as spelling goes. As it is impossible

to get Mincing Lane to give up the use of " cocoa
"

for pods and nibs, to make some distinction we, on
the suggestion of Dr. Trimen, have dropped the

"a" in the Palm's name, making it "Coconut,"
which is more in accordance with the botanical

name, Cocos nucifera. This has been followed, we
are glad to see, by the Kew authorities, by Nature,

and other London papers. We seldom or never hear

of " Coco roots." Ceylon Observer,

GraSS-EATINQ insects.—Mr. E. P. Belt, in

the Bulletin 64 of the Cornell University Agricul-

tural Station, Ithaca, N.Y., has a valuable article on
the cloae-wings and other insects injurious to grass.

A table showing the differences between the species

of Crambos is given, together with details of the life-

history of the insects.

Footpaths.—The Builder quotes the following

reference to a new way of treating footpaths, from
the annual report of Mr. Loveqeove, the borough
surveyor of Richmond :

—
" A new method of treating

gravelled paths was introduced in Kew Road, where
the foot traffic renders it almost impossible to keep the

stones down ; a length of path opposite the Athletic

Ground, and also across Kew Green, was simply

brushed over with tar, and covered with sea-shell,

the cost being about 2j(^. per yard super., and in the

result a smooth, even path was obtained. Now that

the Town Council have the maintenance of over

2.^ miles of river path, this would be the most

economical and satisfactory way of dealing with the

walk."

Thb old-establislied business of Charles Sharps

& Co., Sleaford, wed growers and merchants, has

been registered as a limited company, for its conti-

nuity, and to give the managers of the different

departments an interest in the business. The public

is not invited to subscribe any capital, the whole of

the shares having been taken up by those engaged

in conducting the business.

Mr. Joseph Jefferson died on July 31, aged

64 years, at Carlton House, Worksop, where he had

been gardener to the late Joseph Garside, Esq., for

nearly forty years. Mr. Jefferson was a good prac-

tical gardener, an excellent fruit and plant grower,

and at one time an exhibitor at the metropolitan

and other shows. The gardens at Carlton House
were always kept in first-rate order. Mr. Jefferson

made everyone welcome who paid him a visit. Cheer-

ful, good-natured, kind-hearted, he will be missed

from amongst those who had the pleasure of his

acquaintance. He was laid to rest in the Worksop
Cemetery on August 4, deeply mourned by a large

family and friends.

Augusts Linden.—We regret to have to an-

nounce the death of U. Auguste Linden. Like his

eminent father, Auguste Linden was a botanical

traveller, having visited the Congo, Borneo, the

Philippines, &c., whence he introduced several new
and interesting plants. He died on the lOjh inst. at

Luxembourg, after some weeks' illness.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, ot degrees of

t«mperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is cspres-^ed in Day-
degreea — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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THE PAST WEEK.
The foUowine sammary record of the weather

throaghout the British Islandt for the week ending
Angaat 11, is famished from the Meteorological

Office :
—

" The weather continued very unseasonable gene-
rally, although during the latter half of the week it

improved somewhat in the more south-western parts

of the kingdom. Rain fell very frequently—heavily
in places. Thunderstorms were experienced in many
of the English and Scotch districts, principally on
August 9 or 10.

' The temperature was again a little above the

mean in 'Scotland, N.,' and just equalled it in
' Scotland, E.' and ' England, N.E ;

' elsewhere it

was below, the deficit being 1° or 2°. The highest

of the maxima, which occurred during the earlier

half of the week, ranged from 73° in ' England, S.,'

to 67° in ' Scotland, W.' The lowest of the minima
were registered on rather irregular dates, and
ranged from 41° in ' Scotland, N.' and the 'Midland
Counties,' to 50° in • England, N.W.,' and to 55° in

the ' Channel Islands.'

" The rainfall exceeded the mean in ' Scotland, N.

and E ,' 'England, N.E,,' 'Ireland, N.,' and the
' Channel Islands,' the excess in the first and last-

named districts being large ; elsewhere the fall was
either equal to or slightly less than the normal.

" The bright sunshine was again very deficient

generally, but slightly exceeded the mean in ' Scot-
land, E. and W,,' as well as in ' Ireland, N.' The
percentage of the possible duration ranged from 44
In the ' Channel Islands,' and 33 in ' Scotland, E.

and W.,' and 'England, S.W.,' to 22 in 'England,
N.W.,' and to 15 in ' Scotland, N,'

"

Vegetables.—AvERiQE Wholesale Prices.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, August 16.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several oE the principal
aalesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for tlie week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s. d. s.d.

Arums, per doz. bl.... 2 0-30
Aiters, doz. bun. ... 2 0-60
— French, p. bun. 6-10

Bouvardias, per bun. 6-10
Carnations, 12 blms. 6-10
— doz. bun. ... 2 0-40

Cornflowers, 12 bun. 10-20
Eucharis, per dozen 10-40
Gaillardias, dz, bun. 16-40
Gardenias, per dozen 10-30
GUdiolus. doz. bun. 3 0-60
Lilium Harrisii, dor. 2 0-40
— lancifolium.

p. bunch 10-20
— — p. 12 blooms 9-16

Maidenhair Fern, per
12 bunches ... 3 0- 6

Marguerites, 13 bun. 16-30
Mignonette, 12 bun. 2 0-40
Myofotis, or Forget-

roe-Not, doz. bun. 1 6- 3 '

Obohii>-BLOOM in variety.

t.d.s.d.
PdDsies. 12 bun. ... 1 0- 2
Orchids :

—
Cattleya, 12 blms. 6 0-13
Odo n toglos9um
crispum.l2blms. 2 0-40

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, p. 12 bun. 2 0-40
— 12 sprays ... 4-06
Pinks, doz. bun. ... 16-40
Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2 0-60
Roses, Tea, per dozen 6-20
— coloured, p. doz. 2 0-40— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz. 16-50
— red, per dozen ... 6- 1

— outdoor, doz.bun. 3 0-90
Stephanotis, dozen

sprays 16-20
Sweet Sultan, 13 bu. 2 0-30
Tuberoses, 13 blms, 3-04

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
t.d.

1 9

1

Apples, half- sieve...

Figs, par dozen
Grapes, Ist quality,

black English,
per lb 1 6

,. English, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 6-

Grapes, Muscat,
per lb 1 G

,, Muscat. 2nd
quality, per lb. ... 9-

t.d.

2 6
1

2 !

2
,

1
I

2

I

10|

Grapes. Guernsey,
per lb

Melons, each .,. 1

Peaches, large, p. doz. 4

,, small, per doz. ... 1

Pears, p. sieve, small 2

,. (Dessert), half-

sieve 3
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each ... 6
Plums, half-sieve ... 2

$.d,$.d.

^10
6-2 6
0-6

0-2 6

0-4

7
0-3

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Balsams, per doz, ... 3
Calceolarias, per doz. 3
Campanulas, p. doz. 6
Cyperus, per dozen... 4

Dracsena, each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in
var., per dozen .,, 6

Ferns, various, doz. 4
— small, per lOo 4

Ficus elaHtica, each 1

Foliage plants, doz. 9
Fuchsias, per dozen 4
Heliotropes, per doz. 3

d.
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ripe and yellow. After cuttinR the fraits, carefally

clean the seeds in water, and thoroughly dry

them before storing away.

Disqualification : Enquirer. You are a " pro-

fessional " according to the terma of the tchedale,

and should not be disqualiSed.

Fungus on Obchids; ^y. The fungus is Prismaria

alba, Prenss ; the species, so far as is known, do

not attack healthy plantc, and probably the Orchid

is not robust. The mould is superficial, and
sponging with any fungicide would kill the fpores.

Gbapes : Weekly Header does not remember what
he reads, or he would have seen that the subject

of spot and rot on Grapes has been treated of week
after week lately.

—

Beta, A very bad case of the

Vine spot, Peronospora viticola : ste p. 75 in our

issue for July 21.

—

R. M. We are afraid we
cannot help you further. We have never seen euch

a case.

Insect: F.G. There was no insect in the bjx. It

had escaped.

Labels foe Standard Eoses: Pen and Ink. Strips

of zinc written on with white vitriol after rubbing

the surface with sand-paper, fastening them on

the plants with copper wire.

Melons: fV. P. Where does the disease begin ? We
should burn the affected plants. In all probability

the rot is caused by a parasitic fungus. The Peach

was smashed.

Names of Plants: E. 0. W. Si mphoricarpus

racemOBUs variegatus.— W. 8. L. Tanaoetum vul-

gare—common Tansy.

—

Fope ^- Sons. Melilotus

cfEcinalis.

—

A. W. 1, Clematis Jackmanni ; 2,

MoBtbretia ; 3, Spirsea arisefolia; 4, Lychnis chal-

cedonica ; 5. Lilium chalcedonicum ; 6, Physalis

Alk^kengi ; 7, Centaurea montana.

—

J. B. Hants.

1, Olea'ia Haastii ; 2, Spirsea Douglasi ; 3,

Prunus Pissardi— J. H. B. 1, Sedum carneum
variegatum ; 2, Cotyledon; 3. Saginaprocumbens.
—J. R. 1, next week; 2, Tsuga canadensis; 3,

Picea Menziesii ; 4, next week ; 5, Qaercus cuspi-

data ; 6, not recognised ; 7, Salix rosniarinifolia ; 8,

Hydrangea stellata prolifera ; 9, Clapp's Favourite

probably. — Veronica. 1, Echinops Eitro; 2,

Cineraria maritima; 3, Ceanothus azureus ; 4,

Vanda tricolor ; 5, Miltonia spectabilis ; G, Onci-

dinmsp. ; 7, Cypripedium Lawrenceanum.— A'. C.

1, Euonymus japonicus variegatus ; 2, Gazania
rigens, seedlirg variety; S.Gypsophilapaniculata; 4,

Gomphrena globosa ; 5, Cotyledon sp. ; 6 Stachys:
we do not recognise the species.

—

L'Allegro. Ver-
bascum nigrum.

—

Enquirer. 1, Calvcantbus flori-

dus; 2, Cascarina eqaisetifolia ; 3, Gypsophila
paniculata.— W. D, Poicis. 1, Spiriea laevigata

probably, certainly not Bentbamia ; 2, Swainsonia
galegilolia.

EoYAL Hohticultudal Society Meetings: Learning-

Ion. These are announced regularly in our

columns. Why not write direct to the Secretary

for a card ?

Tomato Spot : P. Y. Your plants have the spot so

very often described and figured in our columns.
Try tpraying with Bordeaux mixture when the
fruits are still quite unripe.

Viola Trouble : W. E. L. The disease is uot
cauepd by fungus in the first instance, but probably
by some error in cultivation. Bacteria were also

absett. G. Masice.

COMMUNICATloxs Rkcfiyed.—C. H. J.—Wm. Peage (next
weeh).— H. Wiglev,- M. .J. J.—National Co ooerative Fes-
tival.—A. & N.— N. v.— P. & Sons.— J. S.— A Very Old Sub-
scriber.—W. P.— J. R.—C.,H. J.—Cap.-S. P. O.— J. B.—
G. A.— J. R.—Wild Rose —A. D.— A. P.-H. W. W.— F. M.
—W. E.—R. D.—M. T.— E. C—T. C—H E.—W. T.—
P. L. S.—Q. P.—Professor McO., Cape Town.— .M T —M —
G. H, (Rev.)-W. E. S.— M. L.—W. A , lext week.— F. R.
—J. H. B—J. G. B.—H. R. H.

Photographs. Drawings. &c., Receivf.d "with Thanks —
Professor Burvenicb, Ghent.—Mr. Macquard. Cape Town.
F. V. M.. Melbourne.— G. I. W.—R. W. A., Jofiannesburg.

—

R. J. (Cattleya, later on, witli many thanks).

CONTINaSD INCRE.i.iE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.—TAe PiMisher /ms the satis-
factwn ofannouncing that the circulation o/the " Gardrmrs
Chronicle" ha.^, since the reduction in the price of the jmpcr.

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent

,

and Is Increasing weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that tlic " Chronicle " circulates a.innng
COUNTBV GENTLEMEN. AND ALL CLASSES OF HARDENERS
AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it has a speciallii large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is
preserved. Jor reference in all the principal Librari^.

RICHARDSON'S
PATENT

HOODED TUBULAR BOILERS

Awar^iefi Silver Medal for Boilers and Heating Apparatus

at the luteruationdt Horticultural Exhibition, London.

Have combined in one the advantages of the two beat forms of

Boilers hitherto made—the plain Saddle and Tubular Saddle.

TUey Heat more than Twice the Quantity of Piping

that can be heated by the ordinary Saddle with an equal

amount of fuel. They are durable, quick-heating, easily set,

and easy to manage. I'KICE LIST from the patentees,

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
Horticultural BuUders and Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.
HILL & SMITH,

BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.
And at 118. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, Ac.

Special Estimates civen for Large Contracts in Fencing.

Rooting, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. Large Hhisirated Catalo^w. of Ftncing, Hurdles,

Field and Entrance Gtites. iVc, sent free on application.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
Oim WELL-KNOWN MAKE,

6 feet
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THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. QEORQE, 14, Redgrave Boad.
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey,
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AHD SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards,

a L V BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliaer for all purpoaee.
Sold in tins, I5., 2s. 6d.,aDd bs.Qd.-, also in air-tight hags,

J cwt. , <&». ; 1 cwt. . 10s. Fulldirectiona for use eent with each
tin and bag. 1 cvct. and ahove sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot\, Hunts.

" 13, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
•*I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

••A. B, GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E.,F.C.S."

ROSSES GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79. Mark Lane. London.

E E S O N^S MAN ir~R~E".
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

B

FOR PRICE LIST

MRIGHT
WRITE TO

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY
The " Stott " Distributor Co., Ltd., Barton House,

Maocbester.

THE CESTRIAN SHAG TOBACCO PAPER.
Quite a Novelty in Tolacco Paper Materiul , Htroug in

Nicotine and entirely free from Cliemicals, requiring no fumi-
g 1 ting pan ; liglits with ordinarv match or hot embir

; produces
a dense cool smoke ; will not injure thetenderest Fern ; by far
the 'heapest Smoking Tobicco Paper yet introduced. 1 lb.

BntTiuient for 3 OOi) cubic ffet, being cut po fine produces volume*
of dense smoke. Price. Is. 4't, per lb,

; ^ lb. sample, per post, Is.

Only through- J. TAYLOR, Hoole Cheater.

Mr. S. T. WRIGHT. F.R.H.S..
days :

—" I bhall do all I can for your
Specialties, they deserve it.

Sulphoclde, best and cheap'^st
out-door Insecticide, 100 gallons
made for 2s. 6(i.

KU-Kone, best Fumigant, strongly
recommended, 1000 cubic feet,

9s. per duzen.

Pine Oil, safe and certain death
to Bug. Scale, Thrips, and all

Inside Pests, quartos. 4s, ; J-gils.,
6s. td. ; gals., 10s. %d.

Patent Pest Syringe, best Dis-
tributor.

SETD FOR List.

CHARLES' RIDIPEST CO.,

Loughboreugli, Lelce&teraMre

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10». per sack; 6for47s.6rf.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8i. per sack; 5 for
37f . 6rf. SECOND QUALITY, 6j. per sack ; 5 for 22s. M.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for AzaUas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 45. per sack, 5 for 18s. ; and 3j. per sack, 5 for 12x. 6d.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2«. 6d. per sack ; 6 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade,
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Uount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

EPPS'S ^•'"' PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,
or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULU, Coarse, Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
freshSPHAQNUM,PutentMANURES, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requi^ites. Peat MoSS Lltler.

The Original Peat Depot, RIKGWOOD, HANTS.

THE CABDENERS' CHRONIOLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chroniclk Telegrams.— The
Rtgistered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Qardchron, Lmdm."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OP CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

HEAD ZIJfE CHARGED AS TWO.

4
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WANTED, a BUDDER. Must be thoroughly
Buccesaful in Roses and Fruit, and willing to fill up

time iu G-en era! Outdoor Nursery Work. Wages, £t5 per month,
and annual rise.—J. G. NELSON, Cambridge Nurserie:;, near
East Londou, Cape Colony,

WANTED, a young MAN, well up ia grow-
ing Chryt-anthemums for exhibition. Wages 18j.

with Bothy.—W. MEASE.The Gardens, Downside.Leatherhead.

WANTED, in the Fern-houses, a Man tho-
roughly used to this class of work. Wages. 2\t. per

week. Apply, stating age and experience, to POULTONS,
Ltd., Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmontoo.

WANTED, a joung MARRIED MAN, no
family, to Manags Small Nursery. Not afraid of

work. Well-up in Market-growing, principally Tomatos.
Cottage on premises. Good character. Abstainer. Wesleyan
preferred.—Apply lo B., 127, Mansfield Road, Gospel Oak,
London, N.W.

WANTED, a young MAN, to assist in
Wreath and Bouquet Making. One used to Market

Work prererred.— D., 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

ANTED, for a few weeks, TWO or THREE
good HANDS to Bud Ro&es ; liberal wages.- Apply,

with references, to ROBERT MACK AND SO.V, Rose Grort-ers,
Catterick, Yorkshire.

ANTED, an INVOICE CLERK.—Must
be smart and accurate, and accustomed to the Bulb

Trade. Salary' 20y. psr week,—Apply by letter only, B.,
13, King Street, Coveot Garden, W.C.

ANTED, a good COUNTER-HAND, for
Retail Seed and Bulb Business; also IMPROVER.—

State particulars of experience, and wages required, to N.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a Good GOWMAN.^Married,
without family, for a Gentleman's estate. One who has

been accustomed to Jersey cows, &c. Age about 30. Good
references require,d. Wages 16s. a week with good liouae,

garden, and firing.-Apply to J. MARTIN, Batcote, Faringdoo,
Berks.

WANTED, a LADY to MANAGE a FRUIT
and FLOWER BUSINESS in the West of England.

Must be an expert Wreath and Bouquet Maker.-Apply,
stating terms, age, and experience, to W. M., Messrs. Jacob
Wrench & Son. Londoa Bridge. London, E.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

R̂ICHARD SMITH and CO.
-1-*^ beg to announce that they are constantly receiving
applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

Oardeners, Fanu-Baillfra. Foresters. &o.

DICKSON S, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN "of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their buai-
nesa. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKS0N3. Chesteb."

FS A N D E R AND C O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENEKS, of excellent character, and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the varioas duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
^______ F- SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

Gardeners. Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. HiRhest recojamen-
dations. Telegraphic address, '• DOWNIE, Edinburgh."

ESSRS. CHARLESWORTH and SHUT-
TLEWORTH AND CO.. Orchid Growers, Heaton Brad-

ford, can recommend a first-class GARDENER and ORCHID
GROWER.—For particulars apply to the firm.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—T. J. Wotton, girdener to Major Robertson,

Widmerpool Hall, Notts, wishes to recommend his Foreman,
T. Foster, age 28, who has been with him five yeirs, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good practical
all-round man. Good references.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married;
a thoro igh practical Grower of the most choice

Flowers, Decorative Plants, Fruit, and Vegetables. Not afraid
of work. Excellent references. — E. D, i;i, Whyke Lane,
Chichester.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 38 ; married, one
child. Thoroughly experienced in all branches.

Several years' excellent character. Over twenty years' espe-
rience.- A. W. PEGS, Pouchen Eud, Boxmoor, Herti".

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
hept; age 29, married, one child ; good all-round man.

—A Gentleman recommends his late Head Gardener as
above.—GEORGE, 25, LiBord Street, Putney, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—William ALLEN.Iate
Head Gardener to Sir Geo. Russell, St., M. P.. Swallow-

field Park, Reading, and formerly Head Gardener to (he late

Lord Hatberton, Te.ldesley Park, Stafford, now offers his ser-

vices to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoro ighly practical

man in all branches of gardening. Tesiimonials forwarded.

—

WM. ALLEN, Barlaston, Stoke-on-Trent.

ARDENER (Head). — James Cypher
would be pleased to recommend a thoroughly good Gar-

dener to any Lady or Gentleman. Thorough knowledge of

Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit, &c. Excellent
testimonials.— Exotic Nurseries, Cheltenham.

ARDENER (Head) and ORCHID
GROWER; age 33, married.— A. O. ABBiHiM, eight

years with R. H. Measures, Esq., The Woodlands, Streat-
ham, as above, seeks re-engagement. First-class references.

—

Albion Road, St. Albans.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF. — No family. Life experience in every

branch. Wife a good Dairy and Poultry Woman.—T. W., 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married.
Advertiser, with life experience in Noblemen and

Gentlemen's establishments, seeks situation where a good all-

round man is required. Thoroughly competent in all

branches, both Inside and Out. Very highly recommended.

—

GARDENER. 4. Gordon Terrace, Wiverton Koad. Sydenham.

GARDENER (Head, where two or more are
kept).—Age 40; married, and no f imily. Highest

references and capabilities.—J. A., 4, Kelsey Terrace, Lincoln.

ARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept; age ai).—T, Wade, for the past two ye^rs

Foreman at Croome Court, seeks engagement with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a reliable

energetic man. Firat-class references.—T. WADE, Crojme
Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head, where several Under are
kept).—Age 30 ; married when suited. Sixteen j ears'

practical experience in all branches, including Orchids. Ex-
cellent character.—W. KASH, Wasing Lodge, Dear Brimptoa
Common. Reading. Berks.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept, or
good SlXGLEHiNDED.—Age 29, Single; twelve years'

all-round experience. Three years' tood character from
present i-ituaiion.— J. TREADWELL, The Gardens. Easneye
Park. Ware, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), where six or seven
are kept.—Age ;ia, married; thoroughly experienced

with the requirements of a tirst-cla s eetabliahment. Highly
recommended.— W. ARTHUR, Hardwiek House. Pangbourn**.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 43.—
A Ladv can highly recommend lier late Gardener as a

very trustworthy man. Thoroughly etlicient in all branches.
Fifceen jeara in last place.—H. M,, 14, Kiogswooi Rjad,
Upper Norwood.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
SlSGLE-HAM)iii>).—Age 2?, married, no f imily ; life

experience with Vines, Peochei, Tomatos. and tlie general
routine of a Gt^nt'f man's estabiithment. — GARDENER,
Penmaen Hous", Penmieu, Swansea.

ARDENe¥THead Working), — Married,
no childrt'a. A Lady h ghly recommends the above.

Thoroughly experienced in Vines, Flowerp, Fruit. Vegetables.
Totil abstainer.—J.WOOD ^, Lordswoo I.Shirley Southampton,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ; thorough practical experience in all branches.

Eleven and a hilf jear/ character.—A. BSATTIli:, Guilton.
Ash, Dover.

GARDENER (Head Wouking).—Age 33,
married, no family.— Life experience iu all branche".

Five years' character from last siluiton.-C. GKOVES, 21,
Lower Park FiePs Putuev, S.W.

ARUENEt{ (Head Working), or GAR-
DESER and liilLIFF on small estate.—Cjpable of

taking entire man:ige;ni'nt. Aife 2d. Good experience in all

garden work. holdin(» two Cercificates Science of Agriculture.
Highest referencei.-H FIELDER. Catislield. Fa eham. Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Age 41,
marred. Practical experience in all branches; good

references. Diseugiiged,— H. HUNT, 3, Clyde Cottages,
Rudgwick. Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Wobkino).—Age 39,
married . no family. Late Head Girdener to Lord

Algernon Percy, twelve years. Only cause of leaving breaking
up of establishment. First-class Plant and Fruic Grower.
Life experience iu first-class estiblishments. Good all-round
Gardener in all branches. Highest reft-rences as tocliiracter
and ability. Di engaged.-JAMES SKILLING. 9, Park Mews,
Kilburn, London.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
SixGLF.-HiNDKn).—Fifteen years' good practical expe-

rience in good Gardens. Total abstainer. — GlKDE.NER,
103, Hambio Road. Streatham, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—A Gentle-
man withes to highly recommend a thoroughly practical

man as above. Age 3', married, one child.— J. KEMP,
Shalimer, E*el], Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 34. Thorough in all branches.

Leaving thiough death. Eight years' good character, two
previous. Married. — T. S., 19, Stnnhape |Qarden9, South
Kensington, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married when suited. Eighteen years' experience in

all branches. Satisfactory cause for leaving. Good character.
—C. A,, Garderiers' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Head AVorking), where two
or three are kept.—Age 27, single; eleven years' prac-

tical experience in Cucumbers, Melons. Vines. Peaches. Stove
and Greenhouse Plants. Kitchen Garden. Three years as
Foreman.—J. JACKSON, Kingswaldenbury, Hitchin.

ARDENER (Head Wokking).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in all branches. Two and a half

years' good character, eight previous. Wife thorough Laun-
dress if required.—GABDENER, Grena Lodge, Richmond,
Surrey.

p ARDENER (Head Working).- Age '29,
\J married, no family; good all-round experience, in-

cluding Orchids. Can be well recommended. Disengaged oq
the 21st.—G, CHEAL, Grove House Gardens, Westgatc-on-
Sea, Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
married; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Tomatos, Melons, Flowers, and Vegetables of all kinds.
Excellent character.-GARDENER, Dragon St., Peterttield,

Hants.

ARDENER (Working).— Life experience
in all branches of Gardening, indcor and out; under-

stands Stock. Wife. Laundry, Dairy, or useful, if required ;

middle age, no family, good characters.—GARDENER, 2, O^K
Terrace, Horochurch Road, Romford. Essex.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
niNDED.—Age 24 ; eight years in present situation,

over two years as Head ; good reference ; abstainer.—H,
JACKSON, Kensworth, DunstaMe, Beds.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 27, married ; experience iu Growing Flowers,

Fruit, and Vegetable-. Good reference. — W. KEEN, Koe
Green, Kiugsbury, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second),
—Age 27 ; twelve years' expetience, Insido and Out.

Can be well recommended. Excellent character.—K, A.
TANDRIDGE, Post Oth e, Godstone, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under),
—Age 23. single

;
practical experience. Inside and Out.

Good character. Total abstainer.-J. WARREN, Mere .ay
Road, Twickenham.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second in
a good establishment).—Age 'Si, married, one child ojied

111 ; Wife could manage Poultry. Good references. — H.,

Mr. Wilkins. Station Road, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENEtt (Single-handed, or with
Help).—Age 24 ; ten years' thorough practical expe-

rience in all branches. First-class references.— S. F , Gur-
denert' Chronide Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W C.

ARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 40,
married, no family ; understands Conservatory. GreeL-

house. Vines, Cucumbers, Tomato?, Chrysanthemums. Flower,
Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens, &c. Good character.—J. LEDGEP,
Summerhill Cottage. Chislehurst. Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under),
—Age 25, single ; two years and four months' good cha-

racter. Six years' previous.—W. B,, Hope Villa, Shooters
Hill. Kent.

r^ ARDENER.—Mr. H. J. Dines, Gardener,
vX spring Grove, Bewdley. Worcestershire, can highly
recommend a Young Man, age 23, for the Kitchen Oard n,
strong and willing.

ARDENER; age 38. — Mr. Woodward,
Barham Court, Maidstone, recommends strongly a mast

energetic Gardener, of irreproachable character, whose experi-
ence embraces every detail in culture of Fruits, Flowers, aud
Management of good Gardens. Ten years, Head.

GARDENER (Experienced).—Requires situ-
ation as HEiD where another is kept, or Single-

handed. Understands Cowf, Poultry. &c.—As to churacter
and capabilities, apply B. B., Russell, Devonshire Nursery,
Haverstock Hill, London, N.W.

GARDENER (Kitchen, or good Single-
handed).—Age 46, married, no family; can minage

Bees, no objection to Cows or Poultry. Leaving through e tate
being sold.—Q. R., 3, Dale View, Bedonwell, Belvedere, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second),
in good establishment.-Age 23, single ; good rei'ereQCe.

Inside and Out. Total abstainer.—HY. OZELTON, 6, Barker
Terrace, Clifton, York.

GARDENER (Second, or Under), in a good
Private Place.—Age 23; good knowlege of the work,

Inside and Out. Has done nothing else but Gardening.
Two and a half years' good character.—A. C. 4, Northumber-
land Terrace, Dyer's Lane, Putney.

/"TARDENER (Second, or Single-handed),
V_^ —Situation wanted by a young man, age i3, as above.
Life experience in all branches, with good character.—H,
MORRn, Sheephatch, Waverley. Farnham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 28, married
;

well up to his work, both Inside and Out. Can be weli
recommended.— Z. Z., 663. Wandsworth Road Clapham, S.W,

G'^
ARDENER (Second), or First JOURNEY-

^ MAN.— Age 26; good knowledge of Plants and Fruit.

Well up in Grow ing Cyclamen, Ferns, Pelargoniums. Chrysan-
themums. Been used to exhibiting. Ten years' experience.
Good references.-G. GREEN, Green Lane, Datchet, Bucks,
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GARDENER (good Second). — Age 23

;

thoroughly expeiienced Inside and Ou^ Good refer-

ences.—A. SPEAKMAN, 10, Percy Street, North Finchley.

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kfpt.—Age 24, single. Thoroughly experienced Inside

and Out; well recommended.—J. RING, 10, Stratford Road,
High Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER ^Second), where three or more
are kept.—Age 24; three years' excellent character.

—

J. MARTIN, The Gardens, Ashley Park, Walton-ou-Thames,
Surrey.

r^ ARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
VIT^ —Nine years' experience, Inside and Out. Good
reference'.—W. S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
GarJen. — Age 20; good character. — W. BURTON,

7, New Buildings, Hampstead, N.W.

X>K BONUS to Head Gardener who will
<y^^J secure a situation for a youDg married man, no family,
as UNDER G.\RDENER. Knowa Outdoor Work well. Good
character.—BilLBY, 9i, Djgget Road, Catford, S.E.

GARDEN KR( Under).—Age 21 ; sevea years*
expefit-u.-e. Inside and Out, iu gooJ establiahmenta.

Quiet and steady. Gardener's son. Disengaged.—J, O.,
liishopagate, Englefield Green, near E(<ham. Surrey.

GARDENER (Under) seeks situation in a
Gentleman's Kstablishm-nt.—Age 24; abstaioer.

—

W. H., Morgan's Vale, Downton, Silisbury.

(^ ARDENER (Under).—Age 22; seven years*
!T experience Inside and Out. .iJootl reference?. — T,

ADAMS, 1. Coles Road, Hersham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under, or good Sinqle-
HANDKD place).—Age 21 ; nine and a half years* good

character frooi present situitioo. — K. BURSNaLL, The
Gardens, Pdlching.

To Nurserymen or Market Gardeners.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, or GROWER.
—Good experience of growing Grape.'), Tomafoa, Cucum-

bers, Chrysanthemums, Mu-brooms, Ferns, and Soft-wooded
S(u[f for London and Provincial Markets. Scotland preferred.
—PRACTICAL. 11. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

|\/IANAGER of FLORIST'S BUSINESS.—
i.TX Well expeiieoced in Bu>iDg, Selliog, Estimates, Kook-
keeping, and Correspondence. Eicellent refeieuces.—ALPHA,
41, Wellington Street, Strand. London. W.C.

ANAGER or FOREMAN.—Age 30; life
experience. Cut Flowers, Pot Stuff, &c., in quantity

for market. Good testimonials. —B., 58, Sydney Villas,
Elliot Road, Turnham Green.

USHKUOM CULTURE (Outdoor), and
GENERAL MARKET OARDENINO. — Eiperienced

man is open for ennageraent as WORKING MANAGER,
London dietiict or near Midland Town preferred.—Address,
Gardeners' CArwiide Office, 11, Wellington Street,Strand,W.C.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATORandGRO\VER(Soft-wooded),

—Age 24; nine years' experience in gool nursery;
Wreaths. Crosses, &c. Good reference.— G. H., 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

GROWER.—Age 24; ten years' experience
in Carnation?, Fern", Stovp, Stjft-wooded and other

Market, Flowering, and Pot Stuff, also Chrysanthemums,
Toraatos. &e. Good references.—T. C. Gardeners' Ckronic'e
Office, 41, WellinKton Street, Strand, Lomion, W.C.

GROWER.—In small Nursery ; seventeen
years' eipeiience ; well up iu Ferns. Cucumbers,

Tomatos. Grdpe^, Mushrooma, and General Stuff.—W., 6, The
Terrace, Grove Rjad, Mitcham.

PROPAGATOR.—Vines. PCTtRosesVHard and
Soft-wcoded Plants. Well up in Wreathsand Bamiuet'.

Six years' character.-ROSES, Mr. Hanson, Chestnut Grove,
Staine-s, Middlesex.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER in a
Nursery.—Age 2i

; well up in Fuchsias, Marguerites,
Geraniums, Carnatijua. Roses. Feins, Chrysanthemums,
Tomatos, Cucumbers, and General WorTt,- A. B.,41,WellinBton
Street. Strand, W.C.

Ij'OREMAN.—Age 27 ; thirteen years' practical
experience in all branches. Good character as above from

last situation. Previous testimonials.—H. H.. 40, Ebury Road,
Wattoid, Herta.

FOREMAN.— Twelve years' experience in
Plant and Fruit-housei. Good references from such as

Eastwell, Grange Park, Eastwood Park, and others.—
THOMPSON, Gatehouge, Westwell, Ashfor.i, Kent.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN (Outdoor). — Twenty-five years'
extensive prjciice with Fruit Trees and General Nursery

Stock with leading firms.-ACORN, 80, Watermoor Road,
Cirencester.

FOREMAN," or
"JOURNEYMAN (First),

Inside.— G. PARKS, Berry Hill Gardens. Mansfield, would be
pleased to recommend a young Man, as above. Twelve years'
experience.

OREMAN, in a Private Establishment.—
Age 2tj; Twelve years' practical experience. Exce lent

character from last and previous places.—J. FRANCIS, Church
Street, Madeley, Salop.

FOREMAN, Inside or General.—Age 25;
eleven years' good all-round experience with Fruit,

Vegetables, and Flowers, bjth Inadt aud Out. Ditengag.id.

Good character.—DUNKLEY. Blatherwycke, Wanaford.

FOREMAN.—Age 27; thirteen years' expe-
rience in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Chrysan-

themums, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucuoabers, and House
Decorating.—A.. 38, Istamford Roid, Fulham, 3.W.

FOREMAN.— Married, no family. Thirteen
years' experience; excellent testimonials, including

Edgbaston Hall. Wesham Park, Saubeck, &c.—FOREMAN,
Bawsdey Gardeofl, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

FOREMAN in a good EstabTishraent.—Age 27^
good general knowledge of Fruit and Plant Culture.

First-class references.—A. BhiNNETT, Paddockhurst Gardens,
Crawley, Sussex.

t'OREMAN, or Head of small good place.
-L Good SiNOLEHiNDED not objected to —Age 25, married ;

over ten years' experience. Excellent references. Late at
Redleaf, Penshurat. Left on own account. Abstainer.

—

H. GALLIFORD. Devon Villas, Sunningdale.

F^KEMAN7~or good SECOND.—Age 25;
nine years' experience. Fruit aud Flowers. Four years'

last situation ai above. Good references.—G. ROBEKTS,
The Elms, Hampstead Heath. N.W.

''PO NURSERYMEN.—ROSES and FRUIT
JL TREES.—Wanted, by a person of thirty years' practical

experience, embracing every detail in Propagation aud Grow-
ing, of exceptional business habits, a permanent aituation as
Foreman, First-class reft-reni^e.^ and testimonials.—J. C,
Mr. Butcher, Nurseries, Shirley, Croydon.

O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted at once, situa-
tion a3 General WORKING FOHEMAN. Inside and Out.

Good Bndder, Grafter, aud Propagator. Well up m Wreaths,
Bouquets, &c. First-class references. — W. GARDENER,
Laws & fcion, The Nurseries, Beccles.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out, or
Single-handed —Age 2l. Six yeara' experience.—A.

HOME, 4, Swan Hill, Shrewsbury.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out, with or without
Bothy.— Age 2'A

; good references. Eight years' expe-
rience.— G. M., S, New Road. Ham. Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN in a Good Establishment.—
Age 23; eight years' experience. Well up in Orchids.

Good references.—W. JONES, Rackham'a Cottages, Woodford
Bridge, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN.— Age 2;J~ Five years in
last f-ituation ; well recommended, — W. COOK, 3J7,

Woodbridge Road, Ipswich.

JOURNEYMAN, in a Private Establishment.
— Age 25; nine years' experieuce. Good character,—E.J.,

Mr. H. Flittoa, Hi|;li Street, Hampton Hill, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 20;
n< ariy five years' experience. Over three years in last

situation. Excellent charactersi.—0. L., 3d, Buukiogham
Koad, London, N.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside).—Age 22 ; steady,
sober, and industrious. H. Bryant, Gardener to Sir

Edmund Hirduijie, Bart., Fowler's Park, Hawkhurst, Kent,
will be pleased to recommend a young man as above.

OURNEYMAN (First), where four or five
are kept.—For reference apply to Mr. WARD, Head

Gardener, Stoke Edith Park, near Hereford.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—In a good Private
Ebtiblishmeut; Inside, or Inside and Out ; nge 23; used

to general routine cf garden work, seven years' esppriecce.
Good references. Bothy pr. ferred.—H. TETHESTON, New-
bridge, Tettenhall Road, Wolve h mT-tOQ.

JOUKNEYMAN (age 18) seeks a situation
in a good Private Place or Market Nursery; good refer-

ence and experience.—MORLAXD, The Garden?, Goodrich
Court, Ross, Herefordshire.

JOURNEYMAN (Fiust), Inside, in a Private
Establishment.—Age 22. Sis years' experience; good

character; bothy preferred.-H. TROTT, Yew Tree Cottage,
Crawley, Sussex.

OURNEYMAN (First). — Age 23; nine
years' experience. Well recommended. Leaving through

reduction. "Two years previous at Albury Park.—C. H.
RICHARDSON, The Gardens. Ketton Hall, Stamford.

JOURNEYMAN, iu the Houses, under a
good Foreman.— Age 21 ; seven years* experience. Good

knowledge of Chrysanthemums. Excellent character from
previous employers. Bothy preferred.—H. C.. GardeJiert'
Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses.—Age 19 ; four
years' experience. Good character—C. MAY, Kingston,

Tetsworth, Oxon.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out,
Single-handed not objected to.—Age 22; seven years*

experience. Good referencea.—H. OLIVER, Mackerel Hall,
Royston, Cambs.

OURNEYMAN, Inside and Out. — Young
man, age:iO; five years' good character,— J. SIMMONS,

The Gardens. Hampton Lo>ige, Stourton^ear^tourbridge.

JOURNE~YMAN,~Und~er, in a goodnpTaoeT—
Age 21; good references.—A. YOUNG, West End Cottage,

Ebbesbourne, Salisbury,

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted for a youth
of IS. in a Gentleman's garden. Three and a-half years'

experience Inside and Out.—F. BEAUMONT, Central School,
Bournemouth.

IMPROVER.—A Lad, age 18, requires a situa-
tion in the Garden, Three yeara' experience Insitle and

Out; well recommenced. — O. CATLI!*, Corner Home,
Shermanburj-, near Henfield, Sii93ex.

IMPROVER (Inside), by a Gardeners' son.—
Age 21 ; six years' practical experieoce in a lar.;*' girden.

Wonld give a /jood premium. — F. CUTHBERT. Flori«t,
Thetford.

TMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
-*- Age 18 ; good character.—W. S.MITH, The Gardens.
Qoodrest, Shinfield, Reading.

TMPROVEB. — Wanted for youth of 17, inX Shropshire or neighbourhood, a place as IMPROVER, in
a good Garden or Nursery. £i offered.—SADLER. Park Giitej.
Edutaston. Wem, Salop.

IMPROVER.—Gardener's son (age 19) requires
situation in the Gardens. Five yeara" expsrience Inside

and Out. Well recommended —Mr. F. LAWRENCE, Park
Corner, Brimptoo, near Reading.

IMPROVER.—Lad (17) wants situation in
good Garden or Nursery. Been apprentit'el and h>id

nearly three years' experience Inside and Out.—PiLMER,
Northcote, St. Ives, Hunts.

TO GARDENERS.-Situation wanted by a
young Man (age 20), nn^er a Gardener. Four years'

experience— A. STRUDWICK, The Friars, East Acton.

To GARDENERS, &c.—A Youth, age 10, to
assist in the Houses in a Gentleman*9 garden or nursery.

Four years' experience.—T. ELCOME, Preston Cottage, New
Barnet, Herts.

''pO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
-L youth, age 19, in a Gentleman's Garden. Gojd clmatter.
—E. CREDLAND. Orston Rectory, Nottinghjm.

O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
a young Man (aged 26) in Market Nursery. Well ui> ia

Ferns, Palms, Suft-wooded Stuff, and the General Routine.
—A. A., Mrs. Ruibridge, Nutfield, Surrey,

To MARKET and OTHER NURSERY-
MEN.— Situation wanted by a Young Man. age 2\ ; well

up in Palms. Feme, Flowering Plants, Tomatos, &c. Seven
years' experience.— J. S , 8, Rothes Road, Dorltirg.

'T^O SEEDSMEN, &c.—Situation wanted, by
J- young man, age 28; twelve yeara' ex^erie- ce in Seed
Trade and Book-keeping, in Englis-h and American Seed
Houses. Good teatimoniala.—F. W. B., 18. ureat Western
Terrace, Cheltenham.

^PRAVELLER.—Advertiser, connected with a
JL well-known Firm, seeks an engagement a^ above. Gooil
connection, and th'^roughly experienced in Orchids. Stove and
Greenhouye Plant-*". Knowledge of French.—E. W., Lower
Street, Cl«obury Mortimer, Shropshire.

TO FLORISTS.—Youner Man seeks re-enga^e-
meot as MANAGER or FIRST HAND. State terms.—

W. F., 2, Reouhaw Street, Liverpool.

UYER, BOOK-KEEPER, or CORRE-
SPONDING CLERK.—Fir3t-cla.s9 experience I nd refer-

ences.-BOYER, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

(^ALESMAN, BUYER, or TRAVELLER!^O Good experience. Excellent references.—BUSINESS, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

QHOPMAN and TRAVELLER.— Advertiser
^^ (age 27) desires engagement as above. Thoroughly ex-
perienced and energetic. Well known in tlie Trade to Market
(JrowiTS, previously having represeiitc J a leading house.
Excellt'nt references.—W. R.. 41, Wellington St , Strand. W C.

CLERK.—Wishes to obtain a Situation, has
good .references and many years experience in Book-keep-

ing ; well up in all Nursery and Seed-office work,—Particu-
lars to F., 41. Wellington Street, Strand, London. W.C.

Florists, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen.

CLERK or SHOPMAN, in good business.—

A

steady young man (age 24), with eleven years' lirat-rate

experience, desires permanent engagement as above. Can
furnish satisfactory reasons for contemplating leaving present
situation. Higlie.it references.—Applv, with full particulars
re^peoti eg wages given, &c., to FLORIST, Gardeners' Chronicle
Ofliie, 41. We lington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—Re-
engagement wanted by Lady. First-class hand atWreaths,

&c , and good knowIedgpofPlantiiaad Seetis.—" RELIABLE,"
Gardeners' Chronicle OfEue, 41, Wellington St , Strand, W.C.

LOVE, COURTSHIP, and MARRIAGE are
naturally subjects of interest for every young girl. The

chief ambition is to have a rich husband and an extensive
establishment, but her ideas become greatly modified as her
experience of the world grows more matured. At last fehe

settles down to the conviction that riches do not mean happi-

ness, and she determines to be content with true worth, even
if allied to comparative poverty. When she comes to this

frame of mind she makes herself wortliy to be a true helpmate
to the man of her choice. Her hrst duty is to obtain the
blessing of sound health ; Holloway's Pills will give all that is

required in this direction if they are taken with regularity.
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JAMES SENDALL & CO., Ltd.,
CAMBRIDGE.

TheNEW STYLE of SPAN-ROOF HOUSES,
for NUKSERYMEN. &c. Made on a new principle,

combininK great STRENGTH, DHRABILITY, and
CHEAPNESS. Illustrated Prospectus post-free.

BOILERS, PIPES, and FITTINGS. New Lists post-free.

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S

WINDMILLS.

Prices from £16 16s., including Pump and Timber Supports.
May 27, 1893. The Dell, Englefield Green, Surrey.

Robert Warner & Co.. Engitieers, 21, Jewin Crescent, E.G.
Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform jou (he

25 ft. Annular Sail Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, worliing a
set of Sin. X 9 in. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed here
for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction, pumping
the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical height o1
about 80 feet. I must also express my thorough appreciation
of the manner in which the whole of the work has been so buc-
cessfuUy carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron Schrttder.
We have just made and erected a similar Mill and set of Pumps

for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other testimonials on application to

27. JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C.
Engineering Works. Walton-on-thb-Naze, Ebsex.

XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.
J^ Prepared in Bond, from Duty-Free Tobacco, by Special Permission of the

Hon. Board of H.M. Customs.

Cost of Fumigating is only 8d. per 1000 cubic feet of space.
For Destroying Green and Black Fly, Thrip, Mealy Bug, &c.

THE FUMIGATOR.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.-Introduction

of a larger aizp.—When filled holds suffi-

cient compound to do 5000 cubic feet of

space. Price complete, 2*. each. Small
size, for 2000 cubic feet; a full, 1000;
ifuil, 500 ;

price. Is. 9d. each.

Lamp burns a little methylated spirit,

and when started the Fumigator requires

no further attention, lamp going out
when the spirit is exhausted. Nothing
can be more simple and clean.

:«
e

THE COMPOUND
For Vaporising is supplied as followp,

in stoppered bottles, cap-iuled over, and
will ke^-p good for any length of time
Full directions for use on each bottle :

—
No 1 bottle, sufficient for 40—1000 cubic

feet charges, 24s.

No. 2 bottle, suffi-ient for 20—1000 cubic
feet charges, 13s.

No. 3 bottle, t^ufficient for 10—1000 cubic
feet charges, 6s. %d.

No. 4 bottle, sufficient for 5—1000 cubic
feet charges, 3s. 3<^.

More Startling Evidence^ proving the great superiority of the XL ALL
Fumigator over all o'lters :—

From MAJOK-GENERAL E. S. BERKELEY, Spetchley, Bitterne, Southampton.
" After over 2h years experience in growing Orthids, it is a pleasare to find at list a Vaporous Insecticide which is really

tffect.ve. Your XL ALL Vaporising Fumigator, after two months' trial, proves to be an absolu e specific for the dtstruction cf
Aphis (flreeu and BUck Fly) and Thrip. By the periodical use of thie Vapour, the Orchid-houses may, in future, be kept clear
of these pett"."

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE (Wash).
A bright, clear liquid, which leaves no stain on foliage, (lowers, or fruit. The strongest and safest pure nicotine preparation

for use as a wash tvt-r offered to the gardening world. All gardeners should use it. both under glass and out in the open. It has
no equal for eradicating Bug, Scale, and Spider, aud this too without the slightest injury or chectt to the plants or tree'.

Used 1 to 40 pa'ts of water (some cus'omers siy 1 to .')J does the work) instantly destroys Fly, and at thi'4 strength it is a
splendid wash for out-door trees and bushes, at a co-^t cf under Zd per gillon. Numerous cu^tomera have written to say i hat
the XL ALL Insecticide does all that is claimed for it. What better proof of its great value can be desired ! Such remarks should
be a great inducemt'ot for others to give it a trial. Full directions for use on each Bottle or Tin.

In Bottles, 1 pint, '2s., free by post, 2s. 6d. ; one quart. 3s. 6(i., free by post, 4s. 6f/. In Tins, half-gallon, 5s. ; one gallon, 10«.

From KEYNES WILLIAMS & CO., The Nurseries, Salisbury.
*' We are very much pleased with both your Vapori&iug Fumigator and Liquid Insecticide (Wa&h), and shall be glad if

you will send on . . . .''

The Trade supi'lied with Circulars with Space left for Name. Please write at once for particulars and numerous Testimoni -Is.

To be obtaioed through all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen, or direct from the Sole Proprietor

—

» A G E N T S
> WANTEU.C. H. RiCHaRDS. OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

-??
LISTS

POST-FREE.

CHEAFESl. ANT L £ N Q T H.

ANT SIZE.
LISTS POST-

FREE.^BW
GLASS

I

looit., 8i. ed.jlIS-oz., per
21-at.,

-^O§e;HEATHMAN,
2, Endell St., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

CHEAP GLASS I
Id Stock Sizes.

13X10,18X12,18X14,34X14
14 X 12, 20 X 13, 18 X 16, 24 X 16
16 X 13, 16 X 14, 20 X 16, 24 X 18, ko.

IJ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 6j. per 100 feet.
Paintsand Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 6/9 per sqaare

;

Matching, 4/9 ; 2 X 4, at id. per foot run ; 3 X 7 at li<.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, &o.

OATALOaUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COUFANT
T3. BISHOPROATB STBKET WiTHIlf. Lownoif, R.O

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION
>Ew Illustrated Catalogue Free.

No, 73. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

GARDEN FRAMES IN great VARIETY.
Wkitk for New Reduced Price List.

No 7."> MRT OTJ *. CnCTJMBEK FRAME.

Cucumber ( 6 ft. by 4 ft.. Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/6
Frame Lights I

6ft. by4ft..Unpainted&Unglazed,ea. 6/-

Surveijs ma/le in any part of the Country.

No. 77. -VIOLET FEAME. 6 feet by 4 feet (. On,,
Similar to No. 76, with two lights. ( «-> V/ O •

4 It. U> OIL.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

... ijl Jd U
I

l.itL. by Dlt. ... Jt3 l.**

... 3 16
I
16 ft. by « ft. ... 4 15

BOILERS, TANKS. VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

PADDIAOC DAin on orders of 403. value to Sta-
UHnniHUL rHIU tions in Eoglniid and Wales;
alho to Dublin. Cork. Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Priiited for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbubt, Agnkw, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesei, and published by

Abthur OEoncE Martin, at the OfTIce. 41. Wellinptnn Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 18, 1894. Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

"

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Soliciting Order s.

HCANNELL AND SONS' CATALOGUE of
• CARNATIONS, PICOTEES aod PINKS, is ready, and

they will be pleased to tend same post-free. Their collection
ii well-known to be the largest and best kept. Iheir stock is

in every way splendid, and those for wioter-blooming are in
tine condition and ready for re-pottinp and will flower all the
season. Mrs. H. Cannell is the best of this class. Is. 6d. each,
15s. per dczen. Special price (or large quantities.

SWANLEY, KENT.

Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 6s., post free, 5s. 6d.

A. F. BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society. Chlswiok.

CA AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
tJ\jf\J\J\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 16 in., at 30s. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
38 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100

;

10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
Otdei. J. J. CLARK, Goldatone, Brighton.

Now Ready.
UTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE FOR 1894.

^w? —Beautifully Illustrated i\ith numerous Engravings,
and a handsome Coloured Plate of Caonas, and containing
accurate descriptions of the choicest varieties of bulbous
flowering roots, with clear hints on theirsuccessfulcultivation,
the whole being bound in exquisitely illuminated covers.

SUTTON'S BULBS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN. READING.

S^

s
ORCHIDS,—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,

Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, &o., always in stock.
Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side. Sonthgate, London. N.

S. WILLIAMS AND SONS'
• ROMAN HYACINTHS.

Extra strong Bulbs. :*Is. per 100.
Good strong Bulb^. 16s. ^5d per 100.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

"/^YCLAMENTand How to Grow Them."—
vy Second edition, now ready, giving valuable iofotma-

tion for their entire culture, from the germination of the seeds
onwards, including Hecond year's treatment. Post-free, Is. '2d.

F. C. EDWARDS, Levenshulme, Manchester.

DENSON AND CO., 22, Maida Vale, and
• Waltoo-on-Thames.—For Sale, ROMAN HYACrNTHS.

11 to 15, first size. 70s. per 1000 ; 9 to 11, second size, 55s. per
1000 ; mixed FERNS in thumbs, 12s. per 100. Cash with order.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners oE

Thury, Noble, Paxton, President, and others.
500, 205. ; 100, 4t. 6d. ; iO, Is,, carriage paid for cash. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON, Driffield.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman,
Avenue. Coveot Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Caah.

Central

Rapeseed and WUte Mustard for Sowing Purposes,

H& F. SHARPE have to offer fine, clean,
• good-coloured samples of RAPESEED and WHITE

MUSTARD, specially selected for sowing purposes, and will be
pleased to submit samples and prices on application.

SEED-GROWING ESTABLISHMENT. WISBECH.

BULBS for Forcing PDrposes.—Early White
Roman Hyacinths. Polyanthus Narcissus, Freesiaa.Liliums

Harrisii and candidum, and all others. Best qualities only.
Prices most moderate. Catalogue No. 441, post-free on applica-
tion.—DICKSONS. Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

LLEN'S Three NEW STRAWBERRIES,
" Empress of India," " Gunton Park," and " Lord

Sullield." in pots, 40s. per 100; best runners, 3Cs. per 100;
small runners, for stock, 10s. ^d. per 100.

R. GILBERT, High Park, Stamtoid.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4f to 6 inches,
impossible to sumss. 10s. Hd. per 100. SPANISH

IRIS. Is. per 100. GLADIOLI, The Bride, 1$. 3d. per 100,

BULB LIST free. Samples on receipt of postage.
WaLSHAW and SON. Scarboiough,

KR E LAGIT'S PARROT TULIPS
(See Gad. Ckron., May 12, 1894),

And all DUTCH BULBS, and new or rare BULBOUS
PLANTS, true to name and of the best quality only, at cheap
prices. Descriptive CATALOGUE now ready, and may be
had free on application to E. H. KRELAGE asd SON,
Bloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem, Holland. Established 1811.

EW STRAWBERRY — Royal Sovereign,
All well-rooted, Sd. each ; 6s. per dozen ; £2 per 100,

Post-free, cash with order.

A. W. GREEN, Nurseryman, North Walsham.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—
Good Price will be given for H. Jacoby, and other good

sorts, by J. W. CHAPMAN, Florist, &c., Bamsgate.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
"Jacoby," price per 1000. Also VIOLETS, "Czar,"

" Neapolitan," *• Marie Louise," strong for frames. To—
Q. PHIPPEN, Reading.

N

NARCISSUS BULBS.—Double White, fine
strain, 15s. per 1000, on rail. Sample 100, by post, for 3s.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone. Brightoa.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COMMISSION. Terms 5 per cent. References, any
London Fruit Broker, or London & County Bank, C. G. Branch.

UNYARD'S KENT STRAWBERRIES.
Best plants of finest sorts. New LIST free.

GEORGE BUNYARD AND CO., Old Nurseries, Maidstone.

Pr.ze Cob Filberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in
the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

DAFFODILS, RARE TULIPS, and IRIS.—
Hartland's " Little Book " for 1894 is now being pub-

lished, post-free, on application. Please secure a copy and send
your forward orders to W. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S..
Bulb Grower and Seedsman, Cork, Ireland. Established 1810.

Strawberries.

A FINE COLLECTION of the best varieties
can be supplied. Orders should be booked now.

Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free.
THOMAS RIVERS AND SON, Sawbridgeworth.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS. &0.
R. AND G. CUTHBERI'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and

may be had post-free on application.
Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, &c., Southgate, N.

Established 1797.

EW STRAWBERRY.—Royal Sovereign, in
pot«, £4 per 100 ; from ground, £2 per 100. Many other

varieties, including Sensation, John Ruskin, Competitor, and
Noble.—JOHN PEED AND SONS, The Nurseries, Mitcham
Road, Streatham.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR, The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W.

REENHOUSES. — C. E. ORFEUR invites
enquiries for his New Illustrated CATALOGUE of

Greenhouses, Forcing-houses, Garden Frames, Amateur's
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, &c., which will be sent, post-
free, on application to Colne Bank Works. Colchester.

GENTS WANTED in Districts where not
already represented, to SELL SPENCER'S New

"ELECTRIA" GUANO. A liberal Commission aUowed.—
Apply, ISAAC SPENCER AND CO., 2, High Street, Hull.

E E S O N'S MANURE.
Crushed Bones and all High-clasa Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

ONES I BONES ! 1 BONES 1 1 1—Any size
from dust to linch, at IDs. per cwt. Carriage Paid on

I owt. Special qaotationa to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES AND LEWIS, Bone Crushers, St. Albans.

HRYSANTHEMUM GROWERS should
now use my SPECIALITY MANURE to produce healthy

plants and hue blooms. Analysiasent with all samples. Sold in

tins, 2 lb.. Is., post-free. U. 6d.; in bags, 7 lb., 2s. 6d.; 14 lb.,

4i.; 28 lb,, 7s. ; $ cwt. 12s. ; 1 cwt., 225.

H. J. SIMPSON, 6, Spencer Road (late 305, High Street),

Acton, London, W.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS,
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, aad
Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., Weat Smithfield, London.

WEEKS & CO., Hortionltural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort, Soc.,

Boyal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Bd., Chelsea,S.W.

B
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday Next.

An Importation of 93 cases of LILnrM HARRISf,
Ju't received direct from Bermuda in the finest

condition. The bulbs varying from 5 to 9 inches in circum-
ference. Also

—

61,000 FREESIA REFKACTA ALBA,
And 5 Cases of various other BERMUDA BULBS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on MONDAY
NEXT, August 27, at 3 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Monday Next, Augnst 27.

A Consignment of PALM StEDS, just received in very fine

condition, comprising

10,000 COCOS PLUJtOSA.
60.000 KENTIA BEL.MOREANA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their SALE on MONDAY NE.KT,

August 21 , at 3 o'clock.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, August 31.

ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT RESERVE.

CYPRIPEDIUM PARISHI, VANDA
CffiRULEA, &o.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received iostructioos from Messrs. Charlesworth,

Shuttlpwobth & Co, Heaton, Bradford, to offer by
AUCTION at their Centriil Sale Rooms. 67 & 68, Cheaptide,
E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT. AUGUST 31. at half-past Twelve
o'clock, an exceptionally fine and healthy consignment of East
Indian ORCHIDS, consisting of
VANDA. CCERULEA, CYPRIPEDIUM PARISHI, VANDA

KIMBaLLIANA, CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM.
Lotted to puit the trade and large buyers, and to be sold
absolutely without reserve. The plants are in very good order.
Also an importation of 300CALANTHE VERATRIFOLIA,

and 30 CCELOQYNE CUMMINCil, fine pieces for unreserved
sale, 250 lots of Imported Orchids from Messrs. F. Horsman &
Co., and others, and a grand plant of VANDA SANDERIANA.

On view morning of Sale, and Cat,dognes had.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT, August 31.

a fine importation of the rare and lovely CATTLEYA REX, by
order of F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday » Thursday, and Saturday Next.
DUTCH BULB3.-SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 07 & 6S,

Cheapside, London, E.C., as follows :—
MONDAY NEXT, August 27 over 1600 Lots
THURSDAY NEXT, August 30 1300 „
And SATURDAY NEXT, September 1. about 300 Lots.

Large consignments of named HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and oiher DUTCH BULBS, together
with White ROMAN HYACINTHS, and Paper White NAR-
CISSUS, received direct for unreserved Sale,
These early Auctions have been specially arranged in Lots

to suit the trade and other large buyers. The Auctioneers will
be pleased to enter the names of intending purchasers on their
permanent lists, who may desire a regular supply of Cata-
logues for these Sales.
Auction Rooms and Offices, 67 & 63. Cheapside. London, E.G.

Upper Edmonton.
Five minutes' walk from Angel Road, and eight minutes'

from Silver Street Railway Stations.

NINTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE
of POT-PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. H.B. May to SELL by AUOTION, on

the Premises, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Utper Edmonton, on
MONDAY, September 10, at 11 o'Clock punctually (there being
upwards of 1500 lots), the following unusually well-crown
Stock:—

^

TEA ROSES, in Pots, the grandest lot ever offered, including
extra strong well ripened plants of M. Niel, W. A.
Richardson.

CLIMBING NIPHETOS. CLIMBING PERLE DES JARDTXS,
and other best sorts for forcing, these are especially fine

CRIMSON RAMBLER.
FERNS, many thousands, in various sizes,

TREE CARaTIONS, including Duke of York fhne new
crimson), Winter Cheer, Miss Joliffe Improved, Mrs. A.
Hemsley, and other be&t winter-flowering sorts, also large
quantities of Old Crimson Cloves. &c.

BOU VARDIAS, large quantities of all the best sorts.
FICUS ELASTICA VARIEGATA, an extra fine stock of this

beautiful plant.
CROTONS, a splendid lot of beautifully coloured plants.
PALMS, consisting of fine specimens of Kentias, Arecas, Cocos,

Qeonomas. &c., also great quantities of smaller plants.
GENISTAS, unusually tine bu«hy stuff.
SOLANUMS. buahy and well-berried.
CYCLAMEN. DOUBLE PRIMULAS, EUPHOBIAS POIN-

SETTIAS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, and other useful
Flowering Plants.

HYDRANGEAS, well-ripened for early forcing.
LAPAGERIAS, AMPELOPSIS and PASSIFLORAS.
CLEMATIS, JACKMANl SNOW WHITE. JACKMANI, and

other leading sorts.

IVIES, choice Variegated sorts.

ASPIDISTRAS. ARAUCARIA EXCEL3A, FICUS ELASTIOA
GREVILLEAS, ARALIAS, and a great variety of other
meful llowering and foliage plants. Large quantities of
small Heaths, Genistas, &c., for growing on.

May be viewed. Catalogues maybe had on the Premises;
and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

HUllngdon Heath, near Uxbrldge.
(Two miles from West Draytun Station.

TRADE SALE of beautifully-grown hTOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructcil by Mr. Wm. Whiteley to SELL by

AUCTION, on tlie Premises, Whitelev's Nurseries, Hillingdon
Heath, Uxbridge, oil THURSDAY, September 6, at 11 o'clock

precisely, in consequence of the large number o£ lots.

15.000 FLOWERIr^G and FOLIAGE PLANTS and ORCHIDS,
in excellent condition, comprising

—

3000 Palms
4000 Ferns
1000 Carnations
1000 Roses
500 Euonymus

iOOO Orchids
2000 Double White Primulas
100 Eucharis
500 Crotons
loO Gardenias

Also Pancratiums, Ficus, Pandanus, Chrydantheraums, Iman-
tophyllums, Hydrangeas, Grevilleas, Coleus, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.
N.B. — Conveyances will meet certain trains at West

Drayton on morning of Sale (see Catalogue), to convey
intending purchasers to the Nurseries.

Friday, September 7.-Without Reserve.

ME8SRS. PROTHEROE and MOkKIS are
instructed by S. G. Lutwyche, Esq., of Eden Park

(who is contemplating making alterations to his Glasshouse-),

to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 6^,

Cheapside, London, E,C.,on FRIDAY, Sept. 7, at l:i. 30 o'Clock,
100 lots of choice, clean, well-grown Orchids in vigorous and
robust health, without reserve. Amongst them will be found :

—
Dendrobium Wardianum

album
„ crassinode album
,, nobile nobilius, extrafine

piece from original

plant

,, hybrid Roebelingianum,
very rare

,, hybrid splendidissimum
fine piece

,, nobile, witli pure white
sepals and petals

,, hybrid Lutwycheanum
(Wardianum Lowii x
s plendi d issimum
superbum)

,, nobile Cook son ii

,, nobile Sanderoe

,, hybrid Dominmnum
,, hybrid Cassiope

,, hybrid Melancwl iscua

,, hybrid Uwenianum
,, hybrid Melanoi-thalmum

Cattleya aurea, in sheath

Lffilia elegans
,, anceps Fostermanni

Cattleya Lawrenceanum
,, Warnerii, dark var.

„ Schofieldiana
Lycaste plana rubroglossa
Lycaste Skinneri alba, large

flowered variety
Vanda Denisoniana

,, teres

Cy pi ipedium Charlesworthi i

,

in flower

,, Seegerianum
,, in^igne fuscatum
,, Dantheri superbum
,, Rothsc'hildianum
,, Schrcederte

,, Javanicum superbiens

,, Lathomianum
Masdevallia hybrid Falcata

,, hybrid Hincksiana
,, hybrid Heathii
,, Veitchii grandiflora

Roezlii, true
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

lee, Kent. SE.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE.

To commence punctually at 11 o'Clock, there being upwards
of 140d Lots.

The Stock being of the same exceptionally high-class

always offered at this Nursery.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS aro
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Burnt Ash Road Nurseries,
Lee, Kent. S.E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, and within a
mile of Blackheath or Grove Park Station, S.E. Railway, on
TUESDAY, September 11, at 11 o'CIock precisely, without
reserve, a remarkably well -grown stock of WINTER

-

FLOWERING HEATHS and other—
STOVE aud GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

Consisting of—15,000 Erica hyemalis, 2000 Erica gracilis, 1000
Erica Caveudishii, 600 Krica Caffra (all well set with bloom-
buds), 200O Ampelopsis Veitchii, 1500 Epacris to name, lOOO
Boronia megastigma, and otliers, 1000 Grevillea robusta, 4000
Genistas, 5000 SoUnum capsicastrum, well berried ; loOJ Adi-
antum cuneatum. luOj Lomaria gibba, 80O Tea Roses, in pots

;

2O0O Bouvardias. of sorts; lOOO Palms, of sorts ; liOO Cyclamen
persicum, 500 Crotons. beautifully coloured ; 1000 Aralia Sie-
boldii, 1000 Double Primulas, with a large (juantity of young
Erica hyemalis. gracilis, and other sorts; Aralia Sieboldii,
Ferns, and Genistas, all in 60-pots for growing on.
The Stock is now on view. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises; at the Seed Warehouse, 61, High Street, Lewisbam
;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

Sldcup, Kent, SE.
About fen minutes walk from the New EH ham (late Pope

Street) Station, S.E.R.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING

HEATHS, particularly well-grown and beautifully set
with slower, ROSES, and other stock,

MESbRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the premises, the Longlands

Nursery, Sidcup. S.E., on FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER H, at
11 o'Clock, by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evan.s, an enor-
mous ([uantity of unusually well-grown plants, comprising
about

80,000 WINTER-BLOOMING PLANTS,
lo excellent condition, and well set with (lower-buds, including
6000 SOLANUMS, full of berries, and in fine condition ; 600U
BOUV^ARDIAS, clean and strong plants; 5000 Double
PRIMULAS, and some thousands of Mixed FERNS and other
Plants. Also a magnificent lot of about

—

10.000 CLIMBING and other ROSES,
All in first-class condition, including all the best sorts in
cultivation.
May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premipes, and

of the Auctioneers, t>7 and &i. Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—The stock of Plants this season will be found well up

to their usual standard, special attention being invited to the
Heaths and Genistas, also the Solanums and Roses, which are
probably t he best ever offered at this Nursery.

The Brimadown Nurseries. Enfleld Highway.
ANNUAL TRADE SALEof WINTER BLOOMING HEATHS

and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, by order of Mr. J. Mailer.

ji/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS desire
i.TX to notify that the above Annual .Sale will take place on

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The Nurseries, South Woodford.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER BLOOMING

HEATHS ana GREENHOUSE PLANTS. By order of
Mr. John Eraser.

MESSltS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to annouuce that the above Annual Sale will take place

on WEDNESDAY, September 12.

Monday and Wednesday Next.
so OOU FORCING BULBi FROM FRANCE.

\TR. J. 0. STEVENS will include in his
i'X SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King
Street. Covent Garden. W.C., on MONDAY and WEDNES-
DAY NEXT, Augusts; and 29. 30.00J Early White ROMAN
HYACINIHS, 1-APkK "KITE and Double ROMAN NAR-
CISSUS, LILtUJI CtSUIDUlI, &c.. and several tliousands
of FRhEjIi RKFRACTA ALBA. IRIS, DAFFODILS, Scilly
White NARCISSUS. SCtLLAS, LILIUM HARRIS I, &c.

On view morning of Sale, aud Catalogues had.

Monday and Wednesday Next.
GRAND IMPORTATION OF DUTCH BULBS,

Specially lotted for all Buyers.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at h's G,eat Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on MONDAY and WEDNESDAY NEXT,
August 27 and ;^9, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an exten-
sive consignment of HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and OTHER BULBS, from well-known Farms in

Holland.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

N.B —None but good and reliable Bulbs will be offered.

Tuesday, August 28, 1894.

CLEARANCE SALE, owing to Extension of Premises, by order
of Mr. G. W. Riley, the owner.

HERNE HILL RUSTIC WORKS,
Norwood Road, Heme Hill Station, S.E.

\,rR. JOHN BOTT has been favoured with in-
iVX structions to SELL by AUCTION, as above, on TUES-
DAY, August 28. 1894. at half-past 12 for 1 o'clock precisely,

the SURPLUS STO^K of 6U portable Rustic Summer Houses,
with thatched and boarded loufs. Rustic Chairs. Seats. Tables,
Greenhouses, Garden Frjmes, Ladders, Barrows, Steps, Trestles,

Dog Kennels, Pigeon-houses. Pea Sticks, Timbers (English aud
Foreigu). and Sundries, subject to not being sold previously.

On view cay before sale. Catalogues on premitea, or of the
Auctioneer, * Commercial House,'' Heme Hill Station, S.E.

Preliminary Notice.—Ketton Hall, near Stamford.
Highly Impoitant SALK of STOVE and GKEExHOUjE
PLANTS, ORCHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, BULB J, ROOT.S, &c.

MESSRS. REEDMAN and SON have
received instructions from <7, T. Hopwooii, E^q., to

SELL by AUCTION, on THURSDAY, Sep ember tj. 1894.

about 120 Choice and Vigorous ORCHIDS, 20U Stove Plants,

healthy aud strong; 100 Stove aud Greeuhouee Feras, in-

cluding &ome fine Specimen Ferns, about HUO Irie (roots) in

variety, 60 Bulb'j Narciss., 600 roots of the popular Carnation
Ketton Rose, ana several tine Palms, &c.

Particulars and Catalogues later.

Auction and Valuation Ot!ice. 4't, Broad Street, Stamford.

WANTED, on Long Lease, a PIECE of
GROUND suitable for Fruit Growinpr under Glass,

3 to 4 acres, within easy distance of London. Good loamy i oil

of good deplh, where water can be easily laid on.—Apply to
Messrs. SCOTT. SPALDING and BELL, lo, Queen Street.
Cheapside, E.C.

Booking Nurseries, near Bralntree. Essex.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
L70R SA-LE, in consequence of the death
-T of the Proprietor, ihe NURSERY, FLORIST, and
MARKET GARDEN BUSINESS, established over 70 years,
with Freehold Dwelling Hou^e, for heated Glass-houses,
several Gla^^s-pits, Pottiu^-shed, &c., and ii roods and 7 perches
of Garden Ground.
AUo LEASEHOLD NURSERY, containing la. 2r. 35 p.
For further particulars, apply to EDWARD HOLMES,

Solicitor, Braintree.

FOR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenliou«e3, well stoi*ked with Vines. Cucumbers, and Plants.
Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease S7 years to
ruD ; 85 feet ot Glass, facing Main Road.

All particulars of A. B., 11, D,iffjrne Road, Tooting,
Surrey.

To Fruit aud Flower Growers.

FOR SALE, price £10,500, a delightfully situ-
ated FREEHOLD PROPEKTY, near Reading, comprising

lOj acres of Orchard and Nuttery; large number of new Vineries.
Tomato, Cucumber, Mushroom, and other house:* ; a modern aud
well-constructed Dwelling-house, 11 rooms, bath-room with hot
and cold supply; two Cottages, Stabling, Tennis Lawn, &c.
The Orchard and Glasshouses pay well and are easily worked.

Address, B. C, Calcot, Reading.

LONDON, S.E.—A NURSERY for SALE.
About 3 Acres: 16 Houses, 2 Lean-to Pitf, 2 Span Pits,

each about 100 feet long ; 2 smaller houses, all well heated,
&c.; also Cold Frames, &c.. Dwelling-house, Stables, Sheds, &c.
About 5 miles from Covent Garden. Open to consider a
reasonable offer.

Apply to SHUTTLEWORTH. Limited. Peckham Rye, S.E.

SO U T H P O R T.—NURSERY, FLORIST,
FRI^IT, and SEED BUSINESS, clearing £S50 yearly.

Capital Dwelling-house, Sliop in be^t Stand, 12 Hothouses, and
Land. Chance seldom offered.— Full particulars, MASON,
71, Market Street, Manchester.

FRUITERER, FLORIST, Znd GREEN-
GROOEB'S BUSINESS, in a email way, to be DISPOSED

of, in the neighbourliood of Acton. Suitable for a yonng
Couple. Good Round (Pony). Reasonable terms.—Apply to
Mr. FOSTER, 276, High Street, Acton Hill, Middlesex.
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EXHIBITIONS.

SANDY (Bedfordshire) FLORAL and Hor-
ticultural SOCIETY.—Twenty-sixth Great Autumn

Show (Open), THURSDAY. August 30, 1894. Plants. Flowers,
Fruit. Vegetables, Dogs. Poultry, Pigeons. Kabbits, Cavies,
Cats, Cage Birds, &c. Prizes, £320. including Ten Stove and
Greenhouse Plants in flower (distinct): Ist £12 ; 2nd, £S;
3rd, £6 ; 4th, £3. Entries close August 25.

W. GREEN, Sec, Sandy.

National Cht^santhemum Society.

Ij^ARLY EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHE-
-i MUMS.—Royal Aquarium, Westminster, September 4,

5, and 6, 1894. Several classes for GLADIOLI and DAHLIAS.
Schedules of Prizes can be had of

—

RICHARD DEAN, Hon. Secretary and Superintendent,
42, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, London, VV.

To Nurserymen.

TO BE LET or tSOLD, a FREEHOLD
NURSERY, containing 14 well-built Greenhouses, in all

about 740 feet ran ; Stable, Van-shed, Potting-shed, Work-
shops, and Dwelling-house, with or without Stock.
Apply to W. EYDMANN AND SON, Auctioneers, 225, High

Street, Acton, W.

F^'OR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

UT FLOWERS.— GUT FLOWERS.c
We hold SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

FRIDAY EVENING at half-past five o'clock. These Sales
have been continuous, without a week'somission. for over eight
years. References to Senders of over eight years' standing.

POPE AND SONS. 6. Phillips Street, Birmingham.

N E W STRAWBERRIES.
ROY'AL SOVEREIGN (1893). Sd. each; Ss. per dozen.
SENSATION (1892). 2s. per dozen ; 12s. per lOO.

The above from plants direct from the raiser.

A fine collection of other varieties. List free on application to
B. HURST AND SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

YCLAMEN a SPECIALTY. — World-
renowned Strain. Gold and Silv»r Medals, and highest

Awards. SEED per packet, from 2s. ed. DRY BULBS, from
12s. per doz., post free. PLANTS coming into bloom, good, in
48-pots, 18$. and 24s. per doz., free on rail. Cash with order.
Special prices to the Trade.—The ST. GEORGES NURSERY
CO., F.K.H.S., Hanwell. Middlesex.

ILIUM HARRISIL—Special Offer.—Fresh
Imported Bulbs, sure to give satisfaction, 9 to 11 inches,

3,S0s. per 1000; 7 to 9 inches, 180i. per lOOO; .5 to 7 inches.
90s. per 1000. FREESIAS, 18s. per 1000; 2,s. id. per lilii.

PANCRATIUM9, 40.s. per 100. CHINESE SACRED LILIES,
lOOs. per 1000. Allother BULbSat lowprices. Cash with order.
BIRCHALL BROTHERS AND CO., 20. Polygon Road,

Southampton.

Important to MnsbTOom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6s.

R, AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,
Southgatc, N. Established 1797.

ARMITAGE BROS.
Have received, in SPLENDID CONDITION for FORCING,
their first consignment of FRENCH BULBi, which they offer
at the following specially MODERATE PRICES :—

Per 100. Per doz.
HY'ACINTHS, White Roman, let size ...

i> .. 2nd size

,, Blue Roman
FREESIAS, refractaalba
NARCISSUS, Double Roman

,, Paper White
,. ,, large ftowering

LILIUM CANDIDUM
(^ All Orders 5s. and upwards in value de wered free.

For other BULBOUS and FLOWERING ROOTS, SEEDS for
AUTUMN SOWING, &c., tee New Catalogue, post-free
on application.

ARMITAGE BROS., s% NOTTINGHAM.
1^^ Please mention this Paper.

BMALLEK AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-grown stock

of Ericas (hyemalis and other varieties). Epacris. Solanums,
Genista?, Cyclamen. Double White Primulas, Bouvardias of
sorts, Adiantum cuneatum and other Ferns ; Palms in variety,
Gardenias. Stephanotis. Dipladenias. Ficus ela^^tiia, Crotons,
Genistas, Tea Rosea (in pots). Boronias (megastigma and
heterophylla), Vines in pots, &c. An inspection is invited.

TRADE CATALOGUE forwarded on appliration.
The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on

TUESDAY, September 11.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries. Lee, S.E.

OR CHID S.
NEW IMPORTATIONS Of BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS,

Full particulars on application to

—

A. H. GRIMSDITCH (Orchid Importei),
5, CLAYTON SQUARE. LIVERPOOL.

Sole Agent for CARLOS TRAVASSOS, Rio de Janeiro.

IBs. Id. .
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3rd Edltlon-

100,000-

864 Pages, Bound

in Cloth,

Post - free on
appl'catlon.
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AV,
HORTICDLTUBAL PROVIDERS— ^Ae Original Inventor of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Ths

Nurseries- HANWORTH and FELTHAM.
Largest Steam Hortionltural AVorka in the World. Inspection invited.

IN
1000

HOUSES
STOCK

to Select from

Works CDver

6 acres.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This lUubtrat on is an eidct copj of my Amateur Sj. iii roufed
Greechousep, which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plefe Willi Ventilators. Irons for Opening, Staging. Qlaaa, &c.
Made in Sections, eo that they can be erected by any gardener
or handy man in a few hours. Simply screwed together. 7 by
5 ft., 56s. ; 9 by 6 ft.. £i ; 12 by S ft., £6 : 15 by 10 ft., £8 105.

;

20 by 10 ft., £12; 25 by 10 ft., £16.

Any size made. SEND FOR LIST, post-free.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
bers, Tomatos, Melons, &c., will be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto
unknown. See List, p. 22. Send for List, post-free.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

CACUDADC l}in,3s. ; 2 in., 3s. 9d ; 2J in., 6s. ;OHOnDAnO. 3 in.. 6s. 6(2. per 100 ft. run.

MATCH BOARDS, §. 6s. per square; 1-in., 10s. 6ii. per square.
FLOOR BOARDS, 1-in., 9s- per squnre.
FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, J by 6, 6'. M. per square.
DEALS, 3 by II. Yellow, id. ; 3 by 9, SJrf. ; 3 by 7, 2d. j 2i by

7. Ud. ; 2by7. IjA; 2 by 6, Id.

CUTTIN(i FLATINli, M. per 100 ft.; Deeping, 2s. 3i.
dozen 12 ft.

SLATING BATTENS, J by 2, If. M. per 100 P.
; \ by 1, U.

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. br 2 ft. 6 in.. 6s. each
, 6 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in., 7.'. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 id.,

los,

VENTILATORS. TOP or SIDE. 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft., 2s. each.
FINIALS, MACHINE-TDRNED, 12 in. high, 6rf. each ; 4s. M.

per dozen.
TRELLIS. Planed, Extsnded—

Open.
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Novelties, 1894.

FOR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in
Flowering and Ornamental Foliage Plants, apply to—

SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

NoveltleB, 1894.

THE ROYAL SET of COLEUS.—Unique
and superb ; the handsomest ever offered ; foliage

r-valliDR the best Caladiums. Empress of India. Princess of

Wales, Princess May, Princess Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,
Diike of York. Seven varieties for 2\s.

See SANDER and CO.S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties, 1894.

BOCJGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The most useful and brilliant flowering plant

known. First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,

April 24, 1894. Of the most easy cultu»e, either in the green-
house, coneervstorv, or plant-stove, producing its magnificent
rony-crimson bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest i>ots,

under all conditions, in the greatest abundance and amazing
profusion. Price Is. 6d. each,

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Novelties, 1894.

DIPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
Flowers rich, glowii g crimson-maroon, with deep orange

throat. First-class Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
reafiy. Price, 12x 6d. each.

SANDER AND CO. St. Albans.

PALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fioe, in 18*s, \2$. per doz. ; fix sorts of PALMS, in 48*s, 95.

and \2s. per doz.; Large KENTIAS. in 60*8.5*. and 65. perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 6U'b, 45. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large
thumbs, 3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100 ; ARALIAS, in 48"8, 5s. and
«s. per doz.; FICUS, in IH'h, 12s. per do/. ; CYPERUS NA-
TALENSIS and ALTKRNIFOLIUS, in 48'(*, 5s. per dozen;
twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12i. perlOO; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, lis. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48'8. 5*. 4
fl«, doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
('ate Lane & Martin), 5, Bramah Road, Brixtoo, IjOndon, S.W.

yriOLA CUTTINGS.—These strike easily
T now in a shaded cold frame. We offer 100 tor 7s. 6d ,

cash ; 50 for 4s. Zd. ; 25 for 2s 6rf Four cuttings, two cuttings,
or one cutting of each of the following 25 grand exhibition
Bortd : A. Grant, Ardwell Gem. Blue Cioud, Bullion. Countess
of Hopetoun. Counters of Kintore. Countess of Whamcliffe,
Crimt^OD King. Duchess of Fife, Duchess of Sutherland, Evelyn,
Goldfinch. H. W. Stuart J. B. Riding, Lord Elcho. La-ly Dun-
donald Mrs. Grant, Mrs. Bellamy, Princess Beatrice. Rob Roy,
Sylvia, Wonder, Wm. Neil. White Duchess, and Violetta.
100, in 12 best bedding varieties, 5s. 6<i. ; 1000, in 25 varieties,

£,i. Alt named, and carriage free.

DOBBIE AND CO.. Florists to the Queen. Rothesay.

STRAWBERRIES
All the leading varieties, in l-yr. prepared

plants, ready for immediate delivery, 6.s. per 100.

Orders despatched by return of post. Plants in

small pots and runners of all the best forcing
varieties and Novelties ready shortly. Catalogue
free.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

PEARSON'S BULBS
FOR EARLY FORCING.

Our ROMAN HYACINTHS are fiDer and in better con-
dition this season than ever we have seen them

—

Extra size, 5 to 6 in. circum. ... 16/- per 100; 2/3 per doz.
First 13/- „ 1/9 „

FREESIA REFRACTA ALB 1, extra
large 6/- „ I/- „

NARCISSUS, rOUBLE ROMAN ... 6/- „ 1/- ,,

., PAPER WHITE 6/- ,, 1/- „
,. .. GRANDIFLORUS 7/- „ 1/3 ..

NARCISSI of every variety worth growing at very low prices.

Full Descriptive CATALOGUE sent free on application.

THE CHEAPEST HOUSE IN THE TRADE FOR
REALLY RELIABLE BULBS.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NUK3ERIES, NOTTS.

DUTCH BULBS!
FEEBCfl BULBS! and EEllSU BULBS

!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.
Conta'nicg List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS. LILIUMS. DAFFODILS,
SNOWDROPS. IRIS. &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS.

EXETER ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.O.

NARCISSUS BULBS (Sir .Watkin).— Good
flowering Bulbs, 100, Sis. ; doze%, 4s. Extra large

Bulbj. 1(10, 45s. ; dozen, 6s.

GARDENER, Plas Gardens, Dinas Mawddwy, R.S.O.

PALMS, Kentia Fosteriana, pair of splendid
specimens, ten leaves. 10 feet high. For Sale. or part

Eichange.—Offers toGARDENER Ashgate Lodge,Che8terfield.

OR SALE, a quantity of DOUBLE WHITE
NARCIS BULBS. True. 6s. per bushel.

E. POOLE, Osterley, Isleworth,

OR SALE.—EARLY OFFENHAM CAB-
BAGE SEED, now harvesteii. grown from stock care-

fully selected for maoy years, for hardy and early maturing
characteristics. Price, per lb., 4s., a considerable allowance
made on larger quantities,

DOUGLAS LANE, Charlecote, near Warwick.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocua, Lilies, &c,

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, B.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

''PO HORTICULTURISTS.—FOR SALE, at
JL Fulbam, the finest Specimen of the rare ** MAGNOLIA
ACUMINATA.' 35 feet in hfight. symmetrical aod well

branched. The Cardiners' ChTonicle meotioning this tree,

says ;
— '• It is not too large for removal if caie is tahen to get

out all ihd chief roots, and severely prune-in the leading

branches." For price and paiticuiars apply to G. B. HALL,
Surveyor, 10, Waldemar Avenue. Fulham, S.W,

FERNS. — GREAT ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots.

Stove and Greenhouse, 30 beat selling sorts, 10s. per lUO; 200
out of pot3, 1*55. ; large ditto, in 4«'3, 10 best eelling sorts,

65. per dozen, Aoiantum cuoeatum. in Ah'a, for cutting (value

in frondc), 65. and 85. per dozen; ditto, for making large

plants quickly (bushy), I65. and 2<is. per 100. Aralias, Grevil-

leas, Rhodanlhe, Cyperus, in 48's, '6s. per d«zen. Ficus. Palms,
Dracaenas, 1». each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas, 9d. each.

Packed free. Cash witQ Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London
Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, Loodon. S.W.

ULBS for AUTUMN FLOWERING.—
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application, of

Beautiful and Rare Species of Autumn and Winter CROCUSES,
and Autumn -tlowenog MEAD(iW SAFFRONS, pro.lucing

a beautifnl tffect in September- FLOWER OF THE WEST
WIND (white); LILY OF THE FIELD (yellow). Autumn-
lloweriDg SCILLAS and SNOW FLAKES, &c.

BARK'S DAFFODIL CATALOGUE for 1894, now ready, free

on application.

BABR'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, ready September 1.

B.IRR AND SON, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

CYPRIPEDIUM CHARLESWORTHII.
Over 300 Flowers now Open

!

HUGH LOW & CO.
Cordially inyite inspection of the above beautiful

ndvelty, now so finely in bloom at the CLAPrON
NURSEKV, ia all its varieties.

GRAND NEW ZONALS, 1894.
Selected ffom Pearson's, Cannell's, Miller's, and my

own sets. Cuttings, 6$. per dozen.

NEW ZONALS, 1803.— Cuttings, 3s. per dozen.
Very fine, previous introduction, 25. per dozen. Free, cash
with order,

H. J. JONES,
Ryecroft Nursery. Hither Green, Lewisham, S.K.

CUTBUSH^S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms. and by using this Spawn will
ensure success. Allgrowers speah in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genaine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

I Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for
package; or, Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM.CUTBUSH and SON. Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London. N., aud Baniet, Herts.

DUTCH BULBS.
Wn ARE NOW

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

Orders for—
CROCUS,
LILIUMS, &c.

Before Bujing elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on
application, and save 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILIUH AURATUM
a Speciahtt/.

MICHAEL KAINSifeCO,
Bulb Growers and Seed Merchants.

34, MANSELL STREET. ALDGATE. LONDON, E..

And The Nurseries, Haarlem, Holland.

SOLANUM GAPSIGASTRUM
" CLOTH OF GOLD."

The entire Stock, from a start of one plant, which
originated from seed at HARTLiXD's, Ard Cairo, Cork, ii

offered for Sale to the highest bidder. The leaves are the
colour of Golden Eli^er, and the berries bright orange-
scarlet.

The plant, in habit, guaranteed equal to the finest form
Been in Covent Garden, but with this difference, that the
foliage as stated is golden. It also comes more golden from
seed. This I have only tested this season. At night th«

plants are scarlet and gold.

Apply to—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND,
SEEDSMAN, CORK.

33

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Liiiies,

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Sciilas,

Irises

DiCKSONS

BEST

QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delivered Free by
Kail oii Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 4<1

Font Free on application.

Bulb Growers

& Importers Chester
i

"ONLY THE BEST."

BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.

CARAWAY & CO.
Offer best quality Btilbs.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS
(larger) ...

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS
DOUBLE DAFFODILS, extra large bulbs

9/- per 100.

12/iS „
S/- ..

6/- ..

7/<i ,.

FREESIA REFRAOTA ALBA 6/- ,.

Alt ordtrs over hs. free by post or rait.

15 per ce>t. discount (3s. in £) for Casli with Order.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIE', CLIFTON. BRISTOL.

carnations!
JAMES DOUGLAS, F.E.H.S., begs to

announce that his Catalogue for Autumn, 1894, and
Spring. 1895, is Now Ready, and will be sent post-free to all

intending purchasers. It contains full De.-criptive Lists of the
New Malmaison Carnations, and the New Border Carnations
produced by Martin R. Smith, Esq . in his garden at Hayes.
There is also a full Descriptive List of the New Yellow-grouod
Picotees, which obtained First-class Certificates and Awards of

Merit at Newcastle on-Tyne, London. Southampton, Oxford,
and elsewhere during the past season. James Douglas
obtained the unprecedented number of thirty-one First-class

Certificates and Aw^ds of Merit in 1894.

Early Orders are solicited, as the stock of plants is limit«J.

Orders will be executed in rotatiou as received. The New
Malmaitoas are now ready.

EDENSIDE, GREAT BOOKHAKT, SURBET.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fashioned OREENHOnSES and FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7,000 feet Length of the New Patent TraTelUng
Structures already In Construction.

Write for Catalogue of Smallest to Largest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate St. Station. E.G.)

53 English, American, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle:—" It is commended as saving 100 to

200 per cent." The Gardening World :—" There is no question

as to the utility." The HorticultuTal Rtview :—"W\\\eiiect

a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening :-~" C&u honestly

commend the style as eminently practical." The Journal of
Horticultwe :—" May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysonthe-

^pums, Roses, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."
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KENT: THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,

GEO. BUNYARD & CO.
BEG CORDIALLY TO INVITE INSPECTION OF THEIR

FRUIT TREEiGENERAL NURSERIES
Which are unusually interestin(j this Season., as Fruit is abundant and the Trees are finer than ever.

(SEE BELOW.)

APPLES are fine in all forms, and Pyramids

can be supplied of extra sizes, as well as

Fruits; Cordons, Espaliers, Gridirons, and

Amateur's Standards ; Hambling's Seedling,

new, 53. each ; and several other new kinds

can be recommended. 100,000 on Paradise

Stock; 100,000 on Crab Stock. Market

kinds by the lOOO.

PEARS, grand Espaliers of all the best-

flavoured kinds, and Pyramids on Quince

and Pear ; and extra-sized Cordons. A few

grand Novelties— .50,000.

PXiXJlVES, extia-sized Fan-trained Trees in a

Fruiting state. Pyramids and all other

forms—100,000.

DAMSONS, all the best sorts—25,000.

CHERRIES, clean - trained Wall Trees,

Orchard Standards, &c., of thirty leading

kinds—20,000. Cordons and Pyramids for

Potting.

PEACHES and NECTARINES,
Rider-trained, with stems 2 to 6 ft., very

fine ; Dwarf-trained, extra fine ; and Fruit-

ing Trees in Pots, extra sizes. Fine
examples of all the best- flavoured kinds, and
Rivers' New Nectarines— 5000.

APRICOTS, clean-trained Trees, and grand
Maidens of Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots—true to name.

all the best, well-QRAPE - VINES,
ripened and finished.

MISCELLANEOUS FRUITS-
CRABS, all leading kinds. WALNUTS.
MULBERRIES, Standard and i-Standard.

QUINCES, Standard and ^-Standard.

MEDLARS, Standard and i-Standard, three
best sorts. RHUBARB.

BLACKBERRIES and WINEBERRIES.

BUSH FRUITS.

GOOSEBERRIES, extra-fine Lancashire

I'lize, Trained Bushes and Cordons, Market
and Garden sorts—100,000.

CURRANTS, Red, Black, and White,

grand Bushes and Trained Trees—100,000

in ten best sorts.

RASPBERRIES, Red aud White Super-

lative—true, G. B. & Co.'s Specialty, and
far the best, and eight other good kinds.

STRAWBERRIES, 4 acres in thirty

best aud newest sorts. Illustrated De.scrip-

tive CATALOGUE free. Pot Plants, to

fruit first year, or shift on for forcing, aud
well-rooted runners.

800 KINDS OF FRUIT

{TRUE TO NAME).

THE LARGEST and BEST-GROWN STOCK
IN EUROPE.

No other Nursery can furnish such a collection

^in Perfect Health—Marvels of Culture.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, SEE

G. B. & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED FRUIT CATALOGUE,

Post-free, 6 Stamps.

GRATIS TO PURCHASERS.

ROSES do well in our soil, lift with fibrous

roots, and are free from mildew. Fine

Standards, good heads ; fine Half-Standards,

Dwarfs, and Own - root Plants. LIST,
arranged to colour, free.

Some 50 acres are also devoted to

CONIFERS, PARK TREES,
EVEBGBEENS, RHODODENDRONS,
&c., and the Nurseries are specially rich in

FLOWERING and FOLIAGE SHRUBS.
New CATALOGUE, Note Heady.

FOREST TREES, as LARCH, QUICK,
ASH, CHESTNUT, SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN
FIRS, &c., in large quantities.

AUSTRIAN PINES and SCOTS
FIRS, extra sizes, 6 to !» ft.; recently

mo\'ed, and safe.

G. B. & CO. also have an extensive

FLORAL DEPARTMENT, where

the most popular of FERNS, PALMS,
and FLOWERING PLANTS are well

cultivated.

Being also Seed Growers, no firm can supply

better

VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS. The LIST for 1895 ready about

Christmas. The very best, at popular prices.

FREQUENT TRAINS from London, by

North Kent, South-Eastern Railway, to Maid-

stone, and by Chatham & Dover. Visitors can

book to BARMING STATION, which is in the

Fruit Nurseries, bs. Third Class Return Fare,

available on cither line. Time Tables on

application.

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.
Established, 1796. 300 Acres.
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of the
same name.

& Son's
CATAIiOGCIE for 1894

OF

DUTCH
CAPE and EXOTIC

BULBS
(WITH CUIiTURAL DIRECTIONS)

Is NOW READY, and will be sent, Post Free,

on application to themselves direct at

OVERVEEN, nearHAABLEM, HOLLAND,
OR TO 'i'HEIH GENEKAL AGENTS,

Messrs. MERTENS & Co.,
3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

mSTRAWBERRIES, f^
1
ALL THE BEST KINDS AND iipj^f

PLANIS, WRITE TO

^H.CANNELL&SONS.^'^
Catalogue of these and ^Ot,, y

1 alt lands of Fruits free. /'^~i'V

SWANLEY, KENT, ^•^•^

Finest fruit district
in the world.

)»»•
m

CHRYSANTHEiyi UMS.
AU Gardeners who hope to have really fine blooms this

autumn will now be beginning to feed their plants. Thebestof
all Manures for this purpose ia " Pearson's Chemical," as it

is a perfect plant food, has no offensive odour, and is always
perfectly identical in composition, so that its une once learned
there is no further risk or trouble in applying. Some of the
finest fxhibition blooms shown in the Midlands have been
grown by its aid alone, without any other fertiliser. In wet
weather a tea^poonful to each plant may be sprinkled on the
euTface of the scil, but we ourselves prefer to use it os a liquid,

our method beuig to dissolve a t5-inch potful in a 3tj-gal. tub.
this being afterwards used at the rate of '2 gals, in each water-
barrow (25 gals.). Gardeners are cordially invited to call and
see our plants, and judge of the effect for themselves. Price
and all information tree on upplicatiou.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL, NOTTS.

NEW RASPBERRY
(STEEL'S VICTORIA).

A NEW VARIETY of great merit, raised by

Mr. STEEL, of Ealing, and selected by him

during the last ten years.

It is, we have no hesitation in stating, the finest

market variety grown for Covent Garden.

It is a very free grower, a very heavy cropper,

large, handsome fruit, fruiting very early, and

lasting well through the season until very late.

In 1802 he began gathering second week in June,

and continued until November.

The fruit is essentially a Dessert Fruit, being

large, handsome, and very superior in flavour

;

another good quality is that it appears to keep

quite free from maggots in the driest season.

We can confidently, from our personal obser-

vation, recommend this New Raspberry for trial

to all growers of this fruit.

Stromj Canes ready for delirery in Noi-emlier,

ORDERS BOOKED NOW.

Price, 2s. 6d. per dozen ; IBs. per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS,

13, EXETER STREET, STRAND.

STRAWBERRIES
lAXTOKS " ROYAL SOVEREIGN.

"

An earlier higher quality and Improved Sir J. Paxton
litre: Medals and J-'ioe First cia^s Certificates awarded.

All muat have the finest early Strawberry yet introduced.

Fruit of the largest size, brighest glossy scarlet colour,

flavour rich (quite equal to british Queen), ripens with
Noble; a splendid cro.iperand grower, and we consider it to

be the ionp-Fought Eably High-Flavoured and Improved
Sir J. Paxton, a splendid forcer, and in every way worthy

of its name. Handeome coloured plate, now ready, 6d.

(gratis to customers).
125. per do?... £3 per 100 ; in pots. ISs. per doz., £1 per 100.

LAXTON'S SENSATION.
First - class Certificate Gardening and Forestry

Exolbitlon, May 10, 1893.
An enormous second early variety of good flavour, and

probably the largest Strawberry ever introduced. A re-

markably strong grower, and produciPg fruit in wonderful

clusters. Will prove a welcome addition to the list of good
sorts. Forces splendidly.

20s. per 100, 4s. per doz. ; in pots. 30s per 100, 6s. per doz.

LAXTON'S SCARLET QUEEN.
(Flrst-clasa Certificate)

The best first early—very early. Fine colour and shape.

and the richest flavour. Habit strong, a very prolific

variety, a splendid early table and market fruit.

10s per 100. 35. per doz. ; in pots. I8s. per 100, 4s per doz.

LAXTON'S LATEST OF ALL.
The best late Strawberry, and tlie largest and best late

variety. A seedling from British Queen, but much later.

Flavour grand.
Ss. per 100, 2s. per doz. ; in pots, 16s. per 100, 3s. per doz.

The following best varieties for forcing or early planting can
be supplied fcTKONG in pots at once :—

A. F. Barron
Nicai.»e

British Queen ...

Dr. Hogg
Jas. Veitch
Ruskin
Commander
Competitor
Keen's Seedling...

Also, strong Open Ground Runners can now be supplied at
usual prices, of—

Nicaise, Sucree. Vicomtesse, British i^>ueen. Paxton. President.

Albert, Caj.tain, King of Earlies, Marguerite, Dr. Mor^re. Dr.

Hogg, Stirling Castle, Skarpless, A. F. Barron. Waterloo.

Countess. Jas. Veitch, Unser Fritz, Elton Pine. Lucas. Filbert

Pine, and all other best sorts, Euglieh and Foreign (about 200
varieties in ?tock). Full LIST on opplication to—

LAXXON BaOXH£BS> BEDFORD.

Per 100.
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60 feet round, and doubtless represents an

age of 1000 years or more. There is a tradition

attached to this tree, that it was formerly the

habitation of a ghost which eleven parsons were

convened to exorcise, and their invocations for

a time were successful. The ghost, however,

soon returned, and it was not till a round dozen

of reverend gentlemen conducted the ceremony

of exorcism that final success resulted.

Cedars of Lebanon are in great abundance, and

here do wonderfully well. Most of the trees have

the appearance of having been pollarded, though

this is hardly likely, and they have, as a reaalt,

Bent up nnmerons huge branches somewhat verti-

cally, so that they tower np higher than natural-

grown trees ueaally do, and are less broad. It may
be to that circomaCance that these trees seem to

have auSered little from heavy snowstorms. An old

guide-book tells the story of some of these trees,

notably two remarkably fine specimens near to the

cattle. The plateau on which the lawn is situate is

600 feet above the sea-level. Soil is thin and

sterile; subsoil hard, with flints and chalk subetratam

'S feet from surface. Climate cold, foggy in spring,

and often windy. The two larger Cedars were

raised from a cone brought from Mount Lebanon

by Dr. Pocock, the celebrated eaetern traveller,

and were sown in 1739. Only two grew. These

were planted out, and remained stunted ; then trans-

planted in 1767, being then 17 inches in girth 1 foot

from the ground. Many of the others were raised

from seed bronght from Wilton Houae in 1772, and

planted out in 1778. Of the two older tree?, the

girth of the larger one in 1787 was, 3 feet from the

ground, 2 feet 11 inches ; in 1832, 9 feet 3.| inches ;

and it is now 21 feet, whilst the girth of the other

hardly less in nobleness, it 19 feet.

As may be expected. Beech forms a conspicuous

feature amongst trees about the pleasure-grounds

and park, and some are specially grand specimens,

Dotted about the pleasure-grounds are fine Tulip

trees, giant Magnolias, fine Hickories, Maiden Hair

trees, &c., and Khododendrons, Azaleas, and Kal-

mias are in wonderful abundance, although the soil

has been specially made for them.

Away in the woods, where Mr. Storey, a very able

forester, holds sway, the trees are indeed fine.

Specially so are the Douglas Firs, of which there

are some of the noblest and most perfect in the

kingdom. Pinus ponderosa. Silver Pir, Hemlock
Spruce, Ficea Morinda, Abies cephalonica, A. Nord-

manniana, Ficea Mensieai, and boats of others

are wonderfully good. Most descriptions of forest

trees are in capital condition, and Rhododendrons

line the roads literally for miles, and surround the

hnge lake, clothing its sides and islands.

It is not poaaible, however, to dilate on tbeee

features. Enough to say, that any interested in

woodcraft who will visit Highclere will easuredly

find abundant reward in the woods, in the nursery

and in Mr. Storey's hearty welcome. Returning to

the castle, however, the calm summer evening dis-

closes from its south front a very striking view of

that lofty height, Siddon Hill, which lies about a

mile off. This eminence rises some 950 feet above

the sea level, and is finely timbered, a central figure

being on the summit a treble arched gateway that

resembles the entrance to some ancient caatle.

Rather more easterly, but still comparatively near,

ia the immenae chalk mound called Beacon Hill,

which is clothed only with verdure and some stray

bushes of Juniper. This mound, for that it literally

is, is nearly of the height of Siddon Hill, and a
climb to its summit is indeed well repaid, for at

that elevation, with nothing whatever to obstruct

the view, a wonderful panorama of country

bounded by the New Forest and the Isle of

Wight in one direction, the Surrey hills, and even
the Crystal Palace in another, and the Berks and
Oxford hills on the right forms one of the most
extensive and charming pictures of English scenery

to he found in the kingdom. Those who regard

England as an over-populated country would have
cause to think differently if they could see the vast

areas of comparatively unpeopled country which lies

before them from the top of that ancient Saxon
encampment, Beacon Hill.

The gardens at Highclere are under the super-

vision of Mr. W. Pope, and whilst his conveniences

in the fruit department are somewhat meagre,

and tome considerable improvement is yet to

be effected in the autumn, yet he does very

well in relation to that important part of

production. As a vegetable grower and exhibitor

he, however, atanda Al in his profession, although

it cannot be said that this soil, or the north-western

aspect of his kitchen garden are perfect. The May
frosts did great harm in many directions, and Goose-

berries laid by bushels beneath the bushes. Still,

things might have been worae. Onions are always

well done at Highclere, and there is a big breadth of

planted-out aamplea from seed, raised under glass in

January, of all the finest sorts in commerce. In that

direction Mr. Pope it hard to beat. But he has a fine

breadth of spring-sown Onions also, full of vigour and

devoid of maggots. A first-class crop of this sowing

alwaya reaulta. Naturally, every other deacription

of vegetable ia well done alao, even to anch compara-
tively small things as herbs, for no product however
simple, ia neglected. The result is seen when the

Highclere collections areataged,aa they frequently are,

at the leading shows of the kingdom, for Mr. Pope ia

always found an antagonist hard to beat. There are

myriads of thingaaboutHighclerethat itisnotpoatible

here to particalarite. In tome directiona large

clumpa of the pretty white Scotch Briar are most
beautiful. In other directions big beds of hnge
and ancient Tree Paeonies are very striking objects.

On the south margin of the castle is a necklace

border of shrubs, composed of variegated Aucubas
and dark-leaved Lauruatinui alternating. There
is in one part of th'e grounds a true Copper Beech,
quite of a Beet-root colour. In another direction,

beside a pond, is a fine white Willow, the leafage of

which presents against the deeper greens around a
very silvery aspect. Golden Oaks now, that are in

the autumn of a rich red hue, are effective objects

here and there.

The place is one to be seen and enjoyed,

rather than to be described. True, it lies some-
what out of the beaten track of travel, and the

neighbouring training downs of Kingclere perhaps
get more visitors; those, however, who piefer the

noble and the beautiful to that which is speculative

will find Highclere give ample return for the journey.

It is to be added, that whilst access to the park can
be obtaimd at anytime, by special application to

Mr. Rutherford, the agent, on two days a week the

entire place is thrown open to the public— a practice

which is to be highly commended, and ia here much
appreciated. VUitor, [Highclere holda an important
position in the annala of horticulture, for it waa
there that, in the early yeara of thia century, R. J.

Gowen commenced, under the aaspicea of Lord Car-
narvon, and the Hon. and Rev. W. Herbert, after-

wards Dean of Manchester, a series of important

experiments on hybridisation. As one result of

this, we may mention Rhododendron altaclerense

(arboreum x catawbiense). There were besides

raised numerous hybrids of Erica, Gladiolus, Hippe-
astrum, and other genera. It teems strange to us

now that some good, worthy people denounced these

experiments, and the inferences founded upon them,
as irreligious ; but so it was. Similar charges arise

when any new views are propounded, but if based

upon fact, the truth prevails, and the timid ones live

to wonder at their own fears, Ed,]

New or Noteworthy Plants.

DRAC^NA GODSEFFIANA, Hort. Sander.

This is a distinct species, allied to D. snrcalosa,

camerooniana and interrupts, from which it differs

by its very large fruit. It is a native of Lagos, in

West Tropical Africa, and has been introduced into

cultivation by Messrs. Sander & Co., of St. Albans.

It is likely, for the sake of its prettily variegated

leaves, to be a favourite with cultivators. The fol-

lowing description it made from a plant now fruiting

at Eew.
Stems slender, glabrous, erect, with many nodes

producing only small, erect, lanceolate tcale-leaves,

which are adpressed to the stem. Leaves often three

in a whorl, spreading, oblong or obovate, cuspidate,

sessile, 3 to 4 inches long, 1^ to 2 inches broad at or

below the middle, firm in texture, and persistent,

bright green, variegated with copious spots of white.

Racemes terminal, shortly peduncled ; bracts very

small
;

pedicels short. Fruit globose, greenish-

yellow, nearly an inch in diameter. J. G, Baker.

SCUTELLABIA FOHMOSAKA, N. E. BrOWn, ». Sp.

This is a very pretty Labiate that is now flowering

with Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, who
received it from Mr. Ford, the Curator of the Hong-
Kong Botanic Garden, with the information that it

is a native of Formosa and Lantas Island. It forms

a bushy plant about a foot or Iti inches high, the

branches ending in a raceme of large blue and white

flowert. I am informed that it requires stove treat-

ment, as it does not thrive in a cool-bouse.

The stems are square and glabrous, about three-

quarters of a line thick, dull green, with reddish-

brown angles. Leaves 1^ to 2 inches long, ^ to

1 inch broad, on petioles 3 to 5 lines long, ovate, sub-

obtuse, broadly cuneate at the base, obscurely 3 to

4 toothed on each margin, glabrous and minutely

punctate on both tides, bright shining green above,

paler and often stained with purple beneath. Ra-

cemes terminal, 3 to 4 inches long ; flowert opposite,

the pairs ^ to ^ inch distant. Bracts rhomboidal,

1 to 1^ line long, | line broad, like the pedicels

and the calyx very minutely pubernlous, green.

Pedicels 2 lines long, green. Calyx i inch

long, green, the shield on its upper lip tub-

quadrate with rounded angles, about | inch long

and broad. Corolla 1 to 1;^ inch long, pubescent

with gland-tipped hairs, the upper lip ^ inch long,

blue with a violaceous tinge, the lower lip transverse,

broadly rounded, and slightly emarginate in front,

i inch broad, white, slightly tinted with blue ; the

tube is white, with a pale greenish tinge.

S. formosana is closely allied to S. javanica,

Junghuhn, but that is a taller plant, attaining a height

of 3 feet; its stem is pnbeiulous, iti leaves very dis-

tinctly toothed, more acute, and with scattered hairi

on both sides, and its flowers are only | inch long,

and are described as being of a rosy-lilac or carm ine-

lilac colour. The Kew Herbirium, however, con-

tains specimens of a plant that waa cultivated by

Messrs. Veitch & Sons in 1859, and is labelled

" Japan (?)," and of another collected in Sumatra by

Curtis, which more closely resembles S. formotana,

having glabrous leaves, only more evidently toothed

;

but the flowers are smaller, and of the same size ai

those of S. javanica. Posaibly all may be local

forma of one species, but until more is known con-

cerning them, I deem it best to retain the present

plant as distinct, especially as it is easily distinguish-

able from typical S. javanica, and for horticultural

purposes is worthy of distinction. A good plant of

it in flower must be very effective for decorative

purposes. N. E. Brown.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CYPRIPEDIUM CUBTISI.

In a note in the last iaaue of Le Jardin, p. 171, it

is stated that C. Curtiti has been raised by Mr,
Bleu as a hybrid from C. ciliolare, by pollen of C.

superbiens, and hence it is assumed that C. Curtiai

is a natural hybrid between the species named,

L.iELiA ELEQANS Wbathehsiana, Hort. Measuru,

This variety of L. elegant is remarkable for the

large and expanded front lobe of the lip, and for its

intense violet-purple colour. It has just flowered

with Mr. R. H. Measures, of the Woodlands,

Slreatham, and is superior to the ordinary form.

The sepals are pinkith-olive in colour.
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Cattleta Rex.

Cattleja Rex ia certainly a very free-flowering

Orchid, and bloominK at this aeason, is valuable in

many ways. We poBsesa six plants with thirty

flowers ; one is already crossed with liDelia Schil-

leriana. It is, moreover, a free grower, and a first-

class Cattleya, H. Knight, Laeken, August 20.

BEGONIA RAJAH.
This is a very handsome dwarf foliage Begonia

(fig. 31), from the Straits Settlements, discovered

and described by Mr. Ridley. The upper surface of

the leaf is buUate, rich bronzy-green, whilst the

broad nerves are of a paler yellowish-green. The
under surface is dull red in colour. The plant

I received a parcel of Roses from Lyons. Owing to

the occupation of France by the Germans, it was

some six weeks before it reached me, and I natu-

rally concluded there was very little hope that the

plants would survive the delay. I however planted

and nursed them, and some of them did survive

;

amongst tnese there was a plant of Rive d'Or. I

was informed that it was a climbing Rose, with

nearly evergreen foliage. It occupies that border

land between Teas and Noisettes that makes it

so difficult to say to which of the two sections it

belongs so when it had recovered the effects of the

journey, I planted it against my house in a com-
pletely eastern aspect. Here it flourished to such

an extent, that it reached qaite up to the roof,

and half covered two of its sides, the eastern

and northern ; about ten years after it had

It is erect in habit of growth, and flowers with pro-

fusion ; they are single, large, and well formed, the
golden anthers contrasting most effectively with the
pearly whiteness of the individual flowers, which are

almost as large and as useful for decorative pur-

poses as those of the Encharis amazonica. I saw
rows of this Rose and Rosa Biggeriana a short time
ago growing by the side of Lord Penzance's Hybrid
Sweet Briars in Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co.'s

Nurseries, Salisbury, and I was so pleased and struck

with the size, colour, and beauty of Rosa macrantha,
that I could not resist suggesting to Mr. Wyatt,
jun., the advisability of fertilising one of the Hybrid
Sweet Briars (say. Flora Mclvor), with pollen taken
from this charming single Rose. A Sweet Briar,

yielding a profusion of flowers of the description in-

dicated, would be a grand aciiaisition to, and would

FlO 31.—BEQOSIA EAJAH.

was exhibited by Messrs. Sander & Co., at the Royal
Horticultural Society on August 14, and received a

First-class Certificate.

The Rosary.
-

—

'*

ROSE REVE D'OR.
I AM somewhat amused at the very decided terms

in which people write about Roses. We poor
parsons are oftentimes accused of dogmatism ; but

whether that charge be just or unjust, we are com-
pletely put out of court by many of those who grow
and some of whom write also about Roses. Thus I

saw in a contemporary some time since a laudatory

notice of this Rose, and it was announced in a very

decided way that it must be planted on a south

aspect. In refutation of thip, let me give the history

of my plant of it. In that terrible year of France's

agony, 1870, the year of Sedan and the Commune,

been planted I calculated that there were about

3000 blooms on it. This was its grand climacteric.

The winter of 1880-81 (I think it was) was very

severe, and my Rose suffered fearfully; the following

winter was alto severe, and I thought the two
together had finished it off. I cut it right down to

the ground in the autumn, intending to dig it up in

the following spring ; hut to my delight I found

signs of life in it, fresh shoots were thrown out, the

result being that although it has not yet attained its

former dimensions, it has very nearly done so, and
has borne this year, I should think, a couple of

thousand blooms. So much for its requiring a south

aspect. It may be said, perhaps, that my plant

would not have suffered so severely In another

aspect. It may be so ; but I do know that many
Roses in different aspects suffered as much.
Wild Rose.

Rosa macbantha.

This beautiful Rose deserves to be more exten-

sively grown than it appears to be at the present.

surpass in loveliness and usefulness, any existing

varieties of the single Rose or Sweet Briar. H, W,
Ward.

Adttjmn Notes.

With harvesting very general in the southern

counties, we may consider ourselves well into

autumn. If we look at Roses upon the Manetti

stock, and upon somewhat porous soils, we find that

even the present showery season has not much*
affected their early ripening. A bed of my own is

quite fit for lifting, if needed, for early potting.

August and early September is a most suitable time

for this in the case of hybrid perpetuals upon the

stock already named, and I have frequently had

great success when lifting thus early. Do not keep

them out of the soil an hour longer than necessary,

and select that stage between summer and late

autumn growth, which promises to be so prevalent

this season. Of course no one would attempt the

lifting of such plants as may still be in full growth.

Potted firmly, stood in the shade of a wall or hedge.

*
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planti which are ready for lifting, if carefally looked

after in the matter of overhead moisture for a time,

will soon plnmp np and make an abundance of new

roots. I do not like to delay the pruning of such

plants too long, or many of the roots experience a

tevere check. Pruned hard, they break well, and

flower during the same winter if treated steadily.

It is no more or less than improving upon the late

autumn growths, with the additional advantage of

protection. Where many fail, is in the adoption of too

hasty measures when first removed under cover.

With the present wet weather we are fortunate

to be free from red-rust and mildew ; only a few

H P.'s have, as yet, been affected by the former, and

the chilly change, following a spell of sultry weather,

raised fears of the latter upon the late growths of

Teas and others upon Briar stocks.

How much the season of Roses can be prolonged

by a little judicious use of various stocks, and also

by planting a few Roses late in spring! A day

or two back I saw a bed, the half of which had been

planted in autumn, and the rest in spring ; now one

portion is in full bloom, and the other will soon be

following with its third crop this season. The use of

various stocks, planting a few in different aspects,

&c., will ensure a prolonged season. A, P.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT
CROPS OF 1894.

[For Tabulated Summary, see p. 119 ]

^Continued from p. 182.)

4, MIDLAND COUNTIES.

Waewickshire.—In orchards in this district, with

the exception of an occasional tree here and there,

Apples are a failure, although the bloom was glorious.

The frost in May was followed by a devastating attack

of caterpillar and aphis, finishing what the frost had

spared. In the orchard-house, with the exception of

a few Plums, there is nothing worth noting. Yet

in a lower part of the garden, where one would

think frost would strike more severely, we have a

dozen or more bush trees very satisfactorily laden

with healthy fruit. The names of them are : Kes-

wick Codlin, Rhode Island Greening, King of the

Pippin, Schoolmaster, Cellini, Dutch Mignonne,

Reinette du Canada, Kerry Pippin, Northern Spy,

Small's Admiral, Ribston Pippin, Lane's Prince

Albert, Blenheim Orange, Harvey's Wiltshire

Defiance. Pears : these are in this district, together

with the Apricot, the two outdoor crops of the years.

There will be a good many Fears even on standards

of the commoner varieties ; but our greatest success

here is on the wall trees, which are literally laden.

When the frost came they were fairly in leaf, and a

slightly projecting coping perhaps helped. We also in

good time hand-picked the trees, and so freed them
of caterpillar. Subjoined are the names of our most
successful varieties : Glou Morceau, Easter BeurrS,

BenriS Ranee, B. Diel, B. d'Amanlis, B. Clair-

geau, Marie Louise, Bon Chretien, Victoria,

Van Mons. Leon Le Clerc, Comte de Lamey,
Winter Colmar, Winter Nelis, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Dunmore Brown, Beurr^, Passe Colmar.
Peaches : with the exception of a Dr. Hogg, all

our outdoor Peaches are young trees, with only a few

fruits on each, not sufficient to give any satisfactory

report of them now, but they are making excellent

wood, and will no doubt give a good account of

themselves another year. The Dr. Hogg, however,

like its respected namesake of pomological repu-

,
tation, has always done well with us out-of-doors ; it

is now a fine tree, and has quite a showof fruit all over.

Apricots are by far the finest crop I ever saw in this

neighbourhood during a longish life-time. The trees

are remarkably healthy ; when threatened with

caterpillar we had the trees hand-picked. Plums
are plentiful, although the leafage of the trees is not

in a very healthy condition, having, like the Apples,

suffered from aphis and cold weather. We have
some Cherries, but they are not up to much, having
evidently suffered from cold at an early stage ; many
of the Morellos are falling off. Sweet Cherries were

better, but we had a great fight to destroy the black

aphis, which came again and again ; an emulsion of

paraffin was our most effective dressing. Raspberries :

owing to the drought of 1893, canes were not

sufficiently matured to yield good crops this year,

but enough fruits are being gathered. Strong canes

are coming up, which promise well for another year.

Red and Black Currants are plentiful, but the fruit

from an attack of aphis or blight, as it is called

here— is very dirty, and has to be washed before

using. Strawberries, like the other small fruits, are

very unsatisfactory. Hazel-nuts are everywhere

plentiful. Walnut trees are without fruit ; Mul-

berries are little better. Beech, Horse Chestnuts

common and scarlet, are full of fruit; there will

also be some acorns. Oak trees in this neigh-

bourhood during the early days of June were

very much denuded of their leafage by the

devastating attacks of Lepidoptera — the green

Tortrix, probably Tortrix viridana. The trees are

now making a second leafage, and if that is any

pleasure to us, we are at this advanced season

enjoying the delicate tints of the leafage of an early

June, and we will have it continued, more or less,

far into the month of August. Farmers' orchards of

this part of the country, notwithstanding the

preachings of sundry County Council lecturers,

bear still upon them the stamp of many years'

neglect. Farmers evidently have little hope that

the cultivation of fruit will ever do them any good.

They still hang on, as it were, with their eyelids, to

obsolete farming practices, in the fall hope that

the season of depression will pass away, and that

the evolution of time and circumstances will restore

to them those happy days when the easy cultivation

of the land, &c. Pity such a state of ignorant

blessedness should ever have been disturbed ! In

those days farming, for the most part, was conducted

by brute force and human muscle. Now it appears

to be all brain and steam, and the weakest go to

the wall. W. Miller, Combe Abbey, Warwickshire.

5. SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Bebkshiee.—There was a grand show of bloom,

and every appearance of one of the best crops of

recent years, up to the evening of Sunday, May 20,

when 10° of frost was registered here. Fortunately,

the Sorawberry and early Potato crops were saved,

men working all night covering them up with litter.

Pears escaped, the trees being well clothed with

foliage, and Apples, Cherries, and Plnras have far

better crops than I expected, much of the fruit being

frozen through, and black. As regards free-bearing

and good Apples for dessert and kitchen use, many
names which have been noted in previous years will

again occur, such as Rosemary Rasset (a sure

cropper), Frogmore Prolific, Calville, St. Lawrence,

Peasgood's Nonsuch, Pine-apple Pippin, King of

the Pippins, More de Manage, Jonathan, Paradise

Pippin, Grime's Golden, New Ribston, Claygate

Pearmain, Warner's King, Duke of Devonshire,

Ecklenville, Tower of Glamis, &c. , are all carrying

good crops. Of varieties introduced later. Domino,

St. Edmund Pippin, Bismarck, Schoolmaster, Lady
Sudeley, King Harry, Baumont's Red Reinette, and

others, are looking well. Pears on walls, standards,

and bushes, are bearing heavy crops of clean fruit,

viz., Williams' Bon Chretien, Ne Plus Meuris, Passe

Colmar, Beurrfi Giffard, Beurr^ Ranee, Louis Bonne

of Jersey, Seckle, Marie Louise, Beurr6 de Jonghe,

L'Inconneau, Beurr^ Sterckman's, Pitmaston,

Duchesse d'Angouldme, Forelle, Beacon, Clapp's

Favourite, General Todleben, Princess, &c,, may be

mentioned, and crop all round is very heavy. Thin-

ning the fruit has been persevered with. Peaches

and Nectarines good crops, but trees have been

badly infested with aphis, and with the growth

retarded by cold nights, it has been difficult to

eradicate, and trees are not looking well. Straw-

berries were late, and have been of average quality

;

many crops in this district were killed outright by

frost mentioned before. Raspberries under average ;

Superlative is a grand sort, free cropper, fruit very

large, and plant of robust constitution. Bush-fruits

are abundant ; Gooseberries very large. 0. Thomas,

Royal Gardens, Windsor,

Bekkshire.—For my district, taking a diameter of

five miles, the fruit crops are nearly as I have jotted

them. Three consecutive frosts, culminating in the

night of May 20ih, and a severe hailstorm following

on the 24th, crippled the bloom of my Wellington

Apples, and have left a straggling crop. I feel, how-

ever, comforted in this case, for the sake of the trees,

as they bore heavily last year. Of Irish Peach,

Mr. Gladstone, Pay-the-Rent, and the Codlin tribe,

I have fall crops. My Pears are an over crop, and

BO are my Plume, though Damsons are sparse. Of
Black Currants my crops are enormous, and I have

been fairly well oiT for Red ones and Raspberries,

as our jam pots testify. Red Currants, as a rule, got

much smitten. Of Gooseberries I never had abetter

crop, but they are now being chiefly resolved into

Champagne. With Strawberries I consider myself

to have been well supplied with a half-crop; Keen's

Seedling and John Ruskin failed. Sir Joseph Paxton
producing as recorded elsewhere, and Auguste

Nicaise has redeemed itself this year. It has not

grown 80 abominably big. I can compare it for you

to the picture of " Royal Sovereign " the Messrs,

Laxton presented ns with, it came with me so bright

and clear. Elton Pine completes my list, but my
plants are too young to throw a crop this season.

F ilberts and Cob-nuts are a prodigious crop, but no
Walnuts. There are plenty of Grapes and Figs upon

the walls of my house. Robert Fenn, Sulhamstcad.

In this district the fruit crop all round is far

from satisfactory. Apples are a poor crop, and the

trees looking wretched. Pears on pyramids set good

crops, but the fruit has since dropped. On walls on

the other hand they are an average crop, and the

trees healthy. Of Strawberries in these gardens

we have had abundance ; being sheltered and early

they were not destroyed by the frost of May 21,

as were many others in the district. Of nuts

Cobs and Filberts are heavy crops, but Walnuts

Buffered with the hail and frost in May. T. Tiirton,

The Gardens, Maiden Erlegh.

Hampshibe.—For the first time in ten years the

Apple crop must be accounted as under average.

Warner's King, for instance, in one part of the garden

has a full crop, while on others of the same sort there

is none. Cox's Orange Pippin is a failure for the first

time daring thirteen years. Keswick Codling, Lord

Grosvenor, Worcester Pearmain, and Ecklinville

have good crops. I attribute the absence of a good

crop to the continued wet, cold, and sunless weather

experienced while the trees were in bloom, and not

to the frost occurring on May 21. Pears are a

heavier crop than usual. E. Molyncu.r, Swanmore Park.

Apples covered with bloom were attacked

with the caterpillar. Many old orchard trees

were rendered quite bare of foliage daring

the month of June. Young Apple trees round

the kitchen garden squares are much better,

such varieties as Lord Barghley, Pott's Seedling,

Peasgood's Nonsuch, Cellini, Annie Elizabeth, and

a few others having fine crops of nice clean fruits.

Pears are good, and heavy thinning has had to be

done, notably on Beurr6 Hardy, Glou Morceau, Ne
Plus Meuris, Conseiller de la Conr, and a few others.

We need a deal of sunshine and warmth to finish off

the many autumn fruits, or I am afraid they will be

small and inferior. A. Maxim, Hcckfield Gardens,

The Apple crop is bad about here ; most of

the fruits have fallen off and are still dropping. The
set of Pears was a good one, but late in point of time,

and they are also falling off very much. Plnms are

the same. Cherries are falling off and the trees very

much blighted, as are Peaches and Nectarines, and

the fruit is late and small. Gooseberries and Car-

rants are most abundant. I think the cause of the

fruits falling is due to sudden changes and cold

weather. ^ m. Smythe, Basing Park Gardens, Alton.

Kent.—Apples are very scanty, as could be seen

early from the absence of blossom ; Pears, on the

contrary, are abundant. Cherries were stunted in

the early part of the season by the cold weather, and

since the wet weather set in, immense quantities have

rotted on the trees, V, Coiirt, The Greys, Lymted,

Sittingbourne,
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Kent.—Applea, on the whole, below average.

Pears and Peaches are the reverse, heavy crops being

the rule. Soft fruits were very good, notwithstanding

Strawberries (the earliest blooms) in some gardens

were injured by the late May frosts. Cherries were

good, though, owing to continued rainy weather,

some of the fruits are splitting. Plums and Damsons

are good crops. Apricots clean, with plenty of fruits.

The good set of Peaches and Apricots is in a great

measure due to the wood being well ripened,

together with very fine weather when in bloom.

H. Markham, Mcreworth Castle, Maidstone.

The crop of Apples on standard trees is

under average; although bush trees are carrying

good crops. Golden Spire has again proved itself

to be one of the best cropping culinary Apples,

bushes of this variety being loaded down with fruits.

The tree is a very erect grower, consequently could

be planted much closer than is usual with others.

Irish Peach, a rather early dessert variety if allowed

to grow as it likes, with just a little thinning of the

branches, is carrying abundance of fruits at the

points, four and five fruit in a cluster. Pears of

almost all varieties are a very heavy crop, and will

need a great deal of resolute thinning so as to insure

size and good flavour. Planters should take care to

plant plenty of Doyennfi da Comice, Josephine de

Malinea,and Winter Nelis. Peaches and Nectarines

are looking well, but the trees need sunshine. Sin-

gular to relate, that around here the Strawberries

and other small fruits have been most plentiful, but

the fruits have sufTered much from rain and dull

weather. Thousands of bushels of Cherries from

this district were despatched to market in fairly

good condition, but lately the continued rain

caused many fruits to crack nevertheless, good

prices were the rule, and amongst farmers this fruit

is considered to be most remunerative. Kentish

Cob Nuts are wonderful to behold, and most likely

will be very cheap, as the crop is a heavy one, but

there is still tima for many to drop off. O. Woodward,

Barham Court, Teston.

Apples in orchards a failure ; only a few

Codlins and King of Pippins. Garden trees on

Paradise stock, good crop. Pears : largest crop

ever known, in all forms. Plums : caught by frost

in places ; Dimaons likewise. The promise of a

large crop of Cherries was blighted by frosts, and
cold, damp days. Wall fruit is only a small crop.

Small fruits, where not cut by frost, very fine.

Nuts : largest crop ever known ; some will grow
2 tons to the acre. George Bunyard, Maidstone.

Apples in thi« district are a total failure.

Pears are very good ; a big crop, and very clear

skinned. Plums are a bit more shy, especially the

early good sorts ; the Victorias a wonderful crop.

Cherries were very good, but the recent wet spoiled

the quality more than 50 per cent. Gooseberries

and Currants were very good, eopecially the Black
Currants. Nuts are an immense crop, both Cobs
and Filberts, but the wet is very bad for them, and
we may finish badly yet. Champion Bros., Baron's
Place, Mcreworth, and Boro' and Co vent Garden
Markets.

Apples very scanty. Pears are not much
grown in this neighbourhood, but where a tree is

found it is sure to have a crop on it. The Plum
crop is rather partial, but there is an average crop;
the same may be said of the Damsons. There has
been a very fair crop of Cherries (except perhaps
with the English and Flemish varieties), but the
weather has been most unfavourable for the ripening
of the fruit. Black Currants have yielded a splendid
crop this year. W. H. Skinner, The Hall, Boughton
Monchelsea, Maidstone,

Middlesex.—The season opened with abundant
bleom.and was most favourable till the middle of May,
when severe frost destroyed the early fruit. Straw-
berries and other fruit suffering badly. Such trees
as Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots, which were
sheltered on south or south-west walls, and which set

early, are bearing heavy crops. Pears are good and
abundant, such varieties as Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Glou Morceau, Beurr^ Baltet Pere, B. Diel, Jersey

Gratiolis, Durondeau, Marie Louise and Passe Colmar

are loaded with fruit. Both wall trees and pyramids

are fruiting well. We have a nice lot of Apples, of

both late and early kinds. Worcester Pearmain, Ked
Astrachan, Quarrenden, with the Codlin type, are

bearing heavy crops, with a nice lot of good-keeping

varieties. G, Wythes, Syon Home,

Middlesex.—Apples on small bush and pyramid

trees only are an average crop, and very light on old

standard trees. Some few gardens round here have

a good crop of Apples, but they are exceptions.

Plums heavy crop generally ; but the May frosts

spoilt the crop in some places. G. Ringham,
Wrotham Park.

Strawberries were a miserable failure. The
following varieties of Pears are good in this district :

—Williams' Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, and Louise

Bonne of Jersey. William Farr, Spring Grove House

Gardens.

Our Apples are above average and good. The
trees are what may be termed natural bush and
pyramid on several kinds of stock, inclusive of

French Paradise and wild Crab. Nearly all are

laden with fruit, and in all parts of the garden,

many of the trees breaking down beneath their load.

The following may be noted as most conspicuous ;

Frogmore Prolific, Cellini, New Hawthornden,
Mank's Codlin, Golden Spire, Lane's Prince Albert,

Bramley's Seedling. Worcester Pearmain, Kerry
Pippin, King of the Pippins, Small's Admirable,
Golden Noble, Stirling Castle, Ecklinville Seedling,

Kymer, Beauty of Kent, and Loddington Seedling.

A. F. Barron.

Sdreev.—The Apple crop is a very partial one,

this fact being noticeable even in a very limited

area. Maggot was troublesome early in the season.

Pears, especially cordons, have a good all-round

crop. Plums on walls are the heaviest crop we have
had for several seasons ; the fruit, however, despite

the thinning it has had, seems likely to be small.

Peaches and Nectarines on south walls evidently feel

last season's drought severely, for there was a pre-

mature ripening of the wood, and an imperfect set

of fruit. Apricots and dessert Cherries on south-
west and west walls are and were well up to the

average in (|uantity and quality. The late frost

crippled Strawberries, early set and late bloom
being alike destroyed. Dessert Gooseberries on
trellis are an excellent crop, but very few are to be
found in the open quarters. E. Burrell, Claremont,
Esher.

Pears, Plums, Apples, Cherries, Gooseberries,

&c., were very robust and clean. The enormous show
of bloom was strong and perfect, notwithstanding the
good harvest of the previous year; but after the fine,

warm weather, the cutting winds from May 17, and
the frost (10°) on the 2l8t, and succeeding days, was
disastrous. Pears and Cherries seem to withstand
it the best. Plums, not a third of a crop remains.
Apples are almost a failure, except in a few places.

Apricots are fairly good ; Peaches about the same.
Strawberries almost a failure ; what withstood the
frost were small and insipid. Gooseberries, Currants
and Raspberries, are of good quality, but deficient

in flavour. Nuts are more plentiful than I ever
remember. A. Evans, Lythe Hill.

Apples set an abundant crop, but the frost

of May 20 and 21 destroyed nearly all. The varieties

that suffered least are Lord SuSield, Keswick Codlin
Bismarck, and Quarrenden. The first blooms on
the Raspberry were all killed, but sufficient buds
were protected by the foliage to insure a later crop.

Strawberries were a complete failure, with the excep-
tion of Latest of All ; from that we have gathered
some very fine fruits, but none at all from eleven
other varieties. Red and Black Currants are plen-
tiful, large, and clean. Damsons last year were a
very heavy crop, and this year the trees are laden
with fruit again. Green-fly troubled us very much
until a week or two ago, G, H. Cummins, The Grange,
Carahalton,

Soheet.—This is one of the heaviest fruit years we
have had for a long tibie, and the Apple crop would
have been as heavy as the Pear and Plum crops

but for the severe frost about May 20. Gooseberries

were finer than I have seen them before, but Currants

are rather blighted. J. Walker, Ham.

Apples are, whilst of fairly good quality, yet

a very partial crop, probably not more than half the

average. Pears are an enormous crop everywhere,

and very clean and good. Cherries have been most
abundant and fine ; whilst Plums are a rather poor
crop in many places, but in others are very plen-

tiful. It is the most erratic crop of the season.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, on walls, are

very partial. Nuts generally are plentiful, and small

fruits have been wonderfully good. A. Dean, Kings-

ton-07i-Thames.

Varieties of Apples which are cropping well

are Beauty of Kent, Lord Suflield, Lemon Pippin,

and Cox's Pippin. Some Pears have heavy crops,

but we are wanting sunshine very badly. The trees

are very clean. Williams' Bon Chretien is the only

exception, and it has failed to set any blossoms. I

never remember seeing such a set of Peaches and

Nectarines, every flower seeming to give a fruit.

My walls being well protected from the north and

east winds, I do not cover the trees with netting,

and the result is a much heavier set of fruit. Cur-

rants are spoiled by honevdew ; Filberts and Cob

Nuts are breaking down with the weight of the crop.

G. B. Baskctt, Eashing Park Gardens, Godalming.

Owing to late frost, few Apples remain in

this district, except where trees were sheltered.

There is a slight sprinkling of King of Pippins,

Ribston, Cox's Orange, and Cockle Pippins, Golden

Nobs, Mannington Pearmain, and a few others. Of

kitchen Apples, the best are Ecklinville Seedling,

Warner's King, Gloria Mundi, Stirling Castle. The
Pear trees bear very heavy crops, requiring much
thinning of the fruits, and they are clean and

healthy looking. C. Papworth, Bidding's Court,

Caterham.

The Apples which crop well this year are

Prince Albert, Stone's Ecklinville, Tower of Glamis,

Lord Grosvenor, Golden Noble, and Brownlee'a

Russet. C. J. Salter, Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate.

Sussex.—Pears are a wonderful crop on nearly all

trees. Apples are very poor through this district.

In some places the caterpillar was very troublesome.

Bush fruit of all kinds, with the exception of

Red Currants, have been very plentiful. Straw-

berries through the whole district were very short.

Plums for the most part are an abundant crop,

especially the more hardy varieties, as Victoria,

Early Rivers, and Orleans. Peaches and Apricots

have never been better. H. C. Prinsep, Buxted Park.

The piercing cold winds and the frosts in

May proved most disastrous to the Apple crop in

this part of the county. With the exception of a

few sure-bearing varieties, it is a failure, and the

trees are unhealthy. Pears are a more promising

crop, and trees on the walls of BeurrS d'Amanlis,

Jargonelle, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Williams' Bon
Chretien, Durondeau, and Souvenir du Congrej, are

carrying heavy crops, but owing to the absence of

sunshine, the fruits are beginning to crack. A, Offer,

Handcross Park Gardens.

Wilts.—The frosts in May marred the prospect

of a good all-round fruit year, still Apricots, Peaches,

and Nectarines set an immense crop, and required

severe thinning. The condition of the trees and

fruit is everything that could be desired. Green

Gage Plums on trees which had been protected the

lame as Apricots and Peaches when in flower, are

plentiful and good. Other varieties of Plums bearing

good crops are Early Favourite, Early Prolific,

Monarch, Mitchelson's, Orleans, Guthrie's Late

Gage, Pond's Seedling, Jefferson's, Grand Duke,

and Victoria. Pears are a light crop. Trees of

Crassane Althorp, Marie Louise, Beurr^ Diel,

Williams' Bon Chretien, Catillac, Doyennfi Bous-

soch, Durondeau, and Beurr^ Clairgeau are fairly

well cropped, though Apples are a poor crop in our
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orchards ; but young espalier trees in kitchen garden

are bearing good cropf, the varieties being Emperor
Alexander, Stirling Castle, Mr. Gladstone, Early

Juneating, Early Nonpareil, Early Red, Margaret,

Keswick Codlin, Duchess of Oldenburg, Ecklinville

Seedling, Red Astracban, Annie Elizabeth, King of

the Pippins, and Beauty of Bath. Gooseberries are

immense crops of good fruit. Raspberries are also

good. Currants are fair. Strawberries very light,

the blossom having been nearly all killed by frost.

H, W. Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury,

Wilts.—The fruit cropsgenerally are bad in the open,

especially the staple crop. Apples. The frost upset

all our calculations, otherwise the prospect was excel-

lent. Trees on walls, &c , are generally well-cropped

and of good quality, having escaped injury by frost,

the trees being sufficiently foliaged to furnish pro-

tection to the fruit. Cherries are much blighted.

Peaches and Apricots are splendid crops, and we
have already gathered frnit of the Waterloo Peach.

Cob Nuts and Filberts are a fine crop, but Walnuts
were spoiled by the frost. W. A. Cook, Compton Basset,

Generally the fruit crops are abundant, and
good in quality, with the one exception—Applep,

which are very bad indeed—the worst we have had
for thirty-four years. Peaches, both early and late

varieties, are particularly good. We commenced to

gather early Alexander from a south wall on July 10.

Early Louise and Ameden on the 17th, and Hale's

Early, are now (July 21) ripening. Apricots and
Cherries are very abundant and fine. Pears are also

the heaviest crop we have had for many years.

J. Challis, Wilton House, Salisbury,

(7o be continued.)

Nursery Notes.
•

DWARF CANNAS.
Through a large part of the year dwarf Cannas

are a feature at Cheshunt. Messrs. Paul have raised

some splendid varieties, and shown them well at the
leading exhibitions. A large number of seedlings

are now under trial, and as they have been raised

from the finest varieties, they will prove of more
than usual interest. Many beautiful kinds may
be anticipated, and as the Canna is only now being
really improved upon as regard the dwarf section,

one may expect many distinct things. la one of the
houses a group of the newer kinds, some of Crozj's
raising, is in bloom, and the following are a few of
the finest:—Comet is one of Messrs. Pauls' raising,

the flowers produced in a sturdy spike, and the plant
very dwarf, the broad segments yellow, striped with
reddish- crimson. Progression is a fine kind, the
flowers yellow, spotted light crimson, and another,
like a Gladiolus in the form of its flowers, is Mrs.
Taeker, yellow, flashed with red. A large, but not
coarse flower, is Pioneer, the colour clear carmine

;

a good yellow-flowered variety, very clear and
pleasing, being Antoino Barton, spotted with crim-
son. Cheshunt Yellow is a pure yellow, with a
bronzy-reddish blotch in the centre, which shows up
the deep yellow shade. L. E. Bally is rich yellow,
with crimson spots ; Sophie Buchner, deep crimson,
broad and handsome. E. Meig is a distinct variety,
deep crimson, the flowers in a fine spike, and several
others are in bloom. The list, however, of the best
Cannas is long, and is extending each year, espe-
cially as Messrs. Paul have hybridised so freely, with
a view of getting dwarf plants with flowers of
striking colour, either self or spotted. The plants
will soon be very beautiful in the open, and in the
future, in favourable seasoni", the Cannas of these
dwarf types will be much valued for beautifying the
garden or park. Visitor.

J. Ouvbaed's, Child's Hill, Kilbukn.
Although not covering such a large area of ground

as many other market-growing establishments, the
above is one of the most interesting nurseries in the
vicinity of London ; it was started on a very modest
scale more than thirty years ago, that is long before the
Rochfords and other large trade growers covered

great areaa with ranges of spacious houses as they do
now. It may also be mentioned that the Child's

Hill Nursery, from its commencement, has been
entirely devoted to the cultivation of plants, and did not

therefore participate in the profits which were made
by the early market fruit growers.

Mr. J. Ouvrard, once a foreman of the now defunct

firm of E. G. Henderson & Sons, of St. John's Wood,
&c., is a man of great energy, and one of the ablest

and most deservedly successful pioneers of market
men engaged in growing plants ; and his success is

no doubt due to his own exertions, supplemented by
those of his wife ; for, in its early days, much of the

work at the nursery was performed by Mr. Ouvrard
and his devoted wife, who for many years delighted in

the work of pricking-off and potting-off young Ferns.

His good nature and amiable disposition, as well as

his keen perception of moving and keeping with the
times, have been of the greatest service to him, help-

ing him into his present position. A few years ago
Ferns formed his principal stock in trade ; and Pteris

Oavrardii, raised by him, a variety of much decorative

value, will remain to perpetuate his name. No one
who saw the magnificent forced Azaleas, which used

to make Mr. Oavrard's name famous among growers of

forced flowers for Covent Garden Market, will forget

the beautiful sight that these plants afforded.

Latterly, however, flower-forcing and Fern-growing
have been partially abandoned, and the cultivation

of Palms taken up. These plants always commanded
a certain amount of his attention, and it may safely

be said that he was one of the best cultivators of

Kentias in this country; and his Kentiap, in height

varying from 2 to 6 or more feet, have been disposed

of by him by tens of thousands. The Child's

Hill Nursery is now replete with plants of this

species, as well as with numerous other popular
species, such as Latania borbonica, Areca Intescens,

Cocos Weddeliana, &c., all in the best of health.

Palm culture, although an important branch in

the Child's Hill Nursery, is not by any means the

one absorbing occupation of Mr. Ouvrard, for

nowhere else can a more beautiful lot of Phrynium
variegatum, or plants in better condition, be

observed. Foliage Begonias and Caladiums are well

grown, and Crotons and Dracaenas receive special

attention at bis hands. It is refreshing to see, among
the seedlings of Dracssnas raised at Child's Hill,

such a strikingly distinct plant as D. Ouvrardii, half-

a-dozen plants of which variety received an Award
of Merit when exhibited at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society on June 26 last, by Mr.
J. Ouvrard, whose name was inadvertently printed in

the Gardeners' Chronicle for June 30, and other papers,

as Durrant. This new variety has leaves of medium
size, deep bronzy-green in colour when mature,

broadly margined with pink, the young foliage being of

a rosy-carmine shade, and the whole plant very effec-

tive. Besides the beautiful colouring of its foliagp,

the principal feature in this variety, as also in a

handsome red-foliaged form which Mr. Ouvrard has

named D. Robertsoni, may be said to reside in the

great substance of the leaves, which apparently is

greater than in the mejority of the varieties which
are already in commerce. It is to be hoped that

such a remarkable measure of success will have the

effect of encouraging the raiser, inducing him to

repeat his operations on a larger scale, and thus give

us plants equally as distinct and of the same
decorative value. 8.

A TRAVELLERS' NOTES.
(Continued from p. 91.)

Apbil 23, 1893.—Ballarat entirely owes its position

to the discovery of gold, and to its being the centre of

possibly the richest gold-yielding district known. But
74 miles from Melbourne, it claims 50 miles of streets,

and in the two municipalities over 43,000 inhabitants.
The elevation is 1 ,415 feet above the sea. It possesses
gardens of unusual interest. Though called botanic,
they can in reality scarcely claim to be such. The
Conifers are exceptionally fine, the collection of
statuary, purchased at great cost in Italy by men
who made fortunes in the mines, is naturally ahead
of anything in any public garden I have previously

visited. The collection of Tree Ferns is large and in

good condition, occupying the main portion of a house
450 by 60 feet ; the paths, nearly all at right angles,

as are the streets in Australian towns, are 12 feet

wide, covered with a fine iron- stone gravel, weedless
and perfectly smooth. Within a few yards is a lake,

575 acres in extent ; but possibly that which most
attracts attention is the absence of overcrowding in

the shrubberies.

Mr. Longley, the Director, has held the position

for thirty-four years, and many of his reminiscences
of the earlier days are interesting. When he took
over the garden, then nought but a police-paddock,
Melbourne was being built. Ballarat was regarded
as an Eldorado, and quarrymen were receiving ISs.

per day. 83 acres is the extent covered by the entire

reserve—33 only being under cultivation, the re-

mainder down to the shores of Lake Wanderer, is

planted with Elm, Oak, Willow, Pinus insignis,

P. halepensis, &c , many of them now fine specimens.
The climate is good, though for three months, in

summer no rain falls. The temperature rarely ex-
ceeds 08°, and Mr. Longley cannot recall having
experienced more than 5° of frost. Snow occasion-

ally falls. Near the great shade-house, a handsome
turreted erection, 450 by 60 feet, is a low, circular

glass pavilion containing the five finest pieces of

statuary, a more than life-size group, represent " The
Flight from Pompeii," occupying the foremost
position.

Beds gay with bedding-ont plants, annnals, &c

,

are scattered about the lawn, lying immediately in

front of the shade house, though chiefly de-

voted to Tree Ferns, amongst which are many
fine specimens of Cyathea meduUaris, C. princepp,

C. Cunninghamii, C. dealbata, Dicksonia australic,

D. squarrosa, D. antarctica, &c. Two long side beds
are devoted to Camellias and Fuchsias, both in good
condition, many of them carefully trained pyramids
and half-standards gay with flower. The Camellias,

as at Adelaide, are apt to burn if exposed to the
full efi°ects of a summer's sun.

Creepers hide the numerous pillars, and pene-
trating between the rafters, trail over the roof.

Abutilons, Tacsonia?, Pa^sifloras, Bignonia Mackenii,
and Li Trobei, named after the first Victorian
Governor; Ampelopsis japonica and Veitchii, Lapa-
geria, Aranja albens, Mandevillasuaveolens,Trache-
lospermum jasminoides, Aphanopetalum racemosum,
&c., for the most part in the open black loam of the
prepared borders grow with luxuriance.

The more ordinarily met with species of Cyrto-
mium, Pteris, Davallia, Lomaria, Asplenium, Platy-
cerium. &c , occupy the open borders between the
Tree Fern stems, and adorn a neat rockery and
waterfall at one end. Tanks of fish, gold and silver,

roach, cat-flsh, tench, Russian carp, &c., are en

ividence for those piscatorially inclined. The end
of the house facing the lake is at present a glorious

picture, a tangled mass of Tacsonia exoniensis X , and
Bignonia Mackenii in full bloom. In the border
opposite is a specimen of Abies Webbiana 15 feet

high, a species not often met with. Behind the
shade-house is the nursery, &c., a Flatanus occi-

dentalis shading the entrance, considered by Mr.
Longley superior as a planting tree for the Ballarat

climate to P. orientalis. It is generally hardier,

and does not burn. Facing one of the only two
glasshouses the garden possesses is a neat clipped
hedge of Cupressus macrocarpa, and several pillars

of variegated Symphoricarpus trained on sticks

8 to 10 feet high.

In the houses the Begonias are quite a feature

;

not so dwarf as we grow them, the individual size

of bloom is equal to anything in England as is the
variety of colour—many fine flowers were 5 and
even 6 inches across. Over a hundred varieties of
Fuchsias are grown ; and the ouble Petunias are
very good. Streptocarpus also look well.

A collection of woods, in a low building devoted
to the Ballarat Fish Acclimatisation Society, over
whose welfare Mr. Longley also presides, illustrates

the rapidity ofgrowth of forest trees in the neighbour-
hood. One specimen of Pinus insignis Mr. Longley
mentions as having attained in nineteen years a
height of 66 feet, and a stem circumference of

9.V feet. Within a few feet of the Acclimatisation
Society's building is another striking instance : an
English Oak, with a stem 15 inches in diameter, but
twenty- five years old. The nursery ground is natu-
rally devoted to the reproduction of those plants
required for planting in the reserves and gardens. A
batch of some 500 Eucalyptus globulus look well, as

do large pyramid Azaleas, 3 to 4 feet ; and Rho-
dodendrons the same size in pots. Seed saved on
the place of Cedrus Deodara germinates freely
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Giant Elm, grafted ia July last, has foliage in mag-
nificent trim, and in one instance has made a shoot
11 feet long. Neat bashes, 2J to 3 feet, of Boronia
megastigma, occupy the centre row of one bed ; it is

scarcely credible they are but two years from cat-

tings. There is no difficulty in growing them 5 feet

high, and 3 to 4 feet through, and in this condition
flowering them freely. Euonymus and Holly do
well; and beyond a handsome, close- cut hedge of

English Priret is a row of standard, mop-headed,
double-scarlet flowering Thorns. Double-blue and
double-white Violets edge neat beds of Narcissi,

seedling Carnations, Hollyhocks, &c. ; and beds of

annuals, sown but two months ago, for flowering

next October in the garden, are for the most part up
and thriving.

Beyond the fence-boundary of the nursery, Mr.
Longley pointed out a row of grafted Canadian Elm,
planted by himself a little over eight years since,

and now averaging 30 feet—fine trees. Elder
(S. nigra) does well, and fruits freely ; a fine feast

for the sparrows—as great a pest here as elsewhere.

Mr. Longley finds they breed three times in the
season, commencing to rebuild a nest the same day
one is destroyed. In the large shade-house no fewer
than 300 eggs and yoang have been destroyed in

a week.

From the nursery it is bat a few paces to the
1-mile walk, running the whole length of the garden.
The borders contain some fine Eucalyptus globulus.

Acacia lophantha, &c. The shrubs do not oflFer

great variety. Facing the walk is a maze of English
Privet and Whitethorn, 100 yards long by 75 wide, on
precisely the same plan as the Hampton Court one.

As I mentioned in the earlier part of my letter,

the Conifers in the Ballarat gardens are consider-
ably above the average, and to view them alone I

consider a stay in this town would well repay a lover

of such trees. Pines hold the foremost place. Pinus
Brewsteri (?) reaches 40 feet ; P. canariensis, an even,
regular specimen, 60 feet; P. insignis still more,
two perfect plants facing each other on either side

of the walk. It is possibly the most common species,

one of the oldest being between SO and 90 feet

;

P. Coulteri but little less, and at present bearing a
few cones, is a noble plant ; P. JeS'reyi can claim
but little over 40 feet, Pinus Laricio, 60 feet, a
coning specimen of P. excelsa, 45 feet, whilst
P. halepensis and P. pinaster, are also represented.

The heights given of these Pines but poorly illus-

trate the noble effect produced by these fine trees,

for the most part in grand condition. Not suflFering

from overcrowding, in good soil, in a climate not
oifering great extremes, and when necessary, with
water artificially supplied, they have acquired a
luxuriance rarely met with under cultivation. The
collection of Abies is also interesting. Abies
Douglasii is, at this moment, coming freely in

several of the borders, a specimen between 50 and
60 feet high is possibly the most noticeable of this

species. Spruce does well and cones freely. Picea
Smithiana, 30 feet ; Abies alba, 27 feet ; a pair of

Abies Nordmanniana, 30 feet, all bear cones at the
present time. Several specimens of Abies Web-
biana also testify to its thorough acclimatisation.

In respect to the Cupressus, M. Longley prefers

C. Thompsonii (?) for this locality, thoroughly hardy,
be finds it stands best of all. Of its beauty there
can be no doubt, a pair of pyramidal graceful 40 feet

specimens are amongst the best of the species in the
garden, Cup. macrocarpa and Lambertiana, the
latter covering the width of an entire walk with its

strong spreading branches. Cupressus funebris does
well, numerous fine trees of all the species men-
tioned are met with in various parts of the garden,
clumps of Pinus insignis and Cupressus macrocarpa
in two instances occupying entire quarters. Arauca-
rias have as yet attained no great size. A. Cookei
is now coming, whilst A. Bidwilli, Cunninghami
excelsa, and even A. imbricata, are all represented by
good though small pieces. Amongst others, Conifers
Juniperus prostrata is thoroughly at home, and in

several instances covers many square yards. Fre-
nela Gunni does well, Juniperus rigida, Podocarpus
spinulosus, both reach 15 feet. Wellingtonias—an
avenue of many dozen well-shaped specimens from
30 feet to 50 feet—and various Cedrus Libani and
Deodara are noteworthy. Mr. Longley considers the
last-named the Conifer of Ballarat. When the
Pines and Firs have ceased to exist, he believes it

will stand and thrive, neither drought, hot winds
nor sun seem to affect it seriously. I must however
say, the specimens are not so good a colour, or the
foliage in such condition as in colder spots and
moister atmospheres.
In the borders edged with neatly-clipt Box-edg-

ing, are many good specimens of shrubs, Birberis

Darwinii, clumps of Pampas-grass, Portugal Laurel,
several clumps 18 to 20 feet high, in perfect con-
dition ; Pittosporum crassifolium, much used as a
hedge plant in damp soft ground; flowering bushes
of Lagunaria Patersonii, Ceanothus divaricatus, with
stems 6 to 9 inches in diameter ; Lauras Camphora,
from bushes 15 to 18 feet high ; Pittosporum nigres-

cens, dipt columns, close on 25 feet ; CoUetia
bictonensic, 12 feet ; Magnolia grandiflore, 15 feet

;

Arbutus Unedo, berrying and flowering freely

;

Gantua dependens, 4 to 5 feet, and of still greater

diameter, is said to flower with luxuriance ; Veronica
and Laurustines, 10 to 12 feet in diameter ; Euonymus
green and silver, massive columns 18 feet by 10 feet;

Habrothamnus, Loquata, Nandina domestics, several

specimens, 5 to 7 feet, the foliage being employed
for bouquets and table decoration, and standing
longer than Maiden-hair Fern ; Aloysia citriodora,

10 feet, quite a weed in Gippsland, covering many
acres, and refusing to be exterminated, even by fire.

Ilex cornuta, freely berrying. Golden Holly, 9 to

10 feet, Photinia serrulata, 20 feet, are amongst those
I noted in the shrubberies of this pretty little garden.
A distinct feature is an avenue of Dracieaa nutans,

interspersed with clipped Pittosporum eugenioides

variegata, lining one of the trunk walks for several

hundred yards. The Dracanas vary from 20 to

25 feet, whilst the Pittosporam rarely attain mora
than 10 feet, solid clipped columns, 4 to 5 feet in

diameter, of milky-white foliage, the effect is very
striking.

Forest trees do well, Horse Chestnut, Elm, Wych
Elm, Willow, Occidental Plane and Ash, are numer-
ously represented, the last named now seeding freely.

The Rosary is large and well filled, pegging down
the shoots being found most productive of blooms.

Respecting the lawns, the amount of shade many
undergo may partly account for thinness. Mr. Long-
ley finds English and Italian Rye-grass stand well

for two years, but white Clover is preferable to both.

Couch is also employed. The beds of Dahlias are

exceptionally fine, and those of Chrysanthemums and
Marguerites good. James U. Veitch,

{To be continued.^

THE ACACIAS, WORTHING.
In the neat little garden attached to his residence,

Major- General C. B. Lucie-Smith and his wife make
their chief hobby, and pursue with considerable

success a system of experimental gardening, respect-

ing which some notes taken on a recent visit may
prove interesting and useful, especially to amateur

Orchid-growers, as they indicate a method of suc-

cessfully treating certain sections of those plants

which can be followed by the owners of the smallest

villa gardens. But it should be pointed out that all

who would obtain good results must pursue the

same course as Mejor-General and Mrs. Lacie Smith,

and study well the various species likrely to thrive

together, and their habits and requirements, and

either work with their own hands or personally direct

every operation and incident connected with them

throughout the year.

The plan of cultivating the cool-hoase Orchids is

to winter them in a small house in which the tem-

perature kept is of the very lowest prescribed for

such plants, and to place them in summer in

sheltered places in the open air, selections being

made of those liking eunlight or shade, each

class placed accordingly. At the present time the

Orchid-house is empty. The most shade-loving

section is arranged in a small courtyard, with the

entrance covered by a canvas screen. Here on a

stage erected over a border planted with hardy Ferns

are several plants each of many of the more showy,

and some of the rarer species of cool, Orchids growing

well, and in the most perfect health. Among these we

noted as being remarkably fine, the specimen of Coch-

lioda Noezliana, illustrated in our issue for July 21,

p. 71, Epidendrum vitellinum majus, which bore

over 200 flowers ; many fine Odontoglossum crispum,

0. Pescatorei, O. pardinum, 0. Edwardii, the rare

0. retasum, and 0. rigidum, a small healthy plant of

O. coronarium, sending forth a strong flower spike,

and which, as its owner truly says, is a good proof of

the correctness of the treatment ; Oncidium macran-

thum and its variety " hastiferum
;

" a fine specimen of

Oncidium Phalasnopsis, which has been covered with

flowers; some very sturdy Masdevallias, among them
being a fine plant of M. rosea, a photograph of which,
when last in flower, we hope to illustrate shortly

;

and many other good things. Among those sus-
pended, Oncidium Forbesii, 0. Gardneri, O. prje-

textum Gravesianum, Cattleya citrina, and Lselia

prsestans.

In the second shelter a similarly-enclosed space
fitted with skeleton frame, to support light canvas
shading to be used to break the rays of the sun or
the keen winds when the weather is rough, were an
equally healthy and interesting lot of plants, among
them being two very fine specimens of Pleione
humilis, which, owing to their vigour invariably

produce two flowers on each inflorescence, a very
uncommon occurrence when plants of this species

are grown under glass all the year. Here, too, are

several plants of the beautiful Oncidium spilopterum,

which unfortunately have been of late mistaken for

a new species and named O. Saintlegeriannm. The
fine plant beside it discloses another complication,

and is from the same part of South America. It

was bought as Lxlia Crashleyana, but it is evidently

L. crispilabia, syn. L. Lawrenceana, and probably

L, Lucasiana. In this division are some good plants

of Odontoglossum aspersum, O. crispum, O. Cer-

vantesii, O. (E-stedii majus, Oncidium tigrinum,

Cypripedium insigne, Ciologyne cristata, &c. In
some little frames are many species of Masdevallia,

one form of M. racemosa (Crossii) being about 1 foot

across ; also large specimens of Odontoglossum
RoBsii majus, Laslia majalis, which flowers regularly

and well ; L. albida, L. autumnalis, L. anceps, both

white and coloured varieties; Sophronitis grandi-

flora, Vanda Kimballiana, and V. cojrulea, the last-

named being very stout and healthy, having formed

many large fleshy air-roots during the years it has

been grown here in the open air in summer and the

cool-house in winter.

With regard to the treatment of Ofchids at

The Acacias, Major - General C. B. Lucie - Smith

alleges, and we have had good proof of the

truth of his statement, that a far greater pro-

portion of flower is got from the plants than is the

case with those under ordinary cultivation, and the

plants, although sometimes of not so dark a green as

those grown under glass, are really more healthy and

safe from sadden collapse. Bat few things have

failed, and none suddenly. Miltonia vexillaria does

not thrive ; it blooms the first year marvellously, the

second poorly, and the third it is too weak to flower.

It should be stated that special care is taken that

the plants do not suffer from want of water at any

season of the year, but especially in summer, when

they are in the open air.

The hardy and alpine garden is another inter-

esting feature at The Acacias, and although small in

extent, it contains many fine things. Planted in

the rocky borders and beds are many things not

usually seen in the open ground as permanent plants,

such as Azalea indica, A. obtusa, and A. amcuna

which have all made nice bushes, and flower well.

The Camellias, too, are well set with bad ; the

Bamboos have grown to a great height, and the

Lapageria on the wall flowers annually. Some of

the most striking things, many of them in bloom,

were Daphne Blagayana, ^E'.hionema grandiflora,

Androsace lanuginosa, DIanthus alpinus, D. neg-

lectus, and other species, Platycodon Mariesii, Erica

cinerea, Andromeda japonica, Philesia buxifolia,

Polygala chamajbuxuf, Iloustonia crerulea, Litho-

spermum prostratum, various species of Genistas

and Veronicas.

In the little Rose garden, the Ceanothus and other

things on the walls are giving a great show of

flowers, and one specimen of Cytisus Andreanus has

nearly reached the top of the wall, and gives a good

illustration of the reward which perseverance often

brings to the lover of plants. When it first came

out, the plant was bought, and planted in one of the

borders, but it did not thrive. By the advice of

friends its position was changed several times, but

without good result. At last, Mrs. Lucie- Smith

planted it close to the foot of the wall, which it now

covers, where it grows with surprising vigour.
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The Herbaceous Border.
•

SPlRiEA. ARUNCUS.

Tui3 bandsome species, which by reason of the

large feathery plumes of its flowers has been called

" The Goat's Beard Spiraja," is one of the most

noble of border perennials. By reason of its great

size, it is hardly suited for the ordinary herbaceous

border, and should therefore be afforded a position

where, with ample room, it may develop to its

fullest capacity. The soil should be moderately

stiff and rather moist—the latter perhaps is one of

the greatest essentials to its well-being ; and when

planted it should not be disturbed for several years.

If abundant moisture at the root be available, ten,

or even a dozen years in one position will not be

too long. Under such conditions the plant will

grow fully 5 feet or 6 feet high, and as much through,

and will produce numbers of its giant plumes of

white blossom. Such plants as these when in

isolated positions produce a very fine effect ; and,

apart from its value as such, it is excellent for

forcing for conservatory and other decorative

work.

VeBONICA. LONaiFOLIA SUB-SESSILIS.

This is one of the most useful of the herbaceous

section of the genus. It is a decided advance on

existing kinds, and is also far removed by its excep-

tionally bold habit from the long-leaved section gene-

rally. The plant was originally known as V, Hen-

derson!. It is in all respects a high-class perennial,

and such a season as the present one it appears in

this district at least peculiarly well suited, hence it

may be assumed the plant loves abundance of mois-

ture. But the soil of this locality is light and well

drained, and in summers like that of 1893, the plant

makes but little headway, though the plant is less

happy where the soil is heavy and cold. Generally

speaking the growth is free and vigorous, and flower-

spikes are produced in great numbers. When well-

grown it attains to about 3 feet high, and produces

massive spikes of violet-purple flowers for a long

time. In a soil fairly rich the plant grows luxu-

riantly, and it may be increased by division of the

root, or preferably by cuttings to almost any extent.

These latter root very freely in sandy soil under a

handlight.

Echinacea pnapuEEA.

This beautiful plant is one of the most distinct

hardy herbaceous perennials in cultivation, and its

chief value lies, perhapf, in the distinctive colour of

its flowers, which are almost unique in the garden.

At a short distance the red claret-purple of the ray-

florets imparts a shade of colour that is at once

striking and welcome. This Echinacea is a perfectly

hardy perennial, growing, when fully established, to

a height of 3.J^
feet, the flower-spikes issuing from

amid the rough radical leaves. It is as easily grown

in a fairly deep and rich sandy loam as almost any

plant, but it is not quite so readily increased. The
best mode is by division of the root, as seeds are

not certain, and even the seeds obtainable from the

best continental sources are of very indifferent

quality, and few, if any, vegetate. The plant is best

divided in early spring, when the new growth is push-

ing forth ; and where quantity is required the plants will

need somewhat careful handling, on account of the

rather woody root-stock. The best method of severing

the old stools in the flrst instance is by piercing

the prong of a small hand-fork through the woody

portion, and thus wrench it asunder. By this means

the root-stock is severed evenly with the grain ; but

if a knife be employed, it cuts across and through

many roots, with the result that the latter are lost,

and being a sparsely-rooted subject it is important

that all possible fibres be saved. By adopting this

method for a season or two, a good stock may be

raised. When seen in a group of a score or more,

the effect is very striking, and to obtain such is a result

well worth a little pains. Even when a good stock has

been obtained, I would advise breaking up the plant

moderately and replanting it once in two years
;

otherwise the plants lack vigour, and the flower

size and colour. The other members of this group

are E. p. intermedia, differing only slightly from the

type ; E. p. serotina, a late-flowering hirsute form of

the type ; E. angnstifolia is, as the name implies, a

narrow-leaved species, with large flowers of a light

rose-purple hue. They are most desirable and

ornamental plants, and having a freely-branched

habit, supply a profusion of their flowers for a

somewhat considerable season. J,

FLORISTS' Flowers.

THE HOLLYHOCK.
Blessed indeed are those localities where the

pestilent Hollyhock-fungus is an unknown trouble.

All the more blessed because so few. Yet we see

the good old Hollyhock flourishing in many direc-

tions in spite of the fungus, which, like all of its

breed, rejoices in such a long name. When first the
fungus began to attack Hollyhocks, the discredit of

its appearance was laid on the shoulders of the
unfortunate florist, because he had propagated and
propagated, and coddled and forced, until all the
stamina and constitution was taken out of the
plants. Of course it was all untrue, but it answered
its purpose for a time; critics entirely overlooked
the fact that there were myriads of the commonest
Hollyhocks growing in gardens that were equally
attacked by the fungus [as well as Wild Mallows].
Still, we have very much weathered the storm, and
have taken to the cultivation of Hollyhocks again.

They are still designated florists' flowers, but far

more now are they grown as garden flowers, and
as such are they the most desirable and most at

home. Sometimes, in rural districts, we see large

clumps of single forms blooming profusely ; they
are very pretty, and as single flowers admit of much
development. Still, our Hollyhock tastes are chiefly

with the doubles, not poor thin things, small
centres, and immense guard petals, but flowers of

good double quality, and of good colours, well and
densely set on the stems. These we can now have
through seed strains, and anyone who will but sow
of a good stock every year, practically treating the
plants as biennials, and grubbing out the old ones

BO soon as they become too dense, or show the
yellow fungus warts, will find no difficulty in main-
taining, as brilliant and effective border flowers, a
big stock of the noble Hollyhock. A. D.

The Week's Work.
THE OKCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White. Orekid Grower, Burford, Dorking,

CALANTHES.—Particular attention should now
be given to Calanthe Veitchii and to those of the
vestita section, the bulbs of which, though consider-

ably advanced, will still require plenty of water at

the root, and unless this be supplied with discretion,

the bulbs and leaves quickly become spotted. It is

also important at this period to give sufficient light,

to invigorate and solidify the bulbs, and at the same
time counteract those diseases to which soft sappy
bulbs are liable. Therefore, when additional space
can be afforded, the plants should be thinned out
considerably, and in re-arranging them, the smaller
examples should be placed so that each plant obtains
its equal share of sunlight. If the foliage can be got
to within a foot of the roof glass so much the better.

Stage accommodation for this class of plants being
limited here, we have separated all the small plants,

and suspended them close to the roof over the path-
way. 'The bulbs will receive great benefit if exposed
to the sun in the early morning and again in the
afternoon, and during the middle hours of the day
only a very thin shading is needed. In a few weeks,
when the plants have become accustomed to the
extra light, the shading may be safely dispensed
with altogether. Calanthes of the liegnieri section

will now be about half-way through their growing
season, and will not at this time stand the extra
amount of direct sunlight. Therefore, it is best that
they should occupy a separate position, and be treated

the same as the others were when in full growth.

RHYNCH08TYLI8.—Bhynchostylis retusa (usually

known as Saccolabinm Blumei), R. guttatum, R.
prsemorsum, R. violaceum, and R. coBleste when in

bloom are always greatly admired, but it is a general

remark amongst cultivators that these handsome

plants are not nearly so well done as they were when
Orchid-growing was in its infancy. Still, there are

now in some few collections exceedingly well-grown
plants of Saccolabinm, and could we but get such
splendid specimens as were formerly imported, I

believe they would be cultivated and exhibited

as well now as formerly. These plants dislike

at all times a desiccating fire-heat, but delight

in plenty of sun-heat, and also sunlight in modera-
tion. Even during the hottest months a very thin

shading only is necessary, while at the present time
if they are shaded as recommended for Calanthe

Veitchii, and supplied with water just sufficient to

keep the Sphagnum moist, such treatment will be

found most suitable. As regards Rhynchostylis

(Saccolabinm) cccleste, I have found after repeated

trials that it grows, roots and blooms more freely

when placed in a lower temperature than is generally

afforded the majority of the species, the best treat-

ment for this lovely Orchid should be similar as

advised in a former calendar for Aerides of the macu-
losum type, and if practicable a little extra light will

be beneficial.

GENERAL PLANTS.—The West African Angraj-

cum pellucidum requires the temperature of the East
Indian house, it is a shade-loving plant, and cannot
stand the least sunshine. Choose a position under
the permanent shade of a large specimen, where the

plant may be protected from the sun's rays, and this

species will grow and produce its long pendulous
spikes with great freedom. Cypripedium Fairieanum
is a charming little plant, that may be classed as

a gem, even in the most select collection, but I

have heard several cultivators complain that it is a
difficult species to grow satisfactorily. The prin-

cipal causes of failure are entirely due to giving the

plants too much heat. The plants should be kept

on the shady side of the intermediate-house, and
have plenty of fresh air on all favourable occasions.

Liberal and frequent supplies of water must be given

throughout the year, otherwise thrips will attack the

foliage. Under the above treatment our plants this

year have much improved. One is now sending up
its welcome flower-spikes. The pretty C. Schlimi is

identical in its demands to the preceding. In the

cool-house the Lycastes are in full growth, and will

require copious waterings from now until the bulbs

are fully made up ; the same remarks also apply to

Odontoglossum grande. The growths should be fre-

quently examined to see that no water remains in

them, as sometimes they decay before one is aware
of it, and a year's inflorescence is lost.

THE HARDY PBTTIT GABDEW.
Sv T. TuBTON, Gardener, Jifaiden Krlegk, Reading.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—Syringing of the

earlier kinds of Peaches, such as large Early Mig-
nonne. Dr. Hogg, &c., and of Lord Napier and other

early kinds of Nectarines, should no longer be neces-

sary ; but in the case of later varieties, syringing

may be continued another fortnight, and even longer,

should the trees be at all infested with red-

spider. If trees are badly infested with this pest,

it may be the effect of dryness at the roots, notwith-

standing that much rain has fallen since the early

part of July. In most cases. Peach and Nectarine

trees are growing in well-drained, artificially-made

borders, and on walls having a warm aspect, and the

trees under such circumstances require more water

than we appear to think necessary. The drop-

ping of fruits before they are quite ripe,

frequently arises from this same want ; it is

therefore wise to be well informed that the borders,

where mid-season and late varieties bearing heavy

crops are growing, are sufficiently moist, or in default

give a thorough root watering at once. Keep
the growths on young vigorous trees properly trained,

and remove entirely all lateral growths ; or where
these are too numerous on a shoot, prune back the

shoot to a well-placed lateral, which must receive

aid in ripening by keeping the growths thinly

trained. Trees of any of the later kinds of Peaches

or Nectarines which have made only moderate
growth, and are bearing heavy crops of fruit, should

be given one-sixth part liquid manure from the farm-

yard or stables when watering them.

EARLY PEARS. — Jargonelles, still the best

flavoured of all the earlier Pears, if safely protected

from birds, are better when eaten from the trees than
after having been ripened indoors. Where it has
been found necessary to gather the crop, take care

not to keep the fruits until they get sleepy, and
especially do not put them up lor dessert in

this condition. To keep up a succession of Pears,
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the earliest and the finest fruits of Williams'

Bon Chretien on trees trained to walls having a

warm aspect, ehculd be gathered at short intervals,

and placed in boxes darkened by having the lids

partly closed. These may be put in a warm room or

vinery, whilst others should go into the fruit-room

for succession. Treated in this manner the fruit will

be superior in flavour to that of those left to ripen

fully on the trees, but on pyramid and standard

trees such is not the case. Clapp's Favourite,

BeurrS de I'Assomption, and Benri6 d'Amanlis,

may also be gathered in small numbers and placed

in warmth, in all cases gathering the earliest and

finest fruits ; and the crop, having been thus

lightened, will continue to grow. Batches gathered

at intervals of about a week will keep np the supply

for a considerable season.

PROTECTING PEARS.—As the time is now
approaching when birds, tom-tits in particular, begin

to peck the fruit, all trees growing on walls should

have netting put over them as early as possible, and

bush and pyramid fruit trees of the softer kinds

should be treated likewise where practicable. In

some gardens, unless protected, the greater portion

of the crop will be rendered worthless by being thus

pecked. After the blue-headed tits have commenced
10 peck any particular tree of Pears, it will require

very small-meshed or double netting to effectually

protect the fruit from them.

THE FLOWER QABDEN.
5tf John Lambbrt, Gardener. Poiait Castle, Welshpool.

FLOWER BEDS.—Owing to the quantity of rain

we have bail, beds containing Pelargoniums, especially

those of the stronger-growing varieties, as H. Jacoby,

Vesuvius, and others, will have become crowded,

necessitating the removal of superfluous and weakly

growths, or rank foliage, as the case may be, so that

the sun and air may have access amongst the plants.

A little attention in this way will be found to be

well repaid, not only by a larger display of bloom now
that it is essential that the flower garden should be

at its best, but the cuttings for propagating will be

found greatly superior to those from crowded beds,

being short-jointed and well matured.

PROPAGATING.—Cuttings may be put in of all

Pelargoniums where they can be well spared for a

first batch. If Coleus, Alternantheras, Iresines,

Mesembryanthemums, &c., are used in the beds, it

will be well, where no stock is kept in pots or boxes
for this purpose, to take cuttings of these as soon as

possible, so that well-established plants may be had
before the winter season sets in, which will be sure

to winter better than cuttings taken later on.

DAHLIAS.—Attend to the disbudding of these,

and take care to securely tie the growths to prevent

injury from wind and storm. Remove at the same time
any superfluous or weakly shoots, they are of no use

for flowering purposes, and merely have the effect of

overcrowding the plants. An occasional watering

with manure or soot-water will benefit the plants in

a large degree. Should it be found necessary, the

beds may be lightly forked over before watering. And
seedlings which on examination are deemed worthy
of keeping, should be distinctly marked, and the

heights and colours of any other new varieties on
trial duly recorded.

GENERAL WORK. — Take advantage of wet
weather to thoroughly roll all walks and drives.

Newly-made lawns will be greatly benefited by the

same process. All verges, both of walks and beds,

should be carefully and truly cut over with edging

shears, so that everything may appear as neat as

possible.

THE KITCHEN OAKDEN.
Bi/ Arthur Coombes, Gardener. Himiey Hall, Dudley.

CABBAGES.—The earliest plants of these will

now be ready for transplanting into reserve beds at

1 inches apart, and this should be done if the plants

are standing thickly in the seed - beds, or if the

ground they are to occupy is not yet vacant. An
occasional but slight dusting of fresh slacked lime and
soot should be given to preserve them from the

attack of slugs. A further supply of nitrate of soda

or a watering of liquid manure may now be afforded to

the old stools of plants that were left to give a

further supply of Sprouts and Cabbage, and the

process may be repeated again later on. By so doing,

the produce will be of better quality, and the ground
will be in a less-exhausted condition when cleared.

It will be well now to sow seeds of Sutton's Earliest

Cabbage, a very good and useful kind.

LEEKS AND ONIONS.-Leeks, for a spring supply

may yet be planted with the dibber, but trenches are

best dispensed with for these late plantings. Add
soil to those that require it, and supply stimulants

if needed.

SHALLOTS.— In the majority of gardens these

will now be sufficiently ripened to admit of the bulbs

being pulled, and placed in a sunny place to further

ripen. Those showing signs of decay should at once

be thrown away. Onions should now have their

tops bent over to assist the swelling and ripening of

the bulbs, and to give light and air free access to

them, as in a dnll season like the present, this work

is the more necessary.

CARDOONS.—The blanching of the most forward

may now be commenced. Draw the leaves together,

and place around them hay or straw bands, against

which place the soil. Repeat the operation as the

inner leaves grow, until they are fit for use ;
the

strongest will be ready in about eight weeks.

ENDIVE.—The earliest plants should now be

blanched where they are growing, either by tying

up or by drawing the leaves together, and placing

over them an inverted flower-pot, stopping the hole

to exclude the light. Continue to transplant all

that are large enough.

SPINACH.—Make a final sowing with the same

care as before, but do not defer this beyond the first

few days of September.

RADISHES should be sown for autumn and winter

supply in a sheltered warm border, and if the soil

be heavy, add some light sandy material. Turnip-

rooted varieties and Black Spanish are most suitable.

PARSLEY may be lifted and transplanted with

care from last sowing, and small sowings made in

sheltered places will produce fresh young leaves next

year, when previous sowings will be running to seed.

If summer sowings have not been made, a portion

of the spring sowing should now be cut over, and a

little soot lightly forked-in between the rows to

encourage a fresh quick growth.

TURNIPS.—A few seeds may still be sown in

favourable positions as a catch crop, for should the

autumn be fine and mild, they will come along

quickly, and furnish very serviceable roots.

PLANTS UNDEB OLA88.
By J. F. McLkod. Gardener, Dover House, Rothampton. S. W.

CALADIUMS. — Plants which were started in

January and February will now be showing signs of

ripening their bulbs, as indicated by a less vigorous

growth, and the older leaves assuming a yellowish

tone ; and it will be advisable to treat the plants

less liberally in regard to root-waterings, it being

unwise to urge root action when Nature indicates

that a season of rest is essential. The ripening

process should bo gradual, so that hard, plump bulbs

be the result. Keep the plants still in their growing

quarters, and when the last leaves are suflSciently

matured to admit of their being cut away, the pots

should be laid on their sides in shelves, under

benches, or in any position in a warm-house, where

they will be safe from the syringe or drip. Here they

can remain until the remaining batches have been

treated similarly, when they may all be shaken out

and the bulbs packed in dry cocoa-nut fibre refuse

and sand, and stood in stove temperature. This

system admits of the stock being readily handled at

any time, and its condition accurately ascertained.

Later batches, and those recently added to the stock,

may still be encouraged to grow, and should be

given a little soot-water once weekly.

CANNAS.—Those having exhausted the soil in

which they were potted, should be top-dressed with

fresh loam, leaf-soil, and Thomson's Vine and Plant

Manure, the latter applied at the rate of a 6-inch

potful to a bushel of soil. Carefully remove the

surface-soil, and make the added compost firm ; fill

to within three-quarters of an inch of the rim, and

water through a rose until fairly settled.

COOL FERN- HOUSE.—This structure will now
require a general overhaul, and in the first place see

to the packing and making good of moss-clothed

walls. The peat and charcoal required should be

broken into convenient sizes, and the sphagnum

carefully picked over, and laid into trays, that when
the work is put in hand it may go on expeditiously.

Do not pot any plants if this can be avoided, but

any plants, especially those of the filmy section,

may have a few pieces of peat and charcoal added to

the surface, and a layer of live sphagnum over the

whole. Hanging-baskets should have all decayed

and decaying fronds cut away, and a similar top-

dressing afforded. Regulate the growths of roof-

plants, such as Ficus repens, &c. This makes one
of the finest wire-plants if trained somewhat loosely.

Pans of Nertera depressa will now be an interesting

sight, with their miniature red berries, and should
be placed in prominent places, that they may be seen to

the best advantage. A very pretty variety may well

be made in this dull though interesting house, by
placing in suitable positions a few tuberous-rooted
Begonias ; a few well-flowered plants seem to give
new life to the whole structure, Coleus may also

be used to advantage, but unless these are grown in

large quantities, and can well be spared, it would be
unwise to use them here, as they lose their bright

colouring, without which this subject is next to

useless.

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS.—Those growing
in the open ground, such as Salvias, Eupatoriums,
Lantanas, &c., will need to be taken in hand sooner
than usual this season, as the top growth is gross

and soft, and will require to be matured. The roots

should be cut at about 6 inches from the stem right

round by a spade, if large pots are to be used ; but

if they are to be put into 6 or 7-inch pots, then a
smaller-sized ball will be better. The incision made
in the soil should be left open, that the roots may
the more readily come within the reach of solar

influence ; and should showery weather fill up the

void with soil, it may be opened afresh. Pinch and
regulate the shoots, thinning out all weak ones, that

sun and air may be freely admitted to those which
will remain.

PHUIT8 UNDEB GLASS.
B^ BilLEY Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens. York,

LATE GRAPES.—Careful attention should now be

given to Muscats that have nearly completed their

ripening, and on no account should they be hurried

by much fire-heat, or shanking, red-spider, and other

evils will be the result. Give a free circulation of

air night and day, but without cold gusts of wind.

Muscats delight more than any other variety in a

genial warm and steady temperature from G0° to

70° by night according to the state of the weather.

It is a mistake to fire bard on a cold night with

Grapes at this stage, as more harm is done by this

than by allowing a tew degrees lower temperature.

Very late vineries of Muscats colour and ripen well in

October and the beginning of November with a very

low night temperature, so long as there are green

leaves on the Vines, and the temperature does not

fall below 50°. Avoid over-stopping the lateral

shoots until the fruit has coloured ; so as to keep the

roots in action, attend to watering the borders, and

on no account let them get dry. Late houses of

mixed varieties of Grapes will require attention fre-

quently, to take off gradually the laterals to give the

recjuisite light to the Grapes. White Grapes of the

Trebbiano or Royal Vineyard class require more
light than black varieties, so there must be no

obstruction by lateral shoots or foliage between the

glass and bunch but what is caused by the leaves on

the shoot carrying the bunch. I recommend a free

growth of wood by side or end shoots until the end

of the season, but they must not shade the fruit-

bearing shoots. Madresfield Court, Muscat of Ham-
burgh, and Alnwick Seedling, three of the best

varieties of black Grapes for autumn and early

winter use, succeed well under a free condition of

growth. The first-named should be planted in a

house by itself, or at the end of the house, so that

when watering other Vines in the same house, it

may be withheld from this variety, as it is much
subject to cracking. Alnwick Seedling comes in

very useful in mid-season or early winter ; it colours

easily, and keeps well up to Christmas. A nice heat

should be kept in hot-water pipes in houses of

Alicantes, Gros Colmar, Lady Downes', and other

late-keeping sorts, and good circulation of air night

and day. Attention will be required that the bor-

ders do not get dry, and that fruit is examined

frequently, taking out at once any berries that are

decayed.

GOOD- FLAVOURED VARIETIES.—Ferdinand de

Lesseps, raised by the late Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell,

a cross, I believe, between the Strawberry - Grape

Isabella and Royal Muscadine, is of the most

exquisite flavour; it is small in bunch and berry,

and very much like the Strawberry-Grape, but the

latter is black, and Ferdinand de Lesseps reddish-

white. It is not so easy to cultivate as the Straw-

berry-Grape, but is well worth growing. This

latter is not so much grown as it ought to be

where Grapes are valued for flavour, its peculiar

flavour, sooty-black berries, and large handsome

foliage, are very attractive ; it is very easy to cultivate,

and succeeds well in an early or late vinery.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication. — All communicatioTis intended

/or pnhlication, as well as specimans and plants for naming,

shovld he addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

should be WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed hy

tlie writer. Jf desired, the signature will not fee printed, "but

"kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return uniised com-

municaiions or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

Plants, Fruits, &C., to be NSJUed,— Correspondents send-

ing plants orfntits to be named, or asking questimis demand-

ing time and research for their solution, mu^t not expect to

obtain an answer to their enquiries in the c-urrent week.

Speciviensshmdd be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should he sent at one time. Leaves

only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, he named.

Local JfiQWB.—Correspondents vnll greatly oblige hy se7iding

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to briiig under the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or draivings, suitable for reproduction in tliese

pages, of gardens, or of remMrkable plants, flowers, trees,

d'c; hut lie cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

carefid to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

TUESDAY,

MONDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

MEETING.
( Koyal Horticultural Society's Com-

AVQ. 28 < mittees, at the Drill Hall, James
( Street, Westminater.

SHOWS.
/"Brighton and Sussex New Horticul-

no J tural (two days).

\ Bath Horticultural (two days),
(.Stirling Horticultural (two days),

SALES.
( Dutch Bulhs, Lilium Harrisii, and

. 27 < Palm Seeds, atProtheroe & Morris'

i Roomp,

( Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris

Aug

Aug. 30
"i

Rooms.

. , o, S Imported and Established Orchids,
a.utr. Ji

-j ^^ Protlieroe & Morris' Rooms.

( Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe andSept. 1
) Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.—60°'5.

Considering that the first of the
The Great Na- series was held in the Royal Ilor-

"TveFtoweT" ticultural Society's Gardens, at

Show. South Kensington, only eight

years ago, that is on August 24,

1886, and that the show was little more or

better than an exhibition of Potatos, Cabbages,
and Broad Beans, and was not supposed to have
drawn more than a thousand extra visitors to the
gardens in which it was held, the progress
made in these great annual musters of the garden
produce of workmen's gardens and small hold-
ings has been as gratifying as it is great. The
small beginning, a mere shot at a venture as it

seemed, from this well-stocked armoury of co-
operatives' endeavour has broadened into a
national festival of labour and the largest flower-

show in the world.

Long before co-operation had leisure or heart
to think of such matters, the Hawarden Flower
Show had been held, and many others by private
individuals in villages and towns, cottage gar-
deners, or horticultural societies. Some of these
have had a useful, though mostly a chequered,
career, of nearly half a century's duration. But
almost the only one to rise at all in popularity like
that of the National Co-operative Flower Show
is that of Hawarden, which has existed for
nearly twenty years, and which of course owes

much of its popularity to the presence and
patronage of the great statesman. There were

also some thousands of exhibitors at Hawarden.
" It certainly is my belief," said Mr. Gladstone,
" that much may be done in very many branches

of cultivation ; much may be done outside what
has hitherto been considered the principal pur-

suit of the farmer, and much may be done for

bettering the condition of the agricultural classes,

and for enabling the community at large to pro-

vide more abundantly by the ample powers with

which God has endowed the earth for ministering

to the means of our subsistence and enjoyment."

Exactly so. And this is one reason why from

the very beginning we have with so much
pleasure chronicled the rise and progress of

the National Co-operative Flower Show, It not

only represents a richer harvest reaped from
the teeming earth, but the major portion of the

reapers are new to the work, and it brings

them unlimited pleasure as well as very sub-

stantial profits.

As an old labourer pointed out to the writer

recently in Essex—that county of derelict land,

amid the splendid crops of his own garden of

40 rods, " There is nothing the matter with the

earth, sir—no, nothing. You put the muck, the

skill, the work, the seed in, and you are sure of

your 'taters,' Cabbages, Beans, Peas, Turnips,

coming out, barring the frost." The fVost has

hit the Apples hard this year, and hence there

are fewer Apples than usual. The frost and
the cold have also told heavily against the bees,

and hence there is no honey, which seemed to

cause much disappointment, the writer being

asked again and again, " But where, oh where, is

the honey ? " But the cool dripping summer has

been superb for vegetables, and among these

there has been a large increase, the collections

of vegetables having mounted up from 70 in

1803 to 86 this year. These collections also

come from every part of the United Kingdom
including Ireland and Scotland.

The entries of Beans were 262 dishes

;

Peas, 107; Potatos, 357; Onions, 12-5; Car-

rots, 124; Beet, 121; Marrows, 107; Shal-

lots, 87 ; Turnips, 81 ; Lettuces, 60 ; Celery, 61

;

Cucumbers, .50
; Cabbages, 52 ; Cauliflowers, 32

;

Parsnips, 36. Total entries in the Indus-

trial section of the exhibition 3700. Among
these 1371 were vegetables, 670 cut flowers,

104 pot plants, 233 fruit, table decorations,

and 127 ladies' and childrens' classes.

The quality of the exhibits has not only risen

in regard to special subjects, but all through the

show, in every department, there was hardly an
exhibit shown this year that was not a credit to

the grower and exhibitor. The Roses in the

industrial section especially were very creditable

to the growers and exhibitors.

In matters of taste, there were two specially

deserving of notice in the industrial or work-
men's portion of the exhibition ; one was passed

over by the judges, and the other was awarded
the 1st prize in its class. The prize button-hole

bouquet was also an exquisite blend of Violas.

More prizes for the development of taste among
the masses in regard to bouquets, vases, and table

decorations, and separate prizes for women and
children, are likely to be offered next year.

This great show itself became this year,

more than ever before, a great object-lesson in

tasteful arrangement, through the energy of

Mr, Head, the able superintendent, at the

Palace, and Mr. Waugh, the organiser of the

great co-operative flower-shows, and their skilful

staff of assistants, a re-disposition of tables and
products enabled each class of exhibits to be

grouped and seen en masse. The plants and cut

flowers were also used as very effective table

decorations, for the vegetables and fruits flanking

them on either side. In other oases there were
solid blocks or tables of fruit, vegetables, and
flowers. The improved arrangement added greatly

to the freshness and interest of the show. Special

efforts were also made to afford early and
special information to the daily and weekly press.

The Friday's show was graced by speeches from
Mr. T. A. Bbassey, Mr. Holyoake, Mr. Ed.
Owen Greening, Mr. D. T. Fish, and Mr. J,

Wright ; the Saturday's by speeches from Mr,
Richard Dean, Mr. Sanders, Mr, Holyoake,
and Mr. Tom Mann,

Mr. D. T. Fish also read an address in the

Palace, at 6.30, on " Co-operation in its relation

to the Gardening of the Masses," under the

presidency of Ed. Owen Greening, Esq., who
introduced the lecturer in a most genial and
complimentary speech. At the close of the

address, Mr. Colville Browne, the Principal

of the Swanley Horticultural College, moved a

hearty vote of thanks, which was seconded

by Mr. Hazlett Roberts.
We hear that Mr. Fish's paper is likely

to appear in the current week's Co-operative

Kern, and in the September number of the

Agricultural Economist; and that most of his

suggestions are likely to be adopted and carried

into effect. All these are but symptoms which
prove the strength and the reality of the rising

tide of horticulture among the masses.

Royal Horticultural Society,—The next

meeting of the Society will be held in the Drill Hall,

James Street, Victoria Street, Westminster, on
Tuesday next, August 2i. Special prizes will be

offered by Messrs, Kelway for Gladioli; and at 3 p.m.,

Mr. Malcolm Dunn will deliver a lecture on " Gar-

deners and their employers."

TrenthaM Gardens.—When so many of the

famous old gardens of onr nobility have suffered

severely from the land depreesioD, and from the

lack of appreciation on the part of new possessors,

for horticnltare, as compared with more exciting,

sensational, and expensive forms of recreation, we
were interested and pleased to note a few days

since that the gardens at Trentliam, in StafTordshire,

appear better cared - for since the pre«ent and
popular Duke of Sdthebland has succeeded to the

ownership of this vast estate. The large conserva-

tory has been thoroughly overhauled, and the

interior re-decorated, whilst in several other respects

there have been alterations and improvements effected

in the hoases daring the past year. Outside, how-

ever, much larger improvements are in progress or con-

templation. The large and handsome lake was quite

emptied of water when we saw it, preparatory to a

thorough cleansing ; and the river Trent—once clear

and bright, but of late years polluted with sewage,

and which runs almost under the walls of the ball,

is to be diverted into a culvert to be made under the

ground. This will be half a mile long, and when it

enters the water- course of the river again, it will

have passed out of the immediate grounds. The
operation will necessitate much labour and expense ;

but the objectionable state of the water, often

offensive even to the smell, rendered such a work

imperative, if the present Duke is to spend part of

bis time at Trentham. The half-mile of river from

which the natural water will be shut off is to be

filled again with clean water, and by this means the

usual appearance of the river, excepting the unde-

sirable features, will be maintained. The very

extensive flower garden in front of the hall was

looking better than it has done for many years

;

and we hope that Mr. Blaib may be permitted

to continue improvements in the fruit and plant

department, and that the place where Flehimq and

Stevens did so much, and were so well known, may
never be known as anything than a first-rate garden.
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Mr. GOWER.— Mr. William Hdqh Goweb,

whose death we recently announced, was born at

Norwich on November 6. 1834. In the early part of

1835, his father, Mr. Hugh Gower (who died on

March 30 of the present year), having found em-

ployment with the late Messrs. Jackson & Sons,

removed to Kingston-on-Thames. At the age of

ten years, Mr. W. H. Goweh commenced woik with

his father in Messrs. Jacksons' nurseries, where he

remained three years. He then entered the nur-

series of the late Mr. Christie of Maidenhead until

1849, when he returned to Messrs. Jacksons, to take

charge of the Heaths and other hard-wooded plants,

for which those nurseries were then very celebrated.

In 1852 he was placed in the Earlsmere Gardens at

Ashford Park, Surrey, as flower-garden foreman and

plantsman. There he remained three years, but

subsequently returned to Kingston, as Messrs. Jack-

son were without a propagator and Orchid-grower.

He superintended both these departments for a time,

and then took charge of the Orchids permanently.

Daring this period he flowered many new Orchids for

the first time in this country, amongst them the

beautiful pare white Lycaste Skinneri alba and

many others. He was then called to the Royal

Gardens, Kew, by the first Mr. John Smith (curator),

to superintend the Orchids, of which there was at that

time a grand collection, as may be imagined by such

rare plants as Cypripedium Fairieanum being there,

over 3 feet across. Ultimately he also took charge

of the Ferns, Heaths, greenhouse plants, and in fact,

the whole of the glass department excepting the

large Palm-house. At Kew he remained for several

years, when he left to engage himself with the late

Mr. B. S. Williams, of HoUoway, as traveller,

and whilst serving this firm he achieved one of the

greatest horticultural successes of the age, by taking

and staging at the first great International Exhibition

at St. Petersburg, the famous collection of Orchids

and other plants belonging to Mr. Robert Warner
of Chelmsford, and Messrs. Veitch & Sons of

Chelsea. After leaving Mr. Williams' employ, and

after a short stay in the country, he returned to

London with the late Messrs. Rollisson & Sons of

Tooting, in the capacity of manager, and with whom
he remained until the winding up of that famous

establishment. He then started in business on his

own account at Tooting, but several years later,

meeting with misfortunes, he gave up business, and
was engaged on the staflf of the Garden, to which
paper he contributed regularly upon Orchids and Ferns

until his death, which occurred on July 30, 1894. Mr.
GowEB contributed largely to horticultural literature,

taking part in The Orchid Growers' Manual and other

works. He was also the author of Orchids for Ama-
teurs, and for the past several years has been co-

editor of Williams' Orchid Album. Mr. Gowee was a

man of considerable attainments and knowledge, for

he was not only an authority on Orchids, but was also

well known as an entomologist, an ornithologist, and a
conchologist, and his collections in each department
were extensive. The funds recently collected for

the purpose of a testimonial will now be given to

the widow, who is in urgent need of assistance ; a
circDmstance which will, we trust, be the means of

largely augmenting the fund, of which Messrs.

Pbothkroe & MoRuis are treasurers.

Stoke Newinqton, etc.. Chrysanthemum
Society.—We are informed that the exhibition of

Chrysanthemums by this Society, to be held on
November 14 and 15, will be opened by the SheriflF

of London in his civic capacity.

New Raspberry.—Messrs.Watkins & Simpson,
Exeter Street, Strand, send us a punnet of the fruit

of a new Raspberry they are bringing out this

autumn, called Steel's Victoria. The fruit is of

medium size, oblong, and of good flavour.

Hermaphrodite Begonia.—A correspondent

signing himself " Begonia " sends us a flower in

which both stamens and carpels are present ; the

latter are free and above the perianth, and their

edges have not united, so that the ovules are

exposed. The change has become very frequent

since the development of the tuberous Begonia.

When first noticed, about the time of the first pub-

lication of the Origin of Species, there was a brisk

discussion in our columns on the subject, the principal

disputants being Charles Darwin, Sir Joseph

HoOKEB, Dr. Habvei, and Dr. Asa Gbay.

American Raspberries.—These form the sub-

ject of a Bulletin of the State Agricultural College

Experiment Station of Michigan. American Rasp-

berries are derived from the wild European Rasp-

berry, Rubus Idseus, from the American Red
Raspberry, Rabus strigosns, and the Black Cap,

Rubus occidentalis. From these a very large number
of forms have been derived, classified as Black Caps,

Purple Caps, and Red varieties. The catalogue of

sorts, with descriptive notes, occupies no fewer than

sixty pages.

Flower-show Practices. — A letter has

reached us which, if it were not duly signed with

the name and address of the writer, we should decline

to insert from a feeling of doubt as to the possibility

of the occurrence mentioned. Framers of schedules

and judges between them should be able to stop

such iniquitous practices if they really exist ;

—

" A person goes the round of the local flower-shows

as judge or in some other capacity, and so finds out

the capabilities of the growers there. He next

tarns up as an exhibitor, and getting flowers from

the big nurseries and establishments of the country,

exhibits them as his own, and sweeps ofT the prizes.

"

County Council Appointment.—We are

informed that Mr. F. Bbiqht, formerly foreman at

Southwark Park, has been transferred to the charge

of Meath Gardens, better known as Victoria Ceme-
tery, and on leaving his former place Mr. Bbicht
received a suitable presentation from his fellow-

workers as a mark of their respect and good wishes.

Electricity in Horticulture. — In the

August number of Science Gossip we find a paper by

Mr. H. C. Fyfe on this subject, in which he summa-
rises what has been done in this way since 1740.

Mr. FvFE alludes to the experiments of the late

Sir WiLLLAM Siemens, to those of Dr. Schubeleb

and Prof. L. H. Bailey, but omits mention of the

experiments madeby Deeebain and others in Paris.

Things move slowly in this country, and it will take

many years, at the present rate of progress, to

induce cultivators to see that they have at their

disposal a new force, which in a measure renders

them independent of sunlight. In America the

light is already used for the culture of Lettuces, &c.,

for market in winter.

Syringa vulgaris CHAM>CTHYRSU8. — Our
excellent friend and colleague, M. Ed. ANDRi
describes and figures in the last number of the liemie

Horticole, under this name, a variety of the common
Lilac. As we all know too well, the common Lilac

sends up numerous suckers, bat some years elapse

before those suckers produce flowers. In the variety

now figured the young shoots are like Asparagus

shoots, and each bears a truss of flowers at its ex-

tremity on issuing from the ground, so that an

appearance is produced as if a bunch of Lilac had

been cut off and thrust into the ground. This desir-

able variety will be sent out by M.M. Machet and

Josem, Chalons. We may add, that we have seen a

similar production of flowers on the sucker of

Ailanthus glandulosa.

New Season's Hops.-We are informed that

the first pocket .of this season's growth of Worcester

Hops arrived at market on the 16th inst.. being

nineteen days later than last year. It was grown by

Mr. James Meek, of Woodsfield, Newland, near

Malvern, and sold by him to Messrs. Hand & Co.,

Hop Factors and Merchants, of the Exchange,

Wolverhampton, London and Worcester, at £12 12s.

per cwt., the quality being exceptionally fine. This

is the third year that the same grower has produced

the first pocket, and the second year that Messrs.

Hand & Co, have purchased it in succession. The

first pocket of new Kent Hops arrived in the

Borough on the 6th inst., being thirteen days later

than last year, and sold for £10 per cwt. The
quality was not fine.

Edible Mushrooms.—The United States De-
partment of Agriculture has published under the
heading " Food Products," a description of twelve
edible Mushrooms from the United States, with direc-

tions for their identification and preparation as food.

The species are Lactarias deliciosus, Cantharellus

cibarius, Marasmius Oreades, Hydnam repandum,
Agaricus campestris, Coprinus comatus, Morchella
escalenta, Clavaria cinerea, C. rugosa, Boletus
edulis, Lycoperdon giganteum, Fistulina hepatica.

All these species are European as well as American,

IRIS AND LILY DISEASE.
For several years past, and especially this

summer, the Germanica section of Iris and Lilium

candidum have suffered from a severe disease. In

the case of the Iris, the disease is first manifested

in the tips of the leaves, which look yellow, then

the whole of the foliage of the plant, or perhaps half

of it, turns brown, is more or less spotted, and dies
;

the disease extending down the shoot, so that the

growth is completely killed, and a soft pulpy hole is

found at the exsertion of the shoot from the

rhizome, whilst abundant fungoid elements are dis-

covered in the foliage. The rhizome is, however.rarely

killed, and in time new growths from adventitious

buds make their appearance (are, in fact, just now
doing so), and the plant, damaged in vitality from

the severe shock it has received, grows again, but

too weakly to flower the next season ; some young
plants are, however, quite killed.

In Lilium candidum something similar happens
;

the foliage is attacked, becomes spotted, turns brown,

and dies; the flower- buds wither, the whole stem

dries up and perishes. From the report given in the

horticultural journals, it seems that some bulbs sur-

vive, and flower well the next season, others perish

entirely. My view of the disease in both cases is,

that it originates in damage done to the foliage by

hail or heavy cold rain, followed by low tempera-

tures and driving cold winds, of all of which we have

had plenty this spring, hence the greater prevalence

of the disease this year.

In this way severe braising or wounding happens

to the outer skin of the foliage (this may be observed

in the Potato disease, as a preliminary step to its

attack).

Now, it is well known to medical men that a sound

healthy skin is the best protection against the

introduction of germs, but that given a wound

and the exudation poured out for its cicatri-

sation, there, unless aseptic means be employed,

germs will most certainly be deposited, and among

these germs some that are hurtful to life ; these will

grow and multiply first in the very fluids poured out

for healing, thence passing into the interior of the

living plant or animal aS'ected, the result being

severe disease, and possibly death. Now, applying

this law to the plants in question, first we have

damage done to the cuticle by hail or heavy cold

rain, or a lowered vitality, induced by driving rain,

followed by severe frost or biting cold winds

;

secondly, the invasion of germs always at hand to

attack the weakened individual, but under healthy

conditions unable to eSect an entrance; very

shortly the whole foliage is, to the naked eye, aflTected

and under the microscope swarms of fungi are

evident.

I consider that both in the Lily and the Iris the

cause of the disease is identical, though the fungus

may be diilerent. The Iris rhizome is not generally

killed because it is a perennial and of hard texture,

and able by adventitious buds to reproduce growth.

The Lily bulb may die because it is a biennial, or

as some say, a triennial, having to reproduce a new

bulb annually by its foliage and root-action; its

foliage perishing, the root-action may not suHice to

form a new bulb.
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The remedy that I adriae is, at the oataet of the

attack, in both Lily and Irie, to cut off and burn

all foliage that shows signs of trouble, leaving the

roots alone, helping root-action later on by liqaid-

manure, to give greater vigour to renewed root-

action. Alexander Wallace, M.D., Colchester,

SANSEVIERA CYLINDRICA.
The accompanying drawing (fig. 32) shows the mode

of reproduction of Sanaeviera from cuttings of the

leaTea, and also the remarkable transition from what
may be termed the juvenile to the mature form of

foliage. The leaves of S. cylindrica are quite terete,

solid, and when old, furrowed longitudinally. In
strong plants they grow to a length of 3 or 4 feet,

and become 6S tough almost as leather. The young
plant, developed from the baae of a piece of old leaf,

has, as represented in the drawing, the first three

leaves flattened and channelled above, as in S.

longiSora and S. Kirkii, the fourth leaf being terete.

A batch of young plants recently raised at Kew
from leaf-cuttings of S. cylindrica bore no resem-
blance in their leaves to the parent until a few
weeks ago, when some of them pushed up the terete

form. The difference between the leaves of young
seedlings and mature plants of the same kind has

been treated npon by Sir John Lubbock. It is

remarkable that the same difference is observable

when old plants are cut down and made to start into

fresh growth, where the buds are either latent or

have to be newly formed, as, for instance, in Aralias,

Eucalypti, Acacias, some Cacti, &c. W. W., Kew.

Home Correspondence.

/ECIDIUM ASPERIFOLII.— This, the iEcldiam-
form of Puccinia Rabigo-vera, eeems exceedingly
rare in England, many of our most eminent observers
having hardly ever met with it. I have had the
good fortune to find a considerable number of
Borage plants infested with it this season. At
regular intervals I have visited certain clusters of
Echium, Myosotis, and Lycopsis since April, and
early in May some Wheat at Eltham was well
covered with the " spring rust." Just three months
later I found an isolated specimen of Lycopsis
arvensis with the iEcidium upon it, and a visit to
some of my regular patients found them in a similar
condition immediately afterwards. I have preserved
some specimens, and have made a few experiments.
Any positive results I may obtain from the latter
I shall be pleased to communicate to you. No
specimen of Echium or Myosotis has been attacked
by the Borage-blight, and no sign of that blight
appeared till long after the Puccinia. H. Wigley,
B.A

, Lee, S.E.

8ALP1GLOSSIS SINUATA.—Although useful for
filling bare places in the front of ahruba ,&c., or gaps
in the herbaceous borders, Salpiglossis are extremely
useful if grown in masses for catting from. The
rich and varied funnel-shaped blooms are very
pretty when scrutinised, though perhaps at a dis-
tance they are less attractive than many other half-
hardy annuals. They are elegant also when
arranged in glasses with a little Fern or light grass,
and will last so for several days. In a moderately
rich soil and in a sunny position the plants delight.
Mr. Woodward, of Barham Court, grows it in quan-
tity for catting, and sows the seed broadcast in well-
prepared beds, where it does much better than when
the plants are raised in boxes. H. Markkam.

THE WEEPING LIME. — There is a very fine
specimen of this handsome tree (Tilia petiolaris) in
the garden of the Railway Hotel at Taunton. It
has made a very free growth this season, and the
pendulous branches are covered with bold leaves,
bright green above and pubescent beneath, and they
are laden with sweetly-fragrant blossoms. One has
only to lift up the sprays to see how plentifully they
are furnished with bloom, and unless this is done no
adequate conception can be formed of the wealth of
bloom the branches carry. The tree is of consider-
able height and dimensions, and is altogether a
unique specimen. Another very fine example can
be noted in the principal street in the town. It
occupies a place in the front walled-in garden of one
of the old residences, and the branches hang over

the wall towards the street. In comparison with
some examples of the European Lime found in the
town, this pendulous form is much more persistent

in its leafage. It is indeed a noble tree. R. B.

GUNNERA MANICATA.—There is a specimen of

this grand plant growing in a ferny valley which
forms a portion of the pleasure grounds of Treng-
wainton House, near gajzance ; and it is of such a
gigantic size that its dimentions may be worthy of
record. It is planted on the edge of a pond,
and its leaves cover a surface 15 feet by 11 feet.

The leaf-stalks are 5 feet 6 inches long, and have
a circumference of 8 inches. The leaves are from
5 feet to 6 feet 3 inches across. There is also a
noble flower-spike, 4 feet 6 inches long. W, T.,

Hea Moor,

COLEUS.—It may be news to some persons even
now that it is as easy to have a fine batch of Coleus
plants of the most varied and beautiful description
from seed as from cuttings, without the trouble
involved in the latter case of having to keep them
in heat through the winter. There are probably
few growers of the Coleus who make seed-saving a
special business. The seeds are very small, and

Flli. 3a.—LElr-CHTTINa OF SANSEVIElli CYLINDllICA.

need very much watchfulness in gathering. It is

a work specially suited for female fingers. The
plants can only be induced to seed freely under glass,

and the houses in which grown must be very light
and airy. I saw recently in a long span-roof house
at the Sussex Nursery, Farnham, a fine collection
of seedling Coleuses, all grown from home-saved
seed, and all for seed production. Mr. Mortimer
has made the growth of these plants for seeding in
the interests of the great Reading seed firm a
specialty for several years, and as in that time several
crosses with new forms have been made, and all the
most varied colours and markings in leafage intro-
duced, the strain is now one of singular excellence
and beauty. Out of several hundreds of plants no
two are exactly alike, whilst there is almost as much
diversity in habit of growth aa in colouring. AH
produce long spikes of blue flowers, only one or two
hang a shade darker than the rest, but curiously
pleasing do these blue flowers seem to harmonise
with the leafage, let colours be what they may.
Seed is invariably sown early in March in shallow
pans, and in warmth. The seedlings are pricked-off
into other pans or in pots when large enough to
handle, and thus grown on until finally shifted into
6-inch pots, in which size, standing on an ash-
bed, they make beautiful plants, ranging according
to habit from 12 inches to 36 inches in height.

Grown in this free way, how beautiful are they for

all sorts of decorative uses! Some of the coloration

is indescribable, and wondrously beautiful. Pinched
or trained plants may be best for exhibition, but for

all ordinary purposes none can be more useful or

effective than are plants from seed. A. D.

BEDDING PANSY, ECKFORD'S BRONZE PRINCE.
—Not only do Sweet Peas occupy a foremost posi-

tion at Wem, but Pansies are also cultivated there

in large numbers for seed, and I was particularly

struck with a quantity of bushy plants in full flower

in the middle of August of the above variety. It is

of compact habit, throws well above the foliage a quan-
tity of well-formed bronzy orange-red flowers, with a
dark central blotch. It is a particularly striking and
acceptable colour. It is brighter in the bronzy-
orange-red rich colouring than that popular old

variety, Thomas Granger, esteemed so much for its

bright orange-tinted red colour, and also Bronze
Queen, a bedding Viola which was esteemed not
long since. Mr. Eckford has a fine strain of richly-

coloured striped Pansies of medium size and good
form, and a selected strain of the distinct Peacock
strain, so very rich in blue and violet tints, as well

as other shades of colour, each with a distinct wire

margin of white. W. D.

A SUBURBAN GARDEN.— Mr. Chas. Druery, in

your last issue, calls attention to what is possible

tinder unfavourable conditions of a certain class.

There is one unfavourable condition in most small
gardens, which would totally prevent his example
being followed, i.e., want of sufBcient knowledge and
experience. The average suburban-garden owner
does not know how to make his ground, and does
not know most of the best plants either by sight or

name. Mr. Druery criticises the jobbing gardener
with judgment, but what is his employer to do, who
knows, as a rule, much less even than the worst
jobbing gardener ? Gardening is not an art to be
picked up as easily as playing skittles. Although I

do as Mr. Druery does, on a very much larger scale,

I should not care to attempt it if I bad only the
average, or even the superior jobbing gardener to

depend on. The qualification of this species of gar-

dener is, as a rale, that he does not understand his

business. A good herbaceous border and rockery
requires not only a man who knows every inch
of the ground and its contents, but also one
who thoroughly understands the habits and neces-

sities of every plant in it ; who has not only had
} ears of sound training, but who also has at hand
good books of reference to supplement his experi-
ence, a fairly educated, all-round man, who is worth
a good deal more than a jobbing-gardener's wages.
Mr. Druery knows what he is about, and ia capable
of managing the suburban gardens round him, but
no one with such knowledge would care to take odd
jobs in fine weather at 3js. Gd, a day, and get rheu-
matism on wet days at the same price ! I have a
faint impression that he can do rather better for

himself, and under the circumstances his neighbours
show their judgment in lajing-out their ground in

grass for the delight of the family-dog and the children.

The first thing to be done is to educate the gar-
dener, to lift him out of the labouring class, and teach
him to make himself worth at least the wages of a
skilled artisan. So long as wages are so low, the
work can only attract the incompetent, and the
whole art of gardening suffers. If gardening is to be
satisfactory, the payment of a competent man must
be sutlicient not only to keep him in decent comfort,
but to enable him to save something for the time
when he will be unable to work. Failing this, he is

only in the position of a casual labourer, and the
man who is competent soon finds this out, and looks
elsewhere for his living. The trouble starts with the
employers, who should expect and be prepared to
pay fairly for a higher standard ; if this were the
case generally, a better class of men would come
forward. Thos. Fletcher, Grappcnhall, Cheshire,

EFFECT OF THE SEASON ON PLUMS.—In no
year do I remember having seen such an amount of
blossom on growing shoots of fruit-trees. During
the end of June and July, Pears, and even Peachef,
bloomed on the current year's wood, and set a few
fruits, but on Plums the second crop of bloom has
been most marked, and especially on "Victoria."
Instead of the flowers being produced at the nodes,
as is the case with spring- blossom, they have been
borne on long peduncles at the ends of the shoots,
and some trees are now carrying a fairly good crop
of fruit about the size of pigeon's eggs. If we are
favoured with warm weather late into autumn, I have
no donbC S9m« of ^Ije fruits, if not all, will come to
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maturity. Growers in the low-lyinp districtB. who
lost nearly all their bloom on May 21 and 22 last

through the frosts are, in a measure, encouraged by

the unexpected appearance of a second crop of fruit,

and the possibility of being able to harvest it. I

have not heard of any other neighbourhood where a

second crop of Flums is so large as in this one. and

would like to know if it is more general than I am
inclined to think. The matter being worthy of

ARI8TOLOCHIA QIGA8 8TURTEVANTII.—We have

this curious climber lowering for the third time this

season. It is carrying six expanded flowers, and has

two more to open, averacing, with the appendage
,

4 feet in length. Thos. Jac/o, Gardener, Lostwithicl

Gardens, Cornwall,

MORELLO CHERRIES.—That good crops of fruit

are produced upon standards, pyramids, or even

Fig. 33.

—

l^iilio- cattleya beooisifieldiensis X : lif deep cbimson.

note, perhaps some of your readers will kindly favour

ii« with their observations, J.RiddeU, Castle Howard,
lori.

MINA LOBATA.—This very pretty annual climber

is very little known and grown, though it is not new.

1 have recently seen plants of it in pots out-of-doors,

trained to a few sticks, and fully in bloom. The
leaves have triple acute lobes, and the flowers,

which are produced on one side only of the racemes,

are long and narrow, opening bright orange-red, and
fading to yellow as they get older, 2>, -..>,.„

bushes, no one will deny, but my experience of these

trees is anything but satisfactory. In our case we
had abundant crops, but directly the fruit became
red the birds took most of them. Situated near

woods and tall trees, we perhaps are more troubled

with blackbirds and thrashes than " A. D.," and I

cut down our trees of this fruit as being useless for

the reasons stated. In the case of Morellos, it is

worse than the sweet kinds, as the fruit of the former

should hang longer ou the trees. Undoubtedly,

walls aflord the best site for Morello Cherries,

and not necessarily a northern aspect either. The

finest fruit I ever saw was growing against a south

wall, the tree was planted against a north-west
exposure ; some of the branches were trained against

the wall named, and magnificent fruit was each year

produced. Of course, no one would think of planting

Morellos against a south wall. 1 name this fact

simply to prove that Morello Cherries will succeed

on other walls than one with a north aspect. E, M.

TRELLIS GOOSEBERRIES.—Gooseberries trained

in a similar manner to that noted by Mr. Dean, p. 193,

are cultivated at Trent Park, near Barnet, but not

quite on such a large scale as at Glaremont. Mr.
Lees thinks highly of the plan in every way, and
rightly so, because the system appears to me to meet
all the necessary wants of a full Gooseberry crop.

Not only is the fruit more easily gathered, but the

insect pests, such as caterpillars and red spider, are

so much more easily dealt with than when the trees

are a mass of shoots, as is the case where trees are

allowed to go unpruned for ten or a dozen years, as

is frequently the case. E. M,

L/ELIO-CATTLEYA BROOM-
FIELDIENSIS x

.

This hybrid, remarkable for the intense coloration

of the lip, was shown at the Koyal Horticultural

Society on August 14, by Mr. Hinds, gr. to Matthew

Wellf, Esq., Broomfield, near Manchester, and

obtained a First-class Certificate. The plant was

raised as a cross between Cattleya aurea var. chryso-

toxa and Lailia prjestans. The plant was deecribed

in our last issue, p. 194, and the illustration,

fig. 33, shows the general appearance of the flower.

The sepals are white flushed with lilac, the petals

clear rose. The lip is of a rich deep crimson, much

waved at the margin, and marked with yellow lines at

the throat.

Societies.
BOYAL SCOTTISH ABBORICULTURAIi.

AiKiosT 6. — At the annual meeting held in

Dowell's Rooms, George Street, Ediuburgh, on the

above date, Mr. John Methven presided. Sixty-two

new members were added to the Society, making a

total of 640.

Mr. Methven delivered an able address on the

»tate of arboriculture, and stated that Government
would ere long have to face the qaestion of main-

taining forests in this country. In the course of

bis remarks he directed attention to the training of

students, and said that nowhere could a knowledge

of practical forestry be gained more satisfactorily

than in the vast forest district which the Society

was to visit the following morning. He spoke of

the importance of draining, without which the plant-

ing of trees was waste of labour and expense. He
also urged the necessity of meeting oftener for the

exchange of opinion, and for the discussion of the

btst method of establishing arboricnltural schools m
this country.

Among others who spoke were Professor Somer-

ville, and Mr. Watt, of Little & Ballantine's, Carlisle
;

both gentlemen gave interesting information regard-

ing their travels in German forests. It was resolved

in committee, to arrange next year's excursion to

Germany,
The Excubsion.

Tuesday, August 7, at 4.20 the next morning,

about sixty of the Society started from Edinburgh

for Kothiemurchies. The numbers were consider-

ably augmented by contingents joining them at

Perth and Ouviemore. They were met by Mr. Grant,

factor for Q. P. Grant, Esq., Kothiemurchies, Mr.

Smith. Grantown, factor for the Countess of Seafield,

Mr. Grant, factor to the Duke of Richmond and

Gordon, Mr. Thomson, wood manager, Grantown,

and Mr. Stuart, forester.

KOTHIEMUBCHIES, ETC., TO ElGIN.

A number of well-equipped brakes were in readiness

to convey the party to Kothiemurchies Forest. Loch-

an-Elan was reached at 10.30. The party then left

the brakes, walking along the north side of the lake

past great breadths of Birches, under which the

whole surface was covered with Juniper, a shrub

perfectly at home in these wilds, giving ex-

cellent shelter for game. Some grand specimens

of Scots Firs were seen, and much admired ; some of

the girths being taken indicated 10 feet 7 inches

V,
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at 3 feet above ground. A source of special attrac-

tion on the lake was the old castle in the centre.

A hen osprey was seated on her nest in perfect

>««arity. Some splendid Firs at the west end of the

lake were seen in a secluded hollow ; these giants of

the forest appear to do as well on the low ground as

on high elevations. Some of these trees are said to

be 250 years old. The age of this forest is unknown.
Logs which have been buried for centuries are dug
out of the peat, which abounds in the district in

excellent preservation.

The factor, Mr. Grant of Rothiemnrchies, left the

party in charge of Mr. Grant, wood manager to the

Dake of Richmond. After a drive of an hour or

more, through varied and romantic scenery, thickly-

wooded Loch Moirlichwas reached, where the objects

of interest were pointed out. Glenmore Lodge, the

shooting lodge of Marquis of Zetland, is close to the

lake. The immense acreage of timber at the base of

the Grampians, fringing the base of Caringorm, was
viewed almost in silence, many of the company who
knew little of the Highlands being impressed by the

sight of forests, lake, and mountains.

On the return through this forest. Cobblers' Hill

was passed, from which a splendid view was had.

The valley of the Spey, between Kinauesie and
Grantown, Aviemore Hill, with its 11,000 acres of

trees, was seen on the Seafield property, a vast

number of trees having been planted twenty-five

years ago. Other grand crops of timber were passed

on lands of great altitude, at the base of which the
Sluggan Burn flows, and is utilised for floating

timber to sawmills at a distance. The company
was much indebted to Mr. Clarke for his kindness

in supplying information, and pointing out objects

of interest. A drive of 20 miles to Loch Garten was
very delightful. Among otjects of interest was the

plantation of Kinbeechie. Air. Stephen, forester in

the Abernethy district, then became guide. On
nearing Loch Garten, the stirring sound of bagpipes
was heard, heralding the approach of the excursion

party. Mr. Hugh Stewart now "screwed his pipes

and gart them skirl," which gave great delight to

the travellers.

The Countess Dowager Seafield furnished a
luncheon, which was partaken of in the forest.

Mr. Smith, factor, presided, and some instructive

speeches on forestry were given. Mr. Smith stated

these were the largest forests in Scotland. Mr.
Smith, on the proposal of Mr. Methven, was unani-
mously elected an honorary member of the Royal
Scottish Arboricultural Society. The drive to Nethy
Bridge was then commenced. Many of the giant Firs

were encompassed with young self-sown saplings,

leaving little space for Juniper and Heather. Under
the guidance of Mr. Stephen, Torehill was reached,

from which splendid views of Seafield and Gordon
properties were obtained. A peep of Castle Grant,
one of Seafield seats, was had. Some Scotch Firs

were measured with girths 13 feet, at 3 feet above
ground. The base of one near the ground was 20 feet

in girth. Many of the trees in this forest are said

to have stood 250 years. Young trees are coming
up very plentifully, and the Juniper grows to a
height of 11 feet. More than 20,000 trees were
blown down in this forest by the gale of last

November. At Ferroch plantations some great
trees are seen. One measured 13 feet in girth, with
a spread of 60 feet of branches. The elevation is

800 feet above sea level. A Weeping Scotch Fir,

and the only one in Strathspey, was passed. Many
of the trees are over 100 feet in height—perfectly

free from branches except at the top. A quick
drive brought the company to the Dell Nursery,
where arches and banners were placed by Mr.
Stephens, and the old piper was again " blowing his

chantery." The nursery, perfect in cleanliness, with
a fine young stock to meet emergencies, covers over
16 acres. The company spent some time examining
stock, and about 7 p.m., started for Broomhill
Station to catch the train for the headquarters at
Elgin.

GoEDON Castle, etc.

On Wednesday, August 8, an early start for

Gordon Castle was made. Before entering the
magnificent grounds, an inspection was made of
Mr. Christie's beautiful nurseries at Fochabers.
The guides were Mr. Christie, Mr. Webster, Rr. at
the Castle, and Mr. Scott, forester. This nursery
was much admired for its healthy stock of golden-
coloured shrubs and closely-cropped ground, 130
acres being covered. CuUen Wood is entered,
where splendid views seaward over immense forests
are admired. Silver Firs in this wood are very fine,
many being over 110 feet high, and one specimen
wai meaaored and found to be about \2^ feet in

circumference. The trees stand, on an average, about

twenty per acre, and individually are 20 cubic feet.

No better timber can be found than this, the clean-

ness and straightness of stems being very remark-
able. Great havoc was made by the gales of last

November in this district. Some splendid orna-

mental planting of Beeches, Scotch Firs, Birches,

and Larches, many of the latter having clean stems
40 feet up, and S^ feet of girth at 5 feet from the

gronnd. Leaving these grand plantations, a visit

to the fine gardens was made. The quarry garden
was inspected and admired. Neatly-kept shrubs

(many golden species), Coniferse, clumps of

Ferns, ornamental summer-house, are among
the items which formed a picture justly admired by
the company. A handsome Abies concolor was
conspicuous which had its top blown off, but was
still 50 feet in height. A remarkably neat flower

garden was visited, where the flowers were at their

best. A conservatory in close proximity was a blaze

of inflorescence, Golden Madame Desgranges Chrys-
anthemums and Zonal Pelargoniums forming a large

portion of the display ; Fuchsias hanging from the

rafters, laden with flowers, were very charming.

Beds were passed effectively arranged with Begonias,

and a centre plant of Humea elegans,

Messrs. Wedderspoon, Aitken, Scott, and Webster
were most kind in pointing out the many objects of

interest. Another conservatory was passed, also gay
with foliaged and flowering plants. A large slab of

timber was shown to the company 4 feet 11 inches in

breadth ; this was brought from Glenmore forest,

and kept as a relic. In a long corridor hung with
plants an excellent dinner was provided by the Duke
of Richmond and Gordon.

After dinner the splendid castle was inspected,

the beautiful Italian flower garden and spacious

lawns being of much interest, and quite a change
from the other gardens reftrred to. The bedding
plants were at their best, making a brilliant display.

The spacious park was traversed, where the trees

either stand singly, showing their great dimensions,

or are in clumps. Immense Chestnuts, Birches, and
Limes were inspected. The Duchess Lime, 16 feet

8 inches in girth at 4 feet from the ground, is truly

a grand park tree. Some fine Ashes are in this

park of 1400 acres. The vegetable garden is entered,

which is extensive, probably 10 or 12 acres within

the walls. As might be expected, the collection of

fruit trees is of the choicest description. The late

Mr. Webster, who added so largely to cultural know-
ledge of fruits, and by raising seedlings, is well

remembered by many fruit-growers far from the
gardens where he worked so assiduously for the
advancement of horticulture. His son, the present

gardener, is full of enthusiasm, and the management
is likely to be well maintained at Gordon. Crops of

Peaches (Royal George, Hale's Early, and Belle-

garde) and Apricots on the walls were abundant, but
time was too limited to note details. la the glass

structures crops of Peaches were also large, also

Grapes. Figs grown in pots are of special interest.

Melons were excellent crops. Tomatos and Pines
were turning in well to meet requirements.

The society bad reluctantly to leave to catch the re-

turn train for Elgin, where the annual dinner was held

in the evening, and at which Mr. Methven presided,

and was supported by the provost and magistrates of

the town.
iTo be continued.}

CLA.Y CROSS FLORAL AND HOR-
TICULTURAL.

August 14.—The thirty-seventh annual exhibition

was held on the above date, and the attendance was
good. The principal feature of the show was the
group, arranged for effect, for the 200-feet group, and
brought forward six competitors, while that for the
100-feet had nine, thus fjUing one large tent. Mr.
.Joseph Ward, gr. to J. H. Oakes, Esq, Riddings
House, AlfietOD, secured the 1st with a giand
arrangement ; his foliage plants, especially the
Crotons, were as good as any we have seen. It was
a well-balanced group, very bright, and exceedingly

effective. He was closely followed by Mr. Edmonds,
The Gardens, Bestwood, Notts, whose arrangement
was a trifle heavy.
For the lOOfeet groups, Mr. Mee, Sherwood,

Notts, was 1st for a nice neat arrangement. Mr.
Haslam, Harstotf, was a very close 2nd, Specimen
plants we have seen better, but six well-grown Ferns
came from Mr. Joe Ward, who was easily 1st ; 2Dd,

Mr. Nelson, Chesterfield. For six table plants, a
good half-dozen from Mr. Ward was 1st ; 2nd, Mr.
Edmonds, Bestwood, also good. Fuchsias, Begonias,

and Coleus, were shoivn in quantities, but call for

no special comment.
In the cut flower section, the class for twenty-four

distinct Roses waa won by Mr. Machin, who had a
clean neat lot, but small. A splendid lot of cut
stove and greenhouse flowers from Mr. J. Ward
easily secured him the Ist prize. These were nicely

put up.

Bouquet and Epergne : for three bouquets Messrs,

Pearson & Son, Chilwell, were easy Ist; and for

Epergne, Mr. Haslam, Hardscroft.

The best collection of fruit, including eight dis-

tinct kinds was from Mr. Edwards, Bestwood, Notts,

who won in a strong competition ; 2Qd, Mr. J.

Ward, likewise good.
Mr. Read was lat for a collection of hardy fruits,

with a nice clean lot; closely followed by Mr. Mee.
Grapes were poor, being small in bunch and beir/

except the Black Hamburgh, shown by Mr. Ward
which were well finished, and obtained an easy Ist.

Muscats were indifferent, the 1st being awarded to

Mr. Nelson, Chesterfield.

Peaches, Apricots, and Nectarines were fairly

good, Mr. Jeal, Matlock Bath, was Ist for the
former, while Mr. Mee was easy Ist for Apricots ; and
Mr. Grimes, Taplow House, secured 1st for Necta-
rines. Pine s and Melons were poor.

Vegetable collection.—A collection of vegetables

of twelve distinct kinds was well shown by Mr. Neal,
Burton-on-Trent ; while that for six distinct sorts

went to Mr. Jeal, Matlock Bath.
The cottagers and amateurs showed well in the

classes devoted to them, their exhibits being very
meritorious.

The show is well supported by the Clay Cross Com-
pany. Mr. J. P.Jackson, J.P., the respected manager
of the Company, takes a great interest in the Society,

and liberally supports it, encouraging the tenants of

the Company, especially the cottagers, by offering

liberal prizes to encourage gardening amongst them.

SEVENOAKS HORTICULTURAL.
August 15.—The annual exhibition was held on

the above date in Knole Park, in adverse weather.

Flowering plants were not quite np to their usual

excellence, fruit was good, and cut flowers and
vegetables equal to the very high standard of last

year.

For six distinct varieties of exotic flowering

plants, Mr. Gibson, gr. to F. Bnrnaby Atkins, Esq ,

ilalstead Place, was well to the fore, showing fresh

and well-flowered Dipladenia Brearleyana, D. ama-
bili», Allamanda magnifies, Ixora Dixiana, and
1. Fraseri ; the 2Qd prize went Mr. to Hatton, gr. to

Mrs. Swanzy, The Quarry.

For six ornamental foliage plants, Mr. Gibson
was lat, with his well-known Cycas revoluta,

Seaforthia elegans, Croton Sceptre, &c. ; Mr. Hatton
was 2nd.

Mr. Talage, gr. to Miss Hodgson, was 1st for four

distinct Caladiums ; and Mr. Hatton 2nd.

For six hardy Ferns: Ist, Mr. Talage; 2ad, Mr.
G. Fennell, gr. to C. Cozalet, Fairlawns Park, Ton-
bridge. Mr. Hatton was first for six exotic Ferns.

In the collection of plants arranged for eflect

there were si-x competitors. Mr. Fennell was a good
1st, with a neatly-arranged lot of nice clean plants;

2nd, Mr. Heath.
Mr. Heath was Ist for a group of Ferns with

exceptionally fresh, neatly-arranged plants; 2nd, Mr.
Hatton. Mr. Gibson took the first place for the best

specimen plant in the show ; Mr. Sutton, gr. to the

Countess of Stanhope, Chevening, was Ist for a

single flowering specimen plant, and Mr. Hatton for

ornamental foliage plants. Cut flowers were well

represented : for table decorations there were six

entrief, Mr. R. Potter, gr. to Sir Mark CoUett, St.

Clere, Kemsinp, was placed 1st with a very pretty

arrangement; 2Dd, Mr. Cook, Rosefield.

For a colUction of fruit of six kinds (Pine

excluded), Mr. Potter led with good Grapes and
Peaches, highly-coloured Nectarine?, Melon, and
large ripe Pears; 2Qd, Mr. Osman, Chertsey. Mr.
Earl, gr. to Sir Julian Goldsmid, was a capital 1st

for three bunches of black Grapes, showing very fine

Hamburghs, beautifully finished and fresh ; 2ad, Mr.
Osman, who had white Grapes, three bunches. Mr. C.

Sutton wasagood lat for three bunches of white Grapes,

showing ripe and well-coloured Muscat of Alexan-
dria ; 2Qd, Mr. Bury, Forest Hill. For three distinct

varieties of Grapes, Mr. Bury took the lead with fine

Gros Maroc, Hamburghs, and Muscat of Alexandria.

The best- flavoured Melon came from Mr. Hilling,

who showed Sutton's A 1 ; 2ad, Mr, A, Hatton, with

Hero of Lockinge,
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Peaches, Pears, Apple?, Cherries, &c , were well
represented. There were also nnmerons classes
devoted to cut blooms, vegetables, fruit, plants, &c.,
for amateurs and cottagers, and they were well
filled. Mr. Cannell of Swanley gave prizes : Ist, a
Star of Honour, together with £4, £3, and £2, as
Ist, 2ad, and 3rd, for the best twelve dishes of fruit,

twelve dishes of vegetables, and a box of cut flowers.

There were three competitors. The Ist prize fell to
Mr. Potter, for a very meritoriona collection ; 2nd,
Mr. Edwards; 3rd, Mr. Hatton.

Of miscellaneous exhibits, there was a large and
excellent display. Messrs, Seale had a fiae and
extensive belt of Palms, Dahlias and other mixed
plants, and cut flowers. Other fine groups were
from Messrs. Williams, HoUoway ; Messrs. J. Peed
& Sons, Upper Norwood ; Messrs. Cutbush & Sons;
Mr. Gillett, Sevenoaks ; Messrs. Cannell & Sons,
and Mr. Edmonds. Fifty dishes of Apples and Pears
came from Messrs. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone.

HASTIMGS HOBTICTTLTTJBAI,.

AnGusT 15.—This was held in the Alexandra
Park, and although an excellent show, did not strike

us as being so good as usual. Fruit and vegetables
were very satisfactory, so were cut flowers and table
decorations, but Roses were few aad poor.
For plants and cut flowers, stove and greenhouse,

Mr. T. Portnell, gr. to Sir A. Lamb, Birt., was lat
in the classes for eight and six varieties ; but Mr.
J. Warren, Handcross Park Gardens, Crawley, beat
him for variegated and ornamental plants, and also
for exotic Ferns. The lat prizes for a collection of
six plants, a specimen foliag-* pUnt, and a specimen
plant in bloom also went to Mr. Warren.

In a class for Ericas, Mr. T. Portnell had to take
2ad place, but he was a capital lat for twenty- four
varieties of cut flowers.

Mr. E, C. Gilberf, Springfield Nursery, Hastings,
was before Mr. A, Gadd for a group of plants.

Mrs. Gilmour, Hawkhurst, was Ist for table deco-
rations, and Mrs. Morris 2ad ; bat the last-named
beat Mrs. Gilmour for buttonholes, and was also Ist
for ladies' sprays.

Mr. Portnell and Mr. Snow were Ist and 3ad for

a collection of eight dishes of fruit; Mr. J. Blake,
gr. to Mr. Roper, Polegate, being in front for dessert
and cooking Apples.

Mr. W. Avis was well in front for both white and
black Grapes, while Mr. Gore of Polegate won for
Muscats.
Mr. T. Portnell and Mr. J. Warren were very

prominent in the lower division for plants ; and
Mr. F. Morris, gr. to C. J. Ebden, Fisq , Hastings

;

Mr. J. Blake, gr. to F. S. Roper, Esq., Polegate

;

Mr. C. M. Carter, gr. to Freeman-Thomas, Esq.

;

Mr. J. Helman, gr. to Viscount Gage, FIrle ; and
Mr. Jupp, gr. to G. Bonlton, Esq,, Eastbourne, were
the most successful with fruit in the same division.

CtrCKFIELD HOBTICTTLTUBAL.
August 15,— This is essentially a cottager's

show, and includes the districts of Hayward's
Heath, Balcombe, Bolney, &c. In several of
the classes for vegetables there were no fewer
than six prizes, and this number was justified,

for twenty-two competitors came forward for a
tray of six varieties, the lat prize going to Mr.
T. Yonng, Anstye, Cuckfield. Mr. A. J. Chapman,
Bolney, was 2nd. So close was the competition that
there was but little diflFerence between that awarded
the 6th prize, from Mr. J. Hal', and the 1st.

Throughout the show, vegetable* were the leading
feature, and the classes were very numerous. The
most successful competitors were Messrs, Young,
Chapman, Vincent, Lelliott, Upton, King, Gasson,
Macro, Roland, Grevatt, and Stedman.

Fruit was fairly good, but poorly contested com-
pared with some ten years back. One of the best
features was the hardy Ferns, Mr, Jl, Lelliott and
Mr. W. Vincent being very close. This is a class
which deserves greater encouragement in country
shows. A collection of such plants was sent by
Mr, J, Haslett, florist, Bolney, but among them we
saw Adiantum pedatnm, which cannot rank as hardy.

Pelargoniums, Balsams, Cockscombs, Fuchsias, &c,,
were well shown ; so also were small groups of plants,
the winning stand, from Mr. Stringer, gr. to R. A.
Bevan, Esq., Cuckfield, being well arranged, and
consisting of small but well-finished Crotons,
Caladiums, Palms, Dractcnas, &c.

Dahlias, Marigolds, and the general run of country
flowers were very prominent. Marigolds are a

specialty in this district, but the hideous way of
staging these greatly detracts from their beauty.
There were a large number of special prizes,

amateurs and nurserymen contributing liberally.

Herbaceous cut flowers, if not numerous, were
very good ; so, too, were the collections of plants,
not for competition, contributed by gentlemen in the
district.

Altogether, the show was a great success, though
there were five or six shows in the neighbourhood
upon the same day !

WILTS HORTICULTURAL.
August 15.—The exhibition held in Wilton Park

on the above date, may be described as one of the
best hitherto held by the society ; a circumstance
highly satisfactory to the committee, honorary secre-
tary (Mr. Charles G. Wyatt), and assistant- secretary
(Mr, H, Nicholson).

Plants.— £15, £10, and £5, were off'ered as prizos

for twelve stove and greenhouse plants, distinct, six
foliage, and six flowering, and these were secured by
Mr. .James Cypher, Cheltenham, Mr. W. Finch, gr.

to James Marriott, Esq., Coventry, and Mr. James
Mould, Pewsey. The Ist prize lot, which was well in

advance of the other collections, consisted of Latania
borbonica, of immense dimensions ; Kentia Belmo-
reana, K. Fosteriana, Croton Johannis, C. angusti-
folius, both plants being beautifully coloured ; a
grand Cycas circinalis, Stephanotis floribunda,

grandly- flowered ; Erica MacNabiana, in fine con-
dition

;
Phiunocoma prolifera Birneaii, of great size

and beauty ; Statice profuaa, Ixora salicifolia, and
Erica obbata purpurea.

In the class for nine stove and greenhouse plant',

four flowering and five foliage, Mr, Thomas Wilkins,
gr, to Lady Theodora Guest, lawood House, Biand-
ford, led the way with good specimens of Kentia
Belmoreana, Alocasia Thibautiana, Croton Mort-
fontainenais, Bougainvillea glabra, &c. ; Mr. Wills,
Shirley, Southampton, and Mr. Peel, gr. to Miss
Todd, Sidford Lodge, Southampton, being accorded
f qual 2nd, both showing well.

Mr. Thomas Wilkins had the best six plants of

Exotic Ferns, showing large, fresh, well-grown
specimens of Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla
(heavily coated with silver) ; Nephrolepis Daval-
lioides, Asplenium Nidus avis, very fine indeed

;

Davallia Mooreana, Adiantum cuneatum, and A.
Farleyense ; Mr, James Evans, gr, to Ladv Ash-
burton, Melchet Court, Romsey, was a good 2ad.

Begonias were well shown by Mr. Arthur Robey,
gr. to Captain Greenwood, Harnham Cliff, Salisbury,
who was a good 1st for six distinct varieties, showing
good- sized, even, well- flowered, fresh plants ; Mr. A.
G. Bedford, Harnham Nurseries, Salisbury, was a
creditable 2ad. Mr. Robey was also awarded 1st
position in a similar class, confined to amateurs.

Mr. Bedford secured Ist for six Fuchsias, staging
fresh, well- flowered, pyramidally-trained plants,

between 5 and 6 feet high.

Gboups.

Out of six excellent groups of miscellaneous
plants, arranged for efl'ect, in a semicircle (of 12 feet

in diameter), Mr. Wills, Mr. Robey, and Mr. E. Carr,
gr. to A. Gillett, Esq., Bishopstoke, won in the
above order.

Mr. Wills' group had a nice Palm in centre of

background, with "dot" plants of Cattleyas,
brightly- coloured Crotons, Caladium argyrites, An-
thurinms, Ixoras, Francoa ramosa, and Lobelia
cardinalis, the pots being completely hidden in a
groundwork of Maidenhair Fern, including six
small, irregular mounds, with a small Palm and
Asparagus tenuissimus in the centre of each.

In the class confined to gentlemen's gardeners,
Mr. Carr was a good laf, being closely fol-

lowed by Messrs. Peel and Wilkins, with good
arrangements. The Silver Cup, value £5, given
by the Mayor of Salisbury (Charles Ilaskins, Esq.),
for a group arranged for efl'ect on a semi-circle of
10 feet by amateurs residing within six miles of
Salisbury, was secured by Mr. Edward Ford, gr. to
J. M, Swayne, Esq., The Island, Wilton.

Cut Flowebs.

These made a good display, Dr. Budd, Bath, and
Dr. Daniel, Bitterne, were respectively 1st and 2nd
for twenty-four Roses, single trusses, distinct varie-

ties, both putting up good solid fresh even blooms.
Messrs. Wilkins and J, Evans were Ist and 2nd
respectively for eighteen bunches of cut flowers,

distinct kinds.

Fhuit akd Vegetables.

The several classes devoted to fruit were well
filled, and the exhibits throughout were of a high
order. Six collections of eight kinds (Pine-apple
excluded) were staged, the prize going to Mr. H.
W. Ward, gr. to the Right Hon, the Earl of Radnor,
Longford Castle, Salisbury, Mr. Evans, and Mr.
George Inglefield, gr, to Sir John Kelk, Birt , Ted-
worth House, Marlborough. Mr. Ward's collection
contained good Muscat of Alexandria and Black
Hamburgh Grapes.large Sea Eigle Peaches, Lockinge
Hero Melon, Moor Park Apricots, Williams' Bon
Chretien Pears (artificially ripened), Dryden Nec-
tarines, and Figs. Messrs. Ward and Evans were
lat and 2ad for one Pine-apple, both staging medium-
sized Qaeens. For three bunches of Muscat of
Alexandria Grapes, six collections were staged, the
prizes going to Mr. H. W, Ward, and Mr. Charles
Warden, gr. to Sir F, H. Bithurst, Bart., Salisbury.
Eleven stands of Black Hamburgh were shown (with
one exception) in fine condition. Mr. Frowd, gr. to
Canon Coventry, Worcester, was placed let for
medium-sized handsome bunches, consisting of
average-sized berries, beautifully coloured ; Mr.
Fewtrell, gr. to C. C, Tudway, Esq , The Cedars,
Wells, was an excellent 2od, with larger bunches,
finer in berry, and nearly, if not quite as well
coloured.

In the any other Black than Hamburgh class, Mr.
Fred Smith, gr. to the Lord Bishop of Salisbury,
won with Madresfield Court, fine in berry and colour,
and carrying a good bloom ; Mr. Frowd taking 2ud.
Mr. Warden was lat in any other white than Muscat
class, and Mr. F. Smith was 2ad, the former staging
Buckland Siveetwater, and the latter Foster's
Seedling.

Mr. Henbest, gr. to E J. Marshall, E q , Crawloy
Court, Winchester, was Ist, and Mr, Ward 2ad, for
Melons, with Carter's Blenheim Orange and Sutton's
Hero of Lockinge.

Messrs. Ward and Inglefield secured lat and 2nd
honours in the Peach class, staging grand fruits of
Sea Eagle and Walburton Admirable.
Mr. Evans and Mr. Henbest had the best dishes

of Nectarines, showing iiood examples of Pine-apple.
Mr. Fewtrell and Mr. Brown, gr. to the Hon.

Percy Windham, Salisbury, were respectively Ist and
2nd for Apricots.

Plums were a good class. Mr. Ward and Mr.
George Fulford, gr. to the Earl Nelson, Trafalgar
Park, Salisbury, won in that order, the former show-
ing extra large Green Gage.

Mr. F. Smith and Mr. Ward were lat and 2nd for

three dishes of dessert Apples, the varieties shown
being Beauty of Bath, Irish Peach, and Red Aatra-
chan. Mr. Smith was also 1st for a like number of
dishes of culinary varieties ; Mr. Evans taking 2ad
honours.

In the class for four dishes of Pears, distinct

varieties, eight good lots were tabled, Mr. Ward
leading with clean, even fruits of Durondean,
Benrr6 Clairgeau, Marie Louise, and Williams' Bon
Chi^tien ; Mr. Wilkins was 2nd.
Only two collections of twelve kinds of vegetables

were staged, and these were fine in every respect,

especially the 1st, belonging to Mr. Thos. Wilkins.

Miscellaneous.

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. staged a fine lot

of Roses, also a fine assortment of Sweet Peas, and
various types of Dahlia were well represented, in-

cluding several seedlings of merit. Mr. B, Ladhams,
Shirley, Southampton, had a good collection of her-

baceous flowers, &c., on view. Mr. Bedford (Harn-
ham Nurseries), in addition to arranging an effective

group of miscellaneous plants, contributed other
plants, &c,, all of which helped to add to the
attraction of the show.

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL.
AuousT 15, 16.—The sixth annual exhibition took

place as usual in the Sophia Gardens. The weather
was very boisterous on the first day, and there was
danger at times some of the tents would come down.
Later in the day the weather improved, and a large

attendance was seen on the second day. Mr. H. Gillett

and his staff of assistants carried out the arrange-

ments in a very satisfactory manner.
A number of groups, arranged for effect, filled one

large tent, and great interest appeared to be taken
in them. In the open class, Messrs. Case Bros.,

Nurserymen, Cardiff, were placed 1st with a very
effective arrangement, though a little overdone with
white Lilies ; Colonel Page being 2nd with a lighter
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gronp, though heaped np in the centre too much

with Ferns, and some of the subjects employed

lacked quality. With a smaller group, Mr. Marcus

Gonn, Llandaff, was Ist ; and Sir E. Hill, Kook-

wood, ^nd. There was yet a smaller group, and

here Mr. C. Waldron, LlandaflF, was Ist, and Colonel

Page 2ad.

Stove aud greenhouse plants in bloom, shown in

twelves, brought Mr. James Cypher, of Cheltenham,

who had Ericas asmula and tricolor vera, Bougain-

villea glabra, a fine example of Cypher's variety of

Anthurinm Scherzerianum, Statice Gilberti, AUa-
manda Hendersoni, &c. Messrs. W. Heath & Sons,

Cheltenham, were 2nd with smaller specimens. For

four Orchids Mr. Cypher was 1st, staging very good

examples. Messrs. Heath & Son came 2nd. Fuchsias

were in the form of large, freely-grown bushes, the

1st prize going to Sir E. Hill; and the 2nd to Mr.

T. Hillard, sen., a Cardiff working man, who grows

these and zonal Pelargoniums, as well as other

things in fine character. With six zonals, large,

freely grown, and finely bloomed, Mr. Hillard was

Ist ; and Sir E. Hill 2nd. Tuberous- rooted Begonias

were also finely shown. Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham, taking the Ist prize with

excellent specimens ; Mr. E. Lewis being 2nd.

In the amateurs' division, Mr. W. J. Buckley was

placed 1st with four very creditable stove and

greenhouse plants in bloom ; Sir E. Hill being 2nd.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias in collections of six,

nicely grown and flowered plants, came from Mr. A.

Whitefield, Cardiff, and Mr. E. Lewis. Zonal Pelar-

goniums were again very good, Sir E. Hill taking Ist

prize with four admirable specimens. Fuchsias were

also good in this division, Sir E. Hill being again to

the fore ; and some good specimen greenhouse plants

were staged.

The open class for eight fine foliaged plants

brought two fine collections from Messrs. Heath &
Son, and J. Cypher, the former being placed 1st with

four finely-coloured Croton8,all good examples; also

Kentia Fosteriana, K. Belmoreana, Phoenix rupicola,

and Cycas revoluta.

Sir E. Hill had the best eight stove and green-

house Ferns; and Mr. C. E. Jenkins was 2ad. Table

plants were a good feature, shown in collections of

twelve. In the amateur's division good foliaged

plants came from Mr. Buckley and Mrs. Kelly.

Also Ferns from Col. Page, and Sir E. Hill, and

there were also Caladiums and table plants.

Cut flowers were a fine feature, Roses being some-

what extensively shown. Mr. S. Treseder, CardiflP,

had the best twelve trebles, Mr. R. Crossling

Fenarth, coming 2nd ; and Mr. Treseder was also Ist

with twelve Teas in trebles, Mr. A. H. Gray, Bath,

taking the 2nd prize. With twenty-four varieties,

Messrs. J. Townsend & Son, Worcester, were Ist,

having some very good blooms for the season of the

year; Mr. S. Treseder was 2od. With eighteen

varieties of Tea Roses, Mr. A. H. Gray was 1st and

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, 2nd.

In the amateurs' division for twelve varieties,

Mr. Thos. Hobbe, Bristol, was Ist, and Mr. A. H.
Gray 2nd ; but in the class for twelve Teas, the posi-

tions were reversed.

With twenty-four Dahlias, Messrs. Keynes & Co.

were Ist, and Messrs. Heath & Son 2nd ; the former

also taking the 1st prize for twelve bunches of Cactus

varieties ; Messrs. Townsend & Son 2nd. Dahlias

were also shown by amateurs.

Asters were scarcely up to the mark, owing to

the season. There were some fine bunches of

hardy perennials ; while Gladioli, stove and green-

greenhouse cut flowers, Carnations, zonal Pelargo-

niums, &c., were good.

In the way of table decorations, Messrs. Case Bros,

of Cardiff, scored heavily with very fine exhibits of

Bride's and Ballroom bouquets, button-holes, and
sprays, wreaths and crosses taking the Ist prizes in

all the classes with work calling for the highest

praise ; Mr. W. Treseder was 2ad in most of the

foregoing. The best table arranged for eight persons

was set np by Messrs. Case Bros., light, graceful, and
well finished ; Mr. G. W. Hunt, Queen's Hotel, Car-

diff", was 2nd, and Miss Constance Hill, 3rd.

Fruit was well represented, though not equal in

quality to that of last vear. The best six dishes

came from V. Stuckey, Esq., Yeovil {3. Lloyd, gr.),

who had Madresfield Court Grapes, Bellegarde

Peaches, Pine-apple, Nectarines, Moor Park Apri-

cots, Jefferson Plums, and Melons ; 2ad, Captain

Mailing. The best six bunches of Grapes came from
— Franklin, Esq., St. Hiliary (T. E. Silk, gr.) ; Mr, J.

Lloyd, 2nd. Mr. Silk was in such good form that he
took the 1st prizes for three bunches of Black Ham-
burgh, the same for Muscats, also for any other black,

having Gros Maroc ; and for any other white, having

Foster's Seedling. There were also classes for single

bunches in which other exhibitors contended. Very
good dessert and culinary Apples were staged, in col-

lections of six and also single dishes. Melons,

Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, Gooseberries, Cur-

rants, &c., were all represented ; and Apricots were

particularly fine.

Of vegetables there were enormous quantities, and

they were fine throughout.

Then in the cottagers' division there were plants,

cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables, and a tent set apart

for honey, a good deal being staged.

Fine groups of cut flowers, not for competition,

were sent by Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham ; W.
Clibran & Son, Altrincham ; Kelway & Son, Lang-
port ; and by local nurserymen.

MAIDENHEAD HOBTICXTLTUBAI,.

August 16.—This was one of the most attractive

exhibitions yet held in Maidenhead, and took place

in the grounds of Curtisfield, the residence of Mrs.

Pocock, a very suitable spot indeed. The arrange-

ments made by the Chairman of the Committee
and Mr. C. A. Vardy, the Secretary, were very

satisfactory.

Specimen plants were one of the chief features,

Mr. A. Aitken, gr. to Major Meeking, Ritchings

Park, Slough, showing fine subjects in the class for

six stove and greenhouse plants, having two splendid

Crotons, Thrinax elegans, Schubertia grandiflora,

Allamanda grandiflora, and Clerodendron Balfouria-

num ; Mr. A. Gillies, gr. to Sir R. 6. Harvey, Bart.,

Langley Park, was 2Qd.

The best specimen in flower was Allamanda
Hendersoni from Mr. Aitken ; Mr. R. Campbell, gr.

to the Duchess of Sutherland being 2nd, with an
admirably-grown deep-coloured small-flowered Bou-
gainvillea species. Mr. Aitken had the best foliage

plant in a superb Croton Queen Victoria. With
twelve handsome-foliaged plants in 8-inch pots, Mr.

J, Tulford, gr. to F. D. Lambert, Esq., was Ist, hav-

ing nice Crotons, Palms, &c., all well-grown ; Mr.
Aitken coming 2Qd. With six stove and greenhouse

Ferns Mr. Aitken was an easy Ist, having a fine lot

of well-grown plants, Microlepia hirta cristata,

Gymnogramma chrysophylla, Davallia Mooreana,
and D. fijiensis plumosa being very good.

Tuberous Begonias were a good feature, the best

six came from Mr. Deadman, gr. to Mrs. Higgin
;

Mr. 6. Goodman, gr. to Miss Hammersly, Bourne
End, being 2tid. Fuchsias, zonal Pelargoniums,

Cockscombs, Coleus and excellent table plants were

shown in good character by various exhibitors.

Groups of plants arranged for effect were so

numerous that they qaite filled the floor of one
tent. The best group filling a space of 120 feet

came from Mr. Aitken, set up with his usual good

taste ; Mr. J. N. Richardson being 2nd. In the

smaller group of 80 feet, too small to make a really

effective display, Mr. E. Johnson, gr. to A. Gilliat,

Esq., was Ist ; and Mr. T. Cresswell gr. to A. Gold,

Esq., 2nd. Specimen plants, generally small in size,

but nicely grown, were also shown by amateurs,

and consisted of Ferns, Begonias, Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, &c.
Cut flowers made an attractive feature. Of Roses

the leading class was for twenty-four varieties. Mr.
W. Tayler. nurseryman, Hampton, was Ist ; and
Mr. F. J. Fletcher, Cox Green, 2ttd. With twelve

Dahlias, Mr. J. Walker, Thame, came 1st with some
very good flowers ; Mr. J. R. Tranter, Henley-on-
Thames, 2nd. Asters were also well shown by

Messrs. Walker and Tranter. The best twelve Roses

in the amateurs' division came from Mr. Fnlford,

Mr. McPhan, gr. to D. Winton, Esq., being 2ad.

Dahlias, both show and Cactus, Asters and Zinnias

were also staged

In the classes for fruit, Mr. G. Goodman had the

best six dishes, Mr. E. Johnson being 2nd. Grapes,

Peaches, Plums, Apricots, were all good. Mr. J.

Marcham. gr. to Mrs. Travers, had the best four

dishes, Mr. D. Paxton being 2cid. Good Black
Hamburgh Grapes were shown by Mr. Marcham and
Miss Ridge, Alicante by Messrs. C. Mills, and Good-
man's Muscats by Messrs. Mowbray and Johnson,

In the class for any other white, Mr. Mowbray was
1st with good Foster's Seedling, and Mr. Wood 2nd
with Buckland Sweetwater. Peaches, Nectarines,

Melons, Apples, dessert and culinary, were also

shown.
Vegetables in such a district are invariably good,

and the special prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton &
Sons, Webb & Sons, Carter & Co., Mr, Bronghton,

and Mr. W. II. Fitt, brought good competitions of
fine quality.

Mr. R. Owen offered special prizes for plants of
his strain of Bagonias, but only one competitor put
in an appearance.

Table decorations found a place in the schedule,
and a very tastefully-arranged epergne won the 1st

prize for Mrs. C. Herrin, of Dropmore ; bouquets,
sprays, and button-holes were also staged.

Cottager's produce in the form of fruits and vege-
tables was shown on a large scale, and generally of

an excellent character.

Among miscellaneous contributions, Mr. E. T.
Such, Maidenhead, had a large collection of Hardy
flowers, Dahlias, &c. Mr. R. Owen, Castle Hill

Nursery, a group of new dwarf Cannas, of a very
attractive character Messrs. Veitch & Sons, a large

collection of hardy fruits, and also cut flowers from
their Langley Nurseries ; Messrs. Standish & Co.,

Ascot, a tastefully-arranged group of plants, and
also charming bouquets; Messrs. J. Laing & Sons,
Stanstead Park Nurseries, Begonias and other cut
flowers ; Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, cut flowers,

including Ware's new white Cactus Dahlia, Mrs.
Peart; and Messrs. Broughton, Maidenhead, and
Masson, of Colnbrook, smaller collections.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTICUL-
TURAL.

August 17.—The annual summer exhibition was
held on the grounds of Northernhay, Exeter. This
was the 179th display by the Society, and was a great

success in every way. The groups of plants staged

for f ft'-ct were one of the most attractive features of

the exhibition. The fruit classes attracted competi-
tion, but the quality generally was not good. Vege-
tables were excellent.

For forty-eight Gladioli (open).— Ist, Mr. G.Haw-
kins, gr. to W. H. Fowler, Esq., with a magnificent

lot of spikes, fresh, and varied in colour.

For twelve Roses, H.P.'s, distinct (open) —Ist,

Curtis, Sandford & Co , who had a superb lot, in-

cluding Marchioness of Londonderry, Madame Victor
Verdier, Marie Baumann, Charles Darwin, Paul's

Early Blush. Margaret Dickson, John Laing, Qiieen

of Queens, Fisher Holmes, and Charles Lefebvre;
2nd, G. Hawkins. Mr. Hawkins was also 1st for

twelve Teas.

In the class for a miscellaneous collection, or

group of plants, arranged for effect in an oval space,

12 feet by 10 feet (open), Mr. Rowland, gr. to W.
Brock, Efq , was Ist with a very tastefully-arranged

group ; and Mr. T. E. Bartlett, gr. to Lady Duck-
worth, was 2nd.

For twelve stove and greenhouse plants, six

flowering and six foliage : Ist, Mr. Rowland, with a
fine plant of Stephanotis, Ixora Williamsii, Ronde-
letia speciosa, Clerodendron Balfouri, Allamanda
Hendersoni, Dipladenia amabilis, Croton Andreanns,
C. Disraeli, and C. Johannis. Dicksonia antarctica,

Latania borbonica, and Seaforthia elegans. 2ad, Mr,
W. Madge, gr. to T.Turner, Esq. The same exhibitors

succeeded in the other important plant classes.

Mr. Barnes was placed Ist for six stove or green-

house Ferns, showing a splendid lot of well-grown
plants.

Miscellaneous group of plants arranged for effect,

12 feet by 16 feet: 1st', Mr. Barnes, with a very skil-

fully-arranged collection. 2ad, Mr. Rowland. Mr. W.
Madge was Ist for a similar gronp, 12 feet by 8 feet.

Mr. Rowland, was 1st for six Fuchsias, and Mr. J.

Bawden for Cockcombs. The best tuberous-rooted

Begonias (double) were from Mr. A. Kneel ; and the

best single from Mr. Symes, gr. to Col. Halford
Thompson. Mr. Barnes was 1st for Dracsenas.

In the cut flower classes, Mr. Foster, gr. to

O. Hammond Spencer, Esq., was Ist for Dahlias and
Carnations ; Mr. G. Emmett, gr. to T. Knapman,
Esq., for Roses and Gladioli ; Mr. F. Prothero for

Pelargoniums ; Mr. Gibbings, gr. to the Rev. J. L.

Gibbs, for Zinnias; and Mr. James, gr. to Mrs.

Macalish, for annuals and herbaceous flowers.

Fruit.—For a collection of fruit, ten dishes, dis-

tinct, Mr. Jas. Lloyd, gr. to V. Stucky, Esq., was
Ist, with a collection including some good ripe

Muscat Grapes; 2ad, Mr. W. Martin, gr. to Lord
Poltimore. Mr. R. Grigor, gr. to Sir J. Heathcote-

Amory, was 1st for six dishes (Pines excluded);

2nd, Mr. G. Foster.

For three bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes,

Mr. Wm. Sweetzer, gr. to J. W. Washington, Esq.,

was Ist, with fine, superbly finished fruit; 2nd, Mr.

R. Pike.

For three banches of Muscat of Alexandria, Mr.
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Lloyd was lat, and Mr. Conelly 2Qd. Mr. R. Pike
was Ist for Madresfield Court, and Mr. H. W.
Ward for Backland Sweetwater Grapes. Mr. H.
W. Ward, with fioe banches of Pearson's Golden
Queen was Ist for three bunches of any variety.

Mr. W. ri. Ward was lat for Peaches, and Mr.
Lloyd for Nectarines. The best green or white-

flesh Melon came from Mr. W. H. Ward, who had
Hero of Lockinge ; and the best scarlet from Mr.
W. R. Baker, gr. to Sub- Dean Acland, who had
Pride of Stourbridge. Mr. Maris was Ist for Apricots,

and Mr. Ward for Figs.

The best Pears were from Mr. Ward, and the beat

Apples from Mr. W. Martin, who had Irish Peach.
Mr. Barnes had the best yellow Plum?, and Mr. Ward
the beat red or purple with Pond's Seedling. Green-
gages were shown best by Mr. Conelly. Cherries by
Mr. S. Stark, red Currants by Mr. Maris, white

Currants by Mr. W. R. Baker, and Gooseberries by
Mr. Maris.

Vegetables were of capital quality, the best col-

lection of twelve kinds coming from Mr. Maris, gr.

to Sir John Shelley, who included Bobbie's Champion
Leek, Sutton's Prize Winner Runner Beans, Veitoh's

Redglobe Turnip, Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauli-

flower, Sutton's Peerless Cucumber, Perfection

Tomato, Veitch's Exhibition Brnaaels Sprouts, Ailsa

Craig Onion, Satisfaction Potato, Alderman Pea,

Veitch's new Intermediate Carrot, and Bobbie's

Invincible White Celery. He was also awarded the
prize for the best arrangement. The amaller classes

were almost invariably good ; 2Qd, Mr. W. R. Baker.
Miscellaneous groups were varied and beautiful.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal Nuraeriea, Exeter,

had a magnificent diaplay of Japanese Maples,
Orchida, Palms, Ferns, Lilies, Cannas in great

variety, as well as good Dahlias and Carnations,

and a good display of alpine and other rock plants,

including the lovely new white Platjcodon Mariesi

album.
Messrs. Sclater (Lucombe, Pince & Co.) had a

large exhibit of remarkably healthy Palms, Stepha-
notis, Bougainvillea, &c.,with floral wreaths, crosses,

and bouquets. Mr. Randall, Exe Bridge, staged a
choice collection of plants, with boxes of various

kinds of cut blooms. Mr. Godfrey, of Exmouth, put

np a grand lot of plants and cut blooms of his Car-
nation Mra. May Godfrey, pure white, and Reginald
Godfrey, pink. He had alao boxes of Bahliaa and
other aeaaonable flowers in great variety.

Messrs. Jarman, of Chard, had collections of

Carnations and herbaceous flowers, with some of their

noted Onions, and aeveral dishes of Apples. Mr.
G. Kerswell, of the Bonhill Nurseries, had a stand of

excellent decorative plants. Messrs. Curtis, Sand-
ford & Co., of Torquay, staged several boxes of

Roses. Mr. W. B. Smale had nice boxes of Gladioli

and Dahlias ; especially good was the box of his new
white Cactus F. C. Smale, a perfect white Juarezii.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
August 22, 23.—The Shropshire Horticultural

Society, favoured with delightful weather, on Wed-
nesday last added another substantial link to the
chain of successful shows hitherto held by this pros-

perous and well- managed society.

The annual show, taking it altogether, was the
best the society has ever held, the entries were more
numerous, and the exhibits in several classes eclipaed

in size and quality any previously staged in The
Qaarry, the society's own beautiful grounds. The
committee, and indefatigable and courteous hon.

secretaries (Messrs. Adnitt and Naunton), are to be
congratulated.

Plants.

For a group of miscellaneona plants, arranged to

produce the beat effect, and occupying a apace of

300 feet, the prizes being £20, £1G, £14, and £12,
there were four very good arrangements put
together. Mr. Edmonds, gr. to the Duke of St.

Albans, Beetwood, Nottinghamahire, waa lat, for a
good group, conaisting of billa and valleya, the pots
being covered with moaa, central plants of Palms,
Crotons, Graases, &c., surrounded with Anthuriuma,
Caladiums, bridal wreaths, Odontoglosaum criapum.
Pitcher-plants (the pitchers being very large indeed),

Cattleyas, &c. Mr. Cypher was placed 2nd, for a
lighter and decidedly prettier arrangement ; his

group consisted of a good background of Crotons,
Palms, Lilinm candidum, Ixoras, Maidenhair and
Silver Ferns, the body and foreground consisting of

mounds of Cattleya Dowiana, Dendrobium Phalse-
nopsia Schroderianum, Odontoglossum crispam,
Oncidiam incnrvam, Caladinm, &c., with a Palm or

Croton in the centre of each mound. 3rd, Mr.
C. Roberts, for a good arrangement ; Messrs. Jones
& Sons, Shrewsbury, being an excellent 4th.

For twenty stove or greenhouse plants, in bloom
or foliage, not fewer than twelve in bloom, only two
lots were shown for the prizes of £25 and £20, Mr.
James Cypher, Cheltenham, being easily 1st for a
grand lot of healthy, well-grown plants of Erica
obbata purpurea, E. Antoniana, AUamanda Hender-
aonii, Phuenocoma prolifera Barnesii (grand plant,

measuring some 10 feet over), Croton Queen Vic-
toria, C. angnstifolius, Kentia Fosteriana, Latania
borbonica, Cycas circinalis, Croton Sunset, Statice
prolifera. Erica Anatiniana, Ixora Regina, AUamanda
nobilia, and Stephanotia floribunda; Mr. Finch, gr.

to James Marriott, E«q , was a creditable 2ad.

In the class for six plants in flower (Orchids
excluded), Mr. James Farrant, gr. to Mrs. Juson,
Monklands, Shropshire, was 1st with good AUa-
manda Hendersoni, Ixoras, &c.; Mr, Lambert, gr.

to Lord Harlech, Oswestry, waa a capital 2nd,
showing in his half-dozen a finely flowered plant of

Ixora Williamsii and Dipladenia amabilia.

In the class for six exotic Ferns, Mr. Thomas
Stevenson, gr. to Mrs. J. H. Slaney, Wellington,
was a good 1st, his lot including a fine plant of
Nephrolepis exaltata ; Mr. S. Bremmell being a
fair 2nd.

In the class for aix Bracffinas, in variety, Mr. Lam-
bert was well to the front ; Mr. Farrant being 2Qd.

For a group of Orchids of not fewer than twenty
varieties, Mr. Cypher waa easily lat. His collection

included Oacidinm incnrvum, Bendrobium Phalse-
nopsis, D. Buperbieoa, D. formosnm, D. Dsareii,
Cattleja aurea, C. gigas, C. Gaskelliana, C. Leo-
poldii, Epidendrum O'Bnenianum, Lselia elegans,

Catasetum Bangerothii (fine), Cypripedium Harris-
ianum, C. Crosaianum, Odontoglossum Harry-
aaum, 0. crispum, &c. Altogether a bright and
telling collection in every way. Messrs. Charles-
worth, Shuttleworth & Co., Bradford, Yorks, were
2ad, with a good lot of smaller plants.

Cot Flowers,

Roses.—For a collection of Roses, in a space 8 feet

by 6 feet, open to nurserymen only, five good lots

of various designs were put up, Mr. Edwin Murrell,
Shrewsbury, being a good lat; Messrs. Harkness
& Sons, Bedale, were 2od.

Dahlias.—Collections of Dahlias, space 10 feet by
6 feet, open to nurserymen only, six lots were
arranged, premier position being secured by Messrs.
Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, with a grand
arrangement of fine blooms, consisting of three
pyramids in back and two smaller ones in front,

with the intervening spaces filled with blooms in

boxes ; 2ad, Messrs, Cheal & Son, with a very good
arrangement.

In the class for twenty-four cut blooms, show
varieties, Messra, Keynes, Williama & Co. were a
good lat, showing, among others, Duke of Fife, Miss
Cannell, Peacock, &c. ; 2ad, Messra. Harkness &
Sona.

For a collection of hardy border flowers in variety
(annual bulbons-rooted plants excluded), four good
lots were put up. Messrs. Harkness & Sons were
Ist with a grand lot, rich in variety, fresh, and the
colours well intermixed ; 2nd, Messrs. Bickaons,
Cheater, with a fine lot.

Messrs. Bicksons were 1st for a collection of
bulbous and tuberous-rooted border flowers, showing
a fine assortment of Lilium auratum, L. Harrisii, &c.

Oladioltts.—For a collection of Gladiolus, in variety,

to cover space 12 feet by 5 feet, Messrs. J. Burrell &
Co., Cambridge, were 1st, withlarge spikes of well-

developed flowers ; 2nd, Messrs. Harkness & Son

;

aix lots were staged.

The class provided for a display of floral arrange-
ments in a space of 10 feet by 4} feet, was an excel-
lent one. Out of the four lots arranged, Messrs.
Perkins & Sons, Coventry, were a good 1st. Messrs.
Jones & Sons, Shrewsbury, were a capital 2nd.

Fruit.

Fruit, as usual, was shown extensively and well.

Three collections of twelve kinds were staged for the
prizes of £10, £7 10s, £5, and £2 10s. Mr. Good-
acre, gr. to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle,
Derby, was 1st, with a good all-round lot. His col-
lection contained finely-coloured Barbarossa Grapes,
large in bunch and berry ; medium-sized Muscat of
Alexandria, full, and well coloured

; grand bnnchea
of Black Hamburgh Grapes, fine in berry and finish

;

and good Trebbiano Grapes
;
good Countess Melon

;

Morello Cherries, medium size ; fresh Cayenne Pine-

apple, Barrington Peach, Moor Park Apricots, grand
Elrage Nectarines, large well-coloured fruits of
Kirk's Plum ; 2ad, Mr. Gleason, gr. to C. Keyser,
Esq., Stanmore, Middlesex, who had good Muscat of
Alexandria, Cannon Hall, Madresfield Court, and
Black Hamburgh Grapes, Negro Largo Figs and
Violette Hative Peach (this was the first time that
Mr. Greason has been beaten). 3rd, Mr. Banner-
man, gr. to Lord Bagot, Ragely.

In the class confined to exhibitors residing in
Salop, seven good lots were staged. Mr. Bellis, gr.
to Sir C. H. Rouse Broughton, Ludlow, was 1st,
with an even nine dishes ; 2tid, Mr. Roberts, gr. to
C. H. Wright, Eiq.. Halton Hall, Oswestry.
Grapes.—Nine stands of Black Grapes in three

variet les, two bunches of each, were put up for the
prizps of £10, £7 10s. and £5, the Ist prize going
to Mr. Craven, gr. to J. Grant Morris, E«q., AUerton
Priory, Liverpool, with fine Madresfield Court, Black
Alicante and Alnwick Seedling, one double bunch
and one aingle, and good in shape and beautifully
coloured. Mr. Lambert, gr. to Lord Harlech,
Oswestry, was 2nd, with, in our opinion, slightly
better exhibits. He had grand bunches of Madreafield
Court, even in size, and well coloured, good Black
Alicante and Gros Maroc Grapes, fine in every
respect.

Eight atanda of Black Hamburgh were tabled,
and these were good in quality throughout. Mr.
Brownhill, gr. to J. C. Sinclair, E!q., Rock Ferry,
Birkenhead, was lat; 2nd, Mr. Pilkington, gr. to
R. Pilkington, Esq., St. Helens.

Fifteen stands of any other Black than Hambnigh
were staged, the lat prize going to Mr. Craven for
fine examples of Madresfield Court; 2nd, Mr.
Langley, gr. to Rev. T. M. Bulk eley, Oswestry, who
also showed Madresfield Court.

In the class for four bunches of white Grapes, in
two varieties, nine stands were put np, Mr. Craven
securing 1st position for good examples of Muscat
of Alexandria and Buckland Sweetwater ; Mr.
Elphinetone taking 2nd place with Trebbiano and
Muacat of Alexandria.
Ten etands of Muscat of Alexandria were shown,

Mr. A. H. Hall, gr. to .J. Daintry, Eeq., Congleton,
Cheshire, was Ist for three fine bunches, good in
berry and well-coloured ; Mr. Middleton taking
2nd place.

In the class for any other white, Mrs. Meakin,
Stafford, was 1st with Foster's Seedling, rather
small in the berry, but well ripened ; Mr. James
Crawford, gr. to James Thorpe, Esq., Newark, was a
good 2nd.

In classes confined to the county of Salop, Mr.
Langley was a good lat, out of six good lots, for two
bunches, with compact, well-finished examples of
Black Hamburgh ; Mr. W. Sutton, Hawkestone,
being 2nd with the same variety.

In the class for two bunches of any other black,
Mr. Lambert was a long way ahead, staging grand
bunches of Madresfield Court, fine in berry, and
well coloured

;
Mr. H. France, Hayhurst, Wellington,

being a good 2nd. Mr. Lambert was again to the
front with two bunches of Muacat of Alexandria,
Mr. Weeks taking 2nd honours with two bunches of
any other white. Mr. William Weeks, gr. to Mrs.
Donaldaon-Hudaon, Market Drayton, waa Ist, showing
tapering bunches of small round berries of Doctor
Hogg, Mrs. Sutton taking 2nd place with Duke of

Buccleuch. Altogether, 330 bunches of Grapes were
shown.

Melons.—Fifteen good fruits were staged. Mr.
J. Gray, gr. to Sir G. Meyrick, Bt., Bodorgan,
Anglesea, waa 1st, for a handsome fruit of Sutton's
Hero of Lockinge ; Mr. Charles Bellis was 2nd, for

Best of All.

Plums.—Out of thirteen dishes of kitchen Pknu,
Mr. Goodacre secured chief honours, with fine fruits

of Kirk's; Mr. Waite, gr, to Col. W. P. Talbot,
Glenhurst, Esher, being 2nd.

Mr. Waite had the best dish of dessert, with
Jefferson's ; 2nd, Mr. Bremmell, Wellington, with
Washington.

Apricots.—Fifteen dishes of Apricots were shown.
Mr. James Tindal, gr. to C. Williams Wynne, Esq.,

Coedy Maen, Welshpool, was 1st ; Mr. Bremmell 2nd.

Nectarines.— Nineteen good dishes of six fruits

were staged. Mr. Wallis, gr. to Ralph Sneyd, Esq.,

Keele Hall, Newcastle, led with grand fruits of

Elruge, large, even, and beautifully-coloured frnits

2nd, Mrs. R. Darby, Adcote.

Peaches.— Twenty-one dishes were shown. Mr.
Gillman, gr. to the Earl of Shrewsbury, was 1st,

for grand fruits of Barrington ; Mr. J. T. Harris,

Stone, taking 2nd, with Prince of Wales.
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VEaETAELES.

Twelve varieties only, distinct : this class brought

out a magnificent display of exhibits, Mr. T. Wil-

kins, gr. to Lady Theodora Gaest, Inwood House,

Blandford, gained the point; it is doubtful if he has

ever surpassed this effort. His dishes were Ailaa

Craig Onion, large, clean, and weighty, magni-
cent-sized Leeks, fine Early Rose Celery,

and Autumn Mammoth Celery. Large and shapely

examples of red intermediate Carrot, and The
Student Parsnip, good Tomato Perfection, and
Pragnell's Exhibition Beet, a huge pile of Green
Globe Artichokes, and good dishesof Windsor Castle

Potatos, Duke of Albany Peas, and Ne Plus Ultra

Beans ; 2nd, Mr. R. Miln'er, gr. to Miss Talbot, Pen-
rice Castle, Swansea; Mr. W. Pope, gr. to the Earl

of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, was an exceedingly

close 3rd.

For a collection of six distinct varieties of vege-

tables, open to the county of Salop only, Mr. S.

Barnell, gr. to H. W. Eraser, Esq.. Hayhurst,

Wellington, was Ist. 2ad, Mr. J. Abbot, gr. to J.

Guise, Ejq., Hadnall.
For a collection of six varieties of Potatos the

competition was extremely spirited. Mr. Hathaway,
gr. to the Earl of Lathom,Lathom House, Oimskirk,

was 1st ; 2ad, Mr. G. W. Shorting, Broxley.

In the class for three varieties, Mr. Hasham was
again Ist, Mr. C. Waite, gr. to the Hon. W. P.

Talbot, Glenhurst, Esher, 2nd.

Twenty lots were tabled in the class for a single

dish, the 1st priz? going to Mr. S. Grant, gr. to

J. Waters, Esq., Berwick, for a magnificent dish of

Satisfaction ; 2ad, Mr. Charms, gr. to Sir CoUey
Scotland, Shrewsbury.

Twelve single dishes of Tomatos were put up, and

Mr. Gilman was Ist with Webb's Sensation; 2od,

Mr. Goodacre. Twelve lots were also put up in the

class of single dish of Peas, Mr. Hathaway winning
with Sutton's Matchless ; Mr. F. Dobson, Keele,

Staffordshire, being 2ad with same variety.

For a single dish of French Beans, Mr. Waite
won, and Mr. Wilkins 2nd. Mr. A. H. Hall was
lat for a brace of Cucumbers ; Mr. Pope 2ad.

Three heads of Cauliflowers.—1st, Mr. Townsend,
with Sutton's Autumn Mammoth ; 2ad, Mr.
Hathaway. Mr. Townsend also won for three

heads of Celery ; while Mr. J. Clowes, gr, to G. F.

Ward, Esq., Hadnap Hall, was 2ad.

Mr. J. Birch was 1st for Parsnips, Mr. Winter
occupying the same position in the class for Carrots,

and Mr. R. G. Townsend, Ewing, for six Turnips.

Onions were a very strong feature. Mr. Wilkins

was 1st in the classes for both spring and autumn-
sown Onions, in the former with Inwood Favourite,

and in the latter with Record.

For a dish of Runner Beans, Mr. Waite was 1st.

Messrs. Webb & Sons, Wordsloy, Stourbridge,

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, Messrs. Carter,

High Holborn, Messrs. Johnson & Wheeler, and
Messrs. Clibran, Altrincham, offered special prizes

for vegetables, all the classes of which were well

contested.

NoN-Competitive Exhibits.

These made a grand display. Prominent among
them was a bank of miscellaneous plants, about 50
yards long, in one of the large tents, Lilium auratum
in several fine types, Begonias, Crotons, &c., taste-

fully arranged by Messrs. Prichard & Sons, Shrews-
bury, Messrs. Dicksons, Chester, Kelway & Sons,
Langport, Dickson & Robinson, Richard Smith & Co.,

Worcester, B. S. Williams & Son, Cutbush & Sons,

London, Murrell & Sons, Shrewsbury, Cannell &
Sons, Swanley, Mr. Albert Myers, Shrewsbury, Mr.
Davis, Yeovil (who had a grand lot of Begonia
blooms set in Maidenhair Ferns), Messrs.
Hewett & Son, Solihull ; Mr. Septimus Pye, Gar-
stang, Lancashire ; Jarman & Sons, Chard ; and
Messrs. Edward & Sons, Wordsley, one and all

putting up extensive and very attractive collections

of their respective specialties.

GREEN MANURING.
" A SOMEWHAT interesting form of manuring, or

rather of clearing the fields of deleterious weeds,

chiefly Algis and other inferior forms of vegetable

life, was made known by the writer (Dr. Watt) in

the Selections from the Becords of the Government oj

IndiaJor 1888-9, pp. 67-81. He dealt with the sub-
ject under the botanical name of the plant used
(Adhatoda vasiea), and the original article should

be consulted for full particulars. It may briefly be

stated in the words of the original note that, ' Daring a

brief botanical excursion to Suni, in the Sntlej valley

(north of Simla), the writer witnessed the cultivators

scattering the leaves of this plant over recently-

flooded fields, which were being prepared for the Rice

crop. Concluding that the same ideas prevailed in

the Sutlej valley as in Oadh, with regard to some
special virtue over any other plant, which the leaves

and twigs of this bush possessed as a green-manure,

the cultivators were asked whether the manure they

were adding was only given to Rice-land or to other

crops as well. The question seemed to afford amuse-
ment, for the cultivators hastened to explain that

the Bdiuti was not given alone as a manure, but also

as a medicine or poison to kill the aquatic weeds

that otherwise would greatly injure the Rice crop.

They pointed to fields that had been treated in this

wav ; and there could be no mistake these were clean

or free from the green scum caused through floating

Lemnee (duckweeds) and submerged Charse. It was
further explained that, before flooding the field, it

was carefully manured with farmyard manure, then

flooded. The water in a few days, it was explained,

became green through the growth of the weeds.

When all the weeds which the soil or water were

likely to produce had sprung up, a cultivator, with a

large apron in front of him, full of the cuttings of

Biiiii, each about 6 inches in length, walked

through and through the flooded field, sowing or

scattering the Baaiiti until at a distance the field

looked as if a crop of some plant, not unlike Tobacco,

was being grown in water. After a time these twigs

are supposed to impart an objectionable flavour to

the water, which completely kills the aquatic weeds.

The BAsiiti is then gathered off the field, and the

Rice crop sown or transplanted iato it, as the case

may be. Sometimes the Bd»uti is ploughed into the

soft mud, and thus made to act as a manure. In-

stead of Buiuti, when a green manure alone is

desired, the leaves of the 'Toon (Cedrela toona) or

Nim (Melia azadirachta) are utilised ; but these, with

the Bdniu, are the only plants employed as green-

manure in the Satlej valley. In all these cases it

will be observed that plants which possess powerful

properties are resorted to in place of numerous other

weeds, which might more conveniently be used.

This same idea seems to prevail in many other parts

of India—at, for example, the almost universal

opinion that the leaves of Calotropis gigantea, the

Ak or Maddr (a plant with a most powerful milky

sap), is valuable manure for the Rice-land, and a

specific against the injurious growth of Reh efflor-

escence. It is difficult to understand what particular

merit that green-maunre could have, over any other

green-manure, in neutralising the reh salts, but, as

remarked, the idea that it does possess some such

property is very widespread in India. It is thus

noteworthy that the green-manures in most general

use in India are, like the Bdiiiti, as far removed
chemically and botanically as they well could be from

the crop intended to be cultivated, and are plants

with powerful active principles.'

" It has occurred to the writer that it may be
possible the same practice, and with the same object

as recorded in the Sutlej valley, may be followed

in Oudh and in other parts of India, and that the

merit attributed to the Baiuti as a green-manure is

not, strictly speaking, deserved. It, at least, seems
more natural to suppose that the strongly foetid-

scented leaves, would impart an injurious flavour to

the water, sufficient, as believed in the Satlej valley,

to kill aquatic weeds, than that a few twigs of this

plant could have a special merit as a manure. If

this supposition prove correct, it may further be

found that the habit of using the plant in the con-

struction of wells (a use reported in the Oudh Gazet-

teer) may be connected with the knowledge that the

green scum so coqmon on every sheet of water in

India, will not be firmed in the presence of a few

twigs of this planli. This idea is, however, only

thrown out as a sageestion, in the hope of directing

attention to the subject; for it may be found that a

plant with such strong properties should, in the

construction of wells, rather be discouraged than

encouraged—at least in the case of wells intended

for drinking purposes. If it be the case that the

Biisiiti leaves have the power to destroy the injurious

weeds found in submerged fields, it would seem
desirable to make this fact known, since, as far as

the writer is aware, this property is not understood

outside the limits of the Sutlej, or perhaps of one or

two neighbouring valleys in the North-West Hima-
laya. Indeed, it is quite possible that this extremely

plentiful plant, when its propei ties are fully examined,

may prove to be capable of further development.

For example, a decoction of it might be found useful

in destroying animal pests to other crops, such as

sugar-cane, tea and coffee.

" In the meanwhile it seems desirable that enqui-

ries should be made in different parts of India

regarding the practice of applying the plant to the

fields ; and the reason why it is so used, and why,
also, it is chosen to bind the sides of wells."

It may be added, that since the above was first

published the writer has accidentally come across

one or two passages in Dr. J. E. T. A. Aitchison's

Kuravi Valley Flora, which are of interest as point-

ing to the belief in the special merits of Adhatoda
as a manure being held by the people of certain por-

tions of Afghilnistdn. Again, of Thai and Badish-
khel he writes :

" The young leaves of Adhatoda
vasiea are largely collected and mixed with the grain

in the Rice-nurseries, to hasten the process of germi-
nation by the heat generated during their decom-
position." In nearly every province of India certain

cultivators put great faith in green-manure for Rice

;

and in most districts the grain is frequently made to

sprout before being sown. Some interesting infor-

mation of this nature will be found in the Mysore
Gazetteer, vol. i„ pages 52, 110, 112, and 113—the
plants specially mentioned being Calotropis gigantea,

Dodonsea viscoaa, Mirabilis, Datura, Solanum, and
Ocymam.

Antiseptic.—The antiseptic property of the plant in

killing minute organisms, while being harmless to

higher forms of life, thus established by native

opinion, has been abundantly shown in a recent paper
by Mr. Hooper in the Pharimceutioal Journal and
Transactions (April 7th, 1888). Mr. Hooper writes

of the chemistry of the leaves: "A well-defined

alkaloid appears to be the most important consti-

tuent; it constitutes the bitter principle, and, to all

intents and purposes, is the active principle. It

occurs in white transparent crystals belonging to the
square prismatic system, without any odour, but with
a decidedly bitter taste. It is soluble in water with
an alkaline reaction, and in ether, but more so in

alcohol." It would be beside the present purpose to

give here the whole of Mr. Hooper's analysis of the
substance. The above passage shows that simple
maceration in water suSices to extract the active

principle, and Mr. Hooper's practical experiments
with it may therefore be preferentially cited here.

"A sample of pond-water," he writes, "containing
Spirogyra and numerous animalcules was mixed with

a few drops of a strong infusion of Adhatoda leaves.

The chlorophyll gradually disappeared from the
weeds, and the cells became broken up. The oxygen
was given off with less frequency, and at length
ceased, some insect pupse rose to the surface of the

water and there died. Numerous Paramsecia re-

mained active for some time, but eventually suc-

cumbed to the action of the poison. In 24 hours
the beaker containing the water that had been
thus treated showed only a brown mass lying at the
bottom ; while some water in a beaker by its side with-

out this treatment, contained the green aquatic weeds
evolving oxygen, and the animalcules alive."

" An aqueous solution of the alcoholic extract of

the leaves was tried npon flies, fleas, mosquitos, cen-
tipedes, and other insects, and in every case the
application met with poisonous results. The solu-

tion appeared to kill them without previous intoxi-

cation. On the higher animals the leaves do not
seem to have such an effect. A quantity of the
alcoholic extract representing 15 grains of the leaf

was given to a small dog, and the administration

was not attended with any inconvenient symptoms.
These experiments show that the reputed use of the

leaves in destroying injurious weeds in submerged
fields is founded upon very scientific principles."
'• The poisonous properties of the Adhatoda on the
lower orders of animal life will, perhaps, find for it a
use in destroying insect pests, and make it an
important addition to the Materia Agricolarum in

India."

Mr. Hooper thus concluded his remarks in almost
the same words as used by the writer fully a year
before the date of the article in the Pharmaceutical
Journal, viz., that a " decoction of it might be found
useful in destroying animal pests to other crops, such
as Sugar-cane, 'Tea, and Coffee." The chemical inves-

tigations thus briefiy reviewed have placed the utility

of Adhatoda beyond any possible doubt, and its

extended use should, therefore, not only be strongly

urged on the attention of Rice cultivators of India
wherever aquatic weeds prove troublesome, but the
subject should commend itself to Tea, Coffee, and
Indigo planters as well worthy of their consideration.

Not only so, but it is probable we have in Adhatoda
an antiseptic at the door of every Indian peasant

which, if not found useful in the treatment of sores
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on bia own pcraoD, conld, at all e7ent«, be exten-

•ivelj used in tbe cure of the troublesome maggot-

infested wounds of his cattle. Condensed from the

Proceedings of the Agricultural and Horticultural

Society of India, 1894.

Colonial Notes.

TRINIDAD.
A BECENT number of the Bulletin of the Royal

Satanic Garden contains a note on some corre-

spondence between Dr. Herman Cruger, the former

Government Botanist of Trinidad, and Charles Dar-

win, with special reference to the connection between

insect visitations and the peculiar form of the

snthers in Melastomacrse. There is also a note on

four Trinidad Epidendrums, viz , Epidendrnm Schom-

burgkii, £. fulgens, E. Hartii sp. n., and £. elonga-

tum. E. Scbombnrgkii has deep crimson flowers,

and is of a rather straggling habit of growth, but is

easily cultivated, and its handsome flowers repay any

trouble taken by the cultivator. Tbe roots form a

large ball, looking at a distance like a bird's-nest on

the tree, and tbe plants can more frequently be dis-

covered by examining such appearances than by

looking for the leaves and flowers. E. elongatum

can be depended on for cut flowerr, as a succession

of flowers is produced during three months. It

grows on the rocks exposed to sun, wind, and salt-

laden air,

HONO KONO.

In Mr. Ford's annual report be laments the

damage done by the servants of residents at the

Peak in their search for flowers wherewith to deco-

rate their employers' apartments. Tbe worship of

ancestors by the Chinese is also a source of danger

from fire to the plantations. Tbe rainfall for 1893,

300 feet above sea level, was ir229 inches. In
July 24 inches fell ; in January only 150,

Calcutta.

Dr. King's annual report gives an interesting

account of the operations daring tbe past year. A
severe storm occurred in May, and though in tbe

conservatories little damage was done, several trees

ontside were completely uprooted. Among the

principal improvements efl' cted during the year

may be mentioned the repairs to Colonel Eyd's
monument—a beautiful urn and obelisk—raised in

memory of the founder of the garden. Attention
was given as usual to the cultivation and distribu-

tion of plants having an economic valae, which are

suitable for cultivation in the plains of India. Of
these the principal were plants of the Rhea, of

Sissal Hemp, of the Cola- nut; seeds of Bbabar-
grass (Ischsemum angustifolium) and Coca. Efforts

to extend in Bengal the cultivation of the Japan-
paper Mulberry tree have met with some success,

as this tree (of which a small stock still is available)

provides an admirable fibre for paper.

Natal.

Mr. Medley Wood, to whose energy botanists and
horticulturists are under so many obligations, has

just issued a Preliminary Catalogue of Indigenous

Natal Plants, which will ba very serviceable, as no
such list has been previously issued. The plants are

arranged according toBentham and Hooker's Genera,

and there alio is an alphabetical index. The number
of natural orders is 129, of genera 828, of named
species 2216, and of unnamed or doubtful ones 391.

Mr. Medley Wood is very modest in his estimate of

the value of his catalogue, but we do not think those

who know the circumstances of the case will be other

than grateful for it.

especially to call>ttention'to the article on Oranges

and Lemons by George E. Colby, Ph. B ,
Chemist in

the Viticultural Laboratory. In this are given des-

criptive notes upon Citrus fruits of the crop of 1892,

and tabulated proximate analyses of eighteen samples

of Oranges and nine samples of Lemons of the crop of

1892, and for comparison the averages of analyses of

the crop of 1891, together with the ash analyses of

eleven Oranges and fonr Lemons.

Obanoes.

Proportion of Eini to ffesA.— Considering the

matter, first, from the standpoint of the consumer,

it seems that although the Navel is the largest of

Oranges, it has, contrary to the popular impression,

no advantage with respect to the proportion of skin

to flesh, over the seedlings, St. Michael, Mediter-

ranean Sweet, or Malta Blood. The average Navel

can very fairly be considered as made np of 72 per

cent, of flesh, with 28 per cent, of rind ; the average

Seedling 75 per cent, of flesh and 25 per cent, of

rind ; the average Mediterranean S)»eet and Malta

Blood, like the Navel, with 72 per cent, of flesh, and

28 per cent, of rind ; the average St. Michael with

80 per cent, of flesh and 20 per cent, of rind, repre-

senting the Orange containing the least waste.

Juiciness or Proportion of Juice to Fleih.—A com-

parison of the resultf, especially the average, shows

that, of the named varieties examined, the Navel is

the driest, and while the St. Michael has the largest

proportion of juice, it is closely followed in that

respect by the Mediterranean Sweet and Malta

Blood.

It is interesting to note that the King Orange, one

so much admired in Southern California, seems to

promise to equal, if not exceed, the St. Michael in

juiciness.

These facts will be better understood by reference

to the table following, which gives the percentage

ratios of rind to flesh, with the proportion of pulp to

juice in the flesh:

—

Average Percmtage Ratios.

CALIFORNIAN ORANGES AND
LEMONS.

Much useful work is being accomplished by the

Agricultural Experimental Stations of the University

of California, and the year's report recently issued

is teeming with instructive matter. We desire

Variely.

Proportion of

Kind to Flesh.

Navels.

Crop of 1885

1891

1693

Average

Seedlings.

Crops of 1880-85 ...

Crop of 1892

Average

Mediterranean Sweet.

Crops of 1885-86 ,.,

Crop of 1891

1893

Average

St. Miehaeld.

Crop! of 1865-86 ...

Crop of 1891

1893

Average

Malta Blood.

Crop of 1885

1891

Average

King,

Crop of 1887

1892

Average

Bind. Flesh.

290

28-4

28-3

28-5

26-0

240

350

30

27

3)0

28 8

19

190

320

19-5

27 '0

310

30-0

23-2

49-3

319

71-0

71-6

71-8

71-4

740

76-0

76-0

700

73-0

70-0

711

81.0

81-0

78

80-5

730

69

70

76-8

50-7

631

Proportion of

Pulp to Juice in

Flesh.

Pulp. Juice.

3;-o

390

410

37-4

26

37-0

31-5

S50

330

41

33

230

31-0

40

i91

3,-0

36-0

34-6

23

600

32-0

610

61

69

62-5

740

63-0

67-5

750

67-0

89

680

78-0

e9o

600

71-3

700

64-0

65-6

77-0

600

680

Sugar Contents of \the Juice.—The results for sugar

contents in the juice show that the navels, seedlings,

and St. Michael's of the crop of 1892 are higher on
the average than those for tbe same varieties of 1891.

A seedling from Eaglewood has the maximum sugar

of 147 per cent.

To what extent the proportion of cane-sugar de-

termines the sweetness to the taste is a matter not

yet fully understood ; the proportion between the

other two sugars (grape and fruit), not yet deter-

mined, being an essential factor in the case.

Evidently the hard and solid, although thin, rind

of the Navel is heavier than the more " corky " one

of the seedlings, and nearly equal to that of the

Mediterranean Sweet, The study of the conditions

contributing to thinness of rind will be of high com-

mercial importance.

Average Percentages of Sugar and .

of Oranges
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Phoaphoric acid is not very heavily drawn upon,

but it ia probable that it should constitute a large

proportion of any fertilizer used in the Orange
orchard.

Nitrogen—as the demand made by the Orange
npon thia element ia very heavy, it will always be

among the first to be currently supplied.

As regards other ash constituents, the results

show that lime is the one most heavily drawn upon
next to potash, although its percentage varies widely,

from 16 37 to 37'53 per cent.

The not inconsiderable demand of the Orange for

sulphuric acid, suggests that gypsum will be accept-

able in this as in other respects as a fertilizing

ingredient. J. J. Willis, Harpenden,

Cut Flowebs.—Average Wholesale Pbioes.

The Rock Garden.

TCHIHATCHEWIA ISATIDEA.

This novelty, for which we are indebted to

the liberality of Mr. Max Leichtlin, has been
flowering for about a fortnight past in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden. It is quite uncommon in

appearance, and cannot easily be compared with any
other Cruciferous plant. The genus is placed be-

tween Peltaria and Clypeola, but does not suggest

either of those genera, so far as the cultivated species

are concerned. The plant now in flower forms a
flat rosette, rather more than 10 inches across, and
bears a terminal inflorescence 3J incbea in diameter,

nearly flat over the surface, and rising not more than
about 2 inches above the ground. It has the

appearance of a biennial. The outer leaves are

spatulate, about 1^ inch broad, thick and fleshy,

coarsely toothed, and thinly clothed with bristle-

like hairs. Towards the centre the leaves decrease
in size, becoming oblong and pointed. The flower-

head consists of about twelve branches cloaely aet

together ; the flowers are very numerous, about half

an inch across, and of rosy-lilac colour, with slight

perfume. They slightly resemble those of Matthiola,
but the petals are narrower. It is altogether a
distinct and interesting plant, and the flowers in

mass are pretty and attractive. Its culture does not
appear to be difficult. Seedi were sown about
twelve months ago, singly, in small pots, and
probably not one that grew has since failed. They
were placed in a greenhouse, near the glass, and
good plants were ready for planting on the rockery
this spring. It was recommended that the plants
should be on a rocky face, so that the rosette would
approach the vertical ; but experimentally this was
varied, and the first plant in flower is nearly on the
flat. It is between three large stones, with an open
fissure in front, so that drainage is perfect. The
soil provided was sandy loam, and with the other
conditions above-mentioned, appears to have aflforded

the plant complete happiness. It is a native of
Armenia, and with such a generic name, it cannot
be regretted that this is the only species ! i?. J. L.

Markets.
— • —

COVENT GARDEN, Augmt 23.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are f.irniahed to ua regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the w^-ek preceding
the date of our report. Tlie prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand

; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Kd.1

Fruit,—Average Wholesale Prioes.
i.d,s.d.

Apples, half-sieve... 19-26
Figs, per dozen ... 1 0- 1 6
Grapes, let quality,

black English,
per lb 10-16

.. English, and
quality, p. lb. 6-10

Orapes. Muscat,
per lb 16-20
Muscat. 2nd

t.d.t.d.
Grapes. Guernsey,
per lb 5-09

Melons, each ... 10-16
Peaches, large, p. doz. 4 0-60

,, small, per doz. ... 1 0-
Pears, p. sieve, email 3 0-26
M (Dessert), half-

sieve 3 0-40
Piae-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each ... 6 7

Arums, per doz. bl....

Aeters, doz. bun. ...

— French, p. bun.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
— doz. bun.

Chrysanthemums, p.

12 blooms ...

— p. 12 bunches
Cornflowers, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gaillardiaa. dz. bun.
Gardenias, per dozen
Gladiolus, doz. bun.
Lapageria, 12 blooms
Lavender, 12 bunches
Lilium Harrisii, doz.
— lancifolium.

p. bunch
— — p. 12 blooms

Maidenhair Fern, per
12 bunches

Marguerites, 13 bun.

s. d. s.d.

2 0-40
2 0-60
6-10
6-10
6-10

2 0-60

6-16
3 0-80
10-20
10-40
16-30
10-30
4 0-12
6-10

4 0-60
2 0-40

10-20
9-16

3 0-60
1^-30

Mignonette, 12 bun. 1

Myosotis, or Forget-
me-Not. doz. bun. 1

Pansies, 12 bun. ... 1

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms. 6
Odon toglOBSum
crispum,12blms. 2

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, p. 12 bun. 2
— 12 sprays ...

Pinks, doz. bun. ... 1

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2
Boaes, Tea. per dozen
— coloured, p. doz. 2
— yellow (Mare-

chale), per doz. 1

— red, perdozen ...

— outdoor.doz.bun. 3
Stephaootis, dozen
sprays 1

Sweet Sultan, 12 bu. 2
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

d. s.d.

0-3

6-3
0-2

0-12

0-4

0-4
4-0 6
6-4
0-4
6-2
0-4

6-4
6- 1

0-9

6-2
0-3
2- t

Obchib-bloom in variety.

Plants in Pots.—Atebaqe Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Asters, per doren ... 3
Balsams, per doz. ... 3
Calceolarias, perdoz. 3
Campanulas, p. doz. 6
Chrysanthemums, p.
dozen 6

Cyperus, per dozen... 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in
var., per dozen ... 6

Ferns, various, doz. 4— small, per 100 4
Ficus elastica, each 1

Foliage plants, doz. 9
Fuchsias, per dozen 4

d. t. d.

0-12
0-30
6-21
0-6
0-6
0-6
0-12

0-15
0-10
0-5

0-24
0-12
0-6
0-7 6
0-24
0-6

..d. s.d.
Seliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
— specimens, each 2 0-36

Ivy Pelargoniums, dz. 3 0-60
Lilium Harrisii, per

dozen ... 12 24— lancifolium, pr.

dozen ... 9 0-18
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-12
Mignonette, per doz. 3 0-60
Nasturtiums, p. doz. 16-40
Palms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachlO 6-84

Pelargoniums, p. doz. 6 0-10
— scarlets,p. doz. 3 0-60— scarlets, small,

perdozen ... 16-20

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
i.d. s.d.

Beans, French, half-

sieve 2 0-26
„ Bunners, half-

sieve 2 0-26
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16-30

Cucumbers, per doz,

Marrows, per doz. ..

Mushrooms, per lb.

Peas, per bushel
Tomatos, per lb. ..,

s.d. s. d.

16-26
9-
8-09

4 0-60
3-04

POTATOS.

Trade this week not quite so good. Prices :—Snowdrops,
4s. to 533. ; HebroDs, 3s. to 45. : Giants, 2i. 6rf. to 4s. per cwt.

SEEDS.
London : Angtist 22.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Mer-

chants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, report a
(juiet steady demand for those seeds needed for autumn sowing.
Trifolium, Rye, Mustard, and Eapeseed, are obtainable at un-
precedentedly low figures. The late excitement in America
over Clover seed has met with no response in England. Canary-
seed keeps strong. Liverpool reports large and numerous
transactions in the article at full prices. Hempseed and Buck-
wheat tend upwards. Linseed also is firmer.

FBXnTS AND VEOETABI.ES.
Borough and Spitalfields : -4uyus« 21.—Quotations:—

Cabbages, \s. 6d. to 4s. per tally; Turnips, Is. M. to 2s. 6rf ;

Carrots, Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6rf. ; Parsley. Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6(f. per dozen
bunches ; Scarlet Beans, 3f. 6d to 5s. 6rf. ; French do., 3s. to
4s. 6rf. per bttshel ; Onions, Is. 9d. to 3s. 6£f. per dozen bunche

«

;

Horse Radish, li. 'H. to Is. 9rf. per bundle ; Apples, English,
2s. to 6s. per bushel ; Pears, Is. to .3s. per ^sieve; Plums, Is.

to 3s. 6rf. do.

Sthatfobd: Auijust 22.—Quotations :—Cabbages, 2s. to
3s. 6rf. per tally ; Caulillowers. Is to 2s. per dozen; do., 5s. to
8s. per tally ; Plums, 2s. to 3c. id. per half-sieve ; do , 4s. to
6s. per flat ; Green Gages, 2». 3i. to 3s. Sd. per half-sieve ; do..

4s. ii. to 6s. per flat ; Pears. Is. to 2«. 6rf. per half-sieve ; do..
Is. 6ri, to 4s. M. per flat ; Tomatos, English, fid. to 8rf. per lb.

;

Scarlet Beans, 4s. to .5s. per bushel ; French do.. 3s. to 4s. do.

;

Cucumbers, frame. Is. to 3s. per dozen ; do., field, 6d. to Zd.

do. ; Turnips, Ij. %i. to 2s. per dozen bunches ; Carrots. 46».

to 50s. per ton ; Onions, Oporto, 5s. 6d. to 6s. per case ; Apples,
English. 3*. to 7s. id. ppr bushel.

Farringdon; Augmt 23.—Quotations :—Cabbages, 4s. to
5s. ; CoUards, 2s. id. to 3s. ; Turnips, 2s. to 2l. 6d. ; Carrots,
Is. 9d. to 2s. 6d. ; English Onions, Is. 9rf. to 2s. per dozen
bunches; Plums, Victorias, 3s. M. to 4i. ; Apples, 4s. to
4s. id. ; Pears, 2i. 6o!. to 4j. per bushel ; best Beetroot, 4s. to
6s, per cwt. ; Marrows, Is. to Is. id. per doien.

quality, per lb. ... 9- 1 | PlOms, half-sieve ... a 0- 3

POTATOS.
BoHouaH AND Spitalfields: August 21.— Quotations

ranged between 00..'. and Sos. per ton,

Stratford: -47mks< 23. —Quotations: — Dark-soil Mag-
nums, 4.5s. to 52r.M.; Upland do.. 60s. to 65s.; do. Bruces,
60s. to 6.5s. : Snowdrops, 60s to 80s. ; Hehrons, 65s. to 65s.

;

Early Puritans, 60s. to 70s. ; White Elephants, 55«. to 60s.

per ton.

FAHHiNaDON : Amjuxt 23.—Quotations : — Essex ; Bruces.
60s. to 70!. : Hebrona. 55s. to 76». ; Snowdrops. 66s. to 80s.
per ton. Bedfordshire : White Hebrons, 70!. to 80s. ; Red
do., 70s. to 80s. ; Snowdrops, 76s. to 85s.; Magnums, 65s. to
6.5s. ; Reading Giants, 50«. to eOs. per ton.

London Aveeaaes : Augtist 32.—Engli-h Kidnejs, 60i. to
70s. ; Snowdrops. 7O3. to 85!. ; Hebrons, 65». to SOs. ; Rounds,
65s. to 70s. per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :

—

Clover, prime, llOs. to 13S«. ; do., interior, 80«. to 120*. ; do.,

new, 75s. to 130s. ; hay, best, lOJs. to 130s. ; do., specially picked,

1405. ; do., inferior, 60*. to 100s. ; do., new, 70s. to 90s. ; Mix-

ture, 905. to 130s. ; and Straw, 43s. to 60s. per load.

COBN.
Averages.—OSLC\a\ statement of the average prices of British

Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending August 18,

and for the corresponding period in the preceding year :^

1894 : Wheat. 34s. bd. ; Barley, 16s. bd. ; Oats. 18s. 'dd. 1893 :

Wheat, 26s. bd. ; Barley. 22s. bd. ; Oats, 19s. 6d.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.)
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in 'Scotland, N. and E.' The percentage of the

possible amount of duration ranged from 30 in
' England, E. and the Channel Islands/ and 32 to 33
in * England, S.W. and S.,' to 19 in ' Scotland, N.,'

and to 1(5 in ' Ireland, N.'
"

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. George Curtis, for the last Dine years Gardener to

W. Hkmslev. E^q.. The Manor House. Ashl.y-d'^-la-

Zouch. as Grardener to F. ChaRRISGTON, Esij., Nethersealo

Hall. Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

Mr. Donald Hesderso.v, of the Vineries, Wokinghini. has

been appointed Gardener to General Crutchley, Suu-
ninghiil Parlt, Ascot.

Mr. Henby Wilson, late Gardener at Eaathorpe House, Rud-
dington, Notts, has removed with F. Abel Smith, Esii-,

to Papplewick Hall, Notts.

Mr. George Henderson, late Foreman at Easthanipstead
Park, has been appointed Gardener to Major Walter,
North Cojrt. Finchampstead, Berks.

Mr. Joseph Barclay, Gardener to the late H. Rowland,
K-q.. Manchester, as Gardener to F. Walker, Esq.,

Southfield, BoltoQ-le-Moors.

Mr. G. Langstone, late Gardener to E. Elsey, Esq., Fliuthum
Hall, Newark, Notts, has been retained as Gardener to

T. B, T. Hildyard, Esq., at the same address.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Little & Ballastyne, Carlisle—Bulbs.

Jno. Lainu & Sons, Forest Hill, Loudon, S.E.—Bulbs, Fruit
Trees. Koies, Slirubs, Begonias, &c.

William E. Martin. 20. Market Place, Hull—Bulbs.
Jas. Douglas. Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey—CarnatiODS,

Picotees, and Auriculas.

Robert Veitch & Sons, 54, High Street, Exeter— Dutch
Bulbs.

Chas. E. Orfeur, Colne Banks Works, Colchester—Horticul-
tural Buildings. &c.

Jules de Cock. Ledeberg. near Belgium, Ghent—Plants.

Ellwanger & Barbv, Mount HopR Nurseries, Rochester,
N.Y.— Pot-grown Strawberries, Bulbs, Hardy Plants, &c.

Dickson 8l Ruchkstkb, Manchester—Bulbs aud Roses.

J. K. Pkarson & Sons, Chilwell Nurseries, Nottingham-
Bulbs, &c.

Jas. Carter & Co., High Holborn, London—Bulbs.

E. P. Dixon & Sons, 16, Wellington Street, Hull—Bulbs.

L

Notices to Correspondents.—«

—

%* Owing to the large increase in our ciroula-

tioUy we are reluctantly under the neces&iiy of going

to press sorM hours earlier. Our contributors, who
well, know w\at this implies, will kindly aid us by
sending their comnmnications as early in the week as

possi<-'le Communications should reach us not later

than Wednesday.

Agaricus.—The ap»cimen you send is the " Horse "

or ' Meadow " Mushroom," largely sold ia the
markets for the purpose of making catsup.

'' Botanical Magazine "
: <7. «S. The earlier volumes

are not expensive, and can be had of any second-
hand bookseller, or by way of an advertisement.
The entire series costs about £100.

" Gaeden Flowers :
" T, W. P. We have no

doubt the framers of the schedule meaat flowers

grown outside, in the garden, as distinguished
either from flowers grown under glass, or wild

flowers. Oar opinion is, that the judges should
have disqualified the group with the Lilium aura-
tum that was acknowledged to have been grown
inside.

Grapes : J. M. Yoar Vine leaves are covered with
red-spider, thrips, and mildew, so that they are

quite destroyed for this season, and the berries are

splitting and rotting from excessive damp and
wet, following the destruction of the leaves. Cut
olfyour crop, destroy the insects, &c., by thoroughly
syringing every part.

Imported Orchids : C. H. J. The treatment you
have afforded Dendrobinm Jamesiannm is right,

but you may now maintain an increased amount
of moisture in the atmosphere, and occasionally^
on warm sunny days only—syringe the plants

overhead. As the season advances, and cold
nights are expected, care must be taken that thov
have sufficient warmth, viz., about 60° to 55°

during the winter months. Oncidium Jones-
ianum is always difiicult to keep in good health

for any length of time. We would advise you to

give the plants a slightly warmer atmosphere, and to

keep them dry until growth commences. In the

mean time, should flower-spikes appear, they
should be cut oS', as the plants are not yet

sufficiently established to carry them withoat
check,

Insects : G. Abbey. The name of the beetle on
Carnations is Meligethes viridescens, common on
various flowers, and hardly likely to occasion any
perceptible damage. Its larva feeds in the un-
opened flower-buds of cruciferous plants, and is

thus injurious, if. McL. We do not know what is

meant by Beech-miner. The Radish and its grub
did not arrive.

Names of Fruits : Q. R. Plum, very probably cor-
rect, Prince Englebert.

—

H. R, H. Nectarine is

Pitmaston Orange ; Peaches, not certain, some
were crushed.

Names of Plants: D. D. Eryngium amethysti-
num ; J. R. 1, Vaccinium ovatum; 4, Helichrysnm
(S^ammerdamia antennarifolium). — L. 4i ^ •

a species of Salix, probably S. babylonica.— W. P.
Crupina vulgaris.

—

A very Old Subscriber. Brachy-
podiumsylvaticnm.

—

Edinburgh. Doubtless Nertera
depressa is meant. It is a Chilian Rubiaceous
plant.— C, R. U. Centaurea Scabiosa, seedling

variations. No doubt by sowing seed of each,

persistently selecting what you wish, and elimina-

ting the rest, you will in time get " a pure stock."

The white one would make a good garden plant.—A. B. Lonicera sempervirens.

—

G. H. S. 1,

Acanthus E>pinosns ; 2, Polygonum ; 3, Glaucinm
Inteum ; 4, Impatiens Koylei ; 5, Lysimachia
ciliata ; 6, Solidago, perhaps S. canadensis ; 7,

Asclepias incarnata ; 8, Epilobium hirsutum.

—

E f.Ceanothus azureus.

—

M. C, Netting Bill. Rhus
Cotinus.

—

F. N. Evesham. 1, Spirtea callosa ; 2,

Ilippophae rhamnoides ; S, Taxodium distichum
;

4, Pernettya mucronata ; 5, Syringa .Josikea.

W. S. G. Your Genistas are covered with a species

of dodder Cuscuta, probably introduced with the

peat. Burn it as far as possible.

—

B. M. E. 1

is, we suppose, Ilieracium pilosella, but it has no
flowers; 2, Echium vulgaris; 3, Epilobium parvi-

florum ; 4, Picris hieracioides. The secretary of

the Gardeners' Orphan Fund ia Mr. Barron, Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, W. We
shall be happy to send any contributions to him,

—

P. McO. Melaleuca acacloides.

Pandanus Veitchii : }V. G. Polynesia ia rather an
extensive area, but we cannot tell yon more.

Place for Further Imi'hovement : A. J. H. Much
depends upon the department in gardening you
intend to pursue, as it would be useless to fill

another appointment in a private place unless you
intend to become a private gardener. If this is

your intention, it will be best to get into a good
garden where fruits and vegetables are well grown,
and you would get such a situation most easily by

going to a first-class nursery for a time, or by
advertising. If you wish to acquire a knowledge
of plants, and of botany, you could apply to the

curator of the Riyal Gardens, Kew, for a situation

in tl-e gardens there.

Rose Pests : J. L. B, Will jou send ua some shoots

with the white fungus upon them? Regarding the

Aquilegia trouble, and that of the Marrows, we
would prefer to see specimens before hazarding

an opinion as to the cause in either case. The
Cercis would be best budded on the Acacia, or

some other leguminous plant.

Tobacco Plant : Rose. Yes, your plant appears to

be the species that furnishes the "Tobacco of com-
merce—Nicotiana tobaccum. Before the leaves

are fit for use they have to go through an elaborate

process of drying, to do which successfully, you
would require experience in the matter. The white

flowering one is probably N. affinis. Rose, next
week.

Vine Disease: Mm. Gould. The Vine is attacked

by a fungus, Sclerotinia Fuckeliana, De Bary.

This is closely related to the fungus causing

Onion disease, described in Gardeners' Chronicle,

p. 160, 1894, and the treatment there given should

be followed. The mass of mould is the conidial

form of the fungus, and should be removed and
burnt. If the first appearance of this mould in the

forthcoming season is washed with potassic per-

manganate solution, its spread will be checked.

It appears in the leaves and twigs first. G. Masses.

Communications Received.—G. M.—Sir W. H. F.—C. W. D.

—C. N.—W. G. S.—.1. B.—Oh. Ae B.—J. W.—A. F. M.—
T. C—D. T. F.—K. D.—J. D —W. D.—H. M.—F. M.—M. T.

—A. D.—F. W. S.—J. S.-E. T. C—S. W , Danby.—K. E.

B. --H. & S. — W. Render & Sons. — W. T. — Brighton

Hort. Soc—W. S.—Protheroe & Morris.—J. G. B.

PHOTOsRiPHs, Drawings, &c, Received with Thanks.—
O. N.—W. G. S,-0. N.—Arney—W. T,

l6 »
12-/' lijJ[^ fp. 50 - l6
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ENSLI8H GLX&3, cut to tmycTS' sties , a.T lowe^T prices

d^lLu-e-red /"Tee-lfjcund in tKe coiinti-^, in qua.ntity.—tV-
-LIGWT/

H-QOSlT,'P.^i-ikx^A

GEQRJGE FAK.MIU)E&SONS
Lc/\D. GI-A6S Oil-, and COLOUH. riERCMANT*, '.

"S^ &*cJOHN§treefV/t&TSMiTHFIEL0.ION[X)N ^C
fitocn^lifiis and.prices on ApfAtcaiion. Pieisc quote ChronUU.

GREAT REDUCTION iH FRAMES
OXJK WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Fmmeg are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together aud taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ *. d.

l-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft...
'^ CASB. ^^

PRICES,

CABBIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Z-OTidon j4(?en£,Mt.H.Skklton.Seedsman. &c.. 2,Holloway Rd.,N.

2
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RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Many
Prize Medals.

Patronage.

AND THE FINEST SELECTION OF

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY

CONWAY G. WARNE, Ltd.,

RoHL Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.

mmss^w. woB/A/saM

Awarded the only

Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buil.iing-. at th.

International Horticultural
Exlilbition, London.

CoDeervatories, Greenhouses,
Vinenes. Peach Houses'

Stove and Orchid
Houses, &c. Also

Boilers, Pipes,
and all

Fittings

w. RICHARDSON &
I)\ RUN f! TON

PATENT
HORTICULTURAL BOILER.
Quick Heating k Cheap.

ILLXTSTBATED CATALOaUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engraviilga,

2s. Qd. nett, per post, 2s. %d.

JONtf^TwooD

Particulars of-

T. POTTERTON,
Hot-water

Engineer,

BALHAM, LONDON. S.W.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW" DOUBLE LADDER. It stands

quite independeot, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.—Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48, Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applied for.

RCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
Frcm the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

firomptbn axiiFawKe^, eftefm4)pd.

T$OOlc of ^ ^^ Exterior and Interior Views, Sections, Details, Interior Fittings, and Heating Apparatus of Conservatories, Ranges,
XjyjyjiK. UX

j
Vineries, Greenhouses, Stoves, Pits, Frames, &c. The most comprehensive Book on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

PHOTOGRAPHS] OROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.
BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE,withWATERWAY END, &c.;

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t'Ll INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, 8.E.

Telegraphlo Addreaa -" HOT-WATER, London." Telephone No. 4763.
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PEAT! PEAT! PEAT!
liOW IS THE TIME FOR STACKINa.

WM. WOOD AND SON are just now cntting

some eiceptionalW fine " Browu librous HARDWOOD
PEAT," also for RHODODENDRONS, and PEAT for general

use, such as FERNS, &c.

OBCHID PEAT—Full of rich Brown Bracken
Fibre, delivered Carriage Paid to any part of the United

Kingdom, per Boad. Rail, or Steamer.
Aena for :iamples and Prices.

LOAM in four qualitie:—
, „ , .5^

1st. Rich yellow, dirfct from Surrey; full Ol fibre.

2nd. Not quite 80 yellow.

3rd. A little darker than Surrey.

4th. ,. .. „ (Middlesex).

From 6s. per ton on rail.

LEAF-MOULD -Well-matured, Oak and Beech, at 3j. per sack.

SAND—Coarse and fine Silver, Sea, and off colour.

W. WOOD INI) SON are celebrated tor their

FIVE PRIZE MANUR ES,
Unequalled for Flowebs and Fruit.

TEAK-WOOD ORCHID B.1SKETS, filled with Copper Wires

and hangers (own manufacture).
FERTILISING MOSS (the medium for Bulb and Plant culture).

INSECTICIDES-all kinds.

BAMBOO CANES.-MOST IMPORTANT.
A likely advance in TONKIN CANES, on account of war.

We are expectii g our next shipment of 3CO,000 to arrive

within the next six weeks. Please advise early.

We hold stocks of some 100.000 white and black Tapering

Canes, from 5 to 12 feet long, also large and varied assort-

ment of Chinese and Japanese, iccluding Fifliing Rods.

New Importation of RAFFIA and ARCHANOEL MATS.
Prices on application.

Only one Quality- the Very Best.

CCBA BAST—We have a few bales of this left.

CONTINENTAL WOOD-WOOL— Free from smell.

TOBACCO PAPER—Very rich, full of juice.

SPHAGNUM MOSS—Fresh and green.

CHARCOAL— 1 ii ch, half inch, acd dust.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

Ijy Send for our Catalogue of Specialties (2oo pages).

Awarded 31 ^i ver and B<cn:e Mtdah, and Dip'omas
an I Cerfi/Icates of Merit.

W. WOOD & SON,lsL°i85o.
WOOD GBEEN, LONDON, N.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDOS, E.C.

IBON FENCING, HTJRDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFINO and HAY BARNS.

HALF THE COST.

Spet-iil F iini if f^i\ n fjr Large Contratta in Fenting,

RoohDg Xt. 1 ersoDal burvt;>9 of Estates made, and praLtaal

advice given as to the best and most eLOnomical Fences to put

down. Iilustrat'.d Ca*alogues Frw hi/ Post.

HAFED SKIN, Piles, Scalds, Cuts, Chilblains,
Chapped Hands, Sore Eyes, Sunburn, Ear-ache. Neuralgia

and Rheumatic Pains, Throat Colds, and Skin Ailmentsquickly
relieved by the use of CALVERl'S CARBOLIC OINTMENT.
Large pots. 13^d. each, at Chemis a, &c.,or p-'st-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO., Manchesttr.

EXTRACToF HERBS
FOR ftlAKING

NON-INTOXIGATING!

TliG finest, most refresh-

ing and plea^^autest bever-
age obtainable. One table-

spoonful of this Extract
makes one gall, of splendid

beer. Try it. A sample .

bottle enough to make 8
'

I galkms, pot,t free for 9
fc staniiis. A beautifully
fe coloured little story book,
h "How a Railway Acci-

3j dent was Averted," is sent
^'' free with each sample

NEWBALL & MASON,
^UTllNGIlAM.

AGENTS WANTED,

BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

mmmIs admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pita, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

vray Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possibleprices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE. JuzL.F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

Sample tins Killmright free byKILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY

Mpost, M. 3d.

RIGHT
For Pestruclion of all Insect Pests and

Mildew. For Price List write to—

The "Stott" Distributor Co., Ltl., Barton House. Manchester.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blighf ; 2 ounces to the gal oa of soft water; 4 to IB ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraf&n is u^ed. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, Is., 35 , and 10s. 6f/.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. Gd. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

THE CESTRIAN SHAG TOBACCO PAPER.
Quite a Novelty in Tobacco Fdper Material, strong in

Nicotine and entirely free from Cliemicals, requiring no fumi-
giting pan ; lights with ordinary matchor hot embsr ;

produces
a dtLse cool smokp ; will not injure th« tenderest Fern ; by far

the 'htapest Smoking Tobicco Paper yet introduced. 1 lb.

sufficient for 3 OOU rubic f- et, being cut hO fine produces volumes
of dense smoke. Price. Is. id. per lb.

; J lb. sample, per post. Is.

Only through- J. TAYLOR, Hoole Chester.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOj. per sack; !> for 47 J. Si.

SELECTED, in bloclo. very fibrous, 81. per sack ; ."i for

3lM.6d. SECOND QUAIlrY. 5i. per sack j 5for22l. 6<i.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas. Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, is. per sack, 5 for ISs. ; and 'Ss. per sack, 5 tor I'Js, ad.

PBAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2l. 9d. per sack ; 5 for lOj. PREPARED POTTINQ COM-
POST. 4*. per sack ; 5 tor 18j. All sacks included.

Send Poatal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Uount Mascal, Bezley, Kent.

EPPS'S "•"- PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhdodeiidrons. by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID FEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAK-MOULD, Coarse, Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL. C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fresh SPHAGNUM. Patent MANURES. FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MoSS Utier,

The Original Peat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.

RICK CLOTHS. -RICK CLOTHS.

Of best quality and make, with eyelet?, from 6rf. per square
>ard. Lines 2s. 6d. per cloth extra. Sample of cloth sent
free on application.
ARCHANGEL and other MATS at lowest prices. Corn and

Potato SACKS cheapest in the market.

CAMERON AND CO., 178, Charing Cro^s Roafl, London, W.O.

NEW SEASON'S

ARCHANGEL MATS.
Our First Importation has just arrived.

Special Prices on application.

TAGANROG MATS I

""
"^co ê'^^g^"""-

'"'

HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS.
PACKING MATS, from 20«. per lOO.

EGONOMIGAL-SAFE-LASTING

CLAY'S
MANURES
V-
-hLONDONq;

trade mark.

Are used by the

Leading Growers
Koyal Botanic * ^ CI A.y''

Society, • S '^ i
Royal Horticul-
tural Society,

I N V I T 0-R
Royal Parks.

London County -- ^ ?

Council, ;.

throughout the i±, ,,';l. „,\^^
'

United Kingdom ' ' f ^^

and in TRADEMARK*
EVERY QUARTER OF THE GLOBE, FOR

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

SOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN.
In 6d. and Is. Fackets, and SEALED BA63:-

71b. Ulb. 281b. 66 1b. 1121b.

Bs. 6d. 48. 6d. 78. 6d. 128. 6d. 208.

Or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Cash with order (except Gd. Packets).

The respective Trade Mark Is printed on
every Packet and Bag. and also Impressed
on the lead Seal attacbed to tbe moutb

of eacb Bag, which Is

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian GuaDO, Sulphate of AmmODia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper, Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST,, LONDON, E,

CLAY & SON,
Manore Uanufactorers, Bone Crushers, &c.,

TEMPLE MILL LANE, 8TRATP0RD. LONDON, B.

THOMSON'S
VINE ANDJLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and Abroad,

Agent for London :— J. QKORQE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Solo Makers :-WM. THOMSON Am) SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLO BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 25. 6d.,and Ss. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

Jcwt.,6s. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEKSON, Bone Mills. St. Neot's, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.
'• A. B. GRrFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E..F.C.S.''

CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS iUD SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

HUGHES' VAPOUB ROLl

FUMIGATORS.
ONE SHILLING EACH.

For Houses, 1200 cubic feet. Can be divided for

smaller Houses.

They burn with a pleasant aromatic smell, kill green fly,

thrip, &c., and are the safest ever made. Sample rolls, post-

free, twelve Stamps. Sold by all Seedsmen.
Patentee^

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES,
Victoria Street, Manchester.
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RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
AND

Accidents of All Kinds.
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. ISTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand,
TWO i-er Cent, oa CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100,
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Bums on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FuR TWO GUINEiS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS

I

15-oz., per 100

21-oz.,

In Stock Sizes,

ff a cj ( 12X10, 18X13, 18X11, 21X14

'i? al'\ 14X12,20X12, 18x16. 21 x Hi
XIJ.. ait.

I 1^x12, 16x14.20X1(5, 24x18, &c.

1^x3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Paints and Varniehes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square;

Matching, 1/9 ; 2x4, at ^rf. per foot run ; 2x7atld.
Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY
72. BisHOPSGATK Street Within, Lonhon, E.C.

CHEAPEST. ANT LENGTH.
ANT SIZE.

LISTH POST-

HEATHMAN,
2, Endell St., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

PARTNER WANTED, with Capital, to
eitend a FLORIST'S and SEED BUSINESS, near

London, A good opening in a town of H.ilOO inhabitants.

—

Address, A. W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WT"ANTED, a young MAN, as PROPAGATORW and GROWER. Must have pood references, and well

up in general Pot Plaots. Wages £1. with increase to a
suitable Man. — Apply to G. WATTS AND SONS. Palace
NuT9erie9, Bournemouth.

WANTED, a pushing MAN, about 3.5, as
PROPAGATOR and GROWER of Plants and Cut

Flowers. To manage a b-anch. One that can draw plans
preferred.—M .T. BROWN, Stamford.

ANTED, a Soft-wooded PROPAGATOR
and GROWER, for the Houses, under the Foreman.

—

State age. where gained experience, and wagt-a expected, to

H. J. K., Messrs. Nutting & Sons, iOtj, Southwark Street,

London, S.E.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for the Houses.—
Wages £l per week. No Bothy. Address full par-

ticulars as to age, ability, and experience, to B. H., 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C,

H^"
ERBACEOUS DEPARTMENT.—
WANTED, a thorough practical FOREMAN. State age,

wages required, and references to W. COOPER, Limited,
Horticultural Provider. Feltham, Middlesex.

WANTED, a young MAN, well up in Grow-
ing Plants for Cut Flowers. Must be well recommended.

State -wage* expected.—G. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

TVTANTED, AT ONCE, as IMPROVER
V V under Glass, in a Nursery, a Young Man (age 18 to 20),

active and willine, with slight knowledge of Inside Work.

—

T. S. BOULTON, The Nursery, 17, Tyrrell Road, East
Duhvich, S.E.

WANTED, AT ONCE, a strong, active
YOUTH, to work Inside and Out, and live in bothy.

—Apply, with full particulars, to G, TISSINQTON, Barlboro'

Hall, Chesterfield.

WANTED, in an important Horticultural
Establishment in Germany, a young man, as ENGLISH

CORRESPONDING CLERK.- Dne with a good Knowledge of

French preferred.— AppliCdtions, with copy of testimonials,

stating age, and salary required, to A, B. C, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand. London, W.C.

ANTED, an INVOICE CLERK.—Must
be smart and accurate, and accustomed to the Bulb

Trade. Salary 20s. per week.—Apply by letter only, B.,

13, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANTED, a young MAN, good Milker, Odd
Jobs.—KEMP, Missenden Abbey, Great Missenden,

Bucks.

WANTED, a young LADY ASSISTANT, in
a Florist's Shop. Good Wreath and Bomiuet-maker.

One used to London trade preferred.—Apply by letter to

B. MALLER AND SONS. Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

Gardeners. Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &;c.

DICKSON S, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

AiV/Aesi respectability, and thorough y practiczl a.1 their busi-

ness. All particulars od application.

Telegraphic and Pcstal Address—" DICKSONS, Chfster."

F SANDER AND CO, can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest reco Jimen-
datioDS. Telegraphic address, " DOWNIE, Edinburgh."

ARDENER (Head), and BAILIFF.—
Age 37; thoroughly conversant in all branches of the

profes'ion. Seven and a half years' good character, six years
previous.— G. WALKER, Edith Weston. Stamford, Rutland.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept. — Middle-aged, married, no encumbrance; life

experience. Fifteen yearo' good character. Abstainer.-
H. BLO WER, 6. Ilflmont Terrace, Nightingale Vale, Woolwich.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept, or
good Single-handed.—Age 30, single; sixteen years'

experifnee all round. Thirteen months' excellent character

from last place, live yeirs previously. Left through reducing
establishment. Disengaged.— A. AYLING, 20, GranvilleRoad,
Walthamstow.

GARDENER (Head, where two or more are
kept, or good "single-handed).—Age 40; married,

no family. Sixteen years in present situation. Leaving
through death of master. Suburbs preferred.—GARDENER,
20, St. Margaret's Grove, East Twickenham, Middlesex.

/ ^ ARDENEU (Head).—William Allen, late

VDr Head Gardener to Sir Geo. Russell. Bt., M. P.. Swallow-
field Park, Reading, and formerly Head Gardener to the late

Lord Hatherton, Teddesley Park, Stafford, is open to engage
to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical

man in all branches of gardening. Testimonials forwarded.

—

WM. ALLEN, Barlaston, Stoke-on-Trent.

ARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept; age ao.—T. Wade, for the past two years

Foreman at Croome Court, seeks engagement with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a reliable

energetic man. First-class references.—T. WADE, Croome
Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married.
Advertiser, with life experience in Noblemen's and

Gentlemen's establishments, seeks situation where a good all-

round man is required. Thoroughly competent in all

branches, both Inside and Out. Very highly recommended.

—

GARDENER, 4, Gordon Terrace, Wiverton Koad, Sydenham.

GARDENER (Head, where two are kept, or
good Single-handed).-Age 29, single ; twelve years'

all-round experience. Three years' good character from
present situation.— E. TREADWELL, The Gardens, Easoeye
Park, Ware, Herts.

ARDENER (Head) and ORCHID
GROWER.—Age 38. married; twenty-four jeirs' prac-

tical experience. Awarded several Medals from Royal Botanic
and Royal Horticultural Societies. First-class references.

Disengaged.—W. MAY, Sefton Lodge, Newmarket.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married when suited. Eighteen years' experience in

all branches. Satisfactory cause for leaving. Good eliaracter.

—C. A., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working), or GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF on small estate.—Capable of

taking entire management. Age 26. Good experieoce in all

garden work, holding two Certificates Science of Agriculture,
Highest references.-H. FIELDER. CatisHeld, Fa'eham. Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working), one or more
under; twenty years as Head.—Age 44, married, one

child, grown up. Energetic Fruit, Fern, Flower, and Vegetable
Grower, Four and a half years' personal character. Under-
stands Stock.—WILLIS, Bletchley Road, Bletchley, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 30, married, one child ; good

all-round man. Highest references ; five years Head in present
situation.—H. HUNT, Bull Lane, Ely, Cambs.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Thorough experience in Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening.

—

GARDENER. 103, Hambro Road, Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working),—Age 39,
married, no family. Late Head Gardener to Lord

Algernon Percy, twelve years. Only cause of leaving breaking
up of establishment. First-class Plant and Fruit Grower.
Life experience in first-class establishments. Good all-round
Gardener in all branches. Highest references as to character
and ability. Disengaged.—JAMES SHILLING, 9, Park Mews,
Kilburn, London.

ARDENER (Head Woeking).—Age 31,
married. A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend a

thoroughly practical man who .is leaving jhia service through
no fault.—J. KEMP, Shalimar, Ewell, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married; .thoroughly practical in every branch, in-

cluding Orchids, and well understands the requirements of a
large establishment. Eleven years' good character. — F.
SOMERFORD, 7, Augustine Cottages, Brook Lane, Cheshunt,
Herts.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Thirteen
years' experience in all branches. Gooti Plaut and

Fruit grower. Excellent character and references. Abstainer.
—W. H. WATERS, Charlton Road, Keynsham, Bristol.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept.—Thorough good all-round practical

experience in all branches, both Inside and Out. Nearly five

years' excellent reference, and well recommended,—H. W.
THOMSON, 120, Albany Street, Regent's Park, London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—No Vines.
Thoroughly understands Flower and Kitchen Gardens.

Wife Laundress. Good reference. — F. KETTLE, Bagg'g
Cottages, Six Ashes, Bridgnorth, Shropshire.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 31,
married. A Lady highly recommends. Thorough in

all branches, including Orchids. Left tli rough reducing
estatlishment. Abstainer. — FARWELL. 2'J, Blackhealh
Vale, Blackheath, Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working), or FORE-
MAN, in a Large Establishment.— Mr. J. Simmons,

Gardener to the Dowager Lady Howard De Walden, De
Walden House. Eastbourne, wishes to recommend W. Down
(age 28), who has been Foreman in these gardens for two
years, as above.

G"'
ARDENER (Head Woukinq).—Age 37,
married ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Tomatos, Melons, Flowers, and Vegetables of all kinds.
Excellent character.-GARDENER, Dragon Street, Petersfield,
Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working), where tno^or
three are kept.—Age 27, single; eleven years' practical

experience in Cucumbers, Melons. Vines, Peaches. Siove and
Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen Garden. Three years as Foreman,
—J. JACKSON, Kingswaldenbury. Hitchin.

i GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
Vj thoroughly practical. Experienced in all branches.
Early and Late Forcing. Can also grow for Market if re<iuired.
Excellent references.—E. D., 13, Whyke Lane, Chichester.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept ; age 34, married, small family.—

A

Gentleman desires to recommend his Gardener who has had
twenty years' experience. Wife could take Dairy or Poultry.
—A. WKLHAM, 5, Albert Terrace, Crescent Road, Brentwood,
Essex,

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept.—Age So, siugle; life experience ia

all branches. Excellent references.—P. HANCE, 103, Catford
Hill, Catford, S.E.

ARDENER (Head Working), where three
or more are kept.—Age 33, married, two children. Life

experience in all branches; twelve years in Nobleman's
Gardens.-GEORGE DRAKE, Glemsford, Suffolk.

ARDENER (Head Working). — Good
Grower of Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Stove Plants, and

Vegetables. Age 48. Good character and testimonials. Wife
good Lauodress.-S., 2, Sunnyside Cottages, Cowper Road,
Harpenden, Herts.

rGARDENER (Head Working).— Age 31,
V!X married. Life experience. Seven years as Head. Four
years' good character, three and five previous.—F. J. ASH-
DOWN, Pine Wood, Witley, Godalming.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 31,
married, no family.—T. Weaver. Oakley Hall, Basing-

stoke, can recommend a man as above ; fifteen years' expe-
rience. Inside and Out. Good testimonials.
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GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HA.NDED).—Age 26; Heap Gardenei can recommend

his aecoad, as above. With me six years ; five years previous

Good character; very steady and obliKing. Married.—PUC-
LAND, West Street. Burgess Hill. Sussex.

/^AHDENEK (Head, or good Single-
\jr HANDED).—Middle age; good expen^oce; no family;

good characters ; wife useful, if required.—BLAOKMAN, 1-^2,

bt. Albans Koad, Newtown, Dartiord.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 2?,^ married ; highest referenced. Strongly recom-

mended by P. McArthur, 4. Maida Vale. W.—H. M., 7, Wilson

Street, Winchmore Hill, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second)
;

age 28.—A Lady wishes to recommend her Gardener

as above; leaving in consequence of breaking up establish-

ment.—Mrs. JOHNSTON. Peacock House, Willesden Green.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with
Help).—Age 26; well-up in Flowers, Fruit, and Vege-

tables, Chrvsinthemums being a specialty. Life experience.

-GARDENER, Belmont, Cbigwell,

ARDENER (Single-handed). —Age 20;
married, two in family. Fourteen years' experience

with Vines. Peaches, Melons, Mushrooms, Tomatos, Flower

and Kitchen Garden, &c.— E. S., 30, Prospect Road, Childs'

Hill, Heodon.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
—Age 27, married; experienced in Growing Flowers,

Fruit, and Vegetables. Two years' good character from last

place.—W. KEEN, 1, Ebeuezer Cottages, Grange Road,

Willesden Green, N.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
—Age 27 ; twelve years' practical experience, Insiiio

and Out. Good reference.—K. A. TANDRIDQE, Post Offi e,

Qodstone, Surrey.

GARDiiNER (good Single - Handed). —
Age 27. married, no family. Thoroughly experienced in all

branches of Gardening, Excellent character.-Q., Milton

Vicarage. Sittingbourne.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or good
Second).—Married, without family ; thoroughly expe-

rienced bjlli under Glass and Outside. Good references.—

T. TURNER. 74, Philip Street. Chestev
.

GARDENER, where assistance is given, or
Single-handed.—Age 36, single ; understands the

general routine of Flower aud Kitchen Garden Work.-A. M.
THORPS, Ruscombe, near Beading, Berks.

GARDENER, where other help is given.

—

Age 33; has a good knowledge of Gardening, Indoors

and Out. Eight [years' good character.-R. WARNE, The
Lodge. Warfield Hall. Bracknell. Berks.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five are
kept, or JOURNEYMAN in a larger place.—Age 21;

eight years* and a half experience Inside and Out. Good
testimonials and references.—W. WILLIAMS, Hazeley Heath,
Wiachfield, Hant«.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 24 ; ten years'
experience in all branches. Good character.—A. OLIVER,

Church Place, Great Bookham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second).—W, Davies, Gar-
dener, Quarry Mouse. Newent, Gloucester, wishes to

recommend A. Fishpool to any Gardener requiring a good
practical Man ; four years as Second here.

GARDENER (Second or Third), where four
or five are kept.— J. Treadwell can with confidence

recommend a young man that has been with him four years.

—

Please state particulars to *' Timaru," Chislehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Third, where four kept, or
otherwise).

—

Head Gakdener wishes to recommend a
young married Man, no fe^mily, as above. Understands outside
work well ; good references.—W. B. 3, Station Buildings,
Catford, S.E.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; five years'
experience. Inside and Out. Excellent character.

—

J. KIRKLAND, Market Place, Tickhill, vi& Rotberham.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
—Age 23 ; nine years' experience, Inside and Out.

Ckrad references.—W. S., Gardeners' ChronicU Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C

ANAGER of FLUKIaT'S BUSINESS.—
Well experienced in Buying, Selling, Estimates, Book-

keeping, and Correspondence. Excellent refeiences.—ALPHA,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

ANAGER, FOREMAN, or GROWER.
—Age 26 ; thirteen years' experience. My son is open

to engage.—TRADE, Stephen Castle, Ashford Vineries,
Fordingbridge, Hants.

RCHID GROWER.— Eight years' expe-
rience in the chief Nurseries. Uoed to Imported Stuff

and good Collections. Well recommended.—H. HABVEY,
b7, Belleville Road. Wandsworth Common, S.W.

ROWER or SALESMAN.-Twelve years
in a leading London Nursery. Well up in Palms, Ferns,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &c.— L., 218, Kilburn
Park Road, Paddington, London, N.W.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 31;
fifteen years' good experience in all kinds of Market

Stuff, Wreaihs, Btuquets, &c.—W., John Woods, Hartford,
Huntingdon.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 25;
ten years' experience in Ferns, Stove, Carnationa, and

General Market Flowering and Pot Stuff; also Tomatos

and Cucumbers, and all kinds of Bedding. Good references —
L. C Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER, General
Nursery Stuff, or Rose Grower. Inside and Out —Age ZO,

married ; fourteen years' experience.—T. NASH, 16, Stanley

Terrace. Lower Weston, Batb,

PROPAGATOR and GROWER in a Nursery,
well up in Fuchsias, Marguerites, Geraniums. Carna-

tions. Roses. Ferns. Chrysanthemums. Tomatos, Cucumbers,

and general work.—G. W..41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (Fibst),
Inside.— G. Parks, Berry Hill Gardens, Mansfield, would be

pleased to recommend a young Man, as above. Twelve years'

experieaco.

OREMAN, in a Private Establishment.-
Age 2t5; Twelve years' practical experience. Excellent

character from last and previous places.—J. FRANCIS, Church
Street, Madeley, Salop. ^
FOREMAN, in the Houses, or Inside and Out.

—Age 24 ; good characters; two and a half years in last

place.—.!. MEBRICK, The Gardens, Hendrefoilan.nr. Swansea.

U'OREMAN, Outside.—Age 28 ; in private
Jl establishment. Understands Inside Work if require<i.

Experienced in good places. Well recommended. Total

abstainer.—FOREMAN, Mr. Lane, Florist, 227, Brixton Road.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; ten years' experience
with Vine^, Peaches Melons, Cucumbers. Stove and

Greenhouse Plant?, &c. Good references.—HEAD GARDENER,
Witton Park, North Walsham.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, or GROWER.— Young Man,
age 2*5, seeks situation : twelve years' experience in

Market Nurseries ;
good character.— .7. T, CREED, Moat

NurMeries, East Grinstead.

L^OREMAN, in a good establishment.—Age 30

;

JL sixteen years' experience in first-class places. Good
references from past and present employers.—Q. TUCKER,
Elvaston Castle, Derby.

F~OREMAN, Inside ; age 2o.—Mr. C, Savkoar
would be glad to recommend W. Hawkins, to any Gar-

dener who requires a thorough good all-round man.—The
Gardens. Lypiatt Park, Stioud, GIos,

FOREMAN, or good Single-handed. —
Age ^5, married. Over ten years' experience. Good

character from all places where employed. Fruit and Plants.

—H. G., 2, Devon Villas. Suoningdale.

J^j^OREMAN, age 20.

—

Mr. Clinging, gardener
to L. Wallace, Es(]., Sanderstead Court, Croydon, can

with confidence recommend his Foreman, who has been with
him two years.

LTUREMAJV or .Jl»LJKNE\MaN in good
JO Establishment.- Excelli^nt references from last and pre-

viousplaces.—T.R.,15, Oaborne Terrace, Westoe, South Shields.

ANDSCAPE FOREMAN, with large practi-
cal experience, is open to an engagement. The highest

references as to ability and cliaracter.— G., Roxwell Cottage,

Harrow Weald, Stanmore. Middlesex.

J^
OURNEYMAN.— Age 24 —F. Mills, The
Gardens, Appleby Hall, Atheratone, cin confidently

recommend Thomas Evans as ab3ve. Has been with him
three years.

JOUKNEVMAN, in the Houses, under a
goiid Foreman.—Age 20; six years' experience. Botliy

preferred. Excellent references.— F. PURCHAS, Cannon
Hall. Barnsley. _^
JOURNEYMAN (Inside).-Age 22; steady,

sober, and industrious. H. Bryant, Gardener to Sir

Edmund Hardinge, Bart., Fowler's Park, Hawkhurst, Kent,
will be pleased to recommend a young man as above.

JOURNEYMAN (First). — Age 23; nine
years' experience. Well recommended. Leaving through

reduction. Two years previous at Albury Park.—C. H.
KICHABDSON, The Gardens, Ketton Hall, Stamford.

JOURNEYMAN, Under, in a good place.—
Age 21 : good references.—A. YOUNG, West End Cottage,

Ebbesbourne, Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN, in a large place, or Second
where three or lour are kept —Age 2.3 ; well up to his

work. Highest references.— G. K., Beechwood Lodge, Reigate,

Surrey.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age :iO ; nearly five years' experience. Good references.

C. L.. 36, Buckingham Road, London, N.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.— Young
man, age 20; five years' good character.—J. SIMMOKS,

The Gardens. Hampton Lodge. Stourton, near Stourbridge.

OURNEYMAN (age 18) seeks a situation

in a good Private Place or Market Nursery
; good refer-

ence and experience.—MORLAND, The Gardens, Goodrich

Court. Ross. Herefordshire.

OURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Under).
Inside or Inside and Out. — A Gardener's eon seeks

situation as above. —Age 19; six years' experience.-R. S.,

Ivy Cottage, Osbastone, Hinckley.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.
—Age 23 ; eight years' experience.—U. WESTBY, The

Gardens, Renishaw Hall, near Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside, — Eight
years' experience.-J. UIBjon. Hardener to Earl Cowley,

Draycot Gardens, Chippenham, Wilts, will be pleased to
recommend J. DANCER. Draycot Gardens. Chippenham, Wilts.

XMFROVER (Inside), by a Gardeners son.—
Age 21 ; six years' practical experience in a large garden.

Would give a good premium. — F. CUTHBERT. Florist
Thetford.

TMPROVER.—Lad (17) wants situation in
-L good Garden or Nursery. Been apprenticed and had
nearly three years' experience Inside and Out.—PALMER,
Northcote, St. Ives. Hunts.

"I MPROVER, in a good establishment, under a
-i- good Gardener.—Has worked two years in a (larden.
Premium not objected to.—For further pariiculars acnlv to
J. ILES, Finstock, Oxford.

^^'

IMPROVER, — Young Man wants situation
(mostly Outside) in good Fruit Nursery or Market Garden

;any part of England. Excellent references. Would take low
Wages, and Lodge out. State full particulars. — JAMBS
JENKINS, Mr. Stonehewet, Congleton, Cheshire.

rMPROVER,—Youth (age 17) requires aA situation in a Gentleman's Garden as Improver. In and
Out. Three and a half years' good character.—S. HARDING
Farnboruiigli. R S.U., Kent.

'

IMPROVER, Inside or Out.—Situation wanted
for a Lad (age 17). Tall, strong, and williug to learn.

Excellent references.—H. HIGGIN, The Firs, Qt. Missenden,
Bucks.

IMPROVER.—Gardener's son (age 19) requires
situation in the Gardens. Five years' espeneuce Inside

and Out. Well recommended.—Mr. F. LAWRENCE, Park
Corner, Brimpton, near Reading.

''po GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
-L youth, age 19, in a Gentleman's Garden. Four years' good
character.-E. CREDLAND, Oroton Rectory, Nottingham.

To GARDENERS, &c.—Situation wantecThi
the Kit<:hen Garden or Pleasure Grounds, by a young

Man, single. Good character from last place.— .1. R., 4, Elm
Terrace, Brookdale Road, Caiford, Kent.

O GARDENERS, &o.—Young Man, age 21,
seeks situation in Gentleman's Garden or Nursery,

willing to be useful. Inside and Out ; two years' good character.
— N. CARPENTER, Lougeross, Chertsey.

GARDENERS.—Situation wanted, by a
youth (age 18), in aGentlem.n's Garden. Over three

years' good characcer. — ROWLAND, 11, Andover Road,
Winchester.

TO GARDENERS.—Lad (17) wants situation
under a Gardener. Would like to live on premises, and

would make himself gener.tlly useful. Has had a little expe-
rience. Can be well recommended.-H. MILWARD, 4J, St,
John's Road, Oxford.

^PO NURSERYMEN.—A young Man (age 21)
JL seeks a situation in the Housei under a good Foreman.
Six years' practical experience in large Nurseries. Well up in
growing Stove and Greenhouse Stuff; also in Wreaths and
Crosses. Excellent character.-S. L ,23, Bute Street, Queen's
Gate, South Keoeington, S.W.

O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
a young Man (age 24), Nine years' experience la

Cyclamens, Vrimulas, Chrysauthemums, Liliumn, Tuberoses,
Geraniums. Cucumbers, Tomatos; also used to Forcing and
Hunching Lily of the Valley.—C. EDMONDS, 2, Beavis Street,
Shirley, Southampton.

GARDENERS.—A Youth, age 19, to
assist in the Houses in a Gentleman's GarJen and Nur-

sery ; four years' experience.—T. ELCOME, Preston Cottage,
New Barnet, Herts.

TO GARDENERS.—A young man requires
situation to work in garden; single, age 30; five years

present place; no objeotion to horse or cow.—D. GAYDEN,
Hertford Hea'h, near Hertford.

''PRAVELLER.—Advertiser, connected with a
JL well-known Firm, seeks an engagement 8s above. Good
connection, and thoroughly experienced in Orchids. Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. Knowleilge of French.—E. W., Lower
Street, Cleobury Mortimer, Shropshire.

SALESMAN, BUYER, or TRAVELLER.—
Good experience. Excellent references.—BUSINESS, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN, or BOOKKEEPER.— Age 33.

O Thoroughly experienced in all branches; tirst-claas refer-

ences.—W., 7, Great Colmore Street, Birmingham.

THE GREAT SUCCESS that has rewarded
the philanthropic efforts to provide the public with good

music in our parks, is shown by the large appreciative crowds
who linger, with evident delight, near the various bandstands.

The creation of the healthy taste for harmony will, in time,

yield good fruit in giving the people a liking for a higher state

of civilisation, and a yearning for that which is good, noble, and
true. HOLLOWAY'S remeuiea work a similar miracle with

the organisation of the body. The PILLS, by their purifying

influence, ckanse the blood, and the OINTMENT gives strength

and energy to the system. Disease is driven out of its strong-

hold, and health once again resumes its sway.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF AVALES.

MACKENZIE (ST^MONCUR
AJ^ — ©/

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW-43, St. Andrew's Cross.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS °^ ^'1^:'^^^^^.^'^:^'''
IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

HEATING.
^ PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHURCHES,^-
*^ ''>. SCHOOLS, etc., heated in the most efficient manner, f

AMONGST OUR PATRONS ARE-
H.E.H. THE PRINCE OF WALKS; H R H. THE DUKE OF YORK;

HIS Grace THE DUKE OF FIFE;
His GrjCE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER; H.M. BOARD OF W0RK9;

THE ADMIRALTY, ETC.

SPLENDID ILLUSTRATED C A T A L O G tJ E

^V. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, &fc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOXISES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

' Paxtou's Calendar," New Edition, " The Cot-

tagers' Calendar of Garden Operations,"

Price 3d.; post-free, 3\d. 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Soliciting Orders.

HCANNELL AND SONS' CATALOGUE of
• CARNATIONS, PtCOTEES and PINKS, is ready, and

they will be pleased to tend same post-free. Their collection

is well-koown to be the largest and best kept. Their stock is

in every way splendid, and those for wioter-blooming are in

fine condition and ready for re-pottinp and will flower all the
season. Mrs. H, Cannell is the best of ibis class, \s. 6d. each,

15s. per dozen. Special price tor large quantities,
SWANLEY. KENT.

y
The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Qrapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 61., post free. 5s. 6ii.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

BULBS.—Pot now for Christmas Flowers :
—

Roman Hyacinths, Lilium candidum, Star of Bethlehem,

10, Is.; 100, 7s. 6^. Freet-ias. Narcissus grandiflora. Double
Roman, 10, Is. ; 100, 5s. Narcissus, Paper-white, Campernell
Jouiiuil?, 10, M. ; 100,4s.

Amateur's BULB LEXICON, Irf. stamp.
LOADER, Addiugton Grove, Sydenham, London, S.E.

Now Ready. _
SUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE FOR 1894.

—Beautifully Illustrated with numerous EugraviuRs,

and a handsome Coloured Plate of Cannes, and containing

accurate descriptions of the choicest varieties of bulbous

flowering roots, with clear hints on their successful cultivation,

the whole being bound in exquisitely illuminated covers.

SUTTON'S BULBS. GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN, RSAOINO.

S. WILLIAMS AND SONS' IMPROVED
• MUSHROOM SPAWN, the finest in cult vatioQ for

Outdoor and Indoor Culture. Per bushel, 6i. ; per cake, M.
Per cake, free by Parcel Post. Is.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hol loway, London, N,

HRYSANTHEMUMS, 200 for Sale cheap,
to clear; 72 varieties, in m, 24, and 16-size pots.

O. WELTON, 21, Purser's Cross Road, Fulham, S.W.

^n C\C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
tJU^V/vV/ all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 13 in.

to 16 in., at 30«. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40». per 100;

38 in. to 21 in., at 58s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75i. per 100;

10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN: 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

ARCISSUS BULBS.—Double White, line

strain, 15s. per 1000, on rail. Sample 100, by post, for ;!s.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

Strawberries.

FINE COLLECTION of the best varieties

can be supplied. Orders thou'd be booked now.
Descriptive C.ATALOUUE post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS AND SON, Sawbridgeworth.

H

A
ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,

Cyphpediums, Odootoglossums, &0., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side, Southgate, London, N.

UNYARD'S KENT STRAWBERRIES.
Best plants of finest sorts. New LIST free.

GEORGE BUNYABD AND CO., Old Nurseries. Maidstone.

YPRIPEDIUM CHARLESWORTHI, in

Bud.—Rstablished, unflowered, guaranteed. The finest

varieties; sure to be something new. On approbation.

Price ."is. 3d. carriage pjid. Catalogue free.

LEEDS ORCHId;C0., Roundhay, Leeds.

BULBS for Forcing Purposes.—Early White
Roman Hyacinths, Polyanthus Narcissus, Freesia8,Lilium8

Harrisii and candidum, and all others. Best qualities only.

Prices most moderate. Catalogue No. 441, post-free on applica-

tion.—DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

VJUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP,—Thousands
O to (elect from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR. The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W.

Peaches. Nectarines, and Melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COMMISSION. Terms 5 per cent. References, any
London Fruit Broker, or London & County Bank, C. G. Branch.

ANTED, 2,000 GERANIUM CUTTINGS
of the following kinds:— Henri .Tacoby, Flower of

Spring, Red Vesuvius. vVhite Vesuvius, Christine, Crystal

Palace Gem, Bijou, and Mrs. Turner, 250 of each kind. State

price to G. COOK, The Gardens, Welton Manor, Louth, Lines.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,—
Vesuvius, West Brighton Gem, Chelsea Gem, and

Mrs, Lever. Price Rpr 1000.

GOLD, Southfields Nursery, Wandsworth,

ANTED, IVY MADEIRENSIS VARIE-
GATA. State heisht. price, and quantity, to —
W. KEAVE, Uami-tju Court, Middletez,

FOR SALE, 30 Plants of EUCHARIS, in

11-inch pots, showing flower. What offers?

W. A. MILLER, Underley, Kirkby Lonsdale.

ILU GARDENING. — Plant Hartland's
Cheap Offer of Vm Sioo and Irish Princeps Daffodils,

Blue Bells, &c.. at very low prices. Apply to—
WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND. Seedsman, F.R.H.8., Cork.

EW STRAWBERRY.—Royal Sovereign, in

pot., £4 per 100 ; from ground, £2 per 100. Many other

varieties, including Sensation, John Ruskin, Competitor, and
Noble.—JOHN PEED AND SONS, The Nurseries, Mitcham
Road, Streatham.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners of

Thury, Noble, Paxton, President, and others.

500, 20s. ; 100, 4s. 6i/. ; 20, Is., carriage paid for cash. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON, Driffield.

FOR SALE, to make room. — 2 Alsophila
australis. 2 Phoenix reticulata, 2 Chamoerops humilis,

and 1 Asplenium Nidus ; this is a most splendid specimen, and

they are all very large plants.-Apply to Mr. HOPKINS, The
Gardens. Barton Seagrove Hall, Kettering.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4| to 6 inches,

impossible to surrass, 10s. 6<f. per 100. SPANISH
IBIS, Is. per 100. GLADIOLI, The Bride, Is. Zd. per 100,

BULB LIST free. Samples on receipt of postage,

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

GAY LILIES of sorts, for Conservatories,
Gardeu Parties, or any other decorations. Thousands

are now in flower in pots, and coming into bloom, at WILLIAM
BULL'S Establishment for New and Bare Plants, 63B, King's

Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

KRELAGE'S^ PARROT TULIPS
(See Gad. Chron., May 12, 1894),

And all DirrOH BULBS, and new or rare BULBOirS
PLANTS, true to name and cf the best quality only, at cheap

prices. Descriptive CATALOGUE now ready, and may be

had free on application to E. H. KBEL4GE AND SON,
Bloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem. Holland. Established 1811.

Prize Cob Filberts and otner Fruit Trees.

MR, COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed iu

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEORGE WATTE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBEET, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,

Southgate, N . Established 1797.

ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MUKRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

w

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gal on of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house tiees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
parafGn is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boote dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade,

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London. _^_

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FABMILOE AND SONS. Lead, Glass, Oil, and

Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St .. West Smithfield, London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H,M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept,, Royal Hort. Soo..

Royal Botanic Soc. Parks and Public Kiiildinss, Patentees ot

the Duplex Upright Tubular BoUers, Kinn's Rd., Chel8ea,S.W,
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION BOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68. CHEAPSrDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Ellllngdon Heath, near Uzbrldge.
(Two miles from West Drayton Station.)

TRADE SALE of beantifuUy-Krown STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Wm. Whiteley to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Whiteley's Nurseries, Hillinp;don

Heath, Uibridge, on THURSDAY NEXT, Sept. 6, at 11 o'clock
precisely, in consequence of the large number of lots,

15,000 FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS and ORCHIDS,
in excellent condition, comprising

—

2000 Orchids
2000 Double White Primulas
100 Eucharis
500 Crotons
100 Gardenias

3000 Palms
4000 Ferns
lOOO Carnations
1000 Roses
500 Euonymus

Also Pancratiums, Ficus, Pandanus, Chrysaotliemums, Iman-
tophyllums. Hydrangeas, Grevilleas, Coleus, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
OD the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside,
London, EC.
N.B. — Conveyances will meet certain trains at West

Drayton on morning of Sale (see Catalogue), to convey
intending purchasers to the Nurseries.

Friday Next. — Without Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by S. G. Lutwyche, Esq., of Eden Park

(who is coutemplating making alterations to hia Glasshouses),

to SELL by AUCTION, at their Ceatral Sale Rooms. 67 and 68.

Cheapside. London. E.C. on FRIDAY NEXT. September 7, at
12.30 o'clock, 100 lots of choice, clean, well-grown. Orchids in

vigorous and robust health, without reserve. Amongst them
will be found :

—
Dendrobium Wardlanum

album
,, crassinode album
,, nobile nobilius, extra fine

piece from original

plant

,, hybrid Roebelingianum,
very rare

,, hybrid splendidissimum
fine piece

,, nobile, with pure white
sepals and petnla

,, hybrid Lutwyeheanum
(Wardianum Lowii x
splendidissimum
superbum)

,, nobile Cooksooii

,, nobile Sanderse
,, hybrid Dominiaoum
„ hybrid Cassiope

„ hybrid Melanodiscua
,, hybrid Owenianum

hybrid Melanopthalmum
Cattleya aurea, in sheath

Also 350 Lots of Established Orchids from Mejara.
Lewis & Co., and others.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Leelia elegans
,, anceps Fostermanni

Cattleya Lawrenceanum
,, Warnerii. dark var,

,, Schofieldiana
Lycaste plana rubroglossa
Lycaste Skinneri alba, large

flowered variety

Vanda Benisouiana
,, teres

Cypripediam Charlesworthii,
in flower

,, See^erianum
,, insigne fuscatum
,, Dautheri superbum
,, Rothschildianum
,, Schroeder^e

,, Javanicum superbiens

,, Lathomianum
Masdevallia hybrid Falcata

,, hybrid Hincksiana
,, hybrid Heathii

,, Veitchii grandiflora

,, Roezlii, true

W. L.

Upper Edmonton.
Five minutes' walk from Angel Road, and eight minutes'

from Silver Street Railway Stations.

NINTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE
of POT-PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. H. B. May to SELL by AU :;TI0N, on

the Premises, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton, on
MONDAY. September 10, at 11 o'Clock punctually (there being
upwards of 15U0 lots), the following unusually

WELL-GROWN STOCK :—
TEA ROSES, in Pots, the grandest lot ever offered, including

estra strong well ripened plants of M. Niel, W. A.
Richardson.

CLIMBING NIPHETOS, CLIMBING PERLE DES JARDINS,
and other beat sorts for forcing, these are especially tine.

CRIMSON RAMBLER.
FERNS, many thousands, in various sizes.

TREE CARNATIONS, including Duke of York (hnc new
crimson). Winter Cheer. Miss Joliffe Improved, Mrs. A.
Hemstey, and other best winter-tlowering sorts, also large
quantities of Old Crimson Cloves. &c.

BOUVARDIAS, large quantities of all the best sorts.

FICUS ELASTICA VARIEGATA, an extra fine stock of this
beautiful plant.

CROTONS, a splendid lot of beautifully-coloured plants.
PALMS, consisting of tine specimens of Kentias. Arecas, Cocoa,

Qeouomas. &c., also great quantities of smaller plants,

GENISTAS, unusually fine bu»hy stuff.

SOLANUMS. bubhyand well-berried.

CYCLAMEN. DOUBLE PRIMULAS. EUPHORBIAS. POIN-
SETTIAS. AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, and other useful
Flowering Plants.

HYDRANGEAS, well-ripened for early forcing.

LAPAGERIAS, AMPEL0PSI3 and PASSIFLORAS.
CLEMATIS. JACKMANI SNOW WHITE. JACKMANI, and

other leading wort?.

IVIES, choice Variegated sorts.

ASPIDISTRAS. ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, FICUS ELASTIOA,
GREVILLEAS. ARALIAS, and a great variety of other
Uieful flowering and foliage plants. Large quantities of
small Heaths, Genistas, &c., for growing on.

May be viewed. Catalogues maybe had on the Premises;
and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, Kent, S.E.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE.

To commence punctually at 11 o'clock, there being upwards
of 1400 Lots.

The Stock being of the same exceptionally high-class
always offered at this Nursery.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Burnt Ash Road Nurseries,

Lee, Kent. S.E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, and within a
mile of Blackheath or Grove Park Station, S.E. Railway, on
TUESDAY, September 11, at 11 o'Clocl precisely, without
reserve, a remarkably well - grown stock of WINTER -

FLOWERING HEATHS and other—

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Consisting of— 15.000 Erica hyemalis, 2000 Erica gracilis. 1000
Erica Cavendishii, 6U0 Erica Caffra (all well set with bloom-
buds). 2000 Ampelopsis Veitchii, 1500 Epacris to name, 1000

Borooia megastigma, and others; lOUO Grevillea robusta, 4000
Genistas. 5000 Solanum capsicastrum, well berried ; 100.' Adi-

antum cuueatum. lOOU Lomaria gibba, 800 Tea Roses, in pots
;

2O0O Bouvardias. of sorts ; 1000 Palms, of sorts ; li 00 Cyclamen
pers'cum, .5^0 Crotons, beautifully coloured ; 1000 Aralia Sie-

boldii, 1000 Double Primulas, with a large quantity of young
Erica hyemalis, gracilis, and other sorts ; Aralia Sieboldii,

Ferns, and Genistas, all in 60-pot3 for growing on.

The Stock is now on view. Catalogues may be had on the
Premises; at the Seed Warehouse, 6'. High Street. Lewisham ;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

South Woodford. George Lane Station.
UNRESERVED ANNUAL SALE.

The Plants offered in this Sale are of superior quality. They
have been grown in New Greenhouses, in the pure air of

Epping Forest, and cannot fail to give purchasers entire

satisfaction.

A Catalogue of many thousands of

WINTER-FLOWERING & OTHER PLANTS
including

20,000 Erica hyemalis
3.000 Erica hyemalis alba
2,000 Erica Caftra
S.Ol'O Tree Carnations
4,000 Erica gracilis

lO.OuO Genista fragrans

6,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii,

3 feet

2.000 Lapageria rosea auperba
6.000 Cychmen persicum

(Fraser's 3uperb strain)

2,000 Passiflora, Constance
Blliott and cuerulea

6,000 V.ariegated and other
Iviea

1,000 Climbing Roses, in pots

10,000 Clematis Jachmannii
and other best named
sorts

200 Marechal Kiel Poses.
10 to 12 feet

1,000 Tea-scented Roses, in

pota
1,000 Deutzia gracilis, estab-

lished in pots, for

earliest forcing

10.000 Bouvardias, includiog
a lot of "President
Cleveland "

5,0!)0 Solanums, beautifully
beri ied

l.O'O Ceanothus in variety

Together with considerable quantities of ARAUCARIA
EXCKLSA, LONICERAS of sorts. Scarlet Trumpet HONEY-
SUCKLES, Hardy FUCHSIAS, White JASMINES of sorts,

Turner's new sensational ROSE, CRIMSON RAMHLER.
Also a large number of small ERICAS and GENISTAS for

potting on; several lots of fine specimen GREE.V HOLLIES
of various kinds, and Austrian PINES.

Which will be SOLD by AUCTION, by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, on
the Premises, the Nurseries, South Woodford, Essex,

on WEDNESDAY, September 12, at 10 for 11 o'clock precisely,

by order of Mr. John Fraser (without reserve), in consequence
of the number of lots.

May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, E.G., and Leytonstone. E.

Extract from the Great Eastern Time Table.

FenchurchSt ]s m
Liverpool St. ^*41

George Lane 19 2i

... ,9 51
9 21 ...

i) 6S 1023

1011

1037

1013 1116

loie 1149

1148
1219

Vi-ih

12»«i

1268
1 3;1 43
1 2612 13

Change at Stratford.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULB3.- GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 & 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C, EVERY DAY, at 12 o'clock, large

consignments of tirst-cla-s HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCU.-',
NARCISSUS, and olher BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Priv.ite Eiivcrs. Also RO.\IAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUiM CANDIDUM. SNOWDROPS, &c.

Oo view morning of Sales, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next -Without Reserve.
A CONSIGN.MENT, RECEIVED DIRECT, OF

DENDROBIUM CRUENTUM,150
Probably the finest lot ever imported, large and small plants

alike, and all in perfect condition, and will soon flower.
Some plants are extraordinarily fine; bulb^ nearly 2 feet

loug, thick, and plump. Every plant is offered, and all

will be sold on the tree branches, aa they were found
growing.

Also 12 PlHuts of a DENDROBIUM not known ; flowers pink,
and sometimes white with crimson labellums in clusters of

fifty or more. Very free-blooming bulbs, 3 feet long.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAY

NEXT, September 7, at half-past 12 o'Clock.
On view m3ruiu^ of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Enfield Hlgh'way, N.
The Brimsdown Nurseries, adjoining Brirasdown Statioo,

TWENTY-SLXTH ANNtTAL TRADE SALE of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer, to SELL by AUCTION,

at The Brimsdown Nurseries, Green Street, Enfield Highway,
N.,on THURSDAY, September \?j. 1894, at 11 o Clock punc-
tually, in consequence of the unusually large number of 1300
lots, without reserve, about 60,COO remarkably well-grown

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Mostly in 48-pots, and fit for immediate Sale, consisting of

20 000 WINTER-FLOWERING HEATHS,
Including Hyemalis, Gracilis. Willmoreana, Hybrida,

Candidissima, Ventricosa, &c.

3000 TREE and other CARNATIONS.
Including Winter Cheer, Mrs. Moore. Joliffe Improved, La
Keige, Prince of Orange, &c. Also a fine lot of Mdlle. Theresa

Franco. Duke of York, Mrs. Hemsley, &c.

1500 TEA ROSES. IN POTS,
Consisting of The Bride, Niphetos.C. Mermet, Marechal Niel,
Climbing Niphetos. Gloire de Dijon. Mme. de Watteville, Perle
des Jardins, W. A. Richardson, L'ldeale. Madame C. Testout,
&c, 150 Turner's New Rose " Crimson Rambler." 500U
Solanums, exceptionally well berried ; lOuO Ferns. Adiantums,
Polypodiums, &c. ; 500 Aspidistra ; S'^OO Bouvardias, leading
sorts ; 1000 Ampelopsis Veitchii, Clematis Jackmani, &c. ; 5000
Genista fragrans ; 10.000 young Heaths and Genistas, in 60-

pots, for growing on ; 500 Crotons, beautifully coloured ; ICOO
Palms, in variety ; 1000 Zonal Geraniums, new and leading
varieties; 200 Bougainvillea glabra and Sanderina ; 610
Epacris, to name ; 1000 Grevillea robusta; 1000 Passitloras,
large quantities of Ficus, Begonias. Poinsettias, Euphoibia
jacquina'fiora, Callas, Aralias, Abutilons, New Hybrid Cras-
Hulas, &c. ; also Stove Climbers, including Taxonias, Stepha-
Dotis, Allamandas, &c.

DIPLADENIA BREARLEYANA. and OTHERS.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may bs

had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67
and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.
N.B.—The whole of the Stock is in first rate condition. The

Ericas and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot offered
at tliis Nursery for many years; the former being very well
set for flower, and the Solanums unusually well berried.

Sidcup, Kent, S E.
About ten minutes' walk from the New Eltham (late Pope

Street) Station. S.E.R.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING

HEATHS, partitularly well-grown and beautifully set
with flower, ROSES, and other stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the premises, the Longlanda

Nursery, Sidciip. S.E., on FRIDAY, SEPTEMBEK 11, aC
11 o'clock, by^ order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans, an enor-
mous quantity of unusually well-grown plants, compribiog

—

30,000 WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS.
In excellent condition, and particularly well set with flower-

buds, including :

10,000 Erica I yemalis 5.000 Erica Cavendishi
2,000 ,, ,, alba 1,000 ,, coccinea minor
5,000 ,, gracilis 2.000 ,, magnifica
l.OUO ,, Wilmoreana 2.000 ,. Caffra

2,COO ,, Spenceri

An unusually grand lot of

10.000 CLIMBING and other ROSES, in pots, 12 to 1.3 feet,

exceptionally well-grown, and nmiuestiooably the finest ever
offered at this Nursery, consisting of the following :-

Climbing Cheshuot Hybrid
Mareclial Niel
W. A, Richardton
Gloire de Dijon

Ciimbing Perle des Jardins

„ Niphetos

„ Queen of Queens
„ L'ldeale

,, Madame Beiard
Also Niphetos, White La France, and many other notab'e

varieties.

P,000 BOUVARDIAS I 4.000 Double White PRIMULAS
5.000 SOLANUMS | 3,0u0 FERNS.
May now be viewed. Catalogues had oa the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside. London, E.C.
N.B.—The stock of Plants this season will be found well up

to their usual standard, special attention being invited to the
Heaths and Genistas, also the Solmums and Roses, which are
probably the best, ever offered at this Nursery.

Tliursday, September 13

LARGE CONSIGNMENT O F

30,000

, at their Central Sale
E.G., on THURSDAY,

LILIUM HAERISI,
Kkceived Diuect,

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION,

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London,
September \'A, at 3 o'Clock.

Oo view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

PRITCHARDIA GRANDIS,
One of thr most Maonificext of all knowx Palms,

IMPORTANT to the TRADE.

70 000 SEEDS
OF THI3 GUANP PaLM. ALSO—

20,000 CORYPHA AIISTRALIS,
18,000 AREOA BAUER I.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MOURI,'^ «il!

include (he above in ttlPirSALEot BULBS ioiaii'oi .IrJy

foUowiue: the large consignment of LTLTIIM H^RftI.^1 oa
THURSDAY, September 13.

On View morning of Sale, and Catalogue^ had.
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Monday, Wednosday, and Thursday Next.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE AND OTHER LARGE
BUYERS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Booms, 38, King Street. Corent GarHRn.

W.C., on MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY NEXT,
September, 3, 6. and 6. a» lialf-past 12 o'clock precisely, grand

IMPORTATIONS of BULBS, from leading Farms in Holland.

in the finest possible condition, and specially lotted for the

Trade and other large Buyers.
On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
FRENCH FORCING BULBS.

30 0P0 Early White ROMAN HYACINTHS. 10,0''0 Paper-
' White NARCISSUS, 5.000 Double ROMAN NARCISSUS,

2 1100 LILIUM CANDIDUM; also 60,000 FRESSIA
EEFRACTA ALBA, LILIUM HARRISI, IRIS, SCILLAS,
DAFFODILS, and NARCISSUS, from Scilly.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the
above in his SALE by AUCTION, at h'S Great Rooms.

38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, September

6^

Eetton Hall, near Stamford.
Highly Important SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS. OROHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, BULBS, ROOTS, &c.

MESSRS, REEDMAN and SON have
received instructions from J. T. Hopwood, Esq.. to

SELL by AUCTIO.V, on THURSDAY', September B. 1891,

about 120 Choice and Vigorous ORCHIDS, 400 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, healthy and strong ; 100 Stove and Green-

house Ferns, including tome fine Specimen Ferns, about 800

Iris (roots) in variety, 60 Bulbs Narcits.. 600 roots of the

popular Carnation Ketton Rose, and several fine Palms. &c.

Owing to the great number of lots, the sale will commence at

10 for U o'clock.
Descriptive Catalogues to be had of the Auctioneers, 45. Broad

Street. Stamford, and of Mr. G. DRABBLE. Ketton Hall.

The Plants mav be viewei by applying to Mr. G. DRABBLE,
Head Gardener, Ketton Hall, from Monday, September 3, up
to the morning of Sale.

The Gardens are within 5 minutes' walk of Ketton Station,

on the Midland and London & North-Western Railways.

East Bedfont. Ulddlesex.
close to the High Road, and about 12 miles from Covent Garden

Market, and 4 miles from Kew Bridge.

Daniel Phillips, F^q.. Deceased.— By Order of the Executors.

MARKET GARDEN GROUND AND FRUIT LAND.

MB, WOODS has received instrnctions to LET
by AUCTION, at the Red Lion Hotel. Hounslow, on

WEDNESDAY, September .S, 18111, at 2 for 3 o'clock precisely,

in theaftenoon, all that MARKET GARDEN GROUND and
FRUIT LAND, compri.^ing about ,')9 Acres (little moie or less),

situate as above, 20 Acres planted with Fruit Trees, the

remainder open land (now in the occupation of Mr. Edwin
Baroham), for 7, 14, or 21 years, from September 29, 1894, in

One Lot.
May be viewed by permisdon of the Tenant, and Particulars

obtained of Messrs. CREE & SON, Solicitors, 13, Gray's Inn
Sijnare, London, W.C, ; or, Mr. Woods, Auctioneer, Church
Parade, Hounslow.

FOR SALE.—NURSERY, 3^ acres; seven
miles from Covent Garden ; four lUO-feet Houses, Pita,

Lights, &c., well S'tocked.—Particulars of

—

X. y., 6, Malta Road. Leyton. Essex.

OR. SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY. 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stonked with Vines. Cucumbers, and Plants.

Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease S7 years to

run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Rond.
All particulars of A. B., 11, D.ifEorne Road, Tooting,

Surrey.

EE.—TO BE SOLD, a Compact Leasehold
NURSERY, with House, Cottage. Stables, and Out-

houses, in all about 85 acres. Price £4:'5J.

For further particulars, af^ply to Messrs. PR4LL, Estate
Agents, Dartford, Kent.

ENT.— SWANLEY.— TO BE SOLD, a
compact FREEHOLD NURSERY, with 5.400 feet run

of Glass-houses (heated), some with well-established Vine, in

full bearing ; also a good Residence. Stabling, and Out-
houses, the whole comprising at)out 8 acres. Capital Water-
Bupply.—Apply to

—

Messrs. PRALL, Estate Agents, Dartford, Kent.

ELTHAM, MIDDLESEX. FOR SALE.—
The valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE known as Blaize

Farm, High Street, Feltham, comprising about 20 acres of

very productive Market Garden Land, Possessing valuable
Frontages and now ripe for development as a Building Estate,
together with eleven-roomed House and Farm Buildings.
Particulars cf Messrs. S. WALKER and RUNTZ, Auctioneers
and Surveyors, 22, Moorgate Street, London, E.C,

O BE SOLD, with Immediate Possession,
a SMALL NURSERY, with 360 feet-run of Glass

upon it. Modern-built. Ten minutes' from Station. Good
Water-supply. 21 years' Lease. Nominal Ground-rent of £4.
Room for large development. Price for the whole, £ihQ.
Stock at Valuation.—Apply to Meesrs. CRAWTER, Land
Agents, CheshuDt, Herts.

URSERY FOR SALE.—A compact Nursery,
doing good business in one of best suburos of London,

Surrounded by Gentlemen's houses
;
quantity cf glass all in

good order. Pits, sheds, and stabling. Very long lease and
low ground rent. Price £800; part could remain—H., Gar-
diners' Chronicle Otfice. 41, Welliogton Street, Strand, W.C.

LORIST'S BUSINESS, close to London

;

under 5 miles west of Piccadilly.—Nursery of 1| acres,
10 Greenhouses, &c.,; Stabling for 4 Horses; Offices, &c.
All well stocked. Rent £65. Price, all at, £300.—Apply to—

R. TYSER AXD CO,, 360, High Eoad, Chiswick, W. Tele-
phone 877i,

FRUITERER'S and FLORIST'S, in high-
class District, for Disposal. Doing good Family and

Ready-money Trade. Inspection invitrd.—Apply, on the

premises, to G. TAPLIN, High Street, Wanstead, E.

Fifty Nurseries. Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

oulara of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

TUl¥s DE COCK'S NURSERIES,
fj Ledeberg, Ghent (Belgium).
30,000 Azalea lodica, 12,000 A. mollis. 50,000 Begonia Bulbs,

3.000 Dracsena Bruanti, 2,000 D. discolor, 4.000 D. indivisa,

2.000 D. lineata, 2,000 rubra, 10,000 Gloxinias, 30,000 Spirfea

japonica, 4,000 S. j. aurea reticulata, 10.000 Palms in variety,

with characterised leaves ; 2,000 Ficus elastica.

YCLAMEN a SPECIALTY. — World-
renowned Strain. Gold and Silver Medals, and highest

Awards. SEED per packet, from 23. 6(i. DRY BULBS, from
12s. per doz.. post free. PLANTS coming into bloom, good, in

4.S-pota, 18s. and 24s. per doz., free on rail. Cash with order.

Special prices to the Trade.—The ST. GEORGE'S NURSERY
CO., F.R.H.S., Hanwell, Middlesex.

1^> S. WILLIAMS AND SONS'
)» ROMAN HYACI.NTHS.

Extra strong Bulbs, 21s. per 100.

Good strong Bulbs. 16s. ^d. per 100.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

4(\ AAA STRAWBERRY"rUNNERS, all

"iv/i) V/V/ v' true to name, and carefully packed. Price,

per ILO, John Ruakin and Latest of All, 7s. 6d. ; Sir Joseph

Paxton, Noble, Bothwell Bank, Vicomtetse, and British Queen,
5s.—P. FULLARD, Nurseries, Bower Street, Bedford.

GRAND NEW ZONALS, 1894.
Selected from Pearson's. Cannell's, Miller*s, and my

own sets. Cuttings, tis. per dozen.

NEW ZONALS, 1893.—Cuttings, 3*. per dozen.
Very fine, previous introduction. 2s. per dozen. Free, cash

with order.

H. J. JONES,
Ryeokoft NnBSERr, Hither Green, Lewish^m, S.E.

OR CHID S.

NEW IMPORTATIONS of BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS.

Full particulars on application to—

A. H. GRIMSDITCH (Orchid Importer),

6, CLAYTON SQUARE, LIVERPOOL.

Sole Agent for CARLOS TRAVASSOS, Rio de Janeiro.

ORCHIDSjJRCHIDS!
JOHN COWAN & Co.
Have just made several large and important

Purchases of ORCHIDS, including grand Lota

of fine HYBRID and other special DENDRO-
lUUMS, CATTLEYAS, L.ELIAS, ONUI-
DIUMS, CYPRIPEDIUMS, Sco. ; taken together

they form a grand lot, and inolude many fine

specimens suitable for Exhibition and other

purposes, as well as many rare and fine varieties.

This fine lot will be on Sale from TUESDAY
NEXT, September 4. Inspection is earnestly

invited. Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUES
are now ready, and will be sent post-free on

application.

The Company's General Stock of ORCHIDS
is at present very large and fine. Inspection is

invited. Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUES
post-free on application.

The Co-yPANY have a large and fine Stock

of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS;
also a grand Lot of TEA and other ROSES in

Pots. Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUES
post-free on application.

The Company's CATALOGUE of WINTER
and SPRING FLOWERING BULBS is now
Ready, and will be sent post-free on application.

THE "V^INEYARD and NUB8ERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

EXHIBITION.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
117, Vietoiia Street, Westminster, S.W.

GREAT EXHIBITION of BRITISH-GROWN
FRUIT,

TO BE HELD at the CRYSTAL PALACE,
September 29, and October 1 and 2. 1894.

Schedules may be obtained from the SECRETARY, R.H,S.,
117. Victoria .Street, Westminster, S.W.

GRAPE VINES.—Grand Fruiting and strong
Planting Canes. FIGS, PEACHES, and NECTARINES,

standard-trained, with large fruiting heads. FRUIT TREES
and ROSES of best kinds.

WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

ARTLAND'S Irish-grown DAFFODILS.
Pronounced by the Press " The Be.st in the World."

Write for Cheap Prices, 1891.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND,
Seedsman, F.R.H.S., Cork. Ireland.

EDMOND'S PURE STRAIN of CYCLAMEN
SEED now ready, warranted true to name. Trade

packets. 2s. ^d. and 5,?. Dry bulbs from 75. id. per dozen.
Address, TH03. GODFREY, F.R.H.S., Edmond's Kursery,

Hilliogdon, Uxbrid^e.

To the Trade.

CY C L A M E N . — Y C L A M E N .—
Grand stuff, in 48'9, well set with bloom, 8s. per dozen,

free on rail, cash with order ; £3 per 100.

W. E. TIDY, Brochhimpton Nurseries, Havant, Hants.

LLEN'S Three NEW STRAWBERRIES,
'•Empress of India," "Gunton Park," and "Lord

Sullield," in pots, 405. per 100; best runners, 3Cs. per 100;
small runners, for stock, 105. 6rf. per 100.

R. GILBERT. High Park. Stamford.

FERNS I—FERNS ! I-FERNS 1 ! !—We offer
splendid Lomaria g ibba, in thumbs, \0s. 6d. per 100;

Pteris cristata, 95. 6d. per 100 ; Adiantum cuoeatum, lis. per
100; Aralea Sieboldii. 10s. 6^.100. Packed free on rail for ca.'^h

wi th order.— YOUNG & SON, Nurserymen, Lower Edmonton.N.

Hyacinths, Tullpa. Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBEKRAD AND SON, 25. Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.G.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

ERNS. — GREAT ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) :—Ferns, in Scinch pots.

Stove and Greenhouse, 30 best selling sorts, 10s. per UK); 200

out of pots, lt3s. ; large ditto, in 48'8, 10 best Belling sorts,

63. per dozen, Adiantum cuoeatum, in 48*8, for cutting (value

in fronde), 65. and 8s. per dozen; ditto, for making large

plants quickly (bushy). 16s. and 20s. per lOD. Aralias, Grevil-

leas, Rhodanthe, Cyperus, in 48'9, 65. per dozen. Ficus, Palms,

Dracaenas, 1». each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas, 9*^. each.

Packed free. Cash with Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London
Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48'8, 12«. per doz. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48'8, 9«.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS. in 60'8. 6s. and 6s. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in BO's, 4s. and 6s. per doz. ; do. in large

thumbs, 3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100 : ARALIAS, in 48's. 6s. and
6s. [ler doz.; KICITS, in 4S's, 12s. per doz. ; CYPERUS NA-
TALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 48'9, 5s. per dozen;

twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12l. per 100 ; ASPARAGITS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48'b, 5j. k
6s. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), .'i, Bramah Road. Brixton. London. S.W.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-grown stock

of Ericas (hyemalis and other varieties), Epacris, Solanuma,

Genistas, Cyclamen, Double White Primuhis, Bouvardiaa of

sorts, Adiantum cuneatum and other Ferns ; Palms in variety,

Gardenias, Stephanotis, Dipladenias, Ficus elastica, Crotona,

Genistas, Tea Roses (in pots), Boroniaa (megastigma and
heterophylla). Vines in pots, &c. An inspection is invited.

TRADE CATALOGUE forwarded on application.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on

TUESDAY, September 11.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

CYPRIPEDIU M CHARLESWORTHII.

Over 300 Flowers now Open !

HUGH LOW & CO.
Cordially inyite inspection of the above beautiful

novelty, now 80 finely in bloom at the CLAPTON
NURSERY, in al l it» varietiet.

MILLER'S BULBS, Best and Cheapest,—
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, delightfully fragrant

flowers, easily cultivated, strong bulbs. 3s. per 100. ii. per

dozen extra large bulbs. 4s. 6rf. per 100, 9d. per dozen.

LILIUM HARRISII (Bermuda Easter Lily), strong bulbs,

3s id per dozen, 4(i. each; extra large bulbs. 5s, 6ii. per dozen,

id each. Early White RO.MAN HYACINTHS, grand bulbs,

10s 6d. per 100, Is. ad. per dozen ; extra large bulbs, 16s. per

lOo' 2s. per dozen. Scarlet Due Van Thol TULIPS, splendid

bulbs, 2s. 9d. per 100. 25s. per 1000. Orders above IDs. carnage

paid
'

Illustrated Bulb Catalogue, post-free.

F. MILLER AND CO., 267, Fulham Koad, London, S.W.
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DAFFODILS, RARE TULIPS, and IRIS.—
Hartland'fl *' Little Book " for 1894 is now being pub-

lished postrfree, on application. Please secure a copy and send

your forward orders to W. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S..

Bulb Grower and Seedsman, Cork, Ireland. Established 1810.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS, &c..

R. AND G. CUTHBERI'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and
may be had post-free on applicat'Oii.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, &c., Southgate, N.
Established 1797.

LAXTON'S

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS.

STRONG, well-rooted
RUNNERS of Noble, 5s. ; Com-

petitor, 7s. ; Scarlet Queen (richest
eirly). 10s. ; Latest of All (best late),

8s. ; Ruskin. 5s. ; British Queen, 5s. ;

Elton Pine, 5s.: J. Veitch, 5s.; Com-
mander (finest-flavoured main-crop),
7s. : President, 5s. ; Puxton. 5s. ; Dr.

\ Hog(t. 6s. ; Waterloo, 7s. ; all per 100.

SENSATION, new, 1892, 20s. per 100, is. doz. (very large
Maincrop).

ROYAL SOVEREIGN, grand new. Three Certificates, and
EARLIER and IMPROVED PAXTON, flavour very rich,

12<. doz., £3 per 100, Full LIST from—

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD.

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE
Beg to intimate the arrival of their

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Paper White and Double

ROMAN NARCISSUS,
And other EARLY FORCING BULBS,

And reipectfnlly solicit Early Oedehs, to eecure

the largeat and best Balbs.

Eoyal Seed k Nursery Establishment,

CARLISLE.

ARMITACE'S BULBS.
of Established Reputation for

Excellence Moderation
of AND In

Quality ITlcea.

S* Full DETAILED CATALOGUE Post-free on application.

ARMITAGE'S
INVINCIBLE MANURE

Stimulating I Economical 1 Lasting 1

The Best Fertilising Compound.

Report of Analysis made by Alfred Sibson, F.C.S., the
Analytical Laboratory, 23. St. Mary Are, London, E.G. :

—
• This is a HIGH-CLA88 Chemical Manure, especially

saited for Garden use. It contains about 6^ per cent, of
Ammonia derived from Organic matter. Ammonia Com pounds,
&c.. and with a good proportion of Phosphates (both soluble
and insoluble), Potash, &c. As its physical properties or
' condition ' is also well attended to, it will, in my opinion, b«
found a YALUABLE Manure for general Horticultur4,l
PURPOSES. (Signed) Alfred Sibson, F.C.S,"
PRICES.- In Tina : 3d.. 6rf.. and Is. each ; or Free by Post

for 6d., lO^d.. and U. 6d. In Bags: 71b., 1*. 6d. ; 14 lb.,

2», 6d. ; 281b., \s. ; 561b., 7s. 6rf. ; 1121b., 14j. 6d.

1^ All Orders for One Cwt. and upwards delivered Free
to any Railway station in the Kingdom.

ARMITAOE BROS., NOTTINGHAM.
Bulb and Seed Merchants.

NoveltieB, 1894.

FOR LIST of the FINEST NOVELTIES in
Flowering and Ornamental Foliage Plants, apply to—

SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

Novelties, 1894.

THE ROYAL SET of COLEUS.—Unique
and superb; the handsomest ever offered; foliajie

rivalling the best Caladiuma. Empress of India, Princess of
Wales, Princess May, Princess Beatrice, Prince Albert Edward,
Duke of York. Seven varieties for 2\s.

See SANDER and CO.'S LIST of NOVELTIES.

Novelties, 1894.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA SANDER-
lANA.—The most useful and brilliant flowering plant

known. First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,
April 24. 1894. Of the most easy culture, either in the green-
house, conservatory, or plant-stove, producing its magnificent
loay-crimeon bracts and yellow blossoms in the smallest pots,
under all conditions, in the greatest abundance and amazing
profusion. Price It. %d. each,

SANDER AND CO., St. Albana.

Novelties, 1894.

T^IPLADENIA ATRO - PURPUREA. —
-I--' Flowers rich, glowing crimson-maroon, with deep orange
throat. First-cla'^s Certificates wherever shown. Plants now
rea'y. Price. VZs. <iyd. each.

SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

TriOLA CUTTINGS.—These strike easily
V now in a shaded cold frame. We offer 100 tor 75. 6rf.,

cash ; 50 for 4s. ?>d. ; 2.5 for 2s. 6rf. Four cuttings, two cuttings,

or one cutting of each of the following 25 grand exhibition

sorts ; A. Grant, Ardwell Gem, Blue Cloud, Bullion, Countess
of Hopetoun, Countess of Kintore. Countess of Wharncliffe,
Crimson King. Duchess of Fife, Duchess of Sutherland, Evelyn,
Goldfinch. H. W. Stuart. J. B. Riding, Lord Elcho, La'ly Dun-
donald. Mrs. Grant. Mrs. Bellamy, Princess Beatrice, Rob Roy,
Sylvia, Wonder, Wm. Neil, White Duchess, and Violetta.

luO, in 12 best bedding varieties, 5s. 6i. ; 1000, in 26 varieties,

£2. AH named, and carriage free.

DOBBIE AND CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will
ensure success. All growers speak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-
tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra tor

package; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM.CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet. Herts.

"ONLY THE BEST."

BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.

CARAWAY & CO.
Offer best quality Bulbs.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS 9/- pe:

(larger) 12/(1

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 6/-
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6/-
DOUBLE DAFFODILS, extra large bulbs .., 7/6
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA 6/-

AU orders over 55. free by post or rail.

16 per cent. dUcoont (3s. In £) for Casb witb Order.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

DUTCH BULBS.
We are NOW BOOKING ORDERS FOR—

HYACINTHS, I CROCUS,
TULIPS,

I
LILIUMS, &c.

Before Buying elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on
application, and suve 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILIU^ AURATUM
a Specialty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO
,BiLu Gkmwkrs and Seed Mkrchants,

34, SIANSELL STREET, ALDGATB. LONDON, E..

And The Nurseries, Haarlem, Holland.

STRAWBERRIES
All the leading varieties, in 1-yr. prepared

plants, ready for immediate delivery, 6s. per 100.
Orders despatched by return of post. Plants in

small pots and runners of all the best forcing
varieties and Novelties ready shortly. Catalogue
free.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Bougainvillea glabra var. Sanderlana.

HUGH LOW AND CO. offer fine Plants of
this free-flowering and brilliantly-coloured variety of

the old Bougainvillea glabra, as exhibited by them, and Certi-
ficated by the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 30,
1894. Price, ,V. each.

HUGH LOW AKD CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LILIUM LOWII. (First-olass Certificate Royal
Hort. Soc, July 11, 1893.)-SeTeral plants of this rare

and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUOH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CROTON RUSSELLII. (Firs^olass Certificate,
Royal Hort. Soc, November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.

Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

DICHORIZANDRAMUSAICA GIGANTEA
(Firs1>class Certificate at Temple Show, 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 2l5. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

lyEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
-i-* Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 3$. 6d. & bs, each,

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N,E.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free:—See lUnstratione, back page,
Gari. Chron., Sept. 1, 1S14.

CATALOGUE of BULBS, Winter, Spring, and Summer-
flowering.

CATALOGUE of DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds. Borders, and
Naturalisation in Meadows. Woods, &c.

CATALOGUE of ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of abiorbing
interest to English Amateurs.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HEKBiCEOUS PERENNIALS, for

Beds, Borders, and Naturalisation.
COLLECTIONS of BULKS, 12s. 6rf.. 21s., 42s.. and 63s.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. dd.. Is. 6d., 10s. id., 21s.,

to 105s.

BAER AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenliandlimg.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

"THE GEARWORK OF THE FUTURE."

u

(Price from h^d. per Foot, Fixed.)

Best and Cheapest in the Market^''

Is THE Verdict of all who have Tried it.

Inspection Invited.

MORGAN & LOWE'S
PATENT RADIAL MOTION

(11,300 FEET ALREADY FixED).

IE you require a thoroughly good gear, which dce^ not

get out of order, send at once to the Patentees, aud have
no other.

MORGAN & LOWE,
ITXBBIDGE.

RICK CLOTHS. -RICK CLOTHS.

Of best quality and make, with eyelets, from 6d. per square
yard. Lines 2s. Qd, per cloth extra. Sample of cloth sent
free on application.
ARCHANGEL and other MATS at lowest prices. Cora and

Potato SACKS cheapest in the market.

CAMERON AND CO., 178, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C

EPPS'S "-^ PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do., Ferna. and Bhododendrons. by sack, yard, ton,
or truckload. SPBCIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAK-MOULD, Coarse, Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fresh SPHAGNUM, Patent MANURES, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Utter,

The Original Peat Depot, RINQWOOD. HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOi. per sack ; 6 for 47s. id.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, Sf. per sack; fi for

37i. 6rf. SECOND QUALITY, 6s. per sack ; 6 for 22s. M.
BBOWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and

Ferns, 4s. per sack, 6 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s. Qd.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. »d. per sack ; 6 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Poatal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

GENUINE
SCOTCH TWEEDS

Saving 30 (at MaJcers' prices) per cent.

St. Ronan'a

SUIT
LENGTH
12/6

other Suit Lengths, 16/-, 18/3, 19/d, 21/- ;

•• PIora.''^22/' , 23/.i, 24/3, 25/(J.

Overcoatings, Uleterings, Serges, Trowserinps.
Parcels Carriage Paid. Patterns post-free, to be
returned within seven days. Mention paper.

I Tod ForteouB & Co., Innerleithen, N.B.
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DROUGHT.
GARDEN ENGINES,

SYRINGES,
AND

WATER FITTINGS,
FROM

HAYWARD TYLER & CO.,

01-92, WHITECROSS STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

TELEGBMfS, " TYLEROX, LONDON. '

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGIITEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vlnerlea, Stoves, GreenliouBes, Peacb Honaes. Fordng Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class of
work, and that the very best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our firm,
from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
m all cases. ISelon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c., always in stock.

Flans, Estimates, ami Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always haa been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat Greenhouses. Illustrations
of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable Greenhoupea,
Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best Rinds of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for heating. This
Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating, is on a scale
never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical hints on the
subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. Price, 2s. post-free.

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country ; an inspection
of this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed
by us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition.
Surveys made, and gentlemeo waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

NEW SEASON'S

ARCHANGEL MATS.
Our First Importation has just arrived.

Special Prices on application,

TAGANROG MATS {
°"^ ""^00 ;̂;^^"'"° '"'

HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS.
PACKING MATS, from 20«. per 100.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

MESSENGER
London Office :-

& COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.
-163, Palmerston BTiUdlngs, Old Broad Street, E.C.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FKEE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Eogravings,
2s. M. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

mrap
StOURBIRIDGC

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and h.-Htpd oomplete. ic

any part of the lountry, beat materials only, workmanship
guaranteed. 26 ft. by 12 ft., £50; 30ft. by 16ft., £70. Brick-

work excepted. For particulars, see our Catalogue, post-free

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for

immediate tise, well made, painted four coat«, glazed with

21-oz. glass, carriage paid :—l-light frame, 4 X 6,36s.6d.;

3-light frame, 6x8. 68j. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6. 86i. M.
Span-roof Frames, 9 x 6. £3 16». -, 12 x 6, £5 ; 16 x 6,

£7 10s. Can send off same day as ordered.

HARDY BRUIN * CG.,«rLEICESTER

HILL & S M I T H,
BKIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. QUEEK VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, Ac.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing.

Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put

down. Large fllustrated Catalogue of Ftncing, HurdUs,

Field and Entrance Gates, SfC, sent free on application,'
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PTERIS CRISTATA AND TREMULA,
In 48"s, at 45. 6(i. per dozen,

A large quantity of the above : strong, healthy, young stuff.

Packed free for cash with order.

B. PBIMBOSE, Blackheath Nursery,
ST. JOHN'S PAEK, BLACKHEATH. S.E.

5®

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Lillies,

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Sciiias,

Irises

BEST

QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delivered Fuee Br
Rail or Parcel Post.

DescriptWe Catalogue No. 441

Fast Free on application.

DiCKSONsrrpZ^CHESTER
~3

FINEST BELGIAN PLANTS at LOW PRICES

AZALEA INDICA, A. MOLLIS, A. RUSTICA,
EL. PL.

HAKDT GHENT AZALEAS.
THE BEST DECORATIVE PALMS.

THE BEST FORCING PLAN TS forWIN PER, &c.

CHARLES YUYLSTEKE,
NURSERYMAN, LOOCHRKTY. GHENT, BELGIUM.

For WHOLE^iALE CATALOGUE, apply to my Agents,
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD & SON, 25, Savage Qards us,
tJRUTCHED FKIABS, LONDON, E.G.

DUTCH BULBS!
FEEBCH BULBS! and ENGLISH BULBS!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.
Containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIUMS, DAFFODILS,
SNOWDROPS, IRIS, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending your Orders abroad,

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS.

EXETER ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

CRIMSON PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION,
"U RIAH PI K E."

Awarded Four First-class Certificates, tesldes the Sllver-GUt and Silver Medals of tlie R.H.S.

Come and see my magnificent stock of this noble flower, much the largest and best iu existence.

A veritable CARNATION FEAST. Thousands of Plants and Millions of Flowers ready for Sale.

Price :—48's, 5s. each, 50s. per dozen ; 60's, 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen.
Terms, cash with order. N.B.

—

Coloubed Plate post-free on application.

Special Prices per 1.000 or 10,000.

GEORGE MAY, THE NURSERIES, UPPER TEDDINCTON, MIDDLESEX.

ODONTOGLOSSnm CGISPDM ALEXANDRA,
BEST VARIETY.

vJUILiLERMO IvALBREYER begs to offer the above well-kno-wn and justly-prized Orchid at tho
following prices, free on board of Royal Mail Company's steamers, at Savanilla or Cartagena :—£40 per 1000 good and healthy pieces.

G. K. also can supply:

—

CATTLEYA TRIAN^, best variety, £7 per case.

SCHRODERI ... ^8 „ „
Each case contains from 50 to 60 good atroop; piecp3. and measures about 20 in. by 34 in.

ODONTOGLOSSUM LUTEO-PURPUREUM,
CUSPIDATUM PLATIGLOSSUM,

I £36 per 1000.

The plants are packed with the greatest care and best method, but under no circumstances will G. K. hold himself responsible for the state of plants

on their arrival in Europe. Conditions

:

—All Consignments are shipped entirely at Buyer's risk and expense from port of shipment. Plants ordered
must be paid for on receipt of bill of lading to Messrs. ROESING BROTHERS and CO., 10, Basinghall Street, London, E.G., who will then give
orders for forwarding the consignment to the Purchaser.

The best time/or dispatching Orchidsfrom here, and to establish them with the best advantage in Europe, are the jnonths—December to April.

EARLY ORDERS INVITED.
A considerable reduction will be made on orders of 1000 and more of each kind of Odontoglossum, and on four cases and more of Cattleya.

Address :
— G. KALBREYER, La Flora, Bogota, Republica de Colombia.

Cablegram Address :—FLORA, BOGOTA.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.
^EW Illustrated Catalogue Free.

No. 73. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

Cucumber ( 6 ft. hy 4 ft., Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/5
Frame Lights > 6 ft. by 4 ft. , Unpainted & Unglazed, ea. 6/J,

f!!il!!f !*: filV'"!^ '^^'•' •> ^

^S
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VEITCH'S BULBS
OF SUPERIOR aUALITY.

veitch'Fbulbs
FOR

EARLY FORCING.

VEITCH'S BULBS
FOR

POT CULTUR E.

VEITCH'S BULBS
OUTDOOR 'planting.

AT LOWEST PRICES.
Bulha carriage free when amountiuf; to 10*. and

upwariie in value.

For details see CATALOGUE, forwarded Gratis

and. Post'/rte on appHcatinji.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSEUY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CARNATIONS.
JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to

announce that his Catalogue for Autumn, 1894, and
Spring, 1895, is Now Ready, ana will be sent post-free to all

intending purchasers. It contains full De>criptive Lists of the

New Malmaison Carnations, and the New Border Carnations
produced by Martin R. Smith. Esq., in his garden at Hayes.
There is also a full Descriptive List of the New Yellow-ground
Picotees, which obtaioed First-class Certifieates and Awards of

Merit at Newcastle on-Tyne, Loudou, Soutliampton, Oxford,
and elsewhere during the past season. James Douglas
obtained the unprecedented number of thirty-one First-class

Certificates and Awards of Merit in 1894.

Early Orders are solicited, as the stock of plants is limited.

Orders will be executed in rotatiou as received. The New
MalmaisOHS are now ready.

EDENSIDE. GREAT BOOKHAM, SURREY.

SUPERLATIVERASPBERRY.
THE TRUK RAISER'S STOCK.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the finest Riispberry,

and as many former applicants could not be supplied, early

orders are requested.

First size 30s. per 100 ; 5s. per dozen.

Second size 20s. per 100 ; 4s. per dozen.
A few extra large, 9s. per dozen.

PEARSON'S BULBS
FOR EARLY FORCING.

Our ROMAN HYACINTHS are finer and in better con-

dition this season than ever we have seen them—
Extra size, 5 to 6 in. circum. ... ]6/- per 100;

First 13/- „
FREESIA REFEACTA ALBA, extra

larpe 5/- „
NARCISSUS. DOUBtE ROMAN ... 5/- .,

,, PAPER WHITE fi/-

,, .. GRANDIFLORUS 7/- .,

NARCISSI of every variety worth f;;rowin^ at very low prices.

Full De.ocriptive CATALOGUE sent free on application.

THE CHEAPEST NOUSE /A' THE TRADE FOIl
HEALLY llELIABLE BULBH.

2/3 per doz.

1/9 .,

1/- .,

1/- ..

1/- ..

1/3

J. E. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of

the same name.

& Son's
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultural Directions and particulars as to Fhki:

Delivery, will be sent, post-free, on application to our

ofBces at OVERVEEN. near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or

to our General Ageot-s—

Messrs MERTSNS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

GOLD MEDAL

BULBS
FOR EXHIBITION,

As skoien at the Royal Tlortkidtiiral Society's

Meetinys.

HYACINTHS for Beds and Borders.

TULIPS for Pots and Beds.

DAFFODILS and NARCISSUS.

ANEMONE, CROCUS, and Ranunculus.

GLADIOLI, Early Flowering Vars.

LILIUM CANDIDUM.
LILIUM HARRISII.

CHEAP BULBS
SUITABLE FOR I'l.iNllNG IN

BORDERS, MASSES, SHRUBBERIES, &c.

For prices ani other particulars see Illustrated BuJh
Catalogue post-free on application.

mBmmmmmm
UPPER /-/OLLOWM.^-^^^}^
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M U S A S
" TN spite of their value as food plants, and

-- their wide distribution, Musas have not

hitherto by any means been studied carefully,

and there is no standard work existing giving an

adequate account of their history, origin, and

distribution in various parts of tha world. The
information respecting them is scattered through

numerous books, which are seldom accessible

except in large libraries." This was true a month
ago, but it is so no longer, the August number

of the Keio Bulletin, briefly noticed by us

recently, being devoted exclusively to an ex-

haustive account of the species and principal

varieties of Mnsa. This number is exceptional,

both in regard to its size— eighty-six pages,

and the botanico-commercial interest of its

contents. The descriptions of the thirty-odd

species known are in English, and all the varie-

ties which bear edible fruits, or yield valuable

fibre in their leaves, are fully described and

commented upon. Notes on the best approved

methods of cultivation in different tropical

countries, as well as in England, fill ten pages,

and there are chapters on the diseases, eoonomio

uses, and commercial position of the various

sorts cultivated. The treatise is far more than

it professes to be—a summary, for it contains

all that is worth knowing of what has been

written in relation to the Musas, viewed botani-

cally and commercially. This number should be

secured by every cultivator of tropical plants

and by every planter of, and every dealer in, the

products of Musas. It can be purchased at the

entrance gates of the Royal Gardens, or from

the printers, Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode,

Fleet Street, E.G., its price being fourpenoe.

few persons know Itananas as they ought

to be known, as by one who has lived, say,

in Ceylon, Singapore, or other tropical

regions. In England, the Banana, as sold by the

greengrocer, is often a somewhat unpalatable-

looking fruit, astringent in its effects, and fi';

food only for pigs. Good Bananas, such as

are grown at Kew or Syon, are compared

with these fruits for the gods. Figs of Paradise,

as they have been named. They differ as much

in flavour and quality as a Mentmore or Frog-

more Pine-apple differs from the Pine-apple on

the coster's barrow. Many of the Bananas

grown in the tropics for home consumption are

inferior sorts, just as in England one may find even

now orchards of Apples, Pears, &c., scarcely fit to

eat. A good ripe Banana is more refreshing,

and is better food, than the best of Pears or

Peaches ; and if our fruit-sellers could only

secure them for ns, the Banana as a dessert-fruit

would have no rival.

The qualities of the best sorts of Bananas are

set forth in the Kew Bulletin, and we learn that

for se\-eral years now plants of some of them

have been distributed to various tropical colonies

from Kew.
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Only the best sorts should be grown for

export, and the fruit should not be cut before it

is half-ripe. Much of what we get now is inferior,

from being cut long before it is matured. This

is said to be necessary for the safe and easy

carriage of the fruit. But why carry the whole
bunch ? The fruit might be cut separately from
the stalk, packed in flat boxes, and sent long
distances with facility, and thus treated they
would improve rather than deteriorate in flavour,

Bananas ripening better in the dark than in light.

We have very good reasons for believing that

properly-ripened fruits of such sorts as Champa,
Pisang Medji, and Ram Kela, three of the best

varieties of M. sapientum, arranged tastefully in

boxes as we do choice fruits of Peaches, Apples,

&c., would not only be more alluring, but, when
once tasted they would be much more greatly

valued than is possible now. Doctors say that a

fresh egg properly cooked is, as food, not dear at

sixpence, and the same value may be attributed

to a good Banana.

There is a goldmine in Bananas for the planter

who would grow only the best sorts, grow them
well, harvest and pack them properly, and judi-

ciously place them upon the European and
American markets. Certainly it is time this was
done if we are to realise the full value of the
Banana as a food. The information givenin the
Keiv Bulletin under notice, supplies all that is

needed to enable any smart enterprising man to

do this.

In tropical countries the Banana and Plantain
constitute not only a staple food, but a luxury
as well. The plants are easily cultivated, and
under favourable conditions a stem will yield

a bunch of fruits weighing from .30 to 80 lb. in
about a year from the time of planting. All the
edible sorts sucker freely, and the suckers if

severed from the old stock when about 6 feet

high and planted in fresh soil will fruit within
the year.

The only species cultivated for their fruits are

M. sapientum, all the varieties of which are true
Bananas, whose fruits are eaten raw ; M. para-
disiaca, the true Plantain, now reduced to a sub-
species of M. sapientum, the fruit of which must
be cooked before it is eaten ; and M. Caven-
dishii, the Chinese Banana, which has a shorter

stem than M. sapientum, and which has been
known to produce in England bunches of fruits

weighing 100 lb. At Syon this species is grown
exceptionally well. The fruits of the best varie-

ties of Plantain, when properly ripened, are as

good as those of M. sapientum. Other species

said to have edible fruits, but about which as

yet, very little is known, are M, acuminata,
varieties of which are supposed to be largely

grown for their fruits in the Malay Archipelago
;

M. Fehi, a native of Fiji ; M. discolor, of New
Caledonia ; and M. maculata, cultivated in

Mauritius. These all mature seeds in their

fruits, and on this account are unlikely to find

much favour. The Turnip-like rhizome of M.
oleracea, of New Caledonia, is roasted and eaten
like a Yam, and the " Cabbage " of M. ensete is

eaten in Abyssinia.

The varieties of M. sapientum that are pre-

ferred in different parts of the tropics are

enumerated in the Bulletin, and statistics are
given showing the cost of cultivation and the
sum realised by the fruit when sold. To those
who have only tasted a Covent Garden Banana,
the description of these choice varieties will be a
revelation.

The Plantain is not known in Europe, except
as a curiosity, but in the tropics it is probably
of even greater value as food than the Banana.
They are not separated from eaoh other by any

distinctive characters beyond that of the fruit

the Plantain being eaten only after it is cooked.

There is a parallel to this in the case of our

dessert and cooking Apples. Some of the varie-

ties of Plantain produce fruits of large size,

a foot, or even more in length and correspond-

ingly thick. Stanley states in Darkest Africa,

that in Yambuya he found a Plantain which
bore bunches of from 50 to 140 fruits, each

22 inches long. Plantains supply the staple

food of millions of people in tropical America,
6i lb. of the fruit, or 2 lb. of the dry meal, with

a quarter of a pound of salt meat or fish being

the daily allowance for a labourer ; and this is

true of the Plantain in the topics generally.

The fibre value of Musas is a subject which
has previously been treated upon in the Kew
Bulletin, and it again receives its full share of

attention in the number under notice. M.
textilis, the source of Manila Hemp, and of

which twelve varieties are known, is fully

described and illustrated. Hitherto, all attempts

to establish this industry in English colonies

have ended in failure. It is at present the
monopoly of the Philippine Islands, whence it is

said, 50,000 tons of fibre, to the value of

£3,000,000 sterling, are annually exported.

The growth of the Musa is peculiar. The true

stem is an underground rhizome not unlike that

of the common Flag. Upon this buds are formed,

which push up numerous leaves with sheathing
bases, which form what is commonly called

the stem, but which is no more a stem
than is the bulb of a Crinuin or an
Onion. The flower-bud remains dormant at

the base of this pseudo-stem until the growth has
matured, when it pushes rapidly up through the
centre, and on emerging at the top, generally

curves downwards. The flowers are hermaphro-
dite in .structure, but are rendered moncecious
by abortion. The pistellate flowers are on the
lower or basal part, and these develop into

fruits, the staminate which are borne on the
upper part falling off. It is remarkable that the
cultivated Bananas and Plantains never set

seeds, though their fruits grow to full size.

The fruiting of a " stem " terminates its exist-

ence, but suckers are pushed up from the
rhizome, and these will fruit the following year
if the conditions are favourable. " When once
planted, the produce of Banana trees on a small

area is exceptionally large, hence Humboldt has
calculated that, although less nutritious than
Wheat or Potatos, yet the space occupied by
their culture, and the care required, render the
produce of I'.ananas, compared to Wheat, as 123
to 1 ; and to that of Potatos as 41 to I."

This, and much more, information of a
similar character is given in No. 92 of the Kew
Bulletin, by Dr. Morris. The Banana is Nature's
richest gift to man in the tropics, but man in

the temperate regions has a claim—at any rate,

he asserts one—to the good things of tropical

lands
; and if he wishes to make the best possible

use of the Banana, he cannot do better than
begin by a careful study of the contents of this

publication.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
»

—

GITHOPSIS SPECULARIOIDES, NiiUall*

The illustration by Mr. John Allen of a plant in

the Kojal Gardens, Kew, will safficiently show the

habit of this plant (fig. 34). In general appearance

* GifAopsis specH/arioirfes, Nuttall, Trans. Amer. Phil. Hoc,
n. aer., viii., 258; Gray, Bot. Californ , i. 44fi, and Synoptical
Flora of N. Amer. {1878). ii., p. 10.—" Small anaual, 2 to

10 inches high, hirsute or glabrate ; leaves small, linear-

obloog, coarseiy-toothed, sessile ; flowers simply terminating

it la like the Venas' Looking-glasr, but differs in the

technical character that the pod opens bj a pore at the

apex within the calyx at the baae of the style. The
flowers are blue. The plant is an annual, and is a
native of California and Oregon. It matt not be

confounded with the Spanish Campanula apecn-

larioidea, which ia an entirely different plant,

HTPOCrETA PULCHBA, N. E. Br. (». S2).).

A pretty little Geaneraceoua plant diacovered in

Columbia by Mr. Burke, when collecting there for

Meeara. J. Veitch & Sona, with whom it flowered in

July of last year. There are not many apeciea of this

genua in cultivation, and the present one ia well

distinguished from all hitherto known, by the corolla

being nearly regularly inSated with a very alight

indication of a gibboaity on the lower aide alightly

below the middle. Stem stout, heibiceoua, clothed

with purple haira ; leavea opposite
;
petioles J to

1^ inch long, rather atout, densely clothed with

bright purple hairs ; blade 4 to 5 inchea long, 2J to

3 inchea broad ; elliptic or elliptic- ovate, acute,

rounded in from the middle to an obtuae or alightly

cordate baae, crenate ; upper surface somewhat rngu-

loae-buUate, from the veina and veinleta being

depresaed, deneely papillate-pubescent, rich bronzy-

green with a velvety aheen, cauaed by the abort glaiay

haira that terminate the papillae ; margin shortly

ciliate with purple hairs, under-aurface of an uniform

bright purple, strongly reticulate with the promi-

nent veina, pubescent ; flowera aolitary in the axila

of the leavea
;
pedicela H inch or more long, about

1 line thick, clothed with purple haira ; calyx 5 lobed

almost to the baae, the lobes 4 to 5 linea long, and

about the aame in breadth, broadly ovate aubobtuse,

the baae subcordate with an outward fold formed by

the mutual pressure against one another of two

adjoining lobes ; margin slightly crenate and ciliate,

surface pubescent, entirely of a deep acarlet-red

colour ; corolla 10 lines long and about 5 linea in

ita greatest diameter at the middle of the inBated

tube, which is ovoid and slightly compreaaed,acarcely

gibbous on the lower aide, and at the baae for about

^ of an inch ia abruptly contracted into a cylindric

glabrous part, the reat of it being denaely tomentoae.

At the apex it ia contracted into a very amall month
only ,;, of an inch in diameter with five very abort

BubtruDcate, apreading lobea, forming a limb 2^ lines

in diameter ; the colour ia bright orange-yellow pasa-

ing into orange-red towards the apex. Columbia,

province of New Grenada. N. E. Brown.

TvLOPHOHOPsis YEMENsis, N. E. Br. (ncw gcmis).

From a horticultural point of view this new genni

of Asclepiadac(a3 ia not of very much intereat, bat

botanically it ia ao, since it is one of those puzzling

plants concerning which a botanist alwaya feela in

Bome doubt as to whether it should constitute

a new genua or be squeezed into an old one.

The plant ia a native of Yemen in Arabia,

and is in cultivation with Messrs. Dammann
& Co., who aent it to Kew for a name. It

baa been deacribed by Deflera in hia Voyage au
Yemen, p. 165, aa Tylophora yemenaia, and indeed,

it beara some reaemblance to that genua, but ita pen-

dulous pollen-maaaea place it in another diviaion of

the order. In floral atructure it ia identical with an
Abyssinian plant that was originally deacribed by A,
Blchard as Tylophora beterophylla, and afterwards

placed in the genua Vincetoxicum by Vatke. These
two planta are certainly congeneric, and quite diatinct

from either of the genera under which they have been

placed, but have a very cloae affinity with Aatephanue,

and poasibly it will hereafter be found that they

mast be included in that genua. But they differ

from all the apeciea of Aatepbanus in having a dis-

tinct corona and a truncate apex to the style, which
is not produced beyond the anthers, whilst in Aste-
phanua there ia no corona, and the apex of the atyle

the stem or branches, or becoming lateral, strictly erect; tube
of the calyx club-shaped, strongly ten-ribbed, adnate up to
the very summit of the ovary, limb of five long and linear

foliaceous lobes ; corolla blue ; tubular, campanulate, five-lobed ;

capsule club-shaped, tapering into a very short and stout
pedunole.
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is produced into a long beak much beyond the tips of

the anther-membranes. A farther distinction is

f und in the inflorescence, the peduncle bearing two

to three, more or less distant, sessile, umbel-like

rjmes scattered along it in a racemose manner, whilst

in Astephanus the peduncle bears but one terminal

umbel. The following are the generic characters,

with a specific description of the cultivated plant:

—

Tylophoropsis, N. E. i?r.—Caljx five-Iobed almost

to the bsse. Corolla deeply five-lobed, campanulate

style truncate (the central part slightly convex, and

its five angles slightly raised), not exceeding the

anthers. Follicles smooth, seeds crowned with a

tuft of hair.

Species 2.—Perennials with twining stems, opposite

leaves, and the peduncles lateral between the bases

of the petioles, bearing two or more sessile umbel-

like cymes of small flowers, racemosely scattered

along the peduncles.

T. yemensis, N. E. i>r.—Stem twining, glabrous,

long, and about the same in expanse, the lobes 1^ line

long, ovate-lanceolate, acute, glabrous outside, very

shortly villose-pubescent with white hairs within, and
ciliate along one margin. Corona of five fleshy, del-

toid, purplish lobes, entirely adnate to the basal half

of the ; -line long staminal-columr, gibbous at the

base, and there connected together by five minute
denticles that alternate with them, and represent

the outer corona. I have not seen the foUicler, but

they are described by Deflers as about 2.J inchei

Fig. 3-1.— githopsis speculabioides. (see p. 244.)

or rotate- campanulate, the lobes overlapping to the

left in the bud. Corona arising from the very base

of the staminal column, of five thick fleshy lobes,

n, posite the anthers, and entirely adnate to the fila-

ment part of the staminal-colnmn (forming the inner

C'^rona), and with five minute teeth alternating with

them, and connecting them at their base, repre-

8 nting a rudimentary outer corona. Staminal-

column arising a little above the base of the corolla.

Anthers erect, short and broad, obtuse, with a

membranous appendage inSexed over their apex.

Pollen masses pendulous, solitary in each cell of the

aLthers, attached in pairs to the pollen-carriers by
moderately long horizontal caudicles. Apex of the

with a pubescent line down one side alternating at

the nodes. Leaves 1 to 2 inches long, J to 1 inch

broad, on petioles J to i inch long, oblong-lanceolate

or ovate-lanceolate acuminate, trnnoately rounded at

the base, glabrous, except for some bain on both

sides of the midrib, and a very few on the veins

beneath, ciliate, as are also the margins of the

channel of the petiole. Peduncle J to 1 inch long,

with a hairy line on one side, bearing two to three

sessile umbel-like cymes of three to eight flowers.

Bracts ^ to J line long, ovate-lanceolate acute,

ciliate. Pedicels 2J to 3 lines long, glabrous. Sepals

1 line long, ovate-lanceolate acute, glabrous, or with

here and there a hair. Corolla dull purple, 2.^ lines

long, i inch thick, oblong, acuminate, smooth, or

sparsely and minutely verrucose-papillate, glabrous

;

seeds, J inch long, 1 line broad, ovate, flattened,

narrowly margined, glabrous.—Tylophora yemensis,

Deflers, Voyage au Yemen, p. 165.

The only other species known to me ii T. ketero-

phylla, N. E. Br., distinguished from T. yemense by

its more cordate-ovate leaves and larger flowers, the

corolla-lobes being 2.} lines long. Synonyms Tylo-

phora heterophTlla, A. Richard, Flora Abyssinica,

vol. ii., p. 41, t. 71 (the pollen-masses incorrectly

figured as erect). Vincetoxicum heterophyllum,

Vatke. in LinncBx, vol. xl., p. 212.—Abyssinia,

ScAtmper, Nos. 391 ! 833!
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Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CCELOGTNE SPECIOSA.

This very interesting speciei of Coelogyne was first

found by Blame on the Salak Mountains, Java, at

some 4000 to 5000 feet elevation. He first figured

it in his contributions to the Flora of Dutch India by

the name of Chelonanthera speciosa, and under this

name it long remained a puzzle to orchidologists

;

but at last it cropped oat that the plant was a true

Coelogyne, and a genus founded by Lindley some two

years previously. It was first introduced to our

gardens in 1846, and Mr. Thomas Lobb found it

again in the same locality in which it had been

originally discovered. Coelogyne speciosa is almost

a perpetual bloomer, the broad white front lobe of

the lip rendering it very conspicuous. The plant

here figured was finely in flower in the month of

September in oar own Orchid collection, and

from which our artist, Mr. J. N. Titch, made
the accompanying drawing ; from that time to

the present we have noticed various plants

flowering in different collections. This is a plant

which thrives best in a shady, cool position in the

Cattleya-hoase. The plant usually produces several

bads besides the two which ultimately develop, and

coald we bat induce the plant to open its other bads,

we should have a specimen as remarkable for its

beauty as the famous C. cristata and its varieties.

It is a plant of very free growth, and remarkable

for the depth of colouring in its foliage, which at

once proclaims it to be a lover of moisture and

shade, and under these conditions it thrives well.

We have not tried the experiment as to whether the

plant would develop more bads on the peduncle by

giving it more heat, or if more flowers would arrive

at maturity under a cooler regimen ; but it is a

subject worthy of the trial. This plant may be

grown in a hanging-basket, or as a pot-specimen
;

but in either case it requires to be well drained, for as

the plant likes an immense quantity of water, it must be
allowed to run away quickly. The soil best adapted for

its culture is good brown peat fibre, from which the fine

soil has been shaken or beaten, mixed with chopped
sphagnum moss, and to which may be added a few

broken nodules of charcoal when potting. The tem-
perature of the Oattleya-honse suits it best, but care

must be taken to maintain a good moist atmosphere
daring the winter months. Orchid Alhum, vol. xi.,

part 124.

AiiHIDES QOINQnEVULNEEUSI

is of easy culture, and enjoys an abundant supply of

heat and moisture, especially daring the growing
season. At this time a temperature of about 70° or

80° Fahr. will suit it admirably, bat it must be

shaded from the sun's rays. When resting, which is

from about November to March, the temperature

should be slightly less, with plenty of moisture about
their roots, excepting in dull weather, when too

much should not be given. They produce thick

fleshy roots, and can be grown either in baskets or

pots, the former being preferred by many growers,

The best soil for them is sphagnum moss, and care

must be taken to have the drainage well seen to,

even more so than in many other Orchids, the pots

or baskets requiring to be about three-parts filled

with potsherds. As many of the roots proceed from
the upper part of the stems, and consequently remain
in mid-air, an abundant supply of moisture in the
atmosphere is very necessary. Urchid Album, vol. xi.,

part 124.

Ctpkipediom Stonei platytsnium.

This variety cannot be called the poor man's
Orchid, for we know of one or two specimens which
exist which cannot be purchased under four figures,

and we scarcely envy the position of those having
such valuable plants under their care, for sometimes
they become diseased and soon drop ofT, and all

efforts to temporise or to stay the effects of the
disease are quite unavailing. This plant has never
been imported more than once. It was an acci-

dental sport we should imagine, for we do not con-
sider there is any reason to suppose it is a hybrid.

A plant of it realised 140 guineas at the sale of the

late Mr. Day's collection in 1881. A little later on

a plant was again sold for 120 guineas, the first one

in the first collection, and the second one in the

second collection.

The variety was imported with a lot of Cypripe-

dinm Stonei from Saiawak, in 1863, by Messrs. Low
& Co., of Clapton. Some of the plants of this impor-

tation were purchased by the late Mr. Day, and

amongst them—unknown to himself at the time

—

this superb variety, which for several years after-

wards consisted of a single specimen, the only one

known to have been imported.

It flowered for the first time in Mr. Day's collec-

tion in 1867, whence subsequently it became very

sparingly distributed by division of the original

plant. Oa the dispersion of Mr. Day's plants in the

spring of 1880, they were acquired by Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Bart., and Baron Sir J, H. W. Schroder

;

the last-named gentleman has since added several

others of a small siz3 to his collection, so that the

majority of this plant is retained in these two
magnificent collections.

The specimen here figured flowered in the fine

collection of Baron Sir J. H. W. Schroder, under the

care of his able gardener, Mr. Ballantine. It is a

grand flower, which has only on one occasion run

back (the broad petals of this variety reverted to the

original form), so that its durability remains fixed.

This plant, like the typical one, is a native of Borneo,

having been found In the neighbourhood cf Sarawak,

just over thirty years ago; and this superb plant

passed into the hands of Mr. Stone, who then

had the charge of Mr. Day's fine collection,

where it flowered in 1867. It is exactly like

the typical plant in growth, the only difference

being In the broader and shorter petals, and in their

higher colour. It requires the warmth of the East

Indian-house in which to grow and develop its

shoots, where it should be well exposed to the sun

and light, and the atmosphere must be kept well

charged with moisture. The pot for its reception

should be well drained, using for soil some good
light loam, mixed with a little leaf-mould or peat,

and some charcoal added ; and we prefer the plant

to be raised a little above the pot's rim when potted,

in order to allow all water to pass quickly away
from it. Orchid Album, vol. xi., part 124.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT
CROPS OF 1894.

[For Tabulated Summary, seep, 119]

iContinned from p. 216.)

7, ENGLAND, N.W.

Lancashire,—The fruit crops in this district are

good, with the exception of Apples and Strawberries.

The latter were much damaged by the late frosts,

and were a very poor crop. Soma varieties of

Apples, such as Golden Spire, King of Pippins, and
King's are fairly good ; other varieties very scarce.

t7, Hathaway, Laikom, OrmsJcirk,

The Apple crop was partly gone before the

frost on May 21 and 22, the flowers having been
shrivelled up by the east wind, which brought a

horde of green-fly and caterpillar in its train—at any
rate, favouring this operation. The frost completed

the work of destruction. Pears were well formed,

and the trees are unaflTected by insects, and there Is

a heavy crop on most of the trees. Gooseberries were

a heavy crop, only a few having been frozen. Cur-

rants also escaped, but were so infested with

aphis that most of the leaves have fallen. First

flowers of Strawberries frozen ; Raspberries escaped,

heavy crop. William P. Eoberts, The Gardens, Over-

den Hall, Preston.

Apples are a failure with ns owing to the

severe frosts we experienced in May, just as the

fruits were setting. Some varieties of Pears have

very heavy crops. Bush fruits are plentiful, particu-

larly Currants, both Black and Red. Raspberries a

good crop, with fine fruits. Strawberries a fair crop,

but the fruits scarcely up to the standard for size.

Gooseberries were a heavy crop, and are quite

free from caterpillar and red - spider. Morello

Cherries are very good. Jas, Adshead, Traffbrd Pari,

Patricroft, Manchester,

Lanoashiee.—There was an abundant showand sst-

ting of Apples and Pears generally here, but the sharp

frosts experienced on May 21, 22, and 23 (9°, 11',

and 9° respectively), played havoc with everything

sufficiently advanced. Jargonelle Pears, Citron des

Carmes, and a few other common varieties only

remaining. Apples almost nil everywhere in this

district. Bryant Burham, Croxtcth, Liv;r2)Ool,

8. ENGLAND, S.W.

CoHNWALi,.—With a few exceptions, the Apple

crop in this district is very poor, the trees bloomed

well, but scarcely any of it set, this we attribute to

the abundant crop and drought of last season. List

season we had several trees with not an Apple on

them, whilst this season they are laden. Most of the

others are extra thin. Strawberries almost a failure.

Red and White Currantsextra scarce. Black more plen-

tiful. Raspberries under the average. Gooseberries

were very plentiful, but having so much wet and

cloudy weather the flavour was poor. W. H, Bennett,

Mcnahilly,

Fruit crops suflFered much from the cold wet

spring. Apples are a thin crop; the bloom was

fairly plentiful, but weak, and dropped soon after

setting. Strawberries have been very scarce. Small

fruits have been under, both In quantity and quality,

Gooseberries excepted— they were a heavy crop.

George Hall, Port Eliot Gardens, St. Germans.

Fruit crops in East Cornwall are on the

average good. Pears and Apples promise to be of

good quality. Bash fruits were abundant, but the

weather has been bad—heavy rain-storms and very

little sun. Cherries cracked, and were poor in

quality. Nuts, both Cobs and Filberts, are most
abundant, and very fine. CAos. Page, Boconnoo

Gardens, Lostwithiel.

• This is the worst season for Apples I can

remember. Pears are an excellent crop, as in nearly

all positions we have been compelled to thin severely.

Peaches and Nectarines, a very good crop, but the

trees have greatly suffered. Bush fruits we have in

abundance. Janus Murton, Pencalinick, Truro.

Devon.—It is the worst crop of Apples the farmer

has had for many years. I nevsr saw blossom more

plentiful, but the frost of May 21 injured It to such

an extent that seven-eighths of it came down. All

standard fruit trees in the garden have suffered from

this one morning's frost. The Strawberry crop has

been the worst we have had for the last ten years.

They were in full blossom, but were cut to pieces.

B.N.

Here Piums and Pears ars a good crop, also

Peaches. Some Gooseberry bushes were cut by the

frost of May 21, and lost most of their leaves. Fruit

on them and on Raspberries plentifa), but have not

ripened well. Apples are scarce, even such free-

bearers as Keswick' Codling and Prince Albert have

very few fruits on them. The only ones with a good

crop are Mother, Early Harvest, which had none last

year, and Kerry Pippin. Cornish Gilliaower,

Cellini, and Monster Pippin, have a fair crop.

Juneating, which was ripe June 19 last year, ripened

July 24, on the branch which has runlets on it; there

are none on the other branches. Doyenne D'E e

Pears, which were ripe June 21, 1893, did not begin

to ripen till July 17, and have little flavour. Early

Alexandra Peach on a south wall, sheltered by a

dwarf wall 15 feet in front of it, began to ripen

June 23, 1893, did not begin to ripen till July 7,

1894, and there are two fruits still on the tree. Jar-

gonelle Pears on a wall facing east in walled garden

began to ripen July 28, 1894, Irish Peach has a

few fruits not yet ripe. The fruit crop in 1893 was

the largest we have had since I came here twenty-

seven years ago. July 6 and 7, highest thermometer

in the shade was 74°, on the 29th 75°, bat generrJly

varied during July from 62° to 66°, with much cloud.

H. E., Plymouth.
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Devon,—Apples not more than one-third of crop

generally, many dropping even now ; the quality

promises to be fairly good. Pears the crop of the

season ; many of the earlier varieties much spotted

and cracked, especially on bnsh and pyramid trees.

On walls quality promises to be good. Strawberries

a failure, quite half the plants barren ; fruits small

and inferior. Small fruits all good, with exception

of Red Currants, which were about half a crop.

Peaches set abundantly, much thinning required
;

promise to be very good. A. Eames, Heantoii Satch-

vUle, Beaford.

Apples about half crop on the average, but a

few sorts are very good on pyramid and bush. Pears

most above the average, and many require thinning.

Very good set of Pears, and escaped the frost. Plums
are a very good crop, as aiso a few trees of Apricots.

Peaches only fair. Cherries good crop, Bush fruits.

Black and Ked Currants poor. Strawberries flowered

well, but poor crop, owing to frost. Raspberries

pocd. Gooseberries very heavy crop. Frank Quance

Chatworthy, Lifton Park Gardens, N. Devon.

The severe frosts on Miy 21 and 22 did

serious damage amongst the Apple blossom, conse-

quently the crop is very light. Pears had sef, and

are now growing satisfactorily. Peach trees have

kept clean and healthy. Strawberries were very

fine in high situations ; in the valleys the blossoms

were mostly destroyed by frost at the above dates.

Geo. Baker, Membland, Plymouth,

GLonCESTEnsHiHE.—The Apple crop hereabouts is

a thin one, and in some places a failure. Pears are

over-abundant; much thinning was absolutely neces-

sary, and where it was done the crop is most pro-

mising. Fiums are in many places a failure.

Peachep, Nectarines, and Apricots good. Thomas
Shingles, Tortiuortk.

The frost of May 21 did considerable damage
among the froic growers in this district, especially

Strawberries, which have been a complete failure

with some of the market growers, as they were
white with blossom on that date. Raspberries also

have been very light crops, a quantity of canes

having completely died out. Red Currants have

only produced half a crop, while the black are

heavily laden. Gooseberiies also are very plentiful.

Apples also suffered considerably, although some of

the Codlins have a heavy crop. Pears are looking

very promising. Plums have been affected very

much with fly, yet are carrying heavy crops, espe-

cially early sorts. T. Noble, Ashton Court Gardens,

Bristol.

There is plenty of perry fruit. Strawberries

very poor. I found James Veitch and Vicomtesse
Hfiricart du Thury stand the best. Apricots the

best crop we have had for the past twenty years.

William Keen, The Gardens, Bowden Hall, near
Gloucater,

Hebefordshiee.—The fruit crops here are gene-
rally poor this year, except Pears, small fruits, and
wall fruits. Apples very light crop ; and the poorest

crop of Strawberries for years, and very small and
inferior qaality, Rispberries and Gooseberries

good, John Watkins, Withington, Hereford.

The fruit crop in this neighbourhood is

almost a failure, as concerns Apples, Pears, and
Strawberries, owing in a great measure to the very
late frosts. Late Gooseberries, Currants, and Plums
are very plentiful, and of good quality. Frank Harris,
Eastnor Castle Gardens, Ledhnry.

Somersetshibe.—Fruit in this district, on the
average, is very good indeed. Black and R^d Cur-
rants must have sufl^ered by late frost, as in the
gardens here, along with Morello Cherries, they
form our poorest crop. Of Royal Sovereign Straw-
berry not a single fruit has been gathered here, the
frost destroying the bloom completely. A. Young,
Marston, Frame.

WoECESTEBSHiEE.—ApplcB and Strawberries are

the two disappointing crops of the season. The hot
weather of last season, cotnbined with the heavy

crop, being too much strain on the resources of the

trees. On the other hand, the hot weather suited

all other kinds, especially stone fruits and Pears.

I never saw such a wealth of bloom on the Pear trees.

The early Strawberry blooms were destroyed by
frost, but the secondary fruits swelled up, so we
secured an average crop. A, Young, Ahberly Hall
Gardens, Stourport.

WoECESTEEsHiuE.—Apples are much under the

average, and numbers of trees disfigured by ravages of

caterpillars and aphis. Where the trees are free of

these pests there is good clean produce and healthy

growth. Pears are abundant, the trees and fruit clean

and healthy. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots good
in every respect, Pjums, Damsons, and Cherries are

below the average in (juantity, but the two former
promise to be good in quality. Red and Black
Currants are both under the average, especially so

the latter, which have suffered greatly from aphis,

Eirly Strawberries have been very light crops, but

the later varieties have been good in quantity and
quality, John Austen, Witley Gardens, Stourport.

Apples are a very poor crop, lots of orchards

having scarcely any in them. Pears and Plums a
very heavy crop, though Plums were killed entirely

in places by the frost of May 20 and 21. In other
places very heavy crop, especially egg-plums. Straw-
berries very bad, especially Sir J. Paxton, Charles

Myalt, Harvington, Evesham.

Apples extremely partial, according to

situation, elevation, or exposure, the trees having
also been attacked by that insidious and worst of all

insect-pests to Apple trees—the Apple-blossom
weevil. This insect and the Pear- midge are respon-

sible for far greater damage to the fruit crops than
most fruit growers are aware of. W. Crump,
Madresfield Court.

WALES.
Denbiohshire,—The May frosts paralysed all

sorts of outdoor fruits ; although fairly plentiful,

their quality is poor. Early Apples are small, and
continue dropping. Pippin and late sorts are a better

crop, and promise fairly. All sorts have been much
blighted by mildew and fly ; recent showers have
helped to clean them. Apricots are a good crop, but

dropping is extensive, excepting in the case of Moor
Park and the Lady Breda, Cherries have done fairly

well on walls, but are poor on standards. I'lums are

a fair crop, but much rusted ; Gage class a failure.

Damsons heavy. Gooseberries plentiful, but poor in

quality, and have escaped the blight better than any.

Raspberries fairly good. The cream of the first bloom
and setting were killed of all fruits except Apricots,

Strawberries Noble and Dr, Ilosere were nearly all

killed ; Black Prince and Ruskin escaped fairly well.

Sir Joseph Paxton stood best, and Elton Pine good,

P, M., Wynnstay Gardens.

Caedioanshiee.—On the whole the fruit crop in

this district is a poor one. Pears seem to be the

best ; doubtless owing to their having set their

bloom and so were advanced before the disastrous

frosts of May 20 and 21, The Apples were cut very

badly, also the earliest blossom of S;rawberries and
Plums. Strawberries very scarce, if, C, JViliajns,

Crossuvod Park, Aberystioith.

Flintshiee.—The four nights' frott we had in

May injured the fruit crop very much, especially

Strawberries. John Forsyth, Hawarden Castle, near

Chester.

Glamoeoanshibe. — Apples are a roor crop in

this district, and the trees are very much infested

with green- fly and American blight. Peais are a

good crop; the trees are clean and healthy, and the

fruits are swelling freely. The branches of Pit-

maston Duchess, Williams' Bon Chretien, and several

other varieties, will require to be supported by props

to keep them from being broken by the weight of

fruit. Piums are a good crop, but the trees are

badly blighted with green-fly. The frost on May 20
did great injury to some of the frait and vegetable

crops in the vale of Glamorgan. A. Pettigrew, Castle

Gardens, Cardiff.

Glamoeoanshike.—Apples in this district are
much under the average. The following varieties are
the most fruitful, viz, :—Cellini, Ribston Pippin, Stir-

ling Castle, Gillyflower, Early Margaret, Warner's
King, and several local varieties. Pears are looking
remarkably well, the fruit clean and large, and
carrying heavy crops, especially varieties Doyenn^
du Cornice, Thompson's, Marie Louise, Winter
Nelis, Louise Bonne, Pitmaston Duchess, Williams'
Bon Chretien, Powell, &c. ; in fact, many have
required thinning. Strawbarries have been ai
abundant crop, fruit large and fine in quality. Thi
varieties grown here are Vicomtesse, Noble, La
Grosse SucriS-, and Waterloo. Small fruits have been
plentiful, with the exception of R;d Currant), these
having been quite a failure in this district. E Uilner,
Penrice Castle, Swansea.

Peimbeokeshiee.—Oar walls are well covered with
fruit. Liw-lying districts suffered most from the

ravages of the late frosts. I have seen some orchards

on high ground in this county which are at the pre-

sent time full of fruit. G. Griffin, Slebeck Park,
Pembroke.

MoNMouTHSHiBE.—Oar Apple orchards have
very good crops. King of the Pippins—always
reliable—being heavily laden ; Cellini, New Haw-
thornden, Manx Codlin, Frogmore Prolific, and
Betty Geeson are also amongst the best croppers.

Pears are nevertheless the crop of the year. 'Toese

are generally good, so much so that we have thinned

some varieties, and this freely, upon some cordon
trees. Louise Bonne of Jersey, Darondeau, Bjuri^
Hardy, Beurr^ Diel, Bsurr^ Superfin, B>urr6 Ranee,
Beurr6 d'Amanlis, Easter Beurr^, D )yenn6de M6ode
are fine upon walls. Marie Louise, although one
of the latest to blossom, did not set well under any
condition ; but Louise Bonne of Jersey is prolific in

every state. Apricots are good, and the trees clean.

Strawberries were generally small. Our crops did

not sufi"er to any extent from the frosts, bat old

plantations were weakened by the drought last

season. Young plantations made last autumn were

more satisfactory, particularly so was one of Noble
upon a south border, the fruit from which were grand

in every way, except high flavour. Raspberries and
Gooseberries are abundant and good. R. Superlative

and Gooseberries Whitesmith, Crown Bob, and
Indnstry are excellent. Thos. Coombcr, The Hendre,

Monmouth.

The fruit crops in this district are of a very

unsatisfactory nature, owing principally to frost, cold

blasting winds (on and after the flowering stage), and
an enormous amount of blight setting in since that

period, rendering small fruits in fact quite unfit for

table use. The only fruits coming through the

ordeal well being Pears and Apricots, John Lociyer,

Park Gardens, Pontypool,

Cider frnit very scarce in this district ; also

Pot fruit. Perry Pears in some places are a heavy

crop. Dessert Pears very poor, D. Clark, The

Gardens, Clyso Court, Anglesea.

9. IRELAND, N.

Anthim. — Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberrie»,

Strawberries, all snfl'ered by the frost on May 21)

Raspberries a total failure, the early flowers of

Strawberries were all killed, the late-set fruit is only

in now ; the early Gooseberries all dropped off the

bushes, what we have now are very large of the late

sorts, but a light crop. Apples a failure, the bloom

wai all killed. Arga, Antrim Castle,

Cavan.—Fruit crop ruined with late frosts and

wind, when in bloom ; what escaped is poor in

quality from want of sunshine. Edward Seilly, Castle

Saund'.rson, Belturhet.

Galway. — Fruit prospects were never more

promising till May 20, when we had sharp frosts on

three successive nights ; Apples being in full blos-

som, sufi'ered most. Strawberries also suffered

severely. John Cobban, Garballi/, Ballinasloe.

Kebey,—Apples are a very poor crop. Pears are

plentiful ; also Plums, There are scarcely any
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Peaches and Apricots grown outdoors in Kerry,

the antamna are too cold and damp for the wood to

ripen, trees die bacic in winter. Strawberries have

been a'most a failare in some places. The frost

killed all the frnit blooms, and since the frait (that

was lef ) began to ripen, the weather has been nn-

faTOurable. There is no flavour to the frait. Goose-
berries and Currants are abundant. Raspberries

are rather poor, the early frost nipped them when
in bloom. G, M. Breese, Killarney,

10, IRELAND, S.

Queen's ConNxy.—Small fruit has been very plen-

tiful this year. Raspberries very heavy. Straw-

berries have been very bad, that is, the early ones,

such as Black Prince and Noble ; but the later sorts

are very good, making up a fair crop. H, J, Harvey,

Grantston, A'liyleix,

Wateefoed.— Strawberry and other blossoms were

sU injured on the night of May 20, when our ther-

mometer registered 3° of frost. Gooseberries and

small fruits were well advanced and protected by

leaf, and have enormous crops. Some Apple trees

are loaded with fruit, especially Keswick Codlins and

early varieties. Thos. Singleton, The Gardens,

Curraghmore, Portlaw,

Wexfobd.—The frost of May '20, and the spell of

cold nights which followed, did much injury to the

frnit crops, especially Apples and Plums, on oar

heavy clay soil here ; the Gooseberry suifered last

year from the effects of the dry summer and red-

spider, this year the crop is poor, and many of

the trees gone altogether, Jos, Turner, Courtown

Gardens,

CHANNEL ISLANDS,
GuEHNSET.—The season, so far, is probably the

very worst on record for outside fruits in the island.

The show of bloom was exceptionally good, and the

set over average, but this sad summer has changed

it all. The weather from now onwards may be better

than we have had (worse it cannot be), and the trees

may have the benefit of preparing for better results

next year. But we fear that for this season's fruit

the evil cannot possibly be repaired. C. Smith <$ Sons,

Caledonia Nursery,

Isle of Man.—Small fruits, with the exception of

Strawberries, have been a good average. Apples

and Pears are very bad ; the heavy hail- storm we had

in the end of May both blackened the foliage and

almost stripped the fruit that was set. Jas. Murphy,

Croukhour7tc.

The difference in the form of these varieties is

remarkable, and were it not that they are linked by
intermediate forms it would be difficult to include

them botanically in the same species.

KEMARKABLE VARIETIES OF
ODONTOQLOSSUM CRISPUM.

A FAVouBiTE in any form and most prolific in fine

and distinct varieties, Odontogloasum crispum may
be regarded as the best of cool-house Orchids. With
every freeh importation new forms appear, and

although some of them are distinguished by

varietal names, the uninitiated often say that

they can scarcely distinguish them apart, but the

connoisseur would aflirm about the same plants that

there could be no mistaking the one for the other

when well grown. Certainly, the amount of varia-

tion is surprisingly large, and leads to the supposition

that cross-fertilisation in a remote past and reversion

and progression in the natural seedlings afterwards,

have played a part in the dissimilarity of the flowers

of the diS'erent plants of the species.

As illustrating the great variation we allude to,

we are pleased to be able to give figures from

photographs of two very fine forms which were

exhibited by Baron Sir H. Schroder, The Dell,

Egham (gr., Mr. H. Ballantine), at the meeting of the

Orchid Committee of the Koyal Horticultural Society,

June 12, on which occasion they were awarded

Certificates.

The 0. c. grande maculatum (fig. 35) is white

spotted with purplish-brown, and the singularly

formed O. c. mirabile (fig. 36), French white with

cinnamon-coloured blotches, and rich yellow base to

the lip.

THE GARDEN AT EASTER
DUDDINGSTON.

Bv RoBEET Lindsay.
Not the least of Mr. Jenner's services to botany

and horticnltnre was the formation and maintenance

for BO many years of a garden which, in point of

richness and interest, is second to none of the

private collections of living plants in the kingdom.

His garden had always the greatest attractions for

him, and a brief account of its origin and outstanding

features may be here given. The grounds were laid

out chiefly by the late William Gorrie; the late

James McNab also rendered valuable assistance.

they had outgrown their positions, and in their place

groups of Lilies, Ranunculus, Anemone, and other

showy plants have been substituted. All the rest

of the rockwork at Easter Duddingston was designed

by Mr. Gorrie. The best portion is a charming
piece of artistic rockwork lying south of the original

rock-garden, called by Mr. Jenner " Corriemore," as

a memento of a botanical tour. This portion has

been laid out in a different manner from the rest.

The ground, instead of being raised, is excavated to

a depth of about 8 feet, the excavations forming a

high bank all round. Rough stones, placed firmly

in the ground, support the mass of soil forming the

banks, and give the sides a cliff-like appearance.

A sloping narrow path runs round both sides, and
reaches the bottom, now laid out as a bog-garden.

The high banks afford ample protection for the

growth of tender plants. Here such plants as

Chamierops Fortune!, Aralia Sieboldi, Phormium
tenax, Cordyline austialis, Bambusa talcata, Quercas

FlO. 35.—ODONTOOLOSSUM CBISPnM TAB. MACCLATCM.

The garden now consists ot about 3 acres, devoted

to a large collection of ornamental plants, with the

exception of about an acre and a-half of vegetable

garden. The original rock-garden was constructed

by Mr. Jenner and Mr. Howie in 1862, and consists

of a series of raised beds, having their margins

fitted with blocks of stone set on end, forming

pocket-like spaces, which were filled with special

soil to suit the requirements of various alpine

plants. The stone divisions thus prevent the

more rampant-growing plants from mixing with

and over-running the more delicate and slow-growing

alpines. A large number of the plants in this part

of the rock-garden were gathered by Mr. Jenner

during his Highland excursions, the remainder

consists of the best kinds of alpines of other

countries that were in cultivation at the time. This

was the first of this type of rock-garden constructed,

BO far as I know, in Britain; and that it has

answered the purpose intended is witnessed by the

fact that the majority of the original plants, planted

thirty-one years ago, are still in perfect health and
vigour. The raised beds were not stoned, but were

simply planted with dwarf-growing shrubs or trees,

many of wbich have been long since removed, as

glabra, Ilex latifolia, and other half-hardy plants,

resist the most severe winters.

Adjoining " Corriemore " is an erection for the

cultivation of hardy Ferns. Under cover of a pro-

jecting roof, large blocks of sandstone are set up

against a north wall, with spaces for soil. In this

hardy fernery most of the British species with their

varieties, and several North American species, are

successfully cultivated. Some of the sandstone

blocks have numerous apertures, about 2 inches in

diameter, hollowed out, in which patches of Arenaria

balearica are grown for the purpose of draping the

stones. In the damper portion of the fernery, the

stones are covered with various Liverworts.

Of late years several interesting features have

been added to the garden. In 1887, Mr. Jenner, to

utilise a piece of ground left vacant because unfit for

ordinary garden purposes, conceived the idea of con-

verting it into an Iris garden. The ground was wet

and clayey, and in digging out the clay, water was

found at a depth of 2 feet. Good loam and peat soil

having been substituted, the ground was laid out in

square beds, with gravel walks intersecting them, the

edges of the beds being formed by chips of granite

set on end. Some of the best varietiei of Iris
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K^empferi were imported from Japan, with which

the larger beds were filled. As many of the other

ipecies as could be obtained were planted separately,

along with the best varieties of Montbretia. The
Japanese Irises proved to be magnificent varieties,

with enormously large blossoms, both single and

doable flowers, in various shades of colour. At
the edges of the beds are rows of the early-

flowering Siberian Iris reticulata planted thickly,

which in spring is very eS'ective. All the

plants are now thriving luxuriantly here, and what

was little better than a clay-pit, is now one of the

most interesting features of Easter Duddingston

garden. In 1889, the " Alpine Levels " were formed.

This is an arrangement for growing alpine plants in

beds—not as single specimens, but in masses. The
beds are thirty-two in number. Each bed measures

9 by 7 feet, and is subdivided into four parts, to

contain individually one species in mass, and as their

flowering periods vary, the plants are so arranged

bed, round which the climbers cling for support, the

remainder of the ground being taken np by gravel

paths. No grass is used, in order that the climbers

may be examined without getting the feet wet.

Among the climbers are various kinds of Clematis,

Jasmines, Rjses, Aristolochia Sipho, Actinidia

Kolomikta, Periploca graca, Mutisia decurrens, Tro-

pseolum tuberosum, T. speciosum. Wistaria sinensis,

Lathyrus latKolius, Hop, Virginian Creeper, &o.

Bat none is more efiFective than the new climbing

Rose, Crimson Rambler. The history of this Rose is

intimately connected with Eister Duddingston

garden, and affords one of the many instances of Mr,

Jenner's characteristic generosity. In 1878, Mr.

Jenner received a consignment of plants from Japan,

which he had commissioned Professor R. Smith, at

that time Professor of Engineering at Tokio, to

obtain for him. Among the plants thus received

was this splendid Rose, which Mr. Jenner named
" The Engineer," in compliment to Professor Smith,

Fia. 36 —ODONTOGLOSSDM CalSPtM VAB. MIHABILE. (sEE P. 248 )

that the interest is kept np throughout the year.

The subdivision of the large beds into four is

eflFected by longitudinal and transverse rows of an

exceedingly dwarf-growing Juniper—Janiperus com-

munis hibernica compressa. Several specimens of

this, planted in the original rock garden thirty-two

years ago, are at present only 2 feet in height, and

are compact, symmetrical, handsome bushes, although

they have never been cut or pruned. The large

beds are edged with stone, and a gravel path runs

round each. Numerous bulbs are planted on both

sides of the stone margins, including Snowdrops,

Snowflakes, Winter Aconite, Crocuses, and Ane-
mones, which in spring are a beautiful sight. The
beds themselves are filled with Gentians, Primulas,

Anbrietias, Saxifrages, Sedums, Dianthases, Silenes,

Lithospermums, dwarf Phloxes, &c., which produce

masses of colour at different seasons of the year,

rivalling the efi'ecti by tender bedding plants, besides

being permanent and most interesting at all seasons.

Another important feature was added in 1889,

viz, "The Climber Garden." This has proved an

entire success. It consists of fifty circular beds,

each 3 feet in diameter. A good stout Spruce Fir,

about 16 feet high, is placed in the centre of each

The Rose, which proved to be a new variety of Rosa

polyantha, was much admired, and Mr. Jenner,

wishing to spread such a good plant abroad, and at

the same time help a deserving man, presented, in

1889, the whole stock to Mr. John Gilbert, a small

nurseryman at Lincoln, in whom he was interested.

Mr. Gilbert, in the following year, exhibited cut

flowers of " The Engineer " at a meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society of London, when it

was unanimously awarded a Certificate of Merit,

but as he had not the means of placing the plant

properly on the market, he obtained Mr. Jenner's

permission to dispose of the stock to Mr. Charles

Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough. Turner changed

its name to that of " Crimson Rambler," and it soon

became famous in this country and in France. So

recently as May last, the gold medal of the National

Horticultural Society of France was awarded to it

as the best new plant exhibited.

The garden at Easter Duddingston is specially

rich in rare trees and shrubs. The late Mr. Gorrie

had a free hand to purchase every hardy plant of

interest when the garden was in course of formation,

and no one know better than he where such were

to be obtained ; consequently, many of the rarest

trees and shrubs in cultivation are to be met with

here, such as Fagus Cunninghamii, over 12 feet high
;

Qaercus Fordii, 20 feet ; Plagianthus betnlinus (the

Ribbon Tree of New Zealand), over 20 feet high,

&c., the latter interesting as having been planted

by Sir William Jenner in 187'J, during a visit to his

brother at Easter Duddingston. Dwarf-growing and
pendulous varieties of trees are here very numerous,

and nearly all the hardy species of Rhododendron
are represented, besides Maples, Oaks, Hollies,

Conifers, &c., in great variety. The entire collec-

tion of species and varieties of plants in the garden

exceeds 4000,

Mr, Jenner could never be persuaded to take

much interest in " indoor " plants. The taste for

rare Orchids and tender bedding-plants he denounced,

and would have none of them while there existed so

many beautiful plants capable of withstanding our

climate. The climate of Midlothian he held to be

nearly perfect. Proceedings of the Edinburgh Botanical

Societij.

A TEAVELLER'S NOTES.
iCont nu&i from p. 217.)

Geelonq.—The port of Geelong possesses a public

park of 180 acres, a small portion of which is

reserved for a garden, the whole being under the

direction of Mr. Raddenberg. Within its limits is

one of the largest, if not the largest, shade- house in

the colony of Victoria—a long structure, CO feet

wide, with a central dome of the same height.

Climbers grow with great luxuriance, one side of the

dome offering support for a trailing curtain of

Tecoma Mackeni, Tacsonia Van Volxemi, and
others, to within 5 feet of its summit — a

remarkable sight.

Within are many Tree Ferns, Palms, &c. ; Also-

phila Cooperi, from New South Wales ; A. robnste,

Cibotium magnificum, Musa Cavendishii, Jubsea

spectabilic, 18 feet in height : Chamterops species,

Areca sapida, with leaves 9 to 10 feet long. An irre-

gular mass of fantastic rockery occupies the centre

of a circular tank lying immediately beneath the

dome : it is entirely devoted to Water Lilies. In

the adjacent borders, Bambusa nigra, 15 feet ; Kentia

Forsteriana, equally tall ; Todea barbara, Ptychos-

perma AlexandriS. noted as so fine in the Queens-

land bush ; Alsophila excelsa, and many others, are

doing well. To all of these such Ferns as Wood-
wardia radicans, Asplenium bulbiferum, Pteris

tremula, Nephrolepis exaltata, Asplenium obtusilo-

bum, Blechnum brasiliense, Adiantum glauco-

phyllum.and other well-known species, offer suitable

undergrowth. Ivies cling to the supporting pillars,

Madeirensis and Roegneriana being particularly fine.

At the end of the house is a rockery, of so curious

a formation as to merit detailed description. Along

the shore at Geelong may be found in great quan-

tities, and of unknown age, hollow, root-like

conglomerates of sand, lime, &c. In the district,

various Melaleucas are common, more especially

M. acuminata, and round the roots of such the sand,

lime, salt, &c., have gradually accumulated, until,

assisted by the action of the water, the root has

become entirely encrusted to the thickness of an

inch. The root decays, the result being a hollow

tube of some thickness and great solidity, the

exterior form being faithfully true to the shape of a

Ti-tree (Melaleuca) root.

Such concretions are freely employed in front of

the rockery in question, and in some instances

are surrounded by crystals dug from clay. At

one time the latter were employed in the

manufacture of plaster of Paris, but I am
led to understand, they proved unremunerative.

Viewing the rockery for the first time, and previoni

to any explanation, I was inclined to think the intri-

cate open network on its face consisted of petrified

roots—a belief easily tenable until the hoUowness of

the conglomerates is shown, and the foregoing

explanation offered. In its fiesures, crevices, and

recesses. Ferns have been liberally distributed, need-

ing but time to greatly improve the effect of the

whole. , . 5 /-, X

In the general borders of the garden Cantua

dependens may be noted as doing well, Swainsona

Oaborni in flower, Romneya Coulteri, a tall, strag-

gling bush seeding; Arbutus canariensis fruiting,

Doryanthes Palmeri with foliage 8 feet long, Gre-

villea Hilliana, and Castanospermum australe, from

Queensland, often met with in Australian gardens.

Roses and Chrysanthemums, the latter occupying
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a fine border over 100 jards in length, do ex-

ceedingly well, the edging of double white violet

growing with unwonted luxuriance. Choisya ter-

nata, Syringas and Tree Pceonies, Bouvardias,

Cannas, Salvias, &c., all help to make the place

gay with flower. Pomegranates form perfect trees,

and within a few feet of the shade-house is as

large a Jacaranda mimoetefolia as I have met with

in the colony. In the glass-houses the collection

of Orchids and Pitcher-planta is in excellent trim.

Geelong is on sea-level, yet the success attending

the cultivation of some plants might lead one to

suppose its site lay at an elevation ; in all proba-

bility, however, the sea breezes, and the openness of

its situation, account for the mildness of the climate

compared with that of other portions of Victoria.

James H, Veiich.

( To be continued, >

Trees and Shrubs.

CLETHKA. ALNIFOLIA.

How seldom do we see this Alder-leaved Clethra

growing in the ordinary shrubbery ! It is one of

those free- flowering, dwarf-growing shrubs that

occupies little space, and still gives us such a wealth

of bloom that one wonders why it is not more fre-

quently seen. The dull or ivory-white spicate

racemes of blossom emit a pleasant perfume, and

are produced from July to September. I have two

plants of it growing at the front of the shrubbery,

which have occupied their present position for the

last ten years, flowering freely every year, and now

they do not interfere at all with their near neighbours,

their habit of growth being quite upright.

Where the soil includes either clay or chalk, it

would be useless to plant Clethras, as they abominate

both of these. A sandy peat or loam is more

suitable ; and in our case, as the soil includes both

clay and chalk, I had to dig out a good-sized hole,

breaking up the bottom thoroughly, to admit of a

free percolation of water during heavy rains, and to

fill in the space with peat, leaves, and decayed vege-

table refuse. Since this was done, we have had

abundance of highly-prized blossoms. E. M.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White, Orchid Groioer, Burford, Dorking.

MA8DEVALLIA8.—In a representative collection

of these plants, there are some of the species or

hybrids in bloom at all seasons, and no plant in

the whole collection excites so much curiosity and
interest at the present time as M. mucosa, the

extraordinary sensitiveness of its labellum being

its principal attraction. Upon the slightest

touch, at first slowly, then suddenly, it closes

itself upwards to the column, where it remains

fixed for about half an hour, and then descends.

Other dwarf-growing species, such as M. Armini, M.
caudata, Shuttleworthii, M. picturata, M. Estradas,

M. Wagnerii, M. melanopus, M. floribnnda, M.
ionocharis, M. hifroglyphica, M. tridactylites, all

form lovely objects when well flowered. Owing to

their compact habit of growth, these and similar

species are often suspended close to the roof-glass,

in order to bring them as near to the light as pos-

sible, but thus situated, they are often injured by
drought, and by lack of sufficient atmospheric

moisture, which is one of their most essential require-

ments. During the past eighteen months we have
placed all theee species in a light position on the stage,

and they have unquestionably succeeded better in

that position. Contrasting greatly in size of flower

with those already mentioned, are M. elephanticeps,

M. Garirantua, M. Ephippinm, M. macrura, M. peris-

teria, M. coriacea, &c , which are grown principally

for the singularity and quainlness of their

flowers. Those species that are characterised by
creat brilliance and depth of colour, viz. M.
Veitchiana, M. ignea, M. amabilis, M. coccinea, and
the many beautiful and distinct varieties of the Har-
ryana type, are nil of robust growth, and very

floriferou9. Other distinct species well deserving

of mention are the yellow- flowered M. Davisii,

and the pure white M. tovarensis. Plants

of M. Davisii and M. "Veitchiana not un-

frequently send up solitary spikes during the

winter months ; these are best pinched out when
perceptible, so as to give the plants more energy to

grow and flower in their proper season. Masdevallias

have received considerable attention from hybridists

during the past few years, and they have succeeded in

producing several attractive and interesting hybrids,

such as M. Courtauldiana, M. Hincksiana, M. Gairiana,

M. Geleniana, M. Stella, M. glaphyrantha, M. Chel-

soni, &c. Masdevallias succeed best in a compara-

tively cool temperature ; doing well with the New
Grenadan Odontoglossums during the summer
months, but if through the winter they can conve-

niently be afforded a few degrees more warmth
than the Odontoglossums require, it will be to

their advantage. One of the causes of black markings

and spotting on the foliage is their being supplied

with too much water, and kept in too moist an atmo-
sphere, especially through the autumn and winter, at

which time every care should be taken to water only

those that really require it ; and at no other period

must they be kept long together in a saturated con-

dition at the root. The best months for repotting

are about the end of August and February. 1 prefer

the present time, because it is now that they make
the greatest number of roots, and the cool moist

weather during the autumn is favourable to

speedy re-establishment. Healthy specimens that

are needed for exhibition purposes next season should

not be unnecessarily disturbed at this season,

as by so doing they may fail to bloom satisfac-

torily when required ; in some cases, where the

compost has become sour and stagnant, it may be

carefully picked out and replaced with fresh. Any
large masses which have become bare in the centre

may be divided and made up anew. Previous to

repotting, it is important that water should be with-

held from the plants for a few days, for the drier the

roots are, the less liable are they to be injured. Mas-
devallias are vigorous-rooting plants, and require a

good amount of space. The pots should be two-

thirds filled with drainage, and peat, and sphagnum
moss in equal proportion, with a handful of

crocks added for the roots to ramble amongst. In

potting, keep the base of the plant on a level

with the rim of the pot, and place the divided

pieces closely together in the centre, thus

making a nice compact specimen. Carefully work
the compost between the roots ; pot moderately

firmly. Do not aS'ord much water until the

roots have had time to get a firm hold, or both they

and the leaves will quickly decay. M. tovarensis

should not be potted now, unless the plants are in a

really bad condition at the root. Plants of the

Chimsera section may be afforded fresh material

during September.

OTHER GENERA.—Other plants that do well under
the cultural treatment suitable for Masdevallias are

the Pleurothallis, several of which are well worth
growing on account of the singular beauty and curious

structure of their flowers, viz., P. Roezlii, P. picta, P.

ornata, P. punctulata, P. Barberiana (macrople-

pharis), M. rhombipetala, &c., also the many different

kinds of Restrepia, Octoraeria, Stelis, Aerides ja-

ponicum, Angrrecum falcatum, Sarcochilns Fitz-

geraldii, Calanthe uatalensis, and various Oncidiuma
of the macranthum and crispum types.

THE HABDY FBUIT GARDEN.
By T. TUBTOK. Gardener, Maiden Brtegh, Beading.

APRICOTS.—Trees from which the fruits have been
gathered should have all the forerights pruned back
to three or four leaves, and those which were left to

fill vacant spaces should be secured to the wall. No
fruit trees suffer more from winter pruning than the

Apricot, and if the above work be done now, only the

removal of dead spurs will be necessary at the

winter training.

STRAWBERRIES.—Elton Pine and other varieties

which are late in producing runners, and were
layered about the time I advised in a former calendar,

should now have made sufficient roots to be planted

out, and as the crop to be obtained from the plants

next season depends upon the growth which they

make this autumn, the planting should no longer be
delayed. Keep runners removed from all plantations,

aud destroy weeds by hoeing when the weather is

favourable for the work.

EARLY DESSERT APPLES.—Very careful judg-

ment will be necessary in the gathering of the earlier

varieties of these now beginning to ripen. Avoid
undue haste in the gathering of such as Worcester

Pearmain, Kerry Pippin, &c., and leave them until

the fruits part easily from the trees when raised to a

horizontal position. The fruit will be of special value

for supplying dessert from the middle of the present

month (September) until the middle of October, and
till then there are few other varieties of first-rate

quality obtainable. Of earlier varieties in season now
until the middle of the month, there is greater choice

in Irish Peach, Quarrenden, Duchess of Gloucester,

Strawberry Apple, and the newer Beauty of Bath,

Lady Sudeley, Cardinal, &c. Trees of these should

be looked over regularly, to gather any fruits which

have ripened ; and if a good bed of some soft material

be placed under the trees to prevent any fruit that

may fall from being badly bruised, these can be

utilised for present use. Grass mown from the

orchard, which has not been allowed to ripen seed, is

the most suitable material for the purpose, and
should be placed under any other trees whera the

fruit has begun to drop.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—Earwigs are quite

a plague in many gardens this season, and as these

insectsare especially partial to Peachesand Nectarines,

look over the trees at night with a light, and where
any earwigs are seen, or immediately any fruiti are

found to be punctured, pieces of bean-stalks, about
6 inches long, should be placed about in the trees to

trap them. The bean-stalks must be examined every

morning, taking a vessel in which to blow the ear-

wigs out of them. They generally attack the

fruits at the top, and it is astonishing how quickly

they will spoil a number of fruits if left unchecked.
Woodlice are often troublesome among these fruits,

and where this is the case, directly the syringing is

discontinued small bunches of dry moss should be

placed in the trees, and some on the border at the

base of the wall, which if collected every morning,
and thrown into a vessel of scalding water, will soon

lessen their numbers.

DAMSONS.—Trees bearing heavy crops of fruit

may be afforded a good watering with liquid-manure

from the stable or farmyard. If the land is known
to be thoroughly moistened by the late copious

rains, and the liquid- manure is not very strong, then

it may be given undiluted ; but if the position in

which the trees are growing is known to be dry, then
the manure should be well diluted with pond-water
where practicable. Trees of the Farleigh Prolific, still

carrying too heavy a crop, should bs still further

thinned, and the quality of the frnit will be
improved.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Arthur Coombes, Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

ONIONS in early districts may now be taken up,

but in later districts, where the tops are by any
means green, and the roots are firmly fixed in the

soil, they should be left a week or ten days longer, as

the bulbs are still swelling. It sometimes happens
that a portion of the crop is fit to pull before the

whole, and in such a case it is not well, especially in

a damp season, to allow them to remain in the soil

until all are ready ; but the ripe ones should be

pulled up and laid on a walk with their roots upper-

most, turning them now and then. When the

roots are dried or shrivelled up, take the bulbs to a

cool airy room or shed, where they can be laid out

thinly, and occasionally turned in order to complete
the ripening process. As soon as the ground has

been cleared of the bulbs, have it hoed over, and
all the refuse from the crop and tainted bulbs

carefully raked off and burned. This is the more
needed if maggot or Peronospora have been present.

POTATOS.—Second early kinds will now be ripe

enough for lifting, which should be done, if possible,

on a fine day, lifting them in the earlv part of the

day, so that they may become dry btfire they are

picked up in the afternoon. Care should be taken

not to bruise them by rough usage. If this part of

the crop is to be used forthwith, they should be

stored in the buildings where they may be laid out

thinly on the floor for a few days, to allow the

moisture to escape, but direct light should be in-

tercepted or they will be liable to become green.

When quite dry store them in quantity in a dark
place. Secure a good sample of seed, and mature
them in an open shed before storing the others.

SPINACH.—Make a further sowing, even if the

previous ones are promising well. Plants from
seeds sown at this time will not be so fine or

sappy in growth as the others, but will better with-

stand severe weather, and will probably furnish a
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good supply when previous sowings are injured by

frost. Thin out earlier sowinge, and keep the hoe

amongst them.

CELERY.—Before finally earthing up the earliest

plantings, examine the soil at the bottom of the

trenches, to ascertain the amount of moisture

there. For although the weather has been showery,

there has not been a heavy fall of rain (at

least, in this district), and a plant that takes water

so freely is apt to become dry at the root at any

time. A soaking of liquid manure should now be

afforded, in order to feed up and finish off the plants,

and a dusting of soot should be applied, in order to

ward off the attacks of slugs and snails. Keep the

leaf- stalks straight and well together, but not unduly

pressed, so as to impede the growth within. Pre-

pare later plantings (or the first application of soil,

by the removal of weeds, outer leaves and suckers,

affording them some fertilizer, or if dry, a watering

with liquid manure.

FKUITS UNDEB GLASS.
By BilliEY WADD3, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—The trees carrying

late crops in orchard-houses and cool peacheries

must not be allowed to lack water at the roots or to

be overrun by red-spider. The best means to keep

this pest in check is by frequent syringing till the

fruit colours. After the fruit is gathered afford good

root-waterings, and clean the trees. Thin out the

crowding shoots, and afford air freely so that the

wood may ripen, but keep the foliage on the trees

to the latest possible period.

FIQ-TREES IN POTS.—The second crop being

gathered from the earlier-forced trees, these should

have plenty of water afforded them, and be syringed

twice a day. Manure-water may be freely supplied to

trees in late bearing, and so long as the water does

not remain long on the surface of the soil there is

not much danger from excesi", but care must be

taken when using soot- water that it is quite clear, or

injury will soon be done. Thin out fruits where
crowded. With proper attention paid to root-

watering and the stopping of shoots, good Figs may
be obtained till the beginning of November.

MELONS.—All late fruits should now be growing
freely, the plants being assisted by a good watering

about once a week. Keep the growths thinned out

at short intervals, and do not overcrop the plants.

Melons growing in pots or tubs will need to be top-

dressed with fresh horse-dung, and such as are grow-
ing in dung-heated pits should have top and bottom
warmth kept up by means of fresh linings, covering

the glass at night with mats. In these structures

the fruits should be raised from the soil by placing

a brick or tile under each. If black, white, or green
aphis are troublesome, damp the foliage with
quassia-water.

STRAWBERRIES IN POTS.—These will now be

filling the pots with roots, which should not be
allowed to penetrate the coal-ashes on which the
pots are standing. Keep the plants free from weeds
and runners. See that they do not get dry at the
roots, or become too crowded for the proper develop-
ment of the foliage. If the crowns are weakly, afford

manure water, or sprinkle the soil with artificial

manure. AH late varieties should be potted without
further delay,

CUCUMBERS.—Plants in good bearing will need
frequent applications of liquid manure, and of top-
dressings of decayed manure, new growths being
encouraged that the plants be not too heavily

cropped. Syringe the plants twice daily, keeping a
temperature of about 70° by night. For Cucumbers
growing in frames, the directions given for Melons
will fqually apply, but observing to shade them
from bright sunshine.

THE FLOWER GABDEN.
B>t John Lambert, Gardtner, Powis Castle. Welskpoal.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS —Owing to the con-
tinued wet weather, all growth is very luxuriant, and
weeds will abound. Many of the plants should be
looked over, and the old Bower-spikes cut off. Cen-
taurea raontana and C. niontana alba require not only
the old flower-spikes to be removed, but also any old
or unsightly foliage, which will afford light and space
necessary for the young growths to come away.
Lupins, Aconitums, Delphiniums, and some of the
Veronicas, will also need attention. Iris or Nar-

cissus folioge which has now become unsightly, may
be removed, and any attention which will help to

make the border neat in appearance should be

afforded.

PROPAGATION.—Cuttings of Petunias should be

taken at once, and inserted in 6inch pots, which
should be well drained and filled with light sandy

soil, with a surfacing of silver-sand. The cuttings

should be watered as soon as put in, and stood in a

close frame, shading them carefully from bright

sunshine. Cuttings of Tropteolum Ball of Fire,

Mrs. Clibran, &c., should also be taken, and treated

similarly.

PINKS.—Pipings of these, if layered as advised,

will be well rooted, and ready for planting out in

lines or beds as may be desirable. Prepare the

ground by giving it a dressing of spent Mashroom-
bed dung and a sprinkling of soot.

SEED SOWING. — Sow seeds of any bulbous-

rooted flowering plants, such as Narcissus, Tulips,

Hyacinths, Crown Imperials, Fritillarias, Crocuses,

or others. Boxes or pans, filled to within about

an inch of the top with fine light soil, will be

found handiest for this purpose. Make the surface

even, then sow the seeds thereon moderately thickly,

covering them with finely-sifted soil. A shady part

of the garden will suit them till the end of Sep-

tember, and if the weather should be dry, an occa-

sional gentle watering may be required. Anemone,
Ranunculus, and hardy Cyclamen seed may be treated

in the same way as the above for the present.

Auricula seed may also be sown in boxes, and it will

come up stronger in the spring than seed sown then.

AURICULA PLANTS.— Auriculas in pots will need
repotting. Prepare a quantity of fresh light com-
post, consisting of good loam broken up into small

pieces, leaf-soil, dried cow-manure, silver-sand, and
charcoal. Pick off all decayed leaves, and at same
time carefully detach offsets ; turn the plants out,

and remove the crocks, and if the roots are in

good condition and healthy, do not disturb them
much, but just trim off the loose ones ; but should

they be unhealthy, remove nearly or quite all the

soil, trim the roots, and pot in new soil, giving them,

if desirable, a smaller pot. Place them in a shady

place, and water moderately till re-established.

The offsets may be planted on borders or in boxes

for future use.

THE APIABY,
Bv Expert.

The time has again arrived for feeding-up stocks

for the winter. It is well to commence at once so that

the bees may be aided by warm weather in storing

and sealing over the food that is afforded them.

Prior to feeding, all colonies should be examined,

choosing the evening for this purpose, and the amount
of food that is required should be noted, A standard

frame when full will hold about 4 lb,, and each stock

should have 25 lb. of stores, to last until the spring.

Autumn food is given in the form of a thick syrup,

which is made by boiling for a few minutes 10 lb. of

of the best white lump sugar to 5 pints of water, and
adding I ounce of vinegar and ^ ounce of salt. Any
stock short of 20 lb. of food must be fed until this

weight is made up, and for this purpose a rapid feeder

must be used. This may take the form of a 2- lb. glass

jar covered with muslin and inverted over a piece of

perforated zinc, which the bees will empty
very quickly, or it may be found better to use

one of the many autumn feeders that may be pur-

chased. In feeding, great care should be taken not to

spill any of the syrup, or leave any feeders exposed,

as if robbing is once fairly started, the whole apiary

will be in an uproar, and stocks, especially weak ones,

will very likely be cleared out or made useless.

One of the greatest precautions that can be taken is

to feed all the stocks at the same time, as then all

the bees are occupied at once and robbing is not

thought of. In any case it is better to give the

syrup after dark, as the act of feeding always causes

much excitement. This will then have subsided

before the next morning, and strange bees are not

so likely to be attracted to the hive. It is a great

help to the bees to give the syrup warm, say at a

temperature of about dO°, us they will then be

enabled to store it more quickly.

UNITING WEAK STOCKS —Any stocks that are

weak, or are nuclei, should be joined up, saving the

joungest queen, and the evening is the proper time

to do this. Dusting each lot with flonr is a safe

mode of procedure, after which the frames can be
alternated with little, if any, fear of fighting taking
place.

DRIVEN BEES.—Colonies may now be formed by
obtaining condemned bees from cottagers and otheis,

or they may be purchased at about Is. Zd. per pound.
Five pounds of bees placed on stored combs will

make a good stock for next season, but if the bees
have to draw out foundation and store syrup, two or
three pounds more will be required.

PLANTS UNDEB GLASS.
By J. F. MoLeod, Gardener, Dover Home, Roehampton, S. W.

TEMPERATURES.—In many of the structures

where fire-heat has been temporarily dispensed with
it will be necessary to again employ a little, as in

wet weather the houses are sure to become over-

charged with moisture. In greenhouses and con-
servatories a slight amount of heat in the pipes after

the morning watering will assist in drying up the

superabundant moisture, and should, in the case

of the former, be turned off in about an hour ; but in

the conservatory, if the day promises to be dull, then
a little beat may be left if abundance of ventilation

be afforded. The warmer houses, in which fire-heat

has recently been used at nights only, will, unless

the day gives promise of being sunny, require a
steady flow in the hot-water pipes all day, the tires

being kept well in hand, so that the required

amount of fire-heat may be readily commanded. A
less free use of the syringe and water-pot will be

advisable. The mixed plant -stove should be af-

forded a night temperature of 75", rising to 85° by
day ; while Ixora, Gardenia, and Caladium houses

should have a slightly higher figure.

CINERARIAS.—Repot those growing in 60's into

their fiowering pots, viz, 5.1 and 6-inch pots; use a

compost of fibry loam two parts, one of leaf-soil, and
half a part of sand and horse-droppings, the whole to

be passed through a J-inoh sieve. Press the soil

firmly in potting, and put the plants into a frame
having a northern aspect, where they will obtain

shade from bright sunshine, A few pieces of char-

coal should be added when potting plants of the

double-flowered section, so as to keep the soil open,

these varieties having to remain in the pots for a

much longer time.

PELARGONIUMS.—On p. 41 directions were given

to strike these, and they should now be sufficiently

advanced to admit of their being advantageously

shifted into 5-inch and 5.4-inch pots. Use rich fibry

loam chiefly, adding horse - droppings, equal to a

fourth of the whole bulk, together with a fair amount
of sand. Press the soil firmly, as these plants revel

in a firm compost, and put the plants in a cold

frame, or on benches. Water very sparingly until

active growth sets in, but frequently moisten the

foliage.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.—Pot off seed-

lings into thumb-pots, using peat, loam, and sand,

in equal parts, which should be passed through a

J-inch sieve, water through a fine rose, and stand

the pots in a shady quarter. Examine carefully the

voung stock, and if greenfly should be found to

have established itself, it can easily be removed by

dipping the leaves in a solution of soft-soap and

water, taking care to have a safHciently strong

solution to destroy the aphis without injuring

the foliage.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS.— Seedlings may now
be pricked-off into pans or boxes in a similar com-
post as that recommended for Calceolarias, treating

them in like manner.

GENERAL WORK.—Pot on the main batch of

Poinsettiae, using 5-inch pots, and a loamy soil,

with abundance of silver-sand, and a pinch of soot.

The earlier plants, having now well filled their

pots with roots, should have a regular course of

stimulants afforded them, such as farmyard drainings,

soot-water, &c. Pot Hyacinths, Tulips, Liliums, &c.,

for succession. The two former will be benefited by

a slight addition of horse-droppings to the potting

compost, while sound loam and sand will be an

efficient and safe material in which to pot Liliums,

a few pieces of charcoal and lime - rubble being

added if loam of a retentive nature be used. Put

in cuttings of all the good varieties of Fuchsias,

which, if grown on throagiiuut the winter, will make

nice plants by the early summer. The steady

growth formed during the winter months is

especially conducive to free flowering,
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication. — All commimicatioTis intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming^
shoidd be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communicatioiis

8?imild be written on one side only of the paper,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, 6w(

kept as a gtiarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com'

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

Plants, Fruits, &C., to be Named.— CorrespoTU?«n(s send-

ing plants or fruits to be named, crashing questions demand-
ing time and research for their solution, must not expect to

obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed ajid numbered,

and not more than six should be sent at one tim^. Leaves

only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to he

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.— r/ie Editor tvill thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

i£:c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY.

WEDNESDAY,

FRIDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

Sept. 4<

SHOWS.
('National Chrysanthemum, Exhibi-

tion of Dahlias. Gladioli, and
early Chrysanthemums at the

(. Royal Aquarium.

Sept. 5—York Florists' Autumn Exhibition,

^National Dahlia Society at the

ss-DT 7J Crystal Palace (two days)
otpi. v-^goyal Horticultural Soci

( Aberdeen (two days),

SALES.
«c-i.T- o( Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &BEPT.

d-J Morris' Rooms.

Qt-n-r A ^ Dutch Bulbs at Profheroe &uti T. 9 j- jiorris' Rooms.

Protheroe &

of

Sj-pt
.(Dutch Bulbs at

&EPT. 6^ Morris' Rooms.

S»PT

(Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Trade Sale of Store and Green-
house Plants at Whiteley's Nur-
series, Hiilingdon Heath, Ux-
bridge, by Protheroe & Morris.

/"Dutch Bulbs at Protherce h
J

\ Morris' Rooms.

^ Orchids at Protheroe & Morris'
(. Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—59=-4.

Last year was an annus mirabilis

"^'ollmt" i° reg^-'d '» weather. We expe-

rienced some advantages from it

in the way in which the wood was ripened last

autumn, and the consequent manner in which
many of our trees and shrubs flowered this spring.

These advantages would have been even more
marked but for the cruel frosts of last May. These
ciroumstances will suffice to keep in our recollec-

tion for a short time the extraordinary season of

1893—but only for a short time. Other climatal

conditions arise, and the ever-present pressure of

current duties banishes from our recollection

even the circumstances of so extraordinary a
year as 1893, unless, indeed, some special incident

occurs to revive our waning memories. It is

clearly, then, most important that an accurate

record be kept for reference and comparison
hereafter. Such a general record we have in

the presidential address of the Rev, Canon
Ellacombk to the Bath Natural History
Society.

Mr. Ellacombk briefly mentions the climatal

features of the spring and summer of 1803, as

observe in his richly-stocked garden at Bitton.

The results were not all good. Newly-planted
things did badly ; sickly plants, struggling for

existence, gave up the contest; weeds (espe-

cially, we suspect, perennial ones with thick, deep

roots) flourished exceedingly ; Lilies did badly,

but Roses flowered profusely and continuously.

Other plants which rarely produce flowers re-

sponded in 1893 to the unwonted stimulus, and

delighted the heart of the gardener with their

flowers. Amongst them are mentioned Eulalia

zebrina. Asparagus verticillatus. Hibiscus grandi-

florus, Tecoma grandiflora. Citrus trifoliata

yielded fruit, as did also the Catalpa, Cassia

marylandioa, Phygelius capensis, Caryopteris

Mastacanthus, Aralia spinosa, Magnolia Lennei,

Xanthoceras sorbifolia, and others. On the

other hand, Holly berries were scarce, the Dios-

pyros did not fruit, nor the Paliurus. The
autumnal tints of the foliage were, with some
exceptions, intensely beautiful.

Respecting the interesting Mandragora autum-
nalis, the Canon tells us he has a fine plant of

this species, which, when he first had it, flowered

in autumn, as in its native locality ; but which
gradually altered its time of flowering, so that

for several years past it has always flowered in

spring. But in 1893 it flowered through
October and November, the heat it received

being sufficient to enable it to do so. A circum-

stance probably attributable to the same cause

is the flowering of Bulbine annua. Some twenty
years ago, Mr. Ellaoombb tells us, he culti-

vated the plant, but he had lost sight of it for

many years, till in 1893 it made its appearance
in abundance in the garden, A like appearance
was witnessed in the Isle of Wight,

The effect on the ripening of fruit was last

year very noteworthy; things ripened out of

season, and kept badly. These and similar

topics form the subject of the Canon's address,

to which we cannot resist adding one illustra-

tion that is not strictly horticultural. The
summer of 1893 was, says he, a great delight to

the healthy and strong ; it was an untold delight

to the weakly and invalid, and in many cases a

prolonging of life, and even a renewal of strength.

In support of this statement, it is mentioned that

out of a population of 1200 there were only
three deaths in the course of thirteen months.

Whilst Canon Ellacombb, as befitted the
occasion on which he spoke, and as suited his

purpose, dealt with generalities, Mr, Edwabd
Mawlby, the joint Secretary to the National
Rose Society, proceeded more systematically, and
acquired information from over a hundred
stations in the British Isles. He has sum-
marised the results in his " Report of the

Phenological Observations for 1803," published
in the quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteoro-
logical Society for April of the present year,

Mr. Mawxey gives a brief account of the

winter of 1802-3, and then proceeds to the con-

sideration of the spring, which " proved by far

the most remarkable season of this remarkable
year," The mean temperature was considerably

above average, the rainfall much in defect, the

aggregate duration of sunshine much above aver-

age. Thus stimulated, vegetation made rapid

progress, and largely anticipated its usual season.

The drought of eighteen weeks from the beginning

of March to the end of the first week in July

caused the hay crop to be one of the lightest on
record, and the pastures were so burnt that in

some places the cattle and the sheep were turned

into the growing corn. Harvest was soon over,

and not only was it early, but little time was

needed for its in-gathering, so small was it,

though the quality of the grain was good. In the

second week of August a second period of

drought set in, which lasted for about seven

weeks, to the great injury of the vegetation, and
affording a striking contrast to the state of affairs

in the present season. Another contrast is

afforded by the fruit crops. This year, as the

reports in our columns amply show, the Apple

crop is practically non-existent in most places

;

the Pear crop is very large everywhere,

and Filberts and Nuts unusually abundant.

Strawberries were a complete failure, whilst

other crops presented no very striking peculiarity.

In 1893, on the other hand. Apples yielded an

average crop. Pears a poor one, and Plums (this

year scarce), were then abundant.

The year 1893 was, therefore, one of the worst

agricultural years ever known throughout fully

two-thirds of England ; whereas in Scotland the

crops of all kinds, with the exception of hay,

have seldom been more abundant. The farmers

have still to learn what is to be their fortune

this year. It is to be feared that the all-too-

oopious rains of the last few weeks must have

been very prejudicial; but, at any rate, there is

abundance of hay, and the fruit crop, barring

the deficiency of Apples, is not so bad as it

might be.

It is noteworthy that the Apple is generally

c jnsidered the hardiest of fruit trees. This year

the Pears had managed to set their fruit before

the frost came, whilst the Apples were caught

when in full flower, or but shortly after. In

estimating degrees of hardihood, time and con-

dition must therefore be taken into account.

Not unfrequently we hear it said

f^.^'^r'nl'"'' that the Royal Horticultural So-
their Employers ^

- i.

ciety does not do what it might

for the rank and file of the gardening commu-
nity—for the gardeners proper, and there is,

doubtless, a certain amount of truth in the alle-

gation. Still, the fault, as we have pointed out,

is mainly with the gardeners themselves, who do

not avail themselves of the opportunities that

are open to them, A signal instance of this was

afforded on Tuesday last at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, when Mr, Malcolm Dunn, one

of our leading gardeners—looked up to and

respected by all who know him—took up the

subject of gardeners and their employers.

Though several gardeners were present whose

experience would have been valuable, and whose

advice would have been gratefully considered,

there was hardly one who opened his mouth on

the occasion, beyond proposing a vote of thanks

to the lecturer. We were pleased, however, that

so many members of the Council attended on this

occasion, as it is a sorry compliment to invite a

distinguished gardener from a distance, and then

have no member of Council to receive him. As
regards discussion on Mr. Dunn's paper, the

opportunity was lost for the time, though, as it

will doubtless be printed, there will be still a

chance for the gardeners to ventilate their

opinions. In the meantime, we may briefly

allude to some of the points raised by Mr. Dunn,

The lecturer classed the gardeners as profes-

sional gardeners, landscape gardeners, amateurs,

public gardeners, market, nursery, and jobbing

gardeners. The jobbing gardener was the least

enviable of them all, and frequently deserved

sympathy where he received censure. There

were many good men in this rank who have

been private gardeners, but who, owing to the

struggle for existence, and many circumstances

beyond their control, have been forced to take

occasional employment. The class also contains

worthless and unskilful men that are not fit to

be trusted with anything. Employers should

take paini to ascertain who are really qualified

men, and who stand in good repute among their

brethren, and employ no others.

Employers are often coiporate bodies, as in
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the case of public parks, botanic gardens, &o.

;

but in the greater number of cases, gardeners

have to serve single employers only.

The greater the amount of first-olass produce

a gardener can grow the better will be his rela-

tions with his employer. Great care should be

exercised on the part of employers that they

employ none but capable, efficient, and practiced

men. All employers are not capable of selecting

such a gardener, and, therefore, should seek

advise from those competent to give an opinion.

When a gardener has been engaged, and the

necessary terms on either side have been agreed

upon, a written copy of such terms should be in

master. Neither of them cares to acknowledge

his fault, on whichever side it may have been,

and matters gradually drift from bad lo

worse, until all the mutual respect and con-

sideration that should exist on both sides

have been lost, only because one of the parties

is averse in the first instance to meet the other

half-way in settling the first difference. In

speaking of some causes of bad feeling, reference

was made to the incapacity of the gardener

through physical or mental infirmity. No young
man, said Mr. Dunn, should be apprenticed to

gardening unless he has physical strength, a

good edupatioUj and a sound, healthy mind.

carry out the wishes of the owner. A good gar-

dener never resents reasonable interference in

these matters on the part of the employer. As
soon as differences develop into a chronic state of

grumbling on the part of the employer, and of

equal dissatisfaction on the side of the gardener,

the sooner the gardener departs the better.

The complaint generally made that there are

too many gardeners to meet the demand, is not

peculiar to gardeners. In every trade the cry

is made that a plethora of aspirants exist. But
if this be so, it is worth while remembering
that gardeners have the control of the supply

almost entirely in their own hands. Yet these

FlO, 37.—GLOXINIAS AT MOaNINQTON LODGE, WEST SENEINQPON. (sEE P 254)

the hands of both parties to the contract. When
such a gardener has been properly engaged, and
under such conditions it will be his duty to carry

out, as far as possible, the wishes and desires of

his employer. It is incumbent on the employer
to finds the means for doing this, and he may
then fairly expect his wishes to be fully realised.

Among no class of men, perhaps, is there a
better feeling existing than between gardeners
and their employers, but human nature prevents

such a state of harmony from being universal.

In most cases where the relations are other than
they should be, the bad feeling has resulted in

the first place, from some little difference that

has occurred between the gardener and his

Another frequent cause of difference is the

intervention of a third party. In large, well-

ordered places, where the head of each depart-

ment is assigned his proper position, and allowed

to use his own discretion, good feeling is almost

invariable. But differences may result from

an absurd unwillingness on the part of a gar-

dener to admit the right of the owner to select

his plants, &o., and other things. In all

cases the owner of a garden has undoubtedly the

right to select what varieties of plants he chooses

for his garden, and from whatever source he

wishes. The gardener may, indeed, suggest, or

speak even, of any error he may suspect in his

master's judgment, but his duty afterwards is to

very gardeners, while grumbling incessantly that

there are too many men, are at the same time

admitting them as fast as is possible without any

regard to the future of the profession, and in

many cases pay no attention afterwards to

their education and instruction, and a year or

two later they have to be taught by someone

else the things that they should have learnt

during their apprenticeship. After all, there

are not too many really good and qualified

men. Gardeners, when taking apprentices,

should exercise the greatest care to select

none but those that nature and education hare

fitted for the work. The miscellaneous positions

open to a gardener to fill, such as those of
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stewards, foresters, and many others at home
and in the colonies are so muny that gardeners
have no reason to complain of the opportunities

they possessed to acquire a fair share of the
spoils of this world. The qualifications of the
gardeners were then summarised, but for these
and other points we must await the publication
of the text of the lecture in the Journal of the
Society. Mr. Owen Thomas, of the Royal
Gardens, Windsor, suggested that much good
might be done by forming a guild of gardeners,
but this, in the opinion of the chairman (Sir

Albxandbb Arbuthnot), was quite against
the liberal character of the age.

Specimen Gloxinias.—Few of our readers
would suspect that in fig. 37 is illustrated a groap
of Gloxinia plants which were grown and flowered
in our smoky metropolis, for we have never seen better-
grown or better-flowered specimens than were some
of the plants in the collection grown by Mr. G. W.
RooEES, gardener to Mrs. Naldeb, at Mornington
Lodge, North End Road, West Kensington, to whose
courtesy we are indebted for the photograph. The
plants were at their best about the end of Jane last,

and at that time many of the leaves were as much as
10 inches long and 8 inches wide, and in every
respect showed an equal amonnt of luxuriance. Some
of the plants produced as many as 200 blossoms, and
on one plant there were fifty open or nearly expanded
at the same time. The plants were about three
years old, and this year flowered in 7 and 8-inch
pots. It may be worth recording that the plants
were not shaken out each year, aa is usual when re-
potting, and that to this Mr. Rogers attributed the
very marked success with which he has been attended
for three seasons.

Kew Gardens.—The Morning Post of August 25
states that the Board of Works are about to extend
the Temperate-house in Kew Gardens, by adding two
wings at the north and south ends, which will
increase the size of the building by about half its
present dimensions. The cost will amonnt to about
£12,000. Among other improvements which are to
be carried out is the overhauling and re-arranging of
the whole of the heating apparatus in connection
with the Palm-house, and the provision of additional
piping, which is to be placed round the lantern in
the roof. The south wing of the large conservatory,
known as No. 4 House, is also in course of recon-
struction, to meet modern requirements. This is

the final instalment of the work taken in hand in
connection with this house three years ago, and
completes the ro-constructiou of that conservatory.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — a
meeting of the general committee was held at
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.G., on August 27,
Mr. B. Wynne, Vice-Chairman of the committee, in
the chair. Mr. H. Briscoe Ironside, who has
recently returned to this country from Italy, in
thanking the committee for his election on that body,
said that while abroad he devoted himself to crossing
and seeding some of the finest varieties of Chrysan-
themums, and he had brought his seedlings to this
country, and hoped to exhibit some of them during
the coming season. The Secretary brought up
several important amendments to the rules, which
were passed subject to being reconsidered previous
to being presented to the annual general meeting.
An interim financial statement was submitted by
the Secretary, and considered highly satisfactory.
Fourteen ordinary members and four Fellows were
elected. The proceedings closed with the usual vote
of thanks to the Chairman.

Kensington Gardens.-We recently noticedm these gardens a bed of Streptocarpus hybrida in
different colours, and in the centre was a blue-
flowered Campanula which helped largely to make an
effective picture. Bambusa Metake was represented
by some fine bold clumps, and in a happy position
under the shade of some trees was a good patch of

Saxifraga umbrosa. Late-flowering varieties of
Phlox decussata were in fine masses ; Anemone
japonica alba also deserve mention.

St. James's Park.—This park at the present
time is quite a charming spot, although within
such a short distance of the Strand and Charing
Cross. The flower-garden includes beds planted
with Pelargoniums, Abutilons, and Begonias ; also
beds of Ficas elastica and Araucaria excelaa
carpeted with Herniaria glabra. These flower-beds
are flanked on the west by a group of standard
Fuchsias, and on the east by a border of mixed
plants consisting of Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Helio-
tropes, Cannas, &c. Very noticeable too, are some
good groups of Fuchsias and Dracajuas Draco and
lineata in the grass. Further west from this spot
is a small dell, where there are some Musa Enaete
and standard Fuchsias on the grass.

Agricultural Returns of Great Britain,
1894.—Preliminary statement, compiled from the
Returns collected on June 4, 1894, showing the
Increase or Decrease on the Returns made for the
years 1893 and 1892 respectively :—

-4.— 189-1 compared w tk 1893.

Crops and Live
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Silver Fir, and which results in the formation of

masses of shoots—"witches' brooms," and also of

barrel-like swellings in the trunk and branches.

The subject is treated in various aspects—morpho-

logical, physical, chemical, as well as arboricultural

—

and is copiously illustrated. The disease is due to

an ^cidiuro, M. (Peridermium) elatinum.

Anatomy of Selaginella. — To the laat

number of the Annals of Botany, Mi'. Harvey Gib-

son, of University College, Liverpool, contributes a

paper on the anatomy of the stem of some fifty of

the species of this genus. The interest of this group

ia so great, thjt any contributions to its elucidation

are of value. From Mr. Gieson's researches it

would, however, seem that the anatomy of the stem

is of no value as an aid to cUssification, widely sepa-

rated species having the same anatomical structure,

and closely allied species being often characterised

by dill'-Tent anatomicil construction. When further

progress is made in our knowledge of the anatomy of

fossil species, it is probable that an explanation may
be forthcoming of these diversities. In the mean-

time, it is interesting to see how the same results are

obtained by diiferent means.

The Effect of Submersion on Roots,—
lithe access of oxygen to the roots be prevented the

root dies of suffocation ; that is an established fact.

How, then, is it that Vines survive which are

covered with several inches of water for a period of

from thirty to sixty consecutive days, as is the case

in the south and south-west of France, where sub-

mersion to this extent is resorted to, to kill the

Phylloxera. M. Muntz, in the Annalea Agronomiques

for July, explains that the roots may breathe, that

is, obtain the requisite amount of oxygen, at the

exp?uie of nitrogen protoxide, which is gradually

formed by the reduction of the nitrates in the soil by
means of bacteria. But the bacteria are not essential,

as it is shown that the roots can obtain directly

from the nitrates the oxygen n»cessary for the

respiratory function. Submersion, then, does not

produce suffocation all the time there is an abundance
of nitrogen available.

The Burial of Roots.—As a general rule,

we expect a plant or a tree to die if it is so deeply

buried that access of air to its roots is prevented ; and
yet, every now and then we meet with a tree whose
trunk and roots are more or less buried or placed under

conditions where little penetration of air is possible,

which is nevertheless flourishing. We have had two
such trees under observation for many years. The
trees ought to have died long ago, according to

the text books, but they have not. The explana-

tion may be the same as that given by M,
Muntz, and alluded to in another paragraph, viz.,

that the requisite oxygen is furnished by the break-

ing up of the nitrates by the agency of bacteria or

otherwise.

Die NatOrlichen Pflanzenfamilien.—The
108th number contains an account of the genera of

GesneracefCjColumelliacea) and Bignoniacese, the two
first orders being monographed by Dr. Kael Fhitsch,

the last by Dr. K. Schomann.

West End Cottagers' Horticultural
and Industrial Society.—The sixth annual
show was held on the 15th inst. at Harefield, the
residence of Edwin Jones, Esq., J.P., and was a
marked success.

Dr. Bancroft.—We are sorry to see announced
the death of Dr. JosErn Bancroft, of Brisbane, an
occasional correspondent of this journal, and a

medical practitioner of high repute. Amongst other

contributions to cultural science, he detected the

presence of nematodes in the roots of Musa, investi-

gated the peculiar properties of Daboisia myopo-
roides, and made numerous experiments with the

view of obtaining a variety of Wheat that should be

rust-proof. He also was much interested in Grape
culture, and raised hybrid Vines suitable to the

climate of Qaeensland,

Barcombe and Cooksbridqe Horticul-
tural.—The annual show was held in Conyboro'

Park, near Leives, by permission of Lord Monk
Bretton. Fruit was good, but vegetables were

slightly below the high standard of previous seasons.

Cottage gardens, wood-carving, and needlework are

features of the show. The show was considered a

gratifying success.

UeBERSICHT DE8 NatORLICHEN SYSTEMS
DER PflanZEN.-Dr. Pfitzer, Professor of Botany

at the University of Heidelberg, has recently pub-

lished a tabular summary of the natural orders of

plants, specially prepared to meet the requirements

of beginners and of those who attend botanical

lectures. The text is printed upon one side of the

page only, so that there is space available for the

student's notes and sketches bearing reference to

the letterpress. It is published by C. Winteb, of

Heidelberg.

Home Correspondence.

IRIS AND LILY DISEASE.- It is pretty clear, I

think, that this disease, which, in a greater or less

degree, annually attacks both of the genera above-

named, has been unusually prevalent this year. It

seems also that its effect has been felt over a very

large area, and I think it would be well if fuller

information were forthcoming in respect to the soil

and subsoil of the district where the disease was felt

most acutely, and if it be found that the disease

is equally bad on very sandy soil as on light loam
overlying gravel, or again as on stiff heavy laud,

where the drainage was much slower, then the ques-

tion of soils could be disposed of. But, on the con-

trary, if there are differences at all, we should do

well to see what they are, and whether they are

of snflicient value to throw any fresh light on the

subject. I have read the observations of Dr. Wallace

at p. 221 with interest, and I reply to so well-known

a cultivator of both these genera somewhat reluc-

tantly, because my own experience of the disease

will not permit of my endorsing the view he has

taken of the matter. Dr. Wallace observes that his

" view of the disease in both c ises is that it originates

in damage done to the foliage by hail or heavy cold rain,

followed by low temperatures and driving cold winds,

"

&c. I would, however, venture to remind Dr. Wallace
that this view of the case is scarcely consistent with

the fact that the disease in question has only been
troublesome within the last decade, and, of course,

we had indifferent seasons prior to that time. It is

within the period named that the disease first attacked

these plants, and before we were aware of it, whole
beds of Lilium candidum, so far as their flowers were
concerned, were completely ruined. Now, this leads

up to what I regard as an important matter, if only

it were possible to get an all-round afBrmative

answer. The first batch of this Lily that were ruined

by the disease, in my experience, was part of a large

importation, and were planted in ground which had
not previously been occupied with Lilies. Can any
other large grower of Lilies speak with decision, and
with similar experience? If so, it is probable that

we imported this disease in the first instance in bulk
with the bulbs. For years past L. candidnm has been
sent Into this country in immense quantities, and it

must always be remembered that the disease in

qnes^ion attacked our Lilies suddenly and with

great force. Once located in our gardens, the disease

germs are there for ever, simply awaiting the

suitable atmospheric conditions to renew the attack.

This particular dis-ase confines itself almost exclu-

sively to L. candidum, though L. testaceum is pro-

bably subject to the same disease in a less extent.

There is another disease, more like a "spot," which
attacks the auratum and speciosum groups, but this

has more the appearance of injury from hailstone,

inasmuch as the disease for a long time confines

itself to the bruised circle, and is very distinct from
the candidum disease which virtually ruins the crop

in a few days. I have observed on the flower-buds

of white varieties of speciosum after a severe hail-

storm, small specks scarcely discernible at first, but

which naturally develop into a bruise of the size of

a seed of Sweet Pea, and according to the severity of

the blow it may pierce right through the segment, or

only bruise the interior. It is the same too with the

foliage, the injury resulting from hailstones develops

very gradually, and confines itself very mnch to the

spot struck by the hailstone. And though this does

abundant mischief where the flowers are marketed,
it is by no means comparable with the ravages

or the rapidity of the first-named disease. If I

am at all right in assuming that the disease has

come to us from abroad, its distribution throughout
the British Isles is a very easy matter indeed. But it

may be urged that the clumps in cottagers' gardens
sufftrr to some extent, while these have been
many years planted in the same spot.

Just so
;
yet there may be imported bulbs in the

locality. Judging also from the manner in which
the Germanica section of Irises are attacked by this

disease, which, as Dr. Wallace rightly observes, is

first " manifest in the tips of the leaves," it appears

to me rather conclusive that it is not the result of

hail. Indeed, it would be difficult for the acutely-

pointed "tip" of an Iris leaf,to receive much injury

in the way suggested. And if the entire leaf be care-

fully examined, the disease will be found on all sides ;

and if the irjury arises from hail or rain, why do

not all sections of the Iris suffer alike, in the place

of one or two varieties, and these the ones nearest to

the type? In my experience, the variety Princess of

Wales (also known as albicans) and Florentina both

suffer greatly ; and it is a most significant fact that

the latter plant is abundantly imported annually

from a similar source to the Lilium candidum.

Therefore, if this disease is identical in the two

genera, is it not probable that the disease has come
from abroad? Though I readily admit that such a

season as the present one is just that in which the

disease is most rampant, I can by no means recon-

cile matters sufficiently to regard hail or heavy cold

rain as the originator of the mischief. If this were

so, there would have been no disease at all in 1893

—

but there was disease. In fairness, however, it must
be admitted that it was by no means in proportion

to that experienced during the present time. Is Dr.

Wallace aware that this disease attacks this Lily

when grown under glass ? I have had slight attacks

under glass, but I well remember eight years or more
since one large grower for market having a large

houseful spoiled by this disease, the whole of them
being imported bulbs. Near where I write was about

an acre of these, early in the present summer, in

excellent condition, and full of promise, and not-

withstanding the timely application of so called

remedies, the entire lot was ruined, and hardly a

spike worth anything was saved. The appearance

and spread of the disease is all too rapid to permit

of remedies, and the only possible chance must bi! in

a preventive measure ; once the disease puts in an
appearance during a season as this, the case is hope-

less. E. Jenkins, Hampton Hill.

POTATO crop.—Early Potatos have been good.

I must again speak in praise of Puritan, which with

us is exceptionally good, having fine tubers and of

good flavour. Late frost in May did much damage.

Beauty of Hebron, also a grand Potato, is showing

disease, but will be fit for lifting before much damage
to tubers has been done. Main Crop looks very

promising; also the Bruce. F. Moore, the Gardens,

Blendon, Biwley.

THE FRUIT CROPS.—In this fruit-growing dis-

trict Pears and Plums are a heavy crop. Peaches and
Apricots also good ; Apples but few ; Strawberries

in some places were quite a failure, owing to the

drought of last summer, many fields being ploughed-

in, useless. Raspberries are also a very scanty crop ;

but Gooseberries, Black, White, and Red Currants are

clean, good, and abundant. F. Moore, The Goyrdens,

Blendon, Bexley.

Here in this Fenn district the fruit crops

(with few exceptions), are good and plentiful.

Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, and

Figs, above average. Apples moderate but good,

those carrying good crops have been three years

planted. Cordons and espaliers, such varieties as

Tower of Glamis, Wadhurst Pippin, Ecklinville,

Warner's King, Stirling Castle, Betty Geeson, Wor-
cester Pearmain, Lane's Prince Albert, Peasgood'a

Nonsuch, and Claygate Pearmain, bearing good crops

of fine frnit. Early Strawberries were a complete

failure. Late varieties brought good crops to per-

fection. Jubilee proving far the best. Plums and

Damsons both above average. Cherries set heavy

crops, but lost a lot of fruit during May and June

through black-fly. Gooseberries and Currants, Red,

Black, and White, above average. Raspberries an

average crop of fine fruit. Woodnuts above average,

but Walnuts partial. F. W. Seahrook, Bamsey Abh>y

Gardens, Huntingdonshire.
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HIGHCLERE CASTLE.—" Visitor," p. 211 of Gar-

deners' Chronicle, gives a truthfal although not a

lengthy account of this charming Hampshire seat.

I bad the privilege some three years since of staying

there a day or two, and therefore, under the guidance

of that estimable and talented gardener, Mr. Pope,

1 had abundant opportunities of seeing the small

things in connection with this park and garden, as

well as those more pretentious features so accurately

described in ' Visitor's" notice. A reference ia there

made to the work of Mr. Storey, the forester. I,

too, was much impressed with the method by which

he manages the woods and the well-appointed nur-

sery of about 10 acres, where excellent produce for

making new and replenishing old woods is obtained.

The method by which the various stocks of

Larch, Scotch, Austrian, and other Pines are raised

commended itself strongly to my notice. The free-

dom with which Mr. Storey communicated his store

of knowledge was indeed pleasant, he having all the

routine of such a business as tree-raising at his

fingers' ends, as it were, and certainly the trees and

shrubs in all forms and shapes were capital evidence

of the soundness of the system practised. The
natural undulation of the ground ia undoubtedly a

fine feature in the park, so much does it enhance
its beauty. The method adopted of planting the

trees therein must have been remarkably well

thought out, aa no matter from what point of view

yon look, it seems almost impossible to find fanlt with

the plan. Whichever way you look wonderful speci-

mens either of Cedar, Oaks, or Beech are disclosed,

llegarding Mr. Pope's work in the vegetable world

as an exhibitor, if be did no more, he has done sufB-

cient to make bis mark. At the entrance to the

kitchen garden over the doorway, there is a tablet

denoting when the garden itself was formed, now
over a hundred years since, which proves pretty con-

clusively that vegetables have long been grown there,

and that by this time the soil must be in excellent

condition. Certainly, I never saw trenching done so

deeply before, and the natural depth of the mould
must be great. E. M,

TCHIHATCHEWIAI8ATIDEA.—Myexperienc?with
this plant is less favourable than that of the Curator
of the Cambridge Botanical Girden, as recorded on
p. 230. At the beginning of spring, Mr. W. Thomp-
son of Ipswich and myself obtained plants from
Germany ; he had three, and I had two ; they came
in thumb-pots, sturdy and healthy seedlings, about
2 inches across. In due time they were p'aated out
under what we thought the best conditions, but as

the soil and air of Elge are very different from those

oflpawich, we frequently compared notes. One by
one Mr. Thompson's plants died before the middle
of June, when one of mine, 4 or 5 inches across,

suddenly withered ; the ottier continued to look
healthy till the middle of July ; when that, too,

being about 7 inches across, and having a well-aet

rosette of leaves, withered gradually away. The
flowering, described in the note referred to,

agrees with Edmond Boissier's account in Flora
Orientalis , he says that all he saw wild had
a low-growing, truncated raceme, as if the plant
bad befn eaten off by sheep. C. WoUey Dod, Edge
BoM, Malpas.

UVIIi.RP GERMAN SCABIOUS—Messrs. H. Cannell
& Sons did good service in exhibiting on Tuesday
last the sprays of the pretty annual German Scabious
now in cultivation. To some their symmetry and
bright colours appeared to come as a surprise, and it

waa recognised that they bad a distinctive value both
for cutting and garden decoration. In colour they
included maroon, almost black, bright crimson, pale
rosy pink, salmon, blush, lavender, delicate pink,
and the new pale yellow foim which ia fully double
and very pleasing. In addition to the value of these
dwarf Scabious for sowing in spring for summer-
flowering, they can be used for winter and spring-
flowering also, as Mr. J. Roberts did when at
Gunnersbury Park. Sowing in August, potting
off the seedlings, keeping them in a little

warmth during the winter, when they would
bloom abundantly, and especially in early spring.

MULCHED PEAS. — In Montgomeryshire and
other parts of Wales, Peas have not generally done
well this year. At Powis Castle Gardens, Mr. Lam-
bert mulched the rows of Peas with fresh stable
dung, and be has abundant crops. In this garden
Duke of Albany is a variety that is extensively
cultivated, long rows of it being grown on sloping
ground. D,

CUCUMBER CULTUKE.
{Continued from p. 98 )

It is known how numerous and varied are thp

questions which arise in the investigations of a

fungoid or any other disease, and how multifarious

are the facts to be made out and stndied in their

bearings upon the question of treatment which is the

ultimate practical object of the investigation. Now
one of the first practical results of the widest applica-

bility which is deduced from what we already know
of a disease is the fact that treatment to be efficient

must be preventive, rather than remedial, and it is

in this particular more especially that the virtue

of sulphate of iron consists, as one of the remedies

for Cucumber failure.

It may be atated aa a general principle, not wholly

without exception, however, that a leaf, a fruit, a

plant, once attacked ia loat. Let us see, then, what

can be done by way of preventing the attacks of

fungi. It is a very trite saying, that " an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure," but when cure

is impossible, the value of prevention becomes infi-

nitely increased. Of the first importance among
preventives of disease must be mentioned healthful

conditions. Recent experiments show that sulphate

of iron assists these conditions in Cucumber culture.

The iron must be considered an addition to the

list of "artificials," and not a replacement of any

manure.

Aa regards the quantities of sulphate of iron that

may be used, it has been found for outdoor crops

that the amount may range from 50 to 100 lb. per

acre, but not more. This must be sown broadcast

after rain, as it is advisable always to use it on

wet ground.

A frequent source of danger of introducing disease

to such tender-tissued plants aa the Cucumber and

Tomato is the employment of farmyard or stable

manure; this may be prevented by using .^ lb. of the

iron dissolved in 4 gallons of water. Apply the solu-

tion to the manure, getting it well incorporated before

mixing with the soil.

It has been found further that a solution of balf-

an-ounce of iron in a gallon of water ia a uaeful

quantity for aprajing purposes, and for occasional

surface waterings. The subsoils of Cucumber-
houses where previous crops have been grown should

be broken up, and watered with an iron solution,

before putting on the prepared surface-soil.

A strong and vigorous plant, with abundance of

food at its disposal, will resist the attacks of fungi

and injurious insects, which would easily gain a

footing on weaker ones.

Let us inquire, therefore, in the next place, what
constituent?, and in what proportion of them, the

Cucumber plant requires to build up its fabric, and

to produce a crop of fruit. Thia we are enabled to

do by a atudy of the chemical analyeia of the plant.

Some recent investigations upon this point are

given in the following table :
—

C/iemcal Composition ot the Cucumber-plant : Vine
and Fruit.

In order that the foregoing data may be better

understood, a few of the principal ingredients have

been calculated to the ton :
—

SeUctsd Consiituenti in Cn". Ton of Fresh Cucumber Vile, ani
in On", Ton of fresh Cucumber Fruit, and the Mean fo - th-i

vjhote Flint.
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American Notes.

CALIFORNIA.N FRUIT.

ALTHonoH some years ago fruit from Cali-

fornia was ahipped for the London market,

the expensive freight rate of 1000 dollars per

cartload ( = three and a half railway van-loads

English) from the city of Sacramento was prohibitive,

and nothing has been sent for two years past. The

trade is likely to be reopened, however, as the

American Steamship Line has now made arrange-

ments with the railways, and will carry the frnit to

London (Waterloo) at 700 dollars, which charge is

only 75 dollars above the cost of transit from Sacra-

mento to New York. The first shipment of 45.000

packages, weighing 480 tons, left New York on

Tuesday, August 15, per ss. Paris, due to arrive at

Southampton the following Wednesday. The cargo

is a miscellaneous one, but consists chiefly of Bart-

lett Pears (Williams' Bon Chretien), which are now

on the markets of New York in excellent condition,

retailing at 2|(i. for three fruits, each of about 4i

inches in length, and finely-coloured. The fruit is

placed in cold storage on the ship, and is kept at a

temperature of from 30° to 35° Fahr.

This trial is naturally being watched with great

interest by the fruit-growers of the Pacific slope,

Florida, and other districts, where the production of

fruit has been increasing to such proportions of late

that some fresh market is felt to be a necessity. It

is probable that the opening has now been found,

and the prices which will be realised in Covent

Garden will be watched for with the keenest interest

from here. [The consignment alluded to duly

arrived. The quality was excellent, but owing

partly to our own good crop, and that from the

continent, the prices obtained were low.]

Apples.

It is generally reported that the crop of Apples

is much below the average here, both in quantity

and quality.

The American Association fob the Advanceuent

OF Science

ia now in session at Brooklyn, N.Y. Some papers

of considerable interest to agriculture and horticul-

ture were contributed, of which " The Growth of

Lettuce as aflFected by the Physical Properties of the

Soil," by B. T. Galloway; and "Nurseries as

Factors in the Distribution of Insect Pests," by J. B.

Smith, gave many pertinent suggestions.

A New Insecticide.

Gypsine, or arsenate of lead, is recommended as

a valuable material for spraying fruit trees ; 14 oz.

lead acetate and 4 oz. soda arsenate are mixed in

water, to which a little glucose has been added, is

the way it is advised to nse it. It is lighter than

Paris Green, and may be used in strong doses without

damaging the foliage. Five pounds of Gypsine to

150 gallons of water is the general strength, but as

much as 30 lb. has been used with safety. Here it

has been used to destroy the Gipsy-moth by the

Department of Agriculture—hence its name, and
has been pronounced to be the most satisfactory of

all insecticides tried. The glucose assists the

adherence to the foliage, and moderate rains do not

wash the deposit off.

Toads fob Enoland.

Does it not seem curious to ship toads to Great
Britain ? It is stated that an Englishman in

Tennessee is doing a trade in this way, however. He
is said to receive 4s. per dozen for them. We wonder
who buys them !

Societies.
ROYAL HOBTICtJLTUBAL.

AnansT 28.—The meeting held on Tuesday last

in the Drill Hall, James Streef, Westminster, was
small, in comparison with the large and interesting

meetings which have been general this year, and

the attendance was less than the average. A con-

siderable quantity of fruit was shown, however, and
there were a few Orchids, baside flowers in season,

and plants in variety.

Floral Committee.
Present : W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair ; and

Messrs. J. Laing, R. Dean, H. B. May.C. T. Druery,

G. Stevens, C. J. Salter, J. Jennings. P. Birr, C. E.

Pearson, W. Bain, T. Godfrey, H. H. D'Ombrain,

H. Selfe-Leonard, R. Owen, H. Turner, and J. D.

Pawle.
A pretty group of miscellaneous stove and green-

house plants (foliage) was that from Messrs. J.

Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E., which
occupied about one-half of one of the tables. Be-
gonia Marquise de Nadaillac is very distinct-looking,

the whole of the npper surface of the leaves of a silvery

colour, and the nnder-surface crimson ; B. President

Carnot has much larger leaves ; the upper-surface

had a gronnd of velvety-green, but very much
covered with shining silvery blotches ; Tradescantia

elongata has longer and narrower leaves than

T. reginic, but in marking it ia much the same.

Croton M. E. Fonrnier looks likely to become a

useful plant. The leaf petioles are of a bright red,

and the light green leaves, rather broad and of pretty

shape, have a large amount of yellow in centre and
veins. The variety is new (Award of Merit).

Several new and good varieties of Caladium were
included in the group, and C. Garupa received an
Award of Merit. It is one of the comparatively

small-leaved varieties, and they are light green, with

a large blood-red mark in the centre of the same
shape as the leaf (Silver- gilt Flora Medal).

Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
showed his Spiraa bumalda var. Anthony Waterer,

and some sprays of Andromeda arborea. Mr. George
Ilumfries, nurseryman, Chippenham, showed a small

stand of Cactus flowering Dahlia blooms of good
quality, also a yellow Pompon named lona.

Mr. D. Whitlaw took let prize for twelve distinct

Gladiolus spikes, with an exhibit of excellent quality.

There was no other exhibitor in this competitive

class.

Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near
Tottenham, exhibited a plant in bloom of Lilium
nepalense, and one of L. neilgherense ; also some
blooms of Dahlias, including Mrs. Francis Fell, a
white Cactus variety, with cream centre ; and the
following Pompons : Louie Mather, bronze-yellow

;

Stanley Ford, a small and good crimson ; Mary
Durie and Katie Parnham, the last-named a pretty

rosette of rose and white.

Dr. P. H. Emerson, Caringbold, Broadstairs, had
a collection of blooms from seedling Gaillardias, single

and double flowered. Mr. A. Taylor, Brougham Hall
Gardens, Penrith, had a yellow Carnation, called

Pride of Brougham ; and Mr. T. K. Cuckney, gr. to

Sir R. G. Musgrave, Bart., EJen Hall, Langwathby,
Cumberland, a rose-coloured Carnation, named Luck
of Eden Hall ; and a very dull crimson seedling.

From Sir Trevor Lawrence, Burford Lodge, Dork-
ing (gr, , Mr.W. Bain), came sprays of several varieties

of Montbretia crocosmseflora, all pretty, and in-

cluding a double one. Fine flowering sprays of

Exacum afline were from the same exhibitor.

C. C. Nicholls, Eeq., Charlewood House, Lowfield
Heath, sent blooms of a Cactus Dahlia named
Mabel Nicholl, a blush variety with blotches and
stripes of crimson.
A small plant of Ixora Duffii in blooms was sent

from Messrs. B, S. Williams & Son, Upper HoUoway,
London, N.
A collection of Sonerilas was staged by Messrs.

Sander & Co., St. Albans, including some very pretty

hybrids. S, hybrida ornata has a very dark green
leaf, with pretty white spotting. Most of the varie-

ties were from crosses between S. orientalis picta,

and S. argentea marmorata, and although very much
alike, there were interesting and pretty differences

that make each desirable. Three Begonias also were
interesting, B. Souvenir de Joseph Marie is a pretty

though rather dull-looking variety, whilst B. Madame
Treyve, and B. Gloire du Vesinet, were each distinct

and good.
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, had a very

bright display of Asters, including The Comet and

many other varieties of much merit, though generally
the Asters have suffered this season from green fly.

Also a splendid strain of Chrysanthemum carinatum
tricolor, which was commended by the committee,
Chrysanthemum hybridum fl-pl., C. tricolor fl.-pl.,

and dwarf German Scabious, Helichrysums, Gaillar-

dias, all of capital strains (Silver Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries,

London, N , bad blooms of a new single Dahlia
named Watford Gem, a very large yellow variety,

with a scarlet band round the centre.

From the Hon. Frederick Smith, Greenland^,
Henley-on-Thames (gr., Mr. H. Perkins), came
several hybrid Anthuriums, and an Award of Merit
was given to Anthurinm Scherzerianum rotundiflorum
aanguineum (!), a very dark, rather email spathe, with
yellow spadix.

Mr. J. Rose, Refield Gardens, Mortimer, had a
very dark crimson double Dahlia seedling ; and a
Picotee named Lowther Beauty, came from Mr. F.

Clarke, Lowther Castle Gardens, Penrith, blush,

with crimson edge. Some seedling Carnations also

came from Mr. R. H. Thompson, Thorney Close,

Sunderland.
Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, put up a collec-

tion of herbaceous Phlox in variety. Also some of

their curious, but pretty single Dahlias with twisted

petals, and called single Cactus forms. Though they

obtained no award from the Committee, several of

the varieties of this type are extremely pleasing.

Ivanhoe is such an one. It is a bright rose-coloured

flower with crimson band, and from its Cactus-like

character would give nice variety in a collection of

single Sowers. Queen Mary is one of the same type,

the flowers are pure white, and Alice Lee is a soft pink
flower. Several varieties of good single flowers of the

ordinary type were also included in the exhibit.

Willie Fyffe is a novelty with yellow ground and
crimson irregular stripes (Silver Banksian Medal).

Orchid Committee.
Present : Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, F.R.S., in the

chair ; and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Sec ), W. Cobb,
II. J. Chapman, W. H. White, E. Hill, C. Pilcher,

J. Douglas, F. Sander, and A. H. Smee.
As usual at this season, the show was not a very

extensive one, but there was a large proportion of

good things, and two important groups were staged,

the one by Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, and
the other by Messrs. Hugh Low & Co, Clapton,
and to each a Silver Flora Medal was awarded.

In Messrs. Sander's group, the most important
plant was their new Cattleya x Kienastiana (aurea (f

,

labiata Luddemanniana ? ). The flowers are large,

richly-coloured, beautifully marked, and highly

fragrant, and it appears to have the very free habit

of growth usually found in home-raised hybrids.

The sepals were white, flushed with rose; petals

rosy-lilac, with a slight-white freckling, and with a
delicate silvery-white veining. The lip is very

handsome, with a base of a rich purplish-red colour;

median area, orange, margined with white, a clear

white veining running through the whole of the base

and tube of the lip. The front of the latter is coloured

magenta - crimson, and is edged with lilac ; the

outside of the folded side-lobes is ruse-coloured

(First-class Certificate).

Another fine plant in Messrs. Sander's group,

which also secured a First-class Certificate, was the

large white Habenaria Snsannse, with its cuiiously

fringed lip ; and specimens of the pretty Habenaria
carnea and H. carnea nivosa, numbering some four

dozen spikes together, were shown, as well as good
examples of the vermilion H. militaris. Other good
plants in Messrs. Sander's group were Angraecum
Chailluanum, Phalsenopsis Sanderiana, P. amabilir,

Cattleya aurea, Saccolabinm coeleste, and L^elia

elegans nobilis, a very distinct plant of the L. e,

Turneri section, but with flowers entirely of a warm
crimson-rose tint, without the olive-green colour

usually seen in the sepals of the class (Award of

Merit).

As at the last mee ing, Messrs, Hugh Low & Co,

bad their group consisting chiefly of a great number
of plants of Cypripedium Charlesworthii, that named
" Magnificnm " being very large and brightly coloured.

Saccolabium coeleste superbum, also in Messrs. Lows'

group, was a fine thine with violet lip (Award of

Merit) ; and Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, C. Eldorado

Wallisii, Lailia elegans, Miltonia Roezlii alba, Loelia

tenebrosa, &c , were very good examples.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking,

(grower, Mr. W. H. White), showed the very pretty

hybrid Cypripedium x The Pard, supposed to be

between C. niveum and C. superbiens, but not defi-

nitely recorded. The neat pore white flower had
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small dotted purple lines on the npper sepal, which

had a green baee. The petals are densely spotted

with purple, and the upper part of the lip coloured a

reddieh-rose (Award of Merit). Sir Trevor Lawrence
also showed the pretty yellow and crimson Chon-
drorhyncha Chestertonii, with sirgularly fringed lip

(Botanical Certificate), Maxillaria fnscata, and M.
Hnbechii.
An extraordinary hybrid was shown for the first

time by Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic

Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, in Cypripedium X
Jatces k. Veitch (Stonei platytsenium 6 , Curtisii ? )

;

in general appearance it resembles the other platy-

tEeninm cross, C. X Morganioe langleyensis. but seems

larger, and the petals are broader and more flatly

displayed. The npper sepal is white, with thin

purple lines, the long broad, drooping petals are

likewise white, regularly spotted with purple, and

the face of the lip is of reddish-rose colour. The
foliage resembles that of C. Curtisii, but the mark-

ing is more obscure (First-class Certificate).

Thomas Statter. Esq., Stand Hal), Whitefield,

Manchester (gr., Mr. R. Johnson), showed the fine

old white Dendrobinm album (Botanical Certificate),

Loelio-Cattleya X callistoglossa (L. purpurata ? , C.

Warscewiczii $),\i.-Cx Njsa, both of which had

previously received First-class Certificates ; and a

plant of the pretty little orange-scarlet Liclia

monophylla with six flowers,

G. D. Owen, Esq., Selwood, Rotherham (gr., Mr.

Watt), sent the fine Cattleya X, Hardjana Selwood

variety, a very richly - coloured form, which the

large blotches of chrome-yellow on each side of the

lip render very distinct (Award of Merit) ; Lselio-

Cattleya X Owenioe, a supposed hybrid of L.Perrinii,

to which the form of the lip bsara much resemblance.

The flowers are neat ia form, and of an uniform

bright dark rose, the tube of the lip pure white

(Award of Merit), and a very fiue form of Cattleya

labiata Gaskelliana alba.

W. Thompson, E?q , Walton Grange, Stone, Staf-

fordshire (gr., Mr. W. Stevens), sent cut spikes of

Lielia X Cawenbergiana of the L. elegans class ; in

colour light rose, and with a very singular broad

rosy-crimson front lobe to the lip ; and Cattleya

labiata Gaskelliana alba.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Para-

dise Nursery, Upper HoUoway, N., again showed
their pretty Lffi'io-Cattleya X Blesensis (C. Loddi-

gesii X L. pumila), a very showy and neat-habited

hybrid.

J, S. Moss, E:q.. Winter's Hill, Bishop's Waltham
(gr., Mr. W. Baztlej) showed a fine plant of L;elio-

Cattleya X elegans Mossijje ; and Mr. Horsman, Col-

chester, showed Miltonia Blantii Labbersiana, with

an unusually broad lip.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : Philip Crowley, Esq., in the Chair ; and

Messrs. M. Dunn, Geo Bunyard, T. J. Saltmarsh, A,
Dean, H. J. Pearson, C. Herrin. J. A. Lain', T.

Glen, B. Balderson, J. Smith, G. Norman, and E,

Gilman.
Messrs. S. Spooner & Sms, Honnslow Nurseries,

Middlesex, staged about thirty dishes of Aoplef,

good clean specimens, including LaiySudeley, Peach
Apple, Duchess Favourite, Flower Bed, Gloucester

Apple, aad later sorts of both kitchen and dessert

varieties, also ten dishes of good Piums, in as many
variities, Prince Eoglebert, Sultan, Diamond, Goliath,

Victoria, and Duva Bank being noticeable (Silver

Knightian Meda').

A collectioa of fruits and vegetables, including

numerous varieties of several kinds, was ehown by

J. Cbinnery, [gr. to A. R. Bonghton-Knight, E?q.,

D jwnton Cistle, L idlow. Upwards of twenty varie-

ties of Gooseberries were shown, bat the quality was

not good. Plams, Apricots, Beans and Peas, as well

as Potatos, Onions, and Carrots, were shown.

Mes«rs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, had a

spleudid collection of Plums and Apples (rom their

nursery at Slough. Plums were shown in upwards

of forty vaiieties from pyramids ; Washington, Early

Transparent Gage, Victoria, Large Black Imperial

(very large), Coe's Golden Drop (large, bat not

quite ripe). Yellow Imperatrice, McLaujhlin, Red
Magnum Bonum, Kitkt's, St. Catherine, Brandy
Gage (small Plum of good flavour), and Angelina

Burdet were the more noticeable of a good collection.

Amongst the Apples were noticed Early Strawberry,

Early Russian, Napoleon, Devonshire Quarrenden,

Worcester Pearmain, Frogmore Prolific, Peter the

Great, Lord Suffield, and Ecklinville Seedling. Of
Pears, Triomphe de Vienne was good, and Jargonelle,

Williams' Bon Chretien, Clapp's Favourite, &c.

(Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. J. W. Miller, gr. to Lord Foley, Ruxley
Lodge, Esher, Surrey, brought a fine lot of Peaches,

Royal George and Bellegarde, from the open wall

(east), two dozen fruits of each ; also half-a-dozen

Melons, and several dishes of 'Tomatos (Vote of

Thanks).
Mr. Farr, gr. at Spring Grove House, Isleworth,

showed a number of fruits of Tomato Farr's Com-
mander, obtained from Webb's Sensation ; and
Glenhnrst Favourite ; and Mr. Robt. Owen, Maiden-
head, had a dozen fruits of Tomato Owen's
Perfection.

Mr. E. Hart, Fairlawn, Totteridge, Herts, had
six good Melons, called Fairlawn Empress of India,

from a cross between The Countess and Sion House.
The fruits were very variable, both in flavour and
in the colour of the flesh, which was green or white.

An Award of Merit was given to one of these.

A dish of first-rate Peaches was sent by Mr. E.

Gilman, gr. to the Earl of Shrewsbury, Ingestre,

Stafford (Cultural Commendation) ; also a new
seedling Melon, called Pride of Ingestre.

Another Melon was from Mr. Geo. Wythes, gr.

at Syon House, Brentford, and was named Golden
Queen. It was raised from Hero of Isleworth and
Beauty of Svon.

Mr. G. D(ke, Stubton Hall Gardens, Claypole
Station, Newark, sent a seedling Melon and a dish

of Moorpark Apricots and some Morello Cherries
;

and Mr. J. Hawthorn Kitson, The Gardens, Elmet
Hall, Leeds, had also two seedling Melons ; whilst

another was shown by Mr. J. Barkham, Longford
House Gardens, Haven Street, Isle of Wight.
W. H. Evans, Esq., Forde Abbey, Chard, Somerset,

had a dish of fine Moor Park Apricots (Vote of

Thanks).

Gardeners and their Employers.

In the a'ternoon a paper on the above subject was
real by Mr. Malcolm Dunn, of Dalkeith Palace
Gardens. N.B,, an account of which will be found

at p. 252.

ROYAL SCOTTISH AKBOBICULTUBAI,.
{Continued from p. 221.)

AconsT 9. — To Cullen, [Jv. — Notwithstanding
the exertions of the previous day, the company
was ready to steam off at an early hour. At G.40

they left for Cullen, where brakes were in

readiness to convey the visitors to Cullen
House, the magnificent residence of the Countess
of S 'afield. The mansion, built on a rock, has

a great appearance — a splendid example of

Scotch baronial architecture. A grand avenue of

trees leads through the spacious grounds, which, like

Gordon, are clean and orderly in every part.

Splendid Larches were passed, measuring 10 to

11 feet in girth, with tall, clean stems. There are

51 miles of roads and walks through the policies;

15 miles are in the home grounds alone. The party

in brakes drove over 9 miles. The lovers of fine

trees must have bad their best desires met in this

respect, under the guidance of Mr. Campbell, factor
;

Mr. Michie, forester, Mr. Smith, gardener; Mr.
Beaton, farm bailiff, and Mr. Smith, architact. The
visitors ware shown the objects of greatest interest.

A cursory glance only could be spared to the
pinetum, which contains fine specimens of Douglas
Firs, Cnpressus, and other Conifera;. A Larch was
measured, 10 feet in girth and 50 feet in height,

containing about 200 feet of timber. A hurried

visit to the gardens was made, where Mr. Smith
was able to show fine examples of his skill and
industry. Some b?autiful bedding was admired ; blue

Lobelia, remarkably distinct, forms a prominent
feature with other combinations.

Borders of Pinks and Stocks, long lines of Sweet
Pea', Chrysanthemums, Pansies, Rosea, and many
other plants, are grown in great profusion for cut

flowers, to meet the wants of the house. A hurried

glance at the fruit and vegetable crops showed that

good cultivation was in practice at Cullen. Pears,

Jargonelle, Easter Beurr6, and Marie Louise, are

good. Passing through a long span-roofed struc-

ture, filled with the choicest of greenhouse flowering

plants, and interspersed with fine foliage, a most
attractive display is much admired. The range of

fruit-houses, over 100 years old, apparently in good
repair, were objects of great interest. The fine

crops of Pleaches and Grapes were grown to meet a

large demand, all doing credit to the skilful gar-

dener, Mr. Snith. There are gardens which should

be mentioned in these brief notes, viz., those of the

numerous cottages on the estate. Hollyhocks,

Clematis, and other flowering plants, are a mass of

bloom on the walls, and the fronts of these pretty
dwellings were decorated with flags to welcome the
foresters. The vociferous hurrahs of the mothers,
daughters, and young children, were truly animating.

Returning to the mansion, a special treat was
provided by Mr. Michie for the company. A fine

collection of curiosities and objects of natural history

was collected from the woods on the estate. The
mansion and church were inspected, and then the

party proceeded to Cullen, where the hospitality of

the Countess of Seafield was enjoyed. Mr. Camp-
bell presided, and spoke of forestry and its importance
in this country, according a warm welcome to the
party from Countess Seafield.

The route was now to Piuscarden P, iory, about
G m'les west of E'gin, on his Grace the Duke of
Fife's property. Mr. Gilchrist, forester, met the
patty, and acted as guide. At Oikwood a grand
specimen of Weeping 13 rch, ssid to be ih^ finest in

the county, was admired. The height is 76 feet, and
the spread of branches 55 feet. Quarry Word, and
an ancient Danish camp, were passed. Tae Priory,

which stands in the midst of hilly ground and vast

stretching forests, is a monument ot skilful masonry.
A date of 1233 is seen on a stone, showing the
great antiquity of the place. The nursery, under
Mr. Gilchrist, was inspected. It is full of thriving

stock, suited to the requirements of the forest • like

everything else associated with the P/iory, it is in

excellent keep. The usual hospitality of northern
proprietors WiS here exemolified by the Duke of

Fife. Before returning to Elgin cheers were given

for his Grace and his royal consort, also thanks to Mr.
Gilchrist; and then the old chapel rang with " God
save the Queen."

Glenmoee, etc.

Ou the following morning, Friday, August 10,

about 6 A.M , the party assembled and took train

for Grantown {en route for Glenmore). In brakes
the party journeyed to Castle Grant (another of Coun-
tess Seatield's estates), a beautiful drivj through

g and Sketch Firs, Sprucer, and onward Beeches,
(jaks, aid o'.h^r hard-wool trees. The latter do not
thrive as the Fir tribe do, the soil suits the one but

not the other. Long drives were made through
plantations where many great trees were noted. A
halt at tbe Cistle was made, where th» party had the

pl-a ore of viewing many grand piclures, ancient
munitions of war and chas^, and some handsome
furniture formed of wood from the estate. The
gardens were visitad, where Cipital crops of Straw-
berries are grown, the favourites are President and
Duke of E iinburgh. Quantities o' plants are grown
for cut flowers, the borders were all gay with herba-

ceous plants and a fine plantation of select Roses was
doing capitally ! Conspicuous was Margaret Dickson
in cipital form ; on walls were planted collections of

Tea Roses on every vacant space where trees do not
interfere, thriving Roses are growing

—

i system
which might in other placfs be imitatsd ! Fine
crops of Peaohei, such as Royal George and Noblesse
were to bs seen under gla<8. A fin? Lme avenue
was noted, and then a drive was taken to Abernethy
woodlands, where many magnificent arboricultural

objects Were inspected. Mr. Smith, factor, and Mr.
Grant, wood manager, were moat assiduous in lead-

ing the party through hll and dale where forest

views of immense extent were viewed in Abernethy.
Ascending Cra'gmora, the oldest forest in Strath-

spey, many fine Scotch Firs were measured, and the

old tree named " Peter Porter," s Sands as a monu-
ment. The girth at the base ii 16 feet 4 inches,

3 feet u.o 11 feet G inches, and 5 feet up 16 feet

5 iucies; th ( height of ths tree is 80 feet. The
pirty returned to G anlow i, where ttis hosp tality of

the Countess of Seafield was again enjojed. After

the thanks of the party ha I been given to those who
contributed so largely to the suciess of the outing,

the arb )riciltutists returned to Edinbo'gh by the
evening train on Friday, reaching the city about
midnight after a moat successful trip.

ROYAL. WESTERN HORTICULTCBAL.
AoGosT 21, 22.—The annual show of the above

Society was held in the P.ymouth Guildhall, but

the hall itself not being large enough, a large

marquee was erected in the sqnare ; this permitted

of ample room being given to the exhibits. It

was opened on Tuesday by the Mayor of Plymouth,
W. Law, E<q., who is also chairman of the com-
mittee. The £30 prize oS'ered by the Society for

the best twenty plants, ten foliage and ten flowering,

brought exhibitors from a distance. Mr, Cypher,

Cheltenham, was easily 1st, with beautiful apeciment,
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his Crotons Johannis, anguatifolius, and Thomaoni,
being greatly admired, while his Ileatha, Allamandas,

&c., were perfect ; the 2Qd prize in this class was

taken by Mr. Brock. Exeter (?r., Mr. Rowland).

This gentleman took 1st for a group of miscellaneous

plants, and Ist for a group arranged for effect, in

which were used Cocoa flexuosa, Liliums, grasses,

with groundwork of small Crotons, Ferns, &c., with

virgin cork aid miniature lakes; the 2 id priz) was

tiken by Miaa Todd, Southampton. Mias Todd was

exhibitirof many beautiful apecimen Ferns, Palms,

and stove plants.

Local prize-winners for stands included Mr. C.

Watts, Mr. Billing, Mr. Groombridge, Admiral
Parker ; the exhibit from the latter was a beautif ally

arranged oval group.

Cut flowers, on account of the damp season, were
below the average. The Dahlias were, however,

very fine, the blooms being large, and of good form.

Toe finest twenty-four show and fancies were shown
by Mr. Corber, of Eig Buckland, and included all

well-known sorts. Messrs. Curtis & Sanford, Tor-

quay, were 1st for Cactus varieties. Messrs. Veitch

of Exeter, showed a good collection, not for compe-
tition, and also a good variety of alpine plants.

Mr. Small, Torquay, had a fine stand of cut blooms,

their Dahlias being also of good quality. Mr. God-
frey, nurseryman, Exmouth, showed his new Carna-
tions : Miss Mary Godfrey, a beautiful white tree

variety, and likely to become a popular one ; while a

pink variety, named Reginald Gjdfrey, is also good.

Several of the local nurserymen showed banks of

various plants, one of the most noticeable features

being Messrs, H»Dder's new Amaranthus, and styled
" Hender's hybrids."

TROWBRtDGE HORTICULTURAL.
AnoosT 22.—It siys something for the vitality of

a horticultural society that it can hold an exhibition

uninterruptedly for the space of forty-five years, and
be as popular as ever. Trowbridge show still

retains all its old popularity and prestige, ranking

with Taunton in the extent and excellent

quality of the exhibits. Oving to the generosity

of a townsman, Mr. W. Stancomb, it has recently

become poasessed of a apacions field, where the ahow
is held, and the Society has expended the sum of

£300 in fencing and improving the field.

As Fuchsias are alwaya the most striking feature

about a Trowbridge show, they claim the right of

priority of notice. Oa this occasion few specimens
were present. The best six came from Mr. G, Tucker,
gr. to Major W. P. Clark, Trowbridge, who had of

dark varieties Charming and Final, both raised by
Lye; and Doel, a free- blooming local variety; and
of light varieties, Harriet Lye, Gustave DoriS, double
white corollas, and Arabella. Mr. J. Lye, gr. to

the Hon. Mrs. Hay, Cli6Fa Hill, Market Laving-
ton, came 2ad with finely-grown plants, but wanting
another week to come fully into flower, he had of

dark varieties Doel's Favourite, Elegance, and Rival,

both of his own raising, and of light varieties, all

raised by himielf, L')uiaa Balfour, Western Beauty,
and Annie Earle. With four varieties Mr. G, Tucker
was again lat, having Fmal and Charming, dark,
Marginata and Arabella, light; Mr. Lye came 2ad
with Abundance and Taomas King, both his own

;

Mrs. Bright (f^ye), and Mrs. Rindle, the two last

light varieties. Amateurs (in the strict sense of the
word) also exhibited Fachias, and so did working-
men, the latter much better than is usually seen at

flower-shows.

Stove and greeenhouse plants were numerous
and good. lu the open class for nine varieties, Mr.
H. Matthews, gr. to Sir R. W. Brown, Bart., was
1st with well-grown and bloomed examples of Dipla-
denia amabilis, Bjugainvillea glabra, AUamauda
nobilis, Erica Everiana elegana. E. retorta major,
E, Austiniana, Ixoras, &c. 2]d, Mr. G. Tucker, hav-
ing a good collection of similar subjects. With six
plants Mr. Matthews was again 1st with well-balanced
specimens; Mr. G. Tucker was 2id. With three
planta Mr. Tucker was a good lat, having capital
examplea of Allamanda nobilia, Statice profusa, and
Ixora Fraseri. The bast specimen plant was a very
fine E icharis amazinica from Mr, H. Kiff, gr. to
Major T. Clark, Trovbridge; Mr. Q. Pymm, gr. to
Mrs. Ginldsmitb, Trowbiidge, coming 2ad with
Ixora Williamsi.

Bsgoniaa are admirably grown in the locality,

especially by Mr. C. Richman, gr. to J. L. Palmer,
Esq., Trowbridge, who was 1st both with six single
and six double-flowered specimens ; the plants
admirably grown and bloomed, and the quality fine.

Mr. G, Tucker was a good 2nd with six singles, and

Mr. C. Powell, Melkshaw, with six doubles. In the

amateur's division, Mr. C. Avons had the best single

varieties. Heaths were smiU, but nicely bloomed.

Achimenes in size were admirably shown by Mr. G.

Tucker, Mr. Pymm being 2ad.
Gloxinias were good for the season ; so were

Cockscombs and Balsams. Petunias were, as usual,

such plants as one never sees outside Trowbridge ;

and zonal Pelargoniums were very fine. With eight

plants, Mr. J. Wheeler, gr. to W. Walker, Esq.,

Trowbridge, was Ist; and Mr. G. Tucker 2ad. Some
very good zonals were also shown by working men.
Mr. H. Matthews had the best eight foliage plants.

Palms, Crotons, &c. ; Mr. F. Applegate, gr. to S.

Bishop, Esq., being 2nd. Mr. G. Tucker had the

best fifteen Ferns and Lycopods, staging well-grown,

medium-sizid plants of gjod quality ; Mr. H. Pocock,

gr. to J. P. Hilen, Eiq,bBing 2ad. Some well-

grown and coloured Coleus were shown ; and Cala-

diums, though small, were in good character. Tae
best new plant was a brilliantly coloured piece of

Croton Reidii, from Mr. C. Kichmaa ; Mr. H.
Matthews coming 2(id, with Diudrobium PhaUe-
nopsia Schroderi. Mr. H Matthewa had fjur very

good Orchids, viz, Cattleya Harriaonas violacsn,

Vanda auavis, Pha'asoopais Siuderiaua auparba, and

P. amabilia ; Mr. G. Pymm was 2ad.

Cut fl>t03rs were represented by Roses, and D.'.

Badd of Bith had a great day, as he was 1st in the

two principal op?n c'asses, for twelve trebles and
twenty-four varieties, showing excellent blooms

;

Messrs. Geo. Cooling & Sons, Bith, were 2id iu

both cases. In the amateurs' classes good blooms
were also shown.

Messrs. Keynes & Ca., Salisbury, ware the only

exhibitors of twenty-four Dahlias, staging fine

flowers ; and they were the only exhibitors of twelve

fancies also, and also of twelve bunches of single

Dahlias, taking the 1st prlz?s in each case.

Mr. A. F. Craig, Frome, had the best twelve show
Dahlias. New Dahlias were represented by some
new varieties of Cactus form. Messrs. Keynes &
Cj. had three of these: Mijestic, dark; Earl of

Pembroke, purple ; aid Mrs. Barnes, salmon, with

white centre, were very good.

Hollyhocks and Gladioli, very fine. Cat blooms of

zonal Pelargoniums, Carnations, FIcotees, annuals,

&c , were well shown, aad the latter especially made
a very effective show; so did table decorationf,

bouquets, &c.
Fruit, as usual filled a large tent, and was very

good. The best collection of tea dishes came from
Mr. Strugnell, gr. to W. Lin?, Esq., M.P, Rjod
Ashton, who had v^ry good Alicante and Madres-
field Court Grapes, B?llegarde and Diamond Peaches,

Djwnton and Victoria Nectarines, Moor Park Apri-

cot, Milon, Plums, &;. ; 2 id, Mr. G. Pymm, who
had Black Hamburgh and Foster's Seedling Grapes,

D/moad and Riyal George Peaches, Lord Napier
and Victoria Nectarines, &c.

With six dishes, Mr. H. W. Ward, Toe Gardens,
Longford Castle, Salisbury, waa Ist, having Black
Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Crim-
son Galande Peacb, Pme-apple Nectarine, Green-
gage Piams, and Melon ; 2ril, Mr. J. Gibson, gr. to

Earl Ciwley, Ciiippenham, also with good fruit.

Mr. C Bill, C'editon, had the best Piue-apple, a
Smooth Ciyenne; Mr. Ward being 2id, with a
Qa»en.

Mr. Gibson had the best two bunches of Black
Gap?B, showing well-finished Hamburgha ; Mr.
Jamea Forth, Bath, being 2jd, with Alicante. The
best two bunches of White were Buckland Sweet-
water, from Mr. J. Attwell, gr. to J. H. Brian, Esq.,

Bristol; Mr. Ward was 2id, wi'.h Foster's Seedling.

With two bunches of Black Muscat, Mr. Gibson
came 1st with admirably-finished Madresfield C)nrt;
Mr. F. Smith, The Palace Gardens, Siliabury, 2ad,
with the same. Mr. Struarnell was 1st with two
bunches of White Mascats, Mr. James Forth coming
2ad.

M'lons were fairly good; Apricots very fine, as

they appear to have been all through the West of

Eigland this season; Greengage Piams were good
alao; the beat deaaert Piums were Washington and
Kirke'a ; Morello and Lite Dake Cherriea were
excellent. The beat Peach was Riyal George, and
the beat Nectarines, Lord Napier and Pine-apple,

D'ssert Apples were somewhat sparingly shown.
Mr. F. Smith had the beat two dishes, viz, Irish

Peach and Beauty of Bith; Mr. G. Reoketts, Bith
Eiston, coming 2 id, with Rid Aatraohan and
Worcester Pearmain. Mr. G. Pymm had the beat

two dishes of culinary Apples, showing very fine

Lord Suffijldand Warner's King; Mr. C. Recketts
coming 2ad, with Lord SafSald and Pride of the

West. All the Apples were very good. Pears were
represented by Jargonelle, and Windsor Filberts
were very good also.

Vegetables were numerona, and very fine. Mr.
James Hall, Crowcombe, had the best nine dishes, a
collection that, in regard to quality and setting-up,
would compare with anything we have aeen this
season; Mr. G. Girraway, Bath, a noted West of
England cultivator, was 2ad.
Tae best six dishes competing for Messrs. Webb

& Sons' special prizes came from Mr. Thomas Erry,
Bath ; Mr. G. Garraway being 2ad.
Tomatos, Cacumbers. Cauliflowers, Potatoa,

Oaions, Peas, Carrots, Parsnips, Celery, Cabbages,
French Bsans, and Vegetable Marrows were all of
very fine quality, whether shown by gardeners or
cottagers. The trays of various kinds of Pjtatos
shown by the latter are full of interest, and eo were
the collections of twelve bunches of pot herbs and
baskets of salads.

In the cottagers' division, the Ist prizes for six as
well as four varieties of vegetables were taken by
John S'.okes.

EA.SIBOXJRNE HORTICULTURAL.
August 22.—This was one of the most successful

meetings held in the south during the present year.
The Dake of Djvonshire lent his beautiful grounds
at Compton Place, and the company was far more
numerous than usual.

Tne open class for stove and greenhouse plants
was capitally filled, Mr. Portnell, gr. to Sir A. Lamb,
Beaaport, Battle, being lat, with a splendid specimen
of Erica tricolor. E. Irbyana, Dipladenia Brearleyana
and D. amabilis were also noticeable. Mr. Orf'er, gr.

to J. Warren, Esq., llandcross Park, waa 2nd.
Here follows a curious wording of the schedule,

which has existed for acme yeara. The first division,
' open to all England," has aeveral classes that are re-
stricted to amateurs and gentlemen's gardeners in the
district. A class for six stove and greenhouse is a
case in point, and Mr. T. Portnell was the only
exhibitor.

For eight varieties of exotic Ferns, Mr. Offer beat
Mr. Portnell, having good examples of Davallia
Mooreacna, Alsophila auatralia, and Nephrolepia
Davallioidea furcana. His Ist for variegated and
ornamental foliage was good, although closely run
by Mr. Portnell again. The best plants were Cro-
ton angustifolius, C. Qieen Victoria, and Alocasias
Veitchii and Thibautiana.
Mr. Offer was to the front again for six, open to

the district only, Mr. Portnell not competing in thia

claas. His 1st for Ericaa was well deserv.-d, but the
plants were not so well flowered as usual from
Handcross Park.
Tne lat priz; for a specimen plant in bloom went

to Mr. Offer for a pretty Lspageria rosea; M,-.

Fuller taking 2nd, with a beautiful Erica Austiniana.
Mr. Offer won again for an ornamental foliage plan^,

with Croton princeps in grand condition.

Groups were not numerous, but Mr. Carpenter, gr.

to H. Dewhurat, Eiq., Eastbourne, had a prettily-

arranged collection aad surpassed Messrs. Watson
and C. S. Wadey. A group of Ferns waa very closely

competed for, Mr. Fuller and Mr. Morley being 1st

and 2id.

Plants were good throughout, and the Fuchsias, if

not quite so large as usual at this show, were well

flowered.

Mr. Bake was well in front of Mr. Portnell for

twelve varieties of cut flowers. Roses were fairly good
for the season, Mr. Young, nurseryman, Eistbourne,
being 1st for thirty-six varieties; Messrs.Brookes&S >n,

Eistbourne, and Messrs. Dennett & Sons, Maresfield,

followed. Mr. Young was alao in front for twelve
blooms of one variety. For twenty-four Rosea
(amateurs), Mr. Slaughter was the only competitor,

and was also 1st for twelve varieties; a good Rii/e

d'O.- was the moat remarkable bloom here.

Table decorations were pretty, and the best came
from Mra. W. W. Hoad, Hastings, Miss C. Win-
chester, Eastbourne, followed ; more than one com-
petitor was disqualified for using a few small specimen
classes as adjunCs to the three stands named in the

schedule. Dahlias, Asters, and other flowers were good.
FaniT was up to its usual standard ; the Grapes,

perhaps, being smaller in berry, but the bunches
were large and heavy.

Mr. Tugwell was Ist for Black Grapes and also for

one bunch of any variety. The best collection of

fruit came from Mr. G. Helman, gr. to Viscount

Gige, Firle Park, Mr. Tugwell and M-. Bake fol-

lowing. Mr. Siggs was Ist for a scarlet and alao for

a green-fleshed Melon, Mr. Helman following in each

caae.
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A large namber of non-competitive coUectioni

were staged, Mr. J. Charlton, Tanbridge Weill,

•howing herbaceous plants and Dahlias ; Mr. Knight,

Hailsham, Roaes ; Mr. Young, Eastbourne, a group

of plants and cut Roses, one of the best lots ; Messrs.

Scott & Co., a large collection of ornamental and

decorative plants, and Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Dahlias

and general herbaceous flowers.

The Potatoi generally were very nice clean

samples, the favourites being Sutton's Seedling,

Bedford Prolific, International Satisfaction, Rf ading
Russet, and Abundance.

Messrs. Sutton and Messrs. Webb oflFered prizes

for the best collections of vegetables grown from

seeds procured from them, and there were classes

for amateurs not regularly employing a gardener,

and for cottagers, which were generally well filled.

DEBBYSHIBE AGRICXJIiTURAIi AND
HORTICTIIiTURAL.

August 22, 23. — Fine weather favoured the

thirty-third annual show, held in the Holmes Ground

at Derby, and there was a very large attendance of

visitors. The arrangements were well carried out

by a committee, of whom Mr. Waller was Chairman,

and Mr. S. Burton Secretary.

The number of entries was greater than the

average, but there was little outdoor fmit shown.

Cut flowers bore evidence of having suS'ered from

the wet, dull weather of the last month, but vegetables

were excellent.

In the open class for a group of plants to cover a

space of 200 super, feet, 1st prize £20, there was

good competition ; but Mr. Ward, gr. to — Oakes,

E«q., Riddings House, Alfreton, was an easy 1st,

with a collection of plants which included some

magnificently- coloured Crotons, also good Ixoras,

Caladiums. and Lilium auratum. The 2nd prize was

taken by Mr. Finch, gr. to — Marryatt, Esq., of

Coventry ; and the 3rd fell to Mr. Webb, of Newark.

There was much competition for the best group of

twelve stove or greenhouse plants, and in this the

1st prize of £10 was taken by Mr. Finch, gr. to —
Marryatt, Esq., with a good collection, including

beautiful plants of Phoenocoma prolifera and Ixora

Williamsii. The 2nd prize was secured by Mr. Vere,

gr. at AUestree Hall, in whose collection the most

noticeable plant was a nicely-grown specimen of

Cycas revoluta. Mr. Gilbert, of Dufiield House, who
was 3rd, showed a nice plant of Eucharis Mastersii in

his collection.

Ferns were not numerous, but they were all good,

the first prize collection of six plants, shown by Mr.

Brewer, was exceptionally so, and included Gymno-
gramma decompositum, G. gloriosum, and G. argy-

rophyllum, Adiantum scutum, Davallia alEnis. The
2nd and 3rd prizes were taken by Mr. Vere and Mr.

Ward.
For Lycopodiums, the 1st prize was taken by Mr.

Vere ; and the Ist prize for the best basket of

plants also, the 2ud prize going to Mr. Cartledge.

Dahlias occupied the most prominent position

among the cut fiowers, and there were some very fine

blooms staged, noticeable among these being Queen

of the Belgians, Clara, Gaiety, Emperor, Mrs. Glad-

stone, and Mrs. Saunders ; whilst among the Cactus

Dahlias, Panthia, Glorioss, and Bertha Mawley were

especially good.

Roses were shown in limited quantity, but Mr.

Robinson staged some nice blooms in his Ist prize

exhibit ; Mr. Wigley and Mr. Carrington being 2nd

and 3rd respectively.

The FaniT Classes furnished a good deal of compe-

tition, and Grapes were worthy most remark. Mr.

McVinish, of Lockington, took 1st prize ^for Black

Hamburgh, with two beautiful bunches, and also 1st

prize for two bunches of Muscat, the 2ad prize being

taken by Mr. J. Dare, gr. to Lady Whitworth,

with two well-finished bunches.

With two enormous bunches of Barbarossa, Mr.

Dewsbury took Ist prize for Black Grapes of any

other variety ; and for any other variety of White

Grapes, Mr. Campbell showed two bunches with

splendid berries of Duke of Buccleuch, and was

followed by Mr; Borlas. But the best bunches in

the show were those of Mr. McVinish, for three

bunches in three distinct varieties. The varieties

were Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, and

Black Alicante ; Mr. Campbell and Mr. Dewsbury

were 2ad and 3rd.

Mr. Smith of Alvaston took 1st prize for two

Melons, the 2Qd falling to Mr. M. A. Webb. Mr.

Webb also took lit for Apples.

In the class for Peaches there were many entries,

and the Ist prize was won by Mr. Dare with six well-

coloured fruits.

Mr. Ward of Riddings showed an excellent dish of

Tomatos ; and Messrs. Johnson & Wheeler were 2nd.

Mr. Ward took 1st prize for a collection of fruit.

For a collection of vegetables of twelve kinds

Mr. McVinish again was Isf, with splendid examples,

including Ailsa Craig Onion, Sutton's A 1 Runner
Bean, Giant White Celery, Satisfaction Potato, and

Autocrat Pea.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
(Continued from p. 228.)

AnocsT 22, 23.—In the report of the above show,

which was given in our last issue as we went to press,

want of time obliged ns to omit mention of the

following awards which were made to honorary

exhibits, viz. :

—

Gold Medals.—To Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea, London, for a group of new Caladiums and

Nepenthes ; and to Messrs. Pritchard & Sons,

Shrewsbury, for a magnificent assortment of Lilies,

Begonias, and other plants of a decorative character.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons also received Certificates

of Merit for dwarf Caladiums (a new section), Duke
of York. Duchess of York, Ladas, Chelsea Gem,
F. W. Moore ; and for Nepenthes excellens, and a

new Fern, Pteris longifolia Mariesi, P. Indens, and

Adiantum macrophyllum variegatum.

Silver Medals were awarded to Messrs. J. Laing

& Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E , for tuberous

Begonias and Caladiums ; to Messrs. Kelway &
Sons, Langport, Somerset, for a collection of

choice Gladiolus ; to Messrs. Cannell & Sons,

Swanley, Kent, for a collection of Dahlias

(Cactus) ; to Messrs. Peed & Sons. Norwood,

Surrey, for a group of Caladiums and Sarracenias

;

to Messrs. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nurseries,

London, N, for a collection of hardy border

flowers ; to Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, N.B.,

for Violas, Sweet Peas, &c. ; to Messrs. B. S.

Williams & Sons, Victoria Nurseries, London, for

new and rare plants ; to Messrs. W. & J. Birkenhead,

Sale Nurseries, Manchester, for collection of Ferns.

Bronze Medals were awarded to Mr. E. Murrell,

nurseryman, Shrewsbury, for group of Begonias ; to

Mr. A. Myers, nurseryman, Shrewsbury, for zonal

Pelargoniums and other plants ; to Mr. Septimus

Pye, florist, Lancashire, for Violas and Pansies ; to

Messrs. Hewett & Sons, Solihull Nurseries, Bir-

mingham (Silver Medal), for hardy border flowers
;

to Mr. Henry Eckford, Wem, for collection of Swett

Peas ; to Messrs. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell Nur-

series, Nottingham, for new zonal Pelargoniums

;

and to Mr. Davis, nurseryman, Yeovil, for double

and single Begonias.

Certificates.—Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, new Calla

EUiottiana; to Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, for

collections of vegetables ; to Messrs. Webb & Sons,

Wordsley, Stourbridge, for a collection of vegetables ;

to Messrs. Dicksons, Limited, Chester, for stove and
greenhouse plants ; to Mr. Greene, Brookfield Nur-

sery, for Carnations and other flowers ; to Messrs.

Smith & Co.. Worcester, for stove and greenhouse

plants ; to Mr. Charles A. Youag, florist, Sefton,

Liverpool, far Carnations and other flowers.

Ball bouquet and bridal bouquet.—Three grand

pairs were shown by Messrs. Perkins & Sons,

Coventry, ; Messrs. Jenkinson & Son, Borough Nur-
series, Newcastle ; and Messrs. Jones & Sons,

Shrewsbury, who took the prizes in that order for

excellent arrangements of Orchids. Messrs. Jones

& Sons were Ist for stand of cut flowers for table

decoration.

New varieties of Cactus Dahlias, Sweet Peas,

Carnations, Gladiolus, and Caladiums received

Certificates of Merit.

Mr. J. Watkins, Pomona'Farm, Hereford, showed
excellently Gooseberries and other hardy kinds of

fruit ; and J. Lse Campbell, Esq., Glewston Courf,

Ross, showed some excellent Black Alicante Grapes,

six bunches, but not in competition.

BASINGSTOKE HORTICXTLTTTRAL,
August 23.—Nothing could have been more de-

pressing than the downpour of rain which continued

all through the day on which the above exhibition

was held, and few persons were able to wend their

way to the tents pitched near the mansion at Hack-

wood Park. It seems difficult to imagine that the

noble timber trees which adorn this fine park could

have been seen to better advantage than on this

occasion, Elm, Oak, Beech, and Lime being repre-

sented by magnificent specimens. There can be no

more suitable place in which to hold a show on a

fine day than Hackwood Park, though it is more
than 1 mile distant from the town of Basingstoke.

Groups and Specimen Plants.—Of the three tents

required to accommodate the exhibits, that which
contained the groups and specimen plants was the
most attractive. Two of these, arranged in a semi-
circle, each of good dimensions, competed, and came
very close to each other, eventually the Ist prize

went to Mr. J. Bowerman, gr., Hackwood Park, now
the residence of J. Hoare. Esq. ; 2nd, Mr. T. Weaver,
gr. to W. 0. Gilchrist, Esq., Oakley Hall, Basing-

stoke. In both cases the design and execution was on
the same lines, a groundwork of Fern with dot plants

of Crotons, &c., and a background of graceful Palms.
The difierence of three guineas in the 1st and 2nd
prizes in the case of groups so nearly equal is to be
regretted, and should be remedied in the future.

Some excellent specimen stove and greenhouse
plants were staged, in the class for twelve in or out

of bloom, Mr. Bowerman was 1st with excellent

examples of Crotons, Queen Victoria and angnsti-

folius, a fine-grown piece of Alocasia Thibautiana,

Kentias Belmoriana, and Forsteriana, AUamandas
Hendersoni, and Wardleana ; Clerodendron Balfouri-

anum, C. fallax, Bougainvillea glabra, &c. ; 2od, Mr.
J. F. Mould, nurseryman, Pewsey, who had a few very

fine specimens mixed up with two or three decidedly

past their best.

In the division for single-handed gardeners, Mr.
Holdaway, gr. to Colonel May, Hawkfield, was 1st

with a good collection, including Latania borbonica,

Clerodendron Balfonrianum, C. fallax, which Mr.
Holdaway grows very well indeed. Fandanns Veitchi,

Bougainvillea glabra, Croton Weismanni, &c. ; there

being no other exhibitor. In the same division Mr,
Holdaway had the best three plants, a good piece

of Clerodendron fallax being very noticeable. Mr.
Rnssell, gr., to W. Bradshaw, Esq., Audley Wood,
was 2ad.

In the open class with six flowering and foliaged

plants, Mr. Holdaway gained another 1st prize, hav-
ing good specimens of AUamanda Hendersoni, Clero-

dendron fallax, C. Balfonrianum, and three companion
foliaged subjects : Mr. J. F. Mould was 2nd. Mr.
Bowerman had the best specimen plant in flower,

staging a good piece of AUamanda Williamsi ; Mr,
Mould being 2ad with a small Erica. The best

foliage plant was Croton majeaticus. Mr. Holdaway
took the 2ad prize.

Some good special prizes for eight tuberous-rooted

Begonias, bronght a spirited competition, Mr.
Weaver taking the 1st prize with finely-grown and
bloomed plants ; Mr. Bowerman coming 2nd. Table
plants shown in twelves were very good indeed,

clean, bright, and effective. Some fine plants of

Colons, much larger than we are accustomed to see,

were staged by Mr. Geo. Piper, gr. to A. H. Jack-
ion, Esq., West Ham.
Other plants in the open division included exotic

Ferns. Six very good specimens secured for Mr.
Weaver the 1st prize, among them Microlepia hirta

criatata, Adiantum colpodes, A. concinnum latum,

A. gracillimum, Pteris nmbrosa, &c.
Fuchsias were represented by plants of good size,

and bedding Pelargoniums were remarkably good,

Mr. Weaver taking the 1st prize, and Mr. Holdaway
the 2nd.

Cut Flowers.—Among these, Roses formed the

main feature, there being several classes for them
and in some cases very good blooms for the season

were staged. Twelve bunches of hardy herbaceous

plants were a fine feature, Mr. B. Ladhams, nur-

seryman, Shirley, Southampton, taking the 1st prize

with fine bunches ; Mr. G. Beat, gr. to T. D. Lay-

land, Eiq., The Vyne, being 2ad.

Some fairly good Carnations and Picotees were

shown in competition for the special prize offered by

J. A. Wallington, Esq., the hon. secretary. The best

twelve bunches of cut flowers, distinct, represented

mainly by stove and greenhouse subjects, came from

Mr. Weaver, Mr. G. Best being 2nd. Dahlias,

Asters, and cut blooms of bedding Pelargoniums

were also shown.
Fruit was good on the whole. Mr, Bowerman

had the best six dishes, comprising Muscat of Alex-

andria and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Barrington

Peach, Humboldt Nectarine, Oallin's Gage Plum,

and a Melon. Mr. T. Osman, the Gardens, Otter-

shaw Park, Chertsey, was 2nd, having Black Ali-

cante and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Peaches,

Nectarines, Figs, and a Melon.

Mr. Bowerman was 1st with two bunches of Black

Hamburgh Grapes, Mr. Osman being 2nd ; and they

were 1st and 2ad with any other black, Mr. Bower-

man having Gros Maroc, and Mr. Osman, Alicante.

With white Muscats they occupied similar positioni

;
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bat with any other white, Mr. Osman came Ist. with

Foster's Seedling, and Mr. Russell Sad, with the

same.
The beet Nectarines were Pitmaston Orange and

Humboldt. The Peaches were unnamed. Applet,

both dessert and culinary, Flams, Cherries, Pears,

&c., were also shown.
The special prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton &

Sons, Webb & Sons, Carter & Co., and John Sharpe

& Sun brought excellent collections, in each case of

six varieties, and the Ist prizes in all four were won
by Mr. R. Lye, The Gardens, Sydmonton Court,

Newbury ; Messrs. Bowerman, Best, and Kneller,

The Gardens, Malshanger Park, taking the 2ad
prizes. Mr. Lye was also Ist with nine varieties of

Potatos ; Mr. W. T. Abery, Tilehurst. being 2nd.

The best brace of Cucumbers was Kneller's Prize,

a cross between Lockie's Perfection and Matchless,

perfect in every way, of medium size, and very hand-
some, from Mr. Kneller ; Mr. Lye was 2nd, with

Matchless.
Amateurs' and cottagers' plants, fruits, flowers,

and vegetables, were praiseworthy, and staged soms-
what numerou«ly.
Two fine miscellaneous collections were staged

—

one of hardy cut flowers from Mr. B. Ladhams,
Shirley, Southampton, very showy and fine ; and
one from Messrs. G. Jackman & Son, nurserymen,
Woking, a valuable contribution also.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX "NEW"
HORTICTTLTURA L

.

AuunsT 28, 29.—This, one ol tiie most flourishing

societies in the South, held a successful meeting on
the above dates. Entries were again more numerous

;

in fac', from the first, this Society has advanced
rapidly. A Silver Cup, given for groups, is now
finally won ; but as the Mayor and Corporation have
subscribed to a handsome Challenge Cup, the future

in this respect is well provided for.

Groups of miscellaneous plants arranged for effect,

in a space of 150 square feet, form a special feature

of the show. Mr. K. Wills, Southampton, was
awarded 1st, and having also won last season, he

now retains the Cup; the whole arrangement was
most tasteful and pleasing. Mr. G. Miles, Victoria

Nursery, Brighton, was 2Qd ; and Messrs. J. McB?an
& Son, Cooksbridge, 3fd.

Mr. J. Turner, gr. to Sir Greville Smythe, was Ist

for a small group. Mr. C. Hill, West Hoathly, and
Mr. J. Inwood, The Retreat, Brighton, followed in

like order.

Groups of Ferns were excellent, the two most
tasteful coming from Mr. J. Adams, gr. to the Rev.

Sir G. Shiffner, Lewes ; and Mr. G. Miles, Dyke
Road, Brighton ; but they were separated bv one
from W. Miles & Co., Hove, who was awarded 2od.

Plants.—For four foliage, and four in bloom, Mr.
O. Offer, gr. to J. Warren, Esq., Handcross, was Ist,

Dieffenbachia maguifica, Croton Wiesmanii, Lapa-
geria rosea, Croton Warreni, and Cycas revolnta,

being his best ; Mr. Meachen, gr. to Mrs. Armstrong,
Withdeane, was 2ad, after a close struggle.

Mr. Offer was also 1st for six Ferns, Davallias

polyantha and Mooreana, and Nephrolepis ; Ddval-
loides furgans, with N. exaltata, being his best

;

W. Mills & Co, Hove, 2nd.
Dracaenas were good ; six from Mr. Offer, and a

similar number from Mr. Wills, being 1st and 2ad.
The best table plants came from Mr. Bastin, gr. to

Capt. Pringle, Welwyn. Mr. Offer and Mr. Mea-
chen running Ist and 2nd for six Crotons in small
pots. Messrs. McBean & Sons were Ist for six Ferns
in Sinch pots ; and W. Miles & Co., Hove, for six

Palms in pots of the same dimensions.

For a specimen foliage plant Mr. Offer was Ist

with a good Croton prinoeps ; and Mr. Wills, South-
ampton, was Ist with a Bougainvillea for a plant in

bloom. Tables of plants were effective, but a little

too crowded. Messrs. McBean & Sons, Cooksbridge,
were 1st with a very pretty lot ; Mr. G. Mile?,
Victoria Nursery, Brighton, 2ad.

Cut Fiowers. — A good collection of these came
from Mr. Archer, gr. to Miss Gibson, Hill House,
Saffron Walden, who was far in front of other com-
petitors ; Mr. W. L. Bastin, gr. to Captain Pringle,

Welwyr, Herts, being 2Qd. Mr. Offer, gr. to J,

Warren, Esq., Handcross, was Ist for twelve
varieties.

For twenty- four cut Rotes, Messrs. Perkins &
Sons, Coventry, were well in front, their best

blooms being Mrs. .J. Laing, C. Lefebvre, A. Colomb,
Mme. E. Verdier, Dake of Counaught, and Harrison
Weir; Mr. W. Taylor, Osborn Nursery, Hampton,
was 2ad,

Mr. Harris, gr. to Mrs. Eversfield, Denne Park,

Horsham, was awarded Ist for twelve varieties ; and
Mr. Laurence, gr. to T. Olliver, Esq., Horsham, made
a good 2od.

A lot, not for competition, from Messrs. Perkins,

contained a remarkably good Madame Eugene
Verdier.

Mr. Harris was Ist for twelve Teas and Noisette?,

being very closely run by Messrs. Perkins & Sons.

Messrs. Burrell & Co., Cambridge, had a magnifi-

cent stand of twenty-four Gladiolus, and were the only

exhibitors.

For forty-eight Dahlias (show), Mr. F. W. Seale,

Vine Nurseries, Sevenoaks, was 1st ; and Mr. S.

Mortimer, Farnham, 2Dd.

Messrs, Cheal & Son, Crawley, won for twenty-

four varieties ; and Messrs. Perkins & Son, Coventry,

followed.

Messrs. Bnrrell & Co., were 1st for twelve varieties

of Pompon Dahlias ; Mr. Seale, 2nd. Messrs. Cheal
were well in front for single varieties ; Mr. Seale fol-

lowing. In Cactus Dahlias the same order was kept

;

the Ist prize collection being very clear and bright.

For a bride and ball-room bouquet, Messrs,

Perkins & Sons were Ist ; and Mr. Seale 2ad. Mr.

F. Webber, florist, Tonbridge, with a beautiful

anchor, was well in front for a floral device. Mr.
Sf-ale was Ist for a single d' coratedjvase, and Messrs.

Perkins & Sons for a basket ot cut flowers.

Fruit.—Mr. .] Bury, gr. to C. Bajes, Eiq., Forest

Hill, was Ist for a collection of eight dishes, his

Grapes, Melon, Fig», and Nectarines being particu-

larly good. Mr, L. Budwortb, gr. to C. Hill, E'q.,

Rockhurst, West Hoathly. won a close tight with

Mr J. Gore, Polegate, for 2ad and 3rd honours.

Grapes were numerous and good. For three

bunches of Black Uambnrghs, Mr. J Bury hud some
wi-11- finished bunches, and was placed in front of

Mr. T. Fairs, gr. to K. Clowes, Efq., Hassocks ; the

c mpetition was very strong here. For three bunches

of any other black variety, Mr. Bury won again,

with splendid examples of Alnwick Seedling ; I^lr.

Turner, gr. to Sir Greville Smythe. Hove, was 2od.

Mr, Bury was also l»t for three bunches of white,

showing Muscat of Alexandria; and Mr. T. Fairs 2nd.

Mr. Budwortb, gr. toC. Hill, E!q.,Weet Hoathly,

was 1st for two Melons ; and Mr. Warren, gr. to

Carl Meyer, Erq., Balcombe, 2nd. Mr. S. Uorscroft,

gr. to T. Potter, Eiq., Ardingly, and Mr. T. Fairs,

Haasocks, being 1st and 2nd for a single fruit.

For two dishes of Peaches. Mr. G. H. Sage, Ham
House, Richmond, and Mr. Coles, gr. to H. Faure
Walker, Esq., Balcombe, were Ist and 2nd. For one
dish, Mr. Jupp, gr. to G. Boulton, E'q., Eastbourne,

was a good 1st, with Barrington ; Mr. Harris being 2nd.

Mr. Off-r was 1st for Nectarines (two dishes),

and Mr. Kemp, gr. to C. R. Scrase-Dickens, Esq

,

Horsham, 1st for a single dish,

Mr. Bastin was 1st for four dishes of Plums, and
Mr. Stringer, gr. to R. A. Bevan, E«q., Horsegate,

Cuckfield, 2ud.

W. Collins, Eiq., Burgess Hill (Pears), Mr. W.
Maskell, Withdeane (Pears), Mr. G. Helman, gr. to

Viscount Gage, Firle (Apples), Mr. Kemp, Coolhurst,

Horsham (Apples), and Mr. "Tayler, Oaborn Nursery,

were other 1st prize winners.

Miscellaneous.—Among the stands and plants not

for competition the most noticeable were the follow-

ing :—A good collection of bulbs. Gladiolus, and
Lilies from Messrs. Balchin & Sons, Hassocks and
Brighton ; a collection of new Caladiums from Mr.
Prinsep, gr. to Viscountess Portman, these were
particularly well coloured for so sunless a season, and
contained many acquisitions in deep red and magenta
shades ; a collection of fruit came from Messrs.

Cheal & Sons, Crawley, with fruiting trees upon
the Paradise stock. Messrs. Tilley Bros, also had a

stand of bulbs and horticultural sundries. Mr. B.

R. Davis, Yeovil, Somerset, had a good display of

cut Begonias ; and Messrs. T. Durrant, Young & Co.,

Eastbourne, with Messrs. Perkins & Son, Coventry,

had cut Roses. Mr. B. Ladhams had a collection of

herbaceous cut flowers ; and Mr. Kilminster, nur-

seryman, Steyning, cut Roses, with foliage and
flowering shrubs.

Cut Flowem.—Avehase Wholesale Peioes.

Markets.
COVENT GARDEN, August 30.

VEQETABLE9.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per doz. bl..„

Aetere, doz. bun. ...— French, p. bun.
Bouvardias, per bun.
GarDations, 12 bima.— doz. bun.
Chrysanthemums, p.

13 blooms ...— p. \2 bunches
Comfiowers, 12 bun.
Eucharia, per dozen
Gaillardias dz. bun.
Gardenias, per dozen
Gladiolus, doz. bun.
T*apageria, 12 blooms
Lavender, 12 bunches
Lilium Harrisii. doz.
— lancifolium.

p. bunch
— — p. 12 blooms

Maidenhair Fern, per
12 bunches

Marguerites, 13 bun

«. d. s.d.

2 0-40
2 0-60
6-10
6-10
6-10

2 0-60

6-16
3 0-80
10-20
10-40
16-30
10-30
4 12
6-10

4 0-60
2 0-40

10-20
9-16

3 0-60
1 '- 3

s.d. i.d.

Mignonette, 12 bun. 10-30
Myosotis, or Forget-
me-Not. doz. bun. 16-30

Pansies, 12 bun. ... 10-20
Orchids :—

Cattleya. 12 blma. 6 0-12
Odon toglossum
crispum.13 blms. 2 0-40

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, p. 12 bun. 2 0-40
— 12 sprays ... 4-06
Pinks, Aoz, bun. ... 16-40
Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2 0-40
Roses. Tea. per dozen ft- 2
— coloured, p. doz. 2 0-40
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz. 16-40
— red, per dozen ... &- 1

— outdoor, doz.bun. 3 0-90
Ste phanotis, dozen

pprays 16-30
Sweet Sultan. 12 bu. 3 0- 3
Tuberoses, 12 blms. 3-06

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Plajits in Pots.—Av erage Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Asters, per dozen ... 3
Balsams, per doz. ... 3
Calceolarias, perdoz. 3
Campanulas, p. doz. 6
Chrysanthemums, p.
dozen 6

Cyperus, per dozen... 4

Dracsena. each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in
var., per dozen ... 6

Ferus, various, doz. 4
— small, per 100 4

Ficus elastica. each 1

Foliage plants, doz. 9

d. M.d.

12
0-30
6-21

6
0-6
0-6
0-12

0-15
0-10
0-5

0-24
0-12
0-6
0-7 6
0-24

s. d. s.d.

Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
Heliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
— specimen^, each 2 0-36

IvyPelargoQiumji,dz. 3 0-60
Lilium barrisii, per

dozen ... 13 24
— lancifolium, pr.

dozen ... 9 0-18
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-13
Mignonetto. per doz. 3 0-60
Palms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachlu 6-84

Pelargoniums, p. doz. 6 0-10
— scarlets. p. doz. 3 0-60
— scarlets, small,

per dozen ... 16-20

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Pbioes,

s. d. t.d.

Apples, half-sieve... 19-26
Figs, per dozen ... 1 0- 1 6
Grapes, Ist quality,

black English,
per lb

,, English, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 6-10

Grapes. Muscat,
per lb.

Mumcat. 2nd

10-16

16-20

i.d, s.d.

Grapes, Guerosey,
per lb 5-09

Melons, each ... 10-16
Peaches, large, p. doz. 4 0-60
,, small, per doz. ... 1 0-

Pears, p. sieve, traall 2 0-26
„ (Dessert), half-

sieve 3 0-40
Fine-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each ... 2 5

(luality, per lb. ... 9- 1 j Plums, half-sieve ... 2 0-30

Potatos.
Trade this week not quite so good. Pricee :—Snowdrops,

is. to 5«a. ; Hebrocs, 3». to is. ; Giants, 2i. 6d. to is. per cwt.

$.d. s.d.

Beans, French, half-
sieve 2 0-26

,, Kunners, half-

sieve 10-16
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16-30

s,d. s. d.
Cucumbers, per doz. 16-26
Marrows, per doz. ... 9-
Mushrooms, per lb. J^ 9
Peas, per bushel ... 4 0-60
Tomatos, per lb. ... 3-04

SEEDS.
London : Augu-it 29.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Mer-

chants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London. S.E., wrile

that increased attention is now given to Red Clover seed ; over

seventy tons of yearling American Red changed hands la&t

Monday at Mark Lane. The United States official reports for

August indicate the Clover teed crop as only three fourths of

an average. English TrifoUum and Kye continue exeeption-

ally cheap. For winter Tares there is a good enquiry. Mus-

tard and Rapeseed show no change. Canary seed keeps strong

;

stocks both in London and Liverpool stand at a very low level.

For Peas there is an improving feeling. Linseed and Buck-

wheat are steady.

FHUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough and Spitalfields : August 28.—Quotations:-

Cabbages, 2s. to 4s. 'od. per tally; Turnips, Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6rf ;

Carrots, Is. 6rf. to 2s. i6d.
; Parsley, Is. to Is. bd. per dozen

buuches; Scarlet Beans, 3*. to 5s. 6(i. ; French do., 2s. 6d. to

4s. Qd. per bijshel ; Onions, Is. ^d. to 3s. 6d. per dozen bunche*

;

Horse Radish, 1.*. 3(f. to Is. 9rf. per bundle; Apples, English,

Is. 6ti. to 5s. per bushel ; Pears, 9f/. to 3s. per ^-sieve ; Plums,

9rf. to 2s. do.

Stratford : Avgust 28.—The market has been well supplied

with all kinds of produce during the past week, and. with a

large attendance of buyers, a brisk trade was done at the

undermentioned quotations :—Cabbages, 3s. to 4s. per tally;

Caulillowera, 5s. to 7s. do. ; Plums, 2s. to 3f. 6rf, per half-

sieve ; do , 4s. to 6s. per flat ; Green Gages, 2$. to 3s. per half-

sieve ; do.. 4s. 6i. to 6s. per flat ; Pears. Is. *o 2s. 6rf. per half-

sieve ; do., 3s. to 5s. per flat; Tomatos, English, %d. to 8rf.

per lb. ; Scarlet Beans, 3s. to 4s. ^d. per bushel ; French do..

2s. 6d. to 3s. ^d. do. ; Cucumbers, frame. Is. to 3s. per dozen ;

do., field, <6d. to Sd. do. ; Turnips, Is. 6rf. to 2s. per dozen

bunches; Carrots, household, 40j. to 50s. per ton ; do., cattle-

feeding. 28s. to 33s. do.; Mangels. 22s. to 24j. do. ; Onions,

Oporto, 5s. 6rf. to 6s. 6rf per case ; do.. Dutch, 2s. 9rf. to 3s. 6rf.

per bag; do, Valencia, 4s. f>d. to 5s. 6rf. per case; Apples,

English. 3f . to Is. 6d. per bushel ; Watercress, 6rf. per dozen.

Farringdo.V: Aitgust 30.—Quotations :—Cabbages, 3*. to

4s. per tally; Bunch Greens, Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. per dozen;

Marrows, 5s. to las. <od, per tally ; Beans, 2s. to 2i, 6d. per

bushel; Peas, 2s. to 2s. Gd. do; Cauliflowers, los. to 7s. per

tally; Plums, Victorias, 2s. to 2s. 6rf. per half-sieve; Black

Diamonds, 2s. 6d. to 3s. do. ; Green Gages. 3s. to 3s. 6d. do. ;

Apples, Suffields, 5s. per bushel ; Hazel Pears. 4s. do.

;

Tomatos, English, 12s. per 12 lb. ; Walnuts, green, 33. 6d. per

large pot; Melons, Is. 9rf. per dozen; Cucumbers, 2$. do.;

Horse-radish, Is. 6d. per bundle.
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FOTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : August 2S.— Quotatione

ranp;ed between SOs. and SUs. per ton,

STRiTFORD : August 28. — Quotations :—Magnums, Dark-
land, 45s. to 52». 6rf. ; do., Uplands, 50s. to 65s.; do. Bruces,

50s. to 65s. ; Snowdrops, 605, to 80s. ; Hebrona, 55s. to 65s.

;

Early Puritans, 60s. to 75s. ; White Elephants, 55s. to 60s.

per ton.

Farringdon : August 30.—Quotations :—Essex : Hebrons,
55s. to 704. ; Bruces, 50s. to 60s. ; Her Majesty, 50s. to 60s.

;

Reading Giants, 55j. to 60s. ; Snowdrops, 60s. to 80s.
;

Puritans, 60s. to 70s. per ton. Bedfordshire : White Hebrons,
70s. to 80s. ; Red do., 65s. to 75s. ; Sutton's Abundance, 55s.

to 65s. ; Magnums, 50s. to 60s. per ton,

LoNPON Averages : Augxtst 29.—English Kidneys, 60f. to

70s. ; Hebrons, 6Us. to 80s. ; Snowdrops, 60s. to S5s. per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week;—
Clover, prime, IIOs. to 13Ss. ; do., inferior, 80s. to 120s. ; do.,

new, 75s. to 130s.; hay, best, 10 3s. to 130s.; do.. specially picked,

140s. ; do , inferior, 60s. to 100s. ; do., new, 70s. to 90s. ; Mix-
ture, 20$. to 130s. ; and Straw, ISs. to 60s. per load.

OOBN.
Averages.—Official statement of the average prices of British

Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending August 25,

and for the corresponding period in the preceding year :

—

1894 : Wheat, 24s. Id. ; Barley. 22s. Zd. ; Oats, 17s. 8d. 1893 :

Wheat, 25s. lid. ; Barley, 26s. 9d, ; Oats. 18s. 6d.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying I'* continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.

I
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Tencriam Scorodonia ; 2, Silene inflata var. mari-
tima; 3, Daucus carota, Wild Carrot; i, Cen-
taarea nigra; 5, Sedum rapestre.

—

8. Leary. 1,

Sanaeviera zeylanica ; 2, Cycaa revolnta.

—

J. B.
Miltonia spectabilia var. Moreliana—P. McA.
Dendrobiam claratam.

—

H. G. P. Epidendram
cochleatum, Aeridea Sanderianum.Crinum Moorei.
— W. C. E. 1, Astrantia major; 2, Carex varie-

gata ; 3, Sedum carneum variegatum ; 4, Lobelia

ajphilitica Tar. ; 5, Cacalia ficoidea ; 6, Yucca fila-

mentoea. — Church. 1, Alternanthera parony-
chioidea mejor; 2, A. veraicolor; 3, A. paronj-
cbioidea aurea ; 4, A. grandis ; 5, Alternanthera
•patulata ; 6, A. paronychioidea ; 7, A. amcsua

;

8, aend in flower ; 9, Cypripedium conchifernm
;

10, Hofmannia Ghieabreghtii.

—

Nemo. Tamarix
gallica. 2\ M. 1, Stenactia apeciosa ; 2, Ltnaria
Tulgaris.

—

F. W. B. Tacionia Van Volxemii—

a

poor form of it.— W, L, Norwood. 1, Featnca
myurua ; 2, F. ovina, gone wrong; 3, Nardna
atricta ; 4, Jnncua equarroaua ; 5, Erica cinerea

;

6, Aapidium aculeatum var.— W, T. Leptosper-
mam scoparium.— W. H. 1, Campanula ap. ; 2,

Prenanthe purpurea ; 3, probably Verbascum
nigrum, specimen inaufiicient ; 4, Stenactia ape-

ciosa ; 5, Clematis flammula ; 6, Circeia alpina ; 7,

Fotentilla tomentella ; 8, An Aaclepiaa without
flower.

—

A Constant Reader. 1, Pteria aerralata

;

2, Lycopodium Wildenovii; 3, Pteria cretica ; 4, not
recognised ; 5, Begonia discolor ; 6, apecimen in-

anflicient ; 7, Selaginella Kraaai ; 8, apecimen
inaufiicient.

Notice to Quit Employment : if. B, C, Aa a trade

grower'a employf., and in the presumable absence
of any written agreement, we think that you cannot
do better than follow the advice tendered by the
BOlicitora whom you have consulted.

OnviEANDHA FENEsTHALis : W., Edmonton. The plant
uaed to be grown at Meaars. J. Veitch & Sons,
Meesrs. Hugh Low, and Mesara. B. S. Williama &
Son, amongst London nurserymen, and may still

be purchased from some of them.

Rose Mabechal Niel : Grower, Yon should have
done what pruning was necessary as soon as the
trees finiahed blooming, they would then have
made good wood again for flowering, At this

date it will be best only to thin out any weak
shoots, and obtain flowers next epring from the
ahoota they have made during the preaent anmmer.
Were yon to prune now, you would get no early

flowering-ahoota.

Stanhopeas : H. K. We are aorry the two Stan-
hopeaa were rotten before we received them,
owing to accidental delay. One was S. oculata.

Tomato Diseases : T. P. E. Peronospora, probably.
The winter history is not thoroughly known. We
should recommend you to k«rn all the affected

foliage at once, and next year to spray with Bor-
deaux Mixture two or three times in the seaaon,
before the fruit begins to ripen. This should be
done as a preventative, not as a cure.

—

B. There
is, 1, the " Tomato rot,'' which destroys the foliage

just as in the case of the Potato; 2, the "pink
mildew," Dactylium roseum ; and, 3, the "black
apot," which affects the top of the Iruit in a cir-

cular patch round the baee of the etyle. thia ia

cauaed Oladoaporiam lycopereici.

—

M. H. 1, ia

Peronospora ; 2 and 3, black apot, Cladosporium
lycopersici. See Plowright, in Gardeners' Chronicle,

November 12, 1881, and W. 6. Smith, in Gardeners'
Chronicle, October 1, 1887.

Communications Received.—H. J. E.- F. E. 'W.—W. F. P.—Mertens & Co.—W. Hills —F. Scott.—W. L. W.. Beading.
—E. Webb & Son8.—Morgan & Lowe.—R. L. Harrow —
W. B.-S. C. (neit week).-H. W. W.—Wild Rose.-W. P.—W. A. B.— A. D.—W. F, Perkins.-J. B.—A. C. F.—P. W.
H. M—W. W.-S. P. O.—F. K.—H. E. G. (next week).—
J. J. Dicks.—E. M. C—C. W. D.

FKUITS RECtlVED.—W, a.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

iMPORTiNT TO ADVERTISERS.—r(u; PuUisher Ms tlie satis-

faction o/announcing that the circulation of the " Gardeners

Cllronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent ot 80 per cent.,
and Is increasing weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the *' Clironiclc " circulates among

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GAKDENEKS
AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it ho-S a specially la,rge

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIBOULATION, and that it is

preserved for reference in all the principal Libraries.

3l«.*na 1^01 FOREIGN,
CNGLieK Glus,

M, of abOT* 9hes. m bo«j of 100 F«t H 100f«t 5tipci»

,
cut to buycT-s' iiies , *.T lowest priceo

t^Jouna in tKe cOT.ntT-y, in quantity.

N^foyi

GEORjGE FAKMILOE&SONS
•J* S^ejrOHN Street^«/E8TSMlTHFIELD.^j^ND0^ ^C
8tocnJibiaMKtprii!£so7iApplicit,on. PlSisequoU ChrmicU.

THE IMPROVED GARDEN CULLY
(VINCE'S PATENT).

This useful invention is a great improvement on the ordi-
nary Garden Grating, and ia especially suitable for hilly walks
and drives. As they never get stopped by rubbish or sand
they effectually prevent the washing away ot the gravel in

heavy storms, and they eave half the labour in cleaning out
the cesspools. The prices are :—

8-in„ 2s. ; 10-in., 35. ; 12-in., 6«. 6^.

{The larger sizes are very strong for Carruije Drwes.)

Full Particulars and Testimonials ou application.

VINCE & VINE,
68. Chester Road, Upper HoUoway, London.

T//os:w.ROBm/^soA/:

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

fid. per bushel ; 100 for SO*. ; truck, loose (about 3 tons). 50j.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT,
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6». id. per sacK ; 6 sacks,

25j. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6l. per sack j 6 sacks, 22l. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND. I J. M. per bushel; 16f. per halt

ton : 26*. per ton. in 2-busheI bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, 1». per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. 6rf. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. O. SMYTH, 31. Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane, W.C.

^^ Under Royal ^"^sf^S^ Patronage.

FLOWER POTS
AND THE FINEST SELECTION OF

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY

CONWAY G. WARNE, Ltd.,

ROVAL POTTERIES,
pjjcE LIST FREE;

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 ot the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds ot

OUTDOOK WORK, CONSEBVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Grove Works, Lombard Road, BATTERaEA,
London, S.W.

and BACHKLOfe'S WALK, DUBLIN.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers.

NORWICH.

MOVABLE FOWL HOUSE.
By far the Beat Fowl House introduced.

Registered Copyright.

CASH PRICE, CARRIAGE PAID.
4 feet square for roosting 12 or more fowls ... £2 16s.

5 feet „ „ 20 „ 3 10s.

6 feet ,. „ 40 4 15s.
It mounted on wheels, 10*. extra.

POULTRY HOUSES and APPLIANCES. KENNELS and
KENNEL APPLIANCES of every description.

Semi for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fasUloned GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Qrow.-rs and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7 000 feet Lengtli of the New Patent Travelling
Structures already In Construction.

Write fur Catalogue of Smallkst to Largest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

2 & 3. White St. (Moorgate St. Station, E.G.)

55 English, American, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle: —'* It is commended as saving 100 to

200 per cent." The Gardening Tlor^rf .-—" There is do ijuestion

as to the utility." The Jlorticultural Rtviexv :—"'Vf\i\fiiQct

a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening :
—"Can houei^tly

commend the style as eminently practical." The Journal of
Horticulture

:

—" May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysaothe-
mums. Rosea, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."

GLASS!
15 oz., per 100 ft.

21-oz.,

8.S. 6i
lis. 9i

CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes.

l:iXlO, 18x12. 18x14, 24x14
14X12,20X12, 18X16. 24 X It)

16x12. 16x14. 20X16. 24x18. &c.

3^x3 Prepared Sas-h Bar at 55. per 101) feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square ;

Matching, 4/9 ; 2 X 4, at ^d. per foot run ; 2 x 7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery. &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY
72. BisHOPSGATB Street Within. London, K.C.

_ Miill ioNlRON,WpOD&ST0Kl£&2ll
CH EAP EST \SrrrsHEsrbR s "^xsHES^^
HOUS£ FOR Fa^l.-C.O^VAV«.'«l^& 5^^

/£9. LONDON /tOAO. S.£.'.

WARE and SONS'
arkthePlowER pots '"''^

THE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

The Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.

SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

PATENT
HORTICULTURAL BOILER.

Quick Heating & Cheap.

Particulars of

—

T. POTTERTON, =%"=fJt?.K„.

B4LHAM, LONDON, S.W.

GREENHOUSES.— C. E. ORFEUR invites

enquiries for his New Illustrated CATALOGUE of

Greenhouses, Forcing-houses. Garden Frames. Amateur's

Houses, and Heating Apparatus, &c., which will l» sent, post-

free, on application to Colne Bank Works. Colchester.
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New
Illustrated List,

Srd Edition-

100,000-

364 Pages, Bound

in Cloth,

Post - free on

application.

AV. COOPER, Limited.
HORTICULTXJBAL PROVIDERS—^e Original Inventor of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON,
NURSERIES-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World. Inspection invited.

S.E.

IN
1000

HOUSES
STOCK

to Select from.

Works cover

6 acres.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This Illustration is an exact copy of my Amateur Span-roofed
Greenhoase^, which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plete with Ventilators. Irons for Opening. StaginK, Glass. &c.
Made in Sections, go that they can be erected by anv gardener
or handy man in a few hours, himply screwed together. 7 by
5 U., b<os. ; 9 by 6 ft.. £4 ; 12 by 8 ft., £(5 ; 16 by 10 ft.. £8 105. ;

20 by 10 ft., e\2; 25 by 10 ft., £16.

Any size made. SEND FOR LIST, post-free.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum
bers, Tomatos, Melons, &c., will be perceived at a glance, it
being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto
unknown. See List, p. 22. Send for List, post-free.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WEI.L-SEASONED RED ami YELLOW DEAL.

CACURADC liin.Ss.: 2 in.. .3s. Sd. ; 2iiii.,5s.;
OMOnDHnO. Sin.. 6s. 6d. per 100 it. run.

MATCH HOARDS, J. 6s. per square; 1-in., 10s. id. per square.
FLOOR BOARDS, 1-in., 9s per square.
FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, J by 6, 6>. id. per square.
DEALS, 3 by 11. Yellow, id. ; 3 by 9, i'^d. ; 3 by 7, 2d. ; 2J by

7, IJd. ; 2 by 7. Ijrf. ; 2 by 8. la.
CUTTINii FLATINli, 9d. per 100 ft.; Deeping, 2s. 3d.

dozPn 12 ft.

SLATING BATTENS, J by 2, Is. 3rf. per 100 £t.
; J by 1, Id.

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in., 6s. each , 6 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in., 7). ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.,
lus.

VENTILATORS. TOP or SIDE, 2 ft. 6 in by 2 ft., 2s. each.
FINIALS, MAOHME-TDRNED, 12 in. high, 6rf. each ; 4s. id.

per dozen.
TRELLIS. Planed
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B EESON'S MANURE.
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

AGENTS WANTED in Districts where not
already represented, to SELL SPENCER'S New

"ELECTRIA" GUANO. A liberal Commission allowed.—
Apply. ISAAC SPENCER AND CO., 2, High Street, Hull.

BEESON 'S MANURE. — Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2j. M., and bs. dd. ; also in air-tight bags,

( owt., 6x. ; 1 cwt., 10*. Full directions for use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with

order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills, St. Neot's, Hunts.
'* 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,

*' I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, audi
am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.
" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.K.,F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed
Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
Mr. S. T. WRIGHT. F.R.H.S.,

says :
—•' I shall do all I can for your

Specialties, they deserve it.

Sulp&OCldd, best and cheapest
outdoor Insecticide, 100 gallons
made for 2s. Qd.

Kll-Kone, best Fumigant, strongly
recommended, 1000 cubic feet,

9s. per dozen.

Pine Oil, safe and certain death
to Bug. S<'ale, Thrips, and all

Inside Pests, quarts, 4s. ; ^gals.,
6s. id.

;
gila., 10s. %d.

Patent Pest Syringe, best Dis-
tributor.

Send for List.

BONES! BONES 1! BONES ! 1 1—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at IDs. per owt. Carriage Paid on

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms. Cash with Order.

K. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Crushers, St. Albans.

RCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PE.tT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO

CHRYSANTHEMUIVI EXHIBITORS.

BECKETT'S

NEW EXHIBITION

CHARLES' RIDIPEST CO.,

Lougbborougli, leicesteraMre

SEEDSMEN
AND

NURSERYMEN

PATENT

FLOWER TUBE,

PRICE LIST,

DESCRIPTION,
AMD

TESTIMONIALS.

U/M QTII I JP, rn 24 Charles Street.
nlVl. 01 ILL <X UU., Hatton Garden, EC

OEBAFBSl. ANY LENGTH.
ANT SIZE.

LISTS POST-

LISTS
' -^ O AT ~^~-~-^ FREE.

POST-FREE

HEATHMAN, _^
2, Endell St., Covent Garden, London, W.a

CHAFED SKIN, Piles, Scalds, Cuts, Chilblains,
Chapped Hand-^, Sore Eyes, SunbufD, Ear-aclie. Neuralgia

and Rheumatic Pai IIS, Throat Coldrt. and Skin Ailments guickly

relieved by the use of CALVERT'S CARBOLIC OINTMENT.
Large pots, I3^d. each, at Chemia'a, &c.,or post-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO.. Manchester.

GARDEN FRAMES. ^^^ES SENDM&C^ GARDEN FRAMES.
;EVISED PRICE LIST S^JcSSBMDGEP^^^ TWENTY VARIETIESREVISED

POST FKEK.

No. 100.-MELON or CUCUMBER FRAMES.

lETIES.
A'ew Lists Post Fr. e.

OUR
No. 105.-; SPAN FRAME.

GARDEN
FRAMES

are made and stocked
in all theae useful size.s.

:
Quality of the Mate-

each
;

rials and construction
,, I are of the best.

,,
I

^ M
I

Made of well - sea-
>f soned red-wood Deal.

MALLEABLE iron-

hinges, &c.

No. IIO-SPAN-ROOF FRAME Or PORTABLE
PLANT PRESERVER.

6 ft. Ion
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WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stands

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.— Particulars of BATCHELAR, J8. Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applied for.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR
or GABDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above subject.

Price Zd.; post-free, Z\d,

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

jjuricultuni! Bconanti^t^

An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 52 pages

and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate

of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,

and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of

pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-

ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,

per annum, 55., inclu.sive of postage. Single copies lod. each,

through all Newsagents.

3, Agar Street. Strand, London, W.C.

IN, 1894.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
AND

Accidents of All Kinds.
INSURED AGAmST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, IiONDON.
^:^;^^^^^'\ Secretaries.
A. VIAN, I

FSTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTUN BUILDINGS. CHASCERV LAXE. W.C.

TWO -AND- A -HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on flemand.
TWO ( er Cent. OQ CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purcha5ed and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouriigemHut of Thrift the Bank receivea amall

Bm>8 on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FUR TWO QUINEiS

PER MONTH.
BIEKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH,
The BIRKBEOK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

WORKING FOREMAN and SALESMAN.
—The Advertiser is open to engage with a young

Man of experience and good business habits, for a small sub-

urban Nursery, South of London, where a good General Business

is done.— Apply, stating experience, age, wages expected, &c.,

to CARNATION, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a married MAN, a8 OUTSIDE
FOREMAN. Thoroughly experienced in the Manage-

ment of Roseii, Herbaceous Plants, Co'.nfers, &.C. House
found.— State wages required and other particulars to Mr.

G. JESSOP, The Gardenf, St. James. We-t Malvern.

WANTED, a good GARDENER (Single-
HANDKD).—Oce accustomed to Vines, Plants, and

Flower Garden. &c. Married. Wife to take the Washing,
&c.-Apply, with full particulars, to M. ASCOUGH, The
Vineries, Croshhills, via Keighley.

ANTED, a young MAN as SECOND.—
One who has had some experience in Carnation grow-

ing preferred. Apply, with particulars of age, wage's, cha-

racter, &c., to CARNATION. 41, Wellington St., Strand. W.C.

ANTED, a YOUTH, for a Term of Years
in a large provincial Seed Establishment.— Z., Gar-

deners' CArti7iic(eOffioe,4I, WellingtonSt.,Covent Qarden.W.C.

Fruit Tree Foreman.

CHARLES TURNER REQUIRES the ser-
vices of a good Man, as above. Send age, wages

required, &c.—The Royal Nurseries, Slougb.

WANTED, thorough good MAN, for Kitchen
Garden and Pleasure-ground. Must be able to use

Scythe well, also Pruning and Nailing. Single man, not
under 26 years of age. No Bothy.—State wages expected, and
full particulars.— G. KUNNACLES, The Gardens, Luneaton,
Sherborne.

HEWITT AND CO. have a VACANCY for a
youth as IMPROVER, in Seed and Bulb Department.

—State particulars of expeiience and wages required, to 8,

Worcester Street, Birmingham.

To Florists, &o.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, well up in
Wreaths, Crosses, Bouquets, &c., also Seeds and

Bulbs,—Apply, M. EDWARDS. 19, Church Road, Upper
Norwood, S.E.

ANTED, an INVOICE CLERK.—Must
be smart and accurate, and accustomed to the Bulb

Trade. Salary ; '2is. per week.—Apply by letter only, B.,

13, King Street, Covent Oarden, W.C.

Shopman.
WANTED, a young MAN, as SECOND

SHOPMAN, in the Seed Trade. Must be thoroughly
experienced in all branches.—Address, stating age, references,

and salary re<iuired.—D. H., Gardenen^ C/tTOnicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, of good address,
to canvass Customers.—One who can till up time in

Nursery or Shop when not travelling preferred.—Apply, with
particulars of age, character, wages, &c , to CARNATION.
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, to Assist in
Maliiiig-up Wreaths, Ac, &c. Market-hand pre-

ferred.- J. GRIFFIN, Florist, Market Hall, Southport. lanes.

WANTED, good COWMAN.—Age 30, mar-
ried, without family ; for a Gentleman's Estate. One

been accustomed to .Tetsey Cows. Wages 16s. per week,
with good hou^e, garden, and firing.—Apply to J. MARTIN,
Barcote, Farirgdon, Berks.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSOJvS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Ai(?4esi respectability, and thorouyht/ practical &t their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chester,"

S. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GAKDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best

selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria

and Paradise Nurseries. Upper HoUoway. N.

FS A N D E R AND 0. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER OAKDENEKS. of eicellent character, and proved

ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans^

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURQH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest recoumen-
dations. Telegraphic address, " DOWNIE, Edinbukoh."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with

particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

GARDENER (Hbad).—William Allen, late

Head Gardener to Sir Geo. Russell. Bt., M. P., Swallow-

field Park. Reading, and formerly Head Gardener to the late

Lord Hatberton. Teddcsley Park, Stafford, is open to engage

to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical

man in all branches of gardening. Testimonials forwarded.—
WM. ALLEN. Barla^ton, Stoke-on-Trent.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept ; age .10.—W. CHILD would be pleased to

recommend his Foreman, who has been with him two ye^rs to

any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a reliable

energetic man. Excellent references.-T. WADE, Croome
Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married,
no family; twontv-two years' experience in some noted

establishments for I'lants, Orchids, and Fruits; well up in

table decoration?. Late employer would be pleased to recom-

mend.—A. T., 13, Nursery Road, Harborne, near Birmingham,

GARDENER (Head), and BAILIFF.—
Age 37 ; thoroughly conversant in all branches of the

profession. Seven and a half years' good character, six years
previous.— G. WALKER, Edith Weston. Stamford, Rutland.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept, or
good Single-handed.—Age i9. single; twelve years*

all-round experience. Three years good character from present
situation.— G. TREADWELL, The Gardens, Easneye Park,
Ware, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four are
kept.—T. J. WoTTON, Gardener to Major Robertson,

Widmerpool Hall, Notts, wishes to recommeod his Foreman,
T. Foster (age 28), who has been with him five years, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good practical
all-round man. Good references.

GARDENER (Head). — James Cypheb
would be pleased to recommend a thorough good Gar-

dener to any Lady or Gentleman ; thorough knowledge of
Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit, &c.—Excellent
testimonials.—Exotic Nurseries, Cheltenham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, two
children, aged 5 and 6. Thoroughly experienced in the

culture of Fruits and Plants under tilass. Vines, Peaches,
Melons, Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; good referencea ; five

years' good character from present employer.—R. PERRIN,
Verdley Place. Haslemere.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31; seventeen
years' practical experience where Grapes, Peaches,

Cucumbers. Melons, Figs, aud Tomatos, have been grown
in quantities, besides a general collection of Stove and Green-
house Plants, including fiucharii, Chryaanthemus, &c.—GEO.
HUNT, The Gardens, Puckrup Hall, Tewkesbury, Gloucester-
shire.

GARDENER (Head).—Lord Rodney. Ber-
rington Hall, Leominster, wishes to highly recommend

his Head Gardener to anyone requiring the services of a
thoroughly truatwonhy and practical man ; married, aged 31.
Please address, firtt iuntance, JAS. GRIMES, as above.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 39,
married, no family. Late Head Gardener to Lord

Algernon Percy, twelve years. Only cause of leaving breaking
up of establishment. First-class Plant and Fruit Grower.
Life experience in first-class estiblishments. Good all-round
Gardener in all branches. Highest references as to character
and ability. Di engaged.—JAMES SKILLING, 9, Park Mews,
Kilburn. London.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married when suited. Eighteen years' experience iu

all branches. Satisfactory cause for leaving. Good character.
—C. A., 4t. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Twenty
years' excellent references; no family at home; wife

could look after Poultry, if required.—GARDENER, Eastington
Rectory, Stonehouse, Gloucfstershire.

GARDENER Head AVorking).—Age 29;
married, no family

;
good all round experience including

Orchids: can be well recommended; diseuga^icd.— CHEAL,
67, Glen Vue, East Grinstead. Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29,
married. The Right Hor. The Esirl of BucHiN can with

every confidence recommend his late Gardener. Thoroiighly
competent and trustworthy in all branches.—H., Waldron
House, Garratt Lane, Tooting, S.W.

GARDENER (Bead Working), where two or
or more are kept, or good Singlk Handkd.—Age 33;

married; no family. Good all-round man. 10 years highest
reference. 1 year and 9 months Head in last situation, Dis-

engaged.— D. M. P., TheLodge, Edgware House, Edgware.

GARDENER (Head Working), where not
less than three are kept. Age 3S, married, no family.

—Twelve years in present situation. Understands Stove and
Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen Garden, Vines, Peaches, &c.
Disengaged when suited.—KING, Gardener, Foxlease Cottage,
Lyndhurst, Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or more are kept.—Age ,33, married, two children. Life

experience in all branches; twelve years in Noblemin's
Gardens. Wife good plain Cook. — GEORGE DRAKE,
Glemsford, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
married ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Cucnmbers. Tomatos, Flowers, Vet^etables, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Excellent character.—SHEPHERD, Dragon
Street, Petersfield, Hants,

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Sl.NGLE-nA.NPED).—Thorough experience in Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening.—
GARDENER, 103, Hambro Road, Strealham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42,
married ; well up in all branches of Gardening. Dis-

engaged September 22. Excellent references. — J. H,
GREVATT, The Rock, Reigate, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 31,
married. A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend a

thoroughly practical man who is leaving his service through
no fault.—J. KEMP, Shalimar, Ewell, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.— Age 26, single; twelve years' expe-

rience in all Garden Work. Highest references from last and
previous places.—H, S. FIELDER, Purbrook, Cosham, Hants,
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GARDENER (Head Working). —Age 28,
married when suited. Mr. C. MARTIN, Gardener to

Viscount Hampden, The Hoc Gardens. Welwyn. Herts, can

confidently recommend his Foreman, William Barham, to any

one requiring a thorough good practical man. Good re-

ferences from previous employers.

GARDENER (Head Working), where ooe
or two are kept.—Middle-aged ; life-experience. Nine

years in present place.—M. H., Fern Villa, Nightingale Lane,

Bromley, Kent,

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 29, married, one child.—A Gentleman

recommends his late Head Gardener aa above. Thoroughly
experienced. Excellent character.—G., 25, Lifford Street,

Putney. S.W. _^_
GARDENER (Head, or good Single-

handed). — Age 24 ; ten years' experieDce in all

branches ; eight years in present situation, over two years

aa Head. Good reference. Abstainer. — H. JACKSON,
Kensworth, Dunstable, Beds.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second),
in a good Establishment.—Age 23; good referenced.

Eight years' experience.—B. F., Ventnor House, Kuahden,
Nonhants.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or otherwise.
—Age 32. married. Thoroughly understands Fruit and

Flowers under Glass, Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; life expe-

rience; good character.—33, Gladbtooe Place, Brighton.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
—Age 27, single; twelve years* practical expetience,

Innido and Out. Good reference.—R. A. TANDRIDGE, Post

OflLe, Qodstooe, Surrey.

ARDENER (good Single - Handed, or
otherwise),—Age 30, married, two in family ; seventeen

years' experience, luside and Out.— J. BODMAN, Sandley
Lodge, Gillingham, Dorsetshire.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given). — Vines, Tomatoa, Cucumbers, and

Flowers. Two years' character. —F. SMITH, Bow Farm,
Newton Longville, Bletchley, Bucks.

GARDENER (Single-handed). —Age 31,
married.—Mr. Hall, Shiplake Court Gardens. Henley-

on-Thames, can confidently recommead a steidy, experienced
man, as above.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or with
assistance.—Age 2tt, married when suited. Thorough

experience in Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Green-
houf^e Plants. Fruic and Vegetables, Chrysanthemums being a
specialty. Highest references. — GARDENER, Belmont,
Chigwell, E-sex.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
help is given).— Age 27 ; single; good character.—H. C,

3. Excelsior Road. Norbiton, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
with Help).—Married ; can be well recommended as to

sobriety and ability. Please state wages.—F., Mr. Fosbury,
Essex Road, Basingstoke.

ARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 23;
single; highest references.—S. SUMNER, Hall Carr

Lane, Longton, Preston. Lancashire.

GARDENER.— Age 35, single.— Situation
wanted, in Flower or Kitchen Giirden, or Single-

handed. Good references.—TYLER, Belstead Hall, Ipswich,
Suffolk.

GARDENER (Under, or small place Single-
handed).-Young man. age 22. teeka situation in pri-

vate pluce as above. Two and a half years' references.—C,
24, Raulagh Road, Willesden Junction. N.W.

GARDENER.—Young Man (nearly 19),
requires situation as Under or Single-handed. Two

and a half years nursery experience, and good character.
Cucumbers, Tomatos. — W. CHRISTIAN, Oak Cottages,
Chislehurst, Kent.

GARDENER, where two or three are kept

;

or good Single-handed.—Age 27, single. One year's
good character. — M. D., 16, Gravelye .Cottages, America,
Hayward's Heath. Sussex.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 25; well-up
in Stove and Greenhouse-work and Table-decorating,

&c. Ten years' experience. Inside and Out. Excellent
character.—E. BARKER, Barkly Road, Sy&ton. Leicester.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
Garden, where three or four are kept.—Situation wanted

by a young man as above. Three and a half years in last situa-
tion.—E. H., Mount Cottage. London Road. Harrow. Middlesex.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-Handed.)
— Four and a-half years' good character.—M. F, PURVEY,

Elsie Villa. Sussex Road, Haywards Heath.

ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER.—
Age 20 ; abstainer; strong and willing; four years' ex-

perience, and good character.—R. LAMBDEN, Southington,
Overton. Hants.

ARDENER (Under, or good Sinqle-
HANDED place).—Age 22 ; eight years' experience Inside

and Out; highest references ; total abstainer.-G. PRATLEY,
High Street, Burford, Oxon.

GARDENER (Under), Gentleman's service
or Nursery. — Age 19. Six years' experience ; four

years' reference; willing to be useful. — J. JARVIS, 18,
Stapleton Street, Irlam-OLh-Height, near Manchester.

MESSRS. CHARLESWORTH, SHUTTLE-
WORTH & Co.. Orchid Growers, Heatoo, near Bradford,

can recommend a firat-class GARDENER and ORCHID
GROWER.—For particulars, apply to the Firm.

ROPAQATOR and GROWER.—Age 31;
fifteen years' good experience in all kinds of Market

Stuff. Wreaths, Bouquets, &o.—W., John Woods, Hartford,

HuntiPRdon.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR and GROWER, Soft-wooded.

—Age 24 ; nine years' experience in good Nursery. Well

up in Pot Stuff, also Vines. Tomatos, Cucumbers. Wreaths,

Crosses, &c. Good reference.— G. H., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER, General
Nursery Stuff, or Rose Grower, Inside and Out.—Age 30,

married ; fourteen years* experience.—T. NASH, 16, Stanley

Terrace. Lower Weston, Bath.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 23
;

nine years' experience in Roses, Carnations, Ferns,

Palms, and General Pot-stuff, ana all sorts of Bedding. Good
character.—GROVE, 93, Millwood Road. Hastings^

ROWER, or JOURNEY.MAN (First).—
Age 26, a Dane. Twelve years,' practical experience in

Flowers and Fruit for Market. Good testimonials.-R.. 10,

Green Street, Enfield Highway. N.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.— O. Parks, Berry Hill Gardens. Mansfield, would be

pleased to recommend a young Man, as above. Twelve years*

experience.

FOREMAN.—Age 25; ten years' experience
with Vines, Peaches Melons, Cucumbers. Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Sec. Good references.—HEAD GARDENER,
Witton Partt, North Wal&ham.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, or GROWER.— Young Man,
age 26, seeks situation ; twelve years' experience i'i

Market Nurseries ;
good character.-J. T. CREED, Moat

Nurseries, East Grinstead.

U'OREMAN, PROPAGATOR, &o.— We can
X. strongly recommend a thorough practical Man as above ;

over four years in last situation ; age 32. — WILLIAM
BROWN AND SON, Nurserymen, Ormstiirk.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.—Age 27;
excellent references as to capabilities. One and a half

years' at Brodsworth Hall Gardens. Donca'-ter, two and a half

years' previously at Belvoir Castle.—A. BENNETT, Paddock-

hurst. Crawley, Sussex.

FOREMAN.—Age 28, Outside or General, in

a private establishment, married when suited ; under-

stands Kitchen and Flower-garden Work, Fruit and Plant-

growing, Inside and Out. Good recommendation. Total

abstainer.-^ FOREMAN, Mr. Lane, Florist, 227, BriitOQ Road.

F^OREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Can be
recommended as a thorough Fruit and Plant Grower.

Good testimonials from past and present employers.

—

S. TUCKER, Elvaston Castle, Derby.

FOREMAN, ^r SECOND, in a good private
establishment.—Age 25, single; ^abstainer. Good all-

round experience. Two years with Mr. Grove, Temple House,

Marlow, and two years with Mr. Lockie, Oakley Court,

Windsor. Would be pleased to answer any enquiries.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good estab-
lif^hment,—Age 23 ; seven years' experience. Good refer-

ences from last and previous employers.—W. BIRCH, Little-

worth Common, near Maidenhead.

JOURNEYMAN, orGARDENER (Under).
Inside or Inside and Out. — A Gardener's fon seeks

situation as above. —Age 19; six years' experience.—R. S.,

Ivy Cottage, Osbastone, Hinckley.

JOURNEYMAN (Undkr), in a good place,
Inside, or Inside and Out.—Age 21; good references,

bothy preferred.—A.YOUNG, West End Cottage, Ebbesbourne;
Salisbury. __^____

J"
OURNEYMAN, Inside and Oat.—T.
Gregory. Wensleydale Nurseries, Leyburn, Yorks. will

be pleased to recommend young Man as above. Six years in

Nursery and Private Gardens.

OURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Two years
in la'it situation. Three and a-half previous,— H.

SPRIGG. Old School House. Upper Long Ditton, Surrey.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ; good character, and can be well recommended.

—

H. COOKE, Cyfronydd. Welshpool. Montgomeryshire.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21; six and a half years' experience. Good refer-

ences.—J. VINE, Hilton Park Gardens. Wolverhampton.

JOURNEYMAN (age 22).—Mr. A. W. Cave,
Head Gardener, Pentillie Castle. St. Mellion, Cornwall,

wishes to very highly recommend a Young Man as above, who
has been under him seven jears. Steady, sober, industrious,

and well up to his work.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted for a Youth,
between 18 and 19. in a Gentleman's Garden. About four

years' experience Inside and Out. Total abstainer. Appren-
ticed.— F. BEAUMONT, Central Schools. Bournemouth.

IMPROVER, in a good establishment, under a
(jood Gardener.—Has worked two years in a Garden.

Premium not objected to.—For further particulars apply to
J. Ij:.ES, Finstock, Oxford.

IMPROVER.—Lad (17) wants situation in
jrood Garden or Nursery. Has had slight experience.

—GARDENER, Park Hill, Tooting, London. S.W.

IMPROVER, Inside or Out.—Situation wanted
for a Lad (age 17). Till, strong, and williof; to learn.

Excellent references.-H. HIGGIN, The Firs, Gt. .Misseuden,
Bucks.

IMPROVER.—A strong, well-educated Lad,
just out of apprenticeship, seeks situation under good

Gardener in first-class private establishment. A fair Premium
will be paid.—HORTUS, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

O GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
youth, age 19, in a Gentleman's Garden. Four years' good

character.—E. CREDLAND, Oraton Rectory, Nottingham.

O GARDENERS.—Situation requi^ed'b'Ta
young Man age 20, in a Gentleman's garden. Six years'

experience Inside and Out; near town preferred ; disengaged.
—J. R. G., Bishopgate, Englelield Green, near Egham, Surrey.

GARDENERS, &o.—Situation wanted, by
a young man, in Nursery or Gentlemin's Garden. Ex-

perienced in all branches. Willing to make himstlf useful.

—

W. SURREY, 182, Burnt Ash Hill. Lee.

O GARDENERS. — Situation wanted by a
young Man, age 20. Disengaged. Four years* expe-

prience In-^ide and out; abstainer; willing; good character,
—A. BRYANT, Steeple Aston. Oxfordshire.

GARDENERS and OTHERS.—A young
Man (age 21) seeks situation as IMPROVER, under good

Foreman. Three and a half years' good character. Premium
if required.—W. P., Brook Lane, Swanwick, Southampton.

To GARDENERS.—A young man, age 19,
seeks a situation in a Gentleman's Garden. Six years

in one place.—G. S.. Favgate. Horsham. Sussex.

TO GARDENERS, &c.—Situation wanted by
a young man, age 22; well up iq Fern Growing, &c.

Could Furnit*h. Good reference.—R. G. S., Dartmouth Nursery,
Morden Hill. Lewisham, S.E.

O SEEDSMEN, &c. — Advertiser ^dth
thorough knowledge of Seeds, and good knowledge of

Plants, is open for a ftitu:ition. For the last twenty years
with E. P. Dixon & Sons, Hull.—WM. THOS. IRONMONGER,
8. Symons Street. Hull.

O NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—
Situation wanted, by a young Man, in a Market Nursery

or private place, as GROWER of all kinds of Flowers, Fruit
pnd Pot Stuff for Market, or otherwise.—KIMPTON. 1, North
View Cottages, Billett E^tafe, Staines.

O NURSERYMEN and GARDENERS.—
A young Man (age 19); four years' experience. Inside

and Out. Good character. State wages.—A. JEFFERY,
Portland Street. Fareham, Hants.

NURSERYMEN.—A young man, age 22,
seeks a situation in the Houses. Seven years' practical

experience in one of the largest Nurseries in the West of
Eogland. Well up in Propagating Stove and Greenhouse
Stuff, also Wreaths and Crosses. Excellent character.—S. L.,
2^, Bute Street, South Kensington, S.W.

SEED TRADE.—A young Man having a
thorough practical knowledge of the Trade in all its

branches is open for engagement. Twelve years' experience,
latter four with one of the best Houses ia America, and the
past year filled the position of General Manager of their
Wholesale Seed Departments. Highest references.—T. H.
MOOBE. Alex. Dichson fit Sons, Queen's Seedsmen, Belfast.

SALESMAN, BUYER, or TRAVELLER!^O Good experience. Excellent references.—BUSINESS, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

LERK, SALESMAN, or MANAGER.—
Twelve years' experience, all branches. Good Book-

keeper. Can travel it required. Wages moderate.—W. H.,
Flinton Hou«e, Wcodside Hark. N.

CLERK requires a situation. Accustomed to
Book-keepiug, &c., in the Nursery and Seed Trade

Offices. Good references. Particulars. — F.. Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

COWMAN.—Situation wanted by a married
man. Life experience, with care of Pigs and Poultry.

Willing to help in Garden, or Horse and Trap. Excellent
character.—W. C, 4. Oxford Villas. Wormley, Broxbourne.

O FIRST-CLASS FLORISTS.—A Respect-
able Youth (age 19) requires situation (in or near London)

as IMPROVER in the Seed, Bulb. Plant, and Sundries Depart-
ment. Three years' experience.—A. H , 43, South Western
Road, St. Margarets, Middlesex.

FLORISTS.—Wanted, by a young Lady,
immediate engagement in a Florist's Shop. Small

salary. London preferred. -G. S.. II, James Street, Bath.

NOTWITHSTANDING the many wonderful
developments of science, no rival has yet been found to

take the place of HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT as
reliable and speedy cures for the various diseases with which
we are all liable to be afflicted. The Ointment is universally
acknowledged to be a certain remedy for sore throat, bron-
chitis, coughs, colds, glandular swellings, gout, rheumatism,
and all skm diseases. The Pills have jastly earned a world-
wide reputation for all female complaints; for infantile dis-

orders they are invaluable, and they are an unfailing remedy
for all disorders affecting the liver and stomach. It would be
difficult, indeed, to name a complaint for which both the Pilla

and Ointment are not beneficial. Thousands of p^-ople in all

parts of the world can testify to their merits. They are suit-

able for any climate or season of the year.
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BARR'S CATflinGllESI'-^SibiBARR's hyacinths, tulips, narcissi, &c..Unilll U Un I nL.UUUl.U^ on appucanon. J a -DE OF EXTRA FINE QUALITY.
(Reduced in size by PhotOfirraphy.)

CONTENTS
OF

BARR'S
GENERAL

BULB

CATALOGUE.

Novelties.

Bulbs of special ia-

terest.

Bulbs to naturalize.

Collections of Bulbi.

Bedding Hyacinths.

Hyacinths for Chil-

dren's gardens.

Roman Hyacinthi to

cut from October.

Sweet-scented Nar-
cissus to cut from
October.

Bulbs for early forc-

ing.

Hyacinths for Pots
and Glasses.

Narcissus for Pots.

Good Luck Lily.

Sweet-smelling Jon-
quils.

Tulips for Pots and
Beds.

Tulips for Hanging-
Baskets.

Tulips for Amateurs.

Crocuses for Autumn
and Spring flower-
ing.

Snowdrops.

Glory of the Snow.

Snowflakes.

Scillasfloweringfrom
February to -May.

Striped Squill.

Grape Hyacint]is.

Starcli Hyacinths.

Lily of the Valley.

Lyre Flower.

Japanese Me.idow
Sweet, for forcing.

Iris, English.

,, Spanish.

,, rare species.

African Corn Lily.

Harlequin-flower.

Ranunculus.

Windflower.

Cyclamen.

White Cape Hya-
cinth.

Gladioli.

Amaryllis.

Liliums.

Tiger-spotted flower.

Tuberoses.

IN ADDITION TO
ABOVE,

Nearly 300

Rare. Beautiful,

and Curious

Hardy and Green-

house

Bulbs & Tubers,

Species and varieties.

BIRRS
AUTUMN, 1894.

nVAClXTHS, e T

MRriSSI. A 9

JONQCILS,/- <»

TILIPS.A

CROCUSES, p. .4.

SNOWDROPS, f .>

CHIONODOXIS, p •<

WINTER iCONITES, a •'

8N0WFUKES, p .«

SCILUS, f It.

PCSCHKINU, A ;.

HIISCARIS, A n.

LIUES OF THE VALLEY, p 'r

DIELVTRAS.A >

SPIR^AS. A >t

IRISES, A <i

IXIAS, p »

RANCNCULIS. A •

ANEMONES, p »

CTCLAMEN.A .»

HTACINTnCS CANDICANS.A '<

GLADIOLI, A M

IHARVLLIS, p '0

LILIEHS. A «
TICRIDIAS,.A -7

TUBEROSES, a !

CAPB, CALlFOa.\UN BtLBS, Ac. A«.. tc

nun niB& flTAiiTBiDai rmrn. oaiw seim, (uildbk uijcifiiTzfc imcnoipnh .iWMfc nft

BARR & SON,
13 £ 13 Kino Street, Covent Garden, London,

ABO

ItCJiCEJLtKS, LOHQ D.Oot., Surrey ^OnrBitioauruw, • w B«u««iri

AUTUMN. 1894.

BARRS
DAFFODILS

AND BEAUTIFUL 'ENGLISH AMATEUR" TULIPS.

eflRns DAFFODILS mere floiarded tho only COLD fdEDAU at tbe Second

Great OaHodil Confei-cncc 1890,

KIKG STKEBT. COVE»T CIRDCf. UHDOf.
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Cojiy

for Advertisements should he received BT
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINO
at the latest.

Soliciting Orders.

HCANNELL AND SONS' CATALOGUE of
* CARNATIONS, PICOTEES and PINKS, is ready, and

' hey will be pleased to send same post-free. Their collection
is well-kDown to be the largest and beat kept. Their stock is

in every way splendid, and those for winter-bloomiDg are in
hne condition and ready for re-potting and will flower all the
season. Mrs. H. Gannell is the best of this class. Is. 6d. each,
15s. per dozen. Special price for large quantities.

SWANLEY, KENT.

Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5x., post free, 5s. 6d.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

YACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI,
DAFFODILS, IRISES, LILIUMS, CROCUSES,

iiCILLAS, and all other Bulbs. See our Catalogue, No. 441,
post-free on application.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

HUGH LOW AND CO. beg to announce that
Mr. A. INGRAM, who has for the past three years

been in their service as Traveller, has CEASED HIS CON-
NECTION WITH THEM from September 1st.

CLAPTON NURSERIES, LONDON, N.E.

SUTTON'S EARLY HYACINTHS and NAR-
CISSI. For Flowering at Chriftmas.

SUTTON'S EARLY ROMAN HifACINTHS.
Single White, from Is. M. per dozen; Single Blue, at

Is. 6d, per dozen.

SUTTON'S EARLY
Paper White from 1«. per dozen

per dozen.

NARCISSI.
Double Roman, at \s.

V^UTTON'S ROMAN HYACINTHS.O Mrs. Ray, Rochdale, says: "The Bulbs were beautiful. I

had a fine show of Roman Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c.,out by
Christmas."

SUTTON'S BULBS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN, RSADINO,

T ILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTI, HARDY
-Li BULBOUS and other plants. Write for our now Illus-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should be m
the hands of all Lily Grov^ers.

WALLACE AND CO . Colchester.

To the Trade.

CYCLAMEN.— CYCLAMEN,—
Grand stuff, in 48*8, well s?t with bloom, Ss. per dozen,

free on rail, cash with order ; £3 per 100.

W. E. TIDY, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant, Hants.

LPINE and HERBACEOUS PLA.NTS.—
20s. per lOO, our selection, good sorts. Catalogue and

Cultural Notei, 80 pages. M. WALLFLOWERS, Seedlings,

dark and yellow. Is. 6d. per 100, post-free.

STANSFIELD BRuS., Southport.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4f to 6 inches,
impossible to surpass. 10s. 6d. per 100. SPANISH

IRIS. Is. per 100. GLADIOLI, The Bride, Is. 3d. per 100,

BULB LIST free. Samples on receipt of postage.
WALSHAW ASD SON, Scarborough.

ARTLAND'S Irish^grown DAFFODILS.
Pronounced by the Press "The Best in the World."

Write for Cheap Prices, 1894.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND,
Seedsman, F.R.H.S., Cork, Ireland.

OLDEN EUONYMUS.—30,000 for Sale,
6 to 12 inches, bright and bushy, 25s. to 40s. per 100.

Samples on application, 4s. and 6s. per dozen.

G. T. SCOTT, Upperton Nurseries. Eastbourne.

Strawl^errles.

A FINE COLLECTION of the best varieties
can be supplied. Orders thould be booked now.

Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS AND SON, Sawbridgeworth.

OBBIE'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE of
Bulbs, Carnations. Chrysanthemums, Herbaceous Plants,

Panaies, Roses, Violas, and Fruit Trees, is now ready, and will

be forwarded free on application.

DOBBIE &. CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

UNYARD'S KENT STRAWBERRIES.
Best plants of iinest sorts. New LIST free.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.. Old Nuraeries, Maidstone.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

OOKS WANTED.—Miss Lawrence's " Roses
from Nature," published 1799 ;

" Set of Photographs of

the International Horticultural Exhibition of 1866.—Apply,
with particulars, to E. W. PIMPLIN, 2, Eleanor Villas,

Waltham Cross, Herts.

ANTED, 1000 GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
Vesuvius. West Brighton Gem, Henri Jacoby, Mrs.

Pollock ; 260 each kind.—State price to—
J. ALLEN, 18. Willoughby Street, New Lentoo, Nottingham.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS of
Henri Jacoby, Raspail, or West Brighton Gem.

—

State price per lOOO to FIELD, Florist, Fleet, Hants.

ANTED, 1000 pink-flowered Bedding
GERANIUM CUTTINGS. State price to—

GARDENER, Gawthorpe Hall, Burnley, Lanes.
w

BS. WILLIAMS AND SONS' IMPROVED
• MUSHROOM SPAWN, the finest in cult'vation for

Outdoor and Indoor Culture. Per bushel, 5s.
;
per cake, 6d,

Per cake, free by Parcel Post, Is.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

ARCISSUS BULBS.—Double White, fine

strain, 15s. per 1000, on rail. Sample 100, by post, for 3s.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

ULES DE COCK'S NURSERIES,
Ledeberg, Ghent (Belgium).

30.000 Azalea lodica, 12,000 A. mollis, 60,000 Begonia Bulbs,

3.000 Dracaiua Bruanti, 2,000 D. discolor, 4.000 D. indivisa,

2.000 D. lineata, 2,000 rubra, 10,000 Gloxinias, 30,000 Spirica

japonica, 4,000 S. j. aurea reticulata, 10,000 Palms in variety,

with characterised leaves ; 2.000 Ficus elaatica.

OBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the very beat value in the

market. All should send for a. sample dozen of his first size

Hyacintha, at 3*. ; or a dozen of his second size at 2»., equal to

what are often sold as first size. Postage, Gd. extra. Full
List post-free on application. Gardeners liberally dealt with.

R. SYDENHAM, Tenby Street, Birmint^ham.

ENTIAS. — KENTIAS. — KENTIAS. —
Cheap, to clear, for want of room. Belmoreana and

Fosteriana, bplendid stuff, in 60'a, Qs. per dozen, £2 per 100;
in thumbs, 3s. Qd. per dozen, 2-is. per 100. Package free,

cash with order.

J. PREWETT. Swiss Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COMMISSION. Terms 5 per cent. References, any
London Fruit Broker, or London & County Bank, C, G. Branch,

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and ohoice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, &c., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side, Southgate, London, N.

YCLAMEN a SPECIALTY. — World-
renowned Strain. Gold and Silver Medals, and highest

Awards. SEED per packet, from 2s. 6d. DRY BULBS, from
12s. per doz., post free. PLANTS coming into bloom, good, in

48-pot8, I8s. and 24s. per doz., free on rail. Cash with order.

Special prices to the Trade.—The ST. GEORGE'S NURSERY
CO., F.R.H.3., Hanwell, Middlesex.

FOR SALE, Six large FERNS—Two Mioro-
lepia hirta cristata, Two Davallia Mooreana, One Adi-

antum Cardiochlceoa. and One A. Catherina? ; or in six

varieties, including Gymnogramma chrysophylla, &c. All

fine specimens. Object of selling, want of room.
D. COOPER, Hanger Hill House, Ealing. W.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS. TULIPS. &c.
R. AXD G. CUTHBERfS CATALOGUE is now ready, and

may be had post-free on application.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, Sec, Southgate, N.
Established 1797.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR, TheLondonNursery,4,MaidaVale,London,W.

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

MACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Hothousb
BuiLDEES & Heating Engineers, Edinburgh, London,

and Glasgow, Plans and Estimates for all kinds of Horticul-

tural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer Houses, and Heating Appa-
ratus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

London Office :—60, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W,

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, and
Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

J WEEKS c& CO., Hortioultnral Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc.,

Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Rd., Chelsea,S.W,
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FORTHCOMING SALES by messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. ti7 and liS, CHEiPSIDE, E.G. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Upper Edmonton.

Five minutes' walk from Angel Road, and eight minutes'

from Silver Street Railway Stations.

NINTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE
of POT-PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

inrtructed by Mr, H. B. May to SELL by AU 3TI0N. on

the Premises. Dyson's Lane Nurseries. Upper Edmonton, on

MONDAY NEXT. September 10. at 11 o'Oloek punctually (there

being upwards of 1500 lots), the following unusually

WELL-OROWN STOCK :—

TEA ROSES, in Pots, the grandest lot ever offered, including

extra strong well ripened plants of M. Niel, W. A.

Richardson.

CLIMBING NIPHETOS. CLIMBING PERLE DES JARDINS,
and other best sotts for forcing, these are especially fine.

CRIMSON RAMBLER.
FERNS, many thousands, in various sizes.

TREE CARNATIONS, including Duke of York (hoe new
crimson). Winter Cheer. Miss .Joliffe Improved, Mrs. A.

Hemsley. and other best winter-flowering sorts, also large

quantities of Old Crimson Cloves. &c.

BOUVARDIAS. large quantities of all the best sorta.

FICUS ELASTICA VARIEGATA, an extra fine stock of this

beautiful plant.

CROTONS. a splendid lot of beautifully-coloured plants.

PALMS, consisting of fine spscimens of Kenti is. Arecas, Cocoa,

Geonomas. &c., also great quantities of smaller plants.

GENISTAS, unusually fine bushy stuff.

SOLANUMS. bushy and well-berried.

CYCLAMEN. DOUBLE PRIMULAS. EUPHORBIAS. POIN-
SETTIAS. AZALEAS. CAMELLIAS, and other useful

Flowering Plants.

HYDRANGEAS, well-ripened for early forcing.

LIPAGERIAS, AMPELOPSIS and PASSIFLORAS.
CLEMATIS. JACKMANI SNOW WHITE, JACKMANI, and

other leading sorts.

IVIE^, choice Variegated sorts.

ASPIDISTRAS. ARAUCARIA EXCELS A, FtCUS ELASTI !A,

GREVILLEAS, ARALIAS. and a great variety of other

useful flowering and foliage plants. Large quantities of

small Heaths. Genistas. &c.. for growing on.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises ;

and of the Auctioneers. 67 and 68. Cheap'iide. London, E.G.

South Woodford, George Lane Station.

UNRESERVED ANNUAL SALE.

The Plants offered in this Sale are of superior quality. They
have been grown in New Greenhouses, in the pure air of

Epping Forest, and cannot fail to give purchasers entire

Batisfaction.

A Catalogue of many thousands of

WINTER-FLOWERING & OTHER PLANTS
including

10,000 Clematis Jackmannii
and other best named
sorts

200 Marechal Niel Boaes,
10 to 12 feet

1,000 Tea-9cented Rosea, in

pots

1,000 Deutzii gracilis, estab-

lished in pots, for

earliest forcing

10,000 Bouvardias, includiog
a lot of *' President
Cleveland "

5,000 Solanums, beautifully
beriied

1,0 Ceanothua in variety

20,000 Erica hyemalis
3,000 Erica hyemalis alba

2,000 Erica Caffra

3,000 Tree Carnations

4,000 Ertca gracilis

10,000 Genista fragrans

6,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii,

3 feet

2,000 Lapageria rosea superba

6,000 CycUmen persicum
(Fraser'ti superb strain)

2,000 Passillora, Constance
Elliott and ctErulea

6,000 Variegated and other
Ivies

1,000 Climbing Roses, in pots

Together with considerable quantities of ARAUCARIA
EXChXSA, LONICEHAS of sorts. Scarlet Trumpet HONEY-
SUCKLES. Hardy FUCHSIAS, White J.VSMINES of sort?,

Turner's new sensational RDSR. CRIMSON RAMBLER.
Aleo a large number of small ERICAS and GENISTAS for

poHing on ; several lots of fine specimen GREES HOLLIES
of various kinds, and Austrian PINES.

Which will be SOLD by AUCTION, by

MESSltS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, on
the Prcmi-ea, the Nurseries, South Woodford. Essex,

on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 12, at 10 for 11 o'Clock

precisely, by order of Mr. John Eraser (without reserve), in

consequence of the number of lots.

May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S,

Cheapside, E.G., and Leytonstone. E.

Extract from the Great Eastern Time Table.

FenchurchSt.
Liverpool St.

George Lane

8 50
8*41

9 22
9 21

9 52

9 51

1023

1011

1037

1013

loie

1115

l'u9
1148
1219

1225
12*6

1258
1 3 1 43
1 26 2 13

* Change at Stratford.

Maldenliead.
ANNUAL UNRESERVED CLEARANCE SALE of GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS. FERNS, &c., by order of Mr. R. Owen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Floral

Nurseriea, Castle Hill, Maidenhead, 1 mile from Maidenhead
Station, od WEDNESDAY, September 19. at 2 o'Clock,

4000 Cannes, Palms, Ferns, Dracwnas, Ficua, 100 Araucaria

excelsa. Tuberous Begonias. Primulas, Cyclamen, Chrys-

anthemums, Pelargoniums, Lilies. Iris, Arbor Vitees, Laurels,

and other Shrubs. Also 10,000 Bulbs, including Narcissus,

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, £.0.

Lee. Kent. SE.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE.

To commence punctually at 11 o'Clock, there being upwards
of 1400 Lots.

The Stock being of the same exceptionally high-class

always offered at this Nursery.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Burnt Ash Road Nurseries.

Lee, Kent. S E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, and within a

mile of Blackhftath or Grove Park Station, S.E. Railway, on
TUESDAY NEXT, September 11, at 11 o'Clock precisely, with-

out reserve, a remarkably well-grown stock of WINTER-
FLOWERING HEATHS and other—

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Pi-' g if —15. OLIO Erica hyemalis. 2000 Erica gracilis, 1000

Frica CaTenlishii, 600 Erica Caffra (all well set with bloom-

buds), 20 jo Ampelopsis Veitchii, 1500 Kpacris to name. lOUO

Boruiiia megastigma, and others; 1000 Grevillea robusti, 4000

Genistas, 5000 Sol<inam eapsicastrum, well berried ; 100 * Adi-

antum cuneatum, lUOJ Lomaria gibba, 800 Tea Roses, in pits
;

2O0O Bouvardias. of sorts ; 1000 Palms, of sorts ; luOO Cyclamen
pers'cum, 5 Crotoos, beautifully coloured ; 1000 Aralia Sie-

boldii, 1000 Double Primulas, with a large quantity of young
Erica hyeoialis, gracilis, and other sorts ; Aralia Sieboldii,

Ferns, and Geni-^t^s, all in 60-pots for growing on.

The Stock is now on view. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises; at the Seed Warehouse, 61, High Street, Lewisham ;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapaide,

London. E.G.

EDfleld Hlgliway. N.

The Brimsdown Nurseries, adi'oining Brimsdown Station,

TWENTY-SIXTH ANN tlAL TRADE SALE of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. John Mailer, to SEL', by AUCTION,
at The Brimsdown Nur^-eries, Green Street, Enfield Higlnvay,

N., on THURSDAY NEXT, September 13, 1894. at U oClock
punctually, in consequence of the uQusually large number of

1300 lota, without reserve, about 60.000 remarkably well-grown

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Mostly in 48-pots, and fit for immediate Sale, consisting of

20 000 WINTER-FLOWERING HEATHS,
Including Hyemalis, Gracilis, Willmoreana, Hybrida,

Candidissima, Ventricosa, &c.

3000 TREE and other CARNATIONS.
Including Winter Hheer, Mrs. Moore, Joliffe Improved. La
Neige, Prince of Orange, &c. Also a fine lot of Mdtle. Thcrdse

Franco, Duke of York, Mrs. Hemsley, &c.

1500 TEA ROSES, IN POTS,
Consisting of The Bride, Siphetos.C. Mermet, Marechal Niel,

Climbing Niphetos. Gloire de Dijon, Mme. de Wattevillp, Perle

des Jardins, W. A, Richardson, L'Ideale. Madame C. Testout,

&c. 150 Turner's New Rose *' Crimson Rambler.'' 5000

Solanums. exceptionally well berried ; 1000 Ferns. Adiantums,
Polypodiums, &c. ; 500 Aspidistra ;

3''00 Bouvardias, leading

sorts; lOOO Ampelopnis Veitchii, Clematis Jackmani, &c. ; 5000

Genista fragrang ; Ul.000 young Heaths and Genistas, io 60-

pots, for growing on ;
50m Crotons, beautifully coloured ; UiOO

Palms, in variety ; 1000 Zonal Geraniums, new and leading

varieties; 200 Bougainvillea glabra and Sanderina ; 600

Ep^cris, to name; lUOO Grevillea robusta ; 1000 Passitloras,

large quantities of Fieus, Begonias, Poiosettias, Euphorbia
jacquinoeflora, Calian, Aralias, Abutilons, New Hybrid Cras-

sulas, Slc. ; also Stove Climbers, including Taxoniis, Stepha-

notis, Allamandas, &c.

DIPLADENIA RREARLEYANA, and OTHERS.
May be viewed any day prior to SUe. Catalogues may ba

had on the Premises ; aii<l of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67

and 68. Cheap-^ide, London, E.G.
N B.—The whole of the Stock is in first rate condition. The

Ericas and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot offered

at t'ds Nursery for many years; the former b^^ing very well

set for flower, and the Sulanums unusually well berried.

Windlesham, near BagsHot.

lie Richard Mason, deceased.

PRELIMFNARY NOTICE of SALE of the valuable FREE-
HOLD and LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES, presenting a
rare opportunity to the Trade and others for securing

some of the most valuable and productive Nurseries in

this country.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTIoK, on the Premises, immediately
preceding the Sale of the Nursery Stock, on TUESDAY.
October 2, at Halt past Eleven o'Clock, the well-known FREE-
HOLD NURSERIES, covering an area of nearly 23 Acres, and
the LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES of 18 Acres, together with
the GOODWILL of the BUSINESS. The purchasers will have
the opportunity of purchasing at the Sale the Nursery Stock,

which is to be offered in suitable lots, and also of taking at a
valuation the remaining Stock.

Particulars may be had of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside. London. E.C.

Every Day.
DHTCH BULBS.- GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 & 68,

Cheapside. London. E.C. EVERY DAY. at 12 o'Clock, large

consignments of first-class HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUIM CANDIDUM. SNOWDROPS, &c.

On view morning of Sales, and Catalogues had.

Sidcup, Kent, S.E.

About ten minutes' walk from the New Eltham (late Pope
Street) Station, S.E R.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING
HEATHS, particularly well-grown and beautifully set

with iiower, ROSES, and other stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the premises, the Longlands
Nursery, Sidcup. S E., on FRIDAY NEXT. September H, at
11 o'clock, by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans, an enor-
mous quantity of unusually well-grown plants, comprising—

30,000 WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS.
In excellent condition, and particularly well set with flower-

buds, including:—
10,000 Erica hyemalis 5.0u0 Erica Cavendiahi
2,000 ,, ,, albi 1,000 ,, coccinea minor
5,000 „ gracilis 2.000 ,, magnifica
1,000 „ Wilmoreana 2.000 „ Caffra

2,000 ,, Spenceri

An unusually grand lot of

10.000 CLIMBING and other ROSES, io pots, 12 to 15 feet.

exceptionally well-grown, and unquestionably the finest ever
offered at this Nursery, consisting of the following :

Climbing Cheshunt Hybrid
Marechal Niel

W. A. Richardson
Gloire de Dijon

Climbing Perle des Jardins

,, Nipheto^i

,, Qaeen of Queens
,, L'Ideale

,, Madame Berard
Also Niphetos, White La France, and many other notable

varieties.

.«;,000 BOUVARDIAS I 4.000 Double White PRIMUL AS
5.000 SOLANUMS | 3,000 FERNS.
May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers, 67 and Gi, Cheapside. London. E.C.
N.B.—The stock of Plants this season will be found well up

to their usual standard, special attention being invited to the
Heaths and Genistas, aUo the Solmums and Roses, which are
probably the best ever offered at this Nursery.

Pliunstead. WoolwlcH.
IMPORTANT to l-LORISTS and OTHERS

desiring a well-established and Profitable Seed, Cut Flower,
and Fruit Business,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. C. N. Newman (who is retiring

from business after most successful occupation), to SELL by
AUCTION, on the respective Premises, on WEDNESDAY,
September 19. at 12 o'clock precisely, in lots, the well situate
BUSINESS PREMISES, No. 35, Plumstead Road, Plumstead,
held at the low leutal of £i8 per annum. These Premises are

well situated, and the annual takings amount to nearly £3000
per annum. Also the Leasehold Propertv known as the
ROSE NURSERY, 17. Charles Street, Plumstead. with the
Greenhouses. Stables, and Buildings thereon, and the Lease-
hold NURSERY at Paradise Hill, adjoining Woolwich Dock-
yard Station, Cottage, and Greenhouses.
The whole of the Stock at the respective places will be

offered in suitable lots immediately following the Sale of the
Lease.
The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to this Sale,

particularly to the Business Premises in Plumstead Road.
The present owner has f-arriel on a most successful Business,
and it is seldom an opportunity occurs for acquiring a tho-
roughly genuine busines-t of this character.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues h id

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London. E.C.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE OF

FORTHCOIVIINC SALES^ NURSERYSTOCK

Important to Noblanen. Gentlemen, and the Trade,

Engaged in Planting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE Ar^D MORRIS beg
to announce the following fixtures :^

October 2 to 4 —At the NUHSERIES, WINDLESHAM, ne;ir

Bagshot. by order of the Executors of the late Mr. K.
M^son (three days).

October 9 to 11.—At the NURSRRIES, TirNBRIDQE WELLS.
by order of Messrs. T. Cripps & Sons (three days)

October 16.—At the NURSERIES. WILLESDEN JUNCTION,
by or^er of Messrs. Collins & Collins.

October 23 to 25.—At the NURSERIES, SUNNINGDALE, by
order of Mr. C. Noble (three days).

October 2.1 and 26 —At the NURSERIES, GR00MBRID8E.
near TUNBRIDGE WELLS, re E. HuUamby, deceased

(two days).

October 31.—At the NURSERIES, CATERHAM, by order of

Mr. Sedgeley.

OCTOBER 31.- At The PERRY HILL NURSERIES, CLIFFE,
near ROCHESTER, Eighth Annual Sale of Fruit Trees, by
order of Mr. W. Home.

NOVEMBER 6.-At THE HALE FARM NURSERIES, TOT-
TENHAM, Great Annual Sale, by order of Mr. T. S. Ware.

Dates Not Fixed.

At the OTTERSHAW NURSERIES, CHERTSEY, by order of

Messrs. Fletcher Bros (four days).

At the NURSERIES, HIGH BEECH, by order of Messrs.

G. Paul & Son. Special Sale of line specimen Hollies, &c^

At the HIOKMANDIAS NURSERIES. KNOOKHOLT, by order

of Mr. A. Waterman.
Other Sales are in course of being arranged, and notices will

be announced in due course.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to forward Catalogues of any

of the above Sales free by post on application.

Auction and Estate Olflc68,67 & 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
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Thursday Neit.
LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

30,000 LILIUM HAKRISI,
being Ihe contents of 143 caries received direct iufioecoDdition,

to be sold without the slightest reserve, comprising :—
10 Cases 9 to 11 inches.

115 Cases 7 to 9 inches.

17 Cases 5 to 7 inches.

Also 30,000 FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA.
70 AMARYLLIS JOHNSONII, and

2 Barrels JOSS LILIES.

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68. Cheapside. London, E.C., on THURSDAY
NEXT, September 13, at 3 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.

PRITCHARDIA GRANDIS.
O.VE Ol-' THE .MOST llAljyiFICENr OF iLL KSOW.t PaLMS

IMPORTANT to the TRADE.

70^000 SEEDS
OF THIS GRAND PALM. ALSO—

18,000 KENTIA BELMOREANA,
20,000 CORYPHA AUSTRALIS,
18,000 ARECA BAUERI.

Together with a Consignment oE CA^E BULBS, comprising
Arums. Haemanthus. Gladioli, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their SALE of BULBS immediately
followine the large con&i(;nment of LILIUM HARRISI on
THURSDAY NEXT, September 13.

Ou view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, September 11.

LyKLIA PURPURATA.
L.KLIA CRISPA.
L.ELIA DORMANIANA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,
67 and 63, Cheipside, London, B.C , on FRIDAY NEXT,
September 14. at half past 12 o'clock, by order of Messrs. F.

Sander &. Co., a grand importation of

—

L.ELI A PURPURATA,
including many exceptionally fine ma-sea. and many of

decidedly distinct appearance. Also a fine lot of

—

L.ELIA CRISPA,
among them being some fine specimen plants. A very fine

importation of the charming and uncommon

L^. LIA DORMANIANA,
a particularly rich-coloured form of this fine Ltelia.

ONCIDIUMS in variety, including O. CRISPUM.
And other BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS.

Also 100 lota of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS. ORCHIDS in
Fr.OWER. &c.

On view morniDg of Sale, and Catalogues Iiad.

West Drayton, Mldalesex.
5 minutes from West Drayton Station on the G W.R., 13 miles

from Paddington.
To HORTICULTURISTS. SPECULATORS, and INVESTORS.
By Order of the Executors of the late B. S. Lirtdall. Esq,

VALUABLE FREEHOLD PROPERTIES, comprising St.

Stephen's Villa. High Street, Yiewsley. West Drayton.
with Conservatory aid Garden, Rangesof GlasHhousf s. Hor-
ticultural Land. Stabling. and G irdent-r's Lodge, embracing
an area of about 1 acre. 1 rood. 30 p., wiih early po- session.

Piece of I and Hbutting on the Grand .luuctjo" Canal, with
Boathou'e ; Nos. 1 and 2. Church Viilas ; Freehold Ground-
rents, amounting to £30 5.'^. Ad. ; and 10 acres of Freehold
Land, and 4 Cottages in Hoiton Lane, and extending to
the Canal.

MESSRS, HUMBERT, SON and FLINT,
will SRLL Ihe above by AUCTION, at The Mart, E.C.,

on WEDNESDAY, September 19, at 2 o'Clock precisely, in
numerous hoia.

Particulars. &c., may be obtained of Metsrs. CHESTON AND
SONS, Solicitors, 1, Great Winchester Street, E.C. ; and from
the Auctioneers, II, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, W.C., and
Watford, Herts

Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday, and Tlmrs<:ay Next.
GRAND IMPORTATIONS of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

Specially Lotted for all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent Gard*>n.

W.C., on MONDAY NEXT, and THREE FOLLOWING
DAYS, September 10 to 13, a* half-past 12 o'clock each day.
a splendid selection of choice named Double and Single
HYACINTHS, including many of the newest; a beautiful col-
lection of TULIPS, a great variety of CROCUSES, NARCISSUS
to name. SCILLAS. SNOWDROPS, RANUNCULUS, and other
BULBS, from trustworthy growers in Holland, in large and
tmall lots.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next and Tliree following days.
A SPLENDID IMPORTATION of FRENCH BULBS for

Winter and Early Spring Flowering.

11 R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
i-Tjl at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,
on MONDAY NEXT, and three following days, Sept. 10 to 13.

60,01^0 Early White Roman HY.^CINTHS.
20,00U Paper-white NARCISSUS QRANDIFLORA
20 01)0 Double Roman NARCISSUS
5000 LILIUM CANDIDUM
76,000 FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA
6000 Choice and Rare NARCISSUS from Scilly Isles,

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues hid.

VTednesday Next.
'00 SPECIMEN PALMS, from GHENT,

LATANIA BORBONICA and CORYPUA AUSTRALIS.
Beautifully grown. Consigned direct.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the
above in his SALE by AUCTION, at his G.eat Rooms.

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W,C., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, September 12.

Notice.

FRUITERER'S and FLORIST'S, in high-
clafs District, for DISPOSAL. Doing good Family and

Ready-money Trade. Inspection invited.—Apply, on the

premises, to Q. TAPLIN. High Street, Wanstead, E,
(No Agents.)

FOR SALE, a Leasehold MARKET NUR-
SERY. U acres, abaut 8 acres Grass, nearly 600 feet

etrongly-built Span-Toofs, all heated; 110 Lights of Framing.
Potting-shed, Cow-sheds. Piggeries. Fowl-houses, &c. Good
modern Dwelling, and 2 Cottages on ground. Close to

station. For price and particulars, address J. R., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY. 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses. w**ll stocked with Vines, Cucumbers, and Plants.

Five-roomed Cottage; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to

run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.
All particulars of A. B., 11, Ddfforne Baad, Tooting,

Surrey.

FREEHOLD LAND for SALE, suitable for
Horticultural purposes, old Pasture I.an'l, good soil,

within 10 miles of Covent Garden, and ten minutes from
station. Easy terms if required, or would LET on Lease.

—

Apply, SINGLE, 20, Bucklersbury, E.C.

FOR SALE.—Good second-hand wrought-iron
SADDLE-BOILER, ,14 inches long. J-inch thick, 24 by

21 inches inside arch. Biruiin. ANo new wrought-iron
Independent SLOW-COMBU.-iTIDN BOILER; no brickwork
required. Heating-power. I2.'i feet of 4-inch Pipe. Price 60s.

HARP. Gun Street, Reading.

FLOKIST VAN (New).—Fit horse. Also
large Van Top. ipclosed witli doo's Cheap.

ARDLEY, Coachbuilder, Tottenham.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St, Pancras.

EXHIBITIONS.

DAFFODILS, RARE TULIPS, and IRIS.—
Hartland's '* Little Book *' for 1S94 is now being pub-

lished, post-free, on application. Please secure a copy and send
your forward orders to W. B4YL0R HARTLAND. F.R.H.9.,
Bulb Grower and Seedsman, Cork. Ireland. Established 1810.

MILLER'S NARCISSUS, Rest and Cheapest,
— \11 strong flowering Bulbs. Hor^fieldii, 3s. per dozen,

2U. per 100 ; Empress, bs. per dozen ; Emperor, 6s per dozen

;

Golden Spur, 2s. M. per dozen; Princeps, 4s. per 100; Sir

Wutkin. hs. per dozen ; Cynosure. Sd per dozen, 4s. per lO'i;

Ornatus, 6d. per dozen, ''s. per 100; Burbidgei, 2j. €>d. per 100;

Mixed, all sort". Is Od. per 100, 15s. per 1000; ext^a large

Campernelle JONQUILS. 2s. 6d. per IdO. 22s. 6d. ner lOOO.

Order'! above 10$. carriage paid. Illustrated Bulb Catalogue
post free.

F. MTLLRE & Co., 267. Fulham Road, London, S W.

NEW STRAWBERRY.—Royal Sovereign, in
pot», £4 rer I0^> ; from ground, £2 per 100, Many other

varieties, including Sensation, John Ruskin, Competitor, and
Noble.—JOHN PEED AND SONS, The Nurseries, Mitcham
Road, Streatham

GRAPE VINES.—Grand Fruiting and strong
Planting Canes. FIGS. PEACHES, and NECTARINES,

standard-trained, with large fruiting heads. FRUIT TREES
and ROSES of best kinds.

WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex,

To Exhibitors

FOR SALE.—One Grand Specimen ARAU-
CARIA FXCELSA. 7 feet high, and 6 feet through, in

perfect health. What offers?

Apply to GARDENER, Clayton Villa, Fulwood, near Preston.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Very cordially invite intending purcha^^ers to an inspection of

their enormous and well-grown

AUTUMN AND WINTER STOCK.
Amongst other things we hold unusually large (jwrntities of

EUONYMUS, Gold and
Silver

FERNS
FICUS ELASTICA
FIOUS ELASTICA VaR.
KENTIAS
LATANIAS
PHCENIX
STOVE and DECORATIVE

PLANTS in great variety
ROSES in pots
ROSES in open ground
SHRUBS
VINES
FRUIT TREES, &c., &c.

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHI
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS
AZALEAS
BOUVARDIAS
CAMELLIAS
CARNATIONS
CLEMATIS
CYCLAMEN
DAPHNE
DOUBLE WHITE PRI-

MULAS
ARALIAS
ARAUCARIA EXCELSA
EPACRIS
ERICAS

THE SIXTH ANNUAL CHRYSANTHE-
MUM EXHIBITION of the LEEDS PAXTON SOCIETY

will be held in the TOWN HALL. LEEDS, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, November 8 and 7 next. >chedules maybe had
from the Hon. Sec, JAMES CAMPBELL, The Gardens
Methley Park, Leeds.

Alteration In Dates.
HEREFORDSHIRE FRUIT and CHRYS-

ANTHEMU.-VI SOCIETY, — The THIRD ANNUAL
SHOW will be held in the Shire Hall. Here crd. on WEDNES-
DAY and THURSDAY. November 14 and 16. 1894, when Prizes
amounting to upwards of £100 will be offerei lor competition.

Schedules of Prizes and all particulars on application to—
Mr, JNO. OUGH, F R,H.S.. Hon. Sec,

7. Clifford Street. Heieford.

GIGANTIC ONION FAIR ' AT LEWIS'S.'

£5 £2 10s. £1
for the Best
SINGLE

ENGLISH-GROWN
OMONl

for the Best ROPE for the Best
of SIX DISHES of

ENGLISH-GROWN ENGLISH-GROWN
ONIONS ! ONIONS !

With a view to encourage enterprise in the Cultivation of the
Soil, and to perpetuate this Ancient Fair, LEWIS'S will give

CLASS A.
For the Best Rope of 100 i^mtlit-h-arown Onions :—

1st Prize, £5; 2nd Prize, £2 ; 3rd Prize, £1.

CLASS B.
For the Best Six Dishes Eni/tish grown Onions {Five

Onions to each Dish) ani/ kinds :—
1st Prize, £2 10s.; 2ndPnze,£l; SrdPrize, 10s.

CLASS C.
For the Best Single English grown Onion :—

1st Prize, £1 ; 2nd Prize, 10s. ; 3rd Prize, 5s.

CONDITIONS.— All Onions intended for Competition must
be delivered to LEWIS'S. Bull Street. Birmingham, on or
before Saturday, September 2J. 1891. together witn ihe Name
and Address of the Sender. The term "English Grown" to
include all Onions grown in the United Kingdom. NO
ENTRANCE FEES. No Compititor to take more than One
Prize in e ich class

LEWIS'S WILL APPOINT a Competent Judge, whose
decision must be hnal,

LEWIS'S WILL RETURN -to best of their ability

-

Ooious sent for Oompetiiion where desired. The result will ba

advertised in the " Birmingham Daily Post." and Cheijues

sent Monday, October 1, 1894,

THIS GIGANTIC EXHIBITION
(Admission Free to all), will be opt^u from Tuesday,

September 2b, 1894, until the end of the Week.
The Railway Companies will run Special Trains to Birming-

ham during this week for the Onion Fair at Hfdiuvd Fare^.

LEWIS'S IN BULL ST., BIRIVIINCHAIVI.

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and FARM
SEEDS.-Saved from Choice Set-ctel Stocha of 1894

Growth. On application, we shall be pleased to forward a
List of the varieties which we can offer, and will quote lowest
prices on ht'ariog sorts and quantitieii required,

B. L. CoLEM\N AND SON, Seed Growers and Merchants,
Sandwich. Kent.

^n (MU\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
«Jv/i)V/VV all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 301. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
38 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75>. per 100;
10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK. Qoldetone. Brighton.

KRELAGE'S PARKOT TULIPS
(See Gad. Chron., May 12, 1894).

And all DUTCH BULBS, and new or rare BULBOUS
PLANTS, true to name and of the best quality only, at cheap

prices. Descriptive CATALOGUE now ready, and mav be

had free on application to E. H. KRELAGE AND SON.
Bloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem, Holland. Established 1811.

GAY LILIES of sorts, for Conservatories,
Garden Parties, or any other decorations. Thousands

are now in flower in pots, and coming into bloom, at WILLIAM
BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants, 536, King's

Boad, Chelsea, London, S.W.

E~^W STRAW BERRIES.N

Full particulars on application.

CLAPTON NUKSERY, LONDON, N.E.

BOSH HILL PARK NURSERY. ENFIELD.
Telegraphic address, " ORCHIDEOUS, LONDON."

ROYAL SOVEREIGN (1893). Sd. each; 6s. per dozen.

SENSATION (1892), 2s. per dozen ; 12s. per 100.

The above from plants direct from the raiser.

A fine collection of other varieties. List free on application to

B. HURST AND SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley,

FOR SALE.—One DIPLADENIA AMA-
BILIS. one MARATTIA SALICIFOLIA, one ALLA-

MANDA HENDERSON!, four SPECIMEN CALADIUMS.
Thny are all splendid specimens, and very large Plants.

Mr. HATTON, The Gardens, The Quarry, Sevenoaks, Kent.

O R OHID S.

NEW IMPORTATIONS of BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS.

Full particulars on application to—

A. H. GK.IMSD1TCH (Orclild Importer),

6, CLAYTON SQUARE, LIVERPOOL.

Sole Agent for CARLOS TEAVA8S0S, Rio de Janeiro.
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STRAWBERRIES.—Strong rooted runners of

Dr. Hogg. Tbury, Eltoa Pioe, 15s. ; Latest of All,

26s. per 1000, for cash with order.—A. WKIGHT, Market

Gardener, Mundesley Road, North Walsham.

BULBS and LILIES, first size and quality

guaranteed.—Narcissus ornatus. 17s. 6rf.: Pheisfint-eve,

8s. id. ; Double Whit es,20s. ; Double Daffs., 28s. fid.. ;
Rugi-

lobus, 20s. ; Stella, iOs. per 1000 ; Horsfieldi, 17s. 6d. ;
Empress,

i2s.M ; Sir Watkin, 30s. per 100; White Scillas. 10s. ; Blue,

8S. 6rf. ; Yellow Crocus. 9s. to 12s. ; Tulips. 17s. 6d. per 1000 ;

White Lilies, 9s. per 1 0; Orange, 14s- ; Yellow, 15s.; Red,

13s. ; Hyacinths, VJs. Bd. per 100. Approral anywhere.

D'ALCORK AND CO., Bulberies, Spalding.

MUSHROOM &PAWN (Johnson's Improved).
—Having made this season some thousand bushels of

extra good spawn, can offer same at 3j. per bushel. Special

prices for quantity. All spawn sent out is guaranteed made
from pure virgin spawn.—JOHNSON, Hanger Hill, Ealing.

SMILAX ASPERA, Highly - scented Con-
servatory Climber (from the Riviera), strong well-rooted

plants grown in England, 3s. 6d. each, carriage paid.—Address

SMILAX, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

CYPRIPEDIUM CHARLESWORTHI,
in Bud. — Unflowered, guaranteed. The finest

varieties: sure to be something new. On approbation.

Price f>s. 3rf. carriage paid. Catalogue free.

LEEDS ORCHID CO. , Roundhay, Leeds.

Plants Shipped to all Parts.

"r\/'ATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
VV street, London, E.C., give special attention to the

receptian and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens

to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, KafHa, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks, Palm Seeds, &c^

FERNS. — GREAT ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2finch pots.

Stove and Greenhouse. 30 best selling sorts, 10s. per lUO; 2U0

out of pots, 16s.; large ditto, in 48's, 10 beat selliDK sorts,

6*. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, iu 48's, for cutting (value

in fronde), 6s. and 8s. per dozen; ditto, for making large

plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s. per 100. Arahas, Grevil-

leas, Rhodanthe, Cyperus, in 48*9, 6s. per dozen. Ficus, Palme,
Dracaenas, Is. each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas, 9d. each.

Packed free. Cash with Order. Listfree.—J. SMITH. London
Fern Nurserief, Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

ARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See lUustrations, back page.

Gari. Chron., Sept. 1, 1894.

CATALOGUE of BULBS. Winter, Spring, and Summer-
flowering.

CATALOGUE of DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds, Borders, and
Naturalisation in Meadows. Woods, &c.

CATALOGUE of ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing

interest to English Amateurs.
CATALOGUE of HAKDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for

Beds, Borders, and Naturalisation.
COLLECTIONS of BULKS. 12s. M.. 21s., 42s.. and 63s.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. 6d., U. 6d., 10s. id., 21s.,

to 105'.

BIRR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

PTERIS CRISTATA AND TREMULA,
Iu 'Ih'd, at is. Orf. per dozen.

A large quantity of the above : strong, healthy, young stuff.

Packed free for cash wiLh order.

B. PRIMROSE, Blackheath Nursery,
ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLArKHEATH. S.E.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-grown stock

of Ericas (hyemalis and other varieties), Epacris. Solanums,
Genistas, Cyclamen, Double White Primulas. Bouvardias of

sorts, Adiantum cuneatum and other Ferns ; Palms in variety,

Gardenias. Stephanotis, Dipladenias, Ficus elat-tica, Crotons,
Genistas, Tea Roses (in pots), Boronias (megastigma and
heterophylla). Vines in pots, &c. An inspection is invited,

TRADE CATALOGUE forwarded on application.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on
TUESDAY, September 11.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

SUPERLATIVERASPBERRY.
THE TRUE BJISER'S STOCK.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the hnest Raspberry,

and as many former applicants could not be supplied, early
orders are requested.

First size 305. per 100 ; 5.*. per dozen.
Second size 205. per 100 ; 4t. per dozen.

A few extra large. 9s. per dozen.

Hand-laid Runners, and Plants in

Pots of the best varieties, inclu-

ding President, Sir Joseph Paxton,
British Queen, Keen's Seedling,

Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Dr. Hogg,
VXoble, and others.

DESCH/PT/VE CATALOGUE on application.

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS.

DICKSONS NUKSEUIES CHESTER.

WILD GARDENING. — Plant Hartland's
Cheap Offer of Von Sion and Irish Princeps Daffodils,

Blu*^ Bells, &c., at very low prices. Apply to

—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Seedsman. F.R H.S., Cork.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners of

Thury, Noble, Paxton, President, and others.

600, 20s. ; 100, 4s. 6d. ; 20. Is., carriage paid for cash. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON, Driffield.

Important to Uushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

LLEN'S Three NEW STRAWBERRIES,
' Empress of India," " Gunton Park," and " Lord

Suffield," in pots, 40s. per 100; best runners, 30s. per 100;

small runner?, for stock, 10s. 6(i. per 100.
R. GILBERT, High Park, Stamfor^i.

Prize Cob FUberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.G.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48's, 12j. per Aoz. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48's. 9s.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in 60'8, 6s. and 6s. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 60's, 4s. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large

thumbs, 3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100 : ARALIAS, in 48'8, 6s. and
6s. per doz.; FICUS, in 48's, 12s. per doz. ; CYPERUS NA-
TALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 48'i, 6s. per dozen

;

twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12J. perlOO; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48'8, 6s. &
6s. doz. Freeonrail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), 5, Bramah Road. Brixton, London, S.W.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

,,..,.....„ '^'"nii^ Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for

tf-^/^/'!y^'^.'*T^y';>^!!S; package; or. Is. per cake, free per
m^^.ji/.a4::f-.w^ Parcel Post.

WM.CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

DUTCH BULBS.
We are now bookikg Orders for—

HYACINTHS, I CROCtTS.
TULIPS,

I

LILIDMS, &c.
Before Buying elsewhere send for oiir CATALOGUE, free on

application, and save 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILIUM AURATUM
a Specialty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,,
HULU GitOWERS AND SEKD MERCHANTS,

34. MANSELL STREET. ALD6ATE, LONDON, £.,

And The NXJRSERIE8, Haarlkm. Holland.

GENTS WANTED in Districts where not
already represented, to SELL SPENCER'S New

"ELECTRIA" GUANO. A liberal Commission allowed.—
Apply, ISAAC SPENCER AND CO., 2, High Street, Hull.

FIR-TREE OIL
SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE.

Used by every Orchid-grower of any note throughout the
World as the only Safe and Sure Insecticide for killing Insects

on delicate plants. Bottles, Is. 6d., 2s. 6d., 4s. 6d , 7s. 6rf.,

12s. 6rf. ; in bulk, Us. per gallon; with full directions for use.

From all Seedsmen.

Manufacture k—
B. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Victoria St.» MANCHESTER.

(Operative Chemist).

NEW YORK—ROLKER aj^D SONS.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY

Sample tins Killmright free by

Mpost, Is.3(i.

RIGHT
For Pestruction of all Insect Pests and

Mildew. For Price List write to

—

The " Stott " DistributorCo., Ltd., Barton House, Manchester

GREENHOUSES.— C. E. ORFEUK invites
enquiries for his New Illustrated CATALOGUE of

Greenhouses, Forcing-houses, Garden Frames, Amateur's
Housea, and Heating Apparatus, &c., which will be sent, post-

free, on application to Colne Bank Works, Colchester.

EPPS'S "-^ PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD, Coarse, Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND. CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fresh SPHAGNUM, Patent M/INUKES, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Feat MOSS Utier,

The Original Peat Depot, RINGWOOD. HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT^
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOi. per sack ; 6 for 47s. 6i/.

SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8«. per sack ; 5 for

37». M. SECOND QUALITY, bs. per sack ; 6 for 22s. 6d.
BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and

Ferns, 4s. per sack, 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12j. 6d.
PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each

2». M. per sack ; 6 for lOs. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

RICK CLOTHS. -RICK CLOTHS.

Of best quality and make, with eyelets, from 6rf. per square
>ard. Lines '2s. 6d. per cloth extra. Sample of cloth sent
free on application.

ARCHANGEL and other MATS at lowest prices. Corn and
Potato SACKS cheapest in the market.

CAMERON AND CO.. 178, Charing Cross Road, London. W.C.

WARE and SONS'
arkthePlowER pots ^'''^

THE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, UCKFIELB.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

The Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes.

18x12, 18x14, 24x14
iOxl2, 18x16. 24xl«
16X14,20X16. 21x18, &c.

IJ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square;
Matching. 4/9; 2x4, at Jrf. per foot run ; 2x7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, &c
CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY

72, BisHOP,saATE Stkeet Within. London, K.C.

15 oz., per 100 ft., Ss. 6
21-oz., ,, lis. 9i

,, ( 12x10, If

:> 14x12, 2C
•

( 16X12, If

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chroniolb Telegrams.— The
Btgistered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London,"

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

HEAD LINE CHARGED AS TWO.
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8 „
7 „
8 „
9 ,,

10 „
11 „
12 „
13 „
14 „

;o
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CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS and SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

BONES! BONES II BONES III—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at 10s. per cwt. Carriage Paid on
1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.

Terms, Cash with Order.
E. S. WILES AND LEWIS, Bone Crushers,' St. Albans.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for aU purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and Abroad,

B

Agent for London :— J. QEORGK, 14, Bedgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey,
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSO^f AND SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

EESON'S MANURE.
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Beat Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 25. 6d., and 55. ^d. ; also in air-tight bags,

^ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10». Full directions for use sect with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot'e, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton. London,
*'I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables.
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.aS.K..F.C.8."

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gal'on of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house tiees, in lather

from cake, tor American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

CHAFED SKIN, Piles, Soalds, Cuts, Chilblains,
Chapped Hands, Sore Eyes. Sunburn. Ear-ache. Neuraltria

and Rheumatic Pains. Throat Colds, and Skin Ailmentsquickly
relieved by the use of CALVERT'S CARBOLIC OINTMENT.
Large pots. 13^^. each, at Chemises, &c.,or post-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO.. Manchester.

HOBTICITLTURAIi

BUII-DEBS, ^^S SENDALL&CTM HEATING
ENOINEERS.

CONSERVATORIES, '

ORCHID-HOUSES.
rLAXT HOUSES. VISERIES,

FORCING-HOUSES, &c..

Erected in any part of the Kingdom.
Surveys made. au<l I'lans prepared to ^uit

any position or requirements.

CATALOGITES and ISTI5IATES FREE.

CHAMPION
SADDLE

CHECK-END

BOILER.
Durable, Economical, Easily Fired,
and Lowest in Pi ice of any Boiler

of its power.
LISTS anil TESTI.MuNIALS POST-FREE.

ECONOMICAL-SAFE LASTING

CLAY'S
MANURES
o^'^^'^ ,c,cOCx%

Are used by the

Leading Growers
Royal Botauio

Society,
.- ,. Royal Horticul- , .

Ti LONDONft- twsociety, VNVlte®M^.OJl
'VL ^*' Royal Parks.

. , , / ^;^ i4^ London County -- , ' >;—^^ . ---

'^T-iUX'^ thro%"houtthe ^Wim^
United Kingdom ' ' 'Ij'

TRADEMARK. and in TRADE WARKj
EVERt QUARTER OF THE GLOBE, FOR

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

SOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN,
In 6d. and 18. FaCketS, and SEALED BAGS:—

7 lb. 11 lb. 28 lb. 66 lb. 113 lb.

2a. 6d. 48. 6d. 7s. 6d. 128. 6d. 20s.

Or direct from the Works. Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Cash with order (except *5d. Packets).

n^^' Tlie respective Trade Mark Is printed on
•^^ every Packet and Bag, and also Impressed

on the lead Seal attached to tlie mouth
of eacn Bag, which is

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano. Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c.,

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, B.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen 1 ^

to be the Best lO
Qualityobtainable

in the Trade
muMm

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the

ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed vjith the utmost
promptness and under personal supeTvision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied

at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

OEO. GARSIDE. Jun.,F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Buzzard. Beds.

EST I M ATES
FUKNISHKD I'ROMPTLY FOR

EVKRV KIND uF

GLASSHOUSES
On receipt of Particulars.

yjf^gs^M

SURVEYS MADE.
MA/^aFACrUR&S, I PSWich:

GREENHOUSES of every description.
Eefeiences can be given of GLASS-HOUSES erected

by u^ in every part of the Kingdom.

DETAILED ESTIMATES for Houses of every dimension
Free on application.

HEATING APPARATUS A specialty.

WRINCH & SONS,

Write for our

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOaUE,

Consisting of IL'O pnncs. containing

innumerable de-ignstf

Conseivatories,Greenhouses,&c.
Post Frke on Application.

No. 90.-NEW DESIGN CONSERVATORY.
Our New Illustrated CATALOGUE contains numerous

Designs of Conservatories to suit every situation.

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS
Horticultural

Builders,

INTENDING PURCHASERS WAITED UPON
by Appointment.

SURVEYS MADE, and ESTIMATES GIVEN
For Work fixed complete by our own Experienced Men.

NEW CATALOGUE, Post-free.

57. HOLBORN VIADUCT.

IPSWICH 1 LONDON, E.C,
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FINEST KOOTS OF THE SEASON.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
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GOLD MEDAL

BULBS
FOR EXHIBITION,

As shoion at the Soyal Horticultural Society's

Meetings.

HYACINTHS for Beds and Borders.

TULIPS for Pots and Beds.

DAFFODILS and NARCISSUS.
ANEMONE, CROCUS, and Ranunculus.

GLADIOLI, Early Flowering Vars.

LILIUJII CAWDIDUM.
LILIUM HARRISII.

CHEAP BULBS
SUITABLE FOR PLiNTING IN

BORDERS. MASSES, SHRUBBERIES, &C.

For prices and ofher particulars see Illustrated Bulb
Catalogue poit free on ajipUcation.

m ftmf^JWMSTfm
UPPER NOLLOWAY.^^-^^

l OA/OO/V. N.

Bougainvlllea glabra var. Sanderlana.

HUGH LOW AND CO. offer fine Plants of
this free-floweriug and brilliantly-coloured Vdriety of

the old Bougainvillea |i:labra, as exhibited by them, and Certi-

ficated by the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May .30,

1894. Price, 5s. each.
HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

LILIUM LOWII. (First-class Certificate Royal
Hort. Sec, July 11, 1893.) - Sevfcal plants of this rare

and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CROTON RUSSELLIL (First-class Certificate,

Royal Hort. Soc, November 14, 1893.) Most dii-tinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.

Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO , Clapton Nursery. N.E.

D1CH0RIZA.NDRAMUSAICAGIGANTEA
(First-clasa Certiflcate at Temple Show, 1894).—A very

handsome improvement on the type. Price, 21s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

VTEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
i.* Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 3s. 6d. & 5s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Li

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Sciilas,

c?;:

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of
the same name.

pw^i

v^* & Son's
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultural DiKEcrioN.s and particulars as to Free
Delivery, will be sent, post-free, on application to our
offices al OVERVEEN, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or

to our General Agents —

Messrs MERTENS & CO,,
3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

NEW RASPBERRY
(STEEL'S VICTORIA).

A NEW VARIETY of great merit, raised by
Mr. STEEL, of Ealing, and selected by him
during the last ten years.

It is, we have no hesitation in stating, the finest

market variety grown for Covent Garden.

It is a very free grower, a very heavy cropper,

large, handsome fruit, fruiting very early, and
lasting well through the season until very late.

In 1802 he began gathering second week in June,

and continued until November.

The fruit is essentially a Dessert Fruit, being

large, handsome, and very superior in flavour

;

another good quality is that it appears to keep

quite free from maggots in the driest season.

We can confidently, from our personal obser-

vation, recommend this New Raspberry for trial

to all growers of this fruit.

Strong Canes ready for delivery in November.

ORDERS BOOKED NOW.

Price, 2s. 6d. per dozen ; 18s. per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS,

13, EXETER STREET, STRAND.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1894.

THE ROSE SEASON OF 1894.

VVT'E have been so used to calling the Rose
' ' seasons of the last few years abnormal,

and indeed not without justification, that we
have been looking forward with anxiety for

a season such as we used to have in former
years, but like the farmer, the rosarian has been
doomed to bitter disappointment year after year.
Proba'jly amongst those seasons which we have
been in the habit of designating as disappointing,
there is none that can exceed that which has
just now closed. In some places, and those very
unlooked-for ones, such as the North of Ireland,

severe frost in the early part of January did a
large amount of mischief, but in other places the
Roses recovered this attack, and after the prun-
ing time, when, by-the-by, there was but little

dead wood to out away, Roses broke well, and
during the beautiful weather of April made rapid

progress, and were all in so forward a state that a

great outcry was made about the dates fixed for the

National Rose Society's exhibitions, and we
were solemnly warned that if the dates fixed were
adhered to, there would be a complete fiasco

;

but then came the terrible frost of May 20 and
21. The very low temperature very probably

did not last more than a couple of hours, but its

effects were disastrous ; it was followed, too, by
cold northerly and north-easterly winds, which
crippled more than the Roses, and completely

altered the aspect of affairs. The Rose gardens
of many of our most distinguished amateurs
presented a sorry spectacle, and so blackened
were the young shoots, and so utterly hopeless

was it to look for anything like good blooms
upon them, that there remained nothing for the

owners to do but to cut away the blackened wood,

and trust to the shoots starting afresh. Of
course, this calamity was greater in some dis-

tricts than in others, but the Midlands seem to

ha\e come in for the heaviest blows— the

champion amateur grower, who for four years

had maintained his position, not being able oven

to put in an appearance. The eastern counties

fared better, owing to their drier atmosphere,

while from even such generally mild districts as

Devonshire and Somerset many and loud were

the complaints.

Although in these observations I mainly had
in view the case of exhibitors, the same causes

militated against what are now orainarily termed

garden Roses. We had not, indeed, that short and

disappointing season such as we had in 1893^

when Roses were rushed into bloom by the great

heat, and were over in a few days ; and the

cooler weather gave us a longer enjoyment of

the flowers, but the earlier blooms were, to a

large extent, malformed, and all, I think,

received a check from which they never wholly

recovered. The capricious manner in which the

frost visited some places and not others, is very

remarkable. I had not even a Potato blackened

in my own garden, or a Strawberry bloom
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destroyed, while in gardens not far off the effects

of the frost were clearly to be seen ; remarkable,

too, was the case of two of our principal growers

whose gardens are close to one another,

one of whom has been enabled all through

the season to exhibit in fine form, whilst

the other has been so crippled as to be

obliged to take a lower place. The result of all

these varying moods of the weather was a

general mediocrity of flower which was remark-

able, whether early or late in the season. That
there were some good blooms was a necessity, for

where the whole kingdom is ransacked, there

will be, even in the most unfavourable season,

some favoured spot where flowers have done

well ; but there were few stands which dwell in

one's memory as of surpassing excellence, and

but few Roses of superlative merit. Neither was

the season one in which, as in some former ones,

some particular Rose came out grandly on all

occasions ; there was not one, for instance, that

assumed the position that Horace Vernet did

last year. Again, it was a season in which the

conditions of success as regards North versus

South were entirely reversed : for whereas in

1893 the North swept all before them, in the

present year they were entirely overmatched by
the South ; and even in the later shows, where
the chances are so much in their favour, they

failed to retain the position they had occupied

in 1893. With regard to exhibitors themselves,

I do not think any amateur, at any rate,

has such a record as some of them have
had in years past. The awards of honour
have been more evenly distributed ; some from
their situation taking precedence in the earlier

dates, but have been unable to continue their

successful achievements. The much - coveted

trophies which last year nearly all went to the

north came this year into the possession of

southern exhibitors. Dr. Budd of Bath, and Mr.
Lindsell amongst amateurs, and Mr. B. R. Cant
and Mr. Frank Cant amongst nurserymen, gain-

ing the much-coveted honours—and wherever
Rose shows were held pretty nearly the same
results were obtained

;
so that I think there can

be little doubt in the great majority of cases the
South will hold its superiority over the North.
Another evidence of this probably is, that while
Rose exhibitors and Rose shows increase in the
South, both are diminishing in the North, the
accessions to our roll of exhibitors mainly coming
from the southern parts of the kingdom

; and
this applies not only to amateurs but to nursery-
men, for while in the South we find new men
coming forward, and older exhibitors extending
their culture, we find but little of the same
sort of movement in the North. I have
already noticed in your columns the onward
progress of one of our southern exhibitors
Mr. Mount of Canterbury, and how he has
been able, in many a well-fought contest
to take the leading position even over those we
regard as the giants in Rose-growing ; while in
Mr. Townsend of Worcester we find a new and
successful exhibitor, who is perhaps destined to
take a high position ; and Messrs. Prior & Sons
of Colchester have likewise made a forward
movement. I do not recollect any very upward
movement on behalf of our older amateur eshi-
bitors

; they still seem to me to cling very much
to the classes they occupied last year, and to be
no way ambitious of stretching their wings for a
longer flight.

The absence of new Roses has been somewhat
remarkable in nearly all the stands which have
been exhibited. In this class, by far the greater
majority (sometimes amounting to three-fourths
of the whole) have been home-raised flowers

; and

in^looking through',the Frenchlists of last'year,'!

do not find a single Rose whose merits seem to

claim a prominent position. It is also noteworthy

that the Eoses which have obtained the medals

for the best Rose in the show are those which
have been a considerable time in commerce ; none
of the really new Roses seemingly being able to

successfully compete with such old-established

favourites as Marie Baumann, Duchesse de

Morny, and The Bride, which, although sent out

in 1885, was only a sport of that old and beautiful

Rose, Catherine Mermet. There was one excep-

tion to this, in the Rose which gained the Silver

Medal at the Crystal Palace for Dr. Budd, Mar-
guerite Baudet ; but it was what in common
language is called a fluke, and it is not likely

we shall see it again in such character.

Garden Roses have had a good time of it, and
are certainly increasing in public estimation—but
it must be clearly understood what are meant
by garden Roses. We hear a good deal of senti-

mental cant about " the dear old Roses," whose
loss people are incessantly deploring, but I do
not think that our gardens would be much the
worse for having these old Gallicas, Provence,
and other Roses excluded from them. In all

the qualities for which they are supposed to be
super-eminent, sweetness of perfume, and abun-
dant flowering, we believe that the modern Roses
are quite equal to them, and, moreover, have the
advantage of sometimes giving us autumnal
blooms, which the others never do. No, the
garden Roses which have taken the public taste

are not these, but the smaller varieties of Teas,
Noisettes, Polyantha and single Roses, such as

W. A. Richardson, L'Idi5ale, Gastave Regis,
Paqnerette, Perlo d'Or, Crimson Rambler, Mac-
rantha—of which, as a single Rose, too much
cannot be said, and others ; when to these we
add the beautiful hybrid Sweet Briars raised by
Lord Penzance, which are to be distributed this
autumn by Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., and
that beautiful striped Sweet Briar, .lanet's Pride
we find the Roses which really take the public
taste—and the crowds which have thronged
round the stands where these have been exhi-
bited testify to the interest which they have
excited. It was unfortunate, certainly, that
owing probably to the season (it was so disap-
pointing for garden as well as exhibition Roses),
that the new series of prizes offered by the
National Rose Society for groups of Roses
arranged for effect were not more numer-
ously competed for ; and, moreover, the
difficulty of carrying these to the shows
entailing large packages, and consequently
heavy railway charges, may have deterred some
from engaging in the competition— but as this
is the first season in which the attempt has been
made, we may reasonably hope that another
year there may be a larger competition. In
going about amongst rosarians I find that, not-
withstanding the disheartening disappointments
of this year, there is no despondency, but rather
a determination to try and increase their culti-
vation, and hope for better times. More
especially is this the case with regard to Teas,
for which there seems an ever-increasing demand.
On all sides one hears of exhibitors diminishing
their numbers of H.P.'s and increasing that of
Teas. This, I think, may be going a little too far,

for the brilliant colours in the former class give
a richness to the Rose garden which the
latter cannot do. On the whole, thea, symptams
are not wanting that the enthusiasm for the
Rose is no way on the wane, but that we may
look forward to even an increasing interest.

The one danger ahead is, I think, that people
should go in more for the money value of the

prizes rather than for the honour attached to them.
Not that the exhibitor can be, I think, indifferent

to the former, especially if he be, as many are,

a man of small means. The expenses attending

a Rose show are neither few nor light, and the

exhibitor may well be pardoned if he seek to

recoup himself by carrying off some of the

prizes ; but then it must not be the " Be all and
end all " of his efforts, and I therefore hope that

the honour and glory of victory may still have
more potent charms for our exhibitors. Wild
Hose.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

ZEPHYRANTHES LILACINA, Liehm.

In my Handbook: of Amaryllide(B, p. 31, this is

mentioned under Z. carinata as a doabtfnl species.

Now, having seen living specimens flowered at Kew,
received from the Botanic Garden at Copenhagen,

I find it is quite distinct from Z. carinata, and all

the other species described in mv book. The flower

is the same size and the same colour as in Z. carinata,

bat it has a tube above the ovary as long as the

lobes, whilst in carinata the tube is very short.

Lilacina is not a happy name, as the colour of the

flower is pale red.

Bulb small, ovoid, with dark brown membranous
outer tunics. Leaves four to a bulb, contemporary

with the flowers in August; linear, green, 5 to

6 inches long, \ inch broad. Peduncle one-flowered,

erect, as long as the leaves. Spathe tubular, mem-
branous, 1.} inch long; pedicel nearly as long as the

spathe. Perianth funnel-shaped, pink, 2.J inches

long ; tube as long as the oblong imbricated lobes,

which are J^ inch broad. Stamens inserted in the

perianth-tube, not reaching nearly to the summit
of the lobes ; anthers linear

;
pollen yellow. Style

trifid. J, G. Baker,

Hedychium Wilkeanum X (H. coronarium X
H. Gardnerianum).

This hybrid was raised by Mr. J. Wilke, Curator

of the Botanic Garden, at Rotterdam, with whom it

is now flowering for the first time. It is exactly

intermediate between its two parents, and is a pro-

mising addition to cultivated Hedychiums. The
spike is 6 inches long, the bracts 1} inch long, folded,

as in H. Gardnerianum, and the flowers are pale

yellow, with an ovate bilobed lip 1 inch long by

j inch wide, the other segments linear, and the

stamen li inch long, coloured dull orange. The
flowers are as powerfully fragrant as those of H.
coronarium. There is at Kew a plant obtained from

the Ejinburgh Botanic Garden four years ago which

is said to be a hybrid between H, coronarium and

H. Gardnerianum, but it differs from the former

only in its shorter stems, in the lip being four-Iobed,

and in the orange colour of the stamen, Other
hybrids raised in the Edinburgh Garden by Mr.

Lindsay, and represented at Kew, are H. angnsti-

folium X Gardnerianum, a beautiful plant, with

orange-red flowers in erect spikes, and H. coro-

narium X elatum, which has stems 10 feet high, as

in II, elatum, and Sowers nearly as large as and
coloured like those of H. coronarium var. flavescens.

In the Water Lily-house at Kew, Hedychiums receive

all the space and liberal treatment necessary for

their proper development, and they prove well worthy
of the space they occupy, growing and flowering

freely all the summer through. W. W.

DR. THORNTON'S AVORKS.
In common, probably, with many of your readers,

I have read with the greatest interest and pleasure
Mr. Ilemsley's article in the Gardeners' Chronicle of
July 28 and August 11. In my own case the article
is of peculiar interest, for, like Mr. Hemsley, I have
for many years been groping in the semi-darkness of
British bibliography for any facts relating to the
life and works of this singular personality. Public
and private libraries not a few, and bookshopi
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innumerable, have I ransacked for the works of

Kobert John Thornton, and although my own col-

lection of his books is far from complete, and my
researches have been singularly infertile, I have
collected a few additional facts regarding bis bo-

tanical writings, which may be of service to

brother bibliomaniacs.

And first of all, I will deal with his Sexual

System. The accounts given of this work in

Lowndes and in Allibone are by no means satisfactory,

and both authorities commit the same error in saying

that Thornton's Sexual System contains 314 coloured

plates. Undoubtedly, this must be a misprint for

31, which of course is a very different thing. It was
only after some years of patient inquiry after the

S14 coloured plates, that I found that no copy that I

could discover had more than 31 coloured plates and
two coloured portraits.

Now one cause of the extraordinary difficulty in

obtaining anything like a complete collation of the

Sexual System is that there were two distinct editions

published, although some of the plates did daty in

each edition, as well as in Thornton's Botanical

Extracts. Let me deal with the editions in order of

date.

The original edition, of which I possess an im-
perfect copy, bears on its title page the date 1799.

The title page is as follows :
—" A Xew Illustration of

the Sexual System of Linndua. By Robert John
Thornton, MU Vol. I.. London. Printed for

the author by T. Bensley, 17'jy." My cut-down copy
measures 13 inches by IS inches, and probably, if

the edges were uncut, it should measure about
13 inches by 19 inches. It will be noticed that this

is a very much smaller work than the one which Mr.
Hemsley describes, and which is, in fact, the second
edition. Judging from my own copy, and from an
even less perfect but uncut copy, which will be found

at the Guildhall Library, I believe that the illus-

trations should be as follows :

—

" Cupid, Flora, and Ceres honouring Bust of Lin-
nseas," Russell and Opie, pinx., Ridley, sculpt., 1799

;

'Queen Charlotte," Biechy pinx., F. Birtolozz',

R.A., ornav. et sculp, 1799; "Cupid Inspiring Plants

with Love," Reinagle, Bartolozzi and Landseer, 1800.

It is noticeable that pp. 49 to 52 are wrongly paged
37 to 40; but on p. 53 the error is noted. The last

page which I have seen is p. 164 ; how many more
there may have been I do not know.
The book, which I believe forms the second

volume of the first edition, has the following title :

—

•' The Genera of Exotic aiti Indigenous Plants that are

to he met with in Great Britain. Arranged according
to the reformed system by Robert .lohn Thornton,
MD " This title-page bears neither date nor
publisher. In the dedication of this volume the author
calls it the Dedication of "Part the Second," saying
also that Part 1 contains the " Philosophic Principles

of Botany, with a full Explanation of the Sexnal
System of Vegetables, and I pass on, according to

the plan laid out, from what may be styled the
theoretical to the practical part of Botany." The
last page that I have seen is p. 168. It was in this

second volume that some of the famous botanical
portraits appeared, although they were also issued to

subscribers to the Philosophy of Botany. I cannot
tell how many portraits strictly belong to this

edition. There is a list of portraits, but I think
with Mr. Hemsley that the intentions of the pub-
lisher were never executed, and, therefore, that the
list must be disregarded. The following is a list of

the plates found in my own copy of vol. 1 and 2,

including those already mentioned, but omitting the

engraved titles, tables, analyses, and some purely
botanical plates.

Plates
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of art. To snmraariie : the three volumes of The
Philosophy of Botany contain altogether :

—
Plates of portraits

,, of botanical subjects

„ of Don-botauical subjects

2il

1S2

U

(Omitting engraved titles.)

Here, again, we find all the plates which appeared
in the first edition of The Sexual System, but in their

first state, althoagh by 1807 some of them had been
re-engraved. The portraits of botanists were issued

separately at five guineas.

Perhaps a few words in conclnsion, upon the

manner in which these publications were issued,

may be serviceable. In the British Museum will be

found a copy of the " advertisement to the new illus-

tration of The Sexual System," dated 1797 ; and after

explaining in general terms the character of the
proposed work, Thornton adds that the cost of each
number would be one guinea, each number contain-

ing at least two plates, with the accompanying
letter-press. The work would be completed in twelve

or fourteen numbers or parts, one being issued each
jnarter-day. However, we know as a fact that the
308t of the work when complete was forty guineas.
Again, in An Account of Or. Thornton's Exhibition of

Botanicil Paintings, fourth edition, 1804 (in the
British Museum), be says that the pictures were
painted for the illustration of The Philosophy of
Botany, or Botanical Extracts, including a new
illustration of The Sexual System of Linnceus, and
Temple of Flora or Garden of Nature. " These
works .... are now publishing at 12s. Gd. per
number." At the end of this pamphlet is a list

(very incomplete) of his works, wherein The Philo-
sophy of Botany, or Botanical Extracts, including a
new illustration of The Sexual System of Linnceiis,

and The Temple of Flora is priced at 25s. per
number. It seems impossible to reconcile the two
statements as to the price ; but I strongly suspect
that the original subscription of a guinea was raised

to 25s., and that for 12s. M, only half a number with
one plate was issued.

Looking at the evidence of the Lottery, the frequent
advertisements, and the lavish scale of publication,
there can be little doubt that the demand for bota-
nical plates was not so great as the supply. That
having a large stock of these plates, Taornton used
every means to recoup his enornnus outlay, and
that, in the later instances, the works were written
round the platep, in a way not unknown to modern
compilers of illustrated books. Ample evidence
exists that the work was not so great a success as
Thornton anticipated, owing, as he thought, to the
distraction of the continental wars, but also, as I

think, to the unappreciative attitude of a satiated
British public. The scientific world, flattered by
Thornton's most distinguished courtesy towards if,

was liberal of its praises of him ; but he got little

more than praise, and he died a ruined man.
With the editor's permission, I hope, in a subse-

quent article, to oifer some remarks on Thornton's
other botanical productions, including a more com-
plete list of his works than any that I have as yet
discovered. Meanwhile, I should be glad to receive
any information bearing on his bibliography that
any one is kind enough to place at my disposal.
W. Frank Perkins, Portswood House, Southanipton.

FLORISTS' Flowers.
•

THE CARNATION.
I NOTICE at p. 199, under the heading " Carna-

tions : H. Bro»," mention is made of Dachess of
Fife and Mrs. Hamlet Riley. Your correspondent
must have sent very poor specimens to call fort* the
editorial remark, " Both good, but small." A good
bloom of the last-named is nearly as large as Sou-
venir de la Malmaison, and Dachess of Fife is a
misnomer. It has a history, which is as follows:^
Last year I saw a fine pale pink Carnation in flower
in Mr. Martin R. Smith's collection at Hayes, and
Mr. Smith gave mo a good stock of plants of it under
the name of The Burn, from the place where it was
raised in Scotland. I exhibited it at Newcastle, and
it there received a Certificate of Merit ; again I

exhibited it before the Floral Committee, who gave
it an Award of Merit under that name. Blooms of
it were sent to me from Lidy Henry Grosvenor's
garden, Bulwick, ai Barn Pink. Moreover, Mr.

Cocker, florist, of Aberdeen, informed me that he

obtained a stock of plants, and named it Duchess of

Fife. It is a charming border Carnation.

Carnations have done well in the open border

thi? year. " Grass " is abundant and strong. No
delay should take place in getting all the layering

done; the weather is rather cold, and after Sep-

tember comes in root-action is likely to be sluggish.

Seed saving will be difficult this year. Tnere has

been some difficulty to obtain pollen, and scores of

fine blooms, which were apparently in capital con-

dition to be fertilised, have failed in producing seed

pods. The pollen was often in a lumpy condition,

owing to the want of sunshine.

The AnEicuLA.

The Auricula is already developing autumn trusses

far too freely. Those who can grow good healthy

plants with few autumn blooms are to be congra-

tulated. I have often wondered whether the latitude

of the place makes any difference. There is certainly

a considerable difference between the climate of

Kirkby Lonsdale and Ilford, and when I see about

5 per cent, only of Mr. Horner's Auriculas throwing

np autumn trusses, and about 50 per cent, of mine

doing so, I blame the climate. Those who had not

time to repot their plants in May should do it at

once, but no more of the soil should be removed

from the roots than is necessary. We are yet pot-

ting on our seedlings from seed sown in August last

year. The plants which vegetated in spring will yet

make flowering plants for next year. The show

Auricula is rather slow to vegetate, and at first the

growth is such that the young cultivator loses

patience. Notwithstanding the numerous disap-

pointments that amateurs have to put up with, they

should never give in. I gave instructions about

cross-fertilising just previous to the time it should

have been done, and those who carefully attended to

this interesting operation will now have good seed

ready to sow, if not already sown. A small portion

of the seed only will vegetate this season, most of it

lies dormant until next year.

The Alpine Auricula seeds more freely than the

show varieties, besides which the seed vegetates

more freely, and out of a hundred seedlings five at

least may be better than the parents, whilst those

not worth naming are good border varieties. I

plant the seedlings out at this season from boxes

when the stock is large. They do best in rich, deep,

and good soil, and in a partially shaded position.

The exhibitor generally raises a few seedlings

annually of high quality, and grows them carefully in

flower-pots.

The Pansy.

The Pansy has become again one of the more
popular of florists' flowers with the general public.

The Viola, too, is quite a florists' flower, and for

general garden culture is superior to the Pansy ; it

will easier withstand drought, and produces its

flowers more continuously. Now is a good time to

propagate a stock of plants for next year, and I

may remark that the Pansy and Viola are both
impatient of " glass;" even glass handlights are not
necessary. The small wiry growths slipped out from
the centre of the plants with the fingers make the best

cuttings, especially if portions of roots are attached

to them. A little fine soil should be prepared and
spread over the surface of the ground to the depth of

about an inch. The best place for them is the
north side of a fence, or building of some kind.

The cuttings must be planted firmly in rows about
2 inches apart, and as much between the cuttings.

They seldom fail to do well if they are carefully

attended to as regards watering, and when well
rooted, they may be planted in store-beds 4 inches
asunder, and again planted into beds in the spring,

or they may be planted out at once in the beds or
borders. In some districts the Pansies, at the time
for taking the cuttings, are smothered with mildew.
In that case, the best plan is to use soft soapy-water,
with flowers-of-sulphur in it ; with one hand stir up
the sulphur, and with the other dip the cuttings.
This infusion will destroy the mildew, and also

green-fly. A reddish species of the aphis tribe

attacks the Pansy also in hot dry seasons, and as it

is in such seasons that mildew is prevalent, they

may be both found together. Soft soapy-water

without sulphur will destroy the aphis.

The Tulip

requires some care to grow it well. The grounl
should be prepared as soon as is convenient by
trenching it two spits deep, and aiding, if necessary,

decayed manure. It will then be in good condition

by planting time early in November. J. Douylas,

HABENARIA SUSANNA.
With the introduction of the Milayan spec'es, a

fresh impetus has been given to the culture of these

terrestrial Orchids in gardens. The first of the

warm-house species to come in any quantity was
H. militaris, that beautiful cinnabar-scarlet species,

which is now so well managed in many gardens, but

which proved restive at the onset.

Then came the pretty flesh-coloured H. carnea,

illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, December 19,

1891, p. 729 ; and more recently H. c. nivoia, the

white form of it. All these have variously-coloured

leaves, and are highly ornamental even when not

in flower.

The last novelty, H. Susanna (Sg. 38, p, 279), a pure

white species, for which Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albans, received a First-class Certificate at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting of the Orchid

Committee, August 28, is a tall-habited plant, with

plain green leaves, and, like the other species

named, it does not seem difficult to grow, if placed

in a light position in a tolerably warm and moist

house.

After flowering, the leaves of all these Habe-
narias fade, and the supply of water should be

gradually lessened. When they are quite at rest,

they should be placed in their pots on a dry shelf,

only a little water being given to them at long

intervals. When they are about to start into growth

again they should be repotted into tolerably small

pots, crocked one-third the way up, the lower part

of each tuber being rested on the crocks before the

compost of fine sphagnum moss, peat, crock- dust,

and loam-fibre is placed round them, the growing

point being kept just below the surface. Soon after

potting they should be liberally watered until

flowering is over.

OFFINGTON PARK, WORTHING.
By working to a plan entirely his own, and by

steadfastly pursuing it for many years. Major Gaii-

ford has succeeded in establishing on his beautiful

estate a fine series of gardens, unique in character,

and among the most interesting in the country.

Formerly a mighty hunter, with a strong penchant

for gardening, a serious accident in the field pre-

cluded the possibility of pursuing the more violent

exercise to the extent formerly indulged in, and
caused the Major to give his almost undivided atten-

tion to his gardens. But not being content with

modern gardening, which strives to make an effect as

a whole with comparatively few subjects, and with

the annually recurring show of Pelargoniums and
other things denominated bedding plants, he aimed
to make his garden one in which not only the

general effect should be satisfactory, but that in it

both himself and other plant-lovers should be able

to be interested in all the principal plants and trees

used in the gardens individually. To that end he
conceived the idea of planting every kind of tree and
shrub obtainable which had the slightest chance of

growing in the open air, in the favoured district in

which his garden is situated, and with the care and

attention which he resolved to give them.

Consequently Offington Park Gardens can boast

more or lees large specimens of over 600 species of

shrubs, a large proportion of them being showy
flowering kinds, and by far the greater part quite

unknown as outdoor garden plants in the majority

of European gardens. Each of these has its history,
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and is endeared to ita owner by inemorie« of the

iource from whence it was obtained ; the cares and

anxieties aboat it in ita yoanger dajs ; how in some

cases the plant seemed hovering between life and

death until it was removed to another spot, where it

soon established itself; how this, which had been

purchaaed aa perfectly hardy, had never fairly got

pyramid Yews clipped in tieri", and in other fine

trees planted in former times ; and in view of the

drawing-room windows is the only concession made
to modern gardening, the pretty geometricil garden

there having some showy beds of Begonias and other

flowers. Bat a striking feature is introdaced by the

basin of the central foantaiu being covered with

been covered with flowers; D^afontainea apinoaa, very

handsome ; Crinum Powelli, C. lloorei and C. longi-

foliam, all flowering; Choiaya ternata with its fine

fragrant orange-flower-like blossoms ; a large bush
of the Californian Aplopappas ericoides, literally

covered with its bright yellow flowers; a fine show
of Montbretias and other plants in the borders, and

Fig. 38.—habbnabia snaiNN-E: flowehs snow-white, (see p. 278.)

its head above-gronnd ; and how that, which he had

been laughed at for planting outdoors, had proved

quite hardy, and a better plant out than in a green-

honse ; and a hundred other things whereby the

plants and their owner may converse and render

ennui impossible, even when there is no other

company.

Around the fine mansion traces of a former gene-

ration of gardeners may be aeen in the gigantic

Water Lilies, and ita edge furniahed with lobee of

succulent plants, among which the tall columns of

Cereus peravianns and other pillar-like species form

fine objects. Noting a few of the most striking

objects, for it is impossible even to touch on a tithe

of the many extraordinary and rare things to be seen

in a brief visit, we remarked in the open ground near

the plant houaea good specimens of Philesia buxifolia,

Abelia chinenaia (rnpeatria), a large bnsb, which had

againat the honae Mntisia decurrens, which however

does not grow so well as could be wished.

In the beautiful garden in which rare shrubs and

flowering plants, and on the walla climbera and the

more tender ahruba are grown, were great buahea

10 feet high, of Pittoaporum Mayii and P. undulatnm ;

a vigoroua plant of Fremontia californica, luxuriant

Roaa camellissflora, and apeciea of Pomegranates in

flower, and the noble shrubby Pentstemon cordi-
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folium, here and in other places in the garden

Bending out a great profusion of graceful sprays of

scarlet flowers. On the wall Albizzia Jalibrissin

(Acacia Nemu), Trachelospermum jasminoides, the

Chilian Azara Gilliesii, and other things nsaally

found in greenhouses, have reached the top, and

formed dense bushes ; Diplopappns chrysophyllus and

Benthamia fragifera are fine, and near by the New
Zealand Corokia Cotoneaster is an interesting object.

Lardizabala biternata, Abelia triflora, Olearia qaer-

cifolia (Eurybia stellalata), Jasminum heterophyllum,

Eucalyptus coccifera, Solanum crispum, and the

varieties of Cestrum (Habrothamnua) are also grow-

ing so strongly that, like most of the other rare

things which have thoroughly established, they have

to be freely pruned.

Turning to the beds and borders, we find fine

bushes of Rhododendron Manglesii and other species

;

Pieris formoea and Ligustrum coriacenm in large

bushes ; Deamodinm penduliflorum, Hypericum

patulum, Indigofera floribunda and I. f. alba, in

flower; also bushes of the handsome Incarvillea

Olgse, Co2<alpinia sepiaria (japonica), Cephalanthus

occidentalis, and Erythrina herbacea. On the other

side is a hedge of red and white Cistus, which have

fairly taken possession of the border, and near it

large specimens of Berberis Fortunei, an elegant

evergreen Chinese species ; Olearia Haastii, covered

with silvery flowers; Nandina domestica, in bloom;

Notospartium Carmichaeli and Eucryphia pinnati-

folia are very handsome; in the borders, a good

show of flowers on the species of Gentian ; and

rambling over the other shrubs, TropEeolum

speciosum.

In another part of the garden, the varieties of

Hydrangea hortensis have grown into large bushes,

and are now covered with flowers. That known as

H. h. Mandschnrica, with dark purple wood and fine

heads of a pink colour, is by far the handsomest.

H. paniculata grandiflora, too, makes a great show ;

and the variegated forma of H. hortensis are pretty

in leaf and inflorescence. In the same section of the

garden, Meconopsis Wallichii and the pretty tall

busby Potentilla (Comarum) Salesoviana, with fine

head of white flowers, are in bloom ; and among other

remarkable plants are Nessei (Heimia) salicifolie,

Tricuspidaria dependens (Crinodendron Hookerii),

Rosa microphylla, Rjmneya Coulteri, the Japanese

Clerodendron trichotomum, the difl'erent forms of

Colletia, Eucalyptus Gunni, and other species in

flower, &c.

On a south wall among other rare things not

usually found established as hardy plants, are Pbysi-

anthus albens, Cassia corymbose, Berberidopsis

corallina, Coproama lucida, the large green-leaved

Smilax, Acac'a dealbata, the Himalayan Actinidia

calloia (Kalomikta), Uimanthus rosmarinsefolius,

Piptanthus nepalensis in flower; Lavatera Olbia,

Baccharis balimifolia, E .callonia pulverulenta, Hedy-
sarum multijugum, Olearia (Eurybia) ramulosa,

Stran^iciia glauca, Adenocarpns anagyrus (Genista

foliolosa), &c.

On a north wall are Coriaria myrtifolia, some spe-

cies of Edwardaie, Acacia longifolia, Schizophragma
hydrangeoides ; and in a well sheltered place, Lager-

sticemia indica and L. Regina, had become dense

bushes ; Eriobotryajaponica (Loqnat), is most robust

and bears handsome foliage, but has not yet fruited ;

Cliantbus puniceus magnificus has borne a good

show of bloom, and the tine sprays of red fruits on
Kubus phwnicolaaiua are as beautiful as the hand-
lomeat flowers.

Another beautiful section of these fine gardens

ia the wild garden, although the subjects grown in it

are chiefly of the better known class, and in every

part is evidence of originality and good plans care-

fully carried out, for Mr. Stuart, the gardener at

Offington, ably seconds his employer's endeavours.

The plant houses also contain many uncommon
species,andfine old plants exceptionally well bloomed.

In a cool houee were a small selection of Orchids,

&c., among which in bloom were Disa grandiflora,

some Odontogloesums, Physosiphon Loddigesii, a few

Masdevallias, &o., the pretty little variegated Corniah

Moneywort (Sibthorpia enropea variegata), making

very neat and pretty plants, and the roof bearing

the Oncidium-like flowered Stigmaphyllnm ciliatnm,

and the fragrant Jaaminnm variegatum in bloom.

Another house had the roof laden with the flowers

of the sky-blue Ipomoaa, with fine plants of Achi-

menes, Nerine Fothergilli, and other Nerines; Cam-
panula Vidali, &c., on the stages ; and a still warmer
house was brightened by the spathes of Anthurium
Scherzerianum, the Dove Orchid (Peristeria elata).

Curcuma petiolata, &c., being also in bloom, and on

the roof Aristolochia elegans.

STEA.WBERRY CULTURE.
An interesting experiment in Strawberry growing

has been made by Mr. W. E. Lovel, of Driffield,

York, and the results show the extraordinary fruit-

bearing possibilities of the plant, and the capabilities

of the English soil. The ambition of the grower

was to produce a pound of fruit from first-year plants

for every iquare yard of land occupied ; and also to show
that the value of the fruit borne upon it in one year

equalled the market price of land, leaving out

of reckoning the cost of labour, and quoting

the land at £100 per acre. Many amateurs

cling tenaciously to the erroneous idea that the

fruitage of the Strawberry plant in the first year is a

matter of insignificance. The experiments to be

noticed were made during the past season, and the

plants went through the frosts of May last which

eft'ected the destruction of at least 25 per cent, of

the fruit, and dwarfed the remainder fully another

25 per cent. ; so that the results obtained even in

this the worst of twenty years, will, in an ordinary

season, be far surpassed, and Strawberry culture as

a remunerative occupation placed beyond the possi-

bility of dispute. Although four times the quantity

of Strawberries at present produced on the six

acres of nursery-land at Driffield could readily be

sold, the owner considers the fruit merely a by-

product, the plants themselves being the primary

source of profit.

Two plots were prepared in June and the begin-

ning of July, 18'J3. The land selected had grown
early Potato?, which were taken up in June. The
summer was a warm one. Upon the first plot,

runners of the Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury variety

were planted, the beds occupying, including foot-

paths, a space of 142 square yards; 250 plants were
used, placed 18 inches apart in the row, with a -1-feet

interval, and pathways 3 feet wide. Now for the

results. The fruit was pulled on the following

dates :

—

July « 24J lb.

„ 12 42 „
„ 17 mi „
„ 21 44 ,,

„ 28 21 ,,

„ 28 4 „

Total lUS lb.

About 25 per cent, of the total produce was worth
6i., and the remainder id. per lb. retail. If the

whole crop had been sold at the minimum price

quoted, a good margin would be left over the £100
per acre gross profit.

The second plot of land (62 iq, yards) had also been

planted with early Potatos, and was divided into two
beds. Eighty plants of the Sir Joseph Paxton
variety were put in, 2 feet apart in the row ; the

proportion of plants, therefore, being considerably

less than in the first experimental plot. In this

instance there were also six weighings, on the

following dates, namely,

July 10 4 lb.

„ 13 12 „
,, 18 15 ,,

„ 21 26 ,,

„ 28 23i „
„ 28 6 „

Total 85J lb.

The fruit was disposed of at market prices, some at

Old., and the smaller berries at id. per lb. Taking
id. as the standard price, the monetary result of this

crop shows a profit at the rate of nearly £101

per acre.

A glance at the firost record during May, the

severity of which has already been referred to,

will convey a better idea of the climatic conditions

under which the foregoing results were obtained.

The degrees of frost registered at the nursery, which
is also a station of the Royal Meteorological Society,

between the night of May 20 and morning of .June 1,

were :
— 3^°, 10°, 8 6=, 3 2°, 12^°, 3.2°, 9°, 7.6°, 1.5°,

and 6°, averaging for the ten nights 6.51° of frost.

The experiments, therefore, having been conducted

in a year exceptionally unfavourable to Strawberry-

growing—in some parts of the country their culti-

vation was attended with complete failure— it is

reasonable to infer that when similar experiments

are completed next year more astonishing results

may be anticipated, provided that one important

factor—the weather—is less unkind at a critical

period of plant life. W. A. Brown.

The Herbaceous Border.—
HoBTicnLTUHisTs wiU probably be interested to

bear something of this, which has grown to be one

of the most popular of the many summer attractions

at Kew. Kew has some exceptional advantages for

this kind of gardening—namely, sufficient space to

devote to each kind of plant used for its most
effective display ; and what is, perhaps, the most

important of all, an enormous collection of hardy

perennial and annual herbaceous plants to select

from. The border is at its best from about the

latter half of July till the frost comes in October or

November.
The border is a wide strip of richly-manured soil,

about 60 yards long and 20 feet wide, backed on the

east side with a long range of greenhouser, and in

front a fine carpet-like stretch of lawn. The border

is unahaded by trees, and well beyond the reach of

any tree-roots. The greater portion of it is given up

entirely to showy herbaceous plants, but, to give

variety, and furnish the border in winter, groups of

shrubs, such as Roses, Genistas, Olearia Haastii,

Golden Privet, Laurustinus, shrubby Spirteas,

Ancubas, &c., are planted at irregular intervals.

These not only furnish the border in winter, but

they alao add considerably to its floral attractions

in summer.
Two years ago the border was trenched and heavily

manured. Daring dry weather it is watered with

the hose. Many of the herbaceous perennials, such

as the Sunflowers, Althaeas, Liliums, Pinks,

Phloxes, &c., are left permanently in the borders,

but even these are beat lifted in early spring, and

replanted in freshly-turned soil.

As an object-lesson for the amateur, and, I think

I may add, for many professional horticulturists

also, this big collection of showy herbaceoua plants

has a special value at Kew. Everything is, of

course, labelled, so that the visitor can make a selec-

tion to meet his own requirements and take down

the names of his choice, with a view to procuring

them from the nurserymen next year. And it is

surprising how many avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity thus afforded. Kew has exceptional facilities

for showing what ia good among the newer intro-

ductions, and, at the same time, keeping the old

favourites from going to the wall. I have made a

list of the most attractive of the plants in this

border in the latter part of July, grading them

according to their heights in three sets, namely,

front row plants, middle row, and back row. Many
of them will continue in flower tor some weeks

longer. At Kew each plant is represented by a large

efTective group or mass, the smallest plants covering

a square yard or more, and the largest five or six

times that space. I give the list in the hope that it

will prove of some guidance to any one wishing to

make a border of the kind described. At the same

time, I can strongly recommend such a border to all

who desire to have a feature of ever-changing interest

and beauty, in which respect it is superior to the

mixed shrubbery, the ordinary flower-garden, or even

the rosary itself. At the same time, it is easily
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managed by any one who has a little knowledge of

outdoor gardening.

Back row—plants 5 feet or more in height when

in flower

:

Delphiniums, Hollyhocks— single and double,

Bocconia cordata, Lathyrus latilolins, L. rotnndi-

foliuB, Sweet Peas, Tropseolum msjas, Dahlias, Fox-

gloves, Polygonum polymorphnm, Althfea ficifolia,

Senecio macrophyllas, Mischanthus sinensis, and M.

japonicus (generally called Ealalias), Sunflowers

—

perennial and annual, Lilium testaceum, L. auratum,

L. pardalinum, L. snperbnm.

Middle row—plants from 2 to 4 feet in height

when in flower:

Phloxes, Monarda didyma. Lychnis splendens, L.

chalcedonica, Pyrethrums, Campanula persicifolia,

C. rapnncnioidee, Polemonium Richardson!, Papaver

orientate, Potentilla argyrophylla, Lavatera trimes-

ris, Lilium umbellatnm, L. longiflorum, L. candi-

AMATEUR'S Column.

CARNATION HOUSE, COOMBE, LEWE8.—The

cheapness of glass and wood, and the numerous

modern improvements in beating glass structures,

enables cultivators of moderate incomes to indulge

their horticultural fancies in fruit and flower culture

in all directions, and to an extent scarcely dreamt of

by our fathers. The proprietress of Coombe, Miss

E. F. ShiflTner, has a preference for the re-mcatant or

perpetual-flowering Carnation, but cultivates border

varieties, and to accommodate her extensive collection

she has built a span-roofed house, in size 30 feet long

and 8 feet wide, which enables her to accommodate

therein about 800 plants ; and how well she contrives

to flower them is well illustrated in the photograph

by Mr. Stickland, of Brighton, which we reproduce

in fig. 39.

WOLVERHAMPTON PARK.
Only 50 acres in extent, and cat up in a large

measure into lawns, flower-beds, shrubberies, a fine

lake, broad walks, &c., the Wolverhampton public

park is in a considerable degree similar to a large

pleaiure-ground, and one misses the acres of'un-
kept " grass that we have rambled over in the larger

parks in London. However, 50 acres is but 50 acres,

and the very most that could have been made in such

an area has been obtained. It was laid out some four-

teen years since by Messrs. Vertegans of Birming-

ham, and the plan was figured in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, May 8, 1880, p. 593, but some alterations

have been effected by the present superintendent,

Mr. Wm. Thomas, who has held this position from

the first, and whose enthusiasm, now that he is

nearing seventy years of age, is as great as ever.

Broadly speaking, it has been divided thus : a pretty

lake, with island, occupies 8 acres ; recreation claims

Fia. 39 — CABNATION-HOneE in miss E F SBIFFNEB's garden, coombe, LEWES. SUSSEX

dnm, Centanrea Cyanus, Hemerocallis, Gladiolus,

including C. Oolvillei and its variety alba, Anemone
japonica, Amaranthus caudatas, Calliopsis elegans,

C. atrosanguinea, Aconitums, Chrysanthemum maxi-

mum, Coreopsis grandiflora, Achillea Millefolium,

Helenium pnmilum, Erigeron speciosus and the

variety superbus, Lytbrum Salicaria, Centranthus

ruber, Scabiosa caucasica, Eryngium giganteum, E.

alpinum, E. Oliverianum, Gypsophila paniculata.

Front row—plants less than 2 feet in height when
in flower

:

Stocks, Marigolds, Pentstemons, Carnations, Pinks,

Violas, Calceolarias, Geum miniatnm, Linaria del-

phinioides, Clarkias, Sweet Alyssum, Iberis nmbel-

lata, Ageratum, Heliotrope, Antirrhinums, Godetias,

Phacelia campanuloides, Calliopsis Drummondii,

Eschscholtzia californioa. Convolvulus minor, Vis-

caria oculata, V. cardinalis, Centranthus macro-

siphon, Linium grandiflorum, Acroclinium roseum,

TropKolum Vesuvius, Campanula carpathica,

Dimorphotheca annaa. W. Watson, in " Oarden and

Forest."

We append a list of the varieties grown, which,

it will be remarked, contains many of the newest

and handsomest introductions of the specialists :

—

Pbcebe, Harmony, Agricola, Gregorions, Henry

Cannell, Miss C. Graham, Ganymede, Desdemona,

Almira, Agnes Chambers, Countess of Jersey,

Chrysolors, Lilian, Mrs. Robert Sydenham, The

Hunter, E. ShiflTner, Countess of Paris, Germania,

Gladys, King of Crimsons, Lady Gwendoline,

Lord Rendlesharo, Mrs. William Bright, Mrs. Muir,

Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Niphetos, Old Coin, Romu-

lus, Ruby, Terra Cotta, Victory, Duke of

York, Uriah Pike, Winter Cheer, Duchess of

Fife, Rose Celestial, Queen of Bedders, Souvenir de

la MalmaisoD, blush, rose, pink, and crimson; Lady

Middleton, Madame Arthur Warocque, Goldfinch,

Amber, Dazzle, Oriflamme, Elsie, Pride of Great

Britain, Pride of Penshurst, Saccharissa, Dorothy,

Melpomene, Madame E. Pynaert, Colonial Beauty,

Magnet, Attraction, Prince of Orange, Duchess of

Sutherland, Florence, Louisa, Bellisime, Mrs.

Kenwood, Grandis, and several others.

24, or nearly one-half of the land, where athletic

games are permitted ; and the remaining 18 acres

represent the pleasure-grounds and flower-gardens.

Its position is conveniently near the centre of the

town,andonthe opposite side to the ironworks district

that lies between the town and Willenhall, where, we

are glad to be able to add, another open space has

been secured. The park is remarkable for its

tasteful bedding, and for its neat and trim

appearance, and these two features make it at

once a very pleasant promenade or lounge for the

Wolverhampton people, whilst any strangers who

may happen to see it will wonder to find one of the

best kept parks in the provinces so close to the

" black country." The prinoipal flower beds are on

a flat and very suitable plateau, that in the original

design was intended to be the site for a refreshment

pavilion, which is almost in the centre of the

park. Fortunately, such an untasteful idea was never

carried out, and the plateau with its large Rhodo-

dendron beds, and its flower beds, divided by well-

made circular walks of diflfering circumference, is one
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of the most agreeable and pleasing features of the

park. The neat and efficient manner in which the

beds have been planted, and are maintained, will

excite the admiration of those who are moving con-

tinually among the best gardens. One of the most

delightful effects is produced in a Maltese cross of

fair sizs. The centre is planted with Pelargonium

AvalanchP, a good white variegated variety, bearing

white flowers. Two of the sides are filled with

Verona, a golden- leaved variety, much like Crystal

Palace Gem, but dwarfer-habited, and better in

every way ; and the remaining sides with the well-

known Mrs. Pollock. All the portions were edged

with a line of blue Lobelia and a line of Echeveria

glauca ; the plants had grown evenly, and such a

happy combination is rarely seen. Some large

circular and other beds of Dahlias also call for

mention, some of them filled with mixed varietief,

and others with one only ; but in every case the

plants had been put out with care, and are good of

their sort. Magnum Bonum, a double white one in

a bed by itself, is now in fall bloom, and is a first-class

variety of exceeding dwarf character, produces good

blooms.and is one of the earlier Boweringones. A good

contrast to this one is Rising Sur, but only in regard

to its blooms, which are bright to a degree ; in habit

it is dwarf and good. There are two capital beds of

tubsrous Begonias, which tell plainly how they enjoy

the present moist season, and lend an appreciable

variety from the Pelargoniums both in foliage and

flower. They appear to do as well in Stafl'ordshire

as further south. A large bed of a double-white

Stock, PrincesQ Alice, has flowered splendidly, great

care being taken by Mr. Thomas to get Stocks in the

finest condition every year. Over against the beds

just noticed is a piece of carpet bedding repre-

senting the arms of the borough, excellent in

its way, though we confess to little appre-

ciation of this style of bedding. Beds of mixed

single Dahlias encircled by a hedging of Ivy a foot

high, have also carpet bedding round the exterior,

but of a simpler and more pleasing description.

The subjects employed in the carpet bedding include

all the usually-employed plants and Spergula arvensis

aurea and Sibthorpia europtea. The two last-named

species are excellent for the purpose, quite hardy,

and but seldom used. A tall ornamental clock, the

gift of an alderman, stands near to the flower garden,

but was erected before arrangements for this had

been thought of, or it would have been better in the

centre. On one side of the plateau, though almost

hidden from view, is a band-stand, a gift from the

right hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P., the father of the

House of Commons, and who has represented the

borough for a great number of years.

A feature of the park in which the superintendent

takes a special interest is the botanical or student's

garden, where about one hundred of the Natural

Orders are represented in as many bede, and the

plants all named, so as to be easy of referenc?, but

species of some of the orders are diflicult to obtain,

and Mr. Thomas is continually on the look-out for

additional specim8n8.

In one part ot the park is a dell, where there are

beds of Rhododendrons, isolated Conifers, an orna-

mental fountain, and close to it a waterfall and
short stream, where Water Lilies and similar subjects

with suitable associations of stones. Ivy, and Fernr,

&c,, abound, all very pretty and tasteful. Such
are the prominent characteristics of the Park

;

other features are good, but its claims to a notice in

these columns was furnished by the evidence it bears

of the untiring care bestowed upon the details of its

management, and the skill with which a determina-
tion to make the moat possible of a comparatively
email area of land has been pursued. The Council has
been happy in having for its first superintendent so

devoted and painstaking a gardener as Mr. Thomae.

to the warm weather which was experienced last

autumn, and which ripened the wood thoroughly.

Among the more extensive establishments, Park
Hall, in Stirlingshire, holds a leading position, and
those who are in the habit of seeing moderately-
cropped Vines only, would be astonished with the

extensive glass ranges at Park Hall. In the two
larger houses, 100 feet long, 26 feet wide, and 17 feet

high, the crops are such as have been produced every

season during the last dozen years. Late Grapes are

caltivated in these, the rods planted on both sides,

carrying from 20 to 22 bunches each, which are

always large, and they colour beautifully, as may be

seen at some of the summer and autumn exhibitions.

Long ranges of other bouses are also loaded with fine

bunches of Grapef, Muscats especially. The latter are

all beautiful bunches of 2^ lb. to 5 lb. in weight.

Passing into the vegetable garden, three sides of

the square are enclosed with Vineries and Peach-
houses, something over 400 feet in length, and,

excepting Figs, there are but few fruit trees in pots.

The crops throughout this range are enormous.
In a range of span-roofed houses in divisions

about 275 feet long each, there is one for early

Grapes, and a grand crop has been had. One is

filled with Tomatos, Park Hall Favourite being the
variety most in favour ; Austin's Tomato ii, how-
ever, rising rapidly into favour, and I have seen none
to beat this variety as a free bearer. The third

house in the ranges referred to is for Cucumbers and
late Tomato growing, which also show Mr. Murray's
master-hand as a cultivator, M. Temple, Carron.

The WEEK'S Work.

Scotland.

GRAPE GROWING IN SCOTLAND.
We have had exceptional opportunities of noting,

in many Scottish gardens, good Grape crops this

season, for which northerners are much indebted

THE OBCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking,

OD0NT0QLO88UM3.—Few Orchids deserve the

popularity they enjoy more than Odontogloseums,
especially the O. crispom and 0. Pescatorei types,

among which during the past few years many fine

forms have appeared, notably those beautiful and
unique varieties exhibited by Baron Sir Henry
Schroder at the Royal Horticultural meetings from
time to time. The species of Odontoglossum,
besides those already mentioned, which succeed ia

a cool house, are notably 0. triumphans, 0. Halli,

0. gloriosum. 0. Harryanum, O. luteo-purpureum,
O. Exvium, 0. Dolyxanthum, O. nevadense, 0. Uro-
Skinneri, and 0. coronarium. Where a large col-

lection of these species is grown, one or other of

them will be in bloom during a considerable portion

of the year. Those which flowered early in the year,

are now making growth, and as the roots will soon
be pushing freely in all directions, no time should

be lost in afi'ording fresh material to those plants

requiring it. Unquestionably September is the best

month to disturb the roots, as during the following

period of cool nights there is little difficulty in

maintaining an equable moist temperature, which
is in every way favonrble to the re-establishment of

the plants before the winter. Plants which are about
to flower, or have not jet started to make growth,
should not be repotted at this season, but the

operation should be deferred till new growth
appear, and root action becomes visible. In most
collections some unhealthy plants will be found,

which possess but few roots. These should forthwith

be turned out of their potf, the decayed roots cut
away, and the plants thoroughly cleaned from decay-
ing matter of whatever kind, repotting them into as

small pots as they will conveniently go into. As
regards established specimens in sufficiently-larga

pots, some may be fonnd with exhausted material
about them, and this should be carefully removed
without injuring the roots, and fresh compost sub-
stituted for it. When repotting, the bulk of the
plants, beginners in Orchid culture should be cau-
tioned against using pots that are out of proportion

to the size of the plants, overpotting generally end-
ing in injury and failure, and this is especially true

as regards the Odontogloseums. The pots should be
(|uite clean and in a dry state, and they should be
tilled to the extent of three-quarters with clean

crocks, over which a thin layer of moss should be
spread, so as to prevent the compost itself being
washed down amongst the crocks. A suitable com-
post for these plants consists of freshly-gathered

sphagnum moss and fibry peat in equal proportions,

freely intermixed with small crocks. Let the

sphagnum moss be thoroughly examined before use,

picking out all the slugs that are concealed in it.

If this be not done, much injury will be done by

them to roots and flower-spikes. Pot the plants
with moderate firmness, keeping the base of each
plant just a little higher than the rim of the pot.
When the operation is finished, insert a few bunches
of living sphagnum moss over the surface, as growing
moss is conducive to the health of the plants. The
critical period with Odontoglossums, as with many
other species of Orchids, is just after potting, as it is

at that time an easy matter to afford too much
water, thereby causing the roots to decay and many
leaves to be lost. For a few weeks afterwards, it is

advisable to afford water sparingly, but a decidedly
moitt atmosphere should be maintained, and as much
fresh air admitted to the house as possible, especially
when the outside temperature is about 50°, and the
hygrometer within a few degrees of the saturation
point. In large and varied collections, there are
always to be found some species or other which grow
unsatisfactorily. 1 have been led to make this

remark owing to several Orchid cultivators, who
visited Burford recently, informing me that they had
experienced a difficulty in preserving Cypripedium
Spiceriannm in a healthy condition, which is due to
attempting to cultivate this species under unnatural
conditions. From past experience, I have found
that the greatest mistake that could be made with
this plant is to grow them in a too high tempe-
rature, and too clote au atmosphere. To grow this

species of Cypripedium wel', it should be placed in
the intermediate-house, and afforded the same kind
of treatment as C. venustum, C. Boxallii, C. villo-

sum, C. purpuratum, C. Leeanum X C. barbatum, C.
insigne, and its varieties. 1 do not know of another
species of Cypripedium that delights in such copious
overhead waterings as one named above; our plants
are simply deluged with water almost every day
during the summer, and under this treatment growth
is sturdy and exuberant, and they flower very freely.

The same remarks apply to the new C. Charles-
worthii, plants of which in the East Indian-house
during the past season being not nearly so strong and
vigoious as those that were cultivated in the cooler

division. The present is a good season to go over
the seedling Cypripediums, repotting those that
stand in need of it. Seedlings, when properly suited,

grow very fast, and require repotting twice during
the year. When disturbance of the roots of Cypri-
pedium becomes necessary, spring and autumn
are the most suitable seasons for performing the
work. These delicate little plants must never become
in the least degree dry at the root, or thrips and
other insects will attack them, and check their

progress for some considerable time afterwards.

PJttUITS UNDER GLASS.
By BA.ILEY WADD3, Gardener, hirdsall Gardens, i'ork.

PINE-APPLE PLANTS INFESTED WITH INSECTS.
—Effective remedies should be applied without loss

of time when brown or white scale, or mealy-bug are

observed on the plants ; the last-named being the

worst pest, and if it has got well hold of the stock

of plants, it is best to throw them away, cleaning

and painting the woodwoik of house, and lime-wash-
ing the walls, making a new start with clean plants.

The same radical measures are required for white
scale, as it is seldom got rid of. Brown-scale can be

destroyed by a weak solution of petroleum and soft

water given at the strength of one wine-glass of the

oil to 4 galls, of water, and the work of cleansing the

plants entrusted to painstaking men, one man keeping
the water and petrolenm agitated, so as to incor-

porate them whilst being used, and the other using

the syringe on plants and all parts of the Pine- pit,

walls, &c. The mixture should be driven into every

part of a plant, and not used only on one side of it.

If this be done once a week for a month or two, the

pest will disappear. White- scale needs a much
stronger mixture of petroleum than the tender

foliage of the plants can endure without injury, and
the better plan is, as was before said, to throw them
away. The smooth- leaved Cayenne, Black Jamaica,
Charlotte Rothschild, and late Queens with fruits

now swelling, should have a top-dressing of rich

loam, and guano-water afforded them. Every time
the latter water at the roots is required ; but as the

fruit begins to colour, gradually withhold water at

the root, and afford abundance of air, removing them
to a cool glasshouse or the fruit-room when ripe.

Plants with maturing fruits require a moist atmo-
sphere always, closing the house early in the after-

noon, whilst the sun has power, 85" to 90° is not

too high, whilst the night temperature may range

from 70° to 75°, air in a small amount being sup-

plied early in the morning. Another batch of

winter-fruiting plants should be started for fruiting
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io the early spring months, and there are no varie-

ties more suitable for that season than Smooth
Cayenne and Charlotte Kothschild, Strong sturdy

plants should be selected fur this purpose that have
numerous pointed leaves. Afford them steady
bottom- heat of about 85°, and pay great attention

to root watering, remembering that little is required
during the winter. Sufficient should be afforded to

moisten all the soil. The Smooth- leaved Cayenne
requires a larger quantity of water than the others.

Continue to put up strong suckers as fast as they can be
obtained from fruiting plantsorthoBethathavefrnited,
putting them in bottom-heat of 85°, but not wa'.er-

ing them before roots an inch long are made. Shade
from bright sunshine, damp the leaves when
rooting has taken place, and afford air in abundance.
The stock of succession plants for fruiting next
season should by the end of the present month be in

a state of rest, and attention will be needed in afford-

ing water. No more is required than will keep
them in perfect health ; and as the days shorten
damping down, and overhead syringing should be
gradually discontinued, and a somewhat lower tem-
perature maintained, 70° to 80° by day, and 60° to 70°
by night, are suitable. Piants potted late will perhaps
require to be kept growing a few weeks longer,

closing the pit early in the afternoon with a moiit
atmosphere. A good supply of fermenting materials
should be kept in readiness for the renewal of linings

to dung pits, and any re- arrangement of the inmates
of the pinery should now be made. Where the plant-
ing out is practised, those plants that have not fruited

may be removed to another bed with little injury,

and the bed renewed and replanted. The more satis-

factory way is to plant a bed with newly-rooted
suckers selected all of a fiz<i.

TOMATOS. — Train out growing shoots, and
afford manure-water about twice a week. Old
foliage should be cut off when it assumes a yellow
tint, and if white aphis appears, fumigate the house.
Pay attention to the plants being grown on for

winter fruiting, train them to a single stem, and
fertilise the flowers artificially with a rabbit's tail.

Pot off the last batch of cuttings or seedlings into
their fruiting pots or beds, affording them air

night and day, but reduce the amount when the
nights are cold, but keep open the upper venti-
lators at night.

THS KITCHEN OaBDEN.
By Arthur Coombes, Gardener, JJimlei/ Hall, Dudley.

CABBAGES.—The planting or preparation for
planting of Cabbage plants should now receive atten-
tion, a warm border being planted with Ellara's Early,
15 inches apart. Late varieties grow to large size
when planted in the open quarters, and these may be
disposed at IJ to 2 feet apart. If the Onion-ground
was well manured and cultivated, as it should
have been, there will be no need for further manuring
if it be used for Cabbagep, but having cleaned the
ground, mark off the rows, and plant with a dibber
the plants drawn from the seed bed, or with a trowel
those which have been transplanted. If clubbing or
attacks of the grub be feared, dip the roots in a
puddle made of clay and soot-water, orthe holes may be
partly filled in and watered with the mixture. Should
the land to be planted be in poor heart, give a dress-
ing of rich manure, dig thoroughly, and tread firmly
all over before planting. This would be necessary
if it is desired to keep the shoots for the production
of sprouts. If the weather be sunny at planting
time afford water once.

LETTUCES.—The final sowing out-of-doors of
Lettuce seed may now be made, employing the
varieties before-mentioned, to which may be added
Hardy Hammersmith, a useful Lettuce if the winter
is very severe. The bed should be sheltered, and
dryish. Sow the seeds, if good, thinly, so that
sturdy, stocky plants will form at the first. Con-
tinue to transplant from previous sowings in positions
where they are not overshadowed by trees or other
crops,

HORN CARROTS should be thinned to 3 inches
apart, and the land kept free from weeds, the soil
being stirred with the hoe or hand-fork.

TOMATOS.—Remove all side growthp, and expose
the fruit to the sun by removing a portion of the
leaves, or putting them aside. As fast as the fruits
change colour, they should be gathered and placed
under a clean mat in the fruit-room to ripen, so that
those remaining on the plants may swell up more
quickly.

ARTICHOKES are continuing late this acasou, but
as soon as all the heads are gathered, cut the stems

down. Young plants may still be treated to liquid

manure.

GENERAL REMARKS. — Keep the hoe plied

between crops and on all vacant land, and remove
all spent cropf, diseased Potato-haulm, decaying
Cabbige leaves from old stools, &c., preserving a tidy

appearance throughout the garden.

THE HAEDY FHUIT GAKDEIT.
Bv T. TUBTOI', Garderter, Maiden Eriegh, Beading.

GATHERING PEARS, ETC.—The eatheiing of

fruits of Bou Caie.ien. Biun6 de I'A^somptior,
Clapp's Favourite, and Sjuvenir du Cjngioi, should
he completed, as if these are left on the trees after

this date, and especially if on wallf, they become
mealy, and lacking in flavour. Make small occa-
sional gatherings of Pears Bjun^ d'Amanlis, .Jersey

Gratioli, Brockworth Park, Fondante d'Automne,
and any other variety maturing at the same season,

gathering ths finest fruits, and those which part
readily from the spur. The trees being thus
lightened, the remaining fruits will continue to
increase in bulk, which, if gathered at intervals of
about a week, will keep up supply for a considerable
length of time. The leadicg shoots on cordons
should be trained to wires or staker, for if allowed
to hang about, they mostly take all directions but
the right one, and are not easily put right after-

wards. Prune back all growths made since the
trees were summer-pruned as soon as the wood is

become firm, thereby causing the formation of fruit-

buds for next year.

APPLES. — The somewhat sadden change to
warmer weather is causing early varieties to show
signs of ripening. Lord HutBeld. Ecklinville Seed-
ling, Frogmore Prolific, Stirling Castle, Pott's Seed-
ling, Keswick, Mank's, and Dutch Codlin?, are all

showing these signs. It will be as well to gather
the ripest fruits, storing them in the coolest place at

command if they must be kept for use. In my last

week's calendar I advised the placing of a good bed
of some soft material under the trees of dessert
Apples to prevent falling fruit from braising ; and
the same attention would not be amias with the
above-named culinary Apples, and indeed any which
are now liable to fall, this being preferable to gather-
ing the crop at too early a date, as the longer time,
as a rule, any kind of fruit can be left on the tree the
longer it will keep. See that the pruning of hashes
and pyramids which may have made sufficient

growth is performed as early tf.er this date as prac-
ticable, as this, while benefiting the fruit by exposure
to sunlight, admits it more fully to the inner parts
of the tree, assisting thereby in maturing the wood.

AMERICAN BLACKBERRIES—Thin out the yourg
as well as all tangled growths, leaving a tulfi^ienc

number of shoots to bs trained in at 1 foot apart
alter the bearing-growths are removed. Tie them
up loosely, as where they are allowed to be pendent,
the check given to the flow of sap induces the lower
buds to start, which should be prevented, as far as
may be. If these laterals do start, pinch or
prune them back to one leaf, and pinch again later

should it be necessary so to do. Unless growing in

a season like the present, in a sunny position, the
strong growths which "Wilson Junior " makes can
scarcely be matured sufliciently to withstand a severe
winter. Instead of depending entirely upon this one
variety, Rubus laciniatus should be included in the
most select collection', as being quite hardy, it is a
surer bearer, besides being ornamental in leafage.

PLANTS UNDEH GLASS.
By J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover House, Boehampton, S. W.

SEASONABLE OPERATIONS.— The time has
again come round when the houses and other
structures in which the winter- flowering plants are
to be accommodated should receive a general over-
hauling, and though the beginning of the present
month may seem to some persons somewhat early,

the time that is needed to do the work thoroughly,
and the uncertainty of date of the first frost, renders
an early beginning desirable. In peacheries and
vineries denuded of their fruits, the work of cleaning,
arranging, and repairing may be proceeded with.
Hot-water pipes thould ha examined for leaks in
every part, and to bring out their weak places rather
strong beat should be applied. Repairs to the
pipes having been done, they should have a coating
applied to them of lamp-black and boiled lin-

seed- oil. All grave), coal-ashes, brckeu shells,

shingles, &c., upon which the plants are usually

placed, should be removed to the open, and
well washed with soft-soap and water; the
wood-work and glass should then be washed with
the same mixture, and afterwards receive two coats
of paint, and the wails a white- washing with the best
chalk- lime, in which petroleum and water are used
in equal ratio. The gravel, &c., being replaced, the
house will be ready for the plants.

IW-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS. — Ungainly and
straggling plants may be cut down if still service-
able, otherwise they may be destroyed. Cuttings of
these should be put in, and which, if properly
managed, will make plants of useful size by next
spring.

GARDENIAS, having now filled their pots with
roots, may be afforded at weekly intervals some
weak eoot-water, or Clay's Fertiliser—the latter at
the rate of a tea-spoonful to a 5.|-inch pot. Keep
the foliage of Gardenias clean bv dipping them at
stated intervals, say once in a fortnight, in some
mild kind of insecticide, which is a much safer
practice than to let insects establish themselves,
and then clean the plants at a great loss of time,
and probable injury to the plants.

DIPLADENIAS.—These plants being liable to in-
festation by green and bkck aphis and scale, a
similar kind of treatment should be followed. "The
young growths of Dipladenias should be carefully
trained over the roof of the warm-house, or on a
trellis.

8TATICE PR0FU8A.—Piants which have been in
flower for the last three or four months may now have
their flower-spikes removed, and the foliage cleaned
with clear water and a sponge, placing them in
some cool, airy structure, such as the Ileath-house,
and briskly apply clean water by means of the
syringe twice daily.

BEGONIAS AND GLOXINIAS, spring-sown, at the
present time in flower, may, if well furnished with
roots, have applications of weak manure-water twice
a week, and the fiower-house may be kept somewhat
drier— at least, towards the end of the day.

CYCLAMENS.—Seed may now be sown, placing a
quarter of an inch of sandy soil over the same,
standing the seed-pans in an intermediate-honse.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bv Joas Lambert, Giirdinzr, Powis Castle, Welshpool,

PHLOXES AND PENT8TEM0NS —When increase
of stock is desired, side-shoots may be taken and
made into cuttings at this season, and placed in a
cold frame, prepared by filling it to within about
8 inches of the glass with loam, leaf-mould, and a
liberal quantity of sharp sand, quite firm. In select-

ing shoots as cuttings, take only those that are of
fi m texture, and after trimming off the lower leaves

for the space of 1.} inch, insert them in the soil in

rows of about 4 inches apart each way, shading from
blight sunshine, and keeping the frame closed for

two weeks, then admit air gradually till the
cuttings can stand full exposure without flagging,

when the lights may be removed till frosty weather
sets in. They will need but little attention
throughout the winter, but air should be given in

mild weather. Although Phloxes are propagated
readily by division of the root when the tops are cut
down, the above method will be found advisable, by
reason of the superiority of the trusses borne by
these young plants.

SAXIFRAGES.—The present is a suitable time for

propagating these plants from the small offsets,

which are produced plentifully, and which may be

put either in pots or placed in the open borders,

GENERAL WORK,—This will consist chiefly of

moiving and sweeping lawne, rolling walks, &c.
Yew, Holly, Box, Privet, and Qiick hedges may be

cut. Attention should likewise be given to such
plants as are required for spring bedding, viz., Poly-

anthuses, WallHowers, Canterbury Bells, Silenes,

Myosotis, &c. Djtch Bulbs should be obtained for

bedding and other purposes. The patches of TroUius
grandiflorus and others of this class should be

examined, and where the bulbs are t03 crowded, it

will improve the growth, and consequently the

flowering of the same, to divide and replant them
forthwith, choosing a moist site for the plants.

Staking and tying will occupy much labour at this

season to prepare tall-growing plants to withstand

the rough winds that we may expect at a little later

season, and which often caus3 hivoc amongst them.

Tne layering of Carnations, Picotees, and Pink?
should be finished without delay.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETINGS.
( Royal Horticultural Society's Com-

TUESDAY, Sept. 11 < mittees at the Drill Hall, Jame3

I Street, Westminster.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 12—East Anglian Horticultural Club.

FRIDAY Sept. 14—Dundee Horticultural Aascciation.

SHOW.
„^^^.,. c^ 10 f Royal Caledonian Horticultural

WEDNESDAY, Si pt. 12
| society, Edinburgh (two days).

SALES.

IDut<;h

Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Ninth Grent Annual Unreserved
Trade Sale of Pot Plants, at

Dvson's Lane Nurseries, Upper
Edmonton, by order of Mr. H. B.

May, by Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
GreatAnnualSaleof Winter Bloom-

Sept. ll-( iug Heaths, &c., at the Burnt
Ash Koad Nurseries, Lee, by order

of Messrs. B. Mailer &. Sons, by
Protheroe & Morris.

/"Dutoh Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris*

I

Rooms.
Unreserved Annual Sale of Winter

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 12-1 Flowtring Plants. &c., at the

Nurseries, South Woodford, by
order of Mr. John Fraser, by Pro-

theroe & Morris.

Datch Bulb?, Lilies, and Palm
/ Seeds, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
„ -o 1 Twenty-sixth Annual Trade Sale of
&. IT. i^-j Stove and Greenhouse Plants, at

the Brimsdown Nurseries, Enfield

Highway, by order of Mr. John
Mailer, by Protheroe & Morris.

'Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Orchids at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
FRIDAY, Sept. 14'\ Great Annual Trade Sale of Winter-

blooming Heaths, at the Long-
land's ^ur8ery. Sidcup, by order

of Messrs. Gregory & Evaus, by
Protheroe & Mori is.

Duti^h Bulbs at Protheroe &

TUESDA.Y.

THURSDAY,

I

SATUBDIT, Sept. 15^ Morris' Rooms

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATORE FOR THE ENSU-

ING WEEK. DEDUCED FROM THE OB.SERVATIONS

OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-58''.3.

Wf. have muoh satisfaction in

'^Librnfy'."''
Siving publicity to the following

note concerning the only purely

horticultural library in the country that is open

to the public. In one of those intermittent

convulsions which seem inevitable in great

societies, the Eoyal Horticultural Society many

years ago, found itself in such straits that it was

compelled to dispose of its library, one of the

richest of its kind ever got together. To supply

the deficiency, part of the surplus derived

from the International Horticultural Ex-

hibition and Botanical Congress of 1866,

was applied to the purchase of the library of

Dr. LiNDLEY, who had died not long before.

To prevent the dispersal of this library in any

future attack of impecuniosity, it was confided

to the charge of sundry trustees. The secretary

and the treasurer of the Society are, e.v officio,

trustees, others are Fellows of the Society, and

one represents the general public unconnected

with the Society. The history of the great

" International," the only one held in this

country worthy of the name, was alluded

to m our issue for August 18 last, p. 197.

Among the direct or indirect results of this

famous exhibition and congress were the esta-

blishment of the Lindley library and the formation

of the Scientific Committee. In addition , the sub-

stantial sum of £1000 was given to the Gar-

deners' Benevolent Institution.

Reverting to the Library, it may be men-

tioned that the amount remaining in the

hands of the Trustees after the purchase of

the library is only sufiicient to allow for the

purchase of the principal periodicals, and for

binding a restricted number of volumes annually.

There is no provision for a librarian, the

Assistant-Secretary, Mr. Weathers, at present

taking upon himself the duties which are gene-

rally, but very unfairly, assigned to the " willing

horse." A manuscript catalogue is in existence,

but it is evident that the utility of the library is

much hampered by the absence of any printed

list. The collection of pamphlets is especially

rich, but at present they are more or less inac-

cessible, for want of a catalogue.

Subject to the discretion of the trustees,

certain books may be lent out to responsible

persons ; but if the library is to be a great edu-

cational institution, there should also be formed

a duplicate collection of standard text-books,

which could be lent out to students without

much risk of loss or injury. Such books

would, in a sense, be more useful than the

manv costly illustrated works, which cannot be

lent, because their loss would be irreparable, but

which under existing circumstances, are rarely

referred to. Her Majesty is among the list of

donors to the library, and it is to be hoped that

many of her subjects will follow her example.

It is obvious that this library should be as com-

plete as it is possible to make it. As it is, it is

inferior to the collections in Paris or Boston, and

other cities. The following is the text of the

appeal that is made to the Fellows of the Society

and others :

—

" The Lindley Library.—Trustees : W. Car-

ROTHEBs, Esq., F.R S., Keeper of the Botanical De-

partment, British Museum ; Dr. Robert Hogg,

LL.D. ; Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, F.R.S. ; Harry

J. Veitch, Esq., F.LS. Ex-officio:—Secretary of

Rojal Horticultural Society (Rev. W. Wilks, M.A,);

Treasurer of the Royal Horticultural Society (Philip

Crowlev, Esq., F L S.).

This Library, established in 1867 as a result of the

Interrational Horticultural Exhibition and Botanical

Congress held in London in the preceding year, is

held in trust for the public benefit, and more par-

ticularly for the use of the Fellows of the Royal

Horticultural Society, in whose rooms at 117, Vic-

toria Street, Westminster, S.W., it is now placed.

It cannot be dissociated from the Society so long as

the Society has quarters in, or in the immediate

vicinity of, London.

The income at the disposal of the trustees is not

more than sufficient to enable them to keep up the

current periodicalc, and to purchase annually a very

restricted number of new books.

It is hoped, therefore, that the Fellows will con-

tribute towards the establishment of a " Library

Fund," to be administered by the trustees in con-

junction with the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society.

One of the most pressing requisites is a printed

Catalogue of all the books and pictures, and of the

rich collections of pamphlets, the utility of which is

at present much impaired by the want of such

a Catalogue. The preparation of this would be the

first duty undertaken by the trustees were funds

placed at their disposal for the purpose. The follow-

ing sums have already been promised towards the

Library Fund:

—

The Council of the Eoyal Horticultural Society £25

The Gardeners' Chronicle ... 3 .3

Dr. Masters, Fli.S 110
Mr. W. Carruthers, F.R.S 110
Mr. A. Dean 5

Mr. F. VV. Eurbi.lRP.M.A 5

Contributions will be gratefully received by the

trustees, and should be made payable to the Secre-

tary of the Royal Horticultural Society, 117, Vic-

toria Street, London, S.W.
The name and address of every subfcriber will be

published in the Catalogue, a copy of which will be

sent to each free of charge.

The trustees would also be glad to receive donations

of Horticultural and Botanical works for the Library."

This passed into law at midnight

^TaittrBiir" °° August 27, after much anxious

waiting and excitement. It has its

bearing on horticulture, and will possibly have

some considerable influence on the importation

of horticultural goods. What will be the exact

effect remains to be proved, but a note of the

changed conditions will not be without interest

to the English and European trade :
—

" Orchids,

Lily of the Valley, Azaleas, Palms, and other

plants, used for forcing under glass for cut

flowers or decorative purposes, 10 per cent, ad

valorem." These articles were formerly entered

free of duty.

A remission of the former 20 per cent, duty

occurs on " Plants, trees, shrubs, and vines of all

kinds, commonly known as nursery stock," and a

reduction from 20 to 10 per cent, is granted on
" Garden seeds, agricultural seeds, and other

seeds ;

" while " All flower and grass seeds, bulbs,

and bulbous roots, not edible, are still scheduled

in the free list. There is a pretty considerable

amount of business done beiween the United

States and England in the way of seeds and plants,

and it is quite possible that the new duties on

Orchids, Azaleas, &c., will have some slight

influence on the sales. As concerns seeds, some

people think the result will be to shut up the

business of small importers, while others say the

contrary.

Macaranqa PORTEANA (see Supplementary

Illustration).—This is one of the most striking

plants in the tropical houses at Kew. It stands in

a prominent position on the margin of the Victoria-

tank in the T- range, where it has attracted a good

deal of attention for the last two or three years, on

account of the large size of its leaves, and the noble

port of the whole plant. Although only about three

years old, it is now a very large specimen, the stem

being 5 feet high, 2 inches in diameter, and un-

branched. The leaves are peltate, ovate, 3 feet by

2,Y feet, olive-green, with yellowish-green veins

;

when young they are of a deep coppery-red colour.

The petioles are a yard long, at first erect, finally

deflexed, and they are semi-terete, with the base

swollen and clasping the stem. The stipulea

are large and conspicuous, being 5 inches

long and 2 inches wide. The spread of the

whole plant is nearly 7 feet in diameter. It has

fiowered several times, and although the fiowers are

small, they are borne in great profusion on the erect,

branched panicles, and being crimson, they are

decidedly ornamental. We are indebted to the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris, for this plant, which ia

there represented by a tall handsome specimen, the

leaves of which, however, are much smaller than

those on the Kew plant. It ia a native of the

Philippines, and was first described under the name
of Mappa Porteana, by Andre, who figured it in the

Bevtie Horticnle, in 1888, p. 176, fig. 36. The genus

Macaranga is a large one, over eighty species having

been described, all of them either trees or shrubs.

They are all natives of the tropics of the Old World.

It belongs to the order Euphorbiacese, and is related

to Mallotus, of which M. philippinensia, the " Ka-

mala," yields a useful yellow dye, used for dyeing

silks. W. W., Kew.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the Society will be held in the Drill

Hall, James Street, Victoria Street, Westminster,

on Tuesday, September 11. At 3 p.m., Mr. A. Petti-

OREw will deliver a lecture on "Lord Bute's

Vineyards."

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.—" The Council of

the Royal Horticultaral Society, being anxious to

direct greater attention to the ornament and utility

of the trees and shrubs which are to be found grow-

ing in the British Isles, and of which many were

originally introduced by the Society's collectors,

have decided to hold a conference on the subject in

the Society's Gardens at Chiswick (close to Acton
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Green, Tarnham Green, and Gnnnerabary railway-

Btations), on Taesday, September 25, 1894. The
Council are particularly desirous that specimens in

the shape of branches of trees and shrubs not

generally known, and remarkable either for their

economic value or ornamental aspect (or both),

should be sent to Chiswick Gardens, so as to add

thereby a greater interest to the conference. Speci-

mens will be received at Chiswick on the Saturday

or Monday before the conference, and it is desirable

that the contributors should give as much informa-

tion as possible as to age, height, economic or orna-

mental properties, altitude, soil, &c., so that when a

report of the conference appears in the Society's

Journal, owners of Arboreta may have reliable facts

placed before them in a concise and convenient

shape. In addition to the exhibition and con-

ference on hardy trees and shrubs, there will also be

a display of Orchids, and hardy, half-hardy, stove or

greenhouse plants, &c , as well as fruits and vege-

tables, such as are usually exhibited at the Society's

fortnightly meetings in the Drill Hall, Westminster.

Peogrammb of Pboceedinqs on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 25, 1894, R.H.S. Gardens, Chiswick.

11.0 AM.—The members of the Fruit, Floral, and

Orchid Committees assemble panctually.

12 noon.—Council Meeting.

12 30 P.M.—Opening of the Conference on Hardy

Trees and Shrubs.

Part I.—W. T. Thiseltok-Dtek, C.M.G., C.IE ,

M.A., B.Sc , Ph.D., F.R.S., &c., in the chair.

Papers to lie read.—1. Mr. J. B. Caeruthehs,

F.L.S , on " The Larch Disease."

2. Mr. E. J. Baillie, F.L S., on " Forest Trees for

Commercial Purposes," being treated with

reference to soil and aspect.

Interval for Luncheon until 3 p m.

Part II.— 3.0 pm.—Mr. Dyer, F.R.S., &c., in the

chair.

Papers to be read.— 3. Mr. J. Simpson, on " The
Utilisation of Waste Ground unsuitable for

Agriculture."

4. Mr. A. C. Forbes, on "The General Manage-

ment of Woodf, Planting, Thinning, Nurse

Tree?, Coppices, Hedgerows, &c."

Discussion.—It will add very great interest to the

proceedings if ladies or gentlemen in the audience,

having a special knowledge of the subjects treated

on by the readers of papers, would be good enough

to relate their experience, to ask ijuestions, or to

discuss appropriate matters of interest after each

paper."

We trust that there will be a fine exhibition and a

large attendance, though it is to be feared that the

time and place are not very convenient for the

purpose.

The Apple Crop of Nova Scotia.—The
Agent-General for Nova Scotia has received the

following cablegram from the Premier, the Hon,
W. S. Fielding: "Apple crop of Nova Scotia.

Trees blossomed most abundantly. June 1 rain and
a night- frost prevented full setting. Long drought

in July and August checked swelling, and caused

(ruit to drop. Present condition in export fruit

region (King's and Annapolis counties) as follows :

—One hundred representing a full average crop

—

Baldwin, 90; Ben Davis, 88; Blenheim Pippin, 77 ;

Bishop Pippin, 72 ; Golden Russet, 84 ; Graven-

stein, 84; King Tompkins, 80; Nonpareil, 64;

Northern Spy, 73; Ribaton Pippin, 73; Rhode
Island Greening, 65; Roxburg Russet, 62. No
variety up to average in quantity, but quality expected

good, as fruit is swelling from recent showers, and
will colour well."

Fruit Crops in the United States.—Being
deeply interested in the fruit supplies of the

nation, we take advantage of every opportunity

to lay before our readers such trustworthy

information on the subject as is obtainable,

from whatever source. The Secretary of the Agri-

cultural Department at Washington having fur-

nished us with a brief report of the condition of the

crops in the States up to the latter end of last month,

we make a few extracts from it, together with

a brief summary from the pen of the Under Secretary,

Mr. Robinson, under date August 22, as follows :

—

" The year is a very poor one, as regards large fruit.

There is now but very little fruit of the more perish-

able sort in central and eastern markets of local

production, but its place is taken to some extent by

the Californian products ; Melons have also been

plentiful, and are an admirable substitute for the more

delicate fruits, being within the reach of the masses

as regards price ; while Californian products generally

range too high for the most general use." From the

Departmental Report for August we learn that the

"average for corn (Maize) is much below that

raised at the same time last year, owing to the

drought and the prevalence of hot winds in Nebraska,

Kansas, and Iowa. In many localities the crop has

been entirely ruined. In the matter of Potatos, we
are told that the condition was represented by 74 per

cent., the lowest August condition ever reported

by the Agricultural Department. Another instance

of the disastrous effect of the general drought, a

decline in the condition of Apples is noted. Cause

of drop and drought, which continues now. Peaches

have fallen lower than Apples. The loss has been

general in States which had the best prospects, as

well as in those having outlook for lighter yields.

The condition of Grapes, while higher than that

of Apples and Peaches, is lower than the August

return for any year since 1890. It may be noted in

passing that the acreage under Grape culture is

401,261. Other crops, in which, however, we are not

specially interested, show a falling off in quantity—
in hay to the extent of 24 per cent, but quality is

reported as being excellent at the latter end of the

past month.

Bananas.—The following interesting note on

the method of saving Bananas from fljing-foxes has

been forwarded to the Agricultural Gazette of New
South Wales by C. Hedley, F.L.S. : "A former

neighbour of mine on a Queensland selection grew

Bananas of a quality and quantity that raised his

society in the estimation of us all. His selection

was the most popular place in the district for a time.

It was never any trouble to ride over with his mail,

to lend him a novel, or tell the latest yarn, for a

while. His garden was a bit of hill scrub-land, red

stony soil, formerly a jungle of Palm and Pine, and

it grew Bananas to perfection. A few years before

he had brought carefully in bis portmanteau from

Brisbane the first Cavendish sucker seen in the dis-

trict. It throve, and each fresh sucker that it threw

off was planted out. The first bunch that ripened

was divided with great ceremony ; but soon Bananas

became so plentiful, that everyone was welcome to

eat all he could, and stuff his pockets full when he

left. This was when our friend became such a favourite.

But as Bananas continued to increase, production

outgrew consumption, and more and more were left

to waste in the garden. Then the flying-foxes,

attracted by the scent, tasted the new fruit, approved

of it, and presently devoured all they could find.

At last, even green Bananas were destroyed, and the

grower had to gather his bunches unripe, and hang

them indoors to mature. So the education of the

flying-fox resulted in fewer and worse Bananas,

which again diminished my friend's popularity.

Years afterwards, in the interior of New Guinea, I

learnt a trick to save Bananas from flying-foxes.

As this simple plan of the savages may well be copied

by Australian selectors, I have sketched a Banana

plant muffled in Papuan fashion, and add the descrip-

tion from my note-book. A Banana leaf torn in

half down the centre is wrapped round the lowest

" hand " of the bunch left hanging on the bough, the

leaf midrib being tied round the stalk of the bunch
;

another half- leaf is wrapped round the " hand " next

above, leaving enough margin to lap well over

beneath, and so on till the bunch be covered hand

above hand. The whole then looks something like

a huge unstripped Maize-cob. This shelter the flying-

foxes are unable to penetrate, and the fruit ripens

as well bandaged up as open."

Isle of Wight Horticultural Improve-
ment Association.-The monthly meeting of this

association was held at Shanklin on Saturday, when
Dr. Groves, J.P., gave an interesting and instructive

lecture on the " Geology of the Isle of Wight," R. G.

Fox, Esq., J.P., Chairman of the Technical Educa-

tion Committee of the Isle of Wight County Council,

presiding. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded

the lecturer. Flowers in season were plentifully

supplied by the owners of gardens in Shanklin and
the immediate neighbourhood.

United Horticultural Benefit and Pro-
vident Society.-The S-cretary informs us that

the annual dinner of the above Society will take

place on Tuesday, October 9, at 6 p.m , at the

Cannon Street Hotel, and Arnold Moss, Esq., has
kindly consented to preside.

A Hint to Municipalities.—A correspondent

writes :
—

" When we note how important a point of

municipal government it has become to provide

various attractions in the town, it seems somewhat
strange that a corporation should charge the sub-

stantial sum of £100 for the use of rooms in which

to hold a flower-show. After the happy remarks at

luncheon by the President of the Brighton and
Sussex New Horticultural and Mutual Improvement
Society, and also from the fact that so many of the

councillors have joined the mayor in presenting one

of the most handsome challenge-cups we have, this

promising and rapidly-developed society may surely

look for some substantial reduction of rent, if not a

free use for a purpose so conducive to the welfare of

their town. In the old days, from 1853 to within

the last decade, Brighton was one of the shows of

the country. As the use of the corporation property

was granted free at that time, there seems a lack of

public spirit not to do the same again, especially as

the present society have so ably revived the former

glory of the shows. The president has horti-

culture at heart, and suggested that if the prizes

were already sufficiently large, the £100 annually

saved should go towards the formation of some small

benevolent institution for the county, a suggestion

which was heartily endorsed by all present. The
deputy-mayor expressed an opinion that, although

they could not help a local society of this description

by any grant of public money, it was as deserving of

their support in this form as bands of music and

other attractions, and held out hopes of a free use

in the future. This is at it should be, and the town

is to be heartily congratulated upon such energetic

lovers of floriculture as Brighton possesses in the

council chamber, After a period of stagnation, this

town seems thoroughly awake, and has now estab-

lished one of the very best shows on the south

coast. A word of thanks must not be forgotten to

the L. B. & S. C. Railway Company, who are by far

the most generous supporters of flower-shows in the

county. They convey all productions to and fro

entirely free of cost, while every facility is given in

the way of providing extra vans, &c., for the pur-

pose. For many years they also presented a ten-

guinea cup annually, so that Brighton has, and does

enjoy great privileges in the matter of flower-shows.

But the real secret of success is in keeping the

working committee so practical, while much also

depends upon the useful and pleasant monthly

gatherings of a large body of members, at which

various papers and discussions are listened to. This

forms the " mutual improvement " portion of a some-

what long title of a Society which is certainly des-

tined to prosper, so long as the present lines are

carried through.

Dutch Horticultural and Botanical

Society.—The Floral Committee of the above,

meeting on August 11, awarded First-class Certifi-

cates to Mr. Egb. Kloostebhuis, of Veendam, for

Berberis vulgaris alba, spicata Krynsi, B. v. atropur-

purea Egberti, Sorbus Aria aurea argentea; to

Messrs. E. H. Keelage & Son, of Haarlem, for Gla-

diolus hyb. Lemoinei Tricolor, G. hyb. Lemoinei

Manzoni, G. hyb. Lemoinei Sceptre d'azure, G. hyb.

Nanceianns Dr. L. Wittmack, G, hyb, Nanceianus A,
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R. Smith, G. hjb. Nanceianus Colonel Archinard,

Canna hyb. KiiaiKin Charlotte, Tigridia Pavonia

rosea graadiSora, Begonia tuberosa fl.Btriat Sirpriae,

and B. Baamanni carminea. Awards of Merit were

given to Messrs. E H. Kbelaqe & Son, of Haarlem,

for Cactu! Dihlia Mrs. A. Peart, C. Dihlia Lord

Nelson, C. Dahlia Centenary, C. Dahlia Obaa, Mont-
bretia crocosmiEeSora Veauve, M. c. Californie,

Be'onia tuberosa Henshaw Rassell, B. t. Brilliant,

B. t. PiiJe of Bexley, Gladiolus hjb. L?moinei Tar-

tarin, G. hjb. Lemoinei Guy de Maupassant, G. hyb.

Nanceianus Robert Lindsay; to Messrs. Ghoene-
WEGEN & Co., of Amsterdam for Cactus Dahlia

Blanche Keith.

A Large Magnolia grandiflora.—a cor-

respondent, Mr. W. Hills, gardener at East Cowea
Castle, writes :

—
" There is here a ataadard tree of

Magnolia grandiSora 36 feet in height and 56 inches

in circumference, which is flowering profusely this

season. Is it a tree of unusual size, and where is its

rival to be found ?

A Gardeners' Holiday. — On Tbnraday,

August 30, the men who have in former years served

under Mr. Stanton, in Park Place Gardens, Henley-

on-Thames, were invited by Mrs. Noble to spend

the day at Park Plac, to play a match of cricket with

the present employfs, and to partake of an excellent

luncheon, and tea afterwards. The many gardeners

who journeyed from all parts of the country to accept

the kind invitation thoroughly enjoyed themaelves.

The early part of the morning was spent in looking

over the gardens, which is always full of interest, and
especially at this season of the year, when the out-

door departments are at their best. Most noteworthy

were the crops of Pears, the many cordon-trained

trees on walls being literally ropes of fruit, and
forming alone a sight worth a journey to see.

The Potato Crop.— In view of the sunless and
damp weather we have had since the middle of July,

when our fruit correspondents obligingly furnished

us with notes on the prospects of the Potato crop at

that time, we are afraid the disease has become very

prevalent indeed, and many reports we have recently

received tend to confirm this view. The extent to

which we are dependent upon the elements has

been very forcibly illustrated by the Potato crop

during the aeaaon. At the commencement all

seemed favourable to a good crop of early varieties,

when on May 20 and I'l, and after the tops were
much above grount", such hopes were blighted by
the unexpected froata. However, after a time, these

recovered in more or less degree, and in many places

a good half crop of early ones was obtained ; and, at

the same time, all late kinds promised an abundant
yield, if the weather should prove genial, and, in the
words of the great majority of our correapondentf,
' Potatoa never looked better, being strong, and
entirely free from disease." At this date we are

again faced with dieappointment. The weather has
been unusually wet, and as a consequence disease is

reported from numeroae quarters to be very pre-

valent. Such has been the experience of Potato-
growers this season, at one time full of hope, at
another despondent, but dependent always upon the
weather of the future, so that it has been altogether
impoaaible to estimate the crop at any time. It may
be interesting if we atate that, in the middle of July,
as many as Ii)2 correspondents reported to us that
early kinds had aufFered much from the frosts, but
had recovered more than it was expected they would
have been able to do ; and that in regard to the
second and later sorts, very fine crops were antici-
pated, haulms were strong and healthy, and there
was no visible sign of disease. On the other hand,
fifty-four reported that the quality of all the tubers
was bad, and disease had already appeared or was
drtaded if finer weather were not forthcoming. A
small minority of seven complained that the crop
would be small and the tubers also, if there was not
rain soon. Here ia apparent the very different circum-
stances that are met with in various districts. The
fifty-four correspondents who had at that time already
more rain than was good, were principally in

the southern and western counties. In Ayrshire,

it must be added, great losses were experi^'nced

through the very unsatisfactory oropa from the

earlieat varieties, and similar misfortune would be

experienced in ol^her districts, where, as in Ayrshire,

the greatest trouble is taken to produce very early

tubers for the markets.

Fruit Crops in Germany.—a Berlin cor-

respondent obligingly favours us with the following

summary :
—

A.—30UTHEBX Germany.
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variety of our Common Agh, has the leavei repre-

aented Renerally by a single leaflet.

The American or White Ash.Fraxinus americana,

is perhaps the species best kaovrn in this coantry.

It is very largely utilised in the United States for

carriage building, the handles of tools, &c., whilst its

used for the decoration of parks and streets than any
other American Ash." In the Western States the

Red Ash, Fraxinus pennsylvanica, is used for like

purposes ; of this we are told " the beauty of the

dark and lustrous foliage of the Green Ash, a

variety of the Red, its great hardiness and ability

40.— CiPJtlPEDIUM JAMES H. VEITCH : CBEAMT-WHITE WITH PDBPI.E, LIP DOLL BED.

(See Card. Chron., Sept. 1, p. 258.)

rapid growth, its freedom from disease, and the

attacks of insects, its dense crown of large deep

green leaves, its clean grey trnnk, the beauty of its

foliage in autumn and of its leafless tft'anches in

winter, make the White Ash in spite of its late leaf-

age, one of the best ornamental trees of the American
forest ; and in the Eastern States it is more often

to flourish in regions of small and uncertain

rainfall, the rapid growth of seedling plants,

and the ease with which they may be trans-

planted, have made it a favourite ornamental tree !

"

Chionanthus virginica, the Fringe Tree, with its

loose, drooping panicles of tassel-like white flowers,

is highly ornamental, though now-a-days rarely met

with. Cordia Sebestena seems at first out of place
among the trees of the United States, till we are
reminded that Florida and Texas contain many
plants of West Indian affinity, and this among them.
Bourreria, Ehretia, Crescentia, Chilopsis, Citha-
rexylon, Avicennia, Pisonia, Coccolobis, are genera
with a similar distribution. Our old familiar friend,

the Catalpa, C. bignonioides, which has produced
flowers this year freely, in consequence, as it would
seem, of the hot summer of 1893, is now to be called

according to the Neo-American nomenclature, by
the ridiculous name of Catalpa Catalpa, of Karsten.
Professor Sargent refers the C. Bungei of gardens to

this species, as a dwarf bushy variety. Its name
would suggest a Chinese origin, and it is so con-
sidered in the " Monograph of Cultivated Catalpai-,"

published by the present writer in the Gardenen'
Chronicle, May 22, 1880. C. speciosais the Western
Catalpa first made known in 18.53 by Dr. Warder,
and is remarkable for the durability of its wood.

For accuracy and fulness of information, this

volume is a worthy successor of its predecessors,

whilst the illustrations are at the same high standard

of correctness and floieb, and of far more use than
many more elaborately artistic productions.

CYPEIPEDIUM JAS. H. VEITCH.
That the enterprising traveller, the record of

whose wanderings is given in onr pages, should be

commemorated in the fashion common to florists, ia

consistent with the fltness of things. Equally is it

so that the plant chosen for the purpose should be

one of the very finest hybrids that even the famous

Veitchian firm can boast of. It is the result of a

cross from C. Curtisi by C. Stonei platyfasnium, and
resembles C. Morganiis. A descriptive notice of the

plant was given in our report of the Orchid Committee
on p. 258, for Sept. I.

Home Correspondence.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT CROPS.—Fruit crops

Bufi'ered very much from frost and sleet, the weather

at present being very changeable—29 inches of rain

from January 1, 18 4. I have never seen so much
blight on fiuit trees for twenty-six vears, H. Clarke,

Pakenham Ball Gardens, West Mcath.

The severe frost in May spoilt what pro-

mised to be a grand frait season. Apples suffered

most, being almost a complete blank. Fears are

about half a crop. Plums, one-quarter of a crop.

Gooseberries dropped very much after the frost, and
yet there is a good crop, and the quality is excellent.

Strawberries suffered very much, all early flower

being spoilt. I counted seventy-three frosted flowers

on one two-year-old plant, the difTerence of £15 to

£18 per ton last year, and £26 to £28 per ton this

year, tends to show the drop in supply. Black

Currants, Red Currants, and Raspberries, suS'ered

more or Uss. A. Angus, Dahiell Gardens, Molherwsll,

Lanarkshire,

Pears are the best crops, Beuri^ Hardy,

Darondeau. and Conseiller de la Cour being very

fine. Apples are very badly blighted. Apricota

showed a very heavy crop, and rt quired a good deal

of thinning. Stras^berries were a failure, the frost

and cold nights following it completely spoiling the

bloom. Gooseberries have been a heavy crop. Red
and White Currants were badly blighted. The Hazel-

nuts will give an enormous crop; and Walnuts
showed well, but the frost cut them ofT. A. Parry, Cut

Hedge Gardens, Halstead, Essex.

The fruit crop, considering the season and

the great strain on the trees last year, is fairly good

here. Apples on several of the trees are a full crop,

while many have at least half a crop. Some of the

best are Cellini, Lord Grosvenor, Seaton House,

Pott's Seedling. Grenadier, Small's Admirable,

Lane's Prince Albert, Tyler's Kernel, The Queen,

Lemon Pippin, Lady Henniker, Winter Hawthorn-

den (one of the best), Ribston, Rosemary Russet,

Lady Sudeley, and Mr. Gladstone. Pears are a full

crop, both on the walls and in the open ; Peaches

are good, and consist of Barrington and Grosse Mig-

nonne on a south wall, Violette Hiltive and Lord
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Napier Nectarine on a west one. Apricots are a

heavy crop, requiring a lot of thinning. Strawberries

were a fairly good crop. Noble did well on the south

border ; President was but half a crop, but the 6aT0ur

was good. Vicomtesse H. de Thury and Sir Charles

Napier on the same piece of ground did not produce

a dish. Waterloo on north borders was very good ;

Elton Pine had half a crop ; and Stirling Castle a

few small fruits. In comparing the present season

with last, there is, with us, one advantage in the

absence of wasps ; so far, I have not heard of a nest

having been found, so that what keeping fruit there

is, if the blackbirds and tomtits can be kept away
from it, may be stored in good condition. /S. Back-
hmise, Onsloxo Hall Garden, Shropshire.

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood, taken

on the whole, are fairly good. Pears, Plump, and

Morello Cherries on walls, Strawberries, Raspberries,

Ked and Wbite Currants, were very good crops.

Peaches and Nectarines form a good crop, but the fruit

is small and of poor qaality, owing to the continued

wet and sunless season which we have experienced

in this part. Apples, which gave great promise in

the sprinf, are not carrying one-fourth of a crop.

S, Clarke, Trcngw ihiton Gardens, Penzance.

Oar Apple crops are good. Manx Codlin'

Bismarck, Lord SufEeld, Bramley Seedling, Eck-
linville, Keswick Codlin, Irish Peach, Peasgood
Nonsuch, Qaarrenden, are amongst the best

cropped. Ptars are the crops of the year, being
generally good. Amongst the best here are Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Durondeau, Beurre Superfin,

Souvenir du Congres, and Mons. Leon Le Clerc.

Flams are heavy laden, and amongst the best are

Victoria, Coe's Golden Drop, Kirk's, Washington,
and Red Maennm Bonum. Strawberries and Red
Currants were a fair crop. Raspberries and Goose-
berries abundant and very large, Carter's Prolific

was the best Raspberry ; Crown Bob, Warrington,
and Whitesmith are among the latter. Peach and
Nectarines are good outside, and the best Peaches
are Barrington, Alexandra, Noblesse, Hale's Early,

Royal George ; of Nectarines, Pine-apple, Pitmaston
Orange, are good ; Lee's Prolific Black Carrant was
the best ; ot Apricots there is none. Thomas Eice,

Castle Vygyn Gardens, Aherguiili, Carmarthen.

TRELLIS GOOSEBERRIES.—If you will allow me,
I should like to add my recommendation to the above
system of growing dessert Gooseberries. But as my
method varies somewhat from that recommended by
' A. D ," perhaps it may be of interest to some of

your readers who think of giving the system a trial.

Having to make a new plantation of Gooseberries
four seasons ago, 1 made my rows of trellises about
7 feet apart, and 5 feet 6 inches high (but would
advise not less than 8 feet), planting a row of bush
trees between each. Against the trellis I planted
chiefly Lancashire varieties, 2 feet 6 inches apart,

carrying up five to six shoots from each. From
these, with judicious thinning, I have gathered Iruits

an ounce in weight. The advantages of this system
are obvious at a glance. The trellises support the
nets well above the bushes, which allows of easy
access for all gathering purposes, and they are not
close enough together to unduly shade one another.
I use the ordinary netting for protecting purposes, as

I have seen Gooseberries that would scarce make
any growth, protected permanently with galvanised
wire netting. This may have been partly due to
local infiuences. Perhaps some of your corre-
spondents can enlighten me as to whether this is

the general experience ? W. Peters, Givons Grove,
Leathcrhead,

TRELLIS GOOSEBERRIES AND BLACKCURRANTS.
—It does good to ventilate at times the methods of
long ago, and thus benefit the youngsters in the craft
who may not have had the opportunity afforded them
of observing practices once in vogue (see p. 192,
August IS). 'The Gooseberry as a pillar plant can
scarcely be excelled for its fine fruits and productive-
nesf, if one or two details of summer and winter
pruning be strictly observed. Supposing that the
plants are fixed to stout oaken posts, IJ inches in

diameter, and 7 feet high (well dried Hop-pole stuff

answers fairly well, but it is lees durable), and
planted 2h to 3 feet asunder in the rows, and the
rows are 4 feet apart ; three or four shoots should be
run up each, and in three years, sometimes'less, these
will be furnished with fruit spurs from top to bottom.
Each summer in early June the stronger shoots are
cut back to half their length, and the weak ones if

not wanted for forming fruit spurs cut out entirely.
This will save the plants becoming an impenetrable
thicket, allow the fruits to be well ripened and

coloured, and readily gathered. In the winter when
the plantation is put into good order for the year, the

shoots not wanted for upward extension are stubbed
back with the sfcateur or knife, the former by pre-

ference, to about J inch snags, long old spurs cut off,

and others also if very much crowded. With proper

manuring and stirring of the soil to aerate it and keep
down weeds, such a plantation will last a dozen or

more years, and is easily netted by fastening gal-

vanised wire or other netting over and around it, first

nailing thin battens on the tops of the stakes. Red
and White Currants do equally well on this method, but

the black variety bearing as it does on the wood of the

previous year, and less on spurs, should be trained

fanwise against horizontally-stretched wire, thus

forming espalier plants of about 4 feet in height and
6 feet in width. The fruits of Black Currants come
very large and do not drop so soon after ripening aa

those on bushes waved by the wind. M., London.

GLOXINIAS.—In the note (p. 254) inserted in the
Gardeners' Chronicle last week regarding the Gloxinias

at Mornington Lodge, reference is made to Mr.
Rogers' practice of not annually shaking the roots

out of the soil. This is a point which many culti-

vators of the Gloxinia believe in ; and some of the

finest plants I ever saw were those in Sir W. Pink's

garden at Shrover Hall, not far from here, which
had been so treated. Many of the flowers of these

plants measured 4j inches across, and they literally

smothered them. The plants were seedlings, scarcely

sixteen months old, having been sown in February of

the previous year. The first year they flowered, I

was told, in 4.J^-inch pots, and the next in 7inch
pots, having been repotted without in any way inter-

feriog with their roots, thus maintaining all the

fibrous ones intact, which are really the feeders.

One essential item in Gloxinia culture is to employ
a suitable compost, which must be fairly rich, as the

whole of the growth is made in a short period of

time. This compost may consist of two parts

fibrous loam, one part leaf-mould, and one of peat,

a quart of bone-meal and a handful of soot being

added to every bushel of potting soil. Gloxinias
Buffiir if the supply of water at the roots is irregular,

and proper attention in this respect is a special point

in their culture, and the water should be as warm as

the air of the house, so as to avoid any checking of

growth. E. M,

TREE FERNS, AND JUDGING FERNS AT EXHI-
BITIONS.—I shall be very glad if you, or any of your

readers, can explain why some judges at shows give

BO much weight to Tree Ferns in the Fern classes.

Given the space to grow them, I think there are few

things more easy of cultivation, certainly in the Fern
tribe, neither are they as useful or ornamental as

some scores of other exotic Ferns. When staged

with Adiantnms, Davallia, or Nephrolepis, or some
low-growing species, they quite overshadow them, so

that, in my bumble opinion, they should be classed

by themselves, or excluded from the class for exotic

Ferns. I should also like to know why a form as

easily grown as Nephrolepis exaltata figures success-

fully in BO many collections ? Puzzled.

PARSLEY PEST.—I send you plants of Parsley

destroyed by the Thysanurous insect, Lipura fime-

taria, and a slide with the latter. The insects, by

browsing on the roots of the Parsley, cause the

plants to wither and die. I attribute the numbers

of the pests in the Parsley plant to the undecomposed
horse-dung with which the ground was manured.

Under " Parsley," in Nicholson's Lictionary, it is

stated :—" It is not uncommon to find a sowing or

a whole crop suddenly die away, without, apparently,

any satisfactory reason." There is a figure of the

animal in Murray's Economic Entomology, p. 412. Is

the importance of the Thysanura sufficiently recog-

nised by horticulturists ? A. U. Gibson. [The slide

was smashed to atoms. Ed.]

SAGE- BRUSH.—Your correspondent " T. S. J.,"

writing of this plant on p. 185, no doubt refers to

Artemisia tridentata, which forms often almost the only

vegetation on the great plains of the North-western

States. You will find frequent references to its

monotony of tint in Mark Twain's Roughing It, and

in Bret Harte. The grouse of the Western States is

usually called Sage-hen, in compliment to this plant.

I believe several varieties of Artemisia are included

under this name, but A. tridentata appears to be the

typical Sage-brush or Sage-bush—it goes by both

these names. E. L. Taplin, Chicago, U.S.A. [Yes,

but what are the "berries" described by our cor-

respondent ? Ed.]

A FASCIATED LILIUM AURATUM.— We have
the pleasure to enclose a photograph of a Lilium
auratum, sent us by our friends, Messrs. Nimmo &
Blair, seedsman and florists of Danedin, New Zea-
land. The plant was grown by Mr. A. Marshall, an
enthusiast among flowers, and bore 108 blooms, 135
of which were on one side. The bulb has lain un-
disturbed for several years in the open ground, but

we cannot account for the abnormal amount of

bloom. W. G. Innes cf- Co. [These enormous masses
of flowers are due to fasciation ; that is, the forma-
tion and union of several flower-stalks. It is by no
means unusual. Ed ]

GARDENERS AND THEIR EMPLOYERS.—I was
unable to be present when Mr. Dunn read his paper

on the above subject at the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, but I hope to read it myself

in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society in

due course. From your remarks (p. 252), I gather

that what he said was very much to the point, as

was natural, coming from a man of such great expe-
rience as this Scotch gardener. I am glad to see

you lay especial atresa upon the righta of employers
to select the kinds of plants, &c , that shall be grown
in their gardens, and the manner in which plants

and other produce shall be employed when grown.
I fear some gardeners think that the garden is main-
tained solely for their personal pleasure, whereas
they themselves are kept solely to cultivate the

garden, as all of them should endeavour to under-
stand. In the case of flowers that are grown in a

special manner, or are simply cultivated in the open,

there are gardeners who consider that an employer
altogether exceeds his rights if he suggests that a

certain flower shall be cut directly it is expanded.

This is an absurd notion on the gardener's part, aa

a moment's thought would convince the most scep-

tical. I agree with all that was stated as to the

right of the gardener to protest in a proper manner,

if he consider his employer to be in error, in cases

where an error of judgment would militate against

success, pecuniary or otherwise, on the master's part,

but after a respectful protest, there the matter should

end as far as the gardener is concerned. I am glad

to find the custom of gardeners to insist on a pre-

mium being paid by apprentices or their friends

is becoming obsolete. I wonder how much more a

youth learns in such a garden than in one of lesser

pretentions, where no premium is required ? And
also, what kind of instruction in gardening some
gardeners who take premiums or apprenticeship

fees give the youth placed in their charge ? I have

obtained Bcores ef situations for young gardeners,

but never yet favoured the premium business, and

never shall, nor have I seen that simply recom-

mended men have made worse gardeners than those

who had to pinch themselves in various ways to pay

a premium. E. Molyneu.r.

GARDEN APPRENTICES.—The training of young
gardeners on the Scottish system is not generally

attended to by responsible tutors, as it was many
years ago, and it is scarcely possible that tuition in

practical details, by most of the head gardeners of

the country, can receive the same attention as it

once did, because youths have frequently to take the

place of men, and do much of the hard work of a

garden. The increase of the labour in a garden, and

the reduction of the staff, are responsible for much of

the want of the proper training of garden apprentices.

It is sad to see in many fine gardens the constant

struggle which gardeners have to maintain in order

to keep up a garden with reduced labour. Great

expanses of lawn, numerous walkp, and great vege-

table gardens, the legacies of former liberality, remain,

but " Ichabod " ia stamped on it all. Youths engage

aa apprentices to serve a term of three or four years,

and at the expiration of their term they expect to

have found for them by the gardener situations as

"journeyman," with a man's wages. When they

have an all-round training in the use of garden

tools, and a knowledge of the general duties of a gar-

dener instilled into them, they are generally aa useful

workmen at the end of the period indicated as ever

they will be, and often much better servants than

old hands, who may have fallen into certain grooves,

and cannot be easily moved out of them. On the

other hand, it ia painfully well known to nuraerymen

at "term time" that many young men are thruat

upon their hands to be sent out aa journeymen

almost devoid of the rudiments of gardening know-
ledge, and therefore in [many respects unfitted for

the duties which they are expected to perform. It

is difficult for young men to get forward in

their business if they have not gone through, in

Boqae sort of manner, the routine of apprentice

;
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and when an engagement is being formed, the
journeymen, and foremen, too, are asked " where
they have served their time? " If a youth bas a love

for gardening, to " serve his time " is a proper course

to take ; bat many young men commence gardening
with no higher object than to obtain employment.
These seldom make their mark as craftsmen, although

they may, by means of influential friends, obtain

head places, which should have been filled by better

men. Some of the evils which enterprising youths

have to contend with are the " mysteries " which
often are made to envelope very simple duties, creat-

ing a spirit of timidity and distrust. The market-

men, who must get young employH initiated into all

the work in the establishment, turn the learners to

profitable account sooner than is the case in private

gardens. I can still look back with pleasure at

being a youthful emploij6 in a London market estab-

lishment, and I always endeavoured to give youths the

same advantages as those that fell to my lot. I

am obliged to employ one boy, and find it is best to

get one who has a love for gardening. Such a youth

will in the course of one season become one of the

most useful garden employea. One who came to this

place about three months ago, can already be trusted

to pack Strawberries sent to London by rail or

parcel-post, also flowers in quantity; thin Grapes
(beginning, firstly, with some bunches cat to relieve

the Vines), train Peach trees, plant flower-beds, lay

Box-edging, and numerous little jobs, which some
of his seniors tackle with diffidence ; he can take his

turn among the scythe-men, dig and trench land, &c.

;

but a good lesson is always necessary at first. This
fifteen-years'- old youth (like others who served their

three years) began at 8s. per week, and may ba worth

his 20s. or more before he is out of his "teens." In

addition, I expect him to read, and write out

answers to horticultural questions. I abhor exacting

apprentice- fees. M. Temple, Carrun, N.B,

ERYNGIUM AIVIETHY8TINUM — This plant has

always been described by me as difficult to

increaee. I have had one for at least a doz?n years,

which flourishes, but is still one, and does not

spread at the base. I have tried seeds, cut-

tings, side-slicec, in vain; everything, in fact,

except cutting the roots to pieces, which I think too

heroic a method for one specimen. Last August
(1893) the seed seemed very good, and I made two
sowings ; one plant came up in the spring, but I always

keep seed-pans undisturbed for at least a year; and
a week ago a good crop cime up from both sowings.

Whether the seedlings will prove hard to rear I can-

not say, but they are very small. I may add that

the plant is rare in nurseiies, E. Oliverianum
(Laroche) being generally substituted for it. C.

Wolley Vod, Edge Hall, Malpas. [Carefully-made

divisions of the root-stock are said tu succeed, £d.]

CLETHRA ALNIFOLIA—Will you allow me to

suggest to any of your readers who are moved by
" li. M.'s " note, p. 250, to plant Clethra alnifolia, to

add G. paniculata, which with us is even prettier and
rather earlier, so prolonging the season. George F,

Wilson

.

TCHIHATCHEWIA I8ATIDEA (p. 256).—We had
one small plant of this under the name Tchichats-
cheffia iaatidea, and planted it in good loam at the
side of a piece of stone in fall sun on a bank. It is

now 9 inches across, but has not bloomed. George F.

Wilson.

SOCIETIES.
BATH FLORAL FKTE.

AnonsT 29, 30.—The Bath Floral Fete and Band
Committee held its annual autumn exhibition of
plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables in the Sydney
Gardens on the above dates in lovely weather.
The show, on the whole, was of good average
qnality, and in the cut flower classes a decided
improvement was noticeable. The committee and
the secretaries (Messrs. B. R. F. Pearson and W.
JeflTery) may be congratulated on the arrangements
made, and the manner in which everything was carried

out.

Plants.

Fuchsias always obtain prominence in the schedule
of this show, several classes being devoted to them.
For nine distinct varieties, the Isc prize was secured
by Mr. J. Lye, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Hay, Trowbridge,
who staged Lye's Riva', Finale, Louise Balfour,
Seedling W. Iggulden, Abundance, A. Earle, and
Mrs. Bright ; Mr. George Tucker, gr. to Major

Clark, Trowbridge, 2nd ; the plants of each grower
being pyramids from 8 to 9 feet high, furnished with
flowers from the ground upwards.
For six plants, Mr. Marchant, gr. to Sir Jerome

Murch, Bath, was Ist, and Mr. J. Wilcox 2nd, both
exhibitors having excellent specimens.

Single specimen class (light variety), Mr. Lye Ist,

with the variety Harry Lye; Mr. G. Tucker 2ad.
In the corresponding class for a dark variety, 1st,

Mr. G. Tucker, with Doel's Favourite ; Mr. James
Lye 2ad.

Eighteen stove and greenhouse plants, distinct,
six to be in flower.—Two collections were staged in
this competition, Mr. Cypher, Cheltenham, being an
easy 1st, with five excellent Crotons, well-coloured
specimens ; two Ixoras in variety, Phoenocoma pro-
lifera Baraesii, two Kentias, and some other plants.
Messrs. Heath & Sons, Cheltenham, were 2ad.

Ericas.—Of these plants, one lot only was staged,
that of Mr. Cypher, and the varieties were as fol-

lows : — E. McNabiana, E Austiniana, E. Jack-
Bonii, E. obbata purpurea, E. Irbyana, and E. Mar-
nockiana, a fresh-looking, well-matched half-doaen
plants. Mr. Cypher secured also the Ist prize for
six stove and greenhouse plants in flower.

Specimen foliage ya«<.— Messrs. Cole & Sons,
Bath, were Ist, with Eocephalartos Hildebrandii

;

2ad, Mr. Cypher, with Croton angustifolius. In the
corresponding class for a flowering plant, Mr. Cypher
was lit with Cypripedium Chariesworthii, and Mr.
Harris 2Qd, with Cattleya Victoria Reginee.

Exotic Ferns.— Oflly one lot was shown of twelve
plants, containing a grand specimen of Gymno-
gramma sulphurea, G. argyrophylla, and Adiantum
gracillimum. Mr. G. Tucker, gr. to T. Carr, Esq.,
had the best six plants of Ferns, large fresh, well-
grown specimens of Davallia Mooreana, Adiantum
cuneatum, A. Farleyense, A. gracillimum. Three
good exhibits were shown in this class.

Pelargoniums.—Some well-grown and finely flowered
Zonals were staged. Mr. G. Tucker taking 1st place
with Perdita, Lizzie Brooks, Mrs. Strutt, Dr. Hogg,
C. Gibson, and R»v. Atkinson.

Orchids.—Two lot', of six plants, distinct varieties,

were staged. Mr. Cypher being a good Ist, showing
fine plants of Dendrobium formosum giganteam,
having five trasses of flowers fully open; Cattleya
Djwiana aurea, having three good blooms; C. chry-
sotoxa, a fine plant of Oncidium incurvum, Cypripe-
dium Harrisianum. having seven good-sized slippers;
and Dendrobium PhalienopsisSchroderianum, in fine

flower. J. F. Holmes, Esq , Bath, was 2nd, his lot
including a grandly -flowered plant of Oacidium
maeranthum.

Cut Flowers.—Four stands of Dahlias of twenty- four
blooms each were staged. Mr. J. Walker, nursery-
man, Thame, Oxon, wai 1st for a stand of good
representative blooms, including Mrs. W. Stack, J.
Cocker, J. Wjatt, and Duchess of Albany. Messrs.
Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, made an excel-
lent 2jd, with large, even, and fresh blooma. Five
stands of twelve blooms were pnt up, Messrs. Gray
& Sons, Frome, were placed l«t, and Mr. George
Uum^hrie^, Chippenham, v&t 2ad.

Roses made a good display for this late part of the
season. Out of five stands of twenty-four blooms,
each distinct varieties, Mr. Bradbury, gr. to Dr.
Budd, Bath, was Isf, with good blooms of Duchess
of Bedford, Her Majesty, Catherine Mermet, Madame
Victor Verdier, and La France of '89

; 2ad, Messrs.
Keynes, Williams & Co., whose stand contained
extra good flowers of Duke of Edinburgh, Marie
Baumann, Dupuy Jamain, aad Charles Lamb. Mr.
Bradbury was ist for a stand of twelve blooms, dis-
tinct, good, fresh-looking, solid blooms ; Messrs.
Keynes, Williams & Co. taking 2Qd place, with
good blooms.

Five stands of Teas, consisting of twelve blooms
each, distinct, were shown, Messrs. Keynes, Williams,
& Co. securing the Ist prize, with The Bride,
Madame Lambard, L'ld^ale (a beautiful bronze-
coppery- coloured Rose), Madame Watteville, Ni-
phetos, &c. ; Alex. Gray, Eiq , Bath, taking 2nd
place, with a good dozen.

Gladiolus.—In the class for thirty-six spikes, in
eighteen varieties, Messrs. George Cooling & Sons,
Bath, were 1st, with good exhibits ; Messrs. Cole
& Son, Weston, taking 1st in the class for twelve
spikes, with good exhibits.

GBonps.
Mr. Cypher was an easy Ist for a group of plants

in variety arranged for effect on a space of 100 square
feet. It had a fine background, a graceful Palm in
the centre, and was surrounded by brightly-coloured
Crotons, intermixed with Adiantum, the foreground
consisting of fire mounds, three small and two

large, of Orchids in variety, Pancratinms, &c. ; Mr.
J. Deacon, gr. to H. Harris, Esq., Chippenham, was
2nd. His arrangement was good as regards the
backing of the group, but the plants were too thinly
placed on the rest of the space. Mr. R. B. Cater,
Bath (who was placed 3rd), had a nice plant of Vanda
Sanderiana in it, having seven well- developed flowers.

Mr. Cypher was 1st for a table ornament, with a
very elegant arrangement.

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. had some fine
stands of their new Cactus Dahlias Earl of Pembroke,
Countess of Radnor, Delicata, and Chancellor Swayne.

Feuit
was shown well, but not as extensively as in
former years. Four collections of twelve dishes
each were staged. Mr. W. Naeh, gr. to the Dake of
Beanfort, Badmington, being Ist; he had superb
Black Alicante and Muscat of Alexandria Gispes,
Lockinge and Windsor Castle Melons, Jiffeison
Plums, Moor Park Apricots, Grosse Mignonne and
Violette Hative Peaches, Galopin and Lord Napier
Nectarines, Brown Turkey Figs, and Black Tartarian
Cherries. Mr. H. W. Ward, gr. to the Earl of
Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, was a very close
2ad, with a uniformly good lot, including good Blen-
heim Orange and Lockinge Hero Melons, Pine-apple,
and Spenser Nectarines, and crimson Galaade, and
Violette Hative Peaches. Mr. Pymm, gr. to Mrs.
Goldsmith, Trowbridge, was a good 3 d.

Grapes were not shown so largely as in other
years. Mr. Alderman ChalliD, who used to exhibit
successfully in the Grape classes, did not show this
year. There were four exhibitors in the class for
eight bunches in four varieties. Mr. ,J. Gibson, gr.
to Earl Cowley, Draycot House, Chippenham, won
easily the 1st prize, staging large, evenly- sized finely-
coloured bunches of Madresfield Court, Black Ham-
bnrgb. Black Alicante, and Gros Maroc. The 2ad
prize went to Mr. Frowd, gr. to Canon Coventry,
Worcester.

For the best three bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, 1st, Mr. Gibson, with well-finished bunches;
Mr. Marshall, gr. to J. Dole, E»q., Bistol, was 2ad.
Ten lots were shown. Mujcat of Alexandria were
deficient in colour. Here Mr. Forth was Ist, and
Mr. Frowd 2nd. Seven pairs of bunches of any
other white were tabled, the best beipg those shown
by Mr. Marshall, with fairly good examples of Buck-
land Sweetwater; Mr. Webber taking 2ad p'ace
with rather smaller but very clear and well-coloured
bunches of the same variety.

In the class for any other black than Hamburgh,
Mr. Nash was well ahead with large bunches of Black
Alicante, fine in berry and grandly coloured ; Mrs.
E. Marriott, Bath, was a good 2nd, showing the
same variety. Six lots were staged.

In the class confined to growers residing within
six miles of the Guildhall, Bath, four stands of two
bunches each were tabled. Mr. Forth was \it, with
Black Alicante ; Sir Jerome Murch, Bart., Bath,
taking 2ad honours with Black Hamburgh, both
staging good exhibits.

Twelve Melons, their merits to be decided by
flavour, were staged, and Mr. Wilkins, gr. to Lady
Theodora Guest, Inwood House, Henstridge, was
Ist in the scarlet- flesh class with a small fruit of

Blenheim Orange; Mr. J. Martin, Bith, securing a
like award with Sutton's Imperial, in the green-flesh

class.

Eleven dishes of Peaches of nine fruits each were
shown. Mr. Prodgers. Chippenham, was Ist, with
well-coloured fruits of Sea Eagle. Mr. John Deacon,
gr. to H. Harris, Esq., Chippenham, was Ist in the
class for six fruits, showing medium-sized Alexandra
Noblesse. Four pots were shown.
From out of nine dishes of Nectarines, nine fruits

to a dish, Mr. Strugnell, gr. to W. H. Long, E-ii., M.P.,

Rood Asbton, Trowbridge, was awarded Ist for

Pine-apple, large, even, and well-colcured ; and Mr.
Pymm was 2nd with the same variety.

Seven dishes of six fruits were put np, and Mr.
Marshall was Ist with Pine-apple ; and Mr. J.

Deacon was 2Qd with Violette Halive.

Twenty-eight dishes of dessert Plums were staged

in the any other than Green Gage class. Mr. R.

Denton, gr. to T. W. Dunn, Esq , Bath, was Ist for

Golden Gage.

Oat of forty dishes of Green Gage Plums, Mr.
Moore, Weston, was Ist.

Thirty-five dishes of culinary Piums were tabled,

and Mr. G. Hosborne, Bath, was Ist for grand

fruits of Diamond ; Mr. J. Carpenter, Weston, Bath,

taking 2ad place with Goliath.

Cherries were well shown by Messrs. Webber and
H. W. Ward, both showing Morellos.
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Pears, eighteen lota of three dishes each, were

shown, and Mr. Gibson was Ist, with Beurr^ Diel,

Pitmaston Dachess, and Watkin's Seedling.

Apples.—Twenty-eight dishes of dessert fruitswere

shown. Mr. E. Hall, Bath, was awarded the Ist

place for a 6ne dish of Qaarrenden, as was Mr.

Frimby, gr. to Miss Maitlaud, Bath, for Lord Saf-

field, in a large competition of culinary varieties.

Vegetables.

For a collection of twelve kinds, Mr. Wilkina was a

good Ist, staging magnificent examples of Webb's

Early Mammoth Cauliflowers, Perfection Tomatos,

Stratagem Peas, Ailsa Craig Onions (large, even in

size, and quite ripe), Pragnell's Beet, Heading Giant

Potatos, Webb's Defiance Carrot, Lyon Leek, Webb's

Ranner Beans, Student Parsnips, Early Rose Calery,

and Green Globe Artichokes ; Mr. George Garaway,

Bath, was 2ad.i

Tomaioj.—Twelve dishes of good all-round fruits

were shown. Mr. Copp, Holdnest House, Sherborne,

was Is', with a good dish of Satton's Perfection.

BEADING HORTICULTURAL.
Adoust 29.—The Rmding Society having fallen

npon evil days through insufficient support, wisely

arranged to hold but one exhibition this season

;

aad it took place as usual in the Abbey ruins, where

a very fine display was to be seen.

Groups of plants arranged for effect were a lead-

ing feature, the best of the large ones coming from

Mr. Pope, gr. to J. P. White, Eiq., Wargrave, Berks;

Mr. Woolford, gr. to A. Palmer, E q ,
Reading, was

2nd. In the case of the small group, Mr. Cjatef,

gr. to R. Hewett, Eiq . Reading, was 1st ;
and Mr.

Goddard, gr. to J. W. Hounslow, Esq., Reading, 2Qd.

The best six stove and greenhouse plants came

from Mr. J. E. Mould, nurseryman, Pewsey, who had

fine examples of Ericas Marnockiana and Eweriana

uperba, Al'auaiida Henderson', &c. ; 2ad, Mr.

W. Finch, Coventry, also with good plants. The

best specimen in flower was Erica Marnock'ana

from Mr. Finch ; Mr. Mould coming 2ad, with

Bjugainvillea glabra. Tbe best new or rare plant

was Tillandsia tesselata, from Mr. Ross, gr. to Col. A.

Houltop, Welford Park, Newbury. Mr. Woolford

coming 2nd, with Cypripedium Charlesworthii.

Tuberous- rooted Begonias were an excellent feature,

Mr. Woolford taking the Ist pri7,'',with six excellent

Kpecimens; Mr. Dockerill, gr.to G. W. Palmer, Eiq.,

M.P., was a good 2ad.

Fuchsia? were represented by large, well- grown

and bloomed plants, the best six evenly-balanced

plants coming from Mr. Turton.gr. to J. Hargreaves,

Esq., Maiden Erlegh ; Mr. Hinton, gr. to Major

Ba'.tescombe, Reading, was a close 2Qd. Liliums,

well-grown specimens of the speciosum type, bedding

Pelargoniums, Orchids, &c , were all shown in good

character.

Mr. Finch had the best six fjliage plants; Mr.

Mould came 2Lid, also with good specimens. Mr.

WiUes, gr. to H. J. Simonds, Eiq , Caversham, had

the best six Ferns, clean, well-grown specimens, of

good quality. Three very fine specimen Palms came
from Mr. Finch ; Mr. Dockerill was 2ad. Coleusea

were also good. Table plants excellent.

Amateurs.—In the amateurs' classes for plants

there was a fairly good competition.

Groups arranged for effect were shown in two

classes, bat they were not seen to advantage, as they

were placed on raised banks. The best of the small

groups came from Mr. Coatef, gr.to R. lUwett, Eiq
,

Reading; Mr. Goddard, gr. to .1. W. Hounslow, Eiq.,

Reading, was 2[id. The best of the larger groups

was set up by Mr. Pope, gr. to J. T. White, Esq.,

Wargrave, and arranged with good taste ; Mr.

Woolford was 2Qd.

Cut flowers comprised herbaceous Phloxes, well

ihown in bunches of nine varieties. Mr. E. T. Such,

Maidenhead, was Ist ; and Mr. Phippen, The Nur-

sery, Reading, 2nd.

Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, had the best

eighteen Dihlias, Mr. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery,

Farnham, running them very c'ose. Mr. J. R.

Tranter, Henley-on-Thames, had the best twelve;

Mr. Such taking the 2ad prize.

Messrs. Cheal & Sons had the best twelve bunches

of single Dihlias, set up in their usual excellent

style, Mr. Such being 2nd ; and with six bunches

of Cactus varieties, the same positions were held.

Roses were well shown by Messrs. Perkins & Sons,

Coventry, E. F. Such, and J. R. Tranter; and in

the amateur's class by Mr. Turton. The best six

blooms of any one variety were those of Mr. J. Laing,

from Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Mr. Such being 2ad.

The best eighteen bunches of cut flowers came from

Mr. Finch, Mr. Phippen being 2ad. Gladioli,

Asters, and Zinneas were also shown.

Table decorations were represented by epergnes

of garden and wild flowers, bouquets, button-holes,

&c., and they made a pretty display in the centre of

the tent.

Feuit.

Fruit is always good at Reading, and there was

little, if any, falling off in this respect. The best

eight dishes came from Mr. Smith, gr. to R Ovey,

Esq., Bndgemore, Henley, who had tine Muscat of

Alexandria and Alicante Grapes, Barrington Peaches,

Pine Apples, Nectarines, Williams' Pears, Kirke'a

Plums, Worcester Pearmaiu Apples and Melons.

2Qd, Mr. Goodman, gr. to Miss Hammersley, Bourne
Ead, who had Alicante Grapes, Nectarine Peaches,

Humboldt Nectarine, Apricots, Kirke'a Piums, Pearc,

FigJ, &c. With six dishes, Mr. Mowbray, gr. to

the Hon. II. C. Legge, Fulmer, was Ist, having

Muscat of Alexandria Grape», very good

Piums, excellent Nectarines, Sea Eagle Peachep,

Apples, ani Pears. 2nd, Mr. Johnson, gr. to A.

Gilliat, Esq., Slough, who also had Muscat of Alex-

andria Grapes, with Crawford's Early Peach. Pine-

apple Nectarine, &c. Mr. Howard, gr. to Mrs.

Myers, Benham Park, was lit, with three bunches

of Bla",k Hamburgh Grapes; Mr. Wilson, gr. to Mrs.

Garland, Lower Redlands, 2ad. Mr. Wilson was

1st with any other black, having finely-finished

Alicante. The best three bunches of white were

Muscat of Alexandria from Mr. Smith.

Mr. Bowerman, gr. to T. Hoare, Esq., Hackwood
Park, Basingstoke, was Ist with a dish of Peaches ;

Mr. Finch was 2id, both showing Birrington. Mr.

Howard was 1st with Nectarines, having Pine-apple ;

and Mr. Ashman came 2ad, with Spencer.

Apricots and Figs were also shown. Plums in

three dishes were numerous and very fine. The best

came from Mr. Goodman, who had Kirke'a Necta-

rine and Washington; Mr. Ashman was 2ad, with

Victoria, Washington and Kirke's. Mr. Turton

had the best three dishes of dessert Apples, showing

Worcester Pearmain, Miller's Seedling, and Red
Astiachan; 2ad, Mr. Goodman. Mr. Turton also

had the best three dishes of culinary Apples.

Miscellaneous fruits were shown in collections,

and several prizes were awarded. Mr. Goodman
had the best three dishes of dessert Pears, staging

good fruit of Bon Chr^lien, Souvenir du Congtii,

and Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 2ad, Mr. Pope, The
Gardens, Highclere, with Jargonelle, Bon Chretien,

and Clapp's Favourite. Melons were also shown.

The best brace of Cucumbers was Sutton's A 1, from

Mr. Mortimer; Mr. Booker being 2nd.

Veobtables.

Whilst the Society offers few prizes for vegetables,

the liberality of seed firms makes good the deficiency,

the great Reading firm of Sutton & Sons, devote

the whole of their prizes here to the fruit classes,

and the field in the vegetable department is left

open to outsiders. Good prizes, however, bring a

fine competition, and some of the best vegetable

exhibitors in the kingdom put in appearance, and

the products are truly first-rate.

Messrs. J. Carter & Co. offered valuable prizes for

whal are practically unlimited collections, as the

number in each collection must not be less than

twelve kinds. There were four collections staged,

and a total of some seventy-five dishes. Naturally,

the highest quality is reserved for smaller collec-

tions. Here Mr. W. Pope, gr. to the Earl of Car-

narvon, Highclere Castle, Newbury, was Ist, having

twenty dishes; and Mr. R. Lye, gr. to Mrs. Kings-

mill, Sydmonton Court, Newbury, was 2id. The
keenest competition perhaps was in the class for six

kinds, given by Messrs. John Sharpe & Co. Here the

quality was of the highest.

Mr.'Lye was 1st with superb autumn giant Canli-

flowers, exhibition Onions, Duchess of Albany Peas,

Satisfaction Potatos, Plentiful Tomatos, and scarlet

Intermediate Carrots. Mr. Bowerman, gr. to C.

Hoare, Esq., Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, was 2ad.

Messrs. Webb & Sons also gave prizes for six dishes

of vegetables, and Mr. Pope was again lit, having

superb Cauliflowers, Banbury Onions, Dachess of

Albany Peas, Defiance Intermediate Carrots, Satis-

faction Potatos, and Jubilee Perpetual Potatos. Mr.

Lye was 2 ad.

For Messrs. Sharpe & Co.'s prizes for dishes of

Dachess of York and Queen Peas, Mr. Bowerman
took lit place, having very fine samples of both. In

a class for Jubilee Tomatos, Mr. Savage, gr. to Lady
Huddlestone, Ascot, had a singularly perfect and

beautiful sample, one of the very best mediam-sizsd

dishes of fruit ever seen. Mr. Bowerman bad the

best exhibition Onions.
Among miicellaneous coUfclions were a fine

group of plants from Messrs. John Standish & Co.,

Royal Nurseries, Aicot, a superb feature ; Dahlias

o( various types, Rosef, &c., from Mr. C. Turner,

Royal Nurseries, Slougb
;

plants and floral deco-

rations from Mrs. Phippen ; Dahlias and cut foliage

from Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons ; fruit from Messrs.

Spooner & Sod, Hounslow ; hardy cut flowers from
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, &c.

ROYAL OXFORDSHIRE HORTICUL-
TURAL.

AnaosT 30.—The annual summer show was held

in the grounds of Wadham College, and a very good
display was made, two large tents being quite filled,

while the vegetables were staged in the open air.

Siove and greenhouse plants were represented by
six good examples from Mr. J. Mattock, nursery-

man, Headington. He also had the best specimen
stove plant ; The, Warden of Wadham coming Ist

with a specimen hardy plant, Mr. Mattock taking

the 2nd priz». Mr. G. Jacob had the best specimen
foliage plant, showing a fine Encephalartos villosus;

Mr. Mattock coming 2ad, with Kentia Mooreana.
Some good Fuchsias were shown by The Warden of

Wadham ; and Begonias, single and double, were
effectively shown by Messrs. Johnson, Stone, and

Wootton. Zonal Pelargoniums were very gay. Mr.
Johnson had the best six exotic Ferns, having good

examples of Neottopteris nidus, and some fine

Adiantnms; Mr. G. H. Morrell, Headington Hal),

was a good 2ad.
British Ferns were well shown by Mr. J. Walker,

nurseryman, Thame, and Mr. J. Bates, St. Giles'

Street.

In the amateur's division some creditable plants

were shown, the best specimen hardy being a capital

piece of Statice incana.

Cut flowers included some excellent cut zonala

from Messrs. Wootten-Wootten, and fine double

varieties from Mr. J. Walker ; the latter had the

best twenty-four Dahlias ; Mr. J. R. Tranter, Henley,

was 2ad. Mr. Walker also had the best eighteen

varieties ; Mr. Taylor was 2nd.

Single and Pompon Dahlias were also shown, also

Asters, Zinnias, Helichrysnms, &c. Mr. G, Prince,

nurseryman, Oxford, had the best eighteen Roses,

Mr. J. Mattock being Sod.

Hardy perennials in bunches were a very fine

feature. Mr. W. F. Cross took the 1st prize, Mr.

J. Johnson being 2ad, both with large and imposing

bunches. In the amateurs' division, cut flowers were

numerously shown,
FaniT.

In the fruit classes. Colonel Miller, ShotoverPark,

was lit with white Grapes ; Mr. S. Brown being 2nd,

both showing Muscat of Alexandria. The best Black

Hamburgh came from Lord North, Wroxton Abbey
(Mr. Doherty, gr.). Mr. S. Brown had the best any

other black, showing Alicante ; and Mr. Nicholls,

Nuneham Park Gardens, came 2nd with the same.

Plums. Pears, Apples, Cherries, Melons, Figs, Apri-

cots, Peaches, Nectarines, &c., were also shown, both

in the open classes and by amateurs.

Vesbtables.

Vegetables are always very good at Oxford ; the

best six dishes came from Mr. Nicholls ; Dr. Ball

being 2nd. Runner Beans were truly wonderful, a

dish shown from the garden of the Provost of Wor-
cester, measured 12 to 14 inches in the length of

each pod, and it is said to be a fine type that has

been grown in Oxford for years past.

Pears, Cauliflowers, Onions, Celery, Potatos, Beet,

Carrots, &e., were good, but the practice which pre-

vails at Oxford and elsewhere, of rubbing Carrots,

Beet, &c., over with oil when they are staged (!) is one

that should be followed by disqualification.

Among miscellaneous exhibits of note was one of

Tea Roses from Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford ; and a fine

doable white Petunia from Mr. W, F. Cross.

SANDY AND DISTRICT HORTI-
CULTURAL.

AuQDST 30.—The twenty-sixth annual show was a

great success. Much interest centred in the class

for ten stove and greenhouse plants in flower distinct,

liberal priz»s being offered to secure a good represen-

tation. Mr. J. Cypher, Cheltenham, secured the

premier position with some finely-flowered specimens,

conspicuous being Allamanda nobilis, Statice pro-
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faea, Erica Aitoniana, BongaiDvilea glabra, &c., and

Mr. J. F. Mould, Pew«ey, waa 2nd. The last-named

exhibitor waa Ist for a specimen stOTe or greenhouse

plant in flower, with a well-flowered plant of Erica

Hartnellii. Good groups of plants for effect were

staged by Messrs. Empaon, CiaydoD, and Redmar,
who secured prizes in the order named.

The competition for the best six foliage plants

brought some fine specimens, and the leading prizes

were taken by Messrs. Claydon, Wingfield, and

Kedman; the last-named exhibitor being Ist also

for twelve well-flowered zonal Pelargoniums, and

for six excellently-grown Fuchsias, Messrs. Astell

being 2nd. The forty-eight cut Roses formed a good

class, the prizes being secured by Messrs. G. &
W. II. Burch, Messrs. laul & Son, and Mr. E. B.

L-ndeell. Ddhlias, Show, Pompon, Fancy, and Single,

were extremely well shown by Messrs. Keynef, Wil-

liams, & Co , Pitfield, Bargin, Darwin, Hunt, Arnold,

Myers, and Leeds- Smith, who were the principal

pr'ze-winners. Incurved and quilled Asters secured

I he prizes to Meaara. Burgeie, Redman, Daviaon,

Foater, and Darwin. Hardy herbaceona flowers in

bunches made a very attractive display, the awards

(or the finest collections going to Messrs. Paul & Son,

Messrs. Laxton Brothers, Mr. A. Prince, and Mr. W.
Crouch. Table decoration, bouquets, &c , were a

rimarkably pretty feature, the principal prize-takers

being Miss K. Meadley, Miss M. Foden, Miss A.
Mould, Mrs. E, Beckett, and Messrs. Empson and
Allis.

Fboit.

Fruit was very extensively and well shown, the

Irading prizes for Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria Grapea going to Messrs. Empson. Mon,
Allis, Forbes, and Claydon. Peaches and Necta-

rines (grown out-of-doors and under glass). Apples,

Plums (kitchen and dessert), Pears, Figs, Melons,

&c , were shown in numbers and excellent condition.

Bedfordshire is justly famous for ita Onions, and
some fine typea were shown. Messrs. Laxton Bro-

thers, sent a very good lot of Laxton's Sandy Prize

White Spanish, not for competition. Messrs. James
Carter & Co. 'a special prizj for the best exhibition of

vegetables was secured by Mr. W. Empson. Here
Telephone Pea, Summer Favourite Carrot, Sharpe's

Victor Potato, &c., were finely shown ; 2a(i, Mr. G.
Woodhouse, with a creditable collection.

Messrs. Harrison & Sons' prizes for the best three

dishes of new Potatos that have not been in com-
merce more than two years, were taken by Meaara.

Davison and Crawley.

Vegetables.

Collections of Vegetables, and single dishes, &c ,

were largely shown, adding much to the interest of

the exhibition. Potatos, especially, were a remark-
able display, those fino varieties, Sutton's Seedling,

Satisfaction, Carter's King of the Russets, Reading
Giant, Abundance, Reading Russet, Lord Tennyson,
&c , being very conspicuous in most of the collections.

Messrs. Laxton Brothers aent a fine clean col-

lection, in excellent variety, of dessert and kitchen
Apples, not for competition. Here were those good
introductions of the firm. Schoolmaster and Sep-
tember Beauty.

Messrs. W. Cutbush & S3n sent an extensive and
tastefully-arranged group of foliage and flowering

plants, not for competition.

Cottagers' produce, in good quantity and quality,

was a feature of the show, and consisted of plants
and flowers, fruit and vegetables.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Septembeh 4, 5. 6 —The early Chrysanthemum

show, together with a display of Dahlias and Gladioli,

was held, as usual, in the Royal Aquarium, on the
above dates. The few classes for Chrysanthemums
brought but a moderate number of exhibitora,
and the greater display was due to the
Dahlias and Gladioli. Mr. E. Vince, of High-
gate Cemetery, N., had Ist priz^ for 24 bunches
of Chrysanthemums, and was well ahead of Mr. E.
F. Such and Mr. Thos. S. Ware. The varieties

consisting chiefl/ of summer flowering kinds in-

cluded Madame C. D^sgranges, Blushing Bride, Sou-
venir de Madame Menier, Piercy's Seedling and
Golden Fleece, all of which have good decorative
fljwers, and are the best of those shown. The best
twelve blooms of Madame C. D'Sgranges was from
Mr. B. Calvert, gr. to Col. Archer Houblon, Halling-
bury Place, Bishop's Stortford, and were fairly good

;

and the beat twelve of any large flowering variety

excepting Madame C. Desgranges, were from Mr. W.
Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, near Redbill,who had
good blooms of Madame Ed. U^y, Bfauty of Ex-
month, Majestic, and W. H. Lincoln.

Pompons were poor, but the best were shown by
Miss Debenham, St. Peters, St. Albans. Mr. Jno.

Wright, Middle Temple Gardens, took 1st for six

blooms of Mme.C. Desgranges, and also for six yellow

sports of that variety. Mr. W. Wells was 1st for

six bunches of any large flowering varieties, and for

•ix blooms of Chrysanthemums distinct ; but the Ist

place for twelve bunches of Chrysanthemums was
taken by Mr. Thomas Lister, 90, Alexandra Road,

Hornsey, N. The best aix blooma of Madame C. Dis-
grangea or ita sports were from Mr. Frank Bingham,
6, Bethnne Road, Stoke Newington. Mr. J. II.

Witty, Nnnhead Cemetery, and Mr. H. J. Jones,

Rjecroft Nursery, Lewisbam, each ataged a group of

Chrysanthemums in flower, interspersed with Ferns,

and in Mr. Jones's case with Begonias also.

Gladioli were shown only by Messrs. Burrell & Co.,

Howe House Nurseries, Cambridge, who had Ist

prize for a very extensive collection of fine fiowers.

Dahlias were more numerous than Chrysanthemums
or Gladioli, and were fine. The best forty-eight

blooma of ahow and fancy were from Mr. Chaa.

Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough ; and Messrs. Keynes,

Williams & Co., Salisbury, were 2nd. Mr. Jno.

Walker, Thame, OxoD, who was 3fd in thia class,

took the 1st position in the class for thirty-six blooms,

and was followed by Messrs. Keynes, Williams &
Co. and Mr. Chas. Turner. The best twenty-four

were from Messrs. Saltmarah & Son, Chelmsford.

Cactus varieties were shown in wonderfully good

form, all the exhibits being staged fresh, and of good

quality. Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons were 1st, and

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., 2nd.

Meaara. Cheal & Sona, with a capital exhibit, alao

won for twenty- four bunches of single Dahlias, and

were followed by Mr. F. W. Seale, Vine Nurseries,

Sevenoaks; and the best twelve bunches were shown

by T. W. Girdlestone, Esq.. Sunningdale, Berks
;

followed by Ed. Mawley, Esq., Rosebank, B-rk-

hamsted.

For Pompons, Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co.,

were deservedly successful in the class for twenty-

four ; and Mr. C. Turner was 2nd.

In other minor classes for Dahlias, exhibits

generally were good.

Non- competitive exhibits included a collection of

cut flowera from Messrs. Jno. Laing & Son, Forest

Hill, S.E. ; a large exhibit of Dahlia blooma from

Messrs. U. Cannell & Sons, Swanley ; a collection of

fruit from Messrs. Spooner & Sona; Dahlia blooms

from Mr. E, F. Such ; a very large collection of

Dahlia blooms from Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham ; a collection of fruits and

Dahlias from Messrs. Cheal & Sona ; floral decora-

tiona from Mr. Chard, Mr. Walter Salmon, &c. ; and

a collection of Pelargonium blooma in trasses from

Mr. H. J. Jones, &c.

STIRLING HORTICULTURAL.
AuoDST 30, 31 —Among the many horticultural

sbowB held in Scotland none (considering the size of

the exhibition) surpasses that hidd in Stirling for good
management, and for the excellence of the exhibits.

Two fine collections of plants came from Messrs.

Drummond & Sons, nurserymen. Some Cypripediuma

from Messrs. Low of Clapton, N., received a large

share of attention—C. Charlesworthii was repre-

sented by a neatly arranged group of plants in healthy

condition. Mr. Cocker of Aberdeen had a very fine

exhibit of lioses and cut blooms of herbaceous

plants, and was awarded a Gold Medal. Messrs.

Halley Brothers, Perth, were awarded a Silver

Medal for another excellent exhibit of cut flowers.

The vegetables, especially Peas, Potatos, Cauli-

flowers, and Onions, were of especial merit. Thia
claaa waa not so extensively represented as in some
former years, but the quality was excellent. Mr,
Waldie took the Ist prize for a collection.

The display of fruit from under glass was gene-

rally first-rate, but that from the open air was ol poor

quality. The collection of Grapea aent from Keir
was very fine,

Mr. H. Thomas waa awarded the Gold Medal from
Mr, Campbell- Bannerman, for four bunches of Grapes,

which were excellent examples of good cultivation.

The Ist prize for a table of plants was won by
Mr. Lunt, of Keir ; and also for an exhibit of specimen
stove plants went to the same exhibitor. Such fine

plants are seldom aeen in Scotland.

THE GROWTH OF PLANTS.
Ddbino the past year several important contri-

butions to our knowledge of the mechanism of

growth in plants have been made by foreign bota-

nists. Foremost among these is a paper by M. E.

Godlewski, which appeared a short time ago in the

Proceedings of an Austrian Academy.*
Since the classical researches of Sachs it has been

the custom to recognise a daily period of growth in

length, with a minimum towards evening, and a

maximum towards morning. For some time past

botanists have recognised that this law was not uni-

versally applicable, and the researches of M. God-
lewski go to prove that the periodicity of growth is

not regular. This observer has in some cases dis-

covered two maxima and two minima by day, the

minima at evening and morning, the maxima during

the day and during the night : in other cases

he has only found a maximum in the evening,

and a minimum in the morning. These diver-

gences depend on the individual properties of

the plants, and also on the period of the year, since

certain individuals, which in winter and in spring

show a double periodicity, act in a different manner
daring the month of June. With etiolated plants

mattera were again different. Here periodicity does

not manifest itself, or, at least, is but feebly marked.

The humidity of the air, increasing or diminishing

rapidly, exercises a short but very decided influence

on the growth, which is observed to increase or

diminish during the half-hour following the change,

to take up again after this time its original state.

If we examine, says our author, the needle of the

auxanometer [growth- registering machine] directly

after the rapid diminntion in the humidity of the

air, we observe that thia remaina at firat motionleas,

and then goea backwarda, daring the apace of five or

eight minutea ; then altera fresh period of immo-
bility it regains its normal position. These move-

ments show a period of very brief contraction,

on the other hand, there is a sharp increase of the

humidity in the hygrometric condition*, we may
obiervea marked elongation in the plant. Tt ese

obsirvationa show that it is not a question of a

modification in the intensity of growth in these

cases, but of a change produced in the turgidity ; as

a consequence, correlative modifications in the elon-

gation are produced by this cause. The intensity

of gronth ia, however, modified in a striking manner

when we examine young plants which have been

placed, some in a dry atmosphere, and others in a

damp atmoiphere.

It ia alwaya difficult to ett'mate the infiuence

exeiciced by light on growth, becauae the vaiiationa

in luminoua intensity bring about aa a rale modifi-

cations in the hygrometric conditions. M. Godlewski

thinka that a andden change from obscurity to light

would bring about a diminution in the rate of growth.

This diminution lasts from one to five hours ; then in

spite of the persistence of the illuminetion the rate

of growth increases, and after several hours it again

reaumea ita normal atate.

Sudden variationa in temperature can equally

cauae modificationa in growth. A fall of from 19°

to 9° or 6° would bring about an increase in growth

for an hour or two ; a andden elevation will also

cause increase in growth.

In summing up various observations, we may
affirm that the temperature of the soil has an in-

fluence, often only very feeble, on growth every time

it varies in a sudden manner.

The preceding facts show that exterior influencee,

Buch as humidity, illumination and temperature, un-

dergo'nj as they do eudden changes, bring about cor-

responding changea every minute in the growth of

plants and prevent as from admitting the law formerly

propounded by Sachs as to the regular periodicity of

daily growth. Sometimes, indeed, these exterior in-

flaencea do bring about a maximum and a minimum.

More often they contradict these by inverting them

or by establishing a double periodicity.

* Qodlewski, E. Studien ilbor das Waohsthum der Pfianzen.

Abhand. der Kiakauer Akad. d. Wisienachaften Math.

uatUTW. bl. Bd. zxiii., 1893.
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The flaotaations presented each day by growth

cannot therefore be reconciled for the establishment

of such a law as Sachs formalated.

The question as to the manner in which exterior

agents act on the rate of growth has engaged much
attention abroad. M. Hugo de Vries declared that

the rate of growth diminished or increased accord-

ing to the rate of extension by turgidity,

M. Nortmaan confirms de Vries' opinion, and adds

that the growth of the cells is proportional to

the amount of turgidity and the extensibility of the

membrane. These conclusions were founded on the

fact that the maximum of growth corresponded with

the maximum of turgidity.

MM. Schwendener and Krabbe have, howeyer, shown

by experiments that these relations between turgidity

and growth cannot be entertained. These authors

say that the rate of growth depends on factors by the

side of which extension by turgidity is of feeble im-

portance. M. Godlewski gives his ideas on growth as

follows. He distinguishes two actions which succeed

each other a certain number of times. The first is

the extension of the membrane by turgidity ; the

second, the fixation of the extension and a diminu-

tion in the tension of the membrane, or in other

words a renewal of its extensibility.

Let us examine the movements of a cell of which

the membrane has momentarily ceased to extend its

surface by a supply of new molecules. When the

water flows into this cell, the internal pressure in-

creases gradually, and under its influence the elastic

membrane proceeds to extend itself until it reaches

the limit of its elasticity. This is what is called

growth by turgidity. If, at this critical moment,
the turgidity be diminished by plasmolysis, i.e., if

we plunge the tissue into a concentrated saline

solution, the internal pressure will diminish, and the

cell, by virtue of its elasticity, will gradually shrink

into its original conditions. The growth due to

turgidity alone is therefore, we may say, determined,

because plasmolysis causes it to disappear, and
restores the tissues to their initial states.

Suppose, nov, that some new molecules enter the

membrane while it is extending: growth will then

be fixed, and plasmolysis will not be able to restore

the cell to its original sizj. Besides, the elasticity of

the membrane being augmented by this supply of

new substance, turgidity will provoke a greater

extension np to the moment when the new limit of

elasticity is reached. We require, however, more
proof that the influence of turgidity is as feeble as

MM. Schwendener and Krabbe think, for the experi-

ments of M. Godlewski show that cellular tension

is still an appreciable quantity in organs where

growth has ceased. This author thinks that the

daily maximum period of growth in hypocotyls is

due, not to a greater turgidity, but to a greater

extensibility.

With etiolated plants, which are known to grow
more rapidly, all things being equal, than green

plants exposed to intermittent light, experiments
show that at a certain distance from the top radiation

diminishes the extensibility of the membrane.
The inequality in the thickness of membranes in

etiolated and in green plants is the consequence and
not the cause of the rapid growth plants make in

obscarity.

Forestry.

OAK r. DEAL GATES.
1 AM glad to see that on some estates, where cheap

—or rather low-priced—gates, made from deal, were
adopted some few years ago, a return is being made
to English Oak. I know the relative merits and
demerits of these gates have been discussed in these

columns from time to time, but I have lately had
my attention drawn to the matter in rather a
striking way. I do not remember having seen it

done in any other instance, but on the top rail of

some field-gates I often have occasion to pass, the
initials of the then owner, and what is of more
importance for the purpose under review, the date of

the year in which they were made, have been deeply

cut. Several of these gates I notice were made
thirty - two years ago, viz , in 1862, and except

that they rfquire perhaps a brace here and

there, they are good for quite another thirty

years' service. Putting the original cost at a

sovereign, which would be above the average now
that the price of Oak is low, and the time it would

last without outlay at only forty years, we get an

annual cost per gate of about Gd. A deal gate of the

ordinary type would not be delivered to an estate at

much less than 10s. ; so to compare at all favourably

with Oak, it should on an average last twenty years

without renewal. It would be interesting to know

how many are intact after ten years. In my own
neighbourhood it is barely so long ago as this that

they were first introduced ; but broken ones are

common enough wherever they have been put up.

In fact, so far as my observation has gone, I doubt

whether, used as an ordinary field-gate, deal will

last without repairs bayond an average of from five

to six years, or say, from Is, &d. to 2s. per gate per

year, as against &d. for Oak. I do not think this at

all unfairly represents the position; but even putting

the duration of the deal gate at ten years, we still

get two to one in favour of Oak. I do not deny the

usefulness of deal for gates in certain positions, but

for the wear and tear of field use the wood is far too

brittle and weak. I). F. Y.

Growth of Laech.

It is not a common occurrence for Larch to be

found more than 150 feet in height ; but there

are such instances, as at Laeken, where a few are

to be seen of this height, and one metre in diameter.

This growth has not been attained by special aid

—

thinning and giving room, bnt by allowing Nature

to have her way, since the trees were planted with

Beech, Elm, and Oak surrounding them. For

100 feet they have not a branch, and to all appear-

ance one would suppose never had a branch, so

smooth and perfect is the stem, and so uniform in its

tapering to its great height. H, K., Brussels.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AiiuiDES QuiNQUEVOLNEBUM, Lindley, Orchid

Album, t. 495.

Amabyllis (fIri'PEASTROM) YvoNNE flowers white,

streaked with red. Horticulture laternatioaale,

Illustration Horticole, July 30.

ANGBjicoM EicHLEEiANOM, K'a]zliD,.Vt'«ia Orchid.,

t. 27;\ ii.

Aphelandba dubia X, Lind. et Rodigas.—A cross

between Aphelandra nitens and Sienandriu n Lin-
deni. The plant has the inBorescence of the first

nara?d plant and the habit and foliage of the Sten-

andrium. Illustration Horticole, August 15, t. xv.

Bebtolonia oottata, Alfred B'.eu.—A very richly

coloured form with crimson nerves and spots on a

green ground. Lindetiia, July 15.

BiLBERGiA Wittmackiana X, Gartciiflora, Axxgait,

t. 1405.—A hybrid from B. amoioa, by B. vittata.

BuLnOPHYLLU.M MANDIBULABE, Rchb. f., KriluzUn,

in Xenia Orchid., t. 271.

CiREHOPETALnM DELITESCEN3, Hance, Xenia Orchid.,

t. 273, i.

CfELOOYNE sPECiosA, Blume. Orchid Album, t. 494.

Cypeipedium Stonei PLATYT.=ENinM, Orchid Album,

t. 496.

Dendrobtom Wardianum vae. Linden.e, a variety

with flowers pure white, except the throat of the

labeltum, which is orange - coloured. Lindenia,

t. 419.

Epidendbom WENDLANDiANnM, KiaizUn, Xenia
Orchid., t. 274, i.— ii.

EocHARis Stevensi, Garden, August 11.

Edpatobium sebbulatum, Revue Horticole, July 1.

Introduced from Uruguay by M. Ed. Andr6.
Greenhouse culture.

LissocHiLos Geaefii, Kranzlin, in Gardeners^

Chronicle, 1892, June 11, p. 749; Xenia Orchid.,

t. 272.

LnisiA Amesiana, Kchb. f., Xenia Orchid., t. 279.

Maxillaria ualeata, Scheidweil^f, Xenia Orchid ,

t. 274, iii.

Maxillaeia mieabilis, Cogni&ux, Lindenia, t. 417i

—Flowers large, sepals broadly lanceolate, yellow,

thickly spotted and flushed with reddish - brown ;

petals much smaller, erect, orange-yellow, striped

with brown ; lip of about the same size, yellow,

pointed.

MiLTONiA BLEni SPLENDENS, Garden, August 4.

Odontoglossum cbisphm var. Dallemaone.e.—
Flowers stellate, segments broadly lanceolate undu-
late, white, with a central red-brown blotch.
Linde7iia. t. 420.

Odontoglossom eaisPHM vae. Weioleyana. —
Flowers large, segments lanceolate, heavily blotched
with purplish- brown. Orchid Album, t. 493.

OdONTOGLOSSUM DaLLEUAGNEANUM X , O. CEISPUM
VAE. VIOLACEO-PUNCTATISSIMDM, 0. C. VAE. TeIOMPHE
DE Rambouillet, 0. Haeryano.m vab. supeeba
Moniteur I'Horticulture, August 10.

Pentstemok CoBcEi, Nuttall, Meehan'a Monthly,
August,

Pleobotuallis LEProTEFOLiA, Birb. R)d,, XtJfflii,

t. 276.

PLEuBorHALLis NEMOBOJA, B irb. R)dr., Xenii
Orchid., t. 276, ii.

PLEaROTHALLia TEiBULOiDES, Lindl., Xetno. Orchid.,

t. 275, iii.

Plum, Mitchelson, a good market Flam raised by
the market gardener whose nam-) it bears, at King-
ston-on-Thames, Bulletin d'Arboriculture, ij-c , June.

RaODODENDEON ScaupPENBACuii. Garden, July 28.

A Cftinese species. See Gardeners' Chronicle,

April 14, p. 469.

SaCCOLABIDM SANDERtANU.«, Klillzliu, Xclti't

Orchid., t. 276.

Selenipedium Lindleyanum, Rchb. f., Xenia
Orchid., t. 278.

Stanhopea connata, Klotzsch., Xenia Orchid, t,

277.

Stanhopea tbicoenis, Lindl., Xenia Orchid,, t,275,
et 280.

Staobopsis fasciata, Bdntham, Xenia Orchid.,

t. 275.

Tam4rix hispida, lievue Horticole, August 1 ; sjn.

T. Kashgarica, Hort. Lemoine.
TiLLANDsiA SiEB0LDiAN.\ (Schlechteudal ), Revue

Horticole, August 16 —Remarkable for the large

brilliantly-coloured bracts, twice the length of the
flower. Central Mexico.

Zygopetaldm inteemedidm vah. PsEnviANA,
R3lfe, Lindenia, t. 418

Trade Notice.

CAUTION TO ADVERTISE RS,

A FEW weeks ago I was advertising for a situation

for weeks in succession without apparent success. I

was continually being pestered by advertising agents,

who " happen to have one or two places in at present,

and will place your name on their books," on pay-

ment of various sums, the least 2s. Gd. Some of

them will send you an address from which you

will be almost sure to hear no more ; other firms

will tell you that they have (after you have been

fool enough to pay their fee) forwarded your name
and address to some one who is in want of a servant,

and he pays good wages. All whom I have had to

deal with, three in number, hail from the same

quarter. I wrote to this firm, sent my fee, 2s. Qd,

;

they promised to send me names of ladies or gentle-

men in want of gardeners. I received a letter saying

they had sent my address to a vacancy, and I should

be sure to hear in a day or two, but no more. All

these people want is your cash. If you want as

much as a letter from them, yon must pay postage

for it. I hope others will profit by my experience.

Victim. [Oar correspondent supplies the name and

address of the agent in question. Ed
]

VARIORUM.

Action of Liqht on Bacteria.—It would,

perhaps, be too much to say that all bacteria were

plants, but at any rate, many of the organisms so

denominated belong to the vegetable kingdom and

have been carefully studied by botanists. During the

last few years Professor Mabshall Ward, F.R S.,

has been making a series of elaborate experiments
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in order to find cut which of the rays com-
posing the solar light are effactive in retard-

ing and killing bacteria. This subject, while

interesting to the botanist, appeals to the ordinary

observer as bearing on the general welfare of man-
kind. One of Professor Ward's lectures at the Royal

Institution was full of suggestive thought, and otfered

not a little food for reflection. The experiments

which have been carried on at Cooper's Hill are not

yet finished, and it is likely that more additions to

our knowledge on this subject may be furnished.

Professor Waed's experiments with certain colour

screens, which cut off the destructive rays, show that

bacilli can germinate as easily as if no light at all

was playing upon them. Here, then, is an additional

piece of evidence to a truth Nature has already told

ns. Plants are provided with screens, in order to

cut oflT the blue-violet rays of ordinary sunlight.

These screens are red, orange, or some shade such
as cuts out the blue-violet rays. The majority of

plants are protected by the green chlorophyll-screen.

In dull warm weather it has been noticed that the

Potato and other diseases spread more rapidly than
in bright sunny weather, while Mabtinaud has

shown that certain yeasts, which normally vegetate

on the exterior of ripening Grapes, are destroyed if

the sunshine is very intense. Professor Ward
started with this fact, which had been observed by
several scientists, i.e , the sunlight in some way
directly kills the spores even in pure water, while
these spores will withstand for days temperatures
far higher than they are suljected to when exposed
to the sun's rays. Professor Ward exposed part of

a gelatine plate, containing about 5,000,000 invi-

sible spores, to the sunlight, and covered up the rest.

It was found that those spores which lay imbedded
in the parts of the gelatine sheltered from the light

by foil and other coverings had germinated out
normally, while those spores which had been exposed
to the light were all killed. With these facts one
can appreciate the Italian proverb, which says that,
" Dove non va il sole va il medico " (Where the snn
does not enter the doctor does). After a long series

of experiments, Professor Ward found that the rays
which kill the bacteria were the blue and violet

ones. This explains why organisms are destroyed
more rapidly by the light of the summer sun than
in winter, why a clear blue sky is so much more
effective than a hazy one, why direct sunlight
acts so much more quickly than reflected or
ditfuse daylight. It is interesting in this con-
nection to note that the electric arc is very
efficient as a disinfecting agent in hos-
pital wards, railway carriages, &c. Professor Ward
has also made several experiments as to the
effects of light on the individual bacterium cell itself.

Reonahd, Fol, Fosel, and others have shown that
the blue-violet rays penetrate into deep water, even
to the depth of 400 metres. This coincides with
what has been observed when the typhoid bacillus
falls into turbid dirty water in summer. It multiplies
because it is supplied with food; the suspended
particles of matter supply it with food, and impede
the penetration of the destructive light rays. These,
then, are a few facts which Professor Ward has
ascertained during his course of experiments. Both
from an hygienic and a botanical point of view they
are extremely interesting. H. C. Fyfe.

THE CURRANT-BUD MITE.
The most suggestive aocount of the history

of this creature that we have seen, is contained

in a paper by Mr. R. Newstead, in the British

Naturalist. Mr. iS'^ewstead is lecturer on
Economic Entomology for the Cheshire County
Council, and has studied the life-history of the

creature more thoroughly than any of his

predecessors. We give a summary of his

observations, as they are of great practical

importance :

—

" (1) That there were a succession of broods

produced during the months of February to Sep-

tember. Egg-laying taking place in March, April,

June, July, and September, which was therefore

very probably carried on throughout the whole

season.

(2) That one of the mites, i.e., the red one, was

found wandering about the flowers on March 22, and

there might have been others.

(3) That the mites first established themselves

between the base of the leaf stalk and the young

buds early in .June (June 2), but were not found

actually inside them until July 27.

(4) That so long as any life remained in the old

buds, swarms of the mites were found in them ; as

the buds died numbers of the mites disappeared,

either dying a natural death, or being destroyed by

predaceous Insects. Of course, as I have already

stated, some of them did certainly migrate and set

up fresh colonies.

Let us now consider these facta from a practical

point of view, taking first of all the period during
which the mites travel from bud to bud. This, as

already stated, takes place in March, and I may here

add, in corroboration of this, that mites were also

detected in the act of travelling from one bud to

another in the spring by the writer of the pamphlet
issued by the Board of Agriculture (Ic). How long

the mites continue their migrations has yet to be

proved, but I am confident that it takes place

during spring and summer, or, at any rate, so long

as any mites remain in the old buds ; hence, if we
wish to apply any insecticide as a remedy, it should

certainly be applied at the period of migration ; but

as this extends over an indefinite period, it is difii-

calt to fix a time when spraying would be most

effectual. March would appear the best time for an

application, but spraying at this time would be sure

to injure the flowers, therefore, the application

should be made between the time of the setting of

the fruit and the beginning of July. Spraying at

such time would be sure to affect some of the mites,

although I doubt very much if it would render any

real service in clearing them off.

Prevention and Reiiedies.

In very bad cases I would certainly recommend
that the bushes be cut down in winter, and burnt oa
the spot, but this should never be attempted at any

other time of the year. In winter the mites are all

safely housed inside the buds; therefore, the removal
of the bushes at such period couUl be accomplished

with little or no fear of shaking the mites to the

ground, or scattering them to the winds.

Where the disease is only partial, I would strongly

advise hand-picking the infested buds, and burning

them; they must on no account be thrown to the

ground, or " dug in." If hand-picking be annually

adopted, the disease in the course of three years

would be reduced to such a minimum that the crop

would in no way suffer.

In districts where Black Carrants are grown on a

large scale, hand - picking is a serious item ; vet

I cannot recommend any sjstem that is more
effectual.

If the grower wishes to apply insecticides, I may
say that it is useless to do so between the fall of the

leaf and the expansion of the buds in spring,

because the mites, as already stated, are then care-

fuUv housed ; I have never found a single example
outside the buds during that period. The Board of

Agriculture {Ic.) recommend "spraying ... in the

autumn before the weather becomes cold, and just

after the leaves have fallen, if possible. This will

economise liquid and labour, and will affect the

mites before they get into the buds." This state-

ment is, I venture to say, most misleading and
inaccurate. I have proved beyond doubt that the

mites begin to enter the newly-formed buds in July

;

therefore, any application made " after the leaves

have fallen " would be practically useless In clearing

oft' the mites. As a proof of this, last winter I tried

dipping the mfested branches in the well-known
" Paralfin Emulsion," which had no apparent effect

on the mites, thus proving the uselessness of the

application of insecticides while the mites are in

the buds."

Enquiry.

" He that qitettioneth mucK thalt learn miic/i."—Baooit.

A CORRESPONDENT, Writing uuder initials "H. E. G.,"
would be glad i I any reader of the Gardeners' Chronic/e

can inform him who raised the variety of Adiantum
named Flemingii ?

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a " Day-det;ree " signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.)

Temperature.
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Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, September 6.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the Bubjoined

reports. They are fiirnished to us regularly every

Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date o! our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day.

but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plants in Pots.—Avebaqk Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Asters, per dozen ... 3
Balaams, per doz. ... 3
Calceolarias, per doz. 3
Campanulas, p. doz. 6

Chrysanthemums, p.
dozeu 6

Cyperus, per dozen... 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in

var., per dozen ... 6
Ferns, various, doz. 4
— small, per 100 4

Ficus elastica, each 1

Foliage plants, doz. 9

d. t. d.

12
0-30
6-21

6
0-6
0-6
0-12

0-15
0-10
0-5

0-24
0-12
0-6
0-7 6
0-24

s. d. s.d.

Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
Heliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
— specimens, each 2 0-36

Ivy Pelargoniums, dz. 3 0-60
Lilium harrisii, per

dozen ... 12 24
— lancifolium, pr.

dozen ... 9 0-18

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 12

Mignonette, per doz. 3 0-60
Palms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachIO 6-81

Pelargoniums, p. doz. 6 0-10
— scarlets,p. doz. 3 0-60
— scarlets, small,

per dozen ... 16-20

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per doz. bl...,

Atters, doz. bun. ...

— French, p. bun.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations. 12 blms.
— doz. bun.

Chrysanthemums, p.
12 blooms ...

— p. 12 bunches
Cornflowers, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gaillardias dz. bun.
Gardenias, per dozen
Gladiolus, doz. bun.
Jiapageria, 12 bloomo
Lavender, 12 bunches
Lilium Harrisii, doz.
— lancifolium,

p. bunch
— — p. 12 blooms

Maidenhair Fern, per
12 bunches

Marguerites, 12 bun.

i. d, s.d.

2 0-40
2 0-60
6-10
6-10
6-10

2 0-60

6-16
3 0-80
10-20
10-40
16-30
10-30
4 12

6 10
4 0-60
2 0-40

10-20
9-16

3 0-60
1^-30

Mignonette, 12 bun. 1

Myosotis, or Forget-
me-Not, doz. bun. 1

Pansies, 12 bun. ... 1

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms. 6
Odo n toglossum
cri8pum.l2blm3. 2

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, p. 12 bun. 2
— 12 sprays ...

Pinks, doz. bun. ... 1

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2

Roses, Tea, per dozen
— coloured, p. doz. 2
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz. 1

— red, per dozen ...

— outdoor, doz.buo. 3
Stephanotis, dozen

sprays 1

Sweet Sultan, 12 bu. 2

Tuberoses, 12 blms.

d. s.d.

0- 3

6-3
0-2

0-4

0-4
4-0 6
6-4
0-4
6-2
0-4

6-4
6- 1

0-9

6-2
0-3
3-0 6

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Apples, half-sieve... 1 9
Figs, par dozen ... 1 U-

Grape-t, Ist quality,
black Englifth,

per lb 1

,, Euglish, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 6

Grapes, Muscat,
per lb 1 6

„ Muscat, 2nd
quality, per lb. .,. 9

s.d.

2 6

s.d. s.d.

1 6
Grapes, Guernsey,

per lb 5-09
MeloQS, each .,.1016
Peaches, large, p. doz. 4 0-60

,, small, per doz. ... 1 0-

Pears, p. sieve, small 2 0-26
„ (Dessert), half-

sieve 3 0-40
Pine-apples. St. Mi-

chael, each ... 2 h

1
I
Plums, half-sieve ... 2 0-30

1

2

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s. d. s. d.

Beans, French, half •

Bieve 2 0-26
„ Bunners, half-

sieve 10-16
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 16-30

s.d. s.d.
Cucumbers, per doz. 16-26
M.irrows. per doz. ... 9-
Mushrooms. per lb. 8- 9
Peas, per bushel ... 4 0-50
Tomatos, per lb. ... 3 4

Potatos.
Better demand for best wimples. Prices:—Snowdrops, 89s.

to 1005. ; HebroDS, 60*. to 8^s. ; Giants, 50j. to 70s. per ton.

SEEDS.
London : .Siifjtembcr 5.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Me^chant^, of iJrt^at M tze Pond. Borough. Loudon, S.E , write

that a further quantity of yeirliog Red Clover seed has juit

cli itigrfd han Is, at hird^ning ratet. French Trifoliim, oi the
f pot, is getting into narrow conpass. Winter Tares, a!^ yet,

both offer aid sell slowly; a g)Oii demitid for them i^ an-

ticipate! later 03, Ihe anprecedentedly low price of Rye,
atLricts speculative attention. The anary seed market
exhib t-i remarkable stubbarnnej-s. wita a meaj^re consumptive
ii.quiry

;
quotations refuse to go lower. Mustard is ueglfrcted.

RapeseidcoatiiiUP,-^ steady. Buckwheitand Linseed unaltered.

FBITITS ASTD VEGETABLES.
Borough and Spitalfields : Sept. 4.—Quotations :—

Cabbages, 'Js. to3'-, 6rf. per tally; Turnips, Is 6''. to 2s. 6rf-

;

Carrots, Is. 6rf. to 2s. <ad, ; Parsley. Is. to Is. 9 '. per dozen
buuches; Scarlet Beaas, li. ^d. to 2s.; French n-j., ?s. .3rf.

to 3?. p-*r b shel ; Horse-radish, Is. 3d. to Is. 9(/. jer
bundle; App'es, Is. 6d. to 3?. per bushel; Pears, 9d. to 2s.

;

Piums. 9d. to Is. per ^-sieve.

Stratford: Sept. 4.—Cabbages, Is. 9(i. to 4s. per tally;

Savoys, Is. 9rf, to 3s. per ti'ly; Cauli!ljw»*ra, Is. to 2s. 6d. per
doziu

; do,, is. to 10s. per tally ; Pears. 2s, to is. per bu'*hel
;

Plums, \s. t'j U. 9d. per half-sieve; do., 25. to 3s. per fiat;'

Green Gages. U, 9d. to 2s. Qd. per half-sieve ; do., 3s. to 4s. psv

flat; Tomatos, English, 4x. to 4s. 6 i. per dozen lb.; do.,

Guernsey, 3s. to 3s 6d. do,; Cucumbers, frame. Is. to 3?. per

dozeu ; do., tield, id. to 8d. do. ; Celery, 9d to Is. 2d. per roll
;

Beans, Scarlet, 2s. to 3s. per sieve ; French do., 2s, to 3s. do. ;

Vegetable Marrows. 5s. to 10s. per tally; Horeradish, Is. to

Is. 3d. per bundle; Turnips, Is. 6'. to as. per dozeu bunches;

Carrots, household, 40>-. tj 45s. per ton; do., cattle-feeding,

25;. to 28s. do.; Mangels, 16'-. tj 21«. do, ; Swedes, 16s. to

18s. do.; Onions, English, 80s. to 90s. per ton; do., Dutch,

2s. Qd. to 3s. 6i. per bag ; do , Oporto, 5s. ta 6s. Qd per case
;

Watercress, Qd. per dozen.

Farringdox: Sipt. 6.—Quotations :—Cabbages, 2s. 6rf. to

3s. 6rf. ; Collards. Is. 6i. to 2s. per tally ; Greens, Is. to Is. 6d.

per dozen ; Turnips. 2s. to 2s. 6rf. ; Carrots, 2s. to 2s. 6rf. per

dozen bunches; Vegetable Marrows, 4s. to 6?. per tally;

Apples. Suffields, 4s. to 4 . 6d. ; Keswiuk Codlin. 3s. 6d to 4s. ;

Peirs, Williams, 3(. 6d. to 4s. p^r bushel; Piums, Victorias,

2s. to 2s. 6(i. per half-sieve ; Cob Nuts, 3d. per lb. ; Green

Walnuts, 5s. per bag ; Tomatos, Euglish, id, per lb. ; Spaaish

Grapes, 7s. per barrel ; English, hothouse. Is. per lb. ; Duchess

Pears, Is 6d. per box of 18 ; Melons. 5s. per case ; Horse radi&h

,

Is. 6d. per bundle ; Cucumbers, frame, Is. 9d. to 2s. per dozen

;

Pickling Cabbage, Is. to Is. 6i. do.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : Sept. 4,—Quotations

range 1 between 4r>s. and 70s. per ton.

STRiTFORD: Sipt. 4.—Quotations :—Dark Magnums. 45s. to

50j.; do., Uplands, 60s. to 60s ; Snowdrops, bos. to 7os. ;

Hebrona, oOs. to 60s. per ton.

Farringdon : Sept. 6.—Quotations :—Essex : Bruces, 50s.

to 56s. ; Imperators, 5Js. to 6Ss. ; Reading Giants, 5J*. to 70s.

;

Hebrons, white, tiOs. to 80*. ; Snowdrops, 60s. to 75s. ; Her
Majesty, 50s. to 60s. per ton. Beds : Hebrons. white, 70s. to
80s ; do., red. 70s. to 80s. ; Imperators, 50s. to 60j. ; Sutton's

Abuudance, 60s. 10 70s. ; Bruce^i, 55s. to 6bs. ; Magnums, 55s,

to 60s. per toa,

London Averages : Sept. 5.—Regents, 50s. to 6Ds. ; Mag-
nums, 50s, to bOs. ; Hebrons, 6 s. to 80s. ; Snowdrops, 60s. to

80s. ; Kidneys, 55i. to 60s. per ton.

OO&N.
Averages.—Official statement of the average prices of British

Coru. imperial measure Cqr-). for the week ending September 1

,

aud for the corresponding period in the preceding year;—
1894 ; Wheat. 22s. Id. ; Barley. 24s. Id. ; Oats, 17s. \d. 1893 :

Wheat, 26s. bd. ; Barley, 26j. 9d. ; Oats. ISs. Td.

HAY.
.^uerd^es.-The following are the averages of the pricp.3 at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:—
Cljver, prime, 110.5. to 13Ss. ; do., inferior, 80s. to llus. ; do.,

new, 75s. to l;i5s, ; hay. best, 10 js. to I30s. ; do.. specially picked,

140s ; do., inferior, 60s. to 100s. ; do., new, 70s, to lOOs. ; Mix-
ture. 90s. to 125s. ; and Straw, 43s. to 60s. per load.

Q/mfe/m

Lorrejpordeni

*^* Owing to the large increase in our circula-

tion^ we are reluctantly under the necessity of going
to pref^s so//ie hours earlier. Our contrihutors, who
weu know what this iTipUes, will kinci'y aid us hy

sending their communications as early in the ii^eck as

P'jssii.'.e Communications should reach us not later

than Wednesday.

Bkech Trees: C. Lincoln. Your trees are alfectfd

with a kind of A|)hi», called Chermen fagi. We
ffar there ia no ho^e for your tree, bo badly alFected

ia it ; but before Ihe insects have become ao nuratr-

0U8. petrolpunfl emiilsion, or a mixture of one part

of keroaene to four of oil may be brushed over the
trunk in autumn, so as not to iigure the leaves.

Gis-llme may also be applied to the roots, at a
cistance of 5 or 6 feet from the trunk.

Books : ./. Taere is a book (out of print) on the
fu'jecr.. You might meet with it at the second-
hand book shops. It ia entitled Tahle Decorations^

by Miss Hasaard.— /S. P. D. The Tomato: its

Culture and Uses. By W. Igpulden. Mushroom Cul-
ture, a[ d Wr-iiht's Mushrooms for the Mil/ion ; both
publish! d at 171, Fieet Screic, E.G.

Carnations : T. S. Your Carnations are most pro-
bably atf cted with eel-worms in the leaves, such
as have been repeatedly figured and described in

our columns. Dastroy all afTected plants, and get
fresh soil.

Names of Plants : We thankfully acknowledee the
receipt from H. M. E. of a P. O. 0. for £1 for

the Gardeners' Orphan Fund. This donation

is made in acknowledgment of service ren-

dered by naming plants in this column.

—

5. P. D. sends more than six specimens. 1,

Adiantum ped«*um ; 2. Anemone japouica; 3,

Anemone japonica var. Honorine Jobert; 4. Phlox,

we cannot name varieties; 5, Vallota purpurea;

6, Selaginella Wildenovii; 7, Acer Negundo varie-

gatam ; 8, Thuya plicata of gardens ; 9. Retinospora

pisifera var. plumosaof gardens.—/. E. R. 1, Aira

caryophyllea ;22, Agrostis canina ; 3, Poa rigida;

4. Festuca pratensis ; 5, Melica uuiflora.

—

A.F. G,

Helmintbia echioides, Ox-tongne. The Jacob's

Ladder is Polemonium ccerulenm.— J. C, lionisey.

1, Choisya ternata ; 2, Ceanothus azureus var
;

3, Hypericum Moserianum ; 4, Clethra alnifolia;

5, Olearia Haaatii ; 6, Veronica Traversii.

—

R. K.
Euphorbia Lathyris, the Caper Spurge.— F. L.

Nicotiana rustica, probably.

—

H. M. E. Artemisia

sericea — G. D. P. Spergula arvenais, or " Spurry."

—P. W. Rodriguezia refracta and Epidendrum
elongatnm, with the side lobes of the lip imper-

fectly developed.— T. R. J., Leeds. Your hybrid

Cypripedium is C. X Savageannm, O'Brien.
—J. MUson. Frunus myrobalana, much used in the

northern parts of the kingdom for culinary uses.

The fruits come from Dutch and German ports.

—

E M. C. Bulbophyllum calamarium, Lindl, West
Alrica.— If. A. 1, not known iu present stage ;

2 Durond>-au ; 3, Beurr^d'Amanlis ; 4, Nonsuch
;

5, Dumelow's Seedling ; 6. Red Quarrenden.

—

F. C. S. 1. Euphorbia Lathyris. the Caper

Spurge; 2. Caljcanthus floridus (Carolina All-

spice) ; 3, Chelone barbata ; 4, next week ; 5, Cen-
taurea montana ; 6, Saltia Horminum ; 7, Sela-

ginella (next week) —J. C. Pjrus (Sorbns) ameri-

cana and Saxe Gotbea conspicua.

Onion with Variegated Leaves : C. H. J. Of oc-

casional occurrence. No value whatever.

Rhubarb: F. L. The answer to your question de-

pends on the terms of the schedule. If you take

the word in its plain natural sense, Rhubarb ia

certainly not a fruit. By " fruit " in a schedule we
khould understand either dessert fruit or cooking

fruit. Rhubarb is neither.

Tomato: J. and A. B, It seema to be a free-aetting

variety, and it resembles in form and colour many
others now in commerce. We cannot identiiy

the variety.

Tomato Going Off : A. B. Bid cuUivation, pro-

bably. No fungus was discovered in the apecimea

sent.

Vegetable Exhibition : B. W. W. There are no
clatses for vegetables at the Frait Show to be held

at the Crystal Palace, nor do we know of any other

exhibition arranged where vegetables will be shown,

but they may be exhibited before the Fruit and

Vegetable Cummittee of the Royal Horticultural

Society at any of their fortnightly meetings

These are held af. the Drill Hall, James Street,

Westminster, and the next one will be on Tuesday
next, 14th inst.

Wild Convolvulus : Convolvulus. Nothing will rid

the gard^^n of Ibis troublesome plant short of

fjrking-over the gronnrt, and extracting every bit

of the roots, and the free use of the Dutch hoe

during the summer. When the routs are mixed

with those of Iruit bushes, it is more difficult to

eradicate, but hand-weeding and hoeing will even

in this case keep the plague in check. Vacant
plots should be trenched after getting out as many
of the roots as possible.

Communications Reckivkd.—W. Catbush & Son.—A. Parry
(we canQOC now revert to the matter) —J. L. B.— R. B.

—

U. D. Berlin.-J D.-H. H. D'O — A. H. G.-J. T. D.—
M, & L.—W. F. P.—M. I).— J. D.—G. HiinseD, Califoroia.

—

F O —C. de B —T. T.—M. T.— VI, M., Mallow.— J. O'B.—
.J.'g B.-A M.— a. N.—R L. H.— J. B.—J. D,—E. M.—
A. D.—P. W.—W. D.—A. I!. F.-E. J.

Photographs Received with Thanks.—R. P. (will pro-

bably be uaed la'e- on).

Specime.vs Received,—W. T. H.—C. D,—B. W. W.—H.
Straus", fologue.—G. A. W., Middlesex.—J. C , Ochtertyre,

wiih thanks.

CONTINUED INCREASK in the CIRCULATWN OF THE
" aAno KNURS' CHRONICLE."

Important to advi.ktisers.- 77tc PiLbH.shcr has the snlis-

fwllon ofannounrlaij Ihaf Ihe einiOntimi ".[the '^Gardeners

Chrtniiclr. " /(.((.«, suur thr riihieHiui in the priet: of IH paper,

Increasea to the extent ot 80 per cent.,

and that it Is Incieaslug weekly.
AdverUscrs an: rnitiiidrd that Ihe " Chronicle " circulates aiiwng

C'lL'NTKV GENTLEMEN. AN1>ALL CLAS.-jE.-i OF fJAItUKHElW

ANi> GAHliEN-LOVEKS a( home, that it has a specially Uirge

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved Jor refeienee in all the priihcijtal Libraries.
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J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CONSERVATORIES OESICKEO and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDIHCS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FRUIT HOUSES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

All 3Iaterials and Worhnanship of the Best Qualiti/.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS^ CO., FRHs,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

CHKLSEA, LONDON, s.^^r.

yv. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6,-0.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

CUCUMBER

and

TOMATO

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALTv FKOM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.
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ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO.. FarnborouKh, Hants.

IliLTTSTRATED CATALOaUE FBEE.

W. JoNBs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

\^m
StGURB RIDGE.

5l-o3.ndl?oi FOREIGN, of abovt sizes, in bores of 100 F«t ^ 200 feet supei».

X,NGL18H GlMS, cut to truye-rs' sues , a.t lowest -prices
d£!ii^ered f-ree^ i^^cu-nd m the tcunt-ry, \n qua.ntity.

7^;/^Aii>FBvA'Gi^
%f/f.a\^%ER^Tp^RJE5 SyP^T^ivA:;;^-H(^us£

GEOR0E FAKjniLOE&SONS
Ls^D, Olabs Oil-, ajid CoLOui^riER^MANra. '

^34 £i*eJOHN&t^eet^^aTSMIrHFIEL0.IONDO^ 'C
fetoc^^lifiifl And. prices ffndpplic&tion. Pl£6£€qiiotc ChronieU.

SAFE HIGH-GLASS OILS,
FOR

HEATING & LIGHTING PURPOSES.

S. BOWLEY & SONS,
OIL REFINERS, VARNISH, WHITE LEAD, and COLOUR

MANUFACTURERS,

WELLINGTON WORKS, BATTERSEA BRIDGE
LONDON, S.W.

ORGHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
SEND FOR A PRICE LIST

From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

DO NOT ERECT
Oia-fashloaed GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7 000 feet Length of the New Patent Travelling
Structures already in Construction.

Write for Catalogue of Smallest to Largest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate S t. Station, E.G.)

55 English, American, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle :—" It is commended as saving 100 to
200 per cent." The Gardening World

:

—" There is no (jueation

as to the utility." The Horticultural 'Rnnew

:

—" Will effect

a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening :
— *' Can honestly

commend the style as eminently rractical." The Journal of
Horticulture :

—" May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthe-
mums. Roses, Strawberriea, and Fruit Trees generally."

The

Largest Steam .

HORTICULTORAL
I

WORKS
I

la the World,
i

Inspection Invited I

^/V. COOPER, Limited,
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS—f^e Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
NURSERIES-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

1000

HOUSES IN
STOCK

to Select from.

Works cover

6 acres.

IMPORTANT. _*We beg" to inform all readers of this Paper that the Third Edition (100,000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 Pag-es and about 1,200 Illustrations, bound in cloth, is Now Ready.

We shall have much pleasure in forwarding to every person up to September 30, 1894, one post free ; after which the price
will be Is. each. This List is the mofit complete in the Trade, and has cost several thousand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

SECTION.
I. Conservatories, Greenhouses,

Vineries, Orchid Houses,
Plant anl Forcing Houses,
Frames, Pita, Hand-Lights,
&c

n. Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and
Pigeon Appliances, &c.

III. Rubtic Work

IV. Iron Buildings and Roofing,
Church Furniture, &o.

17— 6i

65— 98

S9-134

v. Heating Apparatus,
Stoves, &c.

Cooking
179-228

FOR EVERY READER OF THIS PAPER.
CONTENTS OF SECTIONS,

SECTION.
VI Horticultural Manures, Fertili-

ztTs, Insecticides, Worm and
Weed Destroyers, Sunshades,
Soil-. &c

VII. Lawn Mowers and EdgeCut'ers,
Tennis Markers, Garden
Rollers, &c

VIII. Horticultural Timber

IX. Horticultural Sundries, Wire-
work, Fountains, Vases,
Statuary, &c

X. Vegetible and Flower Seeds,

Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.

247—268

2d9—280

281-342

343-383

SPECIAL OFFER of NURSERY STOCK.
Buy at once and pot on now for vt inter-blooming.

PRIMULA (Single).—Various colours, very large flowers, fine

healthy plants, out of small pots, 35. per doz., free.

,, (Double White).—StronB rooted plants, out of 3-iD. pots,

4s. per doz., 28s. per 100, free.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA-Speclal line to help out our
enormous stuck, an Exhibition strain, strong
plants, out of 3-ln. pots, Is. 3d. per doz., 3 38. 6d.
per J 00, free.

do, do., transplanted, Is. 2d. per doz., 28. per 2 doz.

Extraordinary Value in the Best Creepers,
For covering wall?, trellis- work, &c.

The Small VIRGINIAN CREEPER (Ampelopyis Veitchi), with
foliage turning a very rich deep crimson in late autumn ;

plant now ; self-clinging, with about 3 ft, of growth, out
of 3-in. pots ; 3s. per doz , 23s. per 100. free. Much larger
plants. outof 6-in. pots, 4ft, to 5ft. high, ^s. per doz .free.

The Old VIRGINIAN CREEPER (Ampelopsis Hederacea),
stronger growth, more hardy and vigorous than A. Veitchi,
green foliage, out of email pot", 2s. ^d per doz., free.

PASSIFLORA C(ERULEA (Slue Pasbion Flower).—First-rate
climber for outside walls, &c., greenhouses and coneerva-
torief, from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, out of small pots. 3s. per
(^oz.. 20s. per 100, free. Larger plants, Out of 5- in. pots,
3 ft. io 4 ft,, 5s. per doz., free

COOPER'S Collection of GREENHOUSE FERNS, foliage
plants, mot-ses. &c., speciallv selected for Greenhouse aud
Room Decoration, consisting of the following varieties:
Aspleniums. Adiantums (Maidenhair), Gymnogrammas
(gold and silver Ferns), lHolei;is. Polypodium, Pteris serru-
lata, cristata, and tremula ; Aralias, Grevilleas, Nephro-
lepis, Selaginellas, &c. Is. 6d. per doz. ; 3s. per doz.

;

hs, per doz., carriage free.

PASSIFLORA GRANDIFLORA —Larger llow*=r than the

above, outof email pots, 2ft, to 3ft. high, 3s. per doz.,

20s. per 100, free.

Special Offer of Uaxechal Niels.

Holding the iiue.Ht etock in the kicgdom of this lovely climbing
Rose (especially for roof ana walls of Greenhouses and
Conservatories), we would strongly advite our numerous
amateur customers to place their orders and plant soon

to ensure a heavy crop of floweis next spring.

Fine strong plants in large pots, 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, 2s. 3rf. each.

24.?. ptr doz.. F.O.R.; extra grand, large plants, in large

pots, 8 ft. to 9 ft , 3s. erf. each, 36s. per doz., F.O.R.

Giape Vines,
BLACK ALICANTE, \

BLACK HAMBRO.
BUCKLAND'S SWEETWATER, Stout canes, 5 ft. to 6 ft.

FOSTER'S SKEDLING, V lon», 2s. each, three for

LADY LOWNES' SEEDLING,
I

6j. 6^., F.O.R.
MADRESFIELD COURT,
MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA,

Cheap Offer of Plants for Present Planting.
Smaller quantities supplied at proportionate prices. Orders

of 100 and upwards carriage free.

WALLFLOWERS, Harbinger, single, deep scarlet, 2s. per 100.

,, Belvoir Castle, dwarf, light golflen. 2s. per 100.

,, Covent Garden, Blood-red, the darkest crimson known,
2s. per 100.

,, Primrose Dame, ricli golden-yellow, 2s. per 100.

,, Golden Tom Thumb, dwarf, canary-yellow, 2s. per 100.

,, Graham's Perfection, rich crimson, 2s. per lUO.

,, Double Branching, grand spikes of double canary-yellow
blooms, 3s. per mo.

,, Finest Double German, very double blooms of choicest

colours, ,3s. per lOii.

DOUBLE DAISY (Bellis perennis), very useful for borders and
edgings, 3s. per 100.

DOUBLE i-YRErHRUMS, saved from the best named
varieties, producing large quantitit-s of most beautiful

Aster-like flowers m all shades of colour, ranging from

white lo crimson, 23. 6rf. per lO.'.

FOXGLOVE (finest spotted), excellent for shrubberies, Ac,
very handi-oiEe in large ma;8es or back borders, 3j- per 100.

SWEET WILLCAM, all tne best varieties, very popular and

pretty plant, t-hould have a place in every garden,

4«. per 10 '.

CANTEKBUKY BELLS (mixed), well-known hardy plants,

all the best colours, single and double, indispensable lor

mixed borders. 4s. per iOO

HOLLYHOCKS, tuperb double German, strong plants, pro-

ducing a large proportion of very double fljwers. in all the

best snafles of colour, grown from the tioe^t Continental

Btraina procurable. Is. per doz. ; lOs. <od. per lOJ.

GEUM, double scarlet, vigorous, healthy plants, covered with

pretty siUiU rt-d flowers, 2s. 6rf. pwr lUO.

PAN -lES, for spring blooming.—We have a splendid selection

of these most pjpular spring flowers, in all shadts of

colour, selfs. spotted, and blotched, M. <ad. per 100.

SAPONARTA MULTIFLORA ALB4, very free bloomer,

useful for cutting ks. per 100.

MYOSdTIS VICTORIA, the finest of blue Forget-me-nots, a
peifect mass of liloom, .';. td. per 100.

Strawberry flants ! Strawberry Plants !

!

An immense stock, comprising all the best and most popular

varieties. List free. J- la at now. ;s. 6d. per 100, 21*.

per 1000, free.

Roses and Fruit Trees.

Our f<tock of the above is this year exceptionally tine. 0r(Ters

booked now for Roses, tra ne i stand ird, aud bush.

Peaches, Nectar nes. Plum-, Apricots, and Pear trees, will

be ready for delivery in October. All orders executed in

strict rotation. All goods carefully piickea feeon rai .

BULB CAT ALOGUE NOW READY, P O ST FREE.
W. COOPER, LIM., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
and Heating Enqineebs,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description,

in either Wood or Iron.
or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges, Cottages,

Tennis Courts, Verandahs, 8to.

Hot-water Apparatus
I for wanning Churches,

Schools, Publio Buildings,
Mansions, Harness Rooms,

Drying Rooms, Hothouses, and
Buildings of every Description.

Illustrated Circulart
Post-free.

Complete Catalogue. 38.

Under Royal ^^^g'§^ Patronage.

FLOWER POTS
AND THE FINEST SELECTION OF

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY

CONWAY G. WARNE, Ltd.,

HOUL POITERiES,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
rr.ICELlSTFEEE.

PATENT
HORTICULTURAL BOILER.
Quick Heating & Cheap.

Particulars of

—

T. POTTERTON, ^"'l^^.n,
lULHAM, LONDON. S.W .

Crompion andFawlCe^,

Book of
RAPHS1

Cf Fxtp'-'or :inil hifprior \ ipws, Sections. Details. Interior Fittings, and H-'atiug

Apparatus of Conservatoriei, Rani<e^, Vaieries. Oreeuhouses. Stoves, Pits. Frames, ice.

Tlie most comprelieusive Book on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, Chelmsford.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

Aod at 118. QUEtN VlCfORIA STREET, LONDOV, E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFINa and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts m Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. Illustrated Catahgues Free by Post.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OXTR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
The^e Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

] -light, 4 ft. by 6 ft..

8 ft. by 6 ft,.

12 ft. by 6 ft.

.

16 ft. by 6 ft..

20 ft, by 6 ft.

.

24 ft, by 6 ft.

.

CASH
PBICES,

CABRLA.aE

PAID.

£
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HOLIDAY SEASON, 1894.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
AND

Accidents of All Kinds.
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
W. D. MASSY, I

^

A. VIAN.

ESTABLISHin) 1851.

Secretaries,

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chanckrv Lank, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, r-payable oii demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, -when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES putchasel and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

tuTiB on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBE1.K ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS BAVENSCROFT, Manager.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stanc's

quite independent, or by withdrawing; bolt at top yon have
two ladders.— Particulars of BATCHELAR, J8. Hammersmith
Boad, W. Patent applied for.

ESTATE SALES.
The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates ia

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the
upper and middle clasaes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Rooks, and other property advertised
in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The '* WORCESTER HERALD ' is the most effective organ
for giving publicity to announcements of this cla-=i3. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,
would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.

For producing results the *' WORCESTER HERALD " is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. Price 2d.

Published Friday for Saturday,

Offices : — 72, HIGH STREET, WORCESTER.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Geenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt.. and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisouois Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

GSrove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

»nd BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Tait & Co., 119, 120, Capel Street, Dublin—Bulbs, Flower

Roots, &;.

Antony RoozEN & Son, Overveen. Haarlem (Mertius & Co.,

3. Cross Lane. St. Mary-at-H:ll, London. E.C., Agent)—
Du'ch and Cape Bulbs, &c.

Wm. Clibran & Son, 10 and 12, Market Street, Manchester
—Bulbs.

DoniE & Mason, 22. Oak St'-eet, Manchester—Bulbs.

Chas Turner, Roy^l Nurseries, Slough—Bulbs, &c.

DOBiE & DiCK.s. '66, Deansgate, Manchester — Bulbs and
Flowering Roots.

Charles Phillips, 18, Hamilton Road, Reading—Carnations
and Picotees.

Hogg & Robert.son, Dublin—Bulbs.

Thomas W. Edmunds (late John Cathell), Westerham,
Kent-Trees. Shrubs, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Conifers,

Fruit Trees, Rojes, Hardy Climbers, Culinary Roots,
Bulbs, &c.

D. S. Grimes & Sons, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.—Wholesale
Price List of Seeds of Abies, Pinus, and Yucca
angustifolia.

Benjamin Reid & Co., Aberdeen—Dutch Bulbs.

McRONALD, 65, South Street, Chichester—Bulbs.

W. J. Watson, Town Hall Buildings, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Bulbs. &c.

GARDENING APPOINTMEfiTS.
Mr. Frank Chamberlain, as Head Gardener to A. Knowles,

Esq., Newent Court, Gloucestershire.

Mr. A. Sheppabd, f >rQaerly Gardener at Greaa Lod^e, Rich-
mond as Head OArdeoer to J. L. NewaLL, Esq., Forest
Hall, Ongar.

Mr. W. Veale. for the past two and a half years Foreman at
Strading Castle, Llanelly, has been appointed Gardener to

J. Watson. Esq., St. Mary's Lodge, Newport, Monmouth.

Mr. H. Clark, for the past two years Head Gardener at

Phirley Lodge, Shirley, Croydon, as Head Gardener to
P. Mortimer. Esq.. Ashe Park. Overton, Hants.

Mr. J. Stagey, formerly Head Gardener at The Elms, Torquay,
Devon, as Head Gardener to J. JoSE, Esq., Melliogey,
Perranarworthal, Cornwall.

Mr. H E. Blake, formerly Head Gardener at Cordlands,
Edgbaston, ba^* been appointed Head Gardener to E.
Fisher. Fsq . Mendip Lodge, Langford, Bristol.

Mr. W. Beale, formerly Gardener et Oakland, ^t^, Peters, as

Head Gardener to E. A. Leatham, Misardea Park, Ciren-
cester.

PARTNERSHIP.—An excellent opportunity
offers to a business man with £20U to £500 to join Adver-

tiser, who has a good business, and. in addition, has just

bought premises in the finst position in London.—Z. A. M,,
Gardeners' Chronicle 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, HEAD GARDENER, for first-

class Hotel, near Lo don (three others kept), must
be well up in Decorative Floriculture and Kitchen Garden.
—Address, C. J. DELLAGANA, George Street, Richmond,
Surrey.

ANTED, Hbad Working GARDENER,
for an English gentleman's place in Ireland. A strictly

8 ber, active, and reliable married man without young family;
must have a thorough knowledge of flower, vegetable, and
hardy fruit culture, acquired in good private gardens ; to live

in lodge ; wife to mind gate, and help in laundry, or make
herself generally useful. Apply by letter to P. BICKNELL,
Esq.. 89 Newington Butts. S.E.

C~^AN any Lady or Gentleman recommend a
7 thoroughly good Man as HEAD WORKING QARDENER ?

Must b"! thoroughly apt in all branche-*, and hitve a fair

knowledge of Botany. — B. M. GREAVES, Esq., Wern,
Tremadoc, R..S.O.

ANTED, a FOREMAN, in Small Nur-
sety. chiefly Glass. Must thoroughly understand

growing Tomatos. Cucumbers, and Roses for Cut Blooms for

Market. Would prefer one about '/7, and married, or about to

be. Liberal terms.—Full particulars to Mr. ARABIA, The
Shrubbery. Portswood, Southampton.

VVTANTED.—A Soft-wooded PROPAGATOR
V T and GROWER, under the Foreman, for a Nursery in

Lancashire. One used to Roses, Ferns, &c. Situation perma-
nent and progressive. State experience, wages expected, age,

&.C., to R. S., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 152, Houndsditch, London.

WANTED.—An experienced man to take
charge of Vegetable Department for Market. Must be

sober and honest. Wages £1 per week.—Letters addressed

T,, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an Out-door FOREMAN
(Working), age 35 to 40, with practical experience

of Budding and Gnfting, and a thorough knowledge of Fruit
Trees. Shrubs, and Roses. One used to the management of

men preferred.— Apply, stating salary and references, to
W. BALCHIV AND SONS. 87. Western Road. Brighton.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.—A respectable
Young MAN who understands the c^re of La *ns, and

ii willing to make himself useful. He will live in the hou'e.
Wages, £14, with launlrv, and all ound,—H, KEMBALL
COOK, Esq , Stanmore Park. Middlesex.

ANTED, a BUSINESS MAN, on Salary
and Commission, ta solicit orders for Plants. Bulbs,

GardeT ing. &c. Every o portunity given to a pushing man.^
Apply Z.. The Con->ervatories. Finchley Ro d, N.W.

WANTED, a smart active MAN, for
Pleasure Grounds, not under 24. Mutt be able to

use a scythe, and be clean and neat in his work. Wages
21s. per week. No bothy.—G. BOND, The Grove Gardens,
StreaiJi im.

WANTED, a young MAN, to take charge of
a small Florist's Shop. Must be well up in Wreaths,

Bouquets, &c., and have some knowledge of Seeds, Bulbs, and
general Nur-ery Stock. Must be sober, honest, and energetic.
—Apply, giving references, age, and wages to E. W., Francis
& Co.. Hertford.

WANTED, for Retail Seed Establishment,
a. reliable ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, with a good

knowledge of the Trade in all branches Farm seeds essential.

Reference, age. and wages to RYEGRASS. Gardenen^ Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO FLORISTS.—WANTED, an experienced
Hand, to Manage small Florist's Business fur about a

fortnight.— Address, S. J. WEIGHTMAN and CO., 2, Church
Lane, Leytonstone.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FS A N D E R AND C O. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER OARDENEKS. of excellent character, and proved

ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

P. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, jcc.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest reco umen-
dations. Telegraphic address, " DOWNIE, Edinburgh."

piCHARD SMITH and CO.
xVf beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, VTorceater.

GardeoerB, Farm-Bailiflfa. Foresters. &c.

DICIvSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND M.ES of the

highest respectability, and thorough'y practical At their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chester."

GARDENER (Head, where three or four
are kept).—Age 29; mtrried. Large erperience, and

highly recommended. Excellent character in every detail.

—

H. TREEN. Dawlieh Road, Selly Oak.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept, or
good SiNGLE-HiNDED.—Age ^9, Single; twelve years*

all-rouud experience. Three years' good character from present

situation.— G. TREADWELL, The Gardens, Easneye Park,

Ware, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more
are kept —Married. Life-experi»nce in all branches.

Leaving through giving up country establishment. Excellent

character. Disengaged at Michaelmas. — Particulars, W.,
3, Denmark Terrace, Burgess Hill, Sufsex.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—C. Fielder,
Gardener to the Dowager Lady Howard de Walden,

Mote Park, Maidstone, begs to recommend Wm. Baem. who
has been Foreman in these Gardens during the past four years,

to any Lady or Gentleman reciuiring a thoroughly trustworthy

man, where several men are employed. Sixteen ye irs' expe-

rience in good situations.-The Mote Park Gardens. Maidstone.

GARDENER (Head, good Working).—
Age 28; long experience; four years' excellent per-

sonal character. Wages 23s. and cottage. Abstainer. —
CHALLIS, 8, Grove, Maidenhead. ____^^__

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, one child, late Head Gurdener to the Hon. R,

E. Parsons, seeks re-engagement. Thorough good Fruit and
Plant-grower and all-round Gardt-ner. Good references as to

character and ability. — PttEWETT, <&, Purley Terrace,

Brighton Road, Purley, Surrey.
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GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single HANDED). — Age 29, married, no family ;

thoroughly experieoced in all branches Highly recoaimended.

—GLADDEN, 1, Douglas Road, Totworth. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept —Age 26, single; twelve years' f-xpe-

rience in all Garden Work. Highest references from last and

previous places.— H. S. FIELDEK, Pupbrook. Cosham, Hants.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,

married, when suited. Mr. Ward, Gardener to T. H.

OaKes, Esq., Biddings House, Alfreton, Derbyshire, can with

confidence recommend his Foreman. H. Hoellischer. to any

Lady or Gentleman requiring an efiBcient and competent Gar-

dener, seventeen years' practical experience, ten years in

present situation.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29,
married. The Right Hoo. The Eirl of BucHiN can with

every coutidence recommend his late Gardener. Thoroughly

competent and trustworthy in all branches.—H., Waldron
House, Garratt Lane, Tootiog, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Singlk-Handed).—Thorough experience in Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen Gardening.—
GARDENER. lO:^, Hambro Road. Streatham, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ;

thoroughly practical in every branch, includ-

ing Orchid-t, and well understands the requirement-^ oE a large

establishment. Eleven years' good character —F. SOMER-
FORD, 7, Augustine Cottages, Brook Lane, Cheshunt, Herts.

ARDENER (Head Working). — Age sT,
married, two children. Thoroughly practical in all

branches; four years in last situation; good character.

—

M. BROWN. Lymbourne, Havant.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29;
married, no family

;
good all round experience iocluding

Orchids; can be well recommended; disengaged.— CHEAL,
67, Glen Vue, Eist Qrinstead Su>sex.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept.—Thorough good all-round practical

experience, Inside and Out. Nearly hve years' excellent

references. Well recommended.—H. W, THOMSON. 12',

Albany Street. Regent's Park. N.W.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or two are kept.— Married, no encumbrance. Experi-

ence from a boy iu all branches. Highly recommended by
Lady Vincent. D. Abernon Chase, Ashstead, hurrey,—C.
HANNI3. .36, Sarsfeld Road. Balham. S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 41,
married ; no encumbrance. A life of thorough practice

in all branches. Seven years last place.—W. CLARK, Cook's

Cottage. High Beech. Loughton.

("GARDENER (Head, or Under).—Age 36,
T single. Well up in all brunches. Five years' in present

situation.—QEOHGE CHATFIELD, 2. Thompson's Cottages,

Milton Road. Haywards Heath.

ARDENER (Head, or good Sinqlk-
HANDED). — Age 24 ; ten years' experience in all

branches; eight years in present situation, over two years

as Head. Good reference. Abstainer. — H. JACKSON,
Kensworth, Dunstable, Beds.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or otherwise.
—Age 27. married; experienced in Growing Flowers,

Fruit, and Vegetables. Two years' good c'laracter iu last

place, and four years previous.—W. KEEN, 1, Ebenezer
Cottages, Grange Road, Willesden Green.

>RDENER (Single-handed). — Age 24,
Well up in Orchids and general work ; good references.

—H. WAITE. Station CotUges. Kenley. Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
one or two are kept) ; age 30, married.—W. Stagey,

Gardener to Drury Fortnum, Esq., J. P., D.L , Stanmore,
Middlesex, wishes to recommend a Man as above. Good
testimo oials.

ARDENER (Single-hanied). — Age 34,
married. Eight years' good character. Leaving

through a death. — T. S., 19, Stanhope Gardens, South
Kensington, S.W^

GARD.ENER (Single-handed), or with
help.—Age 26. Good general knowledge of his business.

Indoor and Out. Life experience ; good references.—E. L.,

Hainault Road. Chigwell.

ARDENEK (Single-handed). —Age 40.
Married, No family. Understands GliSd. Flower and

Kitchen garden. Three years' good character. State wages
given.—T. NORTHOVER. 3(i, Ringsgate Street. Win?hester.

ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 40,
married, no family ; understands Conservatory, Green-

house, Vines. Cucumbers, Chrysanthemums, Tomatoa, Flower,
Fruit, and Kitchen Garden. Good character.—J. LEDGER,
19, Quei^n's Road, Chislehurst.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where two
or three are kept).—Well up in all branches ; even years

ii last place. Total abstainer ; Age 30, married when suited.

A. W. J., 2 . Danbrook Road. South Streatham. S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 40,
married, no family at home ; ten years' good character.

Total abstainer.—T. EDWARDS, CoUingbourne Vicarage,
Kingstone, Marlborough, Wilts.

ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN.
—Age 26; twelve years' experience lasitie and Out.

Good references fiom last and previous employers.—

H

BUMQAY, The Qaidens, LUfordHaU, Oundle,

GARDENER (Second).—Age 24 ; where four
or more are kept, or JOURNEYMAN in a large place ;

eight years and a half experience, inyiile and out ;
good testi-

monials and references.—W. WILLIAMS, Hazeley Heath,
Winchlield, Hants.

GARDENER (Second) in a good Establish-
ment. Age 24. Four and a half years' good character

a» Second.— C. DUNN, Albert Koad, Horley. Surrey.

GARDENER (Third), where four are kept,
or otherwise.—Age '^b-. Head Gardener can strongly

recommend Advertiser as such. Gojd out-door man, anxious
to improve. Good references.—JOHN BAILEY, 62, High
Road, Lee. Kent.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out, in a
Gentleman's establishment.—Age 19. Abstainer; six

years' experience; strong and willing; bothy preferred.—
JOHN MIDDLETON, Stoughton Grange, Leicester.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 21 ; has a
good knowledge of Inside and Outside work. Good

references.—GEORGE SPITTLEHOUSE. Thurgarton, South-
well, Notts.

ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER.—
Age 20; abstainer; strong and willing; four years' ex-

perience, and good character.—R. LlMBDEN, Southington,
Overton. Hants.

MANAGER, in small Market Nursery,—
Age 30. married; well up in Carnations, Roses,

Cucumbers, Tomatoi, Cut Flowers, and Soft-wooded Plaots.

—T. D., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

MESSRS. CHARLESWORTH, SHUTThE-
WORTH & Co . Orchid Growers, Hcaton, near Bradford,

can recommend a first-class GARDENER and ORCHID
GROWER.— For particulars, apply to the Firm.

ORCHID GROWER.—Age 27. Eight years'
experience in chief Nurseries. Can be well recom-

mended.—S. HORNIBROOK, Lower Woodside Lodge, Hatfieid.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER in Nursery.
—Age 25 ; well up in Geraniums. Fuchsian. Carnations,

Roses, Ferns, Chrysanthemums, Tomatos, Cucumbers, and
General Work.—A Z , 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROAVER of Ferns in
quantity, Stove, Soft-wood. Carnations, and general

Market, Flowering, and Pot Stuff (tirst-class Tomatoa, Cucum-
bers). Fourteen yeart.' experience; good references.—G. C .

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, WeIiiut;ton St.. Strmd, ^' C.

C^
ROWER.—Age 24 ; eleven years' experience

"Jf in Carnations, Ferns, Stove, Soft-wood, and General
Market Flowering and Pot Stuff, Tomatos. Cucumbers, and
all kinds of Bedding. Good references.—A. M.. Gardeners'

Chronicle OfBce, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

KNli^MAN (General, Outside); age 20.—
Messrs. BiKD and Vallance will be pleased to recom-

mend a young man. as above, who has been with them six

years. Reply, stating wages, &c.—F. GROOM, Priory Road,
Downham. Norfolk.

HINOMAN.—Any Gentleman desiring a
willing and experienced Hindman, A. WHtTEWAY,

Gloddaeth, Llandudno, is open for such, well experienced in

Sheep, Cattle, and Land.

F'OREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 27;
thirteen years' experience; One and a half years' at

Brodaworth Hall. Doucaster, previously two and a half

years' at Belvoir Castle ; excellent references.—BENNETT,
Paddockhurst, Crawley, Sussex.

FOREMAN,—Twelve years' experience in
Plant and Fruit Houses. Good references from such as

Eastwll Grange Park, Eastwood Park, an I others.—
THOMPSON, Gatehouse, Westwell, Ashford. Kent.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; the past two years as
First Journeyman in large establishment (Nobleman's).

Well up in Fruit Growing, Stove Plants, and Horticultural

Work in general. A life long experience. Abstainer. A Non-
conformist. Wages 185. to£l. Good characters from previous
gardeners.—S. W., Baldwin. Eyntriord. Kent.

E-'OREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.—G. PARKS, Berry Hill Gardens. Mansfield,

would be pleased to recommend a young man aa above. Twelve
years' experience.

*0 BONUS given, when suited.—FORE-
MAN, in the Houses. Age 2.i ; deeply interested,

and with life experience. All braDchfs.-F. SMITH. Rock-
mount. St. Lawrence, near Ventnor. I.O.W.

FFOREMAN, in a good Establishment. —
Sixteen years' experience in first-class places. Can be

well recommended as a thorough Fruit and Plant Grower.
Excellent references from past and present employers.

—S. TUCK6.B, Elvaston Castle Derby.

O FLORISTS.—Advertiser desires a situa-

tion as FOREMAN, where Forcing and Growing of choice

Cut Blooms, is a speciality. An expert Propagator and Forcer.

Wellupin Fruits. Roses. Lilies, &c. Age 35. married
; abstainer.

—WM SMITH, Paxton Place, Westfieid>*. Hereford.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 19; five years*
experience, two years' at Belvoir Castle; excellent

references from last and previous employers.-F. LANSDELL,
The Gardens, Lilford Hall, Oundle.

JOURNEYMAN, in a large place, or Second
where three or four are kept —Age 23; well up to his

work, especially Inside. Highest references.—G. B., Beechwood
Lodge, Roigate.

£3

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses under a good
Foreman.—Age 20; &ix years' experience. Bothy pre-

ferred. Excellent references.- F. PURUHAS, Cannon Hall,

Barrnley, Yorks.

J~OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 10

;

four years' experience. Good character.—0. MAY,
King-ton, Tetsworth, Oxon.

JOURNEYMAN (Under).— Age 18; four
years' experience ; two and a half years' excellent cha-

racter. Abstainer. Disengaged. — W. SIMMONDS, Alma
Cottage, Mill Hill. London, N.W.

J~~OURNEYMAN, Inside. — Age 24; good
ezpenence in Fruit and Plant Houses. Can be well

rfcommended.- W, H. STACEY, The Gardens, Highcliffe

Castle, Chnatchurch. Hants

JOURNEYMAN (First) in the Houses.—
James Hoad, Gardener. Wray Park. Reigate, can tho-

rouplily recommend George Nye to any Gardener requiring a
trustworthy young man. Age 22. Leaving through death of

employer. Seven years' good character

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses. — James
Hoad. Gardener, Wray Park, Reigate. can thoroughly

recommend Arthur Brown (ige 19) to any Gardener requiring

a good persevering young man. Five years' gojd character.

JOURNEYMAN (Under), in a good place,
Inside, or Inside and Out.—Age 21; good references;

bothy preferred.-A. YOUNG, West End Cottage, Ebbesoourne,
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses,
under a good Foreman. -Age 20; good practical expe-

rience.— A. J. SANDERS, Gardener to Viscountesi Chewton,
Bookham Lodge. Cobham, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (First).-Age 23; eight
years' experience in Fruit and Plant growiug and

Table Decoration. Excellent references.—WM. GOODMAN,
U, Clarendon Crescent, Leamington.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 20; four years' experience. Goad referecces.

—

G BEQGS, Qeys House Gardens, Holyport. near Maidenhead,
Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Under).
Inside and Out.— Age 19; six years' experience.

—

R. S , Ivy Cottr'ge, Osbastone, Hinckley.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside).—Age 20 ;^CrMAYo
will be glad to recommend F. Milman, as a thoroughly

energetic young man. — The Gardens, Rodborough Court,

Stroud, Glos.

OURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, seeks situa-

tion. — Age 19; four years in Orchid-house, Kitchen
Garden, and Conservatory; good character,— C. CUTLER,
Halwell Green. Beaworthy. Devon.

IliTPROVER (Inside), by a Gardener's son. —
Age 31 ; six years' practical experience in a large Garden.

Would give a good premium. — F, CUfKBERT, Florist,

The! ford.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out.—Age 18; strong
and willing. Five years' experience. Bothy preferred.

No objection to Nursery.—Apply, Mr. G. HEDGES, Crookham,
near Newbury. Berks.

IMPROVER.— K. Lye, The Gardens, Syd-
monton Court, Newbury, wishes to recommend a strong

Lad (age 17) as above.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted by a respect-
able Lad, age 17. No objection to look after Pony and

Trap. Can he highly recommended by practical gardener.

Abstainer.—F. P., Prestwood. near Great Missenden, Bucks.

To HEAD GARDENERS.—We can tho-
roughly recommend a young Man (age 24), as FORE-

MAN, or First Journeyman, Indoors. A steady dependable
man.—Apply, MANAGER, Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

TO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
>oung Man. age 20. Disengaged Four years' experi-

•nce Inside and Out: ab>tainer; willing; good character.—

A. BRYANT, Steeple Aston, Oxfordshire.

GARDENERS.—Situation required, by a
Youth, in a Gentleman's Garden, where two or more are

kept; age 19. Four years' good character.—J. SHARP
4. Willow Terrace, Eynsford.

T"
O GARDENERS.—Wanted, by a respectable
Youth, a situition in a Gentleman's Garden under a

good Gardener. T^vo and a half years' experience, and good

reference.-WM. STANTON. Newlands. Camberley, Surrey.

O GARDENERS. — Situation wanted by a
young Man, age 20. as IMPROVER in a Gentleman's

Garden, willing and obliging, good characters from present

and previous situations. State wages.-E. B., Springfield

House, Slough.

O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, by a youth,
age 17, a situation as General Helper in a Market

Nursery. Inside and Out.—S. A., Bradley's yurseries, Bardney,

Lincoln.

COWMAN. — Age 26, married; situation

wanted. Thoroughly understands Jersey and other

Cows. Good milker. Two years' good character. Now dis-

eugaged. State wages.—CO WMAN, Westbrcok Cottages,

Heston, Hounslow.

CLERK (or Assistant), in Nursery and
Seed Trade.—Age 20. Five years' experience. First-

lass references.—W., 1, Holloway Road, East Ham.
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Send for ILLUSTRATED LIST of

JOHN BLAKE'S
PATENT
SSLF-
ACTING HYDRAULIC RAMS,

FOR RAISING WATER for the SUPPLY of TOWNS. VILLAGES, IRRIGATION, RAILWAY STATIONS,
MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS, FARMS, Ac.

No Cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Ram. No Oiling or Packing required. Made in sizes to

raise from 300 to 300,000 gallons per day. Will force to a height of 800 feet.

Fig. A.

This Ram raifes a portion of the same
water that works it.

This View represents Fip. 4. Ram forcirg up a part of the same water that works it,

which is supplied from a spriog. Special Kams of A. make can be supplied to force to

a height of 800 feet.

Fig. B.

This Ram, whilst worked by a stream
of impure water, will pump clean

water from a well or spring.

Blake's Hydraulic Rams have been supplied to the following among others:—
His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught.

His Highness the Maharajih of Kashmir.

His Grace the Duke of Deronshire.

His Grace the Duke of WeHminster.
His Grace the Duke of Cleveland.

His Grace the Duke of Portland.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

His Grace the Duke of Leeds.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.

Hia Grace the Duke of Grafton.

The Most Hon. Tlie Martjuess of Ripon.

The Most Hon. the Mirquess of Downshire.

The Most Hon. the Marquess of Abergavenny.

The Most Hon. the Marquess of Londonderry.

The Moit Hon. the Marquess cf Cholmondeley.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Derby.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Devon.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Gainsborough.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Rooiney.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Granard.

The RigVit Hon. the Earl Beauchamp.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Caledon,

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lichfield.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Feversham.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Harewood.
The Right Hon. Earl Ferrers.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Harrowby.
The Right Hon. the Earl of "Wemyss.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Anca^*ter.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Scarbrough.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Loniesborougb.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Leicester.

The Right Hon. Lady North wick.
The Right Hon. the Countess of Shatte.-bury,

The Countess de Morella.

Lady Henry Cholmondeley.
The Dowag^-r Lady Williams Wynn.
Lady Frankland, Thirkleby Park.

The Riiiht Hon. Lord Hothlieli.

The Right Hon. Lord Leconfield.

The Right Hon. Lord Ribblesdale.

The Ri(iht Hon. Lord Derwent.
The Right Hon. Lord Hatherton.

The Right Hon. Lord Leigh.

The Right Hon. Lord Raglan.

The Bight Hon. Lord Northbourne.

The Right Hon. Lord Crewe.
The Right Hon. and Rev. Lord Scarsdale.

The Right Hon. Lord Brougham and Vaux.
The Rigrit Hon. Lord Srhroder.

The Right Hon. Lord Macnaghten.
The Right Hon. Lord Clifford of Chudleigh.
The Right Hon. Lord Walsingham.
The Right Hon. Lord Hiudlip.

The Right Hon. Lord Wantage.
The Right Hon. Lord Hampton (Trustees of).

The Right Hon. Lord Burton.
The Right Hon. Lord Abinger (The Executors of).

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Galway.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Biidport,

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Clifden.

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Tioyne.

The Right Hon. T. Sotheron-Fst: ourt.

The Right Hon. R. More O'Farrell.

The Hon. Sir William Venlris Field.

The Hon. George Kenyon.
The Hon. A. C. G. Calthorpe.

The Hon. H. Sewell.

The Hon. Evelyn H. Ellis.

The Hon, Charles Ellis.

The Hon. C. G. French.

The Rev. Hon. E. T. St. John.

Admiral Sir George Broke-Middleton.

Sir Oswald Mosley. Bart.

Sir William Gordon-Cumming, Bart.

Sir Frederick A. Millbank. Bart., M.P.
Sir Henry Hoare, Bart., Stourhead.

Sir William Fielden. Bart., Feniscowles.

Sir Robert Men/.ie?. Bart., of Menzies.

Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Bart.

Sir Michael Robert Sha w-Stewart. Bart.

Sir Henry W. Ripley. Bart,, Acacia.

Sir W. C. Worsley, Bart.. Hoviogham.
Sir Kenneth Smith Mackenzie. Bart.

bir William Eden, Bart, Windlestoue.

S r Thomas C. C. Western, Bart.

Sir John Shelley, Bart.

Sir Charles F. J. Smythe, Bart.

Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart.

Sir Edward Bates. Bart.
Sir Edmund Backley, Bart.

Sir A. Woodiwiss, The Pastures, Derby.

Sir James Robert Walker, Bart.

Sir William Gordon. Bart.

Sir E. W. Blackett. Bart.

Sir H. A. Clavering, Bart.

Sir William Jenner. Bart.

Sir Spencer M. M. Wilson, Bart.

Sir Samuel Hayes, Bart.

Sir Morton E. M. Buller, Bart.

Sir J. T. Dillwyn-LIewelyn, Bart.

Sir Harry Veruey, Bart.

Sir Thomas Storey.

General Mackenzie, Foveran House, Aberdeen.

General Gerard- Potter Eaton, The Pole.

Major-General Sir H. M. Havelock Allan, Bart.

Major-General Fielden. Witton Park.

Major-General H. E. Watson.
Colonel Starkie, Lovely Hall, Blackburn.
Colonel Miliigan. Cauldwell Hall.

Colonel Towneley, Towneley, Lancashire.

Colonel Hargreaves, Maiden Erlegh
Colonel Tremayne. M.P., Carclew, Cornwall.

Colonel Mitford, Mitford Castle.

Colonel Leyland. Nantclwyd Hall. Ruthin.

Colonel France-Hayhurst, Davenham Hall.

Colonel Richard Worseley-Worswick,
Colonel R. R. Jackson. Lostock Hall.

Colonel J. E. Foster, Sansom Seal.

Colonel Holden, Reedley House, Burnley.

Colonel Legard, Welham Hall.

Lieut.-Colonel Lloyd. Lillesden, Hawkhurst.
Lieut.-Colonel Cotton, Reaseheath Hall.

Major J. F. Trist. Tristford. Totnes.

Major Hardman. Rawtenstall.
Major Bird, Crookhey, Lancaster,

Major J. R. H. Crauford, Craufordlan Castle.

Maior Dent. Menithorpe Hall, near Malton.

Major Finlay, Manor Hou'^e, Little Brickhill.

Captain Duncombe, Waresley Park.

Captain Hippisley. Sparsholt House. Wantage.
Captain Gaudy. Skirsgill Park, Penrith.

Captain Townsend, Wineham.
Captain Bosunquet. Broom-y-Close, near Ross.

Captain Green-Emmott. Emmott Hall, Colne.

R. R. Roth well. Esq., Breadsall Priory.

W. S. Paget Tomlinson, Kirkby Lonsdale.

W. Bromley-Davenport. E-q., M.P.. Capesthorne.

V. F. Benett-Stanford. Esq., M.P., Pyt House.

C. F. H. Bolckow. Esq., M.P., Marton Hall.

John Hick, Esq , M.P., Mytton Hall.

Hamar Bass. E^q , M,P.. Needwood Hall.

Wentworth Blackett Beaumont, E^q , M.P.

Geo, Courtauld, Esq., M.P., Halstead. Essex.
Godfrey H. Wentworth, Esq , Woolley.
Messrs. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway C>.m{any.
Henry Sandbach, Ei^q., Hafoduuas, Abergele.
The Dean and Chapter of Durham.
The Venerable C. W. Holbech, Farnborough HalL
The Rev. B. Hallowes. for Mugginton Village.
The Rev. H. J. De Salis. Portnall Park.
The Rev. E. G. Edwards, Trentham. Staffordahiie.
C. H. Mainwaring, Esq., Whitmore Hall.

G. H. Pinckard, Esq., Combe Court, Go^^alming.
J. W. Temple. Esq , Leyswood, Groombridge.
Edwin Waterhou' e, Es]., Feldemore, DorAiog,
W. Bickfjrd-S Tilth. Efq.. Travarnj, Corn wall.

William Foundell, E.q . Gledstone, Skipioi.
Henry Achroyd. E ij., Holm wood. Henley-on-Thames.
Arcliibald Dunn. Esq , Newcastle-on-Tyne.
W. H. Hornby. Esq., Poole Hal', Nantwich.
Thomas Grey, Esq , MitEord, Nor humberland.
Mis. Miles, Ham Green House, P 11. Bristol.

Fort scue W K. Long. Esq , Dunston Hall. Norwich.
Messrs. Scott and Edwards. Railway Contractors,
Hy. Whitehead. Esq., Hassel Hey, Tottington.
H. C. Moffitt, Esq., Goodrich Court. Ross, derefo d.
James Ormrod, Esq , Pen-y-lan, Buabon.
W. R Adamsoa, Esii . Rushton Park, Hattle.

F. Bacon Frank. Esq . Campsall Hall, Doncaster.
Ch'<8. Hage Wood. Esq., Wak^s Hall, f Fsex.
C. W. Kello k, Ksq , Highfields, Audlem, Cheshire.
Edwin W. Streeter, Fpt|.. F.R.G.S., .Sackville PlacP.
(Juinton Hogg. »eq.. Holly Hill, Southam, ton.

John Bowes, Esq , ^treatlam Castle, Durliam.
Alexander Henry Browne, Esq.. Callaley Cast e.

Bernard Husey Hunt, Esq , Compton, Paunefoot.
J. A. Darlington. Esq.. Bourtoo Hall. Rughy.
St. Lawrence's College, *nipleforth. Yorks.
A. C. Phillips-de-Lisle, Esq., Garendon Park.
J. J. Jones, Esq.. Abberley Hall, near Stourport.
W. M. Ince-Anderton. Esq., Euxton Hall, Chorley.
William Bayneby, Esq., Saltniireh Castle, Bromyard.
F. W. Webb, Esq., C.E., of Crewe and Stanway Manor.
C. H. B. Williams, Esq.. Knolton Hall, Ruabon.
The Mackintosh of Mackintosh, Cottrell, Cardiff.

C. E. Barton, Esq. , The Elms. Coundon. near Coventr; ,

J. H. Whitehouse, Esq., Ipsley Court, near Redditch.
A. Hoare, Esq.. Charhvood. Forest-row. Sussex.
Ewan Cameron Galton. Esii-, Shels'ey Grange
diaries Eccles, Esq., Stentwood, Honiton, Devon.
George Barbour, E?q., Bolesworth Castle.

C. B. E. Wright, Esq., Bolton Hall, near Clitheroe,
Edward L. Tomlin, Esq., Angley Park, Craubrook.
T. F. Twemlow, Esq., Betley Court. Crewe.
Chas, C. Capol, Esq., Foots Cray Fisheries, Kent.
R. Andrews. Esq., Prestbury Hall, Cheshire.

John Hampson. Es(i., Ullenwood. near Cheltenham.
Richard Smethurst. Esi]., EUerbeck Hall, Lancashire.
Edwin Grundy Wrigley. Esq , Howick House, Preston.
C. R. Collins, Esq., Strath Culme House, Hele.
The Corporation of Blackburn.
G. Redmayne, Esq.. Brathay Hall. Ambleside.
Thomas Mason, Es(i., Alkincoates Hall. Colne.
Basil Sparrow, Esq.. Gosfield Place, Halstead, Essex,
George D. Farrar, Esq.. Brayfield House.
Fred Lion, Esq., Seighford Hall, near Stafford.

W. A. Coats, E^^q., Skelmorlie Castle.

J. J. Colman, Esq.. The Clyffe. Gorton.
Dr. E. M. Crookshank. Fast Grinstead.
Mrs. Lowe. Gosfield Hall. Halstead.
St. Cuthbert's College. Ushaw, Durham.
The Cloumel District Lunatic Asylum,
The Somerset Western Asylum,
The CorpDration of Blackburn.

JOHN BLAKE, RAM works. ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE.
Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London, W.O.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbuey, Agnew. & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of Loudon, in tli» County of Middlesei, and published by

Abtbub Beobqe Mabtim, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 8, 1894. Agent for Manchester—Jokh Hetwood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

Y

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Coj)y

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

CANNELL AND SONS' CATALOGUE
• of everything that will be wanted for the Garden

during the Autumn will be sent post-free. It will be found
immensely advantageous to all, making ihe Garden and
Greenhouse far more productive and interesting than hitherto.

SWANLEY, -KENT.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5l., post free, 5x. Qd,

A. F. BAKRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

TERIS TREMULA.—Fine stuff, in 2i-inoh
pots, fit for potting on into 48s, 10s. per 100,"£4 lOl.

per lOUO; fine stuff, in 48's. £1 per 100.

C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

RAPE VINES.—Grand Fruiting and strong
Planting Canes. FIGS. PEACHES, and NECTARINES,

standard-trained, with large fruiting heads. FRUIT TREES
and ROSES of best kinds.

WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex,

Important to mushroom Orowers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s,

R. AND a. CUTHSERT, Seed, Bulb, ami Plant Merchant,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

CUTTON'S EARLY HYACINTHS and NAR-O CISSI. For Flowering at Christmas.

SUTTON'S EARLY ROMAN HYACINTHS.
Single White, from Is, tid. per dozen; Single Blue, at

Is. 6d, per dozen.

UTTON'S EARLY NARCISSI.
Paper White from Is. per dozen ; Double Roman, at Is,

per dozen.

BUTTON'S ROMAN HYACINTHS.O Mrs. Ray, Rochdale, says 1 "The Bulbs were beautiful. I

had a fine show of Roman Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c., out by
Chriitmas."

SUTTON'S BULBS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN, READING.

T) OSES in POTS.—Extra-sized plants, in 8-inoh
XV pots, for Forcing and Greenhouse Culture, all leading
H.P. and Tea-scented kinds (including Climbiog kindc, with
shoots 6 to 15 feet long), the finest stock in the country, 30s.

to 42s. per dozen ; extra fine, 60s. per dozen. Smaller plant?,

10s. 6d. to 24s. per dozen. Descriptive List free.

WM. PAUL AND SON, Waltham Cross, Herts.

ERNS.~ 30,000 Pteris cristata, in thumbs,
extra good, short and thick, 12s. per 100, or £5 per 1000.

LARGE FERNS, in 48's, varieties: Polypodium, Adiantum,
Gymnogramma, AspleniLm. Lomana, Cyrtomium, Fteris
cristata, P. major, P. tremula. and P. argyrea. Price List

upon application. Inspection iovited.

J. HILL. Nurseryman, Edmonton.

ILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTI, HARDY
BULBOUS and other plants. Write for our new Illus-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should be in

the hands of all Lily Growers.
WALLACE AND CO.. Colchester.

AFFODILS, RARE TULIPS, and IRIS.—
Hartland's " Little Book " for 1«94 is now being pub-

lished, post-free, on application. Please secure a copy and send
your forward orders to W. BAYLOR HABTLAND, F.R.H.3..
Bulb Grower and Seedsman. Cork, Ireland. Established 1810.

MUSHROOM fcPAWN (Johnson's Improved).
—Having made this season some thousand bushels of

extra good spawn, can offer same at :i'. per bushel. Special

prices for quantity. All spawn sent out is guaranteed made
from pure virgin spawn.—JOHNSON, Hanger Hill, Ealing.

OBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the very be^it value in the

market. All should send for a sample dozen of his first wze
Hyacinths, at 3s. ; or a dozen of his second size at '2s., eciUal tu

what are often sold as first size. Postage, 6rf. extra. Full

List post-free on application. Gardeners liberally dealt with.

R. SYDENHAM, Tenby Street, Birmingham.

LPINE~an(i HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—
aO«. per li^O, our selection, good sorts. Catalogue and

Cultural Notes, 80 pages, 6rf. WALLFLOWERS, Seedlings,

dark and yellow, Is. 6rf. per 100, post-free.

STANSFIELD BRUS., Southport.

OMAN HYACINTHS,^ 4f to 6 inches,
impossible to surpass. IDs. 6rf. per 100. SPANISH

IRIS. Is. per 100. GLADIOLI, The Bride, Is. Sd. per 100,

BULB LIST free. Samples on receipt of postage.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

ANTEDrGERANIUM CUTTINGS of
Vesuvius, Rev. J. Atkinson, Henri Jacoby, and

Bronzes in variety. Samples and price to

W. SHAND, Nurseryman, Lancaster.

ANTED, 150 CROTON CUTTINGS in
fifteen varieties. — State price—

GRAY. Orangefield. Belfast.

ANTli-D, Golden and Green EUONYMUS
CUTTINGS. State price per 1000.

B., 127, Mansfield Road, Gospel Oak, London.
w

"C^

H

NEWMUSHROOM SPAWN, HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, DAFFODILS, LILIES, &c.

Best (juality only, prices moderate, satitifaction guaranteed.
Send for Catalogue, post-free, on application.

KENT AND BRYDoN, Seed Merchant!, Darlinftoa.

JuBt Pabllshed.

THE ORCHID-GROWER'S INIANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.
Super-royal 8vo. Price, 25s. ; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 25s. lOrf.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

lYCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."—
Second editioo, giving valuable information for their

entire Culture. Post-free, Is. 2d,

F. C. EDWARDS. Levenehulme. Manchester.

ARCISSUS BULBS—Double White, fine
strain, 15s. per 1000, on rail. Sample 100, by post, for 3s,

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Coveot Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cyphpediums, Odootoglossums, Sec, always in stook.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side, Southgate, London, N,

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE of
Bulbs. Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Herbaceous Plants,

Pansies. Roses. Violas, and Fruit Trees, is now ready, and will

be forwarded free on application.
DOBBIE & CO.. Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

Prize Cob FUherts and otner Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

Peaches. Nectarines, and Melons.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, is open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of the

above on COMMISSION. Terms 5 per cent. References, any
London Fruit Broker, or Loudon &County Bank.C. G. Branch.

YACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI,
DAFFODILS, IRISES, LILIUMS, CROCUSES,

SCILLAS. and all other Bulbs. See our Catalogue, No. 441,

post-free on application.

DICKSONS. Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the galon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a wiuter dressing for Viues and Orchard house tieeji, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

t^
iSHUKSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on

I" wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), I^ondoD.

REENHOUSES for the MILLION.—
Complete from 50s. Fourteen Prize Medals awarded.

Quality sure test oE cheapness. Beware of worthless imita-

tions. Send for CATALOQUE, free, to the Original Inventors

of Portable Greenhouses,
ALFRED PEEL AND SON, Horticultural Works, Wood

Green, London. Established 20 years.

WANTED.—GERANIUM CUTTINGS, 250
of each, Raspail, West Brighton Gem, H. Jacoby,

Mis. Pollock, Queen of the Whites. State Prices.

GIBBONS, Enfield.

HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, and

Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders

• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.
Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,

Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Rd., Chelsea.S.W,
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutcb Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs.

SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY,
In Large and Small Lots, to Buit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. yTEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C., uearly Every Day, at, half-past 12 o'Clock. First-class

Consigiimeuts of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other RULES, ARRIVING DAILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.
On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS.

A GRAND IMPORTATION of CATTLEYA MENDELU?
Just received direct. In unusually fine condition.

Containing superb massed A part to be Sold in Cases as

received, from a district from whence have come some of

the finest varieties ever introduced. An exceptional
opportunity. Without the least reserve.

IV/TR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
ItX by AUCTION, at his Gieat Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT. September 20.

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, without reserve.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Thursday Next.
SPECIAL, saLK ot okCHIDS.

An IMPORTATION of ORCHIDS from Brazil, just received

direct in splendid condition, without reserve, comprising
LiELIAS. CCELOGYNES. EPIDENDRUMS, &c.

Alyo OKCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.
A COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, on THURSDAY NEXT,
September '^0.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
A splendid Consignment oi BULBS irom France, for early

forcing, couiprisine :

—

27,OliO Early White Roman HYACINTHS.
10.000 Paper-White NARCISSUS GRANDIFLORA
lO.OOO Double Roman NARCISSUS
5.000 LILIUM CANDIDUM

10,000 PiHper-White NARCISSUS TOTUSALBUS.&c. also

5j,000 FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA. LILIUM HARRISI,
GLADIOLI

30.000 Double and Single SNOWDROPS, 30,000 SCILLA
SIBERICA

A Collection of Rare NARCISSUS, CARNATIONS and PINKS.
PALMS from Ghent, ANEMONES, &c.

41 R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
ItjL AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 19.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues hid.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PRO'lHEROE AND MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY' NEXT, Sep-
tember 21, at half-past 12 o'Clock. by order of Messrs. W. L.
Lewis & Co., Soutligate, a fine lot of ESTABLISHED and SEMI-
ESTABLISHED OKCHIDS, all in the best possible condition,
and perfectly clean ; many in bud and flower, including

Lselia Tinelli

,, anceps
,, albida

Cattleya bicolor

., Alexandree [1893
Habenaria carnea, F. C. C,

„ nivosa, A. W., 1894

Habenaria Susante, F. C. C,
1&91

Cypnpedium Eothschildia-
num

Dendrobium Phaleenopsia
Odoutoglossum triumphans
Oncidium varicosum Rogeraii

And many others.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Friday Next.-For the greater part without Reserve.
Quite new species and varieties of ORCHIDS, collected by

Consul F. C. Lehmann in a new district in the Andes of
Colombia. All in fine condition, comprising

ODONTOGLOSSUM ASPIRHINUM. NOV. SPEC.
A charming and distinct new species, with racemes of

handsome flowers equal in beauty to those of O. nevadense

;

sepals and petals yellow and chestnut-red; jip large, finely
serrate, pure white, spotted with violet and crimson.

MAXILLARIA SCURRILIS SCHOM. NOV. SPEC.
A remarkable novelty, with long riband-like sepals, white,

spotted with crimson (see Drawiog); only four plants sur-
vived. Also a fine form of the beautiful Odoutoglossum ramo-
sissimum, Oncidijm undulatum, from the original true locality

;

O. obryiatum majus, one of the finest of Oncidiums; Maxil-
lariasp., large white; a superb unknown Eviopsis. Warren
sp., with dense heads of blue fiowers ; a fine mass of the richest
vermilion-lipped Cattleya Trianje propaRanensis ever seen

;

and various other rare species. Also from Australia, a small,
healthy importation of the pretty fragrant white Dendrobium
eemulum.

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at tbeir Central Sale

Booms, (57 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FKIDAY
NEXT, September 21, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Maidenhead.
ANNUAL UNRESERVKD CLEARANCE SALE of 4,000

CANNAS, BEGONIAS, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, FERNS,
&c., by order of Mr. R. Owen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Floral

Nurseries, Castle Hill, Maidenhead. 1 mile from Maidenhead
Station, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 19, at 2 o'Clock,
4000 CANNAS, Palms. Ferns. Dracwnas, Ficus, 100 Araucaria
excelsa. Tuberous BEGONIAS. Primulas, Cyclamen, Chrys-
anthemums, Pelargoniums. Lilie?. Iris, Arbor Vitaes, Laurels,
and other Shrubs. Also 10,000 Bulbs, including Narcissus,
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, %! and 1:8, Cheap^idc, London, E.G.

Plumstead and Woolwicti.
IMPORTANT to FLORISTS and OTHERS

desiring a \\ell-e&tiblished and Profitable Seed, Cut Flower,
and Fruit Business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. C. N. Newman (who is retiring

from busine.ss after most successful occupation), to SELL by
AUCTION, oil the respective Premi=es.onW EDNE SDAY NEXT.
September 19. at 12 o'Clock precisely, in lots, the well situate

BUSINESS PREMISES, No. 35. Plumstead Road, Plutni-tead,

held at the low rental of £38 per annum. These Premises are

well situated, and the annual takings amount to nearly £3juO
per annum. Also the Leasehold Property known ai the
ROSE NURSERY, 17, Charles Street, Plumstead, with the
Greenhouses. Stables, and Buildings thereon, and the Lease-

hold NURSERY at Paradise Hill, adjoining Woolwich Dock-
yard Station. Cottage, and Greenhouses.

The wiiole of the Stock at the respective places will be
offered in suitable lots immediately following the Sale of the
Lease.

The Auctioneers desire to call special afiention to this Sale,

particularly to the Business Premises in Plumstead Road.
The present owner has rarried on a most successful Business,
and it is seldom an opportunity occurs for acquiring a tho-

roughly genuine business of this character.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cbeapside, London, E.G.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE
Of the Remaining Portion of the Famous

PICKERING LODGE COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
Together with the Garden Tools, Greenhouse Plants. Carriages,

aud a portion of the well-known cellar of choice wiues
formed by the late George Hardy, Esq.. and reputed to be
the Grandest Lot of Plantsin the North of England, having
won the Highest Honours at Manchester and other leading
Shows,

By Order of the Executors, without the slightest Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION on

the Premires, Pickering Lodge, Timperley. near Manchester,
on TUESDAY. October 16 and following days, at 12,30 pre-
cisely each day, the Remaining Portion of thi^ far-famed
collection. The whole of the plants are in the best possible

health, and are remarkable alike for their size and the grandeur
0: the varieties. For upwards of twenty years The late Mr.
Hardy was an enthusiastic bu>er and a keen judge, and made
a practice of discarding from his collection all varieties that
did not reach the highest standard of excellence. In order
that intending buyers may judge for themselves of the beauty
of the varieties, an effort will be made as far as practicable to

offer everything in flower.

Amongst the numerous items to be offered will be found
the following

:

Dendrobium splendidis-Cypripedum i_eDanthum super-

bum
,, Statterianum

,, Swinburnii
,, Leeanum gigantum
,, Lathonianum giganteum
,, lo Grande
,, Arthurianum
,, iusigne Studleyana

,, ,, giganteum
,, GodsefTiana superbum
,, iosigue aureum
,, Amesiana
,, in&igUH Sanderee

,, javanico superbiens

,, Leeanum giganteum
,, Morganite
,, insigae Ernestii

,, liarltftii

,, iusigne Wiottii

,, ,, albens

„ Patersonii

,, Sallierii

Laalio-Cattleya calystoglossa

„ bella

Leelia anceps Schroderii

„ Schroderiana
„ Tressideriana superba
,, anceps Dawsoni
,, ,, Schrodera;

,, ,, Schroderiana
,, Gouldeana
,, anceps Protherueana
„ elegans Turnerii

Coelogyne cristata alba
,, Lemoniana

Eulophiella Elisabethse
Dendrobium Dominianum

Stand Hall var., two

sinium Leeanum,three
plants

,, Schroderianum, three
plants

,, nobile nobilius, several

,, ,. giganteum. Stand
Hall var., three plants

„ nobile Cooksooii, several

,, Wardiaoum album
,, Dominianum
,, nobile Backhouseana
,, ,, Wallichianum
,, crassinode alba

,, nobile nivalis

,, Bplendida grandis
,, nobile, Hardy's var.

Odoutoglossum Edwardi
„ Wilckeanum
„ Halli

„ Ruckeriana
,, Hebraicum
,, Andersonianum, Stand

Hall var.

Cattleya Hardyana
,, Massiana
,t Bluntii

,, Claesianum
,, Reieheiniana
,, Iriana alba

,, Schroderee alba

„ eioniensis

,, aurea
,, Dowiana

Cymbidium eburneum
Lycaate Skinneri alba
Sobralia. pure white
Vanda Sauderiana
Dendrochilum glumaceum

plants

Together with l.-SO PHAL^NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA,
AMABILIS. SANDERIANA, P. GLORIOSA, amongst which
are extra tine plants, numerous Cattlevas, Odontoglossnms,
Oncidiums. Dendrobiums, Vandas, Aerides, Mai^devallias,

Leelias, Sophronitea, &c,

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

PALMS, FERNS, CROTONS, AMARYLLIS.
Garden Implements. Tools, Frames, Hand-barrows. Mowing

Machines, Grindstone, capital Barouche, a Mail Phaeton.

Together with a portion of the late Mr. Hardy's well-known
cellar of choice WINES, comprising 22 doz. Claret Chateau
Kerwen, vintage 1884; II doz. Claret Chateau Leoville;
7 doz. Port. Sandemaii's ; 24 doz. Port. 1 doz. Rots.; 20 doz.
Champagne, Deutz and Gueloerman Gowlac ; 34 doz. Do.,
Veuve Clicquot; 3 doz Magnums; II doz. Bots. Hennessey's
old Brown Brandy, 1875; 17 doz. Bots. Geo. Roe's old Irish
Whisky.

Catalogues may be obtained of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside London, E.G.

Choice Artists' Proof Etchings, Engraviogs. Photo-
gravures, and Prints, including a large selection of fine

signed Proof-.—Important four days' unreserved sale —
By order of Messrs. B. Brooks & Sous, the old-established
Art Publisher:?, of 171, Strand.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE k MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at th^ir Central Sale Rooms, 67

and &>^, Cbeapside, E.C.. on MONDAY. Sept. 17, and three
following days, at 12.30 each day, PROOF ETCHINGS and
Engravings, embracing well-knowa examples of Sir E.
Lund-^eer, Alma Tadema, Marcus Stone, R.*., Thoa. Blinks,
B. W. Leader, R.A.. F. S. Cooper. R.A , J. M. W. Turner,
R.A., Yeend King, Sir J. F. Millais, R.A., Briton Riviere,
R.A., and other eminent artists. Amongst the numerous
subjects will be found many new publications, and the whole
are, with few exceptions, in the remarque and artist proof
state of the plate. May be viewed on Saturday, Sept. 1.5, and
each morning of sale. Catalogues had of Messrs. Brooks
& Sons, 171. Strand, W.C. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67,
Cbeapside, E.C.

Friday Next, September 21.—Without Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by S. G. Lutwyche, Esq., of Eden Park, who

is contemplating making alterations to his Glasshouses, to
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and
68. Cheipside. London. E.C.'on FRIDAY NEXT, September 21,
at half past 12 o'Clock

—

100 Lots of CHOICE, CLEAN, WELL-GROWN ORCHIDS,
in vigorous and robust health, without reserve. Amongst
them will be found

—

Dendrobium Falconeri (speci-
men

,, hybrid Endocharis
,, hybrid Roebelingianum,

very rare

,, hybrid Lutwychianum
(Wardianum Lowii X
splendidissimum su-
perbum), new

,, nobile nobilius, very fine

piece from the original
plant

,, chryseum, rare
Cymbidium devonianum
Coelogyne cristata alba
Trichopilia suavis alba, very

fine plant
Cattleya aurea

,, Eldorado Walli&ii var.
crocata, rare

,, Moasiai aurea, with seed-
pod

,, Lawrenceanum
,, Boweringiana. in sheath
„ Schotielniana

La?lia anceps Fostermanni

Odontoglossum pulchellum
majus, specimen bulbs

,. polyxanthum
Cyp^i^edium Schroderffi

,, lo Grande, specially fine
variety

,, javanico superbiens, in
bud

,, polystigmaticum, in bud
,, Seegerianum, in bud
,, Lathamianum, fine

variety

,, Leeanum Burfordiense,
extra large plant

,, cenanthum superbum, in
flower

,, selligerum

,, Laforcadei

,, Druryii, very fine variety
,, Dautherii superbum
,, Crossianum, fine variety,

in bud
,, Rothschildianum

Masdevallia Schlimii
Oncidium Reichenbachiana,

rare
purpurata alba

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULBS.-GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 &68,

Cbeapside. London, E.C, EVERY DAY, at 12 o'Clock, large
consignments of lirst-class HYACINTHS. TULIPd, CROCU;;,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM. SNOWDROPS, &c.

On view morning of Sales, and Catalogues had.

Windlesham , near Bagshot.
He Richard Mason, deceased.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of SALE of the valuable FREE-
HOLD and LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES, presenting a
rare opportunity to the Trade and others for securing
some of the most valuable and productive Nurseries in
this country.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, immediately

preceding the Sale of the Nursery Stock, on TUESDAY,
Octobt;r 2. at Half past Eleven o'Clock, the well-known FREE-
HOLD NURSERIES, covering an area of nearly 23 Acres, and
the LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES of 16 Acres, together with
the GOODWILL of the BUSINESS. The purchasers will have
the opportunity of purchasing at the Sale the Nursery Stock,
which is to be offered in suitable lots, and also of taking at a
valuation the remaining Stock.

Particulars may be had of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cbeapside, London, E.C,

Welford Park.
About 6 miles from Newbury and 4 from Kintbury Station.

SALE of the Extensive and Superb Collection of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, FERNS, and up-
wards of 100 Fruiting and Succession PINE PLANTS,
over 50 of the former being good Specimens, and most of
which have gained first-class prizes at the leading local

and distant Exhibitions. All are in good health and
vigorous growth, and retiect great credit upon Mr. Charles
Ross, who has been gardener at Welford for many years
past. At the same time will be offered the whole of the
BREWING PLANT, consisting of coppers, mash tubs,
coolers, Lawrence's patent refrigerator, twenty-two 120-

gallon casks, and the Fittings of the Laundry and various
effects.

MESSRS. FEW AND DREWEATT have been
favoured with instructions from Colonel G. B. Archer

Houblon to SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
TUESDAY, September 18. 1894, at 11 for 12 o'Clock.

The plants mav be viewed any day prior to the Sale on ap-
plication to Mr. CHARLES ROSS. The Gardens. Welford ParK,
near Newbury, of whom Catalogues may be hud; or of the
Auctioneers, Newbury.

QEBD TRA.de.—The Advertiser will be gladO to communicate with auyoae wishiug to DISPOSE of hia
SEED and NURSERY BUSINESS.

E. H., 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
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To Fruit Growers.

TO BE LET on LEASE, PARK NURSERY,
Chadwell Heath, six minutes of Station, nine miles of

London; 450 feet well-fitted Glass-houses, with good six-

roomed House. Rent. £oO per annum.

—

Apply as above.

I^OR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
X? NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

GreeDhouses, well stocked with Vines, Cucumbers, and Plants.

Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to

run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.
All particulars of A. B., 11, Dafforne Boad, Tooting,

Surrey.

F~
OR SALE, on THURSDAY, September 120,
about 10,000 feet of 21-oz. HORTICULTURAL GLASS,

clean and loose; 160O feet ol 4-mcli PIPING; a ROCKFDKD
TUBULAR BOILER, and 2 others; 4000 STRAWBERRIES,
Rood sorts, &c. Sale at half-past 2 o'clock, at Pine Nursery,

Fleet. Hanta. — WETHERALL and SONS. Auctioneers,
Hartley Wintney. Hants, of whom Catalogues

TO BE SOLD, with Immediate Possession,
small NURSERV GROUND, with 360 feet run of GREEN-

HOUSES. Capable of great extension. Houses have been
erected about one year, of modern construction. The whole is

held on lease for 21 years, at the low rent of £1 per annum.
Probably freehold might be acquirtd. Price £ioO. Stojk at
valuation. Apply.

MESSRS. C8AWTER, Land Agents, Cheshunt, Herts.

Florist's Business

IVfESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER have for
i-T-L IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, owing to domestic affliction,

a thoroughly genuine FLORIST'S and SEED BUSINESS,
situate in a good .Market Town close to Birmingham. 'Will

bear every investigation. A small capital only required.
For particulars, apply to the Auctioneers and Valuers, 35,

Temple Street, Birmingham.

F^
OR IMMEDIALE SALE.—A MARKET
NURSERY in North London, seven Houses, 590 feet run

(all hot-water), 8-roomed DwellinK-hoase. one Greenhouse
Marechal Niela, others Cucumbers and Tomatos. Plant Stock.
Van. Sheds, Lights, Ac —X., Uxbridge Hou&e, Barnet.

MUST be SOLD at ONCE, a SMALL
NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, at half its real

value.—HEALEY, Florist, New Bushey, Herts.

'l-'WO No. 1 LOUGHBORO BOILERS, PIPES
-L and FITTINGS complete. Seen in London.

T. WELLINGTON, Milton, Lymington, Hants.

NEW STRAWBERRY.—Royal Sovereign, in
pots. £i per 100 ; from ground, £2 per 100. Many other

varieties, including Sensation, John Ruskin, Competit<)r, and
Noble.—JOHN PEED axd SONS, The Nurseries, Mitcham
Road. Streatham.

YCLAMEN I SPECIALTY. — World-
renowned Strain. Gold and Silver Medals, and highest

Awards. SEED per packet, from 2s. 6(f. DRY BULBS, from
12s, pt*r dox., past free. PLANTS coming into bloom, good, in

48-pot9. ISs. and 2Xs. per doz., free on rail. Cash with order.

Special prices to the Trade.—The ST. GEORGE'S NURSERY
CO.. F.R.H.S.. Hanwell. Middlesex.

A^^EGETABLE, FLOWER, ^^d FARM
\ SEEDS.-Saved from Choice Selpcted Stocks of 1S91

Growth. On application, we shall be pleased to forward a
List of the varieties which we can offer, and will quote lowest
prices on hearing >orts and quantiiie^ required.

B. L. C0LEM4N AND SON, Seed Growers and Merchants,
Sandwich, Kent.

WILD GARDENING. — Plant Hartland's
Cheap Offer of V^n Sion and Irish Princeps Daffodils,

Blue Bells, &c., at very low prices. Apply to

—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Seedsman, F.R.H.S., Cork.

RELAGE'S PARROT TULIPS
(See Card. Chron., May 12. 1894).

And all DUTJH BULBS, and new or rare BULBOUS
PLANTS, true to name and of the best quality only, at cheap
prices. Descriptive CATALOGUE now ready, aud mav be

1
hid free on application to E. H. KRELAGE ANli SON.

i
Bloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem, Holland. Established ISll.

1 PERPETUAL OR WINTER-
( BLOOMING VARIETIES.NEW CARNATIONS

Certificated hy the Royal Horticultural Society, also at the Cri/ital Palace, Bath, Exeter, >S,-c.

MISS MARY GODFREY. I REGINALD GODFREY.

EXHIBITIONS.

—Undoubtedly the finest white in existence.

Blooms of good shape and good substance,

3 inches in diameter, of the purest white,

freely produced, of robust habit, " non-

bursting," and thoroughly perpetual.

—lias the same good qualities as the prece-

ding variety, Ijut is of a rich salmon-pink.

Three times the size of Miss .Toliffe, richer

in colour, much more robust, and will produce

file times the quantity of blooms. 5/- each.

These varieties hai-e caused a great sensation wherever e.ihibited.

W. J. GODFREY, The Nurseries, Exmouth, Devon .

CRIMSON PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION,
"U RIAH PI K E."

Awarded Four First-class Certificates, besides the Sllver-Gllt and Silver Medals of the R.H.S.

Come and see my magnificent stock of this noble flower, much the largest and best in existence.

A veritable CARNATION FEAST. Thousands of Plants and Millions of Flowers ready for Sale.

Price :—48's, 5s. each, 50s. per dozen ; 60's, 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen.

Terms, cash with order. N.B.

—

Coloured Plate post-free on application.

Special Prices per 1.000 or 10,000.

GEORGE MAY, THE NURSERIES, UPPER TEDDINGTON, MIDDLESEX.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BTJIUJERS and HOT-WATEB ENGINEEBS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDOLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peacli Houses. Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, aud for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class of
work, and that thk vkky best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens deaipned architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our firm,
from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &o., always in stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-GLASS WORK THE BEST U A T E R I A L S.

O

Alteration In Dates.

HEREFORDSHIRE FRUIT and CHRYS-
ANTHEMU-M SOCIETY. — The THIRD ANNUAL

SHOW will be held in the Shire Hall, Here'ord, on WEDNES-
DAY and THURSDAY, November 14 and 15, 1894, when Prizes
amounting to upwards of £100 will be offered iOT competition.

Schedules of Prizes and all particulars on application to

—

Mr. JNO. OUOH, F. R.H.S. , Hon. Sec.
7, Clifford Street, Hereford.

BRISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
SPECIAL PRIZES and CLASSES for AMATEURS.

The next ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the COLSTON
HALL, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 14 and
15 next. Schedules are now ready, and may be had free of

—

EDWIN G. COOPER, SecreUry,
2, Mervyn Road, Bishopston, Bristol.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hobticul-
TURAL Market Garden and Estatk Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application,

OR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancraa.

NTHEMIS ETOILE D'OR, 3,?. per 100;
20i. per 1000. Cash with order.

T. WELLINGTON, Milton. Lymington. Hants.

,LD CRIMSON CLOVE.—Vigorous, healthy
layers with splendid roots ; per dozen. 100, or 1000.

WILL TAY'LER. Osborn Nursery. Hampton, Middlesex.

ERMANIA CARNATION.—Strong plants,
in eO's, 15j. per 100. £6 per 1000. Old Crimson CLOVE,

strong-rooted layers, 105. per 100. £1 per 1000.

C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

ARTLAND'S Irish -grown DAFFODILS.
Pronounced by the Press "The Best in the World.**

Write for Cheap Prices, 1891.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND.
Seedsman. F. R.H.S., Cork, Ireland.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, jcc.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SILBEKRAD AKD SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

CYCLAMEN.—Good Plants, in 48-pot3, full

of Buds. 8j. per doj.en ; ADIANTUM CUNEATUM. 48-

dots, 6s. per dozen ; PTEKIS TREMULA, 48-poti, 4s. dd. per
dozen; AR4LIA, in large 60-pots. 12s. per 100.

S. HARBER, Florist. Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48'3, \2s. per doz. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48's, 95.

and \2s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in60's.&s. and65. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 60'e, 4s. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large
thumbs, 'is. per doz.. 20^. per 100; ARALIAS, in 48'b, 5$. and
6s. per doz. ; FICUS, in 48*8, 12s. per doz. ; CYPERUS NA-
TALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 48's, bs. per dozen;
twelvebestsortsof FERNS, 12s, per 100; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS Nanus, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48"s, 6s. &
6s. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), 5, Bramah Road. Brixton, London, S.W.

FLOWERS AT CHRISTMAS.
Procure Fine Bulbs from JNO. JEFFERIE3 & SON.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS, per doz,, If. 3rf. ; per 100, 9».

PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS per 100, 5s.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS ... „ 5l.

TULIPS, Crimson Van Thol „ 2'. <Sd.

Cheap Named HY'ACINTHS, for Bedding, Doubles and Singles,

Reds, Whites, and Blues, per dozen, 2s. 3d. ; per 100, Itis.

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,
Bulb Mercbints,

CIRBNCEiTER.

OR CHID S.

NEW IMPORTATIONS Of BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS,
Full particulars on application to—

A. H. GKIMSDITCH (Orchid Importer),
5, CLAYTON SQUARE, LIVERPOOL.

Sole Agent for CARLOS TRA\'.1SS0S, Rio de Janeiro.

N E W STRAWBERRIES.
ROY'AL SOVEREIGN (1893). M. each; 6s. per dozen.

SENSATION (1892), 2s. per dozen ; 12s. per 100.

The above from plants direct from the raiser.

A fine collection of other varieties. List free on application to

B. HURST AND SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

PTERIS GRISTATA AND TREMULA,
In ii's. at 45, tii. per do^en.

A large quantity of the above : strjn^;, healthy, youn? stuff.

Packed free for cash with order.

B. PRIMROSE. Blaokheath Nursery,
ST. JOHN'S PARK, BL.ieKHEATH, S.E.
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FINEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
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Specimen Palms,
TREE FEBNS,

FOLIAGE PLANTS, ^-c.

B.S. WILLIAMS & SON
Respectfully invite the Nobility and Gentry

about furnishing their Conservatories and
Winter Gardens to an Inspection of their

Immense Stock of Magnificent Specimen

PALMS, from 6 inches to 20 feet high.

TREE FERNS in any quantity from
1 to 15 feet high.

DRAC/ENAS, from 1 ft. to 20 ft. high.

CAMELLIAS, all sizes up to 12 feet.

AZALEAS, all sizes up to 6 feet.

RHODODENDRONS, Greenhouse,

Bush, and Pyramid sh;iped, all sizes up to 6 feet.

STOVE & GREENHOUSE GLIIVIBERS,
All eizes up to 12 feet.

CLIYEAS, magnificent Specimens.

And all kinds of

FOLIAGE and FLOWERING STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS in all sizes.

Lift ofsorts. Uses, ^ pricesforwarded on application.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

PEARSON'S BULBS
{THE FINEST PROCURABLE).

Every article grown by a Specialist; extra fine this Season,

HYACINTHS, for Borders, in separate colours ... per 100, 9/-

,, Selected, for Bedding and Forcing ... ... ,, 14/-

„ Finest, for Exhibition per doz., 4/ to S/-

.. Finest, for Growing in VTater per doz., 4/6

TULIPS, Due Van Thol. scarlet per 100, 2/-

,, Single, Belle AlUiince, crim-on ,, 4/'i

,, ,, Chrysolora. finest yellow ,, P/-

,, ,, Couleur Cardinal, very fine ,, b/6

„ ,, Duchesse de Parma, one of the best... ,, 4/6

,, ,, Jooat van Vondel, crimson and white ,, 6/-

,, ,, Keiset's Kroon. superb ,, 6/-

,, ,, L'Immaculee. pure white ,, 4/-

,, Doable, La Candeur, puie white ,, 4,-

,, ., Rex Rubrorum. crim^oa-scarlet ... ,, 6/-

Tulips were never so Good or so Cheap—6ee Catalogue.
NARCISSUS, Polyanthus per 100. from 4/-

„ Empress, home-grown, fine per 100, 60/-

„ Horsfieldii „ 30/-

,, Emperor ,, ,, 6' /-

„ SirWatkin „ 60'-

,, Poetit'u?, I* - ; Ornatus ,, 4/-

SPANISH IRIS, finest mixed l/i

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, extra size ... „ 5/-

LILIITM CANDIDUM, extra s ze 10-
CROCUS, finest varieties V-tol'/-
AFRTCAN TUBKROSE, now ready, per doz. 2/-; „ 14/-

GLADIOLUS COLVILLEI ('• The Bride "), white .. ;i/6

Everything equally Reasonable. Cataiogues free.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

FBENCH AND DUTCH BULBS.
ROMAN HYACINTHS,

PAPEiJ -WHITE NARCISSUS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM, &c.

KAMED and BEDDING HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, SNOWDROPS,

DAFFODILS, &o.

ALL ORDERS CARRIAGE PAID.

CATALonrES Post Free on Application.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of
the same name.

CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS.

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Fi'LL Cultural Directions and particulara as to Frek
Dfliverv, will be sent, post-free, on application to our

offices at OVERVEKX, near HAASLEM, HOLLANU, or

to our General Ajenta —

Messrs MERTENS & CO,,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

FINEST BELGIAN PLANTSatLOW PRICES

AZALEA INDICA, A. MOLLIS, A. RUSTICA,
FL. PL.

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS.
THE BEST DECORATIVE PALMS.

THE BEST FORCING PLANTS for WIN PER, &c.

CHARLES VUYLSTEKE,
NURSERYMAN, LOOCHRISTY. GHENT, BKLQIUM.

For WHOLESALE CATALOGtlE, apply to mv Agent?.

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD & SON, 25, Savage QARDtss,
C'RUTCHKD Friars, Lomion. E.G.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits, post-free, Sd.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

LITTLE & BALI ANTYNE
Tbe Queen's Seedsmen, CARLISLEm

THOMAS RIVEES & SON,
THE NURSERIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

DUTCH BULBS.
We are now booking Orders for—

HYACINTHS, I CROCUS,
TULIPS,

I

LILIDMS, &c.
Before Biljing elsewhere send for our CATALOOUE. free od

application, and save 25 per cent.

ROMAX HYACIXTHS and LILIVV AURATUM
a Spccialti/.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,
Bulb Growers and Seed Merchants.

34, MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE, LONDON, E.,

And THE Nurseries, Haarlem, Hollanu.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1894.

THE " SULLA " (HEDYSARUM
CORONARIUM).

rpHERE exists throughout all North Africa
-^ a plant which botanists have named Hedy-
sarum coronarium, but which is known to the

Arabs as " Sulla." It is a species of Sainfoin, a

magnificent plant, growing some 3 feet 6 inches

in height, with branching foliage and fine red

flowers, so that it makes a fit ornament for bed-

ding purposes, which our florists may do well to

introduce largely. It more nearly resembles a

Trefoil than the French Sainfoin of commerce
;

in fact, it is like a gigantic Clover, with leaves

double the size of the ordinary large French
Clover. Lately, an enterprising Alsacian immi-
grant to Algeria has succeeded in domesticating

this wild plant for agricultural use on a large

scale at his small farm—the Amouchas—be-

tween Sf^rif and Bougie. Hitherto the Alsacian

immigrants have not thriven very successfully in

Algeria, from the difficulty they have experi-

enced in procuring good forage-plants in a dry

climate and unproductive soil ; but the introduc-

tion of this "Sulla" will, it is hoped, enable

them to do better in the immediate future.

M. Knill has published the results of his

experiments in a small pamphlet, which we
recommend our own farmers, and especially

emigrants who may betaking up land in America
and South Africa, to study : Le Sulla, sa cul-

ture bafee sur lannre de repos de la terre, et

permettant d'obtenir de tout sol cultivable de

tAlgerie et sans irrigation, les ceriales et les

fourrage) au.r pri.r de revient les phis rMuits.

This pamphlet marks for Algeria, and possibly

for other countries similarly situated, a new
epoch of agriculture.

The Emperor Joseph II., it will be remem-
bered, towards the close of the last century,

created Schubart, Baron von Kleefeld (i.e.,

Baron Clover-field),' as a fitting reward for his

propaganda of Clover cultivation in Germany
(the memoir of Johann Christian Schubart was

published in 17S2 at Berlin), and it may be

expected that the French Government will mark
its sense of M. Knill's services by, at least, the

Cross of the Legion of Honour.

The great obstacle to the propagation of the

Sulla was found in the fact that, although its

seeds are produced in abundance, they germi-

nated with great irregularity, at different times

of the year—never could a crop be raised at the

same moment. For upwards of fourteen years

M. Knill steadfastly pursued his experiments to

obtain regular crops, with little success ; until, in

1.390, M. Schribiux, the Director of the Labo-

ratory at the Agricultural Institute, recom-

mended him to steep the seeds in boiling water

for five minutes. (It will be remembered that

* Baron Schubart von Kleefeld was one of the strictest of

Freemasons, and promoter of that Society. Vide Esqiii^se de

la vie de Schubart, Baron de Kleefeli, Traduction; Berlin,

179U.
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the Chinese horticulturists used to be accused of

boiling their Aster and Chrysanthemum seeds

for exportation). Ever since that time, M.

Knill has been enabled to raise superb crops of

Sulla. In 1892 he invited the Agricultural

Society of Setif to visit the crops on his farm.

The delegates measured the crop on the ground,

and they found that the yield was upwards of

585 quintals of green forage per hectare, which

would give 11-t quintals of dry hay. The finest

leguminous crops in Europe do not yield more

than from 50 to 55 quintals to the hectare.

After having been regarded so long as an

unproductive country. North Africa now exhibits

herself to Europe as the possessor of the most

productive forage plant in the world, which will

thrive in a thirsty soil without irrigation.

Nevertheless, this hot-water steeping process

(ehouilluntage) is doubtless even now a very

delicate and troublesome undertaking, requiring

great care ; otherwise, the results may be

hazardous and precarious. There is, happily, a

less hazardous expedient.

Curiously enough, this secret of raising the

Sulla regularly from seed, which has cost M.
Knill years of experiment, has been practised for

centuries past at no very great distance from
Algeria. The Italians, it is known, have divided

their country into three regions: in the north is

the region of the Trefoil, the centre that of the

Sainfoin, whilst the south they regard as the

Sulla region. It was the Maltese who derived

from their Arabic ancestry their long-known
method of cultivating the Sulla, even before St.

Paul landed on the island of Melita. This secret

knowledge has at last been arrived at by M.
Knill. As we all know, the majority of seeds

lose their germinative properties a.s they grow
old. The seed of the Sulla, as Joseph knew in

the days of Pharaoh, acquires its certainty of

germination after being kept for some time. It

does not become i5t for sowing until at least two
years after it has been gathered. Thus the seed

reaped in 1891 ought not to be sown until 1896;
and, moreover, in order that the germinative

faculty should be perfected, it is necessary also

that the grains should be well exposed to the

rays of the sun. This was the solution of the
long-preserved secret problem which puzzled the
Algerian farmers as it perplexed the Egyptian
sages before the Sphinx was carved from the
live rock. No doubt hieroglyphs will .some day
reveal the history of the measures of Sulla, with
the seed of which the sarcophagus of the great
Pyramid was found filled by the Arabs of

Mahommed II. It is no wonder that the freshly-

gathered seed, with which the French farmers
in Algeria attempted to sow their fields, refused

to grow except in sparsely-scattered patches, at

irregular times. The natural process was revealed

to the ancient agricultural tribes who crossed over
to Ma'ta (the builders of those stupendous mega-
lithio towers in Gozo and Pantellaria), and, like

the Balearic islanders and Sardinians, carried

this secret with them from their African home
where it was lost under the Mahomedan invasion.

The Maltese, as Tommy Atkins has often wit-

nessed with ignorant disdain at their appa-
rent carelessness, have followed the instincts

of Nature, and sow this two-year-old seed,

which has been well sun-dried, in the sum-
mer-time, among the uncleared stubble, with-
out taking the least trouble even to har-
row the surface. Nature's method pure and
simple ; consequence, a certain fine crop ! The
seed springs up with the first rains, and it is cut
in the following month of April. From 1890 to

2000 acres of ground are thus cropped evexy year
in Malta and Gozo. The yield is estimated at

from 85 quintals in good years, to .35 quintals in

the worst seasons, per acre. From experiments

tried this last year in Tunis, a yield of 75 quin-

tals per acre has been produced. The variety

experimented upon by M. Knill at Amouchas,
near S(5rif, appears to be slightly more produc-

tive, and the analysis of M. Schribaux shows it to

be more nutritive than that in cultivation at

Malta. By applying to it the ancient Maltese

process of cultivation, Algeria will at last pos-

sess a forage-plant, easy and cheap to cultivate,

affording a product of rich abundance, supe-

rior to ordinary clover-hay ; with native vigour

•it is found to destroy foreign weeds and other

noxious vegetation, whilst it enriches the soil by

the considerable quantity of azote which it leaves

in its roots. " It is a revolution in our system
of agriculture," is the conclusion drawn by the
agricultural committee of SiStif. It will be well

worth the while of our settlers in South Africa

to obtain seed of this Sulla from Malta and the

Mediterranean. We have no doubt that in the

West Indies, and even in such islands as St.

Helena and Ascension, and at the Cape,

this economical forage plant will prove easy of

acclimatisation
; and, anyhow, throughout large

regions in India such a forage plant will be

found a boon to our camps of exercise, where our
cavalry often find green forage dillicult to

obtain.

Malta possesses another valuable forage plant

in the Scorpionis subvillosa ; and experiments

are now being made to introduce this into

Algeria and Tunis. §. Pasjldd Olioer, Captain,

late Royal Artillery, Moray House, Stokes Bay,
Gosport,

New or Noteworthy Plants.

DENDUOIUUM METTKEANU-VI, 7i. fp , Krd*
This is a very peculiar Dendrobiam, very near to

D. nitidiaaimutn, Kchb. f., from which it differs only

in acme characters of merely botanical value. As
was pointed out by Professor Reicheobach, the Den-
drobes of the Diplocaulobium group have two kinds
of bulbs, some with a single leaf, others leafless, but
with some pallid scales at the base, and a single

one at the top. From this latter rise the flowers in

succession as in Oncidium Papilio. The pale rose-

coloured flowers are very tender, and justify the com-
parison with those of Thrixspermum arachnitis,

made by Reichenbach in his description of Dsndro-
bium nitidissimum. They may also be compared
with tlie flower of D. Treacheriaaum, with sepals and
petals narrowed to thin filiform tails. The lip is

also very narrow, with two small rounded side-lobes,

and a lanceolate middle-lobe, on the surface of which
a small cushion of dense hairs makes an exception

to the rule that the lips of Dendrobes are almost
glabrous and without crests or protuberances of any
kind.

The plant was detected by Mr. William Mic'iolitz,

one of the most enccess'ul travellers for Messrs.
F. Sander & Co, S;. Albans. I received dried

materials, which I regarded at first sight as

belonging to Daodrobiuoi nitidissimutn, Rchb. f,

* Dendr^biuni M^ttkeanum, n. ap , Krzl. (Diplocaulobnim).

—

Bulbis junioribus foliaceis 6 CJstatis, vetustioribu-j sub-
teretibus (!) anguste ovitig monophyUig; folio lineiri biti

anguitato bibbo; bulbia floriferis teoiiibus basi catapliyllig

quibusiam ve^titig : scapo aacipite supra bractea squ^miformi
coriacei uitida vestito ; Moribus heterochronieis (more Oacidii
PapiliOQis)

; sepalis lateralibu? basi late triangulis meituni
antice apertum breve formantifius, intermedio anguste
laaceolato

; petalis liuearibus. oninibuj ia ciudas filiformes

an^^ustatis; labelli lobi-i lateralibus in tertia parte superiore
semi jbjvatis obtu-fin. lobo intermedio lan'-eolato acuminato;
calUs ininutis 2 in basi ; disio piloso ante lobulos later iles non
in apicem lobi intercueiii descendente ; gyuo^t^mio psrbrevi
utrinqu? trUngnlo-'»lato ; androclinii deate poitico acuto,
ceteruin geoeri-^. Tota planta 25 cm. alta ; floras tenerrimi
paliide ro-tei sepaia petalaque 2 cm. longa tenuissima.
f. h'ran~Un.

but a re-examination of my material and of a fresh

plant sent to me by Mr. F. Sander, showed such
diiferences that I resolved to establish this new
aptcies, the more ao as Reichenbach's description ia

a very accurate one. The plant was named in the

honour of Lieutenant Rich. Mettke, an old friend of

mine, and one of the most zealous cultivators of

Orchids in Germany. F. Krdndin.

Catasetum macbocarpdm, mr. Lindeni, nein, var.

This is a most remarkable variety, displaying both
in colour and form sufficient variation from the type

to induce one to carefully examine it in order to

make sure that it is not a new species. The main
differences from the ordinary forms of this variable

apecies are the larger and more squarely-formed

opening to the lip, its broad, tongue-like apex, and
the richness of its colours. The sepals are greenish-

white spotted with purple ; the broader petals white

with purple spotting over nearly the whole surface.

The lip, which is finely dentate at the edge, is rich

orange with dark red sides kud base to the interior.

Column purple on the basal third, the rest ivory-

white. Several planta of it came as a welcome sur-

prise amonganimportationof Catasetum Bnngerothii

to I'Horticulture Internationale, Pare Leopold,

Brussels. Jaimt O'Brien.

EDINBURGH BOTANIC GARDEN
NOTES.

Ltcohis aurea.— Amongst the many beautiful

members of the order Amaryllideie this attractive

species of Lycoris takes a high rank. The bu'.bs are

atrong, generally throwing off aeveral side bulbs,

the leaves appearing after the inflorescence. The
scape ia long (about 2 feet), and carriea about six

flowers. The divisions of the perianth are of a

golden-yellow colour, assuming a lighter tint towards

the undulated margins. The segments of the peri-

anth all turn upwards, while the stamens and pistil

all take a downward direction. To cultivate this

plant successfully, it should receive a stove treat-

ment while growing, and an intermediate tempe-
rature while resting. A figure may be seen in the

Bot. Mac/., t. 400, under the name of Amaryllia

aurea, where it is stated to have been introduced

in 1777.

COSTUS lONEUS.

The above plant may also be seen flowering freely

in the Palm-house, the brilliance of its flowers

miking it an object of attraction. Of comparatively

recent introduction, this species is as yet far from
coalmen. The stems, which rise to a height of

about 2 feet, bear thick green sheathing leavea of

elliptical shape, which form a rosette at the apex,

out of which the brilliant orange flowers, about
.'i inches in diameter, protrude. As these are pro-

duced successively, the flowering period is prolonged

for a month or longer.

QCISIJUALIS indica.

This tall-growing climbing plant is now flowering

in the dome of the Palm-house, where it has enveloped

the spiny stem and foliage of a plant of Plectocoma
assamica, against which it is planted. The inflor-

escences are terminal or axillary, the calyx tube

being long. The petils upon the upper surface are

deep red, while the under-side is of a lighter tint.

The leaves are opposite, the hues of the petiolea

becoming hardened and hooked afcer the blade has

dropped, thus giving great assistance to the plant in

its upward growth.

ArISTOLOCHIA TRILOIUTA.

Where this plant can be afforded space on a glass

roof, it is a remarkably pretty object. The name
indicates the form of the leaves, in the axils of

which the peculiar light purple flowers are produced,
the lip being turned over the mouth of the perianth.

Among the other members of this genus worthy of

note which are flowering here, are the pretty A,
elegans with its purple-streaked flowers; A. ornitho-

C'»phala, and the giant A. gigas var. Sturtevantii,

now so well known on account of its size and pecu-
liarity of sh^pe.
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AbELIA BDPESTRI3,

This ornamental shrub is flowering freely in the

temperate- house, where it occupies a position in one

of the beds. It is of slender habit, the foliage being

dense and bright-green in colour. The flowers which

are terminal, are white, the corolla being funnel-

shaped, R. L, Harrow, Royal Botanic Garden,

Edinburgh.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

LiELIO-CATTLEYA x ELEGANS.

Of late we have seen a great variety of forms of

this fine plant, some distinguished by varietal names,

and in other cases very fine ones without distinctive

names. F. Hardy, Esq,, Tyntesfield, Ashton-on-

Mersey, sends us a flower of a noble form. The
sepals of this flower extend to a width of nearly

7 inches, and are of a pale mauve-purple ; the petals,

which are individually more than If inch wide, are

of a similar colour, with darker veins. The side

lobes of the lip are snow-white, with showy recurved

purple tips. A pnrple band half-an-inch wide runs

from the base of the lip to the broad front lobe, which

is of an intense purplish-crimson colour, with small

lavender patches between the veining towards the

front. It is of the clais formerly known as L.

elegans Turneri, but a very distinct, large, and

showy variety, the lip showing very remarkable

peculiarities.

Odontoglossuu Cobadinei splendens.

From F. Hardy, Esq., Tyntesfield, Ashton-on-

Merspy (gr., Mr. T. Staflford), comes a showy natural

hybrid Odontoglossum, at first sight appearing like

O. Wilckeanum, but which on examination shows

the simpler crest of 0. Coradinei instead of the

more complicated crest of O. Wilckeanum. A
side view of the flower, showing the long straight

column, and the long spur to the labellum,

carrying the blade of the lip far in front of

the rest of the segments, settles the question.

It is a showy and distinct variety, larger and

broader in all its parts than the ordinary forms of

O. Coradinei. In colour it is bright yellow, with two

broad bars of chestnut-brown on the sepals, and two

smaller blotches of the same colour on the petals.

The column and base of the lip are white, with a few

brown markings, the blade of the lip is chestnut-

brown, bordered with white. la spite of the sugges-

tion of Professor Keichenbach that O. Coradinei was

probably 0. triumphans X O. odoratum, it is known

in gardens to be 0. crispum X Lindlejanum, as it

only appears in importations where these two are

mixed, and the O. Lindleyanum column is evident.

J. OB.
The Woodlands, Streatham.

A recent visit made to Mr. R. H. Measures'

garden proved so interesting, that a few notes as to

what I saw there may be of use to some of your

readers. About four hundred plants of Cattleya

labiatavar.autumnalis fill the first division of one of

the houses in a range, the plants being in perfect

health, and all of^them pushing up their flower-

sheaths.

In another house in this range were noticed well-

grown plants of Cattlejas Mendeli and Triansei,

intermixed with those of Cattleya gigas var.

M'asurefse, a form of rare beauty—flowers not too

large, beautifully formed and coloured. Probably

(he finest feature of the entire collection is the

stock of Lrelio-Cattleya X elegans, which I do not

hesitate to say is the most superb in Europe. Of

the exact number I am not quite sure, probably

500 to 600. At the time I counted 120 flower-

spikes, many of which possessed five and six flowers

nn a spike. Mr. Measures considers the best to be

L elegans var. iocantans, after which comes L. e.

var. MacFarlaneii, dedicated to the clever artist

who has painted every choice plant in this col-

lection, and there are hundreds.

A few other notable varieties of Laelia elegans are

Macrolabia, Nyleptha, Measnresiana, Weathersiana,

Juno. Cyanthus, &c. Many of these varieties are

described in Williams' Orchid- Growers' Manual (7th

edition), recently published. Laslia Perrini alba is a

beautiful and rare plant, which is now pushing forth

its delicate white flowers.

In other houses devoted to Cattleyas was a good

lot of Cattleya gigas and its varieties, and 0. g.

Hardyana, represented by a handsome plant, bearing

three flowers of much beauty. One rarely sees such

a fine lot of C. Lawrenceana as is here represented.

It is not yet the flowering season, but the plants are

making vigorous growth, and give promise of a good

display at a later date.

A house is devoted to Lycastes and Anguloas,

and several good plants of Ljcaste Skinneri alba

were remarked, and L. plana Measnresiana, Bar-

lingtoniae, lanipes, &c , have representatives. Among
Anguloas are some plants with enormous pseudo-

bulbs of a very dark hue, and their flowering is

awaited with much interest. A white form of

Anguloa Kuckeri existed in this collection a year or

two ago, but it has, I fear, been lost.

Masdevallias occupy a house, and the plants, at one

time sickly, are improving. In this house are some
small plants of a species of Cypripedium which were

sent from the interior of India, It is believed by

competent authorities that these are C. Fairrieanum,

once more discovered ; the plants are doing well, and

apparently of flowering size.

A houss has been erected for the culture of

OdontogloBsums. These plants, although represented

at The Woodlands fjr some twelve or filteen years,

have never been very successfully flowered, the posi-

tion of the house and its surroundings being unsuit-

able ; but in this new building we may expect the

best results.

Vandas and Angriecums occupy one honse, and

some noble plants, well-furnished with leaves, were

noted. Many fine plants of Vanda ccerulea are now
throwing out their flower-spikes. Ltelia purpurata

and its varieties also occupy a house, and their clean

healthy appearance testifies to the care bestowed

upon them.

Of the Cypripedinms grown in this collection,

much has been written in these columns from time

to time, it being a well-known fact that no really

good variety or species is unrepresented, and as a

great deal of attention has been paid of recent years

to the hybridisation of these plants, no idea can be

formed of the number of species, varieties, and new
crosses there existing.

Numbers here again assert themselves, and not

a few readers will be astonished when they learn

that of Cypripedium insigne and its varieties alone,

upwards of 4000 plants exist, about half of which

have yet to flower.

As most persons know, this is the home of the

beautiful C. insigne Sanderse ; and another variety

quite as beautiful, and certainly as distinct, is C.

insigne Bohnhofiana, a variety which has an enor-

mous white dorsal sepal, save for a number of lines

of a Chestnut hue, which radiate from the staminode

about an inch into the dorsal sepal. It may not be

long ere the Orchid world will be astonished by

even a finer variety than Sanderse, and this surprise

I can safely predict will be in the form of an

almost white variety of C. insigne. The plant is at

Streatham, and is named C. insigne clarissimum.

A painting which I have seen of this variety repre-

sents a wonderful plant, and one that must afford

delight to any orchidist. Another " albino " recently

acquired is C. callosum Sanderte, a brother plant to

that exhibited at the Temple show this year. Most

notable amongst the crosses which have flowered this

year are C. X Measuresite, an exquisite thing having

bellatulum and Veitchii for its parents, the flower

partaking principally of C. bellatulum, but with

more vivid colouring.

C. X Paris (bellatulum X Stoneii) is another fine

thing, well formed and nicely coloured. C. x

Edwardii (Fairrieanum X Veitchii), raised in

America, is a plait likely to remain rare for a long

time to come. C. X Annie Measures, also figured

in these columns, and first flowered by Mr. R.

I. Measures, of Camberwell, is a charming plant

between bellatulum and ciliolare. A new cross
between Stonei and Lawrenceannm is pushing a fine
flower-spike, a noticeable feature being its hairiness,
whereas in the parents this peculiarity is not very
apparent.

Other crosses worthy of notice are Cypripedium
X Numa, the reverse cross of the foregoing one, C.
X Taut/.iannm lepidum, still a rare plant ; C. X
tesselatum porphyrinm, C. x concolor, C. X Tele-
machus, C. X Umlauftiana, C. X southgatense, and
a host of others.

A handsome batch of C. GodefrojEelencochilum is

just now in full bloom ; it is a fine variety, a cheap
plant, and certainly superior to either GodefrojfE or
bellatulum, being a much bolder flower than the
former, and not so " squat " as the latter. It should
be extensively grown.

I cannot leave the Cypripedinms without making
a note of C. Fairrieanum, one of the survivors of the
original importation ; and, although only possessing
four or five growths, which are by nature small in

character, this plant is, I believe, the largest in

Europe. It occupies a 4-inch flower-pot.

The Carnation-house is a feature of the garden,
which reflects great credit on Mr. Coles, who has as

fine a collection of Souvenir de la Malmaison as I

have seen anywhere this year, the plants well fur-

nished throughout, and scores of fine blooms now
open. Carnations, Mrs. Hemsley, Duke of York,
Uriah Pike, and Winter Cheer, are considered the
leading varieties. A batch of Carnations which were
shown to ire give promise of something good,

judging by the quality of the "grass "or foliage,

which on some of the plants measured over 8 inches

in length, and three- quarters of an inch in width.

Several hundreds of Chrysanthemums of the choicest

varieties are very well grown. The grounds are

small, but everywhere there is neatness, cleanliness,

and good order. P. W,

EOOT TUBERCLES OF
LEGUMINOS.^.

Tubercles on the roots of leguminous plants were

known 200 years ago. Malpighi concluded that they

were galls, and consequently attributed their cause

to insects. Later, De Caadolle considered them
simply as diseased tumours, without assigning a

cause. Clos contended that they were hypertrophied

rootlets, and were caused by injurious influences in

the soil. Gasparrini regarded them as abortive

rootlets ; and Treviranus as swollen rudimentary

adventitious buds. This brings us down to the

recent interpretation that they are caused by fungi of

some form or other. Eriksson considers that they are

caused by fungus. Woronin that bacteria, and sub-

sequently that Piasmodiophora threads are at the root

of the mischief. And Prillieux that they originate

with some vegetable parasite of the nature of Plas-

modium. This is a remarkable history of the fluc-

tuations of opinion, or rather of successive opinions,

based upon theory rather than fact. Since 1885 they

have constantly furnished material for speculation.

Brunchorst contested the view of Woronin and

Eriksson that the rod-like bodies found in the struc-

tures were bacteria, genetically connected with the

hypVise found so frequently with them, since he found

that the hyphae were often entirely wanting. The

bacterium-like bodies he regarded as albuminoid

particles separated from the normal protoplasm, to

which he applied the name of " bacteroids." These

he found in all Papilionaceoe, from all climates and

soils, and regarded them as the means by which the

food materials obtained from the soil were assimilated,

T. Schirch having admitted that he never found the

tubercles wanting in any of the Leguminosic he had

examined. These he classed under two types, the

Lupin type, and the Robinia type. Details of these

forms are not essential here, but this author sub-

scribes to the doctrine last named, that the bacte-

roids are not parasites, but organised albuminoid

structures, so that the tubercle has to be regarded as

a storehouse of albuminoid reserve material, to be

used by the plant as wanted, especially while maturing
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the seeds. The hyphse, also, he declinfs to be-

lieve are fungoid, but of the same nature as the

bacteroid tissue.

Nearly at the same time, or shortly after, Marshall

Ward was examining the same productions, and

arrived at a different conclusion, to the effect that

the tubercles are due to the action of a parasite. He

produced the tubercles by infection from without.

He has repeatedly seen the hyphai budding like yeast

cells, extremely minute and numerous, resembling

bacteria at first sight, but differing in their mode of

multiplying. "The action of the minute germ-like

bodies causes the protoplasm of the cells of the root

to assume pIa?modiam-like characters, and induces

the flow of nutritive substances to these cells, and

hypertrophy results. On the decay of the tubercles

the germ-like bodies pass into the soil, and infect

other roots."

After a rest of nearly two years, Beyerinck re-

sumed the controversy, admitting the existence of

the so-called " bacteroid s," but contending that

they were microbes, to which the name of Bacillus

radicicola was given, " because," he says, " the bacte-

roids are metamorphosed bacteria which have lost

their power of development, and now are virtually

albumen corpuscles, though between the two con-

ditions there exist many intermediate stages." These

observations were practically confirmed afterwards

by Professor Delpino.

In 1888 Dr. Prazmowski reviewed the various

theories which had been propounded^ in order to

clear the way for his own. He made cultures of

plants in sterilised soil, without possibility of infec-

tion, and no tubercles appeared. Having established

the point of infection, he proceeded with his examina-

tion, and found the hyphal filament', these he traced

into'the tissue of the root. The first substance pro-

duced was starch, subsequently the so-called "bac-

teroid tissue," and also the peculiar bodies which

gome had called b&cteria. These he regards as

internal protoplasmic structures found within the

fungus hjpba; bsfore the development of the bac-

teroid tissue. His conclusion is that the fungus

presents in some respects the closest analogy to Plas-

modiophora Brassicse, differing in its early filiform

stage, and the peculiar " bacteroids " contained within

its hyphie. He thinks the connection between the

plant and the fuugui is a symbiotic one.

In the following year (1889), Frank entered the

list of investigators, and denied a cell-wall to the

hvpbiB, which he regarded as a formation from the

protoplasm of the host for the reception of the

microbe. This latter he designates Rhizobium

leguminosarum,* and considers it a schizomycete
;

that the bacteroids are not fungi, but formations

from the protoplasm in which the microbe is con-

tained. He concludes it to be a case of symbiosis,

and that "when the supply of humus is deficient,

the microbe is of the greatest service to the

host in promoting the various vital processes of

assimilation, &c."

Koch disputed Frank's decision on the hypbse,

and contended that they have a true cellulose mem-
brane ; whilst Laurent confirmed that one plant

could be inoculated from another by the microbe,

whatever it might be. Beyerinck returned again to

his Bicillus radicicola, and recorded his infection

therewith, causing tubercles on the roots of Vicia

faba. Finally (in 1891) Frank returned to the

attack, and affirmed that the organism was a schizo-

mycete, which he had called Rhizobium, which was

a parasite in Paaseolu?, but in most other Leguminosae

the relation was a symbiotic one, enabling the host

to obtain normal development under unfavourable

conditions of growth, in soil containing but little

humus." And here it is that Frank leaves it, which

is in effect that the microbe is taken up from the

soil into the cells of the root, and there digested in

the root-tubers foimed for the purpose. When the

bacteroid tissue has been absorbed, some germs still

remain, which return to the soil on the decay of the

tubercles.

If we follow this controversy through, we arrive

* Afterwards called Phytomyxa leguminosarum.

at the following result: that the tubercles found o^

the roots of Leguminotsa are produced by a small

organism resembling a bacillus, but that the name
and functions of the organism are in dispute; that

the tendency of all the investigations do not show

any injury to the plant attacked, whilst some contend

that the microbe is beneficial. At any rate, it is

established that in this case the microbe is not a

putrefactive one, and as it now stands, cultivators

may console themselves that, at least, the tubercles

are harmless. M. C. C.

CTo be continued.)

DISA NERVOSA.
Ode illustration (fig. 41, p. 309) gives a repre-

sentation of a very singular and beautiful Diss,

which recently flowered at the Royal Gardens, Kew,

and was shown from there at the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society on August 13. The strong

habit of its tall inflorescence, and the clear pink

colour of its singularly-shaped flowers, make it a

striking object ; and if as much success is obtained

through its introduction as has been already brought

about at Kew by hybridising some of the other

species, a new and beautiful race of hybrids may be

expected, It is a native of the Natal district.

A TRAVELLERS' NOTES.
(Continued from j>. 250.)

Melbodene : April 9.— During Mr. Guilfoyle's

twenty years' tenure of office in Melbourne, he has

rendered the Botanic Garden one of great interest to

a landscape gardener. Covering some 97 acres of

ground, including a lake of 8 acre?, there is doubtless

ample opportunity, more especially as the nature of

the site considerably aids this end. Rich grassy

undulating slopes, interminable winding walks, and
bold sweeping beds in pore English style, complete

as fine a general landscape effect as is to be met
with anywhere. Beds devoted to natural orders,

others reserved for the flora of various countries or

continents, others still arranged from the gardener's

point of view, offer interesting studies to all lovers

of plants. The lawns, of Buffalo and English Rye-
grass, are perfect and kept in excellent condition

;

the paths, 10 to 20 feet in width, no less so, though
from motives of economy, on account of the general

retrenchment the Victorian Government is now
enforcing, these are being rapidly asphalted—a most
unfortunate necessity.

In glass, the gardens are comparatively weak, but

the most hypercritical would find it difficult to take

exception to much else. It is unquestionably the

best labelled garden I ever entered, florists' varieties

of Verbena, Phlox, or Pentstemon, receiving the

same attention as ttie rare species of a little-known

genus from a distant land. In addition to the

botanical name, the name of its author, the popular

name, the habitat, order, and, in some instances, the

economic or medicinal value of the plant are legibly

given.

From the above, it is easy to gather that the vote

for the garden must have been large, but, as in every

other department, it has been, and is still being

reduced.

Eleven entrances admit from the reserves, which,

with the domain of Government House, enclose the

garden ; from these, on the highest level, a series of

broad, sweeping, undulating slopes fall to the lake

—

an artificially improved lagoon of the Yarra—at the

lowest.

Opposite the various entrances large beds are

apportioned to the various natural orders, whilst for

nearly two-thirds of the garden circumference a

broad border is devoted to the flora of the Aus-
tralian continent—a singularly complete and useful

collection.

Approaching by the oSice-entrance, two tall Arau-
caria excelsa on either side of the gate, the magnificent

stretch of verdant green known as the " Oak Lawn,"
is relieved at the bend by a bed devoted to Magno-
liacese. lUicium anisatum is represented by a good
bush 12 feet high. Magnolias obovata, Ynlan, tripe-

tala, fuscata, and Campbelli, are amongst others

;

and Eupomatia laurina, a glossy-foliaged shrub, the

young leaves of a pale brown, and said to bear small

white sweet-scented blossoms, grows well.

As a single lawn specimen in the rear of the bed is

a seedling Magnolia grandiflora. On the other por-

tions of the " Oak Lawn "—so named from its single

specimens, for the most part chiefly belonging to that

genus, are beds devoted to Berberidese, Ranunculacese,

Ternstrcemiacf£e, Saxifrageos, &c.
Of Oaks, Mr. Guilfojle considers he has some

seventy species and varieties. Amongst the most no-

ticeable on the lawn in question are Q. alba, 30 feet,

Q. heterophylla, Q Robur, Q. incana, Q. lueitanica,

Q. Mirbeckii, very fine, and two exceptionally even

specimens of Q. virens and Q. Ilex. Berberis steno-

phylla, a flowering mass, 10 feet in diameter, Nan-
dina domestics, 5 feet, and as much through ; and
amongst the plants of less dimensions, B. cratsegina,

B. orientalis (?), B. Guimpeli, B. japonica,the strong-

growing and distinct B. laxiflora, B. iberica, B.

pallida, bearing numerous drooping beads of the

palest sulphur- coloured flowers, and B. vulgaris

seeding, amongst others represent the Berberideas.

Camellias, Chinese and Assam Tea, a fine bush of

the latter now in full bloom, occupy the major por-

tion of the Ternstrcemiaceons bed.

In a mixed border, but a few yards distant, are good
bushes of Podocarpus elata, P. totars, 25 to 27 feet

high, foliaged to the ground ; flowering Tecomas,
Daturas, relieve the sombre effect of the heavier

Evergreens. In the bed devoted to the Urticacese is a

large Oriental Plane, the foliage burnt considerably,

whilst beneath the shadow of some of the finest

Araucaria excelsa in the garden lay the Cistines,

most of the various species of Cistus at this time in

bloom.
The Solanacfse are close by the fine purple flower-

ing lochroma grandiflora, the equally decorative

scarlet I. lanceolata, both bearing innumerable

long tubular blossoms, and Habrothamnus fascicu-

latus and Oestrum fcetidissimum, equally well flowered

,

make this bed a gay one.

Amongst the most interesting beds is that devoted

to the Proteacese, in which I had ihe satisfaction

of noting some old friends from Western Australis,

good trees of Banksia integrifolia and B. marglnata

were both in flower. Lencadendron glabrum and
several Hakeas do well, but, certainly, the most curious

is Protea cynaroides, with numerous pointed

whitish buds and last year's dried flower-heads.

Amongst the Polygaleae many were in flower, a

striking similarity in the colour of all being noticable.

As might be expected the Pittospore£B were excep-

tionally fine, P. rigidum, P. eugenioides, P. tenui-

folium, and the more ordinarily met with species

being represented by maesive bushes.

Mr. Guilfoyle has a good eye for colour, many of

the beds being picked out with yellow- foliaged

Nerium. purple Castor-oil, yellow and silver varie-

gated EuonymuB, Silver Box, the great unwieldy

greenish - grey Fatsia japonica (Aralia Sieboldi),

purple Iresine, Coprosma Baneriana variegata,

yellow Elder; whilst for flowering plants, Articl-oke,

single and Cactus Dahlias, red Salvia, Indigofera

decora. Iris stylosa, Tecoma Smithii and T, capensis.

Plumbago, tall bushes of Lasiandra.Ericas, Erythinas,

the very handsome purple-flowering Salvia africana,

Convolvulus, and Gladiolus are but a few amongst
many.
Near by are several beds devoted to a large collec-

tion of medicinal plants, every label stating in red

the various properties of the plant, in addition to the

ordinary information in black. Opposite is one of

the many Rose-beds, of considerable area, and con-

taining several hundred plants.

la this immediate vicinity are the sheds for the

painters, carpenters, and other workmen. Here I

learned that the wood at this moment chiefly

employed for labelling is that of Podocarpus dacry-

dioides and of Sequoia sempervirens, small slabs of

which are screwed to stout iron pint. Labels entirely

of metal are used in some instances.

Occupying Mr. Guilfolye's attention at the present

moment is a large shade-house in which he intends

representing by pot plants, all known botanical

orders. It is at present but partially completed.

The roof consists of three spans, each at an angle of

about 55°, 51 feet in width ; from the nature of the

ground the house is built on terraces, the length of

each being 38 feet, the floors are all to be asphalted.

Stringy Bark (Eucalyptus obliqua), Victorian Red
Gum (E. rostrata). Oregon, Baltic, and hardwood
Pines, are the woods employed, the rafters of the

sides being fixed diagonally to break the direct rays

of the sun. Three Pinus insignis SO to 100 feet

(of the many specimens of this Pine in the garden

none are finer), stand at the head of the Fern-gully,

a most distinct feature.

Here Mr. Guilfoyle leaves everything to ramble at

will—everything to be as though it had " happened."

A walk nearly 1000 feet in length winds through the

gully, lined on either side by tree Fern?, Aralia
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papyrifera, A«trapea mn'Hs, Ferdinanda pminen»,

Altophilas, Dickioniae, Cyathea dealbata and C.

mednllarif, Strelitzia Augusta, Panax elegans, tall

GreviUea Hilliana, and G. robuata, with items 8 to

12 inches in diameter, and a host of Platycerinm-,

Aspleninmf, &c,, Dracsenac, Hedychiams, Alpinias,

trailing masses of Tecoma and PlnmbaRO in full

glory, is a Gleditichia triacanthos, freely bearing its

red and black pods. Arancaria Canninghami towers

aloft near a Taxodium distichum, one aide of which

is lost in the tangled vegetation of the gully.

From the level of the lake, and looking over the

FlO 41.— DISi NEBVOSA : FLOWERS BOSE COLOUBf D. (^EE P

Liv:8t)nas, Chanarops, &c. All is left to nature.

One opeLing reveals a perfect carpet of Alsophila

excelsa fronds on lew stems, a delightful picture.

A stream runs throueb, trickling over moss-covered
boulders, and 'alien Fern- stems,—and a barbed wire

restrains the i onth of Melb( urne.

At the exit, facing the lake, opposite icagnificent

rustic bridge at the slopes beyond, single specimens

of Jubffii spectabilis and other palm?, Eucalyptus

rostrata, acd various Araucarias may be seen ; whilst

golden Euonymas, variegated Phormium, variegated

Arundo donax, purple Iresines, and flowering Pampas,

show up well in the snrronnding borders.

Near the Fern-gully are three beds devoted to

Monocotyledons, Dicotyledons, and Acotyledons,

neatly-painted boards explicitly explaining the

various differences. In the first-named, Aloe lati-

folia, with numerous heads of red tubular flowers,

and in the second a good piece of Abies Nord-
manniana, most attracted my attention.

Passing by a fine lot of flowering Cannas, repre-

senting the ScitaminesB, the Palmetum is reached.

The specimens are as yet young, Julroea spectabilis,

Seafoithia elegans, several Sabals, Diplotheminm
maritimom, as handsome here as in other parts of

the Eastern Hemisphere.andWashingtoniafiliferaare

amongst the more ordinarily represented. Ascending

the slope, past the borders devoted to New Zealand

vegetation, and passing beneath several fine Euca-
lypti, such as E. occidentalis, E. megacarpa, E.

raaculata, &c., the orders Liliacf ae, Amaryllidese, and
Iridfse are reached near a clump of Pinus insignis.

From this point the finest view in the garden is

obtained. Stretching away some li mile to the

right, over the low valley of the Yarra, rise the

spires and domes of Melbourne, the huge business

blocks lining Collins Street and the factory chimneys

of the largest city of Australia. Immediately oppo-

site, on a high slope, commanding the surrounding

country, stands the Government House, in its domain

of 60 acres, a handsome solid block in the Italian

style, dark Pines, tall Arancaiias, winding shrub-

beries abound in the grassy slopes extending to the

edge of the lake. Behind this point is the largest

lawn in the garden, close on 14 acres in extent—

a

large bed devoted to American vegetation, is some-

what small compared with the area it represents ;

Maurandya Barclayana, Itea virginica. Agave ameri-

cana, Thuia occidentalis, Ilex Cassine, Piunns sero-

tina. Fuchsia conica, Cralagus mexicana, fraiting

freely, convey one's thoughts over some stretch of

country. The mixed beds on this lawn are good.

Eucalyptus ficifolia, of which Mr. Guilfoyle has

some nine varieties, is freely represented, several

ranging from crimson to the palest pink, were in

full glory at the date of my last visit in January ;

indeed, at that season, there was more flower gene-

rally. Jacaranda mimossefoliaand Stercnlia acerifolia,

the New South Wales Flame-tree, I particularly

miss amongst others. Doryanthea Palmeri and

excelsa are now fruiting, as is the possibly most inter-

esting plant in the garden, Doryanthes Gnilfoylii

from Queensland, with a flower- spike over 7 feet long.

A collection of Cactacese faces the entrance to

the Palm-house on the summit of the slope. The
specimens are well grown, in good condition, but not

of great size. Areca madagascariensis, Doemonorops

melanochsetes, Areca VerechaiTeltii, Caryota Menado,^

Areca Catechu, Pritchardia grandif, some excep-

tionally well-developed Stevensonia grandifolia ; and

in addition to a collection of Dracaenas, Caladiums,

DiefTenbachias, &c., on the aide stages, I noticed

Ravenala madagascariensis, 25 feet ; Aralia Guilfoylea,

Heliconia metallico, a fine thing ;
DIoscorea discolor,

D. illustrata, and Petrsea volnbilis on trellis : Medi-

nilla magnifies, the narrow purple Javanese Musa
Ramphiann, &c. Pinus Pinaster does well in this

part, and Acacia Baileyana, pale grey in foliage and

free- flowering, is very handsome. A rockery lies

beyond the borders, devoted to herbaceous plants and
annuals, in which the Cactus Dahlias just now
make a brave show. Growing freely are various kind»

of Arundos, Papyrus, Kleinias, Cistus, Hemerocallis,

Acanthus, Ficus repens, variegated Agave, &c.

Again reaching the level of the lake, an island

but a few feet from the shore is passed ;
it is almost

entirely occupied by Tea scrub. In the shrubberies

near, Sparmannia africana, several fine basher, 12 to

15 feet high, are now flowering freely ;
Lavender and

China Roses likewise, whilst a circular bed, entirely

devoted to Cuphea ignea, is exceedingly pretty.

Pinus longifolia (40 feet), Pinus Piaea (30 feet), a

magnificent R^d Gum (Eucalyptus rostrata), are

passed on the way back. Beyond the lake lining the

walk are single specimens of Diospyros virginica,

Rjyena lucide, a good Weeping Willow, Veronica

passiflora, 10 feet in diameter ; flowering Laurestinus

and Callistemon speciosus, and Lantana in one shrub-

bery. A handsome Fraxinus Ornus, Grewia hirsuto,

with pinkish star-shaped blossoms ; Psidium Catt-

leyanuro, Laurus nobilis, Fraxinus excelse, 50 feet ;

Exciecaria sebifera, the handsome Qieeneland Flin-

dersia Oxleyana, with long, glossy, pinnate foliage,.

&c. Dracfeaa Doucetti does well, a handsome

piece, 4 feet high, clothed to the ground, is very

striking. Erythrinas are good, and well represented ;.

E. Hamei and E Blakei b?ing now in flower. Musa

Enaete fruits, and Lagunaria Patersonii attains a,

height of 30 feet.

The D. rector's hous', over the walls of which
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creep AmpeJopsis Veitchii, is prettily aitnated. From
the study-window one looks down on several Also-

phiia aastralis, their fronds spreading from 20 to 30
feet ; to the right stands a Finns insignis, 80 feet ; a

Seafortbia robasta, 20 feet, and a Cocos plamosns
close on 40 feet ; a fruiting; Fittosporum undalatnm,
18 feet in diameter, occupies a prominent position

on the lawn within a few feet of an old Robinia
Pseado-Acacia.
The walk leading to the gate is arched in by two

Agoaig flexuoaa, from Western Australia, a parti-

cularly graceful tree, whilst the gate itself is shaded
by a perfect specimen of Qaercus lusitanica.

The nursery is of no great extent ; in one of

the two glasshouses. Orchids are largely and well

represented, in flower at this moment I noted
C^iilogyne sp^ciosa, Laslia pumila Dayana, Angrsecum
seasttipedale, Calanthe Teratrifolia, Cypripedium
Uamiaiaaum, Pholidota imbricata, and Ddndrobinm
Veitchian^m.
The Museum of Economic Botany, founded by

Eiroti von Mueller, is of exceptional interest ; the

Carpological Collection consists of over 2000 spe-

cicnens, and in the various cases are collections

of Rums, Eucalyptus oils, dyes, tobacco», fibres,

perfumes, medicinal products, cocoa, coffee, teas,

fiago, &c., accompanied by dried specimens of the

plants they are extracted from, and labels explaining
their aseg, kc.

Woods are well and largely represented in many
iaataaces by fine broad slabs. The section of a stem
of Araacaria Bidwilli is 4 feet 7 inches in diameter,

the bark alone being 5 inches deep all round. On
the walls are massive planks of " Blackwood," Acacia
melanoKylon, Podocarpus dacrydioides, P. spicata,

«Ln.d Dacrydiam cupressimum, the more general col-

lection beiog arranged in groups round the sides.

Aa asaal, the Japanese Government have sent a

coUeetion. Papers and veneers occupy several cases.

The annual three days' Chrysanthemum show of

the Victorian Horticultural Improvement Society

was opened on April 26. Some of the Japanese
jlooms were equal in quality and general substance

to those grown in England. Incurved varieties and
epecimens showroom for improvement, and in several

iaataaces a good effect was spoilt by indifferent

staging, J. H, Veitch.

<To be continued.^

Cultural Memoranda.

ROBERT DOUGLAS.
" RoBEKT Douglas was born in Gateshead, near

Silifajc, in England, in 1813, and having learned the

tailor'a trade, emigrated to Canada in 1836. Two
years later be settled in Whitingham, Vermont,

•where for a short time he kept the country inn ; but

the tide of emigration was setting to the west, and in

IStt he drove through the then sparsely- inhabited

country to Illinoia, and established hia home on the

«horea of Lake Michigan, about thirty miles north of

Chicago, in what is now the town of Wankegan.

Here be opened a tailor's shop ; but in 1848, impelled

hj a strong love of Nature, which had declared itself

itt 5ii8 boyhood when he lived with hia parenta in

FiVlon'a nnraery, near Newcastle, he establiahed a

«maU naraery business. The next year, the California

gaW fever being at its height, Mr. DDuglaa joined a

party <sf feia neighbours and started to cross the

contiaeot. In fording the Bear River, among the

VTafwatch Mountains, he lost hia team of cattle, and

tBipatieot of the alow progreaa of the emigrant train,

•B-ftifeeil on alone ahead of his party, crossing the

"deserts of Ucah and Nevada and the Sierra Nevada

OB. foot. After a short stay in California, Mr.

Dottjlas returned heme by the Isthmus of Panama,

sind has since devoted himself to raising Conifer and

otfier tree seedlings, of which he has distributed

mifUons. In recent years, Mr. Donslas has taken large

contrasts for planting trees in different parte of the

coantry, and the moat auccessful plantations of

Catilpa speciosa in the United States were made by

him near Farlington, in Kanaas, on the line of the

Kansas city, Fort Scott and Memphis Railroad, in

1879-83 (see Sixth Ann. Rrp. Kansas Forestry, 47).

Ko oae in his time has been more active than Mr.
SDaagUein increasing the love of planting trees in

the United States, or has studied them from the

caltural point of view with greater zeal, intelligence,

aa<i sttcceaa." The Svlvd of Xorth America. By
Charles S. Sargent. Vol. vi., pp. 00. 91. [To Mr.
V ^aglas we are indebted for the Weeping Spruce

Picea Breweriaaa. Ed.]

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS.
This old favourite, both the blue and white, are

particularly useful when well- flowered in pots, for

conservatory decoration. At this place a good
number are grown for placing in rooms at the Castle,

the flowers lasting a conaiderable time if the plants

are properly attended to in the matter of watering.

The plants are raised from seeds sown in pans of

loam and leaf soil, pressed firmly together, and placed

in a slight warm frame. When the seedlings are

large enough for handling, they are pricked off into

boxes of similar soil at 2 inches apart, and when
they possess nice balls of roots the best planta are

potted, and the rest are planted out on a well-pre-

pared bed for lifting either in the autumn or spring.

Those in the pots are kept growing, and well supplied

with manure-water, and stood in the open. Daring

winter the planta are kept in cold framea, the^

Bupply of water at the root being afforded with great

care. If these plants are required for indoor decora-

tion, thay should be kept in the open air till the

flower-apikea are of good height, or they are apt to

grow tall and spindly. Being hardy planta, all

coddling should be avoided ; and a good loam is the

best kind of soil for them in the flowering pota, the

manure used consisting of dry cow-dung or spent

Muahroom-bed stuff. If the plants are finally potted

when the spikes are about 1 foot in height, and when
the pots are ailed with roots fed liberally, both strong

enduring foliage and fine flowers will result. H.
Markham.

STBEPTOCARPnS.

Theae have been more useful to us this season

as decorative planta for the greenbouae than any

other of the inmatea of that house. Some of the

eminent seedsmen do not trouble to cross- fertilise,

but have produced all their variations by selecting

the very best varieties from their groups of seedlings

year after year, and in the course of years their

strains of plants have attained to a high degree of

excellence. By thia method any garden flower may
be improved in the course of years; but more may
be done to produce variation in form and colour

amongst garden flowers in three years than can be

done by selection in thirty. The sexual organs in

Streptocarpus are very prominent, and can easily be

manipulated to produce new varieties. The anthera

are attached to the corolla, and are quite prominent,

so also ia the stigma attached to the ovary ; it can

readily be touched with the pollen from another

selected flower, but as a precaution, the anthers of

the seed-bearing parent must be removed before the

pollen-cases burst. If a flower is allowed to become

self-fertilised, it is useless to dust the pollen from

another flower upon it. Good form in the aeed-

bearer, with rich and decided colours in the pollen-

parent, according to my experience, give the best

results. The seed is quite small, and requires care

in getting it to germinate. I sow in February, and,

with care in pricking-off the tiny seedlings, they will

yroduce their flowers in the autumn of the same

year, and will thus give a good succeaaion of bloom

quite into the winter in a warm houae. A rather

light Boil auits them best, composed of, say, two

parts good loam, one part peat, and enough of sand to

keep the compost open ; they will also be better for

a portion of well-decayed manure in the compost.

When the plants are in growih in the spring, what

gardeners term an intermediate-honae suits them
best, that ia, a minimum temperature of about 55^,

with a moderate degree of moisture in the atmo-

aphere. When the planta are in flower, they may
be removed to the greenhouse, where they flower

freely for a very lengthened period, or they will alao

flower well and do well in the window of a dwelling-

house. J. Douglas, Great Gearies, Uford.

LAx«BiNa OF Haedt Gbape Vines.

The varletiea Pitmaaton White Cluster, Black

Cluster, and Royal Mnecadine ripened well last year,

but thia season they will have failed to ripen their

fruitf, or even to develop them to any useful aizB in

any part of the country. It ia thia uncertainty as to

obtaining returns from out-of-doors Grape-vines

which prevents anyone troubling himself much about

their culture ; but under the protection afforded by

glaaa, and without the use of fire-heat, they aucceed

admirably. The difSculty with amateurs who have

no meana of striking " eyea" of the Vine in a hot-bed,

sometimes acts as a deterrent to Vine culture ; but

when it ia known that layers can be obtained with

ease from a Vine growing out-of-doors, thia difficulty

ceases. The objection to the method of layering as

usually practised is, that too much old wood is

retained as compared with a bud or " eye
;

" still,

there is a way of doing the work by which much of

the old wood is got rid of. The operation should

be performed when the leaves begin to fall, 8 inch

pots being sunk a little below the surface, and three-

parts filled with good aoil, pasture-loam if procurable,

twisting the shoot to be layered till it splits, and
then fixing it in the pot, covering it with soil, and
shortening it to two buds.

In the spring, when the shoots from these buds
have reached a height of 1 foot, they should be
fastened to a stake, and all other shoots which may
spring from the layer between the old Vine and the
pot cut off. When the shoots have reached a height

of 2.} to 3 feet, the upper one must be cut away,
training the other to the atake from time to time
till it reaches a height of 6 or 7 feet, when it ahoald
be topped. The object of leaving two shoots to
grow together for a time is to induce the formation
of roota in greater numbers than would be the case

if one shoot only had been allowed to grow. The
layer may be cut off in the first autumn after the
operation waa performed.

POWIS CASTLE, WELSHPOOL.
The ancient Castle of Powis stands upon a rocky

eminence in the centre of the park, and waa the old

stronghold of the Welsh Princes. It commands
extensive views of the long ranges of bills and grand
mountains on either side of the valley of the Severn.

Powis Caatle Gardena have alwaya had a certain

celebrity. Pine-growing having been carried on
here for a long number of years, and the late William
Wildamith, amongst other noted men, was at one
time on the staff here.

The park itself has been justly described as one of

the finest demesnes in the kingdom, and is fully

three miles in extent, with a magnificent range of

finely wooded hills rising to over 1 000 feet above
the river Severn, with the caatle on one portion of

it. The park contains many superb specimens of

timber treea, and the richly undulated character of

the ground is pleasing.

The gardener's house, an excellent one, is shut in

by garden-walls and hedges, giving privacy to it, but

is close to the houses in the home kitchen-garden,

and here three houses and large pits are devoted to

Pines; and Grapes, Peachea, Melona, &c., have
houaes devoted to them. Young ornamental flower-

ing and foliage planta are grown in quantities for the

castle decoration, but the glass portion of the

gardens is the least imposing part of the garden

work at Powis, though what ia done is well done.

There ia another kitchen garden a little farther

away for vegetables, fruit occupying principal atten-

tion in the home gardena. Gjod walls exist here,

and Pear trees especially are in fine condition, many
of them grand old treea, and well cared for ; some
of them are 30 feet high, trained up the offices, and
have heavy crops, especially Glou Morceau, Eister

Benrr^, and Swan's Egg. Amongst trees of a less

size against the walls, Pitmaston Duchess is bear-

ing a large crop. Thia garden liea at the foot of the

long mountain on which the castle stands, and by

means of zigzag hilly paths, with beautifully thick

clipped Yew or Box hedges on either side, the lower

terrace of the hanging gardens is reached.

These terraces, with their beautiful hanging gar-

dens, aa they are called, are cut out of the ruck on
which the castle stands and are laid out in the

Louis XIV. style, with statuea, vases, &c.
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The lower terrace hai a broad walk mnning
along it, with an orchard on a sloping grass bank,

and on the other side is a very long wall, on which

Peaches and Nectarines in excellent health, and

cordon Fears are trained, and in the centre, a flight

of steps leads to the second terrace. One portion of

the wall 60 yards in length is devoted to Plnms and

Apricotf, and on the eastern end of the wall are fine

crops of Dachesse d'Angoulflme and Williams' Bon
t'ir^tien Pears. The wall of this terrace is 12 feet

I <t!h, and supports the third terrace, and is planted

with cordon and other Pears ; a broad walk runs from

the east to the western end, with a large central oval

and other plants not often seen ; and from the sides

of this bailding flights of steps lead to the third

terrace, which has a back wall about 11 feet high,

on which Figs grow well. Pears also are grown

here, chiefly on cordon trees; but there are three or

four fine old specimens with excellent crops, espe-

cially Benrr^ Clairgean and Easter Beurie. A broad

walk runs along this terrace, with a sloping grass

bank to it ; and the eastern end of the wall is covered

with Peach trees, in front of which is a border of

Carnations and Picotees 200 feet long and G feet

wide, with from three to e'ght rows of a sortrunning

across it.

in shell-shaped beds on a carpet of lierniaria, eacb

bi>d coasisting of Alternantheras and other plants,

and margined with Echeveria secnnda glanca.

The upper terrace, 210 yards long, and in front

of the whole length of the castle and walls, is a.

sloping grass bank, with magnificent Yewr, ten in

number, of various large sizes, the two end ones

being about 25 feet high and 20 feet through. All

ar« nlosely clipped and in excellent condition. Mr.

J. Lambert came to Powis Castle Gardens about

three years since, and he has done a great deal m
sweeping away masses of evergreens on these terraces,

in forming sloping grass bdnks, and opening out

FlQ 42— POWIS CASTLE, WELSHPOOL. (sEE P 310)

bed in front of the old orangery, with two superb

clipped Golden Qieen Hollies, and a large vase in the

centre. A broad border runs along on either side

excepting where the large bed if, and grand

circnlar masses of various kinds of Clematis are

seen here, each from 5 to 6 feet in diameter. A
very fine Garrya elliptica is a notable ot-j»ct, as

are also specimen Capressns, massive Irish Yews,

Tree Pieinies, and clipped Golden and Green

Hollies. Dracaena indivisa is hardy here, and

bushes of a Japanese Miple, and masses of Scoptaa-

laria nodosa variegata grow well. At the western

end of the wall Peaches and Plums are grown.

On the Orange-house walls, there are fine examples

of the I.oquat, Pomegranat», Edwardsia grandiBora,

Abroad flight of steps leads to the third terrace,

on a level with the foundation rock of the castle, the

ground sloping towards the front, with a broad

curved walk along the centre. Here are very fine

specimen Arbutus, Golden Queen Hollies, Irish Yew^,

S*eet Bay, spreading Cypress, grand, clipped sugar-

loaf-shaped Yews, about 24 feet high, and fully

20 feet through at the base ; others conical—all of

enormous size, and closely clipped. At the east end

of this terrace there is a Yew hedge nearly 40 feet

high, meeting the rock formation of the end of the

castle. Nestling in a corner close by is a good sub-

tropical bed, and a long flight of steps leads to the

castle. At the f jot of these steps there is a charm-

ing example of carpet bedding on a sloping bank,

the very fine specimen trees. Under his guidance

.

the beauties of Powis (and they are legion), will be

further developed.

The western end of the terrace from the castl©

walls is 210 feet long, the back wall supporting the

courtyard entrance being about 25 feet high. Four

fine old Pear trees of great size and age against

this wall are in admirable health, well cropped, and

rising to the top of the wall. Eighty fine cordon

Pear trees have also been planted, several of which

are already from 8 to 9 feet high. Beurre Diel,

Duchesse d'Angouldme, Olivier de Serres, Catillac,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurr^ Superfin bearing a

heavy crop; Beurie Sterkmann, Glou Morceau,

Beurr6 d'Anjou, and Williams' Bon Chietien were
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altd all bearing freely. This terrace ia rich in

cUpped Vews ; a tall massive specimen, 30 feet wide

ia tfee front, witli a conical roof, forming a summer
artjoar. Close by are a massive Irish Yew and two

other ssperb Yews.
H The eKtensive Wilderness, as it ia called, is rich

ia ornamental trees. Here may be seen some fine

apecimeas of Capressua horizontalis, and many other

fccs^t of Conifers, a monster Magnolia tripetala, a

a. Cart tree, and a host of other specimens of great

interest to lovers of our fine old trees and shrubs.

Tdere are miles of well-kept walks through the

Wilderness and park. The immense deer park and

outer park contain so many noble specimens of

(^sLber trees that much time is needed to obtain

efrea e. corsory look at them. W. D.

Plant Notes.

EEEMURUS ROBUSTUS.
<JfCB spike of the above flowered here this summer,

a.n<5 has two seed - pods. A spike of E. hima-
laicis was 7 feet 3 inches in height, and was covered

•mitM. Sowers .3 feet 6 inches of its height, and is now
betriag seed. R. W. Hosier, Swaylands.

Feekck Marigold Legion of Honooe.

This variety is single, of dwarf compact growth,

tiaviag yellow flowers, with a brownish - crimson
•centre, and it is an excellent plant for beds or

'i3flr<Jer8. It comes quite true from seed, and with-

stmds bad weather. It is a variety that will greatly

please aJl who may grow it. B,

The Week's Work.
THE PLOWBB QABDEN.

Bif .roKS Lambert, Gardensr, Powis Castle, Welshpool.

CARPET BEDS.—The continuous rainy weather
^ziXLSQs a good deal of attention to be needed by these
beds, in keeping the growth of the plants in trim
order, Ssdums and otiier ground-work plants soon
jjefriing out of bounds. The edges of the figures

should be clearly defined, and the surface made level

by flattening down. The shoots of Mesembryanthe-
mum eordifolium, when removed in this kind of
<;rimming, should be saved, or at least the best of

them, and struck for stock, being careful not to
braise them, and using plenty of sharp sand in the
sail. Plunge ia cocoa-nut fibre or tan in a pit or
fraiKe (iaving mild bottom-heat. Be careful not to
afford the cuttings much water; such a frame is

aaitable for striking cuttings of Alternantheras. lu
selecting cuttings of these plants, reject all shoots
which show a tendency to flower. The sucker-like
•shoots from the roots make excellent cuttings. If a
aaaiat atmosphere be kept in the pit, and the cuttings
are shaded from bright sun, rooting soon takes
place. After the cuttings are sufiiciently rooted,
harden them off gradually before putting them on the
lahelTeein an intermediate house. Lobelia speciosa, if

icept troe to variety, should be struck from cuttings,
aai these should be selected from the best type of
plant. £a this way the stock can be much improved,
aad the habit of growth made uniform, and the
•culoar improved in any given direction,

CALCEOLARIAS —Cuttings taken at this season,
especially those of C. amplexicaulis, which are some-
4iia?a difficult to obtain, may be rooted successfully,
another batch of them being put in at a later date.
This plant has grown very strongly, owing to the
moist weather, and rpquires support and to be neatly
•tied to canes or stakes. This variety, which is more
of an aatumn than summer bloomer, does not mani-
fest the malady of dying otF when planted out, like

the others. D^jtted about in the herbaceous border?,
it i« an effective plant. It is also a useful plant for

furnishing cut flowers. A cool frame, shaded from
auttshine, suits the cuttings of these plants, and a
«ott should be used that is not light, or when taken
ap in the spring, for transplanting previous to bed-
ding them out, a ball of soil and roots will not be
obtainable. Fresh loam surfaced with sand is best.

Dibble-in the cuttings at about 3 inches anart,
having first made the soil firm by treading it. K-ep
die frame close till the leaves recover their freshness,

which will be in three weeks or so, when they may
be carefully hardened-oS', and the lights removed
entirely on all favourable occasions. Calceolaria

floribunda, and other varieties, may all be treated in

the same manner, but cuttings of C. floribunda are

better put in a little later.

TUBEROUS-ROOTED BEGONIAS will have gained
favour with gardeners this year, and deservedly so,

they keep so bright and cheerful- looking when other

plants are past their best.

VIOLAS AND PAN8IES, &C., are amongst plants

that have done well this year; and sab-tropical

plants, although not very bright in colour, are

efl'ective still.

FUCHSIAS AND PELARGONIUMS have grown too

strongly, but the variegated varieties show up well,

more especially the silver-leaved varieties like Flower
of Spring. I never remember seeing this variety so

eflfective as this summer. The large-trussed Pelar-

goniums suffered the worst of all from the rain, the

centres of the trusses rotting and not expanding

;

and Colens and Iresine are not bright as usual,

owing to the lack of sunshine. Hollyhocks seem
to revel in the rain, and I have not seen

thera so telling for years. When all alterations have
been settled upon, see that sutficient cuttings are

put in to supply all wante, and allow of a good margin
for losses.

ALOES.—Suckers or offsets of these may now be

taken from the old plants, planting them singly in

small pots in a light, dryish soil, making the soil

firm about their base. AfiTord water, and stand

them on some coal-ashes in a place shaded from the

mid-day sun, and syringe them occasionally of an
evening if dry weather occur.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1895— The present is a

convenient time for making a bedding-plan for next
year, and as a more or less complete change is looked
for in most gardens, it is advisable to fix upon one
and keep it for reference. Most gardeners will well

be able to make improvement in respect to colours,

and the kind of plants used.

THE HABDY FBUIT OABDEN.
Bi/ T. TUBTON. Gardener, Maiden Srlegh. Reading.

BUDDED APPLE, PEAR, AND PLUM STOCKS,
ETC.—All those stocks budded in July should now
be examined, and tight ligatures loosened, or, where

a union has taken place, removed. This is a matter

that gardeners should not neglect, as after the

growth of a stock begins to ripen, marks left by tight

bindings are not readily got rid of. If any buds
have started to grow, the upper part of the stock

should be cut down, either to a point about 4 inches

above the bud, or quite down to it ; the first method
thus affords a piece of the stem to which the growing
scion can be secured with matting, failing which a

thin rod must be made use of. Examine all grafted

trees, making safe from injury by the wind all grafts

which may have become heavy with growth, by
securing them to stakes tied on to the stock; and as

in the case of budded trees, remove all bandages
that are getting tight.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—As fast as the
trees are cleared of fruit, cut out the shoots which
have borne it. This operation, besides doing away
with much of the winter-pruning, affords the in-

experienced gardener or amateur an opportunity of

determining the proper distance batween the shoots,

the foliage being now of full size, enough space being

allowed as will admit of the thorough exposure and
ripening of the young wood. In carrying out this

autumnal pruning, no injury should result to the

foliage of the young shoots, or a check will be given

to bud-development; moreover, it should not be
delayed, as leaves approaching maturity are readily

detached whilst carrying out the work, which is not

the case at an earlier part of the season. Strong
shoots having laterals growing thereon, should have
the best- placed lateral near the base reserved as the
new leader, the shoot being cut back to that point.

Never lay-in an entire shoot with its laterals, with

the idea of filling up a blank space; a little

experience soon teaching anvone that so doing is

bad practice, rather hindering than assist-

ing in the formation of symmetrically-formed and
fruitful trees. Having finished the pruning, with a

large syringe nr the garden- engine thoroughly wash
tht^ trees with clean water. Peach trees of large

siz", and, in fact, fruit trees of any kind worked on
the Plum, which are to be transplanted at a later

period, may be root-pruned at the present time. To
do this expeditiously, a trerioh of a width convenient
for working in should be dug out at not less than
4 feet from the stem. Having thrown out this

trench, with a sharp knife cut back the roots which
have become exposed by the digging of the trench,

and fill in with the soil. The root ends that are

thus severed soon heal and form a callus, and the

latter pushes forth roots the next year. Transplanting

being done in November, there will be no loss of

crop next year.

COBS AND FILBERTS.—Filberts now ripening

should be gathered at intervals of five or six days,

taking them before they get too looae in the husks.

The red-skinned Filbert is an excellent early variety,

which is now ripe enough for consumption. Its red

skin is a point in its favour, and it should be eaten
in the fresh state. Cobs should hang a week or fort-

night longer than Filberts, but they must be gathered
betimes. The floor of the fruit-room being cooler and
less drying place than the shelves, is a very suitable

storing place for nuts. Those required for use from
Christmas onwards, may be taken out of the husks

on wet days, placed in boxes as near air-tight as

possible, and again returned to the floor of the fruit-

room, where they will keep fresh for twelve months,
if required so long.

DELAYED WORK.—Moiello Cherries may still

have the bi-aring wood cut out as recommended for

Peaches. The pruning back also of foreright shoots

and laying in their places the shoots left for filling

vacant spaces in Apricot trees, should receive early

attention. The protection by means of netting of

Pears, on bush, pyramid, and wall trees, should have
attention, or the birds first, and afterwards the wasps
and flies, will commit great havoc.

THE OBCHID HOUSES.
Bi/ W. H. White. Orchid Grouier, Burford, Dorking.

PREPARING FOR THE WINTER.—A most im-
portant matter in Orchid culture in the autumn
months is the thorough ripening of the growths made
during the summer, thus preparing them to live

without injury during our winter, always a distressing

time forthese children of the tropics. They should, as

much as possible, be exposed to sun, and opportu-
nity should be taken in favourable weather to open
the ventilators, and permit a circulation of air in

every part of the houses. These two agencies, light

and air. when properly balanced, are the best means
we have to give solidity to the growth of pseudo-
bulb and leaf, avert attacks of the dreaded " spot,"

and minimise the ill effects of fluctuations in the
temperature of the houses, which are sometimes
difficult to avoid. Another precaution that may
be adopted against " spot " is careful atten-

tion to the drying up of each compart-
ment during the middle hours of the day.

In reducing the amount of shading afforded the
plants, much discrimination is needed, especially

with Orchids which have been accustomed to be
heavily shaded, the tissues of such plants being very
liable to injury from an amount of sunshine which
would have no such effect on plants that have had
no more shading than has been absolutely neces-

sary. A great deal will likewise depend npon the
aspect of the house, its height, and the distance of

the plants from the glass, and only careful obser-

vation of the circumstances of each case can decide

the quantity of shading required. By reducing
the amount by degrees, it will be safe in a few weeks
to dispense with it altogether. Whilst on the
subject of shading, it is well to remind beginners that

certain species of Orchids are liable to be greatly

injured if much exposed to strong snnlicht either in

the autumn or spring. For instanje, Phalsenopsis,

especially those with green foliage ; Angrsecnms,
Phaius tnberculosus. P. Humbloti, Cffilogyne Cum-
mingi, C. asperata Lowii, Cypripediums generally,

and C. snparbiens in particular ; BoUeas, Fesca-
toreas, many small-growing Oncidiums, Masdeval-
lias, and Odontoglossums, are easily affected by too
much direct sunlight. Henceforth, those plants
which occupy the Mexican division, viz,, Lselia

anceps, L. antnmnalis, L. albida.L. Gouldiana, &c.

;

Schomburgkias, Barkerias, Cyrtopodiums, Vanda
teres, V, Kimballiana, Eulophias, Oncidium splen-

didum, Odontoglossums citrosmum and Londes-
boroughianum, will require only the thinnest of

shading under any circumstances. It is only plants

in houses exposed to sunshine at mid-day that will

require shading, and then only from noon till 2 p.m.

No doubt these plants delight in plenty of sunshine,
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but to enable them to witbetand its effects under

the roof glass and prevent scorching, a movement
in the air surrounding them is necessary, and this

is best effected by opening the ventilators.

L/ELIA ANCEPS AND BARKERIA8.—The varieties

of this species are now showing their flower- spikes,

and should be placed in positions where a consider-

able amount of sunlight can be obtained. Where a

mixed collection of Orchids is grown, and accommo-
dation is small in amount, some difficulty will be

found in arranging the plants according to their re-

quirements ; but with a little ingenuity a great deal

may be done without interfering with the well-being

of other plants. By doing this, much can be done

to strengthen a plant and improve the colour of the

flowers, and save plants that might otherwise be lost.

Whether I may rightly place the new Eulophiella,

Elisabethse under the category of plants that do not

appreciate sunlight, it is yet too early to decide ; still

up to the present time our plants have had close

shading, which appears to suit their needs admirably,

as growth and rooting are both free. It is certainly a

species vyhich needs great heat and copious watering,

even in the winter. It is advisable to keep the

atmosphere in which it is growing well charged with

moisture, or thrips and red-spider will give trouble.

A suitable contrivance for this plant is to put an

inverted flower-pot into a pan of water, standing

the plant upon it, and in that manner keeping these

injurious insects at a distance.

THE KITCHEN QARDEN.
By Arthur Coombes, Gardener^ Bimley Hall, Dudley.

WINTER ENDIVE. — The blanching of Endive

should be followed up at short intervals, and plant-

ings made from the last sowings, watering the plants

should the weather be dry at the time,

CELERY. — Earthing-up should be regularly

carried on as fast as the plants have grown above the

previous addition of soil, the soil and plants being

dry at the time. Upon light soils, and in the absence

of heavy rains, it will be advisable to afford the plants

root watering before each earthing-up, but waiting till

the plants are again dry in leaf and stem. Liquid

manure, or some kind of artificial manure may be

used if the growth is not very strong or quick. If

slugs are troublesome, dust the plants with fresh soot.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS AND KALES.— If these need

any assistance, now will be the time to give it, in the

shape of a dressing of nitrate of soda or liquid manure,
hoeing the land after using nitrate. If the foliage

of late Cauliflowers does not meet between the

plants, the plants will be much benefited by such
dressings,

TURNIPS.—It is very important that late sow-
ings should have early attention in the matter of

thinning, crowding at this season being detrimental

to a crop. A proper distance apart to leave the

plants now is 8 inches, and the hoe should be

frequently used between the rows. Eirlier

sowings now forming bulbs may be assisted with a

manurial dressing, and be hoed for the last time.

ONIONS.—August sowings should have an occa-

sional hoeing, and a dressing of fresh soot or of

nitrate of soda, a dressing applied now being more
effective than later. All mature Onions being dried

should be laid out thinly, and if heaping them
is unavoidable, the heaps should be turned on
alternate days.

COLEWORTS.—Continue to plant out these and
Cabbages for early use, whenever spaces can be

found for them. The hardy green Colewort is the

best to plant at this season.

whole consisting of partially-decayed horse-dung,

and enough coarse sand afforded as will render

the compost easily permeable to water. Press this

compost firmly about the roots, and stand the plants

in a shady place for a fortnight, syringing them in

sunny weather. Towards the end of the

month, remove them to a sunny position, and in

such a manner that the sun reaches all parts.

Such as have been growing in pots throughout the

season may now be afforded weak doses of soot-

water, and liquid dressings of sheep's dung and farm-

yard drainings twice a week. Cyclamens needing

a stimulus to growth should have similar treatment,

care being taken to keep the foliage untouched by

the manures used.

TREE CARNATIONS.— Examine freely-growing

plants for green-fly, fumigating mildly on two con-

secutive nights if any be observed. If tree Carna-

tions are scarce, the border varieties may be potted,

three in a 6-inch pot. The best for this purpose are

Gloire de Nancy, Crimson Clove, Walter Ware,

G. II. Sage, and Mrs. Reynolds Hole. Failing these

varieties, good results may be obtained by employing

some of the border varieties which possess a robust

habit of growth, which, if not unduly hastened by

artificial warmth will flower freely.

CROTONS.—The present is a good time to top

plants that have by reason of frequent use in indoors

decoration become unsightly, the ringing process

previously noted being again put in practice, when
tops of from 'J inches to 1 foot in length have to be

dealt with ; smaller tops being dealt with in the

usual manner. All those Crotons which have been

ringed and mossed should be stood together in the

shadiest part of the house, to facilitate the emission

of roots.

DRAC/ENAS.—Leggy and ragged specimens may
also be cut down, the stems cut into pieces three-

quarters of an inch in length, put into pans filled

with sand and peat in equal proportions, and stood

in the propagating- pit, potting them singly in 60's

when growth of top appears, using a sandy potting

soil. If the tops are healthy, with some sound leaves,

they may also be put into 60's, and plunged in a

brisk bottom-heat.

FOLIAGE BEGONIAS.-The potting of these into

go's should not be delayed, the young plants

now growing freely, and thereiore likely to injure

each other if not separated. Another batch of large

leaves may be placed on to pans of sand, the ribs

being broken in several places. Cuttings should

also be put in of Bsgonias Arthur Malet and Mons.

A. Hardy, these making useful winter plants.

PANAX VICTORI/E.— As this is a plant which

roots freely at any time of the year, cnttings rooted

at this season, and potted first into 60's, and later

into 48'e, soon make useful decorative subjects.

WARM COVERING AND VENTILATION.—Several

thicknesses of felt, old carpets, flannel, or other

warm material, should be provided for each hive,

and to prevent these from getting damp and mouldy,
hive roofs should be so arranged that there is a
current of air through them. If the quilt need for

the hive is American cloth, the entrance should be
left open 6 inches all the winter to ensure sulficient

internal ventilation ; but if it is made of calico or

other pervious material, 2 inches will suffice, taking

care that it is looked to from time to time and kept
clear of dead bees.

HIVE ROOFS.—These will require attentioD, to
see that all are water-tight. Small leakages may be
made good with white lead, but if of an extensive

character, it may be found necess^.ry to n^ on
pieces of tin or felt to keep out the moiatare.

PLANTS TTNDBB GH1A88.
By J. McLkod, Gardener. Dover Hoii^e, Roehampton,

HINTS ON CURRENT WORK.—It may seem to

some gardeners rather early to pot up Eupatoriums,

Bouvardias, Solanums, Salvias. &c., but in my neigh-

bourhood and others where fogs prevail during the

months of November and December, the above-

named plants require to be well-established in their

pots and the wood well-ripened, otherwise the leaves

will soon drop, and the prospects of a good succession

of flowers are poor. The preparatory cutting of

the roots at a suitable distance from the stems, having

been some time since performed, the plants may
forthwith be potted up, first removing all the worms
from the soil. The pits should be well drained and

quite clean, and the soil a good loam, a quarter of the

THE APIARY.
Bij Expert.

CONTRACTING HIVES.—Th9 brood chambers of

hives may soon now be contracted to the number

of frames the bees are able to cover, and although

a plan not universally adopted, it is no doubt a

wise one. Bees are not nearly so liable to dysen-

tery when this is done ; and economy is effected, as

combs left in hives all the winter that the bees do

not require to cluster on, are generally affected by

the damp, so that when spring comes round they

are often found to be mildewed or rotten, and thus

rendered useless. Dummy frames, to take the place

of the frames that have been removed, may be easily

and quickly made by nailing a piece of jinch

wood on each side of an empty standard frame, letting

it project \ of an inch on each side, so that it will

touch the sides of the hive, and by fitting tightly

keep all snug and warm. The inside of the dummy
may be packed with chaff, sawdust, peat-moss, or any

warm material nearest at hand.

WINTER PASSAGES.—It is not the practice now

to mutilate combs by cutting holes through them for

the purpose of providing winter passages. It is

necessary, however, to adopt some plan to prevent

the bees from having to pass round the ends of the

flames in the winter, when the position of the cluster

has to be changed through food getting exhausted.

If two pieces of wood, about three-eighths of an inch

square, are laid across the tops of the frames an inch

apart, and the quilt placed over, a channel will be

provided in the warmest part of the hive, through

which the bees can obtain access to any combine the

coldest weather.

FRUITS UNDEB GLASS.
Bt/ BilLEV WADD3, Gardener, Birdmll drdsm, Forh.

TOMAT03 FOR LATE FRUITING.—All plants,

whether in pots or beds, should have attention paid

to the fertilisation of the flowers, the prevailing

sunless weather not being conducive to their impreg-

nation, so that shaking the plants, or distributing the

pollen by means of a soft brush, are very necessary.

Fire-heat will now have become needed to keep the

temperature from falling below 55° at night ; failing

this, the leaves will turn of a yellow tint, and the

flowers drop. Pinch out the laterals, and train the

leaders onwards, doing what is necessary to obvijite

crowding of the stems or shoots, but do not cut oS or

mutilate the principal leaves in the neighbourhood

of the fruits. I have found that if a good set

be not obtained in September and October, fruits are

few in the winter. Where fruits of good shape are

required, thin oat freely directly they are large

enough to thin out, and top-dress with loam and

rich manure. Cut the ripe fruits as soon as they are

fully coloured, keeping them in a cool place. The
question is often asked— is the Tomato a froit or a
vegetable ? and it would be an advantage to grower*

and exhibitors if some definite answer could be given

to the question. It is said by some of oor best

gardeners that Tomatos, Cucumbers, and Vegetable

Marrows should be classed as fruits ; and, certainly,

some amount of confusion would be avoided by a

decision being arrived at on this point.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES. — Trees in the

early houses will now be casting their leaves, and a
g-^ntle brush over with a light birch switch, or a

shake of the trees or the trellis would remove many,

and let the sunlight into the trees. Yonng trees

making wood of too great strength should be care-

fully lifted and replanted. If the house requires

painting, the present is a good time to get such work

done; the pruning, training, cleaning, Set., may like-

wise be proceeded with after the leaves have fallen.

If brown-scale or mealy-bug infest the trees, use

petro!eum-aad-water when the trees are in a state of

rest, as previously recommended. [For insects whicfj

sues, the Canadian Horticulturist recommends bard

soap! k lb. ; boiling water, 1 gall. ; kerosine, 2 galls.

DisBofve the soap, and churn with the syringe for ten

minutes. Dilute ten to fifteen times before neing.

Ed.] Late trees, the wood of which is not ripening

satisfactorily, will be benefited by a small degree oS

artificial heat being applied, air being at the same

time freely afforded. Keep the shoots at widiab

intervals apart. Trees in unhealed hooses, and

those that have not ripened their fruit, should be

exposed to the light as much as possible, keeping

the house vmrrn and dry, or the fruit will have

scarcely any flavour. R^moveable lights of early or

midseason Peach-houees may now be taken ofT.

VINERIES, in which the ripening of the frcit*

is not finished, should b» carefully ventilated and

artificially warmed, a small quantity of air being

afforded by means of the upper lights daring the

nisht The Muscat and Alicante Vines should have

a night warmth of 60°, and by day of 70° without

sun- heat, and 10° higher if the weather be sonny.

Keep laterals thinned out near the bunches ; bu', i ad-

vocate the retention till the trait is ripe of such young

shoots as do not shade the bunches. Attend to

the watering of vine borders, especially those inside

the vineries where Grapes have to be kept tbrongb

the winter. These Grapes require to be thoroughly

ripened and full of juice, so that the berries do not

soon shrivel, and these cannot finish well if the soil

is dry, nor will they do so if it is too moist. If the

rainy weather should continue, outside borders will

need to be protected with shutters or tarpaulin.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.

MONDAY.

TtTESDAT,

/'Dutrli Bulbs, atProtheroe & Morris'

orp„ ,7) Room".
^ '^'' "

J
Enaravings and Prints, at Pro-

(. theroe & Morris' Booms,

Sept. 18

.'Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

J Rooms.
1 Engravings and Prints, at Pro-

(. theroe & Morris' Booms.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 19<

Dutch Bulbs atProtheroe & Morris
Rooms.

Engravings and Printsat Protheroe
& Morns' Booms

Annual unreserved Sale of Green-
house Plants, at the Floral Nar-
series. Maidenhead, by order of

Mr. Boweo, by Protheroe fit

Morris.
Sa'e of Leasehold Nursery at Plum-

stead : also Stock, by order of

Mr. C. N. Newman, by Protheroa
& Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

THUHSDAY, Sept. 20

/Dutch Bulb

J Rooms.
\ Eogrivings
( Morris' Bi

/Dutch Bulbi

,, ) Rooms.
• '"') Orchids at

( Rooms,

and prints at Protheroe
Booms.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Protheroe & Morris'

C'OERECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
I^G WEEK, DEDUCED FEOM THE OBSBRVATIONS
OF FOETY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.— 67='.

The lecture of Mr. Pettigbew

w'ioes.
before the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety on Tuesday last attracted

snncli attention. Vineyards existed in many
places in the South and West of England in

monastic times, but we suspect it has been re-

served for the Marquis of Bute to produce wine
in England, or rather in Wales, of the value of

115s. a dozen ! Mr. Pettigrew has shown
that it can be done, and he has shown more-
over, that whilst in most seasons the yield is com-
mercially not remunerative, yet in other seasons,

so much wine and of such quality can be and is

produced as to compensate for the poor produce
of the bad years. The wine-grower, then, must
take the average of seven or ten years if he
wishes to know whether the crop is a profitable

one. There is nothing unusual in this; the
Kentish Hop-growers have to adopt a similar
plan. Mr, Pettighew gave a full account of
the plantation and management of the vine-
yards near Cardiff, and of the manufacture of
the wine. Full details on these points were also

given, as a result of a personal inspection of
the vineyards, in our columns last year (Sep-
tember 0, 1893), so that we need now only refer to
the more important points. Mr. Pettiobew, a
highly competent cultivator, was sent by his em-
ployer to France to learn the details of culture and
management in the vineyards, and the results
show how much he has profited by what he saw.
The Vines are grown from cuttings, which are
struck in the garden, and after three years are
transplanted into the vineyard in rows a yard
and a half apart, running from north to
south, each Vine being about a yard from
its neighbour. Each Vine is tied to a stake

4 feet in height, and the canes are cut
back each year to two eyes. The variety which
has proved the best for the purpose is a black
one called Gammy Noir, There are two vineyards,
one at Castle Coch .5 miles from Cardiff; and
one at Swanbridge, close to the shore. At
Castle Cooh, which is distant 5 miles from the
sea, the vineyard slopes to the south, and is pro-
tected from the north by a wood, and from the
east and west partially by hills. The soil is a

red friable loam on a broken limestone rook, and
no artificial drainage has been required. The
first Vines were planted a little more than

eighteen years ago.

The first wine was made in 1877, and amounted
to forty gallons, but in the following year the

produce was poor ; whilst in 1879, although the

^'ines broke away well, and showed abundance
of fruit, the season was so very bad that not

even a bunch was ripened, A bad season, when
the fruit is not ripened, generally (but not

always) means two bad seasons, as the wood is

not matured thoroughly in such a year. In

1880 the crop was again a failure, but in 1881
some excellent wine was made, a good portion

of which was sold to a wine merchant at Cardiff

at GOs, a dozen bottles, and some of this, when
sold from the cellar of Mr. La^vson Tait, at

Birmingham, last year, fetched the wonderful
price of 115s. a dozen. In 1882 and 1883, failures

were again sustained, and the Vines on the Castle

wall also failed to ripen any fruit. During 1884
the vintage amounted to 4 hogsheads, and the

same quantity was made in 1885, but complete
failure followed in 1886.

Here it may be remarked that the results of

the Grape growing experiment during the pre-

ceding years were thought by the Marquis to be

sufficiently promising to warrant furtherplanting,

and instructions were given to Mr, Pettigrew
to select any sites in the South Wales district he
thought suitable, and to make additional experi-

ments, A field of 11 acres at Swanbridge, 7

miles from Cardiff, lying close to the Channel, and
sloping to the south, was selected amongst others.

The soil and situation of this one are very similar

to that at Castle Coch, but the depth of soil is

much less, not more than 8 inches in many places

covering the limestone rock. An acre of this was
planted in 1887 with cuttings, in the absence of

rooted plants, at a distance of 3 feet either way,
but the season was dry and many died. The fol-

lowing spring the gaps were made good, but still

little headway was made, until the third year,

when becoming fairly established they made good
canes, and since then they have thriven remark-
ably. The yield is earlier than that from Castle

Coch, and from its proximity to the Channel less

danger exists from spring frosts, There are

2 aores planted now, and propagating will be
continued with the intention of planting an
additional acre each year. The site is now ex-

pected to prove a more favourable one than that

at Castle Coch,

In the course of his narrative, Mr. Pettigrbw
spoke of the warm, dry season of 1887, which
many of our readers will remember. During
this season there were seven hogsheads of capital

wine secured. The rainfall in that year in the
district where the vineyard is situate was 2922
inches, which fell on 160 days.

Another tolerably good year was 1890, and
6 hogsheads were made, the rainfall for the year
being 31-52 inches, which fell on 189 days. The
following summer was a remarkable short one,

and the vintage was only 2 hogsheads. In 1892
the temperature and the rainfall were below the
average, the Vines were frosted when showing
flower, and only two hogsheads of wine were
yielded. The rainfall in 1893 was 33 56 inches,

there was abundant sunshine, and an enormous
crop of first-class fruit, being by far the best yield
and vintage up to date. Forty hogsheads of wine
were made, and of such quality that the value of
the vintage is estimated at £3,C00, computing
the wine to fetch not less than 60s. a dozen.
Moreover, the Grapes ripened last year nearly
a month in advance of the usual time, another
illustration of the annus mi'-abilis we recently

referred to. The crop last year is computed to

have paid the rent of the land ever since the

Vines were planted, and the whole of the cost of

the labour expended upon them up to date.

The present season, however, furnishes another

disappointment : the Grapes did not set until the

middle of July, and the weather has been so cold

and sunless, that the yield may be counted as

next to none.

The Fellows of the Society had the opportunity

of tasting the wine on Tuesday, the lighter kind,

not unlike Sauterne, being geuerilly preferred.

Wine of another vintage seemed rather strong

and heady, as if spirit had been added, but this

we were assured was not the case. The wine is

not fortified, but is the pure juice of the Grape,

with a little sugar added, when necessary, to

compensate for the defective sunlight. A good
number of the hogsheads made last year were
made without any cane-sugar whatever.

During the short discussion which followed

the reading of the paper, Mr. J. Wright urged
that there are sites in the south of England on
the limestone or chalk, with a shallow loam, and
where the rainfall is considerably less than in

South Wales, and he hoped that some one would
be enterprising enough to make the experiment.

Mr. Pkttigbew had proved that in his district

it was possible to produce a home-made wine
superior to and more wholesome than much
of that imported from the Continent ; and with

more favourable sites in the south of England,

he believed equal results could be obtained. Such
an opinion, we can endorse, but the experiment,

if made, must be made by someone thoroughly
able to do it practically, and in the same careful

manner that has been followed at Cardiff, The
most important questions of all are those of

site, soil, and climate, Mr, Koupell, in dis-

cussing the best varieties for wine-producing,

urged that a proportion should be grown in un-

heated structures to mix with those from the

open field, and in order to supply the necessary

saccharine matter ; but in the case of Lord Bute's
vineyard, a good quantity of fruit from the

Castle wall, where Black Hamburgh and other

varieties ripen well, serves this purpose admirably.

This wall was figured in our issue above
referred to.

Mr. Owen Thomas read extracts concerning

vineyards that used to exist at Windsor, in con-

nection with the Castle, as far back as 1155, and
even as late as 1820, though whether continuously

or not, is not known. Wine was made for the

household from this vineyard, and some was sold

for the king's profit.

Senecio LATIFOLIU8 (Banks and Solander).

—For the opportunity of figuring this New Zealand
•pecies (fig, 43) we are indebted to VV. E. Gum-
BLETON, Esq, ; and add what foUowa from Sir Joseph
IIookeh's Handbook of the New Zealand Flora, p. 159
( 1867) . "A tall, branching, glabrom herb, 2 to 3 feet

high. Stems flexaoae, farrowed. Learei membranont,
4 to 8 inches long, very variable, lower on long-
winged petioles with toothed auriclef, oblong, lobn-
late, and toothed ; upper more fiddle-ahaped or ovate
oblong acute, contracted below the middle and again
expanding into toothed auricles, 1 inch broad ; in

young «pecimen« the leaver are scaberalom, lanceo-
late, and toothed. Headr, J inch diameter, in large

corymbs with spreading branches; involucral scales

short in one series, linear acuminate; rajs slender,

\ inch long; pappus very soft, white, slender.

Achene strongly ribbsd, hispidulcus."

LiNDLEY Library.—Among the donors to the
Library Fund are Lord Justice Li.ndlev, who con-
tributes £5 5s., and the Horticultural Cjllege,
Swanley, and now that the circular has been isiued

we hope an ad-qaate response will be giv^n.
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M.AUGUSTE Linden.—We are enabled to sup-

plement the liet of Orchid« introduced by this

gentleman, and which we published when announcing

his death a short time since;—Dendrobium stratiotes,

Strebloceras inauditnm, Spathoglottis Angnstornm,

Vanda Lindeni, V.Maisaiana, AtJridesAuguatianum,

October 1 and 2, may I ask you to state that the

exact dimensions of the Grape-stands fixed therein

will not be rigidly enforced. Stands of any reason-

able size may be used. W. Wil/cs, Secretary, R.H.S.

The Botanical Magazine.—The September

Fig 43. — senecio latifolics : hakdy shedb. (see p. 314^

Lissocbilua giganteus, Ansellia coaroensis. Among
plants belonging to other orders we may name Colo-

caaia YilleneuTii, Alocasia Augusti, A. Lindeni,

Fhtynium variegatum, Hsemanthus Lindeni. We
take these details from the Illustration Sorticole.

Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit
Show atthe Crystal Palace.—Difficulty having
aiisen in respect to Note 4, p. 3, of the Schedule of

the Crystal Palace Fruit Show, September 29,

number contains coloured figures and descriptions

of the following plants :

—

Salvia macrostachya, Kunth.—An Andean species,

growing at a height of about 10.000 feet in Ecuador

and New Granada. The plant is an undershrub,

with long-stalked, hairy, cordate, ovate leaves, and

terminal clusters of lilac flowers, the limb of each

flower measuring about l.J^ inch in diameter.

Flowered in cool greenhouse at Kew; t. 7372.

Rhododendron Schlippenhachii.'illa.-x.xmoyiKz

.

—Man-

churia Korea. See Gard. Ckron., 1894, i., p. 463,

tig. 58 ; t. 7373.

Fritillaria aurea Sckott, Baker, in Gard. Ckron,

1876, p. 720; Garden, July 23, 189i.—A species

with drooping flowers, yellow, and slightly tessel-

lated. Asia Minor ; t. 7374.

Trochodendron aratioides, Siebold and Zuccarini,

—

See Gard. Chron , 1894, vol. i., p. 716, 6g. 91;

t. 7375.

Sobralia seisilis, Lindley (not of Bot. Mag., t. 4570,

which is S. decurva, Bateman).—A Guianan species,

with relatively small, rose-coloured flowers, and an

oblong projecting lip of a deeper colour; t. 7376.

A National Potato Show.—Mr. Alex. Dean,

62, Richmond Road, Kingston-on-Thames, has issued

ihe following circular concerning the above object.

"Having heard many wishes expressed by persons

interested in Potatos for a revival in some shape of

the old Potato exhibitions, I have to ask your consent

to allow me to make widely known that desire through

your columns, and to invite the opinions of others

equally interested in Potatos with respect to the sug-

gestion. Should the coming Great Fruit Show at the

Crystal Palace become a permanent institution, no

better opportunity or more convenient place would

offer for the revival. That would at least show that

in no sense was the proposal put forth in antagonism

to the Royal Horticultural Society ; indeed, the pro-

moters would look for and no doubt secure the kind

co-operation of the Rjyal Horticultural Society, as

afforded to the old show committee, through the use

of Chiswick Gardens for trials of new Potatos. I

venture to support the suggestion of a revival of

these shows, because now I am absolutely indepen-

dent of all Potato interests other than such as

attaches to a love for the tuber that knows no

abating. What 1 would ask, therefore, is of all

persons desirous of seeing National Potato Shows

revived, that they will kindly communicate to me

early their opinions. If the verdict is for, then 1

think it would be most fitting to invite all favour-

able to a meeting, which I am sure the Crystal

Palace authorities would readily find room for, on

the first day of the Great Fruit Show—viz., the

29th of the present month ; and a duly representa-

tive committee could then be formed to promote the

first exhibition next year."

Dundee Horticultural.—We have received

a report of the annual show of this Society, held in

the Drill Hall, Dundee, on the 65h inst., and opened

by the Right Hon. Lord Kinnaied. The various

classes for fruit, plants, cut flowers, and vegetables

were well contested, a capital show being the result.

Mr. Robert Grossart, gr. to Mr. J. M. Keiller, Bin-

rock ; Mr. Adam Young, gr. to Mrs. Gilroy, Dunale-

Btair ; Mr. Geo. Masson, gr. to Mr. J. B. Whitelaw,

St. Fort ; Mr. Peter Marshall, Balmore ; Mr. Thos.

Batchart, gr. to Mr. .John Robertson, Emalea; Mr.

John Dobbin, gr. to Mrs. LittUjohn ; and Mr. John

Collie, Invertay, were among the principal prize-

winners for plants. Mr. Richard Cairns, gr. to

Mr. J. M. White, Balruddery ; Mr. Jas. Beisant,

Castle Huntly ; and Mr. A. Cameron, Toggyley,

were conspicuous in the fruit classes. Miscellaneous

exhibits were numerous, and of such a character

that they helped largely toward making a fine

display.

Rose Budding.—a new material for binding

Rose bods is a flat band of caoutchouc. In Austria

it is employed for Vine-budding. The band is

4 mm. wide and 126 mm. long. The use of this

material is very simple, and proves a hermetical as

well as an elastic binding. When the graft has

taken, the bandage falli off. It is necessary, how-

ever, to buy a good quality of caoutchouc, as all

sorts have not the same durability.

Ayrshire Gardeners' Mutual Improve-

ment Association.-The monthly meeting of this

Association was held in the Carrick Street Hall,

Ayr, on Thursday evening. There was a large attend-

ance of members, presided over by Mr. Hallidat,

Curtican. The item on the syllabus for the

evening wa? a paper by Thomas Goedon, Ewenfield
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Gardens, Ayr, entitled "The Orchard House."

Although the last paper of the seasion, it by no

means proved to be the least interesting, Mr. Gordon

doing full justice to his subject. He also exhibited

a collection of Pears of large size and fine quality

grown in the orchard house at Ewenfield. At the con-

clusion, Mr. GoEDON was accorded a hearty vote of

thanks. A quantity of cut blooms of Carnations, Mexi-

can Primrose (?), &e., sent from Riverston Gardens,

Ayr, attracted much attention, especially the Carna-

tions, some of which were very fine. The Chairman

intimated that the Annual General Meeting would

be held on Thursday evening, October 4, nhen office-

bearers for the ensuing session would be elected. A
vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the meeting

to a close.

Lettuces under; Glass.—Professor L. R.

Taft contributes to a recent number of the Florists'

Exchange a paper oa ' Lettuce-raising under Glass."

This industry ia certainly one to which English

growers might profitably attend. In winter and

early spring, high prices are paid for French Lettuces,

which might, with but a little shelter, be quite

easily raised in our own country to a very much
larger extent than at present. American growers

have led the way ; though with them the industry is

still comparatively new, it has already proved a very

profitable one, and in the year 1892 alone several

hundred thousand square feet of glass were used in

erecting Lettuce - forcing houses. Mr. W. W.
Kawson, of Arlington, Mass., is one of the principal

growers; one of his houses, measuring about 400 by
50 feet, is found by him to yield better results than

those of smaller dimensions. An important matter

is the selection of good seed, which, of course, varies

according to locality and demand. The other

requirements are a good, moderately rich soil, venti-

lation, constant watchfulness against the attacks of

disease and insect?, and a temperature ranging from
50° to 75°. With moderate attention, Lettuce-

raising under glass could be made to yield excellent

and speedy results.

"TelluSTRIA."—This pamphlet is devoted to

"A Method for Determining Astronomically the
Variations in the Temperature and Pressure of the
Atmosphere." The author, Mr, B, G. Jenkins,
F.R A.S , expresses the hope that the system to

which he devotes his pages may be the basis on
which, in the future, weather may be confidently

forecasted. His conclusions for the future are all

grounded upon observations made in the past ; on
the study of the " Telluric curve " in conjunction with
simultaneous thermometric and barometric readings;

and though admittedly but elementary at present,

are believed by him to promise more definite and
perfected results when more time has been devoted
to them,

" DicTiONNAiRE Pratique d'Horticulture
ET DE JarqINAQE."—This Useful publication has
reached the 29:h P<irf, extending fr.im Hab. tii H«l.

The whole volume will be completed in eighty parts,

each composed of forty-eigbt pasiic, and iacluiiing a
coloured plate. The chromo given with the last

issue represents Inula glandulosa.

Jamaica Bulletin.—The June part of the
Bulletin of the Bcitanical Department, .Jamaica, con-
tains the following papers :— Report on Ginger Crops,
Influence of Eucalyptus Plantations on Malarial
District?, Synoptical List of IVrns (continued), and
a List ot Contributions to the Department.

Stocktaking : August.-As will be seen, the
difr<?renceB in both imports and exports are against

us : the decrease in imports daring August is repre-

sented by the large total of £3..364 251, as compared
with August, 1803; the fall in exports for the past
month is represented by less than a million,

£918,93^ (August, 1S93, reading £19 530.178, as

against £18 581,240 in the past month). The
eight months just ended, however, show an increase

in the imports over those for the same period last

year amounting to £8 512,388; the exports a falling

away of £3.006,241. By the way, it is encouraging

to note that the working-man's pipe is doing more
active service, there being an increase in the imports

of the " weed " for the past month. The following

figures are those usually given as of interest to the

reader, and are from the monthly returns of the

Board of Trade :

—

IMPOBTS—August.
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earlier, proved to be «o remarkably fertile, it i«

obvious the advocacy of late-bloomins sorts of Apples

as most likely to escape frost is absurd ; indeed, we
flee once more that seasons, in their effects, give to

us no guide whatever in relation to sorts to ba

planted. Very good fruitors this »ear at Miidea
Erlegh are Peasaood's Noniuch. Stirling Castle,

Warner's King, Frogmore Prolific. Potta' Seedling.

Bismarck, Mere d« Manage, SanJriogham, Rymer's

Pomona. Cellini, Eeklinville Seedling. Schoolmaster,

Manks Codlin, Emperor Alexander, Blenheim Pippin,

Bramley Seedling, and a few others, chiefly of the

kitchen section, are very good indeed for the year.

Dessert sorts, on the other hand, are very thin, and

the famous Cox's Orange Pippin has not a fruit.

That Apples will be so fine and bright as last year

is not at all probable. In the K-ading district some

early and very heavy hailstorms did great harm to

the fruits, and thev carrv the indentations then

made even now. The Maiden Erlegh trees are

•chiefly in the bush form, ranging from seven to

twelve years planted. Generally they are vigorous,

but it looks as if the older planted trees had, in the

cold clay soil, nearly done their best. The yonnger

trees are by far the best present croppers. A. K.

POTATO TRIALS AT WARMINSTER—List year

the Wilts County Council, through its Technical

Education Committee and experts, conducted on a

capital piece of ground which abuts on to the road

leading out of Warminster to Salisbury, a series of

trials of Potatos in i elation to divers manures, to

various weights and forms of seed, and also in rela-

tion to anti-fungoid dressings. The results were set

forth in an elaborate report published last winter.

This year certain experiments are again being con-

ducted in the same place, though I am not conver-

sant with their full extent. I was enabled, being

recently in company with a well-known west country

Potato raiser—Mr. James Lye of Market Lavington

—to see these trials, having the company also of Mr.

Scott of the Warminster Nursery, who has local

control over them. I made no inquiries into any

matters other than related to the sulphate of copper

and lime-dressings, which had been twice applied to

the larger portion of the varieties growing. We were

shown by Mr. Scott the large tub on wheels used for

the mixing of the compound, its inner surface green

with the copper solution ; also a big patch in his

nursery of the Main Crop Kidney, one of the

Magnum Bonum type, which he had twice dressed,

and which had the leafage fresh and green. Out in

the country trial-ground we found good Potatos, six

TOWS of each, and perhaps some G to 8 rods in extent,

of many of the best-known varieties in cultivation,

and in nearly every case whereon about one-fourth

of the area of each sort no dressing had been given,

the leafage had been destroyed by the fungus ; whilst

on the larger portions, dressed twice by the aid of a

sprayer, the foliage was very green and vigorous. I

should think that in this way the effect was to secure

to the tubers fully three weeks to a month longer

j^rowth. Some Belgian sorts, very late and strong,

there showed the effect of the dressing in a less marked
degree. The experiments, however, would be more
valuable if conducted "n known tender or readily-

diseased varieties. A. D.

THE WEATHER IN SOUTH WILTS.—Ou the G.h

inst. the weather was bright and warm in the early

part of the day, but about 2 o'clock in the afternoon

it became cloudy, and an hour later a thunderstorm

occurred, accompanied by a violent hailstorm, the

hailstones being about half an inch square, and fell

«o fast and thick as to completely cover the lawn in

front of my house in less than five minutes. The
leaves of Vegetable Marrows, Spinach, and ranks of

" Veitch's Climbing French Bean," 7 feet high, were

riddled with the hailstones, and the following morn-

ing (7th inst.) the thermometer stood at 33^ at

•2 feet from the ground. The last few days the wea-

ther has been everything that could be desired for

the time of year, although dangerously near the

freezing-point at night. The thermometer registers

32° this (Tuesday) morning. JS. W. Ward, Longford
Castle, Salisbury.

GARDEN APPRENTICESHIP PREMIUMS.— It is

extremely pleasing to mj to see such popular gar-

deners as Messrs. E. Molyneux and M. Temple dis-

approving of the system of taking premiums from

those who perhaps can ill-afford it ; but I am sorry

to say there are some who still follow it up, and

obtain as much money as they possibly can. 1, for one

paid a premium, and now I wonder how much better

I am than any one else who has not paid one, for I

simply worked as another man, and never in the whole

time of my apprenticeship did I have even a book lent

to me, or an evening spent in teaching me anything

haviogto dowith gardening; and when mytimewasup,
I left, and just had a character given me, and had to get

a place the best way I could, and another was taken

in who would pay a premium. I am well aware it

used to be done much more commonly than at the

present day, but at the time there were so many
"secrete," or at least, supposed to be, to be acquired

;

but now there are so many pood books that,

no one need depend on any individual for teachirg

any special subject ; and in conclusion, 1 wimhi

thank E. Molyneux and M. Temple, for taking such

a kindly view in favour of the poor apprentice ; and

I sincerely hops those who ara so fond of exact-

ing premiums will give us their version of it

through the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

W, Watson, Lincolnshire,

TCHIHATCHEWI4 I8ATIDEA.—I am sorry my
friend, Mr. Lynch, has flowered this plant. His descrip-

tion, made from a premature flowering example, gives

bat a very imperfect idea of the beauty of this plant.

Next May will show what it is like. In the mean-
time, allow me to state that snow and frost do no

harm to it ; but in the present extremely wet season

it will be well to guard against water lodging in its

heart. Mojc Leichtliw, Baden-Baden,

at the seaside. This list I sought to arrange in the
order of the powers of endurance of storms and sea-

spray posseEsed by the various subjects. The arrange-
ment is mainly baaed on observations made in this

locality, and for the rooBt part in a carden one side

of which is about .50 feet from high-wef^r mark, and
fally exposed to the north-west and the snulh-west,
in both of which directions there are mi'es of sea.

It is natural to expect that observations made on
the east coast or on the south coast mav lead to

different conclusions in regard to some of the plants.

I desire to render the list of seaside trees and shrubs

more perfect, by collating my observations with those
of observers in other localities. If some of those

who have made a study of this subject will be so

kind as to communicate with me, I shall be glad to

supply a copy of the list in question, and to learn

how far it accordp, or otherwise, with their observa-

tions. Robert Blackie, Ferndean Cove, Dumbartonshire,

Fig. 41.—flowers of campanula mkdium, malformed.

GRAPE RAISIN DE CALABRE.—One of the best

examples of this Grape that I have observed was in

a vinery at Basing Park. Alton, Hampshire. It was

inarched upon a Black Hamburgh Vine six years ago,

and is now carrying twenty-one bunches, which

average 2J lb. each. It is a good keeper there ;
and

if not a hTgh-flavoured variety, it is thought highly

of for its long keeping. E. M.

HEDYCHIUM WILKEANUM X (H. CORONARIUM

X H, GARDNERIANUM) —The description given of the

above hybrid Hedychium at P. 276 of your last issue,

agrees so closely with that of Hedychium Sadlerianum,

a hybrid having the same parentage, raised in the

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, in 1881, and first

flowered there Sept. 9, 1884, that another name

seems to be uncalled for. A notice of this hybrid

by the late Professor Alexander Dickson appeared in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, vol. xxii., p. 375. It was

shown by Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, at a meeting of the

Kiyal Horticultural Society in 1889 see Gardeners'

Chronicle, vol. vi. (3rd series), pp. 197, 219. Boberi

Lindsay.

SEASIDE TREES AND SHRUBS.—Some years ago

I contributed to Thompson's Gardeners' Assistant a

list of trees and shrubs suited for exposed localities

CAMPANULA MEDIUM.
"I^We meet with Wheat-ear Carnations occasionally,

in which the bracts are repeated, to the exclusion of

the inner parts of the flower, and now we have before

ua a somewhat similar state of things in the Canter-

bury Bell (Fig. 41). The flower-stalks are contracted

in length, the bracts or floral leaves multiplied, and

spirally arranged. There are no proper sepals,

petals, or stamens, but the ovary is free, with

numerous ovules on an axile placenta. Oar facetious

artist says the cahx ^SlS potential or semi- definite,

the corolla Jabtz Balfouristic, the stamens gone

a'ter it with a detective, the ovary all ovaryish, &c.

We fear the bolanical reader will be puzzled.

Societies.
ROYAL HOBTICTJLTTJRAL.
September 11.—The usual fortnightly meeting of

the Society's Committees was held on Tuesday last

in the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, when

B good number of exhibits was staged. Cut flowers

from the borders, including Dahlias and Asters, were

largely shown, and these always create a bright dis-

play. Orchids are never very numerous at this

season, but there was a fairly good show. Before

the Fruit Committee there were many Melons and

other things for Certificates, but no awards were

made.
Floral Committee.

Present : W. Marshall. Esq.. Chairman ; and

Messrs. .1. Fraser, Jno. Laing, Owen Thomas, H.

Herbst, R. Dean, C. T. Druery, Geo. Stevene, C. F.

Bause, .J. Jennings, P. B^rr, E. Mawley, C. E. Pear-

son. J. T. B-nnett-PoS, J. D. Pawle, H. H. D'Ombrain,

C. Noble, H. Cannell, Geo. Paul, and G. Gordon.

An extensive group of stove decorative plants was

exhibited by Mr. Geo. Wythes, gr. to the Duke of

Northumberland, Syon House, Brentford, including

a number of Crotons, Ferns, &c., plants of Stro-

bilanthes Dyerianus, &c., and some Nepenthes,

carrying a good number of pitchers. N. Curtisii,

N Mastereiana, N. Rafflesiana, N. Hookeriana, and

N. Curtisii superba, were all good (Silver-gilt Floral

Medal). _ , ^ „ „ ^

Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, Waltbam Cross, Herts,

beside a number of Rose blooms in variety, bad a

grand lot of plants in bloom of their new China

Rose Di:ke of York, and cut blooms of same, illus-

trating the freedom of habit of this excellent variety.

China Rose Queen Mab, another new one of this

class in the way of Madame Laurette Messimy,

but with more yellow in the flowers, making it a very

desirable tint, was recommended an Award of Merit.

Amongst the other cut blooms were several little

known but deserving varieties (Bronze Bankaian

MedaH. „ . , •»» oi
Mrs Crawford, Gatton, Reigate (gr., Mr. Slow-

grove), exhibited two large specimen plants of

Eucbaris grandiflora, bearing nearly one hundred

expanded blooms on each (Silver Banksian Medal).

A grand collection of hardy cut flowers was

exhibited by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea This included a collection of Kniphofaas

(Tritcma), K. sanguinea, K. Pfitzerii. K. rubens,

K Uvaria grandiflora, K. Hercules, K. Saundersii,

k' crandis, K. nobilis, K. Burchellii, K. corallina,

were all good. The last named is a pretty variety,

and grows only about 2 feet high. Aster acris, the
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belt of the early-flowering varieties, wa« ihown in
large bancher, and there were Kadbeckias, Gail-
lardiai, Pentstemona, Achilleas, Montbretias, Helian-
thn?, Monardadidyma, Sedumf, Pyrethrnm», &c. The
last named are indaced to flower in the autamn by
cutting the plants down as soon as they have flowered
in spring.

Messrs. Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London,
S.E., exhibited some plants of a small-leaved self-

colonred Caladinm called Roma, and a pretty de-
corative Begonia named Bettina Rothschild. Also
some plants of Nicotiana colossea variegata.
An Award of Merit was recommended to Chrysan-

themum Lady Fitzwigram, several plants of which in
bloom were shown by Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft
Nursery, Lewisham. The habit of the plant is same
as that of Madame C. Desgranges , and the flowers
are white with a pale yellow centre. The petals
incurve toward the centre in similar manner, though
in less degree, than in Lady Selborne.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, had
a very large group of Hydrangea paniculata gran-
diSora. The plants were well grown, and the large
heads of bloom served as a reminder that its value
as a greenhouse plant is very great (Silver Flora
Medal).

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts, staged a
collection of cut flowers, including varieties of her-
baceous Phloxes, Scabioaa caucasica, Helianthus in
variety, Rudbeckias, and Roses in considerable
variety (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, obtained a
First- class Certificate for Nepenthes mixta sanguinea,
a very deeply coloured form of the type, which was
figured in our columns, January 14, 1893, p. 47. A
Caladinm named Lord Rosebery and another called
Ladas, exhibited by the same firm, were pretty.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Burford Lodge, Dorking
(gr., Mr. Bain), was awarded a First-class Certificate
lor Crocosma aurea imperialis, several strongly-
flowered bulbs of which were exhibited. The variety
has very finely coloured blooms, and is larger than
the type.

From Mr. H. Wilks, Sandow Hall Gardens,
Stone, was sent a flower of Stapelia gigantea ; and
from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons a plant of Saint-
paulia ionantha. Mr. D. Davis, The Gardens, Kyre,
Tenburv, Worcestershire, sent six varieties of Hops.
Mr. Walter Salmon, Ivy Cottage?, Elder Road,

West Norwood, obtained a Silver Banksian Medal
for a group of cut flowers, including a large number
of Dahlia blooms. An excellent exhibit of cut
flowers in numerous species was contributed by
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Higbgate Nurseries,
London, N., for which a Silver Flora Medal was
awarded. Border flowers were well represented,
and there were included numerous Dahlias.
Dahlias formed a considerable proportion of the

exhibit, and should the fine warm weather, which
has coae as such a welcome change, continue, this
flower in all its types will be in evidence the whole
of the month. Mr. E. T. Such, nurseryman. Maiden-
head, had 12 one dozen boards of Show, Cactus,
and decorative varieties. Of the latter, fine examples
of Countess of Pembroke, delicate lilac pink ; Kai-
lerin. Baron Schroder, Miss Mary Morgan, Can-
nell's Favourite, Black Prince, Claribel, St. Cathe-
rjae, and Beauty of Arnndel and of true Cactus
varieties Delicata, Apollo, and Countess of Gosford
(Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, staged
bunches of Csctus and decorative varieties in their
usual effective style, including several new varieties,
only one of which received an Award of Merit—
Cannell's Velvet, bright crimson tipped with magenta,
a true Cactus form ; they also had Cannell's Gems,
Miss Irene Cannell, delicate salmon ; Mrs. H.
Cannell, golden buff, shaded; and of decorative
varieties, Mrs. Glasse, Old Gold, Cannell's Brilliant,
Dean Hole. Cannell's Own, &c.

Messrs. T. Cripps & Soni', nurserymen, Tunbridge
Wells, had a box of blooms of the very distinct
Grand Duke Alexis of Russia, quite a new type,
the flowers large and full, the florets tubular and'
somewhat inflated, the colour white, tipped with
delicate lilac ; and Messrs. Cannell & Sons had some
blooms of the same variety.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sjni", nurserymen, Crawley,
sft up a large collection of Cactus, decorative, and
other types

; and to Mrs. Gordon Shaw, a half Cactus
variety of a brilliant scarlet crimson colour, the
brightest coloured of theeectioD, an Award of Merit
"as made. They alto had of decorative varieties,
in fine character, Duke of Clarence, Beauty of Wilts,
Sir F. Montefiore, very dark, almost black ; Am-
phion, Lancelot, Marchioness of Bute, Centennial,

Mr. Douglas, Bcanty of Arundel, Black Prince,
Maid of Kent, a fancy flower, dark crimson tipped
with white, and Conntess of Pembroke. Of Cactus
varieties. Sir Roger, Countess of Gasford. Countess
of Ridnor, May Pictor, Ernest Cannell, Chancellor
Swayne, Delicata and Juarezii. Bunches of Cactus
varieties, mingled with sprays of ornamental foliage,

made a fitting background to this collection (Silver
Banksian Medal).

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Totten-
ham, had a large collection tastefully arranged.
Cactus and decorative varieties prevailing : of the
former there were Mrs. Frances Fell, white with
primrose centre; May Pictor, St. Catherine. B?rtha
Mawley, Countess of Radnor, Kynerith, Kaiserin,

&c. ; of decorative varieties. Princess Curistian,
Honoria, Oban, Viscountess Folkestone, H. Free-
man, Cannell's Favourite, and Countess of Pembroke
(Silver Banksian Medal).

Some remarkable collections of Show Dahlias
were staged, foremost came Mr. J. T. West, gr. to

W. Keith, Esq., Cornwalls, Brentwood, who had
finely finished blooms of Mrs. Langtry, J. T. West,
Sunbeam, R. T. Rawllngs, Shirley Hibberd, Arthur
Rawlings, John Riwlings, Mrs. Gladstone, Dake of
Fife, Wm. Rawlings, W. Powell, H. Keith, Lustrous,
J. S. Ware, A. Ocock, Ethel Britton, Geo. Rawlings,
Miss Cannell, John Standish, and Perfection. Of
fancy varieties, John Britton (new). Hercules, Pro-
fessor Fawcett, T. W. Girdlescone, a flower it ap-
pears very diflicult to keep to the striped character,

as it shows each a tendency to run to the self form
;

Gaiety, Peacock. Frank Pearce, Mrs. N. Halle, Geo.
Barnes, Henry Glasscock, M. Campbell, and John
Forbes (Silver Flora Medal).
Mr. S. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery, Farnham, also

had a similar fine collection, having meritorious
blooms of SEch Show Dahlias as Jno. HIckling,
Ethel Britton, Rosetta, Geo. Rawlings, J. Stephen,
J. Cocker, Colonist, Mrs. G. Rawlings, Rcbecci
(self), Mrs. D. Saunders, Duke of Fife, Crimson
Globe, Thomas Hobbs, W. Rawlings, Lord Chelms-
ford, Glow-worm, Alice Emily, Willie Garratt, and
James Vick. Of fancy varieties, Lottie Eckford,
Mrs. J. Downie, Frank Pearce, Comte de la Saux,
Major Barttelot, Dorothy, Mrs. Mortimer, John
Forbes, Matthew Campbell, Dandy, and Geo. Barnes

;

also some very fine blooms of Cactus and decorative
varieties remarkable for their size and brilliancy of
colour (Silver Flora Medal).
Mr. J. Walker, nurseryman, Thame, had a fine

collection of Show Dahlias, having well developed
blooms of James Cocker, J. Hickling, Queen of the
Belgians, Duke of Fife, Mrs. W. Dodds, John Hen-
shaw, John Walker, R. T. Rawlings, Jos. Green,
Colonist, Mrs. Gladstone, J. Henshaw, Maud Fel-
lowes, W. Rawlings, and a few fancies (Silver Bank-
sian Medal).

Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, had Pene-
lope, a new show variety, fawn with a tip of delicate

mauve, but rather coarse as shown ; and a new
bright crimson Pompon named Matchbox ; also

bunches of Little Lady, Eric, Cristabelle, Irene,

Rowena, and Captain Boyton, new varieties sent out
by Mr. Turner in the spring of the present year, and
all of excellent quality.

Asters were shown in capital condition by Messrs.
H. Cannell & Sonf, and Mr. John Walker, Thame.
The latter who is well known as a cultivator of

quilled Asters, had a very fine collection of nineteen
varieties, from ten to six blooms in a bunch, all

finely grown and <f excellent quality. Messrs,
Cannell & Sons had but one quilled Aster, Eynsford
Yellow, a distinct yellow variety, and therefore a
great novelty (Award of Merit), and a large and
striking collection of such types as the Comet,
Mignon, Victoria, Chrysanthemum-flowered, Pseony
Perlection, Pompon and Crown-flowered, the colours
clear and deep ; one type of the Mignon, edged with
blue on a white ground, was very pretty ; and Ball
or Jewel, is a bright, pale rose imbricated variety
of great merit ; all these were set up in bold and
effective bunches.

Orchid Committee.
Present : Harry V. Veitch, Esq , in the chair ; and

Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Sec), Dr. M. T. Masters, De
B. Crawshay, H. M. PoUett, T. Bond, W. H. White,
H. J. Chapman, E. Hill, J. Douglas, A. H. Smee,
W. H. Protheroe, and F. Sander.

The plant of the day was generally delared to be
the beautiful Cattleya Warscewiczii " Conntess
of Derby," exhibited in the collection staged by
Thos. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield. for

which a Silver Bankeian Medal was awarded, a First-

class Certificate being given to the Cattleya W.

" Countess of Derby." This had the usual beautiful
form of the plant ordinarily known as C. gigas, but
the sepals and petals were pure white, the broad lip

inte nse violet-tinted ruby-red, clear yellow patches
being on each side in front of the tube, which was
bright reddish-purple, veined with golden yellow

—

truly a marvellous plant. Mr. Statter also showed
the fine Cattleya Statteriana, which had previously re-
ceived a First-class Certificate; Cattleya X Parthenia,
which now received an Award of Merit ; varie-

ties of C. aurea, C. granulosa, C. Leopoldii, C. Vic-
toria Reginic, Lselio- Cattleya X elegans blenheim-
ensis, Cattleya Minucia (Loddigesii x labiata),

Cypripedium x Numa, and C. X excellens (Roths-
childianum X Harrisianum X). R. I. Measures,
Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell (gr., Mr. H. J.
Chapman), also staged a good group, which secured
a Silver Banksian Medal. The Cypripediums were
well represented in it, but the best was C. X Nandi,
(callosum x Tautzianum), which was a model in
form, wax-like in substance, and of a pure white,
flushed and spotted with warm rose. The npper
sepal, which is flat and nearly round, had a few
green lines at the base, from which proceeded bright
rose feathers, the rest being white, the broad petals
were white flushed rose, and spotted with dark rosy
purple, lip dark rose (Award of Merit).
Mr. Measures alto showed Cypripedium x Chas.

Canham, with eight flowers; the fine C. x Hebe
(VoUnteanum X Lawrenceannm), C. x Eyermanit
D ana, C. purpnratum. C. Indra (callosum X villo-

sam), C. lo grande, Masdevallia x Measuresiana
(tovarensis x amabilis), varieties of Vanda tri-

color, Saccolabium Blumei, Cattleya Acklandise,
Pleurotballis picta (Botanical Certificate). C. aurea,
with dissimilar flowers on the same inflorescence

;

and the very singular Lselia pumila, Dayana deli-
cata, with lavender-tinted sepals and petals, and
slate-blue sides to the lip, the raised lines running
from its base being purple (Award of Merit).

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bs., Burford, Dorking
(grower, Mr. W. H. White) showed a very singular and
pretty form of Odontoglosaum aspersnm rosenm,
with the flowers wholly tinted with purplish rose
(Award of Merit), and quite a bouquet of cut flowers

of the fine white and fragrant Cattleya Gaskelliana
albens odorata (Award of Merit).

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea,
again showed their fine Lielio-Cattleya x Nyss
(C. Warscewiczii i , L. crispa 9 ), which may be
likened to a very broad and dark form of the favourite
L -C. X exoniensis.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, staged a neat
group of rare Orchids, comprising the sky-like
Calanthe x Laucheana, C. X Orphanum, the sin-

gular Catasetum fimbriatum, Cattleya Gaskelliana
virginalis, Odontoglossum bictonense album, the
singular Coelogyne Meyeriana (Botanical Certificate),

Pleurotballis Laucheana (Botanical Certificate),

Cypripedium X Maynardii, C. X Alice Gayot, An-
grsecnm articnlatnm, Miltoniaspectabilis Moreliana ;

the pretty yellow Laelia X Sanderse, the very rare
Miltonia (Odontoglossum) Schroderianum, Sobralia
xantholeuca, and the fine new Cattleya x Kienas-
tiana, so mnch admired at the last meeting.
M. Jules Hye-Leysen, Coupure, Gand, showed the

beautiful Cypripedium X Chas. RIcbman, obtained
independently by him between C. barbatnm ? and C.
bellatulum Marife i . It was practically the same
as that shown previously by Mr. C. Richman, gar-
dener to G. H. Palmer, Esq., Trowbridge, and the
committee altered the proposed name of " M^t^ore,"
and awarded it a First-class Certificate, the scarcely

mature plant previously shown having only had an
Award of Merit.

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co , Claptor, again staged a
fine group, composed principally of endless forma of

the beautiful Cypripedium Cbarlesworthii, Saccola-
bium c celeste, &c., one little plant of the singular

Spathoglottis pubescens, Lindl., was included, and
received a Botanical Certificate (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co. were also awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal for an equally good group, in

which were many Cattleyas, the best being C. Gas-
kelliana, " J. H. Allen," a charming large, pearl-

white form, with distinct crimson blotch in the lip,

and chrome-yellow throat ; and C. X Johnsonii
(Harrisonise x gigas). Odontoglossum grande, the
various Cypripediums, Habenaria carnea, and its

white variety were also good. Mr. J. A. Miller,

Bifrons Park, Canterbury, sent two grand spikes of
the fine old Renanthera coccinea (First-class Cer-
tificate).

C. L. M. Ingram, Esq , Elstead House, Godalming
(gr., Mr. T. W. Bond), showed Lselio-Cattleya X
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elegana Hoatteana, an old-time variety of very dia-

tinot feature, bat now superseded in point of beauty.

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South Wood-
food (gr., Mr. J. Davis), showed a fine specimen of

Cattleya Loddigesii, with over thirty flowers and buds,

a very large-flowered Cypripedium Charlesworthii,

and flowers of Cattleya aarea and C. Leopoldi.

Fred Hardy, Esq., Tyntesfield, Ashton-on-Mersey
(gr., Mr. T. Staflfjrd), sent a flower of a very rich

purple tint, Cattleya Triansei, and a singular form of

Odontoglossnm Coradinei. Walter C. Walker, Esq.,

Percy Lodge, Winchmore Hill (gr., Mr. Geo. Cragg),

showed a fine inflorescence of the pretty Cattleya

guttata phcenicoptera and two forms of C. Leopoldi.

Messrs. John Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, showed
the beautiful SCanhopea Devoniensis, which, al-

though first flowered at Chatsworth in 1837, is still

rare, and its equally showy ally S. tigrina.

Mr, Horsman, Colchester, sent a light form of

Lselia purpnrata, and a very fine dark L. tenebrosa.

E. J. Wickenden, Eiq , Heathfield, New Southgate,

showed Oncidium Forbeeii grandiflorum, and Sir

Chas. Pigott, Bart., Wexham Park, Slough (gr.,

Mr. Capp), showed seven forma of Cattleya labiata

Gaskelliana.

Fruit Committee.
Present: T. Francis Rivers. Esq., in the chair;

and Messrs. A. Pettigrew, W. Wilks, J. Veitch,

G. W. Cummins, J. Cheal, T. J. Sdltmarsh, J.

Wright, A. Dean, J. A. Liing, G. Wythes, J.

Hudson, F. Q. Lane, H. Balderson, G. Norman, and
G. Reynolds.

A collection of fifty varieties of Apples and Pears

came from the nurseries of Messrs. J. Laing & Sons,

Forest Hell, S.E., which consisted principally of the

best varieties of early Apples in dishes of clear-

skinned, well-developed fruita : Gravensteio, Gold
Medal, Grenadier, Benoni, Worcester Pearmain,
Frogmore Prolific, some very superior Ribston

Pippins. Professor, Red Biettingheimer, K-rry,

Early Julien, R d Hiwthornden, several Codlings,

and others were remarked (Silver Kaightian Medal).

A brace of handsome Cucumbers came from Sir

C. Pigott, Bart., Wexham P^rk, Slough (Vote of

Thanks). Specimens of Automne R >uge Apple
came from Messrs. C. Kimberley & Son, Hertford

Street, Coventry. Mi-. C. Rosa, gr., Wilford Park,

showed Pear The Popham. E Harf, Esq , Fair-

lawD, Totteridge, Herts (gr., Mr. J. Smith), showed

a pale fawn-coloured Melon called Fairlawn Empress
of ladia, a good-looking frait, bat it received no
award.

A collection of vegetables was tabled by Mr.
Jones, Greenfield Place, Sadbury. Harrow. Very
good were the Leeks, Savoys, Bedford and Sutton's

Exhibition Onions; Mammoth Runner Beans, and
Early Gem Carrots (Bronze Bankaian Medal).

Ten diahea of Apples of very fair quality were like-

wise shown by this gardener. A Peach, Warlies'

Seedling, shown by Sir T. Fowell Buxton, Warlies,

Waltham Abbey (gr., Mr. Clarke), received a Vote of

Thanks—under glass, the appearance of the variety

might be much improved. Veitch's Climbing French
Bean was shown by Mr. J. Djuglas ; it is a promis-

ing and excellent novelty.

A number of pot plants and fruit, and gathered

fraita, were shown by M-ssrs. J. Carter & Co. of

Tomato Dake of York ; it is a regular - shaped
fruif, smooth, and very productive. Th? plants bad
been grown in a cool house.

Some very fine Cannon Hall Muscats and Gros
Maroc G-apes were shown in some quantity by Mr.
G Featherby, The Vineriea, Gillingham, Kent.
The first nam'd wanted only a little more time to

finish them perfectly. They had been severely

thinned, and the berries were of unusual size.

A quantity of Tomatn« named Palmer's Triumph,
came from Mr. Palmer, Junction Road, Andover. It

is, judging from the bunches sent, very free fruiting.

A tough-skinned vineyard Grape named Gradiaka
was sfn^ by Messrs. T. F. Rivers & Sons, Saw-
bridgeworth ; it was of taking appearance, and may
be a good keeper. Mr. O. Thomas, Frogmore, and
Mr. G. Telford. Trafalgar Park. Salisbury, showed
seedling black Grapes, the latter showing immense
Bmnswick Figs, some P<faches, and Nectarines.

Seven large Melons came from Mr. Mortimer,
Rontledge, Faroham. but no award was made.
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, showed the very
prolific Blackberry Rubua laciniatus, as fruiting

shoots, and as picked fruita, quite ripe and excellent

eating. Ocher exhibits consisted of seedling Melons,
Apples, &c.

OLAS30W H0RTICULTX7BAL.
Septembee 4.—The great Exhibition, which was

opened on the above date by Colonel H. Stuart, was,
as regarded its purely horticultural features, one of

the best yet held in Glasgow, and it may also, in

some respects, be remarked that, for the display of

cut flowers and tables of plants, there never was a
finer one held in Scotland. The Nepenthes set up
by Mr. Russell were marvellous specimens of good
cultivation ; the table, chiefly filled with Crotons,
has not been equalled in the North, and it drew
quite a large crowd. The exhibitors were Messrs.
Tnyne, nurserymen, Glasgow, who likewise set up a
large circular-formed centre-piece in the show-hall,
consisting of Lilies, also of great merit in point of
tasteful arrangement. Along the whole length of

the platform there was an immense show of plants,

both fiowering and foliage, from Messrs. Austin &
McAalan,

Messrs. Cross & Sons had a table of the finest

productions, which afforded a proof of the goodness
of their manures. Meaars Smith & Simons had
a large display of stove and greenhouse plants.

Messrs. Cocker of Aberdeen had a long table nicely
filled with cut flowers, those of the herbaceous plants
being extremely fine, as were also the R jses. A 1st

prize was awarded them for the collection ; Messrs.
CroU, Dundee, who were 2Dd, showed very well.

Messrs. Eiward & Go. had a large table decorated
with flowers, fruits, &c., as for a dinner, which was
much admired. Mr. Ruahton, of Duntocher, had a
fine display of Chrysanthemum blooms, Messrs.
Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, were strong in out-of-doors
cut flowers. Mr. Campbell, Blanlyre, Mr. Forbes,
Hawick, were strong in cut flowers, especially Car-
nations and Hollyhocka, which were of remarkably
good quality. Mr. Cuthberteon, Rotheeay, had a
fine exhibit of florists' flowers. Messrs. Paul &
Son, Bridge of Weir, were strong in fancy Pansies.

Mr. Sutherland, Lenz'e, and Mr. Craig, Stirling, had
fine table plants. The Gladiolus from Mr. Mair,
Prestonwick, were remarkably fine. Notwithstand-
ing the dimp, sunless aeaaon, cut flowers generally
were exceedingly fine.

The two plants of Gleichenia from Mr. Mitchell,
gr., Thornwnnd. which were l«t in their class,

received the Gardeners' Magacine Medal as being the
most meritorious exhibit in the show.

Fruit.—This, aa usual, waa a source of great
attraction, and the competition in the classes for

Grapes was keen. Muacat Grapes were, as a rule,

fine in size of bunch and berry, bat few exhibits
had very fiae colour. Tne best pair of bunches
came from Mr. Leslie, Perth ; the heaviest bunch
was exhibited by Mr. L^falie—a Gros Guillaame,
of over Vik lbs, Black Hambnrgha were generally
small in berry, and only moderately well-coloured.

Mr. Menzies, gr., Dinnepace, was placed lat for

four bunchea. It ia to be deplored that this excel-
lent Grape is rarely seen of more than secondary
merit at northern ahowa. For four bunches, Mr.
Leslie waa again to the front, his large bunches of

Duke of Biiocleuch being the best that have been seen
at a Glaei;()w show. Mr. Day, gr., Galloway House,
and Mr. Murray, Culzean, with excellent exhibi-.s,

were placd i! id and 3 d respectively. Mr. Buchan-
nan, Barganny, Ayrshire, waa 1st for two bunches
of any olh-r kind of black Grapes—his Mrs. Pince
being perfection in the form of the buncb, as in the
colour and siz'i of the berries. The large number of
Black Alicantes in this claea were of more than ordi-
nary merit, eapecially those from Mr. Day and Mr.
Halliday. Tne variety Gros Maroc was fairly well
represented, but not so G.-os Colmir or Lady Downes
Seedling, and well it should be so, as the latter

variety often receives awards at northern shows when
the fruit is quite unripe.

In the class of twelve dishes of fruita, Mr. Murray,
of Calzean Castle Girdens, was an easy 1st, his

Peaches, Figs, and Melons, were very good. In the
collection for six dishes of hardy fruit, Mr. Hailey,
Ayr, was I«t; Mr. Day, Galloway Home, 2Qd; and
Mr. Wilson, Auchencruive, 3rd.

Ia the class for six dishes of any kind of fruit, Mr.
Halliday was lat, his Grapes and Peaches being
very superior. Mr. Leslie, Perth, was 2ad ; and Mr.
McConachie, gr., Cameron House, was a close 3rd.

In the clasaes for Apples, Pears, and Plums, there
were no exhibits which call for special remark; but
amongst a large number of Peaches from Mr. Leslie,

Perth, Mr. Browo, Johnstone, and Mr. Low, Stir-
liag, there were some capital fruit.

Good Nectarines came from Mr. Day and Mr.
Murray. Melons, though not very numerous, were

of m nch better quality than they have been for the
past two years.

Vegetables.
In a large room in which the vegetables were

exhibited, some Leeks and Celery of remarkable size
were noted. Roots generally were excellent, but not
as plentiful as they sometimes are at Glasgow shows.
The winning collections were excellent. Mr. Brown
(gr., Johnstone), and Mr. Low, Stirling, had nearly
faultless exhibits, these being placed lat and 2od
respectively. Mr. Gemmell had capital collections
of Potatos. Although the quality was very good in
the vegetable claeses, the competition was not so keen
as usual.

THE NATIONAL DAHLIA.
Septembeh 7, 8.—The annual exhibition at the

Crystal Palace on the above date was more exten-
sive than the promise of the season at one time
led ns to anticipate ; but with few exceptions
finish was wanting in the show varieties, and a
certain amount of roughness waa seen, owing to
the cold and changeable weather, though the
Sloagh Bowers weie seen at their best, for they
were characterised generally by an amount of
quality that eurprised seme whose flowers lacked
this property. The Cactus, decorative, pompon,
and single varieties were seen in their best charac-
ter, though the latter were in some cases over
sized. That the single types are declining in the
popular estimation waa seen in the limited compe-
tition in the leading classi^s lor them; the Cactus
and pompon types are decidedly more popular. Mr.
W. G. Head wisely broke up his straight line of
tables, and arranged them in the form of central
diamonds, with short lengths flanking them on each
side. The want of care in attaching the names to
the flowers in the stands was even more marked
than previously, and exhibitors, especially the
amateurs, deserve censure for the slovenly manner
in which, in many cases, the names were written.
If the names are required at all, it is essential that
they be legible, and written on cards or such material
that can be firmly attached to the stands. A small
pieceof note-paper, unevenly torn, and the names care-
lessly written with pencil and left on the stand to be
blown this way or any way, is of no possible uie,
but a disgrace to the person to whom the flowers
belong. Tne Society is doieg such good work in
keeping the Dahlia before the public, and encouraging
the production of new varieties, that it deaerves to
be supported by all who take an interest in the flower.

NUKSEBTMEN.
Show Dahlias.—There were five stands of sixty

show and fancy Dahliaa shown by nurserymen, the
lat prize going to Mr. Coarlea Turner, Royal
Nursery, Sloagh, who had even, fresh blooms, of
excellent quality, his back row flowers were Rebecca,
James Vanghan, Henry Walton Seedling, Colonist,
Alice Emily, Arthur Oeock, T. W. Girdlestone (sell),

Duchess of York, Diadem, T. W. Girdlestone, Jos.
Bennett Seedling, William Keith, Clara, Wm. Raw-
lings, Mrs. C. Noyea. George Riwiings, J. Hickling,
and Statesman; Middle row: Mrs Gladstone, J,
Standish, Miss Cannell, W. Powell, J. T. West,
Burgundy, R. T. Ratlines, W. Garratt, Ja-nes Vick,
Aznes, Qieen of the B'Igians, Prince Bismarck,
John ForDes S'edling, Plutarch, and Jamea Cocker;
in the front row were Florence, Comedian, J. N.
Keynes, Hugh Austin. Mrs. Hodgson, John Walker,
Octavia, H. Auatin («elf), Herbert Turner, Matt.
Campbell, Shirley Hibberd, Julia Wyatt, Hope,
Imperial. Flag of Truce, Glowworm, Ethel Britton,
Arthur Rawlines, Mrs. S. Hibberd, and ;Warrior.
2ad, Measrs. Kejnes &, Co., nurserymen, Salis-

bury, their leading back row flowers being
Mrs. W. Slack, H. Walton, W. Keith, Mrs. Mor-
timer, Dake of Fife. T. W. Girdlestone, Majestic,

Colonist, Mr. SpoflTorth, Arthur Ocock, J. Hick-
ling, Harry Keith, and Dorothy ; 2ad row: Chief-
tain, W. Riwlings, Maud Fellowes, E. Britton,
Henry Bond, Kithloen, Agnes. Mrs. Saunders, and
R. T. Rawlinga ; 3.-d row : Alice Emily, Nubian,
Miss Barter, Mrs. Langtry, Jas. Cocker, Herbert
Turner, Mrs. Foreman, Mr». J. Downie, J, Walker,
and Arthur R mlings. Mr. S. Mortimer, Swiss
Nursery, Farnham, was 3rd.

There were five stands of forty-eight varieties, Mr.
C. Turner being again lat, having fine clean blooms
of Maud Fellowes. W. Riwlings, Jno. Bennett,
Eldorado. Mrs. W. Slack, George Rawlings, Colonist,

W. Keith, J. T. West, A. Ocock, Miss Cannell,

Prince Bismarck. Duchess of York, James Cocker,
W. Powel', and Clara; 2ad row: W. Garratt. Mrs,
Langtrv, Fred. Smith, Burgundy, Constancv, Glow-
worm, Q leen of the B»lgiaif, Statesman, J. H ckling,
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T. W. GirdlestoQp, Matt. Campbell, R'becci, H.
WataoJ, John Standish, R T. Riwlings, aad Jioies

Vick ; 3rd row : Octaviua, Diadeir, Mrs. Gla-Jaton*?,

S. Hibberd Seedling', J. N. Kevnei", A. Riwlinga,

J. Walker, Comedian, Florenc-f, Flag of Trucie, Hope,

Mrs. S. Hibberd, Parple Prince. E-,nel Bncton, and
Alice Emily. 2ad, Mr. J. Walker, nurseryman,
Tname, who has been showing very w^U this season

;

his leading back row blooms were Maad Fellowes,

J. Cocker, Messrs. Cannell, .John Standish, J.

Walker, Dake of Fife, Mr. Jackson, Mrs. Hum-
phries. Colonist, Qaeen of the Belgians, H. Keitb,

Mrs. J. Grean, T. W. Girdlestone. A. Ocock, Mrs.

W. Slack, and T. W. Girdlestone (aelf) ; 2(id row:
Mrs. Lingtry, W. Riwlings, Burgundy, Matthew
Campbell, Dachess of Albany, Eohel Britton,

Dorothy (self), J. Hickline, Jos. Green, Mrs. D.

Saunders. R?t. J. B. M. Cimm, S. Hibberd, Mrs.

Harris. Coronet, H. Wnir, and W. Keith ; front

row ; Mrs. Gladstone, Flora Wja'.t, Comedian, W.
Garratt, J. T. West, Prince of Denmark, Glowworm,
Jas. Huntley, A. Kawlings, Mrs. W. Dodds. Jas.

Stephens, R T. Rawlings, Gwendoline, Hartie King,

Mrs. Geo. Rawlingp, and H. W. Ward. 3.'d. Mr.

S. Mortimer.

la the class for twenty-four varieties, those show-

ing in the two previous classes being excluded,

Messrs. J. Saltmarsh & Sons, nurserymen, Chelms-
ford, were Ist, having capital blooms of J. T. West,

Mrs. W. Slack, Mrs. Langtry, R. T. Rawling-, A.
Rawlings, Perfection, W. Rawliogs, and E'.hel

Britton, back row ; T. J. Saltmarsh, Hero, J. Walker,

Colonisr, Mrs. D. Saunders, Count»8« of Rivens-
woith, Mrs. Gladitone, and P ince of Denmark, second

row ; Mrs. J. Downie, Lord Chelmsford, A ice Emily,

H. Keith, Pandora, Coronet, H. Weir, a:id ,J. Cocker,

front row. 2od, Mr. C. Kimberley, Stoke Nursery,

Coventry, havine as back row flowers : Dacne^s ot

Albany, Maud F Howes, Diadem, R. T. l!-i*liogs.

Dandy, Mrs. W. S. Slack, J. T. West, and G Riw-
lings; second row : Chorister, H. Weir, Coronet, H m.
Mrs. P. Wyndham, W. Rawlings, Mrs. Kendal, 6ot.

Green, and Miss Cannell; third row: Mrs. Gladstone,

Mrs. Fristleton, Jai. Cocker, Dachess of York, .Mrs.

J. Djwnie. Modesty, W. K-ith, and Henrietta. 3d,
Mr. Geo. Hamp'iiic'S, Chippenham.

With twelve blooms, Messrs. J. Cheal & Sins.

LowGeld Nurseries, Crawlev, were Ist, having Her-
cules, Dandy (<elt). J. Walker, Duke of Fifp, H.
Keith, H. Weir, W. Riwlings, Jno. Hickling, Ethel

Britton, Willie Garratt, Herbert Turner, ana Prince

of Denmark; 2 id, Mr. J. Tranter, Henley-on-
Thames, with Colouist, Mrs. Langtry, T. W. Girdle-

stone, Mabel Stanton, Mrs. Gladstone Shirley Hib-
berd, Earl of Rivtnsworth, Arthur Ocock, J. Cocker,

Mrs. G. R. Giffard, Duk« of File, and J. C. K-ed
;

3rd, Mr. Henry Harris, Writtle Road, Cambridge.
Cactus and Decorative Dahlias —The collections of

eighteen bunches ot these, six blooms to a bunch,

were simply superb. Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, were

Ist with a very fine collection, set up in excellent

style, the varieties being Countess of Ridnnr, Apollo,

Matchlesp, KaiseriD, Baron Schroder, Beauty of

Wilts, Laciy Perzince, Duke of Clarence, Countess
of G'slord, Dilicata, .Josephine, Ernest Cannell,

May Picter, Kvnerith. B'auty of Evnesfori', B-rtha
Mawlev, Miss Violet Morgan, and Duchess of York.
Messrs. Keynes & Co. came 23d, also with very fine

and attractive bunches, having D'licata, Kynt-rith,

Brilliant(brightcrimson), Lady Penzance, Miss Viol>-t

Morgan, Marquif, Conntess of Radnor, Chancellor
Swajne, bluish pium- colour

; Countess of Pembroke,
Earl of Pemhroie, bright violet- purple; Lady H»nry
Grosvenor, Vesper, Apollo, Kiiserio, Countess ot (i )s-

ford. Major Hawkins, bright crimson-scarlet; Berlin
Mawley, and Salisbury, white, a decorative variety.

3d. Mr. C. Turner. With twelve bunches, Messrs.

J. Burrell & Co, Howe Eod Nurseries. Cambridg'',
were Ist. having bidd and sho^y examples of C'>un-

tess of RadnO'', MalchUss. Kaiaerin, Apollo. Mary
Hillier, Juarezii, 1! ibert Cannell, Lady Penzance,
Purple Prii ce, Prof'-Bsor Baldwin, Countess ot Goa-
lord, and D -licata ; 2ad, Mr. F. W. Seale, Sevenoaks,
whose best bunches were those of Countess ot

Radnor, R Cannell, Delicata. B'rtha Mawley, Apollo,
and Baron Sclroder; 3 d, Metsrs. Paul & Son,
Cneshunt.

Cactus Dahlias on^y.—In the class for another
twelve bnnches, only trne Cactus varieties could be
shown, the 1st priza being again taken by Mt^ssrs.

Cheal & Sons, who had very fine hunches of

Kaiserin, Countess of Radnor, May Victor, Aoollo,
Miss R. Morgan, Lady Penzancs Matchless, Mary
HiUier, D'licita, Countess of Gostord, Bertha Mnw-
ley, and R Cannell; 2ad, Messrs. Keynes & Co.,
having D,-licata, Major Haskins, Lidy Penzance,

Gloriosa, Mrs. Barnes (new). Earl of Pembroke,
Countess of Ridnor, Henry Depresle, crimson ; Har-
mony, Bertha Mawley, Coaateas of Gosford, and
Crawley Gam ; 3rd, Mr. F. W. Seale.

Single Dahlias.—These were superbly shown in

bunches of ten blooms each, both in collections of

twenty-four and twelve, but the limited competition
in each class points to the fact that the single

Dahlias have declined in the popular estimation, as

they are not sniliciently lasting in a cut state.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons were, as has been nanal in

years past, Ist in the twenty-four class, having
admirable bunches of James Scobie, Annie Hughes,
Lowfield Beauty, Mrs. J. Connick. Jack, Golden
Locks, a charming yellow ; Mr. G. Wythes, Evelyn,

Dake of York, Amos Perry, W. C. Harvey,
Rosebank, Cardinal, Miss Henshaw, Demon, Mrs.
Parrott, pure white and pale rose—very distinct

;

Northern Star, Duchess of Hainault, Little Snow-
white, Victoria, Phyllis. Formosa, Marion Hood, and
Duchess of Fife. Mr. F. W. Seale, Sevenoaks, came
2ad, having Huntsman, Yellow Satin, Eclipse, Mrs.
Barber, Florrie Fisher, Mrs. Seale, Miss Rimabottom,
Sevenoaks Gem, reddish-amber

; Cetewayo, Demon,
Cleopatra, Dachess of Albany, Lady Whitehead, and
Alice Beale, distinct from the foregoing.

Messrs. Pnul & Son were the only exhibitors of

twelve bunches, ten blooms in each, having The
Brace, Dachess of Westminster, Scarlet Perfection,

Aurora, Amos Perry, Gulielma, Victoria, Miss

Linnaker, Daisy, JLss Roberts, Kitty, and RuDy.

Open Classes.

One very interesting open class was for twelve

varieties ot fancy single Dihlias, ten blooms of each,

i.e., varieties either tipped, striped, or edged. This
brought a very keen competition between Messrs.

Cheal & Sons and Mr. T. W. Girdlestone, the former

being placed lat, with James Scobie, M. C. C

,

representing the colours of the Marylebone Cricket

Club, red and orange ; Phyllis, Mrs. Wythes,
Victoria, Northern Star, orange-red, with side

edgings of yellow ; Mrs. Harrii', with side edgings of

pale yellow—very good ; Fred. Leslie, crimson,

t'pped with white; May Sharp, Miss Glasscock,

Dearest, yellow, deeply tipped with white ; and
Jack Sheppard. Mr. T. W. Gird estone came 2ad,

with M. C. C, Yankee, flake, and spotted with

purple on a light ground ; Gamer, orange, flaked

with pale rose ; Splash, Phyllis, Darling, bright

crimson, slightly tipped with whits—very distinct;

Jack Sheppard. Frank Leslie, Tommy, yellow, flaked

with crimson ; Dearest, Cinderella, white, with broad
side edgings of amber-red ; and Playmate, white,

with slight stripes of purplish-pink, 3rd. Mr.
T. W. Seale.

Pompon Dahlias.—These were finely shown, and
perhaps never better by the trade, fine quality being

general, the flowers fresh, clean, and very bright.

The beat twenty-four bunches, ten blooms in a
bunch, came from Mr, C. Turner, who had Sunset,

George Brinckman, White, Red Indiin, Hector, Eric,

Boule d'Or, Captain Boyton. Mars, Little Dachess,
Tommy K»itH, Cristabelle, Lilian, Darkness, Lady
Blanche, PhiuSe, Arthur West, E. F. .Jungker, Little

Lady, Mabel, Rowena, Bacchus, Whisper, and
Isabel. 2ad, Messrs. ICejnes & Co., also with a very

fine collection, the bunches set up with sprays of

filiage, but the fliwers sca'csly so even as those of

Mr. Turner's. They had Janet, Little Frank,
Cranston Beauty, George Brinckman, Arthur West,
Model (new), a combination of blueh, pink, and
amber; Little Jack, White Aater, Phicbe, Madge,
Bacchus, Tommy Keith, Admiration, E. F. Jungker,
Captain Boyton, Lady Blanche, Isabel, Eric, Grace,
T.,ilian. Midnigt>t, Whisper, Favourite, and Ceres.

3 d. Mess s J Cheal & Sons.
With twelve banches, ten blooms in each. Mi'.

F. W. Seile was Itt. having nice even baarhes of

Arthur Wesr, Pi cebe, Lilian. Crimson B-'auty,

Whisper, Favourite, Tommy Keith, Mary Keith,

Bacchus, Evi, Eurydice, and Phoeba ; 2ad, Messrs.

J Barrel! I'i Co., who had Phceb", Isabel, E. F.

.Jangker, Whisper, Irene, Eurydice, Favourite, Red
Indian, Eva, and Arthur West, set up in very neat
bunches ; 3rd, Messrs. Paul & Sor.

The best six blooms of any dark Dahlia were
those of Arthur Ocock, from Messrs. ,J. Saltmarsh
& Sons ; Mr. .T. Walker coming 2ad with the fame;
and Mr. J. T. West 3rd with A. Rawliogs. The
b st six blooms of a light Dahlia were f^ose of

Mrs. Gladstone, from Mr. F. W. Seale ; Mr. C.
Turner being 2nd, with Queen of the Belgians ; and
Mr. J. VValker 3rd, with Mrs. Gladstone. The best

six yellow Dahlias were tho-e of John Hicklinr,

from Mr. S. Mortimer; Mr. J. Waller coming 2ao,

with the same ; and Mr. C. Turner 3rd, with R. T.

Rawlings. The best six blooms of a tipped Dahlia
were those of Mrs. Saunders, from Mr. F. W. Seale

;

Mr. Heasman, Ightham, came 2nd, with Peacock

;

and Mr. C. Kimberley 3rd, with Mr. Saunders. The
beat six of a striped Dahlia were those of the Rev.

J. B. M. Camm, from Mr. J. Tranter ; Mr. J. Walker
was 2nd, with the same ; and Mr. S. Mortimer 3rd,

with Dandy. Mr. J. Walker came lat with an edged

variety, having six finely-finished blooms of H. W.
Ward; Mr. F. W. Seale being 2ud, and Messrs.

Saltmarsh & Sons 3rd, with Mrs. Langtry.

Seedling Dahlias.—A large number of seedling

Dahlias were staged for Certificates, though very few
show varieties. Certificates of Merit were awarded
to show Dahlia Mabel Stanton, bright yellow, shaded

with apricot at the baae of the petals, from Mr. J. R.
Tranter ; to fancy Dahlia Novelty, blush, flaked and
striped with roae, from Mr. S. Mortimer ; to white

Cactus Mrs. F, Fell, from Mr. T. S. Ware ; to Mayor
Hoskins, Mrs. Barnes, Harmony, and Henry Depresle,

all fine true Cactus varieties, from Messrs. Keynes,

Williams & Co. ; to Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, also

for true Cactus forma of Miss Irene Cannell, Mr. H.
Cannell, Cannell'a Gem, and Cannell's Velvet ; to

decorative Dahlia Mrs. Herneman, from Messrs.

J. Cheal & Sons ; to Pompon Dahlia Ions, clear

yellow, from Mr. G. Humphries ; and to single

Dahlias Darling, Psyche, Gaiety Girl, Puck, and
Goldenlocks. from Mr. T. W. Girdlestone.

Amateces.

Show and Fancy Varieties intermixed, —The first of

the classes confined to amateurs was for twentj-four

distinct blooms of show and fancy varieties, and
there were as many as ten exhibitors.

Mr. J. T. West, gr. to W. Keith, Esq., Cornwalls,

Brentwood, was a good lat, and stagen twenty-four

very bright clean blooms of large sizes. The best of

these were William Riwlings, John Walker, Walter
H. Williams. Frank Pearce, Harry Keith, Duke of

Fife, Miss Fox, Arthur Ocock, and John Hickling.

Mr. Thobbs, St. Mark's Road, Easton, Bristol, was
2ad, and had good blooms of Arthur Rawlings,

Henry Glasscock, a very pretty flower of crim-

Bon-and-gold ; W. Rawlings, Polly Sheffield, and
Dachess of Albany. The 3rd position was taken by

J. Gnrney Fowler, Esq,, Glebelands, South Wood-
ford, Essex, who had several blooms of fine quality ;

and the 4th by Mr. Benj. Brian, Blantyre Street,

Florence, Longton, Staflfj.

Show Varieties.—For twelve blooms, distinct, Mr.
Thomas Vagg, gr. to Mrs. Theobald, The Bedlordr,

Havering, was the leader among six competitors.

Arthur Ocock, W. Rawlings, Prince Bismarck, Harry
Keith, and T. W. Girdlestone were very good blooms
in this exhibit, which was of nice even quality gener-

ally. Mr. Sydney Cooper, Hamlet, Chippenham,
was 2nd, and had very bright, clean blooms, rather

smaller than Mr, Vagg's, but well in advance of those

from Mr. W. Mist, CoUingwood, Ightham, Kent, who
secured 3rd place ; Mr. Lewis Frwkes, Castle Brom-
wich, Birmingham, was a close 4tb, but the blooms
were of very uneven siz? and quality.

The best six blooms were those from Mr. Tom
Mott, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames, Mr. D.
Saunders, a charming rose and white variety, was a
fine bloom, but unfcrtunafely several of the petals

were slightly damaged ; Harry Keith and Mrs. W.
S a:k also deserve m tice. Mr. E. Jetferies, Langley
Burrell, Chippenham, who was 2ad, had a capital

b oom of Colonist, and a 'airly good Mrs. Gladstone.

Mr. W. Wheeler, 63, Bell Street, Henlej-on-Thames,
was 3rd ; and Mr. Jos. Barker, lOI, Belgrave Road,
F.orence, Longton, 4".h.

Fancy Varieties.—The I t frize for twelve blooms
of fancy Dahl'as was well won by Mr. J. T. West,
who staged a charming collection ; John Cooper,

D zz'er, P. of'ssor Fawcttt, Mrs N. Hals, Frank
Pearc", and John Britton, were his best blcoms.

The 2 id p'ac- was taken by Mr. Thos. Holbi with

an exhibit containing several good blooms, but of

vary uieiiuil quality; Mr. A. Ocock, Arm Bank,
Rudgwick, Sussex, was 3rd; and Mr. William Mist,

4 h. Mr. Thos. Mott had 1st place for six blooms,

all the flowers being of good quality; they were

the Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Dorothy, Professor

Fawcett, Prince Henry, Peacock, and Mrs. J.

Dowaie ; Mr. W. Wheeler, who was but little

behind, was 2ad, and Mr. Sydney Cooper 3fd ; Mr.

E. J fTeries w. s ai uncommonly {0)d 4th.

Cactus and Decorative Va icties —These were very

well sh( wa by the trade, bat in the classes for

amatenra the quality was also i otic able.

The hest c llection ot twelve van- ties, in bunches

of ti.^b'.otma each, was from Mr. E Brown, gr. to
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M. W. Morris, Esq., Oak Lodge, Horley, Surrey ;
the

colours might have been arranged a little better, but

the exhibit was undoubtedly a good one, and well

ahead of the 2ad, which was put up by Mr. J. T.

West. This latter was little if any better than that

from Mr. Jas. Stredwick, 3, Silver Hill, St. Leonards-

on-Sea, who was 3rd, and whose staging was very

good. The Ist prize in the above class and the

following one was presented by Messrs. Kejne»,

Williams & Co., Salisbury.

The best exhibit of six varieties, in bunches of

three blooms each, was pnt up by Mr. Eiward
Mawley, Rosebank, Berkhamsted, who had a capital

exhibit, and bis blooms of Matchless were specially

noticeable. Mr. Sydney Cooper was 2nd, Mr. James
Hudson, Gannersbury House Gardens, Acton, 3rd;

and Mr. W. E. Pagram , The Whin Gardens, Wey-
bridge, 4th.

The following class for which the prizes were

offered by Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, was

for the best six varieties in bunches of six blooms

each of Cactns and decorative Dahlias originally

lent out by Messrs. Cannell, and the l«t prize was

taken by Mr. E. Brown, gr. to M. W. Morris, Esq,,

who included Cannells' Favourite and the very old

favourite Juarezii. Mr. J. T. West was 2aA, and Mr.

Jas. Hudson 3rd ; both of the latter exhibitors

being also unable to exclude Juarezii.

Pompons.—Six varieties in bunches of ten blooms

each were best from Mr. J. T. West among seven

exhibitors, but Mr. Wm. Mist was an exceedingly

close Sod. The varieties were almost the same in

either case, Sunshine, Eurydice, Hedwig, and Admi-
ration, being specially noticeable ; Mr. Jas. Stred-

wick was 3rd. For six varieties in bunches of six

blooms each, Mr. Sidney Cooper was Ist ; Mr. W. C.

Fagram 2nd ; and Mr. A. Taylor 3rd.

Single Varieties.—Mr. T. W. Girdlestone had a fine

lot in the class for six varieties in bunches of ten

blooms in each. Annie Hughes, Little Frank, Demon,
Yellow Satin, Psyche, and Evelyn, were those staged.

2ad, Mr. Geo. Wyatt, gr. to Geo. Ililditch, Esq.,

Twickenham ; and 3rd, Mr. C. Osman, South Metro-

politan District Schools, Sutton. For six varieties

in bunches of six blooms, Mr, Edward Mawley was

Ist with very fresh nice blooms. Mr. T. W. Girdle-

stone, with very excellent blooms, secured Ist for

twelve varieties in bunches of six blooms each, the

prizes for which were offered by Messrs. J. Cheal

& Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, Sussex, Orange
Girl, Aladdin, Giiety Girl, Splash, and Scarlet

Runner, were the most striking.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

Non-competitive exhibits from the trade included

a collec'.i n of show and fancy blooms from Mr. J.

Walker, Tname, Oxon ; and some'jblooms of Match-
less, Mrs. Saunders, and John Walker, from Messrs,

Perkins & Sons, Coventry. Messrs. H. Cannell &
Sons, showed a larg e display, consisting of about

eighty bunches, representing the single. Pompon,
and Cactus sections chiefly.

Another very extensive collection of blooms was
from Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near

Tottenh«m, in which the whole of the sections were
represented in very great variety.

Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshnnt, exhibited sprays

of herbaceous Phloxes. Messrs. John Laing & Sons,

Forest Hill, London, S.E., had a pretty group of

miscellaneous stove and greenhouse plants, including

Begonias, Pancratiums, Crotons, Nepenthes, Palms,

&c., and a plant in flower of the pretty Cypripedium
Charlesworthii.

Messrs. Wm, Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, Herts,

had a stand containing a large collection of Roses in

variety, including some nice plants of the pretty new
China Rose, Duke of York ; and some blooms of a

new Tea variety named Sylph, in the way of Sou-
venir d'Elise Vardon. Also a group of orchard-

house trees in fruit, including Pears, Apples,
Peaches, Vines, and others. Most of the trees were
well covered with fruits.

ROYAL HOBTICULTTIBAL OF
ABERDEEN.

September 6, 7, 8,—The autumn exhibition of this

Society was held in the Dathie Park, Aberdeen, on
the above dates, and compared favourably with any
of its predecessors in the beauty and richness of the

display. The total number of entries was 1375.

This is an apparent falling off from the autumn
exhibition of 1893, but then it has to be borne in

mind that this year there have been two separate

exhibitions, the summer show held at the time of the

Highland Society's visit to Aberdeen, and the present

autumn exhibition. Patting the two together, the

entries would show an increase of between 700and800.
Undoubtedly one of the main attractions of the

exhibition was the fine display of Messrs. William
Smith & Son, nurserymen and seedsmen, Aberdeen,

who, on a previous occasion were awarded a Gold
Medal by the Society for their table decorations.

Their exhibits fell into three sections, viz , table

decorations proper, cut flowers, and pot plants. The
first-named was the prominent feature.

The first division, open to professional gardeners,

contained a fine collection of plants in pots suitable

for dinner-table decoration. Among stove and green-

house plants the chief features were Yucca tilamen-

tosa variegata, a fine specimen of Anthurium belong-

ing to Mr, A. O. Gill, of;;Fairfield, who was 1st, as

he also was for Dracaenas with some very highly-

coloured plants, D. superbiens and D. Lindeni. A
Dracieaa Gladstone!, exhibited by Mr. Robb, Glen-

bnrnie Park, also attracted great attention. Tube-
rous Begonias, large and finely-flowered, came from

Mr. Robb, gr. to J. Murray, Esq., Glenbnrnie Park,

which gained for him a Silver Medal. Orchids were

well displayed by Mr. Gill, Fairfield, who was awarded

the Society's Silver Medal and 1st prize for Cattleya

Gaskelliana and some Odontoglossnms. Chrysanthe-

mums were fairly well shown, but there was nothing

of conspicuous merit.

Cut flowers had suffered from the wet weather,

but the display was a very good one. Dr. Keith

Jopp led with twelve Roses, distinct, of medium
size, bat lacking a little in the light colours.

Among Dahlias were some fine blooms, especially

these from Cluny Castle. The Gladiolus from

same place were very fine and large. Pansies

and Asters were both good, so were the 1st prize

French Marygolds shown by Mr. James Booth,
Aberdeen. Dahlias in this section were very good,

and the Roses were superb, Messrs. CroU of Dundee
beating Messrs. Cocker & Sons.

Fruit made a good display. The 1st prize for the

best collection of nine varieties was gained by Mr.
Reid, gr., Durris ; Mr. Gregor, Tiverton, Devon-
shire, was 2nd, with a grand display. Bunches of

Grapes were well shown. Melons were few in

Dumber, but good ; Peaches very good, and of high

colour. For Apples the season has not been pro-

pitious, and the show of these fruits was all the more
creditable.

Vegetables were highly creditable, the Ist prize for

a collection going to Sir A. Grant, Bart,, of Mony-
musk. The lat niace for the collection of nine kinds

was won by Mr. Paterson, gr., Rathrieston. Potatos

were shown by themselves, and the display of them
was extensive.

Cut Flowers.—Averaoe Wholesale Prices.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, September 13.

rVTe cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are famished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Pkioea.
t.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Asters, per doien ... 3
Campaoulaa, p. doz. 6
Chrysanthemums, p.
dozen 6

Cyperus, per dozen... 4

Draceena, each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in

var., per dozen ... 6
Ferns, various, doz. 4
— small, per 100 4

Ficua elastica, each 1

d. i. d
0-13
0-30
6-21

6
0-12

0-15
0-10
0-5

0-24
0-12
0-6
0-7 6

<. d. t. d.
Foliage plants, doz. 9 0-24
Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
Heliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
Lilium Harhsii, per

dozen ... 13 24— lancifolium, pr.
dozen ... 9 0-18

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 12
Mignonette, per doz. 3 0-60
Pa-lms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachlO 6-84

Pelargoniums, p. doz. 6 0-10
— scarlets.p.doz. 3 0-60

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d,

App'.e", Cooking, per
sieve ... 4 0-

,, Dessert, half-

sieve 3 C-

Cobs. per 100 lb. ...25 0-

Damsons, half-sieve I 6-

Figs, p?r dozen ... 1 6-

Qrapes, 1st quality,

black English,
per lb 1 0-

,, English, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 6-

Qrapes, Muscat,
per lb 1 6-

*.d.
I

t,d. t. d.

I

Grapes, Muscat, 2nd
6 quality, per lb. ... 9-10

' ,, Guernsey, per
lb 5-09

Melons, each ... 10-20
Peaches, large, per

doz 4 0-80
,, small, per doz. ... 10-20

Pears, p. sieve, small 2 0-26
2 „ (Dessert), half-

sieve 3 0-40
1 Pine-apples. St. Mi-

chael, each ... 2 5

2 Plums, half-sieve ... 3 0- 3

5 ;

Arums, per doz. bl....

Aeters, doz. bun. ...

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations. 12 blms.
— doz. bun.

Chrysanthemums, p.
12 blooms ...— p. 12 bunches

Cornflowers, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gaillardias dz. bun.
Gardenias, per dozen
Gladiolus, doz. bun.
Lapageria, 12 blooms
Lavender, 12 bunches
Lilium Harrisii, doz.
— lancifolium.

p. bunch
— — p. 12 blooms

Maidenhair Fern, per
13 bunches

Marguerites. 13 bun.

t.d.
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Notices to Correspondents.—

•

*j,* Owing to the large increase in our ciroula-

tioTif we are reluctantly under the necessity of going

to press some hours earlier. Our contributors, who
well know what this implies, will kindly aid us by

sending their eommunication'i as early in the week as

possible. Communications should reach us not laier

than Wednesday.

*^* Plants, Fruits, &c , to be Named.— Corre-

spondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding time and research for their

solution, must not expect to obtain an ansiver to their

enquiries in the current week. Specimens should be good
ones, carefully packed and numbered, aud not more than
six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or Florists'

varieties cannot, as a rule, b; named,

American Blight : Cherry Ripe, Scrub the
trees with strong brine in the winter, or with
whale-oil. Petroleum emulsion is effective ; or
petroleum, a wine-glass of the oil to 1 gall, of

strong soap-suds. The roots of the trees should
be laid bare in the winter to such an extent as

will not injure them, and the land about them
well saturated with soap-suds. Such root-waterings
may be afforded the trees several times during the
growing season, the insect harbouring underground
on and about the roots, as well as on the
branches, &c.

Apples : Cherry Ripe. Can you send specimens of

the maggots found beneath the bark ? Before
seeing these we cannot advise you.

Arsenical !50ldtions foe Fruit Trees : H. Weiler,

Meran, South Tyrol. Paris Green 1 lb., water
250 gallons. If thia mixture be used on Peach
trees, 1 lb, of quicklime is added. Repeated
applications will injure the foliage unless lime be
used. For insects that bite, it may be used
with Bordeaux Mixture with perfect safety.

London Purple : the same proportions as Paris
Green, but as it is more caustic it should be applied
with lima or with the Bordeaux Mixture, not to be
used on Peach or Plum trees. For insects which
chew, both may be used when the trees are in leaf.

Remember, you are dealing with virulent poisons.

Beech Trees : J, B. C. The trees are affected with
the Chermes fagi, an insect like that which causes
American blight in Apples. It is very injurious to
the trees. Nothing can be done when it has got
ahead so much. Burn the trees, if possible. Young
trees just affected might be washed with petroleum
emulsion.

BowLTNG Green : W. Clarke. The Clover was sown
rather thickly, and has to some extent smothered
the Grasses ; but the lawn, if it be mown at short
intervals, will improve in texture of the herbage,
and in a year or two the Grasses, being as we
suppose the more numerous plants, will get the
upper hand and the Clover diminish. You could
help the Grasses by late winter dressings of finely-

sifted loam and wood- ashes, the latter being used
in the proportion of one-fourth. If there are parts
of the lawn with very little Grass, seeds of Lolium
perenni", Poa trivialis, and Festuca ovina, three
good Grasses for lawns, might be sown, slightly
covering them with loam, and rolling the patches
when the soil is of that degree of dryness that it

will not adhere to the roller. This sowing may be
done this month or in March and April.

Bdlbs : C. W, D, The bulbs are attacked by a
fungus, but at present there is only mycelium
present, and hence the name cannot be given with
certainty. If the fungus develops, the name will
be forwarded. G. Massee.

CoNTnrnoTioNs : T. Beeson. We charge nothing for
contributions to our pages.

Crown Imperials: T. B. Plant at this season in
well-enriched trenched soil, made very firm

;
plant

not less than 6 inches deep, or 1 foot apart.
Groups of a few bulbs have a good effect. They
must be taken up and planted in another place
every second or third year. Seeds would germi-
nate in a cold frame if sown about this date ; but
it is scarcely worth the doing, the bulbs are so
cheap. We do not understand your question about
Tomatos.

CnccMBERS FOR WiNTER Froitino : T. Bgesott. It is

now rather late for sowing seeds. You had better
get some layers or well-rooted cuttings. You can
do nothing with winter Cucumbers in a dung-
frame ; or, at any rate, it would be a very tiresome

laborious job. It is too late to set aside Cucum-
bers for ripening seed. These should be perfectly
ripe by the end of this month.

Espalier Ploms and Cherries : Cherry Ripe. The
best soil consists of a rich loamy soil, full of the
roots of grasses, &c., used in a comparatively fresh
state. This should be mixed with old mortar
broken small, or chalk. Manure had better not
be nsed at first, although in a few years from time
of planting it may be very lightly forked into the
surface, or used in the form of a top-dressing.
This applies to young nursery trees, whereas old
trees, when replanted, may have some manure in

a partially-rotten state mixed with the new loam
and lime-rubbish in which they are planted. The
border should not be less than 2} feet deep, and
provision should be made for draining it if not
naturally well drained. Sands, gravels, green-
sand, and rocky subsoils seldom need artificial

drainage.

Freesias : T. Beeson, Put six to twelve bulbs in a
4-inch or 8-inch pot of rich sandy soil; place in

a cold frame, keeping the soil moist, and, if pos-
sible, without watering it before the bulbs push
through, which is best done by burying the pots in

damp coal-ashes, and covering them with the
same. When growth has begun, and the roots fill

the pots, remove the coal-ashes above them, but
keep them in the frame, ventilating it when the
weather is mild, and affording water carefully when
the soil becomes dryish. Keep out the frost by
means of linings of stable-litter, and covering the
glass with matf, &c.

Fuchsias: P. F. A, The seedlings, if they do show
great similarity in form and tints, have great
freedom of flowering, and a desirable degree of
vigour, the foliage being large, and of good sub-
stance. They should make as good suhjects for

beds as for pot- culture.

Fungus Growing in an Empty Cistern : G. A. W.
Stemonitis fuaca. one of the Myxogastres, and not
a true fungus. G. Massee.

Growth on Lawn: CM. W. The plant you send
is a gelatinous Alga called Nostoc. Rake it off

;

apply a light dressing of gas-lime, and see that the
lawn is properly drained.

Helioteope : M. We suspect the one you mean is

Heroine, sent out by Lemoine, and of which you
may see a fine bed in the garden of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Chiswick.

Insects : H. A. The common or steel-blue Sirex
javencus, one of the wood-wasps. How cruel of

you not to kill the insect before you thrust a pin
through it ! It was still alive when it reached us.

You will do well to burn the afft'Cted tree, to

prevent the insects spreading.

Mushroom Bed at 91^ : Cherry Ripe, It is not too
high; 98°, blood-heat, is about tiie highest allow-

able degreeof warmth for a Mushroom -bed at spawn-
ing time. The " spawn " will run at 91°, but it

will take a rather longer time than if the bed had
been a few degrees warmer. The warmth should
be maintained by a covering of clean straw (not

haj), with parhapa a bast mat over all ; the house
warmth may reach 60°, but a few degrees less is

better, if the beds are a good thickness, and
therefore likely to hold their warmth for a con-
siderable time.

Names of Fruit: W. Field, Yes, it is the Salway
Peach, and although this is a large fruiting variety,

your specimens are of unusual size, weighing

14| oz each.— W. S We do not recognise your
Pear, and it was badly bruised when we received

it.

—

F. G. G. Your Peach was almost rotten

when it got here. It may be Noblesse, but we
cannot be sure.

—

C. Dowling. 1, Lord Saffisld
;

2, Dutch Codlin ; 3 Damelow's Seedling; 4. Lord
Sufli-ld?; 5, Tower of Glamis ; 6, Probably
Dumelow'a Seedling.—-f. T. Holmes, Bradford.
Aople, large red, not recognised—a local variety.

Middlesex. We cannot name your Peaches.

—

B. fV. W. 1, Heasle; 2, Beurr^ d'Aremberg ; 3,

Winter Crassane ; 4, Summer Franc Real ; 5,

B-urr^ d'Ez'S»; 6, B?urr5 Hirdy; 7, Zephirin
G ^jo're ; 8 B -lie de Bruxelles ; 9 Marie Liuis"

;

10, G^afiral Todtleben.—£a»s <f-
Son. 1, Mank's

Codlin, 2. Worcester Peariniin ; 3, Djvonshira
Qiarrenden,

Names of Plants : T. T. Catasetum purum —No
Nam', in the Box. 15, Selaginella lepidophvlla

;

16 S stolonifera ; 17, Pteris longifolia.— ffeaii-

land tf- Co. An unhealthy piece of Dendrobium
primulinum.— C. 8. CUtoria Ternatea,— /, G.

1, Cassia corymbosa ; 2, Peperomia arifolia; 3,

Asclepias curassavica.

—

H. C.J. 1, Lysimachia;
2, Solidago canadensis ; S, Helenium autnmnale ;

4, Achillea Ptarmica, double ; 5, Stenactie spe-

ciosa.

—

M, 4' Oo. Silene noctitlora.

—

Littletyne,

Apparently, a Cherry or Prunus, not a Birch.

—

C. B, The Caper-Spurge (Euphorbia Lathyris),

not the true Caper. We advise you not to try it,

as the Euphorbias are all more or less poisonous.

The name was given from its resemblance to the

true Caper.— H, Y, 1, Ligustrum lucidum; 2,

Olearia Haastii; 3, Cupressus semoervirens, pro-

bably ; 4, Sedum spectabile.

—

A Young Beginner

should send better specimens. 1, Sempervivnm
arachnoideum ; 2, S. montannm ; 3, Veronica
Traversii, perhaps • 6, Centaureamaritim a, perhaps.

The other scraps we cannot name.

—

C. B. 1, Ber-
beris nepalensis; 2, Cupressus Laweoniana ; 3,

Leycesteria formosa; 4, Spirsea Douglasi ; 5, Cea-
nothus sp.

—

C. T. Trachelium cojruleum.

—

Hod-
desdon Jack.—Send your variety Rose to someone
who grows them largely.— C. K. Melilotus ccerulea,

used to flavour Scbapzigar cheese. We were not
aware that it was used for burns,

—

A Subscriber,

Worksop. RosaBengalensis, Cramoisie sup^rieure,

—

C. T. The Ccelogyne cristata looks as though it

would have been better for a little more heat and
water during the making of its last bulbs. Keep
moist, and in a shady but well-ventilated place.

Passion-flower not Flowering : Passion. These
plants seldom do much good when confined in

pots or very small borders, for they require plenty

of root space and direct sunlight. Shade is fatal

to good flowering. How far these conditions agree

with those under which your plant exists, we do
not know.

Peach Leaves : T. B. The leaves are weak, thin,

and small, just those which might be produced by
a plant injuriously affected by something in the

soil, or which bad been applied to it. The brown-
ing of the tips certainly points in this direction.

Artificial manures are especially risky in inexpe-

rienced hands. Good loam, that is, loam with the
fibrous roots of grasses, &c., still undecayed, re-

maining in it, aud used within one year after

digging, makes the best kind of potting soil for

the Peach, manure being afforded in the form of

top-dressings, laid on 2 inches thick, of partially-

decayed stable dung, which can be kept in place

by a strip of zinc 4 inches deep, or strips of

roofing slate stuck round the edge of the pot.

Two or three dressings may be given during the

season, first raking off that which is not overrun
with roots.

Pears : G. W. F, You are probably not aware of

the amount of time, trouble, and money which
you impose upon us, for a return of three pence, or

perhaps of nothing ! We will endeavour to name
six in our next issue, and if more are named we
shall hope you will send us a contribution to the
Gardeners' Orphan Fund,

Tomato : J. J. S. We cannot name the variety.

Tnere are dozens like it.

Vine Leaves: Epton, We do not see any disease

in the leaves. The red colouring is only a sign of

natural decay. It is impossible for us to hunt up
the letters you require.

Wasps and Grapes : 5. P. 1), Make frames for the
ventilating openings or the doors, and to these
nail hexagon or other netting of so fine a mesh
that flies, waaps, &c., cannot enter. The next
best method is to put each bunch into a bag made
of net or muslin. There are various wajs of trap-

ping wasps, but to be effective these must ba
baited with sweetened beer, damaged fruit, sugar

syrup, which only serve to bring more wasps into

a vinery.

COAIMUNICATIGNS RECEIVED.—A. Black, Carton.—L. & B.—
J. G.—U. a. -C. F.—M. B.—R B.—N. L.— R. P.—H. Str.luss.

-.1. H. v.—R. C. S.—B. C— H. E.—W. K,—D. T. F.—
Captain Oliver.—B. W.-E. .T.—E. M.—J. D.—J. B.—
B. L. H.

Photographs. Specimens, &.O., Received (with thauks).

—

D. S.—Dr. King.— H. St^au^a.—h. H. J.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATWN OF THE
" GAUDKNERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.— Tfte Piil>Hshcr has the sntis-

faction of ati)wu)u'.i.)uj that thf circulat'ujii of the ^'Gardeners
Chronicle" has, sinw the rcdurtioii in the prke of the paper.

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent.,

and that It Is Increasing weekly.
Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle" circulates among

COUNTRY' GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS
AND GARDEN-LOVERS at hotric, that it has a specially large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved for reference in all tJie prineiiial Libraries.
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Colclieater Cemetery.—To Landscape Gardeners.

THK COLCHESTER .TOINT BURIAL
BOARD nre pri- pared to RECEIVE DESIGNS and PLANS

for LAYING OUT and PLANTING the NEW GROUND now
being added to the above Cemetery. Such Designs and Plans

to include Rond Making, Draining, and all necessary work for

completely LayiTig Out the Ground and supplying Planting

such Trees and ShrutiS as may be required. An Estimate of

Cost with Tender for the work must accompany each Design.

Plans of the Ground may be obtained fre6 of cost of Mr. C.

E. Butcher, Architect, Queen Street. Colchester.

Designs and Tenders are to be sent in to the Clerk to the

Board, endorsed "Tenders for Laying Out NewGround," on or

before Wfdnesday, the 26th day of September, 1891. Tlie

Board does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender

or Design.
All further information required may be obtained of the

Clerk to the Board. By Order.
ARTHUR S. B. SPADING. Clerk to the Board.

Burial Board Office, 30, Queen Street, Colchester, Sept.6, 1894.

ERNARD HINTON COOPER, Deceased.
Pursuant to the Statute 22 & 23 Victoria, chapter .35.

Intituled " An Act to further amend the Law of Property and

to relieve Tru lees," NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN, that all

Creditors and other persons having any debts, claims, or

demands against the Estate of BERNARD HINTON COOPER
late of 43 Jermyn Street St. .Tames in the County of Middlesex

Florist trading under the name or style of WARREN AND
CRAIK who died on the 19lh dav of .Tune 1894 and whose Will

was proved by ROSA COOPER, Widow the relict and sole

Executrix therein named in the Principal Registry of the

Probate Division of Her Majesty's High Court of Justice on

the 11th dayof August 1894, are Hereby Required to send Par-

ticulars in writing of their debts claims or demands to us the

undersigned as Solicitors to the said Executrix on or before

the 20th day of October 1894. AND NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that at the expiration of that time the said Executrix

will proceed to distribute the At-sets of the said Testator among
the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the debts,

claims and demands of which sh-i shall then have bad notice :

and that she will not be liable for the assets, or any part

thereof so distributed, to any person or persons of whose debt,

claim, or demand she shall not then have had notice.

DATED this 8th day of September, 1894.

COOPER AND SONS,
13, Sherwood Street, Piccadilly Circus. London. W.,

Solicitors for the said Executrix.

FOR SALE,—100,000 NARCISSUS POETI-
CUS. good Flowering Bulbs, 3s. id. per 1000. Cheaper

rate to large buyers.

W. BkOWN, Ashford Nurseries, Asbford, Middlesex.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Booted Runoera of

Thury, Noble, Paxton, Preyi.Ieut, and others.

500, 20s. ; 100, 4*. 6rf. ; 20. Is., carriage paid for cash. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON, Driffield.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS. TULIPS. &c.

R. AND G. CUTHBERrs CATALOGUE is now ready, and
may be had post-free on application.

Bulb Importers, Sepd Merchants. &c., Southgate, N.
Established 1797.

MALLKU AND SONS beg to offt^r to the
• Trade a very exteusive and unusually well-grown stock

of Ericas (byemalis and other varieties), Epacris. Solanums.
Genistaf, Cyclamen. Double Wliite Primulas. Bouvardiaa of

sorts, Adiantum cuneatum and other Ferns ; Palms in variety,

GirdeniHS. Stephanotis, Dipladenias, Ficus elaatica, Crotong,

Gijuistas, Tea Koses (in pots). Vines in pots, Ac.

An inspection is invited,

TRADE CATALOGUE forwarded on applicatioD.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee. S.E.

ULES I>E COCIC^ NURSERIES,
Ledeberff, Ghent (Belgium).

;^0.000 Azalea I(dica, ]2,000 A. mollis, -SO.OOO Begonia Bulb?,

3,000 DraciEna Bruanti, 2.0U0 D. discolor, 4.000 D, indivi^a,

2.000 D. lineata, 2.000 rubra. 10.000 Gloxinias, 30.000 Spirtea

japonica, 4.O0O S. j. aurea reticulata, 10,000 Palms in variety,

with characterised leaves ; 2 000 Ficus elastica.

ERNS. — GREAT ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^inch pots.

Stove and Greenhouse, 30 best selling eorts, 10s. per 100; 200

out of pots, Iti?. ; large ditto, in 4S's, lO best eelling sorts,

6s. per dozen, Aniantum cuneatum, in 4>5's, for cutting (value

in fronrip), 6s. and 8.9. per dozen; ditto, for making large

plaate quickly (bushy), Iby. and 20s. per IC^. Arahas, Grevil-

It^us, Rliodanthe, Cyperus, in 48'8, i6s. per dozen. Ficus. Palms,
DraciT-nas, Is. each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas, ^d. each.

Packed free. Cash witH Order. Listfree —J. SMITH. London
Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

GRAND NEW ZONALS, 1894.
Selected from Pearson's, Cannell's. Miller':^, and my

own sets. Cuttings, 6s, per dozen,

NEW ZONALS, 1893.— Cuttings, 3s. per dozen.
Very fine, previous introduction. 2s. per dozen. Free, cash
vpith order.

H. J. JONES,
Kyecboft Ncrsert, Hither Greek, Lewishxm, S.E.

STRAWBERRY
/Hand-laid Runners, and Plants in

Pots of the be^t varieties, inclu-

I dioK Presideiit, Sir Joseph Paxton,

ni A UTO 1 ^"''*'' Qucn, K?en'a Seedling,

rLANIo. Vicomtesae H, de Thury, Dr, Hogg,

\ Noble, and others.

DBUCRJPTIVE CATALOGUE on application

DICKSONS NURSERIES CHESTER.

BUNYARD'S KENT STRAWBERRIES.
Best plants of finest sorts. New LIST free.

GEORQE BUWYABD AND CO., Old Nurseries. Maidstone.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to telect from. Write for LIST, free,

P. MoARTBUR, The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale. London,W.

BOUVARDIAS.— Good strong Plants, from
cold frames, in ,5-inch pots. vars. President Garfield

and Cleveland, A, Weimer. and Vreelandii, showing buds,

6s. ed. per dozen, £i 10s. per 100 ; also Double White
PRIMULAS, 4J-inch pots, strong plants, from cold frame,

same price. Packing free. Cash.
GREAVES AND HAYNES, Florists, Beeston, Notts.

REMARKABLY fine COLLECTION of

BROMELIA PLANTS for SALE, or EX HANGE for

Greenhouse Plants.'

Address, GARDENER, Pendell Court, Bletchinnley, Surrey.

FERN S—F E R N S,—Pteris oristata and
tremula, 48's, 4s. M. per doien. Small cristata. 9s. M.

per 100, packed free on rail. Cash with order.

L. M., Rose Crescent Nursery, New Barnet, Herts.

'>A AAA LILIUM HARRISII, good sound
f )V/^ VV/V/ Flowering Bulbs. Sure to please. 90s per

1,000, lOs. per 100, Is. 9i. per dozen. Larger Bulbs, 180s. per

1,000. 20s. per 100, 3s, per dozen. All other Bulbs at Low
Prices. Cash with order.

BIRCHALL BROS. & CO., 20, Polygon Rd., Southampton.

To the Trade.

CYCLAMEN,— CYCLAMEN.—
Grand stuff, in 48*8, well set with bloom, 8s, per dozen,

free on rail, cash with order ; J&i per 100.

W. E. TIDV, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant, Hants.

GTE !—Real Cheapness & Quality First-class.

—All Is. per 100: — Pheasant-eye Narciss, Aconites,

Single Daffodils, large Yellow Crocus, and Star of Bethlehem.

All Is. 6a. per 100 :— Biflorus. Double White. Ornatus, Orange
Phoenix Narciss. Double Daffodils, and Blue Scillas. All is.

per 100 :—Scilla. White and Sibirica, and large Double Snow-
drops. 4s. per 100 :—Double IncomparabiHs {Butter and Eggs)
Narciss. 4s. per dozen :—Horsfteidii. 5«. :-Rugilobu3. and
Sir Watkin. 2s. per dozen :—White Lily, and Yellow Turk's

Cap. Cash with Order. Satisfaction guaranteed.
G. YORKE. Bulbist, Rettord, Notts.

CA AA(^ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
«JV/^V/VV/ all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100 ;

38 in. to 21 in., at 5Ss. per lOO; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76s. per 100;
10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN: 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per doun. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone. Brighton.

G^
ERANIU.M~CLfTTINGS.—Well-rooted F.V.

Raspail, out of 60's-pot8, 3s. per 100, 25s per l.OUJ.

CARNATIONS in 4S's-pot8. flower early, the New Park Souv.

de|la Malmaison. Mrs. F. Watts, Germania, R Hole, 6s. per

dozen. Cash with order.—JAMES^GREEN, Reliance Nurseries,

March.

ILLER'S HYACINTHS, Beat and Cheapest.
—Grand Exhibition Hyacinths, the pick of Holland.

6s. 6d. per dozen ; choice Hyacinth?, named Borta, for pots or

gla39e«, 3s. td. per dozen ;
splendid Bedding Hyacinth?, in

distinct colours, each colour, 12<. 6d. per luO, \8. 9d. per

dozen; mixed Hyacinths, all beautiful colours, 95, 6d. per

lOti, \s. id. per dozen ; mixed red Hyacinths, mixed wliite

Hyacintha, mixed blue Hyacinths, each 10s. Qd. per 100, Is. ^d.

per dozen. Orders above los. carri^Hge paid. Hlustrated Bulb
Catalogue past free.

F. MILLER & Co., 267. Fulhcim Roa-i, London, S.W.

ARR^S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGITES sent free.—See lUustratioDS, back page.

Gar I. Chron., Sept. 1, 1834.

CATALOGUE of BULBS. Winter, Spring, and Summer-
flowering.

CATALOGUE of DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds. Borders and
NaturalisitioD in Meadows. Woods, &c.

CATALOGUE of ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of abwbing
interest to English Amateur's.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for

Beds. Borders, and Naturalisation.

COLLECTIONS of BULhS. 12^. U.. 21s., 42s.. and 61s.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, b<. U., Is. Qd., \Qs. 6rf., 2U,,
to 105'.

BARR AND SON, 13, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

HYACINTHS -TULIPS - NARCISSUS.

CARAWAY & CO.
UNNAMED HYACINTHS, in separate colour, 10s. per 100

;

Is. 9rf, per doz.

NAMED HYACiNTHS. 2nd size. 14!. per 100; 2s. 3d. per doz.

1st size, from 4s. per doz.

TULIPS. Scented VAN THOL. 2s. U. per 100; CHRYSO-
LORA. 9s. per 100; LA REINE, 6s. per 100; MIXED
EARLY, 3s. per 100; PARROT VARIETIES, mixed, ,=is.

per 100.

NARCIS-iVS. CYNOSURE. 4s. 6ii. per 100; GOLDEN SPUR.
3s. per doz ; LEKDSII, 6s. per llO ; ORNATUS. 4s. 6^. per

100; BURBIDGEI. 4s. 6d per 100; PRINCEPS. 6s. per

100; POLYANTHUS,mi«d. 6s. perlOO; PAPER WHITE,
6s. per 100.

CROCUS. Blue. White, and Yellow, separate. Is. 6/. per 100 ;

mixed. Is V'l. pT 100.

JONQUILS. SINGLE CAMPERNELLE. 3s. M. per 100.

irf. in the Is. discount for Cash with ()rd*r

All Orders over 5s free by post. CATALOGUE.^ post free ou
application.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIE'!, CLIFTON, BRISTOL,

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers,

NORWICH.

No. 336.—PORTABLE IRON HOUSE.

Registered Copyright.

This House is suitable for POTTING - HOUSE. TOOL-
HOUSE, COAL-HOUSE, OUT-HOUSE, BICYCLE-HOUSE,
and CHILDREN'S PLAY-HOUSE. &c.

Cash Ppicb:, Carriage Paid.
12 ft. long. 8 ft. wide, 6 ft. 6 in. h gh at eaves, 9 ft. high to

ridge, £10 10s.
If lined with matchboarding inside, £3 10s. extra.

Wood floor, if required, £1 2s. extra.
A Cheaper Pattp rn with one window and one door, £6 10s.,

lining and floor extra.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE free.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

tl
18«H

?l<n.*nn*K« FOREIGN, of abc-.t gkes. in bores of 100 Fcrt I, iOO feet suT)«n
English GIxss, cut to truye-rs' sues , a.\ lowest prieeB

dc^itrered /r-ee. l^Jcand. m the country, in qu*.ntity.

[yfoy'OrvfSE R^/A.TORJE5 ifP^Riv>.:;;^'H -.

:d£ ^ii

GEORjGE FAKJMILOE&50NS
LlV*O.Gx>6S Oily, a-nd CoLOUf^neRcMANT*.

^4" fe^tJOHNStrcetA^ftTSMITMFIELD.lJOr^rWJ X
8toci^li&T.9 and priees en dpfAic^tion. Pk^se quote cVPmtc/c.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heat«d complete, in

any part of the country, best materiaLa only, workmanship
^aranteed.25ft.by 12ft., £50; 30ft. by 15 ft., £70. Brick-
work *>Tf»»pt*'d. For particulars. Bee our Cataloen**, prw^-fr*>e.

Saperlor Portable Frames, lar^e siock ready for

immediate use, well made, pamted four coats, glazed with

21-oz. glass, carriage paid :—1-Iight frame, 4 x 6, 365. 6d.

;

3-light frame, 6x8. 58s. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 85j. 6rf.

Span-roof Frames. 9 x 5. £3 I5s. ; 12 x 6, £5 : 16 x 6,

£7 10s. (^'an spiid off H^me day as ordered.

HARDV BBUIH-CCiaglEICESTEB

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20.000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOB WORK, CONSERVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and OU Mixture, Free to all Stations.

Liquid Nou-Poi30no'is Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Qrove Works, Lombard Roao, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN.
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GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OTTB WELL-KNOWN ]yCAEE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beat Materials, and can bo put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide^ CASH
PBICES,

CAIIBLA.OE

PAID.
Larger tizes at proportionate prices.

K. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
ZxJndon^genf.Mr.H.SKELTON.Seedsman.Ac. 2.HolIowavRd..N.

6 feet
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BOULTON & PAUL,
HORnCULTUR^L |y|ORWICH.BUILDERS.

GREENHOUSES aud GARDEN FRAMES.
No. 73.-SPAN-ROOF GARDEN FRAME.

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

PIT t 6 ft. by 4 ft., painted aDd glazed ... 13'6each.

LIGHTS 1 6 ft. by -l ft., unpainted & unf^lazed 5/- ,,

No. 75.-MELON and CUCUMBER FRAME.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet
(. OfJc

Similar to No. 75. with two lights. S
\J\JO,

PAQDIAPE DAin onOrdersofMS. valaetoSta-
UAnnlMUL rHIU tions in England and Wales;
also to Dublin. Cork, E-iinburgh, and Glasgow.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO

CHRYSANTHEMUM EXHIBITORS.

BECKETT'S

NEW EXHIBITION

TO BE HAD

SEEDSMEN
AND

NURSERYMEN.

PATENT

FLOWER TUBE.

PRICE LIST,

DESCRIPTION,
ASD

TESTIMONIALS.

WIUI CTII I f rn 24. Charles Street,
. III. OlILL & IrU., Eatton Garden, E.C.

WARE and SONS'
arkthePlowER pots ^^^''

THE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS. UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage pai'i to any

Tlie Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fashioned GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7000 feet Length of the New Patent Travelling
Structures already In Construction.

Write for Catalogue of Smallest to Lakgrst Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate St. Station, B.C.)

55 English, American, and Foreign Press opiQions.

Gardeners' Chronicle :—" It i« commeoded as saving 100 to
200 per cent." The Gardeninij World :—" There is no question
as to the utility." The Jlorticitltural Rtview:—" Vf ill t^Hect
a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening :—" Can honestly
commend the style as emiuently practical." The Journal of
Horticulture

:

—" May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthe-
mums. Roses, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."

IliliUSTKATED CATALOGTTE FBEE.

W. Jones* Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s, 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONES^^^TTWOOD
s* y^ Stourrridgel

RICHARDSON'S

^^>^HORTICULTURAL
'^^ BUILDINGS,
^\ V .//"^X. Conservatories, Greenhouses,

^H^
£-^

Many
PBIZE MEDAL3.

Awarde.i the only

Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings at the

International Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

W. RICHARDSON &
I>AI;i,IN(!T(iN

Vineries, Peach Houses,
Stove and Orchid

Houses, &o. Also
Boilers, Pipes,
and all

Fittings.
i^o,

?0a
CO.,

GREENHOUSES. — C. E. ORFEUB, invites
enquiries for his New Illustrated CATALOOUE of

Greenhouses, Forcing-houses, Garden Frames, Amateur's
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, &c., which will be sent, post-
free, on application to Colne Bank Works, Colchester.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stands

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.—Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48, Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applied for.

T)ONES! BONES 1 1 BONES 11!—Any size
-I-» from dust to 1 inch, at lOj. per owt. Carriage Paid on
I owt Special quotations to large buyers.

Terms, Cash with Order.
B. S. WILES AKD LEWIS, Bone Crushers, St. Albans.

ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines, Pot Plants, Emit Trees, Vegetables.

MUKRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane, London.

B EESON'S MANURE.
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins. Is., 2j. 6ii.,and 6s. 6<i. ; also in air-tight bags,
} cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with eadh
tin and bag. I cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. NeotX Hunts.

*' 12, Knowle Road, Brixton. London.
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees,

"A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.RS.K.,F.O.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for aU purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Boad.
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM, THOMSON AlTD SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SSEDSMEN .

ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PE.AT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices ol—
WALKER AMD CO., Farnborough, Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, lOj. per sack ; 6 for 47S. id.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8f. per sack; 5 lor
37«. id. SECOND QUALITY, 6s. per sack ; 6 for 223. M.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. per sack, 5 for 18». ; and 3». per sack, 5forl2s.6if.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2». M. per sack ; 6 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Foraster's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

EPPS'S -"'"' PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,
or truckload, SPECIAL ORCHID FEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD, Coarse, Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C.N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fresh SPHAGNUM. PatentMANUKES.FEKTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MoSS Litter.

THe Orislnal Feat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
15 oz., per 100 ft.. 8s. %d,

21-oz., ,, lis. 9(f.

, ( 12x10, 18X12,
;V 14X12,20X12,
•

( 16X12, 16x14,

In Stock Sizes.

18x14,24x14
18x16. 24x16

. 20x16. 24x18, &c
^ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s, per 100 feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring. 5/iJ per square
Matching. 4/d ; 2 X 4. at ^d. per foot run ; 2 x 7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery. &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BiSHOPSQATE Street Withi.v, Lo.vdgn, K.C.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at lis. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HTTRDLES, GATES, Ac.

Special Estimates eiven for Large Contracts in i:'enciiig.

Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the beat and most economical Fences to put
down. Large JUusirated Catalogue of FtTicing, HurdUeSt
Field and Entrance Gates, ^JfC, sent free on application^
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Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane. W.C.

TWO -AND- A- HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, oa CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Bums on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBEi^K ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

HOLIDAY SEASON, 1894.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
AND

Accidents of A ll Kinds.
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.

a/ VIAN. '
[
^^«^«'**«*-

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE,
de FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH^IRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865, by F. BURVE-
KICH, F. Paynaert, E. Rodiqas, and H. J. van Httlle,
Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian Govern-
ment at Ghent. Post-paid, 105. per annum.

H. J. VANHULLE. Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Carter, Page, & Co , 52—53. London Wall. London, E.G.

—Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots, Roses, Fruit and
Ornamental Trees.

Gilbert Davidson, Ammanford, R.S.O., South Wales—Dutch
Bulbs, and a few rare or little-known Plants.

Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham—
General Bulbs, Iris, Lilies, and Narcissus, Carnations,
Picotees, Peeonies, Pansies, Phlox, Pyrethrums, &c.

J. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, Sussex

—

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Roses, Fruit Trees, Hardy
Climbers. &c., Bulbs, &c.

Russell Bros., Altifirraa Nursery, Highland. North Carolina,
U.S.A.—Wholesale Catalogue of Rare Trees. Shrubs, and
Hardy Herbaceous Perennial PJants of the Southern
Alleghany Mountains.

P. Barr & Sons. King Street, Covent Garden, London-
Daffodils and other Bulbs, Tubers, &c.

Clark, Brothers, & Co., 65, Scotch Street, Carlisle—
Bulbs, &c.

DOBBIE & Co.» Kothesay, N.B.—Bulbs, Camatioos, Chrysanthe-
mums, Herbaceous Plants, Pansies. Phloxes, Pyrethrums,
Roses. Violas, &c.

Parker & Sons, St. Michael's Hill Nursery, Bristol—Bulbs.
James Yates, Uoderbank and Royal Oak Mills, Stockport—

Bulbs and Flowering Roots.

JoHM Perkins & Sons, 62, Market Square, Northampton-
Bulbs.

Kent & Bbydon, Dailiugton-Bulbs, &c.
Cunningham & Wyllie, 8. West Nile Street, Glasgow-

Bulbs and Garden Requisites.

D. S. Thompson & Sons, Wimbledon, Surrey—Bulbs, &c.

E. H. Krelage &.S0KS, Haarlem, Holland—Bulbs and other
Bulbous and Tuberous-rooted Plauts.

Thomas Kt-NNtDY & Co., High Street, Dumfries— Bulbs. &.c.

Wm. Sampson 9l Co., Portland Street, Kilmarnock— Bulbs,
Forest Trees. Fruit Trees, shruts, Roses, &c.

Edmondson, Bros., 10, Dame Street. Dublin— Bulbs, &c.

GABDENING APPOINTME WTS.
Mr. James Paokham, Ayton Castle Gardens, Berwickshire,

N.B., has been appointed Gardener to Henry Wsbber,
Esq., of Duxhurst, Horley, Surrey.

Mr. Thomas Odd. until lately Head Gardener. Evington
Bouse, Leicester, as Head Gardener and Bailiff to the
Hon. and Rev. J. Pratt, Tendring Rectory, Colchester.

Mr. W. Silk, recently Foreman at Cassiobury Gardens, Wat-
ford, aa Gardeoer to Panmure Gordon, E:q., Loudwater
House, Rickmansworth.

Mr. Hugh Armstrong, for the past five years Foreman at
Carton, co. Kildare. as Head Gardener to General Lloyd,
Rathkeale, co. Limerick,

Mr. J. Winder, for four yearsat Elvaston Hall Gardens,
Ryton-on-Tyne, as Gardener to J. S. Barwick, Esq.,
Ashbrooke Grange, Sunderland.

Mr. W. Hawkins, for many years Foreman at Wycombe
Abbey, a» Gardener to A. Gilbky, Esq., Woburn House,
near Maidenhead.

GENUINE
SCOTCH TWEEDS

Saving 30 (at Makers' prices) per cent.

St. Ronan's

SUIT
LENGTH
12/6

other Suit. Lengths, 16/-, 18/.3, 19/6. 21/-
;

" Flora. ''^22/-. 23/ i, 24/3. 2.VtJ.

Overcoatings. Ul&ferings. Serges, Trowserings,
Parcels Carriage Paid. Patterns post-free, to be
returned within seven days. Mention paper.
Ted Porteous & Co., Innerleithen, N.B.

CHAFED SKIN, Piles, Scalds, Cuts, Chilblains,
Chapped Hands, SoreKyes. Sunburn, Ear-ache, Neuralgia

and Rheumatic Pains, Throat Colds, and Skin Ailments quickly
relieved by the use of CALVERT'S CAKBOLIC OINTMENT.
Large pots, 13^rf. each, at Chemists, &c.,or post-free for value.

F. C. CALVERT AND CO., Manchester.

WANTED, a PARTNER (Active or
SleepiDK). with about £600, to assist in developing

and extending Florist's and Fruit-growing. Situated on main
road between Bath and Bristol. For full particulars apply to
W. T. NICH0LD3, Avonwood Nurseries, Corston, near Bristol.

W~ANTED, as WORKING HEAD GAK-
DENER of Five, a married man, without family.

—

Well up in all branches of good Gardening.—Write, with full

particulars (no original testimonials to be sent), to H. HARRIS,
Steventon Manor, Whitchurch, Hants.

WANTED, m UNDER GARDENER,
strong and active, about 17 or 18 years old.—State

wages required to F. DAVIS, The Gardens, Coptfold Hall,
Ingatestone, E^sei.

ANTED, a NURSERY PROPAGATOR,
Outside, — State experience, wages required, and

reference to SYDNEY MARSHALL, Bernham Nursery,
Burnham Junction, Sussex.

ANTED, a FOREMAN (Outside).—Small
Nursery ; strong, active and willing. Used to General

Work. Wagei21s.—R. OWEN, Floral Nursery. Maidenhead.

WANTED, at end of September, a good
FOREMAN, well up in Plants aud Fruits, also House

and Table Decoration, and be able to Manage Men in absence
of Gardener, who acts as Bailiff, &c. None but reliable men
need apply. State previous experience and wages required, to
B.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, a thoroughly competent all-round
MAN, as NURSERY FOREMAN.—Apply, stating

wages, experience, and references, G. JONES, Mount Nursery,
Storeton Road, Utrkenhead.

WANTED, an industrious young MAN, for
Growing Herbaceous and Hardy Plants.—Must have

a good knowledge of same. Wages, 18s. a week, with bothy-
accommodation.— Apply, CURATOR, Botanical and Horticul-
tural Society, Sheffield.

WANTED, a Single MAN for Flower
Gardens and Pleasure Grounds. Must be able to use

scythe. State wages required, to W. FOOTE, The Gardens,
Bedgebury Park, Qoudhurst, Kent.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, used
to Kitchen Garden and Lawn work, and well used to

the Scythe. Full particulars to HEAD GARDENER, Broome
Park, near Canterbury, Kent.

WANTED, a thoroughly smart, intelligent
and industrious young MAN, for the Houses. Only

those who have had experience in good Nurseries or Market
Growing, and whose character for ability, &c., will bear inves-
tigation Heed apply. Compact modern Houses and every
facility, with progressive wages, offered to a good man.

—

W. C. HOLLANDS, Horticultural Establishment, Tunbridge
Wells,

ANTED, a young MAN, with a Knowledge
of Glass and Nureery Work.— Apply to J. LANE,

227, Brixton Road, S.W.

ANTED, strong, willing, young MAN for
Garden. Must understand Mowing. Wages 15s. per

week. — Particulars to F. SMITH, The Gardens, Carshalton
Park, Surrey.

SEED TRADE.—WANTED, an ASSISTANT,
with a good knowledge of the Nursery and Seed BusineBst

must be a goad Salesman
;
preference given to one with a con-

nection in Ireland amongst Farmers and Gardeners ; will have
to take occasional journeys. Also a SECOND COUNTER-
HAND, of good experience.—Apply, with full particulars, to

W, TAIT AMD CO., Seedsmen, 120, Capel Street, Dublin.

WANTED, an intelligent LAD, to Assist
in SEED SHOP; one accustomed to Trade preferred.

—Send rfference and wages expected, in own hand- writing, to
W. FROMOW AND SONS, Sutton Court Nursery. Chiswick.

WANTED, AT ONCE, an active, energetic
young MAN. for the Florist Trade. Age about 18.—

Apply by letter, stating references and wages required—An
IMPROVER WANTED also.—GEO. BLUNDELL, Oak Villa
Nursery, Friern Barnet.

ANTED, a married man, as COWMAN,
without cliildren preferred, on a Gentleman's place

;

one thoroughly accustomed to Horse-machine, and to fill his
time up in Gardens. Wages, 18s. per week, milk, and live in
lodge.—HEAD GARDENKR, Wexliam Park. Slough.

AREHOQSEMAN.—WANTED AT
ONCE, an experienced Man, with a knowledge of the

Seed Trade. Good references indispensable.— Apply, W, W.
JOHNSON & SON, Seed Growers and Merchants, Boston,

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest recoumen-
dations. Telegraphic address. " DOWNIE, Edinbukgh."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, W'orcester.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailififa, Foresters, &;c.

DICKSON S, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

fti^Aeat respectability, and thorouyh'7/ practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars od application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address— " DICKSONS. CHESTER."

FS A N D E R AND C O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
F, SANDER AND CO., St. Albans,

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—C. Fieldeb,
Gardener to the Dowager Lady Howard de Walden,

Mote Park, Maidstone, bega to recommend Wm. Bacjn, who
has been Foreman in these Gardens during the past four years,

to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly trustworthy
man, where several men are employed. Sixteen years' expe-
rience in good situations.—The Mote Park Gardens, Maidstone.

ARDENER (Head).—Lord Rodney, Ber-
rington Hall. Leominster, wishes to highly recommend

his Head Gardener to anyone requiriog the services of a
thoroughly trustworthy and practical man ; married, aged 31.

Please address, firnt instance, JA9. GRIMES, as above.

ARDENER (Head, where three or four
are kept).—Age 29; married. Large experience, and

highly recommended. Excellent character in every detail.

—

H. TREEN. DawliBhRoad, Selly Oak.

G1
ARDENER (Head), where two or three are

r kept.—Middle-aped man; practical, energetic, well-up
in Vines, Plants, and Fruit Culture Inside and Out, with a
thorough knowledge of Cucumbers and Tomatos, and manage-
ment of men; exceptional character.— G. W. D., Gardeners*
CfiTonicle Office. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, two
children, ages 5 and 6; thoroughly experienced in the

culture of Fruits and Plants under Glass, Vines, Peaches,
Melons, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references; five

years' good character from present employer.—R. PERRIN,
Verdley Place, Haslemere.

S?K BONUS given to anyone securing for me^O a situation as HEAD GARDENER, where three or

four are kept. Thoroughly experienced. Well recom-
mended. Age 34, married, one child.—GARDENER, 3t0,

Shobnall Road, Burton-on-Trent.

ARDENER (Head Working).-Age 40,
married ; thoroughly practical in every branch, includ-

ing Orchids, and well understands the reijuirements of a large

establishment. Eleven years' good character.—F. SOMER-
FORD, 7, Angustine Cottages, Brook Lane, Cheshunt, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or two are kept.—Age 33, married, two children. Well

up in all branches oE Gardening, Early and Late Forcirg,

Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good character. Four years in

present situation, eight previous.—A. SMITH, Church Hill,

Pulborough, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working). —Age 33,
married, no familv- Experienced in all branches

;

good references.—DRAPER, The Cottage, 1, Eliot Place,

Blackheath, S.E.

GARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
handed).—Age 34, married; eight years' good character.

Leaving through death.—T, S., 19, Stanhope Gardens, South
Kensington, S.W.
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GARDENER (Head Woreing).—Age 32,

married, when suited. Mr. Ward, Gardener to T. H.

Oakes, Esq., Riddings House, Alfreton, Derbyshire, can with

confidence recommend his Foreman, H. Hoellischer, to any

Lady or Gentleman requiring an efficient and competent Gar-

dener, seventeen years' practical experience, ten years m
present situation.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,

manied ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Cucumbera. Tomatos, Flowers, Vegetables Stove and Green-

house Plants". Excellent character.—SHEPHERD. Dragon

Street, Petersfield, Hants.

ARDENER (Head Wobking, or good
Single-handed). — Age 29, married, no family

;

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Highly recommended.
—GLADDEN, 1, Douglas Road, Tolworth. Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29;
married, no family

;
good all round experience, including

Orchids; can be well recommended; disengaged.— CHEAL,
Chinthurst, Bramley, Guilford.

ARDENER (Head Working). — Age 36,
married, two children. Twenty years' good all-round

experience. Good Landscape Gardener, Good character.— B.,

10. Beaconsfield Terrace. Milton Street, Southend-on-Sea.

ARDENER (Head Working), where help
is given.—Age 45. single; experienced in Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Vines,

Peaches, and Melons. Seven and a half years' excellent

character, twelve years previously.—R. W., Mr. H. Haines,

Newtown Common, Newbury, Berks.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, two children; thoroughly practical in all

branches. Four years in last situation. Good character.

—

H, BROWN, Lymbourne, Havant.

ARDENER (Head, or Working).—Age 30,
married, no children. Ten years' character.—O. H. P.,

Willing's Advertmement Office, 16a, Piccadilly, W.

GARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
handed).—Age 45, married ; thoroughly experienced

in all branchei, both Inside and Out. Excellent character.—
GARDENER. The Glen. Tonbridge.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Age 28; single; thorough practical expe-

rience in the general routine of gardening in good places; total

abstainer.—HEAD GARJ>ENER. Dorincourt, Warliogham.

GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
where one or two are kept.—Age 31, married; hfteen

years' experience Inside and Out. Good testimonials.

—

WEAVER, Sherborne. St. John, Basingstoke.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Good ex-
perience Inside and Out. Four and a-half years present

8'tuation; marrieti, no family, —W. S., lA, Harley Road, South
Hampstead, N.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or with
help).—Good all-round man ; life experience. Married,

two children; wife understands Laundry, Dairy, or Poultry,
if required. —MUSK, Lifford'a Place, High Street. Barnes.

G_ARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given) ; married.—A Lady wishes to recoaamend her

Gardener, as above; four years' character, thirteen previous.

Leaving through Lady going abioad.—G. WILLIAMS, Otter-

shaw, Chertsey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).—
Age 34, married, one child. Fourteen years' experience ;

well recommended an to character and abili'y. — JOHN S.

MACNAUGHTON. Gardeoer, Auchterarder, Perthshire.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or with help.
—Age 25; nine yeara' experience in General Routine;

can be highly recommended.— F. K., Tower Gardens, Belvedere
Park, Belvedere, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
help is given.—Age 27; good all-round experience.

Good character.— H., 3. Excelsior Road, Norbiton, Surrey.

ARDENER.—A Gentleman going abroad
wiehes to recommend his Gardener as an industrious,

steady, and good all-round man.—D,, Mr. Nicholson, 3, Wolsey
Road, Teddington.

GARDENER (Second, or good Single-
handed).—Age 24, single; thoroughly experienced,

Inside and Out. Can be well recommanded.— J. RING,
la, Strafford Road, High Barnet.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—
—Age 23; nine years' experience Inside and Out. Can

use scythe.—W. S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Under), Indoors and Out—
Young Man (age 20), recommended by present employer,

seeks situation as above.—A. H., Ferncroft, Faygate, Sussex.

PROPAGATOR and GROWErT— Thirteeii
years' experience in Stove, Soft-wood, Fern raising

in quantity, and the general Market Flowering and Pot Stuff
(first-class) ; also Tomatos, Chrysanthemums, and Carnations.
Good references.—H. C, 15, School Rd. Avenue, Hampton Hill.

ROSE GROWER, Inside or Out, or PROPA-
GATOR and GROWER of General Nursery Stuff.—

Age 30. married ; fourteen years' experience.—F. NASH,
16, Stanley Terrace, Lower Weston. Bath,

HIN UMAN.—Any Gentleman desiring a
willing and experienced Hindman, A. WHITEWAY,

Gloddaeth. Llandudno, ia open for such, well experienced in
Sheep, Cattle, and Land.

KNIFEMAN ; age 20 ; successful Budder and
Grafter; Outside.-Messrs. BIRD & Vallance can

recommend a young man, as above. Six years' experience.

Reply, stating wages, &c.—F. GROOM, Priory Road, Down-
ham, Norfolk.

JSTANDISH AND CO. can recommend a
• young Man (age 24) as FOREMAN in the Houses, to a

Gardener requiring a thoroughly reliable man.—MANAGER,
Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

FOREMAN, or FRUIT GROWER.—Age 26 ;

Grape', Tomatos, Cucumbers. &c. Well recommended.
—FOREMAN, Mr. Stephen Castle, F.RH.S..Ashford Vineries,

Fordenbridge.

UOREMAN MARKET GROWER.—Well up
\- in Propagating and Growing extensively for London
Markets, Pot Roses, Carnations, Chrysanthemums. Lily oE the

Valley, Ferns. Mushrooms, Fruits, and Bulbs. Pushing Sales-

man. No encumbrance. — FLOWERING, Mr. RAiuford,

Stationer, Shrewsbury.

FOREMAN.—Twelve years' experience in

Plant and Fruit Houses. Good references from such as

Eastwell Grange Park, Eastwood Park, and others.—
THOMPSON. Gatehouse, Westwell, Ashford. Kent.

OREMAN^~or~JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.-G. Parks, Berry Hill Gardens. Manstield.

would be pleased to recommend a young man aa above. Twelve
years' experience.

FOREMAN, in a private establishment.

—

Age 26; twelve years' practical experience; excellent

character from last and previous places.—J. FRANCIS, Church
Street, Madeley, Salop.

OREMAN, Inside or General; age 25.—
—W. Yates can be well recommended by Mr. Geo.

Humphrey, Head Gardener. Nash Court, Faversham. Kent;
ten years' experience in first-class Jittuations.

OREMAN, in good establishment.-Age 27;
thirteen years' experience in Fruit and Plant Culture.

Excellent references.—A. BENNETT, Faddockhurst, Wortb,
Crawley, Sussex.

To Nurserymen and Fruit Growers.

FOREMAN.—Age 30; abstainer. All kinds
of Fruit, Cut Flowers and Plant Growing. Propagating,

&c.—FOREMAN, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN (General or Inside).-Age 26;
twelve years' practical experience. Inside and Out.

Two years as Foreman in last situatioQ. Highly recom-
mended.—For further particulars apply to WILLIAM GILL,
Pleasley Vale, Mansfield. Notta.

OREMAN.— Age 23. Eight years' expe-
rience ; good references.— F. BISHOP, Steeple Aston,

Oxford.

FOREMAN and GROWER, to take charge of
Market Nursery.—Practical knowledge of Growing and

disposing of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers. Pot and Box Stuff

for London Market. Has held a similar position thn last four
years.—Full particulars to A. W.. 49. Manor Street. Clapham.

FOREMAN.—Inside or General, where trust-
worthy man is required ; age 28 ; experienced in high-

class places in all branches.—D., Mr. Whenham, Speldhuist,
Tunbridge Wells.

JOURNEYMAN, in a large place, or Second
where two or three are kept —Age 23 ; well up to his

work. HighestVefereoces.— G. R., Beechwood Lodge. Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN (First) in the Houses.—
James Hoad, Gardener. Wray Park. Reigate, can tho-

roughly recommend George Nye to any Gardener requiring a
trustworthy young man. Age 22. Leaving through death of

employer. Seven years' good character.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses. — James
HoAI>, Gardener, Wray Park, Reigate, can thoroughly

recommend Arthur Brown (age 19) to any Gardener requiring
a good persevering young man. Five years' good character.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, under a good
Foreman.—Age 20; six years' experience. Bothy pre-

ferred. Excellent references.— F. PURJHAS, Cannon Hall,
Barreley. Yorks.

To Murserymen and Gardeners.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Inside
; two years'

in present nursery; good references; state wages given,
to VINCENT, Washington Street, Kingsthorpe, Northampton.

OURNEY'MAN.—Mr. D. Andebson wishes
to recommend a young man, age 21 ; well experienced in

General Bedding and Cut Flower Trade. — The Nursery,
TeddingtoQ, Middlesex.

J^^URNEYMAN (First), or Inside and Out.
—A year's experience Inside, with two years' character

from last situation.—B., Colney Park, St. Albans, Herts.

oq BONUS.— JOURNEYMAN (Inside) in
(^'J good Establishment, aged 24 years; good character,
references. &c.—E. CROOK, 9, Faul St.. Kinggdown. Bristol.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 18; in good Market
^ursery or Private Place. Good reference and expe-

rience.—W.MORLAND^SydneyLodge^Hamble. Southampton.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.— F. Capp,
Gardener to Sir Charles Pigott. Bart., wishes to highly

recommend a young Man as above, who has been with me for
eighteen months Inside.—F. CAPP, The Gardens. Wexham
Park, Slough.

JOURNEYMAN. — Mr. A. W. Cove, Head
Gardener, Pentillie Castle, St. Mellion, Cornwall, wishes

to very highly recommend a youug man (age 2J). as Journey-
man, who has been under him seven years. Steady, sober,
industrious, and well up to his work.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Oat.—Mr.
Richard Nicholas, F.R.H.9.. Gardener to the Earl

Forteacue. Cabtle Hill, Devon, will be glad to recommend a
youDg Man as above. Six years' experience. Leaving through
a reduction,

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, seeks situa-
tion. — Age 19; four years in Orchid-house, Kitchea

Garden, and Conservatory; good character.— C. CUTLER.
Hahvell Green. Beaworthy, Devon.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside).—Age 20 ; C. Mayo
will be glad to recommend F. Milman, as a thoroughly

energetic young man. — The Gardens, Rodborough Court,
Stroud. Glos.

JOURNEY'MAN, or Second in a good estab-
lishment.— Mr. Baskett, The Gardens, Eaahing Park.

GoJalming, would be pleased to recommend A. Eicock, as
above. Four and a-hal£ years in present situation.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses,
under a good Foreman.—Age 20; good practical experi-

ence.—A. J. SANDERS. Gardener to Viscountess Chewton,
Bookham Lodge. Cobham. Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside. — Age 24. Good
experience in Plant- houses, and Forcing Vines and

Peaches. Good character ; well recomraeuded. — W. H.
STAGEY, The Gardens. Highcliffe Castle, Christchurch, Hants,

JOURNEYMAN (Under), in a good place,
Inside, or Inside and Out,—Age 21 ; good references

;

bothy preferred.-A. YOUNG, West End Cottage, Ebbesbourne.
Salisbury.

iMPROVER.—Situation wanted by a Youth
(age 17). No objection to pony and trap. Highly recom-

mended by a Clergyman.—P. C, Coles Park, Buntingtord,
Herta.

IMPROVER (Inside or Gut).—Age 20 ; three
years last place ; disengaged. Abstainer ; bothy preferred,

—CI. H., 81, Homesdale Road, Bromley, Kent.

IMPROVER.—Young man (age 28), single,
wants situation in good Garden, Inside and Out; good

character; abstainer.-C. LUCAS, Long Street, Atberstone.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out.—Age 18 ; strong
and willing. Five years' experience. Bothy preferred.

No objection to Nursery.—Apply, Mr. G. HEDGES, Crookham,
near Newbury, Berks.

TMTrOVER.—Age 19; strong and active.
-1- Three years' eiperience Inside and Out.—A. HERBERT,
Warfield Hall. BracJnell.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted for a Youth,
about 19. in a Gentleman's Garden. About four years'

experience Inside and Out. Total atstainer. Premium
offered.—F. BEAUMONT. Central School-, Bournemouth.

A PPRENTICE. — Wanted to Apprentice a
•t\. steady, respectable youth of 19, abstainer, to the Seed
Business.—W. A., 216. Regent Street, W.

SSISTANT in the Garden.—Age 22; eight
years' experience. Highly recommended by Sir E. S.

Hardinge, Bt., or Head Gardener, Claremont, Cheshunt, Herts,

^O HORTICULTURISTS. A Gentleman
JL wishes to place his son (aged 19), with a good Working
Horticulturist.—F,,5,St. Matthew's Road, St. Leoaards-on-Sea.

NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, by a youth,
age 17. a situation as General Helper in a Market

Nursery, Inside and Out.—S. A., Bradley's Nurseries, Bardney,
Lincoln.

O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in a
Market Nursery. Well up in Ferns and Softrwooded

Stuff. Six years' experience. Good references. Age 22.

—

S. F. Z.. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

AINTER and GLAZIER. — A practical
workman would be glad to hear of a job. Nursery or

Estate; moderate terms.—G., %i, Gloucester Koad. Croydon.

EAD SHOPMAN (age 24) requires engage-
ment.—Eight years' experience in See Is, Bulbs. Plants,

&c. ;
good references. — SHOPMAN. Gardeners' Chronic e

Office. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

EED TRA.DE.—Situation wanted as SHOP-
MAN. Would travel if required. Ten years' experience.

Wholesale and Retail. Age 26 years.—SEEDSMAN, Mr.
Berry. The Cloisters. St. Albans, Herts.

C^LERK, MANAGER, or SHOPMAN, twelve
J years' experience all branches. Has travelled. Good

Book-keeper.-W. H., Flintor House, Woodside Park, N.

TOO MUCH STRESS cannot be laid on the
fact that in the whirl of unnatural excitement, and ia

the struggle for existence in this generation, no attention
^vhatever is vouchsafed to the most ordinary rules of health.

When the muscles become relaxed, the nerves over- sensitive

and delicately strung, aud the brain wearie* at the slightest

task, these symptoms are part of Nature's warning that the
delicate organism of the human frame is out of gear. In most
cases a gentle stimulant and mild restorative is all that is

required to impart fresh vitality to the jaded nerves, and it is

a well-known fact that a few doses of HOLLOWAY'S P1LL3
^ ork wonders and restore the lost tone of the narvous eystem.
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KENT: THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.

GEO. BUNYARD & CO.
BEG CORDIALLY TO INVITE INSPECTION OF THEIR

FRUIT TREEiGENERAL NURSERIES
Which are unusually interesting this Season^ as Fruit is abundant, and the Trees are finer than ever.

(SEE BELOW.)

APPIiES are fine in all forms, and Pyramids

can be supplied of extra sizes, as well as

Fruiting Cordons, Espaliers, Gridirons, and

Amateur's Standards ; Hambling's Seedling,

new, 5s. each ; and several other new kinds

can be recommended, 100,000 on Paradise

Stock; 100,000 on Crab Stock. Market

kinds by the lOOO.

PEARS, grand Espaliers of all the best-

flavoured kinds, and Pyramids on Quince

and Pear ; and extra-sized Cordons. A few

grand Novelties—50,000.

PLXJMS, extia-sized Fan-trained Trees in a

Fruiting state. Pyramids and all other

forms—100,000.

DAMSONS, all the best sorts—25,000.

CHERBIES, clean - trained Wall Trees,

Orchard Standards, &c., of thirty leading

kinds—20,000. Cordons and Pyramids for

Potting.

PEACHES and NECTARINES,
Rider-trained, with stems 2 to 6 ft., very

fine ; Dwarf-trained, extra fine ; and Fruit-

ing Trees in Pots, extra sizes. Fine

examples of all the best-fiavoured kinds, and

Rivers' New Nectarines—5000.

APRICOTS, clean-trained Trees, and grand

Maidens of Peaches, Nectarines, and

Apricots—true to name.

GRAPE - VINES,
ripened and finished.

all the best, well-

MISCELLANEOUS PRUITS—
CRABS, all leading kinds. WALNUTS.
MULBERRIES, Standard and i-Standard.

QUINCES, Standard and i-Standard.

MEDLARS, Standard and i-Standacd, three
best sorts. RHUBARB.

BLACKBERRIES and WINEBERRIES.

BUSH FRUITS.

GOOSESERRIES, extra-fine Lancashire

Prize, Trained Bashes and Cordons, Market
and Garden sorts—100,000.

CURRANTS, Red, Black, and White,

grand Bushes and Trained Trees—100,000

in ten best sorts.

RASPBERRIES, Red and White; and
Superlative— ^;-Me, G. B. & Co.'s Specialty,

and far the best, and eight other good kinds.

STRAWBERRIES, 4 acres in thirty

best and newest sorts. Illustrated Descrip-

tive CATALOGUE free. Pot Plants, to

fruit first year, or shift on for forcing, and

well-rooted runners.

800 KINDS OF FRUIT

{TRUE TO NA3IE).

THE LARGEST and BEST-GROWN STOCK
IN EUROPE.

No other Nursery can furnish such a collection

—in Perfect Health—Marvels of Culture.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, SEE

G. B. & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED FRUIT CATALOGUE,

Post-free, 6 Stamps.

GRATIS TO PURCHASERS.

ROSES do well in our soil, lift with fibroas

roots, and are free from mildew. Fine
Standards, good heads ; fine Half-Standards,

Dwarfs, and Own - root Plants. LIST,
arranged to colour, free.

Some 50 acres are also devoted to

CONIFERS, PARK TREES,
EVERGREENS, RHODODENDRONS,
&c., and the Nurseries are specially rich in

FLOWERING and FOLIAGE SHRUBS.
New CATALOG Ui:, Nolo Ready.

FOREST TREES, as LARCH, QUICK,
ASH, CHESTNUT, SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN
FIRS, &c., in large quantities.

AUSTRIAN PINES and SCOTS
FIRS, extra sizes, 6 to 9 ft. ; specimens

recently moved, and safe.

G. B. & CO. also have an extensive

FLORAL DEPARTMENT, where

the most popular of FERNS, PALMS,
and FLOWERING PLANTS are well

cultivated.

Being also Seed Growers, no firm can supply

better

VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS. The LIST for 1895 ready about

Christmas. The very best, at popular prices.

FREQUENT TRAINS from London, by

North Kent, South-Eastern Railway, to Maid-

stone, and by Chatham & Dover. Visitors can

book to BARMING STATION, which is in the

Fruit Nurseries. 5s. Third Class Return Fare,

available on either line. Time Tables on

application.

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.
Established, 1796. 300 Acres,

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;
" AdvertiBcmeots and BuBinesB Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.O.

Printed for the ProprietorB by Messrs. Bradbukt, Agnew. & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriare, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by
Arthur George Martin, at the Office, 41 , Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Coveat Qarden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 15, 1894. Agent for Manchester—John Hetwood.
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
yoing to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

CANNELL AND SONS' CATALOGUE
• of everything that will be wanted for the Garden

during the Autumn will be sent post-free. It will be found

immensely advantageous to all, making Ihe Garden and
Greenhouse far more productive and interesting than hitherto.

8WANLBY, KENT.

Tbe Best Present for a Gaxdener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Qrapea and tbeir Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5s., post free, 6». 6d.

A. F. BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society. Chiswick.

CCABBAGE PLANTS.—Mein's No. 1, at

J per UQO, strong plants.

MANN AND SONS, Market Gardeners, Whitton. Middlesex.

ARTLAND'S Irish-grown DAFFODILS.
Pronounced by the Press "The Best in the World."

Write for Cheap Prices. 1894.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND.
Seedsman, F.R.H.S., Cork, Ireland.

EW STRAWBERRY.—Royal Sovereign, in
potp. £4 per 100 ; from ground, £2 per 100. Many other

varieties, including Sensation, John Rusktn. Competitor, and
Noble.—JOHN PEED AND SONS, The Nurseries, Mitcham
Boad, Streatham.

o

H

BUTTON'S HYACINTHS,O for Pots and Glasses.

SUTTON'S COLLECTION of Twenty-five
Named HYACINTHS, in Twenty-five best sorts,

price 21s., carrisge free.

Lady CAMILLA GURDON, Grundisburgh Hall, says:—" The
Hyacinths supplied last season by Messrs. Sutton were extra-
ordinarily beautiful, and gave very great satisfaction."

SUTTON'S BULBS, GENUINE ONLY DIBECT FBOM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN, READING.

NTHEMIS ETOILE D'OR CUTTINGS, 3».

per 100 ; 20f. per 1000. Cash with order.

T. WELLINGTON, Milton, Lymington, Hants.

LD CRIMSON CLOVE.—Vigorous, healthy
layers with splendid roots; per dozeo, 100, or 1000.

WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery. Hampton. Middlesex,

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
to Felect from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR, The LondonNur8ery,4,Maida Vale. London.W.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Oarden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash,

EGETABLE, FLOWER, and FARM
SEEDS.—Saved from Choice Selected Stocks of 1894

Growth. On application, we shall be pleased to forward a
List of the varieties which we can offer, and will quote lowest
prices on hearing warts and quantities required,

B.L.COLEMAN and SON, Seed Qrowers and Merchants,
Sandwich, Kent.

YCLAMEN a SPECIALTY. — World-
renowned Strain. Gold and Silver Medals, and highest

Awards. SEED per packet, from 2j. M. DRY BULBS, from
125 per doz.. post free. PLANTS coming into bloom, good, in

48-pots. 18«. and 24x. per doz., free on rail. Cash with order.

Special prices to the Trade.—The ST. GEORGES NURSERY
CO., F.R.H.S., Hanwell. Middlesex.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners of

Thury, Noble, Pazton, President, and others.

500, 20*. ; 100, 4*. 6d. ; 20. U.. carriage paid for cash. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON. Driffield.

To the Trade!

CYCLAMEN.— CYCLAMEN.—
Grand stuff, in 48'fl, well set with bloom, 8s. per dozen,

free on rail, cash with order ; £3 per 100.

W. E. TIDY, Brockhimpton Nurseries, Havant, Hants.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4| to 6 inches,
impossible to surpass. 10s. 6rf. per 100. HYACINTHS,

finest named sort", As. per dozen. 255. per 100 ; second quality,

named, 2s. per dozen, 14«, per 100. BULB LIST on application.

WALSHAW AND SON. Scarborough.

FERNS.— 30,000 Pteris oristata, in thumbs,
extra good, short and thick. 12s. per 100, or JE5 per 1000.

LARGE FERNS, in 48's, varieties: Polypodium. Adiantum,
Gymnogramma. Asplenium. Lomana, Cyrtomium, Pteris

cristata. P. major, P. tremula, and P. argyrea. Price List

upon application. Inspection invited.

J. HILL. Nurseryman, Edmonton.

RITCHARDIA (LICUALA) GRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, is offered in

good Plants, about IJ feet high, by—
WILLIAM BOLL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Bare

Plants. 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

STRAWBERRIES.—The best that money can
buy. Grand rooted runners of Noble, Sir Joseph Paxtoo,

President, and Prince Teck, I5f. per 1000 ; La Grosse Sucree and
Scarlet Quean, 30s. per 1000, for cash with order.

THOS. TILBROOK, Fruit Grower, Houghton, Huntingdon.

ANTED, about a dozen SPECIMEN
SHRUBS, about 12 feet high, grown in tubs for

Outdoor use. Addreps, LAVINGTON, Putney Heath.

ANTED, 1000 Merveillede BoUwiller (true)
COB-NUT TREES, at least three years old. State

price to J. C. ANDERSON, Aikenhead, Blairgowrie.

ROSES in POTS.—Extra-sized plants, in 8-inoh
potp, for Forcing and Greenhouse Culture, all leading

H.P. and Tea-scented kinds (including Climbing kind?, with
shoots 6 to 15 feet long), the finest stock in the country, 30s.

to 42s. per dozen ; exira tine, 60s. per dozen. Smaller plants
10s. 6(i. to 24s. per dozen. Descriptive Li«t free.

WM. PAUL AND SON, Waltham Cros?, Herts.

LILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTI, HARDY
BULBOUS and other plants. Write for our new Hlus-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should be in
the bands of all Lily Growers.

WALLACE AND CO , Colchester.

OBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the very bent value in the

market. All should send for a sample dozen of hie first size

Hyacinths, at 3s. ; or a dozen of his second size at ts., equal to
what are often sold as first size. Postage, ^d. extra. Full
List post-free on application. Gardeners iiberallv dealt with,

R. SYDENHAM, Tenby Si reet. Birmingham.

NEW MUSHROOMSPAWN, HYACINTHS,
TULIP-, DAFFODILS, LILIES, &c.

Best quality only, pries moderate, sati^laction guaranteed.
Send for Catalogue, poet free, on application.

KENT AND BRYDUN, Seed Merchant.*, Darlinaton.

Juat Published.

THE ORCHID-GRUVVKR'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pagei>, and 311 Illustrations, makiujg the

most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.

Super-royal 8vo. Price, 25s.; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 25s. \od.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

YCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."—
Second edition, giving valuable information for their

entire Culture. Post-free, 1*. 2d,

F. C. EDWARDS, Levenshulme, Manchester.

YACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI,
DAFFODILS, IRISES, LILIDMS, CROCUSES,

SCILLAS. and all other Bulbs. See our Catalogue, No. 441,

postrfree on application.
DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

ERMANIA CARNATION.—strong plants,
in 60's. 15i. per 100. £5 per 1000. Old Crimson CLOVE,

strong-rooted layers, 10s. per 100, £4 per 1000.

C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS. TULIPS, &0.

E. AND Q. CUTHBERC'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and
may be had post-free on application.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, &c., Southgate, N.
Established 1797.

REENHOUSES for the MILLION.—
Complete from 50s. Fourteen Prize Medals awarded.

Quality sure test of cheapness. Beware of worthless imita-

tions. Send for CATALOGUE, free, to the Original Inventors

of Portable Greenhouses,
ALFRED PEEL AND SON, Horticultural Works, Wood

Green, London. Established 20 years.

ONES! BONES 1! BONEBlII—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at lOj. per cwt. Carriage Paid on

I owt. Special quotations to large buyers.

Terms. Cash with Order.

B. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Crushers. St. Albans.

E E S O N ' S MANURE.
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

B

HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FABMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, and
Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield. London.

J WEEKS & CO., Hortioultnral Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soo..

Boyal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Rd., Chelsea, S.W.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, OHEAPSIDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULBS.-GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 &68,
Cheapside, London, E.C, EVERY DAY, at 12 o'Clock, large

consignments of first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOWDROPS, &c.

On view morning of Sales, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next.- Plants from Belgium, &c.

Two hundred lots of hardy BORDER BULBS, CLEMATIS,
and other Climbing Plants in pots ; 200 AZ ALEA INDICA,
well set with bud<, from Belgium; .50 lots of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE FERNS and PLANTS; ROSES, in pots;
together with about 600 CAPE BULBS, including
Arums, Hjemanthus, Crinums, and Gladioli ; and 2000
Seeds of MUSA ENSETE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on MONDAY
NEXT, September 24, at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tliursday Next.
CONSIONME:^! of PALM SEEDS, received direct,

comprising :

—

20,000 KENTIA BELMOREANA
20,000 ,, FOSTERIANA

in line condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on THURSDAY NEXT,

September 27, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, September 28.

CYMBIDIUM TRACYANUM, HOOKER-
lANUM, and GRANDIFLORUM.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT, September 28,

at half-past 12 o'clock, by order of Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albans,
A Splendid Importation of

OYMBIDIUMS GRANDIFLORUM, HOOKERIANUM, and
TRACYANUM.

From the same district from whence we imported the
Cymbidium Tracyanum now in Baron Schroder's famous

Collection.

A fine Importation of the lovely and scarce

ARUNDINA BAMBUS.EFOLIA.
ARACHNANTHE CATHCARTII, in fine condition,

an extremely rare and beautiful Orchid.

ONCIDIUM MARSHALLIANUM,
in fine Specimen Plants ; the best ever imported,

ONCIDIUM SARCODES, in perfect condition.

LiELIA CINNABARINA,
a distinct-looking form, from a new source.

OATTLEYA CRIS PA, and LIELIA PURPURATA,
fine importations.

Fine Importations of CCELOGYNES of various kinds.

A fine lot of onr famous type of DENDROBIUM NOBILE,
Balliauum section.

Many strange species of ORCHIDS, probably new.

ABEUDES, SACC0LABIUM3, LISSOCHILUS, &c.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, October 2.

By order of the Executor of the late Mr. J. D. Richard,
Nurseryman and Florist, of Mildmay Park, N.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 &

68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on TUESDAY. October 2, at
half-past 12 o'Clock, about 600 beautifully-grown ORCHIDS,
which have been cultivated for eeveral years for Cut Flowers,
including choice varieties of :

—

200 OdontOKlosaumAlexandrse 60 Oncidium tigrinum
2 ,, Wilkeanum (true) 150 LEelia autumnalis, Den-
12 Ccelogyne cristata, Chats- drobium nobile, Cat-

worth and other tleya Percivaliana,
varieties and others.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Windlesham, near Bagabot.
Re Richard Mason, deceased.

IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN and OTHERS desirous of
securing some of the most valuable and productive
Nursenee in this country.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, immediately

preceding the Sale of the Nursery Stock, on TUESDAY,
October 2, at Half-past Eleven o'Clock, the well-known FREE-
HOLD PROPERTIES, known as MASON'S NURSERIES,
Windlesham, Surrey, covering an area of nearly 23 Acres, and
the LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES of 16 Acres, together with
the GOODWILL of the BUSINESS, carried on bo successfully
for many years by the late Mr. Richard Mason. The purchaser
will have the opportunity of buying at the Sale the first

portion of the thriving NURSERY STOCK, which is to be
offered in suitable lots, and also of taking at a valuation the
remaining Stock.

Particulars may be had on the Premises ; of Messrs. REEP,
LANE, ANi> CO., Solicitors, 4, Great St. Thomas', Apostle,
E.C, and Bagshot ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.O,

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE
Of the Remaining Portion of the Famous

PICKERING LODGE COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
Together with the Garden Tools, Greenhouse Plants. Carriages,

and a portion of the well-known cellar of choice wiaes
formed by the late George Hardy. Esq. The Orchids are
reputed to be the Grandest Lot of Plants in the North of

England, having won the Highest Honouri at Manchester
and other leading Shows.

By Order of the Executors, without the slightest Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, are
favoured with iostructioDs to SELL by AUCTION on

the Premises, Pickering Lodge, Timperley, near Maachester.
on TUESDAY, October 16 and following days, at 12.30 pre-

cisely each day, the Remaining Portion of this far-famed collec-

tion of Orchids. The whole of the plants are in the best possible

health, and are remarkable alike for their size and the grandeur
of the varieties. For upwards of twenty years the late Mr.
Hardy was an enthusiastic buyer and a keen judge, and made
a practice of discarding from his collection all varieties that
did not reich the highest standard of excellence. In order

that intending buyers may judge for themselves of the beauty
of the varieties, an effort will be made as far as practicable to

offer everything in flower.

Amongst the numerous items to be offered will be found
the following

:

Cypripedum tenanthum super-

bum
,, Statterianum
,, Swinbnrnii
,, Leeanum gigantum
,, Lathonianum giganteum
,, lo Grande
,, Arthurianum
,, insigne Studleyana

• <• giganteum
„ Godseffiana superbum
„ insigne aureum
,, Amesiana
,, in&igne Sanderae

,, javanico superbiens

,, Leeanum giganteum
„ Morganiffi

,, insigae Ernestii

„ Bartetii

,, insigne Wiottii

,, ,, albena

,, Patersonii

,, Sallierii

Lselio-Cattleya calyatogloasa

„ bella

Leelia anceps Schroderii

,, Schroderiana
„ Tressideriana auperba
,, anceps Dawsoni
,, ,, Schroder*
,, ,, Schroderiana
,, Gouldeana
,, anceps Protherceana
,, elegans Turnerii

Cuelogyne cristata alba
,, Lemoniana

Euiophiella Elisabethce
Dendrobium Domintanum

Dendrobium splendidis-

simum Leeanum,three
plants

„ Schroderianum, three

plants

,, nobile nobilius, several

,, ,, giganteum. Stand
Hall var. . three plants

,, nobile Cookaonii, several

„ Wardianum album
,, Dominianum
,, nobile Backhou^eana
,, ,, Wallichianum
,, crassinode alba

,, nobile nivalis

„ splendida grandis

„ nobile, Hardy's var.

Odontoglossum Edwardi
„ Wilckeanum
„ Halli

„ Ruckeriana
„ Hebraicum
,, Andersouianum, Stand

Hall var.

Cattleya Hardyana
,, Massiana
„ Bluntii

,, Claesianum
„ Reicheiniana

,, Triaoee alba

,. Schroderee alba
,, exoniensis

,, aurea
,, Dowiana

Cymbidium eburneum
Lycaste Skinneri alba
Sobralia, pure whitb
Vanda Sanderiana
Dendrochilum glumaceumStand Hall var., two

plants

150 PHAUENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA. AMABILIS, SAN-
DERIANA. P. GLORIOSA, amongst which are extra fine

plants, numerous Cattleyaf), Odontoglossums, Oncidiums.
Dendrobiums, Vandas, Aerides, Masdevallias, Leelias,

Sophronites, &c.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
PALMS, FERNS, CROTONS, AMARYLLIS.

Garden Implements, Tools, Frames, Hand-barrows, Mowing
Machines, Grindstone, capital Barouche, and a Mail Phaeton.

Together with a portion of the late Mr. Hardy's well-known
cellar of choice WINES, comprising 22 doz. Claret Chateau
Kerwen, vintage 1884; H doz. Claret Chfi-teau LeoviUe;
7 doz. Port, Sandeman's ; 24 doz. Port. 1 doz. Bots. ; 20 doz.
Champagne, Deutz and Gueloerman Gowlac; 34 doz. Do..
Veuve Clicquot; 3 doz Magnums; 11 doz. Bots. Hennessey's
old Brown Brandy, 1875; 17 doz. Bots. Geo, Roe's old Irish
Whisky.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained on the Premise?,

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside London, E.C.

Tbursday Next.
20,000 LILIUM HARRISII in 63 cases, direct from Bermuda,

mostly 7 to 9 inches, hardy BORDER PLANTS, ROSES in
pots, 200 AZ*LEA INDICA, from Belgium, 50 Lots of
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on THURSDAY
NEXT, September 27, at Twelve o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.- By order of Messrs. F. Horsman & Co.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT, Sep-
tember 28, an Importation of the grand CATTLEYA
SCHILLERIANA, L.'ELIA HARPOPHYLLA. SOPHRONITIS
GRANDIFLORA, &c., in fine condition. Also sixty lots of
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS (another property).

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bagshot, Surrey.
(Within a few minutes' walk cf the Railway Station.)

lie Richard Mafeon, deceased. By order of the Executors.
IMPORTANT SALE of thriving young NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AU iTION, on the Premises. The Windlesham

Nurseries. Bagshot, Surrey, on TUESDAY. October 2, and two
following days, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, an extenaive
assortment of

WELL -GROWN NURSERY STOCK,
including thousands of choice named Hybrid Rhododendrons,
1^ to 2 feet; 5000 Ponticum Rhododendroup, 1§ to 2^ feet;

1000 Azalea Pontica. 1 to IJ feet. 2000 GREEN HOLLIES,
6 in. to 2 feet; 1500 English Yews, 2 to 3 feet ; 1000 Thuiopsis
dolabrata, 1 to 2 feet ; lUOO Striped Tree Box, 3 to 5 feet ; 2000
Thuiopsis borealis. 2 to 5 feet ; 5000 Cupres&ua Law^oniana. 3

to 7 feet; 1000 Abies Douglasii. 7 to 9 feet. 10.000 LAURELS,
of sorts, 2 to 4 feet ; 15.000 SMALL CONIFERJE, for Potting
and Boxes, including Retinospora plumosa, R. plumosa aurea,

B. leptoclada, B.'pisifera aurea, and others ; 500 Spruce Firs,

6000 Mahoiiia aquifoUa, for potting ; thousands of STANDARD
ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES, comprising Copper
Beech, Sycamores, Poplars. Limes. Laburnums, and 20,000
Common Beech, 2 to 5 feet ; 1000 Mountain Ash. 7 to 9 feet

;

1000 Horse Chestnuts, 6 to 9 feet ; 10.000 QUICK, 2 to 3 feet.

A few hundred of Standard and Pyramid Fruit Trees, consist-

of Apples, Pears, Plums, Gooseberries, Currants, and other
Stock.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; of Messrs. REEP. LANE and CO.,
Solicitors. 4, Great St. Thomas' Apostle. EC, and Bagshot;
and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C,
and Leytonstone.

Tunbridge Wells.
About ten minutes' walk from either of the Tunbridge Wells

Railway Stations.

THREE DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of well-rooted NUR-
SERY STOCK, by order of Messrs. Thomas Cripps & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Tunbridge

Wells Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, on TUESDAY, October 9.

and two following days, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, a
portion of the exceedingly

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK,
which is in capital condition for removal, and consisting of

2300 Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, adapted for effective

planting, and arranged in suitable lots; 500 Araucaria imbri-

cata, 5 to 7 feet; 400 Cedrus Deodara, 3 to 4 feet; 400 Abies
Douglasii, Parryana. and others, 8 to 14 feet ; 450 Thuiopsis
dolabrata, 3 to 4 ft, ; 1700 Retinospora plumosa, R, p. aurea,

and R. p. pisifera, 3 to 5 ft. ; 1000 Cupressus Lawsouiana lutea
and erecta viridis ; specimen Portugal Laurels; 10.0 English
Ywse,

1 J to 2 feet ; 400 Picea nobilis, 2 to 4 feet ; 1000 named
RHODODENDRONS, including about 600 Standards and Half-
standards of tlie best sorts, 6O0 Hybrid Seedling Rhododen-
drons ;

3"0 Azalea mollis and pontica; Kalmias, Laurels;
1000 named Dwarf ROSES of the leading varieties; 450 Scotch
Firs; Pinus austriaca; specimen Variegated Hollies, 8 to
10 feet; 400 Standard and Pyramid Pears. 1300 Currants and
Gooseberries, a quantity of Standard ORNAMENTAL TREES,
303 Greenhouse Rhododendrons. Solanums, J'lsminums, 50
specimen Lapagerias, 20OO hardy Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, comprising 900 Escallonias of sorts, Benthamias,
Ceanothus, and others.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the
Premises ; at the Seed Shop, 49, High Street. Tunbridge Wells ;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C

iBleworth.—Special Trade Sale.

ANNUAL SALE of thousands of beautifully-grown YOUNG
CONIFERS and GOLDEN EUONYMUS for immediate
Potting. Window-boxes, or for Growing-on. By order of
Messrs. Chaa. Lee & Son.

IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Wood Lane

Nurseries, Isleworth. five minutes' walk from the Isleworth
Station, L & S.W. Railway, and twenty minutes' walk from
Osterley Park Station, District Railway, on TUESDAY,
October 9, at 12 o'Clock to the minute, in consequence of the
large number of lots

—

5000 BEST GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
in splendid condition and colour, from 9 to 15 inches.

THOUSANDS of SMALL SHRUBS for BOXES,
Including Golden Privet, Aucubas, Tree Ivies, Osmanthus,
Golden Box, Euonymus radicans variegata, and small standard
Golden Euonymus. and standard Tree Ivies in pota.

5000 CONIFERS, from 9 to 18 inches, including lOOOCupresaua
erecta viridis. 12 to 18 inches.

250 EURYA LATIFOLIA VARIEGATA, from 1 to 7 feet.

Hundreds of specimeis from their famous

COLLECTION of ORNAMENTAL TREES,
including the beautiful Tricolor, Cornus elegantissima, Planes,
large-leaf Purple Beech, Poplars, Chestnuts, and standard
Weeping Ash and Kilmarnock Willows, Birch, Spanish Chest-
nuts, Maples of sorts, Rhus coccinea. &c.

500 PALMS, KENTIAS. various sizes; COCOS PLUMOSA,
4J to 6 feet ; LATANIAS, 1^ to 5 feet, and many others.

300 YUCCA RECURVA. Ij to 2 feet, perfect plants.

A quantity of CLIMBING ROSES in pots. Marcohal Niel. Wm.
Allen Richardson, Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon. Ac, 6 to 8 feet

;

CLEMATIS JACKMANI SUPERBA, in pots; AMPELOPSIS
VEITCHI, in 32's, 4 to 5 feet; ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, from
cuttings, 9 to 12 inches, in 48-pots ; lOOCLIVEIAS, very strong,

including some good dark varieties.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be
had on the Premises ; at the Royal Vineyard, 36, Hammersmith
Road, W. ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents and Valuers,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.
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High Beech Nurseries, near Loughtoo, Essex.
ATTRACTIVE SALE of SPECIMEN HOLLIES and CONI-

FERS, by order of Messrs. Paul & Son, affording an
opportunity seldom met with of acquiring some of the
finest specimens of these plants to be obtained in Europe.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. High Beech,

Epping Forest, 2 miles from Loughton Station. 2J from Ching-
ford, and 4 from Waltham, on WKDNESDAY. October 10. at
12 o'clock, 400 of the finest SPECIMEN GOLDEN and SILVER
HOLLIES, 6 to 10 feet, of perfect shape ; 250 Golden Queen
Hollies. 4 to 6 feet, exceptional specimens; 10 large Bushy
Green Hollies, 400 Araucaria imbricata. 2 to 7 feet, probably
the finest Stock in the kingdom ; 200 Specimen Cedrus deodara.
12 to 14 feet ; 400 Half-specimen Rhododendrons of the
choicest named kinds, well set with bloom, bushy plants 3 to
4 feet ; 50 splendid Specimen Standard Rhododendrons of the
best named kinds, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

at the " Old " Nurseries, Cheshunt, and of the Auctioneers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to this most
important Sale. It has never been their privilege to offer to
the Public by Auction a grander lot of Specimen Plants of this
character, and they particularly invite the attention of in-

tending purchasers to make an inspection previous to the Sale.

Walton Grange Gardens, Stone, Staffs.

IMPORTANT SALR of SURPLUS ORCHIDS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoured with instructions from William Thompson,
Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Walton
Grange Gardens, Stone, Staffs., about 15 minutes' walk from
Stone Railway Station, on THURSDAY. October 11, at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely, a fine stock of particularly well-grown

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
Comprising a fine healthy lot o£ ODONTOGLOSSUMS, for

the successful cultivation of which this collection has been
notei. Amongst these will be found Odontoglosum elegaos
(Pollett's variety) Allumianum, part of the only known
plant; also the rare O. elegantious, and other grand varieties
of crispum; Lailia tenebrosa, Walton Grange variety; Cypri-
pedium Leeanum giganteum, Deodrobium splendidissimum
grandiflorum, D. Venus, fine piece; D. Cooksonii, and D.
Casiope ; Lrelia Perrinii alba, L. Guildiana, grand variety ;

Cattleya intermedia alba. C. aurea. MaxiUaria Sanderiana,
a large number of unflowered Odontoglossum crispum, in 5 and
6iiich pots; Cattleya labiata in sheath, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. STEVENS, Head Gardener, on the Premises
;

and of the Auctioneers and Valaers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs.

SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY.
In Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden,

VJC, nearly Every Day, at half-past 12 o'Clock. First-class
Consignments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, ARRIVING DAILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.
Od view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thorpe End, Thorpe, near Chertsey.
2 miles from Egham and Chertsey Stations, on the London and

South-Western Railway.

MESSRS. WATERER and SONS will SELL
by AUCTION, upon the Premises, as above, on MON-

DAY. September 24, and four following days, the whole of the
Costly and Artistic CONTENTS of the MANSION, including
the appointments of thirteen bedrooms, three reception-rooms,
billiaid-room, &c. ; Library of 2,500 volumes. Carriages and
Horses, and Out-door Effects, including a Choice Collection of
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, comprising rare Orchids, fine Ferns
and Palm", Azaleas, Camellias, Orange trees, a very fine
Imantophyllum minatum, a (juantity of Stove Plants, Chrys-
anthemum", Rose trees, ic.
May be viewed Saturday prior and morning of Sale, and

Catalogues obtained of the Auctioneers, Chertsey, Weybridge,
and Walton-on-Thames,

Greenhouse Plants, Including 300 Chrysanthemums
(many of which are Specimen,[Plants, precisely similar to
those with which Mr. Freir took many prizes at the
National Shows at Ihe Royal Aquarium last and the pre-

ceding year), CAMELLIAS. BOUVARDI AS.'CINERARIAS.
PALMS, FERNS, PRIMULAS. STRAWBERRY PLANTS
in pots. &c.

MR. WILLIAM HOUGHTON will SELL
by AUCTION (by direction of W. E. Freir. Esq., who

is leariDg the neiRhbourhood), on THURSDAY NEXT,
September 27, at 1 o'clock precisely, on the Premises, " Elm
House," Forest Road, Waltbamstow, fifteen minutes* walk
from Hoe Street, twenty minutes from Tottenham, and six
minutes' walk from Blackhorse Road Railway Stations.
May be viewed morning of Sale, and Catalogue* obtained of

the Auctioneers, 58, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.

Sale of Nursery Business at Wokisgliain.

MR, PRANK OOOKSEV has been instructed
to SELL by AUCTION, at the Queen's Hotel, Reading,

on TUESDAY, October 2, 1894, the FREEHOLD NURSERY,
with 3 OlassboUBes, and 2 Rows of Cool-pits, in one lot; and
4 Glasshouses in other lot, as a going concern, with possession.
Particulars and conditions of Sale may be obtained of Messrs.

COOKE, COOPER and BARRY. Solicitors. WokiDgham; or
of the Auctioneer, High Street, Southampton, and 17, Market
Place,Reading.

WANTED, to RENT, GLASS suitable for
Fruit Growing, &c. No Stock. Any district,—Write,

MARKET, Messrs. Qibbs, Smith & Co., 10, High Holborn, W.C.

To Nurserymen. Horticulturists, &c.

WANTED, to PURCHASE, a SHARE in
an Old-established NURSERY, &c., or a Position witli

a view to a PARTNERSHIP, by a young man of several years'
experience in a Country Nursery and in a leading London
Orchid Establishment ; also at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew. Applications, with particulars, to be addressed to—
W. Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C. Principals only dealt with.

OR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked with Vines. Cucumbers, and Plants.
Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to
run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.

All particulars of A, B., 11, Dafforne Road, Tooting,
Surrey,

FOR SALE, a small NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS.— Four Glasshouses, and Propa-

gation-house, heated by Hot-water. Near the main-road.—
Apply to W. H., The Nursery. Park Row. Greenwich.

TO BE SOLD, with Immediate Possession,
small NURSERY GROUND, with 360 feet run of GREEN-

HOUSES. Capable of great extension. Houses have been
erected about one year, of modern construction. The whole is

held on lease for 21 years, at the low rent of £1 per annum.
Probably freehold might be acquirfd. Price £i50. Stock at
valuation. Apply,

ME-iSRS. CRAWTER. Land Agents. Cheshunt. Herts.

r ONDON, S.E.—A NURSERY for SALE.
JLi About 3 Acres: 16 Hous-s, 2 Lean-to Pits. 2 Span Pits,
each about 100 feet long. 2 smaller houi-cs, all well heated. &c.

;

also Cold Frames, &c.. Dwelling-house, Stables, Sheds, &c.
About 5 miles from Covent Garden. Open to consider a
reasonable offer.

Apply to SHUTTLEWORTH, Limited. Peckham Rye. S.E.

WO FREEHOLD VILLAS (Terrace),
situate in best part. West Plumstead, with i Acre of

Land in the rear, upon which twelve Greenhouses are erected,
with nine complete ; side entrance. Very compact Nursery, and
au excellent living. TO BE SOLD, at a great 34C'ifice.—Par-
ticulars of Mr. BUXFORD, 34. Paget Terrace. Plumstead.

To Market Gardeners, Cow-keepers, Farmers, ana
OTHERS.

TO LET, at Michaelmas next, within two miles
of Norwich Market-place, a Farm of 150 Acres, 51 of

which are meadow land. There is an excellent house, superior
farm-buildiugs, cow-house for 40 cows, and covered yards,

—

Apply, THOMAS ROSE, 21, Prince of Wales Road, Norwich.

TO LET, Three well-stocked VINERIES ; also
TOMATO HOUSE. One furnace throughout. Moderate

Rent. Bothy. Main line 2^ miles. Particulars apply to

—

Miss C. H. P., Corapton Park, Salisbury.

To Gentlemen, Market-growers. Planters, &c.
HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.

TO BE SOLD as it stands, or in collections
to suit buyers, the entire STOCK of a GROWER, com-

prising between 30.000 and 40.000 of the leading varieties of
HARDY PERENNIALS, ROSES, DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS, &c. This is an exceptional opportunity to those
desirous of securing quantities at low tigures.

Apply to W. H. SPENSER, Tangley Park, Hampton. S.W.

FOR SALE— TERMINAL-END, FLUED,
SADDLE BOILER.

7 feet 6 inches long x 2 feet 9 inches wide x 3 feet high.
Been in use a short time only.

Price and particulars of ALEX. WRIGHT, 241, South
Norwood Hill, S.E.

C:A AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J'i\j\J\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 18 in., at 30l. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
38 in. to 21 in., at 55j. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76». per 100

;

10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN; 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK. Goldstone. Brighton.

NEW CARNATIONS i ''idSS'^u^k va1^,'e7,II:
Certificated by the Royal Horticultural Society, also at the Crystal Palace, Bath, Exettr, ^c.

MISS MARY GODFREY. REGINALD GODFREY
—Undoubtedly the finest white in existence.

Blooms of good shape and good substance,

3 inches in diameter, of the purest white,

freely produced, of robust habit, "non-
bursting," and thoroughly perpetual.

—Has the same good qualities as the prece-

ding variety, but is of a rich salmon-pink.

Three times the size of Miss Joliffe, richer

in colour, much more robust, and will produce

five times the quantity of blooms. 5/- each.

These varieties have caused a great sensation wherever exhibited.

W. J. GODFREY, The Nurseries, Exmouth, Devon

EXHIBITIONS.

R^
National Clirysanthemum Society.

01 AL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER,
October 10, II, and 12, 1894, EARLY AUTUMN

EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS. Valuable Prizes
for Table Decorations. &c.
Schedule of Prizes on application to RICHARD DEAN, Hon.

Secretary, Ranelagh Road, Ealing.

POR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
-1- to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest
stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St, Pancras.

UBEROSE (American Pearl), will bloom
for Christmas, 8s. and 10s. per lOO.

F. D. WOOLF, Severn Nursery, Southampton.

TO EXHIBITORS. — SPRINQTHORPE'S
CUP and TUBE; Highly Commended by National

ChrysanthemumSociety, Sept. 4. Provisionally protected.
For circulars, apply to G. SPRINGTHORPE, Coombe Court

Gardens, Kingston-on-Thames.

pHINESE SACRED NARCISS, or *' Joss
V^* Flower," can be supplied by the dozen, hundred, or
thousand.—Price on application to
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rar«

Plants, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

P^
l^RIS TREMULA.—Fine stuff, in Scinch

pots, fit for potting on into 48'3, 10s. per 100, *4 lOl.
per 1000; fine stuff, in 48's. £1 per 100.

C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

FOR SALE, a COLLECTION of CONSER-
VATORY and OTHER PLANTS, Garden Roller, Lawn

Mower, &c.—Apply, on the Premises, 31, Grove Gardens,
Regent's Park, any time on Monday, September 24, or Tuesday,
September 25.

MUSHROOM SPAWN (Johnson's Improved).
—Having made this seasoa some thousand bushels of

extra good spawn, can offer same at 3i. per bushel. Special
prices for quantity. All spawn sent out is guaranteed made
from pure virgin spawn.—JOHNSON, Hanger Hill, Ealing.

JULES DE COCK'S NURSERIES,
^J Ledeberg, Ghent (Belgium).
:JU,000 Azalea lodica. ]2,1>U0 A. mollis. 50,000 Begonia Bulbs,
;J,000 Dractcna Bruanti, 2.000 D. discolor, 4.000 D. indivisa,
3.0UO D. lineata, 2,000 rubra, 10.000 Gloxinias, 30,000 Spircea
japonica, 4,000 S. j. aurea reticulata, 10,000 Palms in variety,
with characterised leaves ; 2,000 Ficus elastica.

OBBIE'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE of
Bulbs. Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Herbaceous Plants,

Pansies. Rosea. Violas, and Fruit Trees, ia now ready, and will
be forwarded free on application.

DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

OR SALE, 10 cwt. SHALLOTS, 10 owt.
PICKLING ONIONS. Apply,

WILLIAM BRACEY, Martham, Great Yarmouth.

NARCISSUS BULBS.—Double White, fine
strain, 15s. per 1000, on rail. Sample 100, by post, for 3«.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, &c., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AHS CO., Chase Side. Soathgate, London, N.

AFFODILS, RARE TULIPS, and IRIS.—
Hartland's '* Little Book " for 1894 is now being pub-

lished, post-free, on application. Please secure a copy and send
your forward orders to W, BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.9.,
Bulb Grower and Seedsman. Cork, Ireland. Established 1810.

"E^^W STRAWBERRIES.N
ROYAL SOVEREIGN (1893), 9d. each ; Qs. per dozen,
SENSATION (1892), 2s. per dozen ; 12s. per 100.

The above from plants direct from the raiser.

A fine collection of other varieties. List free on application to
B. HURST AND SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

1 iS. O-D., 10 HYACINTHS with names ; 12 red,
JL «.' 12 white, or 12 blue ; 15 Roman, 20 mix., or 50grape

;

20 w. Lilies, 50 d. named, 503., or 75 mixed Tulips ; 50 w, named,
50 y., or 75 mixed Narcissus; 20 Ornithogalum, 26 Freesias, or

25 Jonquils. The 535 roots, 15s. ; half. 8». 6d.

LOADER, Addiogton Grove, Sydenham, London.

ERANIUM CUTTINGS (well ripened).—
Bronze, West Brighton Gem, H. Jacoby, and Vesuvius.

For sale or exchange for Orchids.—ARCADIA, Richmond Park,

Bournemouth.

FERNS.-PTERIS CRISTATA,
in 21-inch pots, fit for potting on, at 9s. per 100. A large

quantity of 48'8. Pteris Cristata, Major Cretica, Nobilis and

Tremula. Adiantum Fulvum and Pubescens, at is. &d. per

dozen Polypodium and Adiantum Cuneatum, at 5s. 6rf. per

dozen. Packed free for caah with order.—B. PRIMROSE,
Blackheath Nurseries. St. John's Park, Blnckheath, S.E.

O R CHID S.

NEW IMPORTATIONS Of BRAZIUAN ORCHIDS.

Full particulars on application to—

A. H. GKIMSDITCH (Orchid Importer),

5, CLAYTON SQCARE. LIVERPOOL.

Sole Agent for OABLOS TRAVASSOS, Rio de Janeiro.
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E STI M ATES
rUBNI&BEI> PROMPTLY FOR

EVERY KIND OF

GLASSHOUSES
On receipt of Particulars.

SURVEYS MADE.
Mv\/^tfKftefURG^, lP5WicS

Write for oar

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE,

Consisting of 1^0 passes, containing
innumerable de^iKniiof

Conseivatorles.Gieenliouses.&c.
Po3T Free on Application.

GREENHOUSES of every description.

Beterences can be given of GLASS-HOUSES erected

by U9 in every part of the Kingdom.

DETAILED ESTIMATES for Houses of every dimension
Free on application.

HEATING APPARATUS A specialty.

No. 90.-NEW DESIGN CONSERVATORY.
Our New Illustrated CATALOGUE contains numerous

Designs of Conservatories to suit every situation.

INTENDING PURCHASERS WAITED UPON
by Appointment.

SURVEYS MADE, and ESTIMATES GIVEN
For Work fixed complete by our own Experienced Men.

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS.
NEW CATALOGUE, Post-free.

67, HOLBORN VIADUCT,

WRINCH & SONS,"SSi'nPSWICHi LONDON, E.C

The
Largest Steam

HORTICULTURAL
WORKS

In the World.

InspectionInvited

AV,
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS— ^Ae Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
NUB8ERIES-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

1000

HOUSES IN
STOCK

to Select from.

Works cover

S acres.

TTwr-ppk-prp A TO-m __We beg to inform all readers of this Paper that the Third Edition (100,000 copies) of our Revised
XXVJ X'*.^X\. X .tt-XN X .

pj^jcj; LIST, consisting of 400 Pages and about 1,200 Illustrations, bound in cloth, is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure in forwarding to every person up to September 30, 1894, one post free ; after which the price

will be Is. each. This List is the most complete in the Trade, and has cost several thousand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

SECnON.
1. GoDserratories, Greenhouses.

Vineries. Orchid Houses,
Plant and Forcing Houses,
Frames, Pits, Hand-Lights,
&c

II. Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and
Pigeon Appliances, &c. ...

III. Rustic Work

IV. Iron Buildings ani Roofing,

Church Furniture, &o.

17— 64

66— 98

19-134

V. Heating Apparatus,
Stoves, &c.

Cooking
179-228

FOR EVERY READER OF THIS PAPER.
CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

SECTION.
VI Horticultural Manures. Fertili-

zers, Insecticides. Worm and
Weed Destroyers, Sunshades,
Soils, ic.

VII. Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters,
Tennis Markers, Garden
Rollers, &c

VIII. Horticultural Timber
IX. Horticultural Sundries, Wire-

work. Fountains, Vases,
Statuary, &c

X. Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
PlanU, Dutch Bulbs, &c. ...

229-248

247—268
289—280

313-383

SPECIAL OFFER of NURSERY STOCK.
Buy at once and pot on now for winter-blooming.

PRIMULA (SiDKle).—Various colours, very large flowers, fine

healthy plants, out of small pots. 35. per doz., free.

,, (Double White).—Strong rooted plants, out of 3-in. pots,

45. per doz., 28s. per 100, free.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA.-Special line to help out our
enormous stuck, an ExMbltlon Btraln, strong
plants, out of 3-ln. pots, is. 9d. per doz., 13s. 6d.

per 100, free,

do, do., transplanted, Is. 2d. per doz., 2s. per 2 doz.

Extraordinary Value In the Best Creepers,
For covering walls, trellis-work, Sec.

The Small VIRGINIAN CREEPER (Ampelopsis Veitchi), with
foliage turning a very rich deep crimson in late autumn ;

plant now ; self-clinging, with about 3 ft. of growth, out
of 3-in. pota ; 3s. per doz , 23s. per 100, free. Much larger
plants, out of 5-in. pots, 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, 6s. per doz , free.

The Old VIRGINIAN CREEPER (Ampelopsis Hederacea),
stronger growth, more hardy and vigorous than A. Veitchi,
green foliage, out of small pot^, 2s. 6d. per doz., free.

PA£8IFL0RA CCERULEA (Blue Pasbion Flower).—First-rate
climber for outside walls, &c., greenhouses and conserva-
tories, from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, out of small pots, 3s. per
doz., liOs. per 100, free. Larger plants, out of 5-iD. pots,

3 ft. to 4 ft., 55. per doz., free.

COOPER'S Collection of GREENHOUSE FERNS, foliage
plants, mosses, &c., specially selected for Greenhouse aod
Room Decoration, consisting of the following varieties :

Aspleniums, Adiantums (Maidenhair), Gymoogrammas
(gold and silver Ferns), Isolepis, Polypodium. Pteris serru-
lata, criatata, and tremula ; Aralias, Grevilleas, Nephro-
lepis, Selaginellas, &c. l5. 6d. per doz. ; 3s. per doz.

;

55. per doz., carriage free.

PASSIFLORA GRANDIFLORA.— Larger flower than the

above, out of small pots, 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, 35. per doz.,

205. per 100, free.

Spaclal Offer of Uarechal Niels.

Holding the finest stock in the kicgdom of this lovely (limbing
Rose (especially for roof and walls of Greenhouses and
Conservatories), we would strongly advise our numerous
amateur customers to place their orders and plant soon

to ensure a heavy crop of flowers next spring.

Fine strong plants in large pots, 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, 2s. Sd. each,

245. per doz., F.O.R. ; extra grand, large plants, in large

pots. 8 ft, to 9 ft,, 35. fc'rf. each, 36s. per doz., F.O.R.

Giape Vines,
BLACK ALICANTE, \
BLACK HAMBRO,
BUCKLAND'S SWEETWATER, Stout canea, 5 ft. to 6 ft.

FOSTER'S SEEDLING. V long, 2s. each, three for

LADY DOWNES' SEEDLING, bs. %d., F.O.B.
MADRESFIKLD COURT,
MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA, /

Cheap Offer of Plants for Present Planting.
Smaller quantitieH supplied at proportiouate prices. Orders

of 100 and upwards carriage free.

WALLFLOWERS, Harbinger, single, deep scarlet. 25. per 100.

Belvoir Castle, dwarf, light golden, 2s. per 100,

Covent Garden, Blood-red, the darkest crimson known,
2s. per 100.

Primrose Dame, rich golden-yellow. 2s. per 100.

Golden Tom Thumb, dwarf, canary-yellow, 2s. per 100.

Graham's Perfection, rich crimson, 2s, per 100.

Double Branching, grand spikes of double canary-yellow
blooms, 3s. per 100.

Finest Double German, very double blooms of choicest

colours. 3s. per lUO.
DOUBLE DAISY (Bellis perennis), very useful for borders and

edgings, 3s. per 100.

DOUBLE PYRETHRUMS, saved from the best named
varieties, producing large quantities of most beautiful

Aster-like flowers in all shades of colour, ranging from
white to crimson, 'it. 6d. per lOJ.

FOXGLOVE (finest spotted), excellent for shrubberies, Ac,
very handfODse in large ma-ses or bai^k borders, ?s per 100.

SWEET WILLIAM, all the best varieties, very popular and
pretty plant, should have a place in every garden,

4«. per lOit.

CANTERBURY BELLS (mixed), well-known hardy p'ants,

all the best colours, single and double, indispens^tile for

mixed borders. 4s. per lOO

HOLLYHOCKS, superb double German, strong plants, pro-

ducing a large proportion of very double flowers, in all the

best sDades of colour, grown from the tineit Continental

strains procurable. Is. per doz ; 7s. ijd. per lOJ.

GEUM, double scarlet, vigorous, healthy plants, covered with
pretty siuiU red tlowers. 2s. 6d. psr 100.

PAN • lES, for spring blooming,—We have a splendid selectioa

of these most pjpular spring flowers, in all shades o(

colour, sells, spotted, aod blotched, 3s. iSd, per 100.

SAPONARIA MULTIFLORA ALBA, very free bloomer,
useful for cutting is. per 100.

MYOSOTI3 VICTORIA, the finest of blue Forget-me-nots, a
peifect mass of bloom, ; s. fid. per 100.

Strawberry i'lants ! Strawberry Plants !

!

An immense stock, comprising all the best and most popuUr
varieties. List free, i-lant now. 2.'!. Gd. per 100, 2l^.

per 1000, free.

Roses and Fruit Trees.

Our fttock of the above is this year exceptionally fine. Ort'ers

booked now for Roses, tra nel. standard, and bush.

Peaches, Nectarines, Plum^, Apricots, and Pear trees, will

be ready for delivery in October. All orders executed in

strict rotation. All goods carefully packed f;eeon rail.

BULB CATALOGUE NOW READY, POST FREE.
W. COOPER, LIM., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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Important to Mnsluroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6j.

R. AMD G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,

Sonthgate. N. Established 1797.

ERNS. — GREA.T ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2i-inch pots.

Stove and Greenhouse. 30 best selling sorts. 10s. per lUO; 200

out of pots, I6s. ; large ditto, in 48's, 10 best selling sorts,

6j, per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum. in 48'8, for cutting (value

in frondp), 6s. and 8s. per dozen: ditto, for making large

plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s. per 100. Aralias. Qrevil-

leae, Rhodanthe, Cyperus, in 48's. 6s. per dozen. Ficus. Palms,

Dracaenas, Is. each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas. M. each.

Packed free. Cash with Order. Listfree—J. SMITH. London

Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London. S,W.

NEW CARNATION,
" YELLOW aXTEEN."

For Cut Flowers, this variety will be the one to grow, pro-

ducing its beautiful primrose-yellow flowers in great profusion,

of robust habit. Received Certificate of Merit and Medal

from the Royal Horticultural Society. Strong plants, in 48's,

3s. 6rf. each, 36s. per doz. Trade price on application.

THOMAS BONES. Heaton Gardens. Cheshunt. N.

MILLER'S TULIPS, best and cheapest.—
All strong flowering bulbs. Choice miied Single Tulips,

all beautiful colours, 38. per 100. 27s, M. per 1000 ; Scarlet

Due Van Thol, large bulbs, 2s. id. per 100. 26s. per 10 0;

choice mixed Double Tulips, 3s 6rf. per 100, 32.'. id. per 1000;

Parrot Tulips, choice mixed, these are gorgeously gay, 4s. per

100. 37s. 6rf. per 10! 0; Late Single Amateur Florist's Tulips,

mixed colours, refined and beautiful varieties, 4f. 6(f. per 100 .

Orders above 10s. carriage paid. Illustrated Bulb Catalogue

free.—F. MILLER AND CO.. 267, Fulham Road. London, S.W.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

' ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directiots enclosed with our
signature attached.

S Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for

f
package; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries. London. N., and Barnet. Herte.

DU T CH B^Cr L B S.
TULIPP, Due van Thol. scarlet Is. 6rf. per 100.

TULIPS, Due van Thol, red and yellow ... 2s. per luO.

TULIPS, mixed 2S. per lOU.

PBICB LIST of DUTCH BTTLBS, cheaper than any other
Film, sent tree on application from—

J . D . H A M O N, Bulb Importer,
JAMAICA ROW. BIRMINGHAM.

*.\

S5t^

STRAWBERRIES.
.

ALL THE BEST KINDS AND
PLANTS, WRITE TO

^H.CANNELL&SONS.
Catalogue of these and

all kinds of Fruits free,

SWANLEY, KENT,

'a-

Finest fruit district
m the world.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

Royal Parks, ftc.-Grass Seeds.

THE COMMISSIONERS of H.M. WORKS,
&c., arc prepared to receive TENDERS tor the SUPPLY

of GRASS SEEDS for use'in the Royal] Parks. &c., during the

year 1895. Forms of Tender, containing full particulars,

may be obtained at this Office any day except Saturday,

between the hours of 12 and 3.

Tenders are to be delivered before noon on Wednesday.
October 3. addressed to " The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works,
&c., 12, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.,'' and marked on the

outside ** Tenders for Grass Seeds. Royal Parks, &c."
The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any Tender.
H. W. PRIMROSE. Secretary.

H.M. Office of Works. &c., 12. WhitehaU Place, S.W.,
September 18. 1891.

ARUMS.—Good strong clumps from open
ground, averaging from two to three floweiing shoots,

6s. per dozen.— C. TUCKER. The Nurseries. Faringdon.

LPINE and HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—
20s. per ino, our selection, good sorts^ Catalogue and

Cultural Notes, 80 pages. 6</. WALLFLOWERS, Seedlings,

dark and yellow. Is. 6a. per 100. post-free.

STANSFIELD BROS.. Southport.

PRIMULAS, Veitoh's Superb Strain.— 1000
surplus Plants, strong and clean, in exchange for same

quantity of Henri Jacoby Geranium Cuttings, or any portion of

them.
Address, HEAD GARDENER. Dashwood. Oravcsend. Kent.

ILD GARDENING. — Plant Hartland's
Cheap Offer of Vun Sion and Irish Princeps Daffodils,

Blue Bells, &c., at very low prices. Apply to

—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Seedsman, F,K.H.S., Cork,

DIANTUM CUNEATUM, ARALIAS, good
stuff in 48's. 6$. per dozen ; Pteris cristata and tre-

mula. 4s. 6d. per dozen; Adiantum elegans in 60'3. 16s. per

100 ; Pteris cristata in 60'8. 10s. per 100 ; the latter also from
s'ores. Ss. 6d. per 100, 30». per 1000. Cash with order.—
W. BARTLETT, River View Nursery, Aylestone Park, Leicester.

RELAGE'S PARROT TULIPS
(See Card. Chron., May 12. 1894).

And all DUTCH BULBS, and new or rare BULBOUS
PLANTS, true to name and of the be^t quality only, at cheap
prices. Descriptive CATALOGUE now ready, and may be

had free on application to E. H. KKELAGE AND SON,
BloemhoE Nurseries, Haarlem. Holland. Established 1811.

Surplus Stock.- Cheap Offer.

CCELOGYNE CRISTATA.—12 or more pans
16 to 20 new growths, 5s. each, or would exchange for

Euchaiis.
DOUBLE VIOLETS, Marie Louise and Comte de Brazza

(Swanley While), good clumps. For price, t-tating quantities,

apply to K. GRINDROD. Tram Inn, R.s.O.. Herefordshi'e.

Hyacinths, Tullp3, Crocus, LUles, ftc.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Measrs. R. SILBEKRAD AND SON. 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

ARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent fiee,—See Illustrations, back page.
Gari. Chron., Sept. 1, 1894.

CATALOGUE of BULBS. Winter, Spring, and Summer-
flowering.

CATALOGUE of DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds, Borders, and
Naturalisation in Meadows. Woods. &c.

CATALOGUE of ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing
interest to English Amateurs.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for

Beds. Borders, and Naturalisation.

COLLECTIONS of BULKS. 12s. M.. 21s., 43s.. and 63«.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, bs. 6d., Is. 6rf., 10s 6<i., Jls.,

to 105.'.

BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

BUNYARD'S KENT
STRAWBERRIES.

BEST PLANTS of FINEST SORTS.
Prices now Reduced 20 peb Cent., except Newest Kinds,

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.,
OLD NURSERIES. MAIDSTONE.

NEW LIST FEEE.

iX (\(\(\ HASPBERRY STOOLS for Sale:
U^VV/V/ Falstaff and Fillbasket. from 5 to 10 years old,

from six to twelve strong canes, from 4 to 7 feet high, in full

bearing, will divide and make four to six good plants, zQs. per
ICO, free on rail, Benton Statior, near Newcastle.

Also 4,000 Victoria RHUBARB ROOTS, large clumps, about
seven years old, and 1000 large roots. Stot'a Monarch, each will
divide into four, 25s. per 100. Also 4,000 Leanies Roots, two
years planted, strong stuff, fit for forcing, lOs. per ICO. on rail.

Good offers entertained for large quantities. Also 600 pots oE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 9 inch, three in each pot, fm-st varieties

obtainable, strong and healthy, I5s. per dozen, mixed sorts.

Also a quantity of Ferns, Orchide. Carnations, Geranium?,
Stephanotis ; also a large variety of other Choice Plants,
Climbing and Standard Rose tree?, Arum Lilies. Tuberoses,
Lilium auratum, candidum. lancifolium, and Harrisi; Double,
Single, and Trumpet Narcissi, in great variety; 4,000 yards of
Wire Netting, in 50-yard lengths, 4 feet high, 4-inch mesh, 55.

per 50 yards. Apply to^
W. HANDYSIDES. Green Market, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

GRAPE VINES.—Grand Fruiting and strong
Planting Canes. FIGS. PEACHE3, and NECTARINES.

standard-trained, with large fruiting heads. FRUIT TREES
and ROSES of best kinds.

WILL TAYLER. Oabom Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

Prize Cob Filberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portiooB,

or the whole of hia Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed ia
the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address^

GEORGE WAITK. the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-grown stock

of Ericas (hyemalis and other varietie-s), Epacris, Solanuma,
Genistas, Cyclamen, Double White Primulas, Bouvardias of
sortfl, Adiantum cuneatum and other Ferns ; Palms in variety,
Gardenias. Stephanotis, Dipladenias, Ficus elatstica, Crotons,
Genistas, Tea Roses (in pots). Vines in pots, &c.

An inspection is invited.
TRADE CATALOGUE forwarded on application.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

GREENHOUSES. — C. E. ORFEUR invites
enquiries for hia New Illustrated CATALOGUE of

Greenhouses, Forcing-houses. Garden Frames, Amateur's
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, &c., which will be sent, post-
free, on application to Colne Bank Works. Colchester.

WARE and SONS'
arkthePlowER pots "'^''^

THE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations giren for quantities. Carriage paid to any

Tbe Beat Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle ot 10.

BEST NEW ARCHAN8BL MATS ... (9 ft. by 4 ft. 6) lOs.

.. TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 8s.

,. HEAVY PETERS BDKG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7s.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 53.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS. 20,-. 25/- & 35- p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA 6d. per lb.

„ CUBA BAST Is „

HOETICCLTURAL SUNDRIES OK EVEBY KiND.

CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137. COMMERCIAL ST.. LONDON, E.

"THE CEARWORK OF THE FUTURE."
(Pbice from 5^d. PER Foot, Fixed.)

'* Best and Cheapest in the Market^^
Is THE Verdict of all who have Tried it.

Inspection Invited.

HOBGAN <& LOWE'S
PATENT RADIAL MOTION

(11,300 FEET ALREADY FiXfeD).

If you require a thoroughly good gear, which does not

get out of order, send at once to the Palentees, and have

no other.

MORGAN & LOWE,
XrXBBIDGE.

PERFECTION.'

Important Improvements In Glazing & Construction

NO LEAKAGE.-NO DRIi'.-NO LOSS OF HEAT.

GUABAyTEED.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND TESTIMONIALS.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

SURVEYS MADE IN ALL PARTS.

W. PARHAM, ""VX"; BATH.
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FINEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

>MAN HYACINTHS:
Earlv White, extra large bulbs
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

KTo Connection with any other Firm of
the same name.

& Son's
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER.

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Oar descriptire CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultural Directions and particulars aa to Free
Delivery, will be sent, post-free, on application to our
offices at OVERVEEN, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or

to our General Agents—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,
3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

Bougalnvillea glabra var. Sanderlana.
TTUGH LOW AND CO. offer fine Plants ofXX this free-flowering and brilliantly-coloured variety of
the oldBougaiovillea glabra, as exhibited by them, and Certi-
ficated by the Royal Botanic Society. Regent's Park, May 30.
1894. Price, 5s. each.

' b
. j .

HUGH LOW AND CO.. Clapton Nursery, N.E.

r ILIUM LOWII. (First-olass Certificate KoyalL^ Hort. Soc, July 11, 1893.) -Several plants of this rare
and beautiful Lily are now flowering at the Clapton Nursery.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

CROTON RUSSELLIL (First-olass Certificate,
Royal Hort. Soc, November 14, 1893.) Most distinct

novelty, excelling any other variety in brilliancy of colour.
Price, 2l5. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

T^ICHORIZANDRAMUSAICA GIGANTEA
J--' (First-class Certificate at Temple Show, 1894).—A very
handsome improvement on the type. Price, 21«. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO.. Clapton Nursery, N.E.

IVTEW, SINGLE, SCARLET CLEMATIS,
J-l Madame Edouard Andre. Fine plants, 3s. 6rf. & 6s. each.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

ROSES IN POTS.
Exceptionally Good, and well-ripened this Year.

TEA-SCENTED, from 15«. to 36s. per dozen.

CLIMBING ROSES, extra strong, with long
shoots, of all best varieties, 2,<. Qd., 'is. 6d., and 5s. each.

LISTS POST FREE.

GEO. COOLING & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, BATH.

FLOWERS AT CHRISTMAS.
Procure Fine Bulbs from JNO. JEFFERIES & SON.

WHITE ROMAN HYACIMHS, per doz,, 1». 3d. ; per WO, 9s.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS per 100, 6s.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 5s.

TULIPS, Crimson Van Thol , 2>. 6i.

Cheap Named HYACINTHS, for Bedding, Doubles and Singles,
Red?, Whites, and Blues, per dozen, 2s. 3d. ; per 100, 16s.

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,
Bulb Merchants,

CIRBNCESTBR.

AUTUMN, WINTER -FLOtVERING
AND

FORCING PLANTS.
Prime Quality, in Splendid Condition,

Now Ready for Delivery,

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds, including the
latest novelties.

CAMELLIAS, fine sorts, well set wilh flower.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

CYTISUS. fine strong plants.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
EPACRIS, of sorts, very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &C.
GARDENIAS, best sorts, well budded.

LILIUM HARRISI. extra strong, from America.

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties.

ROSES, finest Tea6 and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants
grown in pots for forcing.

., Marechal Niel and Gloire de Dijon, extra strong, in
Pots.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

GRAPE VINES. Orders are now being executed for Vines.
The canes are very fine this year, and well-ripened.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb

Catalogue, Gratis and post free on application.

B.S. WILLIAMS & SON
Victoria and Paradi.ss Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

PEARSON'S BULBS
(THE FIXEST PROCUBABLE).

Every article grown by a Specialist; extra fine this Season.

HYACINTHS, for Borders, io separate colours ... per 100, 9/-

,, Selected, for Beddinp and Forcing ,, 14/-

,, Finest, for Kxhibition per doz., 4/- to 8/-

,. Finest, for Growing in Water per doz., 4/4
TULIPS, Due Van Thol, scarlet per 100, 2}-

„ Single, Belle Alliance, crimson ,, 4/i

,, ,, Chrypolora, finest yellow ,, 6/-

,, „ Couleur Cardinal, very fine ,, 5/6

,, ,, Duchesse de Parma, one of the best... ,, 4/6

,, ,, Joost van Vondel. crimson and white ,, 6/-

,, ., Keisei's Kroon, superb „ 6/-

,. ., L'Immaculee. pure white „ 4/-

,, Doable, La Candeur. pure white ,, 4/-

,, ., Rex Rubrorum. crimson-scarlet ... „ 6/-
Tulips were never so Good or so Cheap—eee Catalogue.

NARCISiUS, Polyanthus per 100. from 4 -

., Empress, home-grown, fine, per doz., 7/6 ... per 100. 60/-

„ Horefieldii „ „ ,. 4/6 ... „ 30/-

,. Emperor ,, ,, ,, 9/-... ,, 60/-

., Sir Watkin ,, „ „ 8/-... „ 60/-

,, Poeticus, 2/- ; Omatus ,, 4/-
SPANISH IRIS, finest mixed 3/6
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, extra size ... „ 5/-
LILIUtt CANDIDUM, extra size „ 10/-
CROCUS, finest varieties l/-to2/-
AFRICAN TUBKROSE, now ready, per doz., 2/- ; „ 14/-
GLADIOLUS COLVILLI (" The Bride "), white .. 2/6

Everything equally Reasonable. CATALOGUES free.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSEHIES, NOTTS.

CARNATIONS.
JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to

announce that his Catalogue for Autumn, 1894, and
Spring. 1895, is Now Ready, ana will be sent post-free to all

intenaing purchasers. It contains full Dei^criptive Lists of the
New Malmaison Carnations, and the New Border Carnations
produced by Martin R. Smith. Esq . in his garden at Hayes.
There is also a full Descriptive List of the New Yellow- ground
Picotees, which obtained First-class Certificates and Awards of

Merit at Newcastleon-Tyne, London. Southampton, Oxford,
and elsewhere during the past season. James Douglas
obtained the unprecedented number of thirty-one First-class

Certificates and Award-* of Merit in 1S94.

Early Orders are solicited, as the stock of plants is limited.

Orders will be executed in rotation as received. The New
Malmaisons are now ready.

EDENSIDE. GREAT BOOKHAM, SURREY.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1894.

THE SEED TEADE.
SEEDS IN OLDEN TIME.

A LTHOUGH, from the very earliest times,
-^^ the commodities that form the basis of a
seedsman's business have been collected or culti-

vated, it is only within the last generation that

the trade has taken the position of an important

industry.

In ancient times, the Egyptians were seed-

growers, and conversant with the cultivation of

vegetables, for there is inscribed upon one of

the pyramids the sum of money spent during
the progress of the work of erection for Radishes

and Onions consumed by the workmen. Vines
were raised from seed in these days, and it is

probable something was known of the effects of

one flower being impregnated by the pollen of

another ; they knew, too, a deal of the value of

selection of seed, for Virgil, a Roman gardening

writer of a later period, describes how he had
practised it, and as a proof that he had
thoroughly grasped the great power placed in the

hands of man for the purpose of plant improve-

ment, he declares in his Georgics that

—

" Some, ere committed to the faithful earth,

Soak the ripe seed and aid the ling'ring birth

With lees of oil or pungent brine, and sweat

The moistened sample with a gentle heat

;

Yet shall not theirs like bia nice care socceed,

Whose patient hand selects the largest seed."

The Greeks and Romans were great cultivators

of plants, and must necessarily have grown seeds

to a large extent, for another of their writers

has left it on record that the following culinary

vegetables were reared in their kitchen gardens.

Of Cabbages, several varieties were esteemed by

both slaves and kings ; of leguminous plants,

the Pea, Bean, and Kidney Bean ; of esculent

roots, the Turnip, Carrot, Parsnip, Beet, Skirret,

and Radish—so much value was attached to the

roots of Skirret that they were accepted by the

emperors for tribute. Of Spiraceous plants, they

appear to have had Sorrel ; of the Alliaceous

tribe, the Onion, Leek, and Garlic ; of salads.

Endive, Lettuce, Succory, and Mustard ; of

herbs, Parsley, Orache, Alexanders, Fennel, and

Chervil ; Asparagus and Mushrooms were also

grown.

Seeds in the Middle Ages.

Upon the decline of the Roman Empire, and

the gradual occupation of the country by the

Gauls, the migration of both vegetables and

flowers became general to all parts of Western

Europe ; to Holland especially was this the case,

where the affluent circumstances of the com-

mercial men, at that time the most eminent

travellers in the world, enabled them to acquire

a taste for the rare and delicate plants of foreign

climes, and it is certain that at this period came

the introduction from the East of the oriental
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Hyacinth, Narcissus, Tulip, Anemone, and

Ranunculus, all of which, favoured by a singu-

larly suitable soil and climate, have been so

greatly improved as to become most important

objects of commerce at the present time. Their

vegetables were also grown to the greatest

perfection.

Beyond the use of the native fruits and roots,

little advance appears to have been made in the

cultivation of horticultural productions in the

British Isles, and it was not, says Hume, " till

the end of the reign of Henry VIII. that any

salads. Carrots, Turnips, and other edible roots

were grown, the little that were used were

imported from Holland." Queen Catherine,

when she desired to add this luxury to her feasts,

was obliged to despatch a messenger thither on

purpose. Peas in these days were dainties for

ladies only, " they came so far, and cost so dear."

Melons, Cucumbers, and Lettuces of rare worth

came from the king's garden at Greenwich.

Amongst the poetical effusions of Thomas Tusser,

whose peculiar style was unique in itself, we find

the following having reference to seeds and

plants cultivated in his garden. It would be

about 1570 when he says :
—" Seedes and herbes

for the kychen, herbes and rootes for sallets and

sawce, herbes and rootes to boil or to butter,

flowes for windows and pots, herbes to still in

summer, necessarie herbes for physick." His

list, which contains 160 species, clearly shows

that the culture of useful seeds was spreading

throughout the country.

The examples shown us through the energy of the

Dutch travellers, who had penetrated to many parts

of the world, gave an impetus to the desire for

foreign travel on the part of oar own learned men ; and

it was during the reign of Queen Elizabeth that

Admiral Drake was commissioned to condnct a

voyage of discovery, and with bis return came seeds

and plants of various descriptions ; Sir Walter Kaleigh

also foand his way to South America, and brought

back the Potato. A taste for improved vegetables

and flowers notv became rife amongst the leading

London merchants, and there was a desire to obtain

all that was novel from their foreign correspondents.

Parkinson, the king's herbalist, and Tradescant, his

Majesty's head gardener, both laboured in this

direction also.

During the reign of Charles II. the Oxford and

Chelsea Botanic Gardens were founded, and many
native vegetables were brought to notice by Ray and

Evelyn. Then followed William and Mary, and

from 1G88 to 1703 several botanists were sent ont to

explore foreign countries, and great additions were

made to the indigenous flora by Switzel, Sibbold,

Johnson, and others. In George II. 's reign (1727

to 1760) the Chelsea Gardens, under the care of

Miller, were at the zenith of their fame, and bis

Gardeners' Dictionary, which first appeared in 1731,

contains a great deal of information pertaining to

the transformation of many of our own common
garden vegetables from weeds of the fields or

hedgerows.

The general progress of civilisation, and the great

extension of British power and influence, was at this

period (1760 to 1800) becoming felt in every quarter

of the globe. The increasing liberality of inter-

course between the learned of all countries greatly

encouraged the science of botany. Discoveries in

chemistry and physiology led to moat important im-
provements in the cultivation of plants ; Kew Gardens
was established, and many traders were busy amongst
seeds and plants.

Seeds in the Phesent Centuey.

It seems certain that at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century, the seedsmen of that time were held

in but very small respect, for a writer of eminence on
horticultural matters leaves it on record that " most
vegetables are grown from seeds, and the more select

and important kinds the gardener raises in his own

garden ; the business of procuring garden seeds is one

of great difficulty, but as no gardener can grow all

he requires he must necessarily deal at the seedshops.

It were much to be desired that seedsmen would

print their catalogues annually, instead of once in

every four or five years. As the seed business is at

present carried on, there are perhaps twenty names

in a list for which there are not ten, or sometimes

even five distinct articles." He then goes on to say,

" that flower seeds are generally grown by the nur-

serymen themselves, many vegetables by market

gardeners, and many choice kinds are received from

the head-gardeners of private gentlemen." So that it

may be taken that even the seedsman of that day had

hardly established himself as a recognised or legiti-

mate bnsiness man ; no donbt the trade was chiefly

done by the antiquated apothecaries, herbalists, or

itinerant seedsellers, whose samples would hardly be

of the first order, in age or cleanliness, and thns the

respectability of the whole industry became impe-

rilled. The best stores for supply would he the

botanical gardens, which were fast becoming formed

in different parts of the country, hut these sources

wonid only be able to supply a very small quantity

of the requirements.

This was the state of aflfairs during the early part

of the century, and, with one or two excep-

tions, influenced through the extraordinary stimulus

exerted by establishing the Horticultural Society,

it was not until the commencement of the Queen's

reign, which practically gave birth to the horti-

cultural press ; and about the same period the

foundations were laid of more than one of the

gigantic seed butinesses, the trading titles of which
have become familiar as household words, and
whose operations extend over the four quarters of

the globe.

The seed industry of the country underwent such

a marvellous development at this time, helped

materially by the introduction of the post and steam,

which brought increased facilities of communication,
which, with the later-day introduction of the

telegraph, have knitted the doings of the whole
civilised world so closely together, that they are now
in hourly connection, and many important seed-

houses have daring late years been established in all

parts. That there was keen competition even in

these early days is evidenced by the statement made
by the late Mr. James Cuthill, an extensive grower
in Camberwell. In writing of the market gardeners

round London he says :

—

" Growers of seed suffer most, as the continental

cultivators sell their rubbish so cheap ; this in the

course of time will entirely destroy our fine breed of

vegetables, which we have taken many years to

improve. Just think of foreign Onion-seed at

Od. per lb., that for which we used to get 3s. and
even 4s. Foreign growers grow all sorts of Cucum-
bers together, and all sorts of Cabbages and Onions,
so that our vegetables will soon be as mixed as an
Irish stew. The worst of it is, the Eaglish people

do not know what the stnflT is, or it would very soon
find its level, Tbis fraudulent seed traffic ought to

be put a stop to—deal with no house a second time
where the stuff" turns out all sorts of mixed rubbish,

you may be sure that it did not grow in Kent, Essex,

or Surrey. The other day I asked a large grower in

the Fulham fields if he still saved Cucumber seeds?

He said. No ; the seed merchants would no longer

give a fair price, as they could get foreign so cheap.

He used to grow 12 acres. Again, some years ago
he used to save 2 tons of Cauliflower seed—this he
was also obli;;ed to give np."

During this great revolution in the conduct of

extensive businesses, various changes have taken

place, and many establishments have risen, blos-

somed, and faded away, in many cases through
death, alterations in partnership, or unforeseen

circumstances ; and it may be interesting to many
who have survived the period, and who have the

recollection of these houses imprinted on their

memory, to include them in the form of a retrospect,

to appear shortly. Seedsman.

(To be continued.)

New or Noteworthy Plants.

NERINE APPENDICULiTA, Baker, n. sp*

This shows a new type of structure in the genns

Nerine. The filaments have each arising from their

base outside a strap- shaped process, with 2 to 4 long

apical teeth. Such processes, if connate, would

form a corona like that of a Narcissus. In N. pan-

cratioides there are similar processes, but they are

inserted between the stamens. The plant was

gathered in Natal by Mr. Medley Wood, and has

been flowered in England and brought to my notice

by Mr. Jas. O'Brien. In general habit and in the

size and colour of the flowers, it agrees with N.

pulchella var. angustifolia, figured in the Eefugium

Sotanicum, t. 329, which no doubt is a good species.

Bulb ovoid, middle-sized ; leaves three, contempo-

rary with the flowers, linear, green, a foot long,

deeply channelled down the face; peduncle stout,

terete, about 2 feet long; flowers ten to fifl;een in a

centripetal umbel ; spathe-valves two, small, membra-
nous, tinged with red

;
pedicels very pubeicent

;

perianth red, an inch long ; segments linear, dis-

tinctly keeled, crisped in the upper half; stamens

rather shorter than the perianth ; filaments each

appendiculate at the base outside, with a lacerated

membranous strap-shaped process J inch long ; anthers

small, oblong ; ovary J inch in diameter, deeply

three-lobed ; style as long as the stamens, obscurely

three-lobed at the stigmatose apex. J. G. Baker.

Ctpkipediom insione Goetoni, new var.

Yet another very distinct variety of this fine old

plant, has appeared at McArthur's Nursery,

Maida Vale. Its dorsal sepal is apple - green

at the base, tinged with purple brown, the upper

third being pure white. The petals are greenish-

yellow, tinged with purple-brown, and the lip

yellow, washed with a purplish hue on the face,

Staminode bright yellow. The peculiarity is, that

it exhibits none of the brown spotting usually

seen in varieties of C. insigne, and in that respect it

is nearest to the handsome C. insigne Bohnofiiannm,

James O'Brien.

EPIDENDRUM (DIACRIUM)
BICORNUTUM.

OuE reproduction of a photograph (fig. 45, p. 337)
kindly sent us by Mr. .1. H. Hart, SuperintendenI}

of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad, exhibits the

above species in very handsome foim. The species,

with three others, constitutes Mr. Bentham's genus
Diacrinm, distinguished by the lip being spreading

instead of adnate at the base, and by possessing two
hollow horns between its lateral lobes.

The plant under notice has fusiform hollow stems
of about 20 inches in height, the leaves ligulate oblong,

distichous, and dark green. The flower- stalks, terminal

on the older stems, produce a dozen or more flowers

of above 2 inches in diameter, white, with spots of

crimson in the middle of the lip. The plant which
we show being a native of Trinidad, would be there

cultivated with the greatest ease. Epidendrums suc-

ceed in many instances when grown with little or no
sphagnum- moss, or other materials about their roots

;

and £. bicornntum is one that needs no material

into which it may root, doing well on wood-blocks
alone ; whilst there are other species which, to grow
them in the best manner must be afforded sphagnum
moss and peat in equal proportions, and well-drained

pots. The Mexican-house suits them best.

Plant Notes.

KNIPHOFIA COMOSA AND OTHERS.
The above-named most distinct and carious species

of Kniphofia has at last bloomed with me, after a

more or less patient waiting of between fonr and 6ve

* Nerine appendiculata. Baker, n. «/).—Bulbo ovoideo ; folui

tribus syDanthiia linearibus viridibus facie canaliculatia subpe-

d allbus ; scapo valido tereti bipedal! ; utnbellis centripetalibus

10 — 15-floris, pedicellis pubesceatibua perianthii Begmentis

linearibus crispis ; staminibus perianthio brevioribus, fHamentis

extuB baei processis ligulatia laceratis appendiculatis.
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TiO -15.- EFILI>DBUM (dIACEIUM) BCORNUTCM! FLCWEBS P.-PE WHITF, WITH A FEW CRIilSON SPOTS ON THE LIP. (sEE P. 336.)
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years, to see what it was like. It is figured on plate

6669 of the Botanical Magazine, bnt the fignre by no

means does justice to the colour of the flower, which

is certainly not so ugly as it is there represented.

The foliage has a most distinctly glaucous hue, and

the leaves were from 3 feet to 3 feet 3 inches in

length, by 2 inches in breadth near their base, and

gradually tapering down to a fine point. The flower-

item rose to a height of 5 feet 4 inches, bat the flower-

head only occupied the top 4 inches, being therefore

disappointingly small compared with the height of the

stem. There were also three or four isolated single

flowers at irregular intervals down the stem. The

colour of the flower itself is a somewhat dull shade

of Apricot-yellow, but its most ornamental parts are

the deep red and prominently protruding stamene,

which are at least twice the length of the flower, and

are in the plate above referred to represented as

almost black. Another curious point of distinction

is the order of expansion of the flowers in

this species. In K. Uvaria and all its varieties,

and the hybrids wherein its blood predominates,

the flowers commence to open from the bottom

of the spike. In K. L^ichtlini, and most, if not

all of its hybrids, they commence to open from

top of spike. Id K. comosa they commence to open

in the middle, and continue to expand both upwards

and downwards till all are open, they do not altoge-

ther retain their colour more than about a week,

after the expiry of which time they all drop off'; it is

more a botanical curiosity than a strictly ornamental

plant. It is a native of Abyssinia, and has

been a good deal used by continental hybridists

in the production of their new varieties. It is, I

think, one of the most perfectly hardy of the family.

I may add to the above remarks, that my experience

of the eff-ct of severe frost on all the members of

the Kniphofia genus (of which I grow a tolerably

complete collection) ip, that where it is not severe

enough to kill them outright, which requires a ther-

mometer falling to zero, it actually does them good

and promotes a stronger and more vigorous growth.

I specially noticed this with regard to my strong

tuft of K. prtecox true, which the nnasually severe

frost of January 4-5 (when the thermometer fell

to 3°, or 29° of frost) seem to barn and melt worse

than any of the other varieties, leaving the foliage

a mass of pink palp, just as if it had been boiled.

I quite thought the plant must be killed, but am
much pleased to find that, far from being so, it has

sent up great strong shoots of growth infinitely more

vigorous than it was before, and of a fine deep

shade of healthy green ; these will, I hope and

expect, produce an abundant and beautiful bloom in

May next. W. E. Gumhleton, Belgrove, Qiceenstovm,

Ireland.

The Rosary.

HYBRID TEA ROSES.

The following are the best of the newer varieties

of this group ;

—

Augustine Guimisseau.—This may not be a good

exhibition kind, but it is one of the best garden

Hoses raised of recent years. It is especially beau-

tiful in the autumn, when every plant is a mass of

bloom, the growth vigorous, leafy, and dwarf. I

remember seeing in Mr. Benjamin Cant's nursery at

Colchester, late in September, two rows of this

variety, and they stood out above all others. They

were a sheet of fragrant flowers, full, and almost

white, with a stain of pinky shade in the centre. It

is a sport from La France, we believe, but it is not

correct to call it a " white La France," as is some-

times done, for the obvious reason that the flowers

are not white. One enjoys such a Ros^* as this, as

the flowers are richly scented, which cannot be said

of all the new or more recent Roses, Augustine

Gainoisseau has been some little time in collections,

bat it is practically new.

Caroline Teatout.—This is sometimes placed with

the hybrid perpetuals, and sometimes also with the

hybrid Teas. It is more of an H.P. than a Tea, and

is a thoroughly good new Rose, which has been

shown well on many occasions. It blooms well in

the autumn, the flowers being large, full, fragrant,

and rose in colour ; there is a trace of salmon. It is

described occasionally as pink or salmon, but the

colour is neither of these. The plant grows strongly,

and is dwarf.

Marquise de Salishury.—This is a Rose that rivals

all the newer varieties for effectiveness in the

garden. It is a brilliant variety or hybrid, and the

description given of it, "a red Camoens," is good,

as the plant and form of the flowers are similar to

those of the latter kind. The growth is strong,

and the leaves are of a dark green, which throws

into relief the wealth of crimson flowers. These

are borne on slender stems, as in the case of the

majority of the Teas. And they are of a vivid

crimson, so bright that one can detect a plant at

some distance. It is, therefore, a Rose that should

be grouped or massed together to get the full rich

beauty of the semi-doable flowers. From summer

until autumn it blooms freely, reminding one of a

China Rose in this respect.

Gustave Regis.—This Rose was recently given an

Award of Merit, when shown by Messrs. Paul & Son,

of Cheshunt. Only cut blooms were exhibited, and

of coarse from these we cannot jadge of the character

of the plant. It is like a true Tea, and will be

sought for cutting, as its long pointed buds, canary-

yellow, deeper in the centre, are adapted for this

work. There seems nothing hybrid aboat it, as it

has quite the appearance of a true Tea.

New Roses.

A few more hybrid Teas are important. Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria is promising, and not unlike

Devoniensis ; bnt its flowers are larger, full, ind

creamy-white, with a very delicate yellow centre

—

it makes strong growth, and blooms freely. Madame
Bernet Ducher is so much like a true Tea, that it

would be just as well to place it in that class ; it is

a Rose of value for its buds, which are small, and

delicate yellow, but deepening into the centre to a

richer shade. Gustave Regis is of similar character,

the buds of a very pretty nankeen shade, but as they

expand the colour gets paler. Princess May, raised

by Wm, Paul, of Waltham Cross, is of the Gloire de

Dijon race, and somi-climbing in habit ; the flowers

full, globular in shape, and of pinkish colour. Two
varieties that have been described before are Clara

Watson, sometimes placed amongst the true Teas,

and Grand-Dac <ie Luxembourg, both of which, if

they have further trial, may be recommended. But

new Roses require well testing before they are either

praised or condemned.

The Tea class receives many additions, bnt not

many varieties that surpass those already grown in

gardens. Medea and Corinna are two beautiful

kinds raised by Mr. Wm. Paul, and are now well-

known, as they have been described on several occa-

sions, and shown freely at exhibitions. Christine de

Nonii is a variety valuable for its colour ; the flowers

are large, and sweetly-scented, the colour being deep

crimson, suffused with a rose shade in the centre.

Beante Inconstante is, aa its name suggests, variable,

bat it is a Rose that produces a rich effect in gar-

dens when planted in a fair-sized group ; the flowers

are of a coppery- red and yellow colour, one melting

into the other—a curious and, in its way, beautiful

contrast of distinct shades ; its growth is strong and

free. Elise Fugier, Bridesmaid, Golden Gate, Maman
Cochet, and Mai Fleuri, are all likely to prove useful

Roses, but they have scarcely been sufficiently tested

yet. I have seen very fine blooms of every one of

them, but that is not sufficient.

The hybrid perpetaals of recent date are very fine.

W. Paul's Spenser, which may be described as an

improved Baroness Rothschild, the Irish Roses of

Messrs. Alex. Dickson, Newtownards, co. Down, as

Jeannie Dickson, Margaret Dickson, and Marchioness

of Londonderry, are all well tried, and will be doubt-

less grown largely in the future. A promising variety

is Captain Hay ward, the flowers of a bright crimson-

carmine colour, very sweetly scented, and produced

freely. Marchioness of Downahire, it will be re-

membered, was Messrs. Alex. Dickson's Gold Medal

Rose at the Crystal Palace exhibition this year. Its

rosy flowers are bright, fall, of exhibition standard,

and the growth of the plant is strong and sturdy ; it

promises well. Clio is a splendid Rose, raised by

Messrs. W. Paul. It is well adapted for gardens, bat

makes remarkably robust growth, forming in time

quite a bush ; the foliage is also large, the flowers

very handsome, globular, and of a flesh tint, deepen-

ing in the centre to quite a rosy shade. Two good

kinds raised by the Cheshunt firm of Paul & Son,

are likely to take a good place in this sec-

tion. One is Paul's Early Blush, which is the

same as a variety called Mrs. Harkness ; it is a sport

from Heinrich Schultheiss, a good Rose for forcing,

and blooms earlier than any hybrid perpetual, hence

its name The flowers are delicate blash-rose, large,

and borne freely both in summer and autumn,

Charles Gater is a very flne Rose, quite bushy in

growth, the flowers large, globular in shape, and

deep crimson—an intense, attractive shade. Mrs.

Rumsey, a sport which originated in the nursery of

Mr. Ramsey at Waltham Cross, will no doubt get

well known. It sported from Mrs, George Dickson,

and has remarkably clean, handsome, deep green

foliage, the flowers of a pink shade of colour.

To the Polyantha class have been added several

new varieties. One of the best known is Crimson

Rambler, which need not be described. Alister

Stella Gray, a seedling raised by Mr. A. H. Gray of

Bath, and being sent out by Messrs, Paul & Son,

Cheshunt, is a very beautiful variety, given an

Award of Merit, June 28, 1893, It will make
growths 18 feet long in one season, and bears a pro-

fusion of large clusters of deep yellow flowers, flnely

shaped, and valuable for cutting |for decoration. I

think time will prove the great usefulness of

this Rose. Filins Straussheim has delightfully-

shaped flowers, blush in colour, with an orange

centre, and it blooms freely. Madame E. A. Nolte,

like the last-mentioned, is a dwarf variety. It

blooms freely, and the flowers are not too large.

They are yellowish when in the open, but change to

a rosy-white on full expansion. Of Chinas, Duke of

York is important. It was raised by Messrs. Wm.
Paul & Son, and is very free, the flowers of distinct

colour, deep brownish-red and yellow, and loosely

arranged.

Amongst singles, a class rapidly becoming of more

importance than in previous years, Carmine Pillar,

in Messrs, Paul & Son's nursery at Cheshunt, is a

beautiful variety. The growth of the plant is

remarkably robust, strong shoots 10 or more feet in

height bi-ing produced in one season. Such a Rose

as this quickly covers a tall stake or pillar, and

when in full beauty is clothed with large carmine-

rose flowers that make a brilliant effect. Amongst
Bourbons, Mrs. Paul (Paul & Son) is now well

known ; it is in many gardens, and has been exhi-

bited in splendid chaiacter on many occasions.

Lorna Doone (Wm. Paul & Son) is very distinct,

the Bowers of a carmine-scarlet shade, full, and very

sweetly scented.

The foregoing are the best Roses of recent years,

the plants of strong growth in every case, free, and

with flowers of good colour. Eosa.

The Herbaceous Border.
•

ERYNGIUM AMETHYSTINUM.
In a general way, there is not much difficulty in

increasing the above plant by division. Though the

rootstock should remain as one even after being

planted some years, there should, in the ordinary

way, be several crowns at its summit, and the msjor

portion of these readily make separate plants if they

have the opportunity to do so. Should any of your

readers have solitary examples, similar to that

described by Mr, WoUey Dod at p. 289, I would

suggest lifting the plant early in the year, say in

February or thereabouts, and with a small hand- fork

piercing the rootstock, and wrenching it asunder.

This may be done without fear of loss, and is attended
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with little injury, if carefully performed. Sach plants

aa tbi>, and Ecbinopa rnthenicat, I have often been

obliged to treat in tbi« manner, dividing them into

•ingle crown», and replanting them at once, doing

this very firmly. Some of the diviiions may have

bnt little fibrous root left when the operation ii

complete, but others will be forthcoming when the

time of growth comea in the spring. Apart from

this, it would be easy, by means of root- cuttings, to

riise young plants in quantity. Some members of

thia genus exhibit a tendency to spring up from the

root-cuttings even in the ordinary border, but I do

not remember tiaving seen it with the plant in

question, to which some slight degree of warmth
appears almoat essential. Thia applies to Echinops
likewise, which, without heat, breaks away very

•lowly. E,

Senicio pulchee.

Among good perennials introduced in recent years

the above is certainly one of the moat valu-

able. Prior to its apperance, we had nothing of

its colour among autumn- flowering perennials, ao

that it came as a welcome addition. It ia quite

hardy in most soils and situations, and grows readily

to a large size. It should be grown in quantity, not
only in those gardens where hardy plants form the
leading feature, but wherever f iFective gardening is

the aim. The rich purplish-crimson colour of its

flowers renders it a striking object, especially if

planted in numbers in a mass or bed. When the
plant is established, it reaches a height of about
3 feet, the stems terminating in a branched head of
large purple- crimson flowers with yellow centre.
To grow it well, a sandy loam of good depth, and fairly
rich, should be employed ; all cold, clayey aoila should
have aand and leaf-aoil freely mixed with the staple.
The plant may be increased in winter, or very early
in the year, from root-cuttings, employing the
•tontest portions of these, and inserting them in
•andy soil around the edge of 6inch pots, and giving
them a gentle bottom-heat. When leaves are formed,
they may be treated in the ordinary way of seed-
lings or cuttings. Seeds of the above are rarely
produced

; much time, therefore, is saved by the
adoption of root- cuttings. J.

TUSSILAGO FHiGBANS (WiNTEH HelIOTEOPE).

The flowers of this plant are always welcomed, on
account of their pleasing fragrance, and my only
reason for directing attention to the plant at this
season is, that the present is a good time for pot-
ting-up the strongest crowns for winter-flowering.
In some gardens the plant is abundant, spreading
rapidly in all directions. B-fore many weeks are
passed, the strongest crowns will be showing the
flower-spike, and these should be lifted and planted
two or three together in a 6-inch pot, and placed in
a cold close frame for a few days. Tmsilago fragrans
was an especial favourite with the late Mr. Kobert
Parker, of the Nurseries, Tooting, and early in the
autumn of each year large quantities were potted- up
for flowering; and it is not surprising that so beau-
tifully fragrant a flower should command a ready
sale. Indeed, I have known visitors to these once-
famoua nuraeries purchase the plants in quantity—
so much so,, that we were once quite cleared out of
it for the time. Years ago the plant was abundant
in the Royal Bjtanic Gardens, Regent's Park, and
I doubt not it is still there in plenty, growing without
any attention on the bank within the fence. J.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
—

»

DENDROBIUM PHALiENOPSIS SCHRO-
DERIANUM.

A BOX of flowers of this superb O.'chid, sent by
Mr. J. Cypher, Queen's Road Nuraeries, Cheltenham,
serves to accentuate the oft-repeated praise of its

beauty, usefulness, and variety. The range in colour
is from pure white, slightly tinted at the tips o( the
petals and lip with pa'e lilac, to rich clear rose,

veined with purple. Mr. Cypher says, "This is

one of the most useful and one of the easiest to

cultivate of any of the Orchids we have received of

late yeara. It did well with na from the first, and
for months each year gives the best show of flowers

we have. At present we have a grand lot of it in bud,

and several hundreds of flowers are open, and spikes

in all stages, to keep up the show for a long time."

L.i:lio- Cattleya X Satana.

Under thia name we have received a flower of a

very richly-coloured hybrid, with the features of

L.-C. X elegans Turneri, The sepals and petala are

dark rose-purple. The front lobe and tips of the

side-lobes of the lip, as well as a broad band running

frem its base, are of an indescribably rich dark hue,

in which maroon, purple, and crimson seem to blend.

The side lobes of the lip are of a sulphur-yellow tint

on the inside, whilst the outside is blush-white. The
column is white, with purple bands. It is a very

handsome flower, and the darkest-tinted of its class

which we have seen. J. OB.

Dendbobium Johnsoni.^, F, von Mwll.

This handsome species is very rare in cultivation,

where it is generally known under its later name of

D. Macfirlanei, Rchb. f. It was originally described

Tin. 4".—DENDROBIUM JOH.VSOSI.E.

(From a phctograpfa taken in New Guiiea.)

in ilay, 1S82, by Baron Ferdinand von Mueller,

from a dried specimen gathered in the eastern

peninsula of New Guinea by the Rev. Jamea Chal-

mers, and was named after the daughter of the Rev.

Mr. Johnson, of Surrey Hills, New South Wales.

The author, who had not seen the poUinia, afterwards

suggested that it should perhaps be referred to

Phalaenopsip, though the pouch is quite different

from anything known in that genus. Soon after-

wards it was described by Reichenbach aa D. Mac-
farlanei, from materials sent by the Rev. S. M.
Macfarlane, of the Papuan Institute, in Torres

Straits. It flowered in the collection of J. N. Hib-

bert, Eiq., Chalfont Park, near Slough, in December,

1886, probably for the first time in Europe, and

subsequently in other collections. In 1891 a plant

flowered in the collection of Admiral Fairfax, which

had been brought from New Guinea by that gentle-

man, when the name was changed to D. niveum, on

the ground that there was an older D. Macfarlanei,

belonging to the section Aporum—a plant not in cul-

tivation—the identity of the garden plant with D.

Johnsonite being overlooked. It i?, however, evident

that the name D. Jobnsoniie must be retained for

this species, even at the cost of a little inconvenience.

It is a very beautiful species, technically belonging

to the section Stachyobinm apecioese, and not very

rear'.y allied to any cultivated apecies. It beara long

racemer, with a few large white flowers at the-

aummit. The aide-lobes of the lip are broadly

atriped with deep purple, and the disc ia yellow. In

the plant brought home by Admiral Fairfax, how-
ever, there ia no trace of purple on the lip, and this

pure white form may retain the name of variety

niveum. It should be cultivated under the aame
conditions as D. Phalanopsia and its allies from the-

same region. The synonymy is appended, with refer-

ences to descriptions and published figures ;

—

Dendhobium Johnsoni^, F. Muell., in Wing'&

Southern Science Secord, II. {1882), p. 95; id., III.,

p. 247 ; F. Muell., Descriptive Notes on Papuan PI.,

vi
, p. 16 ; Rolfe, in Gard. Chron., 1880. ii., p. 277 ;

id., in Reichenhachix. ser. 2, II., p. 27, t. 61.

D. Macfarlanei..R;hb. f , in Gard. Chron., 1882,

ii., p, 520 (noH F. Muell); 1886, ii., 811; Veitch.

Man. Orch., HI., p. 69, with fig.; Wien. III. Gart.

Zeit., 1890, pp., 339. 310, fig. 68 ; Journ. Hort. Soc.

xiii.. Proc, p. 192, 193, fig. 74.

D. niveum, Rolfe, in Gard. Chron , 1891, i., at

p. 104. E. A. R.

[Our illustration (fig. 46) ia taken from a glass

negative prepared in New Guinea by the Rev. Mr.

Kennedy, and forwarded by Baron Sir Ferdinand von

Mueller. Ed.]^^

THINNING PLANTATIONS.
(.Cmt.nued from p. 783, June 23, 1894.)

The questions now to be dealt with in growing

timber for purely economical purpoeea are : 1. At what

age ahould thinning be commenced ? 2. To what

extent should it be engaged in ? 3. What time

should elapse between each thinning ? And 4.

Which trees should be rf moved ?

At the outset, it may be well to mention, that in

ao far aa any of the above queetiona are concerned,

no hard - and - faat line can be laid down aa to

the univeraal management of plantations, each tract

of wood, and even diS"erent parta of the aame wood,

according to the particular species of tree, quality of

soil, altitude, and exposure, being dealt with on its

own peculiar fcoting. Many serious mistakes have

been committed, and irreparable damage done, by

treating every plantation alike and according to the

rule-of-tbnmb method. Upo» the manner in which

thinning is performed, much of the ultimate success

of a plantation will depend, and it is a matter

requiring great tact, forethought, and discrimination,

and that can only be acquired by long experience,

and an intimate knowledge of trees and their

aurroundinga.

The quality as well aa quantity of timber pro-

duced ahould be carefully conaidered in the manage-

ment of every plantation. In dealing with the following

queationa regarding thinning, it may be well to state

that the average plantation will alone form the basis

of remarks.

1. At what age should thinning be commenced?—The
necessity of thinning, few practical aiboriculturists

will care to deny, and that whether the plantation

be composed of coniferous or hard-wooded trees. It

is the abuse of the practice that, in this country at

leaat, is so to be condemned, and I entirely dissent

from those who consider that a coniferous planta-

tion should be left to Nature, or, in other words,

should thin itself. The argument that the natural

forests of America, the source from which we derive

the finest and best quality of timber, thinned them-

selves, is often quoted ; bnt it should also be remem-

bered that the conditions of such forests are widely

different from those of our own, and that the waste

of timber is immense, great quantities being destroyed

in procuring what is required. Although, however,

we cannot adopt all the details of N 'ture'a practice,

we can and we should admit the correctness of the

principle on which she actf, and by studying thia we

learn much, and it is by acquiring a knowledge of

her economy, and where and when to apply aseietance,

that the point of the whole argument rests. Natural

regeneratiop, unless in a limited number of cases,

and particularly with our least valuable clasaea of

timber, is never, in thia country, likely to supersede

artificial planting, and it has been conclusively
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proved in the Forest of Daaii, that with oar most
valuable timber-producing tree the Oik, the latter

eystem is most to be encoaraged.

No thinning of young trees should take place until

a complete leaf-canopy has been established; and it

is most important for the welfare of the plantation,

that a complete overhead foliage covering be brought

about at as early a date as possible after planting.

At what age this may take place will entirely depend
on the size of the plants nsad and distance at which
they were inserted in the ground, less so on the

quality of soil and other considerations. At a short

period after a complete leaf canopy has been estab-

lished, the individual trees begin to press against

each other, and later on a struggle for existence

commences, the stronger specimens gaining the
supremacy over the weaker. Here it must be borne
in mind that bard-wooded trees require proportion-

ately more room for their healthy development than
coniferous kinds, while length and clearness of stem,
produced by a due proportion of shade, is an object

of prime importance. It might, as some suppose, do
little harm, to let the struggle for existence go on
unchecked, but there can be no question that for

several reasons it is wise policy to allow the stronger

trees every chance of succeeding, and to cut away
the weaker. The object should be to provide for

the trees left standing that amount of room or
growing space best suited for bringing about the par-
ticular conditions aimed at, and in thinning, it must
be the aim of the forester to arrive at the happy mean
—neither over nor under-doing the work, the former
in particular. But while overcrowding is not to be
tolerated, the danger of suddenly exposing the trees

to currents of air to which they have hitherto
been unaccustomed, must be carefully guarded
against, and it should be distinctly borne in mind
that to thin trees in an abrupt manner is one of the
greatest mistakes that it is possible to fall into.

Statistics compiled from a healthy Larch planta-
tion, growing on fair soil, and in a moderately shel-
tered position in southern England, will now be given,
and from which a good idea of the age and size can
be formed of the period when thinning should be com-
menced. The trees when planted were 2 feet high, and
pitted at 3 feet apart. In four years the outer branches
began to touch each other, and in six years from
time of planting the average height of trees was
7 feet 10 inches, and the shade occasioned had killed

out most of the grassy undergrowth. At this period of
growth, the disproportion in the size of the trees was,
as is usually the case, considerable, and left no doubt
about which to remove when the first thinning took
place. Two years afterwards, or in eight years from
time of planting, thinning was first engaged in, the
taller trees at that time averaging nearly 11 feet in
height, but many of the suppressed and weakly were
little more than half that size.

2. To what extent should thinning he engaged in ?

—In following up the latter case, the tallest and
healthiest trees were reserved

; all distorted,
sickly, and stunted specimens were removed ; but
in the case of two or more proportionately
small trees growing in close proximity, the most
promising was left, and the others cut away,
thus avoiding gaps in the plantation. At the
first thinning it will be found quite impossible to
leave the trees anything like regular over the
ground, although this should be studied as much as
possible, and bare spaces are to be carefully guarded
against. With the vigorous growth of the trees, and
the interlacing of branches previous to the first

thinning, no great openings will require to be made,
and nothing more than will be canopied over during
the next two years.

3. What time should elapse hetwecn eaeh thinning '

—This can only be correctly defined after a careful in-
spection of the particular wood. Generally speaking,
after the first thinning, when the trees were eight
years old, the lower branches gradually began to
give way, and as the trees increased in height, this
became more and more apparent, and formed a good
guide as to the time which should elapse before the
second thinning might profitably be engaged in.

The intervals between the various thinnings should

for the first thirty years in the case of Larch

—

and, indeed, most other trees—be comparatively

short, and longer with advance of age ; but heavy

thinnings must be carefully avoided, and especially

if the best class of coniferous timber is to be

produced.

A well-managed Larch plantation of twenty years'

growth should have the trees branchless for about

one-half of their height, which is, of course, brought

about by crowding, and at forty years three-fourths

of the trunk should be clear of branches.

I have purposely abstained from giving the

umber of feet apart at which trees ought to stand

at various stages of their growth, and the number of

thinnings they require, as being calculated to

mislead.

4. Which irees should be removed need cause little

or no anxiety, as the dead, dying, diseased, and badly-

formed trees, will naturally receive first attention.

4. D. Webster.

Cultural Memoranda.

MIGNONETTE FOR WINTER AND SPRING-
FLOWERING.

The seedlings raised last month in pots, to ensure
a stout, robust growth, should have air and sunshine
in abundance, and should be afforded water before the
soil has become very dry. The happy medium between
wet and dry being aimed at, the sickly hue of the leaf

is a sure indicator when the soil is too moist. After
the plants have well filled the pots with roots, weak
manure-water may be afforded. If flowers show,
remove them, and slightly disbud the plants, pulling

or catting out a few of the weaker shoots, and those

of little or no consequence, which will aid in the
development of fine flower-heads. As winter
approaches. Mignonette should be brought up
near the glass of the pit, and if a cool bed of coal-

ashes is beneath them, they may be elevated on
inverted pots, brickbats, &c., the moist substratum
of air induced by the ash-bed being conducive to
healthiness. At this season, and especially as the
days shorten, watering the plants should take place
in the morning, air being aflforded for some hours
afterwards, so as to get rid of the moistness of the
air. Giant Crimson, Miles' Spiral, and Crimson
King, are all excellent for pot-culture. H, Markham,
Mercworth Castle.

CHINESE VEGETABLES.
Vabious garden vegetables have been introduced

into this country by the Chinese, some of which are

worthy a place in American gardens.

The best known, and perhaps the most valuable

of these new vegetables, is the Pe-Tsai, or so-called

Chinese Cabbage. This plant bears a louse Lettuce-
like head of crisp leaves, which may be used in all

the fashions in which Cabbage is served. This plant

requires a cool and moist soil in which to make its

best growth. It is essentially an autumn vegetable.

The Chinese Mustard is an excellent plant for

Greens, and produces an enormous amount of herbage.

Its culture demands the same attention as that

advised for Pe-Tsai.

Californian Pepper-grass (Brassicajaponica) appears
to be a finely cut- leaved form of a Mustard long
known in old gardens, but not described either in

American botanical or gardening books. It is one
of the best of all plants for early spring greens.

Although the species is cultivated in China and
Japan, it does not appear to have been independently
introduced from those countries in recent years. It

is not known how or when the plant first came into

this country.

Other Mustard-like plants recently introduced
from China are the Pak-Choi (Brassica chinensis),

used as Greens and for the white thick leaf-stalks

and the Tuberous-rooted Mustard (Brassica napi-
formis), grown for its small Turnip-like root. These
plants possess less merit for American gardens than
the foregoing species.

Of the various Squash-like plants introduced by
the Chinese, the best is probably the Wax Gourd,
or Zit-kwa (Benincasa cerifera). The fruit of this

is excellent for conserves. The plant is of easy

culture, but requires a long season.

The La-kwa or Momordica has more merit as

a curiosity and an ornamental Vine than as an escu-

lent, for American tastes. It is not new to the

American seed trade. (Momordica charantia.)

The LuS'ds or Dish-cloth Gourds of the gardens

are of two species, which differ chiefly in the contour

of the fruits. (Luffa cylindrica and L. acutangula.)

The commoner species in this country has ribless

cylindrical fruits, but the one chiefly grown by the

Chinese about New York has club-shaped ribbed

fruits. These fruits are interesting to us chiefly as

a curiosity, and as yielding a sponge-like fibre, which

is useful for household purposes.

The Chinese Pea (Pisum sativum var.) has little

to recommend it to American gardeners.

The Chinese Bean or Tou-kok (DolichOB sesqui-

p'dalia) is no doubt a valuable vegetable for late

home use.

The remaining Chinese vegetables here discussed

—Hon-toi-moi (Amaranthus gangeticus), and Yon-

8oi (Coriandrnm sativum)—have very little value for

our gardens. L. S. Bailey, in Bulletin of the Come
University Agricultural E.xperiment Station, n. 67,

June, 1894.

The WEEK'S Work.
PLANTS UNDEK GUiASS.

Sy J. McLeod, Gardener, Dover House, Roehampton,

INDIAN AZALEAS.—If the flower-buds have set

satisfactorily on those which have been standing out-

of-doors since June, it is well to bring them indoors,

as further exposure is attended with the risk of

getting the soil soddened and soured. Before

placing these plants under glass, let the pots be
washed clean, decayed leaves removed, and the

plants themselves well washed with rain-water and
soft-soap with the garden engine or a powerful
syringe. The proper kind of house for Azaleas ia

one that is well ventilated, and is artificially heated.

The plants, however, may be stood in vineries or

Peach-houses if the trees and Vines have lost much
of their foliage, placing them on pots and planks, or

in some other way raising them above the soil.

BOUVAROIAS.— The pinching of the points of
shoots may now be discontinued, except in the
case of pithy growths, which, to improve appear-

ances, may be cut off. Keep the plants fully

exposed to sunlight, ao as to thoroughly mature the
wood, and water the plants very carefully, so as to

retain them in health, and afford farmyard liquid-

manure alternately with Clay's Fertiliser twice a
week in bright weather, syringing the plants

sharply on the under-sides of the leaves, in the

morning and early in the afternoon.

LACHENALIA TRICOLOR.— The bulba having
been long at rest, will show signs of growth, and
may now be potted, unless late flowering is required.

It is usual to grow these plants in 4J to 6-inch pota,

but some gardeners place the bulbs in auapended
baskets, and grow them in the Carnation-house, or

one that has similar treatment. The baskets may
be constructed of stout galvanised iron wire, and
they may vary from 9 inches to 18 inches in

diameter, and be about 6 inches deep. Such baskets
require a thin lining of moss, to prevent the escape
of the soil through the meshes. A good kind of

potting soil consists of rough fibry loam two parts,

peat one part, mortar rubble, charcoal, and sand,

forming one part. Having put a layer of this com-
post about an inch in thickness on the bottom,
place some bulbs crown downwards on this ; then
more compost, and putting more bulbs, but this time
with their crowns pointing outwards round the cir-

cumference of the basket, and so on, finally placing

a layer of bulbs with the crowns upwards. The bulbs
should be put in sufficiently thickly, so that when the
plants are of full size, neither wire basket nor moss
are observed, but the whole is a mass of leafage and
blossoms. Afford the bulbs one good thorough
watering before patting them in the houses.

SCENTED- LEAVED PELARGONIUMS.—The soft

young growths of these plants being liable to suffer

from early frosts, the plants should be housed without
delay, and stood near the light in any cool house,
affording them plenty of air, imitating so far as

practicable external conditions; continuing the use
of manures and removing all yellow leaves.
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BULBS.—A succeaaional batch of Roman Hya-
cinths may be put in ; also Liliam longiSornm var.

Harriai, Tulips, Freesias, &c.

THE HAKDY FKUIT OABDEH.
Bv T. TUBTON, Gardentr, Maiden Srlegh, Beading.

PLUM TREES ON WALLS, ETC.—Trees on which

secondary growths have remained so as to impart

actiTity to the roots, thereby aiding the swelling and

ripening of the frnits, may now be cat back. Trees

from which the fruits are gathered should have such

growths, which are near to the spurs, trimmed off

according to their strength—short or long—the idea

being, whilst not allowing spurs to become too long

and naked, to leave as many buds as will form short

well-furnished fruiting spurs. Lay in all shoots left

for filling up vacant spaces. Frequently examine
late varieties, removing decayed fruits, and especially

where these are in clusters, as one decayed fruit

soon affects an entire cluster. Coe'a Golden Drop,

Transparent Gage, Belle de Septembre, Archduke,
Grand Duke, and Pond's Seedling are good late

varieties. In the manner indicated above, trim

off the growths of espalier Apples and Pears, whose
growth is now over for this season, and in that way
let direct sunlight to the fruits. If birds are

troublesome and peck the fruit. Pear trees should be

netted over, propping the net out from the wall or

fence, at the top by means of forked sticks.

GATHERING APPLES AND PEARS.—If the collec-

tion is extensive, daily examination of the fruit is

required, the varieties Lord SufEeld, Ecklinville

Seedling, Frogmore Proliac, Manks' and Dutch Cod-
lings, Stirling Castle, Potts' Seedling, Cellini, Tom
Putt, &c., being gathered at once if fruit dropping is

common. To keep early fruits they should be stored

cool, say in underground Potato stores, or thatched

sheds, cellar, &c., the fruit-room proper being mostly

too warm for early Apples at this season. With
proper attention to gathering only what is really

ready, a succession of Pears of the finest quality may
be obtained from the present time, till well into the

month of December. Jersey Gratioli from walls

and Beurr6 d'Amanlis from pyramids succeeding

Williams' Bon Chretien, Fondante d'Automne from
wall coming next, some of which may be gathered
forthwith, and placed in warmth. Make a gathering
of Louise Bonne of Jersey, regulating the gathering
of this, and of Fondante d'Automne, in accordance
with the demand. To succeed these varieties,

Beurifi llardy may be got in, allowing a fortnight for

them to ripen for dessert. Comte de Lamy, another
very fine Pear, will be fit for consumption at about
the same date. These varieties, if properly stored,

will remain good till Marie Louise and Doyenn^ du
Cornice become eatable. I omit such handsome
Fears as Souvenir du Congres, Doyenn^ Boussoch,
Brockworth Park, Pitmaston Duchess, &c., which
have nothing beyond their colour and size to

recommend them.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Groiver, Burford, Dorking.

THE WATERING OF RESTING PLANTS.-Now
that sunlight is decreasing daily, the requirements of
the different species and varieties as regards moisture
becomes a matter of much importance, and cultivators

of Orchids will need to be guided in this matter by
the conditions of each individual plant, its period of
growth or of rest, and its season of flowering. The
unintelligent manner in which water is afforded or
withheld during the months of autumn and winter
is one of the chief causes of much loss amongst
these plants ; still, it is not possible, in calendaiial
articles such as these, to furnish precise instructions
to meet every case. East Indian species, which bloom
in the spring and early summer, such as Aurides,
Saccolabiums, and some of the Angriecums, will in a
abort time have reached the end of their most active
seaaon of growth ; although there is never a complete
arrest of growth, the plants will have to be treated
as being at rest, and be watered at the root accord-
ingly. Any failure in the proper observation of this

matter will lead to spotting of the leaves and ill-

matnred pseudobulbs. Afford just as much as will
prevent shrivelling of the foliage. For some months
the sphagnum moss may have been growing strongly,

and should now be allowed to become of a whitish
colour bef< re water is afforded. Aerides maculosnm,
A. m. Schroderi, A. Warneri, A. craasifolium,

Saccolabium cceleate, &c., that succeed better
under cooler treatment, are still growing, and there-
fore in need of being frequently watered until
root action ceases, when a diminished supply of

water only is needed. The Phalienopsis, etpecialij,

should be afforded water with much carefulness, and

where active growth has ceased, water in large quan-

tities will not be needed, although it is bad practice

to let the plants remain dry for a long time. Our
plants are grown in baskets hung up on the shady

side of the East Indian-house, and we examine them
twice or thrice weekly, and those which are partially

resting and on which the sphagnum moss is nearly

white and crisp, are sparingly watered with a fine

rose watering-can, no water being allowed to remain

on the foliage or in the centres of the plants, Pha-
lienopsis being very sensitive in that respect.

THE CATTLEYA-H0U8E.—Cattleya Triantei, C.

Mendelli, C. Skinneri, C. Bowringiana, &c., having

finished growing will need but little water. It usually

happens at this time of the year in houses insuffi-

ciently ventilated that the sheaths encircling the

pseudobulbs are almost transparent, and appear to

have moisture beneath them, which if it be not let

out by slitting the sheath sets up decay in that part.

Cattleyas still growing should be placed at the

warmest part of the house, raising their pots on in-

verted ones, &c., so as to bring them up to the light.

Plants of Lielia elegans now finished flowering should

be cautiously watered, the new pseudobulbs readily

rotting away if there is too much moisture at the

root, and too little sunlight and ventilation. This

species will be now emitting the roots from the

flowering growths, and if in need of re- potting, or the

compost has become worn out, the present is a good

time to attend to these matters. An intermediate-

house suits this species during the winter.

THE PIiOWEH OABDEir.
By JoaN Lambert, Gardener, Powis CastU, Welshpool.

WINTER BEDDING.—Where bedding of this de-

scription is employed, it will be necessary to look

over the stock of the various plants it is intended to

use for the purpose. Cupressus, Ketinospora, Oaman-
thus, Hollies, Pernettyas, and other evergreens, may
require to be carefully gone over with a aharp knife,

and all shoots of rampant growth cut sufficiently

back to make the plants of the desired shape, and all

dead wood should be removed at the same time. If

this be done now it will prevent a check from this

cause when lifting-time arrives. Considering the

numerous shrubf , both flowering and otherwise, that

are available for such kind of work, I see no reason

why wiater bedding should not form an equally

essential part of the year's display as that of spring

and summer, and, if not so showy, it will, if arranged

with taste, form a pleasing and instructive addition

to the flower-garden. It will be well to look over

the stock of the above plants, and note any varieties

which have become too large or otherwise un-

suitable for the beds,

PROPAGATION. — A compost suitable for the

cuttings of most of these plants will consist of about

two-thirds potting-bench soil, which has been passed

through a sieve, the remaining portion consisting of

leaf-soil and coarse sand in about equal parts.

When selecting the cuttings, take them from planta

which are healthy, and of a good colour, more espe-

cially in the case of Aucubas and the variegated

Cupressus. Each cutting should have a slight heel

of the old wood attached, and only those which

are of a firm growth selected. The pots I prefer

for these cuttings are those of 7- inch diameter,

drained to a depth of 2 inches. The soil should

be made fairly firm, and then surfaced with sand.

Insert the cuttings rather thickly, and be careful

not to braise them. Also see that the base of each

cutting rests on the soil at the bottom of the hole,

and that it is made firm ; and in the case of

Aucubas, never let the cuttings get dry. In the

case of Cupressus, Retinosporas, &c., after watering

they may be placed in a cold frame, where they can

be kept close and shaded, but Aucubas, Skimmias,

and Phillyreas will be greatly benefited by a slight

bottom-heat.

FKUIT3 TJNDEE QLASS.
By Bailev Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens. York.

FIGS IN POTS.—Continue to afi'ord a liberal

supply of liquid-manure to trees which have swelling

fruits ; also afford plenty of air at all times, with a

gentle warmth in the hot-water pipes. The Fig
trees in the early house, which have ceased to bear

fruit for the season, must have root-waterings till

the leaves fall. If the Fig-house is required for

other purposes, such plants may be stood out-of-

doors till December as soon as the bulk of the

leaves has fallen, but it is not good practice to take

Figs out of the plunging-bed before that time or

injury to roots may result, if these have entered the
bed. When out of doors, Figs should have a sheltered

place ; and when hard frosts threaten, a shed or cool

house is best for them, the pots being packed round
with litter or bracken. No plant should be allowed
to get very dry, even when at rest. When it can
be done they should be kept in the house in which
they fruited, put in order, and the plants plunged in

the bed. Trees in borders should have the shoota

thinned out so as to admit the sunlight to every
part.

POT VINES for fruiting in April should now have
the shoots of a rich brown colour. All young and
weak growths should be cut off, so that, when the
leaves fall, no further pruning will be required by
the canes before they are started. Keep these
Vines in a cool, well-aired bouse, or place them out of

doors against a wall or hedge, affording water when
the soil approaches dryness.

PERMANENT VINES for fruiting in May should

also have well-matured shoots at this date, and
should have similar treatment, the house being kept

as cool and well ventilated as possible. The pruning

should be done when the leaves have entirely fallen,

and anything else that may be needed by the vinery

or heating apparatus undertaken.

MID SEASON VINES.—Remove from these un-

necessary laterals and shoots, ripen the wood
by the use of a little fire- heat, and secure perfect

ventilation by day and night. If mealy-bug or red-

spider be troublesome, syringe the Vines twice a

week with petroleum and soap-suds, as previously

directed.

THE KITCHEN QABDEN.
By Abthur Coombes, Gardener, Hirnley Hall, Dudley.

THE POTATO caOPS.—JIany varieties will, ere

this, be sutticiently matured to dig and store, although

Magnum Bonum and other very late varieties are

still quite green where not diseased, and these must
remain for some longer time. Always when prac-

ticable lift Potatoa when the weather is dry. Where
the tubers will not be wanted for table before the

winter, the best method of storing is in clamps.

These are made by throwing out the soil 1 foot deep,

4 feet wide, and of any desired length. Place the

tubers in a ridge-like heap, which leave uncovered

for a few days to allow of the escape of moisture,

but protecting the heap from rain and dew. Before

putting on the soil, cover the tubers with clean straw

or dried Fern, and caae this with soil not of lea«

thickness than 1 foot. Piuge of straw put in at the

top of the ridge every 5 feet will afford the desired

ventilation.

PARSLEY may now be planted in cold frames,

and the remainder of the summer crop cut over so

as to cause the production of fresh leaves.

CAULIFLOWERS.—The varieties Autumn Giant

and Self-protecting are now coming in, and are of

excellent quality, but as they are maturing in large

numbers, it will be advisable to cut off a good many of

them at the ground-line, and hang them up in a cool

shed ; or lift them with a spade with what ball of

soil may he obtained, and pack them close together

in a cool shed, facing north, where they will keep

fresh for nearly one month. The leaves should be

dry, and the heads not too far advanced, when lifted

or cut in this manner.

SPINACH AND TURNIPS.— As has been pre-

viously said, these crops, to stand the winter with

but little loss, should be well thinned from the first,

and any which may be weakly may still be thinned

out, always leaving the sturdier plants. If the

Spinach-beds are patchy, plants may be lifted from

the rows where they are standing too closely, and

planted firmly in the vacancies, taking care to

afford water before and after planting.

ASPARAGUS.—Ply the Datch-hoe amongst the

plants, and gather seeds, so as to prevent them from

being shed on the beds. Applications of liquid-

manure will be beneficial to beds on light soils,

helping the buds to develop.

LETTUCES AND ENDIVE,—Frames should now be

got in readiness for these salad plants, the blanched

heads being very susceptible to frost. Tiffany or

other light material laid over them at night, when

frost appears imminent, answer well for protecting

the plants if the frames are not available.

DWARF BEANS, VEGETABLE MARROWS, AND

PEAS, may be protected in the same way during the

prevalence of the frosts, usually exeprienced towards

the end of the present month.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETING.
i Royal Horticultural Society, in the

TUESDAY, Sept. 25^ Gardens at Chiswick Conference
( on Hardy Trees and Shrubs.

SHOW.
/Great Ealiibition of British Grown

Fruit by the Royal Horticultural
lo Lucaua.1., uur. 2 . Society, at the Crystal Palace.

(. Lectureon each ol the threedays.

SALEP.
Plants and Hardy Bulbs at Frot^eroe

Sept. 24

TUESDAY.

& Morris' Kjoms.
Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

- ( Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

"i Rooms.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 26
]

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

/"Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

THURSDAY, Sept. StJ b,''°?™'- ,„ j „ ,t *r> .^1 PlantsandHardyBulbsatProtheroe
\_ & Morris' Rooms.

Orchids at Protheroe & Morris'
Ro-ims.
tchiiulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

I Dutch Bulbsat Protheroe & Jloiris'

I
Rooms,

Sept, 28

/•Ore

^Du

SATURDAY, Sept, 29

CORRECTED AVERAGK TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK. DEDUCED FROi-a THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE TEARS, AT CHISWICK.—55°.6.

Next week, and the following

Hardy Trees, one, will he busy periods for

the Royal Horticultural Society,

and the first thing that occurs to the minds of

those interested in the Society is a feeling of

sympathy for the Secretary, the Rev. W, Wilks,
who is incapacitated from taking any part in the
proceedings. The reverend gentleman has been
subjected to a serious operation, which will pre-

vent him from attending to the business of the
Society for some weeks to come. We are pleased

to be able to state, from enquiries made as these
pages are passing through the press, that the
patient is progressing very satisfactorily.

The first erent of the week will be the meeting
at Chiswick on Tuesday next, when the Com-
mittees will meet at 11 a.m., instead of at

12 o'clock as usual. The Committees will deal

with flowers, fruits, and Orchids in the usual
way, the venue only being changed. The special

feature of the day, however, will be the Exhi-
bition OF Cut Specimens of Trees and
Shruds, This is especially intended for the
display of specimens of deciduous trees and
shru'os. The following extract from the Society's
programme will show what is intended :

—

' The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,
being anxious to direct greater attention to the
ornament and utility of the trees and shrubs which
are to be found growing in the British Isles, and of
which many were originally introduced by the
Society's collectors, have decided to hold a Confer-
ence on the autject in the Society's gardens at
Chiswick (close to Acton Green, Turnham Green,
and Gunnersbury Railway Stations) on Tuesday
September 25, 1894.

" The Council are particularly desirous that speci-
mens in the shape of branches of trees and shrubs
not generally known, and remarkable either for
their economic value or ornamental aspect (or both),
should be sent to Chiswick Gardens, so as to add
thereby a greater interest to the Conference.

' Specimens will be received at Chiswick on the
Saturday or Monday before the Conference, and it is

desirable that the contributors should give as much
information as possible as to age, height, economic
or ornamental properties, altitude, soil, &c,, so that
when a report of the Conference appears in the
Society's Journal, owners of Arboreta may have

reliable facts placed before them in a concise and
convenient shape."

As many intending exhibitors at the Conference

on Trees and Shrubs at Chiswick Girdens on

September 25, may possibly wish to know what
kinds are most likely to be wanted, the following

list may be of some assistance (of course only

branches of large trees need be sent to the

Gardens) :

—

Andromeda, Pernettya, Pavia,

Cassandra, Prunus, Viburnum,
Catalpa, Amygdalus, Quercus,
Carpenteria, Copper Beeches, Spirsea.

Ceanothus, Birches, Berberis.

Cratiegus, (and Alders, Magnolias,
other trees and Walnuts, Robinia
shrubs in fruit). Hickory (Carya), Sophora,

Cotoneaster, Maples (Acer), Hamamelis,
Euonymus, Dogwoods, &c., &c.
Pyrus,

It is evident that a most interesting exhibit

may be got together from such materials, and it

may well be supplemented later on by exhibitions

of such coloured foliage, berries, &c,, as are not

available at present. We believe that Lord
PowERScouRT, the Marquis of Huntley, and
numerous other gentlemen, are likely to exhibit

on this occasion, and to those disposed to follow

their example, we may recommend them to send
all specimens direct to the Superintendent, Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, near
London, not later than Monday next.

In addition to the exhibition, a Conference on
hardy shrubs will be opened at 12.30 by W, T.

Thiselton-Dyer, Esq., Director, Royal Gardens,
Kew. The following is the programme :

—

Papers to be read at 1230 p.m. :— 1, Mr. J. B. Cab-
bothers, F.L.S , on " The Larch Disease "

; 2, Mr. E.
J. Baillie, F.L.S., on " ForestTrees for Commercial
Purposes," treated with reference to soil and aspect.

Interval for luncheon until 3 p.m.

Part n. 3.0 p M.—W. T. ThiseltohDyee, CM G
,

C.I.E., M.A., B.Sc , F.R.S., &c., in the chair.

Papers to be read :—3, Mr. J. Simpson, on " The
Utilisation of Waste Ground nnsuitable for Agricul-
ture"; Mr. A. C. FoRDEs, on "The General
Management of Woods, Planting, Thinning, Nurse
Trees, Coppices, Hedgerows, &c."

Discussion.—It will add very great interest to the
proceedings if ladies or gentlemen in the audience,
having a special knowledge of the subjects treated on
by the readers of papers, would be good enough to re-

late their experience, to ask questions, or to discuss
appropriate matters of interest after each paper.

Op even greater interest to most
Hardy Fruits, gardeners than the exhibition and

Conference on hardy trees, will

be the great show of fruit which will be inaugu-
rated under the auspices of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society at the Crystal Palace on Saturday
next, September 29, and which will remain open
till the next ensuing Tuesday. The following
letter shows the nature and objects of the
exhibition :

—

" Sir,—In the early part of this year yon were
good enough to insert in your columns a letter from
me on the subject of fruit growing, stating that the
Royal Horticultural Society were willing to promote
a national fruit show this autumn if those interested
in fruit culiure would show their practical interest

by bearing the comparatively small share of £100 of
the cost.

That £100 was forthcoming; the show has been
organised, and is to take place at the Crystal Palace
on Saturday, September 29, and Monday and
Tuesday, October 1 and 2. There are classes for all

kinds and sorts of fruits, and also for packing and
packing-cases. The classes also vary, to suit all

growers, from large collections down to single dishes
of fruit, and liberal prizes are offered for all.

A public luncheon will be held on Saturday
29;h, at 1.30, and a lecture will be given each day at

3 30 ; on Saturday, on " Fruit-growing in Small
Gardens," by the Rev. W. Wilks, "Vicar of Shirley,

and Secretary of the Society, and by Mr. George
Bdnvaed, F,R,H,S., of Maidstone ; on Monday, on
" Fruit-growing on a la rge Scale," by Mr. C. Wise,
FSI., F.R.H S., manager of the great fruit farms

established by Lord Sudeley ; and on Tuesday, on
"Packing and Marketing Fruit," by Mr. Geobge
Monro, F R H,S., of Covent Garden Maiket.

Nothing, I think, remains to be done to make this

a truly national exhibition of what British-grown

fruit can be, except that exhibitors, both great and
small, should come forward and enter their fruit.

Schedules of the prizes, and all other information,

may be obtained at the office of the Society.

W. Wilks, Vicar of Shirley, Surrey,

Secretary, R.HS.
117, Victoria Street, London, S,W., Sept. 18."

We are also requested to state that :

—

" On the occasion of the Great Show of British-

grown Fruit to be held at the Crystal Palace,

Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday, September 29,

October 1 and 2, 1894, the judging will commence
punctually at half- past 11a.m. On the 'Entry

Form,' which each exhibitor signs, he ' undertakes

to have finished staging by 11 a m. punctually.'

But on page 20 of the Schedule, Regulation vii.,

has accidentally slipped in as a reprint from the

Society's annual Schedule, in which the usual time

at the fortnightly meetings of 12 o'clock has

remained unaltered. By their written ' under-

taking,' the exhibitors are bound to be ready by 11 ;

it will therefore be no hardship on them to insist on
the Show being cleared at 11.15, and the judging

commenced punctually at 11 30."

Rockery Show House,—Visitors to Messrs.

J. Veitch & Son's nursery. King's Road, Chelsea,

will have noted an ordinary looking glass-house,

with its entrance abutting on the central walk, which

might, all outward appearances to the contrary, be

furnished in the nsual utilitarian fashion, with

painted deal staging at the sides and in the middle.

Our Supplementary Illustration this week, however,

shows much more tasteful arrangements for exhi-

biting the various species of flowering and foliage

plants therein cultivated. Instead of the central

stage, we note an oblong enclosure of artificial rock-

work, affording a number of crevices and pockets in

which to grow plants without pots, or for dropping

plants in pots into whilst at their best. This en-

closure has a level surface of spar or gravel some
foot or more below the upper edge of rocks, hiding,

thereby, from view the pots stood thereon. The
side beds for plants are furnished with rockery sides

next to the path, and with a bed on the top for

receiving plants grown in pots. At the time the

photograph was taken, the following foliage plants

formed part of the furnishing of the house :

—

Fhyllanthus roseus pictus. Begonias, a variegated

Carex, Ophiopogon Jaburan, Philodendron Andre-
anum, P. Lindeni, Ficus barbatus, a strong-

growing, handsome, evergreen, clinging climber, F.

repens minims, both which have an excellent appear-

ance, running over the rocks in orderly confusion

;

Aralia Chabrieri, Drac^nas Baptisti and Doucetti

Pandanus Veitchi, Caladiums Monstera deliciosa,

Tillandsia zebrina and T. z. major, T. tesellata,

which may also figure as flowering plants ; Cocos
Weddeliana Belmoreana, and C. plumosa, Crotons,

&c. Ferns, indispensable in houses of this charac-

ter, consist of Adiantum of various species, but

mainly of cuneatum ; Davallia Mariesii, D. Veitchi

are also common Asplenium priemorsum laceratum

grows beautifully in shady nooks, Nephrolepis and
Selaginella amosna and S. umbroeum are plentiful.

Flowering plants, always being renewed, were Pdyllo-

cactns in variety, of which the nursery possesses

many of much beauty ; Hibiscus Collerii and others,

Hymenocallis macrostephana, with fine showy
corymbs of white, densely set blooms ; Streptocarpus

hybrids, warm house Rhododendrons, Ixoras, and
many others. At the present time masses of

Amasonia punicea make a fine show.
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Royal Horticultural Society's Potato
Trials.—A meeting of the fruit committee was

held at Chiswick on Tuesday last for the pur-

pote of examining the lixty odd varieties of new

PotatOB being grown there for trial. The culture

had been of the beat, and in some cases the crops

were immense. With the majority, however, disease

had been rampant, the very light porous soil of the

gardens enabling the fungus spores to find out the

weak points in divers varieties. On the other hand

gome, besides giving tremendous crops, had remark-

ably clean tubers. Twelve varieties were eventually

selected for cooking, and were served up later with

their skins on in the most admirable way. The
following five received their three marks : Stoke's

Seedling, white, round, strong tops, very heavy

crop, slight disease ; Daniel's Special, white,

pebble-shaped, round, very clean and good

;

Boston Bountiful (Johnson), long white kidney,

good size, great crop, very clean, a strong

grower ; Poor Man's Friend (Eaton), huge white

kidney, immense crop, quite clean ; and Field King,

(Howard), long Sattish-white tubers, tremendous

cropper and a strong grower, free from disease.

Others which, when cooked, were not quite so satis-

factory, were Prosperous (Koas), a very heavy crop-

ping white round, somewhat diseased ; Pride of

Oxford (Wills), long fiattish round, white, and quite

clean ; Duchess of York (Wills), long fiattish round,

strong, late, free cropper, no disease ; Wood's

Favourite, long fiattish white kidney, evidently early,

good crop ; and Unsbclifi'd Beauty (Richards), huge

long fiattish tubers, white, a tremendous cropper.

All sorts free from disease at Chiswick would pro-

bably withstand disease anywhere. The members

present were : Messrs. J. Smith, in the chair ; W.
Bates, J. Hudson, G. Wythes, J. Willard, J.

Laing, Jan., A. Dean, and Mr. Barron.

"The Journal of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society."—The last issued part of the

Journal of the Society, contains articles on the Cedar

of Goa (CupressuB luaitanica) by Dr. Mastebs ; the

deciduous trees and shrubs of Japan by Mr. Jas. H.

Veitch, who has profited by the opportunities he

has had of seeing them in their native country, as

well as under cultivation ; M. Maubice de Vilmoein
gives a descriptive account of the Arnold Arboretum

at Boston ; H;v. G. Enqleheart has an excellent

paper on the " Hybridisation of Narciaens," which

should be read and studied by all experimenters;

Mr. BoBBiDQE contributes a pleasantly-written

article on Botanical Exploration in Borneo ; Mr.

Nicholson follows with a paper on " Flowering Trees

and Shrubs." Thus it will be seen that several of

the papers foreshadow the conference on trees and

shrubs to be held next week. The list of successful

candidates at the recent examination, and the

questions put on that occasion are given. To these

we may refer more at length on a future occasion.

The remainder of the number is occupied with

records of the proceedings of the several committees.

Crystal Palace Fruit Show.—The secretary

of the Roy. Hort. Society, 117, Victoria St., would

be greatly obliged if those who contemplate join-

ing the gardeners' luncheon at half-past 1 on
September 29, would be kind enough to apply to him
for tickets at once, as there will probably be a very

large number, and it may be impossible to increase

the accommodation at the last moment.

Lindley Library Fund.—In addition to those

already mentioned, we learn that the following sub-

scriptions have been received or promised :—Col.

Page. £1 Is. ; H. J. Veitch, Eiq., £1 \s. ; James
H. Veitch. E«q , 10s. &d ; A. H. Kent, 5s. The
primary object of the trustees is to secure sufficient

funds for the preparation and publication of a com-
plete catalogue of the library, and the payment of a

librarian. Donations of horticultural books are

also specially solicited by the trustees. Mr. John
Weathers. Royal Horticultu ral Society, 117, Victoria

Street, Westminster, is the ac ting librarian.

" The Journal of the Board of Agri-
culture."—The Board of Agriculture has issued

the first number of a Quarterly Journal, which

promises to be very useful. It is intended to furnish

information en agricultural matters, together with

statistical records and other intelligence that cannot

conveniently be inserted in the annual publications of

the department. The general condition of agri-

culture in the colonies, as well as in continental

countries will be indicated, and much matter included

which will be found convenient for purposes of refer-

ence. The Board is desirous of receiving suggestions

for the improvement of the journal. To show its

general nature, we may indicate the principal con-

tents of the present number— cost of growing Wheat

in the United States, cold storage of fruit, agri-

cultural co-operative societies in France, poultry

rearing in Ruasie, experiments in checking Potato

disease, agricultural depression in the United States,

dairying in Victoria, the Kestrel, Potatos for stock-

feeding, export of Norwegian sheep to England,

crop prospects in various countries, reports on

various injurious insects and fungi, besides a large

number of miscellaneous extracts, reports, statistical

tables, &c. The whole is published at Gd., and may

be had of Messrs. Eire & [.Spottiswoode, East

Harding Street, Fleet Street. Now-a-days the

difficulty consists not so much in the circulation of

useful knowledge, as in inducing people to read it

and act upon it. An experimentalist or a journalist

may publish articles deemed to be of immediate im-

portance to cultivators, but as a rule it takes years

to induce the practical man to take any interest in

the subject. People, for instance, are only now

Baking about Bordeaux Mixture and its use, and

not one in a thousand Potato growers knows any-

thing about high moulding. Now that steps are taken

to improve and extend technical education, it may

be hoped that farmers and gardeners will become

more alive to the matters that concern them, and

that teachers will know how to drive home the

lessons to be derived from scientific research.

Hosticultural Society of Aberdeen.—
The drawings for the three days of the autumn show

amounted to the sum of £3'J4 2s. 3d.

Bristol Amateur Horticultural Society.

The ninth monthly meeting of the above was

held at the Colston Hall, Bristol, on Wednesday,

September 12. Mr. E. G. Machon in the chair.

Mr. F. Nash of Bath, read a very instructive paper

on ' Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissus," explaining

the methods of potting-soils to be used, &c., afford-

ing much information regarding the culture of these

bulbs. A hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer

brought a very successful meeting to a close.

Palmerston Park, Dublin.—The above place

of public resort in the Kathmines district, a view of

the rockery in which was published, and whose

general aspect and chief features were remarked

upon in a recent issue of this journal, was opened to

the public on the 8th inat. As was stated in our

former notice of the park, Mr. W. Sheppabd is

responsible for the conversion of the once wild and

uncouth spot into an enjoyable pleasnre-ground.

Diseases of Fruit Trees.—Those who read

French will find a very useful little treatise on the

subject entitled, Maladie des Arhres Fruitiers, by

M. E. SiEODOT. It is published at a low price by

M. Octave Doin, of Paris, and may be procured of

Messrs. Williams & Norgate, or other foreign book-

seller. The principal fungi and insects afTecting

fruit trees are passed in review, and the most

efficacious means of preventing or palliating their

evil eflfects are given.

Beds in Hyde Park.—A few beds here only

recently planted are worthy of mention. A long

bed near Mount Street and Stanhope Gate, Park

Lane, are planted with Lilium lancifolium, having a

carpet of China Asters. Several beds of early-

flowering Chrysanthemems, as George Wermig, La
Nymphe, Madame Desgranges, PiSjocit^, and Golden

Jardin des Plantes have taken the place of beds

previously occupied with early-fiowering plants. A
bed near Grosvenor Gate has just been planted with

seedlings of ihe Marguerite tjpe of Carnationf , also

a very pretty bed, thus jiving an instance of the

manner in which the Carnation season may he pro-

longed. These plants were raised from seed sown

early laat spring.

Railway Companies and the Traders.—
We extract the following from a letter of Mr. J. W.
Maetin's in the Times. Our readers will remember the

details given in our columns last year:— ' Now let

us take fruit. Leading salesmen in Covent Garden

Market in'orm me that the rate on fruit in one ton

lots from Boulogne is 12s. bd , empties returned free
;

from Folkestone and intermediate stations the rate

is 25s. ^d , carriage on empties charged for. Now,

what does this mean ? Why, that if you compare

the prospects of two fruitgrowers, one farming in

Normandy and the other in the south of England,

and each producing and sending to the Londun

market 1 000 tons of fruit per annum, the Frenchman

will save £500 per annum in carriage alone as against

his English competitor. Now, let me give you a

little of my own experience. At the beginning of

the present season the Midland, Great Northern, and

Great Eastern Companies gave me (and other growers

in the neighbourhood of Wisbech) notice that they

would not collect and carry fruit in handled baakets

as they had done in former years. Now why did

they do this ? Because there was a prospect of a

very abundant crop of English Strawberries, and

they wished to compel us to send our fruit in flats to

market, so that it would be only fit for jam-makers

when it arrived, and so keep the market open for

foreign fruit in handled baskets, which they were

distributing all over the kingdom at the very time

when they issued this notice. The frost subsequently

destroyed the English crop, or we should have had

considerable trouble with these companies."

The Proposed National Potato Show.
—We have received from Mr. Alex. Dean, 62, Rich-

mond Koad, Kingston-on-Thames, for publication,

the following note respecting the above matter:

—

" I have already received so many promises of

surp^rt for the proposed National Potato Show that,

having the sanction of the Crystal Palace authorities

to hold a meeting for the purpose in the Board

Room, I venture to invite net only my correspondents,

but all others interested, to meet in the Board

Room at 4 o'clock on Saturday, September 29, the

first day of the great fruit show. One esteemed

gardener urges that vegetables should be included

with Potatos. With that opinion I have great

sympathy, and a special national exhibition of vege-

tables, with Potatos for the primary feature, would,

I think, command very wide support indeed. It

would form at once a most worthy and splendid

addition to the national fruit show."

Ancient Society of York Florists—On

Sunday last the usual flower services were held at

St. Mary's Church, York. The chaplain of the

Society (Rev. H. Vtvyan) preached in the morning,

founding his sermon on the words, ' Flowers appear

on the Earth."

SpitzbergEN.—A very interetting consignment

of Spitzbergen plants has been received at Chiswick,

from Captain H. J. Chahrington. The plants are

in the form of thriving little hummocks, and if they

can be wintered here safely, they will prove very

interesting. Doubt less, as low a temperature as

possible, together with absence of light and moisture,

will afford the likeliest means of preserving the

plants.

East Anglian Horticultural Club—The
usual monthly meeting of this Club was held at

No. 1, Prince's Street, on Wednesday evening, the

12th inst. Mr. Baetlett, of Earlham, occupied the

chair, and Mr. H. J. Woods the vice. The Club at

the present time numbers exactly 100 members, and

in consequence of the recent affiliation with the

Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Society, it is

confidently anticipated that before long the number

will be doubled. A feeling was expressed during the

evening, that if all the young gardeners of the
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neighboarhood could only realise one-half of the

benefits to be derived from this Club, they would

make application forthwith to the Hon. Secretary,

Mr. A. F. Upstone, at Measrs. Daniels Bnos., 20,

Exchange Street, Norwich, from whom all informa-

tion can be obtained. Meetings are held every

second Wednesday in the month, at 6 30 p.m. A
paper will be read in October by Mr. Abel, on

"Scientific Gardening;" and one by Mr. Riches in

November, on "The Young Gardener."

Herbaceous Phloxes.—These have nearly

come to their natural term, but at Chiswick the

season has been prolonged by the employment of

plants raised from spring cuttings. The plants so

raised are now in full flower, and about half the

height of those grown in the ordinary way. This is

a method strongly to be recommended to gardeners.

WiDCOMBE Institute Horticultural Club.
—Mr. B. J. Bakek presided at a meeting of the

members of this Club held at the Institute

recently, when an interesting and instructive lecture

on "Nature's Helps to Gardeners" was given by

Mr. J. HiNTON, of Batheaston.

A Chrysanthemum Catalogue.—M. O. de

Meulenaebe has recently published, through the

Ghent Royal Agricultural and Botanical Society, a

supplementary list of Chrysanthemums, prefaced by

some remarks on the difficulty of ensuring accurate

and suitable nomenclature. To lessen the mistakes

caused by careless or uneducated writers of labels or

others, the author urges the importance of unanimity

on the part of growers and cultivators, and proposes

that a uniform system be adopted in all catalogues

and lists, and acknowledged by all writers on the

nbject. He further suggests the simplifying of

names, or rather that prominence should be given to

the leading words in them ; titles, adjectives, and
any other additions being either wholly omitted or

inserted in brackets, as Cassagneait (Mme. Mathilde),

Childs (Georges W.), Gaules (Reine des), Alpius

(Soleil des), Eeinc des AbeiUes, Fusie Comete,
Friend (Our Mutual), &c. Such a plan, if followed,

would no doubt obviate many of the mistakes which
now occur, and might be applied to Roses and many
other florists' flowers as well as to the Chrysanthe-
mums here treated of. M. Meulenaebe haa put his

own theory into practice in this pamphlet, which
contains about a hundred closely - printed pages
devoted to a list of varieties with a short description

of each. This long catalogue is, however, only sup-

plementary to the one published by this authority in

1890, and it mentions only the best (3000 !) varieties

introduced during the last four years. Since such
confusion of names prevails in so large a field, it is

not surprising that M. Mldlenaeee and his collabo-

rator, Mr. Habman Payne, think it worth their

while to endeavour to reduce it to order. These two
energetic and well-known authorities are doing a
much-needed work in an enterprising and thorough
manner. Our own experience, however, is not such
as to make us sanguine of good results. Conferences
may be organised, rules laid down, even lists drawn
up with all the care possible, but very few, if any,
take the trouble to conform to the rules or to read
the lists.

At what Age does Yucca gloriosa
Flower ?—A correspondent from Peterhead, N.B.,
sends us a photograph of a plant of Yucca glorioso,

now in flower in that northern locality for the first

time, though it haa been planted forty years. It

certainly produces flowers much sooner than that
in the south, and although it does not flower every
year, it does so very frequently, and, as is natural,
it always excites admiration. Neither ia the
production of flowers in this case to be looked
on aa a death warrant. Our Peterhead friends
seem to have mixed up some story they have
read about the Agave with the Yucca. The Agave
really does die after flowering, but the Yucca—well,

it is hard to kill a Yucca. Even London fogs will

not do it. We saw one or two in flower on the
Taames Embankment this year, and, indeed, the
Yucca is an excellent town plant.

Acreage of Hops.—The Board of Agricul-

ture, 4, Whitehall Place, S.W., furnishes the

following Preliminary Statement, compiled from the

Returns collected on June 4, 1891, showing the

Acreage under Hops in each County of England in

which Hops were grown, with a Comparative State-

ment for the Years 1893, 1892, and 1891 :—

Counties.
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By a Lyme Gardener, Lyme Regis (F. Dunste e.)

It contains " Musings and Memories of the Past,"

addressed to " brother or sister of the spade or quill,"

by one who has found solace and profit in gardening."

Mr. a Pettiqrew.—We have to state with

much regret that Mr. Pettiobew, of Cardiff Castle

Gardens, has just sustained a sad bereavement by the

loss of his youngest daughter (Agnes), in her

eighteenth year. She passed away on Wednesday
morning last, the 19th inst,

Shirley and District Gardeners' and
Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Asso-
ciation.—There was a numerons attendance of

the members at the Parish-room, Shirley, South-

ampton, on Monday, the 17th inst., when Mr. A.
Dean, F.R.H.S., gave an interesting lecture

on "Hardy Flowers for the Garden and House,"

Mr. Dean could only briefly allude to the various

genera, pointing out the best species and varie-

ties, and occasionally describing their habit and
their place of origin, A charming display of

hardy flowers was staged by Mr. B. Ladhams,
Shirley Nurseries. Mr. Wilcox and Mr. J.

Jones also contributed specimens, and Mr, T.

Babtlett showed a very finelv flowered specimen

of Vallota purpurea. The lecture next month will

be by Mr. E. Moltneux, Swanmore Park Gardens,

on " Wall Trees and Espaliers."

Notices of Books.

. Talks about the Weather in its Relation
TO Plants and Animals.

2 Talks ABOUT the Soil in its Relation to
Plants and Business.

3. Talks about our Useful Plants.
By Charles Barnard. (Funk & Wagnalls Company,

44, Fleet Street, London ; New York and
Toronto.)

The author of these three books has set himself no
easy task. Originally prepared for the use of the

students of the Chautauqua Town and Country Club
at Houghton Farm, Mountainville, New York, they

are now re-published for the use of schools, students,

farmers, and " all who are interested in the culture

of plants for pleasure or profit." The audience

addressed is, therefore, large and varied, and the

subjects under discussion not less wide in range.

To teach how and why the variations of weather,

soil, and climate affect crops, and how our practice

should be correspondingly modified, are important

matters, and are treated simply and practically.

The writer has steered clear of two possible errors :

he has, on the one hand, avoided filling his pages with

purely chemical or botanical lore, and on the other,

he gives no vague and unexplained rules ; striving

rather to demonstrate and lead others also to prove

for themselves the close inter-relation of climates

and soils with the nature and quality of the crops.

Thus, he not merely instances certain manures, or

points out certain methods of propagating as being

best in particular cases, but he explains why they

are so, in what consists the advantage of multiplying

by means of seed, layers, or cuttings, as the case

may be.

It must be granted that cultivation, to be suc-

cessful nowadays, must not be based solely upon
time-worn, unprogressive rules. Modern farmers

and gardeners find more and more the necessity of

keeping pace with scientific progress, and recognise

the importance of studying cause and eS'ect, and of

marching with the times, rather than of claiming
" protection " for their productions whether these be

really meritorious or not.

To all whose pleasure or profit induces them to

study the economic side of plant-life, we recommend
Mr. Barnard's handbooks, the contents of which are

fully explained in the author's conclusion to the

third book of the series :
—

" We have now, by ex-

perimental observation, seen something of the lives

of these friends, the useful plants. We have seen

how their lives begin ; we have learned something of

he ways in which they multiply, and have learned of

the simple yet curious ways in which we can assist

them to increase and multiply after their kind . . .

We recognise that wealth comes out of the ground,

that every crop that is gathered is so much new
wealth, so much new food, or materials for clothing,

or for houses and ships. All our studies of the

weather and the soil lead us to the lives of these

beautiful plants . . . Perhaps these few studies of

flowers will help us to apprec iate and love them more
and lead us to a better idea of the wonderful wisdom
and goodness of the Creator, who has placed these

friends, the plants, in our care. Our duty is to care

for them with skill and patience, and to help them to

give us their best gifts, some a hundred-fold, and

some a thousand-fold."

We strongly recommend these little books to the

consideration of young gardeners, and of those who
are endeavouring to get " technical education."

HOME HOUSE, AVORTHING.
Heee, in his comfortable residence with its re-

markable little hijou garden, the chief attraction in

which is the beautiful and artistic rockery, the

work of its owner's own hands, lives James Bate-

man, Esq., the prime mover in extensive Orchid

culture, and one who has been usefully connected

with horticulture for the greater part of the century.

Who is James Bateman ? is a question which few

interested in gardening, and especially in Orchids,

will have to ask. No work on Orchids can be con-

sulted, particularly in the parts relating to cool-

house Orchids, without the question being answered

repeatedly.

Before the age of twenty years, and while still at

college at Oxford, Mr. Bateman had taken a fancy for

Orchids, and commenced to lay the foundation of the

famous collection, which he aftewards got to such

imposing proportions at his gardens at Knypersley

Hall, Cheshire, and which proved of such high

educational use to the Orchid growers of those and

more recent times. In 1S33 Mr, Bateman, at his

own cost, sent a collector to Demerara, and the next

year made arrangements with Mr. George Ure

Skinner, which resulted in the introduction of the

greater part of the Orchids of Mexico and Guatemala,

whose portraits and history are so well set forth in

the noble work which Mr. Bateman published,

1837 to 1843, Orchidace<e nf Mexico and Guatemala.

In 1837—a wonderful year in the history of

Orchid culture, something like 300 new species,

many of them through Mr. Bateman's zeal being

introduced in that year—the volume of the Botanical

Magazine was dedicated to him, and faithfully for

many years, both at Knypersley Hall and Biddulph

Grange, did he pursue his favourite study and hobby,

the pleasures of which he so frequently made known
in his own charming manner during the chatty

lectures be used to give at the meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society. As late as 1864—70, Mr.

Bateman published his other fine work, the Mono-

graph of Odo7itoglossums. What wonders take place

during a long and active life ! In his earlier days,

Mr. Bateman used to say that the chief incentive to

the cultivation of Orchids was " because those fiends,

the hybridists, could not touch them," and yet he

still lives to see and acknowledge the beauties of

some of the hybrids, and in 1886 accepted the dedi-

cation of Messrs. Veitch's fine bi-generic hybrid,

Sophrocattleya X Batemaniana.
Some years ago, the necessity for seeking a more

genial part of the country, more especially on
account of his wife's health, caused the veteran

Orchidologist to sever himself from his favourite

pursuit, and remove to Worthing. The garden
attached to his villa residence there, is of the ordi-

nary limited proportions, shut in by neighbours, and
open to rough winds from the south-west

;
yet Mr.

Bateman proved equal to the occasion, and resolved

to construct an alpine rockery, carrying it up high

enough to be a shelter from the winds ; and so well

did he carry out the work that the rockery at Home
House is unique in style, while still preserving a

natural effect, and viewed from all points equal in

beauty as it certainly is in utility to any similar work

in the country. This formed the new hobby, and
steadily for years did its projector pursue it. Even
when it was called finished, a touch here and there

had to be given, and on the occasion of our last

visit, we found the venerable artist had just des-

cended from the highest altitude, where he had been
rearranging a peak which had not quite pleased him.

Of this rockery (a plan and view of which was given
in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 30, 1890) it may
be said that it would be beautiful and appropriate

for the situation it occupies even were it not well

planted, which is a thing that can rarely be said of

artificial rockeries. But it is well and cleverly

planted, and many of the subjects used to embellish

it are rare, and most of them of more than ordinary
interest.

Leaving the little spring garden on the left, we
pass to the smooth lawn, behind which the pretty

miniature alpine rocks, with their tortuous passes,

little caverns, and narrow bridges, form a beautiful

scene. In one piece, a tall slender Bamboo rises,

near it in bold relief the fan-like growth of the

broad-leaved Phorminm tenax. In the larger open-
ings, the heads of Moutan Pa3onies and Himalayan
Ubododendrons are seen ; and nodding their fine

heads, in places where the show of colour is not

too obtrusive, are a couple of specimens of the

purple-wooded Hydrangea Hortensia mandschnrica.

Some Eucalyptns and other tinted foliages give

variety of etfect, contrasting with the dark green

and silvery variegation of the lesser Ivies, which are

largely used for running over the rocks ; and Dracfena
indivisa is another fine object.

Following our guide, agile despite his years,

and mounting to the highest pass, on which a

pretty little grotto is a very pleasant retreat, we
take a look on the scene below, and the eye takes in

the pretty silvery bushes of Olearia Haastii, the tall

spikes of varions Lilies and orange-tinted Montbre-
tias ; running over a rustic arch, a profusion of

blnoni on Lathyrus Sibthorpii.and similarly situated

Clematis and other climbers; on one side the satin-

like flowers of Romneya Conlteri, and on another

the rich heads of the species of Hemerocallis, with

everywhere neat tufts of alpines, American plants,

and Ferns as an undergrowth.
But it is no more possible to describe the beau-

tiful rockery at Home House than it is to give an

adequate idea of the beauty of a fine picture, and,

therefore, we will no longer continue the vain

attempt. Its beauty changes with every season, and,

to lovers of plants, such as both Mr. and Mrs. Bate-

man are, must be a never-failing source of interest,

apart from the pleasant memories which bind them
to it as the succfse'u! w<rk of their own bands.

Belgium.

MONTHLY MEETING AT GHENT.
At the last monthly meeting of the Chambre

Syndicale des Horticulteurs Beiges, and of the Ghent
Royal Agricultural and Botanical Society, the fol-

lowing awards were made :— Certificates of Merit

were allotted to M. Jnles Hye for Miltoniopsis

Bleueana gigantea, for Cypripedium M^t^ore (Cypri-

pedium barbatum grandifiorum X bellatulum Marite

(« I'unatiimitf), for C. Annie Measures (Cypripedium

Dayanum X bellatulum) (<> I'mianimiti), and for a

species of Acineta. Certificates for good cultivation

and flowering were awarded to M. E. Bedinghaus for

Echinocactus Wislizenii, and to M. J. Hye for Cypri-

pedium Croseianum superbum. Honourable Mention

for novelty and variety was allotted to M. De Langhe-
Vervaene, for Cocos Weddeliana recurva nana.

Home Co rresp ondence.

strawberry culture.—While this subject is

being discussed in the pages of the Gardeners'

Chronicle as to the relative value of a crop of

Strawberries, it may be of interest to some readers

of this journal to hear of the result of the labour of one

man, who may be truly described as a cottager. It

shows that, under good management, the cultivation

of the Strawberry is still profitable, and that in

spite of the present bad season. The cottager rents

IJ acre of land, and on which stands his cottage, the

land previous to 1887 being under grass. In that

year bay was made from the land, which sold for £3,

costing £1 10s. to make it. In the autumn of that

year he—a discharged army pensioner- broke np
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the land, took a crop of earl; Fotatoi the
following year, and as eoon as possible afterwards

planted the balk of it with Strawberry-plants, and
this year he has \\ acre of land devoted to them.
Two varieties only are grown, Sir Joseph Faxton,
and one named Garnier, bat what this is I am un-
able to say ; its chief merit is its earliness. Its fruit

ripens as a rule before any other sort ; the flavour is

inferior, bat that appears to be of little consequence
to the market-man, as long as the fruit can be
gathered at an early date, flavour being purely a
secondary consideration. Sir J. Paxton is a variety

that is the sheet-anchor of the bulk of cultivators in

this neighbourhood, and there are several Strawberry
growers occupying on the whole do less than 1000
acres of land within a few miles of this place. If the
plants are put out early, the fruit gathered from
them the first season is reckoned upon to pay
for whatever cleaning and attention the plants

have rfquired. The result of the first year's crop
is well worthy of attention at this rate. Some of

these growers keep their plants going for a dczen
years, many consider half of that time sufficient

;

four years of full bearing exhausting them. After
that time the fruit is still yielded in abundance, but
the quality is inferior. Reckoning two years to

establish them really well, and four years of full

bearing, the life of the Strawberry plant in this neigh-
bourhood is limited to six years. I am, however,
digressing from the subject. This year, our cottager
commenced to gather fruit on June 7, and continued
doing so till August 5, from the two kinds named.
The length of season shows the advantage
of Sir J. Paxton, which is noted for the length
of time it will continue to bear fruit.

Fruit in this part of Hants is chiefly sold by the
gallon, being picked direct into baskets or boxes
holding that quantity, weighing 5.} lb, although,
strictly speaking, a Winchester gallon contains 6 lb.

The first picking realised 6s. 8i. per gallon, and the
lowest price during the whole sea!0n was \0d. per

gallon for just two gallons, this occurring on a wtt
day. But a few only were sold at Is. per gallon.

The last picking realised Is Z(J. per gallon. From
the \\ acre 1030 gallons of fruit were picked. Aver-
aging this quantity at Is. &d. per gallon, which is a
low rate, it would realise £77 15s. from IJ acre. I

have no hesitation, however, in saying that the
actual returns were considerably more than this

turn. In all instances the prices quoted were at

wholesale rate, the fruit being sold to fruiterers in

the towns. The whole of the labour required on
the land, with the exception of the fruit-picking, is

done by the individual himself ; the picking is done
by women and children. Thus, it will be seen that
a good living can be made from even \\ acre of land
by an enterprising and hard-working man. Two
acres are sometimes considered to be a fair quantity
for one man to manage, except during the picking
season. The soil in this neighbourhood varies very
much ; some of it is sandy in character, in other
parts it is nearly all shingle, and in many gardens
strong loam overlying clay. This is the kind of soil

in the garden alluded to, and it is of the right kind,
especially during a dry summer, like that of last

year, for instance. The routine of cultivation
adopted in well-managed gardens (some growers do
little, their returns are proportionate) is briefly this:
Alter the picking is completed, the whole of the
foliage is cut ofl with a fagging-hook (strong heavy
sickle), which enables the plants to make a quick
and vigorous growth, sufficient to protect the crowns
from frost. The new leaves have short stalks in con-
sequence of the old ones being cleared away. During
the month of September the soil between the rows is

lightly forked over, to enable the rain to pass quickly
away fiom the surface, and to facilitate hoeing and
cleaning among the plants in the spring, also to pre-
vent the soil cracking and thus allowing the moisture
to escape through it. A thin mulching of manure,
mainly that from the pig-stje, is laid between the
rows early in Decpmber if the weather be suit-
able. The birds and the frost which follow pul-
veiiie the land and manure, and by the
arrival of spring the manure is decayed.
Towards the end of February 40 bushels of aoct
were sown over the 1} acre, with the result this
season, owing to its being a showery one, that rather
too much foliage was made. If the weather could
have been foretold, half the quantity of soot would
have been enough to use. On heavy land soot is an
invaluable manure for Strawberries

; on light land,
common salt is the better mineral manure. E. Mohj-
neu.c, Swanmore Park.

VEGETABLES IN EARLY SPRING.—1 am sure
many of your rtade.s would bs glad to know how to

produce early spring vegetablef, when they are both
scarce and dear. If plants of the new Cabbage
Earliest of All were put down during the autumn
monthr, they would be fit for use the following
March ; the heads do not grow over large, but are

firm and white, while its cooking qualities cannot be
excelled. This variety is at least iwo months earlier

than anything yet introduced. Any person desiring

further information concerning the variety should
send a stamped addressed envelope to Maurice
Moriarty, Mallow, Ireland.

LARGE DEVONSHIRE QUARRENDEN APPLE.—My
attention has been drawn to some particularly fine

examples of the above dessert Apple, six fruits

weighing 2 lb. oz., gathered from a particularly

healthy tree growing in the gardens of Gaelph House,
Hammersmith. Mr. Whalpton, the proprietor, con-
siders the above an excellent variety for growing in

town gardens T. P. Turner, Hampshire House.

APPLES AT SOUTH STONEHAM HOUSE.— The
finest crop of Apples that I have seen this year is

in the garden belonging to Sir Samuel Montague,
M.P., about 3 miles out of Southampton. The
presence of such a heavy crop upon the trees appears
somewhat strange, as the garden is situated at a low
elevation, the river Itchen fiowing past at the foot

of the southern part of the grounds, and the river

Monk running within a hundred yards of the
orchard itself. The trees are what are known
as pruned standards, that is to say, they are
restricted to a certain space, the branches not being
allowed to grow thickly together as in some orchards.
The trees just escaped the frost of May 20, not being
quite in full bloom. Grand crops of clean, healthy-
looking fruit I noted of such sorts as Wellington
(nine trees), King of the Pippins (five trees),

Keswick Codlin, Manks' Codlin, Flower of Kent,
Bedfordshire Foundling, Red Astrachan, Blenheim
Orange, and Strawberry Pippin. The trees have
been established thirty-two years, and are no donbt
assisted in growth by the fact that fowls are kept
upon the grass underneath the trees continnally, a
wide run being given them at once, upon which
they are kept for six months, moving them on the
next patch, and so on until they get back to their

first place. E. M.

ROOTED STAKES OF THE PEAR.—Much has
been written of late years about fruit trees upon
their own roots as compared with those that

are grafted, and upon the difficulty of rooting

cuttings of Apples, Pears, &c. The following

has just come under my notice while working in

the nursery of Messrs. Dicksons & Co., Edinburgh :

—Whilst training a break of Apple trees we came
across three Pear trees that had been used as stakes

for trees the previous year, and upon examination
found them to be growing with shoots, between Sand
4 inches long. We took up one of these and found
that it had callused immediately above the point

which had been made when it was fashioned into a

stake, and had emitted some nice fibry roots. The
stakes were put to the trees last September, and had
not been treated difTerently from any other stakes,

but have remained behind the Apple trees ever since.

These rooted stakes are 3 feet high, and measure
2 inches in circumference at 1 foot from the ground,
A, Morton, Edinburgh.

BRITISH VINEYARDS.—Mr. Pettigrew's very in-

teresting paper on the Cardiff vineyards, although to

my mind, leaving much valuable information as to

actual trade results untold, still serves to open up
a subject that may have much interest for all that

large section of the community who consume wines.

No doubt in this matter, as in so many other things,

there will long be a preference for the vilest decoc-

tions if sold as foreign vintages, over those which
seem to be pure, as manufactured at Cardiff or else-

where at home. It is not possible to write of this

subject, however, without re-calling the well-meant
but luckless effort of Clement Hoare, whose work on
the Vine is now, probably, seldom seen or read, who
did endeavour on the southern slopes of a valley at

Shirley, Southampton, some fifty years ago, to

create a British vineyard. The position so far as re-

lates to warmth and dryness of atmosphere should

have bfen much more favourable to Grape produc-

tion than Cardiff. He planted against low walls that

at moderate intervals ran along the side of the hill-

slope one above the other, and the conditions were

esteemed the most favourable. Still, he entirely

failed. Possibly he had not the Camay Noir

variety, which seems to have been Mr. Pettigrew'o

saving Grape, as none other seems worth cultivation

relatively. We should like to learn something of the

average produce of ripe Grapes per acre yearly, also

of the yearly cost of production. That would enable

us to see how far outdoor culture as seen at Cardiff

is cheaper than is glass culture. An acre of glass-

houses even without heat, would produce several

tons of Grapes not only in occasional years but every

year, and still further several varieties, that is a point

that to my mind seems to need tbefnllestelncidation,

Alex Dean.

ZAU8CHNERIACALIF0RNICA.— I was very pleased

to see this old friend again a short time since at

Audley End, Eisex, where Mr. Vert has planted it

in some of the herbaceous beds forming part of the

flower garden in front of the mansion. In this

position these plants modify the stiffness of beds,

mostly planted with the usual tender bedding exotic

plants. The blossoms of this species of Zauschneria
are freely produced, and being of a bright scarlet

colour, and quite distinct from other bedding-plants,

it is very effectsve, la cold situations it requires

some kind of protection during the winter, but I

remember it surviving several winters in succession

in Kent about twenty years since, W. H, Divers,

Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

8TREPTOCARPUS, ETC., AT WOODHATCH LODGE,
REIGATE.—Good work is being done by Mr, C, J,

Salter in the raising of new varieties of the above.

The plants are cultivated early in the year, in a tem-
perature between that of a stove and a greenhouse,
and later in a cool greenhouse. They are very flori-

feroos, with colours ranging from white and violet-

purple to deep magenta, and some of the newest
have white in the upper part of the throat. Sweet
Peas are grown here in a run of boxes, about 60 feet

in length, with a width of 10 inches, and depth
6 inches. The soil used consists of two parts turfy

loam, one part manure, one part leaf-mould. The
seed sown in boxes at the end of January, is ger-

minated in a cool Peach-house, and the seedlings are

placed out-of-doors towards the end of the month of

March, plenty of manure-water being afforded them
whilst growing and flowering. In August, these

plants are about 8 feet in height, with the exception
of Emily Henderson, a fine white variety, which ii

of a dwarfer habit of growth. That fine variety.

Princess May, is a favourite here. Nepenthes in all

the best varieties, are well grown here. Veitch's

variety of Curtisii was noted as very fine, length

from bottom of pitcher to top of lid being 13 inches,

and pitcher lO.J inches. J. B.

American Notes.

IFrom our own Correspondent.']

THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FLORISTS,

The great event in the horticultural world here

has been the annual convention of the Society of

American Florists, which was held at Atlantic City,

N.J., August 21 to 21. This is a meeting of the trade

for trade interests, and is attended by representatives

of the florist clubs from nearly all the important

cities in the States. There were some 600 or 700
delegatep, and the affair is generally regarded as

having been a most successful meeting. From an
English point of view, it was interesting to hear

the Society discussing the same subjects as

have been before the Royal Horticultural Society

for some time past. Thus, much serious attention

was given to the proposal to grant Certificates

to gardeners, and also to the work done by

special societies—the Chrysanthemum, the Rose,

&c., just on the same lines as you debate

in London. A sub - committee of the Society

of American Florists appointed to attend to the

nomenclature of florists' flowers, &c , has done, and
is doing, useful work in weeding out synonyms and
singling out cases where a new variety has been

introdu ced by two different firms under distinct

names. Special attention is also devoted to the

classification of plants in the catalogues of dealers.

Many papers on subjects of interest were contri-

buted by well-known members of the Society,

It may be of interest to know that the Roses

which are considered to be the best here for market

work are :—Bridesmaid, The Bride, Meteor, Perle

des Jardins, and American Beauty (= Madame Ferd.
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Jamain), that being a selection of one for each

colour—pink, white, red, yellow, and deep pink

;

the last-named variety is regarded as the best Rose

yet introduced. Indeed, so greatly is it valued, that

it sometimes sells at as high a figure as 1 dollar

per single cut bloom, but this is with a yard or so of

stem attached !

The exhibition here in connection with the Con-

vention did not amount to very much from an out-

sider's point of view, the plants shown were with one

or two exceptions market stock ; and sundries filled

by far the largest space. Messrs. Pitcher & Manda,

Short Hills, N..J., Mr. H. A. Dreer, Riverton, N.J.,

Mr. W. A. Manda, South Orange, N.J., and

Messrs. W. Tricker & Co., Clifton, N.J., had interest-

ing collections, the last-named firm showing a col-

lection of aquatics in great variety.

Next year's assembly will be held at Pittsburg,

under the Presidency of Mr. Edwin Lmsdale of

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

An Englishman by birth, Mr. Lonsdale has been

connected with horticulture ever since he was a lad.

He first saw the light in the county of Shropshire,

in the village of Habberly, which is located

in one of the prettiest parts of Great Britain. He
serve an apprenticeship to the profession at Enville

Hall, the seat of the Earl of Stamford, a gardening

school which has turned out many graduates who
have since made their mark. Mr. Lonsdale's first

preceptor was Stephen Taplin, then head gardener

at Enville Hall, and now of Detroit, Mich., a man
well known in the florist world.

Like many ambitious and progressive young gar-

deners, the president-elect turned his eyes towards

the Western Hemisphere as a place likely to afford

a wider scope for the development of his innate

horticultural abilities. He landed in this country

in 1869, first applying himself to agricultural pur-

suits in Syracuse, N.Y. That work not being suited

to his tastes, however, he returned to the Eist, and

to his first love—gardening. He subsequently

worked for Professor Thomas Meehan, of German-
town, eventually starting in business in 1875, and

in coDJanction with his brother-in-law, Mr. John
Burton, in 1S80, under the firm name of Lonsdale

& Burton, which co-partnership was dissolved in

1887, each of the partners now carrying on a

separate concern.

Cannas.

These are the popular plants jast now ; everyone

is looking out for novelties. The Canna is a mist

usefal plant here for bedding purposes, and its popu-

larity may be estimated, perhaps, when it is stated

that at one nursery, Messrs. H. A. Dreer's, there

are as many as 150 varieties to be seen growing.

A novelty, named (Jieen Charlotte (orange, flamed

and splashed with scarlet), is creating a. furore ; it is

certainly a fine form, perhaps the best for bright

effect. It is the introduction of a German house.

PUBLIC PARKS.
{Cjntinuai from p. 65.)

RoDNDHAT Pabk, Leeds.—Rouudhay is one of the

most imposing of all our provincial parks, covering

an area of 798 acres. Historians say that at one
time it must have been a portion of the " Wood of

Elmate," which was an extensive tract, covering

much of the ground upon which Leeds now stands,

and which formed " the happy hunting ground of

kings." It was in the possession of Mr. Nicholson, a
London banker, from whom it was purchased in 1871
for £139,000. The "mansion," which is of com-
paratively modern erection, is utilised by the
Corporation as a six - day licensed premises,

and is in this wise utilised for the distribution of

all kinds of creature - comforts to the visitors.

A great portion of it is well timbered, and affords

grand shade and shelter for promenaders through its

extensive walks ; while in grass and water there is

variety to attract attention. The whole of the

acreage is not used exactly for promenading
purposes, a revenue of over £1900 per annum being

drawn from parts let out for grazing and for arable

purposes, for military exercise, for archery work, for

boating, for swings, for museums, for photography,

and for fishing ; it is, however, all substantially

enclosed. The lake itself is one of the largest of

its kind in any public park, covering an area of

39 acres, available either for ordinary boating or for

a steam launch, which is largely patronised. Skating

is permitted free of charge, and such is the desire

for that kind of pastime, that the lake on one gala

day two or three years ago was covered, we are told,

with over 30,000 people.

The Trees.

The timber about the park is very notable. The
Oaks are noble trees, and in the best of health.

Many of them girth over 12 feet, and are

growing away in rude health, the tops not

being " stagheaded
;

" and the boles, with their

wide corrugation?, showing that the soil and the

climate suit them admirably. The Beech, too, is

as good as anyone could wish, and so is the Ash

—

all these trees like good feeding-ground, and it is

abundantly in evidence here. The Spanish Chestnut
makes a wonderfally fine ornamental park tree when
it attains bulky dimensions, and the glistening

leaves adorned with plumes of flowers make it

one of the objects most desirable in an arboreal

landscape of this kind. The Maples are beau-

tiful in their variety, and the fine deeply-cut

leaves catch the eye as one is looking for contrast.

Nothing does better or is more imposing here than
the Copper Beech, which is in great siz", bulking

9 feet in circumference and 68 feet in height, in

several specimens. There is such a thing as

having too much of it in a landscapo, but

introduced judiciously, it is a most valuable

adjunct to the make-up of what might be called

prize park-scenery. A splendid example of it was
planted by one of the members of the Royal Family
when the park was opened, and it is now making a
beautiful tree in a salient point in the fine undu-
lating park. Mr. Beilby, the superintendent, is

top-dressing and keeping it enriched, and it is

responding to the goodness showered upon its roots

in magnificent foliage. The Walnut, too, does here

grandly ; indeed, it is quite a home for trees that

will not do in many places. Nothing could be finer

than these tree samples.

As we dip into the forest scenes where the I77-

mantled old Castle is situated, there is abundant
evidence of the value of the timber in the thinning

not being too pronounced. The ' sticks " of B »eche»,

and even Oaks and Sycamores, are all the better in

this forest glade for being close together. Nature
has done its work in pruning better than the hand
of man. for there will be a straight, usable tree, from

40 to 50 feet at least. The Birch here is parti-

cularly splendid. It is truly the " Lady of the Wood."
It is one thing growing for profit, quite another

thing for individuals in a park to adorn a landscape.

We have a good bit of both sides of the question

exemplified here, and those who take a severe side

either way, might do worse than have a look at

the Roundhay Woods.

The Obnasiental Geou.n'ds.

Aboat the mansion there has been the usual

amount of decoration in evergreen and flowering

shrubs. People clamour for flowering trees, and
there is plenty of them, and more to come, but they

seem to forget how difficult it is to get a variety

of evergreen trees and shrubs to augment those we have
had for some time, and which do duty for perpetual

greenery, or some kind of perpetual leaf-coloration.

In this we want reinforcements, and until we get

them we must be contented with our Rhododendrons
of sorts. Laurels of sorts, Aucubas of sorts. Hollies

of sorts. Daphnes, and a lot of peat-loving plants

from the far west ; while often about towns
few or any of these will live for any length

of time. Here, however, they are magnificent,

and have capital adjuncts in lots of Conifers,

which do more or less well. The Deodar has

done well for a series of years, and so has the

Atlantic Cedar, but this last winter has punished

them very severely. The charming hide-and-seek
beds, which Mr. Beilby has put down, contrast well

either with their bulbs in spring, or "their bedding-
out stuff" in summer, and the public seem to appre-

ciate this more advanced style of gardenesque keep,

by maintaining the grass and the edges of the walks
in " ship-shape " order. This is as it ought to be, for

there is abundant lounging ground in the heights and
the hollows of the park generally.

The Canal Gardens are separated from the other

dress-ground by walls, and form a fine ground-
work for bedding- out skill. The Roses here,

when in flower, must be magnificent. As it is,

the Laurnstinus are masses of bloom for 10 feet

above the ground, and the hybrid Rhododendrons
tower far above that. A private residential place is

of great service to a corporation who want all the

beauties of a park, and that, too, as it were, made
and ready for them, and this is where Roundhay
excels. To speak of all the fine things that are to

be seen here would be to write a catalogue. True,

there are many beautiful trees and shrubs, such as

some of the American Oaks, and Japanese and

American Maples, which would give a richer tone of

beauty to the whole ; as it is, we know nothing

northwards that can tonch it.

Impbovements and Additions.

Great additional work has been going on in the

shape of making roads for trams to run right up to

the gates, and in forming tennis-grounds on a large

scale. This has involved a large sum, which has been

paid out to the unemployed, who work three days a

week in teams of 100 or more, and receive something
like 4s. per day wages. This has been a popular ex-

penditure organised mainly by Sydney William
Smith, the chairman of the Parks Committee, and
has involved a great deal of additional duty upon the

popular park superintendent. The park, however,

has become such a resort for the people of Leeds
that little is said about the additional taxation.

The upper lake has been dried up, and filled

partly up to keep it about 4 feet depth, as

there have been a few drowning cases, the

repetition of which it is desirable to guard against.

There is one thing about this upper lake that is

worth noting, and that is the quantity of Birches

growing in groups, mostly grotesque from their great

black wens which have crippled the trees, so much
as to present them as typical subjects of Mephisto-

pheles himself, crooked and ugly as Scott's Black
Dwarf. Vet they contrast well, hanging partly in

the water over a sloping embankment, like the

Alders and the Hornbeam that surround them.

The larger, or Waterloo lake, is clad along its fringes

with lots of tree specimens, the Sycamore being one

of the most distinguished, and profiting equally

under the influence of water to the roots with

the Huntingdon Willow or the spreading- headed

Wych Elm.
There is no desire shown to overcrowd the park

with beltings ; in fact, the principal portion is so

heavily wooded round its boundary, that nothing of

that kind is desirable. There are promiscuous

designs, filled chiefly with flowering and evergreen

shrubs, that break the sweeping grassy surface; but

where individuality in tree or bush life is desirable,

it is emphasised in keeping each specimen away

from troublesome neighbours. It is not every

place where this non - nursing system would

work, more particularly in a town park. To
the uninitiated, therefore, it is a matter for

wonderment that the trees are crowded together

in Woodhouse Nurr, and in many places stand

isolated at Roundhay; but circumstances alter

cases, as one of the Leeds historical writers says,

" All green things upon the earth have been driven

from the actual site of Leedf," because of its public

works and their emanations, so hostile to plant life.

Mr. Alderman Barrow's fountain is both an orna-

mental and useful gift to the frequenters of the park.

It is a stately obelisk, opened in 1892, and is now
the centre of a floral design, embroidered with

flowering shrubs and decorative plants. The view

from here is very commanding. In the woods are
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nmning atreamletr, which, when in fall force, add

to the mah of the waterfall throngh an abundant

leafy canopy. The whole place is capitally supervised

by Mr. RAuben Beilby, and he has the assistance of

his SOD, Archibald Cecil Bsilby. Viator.

THE APPLE CROP.
MrcH has been written on the cause of the failure

of cur Apple crop in many pieces during this present

season, yet cur trees are laden with a full average

crop of the finest-looking fruit we fver had. The
wood was well ripened last year, and the trees well

covered with blossom- buds. I have just noticed a

curious remark made in one of the gardening papers,

where the writer says it is a mistake to suppose that

the wood was well ripened last year. He says,

" Instead of the wood being ripened, it was roasted,

and the buds prematurely checked in growth." I

believe the buds were prematurely checked in

growth in many garden?, not because of the heat,

which certainly was excessive, bat owing to the

drought, which checked the growth of the trees, and
through which in many instances the leaves were
mined by the attacks of red-spider. Where the

trees were watered, and the ground hoed afterwards,

or mulched, which was better, to conserve the

moisture in the ground, the wood ripened well. Toe
trees under my cire wculd certainlv have been

much injured if I had not supplied them with

copious waterings. The trees were all right, bu" I

was surprised that the fruit kept so badly after it

was taken into the fruit-room ; half the stock of

the best dessert Apples, such as Ribston Pippin and

Cox's Orange Pippin decayed before it was ready

for nse, I believe the main cause that the Apple
crop is so poor in the sonth this year was the severe

frost in May, when there were 10° to 12° in many
districts of Surrey. In E4sex, near Ilford, we had
1° of frost only on the night when most damage was

done elsewhere.

The roots of Apple trees should be encouraged to

grow near the surface of the ground, where they can

be treated according to will. I have noticed some

gardeners treat all their trees alike, whether they are

bearing a heavy crop or a light one, which is plainly

opposite to the principles of good gardening. As
an instance of what I mean, I may mention two

Apple trees I have growing near each other, the

froit is not very dissimilar, but one variety bears much
more freely than the other. I allude to The Qieen,

and Cox's Pomona. The Qaeen grows too much, and

bears little fruit, the other is very free- bearing, but

consequently makes little growth. The one requires

a good supply of manure, and the other none at all

;

and manure is bfst supplied from the surface, just

when the trees are laden with fruit. If dry weather

occur, as it does in M ly sometimes, the roots of trees

bearing hfavily draw from the ground a quantity of

water, which, if they cannot get near tbe surface,

they will penetrate deeper and wider to obtain,

probably into subioi!', where they will find sub-

stances that will produce canker and other diseases.

But the experienced cultivator avoids this to a large

extent by draining hia ground, which not only carries

off water that would collect 3 feet below the surface,

but the water passing through the soil to the drains

is replaced by oxygen, and a more healthy medium
is provided for the roote, for they will go down less

or more do what we may. Feeding them at the

surfac, however, tenJs to keep then) np ; and if it

is not possible to suDp'y thi trees with water, a

mulch of decayed minure, as soon as the surface has

become heated by the sun, will keep the heat in, and

equalise the temperature of the soil. Ualess this is

done, though the ground is heated by day, it is as

rapidly cooled at night. T.ees bearing heavy crop«

may have superphosphates worked into the soil. I

believe a good dressing to be about four parts super-

phosphate, two parts kaioir, and one part nitrate of

soda, and a dressing of wood ashes, will supply potash

to the soil.

SoETS TO Plant.

When the object is to obtain as heavy a crop as

possible from a given space of ground, do not plant

a great number of varieties. I planted about 150
trees in my own ground last winter, and I planted

too many varieties, but I like to see the trees in

bearing, and to watch the developmsnt of the different

varieties of fruit. Even for a large garden six or

eight varieties of dessert Apples, and as many
culinary varieties are sufiicient. The best early

cooking Apple for free open soils is Lord Saffield,

and if it does not succeed, Lord Grosvenor should be
grown. Others may be Stirling Castle, Lane's Prince
Albert, Cox's Pomona, Pott's Seedling, and where it

succeeds, Wellington ; I have planted Newton Wonder
in our clayey soil as a substitute for Wellington.
Bramley's Seedling is also a useful variety. For des-

sert Apples Cox's Orange Pippin is by far the best.

King of the Pippins is a good, old, free-bearing sort;

Ribston Pippin must yet hold a place, and Scarlet
Nonpareil has the best appearance of any in this class,

and is good in flavour ; Claygate Pearmain, Manning-
ton's Pearmain, and Devonshire Quarrenden. Kerry
Pippin is a good early, and Stnrmer Pippin the best
very late variety.

How TO Plant.

As planting will soon be commenced, the above
remarks may be useful as a hint to confine the number
of varieties within reasonable limits. In order to be
assured of success, all the details of the work should be
well carried out; for it is no use being careful in select-

ing the best varieties of fruit trees if they are not also

well- planted. Bruised roots shcu'd be cut clean off

with a sharp knife, and the roots spread out in a hori-

zontal direction, fine loam being well worked in

amongst them, treading them firmly in when the soil

has been returned entirely over them. Some of the
trees will r( quire support. A tree will do no good if

it is allowed to be swayed about by the wind after being
planted. When the planting is finished, a mulching of

decayed manure may he placed over the surface of the
ground around each tree, and as far as the roots extend.

Much mischief is done by summer pruning being done
too early. The tendency of young trees in good garden
loam is to grow too much after they have become
established, producing strong willow-like growths.
I stop these growths early in the year, and instead
of growing sticks long enough and strong enough for

Carnations or Phloxes, three or four smaller growths
are produced, which will ripen quite as well as the
thicker one ; and these need not be shortened very
much at the end of the season. All my young trees

were treated in this way early in the season, and I

am now going over them again, taking the points

out of all the growths that require it, thinning them
out where too crowded, and in fact giving the trees

all the pruning they require. It is easy to tell

where to cut out young wood when the trees are in

leaf, and there is no danger in doing this after

S^'ptembsr 1. J. I)oiii/las.

HARVEY LODGE, ROUPELL
PARK, S.W.

Visitors to the Rival Hort'caltura' Sacie'.y's

meetings and other public exhibitions are often treated

by Mr. Rjupell to some excellent exhibits in the way
of i>ontignan and other varieties of Grapes, as well

as hardy fruits. A recent inspection of Mr. Roupell's

doings at home resulted in some interesting notes

being obtained, which may be worthy of publicity.

Ha makes a highly successful specialty of Grapes in

pots and in borders. To refer in the first place to

the Ffontignan aid round-fruited Maaca'. section.

Why these are not more gener.a ly grown it is dilficult

to tell, for it is not possible to have more delicious

Grapes. They possess a delicite and moat agreeable

flavour peculiarly their own. Taeir sizi doub'.less

tells against their being more generally cultivated,

the tendency in these days being in the direction of

the larger-sized, finer-lookiog Grapes, in some cases

to the sacrifice of fine quality, after all the great

desideratum in the Grape.
Mr. Roupell gained the Gold Medal at the Grape

Conference (Chiswick, 1890), for twenty - seven

varieties of Frontignan Grapes, an interesting and
most instructive collection.

One noted many choice rariaties not generally

known or grown. Grizzly Frontignan has the very
rich flavour peculiar to these varieties ; and Mr.
Roapell is anccesaful in growing it without loss from
shanked berries ; White Frontignan, high Muscat
flavour, a most abundant bearer ; Purple Constan-
tia (a variety of Frontignan), has very juicy flesh,

with a rich Muscat flavour. It may prove of interest

to mention that the Constantia vineyards (Cape of
Good Hope) were once noted for the wine made
from this Grape. The variety has been long cul-

tivated in this country, but it does not appear
to be a popular one in vineries—the more's the pity.

Early Golden Frontignan is very rich and excel-
lent. A free-bearing variety, Black Frontignan,
has a very rich Muscat vinous flavour. Ascot
Frontignan is esteemed on account of its being
very early. Troveren may be noted as one of the
finest of the Frontignans, with large and handsome
bunches, rich Muscat flavour, and a great bearer.

Other good varieties were noted in Chasselas MuaquA
le Vrai (the true) of Herr Horvath, Dr. Hogg,
Primavis Frontignan, a very distinct and richly

flavoured fruit, the finest of the Chasselas Masqat
race ; Auvergne and July Frontignan.

Amongst other varieties of Grapes observed doing
well may be mentioned, of Black Muscats—Black or
Muscat Hamburgh, one of the finest Grapes for

flavour, not always a good setter, bnt when well done,
as here, a delicious Grape. Madreafield Court
Muieat, that very high Muscat - flavoured kind.

Cracking, to which sometimes this fine variety is

Bulject, Mr. Roupell prevents, by never letting the
Vines want for water, avoiding chills, and securing

a genial, growing atmosphere. Mrs. Pince is one
of the finest flavoured, requires good culture and
artificial setting. In white or golden-jellow Muscats
may be mentioned Muscat of Alexandria, still the

best of its class. Bowood Muscat, Rylx>n Muscat
(fine seedlings of same), Mrs. Pearson, very rich late

Grape. Black Grapes : Gros Maroc, a remarkably

fine late variety carrying a dense bloom.

This is a variety that does not stand ton close

pruning. Good handsome bunches are obtained

on tbe long rod system. That everybody's Grape
Black Hamburgh, Gros Colmar, Black Alicante,

Trentham Black, and Alnwick Seedling. White
Grapes: Buckland's Sweetwater, Foster's Seed-

ling, Royal Muscadine, Diamanr, for which
Mr. Roupell pained a First-class Certificate;

General della Marmora, Trtbbiano, and the very

handsome Duke of Buccleuch with large berries, of

sprightly Hamburgh flavour, are all to be seen here.

Amongst rare and curious varieties, we noted the

Strawberry and Raspberry Grapes, having tbe

strong scent and flavour of Strawberries and Rasp-
berries ; Black Monukka, stoneless, or nearly so;

Sultana Raisin G.ape, quite stoneless ; and Chasselas

Rouge, a red form of Rujal Mutcidine.

As regards heat application in the cnltnre

of his Grapes, although Mr, Roupell has a good

command of it, little is used, and that as an auxiliary

only ; he is a believer in a moderate temperature,

by reason of its keeping down the insect and other

pests to which Vines are subject. Oae or two
interesting experiments conducted by Mr. Roupell

may be appropriately referred to here. He has in-

arcaed Gros Colmar on to Muscat of Alexandria, and
it la remarkable to note that th - sap prefers to go to the

Gros Colmar wood in preference to that of its own
branch ; the supposition is, that the cells of Gros

Colmar wood are larger. The practical outcome ip,

that eighteen good bunches were observed on the Gros

Colmar branch, and two weakly ones on Muscat of

Alexandria. Gros Cjlmar is found to be sweeter

when on Muscat of Alexandria than when on

is own roots ; the foliage, too, is finer, and does

not get scorched so much. As regards restric-

tions versus extension : after about fourteen or

fifteen years of restriction to one stem, it has been

found advisable to adopt the extension system, and

train up fresh rods from below.

With Muscat o( Alexandria, recourse has been

had to cutting out the main central stem, having

previously trained up two side branches, the remit
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being that the Vineg have made a free vigorous

growth, root-action has been promoted, and the

Vineg are strengthened for another year.

A Grape requiring good culture is Canon Hall

Muscat, of which the berries are largf, flesh jaicy

and rich, and having a true Muscat flavour. The
variety is well cultivated here. Grown in pots for

seven or eight years, the Vines have fruited well and

continuously. Setting is done artificially by

sprinkling the pollen from other Vines.

As showing what may be done in one season by

proper culture, a strong cane of Gros Maroc (this

summer's growth), some 12 feet in length, was noted.

It will fruit next year. Frulting-canes in pots, of

which we observed, in variety, a good number of

strong healthy stuff, are encouraged to throw a strong

shoot from the base for fruiting the next year, the

rod which carries the fruit being cut away as soon as

the fruit is gathered,

TonrATOs.

A house of Tomatos, grown in lOinch and 13inch
pots, is a noteworthy feature, grown on the one-

stem system. Mr. Roupell prefers pots to boxes, the

latter harbouring insects, whereas the pots being

cleaned before being used, no comfortable resting-

places are assured for the depredators. Pots, too,

are preferable, because a warmer air circulates

around them.

Mr. Roupell is not a believer in keeping Tomatos
alive during winter, as he avers that the destructive

Tomato-insect (Aleyrodes) is propagated by this

course of treatment. The principal varieties grown
are Chemin Rouge and Ham Green Favourite ; both

are remarkably free-fruiting. It may be mentioned

that William Whiteley, the universal provider,

grows the former variety largely at his extensive

Hillingdon establishment, a pretty good evidence as

to its merits. Conference, too, and all the best

varieties, are being tested. That fine vaiiety,

Sutton's Earliest of All, was just finishing a
good crop.

It is questionable if any grower has what was
noted here in the Tomato way, that is a yellow form
of Niabet's Victoria, fruiting very freely, and bearing

small, exceedingly pretty Plum-ahaped fruits, a

decided acquisition. A good and successful notion

was observed in the cultivation of oat- door Tomatos.
Where Tomatos are planted " hollow " fashion, a

superabundance of moisture is encouraged during wet
weather ; whereas planted as here, on ridges, the
water flows off, and the sun has a greater beating

power, the ridge getting warm right through. Sutton's

Improved Telegraph Cucumber is the favourite

one, some very fine examples being noted.

Habdt Fedits,

In hardy fruits (Apples and Pears), Mr. Roupell
has something worth showing the visitor. It may
be remembered that at the great Guildhall Show in

1890. he took the Ist prize for a collection of hardy
fruits, grown within a radius of 7 miles from the

Royal Exchange

Irish Peach, with a delicious aromatic flavour, has
been a splendid crop, fruits growing right on to the
end of the branches. In many cases fruit is lost by
a too severe pruning of these. It is a small, but

excellent early sort. Mr, Roupell was one of the

first to detect the good points of that fine Apple,

Peasgood's Nonsuch, when shown at the great

Apple Congress in 1SS3, where it was in grand
condition, and secured a good stock of it,

Newton Wonder is a valuable new kind, a hand-
some fruit, keeping soundly. Mr. Roupell is rather

proud of gaining a Cultural Commendation for it

when he exhibited it, the raiser's exhibit of it at

the same time securing the lesser recognition of a
Vote of Thanks !

Lady Sudeley (.Jacob's Strawberry) is large for a

dessert fruit, with soft, melting fiesh. Cellini

Pippin crops heavily year after year. Cospatric,

which first came out at the Apple Congress, is a

medium-sized kitchen variety, a free bearer, and
good grower. Worcester Pearmain is very richly

coloured, a great and early bearer, very handsome.

and fine as a garden tree. The Devonshire

Quarrenden was noted as carrying a very heavy crop.

The indispensable Cox's Orange Pippin is, of

course, grown here, and grown well. Striped Beaufin

is a very large and excellent kitchen fruit. Ribston

Pippin trees, free from canker on the Paradise, are

producing some good fruit. Scarlet Nonpareil forms

a prolific tree on the Paradise.

Most of Mr. Ronpell's trees are grown in a natural

pyramid shape. He is no advocate for severe

pruning, but is in favour of lifting.

Cordon Pears on the Quince stock are allowed to

take a natural growth, branching freely ; that most

delicious variety, Doyenni du Comice, growing in a

natural pyramid shape, is covered with fruit. An
unpruned tree of that best of late Pears, and of

refreshing, sweet, juicy flavour — Beurr^ Ranee—
ripens in the open. A fine tree of Plum Pond's

Seedling, some fifteen years old, is bearing a good

crop of large fruits—a sturdy grower.

Myatt's Linnaeus Rhubarb is found to be good,

both early and late, free from " strings," brittle and

tender, but still it is not a popular market variety.

Flowers are not extensively cultivated. Sutton's

strain of Sweet Peas were noted in great beauty and

luxuriance. That good Tricolor Pelargonium—Mr,

H. Cox— is doing well, as are a few silver, tricolor,

and gold and bronze varieties. J. B,

Society.

KOTAL CALEDONIAN.
Septejiuee 12, 13. —As stated last week, the

annual show of this society took place on the above

dates in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh.

Plants.

There were only two competitors for the group of

plants 300 feet square. Tae 1st prize went to Mr.

J. Mclntyre, of Darlington, whose tastefully-arranged

group had miniature paths between. The Sod prize

w*8 secured by Mr. W. S'.ewart, Brayton Hall, whose
group lacked lightness in arrangement.

A pretty table 'of plants was arranged by Mr. G.

Wood, of Oswald House, Edinburgh, this took 1st

place ; Mr. W. Stewart again coming 2ad. Stove

and greenhouse flowering plants were small. For
six specimens, Mr. A. Thomson, Dalkeith, was 1st,

and his best plants were a good Clerodendron Thom-
Bonie, Balfourianum, and a large well-flowered

I'iUcharis amazonica. Heaths were well shown by

Mr. J. Mclntyre, who was 1st with three compact
plants.

Orchids were not numerous. Mr. W. Hutchinson,

Aberdeen, was Ist with plants of Cattleya gigas,

C. Gaskelllana, Oncidium incurvum, and Cypripe-

dium calurum ; Mr. D. Wilson, Kelvinside, was 2ad
with good plants. This latter exhibitor was 1st

for three Cattleyas, and Mr. W. Hutchinson 2Qd,

he being 1st for three Cypripediums.

Ferns occupied a large space, the exhibits in some
cases being grand plants, For the six exotic species,

Mr. J. Napier, gr. to Mr. P. N. Eraser, Murrayfield,

was 1st with exceptionally fine plants, Polypodinm
subauriculatum, Gymnogramma tartarea, and Ne-
phrolepis plnma being excellent. Maidenhairs were
arranged upon the floor, where their beauty was well

shown, the same exhibitor being Ist for four of

these. Mr. J. Mclntyre brought a fine plant of

Adiantum tenerum Farleyense, about 3 feet across,

gaining the Ist prize. For the six foliage plants, Mr.
T. Lunt, Keir, took Ist honours ; Mr. D. Wilson
2ad. Palms were good, Mr. T. Lunt coming Ist

with four well-grown specimens. The numerous
plants of Fuchsias were much admired. Mr. A.
Thomson was Ist with superb well-flowered plants.

The two best Crotons came from Mr. T. Lunt.
Show and fancy Pelargoniums were poorly contested,

though zonal varieties were numerous, causing quite

a blaze of colour. Mr. J. M. Kenna took 1st prize

with three well-flowered plants.

Cut Flowebs.

Twelve splendid spikes of Gladioli were staged by
Mr. D. Whitelaw, Brechin, the colours being very

vivid, and the flowers large ; Mr. Smith of Roselea
was a close 2nd.

Mr. F. Robertson of Jedburgh took 1st prize for

five spikes of Hollyhocks, bis exhibits having been
cut from seedling plants,

The Dahlias from Mr. W. Veitcb, Carlisle, who
had the best twelve blooms, were remarkably fine.

Fourteen entries were made in the class for six
blooms of Dahlias, Mr. R. Graham, Wreny, Carlisle,

coming 1st. The twelve trusses of single Dahlias
were well staged, Mr. J. Pearson, Beechwood, being
a good 1st.

The twenty- four Roses from Mr. W, Parlane,
Roselea, were objects of attraction, being good
blooms.

In the class for twelve trusses of stove and green-
house flowers, Mr. Mclntyre, The Glen, Innerleithen

,

was a good 1st amongst five entries.

Mr. W. Sharp, Freelands, Forgandenny, was the
only exhibitor of the twelve trusses of Orchids.

For twelve Chrysanthemum blooms, Mr. A,
McMilman, Trinity Cottage, came Ist, with good
flowers.

The tables of Pansies and Violas showed some
fine varieties, the bunches of the latter being
particularly well staged.

Fan IT.

For the collection of twelve dishes of fruit, Mr. J,

Hunter, Lambton Castle, took 1st honours, his dishes
consisting of Gros Maroc, Raisin de Calabria, and
Black Alicante Grapes, Williams'Bon Chretien Pears,
Apples, Peaches Noblesse and Sea Eagle, Figs,

Nectarines, Apricots, and Melon ; Mr. A. Kirk,
Norwood, 2ud ; and Mr. W. Smith, Oxenford
Castle, 3rd.

The 1st prize for eight dishes was again taken by
Mr. J. Hunter; and Mr. M. Mclntyre, The Glen,
was 2od.

Grapes, as usual, required a long stretch of tables

to contain them, th« prize-winners staging some
excellent fruit. For six bunches of three varieties.

Mr. W. McKelvie, Broxmouth Park, was 1st ; Mr. W
Murray, Polmont, 2nd. Mr. A. McDonald, Newbattle
Abbey, took Ist prize for two bunches of Muscat of

Alexandria ; and Mr. J, Menzies, Larbert, for two
of Black Hamburgh.
For the best bunch uf Black Alicante, eleven

entries were made, Mr. T. Boyd, Callender Park,
being the best, with fine bunches and well-coloured

berries. Classes for single bunches ware all well

contested.

For Pine-apples, Mr. M. Mclntyre, The Glen, took
Ist place, for Queen, smooth, and also for two not

less than 5 lb. in weight.

Apples occupied a large table, the fruit in most
cases being good, but somewhat lacking the colour

of last year. The lat prizs for the collection of

twelve varieties was won by Mr. J. Gibson, Devon-
hurst. This exhibitor was also 1st for the collec-

tion of six varieties of dessert Pears.

Currants, Cherries, and Plums were all well

represented, the former classes being very strongly

competed,
Veqetables.

Eight entries were made for the collection of

twelve varieties of vegetables, the 1st prize exhibit

from Mr. R. T. Rae, Sunlaw, containing Leeks,

Onions, Tomatos, Celery, Peas, and other kinds, all

exceptionally clean and well grown. The prize for

Cucumbers went to Mr. J. Waldie, Dollas. Tomatos
were good, Mr. P. Main being Ist for twelve. Mr. J.

A. Murie staged some excellent Cauliflowers, taking

1st place. Turnips were very fine, the evenness of

these being especially remarkable. Potatos took up
a large space, the many varieties looking clean-

skinned, and of fine shape.

Nubseeymen's Classes.

Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons were successful com-
petitors, taking 1st prize for twenty-four evergreen

shrubs, six Palms, twelve Conifers, and also for

twelve table-plants. Some fine spikes of Gladiolus,

from Mr. C. Mair. Prestwick, carried off the 1st

prize in the class for thirty spikes. Messrs. D. &
W. CroU, Dundee, carried the Ist places for thirty-

six distinct Rosea, as well as the class for twelve.

For the eighteen, Mr. H. Dickson, Belfast, was 1st.

Some good honorary exhibits from local and other

nurserymen were staged. Messrs. Thyne of Glasgow

put up a good table of Crotons, which were finely

coloured. Messrs. Methven & Sons had a table

of Begonias, and also of stove and greenhouse foliage

and flowering stuff. Messrs. Cocker & Sons' table

of herbaceous flowers were justly admired. Messrs.

Dobbie & Sons staged some good Carnations and
Sweet Peas. At the east end of the building

Messrs. Dickson & Co.. Edinburgh, staged their

usual fine display of Violas, Pansies, and other

florists' flowers.
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Meears. R. B. Laird & Sons staged a table of good

Drac^nas, Allamandae, and soma fine Liliam

anratum.

Qaite a feature of the show was the pretty eol-

lections of Ferns, tropical, greenhouse, and hardy

species from Mr. J. Birkenhead,

The show of the Scottish Bee-keepers' Association,

held in connection with that of the Horticultural

Society, attracted considerable attention.

A table was devoted to the exhibits of soldiers,

under the auspices of the United Service Horticul-

tural Work Society, the exhibits showing in some
cases well-trained plants.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

BEGONIAS.
One fact in relation to Begonias is indisputable

:

it is that no one grower, great or small, has all the

plums. So far from that being the case, quality is

most evenly distributed, and no matter whether we
see these beautiful flowers in all their glory at Forest

Hill. Swanley, Bexley, Lewisham, or even so far off

as Yeovil, we see now superb quality in every case.

There is in the doubles great size, and so far as

tastes run, superb quality; in the singles the dimen-

sions are enormous—-Heaven preserve us from any
bigger flowers!—and there is almost perfection of

form, if that form be found in roundness of outline ;

and there is the most beautiful variations in colour

it is possible to conceive. All these things I find

everywhere, and not least, that immense develop-

ment of production which leads to the raising of

hundreds of thousands of seedlings every year. A
very special fact has been evidenced in relation to

the Begonia, arising from the extremely diverse

nature of the weather of the two past summers.
Under the great heat and drought of last year. Bego-
nias kept well watered did splendidly outdoors ; this

year, with constant heavy rains and winds, also very

low temperatures, especially at night, Begonias
outdoors seem to be not one whit the less beautiful.

In many cases they have proved to be marvellously

so; and whilst Pelargoniums have in the storms been
denuded of every flower, the gloriously beautiful,

stout, leathery Begonias have given colouring of the
richest and loveliest kind. Yeovil, away in distant

Somerset, lies so wide of the ordinary track of

observers that it is not often the outer world can see

what it can produce in Begonias, yet Mr. Davis is

fully up to the mark in every respect, both
indoors and out ; indeed, it is probable that

his somewhat elevated, clear-aired, and warm
position gives him special facilities for securing fine

effects from planted-out Begonias that growers
nearer London do not possess. It has also the
merit of being close to the high road, where
every passer-by may see, and where from the sur-

rounding country thousands do, during the summer,
flock to enjoy it. A. D.

Violets fob Winteb Bloom.

In Violet culture a timely start is not everything,
but it goes a long way towards securing success,
and the present month is a good time to begin
planting. In ordinary winters, the Violet blooms
well in the south with simple frame protection, but
to be independent of the weather, something more is

needed. It is not good practice to employ disused
Cucumber or Melon-frames, although hotwater-pits,
with a bed of soil raised well up to the glass, answers
well enough, provided the warmth from the pipes can
be entirely shut oflF; still, these structures are, at the
best, makeshifts, and liable to be infested by tbat
enemy to Violets—red-spider. Some cold frames,
in number equal to probable demands, are the best,

and these should be placed on a low substructure of

brick walling, set up without mortar. This secures
a stable foundation, which will not sink. The in-

terior may be filled with soil, or brushwood with soil

over it, common garden-mould answering well
enough, and this must be trampled on, so as to
form a solid basis for the soil in which the
plants are to grow, which need not exceed

7 inches in depth. See that the brickwork base has

a sharper slope than the frame, so as to let the

plants have as much of the slanting winter sun's

rays as possible. The soil should consist of garden

mould or loam, one-half; leaf-mould, one-fourth;

decayed stable-dung, one-fourth, all intimately

mixed and sifted through a half-inch meshed
sieve or screen. Lift the plants that were
planted in May, cutting off' the runners, and
planting the balls of earth and roots with which
they should be well furnished at about 10 inches

apart, varieties with much herbage at 12 inches,

packing the soil closely and firmly about them, and
half an inch above the ball. The leaves should be

within 4 inches of the glass. Having planted a

frame, aff'ord a good watering with a fine-rose can,

close the lights, which should be clean and bright,

and shade for a few hours daily if the sun shines.

After fresh roots are emitted, no more shading will

be required. The plants must be well aired after

this, and the lights kept off" them till frosty weather

arrives. After-management will consist in tickling

the surface of the beds with a hand-fork or pointed

bit of stick, and surfacing with fresh mould once or

twice during the season.

If dry weather should occur, the plants may be

well syringed once or twice a day, so as to keep the

foliage healthy. The water used during the winter

should be tepid, and always given in the

morning when there is a chance, the leaves being

dried before the frames are closed for the day.

Covering of mats and, in hard weather, of litter also

should be afl^orded from November to April; and
ventilation, always by day, more or less in quantity,

and for a few hours at a time, when there is no actual

frost.

To exclude frost the more eff'ectually, linings of

half-spent stable litter should be used round the

frame, letting these reach to the level of the top of

the frames, and be not less than Ik feet thick at the

upper part. The frames, sometimes built against

the south walla of plant bouses, serve admirably for

Violets, as their warmer position admits of a greater

amount of ventilation by day. They perhaps have
a drawback in the tendency there is of red-spider

developing late in the winter, unless much watchful-

ness is used. H. Markham, Mereworth Castle,

••tone.

The late Mr. J. H. Boddy.—The death is

announced of Mr. ,J. H. Boddy, proprietor of the
Land's Ead Vineries. Mr. Boddy was a very re-

markable man. He was originally a carpenter, but
was desirous of becoming a cultivator of the land.

He tried to obtain a small holding in Cornwall, but
did not succeed, and emigrated to Canada. As
the climate did not agree with him he returned to
Cornwall, and after some difficulty obtained an
acre and a half of land " which would not feed a
bird." On this he began his operations as a cultivator.

He first built a fowl-house—following at the same
time his occupation of a carpenter—and soon had
300 fowls. He then grew fiowers, chiefly pearl-

white Narcissus, for which he found a ready market.
Next he erected glass houses, and began to grow
Cucumbers. This was followed by Vine and Peach
culture. His first produce was sold at Penzmoe,
and his market was afterwards extended to Plymouth,
Exeter, Bristol, Birmingham, and Covent Garden.
When he got his acre and a half into full working
order he kept his family of thirteen persons upon it

—a feat which has probably never been done by any
other man. He soon had 250 feet run of lean-to
glass houses, and nearly the same length of span-
roof. Anyone who has seen his grounds, which are
situate on the main road between the Logan Rock
and Land's Had, would observe at a glance evidence
of great industry, perseverance, skill, and judgment.
Recently Mr. Boddy extended his holding very con-
siderably, and established upon it a sanatorium.
His crops of flowers. Peaches, and Grapes became
enormous, and his history attracted attention in all

parts of the country. A few years ago he published

in the Daily Press a series of articles descriptive

of his work, and these were afterwards issued in

pamphlet form. Mr. Boddy was never very robust,

but he had the old English energy—an unhesitating

belief that persistent industry must succeed—and

his desire to assist others was shown in his gratuitous

advice to small occupiers. He was a man of some
literary ability, of gentle and unassuming disposition,

with a strong conviction—to use his own words,

"that God is behind every human life." Western

Press, September 6.

Enquiry.
•

*' He t?utt gue4tioneth much shall learn much,"—BAOOlff.

Andromeda hyfnoides and Jank-ea Heldbeichi.
—A\ y. Z. would be greatly obliged if any of our

correspondents would inform him where good plants

of the above species are to be procured.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, oE degrees of

t«mperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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W,,' and to 33*^ in * Ireland, S.' In most other parts
of the Kingdom they varied from 34° to 40°, but in

the * Channel Islands ' the thermometer did not fall

below 48°.
" The rainfall was much leas than the mean in

all districts. Over the greater part of the Kingdom
the weather was qaite rainless,

" The bright sunshi^ie exceeded the mean in all

districts, excepting * Scotland, N. and England, E,'

The percentage of the possible duration ranf^ed from
64 in 'England, S.W.,' 61 in the 'Channel Islands,'

and 51 in 'Scotland. W.,' to 34 in * Ireland, N,,' and
27 in ' Scotland. N.'"

Markets,

COVENT GARDEN, Septeinlyer 20.

rWe cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to U3 regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, v?ho revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.1

PLA.NT9 IN Pots.—Average Wholesalk Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Asters, per doren ... 3
Campanulas, p. doz. 6
Chrysanthemums, p.
dozen 6

Cyperus, per dozen... 4
Draceena, each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in
var., per dozen ... 6

Ferns, various, doz. 4
— small, per 100 4

Ficus elastica, each 1

d. t. d.

0-13
0-30
6-21

6
0-13

0-15
O-IO
0-5

0-24
0-12
0-6
0-7 6

s. d. i.d.
Foliage plants, doz. 9 0-24
Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
Seliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
Lilium Harrisii, per

dozen ..^ 13 24
— lancifolium, pr.

dozen ... 9 0-12
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-12
Mignonette, per doz. 3 0-60
Palms, various, each 2 0-10
— specimens, eachlO 6-84

Pelargoniums, scar-

lets, per doz, ... 3 0-60
Cut Flowebs.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per doz. bl....

Asters, doz. bun. ...

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
— doz. bun.

Chrysanthemums, p.
12 blooms ...

— p. 12 bunches
Cornflowers, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gaillardias dz. bun.
Gardenias, per dozen
Gladiolus, doz. bun.
Lapageria, 12 blooms
Lavender, 12 bunches
Lilium Harrisii, doz.
— lancifolium,

p. bunch
— ^ p. 12 blooms

Maidenhair Fern, per
12 bunches

Marguerites. 12 bun.

8. d. s.d.

2 0-40
3 0-60
6-10
6-10

3 0-60

6-16
3 0-80
10-80
10-40
10-20
10-30
4 12
6-10

4 0-60
2 0-40

10-20
9-16

3 0-60
W- 3

t.

Mignonette, 13 bun. I

Myosotis, or Forget-
me-Not, doz. bun. 1

Pansies, 12 bun. ... 1

Orchids :^
Cattleya. 12 blms. 6
Odontoglossum
crispum,12 blms. 3

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, p. 12 bun. 3— 12 sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 13 bun. 2
Roses, Tea, per dozen
— coloured, p. doz. 3— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz. 1

— red. per dozen ...— outdoor, per doz.
bunches 2

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays 2

Tuberoses, 13 blms.

d. $.d.
0- 3

6- 3
0-3

0-13

0-4

0-4
4-0 6
0-4
6-2
0-4

6-4
6-10

0-6

0-4
3-0 6

Orchid-bloom in variety; rather scarce.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s. d. t.d.

Apples, Cooking, per
sieve ...40-60

,, Dessert, half-

sieve 3 C- 5
Cobs, per 100 lb. ...25 0-30
Damsons, half-sieve 16-30
Figs, per dozen ... 16-30
Grapes, Ist quality,

black, English,
per lb 10-20

,, English, 3nd
quality, p. lb. 6-10

Grapes, Muscat,
per lb 16-20

Grapes, Muscat, 2nd
quality, per lb. ...

,, Guernsey, per
lb

Melons, each ... 1

Peaches, large, per
doz 4

,, small, per doz. ... 1

Pears, p. sieve, small 2

,, (Dessert), halt-

sieve 3
Pine-apples. St. Mi-

chael, each ... 2
Plums, half-sieve ... 2

d. t. d.

9- 1

5-0 9
0-2

0-8
0-2
0-2 6

."i

0- 5 U

Vegetables.-Average Wholesale Prices.
, s.d.t.d.

Beans, French, half-
sieve 2 0-26

„ Runners.sieve 10-16
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-16

t.d. s.d.
Cucumbers, per doz. 16-26
Marrows, per doz, ... 13-20
Mushrooms, per lb. 9-13
Tomatos, per lb. ... 3-04

POTATOS.
Trade slow except for best samples. Prices :—Snowdrops

and Main Crop^, 80s. to 905. ; Hebrons, 705. ; Giants, 50*. to
605. ; Blacklands, 5C5. per ton.

SEEDS.
London: September 19.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E., write
that there is now a fair sale for Trifolium. at the remarkably
low rates now current. Winter Tares are cheaper, some choice
parcels are now obtainable at very tempting rates. Rye con-
tinues abnormally low. The fine Cowgrasa which has recently
arrived from New Zealand meets with favour. Mustard and
Rape need are steady. Canary seed keeps firm, the extreme
shortness of the new Turkish crop is now proved beyond a
doubt. Linaeed tends upwards. For Peas and Haricots there
ia an improved tone.

FBXTITS AKI> VEOETABI^S.
Borough and Spitalfields : Sept. 18.—Quotations:-

Cabbages, l5. 6rf. to 3s. per tally; Turnips, Is. Qd. to 3s.;

Carrots, Is. to 2s. 3d. ; Parsley, 9d. to Is. 6d. per dozen bunches ;

Beans, Scarlet, U. to 2s. M. per bushel ; Horse-radish, 1j. to

Is. Gd. per bundle; Oniona, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per bag ; English,

do.. 3s. to 4s. per cwt. ; Apples, Is. 6d. tO 6s. ; Plums, Is. to

2s. 3d. ; Pears, 9d. to 2s. 6d. per bushel.

Stratford : Sept. 19.—The supply to this marketduring the
past week has been excellent, and with a large attendance of

buyers a brisk trade was done at the undermentioned prices :

—Cabbages, ?s. to 4s. per tally ; Cauliflowers, Is. to 2s. 6d. per
dozen; do., 4s. to 8s. per tally; Turnips, Is. 6d. to 2s. per
dozen bunches; Carrots, household, 40s. to 45s. per ton; do.,

cattle feeding, 25s. to 28s. do. ; Mangolds. 16s. to 21s. per
ton; Swedes, 16s. to 18s. do.; Onions, English, 80s. to 90s.

per ton ; do.. Belgian, 2s. 6rf. to 3s. 6rf. per bag ; do.. Oporto.
5s. to 6s. 6d. per case; Apples, English, 2s. 6d. to 7s.

per bushel ; Pears, 2s. to 4s. per bushel ; Tomatos, 4s. to 4s. Qi.

per dozen lb. ; Guernsey Tomatos, 3s. to 3s. 6rf. per doien lb.

;

Cucumbers, frame. Is. to 3s. per dozen; do., field, id. to

8d. do. ; Celery, 9rf. to Is. 2d. per roll,

Farrinqdon: Sept. 20.—Quotations : Carrots, 2s. 6rf. doz.
bun. ; Turnips, 2s, do. ; Celery, 12s. per doz. rolls ; Cauliflowers,
9d, per dozen ; Cucumbers, Is. dd. do.; Beetroot, 2s. per
bushel; Blackberries, 4s. per halE bushel; Tomatos, English,

3^d. per lb.; Apples, 5s. per bushel; Pears: H»zel, 2s. do.;

Williams, 4s. do. ; Onions, 4s. per cwt. ; do., picklers, 5s.to 6«.

do. ; Beana, Is. 6d. to 2s. per bushel ; Marrows, Is. to Is. 3d,

per dozen.

iorr^jpondent

%* Owing to the large increase in our circula-

tion, we are reluctantly under the necessity of going

to press some hours earlier. Our contributors, wfio

weU know what this implies, will kindly aid us hy

sending their communications as early in the week as

possible. Communications should reach iu not later

than Wednesday.

%* Plants, Fruits, &c., to be Named.— Corre-

spondents lending plants or fruits to he named, or

asking questions demanding time and research for their

solution, must not expect to obtain an answer to their

enquiries in the current week. Specimens should he good
ones, carefully packed and numbered, and not more than
six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or Florists'

varieties cannot, as a rule, b'. named. This work con-

sumes much time, is often attended with considerable

expense, and is bef/ond any obligation to our subscribers,

though we arc glad to oblige thr.m if possible. We hope

that those loho thus avail themselves of our services will

remember the claims of the " Gardeners' Orphan Fund,"
and send us an occasional contribution for it.

Book : J. Everton. Artistic Flower Decoration, by
B. C. Saward. Pablished at the Bazaar ollice,

170, Strand, W.C.

Cabnation " BuccLEucH Clove "
: John Forbes.

A delicionsly-scented variety, and, as it is said to

be free, it is of great value at this or any season.

Corrections : National Dahlia Society Show Re-
port in oar last issue, 3rd prize in class 5, Mr. H.
Harris, Writtle Road, Chelmiford ; for the last

name read Cambridge.—The hardy Senecio named
in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle as S. latifolius,

should have been called S. laxifolius. It has
nothing to do with S. latifolius, as, indeed, the
description shows. A coloured illustration will

shortly appear in the Botanical Maga::ine.

Daffodil Bdlbs Diseased : E. H. J. The bulbs have
been under observation for some days, but no
trace of a parasitic fungus has been detected. A
species of bacillus is present in the rusty ex-
crescence?, and is probably the cause ; but inocu-
lation of healthy bulbs would be necessary to prove
this. Some of the affected bulbs might be placed
for an hour in a 10 per cent. sol. of salicylic acid

as an experiment. G. Massee.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund : P. 0. M. The Secre-

tary is Mr. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society's

Garden, Chiswick, London, W, ; or if you send
your contribution to us, we will forward it. We
agree with you, that every gardener who is able to

do so should contribute to it.

Laroest Bonch of Black Grapes : Yankee. A
bunch of Gros Guillaume was shown by the late

Mr. Roberts, gardener at Charleville Park, having
a weight of 23 lb. 5 oz. (see Gardeners' Chronicle,

November 10, 1877). The biggest bunch of

Black Hamburgh Grapes was shown at Belfast,
August 20, 1874, by Mr. Hunter; it weighed
21 lb. 12 oz.

Mushrooms : J. G. What yon send is the common
Horse Mushroom, used for Catsup, and the flavour
is by many preferred to that of the common
Mushroom.

Names of Plants : C. W. Cobrei scandens.

—

H. B. E. Your Lselia is L. pumila. From it,

L. p. Dayana is easily distinguished by the
raised fringed, purple lines running from the
base of the lip. The Dendrobium MacCarthiie is

an exceedingly good form. We have seen it

flowering in several places lately.

—

Arcadia. Tour
Dendrobium formosum is the large form known as

p. f. giganteum ; 2, Miltonia apectabilis; 3, it is

impossible to name from the single dried-up flower
received. Send the whole inflorescence when it is

fading, and of no further use to you. Also leaf or
description of growth. — H. V. should have
addressed the Editor. To address the wrong
department causes delay and confusion. 1, Phil-
lyrea angustifolia ; 2, Skimmia japonica ; 3,
Acanthus spinosus; 4, Pulmonaria sibirica.

—

Amy li. 1, Clerodendron fojtidum ; 2, Ceenolhus
aznrens, seedling var. ; 3, Tradescantia virginica.
—R. C. B. 1, Picea (or Abies) alba ; a, Thuya
gigantea ; b, Cupressus Lawsodiana.— W. D. H.
Coreopsis tinctoria.

—

A. A, Cotoneaster frigida.

—

F. S. The donble Pomegranate, PunicaGranatum.—P. 0. M. 1, Platjcodon grandiflorum ; 2,
Hippophae rhamnoides, Sea Buckthorn; 3, Santo-
lina incana.— C. J. G. 1, Cupressus Liwsoniana;
2, Carex vulpina ; 3, Impatiens fulva; 4, Atri-
plex patula. F. S. M. Your climber is probably
a Bignoniaceoas plant. It will flower in time

;

and when it does so, send blooms.

—

S. H, K. M.
Zephyranthes carinata. }¥. H. Y. 1, Selaginella
csBiia; the other next week.— T. T., Leeds. Stan-
hopea inodora.

—

D. T. J., Galloway. 1, Adiantum
pedatum ; 2, Goniophlebium appendiculatum ; 3,

Polypodium aureum ; 4, Asplenium viviparum

;

5, a garden Draciena—Lastrea aristata variegata.
5. 5. iS. 1, Chorozema ilicifolia ; 2, Sedum Sie-
boldii variegatum ; 3. Pteris tremula ; 4, Schu-
bertia graveolens ; 5 Selaginella creiia; 6. Pteris
serrulata.— Wi'liam Leighton. Pyrus salicifolius.

—

B. W. T. 1, Mentha aquitica ; 2, Epipactis lati-

folia
; 3, Lepidium Sojithii ; 4, Mentha piperita.

—

J. C. Polygonum orientale.

Notice to Leave Employment: Y. H. Y. We
cannot help you in such complicated circumstances
as yours, and would advise legal advice being
sought.

Pear Worked on the Mountain Ash : W. T. The
union would be satisfactory, and there is no reason
to doubt Di. Paterson's statement, which you have
quoted.

Single-flowered Dahlias: D. ^- Co. The blooms
have beautiful tints, but we do not detect much
of the " Cactus " form.

Spot and Shanking in Grapes : P. 0. M. These
maladies of the Vine have been discussed, and the
reasons for their appearance given in the Gardeners'

Chronicle on many occasions in recent years. Spot
is incurable, but may be averted by the timely use
of the Bordeaux Mixture on the Vines, and flowers-

of-sulphur on the hot-water pipes in union with
whitewash, to make it adhere to them. Shanking
need not occur if Vines are kept healthy at their

roots, are not cropped beyond their capacity to

bear fruit, and not robbed of great quantities of

foliage at one time—in fact, when well managed
from start to finish.

C0M.MUNICATIONS RECEIVED.—J. H. V.—Baroa von Mueller,
Melbourne.— W. E. O -M.VT. TiS'Ot, Paris —R. C. B.-D. G.
—A. H.—R B.—D. C.—Ur. Buyssmann.— .1. W. C— J. A —
H. G O.-J. M C.—a. M.—C.B.—J. D. H.—A. A.—O. S.—
T. E.— Amy K—W. Newton.— Dartnall & Co.— A. K.,
and others.

Photographs. Drawings, Specimexs, &c., Received (with
thanks).— A. O. W., Dubl'n.— G. B.. Southampton. —
M. W., Durban. Natal.—J. H., Rotherham.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDENERi' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertiser^.— r/ie Publisher has the satU-
fai'.tUin ofannouncing that tlic circulation of the "Gardeners
Chronicle " ha-s, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent.,

and that It Is Increasing weekly.
Advertisers are reminder! that the " Chronicle " circulates a\nong

country gentlemkn. and all classes of gardeners
and garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

foreign and colonial circulation, aiid that it is

preserved for reference in all the princiiial Libraries.
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GROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
rORCING-HOUSlS, PITS, FRAMES, &c.

cb ©

M S

w 00 1:

a SO v

o «

Elaborately Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL SARBEN' SUNDRIES.
SEND FOR A PRICE LIST

From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
IBoz.
21-oz

per 100 ft., 8s. 6i.

Us. 9i

(12).

.; i4>
( 16>

In Stock Sizes.

XlO, 18x12, 18x14,24x14
X12, 20x12. 18x16. 24XIS
X 12, 16 X 14. 20 X 16, 24 X 18, &c,

1^x3 Prepared Sa«h Bar at 6s. per 100 feet.
Paints ana Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square

;

MatchioK, 4/9; 2x4, at ^d. per foot run ; 2x7 at Irf.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, &o.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY
73, BisHOPSGATE Street Withik. Lo.vdon, E.C.

GREAT REDUCTION IK FRAMES RICHARDSON'S
OUR WELL-KNOWN IIAKE. PATENT

HOODED TUBULAR BOILERS

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ *. d.

l-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft, . . \ „ . „„ /2

2 „ 8 ft. by 6 ft...

3 „ 12 ft. by 6 ft...

4 „ 16 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

5 „ 20 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

6 „ 24 ft. by 6 ft, .

.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTUEAX WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
i.ominn.4^«n(,Mr.H.SKELT0N,Seedsman,&e.,2,HollowayRd.,N.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

2
5
7

10

Awarded Silver Medal for BoiU^rs and Heating Apparatus
at the International Horticultural Exhibition, Loudoo.

Have combined in one the advantajjes of the two best forms of

Boilers hitherto made—the plain Saddle and Tubular Saddle.

They Heat more than Twice the Quantity of Piping
that can be heated by the ordinary Saddle with an equal
amount of fuel. They are durable, quick-heating, easily set,

and easy to manage. PRICE LIST from the patentees,

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
Horticultural EuUders and Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATAXiOGTJE of Greenhouses and Heating: Apparatus,
Will be fouud the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat Greeuhouaes. Illustrations
of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable Greenhouses,
Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best Kinds of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for heating. Thin
Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and beating, is on a scale
never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical hints on the
subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. Prlce, 2s. post-free.

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country ; an inspection
of this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed
by us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition.
Surveys made, and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.
London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street. K.C.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COfflPANI
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ftc. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, witu WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, witn WATERWAY-END, &c.;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^h^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 1«. PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAOKFRIARS, LONDON,

TeleKraphlo Address-" HOT-WATER, London." Telephone No. «763,

,E.
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fl«.«nd 1^01 FOREIGN, of Above glies, in botej of 100 F"t ^5^00 feet 5iip«1|

.NGI.18H GUiS, cut to buyers' sizes , ft-T lov/es't pr»te»
U£ll*-£r^d /Te^ ti^Oijnd in the country, an quantity.

^"^^^^^
'oySER;S«rpRJE£.^^,j^ivA^p Hposc"

GEORGE FARMIUDE&SONS
Lc/\D . G1.A6S OlU, a-nd CoLOUl^MERCrtANTi. '

^4- ©^(^OHN Strcet\5/fc&TSMiniFlEL0.TONnON 'C
fitocn^iiBra ajid prices on dpplioJiion . Please quote ChronieU.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. t^IIEEN VICrOKlA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON BOOFINQ and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing.
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. lUvstrated Catalogues Free by Post,

ILIiTJSTBATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s, M. nett, per post, 2s. Wd.

JO N ES & ^TWooD
A# ^ - -Stourb R I dg

c

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fashioned GREENHOUSES ana FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amatenrs declare them obsolete.

7 000 feet Length of the New Patent Travelling
Structures already in Construction.

Write for Catalogue of Smallest to Largest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate St. Station, E.G.)

55 Engli'rh, American, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle :—" It is commended as saving 100 to

20O per cent." The Gardening World :
—" There is no question

as to the utility." The Horticultural Rtview

:

—" Will effect

a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening :
— *• Can honestly

commend the style as eminently practical," The Journal of
Horticulture:— '" May be used for Vines. Tomatos, Chrysanthe-
mums. Roses, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Oreenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt.. and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poieonous Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Qrove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MURRAY'S " ELECTRIC" MILDEW aod INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS and SONS. 79, Mark Lane. London.

CBEESON^S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins. Is., 2s. 6d., and 55. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

J cwt., 65. ; 1 cwt. , lOs. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON. Bone Mills. St. Neofs, Hunts.

** 12, Knowie Road, Brixton. London.
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A. B. GRIFFFTHS, Ph.D.,F.R.S.E..F.C.8."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for aU purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and Abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEOROE, U, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AHD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN .

EGONOMIGALSAFE-LASTING

CLAY'S
MANURES
4i LONDON^

TRADE MARK.

Are used by tha
^

Leading Growers
Royal Botanio ' C^^^Vrs^

Society, ~^ S * ^ -«

Boyal Horticul-
tural Society, IN VI TOR
Royal Parks, ^ -' -

London County
Council,

throughout the
United Kingdom

and in TRADC MARK.
EVERY QUARTER OF THE GLOBE, FOR

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

SOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN,
In 6d. and Is. Fackets, and SEALED BAGS:—

7 lb. U lb. 28 lb. 66 lb. 112 lb.

88. 6d. 48. 6d. 78. Sd. 128. Sd. SOs.
Or direct from the Works. Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Caah with order (except Qd, Packets).

The respective Trade Mark la printed on
every Packet and Bag, and also ImpresBed
on tne lead Seal attached to the mouth

of each Bag. which la

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guaoo, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper, Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crashers, tea.,

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, B.

HUGHES' VAPOUR ROLL

FUMIGATORS.
ONE SHILLING EACH.

For Houees, 1200 cub;c feet. Can be divided for
smaller Houses.

They burn with a pleasant aromatic smell, kill green- fly,

thrip, &c., and are the safest ever made. Sample rolls, post-
free, twelve Stamps. Sold by all Seedsmen.

Patentee—
E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES,

victoria Street, Manchester.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
SIZE,

SUBSTANCE,
FINISH,

By using H. J. JONES'
Nothing else needed. Try

CONCENTRATED MANURE,
t. Free for Cash with Order.

3 1b

Is. 9d.
7 1b.

3s. 6d.

Pricks :--

14 lb. S8 lb.

6a. 10s.
."H lb.

18s.
112 1b

328.

H. J. JONES,
RYECRQFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM, S.E.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider. Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other

blight; 2 ounces to the gal: OQ of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house tiees. in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparationa intended to
supersede it. Boxes, is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6d. and Is,, from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

l^
I I I

Sample tins Killmright free by'^'^^
Tl If post, Is. .3d.

-o'^keM RIGHT
O I t\r\ T For Destruction of all Insect Pests and

Mildew. For Price List write to—
The "Stott" DistributorCo-.Ltl., Barton House. Manchester

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

MH'i<iM.lJlil
la admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
QualityobUinable

ID the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed vntk the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QEO. GARSIDE. Jun., F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Buzzard, Beda.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT, Also for
Stove an<i Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendfona. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at LonJoo Wharf. Immediatede^'patch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS. Ola Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Bingwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S »""' PEAT,
Tor OBCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,
or iruckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich librous LOAM, superior LK4F-MOU1.D. Coaree. Cryttal,
and Fine SILVER SANO. CHARCOAL, C N. FIBRE REFUSE.
fre'hSPHAQNU.VI, Patent.MANURE <. FERTILISERS. INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter,

The Original Feat Depot, RING WOOD, HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10s. per sack ; 5 for 47s. ed.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8x. per sack ; 5 for
37s. I'd. SECOND QUALITY. 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. M.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Aialeas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. per sack. 5 for t8s. ; and 3s. per pack, 5 for 12s. tid.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. ed. per sack; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special term** to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bezley, Kent.

ROHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

A. PARSONS, 217, Oxford Road, Reading,
• can supply thoroughly well-built GREENHOUSES,

20 feet by 12 feet, at £19 10s. ; and FORCING-HOUSES, 40 feet
by 12 feet, at £19 10s. Carriage paid. Catalogues free.
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TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR

OF GAKDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subjeot.

Price 3d.; post-free, S^d.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stands

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.— Particulars of BATCHELAE, 48, Hammersmith
Boad, W. Patent applied for.

SAFE HIGH-GLASS OILS,
FOR

HEATING ifc LIGHTING PURPOSES.

S. BOWLEY & SON,
OIL KEFINERS, VARNISH, WHITE LEAJ), and COLOUR

MANUFACTURERS,

WELLINGTON WORKS. BATTERSEA BRIDGE
LONDON, S.W.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, CnANCERr Lane, W.C.

TWO- AND- A- HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed f1.

BIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIEKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBEuK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

HOLIDAY SEASON , 1894.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
AND

Accidents of All Kinds.
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILIi, LONDON.

a[" VIANf
^^^'

1
S^'^et'^ries.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
M. J. C. TISSOT ET ClE., 31, Rue des Bourdonnais, Paris-

Manufacturers of every description of Florist's Requi sites,

including Baskets in great variety.

H. CoRDER, High Street, Bridgwater—Bulbous Roots, &c.

Barr & Son. 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London —
Daffodils, Tulipg, Hyacinths, and General Bulbs.

Thos. Imrie & Sons, 137. High Street, Ayr-Dutch Bulbs.

Fred Smith & Co., Church Street, Woodbridge, Suffolk-
Bulbs, &c.

R. Wallace & Co., Colchester—Lilies, Iris, Calochorti-
Hardy Bulbous and other Plants.

Jno. K. King, Coggleshall, Essex.—Bulbs, &c.

Ere. Vebdier Fils, aine, 37, Rue Clisson, Paris.-Novelties
in Rosea.

Chantbier Freres. Mortefontaioe, Oise, France.— Aroids,
CrotoDs, Diaceenas, Palms, Orchids, aad general Stove
and Decorative Plants.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr J. Shilling, until lately Gardener and Bailiff to Lord

Algernon Percv, as Gardener to Lieut. Col. Tuknor,
at Pinkiiey Park, Malmeabury.

Mr. G. Brown, for the rast 5^ years Plant Foreman at
Eythrope Gardens, Aylesbury, as Gardener to Mrs. H.
Snow, Glenwood, Stoneygate, Leicester.

Mr. D. Phillips, formerly of Canons Gardens. Herts, has
been appointed Gardener to Mrs, Eyre, Lindley Hail,
Nuneaton.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a SECOND
GARDENER.—Married man. without family: expe-

rienced both Inside and Out. Wages 18*. per week, and housp.
State particular'4. and give references.—A. E. DREWETT,
Holbrook Park, Horsham.

ANTED, a MAN and WIFE, as Indoor
Servants. Man mu-^t be a good all-round GARDENER,

and make himself generally useful ; wife must be a good Cook
or Housemaid. — Write all particulars to YOX, GardeJiers^
Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a MARRIED MAN, without
family, as FOREMAN in a Market Nursery, to live

in the house. Tomatos, Strawberries, &c.—R. BOTTInG, West
End Nurseries, Heofield, Susaex.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and
GROWER of Cut Flowers for Market, and to take

charge of small Nursery in abience of employer. — State
previous experience, wages, and references to C. F. WATERS,
Florist, Bilcombe. Sussex.

WANTED, a married FOREMAN, for the
Houses.—Mu9t be a good Fruit and Plant Grower;

efficiency and energy required. House provided—Apply,
etating age, wages expected, and other particulars, to
S. CLARKE, Trengwainton Gardens. Penzance.

WANTED, an Outdoor FORE MAN
(Working) —Ago 35 to 40 ; with practical ezperience

of Budding and Grafting, and a thoroudh knowledge of Fruit
Trees, Shrub'*, and Roses. One used to the management of
men prpferred.—Apply, stating salary and references, to
W. BALCHIN AXD SONS, 87, Western Road, Brighton.

WANTED, good GROWER (Trade) of
Carnationi, PinlfJ, and Pansies. Experienced in

Seeding and Exhibiting preferred.—State age and wage to
A. B.. Girdtners' Ckromcle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

ANTED, AT ONCE, a reliable, energetic
KNIFE-HAND, for a small Nursery. Good character

indispensable.—DARBY, Nurseries, Watford.

ANTED, TWO JOURNEYMEN, one for
Fruit, one for Plant-houses.— Apply, with copy of

testimonial only, to OOODACRE. Elvaston, Derby.

ANTED, a Strong LAD, about 18, for
Garden and Stable-work. Must be able to Drive well.—T. HEAD, Cowper Arms Hotel, Welwyn, Herts.

ANTED, a YOUTH, for a term of years
in a large Provincial Seed Establishment.-Apply,

Box 69, Post Olfice. Hull.

YYT'ANTED, YARD CLERK, to consign
' » goods, and check orders. Man with knowledge of

Nursery Stock preferred.—W. C. SLOCOCK, Goldsworth Old
Nursery, Woking.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the
authorities and returned to the sender.

"piCHARD SMITH and CO.
XI; beg to announce that they are constantly receiving
applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

BS. WILLLAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER. BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paralise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, N.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Koyal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Aij7^es^ respectability, and thoroziyh'y practical &t their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS. CHESTER,"

FS A N D E K AND O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

Gardeners, Foresters. Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest recoiumen-
dations. Telegraphic address. " DOWNIE, Edinbukgh."

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, two
children, ages 5 and 6; thoroughly experienced in the

culture of Fruits and Plants under Glass. Vines, Peaches,
Melons, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references; five

years' good character from present employer.—R. PERRIN,
Verdley Place, Haslemere.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Long experience in all branches ; very successful

in growing Grapes for Market. Nineteen years in present
situation. Character excellent.—W. N., Edward Sang & Sons.
Kirkcaldy.

GARDENER (Head).—Robert Eddington,
for the past fifteen years Gardener to John Gilmour,

Esq., of Lundin and Montrave, is now at liberty to engage
with any Lady or Gentleman requiring a Gardener. First-class

references of nine and fifteen years. — Montrave Gardens,
Leven, Fife.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 40, married.
Life experience in all branches; seven years in last

situation, with charge of ten ; can be highly recommended.

—

A. M., Boughton Aluph, Ashford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head); age 31.—A. Kember,
who has lived three years at Mentmore Gardens,

Leighton Buzzard, the seat of the Earl of Rosebery, seeks an
engagement as above; sixteen years' experience, eight years
a.% Foreman in first-class establishments, and can produce
satisfactory references as to abilities and general character.

—

A. KEMBER, 5, South Street, St. Mark's Road, Ch^lsea.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married;
life experience in all branches. Excellent references

from nurserymen and previous employers.—F. EVERITT, 17,
Owen Terrace, Tr.nity Road, Halstead, Essex.

GARDENER (Head); age 25.—A Gentleman
can recommend his late Gardener as above. Haa

practical knowledge of Glass and Outside Work.—FRANCIS,
or S. BOSTOCK, Esq.. The Hermitage, Walton. Epsom. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married;
twenty-four years' practical experience in Orchids,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen
Garden. First-class characters, and awarded several Medals
from Royal Horticultural and other Societies. Disei'gaged.

—

W. MAY, 29. Queen's Parade. Clapham Junction, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34 ; married, one
child. W. GRIMKE-DRiYTON, who is leaving Qolbourne

Park, Newton-le-Willows, wishes to highly recommend his
Head-Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a tho-
roughly trustworthy man, where several men are employed,

—

Address, first instance, HEAD-GARDENER.

ARDENER (Head); age 31, married.-
A Gentleman wit-hes to highly recommend a practical

man in all branches, who is leaving for no fault.—J. KEMP,
Shalimar Gardens, Ewtll.

GARDENER (Head Working), one or more
under ; twenty years as Head.—Age 44, married, one

child, grown up. Energetic Fruit, Fern, Flower, and Vegetable
Grower. Four and a half years' personal character. Under-
stands Stock.—WILLIS, Bletchley Road, Bletchley, Bucks.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 32,
married. ~ Mr. Wm. Elphinstonk, Shipley Hall

Gardens, Denby. can with C3nfidenc« recommend George
Marlow, who has acquired a first-class general knowledge,
including Orchids, in leading Gardening esitablishments in
this country and on the Continent.

GARDENER (Head Wohking).—Age 35,
married, one child; life experience in all branches in

good establishments ; excellent character.—J. A., Manor
Cottage. Aspenden, near Buntingford, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or four are kept.—T, J. Wotton, Gardener to Major

Robertson, Widmerpool Hall, Notts, wishes to recommend his
Foreman, T. Foster, age 28, who has been with him five years,

to any Lady or Gentleman lequiring the services of a good
practical all-round man

;
good references.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two or
more are kept.—Age 29 ; life experieace in all branches,

over two years in present situation.-GARDENER, 6, Grove
Terrace, Board-Bchool Road, WokiDg.
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CGARDENER (Head Working) ; age 48.—
"X R. Greenfield. F.B.H.S., Ranelagh Nursery.Leamington

Spa, cao with coatidence recommend a thorouKh practical.hard-

workiog, industrious man, for many yeara Head Gardener to

Lord Dormer, Grove Park, Warwick. Excellent testimonials.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29,
married; first-class references for Grapes, Peaches,

Tomatoa, Cucumbera. &c.. Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Flower and Kitchen garden, also tor general character.—H.,

Waldroa House, Garratt Lane. Tooting, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or more are kept.—Thoroughly up in all branches of

Horticulture.—HORTUS, 66. St. John's Road, Tunbridge Wells,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married.
W. WiTHEY, Esq., wishes to recommend H. Finch

as a very efficient and energetic Gardener. Ha3 been here

eight years, and given satisfaction. Cause of leaving, place
been sold. Life experience. Gardens can be seen.—The
Cottage, Woodberry Lake, Green Lanes, Finsbury Park, N,

I

GARDENER (Head Working).—Advertiser
is open to engage with any Gentleman or Lady requir-

ng the services of an energetic, conscientious, practical man.
Gentleman will highly recommend from present place, as

above.—C. T.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
handed).—Age 33, married ; no family. Life-eiperience

in all branches. Two years' character from lost situation.^

H. H., 6, Oak Terrace, Bury Street. Edmonton.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
married ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Flowers, Vegetables. Stove and Green-
house Plants. Excellent character.- SHEPHERD, Dragon
Street, Peterbfield. Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or two others are kept.—Age 33. married ; thoroughly

practical ; good references from present and previous situa-

tions. Churchman. Life abstainer.—F. WALKER, Cholmoo-
deley Park, Malpaa, Cheshire.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed). — Age 29, married, no family;

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Highly recommended.
—GLADDEN, 1, Douglas Road, Tolworth. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working. — Age 39,
married, no children; seeks a situation where three or

more are kept. Twenty-six years* practical bnowlege. Good
references. — BOATWRIGHT, Gardener, Langley Court,
Beckenham, Kent.

G^ARDENER (Single-handed, or where held
is given) ; married.—A Lady wishes to recommend her

Gardener, as above; four years' character, thirteen previous.

Leaving through Lady going abioad.—G. WILLIAMS, Otter-
shaw, Chertsey,

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—
Age 27. single ; twelve years practical experience under

Glass and Outaide. Good references.—R. A., Tandridge Court,
near Redhill, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 27, married. Experience in the

Growing of Flowers, Fruit, and \'egetables; two years' good
character from last place, and four years previous. —
W, KEE^f, Roe Green, Kingsbury, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25

;

practical experience. Inside and Out. Three excellent
references.-GEO. GITTINS, Faintree Hall Gardens, near
Bridgnorth, Shropshire.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 50; long character with present

employer. Would not object to a Cow or two.—QRICE,
Cavendish, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Second, or Under).—Age 23
;

thoroughly experienced Inside and Out. Good refer-
ences.—A. SPEAKMAN, 10, Percy Road, North Finchley, N.

GARDENER (Second, where three or four
are kept).—Age 24 ; eight years' experience

; good
character; bothy preferred.— F. SIMPSON, The Gardens,
Butcliffe Hall, Leicester.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 23. Well up
in Fruit, Plants, House and Table Decorations. First,

classrefereDces.—PHILIP srEARN, The Lodge, Park House-
Inoer Parli Road, Wimbledon.

GARDENER.— Situation in a Gentleman's
Garden, where three or more are kept ; Inside or Out.

Good character. Age 20. Abstainer.— J. OSMOND, Godalming.

GARDENER.—Wanted, by respectable youth,
situation in Gentleman's garden, under good Gardener.

Two and a half years' experience and good reference.

—

W. STANTON, Newlands, Camberley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-Handed).
Cow not objected to.— Age 28, married, no family.

—

A. WRIGHT, Stapleford Abbotts, near Romford. Essex.

GARDENER (Under), in a large Garden or
Nursery,—Situation wanted by a steady voung man,

age 19, as above. Good references.—B., Messrs. Heath & Son,
Cheltenham.

HHAY would be pleased to reoommend his

• Son (age 21) as ASSISTANT to a good Gardener.—
H. HAY. The Head Master's Garden. Harrow-on-Hill.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER. —Age 31;
fifteen years* good experience in all kinds of Market

Stuff, Wreaths, Bouquets, &c.—W., John Woods, Hartford,

Huntingdon.

PROPAGATOR or GROWER.—Age 25;
Well up in Koses, Carnations, Ferns, and General Market

Nursery Work.-S. F.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OSE GROWER, Inside or Out, or PROPA-
OATOK and GROWER of General Nursery Stuff.—

Age 30, married ; fourteen years' experience.—T. NASH,
10, Stanley Terrace, Lower Weston, Bath.

MANAGER.—Age 26, single; wants situa-
tion. Garden and Farming. Well trained for duties

under good men to Earl, Gentlemen. Life experience.

Home or abroad.—G. J. SIMMONS. Keneley, Surrey.

]^rANAGER or FOREMAN.—Vines, Tomatos,
i-TA Cucumbers, Ferns. Roses, Carnations, and general Cut
Flower. Eighteen years' good experience in London Market
Nurseries; good references.—D., 13, Whyke Lane, Chichester.

O R E M A N ; age 2.5.—G. Fennbll, The
Gardens, Fairlawn, Toobndge, Kent, can thoroughly

recommena a good practical, industrious, and reliable man.

FOREMAN, Inside or General ; age 25

;

abstainer. — W. Yates can be well recommended by
Mr. Geo. Humphrey, Head Gardener, Nash Court, Faversham,
Kent ; ten years* experience in ftrst-class situations.

FOREMAN.—Twelve years' experience in
Plant and Fruit Houses. Good references from such as

Eastwell Grange Park, Eastwood Park, anl others.

—

THOMPSON, Gatehouse. Westwell, Ashford. Kent.

FOREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 27;
thirteen years' experience: one and a half years at

Brodsworih Hall, Doucaster ; previously two and a half years
at Belvoir Castle, Grantham. Good referenceB.-A, BENNETT,
Paddockhurst Gardens, Worth, Sussex.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.-G. PARKS, Berry Hill Gardens. Mansfield,

would be pleased to recommend a young man as above. Twelve
years' experience.

UOREMAN, or SECOND, in good establisY-
-1- ment.—Fifteen months in last situation, four years
previous. Experienced in all branches. Energetic. Total
abstainer. Good character.—A. H., I4a, Speke Itoad, Oarston,
Liverpool.

F^OREMAN, or SECOND, in a good Esta-
blishment.—Age 28; twelve years* practical experience.

Inside and Out, in good places. Good ctaracter and testi-

monials from present and previous Gardeners.—G. L., The
Gardens, Mousehill Manor, near Godalming, Surrey.

FOREMAN (General or Inside).—Age 26;
twelve years' practical experience, Inside and Out. Two

years as Foreman in last situation. Exce'lent references.

—

WILLIAM GILL, Pleaaley Vale. Mansfield, Notts.

FOREMAN (Inside or General), in a good
Establishment ; age 28.—Mr. G. K. George, Gardener to

Earl Sondes, wishes to recommend G. M. Eayment as above.
Three years as Foreman previou'^ly. Houses and Table Deco-
rations.— Lees Court, Faversham, Kent.

FOREMAN (General or Houses). — Fifteen
years' good experience. Good references. Total abstainer.

—FOREMAN, 103, Hambro Road, Streatham, S.W.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, or FIRST HAND.—Age 26;
well up ;in Plants. Fruit, Cut Blooms, Forcing, &c.

Used to London Trade. First-class references. Life abstainer.
—F. SMITH, Rockmount, St. Lawrence, near Ventnor. I. of W.

FOREMAN (where five or six are kept).

—

Age 24; well recommended by present and previous
employers. Used to Houae^ ; understands Bees. Abstainer

—

W. LEECH, Yattendon Court. Newbury, Berks.

To Fruit and Market Growers.

FOREMAN.—Age 45. Experienced in Grapes,
and other Fruit, Tomatos, Cucumbers, Plants. Cut

Bloom, and Vegetables. Highly recommended.—F. MOON,
Elsdon & Co., The Vineries. Milton, Cambridge.

f-OREMAN, in the Houses.—Twelve years'
experience in Fruit and Plant-houses, including Or-

cliids, alro House Decorating. Good references as to ability,
&c.— K., 41. Burnaby Street. Chelsea, London. W.C.

ANDSCaPE or JOBBING FOREMAN,
with large practical experience, is open to an engage-

ment. Firsfc-claas references as to ability, &c.—G., Roxwell
Cottage, Harrow Weald, Middlesex.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—G. Best,
Gardener, the Vyne, wishes to highly recommend a

young man (age 20) as above. Seven years' experience. Sober
and willing. Good character.—G. BEST, The Vyne Gardens,
Basingstoke,

JOURNEYMAN, in a large place, or Second
where two or three are kept.—Age 23; well up to his

work. Highest>eference8.—G. R., Beechwood Lodge, Reigate,
Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, or SECOND, in a good
establishment.—Mr. Baskett. The Gardens, Eashing

Park, Godalming, would be pleased to recommend A. Elcock,
as above. Foui and a half years in present aituatlon.

JOURNEYMAN (Second).—Inside, or Inside
and Out; age 19 ; excellent references ; bothy preferred.

—W. COOMBES, Waterloo Cottage, Katesgrove Kiln,

Reading, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN (First) in the Houses.—
James Hoad. Gardener. Wray Park, Keigate, can tho-

roughly recommend George Nye to any Gardener requiring a

trustworthy young man. Age 23. Leaving through death of

employer. ' Seven years' good character.

JOURNEYMAN. — I can with confidence
recommend T. Allen as above, well up in Fruit Growing,

both Inside and Out. — HEAD GARDENER, Nanhurst,
Cranleigh, Surrey,

J~
OURNEYMAN (Inside). — Age 18; seeks
employment in good ^^r8ery or Private Place. (5ood

reference and experience.—T. W. MORLAND, Sydney Lodge,
Hamble. Southampton.

J"
l3URNBYaiAN, in the Houses. — Jambs

HOAD, Gardener, Wray Park, Reigate, can thoroughly
recommend Arthur Brown (age 19) to any Gardener requiring
a good persevering young man. Five years' good character.

To Nurserymen and Gardeners.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Inside ; two years'
in present nursery ; good references ; state wages given,

to VINCENT, Washington Street. Kiugsthorpe, Northampton.

JOURNEY'MAN, or Second in a good estab-
lishment.—Mr. Baskett, The Gardens, Eashing Park,

Godalming, would be pleased to recommend A. Elcock, as
above. Four and a-half years in present situation.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside, or Assist
Inside and Out.—A year's experience Inside, with two

years' character from last situation.—B., Colney Park, St,
Albans, Herts.

OURNEYMAN.—Mr. D. Anderson wishes
to recommend a young Man. age 21 ; well experienced in

General Bedding and Cut Flower Trade. — The Nursery,
Teddiogton, Middlesex.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted for a Youth^
age 18. in a Gentleman's Garden. Has been working

with his father over two years.—W. GODDARD, Elmhurat,
Christchurch. Hants.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out, in a Gentleman's
Garden, where three or four are kept.—Age 18 ; five years'

experience.— Mr. F. LAWRENCE, Park Corner, Brimpton,
near Reading.

RESIDENT OF LEICESTER, who is

about terminating bis present engagement, is open to
accept AGENCY to represent, throughout the Midland District,

a tirst-class firm, in one or each of the following trades:
WHOLESALE SEED, FLORIST, and NURSERY STOCK, and
HORTICULTURAL SUNDRIES. — CONHDENTIAL, Gar-
dcners' CkronvcU Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

O GENTLEMEN and MARKET
GROWEEIS.—30 years experience with Nurserymen and

Gentlemen, thorough in every branch, also Stock and Land.
Wife good Dairy and Poultry-woman. Good references.—
GARDENER, Vane Cottage, Hook, Surbiton.

BUYER or SALESMAN in Covent Garden
Flower Market.—Has had a life's experience. Can be

well recommended.—W,, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TRAVELLER.—Town and Country, just dis-
engaged ; salary and expenses, or commission and

expenses. Energetic and reliable.—Address, VERBENA, 42,
King's Cross Road, London, W.C.

HORTICULTURISTS. — A Gentleman
wishes to place his son (aged 19). with a good Working

Horticulturist.-F...*).St. Matthew's Road. St. Leoaards-ou-Sea.

''pO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by a
-L Young Man, age 22, thoroughly recommended. Good
Plant9man. Mo3t active and obliging.—Apply, MANAGER,
Scott's Royal Nurseries, Meriiott. Crewkeroe, Somersetshire,

To Nurserymen.
STOKER,—Advertiser, age 2i, desires engage-

ment as above. Thoroughly experienced.—J. S., 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

O SEEDSMEN.— Advertiser, age 22, five
years' experience, well up in all br inches, seehs a situa-

tion as SHOPMAN. Crood relerences.—ZINNIA, Gardenirs'
Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 29 ; twelve years' experience
in the Nursery. Seed, and Bulb Trade, also the make-up

of a First-class Florist.—T. R., ''Cliff Side," South Cliff Eoad,
Pokesdown, Bournemouth.

SEED TRADE.—Want-d situation in Seeds
and Bulbs, by young Man, age 21. Five years' experience,

Wliolesale and Retail. — W. B. TUGWELL, 6, Arboretum
Street, Nottingham.

CRUEL ONLY TO BE KIND." — Muoh
unnecesmry suffering is inflicted under the above

excuse. If one is not very well, feels out of sorts, has a touch
of the bile, and experiences an unpleasant giddiness, one ia

immediately told to take some disagreeable medicine. It is

kindness in the guise of cruelty, we are told. As a matter of
fact, disagreeable medicines are no longer necessary. HOLLO-
WAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT—the world-famed remedies
— will soon pat one right, and, moreover, they are pleasant
and agreeable rtistoratives to health. Thousands can attest
this, thousands have attested it. For disorders of the stomach
and liver, take the Pills ; and use the Ointment for gout,
lumbago, rheumatism, &c.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place,

GLASGOW-43, St. Andrew's Cross.

U /\O T* T /^ T T T nn T T 1^ AT O T T T T T\ T KT /^ C of every description erected, either in Wood
riXjtX k LXjKJ LU k {J E\l\i-i L>K> kLuU kl^Kj)^ or iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

IMPERISHABLE TEAK -WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER -HOITSES, and all other kinds of "WOODEN BUILDINGS.

HEATING.
y, ^PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHURCHES,

SCHOOLS, etc., heated in the most eiBcient manner.

AMONGST OUR PATRONS ARE-
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES; H R H. THE DUKE OF YORK;

His Grace THE DUKE OF FIFE;
His GRiCE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER: H.M. BOARD OF WORKS;

THE ADMIRALTY. ETC.

SPLENDID ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

W. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

""ORCING

HOUSES.

CUCUMBER

and

TOMATO

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS W R K 31 A N S H IP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Si'^Ij .
communications should be addressed to the ' Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. W.O.
A i^ n the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbabbuhy, Agnkw, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitetriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesei, and published by
ARTttUB aEOBSE MASTUi, at the Office, 41, WeUington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satukdat, September 23, 1894. Agent for Manchester—JoHM Hkywood.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTEAI. AUCTION KOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, OHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Uonday Next.
Decorative PALMS; 50 lots of STOVR and GREENHOUSE

FERNS and PLANTS; HARDY BORDER PLANTS and
BULBS ; BOSES in Pots, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on MONDAY
NEXT, October 1, at Twelve o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.~~
Tuesday Next. Without Restrve.

The COLLECTION of ESTABLISaED ORCHID*, formed b?
J. H. Keevee, Esq., North Walaham, who Iiasl e ;n coll" ct ng
the same for upwards of fifteen years, for Sale, owing to

his Greenhouses having to be pulled down, comprising
Cattleya*, Ccelogynes, Cymbidiums, Cypripediums. Den-
drobiums. Disas, Epidendrums. Lfelias, Lycastes, Masde-
vallias, Mazitlarias, Miltouias, Oncidiums, Odoatogloa-
aums, Saccolabiums, and Vandas in variety.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on TUESDAY
NEXT, October 2, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
The BINROCK COLLECTION of K^TABLISHED ORCHIDS,

many of which are fioe specimens. By order of John M,
Keiller, Esq., whoi.'^ leaving Dundee. Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 63. Cheapside, London, E.G., on TUESDAY,
October 23, at half-past 12 o'clock.

Further particulars will appear.

Tuesday, October 2.

By order o£ the Executor of the late Mr. J. D. Richard,"^

Nurseryman and Florist, of Mildmay Park, N.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Ceatral Sale Rootna. 67 &

68, Cheapside. London, E.G., on TUESDAY NEXT, October 2,

at half-past 12 o'clock, about (500 beautifully-grown ORCHIDS,
which have been cultivated for several years for Cut Flowers,
including choice varieties of :

—

200 Odontoi;lo3sum Alexandree
2 ,. Wilkeanum (true)

12 Coe'ogyne cristata. Chats-
worth and other
varieties

60 Oncidium tigrinum
150 Lrelia autumnalis, Den-

drobium nobile, Cat-
tleya Percivaliana,
and others.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues hxd. '
^

'
Thursday Next.

LATANIAS, DRAC.E^AS. ASPIDISTKAS, FICUS, &c , from
Belgium; 20 Lots of PALMS, 5) Lota of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS and FERNS. HARDY BORDER PLANTS and
BULBS in variety. ROSES in Pots, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCnON, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on
THURSDAY NEXT, October 4, at \2 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next
Aq importation of 250 FHAL.T?: V0PSI3 GRANDIFL0R4.

received direct for unreserved Sa'e.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
INCLUDE the above in their ORCHID SALE on

FRIDAY NEX C, October 5, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By order of Messrs. Linden. Brussels.

Rare and Beautiful

ESTABLISHED and SEMI-ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS,

amongst which will bo found the folloning grand species :
—

CATTLEYA RE.X;.

LYCASTE AURANTIACi. PHAJUS HUMBLOTI.
Two sapetb new L.ELIO CiTTLEYA, in flower.

CATA9ETU.M BUNOEROTHI. OSCIDIUM SCSLIMI.
LYCiSIE ROSSfANA and LYCASTE LANIPES.

AQINISIA LEPIDA. I COCHLtODA NOTZLIAMA.
ONCIDIUM AUROSUM.

|
PERHTERIi LINDENI.

CATTLEYA ACLANDI,^ TIQRI.SA.

ANGULOA EBURNEA (true).
ORAMMATOPHYLLUM MEASURHStANUM.

C'DONrOOLOSSUM PRiESTAN.^.
Difftrent fioe CYPRIPEDIUM.

0D0NT0QL0S3U.M NEBULOSUM CANDIDISSIMUM, and
O. KRAMERI, &c.

All in superb coadition.

Alio Four complete Collections of LINDE.N'IA,
Iconography of Orchids.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTIOM, at thpir Central Sale

Rooms 67 and 63, Cheapside, London. E.C, on FRIDAY
NEXT, October 6, at half-past \i o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogue* had.

Every Day.
DUTCa BULB3.- GREAT U.SRE3ERVED 3ALE9.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 & 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C, EVERY DAY, at 12 o'clock, large
consignments of flrst-class HYACINTHS. TULIPi, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit
the Trade and Private Buyers. Also RO.VIAN HYACISTHS,
LILiaM OANDfOUM. 8N0WDR0?S, &c.

Oa view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE
Of the Remaining Portion of the Famous

PICKERING LODGE COLLECTION

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
Together with the

GARDEN TOOLS. GREENHOUSE PLANTS, CARRIAGES.
and a portion of the

WELL-KNOWN CELLAR of CHOICE WINES
formed by the late George Hardy, Esq, The Orchids aye

reputed to be the Grandest Lot of Plants in the North of

England, having won the Highest Honour3 at Manchester
and other leading Shows.

By Order of the Esecutors, without the slightest Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, are
favoured with instructions t) SELL by AUCTION on

the Premies, Pickering Lodge, Timperley, near Manchester,
on TUESDAY, October 16 and following days, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely each day, theRemiiuing Portion of this

far-fiimed COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.
The who'e of the plants are in the best possible health,

and are remarkuble alike for their size and the grandeur
o\ the varieties. For upwards of twenty years ihe late Mr.
Hardy was an eothu^ia>^cic bu^er and a keen judge, and made
a practice of discarding from his collect'ou ail varieties that
did not reach the highest standard o£ excellence. In order
ihat intending buyers may judge for themselves of the beauty
of the varieties, an <^ffjrt will be made as far a.% practicable to
offer everything in llower.

Amongst the numerous items to be offered will be found
the following

:

Cypripedum ocnanthum super-
bum

,, Statterianum
,, Swinburnii
,, Leeanum gigantum
„ Lathomianum giganteum
,, lo Graade
,, Arthurianum
,, insigne Studleyana

,, ., giganteum
„ Godsefliana 9up>^rbutn

,, insigne aureum
„ Amesiana
,, insigne Sanders
,, javanico superbieng

,, Leeanum gigmteum
„ Morgaoiie
,, insigne Ernestii

,, Bartetii

,, insigne Wiottii

,, ,, albens

,, Pafersonii

,, Sallierii

LEelio-Cattleya calyatogloasi
., bella

Laelia ancep'? Schroderii

,, Schroderiana

,, Tressideriana superbi
,, ancep^ Dawsoni
,, ,, Schroderii;

,, ,, Schroderiana
,, Gouldeana
,, ancep^ Prothera^ina
,, e'egans Turnetii

CuBlogyne cristata alba
,. Lemoniana

Eulophiella Elisabethie
Dendrobium Dominianum

Stand Hall var., two

Dendrobium epleaditlis-

simum Leeanum,three
plants

,, Schroderianum, three
plants

., nobile nobilius, several

,, ,, giganteum, Stand
Hall var., three plants

,, nobile CoDksonii, several

,, Wardiaoum album
,, Domioiaoum
,, nobile Backhouieani
„ ,, Wallichianum
,, cra'sinode albi

„ nobile nivalis

,, eplendida grandma

„ nobile, Hardy'e var.

Odontogiossum Edwardi
,, Wilckeanum
„ Halli

„ Kuckeriana
„ Hebraicum
„ Andersonianum, Stand

Hall var.

Cattleya Hardyaoa
,, Masiianu
,, Bluntii

,, Claesianum
„ Reichein ana
,, Trianae albi

,. Schroderee albi

„ exoniensis

,, aurea
,, Dowiana

Cymbidium eburneura
Lyca-tte Skioneri a!bi
Sohralid. pure white
Vania San-ieriana
Dendrochilum glumaceum

plants

150 PHAL.EVOpSIS SCHILLERTANA, AMABILIS, SAN-
DERIANA. p. GLORIOSA, amongst which are extra fine

plants, numerous Cattleyas, OJoutoglossums, Oncidiums,
Dendrobiuma, Vandas, Aerides, Ma-devallias, Lselias,

Sophronites, &c.

STOVE AND GREESHOUSE PLANTS.
PALMS, FERNS, CROTONS, AMARYLLIS.

Garden Impleimnta, Tools, Frame", Hand-barrows. Mowing
Machines, Grindstone, capital Barouche, and a Mail Phaeton.

Together wjth a portion of the late Mr. Hardy's
WELL-KNOWN CELLAR OF CHOICE WINES.

coraprising 22 doz. Claret Cbilteau Kerwen, vintage 18.S1 ;

11 doz. Claret ChAteau Leoville; 7 doz. Port, Sandeman'a ;

21 doz. Port, 1 doz. Bots. ; 20 doz. Champagne, Deutz and
Gueloerman Gowlac; 34 doz. Do.. Veuve Clicquot; 3 doz
Magnums: 11 doz. Bots. Henneasey'd old Brown Brandy,
18/5 : 17 doz. Bits. Geo. Roe's old Irish Whisky.
May be viewed. Catalogues miy be obtaine i of Mr. HOLMES,

the Head Gardener, on the Premise , and of the Auctioneer?,
67 and 68, Cheapjide London. E C.

Loughton, Essex.

TVVO D.AYS SALE of particularly well-grown and thriving

NURSERY STOCK.
By order of Messrs. William Paul & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on tiie Premi.sea, the Branch

Nurseries, Loughton, Essex, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
October 18 and li), large quantities of HOLLIES, AUCUBAS,
YEWS. RHODODENDRONS. C0NIFER9, in great varietv,
and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, in beiut ful con-
dition, and for the growth of which these Nurseries are so
well-known. Fuller particwlara will appear.

Bagshot, Surrey.
(Within a few minutes' walk tf the Railway Station.)

lie Rijhard Mason, deceased. By order of the Executors.

IMPORTANT SALE of thriving young NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SE LL by AU )TION. ou the Premiseg, The Wmdleaham
Nurseries, Bag^hot, Surrey, on TUESDAY NEXT, October 3,

and two following days, at 12 o'clock precisely each day, an

extensive assortment of

WELL -GROWN NURSERY STOCK,
including thousands of choice named Hybrid Rhododendrons,

1^ to 2 feet; 5U00 Ponticum Rhododendron', 1^ to 2^ feet;

1000 Azalea Pon'ica. 1 to U ^eet, 2000 GREEN HOLLIES,
6 in. to 2 feet; 1500 Ecglish Yews. 2 to 3 feet ; 1000 Thuiopais

dolabrata, 1 to 2 feet ; 1000 Striped Tree Box, 3 to 5 feet ; 2000

Thuiopsis borealia, 2 to 5 feet; 5i:00 Cupresbus Lawsoniana. 3

to 7 feet; 1000 Abies Douglasii. 7 to 9 feet. 10.000 LAURELS,
of sorts. 2 to 4 feet : 15 000 SMALL CONIFER.^:, for Potting

and Boxes, including Relinospora plumosa, R. plumosa aurea,

K. leptoclada, R, pisifera aurea, and others ; 500 Spruce Firs,

5000 Mahoiiia aquifolia, for potting ; thousands of STANDARD
ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES, comprising Copper

Bt-ech, Sjcamoren, Poplars, Limes. Liburnuma, and 20.i 00

Common Beech, 2 to 5 feet ; lOUO Mountain A^h. 7 to 9 feet

;

1000 Horse Chestnut-, 6 to 9 feet ; lu.OOO QUICK. 2 to 3 feet.

A few hundred of Standard and Pyramid Fruit Trees, conaist-

of Aoples, Pears, Plums, Gooseberries, Currants, and other

Stock.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale Catalogues may

be had on the Premises; of Messrs. REEP, LANE and CO.,

Solicitors. 4, Great St. Thomas' Apostle, EC, and Bagshot;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.,

and Leytonstone. •

Tunbrldge Wells.
About ten minutes' walk from either of the Tunbridge WeU3

Railway Stations.

THREE DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of well-rooted NUR-
SERY STOCK, by order of Messrs. Thomas Cripps & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premiaes, the Tunbrldge
Wells Nurseries. Tunbridge Wells, on TUESDAY, October 9,

and two following days, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, a

portion of the exceedingly

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK,
which is in capital condition for removal, and consisting of

2300 Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, adapted for effective

planting, and arranged to fuitable lots; 500 Araucaria imbri-

eata. 5 to 7 feet ; 400 Ctdrus Deodara, 3 to 4 feet; 400 Abies

Douglasii, Parryana, and others, 8 to 14 feet ; 450 Thuiopsis
dolabrata, 3 to 4 ft. ; 1700 Retinospora plumosa, K. p. aurea,

and R. p. piaifera. 3 to 5 ft. ; 1000 Cupressus Lawsoniana lutea

and erecta viridis ; epecimeu Portugal Laurels; 10 English
Ywse, \^ to 2 feet; 400 Picea nobilis, 2 to 4 feet; 1000 named
RHODODENDRONS, including about 600 Standards and Half-

standards of the best sorts, 60J Hybrid Seedling Rhododen-
drons ; 3 Azalea mollis and pautica ; Kilmias, Laurels;
1000 named Dwarf ROSES of the leading varieties; 45J Scotch
Firs; Pious austriaca; specimen Variegaied Hollies, 8 to

10 feet; 400 Standard and Pyramid Pears, 1300 Cu 'rants and
Gooseberries, a (juantity of Standard ORNAMENTAL TREES,
30J Greenhouse Rhocodendrons, Solanums, Jasminums, 50

spec men Lapagerias. 2 00 hardy Ornamental Trees and
Slirubi. comprisirg v-00 Escalloniaa of sort*, Beothamias,
Ceanothus, and others.
May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises; at the Seed Shop, 49. High Street. Tunbridge Wella ;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside. London, E.C.

Islewortli.- Special Trade Sale.

ANNUAL SALE of thouaan'-s of b^autifully-growo YOUNG
CONIFERS and GOLDES EUONYMUS for immediate
Potting. Window-boxea, or for Growing-on. By order of

Messrs. Chas. Lee & Son.

IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premisea. the Wood Lane
Nureeriesj laleworth. five minutes' walk from the Isleworth
Station, L & S.W. Railway, and twenty minutes' walk from
Osterley Park Station, District Railway, on TUESDAY",
Ocfcober 9. at 12 o'Clock to the minute, in consequence of the
large number of lots—

5000 BEST GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
in splendid condition and colour, from 9 lo 15 inches.

THOUSANDS of SMALL SHRUBS for BOXES.
Including Golden Privet, Aucuba^, Tree Ivies, Oflmauthus,
Golden Box. Euoaymus radicans variegati, and small standard
Golden Euonjmus. and standird Tree Ivies in pote.

5000 CONIFERS, from 9 to 18 inches, including 10;0Cupre3SU9
erecta viridis. 12 to 18 inches.

1:50 EURYA LATIFOLIA VARIEGATA, fiom 1 to 7 feet.

HuLdreds of specimets from their famous

COLLECTION of ORNAMENTAL TREES,
including the beautiful Tricolor, Cornus elegantissimi. Planes,
large-leaf Purple Beech, Poplars, Chestnuts, and standard
Weeping Ath and Kilmarnock Willows, Birch, Spanish Chest-
nuts. Maples of sorts, Rhus coccinea. &c.

500 PALMS, KfeNTlAS, various sizes; C0C03 PI-UMOSA,
4 J to 6 feet; LATANIAS, J J to 6 feet, anl many others.
3u0 YUCC 1 RECURVA, 1^ to 2 feet, perfect plauts.

A quantity of CLIMBING RUSES in pots. Mart'chal Niel.Wm.
Allen Richardson. Devoniensia, Gloirede D jou. Ac, 6 ta8 feet

;

CLEMATIS JACKMANI SUPERBA, in pots; AMPELOPSIS
VEITCHI. iL 3/s. 4 to 5 feet; ARAUCARIA fcXCELSA. from
cuttings. 9 to 12 inthe?, in 48-pot8; 100 CLIVIAS. very strong,
including some good dark varieties.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sa'e. Catalogues may be
had on the Premises ; at the Royal Vineyard Nursery, 36, Ham-
mersmith Road, W. ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents
and Valuers, 67 and t8, Cheapside, Loudon, E C.
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Wlndlesbam, near Bagsbot.
Re Richaid Mason, deceased.

IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN and OTHERS desirous of

securiag some of the most valuable and productive
Nurseries in this country.

MESSRS. PROTflEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, immediately

preceding the Sale of the Nursery Stock, on TUESDAY NEXT,
October 2, at Half-past Eleven o'Clock, the well-knowQ FREE-
HOLD PROPERTIES, known as MASON'S NURSERIES,
Wiodlesham, Surrey, covering an area of nearly 23 Acres, and
the LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES o£ 16 Acres, together with
the GOODWILL of the BUSINESS, carried on eo tuccessfully

for many years by the late Mr. Richard Mason. The purchaser
will have the opportunity of buying at the Sale the first

portion of the thriving NURSERY afOCK, which is to be
offered in suitable lots, and also of taking at a valuation the
remuining Stock.

Particulars may be had on the Premises; of Messrs. KEEP,
LANE. AND CO., Solicitors, 4, Great St. Thoma.^' Apostle.
E.C., and Bagshot ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside. London. E.G.

Woodford Green.
By order of the Exe<^utors of the late R. Letcliford, Esq.

MESSRS. PROTilEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Prospect House.

High Road, Woodford Green, 15 minutes' walk from Woodford
Station, G.E R., on MONDAY, October 8, at 1 o'clock, wilhout
leserve, the whole of the well-grown GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
specimen Camellias and Azaleas, Orange Trees, Pa'ma in
variety, specimen Cycas revoluti. ESTABLlSaED ORCHIDS,
comprising Vandas, Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Odontoglo-^sums,
Cypripediums, and others; 150 GREENHOUSE FEKNS, 120
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, also BEUONIiS, GLOXINIAS, and
many other Plants, LOOSE LISHTJ and IRON FRAME,
Iron GARDE'* SEATS, capital VICTORIA, for Single or Pair;
sundry MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. &c.
May be viewed Saturday prior and morning of Sale. Cata-

logues had on the Premises ; at the Castle Hotel, Woodford ;

and of the Auctioneers. 67 and 6S, Cheapside, E.C., and
LeytoDStone.

Walton Grange Qardens, Stone, Staffs.

IMPORTANT SALE of SURPLUS ORCHIDS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

fivoured with instructions from William Thompson,
Esq,, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Walton
Grange Gardens. Stone, Staffs., about 15 minutes' walk from
Stone Railway Station, on THURSDAY. October 11. at U for

13 o'clock precisely, a fine stock of particularly well-grown

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
Comprising a fine healthy lot of ODONTOGLOSSUMS, for

the successful cultivation of which Ibis collection has teen
note^, Amongst these will be found Odonto^loeum elegans
(PoUett's variety) Allumianum, part of the only known
plant; also the rare O. elegantinus. and other grand varieties

of crispum ; Leelia tenebroiia, Walton Grang*^ variety ; Oypri-
penium Leeanum giganteum, Deudrobium splendidisi^imum
grandiflorum, D. Venus, fine piece; D. Cooksonii, and D.
Cflbiope ; Ltelia Perrinii alba, L. Guildiana, grand variety;
Cattleya intermedia alba. C. aurea, Maxillaria Sanderiana,
a large number of unflowered Odontoglospum crispum, in Sand
6-inch pots; Cattleya labiata in sheath, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. STEVENS, Head Gardener, on the Premises;
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68. Cheapside.
London. E.G.

Hlgb Beech Nurseries, near Loughtos, Essex.
ATTRACTIVE SALE of SPECIME?i HOLLIES and CONI-

FERS, by order of Messrs. Paul St. Son, affording an
opportunity seldom met with of acquiring some of the
finest specimens of these plants to be obtained in Europe.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, High Beech,

Epping Forest, 2 miles from Loughton Station, 2^ from Ching-
ford, and 4 from Waltham, on WEDNESDAY. October 10. at
12 o Clock. 4C0 of the finest SPECIMEN GOLDEN and SILVER
HOLLIES, 6 to 10 feet, of perfect ehape ; 250 Golden Queen
Hollies. 4 to 6 feet, exceptional specimens ; 1 large Bushy
Green Hollies, 400 Araucaria imbncata, 2 to 7 feet, probably
the finest Stock in the kingdom ; 200SpecimenCedrusdeodara,
13 to 14 feet ; 4uO Halt-specimen Rhododendrons of the
choicest named hinds, well set with bloom, bushy plants 3 to
4 feet ; 50 splendid Specimen Standard Rhododendrons of the
best named kinds, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

at the " Old " Nurseries, Cheshunt, and of the Auctioneers,
67 and 68 Cheapside, London, E,C.

The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to this moat
important Sale. It has never been their privilege to offer to
the Public by Auction a grander lot of Specimen Plants of this
character, and they particularly invite intending purchasers
to make an inspection previous to the Sale.

Preliminary Notice.—Friday, October 12.
Without tbe Least Reserve.

ENORMOUS SALE OF

10,000 IMPORTED DENDROBES,
All in the Finest Possible Condition.

Lotted to suit Amateurs and the Trade, and consisting of

8000 DENDROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM,
and other remarkable kindp, some with pseudobulbs like Den-
drobium Guiberti or Schroderii, but from a totally new area,
where no Orchids have before been collected.

The MobT Wonderful Sale of Dendrobes ever mate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co ,

St. Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale
Booms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY,
October 12. at haif-past 12 o'Clcck, a magnificent Importation
of the fite^t of all Dendrobiums

—

DENDROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM,
In simply perfect condition; and also many other ORCHIDS
collected in a totally new area, from whence no Orchids have
previously been collected.

Full particulars and descriptions will appear in next week's
Paper and Catalogues.

Feltham. Middlesex-
UNRESERVED SALE of splendidly-grown and well-finished

CONIFERS, and other NURSERY STOCK, by order of
Messrs. Charles Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION on the premises as above

on TUESDAY. October 16. Fuller particulars will appear.

Sunnlngdale, Berks.
THREE DAYS' ABSOLUTE CLKAK*NCE SALE of a choice
assortment of NURSERY STOCK. Bv order of Mr. C.Noble.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises. The

SunniDgdale Nurseries, Berks, on TUESDAY, October 23, and
TWO FOLLOWING DAYS.

Further particulars will appear.

Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs.
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY.

In Large and Small Lot3, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden,

W C. nearly Every Day, at hilt-paat 13 o'Clock. First-class
Consignments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCfSSUS. and other BULBS, ARRIVING DAILY from
WELl^KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest
possible condition.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

\7ed]i6sdav Next
60,000 best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS, just

imported rtirect ; 60,00u FREE<U REFR*CTA ALBA.
10,000 African TUBEROSES. 2S.0(J0 Farly White Roman
HYACINTHS. £0 0(0 Forcing NARCISSUS, 6000 Itoliaa
HYACINTHS. 6000 LTLIUM HARRI3II and L. CAN-
DIDUM, 30.000 SNOWDROPS. &c. Also a splendid con-
fignmeot of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS from
Ghent, comprising Latania borbonica, Corypha australis.
Phccnix tenuis. Aspidistra (Green and Variegated). Ophio-
pogODS, Ficus elastica. DraLivnas, &e.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Booms.

38. King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT.
October 3.

On view moniing of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sale Of Nursery Business at Wokingham.

MR. FRANK COOKSEY has been instructed
to SELL by AUCTION, at the Qiipen's Hotel. Reading,

on TUESDAY, October 2, 1894, the FREEHOLD NURSERY,
with 3 Glassboutes. and 3 Rows of Cool-pits, in one lot : and
4 Glasshouses in other lot. aa a going coneerD, with possession.

Particulars and conditions of Sale may be obtained of Messrs.
COOKE, COOPER aud BARRY, ^^olicitO'S, Wokingham; or
of the Auctioneer, High Street, Southampton, and 17, Market
Place, Reading.

\[ES3RS. J. L.^lMING AND SON are favoured
-i-*-i- wilh instructions from Mr. A. Mo'^re of St. John's,
Spalding, to SELL by AUCTION, on THURSDAY. October -1,

1894. the whole of his remaining GREENHOUSES, FORCING-
PITS, LIGHTS, PLANTS, BUILDINGS, and OUTDOOR
EFFECTS, in conseqaeoce of hn relin<niishin(; horticultural
pursuits. Grepnhouse, 60 feet by \^ feet, and 5i0 feet of hot-
water-pipinK. &c. ; ditto, 34 feet by 21 feet, and 200 feet of
hotwater piping ; ditto. 22 feet by 10 f* et, and 116 feet of hot-
water-pipiuK ; Forcing-pit, 60 feet, and 116 feet of hotwater-
piping ; 6 Six-light Frames ; Forcing-tank, 21 feet by 3 feet,

&c. ; large Tubular Boiler. 6 feet, by Thames Bank Iron Com-
pany (oearlv new); large Independent Boiler, Iron Tanks,
Iron Shed 15 feet by 14 feet, by 9 feet 3 inches ; Carpenter's
Shop, and several thousand Plants.

Sale at 11 o'Clock precisely. Particulars of the Auctioneers.

Annual Sale. — MUford Nurseries, MUford, near
Godalmipg, ^ of a mile from Milford Station, and 1 mile
from Godttiming New Station, both on the direct Ports-
mouth line.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT THREE DAYS' SALE of FIRST-
CLASS NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. MELLERSH have received in-
structions from Messr?. Maurice Young & Son, to SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Milford Nurseries, Milford,
near Godalming. on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURS-
DAY. October 9, 10. and U, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, each
day, without reserve, a large quantity of exceptionally

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK,
lotted to suit all classes of buyers, comprising 2.500 Specimen
Evergreens and Conifers, from 2 to 8 feet, consisting of Piceas,
Abies, Pinus, Cupressus Lawsonianas, Fraserii, erectas,
Youogii, co?rulea, &c , Thuias, Cedr is deodars, Aucubas,
Laurels, Hollies, Golden Juniper^, Golden Yews, Rhododen-
dron.", A/.aleas, &c. ; 1.000 English Yew?. IJ to 3 feet ; 100,0<J0

transplanted Forest Trees, from 1' to 4 feet, comprising Ash,
Birch, Spanish Chestnut, Hazel, Alder. Withey, &c. ; several
thousand Standard, Pyramid, and Trained Fruit Tree**

;

Stand and Pyramid Thorn?, Flowering Crabs, Ornamental
Deciduous Trees. &c. ; Staodard and Dwarf Roses of the
leading kinds, Tea Roses in pots. Clematis. Ivies, Ampe-
lopsis, Honeysuckle, Passion-flower. &c. ; 1000 fine bushy
Laurels of sorts from 2 to 3 feet, and a quantity of General
Nursery Stock.
The Auctioneers specially invite the attention of intending

planters to thi^ important Sale. They have personally in-

spected the Stock, which ha^ made ^ood growth, and is in
exceptionally fine condition for removal this season, and they
will be pleased to execute commissions for gentlemen who
cannot attend the Sale.

The Stock may be viewed. Luncheon (by ticket) will be
provided each day for purchasers, and Catalogues may be
obtained on the Premises ; at the leading Hotels m the neigh-
bourhood ; and cf Messrs. MELLERSH, Auciioneera and
Survejors, Godalming and Guildford.

ALHAM.—To Small Nurserymen & Florists.
—Lease, Goodwill, four Greenhouses, fixtures, and Plants

of a Small Nursery (rent only £l7}. to be SOLD by AUCTION,
at the " Falcon " Hotel, Ciapham Junction, S.W., on THURS-
DAY EVENING NEXT, by Messrs. CLIMPSON & JOHNSON,
221, High Road, Balham, S.W-

Annual Sale.—Dorking Nurseries, London Road,
DOKKING.

Close to the L. B. & S. C. R. and S. E. R. Stations.
THE WELL-GROWN AND HEALTHY YOUNG NURSERY

STOCK (in first-rate condition for transplanting), viz.,
Aucubas, Box of sorts, Portugal and common Laurels.
Golden and Green Yews, Thuja Lobbi, and other varie-
ties; Thujopsis, Retinosporas and Cupressus, Pinus and
Piceas, various; FLOWERING SHRUBS IN VARIETY;
Abies Douglasii, Spruce Fir. &c., large, far immediate
effect, Cedars, Junipers, Hollies, green and variegated,
and a quantity of STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES,
such as Birch, Maples. Poplars of sorts. &c , Ivies and other
climbers in pots, choice kindsof Dwarf Bush Roses, Straw-
berry Plants in small pots—leading varieties ; to be SOLD
by AUCTION, as above, by—

MESSRS. WHITE and SONS, under in-
structions from M-ssrs. Ivery & Son, on TUESDAY

and WEDNESDAY, October 9 and 10. 1894, at 12 o'Clock
precisely each (?ay.

Catalogues may be obtained at the place of Sale; of Messrs.
IVERY AND SON, High Street. Dorking ; at the Inns in the
neighbourhood ; and of the Auctioneers, Land Agents, and
Valuers, High Street, Dorking ; and on Fridays at Leaiherhead.

Blehop'a Stortford, Herts.
To MARKET GARDENERS, NJRSERYMEN, and OTHERS.

lie JOSHUA MILLER and SONS.

IV/fESSRS. G. E. SWORDER and SONS have
I'JL received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at "The
Chequers" Hotel. Bishop'sStortford. on TUESDAY, October 23,
1894, at 3 o'clock precisely; the Valuabl-j FREEHOLD
NURSERY PROPERTY, situated within easy reach of the
Railway Station, consisting of a well-enclosed MARKET
GARDEN, in a high state of cultivation, with several ranges
of Vineries, Forcing-houses, and Pits; also Gardener's Cottage
Residence, and other erections, the whole containing 1 a. 3 r.,

more or less Immediate possession can be had.
Particulars and Conditionsof Sale, and Plan, may beobtained

of Messrs. W. GEE and SON. Solicitors, Bishop'sStortford;
and of the Auctioneers, Bishop's Stortford.

WANTED to RENT, on Lease, a MARKET
GARDEN, about 5 to 10 Acres, with House and Out-

buildings, with or without Glass, within an easy distance
of Chatham, Strood, or Rochester.-G. NEWMAN, Myrtle
Cottage, Mereworth, Mai'^stone.

To Nurserymen. Horticulturists. &c.

WANTED, to PURCHASE, a SHARE in
an Old-established NURSERY. &c., or a Position with

a view to a PARTNERSHIP, by a young man of several years'
experience in a Country Nursery and in a leading London
Orchid Establishment ; also at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew. Applications, with particulars, to be ad tressed to

—

W. Z., Gardeiiers' CAr^ntc/e Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C. Principals only dealt with.

FOR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, Smiles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well 8to.".ked with Vines. Cucumbers, and Plants.
Five-roomed Cottage; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to
run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.

Ail particulars of A. B., 11, Daffjrne R}ad, Tooting,
Surrey.

FOR SALE, a small NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS.- Four Glasshouses, and Propa-

gation-house, heated by Hot-water. Near the main-roa'l.

—

Apply to W. H,, The Nursery. Park Row, Greenwich,

TO BE SOLD, with Immediate Possession,
small NURSERY GROUND, with 360 feet run of GREEN-

HOUSES. Capable of great extension. Houses have been
erected about one year, of modern construction. The whole is

held on lease for 21 years, at the low rent of £1 per annum.
Probably freehold might be acquired. Price £J50, Sto:;k at
valuation. Apply.

MESSRS. CRAWTER.Land Agents. Cheshunt. Herts.

ONDON, S.E.—A NURSERY for SALE.
About 3 Acres: 16 Hou3t?8, 2 Lean-to Pits. 2 Span Pits,

each about 100 feet long, 2 smaller houses, all well heated. &c.;
also Cold Frames, &c.. Dwelling-house, Stables, Sheds, &c.
About 5 miles from Covent Garden. Open to consider a
reasonable offer.

Apply to SHUTTLEWORTH, Limited, Peckhara Rye, S.E.

FOR SALE, a Freehold Compact NURSERY,
situated in the centre of the west end of one of the

most fa:»hionable seaside towns on tbe south coi't, consisting of
five modern-built Houses, all heated with hot^water. Capital
required for Freehold, &c.. £1000. Part can remain.—FLORAL,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

RUITERER, FLORIST, and GREEN-
GROCER'S BUSINESS, in a small way. to be DISPOSED

OF, in the neighbourhood of Acton ; suitable for a young
couple. Good Pony Round. Reasonable terras. Apply to

—

Mr. FOSTER, 276, High Street. Actan Hill, Middlesex.

T"
O NURSERYMEN.—TO be LET or SOLD,
a FREEHOLD NURSERY containing Fourteen well-

built Greenhouses, in all about 740 feet ran ; Stable, Van Shed,
Potting- house, Workshop, and Dwelling-house ;

with Stock,
which is small, at va'uation. Apply to

—

W. EYDMANN AND SON, Auctionee"^ Acton, W.

To Market Gardeners. C w-keepers. Farmers, and
OTHERS.

TO LET, at Michaelmas next, within 2 miles of
Norwich Market Place, a FARM of ISO Acres, 51 of which

are Meadow Land There is an excellent House, superior Farm
Buildings. Cow House for 40 Cows, and Covered Yards. Apply,

THOMAS ROSE, 21, Prince of Wales Road, Norwich.

STRAWBERRIES.—The best that money can
buy. Grand rooted runners of Noble, Sir Joseph Paxton,

President, and Prince Teck, loj. per 1000 ; La Grosse Sucree and
Scarlet Queen, 305. per 1000, for cash with order.

THOS. TILBROOK, Fruit Grower, Houghton, Huntingdon.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Btgiatered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

HEAD LINE CHABOED AS TWO.

>l

8
9
9
10
10
11

11
12
12
13
13

4 Lines ..£030 16 Lines . . £0
6 „ ..036 18 „ ..0
6 „ ..040 17
7 „ ,.046 18
8 „ ..050 19
9 „ ..056 20
10 „ ..060 21
11 „ ..066 22
12 „ ..070 23
18 „ ..076 24
14 „ ., 8 25

AND SIXPENCE FOB EVEBY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If Bet across two Columns, the lowest charf^e will be 20i.

II set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30t.

Page, £8 : Half Page, £> 10s. ; Column. £3.

Gardeners AND others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address. Is. M.,
and 6d. for every additional line {about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

merits must he prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, bs. each
insertion.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything heyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, arid

frequently the sender cannot he identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Refnnce to the Advertisements which they
viinh repeated.

AU Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41, Wbllinqton Street, Steand, W.C.

NEW CARNATIONS I ''i^SS'^J^k va^,'e"?,I1:
Certificated by the Royal Horticultural Society, also at the Crystal Palace, Bath, Exeter, ifc.

MISS MARY GODFREY. I REGINALD GODFREY.
—Undoubtedly the finest white in existence.

Blooms of good shape and good substance,

3 inches in diameter, of the purest white,

freely produced, of robust habit, "non-

bursting," and thoroughly perpetual.

W. J.

—Has the same good qualities as the prece-

ding variety, but is of a rich salmon-pink.

Three times the size of Miss Joliffe, richer

in colour, much more robust, and will produce

five times the quantity of blooms. 6/- each.

These varieties have caused a great sensation wherever exhibited.

GODFREY, The Nurseries, Exmouth, Devon.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vlaeries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houees, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing bouses, and for practical utility, economy, aud durability caonot be equalled. We only do one clues

of work, and that the very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens des-gned architecturally correct without the ass-iatance of anyone out of our

Arm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with reiUy reliable Bjilers, erected, and success
guaranteed in all cises. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in stock.

Plati', Estimites, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of thi K i\gdom.

Our Maxim is and always has beea

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

THE COHACER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Post-free 3^d. ; S5 Copies, 6s. ; 60, lOs. ; and 100, 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Qreat Britain,

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OmCE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET. STRAND. W.O.

SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER
(KINNELL'S PATENT).

Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast.

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK REaUIRED.
Awarded Firtt Prize in Open Competition by the R H. Society.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS WHICH WILL NOT
BURN TaROUQH NIGHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom,

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

GHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.,
IRONFOUNDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP—
THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH

CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.
LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS

IN LONDON.
i^- COMPARE QUALITY OF GOODS and PRICE$.

ADDBE.SSES : 65 & 65a, Southwabk Street; 31, Banksidb ; 4, 5, & (i.

The Grove, Southwabk, S.E.; and Truchot Stores, Gubensby.
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UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
and PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL DINNER will take place on TCTESDtY,
October 9. at the " Cannon Street " Hotel. The Chair will be

taken at « r.M.. by Arnold Moss Esq. Tickets 6». each, to

ba had of W. COLLINS, 9. Martindale Koad, Balham, S.W.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANnER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in .he World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

O EXHIBITOR!*. — SPRINGTHORPE'S
CUP and TUBE ; Highly Commended by National

Chrysanthemum Society, Sept. 4. Provisionally protected.

For circulars, apply to O. SPRINGTHORPE, Coombe Court
Gardens, KiOKSton-on-Thames.

TERIS TREMULA.—Fine stuff, in 2i-inoh
pots, fit for potting on into 48s, lOJ. per 100,1e4 IOj.

per 1000; fine stuff, in 48'9. £1 per lOO.

0. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

lOLAS.—VIOLAS.—Strong, rooted plants,
propagated fiom Cuttings, guarantsed true: Counteta

of Kintore. Magpie. Skylark, Souvenir. Her Majesty, Goldfinch,
Ardwell Gem, Bullion, Countess of Wharncliffe, Lillias, The
Mearo", and Dushess of Fife.

6s. per 100; 40s. per 1000. Carriage paid.

BRUCE BROS, Florist?, Haynford, Norwich.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4f to 6 inches,
impossible to surcass, 10s. M. per 100. HYACINTHS,

fioef-t named sort^, 4s. per dozen, 25s. per 100; second quality,
named, 2s. per dozen, 14s. per 100. BULB LIST on application.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

To th9 Trade.
MPRICHARD'S AUTUMN VVHOLE-

• SALE PRICE LIST of HERBACEOUS PLANT3
is Now Ready. As it contains several Novelties of great
merit not previously offered, it should receive special atten-
tiou of growers.

Hardy Plant Establishment, Christchurch, Hants.

CTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Sir JosephO PaitoD, true to name, 100 parcels post, 3s. ; lOOt) oq
rail, 6i.; 600l>, li5». Samples free. Address-

Mr. Wlafi^ Chertsey. Surrey,

^ 000 CARNATIONS, Eaby Ustle, strong
^^\jyjyj rooted layers. Price on applicat'On to

—

TUOS. GRANT, Serlby Garcenfl, Biwtry, Yorks.

ARTLAND'S Irish-grown DAFFODILS.
Pronounced by the Press "The Best in the World."

Write for Cheap Prices, 1891.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND,
Seedsman, F.R.H.8., Cork, Ireland.

I. DAYIES & SON
Are now offeriog Nursery Stock at reduced prices, fo clear a
large portion ot their Nursery grouud retjuited for building

purpose?. Catalogues free by post to any address.

BROOK LANE NURSERY, 0RM8KIRK.

OR CHID S.
NEW IMPORTATIONJ Of BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS.

Full particulars on application to —

A. H. GRIMSDITCH (Orchid Importer),
6, CLAYTON StJUARE, LIVERPOOL.

Sole Agent for CARLOS TRAVASSOS, Rio de Janeiro.

CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNAUS.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have at present at their Clapton Nursery two

houses fall of unflowered Plants, in sheath, of

this useful Winter-flowering Cattleya, of which

they respectfully invite inspection.

EXHIBITION.
National Chrysanthemum Society.

ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER,
October 10, 11, and 12. 18M. EARLY AUTUMN

EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS. Valuable PrUeo
for Table Decoration", &c.
Schedule of Prizes on application to RICHARD DEAN, Hon.

Secretary. Ranelagh Road, Ealing.

PRITCHARDIA (LICUALA) GRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, is offered in

good PJants, about IJ feet high, by—
WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S., Establibhrnent for New and Bare

Plants, 636, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

A VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and FARM
V SEEDS.-Saved from Choice Selected Stocks of 1891

Growth. On application, we shall be pleased to forward a

List of the varieties which we can offer, and will quote lowest

prices on hearing ^0^t9 and quantities required.

B. L. OOLEMAN and SON, Seed Growers and Merchants,
Sandwich, Kent.

UTHBERT'S BULBS for EARLY
FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS, &e.

R. AND G. CUTHBERC'S CATALOGUE i» now ready, and
may be had post-free on applicai'Ou.

Bulb Importers, Seed Merchants, &c., Sottthgate, N.
Established 1797^

pYCLAMEN a SPECIALTY. — World-
Vy renowned Strain. Gold and SiWer Medals, and highest

Awards. SEED per packet, from 2s. id. DRY BULBJ. from

12s p;rdoz.. post free. PLANTS coming into bloom, good, in

4>i-pot8. 18«. and 24J. per doz., free ou rail. Cash with order.

Special prices to the Trade.—The ST. GEORGES NURSERY
CO., F.R.H.S., Hanwell. Middle«ei.

Hyacinths, Tullpj, Crocus, LUles, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

m;iy be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBEKRAD AXD SON, 26, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.G.

N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

ARNATIONS.—KettonRose,40«.;Germania,
30j. : Mrs. Muir, 20s.; Raby, ISs. : Merry Andrew

(yellow and cerise). 2.S5- ; heyool.'s Hole, 2os. ; Cerise, 20s.

;

Hunting Pink (New), 2i>. ; Old Clore and White Clove, IL's.M.

;

Horace (F.C.C.). 3.W. ; Orient (orange). S^l. ; Oloire de Nancy.

26s. per 100 PINKS: Soowflake. Magnum Bonum, 2Ui. ;

Alice Lee. Mrs. Pettif^r, 2.5s. VIOLAS. 100 or lOUO. best

named. BULBS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS. Lists.

HOPKINS, Mere, Koutsford.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in iS's, 12f. per doz. ; fii sorts of PALMS, in 48'8. 9!.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, iu 60's. 5s. and 6s. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in eo's, 4s. and 5s. per doz. j do. in large

thumbs, 3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100 : ARAHAS, in 48'8. 6s. and

6s. per doz.; VICUS, in 48's. 12s. per doz. ; CYPERU3 NA-
TALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 48'9, 5s. per dozen

;

twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12s. per 100 ; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48s. .'is. A
6«. doz. Freeonrail. Cash with order.-ALFRED MARTIN
('ate Lane ft Martin). 5, Bramah Road. Brixton, London, S.W.

F'ERNS. — GREAT ANNUAL SALE. —
SURPLUS STOCK (TRADE) :-Fern8, in 2J-inch pots.

Stove and Greenhouse, 30 best selling sorts, IDs. per 100; 200

out of pots. 16s. ; large ditto, in 4S'», 10 best selling sorts,

6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in 4V8, for cutting (value

in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen; ditto, for making large

plants quickly (bushy). 16s. and 20s. per 100. Arallas. Grevil-

leas, Rhodanthe, Cyperus. in 48"s, 6s. per dozen. Ficus. Palms,

Dracaenas, Is. each. Pelargoniums and Hydrangeas, 9d. each.

Packed free. Cash with Order. Listfree—J. SMITH, London

Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London. S.W

.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.E.

INTENDING PLANTERS
Are Invited to inspect the very ^

Extensive & Superior Stock of

HARDILY-GROWN
FOREST, FRUIT,

AND ALL OTHER

TREES & PLANTS, ROSES,

EVERGREENS, &c.

Pri4ie9 (£ all Particulars on Application.

DlCKS0NS45oirsCHESTER
»»»»»#»»»«»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

FERNS.-PTERIS CRISTATA,
in Si-inch pot«, fit for potting on, at 9s. per 100. A large

quantity of 4S's. Pteris Cristata, Major Cretica, Nobilis and

Tremula, Adiantum Fulvum and Pubescens. at 4s. 6rf. per

dozen. Polypodium and Adiantum Cuneatum, at 5s. M. per

dozen. Packed free for cash with order.-B. PRIMROSE,
Blackheath Nurseries, St. John 's Park. Blnckheath. S E.

NOTICE I-LILIES ¥ THE VALLEY.
Owing to the severe Drought of last Summer, .3-year.old

Flowering Crowns will be very scarce this year, and prices are

eure to advance.
To insure a supply, and first quality, send your Orders

without delay. ZJ Millions of Crowns offered for Forcing and

Planting Out, of unsurpassed quality. Prices on application to

T. JANNOCH,
Lily of the Valley Grower by Special Appointment to

H.R.H The Prince of Wales,

DERSINGHAM. KINGS LYNN, NORFOLK.

C^
lUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mll^h-
rooms. and by using this Spawn will

eupure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. ^Olle genoine unle&a
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directiois eDcloaed with our
Bignature attached.

Price. 6s. per bushel, 1». extra for

package ; or, \s. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. OUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchaots,
Highgate NurBeries, London, N., and Barnet, Herta.

BROMELIA PLANTS.—A remarkably fine
collection for Sale, or Exchange for Grpenhou e Plants.

Address, GARDENER, Pendell Courr, Bletchingley, Surr«y.

ARNATION Mdlle. Tb(5rese Franco (Per-
petual), a beautiful pink, la-ge, well formed, and very

fragrant ; strong pUnt-s, in 4 inch pots. 2s. 6rf. each ; prica to
the Trade on application. Carui-tiona for massing :—Comtesae
de Paris, blush-white; Mettor, narlet; Germania, yellow;
strong, well-roi-ted layers. &$. per dozen, post-free.

L. PIKE, 6, Hillside, Wimbledon. S.W.

J=:A Ann EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\Jt\J\J\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN ; 12 in.
to 15 in., at 30s. per 100; IS in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
33 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in,, at 75>. per 100;
10 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 6 in . to 1 2 in ., at 3i. to 8s. per dozen. Cash witk
order. J. J, CLARK, Qoldstone. Brighton.

GERANIUM CUTTINGS and CARNA-
TlONS.— F. V. Raspail, well- rooted, 3s. per 100. 25s. per

1000 ; Roth.child's New Pink Malmaison, Mrs. F. Watts Ger-
mania, R. Hole, all in 48-pot3. flower early. 6s. doz. Cash
with order.— JAMES GREliN, Reliance Nurseries, March.

To the Trade.

CYCLAMEN,— CYCLAMEN.—
Orani stuff, in -IS's, well set with bloom, 8s. per dozen,

free on rail, cash with order ; £3 per 100.

W. E. TIDY, Brockhimpton Nurseries, Havant, Hants.

LPINE and HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—
20s. per ICO, our eelection, good sorts. Catalogue and

Cultural Notes, 80 pages, 6rf. WALLFLOWERS, SeedUngs,
dark and ytUow, Is. 6a. per 100, post-free.

•^TANSFIELD BR'jS., Southport.

''PRADE.-FERNS from Store Boxes, fit for
-L single pots. Adiantum cuneatum and Pteris cristata,

clean stuff, 3s. 6d. per 100; 30,'. per 1000. Cash with order.

G. ADCOCK, Florist. Rokeby Road, Brockley, S.E.

EW STRAWBERRIES.— Cheap offer of 200
Royal Sovereign at 205., and 3iJ0 Sensatiou at l(\s per iOO.

Also a quantity of President, Augusta Nicaise, Or. Uogn, and
British Queen, at 4s. per 100, — J. &HAW, Pangbourne, Berke.

ARGE STANDARD and DVVAKF
TRAINED PEACHES and NECTARINES, many of them

10 feet wide, principally Lady Palmerstor, Sea Eagle. Golden
Eagle. Alexander, Alexander Noblesse, Condor. Waterloo, and
Grosse Mignonne, Lord Napier, Elruge, and Pitmaston Orange.
These are a grand lot of well-grown trees, and will lift well.

Inspection invited,— Particulars and orders to view may be had
from W. G(»ARINO. Horticultural Valuer. Haywards Heath.

OUBLE VIOLETS, Marie Louise and
Comtede Brazra (Swanley White), good clumps. For

price, 8'ating quaotitiep, apply to—
R. QRINDEOD, Tram In d, R S O.. Herefordshire.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
to felect from. Write for HSr, free.

P. McARTHUR. The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London.W.

MILLER'S BULBS, Best and Cheapest.—
FREESIA REFRACT A ALBA, delightfully fragrant

flowers, strong bulbs, 35. per 100, 6d. per dozen. LILIUM
HARRISII (Bermuda Easter Lily), strong bulbs. 3s. ed. per
dozen, 4d. each. Early White ROMAN hY*CINTHS, grand
bulbs 10s. 6d. per IOO, ls.6d. per dozen. Scarlet Due Van Tho
TULIPS, splendid bulbs, 2s. ^d. per IOO. 2hs. per lOOO. Order
above 10^. carriage paid. Illustrated Bulb Catalogue* pos
free.— F. MILLER and CO.. 2^1, Fulham Road, London. S. W

ULBS AT GROWER'S PRICES.
—Quality UKSUHPiSSFD.

30.000 Lilium Harnsii, 1*. 6d., 2t. 6d.. to 3s. 6d. per dozen.

25.000 L. longiftorum. \s. &d , 2s. 6d.. to 3s. lid per dozen.

25.000 L. auratum. Is. 6rf., 2s. &d., to 3s. 6d. pgr dozen.
25.000 L- candidum, 7s. 6i. per 100 ; Is. 3d. per dozen.

2:>,<X)0 Galauthus Elvesii (Snowdrop), Is. 6d. per 100.

6 ,000 Single Snowdrops, Is. per 100.

2S.O0O Roman Hyacinths. 7.'. 6d- per 100.

3.\000 Gladiolus .The Bride, Is. Bd. per 100.

10,000 Pancratiums. 7s. 6d. per 100.

50,000 Tulips, assorted colours. 3s. 6<i. per 100.

50.0U0 Crocuses, assorted, Is. 9d. per 1 0.

60.000 Hyacinths, Bedding. 10s. 6d. per ICO ; Is. 6<i. per dozen.
10.000 Hyacinths, named, for glasses. 2s. 6d. per dozen.

lo.OOO Amaryllis, assorted, 2i tid. per doz.

60.000 Spira-a japonica, strong clumps, 10s. per 100; 2s. p. dor.

50.000 Narcissus assorted. Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per 100.

,SO.OO0 Iris, assorted, 3s. 6d. per 100.

50,000 Scillas. assorted, ly. 6d. and 2.'. 6d. per lOD.

Packing free. Terms Cash wi.th Order.

BIRCHALL BEOS. AND CO., 20, Polygon Koad, Southampton.

THE IMPROVED GARDEN GULLY
(VINCE'S PATENT).

This nstful invenioD is a great improvement on the ordi-

nary Garden Grating, and is especially suitible for hilly walka

and drives. As they never get stopped by rubbich or sand

they effectually prevent the washing away of the gravel in

heavy storms, and they tave half the libour in cleaning out

the cesspools. The prices are :—

8-in,. 2'. ; 10-io , 8s. ; 12-in., 6*. Qd.

(The larger sizes are very string for Carnaje Drives.)

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

VINCE & VINE,
68. Chester Koad, Upper Holloway, Lonaon.

ROHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
F3R0US PEAT for Sto^e and Greenhouse use. BHO-

DODENDEON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKEB AKD CO., FarnboTOUgh, Hants.
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EVERGREENS FOR IMMEDIATE EFFECT.
Well-Tooted, Perfect Shape, and Good Colour.

ABIES DOUQLASU, 6 to 8 feet

8 to 10 feet

OUPRESSUS LAWSONIAUA. 6 to 8 feet ...

„ „ 8 to 10 feet

„ „ EBECTA VIBIDIS, 5 to 6 feet

„ „ „ „ 6 to 8 feet

HOLLIES, Green, 4 to 5 feet

,, ,, 5 to 6 feet

6 to 7 feet

LAUBEL, Colchio, 5 to 8 feet

PICFA LASIOCABPA. 6 to 8 feet

„ NOBDMANNLANA, 5 to 6 feet

,. ,, 6 to 8 feet

PINUS AUSTEIACA, 5to6feet
THUIA LOBBIt. 6 to 7 feet

„ BRICOIDES. 7 to 8 feet

THUJ0P31S BOKEALIS, 5 to 6 feet

„ „ 8 to 8 feet

,, ,. 8 to 10 feet

WKLLINGTONIA. QIQANTLA, 6 to 6 feet ...

8 to 8 feet ...

YEWS, EngUth, 5 to 6 feet

. „ „ 6 to 8 feet ... Is. 6d. to

Each.
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FINEST KOOTS OF THE SEASON.

2b. Od. fer doz.

153. Od. per 100.

l8- 9d, per doz.

329. Od. per 1(X).

Is. 6d. per doz.

, 108. Od. per 100.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
Earlv White, extra large bulbs

Ditto ditto
Ditto fine bulbs
Ditto ditto
Ditto imaller bulbs
Ditto ditto

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS :

Double Roman 3d. each, la. 6i. per doz.

Paper White 3d. each, Is. 6d. per doz.

DXJC VAN THOIi TULIPS :

SINGLE, scarlet 9d. per doz , 5a. per 100.

DOUBLE, scarlet and yellow 9d. per doz , 5a, per 100.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
BeautlfuU7 Illustrated,

Post Free, 6d. Gratis to Custoaiers.

Seedsmen bj Royal Warrmts to II. M. the Qnser. and
HUM. tie Prince of Wa'is.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

FLOWERS AT CHRISTMAS.
Procure Fine Bulbs from JNO. JEFFEKIES & SON.

WHITE ROMAN HYACt^TH?, per doz , If. 3d.
;
per 100, 9».

PAPFPv WHITE NARCISSUS per 100, fs.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS U.
TULIPS, Crimson Van Thol 2-. M.

Cheap Named HYACLVTH?, for Bedding. Doubles andSing'es,
Red.", W lutes, and Blues, per dozen, 2s. 3d. ; per 100, Itij.

JNO. JEFFEftlES & SON, ^''^f^l^l^^kv..

ROSES IN POTS.
Exceptionally Good, and well-ripened this Year.

TEA-SCENTED, from 15s. to 36s. per dozen.

CLIMBING ROSES, extra strone, with long
shoots, of all best varieties, is. 6d., .3s. Hd., and 5s. each.

LISTS POST FREE.

GEO. COOLING & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, BATH.

HYACINTHS-TULIPS-

N

ARCISSUS.

CARAWAY & CO.
UNNAMED HYACINTHS, in separate colour, 10s. per 101);

Is. S\d. per doz.
NAMED HYACINIHS, 2nd size. 14,t. per 100 ; 2s, 3d. per doz.

t ,, 1st size, from 4s. per doz.
TULIPS. Scented VAN THOL, 2s, U. per 100; CHRYSO-

LORA. 9s. per 100; LA REINE. 6s. per 100; MI.XED
EARLY, .3s. per ICO; PARROT VARIETIES, miied, .-is.

per 100.

NAliCIS>VS. CYNOSURE. 4s. 6<i perlOO; GOLDEN SPUR
3s. per doz ; LEED3II.5s. per li ; ORNATl'S. 4s 6i. per
100; BURBIDGEI, 4s. 6rf per 100; PRINCEPS. 5s. per
100; POLYANTHUS, miied, 5s. per 100; PAPER WHITE,
5s, per 100.

CROCUS, Blue, Wliite, and i'ellow, separate, Is. 6d. per 100
mixed. Is .3.^. per 100.

.TON'QUILS, SINGLE CAMPEKNELLE. .3s. M. per 100.
iW. \Q the Is. discount for Cash with URDhR-

AU O.dersover 5s. free by post. CATALOGUES post free on
application.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, CLIETON, BRISTOL.

FINEST BELGIAN PLANTS at LOW PRICES

AZ.\LE.\ INDXA, A. MOLLIS, A. RUSTICA,
FL. PL,

HARDY GUEJJT AZALEAS,
THE BEST DECOR.\T[VE PALMS.

THE BEST FORCING PLANTS for WIN TER, &c.

CHARLES YUYLSTEKE,
NURSERYMAN, LOOCHRISTY. GHENT, BELGIUM.

For WHOLESALE, CATALOGUE, apply to my Agents,
M'BBrs. R. SILBERRAD & SON, 25, 8*vage Gabdfns.
Crutoskd Frurs, Lo.M)On, E.G.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of
the same name.

x^m
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHBB

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultural Direciioxs and particulars as to Free
Deliverv, will be sent, post-free, on application to out

offices at OVERVEEN, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or

to our General Ag ent« —

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,
3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
EHCLISH, FREHCH, CERMAH.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

DUTCH BULBS.
Wr are now BooKiNa Orders for—

HYACINTHS, I CROCTTS,
TULIPS,

I

LILIUMS, &c.
Before Bujing elsewliere send for our CATALOGUE, free on

opplication, and save ^5 per cent,

ROMAN HYACISTHS and LILIUU AURATUM
a Specialty/.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,
Bulb Growers and Seed Merchants,

34, MANSELL STREET. ALDGATE, LONDON. E..

And The Nurseries, Haarlem. Holland.

BUNYARD'S KENT
STRAWBERRIES.

BEST PLANTS of FiyEST SOUTS.

Prices now Repuced :o per Cent , except Newest Kixds.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.,
OLD NURSERIES. MAIDSTONE.

AEW LrsT riitit:.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1894.

FIFTEENTH CENTUEY
GARDENING.'

lY/TISS AMHERST has for some time been
-'-'-L engaged upon a History of Gardening,
which may be expected to form a valuable con-

tribution to our knowledge of the subject. In
the course of her investigations she has unearthed
the very interesting document which is now
printed for the first time by the Society of

Antiquaries. The MS. is in the library of

Trinity College, Cambridge, where it forms part

of a book of eighty-eight pages. The poem was
apparently written about 1440— .50, and is thus

considerably earlier than the works of Turner,

Tusser, Gerard, and others ; to the reprint Miss
Amherst has added an interesting preface, and t>

valuable series of notes.

From the former we gather that the author of

the poem, for the treatise is written in verse,

cannot be identified, A man of the same name
was gardener at Windsor at the beginning of

Edward IIL's reign, but this date is much too
early to allow of his identity with the author.
" He must," says Miss Amherst, " certainly have

been a practical gardener, as the poem is a series

of most sensible and reasonable instructions for

growing fruits, herbs, and flowers, and his work is

singularly free from the superstitious beliefs in

astrology, and the extravagant fancies and ex-

periments in grafting and rearing plants, especi-

ally fruit trees, so prevalent in the writing of

this period," With the help of Professor Skeat,

Miss Amherst arrives at the conclusion that the

author was Kentish, and wrote in the Kentish or

London dialect.

The parts, or chapters (to which the titles have

been added in a later hand), are " The Feate of

Gardeninge," " Of Settyng' and Reryng' of Treys,"

"Of Graffyng' of Treys," "Of Cuttyng' and

Settyng' of Vynys," " Of Settyng' and Sowyng'

of Sedys," "Of Sowyng' and Settyng' of

Wurtys," "Of the Kynde of Perselye," "Of
other maner Herbys," " Of the Kynde of

Saferowne." It ends with " Explicit hie liber

qui vocatur Anglioe Mayster Ion Gardener,"

which, with the previous line, " Thus seyde

mayster Ion Gardener to me," would incline us

to think it possible that " Mayster Ion Gar-

dener " was the name of the book, rather than

the author ; but so obvious a suggestion oould

not have escaped Miss Amherst's notice, and may
therefore be set aside.

As an example of the author's style, we may
quote his lines on

—

" The Feate of Gahdeninoe,

" Ho 80 wjl a gardener be

Here be may both hjre [hear] & ee

Euery tjme of the jere & of the mone
And how the crafte scball be done

Yn what maner he «hall delue & aette

Bothe yn drowthe [drought] and jn wette

How he BChall hjs sedys eowe

Of euery moneth he mo«t knowe

Both of wortys and of lebe

Owoyns and garleke

Percely clarey and eke saga

And all other heibage."

* On afiftsenth C.ntury Trtatissort Girdini'tg. By Mayster

Ion Gardener. Communiirated to the Society- of Antiquariea,

with remarks by the Hon, Alicia M. Tyssen .iroherst. Arohvi.

l-gia.^oV \W (ISOI).
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The glossary contains identifications of the

plants named in the text, with some valuable

elucidatory notes taken from his additions made

early in the sixteenth century to a copy of the

Aggregator Practieui de Simplicibus, in the

possession of Lord Amherst. We hope that

Miss Amherst will at some future time make

these accessible in their entirety, for the extracts

show that they contain much interesting infor-

mation. We may venture the suggestion that

it is desirable in glossaries of this kind to add to

each name a reference to the place in the text

at which it occurs : in this way consultation is

greatly facilitated. It is matter for regret that

Miss Amherst did not secure a botanical

" reader " for her proofs, as some of the Latin

plant-names are mis-spelt.

A few errors in transcription of the MS.

—

often mere raisreadings of " a " and " n "—are

easily explicable ;
perhaps the most notable is

" seueny," for which, no doubt, " seneuy

"

(senevy) should be read. The identifications, in

some cases, seem to need correction. " Carsen-

dylly," for example, is printed as one word ; it

should, we think, be two, the first part, " Carsen,"

probably referring to some Cress—not Lepidium

sativum, however, which is specially mentioned

as " Tnnoarse,"—and the second, " dyllys," is

almost certainly Dill. "Gladyn," as a garden

plant, is probably neither of our English Irises,

but some common garden species, such as I.

germanica. " Holyhocke," in spite of the con-

fusion to which Miss Amherst calls attention,

may well stand for the plant still called by this

name ; and " Flos campi " is neither Lychnis

Flos ouculi nor L. diurna, but L. ooronaria, the

Kose Campion, which was early popular in

gardens. The list of " herbys," it may be noted,

is not limited to useful plants ;—

" Herbs to make both sauce and abow

Thou shalt have them here a-rowe,"

says Gardener—at least, so we translate his

lines :

—

" Herbys to make bothe sawce & «ewe

Thn tchalt haue ham here A rewe."

More than a hundred years later, Tusser gives a

list of " herbes, branches and flowers, for

windowes and pots " (in which he includes the

three just mentioned) in his enumeration of

" herbes the cheefe ; " and the present day limi-

tation of " herbs " to the aromatic denizens of

the kitchen-garden is apt to mislead the casual

reader of early writers. A further evidence of

the wide meaning of herb is found in the inclu-

sion of " Honysoke," which Miss Amherst rightly

glosses as Honeysuckle (Lonioera Pericljmeum).

Miss Amherst has made good use of the Dic-

tionary of English Plant Names, but her land-

able anxiety for accuracy has introduced an

unnecessary element of doubt into some of the

identifications. For instance, the Dictionary

mentions a local use of the name Woodsour for

Berberis vulgaris, in addition to its general

employment for Oxalis Acetosella ; Miss Amherst
glosses " Woodsour = Oxalis Acetosella, or Ber-

beris vulgaris," although there is absolutely no
doubt that Gardener had the former in view.

In the same way, she gives four alternative

names for " Walwort," two of which are certainly

out of court ; and three for " Valeryan," although

there can be little hesitation as to what plant

Gardener had in mind. " Lyverwort " is quite

certainly Anemone Hepatica, and " Parrow,'' as

Miss Amherst suggests, must be a mistake for

Yarrow. " Pympernold " can hardly in the

context be anything but Poterium Sanguisorba

;

and " Mouseer," on the same evidence, is Hiera-
eium Pilosella. Other instances might be adduced

to show that the collaboration of a botanist is

desirable in work of this kind.

One name which Miss Amherst is unable to

identify is equally puzzling to us. Among the
" other maner Herbys " occurs " herbe Watec,"

the italicised termination being presumably added

by the transcriber. In the glossary this is

given as equivalent to " Herb Walter," a

name on which the Dictionary of English

Plant Names throws no light, nor have we met
with it elsewhere, either in its Latin or English

form. The possibility of an error in writing or

transcription seems removed.by the passages cited

from the MS. notes in the Aggregator already

referred to ;
" Herba Walteri is called Herbe

Walter his leves be lyke pselye but whytier

& thykker & fatt & tender he wyll ease wounds
but he stynkethe." Can any reader suggest what
this plant may be ?

We may note that "lammasse of Peter

ApostuU " is not June 29, as stated in a footnote,

but August 1.

In conclusion we have to congratulate Miss

Amherst on having brought to light this interest-

ing treatise, and on the care with which she has

edited it. James Britten.

KEW NOTES.
HippEASTETOi Andbeanom. — This plant, now

flowering at Eew, is nothing more than typical

Amaryllis belladonna. According to Mr. Baker, it

was first found by AndiS, in 1876, in New Grenada,

on the banks of the Rio Canca, at an elevation of

SOOO feet, and was first described by Mr. Baker in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1880. ii., p. 424. It was
also found by Mr. Fawcett, in 1890, on the Jamaica
hills, and he sent the bulbs to Kew which are now in

flower (see Jamaica Bulletin, 1890, p. 2). As soon as

they arrived at Kew, they were suspected to be the

Belladonna Lily, and when they produced their

leaves, the suspicion was strengthened. Now that

the plants are in flower, there is no doubt about

their identity with the Amaryllis, It is singular

that this plant should have become naturalised in

New Grenada and Jamaica, but no more so than the

occurrence, in a wild state, of Hippeastrnm equestre

in tropical West Africa, India, &c.

Gynebicm sacchaeoides.

The plumes of this gigantic South American
grass are largely imported by florists and decorators,

who dye them various colourv, and sell them under

the name of " Uva-gra§s." They are not unlike the

plumes nf the Pampas-graas, but much longer,

looser, and more elegant. An account of them was
first published in Gardeners' Chronicle in 1888, ii

,

p. 416, and the measurements of a living example
of the plant then at Eew were also given ; but the

Kew plant had not then flowered. It produced a

plume for the first time last year, when a figure of

it was published in the Botanical Magazine, t. 7351,

and it is now flowering again in the Victoria- house.

This species is grown as an aquatic, the roots

revelling in a bed of soil in the tank in which the

Victoria regia is grown, and the stems reaching to

the roof, a distance of about 15 feet. They are

solid, and become almost as hard aa Bamboo sterna.

The plumea are of a greyish-white colour.

Faradata splendida.

This fine stove climber was introduced to Kew
from Queensland, of which country it is a native, in

1879, and flowered for the first time in 1890, having

grown up a wire to the full height of the Palm-house,

and thus obtained plenty of bright sunlight, which is

evidently necessary to induce it to flower. It is now
flowering freely again; the flowera are borne on

branching cymea 1 foot across, and are white, tubular

below, divided into four spreading segments above,

and suggestive of a large white honeysuckle. The
leaves are ovate, about 1 foot long, bright green, and
being evergreen, the plant is a useful climber for

large houses even when not in flower. Faradaya ii

a genus of Verbenace ae, and is related to Vitex ; it

contains three apecies, all natives of tropical

Anatralia,

Lecanopteris cabnosa.

Living examples of this extraordinary Fern are
now to be seen in the Kew collection, having been
collected and forwarded by Mr. Curtis, Superin-
tendent of the Botanic Garden at Penang. This is

the first time the plant has been introduced alive,

although it has many times been attempted, the
singular formation of ita rhizomes being of special

morphological interest. They form a crust round the
branches of treea, and have an inflated appearance,
not unlike the atem of a Myrmecodia ; indeed, they
are galleried exactly aa in Myrmecodia, and it is

anggeated that anta are eaaentlal to the welfare of the
plants. Mr. Curtia found myriada of anta on and in

every specimen he collected. The crust-like rhizome
entirely envelopes the tree-branch, one specimen at

Kew forming a layer 6 inches thick. The surface ii

green when young, brown-black, and ahining when
old, and it ia covered all over with little boaaea, to

which the fronds were once attached. The genus
was included in Folypodinm by Hooker and Baker,

but it is now kept up, and ia placed near to Dicksonia
by Baker. The plants at Kew have produced plenty

of new fronds since their arrival.

EiCHAEDiA Rehmavni.

A figure of this plant was published in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle last year, vol. xiv., p. 564, and a full

account of it was given on p. 770, including a com-
munication from Mr. Medley Wood of Natal to the

Director of Kew respecting the colour of the spatbes,

which in Natal are uniformly rose-purple. Tubers
of the plant were sent to Kew, and one of these is

now in fine leaf and flower. The apathe is like a

small spathe of R. sethiopica, white, with a dark
green recurved tip, and a flush of rose on the inaide

upper portion. Evidently this plant does not colour

so well here as in Natal. There can be no doubt that

the spathes are wholly rose- purple there, but here

they are merely rose-tinted. This haa been the case

on three aeparate ocoaaione, first in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden in 1888, next with Mr. Krelage at

Haarlem laat year, and now at Kew. Posaibly more
colour would have been developed by the Kew plant

bad there been more annlight during the laat

ew days. The tubers aent by Mr. Wood were
from the plant that produced roae-purple flowers

with him. Thia apeciea ia diatinct from all other
Ricbardiaa in having lanceolate, not sagittate leaves.

Of course, it is pretty enough to find favour as a
garden plant, but so far it haa failed to deserve the
name of "pink-flowered Calla." W. W., Kew.

Forestry.

THINNING FORESTS.

In Forestry it ia unfortunate that those who form
theories resulting from their own work in plantations

and observation, are generally too old, after they

have formed them, to carry them into practice. The
late Mr. Enys, of Enys, Penryn, Cornwall, formed

one late in life, but was unable to work it out sys-

tematically. He applied it to his own plantations to

a certain extent, and one that had not been thinned
for thirty or forty years had openings made in it

after it fell in band, which restored it to a growing
state, without any trees being blown down, as would

have probably been the case if it had been regularly

thinned.

My father planted some 200 acres, and had

some old plantations of Finns pinaster which he

cut down and re-planted, and some Oak woods.

He thinned regularly, and when he and my father-

in-law met, they had warm argumenta in my hearing,

which reaulted in my being converted to the more

natural way of treating plantations, cutting holes,

and vistas.

Thismade the entrance toEmyi very pretty, as views
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Fig. 47.

—

pteeocahta caocasica: leaf and fbcit, (shown at the chiswick cONFEaKNCE.)

of distant wooda were leen through the viatat, and
the Hydrangea, Aucnba, Benthamia fragifera, Fucheia,

and other floweiiog and ioliage shrube, beaatificd the

holes that had been cut in ihe plantation each side

of the road. Pious insignii, Cryptomeria, Abiei

Morinda, Deodars, Cypress, and other Conifers diver-

sified the scene.

The discussion in your colnmni for some months sa

to thinning, advised in Brown's Forester, and that

practised by the German school, has led me to trouble

you with some remarks on the Enys theory which I

hope to explain, and the way in which I have

attempted to carry it out for thirty years in my own
plantation near Callington, Cornwall.

In natural forests there is no artificial thinning.

There are openings made by storms, and there are

spaces without trees from the ground being too rocky,

too swampy, or from some other circumstances.

Trees are sometimes grouped by differences of soil,

exposure, climate, &c.

The lesult is fine-grained timber, free from knots

in the thick parts of the forest, caused by the side

branches not having air and light enough to keep

them alive, and the trunks increase slowly, from the

trees only having a brush of foliage at the top, that

has struggled up to the light after killing its weaker

neighbours—the survival of the fittest. The open

paces cause differences in temperature, creating a

constant circulation of air, even in forests which are

too extensive for the storms to penetrate far, both

by day and night.

Daring the day, especially if there is sunshine, the

air is rarified in the open spaces and rises, its place

being taken by the cooler, and consequently heavier,

air from the surrounding shady wood, causing a

circulation of air even on calm days. At night this

is reversed. The open spaces are colder than those

which have leaf canopy, the air descends there, and

rises through the trees. I have been surprised at

the warmth among the trees in the morning com-

pared with the cold in the open spaces in my
plantation,

German foresters say complete leaf canopy is

essential, so that carbonic acid gas may be undisturbed

near the ground. How this promotes growth I do

not understand. May it not be that the currents

of air caused by differences of temperature in plan-

tations, enable the leaves of trees to take up more

carbon from the air as it pas&es them than can be

taken up from a still atmosphere more highly charged

with gas containing carbon which remains near the

surface of the ground ? Hence Mr. Eojs argued

that there should be no regular thinning—only cut

bolt's and vistas.

Those gentlemen who combine sport with planting,

will liud mat woodcocks like this mode of treating

planttttionj. He laid down the rules—woods and

plantatioLS at maturity should have two-thirds of

the ground occupied by trees, one-third open spaces;

and parks one-third trees, two-thirds open spaces.

I have tried removing one-fifth of the trees at a

time, and am well pleased with the result. The first

series of cuts made were two trees wide, leaving

eight trees between the cuts. If I began treating

another plantation, I should open it earlier, making

cuts one tree wide, and leaving four trees.

It will be seen, by the extracts from my log of

plantation work which follow, that the trees on the

level sheltered ground near the river, where growth

is most rapid, were opened first, then vistas were

cat in the south corner of the wood near the river.

Only the Fir were removed from the vistas, leaving

young Oak and Spanish Chestnut to be taken down

two years alter they were exposed to light and air.

The mixed trees at the head of the wood were

thinned, first by taking up a cartload of Spruce Fir

and Silver for another plantation ; then the shelter

belts of Green Fir were thinned regularly. The

grass was all killed in the field part, so that was

opened next, and Scotch Fir at the head of the wood

thinned regularly, as sturdy growth is more essential

in the most exposed parts than great height of the

trees. I have put thiee shelter belts: one along

the ridge between the wood at d the part taken

in from a field, one falling from the mixed
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trees, Sycamore, Beech, and Turkey Oak being

planted among the Fir at the head of the wood to

the river in a north-westerly direction, and another

nearly parallel to it across the narrow part of the

wood, to break the prevailing south-westerly winds.

Then the roads were made ; next, cuts made from the

roads in a direction that let in the least wind and

most sunshine ; then cuts parallel to the roads in

the wood, dividing it into blocks, eight trees wide by

twelve trees long. After that, dead and suppressed

trees were removed, and forest trees branched.

Next year I propose to make cuts in the line of rows

of trees 20 feet wide, with close trees 80 feet wide

between the cuts ; these being the last cuts that I

intend to make, and shall cut dead and suppressed

trees until the plantation is mature. It has been my
practice to cut in May, when the trees want room,

and winter storms are over.

Poles full of turpentine are more durable than

those that are cut in winter, and I saw Spruce and

Silver Fir cut in June in the Black Forest, where

snow buries the best part of the tree in winter. I

have cut all the trees myself, except employing a

carpenter once for half a day, and vary the direction

of vistas when a fine tree comes in the way.

In the 5 acres of wood I have only lost one tree of

anv size, and that had its head ringed by a squirrel,

which I attribute to my mode of treatment. In the

field part I generally have lost thirty trees from

death annually for several years past, out of only

I acre, though it was cultivated ground before it was

planted, and scarcely any trees died young. This I

attribute to its not having been opened at regular

intervals as were the five acres of wood.

I intend to m ake cuts through the field part next

year, at same distances as in the other, and shall

employ men, as my time will be spent in measuring

and directing the work. The cuts will be in a

different direction from those in the wood, and

parallel to its outer hedge on the east. I am curious

to see whether this will preventthe death of more trees.

The plantation,which it has been my pleasure towork

in has an area of six acres, five of which was an Oak
wood before it was felled in May, 1855. The other acre

was part of a field with some Oak trees on the north

side. All steep ground except a strip by the Lynher

River, on part of which some Oak trees were left to

shelter from the west. One that was felled contained

85 cubic feet of timber. A group of Oaks was left

in the south-west corner for shelter. About an acre

was occupied by the timber that remained, by rocks,

and two paths through the wood.

The trees were planted from February 23 to

March 5, 1857, by contract, £7 10s. per acre
;
planter

kept it ailed for two planting seasons. Labour was

leading man 15 days ; labourers 33.J days ; boy to

carry trees, 8 days ; and was superintended by

myself ; and the work was very well done.

Trees planted: 100 Cornish Elm, 500 Scotch Elm,

100 Spruce, 150 Silver, 500 Scotch Fir, 500 austriaca

150 Oak (in field part), 800 Spanish Chestnut, 12,271

Larch, some Turkey Oak, Sycamore and Beech. In

October, 1857, a few Finns insignis and other Conifers

three Fagus macrophylla, three Abies Cephalonica

were planted. March, 1864, planted one Picea

Menziesii, one Abies Nordmanniana, six Crypto-

meria japonica near the river, where they were cut

by frost several times until their heads were above

the fogs ; one Abies grandis, one A. Pinsapo. Pinus

insignis were planted three times, and were all killed

by frost.

In December, 1857, brambles were cleared, and the

shoots knocked off from the stools. Sowed insignia

April 4, 1866, transplanted thirty-three on
March 5, 1867, seven were alive November, 1867.

All were killed in the winter of 1880 to 1881, when
snow lay on the ground for some time. One was
30 feet high and 45 inches round at 3 feet from the

ground. They were sheltered from the east, so the

snow was not shaken off the branches. One in the
same parish exposed to the east had not a branch
killed. Survivors, 1894 : one Wellingtonia, one Fagus
macrophylla (Patagonian), one Picea Nordmanniana,
one Menziesii, two Douglasii, one bought for nobilis

more like grandis), two Cryptomeria, one Pinsapo.

The Spruce and Silver Fir were mostly planted

near the river, as I had noticed Spruce Fir grew in

damp places in the small islands of the Baltic, and

in a slate quarry that had not been worked for many

years, as my father had planted refuse-heaps with

Spruce that had grown very well. The English

Oaks were planted amongst Larch in the field part.

Spanish Chestnut and Scotch Elm were scattered

through all the plantation. Scotch, austriaca, with

a few Turkey Oaks, Sycamore, Beech, Silver Fir,

and Spruce were planted as a shelter-group at

the head of the wood, where it rises to the

top of the country and is much exposed. From this

group two shelter belts of green Fir run to the bottom

of the wood. One towards the north along a ridge

between the wood and the field part, the other west,

down a steep slope to the river, and there is another

belt parallel to this between it and the south-west

corner of the wood.

Fogs lie in the valley, and some Silver Firs lost their

leaders from frost several times until they grew

12 feet high. H. R.
(To be continued.)

The Use of Scientific Foeestey.

Forestry, like all other arts, has its scientific side.

Hitherto it has received little attention from those

engaged in the practical work connected with it,

partly owing to the difficulties of acquiring the

necessary knowledge, and applying it to practice

;

and partly to apathy and indifference concerning

subjects not directly connected with practical opera-

tions. Times are changing, however ; and the day

is not far distant, if not already here, when an

acquaintance with scientific principles, upon which

bis work may be based, will be within the reach of

every craftsman. We are sometimes told, however,

that what has been gained in one direction, has been

lost in another. Practitioners of the old school had

to acquire their knowledge as best they could, and

one of tHe most potent means at their disposal was

the faculty of observation. That this faculty is

wanting in the present generation is not asserted for

one moment, but there is little doubt that its place

will be to some extent taken by lecture-room notes

and text-books; now, the latter sources of infor-

mation consist chiefly of generalised facts and

principles ; and, although they may require qualify-

ing and modifying before being applied to any

particular case, yet they enable one in a few

minutes to acquire information which represents the

labour and observation of many generations of

workers. With such advantages at hand, there-

fore, it is not surprising that less reliance should

be placed on personal or individual observation,

than upon general deductions drawn from the col-

lated records of several generations. In the case of

forestry, this fact deserves special consideration.

The farmer or gardener, after a few years' practice,

can tell pretty well whether his methods and treat-

ment of his crops are correct or not. The forester,

however, is less favourably situated. Crops which

require a century or so for their development, can-

not be watched and attended to from seed to

maturity by one generation of men, while the amount

of observation usually devoted to annual crops is

seldom extended to the growth of forest trees, or if

so, the experience thus gained is often lost with the

observer. A young forester, therefore, whose train-

ing has been carried on in one quarter of the

country, may be called upon to fill a situation in

another and distant one, where the species of trees

and methods of work differ greater from those he

has been accustomed to. In possession of empirical

knowledge only, he must either rely upon local cus-

tom as his guide, or go to work in an uncertain

and haphazard manner. Errors of judgment in

forestry matters have often far-reaching eflfects, and

cannot be rectified so rapidly as those made in

growing annual crops. It must be apparent to all

impartial minds that a man who has gone through

a systematic course of training in the scientific, or

as it is sometimes erroneously termed, theoretical

part of his work, is, other things being equal,

more likely to get quickly in touch with his

work and grasp the ideas, and carry on the

plans of his predecessor, than one lacking

that training. Even when riper years have

brought experience to his aid, the forester who

prides himself upon being " practical " (with a big P),

often labours under delusions, and bases bis methods

of work upon erroneous ideas, which a little scien-

tific knowledge would quickly dispel. Any system

of sylviculture to be successful must be carried out

in its entirety, and for this to be done it is necessary

that successive generations of foresters in charge

should be acquainted with, recognise, and work on

that particular system which their predecessors have

adopted. This does not mean arule-of-thumb adherence

to certain rules and practices, but that a wood should

be treated with a view to the most successful exe-

cution o f the original plan, so long as this plan is

adapted to the condition of the crop.

Alter all, however, this question concerns the

proprietor more closely than anyone else. Under

present conditions, a young forester who regards hia

calling merely as a means of livelihood, ia not en-

couraged to expend time and money in acquiring

knowledge which ia practically ignored by hia em-

ployer, and the possession of which by a candidate

lor an ap pointment is sometimes regarded with sus-

picion, as being likely to render him "above his work."

The low standard of excellence which proprietors

look for in wood-management also induces them

often to select a man more for his general

knowle dge of estate work than for any skill

he may have exhibited in forestry matters.

Hence it is, that British woods are often

placed under the care of men who are ignorant of

the elementary principles of forestry, but who are

possibly intelligent enough and capable enough in

other branches of estate work. Such men have their

own ideas of the way in which planting, thinning,

&c., should be done, which may or may not be in

accordance with correct principles, but as often as

not are totally different to those formed and carried

out by their predecessors. The result is obvious.

Plantations are crowded at one period, and exces-

sively thinned at another. Preference is given to

particular species in planting, which may be totally

nnadapted to soil, situation, or the meeting of the

local demand for timber. Species which require

totally different treatment are mixed up indiscrimi-

nately, and 80 forth. Systematic management for

any length of time is consequently out of the ques-

tion, and woods, instead of being a substantial

source of income, often prove expensive luxuries on
an estate, although the actual loss, being spread

over a long period, may be rarely apparent to the

proprietor whose predecessors have planted them,

A. C. Forbes.

Nursery Notes.
—— .

MESSKS. H. CANNELL & SONS.

The familiar invitation, " Come and see," which
Mr. Cannell keeps so persistently before us, denies

one of the least excuse for omitting a visit to thia

fiowery nursery at Swanley. Such a circumstance,

no doubt, is to the benefit of all who have a " weak-
ness " for flowers, and who are ever within a conve-

nient distance from the spot, for they might other-

wise miss an instructive, as also an interesting

excursion, it being a truth that at all times and
seasons the visitor will see something that will

command attention, and something upon which to

reflect, whether it be a fine display of Begonias in sum-
mer, the autumn Chrysanthemums, an unparalleled

glow of zonal Pelargoniums—the colours of which,

are heightened or deepened by a snow-covered

ground in winter ; or other specialties of well-known

flowers.

On a recent occasion, among many other thinga

that interested us, were some of the newest of the

hybrid Cannas, varieties of which are becoming

more numerous each year, and certainly as flowering

plants they are improving in large degree, both in

size of flower, and in the colours thereof, also in

habit of growth. Dwarf Cannas are no longer plants

4 feet in height, but many of them bloasom at 1 foot
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high, and bear flowers in every aense better than the

old raribtiea. These improved varietiea are almoat

all due to the coatinental raiaers, bat aeveral of oar

Engliah firms are taking np the work, and we ahall

see still further improvement in the near future,

though the botanical structure of the flower ia auch

that croaa-fertiliaation ia not quite ao eaa; as in many
other florista' flowers.

Senator Montefiore (Vilmorin), ia in colonr a rich

apricot inclined to cheatnut, with margina of yellow,

and rather obscure apotting. ConquSrant ia brighter

and richer than the foregoing, and almost self-

coloured, the aepala are wide, and it ia a good flower.

Diavolo (Vilmorin), waa not in perfect form,

bat one could aee that the flowera are of

large size, petals good, and the colour rich

madder-red. One of the very finest of all

the varieties sent out this year, is called

Queen Charlotte, from Pfitzer of Germany, It

It is one of the most easily grown, and with the

greatest freedom throws up spikes of exceedingly

handsome and large flowera. In colour the bloom ia

of very bright acarlet, each sepal having a tolerably

broad band of bright yellow round the margin ; the

sepals are about \k inch wide. There ia a large

stock of thia gem here, and the flowera were to be

aeen therefore in quantity. It atrikea one aa being a

aeedling from Madame Crozy, an older and well-

known variety of conaiderable merit. J. D. Caboa
has been out for aeveral aeaaons, and is a good self-

coloured variety of amber shaded chestnut. Paul
Marquant (Crozy) is dwarf, and in colonr a reddish-

chestnut ; it is very pretty. Paul Lorenz, another

dwarf one, and named after the raiser, is an
exceptionally high-coloured variety ; and a dwarf-

growing sort of high - coloured scarlet is Kaiser

William II., sent out a few seasons since. Alphonse
Bouvier, which is not new, has a flower of intense

crimson ; then there is Star of '91, perhaps the

dwarfeat of all the aorta, flowering at a foot high, and
sometimes less ; the flowera are not quite of firat-

class form, the margin of the sepala having a partially

ragged appearance. Victor Hugo and Paul Bert are

alao dwarf, and the flowera are good. There are

numerous varieties of the type bearing yellow flowers

spotted with colonr more or leas intense andof diSering
aize, of which Amiral Avelan and Ducheaa of York
are specimens; and we had almost forgotten to men-
tion Aurora, another of Vilmorin's, bearing prodi-

gious-sized flowers of bright chestnut-red, and
Progress, from the same source, which is also a
desirable sort.

One of the best varieties for sab-tropical effect

ia one called SSnateur Millaud, the foliage of

which is exceedingly large and handsome ; the centre

of the leaf is not an extra good colour, but a band of
fine dark colour close to the margin is seen to advan-
tage, and where a large bold leaf is required it is juet

the thing. The flowera are orange-coloured.

Since the flowers of the Canna have been so much
improved that they are not inaptly termed Gladiolus-
flowered varieties, these handsome plants might well
become a little more popular in gardens. Most of

them possess foliage of very fair decorative value,

and the additional attractiveness of the flowers ought
to induce gardeners to use them more freely for

planting in large tubs to atand in conaervatories
and approaches thereto, and also for placing about
the lawns, though probably these newer varietiea

will be found to flower leaa freely if grown in the
open. In a tub or pot in the conaervatory, however,
the best reaults can be obtained, especially with such a
variety as the new Queen Charlotte, which, in such
a position, will go on making new growths, and
producing a spike of bloom from each of them.

The Seed Ghodnds at Etnsfobd.

Eynsford is the next station down the line from
Swanley, and here—almost abutting on the station

—

is the farm a few years since acquired by Messrs.
Cannell for seed-growing and similar purpoaes, and
to which considerable intereat attaches, from the
fact that Mr. Cannell is determined to succeed—if

that be possible—in producing aeeda of Aaters,

Scabious, Coreopaia, and, indeed, moat of oar annuala,

the supply of which we have always had from

Germany.

The idea of growing our own ia a laudable one,

and there can be little doubt that in a fairly large

degree, at any rate, the purpose will be fulfilled.

A good part of thia farm forma a aort of ravine,

and furniahea some considerable slopes, both

north and south. On the southern bank, then,

where they are well exposed to the sun and pro-

tected from the north by the hill, are all

the flowers that have been planted for seed. A walk

amongst these very soon reminds one again of the

destructive May frosts which have been blamed so

frequently that invective has well-nigh exhausted

itself. However, the Asters have suflTered terribly

from that cause, the loss of plants amounting to one-

third of the whole or more. On the other hand,

those that were spared have done remarkably well,

the plants all being unusually robust and free-

flowered. Plenty of examples were carrying upwards

of forty blooms, and in one instance we noticed one

with fifty-two, including large and small. All the

different sections of the Aster are represented, and
we noticed the quilled varieties and the Pompon, the

dwarf Chrysanthemum in twelve colours, Pieonia-

flowered, Giant Comet, Divarf Bouquet, Victoria,

Giant Emperor, Mignon (a most delicate white

variety, changing to lilac) and Jewel. Examination
of the flowers showed that the seed in many cases

was formed and already plump, only needing a little

autumn aunahine to ripen a good harveat, failing

which the yield will be considerably minimised. All

kinds of other half-hardy flowers are grown in the

same way, and with considerable success. The varieties

of Coreopsis were remarkably bright, and not the

least effective of theae waa the dark-flowered san-

guinea. Nor is the seed farm devoted to flowera

only. Peas, Beana, Potatoa, Oniona, and Braasicas

in numeroua varietiea, together with miacellaneoua

other vegetables, and covering acres of land, are

noticed in thia Kentish seed farm.

FBtnT AT Langlbt.

Such ia the different reault experienced by the

fruit-grower or tree-producer at the end of one
aeaaon from that at another, that a viaitor to the

Langley fruit nursery a week ago found almost every-

thing opposite In character and appearance to the

circumstances of the place at the same time last

year. Then Apples were plentiful. Pears not quite

so abundant, the trees had made but little growth,

and eapecially noticeable was this in the maidens of

Apples, Fears, and Plums alike, but the little wood
that waa made waa thoroughly ripened, the buda
were already plump and hard, and frnit trees

generally, even in September, clearly promised an
extraordinary wealth of blossom to succeed the

winter. The ground itself was dry and parched,

there had been little trouble from weeds during the

season, and the drought had caused the leaves of all

trees to fall prematurely.

This season, on the contrary, although Apolea
are a better crop than we have seen in some gardens,

they are poor when compared with the harvest of

last year ; whilst on the other hand. Pears are an
extraordinary yield, being even more plentiful than
Apples were then. Plums—some of which were
still hanging^have also been a good yield, but there

has been much splitting. In the place of the short

well-ripened shoots of last year, there are strong

and lengthy shoots on trees of every kind, and the cul-

tivator is hoping for some aun during the ahortening

daya that intervene before winter to ripen these

rather green shoots. However, the last fortnight or

ao has done considerable good in this respect, and
the outlook is not so bad as was expected it would
be. The ground everywhere is supplied with water,

and all kinds of herbage is green, whilst weeds have

been troublesome.

With such a aet of changed circumatances, the

diaplay of bloaaom next spring may not be expected

to equal that of the last spring, but the trees are full

of vigour, and if favourable weather should prevail

there will, no doubt, be a fair quantity of blossom,

which, if it escape spring frosts, may produce as good
a crop of fruit generally as we have had this year.

Messrs. .Tames Veitch & Sons have just completed
budding on much better stocks than were available

in 1893, and an inspection discloses a fine stock
of trees, both maidens and older ones, of Apples,
Pears, Plums, and Cherries, in almost any shape of

form, and of great variety. Looking at the novelties

—for most of the Apples and Pears were still unga-
thered—Marguerite Marillat is a very large heavy
fruit, of good colour, with rather small deeply-set

eye, stem sometimes placed obliquely, it is a free

beaier, and may prove a desirable addition from
the French lists ; it is in season in October,
and the flavour is said to be good. Another
one called BeurriS Fouqueray was exhibited

by Messrs. Veitch last season. It is a
round good-looking fruit, a wonderful cropper, and
last year is said to have stood the spring frosts

better than most varieties ; it is recommended to be
grown as a pyramid on the Qaince. Then there is

Magnate, a first-class Pear, raised by Jlessrs. Rivera

and Sons. The fruit is large, and of handsome
shape, but the trees are young, and will bear better

another season ; it is described as very free bearing.

Duchesse de Angoultsme Panaches is identical in

most respects with the type, but the fruits and the

wood are striped ; it is an old variety, and has never
been largely grown. There were aome capital apeci-

mena of Triomphe de Vienne, a variety less known
than it deserves to be. The fruit is large and long
in shape, tapering almost evenly throughout, of good
flavour, and the habit of tree good and very prolific

;

it is generally ripe in September. La France is the

name of a variety from France ; it has produced a
heavy, uneven kind of frnit, but nothing can be said

as to its flavour at present. Huyshe's Prince Consort
bore a very heavy crop, even when compared
with other free kinds; it is a large, juicy,

well - flavoured variety, and is ripe about mid-
season. General Todtleben, a later Pear, and a

large, well-known variety, was also very plentiful

;

whilst Louise Bonne of Jersey has such a crop that

the size of the fruits suffer. Flemish Beauty,

Doyenne Boussoch, Beurr^ Sterckmans, Baronne de

Mello, Bergamotte d'Esperen, Beurr^ Hardy, Marie
Benoist, Olivier de Serres, Beurr^ Bachelier, Fon-
dante d'Automne, Bergamotte Heimbourg, Brock-
worth Park, and Beurr^ de Jonghe are all good
varieties, and were among the most noticeable in

regard to heavy cropping. The old and well-flavoured

Gansell's Bergamot had a good crop and large fruits.

Btllissime d'Hiver is a capital stewing Pear, though
not so large as Catillac ; it is a better cropper, and
in habit of growth is closer and more compact.

First among the Apples may be remarked
Beauty of Stoke, awarded a First-class Certificate

by the Royal Horticultural Society last jear. It is

a culinary variety of good size and weight, has a
russetty appearance, and is said to be of excellent

cooking quality. As pyramid or standard it bears

very freely, and is a capital late, good-keeping Apple.
Bismarck, now so well known that it needs no
remark, except it be because it has become so

common in a short space of time, was noticed in

good form ; cordons of it were roped with frnit—it will

grow almost anywhere. Wealthy, a good kitchen

Apple, bore a heavy crop, of good colour. Tyler's

Kernel had several immense fruits ; and Sandring-

ham, Tom Putt, King of the Pippins, Court of Wick,

and Bramley's Seedling had crops good in quantity

and quality. A tree well cropped with the old

Alexander had the best-coloured fruits of this we
remember seeing. Winter Hawthornden was looking

well on moderately-sized pyramids ; and Baumann'a
Winter Reinette and Warner's King were good.

Fraise de HofBnger is a new one from France, the

fruit is high-coloured, of|good size, and the flavour

is described aa satisfactorr. Peasgood's Nonsuch,
King Harry, Pomme de Neige—the white- fleshed

Apple, Landsberger Reinette, Scarlet Pearmain,
Abbot's Pearmain, Seaton House, a pretty and excel-

lent variety ; Cellini Pippin, Bradleigh's Russet,

and Saltmarsh's Queen were all noticed as bearing

satisfactory crops for this season, which is not by
any means a good Apple year.
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THE GENUS CEANOTHUS.
Mas. Katberine Brandegee ha» ja«t published,

in the Proceedings of Ihe Californian Academy of

Natural Science (<er. 2, iv., 173), the results of a Iodr

and careful study of the difficult genus Ceanothns,

which, finding its greatest development in California

in many beautiful species, makes in early spring one

of the most conspicuous and attractive features of

vegetation, especially in the Coast-range region

south of the Bay of San Francisco. The last study

of these plants was that of Dr. C. C. Parry, published

in vol. V. of the Proceedings of the Davenport Academy

of Science, where thirty-two species were recognised,

and where, for the first time, the prevalence of

natural hybrids in this genus, the ease with which

these may be recognised in the field, and the corre-

sponding difficulty of their separation in herbaria,

were pointed out. According to Mrs. Brandegee,
" the hybrids of Ceanothus are found wherever two

species of the same section grow together. As a

rule, to which there are, however, many exceptions,

no two species of the same section occupy the same

area. Either one grows at a higher elevation or at

a different exposure, and the hybrids occur along

the lines of junction. They seem usually to be

fertile, and shoiv every gradation from one to the

other parent.

" Ceanothus is very readily and completely killed

by the fires which so frequently run over the cha-

parral hills of California. About the places where

their parents grew the seedlings then spring np in

great numbers, although they are otherwise rarely

seen. A certain proportion of these seedlings are

always where two difTerent forms have grown inter-

mingled, found to be hybrids, if the district should

be again swept by fire before the seedlings bear fruit,

the species in that locality would be exterminated,

with, perhaps, an occasional sheltered exception,

which may almost as readily be a hybrid as one of

the parent forms. In this way, as may readily be

conceived, a fertile hybrid might become established

as the prevailing form in a given district. Where
the seedlings survive in great numbers, cross-ferti-

lisatioQ being made certain by the swarms of insects

attracted to their fragrant flowers, a continual

crossing takes place, not only between the original

forms, but between the hybrids and their parents on

either side."

In this paper the number of species is reduced to

twenty-one, divided into two sections, Euceanotbus

and Cerastes, with the three closely-related species

which Mrs. Brandegee suggests laay, perhaps, best

be treated as varieties of one. In addition to species,

many hybrids are described. Under each species

the original description is published verbatim, because
" the modification which descriptions undergo by

increasing knowledge of their variations is often very

great, and it seems to me the duty of monographers

to give the original diagnoses in addition to their

own, so that readers may be in possession of the

data necessary to form soma sort of independent

opinion without the necessity of acquiring a con-

siderable librarv." Garden and Forest.

tion were started, and the name of the late reigning

Duke of Saxe-Coburg appeared at the head of the

one most numerously signed by the foreign visitors,

in answer to which the mayor gave assurance in

writing that there was no question of destroying the

tree. An ingenious ' plebiscitum,' or public voting,

was on this occasion started by one of the local

papers ; two small, oblong squares were left in blank

for many successive days in one of its columns, the

one having ' Oui ' in the centre, the other ' Non.'

One of these little squares was to be detached, and

deposited according to the reader's opinion on the

question, in the letter-box at the office of the paper.

The result was an overwhelming majority in favour

of the retention of the tree
"

In another part of the report, Consul Harris says,

" that an Englishman of the name of Thornton, has

established, in the immediate neighbourhood of

Nice, and on property of which he has acquired the

freehold, a training - school for young gardeners,

chiefly waifs and strays, who are trained in a

thoroughly practical manner, and are kept under

strict and almost military discipline. The education

of the first batch of these will be completed next

autumn, when occupation will be found for them,

which will supply a want much felt in these parts,

where no good native gardeners are available."

GARDENING IN NICE.
The following extract from the British Consul's

Report on the trade of Nice for the years 1893-94

will indicate how they manage such things in

France;—"It is much to be regretted," says the

Consul, " that the municipal engineer should have

thought it necessary to complete the laying-out of

these gardens by cutting a broad avenue through

the old Jardin Public, destroying its fountain and

old Pepper- tree (Schinus MoUe), and this for no

discoverable reason, except to come out opposite

that very ugly building the Jet6e Promenade, or

Prumenade Pier. It is said that even the handsome

row of Palm-trees on the Qnai Mass^aa is menaced,

as also the Eucalyptus on the square of the same

name, which, being our single really large tree, is

the pride of the city. This tree was stated to be

doomed two years since, and a veritable Gum-tree

question arose among as. Petitions for its preserva-

and similar particulars of certain seeds exported,

some of which are produced here, others received

from abroad for transhipment only.

Imports of Clever and Grass Seeds during 1893.

From Denmark
Germany ...

Holland
Belgium ...

France
United States

Other countries

cwt. £
... 1.601 3,723

... 105,63li 29i,113

... 19.680 36,728

... 12,43i 29,081

... 60,08i 103,977

... 103.018 260,375

... 2,069 3,054

Total from foreign countries 304,512 731,381

Ffom Victoria

New South Wales
New Zealand ...

Canada
Other colonies...

25 60

6,7(5 13,826

20,831 43,422

1,244 3.371

13 II

Total from British pos-

sessions 28.891 £60,68)

The Board of Trade returns give the imparts into

the United Kingdom of Clover and Grass seeds for

the first seven months of this year as 198,867 cwts,,

value £502,417, as against 193,717 cwts, value

£481,874 for the corresponding period of 1893,

Import! of Vegetable and Flower Seeds during 1893.

THE SEED TRADE.
CCoiitinued yrom p. 336.)

The Seed Tbadb of To-dat. — At one time

the outcome of the British seed - harvest could

be taken as a good guide for the seedsman to

form an opinion of the season's outlook; not so

now, however, for with an increasing annual demand

our country is only found capable of producing an

infinitesimal portion of the seeds required for home

nse and exporting purposes.

Keen merchants discovered this years ago, and after

conducting exhaustive experiments in both hemi-

spheres, they have to-day a knowledge of the pecu-

liarities of every district in the world to enable them

to supply their wants. The result of this energy

on their part has attracted the attention of resident

landholders, and speculators with a small knowledge

of seed-cultivation have also migrated to these

favoured localities, and we now find all kinds of

choice seeds grown and offered in every direction.

New Zealand specially claims attention in this

respect ; this colony, favoured with probably one of

the finest climates in the world, is every year

becoming a more important factor in the seed

supply. A few years ago offerings from this distant

part of the world were looked upon as a novelty,

now such samples find their way to Mark Lane in

regular supplies that vie in quality with the best

British productions. Canada, New South Wales,

and Victoria are also becoming great seed-producing

centres. The temperate parts of Australia, which

include the colonies aforementioned, seem eminently

adapted for the production of the more tender kinds

of garden and flower-seeds, and already some enticing

parcels have found their way to London.

The leading European countries have for many
years made the cultivation of seeds quite an

important industry, and where favoured with a

genial climate, the choicest of their harvestings are

poured into our British markets, where better prices

are realised than at home.

The United States and California are also

becoming large seed-producing channels.

It will thus be seen that onr home growers require

to exercise the greatest intelligence in the selection

of their cultivations, to keep pace with these astute

competitors of sunnier climes.

The latest information we are able to publish per-

taining to the British seed trade with the world, is

that collected by Her Majesty's Customs for the year

of 1893. It will be observed that the figures represent

an enormous volume of businesf, quite sufficient to

give as an important standing amongst the com-

mercial transactions of the country.

For the present we give the quantities with values

of certain seeds imported into the United Kingdom,
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GUNTON PARK.
In a county «o fsmona for iti old homea and

extensive Bporting domains, ae i» Norfolk, there

are few probably that have acquired and retained

«o envied a name aa Gunton. The family of

Harbord has been settled in thia part of the

county for a long time, the firat baronet was

created in 1745, and the firat baron in 1786;

but much of their former wealth, now alienated,

was obtained from Middleton, Mancheater. The

place laya aome few milea north - eaat from

Norwich, and ia readily reached by railway.

The character of the landscape commencea to

change at Norwich, and, instead of the flat land

and marah so common to the eaatern and western

parts of Norfolk, a aomewhat aharply undn-

aay here, that " thick canopy " ia the rule in the

older woods at Gunton,

It may ba that this close order from the first,

with, of course, some moderate degree of thinning-

out, has much to do with the fine growth of trees on

a naturally infertile soil, the decaying vegetable

matter of leaves and undergrowth being preaerved

for the benefit of the timber, instead of being

reduced in bulk by evaporation, aa in the case of

woods maintained in " open order." The anchor-

roota lie deep in the aoil, bat the feeders would

probably be found in the spongy maia of decaying

herbage and tree leavea covering the ground in these

thick wooda. Another circumstance that doubtless

assists growth is the frequency of sea-foga, which

are heavily charged with moisture.

Conifers, with a few ex-ieptioT, make aatisfaotory

The FaniT Gabdens.
The next most interesting feature of the place ia its

fruit- collections indoors and out of doors. The kitchen-

gardens, for there are several divisions, have excel-

lent walls, and these are exceedingly well furniahed

witb Pear trees, and in some cases with Apples, the

branches being usually trained at an angle pointing

slightly upwards, with the idea, probably, of over-

coming the tendency of the lower branches of hori-

zontally-trained treea to die off at an early stage, or

at least to become weak and nearly infertile. The
fruits are, this season, clean, and generally free from
blemish. Those that are the best fruiters of the

year are Glou Morceaux, the fruits of which are

likely to be smaller than usual; Marie Louise, Marie

Louise d'Uccle, Conseiller de la Cour, Liuis Binne
of Jersey, Enile d'Heyat, Thijmpaon's, Jirgonelle,

FlO. 48—PHILLYREi DECORA : FLOWEBS WHITE, FBUIT HEDDI9H PCEPLE. (sHOWN AT THE CHISWICK COKFBEENCB.)

lating succession of hill and dale presents itself,

much woodland being intersperaed with agricultural

land of apparently great fertility, and atforda con-

stant surprises to the traveller, which culminate in

the district of Cromer. The lesa fertile land ia

covered with Gorse, Heather, or Bracken, and in the

summer season with innumerable Poppies and other

native plants, making a glorious floral picture. Some
of the Gunton home estate has a poorish aoil, and
aome of it little better than aand. Notwithatanding

the poorneaa of the land in parta. Oak and Beech of

large aize are met with in the wooda—as instance

the Thorpe Oak (Quercus pedunculata), with a girth

of 23 feet at 6 feet from the ground, a splendid

"stick," straight and smooth to a height of 40 feet,

at which point the main limbs diverge. This tree

must be 400 to 500 years old—a tree near it, aged

100 years, being a mere sapling by comparison.

Apropos of a recent controveray in these pagea in

reference to the thinning of timber treea, we may

growth, but the best timber ia that of indigenous

deciduous species. To furnish planting-stntf for eo

large an eatate aa Gunton, it has been found

desirable to form a tree-nursery at Thorpe, a short

distance from the Park ; and the kitchen-garden of

an old manor-house, which has long since dis-

appeared, having an area of 2 acres, has been

utilised for thia purpose. This nursery is filled

with a thriving lot of Larch, Spruce, and Fir,

in variety, besides deciduous trees, shrubs. &c.

Gunton being at the present day a sporting eatate,

and one in which •' big bags " must be obtained

at all costs, the owner's attention is naturally

concerned with covert-planting, a kind of planting in

which the damp air of close- canopied woods, which

does not favour the game - preserving, is absent,

pheasants requiring thick, low-branching trees, espe-

cially Spruces, Douglaa and other Fire, in which

to rooat in comparative safety from the pcacher,

and with open apacea aa noraeriea for the chicka.

Beurrfi Billet, B. Heimbourg, also fruiting well in

the open quarter ; Doyenn^ de Comice doing well on

wall, espalier, and bush ; striped Bon Chretien, Pit-

maston Duchess, Doyenn^ Bjnssoch, Brockworth

Park, General Todtleben, Jersey Gratioli, and

Nonvelle Fulvie (thia variety rarely ripens here satis-

factorily). The above list, ai our readers will per-

ceive, comprises the cream of our Pears, and goes to

prove that in thia garden 18i(4 muat be regarded as

a year of Pears.

Apples, on the contrary, are few in number, and

Lord Grosvenor is this season the heaviest bearer.

Mr. Allan, his lordship's head-gardener, told us that

he has become dissatisfied with bush-fruits in the

kitchen-garden, and intends to replace them with

espalier trees, the latter occupying but little space

as compared with bushes and half-standards ; more-

over space is valuable for flower growing where a

large demand for cut blooms, as here, baa to be met.

He will likewise cultivate Gooseberries on espaliers.
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The fruits on espalier trees are always better

developed and coloured, owing to their fuller expo-

sure to sunlight than those of bushes and standards

;

moreover, the wind cannot cause the fall of the

fruit owing to the rigidity of the branches, and that

is a great consideration in windy Norfolk.

The Peach out of doors is not a success, with the

one exception of the Violette Hillive, which fruits well

for a great number of years. We saw some trees of this

variety which could not be fewer than 80 years old.

Gunton has of late years been famed for its fine new
varieties of Strawberries of Mr. Allan's raising ; but

beyond the rows of vigorous plants we observed

nothing, the crop having been gathered some few

weeks before,

The Houses.

Under glass, there was much that afforded food

for thought in the behaviour of 'he various inarchings

of Vine upon Vine, and various crosses of Grapes

bearing on their own and other roots. Taking the

seedlings first, we were shown a black one which had

sprung from crossing the Muscat of Alexandria with

Black Morocco. It has berries of the shape of those

of Madresfield Court, and a handsome bunch, but it is

shy to set in a cool vinery ; it has not been tried as yet

in a warm one. Of this cross, the seedlings which

have been fruited are not identical in colour or shape

of bunch and berry ; and some came so little up to

the requirements of a first-class Grape, that they

have been thrown away. One with streaked fruits

was thought to be good enongh for a stock on which

to work other varieties—Mrs, Pearson, amongst
others, which has done capitally upon it.

In regard to the practice of inarching Vines of

different varieties, Mr. Allan is a believer in the use

of a late variety as a stock for an early one, but not

vice versa ; for the reason that the late variety gives

the longer season for developing the fruit, and
finishing it off to the highest degree of perfection.

In the reverse union, these processes are considerably

curtailed in point of time. Good examples of the

former method were observed in Foster's Seedling

and Backland Sweetwater Vines on stocks of the

Black Hamburgh. Mrs. Pearson is a Grape of much
excellence when worked on a late seedling Vine of

the gardener's raising ; as was also Duke of Bnccleuch

inarched upon Alnwick Seedling. As a variety for

fruiting on a back wall of a vinery that is shaded

by the Vines on the roof, no variety that has

hitherto been tried succeeds so well as Lady
Downe's Seedling, the bunches being almost as

large on the rods near the bottom of the wall, say

8 feet down from the top of the vinery, as those at

the top, and in point of good colour there was no
noticeable difference whatever. This is proved fully

in the Muscat vinery, where Lady Downe's does the
best, and where no other is now planted. In a late

vinery where but little artificial heat is employed in

good seasons, the Black Alicante is the most suc-
cessfully employed variety for a back wall. Vines in

these positions are greatly to be preferred to Figs,

Camellias, and other plants usually made use of,

seeing that they are not so liable to be infested by
scale and mealy- bug, and do not harbour spiders and
dirt in general.

A strong Madresfield Court Vine (Certificated at
R.H.S , August 20, 1867), planted the year it was
sent ont, circa 1868, was remarked. It is still very
fruitful and healthy, and once occupied much more
space in the vinery than it now does, other varieties
having been planted for the sake of securing Grapes
of different colours and flavours, as well as a longer
succession of fruit.

Figs in pots are grown in considerable numbers

—

Negro Largo, Brown Turkey, and some others.
They were finishing off their second crop. Several
Peach- houses were entered, filled with vigorous,
fruitful trees, some still bearing fruits.

We observed growing in hot-water pits a great
number of very large potfuls of Eucharis amazonica
in the most perfect health. These plants are now
at rest. In the few plant-honses there was a quan-
tity of plants in variety, grown chiefly for fur-
nishing, and a few species of Orchids in considerable

numbers, chiefly Cypripediums, Ccelogyne cristata,

Calanthe vestita, &c.

The pleasure-grounds are extensive, and contain

many fine old trees. The flower garden, which

fronts the mansion, and is separated from the great

park by a low wall of an ornamental character, is

planted effectively with the usual kinds of tender

plants. Standing apart a little from this geometri-

cally-formed parterre, a large circular bed was

remarked, planted with Hydrangea paniculate,

which at the time of our visit was profusely fur-

nished with its pnre white trusses of bloom, a

most effective and attractive object. Bambusa
Metake makes a fine mass of rich green foliage,

the plant freely extending itself by means of its

underground rhizomes. It suffers but very little

even in the severest winters.

The Kitchen Garden.

Mr. Allan is an adept in kitchen gardening,

as was shown by the crops now approaching

maturity. The Onions especially weie an enor-

mous crop of fine bulbs of a very good strain,

which, for want of a more distinctive name, we
will call Allan's Reliance; it seemed to be a

variety of the Brown Globe. We understand that

it will be put into commerce next year. Sweet Pea
Princess Beatrice, grown in clumps of about 2.+ feet

in diameter, and reaching a height of 8 feet, afforded

glorious pictures of floriferonsness, in a wide, long

border in the kitchen garden. The rest of this

border was thickly planted with Carnations of a few

decided colours, from which in the season thousands

of blooms could certainly be cut every day.

The above does not by any means exhaust our

notes, bat enough will have been said to show that

Gunton is well worthy of ranking with our best

English gardens.

The Week's Work.
PLANTS UNDER GUiASS.

Hy J. F. McLeod, Gardener, Dover House, Roehampton,

PARIS DAISIES (CHRYSANTHEMUM FRUTES-
CENS, ETC.) —Than this plant none is more largely
grown as a decorative plant in the Metropolitan
district, and its handsome foliage, and the freedom
with which it blooms, account for its popularity. For
early spring-flowering, plants raised in July, will be
found the most suitable ; and for general purposes, a
batch of cuttings, rooted at the present time, and
kept growing freely, will be of great value. In
striking the cuttings, place them round the rim of

4^ - inch pots, use a sandy soil, and place the
puts in a frame standing on a mila hot-bed, such as
is used at this season for striking tender kinds of
bedding plants ; moisten the foliage in the morning
and afternoon, and keep the frame somewhat close
till it is seen by the appearance of top-growth, that
roots are formed, when air should be gradually
afforded. Pot the cuttings into 60's, as soon as
sufficiently rooted, and grow them on shelves or
benches, near the light, in an intermediate-house.

AMARYLLIS (HIPPEA8TRUM).—Established bulbs
will now have become sufficiently matured for water to
be withheld from the soil, and the pots to be stored
away on the benches of a dry airy house, there to remain
till .January, the month usually chosen for repotting.
Young bulbs, such as those raised from seed this
year should, however, be kept briskly growing in a
warm-house, potting them up if this be found neces-
sary ; or liquid manure may be resorted to instead.
Gesneras, Tydajas, &c., now become uninteresting,
may also be afforded less water at the root, and
gradually ripened off, afterwards storing the tubers
in dry sand, so as to economise space, if it be limited
in extent.

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.—Seed may now be sown
in somewhat poor sandy soil, standing the seed-pans
on the greenhouse shelves, and watering them very
sparingly. When the seedlings have formed the third
leaf, they should be put singly into small thumbs and
60's, in which sizes they may remain till the month of
January, at which time it is usual to put them into
their flowering pots. The plants should occupy a
shelf near the glass in a cold greenhouse, water being

sparingly given, or damping will soon play havoc
with tbem. The aim at this stage should be the
development of a firm, stocky growth, and with this
aim, no enrichment of the soil is allowed—in fact,

a compost of poorish maiden loam, with a little leaf-
soil and sand, suits them best,

CYCLAMENS.—The time is again at hand when
these usually begin to bloom ; but those plants which
are growing in frames may still have the lights removed
at night, so that the foliage may benefit from the
heavy dews. All flowers as they appear should be
pulled clean away from the crowns ; and clear soot-
water afforded once a week. In arranging the plants,
give plenty of space between them.

DEUTZIA GRACILIS.—Those which have been
plunged in a bed of coal-ashes, may now be taken
out of the bed and stood on planks or pots ; the
foliage having now dropped, the plants are practically
at rest, a stage at which the roots are likely to suffer
from any excess of moistnre.

ACACIAS.—Remove to the greenhouse plants
standing out-of-doors, washing the pots or tubs, re-
moving weeds, decayed leaves, &c. Where it is the
practice to tie the plants into a certain shape, the
present is a good time for doing this. As a rule,
Acacias do not lend themselves to formal training,
and whatever is done in this matter should be as
graceful as the natural habits of the plants will allow.

THE HABDY FKUIT OAKDEN.
By T. TUBTOlf. Gardener. Maiden Srlegh, Reading.

PREPARING FOR PLANTING WALL FRUIT TREES.—The weather at this season favours the prepara-
tion of old borders and the making of new ones for

fruit trees to be planted at a later period this year.
It is an operation that is nearly always called for if

the garden is an old one, trees never growing satisfac-
torily in worn-out soils, and it will be advisable in
snch case to entirely remove the soil for a distance of
4 feet from the wall, and at least 2 feet in depth,
having due regard to the kind of subsoil. To do
this kind of work whilst the weather is dry, expedites
and lessens the labour of planting. Most gardeners
keep a stock of various soils, and, except the opera-
tions are of great magnitude, they should not have to
wait for turf to be cut and carted. For stone fruits, if

the land does not rest on chalk or limestone, or it is not
rich in lime, plaster, mortar-rubble or broken chalk
in large quantities may be mixed with it, and also
form a part of the drainage materials of the border.
Naturally-light soils need retentive loam, or a clayey
kind of soil, or even marl, to be mixed with the
staple, but heavy land will need more chalk or limy-
rubble. For Pear trees, lime in the above form is

not so essential, although if the soil be stiff or cold, it

will be improved by their use, and may always find a
place at the bottom of the border, where in the form
of drainage materials they will render the soil

warmer. Charred refuse may be freely mixed in the
soil, especially if heavy. Should the staple soil of
the garden be considered good enongh for tree-growth
without additions, take surface soil from a part of
the garden not under fruit trees, and mix it with
that of the border, simply exchanging the one for
the other. Anything remaining over of the soil of
the border may be made use of as the covering for
the dressing of short-dnng applied to the beds of
Asparagus, At Maiden Erlegh at the time of
writing, preparations for replanting a wall with
Pear trees is in progress. The various soils

and materials are being, in dry weather, wheeled
on to the border—a wide one—ready for plant-
ing the trees, which will be done as soon
as the fruits are gathered from them. Where a
few trees only are to be planted, stations 8 feet long
by 4 feet wide and 2 feet deep are prepared. For
trees in the open borders, the stations are 8 feet
square ; and in the orchard, the round holes are not
less than 8 feet in diameter,

GATHERING APPLES AND PEARS.— In our
district, Apples and Pears have dropped in alarming
numbers, and it has been necessary to go over the
trees frequently and gather all the fruits that parted
easily from the spurs. The gathering of New
Hawthornden, Cellini, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Emperor
Alexander, Warner's King, The Queen, and Ribston
Pippin, from old trees, is now finished. Pears
which are in season in October and the early part of
November, if they are dropping, should be gathered,
these being sure to ripen satisfactorily. The manner
of storing Pears mentioned in a recent Calendar
should still be carried ont.
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GENERAL WORK.—Cat off runners of Strawberry

plants, hoeing and cleaning the beds whilst the

weather remains fine, and the land not saturated

with rain. The quarters and borders of bnsh fruits

should be hoed over, and weeds raked cut.

THE PIiOWEB GABDEW.
Bi/ JoHS Lambert, Gardener, Powis Castle, Welshpool,

BEQONIA BEDS.—Beds of one colour are more

effective, 1 think, than where mixtures are planted.

To keep the plants true to colour, they will need care-

fully labelling now, and style of habit, &c., recorded,

marking at the same time any plants not worth

keeping another year. Seed may be gathered from

the best coloured varieties, but I prefer to purchase

from trustworthy seedsmen. The last two weeks

of fine weather has improved all bedding plants

immensely.

PROPAGATION.—If not yet finished, complete

this work with all speed. In the case of Lobelias

and Alternautberas, mark several plants of the best

habit and colour to be taken up and divided or

potted intact, as may be preferred. Spring cuttings

may have to be taken from these if those already

put in should not do well. If Pelargoniums and other

cuttings are standing outside, it will not be safe to

leave them much longer without some means of pro-

tection being at hand in case of frosty nights. If no
houses or pits are reserved specially for these, some
vineries or early Peach-houses, with shelves near

the roof-glass will suffice for such as Pelargoniums,

either in the storepots or the early struck cuttings.

All Pelargoniums planted in the reserve garden for

the purpose of furnishing cuttings will now be bushy

dwarf plants fit for taking up and potting, and those

will produce a quantity of early cuttings next spring,

as they have had time to break well since the first

batch of cuttings was taken from them.

DAHLIAS.—These must be gone over at once, to

see that they are true to name, and to take note of

their heights, marking all those that it is intended

to throw away to make room for improved varieties.

They will also require frequent attention to remove
decaying flowers, and to give a tie where
required.

VIOLAS.—Those cuttings put in late in the spring

will now have formed strong bushy plants, having
been topped once or twice during the summer, and
they will now remove with nice balls of roots. If

they are to be planted in the same positions as last

season, first remove all the old plants, saving what
further cuttings may be required. These should be

made and inserted as quickly as possible in cold

frames, or under any glass protection, preferably

under a north wall, and in a moderately light soil.

The border to be planted with the rooted plants will

require a good dressing of cow - manure and
soot, and if it can be spared, a little fresh loam
The ground should be dug twice, to make sure

that all the old roots are removed, or they will

be found very troublesome next season. If the pre-

pared plants are put in lines of distinct colours, be

careful not to crowd them ; they should not be
nearer than from 12 to 14 inches in the row, and
6 to S inches from plant to plant. Make them
fairly firm with soil, removing any long loose

shoots. I do not advise the retention of the old

plants.

THE OBCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Groiver, Burford, Dorking.

DENDROBIUIM INFUNDIBULUM AND ITS VARIETY
JAMESIANUM.—These species, coming from the
mountains of Moulmein, require during the summer
the cool moist temperature of the house in which the
Odontoglossums succeed ; but from the present time
a little more warmth is required to develop the new
growths, and a cool place in the Cattleya or interme-
diate-house is more suitable. Root-moisture should
be afforded, and atmospheric moisture by damping
round about the pots on fine days until growth is com-
pleted. Plants of Lselia harpophylla now starting into
growth should be removed forthwith to the same
bouse, their requirements being nearly identical

;

the only difference being, that the Dendrobiums
are benefited by a slight syringing overhead
on warm sunny days, whereas the Lffilias are
better without it, as the young growths,
being very tender, are liable to turn black.
The new shoots when only a few inches high, are
liable to infestation by yellow-fly, and should be

sponged at short intervals of time, so as to keep these

pests in check, as unmolested they seriously injure

the plants, and prove very troublesome. Lselia pumila
(Cattleya marginata) and its varieties, L. Dayana
and L. preestans, are charming little plants, and their

flowers at this season much admired. These species

have been till now accommodated in the cool-bouse,

and should, after this date, be hung up near the roof

of an intermediate-house, where the access of sun-

light will tend to intensify the colour of the flowers.

In the cool- house their flowers quickly become
spotted, and the young growths and leaves suffer.

Lselia pumila requires a very small quantity of material

in which to root, and if properly furnished in this

respect, they will when growth commences require a

considerable quantity of water. Frequently examine
each plant for white-scale, as these insects multi-

ply very rapidly. Sophronites grandiflora and its

variety rosea are inmates of the cool-house ; but some
cultivators afford these plants a rather higher tem-

perature when growth begins, although my experience

is that they do equally well, if they always remain in

the cool-house. In every house one part is sure to

be warmer than the rest of the house, and it is here

that the Sophronites should be arranged, observ-

ing that the maximum of light is obtained, and
the position being such that air may be freely ad-

mitted without causing draughts. This applies also

to the treatment of Epidendrum vitellinum at

this season. I have recently bad plants of this

species hung close up to the roof in this

house, air being freely admitted at all times, with

the result that the leaves became spotted and black

at their points, whereas those plants that were raised

by being placed on inverted pots on the stage, out

of the line of cold currents of air have fresh-looking,

vigorous foliage. In common with other Orchids

when growing, the last two species need to be

frequently supplied with water up to the flowering

season and till it is past and the pseudobulbs made
up; and afterwards the amount should be gradually

lessened. Anguloa Ruckeri, A. unifiora, A. Clowesii,

and A. eburnea should, now that the new pseudo-

bulbs are approaching maturity, receive all possible

light and as much air as may safely be admitted.

When the foliage begins to change colour, water

must be withheld somewhat, but not so as to cause

excessive shrivelling of the pseudobulbs, or the next

season's growth will be weak and wanting in sub-

stance, although a slight shrivelling will have

no ill-effects. Maxillaria Sanderiana, the finest

species, is one which grows well under cool

treatment, but care should be taken to place it in

a dry position amongst the cool Odontoglossums

during the winter. It is a plant that requires

plenty of water at the root at all times, but

its immediate surrounding should be comparatively

dry. Baskets are to be preferred to pots, the flower-

spikes frequently pushing out at the sides after the

manner of Stanhopeas. Trichocentrum albo-pur-

pureum is a pretty species, now in flower—a plant of

small growth, admirably adapted for planting in

baskets in an intermediate temperature.

PLEI0NE8.—The pseudobulbs being now made
up, as soon as the leaves turn yellow and fall off, the

amount of water afforded them must be lessened,

the soil being kept moist, and no more. Imme-
mediately the foliage drops, and the flower- buds

appear, also daring flowering, less moisture ought to

be afforded, otherwise the delicate blooms soon lose

their colour, and fall off. The flowers of this Orchid

keep long in good condition when used for room-
decoration, neither dry air or lack of light affecting

them or the plants; in fact, they always seem to

break away stronger after their short rest in the

dwelling.

FBUITS UNDBB GLASS.
Bii Bailev Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York.

STRAWBERRIES FOR EARLY FORCING.- These

plants should now be well rooted, the leaf-stalks

strong and short, leaves stout, dark green, and the

crowns prominent and well -developed. Do not

allow them to get dry at the root. By the middle of

October protection from severe frosts will be required

for the roots, and if cold pits or frames are available,

the pots should be plunged deeply therein in finely-

sifted coal-ashes, and the lights taken off the pits, ex-

cept whilst sharp frosts prevail. Failing glass protec-

tion, they will stand the winter very well plunged in

coal-ash beds, being protected with stable litter in

severe weather. The frost must be kept from the pots,

or many will be broken. Always remove the litter in

mild weather. Late-potted plants, owing to the

recent sunless weather, are not so forward as is

desirable, and must be exposed as much as possible

to sunshine, and stood wide apart, so that the air

may circulate freely about them. By moving the
pots frequently, the roots will be prevented from
entering the coal-athes or other material they may
be standing on. Battens nailed together to foim
platforms, and simple planks, are excellent for stand-
ing the plants upon.

CUCUMBERS.—The plants will require a night
temperature of 70° to 75^, and a bottom-heat of

about 80° ; the day temperature being 80° to 85°
;

and although a genial growing atmosphere is still

required, it must be less moist than in summer
weather, inattention to this point being the cause of

mildew. Should mildew appear, dust the affected

plants with flowers-of-sulphur. The foliage should be
syringed early in the afternoon, the houses being
closed then. To plants in bearing tepid liquid

manure should be occasionally afforded. Young
plants for winter fruiting should be acquiring

strength, air being afforded them early in the

day but not very liberally, the shoots trained out

and not crowded, but letting every leaf have ex-

posure to the light. When the plants begin to bear,

stop the bearing shoots frequently, but allow others

to grow freely, so as to maintain root activity. Do
not crop heavily at this season.

MELONS with swelling fruits must have a night

temperature of 70°, a rather dry atmosphere at all

times, and scarcely any root waterings as regards

those that may be nearly ripe, plenty of air being

afforded, but maintaining the day temperature at about
80°, or the fruits will have indifferent flavour.

Keep the foliage fresh and healthy till all the fruit

is lipe.

RIPE GRAPES.—The vineries should be slightly

warmed occasionally during the day, the ventilators

being opened somewhat to permit of the escape of

moisture. The removal of decaying berries should

have almost daily attention, great carefulness being

exercised to prevent injary to the appearance of the

bunches, Madresfield Court is a variety requiring very

careful watching for cracked berries, one of which, if

not removed betimes will spoil a large bunch.

THE KITCHEN GABDEN.
By Arthur Coombes. Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

EARLY CAULIFLOWERS. — The autumn-sown
plants will now be sufficiently advanced to trans-

plant into frames and hand-glasses. The frames

should not be deep ones, as it is important that the

plants be near the glass. The soil should be adhesive

loam, without any addition of manure, and should be

made firm before planting. Where cultivation in pots

is adopted, large 60'b are large enough at this time, a

small quantity of spent Mushroom-bed manure being

added to the soil, and, as in frames, it should be made
firm. For hand-glass culture, a place should be

afforded the plants on a south border, digging the

land deeply after manuring it if poor, and a

dressing of soot and lime will be useful. Level the

ground, tread it over evenly, and rake it smoothly.

The glasses may be placed in single lines on beds

3 feet wide with alleys 2 feet wide between. In very

wet soil the beds may be raised by throwing the soil

from the alleys on to them. The plants, to the

number of five or more should be put out under each

handlight or cloche according to its size, the surplus

being removed in March or April. The plants will

need no covering so long as the weather remains

mild, and no heavy rains occur.

CELERY.—Continue to earth up the plants as

may be necessary, and be sure that the soil is not in

need of water. During the past week I have

afforded a large quantity of water to all the Celery,

the soil being very dry.

FRENCH BEANS.—A sowing may now be made in

pots or hot-water pits ; many gardeners will ere this

date have made a start, but unless it is imperative

to keep up the succession, it is better to let a short

time elapse between the end of the autumn crop

and that of the forced one, the latter being then

more appreciated. The pots used may be 9 inches

in diameter, half filling them with rich soil at sowing

time, and filling them by degrees as the plants grow.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, ETC.—Remove decaying

leaves, BO as to admit light and air, the leaves being

put into a heap, tocether with trimmings from

Celery, Cauliflowers, &c., and covered with soil, to

prevent the escape of the offensive odour of decay.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Illustrations.— rft* Editor will thankfully receive and select

pTiotographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

"pages, oj gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

£c ; but he cannot be respotisible for loss or injury.

Newspapers.— CorrespOTid«7i?s sending newspapers should be

careful to Tnark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

FRIDAY,

SAinEDAY, Sept. i 9

MONDAT,

TUESDAY,

MEETING.
Oct. 5—Dundee Horticultural Aseociation.

SHOW.
^Opening Day of the Great Fruit

) Show, by the Royal Horticuliural
\ Society, at the Crystal Palace

(. (three days).

SALES.
• Dutch Bulbs, atProtberoe & Morris'

Oct iJ
Kooms.

) Plants, Roses, Ferns, &c., at Pro-

(. therce & Morris' Rooms.

/Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Sale of Freehold Properties, known
as Mason's Nurser-ea. Windles-
hana. Surrey, re Richard Mason,
dec , by Protheroe & Morris.

Importnnt Sale of Nursery Stock,
at the Windlesham Nurseries,
Bagshot, re Ricnard Mason, dec,
by Protheroe & Morris (three
days).

Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'
Roums.

WEDNESDAY. Oct. 3

THURSDAY, Oct. 4

FRIDAY,

8ATUKDAY,

S Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe StMorris'
) Rooms,

Dutch Bulbs.at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Plants from Belgium. Roses, Ferns,
&c., at Protheroe &MorriB'Rooms,

Orchids and Dutch Bulbs, at Pro-
theroe & Morris' Room .

Oct. bi

n„_ „ I Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris"
"''^- ''1 Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THBEK YEARS, AT CHISWICK.— 54°.6,

The Exhibition and Conference
The Tree and „„ Hardy Trees and Shrubs, and

terence? *^^''' Utilisation, were held under
most depressing conditions at

Chiswick, on Tuesday last. For these, the Society

is to be commiserated. For the varied and
most interesting exhibition it is to be congratu-

lated. As to the arrangements, especially those in

connection with the Conference, it is to be hoped

it will do better next time. As it was, only two
of the items on the programme were carried out,

and those not at the times fixed, so that people

who were specially interested in the Larch
disease, and some of whom, as we know, came
on purpose to hear what was said, were sent empty
away ; whilst not one word was said as to the

nature of the splendid exhibition that was got
together, or to connect that display with the Con-
ference. The extent of the exhibition, we expect,

came as a surprise, for the arrangements made
for its due display were by no means adequate.

By some an opinion was expressed to the

effect that the exhibition should have been held

in the Drill Hall as usual, but it is certain that

the Drill Hall could not have contained the ex-

hibits, and equally certain that under the atmos-
pheric conditions that prevailed, they could not
have been seen in that gloomy building. The
principal exhibitors were Her Majesty the Queen,
the Royal Gardens Kew,the Dukes of Buccleuch,
NOKTHUMBERLAND, and WELLINGTON, the

Marquis of Huntly, Viscount Powehscourt,
Mr. Maxwell of Munches, Sir P. K. Muhbay,
A. Waterhouse, Esq., Captain Holfobd, M.
Max Coenu (the Director of the Jardin des

Plantes, Paris), Colonel Tbemayne, as well as

many of the leading nurserymen. For further

particulars of this remarkable exhibition we refer

the reader to another column. The Conference,

such as it was, was devoted solely to matters of

forestry, two excellent papers being read ; for the

rest we must await the publication of the Journal

of the Society. Mr. Thisblton Dybe, the

Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Sir

Alexandeb Abbuthnot acted as chairmen at

the two meetings of the Conference. Cheering

news as to the health of the Secretary were

received in the course of the meeting, and we
may now add are confirmed in a letter received

as this page is passing through the press.

A LBTTEB in the Times from our
British Fruit ^,^j^gj j^j^^^ ^ colleague, Mr.
and its Price.

t-, ... ^^ a
K. D. Blacemobb, has re-opened

a matter unfortunately too familiar to our fruit-

growing readers. The blame for the low prices

obtained in the markets is very generally laid at

the door of the middlemen. On the other hand,

under existing circumstances, we cannot do with-

out their assistance, and there are many things

which lead to the conclusion that it is unfair to

attribute the whole of the disappointment and

loss to them. They are men of business, acting

strictly on commercial principles, and if they

prove to be better business men than the growers,

that fact is not to be set down to their discredit.

We are pre-supposing honest dealing, of course,

for, speaking generally, it is not to be supposed

that firms with a reputation to lose will be any-

thing but honest. It m»y be that the standard

of the market is not quite on a level with the

standard of the moralist, but, on the other hand,

they that go down to the market do not do

wisely unless they know something of market

ways, and specially of market conditions.

The would-be seller may be an excellent culti-

vator, with a good knowledge of fruit or flowers,

but unless he is also a graduate in market

knowledge, it is to be feared his returns will

be small. lie must not only know what to

grow and how to grow it, but he must know
how to select, classify, and pack his goods ; he

must send them to market at the right time,

that is, when they are wanted, and in the right

quantities, more or less, according to circum-

stances ; and he must know how to utilise and
preserve his surplus produce. The middleman

or the dealer soon finds out upon whom he can

rely for as regular, uniform, and opportune a

supply, as seasons and circumstances permit

;

and a grower who understands these conditions

and acts accordingly, finds his reward greater

than the shiftless cultivator who sends to market
quantities of inferior or mixed products when the

market is overstocked already. We do not

know whether the consumer is not the most to

be pitied. It seems to make little difference to

him whether crops are good or bad, whether there

is plenty or scarcity, whether the grower gets a

fair price or otherwise for his skill, labour and
capital, or whether the middleman's balance is on

the right side or the wrong. The remedy pre-

scribed by the doctors is something which shall

bring producer and consumer immediately to-

gether for their common advantage. Apparently

the remedy possesses no advantage over the

disease, for it is certainly not generally adopted.

Multiplication of markets is another remedy.that
has been proposed, but here again 'from various

causes success has not been secured. The Columbia

Market, the Eastern Counties Market, the Far-

ringdon Market, have all been established with a

view to remove the evils which all admit, but

we believe not one of those mentioned has been

successful. Let us hope that the new market

recently established at Kew Bridge may be more
fortunate,

In view of the forthcoming exhibition at the

Crystal Palace, which opens to-day, and the

discussions that may be expected on that occa-

sion, it may be well to print Mr. Blackmorb's
letter, together with extracts from some of the

correspondence elicited by it,

" I trust that in the comiDg exhibition of British

fruit, and lectures upon the subject, the most im-

portant point of all—that of price—will be considered.

During the present season, the wholesale figures

have been, and some itill are, as follow*, in Covent

Garden Market :

—

Grapes, 9d. to 2» per lb., the latter price only

being reached by the most magnificent fruit. Peaches,

Is. to 3s. per dozen, 2s. being the average for fine

specimens. Flumt, Is. 6d, to 3s. per sieve. Pears,

2s. Gd, to 4s. per bushel, and scarcely saleable at any

price. Apples, 5s. to 7s. per bushel, being remark-

ably scarce this year. Small fruits have sold rather

better, especially Strawberries, because most of the

crop in the ' home counties ' was destroyed by frost

on May 21.

Now, let any man of common-sense consider

whether he could grow fruit with profit at such

prices. Apples alone would give a fair return, if be

only had tbem. When the Apple crop is good, the

price is utterly contemptible. One year I sold 600

bushels at Is. apiece, and lost the baskets.

In face of these facts, which can only become

more adverse each succeeding year, I say that it is

a cruel deception to talk of profitable fruit-growing

in this part of the country. Either you have none,

as may generally be expected, or, if yon have a crop,

it fetches next to nothing after heavy outlay. In

the forty years of my experience, only twice have I

made both ends meet. My books are at the service

of any one menaced with aymptoms of this fatal fad.

Obediently yours, R. D. Blacemobb.

P.S,—1 may add that prices have been quite as

bad at Manchester. I have now hundreds of bushels

of large Pears lying on the ground because they will

not pay for baskttiDg and carriage. E. D. B."

Mr. W. N. AVhite comments on the subject

from the point of view of the broker, and

corrects some of the errors into which previous

correspondents had fallen, he roams over sub-

jects which have been over and over discussed

at conferences, in books, and in journals, and

then imputes to Mr. Blackmore the possession

of maggots in his fruit ! This is not unlikely,

but unfortunately he is not likely to be excep-

tional in this particular. But there is no reason

to insinuate, as Mr. White appears to do, that

Mr. Blackmore is a bad cultivator. Perhaps

Mr. White had no such intention. In any case,

those who know the circumstances will not think

that Mr. Blackmoee needs any instruction in

this direction, nor is he likely to benefit from

the physiological information vouchsafed by Mr.

White, that " the moment the maggot attacks

the core of the fruit the power to take the

sap from the tree is no longer in force,

consequently, the fruit drops, &c." This is a

roundabout and not wholly accurate way of

expressing a truth that we hope the next gene-

ration of teohnioally-eduoated cultivators may
be able to express more in accordance with the

actual course of events.

Mr. Habbison Wkie endorses Mr. Black-

MOBE, and Mr. Acwoeth has something to say

about retail distribution and chartered mono-

polies ; other correspondents write about land

tenure, differential railway rates, turning Straw-

berries into jam, co-operation, &o.

How threadbare the whole thing is, and yet

how fresh it seems to be to the writers in the

Times in the silly season I For these gentlemen

the Royal Horticultural Society, its Fruit Con-

ferences at Chiswick, its Fruit Committees in

Victoria Street, and the horticultural press of

this country, might just as well not have existed.
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AbuTILON VITIFOLIUM (fig. 49).— There are

two distinct varietiea of this most beaatifnl free-

blooming and almost perfectly bardy shrub : the

type form, whose flowers are of a pale porcelain

blue, as figured on plate 379 of the Garden,

appfaring in the number of that paper for

March 10, 1888 ; it is also figured nnder the name of

Sida vitifolia in the seventy-second volume of the

Botanical Maga::mr, on plate 4227. The other

variety has large Sowers of the purest white, which

never vary in colour, and are produced in the

greatest profusion on fally-matured plants, which,

however, are unfortunately apt to die suddenly after

by the learned editor, that the flowers open white,

changing to pale azure as they fade, which is

quite contrary to my experience of the plant for

many years. I have, unfortanately, lost the blue

form, and should be grateful to any reader of these

lines for a rooted cutting of it, if they have one

to spare. This plant is, I may say, perfectly hardy

here, having been quite uninjured by the 29° of frost

which on January 4 and 5 killed so many of my
shrubs, and severely injured so many more. W. E,

Gumhletom, Belgrove, Quecnsiown, Irelnnd. fOur figure

was taken in April from a plant growing in the open
air in the garden of Mr. HAnxLANo, near Cork. Eo.]

Growing in Small Gardens,' prepared by the Rev,
W. WiLKs and Mr. Geo. Bdnyabd, will be read in

the Garden Hall, and discussion thereon invited.

On Monday and Tuesday, at the same time and
place, Mr. Chas. Wise and Mr. Geo. Monbo will

lecture respectively on ' Fruit Growing on a Large
Scale,' and on 'Packing, Grading, and Marketing
Fruit.'

"

United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society. — Oar readers will be
interested in learning that the annual dinner of the
above will take place on Tuesday, October 9, at the

Fia. 49,—ABDTILON VITIFOLIUM—HABUY SHRUB: FLOWERS WHITE, UROWN AT ABL) CAIBN, COBK.

one of these abundant flowerings, without any
apparent cause. This white form must, I think,

have originally been a sport from the blue, as a
small number of the seedlings sometimes turn out to
have blue flowers, thus seeming to indicate reversion
to the type. This, however, I have no personal
experience of, as all the seedlings I have ever raised

have come perfectly true. I remember, however,
that when seed was first sent to me, by a corre-

spondent in Devonshire, he at same time also kindly
sent me a rooted catting from his old plant lest, as

be said, the seedlings that came up for me might not
prove true, which, however, they all did. This white
form is figured in vol. 119 of the Botanical Magazine,
on plate 7328, where it is stated in the letterpress,

Royal Horticultural Society. — The
great Fruit Show, to be held by the Society at the

Crystal Palace on September 29, and October 1

and 2, promises to be a very large one. The
Assistant-Secretary writes:

—"It may be as well to

remind exhibitors that they may begin staging their

fruit at 6 am. on the 29th inst., and must have com-
pleted by 11 A.M., at which hour the judges will meet
the Assistant-Secretary, Mr. J. Weathers, at the

Royal Horticultural Society's temporary offices,

opposite the Egyptian Court, to receive instructions.

The gardeners* luncheon will take place in the

garden ball, on the left-hand side of the great

clock at 1.30 P.M. punctually, and a large attendance

is anticipated. At 3.30 p.m. a paper on ' Fruit

Cannon Street Hotel, at 6 p.m., on which occasion

Arnold Moss, Esq., has kindly consented to preside,

Tickets 5s. each.

LiNOLEY Library.—Our excellent contemporary,

the Gardetiers' Magazine, complains with some reason,

that on the very day of all others when the library

would be most used, access to it is rendered imprac-

ticable, from the fact that council and other meetings

are held in the room. The proposal that the meeting

of the Scientific Committee should be held else-

where than in the library is, however, not tenable,

as it is precisely the members of the scientific com-
mittee who make the most use of the library, which

has to be consulted daring the meetings,
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Chrysanthemums at Battersea Park.—
We are requested by Mr. F. J. Coppin, the aaper-

intendent of the above park, to inform our readers

that the annual shoir of Chrjsanthemnms will be

open to the public on Saturday, October 6, from

10 A.M. until dusk every day, Sundays included, in

the Frame Ground, which is near to the west-gate

entrance, Albert Bridge Road.

" Practical Forestry."—The Brst edition of

Practioal Forestry, by A, D. Webster, baa run out

in less than a year, and a second and enlarged illus-

trated edition is now passing through the press, and
will be ready by the end of October. The first

edition will, likewise, be republished in its present

form, and still retained in Eideb's Technical Series

of Handbooks,

North of Scotland Horticultural and
Arboricultural Association. — The annual
general meetinp; of the members of this association

was held in the Christian Institute, Aberdeen, on the

205h insf. Mr. J. MnNKO, Bonnymuir, President, in

the chair. The secretary's and treasurer's reports

were submitted. Both reports were considered satis-

factory and approved. The secretary then read the

report of a subcommittee appointed to deal with the
arrangements for the winter programme. The first

question was—should the association be carried on
for another year? and, also, if it were to be carried

on, what should the nature of the programme be ?

The committee recommended, in the event of the
association being carried on, that an endeavour
should be made to get np a course of lectures bearing
on the subject of horticulture. It was agreed at the
meeting of the committee to remit the question to

the annual general meeting, whether the association

should be carried on. The chairman said that,

although the membership was small, still he believed
that if a coarse of attractive lectures were arranged
the association would improve its status, and more
interest would be shown to the work that it did.

They did not care for an increase of the general
public ; they wanted more gardeners to take a share
in the work. He believed that if Professor Trail
(Botany Chair, Aberdeen University) and Professor
Nicholson (Natural History Chair, Aberdeen Uaiver-
sity) were approached, each would be willing to give
a lecture on subjects pertaining to their work. He
strongly protested against the idea of breaking up
the association, even for a single year, because at
the end of that time it would be extremely difficult

to resuscitate the association. The president was
supported in his views by several of the members,
and it was agreed to keep the association going for
another year. Office-bearers were appointed as
follows :—President, Mr. J. Monro, Bonnymuir;
Vice-President, Mr. A. Mortimer, Tallos; Secre-
taries, Mr. William Reid and Mr. Mintt; Trea-
surer, Mr. William Wyllie.

Birmingham Amateur Gardeners' Asso-
ciation.—The meeting of the above association,
held at 116, Colmore Row, on Wednesday evening,
September 19, was well attended. Mr. White,
Worcester, sent a fine collection of fruit, containing
those kinds most suitable for growing near smoky
towns. Messrs. W. H. Peake, Henet Beech, T. P.
Cope, and W. B. Child exhibited very choice col-
lections of cut flowers.

The New American Tariff.—As there is

so large a trade between this country and the
United States in garden stock, we deem it well to
repeat what has been said before. Plants, trees,
shrubs, and Vines of all kinds, commonly known as
nursery stock, n. e. s., are admitted henceforth free
of duty. The former duty was 20 per cent, ad
valorem. A duty of 10 per cent, is placed upon
Orchids, Lily of the Valley, Azaleas, Palms, and
other plants used for forcing under glass for cut
flowers or decorative purposes." Garden seeds,
agricultural seeds, and other seeds, n. e. g., are
reduced from 20 to 10 per cent. ; while all flower

and grass seeds, bulbs, and bnlboai roots, not edible,

n. e. a., are free as heretofore.

Helianthus rigidus var. "Miss Mellish."
—All the forms of H. rigidus, alias Harpalinm

rigidum, are good, though they have a tendency to
" run at the root," and come np where they are not

expected. One form, known as " Miss Mellish," is

particularly desirable. It is a robust variety,

growing to nearly twice the height of the ordinary

form, and bearing larger flower-heads, of a rich clear

yellow, often semi-double. Moreover, it flowers

three or four weeks'after the ordinary varieties, and
80 prolongs the flowering period.

M. P. H. DOUCET.—Belgian papers record the

death of this gentleman in his seventy-first year, on
September 1. He was President of the Consultative

Committee of the Botanic Garden, Brussels, and of

the State School of Horticulture at Vilvorde. He
was a familiar figure at the great horticultural

gatherings in Belgium, and foreign guests will re-

member the refined courtesy he extended to them on
these occasions.

Natural G(?afts of the Wych Elm.—Mr.
A. O. Watkins kindly furnishes us with a sketch of

some remarkable Wych Elms, forming a row,

at Powis Castle. The branches have interlaced

in various directions, and ended in becoming
united by natural grafting, producing a peculiar

appearance.

Dictionary of English Plant Names.—
The Eagliah Dialect Society is anxious to include

the supplement to the Dictionary of English Plant
Names among its publications for 189i. Those who
have any additional names or notes are invited to

send them as soon as possible to Mr. Britten,
18, West Square, Southwark, S.E.

Nepenthes at Messrs. Veitch's.—The two
houses devoted to the cultivation of these interesting

and singular- looking plants, are well worthy of a visit

at the present season, the plants being admirably
furnished with pitchers of all sizes and shades of

colouring and various shapes ; the long brown-green
ones of Dicksoniana contrasting with the rotund
greenish ones of Ralilesiana, and the small reddish

Madagascarensis with those of N. mixta, 12 inches
long, and N. mixta sanguinea nearly as long. We
noted N. CheUoni, Curtisii superba, the American
Amesiana, a fine thing; Burkei,Morganiie, Mastersii,

a variety very prolific of pitchers; Northiana, and
cincta.

KniphOFIAS. — Anything more gorgeous than
these plants can scarcely be conceived. The species

are not particularly difficult to make out, but now
that the hybridists have got at them the difficulty of
distinguishing the varieties has increased. Among
the more showy forms that we saw at Messrs.
Veitch's Langley Nursery lately were K. Burchelli,
very robust and tall, with obovate spindle-shaped
flower-spikes, 11 to 12 inches long by 4 inches broad,
the greatest breadth being between the middle and
the tip. The flowers are about li inch 'long, the
lowermost yellowish, the upper pale orange-red. K.
Saundersi is another tall form, with large cylindrical
flower-spikes, 13 to 1.3 inches long, 3J inches wide. The
flowers are nearly 2 inches in length, deep orange-red.
H. Cannell is a smaller form, with cylindrical spikes,

6 to 8 inches long,
2.J inches wide, and orange-crimson

flowers, each about Ij inch long; K. corallina has
spikes about .5 inches long, 2.} inches wide above the
middle, oblong spindle-shaped ; the flowers rich
orange-red, each about IJ inch long. Owing to the
brilliancy of their colour, and the copious production
of nectar, the flowers are frequented by insects, and
hence one cause of their ready intercrossing and
variability. The flowers are proterogynoua ; in
other words, the stigma of any one flower pro-
trudes before the stamens, and hence is neces-
sitated the contact with pollen from another flower.

The Kniphofias are all natives of southern and
tropical Africa and of Madagascar, hence the way in

which they flower in this country ; and the manner

in which they survive our winters affords another

illustration of the fact, that a plant native of sub-

tropical regions may, nevertheless, be hardy enough

to endure our winters. Similar instances are

afforded by the common blue Passiflora, a native of

south Brazil ; by Jasminum officinale, a native of

northern India; Solanum jasminoides, and others.

Some of the Kniphofias have the peculiarity of pro-

ducing from their flower-spike, below their flowers,

tufts of leaves. These may be removed for propa-

gating purposes, so that not only is the occurrence

interesting from a physiological point of view, but

it is important practically. The fullest account of

the Kniphofias is that by Mr. Grant in our columns,

October 3, 1891, p. 391.

Checking Foreign Fruit Frauds.— Com-
plaint having been made to the Board of Agricnltnre

that foreign fruit and horticultural produce are

frequently marketed and sold as English grown, the

Board has decided to undertake prosecutions in such

cases under the Merchandise Marks Acts. It is

alleged that a practice of transferring imported

goods to English baskets, in order to deceive

purchasers, extensively prevails at certain London
and provincial markets. The following is a copy of

the draft regulations which are proposed to be made
by the Board of Agriculture, with the concurrence

of the Lord Chancellor:—"The Board of Agriculture

shall, where it appears to them from the statements

hereinafter mentioned that there ia a reasonable

prospect of a conviction being obtained, and subject

to the other conditions in the next following regula-

tion prescribed, undertake the prosecution of offence

under the Merchandise Marks Act, 1887, in cases

which appear to the Board to relate to agricultural

or horticultural produce, and to effect the general

interests of the country or of a section of the com-
munity or of a trade. Every application to the

Board to undertake a prosecution shall be accom-

panied by a statement showing the nature and cir-

cumstances of the case, and a statement of the facts

capable of proof, with the names and addresses of

the witnesses. The Board may require these atate-

ments to be supplemented, or additional evidence to

be furnished. For the purpose of carrying the fore-

going regulations into effect, the Board may, from

time to time prescribe the use of such forms and give

such directions as they may deem expedient. " It is

believed that these regulations, which will shortly be

issued to Chambers of Agriculture and other persons

interested, will suffice to check the fraudulent prac-

tices complained of. Bail// Chronicle, Sept. 6, 1894.

Principles of Horticulture. — Professor

BooLaBR will give a course of twelve lectures at

Bruce Castle, Tottenham, on the " Principles of

Horticulture," on Tuesday evenings at 8 p.m. Ad-
mission will be free. The lectures will be given

nnder the auspices of the Technical Education

Committee of the Middlesex County Council.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
meeting of the Floral Committee took place at the
Royal Aquarium, Westminster, on the 26th inst.

Mr. G. Gordon in the chair. The only exhibitor

was Mr. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, who
had several stands of cut blooms of Japanese varie-

ties, well developed for so early in the season.

The following were submitted for Certificates:

—

Miss Dorothy Frankland, a yellow Japanese in the

way of W. H. Lincoln, but deeper in colour,

the petals having plumed points, giving the
flower an attractive appearance (Certificate of

Merit) ; Sir Trevor Lawrence, a large ivory-white

Japanese, a naturally late-flowering variety, the
blooms shown on this occasion being from crown
buds ; Golden Beauty, pale yellow, with drooping
florets; Frank Wells, ivory-white ; Ruth Amsden,
bright yellow, drooping florets ; and Rose Wells, a very
pretty silvery-pink early-flowering Pompon, having
a very dwarf wiry growth, very persistent in flowering

—several plants were staged (Highly Commended).
In addition, Mr. Wells had blooms of Japanese, E.
Beckett, Tom Thumb's Mate, Alice Seward, very
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fine; La Chirene, Golden Yellow, Souvenir de M.

Monier, W. H. Lincoln, and leveral more. A Bronze

Medal was awarded to the collection.

People's Palace and East London Hor-

ticultural Society.—At this place of recreation

there will be given, on Monday, Oct. 1, at 8.30 p.m., by

Mr. C. W. Moorman, the Superintendent ol Victoria

Park, a lecture on "ChrjBantbemnni*, and How

to Prepare and Stage Them." Mr. Richard Dean

will be the chairman. Admission is without charge.

Schedules of the Chrysanthemum show to be held

on November 1, 2, and 3, may be obtained on

application to the Hon. Secretaries at the Palace.

PoUiitation of Pear Flowers. By Meeton B. Waitb,

United States Department of Agriculture.—The

Amateurs' Handhook on Gardening, and How to Grow

Vegetables (Blake & Mackenzie).

Home Correspondence.
DECIDUOUS TREES IN AUTUMN.—The Con-

ference just concluded at Chiswick was valuable (or

many reasons, and as a lover of deciduous trees 1

wish it could have been held where more visitors

could have appreciated the objects staged. The
beauty of these trees at this season, with their rich

early in the year their various shades of green and
grey are wonderful, and at midsummer they are

valuable for shade. I am aware, by staging in groups,

the colours would not be so taking ; but if arranged

earlier, there would be less colour, end anyone inter-

ested in the subjpct could see at a glance how certain

trees succeed in the different localities. It is seen

at a glance how well certain trees thrive by the

growth. Of course, in this locality we are handi-

capped, having much moisture during the autumn
and winter ; surrounding buildings in the way of gas,

soap, and other works, the vaponrs from which are

injurious to tree life; with fog and smoke, indeed,

so much so that to secure a few evergreen twigs soils

the hands like sweeping a chimney. Herein is the

Fig. 50 —ptelea teifoliata in feuit. (shown at the chiswick confeeence.)

Publications Received.— TAc Emsian Thistle

(United States Department of Agriculture). By
Lyster H. Dewey. A variety of Salsola Kali spread-

ing widely in the north-western States of the Union.
—Insect Life,—Bulletin of the Louisiana State Experi-

ment Station, n. 27. Devoted to records of trials of

fruit and vegetables.

—

Contrilutions from the United

States National Herbarium. (Contains the conclusion

of the Flora of Western Texas, by Mr. J. M.
Coulter).— General Abstracts showing the acreage

under crops, 4'c. in Ireland, 1893. (A general increase

in land under cultivation ; decrease in cereals
;

increase in green crops. Increase in horses and asses;

large decrease in sheep.)

—

The Yorkshire College

Department of Agriculture: Third Report.—Fungi

attd Fungicides (a practical manual). By Clarence

Weed, D.Sc. New York Orange Judd Co.— The

colouring in our often sunless autumn, ia a relief

and change the eye is glad of. Personally, I wish

the objects staged could have been shown in their

classes in groups. I am aware there are difficulties,

such as late exhibitors, others fail to send notice

of the quantity of exhibits, and each one likes to

arrange according to his own taste ; but perhaps the

Council, seeing how well their call for exhibits has

been responded to, may some day look favourably

upon my suggestion, and have classes or divisions

for Qaercus, Acers, Alders, Pyrns, and such-like,

staging the species in groups, according to each one's

fancy. I feel sure, if the groups were not wide,

they could be made effective, and if earlier in the

year, could be in the open. I have a pleasing

recollection of the lecture on " Autumn Tints " two

or three years ago, and the beautiful things there at

the time, showing the wealth of colour we have at

our command, and their value for effect in gardens

of any size. Not only are they beautiful now, but

value of deciduous trees, as they cast their leaves at

a season when these vapours, fumes, and fog are moat

dense, and have their branches cleansed by winter

rains. I am inclined to advise more attention to

this class of tree, as the choice is so wide, and there

is less fear of failure, as they thrive in soils not suit-

able to Conifers and such-like. Anyone who beheld

the grand colours in Vitis, Dogwoods, Maples, Ber-

beris. Viburnum, Pavias, Crattegus, Qaercus, and

others could not but appreciate the wealth of form

and colour we have in deciduous trees. G. Wythei,

Sion House Gardens, Brentford.

A LARGE MAGNOLIA.-In your issue of Sep-

tember 8, Mr. W. Hills, East Cowes Castle, writes

respecting a large Magnolia grandiflora. I think

every gardener is pleased to hear of a fine plant of

any sort. I have a plant of Magnolia here with

hundreds of flowers upon it, which is nearly 50 feet

high, and 5 feet in circumference at the base, and
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40 feet spread. Here, therefore, ia a rival to Mr,
Hill's plaat. T. Sharman, Ro:el Bay, Jersey.

ERYNQIUM AMETHY8TINUM.—I was glad to see

this plant noticed by Mr. WoUey Dod on p. 289, a»

it is a very attractive plant, with its pretty blue

stems and flower-heads. I find it comes of a much
better colour if planted in the fall sunshine. At first I

found it Jifiicalt to divide or propagate, but in February
three years ago I managed, with a strong knife,

to split ofi' three small crowns with about 2 inches

of thick root. These were placed separately

in small pots, well drained, the soil consisting

of half loam, and half silver-sand. These were
stood in a cool greenhouse in the shade of some
other plants, and water given as required. In about
two months from the time of insertion, two out of

the three had filled the pot with roots, and were
planted out, the other cutting died. One of the

plants that were put out grew strongly, and the
following spring it was dug up and planted where an
extension of rockery was being formed. It was taken
up, as I thought, with every bit of root, but it evi-

dently was not so, forthe following summer up came a

splendid crown of shoots that has flowered well this

year. It seems to form leaf- buds from the fleshy root,

much in the same way as Seakale or Horseradish. The
Sea Holly, Eryngium maritimum, planted in a corner
of a gravel walk, was accidentally cut oflf with a
Dutch hoe last autumn 2 icches below the surface,

has shot up again this year, and is now in flower.

A, Harding, Orton, Peterborough.

LARGE OAKS AND OTHER TREES IN ENGLAND.
—The following dimensions of three famous old

English Uaks may be of interest to some of your
readers:—The Beggar's Oak, Bagot's Park, near
Lichfield, March, 1893: Girth at ground-level,

80 feet ; at 4 feet above same, 25 feet ; height,

60 feet; spread of branches, 11.3 feet. Cowlhnrpe
Oak, near Witherby, Yorkshire, June, 1893

:

Girth at ground-level, .54 feet 3 inches; at 3 feet

above same, 44 feet. In a note by Sir W. Jardine

to White's Selhorne, 1878 ed., p. 18, the measure-
ments of the same tree were as follows : girth

at ground-Iev.'l, 26 yards — 78 feet; at 3 feet

from same, 16 yards = 48 fept; height, 80 feet.

Winfarthing Oak, near Dies, Norfolk, September,
1894 : Girth at 4 feet from the ground, 38 feet

6 inches. This tree was measured by the same
gentleman in 1873, at the same height from the
ground, and was then found to be 40 feet (the same
girth at which it stood in 1820, as recorded by a
plate of that date on the tree). It must, therefore,

have shrunk 1 foot 6 inches during the last eleven
years ; while the Cowthorpe Oak (assuming the
accuracy of the above measurements) shrank 4 feet

in fifteen years, and lost more than half of its

height. 1 should be grateful to any of your readers
who would supply me with particulars or measure-
ments of any other English trees of exceptional size,

I have noted the following, and should like to hear
which of these still exist, and if so in what
state of preservation :—Woburn Ash. Bedfordshire;
Woolton Oik, Bucks ; King's Oak, Windsor, Berks ;

Marton Oak, Congleton, Cheshire; FlittonOak, near
South Molton, Devonshire ; Fairlop Oak, Essex

;

Tortworth Cbi>stnut, near Wootton- under- Edge,
Gloucester ; Knight's Wood Oak, New Forest,
Hants; Maple, Boldre Churchyard, Hants; Pan-
shanger Oak, Herts ; Four Sisters' Chestnut, Cob-
ham, Kent ; Fredville Oak, near Adisham, Kent

;

Bound's Park Oak, near Tunbridge, Kent ; Chaucer
Oak, near Donington. Leicestershire ; Ankerwyke
Yew, near Staines, Middlesex ; Southgate Oak,
near Southgate, Middlesex ; Ttielton Oak, near
Shrewsbury ; Walnut tree, near Cottelstone, Somer-
setshire ; IJlack Poplar, near Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk ; Salcey Forest Oak, Northamptonshire

;

Yew at Fountains Abbey, Yorks. I believe that the
great Elm near Crawley, Sussex, and the Yew at
Brabourne in Kent, no longer exist. M. J. G., St.
Margarets, Thurlow Park Road, Dulwich, 8.E,

BLUE AND YELLOW PLUMS ON SAME BRANCH.
—When recently at Southampton, Major Douglas,
of Shirley, brought to me four Plums, roundish-oval in
form,twoof which were of the usual dark-purplecolour,
and two were clear yellow, like Coe's Golden Drop.
These he said he had himself gathered from the same
branch of a tree growing in Dr. Stewart's garden at
Alton, Hants. The matter seemed to be of so unusual
a kind that I obtained leave to bring them to
London, and submitted the fruits to the members of
the Fruit Committee at Chiswick the following day.
The general opinion was that the purple fruits were
Mitchelson's Plum, also that when tasted there was

no apparent identity in flesh or flavour between the
two varieties, although alike in shape. Major
Douglas stated that a similar sport was found on the
trees last year, and he averred most strongly that
the fruits were gathered from the same branch.
The sport, if it be so, seems so nnusual that I am
tempted to ask whether anyone else has had similar
experience.^ A. D. [This is a case, probably, of
reversion to a progenitor of Mitchelson's Plnm,
whose name has not come down to us. Ed.]

HARDINESS OF NICOTIANA AFFINI8.—Can any
of my fellow gardeners inform me if Nicotiana
affinis will propagate itself by means of its roots ?

I have here a rather broad border, the middle of
which last year was filled with this plant and Tri-
tomas. Last autumn, after the plants were killed

down to the ground by frost, they were cleared away,
the land manured and roughly dug, and about the
month of April the border was lightly forked over,

and left tidy. In June plants of Nicotiana began to
appear, especially in the upper part, very thickly,

and I had some of the plants lifted, and replanted
in other parts of the border, taking them to
be seedlings, when I discovered pieces of

old roots attached to them. These roots had
been chopped about with the spade in digging
the ground, and had remained alive; and at the
present time, that part of the border is one sheet
of white flowers

;
whilst in the other part of the

border, planted with spring-raised seedlings, only
one here and there is in bloom. No one to whom I

have mentioned thfce facts can call to mind a
similar instance. [The plant is not a true annual,
although it is usual to treat it as such. When first

brought out (see Gardeners' Chroniete. September 15,

vol. xvi , new series), it is stated that plants kept
in pots, and stopped once or twice, made very
floriferous objects the next season. Ed.] John Page,
Monteviot, Jedburgh

VEITCH'S CLIMBINQ FRENCH BEAN. — This
variety has proved quite an acquisition with me,
and when it is bettei known will be extensively
grown. I used it as a forciug Bean, also sowed it

in the open ground, putting three Beans triangle-

fashion, and placing stakes to them when required.

The clamps were 4 fset apart, so as to allow the
plants plenty of light, and they are now 6 feet high.

The pod is lung and straight, and is profusely pro-
duced, I am told it has a history, and is catalogued
by some firms as Tender-and-True. No doubt those
who have grown it once will grow it again.

T. H. Slade, Lea Park.

Societies.
BOYAL HOBTICTJLTTJKAIa.
Septeubee 24.—Tuesday last will be a memorable

day in the annals of the Society. An exceedingly

varied and interesting display of cut specimens of

trees and shrubs, mostly deciduous, was got together.

A Conference on Forestry matters was held ; butthe
whole took place under the most dismal weather con-

ditions possible. In consequence of this, the attend-

ance was limited to the members of the several

committees, who braved the weather in considerable

numbers. We must say they were well rewarded,

for a more interesting exhibition has rarely been got

together within the precincts of the old garden. The
great conservatory was filled from end to end with

specimens of trees and shrubs, intermingled with

brightly coloured Dahlias, Gladioli, and a few Or-
chids. In addition, three or four very long stages

were erected— well, in the clouds, exposed to all the

mist and rain. This, no doubt, kept the specimens

nice and fresh, but it was depressing work for the

judges, and betokened no little enthusiasm on behalf

of those visitors who inspected the collections.

Ireland, Scotland, and many of the English counties

were well represented, and though there was much
ordinary "stuff', "yet, mingled with it was a vast

amount of most interesting material, so good, in fact,

that we earnestly hope the Council will see its way
to repeat the experiment next year under different

conditions, and with a little more forethought and
attention to the classification and grouping of the

exhibits. It is impossible even to attempt a detailed

account of this remarkable exhibition. We can

only allude to a few features.

Floral Comraittee.
Present : W. Marshall, Esq., chairman ; and Messrs.

H. Herbst, -J. H. Fitt, Geo. Paul, J. T. Bennett-

Pee, E. F. Bause, Geo. Stevens, C. Jefferies, R. B.
Lowe, J. Walker, H. Turner, J. Eraser, C. T.
Druery, Geo. Gordon, and R. Dean,
A group of hardy flowers was staged by Miss

Debenham, St. Peters, St. Albans, amongst which
were a number of Chrysanthemum blooms of the
smaller- flowered varieties (Bronze Banksian Medal).
A number of sprays of the Exmouth variety of

Magnolia grandiflora was sent by Earl Cowper,
Panshanger Park, Hertford (gr., Mr. J. Fitt).

Zephjranthes carinats, a very free-blooming rose-

coloured species exhibited by the same nobleman,
was awarded a First-class Certificate.

Messrs. Geo. Paul & Sons, Chesbunt, exhibited
their Tea Rose, Maman Cochet, which has been
before the committee previously, when it was
requested that it should be submitted again. It

DOW received an Award of Merit.
Messrs. F. Sander & Co , St. Albans, received an

Award of Merit for a very fine pair of Eriocnema
Sanders:, an ornamental dwarf- growing plant with
leaves of mossy-green, and wide veins of a silvery

tint ; E. marmorata was shown for comparison, the
leaves being less fine, and the veining mach less

conspicuous. Begonia Rajah was also again
exhibited.

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., Colchester, had a fine

lot of varieties of Lilium in sprays, including the
pretty little orange-fiowered L Henryii, several
Montbretias, and some spikes of Watsonia Meriana,
a red variety, were included. Also a plant of Colo-
chorCuB Bonplandianui in bloom, remarkable for

the clusters of little bulbels in the axils of the
leaves (Silver Banksian Medal).
A display of Chrysanthemum blooms was made by

the Earlswood Nurseries Co., Ltd. (W. Wells), 8,

High Street, Redhill, for which a Bronze Banksian
Medal was awarded. Many varieties, and a number
of seedlings were included, and the blooms were very
fine. An Award of Merit was given to Rose Wells,
a summer flowering variety that had been lifted from
the open ground. It is very free blooming, and bears
moderately-sized rose-coloured flowers. An Award
was also secured by a Japanese variety named Miss
Dorothy Frankland, a yellow bloom with narrow
petals, but rather thin as shown, the petals slightly

recurved at extremities.

An extensive exhibit was staeed by Messrs.
J. Barrell & Co., Howe House Nurseries, Cam-
bridge. This included hardy flowers, such as Heli-
anthus. Anemones, Asters, Eryngium Oliverianum,
Hieracium anrantiacum, Gaillardias, Lillums, Mont-
bretias, &c. A number of Roses in bunches were
also included (Silver-gilt Flora Medal).
A wonderful collection of some one hundred spiket

of Gladioli came from Messrs. J. Burrell & Co.,
grown in their Howe End Nurseries at Cambridge.
These were all the more remarkable because they were
from the small spawn planted in the spring of 1893,
in which season they put forth a few blades of foliage,

and were allowed to remain in the ground all the
winter. They bloomed this season in the fine form seen
on Tuesday, thus succeeding the planted bulbs which
flowered in August. Awards of Merit were made to
three new varieties of Messrs. Burrell & Co.'s own
raising, viz.. Little Dorrit, blush, with purple arch-
like markings in the throat, a very pleasing variety ;

Cygnet, white, delicately sufTased with cream, a
beautiful form ; and Muriel, crimson-red with a
stripe of white along each segment and a bold white
flame in the throat. Other fine varieties of Messrs.
Burrell & Co.'s raising were Delicata, very fine;
Cassandra, Magnet, and Florence, Some of the
leading continental raised varieties, forming a select
collection, were Rayon d'Or, pale yellow ; Formosa,
Cassandra, Baroness Burdett-Coutts. Amiti^, very fine,

Conqnfirant, Horace Vernet, Grande Rouge, Delila,
and Atlas. In addition, the same exhibitors set up
very fine stands of bunches of Cactus and Decorative
and Pompon Dahlias, the quality wonderfully good for
the advanced season. Prominent among the Cactus
types were Matchless, unrivalled as a dark variety

;

Delicata, very beautiful ; Robert Cannell, Mrs.
Peart (white). May Hellier, Ernest Cannell, Purple
Prince, Countess of Gosford, Lady Penzance, as
beautiful now as earlier in the season, Kaiserin,
Professor Baldwin, and Baron Schroder. There were
bunches of the following Pompon Dahlias : Sunset,
Karl Goldenberg, Phtebe, Irene, and Arthur West,
one of the very best, &c.

Messrs. Keynes & Co., Salisbury, had a striking
collection of new Cactus Dahlias, in remarkably good
condition, and Awards of Merit were made to the
following: Harmony, {ale reddish salmon, with yel-
low centre ; Earl of Pembroke, a half Cactus variety,
crimapQ ehftded mth purple, and maroon centre

;
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and The Bishop, a true Cactus type, pale orange-

red in colonr, diitinct. Other fine varieties of

this firm's raising were Mayor Haekins, brilliant

scarlet crimson, a little flat petalled in the centre,

owing to the lateness of the season ; Mrs Barnes,

pale scarlet, almost orange- scarlet, a large Cactus
variety. They also had Model, a pretty pale Pom-
pon variety (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. George Humphries, florist, Kington Langley,
Chippenham, had bunches of new Cactus varieties,

florets somewhat quilled ; and several stands of show
Dahlias, fancy varieties, and decorative varieties

(Silver Banksian Medal).
Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, nurserymen, Crawley,

had Mrs. Horniman, an exceedingly attractive deco-

FlG, 51, QOEBCUS GLABRA : AN EVERGBEEN SP- L I S. (tHOWN AT THE CHI6WICK CONFEBENCH.)

deep sulphur yellow, the basal florets tipped with

pink ; Marquis, dark maroon flushed with crimson,

not so fine as Matchlesr, but less brilliant and finished

nntr than earlier in the season ; and Salisbury

White, a very fine blooming pure white decorative

Dahlia, with two others raised elsewhere, viz.,

Delicata and Mrs, Bennett, an Australian flower.

viz., John Welch (Award of Merit), bright scarlet,

very fine and effective ; and two others of great

promise, viz , Bennett Goldney, buff flushed with

pale red ; and Frances Humphries, orange slightly

suffused with red ; very distinct. Also the following

Pompon varieties. Zona, clear bright yellow, very

good indeed ; and Nora Bailey, white and flush, the

ratlve variety in the way of old Picta formosissima,

the ground colour yellow deepening to pale salmon,

with side-margins of rose ; very distinct (Award of

Merit).

From Mr. John Walker, nurseryman, Thame,

came a large and fine collection of show and Cactus

Dahlias of rare quality at this season of the year.
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Of show varieties, there were capital examples of

Arthur Ocock, J. Standiah, Majestic, Jamei Cocker,

Mrs. Langtry, and J. T. West. Of fancy varieties,

the Rev. J. B. M. Camm, John Cooper, Matthew
Campbell, Mrs. J. Downie, and Edmund Boston;

with boards of Cactus and decorative varieties also

(Silver Flora Medal).

From Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries,

Tottenham, came one of those pictorial effects with

Dahlias he is in the habit of making. Of new
varieties were two of the Cactus character, viz , Mrs.

Francis Fell, white, with slight yellow centre (Award
of Merit), a variety which seems to improve as the

season advances; and John H. Roach, a yellow

flower in the way of Lady Penzance. Single Dahlia

Cissie, pinkish-lilac, with a crimson ring round

the eye (Award of Merit), is very pretty ; and the

Rev. Geo. Boggis, deep scarlet, with a broad edging

of yellow, is lacking in shape. Of new Pompon
varieties there were Crimson King, Gladys Valentine,

blush; Mary Darie, cerise- crimson; and Louise

Malthews.yellow; and SalUnger (Silver-gilt Banksiaa

Medal).
From Mr. S. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery, Farnham,

came a large collection of show Dahlias, showing

the finest quality. Fancy Dahlia Novelty (new),

pale ground flaked with purple and pink, very

delicate, received an Award of Merit. He also had

a delicate flower named Mrs. Stephen Walker, of a

very promising character. Of show varieties Mr.
Mortimer had Kathleen, W. Rawlings, E. Boston
(selfs), Glowworm, and quite a large number of

others (Silver Flora Medal).

From Mr. Charles Turner came several new show
Dahlias, to one of which—Shottesham Hero—an
Award of Merit was made ; it is a lovely edged flower,

with pale ground, in the way of Lady Gladys Herbert,

but much more refined—petal and centre alike being

very fine, and it is heavily tipped with bright purple ;

Barbara, a primrose self; Oimond, orange-red;

Esmond, a large pale yellow self; Cyril, bright deep

lilac ; Rosamond, pale ground, edged with bright

deep purple ; and Adele, a full deep yellow self, were

all new. A new yellow decorative varietv. pure, and
without any tinge of colour, named Mrs. Turner, had
an Award of Merit. Pompon Matchbox, deep crim-

son, is decidedly promising. A box of blooms of

Cactus Edith Turner, yellow, suifased with orange-

crimson and purple, one of the small-flowered Cactus
type, was much admired.

From Mr. J. R. Tranter, florist, Henley-on-
Thames, came two new Show Dahlias, not in condi-

tion, however, to be dealt with on this occasion.

From Mr. J. Hudson, The Gardens, Gunnersbury
Park, Acton, came bunches of Cactus and Pompon
Dahlias, prettily arranged with Ferns and grasses,

and neatly set up (Bronze Banksian Medal).
One of the most unique exhibit*, and the only one

to which was awarded the Society's Gold Medal, was
a collection of specimen plants of the scented species

of Pelargonium from Mr. Jas. Huilson, gr. to Messrs.

de Rothschild, Gunnersbury House, Acton, W.
The plants represented a large number of species

and varieties, and were an exhibition of very great

skill, most of them being of nnusual size, and trained

on fan trellises or as bushes, in each case the train-

ing had been carefully and skilfully accomplished.

The plants bore the healthiest appearance possible,

and were staged on the grass outside the large vinery,

where it was unfortunately unpleasant to inspect

them minutely, the air and grass being very wet.

The well-known P. radula and P. r. major were on
fan trellises, being half a circles of 7 feet in diameter

or more, which were exceedingly well clothed,

and no doubt are intended to be used as screens or

for a similar purpose. P. quercifolia and P. q. minor
were noticeable and are amongst those most .easy to

grow. P. fragrans, the Nutmeg-scented one; P.

capitatum, the Rose-scented species ; F. filicifolium

odoratum, P, crispum (Lemon-scented), P. tomen-
tosu'n,and many otherspeciesand varieties are grown
by Mr. Hudson into large specimens, and very nnusual
success. We understand Mr. Hudson's method is to

keep them growing gently at all times, never drying
them off, or shaking them out in the autumn, but
keeping them moderately moist at all times.

Orchid Oomtnittee.

Present :—Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair ; and
Messrs. .Jas. O'Brien (Sec), Jas. Djuglas, Thos.
Statter, J. W. Bond, H, J. Chapman, and Walter
Cobb.

The Orchid exhibits at Chiswick are never
nnmerons, but on the present occasion they were
very choice. Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal
Exotic Nursery, showed the interesting new

bigenerie hybrid Sophro - Cattleya X eximia (C.

Bowringiana ? , S. grandiflora $ ), Although the

tall-growing Bowringiana bore the seed, the plant

shown was exactly like a strong piece of Sophronitis

grandiflora, and the flower was similar in form to

that species, but age will no doubt develop

larger proportions both in growth and flower, and

the inflorescence will probably bear several blooms.

The sepals and petals were of a warm rose- purple

;

the lip yellow at the base, with rose-purple indenta-

tions in front, the purple lines also showing through

the folded side-lobes on the outside. The front of the

lip was of a rich rose purple with darker veining—

a

very charming novelty (First-class Certificate).

Messrs. Veitch also showed three forms of their

beautiful Lffllio-Cattleya xNysa (L. crispa X Wars-
cewiczii). viz., L.-C. X Nysa superba, a great

improvement in the original, bnt with the same
yellow base to the lip (Award of Merit). L.-C. x
N. picta, a lighter form with the tips of the petals

and side lobes of the lip blotched with purple (Award
of Merit), and L.-C. x N. purpurea, in which the

yellow of the type was wanting, and the front lobe of

the lip was rounded as in C. Warscewiczii, the whole

flower saffused with a warm purple hue, the broad

Ubellum ibeing specially showy (Award of Merit).

The same exhibitors sent Cypripedinm X Astrtea

(philippinense $ , Spicerianum ? ).

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, exhibited a

fine addition to the dwarf, large-flowered section of

hybrid Cypripediums, in their new C. X Arnoldise

(bellatulum X superciliare). In form it resembles

C. X conco-Lawre, but the broad petals are longer.

The whole flower is creamy-white, thickly spotted

with purple (First-class Certificate).

Messrs. Sander also showed the natural hybrid

Laelic -Cattleya x albaneniig and L.-C. X a. rosea,

Aerides Lawreaceae, Cycnoches chlorochilon, their

magnificent form of Cattleva dolosa, La:lia X
Oweniana, Cypripedium X Batalinii (purpuratum

X Argus), and the very singular greenish-white

and bright red Dendrobium craentum (Botanical

Certificate).

ThomasStatter. Esq, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Man-
chester (gr., Mr. R. Johnson), showed the singular

and pretty Cattleya bicolor coerulea, with greenish

sepals and petals and blue lip (First-class Certificate)

;

two fine forms of Cattleya granulosa, C. Leopoldi,

Statter's variety, and a fine form of C. aurea.

M, Wells, Eiq , Broomfield Hoase, Sale, Man-
chester (gr., Mr. Hind), sent the fine hybrid Luelio-

Cattleya X Wellsiae (C. labiata, autuuin flowering X
L. purpurata). In form it most nearly resembled

L.-C. X Canhamiaj (purpurata X Mossise), and also

in the perfect shape of its bold large floW'Ts, which

in the plant shown were four on a spike. The sepals

and petals were pinkish blush-white, the lip dark

purplish-crimson changing to roay-crimson at the

edges. Flowering after L.-C. X Arnoldiana, and
the rest of its class, it will be a valuable addition

(Award of Merit).

Mr. J. Prewett, Swiss Nursery, Hammersmith, had

a very tastefully-arranged group of fine specimens of

Dendrobium formosum gigantenm, set uo with

Maidenhair F^rns, Pancratiums, &c. (Vote of

Thanks) ; and C. L. N.Ingram, Esq., Elstead House,

Godalmiog (gr., Mr. T. W. Bond), sent a fine spike

of a grand form of Lselio-Cattleya X elegans, with

pure white tube to the lip, and very broad deep

purple front lobe to the same; also a bright- looking

hybrid of the Selenipedium X Calurnm section.

Fruit Committee.

Present: Philip Crowley, Eiq., in the chair; and
Messrs. P. C. M Veitch, G. Norman, G. H Sage,
James Hudson, W. Bates, J. Willard, J. Wright,
Jas. H. Veitch, F. Q. Lane, A. Dean, C. Herrin,

G. W. Cummins. H. Balderson, .1. Smith, Geo.
Bunyard, Geo. Reynolds, Geo. Wythes, and A.
Sutton.

A remarkably creditable exhibit of vegetables

and fruit was made from the Borongh of Richmond
allotments, includinj a great variety of vegetables,

as well as King Pippin and Wellington Apples.

Potatos, Onions, Biet, Savoys, Carrots, Celery,

Turnips, L^eks, &c., were very good (Silver

Koightian Medal).
Mr. Charles Herrin, Dropmore Gardens, Maiden-

head, showed a Melon called Supreme, a green-flesh

from La Favourite and an unnamed seedling.

Four fruits of seedling Cucumbers named Blend-
worth Perfection, were shown by Mrs, Lang, Blend-

worth Lodge, Horndean, Hants (gr., Mr. John
Bexley). This is a fine variety, of medium size and
intense green colour (First-class Certificate).

Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, ex-

hibited some fruits of Turner's Prolific Tomato, and
a dish of Apples called A. F. Barron.

Mr. A. Young, Abberley Hall Gardens, Stourport,

showed a dish of Apple Standard Bearer,

Mr. R. Dean showed two Apples (Bismarck) from
his seed ground at Bedfont, where they had been
frosted on the morning of Wednesday, September 19,

Only Apples and Pears had suflPered from the cold

wave.
A dish of good Rivers' Monarch Plums was shown

by Messrs. H. Lane & Sons (First-class certificate).

Several fruits of a rather highly-coloured Peach,
called Late Devonian, and said to be of good flavour,

were shown by Messrs. Robert Veitch & Sons,

Exeter (Award of Merit). The same firm exhibited

bine and fruits of Veitch's Climbing French Bean,
which has already become very popular, having the
climbing character of the Runner Bean, and bearing

pods like the French variety (First-class Certifi-

cate).

An Apple, called Bealing's Pippin, came from
General R. T, Farren, K.C.B., Bealing's House, near
Wocdbridge. A rather large collection of fruits was
shown by Lord Foley, Ruxley Lodge, Claygate,

Esher (gr., Mr. J. W. Miller), including twenty-three
dishes of Pears. Barrington Peaches from the open
air were good, and Pitmaaton Orange Nectarine.

There were also Figs, Imperial Plums, Melons, and
Filbert Nuts (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. C. Penford, Leigh Park, exhibited some extra
large Spring-sown Onions, which he has been select-

ing for some years.

Mr. A. Basile, St. George's College Gardens,
Woburu Park, Weybridge, had a large collection of
Vegetables, includiug CauliSowers, Carrots, and
Potatos. This exhibitor also nhowed a huge fruit

of Curcubita maxima weighing 196 lb.

Several New Potatos of much excellence were
shown, and most of them received First-class Ceiti-

ficates. These were the following. Hillside Supreme,
shown by Mr. Stoke, Hippertoa Marsh, Trowbridge.
The Field King, from Mr. C. W. Howard, Bridge.

The PoorMan's Friend, exhibited by Mr. J. S. Eaton,
New Radford, Notts. Daniells' Special, from Messrs.

Daniells, Bros , Norwich ; and Boston Bountiful,

shown by Messrs. W. W. Johnson & Sons, Boston.
Mrs. Jones, Greenford Place, Sudbury, Harrow

(gr., Mr. G. Jones), had a collection of fruit and vege-
tables, including a dozen varieties of Apples, and
several dishes of Plums, Cauliflowers, Potatos, Leeks,

Beet, Celery, Onions, Carrots, &c.

Exhibition of Hardy Trees and Shrubs.

As we have said, the exhibition was very large

and very interesting. Fart of the display was held

in the large vinery and part out-of-doors. Taking
first those shown under cover, we may note the
following :

—

Her Majesty the Queen sent, throngh Mr. Owen
Thomas, of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, seven diverse

species of tree-bearing Miileto. It grows on the Haw-
thorn freely, and frequently on the knotty formations,

alsoon the Lime, Carya alba (Hickory), Mountain Ash,
Robinia Pseudo-acacia, Apple, and the Maple. Spe-
cimens of Sophora japonica, Taxodium distichum,

and several other trees were also included.

From the Director of the Royal Gai dens, Kew, came
another collection, in which was a large and hand-
some branch ofHippophaerhamnoides,literaU;covered
with its round, orange-coloured berries. Viburnum
molle, with berries of blue-purple, was a great con-

trast. Vitis vinifera purpurea was handsome, and
had particularly dark foliage. Jndigofera Gerardiana
was shown in bloom ; Rhus semialata var. Osbeckii

has a capital, bold, handsome lea^, which acquires

good colours. Rosa microphylla has a good flower,

and besides b ing vary distinct in appearance, has a
Pineapple scent; it is a rare .Japanese species.

Hypericum Moserianum, a garden hjbrid, bears a
capital flower. Cotoneaster horizontalis, in berry,

looked very pretty ; it has a very flat growth. The
exhibit also included

—

Amorpha canescens (flowers) Ligustrum Quihoui (flowers)

Carya microcarpa and C. sul- Ptelea trifoliata (fruits)

cata (two large - leaved Quercus den>iflora (a rare
Hickories) Californian Oak)

Castanopsis chrysophylla ,, rubra var. palustrifolia

Clematis brevicaudata (the largest - leaved
(Howers) of the American Red

Cornus braehypoda variegata Oakt)

,. Gouchaultii (fruit) Bhua vernicifera

,, sibirica variegata Rjsa Wichuriana (a new trail-

Cytisus supinus (flowers) ing species from Japan)
., nig'icaos (flowers) Rubus biflorus (white -

Desmodium penduliflorum stemmed)
(flowers) ,, sorbiflorus (a new species

Genista elatior (flowers) from Japan with
Hypericum nepalense yellow fruits)

,, obloDgifolium ITlex Gallii (flowers)

,, patulum Vitis Coignetise
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Meaars. Paul & Sons, Cheahant, in a very choice
collection of hardy planta in pote, obtained a Firat-

Claaa Certificate for a Holly Lawaoniana, a tolerably

broad-leayed yariety, well marked with a yellow
variegation, and two ahadea of green ; alao for

Veronica cupreasoides, shown about 9 incbea high,

and distinctly Cupreasus-like in growth, Veronica
salicornioides, a brighter-coloured one, being almost
yellow, and V. Lycopodioidea, a dark-colonred one,

reaembling in habit of growth that of the lycopo-

dioides, were granted similar awarda. Theae Vero-
nicas are natives of New Zealand. Acer pnrparaacena
Nizelli, a leaf with a large amount of bronze colour,

waa granted an Award of Merit. The cUection was
very rich in rare and beautiful apecies : Garrya ellip-

tica in fruit, Althreaa, Pernettyaa, Heaths, a pretty
variegated Elder, Phillyrea decora, bearing a large

quantity of blue-purple coloured fruits, similar to
Sloes, and many others. A Silver-gilt Flora Medal
was awarded to the group.

Messrs. C. Lee & Sons, Hammersmith, staged a
fairly large collection of sprays of shrubs. Acer
platanoidea elegantissima ia a pretty variety. Pyrus
Sorbus aria carried a fine lot of berries ; Acer laci-

niatum, A. colchicum rubrum.Fagussylvaticaaspleni-
folia, and Qaercus Cerris varlegata were included in

the exhibit.

Dr. Masters showed on behalf of Professor Max
Cornu, Director of the Jardin des Plantes, Paris,
leaves of Vitis Coignetiae, similar to those shown by
Mr. Anthony Waterer, but difFering from those
shown elsewhere in the exhibition by Messrs. Veitch
& Sons, so that here ia a botanical problem to be
solved (Silver Knightian Medal).

Another collection of hardy plants was from
Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, who obtained
for it a Silver Flora vledal. This included Berberis
Thunbergii, well known for its brilliant scarlet

foliage in autumn; Cornus sibirica elegantissima, a
good silver variety, growing 4 to 5 feet high ; C. s.

albo marginatus, Alnua glatinosa incisa (cut-leaved

Alder), an elegant tall shrub, recommended for damp
spots; Betula Maximowiczii, a Japanese Birch;
Arundo Donax variegata, Gymnocladus canadensis,
Enlalia japonica gracillima, E. j. zebrina, Ulmus
montaoa var. monumentalis, a distinct-looking tree

for the park ; Euonymus europaeus fructu albo, Ara'.ia

sinensis (?), various Spirteas, Elrnn, Oaks, &c.

The Marquis of Huntly, Orton, Longueville,
Peterborough (gr., Mr. A. Harding), sent a collection

of Conifers in cone, comprising fine specimens of

Torreya myristica, Abies amabilis, cephalonica, con-
color, nobilis, Pinsapo, grandls, &c. (Bronz* Banksian
Medal) ; and Colonel Tremayne, a collection of

hardv shrubs and Conifers. In this collection were
the Golden Larch, Azara microphylla, Desfontainea
spinoaa, Embothrium cocclnenm, Benthamla fra-

glfera, &c. (Silver Bankaian Medal).

Meaara. R. Veitch & Sons, Exeter, in a collection,

included Choisya ternata, Rosa rogosa, Sorbus ma-
crophyllus rotundifolius, Hippophae rhamnoides,
nicely berried ; Leyceateria formosa, Erythrina
Criata-galli, Magnolia conspicua, &c., besides a fine

collection shown in the garden.

The report on the collections shown out of doors,

is of necessity affected by the fact that noting had to

be done under an umbrella, and that a rain-drop on
the page makes sad havoc with the names of the
planta. The first collection we have to note is that

from the Duke of Wellington, Strathsfieldsaye (gr.,

Mr. McHattle). This consisted of 200 varieties, as

varied in interest as in number. A specimen from the
Turkey Oak which overshadows the grave of Copen-
hagen, the horse that carried the Duke at Waterloo,
was among them. Nyssa bi flora is a tree rarely

seen (a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal waa awarded to

the collection). The collection from Sir P. K,
Murray, Bart, (^r., Mr. Croucher). waa rich in Hollies,

Oaks, Ivies, Elms, Beeches, and comprised alao speci-

mens in cone of Abiesnobllis, Nordmanniaua,Veitchil,
grandi?, and cephalonica, Picea Smithiana, Menzieali,

P. orlentalis, and other Conifers (a Silver Flora
Medal waa awarded). A. WatThouse, Esq., Tat-
tenden Court, Newbury (gr,, Mr. Walker), had a small
but good collection, comprising DImorphanthus
mandschuricus in bloom, Cassinia fulvida. Oaks,
Cornela, &c. (to thia collection a Silver Banksian
Medal was adjudged).

From the Duke of Northumberland's park at Syon,
a classical spot as regards trees, came a very extensive
collection, which did credit to the gardener, Mr.
Wythes, but which, owing to the unfortunate
weather, could not be displayed to advantage. In
consideration of the special interest attaching to

Syon and Its trees, we append a detailed list of the
principal subjects exhibited :

—

Aralia hybrida

,, pentaphylla variegata

Calycanthus Horidus
Carpinus Betulii3

Carya alba
Caatanea vesca

,, sativa aureo variegata

Catalpi Bungei
,, Ksmpferii
,, bignouioides

Ceraaus japonica (lore roseo-

pleno

,, „ multiplex
Cercis siliquustrutn

Ohimonanthu-i fragraus

Coriim atoloiiifera Spathii

Corylua Avellana lacioiata

,, „ pendula
Crat£egu3 coccioea

Diospyroa Lotua
,, virginiana

Cydonia japonica
FraiiQuaexcelaiorWentworthi

,, ,, pendula

,, „ argenteo variegata
Ginkgo biloba macropbylla
Gleditschia sinensia and si-

Deoais pendula
Haleaia hiapida

,, tetraptera
Taxodium distichum
Hip popbae rhamnoidea
Hydrangea paniculata
Kolreuteria paniculata
Liijuidambar atyraciHua
Juglana fraxinifolia

,, nigra
Pterocarya caucaaica
Liriodeadron tulipiferum

,, ,, aureum
Magnolia coaapicua

,. ,, acuminata
,, ,, Soulangeaaa
,, ,, apecioaa

,. ,, at«llata

,, ,, obovata

Quercua Brantii

,, ambigu
,, caatmeisefolia

,, Cerria, Turkey Oak
,, ,, argentea
,. ,, fulbamenaia

,, ,, pendula
,, coccinea

,, Daimio
,, diacolor

,, launfoUa
,. macrocirpa
,, patuatria

,, peduoculata
,, ,, argenteo variegata

,, ,, aapleniColia

,, ,, Concordia

,, ,. latiEolia

,, ,, Louetteii

,, ,, purpurea

,, rubra, Cliampion Oak
,, Tauzm
„ aplendena

,, pannonica
,, nigra

,, coccinea macropbylla
,, serrata

,. lutea

„ stellata

,, pubeaceos

,, laciniata

,, regia

,, ,, glauceaceaa

,, ,, apicata

,, ,. aeaailillora

,, aessiliflora purpurea
,, ,, heterophylla

,, alba

,, rubra

,, gluuca

,, Suber
,, reticulata

,, falcata

„ bambuaifolia

,, nobilia

JGgilopa
Acer aacchariaum, Sugar Morus (alba) (nigra)

Maple Negundo fraxinifoliu albo

,, tartaricum variegata

,, platanoidea Reitenbachii ,. ,, ciaaifolia

,. rubrum Platanaa orteotalis

,, macrophyllum ,, californica

,, palmatum atropurpu- Pyrua prunifoiia

reum ,, siuen ia

,, platanoidea aureo-varie- ,. Sorbua
gatuni ,, Aria

,, cretieum ,, americana

,, pseuilo atro-purpureum Kobinia paeud • anguatifolia
Abelia serrata elegaua

,. tritlora ,. ,, mouopbylla
.ICsculua hippocaatanum ,, ,, tortuoaa

,, Pavia Uava .. ,, Beaaouiana

,, s'nenaia Sophora japonica

Alnua tiuctoria ,. ,, pendula

,, glutinoaa monatroaa Tamarix gallica

,, ,, laciniat* Sambucua nigra argenteo
Ailutttua llaveaceoa variegata

,, glunduloaa ,, „ heterophylla
Arali% apinosa Stuartia virginica

,, japonica

A Silver Knightian Medal showed what the

opinion of the judges was aa to this collection.

From Mr, F. Riddell. Pakenhill Nursery, near

Stroud, came a remarkable specimen of twitted

Hazel (see fig, 52 p. 380). Aquantlty of the excelli-nt

variety of SpiiiEi Bumalda, known aa "Anthony
Waterer," waa exhibited a« a pot plant, and was
carrying plenty of bloom in quite small pots, and
the plants were very dwarf. A variety of Diervilla

(Weigela) named Eva Rathke was exhibited by Mr.
Waterer also ; the flowers are a good dark colour,

and the extremities of the easential organs pure

white.

Lord Powerscourt's collection, sent by Mr.
Crombie, from Powerscourt, Ireland, was rich In

Conifers. It was interesting to see, aide by aide,

Abiea Webbiana and A. Pindrow in cone, ahotvlog

well the differencea between the two. In addition

there were cones of A. cephalonica. A. Nordmanniana,
A. magnlfica (fine cones), A. Pinsapo, Cupresaus

tornlosa, C. Corneyana, and many o'-hers (a Silver

Banksian Medal was awarded this collection).

Mr. Malcolm Dunn, to whose energy the society

once more is indebted, sent from the Duke ol Buc-

cleuch's estate at Dalkeith a large and vaiied collec-

tion, Includiog Styrax japonica, Spirseai, Magnolias,

Rhododendrons, Cratsegua in berry, &c. (a Silver

Flora Medal waa awarded).

Meaars. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, showed a col-

lectiou of choice kinds. Including gorgeously-tinted

apeciea of Rhus and Vitis, a Parottia persica,

Olearia macrodonta, Ptelea trifollataaurea, Jafaneae
Oaks, Maples, cut-leaved Walnut, and a large

number of others (a Silver-gilt Flora Medal was
awarded).

Captain Holford, Westonbirt (gr., Mr. Rattray),

sent a very rich collection of apecimena, including

numeroua species of Crataegus in fruit, splendid

cones of Pinus, Ayacuite, Cornels, Maplea, Oaks,

Viburnum, Birches, Hippophae rhamnoides, finely
berried (to this exhibit a Silver Knightian Medal
was awarded). Messrs. Veitch of Exeter showed
Acer ginnala, finely-coloured, and a variety of other
planta, which won for them a Silver Flora Medal.
Earl Cowper showed a small collection, for which a
Bronze Medal was awarded.
Two fine apecimena in tuba of PIcea pungene, so

beautiful in the glaucous hue of the needles; and
the glauca variety of Cedrna atlantlca, together with
a basket of Pernettya mucronata in berry, were
shown by Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill Nur-
serles. He also showed in the conservatory a tins
specimen of large bronzy leaves of what we take to
be the true form of Vitis Colgnetia;
W. H. Maxwell, Eiq., Munches, Dalbeatie, sent a

select collection, including Pyrus Maulel in fruit,

Cratasgna americana, various Maples, Including A.
Reitenbachii, a variety of A. pla'.anoides. Elms,
Alnua anrea in flower, showing that the coloration
extends to the catkins (a Silver Bankaian Medal waa
given to this collection).

And now, if there are omissions and mistakes, we
plead In extenuation not only the want of space,
which is a permanent diflSculty, but also — the
weather

!

Conference on Hardy Trees and Shrubs.
The Society held a Conference on hardy treet

and shruba in connection with the exhibition.
The attendance was relatively small, owing, no
doubt, to the abominable weather. The Council
of the Society being anxlons to direct greater
attention to the ornament and utility of the trees
and shruba which are to be found growing in the
Britiah lalea, and of which many were originally
introduced by the Society 'a collectors, decided to hold
a Conference with that end In view. At the morning
proceedlnga Mr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, C.M,G,,
Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, occupied the
chair. It was originally arranged that at this sitting

two papers should be read—one bv Mr. J, B. Car-
ruthers, F.L.S , on " The Larch Disease," and the
other by Mr. E. J. Baillie. F.L.S., on "Forest Trees
for Commercial Purposes." Owing, however, to the
absence of both the writers, the papers were not read,

but will duly appear ^»c^•(!f^^so in the Society's JourMa/.
Offing to the consequent re-arrangement several
who had put off visiting the Conference till the
afternoon, for the purpose of hearing Mr. J Simp-
son's paper on " The Utilisation of Waste Ground
Unsuitable for Agriculture," were diaappointed, aa
that paper was read at the morning sitting

; and
many who were Interested in the Larch disease were
equally disappointed. I^lr. Cairuthers in his paper,
we nnderstand, suggested mixed plantations as one
remedy for the Larch disease, and for individual

trees be recommended that incisions should be made
into the aflfected parts. The placea should then be
covered with grafting-wax and aacking.

Mr. Baillie, we believe, treated hia anbject with
reference to soil and aapect.

The Utilisation of Waste Geohnd unsuitable
FOB AqBICULTDHB.

Mr. J. Simpson, of Wortley, in hia paper on thia

eubject, said there need be no doubt about the
present condition of our British woods. Our native

timber was going down at a rate that few auspected,

and nothing like an equivalent was being planted.

In many districts Larch, probably the most profitable

of all British tieef, was pract cally done.

Spruce for mining purposrs, which could be pro-

duced in thirty or forty years, was even scarcer,

although the demand waa so great. Ash was
almost everywhere scarce, and big Oak, (or

which the demand was enormous for railway

carriages and waggons, would scoa be a thing ol the

pist. Other timbers were being used up 8t a pro-

portionate rate, and our woods were either disapp ar-

iog altogether, or getting so thin as hardly to be

worth calling woods. When speaking of land un-
suitable for agriculture, bat suitable for the

production of timber, he meant poor, sandy,

and gravelly soils, mountain sides, glens, and

ravines inaccessible to the ploueh, sand-hills

near the coatt—perhaps the moat wo'thless of any,

poor peaty waate and such like. That theie were

vait tracts ot land of this deacription in the British

iaiauda that would grow timber well, he thought

there was no question, but still such tracts were

worth a small rent per acre for some pur-

poses, and to turn them to better account

in the production of timber could, he believed, be

generally done under certain conditions. Those who
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were the moat likely to moat benefit from planting
timber were tboae who could afford to plant on the
most extensive scale, and the S;.ate and large landed
proprietors were the patties who coald do that best.

Man; British plantations were unprofitably managed.
The almost universal custom was to sell home- grown
timber in the rough, either standing or felled, and
in this state it was removed by the middleman or

the consumer, bat in either case to the loss of the
vendor, because the bark, with the exception of

peeled Oak, and all the waste and refuse, had to be
removed with it, and its removal paid for, which
payment came out of the price of the wood.
The removal of timber in the rough to the
consumer often cost half, or more than half,

of the delivery price. Very often it coat from Id. to
4(i. per cubic foot to haul and remove the timber to
the nearest railway station, and perhaps as much
again had to be paid for railway transit after that.

The foreign timber that came to this country was all

sized and sorted. It was therefore in much less

bulk, aad could be handled far more conveniently
than home-grown timber, which after hauling to the
railway-wbarf might have to lie for weeks before the
travelling crane conld be sent to hoist it on to the
waggons, or the waggons could be got—always ex-
pensive work. It was from greater economy in

management, as much as from other sourcep, that
the margin of profit must be sought in the future.

A good deal of misconception, Mr. Simpson went
on to say,existed with regard to the timber productive
powerof our poor or waste lands unsuitable for agricul-

lural purposes. One might often judge pretty safely

trom the vegetation and treei in a neighbourhood,
whether the soil was capable of producing timber, but
it was not safe to conclude from the poor surface crop,
it was unfit for that purpose. Trees, and especially

the broad-leaved species like the Oak, Beech, and
Chestnut, for example, responded to good soil and
good root-culture, as did farm crops, but not to the
same extent as the latter. Given a root-hold in a
healthy soil, however poor, a tree would grow and
produce timber to surprising dimensions. The
plea so often advanced, that we should plant
tracts for profit in the expectation that the foreign

supply of timber would ut no distant date fall off,

was one about which he had grave doubts.
Hitherto, foreign countries had exercised more fore-

light in the management of their forests than Britain

had done. We had great leeway to make up even to

overtake other conntries which were not likely to be
more shortsighted in the future than in the past. It

was not altogether excessive foreign competition
which hurt oar home timber trade, as we had not
always had the timber to offer. He perceived that
there seemed to be generally a wish to start some-
where about John O'Groais, or the Land's End, the
west coast of Ireland, or the mountain tops of the
Isle of Man, and to neglect far more suitable and
likely tracts of nseless land at our own doors. It

should always be remembered that every mile they
went further from a railway station they reduced the
profits.

It was a great mistake to suppose that because
Uak was now less used for ships, the demand had
fallen off. It bad been simply transferred to the
waggon-builder, and the quantity used for sach
purposes alone threatened to exterminate all the
Oaks in England in a short time. Whilst railways
existed, Yorkshire and Lancashire mills continued
to run, mines to be worked, agricultural implements
and appliances to be used, houses to be built and
furnished, and all the multifarious needs of the
community supplied, the demand for home-grown
timber such as Uak, Ash, Sycamore, Beech, Larch,
and other Firs, Elm, Birch, &c., would continue to
be great, and the prices fairly remunerative—that was
to say, if past experience went for anything. He
should fear bad management far more than insect

pests and tree diseases.

The wants of forest trees were few and simple,
and the operations of practical forestry were also

o easy that any intelligent labourer might carry
them out with no more training or instruction than
cuald be given him by a competent head forester

from time to time. The chief obstacle to planting
now-adays was that owners of estates were very
reluctant to engage to any extent in planting as an
investment, because paat experience had been far

from encouraging. He had always felt that no
amount of persuasion could ever get over such con-
siderations as these with private estates. Whether it

would be wise for the State to venture on a large

scale where private enterprise might be said to have
failed, was a subject which did not come within the
cope of hia paper. It might be granted, however,

that paat forestry in this couatry was hardly a safe
criterion to go by for the future. Owners of estates
had spent money freely in planting, and with the
beat intentions, but they had also sacrificed much to
game, by careless management, and through want of
foresight in growing the wrong species of trees.

Professor Marahall Ward, luatructor at the
Cooper's Hill School of Forestry, said he was
very pleased to hear one truth driven home, to
the effect that we in this country had long been
in the habit of wrongly estimating the capa-
bilities of the soil in these operations. We had for
many years been in the proud position of
being authorities on the subject of soil; but
the paper emphasised the fact that our notions
of the value of the soil had been taken from

FlQ. 52.—TORTUOUS HAZEL. (SHOWN AT THK CHISWICK
CONFERENCE )

the point of view of the farmer and agriculturist,

and it was really a difScnlt matter to get it con-
sidered from the point of view of forestry. One thing
he would like to say, if any one contemplated anr
action in the matter, they must make up their minds
not to be deterred at the outset if their expectations
did not come up to resnlts which had been based
upon analyses of the chemistry of farm crops and
fruit. That was a point in danger of being over-

looked, and the writer of the paper did quite right in

laying stress upon it.

A gentleman, residing in Cornwall, said that he had
had considerable experience in forestry. He explained

how he had been most successfal. He said in the

plantations in which he bad been interested he had
followed Nature's order as closely as he could.

Openings were made by great gales, and he had fol-

lowed this course for thirty-eight years, and was very

well satisfied with the result. Hia plan had been to

ventilate the wood by making roads, and cutting
away the undergrowth where the trees wanted air.

He had always thinned in May or Juoe, and he
never did the whole plantation at odck. He had
taken away two out of every ten trees, or one-fifth.
Alter about twenty-five years other cuts were made
parallel to the roads, leaving twelve trees and taking
three. By that time the first cuts had nearly grown
together, so that the side branches were being filled

in as they would be in an ordinary plantation. Since
then he had only taken out dead and suppressed trees.

By proceeding in this method, he believed a leafcanopy
could be sufiiciently preserved.

The Chairman, Mr. Tdiselton-Dyer, aaid that
when a body like the Royal Horticultural
Society initiated a discussion like that, it un-
doubtedly assumed a certain responsibility. It

was of course desirable to make use of every occa-
sion to ventilate a subject, but they must be careful
as a body with an established reputation, that they
did not lead the public to believe that they had any
distinct views upon the subject, because it was one
fraught with enormous difiiculty. He must say that
he was much struck with the fact that the
writer of the paper really answered, with almost
destructive criticism, many of the suggestions raised
in his own paper. There seemed to be some con-
fusion in the matter. A landowner with an attrac-

tive estate planted trees for various purposes—for

shelter, or to a very large extent from considerations
of landscape effect. Of coarse, in so doing, he had
his reward in the pleasure he derived. Such actions
ought not to be regarded from a commercial point
of view. There was, in point of fact, very little in

this country of what could be called forestry. That
arose from various considerations, and he would not
then trouble them with details. On the continent,
however, forests to a large extent belonged to perma-
nent bodies, such aatheCommunes in Switzerland, and
other great corporate bodies. Therefore such bodiea
could, if they liked, project the expenditure and the
expected profit into the next century. That was
impossible for the private landiwner in this country,
therefore he did not himaelf aee how they could ever

seriously tell the private landowner that planting in

the present state of thing'i could be regarded as a
profitable, or even a possioly profitable, investment.
This matter was very carelully discuaaed aome time
ago before a Committee of the Houae of Commons.
He among others gave evidence, and be heard one
landowner who bad been himself engaged in forest

management in India, state tha', there was a time
when he could ase his own timber for purposes of his

estate, but that there came a time when he found
that Norwegian timber could be delivered cut at his

own door at a cheaper rate than he could supply from
hia own woods. When they heard that, it seemed
perfectly uaeleaa to try to impress people with the

statement that it would be a good thing to invest

money in this particular industry. He had beard it

said that the timber supply of the world would give

out before that of the coal. In that case the con-

dition of things would be very much changed, and
timber would be of greater value than at pre-

sent, bat as long as there were inexhaus-

tive tracts of soft wood, especially in the

northern hemisphere of the new world, he did not

see how it was possible in this country to produce

timber which would compete with that brought to

our shores. At the same time, the discussion of the

subject could not fail to be of use, although

he did not think any general principle could

be laid down as regards wood cultivation

in this country
;

yet astute persons in different

localities might, even under present conditions

get good results. For example, Elm wood—and he

could speak from experience—was practically un-

saleable in the neighbourhood of London, but in

Gloucestershire it commanded a good price, because

locally Elm wood was found to make the best boxes

for packing South Wales tin plates. It was the only

wood which did not deteriorate the polish of the tin

plates. He could mention other instances of local

industries which were still profitable. He did not

agree with the writer of the paper that English land-

owners were less astute than loreignars, although it

was the fashion to say so ; as only the other day in

Sussex he saw Oak wood being converted by a

portable sawmill driven by steam, and although the

Oik wood was not what would strike the ordinary

person as any good, he held it was quite a profitable

operation. It was difticalt to see what inducement

could be held out to get a man to plant for posterity

as a duty incumbent upon him. The Dean and

Chapter of Durham were planting some ot their
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own eitates, bat they were a land-owning body, and
not subject to the vicisBitadea of the private owner.
Anyhow, instractiveexperimentJ might be made, and
a diacnaiioQ of a paper lo ably and impartially
written conld not fail to be of nae.

The General Manaqeuent of Woods.

Sir A. J, Arbathnot presided at the afternoon
Conference, at which Mr. A. C. Forbes read a paper
on "The General Management of Woods, Planting,

Thinning, Nurse Trees, Coppices, Hedgerows, &c."
He said Mr. Simpson's paper covered a great deal

of that written by himself, which would make it

unnecessary for him now to go over the same
gronnd. He impressed upon his hearers the lesson,

that it must not be supposed that the trees

which became prominent early would fulfil

expectations; they should, therefore, give great
attention to all, as " the survival of the fiUeat," held
good in plant as in all other life. Indigenous or
European plants would be the most suitable, as they
would be less liable to climatic risks. From 10,000
to 12,000 plants might be put to the acre, and lor

the first two years weeds must be kept down, and
ground game exterminated. 0.ving to the immu-
table law to which he had alluded, there would be a
constant process of weeding oat going on ; but the
greater the number of plants, the greater number
would there be to find a congenial home.

Mr, Webster said he was very pleased with Mr.
Forbes' paper. He condemned the " fallacy " of the
" mixed plantation " system.
Mr. Geo. Paul said he coald not help thinking

that the Society was fulfilling one of its best func-
tions in endeavouring to improve forestry. The
qaestion of leaf- canopy was a novelty to him,
and seemed to carry great weight with it. The only
statement on which he differed from the writer of
the paper was that which said that we ought to con-
fine ourselves to native trees because in certain parts

of England there might be climatic risks. He
thought the papers they had heard that day were
of such practical value that all the Fellows of the
Society would be glad to read them. He would
therefore propose a hearty vote of thanks on behalf
of the members of that Society to the writers.

Mr, Geo. Banyard seconded the motion. He said

he would not trouble them on that occasion with
the way in which they in Kent managed their woods,
as be proposed to write a short history, to be pub-
lished at the end of these papers in the Society's
Journal, because their practice differed entirely from
the suggestions made that day. To a very large
extent the woodlands of Kent owed their very exis-

tence to the value they gave to an estate for sporting
purposes. He would not go so far as to say
he was against all kinds of sport ; but it was a source
of grief to him to see the way in which these trees

were eaten up by rabbits. There was another point
which struck him as a Kentish man. They very sel-

dom planted trees for timber purposes. The greatest
result was often to be obtained where trees were
planted as underwood, and cut down in periodical

cycles of from ten to fourteen years. He bad known
Chestnut wood to fetch £80 an acre. He could
remember the time when Hops were poled with
British poles ; but then came the Norwegian Fir,

and now the Hops were strong on string saspended
from end supports.

Sir Alexander Arbuthnot, in responding to a vote
of thanks to the Chairmen of the two meetings, read

a telegram conveying greetings from their Secretary,

the Rev. W. Wilks, who is progressing favourably
after the severe operation which he has undergone.
He thought it was really a matter which our states-

men and political leaders ought to consider, whether
they ought not to do something to applying capital

to the renewal and increase of oar forests,

The Conference then terminated.

New Inven tion,

A NEW SHOW CARD.
The article known as the "Strong Strut Bick"

Show-card certainly deserves the adjectives with
which the patentees describe it. It is composed of

an oblong piece of exceedingly stout card, which can
be hung by the ring at the back of it, or made to

stand at any angle by means of the wide strut, which
still further increases its power and adaptiveness.

The whole of the back- stmt, support, and suspension
ring, are ingenioasly stamped out of one piece of

card, while the front is intended to bear advertise-

ment!—as for instance if the " Stnt Back " were

used as a name-card at horticultural exhibitions—or
small articles, such as pencils, label«, or knives could
be displayed upon it. For simplicity, durability,
and appropriateness this show card has much to
recommend it. It is sent out by Messrs. Strong &
Co., of 8. Leonard Street, EC.

CONCERNING ROOT SUCKERS
OF STONE FRUITS, &c.

Wb have plenty of experience of the troublesome
suckers which spring direct from the roots of the
Plum, Cherry, and Damson, whether these be nsedas
stocks for the ennobled varieties of their genus, or
are themselves the fruit-bearers. The outgrowths
lessen the vitality and growth of the tree, and if not
pulled up, they cause its early death.

The general belief is, that a tree producing suckers
is itself the product of a sucker ; bat, as a fact, it is

the deep cultivation of the soil over the roots by a
spade, fork, or hoe that is the cause of their appear-
ance. As is well known, stone fruits must not be so
deeply planted as Apples, Pears, and the like, or they
will not succeed and bear large crops. B/ shallow

planting, the roots are easily injured by the spade
or hoe, and wherever an injury is made, there comes
first a swelling, and later an outgrowth. It is, there-

fore, advisable to hoe or dig the land over the roots

very lightly.

Manobe-wateb fob Winter Gbebh Cbops,

At this season, as well as earlier, the application

of liquid manure daring rainy weather works wonders
on growth in Cabbages, Savoys, Colewortf, &c.

TOMATOS.

To preserve Tomatos till late in the autumn,
secure the fruits by their stalks to straw- bands like

ropes of Onions, and hang them in a cool dry room.
Half-ripe fruits should be wrapped in or placed nnder
cotton-wool, and kept in a warm room. Obstbaii

Vereins' Organ for Steyertmrk, September, 1894.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Frdit.—AvERiQE Wholesale PRioEa.

>. d. i.d

Apples, Cooking, per
sieve ... 4 0-60

„ Dessert, half-

sieve 3 0-50
Cobs, per 100 lb. ...25 0-30

Damsons, half-sieve 16-20
Figs, par dozen ... 16-30
Qrapes, 1st quality,

black, English,
per lb 10-20

,, English, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 6-10

Grapes, Muscat,
per lb 10-20

d.

1

t.d.

Grapes, Muscat, 2Dd
quality, per lb. ... 9-

„ Guernsey, per
lb 5-09

Melons, each ,,,10-20
Peaches, large, per

doz 4 0-80
,, small, per doz. ...10-20

Pears, p. sieve, small 16-20
,, (Dessert), halt-

sieve 2 0-40
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each ,..20 50
Plums, half-sieve ... 2 0-50

Enquiry.

Vegetables.—AvERiQE Wholesale Prices.
*,d. t.d.

Beans, French, half-

sieve 2 0-26
„ Kuoners,sieve 10-16

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-16

s.d. t. d.

Cucumbers, per doz. 16-26
Marrnws. per doz. ... 1 3- 2
Mushrooms, per lb. 9-13
Tomat03, per lb. ... 3-04

POTATOS.

Trade slow except for beat samples. Prices :—Snowdrops
and Main Crop^, 8l)s. to 90s. ; Hebrons, 70». ; Giants, 50*. to

605. ; Blacklaods, 50s. per ton.

SEEDS.
London : September 26.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E., write

that the sale for Trifolium now naturally diminishes. Fine

new Engli&h winter Tares are now obtainable at very tempt-

ing fixtures. Sowing Rye also continues exceedingly ch^ap.

Samples of new white Mustard have now begun to come
forward. Rapeseed is steady. Toe new French Buckwheat
just landed meets with favour. Canary seed is featureless.

Hemp seed firm. Linseed quiet. Haricots improving. Peas
unchanged.

FBUITS AND VEGETABLES.
BoROUoa AND Spitalfields : Sept. 25.—Quotations:—

Cabbages, Is. 6(i. to 3s. per tally; Turnips, Is, to 2s. 3d,

Carrots, U. to 2s. 3d. ; Parsley, 9d to Is. 6rf. per dozen buuches ;

Beans, Scirlet, It. to Is. 6d. per b jshel ; Horseradish, Is. to

Is. 6d. per bundle ; Onions, foreign, 3«. to 3s. 6d. per bag ; do.,

English, 4s. to 5s. per cwt. ; Apples, Is. to Is. 6d. per bushel

;

Pears, 9d. to 2s. 6d. ; Plums, Is. to 2s. 3d. per half bushel.

Stratford: Sept. 25.—The supply to this market during the

past week has been excellent, and with a large attendance of

buyers a brisk trade was done at the undermentioned prices :

—Cabbages, Is. 9rf. to 4s. per tally ; Collards, Is. 9d. to 3s. per
tally; Caulillowers, Is. to 2s. Gd. per dozen; do.. 4s. to JOs.

per tally; Turnips, Is. %d. to 2s. per doz. bunches; Carrots,

household, 40s. to ios. per ton; do., cattle feeding, 25s. to 28s.

do. ; Mangolds. 16s. to 21s. per ton ; Swedes, 16s. to 18s. do.

;

Onions, English, 80s. to 90s. per ton ; do., Belgian, 2s. 6d. to

3s. lid. per bag; do., Oporto. 5s. to 6s. 6d. per case; Apple?,
English, 2s. to 7s. per bushel; Pears, 2s. to 4s. per barrel;
Watercress, 6d. per dozen ; Beans, Is. Qd. to Is. 9d, per sack ;

Cucumbers, frame, Is. to 3s. per dozen; do., field, 4d. to
Sd. do.; Celery, 9d. to Is. 2d. per roll; Horseradish, Is. to
Is. 3i. per bundle.

Farringdon: 5i;j«. 27.—Quotations : Apples, 3s. to6s. per
bushel; Pears. Is. 6rf. to 4s. do.; Plums, 3s. per half-bushel;
Mushrooms. 4«. per half-bushel; Blackberries, 5s. per halE-
busbel; Tomatos, English, 3s. per 12 lb.; Walnuts, bag, 24s.

of 75 kilos.
; Cob-nuts, 3^d. per lb. ; Cucumbers, Is. Qd. to U. 9d.

per dozen ; Grapes, English, U. per lb. ; do , Almeira 3d. do.

;

Onions, 4s. to 4s. 6d. per tag; do., picklers, os. to 6». do.;
Carrots, 50s. per ton ; Turnips, 45.'. do.

POTATOS.
Borough and SpiTiiFiEiDS : Sept. 26.—Quotations

ranged from 455. to 80s. per ton.

STBiTFORD: .S'ept. 25.—Quotations:—Main Crop Kidneys,
60s. to 70s. ; Bruces, 65«, to 70s. ; Imperators, 50s. to 7.Ss.

;

Dark-soil Magnums, 45s. to 50i. per ton.

Faerikgdo!? : Sept. 27. -Quotations ; — White Hebrons,
70s. to 80s. ; Sutton's Abundance, 70s. to 80s. ; Mainorop,
70s. to 80s. ; Bruces, 60s. to 7)s. ; Magnums, 65s. to 6is. per
ton.

LONDOS AvERiOES : Sept. 26.—Hebrons, 6 s. to 80s. ;

Magnums, 50s. to 65s. ; kidneys, 60s. to 70s. ; Snowdrops, 70s,
to 85!. ; Black-lands, 45j. to 5)s. ; rounds, 60s. per ton.

HAT.
Averages.—Tbo following are the average! of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :—
Clover, prime, 75,?. to 13-5S. ; do., inferior, 4.5s. to 12 )». ; hay,
best, 10 s. to 130s. ; do., specially picked, 138s. ; do , interior,
60s. to 100s. ; do., new, 70s. to 90s. ; Mixture, 90s. to 130s.

;

Bad Straw, 30s. to 43s. per load.

OOBK.
Averages.—OllliiM statement o( the average prices of British

Corn, imperial measure (qr,), for the week ending September23,
Und for the corresponding period last year ;—1S94: Wheat,
19!. Si.! Barley, 23«. 5rf.) OatS, ISs. 2(i. 1883 1 Wbtet,
IBs. 91 ; ButUf, 27*, lOd. ; Oats, lis. M.

" Ht that que$twneth mvch thatl learn mucA."—Baooh.

Ibbioation in Tbopical Countries.—Will lome

reader of these pages kindly inform " West Indian
"

the titles of some standard works on the above

subject ?

CoTve^pordcnU

•«* Owing to th^ large increase in our ciixulation^ we arc

reluctantly under the necessity of goinfj to press sonie hours

earlier. Our contribntorSj who well know what this implies, ^L'ill

kindly aid iwf by sending their conimunicatiojis as early in the

week as possible. ComtnunicatUins should reach us not Utter than

Wednesday.

*.* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to he named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an atisu^er to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,

and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only,

or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Books : T. S. A manaal on Violet Culture by Mr,
Heath, is published by Mr. Birket, Kendal.

—

A. A. M. My Gardener, by H. W. Ward, price

2s 9ii.. published by Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode,
East Harding Street, London, B.C. — ff. A.. M.
Hardy Flow'.rs, by W. Robinson, is a more portable

volume than the Flower Garden, by the same
author. Published by Macmillan & Co., Bedford
Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

—

Les Cultures sur le

littoral de la Mediterran6e, by Dr. E. Sanvaigo,
published by MM. J. B. Balliere et Fils,

19, Rue Hautefeuille, Paris. A handy and useful

book for the pocket. The Gentlewoman's Book of
Gardening, by Mrs. Chamberlain and Mrs. Douglas.
Published by Henry & Co., Bouveria Street,

London, EC.

CiNEHABiAs AND Caiceolabias : X. Y. Z. There
mast have been some point in their cultivation
omitted or not understood, but what that is we
cannot say. Have yoa been using manures, arti-

ficial or other ?

DisQCAtiFicATiON AT Flowee Show : Excelsior.

Supposing the facts to be as you state them :

—

1. You were quite justified in disqualifying the
exhibitor; 2. The exhibitor is certainly bound by
the rules; 3. We do not know, but we are of
opinion that the County Court Judge would have
no jurisdiction, provided the rules were fairly acted
on ; 4. Is more than we can answer, in view of

the glorious uncertainty of the law,

Fdnqus : J. P. Siink Horn (Phallus impudicus).
Gaj-lime may destroy the spawn if heavily applied
to the soil on which it grows ; but it is a very
erratic species, springing np in all sorts of places
on poor soils.

GBAFTiNa Roses : C. W. F. It is not the usual time
to graft Roses, but we see no reason why gralts
should not " take " on roots, it these be potted, or
the mass of mould and roots secured by wrapping
it round with moss, and tying this fast with
matting. They might be stood close together
over bottom-heat of 70° ; and when new growth is

apparent, or even before, grafted with short scions
of the Roses it is desired to increase. They
would have to be kept rather close till taken. The
difficulty would be to keep them going after they
had " taken," as that would be at the beginning of
the winter, when any growth that would be made
would be weak from want of light aad ventilation.

January is a much better month, potting the
stocks in November, keeping them in a cool house,
and not exciting them till about fourteen days
before grafting. Such stocks may be mere roots, or
dwarfs, half standards, and standards ; the first two
either Briars, Manettis, and La Griff^raie ; and the
last two Briars only. All stocks require soil about
them to be kept moist. Grafting-wax, Homme le

Fort, or other similar, should be nsed ; wax
preventing the ingress of moisture at the point of
union better than clay.

HoBSB-MosHEooM : J, P. Agaricus arvensis.

House 100 by 12 feet, span-eoofed: Gaucho
Either Cucnmbsrs or Tomatos would give good
returns, if you plant out at once strong plants,

but the crops weuld not turn in at an early date.

Tomatos for wiater should at this season be of

good size, with fruits already set in some quantity,

Hvdhangeas : Enqnirer.—These may be struck in bot-

tom-heat of 85°, in a frame or propagating-case,
from strong young shoot!', with a heel of old wood,
The heads of bloom are generally larger than from
plants struck in the early spring from shoots

taken from plants forced into growth. Strike them
singly in tbumbs or small 60's, and keep them
after rooting gently moving, shifting them once or
twice. Hydrangeas must be root-bound to cause
them to throw up flowers readily. Spring-struck
plants are grown in greenhouse pits, without much
shade, throughoutthe months of May, June, and July,

and then stood out in the open air in full sunshine
till the end of August. These plants will force

readily after they have lost their foliage, and rested

for a month or two, with but little water aflForded

at the root during that period.

Law eelatino to Mabket Gaedenees' Buildings ;

J. Jonsin. We think that you cannot do better

than obtain copies of the Acts relating to the
matter. There have been alterations made re-

cently, but we cannot say precisely of what these

consist. Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode, Queen's
Printers, East Harding Street, E.G., supply copies

at small cost.

Mealt-buo on Vines: A. A. M. It is difficult of

eradication if it has been allowed to increase

much. When the leaves have fallen, sweep np
and burn them ; then proceed to strip the rods
of the loose rough bark, and only this

should be removed, being careful to clear out
the angles at the base of the fruit-spurs.

Hiving done this, make a mixture of dry clay and
gas-tar, about one pint of the latter to a bucket-
ful of the former, kneading it well together, and
afterwards adding water, till it is of the consis-

tency of paint, and with this paint every part of

the Vines, especially pajing attention to likely

hiding-places. Throw the vinery open to the frost

if convenient to do so; wash the woodwork with
water, petroleum, and soft-soap, 1 pint of the oil

to 3 gallons of water, not using more soap than
will assist the incorporation of the oil, or much of

the paint will be removed from the wood; lime-

wash the walls, adding some salt and sulphur to
the wash. See that the brickwork is properly

pointed ; and finally, remove carefully with shovels

the upper-crust of the borders to a depth of

S inches, and replace with fresh soil. It will be

necessary to examine the Vines during the sum-
mer, touching any bugs that may be found with

a camel-hair pencil dipped in methylated spirits.

A band covered with moist gas-tar may be put
round the Vine stems near the ground level ; but
the tar must not touch the bark, or the Vines
will die.

Names of Fruits : G. S. 1, Manks' Codlin ; 2 and
3, most probably Keswick Codlin ; 4, Jargonelle

;

5, Williams' Bon CbrS'.ien.— W.Newton. 1. Cox's
Orange Pippin ; 2, Cox's Pomona ; 3, Margil

;

4, Alfriston ; 5, Warner's King ; 6, Sturmer.

—

T. E. Pear Souvenir du Congiei. —A. A. 1 and
3, Marie Louise; 2, Duchesse d'AngouIome ; 4,

Williams' Bon Chretien ; 6, Easter Beurre Pear
;

5 and the Peach were too much damaged.— Dart-

nail cj- Co. i)2, Dutch Codlin ; 87, Emperor Alex-
ender ; 147, Frogmore Prolific ; 76, Line's Prince
Albert ; 152, Baxter's Pearmain X Waltham
Abbey Seedling.— G. S. Apple Col. Vaughan ;

4, Pears, Josephinede Malines ; the others such small
miserable scrubs that we cannot recogniz<>. Amy
R. Pear.Fondante d'Antomne.— G. W. F. Pears, 1,

Beurri Clairgeau ; 2, Bishop's Thumb; 3, Beuri^
Bachelier ; 4, General Todtleben ; 5, Beuri^
d'Amanlis ; 6, DoyennS dn Cornice; 7, Duchesse
d'AngoulSme ; 9, Fondante d'Automne ; 10,

Beurr6 Bosc ; 11, Triomphe de Jodoigne ; 13,

Williams' Bon Chretien ; 13, Barrone de Mello ;

14, Hampden's Bergamot ; 15, Hessle ; 16, B^urr6
Hardy ; 17 Biurr6 Sterckmans. Six is the
largest number you should send.

—

A. H. Apple
Dutch Codlin.

—

Oakfidd. 1, not recognised ; 2,

New Hawthornden ; 3, Cox's Fomona.—John
Kingland, Pears: 1, Van Mon's Leon L°clerc

;

Doyenn^ Boussooh ; 3, Beuri^ Eince ; 4, B, Diel,

5, B. de Capiaumont ; 6, Marie Loaise.
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Names of Plants : L. C, Rugby. Staphylea tri-

loliata. S. pinnata ia imaller in all its parta, alao

aeeda.— Z*. ij- D, 1 and 2, we are quite nnable to

name single leaves, such a» you send.

—

A. J. P.

Melilotua ofScinalia (common Melilot).

—

F. C. P.

1, Viburnum Laotana; 2, Berberia vnlgaria ; 3,

Corjdalia lutea.—j; K. Hslianthna rigidus and

Centanrea moichata.— »F.ff. I'. Solidago Virga-

aurea, Goldon Rod.— ;P. J. W. Polygonum perei-

caria.—-V. T. Z. 1, an Eicallonia, send flowers

;

2. Cephalotaxua drnpacea; 3, Thniaorientalia var.

Sieboldi ; 4, Retinospora plumosa, variegated, a

form of Cupressua pi«ifera ; 5, a variety of

Capres«us Laweoniana; 6, Cupreaeus Nootkateneia,

alias Tbuiopaia borealis.— W. D. 1, Phygelius

capi'nsis ; 2, Aspidium Filix-mas

—

G, S. aenda

2s ad. for the Gardeners' Orphan Fund, for which
many thanks ; 1, the cut-leaved Alder, Alnus
glutinosa; 2 the Hornbeam, Carpinua betnlua ; 3,

Spirsea Fortunei; 4, Salix caprea, probably; 5,

Populua alba.

—

J. W. M. Should addreaa auch

commnnicationa to the Editor, not to the Pub-
lisher. 1. Calamintha acinos ; 2. Pedicularia syl-

vatica; 3, Euphrasia otEcinalia ; 4, Samolus
Valerandi ; 5, Bartsia odontites ; 6, Echium vul-

gare.— W. L. 1, perhaps the Deodar, Cedrua

Deodara ; 2, perhaps the Cedar of Lebanon, Cedrua

Libani ; S.Cupreaaua (Retinoapora) piaifrra ; 4, Picea

Morinda ; 5, Retinoapora plumosa of gardena, a

form of Cupressua pisifera; 6, Cedrua Libani or

atlantica, we cannot say which from the scrap sent.

— W, P. Echinops rntbenicns, Cardiospermum
Halicacabnm.

—

B. C, Liverpool. Yours ia a very

brightly-coloured form of Vallota purpurea major.

The apecimen of Lapageria rosea ia producing ita

flowers in an unusual manner, at the ends of the

shoots. We do not remember having seen a

similar specimen.—P. W., Magdeburg. Stanhopea
saccata.— C. B. The plant is known to us as

Pleroma macranthum (syn., Lasiandra)

—

W. P.

A very fine form of Cattleya maxima. —
T. M, 1, Lygodium scandens ; 2, Polypodium
anbauriculatum ; 3, Trachelium coeruleum ; 4,

Leyceateria formoaa; 5, Aspleninm bulbiferum ;

6. Pteria serrulata.

—

Label Misfing. ? A. W. M.
Polygonum orientate.

—

J. H. B. 1 and 1), both
species of Verbascum, which we cannot name
from auch material ; 3, Melilotus olHciualis ; 4.

Hibiscus Trionum ; 5, Sedum Telephium ; 6,

Euphorbia Cypariisias. — Burghley. Cratjegus

tanacetifolia (Tansy- leaved Thorr).

Pears Attacked dv FnNGOs: A. Scid. A fungus
(Fosicladium dendriticum, Fckl.) is the cause of

the disease. This fungus firat appeara on the
leaves, and afterwards, in damp seasons, passes on
to the fruit. The trees should be sprayed when
the fungus first shows as minute, velvety, olive

patches on the leaves, or, aa a preventive, before

the fungus appears. Bordeaux Mixture has been
proved effective. G. H, Massce.

Tomato : Colchester. The insect attacking your
Tomatos ia Aleyrodea Vaporarium. Fumigation
or the use of Richards' XL Liquid Insecticide will

prove aetviceable. We do not, however, think
the inaect does mnch mischief.

COMMUNICiTIOS Beceived. — E. J. L. — C. J. H., next
week.—W. W.— W. M. — Sutton * Sons.—A. M. W.

—

Professor Max Cornu. Pans.-T. B.—J. V.—A.—W. S.—
W. B.-D. C—T. H. M.—A. W.—G.. Spriugthorpe.-W. P.
— ,T. W. T.—H. M —C. E, L.—E. C -R. D.—J. J. W.

PaoTOGRiPH3 Received with Thanks.—W. S.

Specimens Received ivith Thanks — L. L., Brussels.-

C. W D.-E. J. L —J. B. S.—D. E.-J. E. N.—A. E. C—
W. H —Komenclature.—A. E. F.—H. W. H,—J. R. S.—
P. C. H. -Cherry Ripe.-J. W. T.—W. B. V.

CO:rr[NUED increase in the CIRCULATrON OF THE
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.- T/te PiiblisJier ?itis the sntis-

/action ofannouncing that the circiiktlion of the *' Gardemrs'

Chronicle" has, since the vediiction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent

,

and that It la Increasing weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronide " circulates among

COUNTHVQE.S'TLEMES. AN'D ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS

AND GARDEN-LOVKUs at honie, that it /ifls a Specially Utrgi

POBEIGH AND COLOHIAL CIRCirtAHON, and thai it is

pr'esMid Jar rifcfertie tti ail (h jtnncipal Libt'cCriee.

|6«HtJ J-k ,NS20«I8

5l<n.»Tid15^crtFORElCM, of above 9lies, inbo«s of 100 Pert t, 2.00 feet -Mpiz
ENGLISH OlX£s, cut to truyeri' sties , o-t lowest pntefr

U£}Lycreci f-ree. S^jcuTid in th.: country, itl qua-ntity.

WCOygERyA.TpRj[E5^tfP^T^ivA;;|:-H<^sga^^

GEORJGE FAKMIIX>E&50NS
liC^D. Gl^fcS, Olty. and COLOUf^MERCHANTfl, '

^4 fi•*cJ0HNS1:^eet^X/P.STfe^IniFIELD.T0ND0^J ^C
6toci^Ii6» And prices onAppiicAtton. PleiL^e quote Chr<miKU.

WARE and SONS'
arethePloweR pots '"'"'^

THE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Cftiriage paid to any

The Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDOV, E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, Ac.

Special Estimatea given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of E;rtate8 made, and practical
advice given aa to the best and moat 'cooomical Fences to put
down. Large /liumrated Caialoiut of Fiticing, Hurdles,
Field and Entrance Gates. Sjc, sent free on appltcation.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of 10.

BEST NEW ARCHANQIL MATS ... (9 ft. by 4 (t. 6) 108.

„ TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 83.

„ HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 78.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 53.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS, 20,-, 26/- & 35- p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA 6d. per lb.

„ CUBA BAST Is „

HOBTICDLTITBAX SUNDRIES OF EvEBT KiND.

CATALOGUE Poit Free on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137. COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOB, "WOBK, CONSEBVATORIES,
Greanhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and OU Mixture, Free to all Stations.

Liquid Non-Poisouous Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Po^t-free.

Grove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOIPS WAIK, DUBLIN.

PERFECTION."

Important Improvement3 In Glazing & Construction

NO LEAKAGE.-NO DRIP.-NO LOSS OF HEAT.

GUARAyTEED.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND TESTIMONIALS.
PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

SURVEYS MADE IN ALL PARTS.

W. PARHAM, Nortbgate
Wcrks, BATH.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers,
NORWICH.

MOVABLE FOWL HOUSE.
By far the Best Fowl House introduced.

Bef^istered Copyri^li!..

CASH PRICE. CARRIAGE PAID.
4 feet square for roosting 12 or more fowls ... £2 15s.

5 feet „ „ 20 „ 3 10s.

B feet ,. ,. 40 4 16s.
If mounted on wheels, 10s. extra.

POULTRY HOUSES and APPLIANCES, KENNELS and
KENNEL APPLIANCES of erery description.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
CUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide'^ CASH
PRICES,

CAKRIAGE
PAID.

Larger tizts at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
KOL'AL HORTICULTUP.AL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
t<)*i)«jf^al<,Mf.H.SrKiT0>i,SwdSBian,to.,?,H8UawaVIM.,lf.!

6 feet
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO

CHRYSANTHEMUIVI EXHIBITORS.

BECKETT'S

NEW EXHIBITION

TO BE HAD

SEEDSMEN
AND

NURSERYMEN,

PATENT

FLOWER TUBE.

PRICE LIST,

DESCRIPTION,
AND

TESTIMONIALS.

W. M. STILL & CO.,
'' So^ni7a1i. EC.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

IBoj nerlOOft o, rj ( 12 :•' 10, 18X12, 18 XU, 24x1410 M., per 100 ft., 8s. id\
j^^|2, 20X12, 18x16. 24x16'*" (16X12, 16x14. 20x16, 24X18, 4c,

1} X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at Ss. per iOO feet.
Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square

;

Matching. 4/9; 2X4. at ^d. per foot run ; 2x7at]3.
Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery. &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY
72, BlSHOFSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, E.C.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,
2j. 6d. nett, per post, 2j. lOi.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in
any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaTanteed,25ft.by 13 ft., £50; 30ft. by 15ft., £70. Brxck-
workPTc^'pt.pd. For particulars, see our Catalogue. po«t- free.

Bnpenor Portable Frames, large stock ready for
immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
2I-0Z. glass, carriage paid:—Might frame, 4 x 6, 36s. 6(i.

j
2-light frame, 6X8. 58«. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 86l. 6d.
Span-roof Frames, 9 x 5. £3 16«. ; la x 6, £5 ; 16 x 6,

£7 10s, Can send off same day as ordered.

HARDY BRUIN^CO..'1't^eT LEICESTER

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
ufed both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place. Guernsey.
Sole Makers :-W.\f. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenford-, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
SIZE,

SUBSTANCE,
FINISH,

By using H. J. JONES' CONCENTRATED MANURE.
Nothing else needed. Try it. Free for Cash with Order.

FBICES :—
3 lb. 7 lb. 14 lb. 28 lb. if> lb. 112 lb.

Is. 9d. 3s. 6(1. 6s. 108. 18s. 32s.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM. S.E.

ARMITAGE'S INVINCIBLE MANURE.
Stimulating ! Economicai,! Lasting !

The Best Fertilising Compound.
Report of Analysis made by Alfred Sibson, F.C S., the

Analytical Laboratory. 23. St. Mary Axe, London, E.C. :
—

"This is a high class Chemical Manure, especially
suited for Garden use. It contains about 6^ per cent, of

Ammonia derived from Organic matter. Ammonia Compounds,
&c., and with a good proportion of Phosphates (both soluble
and insoluble), Pota^^h, &c. As its physical properties or
* condition ' is also well attended to. it will, in my opinion, bt*

founri a Valuable Manube for general Horticultural
PURPOSES. (Signed) ALFRED SIBSON, F.C.S."
PBICES.—In Tins; 3rf., 6rf.. and Is. each ; or Free by Post

for 6rf , lO^d.. and \s. ed. In Bags: 7 lb., U. 6rf. ; 14 lb,
2*. 6d.; 281b., 45. : f>6 lb . 7s. ^d. : 112 lb., Us. 6rf.

1^ All Orders for One Cwt- and upwards delLvered Fre©
to any Railway Station in the Kingilom

ARMITAGE BROS., NOTTINCHAM.
\^ Pleaee name this Paper.

CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIO" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS iiNO SONS, 79, Mark Lane, London.

CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6cf..and 6«. 6ii ; also in air-tight bags,

J cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., lOi. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot\ Hunts.

" 12, Enowle Road, Brixton. IjOndon,
'•I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A, B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.K..F.C.S.'*

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight; 2 ounces to the gal oq of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
eupersedeit. Boxes. \s., 3s., and 10s. 6(i.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6rf. and Is,, from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NTJT FIBRE REFUSE.

Si. per bushel ; 100 for Mt. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60».

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLl SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6i. 6d. per sack ; 6 sacks,

25a. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS FEAT, 6l. per sack ; 6 sacks, 221. ; sacks,

4rf. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, 1». 9d. per bushel: ISf. per hall

ton ; 264. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, U. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8». M. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VrKaiN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *o. Write for Price LIST.—
H. 0. BMTTB, 21, Qoldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.O.

GA. PARSONS, 217, Oiford Road, Reading,
• can supply thoroughly well-built GREENHOUSES,

20 feet by 12 feet, at £19 10s. ; and FORCING-HOUSES, 40 feet
by 12 feet, at £19 10s. Carriage paid. Catalogues free.

GREENHOUSES.— 0. E. ORFEUR invites
enquiries for his New Illustrated CATALOGUE ot

Greenhouses, Forcing-houses. Garden Frames, Amateur's
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, &c., which will be sent, post-
free, on application to Colne Bank Works. Colchester.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stands

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.—Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48, Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applied for.

EPPS'S --"' PEAT,
For ORCHXDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Haldwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton.
or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LE-IF-.MOULD. Coarte. Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND. CHARCOAL, C N. FIBRE REFUSE,
frefh SPHAGNUM, Patent JIANUREi, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSB Litter.

The Original Peat Depot, RINGyOOD, HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10s. per sack j 5 for 47s. M.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per sack ; 5 for
37s. ed. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. per sack ; 5 lor 22s. 6d.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. per Back. 5 for I8s. ; and 3s. per pack, 6 for 12s. ed.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. ed. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18». All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For Price List apply toD. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Mount Maacal, Bexley, Kent.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at Lonjon Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS. Ola Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth.
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdt^s, Bingwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

GENUINE
SCOTCH TWEEDS

Saving 30 (at Makers' prices) per cent.

St. Ronan's

SUIT
LENGTH
12/6

Other Suit Lengths, IS/-, 18/3, 19/6, 21/- ;

" Flora.'' 22/-, 23/J. 24/3, 26/iS.

Overcoatings, Ulsterings, Serges, Trowseringi.
Parcels Carriage Paid. Patterof post-free, to be
returned within seven days. Mention paper.
Tod Porteous & Co., Innerleithen, N.B.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane. W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. I.NTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimnm

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed f1.

BIBRBEOE BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PEE MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBElK almanack, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

HOLIDAY SEASON , 1894.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
AND

Accidents of All Kinds.
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSDRANCE CO.;''

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
W, D. MASSY, I „ , .

A. VIAN, f

Secretane».
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.
> EW Illustrated Catalogue Free.

No. 73. SPAN-BOOF GABDEN FRAME.

Gucumlier ( 6 ft. by 4 ft., Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/<i

Frame Lights 1 eft. by4ft..Unpainted& Unglazed.ea. &/-

Surveys made in am/ part of the Country.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME, 6 feet by 4 feet I QHo
Similar to No. 76. with two lights. ) Ovo,

GARDEN FRAMES in great VARIETY.
Write for New Reduced Price List.

No. 7.5. MELON & CUCUMBEK FRAME.

BOILERS, TANKS. VALVES, PIPES.'and FITTINGS.
CARRIAGE PAID

on Orders of 40S. value to Sta-
tions in England and Walee;

also to Dublin, Cork, E-iinburgh, and Glaegow.

AV. COOPER, Limited,
The

Largest Bteain

HORTICHLTORAL
WORKS

In the World.

Inspection Invited

IN

HORTICULTUBAL PROVIDERS— ?Ae Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

1000

HOUSES
STOCK

to Select from.

NUR8ERIE8-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.
Works cover

6 acres.

IIVIPORTANT —-^^ ^^S *o inform all readers of this Paper that the Third Edition (100,000 copies) of our Revised
•' PRICE XiIST, consisting of 400 Pages and about 1,200 Illustrations, bound in cloth, is Now Ready.

We shall have much pleasure in forwarding to every person up to September 30, 1894, one post free ; after -which the price
will be Is. each. This List is the most complete in the Trade, and has cost several thousand pounds to produce.

FOR EVERY READER OF THIS PAPER.
CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

SECTION.
1. Conaervatoriea, Greenhouses,

Vineries, Orchid Houses,
Plant an! Forcing Houses,
Frames, Pits, Hand-Lii^hts,
&C

11. Poultry, Keonel. Rabbit, and
Pigeon Appliances, &c.

III. Rustic Work

IV. iTon Buildings an 1 Rooting,
Church Furniture, &c.

V. Heating Apparatus, Cooking
Stoves, &c

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

SECTION.
VX. Horticultural Manures. Fertili-

zers. Insecticides, Worm and
Weed Destroyers, Sunshades,
Soil., aic

VXI. Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutlers,
Tennis Markers, Garden
Rollers, &c

Vlir. Horticultural Timber
IX. Horticultural Sundries, Wire-

work. Fountains, Vases,
Statuary, &c

X. Vegetible and Flower Seeds,
Plants. Dutch Bulbs, &c. ...

229-2415

247-268
269-280

231-343

313-333

SPECIAL OFFER of NURSERY STOCK.
Buy at once and pot on now for winter- blooming.

PRIMULA. (Single).—Various colours, very large flowers, fine

healthy plants, out of small pots, 3s. per doz., free.

,, (Double White).—StronK rooted plants, out of 3-in. pots,
4«. per doz., 28s. per lOO, free.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA- Special line to help out our
enormous stuck, an Exhibition strain, strong
plants, out of 3-ln. pots, is. 9d, per doz., 13s. 6d.
per 1 00, free.

do. do., transplanted, Is. 2d. per doz., 2s. per 2 doz.

Extraordinary Value in the Best Creepers,
For covering walls, trellis- work, &c.

The Small VIRGINIAN CREEPER (Ampelop^is Veitchi), with
foliage turning a very rich deep crimson in late autumn ;

plant now ; self-cliDging, with about 3 ft. of growth, out
of 3-Jo. pots ; 3s. per dtz , 23s. per 100. free. Much larger
plants, out of 5-in. pots, 4 ft. to 5 ft. high. 6s. per doz .free.

The Old VIKGINIAN CREEPER (Ampelopsis Hederacea),
stronger growth, more hardy and vigorous than A. Veitchi,
green foliage, out of small potr*. 2s. tii per doz., free.

PASSIFLORA CCERULEA (Blue Pa&sion Flower).—First-rate
climber for outside walls, &c.. greeohouses and con&erva-
toriee, from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, out of small pots, 3s. per
<?oz., 20s. per 100, free. Larger plants, out of 5-iD. pots,
3 ft. to 4 ft., bs. per doz., free.

COOPER'S Collection of GREENHOUSE FERNS, foliage
plants, mosses, &c., epeciallv selected for Greenhouse and
Room Dtcoration, consisting of the following varieties:
Aspleniums, Adiantums (Maidenhair), Gymnogrammas
(gold and silver Ferns). Ieolei,i3, Polypodiuro. Pteris serru-
lata, cristata, and tremula ; Araliaa, Grevilleas, Nephro-
lepis, Selaginellas. &c. Is. erf. per doz.; 3s. per doz.;
6s. per doz., carriage free.

PASSIFLORA QRANDIFLORA.— Larger flower than the
above, out of small pot:?, 2 ft. to Sit. high, 3s. per doz.,

20s. per 100, free.

Special Cffer of Marechal Niels.
Holding the finest stock in the kingdom of this lovely ( limbing

Rose (especially for roof ana walls of Greenhouses and
Conservatories), we would strongly advite our numerous
amateur customers to place their orders and plant soon
to ensure a heavy crop of flowers next spring.

Fine strong plants in large pots. 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, 2s. 3d. each,
24s. ptr doz., F.O.R.; extra grand, large plants, in large

pots, 8 ft. to 9 ft , 3s. erf. each, 36s. per doz., F.O.R.

Grape Vines.
BLACK ALICANTE. \

BLACK HAMBRO.
BUCKLANDS SWEETWATER, Stout canes. 5 ft. to 6 ft.

FOSTER'S SEEDLING. ) long, 2s. each, three (or

LADY DOWNE-l' SEEDLING, 5i. 6d., F.O.R.
MADRESFIELD COURT.
MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA, /

Cheap Offer of Plants for Present Planting.
Smaller quantities supplied at proportionate prices. Orders

of 100 ami upwards carriage free.

WALLFLOWERS, Harbinger, single, deep scarlet. 2s. per 100.

,, Belvoir Castle, dwarf, light golden, 2s. per 100,

,, Covent Garden, Blood-red, the darkest cr;m3on knowo,
2s. per 100.

„ Primrose Dame, rich golden-yellow, 2s. per 100.

,, Golden Tom Thumb, dwarf, canary-yellow, 2s. per 100.

,, Graham's Perfection, rich crimson, 2s. per 100.

„ Double Branching, grand spikes of double canary-yellow
blooms, 3s. per 100.

,, Finest Double German, very double blooms of choicest
colours. 3s. per lUO.

DOUBLE DAISY cBellis perennis). very useful for borders and
edgings, 3s. per 100.

DOUBLE FYBETHBUMS, saved from the best named
varieties, producing large quantities of most beautiful

Aster-like flowers m all shades of colour, ranging from
white to crimson, 2i. 6rf. per lOJ.

FOXGLOVE (finest spotted), excellent for shrubberies. Ac,
very handr-ome in large masses or back borders, 3s per 100.

SWEET WILLIAM, all tne best varieties, very popular aad
pretty plant, thould have a place in evoiy garden,

4«. per lOJ.

CANTEKBURY BELLS (mixed), well-known hardy plants,

all the best colours, single and double, indispensable for

mixed borders. 4s. per lUO

HOLLY^HOCKS. superb double German, strong plants, pro-

duciog a large proportion of very double fijwera, in all the
best 8i<ades of colour, grown from the lioe.t Continental
strains procurable. Is. per doz ; 7s. e>d. per 103.

OEUM, double scarlet, vigorous, healthy plants, covered with
pretty small red flowers. 2s. 6rf. per lUO.

PAN lES, for spring blooming.—We have a splendid selection

of these most pjpular spring flowers, in all shadts of

colour, selfs, spotted, and blotched, 3s. *id, per 100.

SAPONARIA MULTIFLORA ALBA, very free bloomer,

useful for cutting is. per 100.

MYOSOTIS VICTORIA, the finest of blue Forget-me-nots, a
psifect mass of b!oom. s. td. per 100.

Strawberry Plants ! Strawberry Plants 1

1

An immense stock, comprising all the best and most populir

varieties. List free. Plant now. 2s. 6rf. per 100, 3l«.

per 1000, free.

Roses and Fruit Trees.

Our .stock of the above is this year exceptionally fine. Orders

booked now for Roses, tra nel. standard, and bush.

Peaches, Nectarines. Plum*. Apricots, and Pear trees, will

be ready for delivery in October. All orders executed in

strict rotation. All goods carefully packed fieeon rai'.

BULB CATALOGUE NOW READY, POST FREE.
W. COOPER, LIM., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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THOUSANDS of GARDENERS
IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLB ARE USING

BENSON'S
"LUDGATE" WATCH
In Silver Cases. In Silver Cases.

The Cheapest, Best Value, Strongest, and most Durable
London made THREE-QUARTER PLATE ever sold.

An En^lis-h Lever, Jewelled with 13 Rubiea, Chronometer
Balance, Patent Large Barrel, and Damp and Dust Proof Ring
Band.
Keeps bHter time than, and is double the Strength and

Value of any £i bx. Watch yet made. In Handsome Sterling

Silver Cises, with Extra Strong Crystal Glass. £5 5s.

Extra stronfi (as illustrated) specially made for Gardeners
and WoltinK Men, can also be had. either larger or smaller.

In missive 18-ct. Gold Cases, with Crystal Glass, Gentle-

men's size, £12 123.
A very pr^ttv size for Ladies, Sterling Silver, £5 53. ; or

18-ct. Gold, £10 lOs. Sent free, and at my risk, to all parts

of the world, for P O.O. or Cash.
OLD !A^4TCKRS and TRWELLKRY taken in exchange.
BENSON'S PAMPHLET, the largest and be>tof its kind,

containing 2uU pages of Prices and I, lustrations of evprv class

of W\TCH from £2 2.". to £ '00. CLOuKS. CHAINS, .TEWEL-
LERY. and PLiTE. Sent post-free on application to—

J. W. BENSON, "?5c/JI#"
62 & 64, LUDGATE HILL, E.G.,

And at 28, ROYAL EXCHANGE. EC; and
25, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

BENSON'S CLUBS.—ApplicaliuusforAGEXCIKS invited. An
Ea*y Way of Increasing Your Income. Particulars P09t Free.

WANTED, a HEAD -WORKING GAR-
DENER.— Moderate-sized Garden. A Man who has

had some experience in management of Jersey or Guern^'ey

Cows preferred. State wages requTed.—Apply to T. CARD-
WELL, Esq , Neuntoo House, Tetaury, Gloucestershire.

WANTED, a good all-round single MAN,
as UNDER GARDENER; in fact, to do anything

required. Wagfs, 2^4. per week.—Apply, after 6.30, 70,

Danbrock Road. South Streatham.

ANTED,asPROPAGATORandGROWER
(Market or Nursery trained), an all-round, successful

Plantsman, experienced in Roses. Cl-^matis, Cyclamen, Ferns,

&c. Married man preferred. A comfortable permanency in a
small but fir-*t-class Nursery, under General Manager. Wages,
may commeni^e at 25s. to 28s,, Bccording to qualification'^. -

Apply, with full p'lrticularH, to MANAGER, Carse of Gowrie
NurserifS, Glencarse. Perthshire. N.B.

WANTED, a FOREMAN PROPAGATOR,
well up in General NurBery Stock, especially Hardy

Rhododendrons, Clemati", Rose?, &c. Abstainer preferred.

None but a practical person need apply.—JAMES SMITH AND
SONS, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

WANTED, a good ALL-ROUND MAN on
Market Nursery. Must te used to hard work.—Apply

by letter only, J. HANCOCK, Seven King's Farm, Chadwell,
Essex.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, for a
small Nursery (out-door), one who understands bud-

ding, grafting, and able to sell — Applv. by letter only, stating

wages, leferenee, &c., to SEDGLEY, Caterham Nurseries,

Surrey

WANTED, for a tirst-class Suburban Nursery,
a youoK Man as SALESMAN. Mu'-t thoroughly under-

stand the routine of a Flori-t and Nursery Bu&ines", and be ab e

to assist in Floral Mounting Knowlerlge of Seeds and Bulbs
essential.— Apply, by letter only, in tirmt instance, stating

experience ani salary required, to FLORIST. Garde7iers'

Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, young MAN for the Houses.—
Mu6t be well up in Fern and Palm Growing. Wages

20s. Must have satifactory reference from present employer.
—CUNNINGHAM ERASER and CO., 45, Queensferry Street,

Edinburgh.

SEEDSMAN.—WANTED, an energetic,
capable MAN, with unexceptionable references.— Apply

personally to WILLIAM BULL. Establishment for New and
Rare Plants, 53*3, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

ANTED, a young MAN, to work in Rose
Houses. One used to Roses preferred. — Apply to

T. CHILDS. Woodside Nursery, New Eltham, Kent.

PENING for a practical MAN of good
address as SALESMAN, having a knowledge of all

Garden Requisites ; able to write a good hand, to take corre-

spondence, &c.—Address by letter, stating full particulars of

experience, age, salary required, E. N. C, Messrs. Deacon's,

Leadenhall Street, E C.

ESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
REQUIRE a thoroughly steady, reliable, and active

young MAN to occupy the position of SECOND in the Office of

the Pacl<ing Department of their Chelsea Nursery. He must
possess a general knowledge of Plants.—Apply by letter only,

staling age. experiecce. and wages required, to the Royal
Exotic Nursery, King'si Road, Chelsea.

WANTED, a young MAN as ASSISTANT
SHOPMiN.—Accustomed to brisk Winter trade-

Apply, stating age, experience, "wages expected, &c., to

W. J. tyArSO.T, Ton-n Hall Buildings, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

WANTED, an active young MAN, with some
experience as WAREHOUSE FOREMAN.-Age, re-

ference.., &c., to HAKRISON AND SONS, Seed Mechants,
Leicester.

ANTED, a married man, as COWMAN,
without children preferred, on a Gentleman'^ place ;

one thoroughly accustomed to Horse-machine, and to fill his

time up in Garoens. Wnges, 18s. per week, milk, and live in

lodge.—HEAD GARDENER, Wexbam Park, Slough.

TO
WANT PLACES.
GARDENERS AND OTHERS
SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Balllffa. Foresters, &c.

DICKSON S, Koyal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

/(t(7/ieii respectability, and tkorouyh y practical a.t their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Ptstal Address—" DICKSONS. Chester."

FS A N D E R AND C O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENEKS, of excellent character, and proved

ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albana.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN DOWNIE, U4, Princes Street, EDIN-
BURGH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Highest recoiimen-

dations. Telegraphic address, " DOWNIE, Edinburgh."

I C H A RD SMITH and Ca
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars. &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept. -Long experience in all branches ; very successful

in growing Grapes for Market. Nineteen years in present
situation. Character excellent.—W. N., Edward Sang & Sons,
Kirkcaldy.

GARDENER ( Head).—Robert Eddington,
for the past fifieeo years Gardener to John Gilmour,

Esq., of Lundin and Montrave, is now at liberty to engage
wirb any Lady or Gentleman requiring a Gardener. First-class

references of nine and fifteen years. — Montrave Gardens,
Leven, Fife.

ARDENEK (Head). — Age 31; fourteen
year-)' good practical experience in the Cultivation of

Pinep, Vines, Peaches, Nectarines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Five years foreman
in last situation, in the gardens of the Right Hon. Lord
LlangattocV, of the Heiidre, Monmouth. Can be well recom-
mended.—W. WELLS. Kirklington, Bedale, Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 45; married,
no incumbrance. Good all-round experience ; Land and

Stock if required. Fir.-t-class character.—JOHN HaYNES,
Royal Gardens, Hampton Cou't, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 31; seventeen
years' prHCtical experience in first-class places where a

good supply of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables have been grown.
Good references.— GEORGE HUNT, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

GAHDENEK (Head).— Age 40, married,
no family; excellent character, t.nd proved a-iliiy,

especially in fldnt-* and Fruit. Healthy and energetic—
J. A., 4, Kelsey Terrace, Lintpln.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34; one child,

of 3 years. Twenty-two years practical experience in

first class establishments, iu Flowers. Fruit, and V. getables,

Ac. Excellent ekaracter from past and present exployera.—
W. FROST, The Gardens, Steventon Manor, Whitchurch,
Hants.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 32.—C. Fielder,
Gardener to the Dowager Lady Howard de Walden,

Mote Park, Maidstone, begs to recommend Wm. Bacon, who,
has been Foreman in these Gardens during the past four years,
to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly trustworthy
man. where several men are employed. Sixteen years' expe-
rience in good situatious.—The Mote Park Gardens, Maidstone,

ARDENER (Hea.d Working); age 32,
married, family.—A Gentleman can strongly recom-

mend a honest, hard-working, all-round man to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the same, also thorouglily understands
Growing for Market. Good references.—E. D., 13, Whyke
Lane, Chichester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married ; thorough good all-round experience. Three

years' good character from present employer.—S. W , Mr.
C. Wingrove, The Gardens, Pirfiel'\ Addlestone.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 48.—
R. Greenfield. F.R. H.S.. Ranelagh Nursery.Leamington

Spa. can with conrideace recommend a thorough practical. hard-
working, industrious man, for miny years Head Gardene' to
Lord Dormer, Grove Park. Warwick. Excellent testimonials.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Advertiser
isopea to engage with any Gentleman or Lady re<iuir-

ing the services of an energetic, conscientious, practical man.
Gentleman will highly recommend from present place, ay
above.—C. T.. 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working), one or more
under.—Age 44, married, one child grown up ; life f x-

perience. Sober fod energetic. First-class Grower of Flowers,
Ferns, Fruit, and Vegetables. Four and a half years' personal
character. Understands Stock. — WILLIS, Bletchiey Road,
Bletchley, Bucks.

ARDENER (He adWorkinq).—MarrTed^^
family; understands Gardening in all branches; over

twenty years' experience. Good characters from late employera,
—BL4CKM4N, 142, St. Albans Road, Dartford.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Married.
W. Whithey, Esq., wishes to recommend H. Finch

as a thorough etficient and energetic Gardener. Has been here
eight years, and given satisfaction. Cause of leaving, place
been sold. Life experience in all branches. Gardens can be
seen.-The Cottage, Woodberry Lake, Green Lanes, Finsbury
Park, N.

GARDENER (Head Working), Scofcoh.—
Age 39 mirried, no family. Life exoerience in all

branches. Excellent character.—A. CAMPBELL, Silverlands
Road, Silver Hill, St. Leouards-on-Sea.

GARDENER (Head Working, Second, or
Singlk-handed).— Age 30 ; married, no family. Six-

teen years experience in all branches. Two years' character.
GARDENER, 1. E^rlsm-ad Koad, Kensal Green. W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married, no children ; thoroughly experienced. Inside

and Out. Six years in present situation. Leaving through
estate changing hands.—W. G. S., Stephen Castle, F.R.H.S ,

Ashford Vineyard, Fo'dingbridge. Salisbury.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 32,
married. — Mr. Wm. Elfhinsto.ne, Shipley Hall

Gardens, Derby, can with confidence recommend George
Marlow, who has acquired a first-class general knowledge,
including Orchids, in leading Gardening establishments la
this country and on the Continent.

GARDENER (Head Wobking) ; age 31,
married.—A Gentleman wishes to higlily recommend a

practical man, who is leaving for no fault.— J. KEMP,
Shalimar Gardens, Ewtll. Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 30, married, one child. Good

all-round man. Five years Head. Highest tharacter and
references.-H. HUNT, Bull Lane. Ely. Cambs.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two or
three are kept.—Age 28. C, Tatlor, The Gardenp,

Belmont. Wimbledon Commoa, can recommend his Foreman,
J. WJGGINS. to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the above.

ARDENER (Head Working).—J. Fky,
Gardener to Captain Edward", Haydon Hall, Pinner,

Middlesex, wishes to recommend his Foreman, E. Mount
(age 33, married), who has been with him ten years. Thoroughly
experienced in all branches of Gardening. Excellent reference*.

GARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.—
Age 42, married. DO family ; thorough all-round. Life

experience. Unimpeachable character. Fitstclass testi-

monials.—HORTUS, The Lodge, Charles Hill, Farnham.Surrey.

MR. D. T. FISH, of Bury St. Edmunds,
strongly recommends George Tooly, his late Foreman

for five years, as a young married GARDENER of first-rate

character and abiliticB.—Addre <« as above, or Mr. G. TOOLY,
Hardwicke lodge. Bur\ !St. Edmund->.

G^ARDENEH (Head Working).—Age 31,
M fourteen years' practical experience in the culture o"* all

kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vejfetables. Excellent testimo-
nials.-GARDENER. 3, Kuthven Vale Ter., Auchterarder.N.B.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age ;j7 ; twelve yeaia' practical experience

in all brunches. Good character.—B. R., Mrs. Abbiss, Post
OlHce, Streatham Common, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Wife as Indoor Servant or otherwise ; efficient, steady,

conscientious couple; excellent references.—H. SELL, South
Cottage, Blind Lake, Whetstone, Middlesex.
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GARDENER (Singlk-handed, or Second).—
Age 27. BiDgle ; twelve years' practical experience loaide

and Out. Good references.—R. A., Tandridge Court Gardens,
near Redhill, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Married,
two childreu ; good reference. Flower and Kitchen

Garden, Lawn; no Glats. Cows or Poultry.—T. PALIN,
Common, Bletchingley, Surrey.

ARDENER (Single or Second).—Age S,'2,

single. Six years' good experience Inside and Out;
gool c':aracter.—G. L., Watlington, Oxon.

ARDENER (Single - handed). — Young
man, six and a half years in present place Can be well

recomrEeuded by the GARDENER, Cjolhurst. Horsham, Sussex.

GARDENER (Good Single-handed).— R,
George, Gardener to Earl Sondes, is anxious to obtain

situation as above for Charles Salvidge. Excellent references
from present snd la?t places.—Lees Court, Faversham.

ARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 34,
married. Eight years last situation ; left through a

death.—W. S.. 19, Stanhope Garden?, South Kentington.a.W.

GARDENER (^Second) ; age 24.—Mr.
DiCKENsox. RateliEfe Hall. Leicester, wishes to recom-

mend hi» Foreman, F. Simpson, as above, who is well up in
A'ine", Peache-, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomitos. and Plant
Houses, Table and House Decoration. Good character from
present aud previous employers.-F. SIMPiiON, The Gardens,
RatcliCfe Hull. Leicester.

AhDENEH (Second).-Age 31, married;
experienced Inside and Out. Good references.—D. J. V„

19, Stanmer Street, Battprsea, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 23 ; well up in
Fruit, Plants. House and Table Decorations. First-

class reference?, -P. STEARN, le.StamfordRoad.Fulham.S.W.

GARDENER (Second, where three or four
are kept).—Age 27; twelve years' experience ; the

laat eighteen months at Cusworth Park, Doncaster. Good
references —H, RUMSAY, Wootton Lodge, Ulceby.

GARDENER (Under).—Single ; understands
the general routine of Gardeninjr. inside and out; excel-

lent reference.— G.. Gardtncrs' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, Londoi.

GARDENER (Under), and generally useful.
—Youth, age 17; four and a half years' < xperience.

Strongly recommended by RECTOR. Barrowden. Stamford.

ARDENEK (Under).—Age 18; four years'
good character. — V. EDGERTON, High Street,

Surnhum, Bucks.

GARDENER (Under).—Strong, active young
man (age 19), five years' good character.—A. HANNELL,

13, Queen's Cottages, Sandycomb Road, Richmond, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under), age 20, requires a
situation ; has had six and a half years' experience

Inside and Out; Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good refer-
ences. Gir.lener'sson. Disengaged.— J. GODDARD, Bishops-
gate, Eujulefield Green. Surrey.

GARDENER.—Age 30, married. Understands
the management of Vines, Cucumbers. Melons, Tomatos,

the cultivation of all kinds of Flowering Plants ; also the work
of the Kitchen Garden, and Hardy Fruit Trees. Wages, with
cottage, 3U5. per week. Testimonials good.—W. LUCAS,
Warnford. Bishop's Waltham, Hants.

ARDENER. — Vicar leaving his parish,
wishes to recommend his Gardener, age 24. single

;

abstainer, honest and industrious; or in Nursery as fmprover.—VICAR, Stratton St. Margaret. Swiuflon.

OSE GROWER, Inside or Out, or PROPA-
GATOR and GROWER of General Nursery Stuff.—

Age .30. married; fourteen years' experience.-T, NASH,
Hi, Stanley Terrace, Lower Weston. Bath.

To Nurserynen.

GROWER of Plants and Cut Flowers, age 40,
can be well recommended from one of the largest Trade

Nurseries; also Wreath work.— GROWER, 4, Beaconsfield
Cottagfs, Hillingdoo Heith. Uxbridge.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER. —Age 31;
fifteen years' gool experience in all kinds of Market

Stuff. Wreaths, Bouquets, &c.—W., John Woods, Hartford,
Huntingdon.

"POREMAN, PROPAGATOR and GROWER.
-1- —Age i7, married; well up in Roses. Clematis, and
General .4ard and Sottwooded Flowering and Market Stuff;
also Cut Bloom-, Tomato', and Ferns. Fifteen years' experi-
ence.—W. G. fEKRY, Glencarse, Perth, N.B.

FOREMAN (Herbaceous and Carnations).—
Age 30 ; seeks position in Nursery, where energy and

busines ability are riquired. Can take entire charge
Thoroughly reliabie —B.T.. 41. WellingtonStreet, Strand, W.c!

PPOREiMAN, in the Houses.-Age 23; eight
-1- years' experience. Disengaged. Gool references.—F.
BISHOP, Steeple Aston, Oxford.

OREMAN.—Age 27; abstainer, Dissenter.
Four good characters. Two yeirs as First Journeyman

in last piece, large establishment, nobleman's. Well up in
Fruit growing. Stove Plants, and Horticultural Work in
general. Can he thoroughly recommended for the above byW. Wilson, Gardener, Milburn. Wages, 18j. to 20«., tothv.
&C.—WILLSHER, Esher, Surrey. •

i-

FOREMAN (Inside or General), in a good
Establishment ; age 28.—Mr. Q. R. George. Gardener to

Earl Sondes, wishes to recommend G. W. Kaymeot as above.
Three years as Foreman previously. House and Table Deco-
rations.—Lees Court. Faversham. Kent.

FOREMAN.—Twelve years' experience in
Plant and Fruit Houses. Goo.i references from such as

Eastwell Grange Park, Eastwood Park, and others.—
THOMPSON, Gatehouse, Westwell. Ashford, Kent.

U'OREMAN, or SECOND, in good establish-
-L ment.— Fifteen months in last; situation, four year*
previous. Experienced in all branches. Reliable and energetic.
Total abstainer. Good character.— A. H., 14a, Speke Road,
Garston. Liverpool.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.—Age 27;
thirteen years' experience in Fruit and Plant Culture.

Good references. —A. BENNETT. Poplar Cottage, Balcombe,
Sussex.

OREMAN; age 25.—G. Fbnnell, The
Gardens, Fairlawn, Toobndge, Kent, can thoroughly

Tecommena a good practical, industrious, and reliable aan.

OREMAN, Inside or General—Age 25
;

eleven years' good all-round experience with Fruit,
Vegetables, and Flowers, both Inside and Out. Disengaged.
Good character.—DUNKLEV. Blatherwycke, Wansford.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.—G. Parks, Berry Hill Gardens. Mansfield,

would be pleased to recommend a young man as above. Twelve
years' experience.

To Nurserymen and Florists,

FOREMAN, or FIR6T HAND.—Age 26;
well up in Plants. Fruit. Cut Blooms, Forcing, &c.

Used to London Trade. First-claps references. Life abstaioer.
— F. SMITH, Rockmount. St. Law rence, near Ventnor, I. of W.

FOREMAN (where five or sii are kept).

—

Age 24. Wanted a situation 'as above, well recom-
mended by present and previous employers. Used to Houses

;

understands Bees. Abstainer—W. LEECH, Yattendon Court,
Newbury, Berks.

OREMAN, or SECOND, in a good Esta-
blishment.—Age 27; twelve years' practical experience,

Inside and Out. in large places. Excellent characters and
testimonials from present and previous Gardeners.—G. L.,
The Garden?, Mousehill Manor, near Godalming, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—Age 25; twelve~years' expe-
rience in Fruit and Plant Houses. Can be well recom-

mended.—s, WOODS, 38. Stamford Road, Fulham. S.W.

NURSERY FOREMAN, Outside.-Age 38,
married ; good Budder and Grafter, Roses Fruits,

Conifers. Twentv years' practical experience. Good refer-
ences.—W. REEVES, The Armoury, Wenlock Road, Salop.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), Inside, or Inside
and Out —Age 19; eicellent refereocen. Bothy pre-

ferred.—W. COOMBES, Waterloo Cottage, Katesgrove Kiln,
Reading. Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age^;
well up in Potting and Waterinjt. Five years* pood

character. Leaving through death.—ARTHUE BBOWN, The
Gardens. Wray Park, Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN (First); Inside.—A years'
experience Inside, and two years* character from last

place.— B.. Colney Park. St. Albans.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good establishment—
Age 24 : good references fron present and previous

place I.— J, CKOFTS, Southnats House, Gckington, Rotherham.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.— G. Best,
Gardener, the Vjne. wishes to highly recommend a

young man (age 20) as above. Seven years' experience. Sober
and willing. Good character.— G. BEST, The Vyne Gardens,
Basingstoke.

JOURNEYMAN, in a large place, or Second
where two or three are kept —Age 23; highest references

from present and previous places.— G. R., Beechwood Lodge,
Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN, or Second in a good estab-
lishment.— Mr. Baskett, The Gardens, Eashing Park,

Goialming, would be pleased to recommend A. Eicock, as
above. Fourand a-half years in present situation.

OURNEYMAN.—Age 20; seeks a situation
in a good establ<shment. Good references. Steady,

willing, and obliging.—Mr. D. G., Delbury Hall, Craven Arms,
Salop.

JOURNEYMAN (Second).—G. R. Geoegk,
Gardener to Earl Sondes, is deeirousof obtaining a »<itua-

tion as above tor William Tuppin, who is leaving here through
breaking up of establiihmeot.—Ltes Court, Faversham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 10 ; five years'
experience. Two years' at Belvoir Castle. Excellent

references from la^^t and previous employers.-F. LANSDELL,
Ivy Cottage, Barkby, near L^i^e&ter.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21; seven years' experience; eighteen months in

last situation. Excellent character.—A. H. AXFORD, Lower
Wyke, Worcester.

JOURNEYMAN.—Mb. Friend, Rooksnest
Gardens, Godstone, Surrey, can highly recommend a

young man as above.

IMPROVER.—I can thoroughly recommend
A. Qreason as above, where four or more are kept»

in a Gentleman's Garden. Inside and Out; age 18 —HEAD
GARDENER, Leighton, Westbury, Wilts.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted for a Youth,
about 19, in a Gentleman's Garden. About fourjeara'

experience Inside and Out. Total abstainer. Premium offered.
— F. BEAUMONT. Central Schools, Bournemouth.

TMPROVER (Inside) ; age 17. — W. R.
J- George, Gardener to Barl Sondes, is desirous of obtaining
a situation as above for Sidney Marsh. Six years' good
reference.—Lees Court, Faversham.

HINDMAN.—Any Gentleman desiring a
willing and experienced Hindman, A. WHITEWAY,

Gloddaeth. Llandudno, is open for such, well experienced in
Sheep, Cattle, and Land.

RESIDENT OF LEICESTER, who is
about terminating his present engagement, is open to

accept AGENCY to represent, throughout tbe Midland District,
a first-class firm, in one or euch of the following trades

:

WHOLESALE SEED, FLORIST, and NURSEKV STOCK, and
HORTICULTURAL SUNDRIES. — CONHDENTIAL, Gar-
deners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

A INGRAM having for the past few years
• represented some leading firms in inooor planis and

general nursery stock, is open to an engagement as NURSERY
MANAGER or SALESMAN, or would travel, but would like to
meet with a firm wlio does not send other lepresentalives
unuecessarily over the Hame ground during iheioterim between
journeyp.-221, Northwold Roa'S Clapton, N.P.

i-^i will be given to Head Gardener who will
c^"r procure u situation for a Youth, age 19. in the
Gardens; excellent character.—T. W., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

'^rO GARDENERS, &o.—A young man, age 19
-L last August, wishes for a situation under a Head Gar-
dener, or at a Florist'p. Has been gardenei's boy in a gentle-
man's house, and with a nursery gardener. Very good refer-
encee.—C. BULL. 4, Claremont Terrace, Lewisham, S.E.

TO GARDENERS.—Lewis Jordan, The
Gardens, Holdenby House. Northamptoi'. wishes to re-

commend a strong, active young man ati IMPROVER. Premium
given.

To GARDENERS.—A young Man (age 21)
seeks a situation in a Gentleman's Garden. Six years'

experience and character.-JOHN ANDERSON, 1, Evelyn
Terrace, Ham Street, Richmond. Surrey.

'^rO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted in Gar-
-L dt>ns for a Youth, age 18 ; four years' experience.— Apply,
stating wages, &c.. The GARDENER. Tyuley Hall, Rother-
wick. Wincbfield. Hants.

To GARDENERS.- Yoang Man, age 20,
seeks Situation in a Garden, W^ou'd not object to

looking after Pony and Trap. — A. TAYLOR, Arch Lane.
Hersham, Surrey.

To NURSERYMEN.—A Florist's Son wishes
to take charge of a small Market Nursery, or as SALES-

MAN (Market or otherwise) ; Wreaths and Bouquets. Life
experience; good testimonial.—FERN, 41, Welliugton Street,
Strand, W.O.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c,—Wanted to place
ayoutb, age 17, with a good Nurseryman and florist,

to ac(iuire a practical knowledge of all branches ; has hid some
training. If with prospect of purchasing business, or share of
same, preferred.-S. W., Smith. 25, Hue Road, Wimbledon.

CLERK.—Requires a Situation. Good Book-
kf'eper, and well up in ali Nursery and Seed OiEce Work,

Exoelleot references.—Particulars, P"., Gardtners' Citonicle
t'ffice. 41, WellingtonStreet, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 29 ; twelve years' experience
in the Nursery, Seed, and Bulb Trade, also the m^ke-up

of a First-class Florist.- T. R., "Cliff Side," South Cliff Road,
Poke^down, Bournemouth.

CHOPMAN.—Age 30 ; thorough knowledge ofO Seed, Bulh. and Nursery Trade ; also a good koowledneof
Cut Flower Work.—3. M., 41, Wellington St., Strand. W.C.

NURSERY PACKER and Order Checker.—
S. SOMEBS, 54, Tomkinsoa Street. Chester.

TO FLORISTS, &o.—A young Lady, age 20,
having some experience in the Business, seeks an

engagement aa Assistant. Country preferred.—L., Mr. J,

Carpenter, Hill Street, Clapton, N.M.

T^O^LORISTS.—Wanted by a young Man
(age 21) situation as SHOPMAN. Five years' expe-

rience in a London Shop. Used to Covent Garden and good
make up.—Apply U. B.. 14, Stamfoi d Terrace, Stamford Hill, N.

FOREIGN COMPETITION is often declared
to be the cause of much of the suffering in this country,

aod we are told that the number of foreigners in England
make it very difficult for the Kngli^rhman to get a living.

However this may be, it is certainly true that the pret-ence of

foreign matter in the blood endangers the health of the whole
syttem. To purify the blood and to correct disorders of the
liver and stomach, the only certain, tafe, and agreeable
medicine is HoUoway's Pills. If you suffer from gout, rheu-
matism, or lumbago, scalds, burns, or similar evils, you must
use with the least possible delay HoUoway's Ointment. For
over haU-a-century these famous remedies have been tb«
aithful friend of man.
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Send for ILLUSTRATED LIST of

JOHN BLAKE'S
PATENT SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAMS,

FOR RAISING WATER FOR THE SUPPLY OF TOWNS, VILLAGES, IRRIGATION,
RAILWAY STATIONS, MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS, FARMS, ETC.

No cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Ram. No Oiling or Packing required, Made in sizes to

raise from 300 to 300,000 gallons per day. AVill force to a height of 800 feet.

Fig. A.

This Bam raises a portion of the eame
T\'ater that works it.

This View represents a Ram ^vorked by impure river water, whilst pumping pure water
from a well or spring and forcing it to a small reservoir on the hill, at an elevation of
295 feet and a dintaoce of one mile, from which reservoir the water is gravitated for

fire-extinguishing and general requirements of mansion, stables, farm, and village.

Fig. B.
Tbis Ram, whilst worked by a stream
of impure water, will pump clean

Witer from a well or spring.

TESTIMONIALS.
Prom T. FERNYHOUGH, Esq., Agent to The Right Hon.

LORB HINDLIP.
Bradley. A^hbouise, Derby. March 1?. 1894.

Dear Sir.— Referring to the two Patent "B" Rams you started six monlh^ ago for the

Right Hod. Lord Hindlip, on the Alsop-en-le-Dale Estate, I am glad to congratulate you on the

success of your attempt to raise the necesawry supply of water under conditions -o difficult, t>»e

height 10 raise the water being more than 63 times that of tll9 WOrkiDg fall, n he Rims
are worked by water from ihe River Dove with the smill working fall Of 8 feet 3 iDCheS,
and issuing from the rocky bank close by is a copious streum tf pure spring-water, 8000 giUous
per day of which the Ram'* force to a reservoir three-quarters of a mile distant, and at the

extraordinary height of c 32^ feet above the Rams. The water is then gravitated from the
reservoir to the several farmvH and houses on the estate, giving an ample supply to each, and still

leaving a good overflow at the reservoir.

I am glad to add that the Rams lift more water thin you promised, and seem to work with
great ease and smoothness, notwithstaoding the great elevation they force to.

Yours faithfully, T. FfiRNYHOUOH.

From T. DYNE STEEL, Esq., M.Inst.C.E., Past President South
Wales Inst, cf Engineers, Bank Chambers, Newport, Mon.,

April 24, 1891,

USK WATERWORKS.
Dear Sir,— In September of last year I applied to you for a Hydraulic Ram for the purposes

of the Usk Waterworke, to be cuuable of raising 27,OjO gallons per day, a height of 127 feet.

with a working fall of driving water of 27 feet, and on jour guaranteeing that performance I
give you an order for the Ram. The machine you supplied has now been put to work, and I

have much satisfaction in saying that it far and away exceeds in its performince my most
sanguine expectations, and possibly yours also I have just completed a series of exhaustive
tests with the following results : Working fall of driving water, 3j feet ; verticU height raised,
127 feet ; length of rising main. 850 feet, from Ram to oulflow ; length of snpply pipe, 200 feet;
gallons per hour raised, 1(312; driving water used per hour, 8186 gallons, showing tbe remarkable
and gratifying result of 83 per Cent, Of efi9.CleDCy. The tests were carefully made and
repeated, the water measured, and levels properly taken. Several trials were made, and I »haU
be glad to (ii^e any engineer interested in the subj'^ct, facilities for repeating the tfsts at the
spot. I may here state th^it for the rising main I usela large diameter of p'pe in order to
reduce fiiction, with excellent effect. Yours faithfully, T. DYNK ST£EL.

From the Hon. The Earl of HARROWBY, 44, Grosvenor
Square, London, February 21, 1893.

Sir,— I have pleasure in stating that the two Hydraulic Rams, wh'ch you supplied and
tixed for me last autnmn, at Sant^on. have proved so far most successful, and that the work
gives every promise of duribility, while the economy, compared with the former much smaller
and intermittent supply by steam-pump, will be ccn-<iderable.

With a fall of about 14 feet from a previously exisMng mill-pool, the Rams supply reservoirs
168 feet iibove the brook whence the water is forced, through pipes IJ mites in length. They
Sf'nt up. as long as I required it, abaut 41.000 gallons per day. I now generally work the two
Rams alternately (for a fortnight or so each), but can at any time work the two together, if the
full snpply of 41.000 gallons should be needel.

The business of this somewhat complicated water-supply was conducted by you with
singular promptness and punctuality; and no local difficulties arose in the execution of the
work, owing to the excellent and efficient men whom you sent from your works at AccringtoQ,

I am. Sir, your very obedient servant, HARROWbY,

From CHARLES HART, Esq , A.M.I.C.E., 3, Avenue Boad,
Leamington, March 13, 1893.

BRIXWORTH UNION RURAL SANITARY AUTHORITY, EAST HADDO.VWATER SUPPLY.
Dear Sir.—Since the opening of these works in May, 1891, the two double-actinK " B "

Rams supphed and fixed by you hive done their work with a minimum of attention, uninter-
ruptedly and satisfactorily. Pure spring water obtiined from a gatherinij-groiind on the side of
a hill 18 carried along iron pipes a distance of 518 yards, down to a cistern fixed in the Kam-
house. From this cistern it flows to the Bams, which are driven by impure water -drawn from
an adjacent brook, with an available fall of 12 feet—and thence by Ihem forced along an
ascending delivery pipe, a distance of \bM yards, t3 an iron reservoir, at an elevation of 204 feet
From this reservoir mains are laid which supply the hall with its stabling, the rectory, six farm-
houses, two dairies, and twenty-four wall-fountains for the villagers* use.

The average daily consumption exceeds 4000 gallons, which one Ram easily delivers, thus
exceeding your guaranteid quantity by more than lOtO gallons per Ram per 24 hours. Generally
the two Rams are regulated to divide the work between them, but occasionally it devolves uoon
one only.

-^ ^

If more widely known, this means of supplying villages and small towns with a limited
qusni ity of spring water, forced to a suitable elevation by means of your Rams driven by impure
water, would most certainly be more generally adopted.

Yours fdithtully, CHARLES HARP.

From C. PAGE WOOD, Esq., Wakes HaU, Wakes Colne, Essex,
January 11, 1889.

SIH.—In reply to your inquiry, the Hydraulic Ram you put down for me in 18M has cost
me only M. in repairs (for a new stud my blacksmith made); the seconJ Ram you put down to
supply an off-hand farm has been running three years, and has cost not a penny for repairs ; the
third and largest Rim you put down two months ago, which is for the supply of water to my
neighbours, is running sitisfactorily. All three Rams throw up more water than you guaranteed.
From inquiries I hive m ide from friends who have Rams of other makers, I am convinced ot the
superiority of yours, and my third oriler is a proof of my good opinion. My abundant water-
supply is the greatest possible comfort to me. Yours faithfully, C. PAGE WOOD.

From SirS. M. MARYON WILSON, Bart., London, Nov. 17, 1891.
SiK.— I have much pleasure in stating that the two " A " Rams you supplied and fixed for

me at Searles, on my Sussex estate, have proved a great success, especially when the ama'l supply
of driving water is considered, as with a supply of 7 gallons per minute only, they have daily
thrown 3000 gallons to a height of 96 feet, and through a service of pipes over a mtJe in length

;

and testing them recently (»ith plenty of driving power) found they lifted 7000 g illons per day!
The economy effected by their use is considerable, aa they have entirely superseded a steam

pump. S.M.MARYO.V WILSON

From MATTHIAS SMITH, Esq., Hill Top Hall, Pannal,
near Leeds, Jalluary 14, 1889.

Dear Sir,— I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the marvellous efficiency of the
Ram you fixed here in January, 1838. It is worked by spring water of irregular volume, the dry
weather flow being six pints per minute, with woich quantity you promised to work the Ram,
forcing through .330 yards of delivery pipe to an elevation of fully 144 feet, but out of b\ pints
per minute, 166 gallons per day are sent up. and out of 2 gallons per minute now llowing
through the Ram. 510 gallons per day are delivered at the same height. Considering thrt

extremely small quantity of driving water, I certainly did not expect so grand a result. With
every wish that you may get the reward you deserve,

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully, MATTHIAS SMITH.

JOHN BLAKE, RAM works, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE.
Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Lettars to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41 , Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, 4 Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

ARTHUR George Martin, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 29, 1894. Agert for Manchester—JoHM HKrwooD.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers.

OENTRAl AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

M

Friday Next, October 12.

ENORMOUS and UNRESERVED SALE

10,000 DENDKOBIUMS,
Comprising;

6LI0O DENDROBIUM PHALESOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM,
AND 2000 Other Kinds.

MESSRS. PKOTHEROB and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co ,

St. Albans, to SELL by AUCTIO.V.
Without the Least Reserve,

at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G., on

FRIDAY NEXT, OCTOBER 12,

at half-past 12 o'clock, the entire Consignment of

8000 DENDROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM,
la the best possible condition, and Without any Reserve.

Also 2000 OTHER DENDROBES, in wonderful variety and
extraordinary types,

A Bplendid|lot of the large flowered type of the lovely

CATTLEYA REX,
all vigorou^-g^owiug plants.

Choice plants of the New Hybrid SOBRILIA VEITCHII, New
Hybrid CYPRIPEDIUMS, NOBILIOR. and T. W. BOND.

SPATHOOLOTIIS AUREA. KIMBALLIANA, LOBBI, and
PLtCiTA.

SOBKALIAS LEUCOXANTHA, and XANTHOLEUCA.
CATTLEYA AUREA STATTERIANA,

CATTLEYA VIDASTII SUPERBA.
PHAIUS HYBRIDUS OWENIANUS, P. H. AMABILIS.

PHAIO-CALANTHE ARNOLDLE
CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNALIS IN SHEATH, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tunbrldge Wells.

About ten minutes' walk from either of the Tunbridge Wells
Railway Stations.

THREE DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of well-rooted NUR-
SERY STOCK, by order of Messrs. Thomas Cripps & Son.

ESSRS, PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Tunbridge

Wells Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, on TUESDAY NEX C,

October 9, and two following days, at 12 o'clock precisely

each day, a portion of the exeeedingly

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK,
which is in capital condition for removal, and consisting of

230) Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, adapted for effective

planting, and arranged in suitable lots ; 500 Araucaria imbri-

cata. 6 to 7 feet; 400 Cedrus Deodara, 3 to 4 feet; 400 Abies

Djuglasii, Parryana, and others, 8 to 14 feet ; 450 Thuiopsis

dolabrata, 3 to 4 ft. ; 1700 Betinospora plumosa, R. p. aurea,

and R. p. pisifera. 3 to 5 ft. ; 1000 Cupressus Lawsoniana, lutea,

and erecta viridis ; specimen Portugal Laurels; 10 English

Yews, IJ to 2 feet; 400 Picea nobilis, 2 to 4 feet; 1000 named
RHODODENDRONS, including about 600 Standards and Half-

standards of the best sorts, 60J Hybrid Seedling Rhododen-

drons ; 3 lO Azalea mollis and pontica ;
Kilmias, Laurels ;

1000 named Dwarf ROSES of the leading varieties; 45J Scotch

Firs; Pinus austriaca; specimen Variegated Hollies, 8 to

10 feet: 400 Standard and Pyramid Pears, l.SOO Currants and

Gooseberries, a quantity of Standard ORNAME.STAL TREE J,

30) Greenhouse Rhododendrons. Solanums. Jisminums, 50

spec men Lapagerlas. 2J00 hardy Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, comprising yOO Escallonias of sortj, Beatfaamias,

Cdanothus, and others.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises ; at the Seed Shop, 49. High Street. Tunbridge Wells
;

and of the Auctioneers , 67 and 68. Cheapside. London, E.C.

Isleworth.—Special Trade Sale.

ANNUAL SALE of thousands of baauti fully-grown YOUNG
CONIFERS and GOLDEN EUONYMUS for immediate

Potting, Window-boxes, or for Growing-on. By order of

Messrs. Chas. Lee & Son.

IMPORTANT to NURSSRYMEJf. FLORISTS, BUILDER3,
4nd OTHERS.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

iVX SELL by AUCriON, on the Premises, the Wood Lane

Nurseries, Isleworth. five minutes' walk from the Isleworth

Station, L & S.W. Railway, and twenty minutes' walk from

Osterley Park Station, District Railway, on TUESDAY
NEXT, October 9. at 13 o'clock to the minute, in consequence

of the large number of lots

—

5000 BEST GOLDEN EU0NYMU3,
in splendid condition and colour, from 9 to 15 inches.

THOUSANDS of SMALL SHRUBS for BOXEJ,
locluling Golden Privet, Auoubas, Tree Ivies, Osmanthus,

Golden Box, Euonymus radicans variegati, and small standard

Golden Euonymus, and standard Tree Ivies in pots.

6)03 CO,VIfER3,from9 to 18 inches, including 10 jO Cupressus

erecta viridis. 12 to 18 inches.

250 KURYA LATIFOLIA VARIEGATA, from 1 to 7 feet.

Hundreds of specimeDS from their famous

COLLECTION of ORNAMENTAL TREES,
including the beautiful Tricolor, Cornus elegintissimi, Planes,

large-leaf Purple Beech, Poplars, Chestnuts, and standard

Weepiog Ash and Kilmarnock Willows, Birch, Spanish Chest-

nuts Maples of sorts. Rhus coccinea. &c.

600 PALMS, KENTIAS, various sizes; C0C05 PLU.MOSA,

4} to 6 feat; LATANIAS. IJ to 5 feet, ani many others

a'o YaCCi RECURVA, IJ to i feet, perfect plants.

A quantity of CLIMBINU RDSES in pots. Marc hal Niel, Wm.
Allen Richardson. Devooiensis, GloiredeD jon. &o., 6 to 3 feet;

OLEVIATIS JAOKMINI SUPERBA, in pots; AMPELOPJIS
VBITCal. in Si's, 4 to 5 feet; ARAUCARIA EXCELSA. from

cuttings. 9to 12 inches, in 43 pots; 100CLIVIA3, very strong,

including some gool dark varieties.

Miybsviewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises; at

the Royal Vineyard Nursery, 36. Hammersmith Road, W. :
and

of the Auctioneers. Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, Loadon, E.C.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE
Of the Remaining Portion of the Famoua

PICKERING LODGE COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
Together with the

GARDEN TO0L9. GREENHOUSE PLANTS. CARRIAGES.
and a portion of the

WELL-KNOWN CELLAR of CHOICE WINES
formed by the late George Hardy, Esq. The Orchids are

reputed to be Ihe Grandest Lot of Plants in the North of

England, having won the Highest Hoaouri at Manchester

and other leading Shows.

By Order of the Executors, without the slightest Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, are

favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION on

the Premi es, Pickering Lodge. Timperley, near Manchester,

on TUESDAY. October 16 and following days, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely each day, the Remiiuing Portion of this

far-famed COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.
The whole of the plants are in the best possible health,

and are remarkable alike for their size aud the grandeur

of the varieties. For upwards of twenty years 'he late Mr.

Hardy was an enthusiastic bmer and a keen judge, and made
a practice of discarding from his collecton all varieties that

did not reich the highest staudard of excellence. Ii order

that intending buyert may judge for themselves of the beauty

of the varieties, an pffjrt will be made as far as practicable to

offer everything in flower.

Amongst the numerous items to be offered will hi found

the following:

Dendrobium splendidis-

simumLeeanum, three

plants

,, Schroderianum, three

plants

,, nobile nobilius. Sf^veral

,, ,, piganteiira. Stand
Hall var., three plants

,, nobile Cojksonii, several

,, Wardianum album
,, Domiuianum
,, nobile Backhouseani

,, ,, Wallichianum
,, crassinode alba

,, nobile nivalis

,, splendida grandis

,, nobile. Hardy's var.

Odontogiossum Edwardi
Wilckeanum

„ Halli

„ Ruckeriana
,, Hebraicum
„ Andersonianvim, SLaud

Hall var.

Cattleya Hardyana
,, Massiana
,, Bluntii

,, Claesianum
„ Reicheioiana

,, Triaoce albi

,, Schroder* albi

„ exonienais

,, aurea
,, Dowiana

Cymbidium eburneum
Lycaste Skinneri albi

Sobralia, pure white
Vanda Sanderiana
Dendrochilum glumaceum

Cypripedum oeoanthum super-

bum
,, Statterianum

,, Swinburnii
,, Leeanum Rigantum
,, Lathomianumgiganteum
,, lo Graude
,, Arthurianum
,, insigoe Stuiileyana

,, -1 g'ganteum
,, Godseffima superbum
,, insigne aureum
,, Amesiana
,, insigne Saoderse

,, javanico superbiens

,, Leeanum giganteum
,, Morganipe
,, insigie Ernestii

„ Bartetii

,, insigne Wiottii

,, „ alben?

,, Patersonii

,, Sallierii

Loelio-Cattleya calystoglosaa

„ bella

Lfelia anceps Schroderii

,, Schroderiaua

,, Tressideriaua superbi

,, anceps Dawson!
,, ,, Schrodero;

,, ,, Schroderiana

,, Gouldeana
,, anceps Prothero-ina

,, elegans Turnerii
Coslogyne cristata alba

,, Lemoniana
Eulophiella Elisabetha?

Dendrobium Dominianum
Stand Hall var., two
plants

150 PHAL.E^OPSIS SCaiLLERlANA. AMABILIS, SAN-
DERIANA. P. GLORIOSA. amongst which are extra fine

plants, numerous Cattleyas. Odontoglossums, Oncidiums.

Dendrobiums, Vandas, Aiirides, Masdevallias, Leehas,

Sophronites. &c.

STOVE AND QREE;^H0U3E PLANTS.

PALMS, FERNS, CROTONS, AMARYLLIS.

Garden Implemants, Tools. Frame?, Hand-barrows, Mowing
Machines, Grindstone, capital Barouche, and a Mail Phaeton.

Together with a portion of the late Mr. Hardy's

WELL-KNOWN CELLAR OF CHOICE WINES,

comprising 22 doz. Claret Chateau Kerwen, vintage 1881;

II doz. Claret Chateau Leoville; 7 doz. Port. Sandeman s ;

21 doz. Port, 1 doz. Bots. ; 20 doz. Champagne, Deutz and

Gueloerman Gowlac; 34 doz. Do.. Veuve Clicquot; 3 doz

Magnums: U doz. Bats. Hennessey's old Brown Brandy,

1875; 17 doz. Bots. Geo. Roe's old Irish Whisky,

May be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained of Mr. HOLMES,
the Head Gardener, on the Premise-, and of the Auctioneers,

67 and *j8, Cheapside London, E.C.

Every Day.

DUTCH BULB3.-GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rwms. Ii7 & 63,

Cheapside, London. E.G., EVERY DAY. at 12 o'C10;-k, large

consignments of first-class HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Priv.ite Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDU.M. SNOWDROPS, &c.

Oa view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Woodford Green.
Da'By order of the Exei-utoi-s ot the late R. Letchford, Esq.

ffESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
jJiX. SELL by AUCTIOV, on the Premises, Prospect House.
High Road. Woodford Green. 15 minutes' walk from Woodford
Station, G.ER., on MONDAY NEXT, October 8, at 1 o'Clcck,

without reserve, the whole of the well-grown

GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
specimen Camellias and Azileas. Orange Trees. Palms in

variety, specimen Cycas revoluti. ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
comprising Vandas, Cattleyas, Oncidium'^. Odontoglo^sums,
Cypripediums, and others; 150 GREENHOUSE FERNS, UO
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, also BEGONIAS. GLOXINIAS, and
many other Plants, LOOSE LIGHTS and IRON FRAME,
IroQ GARDEN SE.ATS. capital VICTORIA, for Single or Pair

;

sundry MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, &c.
Also about 450 named CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and 80 ROSES

in pots, to name (another p-operty).

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premise*; a*- the

Castle Hotel, Woodford; and of the Auctioneers. oT aud 68,

Cheapside. E.C, and Leytonstone.

HtgH Beecli Nurseries, near Loughto >, Essex.

ATIRACTIVE SALW of SPECIMEN HOLLIES and CONI-
FERS, by order of Messrs. Paul & Son. affording an
opportunity seldom met with of acquiring somi of the

finest specimens of these plants to be obtained in Europe.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCIION. on the Premises, High Beech,

Epping Forest, 2 miles from Loughton Station. 2^ from Ching-

ford, and 4 from Waltham, on WEDNESDAY NEXT. Oct. 10, at

12 o'clock. 4'JO of the finest SPECIMEN GOLDEM and SILVER
HOLLIES, 6 to 10 feet, of perfect shipe ; 250 Golden Queen
Hollies. 4 to 6 feet, exceptional specimens ; 1 large Bushy
Green Hollies, 400 Araucaria imbncata, 2 to 7 feet, probably

the finest Stock in the kingdom ; 200 Specimen Cedrus deodara,

12 to 14 feet; 4tj0 Halt-specimen Rhododendrons of the

choicest named hinds, well set with bloom, bushy plants 3 to

4 feet ; 50 splendid Specimen Standard Rhododendrons of the

best named kinds, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

at the "Old" Nurseries. Cheshunt, and of the Auctioneers,

67 and 68 Cheapside, London, E.C.

The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to this most
important Sale. It has never b?en thtir privilege to offer to

the Public by Auction a grander lot of Specimen Plants of this

character, and they particularly invite intending purchasers

to make an inspection previous to the Sale.

Walton Grange Gardens, Stone, Staffs.

IMPORTANT SALE of SURPLUS ORCHIDS.
VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
LVX fivoured with instructions from William Thompson,
Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Walton
Grange Gardens. Stone, Staffs, about 15 minutes' walk from
Stone Railway Station, on THURSDAY NEXT, Oct. 11, at 11

for 12 o'clock precisely, a fine stock of particularly well-grown

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
Comprising a fine healthy lot of 0D0NTOGLOS3UMS, for

the successful cultivation of which this collection ha^ tesn

note!. Amongst these will be found Odontoglosum elegans

(Pollett's variety) Allumianum, part of the only knowa
plant; also the rare O. elegantinus, aud other grand varietie'^

of crispum; Ltelia tenebrosa. Walton Grange variety; Cypri-

nsdium Leeanum giganteum, Dendrobium splendidissimum

grandiflorum, D. Venus, fine piece; D. Cooksonii, and D.

Casiope ; Lu?lia Perrinii alba. L. Guildiana. grand variety ;

Cattleya intermedia alba. C. aurea. Maxillaria Sanderiana,

a large number of undowered Odontogiossum crispum, in Sand
6 inch pots; Cattleya labiata in sheath, &c.

Muy be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had of Mr. STEVENS. Head Gardener, on the Premises;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 63, Cheapside,

London. E.C.

Barking Side.

IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Carlton House,

Red Bridge Lane. B irking Side, two miles from Leytonstone,

Ilford, and Snaresbrook Stations, on MONDAY, October 15,

at 12 o'clock, by order of Mr. Bivlis, wlio is leaving the

neighbourhood, a <iuautity of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, I 00 Cinerarias in pots, 100 Pelargonium'^, Callas,

&L'. Also 20 Specimen Palm^, a few Orchid*, Azalea indica,

Camellia?, 3 choice Chrysanthemums, best sons, in large

pots; 850Echeveria spcunda glauca, and other Plants. Also

.50 Cast Flower-pots, Mowing-machine, Water- barrow, &c.

Maybe viewed. CatUogues had on the Premises; aud ot

the Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and

Leytonstone.

Sunnlngdale. Berks.
Close to the Railway Station.

THREE DAYS*ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of beautifully

grown NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Nurseiies

Sunningdale. on TUESDAY, October 23. and TWO FOLLOW-
ING DAYS, at 12 o'clock each day, by order of Mr. Charles

Noble, a splendid lot of best named kinds of RHODODEN-
DRONS, for which these Nurseries are noted, AZALEAF,
KALMIAS. thousands of flowering shrubs in great variety, a

lirge quantity of Muhooiaaquifolia, usefulfor October planting
;

raiuiy tliou^ands of Conifers for Ornumental Planting. Ever-

ereens for Hedges. &c , from 3 to 9 feet in height; sever^il

thouiandiof oval-leaved Privet, 2 to 4 feet; a fiue Collection

of Standard and Pyramid Apples. Pear.^ and other fcruit

Trees Gooseberries. Currants, Ornamental Tre.>s for btreet.

Avenue, or Park Planting, and other Stock, the whole m
capital condition for removal.

,. „ , „,, . ,

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premisea.andof the Auctioneer3,67and68,Cheap3ide,E.C.
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ENORMOUS SALE-WITHOUT RESERVE , by order of

F. SANDER & CO., ST , ALBANS.
10,000 DENDROBIUMS8,000 °c;.= THE KING OF THE GENUS,

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOPSIS SGHRODERIANUM.
Plants of all sizes—some enormous specimens, and all in the most perfect condition for establishing.

The plants will probably be a blaze of bloom at Christmas. This is the finest Orchid ever introduced.

THE ORCHID SENSATION OF THE CENTURY,
AND

THE GRANDEST IMPORTATION that HAS EVER REACHED EUROPE.
Also other DENDEOBES in wonderful variety and extraordinary types.

CATTLEYA AUREA STATTERIANA, geand specimen.

CYPRIPEDIUM NOBILIOR,
NEW HYBRID. HAYNALDIANUM X LATHAMIANUM.

SOBRALIA VEITCHII,
NEW HYBRID. F.C.C, R.H.S.

CYPRIPEDIUM T. W. BOND,
HIRSUTISSIMUM x SUPERCILIARE.

CATTLEYA REX,
SANDER'S BIG-FLOWERED TYPE.

8,000 DENDROBIUM PHAL^ENOPSiS SGHRODERIANUM !!

!

For full description of Sale, see Catalogue. The whole of the consignment is offered, and
EVERY PLANT IS WITHOUT THE LEAST RESERVE, at

PROTHEROE & MORRIS' CENTRAL SALE ROOMS
C7 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT, October 12, 1894.

Monday and Thursday Next.
60 CAMELLIAS. DRACENAS of kinds, LAURESTINUS,

PALMS in vaiiety, ASPIDISTRAS, FICUS, CANNAS.
from Belgium; 60 Lots choice QREENHOnSE FERNS,
TEA ROSES, TREE CARNATIONS. CYCLAMEN,
SPIR.EAS, in assorted variety; Englieh-gronn LILIES,
comprising allthe best varieties; Hardy Border PLANTS
and BULBS in variety, and a choice assortment of
Ornamental STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, EC, on
MONDAY and THURSDAY NEXT, October 8 and 11, at
12 o'clock each day.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Westerbam. Kent-Wednesday Next.
ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

PLANTS, SEEDS, TOOLS, &c., by order of Mr. Arthur
Jeffkins, who is relinciuiahing the business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Hosey and

Darenth Nurseries, Westerham, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, October 17 and 18, at 13 o'Clock each day a
large quantity of well-grown EVERGREENS and CONIFERS,
in great variety

; 1000 Privet, 2000 Standard, Dwarf, and
Climbing ROSES of the best-named Teas and Hybrid Per-
petuals : 1200 Black and Red CURRANTS, FRUIT TREES
FLOWERING SHRUBS, 3000 QUICK, 1000 bushy Portugal
and other LAURELS, LIMES, HORSE CHESTNUTS
THORNS, POPLARS, UTES in pots. CLEMATIS. GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, 60 LIGHTS and FRAMES, TOOLS, and
SUNDRIES. Vegetable and Flower SEEDS lotted in col-
lections. FLOWER SHOW BOXES, &c.
May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

loughton, Essex.
Three-quarters of amile from Loughton Station, G.E Ry.

TWO DAY'S' SALE of exceptionally well-iooted NURSERY
STOCK, grown to the greatest perfection, and now in
splendid condition for removal, by order of Messrs Wm
Paul & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the premises, the Sale Nurse-

ries, Loughton, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 18 and
19, at Twelve o'clock each day, large quantities of grfen and
variegated HOLLIES, fine specimens; LAURELS, thousands of
CONIFERS in great variety. Golden and other Yews, specimen
Aucubas, hundrec*s of Rhododendrons, includiug Pouticums
hybrid Seedlings and named sorts. Standard OrnamentalTrefs!
Limes, Elms. Poplars, &c. ; also Standard and Dwarf Fruit
Trees, consisting of Apples, Pears. Cherries, and Plums ; Stan-
dard Dwarf and Climbing Roses of the best named sorts, and
other Stock.

May now be viewed, catalogues had on the premises; of
Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, the Nurseries. Waltham Cross,
Herts ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside, B.C., and
Leytonstone.

Friday Next, October 12.

DENDRODIUM PHAL.ESOPilS SCHRODEB.E.
A grand variety of Albo.

Sepals, petals, and lip snow-while, centre of throat very slight
shade of mauve, veins slightly darker ; 5 old Bulbs 1 strong
new bulb with a fine spike of 10 flowers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
INCLUDE the above plant in their ORCHID SALE on

FRIDAY NEXT, October 12, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Feltham. Middlesex.
CLEARiNCK SALE of the unusually well-grown NURSERY

STOCK, by order of Messrs. Charles Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Lee's Nursery,

Feltham, Middlesex, ten minutes* walk from Feltham Station,
on TUESDAY. October 16, at 12 o'Clock. thousands of splendid
epecimen CONIFERS and EVERGREENS, all beautifully
grown and recently transplanted— tlolden Yews, Silver and
Golden Hollies, Cupressus. Retioosporas of sorts. Green and
Variegated Aucubas, 2 to 4 feet ; Oval-leaf Privet, 2 to 3 feet

;

Green Hollies. 15 inches to 10 feet; 600 Cupressus erecta viridip.

Argentea varieeata, their splendid new silver variegated
Cypress; RHODODENDRONy, best named sorts, from 2 to
5 feet. Also hundreds of Standard and Pyramid APPLES and
PEARS, best Dessert and Kitchen kinds; and a quantity of
NUTS and FILBERTS of the best sorta.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
on the Premises ; at the Royal Vineyard Nursery, 3ri, Ham-
mersmith Road, W. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapdide, London, E.C.

Groombrldge, Tuabrldge Wells.

Hollamby's Nursery.

GREAT ANNUAL SALE of first-class NURSERY STOCK,
400,0 Coniferee, Ornamental and Forest Trees, &c.
Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, by

order of the Executors of the late Mr. Edwin HoUamby, on
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 25 and 26, at 12 o'clock.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Cata-

logues at the Nurseries, or of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, E.C.

Hounslow, Middlesex —PreUmlnary Notice.
EXPIRATION OF TENANCY.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mewrs. S. Spooner & Sons,

Hounslow Nurseries, Middl«ex. to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, early in November, the GREATER PORTION
of the STOCK DOW growing on their Nureery adjoiting ihe
Houuflow Station (S, W. R.). incluiiihg about 20.0(0 Fruit
Trees. Date and further particulars will ihottly appear.

Frlda7 Next.
A YELLOW CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE in flower. Fine

specimen plant with fourteen growths in perfect health.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the ab^ve Plant in their ORCHID SALE on

FRIDAY NEXT. October 12. at half-past 12 o'Clock.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dntcb BalbB. Dutch Bulbs. Sutch Bulbs.

SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY,
In Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C., nearly Every Day, at half-past 12 o'Clock, Firstrclasa

Consignmentsof Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, ARRIVING DAILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
A splendid consignment of PLANTS and SHRUBS from

Holland, including Forcing and other RHODODENDRONS
to name. AZALEAS, IfXDRANGEAS, 750 choice named
DW4RF ROSES, &c.

An importation of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, sent
direct from Ghent, comprising 50 Latania borbonica, 50
Coryphas, Kentias, Arecas. Phcenix tenuis, DiaCEenas,
Ficus elastica, Aspleniums, Azalea indica, Aucubas, &C.

80,000 best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS, 10.000
African TUBEROSES. LILIUM HABRISII. GLADIOLI,
30,000 forcing HYACINTHS and NARCISSUS from France,
LILIUM CANDIDUM. SNOWDROPS, SCILLAS, Italian

HYACINTHS. 20.000 FREESIA REFBACTA ALBA, rare
NARCISSUS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTIO.V at his Great Rooms.

38, King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
October 10.

On view morning of Sale, and Cat-ilognes had.

Blsbop's Stoitford, Herts.

To MARKET GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, and OTHKBS.
Its JOSHUA MILLER AJID SONS.

MESSRS. G. E. SWORDER and SONS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at " The

Chequers " Hotel. Bishop's Stortford. on TUESDAY, October 23,

\i9ii, at 3 o'clock precise!) ; the Valuable FREEHOID
NURSERY PROPERTY, situated within easy reach of the

Railway Station, consisting of a weUenclosed MARKET
GARDEN, in a high state of cultivation, with several ranges

of Vineries, Forcing-houses, and Pits; also Gardener's Cottsge
Residence, and other erections, the whole containing la. 3r.,

more or less Immediate possession can be had.

Particulars and Conditionsof Sdle. and Plan, may b^obtained

of Messrs. W. GEE AND SON. Solicitors, Bishop's Stortford j

and of the Auctioneers, Bishop's Stortford.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Annual Sale. — MUford Nuraerles, Mllford, near

GodalmiDg, ^ of a mile from Milford Station, and 1 mile
from Godalming New Station, both on the direct Porte-
mouth line.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT THREE DAYS' SALE of FIRST-
CLASS NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS, MELLERSH have received in-
structions from Mea3r?. Maurice Young & Son, to SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premise?, the Milford Nurseries, Milford,
near Godalming, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURS-
DAY, October 9, 10, and 11, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely, each
day, without reserve, a large quantity of exceptionally

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK,
lotted to suit all classes of buyerp, comprising 2.600 Specimen
Evergreens and Conifers, from 2 to 8 feet, consisting of Piceaa,
Abies, Pinus, CupressuM Lawsonianas. Fraserii, erectas,
YouDgii, coerulea, &c , Thuias, Cedrjs deodara, Aucubas,
Laurels, Hollies, Golden Junipers, Golden Yews, Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, &c. ; 1,000 English Yews, IJ to 3 feet; 100,000
transplanted Forest Trees, from 2 to 4 feet, comprising Ash,
Birch, Spanish Chestnut, Hazel, Alder. Withey, &c. ; several
thousand Standard, Pyramid, and "Trained Fruit Tree«

;

Stand and Pyramid Thorns, Flowering Crabs, Ornamental
Deciduous Trees, &c. ; Standard and Dwarf Roses of the
leading hinds, "Tea Roses in pots. Clematis. Ivies, Ampe-
lopsis. Honeysuckle, Passion-flower, Slc. ; 1000 fine bushy
Laurels of sorts from 2 to 3 feet, and a quantity of General
Nursery Stock.
The Auctioneers specially invite the attention of intending

planters to this important Sale. They have personally in-
spected the Stock, which has made good growth, and is in
exceptionally fine condition for removal this season, and they
will be pleased to execute commissions for gentlemen who
cannot attend the Sale.
The Stock may be viewed. Limcheon (by ticket) will be

provided each day for purchasers, and Catalogues may be
obtained on the Premises ; at the leading Hotels in the neigh-
bourhood ; and of Messrs. MELLERSH, Auctioneers and
Surveyors, Godalming and Guildford.

Annual Sals.—Dorldng Nurseries, London Road,
DORKING.

Close to the L. B. & S. C. R. and S. E. R. Stations.
THE WELL-GROWN AND HEALTHY YOUNG NURSERY

STOCK (in first-rate condition for transplanting), viz.,
Aucubas, Box of sorts, Portugal and common Laurels,
Golden and Green Yews, Thuja Lobbi, and other varie-
ties; Thujopsis, Retinosporas and Cupressus, Pinus and
Piceas, various; FLOWERING SHRUBS IN VARIETY;
Abies Douglasii. Spruce Fir. &c., large, for immediate
effect, Cedars, Junipers, Hollies, green and variegated,
and a quantity of STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES,
such as Birch, Maples, Poplars of sorts, &c. , Ivies and other
climbers in pots, choice kindsof Dwarf Bush Roses. Straw-
berry Plants in small pota—leading varieties ; to be SOLD
by AUCTION, as above, by—

MESSRS. WHITE and SONS, under in-
structioQS from Messrs. Ivery & Son, on TUESDAY

and WEDNESDAY, October 9 and 10, 1894, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day.
Catalogues may be obtained at the place of Sale ; of Messrs.

IVERY AND SON, High Street, Dorking ; at the Inns in the
neighbourhood ; and of the Auctioneers. Land Agents, and
Valuers, High Street, Dorking ; and on Fridays at Leatherhead.

Castle Nursery, West Norwood.
IMPORTANT TWO DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of the well-

known and valuable Collection of EXHIBITION STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANT ^, successfully shown by Mr.
Heary Jamp^ who is giving up exhibiting.

MR. H. J. J'.ROMLEY is instructed to SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on THURS-

DAY and FRIDAY, October II and 12, 1894, at lao'Clock each
day, the important COLLECTION of PLANTS, including
Crotons. Foliage Plants, Palms. Draceenas. Nepenthes, PriM
Specimen Ericas, Camellias. Azaleas, Ferns, Chrysanthemum'),
Ivies, large Staniiard Weeping Trees, *c., and ORCHIDS,
including Cymbidium Loweanum. insigne. Cattleva labiata,
Triantei, Mendeli, Niana, Warscewiczii, Dendrobium Ains-
worthi, nobile nobilius, and nobile Jamesianum, Odontoglossum
Vexilarium and Alexandra. Masdevallia grandiflora, South-
gateii, Masdevallias, and numerous choice varieties ; also a
quantity of Hot-water Pipes and Fittings.
On view three days prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had

at the Auctioneer's Offices, la. Wood Street, Cheapside, E.C.

;

and at West Norwood, Tulse Hill, and Forest Hill.

WANTED, to RENT or LEASE a MARKET
GARDEN, 5 tolOacres.'with House and Out Build-

ings, with or without Glass. Within an easy distance of
Chatham or Rochester.—G. NEWMAN, Post Office, Kelveiton
Common, Brentwood.

FOR SALE, a NURSERY and FLORIST
BUSINIES3, capable of extension. Four Houses, about

100 feet run of Pits. J acre of Land. Main road, increasing
neighbourhood. Lease to suit purchaser.—All particulars from

W. H. SMITH. 22, High Street, Sevenoaks.

TV-URSERyHfOR sale, in one of the
-i- 1 prettiest Suburbs of London

; quantity of Glass all in
good order ; at low ground rent. Nearly 100 years' lease

; good
business attached. Suit a Gentleman, as it can be easily
managed. Price very moderate.—W. S.. Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

OR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven largo

Greenhouses, well stocked with Vines. Cucumbers, and Plants.
Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to
run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.

All particulars of A. B., 11, DAffwne Rjad, Tooting,
Surrey.

FOR SALE, a small NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS.— Four Glasshouses, and Propa-

Kdion-house, heated by Hot-water. Near the main-road.—
Apply to W. H., The Nursery, Park Row, Greenwich.

r ONDON, S.E,—A NURSERY for SALE.
-L; About 3 Acres : 16 Houses, 2 Lean-to Pits, 2 Span Pits,
each about 100 feet long, 2 smaller houses, all well heated, &c.

;

also Cold Frames', &c.. Dwelling-house, Stables, Sheds, &c.
About 5 miles from Covent Garden. Open to consider a
reasonable offer.

Apply to SHUTTLEWOBTH, Limited, Peckham Rye, S.E.

C>OR SALE, a Freehold Compact NURSERY,
-1- situated in the centre of the west end of one of the
most fashionable seaside towns on the south coa't, conaistiDgof
five modern-built Houses, all heated with hot^water.

Capital required for Freehold, &c., £1000.
Part can remain.

FLORAL, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St.,
Strand. W.C.

TO LET, a large GARDEN (about 2 acres),
well stooked with choice Fruit Trees, 6 miles from

Covent Garden. An excellent Cottage adjoining. For
particulars, apply to—

Mr. WM. MYERS, 2, Richmond Road. Isleworth.

Royal Kitchen Gardens, Hampton Court.

TO BE LET, 12 acres, 21 Glass Houses,
thoroughly heated with Hot Water ; Dwelling House,

and Shop.— Particulars to E. BENNETT, as above.

OVENT GARDEN MARKET.— To Fruit
and Potato Salesmen, Seed Merchantsi, &c.—TO BE

LET, with Immediate Pos-iesiioD, in rear of Piazza, with
entrance from Jamfs Street, and covered yaid for loading and
unloading, Two extensive Basement Warehouse?, fitted for
Bananas, but suitable for other purposes ; Store or Sale Koom
on Ground Floor, 2S ft. 6 in. x 26 ft. 6 in. ; Extennve Ware-
houses, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Floors, with Hytirsulic Lift throughout.
Apply to Messrs. S. CHADWICK and PILDITCH, 17,

Parliameat Street, S.W.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

FORORCHIDS and GARDENERS
toGrowthem. applytoSANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Fancraa.

''PO EXHIBITORS. — SPRINGTHORPE'SX CUP and TUBE ; Highly Commended by National
Chrysanthemum Society, Sept. 4. Provisionally protected.
For circulars, apply to G. SPRINQTUORPE, Coombe Court

Gardens, Kin^ston-OQ-Thamea.

CARNATION Mdlle. Th(5re3e Franco (Per-
petual), a beautiful pink, large, well formed, and very

fragrant; strong plants, in 4-inch pots. 2s. 6d. each ;
pric3 tO

the Trade on application. Carnations for massing :—Comtesae
de Paris, blush-white; Meteor, scarlet; Germania, yellow;
strong, well-rooted layers, 6*. per dozen, post-free.

J. PIKE, 6, Hillside, Wimbledon, S.W.

Prize Cob Filberts and otber Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in
the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address^

GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot. near Reading.

PRITCHARDIA (LICUALA) GRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, is offered in

good Plants, about IJ feet high, by

—

WILLIAM BOLL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

OR SALE, 10 cwt. SHALLOTS, 10 owt,
PICKLING ONIONS. Apply,

WILLIAM BRACKY, Martham, Great Yarmouth.

ORCHIDS,—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, &a., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free,

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side. Soothgate, London, N.

DOUBLE PEARL TUBEROSES, specially
grown in Africa

;
potted now, these will flower at least

two months earlier than the ordinary American. Grand Bulbs,
12 for 25., 100 for 14i. ; Freesia refracta alba, 2*. 6d. per 100 ;

Single Lent Lilies, 2s. per 100; Scilla Sibirica, 2$. per 100.
All carriage paid. Special catalogue gratis.

W. H HUDSON, F.R.H.S , Kilburn. London, N.W.

JOSEPH F. TUFFIN, Commission Agent
(for Choice Cut Flowers only).

11, Ruesell Court, Catherine Street, London, W.C ,

and Covent Garden Market.

lOLETS.—Fine clumps of Queen Victoria,
Comte de Brazza, Marie Louise, &c. For prices apply

to GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens. Stamford.

THE TRADE.—Several ounces ofALPINE
AURICULA SEED, in splendid mixture, warranted thia

year's harvtsting; also several thousand SCHIZOSTYLIS
COCCINEA. good plants for this autumn flowering.
WILLIAM POLLARD, Nursery, Fruit and Flower Gardens,

Alexander Drive. Douglas, Isle of Man.

'"pUBEROUS- ROOTED BEGONIAS, Single,
-L far SALE.— All colours, best; healthy plants; grown
from seeds of fine strong plants, one, two, and three years' old.
Some smaller raised this year from seed. Many still in bloom ;

others not yet in bloom. Upwards of 2000 in all. £,i 10s.
per 100, or in 4&'8. 32'e, and larger pots, £3 and £3 lOi. per 100.
Apply, by letter or appointment,

A. B., 33, Southbrook Road, Lee, Ken*.

EXHIBITIONS.

RIPON SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
WINTER FLOWERS and FEUIT, in the Victoria Hall,

on TUESDAY, November 20. Schedules on application to—
Mr. J. WOOD, Hon. Sec, Ripon.

HERTFORD HORTICULTURAL
MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.

THIRD GREAT ANNUAL SHOW of CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS, AUTUMNAL FLOWERS, FRUIT and VEGE-
TABLES, will be held in the Corn Eichange, Hertford, on
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 25 and 26.—Write £o
Schedules to JASON FEARS, Hon. Sec, Tamworth Street^
Hertford. Entries close October 18.

PTERIS TREMULA.—Fine stuff, in 2finch
pots, fit for potting on into 48's, 10s. per 100, £4 10«.

per 1000 ; line stuff, in 48'8, £1 per 100.
C. JOHNSON AND CO.. The Nurseries, Hampton.

OBBIE'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE of
Bulbs, Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Herbaceous Plants,

Fansies, Rosea, Violas, and Fruit Trees, is now ready, and will
be forwarded free on application.

DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

ILD GARDENING. — Plant Hartland's
Cheap Offer of Von Sion and Irish Princeps Daffodils,

Blue Bells, &c., at very low prices. Apply to

—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Seedsman, F.E.H.S., Cork.

OR SALE.—MALMAISON CARNATION
LAYERS, good Plants at 30s. per 100 ; C. Germania, 15j.

per 100; also 38 pots of EUCHARIS LILIE3, Grand Plants.
J. LirrON, Grosvenor Cottage, Bith.

HINESE SACRED NARCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied by the dozen, hundred, or

thousand.—Price on application to
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for Now and Rara

Plants, 636, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

TULES DE COCK'S NURSERIES,
fj Ledeberg, Ghent (Belgium).
30.000 Azalea ladica, 12,000 A. mollis, 50,000 Begonia Bulbs,
3.000 Dracsena Bruanti, 2,000 D. discolor, 4.000 D. indivisa,
2.000 D. lineata, 2,000 rubra, 10,000 Gloxinias, 30,000 Spiraia
japonica, 4,000 S. j. aurea reticulata, 10,000 Palms in variety,
with characterised leaves ; 2.000 Ficus elastica.

Important to Unaliroom Qrowera.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; moat productive. Hondreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,
Sonthgate, N. Established 1797.

lOLAS.—VIOLAS.—Strong, rooted plants,
propagated from Cuttings, guaranteed true : Countess

of Ktntore, Magpie. Skylark, Souvenir. Her Majesty, Goldfinch,
Ardwell Oem, Bullion, Countess of Wharucliffe, Lillias, The
Mearn«, and Duchess of Fife.

6s. per 100; 405. per 1000. Carriage paid.
BRUCE BROS, Florists, Haynford, Norwich.

Bouvardlas.—Bouvardlas.—Bouvardlas.

A FEW HUNDRED popular sorts, in 48*8, fine
bushy plants, for Sale, 5s. per doz. Ca<»h with order.

WM. RISLEY, Floral Nursery, Enfield.

RELAGE'S AMARYLLIS, and all kinds of
DUTCH BULBS and Rare or New Bulbous Plants, true

to name, and of the best quality only, at cheap prices. Descrip-
tive Catalogue, illustrated, may be had free, on application to

E. H. KRELAGE jlnb SON, Bloemhof Nurseries. Haarlem,
Holland. Established 1811.

ANSIES and VIOLAS.—My growth is equal
to that of any three growers in the world. Plant now

for spring blooming. My collection of Carnations is unsur-
passed. Catalogue post-free on application.

R. H. BATH. Flower Farm, Wisbech.

ARR'S MIXTURES of DAFFODILS, for
beautifyiag Orchards. Woodland Walks, Orass Slopes,

&c., and for Cutting. Mixed, All Sorts, per 1000. 2Is. and
30s. Mixed Peerless or Chalice-cupped Stab Narcissi,
graceful and beautiful, per 1000, 42s. ; Mixed Poet's Daffo
DILS, very beautiful, per 1000, 42s. All seat. CARRIAGE
Paid, on receipt of remittance.

BARR AND SON, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ROSES,—Jacqueminot, on own roots, good
strong Plants, £9 per 1000. or £l per 100.

W. HILLS. Nurseryman and Flortat, Crescent Road, Bury
Street, Lower Edmonton, N.

OUBLE SWEET VIOLETS, Marie Louise
and Dr. Parm. all fine transplanted stuff, large, and

healthy. 3». id. per dozen, or 245. per 100, package free.

JOHN HOOD AND CO., Nurserymen, Heiham.

To the Trade.

CYCLAMEN.— CYCLAMEN.—
Grand stuff, in 48's, well set with bloom, 8s. per dozen,

free on rail, cash with order ; £3 per 100.

W. E. TIDY, Brockhampton Nurseries, HaTant, Hants.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48's, 12>. per doz. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48's, 9>.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in eo's. bs. and 65. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 60's, 4s, and 6s. per doz. ; do. in large

thumbs, 3s. per doz., 20s. per 100 : ARALIAS, in 48's, Bs. and
6s. per doz. ; FICUS, in 48's, 12s. per doz. ; CYPERUS NA-
TALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIIJS, in 48'e, 6s. per dozen

;

twelve best sorUof FERNS, 12s. per 100: ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOS0S NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48's. 6s. &
6s. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), 6, Bramah Road, Brixton, London, S.W.
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FOR SALE, or EXCHANGE for ORCHIDS,
a CYCADACEOUS PLANTS, in Tubs, 2 feet 4 inches

across, viz. :— 1 MACROZAMIA DENISONII, 10 feet through,
with 18 fronds, B to 7 feet long; I ENCEPHALARTOS VIL-
LOSUS. 12 (eet through, with 26 fronds, from 6 to 7 feet
long. The above are two healthy, fine specimens, and are
most suitable for Winter Garden or Large Conservatory.

F. CLARKE, The Gardens, Lowther Castle, Penrith.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4f to 6 inches,
impossible to surrass, 10s. id. per 100. HYACINTHS,

finest named sorts, 45. per dozen, 25«. per 100 ; second quality,

named, 2s. per dozen. 14s. per 100. BULB LIST on application.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADB) :—Ferns, in 2}-inch pots. Stove and Green-

bouse, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per 100; large ditto, in 48's,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

4^'8, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (busby), 16s. and 20s.

per 100. Aralias. <3reviUeas, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48's, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, Palme, Dracaenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in

46'b, Is. each. Seedling Ferns, 6s. per KO Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

OTE PRICES for EXTRA LARGE
BULB3.— 100 Lilium Harrisii, 10s, 6ii., 12 for 2s.; 10)

I>. candidum,8s., 12 for Is. 6i. ; 100 Freesia, 2s. ; 100 Gladio'us
The Bride, 2s. ; 1(0 Oalanthus Elwesii Snowdrop, Is. 9d. ; lOJ
Anemones, assorted, 2s ; 100 Arums, strong Bulbs, I5s. ; 12 for

2s.: 100 Chionodoxas. assorted. Is. 9d. ; 100 ;Narcissus, Is. 6d.

;

100 Cyclamens, 10s. 8<f., 12 for Is. 6d. ; 100 Lily of the Valley
tor Forcing, 3s., 1000 for 26s. All other Bulbs, Plants, Orchids,
&c., at low prices for cash.—BIRCHALL BROS. AND CO.,
20. Polygon Road, Southampton.

ARGE QUANTITY of STRONG ROOTED
LAYERS, to CLEAR.—Duchess of Fife, Pink ; John Westr

lake. Flake ; The Duke, Lemon and Buff; New Crimson Clove
(sweet), 6s. per dozen. Mrs. R. Hole, Mrs. Muir, The Bride, Q.
De Nancy, Maid of Athens, Emin Fasha, Raby Castle; these and
other varieties, our selection, 4s. per doz. Free delivery, cash
with order.—J. KERR & SONS, Carleton Nurseries, Penrith.

THE TRADE.—WINTER-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS, fine bushy stuff, in bud in 48's. La

Neige, Mies Joliffe Improved, 9s. per doz., 65s. per 100; Mrs.
Moore, largest white, 12s. per doz ; Golden Gate, be-.t yellow,
20s. per doz Facked free for Cash.

CRANE AND CLARKE, The Nurseries, March, Cambs.

MESSES. COLLINS and COLLINS have a
fine stock of the following plants for sale :

—
ADIANTUM ELEGaNS. in 488, bs. per dozen.
ADIANTUM DECORUM, in 48's, 6s. per dozen.
ADIANTUM FORMOSUM. in 48 s. 6i. per dozen.
ADIANTUM WILLIAMSII, in 48's, lis. per dozen.
ARALIA SIKBOLDI, in 43's, 6s. per dozen.
Specimen Plants of STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA, in

No. 12 and 16-pots, 30s. to £J each.
ASPIDISTRA LUCIDA. in 24 and 16-pote, £1 per 100 leaves.
IMANTOPUYLLUM MIN. in 21'8, 24s. to Mis. per dozen.
A magnilicent Istock of CYPRIPED, INSIGNE, in bud, in

32'saDd 24's. 7s. 6'^, to 15s. each,
CATTLEYA PERCIVALIIANA, in 8-inch baskets, with

from 5 to 8 sheaths, I5s. to 30j. each.
CATTLEYA TRIAN.EI, in 8 and 10- inch baskets, several

theaths, l.^s. to 30s. each.
CATTLEYA LAB. AUTUMN., splendid plants in sheath,

from 7s. 6d. to £1 each.
Cumberland Fark Nureerie?, Willetden Junction, London.

OR SALE. — Fine FREESIA BULBS,
12.0C0 at 10s. per 1000.

THE " BRIDE " GLADIOLI (Colvilli alba), fine Bulbs, 10,000
at 10s. per 1010.

ANEMONE FULGENS, bright scarlet flower, 4s. per 100.

ARUM LILIES (Calla eelhiopica), fine Bulbs, just starting,

10s. per 100.

H. A. OiVEY, Thornhill, St. Jacques, Onemsey.

LORD'S CARNATIONS.
Highest Awards wherever exhibited. Winner of the First

Prize at twelve consecutive Exhibitions of the National Car-

nation aod Ficotee Society (Northern Section), as well as at

ether principal exhibitions. Good plants, my selection, 6s.

per dozen ; 35. Qd. per half dozen ; purchaser's selection, as far

as poEiBible, 95. per dozen, free for cash with order.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See lUustrations, back page.
Gardeners' Chronicle, September 1, 1894.

BULBS, Winter, Spring, and Summer flowering.
DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds, Borders, and Naturalisation

in Meadows. Woods, &c.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TUUPS, of absorbing interest to

Amateurs.
HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,

and Naturalisation.
COLLECTIONS of BULbS. 12s. 6d. 21s 42s . and 63s.
COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. M.. 7s. 6d., 10s 6i, 21s.,

to 105.'.

BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

ASPIDISTRAS, green and variegated, per 100
leaves, 16s. ; Lily of the IValley, early Berlin crowns,

26s. per 1000; ditto, good crowns, 23s. ; eatra strong, for later
forcing, 24s. ; ditto, good crowns, 21...

; good crowns for late
forcing, 18.'. per 1000. Freesia refrscta alba, Ifs. per 1000

;

Allium Neapolitanum, 2s. 6rf. per 100; Lilium caurtidum, 8s.
per HO; Heleborus niger (Christmas Rose), 8s. per 100 ; Ficus
elastica, 60s to 90s. per 100; Lilac Charles X., 6Us. to S0<. per
100; Roses, Dwarf Hybrid Perpetual, on Seedlii g Biiar, per
100 plants, 22s. and 40s. ; Dwarf Tea. Noisette. &c . per 100,
at 35s. and 60s. ; Roses tor walls, 60s. per 100. All true to
name, extra strong stuff, and carriage fiep. Ca>h with Order.

H. LEAR. Victor Stieet, Hull.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS ^0W

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fraits, post-free, 3d.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

lyriLLER'S HYACINTHS, Best and Cheapest,
i-'A as we supply to the LondonfParks and principal country
gardens. Mixed HYACI^THS. aU beajtiful colours, splen-
did Bulbs. 9s. Urf. per 100, '.Is. 4ii. per dozen ; Mixed Red, Mixed
White, and Mixed Blue, each 10s. 6ii. per 100, Is. 6d. per dozen.
Bedding HYACINTH J, in distinct rich colours. Bright Red
Bright Blue, and Pure White, each 12s. 6if. per 100, Is. 9if. per
dozen. All other Bulbs equally good anfl cheap. Write for
Illustrated Bulb Catalogue, free. Orders above 10s. carriage
paid.-F. MILLER & CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

ARTLAND'S Irish-grown DAFFODILS
Pronounced by the Press "The Best in the World '

Write for Cheap Prices, 1891.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND
Seedsman, F.R.H.S., Cork, Ireland.

OR SALE, NARCISSUS Sir Watkio, good
sound flowering Bulbs, 3s. per dozen, 21s. per 100 extra

large Bulbs, Is. 6rf. per dozen, 36<. per 100.
GARDENER, Plas Gardens, Dinas Miwddwy. Merioneth".

MUSHROOM fcPAWN (Johnsons Improved).
—Anybody can grow Mushrooms by using this Spawn.

It ia guaranteed made direct from the pure virgin spores, and
very strong. 3s. per bushel, package included ; reduced pri es
for quantity.—E. L. .TOHNSON, Mushroom Spawn Manufac-
turer, Hanger Hill. Ealing.

ERMANIA CARNATION.—Strong plants,
in 60'8, I5s. per 100, £5 per 1000. Old Crimson CLOVE,

strong-rooted layers, 10s. per 100, £4 per lOOO.
C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries. Hampton.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS,

BUNYARD'S KENT
STRAWBERRIES.

BEST PLANTS of FINEST SORTS.
Prices now Reduced 20 percent

. except Newfst Kinds.

NEW CARNATIONS,— Selected from his
Seedlings, »iz. : Duke of York, S.B., Is. 6if. ; Bruce

Findlay. C.B., 2s. ; Thaddeus. C.B., Is. id. ; Arline, P. & P.B.,

ls.6i.; EdithAnnie. C.B., 2s., and Magpie, P.F., Is. 6d. One
plant of each, 9s., free for cash. Send for LIST.

T. IiOBD, Holebottom, Todmorden.
Please mention this paper.

I. DAYIES & SON
Are now offering Nursery Stock at reduced prices, to clear a

large portion of their Nursery ground required for building

purposes. Catalogues free by poet to any address.

BBOOK LANE NURSERY, ORHSKIRE.

NEW CARNATION,
'* YELLOW aUEEN."

For Cut Flowers, this variety will be the one to grow, pro-

ducing its beautiful primrose-yellow flowers in great profusion,

of robust habit. Received Certilicate of Merit and Medal
from the Royal Horticultural Society. Strong plants, in 48'e,

3s, 6d. each, 36«. per doz. Trade price on application.

THOMAS BONES, Heaton Gardens. Cheshuct, N.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.,
OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

^EW LIST FliHE.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all tlia best varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Special quotations for quantities to grow for Market.
New and Rare Sorts, Kot Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half- standards,
Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained.

PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES. PEACHES, APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.— All the b-'st of the old and new varietiep,

open air plants, or in small pot^.

Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free. 6d.. gratis to

Custcmers (one of the most complete iesued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKINS.
Pomona Farm Nurseries. Withington, Hereford.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. AU growers speak in

high praiseof thequality. Numerous
Testimonials, None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price. 6s. per bushel, la. extra for

package ; or, Is. per cake, free pei
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries. London, N.. and Bamet, Herts.

C
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INTENDING PLANTERS
Are invited to Inspect the very ^

Extensive & Superior Stock of

HARDILY-GROWN
FOREST, FRUIT,

AND ALL. OTHER

TREES & PLANTS, ROSES,

EVERGREENS, &c.

Prices & all Particulars on Application.

DICKSONS^soHsCHESTER
»»»#->t»»»-)t-<^»»»»^ »»»•'»»«»»»»

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 'o 2^ feet. 9s. per dozen ; 6 s. per 100.
„ M i^i ta 3 feet, 12j. per dozen

; 75s. per 100,
*• I. 3 to 4 feet. 18s. per do/;en ; 12( s. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent rootp.
Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PERKINS & SON,
:,2, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD,

CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNAUS.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have at present at their Clapton Nursery two

houses full of unflowered Plants, in sheath, of

this useful Winter-flowering Cattleya, of which

they respectfully invite inspection.

CLAPION NTJKSEBY, LONDON, N.E.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked

upon our Paradise Stock, We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them

to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

CATALOGVE FREE ON APPLICATION.

FERNS.-PTERIS CRISTATA,
in 2i-inch pots, fit for potting on. at 9s. per 100. A large

quantity of -IS's. Pteris Cristata. Major Cretica, Nobilis and
Tremula, Adiantum Fulvum and Pubescens. at \s. Qd. per

dozen. Polypodium and Adiantum Cuneatum. at 5s. Qd. per

dozen. Packed free for cash with order.—B. PRIMROSE,
Blackbeath Nurseries. St. John's Park, Blnckheath. SE.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fashioned GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7.000 feet Length of the New Patent Travelling

Structures already in construction.

Write for Catalogue of Smallest to Laruest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate St. Station, E.C.)

65 English, American, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle:—" It is commended as saving 100 to

200 per cent." The Gardeninq World .•—" There is no question

as to the utility." The Horticultural Btview :—" Will Meet
a complete revolution." Amateur Cardeninq :—'• Can honestly

commend the style as eminently practical." The Journal of

Horticultwe :— '• May be used for Vines, TomatOE, Chrysanthe.

mums. Koses, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."
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ODONTOGLOSSDM GRISPDM ALEXANDRA.
BEST VARIETY.

GUILLERMO KALBREYER begs to offer the above well-known and justly-prized Orchid at the
following prices, free on board of Royal Mail Company's steamers, at Savanilla or Cartagena :

—

£40 per 1000 good and healthy pieces.

G. K. also can supply :

—

M

CATTLEYA TRIAN^E, best variety, £7 per case.

SCHRODERI ... £8 „ „
Each caee contains from 50 to 60 good stroDK pieces, and measures about 20 in. by 34 in.

ODONTOGLOSSUM LUTEO-PURPUREUM,
CUSPIDATUM PLATIGLOSSUM,

£36 per 1000.

The plants are packed with the greatest care and best method, but under no circumstances will G. K. hold himself responsible for the state of plants

on their arrival in Europe. Conditions

:

—All Consignments are shipped entirely at Buyer's risk and expense from port of shipment. Plants ordered

must be paid for on receipt of bill of lading to Messrs. EOESING BROTHERS and CO., 10, Basinghall Street, London, E.G., who will then give

orders for forwarding the consignment to the Purchaser.

The best time/or dispatching Orchidsfrom here, and to establish them idth the best advantage in Europe, are the months—December to April.

EARLY ORDERS INVITED.
A considerable reduction will be made on orders of 1000 and more of each kind of Odontoglossnm, and on four oases and more of Cattleya.

Address : — G. KALBREYER, La Flora, Bogota, Republica de Colombia.
Cablegram Address :—FLOBA, BOGOTA.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PTIBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and moat approved class, including the

Have the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, \s. PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAOKFRIARS, LONDON. 8.E.

Telegraphic AddroBB-" HOT-WATER. London." Telephone No. 476S.

SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER
(KINNELL'S PATENT).

Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast.

r:=T^>-.^

FateTiLs 10,398.

" 10,674.

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BBICKWOKK BEauiRED.
Awarded Fint Price in Open Competilion by the EH. Society.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with othsra. and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS WHICH WILL NOT
BURS TdROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalognes and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Lirgest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

kingdom.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWABK STREET, LONDOJf, S.E.

GHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.
IRONFOUNDEBS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

J

SOLE MANUFACTUBEBS OF—
THE BOCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH

CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.
LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS

IN LONDON.
^- COMPARE QUALITY OF GOODS and PRICES.

Addebsses : 65 & 65a, Sodihwark Stebbt ; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

- The' Grove, Southwark, S.E.; and Truchot Stores, Guernsey.
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FRUIT TREES! FRUIT TREES!! FRUIT TREES ! !

!

This is one of our GREATEST SPECIALTIES, the soil and situation of our Nurseries being particularly adapted for Fru^'feo^ngl-and we
Cultivate IMMENSE QUANTITIES of all the BEST and CHOICEST kinds in each class, including the LATEST JNOVELTIEg^worttiless and
inferior sorts being carefully weeded out. The trees are in the finest possible condition, thoroughly clean and free from hlight, of robust' constilution,
and furnished with an abundance of fibrous roots—an important point which purchasers of Fruit Trees should not overlook, as well-rooted trees will give
greater satisfaction than trees twice the size, but with stunted roots. Each kind is worked on the stock on which it flourishes best, and great care is

taken to have all true to name.

FIGS—* choice selection, fine bushes in pots, 2s. 6d., 3s. id., 6s., 7s. M. and lOt. id. each, '•

GRAPE I
A" the leading varieties, strong, short- jointed, snd well-ripened.

APPLES
PEARS
PLUMS

6?. and

f

Standards and Pyramids, well developed trees, 18*., 24*., 305.,

43s. per dozen.
Two-year old Feathered trees of Apples and Peara, Bplendid quality, 15^.

per dozen.
Dwarf and Horizontal-trained trees, for walls, espaliers, &c., 2s. 6d. to of.

_ _ _ Orchard House Trees, Pyramid-', in pots, 3s. 6rf. an! 5s. each.

We can also supply a splendid lot of Pyramid Apples, trees that have borne fruit two and
three years, of the following well-known kinds ;— Astrachin Red, Annie Elizabeth, Betty Geeson,
Blenheim OraDp;e, Cox*8 Pomona, Cellini, Duchess of Oldenburg, Domino, Devonshire Quarrenden,
Ecklinville Seedling. Grenadier, Keswick Codlin, Lord Derby. Lord Grosvenor, Lady Elizabeth
de Tabley, Loddtngton's Seedling or Stone Apple, Maltster. Northern Spy, New Northern
Greening, Pott's Seedling:, Plumbley Lass, Queen Caroline, Rose of Sharoa. Ringer, Small'd
Admirable, and Old Hawthoroden, all at 5';. each. Also u few extra-sized Pears at same price.

APRICOTS
PEACHES
NECTARINES

THE BEST VARIETIES.

Dwarf-trained trees, 5.^. and 7s. 6t/. each.

Half-Standard and Standard-trained trees, 7«. 6rf. and lOs.

each.

VINES I

Pl«"''°g Canes, 3s. 6rf. and 5s.
;
Fruiting, 7s. 6i/.. 10s. 6rf. and 12s. 6ii. each.

All the undemoted are far beat quality, our selection only.
Purc&aaeis' selection as per Catalogue.

BLACKBERRIES, of sorts, plants in pots, 9d. each, Ss. per dozen. Ground plants, id. each.
4s. 6^ per dozpn.

CORRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES, the leading kinds in the various colours, 3s. id. and
4«. Hrf. per do/eo ; 2bs. and 3vs. per 10).

RASPBERRIES, finest sorts. Is. id. snd 2s. per dozen ; 10s. and 12s. per 100.
STRAWBERRIES, complete collection of the newest and best varieties. Grand plants.

Specially-prepared runners from ground, 3s. per 100. In small pots, 13i. id. per^lOO,
In .^-inch pits, 4s. and 6s per dozen.

ASPARAGUS, eitra strong, for forcing, I2s. id. and 15s. per 100.
SEAKALE. extra strong forcing crowns. 16s. per 100.

RHUBARB, the most esteemed kinds, 6s., 9s., I2s., and 18s. per dozen.

NEW CATALOGDE (No. 129), of Fruits, Roses, Forest Trees, Shrubs, Climbers, &c., post free.

m. CLIBRAN & SON.
OLDFIELD NURSERIES, ALTRINCHAM;

Also at MANCHESTER, LLANDUBNO JUNCTION, &c.

1 PERPETUAL OR WINTER-
\ BLOOMING VARIETIES.NEW CARNATIONS

Certificated by the Royal Horticultural Society . also at the Crystal Palace, Bath, Exeter, cfo.

MISS MARY GODFREY. REGINALD GODFREY.

M^

—Undoubtedly the finest white in existence.

Blooms of good shape and good substance,

3 inches in diameter, of the purest white,

freely produced, of robust habit, " non-

bursting," and thoroughly perpetual.

— lias the same good (jualities as the prece-

ding variety, but is of a rich salmon-pink.

Three times the size of Miss Joliffe, richer

in colour, much more robust, and will produce

five times the quantity of blooms. 5/- each.

These varieties have caused a great sensation wherever e.vhibited.

W. J. GODFREY, The Nurseries, Exmouth, Devon.

fRUlTTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

.1 rHEAL&QONSMaM Crawley. W Suss&o

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^-c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAIi GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

CUCUMBER

and

TOMATO

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS B R A N G H E S.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS W R K 31 A N S H I P and BEST 31A T E R IA L S ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTER.S STATION, GREAT E.VSTERN RAILWAY.
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mUmtiief
AUTUMN, WINTER - FLOWERING

' AND

FORCING PLANTS.
Prime QualHy, in Splendid Condition,

Now Ready for Delivery.

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds.

UAMELLIAS, tine sorts, well set wilh flower.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

CYTISUS. tine strong plants.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
EPACRIS of sorts, very fine for winter.

ERICA hVeMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFEA, &0.

GARHENIAS, best sorts, well budiied.

LtLIUM HARRISI. extra strong, from America.

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties.

ROSES tinest Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants

'grown in pots for forcing. [Pots.

Marechal Kiel and Gloire de Dijon, eitra strong, m
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

GRAPE VINES. Orders are now being executed for Vines.

The canes are very fi"» tbi« vear, and well-ripened.

For Complete List ana lances, see Illustrated Bulb

Catalogue, Gratis and post free on application.

B. S. wTlLIXmS & SON,
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAT, LONDOIT, N.

SUPERLATIVE

RASPBERRY.
THE TRUE RAISER'S STOCK.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the finest Raspberry,

and as many former applicants could not be supplied, early

orders are requested.

First size 30s. per 100 ; 5«. per dozen.

Second size 205. per 100 ; 4*. per dozen.

A few extra large. 9s. per dozen.

PEARSON'S BULBS
{THE FINEST PROCUBABLE),

Every article grown by a Specialist; extra fine this Season.

HYACINTHS, for Borders, in separate colours ... per 100, 9/-

,, Selected, for Bedding and Forcing 14/-

,» Finest, for Exhibition perdoz., 4/- to 8/-

.. Finest, for Growing in Water perdoz., 4/i

TULIPS, Due Van Thol, scarlet per 100, 2/-

,, Single, Belle Alliance, crim-on ,, 4/4

,, „ Chrysolora, finest yellow ,, 6/-

,, ,, Couleur Cardinal, very fine ,, 5/6

,, ,, Duchesse de Parraa, one of the best... ,, 4/6

,, ,, Joost van Vondel. crimson and white ,, 6/-

,, ,, Keisei's Kroon. superb ,, 6/-

„ ,, L'Immaculee, pure white ,, 4f~
,, Double, La Candeur, pure white „ 4/-

,, ,, Rex Rubrorum, crimson-scarlet ... „ 6/-

Tulips were never so Good or so Cheap—see Cataloeue.
NARCISfeUS, Polyanthus per 100. from 4/-

Empress, home-grown, fine, per doz., 7/6 ... per 100, 60/-
Horsfieldii „ „ „ 4/6 30/-
Emperor „ „ „ 9/- ... „ 60/-

Sir Watkin ,, „ „ 8/- 60/-

Poeticus, 2/- ; Omatus , 4/-
SPANISH IRIS, finest mixed 1/6
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, extra size ... „ 5/-
LILIUM CANDIDUM, extra size 10/-
CROCUS, finest varieties „l/-to2/-
AFRICAN TUBEROSE, now ready, per doz.. 2/- ; „ 14/-
GLADIOLUS COLVILLI (" The Bride "), white „ 2/6

Everything equally Reasonable. Catalogues free.

J. K. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

DUTCH BULBS.
We are now bookikq Orders for—

HYACINTHS, I CROCUS,
TULIPS,

I

LILIUMS, i&c.

Before Buying elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on
application, and save 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILlUHd AURATUM
a Specialty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,,
Bulb Growers and Seed Merchants.

34. MAKSELL STREET. ALDOATE, LONDON. E..

And The NrRSERiES,"Haarlem, Holland.

DENDROBIUM PHAL^WOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM.

HUGH LO^A^ & CO.
Have pleasure in announcing receipt of advice from their Collector of the

despatch of a grand lot of this fine Dendrobe. The Plants are expected in

London shortly, when full particulars will appear.

CLAPTON NURSEBY, LONDON, N.E.

PAUL & SON'S GREAT SALE
OP

SPECIMEN VARIEGATED HOLLIES,
AT

THE NURSERIES, HIGH BEACH, LOUGHTON.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, at 12 o' Clock precisely.

An opportunity of seeing some of the finest specimens in Europe, and of seeing this Evergreen Nursery.

Brakes at Loughton Station, G.E.R., at 11 a.m. ; and at Waltham, from Stortford, Cambridge,

and the North of England trains, at 10. 10. CATALOGUES at Chashunt, and of

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G.

EVERGR EENS -EVERG REENS.

JOHN PERKINS & SON
Beg to draw the attention of Planters to their large Stock of

the following, the whole of which are good stout well-trans-

planted plants 1

—

LAURELS CAUCASICA, 3 to 4 feet, at 30s. per lOO.

„ PORTUQAL, 3 to 4 fee(, at 18s. per doz.

ENGLISH VEWS, 2f to 3 feet, at 12s. per doz. ; 75s. per 100.

„ ,, 3 to 3J feet, at I6s. per doz. ; lOOs. per 100.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 5 to 6 feet, at 24s. per doz.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 5 to 6 feet, at 24s. per doz.

RETINOSPORl PLU.MOSA, 3 to 4 feet, at 18s. per doz.

,, ,, 4 to 5 feet, at 24s. per doz.

AUREA. 3 to 4 feet, at 21s. doz.

HOLLY SHKPARDII, or NOBILIS, 3 to 4 feet, at 30s. per doz.

„ ,, ,, 4 to 5 feet, at 42s. per doz,

GREEN, 2} to 3 feet, at 12s. per doz.

,, ,, 3 to 4 feet, at 18s. per doz.

Special Offers for large quantities.

Catalogues cf General Nursery Stock on application,

52, MARKET SaXTABE, NORTHAMPIOIT,
Nurseries -BILLING ROAD.

NOTICE I-LIUES OF THE VALLEY.
Owing to the severe Drought of last Summer, 3-year-oId

FloweriDp; Crowns will be very scarce this year, and prices are
6ure to advance.
To insure a supply, and first quality, send your Orders

without delay. 2J Millions of Crowns offered for Forcing and
Planting Out, of unsurpassed quality. Prices on application to

T. JANNOCH,
Lily of the Valley Grower by Special Appointment to

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales,

DERSINQHAM. KING'S LYNN, NORFOLK.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Liiiies,

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Scilias,

Irises

&c.

BEST

QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delivehed Free by
Eail on Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No, 441

Post Free on applicatwn.

HYACINTHS-TULIPS-

N

ARCISSUS.

CARAWAY & CO.
UNNAMED HYACINTHS, in separate colour, 10s. per 100

;

Is. 9d, per doz.

NAMED HYACINrnS, 2nd size. 14s. per 100 ; 2s. 3d. per doz.

,, ,, 1st size, from 4s. per doz.
TULfPS, Scented VAN THOL. 2s. «,d. per 100; CHRYSO-

LORA. es. per 100; LA REINE, 6s. per 100; MIXED
EARLY, 3s. per 100; PARROT VARIETIES, mixed, Us.

per 100.

NARCISSUS. CYNOSURE, 4s. 6rf. per 100; GOLDEN SPUR,
3s. per doz ; LEEDSII, 5s. per luO ; ORNATUS, 4s. 6if. per
100; BURBIDGEI, 4s. id. per 100; PRINCEPS, 6s. per
100; POLYANTHUS, miied, 5s. per 100; PAPER WHITE,
5s. per 100.

CROCUS, Blue, White, and Yellow, separate, Is. 6d. per 100 ;

mired. Is. 'Ad. per 100.

JONQUILS, SINGLE CAMPERNELLE, 3s. U. per 100.

'2d. in the Is. discount for Cash with urdur.
All Orders over 5s. free by post. CATALOGUES post-free oa

application.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

D U T CH B^CJ L B S.
TULIPS, Due van Thol. scarlet Is. 6d. per 100.

TULIPS, Due van Thol, red and yellow ... 2s. per 100.

TULIPS, mixed 2s. per 100.

PRICE LIST of DUTCH BULBS, cheaper than any other
Firm, sent free on application from—

J . D . H A U O N, Bulb Importer,
JAMAICA ROW, BIRMINGHAM,

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDT SPIR£A

SPIRAEA ANTHONY WATERER.
This is a sport from the welMrnown Spiraea bumalda, from

which it differs only in colour, the flowers being a rich
crimson, borne in large cormbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy HoweriDg plants of many years.

FiRST-CLAes Certificatf,
Royal Horticultural Society o' London.

Nice plants, Is.Qd. eacb, will be diatribut-d in November next.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Wolting, Surrey.

ORCHIDS. -ORCHIDS.
FHEB. HOBSMAK & 00.,

ORCHID SPECIALISTS. MARK'S TEY and COLCHESTER.
Importations continually coming in. Thousands of Semi-

established and Established ORCHIDS always in Stook.

Excellent men to grow them.

NEW CATALOGUE free on app'ication.
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection witli any other Firm of

tlie same name.

& Son's
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, cootaining

Full Cultural Dirkctions and particulars as to Free
Delivery, will be sent, post-free, od application to our

offices at OVERVEEN, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or

to our General Aleuts—

Messrs MERTENS & CO
,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

ROSES IN POTS.
Exceptionally Good, and well-ripened thla Tear.

TEA-SCENTED, from 15s. to 36s. per dozen.

CLIMBING ROSES, extra strong, with long
shoots, of all best varieties, 2s. ^d., Zs. 6d., and 5s. eich.

LISTS POST FREE.

GEO. COOLING & SONS,
.

THE NURSERIES, BATH.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS I aid EKOLISH BULBS

!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.

Containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS. LILIUMS, DAFFODILS,
SNOWDROPS, IRIS, &c.. free on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS,

EXETER ST., STRAND, LONDON". W.C.

CHARLES SHARPETcO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marcliands Qrainiers

Samenculture—Saraenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, CERMiN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINK6T

SELKCTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc,

Prices, 53 , 7s. 6d., 10s. 6d., 153., 21s., 42s., 638

,

and 1053. each ; Carriage Free.

Flt'E PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CAS/r.

For full particulars of Tontents of these Boxe-*, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated.

Post Free. 6J. Oralis lo Cu&toaierp.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen

and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

EVERGREENS FOR IMMEDItTE EFFEGT.
WeU-rooted, Perfect Shape, and Good Colour.

Each.
J. d.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 6 to 8 feet

S to 10 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWS0NUNA.6 toSfeet ...

,, 8 to in feet

., ERECTA VIBIDIS.5to6feet

„ „ 6 to 8 feet

HOLLIES. Green, 4 to 5 feet

,, „ .Mo 6 feet

6 to 7 feet

LAUREL, Colchic, 5 to 6 feet

PICEl LASIOCARPA, 6to8fcet
„ NORDMANNIANA, 5to6feet

6 to 8 feet

PIN US AUSTRIACA, 6 to 6 feet

THUIA LOBBII. 6 to 7 feet

„ ERICOIDES. 7 to 8 feet

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 6 to 6 feet

„ ,, 6 to 8 feet

,, ,, 8 to 10 feet

WKLLINGTONIA GIOANTLA, .'> to 6 feet ...

li to 8 feet ...

4

5

is'o
ID 6
IS

Dot.
s. d.

24
60

84 "o
3ri

43
5'

18

10) "o

YEWS. English, 5 to 6 feet

,, ,. ti to 8 feet

3
»
S
S
7

7

10
b

7». 6rf. to 10

3«
40
40
S6

84
60

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,
ROYAL NURSERIES, CIRENCESTER.

ORCHIDS
Of every Description, from 13. each ; sample?, post-fre', iB. 3d.
RARE PLANTS AT LUW PRIOES. Every plant SMit

on app obation. Catalogue, showing temperature £jr

different Orchids, &c
,
post free.

THE LEEDS ORCHID CO.,

ROUND HAY , LEEDS.
SPECIAL LIST OF

SMALL FRUITS
GOOSEBERRIES,

RASPBERRIES,
CURRANTS,

And STRAWBERRIES.
ALL THE BEST SORTS and PLANTS.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER G, 1894.

THE BUITENZORG BOTANICAL
GARDEN.

^r^flE Botanical Gardens at Buitenzorg, in the
-*- Isle of .lava, are now universally acknow-

ledged to be among the finest and most extensive

in the world. Buitenzorg is situated some forty

miles inland in a direct line taken south from
Batavia. The climate here is delightful, for the

nights are cool, while the sun during the day

does not hinder one from getting a certain

amount of walking exercise.

Probalily but few English botanists have been

so fortunate as to have paid a visit to .lava, and

an account, therefore, of a very recent visit to

the island, by a distinguished French scientist,

must be of great interest. M. Albert Tis-

sandier, one of the directois of La Nature,

sends to a recent number of that journal an

account of his visit to Buitenzorg, and from his

paper we extract a few paragraphs. The Eng-
lish naturalist. Dr. A. It. Wallace, some thirty

years ago, visited these gardens, bat he did not

seem to be much impressed with them, or with

the management of the place. JI. Tissandier,

however, affirms that they are the most beau-

tiful in the world. It was in IS17 that the

Dutch Government first conceived the idea of

founding a botanical garden in Java, and under

the superintendence of Van der Cap^llan the

gardens at Buitenzorg were laid out.

In 1837, M. Diard, a Frenchman, was appointed

Director, and he laid the foundation for a syste-

matic arrangement of the plants. The gardens

at the present day are famous for two things

—

for the endless variety of tropical shrubs and

trees with their strange and beautiful foliage,

and secondly for the excellent arrangements

made for the reception of the foreign savant.

Dr. Treub is the present acting superintendent,

and M. Tissandier pays a warm tribute to his

kindness and to the ungrudging manner in which

he lays himself out to accommodate visitors

from distant climes who may visit Java for the

purpose of seeing and profiting by the lessons

given by Dame Nature in this favoured quarter

of the globe.

The State keeps up three gardens in Java,

although they are, for convenience sake, grouped

under one head. Besides the Buitenzorg gardens,

which extends over 150 acres, there is an agri-

cultural garden at Tjikeumeuh, extending over

some 170 acres, and a large forest garden. The

plantations in the third division extend over 900

acres. The mean annual temperature at Bui-

tenzorg is from 2s ^ to 20' Centigrade. Some-

times in the dry season the thermometer is up at

Sr^ C. The growth of plants at the gardens is

sometimes astonishing. For instance, some Palms,
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of the genus Oreodoxa, which were planted out

•when still qaite young to make a border to one of

the walks, have grown in five years to a height of

32 feet. Some species of Albizzia moluccana,

again, in the same space of time have grown

to a height of more than 60 feet. In short, no

other botanical garden can show such interesting

sections as those devoted to Palms, Ferns, Climb-

ing plants, and Bindweeds in the Buitenzorg

Gardens.

A foreigner, when he is about to enter the

plantation is provided gratuitously with a plan,

and with the aid of this he is enabled easily

to find his way to each of the sections. With

the aid of his catalogue he can find each species

of each family. When he has been introduced

to the director of the gardens he is taken to a

vast laboratory, where he can study in perfect

qniet without any payment whatever.

A small library containing the necessary text-

books and works of reference, and a good supply

of instruments, are also provided for the use of

the foreign savant. Close to this fascinating

workshop is to be found a photographic labora-

tory, and a little further on is the Great Library

containing a large number of the most ancient

works on Botany, together with the most recent

editions of standard works. The periodical section

is particularly well filled, most of the leading

journals on botanical and allied subjects, of each

country, being regularly filed.

A whole morning can well be spent in exploring

the grounds and buildings at Buitenzorg. In

the afternoon, if the traveller be pressed for

time, as M. Tissandier happened to be, he can

visit the " agricultural garden ' at Tjikeumenh,

some twenty minutes' drive from the principal

gardens. The route, according to M. Tissandier,

was exquisite, the road being dotted with little

villas, surrounded with gardens in which each

flower vied with its neighbour in sweetness

and colour. Dr. Treub accompanied M. Tissan-

dier, and enlarged upon his pet scheme, the
" Laboratoire des Savants Etraagers," which was

opened in 1885.

Since its foundation, one Russian, one English-

man, aod one Uutchmin, have worked for more

or less time here. The number is gradually

increasing, and Germany, Swedeu, and Austria

have all sent representatives, to M. Treub's

delight. France alone, bemoaned the worthy

doctor to M. Tissandier, is unrepresented in their

visitors' book. Now M. Tissandier has gone,

however, this reproach can no longer be

preferred.

In the agricultural portions, corresponding,

one would imagine, to the Rothamsted estates in

England, foreigners are welcomed, and liberally

looked after.

To get to the forest plantations connected

with the State botanical gardens, a carriage

drive lasting some five hours must be taken

The picturesque route, however, does not allow

one to feel weary. On arriving at Tjibodas you

are driven up to the " Pavilion de r6Geption des

savants strangers," situated some 4900 feet above

sea level. Inside the pavilion is to be found a

comfortable " salon," furnished with a library

Here also are bed-rooms and dining-rooms for

the use of visitors, for the nearest village,

Tjimathian, can boast of no hotel.

The direction of these gardens is in the hands

of M, Uoaperus aud ten workmea. Here, in th

forest gardens, are to be found specimens of almost

every tree aud shrub whiuh grjws in Australia

and Jipiu. The forest of Tjibodas, in which

the garden is situated, is well worth inspecting.

Dr. Treub has constructed numerous paths

through this forest, and by following these you

come out on some fine clearings situated from

6000 to 7000 feet above the level of the sea.

Were it not for these paths, locomotion would

be impossible, the undergrowth being excessively

luxuriant. On the ground are endless varieties

of Mosses and Ferns, and on the trees of from

90 to 1.30 feet are to be found growing in great

profusion—Orchids, Ferns, and Climbing-plants.

To describe the beauties of these tropical

woods of .lava is impossible in the space of a

brief article like the present. Dr. Alfred Rus-

sell Wallace, on his visit to Java, declared that

the plants in the Buitenzorg gardens were not to

be compared for luxuriance and beauty to the

same species grown in our hothouses. But though

we may grow as fine plants in England as are to

be seen in Java, nowhere can we produce the

wonderful tropical vegetation which so entrances

everyone who visits this favourite isle. Where in

England, where, even in Europe, can we find any

botanical garden such avenues of stately Palms,

such endless variety of tropical shrubs, and such

clumps of Bamboos, as are to be seen in the

gardens at Buitenzorg ?

BOOT TUBERCLES OF
ALDER, Etc.

Hating directed attention to the root tubercles

of the Leguminosse (tee ante, p. 307), and not long

previously to those of the Vine, we would now gather

together what is known of the root tubercles which

are so common on Alder, and a few other plants.

The Alder tubercles are nothing new, but the name
of the supposed parasite has shifted since Woronin

called it Schinzia alni, and so baa opinion with

regard to its nature. Previously, some considered

these outgrowths as merely cases of hyper-

trophy ; others as resulting from the puncture

of an insect ; bat Woroniu attributed them to

a parasitic fungus, of which he believed that he

had detected both mycelium and spores. When
Gravis first examined them, he disputed Woronin's

conclusions, and considered the tubercles to partake

rather of the nature of galls, and the substance

found in the cells as albuminoid reserve-material

stored for the purpose of nutrition. Afterwards the

same author returned to the subject, and remarked

that he had found in some of the cells a viscid mass

resembling the Plasmodium of Plasmodiophora bras-

sicsB, and in neighbouring cells granules, which

might be spores ; at all events, that the fungus

found in the cells is accidental, and not the cause of

the disease,

Mdller having pronounced in favour of the plaa-

modmm of a Flasmodiophora (related to that of

Cabbage and Turnips), Brunchorst examined the

tubercles again, and pronounced against this view,

but as the spores had never been made to germinate,

he contended that the systematic position of the

fungus could not be fixed. On a still further exami-

nation, he found precisely the same kind of tubercles

on KIssagnus, Hippophae, and Sbepherdia; but the

structures previously regarded aa spores he regarded

as sporangia, the contents of which ultimately break

up into extremely minute spores. He proceeds to

call it by a new name, as Frankia subtilis, although

thinking it probably identical with what had been

called Schinzia by Woronin, and Flasmodiophora by

Miiller. Bat he regarded it as a Hyphomycete,

with a mode of formation ,of the spores peculiar to

itself.

In 1886 Frank came forward, and offered the same

opinion as that which he had expressed relative to

the tubercles of the Legummosse, and stated that the

spongy parenchjma was full ot protoplasm; that

the 80-calUd vesicles were nothing but accumula-

tions ot newly-formed albuminous substance, con-

taiued within the spaces of the porous structure.

Hence, that they are organs for the temporary

storing up of albuminoids, to be dispersed to those

parts of the plant where they we required. There-

fore such names as Schinzia alni, Flasmodiophora

alni. and Frankia subtilis must be abandoned.

We have only to announce thaf., five years after-

wards, Moller returned to his original position,

with a modification, that the tubercles are produced

by a fungus, which had been called Frankia subtilis,

a Hyphomycete, producing a mycelium, of which

each branch ends in a sporangium. That the pro-

toplasm of this sporangium divides into a large

number of spore*, each of which is capable of ger-

minating, and producing a new mycelium. Thus it

remains, as a question of authority, until one or

other is confirmed.

With regard to the tubercles on Vine roots, the

position remains unchanged from what it was on
June 17, 1893, except that perhaps, taking into

account these analogous instances of tubercles, the

editor was right in his note, that " the mischief done

by the slime fungus in this case is not serious."

We need not particularise the olive tubercles

which occur on the branches, or those of Ruppia
and Zannichellia, which are found on the leaves, as

we are now concerned with root tubercles. Neither

will we stray further than to name the clubbing of

Turnips and Cabbages, of which there is nothing

new to relate.

The root-swellings of Juncus and Cyperus would

not interest our readers over-much, and they are

the produce of a diflFerent kind of fungus, belonging

to the " smuts," Ustilaginere, and there is very little

doubt about the character of the fungus and its

associates. Possibly our British species is Entorrhiza

Aschersoniana, but hitherto it has only been recorded

in Scotland. Thus ends our record of root tubercles

as far as they have come to our knowledge, and we
are glad that it is calculated to suppress rather than

excite alarm. M. C. C,

Orchid Notes and Cleanings.

ORCHIDS AT THE BOTANICAL GARDENS,
MANCHESTER.

Not having visited these gardens for a con-

siderable length of time, I wa< very pleased

to find them, on the occasion of a recent visit,

showing much improvement. The Cypripediums,

of which there are many fine specimens, occupy part

of a house of 50 by 20 feet, and were in excellent

condition. Mr. Findlay, the curator, does not

possess all the latest novelties in these plants, but 1

noticed such rarities as Cypripedium T. B. Haywood,

two plants, one with seven growths; C. Sivioburni,

a fine plant showing several flowers ; C. Arthur-

ianum, C. Charles Canham, C. Mrs. Canham, C.

Harrisianum superbum, C. MorganiiB, C. Schroderse,

C. grandifiorum, a fine plant of C. Lathamianum ; C.

Sedeni is grown remarkably well, several plants in

flower. There are also excellent specimens of C.

Boxalli atratum, C. villosum, C. Spicerianum, 0.

Farishii, C. hirsutissimum, C. Lawrenceanum, C,

Curtisii, C. Chamberlaiuianum, a fine plant ; C.

Roezlii, two very large plants ot 2 feet in diameter

C. callosum, &c. A dozen examples of C. Charles-

worthii were in flower.

In the same house as the Cypripediums are fine

lots of Vanda suavis and tricolor in variety, Gym-
bidiums Lowianum and giganteum.

In a range of span-roofed houses is a number of

Cattleya labiata, possessing numerous flower-sheaths,

which will make a beautiful display later in the

autumn. The Dendrobiums do not number many
species ; the following were observed : D. nobile,

with good growths; D. n.nobilius, D.splendidissimum

D. Ainsworthii, D. Leachianum, D. Cooksoni, a

fine plant, and D. Findlayanum. Ccelogvne cristata,

and the Chatsworth and Treutham varieties of the

same are grown in considerable numbers. Lycaste

Skinneri in variety is mdking fine growth. Maa-

devallias, not numerous, include the rare macrura,

and Udontoglossums look promising.

Not only are the Orchids satisfactory as a whole,

but the gardens generally have a good appearance

for the leaaon.
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The exbibition-houBsa are rendered attractive, the

pillars being clad with various species of climbing

plants; and stately Palms and other plants forma

scene that all mast appreciate. As I walked through

these houses, I could not bat wish that the Royal

Horticultural Society was in possession of such fine

buildings in which to hold their exhibitions. E. J.

which are almost peculiar, among garden Begonias,

at any rate, to B. coccinea. In my opinion, this is

the handsomest of all hybrid evergreen Begonias,

It grows freely, and flowers continuously from early

spring till late autumn ; and probably it could be had

in flower all the year round. The plant shown in

fig. .53 was about 2 feet high ; and I have seen

flower consists of two roundish sepals half-an-inch

wide, and two very small petals. The stems are

smooth and green, and the leaves are obliquely

cordate, lobed and wavy, 6 inches long, bright green,

with a reddish margin, and red petioles, spotted

with silvery-grey when young. When starved and
cramped in a small pot this Begonia makes a poor

FlO, 53.—BEQONIA PBB8IDBNT CABNOT : FLOWEBS BOSY-CABMIOT,

BEGONIA PRESIDENT CARNOT.
M. Cbozt, of Lyons, raised this handsome

hybrid Begonia, and distributed it three years ago.

Its parents, he said, were B. olbia, a Brazilian

species, and B. rubra ; but no doubt the latter name
is a mistake, B. coccinea, commonly known as B,

corallina, being meant, the large size and rich colour

of the female flowers in the hybrid being characters

plants of 3 feet in height, with bunches of flowers

9 inches in diameter. The female flowers are by far

the largest and handsomest, and they last a month or

more. The conspicuous winged ovary is sometimes

nearly 2 inches long, with wings J inch deep, whilst

the petals form a limb IJ inch across. The whole of

the inflorescence, including the pedicels and pednncles,

is coloured bright rosy- carmine. The male flowers

are borne on separate smaller racemes, and each

show, but when liberally treated it develops into a

magnificent plant. No Begonia among the many
species and hybrids grown at Kew has been so much
admired as this, which is as great an achievement

among hybrid Begonias as Canna Madame Crozy is

among hybrid Cannas. Another hybrid Begonia

from the same parents and by the same raiser is said

to be even finer than President Carnot. I have not

seen it, but it is called Souvenir de FraD9ois Gaulin,
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and is described as a winter-flowering plant of great

beauty, with straight stems, red-tinted leaves, and

clusters of about twenty female flowers, each 3 inchei

long ! W. W., Kew.

The Rosary.

PREPAEA.TION OF STOCKS.

Most amatenrs like to propagate a few Roses of

their own, and to do this from the first. The time

for rooting the various forms of stock is very near

now, and as the season is more forward than usual,

we shall commence by the end of the present month.

The Manetti, Briar, Da la Grifferaie, or any strong

grower among the Polyantha and Ayrshire section

may be prepared as I will describe. One of the

great advantages of doing this early lies in the fact

that cuttings will callus directly, and make some

few roots before winter. They are thus able to stand

the drying winds better, and the roots will hold the

stock from frost lifting to the same extent as when
inserted so mcich later in the season.

Choose wood half or three-quarters matured, and

cut it into lengths of 9 inches. Be careful to select

wood with little pith, and without undue coarseness.

If we want a healthy Rose, we must propagate from

a healthy stock npon foster-roots attached to a plant

in good condition. To make ap the wood so indis-

criminately as many do is altogether against common
sense. We must always remember that we do

not want any more suckers than can possibly be

avoided, as we do not need these to form the main

portion of our future plant, in the same way as

when propagating Roses upon their own roots ; there-

fore, avoid using those side-growths when making
tocks. If weselectgrowth of a suitable character, there

will only be from four to six eyes upon each cutting.

The bottom cut should be close below an eye, and

the eyes cut clean out with a sharp knife, except the

two nearest the top. I like my cuttings to be a foot

long where plenty of suitable wood is available. We
find considerable advantage in this when budding

npon them the season after transplanting. When
we strike Roses, a shorter cutting is best, and no
disbudding takes place.

As the rosebuds worked upon various stocks are

now set firmly, we can commence making cuttings

at any time, according to the state of our stocks.

Some years ago, and even now in a few cases, the

cuttings were placed in the rows ready for budding

upon the ensuing summer. This is not a good
plan, because one not only runs considerable risk of

serious blanks from death, but it is impossible to

secure so deep an insertion of the rosebud as we
should like. Not only is the stock in much better

condition for budding, but we can ensure an even

bed, bud with greater facility, and be sure of inser-

tion well npon the crown of their roots. By doing a

few each year we lose no time, as we simply plant

out a few stocks, instead of inserting cuttings for

working upon the following season. The shady
side of a wall or hedge is an excellent spot for pro-

pagating Rose stocks. If a sandy compost can be

afi'orded them, so much the better, and the cuttings

should be inserted for fully three-fourths of their

length,

A good method of operation is the following :

—

Turn over a little of the ground deeply with a spade or

spud, and when you have got a breadth of a foot or so

from the edgeof the plot, seta short line across itabont

3 inches from the edge of the newly-dug soil. Cut
this down with a spade, pulling the loose soil for-

ward into the trench. This will leave a firm bank
against which to stand the cuttings. If the soil is

not of a fairly sandy nature, it is a great advantage to

have a little prepared soil, such as worn-out potting

material, and place a small quantity of this in the

bottom of the trench, so that the base of the cutting

may rest npon a compost more encouraging to root

formation. Our plan is to make this partly firm by
gently treading along the bottom of the trench. Now
press the prepared cuttings into this slightly, and
place them some 3 inches apart. Let the depth of

your trench be regulated by the length of the

cuttings, leaving the top eye just out of the

soil while in a loose and freshly - dug state.

As the soil settles down, they will be a little more

than three parts covered. Turn a little more of the

oil against the cuttings, and tread them up firmly,

then proceed to turn over more soil as before.

When about 18 inches have been dug, set the line

15 inches from the first row. This will be a good

distance, row from row, and also allow of a little

soil being cut down in preparation of the second

trench as before, and so on until the desired number

of cuttings are inserted. They root freely enough if

done early, and suitable wood be selected. When
lifted and transplanted the following year, we must

place them at distances varying with the strength of

Rose to be worked upon them, and also whether

they are to remain in the same spot, or be

transplanted after a good Rose bush has been

secured,

I must not forget a word or two here upon

seedling stocks, nor yet the standard hedge Briars.

Seedlings are easily raised ; but when selecting the

seed choose from a good grower minus those exceed-

ingly small and numerous thorns. Any approach to

the minute and numerous thorns of the Sweet Briar

should be avoided. Sow now or in March. I have

no choice whatever in the matter, and do it when
most convenient. Sow thinly in drills in the same

way as Carrot-seed—there will be few failures. Leave

the seedlings in the seed-bed two seasons, then plant

out the strongest for working upon the ensuing

summer. Do not fear to use them of no greater

thickness than a small packing-needle, for few

stocks swell so rapidly as seedling Briars, when
they have reached this size. The smaller

stocks make grand atnflf for a future year if set

in thickly. Always shorten the roots of seedling

Briars when planting, and thns check that tendency

towards tap-roots, and which is the chief drawback

to their safe transplanting when turned into Roses,

Hedge Briars will need collecting soon, the earlier

in October and November the better chance of

rooting. Far too many aim at higher stems than

are desirable. When they are brought in by the

vendors they generally possess a quantity of coarse

knobby roots. These are much better if removed
pretty severely ; indeed, we split the stem off almost

as in taking a cutting with a heel of the older wood.

So much of this old root rots and decay in a few years.

It is also a trouble to lift them without breaking

off many of the yonng roots later on ; and as these

will form even better npon the healthy heel left when
the coarse knobs are removed, it is folly to plant in

the rough state so often met with. Hedge Briars

are planted about 18 inches apart for full standards,

and 12 inches for shorter stocks; the rows being

3 feet 6 inches apart in either case. These stocks

may be set into the soil some 9 inches deep ; in fact,

planted in the same way as 1 advised for cuttings,

except to keep them the greater distance asunder.

They are budded the first season after planting, and

make maiden Roses the year following. It is a good

plan to place them quite as thickly as advised, and
then transplant to permanent quarters the autumn
following their formation into Roses proper. How-
ever carefully we may have trimmed them, suckers

are sure to form in more or less quantity ; and we
have the best possible opportunity of removing these

when transplanting, and at a time when most of the

dormant eyes will have developed sufficiently to be

noticed. A. P.

grounds. It is said sometimes that the Mimalus is

too fleeting to become a popular plant, but there

can be no doubt that the flowers are very handsome,

produced with great freedom, and continuous in

bloom np to a time when the leading stems show

signs of exhaustion, and begin to wither. They
should be at once cut away, and then fresh shoots

will spring np from the roots, and as soon as these

are an inch or so in length, they should be turned

out of the pots, a good deal of the soil shaken from

the roots, divided if large enough to admit of its

being done, and then potted in fresh soil, and the

bases of the shoots buried a little below the soil.

These soon make a fresh growth, and quickly get

into flower; and during the cooler days of Sep-

tember and October, when the atmosphere is

moister, the flowers come very fine, are brilliantly

coloured, and last longer than in the hotter and

longer summer days. It is from this second growth

I like to take cuttings of any particularly fine

varieties, which root quickly and freely, and soon

grow into fine plants, which, if carefully kept

through the winter, make strong plants in early

spring. Still, some seedlings should always be

grown, to obtain something new in marking. Some
of the rose-tinted varieties I flowered this season

were delightful.

It is sometimes said the Mimulas is perfectly

hardy, which is quite true of some of the species,

but there is in the case of the flue varieties of the

Imperial strain a susceptibility to frost, which should

not be disregarded. The young plants should be

placed beyond its reach. I have no doubt they

would bear several degrees with impunity, but it ia

the sadden and severe frosts which need to be

guarded against.

Dryness at the root in summer shoald be strictly

guarded against, and full sunshine is not desirable.

While blooming in the greenhouse fSome cnltivatori

place them in saucers. Ed.], the Mimalus is a thirsty

nbject, and a little gnano placed dry upon the

surface of the soil, or given mixed up well with

water, and applied immediately after being stirred, is

very useful. As soon as the plants begin to decline,

they shoald be stood out-of-doors in a cool shady

place until they can be divided, when they should

be kept close for a few days, and then placed on the

greenhouse shelves. Increase by means of seed ia

an easy matter. The seeds germinate quickly under

cool treatment, but they are so minute, that they

should he scattered upon the surface of the soil very

thinly indeed. B, B,

LARGE - FLOWERED MIMULUS
IN AUTUMN.

Plants, raised from seed sown in March, which
bloomed finely in a greenhouse at the end of May
and in June, are now, having been cut down and
repotted at the beginning of August, again patting

forth very fine blossoms. The strain I am growing

is that fine selection from Ctapham's known as the

Imperial ; the flowers very large, stout, finely-

formed, and brilliantly spotted with maroon,

crimson, rosy-purple, rose, &c., on yellow and white

PARK HILL, STREATHAM.
This fine suburban place is the residence of Mr.

Henry Tate, whose magnificent gift to the nation of

a picture-gallery on the Thames Embankment with

a collection of splendid and costly pictures, has been

for some time a matter of notoriety. It is situate at

the very apex of Park Hill, which runs up beside

Streatham Common, and enjoys some charming

views of the surrounding country. The house is

large, and superbly furnished, and I had the pleasure

of seeing in its capacious galleries many of the

splendid pictures which will in time be transferred to

London. The grounds are not extensive, but very

compact and complete. A noble conservatory cor-

ridor leads from the lawn to a far finer Palm-house ;

the corridor is full of flowering greenhouse plants;

the Palm-house is a mass of frond and leaf, every-

thing in superb condition. Beyond that, and

enclosing the lower front of the mansion, is a glass

corridor, in which were growing many fine examples

of Campanula pyramidalis, some of which are of the

dwarfer or compact form. The picture-galleries are

reached from this corridor. A broad terrace runs

along the front of all this glass, and it was in beantifnl

condition, flowers in beds and vases—the latter par-

ticularly numerons, making the whole singularly

gay, A dwarf or compact crimson -flowered Nastur-

tium is here very effective, in spite of the heavy

rains. At the bottom of the lawn is a huge rockery,

presenting one of Mr. Pulham's best efforts. The
sunken character and shaded position rendera it
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pecially adapted for Ferns, &c. Close by, in an

enclosed area, are large numbers of glass-hoaees,

devoted to plants of all descriptions, but the collec-

tion of Ferns, and all the best foliage plants, espe-

cially those suitable for house-decoration, is very

extensive, Mr. Howe, the able gardener, does

Dracsenas well, and has a very fine collection of

these striking plants. Particularly effective amongst

foliage plants is Phrynium variegatum, the Canna-

like leafage much coloured with creamy-white, and

particularly useful for giving leaf-colour to plant

groups. There is a fine lot of plants, though some

are branching rather than erect, of the fine crimson-

coloured Celosia pyramidalis, of the Maiden Erlegh

Stock—and all sorts of things, in fact, in rich

profusion.

Mr. Howe has frequently shown from this garden

some grand Grapes. Alicantes are in fine form, but

the chief house of this variety is planted with one

Vine only. It has been cropped in this way some

ten year?, carrying from 80 to 100 fine bunches, the

whicn now averaged some 3^ lb. in weight. It is by

no means a large house. The chief vinery range has

an excessively long sharp pitch roof, and that is not

good for Grapes. Hamburghs have been very fine,

but are now fast disappearing. Superbly as originally

coloured, the colour wanes if kept hanging long after

on the Vines. Gros Maroc, Groa Colmar, and

MuBCdt of Alexandria are the chief other

varieties grown, but for indoor use big bunches

are not desired, hence there is no attempt to induce

these to carry show samples. A fine densely-green

Melon, unnamed, that is described as one of the

finest-flavoured, is cropping well. So also is Lockie's

Perfection Cucumber, which is so much favoured at

the table. Tomatos, too, are largely and well grown,

but it is a distinct relief to learn that Mr. Howe has

no specialty. He grows Melon Perfection, Him
Green Favourite and others, and most highly- prized

for its high flavour, beauty in clusters, and abundant
cropping, is Sutton's Ked Dessert, which is so greatly

appreciated as a table fruit. The yellow form

Golden Nugget is equally pleasant as a dessert

variety.

The kitchen gardens are not extensive, as the

area which was formerly nsfd for that purpose has

been parted with. Still, there are plenty of good
vegetables of most descriptions. There are, a»

everywhere, heavy crops of Peam, and some good
Apples. In some frames seen are Gloxinias of the

famous Reading strain are very h?autifa', specially

so is the white-and-red Duke of York, and the rich

scarlet, both wonderfully true from seed, a very

important thing in named stocks of Gloxinias. A. D.

lively. The peculiar character of Lomaria is that

the sorl are produced at the margin, whilst the

characteristic of Blecbnum is to have the sori dis-

tinctly within the margin, and near to the costa.

Thus in technical and exact terms, the sori of

Lomaria are marginal, and in Blechnum costal or

intra-marginal. The fructification of Lomaria

is determined by the indusium being a con-

tinuation of the margin of the frond, which becomes

membranaceous, and is inflected over the spore

cases. The fructification peculiar to Blechnum, on

the other hand, is known by the indusium spring-

ing directly from the under surface of the frond,

the margin extending beyond."

There is clearness of definition; and all that should

remain to decide the question is the plant itself—

a

fertile frond of which I enclose, maintaining that it is

Blechnum Spicant and not Lomaria, on its own
evidence and the preceding definitions.

I would not trouble to contest the recent rulings

were I not cognizant that the alterations of old and

well-known names, of which B. Spicant is one, is a

source of great vexation and confusion to many
Fern-lovers. Nomenclature is a puzzling question

enough without having confusion worse confounded

by alterations such as here involved, which are

contradicted not only by good authorities, but what is

far more, by the evidence of the plants concerned.

I and many of my confreres would be very glad of

the editor's pronouncements on the specimen found

herewith. Chas. T. Druery, E.L.S. [Please send

another spjcimen. Ed]

BLECHNUM V. LOMARIA.
As the recent issues of Mr. E. .J. Lowe's little

book on British Ferns, and Mr. G. Schneider's more
comprehensive book of Choice Ferns, both contribute

to substitute the name of Lomaria Spicant for our

native speciespopularly known as Blechnum Spicant,

it would be of considerable interest to British Fern-

growers to know whether this alteration is justified.

In Mr, Lowe's book, the specific distknction between

the two species is not stated, nor is a description

given of the Lomaria form of fructification. In Mr.

Schneider's book, however, the definitions are clear

enough. In Blechnum "the involucre (cover) is mem-
branous and distinct from the edge of the frond. " lu

Lomaria, the sori " are covered by an involucre of a

oarchment - like texture, formed of the revolute

(curled up) edge o( the frond." We have therefore a

perfectly clear issue before us, viz., that if our native

species known as Blechnum has its sori covered by

a membranous indusium, altogether distinct and

independent from, and situated well within the

margin of the frond or pinna, it is a Blechnum,

and not a Lomaria. Mr. Britten in his European Ferns

(p. 61), not only treats of the plant as Blecbnum
Spicant, but gives wood-cuts of the specific differences

described, and quotes Mr. Moore as a corroborative

authority thus :
" The distinction between Lomaria

and Blechnum becomes easy when full force is given

to the technical characters assigned to each respec-

A TRAVELLERS' NOTES.
iCjntinued from p. 310.)

Sydnby: May 31 —The Bulli Pass, one of the

prettiest spots near Sydney, lies due south, and but a

few hundred yards from the open ocean on the Kiama
line. Kn route, 18 miles from Sydney, the National

Park, an immense arra of 40,000 acres, is traversed.

To a great extent it is in a state of Nature, and the

vegetation apparently not luxuriant, doubtless owing

to the poorness of the soil.

Near Bulli, in sandy soil interspersed freely with

irregularly-shaped boulders, often of great size,

Doryanthes excelsa is thoroughly at home and

multiplies freely. The foliage is of the palest shade,

a tint spreading to the flower-stalk, which is slight,

straight, and from 8 to 10 feet in height. At this

season no flowers are to be seer, though undeveloped

heads are frequent, oval, pointed in shape, and of the

brilliant blood-crimson colour, the more advanced

spikes glistening with gammy exudation.

Epacris flower on the sides of the cuttings, and

carpets of Bracken cover every available spot. In the

district is good coal, glimpses of the collieries being

frequently obtained on the slopes clad with tall

Eucalypti.

A good road leads up the pass, at the foot of

which masses of gaily -flowering Lantanas have become

a weed, not however to such an extent as the Bramble,

veritable tangled shrubberies of which line, at

intervals, both sides of the road for the whole of the

ascent, only some 1000 feet.

A panoramic view of the country beneath, laying

beyond the forest at the foot of the hill, with the open

ocean beyond, is afforded during the ascent, and above

all from " Webber's Look-out " on the extreme

summit. Corypha australis is very fine, on tall,

straight stems, 50 to GO feet in height ; Seaforthia

elegans no less so. with many heads of flowers. Also-

phila australis, A. Mac Arthur!, and A. Cooperi are

frequently met with, though much of the latter has

been removed by enterprising collectors.

Fixed to the smooth white stems of the Eucalypti,

or clamped firmly in the forksiof the main branches,

are specimens of Asplenium Nidus, in some instances

of considerable size; whilst in the general shrubbery

are such well- known plants as Doryphora Sassafras

and Pittosporum undulatum. In the village gardens

on the plains beneath, a favourite tree is Erythrina

speciosa, now rapidly losing all its leaves and open-

ing its superb scarlet blooms, large specimens offer a

magnificent spectacle.

In addition to the National Park, Sydney is well

provided with open spaces, both in and on the

outskirts of the town. Chief amongst these is

the new Centennial Park of 700 acres but recently

opened. Avenue planting has been done, roads and
rides laid out, due provision made tor the pro-

tection of the numerous wild duck on its lakes, and the

whole fenced in, in a massive and efficient manner ;

as it is, however, in the dawn of its existence, the
trees have attained no size, and there is little to
remark beyond suitability of site, and the wisdom of
apportioning such an area for public purposes near
the heart of a large city. With the two Domains,
Moore Park, Hyde Park, the Centennial Park, &c.,
Sydney has no lack of open spaces. The chief
planting tree, growing with freedom and yielding
unrivalled shade in Hyde Park and the Domains, is

Ficus macrophylla. James H. Veitch.

(7o b9 continued).

Forestry.
•

THINNING FORESTS.
(Continutdjrom p. 366.J

The shelter group and the belts were thinned
early, to encourage sturdy growth, and enable them
to resist the winter gales. In March, 1865, 1 took up
a cart-load of Spruce and Silver Fir fr^m the
head of the wood for another plantation. In May,
1866, thinned Larch near the river, by cutting
holes through the thickest parts.

In June, 1866, I cut through the field, part in

serpentine-lines, from corner to corner, diagonally,
the cuts crossing in the middle. Thinned Scotch Fir
at the head of the wood and shelter- belts. In May,
1866, we knocked off several Oak that had grown
from the stools of timber that was felled in 18-55, and
found that the part attached to the decaying trunk
was much smaller where it springs from the stool

than it is higher up, the extra size being fed by roots

springing from its bark, where it is embedded in the
earth. This accounts for the shoots from the stools

making much more rapid growth at first before any
of the old root has died, than seedling Oak, as they

are fed by the roots of a large tree, and for their not

making so much growth afterwards from the old

roots dying. After their death, it is only sup-

ported by the new roots it has made. Seed-

ling Oaks make the best trees afterwards. In
March 7, 1867, we thinned south corner of the wood ;

thinned shelter belts regularly. On June 12, 1871,

we began cutting a road through the wood, from the

path at the bottom, sloping up the side of the hill

towards the south-east boundary ; cut 350 Larch.

On June 7, 1872 turned the road to southward, cut

through a rock 14 feet high, and continued it to the

lower corner of the wood, where a group of Oak
trees remains, part of the old wood ; 5 feet were cut

off the rock, and feet built up with a dry wall. In

June, 1873, cut Lirch in lines. In May, 1874, cut out

young Oak among the Larch in the lower part of the

wood ; Spanish Chestnuts have every leaf turned

brown by the late frost in the low ground, 20 feet

high ; some are cut nearly at the top of the wood.

In May, 1871, 1 cut a quantity of young Oak, and a few

Lirch. Finished the road to the field part, and made a

wide cut, nearly as wide as the height of the trees, as

the trees had killed all the grass and Brambles, and

were dying. Carpenter half a day ; eleven dczen

Larch. In 1877, began cuts, taking two trees and

leaving eight from lower road to north-west.

In 1878, made cuts from new road to north-west,

between the cuts that were made up to the road.

In 1879, made cuts above the road in wood part in

May ; cut in field part in October, where the trees

were thickest. In 1880, cut young Oaks in the cuts

that were made the last three years. In 1881, began

a cut parallel to the new road, leaving twelve trees

between it and the road, and taking down

three trees out of fifteen. In May, 1882, continued

the cut parallel to the road, and took out long

thin trees from field part, where they whip the

larger Larch. In May, 1883, made a cut parallel to

and above the last at 48 feet distance. In May, 1884,

cutdeadand suppressed trees. InMay, 1885,cnt young

Oak trees. In May, 1886, cut dead and suppressed

trees. Professor H. Marshall Ward and my son

who has studied forestry for two years, went throuzh

the wood ; they do not think the leaf-canopy suflfi-

ciently preserved, and afivise no cutting of poles for

some years. In May, 1887, cut suppressed trees «nd
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forty-three dead Larch. In 1888. cat sappreesed tree*

and thirty-three dead Larch. In 1889. cut dead and

suppressed trees ; and in 1890, 1891, and 1892, during

May. SeptHoiber 20 to 27, 1892, cat branches oflf

Spanish Chestnut and Oik with a saw, using a light

ladder. la May, 1893, cat suppressed trees and forty-

six dead Larch. May, 1894, widened the roads, con-

verted the path at the bottom of the wood into a

road, and rooted nine trees ; one measured 15 feet

7 inches.

On paze 752 in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Jane 16,

1894. " L." writes :
" The good old rule of hard wood

being thinned out to half the height of the trees,

and Pines to one-third their length is now, not

always, but I am sorry to say far too frequently

forgotten." If any beginner in plantation manage-

ment follows " the good old rule " he will not find

the trunks of his trees very long.

In conclusion I would say that over-thinning is

much more injurious to plantations than allowing

them to grow too thick. My brother allowed work-

men to take out every other tree from a plantation

of about ten years' growth. The result was, the

annual growth of the trees was reduced from

18 inches to 3 inches the first year after the thin-

ning, and the trees took some years before

they grew well. It is not good practice

to thin the whole of a large plantation the same

year, as it is usually done at the coldest and stormiest

part of the year. The whole plantation is chilled,

and its growth checked for some years. I have seen

plantations of thirty or forty years' growth thinned

regularly, leaving no two trees touching each other,

with very bad results, the growth of the trees coming

to a standstill for years, from the sudden exposure

and the sun drying up the soil, and depriving the

trees of one of the principal factors in tree growth

—

moisture. H. R.

THE SEED TRADE.
The Gb4ss and Cloveb Seed Crops.—We are

now able to estimate pretty accurately the yield of

seeds grown so largely abroad for agricultural and

garden purposes. Like many of the seed crops in

this country, those of natural grasses were very

promising in the early months of spring, but advices

from Darmstadt are to the effect that, with very few

exceptions, there was a great change for the worse

in the course of the summer.

Natural Grasses.—Bent -grass (Agrostis) of all

kinds promise a short crop, not only in soathern

Germany, bat aUo in the United States of America ;

but, while cold, wet weather has considerably

lessened the crop in one case, the sev»re drought in

the States has had the same results. Of the Hair-

(.rasses (Aira), A. flexuosa, which is useful for

sheep-feeding on dry natural pastures, has been

harvested in fair quantities, but quotations cannot

be low, as there are no stocks in hand. Meadow
Foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis) has this season

produced a crop inf(>rior even to that of last year,

the late frosts in May having materially damaged

the development of this valuable grass ; the produce

appears to be only about one-half of what was

harvested last year, and prices have advanced in

consequence. Sweet Vernal (Anthoxanthum odo-

raru(u) is a very indiffrrent crop, the whole output

being extremely limited. A. Puelli has succeeded

very well, but it does not appear to be in demind in

this country. The crop of false Oat-grass (Avena

elatio) ) is a fair average one, and the quality proves

to be excellent ; the German growers advise that

early orders be sent, as the earlier receipts of this

grass are always the choicest, both in colour and

quality. Brome-grasses (Bromus), for the most part

of rough quality, disliked by cattle generally, as they

contain but little nutriment, have produced average

good crops. The yield of crested Dog's-tail-grass

(CynoBarus oristatm) is, without doubt, more

abundant than has been the case within the last

three years ; but, it is stated, the colour will not be

good, on account of rain. Cock's-foot-gra«s (Dac-

tylis glomerata) has failed this year in New Zealand,

where it is largely grown — the weight is light,

the colour bad, and the germination low. The
American (States) crop is an average, and the

germination very high ; but there will be heavy loss

in cleaning, owing to the impure character of some

of the samples. There is a fair avi^rage crop in

France of the Fescue - grasses, the Hard (Festuca

duriuscula), and the Sheep's (F. ovina), have pro-

duced seed in larger quantities than last year, and

prices rule more reasonable, but as the seed is bfling

rapidly taken up by dealers, in the absence of last

year's stocks, prices are rising. The yield of the

narrow-leaved Fescue-grass (F. tennifolia) is good,

indeed, rather plentiful. Meadow Fescue (f . pra-

tensis) shows about the same vield as last year, and

prices will rule as in 1893. Tall Fescue (F. elatior)

shows a satisfactory yield, but the area of the crop

being limited, the supply will correspond. The

Woolly Soft - grass, or Yorkshire Fog (Holcus

lanatus). shows a fair crop of good quality. Timothy-

grass (Phleum pratense) is a partial crop in the

States, and prices advance rapidly. In Germany it

is a late crop, and nothing definite can yet be

learned as to the probable yield. Of the meadow

grasses, the Wood (Poa nemoralis) is a good average

crop, but the colour has suffered from the rain. The

Kough-stalked (P. trivialis) has been harvested in

satisfactory quantity; the seeds are ligher in

weight than usual, and somewhat discoloured. The
Smooth-stalked (P. pratensis) is a good crop, excel-

lent in colour and quality. Of the Rye- grasses, the

Perennial is reported to be promising, but it is

expected the weight of the seed will be light. The

Italian has given good results, both in France and

Great Britain, and normal prices will rule.

Clover Seeds.—It is early to report on these with

anything like certainty, but Sainfoin will probably

be plentiful, though rain has affected the quality,

and it is thought prices will be lower than last year.

Trefoil has proved a plentiful crop of fine colour,

but as there are no old stocks on hand, prices are

likely to be high. White Clover is thought to be

below the average, while really fine samples are rare.

Of Alsike Clover there is a satisfactory crop in the

United States, and very fine samples are offered at

fair prices ; German-grown seed is not yet in the

markets, but the yield is regarded as an indifferent

one, Trifolium incarnatum has been plentiful in all

producing districts, and prices have reached a low

level. Of Red Clover, the United States appear this

season to show a below-average yield ; but there are,

it is said, large yields in Hungary, Galicia, and

Bohemia. From Italy has come new seed of good

quality, but as the reports from America are not

favourable, there is an advance in prices. France

and Italy both show a large crop of Lucerne.

The continued heavy rains, and complete absence

of sunshine, have seriously impeded the drying and

threshing of most of the grasses, and deliveries are,

therefore, slow, making it difficult to fix definite

prices at present.

The Herbaceous Border.

CHRYSANTHEMUM LACUSTRE AND
COREOPSIS GRANDIFLORA.

Thebb are two hardy plants that are well worth
growing for cutting at this season of the year

;

they are Chryeanthemura lacustre, and the golden-

yellow Coreopsis grandiflora. I planted a long

line of the former in order to form a boundary line

between my own land and that of my neighbour,

and an excellent summer fence it makes ; and it is

now, and has been for some time, a perfect mass of

bloom, supplying bushels of cut flowers if required.

It grows freely ; indeed, it will grow in any soil, and
a clump spreads rapidly, soon attaining to a large

size. I find that the flowers stand well in water in

a cut state, and they are decidedly better for indoor

decorative purposes than the white variety of

Anemone japonica, which unfortunately soon sheds

its petals even when cut young. Inthenew Lammaa
Public Park at Ealing, there is a border of hardy

shrubs and flowers, and chief among the latter is

the Chrysanthemam under notice. It ia full of

bloom, and associates well with evergreen and deci-

duous shrubs ; while it is so hardy that, so far as
my experience goes, the hardest frost will not
injure it.

It is not difficult to have two seasons of blooming
of the golden Coreopsis grandiflora, one early in the
summer from plants left over from last year; the
other from seedling plants, the seeds of which are
sown in June and July, and which, of course, bloom
later. But both are very persistent in flowering, and
their continuity is no doubt helped by the cool
moist season. In the somewhat moist sandy loam
of my seed-grouuds at Birdfont, both these plants

bloom freely, and this is a result of making strong
rootstocks in the holding soil. In the finest stands
of cut blooms of hardy flowers, I saw at flower shows
during August and the first two weel^s of September,
Cnrysanthemuoi and Coreopsis grandiflora were
almost invariably among them.

I have this season bloomed a batch of seedlings of
C. lacustre, but so far there is little, if any, appa-
rent departure from the type. No doubt, the line

forms which have been shown on two or three occa-
sions during the summer were seminal varieties, and
that some show produce flowers larger in size than
others, is perhaps not to be wondered at. Such
improvements soon cease to be rare, because it is

possible others may obtain the same results in their

seedlings, and it would appear finer forms of this

useful perennial have appeared in two or three places
during the past three months, R. D,

Anbmonb japonica,

The varieties of Anemone japonica are among the
best and most useful in the garden in the early days
of autumn, as regarded from the purely ornamental
point of view. Eipecially so are the snow-white
variety, A. japonica, the type with warm rosy-
purple blossoms, and alba, or Honorine Joubert.
The intermediate pink-shaded variety known as A. j.

elegans is distinct and pleasing enough, but for bold
masses of colour and where an effect is wished to be

produced when viewed from a good distance, I

should favour the first two kinds. A. Honorine
Joubert is valuable in many ways, and can be asso-

ciated with other plants, both planted and in a cut

state. The type possesses a shade of purple which
is not found in other garden flowers in the autumn
season, and should on that account find favour.

Any good ordinary soil suits this species, and posi-

tion is not a matter of consequence. The rhizome
frequently wanders wide from the parent plant, and
encroaching often on other plants ; still, they are

easy to keep within bounds, and places in most
gardens might well be occupied with them where
they could remain a long time without disturbance.

This is a point of importance in the culture of the
plant which should not be overlooked. They are

also among other places specially well suited for

planting at the foot of a warm sunny wall, and,
indeed, seem to attain perfection in such posi-

tions more readily than they do in the open border,

which in a measure may be due to the protection

afforded them by the wall in the winter season. I

have more than once seen these plants attain to

5 feet high in warm snug corners, yielding aban-
dantly of flowers a long period of time.

Kddbeckia Newmanii.

A useful late summer and autumn flowering

perennial of dwarf habit, one of the best border

plants ; of easy culture, and readily increased. The
plant has a cushion-like habit of growth, with
abundant foliage, from out of which the numerous
flower-stems arise. These, when fully grown, are of

a golden- yellow tint, with a jet-black disc. The
plant is about 2 feet high, compact, vigorous, and
hardy, good forming for masses. J.

Notices of Books.

Anleitunq fur Pflanzenbammler. Von Dr.

Udo Dammer. (Stuttgart : Ferdinand Von
Enke.)

This is a very compact and serviceable treatise on

the methods of collecting, preparing, and conserving

plants, and parts of plants, for purposes of study.

Not only is the general method of drying plants for the

herbarium treated on, but special sections are devoted

to collections for special purposes, pathological

and teratological, and to the formation of illustrative

series of leaves, fruits, woods. Ferns, Algse, Lichens,

fungi, &c.
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Fungi ANO FunQICIDES : A Practical Manual

concerning the Fungous Diseases of Cultivated

Plants, and the means of Preventing their

Ravages. By Clarence M. Weed, D.Sc.

(London: Kecan, Paul, Trench, Tjubner and

Co., Charing Cross Road.)

This is an unpretending bat very serviceable

little book, treating of a selection of the more

common fungi affi-cting fruit trees, ornamental plants,

vegetables, cereals, and forage crops. It covers

mnch the same ground as is partially occupied bv the

similar works of W. G. Smith and Marshall Ward,

but has the advantage of being more comprehensive

than either of these. A description of the diseased

conditions, and of the fungus causing it, is given in

each case, the descriptions being illustrated with

wood-cats or process-blocks, which do not compare

favourably with the illustrations given in oar English

books; in addition useful references are given to the

literature of the subject.

The methods of prevention and the remedies are

detailed in each case, great stress being laid upon

spraying with Bordeaux Mixture and similar com-

pounds, with or without the addition of arienites

(London Purple and Paris Green). It is very

astonishing that our cultivators should be so slow

to adopt the methods of spraying as a preventative

against the enormous losses now sustained, but we

may hope that one result of the technical education

scheme now being worked in various ways will be to

diffuse information on these matters. Lecturers

and students will find this little volume useful to

them. It will, we may hope, be the precursor of a

similar book, adapted to British requirements, and

containing information on a number of diseases of

cultivated plants not given in any book yet published

in this country.

doses, and its action carefully watched by the prac-

titioner! The work is adequately illastrated, but it

lacks an index. Though intended primarily for

farmers, much of the information is of value to the

gardener also, and in another edition a few supple-

mentary pages, dealing with the pests which plague

the gardener, might advantageously be added.

Agricultural Zoology. By Dr. J. Kitzema
Bos. Translated by J. R. Ainsworth Davia.

(Chapman & Hall.)

Professor Davis has executed a very useful task

in publishing this translation of Dr. Kitzema Bos'

work, as there is no book in the language that we
know of that so well covers the ground. Without
overloading the book with technicalities, which in

this case would be superSuous, the author gives an
accurate and clear account of the several classes and
orders of the animal kingdom, illustrating his state-

ments by a more detailed account of thosi> particular

species which are of the greatest importance to the

farmer. The general structure and appearance of

each animal is described, and details are given as to

its habits and the method of preventing their

ravages. The author has even a good word for the

fox, which, in spite of its preying on domestic

poultry, game birds, &c , affords some compensation
by feeding on rabbits and voles, whilst he does not
disdain cockchafeis, worms, and snails.

Insects naturally occupy a large proportion of the

book. Sometimes the remedies prescribed, though
doubtless effective, are not such as could be carried

out on a large scale ; for instance, it is true that thou-
sands of crane-Hies may be caught with a net, but

we fear the thousands so caught would only bear a
fractional proportion to those left. The ravages

effected by mites are only partially dealt with, pos-

sibly because fruit-culture is considered to be a

thing apart from that of farm-plants proper.

Eelworms, which are such a plaijue to growers of

Carnations, Cucumbers, and Tomatos, come in for

a share of notice, but unfortunately we are not told

how we may rid our plants of these pests, nor of the

steps to be taken to free the soil from them. In the

case of plants grown in pots, measures can be taken

which would be impracticable on a large scale.

Preventive measures, however theoretically service-

able, would practically often be worse than the

disease—take the slug, for instance. We are recom-

mended to protect their natural enemies—well and

good; but what are the natural slug destroyers? The
answer is, " pigs, moles, shrews, ducks, fowls, pigeons,

rooks, starlings, and toads." It is evident the remeiiy

must be carefully selected and administered in small

Home Correspondence.

P0TAT08 IN 1894 —The crops this season are

not so good with us as they at one time promised to

be, the early kinds however turned out well ; and
some of the later sorts, of which there were about
forty on trial, have done well consideringthe character

of the season, some being free from disease, and
others not so badly affected as was at one time ex-

pected. All the crops have now been lifted. In these

brief notes the kind of soil is indicated, the mode of

treatment, and the results. Our ground is a heavy loam
of a good depth, which retains a considerable mois-

ture along time,and therefore not the best for Potatos,

particularly those of robust growth. The ground
was dug in the autumn, and left in a rough state till

planting time came, when it was broken down and
pulverised with the fork. Drills were then drawnabout
3 inches deep, our object being by so doing to keep
the tubers near the surface, so that the ridges would
be drier should the season be a wet one. All varieties

were treated alike, and after the drills were drawn,
kainite was spread down the rows at the rate of

about 4 cwt. to the acre. The sets were planted

it the last week of March, these having been spread

out all the winter on shelves in a light airy shed.

Some sets had growth of i inch long, while others

were scarcely started. Tne warm weather which suc-

ceeded caused the most forward sets to push through
the soil in the first week in May. Ri<membering
how we suffer in this part from late spring frosts, I

had the tops covered whenever they pushed through
the soil, so that but few of them got nipped by

frosts at the end of Whitsun week. Lifting

the early varieties was begun at the end of May,
and a finer crop I have seldom had, not a tuber

being diseased. Of the early varieties, Myatt's,

Veitch's, Rivers', and Sutton's Ashleaf were good
alike, and very little difference in them, either as to

goodness of quality or amount of crop. The second

earlies were under-sized, as they stopped growing
too soon. The mid-season and late varieties, strange

to say (though Sutton's Supreme seemed to be

affected the worst of any with the blight), bad not

more than half-a-doz."n diseased tubers in a bushel

of them when lifted. Edgecote Purnle was also good,

and very few of them were affected with the blight.

Abundance, B-st of All, Windsor Castle, Triumph,
Supreme, and Satisfaction did well. The same may
be said of Cniswick Favourite and Vicar of Lileham.
Record was a poor crop and very much blighted, as

were Empress and Renown. Rising Star and
Invicta were lair. The variety Qaantity-and-Quality

was a good crop, with but few diseased tubers ; they

are, however, too coarse for the best table. Crimson
Beauty was much diseased and a poor crop, as was

Epicure; while Marvel had a fair crop, with but few

diseased tubers. Marvel has a nice shape, short

haulm, and good flavour. Purple Perfection was the

heaviest crop of all, there beingscarcely any diseased

tubers. Prolific, a good-shaped tuber, was a good

crop, but it is not a fine quality. Pink Perfection

has a good shape, and that is its only recommenda-
tion. Monarch and Colossus were both grown, but

neither of them was of good quality. Here, then, is

a list of varieties, a number of which are of but

little use in an ordinary garden, as they make too

much strong growth, while the quality in some cases

is poor. Of early varieties, in ray opinion, there is

none to compare with the Ashleaf; and for mid-

s»a«oa and late ones, none are better than Windsor

Castle, Triumph, and Supreme. H. C. Prinsep.

THE CONFERENCE ON TREES.—I shall be glad

if you will allow me to refer to the remarks of Mr.

Thiselton-Dyer at this conference, in reference to

my paper, as, I think, he must have b»en under

some misapprehension on the subject. You report

him to have said that :
—

" He must say that he was

much struck with the fact that the writer of the

paper really answered, w.th almost destructive

criticism many of the suggestions raised in his own
paper. There seemed to be some confusion in the

matter. A landowner with an attractive estate

planted trees for various purposes—for shelter, or to

a very large extent from considerations of landscape

effect. Of course, in so doing, be bad his reward in

the pleasure he derived. Such actions ought not to
be regarded from a commercial point of view.
There was, in point of fact, very little in this

country of what could be called forestry. That
arose from various considerations, and he would not
now trouble them with details. On the continent,
however, forests to a large extent belonged to per-
manent bodies, such as the Communes in Switzer-
land, and other great corporate bodies. Therefore
such bodies could, if they liked, project the expen-
diture and the expected profit into the next century.
That was impossible for the private landowner in

this country. He did not agree with the writer of
the paper that English landowners were less astute
than foreigners, although it was the fashion to say
so." It is not clear from the above where the
" destructive criticism " comes in, but I am under
the impression that the paper of mine that was read
at the conference is in almost entire agreement with
the above paragraph. I was careful to state that my
paper referred exclusively to the production of

timber. I have not confounded the planting of trees

for shelter, &e., with planting " from a commercial
point of view," but have distinctly stated that such
plantations " need not be reckoned upon for the

production of timber, and hence should not be mixed
up with the latter subject at all," and I have also

stated my belief that waste-lands can only be made
profitable by planting under specified conditions,

and the very best management. Neither have I

stated that " English landowners were less astute

than foreigners," although Mr. Dyer appears to

think so himself, when be says that, "in point of

fact, there was very little in this country of what
could be called forestry." I cannot say I am in

sympathy with Mr. Thiselton- Dyer's attempt to

dissuade the Society from making " the public believe

it. as aSocietv, had anydistinct views" on thesubjact

of forestry. Tne Society might draw the line some-
where if it saw fit; but to suggest that it is to have
no distinct views of any kind on a subject in which
it is deeply concerned, is, in my opinion, timid

counsel, especially from inch a source. /. Simpson,

WoTtley.

VEITCH'S CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN.—Like other

Runner Beans, the above requires to be planted at not

less than 10 inches apart, in single line, on heavily

manured and deeply-trenched land, or in trenches

like Celery, the stakes used for them to cling to

being not less than 7 feet above the ground. It is a

variety I have grown for more than thirteen years,

and fail to understand the caute of iti being so long

in getting generally known. U. Markham.

LESSONS OF THE GREAT FRUIT SHOW.—The
first is, that we should in market-lruit culture utilise

to the fallest extent the more favoured parts

of the Kingdom, especially those south of the

Thames. Whilst last year the unusual heat brought

hardy fruit to a remarkable degree of perfection

everywhere, it is but too obvious that such seasons

come only too seldom. This present season we see

no such fine finish to fruit generally as was evidenced

last year, and the present season is but a type of

many. 'The very best finished and finest fruit, and
therefore the most profitable of fruit, came to the

Crystal Palace chiefly from Kent, and that county

still stands at the head of all other counties as the

great hardv fruit district of the Kingdom. But

Sussex and Surrey have on both chalk and sand hardly

less favourable sites for fruit culture than Kent has,

and certainly these three south-eastern counties of

England do present the most favoured field for fruit

culture, they get more of sunshine, the air is purer,

and they have generally better and warmer subsoils

for the trees. Then, so far as competitive classes are

concerned, it is evident that to give all growers a fair

chance, counties require to be grouped, so that compe-

titions may be in the respective classes limited to

growers in those groups. It is obvious always

that growers in the eastern, midland, western, or

south-western counties have no cbance against the

growers of the south-east. They have not the same

fine climatic conditions. Much as Maidstone is to

be congratulated on the comparative success in cer-

tain classes made by Messrs. Woodward, Mackensie,

and Killick, yet, is it not discouraging to growers in

other districts, less highly favoured, who feel how

poor is their chance in such a open competition ? If

it is desired by these fruit exhibitions to offer encou-

ragement to fruit culture everywhere, then some

better method of apportioning the classes must be

adopted. No doubt Maidstone is proud, but fruit

shows do not exist solely for the glorification of

Kent. The packing competitions were disappointing.
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In no sense was anytbiog seen superior, and in

some cases not so good ai when similar competitions

were furnithed at South Kensirgton. Peaches showed

nothing new; and the Cimptilion in packing utensils

was so limited as to be almost devoid of interest. A. D.

BRITISH FRUIT AND ITS PRICES.—I have had

my attention drawn X,~> ytur art'c'e on V^\» subject,

and to that portion rela'ing to myself eepec ally, and
also the last seven lines in which you f re p'ea'ed to

give jour opinion of my friend, Mr. R. D. Black-

more, others, and m; se'.f. You say '* how thrta^bare

the whole thing \p, and vt how (re»h it seems to be

to the welters in the limes in the silly season " (the

italics are mine). You «av also Mr. Harrison

Weir endorses Mr. R. D. Blackmore. My letter had
nothing to do with the salesmen or the p; ces of fruit

further than those quoted by Mr. R. D. B'ackmorr,

I am by no means unfrfquently asked my opinion by

persons anxious to know about, and to invest their

little all in frnit - growing ; therefore what I said

was to place before such people what they had to

contend with, and then leave it to them " to invest
"

if they thought proper. You say the matter is

"threadbare," &c. This I deny. The conditions of

fruit growing are changinq every day, and the foreign

competition is growing. I should not be doing my
duty to my countrymen, knowing what I do of fruit-

growing, if I did not point this out to them. You
are pleased to call this in an indirect way, "silly."

I never said a word about talesmen's dues, &c

,

which jon "in words" have "ramb'ed" about.

Neither is the matter anything like so threadbare as

that we often get about Grapes and other fruit grow-
ing under glass, &c., which is so ad nauseam.

However, I am more astoni'hed at the denseness of

the following remarks : " For these gentlemen the

Royal Horticultural Society, its fruit conftrences

at Chiswick, its fruit committees in Victoria Street,

and the Horticultural press of this countrv, might
just as well have not existed." Now, Mr. R. D. Black-

more and myself are both members (and now appears

that we are very unwoi thy members), of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and I am one of the Fruit

Committee, and have been for many years, and I

have been connected with the Horticultural Press for

a considerable period. So this assertion comes on me
as a new revelation that the Royal Horticultural

Society has anything to do with the price of fruit or

salesmen, &c. What the Society has done and is

doing is in the way of promoting the growth of the

best fruit, and of new vsrietiee, and it has gone as

far as to gain informa'ion aa to pacl-ing. but not the

selling of it; nor has it ever, »n far as I know, con-

cerned itself as to its dibtrihution in any way, nor
possible or actual competition, or how it should be
met. And yet the writer of the article draws the
inference that because a few men discuss the prospects

ol profits, dittrihution, and competition, we are told we
are "silly," and thattheRojal Horticultural Society is

of no use to such men. I am an old man, and have
seen, heard, end read mich in my time, but anything
more ridiculous or absurd has never come before

me ; and I feel that I must also add, that if

thtre is anything 'silly " about controversy, it does
not rest entirely at len«t with the writers in the
Times. Harrison Weir, F.R.H.S., and One of the Fruit

Committee. [Our valued conespondent is under a mis-
apprehension. We were not silly enough to impute
silliness to him or anyone else. But it is a ftct that
the correspondence appeared in what is called the
"silly season." And it is also a fact that the
questions have been threshed out over and over
again, although we believe not a word to that efl'ect

was stated in the Times correspondence. Mr. Weir
has, for instance, overlooked the full difcussion that
took place at a deputation to the Board of Trade
last spring, and has forgotten the discnssions on
fruit culture for profit at the Fruit Congresses,
especially that of 1888, at Chiswick. It leems to ns
that enough has been said on eeneral principles; it

is now more than time to act. Ed
]

FOREST MANAGEMENT.—A good deal has been
written lately of various kinds on the subject of
forestry, but very little of it contains anything of the
least use to anyone practising planting. It is, there-
fore, very refreshing to read Mr. Webster's article

upon the planting and managing of La'ch planta-
tions. I should say from my experience in planting
that no better directions could be given. Of course,

these directions apply only to the planting of Larch
;

other kinds require other management. Each other
kind ought to have particular directions tor the
planting and management of it; and again, mixed
plantations of two or more different kinds of trees,

require special directions for each different mixture

of trees. There are seme kinds of trees that can
only be grown profitably in a mixed plantation. I

do not know if this is what Mr. Forbes means by
" Ecientific forestry." But a truly scientific forestry

is impossible at present, because the data for it are

unknown. " Scientific agriculture " is to a certain

extent pofsible, because Lawes and Lieblg and Ville

have taught us something about the physiology and
chemistry of soils and different farm crops ; but
nothing of the kind has been attempted in forestry.

Your Cornish correspondent is mistaken in thinking
that the thinning of them by storms has anything
to do with the peculiar character of natural forests.

That character depends upon there being a constant
succession of seedling plants of all different sizes

growing together. When the larger trjes are cut
out, there are always smaller ones to take their

places. Anyone may see this, and study it in the

Pine and Fir forests of Norway and Sweden. But
there is an instance in England of the similar

management of a natural forest. The Beech woods
in Buckinghamshire are managed by taking out and
stubbing up a certain number of the largest trees

every year; these are constantly replaced by seedling
trees, of which, in all sizes, the woods consist.

There is a piece of wood here, which fifty years ago
came up a self-sown forest of Silver Fir; so that,

being of all different sizes, they never required to be
thinned. But the conditions of a wood artificially

planted are totally different from those of a natural
forest. C. W, Strickland.

"SAUCE AND 8EWE."—In the interesting article

in your paper of Saturday last on " Fifteenth Century
Gardening," the writer translates the line

—

" Herbys to make bothe sawce and sewe,"

thna :

—

" Herbs to make both sauce and show."

I think the last word must be one which is still in

use in this district, Furness, and was used in the
same sense. On Good Friday, a customary dish is

" Fig sew," made by boiling Figs in beer or milk.
In Stormont's Dictionary, " sew " is given as an old
English word for pottage, boiled meat, and " seaw,"
Anglo-Saxon, juice. Geo. Slater, Barrow in-Furness,

FLORIFEROUS PLANTS OF CHRYSANTHEMUM.—
The early summer varieties are now at their best in
Mr. Milward's picturesque gardens. The plants
include two pyramids, one having 357 the other 350
flowers on them ; there are also two dwarf-trained
specimens, one with 360 the other 355 flowers, so
that these four plants carry 1422 flowers, a remark-
able result of cultural skill on the part of Mr. J.
Fleming, the gardener. IV. H. Titcoinb, Alice Holt,
Farnham, Surrey,

The WEEK'S Work.

FIiANTB niTDEB GLASS.
By J. F. McLeod, Gardenar, Dover House, Roehampton.

THE CONSERVATORY. — At this season any
repairs, painting, and glazing, should be carried out.

If painting be not done, then washing with soap and
water is almost sure to be needed, as is also the
lime-washing of any walls that there may be. The
first of the flowering plants to put into this house
are the early- flowering Chrysanthemums, which if

trained into certain shapes are useful subjects for

placing as starers, filling up the remaining space
with Salvias, Celosia plumosa, Lasiandra (Pleroma)
macrantha. Pelargoniums, &c. Where the space at

command admits of a group or groups of specimens
with single stem, arrange one in the centre of the house,
but this kind of arrangement is best left alone unless

the roof is sufSciently high to afford these a good
appearance, for nothing looks more incongruous than
plarts touching the roof. Such varieties as

Elaine, Avalatche, Belle Jeanre, Gorgeous, Mr.
Holmes, Lady Selborne, W. H. Lincolm, are useful at

this season. No manurial stimulus should be given
to these p ants. The stakes which are seen to be
too long for the stems, may be shortened or replaced
with tth-Ts. placing these so that they are concealed.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.—These form auaeful and
brilliant group of plants for the conservatoty, and care
should be taken to distrihute the various colours in

a harmonious manner. The double and semi-double
flowered varieties are more useful in the neighbour-
hood of sojoky tiwns, ai the b'ooms stand the effects

of the winter foirs better tbaa single ones. These
plants will bem-fit from regular enpplies of weak

manure-water and good ventilation, with a little

heat in the pipes at the time it is afforded. Every
day the floors, benchrs and plants should be cleaned,

and dead leaves removed ; and whenever it is neces-
sary to wash the paths and floor, it should be done
in the early morning.

PRIMULA SINENSIS—The earliest sowings will

now be sufficiently well rooted to receive a weekly
application ofsome much diluted soot-water, alternated

with Standen's manure at the rate of about one tea-

spoonful to a 5-inch pot. A slight amount of arti-

ficial warmth should be afforded these plants, with,

at the same time, abundance of air ; in fact, much
air should be given in mild weather.

SEASONABLE HINTS ON OPERATIONS.—The fall

in the outside temperature towards the end of last

week came as a reminder that frosts may soon be
expected, and that the various glasshouses must be
filled up with their winter occupants. The better

method of arranging these plants is to place

together in the same temperature. Ericas, Epacris,

and Cyclamen ; Carnations and Mignonette can be
grown together, provided the latter be kept near the

glass, preferably the roof glass. Let pots be made
clean outside by washing them, and fresh green-

painted sticks be given to plants where such are

necessary. The first batch of Roman Hyacinths being
now in a condition to be gradually forced into bloom,
a portion of the stock of them may be put in a warm
house, removing them to the forcing-house in about
a week afterwards. Continue to use liquid manure in

a much-diluted form to those Poinsettia pulcherrima
whose bracts are now showing, and a higher

temperature should be afforded the plants, say 65°

by night, with a rise of 5° by day. Shading mate-
rials of whatever sort should be removed from the

glass, except the roller blinds on the stove or other

warm-houses, where they maybe useful in maintaining

an equable temperature during severe night frosts.

THE ORCHID HOTTSEa
By W. H. White. Orchid Groiver, Burford, Dorking.

THE HEATINQ APPARATUS.— It is of importance

that everything connected with the apparatus which
warms the various houses should be put in good

working order before cold weather comes. The
mild nights lately experienced in the south have

rendered the use of fire-heat uncalled for in

large amount, but we must now be prepared for

sudden falls in the outside temperature. Imme-
diately the houses of the warmer divisions are

damped down in the afternoon, the warmth should

be increased a little, so that as the temperature out-

side declines as the evening advances, that of the

inside the houses may be easily maintained at its

proper figure without having to drive the fires. By
the man in charge keeping a little extra amount of

heat in the pipes at night, more air may be

admitted than would otherwise be prudent to afford ;

it is also needed in order to prevent the warmth
falling too low by the morning, and by plants that

are only partly through their growing season.

Undoubtedly, much depends on carefully-managed

night temperatures, but at times it is difficult to

forecast the fluctuations in the external temperature,

and I consider it preferable to err a trifle on the

warmer side during the present month than run any
risks. Should the houses be a degree or two too

warm when finishing up for the night, no evil effects

need be apprehended, providing a free use be made
of the ventilators. If, however, through an inefficient

heating apparatus, or owing to sharp frosts which

sometimes suddenly occur during October, the tem-

peratures of the various divisions fall a few degrees

below what is considered right, no watering of the

plants or damping down should be proceeded with

before the required temperature is reached, and the

drier the houses are then kept the better, cold and

moisture being the chief causes of spot and the

beginnings of disease. The following should be the

night temperatures for October: East Indian-house,

65° to 70==
; Cattleya and Mexican, 60° to 65°

;

intermediate about 60°. The higher readings

should be maintained only when the external air is

about 45°, when below 35° the lower ones are to be

preferred, but always allowing for a fall of several

degrees towards the morning. The co'^l or Odonto-

glossum-house may be kept at 50° to 55°, or warmer
if the weather should continue mild, the ventilators

being kept wide open ; but in the event of cold weather,

fire-heat may have to be used, but tha warmth
should not exceed the lower reading. In all col-

lections of Orchids, the destruction of insects which

injure the plants in one way or another is constantly
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called for, if the plants are to be kept in health.

I have frf qaently advised Orchid cultivators to be

careful ia the use of chemical insecticides ; at

the same time, I have largely experimented with
their, and found that one of the best, moat effieacious,

and safest insecticides ia the XL. All vaporising

famigator. During the past summer I have nsed

nothing else, and the Orchids are cleaner than
they ever were before; in facf, as regards thrip,

none is visible. I may add, that with the exception

of Disas (the foliage of which is exceedingly tender),

every species of Orchid here baa been exposed to the
vapour periodically, without the slightest injury

being done to a single plant.

PBUITS UNDER GLASS.
By BilLEY Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens. Vork.

CHERRY TREES —The trees intended for forcing

early bting at rest, the repotting of those which
require it should be done. Always nse perfectly

clean pots, abundance of drainage, and a potting

soil consisting of turfy loam mixed with one-eighth
mortar-rubble broken moderately small, and some
half-inch bones. Pot firmly, leaving ample spice

for water. For top-dressing use two-thirds loam,
and one third manure. Every pot should be tamed
out, and the drainage materials put into good order.

If planted ou^, fresh soil, more or less in quantity,
according to the needs of the trees and age of the
border, should be afTorded, and any treea or buahea
that are growing grossly carefully dug up and re-

planted. Any pruning still remaining to be done
ought now to be attended to. Good varieties of

Ctierri«a for forcing are May Duke, Royal Dake,
Black Circassian, Black Eagle, Knight's Early
Black, Bigarreau Napoleon.

THE FOHIVIATION AND MANAGEMENT OF VINE
BORDERS.—The season baa arrived when the making
of new borders or renovation of old ones may be best

undertaken. Hiving determined on the width and
depth of the border, having regard to the siz9 and
elevation of the vinery, 15 feet being allowed for

lean-to houses aa the width of the border if it be
intended for early forcing, and proportionately
more for apan-ionfed vineries, and thoae intended
for late Grapes. It is desirable to make the interior

of the house a border, with free acceaa for the roots

to both borders ; in fact, the land must be treated

as a whole merely divided by a row of pillars sup-
porting the front of the house. Some cultivators
prefer to have the earliest Vines in an inside border,

so as to have them quite under control. For a span-
roofed vinery, "25 feet in width should be allowed,
in addition to an inside border about 12 feet wide
01 each side ; but no fixed rule can be given, and the
gardener must be guided by circumstances. The
depth of drains will be settled by the natural drain-
age of the ground, but on soils that are retentive,

the staple should be taken out to the depth of
5 feet, measuring from the top of the pillars or arches
of the vinery and where the soil of the border will

be required to stand when finished. A alope of 1 inch
to a foot ahould be given to the bottom of the border

;

aOinchbrick wall shou'd be built round the front
to keep the roota from going into the soil beyond

;

then a layer of concrete, 4 inches thick, ahould be
placed over the bottom of the border. A main drain
should run along the front or end of the border,
8 inches below the level of the concrete, and this may
be connfcted with the outfall drains of the garden.
Oa the concrete place lines of drain-pipes 3 inches
in diameter, about 6 feet apart, and connect these by
means of pipes with the main drains. Over the drain
pip's and concrete, place a covering of chalk, brick-
bats, or coarse gravel to the depth of 12 inche?, then
a thin layer of charcoal and tur.'. Where limestone
or chalk underlie the border, there will be no occasion
to drain to this extent so long as a good oafall drain
is provided. The bulk of the border may consist cf
good turfy friable loam, lime rubbish, charcoal, and
half-inch bones ; the turf being taken from old pas-
ture land if possible, and it should not be too strong
or contain much c'ay, neither should it be sandy.
The more of the fibrous roots of plants that it con-
tains the longer it will last before getting paaty or
soured. It should be dug in sods 6 inches thick,
carted, and placed in the Vine-borders at once, or
stacked in a convenient place. There is no neces-
sity to chop it up ; it is quite as good carted at
once to the border, and placed the grassy side down-
wards, with 2 inches of poroua material between each
layer of sod.a, to keep the soil open. This last is a
main point in Vine-border making, aa after a few
yeara many kinda of soil run together into a retentive
roaas, causing shanking of the berries and other evils,
which are due to the loss of the young roota in the

winter. Tne usual plan of making Vine-bordera is to

chop up the loam, and to every five cartload) add one
of lime-rubbish, broken brick', and charcoal, with
1 cwt. of .^-inch bones, mixing all well together. By
my method there is a saving of time and labour, and
the borders are more evenly and firmly made. The
depth of the borders will allow for more drainage and
more rough materials being used than is mull in making
Vine-borders. Here at this place, twenty years ago,
this plan was adopted, and it has answered well

;

the rough materials were placed in alternate courses
—charcoal, turf, the grass-side down ; .}-inch bones,
turf, lime- rubbish, and eo op, to within 'J inches of the
top of the border, which consisted of loam and bone-
meal. No manure of a quick decomposing nature was
used; itiatoo stimulating, causing strong, long-jointed
wood which often ripens badly, and the soil, when
much of it is used, quickly aettles into an uneven
close mass unsuitable fjr the production of good
short-j )iated wood, and fine clusters of Grapes. The
piecemeal system of making borders is the beat; the
inside border being made the first year, leaving the
outside to be done as soon aa the roota need more
space. In three or four yeara the rest of the border
may be divided, and half of it left for a future time
with advantage to the Vines. The depth given for

the borders will be o^j^cted to by some people, but
it ia not a bit too deep for the production of good
heavy crops of Grapes for a number tf years, espe-
cially when the borders are confined to a space of
20 feet, provided plenty of rough lime-rubbish, char-
coal, &c., are med to keep the soil open. Shallow
borders are satisfactory for a few yeara, but it is

prudent to allow them as much width as possible for

root extension where they have not to be prevented
from getting into the surrounding soil.

THE KITUttJUi'* cfARDEN.
Bi/ AKTai'R C00.MBE3, Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

CABBAGES.—The plants of the second sowing
having grown to a good size, they should be planted
out forthwith, water being afforded them if the soil

be dry, and the seed-bed should also have a watering
before any plants are taken out of it. The best
results are often obtained from this second sowing,
the plants being less liable to bolt after a severe
winter. Where plants of the first sowing have been
pricked out into reserve beds, they should without
delay be planted out in the op?n quarter. All
such plants, of whatever kind, ahould be lifted

with a trowel, it being necessary, if the elFects

of pricking out be not quite undone, to have a
good bill of soil, and this obliges tne use of a
trowel in planting them. If the Cabba.ge-maggot or
grub is feared, any plants observed to be faliog in
any way should be taken up and burnt, thus making
sure of killing the grub or maggot, the gap being
filled up from the reserve. Aa a precaution, diT ,h3
roots of all Cabbages in a puddle made of clay, soot,

and water, on planting them. Red Cabbage should
now be planted at li feet asunder in good aoi', in a
perfectly open place, but not juat cloae to the paths.

LATE P0TATO3.—The slight frosts having put
a stop to growth, the tubers are now ready for being
lifted, and in a dry state of the si il may be dug up
and stored in clamps or dark cool cellars.

GLOBE ARTICHOKES.— Owing to the want of any
great heat tociuae complete maturity, these plarits

are producing heads unusually late, and any of these
still li-, for use may be cut off and the ends of the
stalks put into a pan of water. R>move the old
stems, and dress the plants with rotten manure,
forking it in between the plants.

MUSHROOMS. — Ridgas may be made out
of doors if the materials are sufficient in bulk, and
litter and waterproof coverings to put over them are
available. The chief point is to have prepared stable-
dung in quantity to make ridges -i feet wide at
bottom and 3 feet high, a loamy adhesive soil for

covering the bed, a steady warmth of not more than
90° at 1 foot below the surface, and good spawn.

SCARLET RUNNER BEANS.—Although we have
had in this district 5° of frost, Beans are not injured

;

but it will be well to keep the pjds closely gathered
and stored in a damp cellar.

THB FriOWtUfcC iJARDBW.
Bij .loax LamorrT. Girdimr, Powiz Cutle, XVel&kpsil.

CARNATIONS AND PIC0TEE8.—These, if layered
as advised, will now be rooted, and ready for being
transplanted, which work should be performed forth-
with, and with rapidity, so that the young tender
roots are not long exposed to a drying atmosphere.
Where a fresh border is obtainable, and it ia alwaya
best to give these planta a change of aoil, it should
be in or near to the flower-garden, if that be possible.

In my own case, I have grown them for several years
in succession on the same ground, it being the moat
suitable placa that there is in the garden. It is a
south border, about 10 feet wide, with a Peach
wall at the back of 9 feet in height. In com-
mencing the job, detach the layers from the parent
plant by cutting through the stems with a
keen knife; then sort out the beat - rooted
and strongest for planting, cleaning oflT nearly all the
soil in which they were layered, if it be not of the best
quality; laying these carefully in some soil near at
hand, the weaker layers being laid in for future use.
Then afford the border to be planted a light dreasing
of good loam, and a dusting of soot and charred
garden refuse. II the ooil be too heavy, horse-drop-
pings will improve it, but partly rotten cow-manure
will be more suitable where the aoil is light. Dig
the ground well, breaking it up fairly fine; if too
wet and stiff, let it lie untouched for a day or two.
Then apply another light dressing on the top, of the
same materials as before, and piick this lightly
and evenly in all over the border, when,
if dry enough, planting may be proceeded with.
Great care muat be given in planting, the
young roota being very tender, and the little

ball of aoil adhering to each quite loose. If

in beds, they may be planted a little closer, but
when in long lines, and no alleys are left between
them, 15 inches from plant to plant will not
be found too much at layering- time, if the planta
are strong. P;ants late layered will not require
quite 80 much space. After planting, afiford one
good watering, and should fine dry days come,
a sprinkling of tepid water, by means of the
syringe, will be of benefit to them. A few of
the best of each variety left over from planting may be
potted up in case of failure, and plunged in coal ashes
in a cold frame, close to the glass. This plan mav
ba advisable for all the plants in very wet. stilf

clayey soil?, but I do not alvise leaving the layers

attached to the old plants throughout the winter,

and planting them out in the spring; for h ving
tried a few this way, 1 find the heavy rains are apt to
wash the light loose soil from the roots, exposing
them ; the frost also lifts them, and has more
effect on them this way than when properly planted.

THE HAKDY B&UIV aARDEN.
Bv T. TuHToy. Gardener, Maiden Brlsgh, Reading.

ROOT PRUNING APRICOT TREES. —Trees of very
vigorous growth will be benefited by being root-

pruned during the present season ; and trees planted
two years, which also make shoots of great vigour,

are beneficially checked by being lifted and replanted.

In the case of fruiters, the earlier this work is under-
taken the less risk there will be of injuring the fruit

crop of next year. Where the space at command ad-
mits of borders feet wide being devoted to Apricots,
and thia area can be confined by means of a chalk
or other wal', which I have described in a previous
calendar, then the roots being quite under the
control of the cultivator, short-jointed fruitful shoots
can be assured, and the dying off of the branches,

so common in vigorous trees, greatly reduced. If the
trees aregrowing in borderaabout 12feetwide,cropped
with vegetables, ariangements should be made to have
the borders fallow at this season, so that the root-

pruning of the trees may ba properly attended to. As
in most gardens the .Vpricot border is only 4 feet

wide, the roots should be pruned back to that point.

In place of the usual heavy dressing of manure for

the vegetable crops, a good quintity of turfy locm,
burned garJen-reTuse, old mortar, chalk, &c., may
be worked into the soil of the border, the vegetable

crops being made of secondary importance. This is

better than using manure, which only encourages
strong growth in the trees, with the conaeqaent labour
of root-pruning.

LIFTING AND REPLANTING PEACH TREES.—As
with the Apricot so also with these fruit trees.

Young or gross-growing trees should receive early

attention in the matter of lifting and replanting, or

else in such a season as the present, with the ground
thoroughly moist, the treea will continue to grow till

the fiOBt causes the fall of the leaf. The rains have
rendered the soil in the best posaible state for re-

planting, which operation may be done without delay,

if the trees are kept syringed every day so long aa the

weather is dry and the leaves remain on them. A
large wheelbarrow-load of old mortar and wood- ashes
in about equal parts, well mixed together with the
staple, should be applied to each tree station. If the

weather should keep dry, a mulching of spent Mush-
room-bed manure should be laid over the roots of all

disturbed trees, otherwise mulching may be deferred

till frost threatens.

*#
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
MEETINGS.

Royai Horticultural Society's

I
Committees at the Drill Hall,

Tr' r q' -Tames Screet, Westmiugter.
^'^- °

I Uuited Horticultural Benefit and
Provi'Jent Society's Anniversary

' Dinner at Cannon Street Hote'.

Oct. 10—East Anglian Horticultural Club.

SHOW.
( National Chrysanthemum Society

Oct. 10-] at the Royal Aquarium (three

( dayO.

8ALEP.
/ Piantp, Roses. Ferns, &c., at Prc-

j \ theroe & Morris' Rooms.MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

Ocr.
'

1 Datch Bulbs, at Piotheroe & Morrit

WEDNESDAY. Oct. 10

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

Rooms.
f Grreohoupe Plants, at Prospect

House, Woodford Green, by Pfo-
tberoe & Morris,

Dntdi Bulbs, at Protheroe& Morris'

Rooms.
j
Nursery Stocli. fit the Wood Lane

Ccr. 9^ Nurseries. Isleworth. by order of

Messrs. C, Lee & Son, by Pro-

therce & Morris.
Nursery Stock, at the Nurseries.

Tunbridge Wells, by order of

Messrs. 'T. Cripps & Sous, by Pro-
theroe & Morris (three days).

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris' Boomi.

Special Sale of Hollies, RhodoJe^-
drous, &c. , at The Nurseries,
High Beech, by order of Messr.=.

I Paul & Son, by Protherce &
\ Morris.

(Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris' Roouis.

Plants, Ros s. Ferns, &c , at Pro-
therce & Morris' Rooms.

Orchids, at The Gardens. Walton,
Stone, Staffs, by Protheroe &
.Morris.

("iDrchids, at Protherce & Morris'

Orr li>J
Rooms.

^"^' '^^ Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe and
(. Morris' Rooms.
Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris*

Clrr !'!«'
R'5""9.

uci. US cut^-h Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATITRE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-52='.2.

The great Fruit Show inaugu-

FruitShow '"ated by the Royal Horlicaltural

Society, has come and gone. It

can hardly be compared to sirae other dis-

plays of a similar character ; but taking the

time, the season, and all other circumstances

into account, it must be pronounced to have
been a good show. The weather was bright and
altogether favourable, thus forming a marked
contrast to the state of affairs at Chiswick on
the previous Tuesday. There was, moreover, a
large gathering of gardeners, for whom a fruit

shjw seems to have greater attraction i than any
other horticultural exhibition. On each day
the Conference Hall was crowded, so much
so, thit on the third day a larger

hall had to be utilised, showing the interest

that is excited by the subject of fruit

culture. The papers -s-ere sensible and to the
point, and whilst they did not hold out exagge-
rated notions of the profit to be derived from
fruit-culture, they, at least, .showed thit under
fairly favourable conditions, the industry could
be, and was, worked at a profit.

It might have been supposed that the public

had experienced a surfeit of fruit, its culture,

and exhibitions, but judging by the number of

exhibits and exhibitors, and the good attendance
of sightseers on the first day, interest in these

subjects his not in any degree grown less. In
contradiction to the prophecies and the lamen-
tations of newspaper writers, and of speakers at

""tings, we are still facile principes in

•'Iture, and as far as climate

ry greatly behind oar
neighbouia, ter of small fruits.

Cherries, and Pine-app.._ we cannot be said to

ocsupy a mean position. We still cultivate too

mmy varieties, we have much to learn of the
arts of packing, assorting, and marketing, and

we are slow to appreciate the use of insecticides

and fungicides, for the purpose of .saving much
of the fruit now lost.

Fruit drying, in view of the burdensome rail-

way rates now charged for all but those goods

sent in quantities of a ton, is deserving of the

earnest attention of cultivators, seeing the general

excellence, marketable portability, and relative

cheapness of the various products shown by home
exhil:iits. These, so far as could be judged with-

out tasting the examples shown, are the equals

of anything that we, at the present time, import

from France, irpain, California, Australia, and

Germany. We need not specify here what these

were, as a notice of them will be found in another

place.

Of hardy fruits grown out-of-doors, it maj' be

said that the colour was much better than might

have been expected after this somewhat sunless

season. Naturally a higher colour is looked for

in fruits under glass, but this is not always the

case, and this _vear at least, ripe or ripening

fruits from cordons grown under glass are not

nearly so rich and bright in their tints as out-of-

door grown ones— if we may except Peaches,

such as Lady Palraerston.

M'e do not look for blemished appearance in

the picked fruits of an exhibition, so that we are

unable to say if it be a fact that much fruit has

this season suffered from those minute funguses

which attsck the rind of Apples, Pears, and

Plums. The dishes of Apples were present in

bewildering numbers. The trade exhibits were

extensive (we rather wish they were less so, for

they are a great temptation to would-be buyers

of trees). The collections of fruit were not up
to the msrk ; nor were the Grapes as fine as have

been Seen at ^former shows at Sydenham, or of

phenomenal size of bunch.

We were pleased to remark a novel, very prac-

tical, lasting, and what is more, a cheap kind of

basket made of wood. It is made in bushel and
half-bushel sizes, and a number of them may be

pat one in the other like a lot of tumblers, thus

occupy but small space as empties, compared
with that taken up by the old-fashioned baskets.

Moreover, they have lids with open .slats, so as

to admit of the escipe of moisture, and being

smooth at the sides, fruit, &o., cannot readily be

bruised.

As a place for a show of this kind, the

Crystal Palace is unrivalled, and many who were
present echoed the wish that was expressed by
one of the speakers at the luncheon, that in

future the Royal Horticultural Society will

ocoasioaally hold some of its large shows in so

very suitable a building. Even if the weather
were wet the spestitors would not have to expe-

rience the discomforts which were felt at Chis-

wick at the Tree and Shrub Conference.

We refer to another column for a detailed report

of the Show and of the Conference ; but we may
here allude to a very praiseworthy attempt to

break away from the traditional rows of

white plates which was made by Mr. Owen
TuOMAs, and one or two other exhibitors. By
command of Meh Majesty a large collection

oi fruit was exhibited from the Royal Gardens,

It comprised some 120 varieties of Apples, 110

varieties of Pears, l-I Pines, Peaches, Frog-
more Selected Tomatos, Grapes from the famous
Vines at Cumberland Lodge and Hampton
Court. The former, a veteran of 110 years, is this

year bearing about 2000 bunches of Grapes.

We hope, in a subsequent issue, to give an
illustration of this group.

Mr. Thomas arranged his vast mass of fruit

in the form of a trophy, which was effective, and
showed what might be done in the future in this

way. It showed also that by a little contrivance

it would be quite as easy to display the fruit for

comparison or in competition in this way as in the

ordinary manner. There is really no reason why
some at least of the best flowers and the best

fruits should not be arranged in masses to please

the eye. Why should the most beautiful objects

in creation suffer by being arranged in the ugliest

and most formal manner pcssible ? tome-
thing has been done to vary the monotonous
lines of Dahlias; and even Rosarians are

beginning to see that they do dishonour to

the queen they worship by allowing her to be
displayed in the most unattractive way possible.

Fruit, as the nearest greengrocer's stall will

prove, is capable of being grouped in such a way
as to displaj' its p'.easing forms and rich colora-

tion to the best advantage. The Spartan sim-

plicity of rectangular boards, green boxes, paper

collars, blacking bottles, and bare white plates,

&c., may be left for committee meetings and
gatherings of experts, but at shows to which the

public is admitted every endeavour should be

made to gratify, instruct, and interest them.

To show what our Belgian friends do on similar

occasions, we give this week an illustration (see

Supplement) of the central group in the " Salon

Royal " of the International Horticultural Exhi-

bition at Antwerp in July last, and mentioned in

our issue for July 2S, p, 06. It was arranged by

M. GuiLLAUMB DE BosscHfeBE, and the photo-

graph, one of a series of beautiful views, was
executed by M. Ai.nrnic Linden.

Royal Horticultural SociEtY.—Tha upx^,

meeting of the above Society will be heid in the

D.ill Hall, James Street, Victoria Siret, Weet-
mineter, on Tuesday, October 9, when a large display

of fruits and fiowera is anticipated. At 3 o'clock

Mr. E. II. WooDALL, F,R U.S., of Scarborough, will

deli?er a lecture ou "Hoiv to Popularisa Orchid
GrowinR."

" The Kew Bulletin."—The September num-
ber (No. 'jy) contains an interesting article on the

"Vegetable Ueaoarcea of India," comprieiog a
summary of a report prepared by Dr. Watt ; a list

of tlie plants collected in the Iladramant Valley,

Arabia, by Mr, W. Lunt, one of the K-^w Garden
ataflP, who accompanied Mr, Bent's expedition, is alio

giTen, Mr. Lunt brought home about 150 species,

including representatives of twenty-fifo new species

and two new genera. The ninth dfcad* of new
plants is published, consisting of specimens in the

herbarium previously undeseribed.

LiNDLEY Library.—The foilowing sums have

already been promised or paid towards the Library

Fund and the preparation of a printed catalogae.

At present the amount received is very inadequate

f jr the purpose :
—

The Council of the RH.S 25
The GarUetiers' Chroiiic'e 3 3
Dr. Masters, F.R.S
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(LiUiput Ddhliaa Lilian and Marion ; Show Dahlias

Grard Sultan and Herzog von Kottritz; to Metsrs.

Ter Brake & Co.. of Bubsuid, for Bs£Onia tuberosa

with yfUow flowers ; to Messrs. Groenewegen & Co.,

of AmtteriJaa), for single- flowered Dahlias Madame J,

Closon and Souvenir de Madame Schrelle, Lobelia

t a din ilis rosea ; to Messrs. A. Glym Da Vos & C j., of

Utrecht, for Aglaonema costatum, Adiantum macro-

phjllum albo-strlatum, Lastrealepida, Pteris ludens,

Trofa^olum Lobbianum fol. var. ; to Mr. J. Tfa. Van
Den Brg, Jan., of Jutfaas, for Begonia tuberosa

var. caoDpanulatus ; to Mr. .T, W. Daudey, of Haar-

lem, for Cactus Dahlias Lady Penzance and Ernest

G'asse. Awards of Merit to Messrs. E. H Krelage

.& Son, of Haarlem, for Antholjza paniculata ; to

Messrs. Ter Brake & Co., of Buseum, for Gloxinia

hybr. fol.varieg. ; to Messrs. A. Glym de Vos & Co.,

of Ur.recht, for Pteris serrulata gracilis. P. e, nobilia

•variegata, P. tremula densa, P. aspera multilida ; to

Mr. F. Van den Wissel, of Epe, for Chamsecyperia

pisifera plumosa variegata aurea. An Honorable

'Mention to Mr. Van Dam, Jun , of Utrecht, for a

colleclion of Begonia tuberosa var. fi. striata.

Chrysanthemums in the London Parks.

—We are requested to inform our readers that the

show of Cflrysanthemuma at Soathwark Park will be

opened to the public on the 6th inst., and may be

viewed from 10 a m. till 4 p.m. every day. The
flowering of the Chrysanthemum is much earlier this

year than nsua', and there is a prospect of a

splendid display, many being already in full bloom.

The number of flowering plants, including all

novelties, is 40OO. The house will be utilised, if

pssiible, after the show is over, as a winter garden.

—The annual show of Chrysanthemums at Water-

low Park, Ilighgate Hill, will be opened to the public

on Saturday, October 13, from 10 a m. until dusk,

Sundays included.

Hyacinths and Lilies of the Valley
Flowering early in September.—In former

years the first forced Hyacinths in Berlin were ready

in October. They were the White Roman varie-

ties. This year the first forced Hyacinths

appeared at the beginning of September. Tney
were of various sorts, but not White Roman. The
flowers were white, blue, and rose-coloured, the in-

fioreecences healthy, though somewhat short. I hear

that the bulbs were kept in an ice cellar during the

spring and summer, and then forced at a very late

date. Flowering Lilies of the Valley in September
are not new to me. Some'years ago I saw good specie

mens of this at Eberswalde near Berlin ; also last

year at the great exhibition at Leipzig. I remember
that some ten years ago at St. Peteisburg the well-

known nurseryman, Mr. Eilebs had flowering Lilies

of the Valley ready on the birthday of the Russian

Enpress in August. These Lilies of the Valley

differ very much from those forced during the

winter. The flowers are of a very firm texture,

the leaves of that bluish-green colour, seen only in

those plants which grow in the open air, whilst

plants forced ia winter, especially the earliest one!',

have only small flowers and yellowish-green leaves.

It is a question whether it would be possible and

lucrative to grow these plants in the future in the

ssme way, so that we might have Iljacinths and

Lilies of the Valley all the year round. I hear that

a great many of the bulbs and roots die in the

ice cellar. Perhaps it would be possible by careful

selection to raise varieties which would not EuS'er by

Ibis management and treatment.

The Torquay District Gardeners' Asso-
ciation.—This Association,which isin the third year

of its existence, is congratulated in the second

annual report of the Committee upon the continued

success which has attended its prccaedings. The
first annual outing took placs on August 10, 1893,

when a large nuaibar of members visited Taunton on

the occasion of the flower show. The first ordinary

meeting of the Session 1893-94 was held on Friday,

October G, when, in placa of the President (Mr.

LivEHS, since dead). Major Geaiiame read an inte-

restiag paper on "Nature's Agencies in Seed Dis-

persion." The financial position, as revealed in the

balance-sheet, shows a sum of more than £14 to its

favour. The present President of the Association is

D.-. R. Hamilton Rimsay.

Middlesex Technical Education — The

Tottenham district has instituted fjr the coming

winter, clastes in cookery, dressmaking, home-nurs-

ing, principles of horticulture, plumbing, hygiene,

and carpentry. The horticultora! class is conducted

by Professor Boolgee, on Tuesday evenings at 8 to

9 p M., at Bruce Castle. Admission is free.

Sale of Nursery Stock at Aberdeen.—
The well-known firm of Messrs. Wm. Ssiith & Sons,

seedsmen and nurserymen, Aberdeen, in consequence

of removing from their nurseries at Polmuir, to

Burnside, Stocket, near Aberdeen, disposed during

the last four days of the past week, of their whole

nursery stock and greenhouse plants by public auc-

tion. The magnitude of the sale drew together a

very large and representative number of buyers from

all quarters. The bidding on the first day was rather

spiritless, but on the second and third days nursery-

men and gentlemen's gardeners put in an appearance

in larger numbers, and the demand became more

animated, more especially on the third day, when the

whole of the pot plants, numbering about 4000, were

disposed of. For Rosea there was a capital demand.

The sale at first was meant to extendonly over three

days, but the salesman was unable to overtake the

work in that time, and a fourth day had to be re-

sorted to. In all over oOOO lots were sold, and not

a single lot was withdrawn if money was ofl'ered for

it. Mr. Farquhar, auctioneer. Old Echt lissisted by

Mr. Fyfe, Netherhills), was entrusted with the con-

ducting of the sale, and also acted as judge at the

close of the fourth day's proceedings.

Mr. George Ross, who has been gardener to

Mr. McHardy, of Cranford, Aberdeen, for the past

fourteen years, was, the other evening, on the occa-

sion of his leaving for a situation with Captain J. G.

Baied Hay, Bclton, Haddingtonshire, made the

recipient of a handsome marble clock and a couple

of broDz5 statuettes by his professional brethren.

The chair was occupied by Mr. Alex. Robson, Vice-

chairman of the Royal Horticaltaral Society of

Aberdeen.

Ealing Gardeners' Association. — The
opening meeting of this flourishing Institu-

tion, which has a membership of nearly one

hundred, took place on the 2jd inst., when an

interesting paper was read by Mr. J. Bahey, Chis-

wick, entitled "Ssme Thoughts by the Way on

Gardening and Gardeners." J. Sewell, Esq,
occupied the chair. Local interest attached to the

references to Lee's firm (who have a branch

for Roses and fruit treea at Ealing), on its being

pointed out that Lee of Hammersmith introduced

the first standard Roses into this country from

France in 1818, it being on record that the then

Duke of Clarence gave the firm an order for 1000

treea at a guinea each ! Tne Lees', too, introduced the

Damask Rose, and were among the first who obtained

the medals of the Horticultural Society at their once

famous shows at Chiawick, and at the monthly meet-

ings, which in those days were held in Regent Street.

Roses were at that Xime shown singly upon the bright

surface of jipanned tin cases, in which bottles filled

with water were inserted, the dimensions of the case

being 30 inches by 18. Suggestions were made as to

the better and more efl'ective arrangement of Rose

shows than now prevails. An interesting section

was devoted to the wealth of hardy trees and shrubs,

and particularly of exotic species, distinguished by

the beauty of the autumnal foliage, passing reference

being made to the rich stores of such suhj ^cts at the

Royal Gardens, Kew, and at Syon. Esamples of

successful associations of tbia class of plants at

Messrs. Veitch's, Coombe Wood, were referred to.

Gardening retrospective and prospective formed the

subject of some interesting and practical references,

a note of warning being sounded to young gardeners

for their apparent preference for employment in the

houses, to the entire exclusion of the more important

departments of the kitchen and hardy fruit and

flower-garden and pleasure-grounds. Gardeners'

wages, examinations, and outings, also formed

tubjects of reference. Gardening charities, too,

were touched upon, and hints thrown out for

aiding to the exchequer of thj Gardeners'

O/phan Fund, the suggestions being that such

might ba augmented were collections made at

" harvest festivals, '
" flower-sermons,'' spare balances

(as a result of flower shows) from flourishing horti-

cultural societies, and a recommendation that

successful exhibitors at the various flower shows

throughout the United Kingdom might exercise a

little self-denial annually, and forward a modicum

of their winnings to the (and, which would doubtless

(if the idea were acted upon) result in a substantial

sum to this deserving charity. Why should not the

gardeners of the United Kingdom be in the proud

position of being able to place on the fund yearly

some " winners' children ? ' Regret was expressed

that at the " head-quarters " of the Fund

—

Chiswick—the annual, and alwaya good concert,

which was alwaya well supported, and produced

yearly quite, if not more, than £20, had been

abandoned. A better example should be set by the

gardeners at Chiswick and the surrounding diatricls,

as the concert idea first started there.

Large Pumpkins.—-•Ipru^o.s of the Pumpkin

weighing 19G lb. exhibited last week before the

Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick by Mr.

Bisill, Woburn Park, Weybridge, it maybe interest-

ing to remark that in Liiidoii's Magazine, October 21,

1834, it is recorded that one grown by Lord Rodney

weighed 212 lb., and measured 8 ft. in circumference ;

whilst notice is made in the Gardeners' Chronkle for

October 12, 1861, of one in a market garden a!)

Orleans that weighed 212.| lb., and was 10 feet 4 inches

in girth. Excepting these two cases, the one shown

at Chiswick appears to be the heaviest of which we
have particulars.

Trinidad.—Mr. William Lhnt, of Kew, hai

been appointed assistant superintendent of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Trinidad.

Professor Greene.—The important part

which the Californian flora has played in the aupply

of plants to the gardens of Europe, and the fact

that a fresh attempt ia now b>ing made to introduce

other plants of that country into cultivation there

by exchange with the Botanic Garden of the

University of California, induces us to mention that

Professor Gbeene is now studying at Kew, England.

In the herbaria there and at the British Museum
perhaps two months' time will be spent. Later it ia

expected that the greater continental herbaria, at

Paris, Berlin, and Geneva will be visited.

Mr. G E BlENKINS—The death of this gentle-

man, a D-'puty Inspector-General of Hospitals, ia

announced. He was Surgeon to the Grenadier Guards

during the Crimean campaign. Garden readers will

b.> more likely to remember him as a member of tie

Fruit Committee some twenty years back.

Scarlet Runners and Canadian Wonder
Beans.—Tnese two varieties have already been

harvested in Germany in first-rate condition. But

in En'-'andand HjUand, the prospects for seeding are

most unfavourable; and, unless we soon get dry and

sunny weather, the new crop must necessarily be a

bad one. As it is, growers from different parts of

the country reported at the beginning of last week

that their crop did not look nearly so well as it did a

fortnight earlier. And if we take into consideration,

the new season will commence with scarcely any old

stocks, it is obTious that the demand for seed will be

a strong one.

The Yorkshire College, Leeds.- This

College, which is connected with the Victoria

University, has issued its third report on the work

of the Agricultural Department. The lectures on

"The Principles of Horticulture, Fruit Culture,

and the Management of Allotments," by Dr. Claek,

appear to have attracted much attention. The

same gentleman held classes for teachers. The

systematic course intended for those who wish to

obtain a thorough practical and scientijc training in
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sgricultnre and the cognate tciencea, extends over

two years. This general awakening to the importance

of obtaining information is a very satisfactory result

of the Technical Education scheme.

Fruit to Japan and China,—We learn on

the authority of the Melbourne Leader, that con-

siderable success has attended the shipment of

fresh Prunes, Plums, Pears, and Apples from

Wafhington to Chinese and Japanese ports.

The fruit is carefully gathered and packed, is

carried in the refrigerating rooms of the steamers,

and uniformly reaches its destination in good

shape, and is sold for remunerative prices. Indeed,

the domain of experiment in this direction has

long since passed, and the commencement of what

may develop into a great business has been made.

Bengalis as Nurserymen and Florists.—
Floriculture, says onr contemporary, Times of India,

August 17, 1894, is a pursuit for which a class of

educated Bengalis appear to have taken a special

liking. The nurseries in and about Calcutta are

growing in number, and some cf them show every

sign of prosperity. The proprietors of some of these

establishments are men of enterprise, and evince

energy and pluck not common in the average Bengali.

THE DAHLIA GEAND
DUKE ALEXIS OF RUSSIA.

Our figure represents a convolute form of Dahlia

recently exhibited by Messrs. Cannell, to whom we are

indebted for permission to illustrate it (fig. 51). The
peculiarity consists in the manner in which the edges

of the florets are rolled round one another. The
specimens exhibited were large forms of the slnw
Dahlia type, and interesting from their novelty.

The colour of the variety is whit", tipped with

delicate lilac.

Societies.
BOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Great Exhibition of British grown Fruit
AT the Crystal Palace.

September '2d, and October 1 and 2.

Fhcits Grown under Gliss or Othekwise.
(Open to All )

Collections of Fifteen Dittinct Dishes of Ripe Fruits
(Open).—The greater part of the interest attaching
to almost all the classes was lacking in that for the
large collection of fruit in the open division. It
was arranged (or a collection of ripe fruits, to consist
of fifteen distinct varieties, and to include two
varieties of Melons, and a dish of each of the fol-

lowing :—Black and White Grapes, White or Yellow
Plums, Red or Black Plums, Peachei-, Nectarines,
Apples, Pears, and five other dishes ol other kinds
of fruit, or of distinct varieties. The only compe-
titor was Sir Jos. W. Pease, Hutton Hall, Guis-
borcugh, Yorks (gr , Mr. J. Mclndoe), who was
deservedly awarded the Ist prize of £10. He had
three bunches of Gros Colmar Grapes, with grand
berries, with fair but not exceptional colour ; three
very large bunches of Foster's Seedling, well-
coloured ; fairly good Exquisite Peaches, good
Washington Apples, Pond's Seedling and Magnum
Bonum Plums (»ood), Humboldt Nectarines, Pit-
maston Duchess Pears, Moor Park Apricots, War-
rington Gooseberries, Brown Turkey Figs, two
Melons, bunch of Bananas, and a dish of Passion-
fruit (Passiflora edulis).

The second class was better contested, there being
three exhibitors of a collection of lipe fruit of nine
distinct varieties (Pines excluded), to include two
dishes of Grapes (distinct), one Melon, one dish
each of Pears, Apples, Peaches and Nectarines, and
two other dishes of other kinds, or of distinct
varieties. Exhibitors were allowed to show in one
of the two first classes only.

The Ist prize was won by the Countess of Cam-
psrdown, Weston House, Shipston-on-Stour, Wor-
cestershire (gr., Mr. Joo. Masterson). The exhibit
included Black Alicante Grapes (good), Muscat of
Alexandria Grapes of (air quality, but the bunches
might have been handsomer. King of the Pippins
Apple, Beuri(5 d'Amanlis Pear, Barrington Peaches,
Pine-apple Nectarines, Morello Cherries, and Brown
Turkey Figs, all of satisfactory quality, The second

position was taken by the Hon. D. P. Bouverie, Coles-

hill House, Highworth (gr., Mr. S. Haines). He had
Black Alicante Grapes of fine colour, as were also

the Gros Maroe, though the latter were rather small,

and the bloom much rubbed. Pine-apple Nectarines

were small, but well-coloured fruits ; Prince of

Wales Peach, Brown Turkey Fig», Countess Melon,
Pitmaston Duchess Pear, and Coe's Golden Drop
Plum, were all of good quality. Mrs. Wingfield,

Ampthill House, Ampthill, Beds (gr., Mr. W. J.

Empson), was a fairly good 3rd.

Grapes.

In most of the Grape classes the exhibitors

were more numerous, and the general quality,

though good, was not better or even so good
as we have seen staged before. However, there
were exhibits that must be excepted from this

statement, and such an one was the first prize col-

lection of twelve bunches of Grapes, in six varieties,

which exhibit, perhaps, has never been surpassed

—

at any rate, in the siz; of the berries of several

varieties. It was staged by J. Thompson Paton,
Esq., Norwood, Alloa, Scotland (gr,, Mr. Alex. Kiik).

The most handsome berries were those ofMadreefield
Court and Duke of Buccleuch, more especially the
latter, which were truly wonderful, and caused very
general remark at the show. One of the bunches
of Madresfield Court was a handsome one, the other
not so good, hut the berries in each were splendid.

Muscat of Alexandria were also good in all respectf,

and Gros Maroc had unusually fine berries in size

and colour. There were capital bunches of Mrs.
Pearson also, and Black Ilamburghs were note-

worthy for so advanced a season. The whole exhibit

was one that reflected the very highest credit upon
the cultivator. The 2nd prize in this class was
secured bv C, Bayer, E'q., Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest
Ilill (gr., Mr. .T. Berry). In this collection there were
two large bunches cf Trebbiano, and Alicante were
good, and especially one of the bucches. Muscat of
Alexandria was good, but they might have carried

a little more finish. Gros Maroc good, but not
finished quite up to the shank. Buckland Sweet-
water was good and well finished, but a little past

its bes^, perhaps; and Madresfield Court was well

up to the average. Sir Jos. W. Pease was .3rd ; he
had Gros Guillaume, Gros Maroc, Bucklano's Swe?t-
water, Gros Colmar, Alnwick Sjedling, and Musiat
of Alexandria.

Three distinct varieties, two bunches of each.

—

There were four exhibits in this class, and ths prin-
cipal prizs was won by Messrs. de Rothschild, Gun-
nersbury Pari'. Acton, London, W. (gr,, Mr. Geo.
R^ynoldf). Tne bunches of Black Alicante were of
good siz?, and pretty, with well-coloured berries of
medium size. The Muscats carried a wonderful
colour, and were very fine ; whilst Gros Maroc were
equally so. The 2ad place was taken by Charles
.L Massey, Esq. (gr , Mr. Jas. Day). In this exhibit
each of the varieties shown was of fine medium
quality ; 3rd, Mr. W. K. D'Arcy, Slanmore Hal',
Middlesex (gr,, Mr. W. Tidy). Muscats were the
best of this exhibit, the others being Gros Maroc end
West S:. Peters.

Black Hamburghs could hardly be expected in
good quality, and there were but two entries in this
class, and they were awarded 2:id and 3rd prizes only.

In the class for Madresfield Court, the 1st posi-
tion was taken by Mrs. Wingfield with good bunches,
not too highly-coloured, and certainly of inferior

quality to those noticed in the lat exhibit of twelve
bunches of (irapes; Earl Cowley was 2ad, and had
better-coloured berries, but the bunches were
smaller ; and Andrew Pears, E-q , Spring Grove,
Isleworth (gr., Mr. W. Farr), was 3rd, with bunches
larger than either of the other two exhibits, but
lacking finish greatly.

The best Gros Colmar, or Gros Maroc, came from
Messrs. de Rothschild, Gunnersbury Park (gr., Mr.
Reynolds), who had Gros Maroc in medium-sized
bunches of very fine berries and splendid colour

;

Sir Joseph W. Pease was 2nd with the same variety
;

and C. Lee Campbell, Esq. (jr, Mr. S. S. Wright),
who had fairly good Groi Colmar. There wtre
seven exhibits in this class.

Black Alicantes were shown best by T.
Astley, Esq., Coombe Bank, Kingston (gr , Mr. C.
Grifiin) ; the fruit was good in bunch and berry, and
the colour excellent. J. Chfiffin, E^q. (gr., Mr. Wm.
Taylor) was 2nd. He had larger bunches, bat the
finish was not so good ; Henry Tate, Eiq. (gr., Mr.
Wm. Howe) wai 3rd.
The class for any other black variety not men-

tioned above, was won by J. Massey, Esq,, with
Gros Guillaume, in very large and good bunches.
Messrs. De Rothschild were 2nd, with Alnwick Ssed-

ling ; and WilliEm Saunder', Esq.. Vine Cottage,.
Junction Road, Andover, 3.d, wiih the same variety.

There were seven exhibits.

The next class was for Muscat of Alexan-
dria, and W. K. D'Arcy, Erq, proved most
successful with good bunches of finely finished

berries. F. B?van, Esq, Trent Park, new Barnet
(gr,, Mr. W. H. Lees), was 2nd ; and C. Boyer, Esq.
(gr., Mr. J. Bury), 3rd, with much larger bunches,
but lacking finish. There were ten exhibits.

The remaining class was for any other white
Grape, and the winner was L. J. Baker, Esq,, Otter-
shaw Park, Chertsey (gr., Mr. T. Osman), who had
good bunches of Dr. Hogg ; Messrs. Da Rothschild-

were 2nd, with Buckland Sweetwater ; and R. Sneyd,
Esq,, Keele Hall, Staffs (gr., Mr. J. Wallis), 3rd,

with Golden Queen,

Peaches.—Three dishes distinct, were capitally

shown by Mr. J. Gore, fruit grower, Polegate, Sussex,
who was 1st with dishes cf Princess of Wiles. Sea
Eagle, and Walburton Admirable. Mr. G. Wood-
ward, gr., Barham Court, Maidstone, was, however,
a near and good 2nd, with Nectarine Peach, P/incese-

of Wales, and Sea Eagle. Sir Joseph Pease, Bart.
Hutton Hal!, Guisborough, Yorks, was 3rd, his beet

dishes beingBllegardeandExqnisite. The bestsingle

dish was shown by Ralph Sneyd, E?q, Keele Hall..

Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs (gr., Mr. J. Walli> »,

who had a splendid dish of Sea Eagle, being the best
Peaches in the exhibition—they were large, and of

very fine colour. 2ad, Mr. L:n!;, K'ir Gardens,
Dunblane, N.B., who had a good dish of Walburton
Admirable; and 3-f', Viscountefg Falmouth, Merc--
worth Castle, Maidstone (gr., Mr. H. Markham),
with Princess of Wales in good form, considering
they were taken from an exposed east wall,

Xectarines.—Ralph Sneyd, Esq,, was Ist also for a
dish of NfCtarines (there was no entry in a class for

three dishes), with good-sized fairly coloured Vic-
toria? ; and William Pops', Esq,, had higher colour
but less s'z»d fruits. 3rd, the Hon. D. P. Bouverie
(gr., Mr. S. Haines).

Fic/s.—For a single dish, William Pope, Esq., was
Ist, showing Bown Turkey; 2ad, C. W. Parke',

Esq., The Priory, Witham (gr., Mr. S. Kerry); 3rd,

the Hon. D. P. Bouverie. All the winners had
B,-own Turkey, but the quality was not remarkable.

Toinafos.—Four dishes of distinct varieties, nine
fruits in each dish, were best from Mr. J. Gore, who
had splendid dishes of Trophy, Challenger, Ham-
Greer, and a good variety called Polegate; the last-

named and Ham Green Favourite were the best.

Tne next collection was one from Henry Tate, Esq.
(gr,, Mr. Howe), who had Hackwood Park, Sutton's

Perfection, Ham Green Favourite, and a variety

called Silver Invincible. Mr. E. Rider, Orpington,
Kent, was 3rd. There were six other exhibitors,,

and the class made a fine display. The best single

dish was one from Mr. S. Garraway, Bailbrook,

Bath, an exquisite sample of Perfection. F. C. S.

Roper, Esq. (gr., Mr. John Blake), was 2Qd, with
Sutton's Perfection ; and Messrs. H. & E. Wells,,.

Ilounslow (gr., Mr. Geo. Thompson), was 3rd.

There were six other exhibitors in this class also.

The remaining class for Tomatos was one for six

ripe clusters, cut from the plants, of one variety, and
the most successful exhibitor was Mr. J. Gore, who
showed Polegate Tomato in splendid form. Mr.
John Hill, jun.. The Nursery, New Maiden, Surrey,

was 2ad ; and Andrew Pears, Esq , Spring Grove,
Isleworth (gr., Mr. W. Farr), was 3rd.

Vines in Pots.—The only exhibit of three Vines
bearing fruit in pots was one from Messrs. T. F.

Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, who had Ist priz".

The varieties were Black Alicante and Gros Colmar,
but the advanced season was much against such an
exhibit.

Hardy Fruit Groiun under Glass.—There were
several exhibits of a collection ol hardy fruits, grown
partly or entirely under glass, to illustrate orchard-

house culture (nurserymen excluded). The best of

these was from Sir Mark CoUett, Bart, (gr, Mr.
Potter). This collection included fourteen dishes of

Apples, thirteen dishes of Pears, and two dishes of
Figs, the quality hem? very satisfcctory. Tt-e b>st,.

Apples were Cox's Pomona, Cox's Orange Pippin

Sandringham, Enperor Alexander, Baldwir, Peas-
good's Nonsuch, Washington, and King of Tomkins
County. Pears noticeable were Dncherse d'Angou-
lOme, General Todtleben, Durondeai', and Marechal
de la Conr, Sir Joseph Pease wai 2ad, and he had
twelve dishes of Apples, six of Pears, six of Plums,
one dish each of Nectarines, Peaches, and Apricots,

and two of Figs. The quality of this exhibit, though
good, was not equal to that from Sir Mark Collett.

J. W. MellcB, Esq. (cr., Mr. Nicholson), was 3rd,
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Open to NnssEEXMBN Onlt.
For a coUfction of fruit, treet in pot« bearing frniti.

— l«t, Messrs Rivera & Sons, Sawbridgeworth, Herts,

with a fine lot of npright cordons and pyramids in

pots of sizes frtm 10 inches to 15 inches—about

thirty examples. The best fruited were Pears

Dojeni^ du Cornice, Glou Morcean, General Todtle-

Reinette. Plums : Coe's Golden Drop, a number of

very fine fruits.

The next important class in this section was

that for a collection of hardy fruits, grown
partly or entirely under glass, to illustrate

orchard-house culture. Here Messrs. G. Bun-
yard were Ist with a grand lot of fruits,

ton Wonder, Okeira, Washington, Emperor Alex-
ander, Mother, Feasgond's Nonsuch, Twenty-ounce,
Bsauty of Kent, Gold Medal, Belle du Bois, RibstOD,
&c. Pears comprised Belle d'Ecnlly, a large fruit,

green skin ; General Todtleben, extra fine ; Bpurri
Clairgeau, Mons. Benoist, Pitmaston Duchess, Idalio,

a fine-lookiag fruit, not unlike a monstrous

Fra. 54.—THE DAKLIA G8AND DCKK ALFXI3 CF HUS lA.

ben, Marie Louise, Uvedale's St. Germains, Beuri6
Bachelier, and Duchess de Monchy. Apples : Bijou,

Pomona, Wagener. and Buckingham (a Silver Medal
was Awarded). Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Maid-
stone, were 2ad, with two dozen trees of about
5 feet in height, consisting of Plums, Apples,
Figs, and Pears. The finest Pears were Olivier

de Serres, Dovenn^ d'AleD90c, Conference, Beurr^
Dnmont, B. Baltet, B. Forqueray. Apples : Gas-
eoigne, Stnrmer, Wagener, Baumann's Red Winter

of various kinds set out on a square stand or table

consisting of two tier?, the upper tier containing

trees in pots. Vines, &c , shown with the idea of

improving the appearance as a whole. These were
well fruited examples, and helped to illustrate

orchard-house culture in a telling manner. The
finest dishes of fruit consisted of Gascoigne's Seed-

line, a showy variety, free bearing when aged
;

Tyler's Kernel, Baumann's Russet, Stone's, Lady Hen-
niker, Rosemary Basset, Reinette da Canada, New-

Hacon's Incomparable, but useless ; Beurr* Snper-

fio, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Le Lectier,

Catillac, &c. (Silver - gilt Medal). Messrs. Rivers

& Sons were 2nd in this class, and staged also

fruit-trees in pots, consisting of Fears : Duchess,

Charles Ernest, Pitmaston Duchess, Conference,

and Doyenne du Comice. The Apples that were

shown on dishes consisted of many of our best

varieties, of which we may mention some of the

finest specimens, viz., Warner's King, Emperor
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Alexandnr, Pomnna, Peck's PIpaiaut, The Qtieen,

Orange Pippin, B lie da Bois, Bumarck, Samiring-
ham, Nonsuch, King nf the Pippins, Lord Darby,
Washineton, Scarli-t Gdacoigne, and Melon. The
finest Pears were PiCmasCon Dachess, Vicar of

Winkfii-ld, the handsome Fertility, and Conference ;

two ear!v varieties, good for home consumption,
Emile d'Heysf, St. Lezin, Brown B'urr^, Marie Be-
noist, Seedling No. 11, resembling Fertility;

Lebrun, a very larg-f elongated fruit, of a yellow
colour; Gregoire Bourdilloo, Poire de Birriot,

a pale yellow Pear; Rivers' Si'edling Bargamot,
Magnate, very fine; Migherman, res»mbling the
B'riped Bon Chretien in shape ; and Triomphe de
Vienne. The varieties of fruif.s in this stand, all of

orchardhoaae culture, were Peach, Lidy Palmers-
ton ; Pmms, Monarch, one of the latest, a fine large
dark purple freestone variety, raised 'rom Automne
Compote, which was also shown ; Golden Trans-
parent Gage, a rich good Plum for the end of Sep-
tember ; Automne de Chamel, resembline Pond's
Seedling ; Cherry Guigne (Anglice, Gean) de Winkler,
a bright red juicy va'^iety, small, and hanging very
late in September. Figs were likewise shown in

some variety. An excellent exhibit of its kind,
showing what may be done with hardy fruits under
glass.

Collections of hardy fruits, in baskets or dishes,
grown in the open.—The winners in this compe-
tition were Messrs. G. Banyard & Co., Ist, with a
large showy stand or table, on which were arranged
seven pyramids of mixed varieties of Apples, with
baskets piled no with fruit in the intervals, the
remainder of the space being occupied with plates of
fruit. The Apples, as goes without Siying, were
jmt such as Kent only can produce—large, rosy or
yellow, clear-skinned specitnens; it is needless to
specify varieties. Some Grand Dake Plums of a
dark red colnur, a seedling from Autumn Compote,
Brvanstone Gage (well kept) were shown; and we
remarked a quantity of the handsome Princess
Royal and Red Filberts, Prolific Filb«rt, th^
earliest of them all : and the Atlas Cob. A
Gold or Silver-gilt Medal goes with this prize.
The winners of the second place in this competition
were Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, Sussex, who
put up a very exteo'ive collection in baskets and
platef, set out with Fern in pots. Extra fine were
the following :—Pears : B^lle de Fonqueray, Triomphe
de Jodoigne, Marie Benoist, Beur'6 Hardy. Alex-
ander Lucas, Doyenn^ Boussoch, KiefFer, Vicar of
Winkfield. Grosse Calebasse, Bearr6 Bosc, of fine size
and appearance

; Mikado, a free-bearing, ornamental
variety, of a rich brown, the eye-segments of which
drop out when the fruit is near maturity, leaving a
deep cavity

; the flavour has nothing to recommend
it. The best and finest Applet consisted of Duchess
of Oidenburgh. a most prolific variety this year at
Crawley; Rimbous Qieen, Warner's Kmg, Frog-
more Prolific, New Hiwthornden, and Stirling Cistle.
There were Dartmouth Crabs, Cobs, white- skinned
Filberts, immense Datch Medlars, and the beautiful
Archduke Pinm, a most prolific culinary variety,

Famis Grown in thb Open Aia (Open to
GabdbNBKS and AMiTE0BS ONLY).

Apples.—Tae present has not been a favourable
season for Apples, owing to the great thinning
effected by the frosts

; the fruits that were left have
made good and large specimens, though lacking to
some extent the colour obtained in a more sunny
season.

In the class for eighteen distinct dishes, to include
twelve cooking and six dessert varieties, Mr. Geo.
Woodward won Ist place, with a splendid lot, most
of them being large perfect fruits, and very fairly
coloured. Most noticeable a-nongst these were
Scone'f, Emperor Alexander, Northern Damoling
(very large). Peasgood's Nonsuch, Mere de M^aage,
Beauty of Bath, Golden Spire. Dessert varieties
w-re Worcester Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin,
Washington Wealthy, Kibjton's Pippin, and Barnack
Beauty, all capital.

Another good collection was one from C. Lee
Campbell, E'q., Giewston Conrt, Ross (^r.
Mr. S. T. Wright); but the 2ad prizs could
not be awarded, owing to a dish of Twenty-ounce
being considered by the judges to be identical
with Warner's Kmg, and therefore a duplicate.
To meet the case, however, an extra prize was
a^varded. Eoklinville Seedling, Sosncer's Favourite,
Warner's Kmg, Frogmore Prolific, Golden Spire, Cox's
P >ruona. De»onshire Q iirrenden, Amerii-in Mother,
Worcester Pearmain, Washington, and Kmg of the
Pjpoins, were eaoecially noteworthy.

Mr. A. T. Killiok, Weavering, Maidstone, was
1st in the class for twelve dishes, to inclade eight

cooking and four dessert varieties. In this fine ex-
hibit were B smarck, Ejklinville Seedling, Mire de
M^aage, Warner's King. Peasgood's Nonsuch, New
Hiwthornden, and Blenheim Orange, Worcester
Pearmain (ijood), Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange
Pippin, and Kmg of the Pippins. Tae 2qi1 prize was
taken bv Viscount Gage, Lewes, Sussex (gr., Mr.
George Hjlman), whose best dishes were Peasgood's

Nonsuch, Warner's King, Blenheim Orange, Cox's

Orange Pippin, Kmg of the Pippins, and Ribston
Pippen 3rd, The Rev. E, Birtram, D D„ Wakes
Colae Rectory, Halstead (gr., Mr. Graves), who had
good but medium-sized fruits of good colour.

In the next class, which was arranged for nine

dishes to include six cooking and three dessert, there

was only one exhibitor, and the 1st prize was with-
held, a 2ad priz^ being awarded to Lady Fortescue,

Dropmore, Maidenhead (gr,, Mr. Charles Herrin).

Mr. Giorge Woodward showed splendidly in a

class for six distinct dishes of cooking Apples, and
had fine dishes of Belle du bois, Peasgood's Non-
such (very even and good), Alexander (liza and
colour excellent), Warner's King, Lord Suflield, and
Stone's ; C. Lee Campbell, Eiq , was 2ad, and had a

g)od collection, being well ahead of Mrs. L. A,
KiMick, Laogley, near Maidstone, who was 3rd.

For three dishes of cooking Apples, there were
twelve or more entries, and a very close competition,

la the end, the Ist prize was won by Mrs. Killick;

she had Peasgood's Nonsuch, Ecklinville Seedling,

Mere de M^iiage ; the fruits were shown in their

true character, being splendid specimens. 2ad,

J. R. Bivincham, Etq., Bridge House, Carshalton
(gr., Mr. W. Jones), with Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Warner's King, and Dutch Codlin ; Jno. Hargreaves,

E<q., Maiden Erlegh, near Reading (gr., Mr. T.
Turton), was 3rd ; his Lord Sutfield dish was fair.

The b^st six dishes of dessert varieties were shown
by Mr. George Woodward, who had good, even, and
well-coloured fruits of Washington, Wealthy. Wor-
cester Pearmain, Barnack Beauty, Ribston Pippin,

and Cox's Orange Pippin. C. Lee Campbell, Esq.,

was 2ad, again with less-coloured and rather smaller
fruits; King Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, and
Margil were very good. 3rd, Mr. W. S. Dawson,
The Links, Flumstead Common (gr., T. A. Heston).

The best three varieties were from Sir Mark CoUett,
Bart., St. Clere, Kem^ing consisting of King of the
Pippins, Baumann's Red Reinette, and Cox's Orange,
the last-named lacking in colour, though size was
satisfactory; 2ad, John Hargreaves, Esq ,whohadvery
beautiful fruits of Duchess of Gloucester, also K bston
Pippin and King of Pippins; 3rd, W. Apthorpe,
Eiq , Cambridge, who had also a good exhibit.

Deisebt Peabs.

All the classes for Pears were well contested,

and there was very fine quality observable in many
of the exhibits not fortunate enough to obtain
P'lzes. The 1st place for a collection o' eighteen
dishes, distinct, was taken by Mr. Geo. Woodward,
and his best were Marguerite Marillat, a good and
new variety ; Pitmaston Duchess, General Todtleben,
Triomohe de Vienne, another good and new Pear

;

Conseiller de la C our, Doyenn^ Boussoch, Gan«ell's
Bergamot, Marie Louise, Princess, and others, all of

them being excellent in quality. 2ad, H. C. Motftt,
Etq., in whose exhibit we noticed as specially fine.

Souvenir du Coagr6§, Doyenn^ de Merode, Louise
Bonne of .lersey (ripe and very good) ; B'urr^
d'Amanlis, large, and others, 3rd, A. H. Smee,
Esq , The Grange, Wallington (gr., Mr. Cummins),
with a nice even collection of moderately-sized fruits.

1 or t'VeWe distinct dishes, H S. Vincent Ames,
Eiq., Westbury-on-Trym (gr., Mi*. Banaiater). was
1st Hi" best fruits were thos-^ of Pitmaston Duchess,
D lyenne Boussoch, B^urr^ Ciairgeau, and Duchesse
d'Augoudme; 2'id, A. Baaile, E<q, Weybridge.
L)rd Salfitild, Gunton Park, near Norwich (gr., Mr.
Allan), was first for nine dishes, and there were nine
other collections in this class. The quality was
first-rate, and the varieties were G-'neral Toltleben,
Mirie Louise d'Ui^cle, Pitmaston Duchess. Doyenne
Boussoch. Beurr6 D.el, D lyenn^ du Cornice, Mane
Liuise, Gim Morcsau, and Durondeau. Captain
Harcourt Rjse (gr., Mr, Cotterill) was a "uleudid

2ad, his best dishes being of Pitmaston Duchess,
Baurr^ Superfin, Brockworth Park, and Marie
Louise ; J, R. Bavingham was 3rd. The best six

dishes were shown by Mrs. Crawford (ar., Mr.
Slogrove), among ten other comoetitors She had
Diyenne Rjussoch, Brockworth Park, Doyeno^ du
Cjmice, Biurre Superfin, Pitmaston Duchess, and
B'urrfi d'Amanlis; 2nd, Earl Cowley (jr, Mr.
Gibson); and 3rd, Mr. W. A. Cook. The Dowager
Lady Freake (gr., Mr. Bickwood) beat tea other

exhibitors for three distinct dishes, showing, in

capital form, dishes of Pitmaston Duchess, DoyencS
du C imice, and Durondeau; 2nd, Mr. Jas. Hill, who
included some very fine fruits of Louise Bmneof
Jersey ; and some large Pitmaston Dachess were in

the 3rd collection, shown by Mr. W. Apthorpe.
Pears {stewing) —Mr. George Woodward won for

three dishes of stewing Pears, with Vicar of Wink-
field, General Todtleben, and Catillac. Captain
Harcourt Rise was 2jd ; and F. C S. Roper, E-q,
(gr., Mr. Blake), 3rd, In the class for a single dish,

there were twelve entries, and the competition was
keen. The Countess of Camperdown (gr,, Mr.
Masterson) won, with moderately-good fruits of

Uyedale's St. Germain ; Mr. W. A. Cook was 2ad ;

and Mr. T. S. G'rdler, Rosedale House, Lowther
Hill, Forest Hill, S.E., 3rd.

Peaches, &c,

Mr. George Woodward, with capital dishes of

Princess of Wales, Nectarine Peach, and another,
had 1st prize, for a collection of three dishes

;

the Countess of Camperdown. Shipston-on-Stour
(gr., Mr. Masterson), being 2nd, with Walton
Admirable, Barrington, and Late Admiral; 3rd,

F. A, Bevan, Esq., New Barnet (gr,, Mr. W. H. Lees),
who had good dishes of Exquisite and Princess of

Wales. In the competition for a single dish, the
1st prize fell to Viscountess Falmouth, Mereworth,
who had Princess of Wales ; Mrs. Hulse (gr., Mr.
Sclater) was 2ad, with Sea Eagle ; and Mr. S.

Fennell, Tunbridge, 3rd.
Nectarines.—There was but one entry for three

dishes of Nectarines, and a prize was awarded to Mr.
W. Pope, Newbury, for a collection of moderate
quality. In the class for a single dish there were
five competitors and the Ist position was taken by
Andrew Pears Esq., Spring Grove, Isleworth, Surrey
(gr., Mr. W. Farr), for a disti of good Albert Victor;
Earl Cowley was2id, and T Astley, Esq, Kingston-
on-Thames (gr., Mr, Griffin), 3rd.

Plums, &o.

Dessert Varieties.—The season is late for Plums, but
there were numerous entries in some of the classes.

The Ist place for four dishes of dessert varieties was
taken by W. H. Long, Esq,, Trowbridge (gr.. Mr.
Strugnell), with Transparent Gage, Golden Drop,
R'ine Claude de Bavay, and Bryanstone Green Gage

;

the Countess of Camperdown was 2ad, and C. J.

Massey, Esq. (gr., Mr. Day), 3rd.

J, Hargreaves, Esq., was the best among eleven

other competitors for a single dish, and showed
Coe's Golden Drop ; Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill (gr,,

Mr. Empson) was 2nd, and Mr. R. Edwards. Seven-
oaks, 3rd, each showing same variety as the Ist prize

winner.

Cooking Varieties.—Mr. W. Pope secured 1ft place

for four dishes of cook'ng Plums, with splendid Coe's

Golden Drop, Pond's Seedling, White Magnnm
B)oum, and Victoria; C. J. Massey, Esq., was
2ad, having Prince Enselbert. in the place of Coe's

Golden Drop; and J. Hargreaves 3rd, who included

Autumn Beauty and White Perdrigon.
Eleven competitors staged one dish of one variety,

and the winner was Mrs. Wingfield, with Grand
Duke; the Rev, E. Bartrum was 2nd, with Pond's
Seedline ; and Viscountess Falmouth 3rd, with
Grand Duke,

Gage Pluitis.—The Countess of Camperdown won
for one dish of any green or golden variety of Gage
Plum, staging R'ine Claude de Bavay ; 2od, Lady
Fortescue, with Transparent Gage; and 3rd, Sir J.

W, Pease, Bart., having Bryanston's Green Gage.
For one dish of any purple Gage, there was one
entry only, and a 2ad prize was awarded to Mr. J.

Neighbour, Epoing, for Purole Gage.
Damsons and Prunes,—For three distinct dishes,

Mr. Astin T, Killick was Ist with Truant and
Farleigh D imsons, and another ; 2ad, G, W, Dawson,
Esq. (gr., Mr. Heston).

Ballaces —^For a single dish of BuUaces, Mr. G.
Tebbutt, Mogden House, Isleworth. was Ist; F. G.
Arbiithnot, Esq, B^xley (gr,, Mr, Wells), 2Qd; and
W. G. Dawson, Efq , 3rd,

Morello Cherries.—A dish of fine Morello Cherries

caaie from the Countess of Camperdown. The
Dowager Lady Freake was 2ad, and Mr. R Elwardi
3rd. Most of the Cberries were of poor quality only,

Jfuta.—In a class for a collection of Nuts, including

one dish of each variety shown, the best came from
J. Hargreaves, Esq., who had dishes of large-fruited

French Walnut, another and smaller early fruiting

Walnut; Webb's Prize Cob, Red-skinned Filbert,

Hazel, and Cosford. Mr. Goodwin, of Mereworth,
was 2ad ; and Oolville Browne, Esq., Horticultural
CollegBj Swanley, was 3rd,

.
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Quinces.—The remaiDing class in this division waa
for a dish of (juinces, ond the Ist prize went to A. J.

Howard, Eiq., Isl.'wortn {gr., Mr. i'eBtuev) ; 2tid, A.
J. Humphrey, E*q. (gr, Mr. Birleycoru); 3rd, Mr.
Wiugfield. There were foar other exhibitors.

SiNQLE Dishes op Dessert and Kitchen Apples
Grown in the Open Aib (iJpen.)

Adams' Pear/uain. There wer** five dishes of thip,

the besi being from Mr, Gen, WooHward, beini; of

even size and goo^ colour, Mr, W, Tavler W4» 2ad,

anl th" Eiiul'fh Fruit atd Rose Co., Hereford, 3d,
Braddick's Nonpareil.—The English Fruit, and R'se

C>. staged the best among three other exhibits, Mr.
W. Tayler, who was 2fld, having large and coarser

fruits.

Cox's Orange Pippin.—There Wfre eleven exhioi'.s

of this popular Apple, and itwi« well showT. W.
H. Lont;, E-q bad capital fruits ; Mr. H. Berwick
wa- 2nd aTl Viscount Gage (gr,, Mr, Heiman) 3d.

Qoldcii a inette.— There WHS buf. me exhioit, and
tSis was awarded Ist prize. It came Irom Mr, H.
Berwick.

Kinff vf the Pippins.—This waa an extremely

popular class, as many as twenty-three dishes being

staged. Captain Harcourt Rose wa« lit with

beautiful fruits ; the English Fruit and Hose Co.

2ad, and Mr. Garraway 3rd. All these exhibits were
excellent.

Lady Sudeley,—There were only four competitors

for this somewhat new and very nrefty early Apple,

Mr, K EJwards was Isr, and Mr. H. Bc^rwick waa
2nd. The other prize was withheld,

Mannington's Pearmain.— F. S. W. Cornwallis,

Esq. (gr., Mr. Mackenzie), beat six other competitors
•"ith a cftnital dish ; 2iio, J. W. Melles, Eaq. j and
3rd. Mr. George Woodward.

Marffil.—This handsome variety was good aid
well coloured from Mr. Geo. Woodward and Mr.
James Soottiswoode, who were Ist and 2nd respec-
tively

; 3rd, Viscount G<ge.
Mother, American.—F. S. W. Cornwalli', Esq

,

staged gi od fruits of capital colour of this variety
;

and Mr. Go. Woodward, who wai 2nd, was followed

by C. Lee Campbell, Esq. These were all goud, and
there were three other exhibitors.

lieinette du Canada.—Among four other dishes,

that of Mr. George Woodward was best, th'< fru'ts

being in true chaiacter. and very even; Mr. W.
Tayler wf!« 2nd, and the English Fruit and Koae
Compinv 3 d.

Rihston Pippin.—C. Lee Campbell, Esq , was best

in the clasn for this capital variety, and aoionuft
twenty exhihitors. He was followed by F, S. W.
Cornwallis, Eq.. and J. Hargreaves, E q.

Rosemary Rusiet.—J. Hargreavea, E q., was l-t,

with prttcy good fruus; and was followed by P.
Cavanath, E<q., and Mr. H. Berwick.

Scarlet Nonpareil.—Only two dishes were st;« -e ',

and Mr. George Woodward, »ho showeo muderately
good fruite, was followed by Mr. Garraway.

Worcester Pearmain.—This handsome variety was
largely and thoroughly well shown. There were
fi'teen exhibitors, and the Ist prize "n awarded to

Mr. George Woodward, (or splendid ruits o' remark-
able colour; C. Lee Campbel', Esq. waa 2nd; and
F. S. W. Cornwallie, Esq., 3rd, The Cumpetition
was unusnally close in this class.

Any other Variety.—Here was a class for any
variety the exhibitor might desire to stage, other than
those above given. There were eighteen dishes, and
the 1st prize was taken by Mr. Geo Woodward, for

splendid fruits of Washingtoo ; Mr. K. Edwards
was 2Dd, showing a good dish of Wtalthy; and ihe
English Fruit and liose Company, with the same
Tar'B'y, was .Srd.

Cuokinij Apples,—Classes 70 to 104 were for single
dishes oi culmarv Apples, and the eutiieaw- re, it any-
thing, morr numeroui than in the case ot the dessert
varieties. Tnere were four competitors for n dish of

Alfriston : Mr. G, Wythea, gr. to the Duke of
Norihumbeiland, Syoi H iu«e, Bvntlord. was lat,

with line examples ; Mr. H. Berwick was 2ud ; nnd
Mr, F.Cavanagh. Convent Gardens Kiehampt'in 3.-d.

The clas« for Beau'y of Kent brought five d' hes

:

Mr. G Woodward WIS lat wi.h 'oud fruit; Mr. C.
Herrin. gr. to Lady Fort^escoe D >pmor-', Maid^-o-
head, 2nd; and Mr. H. Berwick 3d. There were
thiiteen coiupst tors with Bi^inarck, fine examples
beini; staged : Mr. J. MoK-nzie, gr. to F. W. S.

CoruwalliJ Esq., MP., Linton Park. Staplehnrst,

was lat; M' G. Wooiwaid, 2Qd ; and the English
Fiuit and Kias Cj. 3rd. Tnere were sevenieen

dishes of Blenheim Orange, occupyint? poitiona of

two tables, Mr. P. CaViuagh taking th' 1st priz.i,

with Very tine fruit; Mr. Barlejco^n, gr. to A.J.

Humphreys, Esq., was 2nd; and Mr. M. R Edwards
3'd, There were five dishes of Bramlej's Seedling :

Mr. S, T. Wright wis 1st, with capital fruit ; the

English Fruit and Bjse Co. was 2ad; and Mr. G.
Garraway 3rd.

Cellini Pippin was represented by twelve dishen,

and some very good examples were staged, Mr, II.

Berwick taking the 1st prize ; the English Fruit and
Rose Co, was 2nd ; and Mr. P. Cavanai;h, 3 d. Out
of fourteen compet tors, Mr. J. McKenzi-had the b'St

dish of Cox's Pomona, very tine; Mr, G Woodward
was 2nd ; and Mr. Turton, 3rd. There were only six

dish-s of Duchess of Oldenburg. Mr. A, T. Kilick
was 1st with fine Apples ; 2ad, the English Fruit and
Rose Co. ; 3rd, Mr. W. Tayl.jr. There w^-re thirteen

dishes ot Dumelow's Seedling. Mr. T. Tuton waa
Isf. ; Mr. Thomson, gr to Metars. W. and E. Wells,

H lunslow, 2(id; and Mr. H. B.rwick, 3rd, E^klin-
ville Seedling was represented bv sixteen dish*^',

Bonne of the truit being very line indeed ; Mr. S T.
Wrii/ht came lat; Mr. A T. Kiliick was 2nd ; and
Mr. H Berwick, 3rd. Emperor Alexander wa« pre-

8-nted in goo I form : nut o* te i competitors, Mr. J.

McKenz > was l<t;; Mr. G. Woodward, 2nd; and
Messra. Rivers & Son, 3rd. Gascoigne'a Scarlet was
represented bv four dishes only, the Ist priz< being

taken by Mr. G. Woodward ; Mr. A. T, Kiliick was
2nd ; and Mr. H. Berwick, 3rd. There were
nine competitors with Golden Noble, Mr. G.
Woodward bring again lit ; Mr. J. McKenzie
2ad, and Mr. H. Berwick 3rd. Mr. G. Woodward
had the best diah of Golden Spire, very good indeed

;

Mr. J. McKenzie was 2nd, and Mr. G. Garraway
3rd. Grenadier waa very fine; the best; of five

dishes came also from Mr. G. Woodward ;
Mr. C.

Herrin was 2ad, and Mr. J. Mackenzie 3rd. N-w
Ha^-thornden waa reoreannte.-i by eleven dishes: Mr.
T. Tu too was 1st. Mr. G. W.iodwa'd 2od and Mr.
Bannister, sr. to H Vincent A-ues, Esq , Wertbury-
onTrjm. 3id There wer» nine diah^a oi Lino's

Prince Albert: Mr. S. T. Wright wis 1st, with very

fine fruit; Mr. G. Woidnard was 2ad, and Messrs.

R vers & Son 3rd. Mr. G. Woodward had th» best

dish "f Lord Daib', eight compelini; ; M'. J. Uud-
«0(i, G inner bury House, wai 2ad ; and Mr. Taylor
3d. Mr. MiKenzie had th" best dish of Lord
Grosvenor ; Mr. G. Woodward took the 2nd prize,

and Mr. C. Herrin the 3d. There were foniteen

dishes of Lord Suiiield, Mr. Kiliick taki-",' the 1st

prize with large but ungainly fruit; Mr. Woodward
coming 2nd with what appeared a perfect disn :

fruit larg.». hand'ome, and finely finished ; Mr.
H Berwick waa 3rd. There were nine dishes of

Mere de M^oa^*, I'Tg^, and well-coloured for the

season : Mr. A. T Killick was Isf, Mr. J. McKenzie
2.id, and Mr. G. Woodward 3rd. Noithern G.eeniug
was represented by the type, and also by the new
form : the latter, which is quite distinct, waa repre-

sented by fine truit, which gained for the Engliah

Fruit and Rose Company the 1st prize ; Mr.
•^otterell, gr. to Ciptaia H. Roae, Tanbridge, was
2nd; and Mr. W. Taylor 3rd, both with the type.

Tnere were but two dishes of Newton Wonder,
which ie described as a " recent introduction of great

merit lar !e and good :
" Mr. S. T. Wright was lat,

and Mr, G Garraway 2od. Peasgood's Nonsuch was
repreatnted by fouit»en dishee, aome very fine indeed :

Mr. G Woodward came la'., with a diah of evenly-

balanc"d Applea; Mr. J. McKenzie waa 2nd; and
Mr. W. Ta\lor 3.-d. There were seven dishes of

Pott's Seedling; and h»i-e Mr. W. Taylor came Ist

;

the E iglish Fruit and Rose Company 2ud ; and Mr. G.
Woodward 3d. Sandringham was onl? sparingly

represented, but the fruits very good : Mr. U. Ber-

wick took the Is"; prize; Mr. G. Wvthes was

2ad ; and Mr G W.odward wp.« 3rd. Ther- were

four dishes only of Spencer's Favourite or Queen
r.irolioe : Mr. G. Woodwird was Ist. Mr. S. T,

Wriiht 2ad. and Mr. Kiliick 3.d. Stirling Castla

was represented by ten dishes ; Mr. J McKenzie
was 1st. Mr. C. R«8 2ad, and Messrs. Rivera & Son
3rd. There were aix dishes of Scone's or Loddiogton

Seedling: Mr. G Woodward was Ist wi'.h fine Iroit;

Mr. J. McKenzie 2ad, and Mr. H. Berwick 3 d.

Tn." Qaeen was in t'ood cbaiaoier. rep>ea»niei also

by aix diahes; Mr. G. Woodward again Ist, Mr. H.
B-rwick 2ad, and Mr. W. Taylor 3rd. Tow-r of

Glamia was verv fine, aix diahea co upeting ; Mr. J.

McKenzie was ls5, Mr. G. Woodward 2ad, and Mr.

S T. Wright S'd. There was but on- diah ot Tyler's

Kernel, from Mr. H. Berwick, who was awarded the

It prize. Warner's King was represented by

geventeen dishes, includin!.' some v"ry fine fruit;

Mr. G. Woodward was Ist, Mr. J. McK»nzie 2od and

Mr. A. T. Killick 3rd. Waltham Abbey Seedling

was very fine, Mr. G. Woodward taking the lat prize.

with a perfect dish ; Mr. J. McKenzie waa 2nd, and
Mr. T. Turton 3rd. In the class for any other
variety there were eighteen diahes, Mr. G. Wood-
ward being 1st, with very fine Belle du Bois, which is

regarded as synonymous with Gloria Mundi ; The
English Fruit and Rose Co. came 2nd, with Frog-
more Prolific, also very fine ; and Mr, G. Tebbutt,
Islewortb, was 3rd, with very tine Lady Benniker,
The unplaced diahea included fine fruits of Stone's, or

Liddington, Gloria Mundi. Pomme Royale, Belle de
Pontoise, and Yoikshiie Beauty.

Single Dishes op Desssbt Pears Grown in the
Open Aib. (Open )

Beurri Rose.—Th"re were ei^ht diahes staged, and
the largeat and beat duita were from Messrs. W. and
E. Wells, H ounslow (gr., Mr. Thompson) ; and the

2 id prize dish from the Horticultural College,
Swunl^y ; Captain Harcourt Rise, was 3rd,

Beurr^ Diet.—Was shown by eleven competitors,
and those from Mr. W. Tayler were large and very

clear fruits. The Dowager Lady Freake, Twicken-
ham, was 2iid; and the Duke of Northumberland
(gr. Mr. Wythep). 3rd.

Beurri d'Amanlis. — H. C. Moff"at, Esq. (gr., Mr.
Spencer), had a caoital diah, and beat a round dizeu
of competitors. He was followed by Earl Cowley,
and Mr. Geo. Woodward ; all of them were good.

Biurr^ Hardy.—-Mr. Geo. Woodward's was the best

of fou'teen the fruits being large and smooth, those

from Mr. Jas. Spottiswoode, Brighton, bad more
colour ; and Mr. J. Turner, Week Hail, Brighton,

wa« 3rii.

Beurre Super/in.—This fine Pear waa shown by
twelve competitors, and with a very good diah, Mr.
Geo. Woodward won the lat plac*', followed by H.
Vincent Ames E«q. and H. 0. MoflFat, Esq.

ti'iliiu/ns Bon Chritiai.—Only five dishes were
staged, and the quality waa not remarkat^le, it now
being rather late for this variety. C. J. Massey.

E-q., Garliestown, Wigton (gr., Mr. Day), was 1st ;

W. G Dawson, Esq., 2nd; and A. J, Unnjphrey,

Esq, Walton, Leigh (gr„ Mr, Barleycorn), 3rd,

Comte de Lamy —Mr, George Woodward won in

this class with fruits of moderate (quality. He waa
followed by J. Hargreaves, Esq., and Col. Archer
Honblon (gr., Mr. Koss).

Conjerence was shown only in three cases, Messrs.

T, F, R vera & Sons being 1st with tine fruits,

followed bv .1. W. Melles, Esq , and Mr. Woodward,
Marechal de la Cour.— Mr, Woodward's (rnita that

beat ten other exhibits were splendid ; Mrs, Hulse,

Carshalton, was 2nd ; and Mrs, Crawford 3rd,

Doyenne du Cornice.—This exc-llent variety waa

put up by aixteen competnors, and la'ge fine speci-

mens from Sir Mark CoUett w n the 1st priz" ; Lord
Suttield, who was 2ud, was followed by Viscount
Gage, Lewes (gr., Mr, Helmsn).

burondeau — Mr. Geo. Woodward had a good

exhibit, and waa lat; he was followed by Sir Mark
Ci'lett and Lord Suttield. There were nine other

exhibitors

Emile d'Heyst.—In this class also, Mr, Woodward
wai auccesatul with fine fruits, the only other

diahea being from Lord Suffield and Mr, Berwick,

Fondante d'Automne was shown by seven exhibitors,

and G. W Dawson, Esq , with nice even fruits waa

Isi: ; Mr. W. Tayler following, and Mr. W. Fue 3rd.

Gloii Morceau.—Lord Sulfield's dish was superb, and

much ahead of Sir M. CoUett, who waa followed by

Mr. Woodward.
Josephine de Malinea.—Mr. G. Woodward had the

b-st dish among e'ght others and was followed by
Mr. J. Hill, Cambridge, and H. C. Moffat, Eiq.

Louise Bonne of Jersey.—There were twenty-one

dishes staged, the quality of most of them being very

fin-. Messrs. T. F Rivers & Sons, were 1st, with

aolendid and la ge fiuits ; and Mr, .J, Hill, and H. C.

Motfit., E-q. s'a,!ed dishes ot good quality also.

Marie Louise,—This ever-popular Pear was com-
peted lor by twenty-seven exhib'ors. being the

largest nuin'ier any one dish of Peaa attiacted,

exc-pt P tmaston Dachegs, which had twenty-eight.

T. B Hdvwood, E-q., Woodhatch, Reiijate (gr.. Mr.

C J Siter), was l.t; Mr C. Ciard, Clapham Park,

2ad ; and J. Hargreav-s, Esq., 3rd.

NouueUe J'a/uie.— Exhibited but sparingly. H.
C. Motfatt, Esq., who had very commendable fruita,

was followed by Mr. G. Fennell and the Duke of

Northumberland.
Pitmaston Duchess.—Ot the twenty-eight diahea

ahown the best was from Lord Sufileld, and he waa

W'U followed by Captain Harcourt Rose aud Mr.

W. A Co'.k All th-ae were good.

Souvenir du Congres.—Fine examples of this useful

variety placed Colonel Archer Houblon before eight
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other exhibitor*, bnt he was closely followed by
Mp8"r8. W. & E. Wells, and Messrs. de Kothschild.

Thompson's.—Lord Suflield won in this class, and
was followed by Mr. H. Berwick and G. W.
Dawson, Esq, The exhibits were good, and there

were four other diehps staged,

Triomphe de Vienne.—This tolerably new and
first-class handsome Fear was shown by three exhi-

bitors only. Mr, Woodward had fine fruits, and he
was followed by G, W, Dawson, Esq., and Mr. J.

Foreman, Maidstone.

H inter Nelis.—Captain II. Rose had nice frnits of

this good keeping Pear, and Mr, Garraway, who was
2ad, was followed by T. B. Haywood, Esq, There
were ten other dishes.

Any other Variety.—A class left to the exhibitor's

fancy, and always a popalar one. There were twenty-

nine entries, and Mrs, Halse, with fine large fruits of

General Todtleben, was 1st ; Mr, H, Berwick 2nd ;

and Mrs. Crawford, who had good specimens of

Doyenn^ Boassoch, 3rd.

Special Fbizes.

Six varieties of Hardy Fruits, grown in the open

air, two gallons of each, and at least two kinds of

frnits being represented. Market-growers only to

compete. The winner of the Ist prize was Mr.

Wyatt, Hatton, Middlesex, who had four varieties of

Apples, viz., Ingestre, King of the Pippins, Worcester
Pearmain, and Duchess' Favourite ; and Pears, Brock-
worth Park, and Pitmaston Duchess, both good
samples.

For the best ten bushels and ten half-busbels of

one variety of Apples, particulars of trees, soil,

system of culture, method of packing, and grading

to be given (open to market-growers). 1st prize to

Mr, Geo, Tebbutt, Mogden House, Isleworth. Fruit

from old unpruned bush -trees, grade of the best

acreage, 35 acres of mixed fruitf, variety King of

the Pippins (dessert),

Mr, Tebbut was 1st for one bushel of cooking
Apples, Lady Henniker, fine large clean fruit ; but it

being an angular, rather uncouth-shaped fruit, it did

not take the eye as, say, Golden Spire or Golden
Noble. The produce was from bushes twenty years

old, and management as before stated.

Fruit Packing.—For the best packed baskets of

Grapes (12 lb.), received by rail : Ist, Mr. Gore,

Polegate ; 2nd, Mr, Mclndoe, Hatton Hall Gardens,
Darlington ; 3rd, Mr, C. Cooper, Ascot.
The best-packed box of ripe Peachee, twenty-four

in number, received by rail : 1st, Mr. G. Woodward,
the packing being wood-wool, and tissue paper in

which to wrap each fruit. The boxes were about
13 by 19 by 3 inches. 2nd, Ralph Sneyd, Esq. (gr.,

Mr. Wallis), Keele Hall, Stafford, the packing
cotton wool wound round each fruit over tissue

paper ; these had travelled well, but the wool costs

more than the wood-wool, cannot be cleaned, and
soon gets unelastic. 3rd, A. J. Howard, Eeq. (gr.,

Mr. Pentney).

Best- packed box of twenty-four ripe Pears: 1st,

Mr. G. Woodward, packing same as with Peaches,
Dimensions of box, 2 feet by Ij foot by 4 inches.

2nd, Mr. Garraway ; in this case the packing
materials seemed too scanty, the box about the same
size as the previous one, 3rd, Mr, J, Clarke, Farn-
bam ; in this case the packing was not first-class.

For Mr. G, Munro's and Webber's prize for the
best packages superior to the ordinary bushel and
balf-bushel baskets for the carriage of Apples, the
competition was very small, and the Ist prize was
secured by Mr, Savage, Peckbam.
A. Weir, Esq., Bendarroch, Ottery St. Mary,

Devon, showed samples of packing choice Apples in

boxes with wood-wool, viz., a 6 lb. box with the
fruits placed in one layer ; and a 21 lb. box with
several layers. The cost of wood-wool was given at

66. Gd. per cwt, (we think it is cheaper), and pack-
thread for tying boxes together 48, 6d. per 12 lb.

Messrs. Colby, Hinkley & Co., 10, Tudor Grove,
Wells Street, Hackney, showed a new kind of wooden
market basket to supersede the Willow baskets now
in general use, and which are dear to buy, easily

decay, bruise the fruit placed in them, and which
cannot be packed as empties one inside another.
The basin-shaped baskets shown have the advantage
of packing one within another, thns taking up com-
paratively small space, of being strong, light, smooth
inside and out, and are furnished with a lid formed of

a wooden-hoop and strong slats, so as to admit of
ample ventilation. The price is, we believe, less per
dozen than that of ordinai'v baskets.

Messrs, C. H, Clover & Co., Ormside Street, Old
Kent Road, London, S.E , showed nests of boxes, of

a capacity of 1 lb. each, for the sending by rail, &c
,

of berries, Tomatos, and soft frnits generally ; also

the materials of which the boxes are made, in a
handy cut-up form, for export, or sending long dis-

tances at home. It seemed a great improvement on
the methods in common use.

MlSCELLANE0t7S.

A large and important position among the trade
exhibits of fruit was taken by that from Messrs. Jas.

Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, and
displayed on two large tables, the Pears upon one of
these, and the Apples on the other, there being about
150 dishes of the former, and 170 of the latter.

The new Marguerite Marrillat was shown, and there
were pretty dishes of Dr. Hogg, Gansell's Bergamot,
Beurr^ Hardy, Seccle (especially good), and very
many others. On this table also were a few
of the later Plums. Several varieties of Damsons
also, and the Wilson Junior Blackberry, and Rubus
laciniatus. This last-named Blackberry is a very
free cropper, and is strongly recommended ; the
fruits are not large, bnt good. The Superlative
Raspberry was also shown.

Glancing at the other table, we noticed nearly all

of the best varieties of Apples were represented by
good and, in many cases, excellent frnits.

A considerable space of the western portion
of the nave was occupied by collections of Apples
and Pears, with here and there a dish or two
of Plums and Medlars, exhibitors in some cases
covering one and some two tables each of about
150 superficial feet. Messrs. J. Laing & Sons
received a Silver-gilt Knightian Medal for a collec-

tion covering two tables, comprising about 250
dishes of Apples and Pears, with large basketfuls of
leading varieties. One object of interest was
two tiny trees, each in a pot, ' budded at the
end of August, 1893, and each bearing a
fruit of Bismarck. A Silver Knightian Medal
was awarded to Messrs. Spooner & Sons, nur-
serymen, Honnslow, who set up a very fine col-

lection, the fruit bright and clear, and well coloured.
A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded to Messrs, C
Lee & Sod, nurserymen, Hammersmith, who had a
large table filled with best varieties of Apples, and a
supplemental one with Pears. A Silver Banksian
Medal was also awarded to Messrs. B, Peed & Son,
Roupell Nurseries, Streatham, who also filled a large

table with dishes of Apples and Pears, A Silver

Banksian Medal was also awarded to Messrs Paul &
Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, also with a large table
of Apples and Pears.

From the School of Handicraft for Poor Boys at
Chertsey, Mr. A. J. Brown, Instructor in Horticul-
ture, came forty- five dishes nf Apples and Pears of a
very creditable character. From the Gardens of the
Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick came eighty-

four dishes of Apples,

The Conference,
(From our Special Reporters.)

Haedy Feuits foe Small Gahdens,

The proceedings of the Conference in the afternoon
of Saturday were devoted to the reading and discussion

of a paper on this subject, prepared by the Rev. W.
Wilks, M.A. Vicar of Shirley, Surrey, Secretary of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and Mr. George
Bunyard, F,R.H.S., The Nurseries, Maidstone, In
the absence, through severe illness, of the Rev. W,
Wilks, the paper was read by Mr, Bunyard, who at

the outset gave Mr, Wilks all the credit for the real

work connected with the preparation of the paper. By
" small " gardens was meant, for the present purpose,

gardens in which from half an acre to an acre and
a half was set apart for fruit and vegetable culture.

If fruit was to be grown to any reasonable extent

in a small garden at all—if, the gardener was
expected to furnish the dinner-table with relatively

as much of fruit as he did of vegetables, than rather

more than half the spice at his disposal should be
devoted to it. One way in which a great economy
of space could be made in small gardens, is by
planting standard Apples and Plums, and early

Pears and Cherries, in the pleasure garden. An
Apple-tree planted in front of a couple of evergreen

Oaks, and surrounded with an undergrowth of Rho-
dodendrons or Lauruatinus, &c., would make a lovely

picture. Or a half- standard Apple, with the lower

branches encouraged at first so as to sweep down
upon the turf, was quite as pretty as nine-tenths of

the lawn-trees that one saw. Yellow Ingestre

made a charming lawn Apple, on account of its

beautiful drooping habit. A standard Williams'

Bon Chretien on the Pear stock (if an early

Pear be wanted) would make a lovely object;

Benrr^ d'Amanlis and Jargonelle, were both of

handsome foliage, and had much finer flowers
than Williams' Bon Chretien, but the flavour
of Amanlis was not equal to that of Bon Chretien,
and Jargonelle so very quickly rotted. Plnms and
Cherries would also clothe the garden with a wealth
of blossom in the spring, quite as beautiful as many
of our so-called ornamental trees, besides providing
a wealth of fruit in the autumn, and adding
immensely to the general interest of the pleasure-

garden. A Mulberry and a Medlar, if they were
had at all, should certainly be on the lawn, the
foliage of the Mulberry, and its peculiar growth,
making it a good contrast to almost all other trees

;

and the massive white blossoms of the large Dutch
Medlar, and the glorious tints of its foliage in
autumn, marked it out as a desirable ornamental
tree, without considering its fruit, whilst its

drooping habit rendered it not unfitted to cover a
low summer-seat. Roughly speaking, every third

tree in any pleasure-garden might, without disfigure-

ment, or lessening of the general effect, be a fruit-tree.

All fruit-trees in the ornamental garden should bn
grown on the extension system, that was, pruned
but sparingly, the leaders of all the branches being
allowed almost free play, cutting back only to
balance the head when young, the side-shoots being
clean cut out to a couple of buds, if the inner
growth appeared too dense.

Turning to the kinds of fruits to be grown, and
the varieties of each to be preferred, it was impos-
sible to lay down any hard-and-fast rnle. In the
same way, the proportion of the various kinds to one
another would depend, to a great extent, on the
preferences of each household. Setting aside

individual cases, the order of relative importance,
from a household point of view, would probably be
nearly this, viz , 1, Cooking Apples ; 2, Cooking
Plums; 3 Gooseberries; 4, Strawberries; 5, Rasp-
berries ; 6, Red Currants ; 7, Dessert Apples ; 8,

Dessert Plums ; 9, Cherries ; 10, Black Currants
;

11, Dessert Pears ; 12, Stewing Pears; 13, Medlars;
14, Quinces; 15, Mulberries, Peaches, Nectarines,

and Apricots were not spoken of, as though, in a
sense hardy in the South of England, they were far

better grown in an orchard- house.

Apples for Cooking should be from five to eight in
number. For the earliest, choose either Pott's

Seedling, Ecklinville, Grenadier, or Lord Grosvenor;
for second Apple, Warner's King or Stirling Castle

;

third, either Tower of Glamis or Blenheim Orange ;

fourth, Lane's Prince Albert in bush form, or Wel-
lington, or New Northern Greening ; fifth, either

Bramley's Seedling, Newton Wonder, or Alfriston
;

sixth, Bismarck or Golden Noble ; seventh, the
second out of the three named for the fifth place, so

as to make sure of late- keeping Apples; and if an
eighth be possible, Lord Derby (in bush form); ninth
(strongly advised), Annie Elizabeth, the latest Apple
of all, which keeps good up till May, In this way,
except for spring frosts, which no forethought could
avoid, there would be a supply of Apples the whole
season through. Apples required well gathering end
well keeping. When they parted easily from the
tree they were fit to pick.

Plums for Cooking.—Five varieties would suffice:

—

First, Rivers' Early Prolific ; second. The Czar

;

third. The Sultan, or Belgian Purple ; fourth, Vic-
toria ; fifth. Pond's Seedling, or Monarch, If pos-
sible, add a tree of Damson, either Farleigh or

Bradley's King, and one of Shepherd's Bullace.

Sharp look-out should be kept for bnllfinches

during blooming.

Gooseberries.—There could scarcely be too many
bushes—twenty- five to forty at least. Every collec-

tion should include Whitesmith, Bobby, Crown Bob,
Pitmaston Green Gage, Whinham's Industry, Keep-
sake, Early Sulphur. Warrington, Leader, Brown
Girl, and Leveller. The bushes should be grown in

a patch, for ease of netting, and very early fruit

could be had by planting cordons on a south or west
wall.

Strawberries.—These, like Gooseberries, must, in

the country, be netted before they begin to colour,

or the birds will not leave one to ripen. They
should therefore be in beds, and not planted as an
edging to the paths, as was so often seen. There
should be at least 350 to 500 plants. For a light

soil, plant Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury for next
gathering. President or Sovereign third, Countess,

and latest, Gunton Park or Lord SuHield. Some
other varieties might be tried, viz,, Noble, Latest
of All, British Queen, Lucan, Georges Lesnir, and
Filbert Pine,

Eatpberriet.—A line of from 100 to 200 yards in

length would not be too much. Red Antwerp was
stili the best for flavour, though perhaps Superlative
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wai to be preferred, owing to its prolific bearing, and

ita flavour was not far behind. Ked Antwerp and
other good kinds were Carter's Prolific, and Norwich
Wonder.
Red Currants.—A very few of these would sufHce

if plenty of the better fruits were grown. About
twelve bashes would be enough, half being of Red
Dutch and half of Raby Castle. To plant white

Currants, as white Rispberries, was to waste good
ground, but it they were required, the best were

White Transparent and Versailles.

Applesfor Dessert.—Five of these should be planted,

and mostly in busb form. In their order of bearing

they should be :—Irish Peach or Devonshire Qnar-
renden. Lady Sudeley, Gravenetein or Worcester

Pearmain, Cox's Orange—the prince of all dessert

Apples. If later varieties were wanted they would

be best found amongst Sturmer Pippin, Dake of

Devonshire, or Rosemary Russet.

Plums for Dessert.—All kinds of Plums should be

grown, either on a wall or fence, in buah fashion.

Three or four would probably be enough. Deniston's

Superb would be the first, followed by Rivers' Early

Transparent, and that again by Jefferson's, ending

the season with Cje's Golden Drop, which should

have a wall. Greengages should be avoided where
bullfinches abound.

Cherries.—The finest Cherries for dessert were

Early Rivers (black), and Kent Bigarreau (white);

and for cooking, none could approach Kentish, A
north or a north-east wall could be used for planting

a Morello against.

Black Currants.—About ten or twelve bushes of

these should be grown, as they make excellent jelly.

The best variety was Baldwins, or if that could not

be had true, Lee's Prolific.

Pears for Dessert.—Pears are of little value in an
ordinary family where no great amount of company
is kept, and dinner parties are nut of constant

occurrence. The earliest Pear advised is Williams'

Bon Chi^l^ien, either as a standard or bush tree.

This may be followed by Louise Bonne, Beuri^ Hardy,
Fitmaston Duchess, and Durondeau, all of which do
well as bush trees or espaliers. Marie Louise is a

somewhat over-rated Pear. The best of all Pears

is Doyenni da Cornice, and a Winter Nelis should

be tried.

Pears for Cooking,—These should be in bush or

espalier lorm, toe fruits being so heavy. Catillac is

the best for the purpose, the blossom being really

most beautiful and ornamental.

Medlars.—The variety called Large Dutch forms a
very pretty small lawn tree. Few people seem to

know how very delicious Medlar jelly is.

Quinces.— If there be any odd damp corner, or an
unoccupied spot near a pond, a Quince-tree is

always useful. The Pear-shaped variety should be
preferred.

Toe paper also gave suggestions for planting and
pruning. The best time for planting all fruits is

late October and throughout November. S'^raw-

berries should be planted in August or early

September. Just digging a hole, cramming the

roots in, shovelling the soil over, stamping it down
and leaving it, is the wrong way to plant any trees,

and can only result in failure. The right way is,

break up all the eath to a depth of 18 inches, either

la a square or circle of at least 3 feet across, but
without bringing the bottom spit to the top.

If the roots are in any way jagged or torn,

cut the points cleanly off with a sbarp knife,

and at the same time shorten back all the
Iraight-downward roots, nnless they will easily bend
outward to right and left ; p'.ace the tree in the
hole at such a depth thac when the planting is

tiniahed it will be at the same depth as it was in

the nursery, which will be easily seen by the soil-

mark on the stem. The depth should be such that
tbe uppermost roots will be about 3 or 4 inches
below the surface when the planting is finished.

Spread out the lowest roots carefully on the soil

in the hole, and scatter a little fine earth over
them ; then spread out the roots next above these,

adding more soil, then those above them, and so on,

giving a little shake now and then to let the soil

run in between the fine roots. When all the roots

are spread out and covered, give the trees a good
vigorous shake, add a little more soil, and then
tread it in firmly, and fill np the hole slightly

above the surrounding soil, as it will sink

1 or 2 inches
;

put a strong stake to the
tree, and be sure that the way the two are

fastened together is such as to make it impos-
sible for the stem of the tree to chafe itself

against the stake when the winds blow
;
protect the

trees from rabbits, cattle, and sheep. No dang
whatever should be used under the ground. It is

important not to plant too deeply, especially in wet
or heavy lands. It is important to spread out all

the roots down to the smallest fibres.

'

Many other details, all of which are important to

ensure complete success, are given in the paper, and
some hints are furnished on worn-out and dilapidated

gardens. " Most old gardens are benefited more by
the addition of fresh turfy loam than by strong
nitrogenous manure, as in time all the holding
qualities of the soil in town gardens seems to vanish,

and it assumes such a loose nature that the roots of

fruit trees cannot duly perform their functions in it."

The Chairman, in inviting discussion, said they
often learnt more from their failures than from their

successes. He then told the meeting of a gentleman
who was taught by bitter experience, because con-
trary to instructions, his trees were planted too

deep ; and because a dead dog, a dead cat, and
batchers' offal, were placed at the roots of some Pear
and Apple trees. Trees could not live on such food,

said the Chairman, who added, that as they would
not go to a cheap grocer for their tea, so they should

go to none but the best sources for their fruit trees.

Mr. John Wright paid a high tribute to the Rev.
Mr. Wilks' paper. No mention had, however, been
made of the grand old favourite among Strawberries,

Sir Joseph Paxton.

Mr. Bunyard said the flavour was not good enough.
Another gentleman in the ball suggested that It

was " worn out."

Mr. Wright vigorously defended Sir Joseph Pax-
ton from these onslaughts. He was glad to see the

importance attached by Mr. Wilks to the Gooseberry
and the Raspberry. These were the fruits for the

amateur, as they gave an ample return for a space
allotted to them. He mentioned a man who divided

his allotment from his neighbour's by a hedge of Rasp-
berries. The hedge was 75 yards long only, but after

consuming all he needed, the grower sold be-

tween £3 and £1 worth each year. That was
an example of how to utilise ground which
might have been planted with a useless busb.

In fruit culture, knowledge, judgment, and or-

dinary business commercial care were needed.
Being a Liveryman of the City of London, he
would like to tell them a secret, and make a

suggestion. The Master of the Fruiterers' Company
would in all probability be Lord Mayor next year.

The suggestion was, that the Royal Horticultural

Society should hold another show next year, which
should be opened by the Lord Mayor in state,

who would bring all London with him.

Mr. H. R. Williams, who has been twice Master
of the Fruiterers' Company, and whose prize of

25 gs. and Gold Medal for an essay on the subject

of the day were won by the last speaker (Mr.Wrigot),
next spoke. He said he was sure Sir Joseph Renals,
if Lord Mayor, would gladly open the next year's

sho>v. The speaker went on to allnde to the long
discuasion which has been going on in the Times on
the subject of fruit growing.

Mr. Rivers also alluded to the Times corre-

spondence. He said that if an orchard gave
three years' profit out of five they ought to be

satisfied. The remainder of the rent would be paid

by the bush- fruits. He would like to give to the
meeting a recipe for canker, which had been made
by Mr. Tonks of Birmingham. It had proved most
successful, and was as follows :

—

lb.

Superphosphate of lime 35
Nitra\e of potash 21
Nitrate of soda 28
Sulphate of lime 28

A quarter of a pound to the square yard, should be
applied in the autumn and spring.

Mr. Bunjard said that Mr. Blackmore was a dis-

tinguished novelist, a most estimable gentleman, and
a very clever fruit grower ; but he lacked the com-
mercial tact to put what he had grown to the proper
market and in the proper way. Those were things
which every man mast learn who wished to succeed
in fruit culture.

Second Day's Conference.
Fruit Growino on a Labqg Scale,

The second day's conference, held on Monday,
October 1, was devoted to thereading and discussion
of a paper on this subject, prepared by Mr. Charles
Wise, agent for the Toddington Estate, and manager
of the fruit farms established by the Right Hon. Lord
Sudeley. Mr. Bnnyard presided, and there was a
crowded meeting.

Mr. Wise began by saying, that owing to the great
increase in the fruit-growing industry a good deal
had been written during the past few years on fruit
farming and the enormous profits to be made. The
bulk of these reports were greatly exaggerated,
although under certain conditions fruit growing
yielded a fair return on capital expended. Many
people thought that fruit trees had merely to be
planted and profitable returns in due course were
assured, but it was only by experience, and in
many cases by loss of capital, that they found
that fruit-growing was a business and a science. The
question asked again and again was—Why do not
farmers go in for fruit-growing? The simple answer
was, that not only did they not know how to set about
it, but they had not the necessary capital. And
e?en should that be forthcoming, it was not on
every farm that land adapted for fruit-culture
was to be found. There were also these important
considerations:—(1) There are only selected areas
where you can hope to succeed, so far as soil, shelter,

and situation, are concerned
; (2) Fruit-growing,

especially on a large scale, should be within reason-
able distance of a great market or railway station ;

(3) The tenant must be prepared to stand out of his

capital for certainly four years, or perhaps longer,
before a fair return is obtained ; and no tenant should
plant on a large scale, except under a lease of at
least twenty-one years, and with compensation
for improvements, fully assured at the end of hia

tenancy (a sentiment loudly applauded by the meet-
ing). Given suitable soil and situation, with railway
accommodation at hand, and security of tenure, he
was of opinion that hnndreda of acres of land might
be planted with fruit, to the advantage of both
landlord and tenant. We heard a great deal of what
the Royal Commission was going to do for the
tenant-farmer, but he feared that unless the tenant-
farmers looked after themaelvea, they would obtain
very little help from that quarter.

Soil.—Mr. Wise divided his paper into headings,
the first being soil. Most soils would, he said,

grow fruit, a good strong, deep loam being prefer-

able. Shallow soil, on gravel or on chalk, was the
least suitable, especially for standard fruit trees,

though Strawberries might do well in certain
seasons, and the same remark applied to sandy land.

Land should be thoroughly drained before planting
commenced, though not over-drained, as the trees

as they grow older would take up a great quantity
of moisture. Great advantage would accrue irom
having an analysis made of the soil.

Situation,—This point was, he thought, the most
important of all, and was frequently overlooked.
Many acres of fruit trees were planted in unlavour-
able situations, which year after year yielded no
return whatever. Low-lying situations should be
avoided, because in them the frost took most effect.

He found that plantations that were not lower than
250 feet above sea- level, as a rule escaped frost,

although the higher they were the better. He
would urge all not to plant in the valley.

Sorts.—In making a selection, it was best to

observe what varieties did best in the district. If

uncertain as to what would do beat, the beginner
should try to commence with two or three kinds of

bush fruit, and say four or five varieties each of

Plums, Apple*, and other tree fruit, They wonld
soon answer the question.

Strawberries.—In his district, the moat anitable

for market were Vicomtesse Hfiricart, Sir Joseph
Paxton, President, and Stirling Castle Pine for main
crop. The usual method was to plant with a dibble,

but he was convinced that if more time were taken
in planting, and a small three-tine handfork used,

the plants would make a far better start, and the
extra labour would be more than repaid. Runneri
should be taken from one to two-year-old plants,

and if the weather was suitable and ground ready,

they should be planted as soon as they were well

rooted. Plants cost from 10s. to 15s. per 1000, and
if half an acre was planted, and the runners were all

left the following summer, there would be a large

stock of plants available. The cost of planting

would be about £8 to £10 per acre, exclusive of
manure, if the land was clear and in a good state

of cultivation. The average annual returns might
be taken at 2 tons per acre at £20 per ton net. The
beds lasted five to six years, alter which the plant!

began to fail, and should be grubbed np. He had
heard this season of 170 tons of Strawberries being

bonght in one district alone by a large jam maker,
which showed the very large demand there was for

this frnit. The foreigner bad not yet been able to

place fresh Strawberries on our breakfast-table.
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Eaipherries.—Thp«e were fond of a good friable

loam. Tncy would not thrive on a thin «oil,nor

would thi"y do well on stiffclay land. Carter's Prolific,

Semper Fidelia, and Superlative, were all pood sorts

for market. The canes coat abont 20s. per 1000. and
planting would amount to about £14 per acre ex-

elnsive of manure. Cultivation aud manure cost

about £8 per acre exclusive of picking. On suitable

soil Rupberries would stand ten to fourteen years,

and in many cases still longer. The average crop was

2 tons per acre, and an average price £25 per ton net.

Black Currants.—These liked a good strong soil.

Baldwin's Black, Black Naples, Lee's Prolific, and

Carter's Champion were all excellent varieties. They
might be planted 5 feet apart, which took 1750 per

acre, and the bushes should be cut down to within

6 inches of the ground after planting. Planting

would cost about £12 per acre, includine the pur-

chase of the young bushes at £4 per 1000. Ex-
clusive of picking, the cultivation, including manure,

cost abont £8 per acre, and an average crop might

be taken at about 2 tons per acre. The price, which

varied, was this season down to £14 per ton, owing

to the heavy crops. The average price might be

taken at about £25 per ton net.

Red Currants.— Scotch Red was a very good early

variety, with Raby Castle and Dutch Red for main
crop. Tonng bnthes might be bought at £3 per

1000, and the cost of planting should not exceed

£10 per acre. Red Currants were more regular

croppers than black ; but the average crop could not

be taken at more than 2 tons per acre, although

he had known 6 tons per acre grown two or three

years in succession. The average price for the past

few years could not be taken at more than £14 per

ton net.

Gooseberries.—Of the many difFarent sorts recom-

mended, Wninham's ladustry and B-rry'a Early were

good early varieties, with Crown Boh, Lancashire

Lad, Warrington, K"epsake, and Whitesmith to

follow. He knew of one plantation this season on
which 5 tons of Lancashire Lad were grown to the

acre, the price realised being £12 per ton; cost of

planting. £13 per acre. Pruning tull-grown bushes

cost from 2s. M. to 3s. ^d. per 100. Picking costs

from Is. Qd. to Is. 9i per cwt., and cultivation about

£10 per acre, including manure. Oo suitable land

the yield should average at leait 3 tons per acre,

if not 4 tons. On no account should Gooseberries

be planted on wet land ; they would bear heavy

dressings of manure. Green Goo8*>herrie8 averaged

about £14 per ton, and ripe about £9 per ton.

Nuts — The Knntish Cub Nut was the best, if not

the only Nut, to grow. They would do well on
stony ground. Nuts would pay well for good treat-

ment. A return worth speaking of should not be

looked for for at least six years from the time of

planting. Young bushes cost about 30s. per 100,

and the cost of planting Nuts only would be about

£5 per acre. The average crop might be taken at

10 cwt. per acre
;
price, Qd. per pound. The cost of

cultivaiion with standard trees. Apples or Plums,
36 feet apart, together with ba«h fruit planted among
the nut trees would be about £15 per acre, including

manure,
riums.—Coming to the planting of standard fruit

trees aud mixed plantatioDS, Plums were first dealt

with. Mr. Wise said out of the forty varieties of

Plums he would select as the most profitable to plant

River's Eirly Prolific, Cztr, Violet, Pt-rshore. E.;g

Pium, Victoria, Black Diamond, Burns. Ofleans,

Belgian Purple, Prince Kogelberf, Cox's Etuneror,

Pond's Seedling, White Magnum, and Grand Dake.
Picking was done hy the cwt.—abont &d, per cwt.

was given for a fair crop. He had known a planta-

tion of Black Diamonds, twelve years old trees—in

a good year yield 10 tons per acre. Two to three

tons of Plums per acre might be taken as an average

crop at £10 to £12 per ton.

Gages should only be planted in a nice warm shel-

tered situation. The Old Green Gage, OuUin's

Gage, Bryanstone, Denniston's, and Purple Gage,
were all good sorts, though preference should be

given to the Old Green Gage and Onllin's Gage.
Damsons.—The Damascene was largely grown in

the Evesham district. It was a free cropoer, and
could generally he relied upon for a crop. The Blue
Prolific was a good early variety ; Shropshire, or

Prime Damson was one of the best, and the Farleigh

or Crittenden was a great cropper. Crop 2 tons per

acre.

Jpplet and Pears.—Apples and Pears might be
grown either as dwarfs or standards. At five years

a dwarf Apple on the Paradise stock yielded a good
return, while it was ten or twelve years before a standard

Apple was in profitable bearing. Foreign suppliei

had enormously increased, and we recommend
planting good early varieties of cooking Apples,

which would come in about August—atim» when the

foreign supply was at its lowe«t. In 1882 Apples

im ported amounted to 2 386,805 bushels, valued at

£783.903 or 6s. per bushol; and in 1892 4 514,700

bushels, valued at £1,353 812 or 6s per bushel. It

was worthy of note that although the foreign supply

had nearly doubled in the past ten years, the price

remained the same, showing the increased demand.

Mr. Bunvard in his work, Fruit Farming for

Profit, gave the average crop of Apples ac 130

busDels per acre at 2s. 'i^d. per bushel nett, and

Pears at rather more.

Cherries.—These are naaally grown as standards,

though certain varieties did well on the Mahaleb

stock as pyramids. Standards are about twelve years

before they come into profitable bearing, and when
they reach that age, they are extremely prolific.

Very large returns are still obtainable from some of

the old Cherry gardens. For the best varieties he

referred them to Hints on Vegetable and Fruit

Farming, by Mr. Charles Whitehead.

Genebal Rbmaeks.

Mr.Wise recommended the buyerto go toafirat-class

nurseryman, as he could then rely on the trees being

true to name, and worked on suitable stocks. Cheap
trees might be picked up at sales, but they did not

pay in the long run. As soon as the trees arrive

from the nurseryman, they should be carefully

heeled-in for fear of the frost. On no account

should a lot of manure be put into the holes with

the trees; this only encouraged rank growth. If

half-standards were planted, no stakes would be

necessary, which saved a heavy item of expense.

Nice young stocks should be chosen ; they would

get established, and go on much more quickly than

older ones. Standard and half-standard trees might

be bought at from £5 to £6 per 100.

Manuring.—Of all manures good farmyard manure
was the best ; but as this was not always obtainable,

artificial manure had to be used. Stable manure
should be put on once in three years, and abont £5
worth of artificial per acre should be used on planta-

tions in full bearing the other years. It was here

that an analysis of soil was so useful. It was

better, if possible, to purchase all artificial with a

guarantee, and to have a sample analysed. In young
plantations, it was a mistake to manure heavily, as

it only caused the young trees to run to wood.

Shoddy, fish guano, leather dust, damaged decor-

ticated cotton-cake, dissolved bones, mixed with

Buoerphosphate, dried blood, horn and hoo', soot

and Peruvian guano, were all excellent manures
for fruit.

Returns.—Assuming a mixed plantation is planted

this winter, the next summer the returns will be

nil, the summer following (1896), if Strawberries

only have been planted with the tree (ruit, they

should pay expenses; other fruits which do not

come so quickly into bearing will not pay
expenses until 1897, when bush fruit of all kin^ls

should give a good profit. From a field planted

with half-standard or standard trees, black Carrants

and Strawberries, the net return should be £20 per

acre, and the average annual return for mixed plan-

tations miijht be taken at that amount, though in

some sea<«ons it would be far more.

Railway Rates.—The present preferential rates

were a question of vital importance, and growers

should unite and do all in their power to induce

the railway companies to meet them, and tore-adjust

the rates.

Conclusion.—Looking at the enormous increase in

the Consumption of fresh fruit and jam, and the

increase in the population, it hardly seemed
possible that, for many years to come, fruit-

growing could be overdone. The writer strongly

urged growers to make all the surplus fruit into jam
and 'bottled fruits," and to pnip down some of the

fruit in seasons of glut. Lastly, he said : Foreign

competition (with the exception of Apples) ought

not to materially affect our fruit trade. Soft fruit

from abroad cannot be put on the market in as good
condition as the home-grown, and as the public taste

becomes more educated, the more demand will there

be for fresh fruit and for pure jam. Jams made from

imported fruit or pulp cannot compare with the

jam made from fresh-gathered fruit.

DiscnssioK.

Mr. Smith, of Loddiogton, near Maidstone, opened

the discussion. He said that of course great allow-

ance had to be made for different districts ; as, for

instance, in his district they bad no market for yellow

Plums. He strongly agreed with the writer of the
paper, that only the best trees should be planted.

Cheap trees were the most unprofitable things that

anyone cuuld buy.

Mr. Hammond, of Pilgrim's Hatch, Brentwood,
said he believed that at one time their Kentish
friends imagined they had got all the good soil

available, and that the rest} of the country had the

leavings. Whether that were so or not, he and his

family had for the last fifty years held their own at

Spitalfieldsand elsewhere. Fifteen years ago he had
a dispute with his landlord. He had planted a large

area with fruit, and when the lease run out, the

landlord refused to renew it. After another similar

experience, he decided that farming under that
gentleman would not pay, so he took another farm,

wb ch he had since purcnased. No one should plant
under a twenty-one years' lease. Farming cuuld
then be carried on with greater confidence,

and more interest. With regard to yellow Plums,
the secret was to grow only when th^re was a market.
He had every reason to be satisfied, aud he was not
going to throw up the sponge despite foreign com-
petition or preferential rates. It was a downright
shame that they should have to fight the question,

bnt if they produced fruit as good ai they possibly

could, and sent it to market in the best possible

condition, and only used common sense in growing,
they cou.d hold their own.
Mr. Basham of Basselly, Newport, Mon., said that

he had learnt a great deal from the paper. He had
taken an interest in fruit- growing fjr some years past.

S 1 tar, he had been successful, although he was living

somewhere near the mountains of Wales, Although
in many parts of the country the past season had
been a failure, yet he had taken sufficient Apples
from trees which he planted last winter to pay for

the cost of the trees, and when he saw the exhibits

that day, he felt sorry that he had not competed.
He could not see that it was fair that the English
farmer should have to compete so unfairly with
the foreigner, but still he saw no hope in having
protection granted, and he had come to the conclu-
sion that if they were to beat the foreigner at all it

would be by producing a far better class of fruit than
the foreigner was able to place npon the market.
Last year at the Drill Hall he saw an exhibit from
Nova Scotia. What he then saw was worthless com-
pared with his own produce. Mr. Wise considered

that five tons per acre of Gooseberries made a
pretty good return for Gooseberiies, but during the

past season he (the speaker) had over eight tons per

acre of splendid fruit. Pears had c'one remarkably
well, and those leferred to by writtrs to the news-
pipers, must have b^en grown ou tree' that had not
bi^en propeily pruned and mar U'ed. From what he
had seen that day, he was <iete mined to persevere.

Mr. Ch"al. of L iwfield Nn aeries Crowley, Suisex,

alludini; to the rimes coire.pondence alrtady referred

to, said they heard a very diff-r.-Lt tale licm men of

practical experience. It was only tiie dis^ippuinted

and sour men who could find lime to write to the

papers [!]. He warned novices agaimt rushing into

farming without loi king to th» • nd, because il they
did not know what they were aiming for, tbey would
not know where to b gin. Markets had to be con-
sidered, soil had to b« taken into consideration, and
if this were dine, they would hear far less

about failures and unprofitable plantations, and
the diileful stories related in th« Press. He
considered that in thi preiervmg ol fru t we had
one 01 the most imiortant operatiuns for the future,

because up to the present in a season of glut fruit

was either wa^tea or sold at an unremunerative
price. He always endeavoured to have some bottled

fruit on his shell. If the fruit were properly battled,

it could not be distincnished from fresh fruit.

Madame Sales, of Upper Norwood, asked whether
the Society could not do somelhing to get Parlia-

ment to move in the matter of either prohibiting

preferential rates to the foreign or placingthe English
producer on the same footing ?

The Chairman (Mr. Bunyard) said the question

could not be kept clear from [party] politics, as of

course it involved the subject of protection, and that

the Royal Horticultural Society did not mean to enter

upon. The Society will, however, do all it can to

assist traders, and the council would favourably

receive any representations made to them.
Mr. D. T. Fish, of Bury St. Edmunds, wished Mr.

Blackmore could have been present. The tap-roots

were the very centre and key-note of modern fruit-

culture. The tap-roots had been the ruin of fruit-

culture in thousands of gardens and orchards

;

indeed, he was not quite sure whether it was not owing
to the tap-roots that the Times had been making
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inch a fool of itself. If these tap-root« were allowed
to make tracks for Anatralia, there was no wonder
that Pears were bat a little better thaa hard sticks.
Every tree was worth a stake, or it was not worth
planting. He was quite in sympathy with the
meeting on ihe question of railway rates, and he did
not consider it a question of [party] politics. The
preserving of fruit was a question of immense
importance. Prices varied becaase fruit was so
perishable.

Mr. Wise, in responding to the Vote of Thanks,
would not be drawn into the subject of tap-roots.
He, however, said that he " believnd that tap-roots
should be stopped, and that if Mr. Fish thought
he used tap-roots instead of stek«s for the trees at
Toddington he was greatly mistaken !

Madame Sales aiiked whether the tap-roots shonid
be cut before or after the planting.

Mr. Fish replied that it should be done before.
The tap-root was antagonistic to the production of
fruit, and only went to the making of timber.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the
Conference,

Third Day's Conference.
The third day was devoted to a paper on " Packing,

Grading„and Marketing Fruit," by Mr. George Monro,
F.R.H.8. Mr. Philip Crowley, F.L.S., presided.
Owing to the overcrowding of the two previous days,
Mr. Weathers, the Aesistaut-Secretary of the R.H.S.,
obtained a much larger hall, which was again filled by
the audience.

Mr. Monro, in tlie course of his paper, said : I pro-
pose to note how wo pack now compared with, say,
twenty years ago; to compare our methods with
foreign methods ; to see if we cannot improve our
methods ; aud to deal witli the great importance of
keeping pacs with the times in competition with the
foreigner. Taking the hot-house produce twenty years
ago, Grapes used to be brought to market by growers
near London in punnets holding 2 lb. to 4 lb., and
by rail in all sorts and sizes of boxes ; but as the
trade grew it was found impossible to sell the quan-
tity in this way, and at the present time the handle-
basket, holding on an average 12 lb., is found most
suitable for rail, .and tlie shallow for those sent by
vans. As quantities increase the grading is improved,
some Benders making three or four different samples
of Grapes out of the samo house, which is of great
help to us in obtaining tho best possible price, and in
giving every customer the quality he requires.

Peaches used to come in punnets from local
growers, and all sorts and sizes of boxes. Now we
have a uniform box contiiiuing from eighteen to
thirty-six, according to size, and customers kuow to
order the size they w.-int of different growers, and will
often take them without seeing them. Growers
should bear iu mind that we want colour as well a^
size in Peaches.

Strawberries, forced, still come in the flat punnets
of J lb. or 1 lb. ; but with increasing quantities
growers find it pays best to sort into two or three
sizes, and by hax-ing uniform boxes containing so
many punnets, it simplifies the sale very much.
And when it is considered that we have to handle
from i ton to 1 ton of morning-gathered forced fruit
between 8 and 1 1 in the morning, it will be seen that
every facility for quick sale is necessary.

Cucumbers now come in h.ampers, containing two
to three dozen each; and sometimes u]nvards of 2,000
hampers .ire received iu our market daily from March
to July. We are creating quite a trade iu Cucumbers
with Hamburg and other foreign jilaces, and success-
tnlly competing with the foreigner on his own
ground.

T. matos were scarcely known on the market
twenty years ago, but the supply now is enormous.
Best growei-s grade these into four sizes. The
caiks are cut close to the fruit to prevent them
piercing each other.

We will now turn to strictly outdoor fruits, and
take them as they ripen. I don't think we can
improve on the lient method of upright punnets in
a box coutaming sixty each; aud the pecks are
suitable, as the softness of the fruit requires plenty
of ventilation, and in this fruit we need not fear
foreign competition.

Cherries. Currants and Gooseberries come next, and
the peck and ^ bushel are the mo-t suit.ible, as they,
too, need ventilation. The Freuoli are far ahead of
us m the tasty way in which they put theirs up, the
finest chr-rries being in small square baskets contain-
ing 4 to 6 lb. The basket is given with the fruit.
Plums are also packed in peeks or J bushels, but as

a rule with much less care than those coming from
the Continent.

Apples and Pears are sent in bushels and h bushels.

I cannot s^y packed, as the bulk are simply thrown in

without grading, and there is nothing to prevent the

fruit being bruised by the basket. These are certainly
packed worse now than they were twenty years ago

;

and as the competition from abroad is keener every
year, it is very important that wo should stop to con-
sider whether we are working on the proper lines or
not.

The hot-house fruits are not yet much affected by
competition, as our market gardeners have up to the
preseut led the world. There are, of course, many
growers who pack fairly, especially in Middlesex and
ICent ; but none of them take sufficient care, neither
can the best of them compare with the foreigner. The
Frenchman, even when Oranges or Lemons ai-e not
worth more than 2s. per bushel, wraps them sepa-
rately in papers, so that not only is the fruit pro-
tected, but if one goes rotten it is not so likely to
afJ'ect the others. Our methods did fairly well when
fruit was all consumed in London ; but growers do
not take into consideration that as quantity increases
a greater proportion must go on rail, and must be
packed accordingly; and they also ignore the fact
that ours being a damp climate, fruit wants more care
than if grown iu a dry climate, where there is often
no rain while the fruit is ripening.

I think a great deal of the bad packing is owing to
the fact that fruit growers are not practical gardeners,
but have other business to attend to. Some farmers
think they have done everything when they have
planted the trees, and do not imagine that there is

any art iu either fruit-growing or packing. At present
the bulk of growers wait uniil the crop is ready, and
expect their salesmen to be prepared with an un-
limited number of baskets at a day's notice. This
system is becoming impossible. Every year as
orchards increase, growers must be prepared with
suitable packages to market the fruit, and then we
shall not hear of so much being wasted whenever
there is any quantity. In the case of Plums, I think
a system of drying and bottling should be adopted in
full seasons to prevent the whole crop being put on
the market in a few weeks. It is imreasonable to
imagine that it can all command a good price when
forced on the market in so short a time. All fruit-
growing countries but ours are prepared with a
system to save part of the crop, and we must study
the same question.

I will now endeavour to show the advantages of
growers finding their own unchargeable boxes. (1.)
They would always be able to get sufficient at a few
da) s' notice for any crop they might have. A skilled
basket-maker can only make on the average eidit
bushels a day, while boxes can be put together by the
hundred by any unskilled labourer from wood cut
into siz.s by steam mUls, and wood is cheaper every
year while Willows get dearer. (2.) Each box could
be branded with the grower's name and mark, the
name of the fruit, and the variety and size • and so
give customers an opportunity of seeing whose goods
they are buying. This always affects the sale
favourably. (3.) A cheaper rate of transit aud com-
mission would result. (4.) To cash buyers cases are
a great inducement, as they can lay out all their
money in fruit and not have, as at present, to leave
from 25 to 30 per cent, on the baskets with the
trouble of returning tbeit. If you consider that we
have, say 1,000 cash buyers with an average of i'lO
each to spend ; at present they can only buy
iu.OOO to iZ.OOO worth of fruit, the remainder being
left in the basket, and we lose the sale of from £3,0oO
to ^£4,000 worth of fruit; besides crippliug an' in-
dustrial class by compelling them to work part of
their capital at a loss. Without this tax trade
would develop more among grocere, who '

won t
take up English fruit because of the bother of
returning aud being responsible for chargeable
packages. (6.) Growers would be independent of
any market or any s.Tlesman, or they could send their
fruit wherever they thought they could do best
which they cannot do now owing to the difficulty of
obtaining baskets. (7.) Apples and Pears would
travel much better closely packed in cases, and would
open out clearer and of a better colour.

The last suggestion Mr. Monro made was as to the
freer use of paper. It, is heart - breaking to
see the immense quantity of good P,fars and
Apples spoiled for lack of sufficient paper.
With a more liberiil use of this aud less of
the damp packing so generally used, which causes
the fr'ait to rot more quickly, batter prices would be
made, especially with soft fruit such as Cherries and
Currants. If these suggestions are followed tht

fruit-grower would reap a benefit, and the salesman
would have a business in which he can take an interest
and pleasure instead of as at present, dreading the
time the season commences. And last but not least,
we should keep many thousands of pounds in this
country which now go to the foreigner.

Dkcussion.
Mr. Cheal, who opened the discussion, said th e

subjeot was of the utmost importance to fruit
growers. Mr. Monro had not laid too much stress
upon It, and if growers would only follow his advice
the result would be most satisfactory. We could
learn a good deal from the French in these matters
The great thing to be aimed at is to place the fruit
before the consumers iu the same condition as when
It left the grower. They had all seen the mauling
and mangling of fruit, and many growers could
scarcely recognise their own produce a few hours
after it leit their establishments. Some time ago
he had the pleasure of listening to Mr. Monro when
this question was discussed in another place, and he
was very much struck by a remark made by Mr
Monro to the effect that foreign fruit, .although it
came into the market before the English fruit was
ripe, it did not act against our own growers. It only
opened the way for the consumption of the English
product when it was ripe. Foreign fruit competition
was not therefore an unmixed evil. With regard to
the preservation of fruit, a lamentable waste of soft
fruit occurred, and he thought we were only just
beginning to wake up to the idea, that it was possible
to preserve fruit so that it might be useful through-
out the year; not only as jam, but for other domestic
purposes, to which bottled, dried, and auulied fruits
could be put. He knew, for a fact, that their
Chairman (Mr. Crowley) had been most successful in
drying Plums in the kitchen oven.

Mr. Archibald Weir (Ottery St. Mary, Devon), said
he was perhaps one of the first small growers in
Ivugland to use boxes, and in a letter to The Field last
December he explained how he came to use them
Wool aud paper .should be used for the purpose, and
the boxes should be made of non-resinous wood or
the fruit would be spoilt. If Apples were placed' in
boxes they would remain for weeks without damage
and by deaUng with the consumer direct, a^
could in many cases be done when boxes were
employed, the middleman could be dispensed
with. He had compared a Kentish grower's transac-
tion with his own : 8,^ sieves of Cox's uraiige
Pippins were sent up from Kent at 3s. 9rf. each,
and ti.| sieves at 3s. 6rf, making a gross return
of £2 2s. The expenses were commission and
cai-riage 7s., packing and carting 2s. The cost of the
baskets wm not given, therefore the net return for
2S0 lb. of the very best Cox's Orange Pippins was
£2 2s. The expenses being about 17 per cent, of the
grass returns. He himself, happened a little time
after that to send up to London 50 boxes, which held
250 lb. of Cox s Orange Pippins. The 50 boxes with
wool and paper, carriage and commission cost3.J-o!. each,
the ^d. representing the railway freight—totari4s.7rf.

;

the labour of grading, packing, and marking was
only U., carriage to the station is., railway freight to
a shop lu town 5s. 5rf For the 250 lb. of Cox'a
Orange Pippins he got £3 15s. nett. The working
expenses were certainly 25 per cent, of the gross
returns, against the 17 per cent, of the Kentish
grower, who did not trouble to pack and grade, but
then the returns were so much larger, being fis. for
20 lb. of fruit. All the boxes should have wire
hmges, as screws and nails were a great drawback to
the salesman.

Mr. Mclndoe, gardener to Sir J. W. Pease, Bart.,
confirmed all that Mr. Monro had said as to the way
in which fruit was damaged. They should remember
that the carriage was the same for well-packed as for
badly-packed fruit, and as so much more could be got
for the former, the sooner everyone adopted the
better.

Mr. S. T. Wright, of Glewston Court, Ross, Here-
fordshire, said that during the International
course laid down by the writer of the paper, the
Fruit .Show at Edinburgh, he endeavoured to do a
little business with some shopkeepers there, but they
would have nothing to do with the English fruit
owing to the way in which it was packed, prefei-ring to
get their supplies from America. He had been
making £1 Is. per cwt. for Eeklington See^ilings, and
15s. for Worcester Pearmaiu ; but when the foreigner
could get men to work for 8s. per week, and had
preferential railway rates, the matter became vei-y
serious.

Mr. W. Roupell said a friend of his once met a lad
driving a cart laden with Apples close to the Crystal
Palace. On being interrogated, tka lad uid ne on*
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ftt Covent Garden would take the Apples, and a

bargain was struck that the lad should, on his own
Bugyestion, Bell the lot at Zs. 6d. "a whole bushel."

The Apples were graded and packed by his friend, who
made 100 per cent, on the transaction. The principle

adopted by the lad's father seomed to be to go round

the country, and buy up what fruit he could on the

trees. He would then gather all he could ; would

shake down some more, and those he could

not shake down he would knock down. With
regard to the preserving of fruit, it was a mistake to

suppose that cyder could only be made from cyder

apples. Any hard, heavy apples would do. Excellent

perry, preferable to a great deal of the wines we get

in this country, could be made from Pears.

Mr. Assbee spoke of the importance of grading, and

said best strawberiies would fetch, say \s. &d. a lb.,

whereas if they were lumped together with all the

inferior ones, the whole lot might be sold for only

4.} a lb. A better return could be got for the better

fruits alone, than for the whole crop together. They
could therefore save time, labour and expenses, and

give the worst fruit to the pigs.

Mr. Monro said he was afraid that the ordinary

grower would not like to give Z^d. for each box.

Mr. Colvile Brown, manager of the Horticultural

College, Swanley, asked whether Mr. Monro could

suggest any means, whereby small quantities sent

from small growers might be placed on the market
with better advantage ?

Mr. Monro observed that small quantities had not

the same opportunity a.s large ones on the market.

Customers were always in a hurry ; they had so many
things to select, that they had to do it in a wholesale

way.
Mr. Roupell in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr.

Monro, suggested that something more should be

done to bring comparatively unknown varieties before

the London public.

The Chairman, replying to a vote of thanks,

explained how he dried Plums. He placed them iu

the kitchen oven. The oven door was left open, and
the Plums were placed on a galvanised wire of ^ inch

mesh, which took the place of the ordinary oven
shelf. They were kept in for about two nights and
one day, and were then put into bottles and corked.

They kept exceedingly well, and made an excellent

fruit.

The proceedings then closed.

well exemplified at the nnrseries of Meaars, J. Laing

& Sons, Forest Hill, S.E., where a large fieldful

was recently to be seen in fine flower, which, for

the time of year may be aaid to be qnite dazzling.

The plants are arranged in their colours, white,

yellow, rose, carmine, scarlet, crimaon, and inter-

mediate shades, affording the visitor an excellent

idea of the appearance made by the planta in masses.

Improvement always going on has been made in

the poise of the flower, and the stardlness of the

foot-stalks, which resalts in the flowers being

carried almost erect, thas showing the glowing

interior instead of the dall exterior, at was once

universally the case with this section of tuberous-

rooted Bpgonias, The female flowers iu some

strains have become almoat eliminated, an advan-

tage from some pointa of view, as the plants last

longer in flower, and no hand-picking of seed-pods

is required. Scent has also come to thia hitherto

odourless species, and Messrs. Laing have a variety

with blossoms of the exact tint and fragrance of

the Mar^chal Niel Rose.

A hint to planters. If the flowers of, say, a bed of

Begonias, should show the face of every flower in

any given direction, do not plant till the leaves are

advanced in growth, and then plant with the leaf

points directed towards the desired side.

AN ONION SHOW AT BANBXTBY.
Sbptkmbeb 27. — The exhibition of pedigree

Onions, instituted by the late Mr. Henry Daverill,

seedsman, Banbury, was held at the Seed Scores, in

the Market Place, on the above date, a large number
of very fine bulbs being staged, much more fully

ripened, brighter, and handsomer than could have
been expected, regard being bad to the dull and wet
character of the summer. The six largest and
handsomest specimens of any one of Deverill's

Onions were those of Ailsa Craig, from Mr. H,
Eaeller, The Gardens, Malahanger Park, Biising-

toke, weighing 12J lb., and finely finished in every

way. These were selected out of twelve exhibits.

The best twelve of the globe-shaped Onions, viz.,

Ailsa Craig, Advancer, Cocoa-nut, and The Original

Excelsior, were staged by Mr. T. Wilkins, gr. to

Lady Theodora Guest, Inwood House, Blandford,
the variety Ailsa Craig weighing 23^ lb. Mr. Kneller
was 2nd, with the same variety ; and two other prizes

were awarded : one to Ailsa Craig, which appears to

be the largest grower of the pedigree stocks ; and to

The Cocoanut, a very distinct shaped variety. Of
the flat-shaped Onions, Rousham Park Hero, Anglo-
Spanish, The Lord Keeper or Royal Jubilee. The
best twelve were the first-named, from Mr. Wilkins,
weighing 16j lb. very finely finished; Mr. Haines,
Coleshill Gardens, Faringdon, came 2nd, with
Anglo- Spanish, very handsome, and well ripened;
this variety took the 3rd prize ; and Lord Keeper
the 4th.

The best twenty Ooioni shown by cottagers and
allotment-holders were Ailsa Craig, and they were
grown in the neighbourhood of Basingstoke.

New Invention

LABEL - HOLDER.
Ma. E. H. Habbt, 3, Woodview Terrace, Arch-

way Road, Highgate, N., sends us samples of a label-

holder, which seems to us likely to be very useful.

The stalk of the label is made of zinc, suflSciently

stout to resist the attacks of hoea and rakes, and to

defy the jobbing gardener to uproot. At the top

are four clips, which serve to keep the label in place.

The label can easily be inserted, and as readily

removed. How far the brass-clips will resist the

electrical action resulting from contact with the zinc

stem, remains to be seen. Here is what the inventor

himself claims for his label :
—

" Interchangeability

and aimplicity, combined with durability ; aa zinc, or

any other metal, wood, &c., labela or tableta, may be

placed into the clipa or springs. The shank or stem

can be always in use, thus aaving storage and
expense ; this is an inconvenience connected with

the present system of imperishable labels. Both
aides of the tablet can be used for different names,

thus ensuring a great saving in labela. On the score

of economy, thia label will be found particularly

auitable to nurserymen and large establishments,

where a succession of variety in planting is con-

tinually taking place. This fact will strongly

recommend the use of thia label for herbaceous and
alpine planting. These labels can be placed on the

market at prices which will compare most faronrably

with those at present selling."

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.
The beauty of these plants has eclipsed this

year that of Pelargoniams, as bedding plants ; and
their season of bloom extended up to the preaent

time, and barring froat of 4° or 5° degrees of

intensity, the planta will continue to aflford a quantity

of floweri. The long duration of tbeae flowers ii

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duratioa, oE degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.l

The Preparation of Cocoa in Caracas.
—Caracas Cocoa (Theobroma Cacao) ia such a well-

known and highly-valued variety, that it may be
interesting to know, from the pen of the British

Consul, how it is actually prepared for the European
markets. The pods or fruits of the Cocoa after

gathering are taken to outhoaaea and apread in the
shade, where they are left for eight days, in order
that they may become mellow. They are then opened
with a knife, the beans taken out and placed upon
tables exposed to the sun until they become red. To
ferment or aweat the beans they should be placed in

a cellar or in boxes and barrels, in a cool place,

for four or flve days, covering them with Banana
leaves, with weights above, but must be stirred and
aired every morning and evening, after which they
are spread out in the san and dried, until they
sound hollow on being stirred, when they are

ready to be put into aacka for the market, Theae
beana roasted or boiled for aome time will make an
inferior kind of chocolate, deatitute of any fatty

principle, but very agreeable to the taate. Thia
process is resorted to amongst the poorer classes. The
ordinary class of Cocoa comes from Rio Chico and
Higuerote, and the better class from Caracas,
Prioea range from £3 to £3 5j , and from £5 to £6
per 100 ponnda.
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Markets,

COVENT GARDEN, October 4.

rWe cannot accept any responsibility for the aubjoined

reports. They are famished to U8 regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Plants in Pots.—

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 7

Asters, per dozen ... 3
Oampanulas, p. doz. 6
Ohrysanthemums, p.

dozen 6
Oyperus, per dozen... 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in

rar., per dozen ... 6
Ferns, rarious, doz. 4
— small, per 100 4

Ficus elastica, each I

Foliage plants, doz. 9

AVERAQB WH0LBS1.L8 PBIOBS.
d.$.d. i.d.t.d.
0-13 Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
0-30 aeliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
6-21 Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18
0-6 Lilium Harrisii, per
0-12 dozen ... 13 21

— lancifolium, pr.
0-15 dozen ... 9 0-12
0-10 Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-13
0-5 Mignonette, per doz. 3 0-60

Palms, various, each 2 O-IO
0-34 — specimens, eachlO 6-Sl
0-12 Pelargoniums, scar-

0-6 lets, per doz. ... 3 0-60
0-7 6 Primulas, per doz.... 4 0-60
0-24 Solanums. per doz. ..13 0-15

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prioes.

Arams, per doz. bi..,. 4

Asters, doz. bun. ... 3
Bouvardias, per bun.
Oamations, 12 blms.
— doz. bun. ... 9

Chrysanthemums, p.
12 blooms ... 1

— p. 12 bunches 4

Euoharis, per dozen 3
Qaillardias, dz. bun. 1

Gardenias, per dozen 3
Gladiolus, doz. bun. 18
Tiapa^eria, 12 blooms 1

Lavender, 12 bunches 4
Lilium Harrisii, doz. 4
— lancifolium,

p. bunch 1

— — p. 13 blooms
Maidenhair Fern, per

13 bunches ... 4
Marguerites, 13 bnn. 1

Mignonette, 13 bun. 1

d. t.d.
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need follow no other rales than those of priority

and good taste. It is a great mistake to apply
Latin names to garden varieties under snch con-
ditions, and gives rise to great confusion between
forms as they exist nnder natural conditions, and
forms which owe their existence to the art of the
gardener.

Potato Onion : F. H. It usually forms under
ground a cluster of bulbs of irregular shape, and
not a single bulb, as yours has done. Usually a
weak bulb or clove will grow into a single bulb
only.

Rose : G. M. Send your Rose to some grower.

RuNNEE Beans : A Weekly Header. It is no un-
common thing for cross- brsds and selections to
run back in form, colour, and other points to some
more or less remote progenitor. Constant weeding
out of stocks by the seed-growers does much in

keeping strains true, but some plants, perhaps
2 or 3 per cent., revert.

Sunken Vine BoBOiK : J. B. The present is the best
time in which to replant the Vines, or at least
lift the roots to a higher level in the sunken part.
If the border is old, get some new materials, and
make a new border outside, jast 1 foot or so wider
than the root extend. See our Calendar this week
for full directions.

Vegetable Teeatologv : Aster. Was published by
the Ray Society several years ago, and is now
rarely to be met with. A German revised edition
has been published within the last few years.

ViNEHT, Cold Frames, Plum Trees, Bulbs : X.
First of all buy a manual on Vine Culture, say
Barron's, Thomson's, Molyneux's, or some other
modern treatise. The information afforded by a
perusal of a manual will prevent any great depar-
ture from proper practice. The cold frames can in
winter be used for the cultivation of Violets,
Freesias, Calceolarias of the herbaceous section,
Brompton and Intermediate Stocks, Mignonette.
Auriculas and Strawberries in pots can be pro-
tected in them. Of coarse, with plenty of

air admitted when there is no frost, Salading,
such as L»ttuce, may be planted in them. With
a mild bottom-heat early Lettuce, Carrots,
Ridishes, &c., may be raised, also Potatos, Tur-
nips, but none of these vegetables should be sown
till alter the New Year. Whether used for forc-
ing or cool culture, the side should be banked
round with turves or litter or hot manure as the
case may be. The Plum tree, if not very aged,
may be transplanted forthwith, and for directions
see this week's Hardy Frait Calendar. If an old
tree be treated, lift one half of the roots this
year, the other half being lifted next autumn.
Bulbs out-of-doors may consist of Dafrodils in
variety, especially the trumpet, Incomparabilis
and Poeticus sections ; Tulips, single, double,
Pirrot, Florentine and late Florists' varieties.
Hyacinths, giving preference to single-flowered
varieties; LUies of all species; Frittilaria (Crown
imperialis). F. nniflors, Gladiolus in the summer,
great variety. If you have a warm border facing
south with baildingn on the north side, plant
Montbretias. Sparaxii-, Ixias, Tritonias, Cro-
cosmas, &c.

Co.M.MU.viCATIoss Keceivud.—Alex. McKay.—J;i3. A. Smith—J. G. S. S.—M. Ch.pnun.—H.G.H.— Baeile —D. Cromhie'
W. K.—C. E. L—Rosa.—H. M.—R. M.—D. T. F —H M —
J. A.—A. E. ".—J. B.— A. C. F.—W. W.-Dr. Cooke —
J. V.-J. H.-W. B.—W. K. G.-H. P.-C. C. H.-W. M
-W. T. T. D.—C. H. Wood.

Specimens Received.-A. C—A. M. D., Alnwick —A W —
Colosal.-A. W. G.—D. & Co.—W. N.—W. S.— Q. A.—
Couetant Reader.

DIED.—At 25. Daneville Road, Denmark Hill,
September 30, 1894, Walteb Chaeles Teddeb,
aged 42 years, the yonngest and dearly- loved son of
Jimes and Emma Di-ffaer Tedder, of 149, Kingsland
Road, who return their sincere thanks to his many
sympathisiug friends for their kind inquiries during
his protracted illness.

CO.WriNUED ryCRKASE in the CIRCULAT'ON OF THE
" GARDENEHS' CHRUHICLE.-

iMPDRTiVT TO Advertisers.— 7'fce PnHisher has the sdMs-
faatloii ofanniuiwin^ tfi/U tlie circuUUion oftha "Gardeiicri.'
ChroiiicU" has, since the reduction in the price o/ the paper.

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent.,
and thu It la laoreasiag weekly.

Advertisers are reminded tiuU tlui '* Chronicle " circitlati>s a))iot>j

COUsrXRi' GENTLEMEN. A.ND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS
AND G4RUEs-Li»VER-s at hoine, that it has a specially large
FUlieiaH AND COLONIAL OIRCUI.ATION, and that it is

vrescnied Jor reference in all the principal Libraries,

k( PERFECTION."

Important Improvements In Glazing & Construction

NO LEAKiGE.-NO DRIP.-NO LOSS OF HEAT.
GUARANTEED.

WRITE FUR CATALOGUE AND TESTIMONIALS.
PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

SURVEYS MADE IN ALL PARTS.

W. PARHAM, "«?• BATH.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of '0.

BEST NEW AECHANGBL MATS ... (9 ft. by 4 ft. 6) 10s.

„ TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 8s.

., HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7S.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 5b.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS, 20 -, 26/- & 35 - p. ICO.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA 6d. per lb.

„ CUBA BAST Is „

HOETICULTUEAL SUNDRIES OP EvEKY KiND.
CATALOGUE Poit Free on applica'ion.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137. COMMERCIAL ST.. LONDON, E.

Sl«.tnd1^(MrORElc-H.of abcvi! 9lies, mbotes cf 100f«l silOOFect sirpe»,
EMGLlfK G1jl£3, cut to tixiycTs' sizes , ct losi/es't pritefr

cLchk'ereJ free. S^jcund. in the country, m q.ua-ntity.

GEORjSE FAKJ^ILOE&SONS
J'l/iD, Glass. Oil, ajtd CoLOui^lleRcMANTa. '

^4 g»*JOHNStreet\K/EaT6MininELD.TOND0N ^C
fitocn^liora aM prices on dpplicfttion. Ple^se quote Chroni&U.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronis*"^ by sn.OOO of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clerey, for all binds of

OUTDOOR WOBK, CONSEBVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liijuid NoU'Poisonoiis Paint for Inside of Conaerviilories. &c.

Prices. Patterns, and Teetimouials, Post-free.

Grove Works, Lombard Roao, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHKLOR'S WAIK. DUBLIN.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL^/)>. MUK I (CULTURAL
^J>^>. BUILDINGS,
Mjny^^^ ^jT^.. Conserratories, Greenhouses,Many

Peize Medals.

Awarded the only

Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings at the

International Horticultural
EzMbltlon, London.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

Vineries, Peach Houseg,
Stove and Orchid

Houses, &o. Also
Boilera, Pipes,
and all

Fittings.

'M(~

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock /^ T 4 Q Q
always on Hand . UTLi/TLiJOi

Special quotation) for quantities.

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AHD COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

And at 113. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HUKDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Oontr:n ts ui Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Persoaal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the be»t and most economical Fences to put
down. lUvstratid Catalogues Free by Post.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W, Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and H6 Engravings,

2s. lid. uett, per poat, 2s. lOd.

mf*m-9^ ATTWOOD
SanjDUR BRIDGE

o
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ESTIMATES
FURNISHED PROMPTLY FOR

EVERY KIND OF

GLASSHOUSES
On receipt of Particulars.

SURVEYS MADE.
^^^timefiiRm, [F$wicS

Write for our

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOaUE,

Consisting of 120 pages, containing
innumerable designs of

C0D3eivatories,Gteenhouses,&c.
Post Frek on Application,

GREENHOUSES of every description.
References can be given of GLASS-HOUSES erected

by u9 in every part of the Kingdom.
DETAILED ESTIMATES for Houses of every dimension

Free on application.

HEATING APPARATUS A specialty.

nEfiUiSFH li^' "WUrXCM

No. 90.-NEW DESIGK CONSERVATOEY.
Our New Illustrated CATALOGl'E containa numerous

Designs of Couseivatoriea to suit every situatioo.

INTENDING PURCHASERS WAITED UPON
by Appointment.

SURVEYS MADE, and ESTIMATES GIVEN
For Work fixed complete by our own Experienced Men.

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS.
NEW CATALOGUE, Post-free.

57, HOLBORN VIADUCT,

WRINCH & SONS^^ainpswiCHi London, eg

HOBTICTTLTUKAL ^^^ SENPALL&gPBUILDERS, SS^TcAMBRIDGEr"?^
HEATING

ENGINEERS.

GLASS!

CONSERVATORIES,
ORCHID-HOUSES,

PLANT- HOUSES. VINERIES,
FORCING-HOUSES, &c..

Erected In any part of the Kingdom.
Surveys made, and Plans prepared to suit

any position or requirements.

CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FREE.

CHAMPION
SADDLE

CHECK-END

BOILER.
Durable, Economical, Easily Fired,
and Lowest In Price of any Boiler

of Its power.
LISTS and TESri.\Ii)NIALS POST-FREE.

CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes.

16oz nerlOOft o, rj ( 12x10, 18X12. 18,X 14, 24x1410 M.. per 100 ft., 8s. M. J 14 x 12, 20 x 12. 18 x le! 24 x IB.ixu^., „ li^»''-
(16x12,16x14. 20X16. 24X18, &c,

;f x 3 Prepared Saeh Bar at 6s. per 100 feet.
Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring. 5/9 per square ;

Matching. 4/9; 2x4. at Jd. per foot run ; 2x7 at Id.
Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery. &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY
72. BiSHOPSGATE Street Within. London. K.C.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

EPPS'S--^^* PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton.
or Iruckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOULD. Coarse. Cry..ta'.
and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C N. FIBRE REFi: 4E
frft'hSPHAGNU.M, Patent MANURES, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden reciuisites. Peat M03S Litter.

The Original Peat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.

£rompfon oini FawlCe^, Cftefm^fopd

Book of ^

Photographs

Of Exterior and Interior Views, Sections, Uetails, Interior Fittings, and Heating Apparatus of Conservatories, Ranges,
Vineries, Greenhouses, Stoves, Pits, Frames, &c. The most comprehensive Book on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.
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NEW
ILLUSTRATE
LIST, Post-free.iW. COOPER, Limited,

1000 HOUSES IN

STOCK
I

to Select from. |

HOBTICULTUBAL PBOVIDERS—tte Original Inventors of Chtap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
NUB8ERIE8-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

The
Largest Steam
HORTICULTORAL

WORKS

I

In the World.

Inspectlonlnvlted

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This Illustration is an exact copy of my Amateur Span-roofed

Greenhousep, which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plete with Ventilators. Irons for Opening. Staging, Glass, &c.
Made in Sections, so that they can be erected by any gardener

or handy man in a few hours. Simply screwed together.

Delivered and erected complete within 20 miles.

Length. Width. Height. On Rail.

7 ft. ... 8 ft. ... 7 ft.,
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BONES I BONES 1! BONES III—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at lOf. per owt. Carriage Paid on

I owt Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Crushers. St. Albans.

ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.— For
Vines. Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.

MTTRKAT'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DK3TB0YER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AMD SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

u?ed both at Home and abroad.

B

Agent for London:— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road.

Putney, S.W. , , ^

Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market
Place. Guernsey.

Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON and SONS, LTD., Tweed
Vineyard. Clovenfords. N.B.

Pries Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD B r ALL SEEDSMEN.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
SIZE,

SUBSTANCE,
FINISH,

By using H. J. JONES' CONCENTRATED MANUBE.
Nothing else needed. Try it. Free for Cash with Order.

Pricks:—
3 1b 7 1b. 14 1b. 38 1b. .i-i lb. 112 1b.

is. 9d. 3s. 6d. 6s. 10s. 18s. 32s.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISUAM. S.E.

EGONOMIGAL-SAFE LASTING

CLAY'S
MANURES

Are used by the

Leading Growers
Boyal Botanic

Society,
Boyal Horticul-
tural Society,
Royal Parks.

London County
Council,

throughout the
United Kingdom

and in TTIADE MARK.

•^LONDONq;

trade mark.
every quarter of the globe, for

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

SOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERTUEN,
In 6d. and Is. fackets, and SEALED BAGS:-

7 lb. 14 lb. as lb. 66 lb. 112 lb.

Sb. 6d. 48. 6d. 7s. ed. ISs. 6d. SOs.
Or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Cash with order (except id. Packets).

m^^p Tlie respectlTe Trade Mark is printed on^^ every Packet and Bag, and also Impressed
on the lead Seal attached to tbe montb

of eacb Bag, whlcli Is

THE ONLY aUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Uanore Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c.,

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, B.

EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

BEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, l5., 25. 6d., and hs. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

^ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., lot. Fall directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot\ HunU.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E..F.C.S.'"

ARMITAGE'S INVINCIBLE MANURE.
Stimulating : Economical! La&tixg !

The Best Fertilising Compound.
Report of Analysis made by Alfred Sibson, F.C S., the

Analytical Laboratory, 23, St. Mary Axe, London. E.G. :
—

"This is a high-class Chemical Manure, e&pecially

suited for Garden use. It containa about 6^ per cent, of

Ammonia derived from Orgqnic matter. Ammonia Compounds,
&c.. and with a good proportion oE Phosphates (both soluble

and insoluble), Potash, &c. As its physical properties or
' condition ' is also well attended to, it will, in my opinion, be

found a Valuable Manure for general Horticultukjl
puRrosES. (Signed) Alfred Sibson. F.C. S."
PRICES.—In Tins : 2d., %d., and li. each ; or Free by Post

for 6rf , lOJd.. and 1». ^d. In Bags: 7 lb.. Is. 6(i. ; 14 lb..

2». 6d.; 28 1b.. 4s. ; f 6 lb , 7-'!. 6=;. ; 112 1b., Us. 6rf.^ All Orders for One Cwt and upwards delivered Free
to any Railway station in the Kiogdom.

ARMITAGE BROS., NOTTINGHAM.
'\*n-^- nam.- thij Paper.

KILL
FEED
SMOKE
SPRAY

Sample tins KiUmright free by

Mpost, Is. 3d.

RIGHT
For PestructiOD of all Insect Pests and

Mildew. For Price List write to—

The "Stott" DintributorCo.,Ltl.. Barton House, Manchester

FIR-TREE OIL
SOLXTBLE INSECTICIDE.

Used by every Orchid-grower of any note throughout the

World as the only Safe and Sure Insecticide for hilling Insects

on delicate planU. Bottles. Is. <6d., 2s. &d., is. 6d , 75. 6(/.,

12s. 6d. ; in bulk, lis per gallon; with full directions for use.

From all Seec'smen.

Manufacture r—
E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Victoria St., SIANCHESTER.

(Operative Chemist).

NEW YORK—ROLKER AND SONS.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Qualltyobtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Bay Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to tlie Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. OARSIDE. Jun..F.R.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the Hnest (juality ORCBID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in balk
at London Wharf. Immediatede-'patch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Ola Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London. S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depo's, Riogwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre. lOs. per sack ; 5 for 47s. 6d.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per sack ; b for
37s. «d. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. per sack ; 5 tor 22s. M.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. per sack. 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s 6d

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. ed. per sack ; 5 for lOs. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack : 6 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For rri,;e List apply toD. CAMERON.

Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, BexleF, Kent.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stands

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders. —Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48. Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applied for.

WARE and SONS'
-™^FLOWER POTS =-^

THE SUSSEX POTTERY WOSKis, VCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

Tlie Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

WALKER'S CHRYSANTHE-
MUM TUBES & CUPS.

Commended bv the National C. Soc.
1st Class Certificate Crystal Palace.
CLIPPER, complete. 6s. id. per doz.
CHAMPION. ,. 8s. id.
Cash with order. Postage, 'dd. per

dozen extra.
From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,

Ironmoneers. &c. ; or.

Dr. WALEER, Wimbledon.

GREAT REDUCTION IK FRAMES
CUB WELL-KNOWN BIAKE.

2
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ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse uee. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnboroagh, Hants.

A. PARSONS, 217, Oxford Road, Reading,
• can supply thoroughly well-built GREENHOUSES,

20 feet by 12 feet, at £19 10s. ; and FORCING-HOUSES, 40 feet

by 12 feet, at £19 IDs. Carriage paid. Catalogues free.

AWASILIEFF, Russian Mat Manufacturer.
• All sizes kept in stock. Best Archangel Mats. 9x4^,

75». per 100. New Petersburg Mats, 7 X SJ. 55». per 100.

7, Fen Court. London, E.C.

aARDBITIIfa APPOINTMEdTS.
Mr, Angus McKinnon, for the last seven years Gardener and

Bailiff at Machen House. Newport, Monmouthshire, as

Head Gardener to Col. The Hon. F. C. Morgan. M.P.,
Rapjrra Castle. Newport, in 3ucce93ion to Mr. J. Jones,
who was Gardener for forty-four yeara.

Mr. S. G. Jones, until recantly Gardener at Micklefield

House, Rawdon, a3 Gardener to J. Y. Short, Esq , J. P.,

Ashbrook Hal), Snnderlaad.

Mr. D. M. Russell, formerly Gardener at Banstead Wooi,
Ep3om, and Foreman at Lythe Hill, Haslemere. a9 Super-
intendent of West Ham Park.

Mr. W. J. Prewett. formerly Head Gardener at Oaklea.

Wimbledon, to a similar post with J. T. Woodroffe,
Esq., Frensham Place. Farnham, Surrey.

Mr. William Thomas Johnson as Head Gardener at

Pentillie Castle. St. Mellion, R.S.O., Cornwall.

Mr. James Sheppard. for more than fiva years Foreman at

Banstead Wood Gardens, as Head Gardener to Mrs,
Cunliffe. Worplesdon, near Guildford.

Mr. A. Parry, formerly of Killay House Gardens, Swansea.
as Head Gardener to C. J, Jackson, Esq., Birchwood
Grange, Pen-y-can, Cardiff.

Mr. Hexrv Worth, formerly Gardener at Mere Hall,

Cheshirp, as Head Gardener to R. M. Qheaves, Esq.,

Wern, Tremadoc, Carnarvonshire.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Mr. C. KERKV03HDE. Wetteren, Belgium, near the Railway

Station — Fruit Trees, Roses, Ornamental Shrubs and
Trees, &c.

M, MUller, Nurseryman, Langaur, Trier (Treves)—Wholesale
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Conifers, Roses, &c.

J. Kalz, Dobrilugk Junction, Germany—Wholesale Azalea
indica. Camellias, Roses, Lilac, and Deutzla for forcing ;

Weeping Ash, &c.

W. Neumann. Leutersdorf, Saion Ober Lausitz, Germany-
Wholesale Roses and Hedge Plants in variety. Conifers, &c.

Bruno Mandowskv, Duisberg-on-the-Rhine—Reed Mats for

Garden, Brick-makinft, and Lumber-yard purposes.

John Crowley & Co., Limited Meadow Hall Ironworks,
Shefl5eld—Agricultural Implements and Machinery.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chroniole Telegrams.— The

Registered Address for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams ia " Oardchron, London,"

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OP CHARGES for ADVERTISING.

BEAU LINE CBARQED AS TWO.

4
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£2*0 BONUS to anyone securing for me a
Situation as GARDENER (Hkad, SlNGLE-HilirED,

or Second). Understands the general routine of Gardening
Inside and Out. Excellent characters from last three places.
Abstainer; Age 27. single.—E. C, 8, St. Andrew's Terrace,
Church Road, Watford, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Wohking) ; age 32,
married. — Mr. Wm. Elphinstonk, Shipley Hall

Gardenf, Derby, can wiih conndence recommend George
Marlow, who has acquired a first-class general knowledge,
including Orchids in leading Gardening establiehmenta in
this country and on the Contioent.

ARDENER (Head Working, or good
SiNQLE-HAKDED).—Age 28, married, no family. Tho-

roughly experienced in all branches ; highly recommended.

—

GLADDEN, 1, Douglas Road, Tolworth, Kingston-on-Thames.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, two children, youngest 7 ; thoroughly up in all

branches of the profession, including Orchida.—A. CROUCHER,
Peruda Cottage. Garlinge, Thanet.

GARDENER (Head, or I^inqle-handed).—
Skilful Grower of Orchids, Grapes, Pines, Melons, &c.

Good Landtcaie Gardener. Disengaged through employer
leaving estate. Wages 2l5 , house, and firing. Fourteen
years' character.—JOHN COOK. 25. Denmark Hill, Camber-
well, London, S.E.

ARDENER (Head, or good Second).—
Age 27, single ; twelve yeara' practical experience,

Inside and Out. Good references.—R. A., Tandndge Court
Gardens, near Redhill, Surrey.

R. D. T. FISH, of Bury St. Edmunds,
strongly recommends George Tooly, his late Foreman

for five years, as a young married GARDENER of first-rate

character and abilities.—Address as above, or Mr. G. TOOLY,
Hardwicke Lodge, Bury St, Edmunds.

O NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.^^
thoroughly practical GARDENER (Age 40) would be glad

of employment permanently or time, Indoors or Out.—W.
EVANS, High Street. Bexley.

GARDENER. — Sixteen yeara' experience.
Five and a half years in present situation,—Good

references.-GEOBGE WILKINSON. John Street, Wainfleet.

GARDENER (Good Single-handed).— R.
Georgk, Gardener to Earl Sondes, is ausious to obtain

situation as above for Charles Salvidge. Excellent references
from present and last places.—Lees Court, Fuversham.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise),
—Age 36, single; well up in all branches, willing

to make himself nseful. Abstainer, Eighteen months and
five years good character.—Q. MOORK, Ruscombe, near
Reading, Berks.

ARDENER (Single - handed). — Young
man, six and a half years in present place. Can be well

recommended by theGARDENER, Coolhurst, Horsham, Sussex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—
Age i9, single ; Glass, Kitchen, and Flower Garden,

Excellent character. Willing to be useful.— A. BISHOP, 3,
Hamilton Road, West Norwood.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second),
where three or four are kept.—Age 26 ; good references.

Abstainer, — BAILEY, Malthouse Cottage, Rockbourne,
Salisbury,

GARDENER (Swingle-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 25; good all-round hand. Tin years' excellent

character, eight years from last, and two years from present
employer,—F. W., Woodland Villa, Hatch End, Pinner.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed),
Age 27, married, no family ; experienced. Good

character from pretent and previous employers.—A. CORPS,
7, Tolworth Terrace, Surbiton, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN,
—Age 2?: nine years' experience Inside and Out. Two

years good (haracter in present situation.- G. PEACOCK,
Walden, Chislehurst,

G.ARDENER (Kitchen, or good Single-
handed).—Age 46, married, no family ; under-

stands Cows, Poultry. Bees. Leaviog through estate being
sold,—R.' 111. Eardley Koad, Streatham, S.W.

ARDENER (Second),—Age 20; five and
a half >earsinlast place. Good character.—GEORGE

SWAINSON, Carlton, Northallerton, Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Second, or Under).—Age 23,
single; thoroughly experienced. Inside and Out.—

A. SPEAKMAN, 8, Shaftesbury Avenue, near the Water
Works, New Barnet.

ARDENER (Under), or as Groom and
Plain Gardener, and to make himself generally useful, a

Young Man (21) seeks Situation as above. Abstainer,-F,
PIKE, Pimperne, Blandford.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 18; four years'
good character. — V. EDGERTON, High Street,

Burnbam, Bucks.

ARDENER (Under).-Single ; understands
the general routine of Gardening, inside and out; excel-

lent reference.— G., Gardeners" Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, Londoa.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; experience
Inside and Out ; or to be generally useful on a Gentle-

man's Estate, Good reference.—A, HARTBIDQE, 139,
Alexandra Road, Wimbledon.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; four and
a half years' good character.—F. PRIOR, Springfield

Street, Chelmsford, Essex.

GROOM GARDENER, or any place of trust,
or as IMPROVER in Garden.—Young man (age 21).

Good references.—W. BETTRIDGE, Whiteparish, Salisbury,
Wilts.

i~"
.

ANAGER, Seed and Nursery Trade.—Open
for engagement. Over twenty years' Manager in first-

rate establishment.—Particulars on application to HERD
BROS., Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Penrith.

ANAGER, or FOREMAN, in Nursery.-
A well-known first-class Grower of Soft-wooded Plants

for Market requires a situation as above. Thoroughly expe-
rienced in Growing Roses, Tomatos, &c., in large quantities.
-P., Cassandra Villas, Linkfield Road, Islenortb.

To Nurserymen.
GBETHELL, Whiteley's Nurseries, Hilling-

• don He%th, Uxbridge, can recommend agood Grower
of Plants and Cut Flowers ; also to Make Wreaths. Age 40 ;

two years in these Nurseries.—Address as above.

POREMAN, PROPAGATOR and GROWER.
-1- —Age i7, married ; well up in Roses, Clematis, and
General Hard and Softwooded Flowering and Market Stuff

;

also Cut Bloom-, Tomato-, and Ferns. Fifteen years' experi-
ence.—W. G. PERRY, Qlencarie, Perth, N.B.

pOREMAN,—Twelve years' experience in
•1- Plant and Fruit Houses. Good references from such as
Eastwell Grange Park, Eastwood Park, and others.—
THOMPSON, Gatehouse, Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, or FIRST HAND,—Age 26;
well up in Planta. Fruit, Cut Blooms, Forcing, &c.

Used to London Trade. First-clats references. Life abstainer—F. SMITH, Rockmount. St. Lawrence, near Ventnor, I. of W.'

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (Fir,9t)
;

age 25.— O. Fen.nell, The Gardens, Fairlawn, Ton-
bridge, can thoroughly recommend a good practical, indus-
trious, and reliable man.

f'OREMAN, Inside or General.—Age 28

;

Mr. G. R. George, Gardener to Earl Sondes, Lees Court,
Faversham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above, three years as Foreman previously.—Present
address, G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.—Age 27;
thirteen years' experience in Fiuit and Plant Culture

Excellent references.—A. BENNETT, Paddockhurst Gardens!
Worth, Crawley.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age 26;
twelve years' experience in Fruit and Plant Growing,

and Table Decorations. Excellent character.—T. R.,10 Colmer
Road, South Streatham, S,W.

FOREMAN.—Age 2.5; twelve years' expe-
rience in Fruit and Plant Houses. Can be well recom-

mended.—S. WOODS, 38, Stamford Road, Fulham, S.W.

FOREMAN, in a good establshment,—Age 30
;

sixteen years' experience. Excellent references from
Elvaston Castle, Powderham Castle, Newcombe, Crediton
and Bodorgan.—3, TUCKER, 13, Charlotte Street, Crediton,'
Devonshire.

To Nurserymen,
FOREMAN GROWER.—Age 28; good know-

lerige of Cut Flower Trade. Bulbs, &c. Good references.
—B. C, Girdtners' Ckroiiicle Office, 41, Wellington Street
Strand, W.C.

OREMAN, Inside.—Age 26; well up in
Fruit and Plant Growing, House and Table Decorations.

Two years' good character, two years pTeviously.—W. P„ 13,
Aberdeen Place, Maida Vale, London, W.

FOREMA'N,~~or SECOND, in a good ^Esta-
blishment.—Age 28; twelve years' practical experience,

Inside and Out, in good places. Good ct aracters and testi-
monials from present and previous Gardeners,—G. L., The
Gardens, Mousehill Manor, near Godalming, Surrey.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, in a Gentleman's
Garden.— Age 19; five years' good experience under

Glass. Excellent character. Abstainer.—T, PEART, The
Gardens, Blankney Hill, Lincoln.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside and
Out.—Age 21 ; 3ix years' experience. Excellent cha-

racters. Please state particulars.—W. PROWTING, Thornton
Road, Potter's Bar, Middlesex.

OURNEYMAN, in a Private Establishment

;

—age 21,—H, Alfobd, Head Gardener, Lower Wvke
Lodge, Worcester, can with confidence recommend his Son as
above. Seven years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses,—Age 19;
well up in Potting and Watering. Five years' good

character. Leaving through death.—ARTHUR BROWN, The
Gardens, Wray Park, Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN, under good Foreman, in the
Houses.—Age 23 ; three years' good character present

situation.-F. CANNON, Barrow Point Gardens, Pinner,
Mid'ilesex.

JOURNEYMEN,—W, J. Ibbland, Sedgwick,
Kenddl, can highly recommeu'i two Young Men as above.

JOURNEYMAN (Under), Inside, or Inside
and Out.—Age 21; good references. Bothy preferred.—

A. YOUNG, West End Cottage, Ebbisbourne, Salisbury,

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 19 ; five years'
experience. Two years at Belvoir Castle. Excellent

references from last and previous employers.—F. LANSDELL,
Ivy Cottage, Barkby, near Leicester.

4-**) BONUS to any Gardener securing Adver-
c*^-^ tiser good JOURNEYMAN'S place, where several are
kept. Good knowledge of his work. First-class characters.—
J. Q., 65, Abioger Road. Deptford.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Under)
;

age 19.—A Oardenei's Son seeks a eituatioa as above.
Six years' eiperience.—

R

. 3., Ivy Cottage, Oabastone. Hinckley.

JOURNEYMAN (Under).—Age 18; four
tJ years' experience ; two and a half years' excellent cha-
racter. Abstainer. Disengaged.—W. SIMMONDS, Alma
Cottage, Mill Hill. London, M.W.

IMPROVER in a Gentleman's Garden,—J.
Chaxdlek would be pleased to recommend a Young Man

as above, he regrets having to part with him, leaving through
death of employer.—Nyn l^ark. Potters Bar, Herts,

[MPROVER (Inside),—G, R, Georqe, Gar-X dener to Karl Soodes, .is desirous of obtaining a situation
as above for Sidney Marsh. Four years' good reference.—Lees
Court, Favereham.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ; good references. Four and a half years' expe-

rience.—J. GLASSCOCK. 28. Olinda Road, Stamford Hill, N.

'^PO GARDENERS, &o.—A young man, age 19
-I- last August, wishes for a situation under a Head Gar-
dener, or at a Florist's. Has been gardener's boy in a gentle-
man's hou9e. and with a nursery gardener. Very good refer-
encep.—C. BULL. 4, Claremont Terrace, Lewisham, S.E.

TO GARDENERS.—Situation required by
young Gardener, age 18, well trained. Three years'

excellent character. — Miss C. MACY, Melville Lodge,
Brentwood.

To gardeners,—Situation wanted, by a
strong active young man, as SECOND, in the Houses.

Good experience, and excellent character.—W. LAVENDER,
The Gardens, Henlow Grange, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

TO gardeners.—A strong Lad, 16, from
the Country (Yorkshire), wishes to learn ttardening in a

good place. Bothy preferred. No premium given.—ROLET
fATPERSON, Ashburne Gardens, Sunderland.

-yO mjRSERYMEN7-^ Gardener^^shes^
J- place as IMPROVER. Abstainer. Industrious. Highly
recommended by present employer, who is leaving the country.
—T. DOVE, Vicarage, Stratton St. Margaret.

'"pO NURSERYMEN,—Dutchman, age 26.
J- Three yearti* London Market experience in Bulbs for
Forcing and Outside. Quick all round. — M. WIEMA, 9,
Sheendale Terrace. Lower Mortlake Road, Richuond.

TO NURSERYMEN.—A Young Man, age 21,
wants situation, five years' experience in nursery work,

among soft-wooded stuff.—R. BARNES, IJ.Prioce St.. Slieffield.

''pO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN,—A young
-I- man. With four years' experience, seeks situation as
ASSISTANT. Good Mounter. Excellent references.—H.
BAILEV, Axe View, Colyford, Devonshire.

ODGE, GATE, or PARK-KEEPER, by
an Ex-Folice Sergeant. Abstainer. Good character —

SAUNDERS, 29, Holland Street, Clapham Road. S.W.

CHOPMAN.—Age 2-i; eight years' practical
KJ experience in all the branches of the tra^'e, used to brisk
counter trade.—F. J., Gardeners" Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER. — Age 27;

situation wanted. Ten years' experience in Wholesale
and Retail Trade.-SEEDSMAN, Mr. Berry, The Cloistera.
St. Albans, Herts.

S'
EED and BULB TRADE.—Young Man with
good general knowledge seeks Situation in the above

business. Good references.—A. B., 28. Harrington Street,
Regent's Park, N.W.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted by a young
Man.8ge20. Four years' experience in good Provincial

Hojse, Wholesale and Retail. Good knowledge of Farm
Seeds. Good references.—B. S.. 22. Holland Road, Sheffield,

CEED TRADE.—Wanted situation in SeedsO and Bulbs by a young Man, age 21 . Five years' experience,
Wholesale and Retail W. B. TUGWELL, 6, Arboretmn
Street, Nottingham.

HANDY MAN, on Farm or Gentleman's
Estate

;
young man. Good Hay-tyer, Rick Builder

;

also Milk Cows. Can be thorougnly recommended.—A. W.,
Denham Farm, Totteridge, Herts.

O FLORISTS.—A Man Floi ist, thoroughly
experienced in all kinds of Artistic Floral Arrangements

and Decoration.-, wanl^ a situation.—CONSTANS, 5, Bear
Street, London, W.C.

O FLORISTS.—Wanted by a young Man
(age 21). situation as SHOPMAN. Five years' expe-

rience in a London Shop. Used to Covent Garden and good
make up.—Apply B. B., 14, Stamford Terrace, Stamford Hill, N,

''pO^FlORISTS.—A young Lady d^ires re-
-L eng.igement. Five years' experience. Thorough know-
ledge cf the business. Good refereaces.-

Wood, near Liverpool.
-A TODD, Woolton
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KENT: THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,

GEO. BUNYARD & CO.
BEG CORDIALLY TO INVITE INSPECTION OF THEIR

FRUIT TREE^GENERAL NURSERIES
Which are umisualhj interesting this Season^ as Fruit is abundant, and the Trees are finer than ever.

CHAMPION EXHIBITORS of HARDY FRUITS, CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.

APPLES are fine in all forms, and Pyramids

can be supplied of extra sizes, as well as

Fruiting Cordons, Espaliers, Gridirons, and

Amateur's Standards ; H ambling's Seedling,

new, 5j. each ; and several other new kinds

can be recommended. 150,000 on Paradise

Stock; 100,000 on Crab Stock. Market

kinds by the lOOO.

PEARS, grand Espaliers of all the best-

flavoured kinds, and Pyramids on Quince

and Pear ; and extra-sized Cordons. A few

grand Novelties—50,000.

PLTJMS, extra-sized Fan-trained Trees in a

Fruiting state. Pyramids and all other

forms- 100,000.

DAMSONS, all the best sorts—25,000.

CHERBIES, clean - trained Wall Trees,

Orchard Standards, &c., of leading kinds

—

20,000. Cordons and Pyramids for Potting.

PEACHES and NECTARINES,
Eider-trained, with stems 2 to 6 ft., very

fine ; Dwarf-trained, extra fine ; and Fruit-

ing Trees in Pots, extra sizes. Fine

examples of all the best-flavoured kinds, and

Rivers' New Nectarines—5000.

APRICOTS, clean-trained Trees.

GRAPE - VINES, all the best, well-

ripened and finished.

ORCHARD - HOUSE TREES—
Fine Fruiting Examples. Crystal Palace

Show, Silver-gilt Medal for Pot Trees, and

Highest Award for One Hundred Dishes

Orchard-House Fruit.

MISCELLANEOUS FRUITS-
CRABS, all leading kinds. WALNUTS.
MULBERRIES, Standard and ^-Standard.

QUINCES, Standard and 4-Standard.

MEDLARS, Standard and i-Standard, three

best sorts. RHUBARB.
BLACKBERRIES and WINEBERRIES.

BUSH FRUITS.

GOOSEBERRIES, extra-fine Lancashire

Prize, Trained Bushes and Cordons, Market
and Garden sorts-100,000.

CURRANTS, Red, Black, and White,

grand Bushes and Trained Trees—100,000
in ten best sorts,

RASPBERRIES, Rod and White; and

Superlative

—

true, G. B. & Co.'s Specialty,

and far the best, and eight other good kinds.

STRAWBERRIES, 4 acres in thirty

best and newest sorts. Illustrated Descrip-

tive CATALOGUE free. Pot Plants, to

fruit first year, or shift on for forcing, and

well-rooted runners.

800 KINDS OF FRUIT

{TRUE TO NAME).

THE LARGEST and BEST-GROWN STOCK
IN EUROPE.

No other Nursery can furnish such a collection

—in Perfect Health—Marvels of Culture.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, CONSULT

G. B. & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED FRUIT CATALOGUE,

Post-free, 6 Stamps.

GRATIS TO PURCHASERS.

ROSES do well in our soil, lift with fibrous

roots, and are free from mildew. Fine

Standards, good heads ; fine Half-Standards,

Dwarfs, and Own - root Plants. LIST,
arranged to colour, free.

Some 50 acres are also devoted to

CONIFERS, PARK TREES,
EVERGREENS, RHODODENDRONS,
&o., and the Nurseries are specially rich in

FLOWERING and FOLIAGE SHRUBS.
New CATALOGUE, Now Ready.

FOREST TREES, as LARCH, QUICK,
ASH, CHESTNUT, SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN
FIRS, &c., in large quantities.

AUSTRIAN PINES and SCOTS
FIRS, extra sizes, 6 to 9 ft. ; specimens

recently moved, and safe.

G. B. & CO. also have an extensive

FLORAL DEPARTMENT, where

the most popular of FERNS, PALMS,
and FLOWERING PLANTS are well

cultivated.

Being also Seed Growers, no firm oin supply

better

VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS. The LIST for 1895 ready about

Christmas. The very best, at popular prices.

FREQUENT TRAINS from London, by

North Kent, South-Eastern Railway, to Maid-

stone, and by Chatham & Dover. Visitors can

book to BARMING STATION, which is in the

Fruit Nurseries. 5s. Third Class Return Fare,

available on either line. Time Tables oij

application.

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.
Established, 1796. 300 Acres.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Lettsrs to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WeUiniton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Priiited for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradburt, Agnew, 4 Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitetriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesei, and published by

Abthdb Oeoboe Martuc, at the Office, 11, WeUington Street, Pari»h of St. Paul's, Coyent Oarden, in the said County.—SATUaoAr, October 6, 1894. Agect for Manchester—John Hbiwood.
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BT
FIRST POST THUnSDAT MORNINO
at the latest.

Vegetables.

HCANNELL AND SONS' COLLECTION
« of VEGETABLES, shown at the Eoyal Horticultural

Society and at the K.^al Aquarium last week, weighing above
2 tons, not only gained the hiehest award for quality and
purity of strain, but was pronounced by the greatest
authorities to be the best collection ever exhibited in England.
Onions alone consisted of 34 distinct hinds, many weighing
nearly 2 lb. each ; and their size, ripe high colouring, and
perfe(t finish—open field culture— contrasted clearly with
others, proving absolutely that Kent produces the most perfect
and certainly the best seeds. Standard says: — "Finest
collcctioDS of vegetables ever seen."

SWANLEY. KENT.

Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTUKE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5s., poet free, hs. Qd,

F. BAERON. Eoyal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

V

B EAUTIFUL BEDS of TULIPS,
Best obtained from

CUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDINGO TULIPS.
DOUBLE FraST EARLY.—Crimson. Scarlet, Rose, Crimson

and Gold, Y'ellow, each, 2«. perdo»en. 145. per 100.

DOUBLE SECOND EARLY.— White, Scarlet. Crimson and
Gold, Violet, each 25. per dozen, 14*. per 100.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS.—The Rev. G. H. Colville. says :-" My Double

Tulips have been a great success this year. I had several

hundreds from you last autumn, which are admired by every-

one. They are quite the best I ever saw."

SUTTON'S BULBS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN, READING.

FOR SALE, GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
unbound. 1874 to 1890 inclusive (complete); any reason-

ab'e offer accepted.— M. A. D.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

H

ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the very best value in the

market. All should send for a sample dozen of hia first size

Hyacinths, at 3s. ; or a dozen of his second size at 2s., equal to

what are often sold as first size. Postage, Gd. extra. Full

List post-free on application. Gardeners liberally dealt with.
R. SYDENHAM, Tenby Street, Birmingham.

LILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTI, HARDY
BULBOTTS and other plants. Write for our new Illus-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should beta
the hands of all Lily Growers.

WALLACE AND CO , Colchester.

Juat Publlslied.

THE ORCHID-GROWER'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.

Super-royal 8vo. Price, 25s. ; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 255. lOrf.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, London, N.

ARDY BULBS for Bedding Purposes.—
Choice Selections of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CR0CUSE3,

SNOWDROPS, SCILLAS, all of best quality and at lowest
prices. See our Catalogue, No. 441. post-free on application.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and ohoioe Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odoatoglossums, &o., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS iiTD CO., Chase Side. Sonthgate, London, N.

ARNATION LAYERS.— 12 extra strong,
well-rooted, from my Prize Collection, correctly named, 6s.

free. Satisfaction guaranteed.—COLEMAN, Saffron Walden.

OBBIE'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE of
Bulbs. Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Herbaceous Plants,

Pansies. Rosea, Violas, and Fruit Trees, is now ready, and will

be forwarded free on application.

DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR, The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

ANTED, APPLES, large Cooking and
good Dessert sorts. Price per ton or bushel, cash.

HUDSON'S Floral DepOt, Kilburn, London, N.W.

Crotons.- Crotona.

WANTED, large, clean, well - coloured
CUTTINGS.— state varieties, and lowest price, to

—

G. BETHELL, Whitelej's Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath,
Uibridge.

WANTED, CALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS,
Golden Gem.

WILLIAM TYLER, 117, Angel Road, Edmonton.

EQUIRED, about 500 feet of 4-inch HORTI-
CirLTUBAL PIPING. Price to—

G. p. FOSTER, Eedlands, Emavortb.

N'
OW IS THE TIME TO PLANT,

P.E0NIE3.
Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

ARTLAND'S Irish-grown DAFFODILS.
Pronounced by the Press "The Best in the World."

Write for Cheap Prices, 1894.-WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND,
Seedsman, F.R.H.S., Cork, Ireland.

ENTIAS—KENTIAS—KENTIAS.—Clean
healthy, well-rooted plants, in 4fi's. 15». per doz ; in

aO's, ready for potting-on, 7s. 6d. per doz. Packed and put on
rail free.—G. BETHELL, Whiteley'a Nurseries, Hillingdon
Heath, Uxbridge.

ERMANIA CARNATION.—Strong plants,
in 60'a, 15J. per 100, £5 per 1000. Old Crimson CLOVE,

strong-rooted layers, los. per 100, £1 per 1000.

C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

THE TRADE.—WINTER-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS, fine bushy stuff, in bud in 48'8. La

Neige, Miss Joliffe Improved, ds. per doz., 65s. per 100; Mrs.
Moore, largest white, 12s. per doz ; Golden Gate, best yellow,

20s. per doz Packed free for Cash.
CRANE AND CLARKE, The Nurseries. March, Cambg.

ROSES.—Jacqueminot, on own roots, good
strong Plants, £9 per 1000, or £1 per 100.

W. HILLS. Nurseryman and Florist, Crescent Road, Bury
Street, Lower Edmonton, N.

JULES DE COCK'S NURSERIES,
t7 Ledeberg. Ghent ("Belgium).

30.000 Azalea Iiiilica, 12,000 A. mollis, .50.000 Begonia Bulb",

.i.OOO Draciena Bruant', 2.000 D. discolor, 4.000 D. indivisa,

2.000 D. lineata, 2,000 rubra. 10,000 Gloxinias, 30,000 Spiraea

japonica, 4,000 S. j. aurea reticulata. 10,000 Palms in variety,

with characterised leaves ; 2,000 Ficus elastica.

Prize Cob Filberts and other Fralt Trees,

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Beading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address^
GEORGE WATTE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

B~ARR'S MIXTURES of DAFFODILS, for
beautifying Orchards, Woodland Walks, Grass Slopes,

&c., and for Cutting. Mixed. All Sorts, per 1000. 21s. and
30s. Mixed Peerless or Chalice-cupped Star Narcissi,

graceful and beautiful, per 1000, 42s. ; Mixed Poet's Daffo-
dils, very beautiful, per lOOO, 42s. AU sent, Carrlaqe
Paid, on receipt of remittance.

BARR AND SON, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

OUBLE SWEET VIOLETS, Marie Louise
and Dr. Parm, all fine transplanted stuff, large, and

healthy, 3s. 6rf. per dozen, or 21s. per 100, package free.

JOHN HOOD AND CO., Nurserymen, Hexham.

VIOLETS.—Fine clumps of Queen Victoria,
Comte de Brazza, Marie Louise, &c. For prices apply

to GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

OBERTS'S (Improved) PATENT STOVES,
TERRACOTTA I PORTABLE I FOR COAL 1

Pure and ample heat, 21 hours for about \d., without atten-

tion. For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c. Grfenhouses heated,

24 houses for about Id. Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenti-

cated te.stimonials sent. See in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria Street, Westminster.

REENHOUSES for the MILLION.—
Complete from 50s. Fourteen Prize Medals awarded.

Quality sure test of cheapness. Beware of worthless imita-

tions. Send for CATALOGUE, free, to the Original Inventors

of Portable Greenhouses,
ALFRED PEEL AND SON, Horticultural Worka, Wood

Green, London. Established 20 years.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS, Lead, Glass, Oil, and

Colour Merchant", 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc,

Boyal Botanic Sec, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex UprightTubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W

.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers, '

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68. CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Batking Side.
IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Carlton House,
R«d Bridge Lane, Barking Side, two miles from Leytonstone,
liford, and Snaresbrook Stations, on MONDAY NEX r, October
15, at*12 o'clock, by orderof Mr. Baylis, who is leaving the
oeighbourhood. a quantity of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, ICOO Cinerarias in pots, 100 Pelargoniums, Callas,

&c. Also 20 Specimen Palm*?, a few Orchids, Azalea indica,

Camelliaa, 30O choice Chrysantliemums, best sorts, in large

pots; 850 Echeveria secunda glauca, and other Plants. Also
50 Cast Flower-pots, Mowing-machine, Water-barrow, &c.
May be Tiewed. Catalogues had on the Premises ; and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, and
Leytonstone.

Feltham. Middlesex.
CLEARANCE SALE of unusually well-grown NURSERY

STOCK, by order of Messrs. Charles Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Lee's Nursery,
Feltham, Middlesex, ten minutes' walk from Feltham Station,

on TUESDAY NEXT, October 16, at 12 o'Clock, thousands of

splendid specimen CONIFERS and EVERGREENS, all beauti-

fully grown and recently transplanted— Golden Yews, Silx'er

and Golden Hollies, Cupreasus, Retinosporas of sorts. Green and
Variegated Aucubas, 2 to 4 feet ; Oval-leaf Privet, 2 to 3 feet

;

Green Hollies, 15 inches to 10 feet ; 600 Cupressus erecta viridis,

Argentea variegata, their splendid new silver variegated
Cypress; RHODODENDRONS, best named sorts, from 2 to
5 feet. Also hundreds of Standard and Pyramid APPLES and
PEARS, best Dessert and Kitchen kinds ; and a quantity of

NUTS and FILBERTS of the best sorts.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
on the Premises ; at the Royal Vineyard Nursery, 35, Ham-
mersmith Road, W. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C.

Westerliam, Kent—Wednesday Next.
ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY STOCK,

PLANTS, SEEDS, TOOLS, &c., by order of Mr. Arthur
Jeffkins, who is relinquishing the business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Hosey and

Darenth Nurseries, Westerham, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY NEXT, October 17 and 18, at 12 o'Clock each day,
a large quantity of well-grown EVERGREENS and CONIFERS,
in great variety ; 1000 Privet, 2000 Standard, Dwarf, and
Climbing ROSES of the best-named Teas and Hybrid Per-
petuals: 1200 Black and Red CURRANTS, FRUIT TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS, 3000 QUICK, 1000 bushy Portugal
and other LAURELS, LIMES, HORSE CHESTNUTS,
THORNS, POPLARS, IVIES in pots, CLEMATIS. GUEEN-
HOUSE PLANTS. 60 LIGHTS and FRAMES, TOOLS, and
SUNDRIES. Vegetable and Flower SEEDS lotted in col-

lections, FLOWER SHOW BOXES, &c.

May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Loughton. Essex.
Three-quarters of a mile from Loughton Station, G.E.Ry.

TWO DAYS' SALE of exceptionally well-rooted NURSERY
STOCK, grown to the greatest perfection, and now in
splendid condition for removal, by orderof Messrs. Wm.
Paul & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the premises, the Sale Nurseries,

Loughton, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY NEXT. October 18 and
19, at Twelve o'Clock each day, large quantitifs of green and
variegated HOLLIES, fine specimens; LAURELS, thousands of
CONIFERS in great variety. Golden and other Yews, specimen
Aucubas, hundreds of Rhododendrons, including Ponticuma,
hybrid Seedlings and named sorts. Standard OrnamentalTrees,
Limes, Elms. Poplars, &c. ; also Standard and Dwarf Fruit
Trees, consisting of Apples, Pears, Cherries, and Plums; Stan-
dard Dwarf and Climbing Roses of the best named sorts, and
other Stock.

May now be viewed, catalogues had on the premises; of
Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, the Nurseries, Waltham Cros^,
Herts; and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C, and
Leytonstone.

Sunningdale. Berks.
Close to the Railway Station.

THREE DAYS'ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of beautifully
grown NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Nurseries,

Sunningdale. on TUESDAY, October 23, and TWO FOLLOW-
ING DAYS, at 12 o'clock each day, bv order of Mr. Charles
Noble, a splendid lot of best named kinds of RHODODEN-
DRONS, for which these Nurseries are noted, AZALEAS,
KALMIAS, thousands of fiowpring shruhs in great variety, a
large quantity of Mahonia aquifolia, useful for Cover planting;
many thousands of Conifers for Ornamental Planting. Ever-
greens for Hedges, &c., from 3 to 9 feet in height; several
thousands of oval-leaved Privet, 2 to 4 feet; a fine Collection
of Standard and Pyramid Apples, Pears, and other Fruit
Trees. Gooseberries, Currants. Ornamental Tre.»s for Street,
Avenue, or Park Planting, and other Stock, the whole in
capital condition for removal.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premi8e8,and of the Auctioneers. 67and SS.Cheapside.E.C.

Wednesday Next.
1000 LILIUM AURATUM, just received from Japan ; extra-

fine Selected Bulbs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include I he above io their BULB SALE on WEDNES-

DAY NEXT. October 17, at 12 oClock.
Oo view morniDg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE
Of the Kemaining Portion of the Famous

PICKERING LODGE COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
Together with the

GARDEN TOOLS. GREENHOUSE PLANTS. CARRIAGES,
and a portion of the

WELL-KNOWN CELLAR of CHOICE WINES
formed by the late George Hardy, Esq. The Orchids are
reputed to be the Grandest Lot of Plants in the North of

England, having won the Highest Honours at Manchester
and other leading Shows.

By Order of the Executors, without the slightest Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions t) SELL by AUCTION on

the Premi;es, Pickering Lodge, Timperley, near Manchester,
on TUESDAY NEXT. October 16 and TWO FOLLOWING
DAYS, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the Re-
miioing Portion of this far-famed

COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.
The whole of the plants are in the best possible health,

and are remarkable alike for their size and the grandeur
0^ the varieties. For upwards of twenty years the late Mr.
Hardy was an enthusiasiic buyer and a keen judge, and made
a practice of discarding from his collection all varieties that
did not reich the highest standard of excellence. In' order
that intending buyers may judge for themselves of the beauty
of the varieties, an effort will be made as far as practicable to

offer everything in flower.

Amongst the numerous items to be offered will be found
the following:

Cypripedum ueaanthum super-

bum
,, Statterianum

,, Swinburnii
,, Leeanum gigantum
,, Lathomianum giganteum
,, lo Grande
,, Arthurianura
,, insigne Studleyana

,, ,, giganteum
,, GodsetEana superbum
,, insigoe aureum
,, Amesiana
,, in^ignf* Sanderte

,, javanico superbie is

,. Leeanum giganteum
„ MorganiEE
,. insigae Erneatii

,, Bartetii

,, insigne Wiottii

,, ,, albens

,, Patersonii

,, Sallierii

LEclio-Cattleya calystoglossa

., bella

Ltelia anceps Schroderii

,. Schroderiaoa

,, Tressideriana superba
„ anceps Dawaoni
,, ,, Schrotlern?

,, ,, Schroderiana
„ Gouldeana
,, anceps Protheropana
,, etegans Tarneiii

Cijelogyne cristata alba

., Lemoniana
Eiilophiella Elisabethre
Dendrobium Dominianum

Stand Hall var., two

Dendrobium splendidis-

simum Leeanum,three
plants

„ Schroderianum, three
plants

„ nobile nobilius, several

,, ,. giganteum. Stand
Hall var.. three plants

,, nobile CoDksonii. several

,, Wardianum album
,, Dominianum
,, nobile Bacbhou^eani
,, ,. Wallichianum
„ craesinode alba

„ nobile nivalis

„ splendida grandis

„ nobile. Hardy's var.

Odontoglossum Edwardi
„ Wilckeanum
„ Halli

„ Ruckeriana
„ Hebraicum
„ Andersonianum. Stand

Hall var.

Cattleya Hardyana
„ Masiiana
,, Bluntii

,, Claesianum
,, Reicheinana
,, Trianee alba

,, Schroderre alba

,, exoniensis

,, aurea
,, Dowiana

Cymbidium eburneum
Lycaste Skinneri alba
Sobralia. pure white
Vanda Sanderiana
Dendrochilum glumaceum

plants

150 PHAL.EMOPSIS SCHILLERIANA. AMiBILIS, SAN-
DERIANA, P. GLORIOSA, amongst which are extra tine

plants, numerous Cattleyas, Odontoglossums, Oncidiums,
Dendrobiums, Vandas, Aerldes, Masdevallias, Leelias,

Sophronites, &c,

STOVE AND GREEiJHOUSE PLANTS.
PALMS. FERNS, CROTONS, AMARYLLIS.

Garden Implements, Tools, Frames, fHand-barrows. Mowing
Machines, Grindstone, capital Barouche, and a Mail Phaeton.

Togi^thcr with a portion of the late Mr. Hardy's

WELL-KNOWN CELLAR OF CHOICE WINES,
comprising 22 doz. Claret Chateau Kerwen, vintage 18SI

;

11 doz. Claret Chftteau Leoville; 7 doz. Port, Sandeman's
;

21 doz. Port. 1 doz. Bots.; 20 doz. Champagne, Deutz and
Guelcerman Gowlac; 34 doz. Do., Veuve Clicquot; 3 doz
Magnums; 11 doz. Bots. Hennessey's old Brown Brandy,
1S75; 17 doz. Bots. Geo. Roe's old Irish Whisky.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained of Mr. HOLMES,
the Head Gardener, on the Premise', and of the Auctioneers,
67 and 68, Cheapside London, E.C.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULB3.-GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 & 68.

Cheapside, London, E.C., EVERY DAY, at 12 o'Clock, large

consignments of tirst-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland. lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM. SNOWDROPS, &g.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday October 23
The well-known BINROCK COLLECTION OF ESTABLISHED

ORCHIDS, manyof which areexceptionally tine specimens,
several of them being from 2 to 3 feet through. By order
of .John M. Keiller. Esq., who is leaving Dundee.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Chpapside, London. E.C,
on TUESDAY', October 23. at half-past 12 o'Clock, the above
important collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, amongst
the principal plants special attention is called to the following:—

Angriecum sesquipedale
1 Dendrobium PhaUenopsis

Cattleya Bowringiana Dendrouhdum glumaceum
crispa. grand specimen Leelia anceps Hillii

,, Dowiana aurea
,, Sanderiana
,. Lawrenceana, 20 bulbs
„ Mendeli, 8 growths, ex-

ceptionally fine va-
riety

,, Skinneri alba, 9 bulbs
,, Schroderte, fine variety

Cymbidium Lowianum, fine
specimens

,, eburneum
Dendrobium Leechianum

,, nobile Sanderiana

Sanderiana
,, ,. Stella

„ ,, Williamsiana
„ purpurata Erysiana

Masdevallia Chelsoni
Odontoglossum Alexandrap,

including several fine
varieties

,, Andersonianum
,, Wildseanum

i
Oncidium Marshallianum
Thunia Marshalliana
Phaltpnopsis, in variety

And many others.

On view morning of Sale. Catalogues are now ready an!
may be had on application to the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C.

Groombrldge, near Tunbridga Wells.
HOLLAMBY'S NURSERIES.

TWENTIETH GREAT ANNUAL SALE of beautifully-grown
NURSERY STOCK, comprising about 400,000 CONIFERS,
ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and FOREST TREES,
By order of the Executors of the late Mr.Ed^\in Hollamby.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE k MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, close

to Groombridge Railway Station, on THURSDAY' and
FRIDAY, October 25 and 26, at 13 o'Clock precisely each day,
45.000 Larch, 2 to 3 feet and

3 to 4 feet

50,000 Ash, 2 to 4 feet

50,000 Spauisli Chestnut.
Birch, Hazel, and
Alder

100,000 strong transplanted
Quick

148,f00 Thuji Lobbii, Cu-
pressus. Firs. Abies,
Aucubas. and other
Conifers; also Rho-
dodendrons. Roses,
and flowering Shrubs

5.000 Laurels, of sorts

2.O0O English Yews. 2 to3JEt.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues can be

obtained at the Nurseries, or on application to the Auctioneers,
67 and 68. Cheapside, London.E.C.

Stapleford, near Nottlngbam. Absolute clearance.
SALE of thirty acres of well-grown NURSERY STOCK,

without the slightest reserve, the freehold estate having
been sold.

MESSRS. PKOTIIEROE and MORRIS are
instructel to SELL by AUCTION on the Premises,

FrettiDgham'8 NuraerieB, Stapleford, near Nottingham, ten
minutes from Sandiacre and Stapleford Station (Midland Rail-
way), on MONDAY, October 29, and THREE FOLLOWING
DAYS at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the FIRST PORTION
of this extensive STOCK, comprising 3,000 Gold and Silver
HOLLIES, for whicli this Nursery has been noted, Aucubas,
Rhododendrons, and Laurels in large quantities, 20,000 Conifers,
a wonderfully iine assortment in various sizes, a grand stock
of Golden Yews, a remarkably fine lot of Cupreasus Lawsoniana,
including the best varieties, 5O0O Fruit Trees, principally
Standard and Pyramid APPLES (many large frui(> bearing trees
amongst them), also Pears, Plums, Ornamental Trees. &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. Frettingham on the Premises, of ARTHUR T.
ASHWELL, Esq., Solicitor, St. Peter's Walk, Nottingham,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.
N.B—The STOCK is particularly well-rooted, and the

NURSERY bears a high reputation for the safety with which
the STOCK can he transplanted.

Perry Hill, Cllffe, near Rocbester.
Adjoinirg Clitfj Station, S.E.R.

GREAT ANNUAL SALE of FRUIT TREES.
By order of Mr. W. Home.

IMPORTANT to MARKET GARDENERS, FRUIT GROWERS,
and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on thePremises as above,

100,000 FRUIT TREES.
Fuller particulars will appear.

Hounslow, Middlesex —Preliminary Notice.
EXPIRATION OF TENANCY.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. S. Spooner & Sons,

Hounslow Nurseries, Middlesex, to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, early in November, the GREATER PORTION
of the STOCK now growing on their Nursery adjoining the
Hounslow Station (S. W. K.), including about 20.000 Fruit
Trees. Date and further particulars will shortly appear.

Monday Next.
PALMS, in variety; DRICENAS, OLIVIAS, DAPHNES, 100

FERNS (two sorts), 60 AZALEA INDICA, EUONYMUS,
LAURUSTINUS, RETINOSPORAS, &c , from Ilelgium.

Also ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, 20 lots DECORATIVE
PALMS, Hardy Border BULBS and PLANTS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at tlieir Central Sale

R'oms, 67 and 63, Cheap*ide, London, B.C., on MONDAY
NEXT, October 15. at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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Tuesday Next.
An IMPORTATION of ESTABLISHED and SEMI-ESTAB-

LISHED ORCHIDS. comprisiDg :

Angr&ecum sesquipedale

,, superbum
,, citratum
„ metallitiue

,, polystachium

Also an IMPORTATION, Mr. A. Vander Bogaerde, comprising

Eulophiella Elizabethse

„ new species

Phajus Humbloti
Gratnmatophyllum EUersi,

and others.

Cattleya labiata

„ citrina

„ Trianee

,, Skinneri

Leelia autumnalia
,, ancepa

Odontoglossum Rossi majus,
and otliers.

Epidendrum vitelliuum majue.

Also IMPORTATIONS from Messrs. F. Horsman & Co., of

Lselia harpophylla and Cattleya Schilleriana, and
ORCHIDS in FLOWER.

MESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

3ale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on
TUESDAY NEXT, October 16, at haU-pagt 12 o'Clock.

On view momiog of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next—Without Reserve.

VALUABLE ESTABLISHED CYPRIPEDIUMS,
The cream of an extensive collection, whose varietal names
do not fully represent their high-claes merit, comprising—

Cypripedium Niobe, Short
Hills variety

,, magiiiflonim

,, Germinyanum superbum
„ Hebe

AUanianum

Cypripedium Greyanum
Pelias
Mra. W. A. Roebling
Miss Emma M. Roebliog
Seedling Lawrenceanum
X Marshallianum

And many others mostly superior to the type of the variety

known.' All are in perfect condition.

Also the following Duplicate CYPRIPEDIUMS from a

well-known Private collection, comprising—
Cypripedium Arthurianum

Chas. Canham
Fascinator (F.C.C.)
Harrisianum superbum
lucidum
Morganiae
Orphanum
T. B. Haywood

Cypripedium insigne Eroestii

Brownii
Dominiana albens
Fraserii
ganesa
Buchanianum
microchilum
Lawrecceanum Hyea-
num

And MILTONIA FASTAVA (very rare), CATTLEYA X
CALUMNATA. and a quantity of rare MASDE\'AL-
LIAS. PLEUROTHALLIS. and Unfiowered SEEDLING
CYPRIPEDIUMS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, Londou, E.G., on FRIDAY
NEXT, October 19, at hilf-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs. Batch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs.

SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY,
In Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C., nearly Every Day, at half-paat 12 o'clock. First-class

ConsiRnmenta of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, ARRIVING DAILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next
Splendid Importations from Holland.

A fine Collection of beautifully-grown small ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS, for Pot and Border Culture ; AZALEA MOL-
LIS, RHODODENDRONS, 6000 SPIRSCA JAPONtCA,
S. PALMATA, DIELYTRA SPECTABILE, FRUIT
TREES, 700 choice-named Dwarf ROSES, a collection of

P.EONIES, 3000 Dutch LILIUMS, a collection of choice
NARCISSUS, 70.000 Best Berlin LILY of the VALLEY
CROWNS. PALMS from Ghent, 40.000 FREESIAS. 50,000
French FORCING BULBS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, L.
HARRISI, L. SPECIOSUM ALBUM. ROSEUM, and
RUBRUM ; CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, GLADIOLI,
10,000 South African TUBEROSES, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms.

38, King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
October 17.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Third Annual Sale.—Tlie Nnraery, Downbam Market.
Close to the Railway Station-

To MARKET GARDENERS, FRUIT GROWERS, and
OTHERS

IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of valuable NURSERY
STOCK, comprising 16,000 FRUIT TREES, specially grown
for Market Gardeners and Fruit Growers, including the
best and most profitable Market Sorts, viz., 600 ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS. 1.500 ROSES, lOOO CARNATIONS,
100 BEGONIAS, 3603 SPRUCE, FIR, and BEECH, 5000
MYROBELLA, Stc, which

MR. CHARLES HAWKINS is favonred
with instructions from Messrs. Bird & Vallance, to SELL

by AUCTION, at the Nursery. Downham Market, on FRIDAY.
October 19, 1894, commencing at half-past 10 o'clock precisely,

in consequence of the number of lots.

Catalogues will be forwarded upon application to Messrs.
BIRD A^D VALLANCE, Bridge Street, Downham Market ; or
of the Auctioneer, Downham Market, and Bank Chambers,
King's Lynn.

Thursday Next.
CONSIGNMENT FROM BELGIUM.

200 AZALEA INDICA, 100 A. M0LLI9, 36 DRACiENAS, 24
ASPIDISTRAS, and 24 CAMELLIAS from Belgium.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their BULB SALE on THURSDAY

NEXT, October 18, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

In the Royal Exchange Sale Rooms, Glasgow.
On WEDNESDAY', October 24, at 12 noon. Important Public

Sale of Collection of BARE ORCHIDS, formed by the
late Thomas Dunlop Findlay, Esq., of EaaterhiU and
Bonnington, Lanark. Removed from Bonnington for con-
venience of Sale.

MESSRS. ROBERT M'TEAR and CO. will
SELL the above by AUCTION in their Rooms, North

Court, Saint Vincent Place, Glasgow, on WEDNESDAY,
October 21, at 12 o'Clock noon prompt.
On view on Tuesday. October 23, from 10 A.M. to 5 i*.m., and

morning of Sale. Catalogues on application to the Auctioneers,
Royal ExcJiange Sale Rooms.— October 8, 1894.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!

JOHN COWAN & Co.
(UMITED),

Have recently received large and splendid impor-
tations of the following and other Orchids :

—

CATTLEYA CRISPA, C. HARRISONLE, C.
SCHILLERIANA, C. SCHOFIELDIANA, C. LABIATA
WARNERII.

LiELIA HARPOPHYLLA, L. XANTHLNA,
L. PUMILA, L. CINNABARINA.

ONCIDIUM FORBESII, O. CRISPUM,
MILTONIA CANDIDA GRANDIFLORA,

M. CLOWESII, M. MORELLIANA, M. CUNEATA.

SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, S. G.
ROSEA, S. COCCINEA, and many others.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues post-free on
application.

The Co. have at present a large and splendid

lot of CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNA-
LIS in sheath, all of which were imported during
the past spring, and are consequently flowering

for the first time in this country.

The Co. have also a grand lot of DENDRO-
BIUMS in great variety, all of which have made
fine growths, and will flower freely in their season.

The Co. have also a large and fine GENERAL
STOCK of ORCHIDS, consisting of tens of

thousands of fine healthy plants.

INSPECTION IS EARNESTLY INVITED.

DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUES Post Free on
application to —

JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.,

THE VINEYARD and NTIBSEBIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

BUSINESS for SALE, in wealthy country
town. Long Leaae. Good Houses, well stoclied. Fine

opportunity for Business Man. Rents moderate.—Full
particulars of Mr. TURRALL, Auctioneer, Tunbridge Wella.

URSERY, LONDON, N., FOR SALE.
Eight Greenhouses, Sheds, Van, Stock, &c.

Good supply of Water ; Long Leaee, Low Ground Rent, no
Taxes; a Bar;^aiD.

No reasonable offer refused. Full particulars, B. A., 6, Fore
Street, Edmonton, London, N.

FOR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked with Vines, Cucumbera, and Plants.

Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to

run : 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.
All particulars of A. B„ 11, Daffome Road, Tooting,

Surrey.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.— To Fruit
and Potato Salesmen, Seed Merchants, &c.—TO BE

LET, with Immediate Possession, in rear of Piazza, with
entrance from James Street, and covered yard for loading and
unloading. Two extensive IJasement Warehouses, fitted for

Bananas, but suitable for other purposes ; Store or Sale Room
on Ground Floor, 28 ft. 6 in. X 26 ft. Ij in. ; Extennve Ware-
houses, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Floors, with Hyilraulic Lift throughout.
Apply to Messrs. S. CHADWICK AND PILDITCH, 17,

Parliament Street. S.W.

Luton, Beds.
FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL.

FLORIST'S, SEED, and FRUIT BUSINESS,
centrally situate in one of the best streets ol the thriving

and rapidly-growing town of Luton. Turnover between £400
and £.S00. Stock, Utensils, Fixtures, and Goodwill only £95.

—Further particulars of H. HO LYOAK AXD SON, Auctioneers,

Surveyors, &c , Luton, Beds.

Royal Kitchen Gardens, Hampton Court.

TO BE LET, 12 acres, 21 Glass Houses,
thoroughly heated with Hot Water; Dwelling House,

and Shop.—Particulars to E. BENNETT, as above.

EXHIBITIONS.

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMUM
AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held in
the Rink Hall, Blackheath (opposite S.E.R. Station), on
WEDNESDAY, October 31, and THURSDAY, November 1.

1894, when prizes amounting to upwards of £100 will be
offered for competition. Schedule of prizes and all particulars
may be obtained on application to

—

Mr. FRED. J. GARWOOD. Hon. Sec, 37, Turner Rd., Lee.S.E.

R Y S T A L PALACE.
The Grand

EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 2 and 3, 1891.

Schedules and Entry Forms post-free, on application to
Mr. W. G. HEAD, Superintendent, Garden Department,
Crystal Palace, S.E.

Entries close on Friday, October 26.

TO CHRYSANTHEMUM GROWERS,
PROFESSIONALS and AMATEURS.

NEWBURY CHRYSANTHEMUM
WINTER FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW.

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION. Corn Exchange, New-
bury, on WEDNESDAY, November 7, 1894. Last day for

entries, October 30. Schedules to be obtained of

—

H. S. HANINGTON. Hon. Sec.

HE SECOND ANNUAL SHOW of the
DONCASTER and DISTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM

SOCIETY, • OPEN to ALL ENGLAND," will be held in the
Corn Exchange, Doncaster, on NOVEMBER 7 and 8. 1894.

—Schedules can be had on application to the Secretary,

J. W. HARESIGN, 31, Scot Lane, Doncaster.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
toGrow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancraa.

OR SALE.—Terminal-end flued SADDLE
BOILER and FITTINGS complete, 7 feet 6 inches long

X 2 feet 9 inches wide X 3 feet height. Condition almost
equal to new. Original cost £72 10s., price £15 155. on' rail.

—

Apply ALEX. WRIGHT, 241, South Norwood Hill, S.E.

PTERIS TREMULA, oristata, cretica, Poly-
podiums and Cyrtomium in 48's; also Pt«ri3 tremula in

32's. good Stuff.—Apply W. PATEMAN. Florist, Hertford
Road, Lower Edmonton, and 353, Flower Market.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4| to 6 inches,
impossible to surpass. 10s. 6rf. per 100. HYACINTHS,

finest named sorts, 4s. per dozen, 25s. per 100; second quality,

named, 2s. per dozen. 14s. per 100. BULB LIST on application.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

MILLER'S DAFFODILS, Best and Cheapest.
Single Daffodils (Lent Lily), Is. M. per 100, 13s. M.

per 1000 ; Pheasant's-eye (Poeticus), Is. ^d. per 100. 13s. 6i.

per 1000 ; Biflorus. Is. per 100, 13s. dd. per 1000 ; Double
White, 2s. 9d. per 100. 26s. per 1000; Mixed Daffodils, all

sorts. Is. 9<i. per 100. 16s. per 1000. Orders above 10s. carriage

paid. Illustrated Bulb Catalogue, free.

F. MILLER & CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

ICTORIA PLUMS.—Excellent Standards,
fibrous roots, clean stout stems, fruiting heads.

CORDON PEARS and APPLES. Well spurred fruiting

Trees. 5, 6, and 7 feet.

FORCING ASPARAGUS. Grand clumps.
WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex,

OUBLE PEARL TUBEROSES, specially

grown in Africa ;
potted now, these will flower at least

two months earlier than the ordinary American. Grand Bulbs,

12 for 2s., 100 for 14s. ; Freesia refracta alba, 2f . 6<i. per 100 j

Single Lent Lilies. 2s. per 10}; Scilla Sibirica, 2». per 100.

All carriage paid. Special catalogue gratia.

W. H HUDSON, F.R.H.S., Kilburn, London, N.W.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2}-inch pots. Stove and Green-

bouse, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per 100; large ditto, in 48's,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

48's, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen

;

ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s.

per 100. Aralias. Orevilleas, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48's, 6s. per

dozen. Ficus. Palms, Dracienas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in

48'8, Is. each. Seedling Ferns, 6s. per 100. Packed free. Cash

with Order. List free.—J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

K(\ (\C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
UU<)V/V/V/ all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN ; 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30». per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;

18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76s. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8». per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK. Goldstone, Brighton.

ARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back page.

Gardeners' Chronicle, September 1, l.Si*4.

BULBS. Winter, Spring, and Summer-flowering.

DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds, Borders, and Naturalisation

in Meadows. Woods. &c.

ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing interest to

Amateurs.
HARDY' HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,

and Naturalisation.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS. 12s. 6rf., 21s., 42s.. and 63s.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. M., 7s. 6if., 10s. 6d., 21?.,

to 105.5.

BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London,
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CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TKACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our

\
signature attached.

? Price, 6s. per bushel, Ij. extra for

f package ; or, Ij. per cake, free per

Parcel Post,

WM. CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries. London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB. HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 (o 2i feet. 9j. per dozen ; 6 's. per 100.

,, ,, 2^ to 3 feet, 12s. per dozen ; 755. per 100.

,. ., 3to4 feet. ISs. perdozen ; 12(s. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PERKINS & SON,
52, MAKKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRESCH BDLBS! aid E»CIISH BULBS!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.

Conta-ning List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS. LILIUMS. DAFFODILS,
SNOWDROPS. IRI-i. &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending yottr Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS.

EXETER ST., STBAND, LONDON, W.O.

NOTICE I-LIUES OF THE VALLEY.
Owing to the severe Drought of last Summer, 3 year- old

Flowerirg Crowns will be very scarce this year, and prices are

sure to advance.
To insure a. supply, and first q'lality, send your Orders

without delay. 2^ Millions of Crowns offered for Forcing and
Planting Out, of unsurpassed quality. Prices on application to

T. JANNOCH,
Lily of the Valley Grower by Special Appointment to

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales,

DERSINGHAM. KING'S L1!NN. NORFOLK.

DU T CH B_[JL B S.

TULIP.*'. Due van Tbol. scarlet Is. 6rf. per 100.

TULIP.*, Due van Thol, red and yellow ... 2s. per lUO.

TULIPf, mixed is. per 100.

PRICE LIST of DUTCH BULB', cheaper than any ether
Firm, sent free en application from—

J . D . H A M O N, Bulb Importer,
JAMAICA ROW, BIRMINGHAM.

BUNYARD'S KENT
STRAWBERRIES.

BEST PLANTS of FINEST SORTS.

Prices now Reduced 20 per Cent , except NEivtsT Kinds.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.,
OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

NEW LIST FREE.

S3

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Lillies,

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Scilias,

Irises

&c

DiCKSONS

BEST

QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delivered Free by
Rahj or Pabcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 441

Post Free on applUation.

Bulb Growers

& Importers Chester
^

STRAWBERRIES.—The best that money can
buy. Grand rooted runners of Noble, Sir Joseph Paxton,

President, and Prince Teck, I5i. per 1000 ; La Grosse Sucr^e and
Scarlet Queen, 30s. per 1000, for cash with order.

THOS. TILHROOK, Fruit Grower, Houghton, Huntingdon.

RASPBERRY CANES.— Carter's Prolific,
Falstaff, and Norwich Wonder.

Not less than 1000 Canes of either sort supplied.

ALBERT BATH, Vine Court, SevenoakP, Kent.

XPIRATION OF LEASE.—To be Sold,
Cheap. 5000 good transplanted SCOTCH FIRS, 5 to

10ft., well furnished.

E. TANNER, Nurseryman, Qroombridge, Sussex.

tj^RUIT and FLOWER GROWING under
X? Glass near London.—Pleasant and profitable occupation
and refined home offered tea single Lady or Gentleman inrest-

ing £100 to £150.—Mrs. SHIPLEY. Bath Road, Hounslow.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Booted Runners of

Thury, Noble, Paxton, President, and others.

500, 15s. ; 100, hs. %d. ; 25. \s„ carriage paid for cash. List free.

W. LOVEL AND SON, Driffield.

COLEUS MRS. F. SANDER.—Undoubtedly
the most beautiful Coleus ever raised. Strong plants,

3s. 6i. each.— O. BETHELL, Whiteley's Nurseries, Hillingdon

Heath, Uibridge.

PTERIS TREMULA.—Fine stuff, in 2i-inch
pots, fit for potting on into 48'9. 10s. per 100,"i£l 10s.

per 1000; fine stuff, in 4S's. £1 per ICO.

C. JOHNSON AMD CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

RELAGE'S AMARYLLIS, and all kinds of
DUTCH BULBS and Rare or New Bulbous Plants, true

to name, and of the best quality only, at cheap prices. Descrip-

tive Catalogue, illustrated, may be had free, on application to

K. H. KBELAGE ASD SON, Bloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem,
Holland. Established 1811.

PANSIES and VIOLAS.—My growth is equal
to that of any three growers in tlie world. Plant now

for spring blooming. My collection of Carnations is unsur-
paesed. Catalogue post-free on application.

R. H. BATH, Flower Farm, Wisbech.

VIOLAS.—VIOLAS.—Strong, rooted plants,
propagated from Cuttings, guaranteed true : Countess

of Kintore. Magpie. Skylark, Souvenir. Her M-* jesty. Goldfinch,
Ardwell G.m, Bullion, Countess of Wharncliffe, Lillias, The
Mearn", and Duchess of Fife.

5s. per 100; 40s. per 1000. Carriage paid.
BRUCE BROS , Florists, Haynford, Norwich.

OR SALE. — Fine FREESIA BULBS,
12,OCiO at 10s. per 1000. THE '• BRIDE" GLADIOLI
(Colvilli alba), fine Bulbs, 10,000 at 10s. per 1000.

ANEMONE FULGENS, bright soarlet flower, 4!. per 100.

ARUM LILIES (Calla sethiopica), fine Bulbs, just starting,

10s. per 100.

H. A. Q4VEY. Thornhill. St. .larqiies. Guernsey.

OLDEN EUONYMUS, good colour, 9 to
13 inches, 30s per 100.

GREEN EtJONYMUS. 12 irches, 20j. per 100. for cash with
order. Samples, l.t. eith. postrfrce.

H. H. MOORE. The Nurseries. Chichester.

CARNATIONS.—Old Crimson Clove, strong
layer'. 10s. M. per 100 free.

S. GAVED, Shepperton, Middlesei.

ULBS. — First Quality. — NOTE PRICES.
— 12 Lilium Harrisii (not L. lODgiflorum), Is. %d., 12

L. candidum (large), 1$. 'M., 13 Freesia refracta alba, extra
large, 4rf.. \'i Gladiolus (The Bride), extra large, Ad.; 2h Nar-
cissus, 4</ , 12 Amaryllis, 2s. Qd., 12 Arums, strong roots,

2s. &d.; 12 Cyclamens, U. 6d. ; 25 Chionodoxas, 4d. ; 25
Scilias, 4d. ; 25 Lily of the Valley, beat imported crowns, 9d.;

12 Spirrea jipoiuoa, strong recta, 2s. 6d, Carriage paid on
orders over fts. Discc iint to large buyers.
BIRCHALL BROS. Bl CO.. 20. Polygon Road. Southampton.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48's, 125. per doz. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48'8, 9j.

and lis. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in 60'8, 5^. and 6^. perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in OO's. 4s. and bs. per doz. ; do. in large
thumbs, 3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100 ; ARALIAS, in 48*s, bs. and
65. per doz. ; FICUS, in 48's, 125. per doz. ; CYPERUS NA-
TALENSIS and ALTKKNIFOLIUS, in 48'», 5$. per dozen;
twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12*. per 100; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, Gs. ^er doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48*8, 55. &
6i. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane 8l Martin), 5, Bramah Road. Brixton, London. S.W.

ASPIDISTRAS, green and variegated, per 100
leaves, 16#. ; Lily of the Valley, early Berlin crown*,

26s. per ItiOO; ditto, good crowns, 23s. ; extra strong, for later

forciDg, 245. ; ditto, good crownf, 21s. ; good crowns for late

forcing. 18.'. per 1000. Freesia refracta alba. 16s. per lOCO
;

Allium Neapolitanum, 2s. 6d. per 100; Lilium candidum. 8s.

per KG ; Heleborus niger (Christmas Hose). 8s. per 100 ; Ficua
elaatica. 605 to 90s. per 100 ; Lilac Charles X., 60s. to 80s. per
100; Roses. Dwarf Hybiid Perpetual, on Seedling Briar, per
100 plants. 22s. and 40s. ; Dwarf Tea. Noisette. &c . per 100,

at 35s. and 60s.; Roses for walls, 60s. per 100. All true to

name, extra strong stuff, and carriage free. Cash with Order.
H. LEAR. Victor Street, JJull.

FERNS--FERNS.
PTERIS Cristata, Nobilis, Cretioa Major,

Tremula, Adiantum Fulvum and Pubescens, in 48*8, at

45. Qd. per dozen. Polypodium at 5s. 6d. per dozen.
The above packed free for cash with order.

B. PRIMROSE, Blackheath Nurseries, St. John's Park,
Blnckheath, S E.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS from open ground.
—Royal Sovereign, £2; President. 3s.; Noble. 3s. Qd.;

Latest of All, 6s. ; Paxton, 45. ; Wonderful, 3.r. per 100. Cash
with order.—STILWELL, Rochford, Essex.

ILD GARDENING. — Plant Hartland's
Cheap Offer of Von Sion and Irish Princepa Daffodils,

Blue Bella, &c., at very low prices. Apply to

—

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Seedsman, F.R.H.8., Cork.

Important to MuBbroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hondreda

of testimonials. Per hushel, 6i,

R. AKD O. CnXHBEBT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,
Sonthgate, N. Established 1797.

USHROOM SPAWN (Johnson's Improved).
—Having made this season some thousand bushels of

extra good spawn, can offer same at 3s. per bushel. Special
prices for quantity. All spawn sent out is guaranteed made
from pure virgin spawn.—JOHNSON, Hanger Hill, Ealing.

OR SALE.—100 SCOTCH FIR and LARCH,
4 to 8 feet in height. Well furniBhed, fine specimens.

Will transplant well. No reasonable offer refused ; near railway.
Address Mr. PEAKE, Rectory Cottages, Forncett St. Peter,

Long Stratton, Norfolk.

OR SALE. — CYCAS KEVOLULA,
in 22-iDch pots.

LATANtA, in ISinch pot'.
EUCHARIS, lar^e plants or separate bulbs.

Apply to the GARDENER, Woodeeat, Uttoxeter.

FOR SALE,—Two fine Specimen Plants of
BOUGAINVItLEA GLABRA, SJ feet by 3 feet. Also a

quantity of STOVE FERNS in variety.

F. SEA BROOK, Ramsey Abbey Gardens, Huntingdon.

RACE.—BOX EDGING, good short Stuff
id. per yard. 30s. per 100 yards. RASPBERRY CANES,

4 to 6 feet. Carter's Prolific, Qs. per 100. Offers wanted for

Fruiting Canes of Gros Colmar, Black Alicante. Packed free ;

cash with order.—FOREMAN, Nij^htingale Nurseries, Bath.

WHINHAM'S INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY
—The best in cultivation, strong, well ftrown bushes.

3j. id. per dozen ; 20j. per 100.—COLEMAN, Saffron Walden.

HINESE SACRED NARCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied by the dozen, hundred, or

thousand.—Price on application to

WILLIAM BULl , F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants. 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

OINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA.—Splendid
Plants for winter flowering, 9s. per dozen, 6S5. per 100 ;

Maxill&ria Harrisonii. 7 to 15 bulbs in a pot, any reasonable
offer accepted. Eucharis Amazonica, established in 8, 9. and
12.inch pots, 6s. to 12s. erf. each. ADIANTUM CUNEITUM,
splendid plants, 6s., 9s., atd \2s. per dozen.

R. W. PROCTOR AND SON. Nurserymen, Chesterfield.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stant's

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.—Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48, Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applied for.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-faabloned GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7.000 feet Length of tbe New Patent Travelling
Structures already In Construction.

Write for Catalogue of Smallest to Laruest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate St. Station, B.C.)

55 English. American, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle : ~" It is commended as saving 100 to

200 per cent." The Gardening World :—'• There is no question

aa to the utility." The /iorticuUural H<view:—*' Will efiect

a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening :—" Can honestly

commend the style as eminently practical." The Journal of

Jfortieulture

:

—" May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthe-

mums. Boaes, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."

Clipper. WALKER'S CHRTSANTHE-
*' Patented." MUM TUBES & CUPS.

Commended by the National C. Soc.

1st Class Certificate Crystal Palace.

CLIPPER, complete, 6s. 6d. per doz.
CHAMPION, „ 8s. 6d.

Cash with order. Postage, 9(/. per
dozen extra.

From all Nurssrymeu, Seedsmen,
IronmonEers. Sec. ; or,

Dr. WALEER, Wimbledon.

GLASSI CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes,

16 oz., per 100 ft., Ss.6d.
21-oz.. „ lis. 9d.

,
(12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14

;•! 14X12, 20x12, 18x16. 24X16
•

I 16 X 12, 16 X 14. 20 X 16. 24 X 18, &c.
IJ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square ;

Matching, 4/9 ; 2 X 4. at Jd. per foot run ; 2 X 7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmougery. &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY
72, BisHOPSQATB Street Within, London, K.C.
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B EESON'S MANURE,
Grufihed Bones and all High-claas Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

ONES I BONES 1 1 BONES I ! I—Any size
from duBt to 1 inoh. at \0t. per owt. Carriage Paid on

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES AND LEWIS, Bone Cruahers,'St. Albans.

CBEESON'S MANUKE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, la., 2s. 6d., and bs. Qd, ; also in air-tight bags,

} cwt., 63. ; 1 cwt., lOi. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills, St. Neot's, Hunts.

** 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
"I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees,

"A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.K.,F.O.S.-

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
SIZE,

SUBSTANCE,
FINISH,

By using H. J. JONES' CONCENTRATED MANURE.
Nothing else needed. Try it. Free for Cash with Order.

31b.

18. 90.
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COOPER'S BULB LIST
NOV^ READY, POST-FREE.

COLLECTIONS-CARRIAGE PAID.
No. 1.—50 Bulbs for 1/6.

3 Hyacinths
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FRUIT TREES! FRUIT TREES!! FRUIT TREES!!!
This is one of our GREATEST SPECIALTIES, the soil and situation of our Nurseries being particularly adapted for Fruit Growing, and we

Cultivate IMMENSE QUANTITIES of all the BEST and CHOICEST kinds in each olass, including the LATEST NOVELTIES, worthless and

inferior sorts being carefully weeded out. The trees are in the finest possible condition, thoroughly clean and free from blight, of robust constitution,

and furnished with an abundance of fibrous roots—an important point which purchasers of Fruit Trees should not overlook, as well-rooted trees will give

greater satisfaction than trees twice the size, but with stunted roots. Each kind is worked on the stock on which it flourishes best, and great care is

taken to have all true to name.

APPLES
PEARS
PLUMS
CHERRIES

/Standards and Pyramids, well developed trees, 18«., 24«., 30»., 36». and

42s. per dozen.

Two-year old Feathered trees o£ Apples and Pears, splendid quality, 16s.

per dozen.
Dwarf and Horizontal-trained trees, tor walla, espaliers, &o., 2s. 6a. to 5l.

each.

VOrchard House Trees, Pyramid", in pots, 3s. 6rf. e,n\ is. each.

We can also supply a splendid lot of Pyramid Apples, trees that have borne fruit two and
three years, of the following well-known kinds ;—Astrachan Red. Annie Elizabeth. Betty Geeson,

Blenheim Orange, Cox's Pomona. Cellini. Duchess of Oldenburg, Domino. Devonshire Quarrenden,

Ecklinville Seedling, Grenadier. Keswick Codlin, Lord Derby. Lord Grosvenor, Laily Elizabeth

de Tablcy, Loddington's Seedling or Stone's Apple, JIaltster. Norlhsrn Spy, New Northern
Greening, Pott's Seedling, I'lumbley Lass, Queen Caroline, Rose of Sharon, Riuger, Small's

Admirable, and Old Hawthornden, all at 5s. each. Also a few eitra-sized Pears at same price.

APRICOTS I

"^^^ ^^^'^ VARIETIES.

ppA/NiipQ J Dwarf-trained trees, 5s. and 7s. 6'^. each.

r,^\?rl . E...„_ ) Half-Standard and Standard-trained trees, 7». id. and 10s. %d.

NECTARINES

FIGS—^ choice selection, hne bushes in pots^ 2;. 6rf., 3s. 6(/., Is., 7s. Qd, and 10^ 6rf. each.

GRAPE i
All the leading varieties, strong, short- jointed, and well-ripened.

VINES (
Planting Canes, 35. 6rf. and OS.

;
Fruiting, 7s. 6rf., 10s. 6rf. and 12s. 6d. each.

All tlie undemoted are for best quality, our selection only,
Furcbasers' selection as per Catalogue.

BLACKBERRIES, of sorts, plants in pots, Qd. each, 8s. per dozen. Ground plauts, Gd. each,
4s. t^i. per dozen.

CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES, the leading kinds in the various colours, ^. 6d. and
Is. H(i. per dozt'ii ; 'JSs. and 'S^s. per lOJ.

RASPBERRIES, finest sorts, Is. 6d. and 2s. per dozen ; 10s. and 12s. per 100.

STRAWBERRIES, complete collection of the newest and best varieties. Grand plants.
Specially-prepared runners from ground, 3s. per 100. In small pots, 13». 6d. per 100.

In 5-inch pots, 4s. and 6s. per dozen.

ASPARAGUS) extra strong, for forcing, 12s. Qd. and 15s. per 100.

SE^EALE. extra strong forciDg crowns, I6s. per 100.

RHUBARBt the most esteemed kinds, 6s., 9s., 12s,, and 18s. per dozen.

NEW CATALOGUE (No. 129), of Fruits, Roses, Forest Trees, Shrubs, Climbers, &c., post free.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON
OLDPIELD NURSERIES, ALTRINCHAM;

Also at MANCHESTER, LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, &c.

SILVER MEDAL HORSKHOE BOILER CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,
(KINNELL'S PATENT). _ 7(KINNELL'S PATENT)

Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast

r^ T^

^ ^—..L

Patents 10,398.

"• 10,674, M
FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK BEaUIRED.

Awarded First Pri:e in Open Coynpetition hy the R.H. Socifty.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as -nell as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINT-MENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS WHICH W^LL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATrENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom,

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

IBONFOUNDERS and BOILER MAKERS,

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLK MANCFACTUREBS OF

—

THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH
CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.

LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS
IN LONDON.

^- COMPARE QUALITY OF GOODS and PRICES.

Addresses : 6.5 & 6.5a, Southwabk Strbbt ; 31, Banksidb ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Grove, Southwabk, S.E. ; and Truchot Stores, Guernsey.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETOH, MANCHESTER.
vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houfes, &o., constructed on our improved plan, are the

peifectiOQ of growing houses, and for practical utility, tconomy, aud durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of wi.rk, and that TnK very hkst.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens dei^gned arehiterturally correct without the as-'istance of anyone out of our

firm from the smallest to (h.- largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in aU cmcs. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c , always in Stock.

Flaw, Eitimates, and Catalogues Free. Ctiitamers waited on ijt any part of tH: A ngaom.

Our Slajtim is aud always has been—
MODERATE CHARGES. FIKST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

IliliUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,
2s. id. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

10 NE^ ATTvvoOD
sfy^' Stourbridge.
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CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNALIS.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have at present at their Clapton Nursery two

houses full of unflowered Plants, in sheath, of

this useful Winter-flowering Cattleya, of which

they respectfully invite inspection.

CLAPTON NTTBSEBY, LONDON, N.E.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPIR^A.

SPIRAEA ANTHONY WATERER.
This is a Bport from the well-known Spirsea bumalda, from

which it differs only in colour, the flowers being a rich

crimson, borne in large cormba thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy flowering plants of many years.

First-class Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society of London.

Nice plants, Is. Qd, each, will be distributed in November next.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nureery, Woking, Surrey.

EVERGREENS FOR IMMEDIATE EFFECT.
Well-rooted, Perfect Shape, and Good Colour.

ABIES DOUQLASII, 6 to 8 feet

„ „ 8 to 10 feet

CUPBESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 8 feet ...

„ 8 to 10 feet

„ ERECTA VIBIDIS. 5 to 6 feet

„ „ „ 6 to 8 feet

HOLLIES, Green, 4 to 5 feet

„ „ 5 to 6 feet

6 to 7 feet

LAUREL. Colchic, 6 to 6 feet

PICEA LASIOCARPA, 6 to 8 feet

„ NORDMANNIANA, 6 to 6 feet

,. ,, 6 to 8 feet

PINUS AUSTRIACA. 5to6feet
THUIA LOBBII, 6 to 7 feet

„ EKICOIDES. 7 to 8 feet

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 6 to 6 feet

„ „ 6 to 8 feet

„ „ 8 to 10 feet

WKLLINGTONIA QIQANTLA, 5 to 6 feet ...

„ ., 6 to 8 feet ...

YEWS. English, 5 to 6 feet

6 to 8 feet ... 7s. id. to

Each.
J. d.

Doz.
>. d.

24
60

84
36
42
51
18

36
40
40
36
60
84

80

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,
ROYAL NURSERIES. CIRENCESTER.

SPECIAL LIST OF

SMALL FRUITS;
GOOSEBERRIES,

RASPBERRIES,
CURRANTS,

And STRAWBERRIES.
ALL THE BEST SORTS and PLANTS.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

LORD'S CARNATIONS.
Highest Awards wherever exhibited. Winner of the First

Prize at twelve consecutive Exhibitions of the National Car-
na ion and Picotee Society (Northern Section), as well as at
ether principal exhibitions. Good plants, my selection, 6s.

per dozen ; 3s. 6rf. per half dozen ; purchaser's selection, as far
as possible, 9s. per dozen, free for cash with order.

NEW CARNATIONS.— Selected from his
Seedlings, viz. : Dube of York, S.B., Is. 6rf. ; Bruce

Findlay, C.B., 2s.; Thaddeus, C.B.. Is. 6d. ; Arline, P. & P.B.,
Is. 6d.

J Edith Annie. C.B., 2s., and Magpie, P.F., Is. id. One
plant of each. 9s., free for cash. Send for LIST.

T. liOBD, Holebottom, Todmorden.
Plea«e mention this paper.

ftlilT TR
For Market and Private Orowers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Detcriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

M»M .CTSAv^ley, W Suss&c

VEITCH'S CHOICE DAFFODILS
EMPRESS per doz. 7

HORSFIELDII
COUNTESS OF ANNESLEY
EMPEROR
GOLDEN SPUR
TRUMPET MAJOR .

.

MAXIMUS
RUGILOBUS .

.

BARRII CONSPICUUS
DOUBLE DAFFODILS, per 100, 4/6 ; doz. 9

s.

7
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JPBBS'
mm COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SKLI-X'TED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices. 63 , 7s. 6d., lOs. Cd., 153.. 21s., 423., 63s

,

and 1053. eacb ; Carriage Free.

«(•/!. Ph:H CUNT. DJ.'iCOUiST FOR CASIJ.

Fur full particulara of routenf.n of tho^e Boxe^, and
Li^ta of the ISest Bulbs of llie Sea.son. see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated,

Post Free, 6d. Gratia to Customers.

Seed^^men by Royal Warrants to II.M. the Queen
aud H.R H. llie rriuce of Walea.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

HYACINTHS-TULIPS-

N

ARCISSUS.

CARAWAY & CO.
UNNAMED HYACINTHS, in separate colour. lOj. per 100;

1.^. 'id, per doz.
NAMED IIYACINTHS. 2nd size. Us. per 100 ; 2s. 3d. per doz.

., ,, 1st size, from 4s. per doz.
2'ULIP.S. Scented VAN THOI,. 2.i, «rf. per 100; CHRYSO-

LORA. SIS. per 100; LA HEINE, .").!. per 100; MIXED
EARLY, :is. per lOO; I'AKRUT VARIETIES, mixed, hs.

per 100.

NAKCl.S^iUS, CYNOSURE, 4!C.6(i per 100; OOLDEN SPUR,
3s. per doz ; LEEDSII, 5s. per 1. ; ORS ATI'S, is. 6(1. per
100; BURBIDGEI, 4s. 6d per 100; PRINCEPS, 6j. per
100; POLYANTHUS, mixed, 5s. per 100; PAPER WHITE,
5s. per 100.

CROCUS, Blue, While, and Y'ellow. separate. Is. 6d. per 100 ;

mixed. Is. ;i<i. per 100.
JONQUILS, SINGLE CAMPERNELLE, 3s. 6d. per 100.

2ti. in the Is. discount for Cash with ORDtR.
All O.ders over 6s. free by post. CATALOGUES post free on

application.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NirRjERIE<, CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

ORCHIDS
Of every Description, from Is, each ; sample?, post-fre", Ifl 3d
RARE PLANTS AT LOW PRIuES. Every plant 'smt
on appioliation. Catalogue, showing temperature for
diffeient Uichids, &c

,
post free.

THE LEEDS ORCHIO CO.,ROUNDHAY, LEEDS.
SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS HOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fruits, post-free, 3rf.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES.

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of
the same name.

& Son's
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTUK.R

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of tlie above. coDtaiDiii<^

Full Cultukal Dikkciions and particulars as to Fiti-i.

Dklivi-tuv, will be sent, post-free, on application to our

ofiioes at OVKKVEKN, near HAARLEM. HOLLAND, or

to our General Aleuts—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO
,

3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all the beat varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Special quotation? for iiuaDtitie3 to grow tor Makket.
New and Kahe Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Staudard and Half standarda.
Dwarfs, Cordons, aud Trained,

PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHEa, APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOO.SEIJRRFIES. CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.-All the b'-at of the old and new varietie?,

open air plants, or in small pot.'j.

Send for Descripfivt* List and Guide, post-free, 6^., gratis to
Customers (one of the most complete if sued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKINS.
Pomona Farm Nuk.s[:riks Withington, Hereford.

DUTCH BULBS^
Wk are now booking Orders for—

HYACINTHS, I CROCUS,
TULIPS,

I
LILIUMS, &c.

Before Buying elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on
application, and save 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILIUM AURATUM
a Specialty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,
Bulb Growers and Seed Merchants.

34, MANSELL STREET. ALDGATB. LONDON, E.,

And The Nurseries, Haarlem, Holland.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked
upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.
C ATALOGVE FREE ON AP PLICATION.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1894.

"THE PAMIRS."
/\N10 of the most remarkable journeys of
'- -' which we have recent record, is that under-
taken by the Earl of Dunmore through Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Chinese Tartary, and Russian
Central Asia. The record is in two volumes,

published by Murray. For a great part of this

most adventurous journey Lord Dunmore was
accompanied by Major Roche. The journey
was made in the winter, and the travellers

sojourned at such high elevations, and traversed

such lofty passe.s, that Alont lilano and the

Matterhorn seem mere hills in comparison.

Lord Dunmore is a keen sportsman of the
better sort, one loving the sport rather than the
slaughter. Unfortunately, neither he nor his

companion were naturalists, and thus a grand
opportunity was lost. Nevertheless, a few inci-

dental remarks are valuable as showing the great

altitudes at which even Howering plants may be

met with. It is true there is constant complaint

as to the wayward action of aneroid Itarometers,

30 that the heights given cannot in all oases be
literally depended upon, but even as approxima-
tions they are valuable. The book is one which we
recommend to the lo\er of adventurous narrative,

and to those desirous of obtaining some informa-

tion on one of the least known regions of the

earth ; but as interest in the book, so far as this

journal is concerned, centres in the plants, we
shall content ourselves by making a few extracts

from it. The first extract relates to a Cypress
which is certainly not C. macrocarpa, a Cali-

fornian species, but probably C. torulosa. Un-
fortunately, neither of the travellers collected even
scraps of the plants they met with, so that it is

not possible to know what they are writing about.

" At Chanagund, on the frontier of Baltistan.

. . . after some hours of this wilderness, it was a

certain relief to the eye to pass through a grove
of the Cupressus macrocarpa, for, small and
stunted as they were, yet anything green was
welcome, and these Cypresses can never be

ungraceful." p. 74.

an account of the origin of

trees, somewhat different from
a naturalist would propound !

:

—

" In regard to the doctrine of Immortality, the

Tibetans have a curious legend, in which they

thoroughly believe. An angel onoe brought a

pitcher filled with the ' Water of Life ' (Doort-

shey-i-choo) down to the earth. One man drank
a little of it, and in conseqaence, although he
grew old and infirm, he could not die. The angel

seeing this, returned to heaven and reported the
circumstances to the Deity, who came to the

conclusion that immortality was not suited to

this world. So he ordered the angel to remove
the ' Water of Life,' and the angel fearing if he

Here is

evergreen

that which
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emptied it out, some animal might drink it, took

the pitcher containing the water to the top of a

Fir tree, where he fastened it to a branch and

left it. A little while after some crows began to

peck at the pitcher and broke it, and spilled the

' Water of Life ' over the spines of the Fir, which

became from henceforward evergreen ; at the

same time the crows' beaks were also splashed

with the ' Water of Life,' the result being that a

crow's lifetime extends over hundred years."

We now give two passages showing the great

altitudes at which vegetable and insect life may
exist:

—

" We were now near Changlung, West Tibet,

at an altitude of 17,000 feet, and all among
frozen rivers, frozen lakes and glaciers, the

whole way for miles ; therefore I was much
astonished at finding flowers growing all amongst

ice, snow, and gravel. I passed four species

:

one was a small purple Foxglove ( ? ) ; another was

so like a Violet, that I mistook it for one ; the

third was a blue Daisy, and the fourth a sort of

yellow Cowslip. I dismounted, and gathered one

of each as a specimen, but was so disgusted with

the exceedingly nasty smell that one of them

had, that I took no further interest in them."

In the vicinity of the Karakoram Pass, " He
(Major Roche) appealed to me as to whether I

had ever heard of such a thing as a Painted Lady

at an elevation of 17,-380 feet above the level of

the sea, but as I was not aware that there existed

any such a thing as an altitudinal limit to the

peregrinations of these fascinating females, I

held my peace and awaited the elucidation of the

mystery, which was cleared up by his saying he

had gone out in search of entomological speci-

mens with his butterfly-net, and this " Painted

Lady " was the name by which a certain gaudy

butterfly was known to those conversant with

that interesting science."

" It was in picking up one of these dead

birds (in the same neighbourhood) [pigeons],

that I saw growing under a rock a very pretty

little mauve flower with purple petals, a yellow

centre, and a small green leaf ; close to these

flowers were masses of light green velvety mosses.

We took the altitude in which these flowers

were growing, and it was 17,680 feet."

In making the ascent of the Terek Pass in the

Alai Mountains, extreme cold was experienced.

Here the temperature has been " constantly

known to fall as low as 40^ below zero F.,

yet here about .3000 feet from the summit

(14,430feet), the author met '' stumped (sic) Pines

growing out of the rocks which tower on either

side of the Pass. At 4000 feet from the summit

the trees were larger and of various kinds, mostly

of the Juniperus, Cedrus, and Capressns tribes. 1

stopped to examine some of them minutely, as I

was anxious to discover what they were,

but found they were mostly strangers to me.

Altogether I should say there were seven

species, the first bearing a very close resemblance

to the Thuiopsis borealis ( ? ), the second a decided

Cupressus, much resembling Cupressus macro-

carpa (?) (probably C. torulosa) ; the third a Cryp-

tomeria, something like the japonica; the fourth

a Taxodium of sorts (sic) ; the fifth a Cedrus,

not unlike the Deodara of the Himalayas ; the

sixth a wild, straggling .Tuniperus ; the seventh

an Abies, so like the Abies canadensis or Hem-
lock Spruce, that I classified it as such in my
mind " [probably Tsuga Brunoniana].

That is a sort of extract to irritate the bota-

nist, for the exact determination of these

Conifers would be a matter of very great interest

in many ways.

The entire journey from the Punjab to Andi-

jan in Russian Turkestan amounted to about

2,.500 miles, over forty-one mountain passes,

crossing sixty-five rivers, in Kashmir, Baltistan,

Ladak, Western Tibet, Chinese Tartary, Sarig-

gol, the Pamirs, to Ferghana.

Arrived in Russian territory. Lord Dunmore
experienced the greatest kindness and hospitality

from the Russian officials. At Marghilan he

found even in that remote place a tailor to pro-

vide him with evening dress, and once more was

subjected to the ways and manners of civilization.

Lord Dunmore was the guest of General

Karalkoff, whose name is well-known to plant

lovers. Of him we are told :

—" The Governor

is a great gardener, and besides being the happy

possessor of a marvellous collection of Roses,

has a very good assortment of Conifers; and

other ornamental tress in his beautiful and well-

kept garden and grounds round the house. So

I spent the whole of the following morning with

him in his garden and forcing-houses. His col-

lection of Roses, I should say, was unique, com-

prising, as it does, considerably over a thousand

different varieties."

Among the trees, Lord Dunmore mentions

the Paulownia as a stranger, but that tree is not

very uncommon in British gardens, though it

only flowers in hot summers ; and some of the

Parisian streets are lined with it.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

PHYSALIS FRANCHETI, il/£Mi!., «;o. ?!£)i'.* (6g.57).

This is a relatively gigantic species of Bladder

Cherry, the aeeds of which were brought from

Japan by Mr. James H. Veitch. As will be

seen by the engraving, this is very closely

allied to the European P. Alkekengi, so closely

indeed, that M. Franchet in the Enwneratio Plan-

tarum. in Japonia sponte cresccntium, vol. ii. (1879),

p. 454, describes it as a variety of P. Alkekengi, but

without attaching any name to it. Botanically, there

can be no question that it is an olTahoot from P.

Alkekengi ; nevertheless, for garden purposes it is

abundantly distinct, and that being so, it will tend

to avoid confusion by giving it a distinct name. It

differs from P. Alkekengi in being an unbranched

annual not a perennial, with a fibrous root, with erect

branches, not creeping at the base, glabrous instead

of setose, in its much larger size, in the leaf-stalks

being considerably shorter in proportion to the blade

than in P. Alkekengi—all points separately of minor

importance, but which for garden purposes givs it a

distinct value. It is very striking in appearance

(6g. 57), and the Cherry-like fruit is edible, though

som'i practice is wanted to make it palatable !

It was shown by Messrs. Veitch at the Royal

Horticultural Society on Tuesday last.

P. Alkekengi is a native of Central Enrop?, the

Levant, Persia, Turkestan, China, Corea, a fact,

which of course strengthens the notion that the

present plant is a direct offspring from Alkekengi.

Alkekengi is said to be derived from tha Arabic

name for the plant. M, T. M.

LtjpiNUS FALLAx, Greene, Erythea, ii., 119 (July 2,

1894).

This makes a finely ornamental bush, being from

3 to 5 feet high, of neat, symmetrical outline and

silvery foliage, bearing in the flowering season an

» Physalis Fru^icAeij, Mast. , sp. nov.— inmia, bipclalis et

ultra Tobusta glabrescens, caulibua erectis. nee basi repentibug,

cra99itie pennse csgnete, ad nodos valde incrassatis, vix

ramosis.promioenter angulatig ; foliig nmplis loDge petiolatis,

petiolis 4—5 cent, long, comparate brevioribua quam in P.

Alkekengi, laminisamplis 10—13 cent. loog. 7—8 cent, lat.,

ovatis abrupte acuminatis einuatis basi sub rotundatis seu

cuneatis; calycifl tiibo imprimis cylindrato, sepalis oblongis

obtusis ; oorolhl diametro fere poliicari, albo-flavesceiite late

aperta rotata ; antheris luteis; pedunculo fructifero .5 cent,

long, glabro; calyceaccrescentepailide rubro-aurantiaco. circa

6—7 cent. long. 6 cent. lat. et ultra valde inflato, 5 angulato.

angulis subalatis nervis intermediis minoribus. ovato vel 8ub-

orbiculari basi iutruso ; fructu globoso magnitudine cerasi,

aurantiaco.
Vidi specimina exsiccata a cl. Bisset et a Maximowicz lecta

nee non plantar in hort. Veitch cultas e seminibus a Japonia

a cl. J. H. Veitch allatis.

abundance of spikes of violet-coloured flowers. A
good supply of seed has been obtained this summer
from the type-plant, which will be available for

exchange in the fall. The description, copied from

Erythea, is as follows :
—

Shrubby, 3 to 5 feet high, branching from above

the bsse of the trunk-like stem, the blanches

ascending; branches, foliage, and inflorsscence, all

silvery, with a velvety-silky pubescence; stipules

linear-subulate, h inch long or more, decidnous;

petioles herdly as long as the seven to nine linear-

lancsolate acute leaflets, these \h to 2h inches

long; racemes distinctly peduncled; bracts slender,

straight, very long and conspiccous before flowering,

caducous; flowers distinctly whorled; banner and

wings about equal, the latter deep violet, the former

with middle portion white, changing to red; keel

woolly-ciliate above the middle; pods spreading,

velvety, about six-seeded ; seeds small, dark-

coloured, scarcely comp-efsed. ... Its only known
habitat is Mount Tama'pais, west of San Francisco

Bay.
LupiNus MicHENEEi, Greeiic, 1. c,

is aa herbaceous perennial Lupine of prostrate,

spreading habit as regards foliage, quit? pretty in the

spring and early summer, though the flowers are not

very ornamental, turning, soon after opening, to a

dull purplish or brownish-green. It is from Fort

Bragg, Mendocino co., Northern California, and is

named after its collector, Mr. Charles Michener.

Delphinium Emili.e, Greene, 1. c, 120.

This is one of the dark blue species, ].} to 2 feet

high, near to D. hespcrium and D. variegatum ; it

would make a pretty aidition to the perennial

border. In its native haunts—open, sunny slopes of

Knight's Valley, Sonoma CO., Middle California—it

is found in full flowir in th^ middle o' June, and, along

with the large and handsom'i Ca'ochoitus Inteus var.

oculatus, and a showy sp-cies of Eriopbyllum, makes

a very pleasing sight.

EsCHscHOT-TziA cucDLLATA, Greene, 1. c,

is a remarkable specifs, which will make a useful

addition to the garden if seed can be obtained in

sufficient abundance for distribation, but here it

proves very shy at maturing seed, and I have failed

to collect any up to the present. When young, the

leaves are strongly cucuUate-incurved, and this

character being more or less retained in age, gives a

compact, tufted appearance to the plant. The
flowers are borne on long, depri^ts^d branches, are

somewhat small for the size of the plant, and

approach true californica in colour. Professor

Greene describes them as lemon-yellow, with orange

spot at ba?e. The pods are remarkably stout towards

the middle. This is another of the plants brought

from Fort Brajg by Mr. Michener.

The other species described by Professor Greene

in the above-mentioned number of Er-ythea are

Ilemitomes pumilum, Stachys vjlutina, and S. atricta.

J. Burtt Davy, UnirersHy of California, Department

of Botany, Berkeley, California.

FRUIT CULTIVATION IN CORN-
WALL.

CoNsnctJOus among the county gentlemen is the

Rev. J. Diubuz of KiUiow, Kea, Cornwall, who loses

no opportunity of gaining and circulating sound prac-

tical instruction by means of lectures anl experi-

mental planting on his own esta'.e. R.«cently Mr.

Daubuz paid a visit to Mess's. Bmjard & Co.'a

nurseries at Maidstone, where over 100 acres are

devoted to the production of a'l thg bes^ and most

ap.Drovsd Viiieties of fruits, miny of them carrying

fine samples. M. Daubuz secured numerous

samples of the best and most suitable sorts

to grow for market. Oa their arrival at Killiow he

invited the neighbouring fentlemen and all in-

terested to come and inspect the Kentiih samples,

and at the same time to bring with them any good

samples of fruit grown by themselves. Saturday,

September 1, at 4 p.m., was the time fixed for this

novel fruit conference. Unfortunately, the great

pressure ot harvest operations prevented many from
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attending, bat those who were able to be present

enjoyed a great treat. Amongst those who attended

were Mr. Davies Gilbert (who sent numerous and

very fine samples of Apples, Pears, and Plums), Mr.

John Magor, Mr. John Gann (who broaght samples

of Plums from Cjombe), Mr. T. Gann, and Mr.

Sangwin of Trelissick.

Mr. Bunyard's contribntion consisted of fine spe-

cimens of various varieties of Plums, and Mr.

D lubuz had samples from his own gardenp, which

altogether formed a good collection of choice

fruit. The whole were arranged on tables in

a tent in front of the mansion, and the fruits

were all correctly named. After closely inspect-

ing the fruits and discussing their respective

merits, th? host escorted the party through

the richly-stocked gardens and grounds of Killiow,

special interest being taken in the experimental

grounds, planted last winter. Each visitor was pre-

sented with a printed list of all the sorts and varieties

planted. Among the Apples were Cox's Orange

Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Bramley's Seedling, Ecklin-

ARACHNANTHE MOSCHIFERA.
Our illustration (fig. 55) gives a representa-

tion of this singular " spider flower," the species

on which Blame founded the genus, and

which was exhibited by Messrs. Heath & Son,

of Cheltenham, at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting of the Orchid Committee on

August 14 when it was awarded a Botanical

Certificate. This singular Malayan Orchid is like a

R^nanthera in habit, and its pangently- fragrant

flowers, which are greenish-white blotched with

reddish-chocolate, are very singular in form, and are

produced in succession from the same spike for a

considerable period. It should be grown with

Aeides, Vandat, &c., in the warm house.

A TRA.VELLER'S NOTES.
(Continued from p. 401.)

The Sydney Botanic Gardens.— The ex-

ceeding beauty of the natural situation of the

Sydney Botanic Gardens is proverbial. Covering

Fio, 55.

—

arachnanthe mo'chifera.

ville Seedling. Lane's Prince Albert, Lord Qrosvenor,

Lord Sani«ld, and Warner's King. Cherries were

represented by Amber-heart, and Werner's Black-

heart ; Pears by Pitmaston Djchess, Benrr6 de

Capiaumont, Doyenn^ Da Cornice, Williams' Bon
Chretien, B»urr6 Diel, Marie Louise D'Uccle, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Winter Nelif, Gansell's Bergamot,
Bishop's Thumb, Vicar of Winkfield, Clapp's

Favourite, Souvenir du Congrej and Haz^l ; Plums
by Rivers' Early Perfection, the Czar, Victoria,

Pond's Seedling, Pershore, Coe's Golden Drop,

Green Gage, B'>lle de Louvain, King of Damsons,
and Prune Damson.
Each variety was represented by from ten to

twenty trees, forming a very choice collection io

perfect health, some of them heavily laden with

fruit—too much so, perhaps, for the first year.

Though the proprietor said he had thinned them
considerably in the spring, some thought the trees

a little too long in the leg for such a stormy

county as Cornwall, Pomifera, Extract from Corn-

wall Gazette,

44 acres of ground, they are surrounded on three

sides by the imperial domain of 150; whilst the

fourth, the southern end, skirts Farm C jve, and
affords a fine view of the low hills and wooded bays

of Port Jackson. The whole extent is divisible

into three main portions, the original garden, the

grounds devoted to the exhibition of 1879, since

added, and a large moon-shaped curve reclaimed

from the bay, opposite the anchorage of the British

fleet.

Most, especially of the last two named portions, is

under Buffalo Grass or Buffalo Couch mixed ; though
highly ornamental, it cannot be recommended for

tennis or cricket purposes.

The maia entrance faces due north ; it is but a few

yards from the private gate to Mr, Moore's house,

the cffi:e with Bougainvillea-clad walls, and the

museum. The walks are either tarred, asphalted,

or gravelled, the two former being employed to a very

large extent, as much from motives of economy as

to prevent the destructive effects of the wash of

sadden and heavy rains.

Tarring is the simplest, but it is apt to wear away,

and frequently cracks ; whereas, asphalt, carefully

applied in three layers, will stand for many years,

and bear the weight of heavy carts. The gardens
and glass are clean and neat, and the luxuriant
vegetation in the borders kept withiu bounds. To
attain this end, Mr. Moore finds it necessary to

remove hundreds of cartloads of thinnings annually.
Within a few yards of the main entrance are

two long beds of shrubby Euphorbias, Phyllocactns,
Cereas, and Opuntias, divided by a smaller one,
devoted to Strelitzias. Statuettes line the path, and
a handsome fountain, a private gift, reaches to one
edge. Oi either side are long beds of fiowering
perennials, &c. Phloxes, Antirrhinums, Vincas,
Bouvardias, Poinsetuas, Tea Roses, Cannas,
Statice, Iris florentina, and various Sunflowers. Ou
and scattered about the lawns behind are various
single specimens, Robinia pseudo-Acacia, Grevillea
robusta 40 feet high, Pinus pinea of still greater

d mensions, a good English Oak, and the well-known
Metrosideros tomentosus. Mr, Harwood, the super-

intendent, considers it when in flower one of the
handsomest shrubs in the garden.

Near a Ficus rubiginosa, retaining its foliage

longer and hence more suitable for gardening pur-
poses than F. macrophylla and other species, is a
good regular well-formed specimen of the Qieensland
Tristania conferta. A good Madaga?carian shrub,

largely represented in the garden, is Astrap.'Ei

Wallichii, bearing long, flexible, pendent stalks, with

heads of rose-coloared flowers, which emerge from
the stem amid the handsome cordate foliage, which
is often of great size.

An isolated specimen of Taxodium mexicanum
retains its foliage throughout the winter, being
superior to T. distichum in this respect.

At the lower end of the old garden are two rows
of broad oblong beds, containing many hundreds of

interesting trees and shrubs.

Meryta is naturally one of the most striking

genera in the borders, M. uudala and M. macro-
phylla from the South Sea Islands, M. Sinclairii

from New Zealand, and M. latifolia from Njrfolk

Island, are amongst the best representatives of the

genus—the latter with huge obovate leaves, 11 to

2 feet in length, aggregated in masses at tlie end
of the branches, is very noticeable. Taeophrasta
imperialis, a specimen some 25 feet in height, has
even foliage of greater size, thick, coriaceous, and
closely set—an imposing plant, Toxicophliui spec-

tabilis is often met with, at this season, crowned
with innumerable fruits of the size of a pigeon's egg,

and flushed with red. .lacaranda mimossefolia is at

home, a broad spreading piece, the ground round its

base in the flowering season being described as blue

with fallen blossoms. Francisceas are numerous and
good. Near a F. eximia is a noble Camellia facing

Magnolia grandiflora, an even, well-formed specimen,

35 feet high; in the same border M, acuminata is

full of bud, also Rogieras and Hondeletias, the various

species reprfsented by tall bushes, flower freely.

Hippomane spinosa, from tropical America, is

noteworthy on account of its long, sinuate, deeply-

serrated foliage ; in its vicinity, Brexia spinosa from
Madagascar, and Viburnum Tinus from the south of

Europe, are in full vigour. Such a vivid contrast is

not the only one. In an adjacent border, within

50 yards, is an Elm close on 80 feet high ; Arabian
Coffee, loaded with berries; a Lime, Mango,
Chestnut, and common Laurel. The individual

waxy-white blossoms of Franciscea americana are

good, but the invariably-sickly appearance of its

foliage is against it. Tabernoemontana dichotoma

is a fine thing ; several bushes in various parts are

from 8 to 12 feet in diameter; thousands of buds

nestle amongst the large decussate foliage of the

richest hue, but a few have as yet developed into

the large white fragrant flowers. Gardenia Thun-
bergii, not unlike it in general aspect, though its

individual blooms are far larger and finer, is also to

be seen. Mr. Harwood finds it a most useful stock

for the other species. A good flowering shrub is

Chteaesthes (Jochroma) gesnerioides ; although

now in its second growth, it is bearing many hundred

bunches of brick-red tubular blooms. Vangueriavelu-

tina, from Madagascar, has fruit about the size of, and

not unlike a Date. A small-foliaged, thick-set shrub

from the Mauritius, Eugenia buxifolia, is neat and

eft'ective, though its individual foliage ia dwarfed by

the large Randia macrophylla, and the Queensland

species, Randia Fitzalani, both magnificent shrubs.

A curious tree is a species of Sshizolobium from

Brazil, with bare stem and branches tipped by a

few bipinnate leaves, each 4 to 5 feet in length.

Erythrinas are various, numerous, and good ; a plant

of E. indica, its stem's diameter 2 feet, should be

magnificent in a few months' time. The graceful
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drooping foliage of Panax elegant makes it as

effective as in the Hong-Kong Gardens, where it may
be seen in similar perfection. All species of Arbatas
grow with great rapidity ; one, A. canariensis, freely

fruiting, is now over 30 feet high—a noble bush.
Aleuritts triloba, another great tree of the Hong-
Kong Garden, will ever be difficult to beat for

landscape work. Monodora Mjrislica and Eugenia
Moorei are both handsome shrubs ; whilst the Indian
evergreen Quercas incana, with long oval foliage

;

Xylophylla angustifolias, a mass of bloom ; Coprosma
Baueriana, from New Zealand ; Nephelium Litchii,

growing, but not fruiting well ; the Queensland
Brassia actinophylla, and Tripidanthus calyptratns,

from Bengal, are ei|aally interesting. Stenocarpus
sinuatm grows to 80 feet ; apart from the large

circular heads of brilliant scarlet, the deeplj-lobed
foliage is in itself ornamental. Fopulus alba attains
100 feet, a truly fine tree; P. nigra, still higher;
P. angn ati and P. betulifolia are also represented.
The Bombix is at home. Kentia Canterburyana
is found in the shade on Lord Howe's Island, resisting

the sun bus poorly, but during the winter months
picks u ) considerably. Aralia Veitchii, 30 feet in

height, i» a (rood tree, with a round even head of rich,

glossy, lobed foliage.

Amongst New South Wales trees, very many of
which are naturally represented, I noted Achras
australis— its fruit like a large Plum in all but its

fitness for human food ; it has handsome oval foliage

6 to 8 inches long. Tarrietia is also a line native
genus—the sp. Argyrodendron and Achinodendron
in particular. The long pinnate foliage of Dysoxylon
Muelleri, the pencil Cedar, the creamy-white long
stamened blossoms of Capparis nobilis, Sterculia
lurida, good, though not equal to the Flame-tree

;

Sterculia acerifolia, which, when entirely deciduous,
bears at the end of the shoots racemes of brilliant

scarlet tubular flowers, are all noteworthy.
Liquidambar styraciflua does well, and Strepto-

solon Jamesonii in a neighbouring border exhausts
itself in a few years with the rapidity of its growth.
A rare tree is Sciadophyllum actinophyllum from
New Caledonia, (^lercus suber is represented by
several good-sized specimens, though (I. virens is

found to be the most rapid grower of the genus ; a
Q Ilex, near the Lily bank is, however, very fine,

and of exceptional siz^. As planting trees for

general purposes in this colony, Mr. Moore considers
the two last-named valuable. The large white
flowers, 3 to 4 inches in diameter, of Pterospermum
acerifolium, surmounting broad handsome foliage on
young stems clothed in down, may now be seen.
The giant Nettle tree from East Australia, Laportea
gigas, with foliage over 10 inches across, is showy.
Catalpa speciosa does well, too well, in fac% and i)

accordingly clipped within bounds annually ; Escal-
lonia montevidensis is in the same condition, it is

dithcult to estimate its probable dimensions, as it is

relentlessly cut every winter—just now its tall

bushes are a mass of white bloom. Turning from
the older portion towards the steps leading to the
Palace Garden, the Palmetum, the Dammaras, and
Araucarias (described later), are passed. Amongst
the Conifers planted in this direction are Abies
firma, Nordmanniana jezoensic, Smithiana, Torreya
grandis, Sciadopitys verticillata, a fine specimen
20 feet high ; Podocarpus bracteolata from the South
Sea Islands, Frenela Macleayana, a beautiful mass
of pale slender foliage, Podocarpus dacrydioides,
from New Zealand, and P. cupressina, from Java,
their foliage more resembling Taxodium than Podo-
carpus ; and many others. James H. Feitch.

(To be continued.)

such minor articles as Medlars, Quinces, Cranberriei,

&c., could be traced as to quantities.

The sums we have paid for foreign-grown fruit at

decennial periods have been as follows ;

—

OUR FEUIT SUPPLIES.
Within the last two years the Board of Trade

has began to analyse more carefully our imports of

foreign fruit, and hence we are able to arrive at a

tolerably correct classification of the various kinds

we receive from abroad, which were formerly lumped
together. Oranges and Lemons, Cherries, Plums,
Pears, and Grapes, are now separately enumerated,
so that we can form a more correct idea of the

competition which our home fruit-growers have to

contend with.

Even as far back as fifty years, our trade returns

were more carefully kept and methodically published,

and the classification more distinct. For this there

was probably a reason, in that a duty was levied on
most kinds of fruit, but the heading of " other articles

"

has long since been 'swept away, from which even
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water ha« been piped, and the nucleni of a botanical

garden has been itarted. About 150 species have

been planted, including the following Palms

:

Liviatona australis, L. sinensis, ChamiBrops excelaa,

Washingtonia filifera, Phfcaix canariensis, Cocos

australis, C. plumosa, Jubsei apectabilia, Erythea

cdulis, E. armata, and Sabal palmetto. Later, a?

tree growth is acquired, Sealorthias and Kentias

will be added, both doing fairly well when protected

by trees. A number of interesting trees have also

been planted, such as Persea gratissima, Anona

Cberimolia, Casimiroa edalis, Eugenia jambos,

Calodendron capense, Castanospermum australe,

Aleurites triloba, and others. It is also intended to

make, as far as circumstances will permit, a feature

of the most attractive species of the native flora.

Looking about gardens, one sees, among a few

striking things, some plants of Eucalyptus ficifolia

in flower ; some are of a rich crimson, while others, as

noted and compared, are an orange-scarlet—a tree

in full flower is certainly a fine sight. Jacaranda

trees are especially fine this summer, being well

covered with large trusses of pale purple flowers.

With n», growing in the open, Murraya exoticp,

Stephanotis, Schubertia grandiSora, Passiflora

princeps, Crinum Mooreii, and Michelia fnscata

have been much enjoyed this season. J. C. Harvey,

Los Angeles, California, August 1, 1894,

Troffles.

On Monday, September 10, M. Chatin communi-
cated to the Academy of Sciences, in Parif, the

results of his investigations relating to two kinds of

Trnfties, lately forwarded to him for identification

by M. Hanotanx, the Minister for Foreign Aflfairs.

The Minister had jast received them from the

Resident-General at Tunis and the French Consul at

Tripoli. The Truffle found in Tunis has turned

out to be the Terfezia Claveryi, a species already

described by M. Chatin, and named by him after

M. Clavery, who had sent them from Damas, when
he was Director of Consulates,

The second specimen, from Tripoli, also belongs

to a species not unknown. M. Chatin identifies it

with the Terfezia Boudieri of Algeria and Arabia
The TrofHe from Tunis was accompanied by ittplante

nourriciire (foster-mother), a very small kind of

Cistaces, designated by the inhabitants by the name
of " Arong Terfas," or root of Terfas.

In Tripoli and in Tunis, as also in Algeria and
Arabia, both these sorts of Truffle, without taste or

smell, are consumed daily. Did they possess the

aroma and taste of the much-prized Perigord
TruHles, they could only be eaten now and then.

It might be worth while for some of our Covent
Garden dealers to import them for stufling turkeys,

&c , next Christmas-time. With a little Mushroom
ketchup, these tasteless Truffles would prove uncom-
monly good substitutes for the more expensive
French Truffles, whilst they can be procured in

large quantities. S. Pasficld Oliver, Capt.

The Rosary.
• ~

SINGLE ROSES.

The demand for these increases, and when we call

to mind the beautiful collections staged at the
varions exhibitions of the National Rose Society,
there can be little wonder at their increasing popu-
larity. If we include a few of the semi-doubles, it is

quite possible to have a charming and varied col-

lection without any of those usually classed among
the exhibition varieties. I am not contemplating
any derogatory remarks against the double kinds,

but I wish to draw more general attention to the

natural grace and beauty of many singles.

Our own native Briars are simply exquisite,

varying as they do in colour and form.

What can possibly be prettier than Paul's Single

White, Hebe's Lip, Lowe's variety of Rosa

indica, R. rubrifolia—with its deep coloured growth,

Rosa macrantha, and Paul's two newer introductions

AUister Stella Gray and Carmine Pillar ? All of

these are excellent ; but we are now favoured with a

new departure, and one which seems likely to

develop into a very numerous class. I allude to the

hybrid Sweet Briars raised by Lord Penzance. We
all accord praise to the soft beauties of colour and

perfume belonging to the best type of our Sweet

Briar; but here we have the perfume intensified,

vigorous growth, and the bushes are so free in

blooming that the whole presents one sheet

of colour. I had heard a good bit about their

wonderful growth, bat scarcely expected to find such

remarkable vigour. About the middle of June I

saw Messrs. Keynes, Williams, & Co.'s collection at

Salisbury, and was most agreeably impressed with

their beauty and health,

I think it was in 1892 that a grand collection of

these was shown at the Crystal Palace. All who

Fig. 66.— kniphofu, adventitious buds fkom flower-
ETALK.

saw, admired ; but it is not everyone who can form

an idea of their growth and beauty, unless favoured

with an invitation to view them in a state of nature.

Messrs. Keynes & Co. have worked up a large stock,

and evidently expect a brisk demand. They are

worth it, and one can hardly plant them in the

wrong spot. Of how few new Roses can we say the

same ? Lady Penzance is evidently a trifle earlier

than the remainder, a point probably derived from

its being a cross with the Austrian Copper, itself one

of our very earliest Roses. There is a distinct shade

of coppery-red, and that peculiar metallic lustre

retained in this cross. A distinct halo of bright

yellow in the centre of the flower has a

very pretty eflVct when seen through the deep

golden anthers. This and Lord Penzance are

among the sweetest, both in flower and foliage.

Lord Penzance is soft fawn, with a clear yellow

centre ; some of the blooms were shaded with a

delicate pink. Lucy Ashton, a white variety with

pink edges, also carries a large number of showy

hips ; the blooms are a little smaller than the

remainder, but the whole plant is very taking. A
beautiful bright crimson is found in Anne of Gierstein

a wonderful grower with large foliage, of the Bourbon
class, but with all the perfume of Sweet Briar, and
one of the largest flowers in the whole collection.

Meg Merrilies is more of a scarlet than crimson, and
was growing some 12 to 15 feet high ; it is simply

beautiful. A third deep-coloured variety was named
Isabella Wardour, a kind not catalogued by the

raisers, but one we are sure to require later on ; it is

almost a perpetual bloomer. For the matter

of that, I believe these new Briars will ba

more perpetual than the majority of our single

Roses, which, unfortunately, only give us one good

crop early in summer. This season s maidens were

blooming, and old plants were producing grand

shoots from the main stems, which will probably

flower during a favourable autumn. A few strong

blooms are certain to be secured all through the

season, while at all times the delightful perfume of

our favourite Sweet Briar is present. I did not see

them early in the morning, a time when this scent

is most pronounced, but even at mid-day it was very

prominent.

There is one more variety I must name, and which

is not mentioned in the list of those to be distri-

buted in November ; that is, Lucy Bertram, a semi-

double form of Meg Merrilies. I am under the

impression it will not be so fleeting as the single

form. A collection of nine varieties is to be

distributed this season, and all gardens should at

leait possess the following four, Anne of Gierstein,

Lord and Lady Penzance, and Rose Bradwardlne.

After the severe frost at the end of May, and the

heavy hailstorm early in June, 1 did not think to

see this lovely race of Briars so completely unharmed

as they were. What splendid objects of beauty they

will form for a lawn may be imagined by those who

saw the Crystal Palace collection of 1892, if they

will picture to themselves plants 10 to 15 feet high,

bushy in proportion, and as thickly covered with

flower as the clusters then exhibited ; indeed, I

think I may safely say that they flower more freely,

while the graceful half-drooping shoots have a charm-

ing effect. I will close with one word of warning.

Do not prune ; never let the knife touch them unless

to bodily remove encroaching growths, although 1

venture to say that in the majority of cases other

subjects will have to make way for the Briars. I'isitor.

[These cross-bred Briars should make beautiful

materials for garden hedges, and bear the shears as

well as the common Briars. Ed.]

KNIPHOFIA, ADVENTITIOUS
BUDS.

The production of bads in unusual places is not

sufficiently rare to excite much attention. In many

hardy perennials the stems instead of drying up after

flowering, produce leaf-buds in the autumn, and thus

in a measure assume the condition of shrubs. It is,

however, rare for the flower-stalk of such a plant as

Kniphofiato produce any leaves beyond the bracts

at the base of the flowers. In fact, the definition of

a " scape " such as Kniphofia usually has, is a leaf-

less flower-stalk. Alas for definitions ! Kniphofia

frequently produces buds from its flower-stalk, such

are shown in fig. 56, and by means of which the

plant may readily be propagated.

NEPENTHES.
Nepenthes, well grown as they are at Oakholme,

Sheflield, are splendid and interesting objects for the

decoration of the stove. Suspended from the roof,

grown in baskets, are some nine or ten varieties, of

which Mastersiana and Curtisii stand out very con-

spicuously. These were both sent out by Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons. The former is a hybrid

between the beautiful N. sanpuinea and N. Khasiana,

known also by the name of distillatoria. There are

some half-dozen plants of Mastersiana suspended in

the manner described, well furnished with from

eighteen to twenty-fow well- coloured pitchers on a
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plant, an intense bright red. Mr. Oatram tells us he

measured one of the many, and its dimensions are

fully 14 inches long, girth fully 11 inches, lid nearly

4 inches by 4. Of N. Curtisii there are two dozen

fine pitchers, some of which are nearly 12 inches

long ; the pitchers are a dull green, most beautifully

blotched with brownish-purple. N. Dicksoniana,

N. Uafflesiana, N. Hookeri, and others are likewise

well done, reflecting great credit upon the grower,

Mr. Hannah, who has had charge here over thirty

years.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

SELECT JAPANESE DECOKATIVE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

It is not always easy to know what some culti-

vators of Chrysanthemums mean to convey by the

words decorative plants, but from the notes which

sometimes accompany the names of some of the

varieties, it is, as 1 take it, the large-flowering ones

chiefly. No one would dispute that these are

"decorative;" but what I myself regard as coming

strictly under that denomination, are plants which

when grown as bushes are meant to give a large

quantity of flowers rather than a few of remarkable

size and fiue quality. Some varieties are better

adapted for bushes than others, and of these are

Avalanche and W. 11. Lincoln, mentioned by a

correspondent some time ago. The former has

numerous side-shoots on the main stems, which are

really the great charm of bush plants ; but in this

case the flower- stems are far too short, and the

result, instead of long graceful shoots clothed with

blossoms, is a lot of short stemmed ones, that render

the plant mop-headed and ineffective. W. 11. Lincoln,

late flowerinp, as a bush, the flowers not opening

till late in December. Many persons favour bushes

because they provide abundance of blooms for

cutting ; and a really good list of suitable varieties

in all sections would be most welcome to those who

have not the opportunities of judging for themselves.

^•*^' ——^=—-—==
VEGETABLE PRODUCTS OF

GENOA.

The following interesting account of the vege-

table products of the country around Genoa and in

Piedmont, is given in a recent report on the district.

Fruit is said to be very plentifn', and Ptaches are

wonderfully abundant, hills and valleys being in

early spring all flushed with their delicate pink

bloom, while Apples of excellent quality are also

abundant and cheap.

The principal objects of cultivation on the sur-

rounding hills and the lower slopes of the Apennines,

and the more level ground between the foot-hills

and the sea, are the Olive and the Vine, the latter

being grown in this neighbourhood mostly on

terraces and trellises, while in broad valleys, such as

the one at the embouchure of the Entella, near

Chiavari, the Vines are gracefully trained, according

to the old Roman fashion, to Elms, Poplars, and

other tall trees, and it is said that, with the higher

elevation thereby attained, they yield better results.

Although the Olives are small, they yield good oil,

and it is said that wherever the Olive-tree grows

well, people can live on the land ; and as to the

Vines, though they do not produce as large and

luscious Grapes as those of the warmer south, a

large quantity of rather rough wine is made in the

district, and extensively consumed ; while a good

deal of dark red table wine comes from Piedmont,

but the better qualities from the south, notably from

Tusciny and Sicily, the " Chianti " being particularly

appreciated, while excellent sparkling wines are

produced at Asti. Wine to the working - classes

r» presents the British workman's beer, and doubtless

suits the climite batter than the latter would do,

and it is n|naliy cheap, table-wine being retailed at

about i'-l. per quart, and it can be bought cheaper in

the cjsk ; while the burly rush-.bouad flasks of good

red Chianti, holding about fi»e pints each, are

sold from one shilling upwards. The numerous

large Chestnut woods, which clothe the neighbouring

mountains, furnish an immense quantity of Chest-

nuts, which are extensively used as food in various

forms. Pine kernels are largely consumed, princi-

pally in cakes and confectionery. In addition to the

Peaches and Apples before mentioned, the environs

of Genoa produce a large quantity of Cherries and

other summer fruits, and plenty of the juicy " Nes-

pole," or Japanese Medlars, which are of compara-

tively recent introduction. Oranges and Lemons

are extensively grown, especially in the warmer and

more sheltered neighbourhood of Nervi, and the

former include both the ordinary Orange and the

fragrant little Mandarin.

Near Genoa itself great damage is sometimes

done to the Orange crop, which seems to ripen from

December to April, by severe spells of cold weather,

a lot of the fruit having been ruined by the severe

frost with which the present year commenced.

Manure is extensively used, and largely imported.

Cultivation in general appears to be assiduous and

thorough. Vegetables are largely grown on the

lower lands, especially where irrigation can be

applied, and are of fairly good quality. Green Peas

grown in the open air may be eaten in December

The Genoese are very fond of flowers, of which

enormous and graceful bouquets and extraordinary

devices are carried on various festive occasions.

Rich flowers are varied and abundant, and their

cultivation appears to be a remunerative industry.

Trees and Shrubs.

A VARIEGATED ELDER.

I SEND you some sprays'of a variegated Elder which

was found near here, and which competent judges

considered the best they have seen. Its history is

this:—Two years ago my coachman, whilst fox-

hunting, saw a variegated plant in one of my woods

at Shirenewton. I sent him back for it, and it

proved to be an Elder ; it was 12 inches high, and

much variegated, the variegation being a pure white.

It is now 4 feet high, and as much in diameter, the

leaves smaller than the common form, and the

branches much more numerous, forming a dense

bush. E. J. Lowe, Shirenewton Hall, Chepstow.

SvaiNQA PEKINENSIS.

A good illustration of this new introduction is

given in Garden and Forest, September 26. Though
a rapid grower, it was considered to be a shy bloomer,

but it appears that it only requires time, and that after

it has grown to a good size it flowers freely. It is

spoken of as a " very beautiful, very desirable and

perfectly hardy small tree, requiring moist soil and
plenty of room in which to display the graceful

sweep of its branches."

The WEEK'S Work.
THE OKCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White, Orchid Groioer, Burford, Dorking.

Owing to the almost sunless character of the past

week the management of the houses will require

modiflcation made in the general practice. Although

the season has been favourable to Odontoglossums,

Masdevallias, and other cool Orchids, the tendency

to undue elongation of growth is apparent in some
collections, and the lack of heat and light has not

tended to the consolidation of growth in Cattleyas,

Ltelia', Dmdrobiums, many of the Mexican and

Brazilian species, &c, Thunias also may be

included ; in facf, some of our plants of this

species are as green as they were when growth

for the season was finished. Every cultivator of ex-

perience knows too well the evil elfects produced

on immature growths during the winter months.

The best measures to take at this season in regard

to this matter are to afl'jrd a drier atmosphere and a

free circulation of air during the warmer parts of the

day, which if steadily adhered to, will assist the

ripening up of the pseudobulbs, and check the

development of spot and other diseases. The

external air being cool and moist, there is no need
to damp the paths, &c., so often or so heavily as in

summer, and unless fire-heat has to be made use of,

a moderate amount of damping morning and after-

noon will suffice in either division. It is also im-
portant that the greatest amount of light be obtained,

and this can only be by washing the glass, especially

if situated near a large town. Very few plants now
require to be potted, and many species are at rest,

which afford the grower a good opportunity to over-

haul the entire collection, and clean and re-arrange.

In the cool houses slugs must be hunted for, as these

creatures are now moat troublesome, having been
introduced to the bouses in the sphagnum moss used
in the repotting. They are concealed by day low
down in the moss or in the axils of the leaves, but
at night they come out and should then be diligently

sought for and killed. Numbers of slugs may be
caught by placing small shallow pans half filled with
bran about the stages

;
young Lettuce and Cabbage

leaves, &c., are also useful for entrapping them.
Some few of the Odontoglossums that are pushing
their spikes, should be protected by wrapping a piece

of wadding round the base of the spikes. The lovely

rose-scented Odontoglossum (Miltonia) Roezlii, now
in full growth, should be frequently afforded water
in large quantities at the root, especially if growing
in small pots. I have failed several times with

this species, owing, I believe, to having grown
it in too warm a house ; our plants are at present at

the warm end of the Cattleya-house, where they cer-

tainly succeed better than when they were in the

East Indian division. Other beautiful Orchids
which do well under identically the same cultural

conditions as M. Roezlii, are Miltonia, Warscewiczii,
M. Schroderiana, and Phaius Humbloti. The fol-

lowing species which have passed the summer in the

cool house should, if not already done, be removed
to warmer quarters in the intermediate division,

where they will get plenty of light and air : Miltonia
vexillaria,Oncidium bifroue, Odontoglossum Krameri,
0. Insleayi, Masdtvallia tovarensis, M. Schlimi, M.
ephippium ; also those of the Chim;cra section, not
forgetting two such pretty little species as M.
ionocharis and M. Wendlandiana.

FBUITS UJN^DEB QIiASS.
Bt/ Bailey Wadds, Gardener. Birdsall Gardens, Vork.

PINES: SUCCESSION PLANTS.—Those intended

to fruit early next season should now be in a well-

matnred state, and kept at rest until the time
arrives to start them. A lower temperature may
now be afforded them, viz., 70° to lb° by day, with

a free admission of air when the weather is mild,

and a night temperature of G0° to 65°, with bottom-
heat not greater than 80°, very little water being
afforded at the roots if the material of the bed in

which they are plunged is in a moist condition. It

is advisable to water this rather than to supply much
water at the roots, which would tend to excite them
into growing before the proper time. Any suckers

which may show on the plants should be removed
as soon as they can be seized by the hand. The
house should bs kept moderately moist by damping
the floors, but syringing the plants should cease, and
steaming the pipes be avoided, as the moisture thus

evolved condenses on the glass and drops as water

on to the plants.

THE FRUITING HOUSE.—Keep a moist atmo-
sphere, with a night temperature of 70°, and a day
temperature of 75° to 85°

; the higher figure at

closing time, with sun-heat ; the bottom-heat may
stand at about 85°, and in bright weather damp
the plants overhead with a fine-rose pot. Afford air

in small quantity in the morning, closing early

after noon. A good amount of water will be required

by these plants up to the time when the fruit begins

to change colour.

SUCKERS.—Those growing strongly may be re-

potted if the pots are full of roots, and likely to suffer

by being too much pot-bound. Ventilate freely to pre-

vent drawing up of the leaves. A night temperature of

60° will be sufficient for the present ; day tempera-

ture 65° to 70° according to the state of the weather ;

bat it may run higher with sun-heat and a good cir-

culation of air ; overhead damping being avoided for

some time to come. The re-arranging of plants in

pits and houses to suit the requirements of the plants

at different stages may now be done, at the same
time giving attention to the bottom-heat, bearing

in mind that strong bottom-heat will not be required

before the New Year. When the bottom-heat is

obtained from tan, or Oak and Beech leaves, which
kinds are the most lasting and trustworthy, they

should be put into heaps to ferment, being fre-
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quently turned in readiness for nse. Care must be

taken when using freeh tanner's bark, as it quickly

heats if used by itself; it should be mixed with old

leaves or one-third half-spent tan, to as to give a

gentle heat for the season. For the linings of pits,

leaves and stable-litter afford lasting and uniform

heat if well mixed together.

VINES.—The present is a good time for renovating

exhausted borders of the early vineries. If the Vines

are free from mealy-bug, and it is desirable to put

new life and vigour it to them, carefully lift the roots,

re-drainingand re-making the border, as recommended
in my last Calendar. There is not the least danger

to the Vines if this be done with ordinary care.

Sjme years ago I lifted a very old Black Hamburgh
Vine, that was considered at that time to be in the

last stage of existence. This filled one lean-to

vinery, and the roots were outside. These were
carefully taken up, the work being begun by taking

out a deep trench at the front of the border, and
forking out the old soil from amongst the roots,

wrapping them in damp hay and mats as they were

taken out, and pruning those that were broken, or

where they lay thick together, and gradually working
r'ght up to the wall of the vinery. When the new
border was made, the roots were spread all over it,

about 12 inches below what would be the level of

the border. This work was performed in January,

and when it was finished, a gentle hotbed was placed

on the border, and the house started forthwith. A
nice crop of well-coloured fruit was obtained the

same year; and the improvement for several years

after—as long indeed as I had the management of it

—was remarkable. Vines for fruiting next spring

may now be prunecJ, and the Vines and house put in

order. Do not strip off the old bark ; many of our

Vines have not been peeled close for fifteen ytars,

and if there is mealy-bug on Vine?, it must be got

rid of by washing with soft-soap and water, and
giving them the tar-mixture, painting the walls and
wood-work of house with neat parafine, and re-

moving 3 inches of the top-soil of border. The best

remedy is to clean the Vines and border out, and
plant afresh. Pot- Vines for very early work should
now be started, keeping the house close, without

firing, for a fortnight. Do not prune them now.

THE KITCHEN OARDBW.
By Arthur Coombes, Gardener^ Himlet/ Ball, Dudley.

THE EARLY WINTER LETTUCES. — The mild
weather has hastened the development of Lettuce

of all ages ; those it is resolved to store should be

lifted and planted in light soil in cold frames, and
near to the glass, but not touching it. All should be

lifted except those ready for present use, which may
be protected where they grow. In the frames plant

thickly, just leaving each plant clear of its neigh-

bour ; and afford one good watering after planting,

the lights being left off the frames daring the day,

unless rain falls, when they should be put over the

plants, and tilted fully at the back. Do not close

the lights at night, unless frost threatens, in which
event mats may be laid on them, and during hard
frosts thatched hurdles or litter. If it appears

advisable to sow Lettuce seed, let the sowing be

made in a cold frame.

CELERY.—The earthing-up of the midseason crop

should be pressed forward during dry weather, and the

final banking-up should be done before severe frosts

occur. The leaves left above the top of the ridge

may b^ saved from injury by frost by tying little

bundles of straw together at one end, these being

opened out and placed athwart the ridges. Other
simple contrivances of a like kind will occur to most
men. No earthing up of later crops should be done
for the present, as it is quite safe so far ; a little soil

should, however, be added every ten or twelve days,

or as fast as the leaves grow out of the soil last

given. Afford this crop manure-water at times, and
thorough waterings whenever the soil has become dry.

ENDIVE.—The final plantings may now be made
on warm dry borders, or at the foot of south walls.

In any case, protection of some efficient kind will

be needed in frosty weather. Endive may be placed

in cold frames, where the plants will continue to

make growth, and prove useful in the winter for

salads and stewing. Full-grown Endive may be
blanched where it is growing, or it may be placed in

the Mushroom-house, or other dark room. I prefer

to cover the plants on the borders with inverted

flower-pots, stopping up the holes so as to exclude

light, and when frost occurs covering them with
litter, &c. ; they are thus safe from injury by frost,

and may be used as needed ; but if covered ap for

more than a week, rotting commences. Under slates

or roofing-tiles laid flat on the plants, this decay
does not occur,

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John LiMBEET, Gardener, Powii Cattle, Wehhfool.

HARDY ANNUALS.— In order to have these

useful flowering-plants fit for transplanting into the
beds in the early part of the new year, early attention

is requisite. Where it is found impracticable to

enliven the beds during the winter with Aubrietias,

Arabis, Daisies, Polyanthus, &c., or on the other band,
by the use of the many kinds of hardy shrubs well

adapted for this purpose, a list of which may be found
in one of my earlier Calendars, recourse may be had
to the sometimes neglected hardy annuals, which,
when they are judiciously chosen, enable the gar-

dener to escape some of the anxieties and disappoint-

ments which often attend the deferred planting of

the summer bedders, by reason of an unwillingness to

disturb the hardy flowering occupants of the beds. The
annuals chosen should be of proved hardy nature

;

early in coming into flowering, and of suitable height,

&c., for the beds. The first thing to be done is to

select the site for the seed beds, which should lay

warm, dry, and exposed to the sun as much as pos-

sible, and not be overhung by trees. Having dug
some garden refuse, leaves, &c,, into the soil, tread

it evenly and regularly all over, and then build a
low wall of sods or boards round each bed which
may not be less than 4 feet wide, and of any desir-

able length, bend over some Ash or Hazel rods,

connect these with others laid longitudinally, and
you have a framework easily covered with mats or

tiffany in the event of hard weather. In these

shallow pits place some light and friable soil to a
depth of 5 or 6 inches, and make it firm. The seeds

may be sown in lines thinly and in quantity to meet
probable demands. The drills in which the seeds

are sown must vary in depth according to the size of

the seeds ; those for the finest being made shallow and
flat, the seeds being barely covered, and none may
be more than half an inch deep. It is a good plan

to put various seeds of about one size by themselves,

and cover them by sifting fine sandy soil over them.
The seeds being sown, water the beds gently with a

fine rose watering-can, and when germination takes

p'ace stir the soil amongst the seedlings, and give

air freely in all but frosty weather.

THE HARDY FRUIT aARDEN.
Bj T. TUHTON, G%Tdtner, Maiden Brlegh, Reading.

THE PLANTING SEASON : PREPARATIONS FOR
PLANTING.—Judging from the manner in which the

majority of fruit trees are changing the colour of

their leaves, the planting season is likely to

commence earlier than usual, and all re-

arrangements should be decided upon and carried

out at once. Although gardeners can generally

depend upon ordinary bush, pyramid, or orchard

trees supplied by nurserymen of repute in fulfilment

of an order, being true to name and well found in

roots and branches, it is more satisfactory to visit the

nursery and select trees suitable in height of stems,

&c , for the various positions they may be required

to fill, and also to note that the stocks on which the

tiees are worked are swelling kindly with the scions.

In the case of cordon Pears it should be particularly

ascertained if the varieties desired succeed on the

Qaincs stock, for many of our best Pears do not.

Such varieties should either be on the Pear stock or

have been double grafted.

GATHERING THE CROPS.—The gathering of all

but the latest ripening kinds will have been general

during the past week or two ; and although this is

eiilier than usual for some of the varieties of Pears

and Apples, the foliage having assumed a yellow

colour and the fruit parting easily from the wood,

it would not benefit it much to leave it longer on the

trees. la the case of Blenheim Orange Pippin,

Cockle Pippin, Rosemary Russet, Braddick's Non-
pareil, Claygate Pearmain, and some other late

Apples, these may be left till the end of the month,

unless sharp frosts occur, when gathering should not

be delayed. Such late Pears on walls as Winter
Nells, Eister BeurriS, Baurr^ Ranee, Jean de Witte,

Olivier de Serres, Bergamotte d'Esperen, Josephine

de Malines, Knight's Monarch, &c., should not be

gathered for at least a fortnight, or before the begin-

ning of next month if the weather keeps mild. "Two

or three thicknessesof fish- netting hung over the trees

at night would protect the fruit from slight frost, as

well as from tom-tits. Do not let fallen fruits remain

on the ground, as we assume that the bulk of these are

infested with grubs, which, escaping from the fruit,

hibernate in the ground. All fallen fruit, if fit for
consumption, should be taken care of, and what is un-
fit given to the pigs, or put where the grabis cannot
escape into the soil.

PLUMS AND DAMSONS.—The in-gathering ofCoe's
Golden Drop, Belle de Septembre, and some other
varieties should now be finished. These fruits may
be kept fit for use for two or three weeks if laid out in
a single layer on shelves or tables in a dry and some-
what warm room. Damsons treated similarly can
also be kept for the same length of time.

MEDLARS AND QUINCES ripen better if left un-
gathered till the frosts come, or till, in the case of
Quinces, they begin to fall ; a few degrees of frost

will not injure either fruit. Medlars are likely to
shrivel if gathered early, and rendered thereby useless
for jelly-making and the dessert ; and they should
not be gathered ao long as the foliage is fresh and
green.

PLANTS UNDER QLASS.
By J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover Bouse, Boehampton, S. W.

MIGNONETTE.—The supply from outside having
now failed, any further cutting must be from pot-
grown stuff'. If plants have been prepared for this pur-
pose, they should now be given liberal treatment ; and
liquid manure from the farm may be afforded twice
weekly. Slender supports, such as may be got from
worn-out birch-brooms will be necessary, and should
be afforded them at once. Arrange succession and
spring batches in a position near the glass in airy

light houses, and carefully water them. Thin out
seedlings in 3-inch pots to five, if spikes of a medium
size are desired, but, where very fine spikes are in

demand, three plants will be sufficient, these being
flowered in 5-inch pots.

SEASONABLE HINTS.—In the majority of private

gardens the principal stock of winter flowering plants

having been put under glass protection, the

dangers of sudden frosts are guarded against. The
success or otherwise of the various subjects will unmis-
takeably show whether the necessary care and atten-

tion have been bsstowed on them. Success is coveted

by all, but it can only be achieved by the greatest

care now and at all subsequent stages in their deve-

lopment, and, as was pointed out in my last calen-

dar, the grouping of the various subjects pUys a very

important part in producing the best results. This

is a most difiicult matter where a large number of

plants of different requirements have to be packed

into a house not suited for them. I do, however,

urge that, where space will admit, the subjects

should be classed and placed according to their wants

generally. The right way of doing this is only to be

acquired by practice; plants which have been grow-

ing in the open should, when placed under glass, be

treated as naturally as the changed conditions

will permit. Abundance of air should be afforded

on all suitable occasions, both day and night, and a

slight heat in the water-pipes is necessary at this

season to dispel excess of moisture, or the fleshy

growths formed under more natural conditions soon

become a prey to damp, mildew, &c. Water is

another important factor ia maintaining a healthy

condition, and it must be applied at the roots, only

at such times as the plants require it.

GARDENIAS.—Spring-struck plants now growing

in 5 inch pots should be well-rooted, and they will

now require a tea-spoonful of " Standen's Manure "

to each pot weekly, which should be well watered in

with soft-water. The last pinching having now been

given, a strong, stocky growth should be aimed at

;

any weak shoots should be cut out. To keep the

foliase clean, dip the plants once a fortnight into

Murray's Electric Mildew and Insect Destroyer

dilated, and prepared as directed.

GLORIOSA 8UPERBA.—Less water at the root is

now required, but the supply should be very gradually

diminished, so that the ripening of the tubers may

not be unduly hastened.

ARISTOLOCHIAELEGANS.—Plants whichhave had

a long flowering season, will now be showing signs of

exhaustion, and will require less water at the root,

only sufficient being supplied as will keep the wood

from shrivelling.

CLERODENDRON BALFOURIANUM.—Plants, if

grown in pots, should be placed in a position com-

manding the greatest amount of sunshine, so that

the wood may become thoroughly ripened, failing

which an indifferent show of flower will result next
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to tbe FUBLISHEB.

Letters for Publication. — ^U communUations intended

for puhHcalkm, as well as specimeiis and plants for naming,

should ic addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington

Street, Covent Garden, London. Communimtions

should ie WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPEB,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed 61/

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, hut

kept as a guarantee 0/ good faith. The Editor does iwlnndtr-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, nnltss by special arrangement.

MONDAY,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morria' Rooms.

Plants from Belgium, &c., at Pro-

_ „' theroe & Morris' Rooms.
OCT. IS

-j gju^g and Greenhouse Plants, at

Carlton House, Red Bridge Lane,

Barking Side, by Protheroe &
Morris.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris

Rooms.
Clearance Sale of Nursery Stock, at

the Nursery, Feltham, by order

of Messrs. C. Lee & Son, by
Protheroe & Morria.

Highly important Sale of the re-

maining Portion of the famous
Pickering Lodge Collection of

Established Orchids; also Car-

riages and Wines, by Protheroe

& Morris (three days).

/Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Unreserved clearance sale of Nur-

sery Stock at the Hosey aod Da-
renth Nurseries, Westerham, by
order of Mr. A. Jeffkins, by Pro-

theroe & Morris (two days).

TUESDAY, Ocr. 10/

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 17-

THHBSDAY.

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

i

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe k Morris'

Rooms.
Nursery Stock, at the Sale Nur-

series, Loughton. by order of

Messrs. Paul & Son, by Protheroe

& Morris (two days).

(Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

„ „ ,„ 1 Rooms.
OCT. !»;

Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'

(, Rooms.

„. ( Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morria'

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-

ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHI3WICK.-50°.4.

Vegetable culture ia a matter of

A Vegetable
g^^^jj importance to the commu-

Exhibition, ., ,. . 1 j i. 1

Dity, that we are glad to welcome

the suggestion that a large exhibition be held at

the Crystal Palace next year. Vegetables of all

sorts can be, and are grown in this country to a

degree of perfection ri\'alling, if not surpassing,

anything that is done elsewhere, andforeign com-

petition in this case is not a thing to be seriously

apprehensive of. Vegetable culture, moreover,

is pre-eminently an art for the cottager and

the allotment-holder. They can scarcely grow
too many, and their fjuality when grown, pro-

viding they have good varieties to begin with,

depends essentially on the very qualities which

a labourer should possess. County Council lec-

turers and demonstrators have here a fine field

as instructors before them, and their work in this

department is sure to be generally appreciated.

We attach more importance from this point

of view to vegetable culture than to fruit

culture. The questions relating to market-

ing and distribution are, of course, much
the same as in the case of fruit. Wherever
water-carriage can be adopted, it would be desir-

able to make use of it, as railway rates are in

this matter, and, we fear, are likely to be, pro-

hibitive for all but the earliest and finest samples

grown by a different class of growers.

If a large show of this kind be held, we hope

the promoters will also take into consideration

the unnecessarily narrow selection of vegetables

we have now to put up with. Each season brings

with it its new varieties of Potatos, Peas, and the

like, the differences between which it demands a

skilled expert to see ; but an absolutely new vege-

table is a rarity indeed, and worse still, when it

does make its appearance, it is generally received

with indifference, if not something worse. A
great society, which does not look exclusively to

commercial interests, can do something towards

giving us novelties such as we are speaking of,

by encouraging them by handsome prizes and

other means. We can hardly expect a private

organisation of growers to take this view of the

subject. For progress in this particular direction

we must look to some body which has broader

knowledge, wider sympathies, and more far-

reaching opportunities.

The cooking of vegetables in this country is

also a matter urgently demanding improvement.

In no country, we are disposed to say, are there,

as a rule, better vegetables than in our own, and

in no country are they worse cooked.

Appended is the circular we have received,

with the general purpose of which we sympathise

entirely:

—

We beg to inform you that at a well attended

meeting of persons interested in vegetable culture,

held in the Board Koom of the Crystal Palace, on

Saturday, September 29, 1894, it was unanimously

resolved, that " It is desirable to hold next year at

the Crystal Palace a great National Exhibition of

Potatos and other Vegetables."

A thoroughly representative list of members of the

horticultural seed trade, gardeners, amateurs, allot-

ment holders, market traders, the Press, &c., was

read, and it was further unanimously resolved

:

" That subject to their approval, these persons do

form the General Committee of the Exhibition, with

power to add others."

Having been appointed by the meeting treasurer

and secretary respectively pro tern., we beg most

respectfully and urgently to invite you not only

kindly to allow your name to be added to the general

committee, but also promise support for so important

an Exhibition.

Should you consent, you will be invited to attend

a meeting of such general committee, which will be

held in London at an early date.

Rest assured that every effort will be made to

make the proposed Exhibition not only a great

success, but also a vital force in connection with

vegetable culture in the United Kingdom." H. Bal-

derson, F.R.H.S., Treasurer; Alexander Dean

F.R.H.8., Secretary, 62, Richmond Road, Kingston-

on- Thames.

Whf,n all the literary world and
Oliver Wendell ^U readers of taste are mourning

°"^'^'
the recent death of the greatest

of American litterateurs, Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes, it may be interesting to the readers of

the Gardeners Chronicle to recall his " most

intense, passionate fondness"—we use his own
words—for trees. In what is, perhaps, his

greatest prose work. The Autocrat of the Break-

fast Table, he speaks of putting his wedding-

ring on his tree-wive8,and says he has almost worn

out this .'iO-foofc tape on the rough bark of the

old New England Elms and other big trees. " Now,

if you expect me to hold forth in a ' scientific
'

way about my tree-loves," he continues, " to

talk, for instance, of the Ulmus americana,

and describe the ciliated edges of its samara,

and all that—you are an anserine individual,

and I must refer you to a dull friend, who will

discourse to you of such matters. . . . No, my
friends, I shall speak of trees as we see them,

love them, adore them, in the fields, where they

are alive, holding their green sun-shades over

our heads, talking to us with their hundred

thousand whispering tongues, looking down on

us with that sweet meekness which belongs to

huge, but limited organisms." The passage is

perhaps too long for further quotation here. It

goes on to speak of " old Daddy Gilpin," the

mother-idea in each particular kind of tree

and many of the first-class Elms, trees over

20 feet in clear girth 5 feet above the ground,

in New England. Every tree-lover should

read it, and, as there are not indexes to

every edition of the Autocrat, it may be added
that it is in the tenth paper of the series. In

acknowledging the receipt of the first part of

my Familiar Trees, sent him nine years ago, by
Professor Pioclgbb, Dr. Holmes wrote :

" I

have long had Evelyn and Strutt upon my
shelves, and am still a faithful tree -worshipper.

. . . It would be a good idea to give pictures

of famous trees, such as the Cowthorpe Oak,

which you mention, the Yardley Oak, the finest

Elms and Lindens, the Burnham Beeches (if

they are not too commonly figured), the grandest

old Yews, &o." This shows that his enthusiasm

for trees was not limited to those of the country

of his birth; for, like all the New England

writers of his time, Irving, Longi'ellow,

Emerson, not forgetting Asa Gray, and the

others, he always looked upon Old England as

the mother country.

The Great Fruit Show.—Leaving to others

to note the results of the success of this great

venture, I would like, writes Mr. D. T. Fish, to note

a few of its surprises. To those who had the privi-

lege this summer at the National Rose Society at

Windsor, of observing in the Royal Gardens at

Frogmore that all things horticultural were possible

to Mr. Owen Thomas, the Royal Trophy of Fruit

at the Palace Show could hardly be a surprise (see

fig. 58, p. 44.5). The Royal exhibit was alike regal in

its quality and quantity, and specially at the present

timr, when certain classes seem disposed to throw

cold water on fruit-growing. It was pleasing also to

note that amid all the Grapes grown at Frogmore,

the venerable giant at Cumberland Lodge, in its

110,h year, and furnished with 2200 bunches, was

not forgotten. Next to this, the quality all round

of the display of Apples and Pears from the Royal

gardens at the close of such a sunless summer

excited surprise. A list of the varieties of fruit

shown was printed on a card. Next to the Royal

Trophy of fruit I would place the Scotch Grapes, sent

from Alloa, grown with a new manure, as the greatest

surprise. Grapes altogether were of good quality,

and Mr. Mclndoe and others have by no means lost

their cunning. But Mr. Kirk, either through his

skill, his stimulants, or the youthfulness and vigour of

his Vines, has stolen a march in regard to size and

colour on the veterans. The "Duke" was never

shown in such condition before as at the Palace.

The bloom was also perfect. Of the flavour I can

give no opinion. Enquiring of one of the judges on

this point, I found that it was not the rule now to

apply this old-fashioned test of quality. The next

and most pleasing surprise was the abundance and

high quality of the Apples and Pears. The sensible

system adopted by the Royal Horticultural Society

of offering prizes for special varieties enables most

hardy sorts to compete only, or chiefly, with its

peers, and leads to a grand display.

United Horticultural Benefit and Pro-

vident Society.—The eighth anniversary dinner

of this Institution (founded twenty- eight years ago)

was held at the Cannon Street Hotel, City, EC, on

October 9. Arnold Moss, Esq. (Messrs. Wrench &
Sons, Ssedsmen) presided, he being supported by

Sir Stuart ICnill (ex-Lord Mayor), Clarence Smith,

E«q , M.P , H. J. Veitch, Esq., W, Y. Baker, Esq.,

W. Marshall, E'q , and other gentlemen. Covers

were laid for 110 guests, and 109 sat down. Mr.

Moss, in proposing the "Toast of the Evening,"

said that the society he represented deserved well of

all the gardening community. The chairman
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furthermore urged all who were not members of this

or kindred inetitntions to lose no time in joining it

;

the position of the gardener daring the past few

ytara of depression not being any too bright, it was
incumbent on all to make that provision necessary

to ensure assistance in times of sickness, calamity,

and old age. The chairman stated that the total mem-
bership now was about 520, and the icvested funds

to date amounted to close on £10,000, no better

gaaraitee than this being needed of its stability

and sinnd managtment. Mr, Hudson (Tieasurer)

responded, saying the executive were determined that

this Society should besecondtononefortheadvactagea

it offered to the gardener. He quoted the remarks

made by a new member who had joined the Society

at the last committee meeting, which showed the

deplorable condition of the branch to which he

had hitherto belonged ( £ one of the largest mixed

benefit societies in the country. Mr. Clahence
Smith here tettimony in his rimarkf, when pro-

posing "The Visitors," to the sound condition of

the Society's investments ; and Sir Stoaet Knill,

in responding, alluded to the Gardeners' Company
being granted the Livery during his term as

Lord Mayor, and bore testimony to the admirable

floral arrangements, and the handsome dessert

furnished for the guests, both being characteristic

of the Institution. W. Maeshall, Esq , replied

on behalf of the Honorary acd Life Members,
stating how gratified he, as one of the origi-

nator?, was at the progress ttat had been made,

urging also that the carefully drawn up rules at its

formation thirty years back be ttudiomly guarded.

The tone throughout the meeting was excellent, a

keen interest being evinced in the proceedirga, which

bodes well for the immediate future of Ihis worthy

Society, The financial resuKs were also of a grati-

fying character. The chairman announced his inten-

tion of becoming a life member, at the same time

stating that Sir Stoaht Knill had much pleasure

in doing the same, several new honorary members
were also announced by the chairman; among others,

N. N. Shebwood, Esq., sent a donation of £5 5s. to

the voluntary convalei cent fund, from which grants

are made to members during convalescence, a note-

worthy departure in benefit societies. This fund

was augmented early in the past sp:ing by a dona-

tion of £50 from the same gentleman, and previously

by the then recorded munificent gift of £100 from

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Veitch on the occasion of their

silver wedding. Further paiticalara can be had of

the Secretary, Mr. W. Collins, 9, Martindale Road,

Bilham, S.W.

Professor Paingsheim.— On Saptember 6,

died, at Berlin, Pio'essor Dr, Nathaniel Fbingsheim,

Geheimratb, in his seventy-first 3 ear. He was one

of the most eminent botanists in Geimany. He was
born on November 30, 18-3, at Wziesko, in Silesia

;

studied medicine, then botany, at Bieslaa, Leipzig,

Berlin, and Paris; became Piivatdccent of B.tany
in Berlin, 1851 ; Mimber of the Royal Academy of

Sciences, 1856; Professor of Botany at Jena, as

successor to Schleiden, 1861, and lived since 1868
as private totanist at Berlin. He was the first

who gave, in 1855, the exact proof that the

gpermatozoids of the Algte unite with the female

cell. A great many of his studies concern the

Crytogamous plants, and those of the most
general inteiest are those concerning the Potato

disease. Another field of his researches was the

dtvelopment of axes and leaves. The third and
last series of his researches concerned chlorophyll.

Contrary to the opinion of the greater number of

physiologists, Peingsheim said that it is not the

chlorophyll which assimilates the caibonic acid, but

the protop'asm itself. The chlorophyll, he says, has

only the function of protecticg the plasma against

the too energetic rays of the light in a like manner
as the anthoxyan protects the young leaves in early

spring. And, indeed, this interpretation, theoretically

as well as j radically, is well founded. The plasma
must have assiiuilated before the chlorophyll existed.

It w( uld be very attonithing if the plasma were de-

prived of one, if not the most important, function

which it has. And, indeed, there are known a great

many cases in which plasma assimilates without

chlorophyll. Each hair of a plant, containing plasma

but no chlorophyll, assimilates the carbonic acid as

well as a cell with chlorophyll. It is true, to make
this out, most exact experiments are requisite,

and it is tigoificant, that all the researches

of Prof. Peingsheim were made with the most
scrupulous exactness. Besides this, Pbingsheiji

tever was content with one or two experiments, if

even they gave the same result. For months he

would make daily the same experiment until he

had absolute certainty that the results were

exact, Peingsheim founded the first physiological

botanical institute at Jena. Alter this plan all the

ether physiological institutes were established,

Though not teaching in the Berlin University, jet

a great many botanists were assistants in his private

laboratory, i.e., SxEASBnEGEU, Pi'effee, Vochtinq,

Beinee, &c. Since 1857 he edited the Jahrhiicher fiir

wissen schaftlkhe Botanik,

National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
fully attended meeting of the general committee

took place at Anderton's Hotel on the 8th inst , Mr.

B. Wynne in the chair. The Hon. Secretary reported

that the prize-money awarded at the September

show had been paid, and the medals were forwarded

to their several owners. An interim financial state-

mant was made, showing the finances of the Society

were in a very satisfactory conditior. Some amend-
ments to the rules recommended for adoption at

the next annual general meeting were approved by

the committee, one of the moat important being

that elections to the general and Floral Committee
shall be by means of balloting papers. Twenty-three

candidates for membership were elected, and the

Lauaceston Horticultural Society, Tasmania, and

three others admitted to affiliation. It was resolved

that as the Society would attain to the fiftieth year

of its existence in 1896, that measures be taken to

celebrate its .Jubilee in a suitable manner, and a

sub-committee, consisting of the oilicsrs of the

Society, and Mes'r?. H. B. Ironside, J, Weight,
G. GoEDON, H. J. Jones, T. W. Sandees, and

T. Bevan be appointed a sub-committee to prepare

a scheme, and tubmit the same to the general

committee.

Agricultural Education in Aberdeen-
shire.—A meeting of the Institute of Agricultural

Education was held in Aberdeen University Build-

ings recently. The Institute consists largely of

public school teachers in Aberdeenshire who have

gone through the University courses on agriculture,

which were supported chiefly by the Aberdeen

County Council. The first business was the con-

sideration of the new syllabus of the Science and Art
Department, An examination of this syllabus

showed that it is essentially on the lines of the

syllabus suggested by the Institute by the Depart-

ment, and it was agreed to intimate to the Depart-

ment full satisfaction with the change. It was felt

that most important work had been done by the

Institute in thus improving materially the character

of the agricultural education that will now be given

thronghout the whole country, and bringing it

into harmony with what has all along been taught at

Aberdeen University, The Institute then considered

the desirability of bringing the agricultural syllabus

of the Scotch Edaci'.ion Department into co-ordina-

tion with the new national syllabus, and steps were

taken with this intent. The Circular of the Aberdeen

County Council recently issued to public school

teachers was then brought under review, and a

unanimous feeling was strongly expressed resenting

paragraphs numbered 2 and 3 of this circular, which

seems to give a preference to teachers who happen

to be qualified by the Science and Art Department

over those who are qualified by going through the

special courses at Aberdeen University, sacrificing

the holidays of two successive years for this purpose.

When it is remembered that a graduate whose course

has included any subject in which he may have

passed with little merit, is regarded as qualified by

the Science and Art Department, and when, besides,

the same qualification may be got by any youth

passing an examination preceded by twenty to forty

hours' attendance at lectures, it does seem extra-

ordinary not to place on a higher stage, or at least on

a footing of equality, those tried men who have spent

over 200 hours, and passed four of six examinations

which were approved and controlled by the Technical

Instruction Committee. It was doubted whether the

Committee really meant what the Circular seemed to

imply, and the subject was remitted to the Com-
mittee of the Institute as a matter demanding argent

attention.

Scottish Horticultural Association.—
The specimens exhibited by Mr. M. Chai-man, Easter

Duddington Lodge, at the monthly meeting of the

above Society, held on Tuesday evening the 2nd

inst. at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, consisted of

Polygonum vaccinifolium, one of the best late-flower-

ing rock plants ; P. amplexicaule, Lobelia syphilitica,

L. tupa, Phygeliua capensif, Tricyrtia hirta, Rosa

bengalensis vitidifiora, Ceanothus Gloiie de Versailles,

Physalis Alkekengi, ripe fruit ; Pernettya albe, ripe

fruit.

South Birmingham Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Society.—The first meeting of the

autumn session of the South Birmingham Gardeners'

Mutual Improvement Society was held on Thursday,

October 4, when Mr. J. Udale, the horticultural lec-

turer for the county of Worcestershire, gave an in-

teresting and practical lecture on small fruits. In

the course of his remarks, Mr. Udale warned his

hearers against accepting the statements made by

some writers in the horticultural press which are

only likely to mislead. His advice wap, do not be

misled, and maintained that the enormous fruit

crops and great profits sometimes seen on paper

should be taken with some amount of reserve, for

mostly they are isolated cases, and if not isolated,

occur only in districts where the climatic and other

conditions are favourable for certain kinds of

fruits.

The " Botanical Magazine."—The October

number contains coloured figures and descriptions

of:—
Uraria crinita, Dcsvaux, t. 7377.—An erect hairy

nnder-shrub, with equally pinnate leaves and long erect

many-flowered spikes. Flowers small, papilionaceous,

rosy-purple. East Indies, Malaya. Flowered at

Kew.

Senecio laxifolius, Buchanan, t. 7378.—This is the

New Zealand shrub to which the name latifolius was

inadvertently given in a recent number of the Gar-

deners' Chronicle. The description there given from

the Handbook of the Neiu Zealand Flora, applies to

quite a dilTerent plant. It was grown by Mr.

GuMiiLETON, near Cork.

Iris airopurpiirca far. atrofusca. Baker, t. 7379,

—

This is the plant described in our columns last year

as I. atrofusca, but which ia now considered by Mr.

Bakee to be a variety of atropurpurea. It is a native

of Palestine.

Trichocentrum tigrinum, Lind. et Reichenb., t. 7380,

—Described in our columns by Linden and Reichen-

hach, 1869, p. 892. It is a native of Central

America, and has decurved peduncles; flowers

3 inches across in the longest diameter. Perianth

segments lanceolate sub-equal, yellow, finely spotted

with purple ; lip larger than the segments, cuneate

with two rounded lobes on the anterior portions

pure white, slightly suffused with pink at the

base.

Impatiens auricoma, Poisson, t. 7381.—A handsome
perennial Balsam, with lanceolate leaves tapering at

the base into a short grooved stalk provided with

glands at its edge. Flowers yellow streaked with red.

Native of the Comoro Isles.

Diseases of Fruit Trees.—Mr. D. T. Fish

has delivered the first of two lectures on this subject

at Bournemouth. The following is the syllabus of

these lectures:—Lecture 1, "Causes and character-

istics of Disease :
" Climatal—Conatitntional—Cul-

tural— Insect Agency—Insanitary State of Fruit
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Tree« and Bushes; Fungi—Canker—Mildew—Gum
—American Blight, or Woolly Aphia—Ligatures

and Bruises ; General Preventative Measures.

Lecture 2, " Special Preventatives and Specific

Cures :
" Thorough Drainage— Improved Soils

—

Warmer Root Runs and Improved Roots—Avoidance

of Extremes in Manuring — Pruning—Cropping

—

Better Matching of Stock and Scion—Greater Clean-

liness of Lea'', Branchlet, Bole ; Special Sprayings

—

Smearings—Dustings—Dressings—against Aphides,

Spiders, Mites, Maggots, Caterpillars, Scale and

Scab.

Market Produce in Matabeleland.—A
temporary srjourner in Buluwayo, writing home a

letter of warning, includes the following itt ms in

his communication :
—

" Vegetables fetch a big price

because there are so few. Recently 1 lb. of fresh

butter was sold by auction for 1.3s. Onions are

fetching 2s, 'Ml. each, and 26. dd. is the price for two

small Cabbages." It does not, however, follow frcra

this that market gardeners are to take wing for

South Africa. It is not stated how many intending

consumers competed for the vegetablep, and if they

were "settlers."

Chrysanthemums in Victoria Park,
London.—Mr. Mooeman, superintendent, writes to

the effectthatthe displayof Chrjsanthemumsinbloom

in this Park was opened to the public on Wednesday
last, 10th inst. The collection, numbering from

2000 to 3000 plants, includes the finest exhibition

varieties, and a large number of novelties of 18'JI.

Probably the plants will, as a whole, be at their best

three weeks hence.

Isle of Wight.—The monthly meeting of the

Uorticultural Improvement Association was held at

liyde on Saturday, the 6th inst., when a large

number assembled to listen to an address on " Or-

chids for Amateurs," by Mr. T. W. Babkbb, gardener

to J. Woods, Esq., Matlock Ville, liyde. The chair

was occupied by Dr. GaovES, B.A , Newport. Mr.

Baekek staged a collection of plants, including

Orchids, Ferns, and Caladiums. As this Association

becomes better known, members are constantly being

enrolled. The next meeting will be held at New-
port, when the " Cultivation of Hardy Fruits " will

form the subject of a paper. A vote of thanks was

accorded Mr. Babkeb for his lecture.

Shirley, Southampton. — An extra special

meeting of the Shirley and Surrounding District

Gardeners' and Amattur's Improvement Association

was held at the Philharmonic Hall, Southampton,

on the 1st inst., with a view of extending the opera-

tions of the Society, and holding fortnightly meet-

ings during the winter months. The President, Mr.

W. F. G. Sphanqer, presided over a large attendance

of the members, and Mr. W. B. Hill, who kindly lent

the hall for the occasion, also offered it for the

winter months, if fortnightly meetings were decided

upon. Mr. E. Molyneux, of Swanmore Park Gar-

dens, gave an excellent address on "Fruit Trees for

Walls and Espaliers," and detailed the 'proper

method of pruning, training, root-pruning, &c,, also

diseases the trees are liable to, and the remedies for

the same, besides a list of the best varieties to plant

on different aspects. There were exhibited hardy

fruits from Mrs. Day, Polygon (gr., Mr. J. Jones),

twenty-four dishes; Mr. W. Perkins, J.P., Parts-

wood (gr., Mr. J. Miles), forty-three dishes ; and

Col. W. S. Sinkins (gr., Mr. J. E. Wilcox), thirteen

dishes of Pears, &c. There was a good collection of

hardy perennials from Mr. B. Ladhams. The meet-

ing terminated with votes of thanks to the lecturer,

and the election of several new members.

Hanley Park.—Mr. T. H. Mawsok has pub-

lished an interesting account of the park at this

town in the Potteries, where the conditions are

anything but favourable to vegetation. He lays

down the principles by which he is actuated, and

considers that tbie plan of a public park should be

based on the principles of design, and not merely on

the imitalicn of Nature. No doubt for small places

with architectural features all round, this is the

right course to follow. Equally right \r, that lodges,

fountains, gates, and other structures should be

designed in harmony with the general plan of the

park. The pamphlet is interesting to read, and the

illustrations are numerous and pleasing. It may be

had from Mr. Mawson, Wenderholme, Windermere,

Stock-taking : September.—The Revenue
Returns for the first half of the financial year, having

shown a great increase as compared with those for

the same period in 1893 94, the new American Tariff

having got fairly into work, and the number of

estates in " liquidation " having fallen off in Sep-

tember, we might have been led to the conclusion that

trade and commerce were improving,notwithstanding

the War in the East, the Scotch coal strike, un-

settling news from France, and the condition of

the Czar's health. The Board of Trade Returns

for the past month show that trade is im-
proving, because it is better than it was in the

preceding month of August, though the comparison

does not hold with respect to the corresponding

period of 1893, but then there was one working-day

less than in September last year, theie being five

Sundays, and this signifies a great deal indeed in

making up a balance-sheet. The falling off in the

imports is almost all owing to the items introduced

in the general heading food-supplies—sugar, flour

Wheat, &c. Those who have noted the corn aver-

ages in our columns during the past month, will

have been prepared for a great fall in values under

this heading; but without further particularising,

we give here our usual excerpts from the " Sum-
mary " tables of the Returns noted, as folio .vs :

—

Imports.
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practice. The auccesifal cultivator, though perhaps

nnconacionsly so, ia eaaentially a maa of

acience, basing his practice on hia rational

theory ; but if he ia to have confidence in

hia own action, he abould hare aome acquaintance

with the structure of plants and the chemistry of

plant life. Science, however, ia not only the inter-

preter of practice, generalising, aystematiaing, and
explaining the results of the observations of the

practical man ; but is also a guide, conarming, sim-

plifying, or rejecting old rnle-of-thumb methods.

Every department of botanical science has its bearing

upon horticultural practice, and one of the difficul-

ties of the cultivator which is perhaps liable to be

overlooked is that our garden plants, especially our
vegetable?, are necessarily under unnatural condi-

tions, being, in fact, hypertrophied, and cannot,

therefore, be judged by the canons of the physiology

of normal health. Every apeciea cultivated in our
gardens demands separate study as to its physio-

logical requirements ; but there are broad principles

of vegetable hygiene common to all. The life of the
plant is a cycle from seed to seed, from the seedling

just bursting from the germinating seed with its

primary root and leafy shoot to the flower, the fruit,

and the ripe seed ready for germination. In this

cycle there are two marked and contrasted phases
both of the highest interest to the cultivator: the
nutritive stage, when root and shoot are actively

engaged in the taking-in and utilisation of food for

the development and growth of the individual plant,

and the reproductive stage, when gay and sweet-
scented flowers, and in aome caaea their inaect
viaitors co-operate in the production of fruit "whose
seed ia in itself." This plant life, throughout both
these cycles, is dependent upon food, upon tempera-
tare, upon moisture, and upon oxygen, and, therefore,

eoil, heat, ventilation and moisture, each demand
careful att( ntion. The next lecture will be on the
soil and its treatment.

New Publications —7'ir«&crs ani Feeding
stuff. By Db. Bernard Dveb. (Crosby. Lock-
wood & Co.)

—

Agricultural Journal of the Leeward
Itlands. Elited by C. A. Barber.— 7'Ae Forester.

By James Brown ; sixth edition, by J. Nisbet
D. CE3 , 2 vols. (Blackwood & Sons).—^ Popular
Summary of the Law Relating to Parish Cnunols.
(Stevens & Sons).

—

Journal of the Scottish Meteoro-
logical Societij, 1892 (Blackwood & Son»).—Dicti'm-
naire Pratique d'Horticulture, liv. 30 (Hellebore to
Humulna), O. Doin, 8, Place de I'Od^on, Paria.—
Monographic des Amaryllidacew, BrameliaceeB et Iri-

dacem, par H. Baillon (Paris, Hachette).—ffora of
Mount Desert Island, Maine. By E. J. Rand, and
J. H. Redfield, Cambridge, Mass. (John Wilson &
Sod).

Home Correspondence.
%- —

THE FAILURE OF THE MULBERRY TO RIPEN ITS
FRUIT THIS YEAR.—I should like it to be on record
in your paper which is filed in all botanical gardens
in different parts of the world, that in England this
year the aeaaon has been so wet that although the
Mulberries grew to a very large size, they did not
ripen, but a mould fungus connected the fruits to-
gether and these fell to the ground in lumps as large
as a fist. I ought to add that the Mulberry tree I
refer to stood on a lawn on high ground quite open
on all sides. Thos. Christy,

THE FRUIT PACKING COMPETITION AT THE
CRYSTAL PALACE.—Your correspondent writing
under the signature "A. iX," p. 403, seems to be
very desponding in regard to the fruit- packing com-
petition at the late fruit show of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society. I for one must say that I was pleased
with the manner in which the winning exhibits were
packed, and cannot see where " A. D." finds reason
for grumbling. Take, for instance, the basket of
Gros Colmar (irapos that won for Mr. Gore Ist prize,
what fault can " A. I)." really find with that exhibit?
Not only was the method adopted simple, but it
was decidedly the beat, for acarcely one berry was
rubbed; and what more, then, waa needed?
The materials employed were cheap and last-
ing. ^Take again, for instance, the Ist prize

box of Peaches sent by Mr. Woodward from
Barham Court, what could have been more perfect

than the method adopted ? The box in this case was
decidedly cheap, costing but \^d., it being part of a
butter-box, this costing but 3d., which when sawn in

two, makes two boxea similar to that used with the
addition of a light lid. Surely there is no reason
for complaint as regards the cost in thia case. For
the benefit of readers of this journal, will "AD."
inform us in what manner these examples of fruit

packing were at fault, for although fault-finding may
be easy, it will be difficult to suggest any reasonable
improvement, and decidedly more perplexing to put
into practice a safer kind of package. E. M,

PEACH AND PEAR PACKING AT THE BIG FRUIT
SHOW.—The method of packing adopted by the
competitors, and Mr. Woodward in particular, was
so good, it seems invidious to propose any improve-
ment. Still, to guard against damage, by the
package being violently dropped on to its sides or
ends, I would suggest some such aubdivieion of the
interior into square receptacles as that adopted by
provision dealera when packing amall lota of egga.
The material for thia purpoae ahould be very light,

jet sufficiently strong not to give way, tin or per-
forated zinc, fine wire netting, thin white deal, or
cardboard, the last-named will probably have the
preference, it being cheap, light, and easily manipu-
lated. Of course, wood-wool ahould be used as well.
I think "A. D.'s" strictures on the packing on this

occasion were uncalled for. One of the Crowd.

PEACHES ON OPEN WALLS.- The note on
p. 254 on the above subject prompts me to allude to
the common assumption that Peaches will only
succeed out-of-doora on walls with a southern aspect,
and it is owing to thia that they are seldom seen with
other aspects. I hold that it is an advantage to the
gardener to have I'each trees, where they aucceed, on
varioua aspects, aa the Peach aeason ia much
lengthened, even with the aame variety. For
instance, Alexander, on a west aspect, will be fully a
fortnight longer in ripening ita fruit than againat a
south one. This ia only one inatance of the
diff'erence in the time required, and the advis-
ability of variety. In this respect, I always
make quite certain of a full crop of fruit

from a tree of Late Admirable growing against
an eastern aspect, and similar crops from a west wall
of such varieties aa Dymond and Grosse Mignonne.
Walburton's Admirable is just the variety for a south
wall, as the ripening ia haatened by fully three weeka
compared with what it would be on other aapects.
What ia said by the writer of the note anent the
insufficient moiatnre at the roots ia much to the
point, eepecially such trees aa carry full crops.
The method, too, adopted by some gardeners
in deferring the pruning of the trees till

March is contrary to common sense. [We
are not so sure of that, excellent crops being
obtained from trees so managed, other things being
rightly done. Ed.] I would ask what is the use of
leaving surplus branches and shoots intact until the
time named, and then cut them out ? Far better to
prune the trees directly the fruit is gathered, and
thus give the remaining ahoota the beat chance of
becoming matured. The out-of-door Peach culti-
vator muat always be on the alert to subdue insect
attacks, never allowing the trees to suff'er more than
he can avoid ; and with the various insecticides now
at command, tbia ahould be an eaay matter. Do not
plant Peaches on aspects exposed to the eaat wind,
the treea anffering every year in the spring from curl
and blister, and these attacks end in chronic ill-

health. E. M.

THE FRUIT SHOW.-There is no denying that this
three days' show was a grand object-lesson, showing
the progress of British fruit culture. Unfortunately,
however, it is feared that the very clasa that moat
needed auch aolid facta to convince them took little

note nor interest of or in the fruit show. The
Times, for example, which devoted considerable
space to diacuasion of the question, had not a word
to eav, nor an inch of space to devote to an account
of this great exhibition of one of the most impor-
tant of our home industiiea. And though a call waa
made for Mr. Blackmore or other opponents at the
close of Mr. Wise's able lecture in the Garden Hall
at the Crystal Palace, not a vo ce in opposition was
raised, just when and where it could have been at
once and most fully answered. For the meeting-room
at the Palace was packed on each day to its utmost
capacity, mostly with practical fruit-growers, men of
shrewdness and common senae, and of special skill,

who are making fair llvinga though not colossal

fortunes, out of the rising industry of British fruit-

growing. But neither the show itself nor the moat
useful lectures on fruit growing in small gardens on
Saturday, nor in large ones on Monday, had a word
of sympathy from the Times. D. T. Fish.

PLANTING OUT FORCED STRAWBERRIES.-Any
doubts that I might have entertained concerningthe
aucceas of planting Strawberries which have been
forced, were aetat rest upon viewing recently a patch
of them at Gunnersbury House Gardens, the variety
Vicomtesse Hfiricart du Thury being one of the
most trusty for the purpose. It was not represented
merely by a few plants nursed with an amount of
care entirely out of keeping with the probable
returns, or lor furnishing a dish of fruit at a fixed
date, but on a level piece of ground that had been
heavily manured and deeply dug last May ; the
forced plants were put out at 2 feet apart in the
rows, and 18 inches from plant to plant in the row

—

700 plants in all. In conversation with Mr. Hndaon,
I gleaned that he had removed all the flower-truaaea
as they had appeared till July 15, after which date
they were allowed to remain, and at the time of my
visit the plants were carrying flowers and frnita in

profuaion. The flavour of the fruit aurpaased that
of the summer-grown aamplea of the aame variety
this year. I omitted to ascertain the date of the firat

gathering, but from the remark paaaed that frnita had
been gathered for aome time, I concluded that it waa
long before the date of my viait that the firat of theae
were fit for table. To lift the fruita above the
ground, and alao expoae them to the sunshine, they
were supported on twigs stuck in the ground. The
success attained by Mr. Hudson shows the desira-

bility of this practice being generally adopted, as the
fruits are sure to be appreciated more than those
of the late autumn varieties, which are mostly in-

ferior in point of flavour to the Vicomtesse. J. F,

McLeod, Dover Hmfic Gardens,

AQARICUS ARVENSIS.— I now aend you two
photographs of the Agaricus arvenaia. They were
very conapicuous objecta in my park. The group, or
rather one side of the group, my son photographed,
had no apecimen as much aa a foot in diameter. No
one in this neighbourhood bad ever seen the Horae-
Muahroom before. Some people here aay they are as
good as A. campeatria to eat, others that they are
very like eating leather, but as I never eat leather, I

do not know how much they resemble each other.

They are always in circles, and from measuring a
d< z?n of these rings, my experience haa been that
where there are the largeat Mushrooms, the ring has
been most in diameter ; the rings are from 20 to
40 feet in diameter (average 30 feet). More than a
month ago (August 18), before we had them, Bristol
market waa full of them. I saw none here till

September 2. E. J. Luwe, Chepstow,

EARLY PEARS.—Whilst I am writing, I may
mention that early Peara went decayed at once, aome
in two days; many sorts are badly cracked. Early
Apples will not keep, and Damsons (some trees) have
every fruit split open and worthless. Soon after the
Apples and Pears set their fruits they were attacked
by about a score amall gruba in each ; they swelled
nearly to the size of a nut, and then tamed like a
ripe Medlar, and the caterpillar (I never law it

before) had disappeared. There had been an extra-
ordinary bloom, and more set than I had before
seen, but some large treea had not a froit that
eacaped destruction. Haa this been reported to yon
from other localities ? E, J. Lowe, Chepstow,

THE FLOWERING OF YUCCAS.-Having noticed
in the Gardeners' Chronicle for September 22 an
enquiry regarding the age at which Yuccas flower,

it may interest your Peterhead correspondent to hear
of a plant of Yucca aloifolia which last year threw
up a spike about G feet high, which it had not done
for forty years to the knowledge of my employer.
When the flower dried up I cut it away, and a strong
growth pushed up, which I in July cut off' at 3 feet

in height this year and placed in a pot, and, strange
to say, it alao threw up a spike of bloom which grew
to a height of 2 feet. There are several Vuccaa in

thia garden twenty yeara old which have not
flowered. I believe much dependa on soil and situa-

tion. I have known some species to flower annually,
A. Wation, Lctton Hall, Thetford,

IRIS AND LILY DISEASE.—I am obliged to your
correspondent!*, Messrs. Jenkins, Tallack, and
others, for their notices of my remarks in your
columns on this disease. To the former critic I am
especially obliged fpr the information (new to me)
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that the disease attacked LUies growa nnler glass as

well as in the open air. Yet this does no' really

contradict my theory as expressed in your colamns.

The causes of the disease I hold to be threefold :—1,

the BTer-presence of spores ready to attack the

plants under favourable conditions ; 2. damage done
to the cuticle of the growing foliage ; 3. atmospheric
conditions suitable to the rapid development of the

fangas. Since the demonstration of the winter-

resting spore, it can be shown that at any time in

the year, under suitable warmth and moisture,

deve'.iipm !nt of the fungus is possible. As regards

the P itii',0 disease, this generally happens in July
or early in /Vnguat ; in dry seasons, as in 1893, there

is no disease except in damp low-lying sites. la
wet summers, like 1891, disease is generally pre-

valent, and always most so when moisture and rank
foliage prevail. Yoar correspondents, Messrs.

Tallack and Crook, seem to have noted the same
result in regard to Lily disease, i.e., its greatest

prevalence in damp places and in wet summers. It

would be worth while trying on diseased Lilies

the Bordeaux Mixture, so effiiacious as regards

Potato disease. Oa the question of the introduction

of spores from abroad along with imported LUies and
Iris, it is very possible, and indeed probable, that

such may have been the case, and that a fungus
different from that which attacks the Potato may
have come to na from the Continent. I am not in a

position to throw any light on this point. With
regard to cause No. 2, I see no reason why
it should not operate under glass as well as, or

even to a greater extent, tlian in the open

;

consider the numerous insects that under glass

have to be kept at bay, thrip, green-fly, &c.

I think that under glass LUies receive much more
damage to their foliage than in the open, every little

puncture must be healed, and that tiny wound is

large enough to let in a myriad of spores. If anyone
will watch a bed of Potatos in full growth, he may
notice swarms of tiny midges or flies (Eipteryx) flitting

from stem to stem at his approach ; examining with a
glass the foliage he will find larvae, pupje, and imago
matured thereon, and careful search will show him a
number of minute punctures in the leaf made by
these little creatures, punctures ready while healing

to admit the fatal spores—this condition of the

Potato leaf seems to Ta.<i exactly parallel to that of

the L'ly leaf under glass. This year the damage
done to Iris foliage by cold and storm was greater

than usual, hence, in my opinion, the greater

inroad of the fungus ; my plants that have been
attacked are slowly recovering, and breaking feebly, I

notice also, that generally my Iris foliage presents a

scorched appearance with withered tips, more or less

spotted, hence I infer that the disease (like the
Potato fungus) has had a good time of it this yar,
but has been able only to destroy the young succulent
foliage, not the older and tougher leavss, though it

has tried its best ; further observitioa is desirable.

Alexander Wallace, Colchester.

VEITCH'S CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN: A COR-
RECTION.— I think a clerical error must have crept

into Mr. Markham's note on Veitch's Climbing
French B?an, printed in last week's Gardeners'
Chronicle, p 403. As, I doubt not, what Mr. Mark-
ham intended writing was, "I have known (not
grown, as printed) this variety for more than
thirteen years " (Mr. Markham having bpen foreman
at Longford at the period of time—1881—referred

to), and the "cause of its being so long in getting
generally known " is owing to the fact of my having,
wisely or otherwise, kept the stock of "ray climbing
Canadian Wonder French Bean " to myself until last

year, when it passed into the hands of Messrs.
Robe:tVeitch & Son, Exeter. It was sent out by
that firm last spring under the name of "Veitch's
Climbing French Bean." and under this name it was
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Fruit Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick
on the 2,5th ailtimo. I think Mr. Markham has
grown this Bean at Mereworth this year for the first

time. I may here remark that the Climbing French
Bean will flourish in ordinary fertile soil, and under
the usual kind of treatment, excepting that if results

of the best description are aimed at, supports from
6 to 8 feet high above-ground should be afforded the
plants when a few inches high, to climb up.
H. ». Ward.

In reference to Mr. T. H. Slade's in-

teresting note on this Bean in Gardeners' Chronicle,

p. 376, I would advise thin sowing in drills 3 inches
deep, preferably running in the direction of south
to north at 4 or 5 feet apart, and treating them
aa regards moulding-up like other Bsans. The

Bticks should be 6 feat high above the ground. I

make three sowings ; one towards the middle of

the month of April, the second a month later, and
the last at the middle of the following month. Mr.
Blade is right in saying that "those who grow it

once will grow it again," and I may add that those

who have on^.e caltivated it will always do so.

H. W. Ward, Lingford Castle Salisbury.

THE OLD ASH AT W0BU3N.—Tais immense
tree was rooted up in a storm and cleared away
about twelve years ajo, about the sam^ time that the

famed Silver Fir, a landmark for many miles around,

also disappeared, which, when stretched on the

grounl, measured 130 feet in length, and 14 feet in

circumference. Taere still remain two trees at

Woburn worthy of note ; one a handsome Oik
clothed to the ground with foliage, in the north-east

corner of the pleasure grounds, a picture of health

21 feet in circumference; and ''Taa Tall B?ech " on
Biech Hdl near the upper pond in the park, clear of

b'anches for 60 feet, and 14 feet in circumferenc?.

Alex McKay, late Woburn, 1894.

FALSE LABELLING OF T0MAT08 BY DEALERS —
I trast you will find spac? for publication of the

following grievance (so that we may have the ideas

of some of your readers with more experience than

myself) namely, that of labelling foreign Tomatos
as English, thereby deceiving the public and com-
pelling the English growers to sell at a price (if

he must compete), leaving no margin for profit.

We hear now of fruit growing as failing to pay. Bit
to my mind if the above grievance does not receive a

remedy we shall find it much worse, as the quantities

arriving from foreign ports are greatly on increase.

I am a grower who sees no reason why it should not

be made compulsory to label all foreign fruits.

Thanking you in anticipation. C. H, H.

HARDINESS OF NICOTIANA H.'FFmM.—Apropos of

Mr. Page's remarks on the above plant, I should like

to relate my experience. Last year a large bed in

our garden was filled with sub-tropical plants inclu-

ding Nicotiana affiais, and the b?d was cleared aa

usual in the autumn. In April, daring the digging

of it, my attention was called to a number of roots

which had been brought to the surface. Eich was
furnished with leaf-buds after the manner of S^akale

sets. B'ing anxious to see what kind of plant it

would be, about one dozen were planted as a clump
and labelled. Tnese turned out to be N. affiiis,

and they proved more sturdy and florifjrous than any
of those raised froiu seed the same year. A. E. Groom-
bridge, Brorn^ Hall Gardens, Scole.

la answer to Mr. Pjge on p. 376 of the Gar-
d^n'rs' Chronicle, as to the hardiness of the above-
named plant, I may say that, when living in Sussex,

in 1891, in the summer of that year I planted some
seedlings of this plant on a south border, and near

the house, but few flowers appeared that summer
;

the following spring, hoarever, fine clumps appeared,

which commenced to flower early, and continued to

do so all the summer. In 1893 they again appeared
;

bat to make room for building operations, I was
compelled to remove them, and being anxious to

save the plants, I removed them to another border,

where they soon recovered, and began to flower.

They have long fleshy roots. These plants received

no protection, and the border was but lightly forked

over, as it contained bulbs and other plants. Having
gone away from the place with the family, I have
quite loat eight of them. I saw it shown as an
annual in a Ist prize box in this town. E H. Brain-

hope, Canterlniri/,

Societies.
ROYAL HORXICULTTTKAL.

October 9.—Notwithstanding the large exhibitions

recently held by the Royal Horticultural Society

at Chiswick and the Crystal Palace, there was a very
extensive show of plants, cut blooms, fruit, and vege-

tables at the meeting of the committees, held in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, on the above
date. Large collections of fruit were conspicuous

;

and the two merging seasons were linked by good
displays of Gladiolus and Dahlias, with exhibits of

Chrysanthemum blooms and plants by their side.

The weather was foggy, and of a very disagreeable

character.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marshall, Esq, in the chair; and

Messrs. J. Fraser, J. Laing, H. B. May, H. Herbst,

R Dean, C. T. D.-uery, Geo. Stevens, C. E Pearson,

E Beckett, R. Oven, C. J. Salter, C. F. Bause,

R. B. Lowe, J. Jennings, P. Bur, C. JeflTiies, T.
Godfrey, J. D. Pawle, H. Turner, H. J. Jmes,
El. Mawley, and Rev. H. H. DOjobrain.

A fine exhibit of Crotons was made by Messrs.

B. S. Williams & Sons, Victoria and Paradise

Nursery, Upper HoUoway, London, N. Large ani
well-grown plants were shown. Williamsi', Dis-

rse'i, Bichii, Princess of Wales, with long p indent

leaves of green and gold ; B frgmanni, 8 bold form of

leaf of white and green; formosus, A. F. Birron,

Qu^en Victoria superba (very brightly coloured)

Warreni, and the comparatively new Reidi, also of

the same character, &e. 'There were several

Nepenthes bearing pitchers, and a group of the newer
varietiea of Cannas in bloom. Among the latter

were Paul Marquand, and Alphonse Bouvier ; both
were very desirable varieties. Three plants of

Grifiiaia hyacinthina with strong spikes of Criuum-
like flowers of mauve and white were very pretty.

The leaves of this Grifliaia resemble those of the

Eucharis, but are quite erect. The plant is a pretty

and attractive subject for the greenhouse (Silver-

gilt Banksian).

Messrs. J. Barrell & Co., Howe House Nurseries,

Cambridge, again exhibited a capital display of

Gladiolus, and among a large number of varieties,

three were distinguished with awards :—Casilda is

a large cream-coloured flower, with a throat prettily

marked with red ;
grandis is another large and good

formed flower—in colour it is very warm intense

flesh, with purple marks in the throat; Leonora has

sepals of a similar colour to the last-named, with

a throat marked with white in addition to the purple

(Silver-gilt Floral Medal).

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea, exhibited a very fine collection of herba-

ceous flowers, in large variety for so late in the season

Pentstemons, Montbretias, Delphiniums, Kniphoflas'

Achillea, and Scabiosa caucasica, were included'

besides numerous varieties of Aster and Helianth-'

mum (Silver Banksian Medal).

Some sprays of Physalis Francheti, with much
larger calyx of bright orange colour than the

type, were shown by Messrs. Veitch & Sins,

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, and received an
Award of Merit (see p. 441). Also a number of

plants in flower of Carnation Mdlle. T'.)6 ese Franco,
app.arently a free-flowering, dwarf-growing variety,

with self-coloured blooms of deep pink. B'gonia
margaritacea, a garden hybrid, is a good varie'.y of

the metallic-like leaved section. A large pan iv .s

shown. Also some plants in flower of Amisonia
punicea, a plant of G/maogramma Veitchii, described

as a supposed hybrid between G. decompoaita and
G. Pearcei robuata. It is a pleasing variety of

grace'ul appearance, and double the height oi G,
decomooaita and less dense in growth.

Mesars. Cutbush & Son, Ilighgate, London, N,
staged a miscellaneous group of ornamental f )liage

plants, composed principally of well-gro.va D •aca3ia5,

and in addition was a collection of Calanthe ( Pieione)

lagenaria in flower, and some plants of Erica verticil-

lata major and E. Bowieana, the former with dark
orange-coloured flowers, and the latter with white

ones (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth, Devon, exhibited

blooms of a perpetual-flowering Carnation named
Misa Mary Godfrey, a white-bloomed variety of con-

siderable merit; also blooms of several other

varieties of self-coloured and fancy Carnations
(Silver Flora Medal).

A magnificent plant of Vallota purpurea in bloom
was exhibited by Mr. Anstiss, Brill, Bucks. li bore

about fif.y strong flower spikes, with fine large flowers.

It has been grown from a single bulb, and potted on
without any dividing or thinning. It haa been in

the present pot for seven or eight years. This pot

is about l|foot in diameter; and during the summer
the plant is placed in the open air, and early in the

autumn in a cold house (Silver Banksian Medal).
Roses were shown by Messrs. Wm. Paul & Sjns,

Waltham Cross, Herts—a dozen or more bunches of

Niphetos, and blooms of numerous varieties, in remark-
able form for so late a season. Plants of the new
garden Rose, Duke of York, and blooms of the same
variety were included (Silver Binksian Medal).

A spray of the pretty Poinciana pulcherrima in

flower was shown by Jas. Epps, jun., E"q., Upper
Norwood.

Mr. J. Crook, Forde Abbey Gardens, Chard, sent

a collection of cut flowers, including bunches of

Sweet Peas, several good Phloxes, a bunch of

Gloriosa superba, &c.
Despite the autumnal weather, the Dahlia yet
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lingers unharmed by actual frost. Mr. S. Mortimer,
Sffies Narsery, Farnham, Bet up a collection of

eighty-four excellent blooms of show varieties,

remarkable for freshness. It was singular to notice

that light varieties predominated, the delicately-

tinted and yellow varieties being very good. A new
show Dihlia named Golden Gem, a deep yellow

tipped with pale red, is very promising. It is a fine

full flower, and was shown in good form. There were

in addition several show boards filled with Cactus
varieties very fresh and nice-looking (Silver Flora

Medal).

Mr. T. Anstiss, Brill, Bucks, an enthusiastic

amaf.pur, had two boards of excellent show Dahlias,

as good as are usually to be obtained in September.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, had a con-

siderable number of bunches of Cactus, decorative

and fancy Dahlias, backed by Michaelmas Daisies,

and of the former the following may be named as

good late- flowering varieties:—May Pictor, yellow;

Matchless, and Lidy Penzance (Silver Flora Medal).

A fine and valuable collection of new Japanese

varieties of Chrysanthemum was staged by Mr. W.
J. Godfrey, nurseryman, Exmouth, and Awards of

Merit were made to Madame Charles Molin, a

creamy-white variety, having the character of

Viviand Morel, which it resembles in bnild, and is

likely to make a fine exhibition variety ; to Mrs. E.

G. Hill, a large incurved flower, flashed with pink on

a pale ground—highly promising; and to Madame
Edouard Hey, a very fine, delicately-tinted flower,

broad in the petal, and highly refined. Other fine

varieties were T. H. Dennis, bright cinnamon, with

a buff reverse, a very greatly-improved Val d'Andorre,

when at its best ; Prefect Robert, deep bright claret-

colour, with silvery reverse, good petal, nicely incurv-

ing ;
Lij Marquis d'Ayguesvives, the colour of G.'C.

Schwabe, but a bit brighter, a deep full recurving

fiower ; Marquise de Pans, creamy white, with a pink

centre, new three years ago ; Exmouth Yellow, a

yellow Exmouth B»auty, having the fulness and
build ol that variety, and a better constitution ;

Petite Dilaux, blush white, shaded with soft rose,

fine broad incurving petals ; and Mrs. Doctor Ward,
orange t^rra-cotta, with a light reverse.

Mr. W. Wells, Eirlswood Nurseries, lledhill, set

up a group of plants of new varieties, charmingly

arranged with Asparagus, and having an edging of

dwart Pompons. Awards of Merit were made to

Souvenir de Petite AimSs, a very large full white

variety, regarded as a great improvement upon
Beauty of Exmouth; and to Frank Wells, soft pink

broad petals, and inclined to incurve. Sir Trevor
Lawrence, a large white incurved Japanese ; Louise,

soft rosy blush, a very fine broad-petalled incurved

flower ; and President Armand, dark chestnut crim-

son, with buff reverse, perhaps a little too much
incurved, are all very promising (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present : Harry J. Veitch, E«q,, in the chair ; and
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Sec), Da B. Crawshay, H.
Williams, Maxwell T. Masters, H. Chapman, E. Hill,

J. Douglas, Sydney Courtauld, Walter Cobb, T. B.

Heywood, H. Ballantine, H. M. PoUet, and T. W.
Bond.
There was an exceptionally good show of Orchids,

which gave a bright appearance to the Hall, not-

withstanding the fogginess prevailing. Steadily in-

creasing are the fine exhibits from distant gardens,

and the handsome things staged by G. D. Owen, Esq.,

of Selwood, Kotherham (gr., Mr. Mark Watt), and
those from T. Statter, E^q., Stand Hall, Whitefield,

Manchester (gr., Mr. K. .Tohnson), were good ex-
amples for the exhibitors nearer London to imitate.

Mr. Owen's three plants were Cattleya labiata
" Countess Fitzwilliam," a grand white form with

a very delicate pink pencilling on the lip (First-class

Certificate) ; C. labiata Foleyana, a superb large

white form, with an orange-coloured base to the

lip, and a distinct crimson blotch in front, as in C.
Mendelii Morganise (First-class Certificate); and
the beautiful Lselia pnustans alba, which has pre-

viously received the highest award. Mr. S'^atter's

best were a fine four-flowered inflorescence of the
matchless white C. gigas, and C.Warscewiczii Countess
o' Darby, whose beauties it is impossible to over-

estimate. He also showed the richly-tinted Cypri-
pedium X Memoria Moensii.oftheC. X Pitcherianum
class, but with bright purple crimson upper sepal,

broadly banded with white, and red purple petals,

also with a fine white margin (Award of Merit)

;

C. X gloriosa (insigne Chantini X lo grande), some-
what resembling a large C. X Ashburtonia; and
Cattleya X Minncia,

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery,
King's Road, Oaelsea, exhibited another new hybrid
in Cattleya X Wendlandii (Warscewiczii ^,Bow-
ringiana ? ) ; the plant in growth and in the ample
sheathing of its pseudobnlbs partakes much of the
character of C. Bowringiana, and in the colour and form
of its large, neat, handsome flowers, showed traces of
that species. The flower was as large as that of C. Per-
civaliana, of a warm rosy purple, the front of the
lip being of a dark crimson, velvety in texture, and
the area to the base of the same a chrome-yellow,
the front of the tube displaying two yellow discs as
in C. Warscewiczii (Award of Merit). Messrs. Veitch
also showed Sophro-Cattleya Iteta (S. grandiflora $,
L. pumila Dayana ? ), a singularly pretty hybrid.
The flower was in form something like that of
Sophro-Cattleya X Batemauiana, and consequently
more nearly like that of S. grandiflora than the
seed-bearer; its sepals and petals are pale red- pink,
the base of the lip white, and the front of a shade of
rose; Cattleya x Chloris (maximaij, Bjwring-
iana!|J), and the handsome Lselio-Cattleya X Nysa
superba.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co. staged an effective group
of rare Orchids, among which was their new hybrid,
Cattleya X Brownii (Hirrisonce X Bowringiana),
named in honour of D. S. Brown, Esq., St. Louis,
Missouri, U.S.A. The flower in the sepals and
petals has a certain resemblance to Lselia majilis,
but the sepals were broader, and the whole
substance of the flower was thicker and more wax-
like. The arrangement of the lip, and the
general aspect of the flower, render it very dis-

tinct (Award of Merit). Messrs. Sanders' group also
contained a fine example of D>ndrobiam veratri-
folium (lineale), with several strong spikes ; a well-
flowered plant of the rare Catasetum Christyanum,
Cycnoches chlorochilon, a very distinct crimson-
tipped Pescatorea Dayana, Dendrobium snperbiens,
Vanda Kimballiana, a fine large- flowered Warrea,
also Comparettia macroplectron, Oocidium nndu-
latum, and six very fine forms of Cattleya labiata.

Dj B. Crawshay, E«| , Ruefield, Sevenoaks (ijr.,

Mr. S. Cooke), showed the pretty heavily-blotched
Olontoglossum crispum Binnyanum, grown up to
his usuil high standard.

R I. Measure.", Eiq, Cimbridge Lodge, Camber-
well (","•.. Mr. H. J. Chapman), sent Cattleya Scho-
fieldiana superba, one of the handsomest forms of

C, granulosa, and Cypripedium x lujidum (Liwil x
viUosum), a very distinct but not showy hybrid.

C. J. Lucas, E?q., Warnham Cjurt, Hiraham (gr.,

Mr. Duncan), exhibited Miltonia spectabilis Morel-
iana illustris, a very brightly-coloured form ; a raig-
nificent Cittleya Hardyana raarmorata, with sepals
and petals marbled rose and yellow ; C. bicolor

Wrigleyana, Trichopilia fragrans, and Sircanthut
pngioniformis (Botanical Certificate).

Welbore S. E lis, E<q., Hazelbourne, Djrking (gr.,

Mr. Masterton), sent tlie handsomely spotted Olon-
toglossum crispum guttatum, Haz?lbourne variety

;

and a pretty brown and yellow Oacidium from
Colombia. Walter Cobb, Eiq., Dulcote, Tuobridga
Wells, showed Miltonia spectabilis Moreliana atro-

purpurea, perhaps the largest and most richly coloured
form yet known (Award of Merit).

Charles Ingram, Esq., Elstead House, Godalming
(gr., Mr. T. W. Bond), showed L:e\ia X
amcBQa (pumila anceps), a singular little hybrid,
which can ba better judged when the plant gets
stronger. Admiral Ralph P. Cator, Haz»lwood,
King's Langley (gr., Mr. G. E. Day), showed Den-
drobium Phalsenopsis alba, with white flowers,

except the front of the lip, which was rose (Award
of Merit) ; the singular Stauropsis philippinense
(Botanical Certificate) ; and Dendrobium bigibbnm.
J. Bradshaw, Esq., The Grange Southgats (gr., Mr.
Wiffen), sent a fine form of Masdevallia Caimosra.

J. Forster Alcock, Esq., Northchurch, Berkham-
sted, showed Catasetum fimbriatum. The Hon.
Mrs. Foley, Fordingbridge, Hants, sent D>ndrobium
bigibbum. Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Chase Side,

Southgate, staged an extensive and effective group,
the most striking plant ia which was Cypripedinm X
Bookeri (ciliolare x Spicerianum), in which the
fiower is very large and bold, the ample dorsal sepal
purple, crimson, and white—a very striking, beau-
tiful, and distinct hybrid (Award of Merit). Their
group contained fine forms of Cattleya labiata,

Oncidium macranthum, Loelia prsestans, Cypripedinm
Cbarlesworthii, Oncidium incurvum, Miltonia
Moreliana, and the fine old Dsndrobium palpehra
(Award of Merit) ; the group securing a Silver
IBanksian Medal.
Mr. P. McArthur, The London Nurseries,

Maida Vale, W., also staged a good group,
well associated with slender - growing Palms,
Adiantums, &o. In it the varieties of Cattleya
labiata showed great variation, from the neat almost
white C. labiata delicata to the dark-coloured C. I.

Gortoni, which had purple-feathered petals and
sepals. In the group also were Cypripedinm insigne
Gortoni, Cattleya aurea, Loelia tenebrosa, Vanda
tricolor, Cattleya Dormaniana, Cypripedinm Cham-
berlainianum macranthum, various Odontoglossum?,
Dendrobiums, &c. (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Charlesworth, Shuttleworth & Co,, Heaton,
Bradford, had a group in which the many forms of
Cypripedinm Charlesworthii formed the chief
attraction. In it, too, were the best form of Mil-
tonia Bluntii Lubbersiana we have seen ; a fine plant
of the handsome Cypripedinm x Chas. Richman,
two good specimens of Dendrobium ciliatnm, &c.
(Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, showed some
fine plants of Cattleya labiata, a good C. maxima,
and three very distinct forms of Cypripediura
Charlesworthii. Arnold Witt. Esq , Maida Vale,
sent a large plaat of Cypripedinm bellatulnm and one
of C. Charlesworthii ; and F. Wheatley, Eiq., Ring-
more, Teignmottth, sent a spike of a very pretty light
form of Cittleya Dowiana aurea.

Fruit Committee.
Present: P. Crowley, Esq., in the chair; and

Messrs. T. F. Rivers, G. Bunyard, W. Wilks, J.
Cheal, A. Young, T. J. Saltmarsh, C. W. Cummins.
A. H. Pearson, J. Wright, A. D?an, J. A. Laing, W.
Bites, G. Wythes, J. Hudson, F. Q. Lane, G. T.
Miles, G. Norman, E. Oilman, J. Willard, and
W. Balderson.

T.) show how well Pears can be grown on shallow
soil, A. H. Smee, Eiq., The Grange, Wallington
(gr., Mr. Cummins), exhibited an astonishingly fine
collection for an amateur. In all there were 123
different varieties, a selection of the P^ars which have
good quality to recommend them in ordinary seasons
when grown in this country.
The year has not been a good one for Pears, espe-

cially in a somewhat overmoist soil like that at the
Grange, and the fruits were not of their normal size

in many instances, but they were perfect and without
blemish, which indicates, as we believe, the adoption
by the gardener of the newer methods of combating
fungous growths and insect attacks. Of the rarer
varieties we may specify Rousselet, Rousselet
Enfant Prodigue, Dr. Trosseau, Beurr^ Audusson,
B N.iatais, I?, de Rohan, B. van Mons, snd B,
Tuerlinckx, Colmar d'Ete Mondaga, Pius IX

,

Commissionaire de Lille, Passe Crassane, General
Datillieul, Frederic Leclerc, Orange Bergamo',
Bonne d'Aran, Henri IV., Alexandre Lanibre,
Doyenn6 Seuille. Leopold I, Bouvier, Henriette
Bjuviet, Anna Nelis, America, Dnchesse de Mars,
C )mte de Paris, and Bergauot Hertricb. An Award
of a Silver Koightian Medal was made.
The Duke of Northumberland, Syon House,

Brentford (gr., Mr. G. Wythes), made an extra-
ordinary display of Pears and Apples, consisting of
the best-flavoured or showiest varieties for siz» and
colour, grown in this country. The fruits were
examples of good culture, and well deserved the
Silver-gilt Knightian Medal that was awarded.
Jl^lon Champion and others came from the same
gardens.

Mr. H. Berwick, Sidmanth Nurseries, Sidmouth,
had an extensive collection of fruits in baskets and
plates, comprising the best-known varieties of

Apples and Pears, the former being in the greater

number (an award of a Silver Knightian Medal).

A very meritorious collection of Apples came from
Messrs. Peed & Son, Roupell Park Nursery, Streat-

ham, Surrey (Banksian Medal).
Dowager Lady Freake, Fulwell Park, Twicken-

ham (gr., Mr. A. H. Rickwood,), had a collection

consisting of choice varieties of Pears and Apples,

much of which was undersized (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Mr. Empson, gr. to Mrs. Winkfield, Ampthill,

Beds, exhibited very superior examples of Carrots,

Sutton's New Intermediate, Carter's Summer
Favourite, and a good selection of the Long Surrey

(Silver Banksian Medal).

From Messrs. Laxton, Bedford, came the Onion
Sandy Prize, a nice not overgrown bulb, and grown
under ordinary methods ; a new seedling Plum said

to be a cross between Golden Drop and October
Yellow. It has some of the fiavour of the former,

and a tough skin, will certainly keep for several

weeks after being gathered, and might prove a good
drying variety.
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Mr. Henry Appleby, Dorking, showed shoots of

Diamond Plum, with a second crop of half-ripe fi nits

on them.
Some very large Doyenn^ da Comice Pears came

from Messrs. T. F. Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgewortb,

and specimens of the valnable late Golden Trans-

parent Paim (Vote of Thanks).
A most extensive lot of garden produce was shown

by Messrs. II. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent. This

consisted of thirty-four varieties of Onions, most of

Deverill's varieties ; also Nutting's Golden Bill,

Inwood Favourite, Lnllingston Paik Hero, Neal's

Advancer, Royal Jubilee, Cannell's Globe, and others.

These Oniots were all of extra 8 zc, and selected for

seed-saving purposes. Other exhibits were Early

Rose Celery, a qoantity of very fine examples of

Carrots, including James' Improved, several of the

so-called stump- rooted varieties, so well adapted for

shallow land ; Coleworts, Savoys, good Egyptian

Beetroot, &c. — pood things shown in much
abundance (Silver Knightian Medal).

A prolific ovalfiuited Tomato. "Farr'a All the

Year Round," was shown by A. rear?, Ehj., Spring

Grove, Isleworth (gr , Mr. Fait). The plants, growing

in pots, were loaded with fruits in various stages of

development, Irom the bottom to the top.

From Messrs. J. Veilch & Sons, Royal Exotic

Nursery, Chelsea, came a large assortment of Savons,

in size from the gigantic Drumhead down to the

more delicate- flavoured email Early Dwarf Ulm. We
remarked the varieties Da Vertus, Late Green, Gil-

bert's Universal HTi'.lve d'Aubervillierc, and Golden
Yellow (Silver Banksian Medal).

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIET'S'S
FRUIT SHOW.

September 29, and October 1 ani 2.

We give a few additional details for which we had

no space in our last issue.

MiSCELLANEOtIS FlOWKBS AND VeGETAHLES.

What must be regarded as almost the last appear-

ance of the Dahlias in the present year was seen on
this ( ccasion, represented by several collections of a

high order of merit, that offered charming patches

of colour here and there, and considerably relieved

the monotony of table after table of dishes of frui',

which, while of great interest to growers, are a little

wearisome to the general public. Mr. F. W. Seale,

Vine Nursery, Sevenoaks. put up a very large and
imposing display, in which all classes of the Dahlia
were seen to great advantage unusually late in the

year. It was a striking feature in the western nave,

and it is to be regretted such a large and excellent

exhibit failed to secure any award from the Society.

Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseriep, Redhill, had

plants of his excellent new early- flowering Pompon
Rose Wells, which appears to be an almost perpetual

bloomer ; and, in addition, a collection of over fifty

blooms of fine Japanese Chrysanthemums.
Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria Nurseries,

Holloway, had a group of dwarf Cannas in flower;

Comte de Bouchard, Madame Crozy, and Admiral
Gervais were all good. Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough, bad blooms of Decorative Dahlia
Mrs. Turner. Messrs. Cutbush & Son, nurserymen,
Highgate, had a large central table filled with cut

floivers of a hardy character. Carnation Mrs. L.

de Rothschild, in excellent condition, and Pink
Ernest Ladhams, set off by a fringe of fruit.

Mr. B. Ladhams, nurseryman, Shirley, Southamp-
ton, had a collection of bunches of hardy cut

flowers, and a considerable number of blooms of his

fine new Pink, Ernest Ladhams, which appears to

flower through a considarable portion of the year.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Son, nurserymen, Swanley,
had bunches of Cactus and Pompon Dahlias of a
very attractive character, a bank of excellent double
Begonias, mainly yearly seedlings, and Cockscombs
also.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sms, Lowfield Nurseries,

Crawley, also had a very fine collection ot Dahlias
of surprising quality for so late a period of the
year—nearly fifty bunches of Pompon, sixty of

Cactus, and a large number of singles ; a collection

that was singularly bright and etT^ctive.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, had very
fine pods of their Al Runner Beans, a variety
with a rough skin, carrying more weight per
plant than Prizewinner, a Bean that was also

shown—a long narrowish pod, with a smooth skin,

the ripe seeds light purple with a few dark spots
;

it is a selection from the ordinary Scarlet Runner,
but of which not 1 per cent, run back.
Some ripe ordinary Alpine Strawberries were

shown, red and white, from plants grown from seeds

sown on April L'i, 1893; also Sutton's Improved

Alpine, with longer and larger fruits grown in the

same manner. This method of raising Alpine

varieties is not new, but is seldom practised nowa-
days, although it is known that seedlings possess

greater vigour than plants from runners, and there

is always a chance that something better may turn

up amongst them.

Mr. Jerome, Tedding, showed the purple-podded

Runner Bean about which such an unnecessary fuss

is being made in some of the London daily papers.

Mr. Henry Deverill, seedsman, Banbury, had a

large collection of wonderful Onions, Ailsa Craig

in particular being very fine ; the large size and

handsome appearance of the bulbs attracted a good

deal of attention from visitors.

Dried Froit3 not Preseeved in Sugar.

In this competition only two exhibitors were

remarked—Mr. W. A. Trotter, gr., Broomboro
Place, Ledbury, and Colville Browne, Esq., Horti-

cultural College, Swanley, Kent. The first-named,

the winner of the Ist prize, had, for English product",

a very excellent collection of dried fruits, heibs,

&c., which capitally illustrated a certain way in

which our fruits, surplus or other, can be put to a

better use than sending them to glutted markets at

unremunerative prices. The various articles were

in all respects as good as those we obtain from the

foreigner— if we say no more. They are grown for

sale in small lots, say, of 12 lb. and over, as also

in bulk, and the prices are, as we were given to

understand, very moderate relatively to those of fresh

green fruits, or to that which is imported from abroai*.

We remarked, shown in 1 lb. i(uantitiep, Apple-

ring?, i|uartere, whole, whole with the core punched
out. Some of the above were specified, such as

Flower of Herts, llawthornden, and Golden Noble,

and some had been dried in 1893, and some this

year, the only difference observable being a slightly

darker tint in the fruit of last year. These Apples
would be the fc|ual of Normandy Beaufins. The
same exhibitor showed Plums dried in 1 lb. boxes

as for sale. Washineton, Greengage, Golden Gage,
Dyninck, Victoria, Magnum Bonum, Mussel, fruits

of IS'.t,! and IS'.tl; also Damsons of 1891 and 1S94
;

Black Currants, Pears, whole and in halves. Figs,

Morello Cherrie?, and Peaches of 1.S91. The Plums
of all varieties were especially appetising in appear-

ance, with skins unbroken, and the equal of the

continental Prunes. We should not let our preju-

dices stand in the way of making use of such excel-

lent comestibles. Dried vegetables formed another

exhibit from Mr. Trotter, and these consisted of

Scarlet Runner and French Beans, Green Peas,

Tomatos, and Asparagus ; also Lemon Peel (a Silver-

gilt Medal accompanied this priz").

The fruits and vegetables were dried by Dr. Ryder's

patent evaporator, the same which was shown at

Chiswick a year or two ago. The 2nd prize fell to

Colville Brown, E?q., Horticultural College, Swanley.

MlSCELLANEOOS.

Messrs. Tasman & Son, Sun Court, Barbican,

London, exhibited refrigerators suitable for the

preservation of fruit, also boxes for sending fruits to

market, &c.

Mr. J. George, 10, Victoria Road, Putney, had a

stand containing a great variety of horticultural

sundries, peat, &c., for potting purposes, and many
kinds of insecticides, and manures. Some bunches
of Gros Colmar Grapes grown by Mr. Thomson of

Clovenfords, and which had been treated with his

Vine an 1 plant manure, were remarkable for llie

unusual size of the berries.

BIRMINQHAiyi GARDENERS' MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

Ol'todeu 8 — The first autumn meeting of the
Binoingham Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Asso-
ciation was held in the Athletic Institute on the
above date. Mr. W. B. Latham, Curator of the

Birmingham Botanical Gardens, in the chair.

A paper was read by Mr. John Pope, nurseryman,
on the Dahlia, with special reference to its new
development, as well as to the more primi-

tive forms of the genus brought from Mexico
to Europe. Mr. Pope exhibited examples of

several special varieties to illustrate his subject,

conspicuous amongst which were D. picta for-

mosissima and D. gracilis, which latter he has
continued to cultivate ever since he introduced it

from France some twenty years since, as a type of

a single scarlet Dahlia. Incidentally also he men-
tioned the interesting fact that the first Pompon

Dahlia named Little Wonder was raised at Hands-
worth, near Birmingham, about thirty-five years ago
by a Birmingham button-maker named Smith, who
was a great enthusiast in growing several kinds of

florists' flowers. Amongst the various exhibits, most
interesting was a flower of the new tubular-petalled

Dahlia, Grand Duke Alexis of Russia, sent by Messrs.

Cannell, of Swanley, and which coincidentally was
so strikingly figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle last

week.
In the interesting discussion that followed the

essayist, not the least aniuaing was the reference to

the phonetic pronunciation of the word Dahlia, and
in which Messrs. Bick, W. Gardiner, and Spinks took
prominent part. The proceedings were enlivened by
collections of Dahlias, comprising several of the newer
varieties, sent by Messrs. Turner of Slough, Perkins
of Coventry, Keynes of Salisbury, Mazlett of

Worcester, and Pope of King's Norton ; whilst

Hewitt & Co. of Solihull contributed a box of

splendid Begonia blooms, tastefully arranged with
sprays of Alaidenhair Ferns; also a collection of

Michaelmas Daisies and hardy herbaceous flowers. An
interesting future in the proceedings was the distribu-

tion of the prizes in the shape of valuable books per-

taining to horticulture offered by the association to

gardeners (members), for essays on the cultivation

of a supply of vegetables for a family throughout the

year. The selection of the books was left to the
winners individually. W. G,

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
OcTOHRB 10, 11, 12.—The second show of this

society held during the present season was opened
on Wednesday last in the Royal Aquarium, West-
minster. Exhibits of Chrysanthemums were not
numerous, but some of the blooms were of splendid

i|uality, notably in the open class, for twenty-four
flowers. Miscellaneous exhibits, as is usual at these

early shows, were in excess of those strictly within
the province of a society devoted to Chrysanthemum'.

In the competition for a group of Chrysanthemums
and foliage plants arranged for effect, the Ist priz-J

was taken by Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries,

Redhill, Surrey, with a similar group to that noticed

from this exhibitor at the Drill Hall on the previous

day. The group was very thinly composed of dwaif
plants carrying in most cases a single bloom, and
interspersed with Ferns, &c. Mr. Geo. Stevens, St.

John's Nursery, Putney, was 2nd with a much more
closely packed group. Mr. W. Wells was Ist for

twenty-four blooms of Japanese in not less than
eighteen varieties, and showed very fine blooms, his

best were, W. H. Lincoln, EJ. Molyneux. Chas.
Shrimpton, Madame TniSiuie Rey, Kentish Yellow,

F. W. Flight, Edith Rowbottom.and William Trick-
ner; 2nd, Mr. W. Collins, gr. to J. W. Cailile, Esq

,

Ponsbourne Park, Hertford, who had good blooms
of Madame Theti'ie R>y, Mrs. E. W. Clarke, E.

Molyneux, President Borel, and S. C. Schwabe
;

3rd, Mr. Chas. Cox, gr. to Jao. Trotter, Esq ,

Brickendon Grange, Hertford.

The 1st prize for twelve Japanese blooms, distinct,

was taken by Mr. E. Riwbottom, gr. to II. R. Wil-
liauis, E q., The Priory, llornsey, N. His best were
Primrose League, Mrs. E. W. Clarke, Utopia, Madame
Thfiroje Ray, Edith Rey, and Commandant Blusset,

all of which were good ; 2ad, Mr. W. Wells ; and
3rd, Mr. W. Collins.

Incurved blooms were rather small, and only par-

tially developed. The best prize for twelve blooms
went to Mr. E. Itowbottom, and the best of those
staged were Baron Hirsch, Mons. R. Bahuant, and
Jeanne d'Arc ; 2nd, Mr. Jas. Agate, nurseryman,
Hdvant, Hants ; 3rd, Mr. W. Wells.

Pompons were only exhibited by Miss Ddbenham,
St. Peters, St. Albans ; and a 2ad prizn was awarded
this exhibitor for twelve bunches and six bunches
respectively in the section.

Amongst the amateurs a 1st piize went to Mr. Wm.
Amies, South Ashford, Kent, for six good blooms of

Japanese, including E. Molyneux, and M. Tenard,
most noteworthy; Miss Anne L. Gaunt, Hilder-
thorpe, Philip Lane, South Tottenham, was 2nd ; and
Mr. H. Wedekind, 13, Warloch Road, Paddington,
W., 3rd.

The best twelve blooms of Japanese shown by
"single-handed" cardeners, was exhibited by Mr. E,
Tickner, gr. to Jno. Watney, Efq , Shermanbury
House, Reigate, who had a fairly good lot, but the
blooms were very unequal, and some were poor ; 2Qd,
Mr. T. L. Turk, gr. to T. Boney, Esq., Cholmeley
Lodge, Highgate, N. ; 3rd, Mr. T. Knapp, gr. to F.

W. Amsden, Esq., 22, Chichester Road, Croydon.
In a class for six blooms, distinct, of any new
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Tarietiei lent out dnring 1893 and 1894, for which a

pecial prize wai offered by Mr. H. J. Jones, the lat

prize was taken by Mr. W. Wells, with blooms of F.

W. Sanders, Louise, Miss Dorothy Shea, W. Seward,
Chas. Davis, and Frank Wells; Mr, Jas. Agate
was 2ad.

Florists' arrangements always form a feature at

these shows, and on this occasion they were very

good, as well as numerous. The 1st prize in the

open class for a table of bouquets, wreaths, sprays,

&c., illustratinK the decorative value of Chrysanthe-

mums, was taken by Mr. J. R. Chard, Stoke New-
ingtoD, with a tasteful arrangement. Mr, L. H. Cal-

cntts, Stoke Newington, had also a capital exhibit.

Mr. J. R. Chard was 1st for three epergnes of Chrys-
anthemums suitable for the dinner-table ; and Mr. D.
B. Crane, 4, Woodview Terrace, Archway Road,
Highgate, London, 2nd ; Mr. F. W. Seale, Sevenoaks,
was 3rd. The 1st prize for a single vase was taken by
Mrs. E. Beckett, Aldenham Road, Elstree, Herts.

Miscellaneous.

Amongst the miscellaneous exhibits that we can
only briefly notice were a collection of Asters, and
Apples and Fears, and some well-finished bunches
of Lady Hutt and Appley Towers Grapes, from
Messrs. Wm, Cutbush & Sons, HIgbgate Nurseries,

London, N.; some Apples and Fears from Mr.
Alfred Wyatt, market gardener, Hatton, Middlesex

;

a collection of Apples and Fears from Messrs. S.

Spooner & Sons, Hounslow ; a large collection of

vegetables and flowers from Messrs. Cannell & Sons,
Swanley ; a collection of Apples and Fears, including

250 dishes from Messrs. Jno. Laing & Sons, if orest

Hill, London, SB. Messrs. J. Cbeal & Sons,
Crawley, had a collection of Dahlia blooms ; and
Mr. S. Mortimer had another exhibit of Dahlia
blooms, Messrs. J. Barrell & Co., Cambridge,
bad a display of Gladiolus. Mr. H. Berwick,
Sidmonth, Devon, a collection of fruit ; and
Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Upper HoUoway,
London, N., an exhibit of fine Crotons. Mr. H. J.

Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Hither Green, Lewisham,
London, S.E , had a collection of Chrysanthemum
blooms, including some promising seedling varieties ;

Mr. E. Rowbottom had twenty- four blooms of

Chrysanthemums. Mr. W. Wells had also a few
Chrysanthemums ; and exbibits of a similar nature
were from Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmonth ; Mr. Thos.
Amies, and Mr. E. George Reid, Sydenham, London,
S.E. Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, near
Tottenham, had a collection of Asters and Dahlia
blooms ; and Mr. H. Deverill, Banbury, a collection

of Onions. Messrs. Edwards & Son, Sherwood,
near Nottingham, had a stand of their decorative
pots, made of conglomerate wood and metal ; and
another stand was devoted to Haines' Patent
watering-cans, from Lea Bridge Road, Clapton,
London, N.K. Chrysanthemum cups and tubes
exhibited included the Beckett, the Springthorpe,
the Champion, and the Shoesmith.
Many of these exhibits were shown at the Royal

Horticultural Show at the Crystal Palace, or at

the Drill Hall.

Mm. Forbes Rovle,—Oa Oct. 3, at Gistein,

Gypsy Hill, after a brief illness, aged 77, Annette,
daughter of the late Elward Solly, of Cnrzm
Street, Mayfair, and widow of the late John Forbss

Eoyle, M.D., F.R.S. Mrs. Royle largely shared her

husband's labours, and especially the preparation of

the two folio volumes "Illustrations of the Botany

of the Himalayan Mountains." Ths copious analytical

indexes to these volumes were compiled entirely

by Mrs. Riyle, as she told us, who devoted fourteen

hours a day to them for three months. Mrs, Royle
was the sister of the late Prof. Ed. Solly, a well

known chemist in his day, and who, like Dr. Eoyle,

was intimately connected with the H irticnltural

Sjciety in bygone years.

Canary Seed Culture in Turkey.—Canary
seed is stated to have been exported last year from
GiUipoli to the extent of 18,500 quarters. At the

commencement of the season the seed realised

£1 \0s. the quarter, free on board, in sacks, and ran

np, owing to the strong demand, to £2 2s. The
farmers have grown Canary seed in preference to

Wheat, and this year's harvest is expected to be

double that of last year.

Markets,

COVENT GARDEN, October 11.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the eubjoined

reports. They are furnished to ua regularly every

Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,

but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plamts iif Pots.—Average Wholesale Pbiobs.

s.d.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 13
— specimen, each 7

Aetera, per doien ... 3

Campanulas, p. doz. 6
Chrysanthemums, p.

dozen 6
CyperuB, per dozen... 4

Draceena, each ... 1

Evergreen Shrubs, in

var., per dozen ... 6

Ferns, various, doz. 4

— smaU, per 100 4
Ficus elastics, each 1

Foliage plants, doz, 9

d.

0-12
0-30
6-21
0-6
0-12

0-15
0-10
0-6

0-24
0-12
0-6
0-7 6
0-24

d. t.d.

Fuchsias, per dozen 4 0-60
Heliotropes, per doz. 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, per doz. 9 0-18

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen ... 12 34

— lancifolium,pr.
dozen ... 9 0-12

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-13
Mignonette, per doz. 3 0-60
Palms, various, each 3 0-10
— specimens, eachlO 6-S4

Pelargoniums, scar-

leta, per doz. ... 3 0-60
Primulas, per doz.... 4 0-60
Solanums, per doz. ..13 0-15

Out FlowBBS.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per doz. bl.,.. 4

Abters, doz. bun. ... 3
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations. 13 blms.
— doz. bun. ... 9

Chrysanthemums, p.
12 blooms ... 1

— p. 12 bunches 4

Eucharis, per dozen 3
Qaillardiaa, dz. bun. I

Gardenias, per dozen 3
Oladioltts. doz. bun. 18

Lapageria, 12 blooms 1

Lavender, 12 bunches 4
Lilium Harrisii, doz. 4— lancifolium,

p. bunch 1

— — p. 13 blooms
Maidenhair Fern, per

13 bunches ... 4

Marguerites, 13 bun. X

Mignonette, 12 bun. 1

d. t.d.
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THE PAST WEEK.
The following aummary record of the weather

thronghout the British Islands for the week ending

October 6, ia furnished from the Meteorological

Office :
—

" The weather during the early part of the week
was mostly fair and dry, though with a good deal of

cloud and mist in places. Later on, the conditions

became less settled, a little rain occurring at moat

of the eastern, central, and southern stations, and

gome rather decided falls on the south-east coasta of

England.
" The temperature was slightly above the mean in

' England, E ,' and just equal to it in ' Scotland, N.

and Ireland, N.' In all other diatricts there was a

deficit, amounting to one or two degrees. Highest

readinga were recorded mostly daring the early part

of the week, when the thermometer rose to between
62° and 65° in all diatricts, excepting ' England, E.'

Lowest readinga were also obaerved, aa a rale, aome
time early in the week. Frost occurred in all

diatricts, excepting ' Scotland, N.,' ' England, E.

and S.,' and the ' Channel Islands;' in ' Scotland, E.

and Ireland, N.,' the sheltered thermometer fell

to 28°.
" The rainfall was very deficient in all districts.

In ' England, N.W. and Ireland, S.' there was none

at all, and in all the other grazing districts, as well

as in 'Scotland, N.,' the amount was exceedingly

alight.
" The bright sunshine was in excess of the average

in ' Ireland, Wales, the western parts of England,

and the north of Scotland,' and equalled the normal
in ' Eagland, N.E.' Elaewhere there waa a de-

ficiency ; the abaence of aunshine being moatly
marked in ' England, E. and S.' The percentage of

the possible duration ranged from 39 in ' England,
S.W.,' and 36 in ' Ireland, S.,' to 19 in 'Scotland,

W.,' and to 16 in the ' Midland Counties.'
"

oTK^poTuknU

*4* Owing to th£ large increase in our circulation, we are

rductxintly under the necessity of going to j^ress som£ hours

earlier. Our contributors, vjlw well k}wv} what this implies, will

kindly aUl us by sending their communications as early in the

\oeek as possible. Communications should reach us not later than

Wednesday.

*,* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, m^cst not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in ike current week.

Specimens should be good onrs, carefully packed and numbered,
an/i not more than six shmld be sent at one time. Leaves only,

or Florists' varieties cannot, as a ride, be named.

Bean : W. S. Without seeing the whole plant and
ripe poda we cannot say with certainty what it is.

It haa some resemblance to the purple-podded
Runner Kidney Bean (Haricot a Cosse Violette of

the French).

British Fungi : Correspondent. Dr. Cooke 'a Plain
and Easy Account of British Fungi ia to be had
from W. H. Allen & Co., 13, Waterloo Place.

Blechnum v. Lomabia: D. (see p. 401). We have
apecimena from Kew, and have also examined our
own dried Kentish specimens. In all the sori and
indusium are all well within the margin, hence the
species is correctly placed in Blechnum.

Cone ok Cedar of Lebanon : F. M. You cannot
extract the seeds, which lie at the base of the
scale, unless the cone is opened under the action
of sunshine, or forcibly pulled to pieces. If it

should open of itself, the seeds could be shaken
out, and the cone araked in water and afterwards
bound together with thin wire it would preaerve
mnch of its natural appearance.

Fedit Chltuke in Canada : E. H. W. Before you
do anything in fruit-farming it would be the most
piulent course to pursue for both of you to obtain
situations in either commercial or private gardens,

preferably the former. You might stay in such
situations a year or two before deciding on a loca-

lity for your venture. Advertise in this journal,

and in the Northern Messenger at Montreal. Rural
Canadian at Toronto, and North-Weslcrn Farmer,
Manitoba Miller at Winnipeg, or the Canadian
Horticulturist, Ontario.

Fdchsia : Fuchsia, The plant, having bloomed once
will not do so again the same year, and it requires,

towards this seaaon, a gradually withholding of

water at the roots, and cool treatment ; and when
the leavea turn yellow it should be stood away in a

cellar or unoccupied room, where there is no
warmth to excite it into growingagain till February.

It must not be allowed to get dust-dry at the

roots.

FnNoi: A. C. F, 1, Fomes annoans, Fr. ; 2, Same
speciea as No. 1 ; 3, Agaricus (Pleurotua) ulmarius,

Fr.; 4, Too much broken to determine ; 5, Peziza

calycina, Fr. ; 6. Nothing found with this number

;

7, Cenangium ferruginosum, Fr. M. C. Cooke. —
Alnwick. The fungus ia the commencement of

Fumago vagans, Pers., which, if allowed to extend,

will cover the leavea more or less with a black

film. Kemove and burn all affected leavea, or if

all are attacked, wash the surface with a aolation

of soft-soap. G. Massee,

Ghapes, White Lady, Downes': N. F. The appear-

ances point to the use of flowers-of-aulphur in

excess, or exposure of the bunches to cold air.

Gbapes : Anxious One, Next week.

"Index Kewensis " and "Bakes on Lilies":

T. Godwin, Sydney, N.S.W. There are two parts

of the Index already published, and the third part

will appear shortly. 'The publishers are the Oxford

Univeraity Press, Amen Corner, London, E.C.

Price ner part, 2 guineas. We do not think that

the monograph of Lilies haa appeared separately.

It is probable that a copy might be obtained at

the Linnean Society, Burlington House, London.

We do not know the price of a copy.

Labels : A Coheection.—In our last iaaue, relating

to a new form of label, we stated that the ahank
was made of zinc, and that corrosion with the

brass clips would probably occur. We are informed

that this danger ia averted, as the ahank is really

of galvanised iron.

Landscape Gaedenino, &c. : A Young Gardener. If

you intend to follow landacape work as a means of

getting a livelihood, you should place yourself

under aome landacape gardener of acknowledged

ability, paying a premium. You would require to

have a knowledge of land eurveying, plan-drawing,

and levelling, together with a thorough acquaint-

ance with treea, shrubs, and garden planta gene-

rally, forestry, and cognate subjects ; and more
than all, you should have ideas—in fact, you should

be an artist or you will never be more than a

copyist. You should advertise your requirements

if yon have no frienda to put you in the way of

obtaining them, American paperaof note are, Gar-
den and Forest, American Gardening, Gardening, and
Meehan's Monthly, but almost every State has its

own gardening and farming journal. The condi-

tions of service are very different to what hold in

this country, and if the salaries paid are larger

than at home, the houra are longer and the cost

of living much higher. Openings are fairly

numerous in the older States.

Names of Fruit : C. C. Pear Beurr^ d'Amanlia.

—

A. W.G. 1, Beurr^ Hardy; 2, Fondante d'Au-

tomne; 3, Louiae Bonne of Jeraey ; 4, not recog-

niaed ; 5, Duchesie d'Angouleme; 6, Maiechal de

la Cour.—Dart ticll ^ Co. 86, Annie Elizabeth
;

39, Catahead; 58, Stone'a Apple; 81, Blenheim
Orange; 45, Cox's Pomona (?).— fr. S. 1, Cata-

head (?) ; 2, New Hawthornden ; 3, Grange'a Pear-

main ; 4, Wormsley Pippin. Pears : 2, Marie

Louise ; 3, Beurr^ d'Amanlis ; 7, not known.

—

A
Cons/ant Header. 1, Beurr^ Hardy ; 2 Thomp-
Bon's ; 3, not known ; 4, Old Crassane ; 5, Winter
Nelis ; fi, Glout Moi9'?au.

—

Colossal. Specimens

not sufficiently good.—vi. W. 1, Easter B5>uri^
;

2, Beurifi Diel; 3, Bergamotte Esperen ; 4, Do-
yenne du Comice ; 5, Gloat Mor9eau ; 6, Beurr^ de

Capianmint.

—

Geo. Abbey. 1, Beurr^ Superfin ; 2,

Brown Beurrfi; 3, Duchesse d'Angouleme; 4,

Maidchal de laCour; 5, not recognised ; 6, Beurr^

Bosc— f. Newton. 1, Flemish Beauty; 2, Glout

Moir^au; No. 3 missing, two No. 4's; the long

fruit Marie Louise, the short one Beurr^ Superfin
;

5, Beuri^, Ranee; 6, Williams' Bon Chr^iien.

W. H. D. Apples, moat probably Duchess of

Oldenburgh ; Peara : 2, Marie Louise; 4, Beuri^

Diel; others not known.

—

A. Chapman. Plum,

Belle de Septembre.—J5. Wells. Merely wrapped in

newspaper, yonr craba were ao pulped that we are

unable to aay what they may be. Send better

packed specimens.

Names of Plants: W. W., N.B. 1, Helianthus

rigidus ; 5, Vanda tricolor ; 6, Cattlcya bicolor.

—

J. W. A. Monstera delicioaa (Philodendron per-

tusum;. It is rather late in the year for the plant

to ripen its fruit aatiafactorily. Let it have full

light, and a warmth of not leaa than 60° by night

and 70° by day, which, if the plant be in a tub or

large pot, could perhape be afforded it in a forcing-

house. It is «ot likely to ripen at all in the

conservatory.

—

F. Not the common Pinns Laricio,

but the var. PaJlasiana.— W. G. N. Your flower

is that of Dendrobium superbiens ; we know of no
variety by the name of Sumneri.

—

A, J. C. 1,

Cypripedium Hookerie BuUenianum ; 2, probably

Oncidium Batemanianum ; send when in flower.

—

J. J., Pendleton. 1, Coelogyne fusceacena ; 2,

Pholidota pallida; 3, perhapa a small piece of

Cffllogyne cristata ; 4, Eria species ; send when in

flower.

—

E. F. H. 1, Eupatorium ageratoides ; 2,

Eupatorium Weinmanuianum; 3, Eupatorium
riparium ; 4, Cyperua longua, vatiety. Cucumber
roots ;

yea, eel-worms.

—

H, B, E., Clifton. Cata-

setnm Christyanum, a very singular and rare

species.

—

X. Y. Z. 1, Pittosporum tennifolinm ; 2,

Abies Lowiana ; 3, Abies Pinsapo; 4, Catalpa

ayringaefolia ; 5, Azara microphylla.— If. J. P. 1,

Spirsea Thunbergii ; 2, Taxodium distichum (the

deciduoua Cypress) ; 3, Alnus glutinosa var.

laciniata ; 4, Cotoneaster frigida ; 5, uncertain,

perhaps Celtis occidentalia ; 6, Rhua Cotinus.—

•

T. I, ij- Sons. Cotoneaster frigida.

—

H, J. 1,

Alonsoa inciea; 2, Sedum carneum variegatum
;

3, Rhododendron jasminiflorum ; 4, Asplenium
bulbiferum biforme. — J. C. G. Fungi (next

week). 1, Eriobotrya japonica ; 2, not found;

3, Ophiopogon Jaburan, fol. var. ; 4, Lltobrochia

biaurita ; 5, Adiantum macrophyllum.

—

A. M. D.
Dendrobium Cffilogyne, D. denudane (the small

green flower), and Calanthe biloba. E. A. S.

Onions Diseased : E, Ei'.ey, Hull. See p. 160,

August 11.

Peaes, Ceackino : F. K. tf- Co. The Pears crack

because they are attacked by a fungus—Fusi-

cladium dendriticum. In consequence of the

attack, the outer tissues die, or do not grow so fast

as the inner tissues, and cracks consequently

occur. Spraying with Bordeaux Mixture two or

three times in the season before the flowers expand
fully, will prevent the disease. The fungus attacks

the leaves also.

Pteeis Fronds Disfioobed : J. D. The work of a

minute snail.

Seedling Apples: J. E. Nelson. Not considered

equal to many sorts now in cultivation.

Situation in Holland : W. H. R, Advertise in

these pages.

Teems of Service at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Kew : J. J. If you write to the Director, you will

in due course be provided with the needed infor-

mation.

Weight of Gros Maroc : W. B. We have no
records of heavy bunches of this variety of Grape.

Wood-wool: E.M. and S. T. Scan our advertise-

ment columns. We cannot, except in very special

cases, recommend dealers.

CoMJtuxiCATlONS RECEIVED.—E. L. R., Boston, Mass.—A. H.
—A. M. C— J. C. Bussum.-a. H.—Coaim.-T. Hanbury,

La Mortola.—T. M., Philadelphia.— U. D., Berlin.—Dam-
mann & Co., Naples.—E. H. H.—E. B. B., Berlin.—W. B.—
W. G.—W. W.—M. C. C—C. G.-J. v.—W. R.—K. C—
J. W.— H. G.-Professor B., Edinburgh.—U. H.—W. T.—
C. N., Antibes.—J. D.—D. C—M. N.. Constantinople.-

T I , Tokio —J. R. J.— L. M.—D. B. Hoole.—W. and N.—
Kendal.-L. 1., Brussels.-W. B. C—E. J. H.— F. A.—
E M —w Q. H.— .T. Backhouse.—T. T.—Board of Agricul-

ture.—D. R —W. Brockbank.—J. J. W.— H. W. W.—A. P.

—C. T. D.— J. L.— H. M.—E. M.—W. G. S.-Bev. G. H.—
Rev. H, Ewbank.

Photoghaphs. Speci.mess. &c., Received (with thanks).—
Messrs. \'eitch.— L. L . Brussels.—Messrs. Lane.—Anxious
One. -.1. C. S.—F. W. S.—G. Davison.—W. N., Burghley.-
P Mara.- W. T. H.— VF. S. L.-D. E.—W. S., next week.

CONTINUED INCRE.[SE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDKNEBS' CHRONICLE."

Important to AD7&AriSF.as.—The Pwblisher lias the satis-

faction ofanw^undng that tlu circulation of the '^Gardeners'

Chronicle" ha'^, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of SO per cent.,

and that it Is Increasing weelily.

Adoertiscrs are mniad^d that the " Chr,ni':'c " eimdnlys iiin^iij

country GKNTLIC.Ml!;:^, AN1> ALL CI.AS.SIS^ OF (i AKUK.yElCS

AND oauuen-lovers at Aoiiui, tluU it Ims a speciully lurge

FOREIGN AMD COLONIAL CIKCULATION. and that it is

preserved tor reference in all the principal Libraries.
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E ST I M ATES
FURNISHED PROMPTLY FOR

EVERY KIND OF

GLASSHOUSES
On receipt of Particulars.

SURVEYS MADE.
S^ MV\MllFfle4lIR£K.5,

1

PSwich:

Write for onr

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOaUE,

Consisting ot 120 pages, containing
innumerable designs of

Conseiyatorles,Gieeiihouses,&G.
Post Fref on Application.

GREENHOTTSES of every description.
References can be given of GLASS-HOUSES erected

by ua in every part of the Kingdom.

DETAILED ESTIMATES for Houses of every dimension
Free on application.

HEATING APPARATUS A specialty.

iiiJl

No. 90.—NBW DESIGN CONSEEVATORY.
Our New Illustrated CATALOGUE contains numerous

Designs of Conservatories to suit every situation.

INTENDING PURCHASERS WAITED UPON
by Appointment.

SURVEYS MADE, and ESTIMATES GIVEN
For Work fised complete by our own Experienced Mfii.

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS.
NEW CATALOGUE, Post-free.

67, HOLBORN VIADUCT.

WRINCH & SONS^bSS?" IPSWICH I LONDON, E.C

GARDEN REQUISITES,
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

6d. per bushel ; 100 for .30*. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60*.
Bags, ^d, each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6i. 6rf. per eacK ; 6 sacks,

25x. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6i. per sack ; 6 sacks, 22i. ; sacks,

4d. eacb.
COARSE SILVER SAND. Ij. »d. per bushel; 16i. per hall

ton ; 26<. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, 1«. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. 6rf. per sack.
MANirRES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, 21. Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.C.

Plants Shipped to all Farts.

WTATSON AND SUULL, 90, Lower Thames
Vt street, London, E.G., give special attention to the

receptien and forwarding ot Plants aud Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia. Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks, Palm Seeds. &c.

WARE and SONS'
arktheplower pots "^^^

THE SUSSEX rOTTEEY WORKS, UCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

The Best Railway Station. are Cheapest.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Crates packed.

THE IMPROVED GARDEN GULLY
(VINCE'S PATENT).

This useful invention is a great improvement on the ordi-
nary Garden Grating, and is especially suitable for hilly walks
and drives. As they never get stopped by rubbish or sand
they effectually prevent the washing away of the gravel in
heavy storms, and they save half the labour in cleaning out
the cesspools. The prices are :

—

8-in., 2s. ; 10-in., 3s. ; 12-in., Qs. Qd.

{The larger sizes are very strong for Carriaje Drives.)

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

VINCE & VINE,
68. Chester Road, Upper Holloway, London.

J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

'"

CONSERVATORIES DESICHED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FKUIT HOUSES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guar-inteed for Ten Ye.\rs.

J. WEEKS & CO., FRHs,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFA CTURERS,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.AV.
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NEW
ILLUSTRATED
LIST, Post-free.

1000 HOUSES IN

STOCK

to Select from.

AV,
HORTICTJIiTTJBAL PROVIDERS—<Ae Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
NUR8ERIE8-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

I

The
• Largest Steam
HOaTICULTORAL

WORKS
In tHe World.

InspectionInvited

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This niuatratioD ib an exact copy of my Amateur Span-roofed
Greenhouses, which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plete with Ventilators, Irons for Opening, Staging, Olass, &c.
Made in Sections, eo that they can be erected by any gardener
or handy man in a few hours. Simply screwed together.

Delivered and erected complete within 20 miles.
Length. Width. Height. On Rail.

7 ft.,.. 5 ft. ...7 ft., 4 ft. to eaves £2 16 £t
8 ft.... 5 ft. ...7 ft., 4 ft. „ 3 10 6

9 ft. ... 6 ft. ... 7 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. „ 4 5 10
10 ft.... 7 ft. ... 7 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 6 in. „ 6 6 15
12 ft.... 8 ft. ...8 ft., 5 ft. „ 6 8
15 ft. ... lOft, ... 8 ft. 6in., 5 ft. „ 8 10 13
20It. ... lOft. ... 9 ft., 5 ft. 6 in. „ 12 16

25 ft. ... 10 ft. ... 9 ft., 5 ft. 6 in. ,, 16 21
60 ft. ... 10 ft. ... 9 ft., 5 ft. 6 in. „ 30 40

100 ft. ... 10 ft. ... 9 ft.. 5 ft. 6 in. ,. 50 70
Deduct 10 per cent, if required for brickwork.

Any size made. For Price of Lean-to, see List.

GARDEN LIGHTS.
3000 Glazed Lights always in Stock.

These Lights are well mortised and jointed together, and
made io a good workmanlrke manner, and are well worthy of

inspection. Framework made of 2 in. by 2 in. styles, and
properly rabbeted for the j^lass, with good 2 in. sashbars.

The Glazed Lights are nailed and bedded in good oiled putty.

3 ft, by 2 ft., painted and glazed 6

4 ft. by 3 ft., „ „ 6 6

6 ft. by 4 ft., „ „ with 21-oz. glass ... 9
6 ft. by 4 ft., unglazed lights 3 6

Special quotations for large quantities.

See page 278 in List.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Fram es are

32 in. high at back,

11 in. at front, and
are made of \\ in.

well-eeasoned red deal

boards. The lights are
2 in. thick, glazed with
good 21 oz. glass, nailed
and bedded in good oil

putty, painted three coats, handles to sashes, and put on rail

at the following sizes and prices :—One-light Frames. 4 ft. by
3 ft., 17s. ; ditto, 6 ft. by 4 ft., £l 8x. ; Two-light Frames, 6 ft,

by 4 ft., £llOs. ; ditto, 8 ft. by 6 ft., £2 105.; Three-light
Frames, 12 ft. by 6 ft.. £3 10«. For other sizes and prices see

IiLUSTBATED LiST. Post Free.

GLASS.
Free on Rail in London, Packages included.

15-oz., 100 ft., 21-or., 100 ft.

4th9 ... 85. Zd. ... lis. 3(i.

Srds ... 9s. Orf. ... 12s. Zd.

10,000 Boxes to select from.

The following is a list of sizes always in stock : 8 by 6,

9 by 7, 10 by 8, 12 by 8. 12 by 9, 13 by 9, 11 by 10, 12 by 10,

13 by 10, 14 by 10. 13 by 11, 18 by II, 14 by 12. 16 by 12, 18 by
12. 20 by 12, 17 by 13. 20 by 13. 16 by 14. 18 by 14. 20 by 14,

22 by 14, 20 by 15, 2J by 16, 24 by 16, 20 by 18, 24 by 18. Glass

cut to any size required : 15-oz., IJd. per foot ; 21-oz., 2^d. per

foot. Large sizes for cutting up: 15oz.. per cise, 3oO feet,

22s. 6d. ; 21-oz., per case, 200 feet, 22s. 6d. All glass is cut

and packed in our own warehouses. Quality of glass and
careful packing guaranteed. Special quotations given for

large quantities. Have cash estimate from me before ordering

elsewhere.

PUTTT, prepared especially for greenhouse work : best,

6s. 6d. per cwt. ; Soda, 6s. per cwt. ;
packages, %d. owt.

PAINT, quality guaranteed: 7 lb., 3a.; 14 lb., 5i. 6d.

;

281b., 105.; 56 lb., 18s.; per cwt., 34s.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of tMB Paper that the

Tnlrd Edition (100,000 copies) of our Revised PBICK

LIST, consisting of 400 Pages and about 1200

Illustrations, bound In cloth, is Now Ready, We
shall have much pleasure In forwarding to all appli-

cants one post-free. This list Is the most complete

in the Trade, and has cost several thousand pounds

to produce.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

Address : W- COOPER, Ltd.
(as

above).

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.

Special Quotations given for large

quantities of Timber, Iron,

and Glass.

Address all Communications, " Trade

Dcpty

MANURES, PEAT, SAND, FERTILIZERS, h.
1-lb. tins Fertiliser

1-lb. tins Sunshade
Cocoa-nut Fibre Refuse
Silver Sand, coarse or fine (2 cwt.)
Beat Orchid Peat

,, Rhododendron Peat
,, Brown Fibrous Peat
,, General Feat
,, Loose Peat
„ Surrey Loam

General Potting Compost
Fern Compost
Bulb Compost
Leaf Soil, well decayed
Pure Wood Charcoal
Worm Destroyer
Insecticide

Tobacco Paper, %d. per lb.

Wonderful New Mushroom Spawn

per dozen £0 4

6
per sack 1

2
3
1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
2

per J-pt.

... each
per cwt. 1 16

... bushel 2

All Sacks and Bags free. Send for List, post-free.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

CAOUDADO U in , 3j. i 2 in.. 3s. M. ; 2i in., 6». ;

OAunDAnO. S in.. 6s. U. per 100 ft. run.

MATCH BOARDS, f.6s. per square; 1-in,, 10s. id. per square,

FLOOR BOARDS, 1-in., 9s. per squnre.

FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, \ by 6, 6<. 6d. per square.

DEALS, 3 by 11, Yellow, id. ; 3 by 9, SJa!. ; 3 by 7, 2d.; 2J by

7, IM. ; 2 by 7. IW. ; 2 by 6, Id.

CUTTINii FLATINU, M. per 100 ft.; Deeping, 2s. Zd.

dozen 12 ft.

SLATING BATTENS, | by 2, Is. Zd. per 100 ft.
; J by 1, Id.

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.. 6s. each , 6 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in., 7». ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.,

10s.

VENTILATORS, TOP or SIDE, 2 ft. 6 in by 2 ft., 2s. each.

FINIALS, MAOHISE-TDRNED, 12 in. high, 6d. each ;
4s. M.

per dozen.
TRELLIS, Planed, Extended-

Open, s. d.

12 ft. by IJ ft. ...

12 ft. by 2 ft. ...

12 ft. by 2} ft. ...

13 ft. by 3 ft. ...

Open.
13 ft. by 3i ft. ...

12 ft. by 4 ft. ...

12 ft. by 6 ft. ...

12 ft. by 6 ft. ...

POULTRY
Well and substantially

constructed, are warranted
waterproof, complete with
door, ventilator, and slide,

from 20s.

Mt. by 4 ft 25s.

6 ft. by 4 ft

7 ft. by 5 ft

9 ft. by 6 ft

Send for List.

HOUSES.

MATERIALS for SPAN-ROOF CUCUMBER HOUSE, 100 ft.

by 12 ft., £9, best Red Deal, all planed, rabbeted. &e.,

ready for use. Send for Specification.

The above prices are for good, sound. Yellow and Red Deal.

For large quantities special low prices will be quoted.

All Timber consigned at the Cheap Timber Rate to all parts

of the country. Send for Timber List.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum.
bers, Tomatos, Melons, &c., wiU be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto

unknown. See List, p. 22. Send for List, post-free.

"INVINCIBLE"
HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

Slost Efficient and Cheapest in Existence.

Made in six sizes : No. 1. to drive 75 ft.. £1 15s. ; No. 3,
100 ft., £3 ; No. 3. 200 ft., £4 10*. ; No. 4, 275 ft., £7 ; No. 5.

375 ft., £7 15s ; No. 6, 500 ft., £9 ; of 4-iu. pipes.

Kequires no sunk stokehole, and no brick setting. Will last

all night without altention. Will burn house-cinders, there-

fore costs next to nothing for fuel. Anyone can fix it. A
child can stoke it. Suocess guaranteed.

Cost of complete apparatus for Greenhouse with 4-in. pipes,

flow and return along one side, cut and fitted ; so that if the
internal measurement of the Greenhouse is given, the appa-

ratus will be sent completely ready for fixing, an advantage
which will be appreciated by all. Securely and carefully

packed on rail at the following respective prices :—7 ft. by 6 ft.,

£3 15s.; 9 ft. by 6 ft., £3; 10 ft. by 7 ft., £J ; 12 ft. by 8 ft..

£3 6s. ; 15 ft. by 10 ft., £4 5s. ; 20 ft. by 10 ft., £5 5s. ; 25 ft.

by 10 ft.. £6 ^s. See page 186 in List,

COOPER'S HYGIENIC HEATER.
Burnirg Parafine or Gas without

smoke or smell. These Heaters are
constructed as a means of heating
by Hot Air without the use of hot
water or fires. Its peculiar con-
struction economises the heat gene-
rated, eo that there is no waste of

heat or fuel. There being perfect
combustion in this stove, and
nothing whatever injurious to
plants, but actually everything
coaducive to their health, it should
be observed that plants may be bad

' in full bloom throughout the
severest winter. This cannot be

_ obtained in stoves of other systems.

The temperature can be regulated to a nicety to suit all

requirements, being raised 15 degs. to 45 degs. above that o£

the outside. From 18s. complete. For full particulars, and
prices of other sized Heaters, see iLLUSTRiTED List, poet-

free on application.

THE RAPID PROPAGATOR.

The only perfect Propagator for raising Plants from seeds,

slips, or cuttings ;

—

1 ft. 8 in. by 1 ft. 6 in £10
2 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft. 10 in 14
4 ft. by 2 ft 18
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HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. E.C.

IKON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, Ac

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. Large Illustrated Catalogue of Fencing, Hurdles,
Field OTid Entrance Gates, iVc, sent free on application.

hi PERFECTION."

Important Improvements in Glazing & Construction

NO LEAKAGE.-NO DRIP.-NO LOSS OF HEAT.

GUARANTEED.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND TESTIMONIALS.
PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

SURVEYS MADE IN ALL PARTS.

W. PARHAM, Nortbgate
Works, BATH.

GREAT REDUCTION iH FRAMES
0T7B, WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beat Materials, and can be put

together and talien apart in a feTv minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £
6 feet long, 3 feet wide\
6 feet
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Cheoniolk Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London,"

ABVEBTISEUENTS.
SCALE OP CHARGES for ADVERTISING.

HEAD LINE CaABOED AS TWO.

4 Lines ,
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GARDENER (Hkad Working); age 32,
married.— Mr. Wm. Elphinstone, Shipley Hall

Gardene, Derby, can with conhdence recommend George
Marlow, who has acquired a first-class general knowledge,
including Orchids in leading Gardening establishmenta in

thia country and on the Continent.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.—Aga 31 ; for Flowers, Fruit, and

Kitchen Garden Work. Good references,—UNDERWOOD,
44, Chester Street, Cirencester, Glouceaterahire.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30;
thorough experienced in all branches of gardeaing,

would be pleased to meet with Lady or Gentleman requiring
the services of a practical man.—Z. UIGGS, 2. Lonsdale
Terrace, Kew Gardens.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 31,
married.—A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend a

practical man. who is leaving for no fault.—J. KEMP,
Shalimar Gardens, Ewell. Surrey.

GARDENER (Hbad Wobking).—Age 29,
where three or more are kept ; sixteen years' experi-

ence. Good recommendation. Two years at Royal Gardens,
Kew.—A. E. FARRANT, 5, Elizabeth Cottage, Sandycombe
Road, Kew.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 29, married, no family ; tho-

rouglily experienced in all branches. Highly recommended.

—

GLADDEN, 1, Douglas Road, Tolworth, Kingston-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single handed).—Age 27; twelve years' practical

experience in all branches. Excellent character.—A. B.,
Mrs. Attias, Post-office, Streatham Common, S.W.

ARDENER (Head-working). — Age 29;
thorough good all-round experience. Good references

and characters from present employers.—E., 4, Alexander
Terrace, SandycombeRoad, Richmond.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED).—A Gentleman recommends his late Head-

gardener as a thorough good all-round man. Age 30, married,
ouechild. Good characters.—G., 25. Lifford St., Putney, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 30, single ; life experience in all branches.

—

H. ELLIOTT, ManadOD, Bear Plymouth.

GARDENER (Single - handed, or other-
wise).—Age 25; good all-round hand. Ten years'

character, eight years from last, and two years from present
employer.—F. W., Woodland Villa, Hatch End, Pioner.
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise),
—Age 30, married, no incumbrance ; sixteen years'

experience in Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Chrysan-
themums, Stove and Greenhouse Piants, Flowers and Kitchen
Garden. Two years' good personal character.—A. FREEMAN,
1, Earlsmead Road, Kensal Green, W.

GARDENER (Kitchen, or good Single-
handed).—Age 46, married, no family; understands

Cows, Poultry, and Bees. Excellent character. Leaving
through Estate being sold.—R., Ill, Eardley Road, Streatham,

GARDENER (Head, or good Second).—
Thoroughly induotrious, trustworthy, and sober. Well

experienced in all branches of gardening. Can be well recom-
mended. Seven years iu last situation.-T., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (good Second, or Single-
handed).—Age 39, married; thorough under Glass,

Flower and Kitchen Garden.—W. ARBKR, 26, Hartfield
Crescent, Wimbledon, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept—Age 21 ; twelve years' experience. Good refer-

onces.-H. RUMGAY, Wootton Lodge, Ulceby, Lincolnshire.

GARDENER (Second, or Under).—Age 23,
single; thoroughly experienced. Inside and Out.—

A. SPEAKHAN, 8, Shaftesbury Avenue, near the Water
Works, New Barnet.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 20; Kitchen
Garden and Pleasure Grounds, and assist in the

Houses when required ; to be generally useful ; good characters
from previous and present place. —E, B., The Gardens,
Spriogfield, Slough.

ARDENER (Under).— Inside, or Inside
and Out. Age 22 ; strong, willing, and obliging. Four

years' eicellent character. — C. F.. Barrow Point Gardens,
Pinner, Middlesex.

GARDENER.—Gentleman recommends com-
petent Man ; experienced in all branches. Early and

late Forcing Vices, &c. Age 45 ; wife could undertake small
Dairy or Laundry. — W., Mr. C. Hooper, The Highlands,
Swanley, Kent.

ARDENER.— Age 39; married. Under-
stands the management of Vines. Cucumbers, Melons,

Tomatos, the Cultivation of all kinds of Flowering Plants.
Also the work of the Kitchen Garden and Hardy Fruit Trees.
Wages with Cottage. 305 per week. TestimoDials good.—
W. LUCAS, Warnford, Bishop's Waltham, Hants.

IVTANAGER, Seed and Nursery Trade.—Open
-L*X for engagement. Over twenty years' Manager in first-

rat« establishment.-Particulars on application to HERD
BROS., Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Penrith.

MR. D. T. FISH, of Bury St. Edmunds,
strongly recommends George Tooly, his late Foreman

for five years, as a young married GARDENER of first-rate

character and abilities.—Address as above, or Mr. G. TOOLY,
Hardwicke Lodge, Bury St. Edmunds.

FOREMAN, or MANAGER, in small Market
Nursery.—Well up in Tomatos, Cucumbers, Peaches,

Roses. Ferns. Sto. Kent preferred. Seven years at Mr. P.
Ladd's, Dartford Heath,—O. PACKMAN, Common Lane,
WilmingtOD, Kent,

FOREMAN (age 28).—Mr. Condib, Head
Gardener, Brooks Hill Gardens, Harrow Weald, Stan-

more, can with confidence recommend S. Barker to any
Gardener as a competent and reliable man.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First);
age 25.—G. Fenkell, The Gardens, Fairlaivn, Ton-

bridge, can thoroughly recommend a good practical, indus-
trious, and reliable man.

FOREMAN.—Twelve years' experience in
Plant and Fruit Houses. Good references from such as

Eastwell Grange Park, Eastwood Park, and others.-
THOMPSON, Gatehouse, Westwell, Ashford. Kent.

OREMAN, in a good establishment.—Age 27;
thirteen yeara' experience in Fruit and Plant Culture.

Excellent references.—A. BENNETT, Paddockhurst Gardens,
Worth, Crawley.

OREMAN, or SECOND.—Age 28; fifteen
years* experience ; five years as Foreman

;
good testi-

monials.—F. BLACKALL. 24, Manor Street, Clapham, S.W.

FOREMAN, Inside or General—Age 25';
eleven years' good all-round experience with Fruit,

Vegetables, and Flowers, both Inside and Out. Disengaged.
Good character.—DUNKLEY, Blath erwycke, Wansford.

To Fruit and Market Grovers.

FOREMAN.—Age 4.5 ; experienced in Grapes
and other Fruit, Tomatos, Cucumbers, Plants, Cut

Blooms, and Vegetables. Highly recommended.—J. MOON,
Elsdon & Co., The Vineries, Melton, Cambridge.

FOREMAN (In.side, or General).—Age 28,
Mr. Q. R. George, Gardener to Earl Sondes, Lees Court,

Faversham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above. Three years as Foreman previously.—Present
address. 0. W. RAYMENT. Poles Park. Ware. Herts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses in a good estab-
lishment.—Age 26 : twelve years' experience in Fruit

and Plant Growing, and Table Decorations. Excellent
characters.-T. R., 10. Colmar Road. South Streatham.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Under)
;

age 19.—A Gardener's Son seeks a situation as above.
Six years' experience.—R. S., Ivy Cottage, Osbastone, Hinckley.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 10;
well up in Potting and Watering. Five years' good

character. Leaving through a death.—ARTHUR BROWN, The
Gardens, Wray Park, Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, or Inside.—
Age 19 ; well recommended by Head Gardener.—H.

HINES. The Gardens. Stanmore Hill House. Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN, or Second, in a good
Establishment.—Mr. Baskett, The Gardens, Eashinjt

Park, Qodalming, would be pleased to recommend A. Elcock
as above. Four and a half years in present situation.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 20.—
G, Best, Gardener, The Vyne, can highly recommend a

young man as above. Sober, and willing. Good character.

—

G. BEST, Vyne Gardens, Basingstoke.

JOURNEYMAN.—Y'oung man; has a good
experience in Ferns and general Nursery Work. Good

references. — J. THOMiSON, 41, Aberdeen Road, Upper
Edmonton.

JOURNEYMAN, in a Private Establishment

;

—age 21.—H, Alfobd. Head Gardener. Lower Wyke
Lodge, Worcester, can with confidence recommend hig Son aa
above. Seven years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under a Foreman.—
Age 21 ; can be well recommended.—C. HAY, Peter-

borough Road, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 20 ; three and a half years' here.—For reference,

apply to Mr. SMITH, Head Gardener, Vaynor Park, Berriew,
Montgomeryshire.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21

;

six and a half years' experience in Fruit and Plant
Houses, Chrysanthemums, Wall Trees, &c. First-class refer-
ences. Abstainer.-C. JONES, Eastrop. Highworth, Wilts.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.
—Age 19; five years' experience. Excellent references.

C. C, W. Sambrook, Shrewsbury Road, Market Drayton.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 19; three and a half yeara' experience in General

Work.—A. E. COX, Mr. Green, Manea, Cambs.

rMPROVER (Inside).—G. R. George, Gar-
-1- dener to Earl Sondes, is desirous of obtaining a situation
as above for Sidney Marsh. Four years' good reference.—Lees
Court, Faversham.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 18 ; two and a-half years' good character.-H. LLOYD,

Church Preen, Shrewsbury.

TMPROVER,—A Lad seeks a situation under
-*- tiio or three, or to look after Pony Trap and assist in
Garden. Highly recommended. Abstainer.—FRED. PEEDLB,
Prestwood, near Great Miasenden, Bucks.

TMPROVER.—Situation wanted, by a youth
-*- of 19, in a Gentleman's Garden. Four years' experience,
Inside and Out. Total abstainer. Premium offered.-F,BEAUMOKT, Central Schools, Bournemouth.

GARDENERS.—Situation wanted, by a
strong active young man, as SECOND, in the Houses.

Good experience, and excellent character.-W. LAVENDER,
The Gardens , Henlow Grange, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

TO GARDENERS, &o.—A young man, age 19
last August, wishes for a situation under a Head Gar-

dener, or at a Florist's. Has been gardener's boy in a gentle-
man's house, and with a nursery gardener. Very good refer-
ences. —C. BULL, 4, Claremont Terrao?, Lewisham, S.E.

TO SEEDSMEN.—A steady, energetic young
Man (age 24) with five years' experience, desires

engagement as SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER. Highest
References.—Apply, with full paiticulars, respecting salary,
&c., to SPIR.EA, Southorpe, Lincoln.

NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by a
Young Man (age 20), well up in Ferns, Tomatos, Flower-

ing Plants and general work. Five years' good character.

—

C. L., 36 , Buckingham Road, London, N.

-yO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by aX joung Man. Eleven years' experience in Roses, Cle-
matis. Conifers, in and Outdoors; also general Nursery- work.
Good references.—H. BLUMFIELD, 164, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

T~0
FLORISTS. — Situation wanted, as

BUYER. SALESMAN, MANAGER, or TRAVELLER,
&c. Good all-round experience. Excellent references —
"ALPHA," 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

O FLORISTS.—A thoroughly experienced
Florist in all kinds of Artistic Floral Arrangements,

Designs, Bouquets, Wreaths, &c , wants a situation. —
CONSTANS, 6, Bear S treet, London, W.C.

TO FLORISTS.—A young Man (age 20)
wants situation ; three years' experience in Shop, and

fourteen months in Nursery. Good make up. Buyer Covent
Garden.—C. H., 95, Shakespeare Road, Acton.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser with eight years'
practicil experience of Seeds. Bulbs, Herbaceous and

General Nursery Stock, in an extensive London house, doing
smart retail counter trade, is desirous of obtaining a berth in
the seed department of a large firm who have a nursery
atticked: capable of taking position of first hand after
Manager; disengaged in a few weeks.—W. H. T., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—GENERAL CLERKSHIP
Wanted. London or Provincial. Four years' experience

in large Lindon Business. Good knowledge of Farm, Vege-
table, and Flower Seed Trade, also Bulbs. Age 24 years.—
W. S , 73, Nunhead Lane, Peckham, London, S.E.

SEED TRADE.—ASSISTANT; seven years'
experience. Used to a brisk Counter Trade. Excellent

references.—" LILIUM," 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

^EED TRADE.—Situation wanted by a youngO man, age 21 ; five years' experience.—X. Y., Fulford
Farm, Earlswood, Birmingham.

EED TRADE.—Situation wanted by a young
Man. age 20. Four years' experience in good Provincial

House, Wholesale and Retail. Good knowledge of Farm
Seeds. Good references.—B. S.. 22, Holland Road, Sheffield,

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted by young
Man, age 21. Five years' experience, Wholesale and

ReUil.-W. T., Mr. J. M. Stewart, Seed Merchant, Market
Street, Nottingham.

SEED TRADE.—SHOPMAN (Head), or
MANAGER, open for engagement. Over twenty yeara

in last situation.—Particulars on application to HERD BROS,,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Penrith.

Seed Trade-

SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER.— Age 27;
situation wanted. Ten years' experience in Wholesale

and Retail Trade.—SEEDSMAN, Mr. Berry, The Cloisters.
St. Albans, Herts.

P'
.UNTER and GLA.ZIER.—Practical man
would be gtad to hear of a job. Nursery or Estate.

—

GREEN, at Messrs. Silver's Nursery, Streatham; or, address,
62, Gloucester Raad, Croydon.

COWMAN.— Situation wanted on a gentle-
man's p'ace. Life experience with stock ; no family.

No objection to help in Garden, Excellent character.—A. B.,

4, Oxford Villas. Wormley, Broxbourne.

A GREAT BLESSING TO HUMANITY is

without doubt a medicine composed of ingredients that,
whilst it eradicates the germs of disease, strengthens the
system. HOLLOWAY'ji PILLS act in this manner, and in
general debility, mental depression and nervous irritubility

there is no remedy which operale:^ so beneficially. They purify
the blood, give tone to the stomarli. and thoroughly regenerate
the system. Theyaremild inoperation. although most powerful
in removing disease. Delicate females and young children
can take them with safety and benefit. It would be difiScult

to enumerat.e all the advantages to be derived by taking these
vponderful pills. No household should be without them, for
there is no complaint which they cannot cure or relieve,
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Send for ILLUSTRATED LIST of

JOHN BLARE'S
PATENT
SELF-

ACTING HYDRAULIC RAMS,
FOR RAISING WATER for the SUPPLY of TOWNS, VILLAGES, IRRIGATION, RAILWAY STATIONS,

MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS, FARMS, &c.

No Cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Ram. No Oiling or Packing required. Made in sizes to

raise from 300 to 300,000 giUons per day. Will force to a height of 800 feet.

Fig. A.

This Ram raifea a portion of the eame
water that works it.

This View represents Fijt. A. Ram forcing up a part of the same water that works it,

which is supplied from a spring. Special Rams of A. make can be supplied to force to

a Height of 800 feet.

Fig. B.

This Ram, whilst worked by a stream
of impure water, will pump clean

water from a well or spring.

Blake's Hydraulic Rams have been supplied to the following among others:—

TheR
The Ri

TheRi
TheRi
TheRi
TheR
TheR:
TheR
TheR
The Ri

TheRi
TheRi
TheRi
The R
The R
TheRi
The Ri

The Ri

TheR
TheRi

His Royal Highness Ihe Duke of Connaught.

His Highness the Maharajih of Kashmir.

His Grace the Dute of Devonshire.

Hi? Grace the Duke of Westminster.

His Grace the Duke of Cleveland.

His Grace the Duke of Portland.

Hia Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

His Grace the Duke of Leeds.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.

His Grace the Duke of Grafton.

The Most Hon. The Marquess of Ripon.

The Most Hon. the Maiquessof Downbhire.

The Most Hon. the Marquess of Abergavenny.

The Most Hon. the Marquess of Londonderry.

The Moit Hon. the Marquess of Cholmondeley,
ght Hon. the Earl of Derby.
ight Hon. the Eirl of Devon.
ght Hon. the Earl of Gainsborough.

gdt Hon. the Earl of Romney.
ght Hon. the Earl of Granard.
ght Hon. the Earl Beauchamp.
ght Hon. the Ear! of Caledon.

ght Hon. the Earl of Lichfield.

ght Hon. the Earl of Fever^h im.

ght Hon. the Earl of Harewood,
ght Hon. Earl Ferrers,

ght Hon. the Earl of Karrowby.
ght Hon. the Earl of Wemyaa.
ght Hod. the Earl of Aaoster.
ight Hon. the Karl of Scartmiugb.
ght Hon. the Earl of Carnarvou.

ght Hon. the Earl of Londeaborougli.

ght Hon. the Eirl of Leicester.

ght Hon. Lady Northwick.
gbt Hon. the Counters of Shaftesbury.

The Countess de Morella.

Lady Henry Cholmondeley.
The Dowager Lady Williams Wynn,
Ltdy Fraukland, Thirkleby Park.

The Riiiht Hon. Lord HothfieM.

The Right Hon. Lord Leconfield.

The Right Hon. Lord Ribblesdale.

The Rijiht Hon. Lord Derwent.
The Right Hon. Lord Hatherton.

The RiKht Hon. Lord Leigh.

The Right Hon. Lord Raglan.

The Pight Hon. Lord Northbourne.

The Right Hon Lord Crewe.
The Ritiht Hon. and Rev. Lord ?carsdale.

The Right Hon. Lord Brougham and Vaur,
The Ri):nt Hon. Lord Schroder.

The Right Hon. Lord Maenaghten.
The Right Hon. Lord Clifford of Chudleigh.

The Right Hon. Lord Walsingham.
The Right Hon. Lord Hinrtlip.

The Right Hon. Lord Wantage.
The Right Hon. Lord Hampton (Trustees of).

The Right Hon. Lord Burton.

The Right Hon. Lord Abinger (The Executors of).

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Galway.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Biidport.

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Clifden.

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Boyne.

The Right Hon. T. Sotheron-Fst ourt.

The Right Hon. R. More O'Farrell.

The Hon. Sir William Ventria Field.

The Hon. George Kenyon.
The Hon. A. C. G. Calthorpe.

The Hon. H. Scwell.

The Hon. Evelyn H. Elli?.

The Hon. Charles Eili'*.

The Hon. C. G. French,

The Rev. Hon. E. T. St. John.

Admiral Sir George Broke-Middleton.

Sir Oswald Mosley. Bart.

Sir William Gordon-Cumming. Bart.

Sir Frederick A. Millbank. Bart.. M.P.
Sir Henry Hoare, Bart., Stourhead.

Sir William Fielden. Bart., Feniscowles.

Sir Robert Menzies, Bart., of Menzies.

Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Bart.

Sir Michael Robert Shaw-Stewart. Bart.

Sir Henry W. Ripley. Bart, Acacia.

Sir W. C. Worsley, Bart.. Hovingham.
Sir Kenneth Smith Mackenzie. Bart.

Sir William Eden. Bart., Windlestone.

S r Thomas C. C. Western, Bart.

Sir John Shelley, Bart.

Sir Charles F. J. Smylhe. Bart.

Sir Julian Goldsmid. Bart.

Sir Edward Bates. Bart.

Sir Edmund Bjckley. Bart.

Sir A. Woodiwiss, The Pastures, Derby.

Sir James Robert Walker, Bart.

Sir William Gordon. Bart.

Sir E. W. Blackett, Bart.

Sir H. A. Clavering. Bart.

Sir William Jenner, Bart.

Sir Spencer M. M. Wilson, Bart.

Sir Samuel Hayes. Bart.

Sir Morton E. M. Buller. Bart.

Sir J. T. Dillwyn-LIewelyn, Bart.

Sir Harry Verney, Bart.
Sir Thomas Storey.
General Mackenzie. Foveran Hou^e, Abirdeea.

General Gerard-Potter Katon. Th - Pole.

Major- General Sir H. M- Havelock Allan, Bart.

Major-General Fielden. Witton Park.

Major-General H. E. Watson.
Colonel Starkie, Lovely Hall. Blackburn.

Colonel Milligan. Cauldwell Hall.

Colonel Towneley, Towneley, Lancaahir?.

Colonel Hargreaves, Maiden ErleRh

Colonel Tremayne. M.P., Carclew, Cornwall.

Colonel Mitford, Mitford Castle.

Colonel Leyland, Nantclwyd Hall, Ruthin.

Colonel France-Hayhurat. Pavenham Hall.

Colonel Richard Wotsiey-Worswick.
Colonel R. R. Jackson. Los-tock Hall.

Colonel J. E. Foster. Sansom Seal.

Colonel Holden. Reedley Hou'*e. Burnley.

Colonel Legard. Wtlham Hall.

Lieut.-Colonel Lloyd. Liilesden. Hawkhur&t.
Lieut.-Colonel Cotton, Reaseheath Hall.

Major J. F. Trist. Tristford, Totne?.

Major Hardman. Rawtenstall.
Major Bird, Crookhey, Lancaster.

Major J. R. H. Crauford, Craufordlao Castle.

Major Dent. Menithorpe Hall, near Malton.

Major Finlay, M^nor Hou«e. Little Brickhill.

Captain Duncombe, Waresley Park.

Captain Hippialey. Sparsholt House. Wantage.
Captain Gandy. Skirsgill Park. Penrith.

Captain Town^end, Wineham.
Captain Bosanquet, Broom-y-Cloae. neir Ross.

Captain Green-Emmott. Emmott Hall, Colne.

R. R. Rothwell. Esq., Breadsall Priory.

W. S. Paget Tomlinson. Kirkby Lonsdale.

W. Bromley- Davenport, Esq., M.P., Capesthorne.

V. F. Benett-Stanford, Esq., M.P., Pyt House.

C. F. H. Bjlckow. Esq.. M.P., Martoo Hall.

Juhn Hick. E»^q , M.P., Myttou Hall.

Hamar Ba^s. Eq , M P.. Needwnod Hall.

Wentworth Blackett Beaumont, E-q , M.P.

Geo. Courtauld, Esq., M.P., Halstead. Essex.
Godfrey H. Wentworth, Esq . Woolley.
Messrs. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company.
Henry Sandbach, Esq., Hafodunas, Abergele.
The Dean and Chapter of Durham.
The Venerable C. W. Holbech. Farnborough Hall.
The Rev. B. Hallowes. for Mugginton Village.
The Rev. H. J. De Salis. Portnall Park.
The Rev. E. G, Edwards, Trentham, Staffordshi:e.
C. H. Mainwaring, E?q . Whitmore Hall.

G. H. Pinckard. Esq.. Combe Court, Goialming.
J. W. Temple, Esq., Leyswood, Groombridge.
Edwin Waterhau-e, Esj., Feliiemore, Dorking.
W. Bickfjrd-S«iith. E^q. . Tiavarno, Cornwall.
William Poundell E q . Gled^tone, Skipto ».

Henry Ackroyd. Kjq , Holmwood. rienley-oc-ThaToef,
Archibald Ounn. Esq , Newcastle-on-Tyue,
W. H. Hornby, Esq , Poole Hal', Nantwich.
Thomas Grey, Esq , Mitford, Nor humb?rland.
Ms Miles, Ham Green House. P U. Pri-*tol.

Fortescue W K. Long E^q , DunstOQ HbU. Norwich.
M^-ssrs. Scott and Edwards, Railway Contractors,
Hy Whitehead. Esq., Hassel Hey, TottiPgton.
H. C. Moff .tt. Fsq., Coo-rich Court, Ross, flerefo d.

James Orairod, E!*q , P. n y-lan, Buabon.
W. R Adamson, Esq . Ru.shtoQ Park, Hattle.

F. Bacon Vrank, Esq . Cnmpsall Hal', Doncaster.
Ch a. Magi Wood. Esq.. VVak s Hall, ffsex.

C W. Kellock, fp(i , H gtifields, Audlem, f heshire.

Edwin W. Streeter, Ffq.. F.R.G.S., SockviUe Place,
Quinton Hogg. Kfq., Hully Hill, South-'m ton.

John Bowes. Efq . dtreatlam Castle, Durhim.
Al. xander Henry Browne, E-q.. Callal<-y Caste.
Bernard Husey Hunt. Emj , Cura;itoo. Haunt efoot.

J. A. Dirlingtin, Esq., Bour:on Hall. Rug^y.
^t. Lawrence's College, • m^le''orth, Yorka.
A. C. Phillips-de-Lisle. E-q., Garendon Park.
J. J. Jones, fieq., Abberiey Hall, near Stourport.
W. M. Ince-Anderton. Esq . Euxton Hall. Chorley.
William Barneby, Esq , Saltniarsh Castle. Bromyard.
F. W. Webb, E'^q., C.E., of Crewe and Staiiway Manor.
C. H. B. Williams. EHq.. Knolton Hall, Ruabon.
The Mackintosh of Mickintosh, Cottrell, Cardiff.

C. E. Barton. Esq.. Tne Elms, Goundou, near Coventry.
J. H. Whitehause, E-*q., I^sley Court, near Reddileh.
A. Hoare. Esq., Charlwood. Forest-row, Sussex.
Ewan Cameron Galton, Esi]., She's'ey Grange
Charles Eccles. Esq , Stentwood, Honitoo, Devon.
George BtrbDur. E q., Bolesworth Ca^tle.

C. B. E. Wright, Esq , BMton Hall, riear CUthenr.
Edward L. Tomlin, Esq., Atgley Park, Cranbrook.
T. F, Twemlow. Esq.. Betley Court, Crewe.
Cha.", C. Capel. Esq., Foots Cray Fisheries, Kei t.

R. Andrews, Esq., Pre>*tbury Hall. Cheshire.

John Hampson, Eaq , UUenwood. near ChelteEh^m.
Richard Smethurst. Ej^ii . Ellerbeck Hall, Lancashire.
Edw n Grundy Wrigley. Esq , Howick Hous*. PrestOD.

C. B. CoUins, Esq., Strith Culme House, Hele.
The Corporation of BUckburn.
G. Redmayne, E-q,, Bnthay Hall, Ambleside.
Thomas Mason, E-q., Alkiucoates Hall. Colne.
Basil Sparrow. Esq.. Gosfield Place, Halstead, Essex.
George D. Farrar, Esq.. Brayfield House.
Fred Lion. Eeq., Seighford Hall, near Stafford.

W. A. Coats, E-^q., Skelmorlie Castle.

J. J. Colman. Esq., The Clyff-. Corton.

Dr. E M. Crookwhaok, East Grinstead.
Mrs. Lowe. Go&field Hall. Halttead.

St. Cuthbert's College. U^h'iw. Durham.
The Clonmel District Lunntic Asylum.
Th-* Somerset Weste-n Asylum,
The Corporation of Blackburn.

JOHN BLAK[. RAM WORKS, ACCRIWGTON. LANCASHIRE.
Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Coyent Garden, London, W.C.

Prii.t«d for the Proprietors by Messrs. Brasbubt, Agnbw, fc Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, m the County of Middlesex, and published by

ABTHUa GKOBOE MijiTiK, at the Office. 41, WeUington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satukdat, October 13, 1894. Agent for Manchester—JoHU Heywood.
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Vegetables.

HCANNELL AND SONS' COLLECTION
• of VEGETABLES, shown at the Royal Horticultural

Society and at the Ko* al Aquarium last week, weighing above
2 tone, not only gained the highest award for quality and
purity of strain, but was pronounced by the greatest
authorities to be the best collection ever exhibited in England.
Onions alone consisted of 34 distinct kinds, many weighing
nearly 2 lb. each ; and their size, ripe high colouring, and
perfect finish—open field culture—contrasted clearly with
others, proving absolutely that Kent produces the moet perfect
and certainly the best seeds. Standard says: — "Finest
collections of vegetables ever seen."

SWANLEY, KENT.

Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

\riNES AND VINE CULTURE.
Y The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5s., post free, 55. Orf.

A. F. BABRON. Boyal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

FOR SALE, GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
unbound, 1874 to 1890 inclusive (complete) ; any reason-

able offer accepted.— M. A. D.. Garrfe7iers* Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

B EAUTIFUL BEDS of TULIPS,
Best obtained from

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS.—Flowering simultaneously. SINGLE SECOND

E4RLY, for present planting. White, Yellow, Crimson,
Scarlet, Hose and White, Purple, Lilac, each 2j. per dozen,
141. per 100.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS.—Q. Byng Morris, Esq., Danygraig. eaya :—

'* The bed of simultaneous-flowering Tulips is now (May 1) in
blosaom, and is a complete success.

SUTTON'S BULBS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. BEADINa,

ARGE AGAVES.—For Sale, several fine
plants, running from 3 to 4 feet in be^'gbt, and aa much

through, la pots from 10 to 14 mches diameter.
Prices most moderate.

DI0KS0N8 NUB3KR1KS. CHESTER.

EARING PEACH TREES. — In prime
conditiOD, fiom South Walls. Dwarfs and Standards,

best varieties, well balanced, fibrously rooted. Fruited this
season. Particulars apply

—

ICETON, Putney, S.W.

ARDY BULBS for Bedding Purposes.—
Choice Selections of HYACINTHS, TDLIPS, CROCUSES.

SNOWDROPS, SCILLAS, all of best quality and at lowest
prices. See our Catalogue, No. 441. post-free on appticatioD.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

OW IS THE TIME TO PLANT,
P^ONIE?.

Catalogus of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

ALMS — PALMS — PALMS. — All the
leading varieties at low prices. Areca lut., Verschaffelti

;

Geonoma grac. Int. ; Rhapis humilis and flab. ; Phcenix
rupicola, Compacta. Roebelini ; Kentias. and other varieties.

ICETON. Putney, S.W.

OLDEN EQONYMUS, good colour, 9 to
la inches, 30s. per 100.

GREEN EOONYMUS, 12 inches, 20«. per 100. for cash with
order. Samples. Is. each, post-free.

H. H. MOORE, The Nurseries, Chichester.

EXPIRATION OF LEASE.—To be Sold,
Cheap, 5000 good transplanted SCOTCH FIRS, 6 to

10 ft., well furnished.
E. TANNER, Nurseryman, Oroombridge, Sussex.

ICTORIA PLUMS.—Excellent Standards,
fibrous roots, clean stout stems, fruiting heads.

CORDON PEAR3 and APPLES. Well spurred fiuiting
Trees, 5, 6, and 7 feet.

FOBCINQ ASPARAGUS. Grand clumps.
WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

ANSIES and VIOLAS.—My growth is ^qi^l
to that of any three growers in the world. Plant now

for spring blooming. My collection of Carnations is imaur-
passed. Catalogue post-free on application.

R. H. BATH, Flower Farm, Wisbech.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4f to 6 inches,
impossible to surpass, 10s. 6d. per 100. HYACINTHS,

finest named sorts, 4s. per dozen. 25s. per 100; second quality,
named, 3<. per dozen, 14s. per 100. BULB LIST on application.

WALSHAW AMD SON, Scarborough,

PEPINIJ;RES ANDiTe LEROY (Bbadlt
PiBE ET FiLS, Directors). The Nurseries, Angers.

France. Fine and immense Stock of Fruit Trees. Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs, Roses, Briars, Camellias, *c. CATALOGUE
on application to

—

WATSON AND SCULL, 90. Lower Thames St., London, B.C.

TERIS TREMULA.—Fine stuff, in 2finch
pots, fit for potting on into 48's, 10s. per 100, £4 10s.

per 1000 ; fine stuff, in 48's. £1 per 100.

C. JOHNSON AMD CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

WANTED, APPLES, large Cooking and
good Dessert sorts. Price per ton or bushel, cash.

HUDSON'S Floral DepOt, Kilbum, London, N.W.

9 000,000—LILY OF VALLEY—2,000,000.^ 1 —W. ICETON has a very fine Stock of his well-known
variety, specially selected Giant, to offer at reasonable prices,

35s. and 40s. per 1000.

WHITE RO.VIAN HYACINTHS, 12 to 15 centimStrej, in
grand condition.
AZALEA MOLLIS, high-coloured varieties, at 60s., 90s.,

and 160s. per 100. Putney, S.W.

ILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTI, HARDY
BULBOUS and other plants. Write for our now Ulua-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should be la
the hands of all Lily Growers.

WALLACE AND CO., Colchester.

OBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the very best value in the

market. All should send for a sample dozen of hia first size
Hyacinths, at 'is. ; or a dozen of his second size at 2«., equal to
\^hat are often sold as first size. Postage, %d. extra. Full
List post-free on application. Gardeners liberally dealt with.

R. SYDENHAM, Tenby Street, Birmingham.

Just FabUfihed.

THE ORCHID-GRUWEK'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Kevised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.
Super-royal 8vo. Price, 25*.; Free by Parcel Post, in tho
United Kingdom, 255. Hid.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Kurseriea,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

KRELAGE'S AMARYLLIS, and all kinds of
DUTCH BULBS and Rare or New Bulbous Plants, true

to name, and of the best quality only, at cheap prices. Descrip-
tive Catalogue, illustrated, may be had free, on application to

E. H. KKELAGE AND SON, Uloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem,
Holland. Established 1811.

TERIS TREMULA, oristata, cretica, Poly-
podiums and Cyrtomivim in 48's; also Pteris tremula in

32*8. good Stuff.—Apply W. PATEMAN, Florist, Hertford
Road, Lower Edmonton, and 353, Flower Market.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners of

Thury, Noble. Paxton, President, and others.

50O, 15s. ; 100, .3s. id. ; 25, Is., carriage paid for cash. List tree.

W. LOVKL AND SON, Driffield.

MUSHROOM SPAWN (Johnson's Improved).
—Having made this season some thousand bushels of

extra good spawn, can offer same at 3^. per bushel. Special
prices for quantity. All spawn sent out is guaranteed madtt
from pure virgin spawn.—JOHNSON, Hanger Hill, Ealing.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

CHINESE SACRED NARCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied by the dozen, hundred, or

thousand.— Price on application to
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Bar*

Plants, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

REEN HOUSES for the MILLION.—
Complete from 50s. Fourteen Prize Medals awarded.

Quality sure test of cheapness. Beware of worthless imita'-

tions. Send for CATALOQUE, free, to the Original Inventors

of Portable Greenhouse?,
ALFRED PEEL and SON, Horticultural Works, Wood

Green, London. Established 20 years.

E E S O N'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE and SONS. Lead, Glass. Oil, and
Colour Merchant", 34, St. John St., West SmithBeld. London.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.RH. the Prince of Wales. H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc.,

Royal Botanic Sec, Parks and Publi*^ Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Eoad, Chelsea, S.W.

H

B
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68. CHE.4PSIDE. E.G. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULB9.—GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 & 68,

Oheapside, London, E.C., EVERY DAY, at 12 o'clock, large

consignments of first-claw HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOWDROPS, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sunningdale, Berks.
Close to the Railway Station.

THREE DAYS'AB 50LUTE CLEAR A.NCE SALE of beautifully

grown NURSERY STOOK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurserie^",

Sunningdale. on TUESDAY NEXT, October 23, and TWO FOL-
LOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Cloi;k each day, by order of Mr. Charles

Noble, a splendid lot of best; named kinds of RHODODEN-
DRONS, for which these Nurseries are noted, AZALEAS,
KALMIAS. thousands of flowering Shrubs in great variety, a

large quantity of Mahonia aquifolia, useful for Cover planting;

many thousands of Conifers for Ornamental Planting, Ever-

greens for Hedges, &c., from 3 to 9 feet in height; several

thouiandiof oval-leaved Privet. 2 to 4 feet; a fine Collection

of Standard and Pyramid Apples. Pears, and other Fruit

Trees, Gooseberries, Currants, Ornamental Treds for Street,

Avenue, or Park Planting, and other Stock, the whole in

eapital condition for removal.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises.and of the Auctioneers,67and eS.Cheapside.E.C.

Tuesday, October 23.

The well-known BINROCK COLLECTION OF ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, manyof which are exceptionally fine specimens,

several of them being from 2 to 3 feet through. By order

of .John M. Keiller, Esq., who is leaving Dundee.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapslde, London. E.G.,

on TUESDAY NEXT. October 23. at half-paat 12 o'clock, the

above important collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
Amongst the principal plants special attention is called to the

folIowiBg :

—

Angrsecum se.squipedale

Cattleya Bowringiana
,, crispa. grand specimen
„ Dowiana aurea
,, Sanderiana

,, Lawrenceana, 20 bulbs

„ Mendeli, 8 growths, ex-
ceptionally fine va-
riety

,, Skinneri alba, 9 bulbs

,, Schroderae, fine variety
Oymbidium Lowianum, tine

specimens
,, eburneum

Dendrobium Leechianum
,, DObile Sanderiana

Dendrobium Phalsenopsis
Dendrochilum glumaceum
Leelia anceps Hillil

., ,, Sanderiana

,, ,, Stella

,, ,, Williamsiana
,, purpurata Brysiana

Masdevallia Chelsoni
Odontoglossum Alezandrsp,

including several fine

varieties

,, Andersonianum
,, Wildseanum

Oncidium MarshaHianum
Thunia Marsballiana
Phaleeoopsis, in variety

And many others.

On view morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had on appli-

cation to the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Oheapside, London, E.C.

Groombrldge, near Tuabridge Wells.

HOLLAMBY'S NURSERIES.
TWENTIETH GREAT ANNUAL SALE of beautifully-grown

NURSERY STOCK, comprising about 409,000 CONFFRRS,
ORNAMENTAL TREES. SHRUBS, and FOREsT TREES.
By order of the Executors of the late Mr.Edwin Hollamby.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, close

to Groombridge R^ilway Station, on THURSDAY and
FRIDAY NEXi', October 25 and 26, at 12 o'Clock precisely

each day:

45,000 Larch, 2 to 3 feet and
3 to 4 feet

S0,000 Ash, 2 to 4 feet

B0,000 Spanish Chestnut,
Birch, Hazel, and
Alder

100,000 strong transplanted
Quick

148,000 Thuja Lobbii, Cu-
prt'ssus. Firs. Abie!^,

Aucubas. and other
Conifers; alfo Rho-
dodendr n%, Roses,
and flowering Shrubs

5,000 Laurels, of sorts

2.0U0 English Yews. 2 to.3jft.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues can be

obtained at the Nurseries, or on application to the Auctioneers,

67 and 68, Cheap^ide, London, E.C.

Tottenham, N.—By order of Mr. T. S Ware

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they are instructed t3 conduct this

important ANNUAL SALE on the premises, the Hale Farm
Nurferies, Tottenham. N., on TUESDAY, Nov. 6, at Eleven
o'clock precisely (in consequence of the unusually large number
of lot ). The.Stock includes:—

:i,000 ROSES in pots, extra strong.

25,000 CLEMATIS and other Climbers.

2.5,C0J CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, named varieties.

3,000 NEW CARNATIONS.
10,000 HER MAJESTY PINK.
10,000 HOLLYHOCKS, selected to colour.

260.000 Berlin Crowns, LILY OF THE VALLEY.
JOO.OOO SPIR.El COMPACrA MULTIFLORA.
100,000 SEAKALE. ASPARAGUS, &c.

50.000 LILIES and NARCISSUS.
And hundreds of other important Stock too numerous to

mention. Fuller particulars wiU appear.

Stapleford, near Nottingham. Absolute clearance.

SALE of thirty acres of well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
without the slightest reserve, the freehold estate having

been sold.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructef to SELL by AUCTION on the Premises,

Frettingham's Nurseries. Stapleford, near Nottingham, ten

minutes from Sftudiacre and Stapleford Station (Midland Rail-

way) on M0ND.4-Y', October 29. and THRF.E FOLLOWING
DAYS at 12 o'Clock precisely each day. the FIRST PORTION
ot this extensive STOCK, comprising 3.000 Gold and Silver

HOLLIES, for which this Nurs-^ry has been noted, Aucubas,

Rhododendrons, and Laurels in large quantities, 20,000 Conifers,

a wonderfully fine assortment in various sizes, a grand stock

of Golden Y'ews. a remarkably fine lot of Cupre-sus Lawsoniana,
including the best varieties. 50"0 Fruit Trees, principally

Standard and Pyramid APPLES (many large fruit bearing trees

amongst them), al&o Pears. Plums, Ornamental Trees &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had of Mr. Frettingham on the Premises, ot ARTHUR T.

ASHWELL, Esq.. Solicitor, St. Peter's Walk, Nottingham,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.C.
N.B.—The STOCK is particularly well-rooted, and the

NURSERY bears a high reputation for the safety with which
the STOCK can be transplanted.

Perry Hill, Cllffe, near Roclieater.
Adjiiiniog Cliff ^ Station. S.E.R.

GREAT ANNUAL SALE of FRUIT TREES.
By order of Mr. W. Home.

IMPORTANT to MARKET GARDENERS, FRUIT GROWERS,
and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS -will

SELL by AU JTION, on the Premises as above,

100,000 FRUIT TREES.
Fuller particulars will appear,

Caterham Valley.
SALE of well-grown NURSERY STOCK.

Bv order of Mr. G. T. Sedgley.

To GENTLEMEN, BUILDERS, and OTHER?.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Nurseries,

Ninehams Road, Upper Caterham, near Caterham Station,

on TUESDAY, October 30, at 12 o'clock, hundreds
of Rhododendrons, Flowering Shrubs, Standard Ornamental
Trees, Fruit Trees in great variety, and a large number ot

Specimen Conifers and Evergreen Laurels, Firs, &c., in all

300 lots.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E,C.

Hounslow..
E.xpiRATioN OF Tenancy,

GREAT SALE of FRUIT TREES and
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.

Important to MARKET GARDENERS, FBUIT GROWERS,
NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS,

25,000 FRUIT TREES, comprising 800 Czar, 2000 Victoria,

40U0 Gisborns and other varieties ot PLUMS.
2000 Stirling Castle. 1600 Early .Tulien, 600 Ecklinville Seed-

ling, and hundreds ot Duchess Favourite, Worce-tter Pear-

main, RoyalJnbilee, Bismarck, Lord Derby, Lord Suffield,

Bramley Seedling, and most of the leading kirds of

APPLES in cultivation.

Hundreds of Standard. Pyramid, and Bush APPLES,
PEARS, and PLUMS.

lOOO Dwarf-trained and Untrained PEACHES, NECTARINES,
APRICOTS, PEARS, and PLUMS.

1200 Apple Stocks, 7000 Brussell Stocks, 10,000 Myrohella
Stocks, 2000 Pear Stocks, and 5000 Cherry Stocks, all fit

for working.

Several thousands ot CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
Hundreds of Small SHRUBS for Boies, including lOOO Golden

Euonymus. 6 to 9 inches; Ciipressus erecta viridis,

Retinospora pi umoaa aurea, &c., &c.

l.")00 PRIVET OVALIFOLIUM, 2 feet.

Thousands of SHRUBS in variety, including Border Plants;
3000 LAURELS, ot sorts. Common YEWS, Green
HOLLIES. Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuya Lobbii, &c.,

from 2 to 10 feet high.

800 Standard LIMES. 10 to 12 feet high.

50.000 MANETTI and MULTIFLORA ROSE STOCKS.
1,600 Dwarf J ROSES, including 500 General Jacqueminot.

and other Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises,

Hounslow Nurseries. Middlesex (by order of Messrs. S. Spooner
Sl Sods), adjoining Hounslow and Whitton Station (L. and
S. W. R.), and ten minutes' walk from Heston-Hounslow
Station (District Railway), OD WEDNESDAYand THURSDAY,
November 7 and 8, at V2 o'Clock each day.

The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale,

Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67

and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.

T119 Wlndleeham NureerleB, near Bagshot, Surrey.
By order of the Executors of the late Mr. Richurd Mason, in

consequence of the disposal of the Nurseries.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an Important FOUR DAYS'
SALE of magnificently grown young NURSERY STOCK,
particularly tuitable to the Trade and other large pur-

chasers. Absolutely without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
having Sold the Freehold and Leasehold Nurseries,

will SPLL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONU.AY, November 19, and FOLLOWING DAYS.
Catalogues will shortly be prepared, and fuller particulars

duly announced.

Wednesday Next.
UNUSUALLY' IMPORTANT CONSIGNMENT of 591 Cases of

.TAPANESE LILIES, received direct for Sale, without
Reserve, and comprising:—

3.3,195 LILIUM AURATUM
13,580 „ LONGIFLORUM
1,125 „ SPECIOSUM MELPOMENE
1,125 ,, „ RUBRUM
3,765 „ KRAMERI
375 LYCARIS AUREA

Also a Consignment of PALM SEEDS, received direct for

Unreserved Sale, comprising :
—

60.000 KENTIA BELMuKEANA
50.000 „ FORSTERIANA
l,.5l0 „ CANTEKBURYANA

10,000 COCOS WEDDELLIANA
And ."',000 ARECA LUTESCENS (sn all plants)

20,000 LILY OF THE VALLEY OROWNS, 2500 SPIRAEA
JaPONICA, EUCHARIS AMAZONICA, chjice NARCIS-
SUS to name, including princeps. cynosure. Horsefieldii, Sir

Watkin, Emperor, and grandis ; Double DAFFODILS,
Double SNOWDROPS, and Hardy BORDER PLANTS and
BULBS in variety.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 6S. Cheapside, London, E.C, on WEDNES-
DAY NEXT, October 24, at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
200 AZALEA INDICA. 200 A. MOLLIS, ASPIDISTRAS,

DRAC,a:NAS. and CAMELLIAS in uots, from Belgium;
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 4010 African Pearl TUBE-
ROSKS, Chinese SACRED LILIES. PALMS in 'variety,

English-grown LILIES, and CYCLAMEN SEED from
strong selected plants, carefully hybridised.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.G., on THURSDAY
NEXT, October 26, at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Me^^ara. F. Sander & Co ,

St. Albans, to SELL by AUCTIOV, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FKIDAY
NEXT, October 26, at half-past 12 o'clock, the following

IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
In the best possible ondition.

A remarkable-looking ONCIDIUM, imported from a moun-
tainous district of Nicaragua.

CATTLEYA LEOPOLDII, variety PERNAMBUCENSI3,
GRANULOSA, DU BUYSSONIANA, mixed.

CYMBIDIUM SPECIES, probab'v including HOOKERIANUM,
TKACEYANUM, GRANDIFLORUM, and others, mixed.

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM, in splendid condition.

HABENARIA SUSANN.ffi: (see Drawing),

ONCIDIUM MARSHALLIANUM.
ONCIDIUM CRISPIIM, O. FLEXUOSUM. VANDA ROX-

BURG4II. CATTLEYA DOLOSA. the rare TRICHO-
GLOTTIS FASCIATA, DENDROBIUM JENKfNSII, and
many other ORCHIDS.

On view morning ot Sale, and Catalogues had.

Enockbolt. Kent.
UNRESERVED SALE of FKUIT TREES and general

NURSERY STOOK by order of Mr. A. Waterman.

1\/I ESSKS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
1*1- SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hickmandias
Nursery and Fruit Groun''s, Knockholt. two and a half miles
from Hulstead Station (S.E.R.), on THURSDAY, November 1,

at half-past 12 o'clock, a large assortment of finely-furnished

Specimen Evergreens, 1300 Scotch Firs. 3 to 4 feet; 1310

Standard Ornamental Trees. 8 lO APPLE TREES of the most
popular market sorts. 170) Red CURRANTS, 31.000 McLaren's
Prolific, Carter's Prolific, and other RASPBERRY Canes

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers. 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—Conveyances will meet certain trains on Sale day, to

take intending purchasers to the Nurseries. For times of

trains see^catalogue.

Otterahaw Nurseries, near Chertsey, Surrey,
About 1 mile from the Chertsey Station.

Highly important FOUR DAY'S' SALE of exceptionally well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, by order of Messrs. Fletcher
Brothers, in consequence ot the decease of the late Mr.
William Fletcher, and retirement of his Executrix from
the business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,: as above, on

November 12, and THREE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock

precisely each day, 20,000 Evergreens. 10,000 .Weymouth and
other Pines, l.'jOO Rhododendrons. 6500 Standard and Dwarf
Roses. 4000 Standard Ornamental and Forest Trees. 3i00 Copper
Beech, 8700 Fruit Trees. .30.000 Manetti Stocks, 10,000 Apple
Stocks, and quantities of other Stock.

Fuller particulars will appear.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had at the Nurseriea
;

or of the Auctioneers, 67 aud 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.

The Industrial Exhibition, Earl'a Court.
CLEARANCE SALE of the SHRUBS, CONIFERS, BAY

TREES, &.C., by order ot the District Railway Company.

IIIESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
iVX SELL the above by AUCTION on the premises, adja-

cent to the Earl's Court Station, on MONDAY, Nov. 5.

Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.G.
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Monday Next—Roses, Ferns, JPalms, &c.
2?0 lots of Hard? Border BDLB-i, CLEMATIS, and other

CLIMBINO PLANTS, in Pots; SOJO LILY OF THE
VALLEY Crowns ; 50 Lots of STOVE and GKEENHOUSE
FERNS and PLANTS, choice PALMS, and ROSES in

Pots ; beautiful Home-grown LILIES and IRIS in

variety, &c,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central
Sale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C., on
MONDAY NEXT. October a2. at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
From Holland.—Important Sale.

GRAND IMPORTATIONS of PLANTS and SHRUBS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION
at his Great Rooms 33. King Street, Covent Garden,

OD WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 24 : An extensive Collection
of beautifully - grown decorative SHRUBS, and PLANTS in
splendid condition for present planting out in Borders, or
Pot-cultivation. Over 1000 choice-named DWARF ROSES,
including many of the best; Several hundred FRUIT TREES ;

a collection of LILIUMS; a collection of PEONIES,
HYDRANGEAS. RHODODENDRONS. AZALEAS. &c. Choice
BORDER PLANTS; 10.000 AfricanTUBEROSES.LILIUM HAR-
RISI and CANDIDUM. French FORCING BULBS. SCILLAS,
NARCISSUS of choice kinds, 20.050 large Yellow CROCUSES.
60.000 best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY' crowns, a consign-
ment of PALMS, from Ghent. SPIR.ffi:A JAPONICA and
PALMATA DIELYTRAS, SPECTABILE, IRIS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs. Dutcb Bulbs. Dutcb Bulbs.
SALES NEARLY" EVERY DAY.

In Large and Small Lors, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at hia Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

W.C., nearly Every Day, ar, half-past 12 o'Clock. First-claaa
Conaigaments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS. ARRIVING DAILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest
possible condition.

On view mominf^a of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

wANTED, to Rent, GLASS, suitable for
Fruit Growing. &c. No Stock. Any district. Write—

W. B., 8. Clarendon Road. Earley Rise. Reading, Berks.

ANTED, to Rent, a Small NURSERY.
Small Span-roofed Houses preferred, suitable for

Growing Cucumbers and Tomatos. Apply to

—

W. COMPTON, Boyd Terrace, Daybrook, Notts.

ANTED, Offers f^r an UPRIGHT
TUBULAR BOILER, good as new. Will heat about

650 feet 4-inch piping. Alio wanted Offers for several thousand
CALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS. Address—

GARDENER, Newport Hall. Eardisley, Hereford.

ANTED, quantity of 4-inch PIPES, and
various JOINTS. &c.—Particulars and lowest cash

prices to HERD BROS., Penrith.

TyURSERY.—WANTED, to Rent, a few Acres
Xl with Dwellinfj-houae and Greenhouses, suitable for
Market Growing. State full particulars to

—

CHAS. WOODS. Gladstone Villa, London Road, Salisbury.

FOR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked with Vines. Cucumbers, and Plants.
Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to
run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.

AJl particulars of A. B., 11, Diffome R^ad, Tooting,
Surrey.

OVENT GARDEN MARKET.— To Fruit
and Potato Salesmen, Seed Merchants, &c.—TO BE

LET, with Immediate Possesaion, in rear of Piazza, with
entrance from James Street, and covered yard for loading and
unloading, Two extensive Basement Warehouses, fitted for
Banonas. but suitable for other purposes ; Store or Sale Room
on Ground Floor, aS ft. 6 in, x 26 ft. 6 in. ; Extensive Ware-
houses, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Floors, with Hydraulic Lift throughout.
Apply to Messrs. S. CHADWICK and PILDITCH, 17,

Parliament Street, S.W.

OR SALE (Cheap), a small NURSERY and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS.—Four Glasshouses and Propa-

gation House, &c., heated by Hotwater; near main road.
Apply to W. H.. Park Row Nursery, Greenwich.

URSERY, LONDON, N., FOR SALE.
Eight Greenhouses. Sheds, Van. Stock, 4c.

Good supply of Water ; Long Lease. Low Ground Rent, no
Taxes; a Bargain.

No reasonable offer refused. Full particulars, B. A., 8, Fore
Street, Edmonton, London, N.

Essex (10 miles from London).

TO BE LET, a NURSERY of 3 a. 1 r. 4 p.,
with 11 Greenhouses. Dwelling-house, and Stables.

Lease twenty years. Rent £45. Price for Leasn. Glass, and
Stock £300, or offer. Full particulars of PROTHEROE iVD
MORRIS. 67 and 6s, Cheapside, London, E.G.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hohticul-
TURAL Market Garden and Estate Auotioiteehs and

yALtJERS, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.. and at Leyton-
^tone. K. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

MR. WM. H. PHILLIPS, for many years
with F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, begs to announce

that he has been appointed sole representative in Great Britain
of L'HOKTICULTURE INTERNATIONALE (Linden)

BRUSSELS.
Present address, Breakspears, Stanhope Rd., St. AlbaDB, Herts.

100

o

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANIIER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

r^ARNATIONS.—Old Crimson Clove, strong
V^* layer?. 10s. id. per loO. free.

S. GAVED, Shepperton. Middlesex.

OTED FULH AM SEA-KALE,
ASPARAGUS and RHUBARB BOOTS for Sale.

A1s3 all the best varieties of PEACfcl TREES, 8 and 4-jr. old.

Apply to—
WILLIAM BAGLEY, Millshot Farm. Fulhnm, S.W.

1 000 GLOIRE DE NANCY CARNA-
^•lyfyfyf TIONS for Sale. good strong plants, 2s. per doz.

;

or offer for quantity.
R. APPLETON, Railway Tavern, Feltham.

HRYSANTHEMUMS and ROSES.—
CATALOGUE, with full Descriptive Lists of the Best

and Newest Sorts, now ready.
Post-free on application.

DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

ASPBERRY CANES.— Carter's Prolific,
Fastolf. and Norwich Wonder.

Not less than 1000 Canes of either sort supplied.
ALBERT BATH. Vine Court, Sevenoaks, Kent.

ARUM LILIES, grand plants, in 6-inoh
pots, flower at Christmas. 705. Room wanted.

BARNARD, Florist. Southgate, Middlesex.

OR SALE, Malmaison CARNATION
LAYERS, good strong plants, at 30J. per 100; also

38 pots of Euchans LILIES, grand plant*.

J. LITTON, GrOBvenor Cottage. Bath.

ERMANIA CARNATION.—Strong plants,
in 60'8, 16j. per 100. £6 per 1000. Old Crimson CLOVE,

strong-rooted layers, 10s. per 100. £4 per 1000.
C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

ALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS.-10,000 t^
l.s.OOO Golden Gem. Price on application to

JAS. GROSS & SON, The Nursery. R-dditch, Worcester.

ARR'S MIXTURES of DAFFODILS, for
beautifying Orchards. Woodland Walks, Grass Slopes.

&c., and for Cutting. Mixed, All Sorts, per 1000. 21«. and
30s. Mixed Peerless or Chalice-cupped Star Narcissi,
graceful and beautiful, per 1000, 42s. ; Mixed Poet's Daefo
PILS, very beautiful, per lOOO, 42s. All sent. Carriaoe
Paid, on receipt of remittance.

BARR AND SON. King Street. Covent Garden, W.O.

ROSES.—Jacqueminot, on own roots, good
strong Plants. £9 per 1000. or £1 per 100.

W. HILLS, Nurseryman and Florist, Crescent Road, Bury
Street, Lower Edmonton, N.

VIOLETS.—Fine clumps of Queen Victoria,
Comte de Braz.za. Marie Louise, &c. For prices apply

to GEO. DRABBLE. Ketton Hall Gardens. Stamford.

FOR SALE, a quantity of Specimen Adiantum
FERNS; also CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, and CASSIAS.

All Specimen Plants, in good condition. Apply to—
F. WADHAM. Bromley Hill, Bromley, Kent.

ONDON PLANES.—Splendid Trees, straight
stems, fine roots, 12 to 14 feet. 4s. ; 14 to 16 feet. 6s.

;

16 to 18 feet, 6s. ; 18 to 20 feet. 7s. id. each
IRISH IVIES in pots, beautifully furnished, 4 to 6 feet, 12».

;

5 to 6 feet. 15s. ; 6 to 8 feet. 21s. ; 8 to 10 feet. .30s. per
dozen.

LIOUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM AUREUM (best Golden Privet).
12 to 18 inches. 6s. ; 18 to 24 inches. 9l. per dozen.

BERBEBIS AQiriFOLIA, 9 to 12 inches, lOj. ; 12 to 18 inches,
12s. 6rf. ; 18 to 24 inches. 20s. per 100.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS. CLIMBERS, BULBS,
GARDEN REQUISITES, TOOLS, &c., of every kind.
Priced descriptive LISTS on application.

W. FROMOW AND SONS. Sutton Court Nursery, Cliiswick,
London, W. Established 1829.

WANTED.—AUlUBA CUTTINGS. Slate price per 1000.

SMALL SHRUBS and CONIFERS. —
Ampelopsis Veitchii, 6 in., 60s. per 1000; Aralia Sie-

boldii, from pots, 6 to 8 in., 12s. per 100; Box Tree, Green,
6 in.. 60s. : Cup. macrocarpa. 1 yr. trans., fine. 10 to 15 in.,

80s. per 1000 ; Cup. AUionii, 6 in., 6!. per lOO; gracilis, 6 in..

7s. ; erecta viridi^, 6 to 7 in., 40s. ; Cotoneaster microphylla,
1 ft., 35s. per 1000; A. Douglasii. 1-yr. tr., fine. 7 to 12 in,,
80s. per 1000: DracEena australis, 8 m.. 10s. per 100; Escal-
lonia macrantha, 9 in,, 10s.; Eulalia japonica, 9 in., 4s. per
100 ; Gnelder Rose. 1-yr., 6s. ; Honeysuckle, Common, strong,
6s.. H. japonica. strong, 12«. per 100 ; Ivy, Irish, 15 in.. 6s.;
Laurustinus. 7s.; Olearia Haastii, 6 in., 10s.; Pinus excelsa,
2-yr., 6s.; Cephalonica. 1-yr:, 6s,; Rhododendron ponticum.
3-yr., 26s. per 1000; 4 to 6 in.. 40s. ; Thuia Lobbii, 12 to 15in.,
25s. ; 16 to 18 in,, 30j. ; EUwangeriana, 8 in., 40s. ; Virginian
Creeper, 1-yr., 6s. per 100; Yucca glorioaa, from pota.
6 in., 10s.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

300,000 STRONG RASPBERRY CANES,
At Low Prices per 1000.

BAUMFORTH'S SEEDLING, sample 100 9s. ad.
CARTER'S PROLIFIC ,, , 6'. Orf.

FASTOLF IMPROVED „ , 4s. Od.
FILLBASKET. very strong 6s. Od.
NORWICH WONDER 4s. Od.
ANTWERP BED , 4s. id.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Special Quotations to Large Buyers.

K. H. BAXH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

GREAT SALE
OF

ORCHIDS,

JOHN COWAN & CO.
(LIMITED),

Have received instructions from

D. DE Y'BARRONDO, Esq.,
of ULLET ROAB, LIVEBPOOL,

to sell his entire collection of Orchids for him,

by private treaty, as he is relinquishing the

cultivation of Orchids for the present. With
this end in view, the collection has been removed
to the Company's premises at Garston.

Mr. de Y'barrondo has for many years been

known as an ardent collector of Orchids, and hia

collection is well-known in this neighbourhood,

and indeed, throughout the country. The col-

lection is in fine condition, and there are many
fine specimens as well as numerous rare and fine

varieties in each section.

The Company have also just purchased from

the trustee of the estate of the late

E. G. WRIGLEY, Esq.,

of VICTORIA HOUSE,

Dukinfield, near Manchester, the collection

formed by that gentleman. The principal

feature of this collection is a choice lot of

HYBRID AND OTHER DENDROBIUMS.

Mr. Wrigley's collection was purchased and

sold in this establishment nearly twelve months

ago, but Mr. Wrigley immediately commenced

to collect again and devoted his attention specially

to Dendrobiums, bringing all his previous large

experience to bear on securing only the choicest

and best of each kind. The result is a most

valuable collection of choice gems.

These two lots taken together will form one

of the best collections which has ever been

offered by the Company ; and will be on view

from TUESDAY the 23rd inst. CATALOGUES
are being prepared, and will be posted to all the

Company's patrons, and to any one who may

send their name and address for that purpose,

on FRIDAY, the 26th inst. All orders will be

executed strictly in rotation, and no prices will

be quoted or Catalogues shown to anyone before

the date named ; so that all purchasers may have

an equal chance.

JOHN COWAN & CO.
(LIMITED),

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,

GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.
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F ROM PAR I S.

STANDARD TEA ROSES and OTHERS,
LILAC CHARLES X , and PEONIES In thousauds.

LEVfiQUE ET FILS, Ndbsbeymbn,
IVBY- SUE-SEINE, near Paris, have this year splendid

Stocks of:— J . J J J
STANDARD TEA K0SE3 (30,000), very good standards and

heads, the best sorts. £6 per 100.

STANDARD HYBRID PERPEIUALS, strong, £S per lOO.

Ditto, ditto, older sorts, £i per 100.
, „ „ .

LILAC CHARLES X., in pots, covered with buds, £J, *5, and

£8 per 100. acording to size of plants.

TREE PEONIES (20.000), the best sorts, priced according to

size of plants, from £6, £8, £10. to £20 per 100.

HERBACEOUS P^EONIES, from £2 to £1 per 100.

TEA ROSES. DWARFS (100,000), the best sorts, grown in

pots, £2 8s. to £4 per 100, according to novelty of sorts.

TEA BOSES and DWARFS, from open ground, £2 to £.3 p. 100.

Lists and Catalogues on application.

PERNS.-FERNS.
PTERIS Cristata, Nobilis, Cretioa Major,

Tremula, Adiantum Fulvum and Fubesceni, in 48'8, at

45, 6d. per dozen. Polypodium at 5«. 6(i. per dozen.

The above packed free for cash with order.

B. PRIMROSE, Blaciheath Nurseries, St. John's Park,

Blflckheath, S.E.

ORCHIDS
Of every Description, from Is. each ; samples, post-f rep, IB. 3d.

RARE PLANTS AT LOW PRICES. Every plant sent

on approbation. Catalogue, showing temperature for

different Orchids, &c
,
post free.

THE LEEDS ORCHID CO.,

ROUNDHAY, LEEDS.
FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all the best varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.

Special quotations for quantities to grow tor MARKET.
New and Rabe Sorts, Not Obtaixable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,

Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained,

PEAKS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.- All the best of the old and new varieties,

open air plants, or in small pots.

Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free, M., gratis to

Custumers (one of the most complete iesued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKIN8,
PoMOKA Fahm Kurseries. Withimqton, Hereford.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPIR.ffiA.

SPIR/EA ANTHONY WATERER.
This ia a sport from the well-known Spiraea bumalda, from

which it differs only in colour, the flowers being a rich

crimson, borne in large cormbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy flowering plants of many years.

FIRST-CLA88 CERTIFICATK,
Royal Horticultural Society ot London.

Nice plants, 7s. 6rf. each, will be distributed in November next.

ANTHONY WATKRKR. Knap Hill Nnrsery, Woking, Surrey.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN,

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise ot the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine nnlees

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directiois enclosed with our
ksignature attached,
g Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for

i package ; or. Is. per cake, free per
' Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchanta,
Highcate Nnrspfies. London. N.. and Bamet, Herts.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Lillies,

Snowdrops,

CrocL:::es,

Scillas,

Irises^̂ BEST

QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delivered Free by
Ball or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. Ml
Post Free on application.

wii.iiaMIHHIIHIIKIIHMBI

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers

& Importers Chester

THE OAHnENEBS'

ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
i^- NOTICE.

THE ANNUAL MEETING and ELECTION
of PENSIONERS, in connection with this Instil utioD,

will take place on a date to be announced in January next.

INTENDING CANDIDATES must forward their applications

on or before NOVEMBER 10 NEXT, on Forms which will be

supplied by the Secretary free of charge.
GBORGE J. INQRAM, Secretary.

Office : 50, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

DOUBLE NARCISSUS.—About 10 bushels
for Sale ; true, 5s. per bushel.

£. POOLE, Osterley, Isleworth.

sSi

T ORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID SWEET
-Li BRIABS.—Foliage deliciously scented. Flowers large,

of great beauty, and produced in great profusion. Growth
marTellouslr vigorous, perfectly hardy. Strong bushes,

hs. each. Full particulars of

—

KEYNBS. WILLIAMS ASD CO., Rose Growers, Salisbury.

STANDARD - TRAINED PEACHES and
NECTARINES.—Fine trees, bearing wood, fibrous roots.

CHERRIES.—Transplanted, Fruiting Standards.
GRAPE VINES.—Well- ripened Canes ; a large Stock.

ROSES.—Unusually bushy, well ripened, and strong.

WILL TATLER. Osbom Nursery, Hampton. Middlesex.

ZALEA INDICA, fine plants, well budded
and clean, established in pots, per dozen, in best

Tarieties, 18s. and 24s.

DEUTSCHE PERLE, best White, per dozen, 24«. and 30j.,

packed and free on rail for cash.

OALADIUM AKGYRITES, fine bulbs, per dozen, 6«., 9j., and
12s.. post-free.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, extra fine plants, per dozen,

6<. to 9s.

NEAPOLITAN VIOLETS, flue clnmp". per dozen, 5s.

T. LION, Park Nursery, Stanmore, Middlesex.

OREST TREES, &o.—Larch, 2-yr. trans.,

1} to 2 ft., 20s. ; 2 to 2^ ft., extra, 24s. ; 3 to 4 ft., ^6s.

;

Scotch, 2-yr., 1-yr. trans., 12s.; 2-yr., 2-yr. trans. 15s. ;
24-in.,

fine. 18s. ; 2 to 2} ft-. 24s. per 1000. Spruce Fir, 12 to 15-in.,

lis. ; 15 to 24 in., 18s. Elm. 2 to 2^ ft., 16s. ; Elm, English,

4 ft , 26s. Ash, 2 [to 3 ft., 17s ; 3 to 4 ft., 20s. Birch, IJ

to2 ft., 20s.; 4;to 6 ft., 40s. Beech, IJ to [2 ft.. 16s.; 3

to 4 ft., 26s. Alder, 2 ft., 16s. ; 4 ft., 22s. Spanish Chest-

nut, 1^ to 2 ft , 2Cs. Hazel, 2 to 2i ft., 20s. Oaks, English,

IJ to 2 ft., 16s, per 1000. Sycamore, IJ to 2 ft., 16s.; 2

to 3 ft., 20s. ; 6 to 7 ft., 60s ; 8 to 10 ft.,;20s.

QABLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

BULBS, FIRST QUALITY, NOTE PRICES.

LILIUM Harrisii, 80s. per 100'>; 10s. per 100; Is. 9i. per doz.

„ Candidum, large, 45s. p. 1000; 7s.6d. p. 100; Is. 3rf. p. doz.

GLADIOLUS. The Bride, extra large, 2s. per 100 ; id per dcz.

GALANTHUS Elveesi (Snowdrop), 16s. p. ICOO ; Is. 9d. p. 100.

ANEMONES, fine assortment, 14s. per lUOO ; Is. id. per 100.

CHIONODOXA, fine assortment, 14». per 1000 ; Is. 6if. per 100.

AMARYLLIS Lutea, grand for forcing, 8s. per 100; Is. p. doz.

ARUM LILIES, extra large Bulbs, 16s. per 100 ; 2s. 6rf. p. doz.
CYCLAMENS, large, full of Buds, 12s. per 100 ; 2s. per doz.
NARCISSUS, fine large Bulbs, 5s. per lOtO ; Is. per 110.

FREESIA Ref. alba, very large, 16s. per ItOO; 2s. per 100.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, for forcing, 3s. 6d. per 100.

25.000 AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, RHODODENDRONS.
Splendid Plants, full of Buds, 18s. to 30s. per dozen, according
to size and variety.

Orders over 5s. Carriage paid.
BIRCHALL BROS. iND CO., 20, Polygon Road, Southampton.

SUPERLATIVE

RASPBERRY.
THE TRUE RAISER'S STOCK.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the finest Raspberry,

and as many former applicanta couid not be supplied, early
orders are requested.

First size 30s. per 100 ; 5*. per dozen.
Second size 20s. per 100 ; 4f. per dozen.

A few eitra large. 9s. per dozen.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, OreeDhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Feras.
For prices of these and for specially cheap coUectiocs in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERlf NURHLn/ES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

WELLS'

EXHIBITIONS.

NEW
CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 1000 best varieties, and
more useful information than any other such book ever
published. Including a Coloured Plate of his New Green
Chrysanthemum, "Ethel Amsden." The Novelty of the
Sea.on. Post-free, id., from W. WELLS, EarlBWOOd
Nuraeiles, RedLlll, Surrey.

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMUM
AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held in
the Rink Hall, Blackheath (opposite S.E.R. Station), on
WEDNESDAY, October 31, and THURSDAY. November 1,

1894, when prizes amounting to upwards of £100 will be
offered for competition. Schedule of prizes and all particulars

may be obtained on application to

—

Mr. FRED. J. GARWOOD, Hon. Sec, 37, Turner Rd., Lee.S.E.

R Y S T A L PALACE.
The Grasd

EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 2 and 3, 1894.

Schedules and Entry Forms post-free, on application to

Mr. "W. G. HEAD, Superintendent, Garden Deparcment,
Crystal Palace, S.E.

Entries close on Friday, October 26.

RIQHTON AND SUSSEX (NEW) HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY'S CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 6 and 7. Schedules
of the Secretary, MARK LO.VGHURST, 18. Church Road, Hove.

(Entries close November 1.)

HE SIXTH ANNUAL CHRYSANTHE-
MUM EXHIBITION of the LEEDS PAXTON SOCIETY

will be Held in the Town Hall, Leeds, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, November 6 and 7 next, when upwards of

£170, including Four Silver Challenge Cups, will be given in

Prizes. Entries close October 29. Schedules may be had from
JAMES CAMPBELL, Hon. Sec.

The Gardens, Methley Park, Leeds.

OURNEMOUTH and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTBEMUM HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION, November 7 and 8.

For schedules and particulars apply to the Secretary

—

Lindistarne Gardens, Bournemouth. JAMES SPONQ.

HE SECOND ANNUAL SHOW of the
DONCASTEB and DISIRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM

SOCIETY, " OPEN to ALL ENGLAND," will be held i n the
Corn Exchange. Doncaster, on NOVEmBBR 7 and 8, 1894.

—Schedules can be had on application to the Secretary,
J. W. HARESION, 31, Scot Lane, Doncaster.

TO CHRYSANTHEMUM GROWERS,
PROFESSIONALS and AMATEURS.

NEWBURY CHRYSANTHEMUM
WINTER FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW.

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION, Coin Exchange, New-
bury, on WEDNESDAY', November 7, 1894. Last day for

entries, October 30. Schedules to be obtained of—
H. S. HANINGTON. Hon. Sec.

MATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMniM SOCIEIY.

GREAT

AUTUMN CHRYSANTHEMUM FESTIVAL
£360 in Money Prizes. Valuable Challenpe Cups, Plate, &c.

The Largest Display of ChryBantbemums In tbe
United Elnsdom.

ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER,
November 6, 7, and 8, 1894.

Schedules of Prizes on application to RICHARD DEAN,
Hon. Secretary and Superintendent, 43, Ranelagh Road,
Ealing. London, W.

THE BATH CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
NOVEMBER 7 and 8, 1894. Entries close November 2.

For Prize Schedules, &c., apply— B. E. F. PEARSON l„
2, Northumberland Bdg?., Bath. W. JEFFERY (=«<=»•

HESTERFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.—The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the above

Society will be held in the Market Hall, Chesterfield, on
November 16 and 17. Three Classes, viz, :—Open to All Eng-
land ; Distinct Class, open to Growers residing within 10 miles;
and Amateur Class (6 milesradius). For full particulars apply
to the Hon. Secretary

—

Mr, A. H. JOHNSON, New Square, Chesteifleld.

To ChTyeantbemam Ezblbltcrs.

SPRINGTHORPE'S PATENT CUP, TUBE,
and FLANGIE complete, 9s. per dozen.

Highly Commended National Chrysanthemum Society.

G. SPRINGTHOKPK, The Gardens, Coombe Court,
Kingston-on-Thames.

OUBLE SWEET VIOLETS, Marie Louise
and Dr. Farm, all fine transplanted stuff, large, and

healthy. Z$. 6i<. per dozen, or 24t. per 100, package free.

JOHN HOOD AND CO.. Nurserymen, Hexham.

I. DAVIES & SON
Are now offerikq the foilowinq. Cheap, in Laroe

Quantities, xq Clear Ground for Building:—
HOLLIES, Green and Variegated, of the beat varieties,

2 feet to & feet.

RHODODENDRONS, in 200 choice named and hybrids, by
100 or lOOO; also their sweet-scented and new free-

blooming Greenhouse kinds, covered with buds.

AZALEA MOLLIS, and their Lew hybrids, well budded.
26,000 Home-grown LILIUM AURATUM and GENERAL

NUBSEKY STOCK, in excellent condition—could not
be better grown.

CATALOGUES Free by Post.

BBOOE LANE NUBSERT, OBMSKIB£.
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SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
to telect from. Write for LIST, free.

P. MoARTHUR, TheLondoiiNur8ery,4,MaidaVale,London,W

OR SALE.—100 SCOTCH FIR and LARCH,
4 to 8 feet in height. Well furnished, fine pecimens.

Will transplant well. No reasonable offer refused ; near railway.

Address Mr. PEAKE, Rectory Cottages, Fomcett St. Peter,

Long Stratton, Norfolk.

OUBLE PEARL TUBEROSES, specially
grown in Africa ; potted now, these will flower at least

two months earlier than the ordinary American. Grand Bulbs,

12 for 2».. 100 for 14t. i Freesia refracia alba. St. 6d. per 100 j

Single Lent Lilies, 2s. per 100 : Scilla Sibirica, il. per lOO.

All carriage paid. Special catalogue gratis.

W. H. HUDSON, F.R.H.S., Kilbum, London. N.W.

ULES i)E COCK'S NURSERIES,
Ledeberg, Ghent (Belgium).

30.000 Azalea lodica, 12,000 A. mollis. 50.000 Begonia Bulbs,
3,000 Draceeoa Bruaoti. 2.000 D. discolor, 4.000 D. indiviba,

3,000 D. lineata, 2,000 rubra. 10.000 Gloxinias, 30,000 Spiraea
japonica, 4,000 S. j. aurea reticulata, 10,000 Palms in variety,
with charaoterised leaves; 2.000 Ficus elastica.

OR SALE. — CYCAS REVOLULA,
in a2-inch pots.

LATANtA, in 18-inch pot".
EUC HARTS, large plants or separate bulbs.

Apply to the GARDENER, Woodseat, Uttoieter.

Important to HobIitooiii Orowere.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; moat produotire. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6>.

B. AHD G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

VIOLAS.—VIOLAS.—Strong, rooted plants,
propagated from Cuttings, guarantsed true : Counteea

of Kintore, Magpie, Skylark, Souvenir, Her Msjesty, Goldfinch,
Ardwell Gem, Bullion, Countess of Wharncliffe, Lillias, The
Mearns, and Duchess of Fife.

bs. per 100; 40^. per 1000. Carriage paid.
BBUOE BKOS, Florists, Haynford, Norwich.

ONIFER^.— Abies Douglasii, IJ to 2 ft.,

30x. per 100'; Canadensis, 10 to 12 in., 4f. per doz.

;

Cedrus deodara, 1^ ft., 6s. per doz. ; Araucaria imbricata, .3 to

3^ ft.. 4"s. per dor., 4 ft., 60«. ; Cup. macrocarpa. 3 ft., 6«
;

Lawsoniana, 3 to 4 ft., fine. 2&S. per 100, 4 to G ft., 30«. ; Stricta.

2 to 2i ft., 3 '».. 3 to 4 ft., 40j. ; Krecta viridis. 3 to 3J ft., 40s.

;

Picea nobilis. 12 to 18 in., 6«. per doz.. 2 ft., 12s. : Nordmaniana,
3 ft.. 18s. per doz. ; Finns Cemba, 12 to 18 in. 10s. per 100

;

Retinospora plumose, 4 to 5 feet, 50s. per lOO ; Aurea, bushy,
fine, 32s. ; Squirrosa, 3 to4 (t., 12s. per doz , IJ ft. 25s. per 100

;

Thuia Lobbii. 3 ft.. 20s., 2 ft., 10s„ 4 to 6 ft., 60s., 7 ft., extra,
76s,; Thuiopsisdolobrata, 2Jto3(t., 18s. per doz., 3 to 4 ft., 30s.

QARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman, Stranraer.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Oypripediums, Odontoglossums, &o., always In stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS Alro CO ., Chase Side. Southgate, London, N.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked
upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to
select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TBAIDED TREES A SPECIALTY.

J. K. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.
catalogue free on application.

ORCHIDS. -ORCHIDS.
FBED. HOBSMAN & CO.,

ORCHID SPECIALISTS, MARKS TEY and COLCHESTEB.
Importations continually coming in. Thousands of Semi,

established and Established 0BCHID3 always in Stock.
Excellent men to grow them.

NEW CATALOGUE fret m applicaiun.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LAKGB AND SELECT STOCK 18 NOW

OFFERED FOR BALK.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fruits, post-free, Sd.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Prize Cob Filberts and other Fruit Trees.
lyTR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
^ -7: "' Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,
or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to bo removed in
the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address—

QEOBOK WATTE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

C;0 000 EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,tfV/^VW aU splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.
to 15 in., at 30s. per lOO; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100 j
18 m. to 31 in., at 56s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100

;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN

: 6 in. to 13 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
O'der. J. J. CLARK. Goldstone, Brighton.

FOR SALE. — Fine FREESIA BULBS,
12.000 at lOs. per 1000. THE " BRIDE " GLADIOLI
(Colvilli alba), fine Bulbs, 10,000 at 10s. per 1000.ANEMONE FULGENS, bright s=arlet flower. 4s. per 100.ARUM LILIES (Calla sthiopica), fine Bulbs, just starting.

10s. per 100.
H. A. QAVEY, Thornhill, St. Jacques. Onernsey.

CHEAP OFFER 1 1 ! — 600 Black Naples
CURRANTS, very extra strong fine fruiting bushes, well-

rooted. 18s. ed. per 100 ; also CINERARIAS, strong trans-
planted stuff, fit for 48*8, Vilmorin's Superb Strain, 9d. per
dozen, 4s. per 100 ; choice White PRIMULAS, "Snow Queen,"
transplanted. Is. 3d. per dozen ; SOLANUMS, in berry, in 48's,
4s. per doz. ; CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS (Umbrella Palms),
strong, from single pots, 3s. per dozen, I8s. 6d. per 100.

LAWS AND SON, Nurseries, Beccles.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS 1—
(TBADB) :—Ferns, in 2|-inch pots. Stove and Green-

bouse, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per 100; large ditto, in 48'8,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in
48's, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s.
per 100. Aralias, GreviUeas, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48'8, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, Palms, Dracsenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in
48'8, Is. each. Seedling Ferns. 6s. per 100. Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,
Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

ARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back page.
Gardeners' ChronicU, September 1, 1834.

BULBS, Winter. Spring, and Summer-flowering.
DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds, Borders, and Naturalisation

io Meadows, Woods, Ac.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing interest to

Amateurs.
HABDY HERBACEOUS PEBENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,

and Naturalisation.
COLLECTIONS of BULHS. 12s. M.. 21s., 43s.. and 63j.
COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. M., Is. id.. 10s td., ais.,

to 105«.

BARB AKD SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

HARDY HOME-GROWN FRUITS.
NURSERIES 450 ACRES.

FRUIT TREES a special featurl-FRUIT TREES-FRUIT TREES.
'"_ "We have long been famed for our FETJIT TREES. They are admitted by all who see them, and by all who
haA-e had them, to be unsurpassed. Hardily grown, carefully cultivated, splendidly rooted, entirely clean and free
from blight or parasites, vigorous and robust in constitution, it is absolutely impossible to get finer trees at any
price. All the best kinds in cultivation ; all true to name. Our FEUIT TEEES are sent to every part of the
KiNGiDOM, and abundant evidence from every County in England can be given as to excellence of quality.

Inspection cordially invited, when facilities will be offered for selection of trees from the stock on the grounds

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, DAMSONS, CHERRIES, BUSH FRUITS
And BERRIES, MISCELLANEOUS FRUITS.

GRAPE VINES.—All the leading kinds, in strong canes, short-jointed, well-ripened, in vigorous health.

APRICOTS, PEACHES. NECTARINES, ORCHARD-HOUSE FRUITS, FIGS,&c,
FOEEST TEEES, CONIFEES, EVEEGEEENS,

OENAMENTAL PLANTS, FLOWEEING SHEUBS, TEEES for STEEET and PAEK PLANTING,
EOSES, HEEBACEOUS PLANTS, STOVE and GEEENHOUSE PLANTS.

THE LARGEST NURSERY STOCK, IN BEST CONDITION.
CATALOGUES FREE.

DICKSONS, THE NURSERIES, CHESTER.
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COOPER'S BULB LIST
NOW READY, POST-FREE.

COLLECTIONS-CARRIAGE PAID.
No. 1.-60 Bulbs for 1/6.-3 Hyacinths. 10 Crocua, Blue; 10 do., White; 10 do.. Striped.

3 Tulips, tiiogle ; ;; do.. Double. 6 AnemoneB. 6 Snowdrops.

No. 2.—120 Bulbs for 2/6.-6 Hyacinths. 25 Crocus. Blue; 25 do.. White; 25 do , Striped
orYellow; b Tulips, Single; 4do, Double. 12 Scilla Sibirica. 5Anemones. 12.Snowdrops,

No. 3.-176 Bulbs for 3/6.-4 Hyacinths, Red ; 4 do.. White; 4 do. Blue. 25 Crocus. White;
25 do.. Blue; 25 do.. Striped or Yellow. 18 Tulips, Single ; 18 do., Double; 6 Ranunculue.
6 Anemones. 20 Scilla Sibirica. 20 Snowdrops.

No. 4.—250 Bulbs for 5/-.—3 Hyacinths. Red, for pots; 3do., White,forpot8 ; 3do., Blue, for

pots; 3 do., Red, for glat^8e3; 3do., White, for glasses ; 3 do., Blue, for glasses. 35 Crocua,
choice, for pots; 30 do., White; 30 do.. Blue ; 30 do.. Yellow ; 30 do.. Striped. 6 Tulips,
Single, for pots ; 6 do.. Double, for pots. 13 Ranunculus. 6 Anemones, Double ; 6 do.,

Single. 12 Scilla Sibirica. 12 Snowdrops, Single; 12 do.. Double. 5 Polyanthus Narciss.

No. 6,-396 Bulbs for 7/6.-6 Hyacinths, named, for pots; 4 do., Red, for pots or glasses;

4 do., White, for pots or glasses ; 4 do., Blue, for pots or glasses. 4 Tulips, Single, for pota;
6 do , Single, for borders; 6 do.. Double, for pots ; 6 do.. Double, for borders. 24 Crocus, for

pots; 50 do., Yellow ; 50 do., White; 50 do., Blue; 50 do.. Striped. 25 Iris. English.
12 Kanuoculup. 12 Aoemones. 25 Scilla Sibirica. 25 Snowdrops, Single ; 25 do., Double.
6 Polyanthus Narciss.

No, 6 Collection, 10/6.—6 Hyacinths, choice, named, for pots ; 6 do,, do., for glasses ; 12 do., for
borders. 100 Crocup, White; 100do.,Blue; 100 do.. Yellow. 20 Tulips, Single; 20 do.. Double.
25 Daffodils, Single ; 25 do., Double. 25 Winter Aconites. 25 Ranunculus. 12 Anemones,
Single; 15 do., Double. 25 Snowdrops, Single; 25 do., Double. 10 Polyanthus Narcisa,

No. 7 Collection, 15/-.—9 Hyacinths, choice, named, for pots; 8 do., do., for glasses; 9 do.

Red, for t>orders ; 8 do.. White, for borders; 8 do., Blue, for borders. 150 Cro<^up, White t

150 do.. Striped ; 150 do.. Blue. 25 Tulip?, Single; 25 do., Double. 50 Daffodils, Single-
20 Anemones. Single; 20 do. Double. 2a Scilla Sibirica. 30 Snowdrops, Single ; 30 do..

Double. 30 Ranunculus. 25 Naiciesus Poeticus.

No, 8 Collection, 21/-.— 20 Hyacinths, selected, named, for pots; 12 do., do , for glastes

;

30 do., for borders. 200 Crocus, White; 20O do.. Striped; 200 do.. Blue. 60 Tulip?,
selected. Single ; 50 do., selected, Double. 50 Daffodils, Single ; 50 do,. Double. 25 Ane-
mones, Single; 25 do., Double. 50 Aconitea. 50 Ranunculus. 50 Snowdrops, Single;
50 do.. Double.

No. 9 Collection, 30/-.—30 Hyacinths, extra selected, tamed, for pots; 15 do., do., for glasses;

15 do., do.. Blue, for borders; 15 do., do.. White, for borders; 15 do., do.. Red, for borders.

200 Crocuses, selected, Whit* ; 200 do., do.. Striped ; 200 do., do, Blue. 75 Tulips, extra
selected. Double; 75 do., do,, Single. 75 Daffodils, Single and Double, 5U Anemones,
Single and Double. 75 Aconites, Winter. 50 Ranunculus. 75 Snowdrops, Single ; 75 do.,

Double. 35 Polyanthus Narciss. 75 Narcisa Poeticua.

No. 10 Collection, 42/-.—40 Hyacinths, choitest selected, named, for pots; 20 do., do., for

glasses; 50 do., selected Colours, for borders. 550 Crocuses, selected. White ; 220 do., do..

Striped ; 250 do., do.. Blue. 100 Tulips, extra selected. Double; 100 do., do , Single.

100 Daffodils. Single and Double. 75 Anemones, Single and Double. 100 Aconites, Winter.
50 Ranunculus. 75 Snowdrops. Single; 75 do.. Double. 45 Polyanthua Naroies, named,
100 Narciaa Poeticus. 50 Spanish Iris. 25 English Irip.

SPECIAL OFFER OF NURSERY STOCK.
Boy at once and pot on now for winter-blooming.

PRIMULA (Single).—Various colours, very
large flowers, fine healthy plants, out of small pots,

Zs. per dcz,, free.

„ (Double White).—Strong rooted plants, out
of 3-iD. pots, As. per doz., 28s. per lOO, free,

CINERARIA HYBRIDA.— Special line

to belp out our enormous stuck, an Exhibition

strain, strong plants, out of 3-ln. pots, Is. Sd.

per doz., 13s. 6d. per 100, free.

do., do., transplanted, Is. 2d. per doz., 2s. per 2 doz.

Extraordinary Value in the Best Creepers,
For covering walls, tiellis-work, &c.

The Small VIRGINIAN CREEPER
(AMPELOPSIS VEirCHI), with foliage turning a very

rich deep crimson in late autumn ; plant now ; self-

clingicg, with about 3ft. of growth, out of 3-in. pots;

35. per doz , 23s. per 100, free. Much larger plauts, out of

6-in. pots, 4ft, to 5ft. high, Qs. per doz., free.

The Old VIRGINIAN CREEPER
(AMPELOPSIS HEDERACEA), stronger growth, more
hardy and vigorous than A. Veitchi, green foliage, out of

small pota, 2s. tW. per doz., free.

PASSIFLORA CCERULEA
(BLUE PASSION FLOWER). — Fir&t-rate climber for

outside walls, &c., greenhouses and cooservatorie?, from
2 ft. to 3 ft. high, out of small pots, 3s. per doz., £0s.

per 100, free. Larger plants, out of 5-in. potti, 3 ft. to 4 ft.,

5s. per doz., free.

Cooper's Collection of GREENHOUSE FERNS,
foliage plants, mossea, &c.. epecially selected for Green-
house and Boom Decoration, consisting of the following
varieties :—AS PLENIUMS, ADIANTUMS (Maidenhair),
GYMNOGKAMMAS (gold and silver Ferns). I30LEPIS,
POLYPODIUM, PTERtS SERRULATA, CRISTATA. and
TREMULA ; ARALIAS, GREVILLEAS, NEPHROLEPIS,
SELAGINELLAS, &c. Is. id. per doz. ; 3s. per do2.

;

5s. per doz., carriage free.

PASSIFLORA GRANDIFLORA. — Larger
flower than the above, out of small pots, 3 ft. to 3 ft.

high, 3s. per doz., 20s, per 100, free.

Plants for Present Planting.

Smaller quantities supplied at proportionate prices. Orders

of 100 and upwards carriage free.

WALLFLOWERS, Habbinges, single, deep
scarlet. 2s. per 100.

„ BELVOIR CASTLE, dwarf, light golden. 2s. per 100.

„ COVENr GARDEN, blood-red, the darkest crimson
known, 2s. per 100.

„ PRIMROSE DAME, rich golden-yellow, 2s. per 100.

„ QOLDEK TOM THUMB, dwarf, canary-yellow, as.

per 100.

„ GRAHAM'S PERFECTION, rich crimson, 2s. per 100.

„ DOUBLE BRANCHING, grand spikes of double canary-

yellow blooms, 3s. per 100.

„ FINEST DOUBLE GERMAN, very double blooms of

choicest colours, 3s. per 100.

DOUBLE DAISY (Bellis perennis), very useful
for borders and edgings, 3s. per 100.

FOXGLOVE (finest spotted), excellent for
shrubberies, Ac, very handsome in large masses or back
borders, Zs. per 100.

SWEET WILLIAM, all the best varieties,

very popular and pretty plant, thould have a place in
evety garden, 4». per lOu*.

CANTERBURY BELLS (mixed), well-known
hardy plants, all the best colours, single and double,
indispensable for mixed borders, 4s. per 100.

HOLLYHOCKS, superb double German, strong
plants, producing a large proportion of very double
flowers, in all the best shades of colour, grown from the
finest Continental strains procurable, Is. per dozen ;

7s. %d. per 100.

G E U M, double soarleb, vigorous, healthy
plants, covered with pretty small red flowers, 2s. 6rf.

per 100.

PANSIES, for spring blooming.—We have a
splendid selection of these most popular spring flowers,

in all shades of colour, selfs, spotted, and blotched,

35. ^d. per 100.

SAPONARIA MULTIFLORA ALBA, very
free bloomer, useful for cutting, 2s. per 100.

MYOSOTIS VICTORIA, the finest of blue
rorget-me-nots, a peifect mass of bloom, 2s. id. per 100.

Strawberry Plants !—Strawberry Plants !I

An immense stock, comprising all the best and most popular
varieties. List free. Plant now. 2.v. t3rf. per iOO, 31*.

per 1000» free.

Roses and Fruit Trees.
Our stock of the above is this year exceptionally tine. Ort'era

booked now for Roses, trained, standard, and bash.

Peaches, Nectarines, Plum^, Apricots, and Pear trees, will

be ready for delivery in October. All orders executed in

strict rotation. All goods carefully packed fiee on rai .

ROSES.
VERY BEST

VARIETIES.

ROSES. ROSES. - ROSES. ROSES.
450,000 DWARF ROSES TO BE ALMOST GIVEN AWAV.

ALL STIWMG HEALTHY DWARF BUSHES WITH GOOD ROOTS, WHICH WILL GIVE GOOD DISPL.AY OF BLOOM.
CASH RETURNED IF UNSATISFACTORY IN ANY WAY. SPLENDID VARIETIES.

3 for 1/9, 6 for 2/0, 12 for .5/-, 50 for 20/-, 100 for 3.5/-, 1000 for £15. All Carriage Paid.

ROSES.
VERY BEST

VABIETIES.

MARECHAL NIELS.
Boldiog the finei^t stock in the king'^cm of this lovely climbing "Rose (ef'pecially for roof and

wall"* of greeuliouses and cunserva'ories), wk would strongly advise our nume-oua
om 'eur cu-jicmerH to place ihtir oidera and plant toon to ensme a heavy crop of

fl'jWf ra ucjtt spriutT-

Fine strong plants in laige pots, 4 ft. to h ft. high. 2*. M. each. 24s. ptr doz.,

F.O.R ; fxtra graiid, large plants, in large pots, 8 ft. to 9 ft., 3.?. %d. each,

36s per do/.., F.O.R.

GRAPE VINES.
BLACK ALir-AXrE,
BLACK HAMBR'),
B'.TCKLAND'S SWEETWATER,
FOSTER'S SREDLFNO.
LADY DOWNED' SEEDLING,
MADRE^FtRLD COURT,
MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA,

Stout caues, 5 ft. to 6 ft. lonsr, 2«.

each, three for 5i. 6ii., F.O.R.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

Head Office -755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

NuBSEKIES-The Largest and Most Complete in the Kingdom, FELTH4M and HANWORTH.
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ESTIMATES
FLTRNIsnED PROMPTLY FOE

EVERY KIND OF

GLASSHOUSES
On receipt of Farticulard.

Write for our

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE,

Consisting of l:iO pages, containiog
innumerable designs of

Conseivatorles,Gieentiouse9,&o.
Po8T Fkee on Application.

GK.EENHOUSES of every description.
Keteiences can be given of GLASS-HOUSES erected

by us in every part of the Kingdom.
DETAILED ESTIMATES tor Houses of every dimension

Free on application.

HEATING APPARATUS A specialty.

No. 90.-NEW DESIGN CONSERVATORY.
Our New Illustrated CATALOGUE contains numerous

Designs of Conservatories to suit every situation.

INTENDING PURCHASERS WAITED UPON
by Appointment.

SURVEYS MADE, and ESTIMATES GIVEN
For Work fimed complete by our own Experienced Men.

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS.
NEW CATALOGUE, Post-free.

67, HOLBORN VIADUCT,

WRINCH & SOMB.-^Bsr iPswicH i London, e.c.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of tlie latest and most approved class, including the

Have the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, witn WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.;

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^h^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 1». PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON. S.E.

Telegraphic Address-" HOT-WATER. London." Telephone No. 4763.

SILVER IVIEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER
(KINNELL'S PATENT).

Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast.

at
Patents 10,398.

" 10,674.
- I

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK REQUIRED.
Awarded Fint Price in Open Competition by the R.H. Society.

WILL BUBN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS WHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATIENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kiugdum.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

GHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,
IRONFOUNDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLE MLANUFACTUBEBS OP

—

THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH
CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVE3.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.
LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS

IN LONDON.
COMPARE QUALITY OF GOODS and PRICES.

Addeesses : 65 & 65a, Southwabk Street ; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Gbove, Southwabk, S.E.; and Tbuchoi Stores, Guernsey.
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PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Rose?.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Beat Bulbs and Seeds.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Fruit Trees and Grape Vines.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Evergreens. Park and Roadside Trees.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Camellias. Azaleas, Lapagerias, *<•.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
South Entrance four minutes' walk from Waltham Cross

Station. Great Eastern Railway.

West Entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald's Grove

Statiou, Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection Invited. Prices Strictly Moderate.

Priced Catalogues Free.

Goods paeied by experienced handtfor all parti of the

world.

Gardeners of character and experience recomnundtd.

Observe the Christian name—

WM. PAUL & SON,
Kose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the ftueen,

TREE PL4NT, BULB and SEED MEECH4NTS,

WALTHAM GROSS, HERTS.

DUTCH BULBS.
We ABE NOW BOOKina Ohdebs fob—

HTACINTHS, I CBOCTJS,
TULIPS,

I

LILIUMS, &c.

Before Bujing elsewhere send for our CATALOQUE, free on
application, and save 25 per cent.

SOMAN HYACINTHS and LILlUli AURATUM
a Specialty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,,
Bulb Geowebs and Seed Merchants,

34. MANSELL STREET. ALDGATE. LONDON, E..

And The Nubsebies, Haablem, Holland.

BUNYARD'S KENT
STRAWBERRIES.

BEST PLANTS of FINEST SORTS.

Pbioes now Eeduoed 20 peb Ceht., except Nkwest Kinds.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.,
OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

NEW LIST FREE.

HYACINTHS -TULIPS - NARCISSUS.

CARAWAY & CO.
UNNAMED HTACINTHS, in separate colour, lOj. per 100

;

1*. 9d. per dor.

NAMED HYACINrHS, 2nd size, 14s. per 100 ; 2s. Sd. per doz.

, ,, 1st size, from is. per doz.

TULIPS. Scented VAN THOL. 2s. id. per 100; CHRYSO-
LORA. 9t. per 100; LA EEINE, 6s. per 100; MIXED
EARLY, 3s. per 100; PARROT VARIETIES, mixed, .Is.

per 100.

NAttCIS-iVS. CYNOSURE. 4s. 6i. per 100; GOLDEN SPUR.
3s. per doz ; LEEDSII. 5s. per 100 ; ORNATUS. 4s. M. per

100 ; BURBIDGEI. 4s. M per lOO ; PRINOEPS, 6!. per

100; POLYANTHUS, mixed, 6s. per 100; PAPER WHITE,
8s. per 100.

CROCUS, Blue, White, and Yellow, separate. Is. 6rf. per 100 ;

mixed. Is. Zd. per 100.

JONQUILS, SINGLE CAMPERNELLE, 3s. M. per 100.

•id. in the Is. discount for Cash with Obdeb.
All Orders over 5s. free by post. CATALOGUES post-free on

applicatiou.

CARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, CLIFTON, BRISTOL.

SPECIAL LIST OF

SMALL FRUITS;
GOOSEBERRIES,

RASPBERRIES,
CURRANTS,

And STRAWBERRIES.
ALL THE BEST SOR T8 and PLANTS.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of

the same name.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

& Son's
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultubal Directions and particulars as to Free

Delivery, will be sent, post-free, on application to our

offices at OVEKVEEN, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or

to our General Agents—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

PERPETUAL OR WIIMTER-
BLOOMING VARIETIES.NEW CARNATIONS

Certificated by the Royal Horticultural Society, also at the Crystal Palace, Bath, Exeter, ^-c.

MISS MARY GODFREY. REGINALD GODFREY
—Undoubtedly the finest vphite in existence.

Blooms of good shape and good substance,

3 inches in diameter, of the purest white,

freely produced, of robust habit, " non-

bursting," and thoroughly perpetual.

-Has the same good qualities as the prece-

ding variety, but is of a rich salmon-pink.

Three times the size of Miss Joliffe, richer

in colour, much more robust, and will produce

five times the quantity of blooms. 5/- each.

These varieties have caused a great sensation wherever exhibited.

W. J. GODFREY, The Nurseries, Exmouth, Devon.

FRUIT TREES! FRUIT TREES!! FRUIT TREES!!!
This is one of our GREATEST SPECIALTIES, the soil and situation of our Nurseries being particularly adapted for Fruit Growing, and we

Cultivate IMMENSE QUANTITIES of all the BEST and CHOICEST kinds in each class, including the LATEST NOVELTIES, worthless and

inferior sorts being carefully weeded out. The trees are in the finest possible condition, thoroughly clean and free from blight, of robust constitution,

and furnished with an abundance of fibrous roots—an important point which purchasers of Fruit Trees should not overlook, as well-rooted trees will give

ereater satisfaction than trees twice the size, bnt with stunted roots. Each kind is worked on the stock on which it flourishes best, and great care is

taken to have all true to name.

/Standards and Pyramids, -well developed treee, 18j., 24x., 30*., 36s. and
43». per dozen.

Two-year old Feathered treee of Apples and Fears, splendid quality, lbs.

per dozen.
Dwarf and Horizontal-trained trees, for walls, espaliers, &c., 2s. 6i£. to 6.'.

each.

_ _ _ ^Orchard House Trees. Pyramids, in pots, 3s. 6rf. an-i 5«. each.

We can also supply a splendid lot of Pyramid Apples, trees that have borne fruit two and

three years, of the following w.-U-known kinds :—Astrachin Bed. Annie Elizabeth, Betty Gecson,

Blenheim Orange, Cox's Pomona. Cellini. Duchess of Oldenburg, Domino. Devonshire Quarrenden,

Eckltnville Seedling. Grenadier. Keswick Codlin, Lord Derby. Lord Grosvenor. Lady Elizabeth

de Tabley, Loddington's Seedling or Stone's Apple, Maltster. Northern Spy, New Northern

tireening Pott's Seedling, Plumbley Lass. Queen Caroline. Rose of Sharoii, Ringer, Small's

Admirable, and Old Hawthorndan, all at 6j. each. Also a few extra-sized Pears at same price.

APPLES
PEARS
PLUMS
CHERRIES

APRICOTS
PEACHES
NECTARINES

THE BEST VARIETIES.

Dwarf-tramed trees, 5'. and 7s. 6rf. each.

Half-Standard and Standard-trained trees, 7». 6d. and lOf. id.

each.

PIQ3—A choice selection, fine bushes in pots, 2s. M. 3s. id. ,6s., 7s. id. and 10>. id. each.

QRAPE I All the leading varieties, strong, short-jointed, and well-ripened.

VINES I
P'^nt'OK Oanes, 3!. M. and OS. ; Fruiting, 7s. id., 10s. id. and 12s. id. each.

All the undemoted are far best quality, our selection only.

Furcbasais' selection as per Catalogue.

BLACKBERRIES, of sorts, plants in pots, 9d. each, Ss. per dozen. Ground plants, id. each,

4s. id per doz*'n.

CURRANTS and GOOSEBEEIRIES, the leading kinds in the various colours, 3s. id. and
ii <\d tier do/eu ; ij.^s. and S's. per 10).

RASPBERRIES, finest sorts. Is. id. -nd 2s per dozen ; 10s. and 12s. per 100.

STRAWBE sRIES, complete collection of the newest and best varieties. Grand plants.

ypecially-prepared runners from ground, 3s. per 100. In small pots, 13f. id. per 100.

In f>-inch p its. 4s. and is per dozen.

ASPARAGUS, extra strong, for forcing, 12s. id. and 15s. per 100.

SE *KaLE extra strong forcing crowns. i6s. per 100.

RHUBARB, the most e.-,teemea kinds, 6s., 9s., 12s., and 18s. per dozen.

NEW CATALOGUE (No. 129), of Fruits, Roses, Forest Trees, Shrubs, Climbers, &c., post free.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON,
OLDFIELD NURSERIES, ALTRINCHAM;

Also at MANOHESTEB, LLANDTTDNO JUNCTION, &c.
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WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SKLKCTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, es., 7s. 6d., lOa. 6d., 16s.. 218., 42s., 63s.,

and 106s. each ; Carriage Free.

FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

For full particulars of rontents of these Boxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated.

Post Free, 6(i. Gratis to CuBtomers.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 2\ feet, 9*. per dozen ; 6 's. per 100.

,, ,, 3J to 3 feet, \2$. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

,, ,, 3 to 4 feet. I8j. per dozen ; 12Cs. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PEBKINS & SON,
62, MAKKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

NUKSERIES :—BILLING ROAD.

LORD'S CARNATIONS.
Highest Awards wherever exhibited. Winner of the First

Prize at twelve consecutive Exhibitioos of the National Car-
Dai ion and Picotee Society (Northern Section), as well as at
other principal exhibitions. Good plants, my selection, 6^.

per dozen ; 3s. 'od. per half dozen ; purchaser's selection, as far
as possible, 9s. per dozen, free for cash with order.

NEW CARNATIONS.— Selected from his
Seedlings, viz. : Duke of York, S.B., \s. Gd. ; Bruce

Findlay, C.B., 2s. ; Thaddeus, C.B., is. 6d. ; Arline. P. & P.B.,
Is. M. ; Edith Annie. C.B.. 2s., and MaKpie, P.P., Ij. 6d. One
plant of each, 9s., free for cash. Send for LIST.

T. liOBD, Holebottom, Todmorden,
Plea.se mention this paper.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlimg.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

AUTUMN, WIHIER- FLOWERING

forcing"'plants.
Prime Quality, in Splendid Condition,

Now Ready for Delivery,

AZALEA INDICA. finest kinds for forcing.

MOLLIS, loaded with buds.

GHENT VARIETIES, very fine.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds, including the
litest ^ovelties.

CAMELLIAS, fine sorts, well set wilh flower.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

CYTI3US. liue strong plants.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum stra'D.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
DEOTZIA GRACILIS, splendidly set with flower buds.

EPACRIS, of sorts, very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALI8, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &C.
GARDENIAS, best sorts, well budded.

LILAC ALBA VIRGINALIS, fine pot plants from Paris.

., CHARLES X.

.. PERSICA.
LILIUM HARRISI. extra strong, from America.

PRIMOLA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties.

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Ferpetual8,'8trong plants
grown in pots for forcing. fl'ots.

,, Marechal Niel and Gloire de Dijon, extra strong, in

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

GRAPE VINES, Orders are now being executed for Vines.
The canes are very fine this year, and well-ripened.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulh
Catalogue, Gratis and post free on application.

B.S. WILLIAMS & SON
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

EVERG REENS - EVERG REENS.

JOHN PERKINS & SON
Beg to draw the attention of Planters to their large Stock of

the following, the whole of which are good stout well-trans-
planted plants :

—

LAURELS CAUCASICA, 3 to 4 feet, at 30s. per 100.

„ PORTUGAL, 3 to 4 feel . at 18s. per doz.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2J to 3 feet, at lis. per ooz. ; 7^s. per 100.

„ „ 3 to 3} feet, at Ihs. per doz. ; lOOs. per 100.
THUJOPSIS BOBEALII, .i to li feet, at 24s, per doz.

CUPKESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 6 feet, at 24s. per doz.

BETINOSPORA PLUMOSA, 3 to 4 feet, at 18j. per doz.

,, ,, 4 to 5 feet, at 24s. per doz.
AUREA. 3 to 4 feet, at 21s. doz.

HOLLY SHEPARDU. or NOBILIS, 3 to 4 feet, at 305. per doz.

„ ,, ,, 4 to 5 feet, at 42s. per doz.
GREEN, 2i to 3 feet, at 12s. per doz.

,, ,, 3 to 4 feet, at ISs. per doz.

Special Offers for large quantities.

Catalogues of General Nurstry Stock on application.

62, MARKET SaUARE, NORTHAMPTON.
Nurseries-billing road.

SHRUBS and CONIFER/E. — Ampelopsis
Veitchii, in. pots, a ft., 30s. per 100; Arbor-vitce.

common, 2 to 3 ft., 18s. ; Azalea ponticum, 2 ft., 4s. per doz.

;

Azara microphylla, 2 ft.. 4s. ; Berberis .lamiesonii, 2 ft.. 20s.

per 100; B. Darwinii, 1^ ft., 10s. ;
Cot«neaater microphylla,

2 ft., 10s. ; C. Simonsii, 3^ ft., IDs. ; Escallonia macrantha,
pots, 2 to :^J ft., 32j. ; Grialinia littoralif". bushy, 6s. per doz.

;

Pampas Grass, 2 ft., 4s. ; Hypericum calycinum, 12s. per 100;
Hollies, Green, 2 to 3 ft., fine. 6s. per doz.

; Jasmine, white
and nudiflorum. 4s. per doz. ; Laurel, common. 2 ft., 10s. 100 ;

Colchic. 2 to 2^ ft., 14s. ; Portugal, 1 to U ft., 20s. ; 2 to 2^ ft..

2-is. Lilac, wbite and purple, -is. per doz, ; Lauruetinus, 2 to
2^ ft., 6s.; Olearia Haastii. 2^ ft., 4s.: Rhododendron ponti-
cum, 10 in., bushy, 2s. per lOu ; 1 to 1^ ft., ISs.; 1^ to 2 ft.,

25s. ; 2 to 2§^ ft. , 32s. Weigela rosea. 4s. doz. ; Yucca gloriosa,

10 to 12 in., 2ns. KJO ; Yew, English. 1^ to 2 ft., 24s.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. StraTiraer.

CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNAUS.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have at present at their Clapton Nursery two

houses full of unflowered Plants, in sheath, of

this useful Winter-flowering Cattleya, of which

they respectfully invite inspection.

CLAPTON NURSEBT, LONDON, N.E.

ii)^J^
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JOHN HORSEFIELD.
T ANCASHIRE has for the last hundred and
-*-^ fifty years been noted for its working

botanists. They pursued the science partly as a

quiet hobby, but more frequently as collectors,

all their spare moments after the daily toil being

devoted to flowers. In Horsetield's case, the

love of flowers was clearly inherited, as his

grandfather and father were botanists. The
grandfather was born in 1732, and it is recorded

of him that he was a good scholar and fond of

botany, but fonder still of floriculture or the

culture of florists' flowers. The father was born

in 1764, and he was particularly fond of plants

and flowers. John Horsefield was born on

.luly 18, 17iJ2.

The Manchester Guardian of March 2, 1850,

contains the first chapter of hii autobiography,

and the only portion of it that was written. It

gives the history of his boyish days. Horsefield

had written it ten or twelve years before that

date at the request of Mr. Wheeler of the

Manche.fter Chronicle, but he never called for it.

He afterwards sent it to the Editor of the

Manchester Guardian, who had asked him to

write some little account of himself. In his

note he says :
—" If by its means you can add

another page or two to The Short and Simple

Annals of the Poor, I shall be much gratified."

The Editor wrote :
—" His is evidently an here-

ditary passion for plants and flowers, both his

father and grandfather occupying themselves in

the study and culture of them." " Fair children

of Nature's green kingdom." " He now lives at

Whitefield, about a mile north of Prestwich, on

the road to Bury, and within half a mile of the

spot where he was born and brought up."

From this autobiography we learn that he

was sent to school at six or seven years of age,

so that he might learn to read before he was old

enough to work. His tutor was a weaver, who
had half-a-dozen scholars, who sat by his loom

and read their lessons to him singly by his seat-

board, while he continued his shuttle-driving.

His terms were half-a-crown a quarter. Horse-

field went to this school for twelve months, and

thus learnt to read well. He then went to work

at home, helping his father at his weaving. He
was, at this early age, fond of books, and read

everything that came in his way. The Bible

was the first book he read through. He was

then of a melancholy and rather fretful dispo-

sition, having a feeble and delicate constitution.

Having learnt to read, he next went to a writing

school, about a mile distant, held at 7 o'clock

two or three nights a week. This he continued

through the winter of 1805. Subsequently he

went to another evening school for one or two
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years, the obarge being a penny a night, and

thus he learned arithmetic. This completed his

education. He never learnt grammar ! He very

soon took to botany. Culpeper's Herbal was his

first book, and he remarks, " I think Culpeper's

romantic accounts of the virtues of the plants

affected the youthful imagination much in the

same manner as a story of giants or other extra-

ordinary characters ; at least, it had nearly the

same effect upon me, bat with this difference,

that the plants spoken of I hoped some day to

have the opportunity of seeing, whereas in the

case of giants, &c., such a hope would be quite

improbable. With this the autobiography ends.

Horsefleld settled down at Whitefield, about

4 miles north of Manchester, as a weaver, where

he lived all his life.

The next description of him, as a botanist, we find

recorded by the veteran Richard BaxtOD, in the in-

troduction to hi« Botanical Guide to the Flowering

Plantsfound indigenous within \Q miles ofManchetter,

published 1849. He «ay«, " One day in the month of

Jane, 1826, I went to Kersal Moor, and was quietly

engaged in botanising when 1 happened to see a

person engaged in the same pnrsnit as myself , . ,

We walked together on the Moor talking on botany,

and observing the different plants as we went along.

I found him just the man I had long wished to mett

with ; not a mere country herbalist, but an excellent

scientific botanist. This was no other person than John

Horsefleld, hand-loom weaver of Whitefield, the

President of Prestwich Botanical Society, and now
the President of the General Botanical Meetings

held at different places in the county, a profound

botanist, and well-read man ; worthy to be the suc-

cessor of Kdward Hobson, the last President of the

Society. Thus at the early age of thirty-four we find

Horsefleld able to fill this post ; which would tax the

skill of our most accomplished botanists. At these

meetings all the working botanists of Lancashire and

Cheshire attended, the object being ' the specific

determination and accurate nomenclature of the

plants which were produced.' The Chairman had to

take up each plant and give first its Latin and then

its English name, and to add remarks on its occur-

rence, &c." There were in those days usually a hundred

persons present, and at the annual meetings there

were sometimes two hundred present. About thirty

such meetings were held daring the year, the place

of meeting circulating through the neighbouring

villages. In this way a keen interest was kept up,

and the botanical students had great opportunities of

becoming acquainted with scientific botany.

Mr. Leo Grindon recollects John Horsefleld from

t'le year 1839. when he would be approaching bis

tiftieth year. He says he was accustomed to meet that

glorious old man in his home at Besses-o'-th'-barn

—or Whitefleld—where he had a trim little cottage,

the hand-looms occupying one of the principal rooms.

The house was neat, not large, and had a well-

stocked garden in front, and nearly surrounding it.

In this garden he cultivated very many rare and

carious plants, amongst which he remembers seeing

Bamondia pyrenaica, and Veronica sexatilis, with

many other rare Alpines, He also grew " florist-

flowers," " basiers " (or Auriculas), " polyants,"

Tulips, &c. The cultivation of florists' flowers and

hardy plants was then a favourite pastime with natu-

ralists of his class. They helped one another, and

whenever a man went a long journey into the coun-

try or further away to the Welsh, Derbyshire, or

Cambrian mountains, his object was to obtain some-

thing new for their botanical collections. Mr.

Grindon describes with delight his remembrance of

forming one in a little party led by Horsefleld

through Mere Clough to Fo' Edge, the mountainous

ridge beyond Bury, Horsefleld was then a spare

thin man, exceedingly quiet in his demeanour, no

hilarity, but a calm sweet-tempered dignity that re-

commended him to everyone who came into company
with bim. Always full of information, good nature,

and gentleness; never seen out of temper, placid,

friendly, generous,

In addition to his skill as a gardener, Horsefleld,

like many other Lancashire florists, understood the

method by which flowers are improved, by fertilizing

one variety with the pollen from another. It is on

record that he raised a new Tigridia conchifiora var.

Watkinsonii, which was so good a flower that it

was sold to Mr. WatkinsoD, a nurseryman, for £10.

It is figured in Paxton's Botanical Magazine, and

was obtained by cross fertilization, with the pollen

of T. pavonia. Whether or not he pursued a similar

method with Daffodils is a question which has

attracted much discussion in Lancashire. It was

good varieties, which are still in existence, one of

which is almost the same as N. princeps. It is

therefore exceedingly likely that Horsefieldii was

not merely obtained by chance. It remains amongst

us, a fitting memorial of John Horsefleld, and is

worthily called " The King of Daffodils."

It was a famous flower in his lifetime. The
whole stock remained in his possession until 1854,

and the bulbs were not dispersed nntil after his

death in that year, when they were sold for the

benefit of his widow. There were then twenty-eight

blooming or full-sized bulbs, and nine small ones.

flq. 59.—beobbe fonaueeay, bush ob pyramid : geown in the open air.

(see p. 467.)

stated at the Narcissus conference of 1884, that

Narcissus bicolor Horsefieldii was a chance seedling

from N. bicolor. It was, however, stated to the

writer by the late E. K. Norris, of Northendfn, who
lived near Horsefleld in his youth, and was well

acquainted with him and his garden, that he raised

this grand flower by crossing the old N. bicolor

with pollen from a very fine flower of N, psendo-

Narciss,

It is well known also that Horsefield watched

with hopeful interest, the fine seed - pod which

were ripening in his garden, and watched with

the greatest interest the result when the seed had

been harvested and sown. Mr. Percival also states

that in this batch of seedlirgs there were two other

The sale or " letting-oat " was attended by many
florists, for the fame of Horsefield's Daffodil had

spread far and wide. An enthusiastic florist offered

a copper kettle to be competed for the year following,

the prize to be awarded for the best flower of N. Horse-

fleldii. A show was accordingly held in the spring

of 1855, when the prize fell to Joseph Allen, the

landlord of the "Eagle and Child" at Whitefield,

where the Botanical Society's meetings were held.

It is interesting to note that twenty-three varieties

of Narcissus were exhibited on that occasion.

Horsefield died on March 6, 1854, in the sixty-second

year of his age. The following tribute to his memory
was written by Charles Swain, a Lancashire poet,

and is copied from a neatly- framed card in the room
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where the Botanical Society, of which he was so

long president, held its meetings,

la memory of

JOHN HORSEFIELD
OF WHITFIELD, BOTANIST,

Who died on March 6, 1854, in the 62nd year of his age.

Ye who behold God's work, in Nature's ways,

And find in flowers, mute anthems to his praise
;

Who read the volume of eternal love.

In seeds of earth, as in the stars above ;

New or Noteworthy Plants.
*

CA.LATHEA. POLYTRICHA, Baker, n. yj.*

This fioe new Scitamineous plant belongs to the

group of Calatheas in which the flowers form a sessile

tuft in the centre of the rosette of leaves. Its nearest

ally is C, flavescens, Lind. Bot. Iieg.,t.932(PhTymam

grandiflornm, Roscoe), from which it may be distin-

guished at a glance by the very hairy leaves and bracts.

It is a native of the island of Trinidad, We have a

dried specimen in the Kew herbarium, collected in

cultivators. It would be worth trying what ii

the quality of the farina which the tnbers yield,

Acaulescent. lOot-fibrea slender, bearing globose

tubers as large as a small Potato, Produced leaves

about four in a tuft, erect ;
petiole 5 to 6 inches

long, winged on the edges, densely clothed with

spreading hairs, blade oblong acute, 6 to 9 inches

long, hairy on both sides, plain green above, much paler

beneath. Flowers many in a rosette, which is sessile

in the centre of the tuft of leaves; bracts multi-

farious, acute, oblong, very hairy, 1 to 1 J inch long

;

calyx cylindrical, white, membranous, lobes linear

;

corolla-tube white, cylindrical, longer than the

calyx, lobes lanceolate, erecto-patent I inch long,

staminodia obovate, emarginate, lemon-yellow,

rather longer than the corolla- lobes ; style half as

long as the coroUa-lobes, J. 6. Baker,

POLTPODIDM (EnPOLTPODlUM) DEND8IC0LUM,

Jenm,, n, sp,

Kootstock slender, erect, fibrous ; stipites 1 to

2 lines long, densely tufted, wiry, erect, brown,

clothed freely with dark chestnut spreading hairs

;

fronds erect, linear, simple, 2 to 5 inches long, 2 lines

wide, strict, coriaceous, dark brown- green, under-side

paler, both surfaces hairy, margins uniformly

scalloped above the narrowed base ; rachis on both

sides covered by the parenchyma ; veins consisting

of three spreading branches in each scallop, the

interior fore-shortened, and fertile at the apex ; sori

one to each lobule, alternate, round, medial, apart,

aperficial, receptacles embossed, dark, oblong,

Jamaica, on trees at and above 5000 feet altitude in

the Port Royal Mountains. C)mmaQicated by Mr,

Hart, Nearest to the local P, Fawcettii, Baker, but

difl'ering by its stiff texture, scalloped margins, and

three- branched spreading veins, G, S, Jeiiman,

Demerara,

PEARS AS PYRAMIDS.
Rkfehhino to our notice of Messrs, J, Veitch &

Son's fruit nurseries at Langley, which appeared in

our issue for September 29, p. 367. we are now
enabled to afford our readers illustrations of

young trees in bearing, as they appeared this

season. The varieties are the large, handsome,

hardy, very free-bearing new Pear, Beurr^ de

Fonqueray, growing on the Quince ; and an

old favourite Pear, Beari6 Hardy, also large,

handsome, and richly-flavoured, and very good

eating when grown on warm soils. The illustrations

(fig, 69, p, 466 ; fig, 60, p. 467) show, if any further

proof be needed, the desirability of planting in small

and amateurs' gardens this easily- managed form of

Pear tree, especially as the older system of constant

summer pinching has fallen into deserved disrepute.

As regards the freedom to fruit, the specimens speak

for themselves.

Orchid Notes and gleanings.

FlO, 60,—BEUBBB BABDY, A FYBAMID : OBOWH IN THE OPEN AIB,

Here read a name whose fame shall long endure !

One poor by birth, but gifted, although poor

!

God, unlike man,—the humblest spirit lifts.

Nor asks his wealth, before he sends his gifts.

Where'er botanic science could be learn'd

—

New links disclosed—new species yet discern'd :

Where'er by wood, or lane, or heath, or hill,

God ope'd the book that taught botanic skill,

—

There Horsefield's foot fiom dawn to eve was seen.

To learn ; to teach ; to be, what he has been :

An honour to the soil that gave him birth ;

A mind of truth—a heart instruct with worth.

Oh, may the spirit for whose loss we grieve.

Our God accept,—Our Saviour Lord receive

Wm, Brockbank, Brockhnrst, Didsbury.

186S by Prestoe on the banks of the Caroni river

It was sent lately to Kew in a living state from the

Trinidad botanic garden, and has flowered this

autumn. It is remarkable for its globose tubers and

ornamental flowers, but the leaves are not in any

way striped or spotted, as they are in so many of

the species of Calathea and Maranta, prized by

* Calathea pohtricha. Baker, n. sp.—Acaulis, fibris radical-

ibus tuberis globosis prffiditis ; toliis 3—4-nis erectis oblongis

acutis viridibus concoloribus utrioque pilosis ; petiolo elongato

canaliculato hirsuto ; floribus pluribua in rosulam centralem

sessilem aggregatis ; bracteis multifariis oblongis dense pilosis

;

ealyce cylindrato albo membranaceo. sfgmentis linearibus

;

coroUce tubo cyliudrato ealyce longiori, lobis lanceolatis

staminodiis obovatis emarginatis citrinis calycia lobis paulo

longioribua; stylo staminodiis valde breviori.

HABENARIAS AT BURFORD,

These beantiful flowers, of which Sir Trevor Law-
rence was one of the first successful cultivators, have

for a long time past made a good display in the warm
house at Burford, in which Vanda teres so admirably

thrives, and in which a strong plant of Vanda X Miss

Joachim (Hookeriana x teres) bids fair to be the

first to flower in Great Britain, The front stage of

the house is filled with plants of the bright cinnabar-

scarlet-flowered Habenaria militaris, and not one of

the plants has missed flowering. Arranged with

these are a smaller number of Habenaria carnea

and H, c, nivosa, furnished with pure white or

flesh-coloured large and wax-like flowers, which

seem almost out of proportion to the small plants

that bear them. All of these species have beautifully

and diversely marked foliage, which in itself would

render the plants objects worthy of cultivation.

When the flowering season is passed, and the foliage

withered, the plants are put on a shelf in a temperate

house, where they remain for the winter ; and it is

this season, as Mr, W. H. White, the Orchid-grower
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at Burford, told me, which is the most critical, for,

although they are put away to dry off and pass an

inactive season, they must receive a little water at

intervals of a week or so, in order to prevent the

slender tabers from becoming too much shrunken to

allow of their starting strongly into growth when

repotted in the spring.

Stenia pallida.

This pretty and rare apeeies is now in flower in

Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden, Burford Lodge,

Dorking. Its flowers, which are produced singly, are

in size and general appearance like those of Odonto-

glossum Pescatorei. In colour, they are pure yellow.

The thickened form of the base of the labellum, like

the hjpochile of a Stanhopea, and its small front

lobe, serve well to distinguish it from the allied

Chondrorhyncha, to which it has some resem-

blance in its habit of growth. It is a very neat-

looking plant, and is apparently very floriferous,

./. O'Brien.

SCHLIMIA TRIFIDA.

This is one of the prettiest, rarest, and most

fragrant of small-growing Orchids, and since it was

first exhibited by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., at

the Royal Horticultural Society in 1877, it has been

seldom seen. It is again in flower in the Burford

collection, where its delightful fragrance fills the

houae in which it is suspended. It bears a drooping

raceme of several wax-like white flowers, with a few

purp'.e spots. The flowers are about 2 inches in

length, and of very peculiar structure. It was

iilnstrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, vii. (1877),

p. 141.

Plant Notes.—

t

MISS MELLISH SUNFLOWER, ETC.

This very fine form, so very kindly distributed by

the Rev. Mr. Wilks, I saw growing largely in the

hardy plant grounds of Mr. B. Ladhams, Shirley,

Southampton. It is of good average height, flowers

large, yet not at all unduly so, having each a double

row of ray- florets, that are of a bright yellow colour,

pointed, and partially incurved, so that of all hardy

flowers it is, perhaps, the nearest imitator of the

popular Cactus Dahlia that we have. So striking

and beautiful are the flowers, that the variety takes

almost the highest position in the genus. A very

interesting and effective member is Helenium gran-

diflorum spicatum, height 4 feet, flowers medium size,

Vfith an orange base, and deeply flushed and stiiped

with red. This blooms late, is very free, and a

charming variety. A. D,

Ampelopsis Veitchi pukpueea.

This is a remarkably handsome creeper, suitable

for a wall; it looks well as a companion to other

wall plants, or as a single specimen ; it is quite hardy,

and not at all fastidious as to soil or situation,

except that it does not do so well in a

northern aspect. I prefer it to Ampelopsis

Veitchi, which is a good thing in its way, and

suitable for covering a space on a low wall facing

south ; but Ampelopsis Veitchi purpurea is a striking

object at this season of the year, and is remarkable

for its lovely shades of colours, and, above all, it

retains its leaves a longer period than most of the

species, and the leaves and growths can be utilised

for dinner-table and room decorations.

*19.355; Bristol, *2 352 ; Dover, 604; Folkestone,

145; Goole, 624; Grimsby, *2,i!69 ; Hartlepool,

947 ; Harwich, *-'4 665 ; Hull, *51 694 ; Newcastle,

481 ; Newhaven, *18,362 ; Plymouth, 418 ; South-

ampton, *22 087; Leith, *29 986 ; Aberdeen, 700;

Dundee, 170 ; Glasgow, »27,20I ; Grangemouth,

2,261 ; Greenock, 120 ; Dublin, 2 887 ; Belfast, 5,290

;

Cork, 97.

It should be borne in mind that these figures

represent seeds brought into the country, and they

must not be confounded with our own productions,

of which the following table gives some informa-

tion :

—

Crop?.

M

Beans

Turnips anc
Swedes

Mangel

Cabbage. Kolil

Eabi. Rape ...

Tares

Clover and Grasp
(rotation
crops)!

Lucerne

Carrots

Beetroot

Sugar-Beet

Other crops, in-

cluding Par-
snips. Onions.
Spinach, Rhu-
barb, Radish
Broccoli, Canli
flowers, anr
the minor pro-

ducts of mar-
ket garden>
not separate!}

recorded

Acrea.

229 31-?

203.17

1 424.09O

338,f4:-

U6,IU

161 314

2673.271

17.617

10.734

2,20i

^

Acres.

1.637

1,266

71,387

7.484

1,819

2,0.n3

317,836

311

347

63

Acres

13,976

1,042

479.756

982

8,267

12,120

1576.524

27

891

29

6

70,931

^S

Acres.

3.2S0

326

302.830

47.026

46,897

6,358

the flowering plants suitable for a cold house, but

provision is made for the roof to give a great aid in

the general efi'ect by means of trailing plants and

plants in suspended baskets. At various times we

have seen, suspended in the greenhouse at Burford,

specimens of the elegantLotus peliorhynchus, Fuchsia

procumbens, the species of Asparagus, and other

plants not usually seen to such perfection. At present

the profusion of flowers on the white and the red

Lapagerias, and some very handsome baskets of

tuberous Begonias, give the chief display overhead,

while the fine specimens of all colours of tuberous

Begonias, scarlet Nerines, &c., make a great show

arranged with foliage plants on the staging. Some
interesting and beautiful uncommon greenhouse

plants too, are in flower, one of the prettiest being a

specimen of Trichinium Manglesii with ten large,

silky heads of its pretty white and pink flowers.

The large-flowered tuberous Begonias suspended over-

head, which Mr. Bain allows to droop around with-

out trimming, illustrate a mode of using these showy

plants, which should be carried out to a much
greater extent than it is, for so grown they are even

more beautiful than when staked, as they must

necessarily be for growin g on the stages. Of course,

only a limited number can be suspended, but it

gives an additional and very effective nse for the

plants. J. O'Brien.
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Unfortunately, the Returns of the Home-grown

crops, as issued by the Board of Agriculture for

1893, do not give a deal of information from a seeds-

man's point of view ; there are, however, some

particulars that will be of service from the fact that

every acre sown rfquires seed to sow it, and this has

to be supplied from one source or another. We are

unable to define what portion of the area under

cultivation was utilised for purposes other than the

production of seed, and it would in many instances

be somewhat difficult for the Government to collect

such particulars without an alteration in the methods

adopted at present, hence we give the areas as

recorded of each crop grown in the United Kingdom,

irrespective of the purpose for which it was required,

in many cases probably undetermined until the crop

was well forward.

Imports of Bulbs, Plants. Shrubs, and Trees m 1893.

From Holland, value £153,889^

From Belgium , 36.008

From France 44,957

From Japan 9,825||

Exports,

To the United States, value £7.609

To other foreign countries ,
6.185

To British Possessions ,, 2.685

Seedsman.

THE SEED TKADE.
(^Continued from p. 368.)

It will be gathered from these elaborate tables

that the importation into this country of Clover and

Grass seeds is one of the most prominent branches

of the industry, amounting as it did to the enor-

mous value of £792,061 during 1893, and as it may
be of some interest to many readers, we now give the

names of the ports at which these seeds were received

to get an idea as to the channels from which they

would be ultimately distributed :

—

London (vid Thames), 117,944 cwt. ; Liverpool,

GREENHOUSE FLOWERS AT
BURFORD LODGE.

Thb greenhouse near the Orchid- houses in Sir

Trevor Lawrence's gardens at Burford is always a

very interesting and pretty sight. In it not only

are the stages furnished with the best examples of

* A large portion of these landings -would ultimately come
to London, others would be offered by sample on Mark Lane.

t A large portion of these acreages is down for one to four

years, so that seeds would only be required once during tliis

period. As regards Permanent Pasture, it appears there were
233,000 acres more than in 1892 ; but it would be imprudent to

say this was the area sown out during 1893. because there

are no records of worn-out pastures that may have been
broken up.

I Separate returns do not appear to have been made here.

^ These would mostly comprise Dutch bulbs.

II
These would mostly be Lilies.

A TRAVELLERS' NOTES.
^Continued from p. 436.)

Sydney Botanic Garden.—The Palace garden,

the old exhibition grounds of 1879, are prettily

laid out ; there are numerous beds and shrnb-

beries, some statuary, and many single speci-

mens are dotted about on the rich Buffalo lawn.

Seats are in all available spots, and the many
visitors testify to the appreciation in which the

gardens are held. The plants are chiefly those

found in the older section ; being much younger,

they are naturally of less size.

Near the palmetum is a specimen of the N. S. Vf,

Birch (?), a pretty, compact tree. Sydney is some-
what too warm, it being only seen at its best

at higher elevations. Palms are largely represented.

In addition to the palmetum, many specimens are

scattered about on the wide lawns, where, in addi-

tion to every advantage for complete development,

they can be better studied. In the palmetum proper,

a Jubma spectabilis is one of the most noticeable,

though, in point of size, another specimen elsewhere

eclipses it ; 25 feet high, its funnel-like stem ia

3.^ feet in diameter at 4 feet from the ground, the

small head of foliage affording a vivid contrast to the

gigantic leaves of Arenga saccharifera close by.

Sabal umbracnlifera is very fine, 6 feet being the

usual breadth of its magnificent leaves ; its stem
apparently decreases in diameter with advancing

age. Near a much-ramified 24-headed Draciena

Draco is a good Pbcenix reclinata, its thin stems and
long foliage soaring some 20 feet, the nakedness at

the base well filled in with oncoming shoots. An
80-feet seeding Cocos plumosus needs but mentioning.

Mr. Harwood thinks highly of Kentia Lindeni ; its

claretred young leaves are in themselves [of valne

for horticultural purposes, to say nothing of the older

foliage, often 8 to 10 feet in length, springing at

almost right angles from the strong ligneous stem
;

they are clothed with pinns their whole length.

Sabal princeps is good, presenting a series of sharp

diagonal lines from the split bases of dead leaves

adhering to the trunk; it is now flowering freely,

producing creamy-yellow panicles, 3 to 4 feet long.

Seaforthia elegans, 35 feet in height, with a round,

even head, and Chamserops excelsa, C. Fortune!, are

both good.

Pritchardia Martii, from the Hawaiian group, is

pretty. The young leaves are clothed with the softest

down ; whilst amongst other noticeable Palms are

Areca madagascariensis, 35 feet in height, with a
bunch of light graceful stems, and neat short pen-

dulous leaves ; Pbcenix paludosa, a rugged, unkempt
mass of short 18-inch foliage ; and Copernicia

cerifera, the Cornauba Palm of Brazil, noticeable for

its tall slender fibre-hidden stems, broad, stifi; fan-

like foliage and its productiveness of offshoots.

The Palace grounds are not without their quota

of the Palm family. Kentia insignis is here well

represented. Its stiff, distinct leaves, silvery

beneath, and often 12 feet in length, crown a fibre-

covered stem. Close by a small stem of Livistona
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Hoogendorpi, from Java, promieea well, and a fruiting

Kentia Forateriana is interesting. In another

portion of the garden, on either side of a creek, and
bat a few yards apart, are two good fruiting

examples of the two leading Kentias (from a

nurseryman's view) of Lord Howe's Island. I

naturally refer to K. Forateriana and K. Belraoreana,

two species widely distinct in habit and mode of

fruiting. The foliage of the former rises straight and

stiff, and is unbending to lighter breezes, with the

lower pinnae flat ; whilst those of the latter are recum-

bent and gr.^ceful, the lower pinnae of each leaf being

erect.

In K. Forsteriana the spikes in the axils of the leaves

vary from three to nine united at the base ; in K. Bel-

moreana they are invariably separate. In both the

male flowers crown the end of the spike, the females

producing fruit on the lower portion. The spikes

of K. Belmoreana are by far the longer, often reaching

3 to 4 feet. The seeds are very similar, probably

accounting for the harvesting of the two apeciea as

one. Into the details of this most interesting com-
parison Mr. Moore was good enough to fully enter

and clearly explain, with the aid of several available

living examples. Fbcenix farinifera is represented

distinguishable from the remainder of the species in

the garden, which are, in general appearance, some-
what similar. D. ovata and D. obtusa are both

decorative, the latter producing the largest foliage

of the genus. D. vitiensis, from the Fiji Islands,

and D. orientalia are not diseimilar in general aspect.

1). apinuloaa and D. pumila are, however, distinct

fiom all, the former by its slender, irregular habit,

the latter for its obovate foliage and diminutive size,

owing to exceeding slow growth ; both inhabit the

neighbouring French colonv. The only other species

I would mention is the New Zealand D. australis.

The higher temperature of New South Wales
prevents its doing very well, the one in the garden

now being but '2h feet, though specimens have

attained 14 feet.

Araucarias are numerously represented, the

Norfolk Island species being amongst the finest

trees in the garden, and certainly the finest I have

seen anywhere, a grand specimen, 118 feet in height,

leading the way, the stems averaging 4 to b feet in

diameter. This Conifer ia bandaome at this height,

clothed with branches to within a few feet of the

ground, and not denuded, as is A. Bidwilli so fre-

quently under cultivation ; that species, though repre-

FlG. 61.—FEUIT 01' PEAK nEDRRE BARDV. (sEE P. 467.)

by a gaunt specimen, with three slim, 30 feet,

absolutely bare stems, and narrow foliaged graceful

heads,

la the lower garden are also some good single

specimens worthy of note. Sabal Blackburniana, a
perfect piece of Livietona Mauritiana, a tangled
impregnable mass of Phoenix rupicola, some 12 feet

high and 15 feet in diameter, not a vestige of a
stem to be seen ; Pbteaix leonensis, probably the

strongest grower of the genus; Pbojnix dactylifera,

the spread of branches Cbnsiderably greater than the
height—a perfect specimen doubtlea?, partially

owing to its isolation; and Pbffinixreclinata, covering
a diameter of over ."iO feet, are amongst the most
striking.

In the palmetum may also be seen the only Aua-
tralian Calamus, C. Muelleri, Cycas circinalis doing
tetter than C. revoluta, to which a moist season is

essential. Strelitzia Augusta, one stem rising to

nearly 40 feet, the whole at tirst sight deceivingly

resembling a Ravenala, &c.

One of the most interesting genera in the garden
ia Agathis (Dammara). One species, by many con-
sidered the handsomest, bears Mr. Moore's name,
owing its introduction to science to his explorations

in New Caledonia. D. robusta, found as far north as

Cairne in Queensland, ia probably the beat known, and
certainly the one most frequently met with under
cultivation. One specimen ia 100 feet high ; its tall

straight stem and tapering head render it easily

sented in the garden, ia scarcely at home. A, Cookei
reaches 45 feet, though its varieties and forms as

here represented are preferable for ornamental pur-

poses; A. C. pendula (named by Mr. Moore), of

general similar aapect, has a larger leaf than the type

;

a small 2-feet specimen of A. C. Rulei produces
shorter, more acuminate foliage, of a paler tint;

and rigida by its name denotes its distinctive

feature. A. Rulei, in like manner, in addition to

the normal form, here very fine, though not large,

offers varieties. A. Rulei Balansse, from New
Caledonia, has longer, slenderer branches, more
thickly clothed with shorter, sharper leaves, of a
richer green—a certain horticultural improvement
on the type. A. Cunninghamii and A. elegans,

the latter rather disappointing, are also to be
seen.

The trees of Japan do well in some instances,

though Mr. Moore tells me the Fir family and many
deciduous trees, including the Maples, fail. I also

note an absence of those from the higher elevations

and the north. Aralia apinosa is good. Chimo-
nanthus fragrans is represented by abash 8 feet high,

and grows with great rapidity. Torreya nucifera,

Olea ilicifolia, lUiciam religiosnm, Qaercus glaucs,

Clerodendron trichotomura, Eriobotrya, 30 feet high

and 20 feet through—a magnincent bush; Ilex lati-

folia, and Hovenia dulcis, 35 feet in height, are

amongst the most noticeable. James H, Veitch.

(To he ccntmued.)

FUNGUS HUNTING IN 1894.

Fungus hunting for the past four or five years has

been of snch a nature that the writer of this notice

felt no great anxiety to risk the contingency of damp
feet and a cold by prowling through wet woods and
dank grass in search of "toadstools." Submitting to

pressure on the afternoon of Saturday, October 6,

he met two or three daring friends at Orpington
Station, and together strolled to Chislehurst, under
the impression that they represented the West Kent
Society on their annual fungus foray. It is matter
of meteorological hiatory that it rained all the
afternoon, as it often does when a fungus
hunt is planned, and only a very few excur-
sionists ventured abroad. We passed over
nearly the same ground as last year, and
although diligent search was impossible, yet it was
soon evident that the fungus crop was better than it

had been for two or three years, although nothing of

great rarity or importance was found, except a cluster

of white Agaricj, of the same species as a similar

clump, first found during a rainy afternoon, in

October, 1883, at Lyndhnrst, and never seen since.

This was named Agaricus (Clitocybe; pergamenens
(Cooke), and described in Grcvillea, eleven years ago.

It is always of interest to corroborate a new species

by finding additional specimens in a distant locality,

and we were satisfied with our stroll, not only be-

cause of a more liberal supply of fungi to collect,

but also because one of the number was a species,

which, as far as we are aware, had only been met
with once previously.

On the following Siturday afternoon (October 13)
we joined the members of the Essex Field Club
to undertake their annual foray in Epping Forest

Fortunately it did not rain until the evening, and
the hunt was prosecuted with vigour and high

spirits. Fungi were undoubtedly far more numerous
than they have been in that locality for four or five

years, so that within the space of less than three

hours a list was compiled of some 110 different

species which had been seen or collected. Nothing

new, rare, or remarkable was recognised, but seven

species were added to the list of the fungi of Epping

Forest, including Agaricus (Mycena) rosellus, a

pretty little rose-coloured species ; Agaricus (Psathy-

rella) subatratns, Batach ; Bolbitius fragilis (Fries.)

;

an edible species, Cortinarius castaneus (Fries.)

;

Hygrophorus niveus, a white species, by no means

uncommon, but which has not been recorded

for Essex ; Laclarius pubesoens (Fries.), and Mernlius

pallens (Berk.). All these came from around High

Beech. There was a fair attendance of members,

but not so many as on some previous occasions. The
locility selected was that of High Beech, and some-

thing could be seen in any direction to which the

foragers betook themselves, until it was too dim to

see anything smaller than one's aat. As usual the

interest was chiefiy in the direction of something to

eat, and all enquiries were of a utilitarian character.

The tables at the meeting place were adorned with

the spoils of the day, and notably, large piles

of Craterellus cornucopioides, since this species

ia becoming popular, aa an esculent, with the

members of the club. This was evident at the

close of the meeting, when all the Craterellus

had disappeared. One lady was very much con-

cerned to hear that the splendid crimaon-and-gold

Agaricus muscarius was poisonous. She thought it

was 80 beautiful, that it muat be a great mietake to

say it was not good to eat, whilst she considered

that the diity-looking black ' Horn of Plenty " did

not look fit for the pigs.

During the evening meeting a rather lengthy paper

by Dr. M. C. Cooke was read, entitled " Some Con-

fessions of a Fungus-eater." Looking over the

collections spread over the tables for exhi-

bition, it was noteworthy how some species

preponderated, and that so many which are

usually common speciea were absent. There was,

for instance, Lactarius turpis everywhere, within

and without. Scarcely any species of the large

aub-genua Tricholoma, and, except Agaricus infundi-

buliloroiia and Agaricua ditipuc, acircely any of the
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gnb-genaa Clitocjba. Not more than half-a-dozen

ipecimena of the very common Agaricas mellena

were in evideoce
;
plenty ot Lactarius and Kaeenia,

bat only a solitary Cantharellua cibariua, and leaa

than half-a-dozen apecimena of Hygrophorna. Daring

the day not a aingle Cantharellaa aurantiacua could

be found, althoagb aought diligently, and in some

secaona very abundant. From other localitiea we
have learned that the crop of Hymenomycetal fnngi

haa been moderately good, and more like what they

were aome aix or aeven yeara ago. M. C. C,

EE-AFFOKESTMENT OF PARTS
OF WALES.

I OBSEBVE that a Government ofBcial haa been

reqneated to report on the auitability of the Crown

landa in South Wales for planting purpoaea. Thia

is a atep in the right direction, and it ia to be hoped

that a large acheme of re-sflforeatation will be the

result of hia Investigations. Already an attempt

haa been made to throw cold water on the echeme

by a writer in the Times, who cites hia own case as

as example of what may be anticipated should the

prfject be carried oat. I do not doubt what this

gentleman eajs with regard to the failure of the

Larch on the estate with which he ia connected, but

he is evidently unaware of the fact that there are

other forest treea which, so far, have not yet failed

to thrive on our mountain aides, and which in many
localitiea are fairly remunerative to those who plant

them.

The failure of the Larch in different parta of

Walea ia beyond dispute, but this reenlt haa been

broughtabout in many instances by the indiscriminate

selection of the ground in which they have been

planted. A short time ago I had occasion to

examine several young Larch plantations of consi-

derable extent in Wales, which present the moat

glaring spectacle of incompetency or want of juig-

ment I have ever seen. The greater part of the land

which these plantationa occupy ia of the pooreit

deacriptior, wet, and utterly unfit for the cultiva-

tion of the Larch, in fact, some of it ia so bad that

no tree with which I am acquainted would live, much
less thrive upon if, for any length of time.

Another frequent cause of failure ia planting two

crops of Larch in succession on the same land. In

ninety cases out of a hundred the trees in such places

will either die right off when very young or prema-

turely mature. I know only one place in the British

lalea where this experiment haa been attended with

success, and where the second crop equalled if not

surpassed the first.

Other causes, more or less of a preventable nature,

beaidea those alluded to, have helped to bring about

ihe decline of the Larch in this country, which I

need not refer to now, but with your permission I

may do to on a future occasion. I should like to

mention, however, one of the reaaooa or causea

lately given by an authority of some repute regard-

ing the failure of the Larch in Wales. Thia

gentleman atated that Larch could not thrive in

Walea on account of the humidity of ite climato.

So far as my experience goe», this statement has

no baaia whatever to rest upon when viewed from the

light of every-day experience. Take Ireland, for

example, where the rainfall ia excessive; there the

Larch will be found thriving better and freer from
disease than in any part of Eagland, Scotland, or

Walef.

Granting, however, that the Larch is a precarious

tree to plant exclusively, I maintain that remu-
nerative plantations can be formed in many districts

in South Wales. I do not know a district in Great

Britain where a better demand exists for a certain

class of timber, nor where greater advantages exist

for the supplying of it, and which have been leas

availed of, than the district referred to. The supplies

of timber from local sources are very small compared
with those that come from other and more distant

placea.

If anyone doubts thia, let him take a walk along
the docks at Cardiff and Newport aa I have done, and

he will find that the greater part of the timber re-

quired in South Walea for pit purposes comes from

France.

This in my opinion ia a national disgrace. There
are thousands of acres in South Walea, which at pre-

aent are returning little or nothing to the proprietors,

but which if judicioualy planted would in time be-

come the moat valuable portions of their property.

The advantages to the district in carrying out a

scheme of this kind would also, I need scarcely say,

be inestimable. I therefore again express the hope

that something will be done to remedy a state of

things the neglect of which haa greatly benefited our

Continental neighbours. David Robertson, Chester.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE FliOWfiB GABD£N.

By JoHK Lambert. Gardener, Powit Castle, Welshpool,

THE FLOWER BEDS.— If frosts have spoilt the

bedding plants, or they are become unsightly, the

beds of them should be cleared, reserving the best

of anything that it may be desirable to keep

over the winter for propagation purposes. The
potting up of plants for this purpose will be advisable

even should the weather not be severe. The plants

should be cuttings of 1893, or, failing these, of last

spring, except in the case ofnew kinda and vaiietiea, of

which the stock may be scanty. At this late part of

the year, bedding plants when taken up for saving

them, pass the winter best in small pots, one or two
being placed in a pot. Before potting them remove
the longer shoots and all decaying leaves, leaving

the shorter shoots to carry on the growth of

the plant, and cut off the longest of the roots.

For potting a light porous aoil ia best, and the potting

should be firm. They will keep in health in any
light, dry house, from which the frost can be

excluded by fire-heat. If space be a matter of

moment, cut the plants hard back, the topa thus

cut off being dipped in freah lime or charcoal- dust,

and packed close together in sandy loam in well-

drained pans or cutting boxes.

HYACINTHS AND TULIPS, ETC.—As soon as the

beds are cleared of the summer bedders, dress them
with manure, if the soil needs enrichment, and double

dig the ground if it be of good depth, breaking the

clods. Let it lay untouched for a day or two, that

is, till the surface loses its stickiness, and then
roughly level, and make it firm by raking and
treading it, afterwards raking it level. For a

planting tool use a dibber with a rounded end,

not a pointed one, of the desired size. This
will do very well for Crocus, Scillas, Tulips, and
other small subjects which go into holes of

3 or 4 inches in depth. Hyacinths, Lilies, Narcissus,

Crown Imperials, &c , should be planted with the

trowel. Hvacintbs may he 5 to 6 inches deep, and
these and Tulips may be planted from 4 to 8 inches

apart accordingly as they are of themselves intended

to cover the soil or are used in conjunction with

other plants. If the soil holds much moisture during
the winter, throw it out to a depth of 2;^ feet, and
place a layer of drainage material in the bottom of

a thickness of 9 inches, and put rough coal-aehea

over thia, then replace the soi', and beneath each
bulb place a pinch of silver sand.

SPRING FLOWERS OTHER THAN BULBS.—Poly-
anthus, Wallflowers, Aubrietiaa, double- flowered

Daisies, Auriculas, Violas, &c., should be planted
;

and if these occupy the beds with the bulbs, the latter

should be put out when these plants are in their

places. A too rich soil does not suit this section, as

their foliage is apt to be made at the expense of flowers,

and as much care is necessary in planting them as is

n«ually bestowed on the summer bedders.

RANUNCULUS AND ANEMONES.—Now ia a good
time to plant some of these, the fine varieties of

which make attractive beds. The soil of the beds
she uld be well prepared, and the corms planted about
2 inches deep, and 5 inches apart. The more expe-
ditious way of planting them is, after digging the

ground, and treading it regularly all over, to throw
out the soil to the required depth, place the corms
in position, and retnrn the soil, making it level. The
beds ahould be on a alight alope, ao that aome of the

winter moiature paaaes off, and does not enter the

soil. Protection by means of hoops and mats should

be afforded during hard frosts. Patchea of theae plant!
look well in the herbaceous perennial borders.

CROCUS, SNOWDROPS, AND WINTER ACO-
NITES.— If the bulbs of these plants were taken np
when ripe, they should now be re-p!anted. These
form good edgings to beds and borders, and enliven
beds of shrubs if planted amongst them in patches.
The two first-named are also well adapted for

forming designs on the turf.

NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, English, and Persian
bulbous Iris, Allium Moly, Crinnm maritimum, Ixiaa,

Lilium candidum. Crown Imperials, and any other

bulbs which were taken np when their leaves

decayed, may now be planted.

THE OBCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

VANDA8 OF THE TRICOLOR SECTION.—It ia no
uncommon thing to find these stately plants with
atema bare towarda the bottom for 1 foot or more,

the cause of which will probably be found due to

exceaaive fiowering, irregular temperaturea. insuf-

ficient ventilation, and a too dry atmosphere.
Their cultivation is not difficult, and a group
of them furnished with leaves strong and healthy

down to the bottom, forms, whether in or out of bloom,
an imposing feature in Urchid-houses ;

moreover,

they furnish lasting flowers fit for large vases or

other uses. A drying warmth in the Vanda-house is

always detrimental, as it causes weak growth and
unhealthiness. The plants should be grown in an
intermediate- house, the temperature of which should

be very steady, and the balance between warmth and
aerial moisture duly observed. Some cultivators

stand their plants on open wood-work stages imme-
diately over or near to the hot- water pipes—the

worst possible place for them. If they must stand over

the pipes, the stages should be covered with flat tiles

or thin slates, over which a layer of finely-broken

coal or coke is laid to a depth of 3 or 4 inches,

which will hold moisture, and render an injurious

aridity impossible, if care betaken to keep the bed
moist. Until the middle of the next month, repotting

and surfacing of any of these plants that require it may
be carried out. Some growers fear to interfere with

Vandas after a considerable number of leaves have
fallen, and conaider that to cut them down is erro-

neous practice, and one which would lead to the death of

the plants ; but such fears are groundless, if the proper

season for repotting be chosen, and care used, fol-

lowed by a proper management of the plants.

The summer of 1893 being a hot one, our plants

lost more leaves than usual, and it became necessary

to cut down most of them, an operation which was
carried out in the month of November, the hot

weather during October being unfavourable for it. I

may add that there has been scarcely any loaa of

foliage up to the preaent time, and many of the

apecimena are from four to six feet in height, with
foliage down to the rim of the pot. These
plants being in such good condition will not be dis-

turbed thia aeasoD, and will be merely re-surfaced

with fresh sphagnum. If a plant has to be re-potted,

lift it carefully out of the pot in which it standf,

gently easing off any roots that may be clinging to

the sides with a tbin-bladed knife, then remove all

the stale materials, crocks, &c.. about the roots. In
most cases, plenty of live roots well np the atem will

be found, which will allow of a portion of the stem
being cut off, and so much should be removed that
when the plant is placed in the new pot, the bottom
leaves will be on a level with the top of the sphag-
num. Before potting, a few large crocks should be put
at the bottom, the roots replaced, but bringing them
well up to the surface, working in amongst them
clean or new crocks and a moderate quantity of freah

nnchopped sphagnum-moss, pressing it down firmly,

and filling the pot to within
.J
an inch of the top,

finishing off with clean, healthy ;pbagnum-mos8 well

mixed with finely-broken crocks. Some growers
prefer charcoal for drainage on account of its light-

ness, but I have never found that it had any
other advantage, but rather the reverse, as it

attracts woodlice. After potting, tie each stem in

an upright position to neat wooden stakes, and
peg down any of the aerial roots that are
long enough on to the surface of the moss.
These long roots will enter the moss, &c., affording

nutriment to the plants, and aiding the retention of

the lower leaves. The repotted plants must be
shaded, one thorough watering afforded them, and
the moss lightly sprinkled when it gets dry on the
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surface, and by this means keeping it growing till the

plants haTe become re-established, when more root-

waterings may be afforded. The remarkable species

Vanda Sanderiana is a difficult plant to establish ; and

Burford it succeeds in a light warm corner of the at

East Indian- house, but some growers keep their

plants with the Cattleyas the whole year round, and

with good results. Wherever they are placed a

plentiful supply of water is required when rooting

freely, but at other times much less should be supplied.

Vandas and V. Sanderiana in particular are liable

to be infested by a small species of brown scale, and

these should be constantly sought out and destroyed.

THE HAHDY PKUIT GABDEW.
By T. TUBTON. Gardener, Maidtn Krlegh, Reading.

ROOT- PRUNING OF APPLE AND PEAR TREES.

—Young trees of the above kinds on free stocks,

whose branchPB are pruned annually, are usually in

need of, and repay for, an occasional pruning of

their roots; and this operation is best performed as

soon as the leaf falls. There is then a good chance,

barring, of course, sharp frosts when the trees are in

bloom, of obtaining a crop of fruit from them the

next year. The best results will not be seen the

first season, but in following years when the check

given to the growth has told on them and become
visible in the formation of a greater number of

bloom-bnds ; and once a good crop of fruit is ob-

tained, a tree may be kept in a fruitful state by

regulating the amount of the crop, that is when the

frosts spare it. Trees eight or ten years' planted,

which have reached a large size, should be

root-pruned on one side only at a time, and

the operation spread over two years. The proper

way to commence the operation of root-pruning

is to open a wide trench, and excavate the

soil about the roots from beneath as far as the stem

of the tree, as regards small trees, and to the half-

way point in old and large trees, cutting off all roots

going downwards. The distance at which the first

trench is made will depend on the size of the crown
;

it may be at 6 or 8 feet away from the stem, or as

little as 5 (eet, and no rnle can be laid down for

shortening those roots that spread horizontally. If

the tree is small, 3 to 4 feet will be found a good dis-

tance, but larger trees must have greater length of

root lefo. If the soil has been long in cultivation,

like that of old gardens, the stations prepared for

the trees should have some fresh pasture loam mixed
with the staple. Before the root-pruning is begun,

all the necessary branch - pruning for the season

should be done, and this will consist of cutting back
to two or three buds all the lateral shoots, if these

have not been pruned back earlier, leaving

the leading shoots longer or shorter according to

the size it is desired that the trees should

arrive at, removing also some of the branches where
crowded, which is a matter easily determined
whilst some of the leaves remain on them.

grown bulbs will suffer from frost, and should, even

if no frost occur, be drawn and clamped, not left

in the ground to become woolly. The late sowings

should have the draw-hoe used amongst them, and

if manure-water or manurial dressings are needed,

afford these forthwith.

CHICORY.—The first batch of roots may now be

liftfd, and packed thickly together in soil, either

in 12-inch pots or boxes, placing these in the

Mushroom-houae, or a warm cellar. The shoots

must be kept perfectly dark, to blanch them,

and in a temperature not above 56°. In preparing

the roots, leave one inch of leaf-stalk. The new tops

should be cut or twisted off about half-an-inch from
the roots. If the soil used be fairly moist, and the

air also, water will not be needed before growth has

begun.

CABBAGES may still be planted, and the hoe
freely employed amongst the plants of earlier sowings,

the soil being at the same time drawn up to the

stems

ONIONS.—Where these have been laid out on
fioors other than of wood, attention may be needed
in case these are damp, as the bulbs will quickly

decay, or begin to form roots. They should be turned

over several times, and when dry put into a dry but not

warm store-room. The finest bulbs may be roped

and suspended in a cool airy shed, where they will

keep to later date than the others.

THB KITOHBN GARDEN.
By Arthur Coombes, Garden&r, Himley Hall, Dwiley.

BEETROOTS AND CARROTS. — These plant?,

owing to the unusually mild season, are still in

active growth, but now that a change to colder

weather has taken place, checking growth, the crops

of both should be lilted, choosing dry weather for

the job. The small roots of Beet may not be

broken off, or the tops cut close to the root, but the

heart- leaves and 3 or 4 inches of the older leaf-

stalks left on them. There are several ways of storing

Beet ; it may, for example, be stacked in

sand out - of - doors, covering the heaps in

frosty weather with litter ; or they may be similarly

stored in a cellar or stood in trenches close

together, with the soil closed in about them,
covering the ground with litter in frosty weather.

Whichever method is chosen, the tops must be

exposed to the light. The worst place is a dry warm
one. In storing, size the roots, and throw aside

all that are of ugly shape, much forked, or of evident

bad colour. The treatment of Carrots is much the

same as the above. Late sown horn and other

short-rooted Carrots will still make some progress
;

stir the soil between them, and if frost threaten,

strew dry tree leaves amongst them.

TURNIPS.—The late sowings will take no harm
from any frosts that are likely to occur before

December, and therefore, none need be lifted. Full-

arrange these plants, and stand Foinsettias and
Tuberoses amongst them ; the first-named lasting in

good condition for a long time in the stove. A
night temperature of 70° should be kept up, with
abundance of moisture on the fioors, and stages ; and
by day 90° may be allowed, provided the house

be kept humid.

ADIANTUM FARLEYEN8E is a species usually

grown in the stove, but it is easily spoiled if the

syringe be used on it, or it is exposed to drip. The
plant should be so placed that it is not struck by
the water when the other plants are syringed. If

the fronds need support, a few slender sticks should

be (tuck into the soil.

FliANTB UNDER QliASS.

By J. F. MoLeod, Gardener, Dovtr Home, Boehampton, S. W,

THE PREPARATION OF POTTING SOILS FOR
NEXT YEAR.— It will be admitted by all persons

engaged in gardening that the proper preparation of

the potting soils leads to the best results. It is at

this season and daring the winter that the soils

of which the gardener stands in most need should

be got together. If the loam depAt is partly

empty, some old pasture loam, sufficient in quantity

for the whole year, should be cut, carted, and stacked.

In stacking it, place a layer of fresh horse-dung

between the layers of sods. Two qualities of pas-

ture loam, a light and a heavy, should be obtained

if possible, keeping them in separate heaps. I do

not approve of the plan of stacking soils under

cover, no matter how well the shed may be ventilated,

for the heaps should be exposed to the elements, and

the stacks so made that enough moisture enters

the soil to hasten the decay of the roots

of the plants it c^>ntains. The soil in which
Melons and Cucumbers have grown, on the other

hand, may be placed in a shed, and it will be found

useful for seed- sowing and other purposes. Leaf-

mould should be obtained by sifting the par-

tially or wholly decayed leaves of trees, a

large-meshed sieve being employed for the pur-

pose. The mould should be placed under cover.

It is not wise or even necessary to prepare it in

large quantities, only just as much as will meet the

requirements of a month orso. Lime-rabble,silver and

other sands, charcoal, &c., should be got in. Peat-

soil has usually to be bought, and it should, if fit for

use at the time, be placed in sheds, at least that which

will be needed during the winter. Large quantities

should be stacked like loam, out-of-doors, but with-

out any admixture of manure. All stacks of soil

should be kept scrupulously free from weeds, and

this is best done by shaving the top and sides with

a sharp spade.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.—Pot these plants

into 48'8 and small 32'8, using loam one half, leaf-

mould, horse-dung, and sand in equal parts forming

the other half. Calceolarias are usually placed with

the show and fancy Pelargoniums, and both being

liable to be infested by green- fly, mild fumigation

with tobacoo-paper should be afforded them once a

week. Cinerarias may likewise be fumigated at the

same time.

THE STOVE.—The propagation of quick-growing

plants, useful in furniehmg and house-decoration,

may still be continued ; and recently-struck Crotons,

Dracsenas. &c., now standing in 60's may be shifted

into small 48'8, thus confining the roots in a smaller

space than is requisite in the summer, placing these

newly-potted plants on shelves near the glass. The
increase of space in the stove consequent upon the

removal of deciduous plants to the stove pits will

afford the other occupants more space, light, and air

than has been possible hitherto. Clean and re-

FBUITS UNDER GLABB.
By BilLET WADD3. Gardener, Birdsall Gardeng, Fork,

PEACH AND NECTARINE TREES.—Where the

erection of new Peach-houses is contemplated, it is

prudent to give very great attention to the con-

trivances for ventilating them [especially when the

builders [are not specialists. £d ]. The beet

best kind of roof is the lean-to. and the width, if for

early forcing, from 16 feet to 18 feet, planted at first

with two rows of trees, standards to be trained to a

trellis against the back wall, which shou'd be about

12 feet high, and dwarfs planted against a flat or

curved trellis, the foot of which is distant 2 feet

from the front wall. This wall, if built on arches,

is better than a solid wall, as the roots can

then gain access to an outside border, A border to

accommodate the trees on the back wall may be 4.| to

6 feet wide; and it may be used as a footpath if covered

with an open wooden trellis of battens, and cross-

pieces. This gangway should be made in convenient

lengths for easy removal. For the earliest peachery

the roof-lights should be made removable at will,

thus allowing full exposure of the trees alter growth

for the season is at an end. The hot- water pipes

should be in number sufficient to afford the required

heat without having to make them excessively hot at

any time. A home 18 feet wide will require six rows

of 4-inch Ipipes placed in the centre of the house,

and one flow-pipe round the front and end

;

small pillars should be built in the borders to carry

the hot-water pipes above the earth. For late

forcing, a span-roof and a width of 2.5 feet make a

very suitable house. It should be furnished with

a wire trellis for dwarf- trained trees on each side,

with temporary" riders" planted alternately between

the permanent trees. The trellis should be 18 inches

fromtheglasF, and good provision for ventilation should

be made at each side, and at the top of the house.

Houses of a large span are often deficient in means

of ventilation, and the trees are iDJuiiously affected

in bright weather if strict watch be not kept, the

heat at the top of a 25 feet span- house being

intense. To mitigate the evil, an opening not

less than 2 feet wide ought to be provided

the whole length of the house. The making

of Peach-borders should be carried out in

the same way as that recommended for Vines,

but concrete is not required in porous soils. On clay-

land, and in low situations, a Peach-house should be

raised, as regards the site, a foot or more above the

surrounding surface, which allows of a rapid draw-

ing away of moisture, and gives a greater depth

of good soil. A border may be 3k feet deep,

and 12 or 15 feet wide, and should have

a slope of one in twelve to the front. The

soil should be a strong turfy loam that has laid

in stock for one year, which will not shrink so quickly

as fresh soil and to every six cartloads of loam add

one of lime-rubbish and charcoal and charred soil,

with 1 cwt. of half-inch bones, 1 cwt. bone-meal,

mixing all well together. The interior of the house

should be a border as well. It is advisable as with

Vine borders to make them by piecemeal, so

as to benefit the trees by the addition of fresh soil.

Good varieties for the early house are Peaches, Hale's

Early, Koyal George, Violette Hative. Abec, Gros

Mignonne, Early Rivers ; Nectarines, Lord Napier,

Hardwick Seedling, EIruge, Hum's Tawny,

Violette H:itivp,Balgowan. For late bouses, Peaches

Sea Eagle, Barrington, Salway, Dymond, Walburton

Admirable, Lord Palmerston ; Nectarines, Pitmaston

Orange, Pine Apple, Victoria, Rivers' Orange, Hnm-
baldt.and Prince of Wales. Plant young, strong, well-

furnished trees selected from a good fiuit nursery

where the stock is known to be of the best quality.

Old trees lifted from outside walls are well enough

to fill such vacancies as may occur in old houses, but

they look out of place mixed np with young ones.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements sbould be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication. — -All corfimunicatioTis intended

Jor publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should he addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communiaitioiis

slionld be written on one side only of the paper,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the sigjiature will not he printed, hut

kept at a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return umised com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangcviLiut.

Local News.—Correspondents unll greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local €ve7its likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to vuxrk the paragraphs they wish Vie Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETING.

i

Royal Horticultural Society's
Committees at the Drill Hall,
James Street, Westminster.

SHOW.
...,-nr^vr.^TM ir n^,^ nt S Ffuit Show and Conference atWEDNE5DAY, Oct. 34

{ Worcester (two days).

SALES.
^ Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &

MONDAY, '"^f
•
22-;

j.pj.^g_ ggj^g^ Pl'ants, &c., at Pro-
( tberoe & Morris' Rooms.

' Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Orchirlw, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

TUESDAY, Oct. 23 '{ Clearance Sale of Nursery Stock, at

j
the Nurseries, Suoniogdale.

j
Berks, by order of Jlr. C. Noble,

\ by Protheroe & Morris (three
^ days).

['Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
I Rooms.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 24 ( Important consignment of .Tapanese
Lilies, &c., at frotheroe & Morris'

^ Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe and
Morris' Rooms.

Ferns, Roses. Plants, &c., at Pro-
Iheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Twentieth Annual Sale of Nursery
Stock, at HoUamby's Nurseries,
Tunbriige Wells, by Protheroe
& Morris (two days).

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms,

Orohids, at Protheroe 2c Morris'
Booms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

THURSDAY, Ocr. 25'

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY, Oct. 21 i

CORRECTED AVERAQE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.-4»°.

The United States Department of
The Pollination Agriculture has published an in-
of Pear Flowers. ... , . , . , i

teresting paper on this subject by

Mr. Mbrton B. Waite, in which he lays down
lines fif experimental procedure, which our fruit

growers might imitate with proSt. The general

result of his observations and experiments with

American Pears is the discovery of their

extreme barrenness, as a rule, when self-pollina-

tion only has taken place, in comparison with

the results of intercrossing. The importance of

bees is thus shown to be very great, and it even

suggests that some advantage might accrue to

the Pear grower if he were a bee-master as well.

Of course, it is impossible to say whether English

Pears resemble the American in this respect

without experimental evidence.

Commencing with preliminary remarks on
cross-pollination, the author follows Darwin
somewhat too implicitly, for he says that " the

important laws which his investigations have so

clearly demonstrated are now universally accepted

by naturalists, as follows ;—(1) Nature abhors

perpetual self-fertilisation
; (2) oontiniied self-

fertilisation is injurious, resulting in inferior

and less fertile offspring
; (3) cross-fertilisation

is necessary for the production of healthy seed-

lings
; (4) plants are needlessly modified to

secure this end.

Not one of these dogmas, however, oan hold

its ground thus absolutely stated, but requires

some considerable allowance for exceptions.

It has long since been proved by MtfLLBB,
Mbehan, Hknslow, and others, and it was

admitted by Dabwin himself, that self-ferti-

lisation plays a large part in the propaga-

tion of plants in Nature, and is by no means

always " abhorred." The very numerous
habitually self-fertilised wild plants bear per-

fectly healthy and abundant seedlings. Lastly,

plants are as often modified to secure self-

fertilisation (as in " cleistogamy ") as they are

for being intercrossed.

What, then, is the interpretation of these

apparently conflicting facts P The law of self-

adaptation explains both. If a plant has long

been specially adapted to insect visitors, its

power of self-fertilisation is more or less inter-

fered with, and may be in abeyance, but not

necessarily lost. Thus, Darwin showed that

Reseda odorata (put down by the author as one

of fifty-seven self-sterile species) became, after

artificial self-pollination for a few years, more
fertile than the crossed offspring, for he says :

—

" I expected that the seedlings from this semi-

self-sterile plant would have profited in a higher

degree from a cross than did the seedlings from
the fully self-fertile plants. But my anticipa-

tion was] quite wrong, for they profited in a less

degree." The results were, for crossed to self-

fertilised in height, 100 : 92; weight, 100 : 99
;

fertility, 100 : 100. Hence all differences had
practically vanished. Similarly Eschscholtzia,

which was self-sterile in Brazil, was not so in

England, and in three generations Mr. Darwin
raised its fertility as compared with that of

crossed plants, in the proportion of 86'6 : 100.

Where plants, however, have more or less lost for

a time their power of producing plenty of good
seed by self-fertilisation in consequence of having

been habitually crossed for many generations, then

experiments bring out clearly this superiority in

the results of crossing ; but the remarkable fact

is that when the plant recovers self-fertilising

powers, it often greatly surpasses the results of

crossing.

Now many varieties of American Pears are

evidently in the normal condition of requiring to

be crossed. Consequently poor results come from

self-fertilisation; so that the author's experiments

show the trees to be divided sharply into two

classes, those which can fertilise themselves, and

those which cannot do so. The number of trees

were 141, belonging to thirty-eight varieties.

Of these, fourteen proved to be capable of self-

fertilisation, but still were improved by crossing,

as " they seemed to be less certain than under

cross-pollination, and were less satisfactory in

some seasons than others."

To give a few illustrations :—Three trees of

Duchesse d'Angouleme, grown at Brookport,

had irO flower-clusters protected by net from

insects ; of these, 162 fruits were set, or 14'5 per

cent. ; while of 40 clusters exposed to insects,

107 fruits were set, or 36'3 per cent.

At another place (Rochester), six trees of the

same variety of Pear had 163 clusters covered,

of which 71 fruits were set, or 46 per cent.

;

while of 156 clusters exposed to insects, 133

fruits were set, or 15'4 per cent.

When crossed with the Beurre d'Anjou, a self-

sterile form, the percentage rose to 22'5; d'Anjou

itself, when exposed toinseots, gave 157 percent.

The variety Bartlett (Williams) is one of the

partially self-fertile varieties, but yet it often

tails when left to insects. Certain experiments,

however, show " that it is a cross with a different

variety that is needed, and that " individual

"

crossing (i.e., of flowers on the same tree) or

even of two different trees of the same variety,

is no better than self-pollination of the same
flower."

Though Beurre d'Anjou and Williams are

both more or less self-sterile, yet the pollen of

each is fertile on the other. And the author

adds :—•" Doubtless, this is the general rule

among all the varieties. It is the cross that is

needed."

As an instance of a self-sterile Pear which is

extremely fertile when crossed, the Kieffer Pear
may be mentioned. Sixty-seven clusters on a

tree produced no fruit whatever when protected,

but when exposed to insects, thirty-seven clusters

produced sixty-seven fruits, or 17'7 per cent.

;

while when six flowers were crossed with the

self-sterile Bartlett, all were set, therefore the

percentage was 100.

The characters of the fruits resulting from
self-fertilisation and of crossing are different.

The author has supplied twelve plates of photo-

graphs and engravings which illustrate the

differences and appearances remarkably well.

Thus the fruits of self-fertilised flowers are

somewhat smaller as a rule, and have a shorter

diameter in the broadest part, while crossed

fruits are sometimes better shaped and broader

in the thickest part.

The following are the general conclusions

(abridged) at which the author arrives :

—

"1. Many of the common varieties of Pears

require cross-pollination, being partially or wholly

incapable of setting frnit when limited to tbeir own
pollen.

2. Some varieties are capable of self-fertilisation.

3. Cross-pollination is (only) secured by using

pollen from a tree of a distinct horticultural variety,

i.e., which has grown from a distinct seed,

4. The impotency of the pollen is due to the lack

of affinity between the pollen and the ovules of the

same variety.

5. The pollen of two varieties may be absolately

eir-aterile, and at the same time perfectly cross-

fertile.

6. The state of nutrition of the tree and its general

environment affects its ability to set frnit either with

its own pollen or that of another tree.

7. Bees and other insects are the agents for the

transportation of pollen.

8. Bad weather is injurious, while fine weather

favours cross-pollination and the setting of fruit,

9. Pears produced by self-fertilisation are very

uni'orm in shape. They differ from crosses not only

in size and shape, but also in some cases in time of

maturity, and in flavour.

10. Among the crosses the differences were
slight or variable, so that their variations are not to

be ascribed with certainty to differences in pollen.

11. Self-fecundated Pears are deficient in seeds,

usually having only abortive seeds; while the crosses

are well supplied with sound seeds.

12. E?en with those yarieties which are capable

of self-fecundation, the poKea of another variety is

prepotent ; and unless the entrance of foreign pollen

be prevented, the greater number of fruits will be

affected by it.

13. The normal typical fruits, and, in most cases,

the largest and finest specimens, either of the self-

sterile or self-fertile sorts are crosses,

Pbactical Conclusions,

1. Plant mixed orchards, or at least avoid planting

solid blocks of one variety. It is not desirable to

have more than three or four rows of one variety

together, unless experieuo has shown it to be

perfectly self-fertile.
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2. Where large blocks of trees of one variety

which blossomed well bare failed to frait for a series

of years without any apparent reason, it is exceed-

ingly probable that the failure is due to lack of

cross- pollination. The remedy is to graft in other

varieties, and supply foreign pollen.

3. Be sure that there are sufficient bees in the

neighbourhood, or within two or three miles, to

properly visit the blossoms. When feasible, endeavour

to favour insect visits to the blossoms by selecting

(heltered situations, or by planting windbreaks."

Ericht Bank : View of the Flower Gar-
den AND Lawn (see Supplementary Illustration).

—Ericht Bank, a pretty residence, near Kirn, on the

Firth of Clyde, is the property of W. Burnley, Esq.

It is well situated to command a fine view of the

Firth. The flower garden is well sheltered from the

prevailing strong wind», and the general lay of the

land is favourable for vegetation. The climate is

salubrious, like that of many other places in South-

western Scotland, and comparatively tender plants

do well, surviving most of the winters experienced

in that part of the country, as will be seen from

the list of plants given below, for which we are

indebted to Mr. W. Hepburk, the gardener at Ericht

Bank. The tuberous- rooted Begonias grow admirably,

and flower profusely, far outdoing the zonal Pelar-

gonium, bidding fair to supersede the latter in

flower gardening. Camellia japonica in variety has

been planted out-of-doors, and flower freely in

their season ; Phorminm tenax, and its variety,

Veitchii, with variegated leaves ; such Palms as

Rhapis flabelliformis, Latania borbonica.Chanoaerops

Fortnnei, grow capitally ; as do the New Zealand

Ferns, Dicksonia australis and D. squarrosa; tender

Conifers, a variety of flowering shrubs, besides

lioses, lend much unusual beauty to the garden.

Cordyline australis forms a fine specimen planted

out on the lawn, having attained a height of 18 feet,

and girth of stem of 3 feet at 3 fest from the ground.

The plant possessed in August this year five fine

spikes of flower.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the society will take place in the Drill

Hall, James Street, Victoria Streef, Westminster,

on Tuesday, October 23. Bssides the usual display

of flowers, large collections of fruit are anticipated.

At 3 P.M. the Rev. Professor Geo. Henslow, M.A.,

F.L.S., &c., will lecture on the " Origin of Common
Vegetables, and their value as i ood."

The LINDLEY Library.—As many persons are

unaware of the conditions upon which the Library

may be consulted, we think it well to reprint the

rules for its use, sanctioned by the Trustees :

—

" The LiNDLET Library, which by agreement is

deposited in the rooms of the Royal Horticultural

Society, is open for the use of the public under

the following regulations :— 1. The library is open

for consultation on all week-days from 10 a.m. to

4 p M. ; except on the meeting and exhibition days of

the Royal Horticultural Society. 2. The Trustees

reserve the right of closing the Library for purposes

of re-arrangemeut, cleansing, &c., when such may be

required. 3. The Fellows and ofiicers of the Royal
Horticultural Society shall hare access to the

Library at all times, when it is open, on application

to the Assistant- Secretary, Royal Horticultural

Society. 4. Gardeners and others, not Fellows or

officers of the Society, must make application to one
or other of the Trustees, or to the Assistant-

Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society, for

permission to use the Library, and shall sign their

names and addresses in a book provided for that

purpose. 5. Persons requiring the loan of books to

be taken from the Library must make written

application to the Trustees addressed to the

librarian for the time-being, at the oSices of the

Royal Horticultural Society, who are prepared to

accord this privilege on the following conditions,

viz.:— (a). That the borrower be personally known
to one or more of the Trustees or officers of the

Society, or at least shall produce satisfactory

references, {h). That the borrower sign a receipt

for the volumes, before removing them from the

premises, in a book provided for that purpose

;

undertake to restore the books in good condition,

and generally to comply with the regulations laid

down by the Trustees, (c). That not more than
three volumes be lent to one person at the same
time. 6. The Trustees will exercise their discretion

as to what books shall be lent out ; but, as a rule,

unbound periodicals, expensively- illustrated works,

and works of common reference, such as are likely to

be in frequent use within the Library itself, must not

be removed from the premises. 7. All books

borrowed shall be returned to the Library within

one calendar month from the date of issue ; but an
extension of time may be granted on application to

the Trustees. 8. The Assistant-Secretary or acting

librarian is empowered to demand of the borrowers

such books as are detained beyond the prescribed

time, and to take such steps as may be necessary to

secure the prompt return of the same. 9. The loss

of any book, or any irjury sustained, shall be made
good by the person who has lost or injured the same.

10. The Trustees reserve the right of repealing or

altering these regulations from time to time, as may
be required."

National Chrysanthemum Society: Floral
Committer, Oct. 10.—Several very tine novelties

were submitted at this meeting, which was held at

the Royal Aquarium, Mr. E. Molynedx presiding.

First-class Certificates of Merit were awarded to

Japanese Duchess of Vork, raised from seed sent

from Japan, to Mr. Jas. Cauriithebs, Corstorphine,

Midlothian, and exhibited by him, the colour pale

yellow, narrow florets, large, full, and very fine, the

award being unanimously made. To Japanese Sou-
venir dela petite Aim6^, a large white variety of fine

quality, having drooping petals, from Mr. W. Wells,
Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill. To Japanese Mrs.
E. G. Hill, white, flushed with pink, a large broad-

petalled variety, which also gained a unanimous
award. Japanese T. H. Dennis, cinnamon and bufl^;

and .Japanese Madame C. Molin, a drooping- petalled

white flower, from Mr. W. J. Godfbey, nurseryman,
Exmouth. To Japanese Commandant Blusset, a
striking flower, which opens of a rich deep crimson,

changing to a bright magenta crimson, this also

gained a unanimous award, and it was shown by Mr.
E. Beckett, the Gardens, Aldenbam House, Elstree,

Herts. To Japanese Mrs. \V. H. Lees, a large full

flower, with fiue drooping petals, colour sulphur and
white, the basal petals delicate pink, the votes for

this were also unanimous ; from Mr. W. H, Lees, the

Gardens, Trent Park, Barnet. Other fine Japanese
were President Armand (Wells), Petite Delaux
(Godfrey), Prefect Roberts (Godfrey), Winnie's Sweet
(Beckett), Arthur Thatcher (Beckett), Montague
(Piercy), an October-flowering decorative variety, of

a chestnut crimson colour; and Lidy Randolph
(Molyneux), all of which the committee wished to

see again. Plants of Nicotiana colossea variegata,

and N. affiois variegata, several of the taller from
seed being shown, were highly commended; Apple,

Duke's Seedling, was commended, all from Messrs.

J. Laing & Sons; and pink Princess Miy, a pretty

perpetual flowering variety from Mr. Fred. Hooper,

Bath, was also commended. The great autumn f6te

and exhibition will take place at the Royal Aquarium,
VVestminster, on Nov. 6, 7, and 8, when one leading

feature will be illustrations of how all sections of the

Chrysanthemum, and especially the large blooms of

the Japanese varieties can be utilised for general

decorati ve purposes. The whole available space of the

Aquarium will be required to display the exhibits,

and several valuable special prizes, in addition to the

challenge trophy, the Holmes' Memorial Challenge

Cups, and the President's piece of plate, are ofl''ered

for competition. The annual dinner is fixed for

Thursday, Nov. 29, and will take place at Anderton's

Hotel, Fleet Street, Sir Edwin Saunders, President,

in the chair. The musical arrangements will be

conducted by Mr. J. Mortimer Dudman, the musical

director of the Royal Aquarium.

Horticultural Club.—The first dinner and
conversaHone for the session 1894-9.5 took place on
Tuesday evening, the 9th inst., and notwithstanding
that the Gardeners' Provident Association had fixed

their annual dinner for the same day, there was a
good attendance of members ; the chair was occupied
by Sir Alex. Abbuthnot, and there were present
Messrs. Assbee, H. C. Seebohm, C. E. Pearson, A.
H. Pearson, T. F. Rivers, Rivers, Jun., Webber,
G. BuNYAED, Cockbtt, aud the Secretary. The sub-
ject for discussion was the abnormal Pear crop for

1894, which was opened by Mr. G. Bonyabd, in a
very interesting paper (an abstract of which is given
on p. 475). The paper led to a most animated discus-

sion, in which all those present took part, and many
curious facts were elicited. A cordial vote of thanks
was proposed by the Chairman to Mr. Bonyard for

his excellent paper. The thanks of the meeting were
given also to Mr. T. F. Rivers for the sumptuous
dessert which he gave to the members, consisting of

dishes of Muscat of Alexandria and Madresfield

Court Grapes, Doyenn^ du Comice, Beurr^ Hardy,
Louise Bonne of Jersey Pears, and two dishes

of splendid Cox's Orange Pippin (Apples). Mr.
CocKETT also brought before the meeting a piece of

a branch of Ne Plus ,Meuris Pear, showing the

enormous crop produced so near to London as Wan-
stead. He also had a fine specimen of Pitmaston
Duchess from the same locality.

Marking Foreign and Colonial Fruit
FOR the English Markets.—The second report

of the select committee of the House of Lords, on
marking of foreign and colonial produce, states that

it has been shown that much misrepresentation is

carried on by the sale of foreign fruit by the appella-

tion " English," and that it is customary for the

agents of jam-makers in many cases, to supply fruit-

growers with baskets stamped with their own name
or initials. On the arrival in the market there is

nothing to show which are the baskets containing

foreign and those containing English. The Lords'

committee are of opinion that where the mark on a

package, though only that of the owner, or the

address, can be shown to the satisfaction of the

Customs Commissioners, in effect to be misleading

to the customers, these commissioners should frame

and issue an order for detaining such packages.

To prevent the use of unsound fruit, it is suggested

that an ellicent inspector should be placed at the

ports, and in the factories of fruit arriving in closed

casks. Their Lordship's committee are of opinion

that the competition, though severe, between English

and foreign fruit is not, except in so far as wilful

misrepresentation is carried on, on the whole unfair.

The committee would appear to be in favour of ex-

tending the trade-mark system to all packages of

fruit and pressed fruit imported into this country

from abroad, and this would seem to be fair. The
Board of Trade might easily suggest stencil marks

for exporting countries for boxes and barrels and

other packages of wood or metal—those of other

material could have the foreign index pressed on

the address. Of course, identity of contents with

invoice ceases when once the fruit is turned out for

sale by retailers—the senses of the buyer must,

we think, be trusted to guide him to value for money.

Respecting foreign jams, we are of opinion that the

place of manufacture should be boldy indicated on

the jir or bottle— the sanitary condition of certain

foreign cities wherein jams are made being very

strongly marked. Butafcer all, we fancy our Board of

Trade can manage all this without an Act of Parlia-

ment, of which there is a sufficiently large supply

now on hand.

Crops on the Riviera.—Mr. Thoisias Han-
bpry writes from La Mortola, near Mentone, " The

past summer has been normal, the usual drought of

three months being only once broken by a violent

storm, when on July 11 fuliy 2 inches of rain fell in a

very short period. The vintage proves to be above

the average in quality, bat the yield is not great.

Olives are almost a complete failure near the coast,
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bat in the monntains a good crop

this i«, Mr. Hanbuey coneiderj,

trees to caltirate, the yield being

The peasanti are much depressed

price their Lemons realised in the

low as bd, per 100 for fair quality—

;

following are now in blossom in Mr,

in the open air :
—

will be gathered ;

one of the worst

so very uncertain,

at the miserable

early summer, as

not the best. The
Hanbuet's garden

Acacia Farnesiaoa, Willd,
Aloe aurantiaca. Baker
Berkheya grandiflora, W.
Bignonia ChamberlaiDii, Sims
BougainviUea glabra, D.C.
Cantua bicolor, Lindl. and

PdXt.
Carica cundiDamarfeDgi^
Cassia Barolayaoa, Sweet.
Cyrtanthera magoifica, Nees

ab, E.
Eocephalartos Altensteinii,

Lehm.
Eucalyptus leucoxylon, F. v.

Mull.

Erythrina catfra, Thunb.
Inga pulcherrima, Cerv.
Pleroma macranthum. Hook.
Polygonum equisetiforme
Quebracbo Colorado
Kcndeletia speciosa, Lodd.
Royena pubesceos, Willd.
Schinusterebinthifolius. Radd.
Yucca guatemalensis, Baker

In Fruit.

Aberia caffra. Hook.
Diospyros kaki
Ephedra altissima, De f.

PeRTETUAL- FLOWERING PiNKS. — We have
received from Mr. B. Ladhams, Shirley Nurseries,

near Southampton, a box of &ne blooms of his new
perpetual Pink Ernest Ladhams, which have been

cut from the open beds. The plants being full of

bloom so late in the season, the variety is a good one
to plant fjr supplying cat blooms.

Shirley, Southampton, Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—The monthly meeting of

this Association was held at Shirley, Southampton,
on the I5tb inst., a good attendance of the members
being presided over by W. H. Roqees, Esq., J P., in

the unavoidable absence of the President. " British

Fungi" was the subject of the lecture, most ably

dealt with by the Rsv. W. L. W. Etee, Kector of

Swarraton, Hants. An interesting discussion fol-

lowed. A vote of thanks to the lecturer was most
heartily accorded and responded to. There was a

large collection of Fungi, numbering over a hundred
varieties, contributed by Mr. W. H. Rogers, Mr. E.

Bartlett, Mr. E. G. Wilcox (forty varieties), Mr.
Rishridges, and some from the New Forest by Mr.
Hobby and Mr. B. Ladhams, F.R.H.S.

Peaches.—It sounds carious to English ears to

hear a gardener at the present day recommending
the propagation of certain good varieties by budding,

instead of raising them from seed, which, as he says,

is unsafe ! Yet the latter is the common method in

parts of Germany.

Alteration of Dates of the Manchester
Chrysanthemum Show.—The above exhibition

will be held on Friday and Saturday, November 23
and 24, instead of 20 and 21.

Vines and Peaches.—On the occasion of the

meeting of the Verein ziir Beforderung des Garten-
banes in den Preussischen Staaten (Horticultural

Society of Prussia), on September 27 {vide Garten-

flora for October 15, 1894), a large quantity of

Grapes, in considerable variety, was shown by Mr.
ScHBEiBEB, gardener to Trade Councillor Veit-
Steglitz. These Grapes were the produce of Vines
grown under glass, and consisted of varieties which
are commonly found in vineries in this country, such
as Gros Colmar, Golden Champion, Foster's Seed-
ling, Madresfield Court, Black Hamburgh (Franken-
thal), Mrs. Pinces' Black Muscat—much cultivated in

Silesia. Some bunches of Black Hamburgh weighed

2J kilos. Golden Champion was distinguished as one
ot the best varieties, a character it does not receive

in this country, and of which Mr. Veit-Stequtz had
harvested 14 cwt. this year. The gardener asserted

that the decay of the berries of Grapes was due to
too much syringing, and he only damped the paths.

The disease of the footstalks of the berries (shank-

ing) is the consequence in part to too humid an
atmosphere, in part to drought, and lastly, to the
removal of the shoots and leaves whilst the Vine is

in full growth. From the time the berries begin to

colour, no more trimming of the Vines should take
place, not even to gi?e them a tidy appearance. At this

period the leaves are beginning to produce starch,

and throngh that sugar is formed ; the Grapes them-

selves require little then, if any, sunshine. When
great heat prevails he uses shading, and shades the

Vines after thinning the bunches.

WooLTON Mutual Improvement Society.

—This Society commenced its sixth session by a

horticultural exhibition and instrumental and vocal

concert, in the Parochial Hall, Woolton, on the 3rd

and 4th inst. The committee being desirous that

their reunion should be enjoyable and instructive,

exhibitors were invited to stage the produce of

their gardens in what form they pleased, the

Society offering prizes in kind. The results

were very satisfactory, many good exhibits having

been sent by Messrs. J. Grant Morris, AUerton
Priory (gr , Mr. J. Craven) ; F. H. Gossage, J.P ,

Camphill (gr., Mr. J. Jellicoe) ; G. H. Warren (gr.,

Mr. Ellis) ; H. Canningham (gr., Mr. W. Wilson)

;

J. Stephenson, Woolton Hall ; Arthur Earl,

T. Sutton Timmis, J.P. (gr., Mr. B. Cromwell)
;

Mrs. Cope, Dove Park ; Mrs. Duncan, Fernlea, &c.

Floral Decorations at Leeds.—It is stated

by a correspondent, writing under the sigoature of
" Urbanus," that upon the occasion of the recent

visit of their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess

of York to Leeds, floral decorations were very abun-

dantly displayed by the principal tradesmen of the

town, plants being freely used with good effects.

The Town Hall, Victoria Hall, Yorkshire College,

Medical School, were highly decorated, large Palms
and other foliage plants, and a great number of plants

in blooms being made use of. The fine Town Hall

was thrown open to the public after the Royal guests

had left, and thousands of persons were admitted.

In the decorations, more than 100 vases and basket',

filled with choice flowers, were employed ; the

banqueting-tables, and the beautiful bouquet pre-

sented by the Yorkshire College to Her Royal
Highness the Dachess of Yoek, was a masterpiece of

the floral art— it consisted of Dendrobium Schro-

derianum, Cattleya labiata, Vanda ccerulea, Odonto-

glossum AlexandrJB, relieved by Lily of the Valley.

Mr. Feathebstone, of the Kirkstall Nurseries, had

the honour ot furnishing this most artistic bonquet.

Sale of Pickering Lodge Orchids.- The
last of the lots of this very fine collection of Orchids,

was under the hammer of Mr. PBOTaEBOE dnring

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, October 16, 17,

and 18, and attracted a very large company. The
prices realized were such as one is not accustomed to

see in these days, when Orchids are sold every

week by the 10,000. It must have been exceedingly

gratifying to horticulturists present to see the demand
not only for the rare species and varieties, but for

every description of plant, showing that recruits are

forthcoming in this northern portion of the

kingdom to swell the ranks of the rapidly increas-

ing band of Orchid amateurs. The first day's sale

netted £1124, or rather more than an average of

£3 per lot, and the chief prices realised were

100 guineas for Cattleya Massaiana, a mixture of

the gigas and Sanderiana blood ; 70 guineas

for a plant in indifferent health of Cattleya Har-

dyana; 50 guineas for Laalio- Cattleya calistoglossa ;

75 guineas for small pieces of Lselio-Cattleya

bella, and the original Cattleya Reineckiana

;

22 guineas for Liclia Tresederiana superba, and lots

of others from 20 guineas downwards. On the

second day there was great excitement at the

bidding of the following lots : Cypripedium insigne

Sanderas, a small, healthy plant in a 4-inch pot,

beginning at 100 guineas, and latterly knocked

down to the son of the late owner at 260

guineas, a price that has only been eclipsed

when Cypripedium Stonei platytsenium was sold.

This plant was bought by the late Mr. Haedy a fort-

night before his death, from Messrs. Sander, for

100 guineas. Also a fine piece of Lajlio-Cattleya

bella at 150 guineas ; Cattleya Schroderi alba 160

guineas ; a white Sobralia (small plant), 50 guineas
;

and corresponding prices for anything choice. The
second day's sale realized £1475, or rather over £4
per lot, and among the principal buyers were Mr.

F. Hardy, Mr. Thos. Statter, Mr. E. Ashworlh
Mr. G. Ball, Messrs. Veitch, and several other

nurserymen.

Newcastle ano District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly

meeting of the above Society was held on October 9,

at 25, Westgate Road, at which Mr. Bollock
presided. A paper on the " Caltivation of Mush-
rooms " was read by Mr. Wallace, Oakwood.

New Publications.- 7«^<-5ooi of Me Diseases

of Trees, by Professor R. Haetig, translated by

W. SoMERViLLE, D CEc, revised by H. Marshall
Wabd. ( Macmillan )— A Manual of Exotic Ferns

and Selaginellas, by E. Sandfoed. (Elliot Stock )—Flore Colorice de Pocke a I'usage du Touribte dans

les Montagues de la Suisse, de la Savoie, du Dauphini,

des Pgr^n^es du Jura, des Vosges, ^-c, par H. Coeeevon.

(Paris: Paul Klinsksieck, 52, Rue des Ecoles.)

MOTHS ON FRUIT TREES :

THE WINTER MOTH, CHIMATOBrA
BRUMATA.

The Bjard of Agriculture are advised that the

season is approaching when the Winter Moth and

other dangerous moths will commence laying their

eggs. It has therefore been deemed expedient to

warn fruit growers on this subject, and to suggest

methods of diminishing the danger.

In the beginning of October the winter moth and

the mottled nmber moth will come from the chrysa-

lis state in the ground nnder and near the fruit-

trees that were infested in the spring, and the female

moths will crawl up the trees for the purpose of laying

their eggs upon the twigs and branches (see flg. 62).

It is most important that the passage of these

moths up the trees should be prevented. This can

be effected by patting sticky compositions round the

stems to entrap the moths, or apparatus of wood or

tin, or other material, such as stout varnished

cardboard, to bar their progress, as they are quite

nnable to fly, having only rudimentary wings.

Fruit growers who put compositions round their

trees last autumn early, and renewed the applica-

tions from time to time, and carefully attended to

these measures of prevention, were rewarded with

good crops of fruit.

These measures must ba adopted early in October,

and the compositions must be kept in working order

as long as moths are seen about.

Tar has been found to injure young trees by

causing their bark to contract. It should therefore

not be used, except, perhaps, for old trees with thick

layers of bark, and in this case it shonld be largely

mixed with grease.

Some manufactured compositions have also been

found injurious to the trees. Great care should be

taken in the selection and application of all com-

positions whose ingredients are unknown.

Cart grease made from fats or oils, and without

tar, is recommended by practical fruit growers as the

best and safest substance. This may be applied

directly to the stems, or put upon wide bands of

tough grease-proof paper, like that used by grocers,

fastened round the trees with string, or bass, or

rushes, like those for tying hop bines.

As constant greasing may injure trees, especially

young trees, it would be most desirable to adopt the

system of spreading the grease upon grease-proof

paper bands. When these are employed for old

trees their rough bark should be scraped away, in

order that the paper may be fastened closely round

the stems.

Upon some fruit farms lighted lamps are hung

over tarred boards near the fruit trees, at dusk, to

entrap the^ male moths which sometimes carry the

females into the trees.

The chrysalids, from which the moths will soon

come, are now in the ground near the trees, and,

probably, immediately under their boughs. Many
chrjraalids might be lestroyed by digging or hoeing,
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in the caae of cultirated land, where the trees have

been infested, or by digging in or hoeing in lime.

Upon grass land the grass should be cut off and

removed, or fed off closely. After this the surface

might be raked with large iron garden rakes. This

would expose the chrysalids, many of which could

be smashed if the ground after the raking were

beaten down with shovels. Board of Agriculture,

4, Whitehall Place, October, 1894.

THE ABNOEMAL CROP OF
PEARS, 1894.

[A Paper read at the Horticultural Club, October 9, 1891 ]

The cause of the unusual crop of Pears this season

ia not far to seek. Pears did not carry much fruit

in 1893, and the exceptionally dry and warm season

ripened the wood thoroughly, while the autumnal

rains plumped up the fruit buds and completed the

laying np of organic forces, and the trees were pre-

pared to do their best. They were somewhat early

in bloom, and thus escaped the severe frosts that

obtained while the Apples were in blossom, and as

for the most part the blossoms are pendent, the

itigmas were less exposed than in Apples. Thinning

had to be seen to very early, and many of our trees

required nine out of ten of the fruit which had set to

be removed at the first thinning, and twice since

that they have been gone over.

The very cold nights and wet days of May and

June, caused many to drop, as they were nnable

under these conditions to progress, and it is noticeable

that the fruit near the ground was much affected by

spot (Cladosporium dendriticum). This fungus

hardens the skins, and when the fruit swells it

cracks and becomes useless. It is evidently risky to

try and grow such Pears as Easter Beurr^, Berga-

mot d'Eiperen, Glou Moii;'an, Passe Colmar, Winter

Nelis, Beurr6 Bachelier, and Beuri^ Diel, while

Beune d'Amanlis, otherwise than on a wall, even in

our favoured part of England, has not been good
this year ; and on the other hand the clean hand-

some fruit of the late sorts, viz., Duchesse

de Bordeaux, Doyenrd d'Alenijon, Marie Benoist,

Benrre Du Buisson, Jjsephine de Malines, Olivier

des Series, Passe Crassane, Beurio d'Anj^u, President

d'Osmonville, Brown Brurru, Baronne Mello, and

Dachease d'Angon!<^me among autumn Pears

are unusually clean, thanks to the well-ripened

wood of 1893 ; and it is evident we ought to thin

out the branches of our pyramidal and espalier Pears

in the open more than we do to get high class fruit

on these Pears, and we must not be led away by the

fine examples of such a year as 1893, when the

tender Pears were superb in quality if eomawhat
out of season, for the kinds which ripen after

Christmas were mostly over by November.
Taken as a whole, the season of 1891 has been

unfavourable to the production of clean, handsome,
large Pears, and it may probably be well to note

those that have been good this cold, wet season.

These were : Beacon, a really nice fruit, led off the

season. This is a remarkable bearer, and if not left

on the tree too long, is quite fair as regards flavour.

Clapp's Favourite has been large, clean and hand-

some. Williams' Bon Chiotien has been large

and good, but rather spotty, and in beauty can-

not approach D.-. Jules Gayot, which is gaining

favour rapidly as a market fruit. Petite Marguerite

will be one of our best August and September Pears.

It is of Bergamot shape, and very sweet and pleasant.

Fondante d'Automne is not so large as usual, but as

good in quality as ever. Pitmaston Duchess, very

large and good ; this monster Pear is much improved

in flavour if it is gathered before it is quite fit and

laid by. Beurr^ Hardy is grand this season, and

the crop is the heaviest we have seen. The
clean fruit of this variety in the shops from

California in September were remarkable. Louise

Bonne and Marie Louisa are not so good as

usual, the weather beiag too wet and cold for these

sorts. Our favourite Pear, Emile d'Heyst, is finer

than ever. It is a pity people do not plant this in

place of Marie Louise ; its pleasant acidity would be

greatly appreciated. Conseiller de la Cour is the

best crop ever seen, and the perfumed flavour of this

kind will always make it welcome ; it does well on

the Quince in cold soils. Benrr^ Bosc is not bearing

well this year. An orchard tree has a quarter of a

crop, but the fruit will be small. Beurr^ Jean Van
Geert is very handsome, and a free bearer, not yet

ripe. The red flush on the sunny side will be

admired on the dessert- table. Beurr4 Superfin is

small, but a good crop. This may be called an

improved Marie Louise. Doyenn^ Boussoch is

very fine on pyramids, and quite clean and good.

Doyenn^ du Cornice, fruit rather irregular, owing

to the season , but a good crop, and will yet grow to

size.

Among the new Pears which have been good are

Marguerite Marrillat, a monster fruit, ripening in Sep-

tember, of delicious flavour, melting, and altogether

Al, and will take a high position ; it bears freely and

grows grandly. Beurr^ Mortillet is another very fine

kind, ripe ning in September ; of an unsightly shape,

being, so to speak, like a Malta Fig, and generally one-

sided, but superfine in flavour. Rivers' Conference

is a grand bearer, and the long rusaety fruit is most

elegant, while the flavour is very fine ; the habit of

the tree is perfect, and it will certainly rank Al.

Benrr^ Fonqueray makes a fine cordop, and is giving

us a little fruit, but not yet ripe to report on.

It is hardier than Beurr^ Bachelier, and will

probably supersede it. Triomphe de Vienne is

FlU. 62.—THE WI.NTEK .MOTH. (SEE r. 471.)

again grand ; an enormous bearer, and of fine

quality, juicy, and very handsome, being long

and russety. Comte de Chambord ia a fine bearer

(on Pear only) of the Swan's Eig type, very rich,

and of Bergamot flavour. Bjurifi Baltet Pore is

again grand ; it ranks Al for a cloae-growing kind,

and ia large, juicy, and good. Fondante deThirriot

has an enormous crop of clean fruit; a grand, little-

known Pear for November. It should be borne in

mind that my remarks refer to Pears quite in the

o.jen— i.e., not on walls or fences or under glass cul-

t'lre, as for all practical purposes this is the largest

culture. Another reliable Pear for general culture

ij Belle Julie, small, but a great bearer, and of first-

class flavour. Stewing Pears are all good, but the

very large sorts—Grosae Calebaaae, King Edward,

General Todtleben, Benrr^ Clairgeau—are scarcely

so big as usual.

A host of better known Pears has necessarily been

passed over, but it is probable that we may be years

before we see fruit of such a large collection. About

200 kinds have fruited this year, and we shall be

aMe to gain much useful information when they

have all been tested. We feel no doubt that, good

as the 1894 crop ia, we owe it more to the sun of

1893 than to any weather we have had this year.

We are fruiting several novelties which may be

noticed hereafter, but aa a general rule planters

cannot do better than stick to the varieties which

are now named, for if good in a cold, sunless, and

wet season, they will be grand when old father Sol is

more propitious. For the poet truly says of bim :
—

" Hail ! Life-giving aoul of creation

» » * »

Source of Fertility, Diffaaer of Kadiance."

« * * *

As may be expected, the Pears on the water-

loving Quince stock have come to the front this

year, while the same kind on Pear show many spotted

leaves, but on both stocks they appear to have made
ample provision for next aeaaon's fruit.

A word as to orchard Pears. Generally the crop

has been enormous, and low prices have ruled. We
sold 50 to 60 buahela of Heeael on the trees for 256.

For once the town-dwellers will have cheap Pears,

and wise growers will severely thin the boughs of

their trees as soon as picked, or they will not get a

return for many years after the trees have endured

such a strain.

Before concluding this ekeleton paper our hearers

may be as surprised as the reader to learn that in an

old book (1650) entitled The Spiritimll Use of a
Garden of Fruit Trees, the writer recommends
grafting the (iuince on the Pear stock for atandards

;

while in another ancient book (17.57) Eden, or a

compleat book of Gardening, by John Hill, p. 514,

of which we possess a complete folio copy, the author

states that, "The Quince stock agrees very well with

Pears, and should be chosen for those kinds which are

melting." He also recommends it for espaliers and

bushes, and this agrees with our practice to-day, as

the gritty and crisp Pears are not so satisfactory on

the Quince stock. The practice of working Pears on

the Quince would therefore a ppear to be more ancient

than is generally supposed. George Bunyard, Maid-

stone.

CHKYSANTHEMUMS
ABOUT LONDON.

The present year is fast approaching its end, and

hopes that have lingered during the whole of a not

too favourable summer, that a change might result in

an appreciable spell of sunny weather before autumn
set in, have now to be abandoned. The advent

of fogs and Cbryaanthemuma proclaim that auch

hopes are now impossible of fulfilment. Though
coupling the Chrysanthemum with the distasteful

and unw elcome fogs, it is from no other reason than

that they invariably visit na at the same season, and

we recognise that the nuisance of the latter is very

largely compensated by the preaence of auch glorious

and inapir iting diaplaya aa are furniahed by theformer.

As far aa one ia yet able to see, it appears very

certain that in the near future, at any rate,

the Chrysanthemnm monopoly of our admiration

during the autumn is not likely to be seriously dis-

puted by any rival. As previously, it will reign

unique all through our land from this date until

well-nigh Christmas, and the shows devoted exclu-

sively to ita honour, and the apace allotted to its

display in evtry garden, denote a popularity enjoyed

by no other flower except the Roae, though in regard

to the Roae it may be remembered that this flower

enjoys a similar popularity during a season when

flowera of every deiciiption are numerous, and when

it is much more remaikable that ao large a share of

admiration ahould be commanded by one of these,

than in November.

As to the season that has past and its effect on

the Chrysanthemum, there are only a few remarks re-

quired. Quite opposite in character to that of 1893,

it has not been any trouble to secure water for the

plants, and therefore the necessary labour that has

been required by any one collection has been con-

siderably below that requisite last year. As far as

we have yet been able to observe, and from reports

that have reached us from many of the large

growers, the general appearance of the plants

at the present time promise a richer bloom than

last season, and the plants are in better con-

dition and appearance. Especially will this be

noticeable in the incurved section, which made

such a poor show in 1893, that at the great

show at the Aquarium even, the standa of in-

curved flowers were much below the average quality.

There is one respect, however, in which we shall be

surprised if there will not be a falling off from last

aeaaon, and we refer to the colour of the flowers

generally. The abaence of the sun during the pre-

aent season is very likely to result in blooms with
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leas perfect colonr than those of last year, though ia

aize they may excel them. Generally, also the plants

are a trifle later in flowering.

The Innee Temple.

The display in the gardens belonging to the

Benchers of the Inner Temple, though smaller than

most of the others, was the first exhibition of the

kind opened to the public. The plants are a little

later than usual here, and the exhibition was only

opened on Thursday, the 17th inst. The houses

in which the plants may bo seen, afford only

very limited room ia which to stage them, and

this circumstance, together with the central

position in which Mr. Newton has to grow

his plants, are points to consider when criticising

the quality of the display. Visitors will notice many
of last year's novelties in good condition, and most of

the better- known varieties are represented in the

600 or more plants that have been crowded into the

house. The fine golden-bronze or chestnut Japanese,

Col. W. B. Smith, had good buds, partly developed,

and promise fine flowers in about a week after these

notes are printed, and the general display will be at

its best about the same time. Louis Bcebmer, and

the white variety of this hirsute flower were noticed

in good form, and the broad-petalled fine rose-

coloured Japanese W. Tricker, also Viviand Morel,

Sunflower, Puritan, Val d'Andorre, Prince of Wales,

and Mrs. A. G. Hubbuck, are among the popular

kinds in good condition ; and among the novelties of

last season may be mentioned W. G. Childs, valued

highly for its splendid colour, William Seward, Chas.

ShrimptOD, Baron Hirsch, the new and popular

incurved, and Chas, Davis. The collection is sure

to be visited by a large number of people, who will

not be able to see the larger collections further

removed from the Strand.

The Parks.

The displays annually created in most of the

Liondon parks have already been opened, some of

them as early as a fortnight ago, and though perhaps

we have nothing new to chronicle respecting these

exhibitions, we have again to congratulate all con-

cerned that in eo many centres in the metropolis,

there are splendid collections open to the popu-
lace free of any charge whatever, save such as

is met by the rates for the management of the parks.

Frequently, through reluctance to spend more money
than absolutely necessary, and therefore possessing

only inconvenient arrangements for growing and
housiag the plants, the hands of the Superintendents

are not free to do just as they would like in introducing

additional varieties or numbers, and in making new
features in arranging the display, &o. ; and any
criticism offered upon such collections must be mado
with due regard to such circumstances. To many au
observer who visits the parks it will occur, that

whilst the Japanese, decorative, and incurved
varieties are grown largely at each place, it is at the
expense of the Pompon section, the quilled or

Anemone-flowered varieties, and to the almost
complete exclusion of the pretty single-flowered

section. This is a pity, and each display would be

far more interesting if all the sections were well

represented—not necessarily in the same degree

—

that the flower- loving public could compare one
with another, and thus become familiar with the
differing forms and attractions of the flowers. Again,
in several cases, only a percentage of the plants are

labelled prominently, and another source of interest

and instruction is lost. Printed labels are not very

expensive, and if care is taken to preserve them
from season to season the cost of a sufiicient quan-
tity would be little. The arrangement of the
displays is a little better each year, but much more
might be done to add variety and pleasure ; and
above all, the plants should be grown dwarfer, or a
proportion of them, that the whole effect of the
groups be not destroyed by the sight of long, bare

stems, and ugly flower-pots. In several parka there
is required some additional direction to the visitors

as to what position in the park is situate the houee
in which the display is made.

Battehsea Park.

The exhibition in this very well-known park is

arranged in the same house and under same system

as last year, with sloping banks on either side, and

a path through the centre. Everything is very neat,

and considerable additional effect has been produced

by training some of the longest of the plants on to

the iron supports that cross the house, thus making

a kind of arch each side, partly over the group.

The house contains about 2000 plants, and the dis-

play was opened to the public on the 6th inst. In

the early days of all these exhibitions, a prominent

position is taken by that capital white variety

Avalanche, and the incurved Mons. R. Bahuant^
both of these are very valuable at the commence-

ment of the season. Charlotte de Mont-

cabrier is in very good form at Battersea, and

Florence Davis, also a variety that is not

happy at every place, yet seems to be pretty

easily managed in the Metropolis. Here there were

splendid blooms partly developed, and four of them

on a plant. Chas. Davis was in about the same

stage of development, and the new G. W. Childs

also. Gloire du Kocher is another variety done well

here ; it has capital bright colonr, and is prominent

among the Japanese. Mons. Tarin, a narrow-petalled

.Japanese, of good rose colonr, not by any means
new, is valuable for decoration. Etoile de Lyon, as

usual early in the season, was devoid of colour ; but

Bouquet de Dame, Cssar Costa, William Tricker

(capital colour), Viviand Morel, Louis Brchmer,

and the white variety, and Elaine, were remarkable.

This good old variety has not yet dropped from

collections, and when well grown, there are but

few that equal it ; there are larger white ones, but

none prettier. Madame Edouard Rey, a very large

Japanese flower, of rose, and reverse yellow, must be

mentioned as one that has been very good in

the early part of the exhibition; and the same
might be said of L'Ami Etienne, a large incurved

Japanese of pale mauve colour ; this was trained

along the iron rods mentioned above. H. Shoe-

smith, one of the newer Japanese, of pale yellow,

had fine buds, and will give good blooms; this

variety, it is expected, will prove to be a valuable

one. The new Duke of York, a Japanese incurved

flower of deep silver pink, and very broad petals, was
not yf t out, but it will have a few fine flowers. Presi-

dent Borel was noticed, and when a good colour this

large variety is effective. Madame Clemence Audi-

guier, that has long been considered of bad because

too tall habit, was trained along the rods, and in this

way looked well. Good blooms were almost deve-

loped of that magnificent white and wide-petalled

Japanese Mdlle, Marie Hoste ; it is very handsome,

with a pale yellow centre, but unfortunately does not

stand the fogs for any length of time. Madame
Darrier is a bright little incurved flower, and in this

collection its colour is unusually bright. Stanstead

White will carry good flowers ; and Miss Watson, a

neat yellow Japanese, and J. K. Pearson, are notice-

able. The last-named is very pretty when it has

opened, but it afterwards loses its colour entirely.

President Hyde anil William Seward are new ones

also noticed here.

SoDTHWAEK PaBE,

The park at Suutbwark is among the most
unfavourable of all for the growth of Chrysan-
themums, and moat other things. The district is

densely populated, and the part is black indeed,

LiBt year we had to mention that Mr. Bailey had a

new house at considerable cost in which to display

the Chrysanthemums, and the collection now on

view is ia this atructure, together with the small

house that previously stood. They form an ill-

made Xi one of the upper arms being of greater

length than the other. For the purpose they are

used for the houses are fairly convenient, and the

rafters of the roof being clothed well with Cobcoa
scandens and other plants, a pretty effect is produced.

The arrangement of the plants here also is different

and more tasteful than at most of the other

pirks, all of them being in irregular groups with

serpentina margms. Mr. Carle, the present Snper-

ntendent, has a very large collection, including

many of the best varieties, and we noticed a good

number also of varieties which have been known for

years, such as Peter the Great, Elaine, and others,

that are of good quality ; Condor, Mons. R. Bahuant,

Gloire du Rocher, Beauty of Exmouth, Robert Can-

nell, Louis Bcuhmer, Amos Perry, Edwin Moly-

nenx, Mrs. F. Clinton, William Tricker, Sunflower,

Madame Melaine Fabre, and Mdlle. Eliae Dordan,

were thoae most worthy remark a few days aince. It

would be well if the plants had more labels, that the

general public could see at a glance those of the

varieties they like beat. If printed labels are scarce,

the effect would not be marred if several plants of a

kind were placed together, and a label attached
;

indeed, this arrangement is preferable, now that eo

few blooms are grown on a plant, aa affording suffi-

cient of a kind to stamp its character upon

the visitor. This is not the case when one sees a

single flower surrounded by a hundred others of as

many varieties. The park is about seven minutes'

walk from South Bermondsey Station on the

L. B. & S. C. Riilway, and the collection ii well

worth a visit.

iTo be continued.)

SOPHRO-CA.TTLEYA L^TA.
Outt illnstration (fig. 63, p. 477), represents the new

and extremely pretty Sophro-Cattleya Iteta, shown by

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, at the Drill Hall, on the 9th inst.

Aaatated in our report of the above meeting, the hybrid

is from Sophronitis grandiflora^ . and Lielia pumila

Dayana $ . The sepals and petals are pale red-pink,

the base of the lip white, and the front of a shade of

rose. It is something like Sophro-Cattleya X Bate-

maniana in form, and more nearly like that of S.

grandiflora than the seed-bearer.

Home Co rresp ondence.

NOTES ON ORCHID CULTIVATION.—As a con-

stant reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle, it gives me
pleasure to write a line or two about the treatment
of the dillerent species of Orchid at various seasons.

Take first the Dendrobium section. Of all—D.
FheUeaopsis Schroderiana, D. bigibbum superbiena,

which have grown better this season in the full sun
than when imported, and furnished with grand
spikes of flowers. The species known as the King of

the Dendrobes, and the Elephant Moth Dendrobe,
is, without doubt, the grandest of all antnmn-
blooming Orchids, and as regards the variation

in their colours, I am bold to aay, if yon wiah to

see a good display, it is worth while for any Orchid
cultivator to go and see them. Another thing I

must mention—ours have been grown in much less

heat than ever before ; in fact, we have grown them
in the Cattleya house, where the temperature goes

down to 60°. In ray collection we have almost
a pure white one, except just one mark on the lip,

which you can scarcely see; such a grand sound
bloom. I have one just like that one the Gardeners'

CAroHioVe represented last season out in bloom. This
beautiful Dendrobium Phaltenopsis Schroderianum
will make a good display for such a long time, and is

alao most useful for cutting purposes ; when the

spikes show they require a little more heat. I have
two grand specimens ofDendrobium nobile which were
put out into a span-frame in June ; the bulbs then
measuring from 25 to 30 inches in length, good
atout ones. When taking them into a cool house
on September 1, to my surprise I found them to be

covered with buds, which fact Is an indication that

this section of Dendrobiums does not require so

much shading aa Orchid growers usually afford them.
My method of cultivating Dendrobiums of varioui

sections is to afford them full sun and plenty

of air. Take, for instance, a few of the croseea

of Dendrobium nobile, viz., nobilius, Cooksoni,

and D. Leechianum, D. Ainsworthianum, or D.
Ainsworthianura roseum, D. Linawianum, D. Find-
leyanum, D. Dominianum, D. Cypher! var., D.
Wardianum Lowii, D. Parishii, D. fimbriatum
oculatum, D. Dalhousieanum, and many other

species which have made grand bulbf, and are the
pictures of health; in fact.. D. Dalfionsieanum is

Sjrowini; several new pseudobulba measuring now
'i feet 8 inches in length, and are better than when
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imported. The Cattleyae do not like so much eun-

Bhine, although mine were not shaded all through

the month of September, but plenty of air was afforded

them. Lielias will stand plenty of sunshine, especially

the varieties Lselia anceps, L. a, alba, L. a Dawsoni,

Stella, L. WiUiamsii, L. Gouldiana, and L. albida

autumnalia ntrorubent. All these varieties and

species have been grown in a frame this season in

the full sun, and were put into the Cattleya-

house the last week in August. They are making
grand growths, and looking full of promise for a

good supply of blooms later on ; in fact, many of them
are showing flower-spikes now. Odontoglossum
grande, grown in the full sun this season, in

vigorous health, and throwing its spikes of Sower.

The Odontoglossuma have not been shaded

half so much as usual this year. Odonto-
glossum Alexandras and hybrids are throwing up
grand spikes of flowers, also plenty of them ; the

leaves are a nice dark tint. About Lcelta grandis

:

the best way to successfully deal with L. tenebrosa

is to give it a good rest in a cool Dendrobium- house,

but start it in heat, with which treatment it flowers

and grows most satisfactorily. C. Siins, Gardener,

Brierley Hill, Stajfordshirc,

TREES AND SHRUBS NOT COMMON IN GARDENS.
—I had a most enjoyable walk lately over the

extensive nurseries ot Messrs. Robert Veitch & Sons,

in the cathedral city of Exeter, and devoted my
attention to their enormous collection of trees and
shrubs, amongst which ire some very uncommon
species and many most interesting varieties. It

being now near planting time, the following list of

what 1 saw growing there, which contains only those

kinds which are not usually met with in gardens,

may be of use to arboriculturits in many parts of

Great Britain. Donbless, some of them would only

survive our winters in the south-western counties, or

along the south coast of England. Nevertheless,

having flowered Buddleya globosa for eight years at

Tonbridge, and remembering a plant of Eriobotrya

japonica which lived for seven years out-of-doors and
grew 12 feet high near Canterbury, I am strongly of

opinion that "warm corners " for many lovely plants

could be found outside of Devonshire and Corn-
wall, which are now rarely seen in other parts of

England :

—

Escallonia littoralis

Eucryphia pinnatifolia
Fremontia californica
Genista Andreana
Qarrya Thureti

Buddlea Lindleyana Hypericum prolificum
Clematis crispa (crimson ex- „ aureum

ternally ; white, margined Hymenanthera craasifolia

with pink internally) Idesia polycarpa (tree, leaves
Cistus capitatus large, cordate, pointed,

,, nigricans bright green, leaf-stalks

,, purpurascens scarlet)

,, tinctorum Ilex Cunninghami
Caryopteris mastacanthus Indigofera Do^iua

(leaves opposite, (lowers Olearia stellulata

pale blue, clusters of them Osnianthus latifolia

sessile in the axils) Swammerdamia antennaria
Carpenteria californica Sorbus macrophylla roCundi-
Caragana argentea folia

Choisya ternata (llowered Sambucus canadensis laciniata
three times in 1893 near Satureia diffusa
Truro) Tasmania aromatica

Desmodium penduliflorum Tilia euchloris (leaves very
Erythrina crista-galli large)
Escallonia Phillipiana Weigela P. Duchartre (tlowers

,, sanguinea nearly black)
„ rubra ,, nivea

W, T., Hea Moor.

ENCOURAGEMENT FOR COTTAGERS.—I have
often thought that if two or three gardeners would
co-operate and undertake to visit, during the even-
ing, all the cottage gardens in their neighbourhood,
advising and showing the cottagers how the more
important operations in gardening, such as pruning,
budding, &c,, which is so often a failure with them,
should be performed, it would encourage them in

pursuing gardening as a profitable art. It would
be interesting to know what readers of these few
remarks have to say on the subject. C. E. L. [This is

just what is being done under the auspices of some of
the Technical Education Committees. Ed.]

RUDBECKIANEWMANll.—I agree with all that your
correspondent, "J. ", says about this first-rate herbs
ceons perennial plant ,but here I find it suffers quickly

in dry weather, and a few sunny days, even after

copious rain, are sufiicient to make the leaves flag

;

and if the plant be not afforded water, or the weather
should keep dry, the development of the flower-

stems and flowers is checked. At the present time tbia

species makes a fine display in a border here planted
alternately with Aster Amelias bessarabicus, E, M,

Abelia uniilora

Abutilon vitifolium
Acacia angustifolia
Arbutus cauariensis

,, microphylla

HEDGES IN CORNWALL—The great similarity of

the hedges used in Cornwall to those used in the

Holy Land, induces me to copy the account of them
given by the Rev. James Neil in Palestine Explored.
" Throughout Palestine, gardens, orchards, and vine-

yards, are always enclosed, and the fence employed in

almost every instance is the common enclosure wall

of the country, called ajedar. This rude and primi-

tive construction is formed of rough, shapeless, un-
hewn stones of all sizes. Long nractice has made the

people very skilful in making Jedars ; and the hard
marble-like mi::cij rock, which crops up to the surface

in every part of the country, affords them abundant
and excellent material for this purpose. The ground
is first smoothed, and the stones are then piled up,

about 3 feet in width at the bottom, and gradually

narrowing towards the top. No mortar of any kind is

employed, the stones being merely laid so as to fit

closely together. The height varies in ordinary

cases from 4 to (5 feet ; sometimes they are carried

up as high as 12 feet. The whole construction is of

course comparatively fragile, though readily repaired

at a slight expense without the use of any fresh

materials." By the substitution of granite for

mizzey, you get in this extract an exact account of

most of the boundary fences in Cornwall. Those
used for fields and for some gardens are slightly

diflTerent, in that they are wider at the base, and soil

or turf is laid on the top where they are 1 to 3 feet

wide. In fields here, nothing is planted at the top,

but wind and birds soon provide material for a true

hedge of White Thorn, BlackThorn, and othenhrabs

;

FlO. 63.—SOPHROCiTTLEVA X BATEMANIANA.

(SEE P. 476.)

while Blackberries, Potentilla reptans, Hieracium
umbellatum, pink and white Milfoils, and numerous
other perennials clothe the sides of the walls after a

few years, probably growing at first on the top.

Similar walls around gardens are planted with
Fuchsia, Escallonia macrantha, or Rhododendron
ponticum, all of which make beautiful hedge-rows.

Roses also are similarly used. Some of the enclosures

for old gardens have the base 12 feet or more wide.

Upon the top of the wall surrounding two sides of

my garden there are Beech and Plane trees 40 feet

high. Hollies 25 feet, Fuchsias, Escallonias, and
Rhododendrons from 4 to 9 feet high, and several

other shrubs. The top of this wall is 10 feet wide,

W. T., Hea Moore.

THUYA GIGANTEA.—I beg to send you some
sprays of Tfluya gigantea, with seed, from a tree

standing in the grounds at this place, and I should

be glad if you could verify it as being the true T.
gigantea [yes]. The tree is over 45 feet in height, and
is 4 feet 6 inches in circumference round the bole at

3 feet from the ground. Considering that the true

Thuya gigantea was only introduced by seed into

this country in 1854, I think our specimen a good
one. I may add that the tree is covered this season

with seed to the very top, like the enclosed sprays

show. I think it would be interesting to know
where are the finest specimens of T. gigantea, and
their dimensions. G. H. A., Beningborough, York. [At
Orton, near Peterboro', Mr. Harding informs ua there

ia a tree of this species 60 feet high. Ed.]

THE PROPOSED NATIONAL VEGETABLE EXHI-
BITION.— Will jou kindly favour me with a little

space in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle io
return thanks to yourself and all of my many cor-
respondents, readers of jour paper, who have so
readily replied to the circular with respect to the
above-named object. Probably few similar sugges-
tions have met with so hearty a response, one that
may be practically regarded as unanimous. Almost
everyone says, " Such a great exhibition of vege-
tables should be held, and we wish to render the pro-
posal every help and assistance." That fact shows
that there baa grown up in horticulture during the
past few years a much higher appreciation for vege-
tables than formerly existed, when no one was proud
of his Cabbages and Potatos, but only of his Peaches,
Grapes, or Pines. It is somehow now found not to be
so terribly difficult to grow these and other fruits,

whilst a severe test of a gardener's capacity is per-

mitted in the appearance of his vegetable products.
Thus it would seem as if we are better understanding
the value of the kitchen-garden products. At the

meeting held on Sept. 29 at the Crystal Palace, a
small provisional committee, with Mr. H. Balderson,
of Ilemel Hempstead, as treasurer, and myself as

secretary, was formed to carry out the needful pre-

liminary arrangements. That committee will meet
on Tuesday next, Oct. 23, and no doubt will prepare
a rough kind of outline of what it is desired to do.

I shall there report result of circular inviting a wide
representative body of horticulturists in the country
to give their names as members of a general com-
mittee, a somewhat new practice in matters of

this kind, and I have no doubt whatever of

being able to state that of the replies, there

will be 80 per cent, favourable, a very remarkable
result, and that of these some 96 per cent, will be
entirely favourable. Indeed, I may say that none
are otherwise, only one or two favour another course.

What that course is I need not refer to here. The
next thing to do will be to summon a meeting in

London of the whole of the general committee, and
it will be for that body to determine what sort and
shape the proposed exhibition shall assume, and
under what sort of control. I may remind those
who have doubts, that the greatest horticultural

show of the century, that of 1866, was carried out
by an independent committee. That was
a grand success. The old Potato shows were so

also. The Rose, Dahlia, Chrysanthemum, and other

committees or societies are practically independent
bodies, organising their own shows, and doing them
wonderfully well. Still, help and encouragement,
and patronage from every quarter will be, I have ro
doubt, heartily welcomed. When any body, however
commanding, admits that it is impossible for them
to do what is desired, there can be no just cause for

complaint if others undertake to fill the void. Any-
thing which tends to the welfare of horticulture,

provided there be about it no personal or trade aims,

no grinding of petty axes, merits the hearty support,

help, and sustenance ot all who garden, let them be
who they may. It is in that spirit this great national

vegetable exhibition is proposed, and it is in that

high and generous spirit, I trust, it may find

national support. Any who have not received cir-

culars, and wish to be members of the general com-
mittee, should send in their names at once. They
who hesitate are lost. A. Dean, Kingston-on-Thames,

THE FRUIT PACKING COMPETITION AT THE
CRYSTAL PALACE.—When I read the remarks made
upon me by two of your correspondents last week
with respect to the above subject, I felt very mnch
as Joe Miller's Jew, who, when about to partake of

the forbidden rasher of bacon, was interrupted by a

terrific clap of thunder. "Good Heavens! " he ex-

claimed, " what a row about a bit of bacon." Really,

I had to turn to the preceding week's Gardenert'

Chronicle to see what it was all about, and surprised

at the outbreak, I was more surprised, still when I

found on what a slender foundation it was based.

What did I say about this fruit packinr? First,

" that I was disappointed." That was so. There was

nothing new in what was seen, and some that was in-

difterent. I have not only seen, but clcsely observed

and criticised all the fruit-packing competitions that

have taken place during the past twenty years at

South Kensington, Chiswick, and elsewhere, and

now at the Crystal Palace, and I hesitate not to say

that I have in previous years seen not only far

superior average packing, but some better. I

have the 1st prize basket of Grapes at the

Crystal Palace flung in my face [!] I made no

remarks whatever about the Grapes ; but the

competition in that class was poor, I did not say
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that Mr. Woodward's or anyone else's were not well

packed, and the aesamption is unjnst. But where I

(aid Peaches showed nothing new, I was very lenienf

,

because I remember the snperb samples of packed

Peaches in soft fresh moss that Mr. Coleman,

another of his pupils, used to exhibit at South Ken-
eingtoD ; and I have never yet seen better packing.

Therefore my words were just. I naturally looked

for something new and fresh in other directions.

Pears came into the same category ; they were little

indeed, or no better, than what we have seen before,

and, perhaps, no worse ; but still there was nothing

new. If these competitions elicit nothing new or

improved, they are of little value. There was a

poor competition, in ordinary bushel and half-bushel

baskets. There was only one competitor, and that

far away behind the packing of such growers as Mr.

G. Walker, of Ham. I will not be deprived of my
right of independent criticism because others do not

properly read their Gardeners' Chronicle. A. D.

Nursery Notes.
*

FRUIT TREES AT MESSRS. JOHN LAING
AND SONS', FOREST HILL.

To many readers this firm may be known solely

by the good work it has accomplished—and is accom-

plishing—with regard to the tuberous Begonia. The

recent great hardy fruit exhibition at the Crystal

Palace, where Messrs. Laing staged a very fine col-

lection of Apples and Pc'ars (some 137 varieties) was

sufficient evidence, however, that efforts are also

being very successfully made by the firm in quite

another direction of horticultural work.

A call prior to the show just mentioned, to

see the fruit in situ, revealed much of interest and

utility to those of a pomological turn of mind. The

fruit nurseries, of some 30 acres in extent, are

situated at Rutland Park, Bellingham, and The Farm.

The collections were found to include all the best

sorts ; the stocks, moreover, are exceptionally clean

and healthy, and true to name—the latter a very

important qualification.

As to "stocks," the suitability of the Quince for

Pears, and the Paradise for Apples for garden

culture, is amply illustrated here, the stocks in

question producing masses of roots near the surfac-,

thus ensuring all the benefits of the sun's warmth,

the stimulating action from mulching and watering

producing plentifully fine fruit for table or exhibition.

The trees have made a good growth this year,

which is attributable to the hot summer of last

season thoroughly ripening the trees. Another

advantage gained, too, was that the soil was left

warm, thus encouraging the production of a quantity

of fibrous roots—one of the essential qualifications

in successful fruit culture.

Another point of practical importance to culti-

vators well worth referring to, is the fact that not

one tree was pruned in winter—all were summer
pinched. This would seem to be a point of special

importance, and one which seems to be very much
overlooked by those, for instance, who grow their

trees within restricted areas, and subject them to

much pruning. It may be mentioned that the soil is

a light yellow sandy loam, in a splendid piece of

maiden land.

Apples.—In a season notorious for the general

scarcity of Apples, one noted abundant crops

on the sturdy young two and three - year

bash - trees. They were a sight, these little

2.| to 3 feet-high trees, loaded with fine fruit,

and in the matter of the generally destructive frost

on May 21 last, it " went over them," as Mr.

Wakelin, Messrs. Laing's manager naively put

it, the bigger (taller) trees being comparative

failures. The Apple that stood out, so to speak,

from all the others by its cropping qualities, and

truly fine size, was Bismarck (one particular fruit

noticed was about 2 lb. in weight !), its large, flat,

dark, red-flushed fruits, were very observable by

the visitor in the numerous quarters devoted to

Apples. We have never seen in finer condition that

very handsome, but otherwise not particularly good,

Apple Iloary Morning, wi(h its characteristic dense

grey bloom. A fine early kind, and a great bearer.

is Duchess' Favourite, sometimes known as Duchess
of Gloucester, with a smallish round fruit, and, as seen

here, intensely red. The conical Gascoigne's Scarlet

was also very noticeable, while Scarlet Crofton is a

first quality yellow Russet Apple-flushed.

Amongst other good coloured Apples noted may
be mentioned Worcester Pearmain, Lady Sudeley, that

very fine and handsome sort, and Scarlet Nonpareil.

A great favourite, and of first quality, is Margel,

streaked dark red, a firm and well-flavoured fruit ; the

tender-fleshed Cox's Pomona is red-flushed and
streaked ; whilst a richly deserved meed of praise

must be given to the ever-popular Cox's Orange
Pippin, round, yellow, streaked red, and russety.

Red Bietingheimer is a large, slightly conical fruit,

a handsome German Apple, with a carmine-flush on

the sunny-side, a valuable and newish variety.

Wealthy and Colonel Vaughan are also well- coloured

Apples.

This all too brief reference to some of the higher-

coloured Apples may fitly terminate by a reference to

the old Sops-in-Wine. We seldom see it now, the last

time the writer saw it was at the Great Apple Congress

in 1883, when it was noticeable by reason of its small

round, angular, scarlet fruits, which are covered by a

thick bloom, flesh streaked red ; an early and pretty

Apple. Amongst other good Apples observed, may
be noted Withington Fillbasket, a very large round

angular greenish-yellow fruit, as seen here very fine.

Of first quality, and a fine handsome fruit largely

grown, is Loddington Seedling, a large pale green,

flashed fruit ; as also the first-rate pale yellow Pott's

Seedling, Lord Grosvenor, Lord Soffield, Washington,

a very handsome conical Peach-like kind, but suc-

ceeding best on a wall or orchard- house, when its

melting flesh of excellent flavour is much esteemed.

Emperor Alexander, very fine ; Bramley's Seedling in

grand condition ; Stirling Castle, Gold Medal, Lord
Derby, Warner's King, The Queen, Schoolmaster,

Lane's Prince Albert, Peasgood's Nonsuch, excep-

tionally fine ; Golden Spire, branches literally laden

with fine fruits ; Waltham Abbey Seedling, Graven-

stein, that valuable newish kind Newton Wonder,
Gloria Mundi of extra size, Wellington, Han well

Souring. A newish fruit is Beauty of Stoke, large,

somewhat conical, of a uniform brown-rassjty

appearance, and very heavy, quality exci>llent, a good

bearer on pyramids or standards. The Hawthornden

types, old, new (winter), or silver and red, were

observed in excellent condition, being grown in

large quantities. An Irish early Apple called Gibson's

Russet, is worth noting, something in the way of

Sjke House Russet, but larger. It may be added,

before leaving this section, that not only have the

firm a fine stock of these bush and pyramid

trees, but of fine standards on straight, clean, healthy

stems, and wanting no stakes to support them.

Horizontal-trained trees are quite worthy of a pass-

ing reference, as are the cordons in both Apples and

Pears. This style of tree is advantageous, doubtless,

for covering walls and similar spaces in small gardens

in the neighbourhood of towns, aSbrding early and

paying crops of fruit.

In an orchard-house we noted a fine lot of estab-

lished pot- trees for this system of culture in all the

leading kinds—kitchen and dessert. And in the same

structure was a fine lot of late Peaches in pots, of such

sorts as Lady Palmerston, Sea Eagle, late Admirable,

Weatland(new), andthevery large Salway with yellow

melting flesh. A new Pear, named Le Lectier, was

noted here. It is a dessert kind—a good cropper

—season, November to January. Another newish

dessert Pear observed was President Drouard,

season, November and December. A fine lot of

fruiting-trees in pots (in var.) for cool orchard-house

culture (a certain mode of growing large fruit), was

noted.

Fears:—In the outside quarters—as may be ex-

pected—a good stock of this popular fruit is grown,

the trees bearing most freely in all shapes, standards,

half-standards, pyramids, dwarf fan-trained, for walls,

or espaliers, horizontal trained for the same pur-

poses, bush trees and cordons, single, upright, and

diagonal. As to the Quince stock, a strong rich

loam suits it best, whilst a lighter soil suits the free

stock for Pears. The main advantage of growing
Pears on the Quince as a stock is for early fruiting

purposes, and producing fine fruit, whereas the

generally accepted axiom respecting Pears grafted

on the free or Pear stock is, that

—

"He who plants Pears,

Plants for his heirs."

Pear culture sometimes fails because the roots are

not properly pruned and regulated, a matter of the

greatest moment in any fruit cultivation. The roots

should always be kept near the surface, except upon
sandy soils, and root-pruning must be vigorously

carried out in October. To refer to a few varieties

of Pears (amongst the many) noted in our visit : a

very large and handsome October Pear, with bright

red cheek, making a fine cordon, is Beurre de Mor-
tillet (new) ; Triomphe de Vienne, a newish variety

of great excellence, large, pyriform, and of good
quality. Magnate is a very large pyriform fruit,

yellow and dark crimson skin, handsome, juicy, and
hardy, much stronger than its parent, Louise
Bonne of .lersey, of which rich, deliciously-flavonred

Pear some fine examples were noted. Very large

and handsome is Durondeau, large, obtuse, juicy,

and sweet. Beacon was over at the time of our visit,

but it is worth a note as a bright and handsome
prolific fruit, proving a desirable kind for its season

(August). A variety of great excellence from
America is Clapp's Favourite, somewhat in the way
of Windsor in shape. Brockworth Park is a fine

exhibition variety. The newish Conference is a

large juicy Pear. Fertility is rightly named, bearing

a very large crop of rich and juicy medium-sized

fruits. Duchesse de Mouchy is a new variety, about

which more will doubtless be heard. Succeeding

Well as a standard is Beurr^ Alexandre Lucas, fruits

above medium size, flesh tender and juicy, a strong

grower, attaining a large size. Somewhat new is

the Belle d'EcuUy (Pionices d'EcuUy), a prolific

bearer, fruits very large, tender, melting, and very

juicy; it forms a medium-sized pyramid, bearing

well on cordons. Euile d'Heyst is above medium
size, fiesh melting and sugary, one of the best of

autumn E^ears, does well on the Quince, bearing

most freely, and is useful for orchard cultivation.

Taat very large, melting Pear, Souvenir du
Cjngroj (seedling from Williams' Ban Chretien)

was over, but worth a note as forming a medium-
sized pyramid, a good cordon on the Qaince, and being

very good against the wall. Hacon's Incomparable is

medium, roundish, sweet, rich ; making a prolific

and handsome tree on the Quince, but does not

always bear well on the Pear stock. Knight's

Monarch is a very valuable and well-known kind.

It is a variety which has the habit of cast-

ing its fruit; it should not therefore be heavily

thinned. The tree makes a handeome pyramid, bearing

well. The splendid Doyenn^ du Comice, one of

the finest Pears known, bears remarkably large fruit

on the Quince, and forms a fertile cordon or wall-

tree. Beurr6 Fouqneray is a fine and handsome new
Pear of French origin, hardy, bearing very freely,

particularly when grown as a pyramid on the Quince,

One of the best late-keeping sorts is Marie Benoist,

large Bergamotte-shaped, with a brisk perfumed

flavour making a good cordon or small pyramid on the

Quince. Forming as a fine tree on the Quince when
pyramid trained or cordon, is Olivier de Serres,

a delicious russety fruit of handsome Apple-like

appearance, the best flavoured in its season (February

to March). Another good late Pear, worthy of

general cultivation, is Josephine de Malines, which

does well on Quince or in any other form, bears

freely, and is invaluable on account of its extended

season, Madame Chandy (new) is a large pyriform.

fruit, flesh fine, melting.

A Pear that has very few equals in its season

(October to November) is Belle Julie ; a medium-sized

fruit, flesh yellowish, battery, and very juicy; ex-

tremely prolific, and succeeding well as a pyramid or

cordon. La France is a new French sort that may
be more spoken about later. General Todtleben ii

a good late Pear, large, pyriform, melting, and rich,

forming a beautiful pyramid, and growing well on
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the Quince. And then we might refer to such fine

varieties as Marie Loaise, Marie Louise d'Uccle,

Beuri6 Superfin, Easter Bennfi, B. Diel, B.

d'Amanlis, B. Clairgeau, Dachesse d'AngonlAme,

Pitmaston Duches«, and a host of other good sorts

grown here, did space permit.

Lengthy fruit-borders, planted only last March,

having cordon Apples on each side, backed by

Pyramid Apples, Pears, and Plums, have made very

satisfactory progress this season, several trees bearing

fruit.

In referring earlier in these notes to the Apples,

I omitted to note that a good quarter of cordon

Apples, transplanted last March, has produced fine

crops the first season.

To refer, by way of bringing these somewhat

lengthy notes to a conclusion, to a few other

specialties :—Plums are grown in all the leading

varieties, dwarf-trained, horizontal, cordons, pyra-

mids, and standards. Some of the dwarf-trained

stuff made shoots this season 8 feet to 10 feet in

length, showing the capabilities of the trees. In

Peaches and Nectarines, a fine lot of trained trees

were noted—dwarfs, standards, and half- standards.

Some two-year-old trees of Peaches and Nectarines,

fan-shaped, are fine healthy stuff, forming splendid

Iruiting wood.

Cherries, too, in all shapes for training or other-

wise, are a fine stock ; and the cordons, pyramids

and standards were noteworthy. Trained Apricots,

extra fine fruiting trees, are quite worthy of record,

as are the fruiting trees in pots for orchard-house

culture, and among the latter may be noted the firm's

fine Fig trees in pots. Those useful bush fruitf.

Currants and Gooseberries are represented by all

the best kinds in thriving condition. The firm

are sending out a new Strawberry named George

Hundle, an improvement on the well-known British

Queen. Fruit and colour like British Queen, light

rfd, large size, often weighing more than an ouncp,

strong grower, distinct dark green foliage. Fruits

freely. Visitor.

New Invention,

THE SPRINGTHORPE CUP AND TUBE.

Tnrs is another form of the telescopic flower- tube

intended for the use of exhibitors of Roses, Chrysan-

themums, Asters, Hahlia?, and flowers ijenerally

which, by reason ot their weight, are apt to droop

their heads, an undesirable attitude for an exhibition

bloom. The tubes can be drawn apart separately,

and are kept at any desired height up to 7 inches by

means of brass springs soldered on to them. It is

simplicity itself, and perhaps has an advantage over

those which are regulated by moving a tube formed

with a spiral thread, seeing that an alteration may be

made in height without having to twist or turn the

flower about when it is in its place on the show-

stand. The patent is provisionally protected.

SOCIETIES.
— »

ROYAL HOBTICTJLTURAI..
Lecture on Popularising Orchids.

OcTOBEH 9.—In the afternoon a paper on " How
to Popularise Orchids," was read by Mr. E. H.
Woodall, of Scarborough, who commenced byremark-

ing that in order to insure success, one of the first

things required was observation. If a gardener usf d

himself to this, a few days would suffice to perceive

whether or not a position or treatment accorded a

plant was that suited to it or not. If Orchids are to

be grown by the million, including those with only

meagre house accommodation, it is desirable that

a knowledge of the essential requirements of the

plants should be more common than at present. He
had proved in his own garden, that with one house

only, and a frame, it was possible to grow a good

number of Orchids, and to obtain considerable plea-

sure from them. It is desirable that nurserymen

should describe the habitats of the plants they collect,

give particulars as to climate, temperature, eleva-

tion, humidity, *c. If this were done, and culti-

vators would endeavour to provide similar treatment

to that the different species enjoy naturally, it would
prevent much of the wicked waste that occurs

through tearing these jewels from their native place,

and bringing them here, where at present so large

a percentage dies.

Cool Orchids have been so successfully grown by

the trade and by other large growers, that it is

common to see long houses devoted to them, and
the impression obtained that without such houses at

command it is impossible to succeed with them.

Many of them, however, could be grown well by

amateurs who have only one ordinary greenhouse and
a cold frame. When the lecturer commenced to

grow Orchids, he placed them in a rather close and
stuffy fernery facing north, but was soon aware that

such conditions were adverse to their well-being.

He excavated to a depth of about 18 inches under a

north wall, and concreted the bottom, which he

covered with water. Over this was put a frame, and

the plants were stood on pots over the water.

Fig. 64.—the sprisgihori'E cup and tube.

Many of the cool or equatorial Orchids, as the

lecturer preferred to call them, came from close

damp woods where there was but little winter or

summer, as we know such seasons, and to imitate

this as far as possible, the lights were taken off

entirely during dewy or wet days, but during dry

ones they were closed, and at night if there was dew
or rain the lights were taken 08'. Into this frame the

plants were put in the late days of spring, and at the

end of September when they were removed from the

frame, they had enjoyed the conditions so much that

they had recovered themselves greatly and

had made abundance of roots. When removed
from here, they were placed in an eastern

aspect in the greenhouse, and each stood

over a saucer of water. The plants fared

very well in this position until March, when
they required to have canvas screens to protect

them from the sun, then beginning to obtain power.

Afterwards, when they were put out again into the

frame, the plants grew away at once, and in Sep-

tember were remarkable specimens, most of them
having in their strong, new growths, healthy flower-

spikes. The system had proved successful, and
remarkably so, since which time Mr. Woodall had
pursued it with unbroken success, excepting during
the season 1893. when the hot, dry weather, without
any rain during the hottest period of the year, made
it exceedingly difficult to keep the plants cool

and moist. The idea was to keep the plants as cool
as possible and moist during our summer, and they
were then better able to withstand the winter ; and
it should be remembered that, in their native homes,
they had neither summer nor winter, but were
always moist, always cool. Some of the species he
had found especially amenable to such treatment

—

greenhouse and frame only—were Odontoglossnm cris-

pum, 0. Pescatorei, O. hebraicum, O. triumphans, O.
Rossi majus, and others. Others that enjoy the frame
treatment well, but require a slightly warmer place

than the cold greenhouse during winter, are

Odontoglossnm grande and Epidendrum vitellinum.

Slight modifications were then described which had
been found necessary for other species, many of

which only wanted special treatment during part of

the season.

Mr. Douglas, who occupied the chair, made a few
remarks, as illustrating the serious mistakes the

O chid-grower may make before he becomes
acquainted with the exact method of culture

required by this or that plant.

H. W. Lewin.—We much regret to record the

decease on the 9ih inst., of Mr. II. W. Lewin, a
gardener of the highest ability, who for about forty

years had managed the extensive gardens of Sir

I). C. Buchanan, Bart., at Drumpellier, Coatbridge,

N.B. Mr. Lewin excelled in every branch of his

business, and he was possessed of great energy and
refined taste; consequently it was always a great

pleasure to the horticulturist to visit the gardens at

Drumpellier. We may mention the fact that for

some thirteen years in succession he secured the

first prize for Cyclamens at the shows of the

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

The deceased gardener's earlier years were spent at

Kew, Maresfield Park, Sassex, and Lonsdale House,

from whence he removed to Drumpellier. A widow
and one son survive him.

EoWARD Spivey. — We are requested to

announce the death of Mr. Elward Spivey, which
took place at Sawbridgeworth on the 2od inst. The
deceased, who was eighty years of age, was for nearly

half a century head gardener to the late J. A. Honblon,

Eiq., Great Hallingbnry Place, Bishop's Stortford,

and was well known as a gardener of the old school,

lie was for many years a contributor to this journal,

and at one time a large exhibitor of fruit at the

London and other shows.

John Eomondson.—The seed trade generally,

and that of Ireland in particular, will learn with

regret, of the recent death of Mr. John Edmondson,

the head of Messrs, Edmondson Bros., Seed

merchants, 10, Dame Street, Dublin, at the age of

71 years. He was a native of Lancashire, and was

born at Penketh, Lancashire, in the year 1S23. His

father was schoolmaster of the place, and a member

of the Society of Friends, with which the late Mr,

John Edmondson was associated. His early educa-

tion was gained at his father's school ; later on he

attended that of his uncle, Mr. George Edmondson,

afterwards Principal of Queenwood College, near

Romsey, in Hampshire. For some years, while quite

a youth, he was associated in business with his uncle,

Mr. Thomas Edmondson, the inventor of the Railway

Ticket System now in use. In 1846 he was sent

over to Ireland to introduce the system on the Great

Southern and Western Railway, which was then

about to be opened, and in 1850 he paid a visit to

America in connection with the Railway Ticket

business. In 1851, having relinquished his con-

nection with his uncle, he settled in Dublin, and

established himself as a seedsman, trading as John

Edmondson & Co., at 61, Dame Street. Eventually

the firm took the title of Edmondson Bros., at

10, Dame Street, where it is now located. Garden

and agricultural seeds are supplied on a large scale,
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and a good bnsinees is down with implementa. Here
the firm will be continued under the title of Edmond-
son Bros. It may be stated that they are the Dublin
agents for Messrs. Thomas Rivers & Sons, Sawbridge-
wortb. When iu Dublin in 1869, I had the pleasure

of making the acquaintance of Mr. John Edmondson,
visiting him at his private residence near the city.

His kindly disposition charmed all, and the con-

sideration with which I was treated, going to Ireland

as a stranger, made a deep impression upon me.
His brother, Mr. Thomas Edmondson, started, in

1869, The Irish Gardeners' Record, and continued it for

some years, but failed to establish it for lack of

support from those whom it was particularly desired

to benefit. E. I).

Trade Notices.—•

—

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Seed Merchants and
Florists to the Queen, Rothesay, have just arranged

for a lease of the Chelsfield Estate Farm, Orpington,

Kent. This farm is finely situated, 13 miles south

of London, and is intersected by the main line of the

South Eastern Railway. It is about 60 acres in

extent, and will be used by Messrs. Dobbie entirely

for seed-growing purposes,

Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., of Chaseside, South-
gate, London, N., desire to announce the fact that

they have admitted Mr. F. W. Ashton, sometime
their representative, as a partner in their firm. The
business will be conducted under the same style as

heretofore.

Law Notes.
•

A HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND PRIZE
MONEY.

An action which aroused considerable interest

among local horticulturists was heard at Warwick
County Court on Wednesday, the 10th inst.

Wm. Robbins, gardener, of 17, Rugby Road, Lea-
mington, sued Henry Parker, Hon. Sec. to the

Milverton Horticultural and Industrial Society, for

payment of 14.s, 6f/., being amount of money
prizes awarded at the recent annual show of the

Society. Mr. Crowther Davies appeared for the
plaintiff', and Mr. A. E. Overell for the defendant.

Plaintiff said the exhibits for which he gained the

prizes were genuine, fair, and honest, in accordance

with the rules of the Society. They were all grown
on his own allotment. Mr. Overell sabmitted that

the case was beyond the jurisdiction of the court, on
the ground that the Society's rules claimed final

judgment in all cases of dispute. His Honour,
however, overruled the objection. Mr. Overell: Do
you know that the small committee was formed for

the purpose of visiting these allotments? Yes.^
And were you told on the day of the show that the

committee had reported against you ? I was told

after the judges had awarded the prizes to me that

the committee wanted to see me in the tents.—And
what did they tell you? The Chairman said I had
not grown the stuff I exhibited ; he said I had not

got room to grow them in my garden, and I had not
got more than three rows of Potatos,—And the
judges disqualified you ? The committeemen dis-

qualified me.—And the judges assented ? They were
not there.—Did you not afterwards meet a Mr.
Pratt, and say to him, " You are a fine fellow to

speak to a man as is out of work?" I don't

recollect.—A garden needs to be kept in good order
to produce show exhibits. It requires a good deal
of attention.—Weren't there some weeds in your
garden ? Yes ; it was rather weedy.—Some of the
weeds were almost as high as the Peas themselves ?

Mr. Davies : We didn't show any weeds.
A number of witnesses were called in support of

the plaintiff's case. Witnesses were also called by
the defendant, and these stated that the condition of
the plaintifTs garden at the time of the show pre-
cluded the idea of him having grown what he had
exhibited,^

His Honour said it rested with the defence to

make a case out, because the prizes were actually

awarded. The evidence was very conflicting, and he

could not say be had no doubts in his own mind.

At the same time, he was not satisfied that the

plaintiff did not grow the vegetables, and he should,

therefore, give judgment for the plaintiff; but the

small amount of the claim did not carry costs.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, aa well aa the duration, o£ degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours. 1
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Stratford : Octob-^ 16.—The supply to this mariet during

the past week was all that could be wished, and the trade was

brisk, (here being a large attendance of buyers. Cabbages,

1«. 6rf. to 3*. per tally ; Savoys, 3s. to 3«. do. ; Greens. 3i. to

is. do. ; Oauliilowers. 9i. to \s. per dozen ; do., 3*. to 4s.

per tally; Turnipa. Is. 6rf. to 3s. per dozen bunche? ; Carrots,

household, 40s. to 50s. per too ; do., cattle-feeding, 35». to 40s.

do.; Parsnips, 9rf. to Is. per score; Mangels, 12s. to 16s. per

ton; Swedes, 16s. to 18«. do. ; Onions, English, 60s. to 70s.

per ton*; do.. Dutch. 3s. to 3». &d. per bag; Apple?, Eng-

lish, 3«, to 4*. 6d. per bushel; do., Americau. Us. to l3s. per

barrel ; Sprouts, li, 6rf. to Is. 9rf. per half-sieve; Cucumbers,

Is. to Is. 6rf. per dozen ; Pamsons, 3s. ^d. to 3s. per half-

Bieve.

Farringdon: October 17.— Quotations : Parsnips, 50s. to

60s.; Carrots, 40s. to 45s. per ton ; Celery, 8s. to 10s. per doz.

rolls ;XOnion8, Englifih, 70s. per ton; Beetroots, 60s. per ton;

Cabbages, 3s. 6d. to 3». per tally; Cauliflowers, hd. to Is.

per dozen; Spinach. Is. to \s.Zd. per half peck; Cucumbers,
Is. to Is. 9rf. per dozen ; Melons, 6s. per case of 24 ; Tomatos,

6s. per doz. lb.; Walnuts. Green, 4s. per bushel; Grenoble

Walnuts. 20s. per bag; German do., 10s. do. ; Grapes, 9d. per

lb.; Apples, 4s. to 6s. per buehel; Pears. 3s. to 6x. do.

Horseradish, Is. to Is. 2d. per bundle.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : 0:tober 16.—Quotations

ranged from 45s. to 85s. per ton.

STRATFORD: October 16.—Quotations: — Magnums, Dark-

land, 45s. to 60s. ; do.,*Light-laod, 50s. to 70s. per ton.

Farringdon : October 18.—Quotations : — Bedford's Co-

lossal, 80s. to 90s. ; Triumphs, 99s. to 100s. ; Sutton's Abund-
ance, 70s. to 80s. ; Main Crops, 70s. to 80s. ; Bruces, 60s. to

66s. ; Magnums, 60s. to 65s. per ton.

London Averages : Octobtr 17. — Snowdrops, 80s. to

BOs. ; Kidneys, 60s. to 80s. ; Magnums, 50s. to 70s. ; Main
Crop. 65s. to 85s. ; Hebrons, 7us. to 85s. ; Black-lands, 45i.

to 55s. per,ton.

HAT.
Avtragei,—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets durinj; the past week:—
Clover, prime, 75s. to 133s. ; do., inferior, 45s. to 138f. ; hay,

best, 6 's. to 130s. ; do. . specially picked , 13 -Is. ; do , inferior,

33s. to 60s. ; Mixture, 90s. to 130s. ; and Straw, 32s. to 3St.

per load.

Jo

•»• Owing to the large increase in our ciraUation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press soma hours
earlier. Our c07Uributors, who well kjww what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications slunUd reach us not later than
Wednesday.

•.• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents
sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
dem/inding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an aruwer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good orws, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six varieties should be sent at one time. Leaves
only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Begonia Rex Varieties : X. Y. Z. The upper
Barface of the leaves waa mach gnawed b; white
thripi, of which great nnmbers were noticed atill

alive and active. Ton should use some means to
exterminate the insects from these and other
plants upon which they are donbtleBs to be found,
before they come into greater activity in the spring.

Some of the spraying insecticides would be useful

on these Begonias, whose leaves cannot be sponged
or dipped without injury to their appearance. The
spraying should take place at intervals of a month
or lest, if the insects are observed. They are not
easily got rid of by ordinary fumigation—besides, it

does barm to the leaves. Whilst the Begonias are
resting, during which time most of the leaves will
have dropped, would be a good time to spray or
dip them.

Books : Decorator. The book to which you allude is

out of print. Enquire at the office of the Banaar,
171. Strand, London, W.C. — S. P. D. The most
suitable for vou is Williams' Manual of Stove and
Greenhouse Piants. Anderson's work is a good
one, but it is not up to date.

CatTLETAS and LalIAS FlOWEBINO in the AuTtTMN :

S. tV. Catcleya labiata, C. I. Ptscatorei ; C.
Eldorado, C. bicolor ; and Lielia elegans praaiata,

L. autumnalis and vars,, L. Amanda, L. mono-
phylla, L. Lindleyana, and L. Ferrini, and vars.

Cedab or Lebanon on Clay Soil : Cedrus, The
trees would make good growth if the land be
drained, and some amelioration of the staple can

be effected by mixing with it during the carrying

out of the trenching a good quantity of lightening

matter, such as sand, gravel, ballast, &c. The
stations for the trees ought to be raised 1 foot or

more above the surrounding level, and a few dozen
nurse plants planted round about, the aspect being

exposed to the east. Larch, Spruce, Austrian Fir,

Alder, Poplar, &c., would do.

Cold Fbames foe Wintee Use : Richards, Cheshire.

See reply given to " X." at p. 418, of our issue for

October 6.

CoBRECTioN.—In article on "Thinning Forests,"

p. 401, column 3, line 41, read 1875, not 1873;
and in line 77 of same article, after 7 inches

read cube.

Daisies in Lawn : M. K. G. Watson's Lawn-sand
is said to destroy them. Spudding ia an effectual

but a tediona method. Where the mowing-
machine ia naed Daisies increase amazingly, and if

the planta are not very numerous in your lawn,

letting the grass grow long, and mowing it at in-

tervals of a month or six weeks with the scythe
checks seeding. Machine-mowing at short inter-

vala weakena the plants, so that the flower-stalks

become very much dwarfed, and many flowers are

paaaed over by the machine, which produce seed in

due time, A dressing of guano will help the
Grasaes to overcome the weeds.

D.Q5c : Forester. " 05 lonomijB Doctor " is a degree

granted by some of the Garman Universities, such

as that of Munich, after study in the Staatawirth-

schaftlich Faculla':, No British University grants

any such degree.

Eahth- worms: J. T. The earth-worms may be brought
to the surface by watering the soil with water im-
pregnated by quick-lime, letting the water become
clear before it is used. The worms when once at

the surface should be gathered up. If on turf,

they may be swept or raked up. We do not think

that the Lilinm anratam bulbs have been killed by
the worm*, although you have found them at the

heart of the bulba ; and the Primroaea may have
been gnawed jaat above the ground by aluga, the
gruba of weevila, or what not. The worma are

quite incapable of gnawing through the atem of a

Primrose. The aluga and the weevil larvae are

retponaible for much loaa of planta in the garden.

If aluga abound, treat them to aalt and lime, or

salt and wood-ashes in the evening at feeding-

time ; or when frost appears certain, and the

ground is still soft, spread litter very thinly about
among your plants, and the slugs being fond of

shade and shelter, will creep under this, but it

being no protection against frost, they will be
killed wboleaale by the low temperature.

Grapes: A. P., Cardiff. The Grapes are badly
shanked, which may be due to a variety of causer,

the chief of which are asoured pasty soil, insufficient

drainage, denudation of large quantities of leaves

and shoots at or about the colouring period,

and over-cropping ; almost every variety is liable

to it in a greater or lesier degree. You yourself

will be better able to judge of the cause of your
Grapes shanking than we.

Insects: Geo. Abbey. We were unable to find any
in or about the mould yon sent with young
Cabbage plant. Probably none enclosed, or, if

enclosed, then killed, and afterwards nndiscernible.—Eurycles : W. R. The bulbs are attacked by the

gruba of the Narcissus-fly (Merodon) ; this may
give you some clue to the history. There ia no con-
nection with any former attack of Eacharia mite.

Carefully deatroy all infeated bulba, and replant the
sound ones in fresh clean earth, R. MoL,

LiLi0M Habbisii : J. T. This ia properly L.
longiflorum, variety Harriaii, and it may be
planted at thia aeaaon in pota or the open
ground—it ia the proper aeaaon to plant bulbs

which apoil by being kept out of the aoil. They
may be kept, however, out of the aoil aa late aa

June, if wrapped in clay, and kept cool in the

Japaneae method. It ia beat not to allow Lilium
auratnm to remain in the aoil all the winter

unleas the latter is warm, dry, well drained, and
rats do not exist about the place. Take
them up and pot them, keeping the aoil

damp and cool, atoring them oat of doora in tree

leavea with tiles or pieces of slate over the pots,

BO as to afford no ingress to rats and mice. Dj
not put so many leaves about the pots as will in-

duce warmth by fermentation, it being only the

frost that should be excluded, and exoiting Warmth

in the winter would cause growth, that i», top
growth before any roots form.

Monsteba deliciosa : R. M. A soil rich in vegetable
ma:ter; say leaf mould and peat, with snflScient
sand (coarae) to keep it open and prevent rapid
souring. Good drainage and large pota or tubs,
or a border. Grow in an ordinary hothouse ; the
plant does not suffer if grown in a shady place,
although to ripen the fruita properly it ahould
have direct sunlight. The leaves do not readily
burn except under very large panes of glass, and
they are very close to them. Keep moderately
moist in the winter, and afford plenty of water,
and occaaionally manure-water whilat actively
growing. But unleaa there ia plenty of space for

the plant to ramble, the latter ahould be rarely
afforded, and certainly not the first year after

planting in fresh aoil. The plant looka well if

planted at the foot of a atout oaken p< at or a
young Larch tree in the rough, or allowed to run
over rockwork. If you would keep the plant of

moderate dimensions, grow it in a pot and re- pot
biennially. It belongs to the N. 0. Aroideae, and
is a native of Jamaica.

Names of Fruits: (f. N. I, Flemish Beauty; 2
Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 3, Beurr^ d'Aremberg.

—

—F. W. S. 1, Beurr6 d'Amanlia; 2, Beuni
Superfin ; 3, Marie Louise ; 4, Benrrfi d'Aremberg

;

5, Not known ; 6, Vernlam.

—

P. M. Most of the
numbers detached from the fruita, having been
pinned on — a bad practice. The large long
Pear is Uvedale's St. Germain, the large round
one Ganaell'a Bergamot, the reddiah-ekinned
Benrr^ Clairgeau, email (rnit Beuri6 Diel. No, 3,

Brown Benrri — G. Davison. 1, Joaephine de
Malines ; 2, Knight's Monarch ; 3. Fondante
d'Automne; 4, Bi-urr6 Bachelier.— W. T.Holmes.

1, BfUe de Bruxellea ; 2, Loniae Bonne of Jersey
;

3, Not known.— ff. S. L. 1, Van Mona. L^)n le

Clerc; 2, Rotten; 3, Cox'a Pomona or Emperor
Alexander.

—

D. E. 1, Glou Morcj-au; 2, Marie
Louise d'Uccle.

—

Burghley. 1, Beurr^ Superfin
;

2 Paradis d'Automne; 3 AppleAlfriaton.— Quintin

Read. 1, Pear Deux Soears ; 2, Dutch Codlin

;

4, Fearn's Pippin : 7, Landsberger R"inette. The
othera we do not know—not at all familiar to ua.

T. A. N. 1, Beurr^ Superfin ; 2, Beurr^ Diel

;

3 Marie Louise ; 4, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 6,

Paaae Colmar.— H. 0. N. (Thanks for 6s. for

Orphan Fond.) 1, Van Mons. Lfion le Clerc; 2,

Chaumontel; 3, Not known; 4, PitmastonDacheaa;

5. Benrrfi Ranee ; 6, Past recognition. — D.
McDougal. 1, Hoary Morning; 2, Kibeton Pippin

;

3 Margil ; 4, Lemon Piooin.

—

Carnarvon. 1,

Dacheaae d'Angonleue; 2, Darondeau ; 3, 7. Not
known; 4.Doyenn^ Gria ; 5 Ms'^chal de laCour ;

6. Yorkahire Greening—if. K. Ynur Pear ia

Pitmaston Dachess.

—

Preston. Pear Virgoleuse, a

very old variety, which is shy in fruiting when
young, but is fruitful when aged. On warm soils

in the south it is usually good, but on cold soils

and districts almost worthless.

Names of Plants: E. J. B. Cratagua punctata.

—

J. C, Stoffdon 1, Peziza aurantiaca ; 2, Ticket

loose; 3, Phallua impudicua ; 4, Lenzitei

betnlina; 6, Polyatictua veraicolor; 8, Sterenm
hirautum; Polyporua betulinua. Two epecimena

in state of putrefaction could not be named;
all badly packed. Each specimen should

have been in separate paper. M. C. Cooke.—
W. Smith. Eaellia Portellse.— C. J. Bottey. Cornus

maa, the Cornelian Cherry ; flowers in very early

spring.— ff. H. A. 1, Thuya gigantea; 2, Cra-

taegus coccinea ; 3, a Viburnum ; we cannot tell

which from the specimen sent.

—

J. K. Juniperus

chinenaia.— W. J. P. 1, probably Pinua Lam-
bertiana ; 2, Casainia fnlvida, commonly, but

erroneoualy, called Diplopappus chryaophyllus;

3, Alnua glutinoaus var. laciniata ; 4, Prumnopitys

elegans ; 5, Retinospora plumoaa, silver variegated
;

6, not recognised ; send when in flower.— The Hon,

Mrs. F. The word Dendrobium was a printer's

error. Your plant is Saccolabium bigibbnm.

—

W. T., Cheltenham. Ceanothus azureus var.

—

X. C, Rugby The Cattleya, of which you send

leaves, is suffaring badly from fungous disease.

It would be safer to isolate the plant.— ff. M.
Ficus rabiginosa, sometimes grown aa F. auatralia,

—J. B. C. Sibthorpia earopea.— S. P. D. Agave

americana variegata. The other is a apeciea of

Acacia, probably A. inermia.— C. W. 1. Prunella

grandiflora ; 2, Aster Amollns ; 3 and 4, forms of

Helianthns rigidus ; 5, Halenium autnmnale ; 6,

Montbretia croffosmaaflora.
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Obchid Committee: Observer. You are mistaken;
the cbairmaD, as is inrariably the case, and as we
hare the best reason for knowing, had left the
table before his exhibits were adjudicated upon
b; the committee.

Oechids at Manchesteb Botanical Gabden : S. A,
Oar correspondent has the right to express his

opinion. We cannot enter into the controversy.

Selling Peice of Cypeipedium Cbosses : S. W

.

The prices vary so greatly, that we are unable to

give even an approximate figure. Why not apply
to someone cognisant with the value of Orchids,
showing him the plants, descriptions having not
much value in such cases.

Sheivblled Geapes : Anxious One. There was no
fungus present on the Grapes sent, except super-
ficial forms, which .follow decay, and the shrivel-

ling of the fruit must be due to imperfect treat-

ment. Examine the state of the roots near the
surface, and also low down in the soi), and send us
some for inspection. G, Massee,

Smilax (properly Asparagus) : ^S. M. The tender
species do well in either peat or loam in

the intermediate-house. If not required to
ramble much, grow them in pots ; but they
do beet planted out. Propagation is by means
of suckers. The American fashion of training the
shoots is by securing these to pieces of thin twine,
stretched on the roof or front of the glasshouse,
by which method long shoots can be removed
intact. The plant does not require much water at
any time.

The Best Geaftee of Vines in England : L. K. S.
The art is not much practised in this country,
inarching by approach being the method usually
adopted by gardeners. Sometimes the union of
green shootp, i.e., in a half-grown state, is obtained
by grafting. The method adopted by the con-
tinental vineyard cultivators is to take an ordinary
bottle cork, split it in half lengthwise, cut out a
shallow channel in the middle of each half, make
a tongned splice of stock and scion, put the two
pieces of cork round the point of union, taking
care to have one bud on the stock just hei/ond the
top of the cork, then complete the job by putting
a tie of wire round the top and the bottom of the
cork, twisting it tightly with the pliers. This
kind of grafting should be done in the early spring,
and it will succeed out of doors or under glass.
When the graft has taken, the growth from the
stock may be shortened and eventually cut clean
away, and the joined parts covered with soil,

which is easily done, seeing that the grafting is

done quite low down. The cork being elastic will
give way under the pressure of growth, and if

ordinary thin bouquet-wire be used, that also will
soon rust away, so that the removal of cork and
ligature is unnecessary. We are unable to say
who is the best grafter in this country. One of
the best manuals on Vine culture is that by Mr.
A. F. Barron, entitled. Vines and Vine Culture,
published at 171, Fleet Street, E.G. The 3rd
edition was brought out in 1892.

Tomatos : R. J. B. Except so far as it may have
resulted from shade caused by leaves, &c., we
are unable to account for the irregularity you
complain of.

Vines : J, U , Alnwick. In view of the small fungus
which molests your Vines and the fruits, it would
be advisable to use the Boideanx Mixture about
the house and on the Vines, making it rather
weaker than the ordinary formula for safety's
sake, and keep flowers-of-sulphur in pans of water
in spots where it may be readily evaporated ; also
smearing the hot-water pipes with white-wash
containing sulphur. Do not put any in evapo-
rating-pans over the pipes when forcing begins, as
these pans with or without sulphur are more
irjurious than otherwise.

CoMMUNlciTIONS Reueived.—J. Busby.—G. C, Ochtertyre,
next week. — D. McO.— C- W Leyland, Dext week.—AS.

—

M. T.- Birr & Son.—K. B.—W. T. T. D.—Tou)?.— J. H.—
B. G.—C. M.— P. P.-Heaton.—J. D.C.—Constant Reader.—
G, Kent.—W. W.—T. H. C— A. C.-J, R. W.— F. J.—
S. P. D.-H R—E. C—T. A. N.-J. W. W.-J. C. S.-
Dam. &Co.— J. J. 'W.—Vf. Brookbank.— W. O.— C. P. S —
J. P. — J. F. M. — F. G. B.-J. H.-J. B.—U. Dammer,
Berlin. — N. S, — S. K. — T. H. S.— .1. U.—H.-W. A. C—
J. E.. Nortel. — E. M. - N. E. B. — F. Kranzlin, Berlin. —
H. W. W. — C. C. — B. M.. Dunrobin. - J. Hndsoo. — J.

Lamoert.—T. T.—C. T. D.—Rev. U, H. D.—A. P.—C. de B.,
Antwerp.—G. W.— R. D.

PBOIOGBAPHS REO^UVED WITH Thaaks.-J. K. (under con-
•ideration).-Keynes, WilliamB & Co.—Lane fc Son.

STRAWBERRIES, Royal Sovereign, 25 last-
year plants, 10s.,, and 220 strong well-rooted Runners

of same, at His. per 100. Thury, Paxton, Noble, British
Queen, and Nicaise, at 3s. per lOO.

W. ORMONDE. Market Gardener, Reading.

PALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48'9, 12s. per doz. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48'8, 9s.

and 12s. per doz. ; Large KENTIAS, in 60'8, 5s. and 6s. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in aO's, 4s. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large
thumbs, 3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100 : ARALIAS, in 48's. Bs. and
6s. per doz, ; FICUS, in 48'8, 12s. per doz. ; CYPERUS Ni-
TALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 48'9, 5s. per dozen;
twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12».perl00; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48'9, 6s. &
6>. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), 5, Bramah Road, Brixton, London. S.W.

DUTCH BULBS !

FEEHCfl BULBS! and EKCLISU BULBS!
See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.

Containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIUMS, DAFFODILS
SNOWDROPS, IRIS, &c., free on application.

Please compare eiir Prices be/ore sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS,

EXETEB ST., STRAND, LONDON, W-C.

NOTICE l-LILIES OF THE VALLEY.
Owing to the severe Drought of last Summer, 'J-year-old

Flowering Crowns will be very scarce thia year, and prices are
6ure 10 advance.
To insure a supply, and first quality, send your Orders

without delay. 2^ Millions of Crowns offered for Forcing and
Planting Out, of unsurpassed quality. Prices on application to

T. JANNOCH,
Lily of the Valley Grower by Special Appointment to

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales,
DEESINGHAM. KING'S LYNN, NORFOLK.

D U T CH B^CJL B S.
TirLEPS, Due van Thol, scarlet Is. 6rf. per 100.
TULIPS, Due vau Thol, red and yellow ... 2s. per 100.
TULIPS, mixed 2s. per 100.

PRICE LIST of DUTCH BULBS, cheaper than any other
Firm, sent free on application from

—

J. D. HA HON, Bulb Importer,
JAMAICA ROW, BIR.MINGHAM.

ftUITTR
For Market and Private Orowerg.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

HHEAL&QONSM Crawley, W Sussex.

Clipper.
" Patented."

WALKER'S CHRYSANTHE-
MUM TUBES & CUPS.

Comnn.'udi;d by the National C. Soe.
l8t Class CVrtirtcate Crystal Palace.
CLIPPER, complete, 6s. 6rf. per doz.

CHAMPION, „ 8s. 6d.

Caah with order. Postage, 9i. per
dozen extra.

From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
Iroumongers. &c. ; or,

Dr. WALEER, Wimbledon.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of 10.

BEST NEW ARCHANGIL MATS ... (9 ft. by 4 ft. d) 10b.

„ TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 1 ft.) 8a.

„ HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7s.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 53.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS 20/-, 25/- & 35/- p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.
„ CUaA BAST is per lb.

HOBTICDLTDIIAL SUNDRIES OP EvERY KiND.

CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

i^'G'f i;g><^~ /7_^,>s
21«.«idl?«rOREli;(^'of db<7/e 9Ues,mbo«5 of too feet i^tOO Feet supeit
£NGL1SH Gl*.6e> cut to tjuyers' sues, a.t lowest price.

U^lLi^ared /'re't. Zfjoun d in the country, vn quintixy.

GEORGE FAK^MILOE&SONS
LeACGu^ES Oil, (ltU Coi-OUK.KERt.M*NT«. '

^4- fe"eJOHNStreet\«/£;ST£rinTlFlELD.TJDNTV?N "C
PtocK li&T3 Aiidpric^ onApf>lirt\tioii. IV!i.'=* ouot- ChTOnisl*.

RICHARDSON'S
PATENT

HOODED TUBULAR BOILERS

Awarded SUver Mddal for Boilers and Heating Apparatus
at the International Horticultural Ejchibitiou, Loiidon.

Have combined in one the advantages of the two best forms of

lioilers hitherto made—the plain Saddle and Tubular fciaddle.

They Heat more than Twice the Quantity of Piping
t-hat can be heated by ihe onlinary Saddle with an equal
amount of fuel. They are duraUle. quick-heating, eaaily set,

and easy to manage. PRICE LIST from the patentees,

W. RICHARDSON & GO.,
Horticultuial Builders and Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fasMoneal GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Qrowera and Amatours declare them obsolete.

7.000 feet Leagtla of the New Patent Travelling
Structures already In Construction.

Write for CatulOf^ue of Smallkst to Largest Sizes *o

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,
LIMITED.

2 & 3, Whit© St. (Moorgate S t. Station, E.G.)

55 English. Americas, and Foreigo Press opioiontj.

Gardeners' Chronicle :—'* It is commended assaying 100 to
200 per cent." The G.ardtning World :

—" There is no ijuestion

as to the utility." The Horticudural Ktview

:

—" Will effect

a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening

:

—"Can honestly
commend the styla ai emiuenWy practical." The Journal of
Horticultiue :

—
'= May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthe-

mums, Boses, StrawborrKs, and Fruit Trees generally."

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT

STOVE S.
TERRA-COTTA I POftTABLE I FOR COAL I

Pure and ample heat. «&4 hours for about lo..,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
GREENHOUSES Heated 2A Hours for about One Penny.

Pamphlets, Drawinga, and authenticated Testimonials sentt
See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBBR.TS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clersry, tor all kinds of

OUTDOOB WOBK, 00N8EBVAT0KIES,
Greenliouses. Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and OU Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-PoieouoiiM Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Pattirnn. and TestimoniuU, Post-lree.

Qrove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

snd 'BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

Rr
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XL ALL LAWN SAND.
NOW IS THE TIME 70 USE IT.

At exterminator of Daisies. PlantaiDS, Docka. and other un-
sightly "Weeds from Lawns, and a Fertiliser for the Grass com-
bined in one. Guaranteed the finest and most effectual prepara-
tion ever offered for the purpose. Please note the following,
from a well-known Gardener ;

—" The Lawn Sand which I had
from you last autumn far ticeeded my exptctationa in results.

Used on a very weedy and impoverished part of the lawn, tbo
same has this seai^on been mobt conspicuous by the luxurious
growth and absence from weeds. I have no hesitation in
btating that whoever may give it a trial will also be satisfied
with the result. — T. TURTON, The Gardens, Maiden Erlegh,
Beading.**
A fine dry powder, supplied in air-tight tins:—2 1b., 1».,

7 lb., 3.*. ; !! lb., 5s. ; 28 lb.. 85. Qd. ; 56 lb., 16^. ; Ua lb., 30s.
Carriage paid on 1 cwt. and upward?.

Full directions for use on all tins.

G. H. RICHARDS. Manufacturer. Old Shot Tower Wharf.
Commercial Road, Lambeth, London, S E.

Trade supplied on be-t term?,

BONES 1 BUNKS 11 BONEalll—Any size
from dust to 1 inch, at lOx. per cwt. Carriage Paid on

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order,

B. a. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Crushers, St. Albana.

GISHUKbT COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 3 ounces to the galion of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s. ^d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
CLimited), London.

FISH MANURE for VINES and PLANTS.
—GEO. HARRIS, Esq. (Head Gardener to Hia Grace the

Dulie oE Northumberland), Alnwick Castle Gardens, writes :
—

" I have applied your Manure to Vines and many kinds of
plants with excellent effect." In I cwt. bags. £'i lOl. per ton.
4s. 6rf. per cwt. Carriage paid.—THE GREAT OBIMSBY
POULTRY GRir AND MEAL COMPANY, Grimsby.

CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER. —^or
Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.

MUKRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROYEB, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmlesa to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS and SONS, 79, Mark Lane, London.

HUGHES' VAPOUR ROLL

FUMIGATORS.
For

ONE SHILLING
Houses, 1200

EACH.
cubic feet. Can be divided for
smaller Houses.

They burn with a pleasant aromatic smell, kill green fly,

Ihrip, &c., and are the safest ever made. Sample rolls, post-
free, twelve Stamps. Sold by all Seedsmen.

Pdtenteg—
E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES,

victoria Street, Manchester.

WANTED, Gardeners and others, to send for
particulars of NEW DOUBLE LADDER. It stands

quite independent, or by withdrawing bolt at top you have
two ladders.— Particulars of BATCHELAR, 48, Hammersmith
Road, W. Patent applicl for.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
CRYSTAL PALACE, 1894. FRUIT SHOW,

WOOD'S
PRIZE

MANURES
AGAIN

TO THE FRONT.

W. WOOD & SON have much pleasure
in announcing that numerous First and other Prizes have been
awarded to users of their Manures, one Gardener alone having talien

SIX PRIZES, and this has been his yearly record every year for Six

Years past—SIX PRIZES EVERY YEAR FOR SIX YEARS !

Unsolicited Testimonials from most of the REPRESENTATIVE
GROWERS THROUGHOUT THE KINGDOM prove that, for Best

and Most Lasting Results

—

WOOD'S MANURES ARE UNEaUALLED!

ORCHID,
AND

OTHER

PEATS.

W. W. & S.
Best Quality in the MarJcet

!

Bracken Fibee.

ORCHID PEAT,
Full of Rich, Bkown, Haed

W. W. & S. HARDWOOD PEAT
(Square Tough Turves !) is especially good this season, Full op the
Real Fibre—fob Stove Plants, Special Offer within the
Next Fortnight to Clear Ground.

W. W. & S. GENERAL or
RHODODENDRON PEAT, los.perton, free on rail, Hants.

BROKEN RICH BROWN PEAT, 6s. per yard.

<^ ORDER EARLY TO INSURE THIS QUALITY.

LOAMS.
W^y W^. & S. are still cutting theii' celebrated

SURREY LOAM, Selected Turves, Full o- Fibre, Also a
Good Useful Fibrous Loam, ready for Use, On rail from yard. Wood
Green ; reduced to 6«, per yard, Thi.^ is an exceptionally Cheap Line !

Order Early to insure this Quality.

W. WOOD & SON, F.R.H,S.. WOOD CREEW, LONDON, N.

THE BEST « CHEAPEST FUEL for CREEKflOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, « HEJTIBC iPPAKATOS,

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS GOAL
GK. CARTER AND SON supply their large NUT or

• COBBLE COAIS (the liuU Uicg about the size cf a Waluut, acd
the Cobblea about the size of it ni^u's fist), delivered by van, at any address

withiu the 4 mile radius of Chariig Cross ; or in truckloads, at any Railway
Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other deacr ption of fue), burning for twelve hours at

least without any supervision, and giving from live to ten degrees more heat
than Coke. Quotations on appHt-ation to

—

Q. R. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, GOAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.G.

CBEESON'S MANURE. — Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The Beat Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Ij., 2s. 6d., and 5j. M. ; also in air-tight bags,
J cwt., 65. ; 1 cwt., lOi. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. 0. BBESON, Bone Mills, St. Neofs, Hunts.

,

" 13, Knowle Road, Brixton, London,
I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.RS.E.,F.C.S."

ARMTtAGE'S INVINCIBLE MANURE.
StLVULATINO 1 EcONOMICAt.1 LiSTIKG 1

The Best Fertilising Compound.
Report of Analysis made by Alfred Sibson, F.C S., the

Analytical Laboratory, 23, St. Mary Axe, London, E.C. ;—
"This is a high-class Chemical Mamike, especially

suited for Qarden use. It contains about 6J per cent, of
Ammonia derived from Organic matter. Ammonia Compounds,
&c.. and with a good proportion of Phosphates (both soluble
and insoluble). Potash, &c. As its physical properties or
* condition ' is alao well attended to, it will, in my opinion, be
found a Valuable Manuke for general Hobticultubal
PURPOSES. (Signed) Alfred Sibson, F.C.S."
PKICE4.—In Tins : 3if., M., and li. each ; or Free by Post

for 6d., lOJi.. and U. 6d. In Bags: 7 lb.. Is. 6(f. ; 14 lb.,
is. »d.: 28 lb., 4s. ; 66 lb , 7s. id. ; 112 lb., 14s. 6d.

S" All Orders for One Cwt and upwards delivered Free
to any Railway station in the KiDgdom.

ARMITAGE BROS., NOTTINGHAM.
l'^ Please name this Paper.

THOMSON'S
E AND PLANT MANURE.
The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORQE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—W.M. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

\'ineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY A L L SEEDSMEN.

EGONOMICAL-SAFE-USTING

CLAY'S
MANURES

Are used by the

Leading Growers
Boyal Botanic

Society,

Royal Horticul-
tural Society,
Royal Parks,

London County
Council,

throuKbout the
United Kingdom

and in

c.^^'^'^n

iMvi/'ij^:

TnAD£ MARK.

•^LONDONq;

trade mark.
every quarter of the globe, for

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

SOLD by SEEOSUEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN,
In 6d. and la, fackets, and SEALED BAGS:-

7 lb. 14 lb. 28 lb. 66 lb. 113 lb.

Ss. 6d. 48. 6d. 7s. 8d. 12s. 6d. 20s.
Or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Cash with order (except 6rf. Packets),

The respective Trade Mark Is printed on
every Packet and Bag. ana al^o Impressed
on tna lead Seal attacbed to tlie moutii

of eacn Bag wbicb is

THE ONLY GUARANTEE Of GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of &oda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manare Manufacturers, Bone Cruabers, &o.,

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, E,
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NEW
ILLUSTRATED
LIST, Post-free.

1000 HOUSES IN

STOCK

to Select from.

Vv^,
HOKTICULTTJBAIi PROVIDERS

—

the Original inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
NURSERIE8-HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

The
Largest Steam

HOKTICULTORAL
WORKS

In the World.

Inspectlonlnvlted

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This Illustration is an exact copy of my Amtiteur Span-Toofed
Greenhouaes, which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plete with Ventilators, Irons for Opening, Staging, Glass, &c.
Made in Sections, eo that they can be erected by any gardener
or handy man in a few hours, bimply screwed together.

Delivered and erected complete within 20 miles.
Length. Width. Height.
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"PERFECTION."

Important Improvements In Glazing & Conatructlon.

NO LEAKAGE.-NO DRIP.-NO LOSS OF HEAT.

GUABASTEED.

WHITE FOR OATALOQUE AND TESTIMONIALS.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

SURVEYS MADE IN ALL PARTS.

W. PARHAM, ^V^; BATH.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

WARE and SONS'
FLOWER POTSARK THE BE3T.

TBE SUSSEX POTTERY WORKS, VCKFIELD.
Quotations given for quantities. Carriage paid to any

Tlie Beat Railway Station. are CheapoBt.
SAMPLES and LISTS FREE. Cratea packed.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGTTE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

it. td. nett, per post, 2t. lOd.

JONES^&^Twooa

CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
FORCING-HOUSES, PITS, FRAMES, &c.

M
H
<

S

ELEVENTH
SEASON

THOUSANDS
IN USE.

oM
H
ao

P
pq

o
u
^
o
1-1

CO

Elaborately IHuttrated Catalogue Post Free,

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

And at 118. QUEiiN VICrOKiA STREET, LONDON. E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Larpe Contracts in Fencing,
RootiDg, 8lc. Perispnal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

GREAT REDUCTION IH FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
iU>n<i(m..l;ent,Mr.H.SBja.TOir,Seed8man,&o.,2,HoUowayBd.,N.

1-light
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chsonioxb Teleorams.— The

Eegistered Address for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES for ADVERTISING.

BEAD nlfE CBASGED AS TWO.

4 Lines .
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FS A N B E R AND C O. ean recommend
• several hi(?hly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENEKS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroufjhly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

MR. HOWARD GILLIAT wishes to recom-
mend a working HEAD GARDENER fL.r a larije or

small place, industrious and truhtworthy, understands garden-
ing; in all ita branches, including Houses, Violetn, Roses, and
Carnations,—RICHARD STEVENS, 102, Castle St., Reading.

AKDENEH (Head).—Age 37, married, no
family; life eKperience in good places. Can be highly

recommended. Excels in Koaes", Orchids, ChryBanthemuni",
Fruit, and good all-round.—B., Gardens, Higham, Windlesham.

GARDENER (Head), seeks re-engagement
where two or three are hept.— Age 25; highly recom-

in**nded.— W. KNaPTON. The Gardenf, Abernant. Aberdare.

GAKDENEK (Head), where two or three are
kept.—Age i9; twelve years' practical experience in

Vinee, istove and Gfeenhou^e Plant'*, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Excellent character.—GARDENER, 107, Hambro
Road, Streaiham Oommon, S.W".

GARDENER (Head).—Age 50, two children,
not out; thirty years' character. Left through death.

—MORKIS, Peasenhall, Yoxford, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head), where several are
employed. — Age 30 ; life-experience. Well recom-

mended.—A. OWENS, St. Clere Gardens. Kenaing, Sevenoaka.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 32.—C. Fielder,
Gardener to the Dowager Lady Howard de Walden,

Mote Park, Mtidatone. begs to recommend Wm, Bacon, who
has been Foreman in these Gardens during the past four yeara,

to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly trustworthy
man, where several men are employed Sixteen years' expe-
rience in good Bituatioiis.—The Mote Park Gardens, Maidstone.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 40, married,
no family ; excellent character, and proved ability,

especially in Plant-i and Fruit. Healthy and energetic.

—

J. A., 4, Kelsey Terrace, Lintjnln.

To Noblemen or Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head Working, or GAR-
DBNERaDdBAlLIeF).—Age 40; thoroughly underfetanda

the growing of Vines, Pines, Peaches, Orchids. Tomato;", Stove
aid Greenhouse plants, early and late forcing, Vegetable*", &c.

Also the cultivation of heavy and light soils, gooti rearer of all

kinds o£ St^jck, Poultry. Pheasants, &c. Life experience.
Eight years last place ; highest references for reliability.

—

K. INGHAM, Red Lion Nursery. Magf uU. near Liverpool.

GARDElNER (Head Working), Age 30.—
J. DAY, Gardener to the Earl of Oalioway, Galloway

House. Garlie^town. would be pleased to recommend William
Norman, who has been General Foreman in these gardens for

near'y four years, to any LdBy or Qentle»an requiring the
services of a good, practical man. where three or more are
employed ; fourteen years' experience in leading places in
England and Scotland.

GARDENER (Head Wobkix©).—Advertiser
is open to engage with any Gentleman or Lady re'juir-

ing the services of an energetic, conscientious, practical man.
Gentleman will highly recommend from present place, as
above.—C. T., 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 41,
married, three children ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches. Laud and Stock if required. Good references from
present ard previous employers.— J. BARLEYCORN, Walton,
Leigh, Addlestone. Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42,
married, no family ; thoroughly practical in all depart-

ments; first-class charactera. Disengaged,—M0RRI3S, 1, Grovs
Terrace, Leslie Grove, East Croydon.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—W. Tvlkr can recommend man as

abave. Well up in Stove, Greenhouse. Grapes, &c. Four
years' excellent character,—M. M., The Lodge, Campden Hill
Road, Kensington, W.

ARDENER (Head Workmjq).—Age 31;
married, Sixtuen years' experience ; disengaged

November 3. Good character and references.- .T. KEMP,
Shalimar Gardens, Ewell, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30.
J. H. AYLING, General Foreman for the last three

years at Londeaboro' Park, is desirous of obtaining a situation
as above. Thoroughly versed in all departments. Well
recommended.—Londesboro Park.Market Weighton,Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 30, single; life experience in all branches.

—

H. ELLIOTT. Man^don, xiear Plymouth.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 34,
married ; eight years in last situation. Left through

breaking up of establishment.—T, W., 19, Stanhope Gardens,
South Kensington.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
—Age 27, single; twelve years' experience Inside and

Out. Good references,—R. A., Tandridge Court Gardens,
near Redhill, Surrey.

GARDENER,—The Dowager Lady Lewis
recommends a Gardener, age 30, single, as Second of

four, or First of two or three. Ten years' experience as
Second in good Gardens. Satisfactory references.—J, GRIF-
FITHS, Harpton Court, Kington, Herefordshire,

GARDENER (Single-handed, orotherwise).
—Age 25 ; good all-round hand. Excellent character.-

F. WELLS, 5, Clyde Terrace, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

ARDENER (Under), or NURSERYMAN,
and could assist in Shop.—A young Man, age 23, wants

situation as above. Nine years' experience, and four years
reference; quick and obliging.—G. W., ai, Munden St., West
KensingtOD.

GARDENER (Second), where more are kept.
—Age 25 ; well up Inside and Out; well recommended,

four years' excellent character from last situation.—A. T.,
Tunnel Cottage. Winchfield, Hants.

ARDENER (Second, or Under).-Age 20
;

Five and a half years' experience at Inside and Outside
work.—GEO. SWAINauN. Canton, Northallerton, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; experienced
Inside and Out. Can be well recommended by present

employer. Leaving through place being so.d. Good references.
—T. SHEARMAN, Mrs. Burtti, The Brows, Malton.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
—Age 24, single; good references. Experience Inside

and Out.—W. K., », Brent Cottages, New Brent Street,
Hendon, N.W.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 19 ; four years'
experience Inside and Out. Been apprenticed ; total

abstainer; small premium offered.— F. BEAUMONT, The
Central Schools, Bournemouth.

ANAGER, or FOREMAN. — Jas. B.
MuNRO. late Managing Foremm at The London Nur-

series, 4, Maida Vale, W., begs to offer his services in the
above capacity to a tirst-class firm. Twenty years' practical
experience in all branches of the profesuion, in London and
Proviucial Nurseries. Highest testimonials and references as
to character and ability.—Apply. 17. Maida Vale, W.

To Nurserymen and Market-Growers.
MANAGER, EUREMAN, SALE&MAN.—

Age 45; married; well up in the trade all round,
Wreaths, Crosses, &c. Good references.—J, HAYNE3, Kitchen
Gardens, Hampton Court.

MANAGER7 or SALESMAN of Fruit or
Flowers for Market.—Life experience in Growing, and

Erecting Glass, &c.— W. G. BAlLh,Y, 3, Lullingstone Villa.
Swaniey Junction.

UOREMAN, or MANAGER, in small Market
X. Nursery.—Well up in Tomatos, Cucumbers, Peaches,
Roses, Ferns. &c. Kent or near preferred. Seven years at
Mr. i*. Ladd'a, Dartford Heath.— G. PACKMAN, Common
Lane, Wilmington, Kent.

Lj^OREMAN (age 28).—Mr. Condib, Head
X. Gardener, Brooks Hill Gardens, Harrow Weald. Stan-
more, can with confidence recommend Tom Barker to any
Gardener as a competent and reliable man.

OREMAN, in the Houses, in large estab-
lishment.-Age 29, single

; good character from last
situations m large establishmuuts as Foreman,—W.WRIGHT,
Tilbury Hill, Halstead, Kssex.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.-
Age 27 ; fourteen years' experience in Fruit and Plant

Culture, Good references.—W. GATES, 38, Stamford Road
Fulham, S.W.

OREMAN.—Age 26; eleven years' practical
experience Inside and Out; house and table d»-coration.

Good references. Disengaged Nov^i-uber 10.—GRSENLEEd,
Leed's Castle Gardens. Maidstone, Kent.

UOKEMAN or GROWER (experienced).—AgeX 28 ; fifteen years' experience ; good character —
GROWER. 2, Orchard Terrace, Chichester.

FOREMAN.—Twelve years' experience in
Plant and Fruit Houses. Good references from such as

Eastwell Grange Park, Eastwood Park, and others —
THOMPSON, Gatehouse. Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

FOREMAN (Inside, or General).—Age 28.
Mr. G. R. Georue, Gardener to Earl Sondes, Lees Court,

Faversham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above. Three years as Foreman previously.—Present
address, G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Park. Ware. Herts.

RUPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 31;
fifteen years* good experience in all kinds of Market

Stuff, Wreaths. Bouquets, itc—W., John Woods, Hartford,
Huntingdon.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Age 28 ; eight
years and a half expanence Inside and; Out. Good

character and testimonials.-W. WILLIAMS, Hazeley Heath,
Winchfie d. Hants.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 19; in a private
establishment. Five years' thorough experience under

Glass. Excellent character. Abstainer.—T. PEART, Stretton
Grandison, near Ledbury, Herefordshire.

JOURNEYMAN (Fihst), Inside
; age 21.—

C. Mayo can with confidence thoroughly recommend
F. Millman, a^ above.—The Gardens, Rodborough Court,
Stroud, Gloucester.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 19;
well up in Potting and Watering. Five years' good

character. Leaving through a death.—ARTHUR BROWN, The
Gardens, Wray Park, Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN, or Second, in a good
Establishment.—Mr. Ba.skett. The Gardens, Eashing

Park, Godalraing. would be pleased to recommend A. Elcock
as above. Four and a half years in present situation.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21;
six and a half years' experience in Fruit and Plant

Houses, Chrysanthemums, Wall Trees, &c. First-class refer-
ences. Abstai ner.—C. JONES, Eastrop, Highwortb, Wilts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.
—Age 19; five years' experience. Excellent references.

C. C, W . Sambrook, Shrewsbury Road, Market Drayton.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Undbk);
age 19.—A Gardener's Sod seeks a situatioa as above.Sm years' experience.—R. 8 . ,Iyy Cottage, Oabastoiie. Hinckley.

TMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
-i- Age 19 : three and a half years' experience in General
Work.-A. E. COX, Mr. Green, Manea, Cambs.

TMPROVER, in the Gardens.-A Youth, age
J- 19, seeks a eitualion as above. Four years' experience in
a Market Nursery.-W. S., 21, Lascelles Road, Leytonstone,
Essex.

TMPROVER (lN,srDE).—G. R. Gboegb, Gar-
*^ dener to Earl Soodee, is desirous of obtaining a situatioa
as above for Sidney Marsh. Four years' good reference.—Lees
Court, Faversham.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden, Inside
or Outside five years.—Age 19

; good character —W F
DDCON, 36, Broad Street. Canterbury.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 18 ; two and a-half years' good character.— H. LLOYD,

Church Preen, Shrewsbury.

AD VERTISER, accustomed to Covent
Garden, West End. and Cjuntry Trade, wuhes for a

position as SALES.'tfAN. BUYER, MANAGER, TRAVELLER,
&c.. or would act as Agent for one or more firms. Long and'
excellent references.—"ALPHA," 41, Wellington Street
London, W.C.

O GARDENERS.-Youth wants situation
in Gardens; four years' experience. Agel8.—C. TWITE

Shotesham. Norwich.
'

O GARDENERS.—strong Youth, age 16,
wants situation under a gardener where he will be able

to learn; willing to make himself useful: bothy preferred.—
J. SPENCE, KnorringtOD, Oakham.

GARDENERS, &o.—A young man, age 19
last August, wishes for a situation under a Head Gar-

dener, or at a Florist's. Has been gardener's boy in a gentle-
man's hou-e. and with a nursery gardener. Very good refer-
ences. —C. BULL. 4, Claremont Terrace, Lewisham, S.E.

n^O GARDENEKS, &c.—Situation wanted
J- under a Gardener, by a young Man, age 2i5. of good
character; willing and industrious ; for outside ; alight know-
ledge of Inside.—T. S., Mr, G. Schofield. The Gardens. Mioley
Manor, Farnborough, Hants.

O NURSERYMEN.—G. BETHELL,
Whiteley'a Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge, can

recommend a good GROWER of Roses, Cornatioos, Palms,
Soft-wooded Stuff, and Cut Flowers. Age 4^ ; two years in
these Nurseries.—Address as above.

--ro NURSERYMEN.—Young Man. Eleven
J- years' experience in Roses, Clematis, and general
Nursery-work. GooJ references.—X. Y., Mr. E. Myson. Great
Parndon, Harlow, Essex.

'•pu NURSERYMEN.-A trustworthy, ener-X gi-tic young man (Bge 27) seeks reengigement in a good
Nursery, West of England preferred. Sevon years' experience
in Fruits. Carnatious, Chrysanthemums, &e. Well recom-
mended.— C. H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TxT GARDENERS and FLORISTS.-Man,
-1- age 24, wants situation as SECOND, under Glass. Good
references. Nine years' experience.—T. J.. Belmont, Banchory
Road, Blackheath. '

'TO FRUIT GROWERS.-MANAGER^X Wanted by a thorough practical, lite-experienced, mid-
dle aged Man, a situation as Man-iger on a Fruit Farm. Tho-
rough experience in all out-door Fruits, and Glass-houses, good
experience of Land and Stock. Thirteen years in present situa-
tion on Lord Sudeley's Fruit Farm (since its formation)

;

excellent character from this and former situations. —
D. SHEPPARD, Toddington, Winohcombe, R.S.O.

ANDSCAPE DRAUGHTSMAN.—Twenty
years" practical experience in Planting and Liying-out

Parks and Private Places ; seeks engagement till end of
November.—C. D , 63, Grenville Road. Hornsey Road. N.

SSISTANT-SHUPMAN.—Age 24; nine
years' experience in all branches of the Seed Trade, in-

cluding four years in London and Dublin houses. Accustomed
to a brisk CountC' Trade. Exceptional references.—W. R. P.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

QEED TRADE.—SHOPMAN (Head), orO MANAGER, open for engagement. Over twenty years
in last situation.—Particulars oa application to HERD BROS.,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Penrith.

*' QTICKING TOGETHER IN ALL SORTS
KJ OF WEATHER."—The friendship between man and

man v^hieh enables them to stick together iu all sorts of
weather is a friendship worth having. In times of prosperity
some of us can hardly distinguish a friend of this kind from one
of the other sort. Bat let the storm clouds gather and we soon
know who the true friend is. And when the clouds of sickneaa
gather about us we turn naturally and instinctively to HOL-
LOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT, They are the only friends
whose friendship is worth a rap at such times. We know it,

and we turn to them, confident in the knowledge that they
will restore us to health.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW-43, St. Andrew's Cross.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS °'
'iri::x':^;::,Ti£'^:x^:'''

IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

S^ HEATING.
';^f ; PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHURCHES, '

SCHOOLS, etc., heated in the most efficient manner.

AMONGST OUR PATRONS ARE—
H.E.H. THE PKINCE OF WALKS; H R H. THE DUKE OF YORK;

His Grace THE DDKE OF FIFE;
Hl3 Grjce the duke of WESTMINSTER: H.M. BOAKD OF WORKS;

THE ADMIRALTY, ETC.

SPLENDID ILLUSTBATED CATALOGUE

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS W R K 31 A N S H IP and BEST 3IATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the ' Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Lettars to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed tor the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbubt, Agnew. & Co. (Limited). Lombard Street. Preoinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and poblished by
ABTKUB Okoboe Maetih, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Oovent Garden, in the said County.—Satobday, October iO, 1894. Agent tor Manchester—JoHM HsTWOOD.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE k MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68. CHEAPSIDK, E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Stapleford, near Nottingham. Absolute clearance.

SALE of thirty acres of well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
without the slightest reserve, the freehold estate having

been sold.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructel to SELL by AUCTION on the Premises,

FrettiDgham's Nurseries, Stapleford, near Nottingham, ten

minutes from Sandiacre and Stapleford Station (Midland Rail-

way), on MONDAY NEXT, Oct, 29, and THREE FOLLOWING
DAYS at 12 o'clock precisely each day, the FIRST PORTION
of this extensive STOCK, comprising 3,000 Gold and Silver

HOLLIES, for which this Nursery has been noted, Aucubas,

Rhododendrons, and Laurels in large quantities, 20,000 Conifers,

a wonderfully fine assortment in various sizes, a grand stock

of Golden Yews, a remarkably fine lot of Cupre^sus Lawsoniana,

including the best varieties, 600O Fruit Trees, principally

Standard and Pyramid APPLES (many large fruit- bearing trees

amongst them), also Pears, Plums, Ornamental Trees. &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had of Mr. Frettingham on the Premises, of ARTHUR T.

ASHWELL, Esq., Solicitor, St. Peter's Walk, Nottingham,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.C.
N.B.—The STOCK is particularly well-rooted, and the

NURSERY bears a high reputation for the safety with which
the STOCK can be transplanted.

Caterham Valley.
SALE of well-grown NURSERY STOCK.

By order of Mr. O. T. Sedgley.

To GENTLEMEN, BUILDERS, aud OTHER?.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premise!, The Nurseries,

Ninehams Road, Upper Caterham, near Caterham Station,

on TUESDAY NEXl', October 30, at 12 o'clock, hundreds

of Rhododendrons, Flowering Shrubs, Standard Ornamental
Trees, Fruit Trees in great variety, and a large number of

Specimen Conifers and Evergreen Laurels, Firs, &c., in all

300 lots.

, May now be viewed. Catalcguea may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.C.

Enockbolt. Kent.
UNRESERVED SALE of FRUIT TREES and general

NURSERY STOCK by order of Mr. A. Waterman.

JVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
1»1- SELL by AU(7riON, on the Premises, the Hickmandias
Nursery and Fruit Grounds, Knockholt. two and a half miles

from Hulstead Station (S.E.R.), on THURSDAY NEXT, Nov. 1,

at half-pist 12 o'clock, a large assortment of finely-furnished

Specimen Evergreens, 1200 Scotch Firs, 3 to 4 feet ; 13

Standard Ornamental Trees, 80O APPLE TREES of the most
popular market sorts, 170) Rsd CURRANTS, 31,000 McLaren's
ProliBc, Cbrter's Prolific, and other RiSPBERRY Canfs.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premise.^,

and of the Auctioneers, 67 aad 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—Conveyances will meet certain trains on Sale day, to

take intending purchasers to the Nurseries. For times of

trains see catalogue.

Hounslow.
EXPIHATION OF TENANCV.

GREAT SALE of FRUIT TREES &a&
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.

Important to MARKET GARDENERS, FRUIT GROWERS,
NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS,

25,000 FRUIT TREES, comprising 800 Czar, 2000 Victoria,

4000 Gisborns and other varieties of PLUMS.
2000 Stirling Castle. 1600 Early .Tulien, 500 Ecklinville Seed-

ling, and hundreds of Duchess Favourite, Worcester Pear-
main, Royal Jubilee, Bismarck, Lord Derby, Lord SuiEeld,
Bramley Seedling, and most of the leading kinds of
APPLES in cultivation.

Hundreds of Standard, Pyramid, and Bush APPLES,
PEARS, and PLUMS.

lOOO Dwarf-trained and Untrained PEACHES, NECTARINES,
APRICOTS, PEARS, and PLUMS.

12,000 Apple Stocks, 7000 Brnssell Stocke, lO.OOO Myrobella
Stocks, 2000 Pear Stocks, and 5000 Cherry Stocks, all lit

for working.

Several thousands of CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
Hundreds of Small SHRUBS for Boxes, including 1000 Golden

Euonymus. 6 to 9 inches; Cupressus erecta viridis,

Retinospora plumosa aurea, &c., &c.
1,500 PRIVET OVALIFOLIUM. 2 feet.

Thousands of SHRUBS in variety, including Border Plants;
3O00 LAURELS, of sorts. Common YEWS, Green
HOLLIES, Cnpressus Lawsoniana, Thuya Lobbii, &c.,
from 2 to 10 feet high.

800 Standard LIMES, 10 to 12 feet hi«h.
60,000 MANETTI and MULTIFLORA ROSE STOCKS,

1,600 Dwarf ^ ROSES, including 600 General Jacqueminot,
and other Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premiaea,

Hounslow Nurseries, Middlfsex (by order of Messrs. S.Spoonn
& Sons), adjoining Hounf-low and Whitton Station (L. and
8. W. R.), and ten minutes' walk from Heston-Hounslow
Station (District Railway), on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and
FRIDAY. November 7, 8. and 9, at 12 o'Clock each day.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Pale.

Catalop:ues had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

The Industrial ExMbltlon, Earl's Court.
CLEARANCE SALE of the SHRUBS, C0NIPER3, BAY

TREES, &c., by order of the Metropolitan District Railway
Company.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION on the premises, adja-

cent to the Earl's Court Station, on MONDAY, Nov. 5.

Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 67 & 63, Cheapside, E.C.

Tottenham, N.—By order of Mr. T. S. Ware.

Important ANNUAL SALE of an enormous quantity ot

well-grown

N URSER Y S T C E.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the premises, the Hale Farm
Nurferies, Tottenham, N., adjoining the Tottenham Hale

Station, G.E.R.. on TUESDAY. November 6, at 11 o'Clock

precisely (in consequence ot the large number of lots),

comprising:—
2,000 ROSES in pots, extra strong.

A gfaod lot of Marechal Niel, 32*8, 6 to 8 feet; 24's. 12 ta

14 teet. Gloire de Dijon, 8 to 10 feet ; in 24'8. do. from ground,

3 to 4 feet. White Banksian, 4 feet. W. A. Richardson, in

32's, Sfc^t; extra strong, 8 to 10 feet. L'ideal, 5 to 6 feet;

do.,'loTo 12 feet. Madame Pierre Cochet, 6 feet; do., 10 to

12 feet. Madame Camot, 10 to 12 feet. Reine Marie

Henriette, 10 to 12 feet, Climbing Niphetos, 6 feet; do . 10 to

12 feet. Cheshunt Hybrid, 8 to 10 feet. Climbing Perle des

Jardins, 6 to 8 feet. Beauty of Glazenwood, 3 feet. Splen-

dens. 3 feet. Bennett's Seedling, Williams* Evergreen,

Dundee Rambler, Ruga, and many others of this section. A
grand lot of Tea Rosea, in 48-pols, fine healthy stuff, including

Madame Falcot, Catherine Mermet, Sunset. Souvenir d'un

Ami, Isabella Sprunt, Madame Lambard, Perle des Jardins,

Saffr&no, Francisca Kruger, and many others. Standards and
Dwarfs, a fine lot, consisting of the best kinds in cultivation.

25,000 CLEMATIS,
And other Climbers, including fine strong stuff, including

Jackmanni, J. superba, Star of India, Duchess of Edinburgh,

Gipsy Queen. Beauty of Worcester, Lucy Lemoine, rubra

violacea, lilacina tloribunda, Mrs. Bush, Grand Duchess, and

other first-class varieties; also 20'0 Ampelopsis Veitchii, 3 to

4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet ; A. Hederacea, 4 feet ; 500 A. hirsuta,

4 feet; Hoggi, IJ foot, bushy; and Veitchi purpurea, 3 feet;

Hederacea, new clinging variety; 250 Escallonia Ingrami,

3 feet; 200 Bignonias of sorts, 3 feet; 500j Ivies, in variety,

including Hedera Maderiense variegata. 3 to 4 feet ; Emerald

Gem, H. Donerailense, 3 to 4 feet; H. Taurica, 3 to 4 feet

;

H. Cavendishi variegata, 2 feet ; H. latifolia maculata, 3 feet

;

New Bronze, 3 feet; canariense. 3 to 4 feet ; chrysophilla, H.
marginata rubra, 3 feet; H. marmorata minor, 3 feet; and
many other varieties; many thousands of Akebia quiuata,

3feet; Cotoneaster Simmondsi, C. microphylla, busby ; Plum-
bago of sorts, Cydonia japonica and Maulei, fine bushy stuff

;

Jasminumnudiftorum. Loniceras. in greatvariety ; brachypoda,

3 feet; Jiexuo^. 3 feet; Hallii, 3 feet; Crataegus Lelandi,
2i feet, well-berhed; Passirtora ccerulea, hybrida elegans,

3 feet ; edulis. 3 feet; and Constance Elliot, very strong, 3 to

4 feet; Habrothamnus coccineus, 3 feet; and elegans. 3 fee^

Magnolia grandillora. 3 to 4 feet ; extra fine, and many other
popular varieties,

25,000 CARNATIONS and PIC JTEES, named varieties.

Consisting of all the finest varieties, including Germania, the

best yellow; Mrs. Reynolds Hole, salmon-apricot ; Mrs. Frank
Watts, the best white ; Horace, a brilliant rich scarlet ; Terra-

cotta, very free-blooming ; Redbraes, purple-edge Picotee ; Sir

Beauchamp Seymour, orange-buff; Gloire de Nancy, large

white Clove; Lord Byron, brilliant scarlet; Alice Ayres. pure
white, striped carmine; Princess Alice, rich bright salmon;
Danger, brilliant scarlet; Fireman, rich bright scarlet; and
many other first-class varieties, in the finest possible condition ;

also.

5,0110 NEW CARNATIONS,
Consisting of Ladv Wantage, the finest White yet raised ;

Duke of York, rich blood crimson ; Duchess of Fife, bright

rosy-pink, a grand market variety ; Mrs. E. Nelmes, bright

rose-pink, fine strong plants in pots. 10.000 HER MAJEVFY
PINK. ERNEST LADUAMS. and others. Thousands of Pink

and other Malmaiaon Carnations.

10,000 HOLLYHOCKS, selected to colour.

Pyrethrums, Phlox, Pfeonies, all of the best varieties, both
single and double, and all strong plants,

250,000 of finest Berlin Crowns LILY OF THE VALLEY.
100.000 SPIR/El COMPACTA MULTIFLORA, Spir^a

japonica. Dielytra spectabilis, clumps and crowns, Lily of

the Valley, Spiraea p;ilmata. S. Astitboides, Spirnea palmata
alba. Solomon's Seal. Helleborus, Calla nana compicta. Calla

Little Gem. CallaiT-thiopica, andmany other firf.t-cla3s varieties.

100.000 SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS, &c. RHUBARB. GLOBE
ARTICHOKES, &c.

50.000 LILIES and NARCISSUS, extra fine home-grown ;

among these will be found extraordinary fine roots of Lilium

Colchicum, Browni, Chalcedonicum, Humboldti, the lovely

Lilium Lowii, from Burmah ; Lilium Nepaulense. Wallichia-

num. Harrisi, Martagon album Pardalinum, Dalmaticum,
Wasbingtonianum, speciosum album, rubrum. and roseum,

very fine bulbs; giganteum, and other rare and beautiful

varieties.

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.
A grand lot of fine bushy plants, cont-isting of 2,000 Veronica

Traversi, Buxifolia. carnosula. Cotoneaster microphylla. fine

stuff, in pots ; Cistus, of sorts, 500 Olearia Haasti, and Gun-
niana, Lombardy Poplars, fine stuff, 10 to 14 ft., well furnished

;

a grand lot of Aralia Siebold ; l.OOO Oval-leaved Privet, good
stuff; Deutzia gracilis. Hydrangea paniculata, and many
other useful varieties; thousands of Helleborps, and other

choice perennials, including Eulalias. hundreds of Pampas
Grass, fine stuff, in 48'3, and other Ornamental Grasses. Ever-

lasting Peas. Anemone japonica, several varieties; Sunflowers,

Gaillardias, Poppies. Ceniaurias, Doronicums. Lychnis viscoria

splendens plena. Campanulas. Rudbeckias, Yuccas; a grand
collection of Iris, fine strong clumps, including the b'st forcing

varieties ; Pumila of eorts ; Olbiensis of forts ; Sibirica of sorts
;

Florentina, the sweet^scentea variety ; Germanica in great

variety; Kfempferi, and many others; Delphiniums, thousands
of Holiyhochs, and hundreds of other important families too

numerous to mention.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Cata

logues may be had on the premises ; and of the Auctioneers,

Land and Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 & ^S, Cheapside,

London, E.C

Whitstable-on-Sea.
Several FARMS, from 2 to 18 acres. Also COTTAGE FARM-

HOUSE, and Farm Buildings, all in excellent repair, with
Garden and Orchard, 13 acres of rich old Pasture Land,
known as Pye-alley Farm, situate on the main coach road
from Canterbury to Whitstable. The various lota are

adapted for Dairy and Poultry Farming, Market Gar-
dening, and Fruit Growing.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at|(he Mart, Token-

house Yard, E.C, on TUESDAY, October 3!', at 2 o'Clock, in

several lots.

May be viewed. Plans and particulars maybe hid at the
Mart ; of Messr.o. GODWIN AND SON. Solicitors, ,51 and 6a.

Wool Exchange. E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and tiS,

Cheapside, E.C.

Shortlands Nursery, Bromley, Kent.
CLEARANCE SALE of well-grown NURSERY STOCK,

owing to the expiration of lease of this Branch Nursery,
by order of Mr. J. B. Bryant, without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE k MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Shortlands

Nursery, BeckeDham Lane, Bromley, Kent, on WEDNESDAY,
November 7, at 12 o'Clock. 1000 BORDER SHRUBS, in great
variety; 400 SHRUBS in pots, 1000 CUPRESSUS and
THUIAS. 2 to 7 feet; HOLLIES, YEWS, 1000 LAURELS,
2 to 4 feet ; PRIVET. 600 Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the
choicest named sort-*, 2000 Flowering and Deciduous SHRUB?,
200U LIMES. CHESTNUTS. POPLARS, and other SUndard
Trees; lOOO APPLES, PEARS, and other Fruit Trees; 200
named CARNATIONS in pots, &c.
May now bs viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Pre-

mises ; at Mr. BRYANT'S, Home Nursery, opposite Shortlands

Station ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.C.

Ottersliaw Nurseries, near Chertsey. Surrey.
Aboit 1 mile from the Chertsey Station.

Highly important FOUR UAYS' SALE of exceptionally well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, for which these Nurseries are so

famed, by order of Metsrs. Fletcher Brothers, in conse-

quence of the decease of the late Mr, William Fletcher,

and retirement of his Executrix from the busine^.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on

November 12, and THREE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day, without reserve, 20,000 Evergreens and
Conifer'', adapted for immediate effective planting, and in-

cluding 100 lots of fine grown Border Shrubs, and extensive

quaotitiesof Cnpressus, Retinosporas. Thujas, and Piceas, 10,000

Weymouth and other Pines, 1,500 Gold aud Silver, Variegated
and Green Hollies. 500 Bus-hy Portugal Laurels, 3,50 ) Laurels

in variety, 1500 Rhododendrons. Ij to 5 feet, beat named sorts,

2.000 Ponticum Rhododendrons, I^ to 2^ feet, 500 Kalmias,

5,500 Standard and Dwarf Roses, embracing 1.500 Standard?,

and 4. 'jOO Dwarfs, all carefully named; 30.000 Manetti Stocks,

10,000 Apple Stocks; 4.000 Standard Ornamental and Forest

Trees. 6 to 15 feet, consisting of Limes, Poplars. Elms, Horse
Cbestnuts, Birch, Planes, Laburnums. Spaniyji Chestnuts and
Mountain A&h; 500 Weeping Elms, with fine heads and good
stems; 3^00 Copper Beech, 3to 7 feet, beautifully coloured;

large quantities of Flowering and Deciduous Shrubs in variety,

30,000 extra strong Quick. 7000 strong Larrh. 2 to 4 feet,

Ampelopsia Veitchi, Ivies in pots; 8700 Fruit Trees, cleanly

grown and true to name, comprising 3000 Standard and Bush
Plums and Cherries. 1500 Farleigh Damsons, 2000 Standard and
Bush Apples, 2000 Standard and Bush Pears. 250 Dwarf Trained
Peaches, Apricots, Nect-'.rines. and other Stock.

May be viewed any day prior to sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C,

The Wlndlesham Nurseries, near Bagsliot, Surrey.
By order of the tLxecuiors of the late Mr. Richard Mason, in

consequence of the disposal of the Nurseries.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an Important SALE of mag-
nificently grown young NURSERY STOCK, particularly

euitable to the Trade and other large purchasers.
Absolutely without reserve.

JVyfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
l-'X having Sold the Freehold and Leasehold Nurseries,

will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MO.NDAY, November 19. and FOLLOWING DAYS.
Catalogues will shortly be prepared, and fuller particulars

duly announced.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their ORCHID SALE, on FRIDAY NEXT,
November 2, without reserve,

CATTLEYA DO W I A N A
a small, but good consignment, ODONTOSLOSSUM KRA-
MERI. O. LUDDEMANNIA, O. LEHMANNI, the sensational

Orchid of the Orchid Conference. Racemes of large flowers

like old gold, very difficulo to import. CYPRIPEDIUM CAU-
DATUM MAJOR, the largest and handsomest form, fresh

imported. TRICHOPILIA FRABRANS NOBILIS, large, fra-

grant snow-white. ODllNTOGLOSSUM ASPIRHIMUM. new
species. ONlIDIUM (lliRYZATUM MAJUS, ERIOPSIS
SPECIES, TERRESTRIAL OKUHIDS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Every Day.

DUTCH BULBS.—GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and Mi )RRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 &6S,
Cheapside, London, E.C, EVERY DAY, at 12 o'clock, large

consignments of first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOWDROPS, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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PORTION of LAND MUST BE CLEARED.

Important to Fmlt Orowera and tne Trade.

CLIPPE, NEAR ROCHESTER.

A CATALOGUE OP

100,000 FRUIT TREES,
CONSIfeTING OF

35,000 Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries, of the lateet new kinds

for market; about :i0.000 two-year Apples on English Paradise

consisting of Duchess of Oldenburg, Bismarck, Worcester Pear
main, EcklinviUe, Quarrenden, Yellow Ingeatrie, Mother, Beauty
of Stoke, Jubilee. Chelmsford Wonder, Duchess of Gloucester, Lord
Derby, Cox's Orange, Blenheim Orange, Bramley's Seedlings

Cox's Pomona, Irish Peach, Gladstone, Domino, Gisborne Plum«,
Cox's Emperor, River's Early Prolific, Bush. Victoria, Sultan
Monarch, Napoleon ; Cherries, Morello, Elton. Frogmore, Governor
Wood, Water'oo, Bigarreau, Amber Heart, William Pears, Duron
deau, Doyenne d'Ete, Lectier, Hessall, Chalk, Pitmaston Duchesp,

Beurro Clairgeau, &c., &c.,

15,000 BOB and LAD GOOSEBERRIES,
Two and Three-year Trees ;

20,000 otjthe Noted BALDWIN BLACK CURRANTS. Two Years

30,000 FALSTAFF and SEMPER FIDELIS
RASPBERRY CANES,

50,000 STRAWBERRIES,
Empress of India, Gunton Park, Lord Suffield, Laxton's Noble,

and Paxton's

;

l.i.OOO CONNOVER'S COLOSSAL ASPARAQITS,
Two and Four years old, from Imported Seed, direct from Paris ;

26,000 HOP SETS.
3.000 of the NEW DESSERT APPLE, BEAUTY OF BATH,

Are also included in the above Sale, which will be

SOLD BY AUCTION, BY

BEAUTY of BATH—the coming Apple.
This is the FINEST NEW FIRST EARLY DESSERT APPLE introduced for many years.

It has ijained honours at every Exhibition where shoion.

FlTst-olass Certificate Royal Horticultural Society, and First Prize for the Best Dessert Apple In
Competition with Thirty-five Diyliea staged against it ; and was included in the laC Pri^e Dish ;o£ Dessert Apples at the
recent International Fruit Exhibition, Earl's Court, open to all England. August 26 and a7, 1893.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, on the Premises, Perry Hill, Cliffe. near Eoohester, adjoining Cliffe Station, South Eastern Railway,
on WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 31, 1894, at half-past II o'CTock punctual, owing to the quantity of Lots, by order of Mr. W. Horse. LUNCHEON at II. SALE at 11. .TO.

The Auctioneers desire to call attention to this Sale. It is seldom an opportunity is offered for securing new and rare kinds in such large quantities. All are well-grown and healthy. Fruit
Growers and others who intend planting this Season are invited to inspect the Stock and attend the Sale.

CATALOGUES may be liad on the Premises; Bull Hotel, Rochester; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Monday Next.
40 Large Azaleas and other Continental Plants in variety,

200 Dwarf Rose.", Ferns and other Qreenbouse Plants,
Ornamental Plants. Hardy Border Bulbs, &e.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on MONDAY
NEXT, October 29, at Twelve o'Clock.

On Tiew Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
200 Azalea indica, 250 A. mollis and Rhododendrons from

Belgium, English-grown Lilies, Hardy Border Plants, choice
Greenhouse Plants and Ferns, Cyclamen Seed, Winter
Aconites. Pearl Tuberoses, Chinese Sacred Lilies,Carnation?,
Hollyhocbs, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on
THURSDAY NEXT. November 1, at 13 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By Order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co,

Established and Semi-Establif.hed ORCHIDS, comprising
CATTLEYA AUREA, the celebrated type from the district

whence all the Hybrids have been obtained, also Oncidium
concolor, O. Rogersii, Leptotes bicolor, Sophronitis
coccinea, S. cernua, Leelia species probably new from
quite a new district, fine varieties in flower of Cattleya
labiata and Leelia Pinellii. Cattleya Trianai, C. Mendeli,
and C. Mossiee in sheath, Disa grandiflora, Laelia
anceps, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68» Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY
NEXT, November 2, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, November 2.

A splendid COLLECTION of well-grown ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, the Property of a Private Gentleman, comprising:

—

Cattleya Wagneri
,, Mossiee, very fina

,, Arthuriana, rare

,, Shiuneri alba

,, Qaskelliana albens

,, Calumnata magnifica

,. Trianire eboracensis

., Mo9.^iie Reineckiana
,, Eldorado Wallisii

,, Schrodeite alba
Ccelogyne cristata alba

2 Dendrobium ntbile Cooksoni
3 ,, „ ,, nobilius

,. ., ,, album
2 Oncidium Loiense

,, Pollettianum
„ Mantini

Odootogloi-sum vexillarium
superbum

Odontoglossum Iffive

2 Cypripedium Leeanum
superbum

2 ,, Charles Canham
,, Bortele superbum
,, Savageanum ,,

,, Morgan i£e

,, Leucorrhodum
„ vexillarlum superbum
,, Thibautianum
,, oenanthum superbum
,, Schroderae splendens
,, caudatum Wallisii
.. macrochilum

Lalia anceps
Lycaste Skinneri alba
Masdevallia Elephanticepa
2 ,, melanocantba
Trichopilia tertile album

,, Humeanum

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
sell the above by auction at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on Friday next, November
and, at 12 30 o'clock.

On view Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, November 2.

DENDROBI0M HILDEBRANDTn.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Me^^ri. Charlesworth & CO.,

HeatoD, Bradford, to OFFER by AUCTION at their Central
Sale Rooms, 67 & 65, Cheapside. Lonion, E.G., on FRIDAY
NEXT. November 2. at half-past 12 o'clock, the whole stock of

the new and beautiful

DENDROBIUM HILDEBRANDTn, Rolfe,

Offered for the first time by public auction ; Flowers, sulphur
yellow, to a trifle darker towards the centre 3 to 3J inches in

diameter ; lip of same colour, unusually large and open, with
an orange blotch in centre. The plants are very distinct in

appearance, resembling slightly Dendrobiumnobile; the bulbs,
however.'are flat, varying in length, from 10 to 30 inches, and
thow an abundance of flower spikes. The plants offered are
in robost healtti, and are well establibhed, and will flower in
spring.

CYMBIDIUM SPECIES.
Very distinct, collected from the Dendrobium Hildebrandtii
district. A few plants only arrived alive, which are offered.

The plants were collected 200 miles from the nearest inhabited
place.

DENDROBIUJI SPECIES.
Probably new; in the way of Dendrobium fimbriatum. Very
slender, and thin growths, which produce flowers with great
freedom. Not seen in flower by the collector. Also a fine

lot of

DENDROBIUM DALHOUSEIANITM
and other choice Orchids.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.

MESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER will SELL
by AirCTION. at their spacious Sale Rooms. .15, Temple

Street, Birmingham, on TUESDAY NEXT, October 30, ISiJ. at
half-past 11 o'clock. Three Tons of HYACINTHS. TULIPS,
CROCUS, and other DUTCH BULBS; also Ten Cases of
Roman HY'ACINTHS, Roman and Paper White NARCISSUS,
FREESIAS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, L. HARRISD, Italian
HYACINTHS. &c. Catalogues free.

Thursday Next.

MESSRS. JAMES and B.'^XTER will SELL
by AUCTION, at their Sale Rooms, 35, Temple Street,

Birmingham, on THURSDAY' NEXT. November 1. at half-past
11 o'clock. 1000 AZALEA INDICA. fine well-budded plants;
260 AZALEA MOLLIS. 6 baskets of m'led PALMS. FICUS.
&c.. from Belgium; a very fine collection of Hardy HERBA-
CEOUS PLANTS. FRUIT TREES in variety. 600 DWARF
ROSES and POT ROSES. 200 lots of DRAC^NAS. GARDE-
NIAS. CROTONS. FERNS, and other GREENHOUSE
PLANTS: 250 lots of RHODODENDRONS. CONIFEB^,
LAURELS. HOLLIES. CLIMBING PLANTS, and other
General NURSERY STOCK; 3 tons of DUTCH BULBS,
LILIUM HARSISII, Roman HYACINTHS. &c.

On view morning of Sale. Catalogues free. Commissions
carefully executed. Goods packed and despatched.

Messrs. JAMES AM) BAXTER, many years with Messrs.
Protheroe & Morris, hold SALES of BULBS, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, and General NURSERY STOCK,
EVERY TUESDAY and THURSDAY throughout the Season,
at their well-known Rooms, Temple Street, Birmingham.
Sales and Valuations conducted in any part of the country.
Fourteen years' practical experience.

\7eduesdaT Nfixt

MESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER will SELL
by AUCTION at their Rooms, Temple Street, Birming-

ham, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Oct. 31, at Twelve o'clock, a
large COLLECTION of ORCHIDS in Flower and Bud, Estab-
lished and Imported Plants, by order of Mr. G. Bethell. of
Whiteley's Nurseries. HiUingdon. Catalogues free.

Wednesday Next.
IMPORTANT SALE of PLANTS and BULBS.

A splendid Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
from Ghent, consigned direct, comprising 3C0 Azalea
mollis, and 200 Azalea indica to name, well furnished with
Flower-buds, Aspidistras. Latania borbonica. Kentias,
Arecas. Euonymus. Aspleniums, Dracsenas. Aralias. &c.

Grand Importations from Holland, comprising an extra fine
COLLECTION of HYACINTHS, including a fine Lot of
specially LARGE BULBS for GLASSES. Choice NAR-
CISSUS, a great variety of TULIPS. 20.000 large yellow
CROCUSES, a Collection of beautifully-grown SMALL
DECORATIVE SHRUBS, for pot or border culture
several hundred Dwarf and Climbing ROSES, LILIUMS
of sorts, HYDRANGEAS. &c.

300 DWARF ROSES to name, from a leading English'grower

;

PINKS. CARNATIONS. PIC0TEE4, and aj collection of
other BOHDER PLANTS; 10,000 TUBEROSES, PALM
SEED, LILIUM HARRISI and SACRED LILIES from
Bermuda, L. CANDIDUM French forcing Bulbs ; 70.000
best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS, &c., &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Booms, 38, King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C, en WEDNESDAY NEXT,
October 31.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs.
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY,

In Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, nearly Every Day, at half-past 13 o'Clock, First-class

Consignments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS. ARRIVING DAILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

West Drayton, Middlesex.
TENTH ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK.

MESSRS. NORMAN and SON are instructed
by Messrs. SMITH and SON, to hold the Tenth Annual

Sale of Nursery Fruit Stock, on the Ground, on TUESDAY.
November 6. 1894, at 11 o'Clock punctually, in consequence o£

the number of 'ots. comprising sbout 7500 2, 3. and 4 years old
Standard and Hatf-SUndard APPLE TRESS, including several

new kinds which have not been brought before public notice

except at these Sales ; about 8000 Standard and Half-Standard
PLUM TREES; 3100 Cluster DAMSONS; 850 Standard
CHERRY TREES ; 800 PEARS ; 53,500 CURRANTS and
GOOSEBERRIES; a large quantity of RASPBERRY CANES,
of excellent sorts, including Semper Fidelis, Victoria, and Car-

ter's ; PEACH TREES, &c.; and about 6 Acres of RHUBARB
STOOLS, full grown, and suitable for forcing and other pur-

poses, including Linnteus, Champagne, Albert, &c., of which
particulars will be given in the Catalogues.

On View the Day prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had of

Messrs. J. SMITH axd SON, Growers, Sipson, and 448 and
449, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C. ; and of the
Auctioneers, Uxbridge, Middlesex, and Beacoosfield, Bucks.
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WANTED, t) LEASE, as MARKET
GIRQKV, or lind suitable for same; from 5 to

10 a're^ with hiu-e on or neir, with or without Glass; near

r.nDdon.'— a. KEWMAS. Post Office, Kclv^doa Common,
Brentwood.

OR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Coveut Har'en. Seven large

Greenhouse*, well stocked with Vines. Cucuajb^rg, and Plants.

Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. LeJbO HI years to

run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Odain K lad.

All particulars of A. B., 11, U.ff.rne K^ad, T.oting.

Surrey.

FOR SALE. — Compact little N[jijsEi:>Y_
with Dwelling-house, and attractive Florist's Ship, in

Main Street, doing good Local Trade. The Hotties are Modern,

well Heated, and m good condition, and filled with thriving

young stock. Long Lease, low rent.—Full particulars of—
FLORIST. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FLORIST^SEEDS and FRUIT BUSINESS
(or SALE.—First-class Double-fronted Shop. In good

positi. n. Busy Market Town. All at low price of£93.

—

ALPHA, PuBt Office, Luton.

CUSSEX.— 10 BE LET, about 1000 feet run
O of GLAjS, efficiently heated, standing on about 3 acres of

ground : admirab y adapted tor Market work. There is an

uulimited supply of water, and a good seven-roomed house with

usual packing shed. &c. Terms on application to—
W. i.OARING, Horticultural Valuer. Haywards Heath.

Essex (10 miles from London)

TO BE LET, a NURSERY of 3 a. 1 r. 4 p.,

with 11 Greenhouses, Dwelling-house, and Stables.

Lease twenty years. Rent £15. Price for Leasi. Glass, and

Stock £«)0, or cffdr. Full particulars of PROrHEROE AXD
MORBH, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

RASPBERRY CANES (Fillbaskets), very
st oiig : Seakale. Asparagus, and Rhubarb Roc s for sale.

Apply to THOMAS WILD, Sip'On Farm, via Slough, Middlesex.

FOR SALE, a large quantity of Double White
NARCISSUS ROOTS.

Apply, K. H. MANN. Isleworth.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &c.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48's, 12s. perdoz, ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48's. 9J.

and 12s. per doz. ; large KENTIAS, in 60's, 8s. and 6!. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in 60's, 4s. and 6s. per doz ; do. in large

thumbs, 3s. per do/.., 20s. per 100 ; ARALIAS, in 48's, 6s. and

Us. per doz.; FICUS, in 48'8, I2s. per doz.; CYPKKUS
NATALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 485, 6s. per doz.

;

twelve best sorts of FiRNS, 12s. per 100: ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS. 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48'8, hi. and

6s. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin). 5, Bramah Road, Brixton, London. S.W.

LORD'S CARNATIONS.
Highest Awards wherever exhibited. Winner of the First

Prize at twelve consecutive Exhibitions of the National Car-

naion acd Picotee Society (Northern Section), as well as at

other principal exhibitions. Good plants, my selection. 6s.

per dozen ; 3s. ^d. per half dozen ;
purchaser's selection, as far

as possible, 9s. per dozen, free for cash with order.

NEW CARNATIONS.— Selected from his

Seedlings, viz. : Duke of York, S.B., Is. erf. ; Bruce

Findlay, C.B., 2s. ; Thaddeus, C.B., Is. id. ; Arline. P. & P.B.,

Is. 6rf. ; Edith Annie, C.B., 2s., and Magpie, P.F., Is. e<i. One
plant of each. 9s., free for cash. Send for LIST.

T. XiOBrD, Holebottom, Todmorden.
Please mention this paper.

First Airlval.

LILIUM AURATUM.—1000 immense exhi-
bition bulbs, just arrived overland vid Brindisi, direct

from Japan, in finest condition. Immense size. 12s., 15s., and
20s. per dozen ; sample. 3 for 4s.

First Arrival—LILIUM LONGIFLORUM, pure while,

large Japanese bulbs. 6i. per dozen, 6for3s. ; smaller, 3s 6'T.doz,

CHINESE SACRED LILIES, for growing in bowli or pots,

to flower at Christmas. 6s. per dozen, 6 for 3s. 6</. ; LILIUM
LANCIFOLIUM BOSEUM, grand bulbs, 4s. id. per dozen.

6 for 2s. 6rf. ; ALBUM, pure white. 8s. per dozen ; LENT
LILIES, 2s. per 100: SCILLA SIBIRICA. sky blue. 2». per

100; Spanish IBIS, Is. 6rf. per 100; Double White TULIPS,
4s. perlOU; Single Scarlet Due, 3s. per 100; Pheasant's Eye
NARCISSUS, 2i. id. per 100.

Note.—Everything Carriage Paid. Note. —Everything
First Quality. Half quantities, half prices. BULB CATA-
LOGUE free.

W. H. HUDSON, P.R.H.8., Bulb and Seed Merchant,

Kilbum, London, N.W.

DUTCH BULBS.
We ABE NOW BOOKING ORDERS FOR—

HYACINTHS, 1 CROCUS,
TUIiIPS,

I

LIIilUMS, &c.

Before Buying elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on

application, and save 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILIUM AUSATUM
a Specialty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,
Bulb Gruwkhs and Seed MEUCHANTd.

34, MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE, LONDON, E.,

And The Nukslbies, Haable.m, Holland.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. PancraB.

OLDEN EUONYMUS, good colour, 9 to
12 inches, 30s per 100.

GREE.'J EUONYMU-!. 12 inches. 20s. per 100, for cash with
order. Samples, Is. eich, post free.

H. H. MOORE, The Nurseries, Chichester.

OR SALE, Malmaison CARNATION
LAYERS, good strong plants, at 30s. per 100; also

38 pots of Eucharis LILIES, grand plants.

J. LITTON, Grosvenor Cottage, Bath.

Important to IVIusliroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPEGIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; mo^t productive. Hundreds

of testimouials. Per bushel. 5s.

R AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

icfORIA PLUMS.—Excellent Standards,
fibrous roots, clean stout stems, fruiting heads.

CORDON PEAR5 and APPLES. Well spurred fruiting

Trees, 6, 6. and 7 feet.

FORCING ASPARAGUS. Grand clumps.
WILL TAYLEB, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

1 AAA PHEASANT'S EYE NARCISSUS
lUvV (NARCISSUS POETICUS), 13s. 6rf., carriage paid.

All strong flowering cultivated bulbs.

F. MILLER AND CO , 267, Fulham Koad, London, S.W.

innn lent lilies (single
IvVV DAFFODILS),13s.6rf., carriage paid. All strong

free-flowering bulbs.

F, MILLER AND CO., 267, Fulham Road. London, S.W.

Tnnn narcissus BIFLORUS, 13s. m.,
Wjyjyj cirriag^ paid. All strong cultivated bulbs.

F. MILLER AKD CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

innn mixed hardy daffodils and
XVUU NARCISSUS, 16X-, carriage paid. All beautiful

varieties.

F. MILLER ASD CO., £67, Fulham Koad, London, S.W.

1909 BULBS (or 21s.; half, lis. 6</.
;

y^yjsd Quarter. 6s.—100 Lilium candidum. 150 Gladiolus

The Bride, 100 Anemones, assorted; 40 Amaryllis, large; 30

Cyclamens, large; 260 Narcissus, large; 8 Hippeastrums. 60

Lilium Harrisii, 150 Gilanthns Elwiss, 150 Chionodoxa,

assorted ; 12 large Arums, 150 Freesias, good ; 8 Pancratiums,

extra large; 4 Eucharis amazonica.

Orclilda.-Orclilds.-Orclilds.

Four Oncidium altissimum, 4 0. luridum. 4 O. Cavendish a-

num, 4 Primrose Orchids. 4 Hyacinths, 4 Epidendrum celosus.

Above 2i, large pieces, sent free for 21s. ; half, lis. 6ff. : qr.,6i.

BIRCHALL. BROS , & CO., 20, Polygon Rd., Southampton.

GREAT SALE
OF

ORCHIDS.
JOHN COWAN & CO.

(LIMITED),
Have received instructions from

D. DE Y'3ARR3ND0, Esq.. Of Ullet Road, Liverpool.

to sell his entire collection of Orchids for him by private

treaty, aa he is relimiuishing the cultivation of Orchids for

the present. With this end in view, the collectioa has been

removed to the Comiuiny'8 premises at Garston.

Mr. de Y'barrondo has for many years been known as an
ardent collector of OrchidB, and his collectioQ is well-kno« n in

this neighbourhood, and indeed, throughout the country.

The collection is in fine condition, and there are many fine

specimens as well as numerous rare and fine varieties in each

section.

The Company have also just purchased from the trustees of

the estate of the late

E. G. WRIGLEY. Esq , of Victoria House.
Bukinfield, near Man.hester, the collection formed by that

gentleman. The principal feature of this collection is a choice

lot of

HYBRID AND OTHER DENDROBIUMS.
Mr. Wiigley's collection was purchased and sold in this

establishment nearly twelve months ago. but Mr. Wrigley
immediately commenced to collect again and devoted his

attention specially to Dendrobiums, bringing all his previous

large experience to bear on securing only the choicest and best

of each kiud. The result is a most valuable collection of

choice gems.
These two lota taken together will form one of the best

collections which has ever been offered by the Company; and
they are now on view. Catalogues have been prepared, and
will be posted to all the Company's patrons, and to any one

who may send their name and address for that purpose, on

FRIDAY, the 26th inst., and the collection will te on sale

from MONDAY, the 29th inst. Orders will be executed

strictly in rotation, and no prices will be quoted or Catalogues

shown to anyone before the date named, so that all pTrrchasers

may have an eijual th*nce.

JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GAKSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2i-inch pots, Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per luO; large ditto, in 48's,

10 best selling sorts, 6^. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

4i'b, for cutting (value in frond?), 6*. and 84. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20$.

per 103, Aralias, Grevilieas, Solanums, Cyperua, in 48*8, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, Palme, Draceenas, Ericas and Bouvardias. in

43's. li. each. Seedling Ferns. 6s. per UO Packed free. Cash
witQ Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The finest named hardy kinds cin now be supplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in many
instances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATEREB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKINO, SURREY.

300,000 STRONG RASPBERRY CANES,
At Low Prlcea per 1000.

BlUMFORTH'S SEEDLING, sample lOJ 9s. Orf.

CARTERS PROLIFIC ,, „ 5t. Orf.

FASTOLF IMPROVED „ , 4!. Oii.

FILLBASKET, very strong „ , 5j. Od.

NORWICH WONDER *'. Od.

ANTWERP RED i'. 6rf.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Special Quotations to Large Buyers.

B. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-

tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NUHSEEIES. SALE, near MANCHKSTKB.

ORCHIDS.-ORCHIDS.
FBED. HOBSMAN & CO.,

ORCHID SPECIALISTS, MARKS TEY AND COLCHESTER.

Importations continually coming in. Thousands of Semi*

eatablibhed and Established ORCHIDS always in Stock.

Excellent men to grow them.

NEW CATALOGUE free m app'ication.

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.

We hold an extensive Stock of all kinds of the above,

in first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive

Catalogue, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

H. LANE & SON
SOLICIT AN INSPECTION OF THEIR

EXTENSIVE

NURSERY STOCK,
Covering over 150 ACRES,

CONSISTING OF

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RHODODENDR ONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in Fink, Healthy Condition.

DescnpUve Catalosue free.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HEBIS.
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EXHIBITIONS.

I

CRYSTAL PALACE.
Tnt'. ORiND

EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
FRIDAY anil SATURDAY, November 2 and 3, 1891.

Schedules and Entry Forms pcst-free, on application to

Mr. W. G. HEAD, Superintendent, Garden Uepanment,
Crystal Palace, S.E.

Entries close on Friday, October 26.

EVJZES GRAND CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW will beheld in the Corn ExchanRe, on TUESDAY,

Kovember 6. Schedules of Prizes on application to

—

The Castle Gardens, Devizes. Wilts. THOMAS KING.

HE SLXTH ANNUAL CHRYSANTHE-
MUM EXHIBITION of the LEEDS PAXTON SOCIETY

will be Held in the Town Hall. Leeds, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, November 6 and 7 next, when upwarc^s cf

£170, including Four Silver Challenge Cups, will be given in

Przes. Entries close October 29. Schedules may be had from

JAMES CAMPBEIL, Hon. Sec.

The Gardens, Methley Park, Leeds.

RIGHTON AND SUSSEX (NEW) HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY'S CHRY'SANTHEMUM SHOW,

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 6 and 7. Class 1. a
Silver Cup, £5, kindly presented by T. Billing, Esq., "Trea-
surer." Also a Clock, valued £.5, presented by a few Residents
of Brighton, for the best set of Plants in either Classes 4. t',

or 8. Schedules of the Secretary, MARK LONGHURST, 18,

Church Road, Hove.
(Entries close November 1.)

ATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

President; the Right Hon. The Earl of Clarendon.
The NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS and other AUTUMN FLOWERS and FRUITS and
VEGETABLES, will be held in the Claiendon Hall, Watford,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, the 6th and 7th of November,
1894. Entries close on Thursday, the 1st of November.

CHAS. R. HUMBERT, Hon. Sec. Watford.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMPM SOCIETY.

(iKKAT

AUTUMN CHRYSANTHEMUM FESTIVAL
£360 in Money Prizes, Valuable Challenge Cups, Plate, &c.

Tbe Largest DlEplay of Cbryeantbemums In tbe
United Kingdom.

ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER,
November 6, 7, and 8, 1894.

Schedules of frizes on application to RICHARD DEAN,
Hon. Secretary and Superintendent, 42, Banelagh Road,
Ealing, London, W.

TO CHRYSANTHEMUM GROWERS,
PROFESSIONALS and AMATEURS.

NEWR URY CHRYSANTHEMUM
WINTER FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW.

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION, Corn Exchange, New-
bury, on WEDNESDAY', November 7, 1894. Last day for
entries, October 30. Schedules to be obtained of—

H. S. HANINOTON. Hon. Sec.

EE SECOND ANNUAL SHOW of the
DONCASTER and DISTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM

SOCIETY. • OPEN to ALL ENGLAND," will be held in the
Corn Exchange, Doncaster, on NOVEMBER 7 and 8. 1894.
—Schedules can be had on application to the Secretary,

J. W. HARESIGN, 31, Scot Lane, Doncaster.

SCOT & DIfeTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW. Grand Stand, Ascot, November 7 and 8.

Two open clasees. with prizes in each of £i, 4.'js , .10s., lOs.,
for 24 incurved, 18 distinct varieties; and for 24 Japanese,
18 distinct varieties. Apply to—

F. PATl ON, The Links. Ascot,

HE BATH CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
NOVEMBER 7 and 8, I,<i94. Entries close November 2.

For Prize Schedules, &c., apply— B. B. F. PEARSON l„
2, Northumberland Bdgs., Bath. W. JEFFERY' (

'

INGST ON aTd SURBITON
CHBYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

President— G. C. Sherrard, Etq.. J P.
The EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL GRAND SHOW of CHRYS-

ANTHEMUMS. FLORAL DECORATIONS. FRUITS. VEGE-
TABLES. &c.. will be hi'ld in Ihe DRILL HALL, KINOSTON-
ON-THAMES. on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. November 13
and 14. 1894, when the Seventh Champion Challenge Vaee,
value 25 Guineas, will be offered for competition, open to all

subscribers of 21s. Also more than £150 ottered in Prizes.

Schedules and all information may be had of the Hon. Sec.,

Mr. F. J. HAYWARD, 40, High Street. Kingston-on-Thames,
Entries clo*e November 9.

ARNHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

A Show u ill be Held at the CORN EXCHANGE, Farnham.
on NOVEMBER 13 and 14. PRIZES to the value of £33 for

Chrysanthemums. Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables will be
offered in the open classes. Schedules and entry forms from

—

F. WELLER-POLEY, Hon. Sec.

Waverley Abbey. Farnham.

RUGBY CHRYSANTHEMUM
EXHIBXTION.

Ifovember 14 and 15, 1£94. Eotries close November 7.

Schedules from—

BIRMINGHAM.
GRE4T

CHRYSANTHEMUM, FRUIT,

VEGETABLE, & PRIMULA SHOW.
IN PRIZES - £270 - IN PRIZES.

Wednesday & Thursday, Nov. I4& 15, 1894.

ENTIilES CLOSE NOVEMBER 7.

SCHEDULES, POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

J. HUGHES, Sec, High St., Harborne,
BIRMINGHAM.

E ADING CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, November 14, 1891. Queen's Hall. Valpy
Street, Heading. WM. L. WALKER, Secretary.

DunoUie, Bulmershe Road, Reading.

rpHE TIVERTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
X SOCIETY will hold their next Show on THURSDAY,
November 15. For Schedules apply to—

F. P. COSWAY. Hon. Sec.

CHESTERFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.— The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the above

Societv will be held in the Marktt Hall, Chesterfield, on

Novimber IS and 17. Three Classes, viz. :—Open to All Eng-

land ; Distinct Class, open to Growers residing within 10 miles;

and Amateur Class (6 miles radius). For lull particulars apply

to the Hon. Secretary

—

Mr. A. H. JOHNSON, New Square, Chesterfield.

HEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, Corn Ejchange, ShefBeld, FRIDAY and
SATURDAY, November 16 and 17, 1H91. £200 in Prizes,

Schedules free on application.
WM. HOUSLEY, Secretary.

177, Cemetery Road, ShelEeld.

ORK CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.—
The FIFTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW,

In the FINE ART EXHIBmON BUILDING, will be held on
November 14, 16, and 16, 18M.

Challenge Prize, value £30, added to First Prize, £10, for

.36 Cut Blooms. Liberal Prizes for Plants, Cut Flowers,

Fruits, and Vegetables.
Schedules, &c., to be had from—

J3, Feasegate. York. J. LAZENBY, Secretary.

PrellmlnaiT Advertisement.

ROTHERHAM and DISTKICT CHRYSAN-
THEMUM SHOW. THURSDAY, November 22, 1894.

i-'chedules to be obtained on application to Secretary

—

Mr. F. ASH. Clifton Grove, Rotherham.'

g. Batby Road,
WILLI.iM BRYANT, Secretary,

CHRYSANTHEMUM EXHIBITION.

The Finest Trade Show in Great Britain.

We have pleasure in announcing that our

Stock, including all the finest Novelties, is in

splendid condition, and that our ANNUAL
SHOW vpill open on November 1, and be on

view until the :24th. Admission each day, until

I o'clock free ; from I to dusk, Gd.

Beeston Station, Midland Railway, i* 12 minutes' walk from
the Nurseries.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERI ES, NOTTS.

HARRISONS'

VEGETABLE & FARM ROOT
SHOW.

(OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.}

WILL BE HELD, by kind permission of the LEICESTER
CORPORATION, in the

MABKET HALL, LEICESTEB,
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14 & 15, U94.

VALUABLE PRIZES
wii I. HE (iivi:N F')U

CELERY, CARROTS. CAULIFLOWERS, PARSNIPS,
SAVOYS, BRUSSELS SPROUTS, LEEKS, ONIONS,

BEET, AKD POTATOS.

SILVER MEDALS
FOR

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGOLD,
DEFUNCE SWEDE.

,, IMPROVED GREEN BARREL TURNIPS.

To be grown from SEED SUPPLIED by HARRISON & SONS
(Potatos excepted).

For further particulars and conditions, apply to—

GroweiB, LEIuESTlR,

EXPIRATION OF LEASE.—To be Sold,
Cheap, 5010 good transplanted SCOTCH FIR3, 5 to

10 ft., welHurnished.
E. TANNER, Nurseryman, Grocmbridge, Sussex.

TO BE SOLD. — A COLLECTION of
ORCHIDS, the property of the late H. E. Hole, Efq.—

Apply to J. POWELL, The Gardens, Quorn Lidge, Lough-
borough, Leicestershire.

KENT STRAWBERRY RUNNERS. —
Paiton's, Queen's, Eleanor's, 2s. 6rf. per ICOO (carriage

extra). Sample lOf*, post-free. Is.

R. WOODGATE. Crofton Road, Orpington, Ken_t^

OLD CLOVE. — Bushy, vigorous healthy
layers, 10s. per 100. Unrooted Cuttings, AlegatiSre,

3s. ed. per 100 for rash.
W. L. MILNE, The Nursery, Hampton Hill.

LOBELIA CARDINAIIS, Queen Victoria,
lOs. 6^. per 100. Is. 6d. per dozen, or exchange for gtod

varieties cf CARNATIONS.
GARDENER, Eden H all, Langwathby, R.S O.

OR SALE, ARUMS, 3.5s. per 100, £12 per
1000. showing bloom, in 4S's. Maidenhair Fe ns, £l^

per 1000, in SJ's.—A. TULETT, Swanley.

C'
ARNATIONS, ROSES, PANSIES,VIOLAS,
&c.—Her Majesty the Queen in accepting a water-culcur

painting depicting a group of Emprtss Paosies (special.y

selected by me for growing in Her Majesty's Gardens at Frog-

more), graciously expressed her interest in the details of the

industry now being carried on at my Flower and Fruit Farme.

This industry, which has recently been reported upon by the

Government, has grown to such an extent that it is now the

largest of its kind either in England or the Continent.

Catalogues now ready.—B. BATH, Wisbech.

LONDON PLANES.— Splendid Tre.s, straight

stems, fine roots, 12 to 14 feet, 4s. ; 14 to 16 feet. 6i.
;

16 to 18 feet, 6s.; 18 to 20 feet. IS.M. fech

IRISH IVIES in pots, beautifully furnished, 4 to ^ feet. 12.'.

5 to 6 feet, 15s ; 6 to 8 feet, 21s. ; S to 10 feet, 30s. per

dozen.
LIGUSTRUMOVALIFOLIUMAUREUM (best Golden Privet),

1 2 to 1 8 incht s, 6!. ; 18 to 24 inches, 9i. per dozen.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA. 9 to 12 inches, 10s. ; 12 to 18 inches,

12!. id,; 18 to 24 inches. 20!. per 100.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, CLIMBERS, BULBS,
GARDEN REQUISITES, TOOLS, &c., of every kind.

Priced descriptive LISTS on application.

W. FROMOW iND SONS. Sutton Court Nursery, CTiiewick,

London, W. Established 1829.

WANTED.—AUl UBA CUTTINGS. State price per 1000.

NOTICE i.-LILIES OF THE VALLEY.
Owing to the severe Drought of last Summer, .3-year-old

Flowering Crowns will be very scarce this year, and prices are

ture to advance.
To insure a supply, and first quality, send jour Orders

without delay. 2^ Millions of Crowns offered for Forcing and

Planting Out, of unsurpassed quality. Prices on application to

T. JANNOCH,
Lily of the N'alley Grower by Special Appointment to

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales,

DKRSINQHAM. KING'S LYNN, NORFOLK.

SUPERLATIVE

RASPBERRY.
THE TRUE BAISER'S STOCK.

C

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the finest Raepberry.

and as many former applicants could not be eupplied, early

orders are requested.

First size 305. p^r 100 ; bt. per dozen.

Second size 20s. per 100 ; 4f. per dozen.

A few extra large. 9s. per dozen^

lUTBUSH'S MILL-
<J TEACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
— Fveryone can readily grow Mush-
roonn, and by uf-iog this Spawn will

enture fufct-ss. All growers speak ia

high praiseof thequality. Numerous
Tef»timan!a's. None genuine unless

in seulfd lacksgfs. and printed cul-

tural dirtxtwa^ enclosed with our

signature aitathed.

Frice. 6s. per bushel. Is. extra for

package; or. Is. per calie, free per

L-»i.iiii»ii Parcel Pobt.

WM. CUTBTTSH andSON, Nur>ierimpn and Seed Merchants.

Highgi'it-' Niirsere.s. London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

^

^

HARRISON & SONS

CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNALIS.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have at present at their Clapton Nursery two

houses full of unHowered Plants, in sheath, of

this useful Winter-tlowering Cattleya, of which

they respectfully invite inspection.

CliAPTON NURSERY, liONDON, N.E,
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COOPER'S BULB LIST
NOVS^ READY, POST-FREE.

COLLECTIONS-CARRIAGE PAID.
No. 1.-60 Bulbs for 1/6.-3 Hyacinths. 10 Crocua, Blue; 10 do., White; 10 do., Striped.

3 Tulips, Single ; 2 do., Double. 6 Anemones. 6 Snowdropa.

No. 2.—120 Bulbs for 2/6.-6 Hyacinths. 25 Crocus, Blue; 25 do.. White; 25 do., Striped
or Yellow; 6 Tulips. Single; 4do., Double. 12 ScillaSibirica. SAnemones. 12Snowdrop3.

No. 3.-175 Bulbs for 3/6.—4 Hyacinths, Red ; 4do., White; 4do.,BIue. 25 Crocus, White;
25 do.. Blue ; 25 do.. Striped or Yellow. 18 Tulips, Single ; 18 do., Double ; 6 Kanunculoe.
6 Anemones. 20 Scilla Sibirica. 20 Snowdrops.

No. 4.-250 Bulbs for 6/-.—SHyaciuths.Red, forpots; 3 do.. White, for pots; 3 do. . Blue, for

pots; 3 do., Red, for glasses; 3 do.. White, for glasses ; 3 do,. Blue, for glasses. 35 Crocus,
choice, for pots; 30 do., White; 30 do.. Blue; 30 do., Yellow; 30 do.. Striped. 6 Tulips,
Single, for pots; 6 do.. Double, for pots. 12 Ranunculus. 6 Anemones, Double; 6 do.,

Single. 12 Scilla Sibirica. 12 Snowdrops, Single; 12 do.. Double. 5 Polyanthus Narciss.

, 6.-396 Bulbs for 7/6.-6 Hyacinths, named, for pots; 4 do., Red, for pots or glasses;
-1 do., White, for pots or glasses ; 4 do.. Blue, for pots or glasses. 4 Tulips, Single, for pota;
6 do., Single, for borders; 6 do.. Double, for pots ; 6 do.. Double, for borders. 24 Crocus, for
pota; 50 do., Yellow ; 50 do., White; 50 do.. Blue; 50 do,, Striped. 25 Iris, English.
12 Ranunculup. 12 Anemones. 25 Scilla Sibirica. 25 Snowdrops, Single ; 25 do., Double.
6 Polyanthus Narciss.

, 6 Collection, 10/6.—6 Hyacinths, choice, named, for pots; 6 do., do., for glasses; 12 do., for
borders. lOOCrocus, White; 100do.,Blue; 100 do.. Yellow. 20 Tulips, Single; 20 do.. Double.
25 Daffodils, Single ; 25 do.. Double. 25 Winter Aconites. 25 Ranunculus. 12 Anemones,
Single; 15 do., Double. 25 Snowdrops, Single ; 25 do., Double. 10 Polyanthus Narciss.

No.

No. 7 Collection, 16/-.—9 Hyacinths, choice, named, for pots; 8 do., do., for glasses; 9 do.

Red. for borders ; 8 do,. White, for borders ; 8 do.. Blue, for borders. 150 Croc-us, White
150 do.. Striped ; 150 do.. Blue. 25 Tulips, Single; 25 do., Double. 50 Daffodils, Single'
20 Anemones, Single ; 20 do.. Double. 25 Scilla Sibirica. 30 Snowdrops, Single; 30 do.,

Double. 30 Ranunculus. 25 Narcissus Poeticus.

No. 8 Collection, 21/-.— 20 Hyacinths, selected, named, for pots; 12 do., do , for glasses

30 do., for borders. 200 Crocus. White; 200 do.. Striped; 200 do.. Blue. 50 Tulips,

selected. Single ; 50 do., selected, Double. 50 Daffodils, Single ; 50 do., Double. 25 Ane-
mones, Single; 25 do., Double. 50 Aconites. 50 Ranunculus. 50 Snowdrops, Single;
50 do.. Double.

No. 9 Collection, 30/-.—30 Hyacinths, extraselected,i:amed,forpots; 15 do., do., for glasses;

15 do., do.. Blue, for borders; 15 do., do.. White, for borders; 15 do., do.. Red. for borders.

200 Crocuses, selected, White; 200 do., do.. Striped ; 200 do., do.. Blue. 75 Tulips, extra
selected. Double; 75 do., do.. Single. 75 Daffodils, Single and Double. 50 Anemones,
Single and Double. 75 Aconites, Winter. 50 Ranunculus. 75 Snowdrops, Single ; 76 do.,

Double. 35 Polyanthus Narciss. 75 Narciss Poeticus.

No. 10 Collection, 42/-.—40 Hyacinths, choicest selected, named, for pots; 20 do., do., for

glasses ; 50 do., selected Colours, for borders. 550 Crocuses, selected, White ; 220 do., do.,

Striped ; 250 do., do., Blue. 100 Tulips, extra selected. Double; 100 do., do.. Single.

100 Daffodils. Single and Double. 75 Anemones, Single and Double. 100 Aconites, Winter.
50 Ranunculus. 75 Snowdrops. Single; 75 do.. Double. 45 Polyanthus Narciss, named.
100 Narciss Poeticus. 50 Spanish Iris. 25 English Iris.

SPECIAL OFFER OF NURSERY STOCK.
Buy at once and pot on now for winter-blooming.

PRIMULA (Single).—Various colours, very
large flowers, fine healthy plants, out of small pots,

3s. per doz., free.

J,
(Double White).—Strong rooted plants, out

of 3-iH. pots, 4s. per doz., 28s. per 100, free,

CINERABIA HYBRIDA. — Special line

to lielp out our enormous stuck, an Exbibltlon
strain, strong plants, out of 3-ln. pots. Is. 9d.

per doz., I3s. 6d. per lOO, free.

do., do., transplanted, Is. 2d. per doz., 2s. per 2 doz.

Cooper's Colleotion of GREENHOUSE FERNS,
foliage plaDts, mosses, &c., specially selected for Green-
house and Room DecoratioQ, consisting of the following
varieties ;—AS PLENIUMS, ADIANTOMS (Maidenhair),
GYMNOGRAMMAS (gold and silver Ferns). ISOLEPIS,
POLYPODIUia, PTERIS SERRULATA, CRISTATA, and
TREMULA; ARALIAS, GREVILLEAS, NEPHROLEPIS,
SELAGINELLAS, &c. Is. 6i. per doz. ; 3s. per doz.

;

lis. per doz., carriage free.

PASSIFLORA GRANUIFLORA. — Larger
flower than the above, out of email pots, 2 ft. to 3 ft.

high, 3s. per doz., 20s. per 100, free.

Extraordinary Value in the Best Creepers,
For covering walls, trellis-work, &c.

The Small VIRGINIAN CREEPER
(AMPELOPSIS VEirCHI), with foliage turning a very
rich deep crimson in late autumn ; plant now ; self-

clinging, with about 3ft. of growth, out of 3-in. pots;
3s. per doz., 23s. per 100, free. Much larger plants, out of

5- in. pots, 4 ft, to 6 ft. high, 6s. per doz., free.

The Old VIRGINIAN CREEPER
(AMPELOPSIS HEDERACEA). stronger growth, more
hardy and vigorous than A. Veitchi, green foliage, out of

small pots, 25. 6(2. per doz,, free.

PASSIFLORA CGERULEA
(BLUE PASSION FLOWER). — First-rate climber for

outside walls, &c., greenhouses and conservatories, from
2 ft. to 3 ft. high, out of small pots. 3s. per doz., 20£.

per 100, free. Larger plants, out of 5-in. pota, 3ft. to 4 ft.,

bs. per doz., free.

Plants for Present Planting.
Smaller quantities supplied at proportionate prices. Orders

of 100 and upwards carriage free.

WALLFLOWERS, Harbinger, single, deep
scarlet, 2s. per 100.

„ BELVOIR CASTLE, dwarf, light golden. -Js. per 100.

„ COVENr GARDEN, Mood-red, the darkest crimson
known, 2s. per 100,

„ PRIMROSE DAME, rich golden-yellow, 2s. per 100.

„ GOLDEN TOM THUMB, dwarf, canary-yellow, 2s.

per 100.

„ GRAHAM'S PERFECTION, rich crimson, 2s. per 100.

„ DOUBLE BRANCHING, grand spikes of double canary-
yellow blooms, 3s. per 100.

,, FINEST DOUBLE GERMAN, very double blooms of
choicest colours, 3s. per 100.

DOUBLE DAISY (Bellis perennis), very useful
for borders and edgings, 3s. per 100.

FOXGLOVE (finest spotted), excellent for
shrubberies, Ac, very handsome in large masses or back
borders, 3s. per 100.

SWEET WILLIAM, all the best varieties,
very popular and pretty plant, should have a place in

every garden, 4«. per 100.

CANTERBURY BELLS (mixed), well-known
hardy plants, all the best colours, single and double,
indispensable for mixed borders, 4s. per 100.

HOLLYHOCKS, superb double German, strong
plants, producing a large proportion of very double
flowers, in all the best shades of colour, grown from the
finest Continental strains procurable, Is. per dozen

;

75. 6rf. per 100.

G E U M, double scarlet, vigorous, healthy
plants, covered with pretty small red flowers, 2s. 6rf.

per 100.

PANSIES, for spring blooming.—We have a
splendid selection of these most pDpular spring flowers,

iu all shades of colour, selfs, spotted, and blotched,

3s. ^d. per 100.

SAPONARIA MULTIFLORA ALBA, very
free bloomer, useful for cutting, 2s. per 100.

MYOSOTIS VICTORIA, the finest of blue
Forget-me-nots, a perfect mass of bloom, 2s. 6d. per 100.

Strawberry Plants I—Strawberry Plants!!
An immense stock, comprising all the best and most popular

varieties. List free. Plant now. 2s. 6(i. per 100, 21i.

per 1000, free.

Roses and Fruit Trees.
Our stock of the above is this year exceptionally fine. Orders

booked now for Boses, trained, standard, and bush.

Peaches, Nectarines, Plum'^, Apricots, and Fear trees, will

be ready for delivery in October. All orders executed in

strict rotation. All goods carefully packed free on rail.

ROSES.
VERY BEST

VARIETIES.

ROSES. ROSES. ROSES. ROSES.
460,000 DWARF ROSES TO BE ALMOST GR'EN AWAY.

ALL STRONG HEALTHY DWARF BUSHES WITH GOOD ROOTS, WHICH WILL GIVE GOOD DISPLAY OF BLOOM.
CASH RETURNED IF UNSATISFACTORY IN ASX WAY. SPLENDID VARIETIES.

3 for 1/9, 6 for 2/9, 12 for 5/-, 50 for 20/-, 100 for 35/-, 1000 for £15. All Carriage Paid.

ROSES.
VERY BEST

VARIETIES.

MARECHAL NIELS.
Holding the finest stock in the kingdom of this lovely climbing Eose (especially for root and

walls of greenhouses and conservatories), we would strongly advise our numerous
amateur customers to place tlieir orders and plant soon to ensure a heavy crop of
flowers next spring.

Fine strong plants in large pots, 4 ft. to h ft. high, 2s. 3d. each, 24s. per doz.,
F.O.R.; extra grand, large plants, in large pots, 8 ft. to 9ft., 2s Gd each*
3tis. per doz., F.O.R.

* '

GRAPE VINES.
BLACK ALICANTE,
BLACK HAMBRO.
BUCKLANDS SWEETWATER,
FOSTER'S SEEDLING,
LADY DOWNES' SEEDLING,
MADRESFIELD COURT.
MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA,

Stout caoes, 5 ft. to 6 ft. Iodk, 2s.

each, three for B«. M., F,0,B.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

Head Office-755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

NURSERIES-Tha Largest and Most Complete in the Kingdom, FELTHAM and HANWORTH.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
LEEDS and LONDON,

HORTICULTUKAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, caU Special Attention to their Patent
Wrouglit-Iron Municipal or Angular Cbambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
others witli TUBES, SHELVES, &HOLLOW or OBDINABY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

^O

— FRQTJT ELEVATIOH— —LONCITODINAU SECTION- -SECTIONAL PUAN—

The loDftitudinal section jfives a view of the fire-box, water space, flues, &c. The cross section gives a view of the fire-box
water space and V-shaped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary for this class of boiler.

Prices from £3 IDs. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, well budded
and clean, established iu pots, per dozen, in beet
varieties, 185, and 24s.

DEUTSCHE PERLE. best White, per dozen, 24*. and 305.,
packed and free on rail for cash.

CALADIUM AKGYRITES, fine bulbs, per dozen, 65., 9s., and
125.. post-free.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, extra fine plants, per dozen,
6s. to 9f

.

NEAPOLITAN VIOLETS, fine clumpi. per dozen, 5s.

J. LION, Park Nursery, Stanmore, Middlesex.

To dirysanthemum EzMbitors.

SPKINGTHORPE'S PATENT CUP, TUBE,
and FLANGE complete, 98. per dozen.

Highly Commended National Chrysanthemum Society.

G. SPRINGTHORPE. The Gardens, Coombs Court,
Kingston-on-Thames.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS

I

15 oz. , per 100
21-02

nnff o, e,/ (12X10, 18x12, 18X14, !

'i?t' td\ »X12, 20X12, 18X16. S

•''•''•( 16X12, 16x14. 20x16, 5

Id StOk^k Sizes.

24x14
24X16
24x18, &c,

IJ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at bs. per 100 feet.

PaiDts and Varnishes at Low Prices. FlooriDg, 5/9 per square ;

MatchinK, 4/9; 2x4, at jd. per foot run ; 2x7atlrf.
Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery, &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BisHoi'SGATE Street Within, London. K.C.

HEATINS

aPFARAIUS"

FIXED COMPLETi"

^TQumRmm

HARDY HOME-GROWN FRUITS.
NURSERIES 450 ACRES.

FRUIT TREES a special feature.-FRUIT TREES-FRUIT TREES.
We have long been famed for our FEUIT TEEES. They are admitted by all who see them, and by all who

have had them, to be unsurpassed. Hardily grown, carefully cultivated, splendidly rooted, entirely clean and free

from blight or parasites, vigorous and robust in constitution, it is absolutely impossible to get finer trees at any
price. All the best kinds in cultivation ; all true to name. Our FEUIT TEEES are sent to every part of the

Kingdom, and abundant evidence from every County in England can be given as to excellence of quality.

Inspection cordially invited, when facilities will be offered for selection of trees from the stock on the grounds.

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, DAMSONS, CHERRIES. BUSH FRUITS
And BERRIES, MIBCELLANEOUS FRUITS.

GRAPE VINES.—All the leading kinds, in strong canes, short-jointed, well-ripened, in vigorous health.

APRICOTS, PEACHES, NECTARINES, ORCHARD-HOUSE FRUITS, FIGS,&c
FOEEST TEEES, CONIFEES, EVEEGEEENS,

OENAMENTAL PLANTS, FLOWEEING SHEUBS, TEEES for STEEET and PAEK PLANTING,
EOSES, HEEBACEOUS PLANTS, STOVE and GEEENHOUSE PLANTS.

THE LARGEST NURSERY STOCK, IN BEST CONDITION.
CATALOGUES FREE.

DICKSONS, THE NURSERIES. CHESTER.
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ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 2i feet, 9j. per dozen ; 6Cij. per 100.

,, ,, 2^ to 3 feet, 12s. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

,, ,, 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per dozen ; 12Cs. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN FEBKINS & SON,
52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD.

WlLLu oatalogtjk of

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 1000 best varieties, and
more useful information than any other such book ever

published. Including a Coloured Plate of his New Green
Chrysanthemum, "Ethel Amaden." The Novelty of the

Season. Post-free, 4(i., from W. WELLS, EarlBWOOd
Nuraerles. RedhUl, Surrey,

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all the beat varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Special quotations for quantities to grow for Market.
New and Kare Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,

Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained.
PEARS. PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES, APRICOTS,

in all forms.
GOOSEBERRIES. CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.— All the best of the old and new varieties,

open air plants, or in small pots.
Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free. 6rf.. gratis to

Customers (one of the most complete issued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATEINS.
Pomona Farm Nurseries, Withington, Hereford.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

Narcissi, Lillies,

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Scillas,

Irises

BEST

QUALITIES

AT UOWEST
RATES.

Delivered Free by
BAiii OR Taiioel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 441

Post Free on application.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers

& Importers Chester

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back pege.
Gardeners' Chronicle, September 1, 1894,

BULBS. Winter, Spring, and Summer-flowering.
DAFFODILS, for Pota, Beds, Borders, and Naturalisjtion

in Meadows. Woods, &c.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TUUPS, of absorbing interest to

HARDY HEEBACEOITS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,
and Naturalisation.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS, 12s. M.. 21s., 4as.. and 63s.
COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. M., 7s. W.. Vis 6rf., 21s.,

to 105s.

BARR AKD SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

BUNYARD'S KENT
STRAWBERRIES.

BEST PLANTS of FINEST SORTS.
Prices now Reduced 20 per Cent., except Newest Kinds.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.,
OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

NEW LIST FREH.

D U T C H B^CJL B S.
TirLIPS, Due van Thol, scarlet Is. 6rf. per 100.
TULIPS, Due van Thol, red and yellow ... 2s. per 100.
TULIPS, miied 2s. per 100.

PRICE LIST of DUTCH BULBS, cheaper than any other
Firm, sent free on application from

—

J. D. HA HON, Bulb Importer,
JAMAICA ROW BIRMINGHAM.

TO THE TRADE, 1894-5.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to direct special attention to the following Sterling Novelties :—

NEW TOMATO-FROGMORE SELECTED.
(First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society, April 24, 1894).

This exceedingly fine variety was raised by Mr. Thomas, The Royal Gardens, Frogmore
and is the best Tomato yet introduced. The fruit is of good medium size, and a deep bright

red colour, smooth and almost round, very firm and solid, with flesh of unusual depth. It is

a most prolific and continuous cropper. For early forcing this variety is unequalled, and having

ourselves grown it extensively during the past season, we confidently recommend it as a very

desirable sort. It is also very suitable for outdoor cultivation. Mr, Thomas, writing

August 27, says :
—" You will be pleased to hear that it is an excellent variety for outdoor

culture. It has been tried here this season side by side with all the best sorts recommended
for this purpose, and it has proved itself to be by far the bast of any I have grown,"

Per Packet, 2s. 6d.

NEW MELON-INGESTRE HYBRID.
{Award of Merit, Royal Horticultural Society, May 8, 189.3.)

This high-class seedling was raised by Mr. Oilman, of Ingestre Hall Gardens, and is the

result of a cross between Hero of Lockinge and The Countess, two well-known varieties of

superior quality. The fruit is globular in shape, of medium size, and a bright golden-yellow,

most beautifully netted, with very thin skin. It has great depth of flesh, which is almost

white, very sweet and juicy, and the flavour superb. The plant is of robust constitution, and

a very free setter,
"

pg, packet, 2s. 6d.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS COMPACTA.
(Syon House variety.—Award of Merit, Royal Horticultural Society, August 9, 1892.)

Raised by Mr, Wythes, and quite distinct from the older form, being dwarfer, the flowers

larger and deeper blue, with more substance. The plant is of dwarf pyramidal habit,

exceedingly free-flowering, and clothed with foliage to the ground. The growth being strong

and erect, staking may almost be dispensed with. As a decorative plant, this variety is

invaluable, the plants being covered with bloom, which lasts a very long time.

Per Packet, Is, 6d.

STREPTOCARPUS-VEITCH'S NEW HYBRIDS.
This popular greenhouse plant has been brought to a very high state of perfection

by careful culture and hybridization, and the seeds now offered are selected from plants far in

advance of the older varieties— in richness of colour, size, and form of flower, containing only
the most distinct and rarer shades, particularly amongst the purple, purplish-violet, bright
red, deep rose, and Vioh rosy-purple. The whites are more pure, and the markings on the
throat more defined. pg, packet, 2s. 6d.

PRICES TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

SPECIAL LIST OF

SMALL FRUITS;
GOOSERERRIES,

RASPBERRIES,
CURRANTS,

And STRAWBERRIES.
ALL THE BEST SORTS and PLANTS.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LiniTED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandhmg.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

F ROM PAR I S.

STANDARD TEA ROSES and OTHERS,
LILAC CHARLES X , and PEONIES In thousands.

LEVfiQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen,
IVRY-SUR-SEINE, near Paris, have this year splendid
Stocks of :—

STANDARD TEA ROSES (30.000), very good standards and
heads, the best sorts, £6 per 100.

STANDARD HYBRID PERPETUALS. strong, £,5 per 100.

Ditto, ditto, older sorls, £1 per 100.

LILAC CHARLES X., in pots, covered with buds, £J, £5, and
£3 per 100. according to size of plants.

TREE P/EONIES (20.000). the best sorts, priced according to

size of plants, from £6, £8, £10, to £20 per 100.

HERBACEOUS P.'EONIES, from £i to £1 per 100.

TEA ROSES. DWARFS (100,000), the be»t sorts, grown in

pots. £2 8s. to £1 per ]0[*, according to novelty of sorts.

TEA ROSES and DWARFS, from open ground, £2 to £3 p. IOC.

Lists and Catalogues on application.

raiTTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

JCHEAL^SONS
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of

the same name.

& Son's
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultural Directions and particulars as to Free
Delivery, will be sent, post-free, on application to our

offices at OVERVEEN, near HAARLEM, H0LL4.ND, or

to our General Agents—

Messrs MERTENS & CO
,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

I. DAVIES & SON
Are now offebinq the FotLowiso, Cheap, in Laroe

Quantities, to Clear Ground for huiLDiNfj:—

HOLLIES, Green and Variegated, of the best varieties,

2 feet to 5 feet.

RHODODENDRONS, in 20O choice named and hybrids, by
100 or lOCO; also their sweet-scented and new free-

blooming Greenhouse kinds, covered with budc.
AZ*LEA MOLLIS, and their new hybrids, well budded.
115,003 Homegrown LILIUM AURATUM and GENERAL

NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition—could not
be better grown.

CATALOGVES F,ee by Po^t.

BROOK LANE NURSERY, OBMSKIBK.

EVERG REENS - EVERG REENS.

JOHN PERKINS & SON
Beg to draw the attention of Planters to their large Stock of
the following, the whole of which are good stout well-trans-
planterl planta :

—

LAURELS CAUCASICA, 3 to 4 feet, at 30s. per 100.

,. PORTUGAL, 3 to 4 feet , at 18s. per doz.
ENGLISH YEWS, 2J to 3 feet, at 12s. per aoz. ; Ihs. per 100.

,. 3 to 3J feet, at 16s. per doz. ; 100s. per 100.
THUJOPSIS iJOREALIS, .S to 6 feet, at 24s. per doz.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 5 to 6 feet, at 24s. per doz.
RETLNOSPORA PLUMOSA, 3 to 4 feet, at 18s. per doz.

,, ,, 4 to 5 feet, at 24s. per doz.
AUREA. 3 to 4 feet, at 21s. doz.

HOLLY SHKPARDII. or NOBILIS, 3 to 4 feet, at 30s. per doz.

.. ., ,, 4 to 5 feet, at 42s, per doz.
GREEN, 2i to 3 feet, at 12s. per doz.

,, ., 3 to 4 feet, at 18s. per doz.
Spec-ial Offers for large quantities.

Catalogues of General Nursery Stock on application.

52, MAKKET SQUARE,NORTHAMPTON.
NUBSEBIES-BILLINO ROAD.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPIRiEA.

SPIRAEA ANTHONY WATERER.
This is a sport from the well-known Spirsea bumalda, from

which it differs only in colour, the flowers being a rich
crimson, borne in large cormbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy flowering plants of many years.

First-claps Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society of London.

Nice plants, ls.<od. each, will be distributed in November next.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Rose?

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Bulbs and Seeds.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Fruit Trees and Grape Vines.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Evergreens, Park and Roadside Trees.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Camellias, Azaleas, Lapagerias, Ac.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
South Entrance four minutes,' walk from Waltham Cross

Station, Great Eastern Railway.
West Entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald s Grove

Station, Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection Invited. Prices Strictly Moderate.
Priced Catalogues Free.

Goods packed by experienced handsfor all parts of the

world.

Gardeners of character and exjierience recommendtd.

Observe the Christian name—

. PAUL & SON,
Rose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Q,ueen,

TREE, PLANT, BULB and SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM GROS S, HERTS.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked
upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TREKS A SPECIALTi.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS! and ENGLISH BULBS

!

See our Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs.

Containinj^ List of all the Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS. LILIUMS. DAFFODILS,
S.NOWDROPS, IRIS. ic. free on application.

Please compare our Pnccs before sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED and BULB MERCHANTS,

E2CETEB, ST., STKAND, LOUDON, W.C.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS HOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fruits, post-free, Zd.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES.

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1894.

CHASSELAS GRAPES.
TT^ROM August till October is a busy Grape-
-*- selling time with the peasants of Thomfiry,

near Fontainebleau. They have the natural

monopoly of the production of the Chasselas

Grapes—familiarly known as the " Queen of

French table Grapes "—and raise them with a

combination of care—aye, almost affection. The
soil, climate, and position of Thomory also

unite to produce this splendid Grape, and which
is so delicately preserved as to be able to supply

the tables of the Pope and the Czar up to the

month of March. In the Paris market, the

Thomory Chas.selas Grapes command next to any
price asked. But there are large plantations of

Chasselas near Montpellier, and their cultivation

forms an important industry near Algiers.

Switzerland also cultivates a variety of Chasselas

for making white wine. The Chasselas has

many characteristics in common ; the young
leaves at their development have a peculiar russet

colour, the berries are spherical-shaped, and the

juice deliciou.'ly mild and sugary. The Chasselas

comprises four principal varieties, which in turn

have sub-varieties ; the Dory, the Violet, the

Rose, and the de Falloux. The " Dore " is very

widely spread
;
peculiarly conical in shape, skin

delicate, and flavour delicious. It is precocious,

thrives in divers conditions, but a good rich

light soil, and a temperate climate suit it best.

When intended for wine-making, a strong soil

and an exposed situation are preferable. The
Chasselas is kept short pruned. The " Violet

"

yields a fruit equal in savour and beauty to the

Don.', but is more cultivated for wine-making

—

and especially in Switzerland ; the Grapes can to a

certain degree resist slight and early frosts. The
" Rose " is a variety—but less grown—of the

Dore, while the leaves are more long than broad,

the berries are spherical and pass from a clear

green to a deep red. The "de Falloux" kind

has large berries, very agreeable, juicy, and of a

bright rose colour. It is remarkably noted for

its fertility, and the beauty of its fruit.

The general crop of Chasselas is gathered

about the middle of October. It requires skill to

know when the Grapes are ripe ; the berries

should be transparent and of a blond yellow when

examined in the shade ; or, out a berry in two,

if the pulp remains all jelly, it is mature; if

jaice streams, it is not fully ripe. The Grapes

ought to be gathered in the morning when the

dew has evaporated, and before they become

heated by the sun's rays. The Grapes are cut

with scissors generally, leaving attached to the

stem of the bunch 2 inches of the branch on

each side of its point of junction. The bunches
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are then deposited as oarefally as if they were

eggs, in small baskets, lined with paper shavings

or leaves, to be carried to the fruit-room, so aa

not to remove the bloom from the berries. The

Grapes lowest down on the Vine ripen earliest,

and should be cut accordingly. Grapes gathered

from Vines growing on dry light soils keep

better than those raised on humid land ; old

Vines yield fruit better perfumed fruit, and of

superior quality, while keeping better than

that gathered from Vines only twelve years

old.

At ThoiD6ry, the Chaieelas are raised either as

ordinary eipaliers against walla, or in open alleys

against stakes ; or in rows with three lines of

gaWanised wire, and known as contn espaliers. But

there are many systems for training the shoots ; the

main point is to allow plenty of space, of air, and of

light. When the berries commence to form, sharp

scissors are used to remove all that are stunted, or

which appear to be too closely pressed together

;

indeed, many growers remove the moiety of the

berries. Bat this is not all ; to secure the golden

blend tint, what the peasantry illnstrate by the

popnlar saying, " Le renard a pissi dcsstn," the leaves

should be gradually pinched off, to admit the sunlight.

Grapes, when crashed in the wine-vat, constitute

the must. The latter has a very complex composition
;

in 100 parte, the water varies from 70 to 85, the sugar

12 to 30, and the mineral matters from 2 to 4, accord-

ing to the soil, climate, and the variety of Grape.

The sugar, salts, and acids are in the juice; the

essential oil and tannin in the skin and pips, and the

colouring matter in the cells of the interior of the

skin. As the fruit ripens, the acids are changed

into sugar under the inflnence of heat and light, the

potash and phosphoric acid augment in proportion

as the Grapes become sugary. The varieties of table

Grapes are legion, and of late, wine- making Grapes

are largely sold for consumption

—

lid. per lb.

The colour of the seeds, or pipi, of table Grapes

varies from a mother-of-pearl white to a black-violet.

The largest table Grapes are not the best flavoured
;

they are somewhat insipid, have the akin thick, and

the percentage of sugar is low. In France white

Grapes are preferred for table purposes, for their

firmness, flavour, and more beautiful shape—hence

the favour of the Chasselaa, Koyal Madeleine, and
White Maacat. Of black Grapea, the Frankenthal

the Crnsant, the Black Muscat, and the Blue Portu-

gueae, are preferred. The two grand secrets in table

Grape culture are, the cutting out of unpromising

berries when commencing to form, and pinching off

the leaves, when ripening sets in. The preservation

of the Grapes fresh up to March, necessitates a room
at once dry, of a sustained uniform temperature, and
dark; the Grapes may lie on little slabs of wood, or

be suspended from the ceiling, or hung from racks

or the severed stem allowed to dip into open-mouthed,
bottles of water—the latter to be periodically re-

newed. Oace a week the room ought to be visited,

and all objectionable berries removed.

In 1892, France imported French ordinary table

Grapea, chiefly from Spain and Algeria, to the extent

of 3,70S tons, valued at £44,000. She exported in

the same year, 357 tons of table Grapes for £4,300,

of which 8 tons to England, 15 to India, and 269 to

Switzerland. The best foreign customers for the

Thomery Chassalaa are the Imperial Court of

Russia and the Vatican. The Czar receives the

first and the last of the crop—the latter fetching

19s. per lb. .Just now peasants—always old men in

black hats and blouses—parade the streets of Paris

with tasty little baskets, containing, as they say,

true Thomery Chaaeelas ; 2 lb. of fruit for 2.'r fiancs.

The vendors are only made-up peasants, and the

Grapes are Chaaaelas, but from Algiers, and two-
thirds cheaper. About five dealers in the Central

Markets form a " trust " or ring, to monopolise the

products of Thouii'-ry. And if the visitor went to

this noted village he would not be supplied with the
fruit, unless the hotel - keepers raise the Grapes
themselves, which ia questionable. It may be pre-

sumed, a good deal of the Grapes to be had there

come from Algeria. Bat the difference is easily

detected, not alone by the eye, but by the taste.

The Algerian Chasselas has a trace of toughness in

the skin—aod lacks the melting, ambrosial-nectar

pulp of the genuine Thomery Chasselas Grapes.

E. Conner,

NEW OR Noteworthy Plants.

VANDA KIMBA.LLIANA, Echb. f., Vah.
LACKNEK.E, Krnd.

This is the best variety we noticed in a large

stock of the typical Vanda Kimballiana In the col-

lection of Mr. C. Lackner, at Steglitz near Berlin.

The flowers are snowy-white, without even a tinge

of purple, and with only a very few small golden

spotlets in the month of the spur. The size of

the flower is the same as in the best specimens

of the type, or even rather bigger. It is a true

albino. This character ia so pronounced in the

whole appearance of the plant, that typical ones

and such as belong to the variety are discernible

even in the non- flowering state. The typical planta

of Vanda Kimballiana have, as everybody knows, a

dark purplish or a dark green colour, so densely

covered with purple spots that the whole appearance

of the plants, from the uppermost leaves to the end

of the thriving roots, is a very sombre one. In the

variety the general colour is a very clear green, the

purplish colour being reduced to small widely dis-

persed spots. The roots are pea-green, with some

white "velamen" just before the tip of the growing

points. The contrast between the typical specimens

with the rosy flowers and the chaste snowy ones of

the variety, is a very lovely one. It seems that the

variety is a very rare plant. Among more than a

hundred large and luxuriantly growing specimens

in the collection of Mr. Lackner, we found only one

single specimen of the variety. It is dedicated to

Mrs. Lickner in sincere acknowledgment of the

interest she has manifested in horticultural and

especially orchidographical queations in her hospit-

able home at Steglitz. F. Kriinzlin.

time in full beauty, lasting for weeks in an inter-

mediate-house temperature ; the flowers are beat

during November and later, thus showing the plant's

true character as a winter-bloomer. Winter Gem
is a lovely winter-bloomer, the flowers remaining in

perfection for weeks, and not dropping, like the ever-

green and tuberous-rooted section. This last-named

variety produces large corymbs of rich scarlet-crimson

flowerjf, much the same in size as those of John Heal.

The varieties John Heal and Adonis are readily

raised by cuttings—these struck in the spring or

early summer, make nice plants for winter bloom

;

struck in a sandy compost in a gentle heat, they

soon root, and may be grown in frames during the

summer, and in September or October placed in

warmer houses near the light for winter bloom. B.

Winter Gem is more readily increased by propaga-

tion of the small growths at the base of the stem
;

they strike in heat, but require to be sparingly sup-

plied with moisture at the start. They are best

grown in small or medium-sized pots, with ample
drainage, as in a large pot they get too much
moisture in dull weather, unless carefully watered.

The planta do not require the rest or drying off in

the same way &% do the tuberoua-rooted kinds, but I

find a short rest in a cooler and dryer house after

flowering beneficial. When in bloom, food may be

given to robuat plants, keeping the flowers free of

moisture, and near the light, to secure the bright

colours so much admired in the flowers, G. Wythes.

HYBRID AUTUMN AND WINTER
BEGONIAS.

The autumn- flowering Begonias are most useful

at the dull period, when bright flowers are most

appreciated. If I am enthusiastic with regard to

their value at this season, it is because we have so

few autumn flowers which produce their flowers in

such profusion and last so long. As ia generally well

known, this section is the result of crossing Begonia

socotrana with the pollen of some of the tuberous

varietiea. By this cross the season is prolonged

;

indeed, it may be said to be continuous, as there

is no difficulty In blooming these hybrids to the

time the tuberous kinds come in, and should there

be any gap, the evergreen or perpetual-flowering

kinds fill up the vacancy. The first hybrid raised,

and what may be termed a winter bloomer, waa John

Heal, and doubtless it is still one of the beet of the

trio, for though the flowera are a little smaller than

those of the later hybrids, they remain so long a

time on the plant before they shrivel, that I look

upon thia variety as the most valuable of the type.

This variety was raised at Messrs. Veitch'a nursery

by the well-known hybridist who has done so much
to improve the Amaryllis, the hybrid or greenhouse

Rhododendrona, and other plants, and was first

exhibited in October, 1885. It waa at once noticed

by the horticultural preas as a great gain, and a

valuable winter-flowering variety. With the rage

for huge Chrysanthemums, we are apt to overlook

our other winter flowers of more graceful character,

and certainly more lasting. The other varieties

raised in a similar way to John Heal are, Adonis,

certificated in 1887 ; this ia one of the first named
progeny, John Heal being crossed with one of the

tuberous varietiea. The flowers, though of a roey-

carmine, are more scarlet towards the centre, and

larger than in the first hybrid, but continue a long

KEW NOTES.
Steknbehgia macbantha.—Balbs of this beau-

tiful species have lately been sent to Kew by Mr. E.
Whittall, of Smyrna, and they are now in flower in

a border and in pots in a cold greenhouse. The
species is described by Baker as having a bulb

li inch in diameter, with a neck 4 to 6 inches long,

pale brown tunics, lorate glaucous leaves J inch

broad ; flower-stalk as long as the bulb-neck, flowers

bright yellow, produced in autumn, the tube cylin-

drical, 2 inches long, the segments oblong, over

an inch wide. In other words the flowers are aa

large and efl"ectlve as those of well-grown Colchicum
speciosnm, and as yellow aa Crocus aureus. The
species is new to cultivation, and ia one of the best

of the many good things we owe to the enthusiasm

and enterprise of Mr. Whittall. A figure of it will

shortly be published in the Botanical Magazine.

H.T3MANTHD3 ClABKEI X .

Thia is a hybrid between H. albiflos and H. coe-

cineus, which was raised years ago by C )lonel Trevor

Clarke, who presented a plant of it to Kew in 1882,

It ia grown in pot) and atao in an nnheated frame,

and it flowera freely every year. It ia more like H.

coccineua than the other parent, having several

leaves 4 inches wide, glabrous on both surfucjs,

smooth-edged and dull-green. The scape is 5 inches

long, slightly flattened, the bracts 2 inches by l.| inch,

coloured dull crimson, the flowers crimson, paler at

the base, the anthers golden ; and_the pistils, which

are a j inch longer than the stamens, white. So far

as I know, it is the only hybrid Hfemanthus known.

The Kew plants have been labelled H. .Clarkei for

some years, but the name is only now published for

the first time.

HONCKENVA FICIFOLIA,

Specimens of this plant have lately been sent to

several London nurserymen, who have submitted

them to Kew for identification, and asked if the

plant is known to be in cultivation. It has been

grown at Kew since 1889, when seeds of it were

received from Lajos along with specimens of the
.

Jute-like flbre extracted from its stems (see Kew
Bulletin, 1889, p. 15). The genus is related to Spar-

mannia and Corchorus, H. ficifolia being the only

species. It forms a shrub, or small tree, probably

something like Sparmannia, with hairy, lobed leaves,

about as large as the leaves of common Sycamore,

and the flowers are borne in short few-flowered ter-

minal racemes. They are nearly 4 inches across,

purple, the sepals narrow, brown, and hairy; the
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petals 1^ inch wide, cordate, and stalked at the base,

with a claater of yellow stamens in the centre, as in

Sparmannia. So far, the plant has grown badly at

Kew, bat it is worth straggling with, as the flowers

are decidedly handsome. W. W., Kew.

THE PULSOMETER IN FRUIT
CULTURE.

DuBiNo the spring of 1892, W. Welchman, En|
,

my employer, was persnaded to bny a pnlsometer on

wheels for watering purposes in bis orchards, of

tor, and the spray is thrown with regularity. The
pnlsometer nses 2 cwt. of coal per day, and with it

we can syringe 27 acres in four days, costing about

£1 per day, including the price of the insecticide.

The sprayers can be set to throw a fine mist or

coarser, as may be desired. Some of the fruit trees

were badly attacked last year with red spider ; but

the sprayer completed their destruction. The
sprayers are sometimes as far as 170 yards distant

from the engine, and work without any diminution of

power. We have 260 yards of hose ; but, with the

exception of one part of the orchard, we have water

The Rosary.

THE ROSE GARDEN IN OCTOBER.
This most disappointing season is over, for although

we may still look for some flowers, especially amongst
our Teas, yet the thoughts of the Rose-grower will

be more directed to the future than to the present,

and those thoughts will take the shape of what be
shall do to alter or improve his garden for another
year. I sometimes see articles written by nursery-
men, who have of course thousands and tens of

Fig G5.—the tolsom pee : an apparitus foe watering, spbatino. etc.

abont 27 acres in extent, rnnning small grips or

trenches near the trees, so as to saturate the soil

with water. The machine pumps 3,800 gallons per

hoar ; and having been informed by the makers that

it would lift water by means of a 2-inch pipe to a

height of about 70 feet, I thought it would work
three or four small lengths of indlarubber hose.

Having fixed four small nozzles on to the machine
to carry | inch pipe with Stott's sprayers, we made a

trial of it with the best possible results. By having

a small piece of hose-pipe joined on to the suction-

pipe and furnished with a tap, a liquid insecticide can

be used with the water, and the supply of the former

can be regulated to a nicety at the will of the opera-

all ronnd it, and have no need to nse so long a piece.

One orchard is 8 acres in extent and nearly square.

To get the water readily in this one, we cut a drain,

6 feet deep across it, and sunk petroleum casks about

25 yards apart to serve as water reservoirs for the

machine. A 3-inch suction pipe is used, and the

insecticide being drawn in with the water, it all goes

through the pnlsometer and becomes perfectly mixed

together. For tall trees we have jointed brass rods,

6 feet long, to screw into each other, with a sprayer

on the end. I now use the hose for watering, instead

of the grips as formerly. Wilson C. Smythe, XJpwcll,

Wisbech, Camhs. [Oar illustration (fig. 65) shows the

Pnlsometer at work. Ed.]

thousands of Roses, detailing what they have done

or intend to do, but these are utterly useless to the

amateur, whether he be an exhibitor or not. My
main object is to write for those who, like myself,

are owners of a small garden. It would be very little

use, for instance, for anyone to suggest the grouping

of Roses ; this requires a considerable amount of

room, and would be impossible.

I think that anyone who means to do anything in

his garden in the way of Roses should first pause and

consider what he wants ; does he wish to have such

flowers as he is in the habit of seeing at exhibitions,

or does be want quantity rather than quality ? much

both of the manner of treatment and the varieties he
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grows will be regulated by these considerations ; if

he have room he will perhaps consider with the

Scotchman, " Biith's best," bat for my own part, I

much prefer one good bloom at the end of a shoot

to three or four inferior ones crowded together,

and, should the weather be wet, a mass of pulp rather

than Roses, and I therefore contrive to have the

second shoots which give us autumnal blooms dis-

budded as carefully as in the proper Rose season.

On looking through my small Rose-garden to-day, I

have found some instances in which this has been

overlooked, notably, in a plant of Margaret Dickson,

one of our best autumnal bloomers ; where disbud-

ding was carried out there are some clean shapely

blooms, bnt on one which had been overlooked, there

were four flowers huddled together, the outer petals

all discoloured, and the whole bunch certainly not

comely. There is another point on which he should

make up his mind, viz., whether he is going to grow

many garden Roses ; there seems to me a good deal

of exaggeration and misconception on this point. A
good deal is said about our old garden favourites, of

the Hybrid China, Hybrid Bourbons, Provence, and

other classes ; we are told of the delicious per-

fume of the old Cabbage and the beautiful form of

Coupe d'H^ti', but I do not hesitate to say that in

every respect wherein the excellence of the Rose

consists, whether in form, size, colour or perfume, we

can match and even excel them amongst the more

modern Roses, whilst these latter have the very

great advantage of sometimes favouring us with

autumnal blooms. We are told that the tendency of

the public is very much running in the direction of

garden Roses. I question this ; there are some of a

diflFerent character altogether, such as the single Roses

and the dwarf Polyantha, which are very desirable,

the former lasting, it is true, only a short time, but

the latter from the prevalence of Tea blood in

them continuing for some months; my advice,

therefore, would be to those who own small

or moderately-sized gardens, not to be wheedled by

any feelings of sentiment into giving much space for

the ' dear old garden Roses !

" but to select those

which from among the H.P.'s and Teas are well

known for their beauty and good constitution. There

is another point on which I think growers ought to

be very decided, viz , not to admit any scentless

flowers into their rosary. Invariably, when one is

given a Rose, one puts it to one s nose to inhale its

perfume, and the term sweet-scented, as now applied

to some Roses, shows that this unpleasant innova-

tion of scentless flowers has made its way amongst

us. I believe that Victor Verdier was one of the first

delinquents in this particular, and any Rose that has

been in any way connected with that flower appears

to have inherited this character. Baroness Roths-

child is, no doubt, a very beautiful Rose, but it alto-

gether lacks perfume, and yet no doubt it will

continue to be a favourite Rose, this defect not-

withstanding.

In filling up gap?, I do not think that much
expense will have to be gone to in the purchase of

new Roses ; I do not believe that there is one of

the French Roses of 1893 that has made any mark,

and it is to our home-raisers that we are to look

for novelty. Thue, Marchioness of Londonderry,

Mrs. Sharman Crawford, and Marchioness of Down-
shire, of Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons ; the

Clio and Spencer of William Paul & Son Ciara

Watson of Mr. Geo. Prince ; Charles Gater of

Messrs. Paul & Son, will be looked for by

those who wish to add beautiful and good con-

stitution Roses to our collections. There is no
doubt, too, that the Hybrid Sweet Briars raised by
Lord Penzance, and to be sent out by Messrs.

K''ynes, Williams & Co., of Salisbury, will be

equally sought a'ter by those who have space for

pillar Roses, or may wish to cover fences or walls.

With regard to the autumn treatment of plants

and preparation for the winter, we in the southern

part of Eagland are placed at a considerable diead-

Tdntage, the entire absence of straw having com-
pelled us to litter our Roses with German moss
litter. This is quite inapplicable to the purpose of

mi'cbifg the beds, wh cS T am al - ays in the habit

of doing in the antnmn ; last year, in accordance

with the recommendation of a well-known rosarian

in the pages of a contemporary, I covered my beds

with a plentiful supply of leaves. They all looked

very nice for a while, but the first gale that arose

carried them off in all directions, and left the beds

bare. They were not only scattered over the garden,

but got into my greenhouse and pit, and gave every-

thing a general air of untidiness; so that I resolved

never to try that experiment again. Straw, how-

ever, is now abundant, and one may hope in some

way or other to give the beds a mulching before

severe weather sets in. Were nothing else available,

I should simply earth- up the plants, and then cover

the beds with bracken, which is abundant in our

neighbourhood.

My plants, and I hear from others that they are in

the same state, have made very strong shoots this

summer, and everything should be done to make
these available for next season's work. September,

which gave us in this locality the heaviest rain-

fall we have had in that month for many years

(nearly 4 inches), has not done much towards ripen-

ing the wood, making it more desirable that the

cutting-out of the wood of last year should be

thoroughly done, and so air and light more freely

admitted. There are two ways of treating these long

shoots, either staking them or else shortening them by

about one-third, in both cases preventing their being

knocked about by the wind.

Roses on walls and fences should be also carefully

looked after ; these will mostly be of the Tea and

Noisette section, for in euch flowers as Qloire de

Dijon and her many daughters, more or less like the

parent, and in the Rtive d'Or, William Allen Richard-

son, climbing Niphetos, and climbing Devoniensis,

we have the very best Roses for these purposes, and

especially such Roses as RS7e d'Or, where you have

almost evergreen foliage, and not the long bare

shoots which somewhat mar the beauty of the Dijon

section. I have always found it a good plan to

attend to these in the autumn, cutting out such wood
as may be either unsightly or unsuitable for flower,

and laying in some of the young shoots which are

sure to have been produced. Teas may be pruned

back, but the Noisettes had better be lefc alone.

I would again recommend Longworth Rambler as

giving colour, all the Teas and Noisettes recom-

mended being of various shades of white and yellow.

To this may also now be added Crimson Rambler;
it promises to be a most useful Rose, but I think

more adapted for pillars than for walls. I have not

said anything about the protection of dwarf Teas,

for in this locality—Kent—I think they are quite as

hardy as H.P.'s. But I have seen it recommended
to cover them ; but this seems to me to be uaelesK,

and I generally prune them as hard as other Roses,

and the wood of this year, whether protected or not,

will suffer either from the frost or the knife. More-

over, the hardiness of the stock is the main con-

sideration in determining the hardiness of the plant,

and most of our Tea Roses now are budded on the

seedling Briar, and Briar cuttings from our own
hedge-rows. Wild Rose.

TRELTSSICK, NEAR TRURO.
This beautiful property belongs to Mr. Davies G.

Gilbert, and is situated about half way between

Truro and Falmouth, on the western side of the

richly-wooded estuary into which the Fal and other

rivers empty themselves. Some idea of its extent

may be formed when it is stated that there are eight

miles of carriage drives through its woods. The
views from the grounds are of the loveliest kind

imaginable, owing to the undulating character of

the country, and to the windings of the estuary. It

seems almost impossible to conceive scenery more
beautifully diversified. Looking north-east, there is

a magnificent view of Loid Falmouth's mansion of

Tregothnan, about 2 miles off as the crow flies, and

more than 200 feet above sea - level ; whereas

the highest points about the grounds of Trelissick

are less than ICO feet high. A special cutting

as been made through the woods of Trelissick,

to obtain this view of Tregothnan, and visitors are

brought by residents from many miles round to ask

permission to see this charming bit of scenery, in

which the broad river-like estuary twice crosses the

landscape. The views from the terrace in front of

the mansion are singularly varied, a change of posi-

tion of only a few feet affording a new prospect.

Falmouth and its harbour are the most conspicuous

objects, while further on is Pendennis Point, beyond

which may be seen vessels passing np and down the

English Channel. The pleasure steamers between
Truro and Falmouth are frequently passing by, thus

introducing motion into a picture of lovely still life.

The lover of trees and shrubs will, however, be

more attracted by the curious and interesting

plants, and by the good taste which is evidenced in

the manner in which they have been grouped. Two
specimens of Abies S mithiana (A, Morinda), from the

mountains of Norther n India, plants of which are so

often cut down by frost in the young state, are here

60 feet high, with glaucous foliage of an uncommon
shade, and num erous pendent cones. Benthamia
fragifera, plants of which had flowered well, were fully

30 feethijjh (fig. 60). Embothrium coccinenm, which
was showing its last two trusses of scarlet blooms on
August 16, had been 25 feet high, but lost 10 feet

during a blizzard, and is now not more than 20 feet,

had been covered with brilliant flowers. Faulownia
imperialif, which flowers here every year, 35 feet;

Ceanothus azareus, 26 feet; Cotoneaster Hookeri,

6 feet high, and as mnch across ; C. acuminata,

which flowers profusely, and is 25 feet in height;

Acer polymorphum, 23 feet; Acacia affinis, which had

been 40 feet, bnt was seriously injured by an nnuanal

frost of 17° this spring, is now shooting from the

old branches up to 6 feet from the ground ; Abutilon

vitifolium, 20 feet, which had in spring a pro-

fusion of mauve -coloured flowers ; large bushes,

20 feet high, of Pitt osporum Mackayii, with its black-

barked shoots ; numerous specimens of Retinospora

squarroaa, of a similar size to the last-mentioned ; an
Ozothamnus, 9 feet ; large bushes of Choisya ternata,

which flowered three times last year; fonr white-

flowering species of Escallonia, viz , montevidensis,

floribunda, scillonensis, and Phillipiana; Eulalia

zibrina ; Berberidopsis corallina, covering a wall

12 feet high, with scores of its deep crimson

pendulous blossoms ; Sparmannia africana, Gre-

villea rosmariniflora, Rapbiolepis japonica, Cassinia

fulvida, 6 feet high and 8 feet across; Kodgersia

podophylla.

These are bnt a selection amongst the lovely things

that are growing mostly in wild luxuriance here,

and are rarely fonnd to be hardy in any parts of

Great Britain excepting in this highly favoured

county of Cornwall, where the influence of the Gulf
Stream generally prevents frosts of great severity,

while the Atlantic breezes moderate the summer heat.

Our illustration (fig. 07) shows the Lily pond
margined with Richardia lethiopica and Primula

japonica, and at the further end may be seen a magni-

ficent plant of Gunnera mauicata, covering a space

82 feet in diameter, the largest leaf being 9 feet

3 inches in diameter. A previous illustration (fig, 66)

shows how well Benthamia fragifera grows in this

favoured garden.

The proprietor of this charming place is very for-

tunate in having had for many years so enthusiastic

a gardener as Mr. Sangwin, who is most obliging in

pointing out the many objects of interest on the pro-

perty. To some of these we may refer upon another

occasion,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
ABOUT LONDON.
(Continued Jrom p. 476J

FiNSBURT Park.—It is always a pleasure to view

the display in this park, for it is rarely inferior to any

other colUctioa. Last season we had occasion to

remark that Mr. Melville had got a new house at

considerable expense for the large number of Chrys-

anthemums that is annually grown here, but although

the house was built for this purpose, the mej irity

of the plants are staged in the narrow span-roofed
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honae of conaiderable length that waa used prior to

last aeaaon, and the new boaae which daring the

lammer baa been farniebed aa a warm greenbonae

with Palma and other decorative planta, ia atill

retained for that purpoae. Some of the 4000

planta, and aach aa conld not be put in the narrow
apan through lack of room, bare been arranged in

amall groups in thia houae, however, and ao the new
one ia an agreeable spot, from the preaence of

flowering planta and foliage plants combined. It

ia to the other one that the greater interest

attaches to the Chryaanthemnm lover, aa here

the greater part, aa well aa the choicer planta

of the collection are staged. The group ia

arranged in the shape of a ridge, with a walk
all round, ao that one half of the display only

and among the incurved{sorts those of Baron Hirsch

deserve particular notice. The collection, aa laat

year, is surrounded by a good band of Pompon
varietief, but at present these flowers are only partly

expanded. The Pompon aection is better represented

in thia collection than in moat of the Farka.

Victoria Pabk.

In thia park, situate a few minutea' walk from
Cambridge Heath Station on the Great Eastern

Railway, a collection of about 3000 planta ia arranged

in the houae now familiar to viaitors to the

Chryaanthemums in this district. The quality of

the plants in general is equal to the high standard

that we have observed here for several aeaaona

past, but they are a little later than utua'.

flowers were not quite developed. Orientalia, a
variety in the way of and auperior to the old Curio-
aity, was good, and looked uncommon, for it figures

but little in the several collections. Mr. J. Laing,
W. Holmea (aplendid colour), Edouard Audiguier,
Robert Cannell, Bouquet de Dame, Mona. Tarin, G.
C. Schwabe, Mra. E. W. Clarke, Florence Davis,
Wm. Ssward, and E. Moljneux, were all noted as
good. Gloire du Rocher, which had exceptionally
fine colour last season in this collection, though
slightly less bright, is again more than ordinary
colour. A variety now seldom aeen, bat one of fair

quality when in very fine condition, is Novelty, and
a plant with three or four large blooms attracted
attention. The new Duke of York waa in bud, and it

is the opinion here that this variety is nseleaa if
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Mr. Jno. Pallett. Daring the growing season, the

clearer air at this elevation is favourable to the

Chrysanthemnm in comparison to the districts in

which others of the parks are situated; but con-

siderable inconvenience is experienced in housing

the plants, the only accommodation being that pro-

Tided by several lean-to vineries and an old-fashioned

conservatory. To the general visitors, perhaps, the

Pleasure of a visit is by no means impaired by such

surroundings; on the other hand, the few remaining

bunches of Grapes that hang above the plants

have a curious fascination for them. The only

advantage these houses offer to our mmd

r, that the plants are stood much below

the level of the ground, and the blooms

instead of towering high above the head of the

visitor are rather below than above his own level.

The Blants this season are very commendable, and

,nch varieties as Eynsford White, Edwin Molyneux,

Alfred Lyne, Etoile de Lyon. Miss Anna Hartshorn,

B uquet de Dame, William Cobbett, Mrs. G.

Bundle Mrs. Geo. Glenny, MdUe. Louise Leroy,

Vivand Morel. Golden George Glenny. and Ames

Perry had blooms of first order, whilst numerous

others' are likewise of considerable merit. J. Shrimp-

ton amongst the newer sorts, was observed in good

style
• and William Seward and Florence Percy, the

latter a white Japanese, with pale lemon centre.

Mons. R. Bahuant was the best incurved variety.

We must not omit to mention the eplendid

show of summer-flowering varieties in the border

outside the house, all the be.t varieties have

been extensively planted, and a wealth of bloom

creating a display approaching that obtained inside

has only just been marred a little by the frost.

Mr Tallett says that as many visitors have been

to see the display of these flowers as he expects will

view the later and larger- flowered varieties. The

park is a few minutes walk from the Archway

Tavern, Highgate, and not far from the Upper

HoUoway Station on the Midland Railway.

Me. H. J. Jones', Lewisham.

The lateness of the Chrysanthemum season is as

evident at Mr. Jones' nursery at Hither Green.

Lewisham. as anywhere. ' We are a fortnight

late." were the words with which we were greeted by

this enthusiastic and successful grower. Neverthe-

less, there were many novelties already in bloom and

on the point of opening, though some hundreds of

plants rich in new varieties had not yetcommenci d to

break their buds. Although this is a comparatively

young business, it has grown unusually fast, and the

number of trials, by which we mean the number of sc-

called novel'.ies hailing from the Continent, Japan,

and America, that are tested annually is remaikably

large. Anyone who takes much interest in Chrys-

anthemums has some idea of the work this neces-

sitates, and perhaps also of the very small percentage

of real acquisitions which are to be obtained from the

" new and startling " varieties that reach this country.

However, it must be presumed that sufficient prizes

are found amongst the bran to compensate the out-

lay, or it would not be continued. Regarding

the collection on the whole, and in respect to the

display it will furnish at the nursery, we found

that the show will be made to the same house as

last year, and the plants are staged in the same

manner, with a winding path through the centre, an

arrangement that met with frequent admiration last

eason. Prominent among the novelties is the excel-

lent lemon-yellow Japanese Duchess of York. It

was raised by a gardener in Scotland, and is already

certain of a very large sale. The blooms on Mr.

Jones' plants were not quite expanded, but some

excellent flowers were exhibited at the Drill Hall on

Tuesday last, and noticed in our report. Thomas
Hallyer is the name of a rather loose- flowered

Japanese from Italy. The florets are bright crim-

son, with dull silver reverse. It strikes one as

likely to make a good exhibition So»er another

leaaon. M. Martigaac is a new yellow incurved, a

mall flnvrr, bat sufficiently good for a collection.

Hairy Wonder was quite a novelty last year, but

it will be exhib:ted in splendid form this season.

There are numbers of plants here, and they

furnish splendid flowers in size and build

much superior to any other hirsute variety,

and the plant appears to be a capital doer.

Novelties of this section are likely to be plentiful

this year, and we noticed a yellow one from Japan

named Kingof Ostrich Plumes that may turn out good,

but requires more time to tell. Souvenir de I'Ami

Coye is a hairy white flower, with pale yellow

centre when opening ; it is a better grower than

Mrs. A. Hardy, but whether it will prove an improve-

ment on White Louis Bcehmer is not certain.

Lady of the Lake, as seen in a partly-developed

flower, will differ in colour from Hairy Wonder, per-

haps be heliotrope. Turning from the hairy section,

Phcebus is the name of a slightly-reflexed Japanese

of a very pleasing yellow. This is the first year, and

it has three good blooms on a plant ; the florets have

great substance. Mr. W. Wright is an English

seedling, |a little like Belle Paul ; the florets are

rose-and-white, and are pretty. Mrs. W. H. Lees

is known already a little, and was one of Mr.

Jones' seedlings last year; it resembles Puritan, but

is of extraordinary size, and has been certificated by

the National Society. An incurved Japanese is the

Duchess of Wellington, another English seedling ;

it has good, long, rather stiff fiorete, of a decided

yellow. W. G. Newitt will make a good white

Japanese ; very deep flower. A little similar to

Mrs. F. Jameson is a variety called Flood, but of

better colour ; and Lady Randolph, a Lewisham
Seedling, is an incurved Japanese of specially good

habit. The colour is rose, with silver reverse. A
variety with curiously - twisted florets, has been

appropriately named The Maze; it is rose-colcured,

with silver reverse, and to our mind is too contorted

in appearance. A white incurved Japanese with

loose flowers, is Lady Smith, very meritorious, on
account of its grand habit, generally growing less

than 3 feet high. Mrs. E G. Hill is another incurved

Japanese, the Saner is of much excellence, and

the delicate flesh colour is very attractive. It was
certificated recently by the National Society. We
must now mention a really fine Anemone-flowered
variety named Descartes, f:om France. The outer

florets open a very deep crimson, which fade a little

after a time, and the centre has a yellow or broDZ3

cast. This is the best deep-coloured variety of any

Anemone-flowered we remember to have seen.

Madame Carnot is not yet in flower, but the buds on
a plant here are stronger than any In the collection,

and promise immense flowers. This variety was

distributed by Cilvat this year, flowers were

seen at the Aquarium last year and certificattd.

It is supposed to be the largest white one

of all. is very pure, and florets are loDg and

drooping. We may see some fairly good flowers

during the autnmr, but the plants were sent

out very late, and this will be pn judicial. The
last one we can notice on this occasion is Alice M.
Lowe, a very pure white incurved Japanese. It is

pretty, and the florets are broai^, flower good and

deep, but its chief merits are the purity of the

blooms and Its good habit.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

OcTOBEK is a busy month with the florists. The
Carnation and Plootee require special attention this

month, as all the layers must be removed from the

parent plantr, and be either potted up or planted out

where they are to flower. We are doing both. I

have a large number to plant out, and a greater

number to pot up for next season's bloom. I hear

from various sources that the plants, or rather layers,

have not formed roots freely this autumn. Where
they were layered early this is not the case, as they

have formed roots freely on our early layered stock.

Many persons do not begin to layer their plants until

the bloom Is nearly over, and in a late season this is

disastrous to the future of the plants. Any scarce

and valuable varieties should be layered without

considering too much whether the blocm is to be

slightly injured thereby, but I do not think it is

materially injured. The flowers seem to open as

well upon layered plants as upon those that have

not been layered. I would advise all those who
have a considerable number of plants to operate

upon to begin layering about the middle of July, as

the layers generally form roots well from the middle

to the end of that month, and very much more
slowly after the middle of August. They will not do

much in the way of forming roots after the middle of

October unless some roots have been formed by that

time, but those that are formed will continue to grow
when the weather is mild, When the old stools have

to be removed in October the unrooted layers may
be taken off, potted in sandy soil, and the small pots

plunged to the rims in a gentle bottom heat. Roots
will form more rapidly in this way than if the layers

were left upon the plants in a cold position. Com-
plaints are made this season about " spot." This

sadly disfigures the plants in some districts, and

there does not seem to be any cure for it. If the

plants pass through the winter without losing their

foliage they generally recover again when growths

begin in the spring. The rush, as some growers

term the Helminthosporium which live upon the

leaves, does not depart either in winter or summer,
but it can be goc rid of by constant watchfulness.

The spots must either be rubbed out by the fingers,

or the leaves attacked should be cut off, regardless of

the appearance of the plants. Growers were much
frightened when it first appeared in collections, and
it is certainly very destructive if not taken in time.

Plants in frames, as soon as they are well established

,

require plenty of ventilation ; tilt the lights well in

inclement weather, and pull them off altogether

when the weather is mild. The Carnation, like

all hardy plants of this kind, succeeds best in an
open position, and protecting them at all with glasi

lights is a necessary evil. I find the plants put ou'

now or early in November in the open borders gro*
more strongly and flower better than those planted

in the spring. J. Douglas.

Thb Week's Work.
THS FliOWBB QABDEN.

Btj John Lambert. Gardener, Powit Castle, Wehkpool.

SWEET BAYS AND MYRTLES —Specimen trees

of these, and Orange and Lemon trees au'l

bushes, ought now to be brought under cover, and
if convenient, put into their winter quarterf.

Occasionally before winter sets in, it is godd
practice to prevent an untimely casting of the

leaves, to syringe them heavily. American Alces
(Agaves), and tender succulents which may have
been grown for effect in the garden or on terraces,

should now for safety's sake be placed where frosc

will not injure them. Afford all of these plants as

much air as possible after housing night and day
whilst it is not frosty.

HUMEA ELEGAN3.—Plants may be growing very
strongly, and in that case they will rt quire a shilD

before the winter sets in. doing this before the
roots become much interlaced, or as it is called, pot-

bound. Failure to do this causes the loss of their

lower leaver, and spoils their symmetry end
beauty. Keep the plants In a cool green-
house near to the roof- glass, and do not let

them lack water at the root. Humeas like sandy
loam; a small quantity, say. one- sixteenth of the
whole, of decayed manure, and firm potting; and
not less than one inch space left for the holding of

water.

P/EONIES.—Where the increaseof the stock of ary
variety appears desirable, the present Is a good time
for dividing the roots. When they have occupied

the same spot for a long time their removal is gene-

rally an advantage. At the same time division may
take place. The new position for the plant should be

dressed with fresh loam and manure, and be well

trenched if the land admits of it.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY, SOLOMON'S SEAL,
MONKBHOOD, and FLAQ LEAVED IRISES, may be

divided and replanted, but should not be exposed to the

air longer than can be avoided.
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LILIES.—Beds or clumps of Lilium candidnm or

L. tigriDum, which may not be quite satisfactory,

should be examined at once, and if an increase of

the stock of either is desirable, the younger bulbs

should be removed, and planted in a bed by them-
selves. Should signs of rot appear at the base of

the old bulbs, the ground should be drained in some
manner, or a fresh position found for them. Alight
and porous soil, and if sandy so much the better,

suits these, and most species of Lily, for it is readily

enriched. The position should be a sunny and shel-

tered one, and above all, well drained. The bulbs
may be planted in lines if in bedr, the distance

between the lines, and also from bulb to bulb, to be
determined by their size, but it «hould not be less thau
6 inches for the emalleet. When cutting out the
farrows with the spadf, let them be of sufficient

depth to allow of a layer of rotten manure, with
another layer of soil and sand over that, upon which
the bulb will set. The ordinary soil may be closed
round and over them, to a depth of 4 inches.

GENERAL WORK.—This will consist of reBlling

beds and sweeping lawns, as, owing to the mild
weather, the grass is still growing. Clean gravel-

walks, put the grass verges in proper older. Shiub
borders should be hoed, and the weeds cleared oil'.

Summer varieties of Chrysanthemums that are not
yet in flower m-iy be taken up from the open
borders or bedp, potted, and stood indoors. These
will furnish cuttings for next year's planting.

THE HABDY TRUIT SARDEN.
By T. TUBTOf, Gardtntr, Maiden ICrUgh, lieadinij.

PRUNING ORCHARO TREES— Make effort to

carry out the above at an eaily date, especially if

the trees are young. All the varieties of a loose

and too->preaiiing habit of growth as fie following

varieties, amongst Apple?, Brabant B;Ilefleur and
Peasgoou's Nonsuch have long branches, these should

therefore be shortened solliciently so as to give more
compactnene to the crown, fruits on lorg slender

branches beiiu very liable to be shaken off or whipped
by the bratdies in windy weather. K»move many
of the weaker branches in any crowns which
may te crowded in the midd'e. If time can be

spared for the piuning of old orchard trees, the

same directions will serve, and if the work be
finished whiUt the weather is m'\W, the wounds will

heal more quickly than is the case with those made
in the winter. It is well to leintmber that all cuts

made with a saw should have the suiface made
smooth, especially the jagijed bark. The long-

handled tree-piuner ia an excllent instrument for

shortening back the long branches out of easy reach

by means of a ladder.

RASPBERRIES AND BUSH FRUI TS.—Where new
plantations are going to be planted during the present

season, the land should be -forthwith prepared,

heavily manuring and trenching it where Rispberries

and black Currants will come. In light soil it does

much good to remove some of the staple and replace

it with retentive loam. In retentive soils that are

not shallow, black Currants and Raspberries will

afford good crops for many years with annual
manuringp, bat in those of the opposite nature a few

years' cropping exhausts them, and another quarter

must be planted. For red Currants and Gooseberries

the land should also be trenched, but unless it be very

infertile, manure will not ba needed at 6rst, or over-

luxuriant growth rather than fruitful shoots will

be the result.

THE FRUIT ROOM.—For a few weeks to come
tbe frait-room should be well ventilated, especially

daring the night; one of the objects of so doing

being to lower the temperature as much as possible.

This is all the more important where many soft-

fleshed Apples like Warner's King, the Codlin tribe,

and others similar are stored, such varieties keeping

but for a short time after being stored if not kept

very cool. If this temperature should prove too low
for the proper ripening of dessert Apples and of the

Pears, Marie Louise, Doyenn^ du Cornice, and
Brown Bean 6, some of these fruits should be put in

boxes and removed to a warmer place, thus affording

a longer season for them. A vinery where late

Grapes are hanging is a very suitable place for Pears

whose ripening has to be hastened. The fruit in the

fruit- room will require frequent examination for a

month from the preeent time, so that no rotting

rnits may escape notice.

THS KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bi/ Arthur Coombes. Gardmer, Himley Hall, Dudley.

RHUBARB.—As soon as the leaves and stalks of

those roots which it is intended to force part easily

from the crowns, clear them away. By doing this,

the crowns are better exposed to the sun, and
become well matured sooner than would otherwise
be the case. A number of roots may be lifted for

the earliest lot, and left on the surface exposed for

a period of three weeks, or thereabouts. The best

early variety is Johnston's St. Martin's, because
it forces readily. The action of the frost en the
roots completes the ripening process, and as a con-
sequence the stalks show freely when forced. As a
place to force Rhubarb, a warm cellar or the Mush-
room-house, if in use, will bring them on nicely ; but
if the produce is required quickly, a higher tempe-
rature and a considerable amount of humidity may
be afforded.

SEA- KALE.—Like Rhubarb, this plant requires

the crowns to be thoroughly ripened; but the present

season favouring late growth in the plants, the
leaves cannot be readily detached before a sharp
frost or two have occurred. If very early produce is

looked for, some of the ripest crowns in the planta-

tion may be lifted and laid in, in an open part

of the garden, leaving the crowns and about 2 inches

of the root ranging above the ground, which is a
better method of maturing them than leaving them
wholly uncovered, too much drying of the roots

being detrimental.

CELERY.—No time should be lost in 6nally

earthing and banking-up the early crops. The late

Celery may receive additional soil from time to time,

as the leaves grow out of that previously added.

BRUSSrLS SPROUTS should have all the lower
leaves cleared away, thus admitting air to the

plants, and removing those which have an offensive

smell. In some gardens it may be advisable to cut

the Sprouts when gathering a dish, leaving a few

eyes at the base of each to furnish small greens in

the spring.

CAULIFLOWERS IN COLD FRAMES.—The potting

of the plants may not be lunger delayed. The sizes

of pots which are most tuitable are large 60's or

small 43'8, the soil chiefly loam, and the potting to

be firmly done. Do not let them stand far from the

lights, and ventilate freely at all times when there is

no frost. In very severe frost, some litter or double

mats will afford them all needful protection.

FRUITS UNDER QLASS.
By Bailkv W4DD9, Gardener, hirdsall Gardent, York.

CUCUMBERS.—The plants which are to give

wintiT fruits will now require a temperature of 05°

to 7U° by night, and 7J° to 80° by day. Ventilatioa

must he carefully regulated in accordance with the

weather, admitting air by the upper openings in the

daytime. The bottom- heat from whatever source

should be kept steady at about 78°. Cucamb^r
plants which were planted out or put into their

fruiting pots early in the last ruonth, should now ba

showing plenty of fruit, and endeavours should be

raide to maintain tbe foliage sturdy by affording air in

mild weather and by avoiding too much moisture

in the air by damping down, &e., when the light

is on the wane, or the shoots will be drawn, and

unhealthy, and the fruits deformed. Crop lightly,

so as to enable the plants to perfect a succession of

fruits, heavy cropping now being opposed to good

crops later on. The male blossoms should mostly

be removed after making use of the pollen in im-

pregnation ; lateral shoots should be stopped at the

first joint, allowing the main shoots to grow without

stopping. The supply of water to the soil must not

be overdone, a mean being struck between drought

and wetness, but sufficient should be afforded to

keep the roots growing steadily ; and occasional

light dressings of loam and manure should be placed

all over the beds, pots, or hillocks. In using means

to kill aphis at this season, do not fumigate, the

foliage being too susceptible to injury, but make use

of Quassia-water ; and as against red-spider or thrips,

sponge the leaves with lemon-oil mixture ; and if

mildew should appear, dust it over with flowers- of-

sulphur.

TOMATOS.—The fruits for winter supply should

now be in a forward condition, a steady temperature

of 60° to 65° should be kept by night, aud a little

air admitted in mild weather ; and by day it should

range 70° to 75°, with abundance of air in mild weather.
Much root watering will not be needed, bat rather
keep the soil on the dry side. Those plants that
may be growing in pots will require more water than
those which are planted in beds of soil, still it must
not be excessive in amount. When the leaves of
Tomatos are of a deep green tint it is a sign that the
cultural conditions are right. All side-shoots may
be removed from plants that are kept to one stem

;

and the fertilising brush used freely every day to the
plants showing flower. If the Aleyrodes-fly is very
troublesome, fumigate the house, it will not Injure
either the plant or fruit.

ORCHARD HOUSE.-The potted trees that were
placed out-of-doors should now be pruned, repotted,
and trained. Those which are not repotted shonld
have the drainage put in order and be surfaced with
fresh loam and manure, after picking out a good
quantity of the old soil. Pot newly bought young trees

in strong turfy loam, mixed with mortar rubbish
and crushed half-inch bones. Let the pots be quite

clean, and the drainage good. Having finished

these operations, remove the plants to their winter
quarters where the roots will be safe from frost,

the heated orchard- house being the best place for

them, covering the pots with stable-litter or dry
bracken. Trees that are planted out in the borders
of the orchard-houses may be cleaned, praned,
trained, and put in good order generally ; and those

that are growing very strongly replanted.

PLANTS UNDER OLASS.
By J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover house, Koehampton, S, W.

THE POTTING OF PLANTS FOR FORCINQ.—The
Continental supplies of these plants are now
arriving, and can be purchased of our nurserymen.
Azalea iudica, though usually bought as potted

plants, should nevertheless be repotted, as I find this

operation has seldom been satisfactorily done by the

foreign workmen. The potting- soil should consist

of sound pea', a sm >11 quantity of fibrous loam, and
plenty of sharp sitver-aand, and the soil should be

firmly ramme d down round the ball, so that the water

may not passmore freely through the newthan the old

soil. It is a very important point to have good drainage

in the pots. The mollis and Ghent Azaleas being less

fastidious than indica as regards the soil, less peat

may be afforded, and more loam and sand, as well as

lime rubbish ; and a similar compost will be required

by Lilacs, Staphylea colchica, Prunus sinensis,

Japanese .Maples, Genistas, Pernettyas mncronata,

and Viburnum Tinus, all of which, when potted,

should be plunged in coal-ashes, with the exception

of Azalea indica, which should be placed ina structure

from which frost can be excluded, A good deal of

ventilation should be afforded these plants, and if

the structure ia a pit, the lights should be kept off

them, unless heavy rains or frosts are experienced.

The almost indispensable Lily of the Valley, if

bought as clamps, should be placed partly ia boxef,

packing them round with some good garden mould,

and partly in pots ; the latter being selected from

the stronger clumps. It may be as well to mention

here that for very early forcing the strong crowrs

are much more trustworthy than clumps, affording

immense bloom-spikes even when forced early. They
rt quire plenty of water. For Lily of the Valley, the

pots may be 5 and 6-inch, and in these twenty-five

to thirtj-five crowns may be placed, according to

size and quantity of roots. Cocoa-nut fibre refuse

should be used about them, pressing the crowns very

firmly into this somewhat soft material, which for mi

a good rooting medium, and is less liable than soil to

become soured from frequent waterings.

RHODODENDRON HYBRIDUM. — These plantp,

whether taken from the reserve garden or purchased,

may be either potted forthwith, or planted tempo-

rarily in some convenient place, where they may ba

taken up when required. It is not advisable to

place these plants in pits, as if not very abundantly

ventilated, the leaves assume a sickly hue, and drop,

to the great disfigurement of the plauta.

BEGONIA QLOIRE DE SCEAUX.— rhis useful

plant, now coming into flower, should be afforded

quarters in a warm-house. Stood amongst Ferns

and small Palms, &c., it adds interest to the display.

L-quid manure should be afforded the plants freely,

if they are grown in small pots and are well-

rooted. Another valuable variety, although less free

to floater, ia B. pictavensis ; this plant lasts a long

time in bloom, and is greatly admired on account of

its pretty flower?, which are of a soft pink colcur.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should lie sent to tlie PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

ior publication^ as well as specivuns and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor, 41. Wellington
Street. Covent Garden. London. ComviunicatioTis

should be WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

"kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does iwt under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com'

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

Illustrations.—rTw Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, o/ gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

<&c. ; but he cannot be respoTmble for loss or injury.

Newspapers.—Correspo7Mkn?5 sending newspapers shordd be

earful to "mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEEXrNG.
Nov. 2—Dimdee Horticultural AssociatiOD.

SHOWS.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 31 ] '^dayS?™'''

°'''y»^"''°"™ ^'"°

iHigtagate and District Chrys-
anthemum (two days).

Chudleigh Chrysaothemum.

FKIDAY.

THURSDAY,

FBIDAY.

MONDAY,

« „J Crystal Palace Chrysanthenmm.
nov. ^•JHaTantChrysantliemum.

SALES.
and

Oct. '29,

TOKSDAY.'

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

Oct. 30

f"
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe
Morris' Rooms.

Plants, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Clearance Sale of Nursery Stock, at
Frettiogham Nurseries, near Not;
tingham, by Protheroa & Morris
(four days).

'Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe 9l Morris'
Rooms,

Nursery Stock, at the Nurseries,
Ninehams Road, Upper Cater-

j ham, by order of Mr. G. T.
Sedgley, by Protheroe & Morris.

Twelve Freehold Farms and Farm-
house, situate at Whitstable,
Kent, at the Mart, Tokenhouse

\ Yard, by Protheroe & Morris.

f

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Sale of lOO.roO Fruit Trees at Perry
Hill, Cliffe, near Rochester, by
order of Mr. W. Home, by Pro-
theroe & Morris.

^Sale of Nursery Stock and Fruit
Trees, at the Hickmandias Nur-
sery, Knockholt, Kent, by ordtr
of Mr. A. Waterman, by Protheroe

Nov. l( & Morris.

1 Dutch BulDsat Protheroe & Morris*
Rooms.

I

Dwarf Roses and Continental Plants
at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

/"Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris"

Vnv aJ Rooms.
now. i<

jj^j^,, g„j|,g^ ^^ Protheroe & Morris'

(. Rooms.

»T 3 j
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe4 Morris

t Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-46",

Pbofessoh. Hbnslow's lecture at

Vegetables. the Royal Horticultural Society

on Tuesday last was an excellent

example of a " popular lecture." He did not

indulge in the romantic inaccuracies and mis-

leading statements, -which fluent but half-in-

formed lecturers delight in, but he gave within

the time-limits at bis disposal an excellent sum-
mary, brimful of information, clearly explained,

and even fuller of fruitful suggestion. After a
brief survey of the nutritive value of vegetables,

andaftershowingon what circumstances that value
depends, the lecturer passed in review certain

selected illustrations, such as the Turnip, the

Kadish, the Cabbage, the Potato, &c. The
general history of these plants was sketched. Of
some the origin is lost in obscurity, of others the

source is "well known. The methods of " enno-
bling " the "wild plants by oontinnons selection

and cross-breeding were illustrated, and attention

called to the very curious, and at present unex-
plained, circumstance, that some plants are

very variable, whilst others nearly allied and
growing under like circumstances are relatively

stable and immutable. The plants yielding our

cultivated vegetables belong to the former class.

Speculative reasons for the difference are very

interesting, but hardly appropriate in this place.

Suffice it to say, that it is very probable that

the apparent stability is due for the most
part, if not entirely, to want of adequate experi-

ment on our parts rather than to constitutional

inability to change. Having come into the

possession of Wheat and Vines, and oil, of

Cabbages, Potatos, and pulse, we continue to

grow what our forefathers grew, and find them
so good that we are little tempted to make expe-

riments with new material, and work on similar

lines over to those adopted by our forefathers. B nt

this is selfish and wasteful on our parts, selfish

because we show ourselves willing to avail our-

selves of what our ascendants did, but are not so

ready to confer similar benefits on our descend-

ants ; wasteful because we allow the riches which

are prodigally bestowed upon us, or which are

at least within our reach, to be left unutilised.

Of the hundreds of thousands of plants, we
utilise only a few scores. Can any one doubt that

avast number more might be turned to account ?

Can any physiologist or experimentalist who
sees and knows what has already been effected

with a few plants, have the least doubt that far

more might be done in the future F Depend upon
it, it is not the so-called fixity and stability of plants

that keeps us so closely in one groove. We do
not deny that some plants are more stable than

others ; but we do assert that the chief obstacle

to progress resides in apathy, prejudice, and
ignorance. Now that there are symptoms which

show that the principles as well as the practice

of gardening will be taught in our technical

schools, we may hope for more marked advance

in the future.

Various are the methods practised

"^'antwrmr of training Chrysanthemums for

the production of large blooms.

In referring to the different methods in vogue,

our remarks will be confined to those plants

which are grown for furnishing large blooms for

exhibition or other uses, and not to trained

specimen plants.

Some cultivators top the plants when 8 inches

high, whilst they are standing in cold frames,

even when they have been struck and grown on
in their first stage in a cool house. Three
branches are generally selected by these operators,

the result of the topping, all others being

promptly removed. The shoots are trained out-

wards to several stakes, so as to give them
increased space and light. The second bud form-

ing is selected for the production of the blooms

which are generally large, but owing to the

wood not being thoroughly ripened, consequent

on the late topping and the growths being behind

their natural stage, these are nc>t of first-rate

quality, and lack the essential points that an
incurved bloom should possess, viz., depth and
solidity. One cultivator, especially, who prac-

tises the system here detailed, has been an

exhibitor for the last twelve years, but has never

taken a leading position where the competition

was keen.

So much then for such a method as that

described. With a view of reducing the

height of certain varieties (Prince Alfred, for

instance), a Liverpool cultivator tried the

following plan eighteen years since. He was a

successful exhibitor, too. The point of each
plant was pinched- out at 4 inches high. This
induced the production of several shoots ; two
of the strongest were selected and tied to a
stake, and allowed to extend till the first natural

break, and from this break two other shoots

were carried up. The plants thus produced four

blooms each. The plants in question grew to a

height of 8 feet. Therefore, the object aimed
at was not gained. This variety has, to our

knowledge, grown to the abnormal height of

12 feet in some seasons. Another plan of

reducing the height of the plants is the fol-

lowing :—Some growers in the early stages

starve them by withholding water, and also

allowing them to become root-bound previous to

shifting into larger pots. The effect of such

treatment certainly reduces the height of the

plants, but the flowers produced are rarely of

the first order of merit, being generally small

and lacking depth of petal, and consequently

solidity and symmetry. A plant rendered

constitutionally weak by starvation cannot

produce flowers in perfection.

There are persons who both advocate and
practice the method of growing the plants with

but one stem, or at the most two, not topping

them at all, but allowing them to make the cus-

tomary breaks naturally, restricting the number
of shoots each time to those stated. All other

conditions being favourable, good flowers are

produced by such plants, but the practice is a

wasteful one, as one plant will produce more

flowers of equally good quality. In fact, the

Bahuant, for example, will give six better

blooms from one plant than it will three. This

is a notable variety in that respect, three

blooms being the orthodox number to take

from each plant where all points of quality are

expected and desired.

Some nurserymen recommend late propagation

of the plants. Exhibitors and cultivators gene-

rally prefer early propagation, say the month of

December for taking the cuttings, to February or

March as some advise. Instances do, however,

occur, of an individual example or two in a col-

lection giving a bloom equal to any of the plants

struck earlier, but so rarely does this occur, that

the system has little to recommend it as a

finality.

As a general system for producing the best re-

sults, and taking the various kinds of weather we

have to contend against during the different sea-

sons that affect thegrowth of Chrysanthemums, it

ia best to allow varieties to assume (with but

one or two exceptions), their natural habits, the

growth is then solidified, and all the wants of the

plants met at the proper time. The plants are

not topped at all, but allowed a free uninter-

rupted growth until the first natural break,

which occurs at various times from early April

to the same time in June, according to the

variety, the time the cuttings were inserted, and

the manner in which the plants have been managed
since. Some tall-growing varieties will reach

4 feet before they make their first break, while

others pass through this stage when but 18 inches

high. No absolute rule can be laid down
as to the time of the first natural break

;

when it does occur, the bloom-bud must

be rubbed out and three of the strongest

shoots selected. These must be securely tied to

a stake as they grow, as they are brittle, and

likely to be damaged.

All side shoots which are made from time to

time should be promptly removed, so as to con-

centrate the whole energy of the plant in the

selected shoots, thus giving them all the support

possible.
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This phase of culture is not the work of a few
weeks, as some would have us suppose, when the

topping practice is adopted, in May, June, and
July, for instance, as we are led to believe. The
wood of Chrysanthemum plants must possess

solidity, the result of timely maturation, to give

us the incurved blooms which not only win

prizes, but stand as examples of methods prac-

tised and advised. No cultivator ever gathered

perfect examples of this section from ill-ripened,

softly-grown plants. It is in the production of

this type of blooms that the greatest skill is

needed, and the best systems necessitated.

an alphabetical index of Latin and Greek teime,

with the fjnoDjnjs of each, in four modern langoages

(Haarlem de Eiven Locijee). The re«nlt i« a refer-

ence-book likely to prove very serviceable to both

readers and writers, when at a loss for the correct

equivalent of some foreign word, which, should they

have recourse to a more bulky general lexicon, might
proTe from its technical nature to be therefrom

excluded, and the leeker's labour in vain. The book
is dedicated to Mr. Th. S. Waeb, of Tottenham, and
contains a short preface by M. Fe. Ceepin, Director

of the Brnssels Botanic Garden. Some rather

curious Latin words are inserted which we do not

find in our Dictionary, such aa unatus, utilus, vari-

twelve new varieties (cut flowers) of Dahlias, single

blooms {par acclamation) to M. Francois Deabois;
for Cattleya Schilleriana {par rappel) to M. J. Hye

;

also for Cypripedium Albertianum {par rappel),

Cattleya labiata autumnalis var., Odontogloasum
grande var, and Cattleya exoniensis, all from the
last exhibitor ; and for Cattleya guttata pernam-
bucensis from M. le Marquis de Waverin. Honour-
able mention for novelty and variety was awarded
for Cypripedium Pollettianum (calophyllum x
oenanthum) from M. Ed. Pyiaert; for C. Madame
Emile Gayot (Harrisianum x Chantini) from the
same exhibitor ; and for two tuberous Begonia striata

from M, Jean de Kneef,

FlQ. 67.—THE ULY POND, TBELISSICK, BDBDKRED nV WHITE AEUM AND JAPANESE FBIMaOSKS. (s 'E P. 500.)

LINNEAN Society.—The first meeting of the

Seaaion 1894—5 will be held on Thursday, Nov. 1,

1894, at 8 p.m. precisely, when the following papera

will be read :— 1. " Contributiona to the Knowledge
of MonocotyledonouB Saprophytea." By Peecy
Gboom, M.A., F.L.S. 2. " On an Error in the De-
scriptions of the effect of a Centrifugal Force upon
Growth." By Eev. G. Henslow, M.A , F.L S. 3.

" On Mediterranean and New Zealand Retepora. and
a fenestrate Brjrzoan." By A. W. Watbss F.L S.

Fellows having objects for exhibition on that evening

are requested to communicate previously with the

assistant- secretary, that their names may be placed on
the agenda paper and in any prelimmary announce-

ments which may be sent out before the meeting.

A Useful Book.—Under the title Sictionnaire

Latin {Grec), Frav^ais, Anglais, Ailenmnd, Hollandaia,

dea principal Termes employi en Botanique et en

Sorticulture, Mr, Jomgeinot Conince has published

catus, versiflorus, arciticus ; while England is not the

equivalent of Britania, Some of these are mis-

prints, and do not materially detract from the utility

of the book ; but as a second edition is likely to be

called for, it may be useful to suggest that the proofs

be carefully read by more than one person, and of

different nationalities. lu the meantime no com-
mercial man doing business in either of the countries

named can dispense with this publication.

Ghent Royal Horticultural Society.—
At the recent (October) monthly meeting of the

Chambre Syndicale des Horticultsurs Beiges, and of

the Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of

Ghent, the following awards were made : Certificates

of Merit for Lavatera arborea fol. var. to M. Louis

Demeyer ; for Cattleya Proserpine (Laelia Dayana
X Cattleya velutina) to M. J. Hye ; for a double-

flowered tuberous Begonia, Madame Armand de

Meulenaere {i. I'unanimiti) to M. J, de Kneef; for

The Botanical Society of America.—
Under this titlp, a new Society (says the Botanical

Gazette) has been established, consisting of American
botanists engaged in research, or who have pub-

lished work of recognised merit. The election

into this Society is thus somewhat strict. Professor

Tbelease has b;en elected President; Dr. N. L.

Bhitton, Vice-President ; C. R. Babnes, Secretary
;

J. DoNNELL Smith, Treasurer. Professor Saegknt
and Professor G. L. Gbeene are elected additional

members of the Council. The first annual meeting

will probably be held at Chicago.

French Horticultural CoNQREsa.-The
Soci^i^ Nationale d'Horticulture of France is or-

ganising, in connection with the Paris Horticultural

Exhibition of 1895, a Horticultural Congress to be

held in May next at the same time as the great

show. The following are the subjects proposed for

discussion :—l. The part played by chlorophyll in
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plantr, and tbe remt^diea for chlorosis. 2, The calti-

vation of forced Vinea under glass, in France and

other countries. 3, The outward appearance of

fruits and tubers as indicating their quality. 4, Tbe
beat of the sun or that of the air ; which has most

influence on vegetation ? 5, Grafting Potatoa. 6,

Apparatus for warming glasa-houses and consuming

different fuels (wood, charcoal, petroleum, gas, &e.).

7, The advantage of a fixed standard for regulating

tbe different systems of hot-water beatiog, 8, The
various modes of growth in plants obtained from

seed, Palms more particularly.

Radishes.—There is a verv suggestive article in

tbe number of the Bevue Horticole for October 1, re-

lating to the depth at which Radishes should be sown.

In the figures given by M. Alluabd the great advan-
tage of sowing the seed at a depth of 4 cent., say

\^ inches, instead of 2 cent., say half an inch, ia

clearly shown. The Kadisbes at the greater depth

are longer, more shapely, and better in all ways than

those less deeply covered by soil. This applies to

the long varieties. The Turnip Radishes are sown
at a depth of 2 cent., and require tbe soil to be

beaten down.

The Missouri Botanical Garden.—This In-

stitution, designed eventually to fulfil for Si. Louis
and the State of Missouri tbe same sort of work that

ia accomplished here by Kew, owes its origin to Mr.

Shaw, an Englishman, long settled in St. Louip, and
who left considerable property for the purpose. The
legator also arranged that an annual banquet should

be held for both botanists and gardeners, and that a

flower-sermon should be preached once a year,

so that the souls and bodies of the gardening commu-
nity shall alike be benefited. The fifth annual report

ia before us, containing an eloquent and appro-
priate sermon by Bishop Dddley, a report of

tbe work done in the garden daring the year, as also

a note cf the bacqaet aforesaid. The scientific

papers by Dr. Tseleask, the Director, and others,

include "Monographic Sketches of the American
Willows, Maples, and other Plants."

North of Scotland Horticultural and
Arbohicultural Association.—The members of

this ass( elation held their first meeting of the

session in tbe Christian Institute, Aberdeen,
recently, Mr. J. Monbo, the president, in the chair.

A discussion took place as to the means that should
ba adopted to interest a wider circle in the proceed-
ings of the association, and it was ultimately resolved

to organise classes for young gardeners for the study
of botany and other subjects during the winter.

PereSKIA ACULEATA.— We learn from our
valued correspondent, " F. W. B,," that this plant ia

now flowering profusely in one of tbe warm plant-

houses in the College Botanical Gardens at Dablin,
where it forms a rambling shrub 15 to 20 feet high.

The lower part of the slender stem is ferociously

armed with clusters of sharp spines, the upper
portions being leafy and less prickly, whilst the
slender terminal shoots bear lax panicles of aoft

creamy-yellow flowers not unlike Banksian Roses,

but larger ; and tbe ten perianth segments are more
slender, inside which is a cluster of orange-yellow

stamens, and a large five-parted white stigma. The
waxy blossoms are deliciously scented like Phila-

delphuB. This species is much used as a stock

on which to graft Epiphyllumf, but it does not
appear to find favour as a flowering-plant on ita own
account, perhaps because it requires considerable

apace overhead with full sunshine, and must be of

some considerable age ere it produces flowers. It is

a native of the West Indies, where ita fruits are

known under the popular name of " Barbados
Gooseberries."

The Surveyors' Institution.—The first

ordinary general meeting of the spssion 1894 05
will be held on Monday, November 12, 1894, when
the Presidenf, Mr. Thos. Chatfeild Clarke, will

deliver an opening address. The chair will be taken
at 8 o'clock. The first of four meeting of examinees
and students authorised (subject to certain con-

diiiona) by tbe council to be held during the present

session, will take place in the licture-hall of the

institution, on Monday, November 19. The chair

will be taken at 7 o'clock. All inquiries, with

reference to tbe junior meetings, should be addressed

to A. Norman Gaebabd, Esq., 8, Frederick's Place

Old Jewry, B.C.

Illegitimate Exhibiting,—We cut the fol-

lowing from the report of a local flower-show,

and whilst we regret the necessity, we can

but be grateful to the committee for their

firmness in dealing with the matter :
" Since the

annual meeting a prominent exhibitor has been

proved guilty of showing contrary to regulations,

and the declaration on entry-form, and has been

expelled from thia s;ciety. The member who aided

in the infringement has also been debarred from any

farther connection with thia aociety."

The Goose Flower.—The American Florist

narrates that all the time this plant was known by

its scientiSc name of Aristolochia gigaa Sturtevanti,

the Chicago people took no heed, but when a reporter

for a daily paper called it the " Goose Flower,"

crowds came to see it in such numbers that special

precautions had to be taken to secure order. Cer-

tainly tbe technical name, as a popular designation,

is almost as objectionable in its way as is the odour

of tbe flower ; but why call so magnificent a blossom
" Goose Flower 'i

" Popular names are sometimes

necessary, but they should be appropriate. We do

not think Goose Flower is >o.

"Fertilisers and Feeding stuffs."—Such
is the title of a useful little handbook addressed to

the practical farmer by Dr. Bebnaed Dieh, and pub-

lished by Messrs. Ceosby Lockwood & Son. The
earlier chapter deals with the terrible waste of fer-

tilising materials, consequent on the way in which

tbe farmer neglects the proper treatment of farmyard-

manure. Artificial fertilisers are then treated of,

such as nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, guano,

bone-dust, and other manurial substances, tbe proper

application of which for different crops is duly

explained. The text of the Fertilisers and Feeding-

stilus Act, 1893, is given.

Catalpa BIGNONIOIDES.—Mr. G. Busby, gar-

dener to Col. WiLLAN, Thorn Hill Park, B.tterne,

sends us a photograph of a noble Catalpa. It ia

40 feet in height, with a girth at 3 feet from the

ground of 10 feet. The circumference of the head is

no less than 170 feet. It must be a glorious sight

when in full bloom.

Cheap Orchids.—We read in the Daily News
that Orchids are becoming cheaper in France. Our Paris

correspondent (ays : What was worth twenty francs

last year can be no v had for five francs. Cut Orchids

for table decorations, that cost five francs a flower

last year, are being sold for one or two francs at the

most. Oichids are greatly used to intermix with

fruit on fruit dishes, and in specially-made baskets

intended to figure at dessert. Orchids will also be

employed in serpentine decorations, laid simply on
the tablecloth. The Rose will hold its own in the

drawing-room, cut with long stalks, and in porcelain

vases. The Orchid ia supplanting the Gardenia as a

button-hole flower.

Flowering of Theophrasta Jussieui.-
We learn from the Illustrirte Garten Zeitung for the

present month, that a plant of the above has flowered

in the garden of Prince Schwabtzenboeg, the flower-

spike being shown by Mr. Bates, the head gardener,

at the meeting of the Vienna Horticultural Society,

on September 10. It is a native of San Domingo,
belonging to the natural order MyrsineiB, seldom
seen in cultivatiou, and still more seldom does it

flower. The flower-spike and a leaf were illustrated

in the Gardeners' Chronicle, October 8, 1887, p. 429.

Weed-killer.—Dealers in horticultural sundriea,

not being qualified pharmacist', must take care that

they do not infringe the law by selling poisons with-

out a specific license. On the 10th instant a nur-

seryman at Putney was fined £5 for selling a gallon

of " Weed-killer. " Thia mixture, when analysed,

was found to contain, ai was stated at tbe trial, 2|lb.

of arsenic, enough to poison 8,000 people. The
necessity of enforcing an Act intended for the protec-

tion of Her Majesty's liegea ia thua more than amply
shown. A full report of the trial is given in the

Pharmaceutical Joiirtiat, Oct. 13.

Fruit Exhibits at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society. — At the ordinary meeting

of the Society's Committees on Tuesday last, a

resolution, proposed by Mr. T. F. Rivees, was carried

unanimously by the Fruit Committee, that the

Council be asked to consider the advisa-

bility of limiting exhibits of fruit to fifty

dishes of any kind, and that no duplicates be allowed,

in order to place growers on better equality than at

present; also that the best varieties only may be

placed before the public for educational purposes.

Mr. Rivers maintained that such a resolution is in

perfect accord with the established principles of the

Society.

Chrysanthemums in Holland.— A large

Chrysanthemum exhibition will be held at the Hague
from November 1 to 5, and at Amsterdam from

November 8 to 12.

Royal Seedsmen. — We understand that

Messrs. Lainq & Matheb, nurserymen and seeda-

men, of Kelso, have been appointed seed merchants

and nurserymen to H.R H. the Prince of Wales.

THUIA ORIENTALIS VAR. PENDULA.—The plant

called in gardens T. pendula ia so widely different in

appearance from the ordinary Eastern Arbor vitis,

T. orientalis, that it ia no wonder if some scepticism

is felt at the determination of botanists. A specimen

before us from Lord PowEBsconax's estate is, how-

ever, conclusive, as with the habit and foliage of T.

pendula it bears the cones of T. orientalis (Biota).

Japanese Birches.— Mr. Mitsotaeo Shibai

in the number of the Japanese Botanical Magazine.

for August 20, reviewa the apecies and varietiea of

Betula occurring in Japan. Twelve species are

enumerated, and descriptions of them are given in

English, together with a sheet of illustrative sketches.

Mr. Shibai describes one new species which he calls

Betula globispica, by reason of its globular strobilea.

Tansy.—A correapondent in Southern Scotland,

just north of the Tweed, tells us this plant is called

in his district " Herb Waller."

Hybrid between Abies Pinsapo and A.

NORDMANNIANA.—The August number of the

Journal de la Societi Nationale d'Horticulture makes

mention of a cone of a hybrid Abies called A.

insignia X. The tree is interesting not only on

account of its origin, but especially for its vigour

and beauty.

Raspberries.—A recently-published Bulletin

of the State Agricultural .College of Michigan is

devoted to a descriptive enumeration of the Rasp-

berries of the United States. These are derived

from the European Rubus Idioas, from the American

Black-cap, Rubus occidentalis, and from R. strigoaus,

or as crosses between these species. About sixty

pages 8?o are occupied with the list. Fortunately

we could not make up quite such a long list.

Tree IpomceAS.—We are ao accustomed to

think of Ipomceas and Convolvulua as twining plants,

that Bome surprise may be felt at tbe existence of

Tree Ipomceaa. The number of Garden and Forest

for September 12, however, gives an account accom-

panied by illustrations of certain species found in

Mexico. Mr. RcsE of the Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington, gives in the journal just men-

tioned a monograph of these trees. They are

described as among the most beautiful flowering

trees in Mexico, and being at present of no com-

mercial value, are happily let alone.

Congenital Faeciation.—M. Hugo de Vbies

contributes an interesting article on thia subject to

the Ooergedrukt uit Botanisch Jaarbock, in which he

shows. how, in certain plants, this monstrosity

becomes constant for many generations.
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HYPERICUM DENSIFLORUM.*
To Mr. W. E. Gumbleton we are indebted for a

ipecimen of this very pretty little North-American

plant. It forma dense tufts of erect, slender,

wiry, angular stem?, 2 or 3 inches in height;

leaves numerouf, spreading, about a quarter of an

inch long, linear obtuse, recurved at the margins

as though to prevent excessive evaporation. The
flowers are borne on the ends of short leafy

pedicels—each is about a quarter of an inch iu

diameter—with linear spreading dotted sepals, and

yellow petals surrounding numerous delicate thread-

like stamens. The matsing of the numerous little

flowers produces a very gay effect. The plant is

qaite hardy.

to the fact that but few exhibits were included under

each entry, and consequently only the best frnit was

staged. The tables were tastefully decorated with

Ferns and other foliage plants.

As to the plants shown, one of the best exhibits

was a large group of choice species and varieties of

plants for room and table decoration, arranged very

artistically, There was also a fine collection of

Bonvardias.

CHBTSiNTHEMUM ShOW.

There will be opened on November 4, at the

Exposition Uqiverselle, an International Chrye-

anthemum Congresr, coincident with the closing of

the exhibition on the following day. Many entries

are expected. Intending exhibitor^, English and

remarkable for the size and deep colouring of the

Up ; C. labiata Warocqueana was seen in full

beauty
; C. Hardyana Lindeni was noted for the

translucency of the divisions, the extra deep
colouring of the lip and its large spots of clear

yellow ; Loalio-Cattleya Lebrunana was seen with

dark-coloured divisions, the lip much developed, and
a peculiar dark purple ; C. maxima marginata has a

lip well marked, and bordered with white. Notice-

able also were Laelio-Cattleya Cauwenbergiana with

very clear colouring, and L. C. elongata dark in

tint. Cypriptdium Charlesworthi excellens is a

variety with a much-developed lip of deep colour-

ing. Worthy of being noted were the three fine

specimens of Catasetum Bungerothi with large wax-
white floweis (one cluster numbered thirteen blos-

soms) ; Odontoglossum crispum nanum shaded and
lightly dotted with lilac ; Cattleya maxima from

M. Van Wambeke, the lip peculiarly marbled; C.

labiata' Warocqueana marmorata from M. Madoux,
the divisions of it all well marked ; two Odonto-

glossums from the same exhibitor were white, one

large the other having sepals and lip spotted with

brick red. Cattleja AclandioB from M. Van Wam-
b*ke had large flowers, the divisions deeply coloured.

The same grower staged a good Cypripedium vexil-

larium, and a Cattleya gigas with a double lip; M.
Madoux showed a C. gigas with mottled divisions;

M. Miteau an unusually dark Cattleya labiata

Warocqueana, and M. Van Wambeke a Cypri-

pedium Argus, with petals bearing large black spots.

Obchids in M. Peetees' Houses.

We noted lately in M. Peeters' houses a fine

Cattleya llirdyana with the lip well marked ; and C.

Stlulleriaro, with a well developed lip, very brightly

coloured and edg«d with white. In one of the houses

from three to four hundred specimens of Uacidium

Forbesi were coming into flower ; in a gallery with a

sloping roof are hung fifteen hundred plants of

Cattlej.i labiata, in excellent condition, all about

to bloom. Ch. l>. B.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

FlO. 68.—BOSH OF PEAE BEUBBE BALTET PEEE : AS GROWN IN THE NDESEBY OF

ME;SBS. JA8. TEITCH AND SOn's, AT SLOOGH. (SEE P. 367, StPT. 29.)

AGANISIA lONOPTERA.

The above very distinct and pretty species is at

present in flower in Lord Rothschild's collection at

Tring Park. One plant has a (pike of more than

1 foot in heighf, which bears twelve white flowers of

wax-like texture, prettily marked with light purple.

Each of the flowers is rather more than 1 inch

across, and their arrangement is very elftctire.

HaBENABIA MlLITiBIS AND H. CABNEA.

These plants are also splendidly flowered at Triug

Park, the stout spikes of the former bearing un-

usually large, biilliant vermilion flowers, while II.

carnea has ten flowers of fine size and substance to

a spike. The singular-looking H. Susanr-oe recently

figured in the Gardtiiers' Chronicle has just passed

ont of bloom. J. OB,

Berlin.

Belgium,

THE EXHIBITION OF DESSERT FRUITS
AND DAHLIAS

This exhibition was held at the Exposition Univer-

selle (Antwerp), on October?, 8, and 9, and was very

Buccestful. The show ot Apples and Grapes was ex-

cellent, as were the exhibits in general
; partly owing

* Hypericum dens'liornm, Pureh.— Esceedingly branched

above, 1 to 6 inches high, the branches slender, and crowded

with smaller leaves; flowers smaller, J to | inch in diameter,

and more numerous in crowded compound cymes; poi 2 to 3

lines long (three-celled with three styles). Pine barrens of

New Jer ey to glades cf Kentucby, Arkansas, and southward.

Gray, iIa,'Mil. ed. 6 (Watson & Coulter), 1S30, p. 93.

Belgian, should address their application! to the

President of the Horticultural Section, 2, Rue
Montigny, Antwerp.

Meetind of the Obchidbenne,

The last meeting of the Orchid^enne was noticeable

from the numbers of Cattleya labiata Warocqueana
and aurea that were staged. Dr. Capart showed twenty

well-flowered specimens of C. Warocqueana, among
which were many fiae varieties,

L'Horticulture Internationale (M. L. Linden)

staged a lot of C. aurea, very good, and including

0. aurea Statteriana, the diviaions of which were

transparent nankeen yellow, the lip very large, with

a broad band of pure yellow ; other varieties were

A CACTUS SHOW.

On Sunday, October 14, we had here the first show

of succulent plants, arranged by the Gesellschaft der

Kakteenfreunde, which was founded two years ago

by Professor Schumann, of the Royal Botanic

Museum at Berlin. The number of exhibitors was

not very large, but the exhibits staged by nursery-

men as well as by amateurs showed that succulents,

especially Cactaceie, are very much liked here, and

that the cultivation of these plants, although by no

means easy, has reached a high degree of excellence.

The illmtrated Monatichrift fur Kakteenkunde, of

Professor Schumann, which gives abundant practical

as well as scientific information in each monthly

number, has done verv much to forward this end.

The amateur collection which won the Ist prize, was
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that from Mr. Liebner, of Berlin. We law among

hia plants very strong seedlings of Cephalocereus

(Pilocerens) senilis, fine specimens of Mammillaria

plnmosa, Echinocactas MacDowellii (a novelty),

Anhalonium prismaticam, Echinocactus cylindra-

ceus, with fine long rose-colonred spines, and the

closely-allied Echinocactus Lecontei, with white

spines ; both the latter very sturdy specimens,

which showed that these two are, indeed, distinct

species. Then there were the valuable Echino-

cactus ingene, E, polycephalus, E. Wiscliczenii,

E. californicns, E, pilosas var. Steineri, E. hexte-

drophorus var. major, a form with prominent

long prickles; Echinocactus robustus, and Echino-

cereus Eogelmanni. Large specimens of grafted

species were also exhibited by the same grower.

The plants are grarted upon Cereus Spachianus,

Cereus macrogonus, and some upon Cereus pern-

vianns. We remarked amongst these grafted plants

a very fine specimen of Pilocerens Brunonis.

Another amateur, Mr. Maul, of Lichterfelde, near

Berlin, who won the 2ad prize, showed well-grown

specimens of Felecyphora aselliformis and F. pecti-

nata, also of Mammillaria micromeris, and an

imported specimen of Echinocactus Sandillon.

Besides these and numerous other plants, he showed

some capital and strong seedlings of Cereus prninoauf,

Echinocerens ingens, Cephalocereus (Pilocerens)

senilis, and other varieties. The best specimen

Cereus was staged by a third amateur (Mr. Hirscb),

of Zehlendorf, near Berlin). He also showed the best

specimens of Echinocactus Simpsoni, cornifera

var. scolymoides (
— Mammillaria diEinonoceras).

All these plants were cultivated in the dwel-

ling-houses of the growers, together with a

great number of other species of Cactacese. Cer-

tainly they must be judged from quite another point

of view than the plants of nurserymen. Notwith-
standing the condition, that the plants exhibited

must have been under cultivation for at least

one year, they were aa well or even better

grown than those of the nurserymen. But pro-

fessional growers also exhibited some very fine and
good collections. The largest lot which won the

prize of hononr was that from Mr. Benecke, formerly

Hildmann at Birkenwerder, near Berlin. Another
very fine collection of rarely-seen and well cultivated

plants was from Mr. Mundt at Fankow near Berlin,

who won the 3fd priz?. He had wonderful specimens
of Echinocactus Williamsi, foimerly known under
the name of Anhalonium Williamsii. Very fine

specimens of Echinocactus denudatus were also ex-
hibited by this nurseryman. A large collection of
•trong imported specimens, not for competition, was
exhibited by Mr. Reichenbacb, Cactus importer of
Dresden, amongst them Anhalonium fissuratum, the
Grnsonia cereiformis, which is, as Professor Schu-
mann says, a Cereus ; then Echinocerens Merkerii,
chloranthus, dasyacanthnr, and the straw-coloured
E. Btramineus, Echinocactus texensis, E. Smithii,
E. intertextus, E. nncinatns, E. Wrightii, with
very long prickles, E. capricornis var. minor
(novelty), and E. Scbnmannii, one of the most im-
portant and interesting modern importations from
Paraguay. Mr. Friedr. Ad. Haage, junior, at Erfurt,
the well-known Cactns grower, who has three times
this year in Germany exhibited 500 species, had at
this exhibition only some very strong seedlings of
about the size of a hazel-nut of Cephalocereus
(Pilocerens) senilis, which were from seeds sown
last July. Besides these he had some fine

specimens of Echeveria pulvernlenta, and also of
Mesembryanthemum tigrinnm, the latter covered
with large yellow flowers.

Succulent plants, such as Agave, Aloe, Haworthia,
&c,, were exhibited only in small quantities; the
best collection was from an amateur, Mr. Urban at
Berlin, who won a Certificate for them. I can here
only mention the largest and finest collections,

among these only the most remarkable specimens

;

but, notwithstanding this, it will be seen that this
first exhibition was a very fine one. It may be hoped
that it has gained a number of new supporters. Oicr
Berlin Correspondent,

NOTES ON CHEYSANTHEMUMS.
Beoadheath, Wohcesteb.—The season of 1894

cannot be considered favourable to perfection in the

incurved Japanese and Anemone-flowered varieties of

the Chrysanthemum. Malformed buds are to be found

in numbers in most collections, even those that have

received the greatest attention. At the Heath Nur-
sery, near Worcester, Mr. Maylett combines with the

management of the local Fost-office the pleasurable

—if not always profitable—business of growing plants

and flowers for market, ably assisted by his sons.

The glass structures are of modest dimensions, and

probably home-made, but some very good results are

obtained in them. This year Mr. Maylett has about

6,000 Chrysanthemum plants, mostly grown for fur-

nishing cut blooms ; still a good many decorative

plants, and a number for specimen blooms are also

grown. Amongst the last-named, a dwarf, clean,

robust lot, I failed to note any malformed or coarse

buds ; and the plants range in height from 3 to 6 feet,

the greater proportion of them being about 4 feet

above the soil. Grown in this way the plants are

admirable for grouping, and some of the flowers will

be probably good enough cut for exhibition, although

that has not been the intention of the growers.

Mr. Maylett attributes the regular shape of the

flower-buds—and, I think, rightly—to the avoidance

of a too free uae of manurial stimulants during

growth. J, U,

Chbysanthemums at Lea Castle, Kiddebminster.

Mr. Farrant, the gardener at the above place,

makes a specialty of the Chrysanthemum, and his

plants this year would gladden the eyes of

the fancier. He grows them in three sections,

viz., for large flowers, half specimen plants,

and plants for supplying cnt blooms. These gardens

are so well managed that they deserve a much
longer notice than is here possible ; but I may say

that Grapes and Peaches are of the first quality and
quantity. The various kinds of plants cultivated are

clean and healthy, vegetables good and abundant,

and the extensive pleasure-grounds in excellent order.

/. Udale.

Chrysanthemums in the Isle of Wight.

The Chrysanthemum is cultivated very generally

by cottagers and amateurs, and next month there

will be not fewer than six exhibitions ; but, unfortu-

nately, as I am informed, three of the largest and
best clash with their dates, viz., Isle of Wight Chrys-

anthemum Society held at Newpor^, and Ityde, and
Sbanklin, which thus materially affects the number
of the entries and the receipts at all of them. This

nnfortnnate circumstance ought to be avoided in so

small a place, where the population is only about

80,000. To give the greatest stimulus to cultivators

the societies should amalgamate, and then offer

prizes sufficient in amount to induce the exhibitors

to come from a distance. The following varieties

have in most parts of the island failed in the crown
bud, viz., Mrs. C. Harman Payne, George Atkinson,

and Golden Wedding. It would be of interest if

Chrysanthemum experts would give through the

medium of these pages their opinions as to the cause

of crown buds failing in certain varieties. iS. Heaton.

CHETSANTHEMnMS EODND EdINBUEGH.

The prospect of the Chrysanthemum season is now
generally considered good here, the last seven weeks
having been bright and dry, doing much to perfect

the blooms and ripen growth. The absence of the

gales usually experienced during the autumn has

allowed the safe housing of these plants without the

usual accompaniment of broken shoots, and the

mejority of the plants which have come under my
observation promise to afTord very satisfactory results.

A visit to Trinity Cottage, Edinburgh, is always of

interest to admirers of the Chrysanthemum, and
although not an establishment where flowers are

grown for competition, Mr. McMillan, the gardener,

has always good plants and flowers. A visit made
in May last afforded one an example of his suc-

cessful efforts with these plants, when at that season

many fine flowers were remarked, and the display

has been kept up, and as might be expected, it is

now finer than at that season. A small house is

now full of flowering-plants, while others were in

many difi'erent stages of development, the majority

being grown for decorative purposes. The cut-back

system in adopted very successfully, all the plants

having a sturdy appearance. Amongst those were

noted in full flower W. H. Lincoln, a variety of

d warf habit, whose large flo wers are of a bright yellow

colour ; W. Tricker, with large, delicate, rose-

coloured flowers; Viviand Morel, the drooping

flowers of which are exceedingly attractive ; Florence

Davis, just opening its greenish-yellow flowers; Mrs.

G. Herring, crimson-coloured; Lady Fitzwigram,

a very dwarf-growing variety; Bsauty of Eynsford,

with perfectly-shaped flowers ; E. Molyneux, a broad-

petalled variety ; Puritan, Etoile de Lyon, a con-

spicuous variety, with bold-looking flowers. The well-

grown plants of Mrs. Irvine Clark were also good.

Amongst the early-flowering varieties, Madame D^s-

granges, Mrs. Hawkins, and Mrs. Burrell, are the

chief; Arthur Crepy is a plant that should find a

place where accommodation is small, sixteen good-

sized flowers being counted upon, a number of the

plants growing in 5-inch pots. A large number of

Pompon and single-fiowered varieties are grown, and

these were crowded with buds, promising a pretty

show during the dull months. Plants of Miss Mary
Anderson and Miss Kose, two of the best of this

section, are grown in quantity, and the beauty of

these single varieties seems to warrant them a large

share of popularity. Decorative varieties are more
appreciated in Edinburgh than very large blooms, and

such varieties as Margot E!ise, Roi de Pificoce,

largely grown, are not ditbndded.

At llAvELbTON House, Blacehall,

a fine old garden, large numbers of Chrysanthemums
are grown, and Mr. D. Jardine, the gardener, is a
successful exhibitor of cut blooms and plants. The
plants consist of the leading new varieties, all of

which are very healthy-looking and vigorous, and
although the expanded flowers were few in number,

the great number of the buds were on the point of

expanding, promising in a short time a remarkable

how. The foliage of the plants is stout and

leathery, and the wood hard, and well-ripened, The
following are amongst those noted :—Charles Blick, a

new Japanese variety of a golden yellow colour; Mr.
H. F. Tiarks, a flower of great depth, having erect

reddish florets ; Silver Cloud, a vigorous grower, the

flowers white shaded with salmon colour; and Silver

King, a Japanese variety of very large size. The
half-expanded flowers of Mrs. Niabet, were of a
lovely colour, the depth of purple amaranth being

scarcely equalled by any other variety. Golden
Wedding, a variety which gives some growers much
trouble, was finishing its growth in,7-inch pots, the

buds being strong and plump. The flowers of Lord
Brooke will be very large. The hairy petaled varie-

ties are well done, and at the time were commencing
to unfold their florets. Louis Boehmer, one of the

first introduced of this section, is looking remarkably
promising, as are also W. A. Manda and White
Flume. The varieties, W. Seward, a dark crimson

variety, is also good ; W. K. Woodcock, J. Shrimp-
ton, J. S. Dibdin, Yellow Avalanche, Florence Davis,

Dr. Ward, Beauty of Exmoutb, and Marie Hosts
were amongst those noted. Many other varieties

were in fine health. The trained specimens were

well set with bads, which when in full flower shoald

present a good exhibition appearance.

A good batch of seedling plants raised by Mr.
Jardine during the spring, which possess good habit

and distinct-looking foliage were showing flower.

The developmen!: of these is being watched with

much interest by this enthusiastic grower. H,

Home Correspondence.

PRODIGIOUS I—Slips of the pen are, of course,

excusable in fictiop, because, with sturdy adherence
to truth, it would no longer be fiction. Still, when
novelists, let them be ever so famous or talented,

r»
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profeia to import facts into their atories, it i« essen-

tial that the facts shoald be such, and not imaginary.

That distinguished noyelist, Mr. R. D. Blackmore,

is so enthusiastic a pomologist that bis frait

fancies constantly crop up in his books, and now and

then readers find combined with a love story or

scene some diversion into the realms of Pomona,
rather than into the kingdom of Venus. In that inte-

resting New Forest story of Cradock Nowell we are

introduced to a follower of Galen, Dr. Rufus Hutton.

He might almost be taken for a well-known resident

of Teddington. The Doctor is a great gardener.

Bat the writer grows in surprises when the Djctor

invites a visitor to see his fruit garden. ' Nowhere
else in this part of the world can you see a

piece of ground cropped in the manner of that.

in 1873, so that Cradock Nowell was produced
when the novelist's pomological enthusiasm was
not tempered by that greater experience he has
to-dav. Certainly, so fir as relates to Dr. Rufus
Hutton's fruit garden, not revision but excision

is needed. Glowing as is the description of the

orchard- house which succeeds (we are not so enthu-
siastic about orchard-houses now), there is some-
thing painful in the reSections caused by certain

economic references, " What a lot you must pay for

wages," remarks a visitor to the Doctor. " Thirteen
shillings a week in summer and seven shillings a
week in winter !

" That is how a prosperoas novelist

appraises a fruit-gardener's wages. "Mr.," says the
visitor to the Djctor, " jou must bs either a conjuror

or the devil
!

" Header,

flu. 69- -BBANCH OF THE SECKI.E PEAa : GHOW.V IS MESSBS. JA3. VEITCH AND SONS

BUBSEBT, AT SLOUGH. (SEE P, 367, SEPT. 29 )

I believe
! "—a declaration probably few will be

disposed to question. "A plot of land four square,

exactly half an acre, containing 2400 trees! There
was no tree more than 5 feet high; the average
height was 4 feet 6. Tbey were planted just 4 ft. apart,

and 2 feet back from the pathway. There was every

kind of fruit tree there that can be made by British

gardeners to ripen fruit in Britain without artificial

heat. Pears especiaUy, and Plums, Cherries, Apples,

Walnuts, Figs, and Medlar?, Quinces, Filberts, even
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricote, though only one
row of these trees (I should think so, good heavens !

what a medlej); there was scarcely one of these

miniature trees that had not done its duty that year,

or now was bent on doing it." After reading this,

especially about the 2400 trees at 4 feet apart, on
half an acre of ground, and about the Figs, Walnuts,

Peaches, Filberts, &c., as miniature trees, in this

quarter, I turaed to the front of the book, and found

a preface by the author to a revised edition written

MICHAELMAS DAISIES.—I am sending you some
varieties of Aste.-s for your inspection, some being

of reci'nt introduction. Tney are greatly prizjd by
my employer, being excellent for cutting purposes,

lasting quite a fortnight in good condition if the

water be changed occasionally. Asters flowering at

a season when other flowers are getting scarce out

of doors, and a few degrees of frost not hurting them,

should find a place in every garden of any size.

They are of easy culture, requiring plenty of water

and "dilated liquid manure when growing, and a soil

porous rather than adhesive, which is the case in

these gardens. Another point which always should

have attention, is, not to tie up the plants like

faggots as one often sees it done, but merely secure

the main stems loosely to the stakes so as to admit
light to the middle of the clumps. Tbere are several

in our collection which have still to flower,

and many good varieties are past their best.

S. K-:rri/, Thz Priory Gardens, Withzin. [Oar

correspondent sends us a large selection, comprising
several of the best, but too nameroas to comment
on. It will be remembered that for two or three
years the Royal Horticultural Society got together
at Chiswick a very fine and complete collection,
which were duly studied by a committee appointed
for the purpose, their names determined, and their
merits adjudged. A report was published in the
society's Journal, 1892, and a selection of the best
kept for reference at the Chiswick trial ground. Ed.]

EALINQ GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.—At this

useful weekly gathering of gardeners and amateurs,
it is the custom to reserve a night for discussion of
questions which have been accumulating. At a
recent meeting the chairman, S. A. Sewell, Eiq.,
gave notice of what is certainly an original, and may
be a good idea, this practically resolving itself into
" hiring-out " greenhouses or similar structures by
horticultural builders to those unable to effect the
purchase of them at once. It seems a commendable
notion, one that may possibly have in it great poten-
tialities for good. Many a small amateur—and
those of a similar type in poor circumstances, but
ardent in their love and zeal for the gentle art

—

might be induced to hire a home on easy terms (as

we read in the case of pianos !), and it is quite pos-
sible that they would get a better class of house (or

the trifling extra outlay than are the majority of so-

called cheap (but in the end truly dear) bouses, of

which we see so many about now. Some of our horti-

cultural builders who are feeling the pressure of bad
times might do worse than encourage the " hiring-

out " of greenhouses, &e., if ever it should come to
pass. They would certainly be good advertisements,
as the acquisition of such invalnable aids to more
I xtended cultural flights would certainly soon become
known amongst the enthusiastic hirers' circle of
garden-loving acquaintances. J. B.

VEITCH'S CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN IN SCOT-
LAND.— I had some seeds of Veitch's climbing French
Bean sent me this eeason for trial. They were sown
by the side of some lines of the ordinary Scarlet

Runners; but owing probably to the climate of this

side the border being quite diS'erent to that of
Surrey, or the coolness of the summer, the new
Bean was not a success ; indeed, it was quite a
failure as regarded returns, although it grew as tall

as the runners, and flowered pretty freely. Two
small dishes of pods only were gathered, although
Qjborne's Forcing, Newington Wonder, and the
S.-arlet Runner have produced Beans in abundance,
John Page, Monteviot.

MULBERRIES FAILING TO RIPEN.—In reading
your correspondent's (Thos. Christy) remarks in

your last issue regarding the failure of the Mulberry
tree to lipen its fruits this year I was surprised, as

there is on the lawn here one that has ripened a very
heavy crop of large, well- formed fruit, the first ripe

Iruit being gathered on August 28, and the last to-

day (October 16), a sample of which I enclose, with
other fruit to be named. I may state that the soil is of

a very cold nature ; the tree named is also enclosed
round by trees of the Siberian Crab and others.

J. R. Wilson, Haselheck Hall, Northampton, [The
fruits sent by our correspondent were large but unripe,

as tbey would be at this date. Ko.]

In the park at Gosfield Hall in Essex,

there exists a large clump of Mulberry trees,

which have ripened their fruit to perfection this

year, and the frnit was fine and large. They are

planted on a mound through which the rabbits have

made many runs, which, no doubt, makes the soil

very drK the situation is exposed on all sides,

and the soil a clayey loam. J. F. M.

MILDEW ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Calling some
little time since at a place where a collection of 500
to 600 specimen plants is well cultivated, I found the

men busy in giving the plants a thorough dressing of

some preventative against mildew [? aphis], which
consisted of a solution of cyanide of potassium, in the

proportion of a lump of the size of a Walnut to about

3 gallons of water was being used, the plants being

laid on their sides and well syringed with the solution,

and I was assured it was an excellent and cheap

remedy. Horius. [And also a very dangerous one

—

the cyanide being extremely poisonous. Ed.]

OLD VARIETIES OF THE SWEET BRIAR. —Now
that Sweet Briars are coming to the front, it would

be interesting to know if any of the old sorts are

now in cultivation, and if so, I should be glad to

hear from any of your numerous correspondents

«/
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who may have any of them. In a Hit given by

T. Rivers, jun., of Sawbridgeworth.of some hundreds

of Roses, and publisljed in the Florists' Eegister in

1835, six sorts are mentioned, viz.. Yellow Sweet
Briar, small, double, straw-coloured ; Superb, bright

rose-coloured; Monstrous, pale blush, double; Celes-

tial, very pale blush, double; Cluster, blue blush,

double ; Scarlet, bright red, double ; all described as

compact and double. J. Pope, The Ericas, Middkton
Hall Road, Northfield.

AZARA MICROPHYLLA.—In the last issue of the

Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society (August,

1894), Mr. Nicholson enquires how the above shrub

has fared at Belvoir since 1890 (p. 58). In reply, I am
pleased to say it is thriving well, the largest specimen
being about 20 feet high and 16 feet in diameter.

This one, as well as several more, have no protection

during the winter except what is afforded by their

position. They stand in a curve on the side of a

hill which is open only to the south, and is well shel-

tered, but I would not advise the risking of this

species iu a cold situation unlets protected in the

winter, as it proved tender at Ketton Hall, although
planted in a warm border and sheltered by other

shrubs. Very probably it may not be tender any-
where within 100 miles N. of London if planted

against a south wall, the main shoots only being

secured to the wall, thus affording scope for its

graceful nendent shoots. The agreeable aroma of its

small yellow Bowers is an additional charm, and
when the plant is in a vigorous condition its shoots

are useful for mixing with cut flowers in vases during
the winter, when other light graceful foliage is not

too plentiful. W, H, Divsrs, Belvoir Castle Gardens,
Grantham.

FA8CIATED HOLLY BRANCH.— Amongst the
moat remarkable of the examples of plant fasciation

which have come under my notice, considering the

special nature of tree, was a specimen exhibited at

the recent meeting of the Birmingbaoi Gardeners'

Mutual Improvement Association by Mr. J. B.

Grove, nurseryman at Erdington, in the shape of an
exceedingly vigorous current year's shoot of a com-
paratively young tree of the common Holly. It was
about 30 inches long, and entirely clothed with
rather small foliage, more or less spined. The
fasciation was chiefly evident towards the end of the
shoot, and about 2 inches in width at the widest part.

Mr. Grove also exhibited one or two other similar

abnormal growths, notably of annual flowers, W. G.

AG»RICU3 ARVcNSIS.—In your correspondent's
(Mr. E. J. Lowe, Chepstow) interesting remarks
anent the production of the "Fairy-ring" Agaric in

his park, he alludes to its having been unknown to the
natives, a matter of some wonder, considering the
number of years that these rings must have existed,

producing Mushrooms in greater or lesser quantity,

according to the nature of the summer. Regarding
its flavour, this is decidedly stronger than that of the

cultivated Mushroom, Agaricus campestris, and the
flesh coarser, requiring, therefore, careful cooking.
The bulk of those exposed for sale in the markets
are used in the making of ketchup. Fairyrinp.

Q^APES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE FflUIT
SHOW,—Not only was the collection of twelve
bunches of Grapes which secured for Mr. Alexander
Kirk the Ist prize at the late fruit show superior

to any other in the siz? of the berries and in

some other respects, but it served as a capital

object-lesson in Grape-thinning. When we consider
the large size of the berries in this collection, it was
evident that more than ordinary consideration had
been bestowed upon the kind of thinning that
each variety required, jast auSicient to prevent
crowding, and no more. There was thus no undue
looseness in some, and crowding, with the usual
accompaniment of mis-shapen berries, in others. Mr.
Kirk himself thins his Grapes, as he said to the
writer of this note at the show. E. M.

HABENARIA 8U3ANN/E.—In the last issue to

hand of the Gardeners' Chronicle (September 8) you
figure, on p. 279, a white Habenaria, illustrated as

Suaannse. It will perhaps be of interest to readers
to know that I have collected here in Mnssoorie, on
the southern slopes of the Himalayas, large numbers
of a grand white Habenaria, which I feel certain is

the same species for which Messrs. Sander & Co.
have obtained a Certificate. The variety here, at an
altitude of something between 6000 and 7000 feet,

grows perfectly wild in the jungle. The beautiful
Hedychium coccineum is also a native of these hills;

on the khuds (hill-sidea) I have collected hundreds

of grand tubprs this year. W. W. Johnstone, Himalaya
Seed Stores, Mussoorie, N.W.P. [Habenaria Susanna
is stated to occur in the tropical Himalayas from
Garwhal eastwards. Ed

]

HARDINESS OF NICOTIANA AFFINIS AND OTHER
PLANTS.—Not only does this plant come up every
year, presumably from self-sown seed, on a bit of
ground close to a greenhouse door, but it frequently
appears in the herbaceous border. In the same
manner this season, Ageratum mexicmum. Helio-
trope, and Dahlia, have germinated from seeds of
last year—a rather rare occurrence in this country.
Self-sown Stocks and Asters I have frequently met
with in other years. Some Melon seed was thrown on
to a piece of ground in the winter, that was being
dug, and in the spring it all came np, after having
been buried for some months. W. A. Cook, Compton
JBassett,

PEACHES OUT-OF-DOORS.—In spite of a cool
summer we had the best out-of-doors crops of Peaches
and Nectarines that I ever remember. The season
began on June 17 with Waterloo, and fruits were
gathered all through the season from Dymond, Grosse
Mignonne, S -a Ejgle, Goshawk, &o., so that the
season has extended over four months. Sea Eagle
was the latest, and the season being cold, temporary
lights to assist the ripening of the fruit and as a
safeguard against frost. The Peach and Nectarine
trees receive the same kind of attention as those
under glass, and they are in consequence clean and
healthy, and to this I attribute in great measure my
success. W. A. Cook, Compton JBassett.

FRUIT PACKING.—This subjact is at present
occupying the thoughts of various writers in the
horticultural press, and I think it a suitable time to
call attention to the circumstance that we in Scot-
land are supplied with Apples from America and
the Continent of inferior quality to the best Eogliah
Apples, yet we cannot get the latter, and I have
repeatedly asked one of our largest fruit importers
why he does not sell English Apples. The reply is

always the same. "Teach your Eaglish friends to
grade and pack their Apples as the foreigners do,

and we will sell tens of thousands of barrels of them
weekly, but at present they never come on oar
market in a condition that we can handle them."
For my own part, I would as soon see Apples picked
in boxes as barrels, for the barrels are often rolled

down planks from the ships, and unless the fruit is

very firmly packed it suffers, but in this respec'; the
barrel system, as practised by the Americans, leaves
little to be desired. Only certain leading Apples
should be grown, and they should be carefully graded,
and be as good throughout as on thi^ surface,

so as to gain the confidence of buyers, as
the American Baldwins and their other Apples do,
certain brands b?ing taken without opening all the
barrels. In this way my friend sometimes passes
10 000 barrels through his hands in aMay at the ship's

side, in Glasgow or Leith. I am certain a great
trade in the b?st English Apples could bo done in

Scotland if it were done on method, ff^m Thom'on.

STRAWBERRY SIR JOSEPH PAXTON — 1 was
surprised to find Mr. Banyard omitting this fine old
S-.rawberry from the list read by him at the Crystal
Palace Conference. It must, I think, have been an
oversight. Mr. Banyard said during the discussion,
that the flavour of the fruit was not good enough for

the variety to be retained
;
yet I note he includes

Lixton's Noble in the list of auxiliary varieties.

Surely the latter cannot be compared with Sir J.

Paxton in point of flavour ; and it is the first time I

have heard Laxton's Noble spoken of as bsiag of good
flavour. If those persons who condemn (or omit) Sir
Joseph Paxton from even a list of select varieties

could but see the hundreds of acres of this variety
which enable hard-working families to exist in my
neighbourhood (South Hants), I think they would
come to the conclusion that a serious mistake was
made in omitting the variety. I wonder what other
Strawberry can compare with it in firmness of
texture, which renders it a good traveller, and thus a
distinct gain over most other varieties. Ur. Hogg, in
The Fruit Manual, says of this Strawberry :

—" A
first-rate early fruit. The plant is hardy, very
fertile, and forces well. This is one of the largest,

and is probably the handsomest Strawberry in

cultivation, and highly flavoured." Not a bad
recommendation, E. M.

PLANTING OUT FORCED STRAWBERRIES,—Mr.
McLeod's note (p. 444) on Mr. Hudson's practice of

c nltivating forced Strawberries is not new, nor ia

H so generally adopted'as it should be. Ten years ago
I grew forced plants of Vicomtesse H^ricart du Thury
in pots for supplying fruit dnring the autumn. These
were grown in the open air, with no other attention
than watering the plants and removing the flower-

scapes until the season had advanced to the period when
they must be allowed to remain. Though requiring

rather more attention in pots, there is the advantage
that, if the weather should prove unfavourable,the fruit

can be finished by placing the plants in a cool house
or light pit. As also showing what may be done, I

planted out forced plants of Vicomtesse H. du Thury
at the end of last July, and a few days ago I

gathered fruits from them, and shall do so again,

while I have removed a great number of flower-

traases. I am of opinion that Sir J. Paxton would
be amenable to such treatment, judging from some
plants of this variety growing alongside of the
Vicomtesse, J, H. Slade,

Continental Novelties.

STREPTOCARPUS LIECUTENSTEINENSIS.

A FLOWER of this new cross—Wendlandi X
Watsoni was shown by Mr. Liuche from the Eisgrab

Gardens, Moravia, at the Ssptember meeting of the

Vienna Horticultural Society. Tae plant had two
leaves, one ovate elliptical, toothed at the margin,

broadly-channeled, and somewhat bent downwards,

thirty cm. long, and eighteen cm. broad; above of a

green-coloured,8lightly shining, rough-velvety surface,

with a network of furrowed veins, beneath more or

less suffased with purplish-red, and strongly fur-

nished with projecting whitish, hairy nerves. The
other leaf is erect and much smaller. Flower-stalk*

three to four in the axil of the larger leaf, and one to

two in that of the smaller
;

purplish-green, hairy,

about forty cm. high, carrying in the upper third of

the stalk sixteen or more flowers. The pedicsls

are shorter than the flowers, which m?a?ure 55
millim^'jrea ; colour, lilac blue, the lateral segment

ai it approaches the throat furnished with three

more intensely-coloured broadish stripes of purple,

middle segment blue with three white stripes that

widen and coalesce towards the throat. The plant

flowers the first year from seed. Garten Zeitung for
October, 189 1.

Societies.

ROYAL HOBTICTTLTUBAL.
OcTODEE 23 —The uauil fortnightly meeting of

this S )ciety was held in the Diill Hall, James Street,

Westminster, on Tuesday last. Fruit waa again
largely exhibited by the trade, and several com-
petitive classes had b:>en arranged for amateurs.
Vegetables were also good. There were more
Cbryaanthemums than at the previous meeting, and
Orchids were shown in something like the usual
qiaitity.

Floral Comtnitteo.

Present: W. Mirshall. Eiq , in the chair; and
Messrs. O Thomas, H. Herbst, J. Laing, R. Dean,
H. B. Miy, C. T. Druery, Geo. Stevens, P. Birr.

C, F. Bause, C. Jeffries, W. Biin, Geo. Nicholson,

Geo. Gordon, T. Godfrey, C. E. Shea, H. J. Jones,

E. Beckett, C. E. Pearson, J. D. Pawle, Geo. Paul,

and J. Eraser.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch& Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Chelaea, obtained an Award of Merit for Begonia
margaritacea, an ornamental-leaved variety of much
merit. A nice collection of flowers of Javanico-
Jasminiflorum hybrid of R'lododendron came from
the same firm.

Some ornamental Gourds were shown by the
Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew. There were
two fruits of the Chinese wax Gourds (Benincasa •

cerifera), a native of tropical Africa, India, and China.
The fruits are two feet long, cylindrical, and covered
thickly with silvery crust. Three fruits of Momordica
mixta, a native of the East Indies, attracted much
attention from their rich coral- colour. They are

about the size and shape of Ostrich eggs, and are

covered with prickly excrescences as thickly as a

hedgehog.
Sir Trevor Lawrence obtained a First-clais Cer-

tificate for the pretty little Saintpaulia ioantha.
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several plants of which were exhibited in flower.

•Some capital sprats of Salvia Fitcheri and L,
splendens grandiSora were also shown ; and some
plants in flower of B;gonia Coaronne Lorraine, one
of the roae-coloured winter-flowering Bjgonias.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Upper HoUoway,
had a group of Cannas, including Francitqae Morel,

a dark crimson; and L. E. Biiley, a beautifully-

spotted flower on a yellow ground—a variety now
very well known, and others.

Messrs. T. Cripps & Son, Tunbridge Wells, showed
plants of Hypericum Moserianum tricolor in a
basket, a tricoloured variety ; and some sprays of

Coprosma lucida in berry was sent by Mr. Moore
from the Royal Botanic Garden, Glasnevin.

A grand group of Drsecanas was exhibited by
Hv. Tate, Esq., Park Hill, Ssreatham Common,
S.W. (gr,, Mr. Wm. Howe). The plants were
exceedingly well-grown, and included D. Baptisti,

Bobinsoniana, Goldieana, Lindeni, and many other

coloured varieties (Silver Flora Medal).
Chryaanthemio/is

:

—We are now in the thick of

the Carysanthemum season, and that new varieties

should put in appearance somewhat freely is not

to be wondered at. Some very fine new Japanese
were staged on this occasion. Foremost was a
stand from Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery,
Lewisham, who had, perhaps, the greatest

novelty of the year, a singularly distinct variety

named Hairy Wonder. The colour is buff, with

an apricot centre, the florets bristling with hairy

appendages in a very singular manner. It was
unanimously voted an Award of Merit— it is of

good size and full substance. Mr. .Jones had also

the following promising varieties: Madame C. Cape-
lard, blush, with pale pink centre incurved ; Alice

M. Lowe, a large broad-petalled pale flower ; M. G.
Montigny, pale ground striped with rosy-pink, broad
florets ; Miss K(.hel Addison, rosy-magenta or

amaranth, with silvery reverse ; M. Auguste Lac-
vivier, buff, ground sufl'used with red, and having
a golden reverse ; a finely - incurved variety

;

Madame Ernest Fiere, bright pink in the young
flowers, becoming paler with age ; and W. G. Newitt,
white, very broad-petalled, incurved in its early

stages, but becoming reflexed with age. Soon after

the Floral Committee had completed its work, Mr.
Jones received from Mr. Jas. Carrnthers, Corstor-
phine, Midlothian, unfortunately too late to place
before the committee, three blooms of his fine new
Japanese Duchess of York, pale yellow in colour,

with long, drooping floretf, which would un-
doubtedly have gained an Award of Merit, all the
foregoing being .Japanese varieties.

Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell Nurseries,

Notts, had Sarah Hill, an incurved Japanese, of a

deep yellow-colour, large, full, and broad in the
petal, which the committee thought to be too much
like Coronet, but which Mr. C. E. P,earson said was
quite distinct ; and also M. G. Montigny, deeper
coloured than the flowers in Mr. Jones' stand,

Messrs. H. Cinnell & Sons, nurserymen, Swvniey,
had six fine blooms of M. Auguste de Lacvivier,
described above (Award of Merit); L'Isere, white,

with pale lemon csntre, style of Boule d'Or ; S. de
Tambon, crimson, with golden buff reverse, in the
way of E. Molyneux ; Madame E, Ray, delicate ros»,

deepening to magenta, creamy reverse, broad petal-

led ; Feu FoUet, deep gold, sufl'used with reddish-
salmon; and International, cream, with golden
centre, and drooping florets.

From Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, R'd
Hill, came Golden B>auty, deep apricot-yellow, with
fine drooping florets, flowers from the terminal buds
being deeper in colour; also Dake of Vork, Favourite,
Albani, bright pinkish lilac, the petals much notched
at the tips, sweet-scented; President Armand, of the
E. Molyneux type, and Louise, a very fine incurved
Japanese, bluish, with very broad solid florets

;

Vice-President Calvat, crimson, with golden buff
reverse ; M. B. Spaulding, in the way of Princess
May, having large drooping petals, pale yellow,
with greenish centre ; and Ethel Amsden, with
whitish-green flowers, distinct, and very free-

flowering.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Exotic Nurseries,
Chelsea, set up a very fine group of plants of
Japanese varieties, including Louise, very fine

(Award of Merit), Col. W. B. Smith, Viviand
Morel, John Shrimpton, Charles Davis, G. C.
Schwabe, Mdlle. Marie Hoste, W. Tricker, Bouquet
de Dame, L'Automne, Mdlle. Lacroix, and others
(Silver Flora Medal).
Mr. W. J. Godfrey, nurseryman, Exmouth,

brought a collection of very fine and promising new
varieties, such as Florence Boyd, delicate peach

;

Mrs. E. G. Hill, blush, very fine; Miss Ethel
Addison, rosy purple, with silvery reverse, large,

broad petals ; Van Den Heede, reddish-chocolate,
with creamy reverse

; Comtesse de Gilbert, delicate
creamy blush, a fine incurved Japanese; President
Borel, bright pinkish rose, with creamy silver reverse

;

Madame Ernest Frere, deep pink, very pleasing;
Mrs. Forbes, white ; Souvenir de Madame Bonillier,
deep crimson, with silvery reverse ; Mrs. W. J.
Godfrey, white, large, and broad petalled ; Countess
of Drogheda, gold, with reddish apricot centre ; Wil-
frid H. Godfrey, a large deep yellow variety ; and
Mons. Ch. Molin, buff', deepening to apricot, a very
fine, distinct, and striking variety, unanimously
voted an Award of Merit (Bronz"! Banksian Medal).
From Mr. G. Stevens, St. John's Nursery, Putney,

came President Borel, a very fine Japanese, bright
chestnut with silvery reverse, a fine full flower
(Award of Merit).

Mr. W. J. Godfrey had blooms of his two fine

winter- flowering Carnations, viz., Reginald Godfrey,
salmon; and Miss May Godfrey, white, both of fine

shap", and fragrant.

Orchid Oommittee.

Present: Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. James O'Brien (Ssc), Dr. M. T. Masters, H.
M. Pollett, H. J. Chapman, E. Hill, C. Pilcher, T. B.
Heywood, T. Statter, W. Cobo, and U. Williams.

Notwithstanding the cooler weather prevailing,
some extensive and showy groups ot Orchids,
which included a number of rare and valu-
able species and varieties, were shown. The largest
and brightest of these was the one staged by
J. Garney Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, Woodford,
which contained a magnificent display of good varie-
ties of Cdttlcya labiata, tine, well-grown, and pro-
fusely-flowered plants, and a number of the large
form of Calanthe vestita, a fine variety of Cattleya
Schilleriana, C. bicolor, varieties of C. Bowringiana,
&c. ; and the group was rightly awarded a Silver
Flora Medal.
Next in extent amongst amateur exhibits was a

fine group from R, I. Mcesures, Esq , Cambridge
Lodge, Camberwell (gr., Mr. H. J. Chapman), in
which the splendidly-flowered large plant of the rare
white Oncidium ornithorhytichum album was in itself

a fine object, which was awarded a First-class Certi-
flcate, together with a Cultural Commendation to the
grower. The plant possessed seventeen flower-sprays.
The other remarkable plants in Mr. Measures's col-
lection were Cjpripedium X Arthurianuiu, with nine
flowers ; C. X Mrs. Canham, with eleven ; varieties
of C. X Bellona, very pretty and quite dissimilar in
colour and other points ; C. purpuratum, C. insigne,
the Cambridge Lodge var. ; varieties ot Cattleya
labiata, C. bicolor, a fine Lslia tenebroia, Pleuro-
thallis plumosa, with many spikes; P. lepanthiformis
(Botanical Certificate); Masdevallia attenuata (Bo-
tanical Certificate) ; M. Laucheana, white, with
yellow tails (Botanical Certificate); and Odonto-
glossuiu Insleayii splendens. An award of a Silver
Banksian Medal for the whole exhibit.

Messrs. W. L. L?wis & Co., Chase Side, South-
gate, staged an effective group of good fresh-looking
Orchids, including Vanda Sanderiana, many good
forms of Cattleya labiate, C. Bowringiana, Miitonia
spectabilis Moreliana, Masdevallia tovarensis, D'n-
drobiums, Cyprip'diums, &c. ; and in the front part
of the group a number of plants of the pretty
Sophronitis cernua (Botanical Certificate). A Silver
Banksian Medal.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., nurserymen, St. Albans,
had a fine display of the beautiful and graceful Den-
drobium PhaliCQopsis Schroderianum, of various
shades of white, rose, and purple ; with these were
the fine Olontoglossum Wattianum t uperbum
(Award of Merit), a fine 0. mulus, Lselio-Cattleya

X exoniensis, Pescatorea Dayana, Cattleya O'Brien-
iana, C. labiata lilacina, varieties of Odontoglossum
crispum, Cypripedium X Morganise Burfordiana, &c.
(Silver Binksian Medal).

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, also made a
good display, two very singular species appearing in

their group among the showy Cattleya labiata, and
fine display of Miitonia Roezlii, These species
were Paphinia rugosa, a singular cream-coloured
flower spotted with red, and having a curious spiny
lip, and Deudrobium Ccelogyne, a creeping species
of the class formerly called Bulbophyllum, and of
which the largest and best-known is D. amplum
(Bulbophyllum amplum). D. Coelogyne has rather
large, greenish flowers, profusely blotched with purple
(Botanical Certificate;. Messrs. Low were awarded
a Silver Banksian Medal for the group.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery,
King's Road, Chelsea, showed a pretty new hybrid in
LiE'.io-Cattleya x Clonia (L.-C. X Turnerii 3, C.
Waracewiczii f ), The small plant exhibited had a
comparatively large flower, in form somewhat like
C. Eldorado, but with a broad, [circular, crimped
front lobe to the lip, coloured rich purplish-crimson,
like C. Warscewiczii. The median area of the lip
at the mouth of the tube was chrome-yellow, its
base reddish-purple, with fine veining of white.
The tube on the outside was white at the base, and
purple at the edges of the side-lobes (Award of Merit).
Messrs. Veitch also showed the beautiful Cattleya X
Wendlandii (Warscewiczii^, Bowringiana?), shown
at the last meeting, and Lajlio-Cattleya X Pallas (C.
Dowiana <J , L. crispa $ ).

A grand exhibit, made np of a few superb things,
came from M. Jules Hye-Laysen, Coupure, Gand,
the most remarkable of which was Miitonia x
Blenana rosea (M. Roezlii x M. vexillaria), which
had flowers equal in size to those of the very largest
form of M. vexillaria. and of a delicate blush-white
tint, the inner halves of the petals having rose-purple
colouring bearing evidence of M. Roezlii. The lip
had flne red lines from the base, and the whole flower
had remarkable beauty (First-class Certificate).
M. Jules Hye-Leysen also showed the richly-coloured

Miitonia vexillaria Leopoldi, for which Baron
Schroder received a First-class Certificate in 1889,
and his stately Cypripedium x Albertiannm which
is the handsomest of the Leeana section.

F. Hardy, Esq , Tyntesfield, Asbton-on-Mersey
(gr., Mr. Thos. Stafford), showed Cypripedium insigne
Hardyanum, a beautiful clear yellow form with
pure white upper half to the dorsal sepal, and re-
sembling C. i. Sanderse.

W. Cobb, Eiq., Dulcote, Tunbridge Wells (gr.,

Mr
.

J. Howe), showed Odontoglossum aspersnm
fulvidum, a very handsome form with a distinC; buff-
coloured hue over the whole flower, which in size and
marking resembled O. Humeanum. C. J. Lucas, Esq

,

Warnham Court, Horsham (gr., Mr. Duncnn), showed
Cattleya Alexandrse and Odontoglossum Wallisii.

R. Young, Esq., Fringilla, Sefton Park, Liverpool
(gr., Mr. Poyntz), again showed his Cattleya labiata.
Young's variety, which proves to be constant in the
unusual breadth of the segments, and the purple
feathering on each ; also Cypripedium x Hermione
(Spicerianum X barbatum Warnerii), a very neat and
pretty hybrid.

T. Sliatter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Man-
chester, (gr., Mr. R. Johnson), again shoved the
richly-coloured Cypripedium x memoria Moensii

;

alsoC. X amabile (Javanico-superbiensx Hookerie)

;

C. X Johnsoni (Lawrenceanum X) Cattleya
Warscewiczii, a light form said to flower in autumn

;

Cypripedium Charlesworthii conchiflorum, in which
the concave furm of the sepals appeared to be
abnormal; and C'attleya aurea splendens.

Messrs. B S. Williams & Son, Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. N., showed
two plants of their fine Cypripedium Pitcherianum,
Williams' var., one of which exhibited a curious
reversal of the upper and lower sepals, a peculiarity
which is said to be constant with this plant.

Messrs. Williams also showed Dendrobium album,
D. siipf^rbiens, D. Goldiei, and I^s'ia Perrinii nivea.

J. F. Alcock, Esq., Northchurcb, Berkhamsted,
sent Lycaste croenta, Cypripedium Schlimii, Catt-
leya bicolor, Pleione Reichenbachiana, Brasaia
Lanceana, and Odontoglossum grande, with abnormal
flowers.

R S. Lutwyche, Esq., Bjckenham, sent Miitonia
R^gnelli purpurea, a small supposed hybrid Miitonia,
and a hybrid Cypripedium like an almost colourless

C. X Ashburtonia.
A most remarkable exhibit was submitted to the

committee by Mr. R, Hinds, gr. to M. Wells, Esq
,

Broom field House, Sale; it consisted of a series of

Orchid flowers dried by a new process worked ont by
Mr. Hinds, and which consisted in mounting them in

picture form, the expanded flower being pressed flat

and retaining the exact form and colour as when it

was on the plant. The preparations were not only
beautiful, but of great utility, and the committee
voted Mr, Hinds a Silver Flora Medal.

Fruit Committee.
Present : P. Crowley, Esq., in the chair; and

Messrs. T. F. Rivers, W. Wilks, G. Banyard, S. T.
Wright, T. J. Saltmarsh, J. Cheal, Alex. Dean, J.

Wright, G. T. Miles, C. Ross, J. A. Laing, C. Herrin,

G. Wythes, J. Hudson, W. Iggulden. W. Balderson,

F. Q. Lane, Geo, Norman, J. H. Veitch, and Dr.
R. Hogg.

Messrs. Jno. Laing & Son, Forest Hill Nurseries,
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London, S.E., were responiible for a very excellent

display of fruit, in about 250 diahee, including 200

di«he8 of Apples. Peasgood's Non«ach, Tlie Queen,

Biumann's Red Reinette, Mere de Manage,

Sandringhaoo, Cellini Pippin, highly coloured;

Hollandbury'a Scarlet Pearmain, Blenheim Orange,

Gascoigne's Scarlet, New Hawthornden, Hoary

Morning, were those noticed among a very large

number of varieties. Tears were good, and included

very pretty dishes of Baurr6 Diel, B. Superfia, B.

Clairgeaa, Seckle, and Doyenn^ du Cornice. A
Gold Medal was awarded this group. The fruit was

backed by young trees of Bismarck, lifted from the

ground, and shown in pots, to illustrate an excep-

tional crop of fruit.

Another large exhibit of fruit was made by Messrs.

Ja«. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

including 150 dishes, chiefly Apples. Amongst
these we noticed Peasgood's Nonsuch, Cox's Pomona,
Tyler's Kernel, Mother Apple, Warner's King, Sand-

ringham, Alexander, King of the Pippins, Worcester

Pearmain, Washington, Calville Boisbunel, Mere de

Manage, and many others deserving of notice.

Among Pears the Seckle was shown in very good

quality, Flemish Beauty, Magnate, Beurr6 Superfin,

the high-coloured Forelle, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Pit-

maston Duchess, and thenewBenrr6 Fonqueray were

noticed (Silver-Gilt Knightian Medal).

From Mr. John Watkins, Pomona Farm, Here-

ford, came a collection of Pears in about forty dishes

;

Marie Louise d'Uccle, Doyenn^ Bonssoch, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Beurr^ Baltet P6re, and Beuri^

Diel, were noticed as of fine quality (Silver Banksian

Medal).
Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Narseries, near

Crawley, exhibited a collection of fruit, and were

awarded a Silver-gilt Knightian Medal. The most

noticeable of this fine exhibit were Cox's Pomona,
Loddington, Frogmore Prolific, Bismarck, Peasgood's

Nonsuch, and Duchess of Oldenburg Apples, King of

the Pippins Apple ; and a good number of Pears,

including The Mikado, a Japanese Pear of more

interest than use (Silver-gilt Knightian Medal).

C. Lee Campbell, E>q , Glewston Court, Rois,

Herefordshire (gr., Mr. S. T. Wright), exhibited six

bunches of Gros Colmar Grapes, alike excellent in

berry and in colour (Silver Binksian Medal)

A collection of Potatos, in about eighty varieties,

was shown by the Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere,

near Newbury (gr., Mr. Pope). The quality of these

tubers was good, and fair specimens of blue, white,

and red kinds were staged (Silver Banksian Medal).

From the Rev.— Terrace, Woburn Park,Weybridg8

(gr, Mr. Basil), came a collection of v.-getables, in

which were very good Parsnips, Carrots, Drumhead
Cabbage, and Red Cabbage, &c. (Bronze Banksian

Medal).
A very fine lot of Celery obtained a Silver

Knightian Medal for H H. G.bbs, E^q., Aldenham
Park, Elstree (gr., Mr. E. Beckett). The varieiies

were Veitch's Early Rose, Sutton's Solid White,

Col. Clarke's, Sutton's A 1, Cntbush's Dwarf
Crystal White, Laing's Mammoth Red, Standard

Bearer, Carter's Solid Ivory White, Sutton's White
Gem, and three others.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, showed
specimens of Veitch's Selected, Rosette Colewort, a

compact neat looking variety. Colonel Archer
Houblon, Welford Park, Newbury (gr., Mr. Chat.

Ross), exhibited a seedling Apple named Lady Alice

Eyre, a rather small little coloured fruit, and a

seedling Pear named Popham.
An Award of Merit wai granted to a seedling

Melon named the Earl's Favourite, shown by Mr.
H. W. Ward, gr. at Longford Castle, near Salis-

bury. This good-flavoured Melon for so advanced

a season is the result of a cross between Hero of

Lockinge and The Bonverie.

A small red Plum named Burden's Eclipse was
shown by Mr. Thos. Godfrey, Edmonds' Nursery,

HillingdoD. It i» described as the latest of the

Orleans section, and ripening about the middle of

November. An Award of Merit was given to a small

red Plum named the Late Rivers, shown from the

gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at

Chiswick.
From Mr. J. WatUns, Pomona Farm, ni ar Hera-

ford, came some highcaloured App!es labelled

Pickering Seedling ; and from the Marquis of

Huntly, Orton Hall, Peterborough (gr., Mr. A.
Harding), a dish of Peais, Orange Berganot, aid a
dish of large high- coloured Apples, named Orton
Favourite.

Mr. Robert Fenn, Sulhampst'ad, near Rijadiog,

exhibited a tuber each of thirty-three seedling

Potatus raised by himself, and grown free from

disease during the present year by the nse of an
anti-blight powder.

In a competitive class for six bunches of Grapes,

there were two competitors, and the Ist prize was

taken by Mr. Wm. Howe, Park Hill Gardens,

Streatham Common, S.W. Ha had two bunches

each of Gros Maroc, Muscat of Alexandria, and

Black Alicante. Mr. T. Osman, Ottershaw Park
Gardens, Chertsey, was 2ad.

A competitive class, arranged for seven dishes of

Apples, including three of dessert and four of

culinary varieties, grown in the open, was won by

C. Lee Campbell, Esq , Glewston Court, Ross, Here-

fordshire (gr., Mr. S. T. Wright). His fruit was

very fine, and consisted of Peasgood's Nonsuch,

Ecklinville Seedling, Warner's King, Beurr6 Hardy,

King of the Pippins, Ribston Pippin, and American
Mother. The 2nd prize was taken by the Duke of

Northumberland, Syon House, Brentford (gr., Mr.

G. Wythes), who had also fruits of good quality.

The 1st prize for five dishes of dessert Pears was

taken by Mr. Thos. Oiman, Ottershaw Park Gardens,

with splendid dishes of Pitmaston Duchess, Benrr^

Clairgeau, Marie Louise, Beurr^ Superfin, and
another ; Mr. Geo. Wythes was 2Qd.

Mr. T. Spencer, Goodrich Court Gardens, Rjss,

was 1st in an open class for eight dishes of dessert

Pears, grown in the open ; he had excellent Duron-
deau, and Beurr^ Bachelier, Marie Louise d'Uccle,

Bjurr^ d'Amanlis, B. Superfin, B. Baltet, Duchesse
d'AngouItime, and Benedictine. Mr. T. Osman,
Ottershaw Park Gardens, was 2nd ; he had good
Beurrfi Bosc, Marie Louise, Dachesse d'Angonlame,

and Dnrondeau. Mr. Geo. Wythes was 3rd.

Mr. G. Wythes, gardener to the Duke of Nor-
thumberland, Syon House, Brentford, showed a very

fine collection of eighty kinds and varieties of vege-

tables, roots, bulbs, &c. It was an unusually large

quantity for a private garden, and much very good
produce was to be found in the collection. We may
specify some well-blanched Cardoons, a number of

varieties of Runner and French B^ans, luckily pre-

served from the frost ; Princess French Bean was
one of these, with prominent seeds, but brittle and
tender, the old Sjoi House variety. White Mam-
moth Runners ; Celeriac, which showed by their

smallness the lack of sun this season ; two
varieties of Kohl Rabi, a nice vegetable, bat

not appreciated as it deserves to be in this

country ; numbers of Cabbages in variety, including

the now rarelj-grown Winnigstadt, an excellent

hardy vaiieiy; Onions, Veitch's selected Globe, of

nice oval »hape ; and Veitch's Main Crop ; a curiosity

in Red Globe Turnips; Veitch's Self-protecting

Broccoli, nice, small, and compact, and pare white
;

Autumn Giant Cauliflowers were also good produce.

Potato The Brinksworth is a solid, weighty tuber, fis

for general consumption. Ths Lyons Prolific

Kidney is aa appetising- locking tuber. Matchless

Carrots and Exhibition Shallots left nothing to ba

desired ; Brussels Sprouts in this, as in most col-

lections nowadays, were too large and too absorbent

of water when cooked, which cannot ba got rid of

without mashing the sprouts by over-much squeezing.

We do not know why the Drnmhead Cabbage should

find a place in any gentleman's garden however fine

and large it may be. There were many more meri-

torious things, which cannct n.w ba menticned. A
Gold Medal was awarded.

Six excellent examples of Gros Colmar Grapes,

compact of bnnch, large in berry, and perfect in

colour, came from Mr. Wright, gr. to C. Lee Campbell,
Esq., Glewston Court, Ross, Herelordshire (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Barford, Dorking (gr., Mr.
Bain), sent some new white Jerusalem Artichokes,

Veitch's Red Globe Turnips, several French varieties

of Chou Navet, and other French vegetables.

liBoture by Professor Henslow.
In the afternoon a lecture was given by the Rev.

Professor Henslow, on "The Origin of Common
Vegetables, and their value as Food." For some
remarks upon which see p. 504.

sent over fifty dishes of frnit of good quality and
finish, together with a large group of Palms. Abont
sixty dishes of Fears and Apples were sent from R.
Leigh, E«q., Barham Court (gr., Mr, Woodward).
A very meritorious collection of plants came from
Messrs. Frost, Ling Nurseries, Maidstone ; and there

were also a ca p ital lot of Pearsfrom Lady Howard de

Walden, The Mote (i^r , Mr. Fielder). Mr. A. J.

Thomas, Rodmersham, was Ist for one sieve of Cox's
Orange Pippin Apple ; and Mr. Haller, Hunton, with
fine King of the Pippins, was Ist in a class for any
other dessert kind.

There were some very fine fruits shown in the

class for one sieve of Kitchen Apples. Mr. Lockyer,
Bearstead, was lat, with Warner's King ; and Mrs,
Fremlin, Teston, was 2nd, showing the same variety,

Mr. Smith, Loddington, was Ist for four quarter-

sieves of dessert Apples, showing handsome Rib-
stones, Ross Nonpareil, Mannington Pearmain, and
King of the Pippins. Mr. Lockyer was Ist for

two quarters,

Clais 6.—Mr. A. T. Killick was 1st for four

quarters of kitchen Apples ; and Mr. Fremlin,
Langley, 1st for two quarters.

Mr. IJleat, Wateringbury, was 1st for two quarters

of Pears.

For a collection of farm-grown Apples in nine

dishes, and Pears in three dishes, Mr. Thomas was
well to the fore, his collection being heavy through-
out; Mr. Smith was 2nd.

Four dishes of Apples and two of Fears, Ist, Mr.
Killick. Mr. Woodward was an easy 1st for twenty-
four dishes, showing in his usnal style ; Mr, Thomas
was 2nd. For eighteen dishes of Apples and six

dishes of Pears, Mr. Woodward was again 1st.

KENT COUNTT SHO'W OF HARDY
FBTIITS.

October 23, 24.—This annual exhibition was held

in the Corn Exchange, Maidstone, and if there were
fewer exhibits than on previous occasions, the show
was on the whole a good one, excetdiog the expec-
tations of fruit-growers in the dutrict. Fiom F. S.

W. Coriiwdllis, MP.. Linton Park (gr,, Mr. Mbc-
kenzi^), came a handsome group of plants H, L.

C. Brassey, Esq.. Preeton Hall (or., Mr. Jarman),

Trade Notice.

Mb T. W, Edsiomdj wish s us to make known to

our readers that from Novembar 17, 1891, he will

take the Darenth Nursery and Saed Shop lately

in the ocupation of Mr. Arthur JeB'kinf. Mr.

Jefficins' nursery stock and seeds having been abso-

lutely cleared off by auction, the grounds will be

entirely rtiplantel by Mr. Etmuads.

M«. Robert Petfield, for many years gar-

dener at Diddington, Huntingdon, the residence of

A. J. Thornhill, Esq., died, on the 22nd inst., at the

age of sixty-nin> years. Mr. Fetfield bad been in

delicate health for some time past, and at intervals

entirely confined to the house, his yonngest son, who
is with him at Diddington, taking charge of the

ga-dens during his enforced absence. Born at

Anlaby, Yorkshire, on February 19, 1826, be came
to Diddington in September, 1854, when he was
twenty-eight years of age, and had charge of the

gardens till the time of his death. He was a keen

florist, cultivating the Dahlia for exhibition purposes

with great success, carrjing off first prizes at the

shows of the National Dahlia Scciety at the Crystal

Palace, and also at such provincial exhibitions as

Cambridge, Sandy, St. Neot's, Bedford, and Hun-
tingdon, when the latter town used to bold three

shows a year, though no exhibition is held there now.

During the last eight years he took great interest in

the cultivation of the Chrysanthemnm, and was very

successful as an exhibitor. In addition to being a

member of the National Chrysanthemum Society, he

was also connected with that at St. Noot's, and was

largely instrumen tal in winning for that society the

national trophy of the National Chrysanthemnm

Society in 1890, and again in 1892. In 1893, Mr.

Fetfield won outright the St. Neot's challenge cup,

value ten guineas, and became its owner, and with

fiowers grown solely by himself, winning once more

the trophy of the National Chrysanthemnm Society

for St. Neot's, his flowers being remarkably fine

throughout, thus closing a successful career as an

exhibitor with all the honours of war. But amid

all this devotion to his favourite flowers, Diddington

gardens and grounds were always maintained in a

manner to call for high praise. He was buried in
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Diddington churchyard on Wednesday, amid the

regrets of many who knew him. He leaves a widow,

three sons, and two danghters to mourn his loss.

Mary Parker Thomson.—We regret to record

the death of Mrs. Mary Parker Thomson, wife of

the well known horticaltnrist, Mr. David Thomson,
which occurred at The Gardens, Drumlanrig, Thorn-

hill, Dumfriesshire, on Thursday, October 25.

Enquiry.—•-

—

" H& that guestionefh muc^ thall learn mucA."—Baoow.

Wattled Hurdles foe Wind Guards.—Mr. Wm.
Brockbank, Brockhnrst, Didsbury, would be glad to

be informed by some of our correspondents where he

can obtain the above, so nseful in winter as wind-

breaks. It would pay, he says, for a maker to

advertise them in our columns at the proper season.

[The tenu "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amouDt, aa well aa the duration, o£ degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and thia combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree** signifying l** continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours. 1
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•»• Owing to the large increase in our circulation^ we arc

rtluclantly under the necessity of going to press some hours

earlier. Our contributors^ viho well kiww what this implies, will

hindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications sho^tld reach lis not later than

Wednesday.

•ft* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruiti to he named, or asking questions

demaruiin^ time and research for tlieir solution, must iwt expect

to obtain an answer to their CTiquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numlyered,

and not more than six varieties should be sent atone timz. Leaves

only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be nam/'A.

Apple, Cox's Pomona; G, B, A veiy fine example
of free Betting.

CoERECTioNs. — MeBsrs. Colby, Hinkley & Co., of

10, Tudor Grove, Wells Street, Hackney, desire to

Bay that they are the only makers in this country

of the nests of boxes for soft frait transportation,

and not Messrs. C. H. Clover & Co., as stated in

our report of the Cryttal Palace Fruit Show,
Ojtober 6, p. 412.—At p. 472, col. h, line 4, for

needlessly read endlessly,

FfiniT Cdltdee in Devon and Cobnwall : W. S. W.
The valleys running south in Cornwall, and all

parts of Devon except the Exmoor and Dartmoor
districts. Avoid selecting land quite close to the

coast, unless well sheltered from the south-west
wind.

Land and Houses at Woething : E. J. S.—In your
houses grow Begonias Gloire de Sceaux, John Heal
and Adonis ; Ccelogyne cristata, Cypripedium
insigne, best varieties ; Odontoglossam crispum,

Cymbidinm eburneum, The " Pearl " Tuberose,

Lily of the Valley, very early or very late Lilinm
longiflorum, and L. 1. var. Harrisi, and L. Kiiitzeri.

If a house should happen to be empty in the

summer, grow early Sweet Peas, Eckford's fine

strains, selecting a few pink, white, and dark
varieties, not too many, growing them well in

large pots, or planted out. The flowers fetch good
prices if got into the market early. These Sweet
Peas would make a good crop, as would Lilies,

such as japonicum, lancifolium, and candidum,
for your 2 acrea of land ;

paying much better than
Fotatos.

Names of Feuits : S, A. Newman. 1, Rosemary
Russet; 2, King of the Pippins; 3, Dumelow's
Seedling; 4, Duck's-bill; 5. Hollandbury ; 7,

Louise Bonne of Jersey.

—

E, P. 1, Beurr6 Bosc
;

2, Marie Louise.

—

S. # D, 2, Seckle. The others so

poor and miserable that they cannot be identified.—A Constant Reader. 1, Duchesse d'Angoul^ Jie ; 2,

Brown Beurr6; 3, Beurr^ Diel ; 4, Duchesse
d'AngouleoDe ; 5, Glon Morij^au ; 6, Chaumontelle.— C. Mainwaring . 1 and 2, local seedlings ; 3,

Forge; 4, Duchesse d'Angouleme ; 5. Beuri6
Diel.

—

Heaton. 1, Beurr^ Diel ; 2, probably Marie
Louise ; 3, Bergamotte d'Esperen; 4, Beurr^Bosc ;

6, Duchesse d'Angoule me.

—

B. G.l, Mar^chaldela
Cour ; 2, not recognised ; Apple decayed ; 3, Jose-
phine de Malinea ; 4, Marie Louise.

—

A. Chapman.
1, Triomphe de Jodoigne ; 2, Old Crassane ; 4,

Fondante d'Automne ?

—

E. J. 1, Josephine de
Malines; 2 and 4, Glou Moicsau; 3, Gansel's
Bergamot; 5, Glou Mor93au.

—

Sony. l.Catshead;
2, Grange's Pearmain ; 3, Tibbett's Pearmain ; 4,

Stone's ; 5, not recognised.

—

J. Howe. 1, Thom-
sons ; 2. Beurr6 Diel.

—

H. Sedder. 1, Bsurr(5

Bosc ; 3, Bdurre Diel ; 4, Van Mons Leon
Leclerc.

—

E. Chester. 1, Glou Mor^sau ; 2, Beurr^
d'Aremberg ; 3, Mar^chal de la Oour,

—

J. D. C.

King of the Pippins.— (F. W. T. H. C. 10. BeurrS
Diel; 11, Josephine de Malines; 9, Glou
Morcjeau

; 8, French Crab ; 2, Brabant Bellefleur
;

12, Greenup's Pippin.

—

J. E. W. 2, Gansel's
Bergamot ; 4, Benrr^ Diel ; 5, Old Crassane ; 6,

Van Mons L^m Leclerc ; seedling Apple of no
value. — G. Kent. 1, Autumn Bergamot; 2,

Williams' Bjn Chr6:ien ; 3, Easter Beurr^ ; 4,

Golden Noble; 5, Beauty of Kent.— J. P. Apple
Grenadier.

Names of Plants: J. C. Stagden. 1, Ag. (Arm.) mel-
leus; 2, Ag. (Clitocybe) inversus; 3, Ag. (Clito.)

laccalus ; 4, Clavaria cristata ; !>, Clavaria fragilia
;

6, Ag. (Psilo.) Foeaisecii; 7, Xylaria hypoxylou.

—

D. ^ Co. Helianthus diffusus? imperfect specimen.— G. C. 1, Viburnum Laritana; 2, V. opulus

;

3, Spirsea opuUfolia.— C, W. L. 1, Pyrus com-

mnnis (wild form, or near to it) ; 2, Pyrus
salicifolia ; 3, Fraxinns excelsior var. nana,

'dwarf bushy plant," a very curiona variety of

the common Ash, by no means common. —
T. F. Pelargonium echinatum.

—

J. C. Shrivelled

and packed in cotton wool, the worst of

packing material. 1, Astrantia major ; 2,

Matricaria inodora, double var. ; 3, Geranium
sanguinenm. — Brier. 1, Saponaria officinalis,

doable fl. ; 2, Santolina incana; 3, Eupatorium
cannabinnm.

—

B. B. Both are Yews.oneis probably

the Irish Yew. bat we cannot tell from a mere scrap.

— W. L. L. Your plant is typical Lselia pumila. It

is not usual for it to bear a three-flowered in-

florescence.

—

T. N. Poole. Adhatoda cydoniss-

folia, allied to Justicia.— W, Thomson. Malope
trifida.

—

Post-Tnark, Finchley, A correspondent,

who senda neither name nor address, encloses four

leaves, which we believe to be—1, Sparmannia
africana; 2, Abatilon; 3, Cyclamen; 4, Gloxinia.
•

—

W, J. P. 1, Azara microphylla ; 2, A. Ceanothus
(not in bloom); 3, Hippophae rhamnoides. Sea
Backthorn ; 4, perhaps Spiice* Doaglasi (not in

bloom) ; 5, yes, we agree it is a very poor scrap,

probably of AUtioemeria Pelegrina ; 6, not recog-

nised.

Peach Teees and Ceag ebom the Cliffs, &c. :

G. C. B. We would not recommend the use of

much of this material, there being much iron in it.

Lime rubble, sand, a small quantity of finely-

screened coal-ashes, or burnt soil (ballast) would
be better. If you cannot obtain any of these, lift

the trees and replant them, keeping the roota near

the surface. This may have to be done every third

year, till the soil has got somewhat exhausted of

its richness. The vine-roots are probably at too

great a depth in the 5-feet deep border, therefore

out of the reach of sunheat ; and unless the border

was exceptionally well made, the soil at, or near

the bottom, will have been rendered close and
adhesive, and apt, therefore, to hold too

much water. Replant them near the surface,

and examine the state of the drainage, putting it

in good order if found to be faulty, and making
a new and much shallower border if the present

one does not seem satisfactory. Now is the time

to do this. The Vines having half-ripe Grapes

on them are not likely to perfect the fruit, or

should it get ripe before the leaf falla it will not

Peahs Worked on the Mountain Ash : W. I.

As these are members of the same natural order,

they would form durable unions one on the other,

more so than Pear on Apple, which usually last

for a few years only. We do not remember to

have remarked a Pear growing on the Mountain
Ash. In Bailee's The Nursery Book (Rural

Publishing Co., New York), it is stated that the

latter is used for a stock in very sandy land, but

its use appears to be of little consequence. The
growth of a scion would doubtless be more rapid

on this than on stocks of Thorn or Medlar.

Rosa sps., sent as R. laxa: J. Ti. W. The plant

sent is certainly not Rosa laxa, but a form of R.

canina. G. N.

The Papers Read at the Late Geeat Feuit

Show at the Crystal Palace: C. B. Those
mentioned in your note will be found in our issue

for October 6, in a but little abridged form, and

they will be published in full in the Journal of

the Society.

Trees and Sheobs foe the Geand Canahif.s : if. M.
We may say generally the native lowland plants of

New Z;a!and, Japan, the Cape, .South Australia,

Southern China, Peru, Chili, and including much
that we understand by cool and warm greenhouse

plants. Tea-scented and other Roses would
likewise grow and bloom well.

COMMUSICATIONS RECEIVED.—W. E. Boyes.—Cassell & Co.—
W. B. Beciet.—O. N.—N. E. B.—F. G. Garwood.— J. Feara.

—Ed. Webb & Sods.-T. C—W. H. W.—Weston Birt.—

Chepstow.—W. ,T. P.—J. Cambridge. Botanical Supply Com-
pany.—D. T. F.—C. W. D.—J. Maeers.—R. D.—C. H. S.—
W. H. H.-H. M.—W. H. W.—A. E.— J. B.—W. G.—J. H.

-F. .7. B., Warwick.-A. C. F.—H. T. Wharton.-J. O'B.-
H. C. F.—W. U.—J. G. B.—Wild Rose.—W. B.—A. D.—
D. McD.-.l. .T. W.—C. C—S. H.-Mark L.—J. P. & Sons.—
.T. Hudson. -E, C—W. H. W.—J. W.—D. L. McI.—Tar.—
W. G. S.—T. W. R.—A. E. M.—D. Crombie.— A. P.—W. K.

PH0T'niEAi>H.s Received, with Thanks.—i. E. Nostell.—

Guun & Stewart.

Specimens Received.- W. P.—W. W.—Rev. G. H. E.—
R. J.—.7. ,7.-F. G. G.—A. C. F.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in
any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 25 ft. by 12 ft.. £50; 30ft. by 15£t., £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, see our Catalo^e. post-free.

Baperlor Portable Frames, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carriage paid :—l-light frame, 4 X 6, 365. 6d.

;

2-light frame, 6 X S. 6Ss. : 3-light frame, 12 x 6. 86i. id.

Span-roof Frames, 9 x 5. £3 lis. ; 12 x 6, £5 ; 16 x 6,

£7 105. Can send nff same day as ordered.

HARDY BRUIN^C0..1^eTLEICESTER

ILLTJSTBATED CATALOGXTE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Kngraviags,

2s. Qd. nett, per post, 2s. \0d.

ilONES^^ATTWooD
iJFt^ i .S TO U R BR IDG E.

GENTJINB
SCOTCH TWEEDS

Saving 30 (at Makers' prices) per cent.

St. Ronan's

SUIT
LENGTH
12/6

other Suit Lengths, 15/-. 18/3. 19/6. 21/- ;

" Flora." 22/- . 23/il. 24/3, 25/6.

Overcoatings. Ulsterings, Serges, Trouserings.
Parcels Carriage Paid. Patterns post-free, to be
returned within seven days. Mention paper.

Tod Forteous & Co., Innerleithen, N.B.

H'=i'i'''l\-*f,'iitS 20"lf

|1S« K V, ri) 5^1^"" 2S X |6 „ >

Sku.andl^otrOREliSN, of above 9h€i, inboMS of 100 fe^t ^ 200 feet supen
ENGLliiH CilAss, ^ut to Imve-rs' sties . &t lowcsT pricea

dt:!i,'creit f-rec l,Jcun(i m the cotititr^, m qua-ntity.

?F

GEQRGE FARM I LOE &50NS
ItflD. Glass Oil-, and CoLOUf^ ncRcH^NT*. '

'54' S'*,JOHN SEr-cetV^aTSMITHFlELO.IONDON.X
6toci^JJ6X3MKlpri^^ CTiJipptlCfttiOn. Kea^e quote Chronicle.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and ClerfEy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORE, CONSEBVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., ana OU Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liiiuid Non-Poisonous I'uint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Pattwns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Grove Works,^ Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

sad BACHSLOR'S WALK. DUBLIN.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO

CHRYSANTHEMUM EXHIBITORS.

BECKETT'S

NEW EXHIBITION

TO BE HAD

SEEDSMEN
AND

NURSERYMEN.

PATENT

FLOWER TUBE.

PRICE LIST,

DESCRIPTION,
AND

TESTIMONIALS.

WIUI CTII I S rn 24. Cbarlea Street,
. III. 01 ILL <X UU., Hatton Garden, E.C

THE IMPROVED GARDEN GULLY
(VINCE'S PATENT).

This useful invention is a great improvement on the ordi-

nary Garden Grating, and is especially suitable for hilly walks
and drives. As they never get stopped by rubbish or sand
they effectually prevent the washing away of the gravel in

heavy storms, and they save half the labour in cleaning out
the cesspools. The prices are :—

8-iD., 2s. ; IQ-in., 33. ; 12-in., 6*. 6<i.

{The larger sizes are very ttrong for Carriaje Drives.)

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

VINCE & VINE,
68, Chester Road, Upper Holloway, London.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NDX FIBRE REFUSE,

Qd, per bushel ; 100 for 30^. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 50i.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLl SELECTED ORCEID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5«. M. per sacs ; 5 sacks,

255. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6f. per sack ; 6 sacks, 22i. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. M. per bushel: 15». per hall

ton ; 265. per ton, in 2'bushel hags. id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD. 1«. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. «d. per sack.
MANirRES. GARDEN STICKS. VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS, 4o. Write tor Price LIST.—
H. Q. SMYTH, al. Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane. W.C.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDOLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vlnerlea, Scoves, Greenhouaea, PeacL Hoasea, Forcing Houses, &o., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, aud for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that thk very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed arrhitecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest, Hot-water Heating Apparatua, with really reliable Hollers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cises. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in stock.

Plain, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on m any part of thi Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always bas been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers,
NORWICH.

MOVABLE FOWL HOUSE.
By far the Best Fowl House Introduced.

Registered Cop> right

CASH PRICE. CARRIAGE PAID.
4 feet square for roosting 12 or more fowls ...

5 feet „ „ 20 „
6 feet ,. „ 40 „

If mounted on wheels. 10s, extra.

£2 16s.

3 10s.

4 IB!.

POULTRY HOUSES and APPLIANCES, KENNELS and
KENNEL APPLIANCES of every description.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

And at 118. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Special Eatimatea given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of E9tate3 made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fencefl to put
down. Large Illustrated Catalogue of FuTicing, Hurdles,
Field and Entrance Gates, S,c., sent free on application.

RCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZA.LEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER QHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,
(KINNELL'S PATENT). WllflWi I I imilVIVk-^B- "•« WWIJ(KINNELL'S PATENT).

Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast,

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK REaUIRED.
Awarded First Prize in Open Competition by the R.H. Soci'-ty.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and

Compare sizes and

WILL NOT

OTHER BOILER
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT throush front plate of Boiler
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS AVHICH
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

IRONFOUNDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

BOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

—

THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH
CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.

LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS
IN LONDON.

1^- COMPARE QUALITY OF GOODS and PRICES.

Addresses : 65 & 6.5a, Southwabk Stbbbt ; 31, Banksidb ; 4, 5, & 6,

Thb Grove, Southwabk, S.E.; and Tbuchot Stobes, Gubensey.
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NEV7

ILLUSTRATED
LIST, Post-free.

1000 HOUSES IN

STOCK
to Select from.

AV. COOPER, Limited,
HORTICXJIiTTJBAL PROVIDERS— <Ae Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Nurseries- HANWORTH and FELTHAM.

I

The
I Largest Btcam
HOaTICULTORAL

I

WORKS
la tlie World.

Inspectlonlnvlted

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This IlluBtration la anentt uop> of my Amateur Span roofed
Greenhou^e'J, which are made of well seasoned red deal Com-
plete with Ventilators, Irons for Opening, fctaging, (ilass, &c.
Made in Sections, eo that they can be erected ty any gardener
or handy man in a few hours. bimp!y screwed togetlier.

Delivered and erected complete within 20 miles.
Length, Width. Height. On Rail.

7 ft., 4 ft, to eaves £1 16 £1,7 ft.

8 ft,

9 ft.

10 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft,

^Oit. .

25 ft.

60 ft. ,

100 ft.

5 ft,

. 5 ft,

, 6 ft,

7 ft.

8 ft,
,

10 ft, .

JO It,
.

10 ft. .

10 ft. .

10 ft,

7 ft.. 4 ft.

7 ft. 3 in,, 4 ft,

7 ft. 6 in., 4 ft, 6 in.

8 ft.,

8 ft. e

9 ft.,

9 ft.,

9 ft.,

9 ft..

5 ft.

, 5 ft.

6 ft. 6 in,

5 ft, 6 in.

,1 ft. 6 in.

5 ft, 6 in.

6
5 10

6 15
8

Deduct 10 per cent, it required fur brickwork.

Any size made. For Price of lean-to, see List.

GARDEN LIGHTS.
3000 Glazed Lights always in Stock,

These Lights are well mortised and jointed together, and
made in a good workmanlike manner, and are well worthy of

inspection. Framework made of 2 in. by 2 in. styles, and
properly rabbeted for the glass, with good 2 in. sashbars.
The Glazed Lights are nailea and bedded in good oiled putty.
3 ft. by 2 ft., paiu'ed and glazed 5
4 ft. by 3 ft., „ „ 6 6
6 ft. by 4 ft., „ ,, with 21-oz. glass ... 9
6 ft. by 4 ft., unglazed lights 3 6

Special quotations for large quantitiee.
See page 278 in List.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are

22 in. high at back,
11 in. at front, and
are made of 1} in.

well-seasoned red deal
boards. The lights are
2 in. thick, glazed with
good 21 oz. glass, nailed
and bedded in good oil

J utty, painted three coats, handles to sashes, and put on rail

at the following sizes and prices ;—One-light Frames, 4 ft. by
3 ft.. 17s.; ditto, 6 ft. by 4 ft., £l 8s.; Two-light Frames, 6 ft.

by 4ft., £1 10s. ; ditto, 8 ft. by 6 ft., £2 10s. ; Three-light
Frames, 12 ft. by 6 ft., £3 ins. For other sizes and prices see

IiLUSTFATED LisT, Post Free.

GLASS.
Free on Rail in London, Packages included.

15-oz,, 100 ft., 21-oz., 100 ft.

4ths ... Hs 3rf. ... lis. Zd.
3rd8 ... 9s. Oa!. ... 12s. Zd.

10,000 Boxes to select from.

The following is a list of sizes always in stock : 8 by 6,
by 7. 10 by 8, 12 by 8. 13 by 9, 13 by 9, 11 by 10, 12 by 10,

13 by 10, 14 by 10. 13 by 11, 18 by II, 14 by 12. 16 by 12, 18 by
12. liO by 12. 17 by 13. 20 by 13. 16 by 14. 18 by 14. 20 by 14.

22 by U, 20 by 15, 2'j by 16. 24 by 16. 20 by 18, 24 by 18. Glas^s
cut to any bize required : l.Voz., \\d. per foot ; 21-oz., 2\d. per

Large sizes for tutting up: l-5oz
,
per cise, 300 feet,foot.

22s. 6rf. ; 21-oz., per case, 200 feet, 22s. 6a(. All glass ia cut
and packed in cur own warehouses. Quality of glass and
careful packing guaranteed. Special quotations given for
large quantities. Have cash estimate from me before ordering
elsewhere.

PUTTV, prepared especially for greenhouse woik: bebt,
6s. 6(/. per cwt. ; 2ijds, ti«. per cwt. ; packages, 'dd. cwt.

PAINT, quality guaranteed: 7 lb., 3s.; 14 lb. 5i. 6rf.
;

2glb.,10«.; 561b., 18s.; per cwt., 34«.

ORTANT.
We beg to inform all readers of this Paper that tha

Toird Edition (100 000 copies) of our Revised PBICE

LIST, consisting of 400 Pages and about 1200

Illustrations, bound in cloth, is Now Ready, We
shall have much pleasure In forwarding to all appli-

cants one post-free. This list is t&e most complete

In the Trade, and has cost several thousand pounds

to produce.

Address : W. COOPER, ltd. .£,•„.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.

Special Qiiotatiovs given for large

quantities of Timber, Iron,

and Glass.

Address all Communications, " Trade

Dept:'

MANURES, PEAT, SAND, FERTILIZERS, h.
l-lb. tins Fertiliser

1-lb. tins Sunshade
Cocoa-nut Fibre Refuse
Silver Sand, coarse or fine (2 cwt.)
Best Orchid Peat

,, Rhododendron Peat
,, Brown Fibrous Peat
,, General Peat
,, Loose Peat
,, Surrey Loam

General Potting Compost
Fern Compost
Bulb Compost
Leaf Soil, well decayed
Pure Wood Charcoal
Wonn Destroyer
Insecticide
Tobacco Paper, 6d. per lb.

Wonderful New Mushroom Spawn

per dozen £0

per sack

1

per ^-pt.

each
per cwt.

bushel
All Sacks and Bags free. Send for List, postrfree.

4 9
6 3
1

2
3
1

2
1 9

1 9
1 9

1 6
1 6
1 6

2
2 6

6
3

18
2 6

SASHBARS.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

1} in , 3s. ; 2 in,. 3s. id ; 2J in., 5j.

;

3 in.. 6s. M. per 100 ft. run.

MATCH BOARDS, S. 6s. per square; 1-in., 10s, 6(<. per square.

FLOOR BOARDS, 1-in., 9s. per square.
FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, i by 6, 6>. M. per square.

DEALS, 3 by 11, Yellow, id. ; 3 by 9, i'^d. ; 3 by 7, 2d, ; 2J by
7, l^d. : 2 by 7, Hi; 2 by 6. Id.

CUTTINCJ FLATINU, id. per 100 ft.; Deeping, 2s. 3d.

dozpu 12 ft,

SLATING BATTENS, } by 2, Is, Sd. per 100 ft.
; i by 1, U.

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in., 6s. each , 6 ft.

by 2 ft, 6 in., 7l. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft, 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.,

10s.

VENTILATORS. TOP or .'IDE. 2 ft. 6 in by 2 ft., 2s. each.

FINIALS, MACHINE-TDRNED, 12 in, high, id. each ; 4s. M.
per dozen.

TRELLIS. Planed, Eitended-
Open. s. d.

12 ft. by 1} ft 2
12 ft. by 2 ft.

12 ft. by 2i ft.

12 ft, by 3 fr.

Open,
12 ft. by 3} ft. ...

12ft, by 4 ft....

12 ft. by 5 ft. ...

12 ft. b> 6 ft. ...

MATERIALS for SPAN-ROOF CUCUMBER HOUSE, 100 ft.

by 12 ft., £9, best Red Deal, all planed, rabbeted, &c.,

ready for use. Send for Specification.
The atove prices are for good, sound. Yellow and Red Deal.

For large quantities special low prices will be quoted.
All Timber consigned at the Cheap Timber Bate to all parts

of the country. Send for Timber List.

POULTRY HOUSES.
Well and subatantially

constructed, are warranted
waterproof, complete with
door, ventilator, and slide,
from 20s.

5ft. by 4 ft 25s.
6 ft. by -i ft 30s.
7 ft. by 5 ft 36s.
9 ft. by 6 ft 42«,

Send for List.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
bers, Tomatos, Melons, &e., will be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto

unknown. See List, p. 22. Send for LIST, post-free.

"INVINCIBLE"
HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

Host EfflcleDt and Cheapest In Existence.

Made in six sizes : No. 1. to drive 75 ft., £1 16s. ; No. 2,

100 ft., £i ; No, 3. 200 ft,, £4 lOs, ; No, 4, 275 ft., £7 ; No. 5,

375 ft., £7 l-5s i No. 6, 6UU ft., £9 ; of 4-in. pipes.

:-=*^

Requirf 8 no sunk stokehole, and no brick setting. Will last

all night without attention. Will burn house-cindera, there-

fore costs next to nothing for fuel. Anyone can fix it. A
child can stoke it. Success guaranteed.

Cost of complete apparatus for Greenhouse with 4-in. pipes,

flow and return along one side, cut and fitted ; bo that it the
internal measurement of the Greenhouse is given, the appa-
ratus will be sent completely ready for fixing, an advantage
which will be appreciated by all. Securely and carefully

packed on rail at ttie following respective prices :—7 ft. by 5 ft.,

£2 15s.; 9 ft. by 6 ft., £3; 10 ft. by 7 ft.. £:^ ; 12 ft. by 8 ft..

£3 5s. ; 15 ft. by 10 ft.. £4 5s. ; 20 ft. by 10 ft.. £5 5s. ; 25 ft.

by 10 ft.. £6 f-s. See page 186 in List.

COOPER'S HYGIENIC HEATER.
Burnirg Parafine or Gas without

smoke or smell. These Heaters are
constructed as a means of heating
by Hot Air without the uae of hot
water or tires. Its peculiar con-
struction economiees the heat gene-
rated, fo that there is no ^\a3te of

heat or fuel. There being perfect
cumbuttion in this stove, and
nothing whatever injurious to
plants, but actually everything
conducive to their health, it should
be observed that plants may be bad
i n full bloom t hrough'"iu t the
severest winter. This cannot be
obtained in stoves of other systems.

The temperature can be regulated to a nicety to suit all

requirements, being raised 15 dogs, to 45 degs. above that of

the outside. From 16s. complete. For full particular?, and
prices of other sized Heaters, see Ilujstrated List, post-

free on application.

THE RAPID PROPAGATOR.

The only perfect Propagator for raising Plants from seeds,

slips, or cuttings :

—

1 ft.s in. by 1 ft, 6 in «1
2 ft, 6 in. by 1 ft. 10 in 14
4 ft, hy 2 ft. „. .., 1 8
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GREAT REDUGTION IN FRAMES
OUB, WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

6 feet
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CLIPPEB. WALKER'S CHRYSANTHE-
" Patented." MUM TUBES & CUPS.

Commended by the National C. Soc.

let Class Certificate Crystal Palace.

CLIPPER, complete, 6s. id. per doz.

CHAMPION, „ 8s. U.
Cash with order. Postage, 9rf. per

dozen extra.

From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
Ironmoneerg. Scf. ; or.

Dr. WALEEB, Wimbledon.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fashioned GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7,000 feet LengtU of tbe New Patent Travelling

Structures already In Construction.

Write for Catalogue of SMALLEST to Largest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,

LIMITED.
2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate S t. Station. E.G.)

55 English, Americaa, and Foreign Press opinions.

Gardeners' Chronicle:—''It ia commended as saving 100 to

200 per cent." The Gardeyiing World .—" There is no ijuestion

as to the utility." The HorticicUural Review :—" Will eUect

a complete revolution." Amatevr Gardening .—" Can honestly

commend the stylo as eminently practical." The Journal 0/

HorticuHu-e ;—" May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthe.

mums, Roses, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."

THOUSANDS of GARDENERS
IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD ARE USING

BENSON'S
"LUDGATE" WATCH
In Silver Caaes. In Silver Cases.

The Cheapest, Best Value, Strongest, and moat Durable
London made THREE-(3UARTER PLATE ever sold.

An Englibh Lever, .Towelled with 13 Rubies, Chronometer
Balance. Patent Large Barrel, and Damp and Dust Proof Ring
Band.

Keeps better time than, and is double the Strength and
Value of any £1 5s. Watch yet made. In Handsome Sterling

Silver Cases, with Extra Strong Crystal Glass, £5 5s,

Extra strong (as illustrated), specially made for Gardeners
and WoTlting Men, can also be had, either larger or smaller.

In massive 18-ct. Gold Casest, with Crystal Glas'^. Gentle-
men's size, £12 12b.
A very pretty size for Ladies, Sterling Silver. £5 53. ; or

18-ct. Gold, £10 103. Sent free, and at my risk, to all parts

of the world, for P.O.O. or Cash.
OLD WATCHES and .TEWELLERY taken in exchange.

BENSON'S PAMPHLET, the largest and bett of its kind,

containing 2U0 pages of Prices and Illustrations of every class

of WATCH from £2 2s. to £iOO. CLOCKS, CHAINS, .JEWEL-
LERY, and PLATE. Sent post-free on application to—

J. W. BENSON, ™fLt1^v^"
62 & 64, LUDGATE HILL, E.G.,

And at 28, ROYAL EXCHANGE, E.G.; and
25, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

BENSON'S CLUBS.—Applicationsfor AGENCIES invited. An
Easy Way of Increasing Your Income. Particulars Post Free.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

P S '

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

G-ARDENERS' OhRONIOLB TELEGRAMS.— The

Registered Addreea for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ABVEBTISEMENTS.
SCALE OP CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

BEAD LIlfE CHARGED AS TWO.

4
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WANT PLACES,
RICHARD SMITH and CO.

beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applicationa from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they Tvill be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseiries. Worceater.

Gardeners, Farm-Baillfrs, Foresters. &;c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Ai^Acai respectability, and thorough^i/ practical &t their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS. CHESTER."

I? S A N D E K AND (J O. can reoomtaend
Ml m several highly qualitied and energetic HEAD and
UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved

ability; men thoroughly titt^d for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards, &c.

JOHN BOWNIE, 144, Prinoes Street, EDIN-
BURQH, can confidently recommend first-class Men as

above, of excellent character and ability. Hif;hest recommen-
dations. Telegraphic address. " DOWNIB. Edinburgh."

GARDENER (Hrad), seeks re-engagement
where two or three are kept.— Age 25; highly recom-

mended.—W. KNAPTON, The Oardens, Abernant, Aberdare.

/'GARDENER (Hbad), where several are
VIT employed. — Age 30 ;

life-experience. Well recom-
mended.— A. OWENS, St. Clere Gardens, Kensing, Sevecoaks.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married

;

thoroughly experienci»d in all branches. Excellent

references.-K. and G. CUTHBERT, Southgate, London, N.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30.
J. H. Ayling, General Foreman for the last three

years at Londesboro' Park, is desirous of obtaining a situation

as above. Thoroughly versed in all departments. Well
recommended.—Londesboro Park,Market Weighton,Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 49,
married, uo family. Life experience ; thoroughly ener-

getic, trustworthy, and efficient all-round ; excellent character

and testimonials ; abstainer. — J. B., 18, Haldane Road,
Fulham, S.W.

/ ^ ARDENER (Head \A'orking).—Age 37,
'JT married, no fam ly ;

good practical experience in all

branches. Cause of leaving, geutieman going away. Excellent
character.— E. CROCKFORD. The Grange. Elatree. Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
married, no family ; life experience in good places, (""an

be highly recommended. Excellence in Fruit, Royfs, Orchids,
Chrysanthemums, aud good all-round man. — GARDENER,
Higham, Wiudleebam, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or four are kept.— Age 32; single; thorough life expe-

rience in all branches; first-class testimonials ; disengaged.

—

J. W.. 18, Cape Terrace, Witney, Oxon.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42;
married, no family; tho^ou^^hly prectical in all depart-

ments. First-class character ; disengaged..— MOBRISS, 1,

Grove Terrace, Leslie Grove, East Cro>don, Surrey,

GARDENER (Head AVorking). —
G. Williams, Esq., Fingest House, Henley-on-Thames,

late of Lower Wyke Lodge, Worcester, can with confidence
recommend Iiis Gardener to any La-ly or Gentleman.
Thoroughly understands his work.—ALFORD, Lower Wyke
Lodge, Worcester.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40; no
family; experience with Hothouses, Frui"^, Flower.^,

Vegetables, Land, Stock, or Market Produce, or lay out new
place.—READ, 7. Graham Road, Wimbledon.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 41,
married, three children ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches. Land and Stock if required. Qlood references from
present and previous employers.— J. BARLEYCORN, Walton,
Leigh, Addlestone, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Worksng).-Age 33;
thoroughly expeiienced in all branches, seeks re-

engagement as above. Excellent references.—A. C, Ceylon
Villa, Southampton Road, Farebam.

GARDENER (Head Working), of three or
more.—Age 31, married ; sixteen years' experience in

Gentlemen's establishments. Excellent obaracter and refer-

ences.—J. KEMP, Shalimar, Ewell, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Twenty-
one years' all-round practical experience in all its

branches. Four and a half year i' character from present ;itua-

tion. Not out.—W. L. ROBEUrS, Wargrave Manor, Twyford.
R.S.O., Berks.

GARDENER (Head, or good Sinqle-
HANDVd).—Age 30, married, one child ; good practical

experience in Vines, Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Excellent characters from good families. Dis-

engaged.—HORT US, 91, Wykeham Road. Reading.

1^ ARDENER (Head, or good Second).—

•

\Dr Age 27, single; twelve years' experience. Inside and
Out. Good references.—R. A., Tandridge Court Gardens,
nearRedhill. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 37, married ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes,

Peaches, Cucumbers, Toniatos, Flowers, and Vegetables of all

kinds. Good character.—SHEPHERD, Dragon Street, Peters-

field, Hants.

GARDENER. — Age 23, single; energetic.
Abstainer. Life's practical experience. Glass, Flowers,

Fruit, and Vegetables. Excellent testimonials and references.

Lancashire or Cheshire preferred. — NEWBROOK, Floral

Nurseries, Mai^^enhead.

GARDENER, thoroughly experienced in
American Rose and Carnation culture,.desires a Partner,

or a position as Rose and Carnation grower. For further
particulars and firi>t-class references, N. J. ROSE, 4n, Lucas
Street, London, E.

i.*9 BONUS for anyone getting F. Wells a
ow—^ situation as GARDENER (Single-haxded), or FORE-
MAN in good Establishment. Age 2S, single ; excellent

character from last situation for abilities, &c-— 6, Clyde
Terrace, Forest Hill, S.E.

GARDENER (Kitchen, or Single-handed),
or GARDENER and CARETAKER.— Age 28. married,

no children ; good references. Abstainer and non-smoker.

—

W. MITCHELL. Jetty Lane. Woodbridge, Suffolk.

/GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
\IM where help is given.—Age 26 ; abstainer. Thoroughly
experienced. Inside and Out. Can be well recommended.

—

J. W. VICKERS. 10, Briars Cottiges, High Barnet.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept.—Age 23; Eeven years' experience Inside and

Out. Good referenues.- F. DOUCH, Park Gardens, Winch-
comb, Glos.

GARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
ment,—Thorough good all-round practical experience,

Both Inside and Out. Nearly five years' excellent character.

—

H. THOMSON, 120, Albany Strt-et. Regent's Park, London,N.W.

GARDENER (Second), where more are kept.
—Age 25 ; well up Inside and Out; well recommended,

four years' excellent character from last situation.—A. T.,

Tunnel Cottage, Winchfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
—Young man, age 22; seven years' experience. Good

references as to character.—A. FISHEK, 3, School Lane, War-
grave. Twyford, Berks.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
—Age 23 ; six and a half years' experience. At present

Journeyman.—Q. J. BEST, 11, Leonard Road, Forest Gate,
London, E.

G1
ARDENER (Under).-Age 21;- kitchen

JT garden and pleasure grounds, and assist in the Houses
when required. Six vears' good character from present place.

—GEORGE BOTWRIGHT. The Lodge, Dennington. Suffolk.

G1
ARDENER (Under), Inside, or Inside and

f Out.—Age 22 ; strong, willing, nnd obliging. Four
years' excellent character. -F. CANNON, Barrow Point
Gardens, Pinner, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; experienced
Inside and Out. Can be well recommended by present

employer; leaving through place being sold. Good references.

—T. SHEARMAN, Mrs. Murtt, The Brows, Malton.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; experienced
Inside and Out; strong and obliging. Good character

from last employer.—E. WHITER, 6, Hampden Road, Gray?,

Essex.

To Nurserymen.
YTANAGER or FOREMAN (Outside). —
ItX Fruits, Ro=es, Oraamental Trees, or general. Age 41.

Twenty-seven years' experience, fourteen years as Foreman
here. Good character. Reply, stating wages, &c.—GEORGE
DAVIES, American Nurseries, Downham, Norfolk.

G. BAILEY, fifteen ^ears MANAGER
• and GROWER for Mr. P. Ladd?, is open to an

engagement in the same. Well recommended.-3, Livingstone

Villas, Swanley Junction,

OLIN KILMISTER, late of Maudlin Nur-
serie^, Steyning, seeks engagement as PROPAGATOR

and GROWER of Pot Roses. Age 24 ; eight years' experience.

—56, Buckingham Road, Brighton.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in large estab-
lishment.—Age 29, single ;

good character from last

situations in large establishments as Foreman.—W.WRIGHT,
Tilbury Hill, Halstead. Essex,

FOREMAN (Inside, or General).—Age 2S.

Mr. G. R. George, Gardener to Earl Sondes. Lees Court,

Faversham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-

rator as above. Three years as Foreman previou:dy.—Present

address. G. W. RAYMENT. Poles Park. Ware. Herts.

FOREMAN.-Age 25; life experience. Can
be well recommended by past and present employers —

A. M., 4. Southlands Road, Bromley, Kent.

FOREMAN.—Age 26; eleven years' practical

experience Inside and Out; house and table decoration.

Good references. Disengaged November 10.—GRSKNLEES,
Leed's Castle Gardens. Maidstone, Kent.

KNIFEMAN.—Age 23; over eight years'
experience in the Budding, Grafting, and Growing of

Fruit Trees, Roses. Conifers, Hollies, Ivies, Rhododendrons,
Clematis, general Soft-wooded Propagation, &c.—J. BATY,
Two Dales, near Matlock.

OURNEYMAN (General); age 22.—
Young Man desires situation as above. Good experience

Insi*'e and Out. Leaving through reduction. Well recom-
mended.—J. M., Mr. G. Tnisler, Nurseryman, Feltham,
Middlesex

JOURNEYMAN, or SECOND.—Three years'
character ; seven years' experience.—ARTHUR DUR-

BIDGE. Bramley, Basingstoke,

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21;
six and a half years' experience in Fruit and Plant

Houses, Chrysanthemums, Wall Trees, &c. First-class refer-
ences. Abytainer.—C. JONES. Eastrop, Highworth, Wilts.

JOURNEYMAN; age 20.— J. Cypher begs
to recommend a man as above. Five years' experience,

good knowledge of Plants, including Orchids. — Exotic
Nurseries, Cheltenham.

GARDENERS, &o.—A young man, age 19
last August, wishes for a situation under a Head Gar-

dener, or at a Florist's. Has been gardenei's boy in a gentle-
man's house, and with a nureery gardener. Very good refer-
encep.—C. BULL. 4, Claremont Terracp, Lewisham, S.E.

O GARDENERS, &c.'^ A young man
(single), seeks situation to look after a few Cows, and

fill up time in Garden. Good reference.—E. TROTT, 26,
Catherine Road, Highcliffe, Winchester.

O GARDENERS.—A young Man, age 20,
seeks situation as IMPROVER, Iodide, or Inside and

Out. Left through death. G.od character,-W. TEE, Down
End, Fareham, Hants,

To GARDENERS and FLORISTS.—Man,
age 24, wants situation as Second, under Glass. Good

references. Nine years' experience.—T. J., Belmont, Banchory
Road, Blackheath.

TO NURSERYMEN.-Young Man (age 19) ;

well-up to Potting and Watering of Bedding .ind Green-
house Stuff. Good reference. — ARTHUR BKOVVN, The
Gardens, Wray Park, Reigate.

URSERYMEN and FRUIT GROWERS.—
Wanted charge of Department, or could work a branch.

Interest in the same if desired. Practical, energetic ; highly
recommended.— S. M., 41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

CT NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS. —
Young man requires situation as above. Four years'

experience. Good make up. Little knowledge of Seed
Trade. Goodrt-ferences.-HY. BAILEY, CoU ford, Devonshire.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS. —
Young man of five and a half years' espeiience in

Houses seeks re-engagement. Well up to Mounting. Fur-
ni.shiug, &c. Good references,—A., 33, King Street, Twick-
enham.

O FRUIT GROWERS.—MANAGER.
Wanted by a thorough practical, life-experienced, mid-

dle ag^d Man. a situation as Manager on a Fruit Farm. Tho-
rough experience in all out-door Fruits, and Gla^s-house^. good
experience of Land nnd Stock. Thirteen years in present situa-

tion on Lord Sudeley's Fruit Farm (since its formation)
;

excellent character from this and former fcituationa. —
D. SHEPPARD, Toddington. Winchcombe, R.S.O.

O SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN.
—A young Man (age 30) wi^hea to obtain a thorough

knowledge of Nursery Work; also in Houses.-HATCHGATE,
Blindley Heath, Surrey.

Seed, Bulb, and Horticultural Trade.

BOOK-KEEPER and CASHIER.—Experi-
ence in County Court Procedure, Invoicing, Correspond-

ence. Shorthand, Southern and Eastern journey. Age 26.

Highest references.-LIBRO, 6, Market Place, Bexley Heath.

EAD SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER.—
Wanted, by a highly respectable young M.^n, age .30.

Seventeen years' experience in the Seed Trade in all it^

branches. Ten years in present situation ; highest references.

—

S.. Gardentrs' Chronicle 0ffice ,41. Wellington St.. Strand,W.C.

SEED TRADE.—HEAD SHOPMAN open to
re-engagement, thorough knowledge of all branches of

the trade, long experience.—Apply. B., Mr. W. B, Hartland,

Seed Merchant. Cork.

^EED TRADE. — SHOPMAN, or
O ASSISTANT, age 26. Nine years* experience in all

branches cf the Trade, Scotch and English Houses. Five
years in preeent situation. Excellent references.— A. J ,

6. Dollar Street, Cirencester.

SHOPMAN or ASSISTANT, in a general
Nursery, Seed, and Florist Business.-Age 24 ; nine years'

experience in Retail and Wholesale Trade.— A. B. C, 41,

Welliufiton Street. Strand. W.C.

OOK-KEEPER, or CLERK, in Seed Trade.
— Over twenty years' experience.—E. FLETCHER, 16,

Clarendon Road, Crumpsal l, Manchester.

iJEEDSMAN (Junior Assistant).—Age 21
;O four years' experience.— 4.11 particulars from HOWDEN

AXD CO. . Inverness.

TO FLORISTS.—A young Lady desires

re-engagement; five years' experience. Thorough
knowledge of the business in all it-^ branches. Good references.

—A. TODD, Worlton Wood. Liverpool.

AFE AS THE RANK OF ENGLAND."
—The phrase is familiar enough, and in spite of recent

criticisms of our great national institution, most of us would

be perfectly content if all our private ventures were "as safe

as the Bank of England." Well then, you must look after

your financial soundness as well as you can ; and if you are not

quite sound in health, take my advice. For all complaints of

throat, chest, liver, and stomach ; for coughs, colds, influenza,

bronchitis, and the like, you will find in HOLLOWAY'3
PILLS and OINTMENT a cuie "safe as the Bank of England.*

They are a sound investment, as proved by a trial extending

to nearly sixty years.
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Send for ILLUSTRATED LIST oj

JOHN BLAKE'S
PATENT SELF-ACTING HY R

FOR RAISING WATER FOR THE SUPPLY OF TOWNS, VILLAGES, IRRIGATION,

RAILWAY STATIONS, MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS, FARMS, ETC.

No cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Ram. No Oiling or Packing required. Made in sizes to

raise from 300 to 300,000 gallons per day. Will force ii a height of 800 feet.

Fig. A.

This Ram rai333 a portion of the tame
water that works it.

&SfSf^Sl

This View represents a Ram worlied by impure river water, whilst pumping pure water

from a well or spring and forcing it to a small reservoir on the hill, at an elevation of

295 feet and a distance of one mile, from which reservoir the water n gravitated for

fire-extinguishing and general requirements of mansion, stibles, farm, and village.

FlS. B.
This Ram, wliilst worked by a stream
of impure water, will pump clean

Witer from a well or spring.

TESTIMONIALS.
From T FERNYHOUGH, Esq., Agent to The Right Hon.

LORD HINDI.IP.
Bradley, Ashbourse, Derby. March 17, 1891.

ni7»i. STR -Referrioe to the two Patent "B" Rams you started six moolln ago for the

Right Hon SrdHYnd'pVn the Alsop-en-le-Dale Estate. I am glad ,0 ™"Kratalate you on the

fuctssof your attempt'to raise the -cesser, supply of water
-f--^^'°- '^

''"H-'^,',^:

height to raise the water being more than 63 times tHat 01 ins WOTKlDg lau. ,!^fi

are worked bv water from the K.ver Dove with the am .11 working fall Of 8 feet 3 incneS,

TDdT^uiDg frU the rocky bank close by is a copious stream cf pure spring-water, 8000 giUons

per d^y of which the Ram, force to a reservoir three-quarters of a milo distant, and at tie

ext.a?rd"ary height of C32Meet above the Rams. The water is then gravitated from the

reservoir to the scleral farms'and houses on the estate, giving an ample supply to each, and still

''"iTm%rd'tra"d°th:tVh''e''lj:ms Wtmore water than you promise!, and seem to work with

great ease and smoothness, notwithstanding the
B'-'^^'-'J^Xllv:' 'TfIrNYHO0GH.

From T. DYNE STEEL, Esq., M.Inst.C.E., Pdst President South

Wales Inst, of Engineers, Bank Chambers, Newport, Mon.,

April 24, 1891.

USK WATERWORKS.
Deab sir, -In September of last year I applied to you for a Hydraulic Ram for the P^JPOSf

of the Usk Waterworks, to be capable of raising 27.0JO gallons per day, a height of 127 feet

with a working fall of driving water of 27 feet, and on your guaranteeing that performance I

nave you an order for the Ram. The machine you supplied has now been put to work, and I

have much satisfaction in saying that it far and away exceeds in its performance my most

sanguine expectations, and possibly yours also. I have just completed a series of exhaustive

tests with the following results : Working fall of driving water, .3J feet ;
verticil height raised,

127 feet length of rising main. 850 feet, from Ram to outflow ; length of supply pipe, 200 feet;

gallons per hSur raised, 1612 : driving water used per hour, 81815 gallons, showing the remarkable

and gratifying result of 83 per Cent. Of efaolency. Tlie tests were carefully made and

repeated, the water measured, and levels properly taken. Several trials were made, and I thall

be glad to give any engineer interested in the subject, facilities for repeating the tests at the

soot I may here state that for the rising main I use 1 a large diameter o! pipe in order to

reduce f.iction. with excellent effect. Yours faithfully, T. DYNB STEEL.

From the Hon. The Earl of HARHOWBY, 44, Grosvenor
Square, London, February 21, 1893.

Sib,—I have pleasure in stating that the two Hydraulic Rams, which you supplied and

fixed for me last autumn, at Sandon, have proved so far most successful, and that the work

gives every promise of durability, while the economy, compared with the former much smaller

and intermittent supply bv steam-pump, will be considerable.

With a fall of about 14 feet from a previously existing mill-pool, the Rams supply reservoirs

168 feet above the brook whence the water is forced, through pipes 1^ miles in length. They

Bent up. as long as I required it, about 41.000 gallons per day. I now generally work the two

Rams alternately (for a fortnight or so each), but can at any time work the two together, if the

full supply of 41,000 gallons should be needed.

The business of this somewhat complicated water-supply was conducted by you with

singular promptness and punctuality ; and no local difficulties arose in the execution oE the

work, owing to the excellent and efficient men whom you sent from your works at Accriogton.

I am. Sir, your very obedient servant, HARROWBY.

From CHARLES HART, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., 3, Avenue Road,
Leamington, March 13, 1893.

BRIXWORTH UNION RURAL SANITARY AUTHORITY, EAST HADDO.S
WATER SUPPLY.

Dear Sir,—Since the opening of these works in May, 1891, the two double-acting "B"
Rams supplied and fix^d by you have done their work with a minimum of attention, uuinter-
ruptedly and satisfactorily. Pure spring water obtained from a gathering-grouod on the side of

a hill is carried along iron pipes a distance of 51S yards, down to a cistern fixed in the Ram-
house. From this cistern it flows to the Rams, which are driven by impure water—drawn from
an adjacent brook, with an available fall of 12 feet—and thence by them forced along an
ascending delivery pipe, a distance of 15.i0 yards, tj an iron reservoir, at an elevation of 204 feet.

From this reservoir mains are laid which supply the hall with its stabling, the rectory, six farm-
houses, two dairies, and twenty-four wall-fountains for the viUagern' use.

The average daily consumption exceeds 4000 gallons, which one Ram easily delivers, thus
exceeding your guaranteeil quantity by more than 1000 gallons per Ram per 24 hours. Generally
the two Rams are regulated to divide the work between them, but occasionally it devolves upon
one only.

IE more widely known, this means of supplying villages and small towns with a limited
quantity of sprtng water, forced to a suitable elevation by means of your Rams driven by impure
water, would most certainly be more generally adopted.

Yours faithfully, CHARLSS HARP.

From C. PAGE WOOD, Esq., Wakes Hall, Wakes Colne, Essex,
January 11, 1889.

Sir.—In reply to your inquiry, the Hydraulic Ram you put down for me in 18H4 has cost

me only 6ci. in repairs (for a new stud my blacksmith made) ; the second Ram you put down to

supply an off-hand farm has been running three years, and has cost not a penny for repairs; the
third and largest Ram you put down two months ago, which is for the supply of water to my
n'lighbours, is running satisfactorily. All three Rams throw up more water than you guaranteed.
From inquiries I h ive made from friends who have Rams of other makers, I am convinced of the

superiority of yours, and my third order is a proof of my good opinion. My abundant water-

supply is the greatest possible comfort to me. Yours faithfully, C. PAGE WOOD.

From Sir S. M. MARYON WILSON, Bart., London, Nov. 17, 1891.
SiH,— I have much pleasure in atatinf; that tlie two " A" Rams you supplied and fixed for

me at Searles, on my Sussex estate, have proved a great success, especially when the sma'l supply
of driving ^vater is considered, as with a supply of 7 gallons per minute only, they have daily

thrown 3uUU gallons to a height of 96 feet, and through a service of pipes over a mile in length
;

and testing them recently (with plenty of driving power) found they lifted 7000 gallons per day.

The economy effecteil by their use is considerable, as they have entirely superseded a steam
pump. S. M. MARYON W7LS0N

From MATTHIAS SMITH, Ksq., Hill Top Hall, Pannal,
near Leeds, January 14, 1889.

Dear Sir,—I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the marvellous efficiency of the

Ram you fixed here in January, 1888. It is worked by spring water of irregular volume, the dry

weather flow being six pints per minute, with wnich quantity you promised to work the Ram,
forcing through 330 yards of delivery pipe to an elevation of fully 144 feet, but out of 5^ pints

.

per minute, 166 gallons per day are sent up, and out of 2 gallons per minute now flowing

through the Ram, 540 gallons per day are delivered at the same height. Considering the

extremely small quantity of driving water, I certainly did not expect so grand a result. With
every wish that you may get the reward you deserve.

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully, MATTHIAS SMITH.

JOHN BLAKE, RAM works, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE.
Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Covent Garden London W.C.

PriSforX PrwSirrbTMessrB. BBADBURY, Agnew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriare, City of London, in the Couuty of Middlesei and published by

AKTHVBQEO^QEMliT??, at the Office. 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.-SATDRPAY, October 27, 1894. Agent lor M*noheatet-JoHM HSTWOOD.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

B EAUTIFUL BEDS OF TULIPS.
Best obtained from

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS for simultaneous flowering in the spring.

White, Yellow, Crimson, Scarlet, Rose and White, Purple,

Lilac, each 2s. per dozen, \4s per 100.

UTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS.—Mr. C. H. Taylor, Gardener to E. Worrall.

Esq , says :—" Your iDimitable Tulips have been a grand
sight. Visitors say they never saw such a splendid lot."

SUTTON'S BULBS, OENUINB ONLY DraECT FROM
UTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. READING.

Ill consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

" Paxton's Calendar," New Edition, " The Cot-

tagers' Calendar of Garden Operations,"

Price 3d.; post-free, Z\d. 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Antwerp EzLlbitlon.

HCANNELL AND SONS were awarded
• the Gold Medal and a Special Diploma for their

superior production;'.

CHICiQO EXHIBITION,
We were awarded the highest and more honours than any
other British Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Nu'serymen and Seedmen to nearly all the Royal Families

in the World.
SWANLEY, KENT.

EAKING PEACH TREES. — In prime
condition, fiom South Walls. Dwarfs and Standards,

best varieties, well balanced, tibrously rooted. Fruited tbis

season. Particulars apply—
ICETON, Putney, S.W.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.

Price 5s., post free, 5s. Qi.

A. F, BABRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

V

s
9 000,000—LILY OF VALLEY—2,000,000.
^^ —W. ICErON has a very fine Stock of his well-known
variety. sp«cially selected Giant, to offer at reasonable prices,

libs, and 40s. per luOO.

WHITE ROMAN HYACISTH3, 12 to 15 centimetres, in

grand condition.
AZALEA MOLLIS, high-coloured varieties, at 60!., 90s,

and 160s. per 100. Putney. S.W.

Just Fablished.

THE ORCHID-GKOWEK'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition: Enlarged and Kevised up to the present

time, containing 80J page?, and 311 Illustrations, making the

most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.

Super-royal 8vo. Price, 2iS.; Free by Parcel Post, in the

United Kinftdom, 2os. \0d.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND soy, Victoria and Paradise Nurse.-ies,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

LD CLOVE. — Bushy, vigorous healthy
layers, 10s. per 100. Uorojtid Cuttings, AlegatiCre,

3*. 6d. per 100 for rash.

W. L. MILNE. The Xursery, Hampton Hill.

\7INES, VINEfc:, VlNtS.—Grand Stock of
V both Fruiting and Plantiof; Canes in all the leadinjc

varieties. Prices on spplicition - JOIN PEED & .-ONS,

Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road, West Norwood, S £.

Important to MusliroDm Glowers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECI.ALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; mo.-t productive. Hundreds

of testimouials. Per bushel. 5s.

R. AND O. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchintj,
Southuate. N. Established 1797.

HRYSANTHEMUMS and ROSES.—
CATALOGUE, with full Descriptive Lists of the Best

and Newest Sorts, now ready.
Post-free on application,

DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen. Rothesay.

STANDARD - TRAINED PEACHES and
NECTARINES.—Fine trees, bearing wood, fibrous roots.

CHERRIE.S.—Transplanted. Fruiting Standards.

GRAPE VINES.—Well-ripened Canes ; a large Stock.

ROSES.— Unu-iuaUy bushy, well lipeoed.and sf'ong.

WILL TAYLER. Osborn Nursery. Hampton, Middlesex.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and ohoice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odoatoglossums. &c., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Chase Side. Sonthgate, London, N.

T ORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID SWEET
-Li BRIARS.—Foliage deliciously scented. Flowers large,

of great beauty, and produced in great profusion. Growth
marvellously vigorou", perfectly hardy. Strorg bushes
5s. each. Full particulars of

—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS and CO., Rose Growers. Salisbury.

H

PALMS — PALMS — PALMS. — All the
leading varieties at low prices. Areca lut.. Verschaffelti

;

Geonoma grac. Int. ; Rhapis bumilis and flab. ; Phoenix
rupicola, Compacta. Roebelini ; Keotias. and other varieties.

ICETON, Putney, S.W.

EPINIERES ANDRE LEROY (Bhault
Pkre Er FlLS. Directors). The Nurseries, Angers.

France. Fine and immense Stock of Fruit Trees. OrnamentU
Trees and Shrubs. Roses, Briira, Camellias, &c. CATALOGUE
on application to—
WATSON ASD SCULL, 90. Loiter Thames St., London. K.O.

f lUUM AURATUM.—Good plump, sound
JL-> bulbs, at 6(i , 9i^., Is., and Is. 6d. each, by the doze",

100. or lOoO. All other good LILIES at low prices.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants. 538. King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

\1I7ANTED, a REGULAR SUPPLY of
VV really good FERNS, and other FOLIAGE PLANTS,

48's and 32 s ; also KENTIAS.
FERNS. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

W' ANTED to PURCHASE, several bushels
of APPLES, Cooking and Dessert.— State quantity,

varieties, and price to GARDENER, Margery Hall, Beigate.

LILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTI, HARDY
BULBOUS and other plants. Write for our new Illus-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should be in

the hands of all Lily lirowers.
WALLACE AND CO., Colchester.

ASPBERRY CANES.— Carter's Prolific,

Fastolf. Semper Fidelis, and Norwich Wonder.
Not less than 1000 Canes of either sort supplied.

ALBERT BATH. Vine Court, Sevenoak., Kent.

OMAN HYACINTHS, 4f to 6 inches,
impossible to surpass. lOs. M. per 100. HYACINTHS,

finest named sort**, 4$. per dozen. 25s. per 100 ; second quality,

named, 2s. per dozen. 14s. per 100. BULB LIST on application.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

QUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— ThousandsO to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR, The London Nursery. 4, Maida Vale. London.W.

OW is THE TIME TO PLANT,
PiEONIES.

Catalogui of KELWAY AND SON, Langport, Somerset.

ELSEY'S NORTH AMERICAN PLANT
AGENCY.—Lilium superbum, Trillium grandiflorum,

£1 per 10^. For Adianium pedatum, Sarracenias, Dionseas,

Lew Loia rediviva. Helonias buUata, Iris verna. Lilium Grayi,

f^jpripedium spectabUe and C. pubescens, Berberis canadensis.

Vaccinium macrocarpum, Cyrilla racemitlora, and other choice

hardy things, write to J. WOOD. Woodville. Kirkstall. Leeds.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gal'on of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d,

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London. ^^_

ICKSONSllORTICULTURAL MANURE
—An excellent Fertiliser, specially and most carefully

lirepared, for Vines, Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Tree^, Roses, &c.

2 lb. tin. Is. In bags : 7 lb., 2s Gd. ; U lb., 3s. 6d. ; J cwt.. B*.

;

Acwt., 9s.; 1 cwt.. 175. 6rf. Circular, containing full details &
List of Testimonials, free on application.—DICKSONS^ Chester.

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

MACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Hothouse
Bu[LDERS & Heating Engineers, Edinburgh, London,

and Glasgow. Plans and Estimates for all kinds of Horticul-

tural Buildings. Pavilions, Summer Houses, and Heating Appa-
ratus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

London Office:—50, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Li^ts and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE and SONS. Lead. Glass. Oil, and
Colour Merchant', 34, St. John St., West Smithfleld, London.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.RH. the Prince of Wales. H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc..

Boyal Botanic Sec, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees ol

the Duplex UprightTubular Boiler8,King'B Road. Chelsea, S.W
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Tottennam. N.—By order of Mr. T. S Ware.

Important ANNUAL SALE of an enormous quantity ot

well-grown

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the piemiaes, the Hale Farm
Nureries, Totteoham, N., arfjoiniog the TotteDham Hale
Station. G.E.R.. on TUESDAY NEXT, November 6, at

11 o'clock precieely (in consequence o! the large number
of lots), comprising :

—
2000 TEA and other EOSES in pot?, eitra strong j

Also STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the leading sorts.

25,000 CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS.
2; 00 AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII.

5O0O IVIES OF SORTS.
2B.000 CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, named varieties.

5,000 NEW CARNATIONS, amongst them Lady Wantage,
Dube of York. Duchess of Fife.

10.000 HER MAJESTY PINKS, and others.

10.000 HOLLYHOCKS.
FYRETHRUMS. PHLOX, and P.^ONIES.

50 000 LILIES and NARCISSUS, extra fine, and home-grown ;

350.000 Berlin Crowns LILY OF THE VALLEY.
100.000 SPIR.i:i COMPACTA MULTIFLORA, SPIRJEi

.TAPONICA, and DIKLYTRA SPECTABILIS.
100,000 SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS, &c. RHUBARB, GLOBE

ARTICHOKES, &c.

Also a large assortment of ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the
Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Land and Estate Agents and
Valuers, 67 & 68, Chespside, London. E.G.

Sbortlands Nursery, Bromley, Kent.
CLEARANCE SALE of well-grown NURSERY STOCK,

owing to the expiration of lease of this Branch Nursery,
by or.ier of Mr. J. B. Bryant, w ithout re.-erve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Shortlands

Nursery, Beckenham Lane. Bromley. Kent, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, Nov. 7, at 12 o'clock. 1000 BORDER SHRUBS, in great
variety; 400 SHRUBS in pots, 1000 CUPRESSUS and
THUIAS, 2 to 7 feet; HOLLIES, YEWS, 1000 LAURELS.
2 to 4 feet; PRIVET. BOO Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the
choicest named sorts, 2000 Flowering and Deci'luous SHRUBS,
21100 LIMES, CHESTNUTS. POPLARS, and other Standard
Trees; 1000 APPLES, PEARS, and other Fruit Trees; 200
named CARNATIONS in pots, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Pre-

mises ; at Mr. BRYANT'S, Home Nursery, opposite Shortlands
Station ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London. E.C.

Hounslow.
EXPIRATIO.V OF TENANCV.

GREAT SALE of FRUIT TREES and
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK,

Important to MARKET OARDE1ERS, FRUIT GROWERS,
NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.

26.000 FRUIT TREES, comprising 800 Czar. 2000 Victoria,
401J0 Gisborns and other varieties of PLUMS.

2000 Stirling Castle. l.'iOO Early .Tulien, 500 Ecklinville Seed-
ling, and huU'ire is of Duchess Favourite, Worcester Pear-
m^in, RoyalJubilee, Bismarck, Lord Derby, Lord Sutfield,
Bramley Seedling, and most of the leading kinds of
APPLES in cultivation.

Hundreds o! Standard. Pyramid, and Bush APPLES,
PEARS, and PLUMS.

10 :0 Dwarf-trained and Untrained PEACHES, NECTARINES,
APRICOTS. PEARS, and PLUMS.

13,00") Apple Stocks. 7000 Brussell Stocks, 10,000 Myrobella
Stocks, 2000 Pear Stocky and 6000 Cherry Stocks, all tit

for working.

Se.-e-al thousands of CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
Hundreds of Small SHRUBS for Boxes, including 1000 Golden

Euonjmus, 6 to inches; Cupressus erecta viridis,
Retinospora pluraosa aurea, &c., &c.

1600 PRIVET OVALIFOLIUM, 2 feet.

Thousands of SHRUBS in variety, includ-ng Border Plants ;

3000 LAURELS, of sorts. Common YEWS, Oreen
HOLLIES. Cupressus Lawaoniana, Thuya Lobbii, &c.,
from 2 to 10 feet high.

800 Standard LIMES. 10 to 12 feet high.
50,000 MANETTI and MULTIFLORA ROSE STOCKS.

1,500 Dwarf _ ROSES, including 500 General Jacqueminot,
and other Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises,

Hounslow Nurseries. Middl-sex (by order of Messrs. S.Spooner
& Sons), adjoining Houn-low and Whitton Station (L, and
S. W. R ), and ten minutes' walk from Heston-Hounslow
Station (OistrictRailway).on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY'.aod
FRIDAY NEXT, November 7, 8, and 9, at 12 o'clock each day.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale.

Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers. (57

and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C.

Monday Next.
200 Engli-h-grown LILIES, IBIS in variety, ARUMS, VAL-

LOTTAS, HARDY BULBS for the open air in great
variety, CLEMATIS and CLIMBERS, fine strong planti

;

ROSES in pots, HOLLYHOCKS, SPIB.UAS. CARNA-
TIONS to name, STEPHANOTIS, 200 Bed Clove CAR-
NATIONS, ASPIDISTRAS, LILIUM EROWNII, and
Ornamental STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, !00
Dwarf ROSES, 8ic. ; also Evergreen SHRUBS in variety,
FERNS, 40 1olsof PALMS in variety; AZALEA MOLLIS
and INDIOA from Belgium.

^jESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
X SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on MONDAY
NEXT, November 5, at 12 o'clock.

On view Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Ottershaw Nurseries, near Chettsey, Snirey,
Aboit 1 mile from the Chertsey Station.

Highly important FOUR DAYS' SALE of excepdonally well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, tor which these Nurseries are so

famed, by order of Messrs. Fletcher Brothers, in conse-
quence of the decease of the late Mr. William Fletcher,
and retirement of his Executrix from the business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on

November IJ. and THREE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day, wiihout reserve, 20,000 Evergreens and
Coniferj, adapted for immediate effective planting, and in-

cluding lUO lots of fine grown Border Shrubs, and exten'-ive

quantitiesof Cupressus, Retinosporas. Thujas, and Piceas. 10,000
Weymouth and other Pine«, l,5uO Gold and Silver, Variegated
and Green Hollies. 500 Buehy Portugal LauTeln, 3.50 i Laurels
in variety, 1500 Rhododendrons. lJto5 feet, beat named sorts,

2,000 Pontioum Rhododendrons, IJ to 2^ feet. 500 Kalmiaa,
5,500 Standard and Dwarf Roses, embracing 1.500 Standards,
and 4.COO Dwarf j", all carefully named; 30.000 Minetti Stocks,

10,000 Apple Stocks; 4,000 Standard Ornamentil and Forest
Trees, 6 to 15 feet, consisting of Limes, Poplars. Elms, Horse
Chestnuts, Birch, Places, Laburnums, Spanish Chestnuts and
Mountain Ash; 500 Weeping Elms, with fine he^ds and good
stems; 3i00 Copper Beech, 3 to 7 feet, beautifully coloured;
large quantities of Flowering and Deciduous Shrubs in variety,

30,000 extra strong Quick, 7000 strong Larch. 2 to 4 feet.

Ampelopsis \'eitctii. Ivies in pots; K700 Fruit Trees, cleanly

grown anl true to name, comprising 3000 Standard and Bush
Plums and Cherries. 151)0 Farleigh Damsons, 2000 Standard and
Bush Apples, 2000 Standard and Bush Pears. 250 Dwarf Trained
Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, and other Stock,
May be viewed any day prior to sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C,

Wednesday Next.

AN ENORMOUS IMPORTATION OF
JAPANESE LILIES,

received direct for unreserved sale, comprising in all

39,8i6Balbi.

13u cases of Lilium auratum cODtainlog 780U Bulbs.
120 „ „ „ 91)00 ,,

11 „ „ 4»5 ,,

261 17,6B5

55 cases ot Lilium longiflorum containing ... 8810 Bulbs.
24 ., „ „ ... 4100 „

79 12,900 ,,

10 cises o'. Lilium speciosum rubrnm CDntainiog U'LiO Bulbs.

16 ,, ,, „ „ 1125 „
7 „ „ „ „ 660 „

11 „ „ „ ,, 1320 „

43 ',', '!.
',', ',, 40L15

15 cases of Lilium i\Ielpomene containing ... 1125 Bulbs.

3 ,, ,, „ ... 300 ,,

18 1123

9 cases of Lilium Krameri ,. ,.. 3600 ,,

Also 50 lots of Engli-h grown Lilies, 50 Neapolitan Violets,

Spirtcas, Anlhericums, Calochorti, Ostroskia magnitica,
200 Dwarf Roses, 400 Lilium Harrisii, Amaryllis, &c.

Also

3 Cases of AK.AXICABIA EXCELSA,
from Australia, each containing about 3S0 plants, lo be sold

in cases as received ; just arrived in beautiful condition.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and m, Cheapside, Lonaon. E.G., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, November 7. at Twelve o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next,
100 Azalea indici, 100 A. mollis, 60 Corypha australis. 50

Latania borbonica, 200 Dwarf Koses, English-grown Lilies,

Hardy Border Bulb-^ and Plants in great varieiy, Stove and
Greenhou&e Plant?, Ferns. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTIO.>J, at their Central

Sale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C, on
TdURSDiY NEXT, November 8, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, November 13.

]y,f BSSRS. PROTHEhOE and AIORRIS have
i.*JL received instructions from ;\Iej«rj. F. Sander & Co.,
St. Alb«ns. to SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale
Rooms, 67 & 6^, Cheapside, London, E.C, on TUESDAY,
November 13. at half-past 12 o'Clock, th-f following :

—
A Splendid IMPORTATION of MEXIC.IN ORCHIDS,

Including C'attlnja citrina, Epdeodrum nemorate, Ltelia

majalis, Odoiitoglosaum oebulosum, O. splendens, &c.

CRINU.M NOBILE ALBU.M.
a magnificent white-flowered species; flowers twice the size

of Euchaiis amazonica (see Drawing).

H.Ti;.VIANTHUS KALBREYERII.
F:ower-heads immense, flowers vermilion-crimson, tilamenta

scarlet, anthers orange-yellow (see Drawing).

HABENARIA SUSANN.E,
the mo t magnificent species of the genus (see Drawing).

ARIS.15«A FIMBRIATA,
the cobra-heided Arcid (tee Drawing).

BLETIA CATENUL.ATA.
Very handsome, glowing violet-purple flowere.

DENDROBES, from No: th?rn Australia.

AiiRlDES, VANDAS. SACCOLABIUiMS, ARUNDINAD3,
&c , from Indii.

CATTLEYA LABIATA. in flower, and many other choice
ORCHIDS.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next -Notice of Non-Sale.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MOKRIS beg
to announce that in consequence of the LORD MAYOR'S

SHOW, there will be NO SALE of ORCHIDS or BULBS at
their Rooms on FRIDAY NEXT, November 9.

T119 Wlndlesham Nurseries, near Eagshot, Surrey.
GREAT SALE of magnificently grown young NURSERY

STOCK, by order of the Eieculors of the late Mr. Richard
Ma.son. in consequence of the

FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD NURSERIES HAVING BEEN
SOLD.

jVIESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
i-'J- (having disposed of the Freehold and Leasehold Nur-
series), willShLL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above,
a few minutes' walk from Bagshot Station, on MONDAY,
November 19, and FIVE F0LL'>W1NG DAYS, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day, the extensive assortment of beautifully
grown N JKSERY STOCK, growing on about 30 acres of Land,
and now in excellent condition for transplanting, comprising:—

•

30.000 Rhodo^lendrons, named 100,000 Pinus Abies, and
hybrids Cedrus

10.000 ,, seedlings 100,000 Hollies, green and
1(0.00 J ., ponticum variegated
50,0j0 Hardy Azaleas an 1 30,000 Laurel \ of sorts

Kalmias 20.000 Privet
20 000 Berberis Andromeda 2 010 Aucubas
5,000 Beech, purple and 15,000 Yews

green 2.0J0 Roses, standard and
2,000 Thoras, standards dwarfs

1",000 Forest Trees.standards 10.030 Manetti Stocksbudded
and others 3,000 Standard Briars,

15.000 Fruit Trees budded
250.000 Conifers of sorts 5.000 Flowering Shrubs
Thousands of Border Shrubs.

,
1,000 Creepers

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be ha'1 on the Premises; of Messrs. REEF. LANE AND CO,
Solicitors, 4, Great St. Thomas Apostle, E.G., and Bagshot

;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside,
London. E C.

The Industrial Exhibition Earl'a Court.
NOTICE OF POSTPONEMENT.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that this Sale, advertised to take p'ace on

Monday Next, November 5, has been POSTPOvEU for the
present.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULBS.-GREAT U.VRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and M RRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale R^om3.67 & 63,

Cheapside, London. EC, EVERY DAY', at 12 o'clock, large
consignments of flrst-cla^s HYACINTHS, TULIW, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit
the Trade and Private Buyers. Also RO.VIAN HYACI.NTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOWDROPS, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

West Drayton, Middlesex.
TENTH ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK.

\;f ESSRS. NORMAN and SUN are instructed
ItJ. by Messrs. SMITH AND SON, to hold the Tenth Annual
Sale of Nursery Fruit Stock, on the Ground, on TUESDAY.
November 6, 1894. at 11 o'clock punctually, in coisequence of

the number of lota, comprising about 7fiOO 2. 3. and 4 years old
Standard and Half-Standard APPLE TltE^S. including s-veral
new kinds which have not been brought before public notice
except at these Sales ; about 800) Standard and Half-Standard
PLUM TREES ; ?.l01 Cluster DAMSONS

; SJO Standard
CHERRY TREES; 80) PEARS; 63,.SU0 CURRANTS and
GOOSEBERRIES; a large qunntity of RASPBERRY CANES,
of excellent sorts, including Semper Fidelis, Victoria, and Car-
ter's ; PEACH TREES, &c.; and about B Acres of RHUBARB
STOOLS, full grown, and suitable for forcing and other pur-
poses, including Linnteus, Champagne, Albert, &c., of which
jiarticulars will be given in the Catalogues.
On View the Day prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had of

Messrs. J. SMITH AND SON, Growers, Sipson, and 448 and
449, Covent Garden Market. London, W.C. : and of the
Auctioneers, Uxbridge. Middlesex, and Beaconsfield, Bucks.

Wednesday Next.
I.MPORrANT SALE OF BULBS AND PLANTS.

A Special Collection of Extra Fine HY'ACINTHS fjr Olajses.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms, 38. King

Street. Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Notember 7.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
GRAND IMPORTATIONS FROM HOLLAND.

A Splendid Collection of small, beautifuliy-growa ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, including a grest variety of Rhodo-
dendrons, Azaleas. Retinospora. Hydrangeas, Hollies,

Fruit Trees. Thuia«, Aties, Y'ews, Privet, Ac ; £000
Spiriea jaronica. and Dielytra spectabile,

MR. .1. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 7.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next
FROM ENGLISH and DUTCH NURSERIES.

1000 choice named DWARF and CLIMBING ROSES,
including many of the best.

1\,TR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
i»J. in his SALE by AUCTION, at bis Great Roomp,
33. King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 7.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next
75,1.00 best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY Crowns, £000

Clumps of Ditto. .50,000 S. African TUliEROSE.i, SOOO
LILIU.M H4RRISI and Sacred LILIRS from Bermu.la,
2000 HVTACINTHS, CANDICANS. GUDIOLI of sorts,

RORDER PLANTS, PALMS, in varety. a large Collec-

tion ot LILIUMS. choice NARCISSUS, IUI-:. ANE.MONES,
10,000 FREESIAS, DAHLIAS, LILIUM AUBATUM,
Forcing Bulbs from France.

MR. .T. C. STEVENS will include the above
in hisSALEby AUCTION, at his Great Booms. ; 8. King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 7.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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Dutch Bulbs Dutcb Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs.
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY,

In Large and Small Lots, to 8uit all Buyerfl.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great KcMDms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

^C, nearly Every Day, at half-past 12 o'Clock. First-class

ConaiKcments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NABCrsSUS. and other BULBS. ARRIVING DAILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, ia the finest

posaible condition.

On view morninj^s of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WANTED to BUY.—Asmall good MARKET
NDRSERY', or two to four acfes of LAND, nsar R»il-

way Station. Full particulars to—H. CHUKCHILL, Parkhill,
Moseley, Biimiogham.

ANTED, a FLORIST'S BUSINESS, with
Small Nursery ; about an acre, in main thorouchfire

and growinK neighbourhood; within 12 miles of Covent
Garden.—FLORISr, 36. Farley Road. South Norwood.

ANTED to RENT.-Sraall PRIVATE
PLACE, with House, Garden, and Glass, or small

NURSERY (no Stock).
ALPHA, Moulsey VilU, Palace Roa ', East Molesey.

FOR SALE, a Valuable, Long LEASEHOLD
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouoes, well stocked with Vines, Cucumbers, and Plants.
Five-roomed Cottage ; low ground rent. Lease 87 years to
run ; 85 feet of Glass, facing Main Road.

All particulars of A. B., II, D.iffjrne R^ad, Tooting,
Surrey.

FOR SALE. — Compact little NURSERY,
with Dwelling-house, and attractive Florist's Shf>p, in

Main Street, doing good Local Trade. The Houses are Modern,
well Hewted, and iu good condition, and filled with thriving
young stock. Long Lease, low rent.—Full particulurs of

—

FLORIST. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

]yUKSEHY for SALE, or TO BE LET on
L\ Lease. Present owner retiring after thirty years occu-
pancy, comprising six-roomed Dwelling-house, fourteen Glass
erections, lieated ; also Potting-shed, Coach-house, and Stab!e,
tanks, and every convenience for market business. Stock at
valuatiOQ ; price only £1400, freehold ; rent on lease £80.

—

ROBSON AND PERRIN, Auctioneers, Finsbury Park
Station, N. (fo. 4818.)

Nursery and Seed Business for Sale.

FOR SALE, by Private Tender, the
VALUABLE BUSINESS carried on by Mr. John S.

Ireland, at Craigleilh and Lynedoch Place Nurseries, and at
No. 81, Princes Street, Edinburgh. Teoders will be received
for the Business as a whole, including Book Debts, or alterna-
tively for the Nursery Stocks and Book Debts, and for the
Seed Stock, Shop Fittings, &c.
For full particulars, apply to Messrs. CHIENE and TAIT,

C.A., 67. Gtorge Street, Edinburgh; or to Messrs. R. R.
SIMPSON AND LAWSON. W,S.. ^. Hill Street, Edinburgh.

ChesliuQt Herts.

TO BE LET on Lease, with immediate p^s-
sesjion, a NURSERY, having 6J ncres of land, and

20J0 feet run of Gla9s thereon, together with t-isroomed house
and stabling: 2^ miles from station. Moderate price. Full
particular^ of

—

Messrs. CRAWTER. Land Agents, Cheshuot. Herts.

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.
A LEAN-TO GREENHOUSE for SALE,

.t\. about 47 by 10 ft. 6 in., one division and oue end. front
2 ft. 6 in. high, glazed 21 oz glas?, saddle boiler and 3 in. hot
water-pipes. To be seen at Cricklewood Hou'*e. Cricklewood.
Tenders to include pulling down and clearing away.

WANTED, to SELL, CHEAP, Span-roof
Greenhouse, Lean-to house. Saddle BOILER. 16 i feet of

P.pes and Connections, together or separate, £l5 the lot.
J. H., 39, Balham Hill. S.W.

Fifty NoTseiles, Market Qardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains lull parti-

oulars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

To Chryaanthemum Exhibit crs.

SPRINGTHORPE'S PATENT CUP, TUBE,
and FLANGE complete, 9s. per dozen.

Highly Commended National Chrysanthemum Society.

G. SPRINGTHORPE, The Gardens, Coombe Court,
Kingston-on-Thames.

RITCHARDIA (LICUALA) GRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, is offered in

good Plants, about 1^ feet high, by

—

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Ears
Plants. 536, King's Road, Chelsea. London, S.W.

NOTICE I-LILIES OF THE VALLEY.
Owing to the severe Drought of last Summer, ."J-year-old

Flowering Crowns will be very scarce this year, and prices are
sure to advance.
To insure d supply, and first quality, send your Orders

without delay. 2^ Millions of Crowns offered for Forcing and
Planting Out, of unsurpassed quality. Prices on application to

T. J A N N O C H,
Lily of the Valley Groiver by Special Appointment to

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales,
DEKSINQHAM, KING'S LXNN, NORFOLK.

N

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

EXPIRATION OF LEASE.—To be Sold,
Cheap, 6000 good transplanted SCOTCH FIRS, 6 to

10 ft., well furnished.
E. TANNER, Nurseryman, Groombridge, Sussex.

1 000 Half-standard GREENGAGE TREES
yyjyjyj for Sale; on own roots ; utrong-wooded trees.

Come into bearing at once.
GEO. PALMER, Meldreth, near Royston, Cambj.

ARCISSUS POETICUS.—Good Flowering
-- ' Bulbs, 10s. Qd. per 1000; also quantity of B>x Edging.
Cash with order.—W. B. HUNT, Chapel-AUerton, Leeds.

HINESE SACRED^" LILIES. — Splendid
Bulbs.— Case"* Containing 150 for 255., 50 for 9^. ; sample

dozen. 3s. Cash with Order.
SMAIL AND CO.. Seedsmen, 23. Lime Street, London, EC.

AKDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &o.—
New Descriptive CATALOGUE (28 pages), free on appli-

cation. Strong flowering plants only. Many Certificates.

Prize Medals. First Prizes. &c.. during 1894.

B. LADHAMS, F.R.H.S., Ihe Shirley Nurseries, near
Southampton.

r.f\ C\{\r\ FERNS.—I oflfer Gymnogramma,
t}\J',\J\j\J Pteristrtmulaand P. t. major, fine Stuff, in

4S's, at 32s. per 100 ; Pteris crisfata, 60*8, ready for 48'8. 1 2s. per
lOJ; Solanums. well berried, £2 Ins. per 100 ; Ficus elastica,

£5 per 100. all good Stuff. Packir g free for cash on lail.

ARTHUR WILSON. Home Farm. Enfield Highway.

To Market Growers and Others.

FOR Sale, 20,000 STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
well-rooted, 6s. per UOO, Sir J. Paiton ; 5 000 THUIA

LOBBI. 1 to 2 feet, twice transplanted, suitable for potting or

planting, 10s. per 100. 80s. per 1000.

W. DALE, Addlestone Moor, near Weybrit^ge, Surrey.

Prize Cob Filberts and otber Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

OEORQE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

RELAGE'S AMARYLLIS, and all kinds of
DUTCH BULBS and Rare or New Bulbous Plants, true

to name, and of the best quality only, at cheap prices. Descrip-

tive Catalogue, illustrated, may be had free, on application lo

E. U. KRELAGE ANn SON, Bloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem,
HoUand. Established 1811.

CA i\(\{\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
»7V^V\/V/ all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 16 in., at 30i. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40j. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 65s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76f. per 100;
26 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN: 6 in. to 12 in, at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK. Ooldstone. Brighton.

AUK'S MIXTURES of DAFFODILS, for
beiutifyiog Orchards. Woodland Walk«, Grass Slopes,

Ac, and for Cutting. Mixed. All Sorts, per lOOO. ^^^s and
3'J5. MIXKD PEKRLES3 or CHiLICE-Cl'PPED STAR NaRCIhSI,
graceful nud beautiful, pT 100 i. 4Js. ; MiXKD Poet's Uaffo
DILS. very beautiful, per 100'"*, ^is. All seat, CarriaQE
Paid, on receipt of remittan'^e.

BaRR and son. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &c.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48'8, 125. per dor. ; six sorts of PALM3, in 48's, 9s.

and 12s. perdoz. ; large KENTIAS, in60's, 5s. and 6s. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in60's, 4s. and hs. perdoz. ; do. in large

thumbs, 35. per doz.. 20s. per 100 ; AR1LI4S, in 48's, 6s. and
6s. per doz.; FICUS, in 48's. 12s. per doz.; CYPERUS
NATALENSIS and AI.TERNIFOLIUS, in 46f, 6s perdoz.;
twelve best sorts of FERNS, 12s. per 100: ASPAKAQIIS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FERNS in 48's. 6 1. and
6s. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order —ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), 6, Bramah Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

pUTBUSH'S MILL-
yj TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will
ensure succes-s. All growers speak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-
tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, \s. extra for
package ; or, Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Hiphgate Nurseries. London. N., and Barnet, Herts.

Special Offer of Rhododendrons and Hollies.

RHODODENDROiNS, Hybrid, 1 to 1^ feet,
£7 per 1000; ditto, 1^ to 2 feet. £9 per 1000; diitopon-

ticum, 12 to In in.. £5 per 1000; ditto, 1^ to 2 feet, £7 10.<. per
1000. HOLLY, Common. 9 to 12 in.. £i per 1000; ditto, 12 to
15 in .£7 per 1000. CATALOGUE free.

HENKY DERBYSHIRE, Nurseryman, Darley Hill Side,
near Matlock, Derbyshire.

^-^t.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove. Greenhouse. Filmy. Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free ou application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, P.R.H.S.,
FERN NC'RiiEIilES, SALE, near MANCHEHJER.

SHRUBS and CONIFBR.E. — Ampelopsis
Veitchii. in. pots, 2 ft., 30s. per 100; Arbor-vitae,

common, 2 to ."i ft., 18s. ; Azalea ponticum, 2 ft., 4s. per doz.

;

Azara microphylla, 2 ft., is. ; Berberis Jamiesonii, 2 ft.. 20J.
per 100; B. Darwinii, ij ft., 10s. ; Cotoneaater microphylla,
2 ft., 10s.

; C. Simonsii. 3J ft., 10s. ; Escallonia macrantha.
pots, 2 to 2J ft., 33s. ; Griselinia littoralis, bushy, 6s. per doz. ;

Pampas Grass, 2 ft., 4s. ; Hypericum calycinum, 12s. per 100 ;

Hollies, Green. 2 to 3 ft., fine, 6J. per doz. ; Jasmine, white
and nudiflorum. 4s. per doz. ; Laurel, common. 2 ft.. It's. 100 ;

Colchic, 2 to 2J ft., 14s. ; Portugal, 1 to 1} ft., 20s. ; 2to2Jft.,
2cSs. Lilac, white and purple. 4s. per doz. ; Laurustinui', 2 to
2Jft., 6s.; Olearia Haastii, 2j ft.. 4s,; Rhododendron ponti-
cum, 10 in.. buAy, 2s. per 100; 1 to 1} ft., ISs.; IJ to 2 ft.,

2-js. ; 2 to 2J ft., 32s. Weigela rosea, 4s. doz. ; Yucca gloriosa,
10 to 12 in., 25s. 100; Yew. English. 1^ to 2 ft., 24s.

PARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

First Arrtval.

r ILIUM AURATQM.—1000 immense exhi-
A-^ bition bulbs, just arrived overland via Brindisi, direct
from Japan, in finest condition. Immense size. I2s., 16s., and
20s. per dozen ; sample, 3 for 4s.

FlK.sT Arrival—LILIUM LONQIFLORUM, pure white,
large Japanese bulbs. 6 (. per dozen. 6 for 3s. ; smalle :, 3s ^i . doz,
CHINESE SACRED LILIES, for growing in bowl^ or pots,

to (lower at Christmas. 6s, per dozen, 6 for 3s. 6rf. ; LILIUM
LANCIFOLIUM ROSEUM, grand bulbs, 4s M. per dozen,
6 for 2s. 6rf. ; ALBUM, pure white. 8s. per dozen; LENT
LILIES, 2s. per 100 : SCILLA SIBIRICA. sky blue. 2>. per
100; Spanish IRIS, Is. 6d. per 100; Double White TULIPS,
4s. per 100 ; Single Scarlet Due, 3s. per 100; Pheasant's Eye
NARCISSUS. 2.. id. per 100.

Note.—Everything Carriage Paid. Note. — Everything
First Quality. Half <]uantities, half prices. BULB CATA-
LOGUK free.

W. H. HUDSON, FR.H.S., Bulb and Seed Merchant,
Kilburn, London, N.W.

DUTCH BULBS.
We are now booking Orders for—

HYACINTHS, I CROCTTS,
TULIPS,

I

XILIDMS, &c.
Before Buying elsewhere send for our CATALOGUE, free on

application, and save 25 per cent.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and LILlUSi AURATUM
a Specialty.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Guowf.ks and Sekd Merchants,

34. MANSELL STBE£T, ALDGATE. LONDON, E..

And The Nurseries, Haarlem, Holland.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Mercliants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND
SUPERLATIVE

RASPBERRY.
THE TRUE RAISER'S STOCK.

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the finest Raspberry,

and as many former applicants could not be supplied, early

orders are requested.

First size 305. ppr 100 ; 5*. per dozen.
Second size 20^. per 100 ; 4t. per dozen.

A few extra large. 9s. per dozen.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

Ths Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits, postrfree, 3il.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Rosea, post-free.

THOMAS rivers & SON,
THE NURSERIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.
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Tto Koyal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.

THE SEVENTH ELECTION of CHILDREN
to the benefit of this Fund, consisting ot an allowance of

55. per week (subject to the conditions stated in Kule XUI.)
will take place in FEBRUARY NEXT, at the Cannon street

Hotel, London, E.C. All applications must be made on a printed

form, copies of which may be had gratis of the Hon. Secretary,

or of any of the Local Secretaries. Such form must be correctly

tilled up. duly s gned, and returned to this office not later than

FRIDAY, December 7. A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec.

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick.

TSAAC MATTHEWS and SON beg to offer

JL 200.000 eitra strong THORNS, 100,000 oval leaf PRIVETS.
500,000 RHODODENDRONS in variety, including all the best

sorts for forcing, and covert plantation. FOREST TREES in

variety ; HOLLIKS, AUCUBAS, GOLDEN ELDERS, and all

other general Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the

Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

CARNATIONS, ROSES, PANSIES,VIOLAS,
&c.—Her Majesty the (^'ueeu in acceptiDg a water-colour

drawing depicting a group of Empress Paoeitss grown by me
for Her Majesty's Gardens at Frogmore, graciously expressed
her interest in the details of the industry now being carried

on at my Flower and Fruit Farms. This industry, which has
recently been reported upon by the Government, has grown to

such an extent that it is now the largest of its bind either

in England or the Continent. Catalogues now ready.

K. BATH. Wisbech.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^inch pots, Stove and Green-

bouse, 30 best selling sorts, 125. per lUO; large ditto, in 48'fl,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

4S'8, for cutting (value in fronde), 65. and 8s. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (busby), I65. and 20s.

per 100. Aralias, Grevilleaa, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48'8, 6*. per
dozen. Ficus, Palme, Draceenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in
4S's, \s. each. Seedling Ferns, 65. per lUO. Packed free. Cash
with Order, List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,
Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

ZALEA INDICA, fine plants, well budded
and clean, established in pjts. per dozen, in best
varieties, 18s. and 'ZAs.

DEUTSCHE PERlE. best White, per doien, 24s. and 305.,
packed and Ife on rail for cash.

CALlDIUM AhGYRITES, fine bulbs, per dozen, 6j., 9*., and
12s.. post-free.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, eatra fine planto, per dozen,
6«. to 9i.

NEAPOLITAN VIOLETS, fice clumpi, per dozen. 5s.

J. LION, Park Nursery, Stanmore, Middlesex.

OREST TREES, &o.—Larch, 2-yr. trans.,
1} to 2 ft,, 20s ; 2 to 2i ft., eitra, 24s. : a to 4 ft.. 26s.

;

Scotch, i-yt., 1-yr. trans , Vis.; 2-yr., 2-yr. trans. 16s. ; 24-in ,

fine, 18s.
; 2 to 2J ft., 2lJ. per 1000. Spruce Fir, 12 to 15-in.,

lis.; 15 10 24 in, 18s. Elm, 2 to 2J ft., 16s.; Elm, English,
4 ft ,

2,=is. Ash, 2 to 3 ft., 17s ; 3 to 4 ft., 2 n. Birch, IJ
to 2 ft., 20s.; 4 to 6 ft., 40s. Beech, 1^ to ,2 ft., 16«. ; 3
to 4 ft., 2it. Alder, 2 ft., 16j. ; 4 ft., 22s. Spanish Chest-
nut, IJ to 2 ft , 20s. Hazel, 2 to 2} ft., 20s. Oaks, English,
li to 2 ft.. 16«. per 1000. Sycamore, IJ to 2 ft., 16s.: 2
to 3 ft , 20s. ; 6 to 7 ft., 60s-; 8 to 10 ft., 20s.

OABLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

ONDON PLANES.— Splendid Trees, straight
stems, tine roots, 12 to 14 feet. 4s. ; 14 to 16 feet. 6i.

;

IB to 1,8 feet. 6s. ; 18 to 20 feet. 7s. id. each
IRISH IVIES in pot^. beautifully furnished, 4 to 5 feet. 12s.

5 to 6 feet. 15s ; 6 to 8 feet. 21s. ; g to 10 feet, ,'!0s. per
dozen.

LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM AlIREUM (best Golden Privet).
12 to 18 inches. 6!. ; 18 to 24 inches, 9l. per dczen.

BERBERIS AQITIFOLIA. 9 to 12 inches, 10s. ; 12 to 18 inches
12,t. 6rf.

; 18 to 24 inches. 20s. per 100.
ROSES, FKUIT TREE^, SHRUBS, CLIMBERS, BULBS

GARDEN REQUHITES, TOOLS, &c,, ot every kind.
Priced descriptive LISTS on application.

W. FROMOW AND SONS. Sutton Court Nursery, Chiswick,
London, W. Established 1829.

WANTED.-AUt UBA CUTTINGS. State price per 1000.

FRUIT TREES.
To MAKKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.

We hold an exteuMve Stock of all kinds of the above,
in first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive
Catalogue, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW MUR9ERIES, MIDDLESEX.

FROM PAR IS.
STAOARD TEA ROSES and OTHERS,
LILAC CHARLES X , and P.ffiONIES In thousands.

T EVi^lQUE ET FILS, Numebymen,
-1-^ IVKTSUR-SEINF, near Paris, have this year splendid

Stocks of :—
STANDARD TEA ROSES (SO.OO.). vary good standards and

heads, the best sorts, £<i per 100.
STANDARD HYBRID PERPETUALS, strong. jB.i per 100.
Ditto, ditto, older sorts, £1 per 100,
LILAC CHABLES X., in pots, covered with buds, £1, £.5, and

£3 per 100. according to size of plants.
TREE PifiONIES (20,000), the best sorts, priced according to

size of planti, from £6, £3, £in, to £20 per 100.HERBACEOUS P;E0NIES. from £>. to £l per 100TEA ROSES, DWARFS (100.000), the be-t sorts, grown in
pots, £2 Ss. to £1 per 100, according to novelty of so'ts.TEA ROSES and DWARFS, from open ground, £2 to £.1 p. 100.

Lists and Catalogues on application.

EXHIBITIONS.

WATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

President : the Right Hon. The Earl of Clarendon.
The NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION ot CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS and other AUTUMN FLOWERS and FRUITS and
VEGETABLES, will be held in the Clarendon Hall, Watford,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY', the 6th and 7th of November,
1894. Entries close on Thursday, the Ist of November.

CHAS. R. HUMBERT. Hon. Sec. Watford.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM EOCIEIY.

GREAT

AUTUMN CHRYSANTHEMUM FESTIVAL
£SBO in Money Prizes. Valuable Challenge Cups, Plate, &c.

The Largest Display of Cbrysanthemuma In tbe
United Kingdom.

ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER,
November 6. 7, and 8, 1894.

Schedules of Irizea on application to RICHARD DEAN,
Hon. Secretary and Superintendent, 4j, Ranelagh Road,
Ealing, London, W.

THE SECOND ANNUAL SHOW of the
DONCASTER and DISTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM

SOCIETY, " OPEN to ALL ENGLAND," will be held i n the
Corn Exchange, Doncaster, on NOVEMBER 7 and 8, 1894.
—Schedules can be had on application to the Secretary,

J. W. HARESIGN. 31. Scot Lane. Doncaster.

HE BRADFORD and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held in the
St, George's Hall on November 16 and 17. Over £100 in prizes.
Entries close November 13. Schedules now ready.

H. R. BARRACLOUQU, Hon. Sec.
383, Bowling Old Lane, Bradford.

INGST ON AND SURBITON
CHBYSANTBEMUM SOCIETY.

President—G. 0. Sherhard. Esq , J. P.
The EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL GRAND SHOW of CHRYS-

ANTHEMUMS. FLORAL DECORATIONS. FRUITS. VEGE-
TABLES. &c.. will be held in the DRILL HALL, KINQSTON-
ON-THAMES. on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. November 13
and 14. 1894, when the Seventh Champion Challenge Vase,
value 25 Guineas, will be offered for competition, open to all

subscribers of 21s. Also more than £150 olJered in Prizes.

Schedules and all information may be had of the Hon. Sec.,
Mr. F. J. HAYWARD. 40. High Street. Kingston-onTnamea,
Entries cIo?e November 9.

UARNHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM
X SOCIETY.
A Show will be Held at the COR.S EXCHANGE. Farnham,

on NOVEMBER 13 and 14. PRIZES to the value of £33 for
Chrysanthemums. Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables will be
offered in the open classes. Schedules and entry forms from

—

F. WELLER-POLEY, Hon Sec.
Waverley Abbey, Farnbam,

REAT YARMOUTH CHRYSANTHE-
MUM SOCIETY.

The SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will take place on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 13 and 14, at the
Tjwn Hall, Great Yarmouth. A SILVER CUP. value 5 guineas,
given for best thirty-six JAPANESE BLOOMS. Entries
respectfully solicited. Schedules and all information can be
obtained from-

^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ g^^.

Royal Naval Hospital, Great Yarmouth.

C OUTlT^HIELDS an^d NORTHERNO COUNTIES CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
This Exhibition will be held in the ROYAL ASSEMBLY

HALL. SOUTH SHIELDS, on WEDNESDAY and THURS-
DAY. Nov. 14 and 15.

£160 will bo given in Prize Money; £12 for 31 Flowers.
Schedules ready. Apply to

—

BERNARD COWAN, F.R.H.S., Hon. Secretary.
Harton. South Shields.

ORK CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.—
The FIFTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW,

In the FINE ART EXBIBITION BUILDING, will be held on
November 14. 15. and 16, 1894.

Challenge Prize, value £20. added to First Prize. £10. for
36 Cut Blooms. Libe-al Prizes for Plants, Cut Flowers,
Fruita, and Vegetables.

Schedules, &c., to be had from

—

13, Feaaegate, York. J. LAZENBY, Secretary.

FADING CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, November 14, 1891. Queen's Hall. Valpy
Street. Beading. WM. L. WALKER, Secretary.
DunoUie. Bulmershe Road, Reading.

^FHE TIVERTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
J- SOCIETY will hold their next Show on THURSDAY,
November 15. For Schedules apply to—

B. P. COSWAY. Hon. Sec.

OHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM^ SOCIETY.
ANNUAL SHOW. Corn Exchange. Sheffield. FRIDAY and

SITURDAY, November 16 and 17, 1891, £J00 in Prizes,
Schedules free on application.

WM. HOUSLEY, Secretary.
177. Cemetery Road. Sheffield.

Wf OKING^and DISTRICT HORTICUL-
» ' TUBAL and COTTAGE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

—FIRST ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW, also FRUIT,
VEGETABLES, and other FLOWERS, at the Church Room,
Woking Station, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. November
20 and 21. For Schedules and particulars apply

—

H. W. ROBERTSON, Hon. Sec, Somerset Villa. Woking.

CHRYSANTHEMUM EXHIBITION.

The Finest Trade Show in Great Britain.

G

We have pleasure in annoancing that our
Stock, including all the finest Noveltips, is in

splendid condition, and that our ANNUAL
SHOW opened on November 1, and will be on
view until the 2Itb. Admission each day, until

1 o'clock free ; from 1 to dusk, Gd.

Beeston Station. Midland Railway, is 12 minutes' wulk from
the Nurseries.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

HARRISONS'
VEGETABLE & FARM ROOT

SHOW.
(OPEN TO ALL EXGLAND.)

WILL BE HELD, by kind permission of the LEICESTER
CORPORATION, in the

UTABKET HAIiL, LEICESTER,
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14 & 16, lt91.

VALUABLE PRIZES
WILL BE GIVEK FOR

CELERY, CARROTS, CAULIFLOWERS. PARSNIPS,
SAVOYS. BRUSSELS SPROUTS. LEEKS. ONIONS,

BEET. iND P0TAT03.

SILVER MEDALS
FOB

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGOLD,
DEFIANCE SWEDE.
IMPROVED GREEN BARREL TURNIPS.

To be grown from SEED SUPPLIED by HARRISON & SONS
(Potatos excepted).

For further particulars and conditions, apply to

—

HARRISON & SONS
Seed

Growers, LEICESTER.

CHINESE SACRED NARCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied^ by the dozen, hunlreJ, or

thousand. Price on application.
WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S , Establishment for New and Rar«

Plants, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and others.
G. MUNTON. CommissioD Ageot. Several thousands of

EUONYMCS, Oreen and Qolden. Special prices to the Trade
by application.—11, Terminus Place, Eastbourne.

RS. REYNOLDS HOLE CARNATION,
very stronir, well-rooted plants, 10*. per 100.

J. PARSONS, Codicote Lodge, Welwyn,

1 000 I^LUE BELLS, 15«. 6^., carriage paid.
y\j\J\J All strjDg floweriuK cultivated Bulbs.

F. MILLER AND CO , 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

1000 SCILLA SIBIRICA or BLUE
IV/V/V SQUILL. 17s. 6'i . carriage piid. Beautiful bright
blue flowers ia early spring.

F. MILLER AND CO., ^^i^, Fulham Road, London, S W.

1000 LARGE GOLDEN YELLOW
J-V/W CROCUS. 12s. 6if., carriage paid. MIXED
CROCUS, all beautiful colours, 9i. per 1000, car.iagj paid.
Illustrated Bulb Catalogue free.

F. MILLER AND CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

FOR SALE, 30,000 Double Whit?
NARCISSUS, all FlowerinR Crowns. Price on application.

WHEATLEY, 1. Thornton Villa. Haoworth, Middlesex

BULBS HOME-aROWN
SURPLUS.

DAFFODILS
AND

SCILLAS,
including

NARCISSUS, SIR WATKIN.
„ PRINCEPS.
„ AURANTIUS PLENUS.
„ POETICUS ANGUSTIFOLIUS,

AND

SCILLA NUTANS.
„ „ ROSEA.
„ „ CffillULEA.

Special low Prices.

C A T A L O a U E S Post -free.

DICKSONS, CHESTER.
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TO THE TRADE, 1894-5.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to direct special attention to the follotving Sterling Novelties :—

NEW TOMATO—FROGMORE SELECTED.
(First-class Certificate, Hoyal Horticultural Society, April 24, ISUij.

This exceedingly fine variety was raised by Mr. Thomas, The Royal Gardens, Frogmore,
and is the best Tomato yet introduced. The fruit is of good medium size, and a deep bright

red colour, smooth ard almost round, very firm and solid, with fle?h of unusual depth. It is

a most prolific and continuous cropper. For early forcing this variety is unequalled, and having
ourselves grown it extensively during the past season, we confidently recommend it as a very

desirable sort. It is also very suitable for outdoor cultivation. Mr. Thomas, writing

August 27, says :

—" You will be pleased to hear that it is an excellent variety for outdoor

culture. It has been tried here this season side by side with all the best sorts recommended
for this purpose, and it has proved itself to be by far the best of any I have grown."

Per Packet, 2s. 6d.

NEW MELON—INGESTRE HYBRID.
(Aivard of Merit, Royal Horticultural Society, May 8, 1893 )

This high-class seedling was raised by Mr. Oilman, of Ingestre Hall Gardens, and is the

result of a cross between Hero of Lockinge and The Countess, two well-known varieties of

superior quality. The fruit is globular in shape, of medium size, and a bright golden-yellow,

most beautifully netted, with very thin skin. It has great depth of flesh, which is almost

white, very sweet and juicy, and the flavour superb. The plant is of robust constitution, and
a very free setter.

"

pgr Packet, 2s. 6d.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS COMPACTA.
{Syon House variety.—Award of Merit, Royal Horticultural Socie'y, August 9, 1892.)

Raised by Mr. Wythes, and quite distinct from the older form, being dwarfer, the flowers

larger and deeper blue, with more substance. The plant is of dwarf pyramidal habit,

exceedingly free-flowering, and clothed with foliage to the ground. The growth being strong

and erect, staking may almost be dispensed with. As a decorative plant, this variety is

invaluable, the p'ants being covered with bloom, which lasts a very long time.

Per Packet, Is. 6d.

STREPTOCARPUS—VEITCH'S NEW HYBRIDS.
This popular greenhouse plant has been brought to a very high state of perfection

by careful culture and hybridization, and the seeds now offered are selected from plants far in

advance of the older varieties— in richness of colour, size, and form of flower, containing only
the most distinct and rarer shades, particularly amongst the purple, purplish-violet, bright

red, deep rose, and rich rosy-purple. The whites are more pure, and the markings on the
throat more defined. Per Packet, 2s. 6d.

PRICES TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION.

ROYAL EXOTIC NUBSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS
THE FINEST SHOW IN THE WORLD.

Arranged in one of the best Show Houses in the Kingdom. No other Chrysanthemum Specialist

has anything to compare with it.

NOVELTIES from Japan, America, the Continent, and the cream of the English. Also 800
SEEDLINGS, raised entirely from " home saved " seed. The whole forming the most complete trial

of Novelties in existence. Worth going miles to see.

The Exhibition is a; en daily, Sundays excepted. Write for Catalogue.

W. J GODFREY, The Nurseries, EXMOUTH, DEVON .

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked
upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free,

irHEAL&SONS
W»W .Crawley, w Sussex.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

CATALOGVE FREE ON APPLICATION.

CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMHALIS.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have at present at their Clapton Nursery two
houses full of unflowered Plants, in sheath, of

this useful Winter-flowering Cattleya, of which

they respectfully invite inspection.

CLAPTON NURSEBY, LONDON, N.E.

( X)NIFEK]E.— AbTes^Douglasii, Tfto"'2^.,
KJ 20s. per 100'; Canadeosi!, 10 to 12 in, <s. per doz: ;

Cedrus deodara, IJ ft., 6s. per dcz ; Araucaria imbricata, .1 to
3J ft., 4»s. par doz., 4 ft.. 60s. ; Cup. macrocarjia. 3 ft., 65

;

Lawsoniaiia..3to 4ft., fine. 2.Ss.perlOO,4to5ft. ,30s ; Stricta,
2 to 2J ft., 3 s.. 3 to 4 ft., 40s. ; Erecta viridis. 3 to 3} ft,, 40s.

;

Piceanobilis. 12 tolRin . 6s. per doz.. 2 ft. .12s : N'ordmanniana,
3 ft.. 18s. per doz. ; Pinus Cembra, 12 to 18 in. 10s. per 100;
RetiDOspora plumosa, 4 to 5 feet, 50s. per 100 : Aurea, bushy,
fine. 3.^s. : S ju'trrosa, 3 to 4 ft., 12s. per doz . U ft. 2.5s. per 10 I

;

Thuii Lotjbii. 3 ft., 20s.. 2 ft , 10s.. 4 to 5 ft . 50s.. 7 ft . extra,
76f. ; Thuiopsisdolobrata. 2^ to3 ft., 18s. per doz., 3 to 4 ft., 30s.

PA RLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryruan. Stranraer.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 (o 2t feet, 9«. per dozen ; 6 is. per 100.

,, ,, 2J to 3 feet, I2s. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

,. 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per do/en : 12^ s per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. ExcelleDt roots.
Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PERKINS <fe SON,
52, MAKKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLINQ ROAD.

NEW
CATALOGUE OFWELLS'

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
CoDtains (he description of nearly 100'> best varieties, and
mnre u-seful information than any other 8ueh book ever
publi^li«d. Including a Coloiirel Plate of his New Green
ChryaaDlhemum, " Ethel Amsd^n." The Novelry of tho
Season. Post-free, id., from W. W£LLS. EarlfiWOOd
Nurseries, Redhlll, Surrey.

LARGE CHOICE EVERGREENS,
FROM SPECIMEN BORDERS,

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, CHEAP.

PERFECT SPECIMENS & SAFE to MOVE
(Transplanted within two years).

All the Choicest Gkeen and Golden Kinds.

PENNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries.

LINCOLN.

FOR PLEASU RE .<\ND PR OFIT

EHOIT
NOTHING SO PROFITABLE

AND EASY TO GROW.
lores In ^tock.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

8s. per doz., 60s. per 100.

j4// other Nursery Sicck
carriai^c/or^vard.

ROSiSiNPOTSF-15/. a doz.

Ornamental Trees. 91 Acres.
\ Four Acres of Glass.
1 Clematis (80.000) trom 15 =

per doz.

N.B,—Single Plants are sold at
slightly increased prices,

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(104 piipctl of Nursery Stock.
artistically produrpii. containing
some hunrlreds of illustrations,
aiul full of valuaWe infonnation,

3i'nt free.

RICHARD SMITH&CRWoRCESTER
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COOPER'S
BULB LIST, STRAWBERRV LIST, and CHRYSANTHEMUM LIST.

B^* Now Ready, Post Free, ""•i

BULB COLLECTIONS-CARRIAGE PAID.

No.

No. 1.-50 BnlbS for 1/8.-3 Hyacinths. 10 Crocus. Blue; 10 do., White
; 10 do., Striped.

3 Tulips, Single ; 2 do.. Double. 6 Anemones. 6 Snowdrops.

Ho. 2.-120 Bulbs tor 2/6.-6 Hyacinths. 26 Crocus, Blue; 25 do.. White ; 25 do
,
Stnped

orYellow;" Tulips. Single; 4 do, Double. 12 SciUa Sibirica. SAnemones. 12 .Snowdrops.

No. 3 -175 Bulbs for 3/6.-4 Hyacinths, Bed ; 4do., White; 4do., Blue. 25Crocu8, White;

25 do! Blue ; 25 do. Striped or Yellow. 18 Tulips, Single ; 18 do.. Double
; 6 Ranunculus.

6 Anemones. 20 Scilla Sibirica. 20 Snowdrops.

4-250 Bulbs for 5/-.-3 Hyacinths, Bed, for pots; 3do., White,forpota
; 3 do. Blue, for

pot. ; 3 do.; Ked, for glasses ; 3 do. , White, for glasses ; 3 do, , Blue, for glasses .to Crocus,

choice, for Mtj; 30 do.. White; 30 do.. Blue ; 30 do.. Yellow ; 30 do., stnped. 6 Tulips,

Single, for pots ; 6 do.. Double, for pots. 12 Banunculus. 6 Anemones, I'ouble; 6 do.,

Single. 12 Scilla Sibirica. 12 Snowdrops, Single; 12 do.. Double. 5 Polyanthus Narciss.

No. 6.-396 Bulbs for 7/6.-6 Hyacinths, named, for pots; 4 do.. Bed. for pot s or glasses

;

4 do.. White, for pots or glasses ; 4 do.. Blue, for pots or glasses. 6 Tulips, Single, for pots;

6 do , Single, for borders; 6 do., Double, for pots ; 6 do.. Double, for bor.iers 21 Crocus for

pots 50 do. Yellow; 50 do, Wnite; 60 do.. Blue; 50 do.. Striped 2.5 Iris, English.

1.! Rinunculup. 12 Anemones. 25 SciUa Sibirica. 26 Snowdrops, Siogle ; 25 do.. Double.

6 Poljaolbus Narciss.

No 6 CollectlOD, 10/6.-6 Hyacinths, choice, name<1, for pots ; 6 do., do., for glasses
; 12 do., for

borders. 1 00 Crocus, White; lOOdo.Blue; 100 do.. Yellow. 20 Tulips, Single; 20do.. Double.

S!5 Daffodils Single; 25 do.. Double. 35 Winter Aconites. 25 KaouDCulus. 12 Anemones,

Single; 15 do.. Double. 25 Snowdrops, Single ; 25 do.. Double. 10 Pol, anthus Narciss.

No 7 Collection, 16/-.—9 Hyacinths, choice, named, for pots ; 8 do., do., for glasses ; 9 do.,
'

Bed for borders ; 8 do., White, for borders ; 8 do.. Blue, for borders. 150 Crocuf, White ;

150 do Striped ;' 150 do.. Blue. 25 Tulips, Single; 25 do.. Double. 60 Daffodils, Single.

20 Anemones, Single ; 20 do.. Double. 25 Scilla Sibirica. 30 Snowdrops, Single ; 30 do.,

Double. 30 Kanunculus. 25 Narcissus Poeticus.

No ft Callectlon 21/-.— 20 Hyacinths, selected, named, for pots; 12 do., do
,
for glasses;

30 do for borders. 200 Crocus, White; 20O do.. Striped; 200 do.. Blue. 50 Tulips,

selected Single ; 60 do., selected, Double. 60 Daffodils, Single ; 60 do.. Double. 25 Ane-

mones, Single; 25 do.. Double. 60 Aconites. 60 Ranunculus. 60 Snowdrops, Single
;

60 do , Double.

No 9 Collection 30/-.—30 Hyacinths, eitraselected.ramed.forpots; 15 do., do., for glasses;

16 ao do B ue, for borders; 16 do., do.. White, for borders; 15 do., do.. Bed. for borders.

200 Crocuses, selected. White; 200 do., do.. Striped ; iOO do., do. Blue. 76 Tulips, extra

selected Double; 75 do., do. Single. 76 Daffodils, Single and Double. .50 Anemones,

Single and Uouble. 75 Aconites, Winter. 60 Ranunculus. 75 Snowdrops, Single ; 76 do.,

Double. 35 Polyanthus Narciss. 75 ^arc-S9 Poeticus.

No 10 Collection 42/-.—40 Hyacinths, choi est selected, named, for pots; 20 do., do., for
*

Klaasfs- 6u do', selected Colours, for borders. 550 Crocuses, selected. White ; 220 do., do.,

Striped'; 250 do., do.. Blue. 100 Tulips, eitra selected. Double; 100 do., do , Single.

lOU Daffodils Single and Double. 75 Anemones, Sinfile and Double. 100 Aconites, Winter.

50 Ranunculus. 75 Snowdrops. Single; 75 do., Doube. 45 Polyanthus Narciss, named.

100 Narciss Poeticus. 60 Spanish Iris. 25 English Ins.

SPECIAL FRUIT TREE QUOTATIONS.
APPLE8, PEARS, Plums, Cherries.

Millions to Clear.

Good Eobust Trees, from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, including all the

very best varieties, can be trainel to any shape either for

covering walls, or St&ndards. or Pyramids, &c., &c..

Is. each ; 3 for 2s. 9<i. ; 6 for 6s. : 12 for 9s. 6ii.

Ditto, ditto, ditto, to fruit next year. Is. 4rf. each ; 3 for 3s. 6i.

;

6 for 6s. ; 12 for lis.

Dwarf and Horizontal-trained Trees tor walls, espaliers, &o.,

from Is. 6rf. to 6s. each.

Standards, truined, well developed, fine trees, best varieties.

Pyramids, splendid stuff, leading Itinds, Is. to 6s. each.

Standards, line well-rooted trees. Is. 3rf. to 2s. ^d.

Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines.

Best varieties, icf finest possible cosdition.

Standard trained, 58. to 10s. eaci.

Dwarf fan-trained, 3s. to 6«. each.

RASPBERRIES, tinest sorts.

GOOSEBEBBIKS and CURRANTS, leading kinds, 3 tor Is.
;

6 for Is. 9a! ; 12 for 3s.

ASPARAGUS, extra strong for forcing, 10s. to 12s. per 100.

SEARALK, extra strong forcing, 12s. to 15s. per 100.

RHUBARB, good roots, leading sorts, 6d. to Is. each.

All the above carefully packeJ on rail.

Strawberry Plants I—Strawberry Plants II

An immense stock, comprising all the best and most popuUr
varieties. List free, flant now. 2s. 6rf. per iOO ; 2.s.

per 1000, free.

SPECIAL OFFER OF NURSERY STOCK.-PLANTS FOR WINTER BLOOMING.
PBIMULA. (SiDgle). — Various colours, very large flowers, i

assorted hhadea o£ colour, from pure white to Ecarlet,

strong plants, out o( bmall pots. Is. 6d. per do7., free.

OINERARIA HYBRIDA, — Special line to help out our

enormous stock. Grand Exhibition Prize Stiaio, producing
|

a most charming Tariety of colours. Warranted to give i

satisfaction ; strong plants, out of 3 in. pot?, Is. 9rf per
j

doz. ; 13.9, 6(f. per lu ', free.
j

Do., transplanted. Is. 2d. per doi. ; 2s. lit 2 doz.. free.
j

Extraordinary Value in the Best Creepers,
For covering walls, trellis- work, &c.

THE SMALL V1RGINI4N CREEPER (Ampelopsis Veitchi),

with foliage turning a very rich deep cnmson in late

autumn; plant now; selfclinging. with about 3 ft. of

growth, out of ft-in. pots; 5s. per doz , free. Stronger

plants, with S ft. of growth, 7s. 6''. per doz., free.

PASilFLOa* CO^RULEA (Blue Passion Flower).— First-rate

climber for outside walls, &c.. greenhouses and con-

servatoriei*, from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, out of small pots,

3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100, free.

Do., Larger plants, out of 5-iD. pots, 3 ft. to 6 ft., hs.

per "107... free

PASUFLoRA GRANDIFrORA. — Larger flower than P.

coeruWa and more vigorous grower, most useful for trellia-

worb, 2 ft. to 4 ft. high. 3s. per doz.. 20s. per 100. free.

COOPER'S Collection of CHOICE FER^fS. foliage plant?,

Mosses, &c., specially selected for greenhouse, room, table,

and window decoration, selected f-om the following

varieties:-Aspleniums AdiantumstMaidei h'lif). Gyrono-
grdinmaB (gold and silver Ferns), Tsolepie, Polypodium.

Pterig eerrulata, cristata and tremula, Aralias, Grevilleas,

Nephrolepis. Selaginellas. strong plants, out of small pots,

Is. 6rf. p*r doz., 3s. per doz., 5s. per doz.. free.

Hardy Spring Blooming Plants for Present
Planting.

Smaller quantities supplied at proportionate prices.

Orders of 100 and upwards carriage free.

WALLFLOWERS, HarLinger, single, farjy-flowering, rich

f'eep scarlet, 2s. per 100. targe bu^hy trausplantel

plants, very bushy, fr's. per 100.

,, Belvoir Castle, dwarf, early bloomer, light golden
yellow, 2s, per 100. large bushy traunpUnted plants,

very strong, 6s. per 100.

„ Double German, very strong plants of this dwarf compqct
variety, bushy transplanted stuff, producing line

massive spikes of most beautiful double flowers,

7s. Hrf. per 100.

SINGLE PYRE THRUMS, saved from the best named varieties,

producing large quantities of most beautiful flowers in all

shades of colour, ranging from white to crimton, 2s. <cd.

per 100.

DOUBLE DAISY (BelHs perennis), mixed colours, invaluable
for bo^'^ers and edgings, 3s. per 100.

FOXGLOVE 'fiueit spotted), excellent for shrubberies. Ac.,

ve y hand-ome in large ma ses or ba';k borders, ^s per 100.

CANTERBITKY BELLS(mixed), well-known hardyplants, all

the beit colours, single and double, indispensable for mixed
borders. 4s. per iCO.

SWEET WILLIAM, all the bsst varieties, very popular and
pretty plant, thould have a place io evei y garden, 4i. p. 10i».

SWEET WILLIAM, Vigorou?, bushy, traasplanted plants,

extra strong, 7s. 6d. per 100.

GEUM, douole scarlet, vigoro::s, healthy plants, ccvered with
pretty smiU red flowers. 2s. 6d. ppr 100.

PANSIES, for spring blooming.—We have a splendid selection

cf these most pjpular spring flowers, in all shades of

colour, selfs. spotted, and blotched. 3s, tJd. per 100.

AQUILEQIV COLUMBINE, strong mixed aeedli' gi embrac-
ing all ihe finest shades uf colour, will flower profusely in

early spring, very useful f r cutting. Is. 6rf. per doz.,

10s. per U'O.

CHRYSANTHEMUM LEUCAKTHEMUM. strong seelliogs,

producing in immense quantities large pure white flowers

of great size, much esteemed for room decoration, 2s. per

do*., li^s. per 100.

LY'CHNrS CHALCRDONrCA. immense heads of single scarlet

flowers, invalubble for rockeries and lorders, strong plants.

Is. 6d. per doz.. 10.'^. per U'O.

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIi GRANPIFLORA, ftroog seedlings

of this most popular plint bearing in early spiing an im-
men'-e profusion of lovely deep blue flowers, 3.^. per 100.

MYOiOri >*LHE»TRIS SEMPERFLORENS. Ihis iharming
perpetual-flowerng Forget me not eucceeds in moist
situations, and i^ very florifeious, 3s. per 100.

SAPONARtA OCYMOIDES. strong seedlings tf this evergreen
trailirg perennial, wt-ich in early fpring is sm ihered

with bright rose-coloured flowers, 3s. per lOO.

PENTSTEM »NS.— Strong vgorous Seedlings fnm best named
varieties, blooming abundantly from May onwards, ^'ery

valuable for cutting and general decora'ive purposes.

Is. ^d. per doz.. IDs. par 100.

ROSES.
Very Best Varieties.

460.000 DWARF KOSES TO BE ALMOST GIVEN AWAY.
ALL STRONG HEALTHY DWARF BUSHES WITH GOOD BOOTS, WHICH WILL GIVE GOOD DI3PLAY OF BLOOM.

CASH RETURNED IF UNSATISFACrORY IN ANY WAY. SPLENDID VARIETIES.

.3 for 1/9, 6 for 2/9, 12 for 5/-, .50 for 20/-, 100 for 35/-, 1000 for £15. ' 'All Cabbiaob Paid.
ROSES.

Very Best Varieties.

MARECHAL NIELS.
Holding the finest stock in the kingdom of this lovely climbing Eose (especially for roof and

walls of greenhoustis and conservatories), we would strongly advise our Dumeious
am^tieur customers to place their orders aiid plant EOon to ensure a heavy crop of

fluwers next spring.

Fine strong plants in large pots, 4 ft. to 6 ft. high. 2s. 3d. each. 21.?. per doz,
F.O.R. ; eitra grand, large plants, in large pots, 8 ft. to S ft , is. id. each,

Riis per doz., F.U.R.

GRAPE VINES.
BUCK ALIOANTE,
BLACK HAMBRO.
BUCKLAND'S SWEETWATER,
FOSTER'S SEEDLING,
LADY DOWNES' SEEDLING,
MADRE<FIKLD COURT,
MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA,

Stout canes, 6 ft. to 6 ft. long, 2«.

each, three for bs. M., F.O.R.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

Head Office-755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

NtrESEEIES-Th9 Largest and Most Complete in the Kingdom, FELTHAM and HANWOETH.
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300,000 STRONG RASPBERRY CANES,
At Low Prices per 1000.

BAU.WFORTH'S SEEDLING, fample 103 9s. Od.

CARTER'S PROLIFIC 6'. Od.

FASTOLF IVIPKOVED 4.'. Od.

FILLHASKET, very stronif „ 5s. M.
NORWICH WONDER „ „ 4s. Od.

ANTWERP KED 4.-. M.
Prices per 1000 on applicatioo.

Special QuoxiTioxs to Large Buyebs.

B. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back page.
Gardeners' Chronicle, September 1, 1894.

BULBS. Winter, Spring, and Summer-flowering.
DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds, Borders, and Naturalisition

in Meadows. Woods. &c.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing interest to

HAEDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,
and Naturalisation.

COLLECTIONS of BULhS. 12s. 6d.. 21s., 42s.. and 63s.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. M., 7s. 6d., 10s. 6i, 21s.,

to 105'.

BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all the best varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Special quotations for quantities to grow for Market.
New and Rare Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewbere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,
Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained.

PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES. APRICOTS,
in all foiras.

G00SEBERBIE3. CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.— All the bfst of the old and new varietie?,

open air plants, or in small pots.
Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free, tod., gratis to

Customers (one of the most complete ieaued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKINS.
Pomona Farm Nurseries, Withisgton, Hereford,

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The fintst named hardy kinds cm now be tupplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in many
instances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATEBEB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

SMALL SHRUBS and CONIFER.E. —
Ampelopsis Veitchii, 6 in ,

60.e. per lOOO; Aralii Sie-

boldii, from pots, 6 to a in , I'Js. per li<0 ; Box Tree, Greei),

6 in., 605. ; Cup. macrocarpa. 1 yr. trans., fine. 10 to 15 in.,

80s. per 1000 ; Cup. AUioni', B in , 6*. per 100; gracilis, 6 in.,

75.; erecta viridi", tj to 7 in,, 40s. ; Cotoneaster microphylla,
I ft., 35s. per 1000; A. Douglasii, 1-yr. tr., fine. 7 to 12 in

,

80s. per 1000; Dracaeaa australis, 8 in , 10s. per 100; Escal-
lonia macrantha, 9 in., l"s. ; Eulaha japonica, 9 in., 4s. per
100 ; Guelder Kose. 1-yr., 6s. ; Hodb) suckle, Comono, strong,
6s., H. jnponici, stroug, l;^s. per 100 ; Ivy. Irish. 15 in.. 6s.;

Lauru^tmus, 7s.; Olearia Haastii, 6 in., 10s ; Pinus excelsa,
2-yr., t's. ; Cephalon'ca, 1-yr,, ^s. ; Rhododendron ponticum,
3-yr,, 2.SS. per lOuO; 4 to 5 in. 40s. ; Thuia Lobbii, U to 15 in.,

25s. : 15 to IS in., 30^. ; EUwangeriana, 8 in., 4?5. ; Virginian
Creeper, 1-yr., 6s. per 100 ; Yucca gloriosa, frcm pots,
6 in., 10s.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

ORCHIDS. -ORCHIDS.
FBED. HOBSMAN & CO.,

ORCHID SPECIALISTS, MARKS TEY ANii COLCHESTER.
Importaticus cantinually coming in. Thousands of Semi-

established and Established ORCHIDS alwajs in Stock.

Excellent men to grow them.

NEIV CATALOGCn free on aopicMon

HYACINTHS. TULIPS,

Narcissi, Liiiies,

Snowdrops,

Crocuses,

Sciiias, -^^ Wr
' • ^^ -^ QUALITIES

AT LOWEST
RATES.

Delivered Free by
Kaii. or Papoel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 441

Post Free on application.

DiCKSMST.rrcHESTEB

WHINHAM'S INDUSTRY, the famous
Morpeth Gooseberry. Grand 2 and 3-jearoId plants,m quantity.—T. MATHESON, Nurseries, Morpeth.

BHMANIA CARNATION.—Strong plants,
in 60s, 15s. per 100, £5 per 1000. Old Crimson CLOVE,

slrong-rooted lavsrs, 10s. per 100. £1 per lOOO.
C. JOHNSON AMD CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

ANTED, an OFFER for a quantity of
CHRYSANTHEMUM FLOWERS. Can be cut as

wanted.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.MTo Seed Merchants
USHROOM SPAWN.-Good, new, to be

sold cheap, 150 bushels.—E VINCENT, Mushroom
Spawn Maker, 45, Laocelield Street, Queen's Park, London, W.

ARNATIONS. — Strong- rooted layers of
Raby Castle. Will Trelfall. Fire King. Price' per dozen

or 100 on application.—J. WASLRY, Sherlield Manor Gardens,
Basingstoke.

A SPARAGUS, for Forcing; five years old,
Xi. splendid roots. 12s. M per 100; extra fine" 6 years old.
15s. per 100. On rail. ca"h with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Coveut Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Garden er. Goldstone. Brighton.

PEAT—PEAT—PEAT.
FOR RHODODENDRONS, 21s. per ton.

Selected, for GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 25s, per ton.
F. STREET. Healhersi'^e Nurseries, Camberley. Surrey.

CHEAP AND GOOD ROSES.
FIFTY strong, well-rooted, beautiful varieties

of Dwarf H.P. ROSES, true lo name, for 2Is.. 25 for
12s., 12 for 6s. 6r<., package free. Cash with order. A choice
selection of Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf H.P.'s.
Teas and Climbers, open ground and pot plants. Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

"W. RtTMSE Y,
JOYNING'S NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

RADE OFFER of BULBS.—Having ju7t
imported Half-a-million Bulbs from our own Farms in

the Colonies, all are in splendid condition. Florists. Market
Growers, and others, will ntwe money by ordoring early.

Note prices for first-cla^s Bulbs -no rubbish :
—

Freesia refrac'a alba. truf. I2s. per 1000, Is. 9d. per 100.
Lilium candidum, large. 35s. per 1000, 5«. per 100.

,, Harrisii. 5 to 8 inche-*, 10s. per 100, Is. 9(i. per dozen.
Amaryllis Lutea. grand for forcing. 6s per 100.
Gladiolus The Bride, extra large. \6s. per 1000, 2s. per 100.
Galanthus Ehveiss. splendid Bulbs. IVs. per 10 lO, Is. 6d. per 100.
Anemones, assorted, tine, 10s. per 1000, Is. 6d. per 1' 0.

Chionodox9, assorted, best so^t^, lOs. per 1000. Is. <^d. per lOO.
Cyclamens, very large, full of bud, 10s. per 1000. Is. 6ii. per 100.
Arum Lilies, extra-large B.lb?, Is. 6rf. per 100, 2s per dozen.
Pancratiums, very large-flo\veriD(» Bulbs, 3s. per dozen.
Hippeastrums, grand Bulb-", full of bud. 4s. per dozen.
BIRCHALL BROS. & CO., 20, Polygon Road. Southampton.

ESSHS. THOa. CKIPPS and SON, The
Tunbrif'ge Wells Nurserie?, Kent, have to offer—M

Hamamelid arbarea, or Wjeh
Hez-el

Atragene alpina
Cistus ladaniferus (Gum)
Carpentaria californica

Benthamia fragifera

Freemontia californica

Romneya Coulter!
Genista Andreara
Ligustrum mac. jap. aureum
Magoolia stellata
SpiriEa Numaldee ruberrima
Styrax japonica
Berberidop-is corallina
Rubus deliciosus

Vitii Co'gnetti

,, heteroiihylla rariegata
Bridgesia spicata
Griselinia littoralis

Rhus gUbra laclniata
Pterostyrax hispida

Pittosporum Mayi
Vdgus purpurea rosea mar-
ginsta

Fucryphia pinnatifida
Embothrium coccineum
Diplopappus leptophyllus
rosfoDtainei apinosa
Daphniphyllum ;.laucescen3
Deutzia parviflora

Eurya angustifolia variegata
Euonymus fitnbriatus

Cyti'iU'S Albert Dureus
Cornus sibirica spathi

, , , , argentea elegantis-
fiima

Berberis Fremonti
,, Thunbergi

Aristotelia Macqui variegata
Andromeda japonica variegata
Arundo Donax vaiiegata

Prices on application.

Flower Painting.

]\|ISS MARIE LOW, F.H.H.S. (Medallist
i'J. and Exhibito ), having gre^t experience in drawing
plant'' and flowern cf every deecripiian from Nature, is pre-
pared to execute Drawings in Oil or Water-colour, cf Choice
and Rare Plants. &c.. at owners' gardens, or from specimens
senttoher. For examples of reproduced work gee 7hs Garden,
1891 and 189-'. plates 8-*4, 828, 832. 8^'^, 84.3, 841. 8t-i, 846. &c.
Mi.«is Lew al-'O gives Private Le&soni in Flower Painting by a
method which ensures rap>id and successful results to her
pupils For terms and furl her particulars, address—

'.i\. Oppidans Road, Primrose Hill, London, N.W.

FIR-TREE OIL
SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE.

Used by every Orchid-grower of any note throughout the
World as the only Safe and Sure Insecticide for tilling Insects

on delicate plants. Bottles. Is. <6d.. 2s. &d., is. Gd , 7s. 6d.,

12s. 6d. ; in bulk, lis. per gallon; with full directions for use.

From all Seel^emen.

M A > It F A C T V K K R -

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES. Victoria St.. MANCHESTER.
(Operative Cheaiist).

NEW YORK^ROLKER AND SONS.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Qakdeness' Cheonicle Telegrams.— TAe
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OP CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

HEAD LINE CHARGED AS TWO.
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PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Beat Roses.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Bulbs and Seeds.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Fruit Trees and Grape Vines.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Evergreens, Park and Ptoadside Trees.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Heat Camellias. Azaleas, Lapageriaa, Ac,

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
South Entrance four minutes' walk from Waltham Cross

Station, (Ireat Eastern Railway.

West Entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald's Grove
Station, Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection Invited. Prices Strictly Moderate.

Priced Catalogues Free.

Goods packed hy experienced hands for all parts of the

world.

Gardeners of character and experience recominended.

Observe the Christian name—

WM. PAUL & SON,
Rose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the ftueen,

TREE, PLANT, BULB and SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.
HEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARD7 8PIR.ffi;A.

SPIB/EA ANTHONY WATERER.
This IB a pport from the well-known Spiroea bumalda, from

whiih it differs only in colour, the flowers being a rich

crimson, borne in large cormbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
impartant addition to hardy flowering plants of many years.

FIR.ST-CLA88 CERTIFICATE,
Royal Horticultural Society o: London.

Nice plants. Is. 6rf, each, will be distributed in November.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

H. LANE & SON
SOLICIT AN INSPECTION OF THEIR

EXTENSIVE

NURSERY STOCK,
Covering over 150 ACRES,

CONSrSTING OF

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN
TREES and SHRUBS

IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RHODODENDRONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in Fine, Healthy Condition.

Descriptive Catalogue free.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HEBTS.

STERLING NOVELTIES
For 1895.

Our 07vn introductions,noiu offeredfor first time.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
"SNOWBALL" (New).

TSE NEW GIANT STRAIN.
It is, without exception, the finest White Primula in

cultivation, and we feel confident that it cannot fail to

give satisfaction wherever it may be grown. It is more

vigorous in growth than the old varieties, the foUage being

remarkably strong. The flower stem is very sturdy, rises

well above the foliage, and bears a profusion of massive

flowers of a pure white colour of great substance. Tlie

individual blooms measure 2^ inches in diameter, and are

exquisitely fringed,
p,^ p„,^,, g,.

TOMATO, WARDEN PARK FAVOURITE
(New).

The raiser describes this as a fine variety for winter work ;

grown in pots it will fruit when scarcely 6 inches high.

The fruit is of meJium size, ribbed, and of a bright red

colour. It is a very free setter, and a good bearer.

Per Packet, Is. &d.

Special Terms to the Trade on application.

B.S. WILLIAMS & SON
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

PAUL & SON
The *'01d" Nurseries,

C H ESHU N T.

SPECIALTIES for PRESENT DELIVERY.

POT ROSES
5

THE FINEST IN EUROPE.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES on Briars.

GARDEN ROSES & Ornamental Species.

The ONLY SILVER CUP for POT ROSES at the TEMPLE
SHOW, and the finest eihibit of GARDEN ROSES at the

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.

STANDARD APPLES
(50,000), and other FRXTIT TREES.

BIG PLANTKRS SHOULD SEE THESE. THE
FINEST TREES /!f ENGLAND.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL
TREES & SHRUBS,

Winning thia year FOUR SILVER-GILT FLORA MEDALS,
TWO SILVER-GILT FLORA MEDALS. SEVEN AWARDS
OF MERIT, and FIVE FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES, at

the R.H.S. Meetings. Including—

HOLLIES, RHODODENDRONS,
AND

PICTURE TREES & SHRUBS,
ALL IN SPLENDID CONDITION FOR REMOVAL.

t^ftl
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along a broad walk towards the church. The
paths on either side, leading down to the lake by

broad steps, are flanked by walls literally covered

with Magnolia, the finest we have ever seen.

We were shown several specimens of the Cab-
bage-tree, DraciBna, a native of New Zealand, we
believe, which had suffered by last winter's frosts,

having thereby lost their leaders. All seemed
alive, however, and were breaking out, in a

curious Kale-like growth, all up the stem. It

seemed curious that this tree, considered quite

hardy, should suffer, whilst Hydrangeas easily

winter here in the open. The terrace facing

the lake was ornamented with carefully-trained

standard Myrtles, and about the lawns were
statues, copies from Greek antiques. The
fernery lay away to the left of the garden, and
contained almost every species of British Fern.

A delightfully cool spot this, on a hot
summer day ; roofed over by tall trees, a mass of

living green and, just audible, the gentle falling

of the tiny fountain, plashing its waters in the

pool below. Huge boulders of stone, brought
from near Sidmouth, one originally part of an
ancient cromlech, formed the rockwork, and over
these, in great profusion, grew Osmunda, Pars-
ley Fern, Hart's-tongues, and a dozen others,

whilst we even noticed a plant of real

Maidenhair, presumably a hardy variety.

Thick clumps of Bamboo helped to screen the
sun from the moisture-loving plants. Strolling

leisurely along, out into the sunshine again, we
were guided into what was perhaps the most
impressive part of all. Literally, acres of broken
ground, planted in perfect taste, with the most
magnificent Conifers it has ever been my pleasure

to see. Here were isolated examples, grown to

perfection, of the stately Pinus M;cel3a, and
Pinus insignis; dark-foliaged Cupressas, dwarf
Juniperus, the giant Abies Douglasi, and many
others of the Spruce family— all labelled clearly

and distinctly, so that the visitor " who runs may
read," without much trouble. Then again, grand
specimens of the wide-spreading Cedrus Deodara
and Libani, and massive Arbor-vitas claimed
attention ; whilst here and there, carefully

guarded from the attacks of rabbits, were some
lately-planted shrubs of rarer species. The walk
took us upward to a large lake, where swans and
the shy " bald" coot took their pastime, and where
water-loving trees and shrubs grew close to the
margin ; and then away up a broader drive,

overhung by drooping Limes, we were courteously
conducted to the gate, and our visit to Biotoa
was over. Market Gardener.

New or Noteworthy Plants.— •

ECHIDNOPSIS DAMMANNIANA.
Fob many years the curious genus Echidnopsis

contained but one known species ; in 1892, however
Messrs. Dammann & Co. of Naples distributed a
second species (E. Dammanniana), whilst last year
a third (E. Virchowi) was added to the genus. Two
of them have been properly described, but of E. Dam-
manniana no botanic description has yet been pub-
lished, and as a specimen of it was kindly sent to
Kew in August last by Messrs. Dammann & Co., I
here give a description of the plant, and take
the opportunity to make a few remarks upon the
genus.

Echidnopsis is a genus of Asclepiadeoe belonging
to the tribe Stapeliese, that was separated from the
rest of that group on account of its tesselated ateme,
and absence of an outer corona. The two recently-
added species, however, have a corona identical in
type with that of Caralluma, and it becomes a ques-
tion as to whether Echidnopsis should be retained as
a distinct genus, or merged in Caralluma ; indeed,
after an examination of many hundreds of flowers of

very many genera, it becomes a very difficult ques-

tion to decide on what characters many of the genera

of Asclepiads can be maintained. A great number
of genera have been founded upon slight modifi-

cations of what is essentially the same type of

corona, and others on habit only. In Echidnopsis

the habit and appearance of all the species is iden-

tical, but the corona shows two types of structure.

In the original species, E. cereiformis, the corona
consists of five simple lobes incumbent on the backs
of the anthers, with no evident outer coronal lobes

;

these are, however, represented by very minute rudi-

mentary denticles between the coronal-lobes at their

base ; but in the other two species the outer coronal

lobes (i.e., those lobes or outgrowths from the

staminal-column, which alternate with the anthers,

and are opposite to the lobes of the corolla), are

distinctly evident, and either unite the inner coronal-

lobes together into a sort of cup by a series of

five small pouches, or project between them as five

small lobes, this being the same as the coronal struc-

ture of Caralluma, and as the corolla also agrees

with that genus, there is no character to distinguish

these two species of Echidnopsis from Caralluma,
except that the stems are cylindric, with six to eight

tesselately-divided angles, instead of being square

or five-angled ; but as this peculiarity is common to

all the species, and they are very readily distin-

guished from all species of Caralluma by their stems
alone, it will be perhaps more convenient to keep
them generically distinct from Caralluma, until

further discoveries shall render this character
invalid also. At the same time this character
is certainly a very artificial one, since in other genera
with succulent stems, such as Cereus and Euphorbia,
there are all modifications from three, four, five,

to many angled stems. As to the coronal modi-
fications, there is one species of Caralluma in

which the outer corona is sometimes present and
sometimes absent, whilst in Asclepias and Xysmalo-
bium, which have no evident outer corona, it is

represented in several species by minute rudimentary
denticles, just such as are present in Echidnopsis
cereiformis. Prof. Schumann has correctly stated

(Monatschrift fiir Kakteenkunie, 1893, v. 3, p. 98)
that in Echidnopsis the flowers spring from the
grooves between the angles of the stem, but adds
that in others of the Stapelia tribe they arise from
the axils of the tubercles; this, however, is an error,

as I have seen and examined in a living state hun-
dreds of flowers belonging to this group, and have
never found one that truly originated from the axil
of a tubercle ! In a few species of Caralluma the
flowers are subaxillary or in terminal umbels, but
in all the rest they always arise—and I believe, by
dichotomy—from the grooves between the angles,

although usually a little to one side of the middle
of the channel. The following ig a description of
the specimen sent by Messrs. Dammann & Co. :—

Habit as in E. cereiformis, stems succulent,

I to J inch thick, cylindric, obtusely 8-angled,
the angles tesselately divided into small obtuse
tubercles by impressed transverse lines, dull

greyish or purplish-green, glabrous. Flowers in

fascicles of three to five in the grooves between
the angles, subsessile, but developing pedicles
about one line long when in fruit. Sepals J line

long, ovate acuminate, glabrous, very minutely
papillate. Corolla rotate, 3J lines in diameter,
the lobes 1} line long, 1 line broad, ovate, acute,
glabrous, papillate outside, dark purple-brown,
with the central part yellowish, dotted with
purple-brown. Outer corona of five small con-
cave lobes, that radiately spread out between
and beyond the bases of the inner coronal-lobes
and have their sides more or less pinched
together at about the middle. Inner coronal-
lobes halfa line long, deltoid-acuminate, incum-
bent on the backs of the anthers, the entire
corona dark purple-brown, glabrous. A native
of Abyssinia. E. Dammanniana, Sprenger, in
Dammaim Cat., 1892, p. 4, f. 5; Wiener
Illustrirte GartenzeUung, 1892, p. 351, f. 69;
Gartenflora, 1892, p. 526, f. 107.

In the )yiener Qartenieitung for 1892, it is stated

that this plant finds a ready sale in Vienna, whilst

Cacti, which have far more attractive flowers, are

not to be seen in the market. N. E. Brown,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
•

SOPHKONITIS CERNUA.
This pretty species, on which Liadley founded

the genus Sophronitis, is not held in such esteem in

gardens as S. grandiflora, but how pretty it can be

when properly grown is well exemplified at Messrs,

W. L. Lewis & Co.'s nursery. Chase Side, Sonthgate,

by a number of plants bearing sprays of light scarlet-

coloured flowers. Mr. Aahton, the managing partner

of the flrm, has a partiality for neat-growing and
pretty species of Orchids, such as Sophronitis,

Fleiones, &c., and he is very successful in their cul-

tivation, as is shown by the bright array of their

flowers, together with those of Cattleya labiata and
other species in these nurseries at the present time.

Odontoolossum crispom from Abddarroch,

Some flowers of a very distinct and pretty type of

Odontoglossum crispum, some of them being charm-
ingly spotted, have been received on ^several occa-

sions from K. Brooman-White, Esq., Arddarrocb,
Dumbartonshire, who refers to this strain, which
has been imported direct, as difi'ering from other

importations he has witnessed. In shape the flowers

more nearly realise the florist's ideal than those of

the best old variety, but they are scarcely so large ; the

white is also very pure, and the lip is invariably of a
nearly oval-shape, like that of O. c. Lehmannii, and
beautifully and evenly crimped at the edge. A very

neat, handsome, and compact inflorescence is the

invariable rule with this strain.

Odontoglossum PESciTOBEi, Raphael's var. (n. var.)

Variation in 0. Pescitorei is not nearly so

common as in O. crispum, and often when a really

fine variety does appear, there is nothing about it

which warrants a varietal name. But the present

beautiful form which has flowered in the collection

of G. C. Kiphael, Esq., Castle Hill, Englefield

Green, is not only remarkable on account of the

size, breadth of the segments, and other characteris-

tics of an unusually fine flower, but the broad
labellum is so richly and quaintly marked that the

variety can be readily distinguished by it. The
crest is orange-coloured, changing to chrome yellow

at the side, the upper portion being streaked with

red. On each side of the lip from the base runs a

broad irregular band of rich purple, the bands nearly

meeting in front of the crest, and then diverging

right and left over the front lobe. The space

between these lines at the apex of the lip is filled by
a diamond-shaped purple blotch. The margins of

the side lobes and the sides of the front lobe of the

lip are white, the whole lip being strikingly beau-
tiful. James O'Brien.

MOMOKDICA MIXTA.
The magnificent Gourd shown from Kew under

this name at the last meeting of the Koyal Horticul-

tural Society, attracted much attention from iti

brilliant coral-red or crimson colour. Our illustra-

tion (fig. 70), shows the fruit of its natural size,

studded with short conical spines. It is a native of
India, Cochin China, &e., and was figured in the
Botanical Magazine, t. 5145, and in the Flore des

Serres, 14, 1478. According to the Kew Index, M,
cochin-chinensis is synonymous, but under whatever
name it may be known, it must be admitted to be
one of the most splendid tropical climbing plants.

The flowers are described as four inches across,

with five ovate lanceolate sepals with black stripes,

and a bell-shaped, pale yellow corolla, with a purple

eye. The leaves are cordate, palmately lobed, and
their stalks are provided with cup-shaped glands.

Judging from the acrid propjj-ties of its nearest allies,

we should hesitate to consider this plant in any other

light than as an ornamental one.
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FlO. 70.— FHUIT OF MOMOEDICA COCHIN-CniNENSIS STN. MIXTA; FEUIT REDDISH- CRIMSON, (sEE P. 530)
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STREPTOCARPUS.
I HATE daring the past two years grown a good

batch of thi« little-known plant, with the idea that

by (electing the jeedlings with decided colours it

wonld be possible to get floweri of a larger siz?, with

more substance in the petals, and more decided

colours. Of course, with only a limited quantity,

and those raised from seed yearly, it cannot be

expected that any private grower can get plants

like those grown at the Chelsea nurseries. I was

informed there that many of them had been flowering

continuously for six months, and were very beau-

tiful at the time of my visit (September 29). The

newer seedlings are very superior to the older or

earlier introduced varieties, and though our own

seedlings at Syon are good, especially the violet

forms, we have not the red and crimson types of

bloom so good at Chelsea. These reddish forms are

a great gain, and quite distinct from the original

hybrids, as in them the light and dark blue pre-

dominated, and the newer shades are so beautiful

that they will be much admired by those who do not

care only for size. At Chelsea I counted no fewer

than nineteen distinct colours, from pure white to

darkest purple, the white flowers with violet

markings being beautiful. The magentas and crim-

sons were very rich in spot and throat markings, and

the light and dark blues were equally brilliant. I con-

sider these plants specially suitable for the decoration

of the greenhouse, and as during the summer months

there are none too many small flowering plants for

decorative purposes, they are most useful, as they

last so long, and give so little trouble. The value

of the plants may not be great where cut flowers are

in demand, their chief recommendation being their

utility for house decoration, and their long lasting or

flowering properties. During the past year there

have been great strides in size and in the production

of colours not seen in the earlier forms. I intended

heading my note " Streptocarpns in Autumn," but

though they are little growu for autumn bloom, I

have obtained plants from a later or A.pril sowing

that are a mass of bloom at this date, and I do not

see why they should not be as useful as the Primula

at this, the dull season. I have always sown the

seed early in January, and got the plants to bloom

in June, but by making two sowings I get a suc-

cession and a late or winter lot of plants invaluable

for decorative purposes during the winter months.

A few words as to culture may not be out of place.

Many persons consider the plants difficult to raise,

but such is not the case, and many fail by growing

them in too much heat ; indeed, the treatment given

to the Primula at the start is a suitable one for these

plants also. Early this summer I saw Streptocarpus

planted out in a shady corner, showing that

strong heat is not necessary, bat I am not sure how
such plants will winter. I do not think they will

stand our variable winters, but they do well in

summer. The plant, being a greenhouse perennial,

will give a lot of bloom the second season after

sowing if shifted into larger pots, and a larger pro-

portion of loam be used in the com post. By sowing as

advised early in the year, strong plants for autumn
bloom may be obtained ; the seed being very small,

it is advisable to sow in small pans in a compost of

two-thirds fibrous loam and one of peat, with a

liberal quantity of sand, the soil having a fine surface.

The soil should be thoroughly moistened previous to

sowing the seed, and afcer sowing, let it be covered

with glass or paper, and placed in a temperature of

70° till the seedlings appear above the surface.

Then place them near the light, and prick-off into

mall pots, placing several plants round the sides of

the pot, and growing on in a warm house, potting

into 60- pots, and again into 48'8 when the plants are

large enough, using a larger proportion of loam and

good leaf-mould at the latter pottings. If there is

suitable rockwork that is not liable to catch the drip

from plants above, Streptocarpus turned out of small

pots do well planted there, and have a very pretty

effect. They may also be used for edgings of stages

in warm greenhouses by planting out the second

eason, and they bloom profusely. I should point

out that mealy-bug is very fond of the plants, so

that they should never be placed in houses where

this pest abounds. Thrips are more readily kept

down, and if the plants are grown in a greenhouse,

they are less troubled with insects, so that after the

first shift, they may be given a cool frame or moist

green-house, in which situations they will produce

strong leaves and abundance of bloom. G, Wythes,

MARRAJM GRASS.
Babok Sir Febd. ton Mueller contributes the

following letter relating to the Marram-grass (Am-
mophila arenaria), the value of which for planting

on loose sandy sea-coasts is so very great :
—

" I can

inform you that cattle in this district will

eat the Marram-grass, no matter how coarse it

may have grown, and it is undoubtedly a good

fodder for cattle during our winter. I do

not attempt for one moment to say that I would

plant Marram-grass for fodder on land that would

grow Rye-grass, Lucerne, Clover, &c., but I do cer-

tainly say that if any person has got any sandy land

which is of a shifting nature, and on which they can

get nothing to grow, I wonld advise them to plant

that grass, and they would soon have the land

covered with vegetation, which would prevent the

sand from drifting, and be feed for cattle, and the

more the grass is dug out, burnt, or eaten off, the

better it improves ; it grows richer, and not near so

coarse, and, once the land is properly stayed (if

required) different kinds of grasses could be sown

amongst the Marram-grass. As a sand-stay, there

is nothing to equal it. It does not matter how high

the sand-hill may be, or how great the drift, if the

grass is properly planted, it is an easy matter to get

it to grow, and also to prevent the sand drifting. I

may inform you that the Borough Council of Port

Fairy were desirous of making a road to the beach

from one of the streets of the town, and to do so they

had to cut through a hill of drifting beach-sand.

Many persons at the time prophesied that it would

be impossible to prevent the sand from drifting;

however, the work was undertaken, and a cutting of

about 25 feet width was made through the sand-hill,

and the Marram-grass planted to prevent drift,

with the result that no sand whatever drifted into

the catting, and the whole place is now covered with

grass. While in Adelaide, some few weeks ago, I

took a run down to Henley Beach and the Grange,

where I noticed that the sand along that coast in

places was drifting very badly ; if steps were taken

at once to plant the drifts with Marram-grass, it

would prevent a lot of valuable property from being

destroyed, and the cost would not be very great.

Samuel T. Avery, Port Fairy. [For illustration, &c.,

see ante, pp. 745, 750, December 16, 1893
J

A TRAVELLER'S NOTES,
iContimud from p. 469.)

A bush-house, eight glass-houses, and various pits

are situated in the old garden. The first, with ends
and sides of open trestle-work, has a broad arched
roof of dried twigs of Leptospermum scoparium.
Tree Ferns and Palms occupy the main portion.

Alsophila Cooperi, of which there are several good
pieces, on stems 20 to 25 feet in height, is exceedingly
pretty ; Cyathea Cunninehami, C. Brownii, Dick-
sonia squarrosa, Cocos, Kentias, Latanias, &c., are all

in good condition.

Of the eight houses, five are to a great extent
devoted to propagating purposes, and three reserved
as show-houses. The latter are as smart and neat
as one can well wish to see. Two are devoted to a
general stove collection, and one to Orchids, in very
good condition. Calantbe Veitchii and C. vestita,

Dendrobium Phalseuopsis, Cattleya Bowringiana,
Zygopetalum Mackayi, Cattleya Eldorado, Cypri-
pedium Sedeni, C. Harrisianum, C. longifolium,

Pnolidota imbricata, are all in flower ; Coelogyne
speciosa, one piece, has eight open blooms. Den-
drobium undulatum is showing three spikes, and
Angrtecum ebnrneum a good strong one. The
collection of Stanhopeas is good ; Khynchostylis
retusa, large pieces of R. ccelestis, Brassia macu-
lata, several Oncidinms, and Platyclinis are all

doing well. The contents of the Orchid-house of

the Sydney Botanic Gardens are in good condition,

and one of the best collections in Australia.

The two stoves are in no way behind. In one,

the stages are low, scarcely 30 inches above the

ground ; arranged in this manner, the plants are

seen to greater advantage. The walks are channelled

for the purpose of evaporation.

Amongst the best specimens of Palms are

Hyophorbe Verschaffeltii. Areca rubra, Daemonorops
pericanthns, D. fissus, a most graceful thing ; Carlu-

dovica palmata, small palmate leaves on erect G to

7 feet stalks ; Verschatfeltia splendida, very fine, its

leaves 10 to 11 feet in length, certainly oue of the

handsomest Palms grown ; Caryota sobolifera,

Cbamsedorea Ernesti Augusti, &c. In one house,

from the roof, hung a Nepenthes Rafflesiana, with

pitchers of maximum size, and N. Veillardii, a curious

species from New Caledonia. The stove plants are

in excellent condition and perfect health.

The Lower Garden, the greater part of which was
reclaimed from Farm Cove, an inlet of Port Jackson,

would probably appeal to the general public as the

prettiest portion ol the whole. Divided from the old

garden by a wall (shortly to be removed), a broad

border runs along its length at the highest limit. Here
Ficus Parcelli, 15 feet high, is as striking a varie-

gated bush as could well be imagined, the numerous
fruit flashed with red in no little degree contributing

to the effect. Daphniphyllum glaucescens in perfect

condition, assumes even greater dimensions. The
large metallic leaves of J'icus Bennetti from the

South Sea Islands, produced in profusion on a tree

30 feet high, and covering a space, the diameter of

which is as great, form an imposing mass. Behind is

a noble New South Wales Flame-tree, the largest I

have met; it must offer a gorgeous spectacle when in

flower

!

Theophrasta imperialis, Bocconia frutescens,

Alstonia constricta, the Bitter Bark, the fine foliaged

Macadamia tenutfolia, and Musa sapientum fruiting

freely, do well in this border ; but possibly the most
interesting is a huge Platycerium alcicorne on an
old tree stem. Being 10 feet in diameter, this mass
of fronds is a remarkable sight.

Immediately in front of the refreshment kiosk is

one of the ponds, dependent for its water on the

creek running through the garden, the banks of

which in parts are lined with Tree Ferns.

Weeping Willows, and dwarf stumps of Todea
barbara line the slopes of the pond, one side being

a perfectly solid bank of Canna indica.

On the island in the centre are various plants of

Seaforthia elegans, and a Livistona australis, on stems
3.1 to 40 feet in height, and several fine trees of

Alsophila Cooperi and A. australis with an under-

growth of Cannas, Caladinm esculentum, &c.
Buried in the end of a clump of Cyperus anti-

quorum is a plain stone obelisk " To the memory of

Allan Cunningham."
To the left of this pond is a section devoted to

Monocotyledonous plants, each ofthe variously shaped
beds containing a natural order represented by the

most diverse genera available.

In the borders close by, Solandra Isevis is in flower,

with its long cup-shaped yellowish blossoms. Miche-
lia Champaca has grown to 40 feet in height, and
Panax incisa, with immense rich glossy pinnate

leaves, Simaruba grandis from tropical America,
Erjthroxylon macrohyllnm, Plumiera acuminata,

Eugenia grandis, a fine shrub, 25 feet in height

;

and the Queensland Tristania conferta, over 60 feet,

are all worthy of mention.

On a lawn behind the tongue leading to the west

gate are many Conifers, some thoroughly at home.
The tall symmetrical Cupressus Benthamii from Gua-
temala, Pmus longifolia, P. canariensis over 50 leet,

P. Pinea over 60 feet, Pinus Laricio, P. Massoniana.
Cupressus thyoides variegata 25 feec, C. lusitanica,

&c., all do well. The finest Fig in the garden, a

Ficus rubiginosa, a truly magnificent specimen, is

but a few yards from that portion devoted to Dicoty-
ledonous plants, and there is also a small collection

of those medicinally valuable.

Several Jubjea spectabilis, Thuia orientalia, Ficus
Harlandii from Hong-Kong, its old and young wood
studded with myriads of fruit; Magnolia grandiflora

25 feet high, a seedling Kentia Fosteriana, but little

less, situated near a cinmp of Bambusa plumosa,

Juniperus chinensis, and Pcychosperma Alexandrse,

Blight and graceful as in its Qaeensland home, are

amongst the specimens and general borders of the

western side.

The largest lake is about the centre, and well

stocked with swan and duck. Willows, shortly to

assume their winter garb, do well on its banks and
islands, the latter havingsomegoodLivistonas,Musas,
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and Cbameerops, &c. Following the eastern tongue of

the cove, rarioas mixed ahrubberies are met with,

whilst amongst the single specimens are Ficua Bel-
lengerii, with peculiar oblong fruit, Eugenia achime-
noides, with pretty young growth ; Ficus macrophjUa,
with a low flat head, probably owing tn the silt it is

planted in; and Citharexylum subserratum, with
numerous narrow long spikes of white flowers.

Mexican plants are well represented, the foliage

of Fourcroya Lindeni is particularly massive, and
that of Agave Milleri 13 to 14 inches across. Near
a good Quercus virens on the slope are Ilex latifolia.

Arbutus canariensis, Fbotinia serrulata, Bauhinia
purpurea, Ficus Benjamina, a weeping species, and
Hodera tTebinthacea from Ceylon. Sterculia rupes-

tris, the Queensland Bottle-tree, has a diameter at

its broadest part of 3 feet, and Quercaa Cerris reaches
50 feet.

One bed is devoted entirely to Agaves, and another
to Macrozamias—M. Moorei being at the moment
the most striking of all.

From Adelaide to Sydney many old residents agree
that the climate of the last few years is markedly
different to that experienced previously. The terrible

hot north winds are less fierce and less common ; one
explanation offered being they blow over cultivated

land instead of sandy waste or scrub. In N. S. W.
and Victoria droughts have been less severe, and
this season in particular a specially heavy rainfall

is recorded. An increasing mildness of climate has
undoubtedly prevailed for several years—the natural
question is—will it be permanent ? James H, Veitch,

{To be continued.)

GREENHOUSE HARD-WOODED
PLANTS.

{Continued from p. 118.)

Statices.—Strictly speaking, the greenhouse Sta-

tice may not be a hard-wooded plant, but it

is sufEciently so to claim notice under thi? head.

The true value of the Statice as a decorative plant is

not nearly enough known or appreciated in private

gardens ; on the other hand, as a market plant, it is

not perhaps sufliciently showy to attract those who
attend alone to this particular feature. As a green-

house or conservatory plant, however, the Statice in

its best known varieties should be grown far more
than it is at the present day. Those who have to

provide a large number of decorative plants will find

n the genus in question a true friend from early in

May until September. A dozen or so, for instance, of

Statice profusa would do as much service as twice or

thrice the number of other and commoner plants.

True, the colour in each variety is very nearly the

same, yet we have not any too many flowering plants

in which blue prevails ; the actual flowers themselves

are white, but these do not last any great length of

time, yet they are rapidly succeeded by others until each

pike is exhausted. The calyx of each individual flower

will last in good condition for a considerable length

of time, provided the treatment be in accord with the

keeping of the same ; a damp atmosphere or the use

of the syringe overhead, be it noted, will soon cause

the blue or bluish-purple to vanish. When grown in

a well-ventilated house each spike is a most pleasing

feature, the pure white flowers affording a delightful

contrast to the calyces.

Culture.—Under no circumstances can Statices be

considered difficult plants to manage, except in so far

as all plants that are subjected to attacks from insect

peats come under that category. They are essentially

free-growing plants, being easily managed by all who
have a greenhouse at their disposal. I have myself

grown and exhibited them from a cool vinery, but

I should prefer the greenhouse. Starting with

young plants in the early spring, it is possible to have

them of good size by the autumn. As soon as growth

becomes active early in the year, it may still further

be encouraged by keeping the plants in a moist

atmosphere; a Peach-house, for instance, would suit

them for a month or six weeks, then the ordinary

temperature of the greenhouse will sutlice. If the

plants are not wanted to dower very early, the first

spikes may be pinched out— this will give two iu the

place of each one later on. Potting I much prefer to

perform in the spring, when the roots commence
to be active. In doing this, aToid by all means

the evil of over-potting ; it may incite the

growth for a time, but the day of reckoning will as

surely follow. The roots of the Statice are minute,

produced in profusion, but tender ; hence very sus-

ceptible to sour soil, which will ensue after over-

potting. The soil best suited to their culture is

fibrous yellow loam and good lasting peat ; two-

thirds of the former to one of the latter with silver

sand in plenty. Should the peat be at all indifferent,

use good leaf soil in its stead; in fact, it is

almost a matter of choice between the one and the

other, provided the other essential of firm potting

be attended to in a proper manner. If a plant be

somewhat unhealthy at the roots, a reduction of the

ball and a close treatment afterwards will be a

beneficial to it. When well established and
the plants taking water freely, with spikes of

bloom opening, I have found a weak solution of

Peruvian guano iu water to be a good stimulant.

Any other manure would do that is not highly con-

centrated, and with a tendency to burn (so to speak)

the roots. In no case should dependence be placed

upon stroag or repeated doses of any manure, as

the results may be contrary to the expectations.

As the plants go out of flower, less water should be

given ; sufficient only to keep them from flagging.

This will carry them safely through the winter

season, but during growth a more generous treat-

ment in this respect is most advisable. Propagation

is easily accomplished in the spring in moderate

heat, each cutting being placed singly in a small pot,

nsing as soil nearly half sand and the rest loam.

Of insect pests I have found the black thrip to be

the most troublesome, and if not closely watched

it will soon injure the foliage. Dipping is more

effective than fumigation, as this insect is not so

easily reached by the latter process, being located in

most cases upon the under surface of the leaves.

Mealy bug is a great annoyance, and it is only by

the closest attention that it can be eradicated, fur in

the use of strong insecticides there is the risk of

injury to the foliage. Other insects will rarely

cause any serious trouble.

Varieties.—The varieties of the Statice as now
grown in the greenhouse are not numerous, three

only calling for any special comment, I note,

however, on reference to the catalogue of a

well-known firm (date 1S71), that eight kinds are

enumerated. Statice profusa (already alluded to) is

no doubt the best all-round variety to grow by

reason of its dwarf and 'compact habit, and the pro-

fusion of its spikes during a long-continued season.

It is useful as a small plant in a 4S-siz<9d or larger

pot ; in a 32-pot a really good plant can be grown.

Statice Butcheri is a variety of S. imbricata, but

much superior to it in colour ; beside the former the

latter is of quite a pale shade when in bloom, and

not nearly so effective. A well-managed plant of

S. Batcheri has the deepest coloured flowers (i.e.,

calyces) of any. Along the south coast it is nearly

always a fine feature at the summer shows. To
manage' it well, so as to produce a fine mass of

flower, the spikes, as they attain to about half their

full length, should be pulled down gradually to a

horizontal position ; this will cause lateral shoots to

issue from buds on the spikes which would other-

wise remain either quite dormant, or at the most, be

but weakly offshoots from the main spike. S. Hol-
fordi, which I would quote as the third variety, is

reputedly a gardan-form of S. macrophylla ; from

the size of its foliage, I do not think there can be

much doubt on this point. When well-grown it is a

noble-looking plant, both as regards foliage and
flower, its spikes are very robust ; its leaves

glabrous and almost entire, whilst those of S.

Butcheri are deeply lobed and downy. S. Holfordi

with its tall spikes makes a fine plant for the green-

house or conservatory during the summer.

Of S. imbricata, Messrs. C. Lee & Sons possess an
excellent variety of dwarf and profuse -flowering

character. The name under which it is known is

Statice floribunda, a First-class Certificate having

been awarded it by the Royal Horticultural Society

on May 23, 1883.

WiTSENIA COBYJUBOSA,

No one who takes an interest in, and has room to
cultivate a general mixed collection of green-
house plants, should lose sight of this singularly

interesting plant. When in flower, scarcely

anyone could fail to be struck with its beauty, the
bright mazarine blue of the blossoms being so very
distinct. It has not the reputation of being free-

flowering, but it is easily grown. To remedy the

defect j ust alluded to, I would endeavour to overcome
it by keeping the plant as dry through the winter

as is consistent with safety, almost in the same
way as with Agapanthus umbellatus. Then by
giving a decidedly different treatment from the

spring onwards, I am persuaded that the results

would be satisfactory. It is an ally of the Iris, a dis-

tant one, it is true, bat in the disposal of its small

leaves this can be detected, although, unlike the Iris,

it forms a hard-wooded stem. It is a peat-loving

plant, and whilst growing should be watered freely,

a cool but moist atmosphere being likewise congenial

to it. Only one species is known to exist, and

this was introduced as far back as 1803. J. Hudson.

(Jo be continued).

BLICKLING HALL.
[See Supplementary Illusieaiion.]

Blicklinq Hall is one of those mansions in which
the eastern counties abound, and which has the

element of age to add to its other fascinations to the

visitor, be he interested in arboriculture, horticulture,

or antiquities. It is only comparatively old, and is in

a state of excellent preservation, a substantial sort

of link with bygone times, connecting those of the

early Stuart with our own. The mansion, a large

quadranijular structure, built in the form of the

letter H, has two open courts in the centre, with

turrets at the angles, and a clock tower over the

entrance, and it is built of brick with stone quoins

and window openings.

The surrounding park has an area of 700 acres,

well-stocked with deer ; and about 200 yards distant

from the house is seen a portion of the large lake

of about 90 acres, one of the finest pieces of arti-

ficial water in the kingdom. This extends in

crescent form for about a mile, with a width, where

broadest, of 400 yards, and it is skirted by park-land

and well-wooded gentle acclivities, which afford a

very pleasing bit of landscape.

It may be interesting to note that the manor of

Blickling was held by Harold, and after his defeat at

Hastings, the Conqueror settled the entire manor

and advowson on the See of Thetford, afterwards on

the foundation of Norwich Cathedral—an instance of

the manner of dealing with vested interests in the

11th century.

In 1413. Blickling became the property of Sir

Thomas Erpingham; and having passed through

several hands, it came into the possession of Sir

Thomas Boleyn, the father of the unfortunate Anne
Boleyu. From the Boleyns the manor passed to Sir

Robert Clere, on his marriage with Alice Boleyn ;

and then to the Hobarts, ancestors of the Earl of

Buckingham. Toe old mansion was pulled down by

Sir John Hobart, and the present house built, it

being finished in 1628. The second Earl rebuilt the

west front iu 1769. Money could not have been

very plentiful iu the family at that period, for we

find the countess bequeathing her jewels towards

defraying the expenses. The present possessor is

the kindly and popular Constance, Marchioness of

Lothian, who throws the place open to visitors every

Tuesday—a rule, we were given to understand, not

very rigidly adhered to.

Our illustration shows the present flower-

garden, which is adjacent to the mansion, occupying

a sheltered level nook of about H acre, which has

been cut out of the land which sloped somewhat

steeply upwards at that part, the rising ground itself

beyond being dealt with in a bold and effective

manner by constructing a central gravelled path of

considerable breadth, so as not to run into insigni-

ficant narrowness at the end farthest from the
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beholder. This path, bordered on either hand

with turf, and ehrnbberiei planted with Ever-

greenr, i> famished with occasional flights

of steps in its coarse, so as to modify the

steepness of the ascent, and afford considerable

stretches of nearly level walking. The soil exca-

vated from the site of the flower-garden was used in

filling in the end of the lake nearest the mansion.

This flower-garden last summer was a very charming

example of the modern style of filling the beds, and

we have little hesitation in saying that it is one of

the best existing in which tender exotic plants are

almost banished by hardy herbaceous perennials.

The present head gardener, Mr. Oclee, who has

made most of the present gardens during the past

twenty-five years, has entirely mastered this new,

or shall we not say, revived old style of planting a

flower garden, which while it is never ablaze with

masses of colour gaudy or^otherwise, is at all times

well-furnished with flowers, and therefore an object

of just admiration. The form is an equal-sided

parallelogram, and its general surface contoar is

effectively broken up by low standards of Acer Ne-

gundo foliis variegatis, beneath which was planted

Lobelia cardinalis variety Firefly, a very glowing and

vigorous growing plant. These standards being

irremovable, afford something to look at in the

spring and early summer arrangement, and being

made amenable to somewhat close pruning, would be

very pretty objects when coming jinto leaf. Other

objects to break up the surface and afford variety are

Jnnipers and Thuias, the latter being kept squat and

low, and the former allowed to keep their columnar

habit.

The beds are of simple form, as best befits their

occupants, and the beautiful old turf as soft as velvet,

such as one always finds about these old country

seats, out of which the design is cut, is of that sufii-

cient width between the beds to prevent any appear-

ance of crowding, and yet not to err on the side of

too great looseness. There is no point, not even from

the adjacent high ground, whence the whole design

can be. seen ; there is, therefore, the charm of there

being something worth seeing beyond, that is always

necessarily absent in fiower gardens consisting of a

number of beds filled with dwarf plants, where you

get no surprises. We may specify a few of the kinds

of plants employed—Dahlias of all sections, Zinnia

Haageana, a good orange-coloured variety, more

trustworthy than any Calceolaria for bedding ; and of

similar usefulness a buff-coloured variety of tuberous-

rooted Begonia, a plant Mr. Oclee is fond of. It is

well adapted for good-sized beds, and is of more

than ordinary good quality as a flower. Salpiglossis in

variety, Tagetes patula or pumila, a most useful

plant, and very showy in masses, clumps, or lines.

Coreopsis in variety. Carnations, Cannas, Helianthus

of tall and dwarfish varieties, both single and doable

flowered ; Gladiolus Brenchleyensis and G. Ganda-

vensis ; Phlox decuseata in great numbers, both

tall and short ; Hollyhocks, Marguerites, Michael-

mas Daisies for late flowering, Chilian Beet,

Monarda didyma, and much more of the same kind

of material. Pelargoniums were remarkable for

their almost complete absence.

This garden is kept presentable the whole course of

the year, and so soon as the summer occupants are

considered to be no longer sightly, their places are

taken by Evergreen shrubs and the usual kinds of

spring and early summer- flowering plants, including

bulbs of all kinds, these again making room for the

summer flowers.

The woodland walks and pleasure-grounds at

Blickling are well worth a visit, and many interest-

ing views of the interior of the place and the sur-

rounding landscape are obtained in the course of a

walk round. Much fine timber is found about the

grounds, and rare species of trees are not uncommon.

Two immense specimens of Platanus orientalis

stand together, yet with space for the fullest develop-

ment, whoBe;,branches, some 16 to 20 yards in length,

have reached the turf and there taken root all round

these trees, some of them being rooted in two and

three different places.

The kitchen garden, admirably kept, revealed fine

crops of Pears on the walls, the fruits of BenrrS

Diel and Glout Morcean being of rare size. Apples

and Pears are grown on walls that were once planted

with Peach trees, these latter never being a success

in northern Norfolk if placed on walls facing east,

the brine-laden winds soon causing a blighted and

unhealthy appearance.

The Vines are well done, and excellent crops of

Gros Colmar, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria,

and Madresfield Court as a back-wall Vine, were

remarked.

The peacheries contained many fine fruits of

Princess of Wales and Prince of Wales Peaches,

and in the earlier ones the trees were large and

healthy. In a plant stove Bougainvillea glabra

was finely in fiower, and Cheilanthes Mooreana had

grown into an enormous specimen. This moEt

interesting old place is reached by railway to

Aylsbam, from which it is distant about 1^ mile.

The WEEK'S Work.
PLANTS UNDEK GLASa.

By J. F. McLeod. Gardener. Dover Bouse, Roekampton, S. W.

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS.— Except ia very

favoured parts of the country, flowers ou'-of-d(ors

fit fur cutting are over, and those under glass

will for the future be used instead. Amongst
these at the present time the Chrysanthemums
stand first, possessiog as they do such varied

colours as to well fit them for filling vaees,

&c. Care should, however, be taken that the

blooms are fully developed before cutting

them, or they will be lacking in character.

Where these plants are extensively grown it is usual

for the gardener to arrange one or more groups in

the greenhouse, when, if the colours are well chosen,

they have a very good effect. In arranging such

groups the blooms should stand well apart, so that

the handling of them may be done without inconveni-

ence, it being essential that they should be frequently

examined, and all the decayed florets, as fast as they

appear, removed. The varieties, Edouard Audiguier,

Viviand Morel, F. A. Davis, &c., are more subject

to damping than some others, and should be kept

in the warmest part in the greenhouse, with

a free current of air pasting amongst them. It

would not b^ easy to fix the exact temperatures in

which the plants should be kept at this season, as

so much will depend on the manner in which they

have been cultivated, the purposes for which the

plants are grown, the stage of bud development, and
the position of the structure in which they are

located, and the outside temperature.

B0UVARDIA3.—These plants, if flowering freely,

should be kept somewhat close; with a night tempe-
rature of 56°, while with sun-heat 10° more may be

afforded. Continue the use of manures, regulating

the strength of the doses according to the state of

the root- growth.

CYCLAMENS.—The earliest batch of these plants

now coming on to flower should be stood close to

the glass, allowing a current of air to pass under the

foliage, moderately cool treatment being aimed at

;

but a slight degree of heat in the hot- water pipes with

ventilation will be found to answer well. Water
at the root must now be carefully afforded, the plants

at this stage being easily spoiled if too much water

be supplied. When any flower is removed, it should

be pulled clean away from the crown of the corm, as

if cut off with a knife the remaining portion damps
off, and there is the danger of decay being set up in the

corm. Later lots should be kept freely ventilated in

light houses. Salvias, Enpatoriums, Lantanas, &c.,

will now be supplying a large proportion of the cut

flowers, and will require liberal supplies of farmyard

manure, with a pinch of soot added to it, which will

assist in the production of finer flowers, as well as in

prolonging the floweringof the plants. A temperature

of 50° by night, with a rise of 10° by day, will suit

them if air in moderation be admitted if the structure

is a light one, otherwise air in considerable amount
should be admitted. Solanums, being less fruitful

this season, owing to lack of sunlight, should be

more than usually well-ventilated and kept near the

glass, by which means a freer setting of the berries

will be encouraged.

LA8IANDRA (PLEROMA) MACRANTHA. — The
flower-buds having now formed, mannre water may be

resorted to, to plump them up; a slightly warmer
temperature maintained, and the house kept rather

dry.

CELOSIAS.—The latest batch will now be coming
into flower, and should be stood in the plant-stove,

water being very sparingly afforded. A suitable size

of flower-pot for Celosias at this season is a 48.

THE HABDY FBUIT QABDEN.
Bv T. TOBTON. Gardener, Maiden Brlegh, Beading.

PRUNING OF WALL TREES.—In view of the

shorter working day, and the various hindrances to

the carrying out of various operations in the fruit

garden which occur in the winter season, every oppor-

tunity should be seized upon to forward them.

Pears and Plums, if aged, require much reduction

in the number and length of the fruit-spurs.

In dealing with such trees, it is best to

saw off the longest of these to about 2 inches of

their base, these saw-wounds being made smooth with

the knife. It is a practice which, if carried out

every year, tends to keep the trees furnished with

fruit-spurs of moderate length, and renders the

pruning, nailing, and cleaning of the trees easy

matters ; moreover, the fruit is exposed to the light

far more than is the case of trees with a great

number of long bearing spurs. Pruning at this

season favours the production of new shoots from

dormant eyes, which is not the case with late pruning.

Any further pruning of Pear and Plum-trees on the

wailswill consist in the removal of thelatergrowths on

foreright shoots, and shortening of the leading shoots,

more or less, in accordance with the amount of space

which has to be furnished. Any trees of great

vigour may have the leading shoots of the main
branches cut back to 2 feet from the point whence

they started, which will secure a good break along

its entire length. Young trees which have been

replanted as a check to strong growing may be left

unpruned till the spring, a time when the trees

having begun to make roots anew, the cut- back shoots

will break readily.

INSECTICIDES.-Trees of the Pear that are

infested with scale are not easily ridded of these

insects, and the first step should be to loosen the

trees from the wall, and with Fir-tree oil, or other

insecticide, of twice the strength recommended for

aphis, scrub every part with a half-worn-out

paint-brush, being careful to get at the back of the

branches. Apart from the injury the Pear-tree

scale causes, it gets on to the fruit, whence it is not

easily removed. Any Plum tree infested with brown-

scale should be treated in a similar manner, but if

black- aphis only be troublesome, the trees may be

well syringed with strong soap-suds, to every 3 galls,

of which I gill of petroleum has been added, keeping

it well stirred up whilst being applied to the tree.

THE STRAWBERRY.—All beds of these fruits,

excepting the newly-planted ones, should be

drenched with liquid-manure, which, after the recent

rains, will be easily obtainable in most gardens.

As previously pointed out, this practice is more to be

recommended than the commoner one of a heavy

dressing of manure, which provides a shelter for the

slugs, and hinders the aeration of the soil and the

sweetening effects of frost upon it,

ARREARS OF WORK.—Any root-pmning, lifting,

and replanting of Apricot, Peach, and Nectarine

trees or any other operations advised in recent

calendars, should now be completed; bearing in

mind that the early replanting of trees on the Plum
stock leads to no loss of crop the next year.

THE KITCHEN QABDEN.
By Arthur CooMBEa, Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

FRENCH BEANS.—Those growing in pots should

be placed where they get full snnlight, preferably in a

heated pit. Let the temperature range from 60° by

night, to 70° and 75° by day. It gives less trouble

to cultivate French Beans on beds of soil in such
hotwator-pits than to grow them in pots. The soil

should be light and rich, and the Beans planted in

rows at 1 foot apart, thinning out the weaker plants,

so as to leave those that are to stand for a crop at

8 inches apart. Afford no water till the plants are

in true leaf, and then at a not lower temperature

than that of the pit. Syringe the plants on fine

days except when in flower, at which time, and in

cloudy, dull weather, a morning dewing over will

suflioe. If a proper place be not at command, the

forcing of French Beans had better be postponed till

mid-winter is past.
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CAULIFLOWERS.—A watchful eye ghoald be kept
upon thoae plants now taming- in, breaking a few of
the heart-leaves over the curd to prevent injury by
frost and rain. Those having usable heads should be
lifted with a ball of soil, and stood thickly together
in a deep frame or some temporary kind of pit.

BROCCOLI.—Where these have been planted
upon firm and not over-rich ground, and sufficient

space allowed them, the plants will be sturdy and
not so liable therefore to injury by frost; but if they
are drawn, or coarse have a leaf-growth due to close

planting, or a rich soil, heeling the plants over will be
advisable. It is not so injurious as replanting them.
Take out a spadeful of mould on the north side of
each plant and press it over in that direction with
as little disturbance of the roots as possible, placing
the spadeful of soil on the south side, and making it

firm with a tread of the foot.

MUSHROOM HOUSE—More artificial warmth
may be now required in this place, although if many
beds are in various stages, the warmth they give off

will be considerable, and consequently fire-heat
needs to be cautiously used ; a temperature of 60°
should not be exceeded. Under 60° growth is slow,
but when above this figure, the beds soon exhaust
themselves, and the produce is thin and poor in

quality. Collect material and make new beds ; and
BDould the warmth of a bed decline quickly after

spawning, cover it over with fresh straw or litter,

which will cause the temperature tu rise somewhat,
and thus save the crop.

THB ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

TERETE- LEAVED ORCHIDS.—In almost every
general collection of Orchids, some of the follow-

ing terete-leaved species are included. Many
of them are beautiful, some singular, and by
no means unattractive. Scuticaria Steelei requires

an East India - house temperature, and should
be suspended well up to the roof- glass in the
lightest position. A less showy species is S. Had-
wrnii, but which nevertheless is well worthy of cul-
tivation ; it should be grown in the intermediate-
house, and well exposed to the light at all times.
Bath plants may be either attached to flat blocks of
Teak-wood, with a little sphagnum about the roots,

or be placed in shallow baskets. The success in cul-
tivating them depends more on the temperature and
ot.mosphere of the house than on anything else.

When in full growth they should be (reely syringed,
but during the resting season they will need to be
dried, though it must not be carried so far as to
cause the foliage to shrivel. Angriecum Scot-
tianum is quite a little gem ; it succeeds ad-
mirably when grown in a hot sunny corner
of the East Indian division, and if well syringed
overhead several times a day during active growth,
it will thrive and bloom profusely. At this

season a good watering both morning and afternoon
will be sufficient. The best and most natural
method by which to grow them is to train their
slender stems, which are of semi-saandent habit,

around Teak cylinders. It is very important to
keep the stems upright, and to tie them firmly to
the bars, so that the small roots immediately they
commence to grow may have something sub-
stantial to cling to. When the plants have
overgrown the length of the Teak bars, another
cylinder should be screwed on to the top of the old
one, thus avoiding any disturbance of the roots,

which, if once detached from the material they are
clinging to, rarely, if ever, make further progress.

During the flowering period the syringing overhead
must be discontinued, but the stems and roots may
be kept moist by pouring water over them from a
watering-can. The beautiful white- flowered Aerides
vandaram reqaires similar treatment in all par-
ticulars, but to induce it to flower freely it should
be well exposed to the sunlight during the autumn
months. If, however, cultivators find any difficulty

with this plant in the warm-house, they should remove
it to the Mexican-house, where it may succeed
better. There are also two Brassavolas, B. Perrinii

and B. stricta, which have terete, pendulous leaves,

and, like the preceding species, they do well in a high
temperature, succeeding best on Teak rafts sus-

pended near to the roof. During their period of

rest they only require water at the root on bright

sunny days ; at other times the moist atmosphere in

the bouse is sufficient to keep the pseudobulbs plump.
Oncidium Sprncei, O. rotundifolium, andO. junci-

folium have similar leaf characteristics, but are erect

in their habit of growth. These do well in pots or

small hanging pans, in peat and moss in equal

proportions. During growth, copious supplies of
water are necessary, but the most critical time is on
its completion, when, if kept too wet or too dry, the
leaves may spot or fall prematurely. Put them in
the hottest house available. Of the terete-leaved sec-
tion of Oncidium, O. Jonesianum is undoubtedly
the most handsome, but unfortunately it is a plant
difficult to preserve in a satisfactory condition. For
a year or two it grows fairly well ; even then, under
the best cultural conditions, the leaves rarely attain the
size of those imported, and after producing a strong
inflorescence, they generally show signs of exhaustion.
So far as my experience goes, attachment to blocks is

fie most suitable, and the temperature of the Cattleya
or Mexican- house. Suspend the plants close to the
glass, and where they may be but thinly shaded;
afford abundance of water during growth, and
when completed, fully expose to direct sun -

light, and do not allow the leaves to shrivel.

Those who possess plants of this species would do
well not to allow the flower-spikes to remain on the
plants for too long atime. Vandateresand V.Hooker-
iana were treated upon in a former Calendar ; and it

is only necessary to caution inexperienced growers
against over-resting the plants. Here they are
never subjected to any severe drying, and under
such treatment each stem produces strong spikes,
wif.h from four to nine flowers of large size and
substance. Luisia Amesiana, L.volucris, L. zylanica,

and L. Psyche are all very similar in habit of
growth to Vanda teres, and, like that species,

they require much light, and when growing,
much water. Tetraraicra bicolor, better known
as Leptotes, a dwarf - growing species, with
short terete leaves, may be grown on blocks of

wood, with a little sphagnum about the roots, or
in small shallow pans, with fibrous peat and broken
potsherds intermixed ; and they prefer a light airy

position near the roof of the intermediate-house.
Water should be aflforded at all seasons whenever
the compost has become dry.

them abundance of air afterwards; and the apnrg
should be thinned out to 12 or 15 inches apart, over-
crowding in any form being carefully avoided. The
bundle of-rods system, about the worst that can be
adopted, should be avoided ; about 4 feet is the least
distance at which each rod should stand apart, and
then they obtain all the light and air that is required.

FBUIT8 0NDKB OLA8S.
By Baelev WADD9. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

VINES.—The pruning of Vines may now be taken
in hand as soon as they are relieved of their fruit

and the leaves begin to fall, there being no necessity

to wait till every leaf has fallen. There are different

opinions as to the best kind of instrument for the
work ; with me for many years past the short pruning
scissors (s(ccitcur), G inches long, have taken the
place of the pruning-knife. They are very strong,

make clean cuts, and are handier than the knife.

Many of us remember the old apprentice days, when
one of us had to sharpen the knives, and the other
hold the Vine-rod for the master to cut. Any Vines
that were planted last spring, and which have not
grown strong enough to be fruited, or that are not
required to fruit next season, should, if they are
intended for single rod Vines, be cut down as far as

the bottom of the vinery rafter ; and those for double
rods should be cut back to a point 13 inches lower
than this, so as to give space for training the shoots

into the best position. It is better to carry out one
uniform system for each house of Vines, either of

single rods or double rods, as it looks neater, espe-

cially when a new range is planted. Extra Vines
planted between the permanent ones for fruiting

next season, if strong and well-ripened, should be

cut down to about 9 feet, or to a good strong
part of the cane, when it is strong enough to carry

fruit ; and young permanent Vines strong enough
to be allowed to fruit next season should not be

left too long for the first season, but should be

cut back to about one-third the length of the

rafter, for if left of greater length the lower part of the

cane will perhaps break weakly, and the permanent
spurs for future fruit-bearing not be satisfactory.

Two-year-old Vines should be pruned well-in on the

close spur system, leaving one bud close to the

main stem ; and the leader must be pruned
back in proportion to its strength and fitness

for bearing and forming spurs. As a remedy against

bleeding after the pruning, use painter's knotting or

styptic. The spur system is the best for young Viaes
for some years, but when signs of weakness or ex-

haustion from hard forcing or severe cropping are

visible they can soon be brought round by allowing

new rods to be taken up, the extension in this way
causing new roots to push forth at the same time.

Early forced Vines after a few years often require to

be thus extended. Young rods on old Vines are very

accommodating, they may be carried in any direction

and yet ripen well. Old Vmes should always be

pruned as ^oon as possible at this season, affording

THE FLOWEK OABDEIT.
Bv JOHM Lambekt. Gardenar, Poicit CoitU. Welshpool.

HAROY DECIDUOUS FLOWERING TREES AND
SHRUBS.—Where alterations in or the making of
shrubberies are contemplated, it will be necessary
first of all to put the ground in good order for the
various trees, shiubs, &e., Dy deep digging, manur-
ing, and the incorporation of peat and loam, accord-
ing to the needs of the various kinds of plants.
Wet land should be drained with rubble drains, 3^^
to 5 feet deep, draining into a dry well or other
outlet. Such drains should not be more than 20
feet apart and ought to run in the direction of the
fall of the land if it have any, or be made with
an artificial fall to the main drain. When planting
commences, that is, after the dug land has had time
to settle somewhat, and is not sticky on the surface,
each plant, after it is properly set in a hole and the
roots spread out, should have these slightly covered
with the soil, and then some manure ; covering this
with more soil, treading all moderately firm before
quite filling-in the hole. The proximity of the man-
ure to the roots causes them to tend upwards rather
than downwards in search of nutriment, and progress
is quickened thereby. Towards the end of this
month. Lilacs, Viburnums, Philadelphus, Forsythias,
Spiro3a», Daphnes, Azalea mollis, A. pontica.
Privets, &c., also those usually classed as trees, viz.,

Cerasus in variety, Prunns, Cratsegus, Mespilus,
and Acacias may be planted. In planting shrubs,
allow them sufficient space to grow into characteris-
tic specimens, and show themselves to the greatest
advantage. When forming new beds of shrubs, the
position which the permanent specimens will occupy
should be indicated with stakes and labels, planting
them first ; the filling in with others being done lor the
sake of appearance. These latter in most cases will
be subsequently cut out or transplanted as soon as
the least crowding is apparent. It is seldom that
this timely removal of superfluous plants is well
done, and the resulting state of things leads to
shifting and transplanting every year which are a
great waste of money and efl'ort, and often leading to
the retention of the wrong shrubs. Shrubs which
flower on the wood of the previous year should not
be pruned now as a general rule, although shoots
which are weak and presumably flowerless, and the
weak shoots of the interior of the bush, may be cut
out. Young shrubs which it is desired to render
more bushy may have the strong shoots cut back,
and the weak ones removed entirely. Spring and
summer-flowering shrubs of this kind should receive
their pruning when flowering is over. Those shrubs
that flower on the young wood may be pruned et

this season. No shrub which is to be or has U . i

transplanted this year should be pruned.

FLOWER-BEDS AND BORDERS.—The recent frost

experienced generally over the country (here we bad
11° on Oct. 21) will have disfigured all tender beddiug
plantr, and tbese should be cleared off the beds as

quickly as possible. The tuberous-rooted Begonias
should receive attention first, carefully removiuc the

tubers according to the colours of the flowers, and
labelling them forthwith—a matter that is soon
efi°ected. Do not clean the bulbs of all the soil that

hangs to them, but leave a thin coating, letting

this dry gradually in some airy shed or house for a
time ; then rub ofi' the rough parts, and store them
in boxes in sand, or place on shelves where they will

be safe from frost and damp. Gladiolus will require

similar treatment, but these will need to be well

ripened up and cleaned, the bulbils being removed,

storing them all away in paper bags till again

required.

ECHEVERIAS AND 8EMPERVIVUM8.—Store these

plants in sand or dry soil. Nooks or odd corners

may often be found for these, and if well exposed to

the light, a slight frost will not injure E. secnnda

glaaca. If places of this kind cannot be found fcr

these plants, stack them in sand or soil in an almost

upright position by the side of a warm wall, where

the eaves will assist in sheltering them from the rain

and snow, and a slight covering protect them from

eevere weather; the chief point being to keep the

soil in which they are planted as dry as possibl".
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication. — -All communications intended

/or publication, a^ well as speciviens and plants for naming^

shotdd be addressed to tlie Editor, 41» Wellington

Street, Covent Garden, London. Covivmnications

should be written on one side only of the paper,

sent as early in the week as possible, aiid duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does iwt under-

take to pay for any contrihution%. or to return unused corn-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

Local NQ'TfS.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to th^ Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to ovr readers, or of any Tnatters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticidturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.

TUESDAY. KOV. 6

I

National Chrypanthemmn, at the
Royal Aquarium, Westminster
(three days).

Chrysanthemum Shows will also te

opened at Brighton (two days),

Leeds (two days). Croydon (two
days), Waiford (two days), and
Devizes (two daya).

(/^Chrysanthemum Shows at Bourne-
mouth (two days), Wolverhamp-
ton (two days), Torquay (two

WEDNESDAY, Kov. 7 ' diys), Bath (two davs), Hereford
' (two days), Ware. Doncaster (two

days). Ascot (two days), and
Newbury.

/Devon and Exeter Gardenero' Asso-
ciation Chrysanthemum.

"
I

HiUhin ChrysanthemumandHorti-
i. cultural.

SALEP.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Eoses and Hardy Plants and Bulbs,

at Frotberoe and Morris* Rooms.

f

Important Annual Sale of an enor
mens quantity of Nursery Stock,

' at the Hale Farm Nurseries. Tot-
tenham, by order of Mr- T. S.

' Ware, by.Protheroe & Mortis.

/Clearance Sale of Nursery Stock at
r-hortland.-* Nursery, Bromley, by
order of Mr. J. B. Bryant, by
Protheroe & Morris.

Great Sale of Fruit Trees and
General Nursfry Stock, at the
Houot^low Nurseries. Middlesex,
by order of Messrs. S. Spooner &
Sons, by Protheroe & Morris
(three dai s).

Enormous importation of ."^9 825
Japanese Lilies, also Araucaria
excelsa, &c.. at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms,

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

FRIDAY,

MONDAY,

lUiSD.iY,

Nov. 5

continuous uniform sequence under identical

conditions, except as to season, from 1844, are,

therefore, of the highest possible value to cul-

tivators and seed-growers :

—

The Wheat Chop of 1894.

To the Editor of the " Gardeners' Chronicle."

" The aggregate Wheat crop of the coantry in

1893 was the worst ia point of quantity since

1879, and it was the worst in point of value

in the present century. Oar bad Wheat crops

are generally grown in wet summers, and

under such conditions a deficiency of grain is

frequently more or less compensated by a large

amount of straw, iJut the crop of 1893 was even

more characterised by deficiency of straw than of

grain. Whilst people generally were rejoicing in

the magaificent season, which from the beginning of

March was one of almost perpetual sunshine and

drought, the unfoitunate farmer was left not only

with scarcely any hay- crop, but with hardly any

straw for either food or litter for his stock ; and the

price of his grain fell to a lower level than it had

ever reached before ; indeed, of the many bad years

which the farmer has recently had to face, 1893 may
perhaps be conbidered as upon the whole the worst.

" It is fully rtcogniaed that the weather has a

very important influence on our crops, but it is very

seldom that we have two seasons in succession which

show such remarkable distinctions in their influence

on agricultural production. As the Rothamsted

experimental Wheat-field is cultivated as nearly as

possible in the same way every year, the seed is sown
as nearly as possible at the same time, and the same

manures are applied to the same plots year after

year, the results afford a measurement of the influ-

ence of the weather of each year, which cannot be

obtained under other conditions.

WEDNE JD LY. Nov. 7

THURSDAY,

SATURDAY,

Nov. 8'

.'Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

) Rooms.
\ Plants from Belgium, Roses, Stc,

(. at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

( Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe and
( Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUOED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWI0K.-44°.

In addition to its direct import-
The Wheat Crop anoe to the agriculturalist, the

theWeaiher. following letter with which we
have been favoured by Sir John

LaWES is of vtry great interest to physiologists

and gardentrs. Wheat is an annual, and is less

dependent on the character of the previous

season than a perennial or a fruit tree would
be. Possioly, however, the difference is not so

great as might be imagined, for the proper

maturation of the seed is, of course, every whit

as important as that of storingof food in the bark,

which gardeners include in the term ripening

the wood. In any case, as the ripening is, in

the case of Wheat, rounded off in a single

season, the inHuenoe of the climatal variations

on that ripening is clearly defined. Moreover,
we have not only the seed to consider, but the

vegetative organs, or straw. The extensive and
varied experiments at Rothamsted, dating in

Harvest.
as

6<'^

Artificial Manures.
O OO

Bushels of Dressed Grain, per Acre.

1891
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favourable ripening and harvest weather ; and there

can be no donbt that a large proportion of the crops

of the country has suffered more or less from bad

maturing and harvesting. It was in the southern

and earlier districts of England that the crops

suffered the most ; whilst in the later districts

the harvest weather was less unfavourable. The

cutting of the Rothamsted experimental Wheat was

commeuced on August 8; but the crop was not

completely carried until August 29.

Comparing the produce of 189-1 with that of each

of the three years of highest produce previously

obtained, the figures show that in 1894 the yield of

grain by farmyard manure was higher than in either

1863, 1854, or 1864. The average yield per acre of

grain on the three artificially-manured plots, though

less in 1894 than in 1863. was nearly as high as in

1864, and considerably higher than in 1854. The
produce of straw by farmyard manure was very much
higher in 1894 than in either of the other three years

of high productiveness ; whilst the mean of the three

Brtificiallv-manured plots indicated more straw in

1894 than in 1863, and considerably more than in

either 1854 or 1864. The produce of 1894 showed,

however, on the average of all the selected plots, a

rather lower weight per bushel than that of 1854,

and considerably lower than that of 1863 or 1864.

The selected experimental plots have in fact

this year indicated nearlv as high an average produce

of grain per acre as in 1863, the year of the highest

yield of the 51 of the continuance of the experi-

ments ; and more than in either 1854 or 1864, the

second and third in order of high productiveness.

This year has also given an average of considerably

more straw than ever before ; and though not a high

weight per bushel, a considerably higher one than

the ofScial standard average of 60 lb.

It has abundantly been proved that, net only on

the average of years, but in a very great majority of

the individual seasons, from 1852 up to the present

time, the calculated average produce of the selected

plots in the experimental Wheat field, has very

closely indicated the average yield per acre of the

United Kingdom at large, Iq a few exceptional

seasons, however, especially when from local damage
or other causes there has been more than usual

irregularity in the crop in different parts of the

country, and also when, a few years ago, first one

half and then the other half of the experimental

plots had to be left fallow for the purpose of clean-

ing, some modification of the direct indications of

the selected plots has had to be adopted. The
present season, 1894, must certainly be considered

one of unusually variable and exceptional character

over the different districts of the Wheat-growing

area of the country ; and, accordingly, judgment

must agate be exercised in forming an estimate of

its average yield. The average produce of the

selected plots shows 38 bushels per acre at 60 lb.

per bushel. Having regard to the reports of the

progress and condition of the crop in different

localities, it is out of the question to assume so high

an average yield as 38 bushels over the country at

large ; and after careful consideration, I am disposed

to adopt OS probable an average of 33 bushels per

acre, at 60 lb, per bushel ; though I should not be

much surprised if it should turn out to be even

higher than this.

The average population for the harvest-year end-

ing August 31, 1895, is estimated at a little over

39 millions (39,001,405). Taking the consumption

to be 6 bushels per head (at 60 lb. per bushel), the

amount of Wheat and flour reckoned as Wheat, that

will be required to feed the population is almost

exactly 29^ million quarters (29,251,054). The
area under wheat in the Uuited Kingdom was rather

less than 2 million acres (1,977,304), This area, at

33 bushels per acre, would yield a home croo of

rather more than 8 million quarters (8 156,379)

;

and deducting from this 2 bushels per acre required

for seed, equal 494,326 quarters, there remain about

7| million quarters (7,662,053) for home consump-

tion. The estimated requirement from stocks and

imports would thus be more than 21^ million

quarters (21,689,001). If, however, as will probably

be the case with such extremely low prices pre-

vailing, a larger amount of Wheat than usual should

be given to stock, the requirement from other

sources than the home crop will be so much the

greater. Not only, however, is there this year more

than usual uncertainty in the estimate of the yield of

the home crop, but the fluctuation in the stocks of

foreign grain in warehouse in the United Kingdom

has to be taken into account. According to Dobn-

bosch's estimate, the stocks in warehouse at the

commencement of the harvest-year were about

1 million quarters less than at the same period in

1893, Upon the whole, the evidence points to the

conclusion that probably more than 22 million

quarters will be required to be provided from stocks

and imports within the current hatvest-year.

J. B. Lauies, Bothainsted, October 23, 1894."

Royal Botanic Society of London.—At a

meeting of the Council of this society last Saturday,

the subject of opening the gardens to the public was

considered, but, seeing that all students have free

admission, as well as all persons seeking information

relative to the many vegetable products in connec-

tion with the Arte, Sciences, and Manufactures, that

others can obtain admission by tickets from Fellows

of the Society, and bearing in mind the weight of

the high rent, rates, and taxes, the council regretted

they could not afford general admission to the public,

but that the experiment would be made on one day

next season, probably Whit-Monday.

National Chrysanthemum Society,—A
meeting of the General Committee was held at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on the 29th ult,,

Mr. E. Ballantink in the chair. There being a

large attendance, some further amendments to the

rules were considered and adopted, the same to be

submitted for adoption at the annual general

meeting in February next. It was stated by the

Secretary that the President of the Society, Sir

Edwin Saondebs, would preside at the annual dinner

of the Society on November 29 next. A resolution

was unanimously passed instructing the Secretary to

invite to the judges' luncheon on November 6 the

whole of the members of the Floral Committee, in

consideration of the services rendered to the Society

by them as members of that body. A sub-committee

of twelve persons, together with the officers ex officio,

was appointed to revise the schedule of prizes for

1895. Twenty-two members, including two Fellows,

were elected, and the People's Palace Horticultural

Society was admitted to affiliation. The Secretary

reported, that with the addition of the members

elected that evening, there had been added to the

roll of membership during the present year 101

ordinary members and nine Fellows, together with

sixteen affiliated societies. A vote of thanks to the

Chairman brought the proceedings to a close.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
A meeting of the committee was held at the Hotel

Windsor on the 26th ult., Mr. W. Mabshall in the

chair, the attendance being small owing to the wet

evening. The Hon. Secretary announced the fol-

lowing special amounts as received during the

recess : J. Bertram, Esq., as a thank-offering on his

restoration to health, £5 5s.; Wakefield Paxton

Society, £10; The Sandringham Estate Cottage

Garden Society, £5 ; J, Slater, Esq., £5 5s ; Bed-

dington Flower Show, per Mr, G. W. Gumming?,

£2 7s. Gd. ; The Gardeners' Chronicle, in small sums,

£2 4s. [contributed by correspondents who availed

themselves of our services in naming fruits, flowers,

&c.] ; J, Selway, Esq., Dover, £4 10s, ; Mr. J.

Miles, Southampton, box, £3 : Mr, W. Miller,

Underley Hall, box, £1 17s. 6d
; The Bradford

Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Society, £1 16s,
;

Mr, T. Turton, Maiden Erlegh, Reading, £1 ; Mr.

W. Farr, Isleworth. box, £1 2s. 8d. ; Mr. C. Sutton,

Chevening, box, lis. ; Mr. E. T. Hazelton, Brockles-

bury Park, box, 9s. 6d. ; Mr. Richard Dean, sale of

flowers at the Royal Aquarium, 12s, ; Mr. W. G.

Head, Crystal Palace, Sydenham, box, 8s. I^d.;

Crystal Palace employes, £1 19s. 2d, The Hon.

Sec. presented a cash statement to date which was
of a highly satisfactory character, and a resolution

was passed authorising the investing in consols of a

further sum of £500. The case of one of the

children of the Fund whose mother has married

since the date of the election came up for considera-

tion, and the committee decided that the child was
no longer eligible (according to Rule 13), the cir-

cumstances of the mother having so altered as to

render further assistance unnecessary. The Com-
mittee decided that there should be an election at

the annual meeting to be held in February next, and
that applications on behalf of candidates must be

sent in to the Secretary not later than December 11.

The Chairman announced that Mr. Habbx J. Veitch
bad kindly consented to preside at the next annual

summer festival of the Fund.

Physalis Francheti. — Our description of

this fine new species of Bladder Cherry (see p. 434),

hardly did justice to its splendid colour. The calyx

of the flower is at first green, but as the calyx rapidly

expands to an even larger size than the examples

shown in our illustration at fig. 57, the colour changes

to pure sulphur-yellow. This quickly changes to

bright yellow, then orange, and at length to a bril-

liant orange-scarlet. The long peduncle changes in

a like manner from green through sulphur, to scarlet,

and as maturity is reached, the ovary is also bright

scarlet. The harmonies of colour, pale and dark

green, sulphur, ochre, orange, and scarlet, are most

striking. We hear the plant is not an annual, as we
bad supposed, but has a perennial rhizome.

Parish Councils.—It is most sincerely to be

hoped, but hardly to be expected, that party politics

will not be permitted to infinence either the election

or the doings of these bodies. Many gardeners will

be eligible as voters or even as members of the

Council, and there are many questions in village

economy where their special knowledge would be

most useful. A " Parish Meeting " will be held in

every village in the course of December next, and

the principal business of this meeting will be to

elect a " Parish Council." Rate-payers and those

entitled to vote at parliamentary (or County Council)

elections can also vote at the parish meeting. They
can vote for whomsoever they please, provided the

person for whom they vote has lived in the village,

or within three miles of it, during the last twelve

months. The Parish Council, so elected, will have

the management of the affairs of the parish, and of

all charities that are not specially connected with

some church or chapel. These latter will still be

under the management of the authorities of the par-

ticular church or chapel to which they belong. The

Council will have the power of procuring allotments

at a reasonable rate. A leaflet explanatory of the

principal provisions of the Act may be had from the

Kentish District Times Co,, Ltd,, Bromley, Kent.

For those who require fuller information, Mr. G. F,

Chambees' Popular Summary of the Law relating to

Parish Councils and Meetings may be recommended.

It is published by Stevens & Sons, 119, Chancery

Lane.

Bournemouth Gardeners' Association.-

It is stated in the Bournemouth Observer, that Mr.

D. T, Fish gave his second and concluding lecture

on " The Diseases of Fruit Trees," at the Tregonwell

Assembly Roomi-, on Tuesday, October 18. The

president (Dr. Hitchcock) again occupied the chair,

and there was a large attendance. The lecturer, in

his opening remarks, called attention to the various

exhibits of fruit and fiowers, consisting of a collec-

tion of Apples, Strawberries in pots, and a basket of

ripe fruit grown in the open air, by Mr. J. Kettleb.

A large basket of Celosias by Mr. Stevenson, seedling

Nerines by Mr. H.Elliott, and examples of healthy

young fruit trees by Mr. ICettleb, added much to

the interest of the meeting. Mr. Fish, in proceed-

ing to speak on special preventatives of disease, gave

numerous remedies and dressings to be applied, and

concluded with some remarks on various insect pests

which prove so destructive to fruit trees. The lecture

was illustrated by coloured drawings and diagrams.
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snd was very attentively listened to tbronghont.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Fish for

his instractive lectare, also to the chairman for his

continued interest and support.

The Peebles Leek Show, Etc.—The Leek
forms a common object of exhibition in northern

parts of the country, amateurs and gardeners going

far and wide with their produce. At Peebles

recently, a show was held by the Leek Club at the

Chambers Institution, and Leeks were shown by Mr.

A. Dickson, Glenormiston, the six roots weighing

17 lb. 7 oz., as against 16 lb. 14 oz., the weight of

the heaviest last year. The best blanched six Leeks

were shown by Mr. McIntyee, The Glen Gardens.

Besides these homely vegetables, in the cultivation

of which much skill is required, and special manures
are employed (we believe sulphate of potassium),

there was a very excellent exhibition of seasonable

vegetables, special prizes for excellence being

awarded. A Cabbage, variety not stated, of a weight

of 21 lb. 10 oz., was shown by Mr. W. Davidson,

Cringletie. Last year the heaviest was 22 lb. 10 cz.

Evidently Peebles is strong in vegetable cultivators,

for at the recent meeting of the horticultural asso-

ciation of that town, Mr. Jas. McNiell, of Priorsford,

gave a paper on the Kitchen Garden, which was very

favourably criticised by the audience. A lecture will

be given at the next meeting by Mr. Mungo Temple
gardener at Carron House, Falkirk, entitled

" Failure in Vine-growing, and its Causes."

Lecture on Allotments and Cottage
Gardens at BecCLES.—On Wednesday evening,
Uuoober 24, Mr. J. Battebs, gardener to .7. G.
Kenvon, Esq,, Gulingham Hall, Beccles, gave a
lecture on the above s nbject at the Rectory-room.
The lecture was held under the East Suffolk County
Council, and in connection with the Cottage Allot-

ment Show, which the committee of the Beccles and
District Chrysanthemum Society have arranged to

hold in the Town Hall on Wednesday. The Vice-

President of the Society, Mr. E. Mastebs, C.C,
presided, and introduced the subject of the evening

in a few well-chosen remarks. Mr. J. Battebs then
described a lengthy list of vegetables and their cul-

ture, illustrating his remarks with some excellent

specimens of his own growing.

Bulb Growing.—At a recent (October) meeting
of the Kyrle Society, M. Robert Sydenham read a
paper on ' Bulbs and their Cultivation," in which he
spoke of the various methods of growth, propaga-
tion, and culture of bulbs. The lecture was inter-

spersed with various illustrative examples.

Birmingham and District Amateur Gar-
deners' Association—At the meeting of the
above, held on Wednesday, October 3, at their

rooms, 116, Colmore Row, the Secretary (Mr. W. B.
Geiffin) read a paper, prepared by Mr. F. Nash, of

Bath, on " Lilies and Irises." Mr. Nash dealt with
the growth of these plants in a very thorough and
able manner, specifying the position, soil, and
general treatment which each required. Mr. Nash
also gave a select list of species and varieties, their

height, colour, &c. A vote of thanks was passed to
Mr. Nash for his paper.

Chrysanthemums. — A third edition of La
Chrusanthbmea, by MM. Bellaib and Bebat, and
published by 0. Doin, Paris, is before us. It is a
small treatise, very clearly written, and highly to be
recommended to those who read French with
facility.

"Annals of Horticulture for 1893."—
This is intended as a " Witness of passing events and
a record of progress " in horticulture in North
America during the year 1893. It includes a history

of the World's Fair at Chicago, where Prof. Bailey
spent nearly four months for the express purpose of
compiling this account. Although, of course, mainly
concerned with the horticultural interests of the
United States, there is much that renders the little

volume of service to horticulturists on this side of
the Atlantic. So convenient a work of reference

will be very serviceable in our horticultural libraries.

Among other things we note a legal decision of the

United States Supreme Court that a Tomato is a

"vegetable." The account of the Horticultural

Exhibition at the World's Fair will be useful as a

record, and it is some satisfaction to find that there are

at least some things—such as judging at flower shows,

which are better done by effete Britishers than by

progressive Americans. Among curiosities of classi-

fication, such as must always occur in such gigantic

enterprises, we find the exhibits of wine included

under horticulture, those of whisky under agriculture,

and cider under both. The book is edited by Prof.

L. H. Bailey, of Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York, whose competence has to be spoken of in the

superlative, and is published by the Orange Judd

Company of New York. It may be procured from

Williams & Nobqatb.

Newcastle - on - Tyne Chrysanthemum
Show —The executive of the Newcastle-on-Tyne

Horticultural Society are determined not to be

behindhand in relation to the Chrysanthemnm, The
first show will be held nnderthe auspices of this old-

established Society on November 21 and 22, in the

Olympia, Northumberland Road, Newcastle-on-

Tyne. Exhibitors will do well to write to the Secre-

tary, Mr. Jas. J. Gillespie, Jun., Cross House
Chambers, Westgate Road, Newcastle, for schedults

and fuller information. Taking into consideration

the popularity and tuccess of both the spring and

summer shows, this new departure should prove so

encouraging to the committee as to make it an

annual affair. The schedule is a comprehensive

one.

"American Gardening."-Our contemporary,

American Gardening, is now under the editorship of

Mr. Leonard Babron, whose practical experience

in various departments of horticultural work render

him well fitted for the post. We wish the paper

and our late coadjutor all profperity in this, their

new connection.

Somerset County Education Committee.
—Mr. F. Nash, manager to Messrs. Geobge Coolino

& Sons, nurserymen, Bath, has been engaged to

deliver a course of six lectures on " Cottage Gardens

and Allotmenta," at Hinton Charterhouse. The
course began on Wednesday, October 31, with a

lecture on " Hardy Fruits."

The Kew Index.—The third part of this

colossal wuik has just been issued. It includes the

names of plants from Ka to Ps, so that it is now
within a measurable distance of completion. It is

impossible to over-estimate its value to students and
to those who have to refer to the names of plants.

We have already spoken of the nature and scope of

the work, so that it is now only necessary to con-

gratulate the compilers on its steady progress, and

to repeat our expressions of gratitude to them for

this invaluable boon. It is published by the

Clarendon Press, Amen Corner, E.C.

Book Notice.

The Wild Garden.

The fourth edition of Mr. Robinson's well-known
book (published by Murray) requires but little intro-

duction to readers who remember the publication of

the first edition twenty years ago. Others less fami-

liar with the work should note that the somewhat
misleading title, The Wild Garden, has no reference

to British wild flowers grown on cultivated land ; but
rather refers, to quote the author's own words, to
" placing plants of other countries, as hardy as our
hardiest wild flowers, in places where they will

flourish without further care or cost." It may be
added that these foreigners are to be encouraged to

dwell in the natural or " wild " manner in which
they appear to most advantage ; not formally arranged,
clipped, or in any way forced.

The one chapter in the book on " The Garden of

British Wild Flowers " does, however, treat of the

beauty of certain native species, and their suitability

for cultivation. Too frequently, we agree with Mr.
RobinsoD, are many of our British plants overlooked

and excluded from gardens where they might well be

used in addition to, or in the place of, the costly

exotics preferred by many modern gardeners.

In concluding the notice of this book, attention

should be drawn to the woodcuts which illustrate it,

and show many a pretty picture of plants growing

amid appropriate surroundings—not trimmed and
trained to suit the florist's convenience.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, HAIRY
WONDER.

This is the best of the hirsute section yet sent ont,

and is one of the most curiously distinct of Chrysan-
themums. As will be seen from the illustration

(fig. 71), the flowers are of large size and capital sub-

stance, whilst each floret is studded singularly with

numbers of hairy appendages. The colour of the flower

is bufi', with an apricot centre. Our engraving was
from a flower shown by Mr. H. J. Jones before the

Royal Horticultural Society at the last meeting,

when it received an Award of Merit. On the

succeeding day, the National Society awarded it a

First-class Certificate.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
ABOUT LONDON.
CCoJitinued Jrom p. 503 J

CnaVSANTHEMUMS AT THE RoYAL HoBTlCDLTUBAL
Gabdens, Chiswick. — The collection of thfS9,

placed in the Fig-house and in the Faxton- bouse,

is now in a fairly good condition, and the plants

are mostly such as might be well grown for

decorative purposes. Amongst early and semi-

early Japanese varieties recently noted may be

mentioned Roi des Pr^coces, perhaps the finest

of all kinds for decorative use, flowers rich bright

crimson, wonderfully free and effective ; O. J.

Qiiintus, pink-mauve, also very free ; the best of its

colour is William Holmes, large flower, rich crimson,

with golden reverse; Alexander Dafour, rosy purple,

fine bushy habit, free and good. Other good Japanese

sorts observed are Mr. John Laing, dark crimson-

red, shaded velvety-brown, speckled gold ; Eynsford

White, large, florets semi-drooping, somewha' in style

of Avalanche ; Lady Selborne is also a good white,

and valuable on account of its being very early; the

old, but still good and nseful, Elaine, is quite worth

a notice ; Source d'Or, bright orange, shaded gold

;

Stanstead White, very large, white petals semi-

incurved ; Viviand Morel, large flower, long drooping

florets, blnsh-mauve on a white ground ; a charming

and attractive flower is W. Tricker, delicate rose.

Amongst good incurved flowers we noted Golden

George Glenny—this is a sport from Mr. George

Glenny— a type cf small but most beautifully formed

flowers, a fine flower for decorative purposes, grown,

without stopping or disbudding ; Golden Beverley,

Golden Canary—a sport from the latter is Mr. Bunn,

but a deeper colour and finer flower ; Mrs. George

Rundle, pure white, small, but of fine form. J, B,

Mb. W. Seward, Hanwell.

This raiser of varieties has a very promising batch

of Seedlings this season, few of which will be brought

out this year, some of the plants only bearing one

flower, and others are very late. Doing exceedingly

well are the following Japanese varieties : William

Sewaid (Seward), a very fine deep rich blackish-

crimson, florets long and of firm texture ; J. Shrimp-

ton (Seward), will probably prove to be one of the

finest dark Chrysanthemums grown, colour brilliant

crimson-scarlet, bright golden reverse, just showing

as the florets expand ; Charles Davis is a golden

sport from the popular Viviand Morel, canary-yellow,

tinted rosy-bronze; Viviand Morel is lighter in

colour than usual. Colonel W, B. Smith looks like

making some good high-built flowers, rich golden-

bronze, petalf very broad and long. The good and

'O
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well - known varietief , Avalanche and Sanflower,

look well ; Eda Pras?, a large Tariety, with «toat

broad petals of a silvern-pink colonr, is looking

remarkably well ; Robert Owen, one of the best

of the incnrved Japanese, will not be at its best

for another fortnight ; Mrs. W. Seward is a very

promising white. J, B.

a deal of time in order that the florets may be re-

moved as soon as they have changed colour. Latterly,

Mr. Stevens has grown Chrysanthemums largely for

decorative purposes and for the supply of cut bloomf

,

and may be a larger number of plants have been

grown than there is proper room for, at any rate it is

intended next season to grow a very much reduced

certain varieties are very much better and prettier

cultivated in sprays, and these are cut and sold in this

manner, most of the blooms being required to supply

the two florists' shop belonging to Mr. Stevens in the

High Street, Putney.

Sanflower is always grown largely, and is con-

sidered one of the finest yellows for the florist. It

Fig. 71.

—

chbtsanthestom hairy wondeb. (seh p. 538.)

Mb. Geo. Stevens, Putney.

St. John's Nursery, Putney, is situate so close

to the river, that in a dull damp season, when
Chrysanthemum growers experience annoyance

through the damping of blooms, Mr. Stevens'

collection snfl'ers considerably, and the present

season is such an one, care being necessary gene-

rally in [more or less degree to prevent loss from

damping. Here the injury is most marked, and

some plants have all their blooms quite spoiled from

this cause, and others affected in less degree require

number in the same space, and under similar con-

ditions with a view to prevent damping as much as

possible. Many other growers need to make and

carry out a similar resolution. Growing the plants

for the supply of cut bloomf, Mr. Stevens has in com-

pany with many of the newest varieties in commerce,

a good number of plants of each of those kinds

especially valuable for that purpose, and in speaking

of cut blooms we mean the best sample of such, for

at this place most of the varieties are thinned and

large blooms are obtained ; but on the other hand

usually does very well here, and seldom damps.

A companion to Sunflower is W. H. Lincoln, also in

good quantity and specially suitable for this work.

A house almost full of Elaine is evidence that this

fine old variety is not yet without value ; and Elsie, a

very pretty pale straw-coloured Japanese, is a

real gem for florists' work, but it should

never be thinned—grown in sprays as it is here,

it is most beautiful. William Seward was

present in many instances, and .John Shrimpton,

too, doing well, and this fine-coloured flower stands

p
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the damp much better than the first named. Etoile

de Lyon had good blooms, and Baron Hirsch waa

very numerous and good, as also Florence Davis, a

rose-coloured sport from Empress of India, which may
make a valuable incurved, but it does not appear

strong enough this season to finish very large blooms.

It will be worth trying again however. E. Moly-

neux is a good thing for the florist, and in its way is

yet unbeaten ; Richard Dean in close proximity to it,

but has not yet proved to be equal. One of the best for

the market, in Mr. Stevens' opinion, is the old Boi

des Pi6coc^9, a small scarlet flower with yellow

reverse ; it is a neat little Japanese. Several blooms

remained of FrelSt Robert, the Japanese incurved,

flower amaranth, with silver reverse, certificated at

the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society.

One wonders that the Pompon section and the

ingle- flowered varieties are not cultivated more for

florists' work.

Me. Nobman Davis, Cambbbwell,

At the Lilford Road Nurseries, we found Mr.
Davis personally busy among his Chrysanthemums ;

but he was not very flattering in his opinion of the

weather during the season, or of its behaviour at the

present. All the houses are well filled with plants,

and many of them, to all appearance, are not likely

to bloom before Christmas, although, of course, a

good number are already in flower. No attempt has

been made to mass the plants in flower into

one house to cause a display, and we understand

that Mr. Davis does not intend to exhibit during

the present season. There are plenty of good plants

though, and many new sorts, so that an inspection of

the collection is very far from uninteresting. Imme-
diately on entering the house some capital plants of

Charles Davis cause a display, and a remark from

us anent the popularity of this sport, is followed by
one from Mr. Davies, to the effect that it had gone
to all parts of the world where Chrysanthemums are

specially cultivated. So far, its colour is not quite

up to the mark this year, but the later blooms may
be better. Here we found several plants of the

splendid acquisition Louise, bearing such large

flowers of delicate flesh colour, and combined with

a habit which may be described as perfect. Mr.
Davis says it is good on any bud, and it is always

remarkably dwarf. The full-flowered Japanese Mrs.

E. G. Hill, was next noticed, and an American
variety called Rosstrevor, another deep-flowered

Japanese, in the way of Coronet, but nar-

rower petals ; the colour is orange fading to a

(hade of yellow. After noting some plants of

William Seward, and of the yellow sport from Lady
Selborne, a splendid decorative variety, an American
variety called William Bolia, was attractive. Its

florets are light amaranth with silver reverse, and
are twisted. Mr. Davis remarked a curious cir-

cumstance that iu so late a season as the present,

Mrs. F. Jameson usually opening late was already

in bloom. Florence Davis has done as well as any
variety this season, and John Shrimpton may be
spoken of similarly ; both of these will be exhibited

well. The new President Borel had carried fine

large blooms, but they were nearly past. Mrs. E. S.

TraflFord is the name given to a sport from William
Tricker. This rosy- bronze variety is in all respects

save colour, similar to the type, and is valuable.

Souvenir de la Petite Ami is an exceedingly pure
white Japanese flower, and Mr. Davis says he pre-

fers to consider it a first-clase decorative variety,

suitable for half specimens rather than a subject for

producing show - blooms. Commandant Blusset

(Calvat) is a good flower of crimson amaranth with
white reverse, and Vice-President Calvat, an ex-
tremely strong grower, has large crimson flowers

with bronze reverse. It is capital when the flower is

quite finished. The above are a few of the interesting

varieties only at Camberwell.

Mr. W. Wells, Eaelswood.

At the Earlswood Nurseries, near Redhill, Surrey,

will be found a fine collection of well-grown plants,

thoroughly representative of the new and first-class

variaties, particularly in the Japanese section. In

regard to cnlture, the success obtained is very

superior to anything we have before observed here.

The plants have been much better grown ; the cha-

racter of the wood and the persistency and texture

of the foliage sufficiency demonstrate this, even

apart from the flowers, which however, are very

good, and many of the Japanese flowers will make a

good stand on the exhibition tables, for it is Mr.

Wells' intention to exhibit a little during the

season that is now commenced. Until this season

Mr. Wells has done as many other growers do

—he has had too many plants in a given area.

It will only be aporopriate if we mention first the

variety that Mr. Wells considers to be the novelty

of the year, which at present has been seen only by

a few growers, though it was shown before the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society. Ethel

Amsden is the name of this new comer, which is

no seedling but a sport from Viviand Morel. The
flowers are quite green, and even when fully

expanded there is but little of anything else to be

seen ; the shade becomes a little lighter perhaps,

but not greatly. Whether it will be liked and

grown permanently by many, we are not prepared

to say, but there is little doubt that as a novelty

it will have a very large run, and it is likely to be

grown largely for the florists and for market. A
very similar variety was figured lately in one of

the Japanese horticultural publications. When
we see people in town with green Carnations

artificially dyed as button-holes, there appears to be

some likelihood that a naturally-green Chrysanthe-

mum will be popular for that and similar purposes.

Mr. Wells has a small span-roofed house full of it,

and we saw thousands of flowers upon these plants,

most of which blooms have been already sold to a

London florist at 6s. a dozen. In habit it is appa-

rently similar to the type, and we think it is most

likely to be appreciated when grown with little or

no thinning rather than as plants to produce large

flowers. Pea-green is the nearest description of

the shade we can give, though possibly it is a little

lighter. M. B. Spaulding, a new American-Japanese,

was noticed as a very large flower with long

irregular lemon-yellow- coloured florets; it is a very

strong grower. Autumn Tints, another new one,

looks likely to be a moderately-sized flower, but the

plashed florets are pretty. Mrs. Jeremiah Coleman,

sent out from here last season, is a white Japanese,

haded with violet, and is not quite so large this

year. W. G. Newett is very floe here, and will be

useful as a good white Japanese flower with a pale

lemon centre. A good incurved Japanese is Miss

Dorothy Frankland, a seedling from W. H. Lincoln.

It is deeper than Lincoln, the florets are forked,

and the plant is about 6 feet high ; it has been

certificated by the Royal Horticultural and the

National Societies. Frank Wells is a Japanese

flower, much similar in form to Mdlle. Th^rese

Rey, but in colour is violet-rose, with pale rose

reverse. Souvenir de la Petite Ami (Calvat) is

evidently going to make a grand white Japanese,

The blooms are capital, on very dwarf plants even
;

it is easier to do than Avalanche, and will probably

be preferred. Cecil Rey, sent out by Beckett last

season, is a good yellow Japanese, with good long

florets, and a nice habit. Some wonderfnlly good

buds are bursting of Beauty of Castlewood (Spauld-

ing), sent out a year or two since ; the florets are an
inch in width. There will be one very good bloom
of Alpheus Hardy, a pretty variety, but most
growers are obliged to give it up. President Borel,

and Duke of York, both capital varieties, are seen in

good form here. Mrs. M. Simpkin, though not good

enough for an incurved, as described when imported,

is, nevertheless, a pretty incurved Japanese bloom.

The great salmon rose-coloured Japanese from

America, called International, is noticed here, but

they are not quite finished. American Flag will be

liked as a novelty. The florets are white, striped

with darkish crimson ; the flower will be large

when finished. Robert Owen is, without doubt, one

of the finest Japanese incurved ever sent out. Its

bright golden bronze flowers are doing very well

here, and it is but little trouble ; the variety ii now

well known. Flossie is the name of a pretty white

decorative Chrysanthemum, grown here in quantity

for very late blooms ; the florets are tubular, and

at the apex are notched, the blooms resembling

—

when grown without thinning—small pieces of wool.

Baron Hirsch, and many of the incurved, are well

done, but the flowers are late. Pompous and singles

are also well represented, the stock of the latter

being uncommonly large.

A-MBLEsiDE, Wimbledon Park.

This is a small suburban residence in the south-

western district, and close to Southfields Station.

Mrs. Barclay may be congratulated upon possessing

a very nice collection of about 400 well-grown

plants, which include many of the choicer and newer
varieties. The show they create is vastly superior

to that met in many gardens with much greater pre-

tensions. Mr. French, the gardener, takes much
interest in Chrysanthemums, and usually exhibiis

more or less at the local shows. The most of the

plants have been neatly arranged in a conservatory

which adjoins the sitting-room, and here they make
a very charming display. The wall opposite being

finely clothed with Ferns planted in pockets, a pretty

eflTect is produced. It says something for the autumn
flower that such a collection can be well grown with
but little labour. It will be seen from the following

varieties that the collection is well up to date.

W. Tricker, Viviand Morel, and Chas. Davis
had done capitally, and the new Rose Wynne, a
large white variety with good florets, was con-

spicuous. Florence Davis also had succeeded well,

as had G. W. Childs, and G. C. Schwabe. Edwin
Beckett ia a fine yellow Japanese, and is thought

to be richer than Sunflower. Gloire du Rocher has

obtained a good colour, and Jno. Shrimpton, Wm.
Seward, Louis Bcebmer, Alberic Linden, and Prim-
rose League, were remarked. Frank Wells waa
pretty good, and Moonlight had four flowers which
promised to be good wbt-n finished. The pretty

fleshy-pink coloured Mr. E. G. Whittle, and Silver

Cloud were good. Niveum, J. Haggett, and President

W. R. Smith are all new, and of good merit. The
plants of the collection generally are dwarf, and have
retained their foliage to a large extent.

(To be continued.)

Home Correspondence.

THE LEAVES OF PLEIONE LAGENARIA.—It may
interest some of your readers, particularly those who
are, like myself, beginners in Orchid culture, to note
that there is a curious unanimity in Orchid manuals in

erroneously describing P. lagenaria as having a
solitary leaf. I will instance four works : Nichol-
son's Dictionary, Comte du Buysson's L'Orchidophile,

D. Bois' Les Orchidies, and Williams' Manual.
Veitch's Manual leaves the matter open. These
books mystified me completely last year, and it was
only by taking flowers to Kew the other day, where
they were at once identified, and plants shown to

me, that I was made sure of what I had grown. At
Kew, as with roe, P. lagenaria pseudobulbs are sur-

mounted by two leaves, even my smaller bulbs,

hardly strong enough to flower. I have about three

dozen bulbs, so speak from personal observation. Tar.

THE BLACK CURRANT - MITE.—Whilst fruit-

growers must never lightly treat information of an
entomological kind, so far as affecting fruit peats,

yet it is well to regard what is often stated with
some coolness and even scepticism. There are

insects which we know only too well, and which no
care in culture can keep away. Aphis will appear
under any conditions, but then we know aphis
and bow to deal with it. Caterpillars, maggots, &c.,
we know, and how to check their depredations also.

But the Black Currant-mite is so little known com-
paratively, that it needs much searching for to find. I

I have never seen it or its efi'ectson Currant-buds. [! !]

There are myriads of gardeners in like case, and so
far as evidence in relation to this insect goes, it is

found almost exclusively where proper cultivation ia

absent. That would of course account for its non-
appearance in good gardens. I have been reading a
paper entitled " Recent IivvestipatioDs on the
Currant Bud Mite," taken from the British Naturalist,

and the conclusion arrived at is, that where culture

is good and old wood is cut from bushes every year,

they bein^ ^Uo helped to make strong fruiting
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growth with the aid of mannre-dreBsings, the Cur-
rant-mite gives no trouble, and is unknown. It is

not at all a peet to make a bogey of. In the paper it

is stated that large or unduly-swollen buds signify

the presence of the mite. That remark will only

apply locally, aa nothing is more common than the

presence of many very large plump buds on Black

Currants ; but then these, it will be found, produce a

cluster of bunches in the soring, and not one only.

However, it will be productive of no harm if Currant-

growers will now examine their bunh-buds, and

dissecting them, look for the presence of the mite or

its absence with a good glass. A. D. [Our corre-

spondent must be unusually fortunate. Ed.]

THUIA GIGANTEA.—A good specimen of the

above Conifer stands in the arboretum here, which

is close upon 50 feet high, and measures 7 feet lO.J-

inches round the trunk at 3 feet from the ground.

J. Mayne, Bicton, East Devon.

POSITION OF MALE AND FEMALE CONES.—In

trees like the Cedar, having male and female cones,

is it the case that some boughs always bear female

cones and some always male ? 1 ask the question

because my Cedar is always lull of male coues, but

has very few female ones ; but the ripened cones

seem always to come on the same boughs. This

year whereon there are perfect cones, they are on
the branches on which perfect cones were last year,

so that there are the green cones of this year stand-

ing close to and touching the brown cones of last

year. In my tree the branches bearing female cones

have no males, and those bearing males have no
females. Does this at all fall in with your observa-

tions? If I am right, the same thing would of

course apply to other fruits in more or less degree.

Henry M. Etlammlie. [We do not think any rule can

be laid down on this point. Ed
]

FRUIT AND FACT.—I see that, under the heading

of " Fruit and Fiction," I am taken to task, pleasantly

enough, for a supposed misdescription in an early

work of mine. I would only say that the number of

trees per acre is exactly that prescribed by my
admired friend, the late Mr. Toomas Rivers, and that

I have his very cordial approval of the description

thus impugned by "Reader." Perhaps Dr. Hogg
may bear in mind that he, and his brother porao-

losist just mentioned, honoured me with a visit circa

186.5, and admired my pyramid Peach-trees, crimson

witti Irnit sub dio, and standing only 4 feet asunder.

Bat, of course, it never paid to do. While I am
about it, I may just mention that my enthusiasm

—

referred to by " Reader " — though forty times

annually disappointed, is not dead yet. With
Duchess Pears, fine enough for exhibition, selling

last week at 3s. per bushel, and Beurr^ Hardy, and
Superfin, gone at 2s. tW., a grower is apt to grow
sad, though he should not be described as a whiner

and snapper for simply producing a fad or too, with-

out even a sigh to burden them. If there is any new
advice to come, here am I ready and eager for it.

All as yet received has been anticipated some thirty

years or more agone. I have tried the best salesmen

in London and the local trade simaltaneonsly, with

the skill ol the most advanced costermonger; I have

packed in every imaginable way, and "graded "with
the finest " degradatis ; " my fruit is of the very best

market kinds, Williams, Pitmaston, Marie Louise,

Louise Bonne, Benrr6 Hardy, &c., yet here stands

the fact that for the present year I have not sold a

bushel at a paying price, and want to know when 1

shall do so. Now, instead of being angry, good tree-

sellers, and writers up of marketing, and kitchen-

garden lecturers, will you just tell me how to get

more for a thing than anybody will pay for it?

Without knowing aught of me, you vote in a body
that I am a muff; because I cannot do what you
take uncommonly good care not to attempt in purse

and person, while you stimulate others to go in for

it, and so to cast into your laps that substance which
they shall never behold again. The motive of your
"boom" is obvious; but no selfish motive can be

ascribed to me ; for I am too old to dread competi-

tion now, and in plain truth the money I drop

annually here is not essential to me. I am heartily

glad that you should push your trade ; but surely it

might be done without so many fibs. And let one of

you—that would be enough—try it on a large scale;

inetead of nursing pet-stuff under glass, to make silly

mouths water, and silly heads think "Oh, I conld

do that." When we find any of you in earnest

going in for larger fruit-growth in the open, we
shall believe that you are not to be compared to

the racing-tipsters, who live on abstract prophesy,

or the outside dealers in stocks who invest every-

body's money except their own. I see that a gen-
tleman attacks me because I have written books,

and therefore have no right to grow fruit.

Whether he himself began with drapery first, or gar-

dening, I will not be rude enough to ask ; but his ob-
jection may vanish—supposing his wit to be capable

ol light process—upon mysolemn statementthat Iwas
a fruit-grower for ten years before I became a novelist.

Haply, but for that dark investment, I need never
have been charged with fiction. R. J>. Blackmore.

P.S.—Marguerite Marillet, now cracked up, is nothing
else than Secretaire Rodin, which I condemned years

ago for bletting—a watery Pear at the best. Pi^coce
de Tr^vouxe is Clapp's Favourite, sent out under a

French name, Mr. George Bunyard is wrong in

praising Beacon, Triomphe de Vienne, Magnate, and
at least a dozen other Fears, We have too mach
rubbish already, if. D. B,

PEAS IN 1894.—The season of 1894 has not

everywnere been a satisfactory one for Peas ; com-
plaints of not setting well have been made in some
places, and in others aphis have been troublesome.

Here, however, they have generally been good, and
some kinds exceedingly so. Oar first crop was Veitch's

Extra Early, which was sown in turves early in January,

and placed in cool pits. They were subsequently

planted out upon a south border. In forwarding

Peas under glass, with a view to planting them oat, I

prefer having them in cool pits to warm ones ; they

are more sturdy, and consequently do better after

being planted out, particularly where the soil is

heavy and cold, as it is here. Our successional early

Peas were Chelsea Gem and William I., and they

gave every satisfaction. The former, owing to its

dwarf habit, is particularly useful for planting upon
narrow borders or in exposed gardens, or where there

is difficulty in getting stakes. It is a heavy cropper,

and Its Peas are good in quality. Of Main-crop
varieties we grew Duke of Albany, Veitch's Main-
crop, Criterion, and Autocrat. The first-named

produced its large pods well filled and abundant,

its haulm being both robust and free from mildew.

This is one of the best mid-season Peas we have

grown. Main-crop we tried for the first time,

and in a limited degree. We like its appear-

ance ; it does not grow so tall as many
mid-season Peas do, while it cropped very

freely, and its long curved pods were closely

packed with Peas of good quality. Criterion is

generally well known, and its crop was good in

every way, as it invariably is. For late crops, we
grow Autocrat and Ne Plus Ultra. When we first

grew Autocrat, I was not altogether satisfied with

it ; but the fault evidently rested either with the

cultural conditions under which we tried it, or the

character of the season, for subsequently it has

proved to be an invaluable variety for late u«p.

There are numerous early and main-crop Peas, but

reliable late sorts are not plentiful. For many
years Ne Plus Ultra has been our reliable one for

this purpose, and it has been deservedly esteemed
;

so much so, that I am loath to discard it. Never-

theless, this I ought to do in favour of Autocrat.

We have this year grown these two varieties side by

side, and the newer kind has been decidedly the

better ; it has a stronger constitution, and con-

tinues in bearing over a greater length of time,

while its quality when cooked is unsurpassed. The
length of time that Autocrat continues to grow and
blossom—a property particularly desirable where
space for vegetables is limited—is worthy of

remark; as is also the satisfactory way in which

it fills its pods until cut down by frost. This

autumn we had a supply of young Peas from it until

October 25, when it was stopped by frost.

Thos. Coomber.

Societies.
ROYAL HOBTICULTtJKAL.

Scientific Committee.

OcTOBEH 23—Present : Dr. M. T. Masters, in the

chair ; Mr. McLachlan, Dr. Bonavia, and Rev. G.
Henslow, Hon. Sec.

ConiferiF —Dr. Masters exhibited a series of cones

and blanches of various trees exhibited at the late

Conference at Chiswick. They included very fine

specimens of the cones of Abies cephalonica, A. mag-
nifica, Cedrus Deodara—which rarely fruits in this

country, Abies Nordmanniana, A. Veitchii, remark-

able lor developing the bracts under cultivation ;

A. ajanensis, and Pinus Pindrow. There was also a

portion of a trunk of a fine plant of Thnia gigantea.

nearly 4 inches in diameter and twenty-five years
old, the tree at Orton being 60 feet in height. It was
suggested by Dr. Masters that this tree might form a
good substitute for the Larch, which appears to be
dying out in many places. The specimens shown
were grown in the gardens of the Marquis of Huntly
at Orton, by Mr, Harding; in those of Viscount
Powerscourt in Wicklow, by Mr. Crombie; and of
Sir P. Murray in Fife, by Mr. Croucher.

Chionodoxa Bulbs attacked by Jphis. — Mr.
McLachlan exhibited some bulbs which had a
shrivelled appearance. He observed that he had
received specimens from two different sources. On
examination, there were seen numerous aphides
beneath the outer skin of the bulb. It was named
Aphis subterranea, and had not been known before
to attack bulbs, though it infests the roots of many
plants, to which it does not prove very injurious.

The aphis, therefore, had probably got to the bulbs
from some fibrous-rooted plant. Mr. McLachlan re-

garded the attacks as being serious, because the aphis
was protected by the skin of the bulb from insecti-

cides. He suggested the removal of the skin when
the bulb was first lifted, and a thorough ex-
amination be made. He thought tfiat perhaps
if the ground were treated with bisulphide

of carbon it might prove effective. It was
also suggested that a trial might be made of putting
the bulbs under cover, and submitting them to the
fumes of to bacco, or where spirits of turpentine could
evaporate. Examination should be made to see the
bulbs themselves were not injured by the process.

Of course, all old skins should be burnt.

Lawns damaged by Fernchafers—Mr. McLachlan
showed the larva of a beetle, Rhizotrogus solstitialis,

which sometimes does considerable damage to lawns.
Phcnoloqical Phenomena,—A communication was

received from the Secretary of the Rnal Meteoro-
logical Society alluding to the appointment of a
Committee to investigate this subject some
twenty years ago, since which period that
Society has published records occupying some
350 pages of the Journal, as well as maps and
diagrams. It is suggested that the whole subject

shall be now reviewed by a fresh Conference, in

or der to consider whether the observations should be
continued or otherwise. It was proposed that the
Sfcretary should confer with the Secretary of the
Meteorological Society on the matter.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
OcTOBEH 24.—The Floral Committee of the above

Society met at the Royal Aquarium en the above
date, Mr. W. H. Fowler in the cbair, and there was
a large attendance of members.
A First- class Certificate of Merit was awarded to

Japanese Reine d'Angleterre, rosy, or amaranth-
purple, like a deep-coloured Etoile de Lyon, with
broad, drooping fl orets, from Mr. W. ,1. Godfrey,

nurseryman, Exmouth. In addition, Mr. Godfrey
had Mons. C. Molin, which the committee wished to

see again ; Comtesse de Galbert, a pretty blush

incurved Japanese ; Florence Bond, deep silveiy-pink,

a pretty flower, but which does not come large enough
for exhibition ; Lady Kennaway, and Marchioness
of Drogheda, golden- buff and apricot, darkening to

salmon, which the committee wished to see again.

First-class Certificates of Merit were also awarded
to Carnations Reginald Godfrey and Miss Mary
(^rodfrey, both from the same exhibitor.

Mons. E. Calvat, Grenoble, France, who has been
successful in raising some very fine seedling .lapanese,

sent four varieties, to which First-class Certificates

were awarded, viz., Robert Ballantine, purple-

magenta, with broad, drorping florets, large and
full, and extra-fine; to Mrs. H. J. Jones, a large

incurving white Japanese of great promise

;

and Admiral Avellan, a large deep yellow variety,

of excellent quality. Fleur Grenobloise, a delicate

blnsh flower, was also shown. Mons. H. Fatzer,

Qaessy, France, sent a white sport from Mdlle. E
Rey, which the committee considered to be very pro-

mising, and recommended M Fatzer to grow it another

season, and exhibit it in a more dfveioped character.

Mr. Wells, of the Earlswood Nurseries, Red-

hill, had a collection of new varieties he had

exhibited the day previous at the meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society, but added

Standard, of the type of Prefect Rubert. but not so

broad in the petal. Mr. Peters, gr. to H. P Sturgis,

Esq., Leatherhead, sent Miss Sturgis, a large Japanese

variety in the way of Primrose League. Messrs. J. R.

Pearson & Sons, Chilwell Nurseries, Notts, received

a First-class Certiflcate of Merit for Sarah Hill, exhi-

bited the previous day at the Drill Hall. Japanese
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Hairy Wonder, from Mr. H. J. Jonea, Lewisham,
was nnanimously awarded a Fir8t-cla«» Certificate

of Merit ; and the aame award was made to a

Japanese Anemone- Sewered, of a bright wine-

colonred crimson hue. A First-class Certificate of

Merit was awarded to reflexed Miss Florence Lunn,
brighter and deeper coloared than Dr. Sharpe, highly

promising; he also had Pallanzi, a very fine deep

yellow Japanese in the way of Sunshine, which was
Commended ; and Bargess Hill, a promising English

incurved, the committee wished to see again.

Japanese Prefect Robert was shown by Mr. T. L.

Turk, Cholmeley Lodge Gardens, Highgate, and the

blooms from the latter being the finest, a First-class

Certificate of Merit was awarded. The aame award
was made to Miss Goschen, pure deep lemon-yellow,

with large full flowers—a fine Japanese variety ;

from Mr. E. Beckett, Aldenham House Gardens,

Elstree, who has Mrs. Norman Wrightson, a large

pure yellow Japanese ; Winnie Sweet, golden buff;

and William Fyfe, soft lilac-pink, large, pleasing in

colour, but a little flat as shown. A First- class

Certificate of Merit was awarded to Mrs. E. S.

Trafford, a sport from Japanese W. Tricker, of the

colour of Sarah Owen, having a salmon-buflT centre

—

a fine incurving variety, from Mr. W. H. Lees,

The Gardens, Trent Park, Barnet. M. Augaste
Lacvivier, from Messrs, H.Cannell & Sons, Stanley,

was Commended.

WOSCESTEBSHIBE FRUIT SHOW
AND CONFEBENCE.

OcTOBEB 24, 25.—A very successful conference

and show of hardy fruit, vegetables, Cbryaanthemuma,
and dried and preaerved fruits, was held in the Shire

Hall, Worcester, on the above date, anderthe auspices

of the County Council, and upon somewhat novel

lines ; for whereas prizes in cash were avoided, suitable

awards in the ahape of Silver Cups and Silver and
Bronze Medals were made in accordance with the

merits of the exhibits. These exhibits were arranged

in specified classes, and open to the exhibitors residing

in the county. Upwards of 700 dishes of fruit were
placed in the large hall, with plants and flowers at

either end.

The objects of the exhibition are the encourage-

ment and development of hardy fruit cultivation, the

furnishing of object-lessons in fruit-growing, and
showing the capabilities of Worcestershire as a

fruit-growing county. The arrangements for the

show were carried out by a committee of the Wor-
cestershire Union of Workmen's Clnbs and Institutes,

with Mr. E. C. Newmarch as hon. secretary.

Section 1, for thirty-six dishes of Apples and
Pears, open to gentlemen's gardeners or others,

brought an extraordinary display of large, clean, high-

coloured fruits, and in a very marked degree showed
the capability of the county to hold its own
even with Kent. Much the best of it came from
Madresfield Court, a place fortunately for some
exhibitors, where showing for competition is pro-

hibited. A Silver Cup of the value of £5 was
awarded this fine collection. The best Apples were
PeasgO'id's Nonsuch, Lord Derby, Tyler's Kernel,

Cox's Pomona, Lady Henniker, Stone's, Blenheim
Orange Pippin, Calville Malingre, Calville Rouge
Pidcocp, and Barnack Beauty,

Pears.—Doyenn^ du Cornice, very fine ; Pitmaston
Duchesse, Beurr^ Bachelier, B. Superfin, B. Hardy,
Conference, Marie Louise, Glou Moi^aau, &c. ; Lord
Hindlip was 2ad, and Sir E. Lechmere 3rd.

Section 2 was set apart for nurserymen, and
Messrs. Rowe & Co. and Mr. J. H. White staged

well, showing some fine Pitmaston Duchess, D lyenn^

du Comice, and other varieties of Pears, and were
each awarded a Silver Medal. The Black Pear of

Worcester, one of the city emblems, as well as

Doyenne du Cornice, Beurie Soperfin, and Marie
Louise, were shown well in Messrs, Rowe's collection.

The next two classes were for fruit farmers

holding over 10 acres and under 10 acrea, but the

produce in these cases was poor and undersized, and
almost devoid of colour.

Section 8 was for vegetables, and two of the most
complete collections ever seen in the county were
shown. A Silver Medal and a Special Commenda-
tion were awarded to that which came from Madres-
field Court, everything in season being in best con-
dition, refiecting much credit on Mr. Crump, the

gardener. Dowager Lady Hindlip won the Bronze
Medal.
The best packed basket of Grapes, not less than

12 lb. nett, brought out a good competition, but
some were disqualified for not complying with the
conditions of forwarding by public meana of con-

veyance. Earl Beauchamp won the Silver Medal
with a fine basket of Black Alicante Grapes packed
with moss.
The Fruiterers' Company oBTered a Silver Medal

for the best packed box, basket, or barrel for market,
quality of fruit and economical method of packing
to be considered, to be delivered at the exhibition
by public means of conveyance. Mr, Crump was
aeain to the front, with a splendidly-packed box,
(GO lb,) of Pitmaston Duchess Pears, and another
equally well-packed box of 60 lb. of Peasgood's
Nonsuch Apples; each fruit was wrapped in pink
tissue paper, and layers of wood-wool,

Messrs. G, Banyard & Co., Maidstone, showed,
not for competition, 200 dishes of very fine Apples
and Pears; receiving a vote of thanks. In flowers.

Lord Coventry exhibited a stand of stove and green-
house plants with particularly fine foliage, and some
yellow and white Chrysanthemums, remarkable for

size and beauty. Canon Coventry also showed some
good Chrysanthemums. The other exhibits in this

class were principally by nurserymen.
The class for dried and preserved fruits was not

well filled, this method of treatment not having
made much progress locally, Mr. F. Ricardo, Led-
bury, however, had a very interesting display of

conserved fruits, herbs, and vegetables, including a
large variety of dried Apples, which should cause
considerably more interest to be taken in this

method of dealing with fruit.

Papers were afterwards read at the Conference
by Mr. Biillie, Chester; Mr. W. Crump, Madres-
field ; and Mr. Masters, Evesham. A good discussion

followed.

Scotland.

AUTUMN IN SUTHERLANDSHIRE.
The autumn of 1894 will be long-remembered in

the North of Scotland as the finest experienced for

at least a third of a century. I have carefully

examined the meteorological records kept here since

1859, a period of thirty-five years, and can find no

record of such a long spell of fine autumn weather

such as we have enjoyed this year. We had a good

deal of rain during the months of May, June, July,

and the first three weeks of August. The reign of

fine weather set in on August 23, and has continued

to the present time (October 13) without a break,

excepting a fine mild raia on October 9, which was

much required ; indeed, more would have been wel-

come, as only 38 of an inch fell.

The total rainfall for September was only '19, or a

little under two-tenths of an inch, which fell in

light showers on five days during the month, but

without spoiling a day of the glorious weather daring

the month, the avurage rainfall for September at

Danrobin being 2 00 inches. From August 23 to

October 13, a spell of seven weeks and three days,

there has only been 65 of an inch of rainfall,

mostly as light showers on ten days. The mean
maximum for September was 56° 5; the mean mini-

mum, 46°'4. Many of the days have been fine,

clear, and sunny, with occasional dull mild days

between, but all equally enjoyable.

The first half of October was a continuation of the

weather of September, with a slight lowering of the

temperature, though up to that there time had been

no frost, and the flower gardens were nearly as bright

then as in August. Heliotropes, Dahlias, Mignonette,

Tropajolums, and similar tender plants were still

flowering profusely. The absence of wind for the pre-

vious seven weeks was most remarkable. Oa very

few days was there wind enough to open out the

folds of a flag. The equinoctial gales, which almost

invariably pat in an appearance some time about the

18lh to the 25th of September, this year made no

sign. The barometer was steady and high, ranging

between 3010 and 30 60, falling below 30 00 no

29 96, on two days only during the seven weeks.

Farmers for once, in the north at least, have had no

room to grumble about the weather during harvest

time. The grain was cut, matured, and gathered

into the stack-yard almost without a shower.

We were fortunate here in escaping damage by

spring frosts, at the glass only went down to 32° in

the Stevenson screen on the night of the 19th (f May,

with a northerly wind and light shower of snow.

Probably our proximity to the sea, and the shelter

afforded by hills and woods, in taking the edge off

north winds, accounts for our comparative immunity

from the frosts which were so destructive in more
southerly parts of the country. The rainfall in May,

June, July, and the first half of August was over

average, and in some districts the securing of the

hay harvest was rather troublesome, though in most

cases it was secured ultimately in fairly good condi-

tion. The wet suited most growing crops, and all

kinds of fruits and vegetables have been plentiful and

good. Onion and Carrot crops have been entirely

free from grub and maggot. The Apple crop has been

excellent; the fruit perhaps a little smaller than nsnal,

owing to the heavy crop. Bees have had a good

time, and are still adding to their winter store. We
can scarcely hope for many more days of the fine

weather ; and the gradual lowering of the night tem-

perature is a warning that we may have a taste of

winter any time now with little notice. D, Melville,

Bunrobin Castle Gardens.

PERTHSHIRE NOTES.
OacHiD growers in the North are mostly

familiar with the name of Sharpe, who is the culti-

vator in charge of the well-known gardens of Mr.

Wood, a country proprietor very favourably known
in Scotland as a patron of horticulture, and of

Orchids in particular. These plants are grown ex-

tensively at Freelands, in the romantic parish of

Forgandenny, with its ancient kirk placed in a weird

position, and near the picturesque village. Freelands

is well known in Scottish history as the home of the

Ilathven», who have left their name engraved on the

page of time ; but not in the felicitous manner in

which Mr. Wood is doing at the present day in

horticulture and arboriculture.

There is much that is ancient, and beautiful as

well, in this fine domain which is wisely retained

intact, notably fine avenues of lofty Beeches, Silver

Firs of great height and girth ; and Yews among
the largest in the kingdom. Giant Larches and

Coniferous trees of much later date are to be found

throughout the grounds associated with choice

shrubs.

The spacious mansion stands fronting a well-kept

lawn, where bushes of Rhododendrons are conspicuous

in the background, and hills of pleasant aspect form a

grand bordering to the picture. It was the Orchids,

however, which I was desirous of seeing, the choicest

of which may often be found gracing the tables at

the shows of the Royal Caledonian Society, for to

see them at Freelands is much more interesting and

instructive.

Passing with Mr. Sharpe into what we may call

the show-house, a epan-roofed structure, filled with

plants in flower, or about to open their flowers, I

observed more than ten dozen spikes of O.lontogloi-

sum Alexandrse on plants, some of which are of

large size, but the greater number of middle

size. The species 0. Hallii, O. Pescatorei, and O.

triumphans were well represented, and had fine

long spikes of their handsome flowers.

Masdevallias were in fine form, and many open

blooms were observable, especially of Harryana and
" Bull's Blood." Epidendrums are well done in

this house. In another division OJootoglossum

vexillarium was making good progress under the

cool treatment afforded. Oacidium aurosum and

O. macranthum were in robust health, blooming

freely. Odontoglossum polyxanthum and O. Uro-

Skinneri were noticed among the choice species in

this structure. O. pulchellum, O. cordatum, and

0. nebulosum were flowering very freely, and they

are much valued for their general usefulness in

decoration. Platyclinis, Dfudrochilum filiforme

was growing vigorouily in this house. Passing

through stoves filled with popular flowering and

foliage plants such as Driccanas, Crotons, Eucharis,

a pair of fine healthy plants of Vanda cojrulescens

was remarked, which possessed tine spikes of flowers.

Strawberries and Tomatos were noted when

passing to a large house filled with Vandas, Cattleyas,
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Dendrobiuma (some immenae apecimena), Cypri-

pedium Lawrencianam, and C. Sanderianum, Catt-

leyaa, Dendrobium densiflorum, Wardii, and nobile,

and some Vandaa were conspicaoua for aize and

health, aa well as were Cattleya labiata and

C. Triansei.

Some plants are grown apecially for their useful-

neaa aa cat flowera. A plant of Dendrobium densi-

floram over 6 feet acroaa waa prominent at the end

of thie hoase. Crelogynea are grown in quantity,

and much valued daring the winter and spring

for their flowers when cut. Cypripedium grande,

C. ciliolare and others ligared well in this house of

valuable plants.

After spending a large portion of my time

among the plants, the fruit houses could only

be cursorily glanced at. Entering the range

of vineriea which rnna along the northern

aide of a fruit garden, Hamburgh and Muscat
Grapes were remarked ; the crops being very

heavy and regular, with strong growth in the four

houses. In thia department much progreaa hat been

made since a previous visit. In the Peach-hoaaes

healthy treea and good crops of fruit were remarked
;

Early Silver, Noblesse, Dymond and Barrington being

the varieties which are in special favour, and among
Nectarines, Lord Napier, Pine-apple, Violette

Hiitive and Victoria predominate, and these varieties

do remarkably well. In a Rose-bouse very flori-

ferous plants of Souvenir d'un Ami, Niphetos, and

MarSchal Neil were noted, where, trained in front

and up the back wall, they aiford a large quantity of

flowers.

While in this locality, one could not resist the

temptation to visit Roaaie Gardens, where a most
aucceaaful Chrysanthemum cultivator reaidea. Those
who examined the lat prize lot of thirty-six blooms

at Edinburgh exhibition last November, which waa
looked upon aa one of the fineat ever aeen in

the North, may understand that Mr. Nicol is a

first-rate cultivator ; and it is more than likely

that this enthusiastic but very retiring exhibitor

will have even higher honours than last year. Hia

plants are at present as promising as they can be.

A fine range of glass has just been erected by
McKenzie & Moncur, for plant and fruit-growing.

Vines are already of great strength, almost erring,

indeed, on the side of vigour ! This is one of the

oldest gardens in Perthshire, and coming rapidly to

the front. M, Templt, Carron House, N.B,

FOREST DESTRUCTION IN
AMERICA.

But a few weeks have elapsed since the world was

startled by descriptions, per cable, of wide-spread

devastating firea in the great Pine foreata of the North-

weatern United States, including alao many towns
and the inhabitants thereof. The statistics ventured

upon by the American newspaper agencies as to

loss of life and property, were so startling, that it

seemed only right that some inquiry should

be made into the matter, and this by the fonntain-

head in Washington, viz., the Department of Forestry,

atSliated to that of Agriculture, dominated by Mr.
J. S. Morton. Of course, there was no delay on the

part of the Secretary of the Forestry Department,

and this is what he wrote under date of September 26 :— " This Department is not in a position to

ascertain more correctly the loss than the various

State agencies and intereated partiea ; and it will take

quite a long time before any approach to correct

statements will be reached. The newspaper accounts

may in general be considered exaggerations, and
conaiderable diaconnta must be made from their

statements as to loss of life and property. The pre-

sent disaster, however, has been most unusual in

extent and amount of damage, and especially in loaa

of life. From good aonrcea, it would appear that

the latter may be placed at a round thousand

people. The estimates in loss of timber are

beginning to be reduced by later reports, sometimes

to one-half the original estimate. The various

lumber operators and timberland owners have

now their agents in the woods to ascertain the

damage, and to learn what quantities must be felled

in order to prevent total loss from inaect peats

following such fires. In addition to these

losses, which can be estimated, there are, of

courae, enormoua incalculable loaaea in the devaa-

tation of timberlands, which, are of such

usual occurrence every year on so vast a territory,

so thinly settled, that no acconnt is taken of them.

The agitation for measures to prevent the occurrence

of such disasters is now thoroughly aroused, and we
hope the beneficial resalt a more efficient protection

in the future."

To this last sentence we heartily say " Amen," in

the hope that the measures taken will be suflicient

to give confidence to settlers in timberlands, even so

early as during the advent of the summer of next

year,

Markets.

KEW NOTES.
Faob^a zkylanica.—There is a large specimen

of this Ceylon shrub now in flower in the Victoria-

house at Kew. It does not flower often, the last

occasion being in June, 1888. It grows so freely,

that it would soon fill a house if left to itself. The
branches are somewhat succulent, the leaves obovate-

oblong, 10 inches by 4 inches, fleshy, and not unlike

the leaves of Griselinia. The flowers, which are in

short terminal corymbs, are trumpet-ahaped, not un-

like those of LiliumloDgiflorom, but smaller, the tube

being 4 inches long, and the reflexed lobes 2 inches

by 1 inch ; they are fleshy and creamy-white. The
genua ia related to Buddleia, and there are some
thirty apeciea, all nativea of the Old World
tropics.

CaEEX " JAPONICA " = C. BEUNNEA.

Carex japonica is a name that has been given to

several distinct species which have been introduced

into our gardens at various timea from Japan.

One of theae is the erect, linear, dark green-leaved

plant figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle, and grown
largely by market growers for decorative- work. Four
years ago this plant waa thought to be C. tristachya,

but it has lately been determined by Mr. C. B.

Clarke, P.L.S., oar first authority on this most diffi-

cult genur, to be C. brunnea of Thunberg, native of

.Tapan, India, &c. Another name for it is C. gracilis

of Robert Brown. (S,>e Remte Horticole, 1892,

p. 384.) A variegated variety of C. brunnea is in

cultivation under the name of C. japonica variegata

and C. tenuis variegata. It ditfers from the type

only in having a narrow band of creamy-yellow on
the edges of the leaf.

Another plant known in gardens as C. jaoonici

is C. Morrowii of Boott. It has shorter and

much broader leaves than C. brunnea, and

is represented in cultivation by a variegated

form. It is cultivated by the Glasgow nurserymen,

and makes a pretty little pot-plant. It is hardy at

Kew, bat not at all attractive when grown in the

open ground. These three plants may be seen

correctly named in the No. 4 conservatory.

Still another plant, with linear, recurved, varie-

gated leaves, densely tufted, and deciduous in winter,

ia called C. japonica in gardens, bat it ia certainly

not that species, although as it has not flowered

it cannot be determined. The true C. japonica does

not appear to be in gardens here. There are about

300 species of Carex in Japan ! yV. W., Kew.

Trade Notice.
-—•

—

We are informed by Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.,

Southgate, that Mr. George Bjoker, hitherto serving

as Orchid-grower in their establishment, will in

future re present them as traveller.

Enquiry.
" i/« tKat quettioneth much thall learn mucA/'—Baoos.

Mb. John Maebbs woald be mach obliged if any
of ourcorreipondentscoald inform him of the where-
aboata of John Peiver, who in 1870 waa Foreman (or

had been Foreman), to Mr. E. Spivey, in the gardens

at Hillingbnry Place, Biihop'a Stortford ?

COVENT GARDEN, November 1,

[We oannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are famished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are reaponaible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.]

PLiKTS IN Pots.—AVERAQK WH0LE8AI^ FBI0E9.
I. d. 9. d.

Adiantum, per doz. 4 0-12
Aspidistra, per doz. 12 0-30
— specimen, each 5 0-15

Erica, various, doz. 9 12
O h r y santhemums,

per dozen ... 6 0-15
Cyperus, per dozen 4 0-10
Dracaena, each ... 10-50
Evergreen Shrubs,

in var., per dozen 6 0-24
Ficua elastica, each 10-76

Ferns, various, doz.
— small, per 100

Foliage plants, doz.
Lilium Uarrisii, per
dozen

Marguerites, p. doz.
Mignonette, p. doz.
Falma, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Primulas, per dozen
Solanuma, per dozen 10 0-12

s. d. t.d.

4 0-12
4 0-60
9 0-24

12 0-24

6 012
0-60

2 0-10
10 6-84
4 0-60

Out FLOWKRg.—Average Wholesale Pbioes.

Arums, per doz. bl.

Bouvardias. p. bun.
Carnations, 12 bima.
— per dozen bun.

C h r y santhemums,
per 12 blooms ...

— per 12 bunches
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Geraniums, scarlet,

per 12 bunches ...

— 12 sprays
Gladiolus, doz. bun.
I^pageria, 12 blms.
Lilac (French), per
bunch

Lilium Harriaii, doz.
Maidenhair Fern,

per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bun.
Mignonette. 12 bun.
Mimoia (French),

per buDch
Orchids :

—

Cattleya, I2blma.

f. d. t.d.

3 0-50
6-10
9-20

9 0-12
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tally; Celery, Id. to Is. per roll ; Horseradish, Is. tol«. Zd. per

bundle ; Brussel Sprouts, 1 .<r. 6d. per to 2s. fiat ; Turnips, Is. 64.

to 2s. 3d. per dozen bunches; ditto, 2bs. to 40s. per ton;

Carrots, household, 22s. Qd, to 30s. per ton; ditto, cattle-

feediog, 18s, to 25s. do. ; Parenips, 6d, to IQd. per score

;

Mangels, 12s. to 17s. per ton ; Swedes, 15s. to 20s. per ton ;

Onions, Engliah, 60s. to 75s. per ton ; do., Dutch, as. to

2s. 6d. per bag; do., Valencias, 6s. to 6s. 6d. per case;

Apples, English, 2s. to 6s. per bushel.

Farrinqdon : i^ovemhtr 1.— Quotations: Cabbages, hd. to

6d. per dozen ; do. pickling, Is. to Is. Qd. do. ; Cauliflowers,

lOd. to Is. do.; Spinach, Is. per bushel; Sprouts, Is. Zd. to

Is. 6rf. per half bushel ; Parsnips, 9d. per dozen, 3«. per c*t.

;

Beetroots, 9c?. per dozen ; Carrots, 2s. 6d. per dozen bunches;
Turnips, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Onions, English, 4s. per cwt.

;

do., &s. per case; Horseradish, Is. 4d. per bundle; Celery, Is.

per dozen ; Apples, cooking, 5s. to 6s. per bushel ; do., dessert,

6s. to 7s. do. ; Pears, 2s. to 8s. do. ; Tomatos, 6f . per doz. lb.

;

Grapes, English, Is. to l-s id per lb. ; Walnuts, 8s. per bag

;

Blackberries, 2s, per basket ( = 2d. per lb.)

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : Oitober 30.—Quotations

ranged from .^Os, to 95s. per ton.

Stratford : October 30.—Quotations : — Magnums, Dark-
soil, 55s. to 60.». do. ; Light-soil, 60s. to 70s. ; Bruces, 60s. to

70s. ; Imperators, 55s. to SOs. ; Main Crop Kidneys, 60s. to

75s. ; Scotch Main Crop, 75s, to 85». per ton.

Farringdon : November 1.—Quotations :—Snowdrops, 80s.

to 90*.; Main Crop, 80s. to lOOs. ; Magnums, 65s. to 85s.;

Hebrons, 75s. to 90s. ; Regents, 65s. to 75s. ; Champione, 60s.

to 70s. ; Kidneys, 60s. to 75s. ; Early Rose. 6 >s. to 70s. ; Black
Lands, 5.^s, to 65s. per ton.

OOBN.
Averages.— Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
October 27, and for the corresponding period last year :

—

1894: Wheat, 17s. ld.\ Barley, 23s. 9.d.\ Oats. 13s. 3rf.

1893 : Wheat, 27». 6rf. ; Barley, 29s. '^d. ; Oats, 18s. 2d.

HAY.
Averages.—'Vh.Q following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:

—

Clover, prime, 75s. to 132s. ; do., inferior, 45». to 120». ; hay,

best, aus. to 120s. ; do., specially picked, 13)s.; do , inferior,

36s. to 60<. ; Mixture, 90s. to 120s. ; and Straw, 22s. to 38s.

per load.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
t-emperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying 1" continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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common ThorD, but can scarcely be a aport from it.

— Constant Reader. Abayne, N.B. Enonymns enro-

pnas (Spindle Tree).— Sf^Bm, Tunbridge Wells.

The Sedam is the white form of Sednm ipnrium.
— Zero. Franciicea calycina major (syn. Brun«-

{eUia).— W. J. P., Farnham. 1, Berberis Dar-

winii ; 2, Berberis Wallichii ; 3, Hypericum An-
droiEemam ; 4, Elaagnns japonicaanreo-variegata;

5, Spiraea (send when in flower) : 6, Cotoneaster

microphylla.

—

G. N., Swansea. 1, Send flowers;

2. Send in flower ; 3, Habrothamnns (Cestrnm)

Newellii ; 4, Acacia armata; 5, Aralia Cbabrieri

of gardens; 6, Adiantam hispidnlnm ; the Phcenix

is attacked by funcas peculiar to Palms.

—

J. C. 1,

Aster Amelias; 2, A. ditTuius horizoDtalis; 3, A.
Timinens.— W. Ogg. 1, The Claret Vine ; 2, Thuya
gigantea (Lobbi ot gardens) ; 3, Piptantbus nepa-

lensia ; 4, Hypericum caljcinum ; 5, Schizostylis

coccinea; 6, Pernettya mucronata ; 7, Libonia

floribunda.— 7?. G. Schizostylis coccinea.

—

G. T.

Bbns toxicodendron, very poisonous.

Palm Leavbs : G. N. The spots on the leaves a-^e

caused by a fungus called Graphiola pbcenicie.

They have nothing whatever to do with spores of

Gymnogramma,

PoETnoAL Lachel : H, C. The silver leaf disease

common in Laurels, Peaches, Plums, &c. The
cause is not known. We should cut the plants

back, and give a good dressing of manure. We
fear, however, that but little can be done.

Salesman : IV. B. We cannot advise yon on snch a

question.

Tea Plants in Bad Health : Thea. At this season

but little can be done to better their condition

beyond putting the drainage in the pots in good

order, picking out some of the old turface-aoil, and
surfacing tfaem with a sandy mixture of loam
two-thirds, leaf-mould one-third, and keeping

them in a light, well-aired part of the greenhouse.

The soil should be kept moderately moist— in

fact, afford it the kind of treatment which would
suit Camellia japonica. In March the plants

should have much of the old soil removed, de-

cayed ro ots cut back to sound tisane, and repotted

in rather small pots, using the same kind of soil

above-named, with the addition of a small quantity

of peat. A temperature of 50° to 55° by night,

and 65° to 70° by day should then be afforded them,

and a syringing with clean water twice daily— i.e.,

from 7 to 8 a.m., and at closing time, 2 30 p m.

Summer treatment, when quite recovered from
ill- health, may be similar to that given the

Camellia.

To Keep Ampelopsis Leaves in a Fit State for
Table Dkcoeation : Table Work. The colours

would be preserved in fairly good condition by
pressing them between sheets of herbarium-paper,

changing the paper thrice and keeping them under
pressure. Another way would be to place them
between layers of perfectly dry silver- sand in

wide-mouthed jars or boxes. Passing a hot iron

over them when placed between sheets of

blotting- paper preserve the colours of some kinds

of leaves very efft dually
;
yon might try this

method with a few. There is no book that we
know of now in print on the subject named. Try
at the Bazaar office, 170. Strand, London, W.C.

RICHARDSON'S

Communications Received. — Henshall Russell. — J. C.

StogdeD.-T. W. E.—C. Fidler.—G. H.—Tom O. -R. W. P.

—A. O. F.—E. J. H.—W. A. C—B. W,- A. D — A. D.W.—
J. J. W.—E. C—T. H. S.-Wild Rose.—A. E —M. T.—
J. M. R.—W. H.—J. C —H. T. C —W. Weeis.—Q. B. & Co.

Specimens Received.—A. Q. — .1. McM.— J. 0.—R. H.—
H. M. T.— Alpha.— Poivfe.— A. and McA.-B. £,.—C. L.—
G. W.—J. P.—J. H. J.—G. W.—T. r. J.—J M —J. C—S.

CONTINUED INCREASE in. the CIRCULATtON OF THE
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advehtisers.—The Fuilisher has the satis-

factinn. ofannouncin'j that the circulation of the " Gardeneri,'

ChronicU*' has, since the reduction in the price of tlw paper,

lacreasel to the extent ot 80 per cent.,

and that It Is Increasing weekly.

Advertisers are reminded thai the " Chronicle " circulates omottj

country GENTLEMEy. AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS

AMD GARDEN-LOVERS at hotM, that it has a specially large

foreign and colonial circulation, and that it is

preserved for reference in all the principal Lihra/ries,

^^>HORTICULTURAL
-^^^5^ BUILDINGS,

Maxt
Pbize Medals,

?^}.
i^A

Awarded the only

Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings at the

International Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

W. BICHAKDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

Coneervatoriea, Qreenhousea,
Vineries, Peach Uouaes,

Stove and Orchid
Houses, &o. Also

Boilers, Pipes,

and all
Fittings.m

WRQB/NSX>M

STOUmR/DGB.
ROBERTS'S (IMl'KoVED) P A T E .N T

STOVE S.
Terra-cotta I Portable 1 For Coal !

Pure and ample heat, S4 hours for about lu.,,
without attention.

For Oreenhouses, Bedrooms, jtc.

GREENHOUSES Heated 21 Hours for about One Penny.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 31, Victoria St., Westminster.

a4: 14x12 "i(-^fc^ »«iy f%^-fm

roi.mdl^oiFORElCN.of ibovt Blies, inbo«i of 100 fc^H SCO Pert supe^
NGH6H 0iA*5, cut to tmycTs' sizes , a.t lo'west pnteft
cU-Ii^-ered ^-ree. i^Jcund in the tcnintry, in qua-ntity.

GEORjGE FARMILOE&S0N5
l^S^D &LA6S OlL<. aJ^-i COLOUI^riERCrtANra. '

'54' ft^e]fOHNStrcet"WEaTSriI'mnELO.IONDON.:jC
•gtocitlieia aad prices on J^^icitiOTi. Pleas€ quote Chrcvich.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20.000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OTJTDOOB WORK, CONSEBVATOBIES,
Q-reenliouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonoaa Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Qrove Works, Lombard Roao, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK, DtTBLIN.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FKNCIITG, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFINQ and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Rooiing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. lllustratsd Catalogues Free by Post.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN STTNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LAN E, W.C.

DO NOT ERECT
Old-fashioned GREENHOUSES and FRAMES.

Leading Growers and Amateurs declare them obsolete.

7 000 feet Length of the New Patent Travelling
Structures already In Construction.

Write for Catalogue of S.MALLKST to Largest Sizes to

The Horticultural Travelling Structures Co.,
LIMITED.

2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate St. Station, E.C.)

53 Eogli-h, Americao. and Foreign Press opiniona.
Gardeners' Chronicle : ~" It is commended as saving 100 to

200 per cent." The Gardfning World :—" There is no guestion
as to the utility." The Horticultural Rtview

:

— '* Will tffect

a complete revolution." Amateur Gardening :—" Can hone-'tly

commend the style as eminently uractical." The Journal o;f

Horticulture:—" May be used for Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthe-
mums, Roses, Strawberries, and Fruit Trees generally."

ILLUSTBATEB CATALOGTXE FBEE.

W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2x. 6^. nett, per post, 2s. Vid,

Stourbridge.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of 10.

BEST NEW ARCHANSIL BIATS ... (9 ft. bj 4 ft. 6) 10s.

„ TAGANROG MATS O ft. by 4 ft-) 83.

„ HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7s.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 53.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS. 20 -, 25/- & 35 - p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

„ CUBA BAST - 13 P" ">•

HORTICULTUBAL SUNDRIES OF EvEBY KiND.

CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

JAMES TVANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.
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TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
As an experiment and advertisement, we have decided to spend the above amount in erecting C9*nplete during the next

month any size or style of house as below, in any part of England, at the ridiculously low prices menti' ned.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.
1. All orders to be sent in before November 8, 1894, after which date no order will be booked below list prices.

2. Half the cash to accompany all orders, the balance to be paid to our foreman in charge of job upon completing erection, and prices to be strictly Nett.

3. All houses will be complete as mentioned below, and painted two coats of good oil-colour at our works, and delivered free of any charge to your nearest station.

4. Customers to advise us immediately upon arrival of goods at their station by telegram, and to cart same from station on to site, ready for erection, at their

own expense, within 24 hours after arrival,

5 Customers to have all ground cleared and level for onr men to erect.

6. Oar men erect and glaze house complete ready for use. We pay all railway fares, lodging, &c.

7. We do not bind ourselves to erect on any particular date, which must be left entirely to us ; but shall not exceed one month after date of arrival.

8. We reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any order or orders that may be sent in upon these terms.

iV.B—Prices quoted for heating-apparatus are only on condition that we supply the house as well ; on no account could we deliver and fix heating-

apparatus at these prices without order for house, although we are prepared to fix houses without heating-apparatus.

AMATEUR SPAN - ROOF GREENHOUSE.
(TENANT'S FIXTURE.)

This Greenhouse is made eapecially for Amateurs at a

nominal figure, thereby coming within the reach of those who
require a strong but not expensive structure, and being con-

strueteil in complete sections. The framework is substantially

cOTstructed cf red deal, the lower part being filled in with

gjcd, sound, well-seasoned, tongued, and grooved matchboards.

The House is fitted with door, complete with rim lock and

brajs furniture, painted two coats of good oil-colour, supplied

wi'h all necessary ironwork and stages for each side, and good

16-oz. English-cut glass throughout. Carefully packed and

delivered carrii'ge paid to nearest station, and erected com-

plete, at the following respective prices :—
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THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL
GE. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or

• COBBLE COALS (the Nuta being about the size tf a Walnut, and

the CobbIc3 about the siz-e of n man's fist), delivered by vao, at any address

within the 4 mile radinsof Charirg Crofs; or in truclloadp, at any Railway

Station. ThiaCoa! is al)80llltely smokeless, and it requires much lees

attention than any other description of fuel, buining for twelve hours st

least vithout any supervis^ion, and giving from five to ten degrees more heat

than Coke. Quotations on application to

—

C. R. CARTER & SOU, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHAHCE, LOHDOH, E.G.

THE GOnAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Post-free 3M. ; 25 Copies, Ss. ; 60, lOs. ; and 100, 208.

&ARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41. WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.O.

^ COAL V

ORCHID PEA.T: Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEiT for store and Oreeohouse use. RHO-

DODENDfiON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO.. Farnborou^h, Hants.

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock /^ T A O C
always on Hand . vjj_iiTL^Oi

Special quotationt for quantities.

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, F.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete ereotion of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.;

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^e INTERHATIOHAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON. 8.E.
Telesraphlo AddresB—" HOT-WATER. London." Telephone No. 4763.

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, cjc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEAT! LL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERLALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

MfMw- -
^. im;,' " .i-iii*Ji'a!
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BONES I BONES! I BONES 111—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at lOf . per owt. Carriage Paid od

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order.

K. S. WILES AKD LEWIS. Bone Crushers, St. Albans.

EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisera.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

B

FISH MANURE for VINES and PLANTS.
—GEO. HARRIS, Esq. (Head Gardener to His Grace the

Duke of Northumberland), Alnwick Castle Gardens, writes: —
" I have applied your Manure to Vines and many kind^ of

plants with excellent effect." In 1 cwt btgs £i 1P». per ton.

4!. M. per cwt. Carriaee paid —THE GREAT GRIMSBY
POULTRY GRir AND MEAL COMPANY. Urimsby.

CCROSS'S GARDEir~FERTILISER. — For
J VineF, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. V^-getables.

MURRAY'S " ELECTRIC " MILDEW and INSECT
UESTROyER. a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insecc Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79. Mark Lane. London.

BEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Feitiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6rf., and 5s. &d. ; also in air-tight baps,

i cwt.» &s. ; 1 cwt , lOi. Full rirections for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mill^. St. Neofs, Hunts.

" 12, Koowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetab'es,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E.. F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and abroad.

A(!cnt for London:— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road.
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vintyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Frlce Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

EGONOMIGAL-SAFE-USTING

CLAY'S
MANURES

^^^^''^m-

Are used by the

Leading Growers
Royal Botanic

Society,
Royal Horticul-
tural Society, ( ^^J\
Royal Parks. ^

London County ^.' .. ' ^
Council,

;

throujthout the
'

,.,
'

United Kingdom ' '1
and in TTIADE MARK.

rm.^LONDON'(i;

TRADE MARK.
EVERY QUARTER OF THE GLOBE, FOR

ALL HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

BOLD by SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and NURSERYMEN.
In 6d. and Is. Fackets, and SEALED BA6S:-

7 lb. 14 lb. 38 lb. 58 lb. 112 lb.

28. 6d. 48. 6d. 7s. 6d. 128. 6d. 20s.
Or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United

Kingdom for Cash with order (except 6rf. Packets).

The respective Trade Mark Is printed on
every Packet and Bag. and also Impressed
on the lead Seal attached to the mouth

of each Bag, which Is

THE ONLY GUARANTEE Of GENUINENESS.

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Soda, and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manare Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c..

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, B.

SAVE HALF THE COST.»M BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. Allkindsof PBATsupplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

DEO. GARSIDE. Jun.. F.R.H.S., Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre. 10s. per sack ; 5 for 47s. 6d.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per sack ; & for
37s. ed. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. id.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s, per sack. 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s. Qd.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. erf. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON.

Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Besley, Kent.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the tnest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Store and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in balk
at Lon*1on Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. BICHARD3, Old Shot Tower Wharf, LambHh,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Dep6's, Bingwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

I CAN STILL SUPPLY

THE BEGKE1T GUP ahd TUBE.
All sizes, with improved fa&teneis, 95, per dozen.

I also fupply all other makes, including THE SPRINQ-
THORPE, 9s. per dozen; THE SHOESMITH. 9s. per dozen;
THE ACME. 12'. per dozen; and THE CHAMPION, 8s. Qd,
per do/eu. Delivered free for cash with order.

THE RYECROFT SET of DRESSING IN-
STBUMENTS.—Three pairs of Forceps, Brush and Case
complete. 10s. 6rf. ; Larue Forceps, for pulling centres.
3s. 9i. ; Smaller, do., for Dressing, 2s. 9d. Free for cash.

An Article on "Dres&iog Incurved Blooms," by H. SHf>E-
s:mith, will be sent with each Order, or can be had free

for three stamps.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN. LEWISHAM

WATER SUPPLY
FOB

Gardens and Greenhouses.
XO SKILLED SUPERINTENDENCE, OR DANGER.

THE "RIDER" HOT-AIR ENGINE
Raises 1000 gallons 80 feet high for an expendi-

ture of ONE PENNYWORTH of Fuel.

Cranston's Ndkseriks say :
— " We should be very

sorry to be without it now."

SOLE MAKERS :—

HAYWARD TYLER & CO.,
Address: 39. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.

MBSSENGEB & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat Greenhouses. Illustrations
of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable Qreenhoupes,
Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the beat hinds of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for heating. This
Catalogue, poaaeasiog hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements iu greenhouse building and heating, is on a scale
never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardenicg, as it contains many practical hints on the
subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. PrlC©, 2s. post-freo,

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouseii erected by us in various parts of the country ; an inspection
of this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed
by us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition.
Surveys made, and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER
London Office :-

& COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.
-163, Palmerston BuUdlngs, Old Broad Street, B.O.
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WAtKER'S CHRYSANTHE-
MUM TUBES & COPS.

Ccmmended by the National C. See.
1st Clsss Certificate Crjstal Palace.
CLIPPER, complete, 6s. td. per <!o/.

CHAMPION, ,. 8s. id.

Cash with order. Postage, PtZ. per
dozeo extra.

From all Nurserjraeo, Seedsmen,
Ironmongers. &r. ; or.

Dr. WALEER, Wimbledon.

GL.'\SS!

15 07.

21-oz
per 100 ft., 8s 6

lis. 9i
, (12X10, 1

,'\ 14x12, i

( 16x12, 1

CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes.

18X12, 18X14,24x14
110X12,18X16.24X16

. 16x14.20X16,24x18. &c.
1^x3 Prepared Sa-h Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Faiots ana Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square ;

Matching. 4/j»; 2x4. at ^d. per foot run ; 2x7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all desi-nptiona, Ironmongery, &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72. BiSHOPSGArB Street Within. London, K.C.

Crompfon andFowlCe^,
efEefm^ford

.

Book of ]

PhotographsJ

Of EitPftor and Interior Viewg, Sections, Details, Interior Fittings, and Heating
Apparatus cf Conservatories, Ranges, Vineries. Greenhouses. Stoves. Pits. Frames, &c.

The most comprehensive Book on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, Chelmsford.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS.
TIDY'S IMPROVED

TELESCOPE CHRYSANTHEMUM CUP & TUBE
(Patent No. S7S8).

0°IS PERFECT IN EVERY RESPECT.^
Send for Illustrated Circular and Sample to

W. E. TIDY, BROCKHiMPIONNuRS'RIES.HAVANr. HANTS

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OXJK WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £
1-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft,, CASH

PRICES,

CARRLAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

2
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THE SYDNEY MAIL,
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES On the TUKF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of ADSTRALIA. (Drawn and engraved eapeoi-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTUBB.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIKOLB.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughoot the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription In Advance, £l 6s. per Annnm.
Single Copies, Gd. ; Stamped, Id.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street. Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising A.gents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL:—

LONDOH Messrs. Geo. Street & Co.. 30. Cornhill.E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, 186, Strand.

Bristol James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Manchester... James and Henry Grace. IS, Market Street.
Edinburgh ... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.
GLAaQow W. Porteous & Co., 16, Royal Exchange

Place.

^^ Copies of each Journal are filed at the
above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one deslrons of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Purchasing an
Estate, can have copies of the

MIDUND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always contains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms
Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

EPPS'S «»-' PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,
or truckload. SP£CIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LK\F-iMOULD. Coarse, Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFU<E.
fre^hSPHAQNU.VI, Patent MANURE *.FERT[LI-!ERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter,

The Original Peat Depot. RING700D, HANTS.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR
OF GAJ^DEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above subject.

Price 3d,; post-free, S^d,

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

P S '

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCO
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Boot. Son, & CARPExrER. 24. Old Bailey. Lonlon, E.C—

Trade Printers and LiLhogriphers.

F. RoEMER, Seed Grower, Qaedlinbui-g, Germany—Noveltiei
in Flower Seeds.

Ji9. Cocker & Sox.s, Morningfield Nursery, Aberdeen.— Ro3e-<,

Forest, Fruit, and Oroamental Tree-*.

Dammann &. Co., Sau Giovanni, Tedu"cio, near Naples.

—

Coniferi. Pdlms. Forest and Ornamental Shrubs and Trees,
Plants, ^'egetable and Flower Seeds, &c.

JOHif Jeffries & Sox. Cireac33ter.—Roses. Forest and Frui-
Trees, &c.

R. W. Proctoh & Sox, AsbRite Road, Che terfield.-Rosesand
Caruationa.

QARDENII^a APPOINTMEN"TS.
Mr. a. Hill, late Gardener at Loraine Place, HoUoway, N.,

a-i Gardener to W. H. Scott, Esq., The Red Gables,
Carlisle.

Mr. Thos. Sheasby. lat^ Gardener at Castle Armagh, as Gar-
dener to Lord Dlt.vleath, Bally waiter Park, Newtownards,
Ireland.

Mr. A. DouGLiS. formerly Head Gar lener at Plasfynnon,
Oswestry, bhropshire. as Hfod Gardener to the Rev. C.
Noel Hill, The Rectory, Church Stretton, Shropshire.

Mr. F. Newman, formerly of Carr Manor, Meanwood,
Leeds, as Keid Gardener to John C. Nicholsox, Eaq.,
Moorfield Hou^e, Headicgley, Leels.

Mr. H. King, formerly Gardener at Highgrove. Tetbury. as
Gardeuer to J. Colman, Eaq , Qattoa Park, Reigate,
Surrey.

Mr. H. Davis, late Gardener to Major K'-rri on, Burriogton
Pirk. Devonport, as Gardener to G, M. Hor.Si!,y, ttq ,

The Bourne, Widford, Herts.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Fbou To

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

Please send me " The Gabdeners' Chronicle " for __

commencing ,for which I enclose P.0,0._

_ 1894.

_Mont}is,

®" Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must be paid for in advance. ^
THE UNITED KINGDOM :— 12 Months, l.=^s. : 6 Months. 7s. ijrf. ; n Months 3s. M. : Post-free.

ALL FOREIGN SUBSCRinlONS. Including; Postage, 17s. f,d. for li Mouths.
Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P.O.O. to be mide payable at the Post Office,

GREAT aUEEN STREET, London, W.C , to A. G. MARTIN,
Cheques should be oroased " DRUMMOND,"

PARTNERSHIP WANTED, in a MARKET
NURSERY (Glass only), near London. Principals only

dealt with.— CAPII'ALI jT. 41, Wellingion St., Strand, "W.C.

WANTED, a PARTNER, with £40, to
develop Fruit and Florist's Business in a growing

neiehbourhood ; close to station. A good opportunity for

pushing man.— S. , Mr. David Lemont, 57, Queen Street, Cardiff.

WANTED, a GARDENER, where Boy and
odd Man are Vept. Knowledge of Vines and Peaches

r< quired.—Colonel PEDDER, Kilbonrne Hall, Derby.

WANTED, a GARDENER, middle-aged, to
take charge oE small Vinery, Greenhouse, Kitchen

Gardens. Steady and competent.—A. MYERS, Florist,

Shrewsbury.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER.—
Age about 30, single; chiefly to attend Fruit Trees in

Gardens. Mast thoroughly understand Pruning and Training
Tree?, Standards, Espalier?, and on Wails. Only one small
Peach-house at present. Good references. Wages 2rs., with
rooms. County of Bucks.—Apply, by letter only, to H. C. B.,

15. CoUingham Road, S.W. t'nly suitable applications will

be answered.

ANTED at ONCE, a GROWER and
PROPAGATOE (uuder Manager), for New Branch

Nursery. Ro^e^. Clematis, Cyclamen, Ferns, and general
Stock. Two Assistants to begin with, and more aa trade
develops. Married man preferred. Wages, 26s., with cottage
and garden,—Apply, stating age, experience, where gnned,
and how long in each situatijn {applications without these
particulars will not bo considered), to STORRIE AM1>
SrORRIfi', Nurserymen, Dundee.

WANTED, a JOURNEYMAN, for small
stove and Greenhouse, and to work in Flower Garden.

Wages, 16!. per week and bothy.—Apply to GARDENER,
Warfield Park, Bracknell.

WANTED.—Young MAN with knowledge of
Plants, for lo-ide and Out. Bjthy. State wages and

full particulars to—W. DOIDGE, Barleythorpe Gardens,
Oakham, Rutland.

WANTED, for BELGIUM.—A smart young
MAN as English INVOICE and CORRESPONDING

CLERK in one of the most important horticultural eatablish-

meots. Will occa^ioaally be required to travel in Engiaod,
and preference given to one with a connection. A good Man
will be liberally treated. Apply, with testimonials-A. B.,

Gardeners' Ckronicte Office, 4i, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
fo' the S-ed and Florist Business; mustbec'ever at

Wreaths, &c. Permanent situation to trustwortliv younn man.
Send references and wages required, to LONGSTER BROS.,
Southampton.

WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK, of good
education. Used to the Nursery and Seed Trade

;

quick at writing and t-gures.—Apply by letter, stating age,
references, and wages expected. D. S. THOMSON a\d SONS,
The Nurseries, Wimbledon.

SEED TRADE.—WANTED, a young Man
as Invoice Clerk. Must te quick at figures, and a neat

and r<pid writer.—Address, stating age, esperienc**, height,
and salary expected to " Box lUO," Post-oHice', Manchester.

WANTED, in the Garden Sundries Trade,
a young MAN (state age), to work in the Warehouse.

Chief qualification, quick and good Packer. Also must write
a fair hand, be sober, and of general good ch iracter.— Apply,
stating wages required, by letter only, to G. H. KICHARD3,
Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth, S.E.

WANTED, a young MAN, as ASSISTANT
in General Seed, Floral, and Nursery Busines'. State

wages. -LAXTON BROS., Bedford.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Pusf-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

G C
Nov. 3, 1894.

Gardeners, farm-BaUlffs, Foresters, &o.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to KECOVIMRND MEN of the

^i(//tfa( respectability, and thoroughly practical &t their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—*' DICKSONS. CHESTER."

FS A N D E R AND C O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties oC
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to iutimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper UoUoway, N.

.1
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RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardenera seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

GARDENER (Head), and ORCHID
GROWER.—Age 33, marrifd, ooe child. Advertiser is

open to re-engagement with any Lady or Gentleman. First-
cli63 testimonials from present and prepioua employers.
Leaving through breakioj^-up oE establishment.—JOSEPH
MILBURN, Hoyland Hall. Barnsley.

GARDENER (Head).—Scotch ; wishes situa-
tion in England, wheie three or four are kept. Eleven

years in last situation. Can be well reeommended.— W.
GREEN, 13, Arthur Street. Pilrig, Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Head), Scotch,—Twenty years'
experience leading places. Nine years Gardener to

Cluny Macphersoo, Cluoy Castle. Kingussie, Scotland. Highly
recommended.—ROBERr RITCEIIE, East End, Kingussie,
Scotland.

GARDENER (Hea.d).—Age 38, married,
two children, both out. Mr. Percv Bunyard can

thoroughly recommend a good all-round man as above.
Undeniable character.—52, Clarendon Road, Croydon.

X*0 BONUS to anyone securing: for me a^^ situation as GARDENER (Head or Second). Life
CTperience in the general routine of Gardening, Inside and
Out. Excellpnt characters from last three places. Abstainer.
Age 27, siingle; disengaged.— E. COLLINS, Sarratt, Rick-
mdusworth, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, or Foreman).—Age 34

;

Churchman, married, no family. Highest references.

At liberty when suited. Moderate wages.—GARDENER,
Parsonage, We.'-t Farleigh. Mniastone.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33;
highly recommended. Life experience. Thoroughly

energetic, trustworthy, and efficient id ail branches. Excellent
testimonials. — A. CORDERY, Ceylon Villas, Southampton
Head, Fareham, Hants.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 37,
married, no family ; life experience in good places. Can

be highly recommended. Excels in Fruit, Orchids, Roses,
Chrysanthemums, and good all-round man. — GARDENER,
Higham, Windlesham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Bbad Working) ; age 30,—
J. DAY, Gardener to the Earl of Galloway, Galloway

House, GarliestowD, would be pleased to recommend William
Norman, who has been General Foreman in these Gardens for

nearly fnur years, to any Lady or Gentleman rpquinng the
services of a goorl, practical man. where three or more are
employed: fourteen years' experience in leading places in
England and Scotland.

GARDENER (Head Working),—Age 40;
life fxperience in all branches of girdening ; well recom-

mended by last and previous employers ; wife undertakes small
dairy or poultry.

—

s&j, J. HORN, 56, Croydon Grove, West
Croydon.

CGARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
T married, no fam ly ; good practical experience in ali

branches. Two years' excellent character. Gentleman going
away.—E. CROCKFORD. The Grange, Htetree, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working). —
G. Williams, Esq.. Fiogest House, Henley-on-Thames,

late of L'lwerWyke Lodge, Worcester, ean with confidence
recommend his Gardener to any Lafly or Gentleman.
Thoroughly understands his work.—ALFORD, Lower Wybe
Lodge, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 32;
married. — Mr. Wm. Elphinstone, Shipley Hall

Gardens, Derby, can with conliiience recommend George
Marlow, who has acquired a first-class general knowledge,
including Orchids in leading Gardening establishments in

this country and on the Continent.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30.
J. H. Ayling, General Foreman tor the last three

years at Londesboro' Park, is desirous of obtaining a situation
as above. Thoroughly versed in all departments. Well
recommended.—Londehboro Park,Market Weigbton, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head, or Sink3le-handed),—
Age 37. marrie'1 ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes,

Peaches, vJucumbers, Tomatos, Flowers, and Vegetables o: ali

kinds. Good character.—SHEPHERD, Dragon iitreet, Peters-
field, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 27, married; well up in the culture of

Vines, Peaches, MeloDS, and Tomatos ; also Stove and Green-
house Plants. Can be well recommended by present employer
—JAMES McEWAN, The Gardens, Pitcullen House. Perth.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 30, married, one child

; good practical
experience in Vines, Greenhouse Plants. Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Ercelleot characters from good families. Dis-
engaged.—HORTUS. 91. VVykeham Road, Reading.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Under).—
No objection to bothy. Six and a half years' good

character; age 23; single.— G. M., 12, Cobden Road, Seveuoaks,
Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
—Age 29, single; Glass.^Kitchen, and Flower Garden.

Excellent character; willing to ba useful. — A. BISHOP,
3, Hamilton Road, West Norwood.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age 2.5; good all-round hand. Ten years' excellent

character.— F. WELLS. 6, Clyde Terrace, Forest Hill, S.E.

CGARDENER (good Single-handed, or
J where help is given).—Age 2i^, single ; life experience

Inside and Out. Four years' last place. Well recommended.
—W. THORN , 4. Park Road, Bushey, Herts.

GARDENER (Second, or good Singlb-
HiSDED.)—Age 2,3; married. Eight years' experience.

Inside and Out. Good character.—GEOKQE BUDD. Wood-
man's Farm, Bishop's Waltham, Hants.

GARDENER (Kitchen, or Single-handed),
or GARDENER and CARETAKER.—Age 28, married,

no family. Well-up in the general routine of work. Good
references.—W. MITCHELL. Jetty Lane. Woodbridge. Suffolk.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept.—Age 23 ; seven years' experience Inside and

Out. Good roterences.—F. DOUGH, Park Gardens, Winch-
comb. Glos.

ARDENER (SecondJ.—Age 28; single.
Thirteen years' experience Inside and Out. Oxford or

Rucks preferred, also Rooms.—JOHN GALE, The Square,
Mart-h Gibbon, rear Bicester, Oxon.

ARDENER (Second).—Well up in general
routine of Gardening, Inside and Out; six years in

present situation; good character.—C. LANE, The Gardens,
Burntwood, Caterham, Surrey,

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kept —J. S- UFEX, Wigganthorpe, York, wishes to

recommend a young man, age 24, as above. Four years in
present situation.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 18; Outside,
and assist in Houses when required ; six and a-halt years

in present situation
; good character.—C. CKAUP, Bell [Lane.

Staplehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), where five or six are
kept.—Age 24 ; can be well recommended by last and

previous employers, used to Houses and general work ; under-
stands Be^s. Abstainer.—W. LEECH, Long Strat ton, Norfolk.

ARDENER (Under), Ontside.—Age 17;
strong and obliging.—GEO. KEtfP, The Gardens,

Missenden Abbey, can recommend a young man as above.

ARDENER (Under), Inside, or Inside and
Out —Young man (age 20). Six years' good character.—W. OUTRED, Church Street, Southfleet. near Qravesend,

Kent.

ARUENER (Under).—Age 21 ; experienced
Inside and Out. Can be well recommended by present

employer; leaving through place being sold. Good references.
—T. SHEARMAN, Mrs. Hurtt, The Brows. Malton.

PENNELL and SONS, The Nurseries,
Lincoln, can recommend a good PR0PAQA,TOR of all

Hard and Sofc-wooded Stuff.

To Nurfierymen and Florlats.

FOREMAN GROWER. — Age 28. Good
knowledge of Ix)ndon Cut fiower Trade, Bulbs, Lilies,

&c. Good reference?.—B. A., 41, Wellington St.. Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN, in small Market Nursery.—
Thoroughly understands Tomatos, Cucumbers, Peaches,

Strawberries, Cut Flowers, Fern.'^. &c. Married. Good recom-
mendations.—H. C, Town Mill Cottage, Dartford, Kent.

U'OREMAN, in a good establishment.—Sixteen
A- years' experience in good places. Excellent refereocei
as Foreman. Four years here. —FOREMAN, Elvaston
Castle Gardens, Derby.

OREMAN, or GROWER.-Praoticai know-
ledfie of London Trade; been in charge of Market

Nursery (or the last four years.—M. A., Mr. Dale, 9, High
Street, Mitcham, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in large estab-
lishment.—Age 29, single

;
good character from ]a«(t

situations in large estabhshmeutsas Foreman.—W. WEIGHT,
Tilbury Hill, Halstead, Kst-ex.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, or good SECOND
GARDENER.—Age 24; two and a haif years* good

character, and several previous. Free to engage.—J. MER-
RICK. The Gardens. Henirefoilan, nfar Swansea.

t
^OREMAN (General), or SALESMAN, in

medium establishment. Trade or Retail.—Age ^8, single
;

fourteen years' practice. Twenty months good character.
Good references —H., 95, Henslowe Road. East Dulwich, S.E.

OREMAN (Inside, or General),—Age 28.
Mr. G. R. George, Gardener to Earl Sondes, Lees Court,

Faversham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above. Three years as Foreman previously.—Present
address. G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside. — Age 22;
CSAS. BLICK (Gardener to Martin R. Smith, Esq.. The

Warren, Hayes, Kent), can confidently recommend Jjhn Ruther-
ford, as above, who has been here for three and a-half years.

GURNEY, Gardener, The Hall, Rotherby,
• Leicester, seeks a situation for his son as SECOND

JOURNEYMAN under a goad Foreman. A^e 18; has had five
and a half years' experience. Good character. Bothy
preferred.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside and
Out, under a good foreman; age 21. Life experience

;

good references.—S. WISE, Highmoor, Henley-on-Thames,
Uxon.

JOURNEYMAN, or SECOND.—Three years'
good character

; seven years' experience.—ARTHUR DUR-
BIDGE, Bramley, Basingstoke.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Under)
;

age 19.—A Gardener's Son teeks a situation as above.
Six yearo' experience.—R. S.. Ivy Cottage, Osbastone, Hinckley,

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21; R. Poole eould
thoroughly recommend a Young Man as above ; eijiht

J ears' eiperience Inside and Out ; two years' chiracter present
place.—POOLE, Beech wood, Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 19 ; five years* experience ; excellent references.

—

C. COPE, Cheawardine. Market Drayton, Salop.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 22;
five years' experience. Good character.—GAKDENER.

Bescot Grange, Walsall, Staffordshire.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 19 ; four years' expe-
rience. Good character. Can be highly recommended.—

J. COPE, The Gardens, Myton Hall, Helperby, York.

TMPROVER.—Wanted, for Youth of 19, inA Gentleman's Garden. Four years' experience Inside and
Out. Been apprenticed. Total abstainer. Good character.
F. BEAUMOM, Central School, Bournemouth.

BuNUS to Head Gardener who will
procure a situation fora youth age i9 in the Gardens.

Good character.-F. W., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street. Strand. W C.

PPKENTICE.—Wanted to apprentice a J3oy
(age 15) to Flower-growing and Nursery Business. In

the House. Time given. No premium. — BOTANIST,
10, St. Augustine Villas. Archway Road, Highgate, N.

npcTGENTLEMEN WISHING to mTrKET
X- THEIR PBODU E —The advertiser, middle aged, hav-
ing great experience as Market Grower in some of the largest
private and Nursery places in England, is open to an engage-
ment. Sa ary moderate —ALPHA, Mouloey Villa, Palace
Road, East Molesey.

GARDENERS, &o.—A young man, age 19
last August, wishes for a situation under a Head Gar-

dener, or at a Florist's. Has been gardener's boy in a gentle-
man's bouse, and with a nursery gardener. Very good refer-
ences.—C. BULL. 4, Claremont Terrace, Lewisham, S.E.

'PO GARDENERS.—A young Man, age 20,
J- seeks situation as IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and

U

Out. Left through death. Q..od character,-
End, Fareham, Hants.

-W. TEE, Down

TO GARDENERS.—Wanted, by a young
Man, age 19, situation in a Gentleman's gardens; six

years in one place. Character can be had.—J. S., Post Office,
Faygate,Dear Horsham, Sussex.

TO GARDENERS and FLORISTS.—Man,
age 24. vpants situation as Second, under Glass. Good

references. Nine years' experience. London or suburbs.

—

T- J., Belmont. Banchory Road, Blackheath.

O GARDENERS.—Situation "wanted hj~l
Young Man as JOURNEYMAN, or Second, twelve years

latide and Out. Good references.—H. BUMQAY, Wootoa
Lodge, Utceby.

To nurserymen;^Y^oung Mwr^w^rup
in propagating and growing Roses. Clemati?, &c., also

general Nursery work. Eleven years' experienca.—X. Y.,
Mr. K. MysoQ. Great Parndon. Harlow.

URSERY MANAGER or TRAVELLER.
—Many years experience in Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

Conife*ee, Fruit Trees, Roses. &c.; also Mushrooms, Toma'os.
and Cut-tiowergrowiog for Market.—B., Gwdiners' Ckrcn cle
Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

^HOPMAN and TRAVELLER,—Age 27;O ten veaTs' experience. Thorough knowleilge of Whole-
sa'e and Retail Trade, and well known to Market Gruwers,
previoualy having represented a leading house. Highest
referencfs.-A. N., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted by young
Man ; ag*^ 21 ; five years' experience w.th Mr. J. M.

Stewart, Seed Merchant, Nottingham. Wholesale and retail,
—W. T . 6, Arboretum Street, Nottioghtm.

SEED TRADE.—HEAD SHOPMAN open to
re-engigement. thorough knowledge of all branches of

the trade, i»jng experience.—Apply, B., Mr. W. B. Hartland,
Seed Merchant, Cork.

CEED TRADE. — SHOPMAN, orO ASSISTANT, age 26. Nine years' experience in all

branches cf the "Trade, Scotch and English Houses. Five
years in preeent situation. Excellent references. —A. JOHN-
SON, Mes'^rs, John Jefferies & Son, Cirencester.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT-SHOPMAN.—
Age 24 ; nine years' experience in Seed and Bulb trade,

London and provinces. Unexceptionable references, Ac.
Address, R.P.W., 41, Wellington St., Strand, London, W.C.

OOK-KEEPER, or CLERK, in Seed Trade.
—Over twenty years' experience.—E. FLETCHER, 16,

Clarendon Road, Crumpsall, Manchester.

C^LERK.—Is in want of a Situation, good expe-
^ rience in Book-keeping and all office work in the Nursery

and Seed Trade. Ejcellent references.—Particulars to F.,

Gardeners' Chronicle Oi^ce^ 41,Wellington Street, Strand, W,G.

PACKER.—Situation wanted by a good ex-
peiienced Packer. Good character. Age 25.—OSBORNE,

46, Elthoine Road, Upper Holloway, London, N,
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Send for ILLUSTRATED LIST of

JOHN BLAKE'S
PATENT
SELF-

ACTING HYDRADLIC RAMS,
FOR KAI3ING WATER for the SUPPLY of TOWNS, VILLAOES, IRRIGATION, RAILWAY STATIONS,

MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS, FARMS, &c.

>fo Cost for Moti^ e Power, which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Eam. No Oiling or Packing required. Made in sizes to

raise from 300 to 300,000 gallons per day. Will force to a height of 800 feet.

h.^

Fig. A.

This Ram raites a p rtioii of Ihe same
water that works it.

This View represents Yig. A. Ram forcing up a part of the same water that works it,

which is supplied from a spring. Special Kama of A. make can be supplied to force to

a height of 800 feet.

iifme Fig. B.

This Ram, whilst worked by a Btream
of impure water, will pump clean

water from a well or spring.

Blake's Hydraulic Rams have been supplied to the following among others

His Royal Highnesa the Duke of Connaught.

Hi3 Highness the Maharajih of Kashmir.

His Grace the Dufee of Devonshire.

His Grace the Duke of Westminster.

His Grace ibe Duke of Clevelaad.

His Grace the Duke of Portland.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

His Grace the Duke of Leeds.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.

Hi3 Grace the Duke of Grafton.

The Most Hon. The Marquess of Ripon.

The Most Hon. the Marquess of Dowashire.

The Most Hon. the Marquess o£ Abergavenny.

The Most Hon. the Marquess of Lomlonderry.

The Moat Hod. the Martiuess cf Cholmondelcy.

The Right Hod. the Earl of Dsrby.

The Right Hon. the Eirl of Devon.

The Rigbt Hon. the Earl of Gainsborough.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Romuey.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Granar.l.

The Right Hon. the Earl Beauchamp.
The Right Hon, the Earl of Caledoo.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lichfield.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Feverah^m.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Harewood.
The Right Hon. Earl Ferrers.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Harrowby.
The Right Hon. the Earl of "Wemyss.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Ancaster.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Scarbroug*!.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvj.i.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lon-lesborongl .

The Right Hon. the Earl of Leicester.

The Right Hon. Lady Northwick.
The Rigbt Hon. the Countess of Shifte bi'-.

The Countess de Morella.

Lady Henry Cholmondeley.
The Dowager Lady Williams Wynn.
Lady Fraukland, Thirkleby Park.

The Right Hon. Lord Hothfiell.

The Right Hon. Lord Leconfield.

The Right Hon. Lord Ribblesdale.

The Right Hon. Lord Derwent.
The Right Hon. Lord Hatherton.
The Right Hon. Lord Leigh.

The Right Hon. Lord Raglan.

Th e Right Hon. Lord Northbourne.

The Right Hon. Lord Crewe.
The Right Hod. and Rev. Lord Scarsdale.

The Right Hon. Lord Brougham and Vaur.

The Right Hon. Lord Schroder.

The Right Hon. Lord Macnaghten.
The Right Hon. Lord Clifford of Chudltigb.

The Right Hon. Lord Walsioghatn.

The Right Hon. Lord Hindlip.

The Right Hon. Lord Wantage.
The Right Hon. Lord Hampton (Trustees of).

The Right Hon. Lord Burton.

The Right Hon. Lord Abinger (The Executora of).

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Galway,
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Biidport.

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Clifden.

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Boyne.

The Right Hon. T. Sotheron-Fstfourt.

The Right Hon. R. More O'Farrell.

The Hon. Sir William Ventris Field.

The Hon. George Kenyon.
The Hon. A. C. G. Calthorpe.

The Hon. H. Sewell.

The Hon. Evelyn H. EUi?.

The Hon. Charles Ellis.

The Hon. C. G. French.

The Rev. Hon. E. T. St John.

Admiral Sir George Broke-Midiileton.

Sir Oswald Mosley. Bart.

Sir William Gordon-Cumming, BaH.
Sir Frederick A. Millbank. Bart., M.P.
Sir Henry Hoare, Bart., Stourhead.

Sir William Fielden, Bart., FeniscowUs.

Sir Robert Menzies, Bart., of Menzirs.

Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Bart.

Sir Michael Robert Sha«r-Stewart. Bart.

Sir Henry W. Riplev. Bart,, Acacia.

Sir W. C. Worsley, Bart.. Hovinghim.
Sir Kenneth Smith Mackenzie, burt,

hir William Eden. Bart.. Windlestone,

Sir Thomas C. C. Western, Bart.

Sir John Shelley, Bart.

Sir Charles F. J. Smyihe, Bart.

Sir Julian Goldsmid. Bart.

Sir Edward Bates. Bart.

Sir Edmund Backley. Bart.

Sir A. Woodiwias, The Pastures, Derby.

Sir James Robert Walker, Bart.

Sir William Gordon. Bart.

Sir E. W. Blackett. Bart.
Sir H. A. Clavering. Bart.

Sir William Jenner. Bart.
Sir Spencer M. M. Wilson, Bart.

Sir Samuel Hayes. Bart.

Sir Morton E. M. BuUer. Bart.

Sir J. T. Dillwyn-LIewelyn, Bart,

Sir Harry Veroey, Bart.
Sir Thomas Storey.

General Mackenzie. Foveran House. Ah rdren.

General Gerard-Potter Eaton, The Pole.

Major-General Sir H. M Havelock All in. Bait.

Major-General Fielden. Witton Park.

Major-General H. E. Watson.
Colonel Starkie, Lovely Hall, Blackburn.

Colonel Miliigan, Cauldwell Hall.

Colonel Towneley, Towneley, Lancashir-.

Colonel Hargreaves, Maiden Erlegh
Colonel Tremayne. M.P., Carclew, Cornwall.

Colonel Mitford, Mitford Castle.

Colonel Leyland, Nantclwyd Hall. Ruthin.
Colonel France-Hayhurst, Davenham Hall.

Colonel Richard Worsley-Worswick.
Coloiel R. R. Jackson, Lostock Hall,

Colonel J. E. Foster. Sansom Seal.

Colonel Holden. Reedley Hou'te, Burnley.
Colonel Lpgard. W*Iham Hall.

Lieut.-Coluuel Lloyd. Lillesden, Hawkhurst.
Lieut.-Colonel Cotton, Reaseheath Hall.

Major J. F. Trist, Tristford, Totne?.

Major Hardman, Rawtenstall.
Major Bird, Crookhey, Lancaster.
Major J. R. H. Crauford, Craufordlan Castle.

Major Dent, Menithorpe Hall, near Malton.
Major Finlay, M^inor Hou^e, Little Brickhill.

Captain Duncombe, Waresley Park.
Captain Hippisley, Sparaholt House. Wantage.
Captiin Oandy, Skirsgill Park, Penrith.
Captain Townsend, Wineham.
Captain Bosanquet. Broom-y-Close, neir Ross.

Captain Green-Emmott. Emmott Hall, Colne.

R. R. Rothwell. Esq., Breadsall Priory.

W. S. Paget Tomhuson, Kirkby Lonsdale.
W. Bromley-Davenport. Esq., M.P.. Capesthorne.
V. F. Benett-Stanford. Etq , M.P., Fyt House.
C. F. H. Bolckow. Esq., M.P., Marton Hall.

John Hick, Esq . M.P., Mytton Hall.

Hamar Bass, E-q , MP., Needwood Hall.

Wentworth Blackett Beaumont, E-ti , M.P.

Geo. Courtauld, Esq., M.P., Halstead. Esaei.
Godfrey H. Wentworth, Esq., Woolley.
Messrs. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company.
Henry Sandbach, Esq., Hafodunaa, Abergele,
The Dean and Chapter of Durham.
The Venerable C. W. Holbech, Farnborough HalL
The Rev. B. Hallowes. for Mugginton Village.

The Rev. H. J. De Salis. Portnall Park.
The Rev. E. G. Edwards, Trentham, Staffordshire.

C. H. Mainwaring, Esq , Whitmore Hall.

G. H. Pinckard. Esq.. Combe Court. Qof^alming.
J. W, Temple, Eeq., Leyswood, Groombridge.
Edwin WaterhDu e, Es]., Feldemore, Doriiug.
W. Biekford-Smth, Efq.. Tiavarna, CornwaU.
William Boundell. E^q . Gledstone, Skipio i.

Henry Ackroyd, Esq., Holmwood, Henley-oc-Thanes,
Archibald Ouan. Esq . Newcaatle-on-Tyne.
W. H. Hornby. Esq . Poole Hall, Nantwich.
Thomas Grey, Eeq , Mitford, Nor humb^rland.
M'S Miles. Ham Green House, Pill, Bristol.

Forteacue W K. Long Esq , Dunston Hall, Norwich.
Messrs. Scott and Edwards, Railway Contractor!).

Hy. Whitehead. Esq., Hassel Hey, Tottington.

H. C. Moff itt, Esq., Goodrich Court, Ross, derefo.-d.

James Ormrod, Esq , Pen-y-lan, Buabon.
W. B AdamsoQ, Esq , Rushton Park^ Battle.

F. Bacon Frank, Esq , Campsall Hall, Doncabter,
cixia. Paga Wood, Esq., Wakes Hall, bpaex.

C. W. Kellock, Feq , Highfielda, Audlem, Cheshire.
Edwin W. Streeter, Esq.. F.R.G.S., SackviUe place.

Quinton Hogg. K((i., Holly Hill, Southam ,^ton.

John Bowes, Esq , sttreatlam Castle. Durham.
Alexander Henry Browne, Esq.. Callaley Castle.

Bernard Husey Hunt, Esq , Compton, Pauncefoot.
J. A. Darlington, Esq., Bourton Hall. Rugby.
St, Lawrence's College, impleforth, Yorks,

A. C. Phillips-de-Lisle, Esq., Garendon Park,
J. J. Jones, Esq., Abbtrley Hall, near Stourpurt.

W. M. Ince-Anderton, Esq., Euxton Hall. Chorley.
William Barneby, Esq., Saltmarsh Castle, Bromyard.
F. W. Webb, Esq., C.E., of Crewe and Stanway Manor,
C. H. B. Williams. Esq.. Knolton Hall, Ruabon.
The Mackintosh of Mackintosh, Cottrell, Cardiff.

C. E. Barton, Esq., The Elms, Coundon, near Coventry,
J. H. Whitehouie. Esq.. Ipsley Court, near Reddilch.
A. Hoare, Esq., Charlwood, Forest-row. Sussex.
Ewan Cameron Galton. Esq., Shels'ey Grange.
Charles Eccles, Esq., Stentwood, Honiton, Devon.
George Barbaur, E q., Bolesworlh Castle.

C. B. E. Wright, Eaq., Bolton Hall, near Clitheroe.

Edward L. Tomlin, Esq., Angley Park, Cranbrook.
T. F. Twemlow, Esq., Betley Court, Crewe.
Chas, C. Capel. Esq., Foots Cray Fisheries, Kent.
R. Andrews, Esq., Prestbury Hall, Cheshire.

John Hampson, Esq., Ullenwood, near Cheltenham
Richard Smethurst, Esq., Ellerbeck Hall, Lancashire.
Edwin Grundy Wrigley, Esq , HowJck Housff, Prestoa.

C. R. Collins, Esq., Strath Culme House, Hele.
The Corporation of Blackburn.
G. Redmayne, Esq., Brathay Hall, Ambleside.
Thomas Mason, Esq., Alkincoates Hall. Colne.
Basil Sparrow, Esq., Gostield Place, Halatead, Essex.
George D. Farrar, Esq., Brayfield House.
Fred Lion, Esq., Seighford Hall, near Stafford.

W, A. Coats, Esq., Skelmorlie Castle.

J. J. Colman, Esq., The Clyffe, Gorton.

Dr. E. M. Crookghank, East Grinstead.
Mrs. Lowe, Gostield Hall, Halstead.
St. Cuthbert's College, Ushaw, Durham.
The Clonmel District Lunatic Asylum.
The Somerset Western Asylum.
The Corporation of Blackburn,

JOHN BLAKE, RAM works, ACCRINGTOM, LANCASHIRE.
Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.O.
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NOTIC E TO ADVERT ISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
'first post THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — Ours, the largest
and most complete Collection, is now truly splendidly in

flower. Our house, 160 feet long by 25 feet wide, is the
erandest and most interesting si^bt in England. We should
be much pleaded to send our Descriptive and Illustrated CATA-
LOGUE of ours, the best country-grown plants in England,
post-free. h. CANNEH and SONS. Swanley.

Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.
INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Qrapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 55., post free, 5x. Oi.

A. F. BARRON. Koyal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

V

MILLER'S DAFFODILS, all large, strong-
flowering, cultivated bulbs. —Single Diffodils (Lent

Lilies), \s Qd. 100. 135. 6rf. 1000; Pheasant's Eye Narcissus,

Is 6rf.'u0. 135, Qd. 1000; Biflorus (two-flowered), Is.Gd 100,

IZs.Bd. 1000; Mixed Daffodils and Narcissus, all btautiful

sorts. Is 9rf. 100. 15s. 10(0; Sweet-sented Single Jonquils,

2s. fi. 100, ^^ls 1000- Orders above 10s. carriage paid, lllufi-

trated Bulb Catalogue free.

F. MILLER & Co., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

A BRILLIANT DISPLAY of CROCUSES
can be obtained in the open ground in the early days of

spring by planting now.

UTTON'S LARGE BLUE CROCUS,
miied. Is. M. per 100 ; 12.'. 6d. per 1000.

SUXrONS LARGE WHITE CROCUS, mixed, Is. 6U.
per 100; 12s 6if. p'r 1000.
SUTTON'd LARGE YELLOW CROCUS, 2». per 100; 16J.

per 1000.

SUTTON'S CROCUSES.—Mr. A. Habbitts,
Gardener to G. F. Appach, Esq.. says :— " The 4000 Cro-

( u<»e3 received from you have turned out quite a success.
They were simply splendid, and the individual blooms very
fine."

SUTTON'S BULBS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. RKADING.

JuBt FabUshed.

THE ORCHID-GROWER'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 8U0 page?, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.
Super-royal 8vo. Price, 2os.; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 2bs. lOd.

B. S. WILLIAMS AMD SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper HoUoway, London. N.

HINHAM'S INDUSTRY, the famous
Morpeth Gooseberry. Grand 2 and S-year old plants,

in quantity.—T. MATHE80N. Nurserie.», Morpeth.

^n OlU\ FERNS.—I offer Gymnogramma,
f}\J^\J\J\J Ptehstrtmula and P. t. major, fioe Stuff, in

4S'.-*, at 32s. per 100 ; PteriscrisTata, 60*s, ready for 48'e. \2s. per
lOJ; Solanums. well berried, £2 his. per l(jO ; Ficun elastica,

£ri per 100, all gooil Stuff. Packing free for cash on lail.

ARTHUR WILSON. Home Farm. Entield Highway.

CEAKALE. — SEAKALE. — SEAKALE. —O strong selected Crowns for forcing, fiist size, £l per
lOO'l, 9s. ptr 100; seconds. 5s. rerlOO; thirds, for planting,
[is. (5fi. per lOO.-J. DIXON, F.R H.S.. AND SON, Spencer
Park Nurseries, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing; five years old,

splendid roots. 12s. 6i. per 100; extra fine, 6 years old,

15.«. per 100. On rail, ca^^h with order. My A&paragua always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J J. CL4RK, Market Grtrdener. Goldstone. Brighton.

''FKCOMA SMITH r (finest Seed Novelty of
X the Season). —ELECTROS for CATALOGUES, and
Seeds, and all particulars, may be had of the London Whole-
bale Seedemen.

\riNES, VINES, VIN US.—Grand Stock of
V both Fruiting and Planting Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on application.-JOHN PEED & SONS,
Koupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road. West Norwood, S.B.

RITCHARDIA (LICUALA) QRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, is offered in

good Plants, about 1^ feet high, by

—

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Ears
Plants, 536, King's Koad, Chelsea. London, S.W.
~

"prize Cob Fllberta and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEORGE WATTE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP,—Thousands
to felect from. Write for LIST, free.

P. MoAKTHUR, The LondonNursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W C.

Highest Market Price". Prompt Cash.

12

H

BEAUTIFUL DWARF ROSES (the
choicest exhibition varieties oolv), 6s.. free.

THOMAS COLEMAN. Saffron Waldeo.

T ILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTI, HARDY
1^ BULBOUS and other plants. Write for our now Illus-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should be la
the hands of all Lily urowers.

WALLACE AND CO , Colchester.

OW IS THE TIME TO PLANT,
PEONIES.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SOS, Langport, Somerset.

ELSEY'S NORTH AMERICAN PLANT
AGENCY.—Lilium superbum, Trillium grandiflorum,

£1 per lOJ. For Adiaoium pedatum, Sarracenias, Ifioneeas,

Le\vi»ia rediviva, Uelonias buUata, Iris verna, Lilium Grayi,
<^)pripedium spectabileand C. pubescent, Berberis canadensis,
Vaccinium macrocarpum, Cyrilla racemitiora. and other choice
hardy thioRs. write to J. WOOD. Woodville, Kirkstall, Leeds.

Imporcant to Muslirooixi Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPKCIALITfl MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; mo;t productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

RELAGE'S AMARYLLIS, and all kinds of
DUTCH BULBS and Rare or New Bulbous Plants, true

to name, and of the best quality only, at cheap prices. Descrip-
tive Catalogue, illustrated, may be had free, on application to

B. H. KKELAGE andSON, Bloemhof Nurseries, Haarlem,
Holland. Established 1811.

ORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID SWEET
BRIARS.—Foliage deliciously scented. Flowers large,

of great beauty, and produced in great profusion. Growth
marvellously vigorou", perfectly hardy. Strong bushe',

5s. eaoli. Full t'articulars of

—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS AND CO., Rose Growers, Salisbury.

9000 BULBS for 21«., 1000 for 11:*. 6d.,
^yjyjyj 500 for 6$. 6d. packli^g free. includinK Lilium
Harrisi, L. candidum, Amarylli(>, Arums, Cyclam*-n8. Eucharis,
Gladiolus, ispireea japonica, Kreei-ias, Galanthu* Elweiss,

Cbionodcxa. Anemones, and Narcissus.

BIRCHaLL BR0<. & CO.. 20, Polygon Road, Southampton.

TSAAC MATTHEWS and SON be? to offer
X ^00.000 extra strong THORNS, 100.000 oval leaf PRIVETS,
500,000 RHODODENDRONS in variety, including all the best

sorte for forcing, and covert plantation. FOKK8T TREES in

variety; HOLLIliS. AUCUBA3. GOLDEN ELDERS, and all

other general Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the
Nurseries. Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

DICKbONS HORTICULTURAL MANURE
—An excellent Fertiliser, specially and most carefully

prepared, for Vine?, Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Tree«. Roses, Sec.

2 lb. tin. Is. In bags : 7 lb.. 2s Qd ; 14 lb.. 3s. 6d. ; ^ cwt., 5s. ;

Jcwt.,95. ; 1 cwt.. 175. 6d. Circular, coutaimntj full details St

List of Testimonials, free on application.—DICKSONS, Chester.

ISH MANURE for VINES and PLANTS.
—GEO. HARRIS, Esq. (Head Gardener to His Giace the

Duke of Northumberland). Alnwick Castle Gardens, writes :
—

' I have applied your Manure to Vines and many kinds of

plants with excellent effect." In 1 cwt. bags. £i lOs. per ton.

4s 6d. per cwt. Carriage paid -THE GREAT ORIMSBV
POULTRY GRir AND MEAL COMPANY. Orimsby.

S"
TOVES, ROBERTS'S (Improved) PATENT.

TERRA-COTTA I PORTABLE ! FOR COAL I

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id., without atten-

tion. For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, iStc. Gr. enhouses heated,

24 houses for about Id. Pamphlets. Drawings, and authenti-

cated testimonials sent. See in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria Street, Westminster.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
Stock Li-ts and Prices on application.

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS. Lead, Glaes. Oil, and

Colour Merchant', 34, St. John St., West Smithtield, London.

i-^HRYSANTHEMUMS and ROSES.—
V-^ CATALOGUE, with full Descriptive Lists of tie Beat

and Newest Sorts, now ready.
Post-free oa application.

DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

J WEEKS t& CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H M.

Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dppt.. Royal Hort. Soc..

Royal ButanicStc, Parks and Publi-' Buildinjis, Patentees of

theDuplexUprightTubularBtilersKipg'sRoad.Chel3ea,S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday Next.

SPECIAL SALE OF 11 OnO HARDV PERENNIALS, CAR-
NATIONS. PIC0TEE3, LILIES, and IRIS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68. Cheapai'e. London, on MONDAY NEXT. November 12,

at 12 o'clock, hundrens of choice Hardy Perennials in great

variety, from one of the largest growers in this country ;

thousands of Carnation-, Picowes, Hollyhocks, Pyrethrums,

Paeoiiiea. Phlox, and Delphiniums ot the most popular sorts,

10,00'J Qalanthus Elwesii, Chionodoias, Anemone fulgens.

Scillaa. and other Kulbs. a magnificent collection o! the liciest

kinds ot Lilies, includine Browni. Lowi, Colchicum. testaceum.

rubrum. album, and many others; also a grand assortment of

Iris germanica. sibinca, Kempferi ; Olbiensis, and others.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

i Taesday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEhOE and MORRIS have
received instruction'! irom Mes-ra. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albins. t9 SELL by AUOTIOS at their Central Sale

Rooma, 67&6S. Cheapaide. Lon-ion, E.G.. on TUESDAY NEXT,
November 13. at halt-past 12 o'clock, the following :—

A Splendid IMPORTATION of MEXICAN ORG RIDS,
Including Cattl'-ya citrina, Fpidendrum nemorale, Lcelia

majalis, OdoDtoglo89um nebuiosum. O. splendens, &c.

CRINUM NOBILE ALBUM.
a magnificent white-flowered species; flowers twice the aiw

of Eucharia amazonica (see Drawing).

H-JEMANTHUS KaLBREYERII.
Flower-heads immense, flowers vermilion-crim'^on, filaments

scarlet, anthers orange-yellow (see Drawing).

HABENARIA SUSANNA,
the most magnificent species of the genus (see Drawinfj).

ARIS^EMA FIMBRIATA,
the cobra-headed Arcid (^ee Drawing).

BLETIA CATENULATA.
Very handsome, glowing violet-purple flowers.

DENDR0BK3, from Northern Australia.

AKRIDE3, VANDA9. SACCOLABtUMS, ARUNDIVAD3,
&c , from Indii,

CATTLEYA LABIATA, in flower, and many other choice

0RGHID3.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.

150 Cases of LILIES direct from Japan, consisting of

8500LILIUM A.UR\TUM
480U „ LOSGIFLORUM
3i0 „ SPECrOSUM RUBRUM
U(i .. MELfOMESE.

Also English-grown LILIES in great variety, various Hardy
BULB5 SPIR.T:\-S, LILIUM HARR[SI, h fine assortment

of the b^;iutitul CALOCdORn, 200 Dwirf ROSES,
CYCLAMEN SEEDS. CLIMBERS. &c.

IVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

ItX sell the abQve by AUCnON. at their G ntral Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheap^de. London, E 0., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, November 14, at 12 o'Clook.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
AZALEAS. PALMS, ROSES. & HARDY BULBS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.O., on THURSDAY NEXT,
November 15th, at Twelve o'clock—
250 Azaleas indioi mollia, Ci aellia'', and other Plants from

Belgium, 1000 Dwarf Roses from an English Nuraery, Palms and
other Decorative Plants, Herbaceous Plants, &c.

On view Morning of Sale, and Cataloguea had,

Friday Next.

Most IMPORTANT SALE of

A GRAND RE - INTRODUCTION
of about 400 Plants of

CATTLEYA. MAXIMA GIGANTEA,
Mess -8. Linden, the Re-introducers of the tamous old Cattleya

Idbiata autumnalis, have grtat pleasure in announcing
to their honuurable patrons that they have been fortunate
enough to re-introduce another long-lost magnificent
Cattleya, one of the hand-omest and most remdrkahle
Cattleyaa known, the CATTLEYA MAXIMA GIGANTEA.

Discivered in 186 1 by G. Wallis, when collecting for Mr.
J. Linden, only a few plants then reacbiog Europe alive.

It was at one time a well-known feature in the celebrated

collection of Mr. Day, about 25 years ago. Since th** first

introduction, many attempts to re-introduce this grand
Orchid have failed.

Our diligent Collector, who was fortunate enough after lorg

research, fallowing the traces left by Mr. Wallis, to

secure the plants, confirms that this variety bears as many
as twelve large flowers of the brightest colour on one stem.
An inspection of the old flower scapes will prove the truth

of his assertion.

1^ The plants are of the most robust appearance, with very
stout bulb?, from \\ to 2 Uet high, similar to Leelia

elegans in appearance, and have arrived in the best

possible ccndition.
Also

CATA9ETUM BUNGEROTHI, a number ot fine established

unflowered plants, with flower-spikes.

Also a quantity of imported Plants of

ODONTOGLOSSUM KRaMERI, O. CIRRHOSUM MAXI-
MUM, O. EDWARDI, O. HALLI,

CATTLEYA SKINNERI.
And others just to hand in fine condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will

SKLL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sail

Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapelde, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT,
Movember 16. at 12.30 o'Clock.

On Tiew Morning of Sale, and Oatftloguea had.

Ottershaw NurserleB, near Chertsay, Surrey,
Abort 1 mile from the Chertsey Station.

Highly important FOUR DAYS' SALE ot excepliinally well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, for which these Nurseries are no

famed, bv order of Messrs. Fl-tcher brothers, in conse-

quence of the decease of the late Mr. William Fletcher,

and retirement of his Executrix from the business.

MESSKS. PROTHEKOE AND MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on

MONDAY NEXT, November 12, and three following days, at 12

o'clock precisely eacn day, without ref-erve, JO, 000 Evergreens

and Conifers adapted for immediate effective planting, and
including luu lots of fine grown Border >hrubs, and extensive

quantities of Oupressua. Reiinosooras. Thujas, and Piceas. 10,000

Weymouth and other Pines, 1,500 Gold aud Silver, Vanegated
and Gret'n Hollies, 500 Bus-hy Portugal Lau'el«. 3.50 Laureh
in variety, 1500 Rhododeudrous. l^to5 feer, beat named sorts,

2.000 Ponticum Rhododendrons, IJ to 2J feet. 500 Kalmias,

5,500 Standard and Dwarf Roses, embracing 1.500 Standards,

and 4,' 00 Dwarf-, all carefully named ; .30.000 Manetti stocks,

lO.OuO Apple Stoi:ks; 4.000 Standard Ornamental and Forest

Trees. 6 to 15 feet, consisting of Limes, Poplars. Eims, Horse

Cneatnu's, Birch, Plai es. Laburnums. Spanish Chestnuts and
Mountain As-h ; 500 Weeping Elms, with fine heids and good

stems; 3 Oi.) Cupper BeeL-h, 3 to 7 feet, beautifully coloured ;

large quantities of Flowering and Deciduous Shrubs in variety.

30.OU0 extra strong Quick. 7000 strong Larch. 2 to 4 feet,

Ampelopsis Veitchi, Iv^es in pots; t70u Fruit Trees, cleanly

grown an 1 true to name, comprising 3000 Standard and Bush
Plums aufl Cherries. 15u0 Farleigh Damsons, 2000 Standard and

Bush Apples. 2000 Standard and Bush Pears 250 Dwarf Trained

Peaches, Apricots, Nect irines and other Stock,

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises ;

and of the Auctioneers aud Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London. E.C. ^_^
Tli3 Wlndlesham Nureeries. near Bagsliot, Surrey.
GREAT SALE of magnificently grown youug NUKSEkY

STOCK, by order of the Executors of the late Mr. Richard

Mason, in consequence of the

FREEHOLD and LEASEaOLD NURSERIES HAVING BEEN
SOLD.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
(having disposed of the Freehold and Leasehold Nur-

series), will SaLL by AUCIION. on the Premises, as above,

a few minutes' walk from Bagshot Station, on MONDAY.
November 19. and FIVE FOLL'lWlNO DAYS, at 12 o'clock

precisely each day. the extensive assortment of beautifully

grown N IRSERY STOCK, growing on about 30 acres of Land,

and now in excellent condition for transplanting, comprising;—
30.000 Rhododendrons, named 100,000 Pinus, Abies, and

hybrids Cedrus
lO.oro ,, seedlings 100,000 Hollies green and

1(0 00) ,, ponticum ,
variegated

60,0u0 Hardy Azaleas and; 30,000 Laureh of toits

Kalmias
|

20,000 Privet

20 000 Belberis Andromeda |
2 000 Aucubas

6,000 Beech, purple and 15,000 Yews
green ,

2,0iK) Roses, standard and
2,000 Thoras, standards dwarfs

111,000 Forest Trees, standards 10.000 Manetti Stocks,budded
and others 3,0U0 standard Briars,

16,000 Fruit Trees budiled

2.MJ 000 Conifers of sorts 6.000 Flowering Shrubs
Thousands of Border Shrubs. 1,000 Creepers

May be viewed any day prior t3 the S^le. Catalogues may
be ha ' on the Premnes

i
ot Messrs. BEEP. LANE and CO,

Solicitors, 4, Great St. Thomas Apostle. E,C., and Bagshot

;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London. E C.

Friday Next
MESSRS. PROTHKROE and MORRIS will

include in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAY NEXT.
November 16. at Half-past Twelve o'Ciock.

500 ODONTOGLOSSUM KRAMERE, received direct,

in perfect condition.

100 CYPRIPEDIUMSPEOTABILE, Urge masses, from
America. And

60 LILIUM BROWNII.
On vi.*w morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Frellmlaary Notice of a Great Consignment of

50,000 KENTIA. SEEDS.
FORSTEKIANA and BELMOREANA.

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
i'X SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E,C,, at

an early date.

Every Day.

DnTCa BULBS.—GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and M'tRRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rioms. 67 & 68,

Cheapside, London, E.G., EVERY DAY. at 12 o'Cloi-.k. large

consignments ot first-cla^s HYACINTHS. TULIP.-I, CROCU.-i,
NARl'IoSUS, and oher BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDU.'tf, SNOWDROeS, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Osborn Nursery, Sunbury, Middlesex.
CLE ARANCE SALE of STOCK, the Nursery having been let.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION on the Premises, on
THURSDAY, November 29.

Further particulars will appear.

Waltham New Town, Waltham Cross.
TO NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS, and OTHERS.

NOTICE of SALE by AUCTION by

MESSRS. CRAWTER,at the "Four Swans"
Hotel, Walthim Cross, on THURSDAY. November 22,

1894. at half-past 7 P M. preciselv, of the BENEFICIAL IN-
TEREST in the CRESCENT ROAD NURSERY. Waltham New
Town, held for a term of 21 years, 20 of which are unexpired,
direct from the Freeholder at the nominal rent of £1 per annum.

Particulars and conditions of Sale may be obtained of

FREDERICK HILL. Esq., Solicitor, 73, Queen Victoria Street
E.O, ; at the place of Sale; and of Messrs. CRAWTER, Land
Agents and Auctioneers, Cheshunt, Herts,

Dutch Bulbs -Dutch Bulbs.—Dutch Bulbs.
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY,

In Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. bTEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden,

WC, nearly Every Day, a^ lillf-paat V2 o'clock. First-class

Consignments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, AhRIVI.NG D4ILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wettnesday and Thursoay Next
GREAT TWO DaYs' S-4LE of HLANIS and BULBS.

GRAND IMPORTATIONS FRO.VI HOLUND.
5000 choice named Standard, Dwarf, aod Climbing Roses.

2000 Hybrid RHODODENDRONS, full of buds.

EOOJ Small, beautitully-grown ORNAMENTAL SHRUB 3,

comprising Cupressus, Laurels, Retinospora, Aucubas,
Box, Green and Variegated Acers, Taxus. Genistas. Mag-
nolias, Hedera. Hortensias, Thujas, Abies, Privet, &c,,

for pot or border culture.

1000 Back. Bed, and White CURRANTS, GOOSE-
BERRIES, &c.

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS.
1000 AZALEA MOLI IS. well furnished with flower-buds.

Standard and Dwarf HYuKANGEAS, a great variety of

Flowering TREES ; a choice Collection 01 LILIUMS.
All in the finest possible conni'ion.

MR. .7. C. STEVEN8 will include the above
in hia S^LE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38,

King -Street. Covent Garden. W C, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY NEXT. November 14 and 15

Oa view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Thursday Next.
I.VIPUK ANT TWO iiAYS' SALE,

A Specially Fine Collection of HYACINTHS for Glasses,

including many of the newest sorts.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
hisSlLE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms, 38. King

Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
NEXT, November 14 and 15.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next,
3 PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES to

name, comprising APPLES. PEARS. PEACHES, PLUMS,
NECTARINES. CHERRIES. &c.. from sn English Nursery.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rofims,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 14.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WeiJnesdiy and Thursdry Next
TWO DAYS SaLEoI' PL^^Ti ani BUuB3.

Best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLB,Y crowns, 20110 clumps of

ditto, a collection of PALMS. LILIUM HARRI.-II. L.
CANDIDIIM. Forcing HYACINTHS and NARCISSUS,
1000 HYaCINTHUS CANUI 'ANS DAFFODILS. Choice
NARCISSUS. 7 00 S. African TUBEROSES. LILIUM
AURaTUM trim Japan, Sacred lILlES, FREESIAS,
IRIS, ANE HONES 2000 SPIB.El JAPONIOA, DIELY-
TRA SPECTAblLE, Garden Karrowe, and Fern Stands,

tine maases of CYPBIPEDIUM SPECTABILE frjm
America, &c,

MK, .T. 0. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Greit Rooms. 3S.King

Street. Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
NEXT, November 14 and 15.

On view mornings of Sale, aud Catalogues had.

Thursday Next
A Splendid Collection of choice ENGLISH and AMERICAN

BORDER PLANTS, including many Novelties. A great
variety of Home-grown LILIUMS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, on

THURSDAY NEXT, November 15.

On view morning uf Sale, and Catalogues had.

L^LIA GRANDIS TENEBROSA,
DISCOVERED IN A NEW DISTRICT.

JOHN COWAN & Co.
(LIMITED),

Expect to receive, per steamer Clyde, due on

Friday, the 0th inst., a large and fine lot of the

above, which were discovered in a new district

by the Company's Collector. Some grand varieties

may be expected amongst them.

Priced and Descriptive Circular of this and

other large and fine importations, post-free, on

application to the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NTJBSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

LORIST, NURSERY, and MARKET
GARDEN BUSINESS.-Beautifully situated near Balh

and Bristol, and capable of extension. Good Dwelling-house.

Stabling, Piggeries, and Orcbards (about 12 acres in all).

Rent low ; extensive area covered with Glass, and properly

heited. Abundant supply of water flowing through preaiises.

Two Railway Stations nesr. Purchase or Partner.

CLEMENT GARDINER, 14, John Street, Bristol,
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FRIDAY NEXT, November 16. MOST IMPORTANT SALE.
A GRAND RE-INTRODUCTION of about 400 splendid Plants of

CATTLEYA MAXIMA GIGANTEA.
ly/rESSES. LINDEN, the re-introducers of the famous old Cattleya labiata auxumnalis, have great pleasure in

announcing to their respective patrons that they have been fortunate enough to re-introduce another long-lost magnificent Orchid, one of the
handsomest and most remarkable Cattleyas known, the CATTLEYA MAXIMA GIGANTEA. Discovered in 1864, by G. Wallis, when collecting for

Mr. J. Linden, only a few plants reached Europe alive. It was a well-known feature in the celebrated collection of Mr. Day, about twenty-five years
ago. Since the first introduction many attempts to re-introduoe this grand Orchid have failed, and no other plants have been met with. Our diligent

Collector, who was fortunate enough, after long research, in following the traces left hy Wallis, to secure the plants, states that this variety bears as

many as twelve large flowers of the brightest colour on one stem. An inspection of the old flower scapes will prove the truth of his assertion.

rgi^^^ Tne Plants are of the moat robust appearance : thick bulbs from ij to 2 feet high, similar to laella elegans In appearaoce, nn^i mi

SmB and In Via FINEST POSSIBLE CONDITION. wM
And OTHER FINE OKCHIDii, to be OFFERED by PUBLIC AUCTION, at

Messrs. PROTHEROE 8l MORRIS' CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS, 67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Luton, Beds.
FOR IMMELlIATE DISPOSAL.

FLORIST, SEED, and FRUIT BUSINESS,
centrally eitunte in one of the best st-eetsot tbe thriving

and rapidly - increasing town of Luton. Stock, Utensils,

Fixture', and Gooilwill only £r+5. Only want"* viewing.
Further particulars of K. HULVOaK ANDaON, Auctioneers,

Surve>or3 &c.. Liito'i, B-'d?.

OR SALE.—Compact little N UJKSEhY, with
D well iofi -house and Flori^t'3 Shop, near Station and

three Cemeterifs, doing good local trade. The Houses are
mudern. Well he ited, iu good condition, and filled wi'h ihriv-

ing young etock. low rent.—Pric« £i'ib. all at —J. S.

AfPLETON, 4A, Broadway. Manor Park, Es^ex.

"Vj^URSEKY and SEED BUSINESS for SALE.
1_\ _For Sale by Private Tender, the VALITABLE BUSINESS
carried on by Mr. John S iRKLANDai Craigleiihand Ly edoch
Place Nurseries, and at No. 81. Princes Strt-et. Edinburgh.
Tenders will be received for the bu^iaeas as a whole, including
book debt"!, or alternatively tor the nursery stocks and book
debts, bnd for th seed stock, shop httiogu, &c. For full par-
ticulars apply to —

Metsra. CHIENE and TAIT. C.*., ft?. George Street,
Ed'nburgb; or to Me-sr^-. R. R. SIMPSON akd LAWSON,
W.S., 22. Hill Street. Edinburgh.

O LET, MAHKET NURSERY, SEED and
FLORIST BUSINESS. -Estiblifhed over twenty years.

Situated in the West. Riding of Yorkshire. Nursery, 3J acres
in extent, in good order ; Rent, £i4 ; live Oreenhouse?, ^cocked
with good saleable stuff, in splendid cODditioo. Ai-oa quantiiy
of Pit.-*, Frames, Shed for Packiog and Potting. &{•.; Orhce and
Seed Place. Price for Houses. Pifa, Sheds. Stock, &c..£550, or
valuatiou. There is a good Jobbing Business connected to it.

—For further particulars, apply, SKEDSMAN, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

OLD STUDENTS of the HORTICULTURAL
COLLEGF, SWANLB.Y, are requeeted to communicate

their wit-hes with regard to the formation of an OLD
STUDENTS'CLUB.—Aadress.COLVILE BROWNE. Principi.1,

w HINHAM'SUNDUSTKYQOOSEBliKKY.
strong well-)irown Bushe» of this celebrated variety,

3». M. per doz., £1 pjr 100.—T. COIEMaM. Saffron Walden.

BAKU'S MIXTURES of DAFFuDILS, for
beautifyioK Orchard*. WoodlaDd Walk., Qrass Slopes.

&c., and for Cutting. Mixed All Sorts, per 1000. ^^^s and
30s. Mixed Pei^rless or Chalice-cupped star Narci-si,
graceful aud beautiful, per iOOti, i2s. ; M1XI£D Poet's Daffo
BILS. very beautiful, per 1000, iis. All sent, Carriage
Paid, oq receipt of remittance.

B»RR AND SON. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

LILIUM AUKATUM.—Good plump, sound
bulbs, at 6rf . 9if. , U., and Is. 6if. each, by the d07en,

100, or ll'OO. All other good LILIES at low pricts.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establithment for New and Bare

Plants, 636, King's Road, CheUea, S.W.

Special Offer of Rhododendrons and HolUea.

RHoDODKNDKOiNS, Hybrid, 1 to U feet,
£7 per 1000; diito, IJ to2 fe^t, £J per 1000: dilto pon-

ticum, 12 to 16 ID. £.S per 1000; ditto, 1^ to 2 feer, £7 10s. per
1000. HOLLY. Common. » to lain.. £l per lOOJ: aitto, IJ to
loin ,£7 per 1000. CATiLOQUK free.
HENKY DERBYSHIRE, Nurseryman, Darley Hill Side,

near Matlock, Derbybhire.

^0 000 EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
*J\'1^yf\J all splendid bushy plants.—OREEN : 12 in.
to 16 in., at 30i. per 100; IS in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100:
18 in. to 21 in., at 56«. per 100 ; 31 in. to 24 in., at 765. per 100 •

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.
'

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8». per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &c.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48*9, 12s. per doz, ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48*9. 9s.

and 12j. per doz ;
large KENTIAS. in 60*8, 55. and 6s. per doz.

;

eigh' sortsof PALMS, in60'rt. 4s. and 5s. perdoz ; rto.inlar^e
thumbs. 3«. per duz.. 20s. per 100 ; AR.\Lr4S, in 48'p, 5s. and
es. per doz.; FIOUS. in 48*8. 12s. per doz.; CWERUS
NATALENSIS and AI TERNIFOLIUS, in 48 p, 5s per doz.;
twelve best sorts of FERNS, Vis. per 100; ASPAKAGUS PLU-
M03US NANUS.6S. perdoz. ; variety of FERNS in 48"8.5'.Hnd
6x. doz. Free on rail. Ca>h with order —ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane &. Martin), 5, Bramab Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The fiueat

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St. PancrMS.

C'^HKYSANTHEMUMS.—Strong cuttings now
J ready of Col. Chase. Mrs. Cor, Lord Ro^fberv, Louise,

M. C. Motin. Matlame Ther^se Rey, and all the be^-t e»h b;-

tion »iurts ; alsobest old varieties. CATALOtiUEooeaiamp.of

—

WM. b-THERINiiTON, Cbryaauthemum Grower, Svvaus-
cooite, Kent.

/ELJA TENEBROSA.—Splendid Plants of
ihis year's importation, showing oheaih, aud well-leaved,

Cbtdlugue.

EXHIBITIONS,

L
from Lot. 6^. each. 8ee our ne

HRbD. HORSMAN & CO « olchester.

VIULETS.—Any quantity of Picked Violets,
Double Louise and Wuite. aud Single Czar, cin be liail.

AlsoWKEATHS and CROSSES can be bad ui;on tbe thoitest
notice by appl> ing to

—

K. SIMMONUS. Mamhead Pork Gardens, near Eieter.

F'INE EXHIBITION PLANTS for disposal.
Have taWen many priieg.

Several large CROTO.NS. 1X0RA>, ALLA.MANDAS. PH (EN'IX,
KE.-JTIAS. LATANIlS, .-.EAFORTHIAS, and CYCA9, id IDe
bigbeat state uf healtb and quite clean. Sizes, prices, and full

particulars on application to
WM. CLIBSAN AND SON, Oldfield Nurseries. Altrincham.

Srsscana Austratls.

THOS. AITKEN, Kirkleatham Gardens, Eed-
car. havinje a fine Stocst of the above in healthy plaot-j,

begs to offer them, carriage paid, at 30j. per 1000. or 4s. per UKi.

Plants Shipped to all Farts.

W'ATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
street. Loniion, EC, give special attention to the

recepticn and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expanse and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, B.imboo Canes, Garden
Sticks. Palm Seeds. &c.

CARNATIONS, ROSES, PANSIES,VIOLAS,
&c.—Her Majesty the (^ueen in accepting a water-colour

drawing depicting a group of Empress PansittS grown by me
for Her Majesty's Gardens at Frogmore, graciously expressed
her interest io the details of the industry now being earned
on at my Flower and Fruit Farms. This industry, which has
recently been reported upon by the Government, haa grown to
such an extent that it is now the largest of its kind either
in England or the Continent. Catalogues now ready.

R. BATH. Wisbech.

OTED F n L H A M SEA-KALE,
ASPAR4GUS and RHrB.4.F B ROOTS for Sale.

Also all the best varieties of PE\CH TREES. 3 and 4-yr. old.
Apply to—

WILLIAM BAGLEY. Millshot Farm, Fulham, S.W.

RADE OFFER of BULBS.—Having just
imported Half-a-miUion Bulbs from our own Farms in

the Colouies. all beiop in splendid condition. Florists. Market
Growers, and others will save money by ordering early.

Note prices for first-elasa Bulbs

—

do rubbish:

—

Freesia refrac'a alba. true. 125. per 1000, 1* 9rf. per 100.

Lilium candidum. large. 3.5^. per 1000, 5*. per 10->.

,. Hairisii. 5 to 8 inche-, los. per 100, Is. M. per dozjn.
Amaryllis Lutea. gTdnd forfo-cing. ti5 per 100.

Gladiolus The Bride, eitra large, 16s. per lOOO, is, per 100.

Oalantbus Elweiss, splendid Bulbs, las. per 1000, Is. 6<i. per 100.

Anemones, assorted, fine. 10s. per 1000, Is. %d, per lliO.

Chiooodoia, assorted, best sorts, 10s. per 1000. Is. erf. per 100.

BIRCHALL BBOS. & CO., 20. Polygon Koad, Southampton.

ONDON PLANES.—Splendid Trees, straight
stems, fine roots, 12 to 14 feet, is. ; 14 to 16 feet, 5».

;

16 to 18 feet, 6s. ; 18 to 20 feet, 7s. td. each.

IRISH IVIES in pots, beautifully furnished, 4 to 5 feet, I2s.
;

6 to 6 feet, 16s. ; 6 to 8 feet, 21s. ; 8 to 10 feet, .30s. per
dozen.

LIOUSTRUM OVAtlFOLIUM AUKEUM (best Golden Privet),
12 to ISinchts. 6s. ; 18 to 24 in<-hes, 9i. per dozen.

BERBERIS AQIIIFOLIA. 9 to 12 inches. !0s. ; 12 to 18 inches,
12s. id. ; 18 to 24 inches. 20s. per 100.

ROSES, FKtriT TREF,~, SUKUBS. CLIMBERS, BULBS,
GARDEN REQlliaXES, TOOLS, &c., of every kind.
Priced descriptive LISTS on application.

W. FKOJdOW AND SO^S, Sutton Court Nursery, Chiswick,
London, W, Established 1829.

WANTED.—AU^UBA CUTTINGS. State price per lOOP.

J- SOCl

SOUTH SHIELDS and NORTHERN
COUNTIES CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

This Exhibition will be held in tbe KOYAL ASSEMBLY
HALL. SOUTH SHIELDS, on WEUNESUAY and THURS-
DAY. Nov, 14 and \h.

£1.50 will be given in Prize Money; £12 for 21 Flowers.
Schedules ready. Appyto—

BERNARD COWAN, F.R.H.S., Hon. Secretary.
Hirton, South Shields.

'iiveutmn chrysanthemum
SOCIKTY will hold their next ahow on THURSDAY,

November 15. For Schedules apply to—
R. P. COSWAY. Hon. Sec.

HEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW. Corn Exchange, Sheffield. FRIDAY and
SirURDAY, November 16 and 17, 1891. £i00 in Prizes,
Schedules free on application.

WM. HOUSLEY, Secretary.
177, Cemetery Road. ShelHeld.

n^WICICENHAM HORTICULTURAL andA COTTAOK Garden society.
The ANNUAT. AUTUMN SHOW of CHRYSANTBEMUMS,

FRUIT, VEGETABLES, and TABLE DECORATIONS,
will be held iu the

TOWN HALL, TWICKENHAM,
On TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 20 and 21, 1891.

Entries must be sent in on or before Tuesday, November 13,

189t. Entry Forms and all further iiarticulars may be obtained
from the Hon. S.cretary-

jj^ EDWARD F. GREEN,
Lincoln Lo'lge, East Twickenham.

HARRISONS'
VEGETABLE & FARM ROOT

SHOW.
i,OPEi\ TO ALL ENGLAND.)

WILL BE HELD, by kind permission of the LEICESTER
CORPORATION, io the

UABKET HALL, LEICESTEB,
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14 & 15, 1894.

VALITABLE PRIZES
WILL BE GIVEN FOR

CELERY, CARROTS, CAULIFLOWERS, PARSNIPS,
SAVOYS, BRUSSKLS SPROUT-), LEEKS. ONIONS,

BEET, AND POTAT03.

SILVER MEDALS
FOK

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGOLD,
DEFUNCE SWEDE.
IMPROVED GREEN BARREL TURNIPS.

To be grown from SEED SUPPLIED by HARRISON & SONS
(Potatos excepted).

For further particulars and conditions, apply to

—

Oroweis. LEICESTER.HARRISON & SONS

CATTLEYA LABIATA AUTUMNAUS.
1600 Flowers Now Open : ;

!

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have at present at their Clapton Nursery two

hoases full of unflowered Plants, in bud and

sheath, of this useful Winter-flowering Cattleya,

of which they respectfully invite inspection.

CLAPTON NTJKSERY, LONDON, N.E.
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WELLS'
NEW

CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
CoQtains fhe descriotion of nearly 1000 be&t varieties, and
m'^re useful information than any other such book ever

p'lhli&lied. Including a Colourel Plate of his New Green
ChrysanthPtnura, "Eihel Amsden." The Novelty of the
St-aon. Post-free. Ad., from W, WBLLS. EarlBWOOd
Kureerles. Reohlll. Surrey.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPIR^A-

SPIR/EA ANTHONY WATERER.
This 18 a fport from the well-known Spirsea bumalda, from

which it differs only in colour, the flowers being a rich
crimson, borne in large corymbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy flowering plants of many years.

First-class Certificate,
Boyal Horticultural Society oC London.

Nice planta, 7^. Qd, each, will be distributed in NoTember.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

FOR PLEASU RE ANDPR OFTt

WMO I

T

' " ~' NOTHrNQ SO PROFITABLE
AND EASY TO GROW.

,& I'^isi^htr AcreK in Stock.

THE BEST PROCURABLE

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Biislics in \ariety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

Hs. perdoz., GOs.perlOO.
All other Ntirser^' Stock

- "f^S&L
carriage/or^oard.

RiO^flSlN POTS Froml5/-adoz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
{

Four Acres of Glass,
i Clematis (80,000) from 15/-

per doz.
X.B.—Sinf^/e P/nu/s are sold at

slightly iticreascd prices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
nH4 papen) (if Xurserj- Sto.k.
.'utlstically produced, containing
Rf^nie huiitlreds of illustrations.
aiul full nf vi.lii.ible infoiiuatinii.

CHARDSMITH &C0 Worcester

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back page,
GarieJiers' Chronicle^ September 1, 18i*4.

BULBS. Winter, Spring, and Summer-fionering.
DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds. Borders, and Naturalisation

in Meadows Woods. &c.
E.VGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing interest to

Amateurs.
HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,

and Naturalination.
COLLECTIONS of BUL«S. 12s. ed.. 2U., 42!.. and 63j.
COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. M., Is. 6d., 10s 6i, 2lJ.,

to 105'.

BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked
upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

j

select from, and shall be pleased to show them '

to visitors. i

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
,

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOPSIS

SCHRODERIANUM.
(ELEPHANT MOTH ORCHID.)

A grand Importation just received, and in finest

possible order,

HUGH LOW & CO.
cordially invite inspection by intending Pur-

chasers.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.E.

FERNS A
SPECIALITY.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

CATALOGCE FREE ON APPLICATION.

Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Fern?.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. .SALE near MANCHEHTER.

CHINESE SACRED NARCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied by the dozeo, hundred, or

thousand. Price oa application.

WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S , Establishment for New and Rare
Plauts, 536. King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BtriLDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peacli Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

ptrfection of growing housee, and for pracLiual utility, economy, aud durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that THE Vfby best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens <lp?"gned architecturally correct without the assistance ot anyone out of our
firm, Irom the smallest to the larj^est. Hoi-Water HaatlnS Apparatus, with really reliable Bjilers, erected, and succes*

f^uaranteed in all cnses. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed BuX93, &C., always in Stock.

Plantf Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on m any part of ths K-ngdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER
(KINNELL'S PATENT).

Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast.

FIX IN E . D OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK REaXJIRED.
Aiva.L. d Fint Prize in Open Competition by the R H. Society.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well aa being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS AVHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIOHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

kingdom,

CHAS. P. KINNELL <fc CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

GHAS.P.KINNELL&GO.,
IRONFOUNDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP—
THE ROOHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH

CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.
LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS

IN LONDON.

t^ COMFAME QUALITY Of GOODS and PRICES.

Addresses : 6.5 & 65a, Southwark bxkbet; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Qrovb, SouTH^yARK, S.E.; and Tbuchot Stores, Guernsey.
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Notice to Debtors and Creditors.

JOHN SHUKKIE IKELaNU, SEEDSMAN
and FLORI.-T, carryinit on butine sat No. 81, PRINOES

STREET, an I at LVNEDOCU PLiOF, and CRAlGLEIflH
NIR-ERIE.I, KDISBtTKGH, having granted aTBUST DEED
for tehoof of his Creditors, in my favour, I have to request
that all parties having olainii again^t the said JOHN
SHURRIE iRSL*ND. loage the .lame with me within ten

di>s from this date and that all debt;* due to the said JOHN
SUURRIE IRELAND be paid tome within (he same perioi.

JOHN SnOTT TAIT, C.A.

67, George Street, Edinbargh, November 7, 1894

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immenee stock of all the bet varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Sppcial quotation? for quantitifs to (rrow for Market.
New and Rare Sorts, Kot Obtainable elbewhere.

APPLES.—A frrand stock of Standard and Half-standards,

Dwarfa, Cordons, and Trained.
PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES, APRICOTS,

in all forms.
OOOSEBERHIES. CURRENTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.- All the beat of the old and new varietie?,

open air plants, or in small POTS.
Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free. &d., gratis to

Custbmera (one of the most complete issued). Ordinary Libtfree.

JOHN WATKINS,
Pomona Farm Nurseries. "Withington, Hereford.

CHEAP AND GOOD ROSES.
FIFTY strong, well-rooted, beautiful varieties

of Dwarf H.P. ROSES, true 10 name, for 2Is.. a.'S for

125., 12 for %&. 6rf., package free. Ca^h with order. A choice

Beleclioo of Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf H.P V.

Teas and Climb-rs. open g'ound and pot plants. Prices
Descriptive CATALOGUE tiep.

W. KUMSE Y,
JOYNING'S NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

ORCHIDS. -ORCHIDS.
FBED. HOBSMAN Sc CO.,

ORCHID SPECIALISTS, MARKS TEY AND COLCHESTER.

Importations CDntinually coming in. Thousands of Semi-
eBtabli!^hed and Established ORCHIDS always In Stock.

Excellent men to grow them.

NEW CA TALOGUS free m app'ication.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENQUSH YEWS, 2 'o 2J feet, 9s. per dozen ; 6 's. per 100.

„ „ yj to 3 feet. 12s. per dozen ; 76s. per 100.

„ ,, 3to4fefct, 18s per do^en ; l;i s per 100.

Every plant a perEfct specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN FEBKINS & SON,
52, MARKET SQUARE. NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

For market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free,

SEED FOR SALE,—A Quantity of Clayton's
Prize Pink CELERY SEED.

Mobs Curled PARSLEY,
| Gi«nt White SWEDE.

Grand quality. Price low,
W. LANCHBURY, Fiut-don Bill I'arm, Wellingborough.

DWARF BOX Ei!GING, SOs. per 100 yards.
Carter's Prolific Raspberry Canes, 6s. per 100 ; 45s. per

1000. Lady Canbiitg Chrysanthemum Cuttings, vigorous
health, 45. per 100; 3-3s. per 1000. Sample to intendiog Pur-
chasers. Nett Cash. P'cfeiug free.

FOREMAN, Nightingale Nurseries. Bath.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS 1—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots. Stove and Green- '

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12«. per 100; large ditto, in 48's,

10 best selling eorts. 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuoeatum. in

4'i's, for cutting (value in frondp), 6s. and 8s. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s.

per 100. Araliaa. Grevilleas^ Solanums, Cyperus. in 48'e, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, PalmH, Draceenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in

48"b, Is. each. Seedling Ferns. 6s. per 100. Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London. S.W

To Chryaanthemum Exlilbltcrs.

SPRINGTHORPE'S PATENT CUP, TUBE,
and FLANGJE complete, 0s. per dozen.

Highly Commended National Chrysanthemum Society.

G. SPRINGTHORPE, The Gardens, Coombe Court,
Kingston-on-Thame9.

FlrBt Arrival.

LILIUM AURATUM.—1000 immense exhi-
bilion bulbs, jast arrived overland vid Brindiei, direct

from Japan, in Unfst condition. Immense size. 12<., 1&5., and
20s. pt* r dozen ; sample. 3 for 4s.

FlB.sT Arrival.—LILIUM LONOIFLORU.VI, pure white,

large ,Iapauese bulh.*. fir. per dozen. 6 for .3.'.; smaller, 2s. 6'l.doz.

CHINESE SACRED LILIES, for growinj; in bowl^ or pot'*,

to riower at Christmas. 6.^. per dozen, 6 for 3s. 6rf. : LILIUM
L4NCIF0LIUM ROSEl'M, grand bulbs, is. 6ii. per dozen.

8 for 2s. id.; ALBUM, pure white. 8s. per dozen; LENT
LILIES. 2s. per 100: SCILLA SI8IRICA. eky blue, ai per

lOiP; Spanish IBIS, Is. M. per 100; Double Whit« TULIPS,
4s. per 100; Single Scarlet Due, 3s. per 100; Pheasant's Eye
NARCISSUS, 2i. «d. per 100.

Note.—Everything Carriage Paid. Note. —Everything
Firs' Quality. Half quantities, half prices. BULB CATA-
LOGITE free.

W. H HnDSON. FR.H.8., Bulb and Seed Merchant,
Kilburn, London, N.W.

FRUIT TREES.
To MAHKET and PRIVATE GROWERS,
We hold an extensive Stock of all kinds of the above,

in first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices

Intending Planters woulrt do well to send for Descriptive

Catalogue, free oa application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERCES. MrpDr.ESEX.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mueh-
room^. and by uwng this Spawn will

enpure e-uccess. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unlens

in sealed rackegt-s, and prtnted cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

' Price. 6s. per bushel. Is. extra for

package ; or, Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, "^ urserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries. London. N , and Barnet, Hert^i.

LARCl CHOICE EVERCREENS,
FROM SPECIMEN BORDERS,

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, CHEAP.

PERFECT SPECIMENS & SAFE to MOVE
(Transplanted within two years).

All the Choicest Ghjien and Golden Kinds.

PENNELL & SONS.
Tlie Nurseries.

LINCOLN.

JO &
Crajvley,

.QONS
\3 Sussex.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
NORMAN DAVIS

has much pleasure in announoing that his

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
li NOW READY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issned simply as a Guide,
snoh as a Catalogae should be, and will be found
comprehensive and usefal. You are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purchaser.

NORMAN DAVIS

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — New Illustrated,
Descriptive, and Priced CATALOGUE of all best

varieties in commerce, now ready, post-free, two stamps.
B. OWEN, Castle Hill. Maidenhead.

OBELIA CaRDINALI^, Queen Victoria,
lOs erf. per 1 Is. 6i. per dozen, or exchange for good

varieties of CARNATIONS.
GARDENER, Eden Hall, Langwathby. R.S.O.

ASPBERRY canes.— Carter's Prolific,
Fa^tolf. Semper Fidel^s. and Norwich Wonder.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Eleanor, Paifon, British Queen.ALBERT BATH. Vine Court, Sevenoak-, Kent.

BRITISH FERNS, in variety, strong roots
12s. 6(f ; Lily of Ihe Valley, is.; Asparngu", rtrong.

2-year-old. 2s. per luO ; all cheaper per luOO. Samples, carriage
paid, for Is. Hd.—S. SCOTT, Rockingham. Boyle, Ireland.

H. POYNTER, Taunton, offers good
• L\BCH, 3 to 4 feet; THORNS, 3 to 4 feet; D08-

ROSB SEED, HOLLYBERRIES, AUCUBAS, COMMON
TEWS, Large BUSH FRUIT TKERS, &c. ; MAGNOLIA
QRANDIFLORA (Eimouth), CHRISTMAS ROSES, &c.

Particulars on application.

EAFOWL.—For Sale, 3 Cocks and l~Hen,
4 months old ; also 1 Adult Peacock ; fine healthy birds.

What offers?
TULLETT. Alseot Park Gardens, Stratford-on-Avon.

ERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY, first

quality for forcing, 35». per UJOO ; 4.'. per 100. Imported
Parisian Lilacs, for forcing, wtiite and coloured, 30s. per doz.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

HINHAM'S INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY,
3-year, strong. 90s.; 2-year, selected, 60s.; Mefium.

40s. ; Small, 20i. p'r 1000. STRAWBERRY PLANTS : well-
rooted President, Garibaldi, Paxton, .luhn Ruskin, McMahon,
5s. per 1003. free on rail. Cash with Order.

WM. MORDUE. Wylam, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

ORCHIDS.—Many rare and choice Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, &o., always in stock.

Inspection invited. CATALOGUE free.

W. L. LEWIS AKD CO., Chaae Side. Southgate, London, N.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

0ardeio;r8' Chroniolk Telegrams.— The
Rtgistered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING,

HEAD nyE CHARQED AS TWO.

4
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BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers,

NOBWICH.

No. 336.—PORTABLE IRON HOUSE.

L tt aBiniiSH

Registered Copyright.

This House is suitable for POTTING - HOUSE. TOOL-
HOUSE, COAL HOUSE. OUT-HOUSE, BICYCLE-HOUSE,
aod CHILDREN'^ PLAY-HOUSE, &c.

Cash Pbice, Carriage Paid.

12 ft. long, 8 fr. wi-^e. 6 fc. 6 in. h gti at eaves, 9 ft. high to

ridjt*^, £10 105-
If lined with matthhoaraiug iuside. £3 105. eztrs.

Wood floor, if required, £1 2s. extra.

A Cheaper Patti- rn with one window and one door, £6 IDs.,
lining and floor pitra.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE free.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
LEEDS and LONDON,

EORTICTJLTURAI. ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, &HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
ORCHID PEaT: Best Quality; BROWN

FIBROUS PE \T for Stove and Oreenhouse use. RHO-
DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—

WALKEB iNDCO.. Farnboroueh. Hants.

WALKER'S CHRYSANTHE-
MUM TUBES & COFS.

Ccinmended bv the National C. Soc.

Ist Clsss Certificate Crjslal Palace,
CLIPPER, complete, 6s. «d. per doz.
CHAMPION, ,, 8s, ed.

Cash with order. Postage, 9(i. per
dozen extra.

From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
Ironmoneers. &c. ; or.

Dr. WALBEa, Wlmtledon.

a mil,™,-

— FBOMT EI-gVflTIQN—

>U;^

—-l-ONCITUDINAL SECTIOM- — SECTIONAL PLAN—

The longitudinal section gives a view of the fire-box, water space, flues, Ac. The cross section gives a view of the fire-box

water space and V-shaped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary/ for this class of boiler.

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

W. COOPER, Ltd,
HOBTICULTDRAL

PnOVIDBItS
Head Office—765, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.B.

NUBSEEIES : The Largest and MoH Complee in the Kingdom, FELTHAM and HAN WORTH.

BULB, STRAWBERRY, & CHRYSANTHENIUIW LISTS, %Tt^^k\°b^- BULB COLLECTIONS, >»^ 1/6 to £2 25.,
cakri^*°^

Applep, Pears, Plums, Cherries.
MlLUOSS TO ClFAR.

Good Robuet Trees, from 3 ft. to 4 It. high, including all the
very best varieties, can be traine ' to aoy sh^pe either for

covering walls, or standHrda. or Pyramide, &c., is. each;
.3 for 2s 9^. ; 6 for fs. . 13 for 9s. 6rf. Do . do., do., tofruit
next 3 ear, \s. 4d.. *ai:h ; 3 for 3.s. Hd.; 6 for 6s. ; 12 for 11«.

Dwarf und Horizontal-trained Trees for walls, espaliers, &c.,

from Is. Qd. to f^s- each.

SPECIAL FRUIT TREE QUOTATIONS.
Standards, trained, well developed, fine trees, besv. varieties, ASPARAGUS, extra strong for forcing, 10s. to l?s. per 100,

Pyramids, splendid sluff, leading kinds. Is. to 6t. each. SEAR ALU. extra strong forcing, 12s, to los per 100,

Standards, hue well rooted trees. Is, 3d. to 2s. Gd.

Aphicots Peaches, Nectarines.
Best v.hiETiKs, in finest possible oovdition.

Standard traineti, .^s to I' s. ea. Dwarf tan-trained, 3s. to6f, fa

Ra^PBEKkIKS. Iiiie!.t sons.
GOOShBKhKIES and CUEEANTS, leading kinds, 3 for Is,

;

6 for Is. 9d ; 12 for 3s.

RHUBARB, good roots, leaning sorts. 6d. to Is, each.

All the above carefully picked on rail.

Strawberry Plants!—Strawberry PlantsII
An immense stock, comprising all the best and most popular

varieties. List free, i-laut now. ',is. 6d. per IW; 2is,

per 1000. free,

SPECIAL OFFER OF NURSERY STOCK. - PLANTS FOR WINTER BLOOMING.
PBIMULA. (Single), — Virions colours, very large flowerB,

assorted -hides of colour, from pure white to ecarlet,
strong plant", out of rmall pote, Is. t"d. per do7., free.

CENKRAKIV HYURIOA. — Special line to help out our
enormous stuck. Grand Exhibitirn Prize Stiaiu. producing
a most ch'irminj; variety <if col'iurs. Warranted to give
satisfaction: htrong plants, out of 3 in. potn. Is. 9d. per
doz.; 135 6q! p»r l<t ', free.

Do., transplanted. Is. 2d. per do: ; 2s. tor 2 doz.. free.

Extraordinary Value in the Best Creepers,
For covering wallR, trellis-work. ic.

THK SMALL VlRaiM^N CREEHEK f Ampelopsi-* Veitchi),
with foliage turnin;? a very rich deep crimson in late

autumn; plant now; splf-clingmg. with about 3ft. of
growth, out of ft-in. pots; 5.f. per doz, frefl. Stronger
Dlanti, with '^ ft, of Krowrh. Js. ti'. ppr doz,. free.

PASSIFLORi CCEtin E\ (B ue Pasbioo FJower).— First-rate
climber for out-ide walls, &c.. greenhou'^es and con-
'prrritoric", from 2 ft. to 3 ft. higii. out of small pots.

3s. per doz., Ws per 100, free. Dj.. Larger plants, out of
h^^.. potM. .ift 'o H ft , S^. per doz., tree.

PAS^fFLORV GRA-NDI^LO-tA. — Larger flower than P.
ccerul a and more viirnrou'i grower, most U'^eful for trellis-

wurB, i ft. 10 -l f '. hiph. 3*! per (^oz.. '2i's. per lOO. free.

COO-'ER'S Collection of CHOIOE FERm.S. foliage plants,
Mosses, &c.- specially selected for greenhouse, room, table,

a rt wiudow rtecoratioo. Felec^ed f om the fo' owing
varietif's :—Aspleninms Adiantuns ( Maidei hii ) Qymno-

Pteris frerrulata, ortstata and tremula. Aralias. Grevillea«,

Nephrolepis. SelMgineiUs. etrong plants, out of ttmall potp,

Is. tid per doz.. 3s. per doz., bs. per doz., free.

Hardy Spring Blooming Plants for Present
Planting

Smaller quantities supplied at proportionate prices.

Ordt*rH of 100 and upward-* carriage ff-ee.

WALLFLOWERS, Har. inger, single, early-flowering, rich

rieep ecarlet, 2s. per 100. Large bushy trai'Sp-aoteJ

p'aots, very bushy, fs. per 100.

,, B?lvoir Castle, dwarf, early bloomer, light go'deii

yellow. ?s. per 100. Large bu&hy trau^plduted plants,

very strong, 6^. per 100.

., rouble German, very strongplanta of this dwarf compict
var-ety, bu-hy tran^planred stuff, producing fine

massive spikes of most beautiful double flowers,

7s. ^d. per ICO.

SIVGLE PYRETHRUMS, saved from th"* bast varietie.^. pro-

ducing large quantities of beautiful flowers in all shades
of colour, r^ingpng from white to criro-on. 2s. 6rf. per 100

DOUBLE Daisy (Bellisperennls). mixed colours, invaluable
for bir 'ers snd edgings. 3s. per 100.

FOXGLOVE finest epotted), ex^iellent for sh'-ubberips, Ac,
ve y hand'O're '"n la^ge ma-ses or bai^k borders, 3s per 100.

CANrERBfTKY BELLS (mixed), vpell known hardy plants, all

the be^t nolours, single and double, indispensable for mixed
bo'dprs. 4s. per lOO.

SWEET WILLIAM all the bast varie'.ies. very popular and
t>rfttv plHiit t-hntiM have a p'anei,. ev^y gxrden 4- p. 10 .

of

SWEET WILL'AM. Vigoroup, bushy, transplanted plants,

extra strong. 7s. 6a!. p-ir 100.

QEUM. douDle scarlet, vigoro'is, healthy plants, covered with

prettv smill ed flowers, ^s. 6rf pT lOO.

PANSIES, for spring b'ooming.— We have a splendid selection

cf these mo?t p »uular spring floweis, in all shades of

colour, selfs. spotted, and blotched. 3s. 6d. per 100.

AQUILEGH COLUMBINF, strong mixed seedli-^gs embracing

all ihefioest shades of colour, will flower profusely in early

s.iring, very useful f r cutting. Is. Bd. per doz., 10s p. UO.
CHRYSANTHEMU4I LEUCANTHEMUM. stroog peeilings.

producing in immense quantities large pure white flowers

of great size, much esteemed for room decoration, 2s. per

do .. 1/s. per 100.

LYCHNIS CHALCt-DONrCA. immeme heads of single scarlet

flowers, invalu'.ble for rockeries and borders, strong plants,

Is. 6rf. per doz.. 10<. per U'O.

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRI-* GRANPIFLORA, &tronf); seedlings

of this most popular plant bearing in early sp ing an im-

mene prcfusion of lovely deep blue flowers, 3s. per 100.

MYOsOrr aLHEsTRIS SBMPERFi.ORENS. this (harming
perpetual-flower Dg Forget-me nof^ tucceeds in moist

situations, and i^ very floriferous, 3s. per 100.

SAPON ^ R ' A OCYMOIDE-i. strong seedlings of thii evergreen

trHiling perennial, wi-ich in early spring is smothered

with bright rose-oolouref^ flowers. 3.*!. per 100.

PENTSTEM 'NS,— Stropg vgorous SeedlingR frt m best named
varieties, blooming abundantly from May onwaids. Very
valuHble for cutting and general decorative purposes.

li. firf per dor. lOx. prlOO.

MAKECHAli NIELS.—Holding the finest
8'"X)ck in iht* kit g iim of this lov.'ly climbing Rose ("^t-pecially

for roof an"! walls uf greenhouFesi an-i cnnservarories). w., would
strongly advi.*« our numerous am tieur customers to pliice their
orders and plant foon to ensure a hfav-y crop of flowers next
spring. Fine strong plaur.B in laige ptts, 4 ft. to 6 ft. high,
2s, 3^. each. 2 is. p.r do?,., F.OR. ; extra graniL large plants, in
larjjo pot5. 8 ft. to 9 ft , ?,s. ei. eacb. W> per doz., F.O.H.

GRAPB VINES—
BL»rK ALl'^AirE,
BLACK HAMBRO,
BUCKLANDS SWEFTWATEE,
FOSTER'S SREDLINO.
LADY nOWNES' SEEDLING,
MADRE^FIRLD COURT,
MtrSOAT OF ALEXANDRIA,

Stout canes, 5 ft, to

6 ft. lone, 3s. each.

S for 5». 6i., F.Ct.K,

B0S»S—B03ES,— 460,000 Dwarf Eoses to

be almost given away. All strong heaithy Dwaif Bushes with

good roots, which will givs good Display of Bloom. Cash

retumed if uasaiisfaot^ry in any way. Splendid Varieties,

8torl»,M, 6for 2s. Pd, 13 for 5r., 60 for 20.?, ICO for 3os.,

loot) for ^K All Carriage Paid.

Vekv itesT Varieties,
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RUSSIA MATS.
Per BuDdleoMO.

BEST NEW ARCHAN8IL MATS ... (9 ft. b, 4 ft. 6) lOS.

„ TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 88

„ HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (Mt. by 3 ft. 10) 7a.

NEW LIGHT PtTERSBURO MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 5a.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS, 20- 25/- & 35/- p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

„ CUBA BAST ." la per lb.

HOBTICULTURAI, SuNDEIES OP EVBRT JilND.

CATALOGUE Poit Free on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

ILLUSTBATED CATALOaXTE FBEE.

W. JoNBs' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pagea and 96 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2i. lOii.

nm
Stourb/rkdge

TRAVELLING CRfENHOUSES.
(BV KOYAL LKTTKKS PATFNT.)

THE LARutEaT tXdlBlT of (ire^nhousff. Conservator. e?,

Frames, and Hothouses on wheels and rails at the

Horticultural Travelling Structures Co., Ltd.,

2 & 3, White Si. (Moorgate St. Station), London, E.G.

Special t«rme to Market GanVners. Saveaahiftingplaats.souring
of soil, and 25 other advantages. Prizq Medal, Antwerp, 1894.

The Most Economical House.

THE IMPROVED GABDEN CULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, and is etpec-ially

Buitaole for hilly walks and drive?.

They are Dcver stopped ap by rubbith and sand, and effectu

ally prevent the gravel being wathed away in heavv storms.

Prices:—&-in., 2*. ; 10 in , 3s.; r2-in., 6«. e-^-

{The la'g&st size is for Carria;e Drives.)

Full Particulars and Tehtimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Laying-out Ground?, &c.

VINCE & VINE,
16, ClieBter Road, Upp.r Holloway, London, N.

(And at Marden Park JSurserie^, Caterham Vallevl.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

6(2. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck , loose (about 3 tons), 50i.

Bags, 4ci. each.

SPECIALLl SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6«. id. per sacs ; 5 sacks,

'2bs. ; sacks, id. each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22l. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. M. per bushel; I6». per hall

ton ; 26s. per ton. in 2-bushel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPH,4GNUM MOSS. 8s. Sd. per sack.

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. *TRQIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. Q. SMYTH. 21, Qoldsmitb Street, Drury Lane. W.C.

THE GREAT SHOW OF THE YEAR
BOYAL AaXJABIUM,

OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.

W, WOOD & SON'S

PRIZE lANURES
HAVE AGAIN TAKEN THE LEAD,

AS PROVED Hy IHE SrcCI>:S or lUE HU.MEEOU;i

FIRST-PKIZE WINUtES.

W. WOOD AND SON'S MANURES ABE THE
"SECRET OF SUCCESS."

PEAT -LOAM.-SAND.
Still U.NEf;irALLED, in Qi'ality asp Fbice:.

ORCHID PEAT IMl^l;^.
N.B.~~// j/tu hive not had a copy o^ our 210 pJge

CATALOGUE, sind lor it.

AWARDED 31 SILVER and BRONZE MEDALS, and
DIPLO.MAS and CERTIFICATES of MERIT.

W. WOOD & SON,1;L^1h,.o
WOOD GBEEN, LONDON, N.

BONES! BONES II BONES 1 1!—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at 10s. per cwt. Carriage Paid on

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order.

K. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Cru»hers. St. Alhan«.

E E S O N'S KT^A NUKE,
Crushed Bones and all High-claaa Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Cnrbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

B

Forr^ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER.
\j Vine?, Pot Plants. Fruit Trees. V-getables.
MITRR.\Y'3 " ELECTRIC *' MILDEW and IVSECT

USSTROYER. a purely V'-getable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insi'C' Pests'.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS. 79 Mark Lane. London.

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The best Feit'liser for all parpo'es.

Sold in tins. Is., 25. 6(i., and bs. 6<i. ;
also in air-light bugs.

^ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt , lOi. Full --ireciions for use sent with earh

tin and bag. 1 ewt. and above sent carriaa-^ pbid, cash with

order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot\ Hunts.
" 13. Knowle Roid. Brixton, London,

•' I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetab'e-.

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.
•• A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D.. F.B.S.E., F.C.8."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Roal.
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place. Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords. N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on app'lcatlon.

Analysis sent with orders of ^-owt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN .

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 18.59

for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and o:her

bligh*, ; 2 ounces to the gal on of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house tiees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paralSn is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s. Qd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is,, from the Trade

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATE.-iT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock cf the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns. Rhododendrons. &o. By
the sack, cubic yar.i. ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bjlk

at London Wharf. Immediatede-pitch byaoyRailorSteamer.
Prompt and Special Qaotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. KICH.ARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lamb-tb.
LoodoD, S.E. : Peat Grounds and Depo f, RiD^^..To>:l am
Warehsm. Adires? all letters to London Wharf.

>\6tf;\,e4
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For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,
Haidwooi do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,

or iruckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.
Rich fibrous LOAM, superior Ll-J* t-MOULD. Coarse. Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND. CHARCOAL, C. N. FIBRE REFUSE.
fre'hSP HAONU-VI, Paten' MANURE •FERTILISERS. INSEC-
TICIDE j. and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter,

The Oilgloal Peat Depot. RING WOOD, HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre. 10s. per sack ; 5 for 47s. id.

SELECTED, in blorbs, very fibrous. 8s. per sack ; 6 for
ils. ^d. .SECOND QUALITY. 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. 6d.

BKOWN FIBROUS PKAT. for Araleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4'. p"r ssck. 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack. 5 for I2s. *^d.

FEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2!. ed. per sack ; !< for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; ,5 for I8». All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade,
For Price List apply toD. CAMERON.

Forester's Lodge, Uoont Uascal, Bexley, Kent.

BROWN and BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 2os.

per Ton, or £.=» per Truck of 4 Tons; Bag., 5s. each.

10 Bags. 45'.

PEAT, lor forming Rhododendron, Bog, and Ameiican Plant

Beds, 21s. per T"n, or £l 4s. per Truck of 4 Tons ; Bags, .St,

each; 10 B.tgs, 4.5s.

TH0.M4S WaLKEF, Tekels Park. Camberley. f u:re- .

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes.

,- ,„„-, o. cj (12X10.18X12.18X14,24X14
15 oz.. per 100 ft. 8-^ Qd \ j^^j^' ^^^^^3^ ^3^,^; 24xl.S
•*^"°'-' •• ^^^- ^^-

i 16X12. 16x14. 20X16. 24X18, &c.

IJ X 3 Prepared Sa>-h Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Paints and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, 5/9 per square ;

Matchine. 4/9; 2x4, at id. per foot run; 2x7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. Ironmongery. &.c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
73. BisHOPSoATB Street Within, London, E.G.

mmiii4^mwmmmm

RON WO K ! smimwmo(M
Established 1861.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SonTHAMPTOs Buildings. CHAscEBr Laxe, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. I.STEREST allowed OD

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO ver Cent, o.i CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
bTOCKS and SHARES purchased and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encourag.-meut of 'llinft the Bank receives sroa'l

fums 00 deposit, and allows in'erest. at thera'e of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEA?

PER MONTH.
BIR5BECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIV.k

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIBKBEsK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Mar.ager.

ALL ACCIDENTS,

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
INSDRBD AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' AS8DEANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.
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Write for oar

:iEW ILLTTSTKATED
CATAIiOaXJE,

ConsistiDg of 1:^0 pages, containing
innumerable de>ip;n8o£

Conseivatorles.GieenliouBes.&c.
Post Free on Applicatio.^.

GREENHOUSES of every description.

References can be given of GLASS-HOUSES erected

by U3 in every part of the Kingdom.

DETAILED ESTIMATES for Houses of every dimenBion
Free on application.

HEATING APPARATUS A SPECIALTY.

&*:
No. 90.-NEW DESION CONSERVATORY.

Our New Illustrated CATALOGUE contains numerous
Designs oE Conservatories to suit every situation.

INTENDING PURCHASERS WAITED UPON
by Appointment.

SURVEYS MADE, and ESTIMATES GIVEN
For Work fiied complete by our own Experienced Men.

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS.
NEW CATALOGUE, Post-free.

57. HOLBORN VIADUCT.

WRINCH & SON S,''°Bsr' ipswich i London, e.c

GRAND CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
f\^ J_ JONES respectfully invites all Lovers of the Flower to Inspect

THE RYECROFT COLLECTION, which is now on view, ADMISSION FREE.
I have a fine Stock of the following grand varieties :—Duchess of York, Miss F. Goschen, Lady Randolph, Hairy Wonder, Mrs. Lees,

Mr. G. Gordon, Duchess of Wellington, and Descartes, the new Crimson Anemone.

My Preliminary List is now ready, and can be had upon application. Full List, with Illustrations, Cultural Notes, and several new features, will be

sent to Customers free, as soon as possible after the Shows are over.

RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

COHSERVATORIES DESICHED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

OBCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLA^T AND FRUIT HOUSES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS & CO., FRHs.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.Vvi^.
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H. LANE & SON
SOLICIT AN INSPECTION OF THEIR

EXTENSIVE

NURSERY STOCK,
Covering over 150 ACRES,

CONSISTING OF

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RIIODODENDR ONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in Fine, Healthy Condition.

Descriptive Catalogue free.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HEBTS.

MESSRS. THOS. CRIPPS and SON, The
Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent, have to offer—

Hamamelia arborea, or Wjch
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Mr. Leeds,who visited hiiu frequently at Sharston,

and took a great deal of interest in what was

going on. No doubt he was thus led into similar

onltural experiments.

Mr. Glover afterwards removed to Smedley Hill,

where Leed« frequently visited him. Mr. Glover

never knew Dean Herbert. Mr. Leeds wa« a candi-

date for the curatorehip of the Manchester Botanical

Gardens in the year 1828. He was one of the

selected in the last lot, bat failed to obtain the

appointment, which fell to Mr. Mowbray. At this

time he was described as a short, stout man, like a

pollard Oak, and sociable and pleasant. He went to

reside at Longford Bridge, near Stretford, about the

year 1835, and lived there for forty-two years, during

the whole of which time the garden was cultivated

with most loving care. It was a place difficult of

access, about four miles from Manchester, reached

by the omnibus which then plied from Manchester

to Altrincham. The house was a good roomy cot-

tage, with a large square garden of perhaps an acre

around it, on rich alluvial soil, near the River

Mersey. The place soon became notable to gar-

deners and botanists, and was the meeting-ground

for old Lancashire florists. Tulips, Auriculas, Car-

nations and Pinks were grown there as hobbies, and

the wider cultivation of Alpine plants was pursued

with ardour. The Lancashire florists at this time

knew all about the improvement of flowers by

careful crossing, and Leeds thus gained the know-

ledge he afterwards carried into efiect with the

Narcissi.

Leeds was a sportsman, and frequently made long

excursions on fishing expeditions in which he was

joined for several years by Mr. Glover. They

generally went to Teesdale, which was, in those

days, a paradise to the botanist. They used to find

Gentiana verna in such plenty that the whole valley

was blue with it. In these excursions many were

the plants collected for the herbarium and also for

the garden. During his lifetime Mr. Leeds made a

large collection of dried plants. Sir W. Hooker was

his correspondent from, 1839 to 1858, and they fre-

quently exchanged specimens. Dr. Hooker visited

his garden, and ultimately Mr. Leeds gave his her-

barium to Kew. When sent away it filled three

large cases. Another frequent visitor to Mr. Leeds'

garden was Mr. Nuttall, a celebrated American

botanist, who published a flora of that country.

John Windsor, author of The Flora of Craven, an

excellent botanist, was also a friend of Mr. Leeds,

and a frequent visitor to the Longford garden, which

he used to say he would rather see than the Botanical

Gardens. Mr, Tyerman, curator of the Liverpool

Botanical Gardens, was also a frequent visitor

and correspondent. The Kev. Canon EUacomhe,

of Bitton, corresponded with Mr. Leeds, but

they had no personal acquaintance. From corres-

pondence kindly lent, I find he was then cultivating

Artemisia frigida, a rare silvery-foliaged Alpine,

Allium Bub-hirsatum aud A. neapolitum, then new
plants to British gardens, Soyera montana which he

had grown from seed forwarded from the Pyrenees,

Milla unifiora, and some varieties of the Dahlia,

probably the Juarezi group. Mr. EUacomhe sent

him Stokesia cyanea which he had lost, and several

of the rarer Campanulas. General Seager, hii

brother-in-law, brought him many plants and seeds

from the Crimea.

About this time we come upon the true com-

mencement of Narcissus culture in England. The
Hon. and Rev. W. Herbert came to Manchester in

1840, and died in 1847. The late R. S. Yates told

me that he soon became acquainted with Mr. Leeds,

and visited his garden. The influence can thus be

thoroughly established, and as Mr. Leeds was ripe

for the subject by his early training and pursuits, it

at once took hold of his energetic mind.

The Botanical Register for August, 1843, contains

Dean Herbert's article on the Hybrid Narcissi, which

is at the foundation of the matter. The editor says,

" For the very curious information conveyed in the

following pages, we are indebted to the Hon. and
Very Rev. the Dean of Manchester, whose experi-

ments in hybridising plants have now assumed

precision and importance which could scarcely have

been anticipated. We particularly commend the

facts here detailed to the attention of the botanist.

.... There are six Narcissi drawn in plate 38

—

four of the Incomparabilis group, one variety of

Biflorus, and a white Trumpet Daffodil. They were

raised from seeds at Spofforth, Dean Herbert's Rec-

tory in Yorkshire. Eight years previously he had

made a collection of Narcissi for the completion of

bis great work on the Amaryllidacta;, and up to

that time no one had ever known a seed to have

been produced by any one of the Narcissi enumerated.

They had been cultivated 200 years, and yet their

places of abode were unknown to Clusius and

Parkinson, and a suspicion arose that they were

artificial breeds, which some cultivator had imposed

upon the public as mountain plants two centuries

ago. Herbert had first published an advertisement

stating that suspicion, and requesting seeds, and the

the seed of N. odorus being named in the list of the

Botanical Garden at Naples, application was made

for some, without success. The result was that

bulbs of many Narcissi were sent to Spofforth, but

no seeds. Herbert at once set to work to solve the

riddle by growing the bulbs he had thus obtained,

and getting them to produce seed by artificial ferti-

lization. No. 5 had been obtained by pollen from

poeticus; No. 3 from incomparabilis, crossed with

poeticus, he found also that the pollen from the cross

was fertile. Every cross is carefully detailed in this

paper,and the rule that governs the subject is carefully

set forth by the results of the experiments. It is a

most interesting communication, showing how clearly

Herbert saw the results which would ultimately

follow. He concludes with these remarkable words,

" It is desirable to call the attention of the hum-

blest cultivators, of every labourer, indeed, who has

a spot of garden, or a ledge, or window, to the infi-

nite variety of Narcissi that may be raised, most

easily in pots, at his window, if not too much

exposed to sun and wind—off'ering him a source of

harmless and interesting amusement, and perhaps a

little profit and celebrity."

At this time, no doubt, Leeds knew Dean Herbert,

and it is to this paragraph that we must look for the

incentive to his labours, which have proved the

truth of the Dean's prevision in so remarkable a

manner. Finally, Dean Herbert detailed the pro-

cess he followed in hybridising the Narcissi :
—

" The
six anthers should be carefully taken out before the

flower which is to bear seed blows. This may be

done through a slit cut in the tube, and the yellow

dust from another sort must be applied to the point

of the style." Wm. Brockbank, Brockhurat, Dicbhury,

1894.
CTb be oonUniud.)

crisped on the margin ;
pedicsls ascending, stout, J to

h inch long ; bracts ovate, acute, plain green, longer

than the pedicels. Perianth | to | inch long ; tube

campanulate ; segments oblong- spatulate, tinged with

brown on the back. Filaments lanceolate, not more

than half as long as the perianth ; anthers small,

oblong. Ovary globose ; style short. J. 6, Baker,

EDINBURGH ROYAL BOTANICAL
GARDEN.

Mimosa latispinosa.— This Madagascan species

is now flowering in the Palm-house at the Royal

Botanical Garden, Edinburgh, where it is trained

upon the roof of the annexe. The plant, a

climber, has slender stems, crowded with short

spines. The alternate bipinnate foliage is of a

light and graceful character, the leaves being

more than 1 foot in length, bearing a large number

of pinnse ; the light green leaflets upon these

numbering from ten to twelve pairs, are arranged

on light-coloured compressed spines. The terminal

panicles bear white flowers, which have the fragrance

of Hawthorn. Although introduced to this country

in 1823, it is still rare in gardens.

CCEEODENDBON NUTANS.

A good specimen of this free late-flowering species

may now be seen in the Palm-house, and although a

useful plant for pot-culture, it does not show to the

same advantage as when planted out. The plant is

carrying more than fifty of its long drooping racemes

of flowers, which have a greenish-white calyx, and a

white corolla. The foliage is about 6 inches long,

and of a dark green colour. Daring the growing

season it should receive frequent stoppings to secure

an even growth of flowering shoots.

MuSA COCCINEA,

This highly ornamental species is a good plant of

dwarf habit, the bracts, which are very conspicuous,

being quite attractive. The leaves are about 1 yard

long, and 9 inches broad, and the scarlet bracts are

about 8 inches long, and tipped with yellow, lasting

a considerable time in perfection. The plant has

long been known to cultivation, and is a native of

China or Cochin-China. It was figured in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 1559. R. L. H.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
•

EUCOMIS ROBUSTA, Baker, n. sp*

This new species of Eucomis is remarkable for its

very robust scape and large flowers. It is nearest to

E. regia. Ait (E. clavata. Baker, in Saund. Sef. Bot.,

t. 238), from which it differs by its narrow, long,

ensiform, acute leaves. It has been introduced into

cultivation by Messrs. Dammann & Co., of Naples,

from the neighbourhood of Koenigsberg in Natal. The
scape and leaves are destitute of purple spots, and the

leaves, both of the radical rosette and of the coma
that crowns the raceme, are very thick in texture.

Basal leaves ensiform, acute, 2 feet long, 2 inches

broad at the middle, narrowed gradually to the base

and aeute apex, plain green, very thick in texture,

channelled down the face, crisped on the margin.

Scape very short, plain green, an inch thick.

Raceme dense, oblong, 6 to 8 inches long, above

2 inches in diameter, crowded by a " coma " of twenty

to thirty oblong-acute, reduced, plain green leaves,

* Eucomis robusta, Baker, n. sp.—Foliia ensifonnibua acutia

btpedalibus crasais viridibua immaculatia margine criapis

;

Bcapo brevisaimo crasao clavato immaculato ; racemo denao

obloDgia foliia reductia multia oblongis acutia coroaato ; peri-

antbii tubo campanulato. aegmentia oblongo-apathulatia viri-

dibua dorao fusco tinctia ; filamentia lanceolatia perianthio

distinote breviorlbus.

AfiKIDES SAVAGEANUM, Eeichenhachia, t. 81.

A NATIVE of the Philippine Islands, introduced by

Messrs. Sander, and shown by them and others at

the Temple Show, May, 1891. It is related to A.

Leeanum. Under cultivation it has been found to

be a very free grower if placed in the warm house

section of Aerides, such as A. quinqevalnerum,

A. Lawrencese, and A. Sanderianum, or if grown in

the warm end of the D«ndrobium-house ; for an even

moderate temperature suits it better than a very

high one. It is remarkably vigorous and free-flower-

ing ; the flowers present " every imaginable shade

of crimson acd purple, and in some cases the basal

half of the sepal is pure white. It requires, accord-

ing to Messrs. Sander, abundance of moisture and

a clear light, but should be shaded from direct

rays of the sun in summer. The temperature of the

Orchid houses should be 7° to 10° F. less at night

than in the day."

Thunia Beymebiana, Seichenbachia, t. 82.

Introduced by Mr. Brymer, and described as the

showiest and most beautiful of the genus, while the

flowers remain longer in beauty than do any of its

congeners. It is stated to be of easy cultivation

;

if its old stems are cut into lengths of 2 to 3 inches,

and a number placed together in ordinary cutting-

pots, they will give young plants almost as freely as

a Pelargonium, and when its flowers are matured it

is not in the least injured by cutting, whatever

growths are required for decoration. In the spring

the plants should be repotted, each item being
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lecurely fastened to keep it upright, a tnrfy-yellow

loam mixed with a little chopped sphagnum and «and

being a suitable material in which to pot them.

MiLTONiA sPECTABiLis var. MoHELiANA, Beicheti'

hachia, t. 83.

The Miltoniaa of this section have the reputation

water when Rrowin?, but a free drainage must be

secured. The pseudobnlbs must not be allowed to

shrivel for want of sufficient moisture at the roots.

Oncidium Kbamebianum, Beichenbachia, t, 84.

This differs from 0. papilio in having a more terete

scape, which does not become flat in the upper half

FlO. 72.—STENOOLOmS LONOIFOl-IA : COLOUR OF THE FLOWERS MAUVE PURPLE.

70° F. in a moist house, not too heavily ebadrd in

summer, suits it admirably. It is a native of the

Andes of Ecuador and New Granada,

Cattleya labiata, R. I. Measures' Vabietv.

It is a very great source of pleasure to an amateur
to flower such a marvellously beautiful and distinct

form as the superb white variety of autumn-flowering

Cattleya labiata found in the collection of K. I.

Measures, Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Flodden Boad,
Camberwell. It is also an additional pleasure to

possess so fine a specimen of the variety, which has

thrown two spikes, one bearing two, and the other

four, flowers.

The flowers are pure white, except for a small

space at the base of the labellum beneath the

column, which is of a primrose-yellow hue, and a
faintly-tinted, well-defined veining of pure pink over

the front lobe. In the small amount of colour which
is in this pretty albino there are two peculiarites

—

firstly, the presence of scarcely any yellow colour in

the tube of the lip, peculiar to the species, and a

strongly-marked feature in C. labiata alba ; and

secondly, that the pink colour is displayed in distinct

lines, which follow the veining, and not as a hue

snfi'asing the whole surface, peculiarities which render

the plant unique. The history of it is singular, and
worth recording. It caught the eye of Mr. H. J.

Chapman, the gardener at Cambridge Lodge, whea
examining an importation of C. labiata at the nursery

of Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, and the

plant was secured for a few shillings. The same
instinct, or whatever it might be called, which

decided his choice in the matter, prompted him to

carefully watch it, in the full belief that it would

prove a novel variety—a belief that has not been

belied. An offer of 200 guineas has been made for

the plant, but it is destined to remain at Camber-

well, to bear company with the many remarkable

plants already there. James O'Brien.

of being difiicult to grow, but if properly managed
this is not the case. Messrs, Sander recommend a

shady but light corner of the intermediate-house, and

a temporary staging to bring the plants near the

glass. Well-drained shallow pans or baskets suit

them best, as they require an abundance of rain-

as in 0. papilio, in the very prominent nodes at the

joints of the flower-spike, the shorter and broader

segments of the flower, and in the somewhat

different arrangement of the parts of the crest and

columns. It requires much the same treatment as

Miltonia Koezlii. An even temperature of 60° to

STENOGLOTTIS LONGIFOLIA.
This is a really first-rate greenhouse Orchid,

easily cultivated, and free-flowering, whilst its flowers

last about three months (Fig. 72). It was introduced

five years ago from Natal to Kew, and was first

described in these columns (1889, vol. ii., p. 438) by

Mr, N. E. Brown, as a variety of S. fimbriata, but

was elevated to the rank of a species by Sir Joseph

Hooker, in 1891, who figured and described it in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 7186. Both species are cul-

tivated at Kew, S. fimbriata being a small plant

with a rosette of leaves, which are green, banded

with dark brown, and a few- flowered scape, 6 inches

high. It was introduced in 1870, first flowering that

year with Mr, Wilson Saunders, It is a pretty little

Orchid, and is not uncommon in some parts of the

Cape, where it is usually found clinging to stones

in shady, moist places. Its leaves are deciduous.

S. longifolia has strap-shaped, undulated, semi-erect

leaves, 9 inches long, green, with a tinge of purple

near the base, and they are evergreen. The scape is

18 inches high, the upper half being clothed with

mauve-purple flowers. The plant at Kew this year

bears five fine spikes of flowers, and it has been in.

bloom about two months, and is quite fresh yet.

Apparently it may be increased by means of offsets,

which spring from the base as in some of the Disas,

W. W., Kew.

Plant Notes.—
AMPELOPSIS HEDERACEA.

This is useful for intermixing with strong- growing

Ivy. We have both of the latter growing very

freely together on the castle here, and I notice they

have reached the parapet. We afford plenty of

manure-water to the Ampelopsis during the season

of growth. I wish to say that my employer, Colonel

Cooper, suggested planting Ampelopsis hederacea

against a Scotch Fir or two in a hardy fernery we

have here. I have done so, and the effect is very

good ; it is a relief and contrast to some Ivy-clad

Scotch Firs. H, M.
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CbAT,«QDS PyHACANTH* LeLASDII.

This is a desirable ahrab, which does well when

planted \a a good porous soil, and near to a wall

with a soath aspect. At this season of the year it is

covered with its scarlet fruits, and being an eyer-

green, it is a presentable object after the berries are

ofiF. H. May, Markree Castle, CoUooney, Sligo.

French Marigold, Legion of Honour,

Tnia yery pretty distinct variety will be /ound an

adiaisition as a summer decorative planf, and when

more known will be a popular favourite. It is of

dwarf compact habit, growing not more than 12 inches

in height, flowers profusely, and remains flowering

until frost destroys it. It is a single-flowered variety,

with a profusion of medium sized flowers of a yellow

colour, the base of each petal having a bright

brownish-crimson spot. Being an annual variety,

it is only necessary to obtain seed and sow it in

April for planting out at the end of May or early in

June. W.D.

to make the bushel of wood-ashes worth from \(\d.

to Vld. ; and besides that, some bd. to Id, additional

may be allowed for the "alkali power " of the ashes.

This may be explained as the force of alkalinity

which enables wood-ashes to assist in the rotting of

weeds, and to ferment peat.

The notion that the ashes of soft woods, such as

Pine and Poplar, are worthlesp, is an error. The

soft woods yield comparatively little ashes, and the

ashes are so light that they may readily be blown away

by the wind ; but weight for weight, the ashes from

soft woods appear to be as good (or horticultural

purposes, or nearly so, as those from hard woods.

The percentage composition of wood-aahea com-

monly used by gardeners is as follows :

—

Selic'ed Plant fuod ligreditnts in Wi.oi Ailus.

A HOME-MADE FERTILISER.
EvEBT intelligent gardener knows the value

of wood- ashes as a fertiliser, and until a compara-

tively recent period wood-ashes were really almost

the only commercial manure that was procurable in

America, artificial manures not having come into use

in that country. Bat it is somewhat remarkable that

the value of wood-ashes and the beneficial results of

their application to the soil, are generally attributed

solely to the potash which they contain. Un-

doubtedly potash is an indispensable food for plants,

and its application to cropa is usually marked by

conspicuous results. Those gardenerc, however, who

have had long experience with potash in the form of

wood- ashes, and also as potash salts or kainif, find

that the latter is not so marked in its eff"ects as the

former. The fact is, that as recently remarked by

Mr. S. Macon in the American JgrictiU/irist, wood-

ashes are really a mixed fertiliser, and a complete

one so far as the mineral elements of plant-food are

concerned. This must be apparent to anyone who

considers that they are the whole residue of plants

after being burned, except that part which returns

to the atmosphere from which it was originally

procured.

The nitrogen and the carbon of the trees alone are

thus wanting in the ashes, which contain everything

else required by plants. Thus it is only reasonable

to infer that the benefit derived from a dressing of

wood-ashes to any crop, must be due to the other

elements as well as to the potash.

Of course, the value of ashes may vary consider-

ably according to their source, though practically

this variation is less than would be supposed at first

sight. Ashes are richer or poorer in potash and

other useful ingredients according to the kinds of

plants from which they are obtained, and to the

character of the soil upon which the plants grew.

Also it is found, that the value of the ash varies

according to the parts of the plant that have been

burned. The ashes of twigs (faggots for example),

would always be worth much more for horticultural

purposes than the ashes of heart-wood taken from

the middle of an old tree ; and in general the smaller

and younger the wood burned the better would be

the ashes.

Taking what is known of the composition of the

ashes from young twigs and that from heart-wood

which has fully matured, one would say that the

proportion of potash in ashes may vary from 5 to

20 per cent. But a much better criterion of the real

composition of ashes is afforded by the experience

of potash manufacturers, according to whom a bushel

of wood-ashes weighs about 48 lb. on the average,

and yields rather more than 4 lb. of potash salts.

Professor Storer has investigated this question some-

what in detail, and has found by the analyses of a

t umber of samples of wood-ashes that selected

specimens contain 8| per cent, of real potash, and 2

per cent, of phosphoric acid ; or say 4} lb. of potash

and 1 lb. of phosphoric acid per bushel of ashes.

Hence there is enough potash and phosphoric acid

Ash of —
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root-action is most inactive, and broken root sur-

faces are less likely to become calloused during

spells of frosty, snowy, or wet and cold weather,

which usually prevails during the months named.

In such weather, the return to the normal condition

which transplanting interrupts, is retarded, and in

recently-stirred soils frost enters to a considerable

depth. After the middle of March, again, the roots

have little time to start a freah growth before the

increase of warmth excites the buds into activity, by

which time the roots are required to carry on

growth, and those formed previous to lifting are

usually destroyed in the operation. When planting

in these months is unavoidable, as when a large area

is taken in hand in one season, it is a good plan to

lift a sufficient number early in November, and lay

or "sleugh " them in on the site of planting opera-

tions. They can then be planted in suitable weather

without the roots being seriously damaged a second

time by lifting and exposure. Of course no advan-

tage would be gained by this method if less than a

month elapsed between lifting and replanting, and

by laying-in I do not mean packing soil round a

bundle of fifty or a hundred, but spreading them out

in the trench, so that the soil comes in contact with

the roots.

A point which is frequently overlooked is the

necessity for bringing the rootlets in close contact

with the soil. Unless this be done, the root-hairs

cannot take np mineral solutions, and are of little

assistance to the plant. This requires special atten-

tion when planting large specimen trees with dense

masses of fibrous roots. In such cases, the soil

round the outside of the ball falls away in lifting,

and when replanted the extremities of the roots are

often pressed down together instead of being sur-

rounded by soil. A good method of obviating this

evil is that of lightly covering the roots with fine

soil, and then pouring, from a watering-can with a

coarse rose, enough water to convert the soil into a

muddy mass, afterwards filling in with the rest of

the soil. Sometimes watering is delayed until the

late spring or summer, when probably some of the

trees are practically dead, although still showing a

vestige of green leaf. Dotting at such times fre-

quently does more harm than good by chilling the

soil and retarding the process of rooting it is

intended to assist.

Generally speaking, the younger the trees are when
given their final shift, the more likely are they to suc-

ceed. The advantages which are supposed to follow

the removal of the tap- root, and the consfqaent in-

crease in the number of fibrous roots, are, at the best,

problematical, so far as the ultimate growth of timber

trees is concerned. One of the functions of tree

roots is to ensure stability, and Nature consequently

gives them a more or less deep anchorage in the soil

for this purpose. Although I am by no means con-

vinced that frequent transplanting whilst young

permanently alters the character of the root system,

yet there are more unlikely theories propounded than

that the removal of the primary taproot may alter

the quality of the timber. Gardeners do not usual'y

object to the presence of a tap-root in a Cabbage,

and why foresters should see any danger in a similar

appendage to a young Uik or Pine, we do not know.

Of course, large trees with strong tap-roots are not

likely subjects for successful transplanting, but two-

year seedlings might just as well be planted out into

the plantation at once, as replanted in a nursery, and

by BO doing the cost of planting might be considerably

decreased, and as good results obtained at the same
time. A. C. Forbes.

TaEATMENT OF PLANTATIONS WITHOUT ReOULAB

Thinnino.

Cutting vistas is less expensive than regular thin-

ning, the poles are removed with greater ease, as

there is plenty of room in the vistas and holes, and

the trees remaining are less likely to be injured.

Your readers may think me presumptuous in cutting

a third series of vistas, contrary to the advice of Prof.

Marshall Ward, but he has not seen the plantation

since 1886, whereas I work in it every year. In the

year 1818 my father trusted me to thin a plantation

of 6 acres, its first thinning, when I allowed myself

fifty trees a day to cut ; and one day, coming to a lot

of small trees, I cut 100.

I have observed plantations and natural forests in

many countries and climates, and claim to have

greater practical knowledge than the learned pro-

fessor has. The old vistas have closed up so much,

that the plantation requires to have air let into it,

and I am curious to see whether letting air into the

field part, where so many trees die annually, will

restore it to a healthy and growing state. Tne new

vistas will not remove so many trees as may ba sup-

posed, as cuts have been made across their direc-

tion, and small and suppressed trees have been

removed, H. R.

NEW SWEET BRIAR HYBRIDS.
These strong, vigorous hybrids of Lord Penzance's

raising, should have plenty of room given them, so

that the branches of one bush do not cross and

gardens, a use the old-fashioned Siveet Briar is

sometimes put to, but Messrs. Keynes, Williams,

& Co., nurserymen, Salisbury, tell us that the cut-

ting that a hedge requires would be inimical to their

blooming.

The iron stake shown in the middle of our illus-

tration (Bg. 73) of one of these plants, is 8 feet

above the ground level, thus affording an idea of the

great vigour of the plant which overtops it by several

feet. We are indebted to the kindness of Messrs.

Keynes for the opportunity to figure the plant.

I'lU. 7i.— A IIVUKU) sWiiEl- liKCAH. IS MtSSKS. KI-.VNr.S,

WILLIAMS, AND CO.'S SIRSERV. SiLISBLRV.

spoil the effrct of those of another. They are un-

doubtedly seen to the best advantage planted out

singly on a lawn with a few yards space of green

sward between them. In this position the long

graceful branches have a fine effect when in bloom.

On no account should they be pruned at any

time, beyond removing any branches which it may

be undesirable to keep. If pruned like ordinary

Roses, they produce little or no blossom.

Each bush should have a stout stake 4 to 6 feet

long, and to this a few of the leading branches

may be tied, to prevent the plant being blown over

by the wind, but the branches look best if allowed

to hang gracefully and naturally.

They will not thrive under glass, nor can they

be successfully propagated, except by budding or by

cuttings in the open air. Winter grafting in heat

seems to take all vigour out of them.

We made a suggestion in a recent issue that they

might prove good subjects for forming hedges in

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
ABOUT LONDON.
CContinusi yyoin p. 540 J

WooDHATCH LoDOE, Reioite —The splendidly-

kept gardens of T. B. Haywood, E?q., are remarkable

for many features, but for none more so than the

annual display of Chrysanthemums, which always

reflect credit upon this enthusiastic amateur,

and his skilful gardener, Mr. C. J. Salter. A
visitor who may go down each year finds the col-

lection staged with the usual regard for neatness,

and in the Peach-houses, that are generally used for

the purpose. Indeed, the standard of quality varies

but little also, and the only apparent diflTerence on

entering the houses this season is, that we notice

some of the new varieties which have been added

during the year ; and when we look a little closer,

aid inspect the individual blooms, it beccmes evident

that the Japanese varieties are not quite equal to the

quality of lait year, and again, tbat the incurved

flowers, though late, will be better than they then

w^'ie. Incurved blooms generally this season are

being shown better than they were last year.

Immediately upon entering the house, there are

capital plants and blooms of Colonel W. B. Smith,

gome showing the fascinating twisted character of

tie florete, and others more fully developed. The

Bowers do not last long, and some growers do not

SJeak too kindly of the variety on this account.

Wm. Seward is conspicuous among the group by

reason of its colour; and some capital flowers of

Jno. Shrimpton are grand. Tnis bloom commends

itself to us most when it is just finished, and the

reverse is not seen, but only the soft velvety scarlet-

crimson. W. H. Lincoln is a little thin ; but there

will be fine flowers of President Borel, which at

present are not quite finished—the rose-coloured

florets and yellow reverse will be pretty here.

Mrs. Ilarman Payne is good, but a plant with

the finest buds and of the best colour is late,

and the flowers will not be fit for exhi-

bition for some days. Viviand Morel, in the

crown bud white, on other buds is rosy-pink,

notably, in two instances. James Lynch is the name

of a good crimson Japanese reflexed variety that

Mr. Salter has received privately from Australia
;

the habit is good, and the plants have four fine

medium- sized flowers of capital colour on each of

them. Edwin Molyneux and Charles Davis are both

of good quality, the latter varying in colour according

to the bud that was "taken." W. Tricker is not

finished yet, and Viscountess Hambleton is in about

the same stage, but both promise to be goad. Mrs.

Norman Davis and Coronet both require more time.

Mr. C. Shrimpton is good, and easily attracts the

attention ; whilst Louise is represented by a plant

with four good but unfinished blooms. Beauty of

Castlewood is only just bursting the buds, bat Com-

mandant Blusset is better than we had previously

seen it. This new Japanese variety is a splendid

acquisition in carmine-purple, and the blooms are of

large size, deep, and, when well grown, are distinct

from every other variety. Avalanche is conspicuous

from the unusually large size of one of the blooms,

and it may be noticed that King of Crimsone, though

known 60 long, is still included in a first-class

collection. Mdlle. Th^use Rey is capital, and Lord

Brooke will be good when the blooms are finished.

Alice Seward is a good Japanese of rose-purple, and

looked well here.

Prefe-. Roberts, certificated when shown recently

by Mr. Stevens, has the best blooms we have yet
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een of the variety; when fiaished, it has the

appearance of a large silver goblet. Sunflower will

be capital, but at present has only a few of the

blooms out, and some of the guard-florets have been

removed through damp. Condor has run about as

high as any of the plants, but its white flowers with

bash-rose are very good. The Tribune is not yet

out ; but W. H. Fowler, one of Mr. Owen's varieties,

a yellow reflexed Japanese, marked a little with

scarlet, looked admirable. Of Anemone-flowered

plants, M. Jules Benedict is a grand one, with good

cushion, and a pretty canary-jellow in colour. As
we have already said, the incurved flowers will be

good, but few of them were finished when these

notes were taken.

Oq looking through the well-managed Orchid-

houses there will be seen some pans of Ccelogyne

(Pleione) lagenaria, capitally flowered ; also many
and diverse forms of Dendrobium Phaltenopsis

Schroderianum, and some blooms of the delicate

hjbrid Cypripedium T. B. Haywood. The Zonal

Pelargoniums are also good.

Chbysanthemums at the Royal Exotic Nueseht,

Chelsea,

An nnusnaily good display of the Chrysanthemnm,

chiefly of the Japanese section, is to be seen at the

above nursery. It is particularly rich in novelties of

1893, and of the current year, and the cultivation of

all leaves little to be desired. We noticed fine blooms

of the following :—W. H. Fowler (Owen, 1893)

;

K. C. Kingston, the rosy-purple colour nicely brought

oat ; Golden Gate, a good but rare American

variety—it has done better than Golden Wedding

;

another American is Lilian B. Bird, a distinct pur-

plish-lilac, still scarce—a tall grower; Le Versean,

rich carmine; John Shrimpton was very good; also

Colonel B. W. Smith, a very variable flower when

side-buds are selected ; Mrs. ]?eter Blair, an incurved

Japanese of a pale lilac hue, had many good blooms

;

also Madame T. Key, J. C. Schwabe, Wilfrid Mar-

shall, Mdlle. Marie Hoste, the last named having

nice blooms on cut-backs ; L'Isera, a white of Mr,

Davis' raising, quite new ; the pure white Princess

May, Lord Brooke, and many more. In the absence

of fogs and rain, the collection is likely to last in

good order for a few weeks longer.

{To hi continued.)

The Rosary.
—

DRESSING ROSES.
Deessino Roses ! The simple and uninitiated in

the art of Rose exhibiting may ask, what can be the

meaning of this ? If Roses are dressed, how, and in

what way ? To one who has lived all his lifetime

amongst florists' flowers, the dressing of such sub-

jects is of course a well-known practice ; but it is

only of late years that one so distasteful in itself,

and so destructive of the best interests of the Rose,

has been applied to the Queen of flowers. I have

been used from early days to see it carried on

amongst Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks; the

Dahlia and the Chrysanthemum have been subjected

to it ; but one had fondly hoped the Rose might be

spared this humiliation, bat alas ! it has come upon

us, and every year the practice seems to be in-

creasing. The National Rose Society has passed a

rule against it, which will have, I think, to be made
more stringent, if we are to not only scotch, but kill

the monster.

Before proceeding farther, let me first disclaim

any sympathy with extreme views as the results of

the practice. It has been said by some good autho-

rities, " Yon see what the practice has done in other

flowers
;
people have so dressed the Carnation and

Picotee, that they have abandoned the culture of old

florist varieties, and taken to border-flowers ; they

have seen the stands of beautifully- dressed and
arranged flowers at exhibitions, and finding they

could not grow anything like them (not being adepts

in the art of dressing), have flown to the rougher

and more showy border varieties." Again, it is said

that the dressing of the incurved varieties of Chrys-

anthemums, which has been carried to such an

excess, that half an hour is spent over making np

the toilet of each flower exhibited, has led to their

comparative neglect, and the more extended favour

given to the .Japanese varieties. Now, the statements

with regard to both of these flowers are, I think,

exaggerated. It may be true that in a few instances

this has been the case, but the general preference

given to the border Carnation and the Japanese

Chrysanthemum is due to a different cause—the

present taste for the growth of flowers generally

being that of decoration both in the garden and for

the house. Now the old florist types of Carnation

and Picotee, reflned and beautifnl as they are, do not

lend themselves to either of these purposes ; they

are dear, and ever will be to the true florist who will

ever admire the wonderful patience and skill which
has brought them to the state of perfection to which

they have now attained. But for the general public

whether in dressed or undressed state they have but

little charm ; the more showy and brilliant border

Sowers are much more to their taste. But let it not

be supposed that even these escape the dresser's

hands ; let anyone examine stands of border Carna-

tions at any of our exhibitions, and it will be found

that they too have been manipulated ; and as to the

Japanese Chrysanthemums and the preference given

to them, the same holds good. With a friend I

examined the other day the beautifully-arranged

table and other decorations at the Chrysanthemum
exhibition at the Aquarium, and amongst all of

them there was not a single incurved variety passed

;

small blooms of the Japanese varieties were the

only ones to be seen.

But to return to the Rose, which ought to stand on
an entirely different footing, and which has really

never been considered a florist flower, it seems to

be almost as thankless a task to dress it as

to paint the Lily ; and there is this difference

between it and the flowers already mentioned,

that whereas they can be and are operated upon
at home, the Rose must be manipulated at the

place of exhibition, and therefore, it is that on

a show day wt may see in some quiet corner an
anxious exhibitor sitting over his boxes. He has

a pencil and a pair of tweezers in his hand ; with one
he opens out the flower so as to give it a larger ap-

pearance, and with the other turns back the outside

(sometimes indeed all the petals), so as to alter the

character of the flower completely. He takes away,

if possible, all bad petals, and generally gives, if not a
wash, a brush up to his flowers.

Some two or three years ago this matter, which even

then disturbed men's minds, was brought before the

committee of the National Rose Society, and a

rule was passed against over-dressing. This rule,

from its very vagueness is inoperative ; in

one or two cases stands were disqualified,

bat at the same time it was well known that

others managed with a little more skill to escape

detection. I cannot but think that if the rule were
made to make all dressing a disqnalification, exhi-

bitors, seeing what is the wish and intention of the

National Rose Society, would fall in with the regu-

lation. No instrument, pencil, or tweezers should be

allowed to be used, and the object should be to have

the Rose shown as cut from the tree ; moreover, as

I have said, dressing is not carried on at home, but

at the place of exhibition, and exhibitors, if not

influenced by the morale of the matter would probablv

be unwilling to expose themselves to detection, I

do not think that the practice now very often

adopted of putting a piece of bass round the blooms
when carrying them to the place of exhibition,

should come under this category. There is another
advantage which would be gained at such exhibi-

tions as the Crystal Palace by the adoption of some
such rule : owing to the shortness of the time which,

arising from the exigencies of the case can be given

to judging, there is the greatest possible difficulty

in getting the boxes ready by the appointed time ;

in some casef , at least, this does arise from this very

practice, and therefore, if it were disallowed, it

would greatly help both exhibitors and judges. In
writing these remarks, 1 have been actuated by
desire to uphold honest exhibiting, and also the

character ot the flower we love, both of which are

jeopardised by this unseemly practice. H^ild Rose.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE PIiOWEK GABDEIT.

Bv John Lambert, Gardener, Powit Castlt, Welshpool.

WINDOW- BOXES, VASES, ETC.—Where plant-

boxes are provided for the windows, they should now
be cleared of their summer occupants, refilling the

boxes with new soil if that which has served hitherto is

not in a fairly good condition. For filling them use

Dutch bulbs, Stocks, yellow and brown Wallflowers,

&c., in addition to the small evergreen or variegated-

leaved shrubs, such as Aucubas and Conifers, Enony-
mus radicans and japonica, New Zealand Veronicas,

Skimmias, &c. The soil should be of a porous nature,

and the drainage good. Where a good collection of

shrubs and Conifers is in the possession of the gar-

dener, very tasteful arrangements may be made in

window-boxes—in fact, these may be made to look

almost as pleasing as the more showy summer boxes.

Some of the most useful Conifers for the pnrpose

are the Cupressus Lawsoniana and its varieties,

including albo-lutea and albo-spica ; Retinospora

plumosa, R. p. aurea, and R, squarrosa ; but a diffi-

culty will often be found in obtaining the two latter

sufficiently tall for back rows, owing to their bushy
habit. For front rows, any small plants of those

enumerated will answer admirably, and may be
interspersed with Buxus, Phillyreat, Skimmias, and
Veronicas, with Ivies as trailers. Where bulbs are

used, care should be taken in making the selection,

that the varieties planted will afford a succession of

bloom—a not difficult matter. Some of the more
useful bulbs are Snowdrops, Crocus, Scillas, Hya-
cinths, Chionodoxas, Tulips, and Narcissus. Another
arrangement may consist of Wallflowers and Stocks,

either mixed with shrubs or in masses, with an edging

of alpine Auriculas, Primroses, or Daisies.

DAHLIAS.-Cut these down to within 4 or

5 inches of the ground, treating them similarly to

the Begonias, and before putting them away in their

winter quarters, laying them on their side for the

present, and make the labels fast on the stems.

LOBELIA CARDINALIS should be lifted carefully,

and stored in boxes of light soil. Keep them cool

and dryish, but not dast-dry, or they will waste away
with a kind of dry-rot.

HINTS IN GENERAL.-The work of clearing the

flower-beds should be persevered with when the

state of the weather will permit. Before digging

the beds, they should have a moderate dressing

of rotten manure, well mixed with the soil if

they are to be filled with the usual spring flowering

bedders. Where the edgings of Pyrethrum parthe-

nifoliam aureum are still in good condition, it will

suffice to trim them neatly, making them of one
uniform width. The transplanting and planting of

shrubs and trees may be pushed on with, and all vacant

beds should be manured and dug, leaving the soil in

a fairly rough state.

FBUITS UNDBB OLASS.
By Bailey Wadds, Gardener. Birdsall Gardens. Fork.

KEEPING GRAPES.—Good attention should now
be given to those Grapes which will have to be kept
for spring supply. For this purpose, Muscat of

Alexandria, Black Alicante, Lady Downes, and
West's St. Peter's, in the order named, are the

best. The bunches are best if they remain on the

Vines till early in January, at which time they
should be cut with a long piece of the shoot

attached, and placed in bottles of water in a cool

room, where by preference there is no other fruit.

By deferring cutting till January, the stalks do not
shrivel so quickly as when they are removed earlier

;

especially is this true of Muscat of Alexandria. The
footstalks of the bunches of this Grape are tender,

and do not want handling much after they are cut

;

and when the fruit is perfectly ripe, not nearly so

much water is absorbed as by bunches of Black
Alicante. It is the best late - ripening Grape,
the berries continuing to acquire colour so long as

there are leaves on the Vine. The bunches of

Muscats should be carefully examined on alternate

days for decaying berries ; and in removing these,

the sound berries should be carefully preserved from
injury from the point of the scissors, and the stalks

should not be twisted. A pointed bit of stick may
be used in extracting the decayed or mouldy
berries, it being less injurious to the appearance
of the berries than the tips of the fingers.

November is the worst month in the year

for the Grapes, owing to fogs and dampness.
The bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, if still on
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the ViDea, will require careful attention, if they must
be kept till Christmas, the skin of well-ripened

berries being very tender, and quickly affected by
damp. Still, they may be kept in good condition till

January by means of good ventilation, and by not
allowing condensed moisture to drip on to them
from the glass. The temperature of a vinery in

which Grapes are banging should not fall below 42°,

and air should be afforded by the top ventilators at

all times except during severe frost. Keep the

temperature at 50 to 55° during the day, with

abundance of air. The heating apparatus may be

used on alternate days. In the Grape-room the

bottles in which the Grapes are placed will require

filling twice a week, taking care not to spill the

water about the floor in doing so. A large pan is

useful to stand the bottles in when filling them, and
all moisture should be dried up on completing the

j .b. Plenty of ventilation by means of doors and
windows, with fire-heat frequently, are required to

kfep the Grapes in good condition. In moist dis-

tricts, it the Grapes must hang on the Vines till the

Nsw Year, outside borders should be protected with

sbutters or tarpaulin.

THE EARLY VINERY, if the Vines were pruned,

and tverything made ready for a start, may now
be closed, but no fire-heat will be needed for

a fortnight, although the gentle warmth afforded

by a bed of leaves and stable- litter placed in the
middle of the house will be useful in exciting the
Vines. This bed ought to be made on a thick wooden
platform. The temperature may be kept at about
55° till the buds break, then an increase of 5"^ to 10°

may be given by fire-heat. The tops of the rods

may be lowered to the middle of the house to afford

the buds on the lower half a chance of starting

simultaneously with the others. Damp the Vines
daily with tepid water, and cover the border if out-

with a bed of dry litter 18 inches thick; and see

that all drains and water- spouts are in perfect order.

THE OKCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White. Orchid Grower^ Burford, Dorking.

CATTLEYA LABIATA.— The beautiful autumn-
flowering varieties of Cattleya labiata are great

favourites, and for cut bloom they are admirable.

Of the few species of Orchids which bloom at the
present season, the labiatas are undoubtedly the

best; and now that so many of the plants are in or

passing out of flower, the importance of removing
the spikes and flower-sheaths from the plants may
be urged upon cultivators. This removal should
take place at the same time that the blooms are

taken, as if delayed, moisture accumulates at the
base of the sheath, the leaves become spotted and
fall off, and the new pseudobulbs frequently decay,

and maybe the plant is also lost. To preserve

plants thus affected, the decaying parts should be

cut off without delay. If decay comes from excess

of water at the roots, the health of the plant is

injured, and in any case a drier atmosphere should
be afforded as the best means of arresting decay.

Healthy plants after flowering may be placed in the

coolest and best-ventilated part of the Cattleya-

house, and be kept there during their long period of

rest. Daring the winter, water at the root is only

necessary at long intervals of time, snfiicient being
applied to keep the pseudobulbs plnmp, the objrct

being to induce free growth of the roots, and yet

to prevent premature growth. As regards repotting,

those plants which require a larger pot should have
their needs attended to so soon as the new roots are

observed to be pushing from the base of the current

season's growth; but if they are past that stage,

repotting had better be postponed till there is a
return of activity. The earlier-flowering C. 1. var.

Gaskellians, although its roots are growing and
extending, should not be disturbed by repotting it

at this season, but in the spring when the new
breaks will appear.

OTHER SPECIES OF CATTLEYA.—Among those

that require some special kind of attention in the
autumn is C. Lawrenceana, a species that is late in

starting to grow, and owing to lack of sunlight and
natural heat, makes comparatively slow progress.

It is important that each plant should be so placed

as to be exposed to all the sunlight passible, large

specimers being elevated till their leaves are within

a few inches of the roof-glass, and small plants sus-

pended by wire from the roof. The warmest part of

the Cattleya-house is the best place for them, as the

young breaks are apt to decay if much water is affjrded

the plants at this st'ason—a good deal of discretion

must be used iu affording it. When fall develop-

ment has taken place, but very little will be needed to

keep the pseudobulbs plump ; an increased quantity

being applied when the flower-sheaths show. When
the flowers are fully expanded, the quantity of water
may be again gradually curtailed till no more is

required than will prevent shrivelling. Plants of

C. Percivalliana having completed the growth of their

pseudobulbs, should be kept moderately dry at the

root, over-dryness causing either abortive flowering

or deformed flowers. This species should also be well

raised up to the light at all seasons. A very desirable

Cattleya now in flower is C. Bowringiana, whose
blooms, though small, are richly coloured, and
like the autumn- flowering C. labiata, it is a

very free-flowering species, whose large spikes

have a pleasing appearance by artificial light.

It is a plant of easy culture. In a few weeks from
the present time quantities of new roots will be seen

pushing from the base of the pseudobulbs now
flowering, and then is the best time to repot any of

the plants that may require more space or fresh

materials. Another nice autumn-flowering Orchid is

Lselia Perrinii, but which many persons have dis-

carded because its blooms are short-lived ; when
the plant has passed out of flower, a long rest, with

but little root-moisture, should be afforded it.

up. The cuttings should have the upper part dipped
iu warm fresh lime-wash, to protect the buds from
the birds. Place the cuttings 6 inches apart in rows
1 foot apart, and let the base of the cuttings be
6 inches below the surface of the soil. Make the
ground firm, and apply a mulch of decayed tree-
leaves of some kind before frosts occur.

THE HAHDY FKUIT OARDBN.
By T. TUBTON, Gardentr, Maiden ErUgh, Reading.

MAKING PLANTATIONS OF RASPBERRIES.—
Ordinary garden land, if prepared as advised in

a former Calendar, will now be settled and in a fit

state for planting. Advantage should be taken to

get the setting out of the Raspberry plants finished

before colder weather sets in, autumn-planted Rasp-

berries doing better the first season than spring-

planted. However, where the land is of a stiff

nature, it will be better to lay it up as roughly as

possible, and the planting performed from the

middle of January to the middle of the

next month. Where Raspberry canes are to

be secured to wire fences, the rows should be

not less than 6 feet apart, the canes being planted

18 inches apart, two canes being laid in from each

stool. Where stakes are used, I consider that these

form the best kind of support for being readily

removable. A new plantation can be formed when
the old ones are wcrn out without incurring expense.

For this method of securing the fruiting canes, the

plant should stand 6 feet apart from row to row, and

4 feet apart in the row, stakes being placed midway
between the plants in the rows ; if the plants stand

triangularwise, they will have the greater amount of

space for the development of the young canes. Tie

loosely the young canes to the stakes for the

present. Before frosts occur mulch the land with

stable dung, &c.

SMALL FRUIT : FRUIT BUSHES.—Where the

Currant and Gooseberry quarter is adjacent to a farm-

yard, the stables, or other places which afford a

harbour for sparrows, the pruning of the bushes

should be speedily completed, and the buds made
distasteful to the sparrow and birds generally, by
syringing them with a whitewash made from freshly-

slaked lime and fresh soot. It will be necessary

before using this wash, to pass it through a sieve,

with a very fine mesh. Unlike the bullfinch, which
does not usually begin to destroy the buds till early

in the new year, the sparrow islsuspected from the end

of the month of October, and delay in pruning and
dressing will result in the loss of a large number of

the buds, the Red and White Currants being the

first kinds attacked. In pruning the bushes of these

fruits, a few young shoots should be left each year for

taking the places of old or cankered branches.

Experience only can teach the pruner how to prune

Gooseberries to the best advantage, as the different

varieties should be differently pruned ; but some of

the old branches should be cut out of all of them, or

they become so crowded that the gathering of the

fruit in the middle of the bush becomes a matter of

difficulty. Upright growers, like Whitesmith, Cham-
pagne, &c., after pruning back to the best-placed

youngshoots, should have the side-shoots spurred-in to

1 inch or less in length. The Red Warrington and

others of a more or less pendulous habit may be

pruned-back to well-placed young shoots if the

bushes are sufficiently large, shortening these slightly

to a bud on the upper side of the shoot. Cuttings

of Gooseberries and Currants may be made and put

in on a border. Cuttings should be made from
straight, well-ripened, firm shoots at least 12 inches

long, and which have been taken off close to

the old wood, but avoiding the actual base

of the shoot, as that part is full of dormant
buds. Leave four bads near the top of the

cutting to furnish shoots, and cut out the rest,

buds left underground caming suckers to push

PLANTS UNDEB OIiASS.
By J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover Home, Boehampton, S. W,

MIGNONETTE. — Shift any young plants now
growing in 3-inch pots into 5-inch ones, using a rich
friable loam in which mortar-rubbish and charcoal
are freely incorporated with a small quantity of sand,
and passing it all through a J^-inch sieve. In potting,
press the fresh soil somewhat firmly about the old
ball, so that a stout robust growth may be fostered,
instead of a weak, lanky one ; and employ small
sticks as directed in a previous calendar. Let the
pots stand near the glass roof in a cool greenhouse.

PERPETUAL OR TREE CARNATIONS. — These
plants should now be supplying numbers of flowers

for cuttings, and beyond tying up straggling shoots,

and keeping the plants free from aphis, little more
can be done. Air should be aflTorded liberally, and
the pots stood upon some such materials as shingle,

gravel, coal -ashes, &c., a very slight heat being
aflTorded in the pipes in cold weather. Young plants

to flower later should be pushed on rapidly, but
maintaining strong growth by carefully affording

farmyard manure-water once a week, and by way
of change some other kind of manure. Syringing
these Carnations overhead may still be practised

twice daily, but should frost set in, then once a day
will suflice, and this only in the early forenoon, when
a bright day is anticipated. Attend to the necessary
sticking of the plants, and the removal of all decayed
leaves.

THE FORCING HOUSE.—A succession of flowering

plants should be kept up by the introduction at

intervals, and as occasion demands, of the various

subjects usually in demand at this season, such as

Indian Azaleas, which force readily when the growth
has been well ripened, and the buds are in consequence
rather forward. A forcing - house should be kept

at a brisk heat with a humid atmosphere, otherwise
disappointment may be expected. Crowns of Lily

of the Valley should be placed in a propagating case

or some such place, where they can be readily

covered over, treating them like Seakale crowns, till

the flower-spike is about j inch long, when a gradual

inuring to the light should take place. It is well, if

the flowers be not wanted immediately, to transfer

the boxes of crowns, &c., to some cooler place, where
the flowers will last in nice condition much longer

than would otherwise be the case,

CANNA8.—These plants will now be sufficiently

ripened to admit of water being withheld altogether

from the roots, and the pots containing them may be

laid on their sides on a shelf in a cool greenhouse
where they will not be reached by frost.

FUCHSIAS.—Water may also be withheld in the

case of plants which flowered in the early part of the

summer, and the growth is now mature. The same
kind of quarters as that recommended for the Cannaa
will suit these plants.

THE KITCHEN GAKDBN
By Arthur Coombes. Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley,

DIGGING AND TRENCHING.—The recent heavy

rains have thoroughly moistened the soil, but dig-

ging may not be done on any soil that is in a pasty

condition, heavy land needing great care in this

respfct. Unless the subsoil is of good quality,

bastard-trenching is best, the subsoil being broken

up with a digging-fork, but left at the bottom.

Daring the progress of the work, partly rotten dung,

tree leaves, and garden refuse, may be shovelled into

the trenches of a regular thickness, covering this

with a good thick layer of the upper crust, skimmed
off with the spade. Always dig the top-soil in thin

spits, and do not break them up, the frost pene-

trating the soil to a greater extent if the clods are

rough and whole. As far as possible, manure should

be applied to heavy soils at this season, but on light

ones it is best withheld till the spring, except on

plots intended for Onions, Carrots, and other deep-

rooting plants.

GLOBE ARTICHOKES.-Having forked into the

soil a dressing of rotten manure, it will now be

necessary to protect the plants from frost, by sur-

rounding each plant with a small mound or etable-

litter or tree leaves, not unduly pressing against the

plants, and excludine all liaht and air from them, or

decay of the heart-leaves will result.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
%

AdTertlsements shoiUd be sent to tbe PUBLISHER.

UlUStratlOIIB.— rfte Editor will thaiikfully receive and select

pJiotograpfis or drawings, suitable for reproditction in these

pages, of gardens, or of reviarkahle plants, flowers, trees,

£c. ; but fte cannot he responsible for loss or injury.

JHQWSpSLpQTB.—CorrespOTidents sending riewspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,

TUESDAY,

SUJJDiY,

TUESDAY,

MEETINGS.
t Eoyal Horticultural Society's Com-

Nov. 13^ mitteea at the Drill Hall, James
( Street. Westminster.

WEDNESDAY, NOT. 14-Ea6t Auglia Horticultural Club.

SHOWS.
{Royal Agricultural aud Botanical

Society of Ghent, Belgium (two
days).

Kingston and Surbitoo.

West of England, at Plymouth

Knr ^^' C"" days).
i^o\. iM Southampton (two days).

I Faroham (two days).
(.Kidderminster,

f
York Florists (three days)
Windsor, Eton, and District.

Hertford Horticultural.
, . / Hull and East Riding (two days).

^ Birminehem (two dayf-).

South Shields (two dayi.).

Rugby (two days).

Bristol (two days).

Edinburgh (three days).
Winchester (two days).
Birkenhead.
Bolton (two days).

(Chesterfield (two days).
Bradford (two days).

Nov. !)—Sheffield (two days).

WEDNESDAY, Nov.

THURSDAY, Nov. 15,

FRIDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Nov.

SALES.
/Important Unreserved Sale of Nur-

sery Stock, at the Ottershaw
Nurseries, near Chertsey, by
order of Messrs. Fletcher Bros.,

by Protheroe & Morris (four

Key. 12\ days).
Special Sale of 10,000 Hardy Peren-

nials, Carnations, &c , at Pro-

theroe & Morris' Rooms.
I Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
(Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe* Morris'

Rooms.
Imported and Established Orchids,

at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.
Japanese Lilies, Roses. &c., at
" heroe & Morris' Rooms.

Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris*

Nov. 13<

('Japanese

,.J Prothero
") Dutch Bull

(. Booms.
(Continental Plants, Roses, Palms,

&c., at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
^Orchids, from Messrs. Linden,

I
Brussels, at Proi heroe & Morris'

Nov. 16 -i Rooms.
I
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe i Morris'

[ Rcome.

„ nt Dutch Bulbs, at Protherce and
piOT. u-^ Morris' Rooms.

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK. DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.- 42".4.

' False Crosses
"

It is a common experience among

in Strawberries,
hji^ridisers that, although every

care be taken to prevent the

access of a flower's own pollen, yet the resulting

seedlings show little or nothing of a crossed

origin, but resemble almost entirely one or

other of their parents. As an illustration, we may
refer to the experiments made by Mr. Grieve
and others to cross the Zonal Pelargonium with

the wild Geranium pratense. The seedlings so

raised that we have seen, have been almost

identical with the last-named plant, though there

has sometimes been a mere trace of variation.

In connection with this subject M. A. Millardet
has published a Note sur I'Hybriil cition sans

croisement , ou/ausse hybridation in Les Mcmoires

de la Society des Sciences physiques et natureUes

de Bordeau.r, t. iv. (4e Si^rie). He pro-

poses these terms to indicate the result when
the progeny of cross - fertilisation resembles

almost, if not entirely, oneorother of the parents.

He finds this to be the rule in Strawberries,

among which crosses and hybrids resemble most
often the maternal type, as the following ex-

amples show :

—

Fraisier des quatre saisons t>lanc, a coulants x

Chili velu.— This gave four hybrids, one exactly

resembled the mother, excepting in the fruits

being red ;
the three others reproduced com-

pletely the paternal type.

Black Hauthois x Globe.—This gave fifteen

hybrids ; of which fourteen reproduced the

maternal characters, one only resembled the

father.

Black Hautbois X Chili velu.—Eight hybrids

were obtained, all reproduced the maternal

type.

Black Hautbois X Gaillon rouge.—Ten hybrids

resulted, all being exactly like the mother. The
seed of one of these hybrids gave two plants at the

second generation , one of which—the sole example

met with—reproduced the paternal characters.

These will be sufficient to show the general

character of the experiments.

Although, as we have said, earlier experi-

menters have met with somewhat similar

results with other flowers, it was suspected

that accidental pollination had supervened, or

even that parthenogenesis had taken place.

But, as the author says, this is the first time

to his knowledge that this fact is established

in a positive manner. He alludes to the expe-

riences of Herbert and Pabkman, and adds,

" but if one had sometimes recorded the entire

reproduction of the maternal characters in

hybridisation, that of the paternal had escaped

all observation." Referring to Mr. F. Park-
man's paper on " The Hybridisation of Lilies

"

(Gardeners' Chronicle, January 5, 1878), his

results seem to have been quite as pronounced as

M. SIillArdet's, as far as the reproduction in

the hybrids of the maternal characters is con-

cerned ; for he also found that very many
seedlings resembled the mothers. It is not always

that all the off.spring of a seed-vessel resembles

the mother, for while the majority may do so,

one or more may be true hybrid". Thus, Mr.
Parkman describes the production of a fine

hybrid Lilium speciosnm X auratum (figured

in Florist and Pomologist, Slarch, 1876) ; while

of fifty seedlings from the same pod, forty-nine

resembled speciosum. Similarly, Mr. P. N. Don,
describing two hybrids in the Gardeners' Jour-

nal, 1847, p. 61.5, speaking of Begonias, he says :—"The two following varieties (B. prolifera and
B. hybrida) were raised from seed of B. manicata

X B. coccinea. A fact worthy of notice is, that

from one seed-pod the species manicata (the

maternal type), and the two hybrids were all

raised in great numbers—a proof that the pollen

did not effect a change in the whole of the

seeds, which is not easily accounted for, as the

whole of the male flowers were taken off

B. manicata before the time of crossing, and
continually removed as they appeared, until the

pod began to swell, and no others wore in the

house at the time."

M. Millardet gives no instance of this

kind. In one case only, quoted above, did a

plant of the second generation revert to the

paternal type. Making a summary of his results,

we find that of forty-four of these so-called

" false hybrids," or " hybrids without crossing,"

thirty-eight reproduced the maternal characters,

and six the paternal. Of eight other cases, the

offspring were all after the maternal type in

both first and second generations.

Of Mr. Vbitch's hybrid Rhododendrons among
East-Indian species, studied by Mr. Henslovv,

when a composite hybrid was crossed by a true

species, the latter mostly overpowered the

maternal form completely in the offspring ; thus,

when Hippolyta, a hybrid containing four species,

and one of them twice was crossed with R.

multicolor var. Cnrtisii, the result was similar

to the male parent. Similarly, Monarch, a

large-flowered hybrid, containing five species,

and one of them twice, was crossed with the

small-blossoming R. malayanum, and the result

was R. malayanum.
M. Millardet refers to Naudin's experi-

ments, in one of which he crossed Datura Stra-

monium by D. ceratocaula, and obtained two fertile

plants only differing from the mother in size.

Their seeds also produced D. Stramonium. On the

other hand, D. Imvis x Stramonium gave 40

plants, which only differed from the male parent

in size and a diminution of the spines on a cer-

tain number of fruits. Of four individuals

resulting from their seeds, which had fertilised

one another, three resembled the father, one the

mother.

The author concludes his paper by discussing

the question how far the localisation of the

parental characters can be traced in the cellular

structure of the hybrid. He shows how in Vine

crosses the different forms of the stomata reveal

separately their origins respectively ; while

intermediate forms are mixed with them, very

much the same results were found by Mr. M.
Macfahlanb in other plants (see Gardener^

Chronicle, 1893, March 28).

Mr. Henslow has, we believe, endeavoured to

trace similar combinations of microscopic differ-

ences in several of Mr. Veitch's hybiid Rhodo-

dendrons referred to above, but, with rare excep-

tions, they gave only negative results.

Waterfall at Stephen's Green.—The arti-

ficial rockwork depicted in the illustration (fig. 74)

affords aa excellent and characteristic bit of the

handiwork of the veteran Mr. Pulham, Broxbonrne,

Herts, His work, when dealing with artificlel

materials, which is asually massive in appearance,

has a close resemblance to natnral sandstone, in ill

imitation of cleavage, stratification, and colour

;

and, what is of more consequence to the gardener,

the materials of which it consists are of such a

nature that most plants suceeed on it, provided the

oil in which the; are to grow is suited to the plants'

needs. The photograph fiom which our engravirg

was taken was kindly sent us by Mr. W. Sheppaed,

who has done much in lajingout recently public

gardens and parks in the Irish metropolis. (See

ante, p, 100, July 28 last.)

Royal Horticultural Society.— At the

next meeting of this Society, which takes place in

the Drill Hall, .James Street, Victoria Street, West-

minster, on Tuesday next, the 13th inst., special

prizes are offered for Chrysanthemums, and a large

show of these flowers is anticipated. At 3 f m.. a

lecture on " Chrysanthemums " will be given by Mr.

C. E. Shea, F.E H.S.

LiNNEAN Society.—At the meeting of this

society on Thursday, November 1, Mr. C. B. Clabke,

F.R S., President, in the chair, Messrs. Arthur P.

Grekn and F. Lewis were elected Fellows. Mr.

Alexander Whvte was admitted. Messrs. H. & J.

Gboves exhibited an undetcribed Chara from West-

meath, and made remarks upon its peculiar mode tf

growth. Mr. J. O. Teppek exhibited photographs of

a new and remarkable Fungus from South Australia,

which explained the formation of the peculiar stone-

like nodules occasionally found when clearing scrub-

land. These were found to be due to the agglutinating

nature of the mycelium of this fungus, the grains

being permanently cemented by lime and ferrugi-

nous oxides. The Rev. G. He.mslow made some

remarks on a peculiar mode of propagation of

Oxalis cernna, observed in Malta, and exhibited

some views taken during his sojourn there.
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Mr. MiLLEE Christy exhibited a long piece of

leaden pipe which had been gnawed through its

entire length by rats, in a manner which showed

that the object was not, as generally supposed, to

get access to water. Mr. E. M. Holmes exhibited

some carious plants from Japan. On behalf of Mr.

A. W. Waters, a paper was then read " On Medi-

terranean and New Z»aland Retipora, and on a

Fenestrate Bryozoan
;

" and on behalf of Dr. J.

MiJLLEE, a paper on "Lichens in the Kew Her-

barium."

On the occasion of the meeting to be held

on the evening of November 15, 1894, at 8 o'clock,

Royal Horticultural Society of Ire-

land.—At the annu.-!! Chrysanthemum and Fruit

Show, to be held at Ball's Bridge, Dublin, on

November 14 and 15, the Council have decided to

allot space for the display of horticultural appli-

ances and sundries. The ample space available at

the Ball's Bridge premises enables the Society to

bring before horticulturists and the public generally

many of the appliances which modern progress has

provided. No charge will be made for space, but

early application must be made to the secretary,

at the office of the Society, 15, Lower Sackville

Street,

alphabetical list to be found at the end of the

present one, together with the novelties of last

season, and such of thoso for the current year as were

exhibited in promising form at the Floral Committee
meetings of the National Chrysanthemum Society this

season. The novelties of 1894 being very numerou',

and as yet untested for the most part, are not included.

The hope is expressed of the publication of an entirely

new revision of the Society's list, and its re- issue in

one volume. The names of Messrs. W. Hebbeet
FowLEE, E. C. Jukes, H. J. Jones, A. Tayloe, C.

Uabman Payne, are a suiEcient guarantee for the

thoroughness and intelligence with which the present

Fig. 74 — waterfam., stei'hin's uhlen dujiun. (tKK v. 0G.^ /

papers to be read are:—1, A Revision of the Biitish

Copepoda, belonging to the two Genera, Bradya and

Ectinosoma, by Thos. Scott, F.L.S.; and 2, Recent

Observations on the plant yielding Bhang (Cannabis

sativa), by Dr. D. Phain, F.L S.

LINDLEY Library.—The subscriptions received

or promiied up to the present, amount to about £70,

too small a sum to warrant the printing of the

catalogue. Among recent subscribers we note the

Bentham Trustees £5 5s ; W. P. Burkenshaw,

Eiq, 10s. ; Captain Pakenham Mahon, £1; W. E.

Gumbleton, Esq., £1 Is. ; W. M. Appleton, Eiq., 5s.

;

and trust that we may speedily be able to announce

lurther contributions.

Official Catalogue of the National
Chrysanthemum Society.—We have received

the new official catalogue of the National Chrysan-

themum Society, which forms the second supplement

to the centenary edition of the hitherto standard

list of Chrysanthemums cultivated in this country.

This supplement has been mainly called for by the

large number of new varieties which have been sent

out since the publication of the first supplement

in 1892, and the changes in the positions occupied

by the leading show varieties ; and it will supersede

all previous lists so far as judges and exhibitors of

Chrysanthemums are concerned. The compilers

remark that all the varieties included in the two

previous supplemental lists are incorporated in an

issue has been prepared. We note the preponderance

of French names given to the flowers, which of

itself points to the almost uncontested superiority of

Frenchmen in the raising of new flowers, and the

overwhelming number of the so-called Japanese

varieties. In a new edition, we should be glad to see

the colours of all varieties mentioned, and the section

to which they belong indicated in the usual manner,

as by so doing the list would be more valuable for

purpose of reference than it at present is.

Stowmahket Horticultural Class.—The
Eist Suffolk County Council Technical Instruction

Committee have appointed Charles Bebey, Gar-

dener, Goldrood, Ipswich, to give a course of ten
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lectures upon " How to Cultivate the Cottage
Garden and Allotment," the firit of which he gave
on Friday evening, November 2, at the Working
Men's Room, Stowmarket, the subject treated being
" The Apple." The lecture was illustrated by dia-

grams, and was attentively listened to throughout.
We understand that Mr. Beehy's services are very
much appreciated.

North of Scotland Root, Fruit, and
Vegetable Association.— The twenty-fourth
annual exhibition of this Association was held at

Inverurie, N.B., on Saturday, the 3rd inst. There was
a decrease all over, but principally in fruit and
Potatos, of about 100 entries as compared with
1H93, when the entries numbered 735, as against
630 on Saturday last. But looking to the character
of the season as affecting the fruit crop, and the
deficiency that exists in both the Turnip and the
Potato crops, it was surprising to find not only such
a large exhibition of those products, but that the
quality was of such a high standard.

Is THE Tomato a "Fruit" or a "Vege-
table " ?—We and our colleagues of the Press are
often called on to give an opinion on this subject in

reference to disputed interpretation of flower-show
schedules. For our own parts, we say that while
the Tomato is botanically a fruit, its use in gardening
is almost entirely that of a " vegetable," and hence
it should, for garden purposes, be so classed.

Latterly, however, the introduction of dessert-
Tomatos has introduced a fresh source of confusion

;

but the case is so exceptional, that we do not think
it need invalidate our statement. The following
extract from Bailey's Annals of Hortioidtme (U.S.)
for 1893 shows that an American judge takes the
same view as ourselves, and lays down the law
accordingly :

—
" There being no evidence," says the

judge, "that the words ' fruits ' and 'vegetables ' have
acquired any special meaning in trade or commerce,
they must receive their ordinary meaning
Botanically speaking, Tomatos are the fruit of the
Vine, just as are Cucumbers, Squashes, Beans,
and Peas. [! !] But in the common language of the
people, whether sellers or consumers of provisions,

all these are vegetables, which are grown in kitchen
gardens, and which, whether eaten cooked or raw,
are, like Potatos, Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips, Beets,
Cauliflower, Cabbage, Celery, and Lettuce, usually
served at dinner in, with, or after the soup, fish, or
meats which constitute the principal parts of the
repast, and not, like fruits generally, as dessert. The
attempt to class Tomatos as fruit is not unlike a
recent attempt to class Beans as seeds, of which
Mr. Justice Bbadley, speaking for this court, said :

' We do not see why they should be classed as seeds
any more than Walnuts should be so classified.

Both are seeds in the language of botany or natural
history, but not in commerce or in common parlance.
On the other hand, in speaking generally of pro-
visions. Beans may well be included under the term
' vegetables.' As an article of food on our tables,
whether baked or boiled, or forming the basis of
soup, they are used as a vegetable, as well when ripe
as when green. This is the principal use to which
they are put.' " It is very amusing to see the nse of
the word "Vine" in this connection. On this side
of the Atlantic, we should never say that Tomatos
or Vegetable Marrows grew on Vines ! Our
American cousins use the word vine in a very broad
sense to include all herbaceous stems that are more
or less trailing or climbing.

Horticultural Travelling Structures
at the Antwerp Exhibition.—It may be of
interest for our readers to learn that the new travel-
ling hot-houses, which run on wheels and rails, and
which were recently noticed in these pages, have been
awarded the only prize medal given to British
horticultural buildings.

Dahlias.—Messrs. Dobbie & Co., of Rothesay,
send ns a photograph of their Dahlia grounds, which
show how extensive are their collections, and how
well cultivated. The single Dahlias in the view
before ns are particularly well represented.

South Birmingham Gardeners' Associa-
tion.—On November 1, Mr. Q. Read, the Assistant
Gardening Instructor for the county of Worcestershire,
delivered a lecture on " The Eucharis," before the
members of the above society, Mr. G. Fawdhy pre-

siding. It was an excellent and comprehensive lecture

on an interesting plant, and a profitable discussion

followed its reading.

Ayrshire Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.-The first fortnightly meeting
of the fourth session of the Association was held in

the Carrick Street Hall, Ayr, on Thursday evening,

November 1, Mr. MacConnochie, Doonside Gardens,
in the chair. An interesting paper was read by Mr.
A. H. Scott, Cambusdoon Gardens, entitled " Horti-
culturists, Past and Present : Advantages, and Dis-
advantages." The Chairman intimated that the
next meeting would take place on Thursday evening,

November 15, when the subject for discussion would
be, "Canker; its Cause and Cure." A vote of

thanks to Mr. MacConnochie for presiding brought
the meeting to a close.

Notes on this Season's Crop of Vege-
table and Flower Seeds at Erfurt.—At the

end of June continuous rainfall began, accompanied
with cold days and nights, which were not without a

detrimental influence upon the crops. Cauliflowers,

which were doing well until then, became sickly,

and the crop was below average. Cabbage-Lettuces,
with the exception of the earlier sorts, all sickened,

owing to the rainfall; and Cucumbers, which stood it

very well, ultimately became unhealthy, and will

give but a small seed crop, with the exception of the
Japanese climbing Cucumber, which has again done
very well. Rampion, Peas, white and red Cabbage,
Kohl Rabi, Borecole, garden Turnips, and Beetroots,

small early Radishes, Spanish Radishes and Onions,
as well as large-rooted Chicory and Parsley, and
large-rooted Carrots, yielded a good crop, whilst

short-rooted Carrots and Celery gave only an average
crop. Runner Kidney Beans are fuller of fruit than
they have been for several years, bnt they need for

ripening, dry weather, as do also the Leeks. Early
Dwarf Kidney Beans yielded only a small crop. All
summer- flowering plants (annuals) stood exceedingly

well, but the crop might have been better. The
seed crop of Wallflowers is good, but that of China
Asters bad. Pinks and Pansies gave a good crop.

Phloxes and other annuals were much spoilt by the
rain. Speaking generally, the crop of 1894 was
better than that of 1893, as will be proved by the
much lower prices asked for seed. Amongst the
Erfurt novelties of this year a frame Cucumber is

prominent, which is the most fertile of all, and
besides this a very long enduring ; it is named " Ideal

Gurke." Amongst the annuals, a Wallflower, " Ex-
celsior," reaching over 2 feet (70 cm.) in height.

Terra cotta-coloured China Aster, a new salmon-
coloured Pink, as also a Tea-Rose-smelling Begonia,
are remarkable. V. D,

Notices of Books.

—

'Flora of Mount Desert Island." *

Messrs. E. L. Rand and J. H. Redfield, utilising the
labours of their predecessors, and drawing largely

on their own resources, have compiled a catalogue of

the plants growing on Mount Desert and the adjoin-

ing islands, prefacing it with some interesting

remarks on the distribution of plants, and illustrating

it with an excellent map. Mr. W. M. Davis has also
contributed a chapter on the geological features of
the island. The plants enumerated number 680
species of flowering plants and 606 Cryptogams.
Mount Desert Island, lies about 110 miles east

of Portland, on the coast of Maine, and less than
half that distance from Rockland, on the western
shore of Penobscott Bay. Its area is about
100 square miles, its greatest length about 15, its

greatest breadth rather less. A range of granite

hills runs from west to east across the island,

varying in elevation fiom 600 to 1500 feet. The
general character of its flora is strongly northern
and even arctic—essentially Canadian. In drawing
np their list, it is a happiness to find that the
authors have followed the nomenclature of the sixth

edition of Gray's Manual, and have not been led

away by the specious purism of some of their com-
patriots. With relation to this matter, we find the
following passage, which may interest some of our
readers :

—
" The worst of the whole matter is, that

the horticulturists are dealing sensibly with facts

as they find them, while the botanists are driving

with theories to annihilate facts. It is hard enough,
as anybody of experience knows, to make a
horticulturist adopt a change in nomenclature made
necessary for scientific reasons ; but how impossible

it would be to force upon him a change made merely
to carry out a theory or a system of questionable

expediency. What can be gained by intensifying

this distinction between botanical and horticultural

nomenclature, especially now that the horticulturists

have refused to follow the Rochester code on the

practical ground that it does not recognise the

well-established principles of property, right, custom,
usage, and the salutary maxim quicta non movcre,"

This excessive purism in nomenclature appears

to us very much of a waste of energy. The neo-

nomenclaturists would surely benefit science much
more if they devoted their energies to the discrimi-

nation of the plants they write about, and to the

discussion of the many problems connected with
them. It is like wrangling over the titles on the

backs of books, while the contents of the volume are

not looked at. It seems to us more practically useful

to adopt the plan followed by the great law-givers

and monographers, and to relegate all questions

as to history and synonymy to the paragraphs devoted

to those subjects. Our authors even make some
concession. For instance, they write Coptis trifolia

(L.) Salisbury, but Linnaeus' name for the plant was
Helleborus trifolius, and, so we are told, that the

(L.) in parenthesis applies merely to the specific,

and not to the generic name. The plan adopted by
our authors does not tell us to what genus Linnajus

assigned the plant. Surely it would be much simpler

and more accurate to write Coptis trifolia, Salisbury,

and where necessary to add syn. Helleborus tri-

folius, Linn. There is no reason to encumber the

adopted name with details of history or synonymy,
better set forth elsewhere. The remarks already

made will indicate the general nature of the Flora.

The list is well got up, and very interesting from the

point of view of botanical geography.

Amateurs' Handbook on Gardening.
As is not well explained by its title, this small

manual contains articles by experts on several of the

various kinds of garden flowers, in the cultiva-

tion of which amateurs interest themselves, and
thus supply information not readily accessible in

small gardening works. The different articles may
be taken to be as good of their kind as is possible

within the limits of an octavo volume of 194 pages.

We note as contributors to its pages, Messrs, J.

Douglas, J. Laing, J. Hudson, R. Parker, and the

Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain. The useful information

imparted by these writers would be more readily

available if a proper index were supplied in the

next edition, in place of the present synopsis of the

contents of the book. Messrs. Blake & Mackenzie,
Liverpool, publish the book at 2s. &d. nett.

• Cambridge, Mass. : John Wilson & Son, 8vo, pp. 286.

CUEIOUS FEEN PROTHALLUS.
This prothallus, which is abnormally large, so

that its peculiarities are quite distinct to unaided
vision, has originated in a sowing of Athyrium f.-f.

plumosum , Druery, in which most of the prothalli

produced have failed to yield plants, and ultimately

perished. A portion of this has turned brown, but
after remaining dormant for several months, it was
observed to be producing two very distinct horns,
upon each of which an incipient bud or bulbil

speedily made its appearance, as depicted (fig. 75). At
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present (September 22) these balbils are as large aa

Maatard aeeds, and evidently commencing to develop

fronds. From their position, which ia far removed

from the usnal sites of archegonia, of which, more-

over, no signs preceded the appearance of the bulbils,

they are nndonbtedly asexual or apogamons, but

showing that phenomenon in, I believe, a much
distincter form than hitherto.

Until the plants show their parentage, their origin

cannot with certainty be determined, but it is worthy

of remark that the presumed parent (Athyrium f.-f.

p., Druery) bears bulbils seated in the sori, and, aa

recently obaerved, produces a small percentage of

very large spores, at least four times the normal

size, of those associated with them. This is not

mentioned as necessarily bearing upon the phe-

nomenon described, bat merely recorded in connec-

tion with it pro tem.

Nursery Notes.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND FRUIT TREES
AT NOTTINGHAM.

EsTAiiLisHED upwards of a century ago, the firm of

Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell, near Not-

tingham, has long sustained a wide reputation for

the culture of Pelargoniums, Chrysanthemums, fruit

trees, and general nursery stock, and particularly in

the midland counties, the firm has acquired a very

large business, later developments having been largely

in the fruit department, where the number of trees

raised tor sale has become larger year by year. In

these days of rapid locomotion a Londoner has but

little diflicnlty in visiting a nursery a hundred and

twenty miles distant and returning to town the same
day, and so, after visiting many of the collections of

Chrysanthemums around town, we travelled by

express train from St. Pancras to Nottingham on a

bright morning about a week ago, primarily in the

hope that a few notes taken in the nurseries at

Chilwell would prove of considerable interest to

many of the readers of this journal, and also to

satisfy ourselves as to what is being done by this

energetic firm at home. Arriving at Beeston station

about three miles out of Nottingham, we were met
by Mr. A. H. Pearson, who drove us through the

village of Beeston, past the premises of the horti-

cultural engineers, Messrs. Foster & Pearson, to the

original home of the nurseries, where all the glass ia

erected, the fruil-grounds being three-quarters of a

mile or more further along in the smaller village of

Chilwell. Of the glass department, Mr. C. E. Pear-

aon is the manager, and in his company we proceeded

to see at once this department of the business.

Most of the houses are thoroughly well built,

and are useful for large plants, or for fruit-

growing, but are much larger than the usual

nursery houses, and rather higher in some instances

than such plants as occupy them at the present time

require. It is interesting to compare with the modern
erections, a very old house that was built when the

late Mr. Pearson was quite a boy, as showing the

more intelligent knowledge we have now regarding

the requirements of plants, resulting in a much less

quantity of rafter wood being employed, and in the

substitution of large panes of glass in the place of

the minute system of glazing then prevalent. These
old houses, however, were undoubtedly built to stand

a very long time. Orchids though grown for sale

in some little quantity, are more used for the supply

of cut blooms than anything else, and they would be

of little use for such a purpose unless they were well

grown. A good-sized collection of Coelogyne cristata

and its varieties leave nothing to be desired in this

respect, tha finished pseudobulbs being exceptionally

large and good, and young flower- sheaths have

appeared among them in profusion. As illustrating

the strength of the bulbs, it is stated that in some

instances last season the spikes produced nine blooms

of good character. Cypripediums, Selenipediums,

Cymbidium eburneum are all prized for the quantity

of bloom they afford ; and some plants of Den-

drobium Phalxnopsis Schroderianum in flower are

equally happy, whilst D. nobile had made remark-

ably strong bulbs. The large span vinery, with a

good crop of Grapes still hanging, has a pretty

appearance, due in no small measure to two trellises

in the shape of a ridge on either side of the house,

and covered with Adiantums in pots, where they do

very well indeed.

This is not the best time to see the display of

Zonal Pelargoniums, the chief show of theae being

made during the aummer montha, owing to the leaa

favourable climatic conditions of Nottinghamshire

thwarting any effort to keep such displays in the

heart of the winter aa are familiar In the South.

Two varieties, however, deserve mention, and one of

these is Enid, a first-rate scarlet seedling of the less

dazzling type ; the flowers are very large, and of

good shape. Gertrude Pearson is the other one, and

is as fine a pink variety as any yet introduced. Bat

the principal interest in the houses at the pre-

sent is the collection of Chrysanthemums, which,

it is rather surprising to say, appear to be

little later than the collections nearer home. A
large show is made each year in an extensive span-

house, which this season was opened to visitors on

the Ist inst. for a period of about three weeks. The

plants are so arranged that the whole display can be

seen at once, the centre of the house being filled

,0*^

Fig.. 75.—A CPBIOUS FERX PROTHiLLUS.

P, Prothallus B B, Bulbils; S, Sinus. (Maga. 6 diameters )

(See p. 570.)

with dwarf-habited plants, over which are easily seen

the sloping banks round the sides, and from which a

path separates the centre group. A very good

selection of the new varieties, together with all

those of older birth worth keeping, are to be seen in

the collection, and the number of visitors to the

show is usually large, many of them com'ng a long

distance.

In passing some good flowers of The Tribune, Mr.

Pearson volunteered a word of praise for this clear

and good lemon-yellow Japanese, and said that the

blooms lasted with him as long as five weeks last

season. He is right in thinking that such a quality is

worth considering when certificates are granted to

any new variety. Miss Maud Pearson, one of Spaul-

ding's new seedlings from America, is a very pretty

flower of pink and white, and in build resembles

Viviand Morel, but is not so full. It is a pity

that it gives signs of failing in a like manner

to Golden Wedding. Commandant Blusset

(Calvat) is here, and it may be described as one of

the most distinct of new purple Japanese varieties

with silver reverse. W. W. Coles is still a very

popular flower with Mr. Pearson, and it is well

done here. The new and handsome white Japanese

Souvenir d'une Petite Amie was next noticed

;

and some first-rate blooms in size and colour of

Chas. ShrimptOD, but these are not quite developed.

The new Excelsior, and Madame A. Chatin are look-

ing well, the latter a very pure white, with large in-

curving florets. Some splendid blooms of Calvat's

M. Chas. Molin are perfect in colour ; the outer

part of the flower is a red- orange and the centre

bright yellow. Sarah Hill is an American incurved

Japanese, of good quality ; the bloom is yellow and

the florets are wide and good. Another yellow

variety, but rather thin, is Wilfrid Marshall, a new
one sent out by Mr. H. J. Jones last spring ; and Mrs.

Dr. Ward is a hairy rose-coloured .Japanese sent out

by the same grower. Princess May, a white Japa-

nese, from Mr. Godfrey, is opening well, and pro-

mises to be a nice full bloom. Dake of York,

and the popular Louise are also in bloom.

Dorothy Shea, G. C. Childs, and Vice-President

Calvert, are fine, and of good colour ; and Mrs.

Alpheus Hardy will be represented by a bloom or

two of fair quality. Charles Blick, a yellow

Japanese of Mr, Owen's, is opening bloom,

but it may not be very large. The in-

curved flowers were not developed at the

time of our visit ; but the Princess appeared

to be coming fairly good, and the Queen sec-

tion also. A very fine bloom of M. R. Bahuant
was just past, and there were some good blooms of

Madame Darrier. Pompons and singles are grown

in less quantity than the Japanese, and the various

forms between these and incurved and reflexed

flowers which at present command by far the greatest

share of popularity. One large orchard-houae waa

filled with planta of Boule de Neige and Madame
Page, the latter an ugly grower, but being valuable

as well as the former for supplying a quantity of cut

blooms at a late date.

The Fruit Grounds.—Although some of the land

is occupied with ordinary stock of a nursery, and

includes a quantity of evergreen subjects, the demand

for fruit trees has necessitated further and further

encroachments, and this specialty is being encouraged

more and more by Mr. A. H. Pearson, the manager

of this department. Many varieties in fruit trees

are less fitted for the conditions in the Midland

Counties than for those further south, and whilst

the stock of trees includes all first-rate kinds, an

effort is made to ascertain the best for the Midland

district, and to keep of such a large stock. Newton

Wonder Apple, which was sent out by the firm several

years since, has proved to be one of the best varieties

for the Midlands, and it is popular both north and

south. It is a kitchen fruit, ripe about October, and

is said to keep for twelve months ;
the tree is a

good grower, and crops freely. We noticed a large

stock of the variety in the grounds, and under

difi'erent methods of training. All the fruit waa

gathered, but the trees throughout the nursery

still retained their foliage, and the quality and style

of training and cultivation could be readily noted.

The ground where the fruit trees are planted is

in the valley of the Trent, where a better loam is

obtained than could be got near the nurseries already

noticed. The subsoil is clay, and the situation ia

well exposed to the sun and the elements, which

should tend to the production of treea that will not

disappoint when removed to another site. We were

impreaaed by the quality of the trained trees of all

kinds, which show that great care is extended to

them. During the first year a tree is trained on the

spot where it grows, but instead of following the same

system another year, they are all lifted and planted

on a site selected for the purpose, and with two

objects, viz., that the roots being moved this and

every other year, until they are sold, may become

more fibroua ; and also as the treea are planted regu-

larly in rows, the training can be done better than

when they are running in miscellaneous directions in

the midst of a lot of other shaped trees.

It seems worthy of remark that until ten days

ago Mr. Pearson says that the ground was so

dry that the lifting of trees was only effected

with difficulty, and that until that time the

rainfall for this last season was not so much as that

of 1893. Without doubt, 1894 has been a poor fruit

year, in the midlands especially, where the rainfall

has been so low, for in addition to the cold weather.
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and absence of «un, the fruit snfTered from drought.

Under these circumstances it is surprising to observe

that the effect on the growth of the young trees has

not been more marked, for taking the stock en masse

it presents a very satis^ctory appearance, in regard

to the last completed growth, and in other respects

it leaves nothing to be desired. Apples on the Para-

dise, as maidens, or of one, two, or more years old,

abound in quantity, and in round numbers may be

put at 70000. It is satisfactory to learn that

no stocks used in the nursery have originated from

the seeds obtained from cyder presses, which must,

if used, produce variable stocks in regard to habit

and constitution. Domino is grown largely as a

north- country Apple ; it is in the way of a Keswick

Codlin. Gascoigne's Seedling is another of the

special kinds cultivated largely, but as the fruit of

all varieties was gathered, our notes are con-

cerned principally with the trees. A point of Mr.

A. H. Pearson's deserving a word is the effort male

to get satisfactory bases to these young trees before

they get away too far, generally here they branch

away and form a good base quite near to the ground.

Pears are grown on the same lines as the Apples,

and the same care is to be seen in the training.

Iq regard to Plums, it is unusual to see them
trained for a wall in the horizontal method,

which Mr. Pearson maintains is a very satis-

factory way of dealing with them. The Pium
is a strong grower, and sometimes it is diffi-

cult to keep them below moderately- si zed walls, and

it is said that trained as the Pear, and fruited on

spurs, the result is satisfactory. Rivers' Prolific,

Victoria, and others are grown largely for walls, and

many of them are on a low single-brick wall that

encloses about 15 acres, representing the original

fruit nursery. The wall is only about 4 feet high,

and has been built with recesses here and there to

give stability, but it is invalu able in a fruit tree

nursery. Damsons are grown in fair quantity, and

a 8::ock here of the old Shropshire variety is still

more popular with north country growers than the

variety Farleigh. Gooseberries, finely trained in the

gridiron fashion, and Currants also, figure in the

nursery, beside Peaches, Nectarines, and other

things. Our available time, however, was subject to

the fact that we had to return to B^eston station,

en route for the metropolis, and food for reflection

during the journey was amply provided by what we
had seen of " Pearsons of Chilwell,"

OacniDs AT Messbs. F. Sander & Co.'s, St. Albans.

lu the early days of this month we found a

gorgeous display of flowers on clean, well- grown
plants, in almost every house. The Cattleyas are

especially fine, and by far the greater part of the

display is made by the immense numbers of Catt-

leya labiata imported by the firm, and by their other

great introduction, Dendrobium Phalsenopsis Schro-

derianum, a typical Orchid for all sorts of culti-

vators—amateur or trade, large or small. The
numerous and graceful sprays of flowers of the species

form a telling feature, not only in the St. Albans

nursery, bat wherever it is grown in quantity.

For the Sanderian form of Cattleya labiala, it is

noi claimed that it is identical with the original

autumn-flowering variety of C. labiata, although it

bears an affinity to that plant in its time of flowering,

but it is greatly superior to it in the size and
colour of its flowers, and especially of the lip.

Several of the long houses are furnished with the
blooms of this fine Cattleya from end to end, and
present a fine sight. Out of such a very large quan-
tity, it seems pardonable to select a few of the best,

and distinguish them by name, and of these we note

C. labiata Sanderte, of a glowing crimson over the

whole flower ; C. 1. lilaoina and C. 1. illumi-

nata, of very unusual and pretty tint ; C. I.

Madouxiaua, C. I. splendens, and C. 1. colossa,

three immense-flowered varieties, and very richly

coloured ; and C. I. Hardyana, C. 1. Albanensis, and
C. 1. Mundyana, all of which are very beautiful

and distinct. Cattleya Bowringiana for showiness
comes next, a number of plants being furnished with
perfect bouquets of rose-purple flowers. Cattleya

O'Brieniana, too, one of the prettiest of light-

coloured Cattleyas introduced by Messrs. Sander of

late years, is a welcome addition to the show, its

flowers, which in size and form somewhat resemble

those of C. Walkeriana nobilior, being very striking.

It is unfortunately a very rare species, and unlikely to

be so well represented in gardens as it deserves to be.

Other species and varieties which make a display of

flowers in the large intermediate houses are Laj'ia

tenebrosa, some very dark forms ; and L. purpurata

alba.

Among hybrids the more remarkable were a new

Cattleya obtained between C. Harrisonise and C.

Hardyana, a fine acquisition, with large and delicately

tinted rose-pink flowers, and evidently a free

flowerer, for the plants bears six blooms ; Lxlio-

Cattleya X Broomfieldiensis, the perfection of the

h)bridists' skill, and the handsome L.-C. x Vedasta,

and L,-C. Gravesite.

In many places it is reported that the varieties

of Lajlia anceps are not blooming well this year,

owing to the dull season, but at St. Albans there is

little evidence of any falling off in this respect, the

plants being liberally furnished with flower-spikes,

the specimens of L. anceps Schrodeia-, L. a. San-

deriana, L. a. Stella, L. a. HoUidayana, L. a. Hillii,

and L. a. " Baroness Schroder," being among the

besf, and eijually promising are L. Gouldiana, L.

autumnalis atrorubens, and L. a. alba.

In the Cypripedium- houses is to be found almost

endless variety in the ever - increasing number
of hybrids. Among the most striking wd noted

C. X Morganiffl and its better variety " Bur -

fordiense
;

" C. X Harrisianum superbum, C. X
ojaantham superbum, C. x Adonis, C. X Ashbur-
tonise expausum, C. X Pollettianum, C. x Lowen-
grenianum, C. X Hanischianum, C. x Lemoinieri-

anum.C. x nitidissimum, C. x Leeanum giganteum,

C. X Arthurianum, and some still handsomer new
unnamed kinds ; and among the species a great

variety in C. Chamberlainianum, C. Spicerianum,

the Sanderian strain of C. insigne, which yield the

yellow forms; C. tonsuro, C. Schlimii, and the very

singular C. Sargentianum, illustrated in the Gar-

deners Chronicle, .Jane 23, p. 781.

A glance through other houses, in each of which

there was a fine show of flowers, revealed a well-

bloomed white Dendrobium album in more or less

quantity ; the pretty D. bursigerum of the D. secun-

dum section, D. Phalajnopsis and D. bigibbum, in

quantity ; U. sulcatum and the pretty and fragrant

D. palpebrse; the very handsome D. cruentum, with

its ivory flowers and blood-red lip; the stately D.

veratrifolium, D. Augusta Victoria;, D. snperbiens,

and many other species of Dendrobium,

In one house a fine lot of Calanthes in flower were

noted ; and amongst them several C. masuca, C.

Victoria lisgina, C. Cooksoni, and the sky-blue C.

Laucheana. With these were numbers of Catase-

tums embracing many species, in bloom, being the

large white C. pileatnm ; C. Christyanum, resemb-

ling some kind of insect ; the helmeted C. semia-

pertum, and other species ; several bright rose-pink

Phalasnopsis Sanderiana ; the white P. amabilis,

Angiic;um superbum, A. Saottianum, and A. San-
derianum, one of the handsomest of white wreath-

like Angraecum ; Cce'ogyne elata, C. barbata with

seven spikes, and the new C. Sander^e ; Masdevallia

Henrietta, M. Gariana, and other Masdevallias and
Restrepias, &c.

In a sheltered bouse kept moist and warm, the

Zygopetalums of the Bollea and Pescatorea sections,

and plants requiring similar treatment, such as

Phaim tuberculosus are grown with success, and it is

said that scarcely a day in the year finds the house

without some plants in bloom. For a long time

Pescatorea Klabochorum with its rich crimson tipped

flowers have been in bloom and are still showy. So
also that most beautiful of all the species with its

white and violet flowers—P. Selmanni ; and P.

Dayana, P. Rcezlii, and others are about to flower.

With them are a few pretty, pale yellow Chondro-
rhynchas, one with a deeply- fringed lip being

specially attractive,

The New Plants.

Few nnrserieg can point to such a remarkable
development during the last two years as that noted

in the new plant department at St. Albans. New
houses have been built for them and also for the

crossing and raising of new Orchids ; and new
Nepenthe?, Aroids, Palms, Ferns, and other foliage

and flowering plants seem to have been produced by

magic, and most of them of great merit. The com-
pletion of two more new houses caused the staff to

be as busy as bees making haste to appropriate the

fresh accommodatioa so much needed. Oae of the

handsomest and most useful new plants at present in

flower is Kucharis Stevensii, a very pretty thing,

useful for all the purposes of cut flowers.

In the Orchid seeding houaej we remarked well-

advanced seed-capsules of many strange crosses, iu

which Laelia monophylla, Broughtonia sanguinea,

LoBlia Digbyana, Cattleya aurea, and other likely

things have been used, and which will give some

welcome novelties if their raising be successful.

And if not, as Mr. J. Godseff, the clever manager at

St. Albans says, " we must try again "—words which

speak volumes for future successes.

Home Correspondence.

SPECIMEN PLANTS OF MIGNONETTE.—Amidst
the wealth of flowering plants which we find in

gardens to-day, it is no matter for surprise if

some, however deliciousiy perfumed, should be now
neglected as pet specimens, because their Sowers are

unattractive or inconspicuous, Mr. Hudson, of Gan-
nersbury House, almost alone grows as pot specimens

the sweetly-perfumed Cape Pelargoniums, and fine

plants he has too. No wonder, in spite of their lack

of floriferousness, they are much admired. A few

evenings since at Richmond, Mr. A. Chancellor, so

long the energetic secretary of the Horticultural

Society of that Surrey town, referring to his old

love for Mignonette, at a meeting of the corporation

allotment holders, offered to give prizes for the best

specimen plants of it at the next allotments exhibi-

tion. It is late now to commence sending specimens

of that description, as seed should be sown at the

end of August thinly in small pots, and be raised in

a frame, then finally thinned out to the strongest

one only, and thus be grown on steadily all the

winter. In that way the spring sees the foundation

of a fine plant laid, and with some pinching the

proper pyramidal form is soon fashioned. I believe

it is in this way Mr. Molyneux starts the formation

of his fine standard plants. A good stock of the

Giant White, because it is not only a strong grower,

but is a very free-branching and blooming strain, is

perhaps the beat. If seed be sown early in the

spring in warmth under glass in the way advised, it

will still be passible to secure neat, strong specimens,

but not such plants as autumn- sown seed gives.

There is no art in having Mignonette plants thickly

stood in pots. Those anyone can produce, but

really fine pyramidal specimens are handsome and
interesting. To get them, however, will severely

tax the cultural skill of allotment holders. A. D.

THE BLACKCURRANT MITE.— I was much
amused on reading " A. D.'s " remarks on p. 540 of

last week's issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle on the

above subject. What a world we live in ! To find

that a person of his calibre should never have seen

the "Currant- bud mite." One would have thought
that with so wide a range of entomological science

as your correspondent possesses, that he would have
been conversant with most of the insect pests that

gardeners have to contend with. It is not to poor

or badly-cultivated gardens that its ravages are con-
fined, or to old or neglected bushes, for I have seen

hundreds of bushes in some places where Black
Currants are grown largely attacked with them.
It wants no glasses to enable a person to dis-

tinguish its presence, not even a pair of spec-

tacles, unless the person wearing them be very near-

sighted, for the frnit-bnds are usually more than
double their ordinary size ; they are also of a differ-

ent colour, as they lose that freshness in appearance
when badly attacked. Mr. Farr made a careful

examination of some shoots that were taken him,
and found some scores in a single bud. Your corre-

spondent must be in error when he says they are

unknown to myriads of gardeners, for I hope that

the fraternity ia general consists of men who are
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not devoid of one of the firet attribntei of a good

gardener, viz., powers of observation. I trust that

most of us know what a noite is, though we may not

be able to discern the dilTerence between a maggot

and a caterpillar. We who wish for information on

all subjects bearing on our calling are thankful to

those who are able, even in the smallest degree, to

help us, and are not such pyrrhonists as your corre-

B.jOEdent appears to be. It is well for those who
nave never been troubled with the Currant-mite,

ihoogh those who never have should make them-

selves acquainted with its habits. H. C. Prinsep.

Your very sensible foot-note to your cor-

respondent, "A. D," in last week's Gardeners'

Chronicle, will be appreciated by those who have

had experieccs of the Currant mite. I must say,

in the case of " A. U.," ignorance is bliss. I have

experienced its ravages, and the difficulty of effect-

ing a cure. I have attended carefully to picking,

and have repeatedly applied the Board of Agri-

culture's directions in spraying with their recom-

mended mixture. I cut down a good few bushes two

years ago, burnt all that I could ; carefully looked

over the growths in spring, and sprayed the ground ;

and even under good cultivation I cannot say I have

in any way succeeded in getting rid of this scourge,

and I think there is no way of doing so but by a

thorough clearance. My plants are not the only

ones in this county which are infested, as it is in

many other localities, and 1 believe it is spreading

fast. Should " A. D." experience a visitation of the

mite, he will Sod it anything but a bogey to anni-

hilate. B., Perthshire,

UNSEASONABLE FLOWERING OF HOTEIA JA-

PONICA.—Is it not very unusual to have planis of

Hoteia (Spiiiua) japonica in full bloom and foliage,

Oie or two with nearly thirty spikes on each at this

seaioa ? AUofthtse plants bloomed splendidly in

the spring, and have since been standing outdoors in

the same pots they were then growing in. They have

been housed about three weeks, and the foliage is

beautifully green and fresh. Would it njt be a great

Bcqui«ition if wa could always command them at this

timB of the year. I have never observed this plant

to bloom in like manner. /'. G. Broirii, Mytun House,

Warwick.

NOTES ON PEARS.— I must apologise for tres-

passing with additional remarks to those already

advanced upon this subject. My excuse is, that we
seldom get in oar low situation so good a crop as we
did this year to take notes from. To prevent con-

fusion, I will confiae myself to trees upon walls,

which this year escaped injury from frost at the

critical season, the result being that we had a plen-

tiful crop, so abundant fiat it was expedient to thin

some varieties, although this was not done with the

free hand the case required. It may be observed

that there is an appreciable difference not only in

the size, but also in the flavour of fruits of the same
variety from trees that are heavily or lightly cropped,

the other conditions being identical. Oj the whole,

however, our Pears are deticient in their usual degree

of flavour. The low summer temperature is evidantly

responsible for the deterioration, and possibly it has

had more effect upon heavy soils like ours than upon
that which is comparatively light. With rega'd to

siz3, taking the varieties coU-ctively, they are not ip

to the average, although some are very large, and most
of them are clean, and handsome. Amongst early

sorts, Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, Clapp's

Favourite, and Bjuri^ d'Amanlis were not highly-

flavoured ; the last two, howaver, were large, and

clean. Louise Bonne of Jersey was remarkable for

its heavy crop, but it was deficient in siz< and
flavour, as were also B?ur]6 Hardy and Bsuri^
Suparfin. The following kiad«, Doyenn^ de

Merode, Pitmaston Dachesae, Flemish Bjauty,

Beurr^ de Capiaumont, and Marie Louise d'Uccle were
alike free bearers, their fruit being bolh large and
handsome ; nevertheless, from want of good flavour,

they are only fit for stewing. Flemish beauty is

generally improved by being gathered early, and I

note that Mr. Banyard recommends this practice for

Pitmaston Duchess ; but this was of no avail here

in the case of Flemish Bsauty this season. Triomphe
de Vienne, B3ur/i5 B )sc. Vicar of Winkfield, General

Todtleben, and Bacon's Incomparable, may be this

year classed together as light bearers ; this, however,

assisted them to swell their fruits to a very large

si/.'. ThetAfo lait-named are invariablv shy croppers

here, bat it may be mentioned that Uacon's is on

the Pear stock, and I have seen it noted that it

iropi freely when worked upon the Qainca. Lately

I siT a gcod crop of moderately-sized clean fruit

upon a large standard tree of Beurr6 Bosc in a

Monmouth villa garden, and was told by its owner

that it is usually highly-flavoured. A wall is generally

considered essential in order to get this variety

satisfactory. We get fine fruits of it from cordons

on an east wall. There was also in the same place

a standard Easter Beurrfi carrying a good crop of

fair-sized fruits, which were unfortunately disfigured

by Cladosporium. Here this variety is worthless

unless favourably situated upon walls, and even these

yonng trees produce better fruits than those do that

are old. I will now group some mid-season Pears

which possess the richest flavour with us this year ;

they are Marie Louise, Doyenne du Cornice, B-urr6

d'Arjou, Durondean, and Comte de Lamy. Of later

sortf, which it is too early to speak of respecting

flavour, but which have yielded crops more or Use

deserving of note, I may include Marie Benoist.

very fine ; Winter Nelis, Olivier de Serres, Benrr6

Diel, Bereamotte d'Esperen, Ne Plus Menris, Easter

Beuri^. Beurr6 Ranee, and Glon Morceau. The
three last-named are more or less affected by fungus,

B'urr6 Kaccx being badly spotted and cracked.

Thomas Coomhcr, Hcndre Gardens.

" DISQUALIFIED."—This is [not] a gratifying word

to meet the eye of an exhibitor when entering a show

after the judges have made their awards. Such was

my case at Kent County Chrysanthemum Show on

Wednesday, October 31, and again at Battersea on

Friday, November 2. In the first case, the judges

had awarded '2ai prize in the large open class, which

contained also the two premier blooms (Japanese

and incurved) in the show. I was disqualified for

usiog '7-inch boards. Now, I will not make any

comment upon this, but will ask anyone who saw

them if those blooms could have been seen to

advantage on a 6-inch board, for most of them were

8 inch blooms ? The judges would not disqualify

them, bat the committee did. Jtegulation 8 says :
—

" Exhibitors are requested to have their stands made
in accordance with the metropolitan plan, " SiC.

What does this mean ? If anyone can unriddle this

for me I shall be much obliged. Then, again, at

lialtereea, this discomforting word was very promi-

nent. In this case, it was the judges who ditqualified

them. Thii Society is alliliated with the National

Chrysanthemum Society ; and as the regulations say

the boards must be 21 inches long and 18 inches

wide, I wrote to the Secretary, and his reply was as

under:—" Vou may exhibit under exactly the same

conditions as prevail in the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society." Tnis I did. My blooms were far

superior to any others in the class, and could not

havd been crowded on to a small board. I should

really be very glad to know from good authority

what I had better do uader the circamitances.

W. Wells, Earhwood Nurseries, Rcdhill.

FICTION, FSUIT, AND FACT.—I immensely enjoyed

the manner in which Mr. Blackmore turned upon

hii pursuers and rent them, in last week's Gardeners'

Chronicle, but neverthelesi", I must take up the

cudgels a little on behalf of our trade which other-

wise—that is, unless the matter is taken up by abler

hinds— would rest under the serious imputation of

" booming " a trade, which is known to be a losing one,

for personal gain. Mr. Blackmore compares the

sellers of fruit-trees to racing tipsters, &c., and

challenges us fairly to try our own prescriptions

;

now I can at least quote one instance to show that

we are a little more sincere than the class to which

we are likened, for the la^t time I was at Sawbridge-

worth I found that Mr. Rivers was planting up all

his spare ground with permanent trees for fruiting,

and at the time of my visit a small army of men and

women was sorting and packing Plums for market.

Some innoc'^nt! may think this was simply the out-

c )me of experiment, or that a large sum of money is

being wasted in decoy ducks, but I do not think those

who know the astute proprietor personally will credit

him with embarking rashly in a losing game. As
r.'gards the past, I could show from our own books

that fruit-growing even in the midlands, where we
are certainly not favoured as regards climate, has

paid, and more than that hai paid remarkably well,

though that was before foreign competition was so

serious a consideration as at present. I know
men whose financial position might be envied by

many of us, who have made all th=y have out of

fruit-growing, though too shrewd to draw attention

and consequent competition upon themielves. Being

now out of fruit-growing, I cannot spaak so con-

fidently as to present profits, but I do know that

all throu'h the fruit-growing districts there is a

keen demand for farms with a fair proportion of

orchards on them, while purely agricnltural land

can scarcely be let at any price ; also that the men
engaged in fruit-growing generally have a comfort-
able appearance about them (however they may groan
about market returns), which does not look as if

the game were played out. The fact is, I believe

that fruit-growing so far from being a decayed
industry is still in its infancy, that we shall even
yet drive the foreigner out of our markets ; and
still further, that it will pay us to do it. Chas, E.

Pearson, Chilwell Nurseries, Notts.

I am delighted with Mr. Blackmore's letter

in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 541, his case

in reference to sales of Pears, &c., is exactly what I

have recently experienced. I grow Marie Louise on
walls, Beurrfi Bosc, Beun^ Hardy, and a host of others

from walls of which we can boast of a length of nearly

half a mile, as well as a splendid lot of pyramids on a
soil well suited to Fears and Apples, so much so that a

speck or crack is not to be seen. Yet for all their

good qualities I have sold many bushels at Is. per

bushel, and then when delivered, was told "do not

send any more as the market is glutted." So many
bushels— yes, quite twenty of a morning^were scraped

together fiom under the trees and laid in heaps to rot,

it did not pay to gather them. Before we engage, or

incite others to engage, in fruit-growing for profit, we
ought to put our own experience and facts in the scale

so that the enterprising public may see where their

money is going. I would not in the least discourage

fruit-growing, but fruit- farming is another matter
altogether. When we can utilise our fruit as the

Americans do, then I say, go ahead. This applies to

vegetables as well, Scarlet Runners Is. per bushel,

now -id. per pound, such is my experience from
September to this date. What we want is the
" coming man, " of enterprise to utilise as well aa

grow, so that when a good crop favours us we shall

be able to deal with it. I knew by Mr. Blackmore'i

letter he has great experience and discernment, and
strange as it may seem, before the Gardeners' Chronicle

came into my hands, I was then reading his Peril/

Cross, where he speaks of the Camellias, and I conld

but reflect, how observant Mr. Blackmore has been,

and this point is the keynote, viz., observation, with-

out which, success is never gained. Were all

amateurs as keen as he, much disappointment would

be spared. Yet. for all this, to plod on, with a great

determination to master a few important points such

as suitable soil, locality, and the proper selection of

varieties, will end in a reasonable snccess, and give

great delight to anyone who loves his garden, such a

one I am sure is Mr. Blackmore. Charles Ilott.

In reply to the letters of Mr. Blackmore on
fruit-growing, which he calls a "fatal fad," which

appeared in your columns a short time ago, and now
a^ain in 3 our current issue of November iJ, I will ask

you to pub i«h thif, which shows the matter in

another light. Mr. Blackmore shows himself as a fi nit-

grower ; so do I. Has he ever done it for a living? If

not, his testimony is useless. I am engaged in

growing fruit for a livelihood, my operations being

all in the open grr nnd, as Mr. Blackmore so much de-

sires to see as stated ; but as he treats of work under

glass as well, I made it my business to visit a branch

establishment of the Channel Islands Fruit Com-
pany, and there met Mr. Peak, the managing-

director, in company with another principal share-

holder. They very courteously showed me loand the

glasshouses and premises, and answered all my ques-

tions. One of the chief (and a very plain one it

was) was this
—

' Are you satisfied with )our under-

taking ? " The immediate answer was—"Yes." And
as a proof of which, ihey quickly showed me a new
erection of glass, 280 feet long, and spoke very

highly of the crop taken out of it this year. Another

point they pressed upon me was, that they had this

year grown three crops of Melons in one house. They
said, although the prices of the immediate present did

not return much profit, yet they should be satisfied if

all the remainder of the crop of Grapes was sold for

\s. per pound. The first prices of the year were 158.

per pound, gradually sinking as supplies came

in. When anyone can see establishments such as

these, and others like them, continually growing

through all such deprf ssions as Mr. Blackmore speaks

of, it shows the " fad " is not fatal to prosperity. This

is for the indoor op' rations; and as to the outdoors,

" my books " are also open, and at the service of

auyOQe menaced with symptoms of the " fatal " fear.

They are carefu ly made up to the end of 1803, and

show a compounr^-intereet for money invested from

the commencement of the business iu 1885. This is

sufficient to tempt me to plant as much new orchard

a^ain this year as I can. I have an account of a

Gooseberry patch I visited this year ; the value of
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the produce was £126 per acre, and it is of con-

eiderable size. It i« yoang, and bids fair to yield

this for a good many years to come. I haTe one

Pear-tree that yielded me 25 bushels of Pears last

year, the fruit of which I made into perry, and it is

valued at £10 wholesale. This tree yielded me this

year about 15 bushels, and the liquor will be worth

£6. It may also be seen that such firms as that at

Totnes, with several others, do very well with

vintage operations. There are many thousands of

acres in the country now barren, which under fruit

would yield handsome returns, even if only for vintage

purposes. Sixpence per bushel for Apples or Pears

is a paying price, and would find a living for a rural

population, and vastly increase the value of land-

lords' property. B. Wells, F.E.H.S., The Fruit Nur-

series, Crawley,

Societies.
NATIONAL. CHRYSANTHEIfflXXM.

sHRYSANTHEMUMSatthe annual

show of the National Society, held

on November 6, 7, and 8, in the

Koyal Aquarium, Westminster,

were a surprise to many who
had anticipated that the quality

of blooms generally would be

weak. It is no exaggeration

to say that the exhibition, on the whole,

was well up to the average in regard to quality
;

there were some weak stands, but these were

far outbalanced by first-rate exhibits. Japanese

blooms that secured a Ist prize in any class were of

no mean quality, whilst those successful in the more

contested and open classes were as good as could be

wished. Incurved blooms, as we expected, were

much superior to those exhibited last year, and were

good, though hardly equal to exhibits of this section

that were familiar several seasons ago, when they

were more popular. Had the show been a week

later, incurved blooms would have been better.

Pompons, Anemone-flowered and singles, were

shown in about the usual manner, and the trained

plants do not call for any special remark. A won-

derful show was made by competitors in the classes

for artistic arrangements calculated to illustrate the

value of Chrysanthemums for decoration, and the

bulk of these were tastefully and efi'ectively executed.

The arrangement of the classes was again anything

but satisfactory, and the poor light that reached

some of the exhibits was very prejudicial to the

colour of the flowers. Had the weather on the

opening day been less bright, things would have

been worse in this particular,

CUT BLOOMS.
A SociKTiEs' Competition.

The First Class is one in which Chrysanthemum
and Horticultural Societies are invited to exhibit,

and the blooms staged may be furnished by as many
of the members of such societies as is convenient to

the society. A collection has to contain forty-

eight blooms, including twenty- four incurved distinct,

and twenty-four Japanese distinct. The Challenge

Trophy and 1st prize was won on this occasion by
the Bromley Chrysanthemum Society, Kent, and the

blooms were from about half a dozen members of that

society. The general quality of the exhibit was
good, and among the Japanese were fine examples of

Mdlle. Th^ieie Key, G. C. Schwabe, Viviand Morel,

Boule d'Or. M. Panckoucke, Col. W. B. Smith,

Sunflower, Kentish Yellow, Marie Hoste, Gloire du
Kocher, and Miss Muriel Scott, the last-named was
a specially pretty bloom. Several of the incurved

flowers were not quite finished, particularly a bloom
of Jardin des Plantes, but there were fairly good
flowers of Baron Hirsch, Princess of Wales, Mrs.

Heale, Guernsey Nugget, and Miss Violet Tomlin.
The 2ad prize was taken by the Havant Society, who
staged, amongst others, noteworthy blooms of Col,

W. B. Smith. International, Sir E. Smith, Princess

May, G. C. Schwabe. Incurved were rather small,

but some of them were pretty, such as White
Empress, Alf. Salter, Lord Alcester, Golden Empress,
&c. The St. Neot's Amateur and Cottage Horticul-

tural Society, Huntingdonshire, as 3rd, and the
blooms in this collection were all from Mr. J. Myers,
Ilinchingbrook Gardens, Huntingdon.

Open Classes.

Incurved Blooms.—As we have already stated, the
quality of incurved blooms was better than we saw
them last year, and the collection of thirty-six

distinct blooms, staged by Mr. W. Mease, gr. to

A. Tate, Esq., Downside, Leatherhead, for the

Holmes Memorial Cup and £10, as very satis-

factory. We will append the whole of the varieties

shown, as they will be a guide to the thirty-six

best in this section :— Golden Empress, Robert

Petfield, Mrs. Robinson King, Miss V. Tomlin, Miss

M. A. Haggae, Mrs. Mitchel, Princess of Wales,

Robert Cannell, Lady Hardinge, Mons. R. Bahuant,
Jeanne d'Arc (good). Lord Wolseley, Lord Alcester,

Madame Darrier, Mrs. N. Davis, Jno. Lambert
(good), Mrs. S. Coleman, Princess Teck (good, but

too loose). Noel Pragnell or the Striped Empress
(very good), Camille Flammarion, Brookleigh Gem,
C. B. Whitnal, Empress Eugenie, Baron Hirsch,

Jno. Doughty, Ami Hoste, Mrs. Wm. Shipton,

A. Salter (good), Mrs. Heale, Prince Alfred. Em-
press of India (very good). Jno. Salter, J. Ktarn,

Qaeen of England (good), Lucy Kendal, and Lady
Dorothy. The 2nd prize collection came from Mr.

W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Bevan, Esq., Trent Park,

New Barnet, and it included good blooms of Queen
of England, Golden Empress, Princess Teck, Jno,

Lambert, Miss V. Tomlin, Mrs. Dixon, Mrs. Heale,

and Madame Darrier. Mr. J. Myers, gr. to the

Earl of Sandwich, Hinchingbrook, Huntingdon,

was 3rd.

In the class for twenty-four blooms distinct,

the best collection was staged by Mr. G. King, gr.

to M. Jenks, Esq., Canons Park, Edgware, Middle-

sex. The quality was a little below that in the

larger class, and the blooms were a little flat.

The best were Jeanne d'Arc, Barbara, and Miss V.
Tomlin ; 2nd, Mr. Thos. Robinson, gr. to W. Law-
rence, Esq., Elsfield House, Hollingbourne, near

Maidstone ; and Messrs. Hobday & Son, Cambridge,

were 3rd.

The best twelve blooms among seventeen or

eighteen competitors were from Mr. W. Higgs, gr. to

J. B. Hankey, Esq., Fetcham Park, Leatherhead,

and a very good lot was staged. The following

were especially so: Jno. Doughty, Prince Alfred,

Miss M. A. Haggas, Baron Hirsch, Golden Empress,

and Alfred Salter. Mr. B. Calvert, gr. to Col.

Archer Houblon, Hollingbury Place, Bishop's Stort-

ford, was a close 2nd ; and Mr. H. A. Page, gr. to

F. Crisp, Esq., White House, New Sonthgate, N., was
3rd. "The 4th prize went to Mr. A. Jones, gr. to

Miss Weyburn, Hadley Manor, Barnet, and an extra

one was awarded to a stand from Mr. A. Sturt, gr.

to N. ;L. Cohen, Esq., Englefield Green, Surrey.

Mr. W. Collins, gr. to J. W. Carlile, Esq., Pons-
bourne Park, Hertford, had the best in the class for

six blooms of one variety, and showed Queen of

England. Several of the blooms were good, but

others rather flat. 2nd, Mr. B. Calvert with Miss

M. A. Haggas, and 3rd, Mr. A. Jones with Golden
Empress. The best six incurved blooms distinct of

varieties put into commerce in this countrv during

1892 or 1893, were staged by Mr. Robert Petfield,

gr. to A. J. Thornhill, Esq., Huntingdon, and the

varieties were Madame Darrier, Baron Hirsch,

Brookleigh Gem, Sir Titus, Mr. G. Eyerman, and
Robert Petfield. The three first-named are the best

and are now pretty well-known. Robert Petfield is

also fair. 2Qd, Mr. J. Agate, Havant, with Robert
Petfield, Lucy Kendal, Mr, F. Murray (rather poor
as shown), Mr. J. Kearn, a white (rather flat bloom as

shown), and Sir Titus.
Japanese hlooms.—The competition in these classes

was invariably good, and the quality of the blooms
in most cases excellent. It was a magnificent collec-

tion of forty-eight varieties, that was staged by Mr.
W, H. Lees in the competition for the Holmes
Memorial Cap and £10, and well staged also.

The varieties were Mrs. C. H. Payne, Florence
Davis, W. Tricker, W. H. Lincoln (very good),

M. Ad. Sirocid, Madame Calvat, Mrs. E. W.
Clarke, Mdlle. Marie Hoste, Jno. Shrimpton,
Madame Ad. Chatin (good, but not quite finished),

Mrs. E. Wheeler, M. Panckoucke, Commandant
Blusset, Mdlle. Th^r^se Rev, Madame Octavie

Mirabeau, Sunflower, M. Bernard, Henri Jacotot

Fils, Duke of York, Stanstead White, Amos Perry,

Primrose League, Mrs. Dr. Ward, Pearl Beauty,

Chas. Davis, Madame J. Bayley, Beautfi Toulou-
siene. Viscountess Hambledon (capital). Beauty of

Castlewood, Niveum (fine), Edwin Molyneux (grand

colour), Cecil Wray, Mrs. E. S. Whittle, Mrs. W. H.
Lees, Col, W. B, Smith, Souvenir d'une Petite Amie,
Etoile de Lyon, M. E. A. Carriere, G. C. Childs,

Madame Carnot, Mrs. F. Jameson, Puritan, Miss
Dorothy Shea (capital), Madame Chas. Capitant,

Mrs. E. S. Trafi'ord, Viviand Morel (extra deep), H.
L. Sunderbruch, a capital broad- petalled yellow, and
Avalanche, The collection which followed was put

np by Mr. Mease, and though the blooms were
smaller, the collection was a first-rate 2ad ; his

beat flowers were Nivenm,Viviand Morel, Excelsior,

Eda Prass, Sunflower, Miss Dorothy Shea, Mdlle. T.
Rey, and International ; W. H. Fowler, Esq,, Clare-

.

mont, Taunton, was 3rd, with a satisfactory lot

;

and Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nursery, Redhill,

Surrey, 4th.

For a collection of twenty-four blooms, distinct,

a Silver Cup was offered by Major A. CoUis-Browne,
in addition to the first money-prize. The quality
of the exhibits was excellent, and the Ist prize was
awarded to a collection from Mr. W. H. Lees,
his best blooms being Viviand Morel, Madame
Carnot, Souvenir d'une Petite Amie, Primrose League,
W. H. Lincoln, Mdlle. T. Rey, Chas. Davis, and Sun-
flower. A very good lot from Mr. Wm. Allan, gr.

to Lord Snfl[ield, Gunton Park, near Norwich, was
2nd, and included were fine specimens of Viviand
Morel, C, Shrimpton. Duke of York, Mdlle. Ttierese
Rey, Val d'Andorre, and Sunflower. Mr. W. Higgs
was 3rd ; and Mr. W. Collins was 4th.

A Silver Cup, presented by Mr. H. Jones, Rye-
croft Nursery, Lewisham, formed an additional
reward to the winner of the Ist prize for twelve
blooms, distinct, which fell to Mr. W. Messenger, gr.

to C. H. Berners, Esq., Woolverstone Park, Ipswich,
who staged a very grand lot; this included a most
superb bloom of Viviand Morel, also good Mdlle. T.
Rey, Florence Davis, Sunflower, W. H. Lincoln,
Etoile de Lyon, and Chas, Shrimpton. Mr. A. Sturt
was a good 2nd, especially in his M. Benard,
Amos Perry, and Chas. Davis. Mr. B. Calvert was
3rd ; and Mr. A. J. Driver was 4th.

The best six blooms of any white Japanese variety

were of Avalanche, shown by Mr. Sandford, gr. to

W. Wright Ingle, Eiq., Woodhouse, North Finchley.

Mr. R. Jones, gr. to C. A. Smith Hyland, Esq.,

Birford Hill, Warwick, was 3rd with Mdlle. T. Rey

;

and Mr. Collins' stand of the same variety was
Commended.
Mr. Sandford was also successful in the class for

any other variety excepting white, with large, finely-

coloured Chas. Davis ; Mr. W. Mease was 2nd, with
Sunflower ; and Mr. Chas. Cox, gr. to Jno. Trotter,

Esq., Brickendon Grange, Hertford, 3rd, with Edwin
Molyneux. There were seventeen exhibitors.

Six Japanese incurved were best from Mr. A. J,

Driver, gr, to Mrs. Davies, Bridgend House, Stone-
haven, who had Stanstead White, Waban, Robt.
Owen, E. Molyneux, Thunberg, and Lord Brooke;
2od, Mr. B. Calvert, who had good Louis Boehmer,
Enfant des deux Mondes, and William Tricker; Mr.
Thos. H. Lodge, gr. to the Rev. J. Menet, Hockerill,

Bishop's Stortford. was 3rd.

Hairy-petalled Varieties.—The Ist prize for six

Japanese blooms, hairy-petalled varieties, distinct,

was taken by Mr. Philip Plumb, gr. to G, J.

Beer, Esq, Langley Park, Watford, Herts; he
had Hairy Wonder (figured in the Gardeners'

Chronicle last week), Mrs. Trelease (a rose-coloured

variety). Louis Bcehmer, Mrs. A. Hardy, W. A.
INIanda (yellow), and Enfant des deux Mondes.

Anemone, Japanese.—Mr. Skeggs was the winner of

the Ist prize for twelve blooms, distinct, and showed
very good blooms of varieties similar to those in-

cluded in the class for large-flowered and Japanese
Anemones ; 2ud, Mr. R. C. Notcut, Broughton Road
Nurseries, Ipswich, an excellent 2ad ; and Mr. Jno.
Milner was 3rd.

Eeflcxed Blooms, large flowered.—Mr. Collins, with

a good average collection, was Ist for twelve

large-flowered reflexed blooms, the best of which
were Golden Christine, Cullingfordi, Cloth of Gold,

White Christine, and Pink Christine ; Mr. Chas.

Cox was a very near 2nd indeed ; and Mr. A. Felgate,

gr. to Her Grace the Dowager Duchess of Wellington,

Burhill, Walton-on- fhames, was 3rd.

Anemone Blooms, large-flowered.—Mr. Skeggs, gr,

to A. Moseley, Esq , West Lodge, Barnet, Herts,

was Ist for twenty-foar distinct large-flowered

Anemone blooms, Japanese included. It was a
very fine collection, and as these varieties deserve

more extended favour, we append the names of all

those in the Ist stand, Queen Elizabeth, Duchess of

Westminster, Gliick, Nelson, Mrs. J. Benedict, Cin-
cinnati, Mrs. Linan, Miss Margaret, Marie Laglaize,

Jeanne Marty, Delaware, Jno. ISunyan, M. Du-
panlonp, W. W. Astor, Empress, Madame Nathaniel

Brun, M. Charles Leboscqz, Souvenir de Dorothys

Souille, M. Panckoucke, Madame Lawson, Gladys

Spaulding, Mdlle. Gabriel, Sabine, and Grand
Alveole. The 2nd prize was taken by Mr. Jno.

Miller, gr. to Mr. W. A. Higgs, Willenhall Park,

Barnet, who had also a nice lot. 3rd, Mr, A. Iver,

gr. to E. E. Jakes, Esq., Hadley Lodge, Barnet. The
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last-named exhibitor was l«t for twelve blooms of

large Anemone-flowered with Japanese excluded,

and the stand included good blooma, Delaware,
Lumiere d'Argent, Cincinnati, Grand Alveole, and
Thorpe Junior ; Mr. W. Skeggs, gr. to A. Moeeley,
Eaq., West Lodge, Barnet, was 2nd ; and Mr. Cbaa.
Brown, 3rd.

Anemone Pompons.—The best twelve blooms of

these were from Mr. J. Myers, gr. to the Earl of

Sandwich, and amongst a very pretty collection the

following were the most attractive, Francis Boyce,
Magenta King, Madame Cbalonnge Fearle, Mar-
guerite de Coi, and Madame Montels ; Mr. W. Ald-
ridge, gr. to G. Lacy, Esq., Springfield Gardens,
Palmer's Green, N,, 2nd ; and Mr. Charles Brown,
gr. to K. Henty, Esq., Langley House, Abbots
Bromley, Herts, 3rd.

Pompom,— In the competition for the best twelve
distinct varieties, three blooms of each, excluding
Anemone Pompons, Mr. T. Caryer, gr. to A. G.
Meissener, Esq., Weybridge, was most successful.

The prettiest of a nice collection were Rubra perfecta,

W. Westlake, President, Charles Dickens, and Scapin ;

2nd, Mr. T. L. Turk, gr. to W. F. Boney, Esq.,

Cholmeley Lodge, Highgate, with another good lot

;

3rd, Mr. C. Brown. In the following class for a
like number of flowers, but as grown without dis-

budding, the 1st place was taken by Mr. Brown ; 2ad,

Mr. T. L. Turk.
Single- flowered varieties.—Mr. J. Agate, Havant,

had a very fine stand in the class for twelve single

varieties in sprays of three blooms each. The
best were Golden Star, Purity, Snow Wreath, Jane,
Miss M. Wilde, and Mrs. D. N. Crane; Mr. W.
Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Kedhill, Surrey, was
2nd, and included Earlswood Terra-cotta, Emily
Wells, and Nora, three very pretty varieties ; 3rd,

Mr. G. Carpenter, gr. to Major Collis - Browne,
Broad Oaks, By fleet.

Amateobs' Classes.

The first class, devoted to amateurs only, was one
for twenty- four blooms of Japanese, in not fewer

than eighteen varieties, for which the 1st prize was
30s., and in addition, a nickel-silver tea-service,

presented by Mr. J. A. Restall, jeweller, 2, St.

Martin's Place, Broad Street, Birmingham.
Mr. Jno. Horril, The Workhouse, Havant, was Ist

with a collection, reflecting highest credit on the

amateur who exhibited them. The best blooms were
Miss Dorothy Shea, Condor, Viviand Morel, Stan-
stead White, Mdlle. T. Key, Golden Wreath, and.

J. S. Dibbin. There was a very spirited competi-
tion, and the 2ad place was secured by Mr. H. Love,
Melville Terrace, Sandown, Isle of Wight, with
smaller but good blooms ; 3rd, Mr. Alfred Holmes,
Fort Grange, Gosport.

The best twelve incurved blooms were also staged

by Mr. A. Holmes, and the varieties included good
Princess Teck, Mrs. Heale, Refulgens, Lucy Kendal,
and Miss M. A, Haggas.

Mr. Fred Durrant, 4, New Road, Ware, was the
exhibitor of the best six incurved blooms, of which
Jeanne d'Arc and Prince Alfred were very good ; Mr.
Holmes was 2Qd ; and. C. E. Wilkins, Esq., Wel-
lington, Swanley, Kent, 3rd.

The best twelve Japanese blooms were staged by
Mr, H. Love, who had a stand of medium-sized neat
blooms of good quality, and who was followed by Mr.
Arthur Stammers Knowles, Maldon, Essex, and Mr.
Jas. Stredwick, Silverhill Street, St. Leonard's-on-Sea.

G. E. Piddington. Esq., Leigh, Essex, staged the
best six Japanese, having Charles Davis, Colonel
W. B. Smith, Mrs. Harman Payne, Viviand Morel,
Mr. A. G. Hubbuck, and Beauty of Exmouth, all

good ; 2nd, Mr. H. Lee, 3, Toronto Place, Moreland
Road, Gosport ; 3rd, Mr. Geo. Peck, St. James
Street, King's Lynn.
The best six Japanese blooms of any one variety

were from Mr. H. Love, who had good blooms of

Sunflower : 2ad, Mr. Jas. Stredwick, with Avalanche;
and 3rd, Mr. W. Batten, Old Basing, Basingstoke,
Hants, with the same variety.

Amateor and Single-handed Gakdbnee's Classes.

Mr. T. L. Turk was the exhibitor of the best col-

lection of twelve incurved blooms, distinct, with a
very creditable lot of flower. He was followed by
Mr. E. Tickner, and Mr. S. J. Cook, gr. to J. H.
Hartridge, Esq., Holmwood, Hendon, N.W. ; and
the best six incurved were shown by the winner in

the last class also, being followed by Mr. W. C.
Fagram, gr. to A. F. Hobhouse, Esq., Weybridge

;

and Mr. W. Jones, gr. to W. Hooper, Esq., Glena
Mount, Sutton, Surrey.

Capital blooms were shown by Edwin Smith,
Esq., Ingleside, Chatham, in the class for twelve

Japanese, distinct ; especially good were Lord Brooke,

Mrs. E. W. Clarke, Viviand Morel, W. H. Lincoln,

and Chas. Davis. Mr. E. T. Tickner, gr. to J.

Watney, Esq., was 2ad ; and C. W. Richardson,

Eaq , Fairgrieve House, Sawbridgeworth, 3rd.

Metropolitan Classes.

These are limited to growers within the area of

the county of London. The first class here was for

twelve incurved blooms, the best coming from Mr.
Brigham, Stoke Newington, who was also Ist in the

class for six blooms.
For Twelve Japanese, Mr. W. Davis, gr. to W. F.

Darnell, Esq., Stamford Hill, was Ist with mediam-
sized but good blooms ; Mr. Brigham was 2nd. With
six Japanese, Mr. Beech, gr. to L. Seligman, Esq ,

South Kensington, was best ; 2nd, Mr. Davis,

Amateues' Special Frizes.

In the class for twelve incurved flowers, the 1st

prize being a small boiler, given by Messrs. J. Deard
& Son, Harlow, in addition to the money prizes offered

by Mr. H. J. Jones, the only competitor was Mr. J.

Horrel, Havant, who had the prize. The 1st position

was taken by Mr. Yeoman of Hounslow, for twelve

Japanese ; Mr. Amies, of Ashford, Kent, coming 2ad.
For six Japanese, Mr. A. A. Botwright, of Ken-
sington, was 1st, and Mr. It, E. Wilson, from the
same locality, 2nd.

Plants.

Trained Chrysanthemums were shown in very fine

form, and were much admired by those who like

these huge formal specimens. With six remarkable
plants, large fiowered, averaging 6 feet across, a
veteran grower, Mr. D. Donald, gr. to J. G. Bar-
clay, E8q.,Leyton, was an easy 1st; he had densely-
flowered Chinaman, W. Tricker, Florence Piercey,

Margot, and White and Pink Christine. Mr. Easey,
gr. to C. Mills, Esq., Highbury New Park, was 2nd.
With four trained plants, Mr. Davey, gr. to C. C.

Paine, Esq., Stamford Hill, was 1st, having good
plants of Margot, Col. W. B. Smith, Dr. Sharpe,
and Elaine.

Mr. Davey also had the best six standards of

similar varieties, very good specimens ; Mr. Easey
coming 2nd. With four trained standards, Mr.
Donald was an easy 1st, having grand plants of

Bertha Rendatler, Stanstead Surprise, Chinaman,
and Margot. The same grower was the only exhi-

bitor of six trained Pompons, wonderful plants of

Dupont de L^on, William Kennedy, Antonius, Siuur
Melanie, and Blanch Douglas.

Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood, was the only exhibitor
of six singles untrained, and well-flowered were Rose
Fink, Foxhunter, Bertha Jenks, &c.

Table Decorations, Vases, &c.

The whole of these very beautiful, as well as

remarkable, arrangements were found up in the
gallery, where it is feared few of the general public

saw them, yet it is doubtful whether any features of

this fine show possessed greater beauty or were so
attractive.

The finest product, without doubt, was found in

the competition for the President's piece of plate

and other prizes, and was in the form of tables

18 feet by 6 feet, standing against a wall, so that one
face only was needed to be filled in the most artistic

way by the competitors, of whom there were three.

The Ist place was taken by Mr. H. J. Jones, of

Lewisham, with what must be truthfully described

as the most beautiful, as well as the finest of any
similar arrangement ever seen.

At the back hung soft green drapery, then came
some very lofty vases, holding clusters of flowers.

Dwarfer ones fronted these similarly dressed, and in

front were many flowers set singly in a bed of Ferns
and foliage. The whole was dressed with Ferns,
Crotons, and Asparagus, whilst varied coloured
foliage draped and beautified the vases. The blooms
used were chiefly Japanese in various colours. Mr.
N. Davis, of Camberwell, who was placed 2nd, had
a somewhat similar arrangement, but with dwarfer
stands, and his table was less effectively draped
and dressed, still, it was a striking group. Mr.
Godfrey, of Exmouth, was 3rd, but his table was
lacking in tastefulness.

The next in attractiveness, though losing something
by being perhaps too elaborate, was the competition
for a table of bouquets, wreaths, sprays, button-
holes, &c. These tables could be faced all ways
Here Mr. J. R. Chard, of Brunswick Nursery,
Stoke Newington, was 1st, his table having a
draping of yellow muslin ; at the corners
were an anchor, a harp, wreath, and a collar or
chaplet ; yellow, bronze, and deep chesnut-coloured
flowers, being freely used ; also fine vases, superbly

dressed with flowers and drooping foliage ; whilst
bouquets, sprays, &c., were plentital, the whole pre-
senting a combination such as is rarely seen at any
show. Without any doubt, both Mr. Jones and Mr.
Chard in their respective classes surpassed them-
selves. Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, were 2nd,
having also a diverse but still beautiful table, one
that perhaps only Mr. Chard could have excelled.
A looking-glass fixed in the centre of the table,
literally framed in flowers, bouquets, and foliage,
was an effective feature.

Still in the same category was a class for twenty-
four Japanese blooms, set up singly in vases, and on
large stems, the whole being in a case of Ferns and
foliage. Here D. M. Hayler, gr. to W. Hannaford,
Esq., Hendon, was lat ; Mr. Howe, gr. to H. Tate,
Esq., Streatham Hill, 2nd ; and Mr. W. Davis 3rd.
There was much similarity in the setting-up, the
better flowers giving the 1st place to Mr. Hayler.
Mr. John Wills, of South Kensington, offered prizes

for three vases of Chrysanthemums, each to contain
twelve blooms, arranged for effect. Mr. J. R. Chard
was the winner of the lat prize, having tall glass
stands set into wire supports, the flowers being
di eased with foliage; Mr. F. N. Seale, Sevenoake,
was 2ad.

Mr. D. B. Crane, Highgate, had the best-dressed
three epergnes, pleasingly dressed with soft yellow
and dark bronzy flowers, and good foliage. Mr.
Seale was again 2od.
Mr. A. Merridew, Camberwell, had the best pair

of vases dressed with flowers of Pompon Chrysan-
themums; 2Qd, Mr. Turk, Highgate.
Mr. W. Howe was a good 1st with one vase of

six Japanese flowers, nsing the beautiful flowers
with good effect. In the next vase shown by Mr. L.
T. Cook, Holmwood, Hendon, Viviand Morel was
the flower employed.

In a similar class for amateurs, the same variety
won the Ist prize for Mr. A. Jones, of Hornsey.
Bouquets were numerous, the best pair coming

from Mr. Newell, gr. to Mr. E. Saunders, Wimble-
don, his flowers being of pink colour in one case, and
golden and bronze in the other.

Mr. W. Smith, of Romford, had the beat basket
of berries and coloured foliage.

Special Classes.

These were for prizes offered chiefly by trade
growers for varieties specially sent out by them, but
the response was poor, some not even getting an
entry. Mr. J. Agate, of Havant, was the only com-
petitor for Mr. H. J. Jones' selected flowers ; and
for Messrs. Cutbush & Sons' class, Mr. Sandford, gr.

to G. W. Wright, Esq., Finchley, was placed 1st.

In four other cases there seemed to be no competition.

FfiniT AND Vegetables.

These were not so plentiful as usual, the Grape
classes being the best filled. There were six lots of
three bunches of whites, all Muscat of Alexandria,
the best really fine bunches coming from Mr. J. Bury,
gr. to C. Bayer, Esq , Forest Hill; Mr. W. Harman,
gr. to the Earl of Denbigh, Lutterworth, was 2ad,
with smaller but still handsome bunches ; Mr. Sim-
monds, gr. to W. Cunard, Esq., Orleans House,
Twickenham being 3rd.

Black Grapes were represented by nine lots, all but
one being Black Alicante. The exception was three
large clusters of Gros Guillaume, rough and un-
finished. The best Alicantes, not large, but finely

finished, came from Mr. GrifiBn, Combe Bank,
Kingston-on-Thames; Mr. J. Bury being 2Qd; and
Mr. Elliott, gr. to T. H. Graham, Esq., West Molesey,
3rd. Mr. Bury had the finest Gros Colmar Grapes,
though not fully coloured. Mr. W. Chuck, gr. to T.
Thelluson, Esq., Doncaster, coming 2ad ; and Mr. W.
J. Empson, gr. to W. Wingfield, Ampthill, Beds, 3rd.

Apples were remarkably scarce, only two half-

dozens of dishes being staged in each class. With
dessert varieties, Mr. Potter, gr. to Sir Mark Collett,

Sevenoaks, was Ist, having very fine Cox's Orange,
Ribston, Blenheim, and King of the Pippins,

Mother Apple, and Baumann's Red Reinette. Mr.
R. Dean, Ealing, was 2nd.

In the cooking class, some fine frnit of Warner's
King, Gloria Mundi, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Lane's
Prince Albert, Emperor Alexander, and Gascoigne's

Scarlet Seedling, came from Mr. Axell, gr. to G. H.
Dean, Esq., Sittingbourne, who was Ist ; and Mr. R.

Dean was 2nd.

The finest six dishes of Pears came from Mr.
W, Allan, Gunton Park, Norwich, whose Marie
Louise d'Uccle, Durondeau, Doyenn6 du Cornice,

Pitmaaton Duchess, Emile d'Heyst, and Marie Louise
were excellent ; Mr. Potter, who was 2nd, had fine

Beurrja Baltet and Bachelier ; Mr. H, Liney was 3rd.
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The «how of vegetablei wa« remarkably limited in

•ize ; Mr. C. Roes, gr,, Welford Park, Newbnry, wa«

the only exhibitor of twelve dishes of Potatos, and

Mr, C. J. Waite, the Gardejs, Glenhurst, Esher, had

the best six dishes ; Mr. Moss being 2nd.

In the class for nine sorti of vegetables, prizes

ofiFered by Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Mr. R.

Lye, of Sjdmonton Court, Newbary, was the only

exhibitor, having good samples.

There were four competitors in a corresponding

class for prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons,

Reading, Mr. Waite here taking Ist place. Mr. T.

Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodora Guest, Inwood House,

Dorset, coming 2nd, Mr. R. Lye 3rd, and Mr. Haines,

Coleshill, Wilts, 4th.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

These werf, as usual, an important part of the

exhibition, for they were responsible in large degree

for the display made. Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmonth
Nurseries, Devon, had a good display of novelties,

including some unnamed seedlings of mnch promise.

M. Grayer was a large pink Japanese, and Miss

Dorothy Shea, Louise, Sarah Hill, and others, were

well exhibited. Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sons,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Ilolloway,

London, N., bad a miscellaneous collection of plants,

including Cannas, Crotons, Ericas, Cyclamens, Catt-

leyaf, Odontoglossums, &c. ; and another miscella-

neous collection of plants was staged by Messrs.

Wm. Calbuih & Sons, Ilighgate Nurseries, London,

N,, iDCluding a few Orchidf, also a small collection

of fruit. Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Hither

Green, Lewisham, exhibited a collection of new
Chrysanthemums; and Chrysanthemum blooms

were also shown by Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm
Nursery, near Tottenham. Messrs. Clibran &Son, Al-

trincham Nurseries, near Manchester, had cut blooms

of Chrysanthemums, including a number of flowers

of W. Firkinf, a yellow sport from Bouquet de Dame.
Mr. W. Young, Holmesdale Nurseries, Stevenage,

Herts, had cut blooms of Chrysanthemums ; and Mr.

A. Merridew, The Gardens, Camberwell House,

Camberwell, some plants of Cypripedium insigne in

flower, a few Ferns, &c. Mr. James Pike, Acton, W.,
again exhibited the Carnation Uriah Pike.

The grandest display of all was that put up by

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, which

included a fine lot of Chrysanthemum blooms. John
Machar is expected to make a splendid yellow

Japanese incurved, and Globe d'Or promises to

make a good incuived. Zonal Pelargoniums were

also exhibited in quantity and great variety, set up
in sprays according to the well-known Swanley

system. Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Ued-
hill, Surrey, had a small group of planto of Chry-
santhemums, including Ethel Amsden, the green

spjrt from Viviand Morel.

A good number of Chrysanthemum blooms of new
varieties was also staged by Mr. Robert Owen, nur-

feryman. Maidenhead ; Ernest Fierens, a white

Japanese, and Owen's Perfection, looked promising

varieties.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, showed a remark-

ably attractive collection of Potatos, their fine varie-

ties standing out with marked effect. And Mr.
Empson showed some grand samples of Carrots,

including Bedfordshire Champion, Sutton's Inter-

mediate, &c.
There was also shown a fine collection of Apples

and Pears from Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, a

richly-coloured lot of twenty- five dishes. Miire de

Manage Apple, from Mr. C. Holden, Rhyl ; and a good
collection of Apples and Pears staged by Messrs.

Cntbush & Sons, Highgate.
Horticultural sundries were well represented. Mr.

Jos. Arnold exhibited a lot of Bedfordshire peat;

another stand was devoted to the display of " Pure
Ichthemic Guano ;

" Mr. George, Putney, had
another table devoted to the exhibition of his

specialties ; and Messrs. lies & Co., Berkshire
Pottery Stores, Warner Road, Camberwell, London,
S.E., had a collection of artistic garden pottery.

HIGHGATE AND DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM.

NovEMBEE 1, 2.—A capital show was this, the

hall in which it was held being crowded to over-

flowing ; the Japanese varieties were very fine, but
some of the incurved flowers were wanting a little

longer for full development. The special prize

offered by W. Reynolds, Esq., for thirty-six

blooms distinct, eighteen incurved, and eighteen
Japanese, brought oat some fine flowers. Here, Mr.
J. Burch, gr, to J. Smith, Esq., Mill Hill, gained

premier honours, his principal flowers of Japanese

being Primrose League, C. Shrimptou, Mrs. C. H.

Payne, Princess Victoria, Vivand Morel, and Louise

;

incurved. Golden Empress of India, H?ro of Stoke

Newington, Lady Dorothy, Baron Hirsch, Miss

Haggas, and John Lambert. A very good 2ad was

Mr. E. Rowbottom, gr. to H. R. Williams, Esq.,

Hornsey, the latter exhibitor taking the chief award

in the open class for twenty-four Japanese, extremely

fine were G. C. Schwabe, C. Shrimpton, Avalanche,

Prefect Robert, Miss A. Hartshorn, Etoile de Lyon,

Louise, and Sunflower; 2ad, also a fine lot, Mr. J.

Sandford, gr. to G. Wright-Ingle, Esq , Finchley,

who gained the chief position for twelve Anemones,

fine were blooms of Marguerite, SoUeville, Sabin, and

G.iick; 2Qd, Mr. S. J. Cook. A very effective class

was that for twelve bunches of cut blooms, set up

with Ferns, Grasses, and other foliage. Mr. E. Row-
bottom was well to the front here, followed by Mr.

Cook, gr. to J. H. Hartridge, Eiq , Hendon. lo the

section open to single-handed gardeners and ama-

teurs for twelve incurved blooms, the let prize was

well won by Mr. J. L. Turk, gr. to T. Boncy, Esq.,

Highgate, who had good blooms of Violet "Tomlin,

Golden Beverley, &c. ; 2nd, Mr. G. Amos. Mr. Turk
secured the premier place for twelve Japanese, in

this stand were good flowers of Mrs. Falconer Jamie-

son, Amos Perry, and Prefect Roberts ; 2nd, Mr. J.

Brooks, jun. For six Japanese, Mr. Tark was again

well to the front ; 2ad, Mr. Kent. The special prize

offered by H. K. Williams, Esq., for twelve incurved

and twelve Japanese secured some good exhibits.

Ist, Mr. J. Brooks, gr. to W. Rnynolds, Esq , amongst

Japanese were fine flowers of Excelsior, Viviand

Morel, Mdlle. Marie Hoste, and Avalanche; in-

carved. Empress of India, Baron Hirsch, and Madame
Darier; Sod, Mr. J. L.Turk. The same gentleman's

prizes for twelve incurved (six varieties) were well

contested for, the principal prize-takers being Messrs.

J. H. Walker, H. A. Page, and J. Sandford. Mr. J.

McKerchar's prize for six Japanese brought out some

fine flowers, the prize-takers being Messrs. J. Sand-

ford and J. Brooks. Beautiful were the flowers

staged in the class set apart for twelve varieties of

Pompons, three blooms of each, Messrs. Turk and

Burch taking the chief prizes. In the class for a

tastefully-arranged basket of Chrysanthemums, a

beautiful exhibit, gaining the first place, was sent by

W. D. B. Crane, Archway Road, Highgate ; 2ad, W.
Matthews. Mr. Crane was also fortunate in securing

the chief honours for a dinner-table decoration. In

button- hole bouquets, Mr. Eason was the most suc-

cessful competitor, whilst in epergnes and bouquets

the chief prizes were secured by Messrs. Sedgwick

and Tubbs. Specimen plants were well shown, Mr.

Eason gaining the first place for six trained Pompons,

Sccur Melanie, fine. Extremely fine plants gained

Mr. Brooks the premier position for six trained spe-

cimens of large flowering kinds, Mr. Eason closely

following ; Mr. Sedgwick sent the best three. The
President's prize for a group of Chrjsanthemums was

won with well-Sowered examples by Mr. J. Brooks.

In the smaller group the prizes were obtained by

Messrs. Sedgwick and Edwards. Fruit was pretty

well shown, the prizes for three bunches of Black

Grapes going to Messrs. Tubbs, Page, and Brooks;

whilst those offered for White Grapes went to Messrs.

Walker, Turk, and Tubbs. Apples and Pears were

successfully shown by Messrs. A. Page, H. A. Page,

Turk, Sandford, Hayler, and Gregory. Tomatos
gained the prizes to Messrs. A. Page, H. A. Page,

and Brooks. The chief prize-winners in the Vege-

table Classes were Messrs. Sedgwick, Tomlin, Balli-

more, and Edwards. Amongst non-competitive

exhibits may be mentioned a good miscellaneous

collection of fruit from Messrs. W. Hunt & Son,

Highgate, and plants for the general decoration of

the hall from Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, and Messrs.

B. S. Williams & Co. Mr. W. E. Boyce, the Hon.
Secretary, deserves much credit for the general

ariangements.

THE PEOPIiE'S PALACE
HORTICrriiTXJBAL.

NoVEMBEE 1, 2, 3.— A very attractive exhibi-

tion of Chrysanthemums took place in the Queen's

Hall on the above date, and the quality of some of

the blooms grown in the East End came as a sur-

prise to many of the visitors. The majority of the

competitive plants and flowers came from the Vic-

toria Park, Stepney, Bow, and surrounding districts,

the group of Japanese and incurved shown by Mr.

T. Smith was highly creditable ; Mr. G. Heathcote

being a close 2ad. In the class for a smaller group,

Mr, C, J. Froud was a good Ist. Incurved varietiei

were praiseworthy as cut blooms, but outshone by
the Japanese, which are better developed in the
East End than the older type. Coloar was
wanting in some of the Japanese, but eubstance
and fulness characterised them. The most
favoured spot is the Sewardstone Koad ; the
gardens in the houses at one side of the
road back on to the canal, and beyond that
ia Victoria Park. Groups and collections of

plants other than Chrysanthemums were invited,

and they included considerable variety ; the two
leading subjects, and shown in very fine character,

were Ficus elastica and Aspidistra lurida and its

variegated form. This is an admirable to vn plant,

and the highest award in the miscellaneous class

was awarded to two large variegated specimens from
Mr. C. Balls. Ferns, Fern-cases, Aralia Sieboldi,

Dracicnas of th? green type. Begonia rex, &c.,

were also staged. Vegetables and fruits were
invited, and some very creditable drawings of

plants and flowers came from children. On the
prtvious Saturday, greenhouses and window-boxes
were inspected, a day being occupied in visiting

them, many were of a homely character, but
it was remarkable what excellent plants were
grown in them, and as many as fifteen prizes were
awarded. The judges recommended that for the
future the greenhouse competition should be grouped
into districts, some of them being much more favour-

able to plant growth than others. The exhibition

was made quite extensive by the addition of valuable

groups of plants from the Messrs. de Rothschild,

Gunnersbury Park, Acton ; F. A. Bevan, Esq.,

Trent Park, Barnet; S. B. Boulton, Esq., Copped
Hall, Totteridge; Messrs. W. Cutbush & Sons,
nurserymen, Highgate ; Mr. Holmes, Framp-
ton Park Nursery, Hackney ; A, F. Hills,

Esq., Woodford Green ; Chrysanthemum blooms
from C. E. Shea, Esq., Foots Cray ; Sir E. Siunders,
Fairlawn, Wimbledon, a charmingly-arranged basket
of Chrysanthemums; the Duchess of Wellington,
Strathfieldsaye ; Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery,
Lewisham, and others ; and table decorations, each
one filling a table, from Miss Lilian Hudson, The
Gardens, Gunnersbury House, Acton; and Mr. J. R.
Chard, Stoke Newington. The exhibition was opened
by Lord Iveagh, one of the Vice-presidents. It is

intended to hold an exhibition of spring- flowering

bulbs in March next.

CRYSTAL PALACE.
NovEMBEE 2.—The show of Chrysanthemums held

annually under the auspices of the Crystal Palace

Company, is nsnally one of the first of the season,

and calculations are sometimes made from the
exhibits here as to the quality of the blooms that

may be expected at the later shows. On the occasion
under notice, all sections excepting that of the

incurved, were represented in about average quantity,

and of not more than average quality. Incurved
flowers were weakest, there being but few really first-

class blooms staged, owing primarily to the fact that

the show was mnch too early for this section, and
growers had to stage the first flowers with but few to

select from.

Mr. N. Molyneux, gr. to J. Carpenter Garnier,

Esq., Rooksbury Park, Wickham, Hants, secured

the first prize in the leading open class, and staged a
collection of forty-eight blooms, twenty-four incurved

and twenty-four Japanese. The incurved blooms
were weak, but there was a capital Baron Hirsch,

and a bloom of Madame Darrier was pretty.

Japanese flowers were much better, and may be
described as satisfactory. Col. W. B. Smith was
about the best, and the new M. Panckoucke was
exhibited well. This will become one of the most
popular of the yellows. International was large,

and served well for the back row, but the variety ia

open to the objection of being a trifle rongh. Sou-
venir d'une Petite Amie, President Borel, G. W.
Cbilds, Madame Charles Molin, and Lonise were
new ones included in this stand. The last-named
was a fairly good bloom, but was too pale. The
2nd place was taken by Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A.
Bevan, Esq., Trent Park, New Barnet. Duke of

York, Madame Charles Capitant, Primrose League
(lacking colour), and Commandant Blusiet were
incladed among the Japanese. The last-named is a

good deep flower, and of distinct colour. M.
E. A. Carri^re is a pretty white flower, with good
florets slightly incurving. The incurved blooms
were only ordinary. Mr. C. J. Salter, gr. to T. B.

Haywood, Esq., Woodhatch Lodge, Hayward'i
Heath, Reigate, was 3rd; and again the Japanese

blooms were the best.
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The lat prize for eighteen incarred varieties wai
won by Mr. Thos. Kubinson, gr. to W. Lawrence,
Eaq., Elafield House, Hollingbonrne. The blooms
were rather weak. The prettiest were Madame
Mante, a rich yellow ; White Venas, Miss M. A.,

Haggas, and Madame Dirrier. Mr. Jupp, gr. to G.
BonltOD, E^q., Torfield, Upperton, Eastbonrne, was
2ad ; and Mr. Lees 3rd.

The class for twelve incarved, contained larger

and better flowers. Mr. W. Collins, gr. to J. W.
Carlile, Esq., Ponsboarne Park, Hertford, was Ist,

the best of bis blooms being John Doughty, Qieen
of England, Mrs. Hoale, and Baron Hirsch ; 2ad,

A. Jones, gr, to Miss Wjburn, Hadley Manor,
Barnet.

The best six incarved blooms of one variety were
some Jeanne d'Arc from Mr. W. Japp, fairly good,
bat a little ragged; Mr. E Mills, gr. to F. Lloyd,
Esq., Coombe House, Croydon, was 2ad, with Baron
Hirsch, shown past their best; and Mr. W. E. Tidy,
Brockhampton Narseries, was 3rd, with Jeanne
d'Arc.

The best collection of eighteen Japanese blooms
came from Mr. W. Collins, and they were an even
good lot; the best were President Borel, Princess
May, Chas. Davis, and G. W. Childs—this last-

named was well up in colour. 2ad, Mr. W. H. Lees,
with mach smaller blooms, but of capital colour,

3rd, Mr. Geo. Elphick.

There was very spirited competition in the class

for twelve Japauese, about sixteen stands being
staged. Mr. J. Smith, gr, to W. R. loglis, Efq.,

Craigenduwn, Reigate Hill, who was Ist, had eome
capital blooms, especially Duke ot York, Viviand
Morel, Mdlle. Marie Hoete, Princess May, Sun-
flower. Mdlle. ThS Ase Rey. and Chas. Davis. 2ad,
Mr. E. Tickner, gr. to J. Watney, Eiq., Sherman-
bury House, Reigate

; Chas. Shrimpton and Mrs.
A. G. Ram«ay were the best. 3rd,t Mr. W. Slow-
grove, gr. to Mrs. Crawford, Sutton, Reigate.
Out of fourteen competitors for six blooms of one

variety of Japanese, the 1st prize was won by Mr.
Slowgrove, who had good blooms of G. C. Schwabe

;

2nd, Mr. G. Stur, gr. to A. Morden, Eiq., The Stone
House, Reigate, who had moderately good flowers of
Mdlle. Marie Hoste; Mr. Geo. Elphick, gr. to Major
Hardman, Harstwood, Hayward's Heath, was 3rd,
with Viviand Morel.

Mr. C. J. Salter won for eighteen reflexed and
Japanese reflexed, and of a nice lot, the old Val
d'Andorre, Charles Davis, Jno. Shrimpton, aad James
Lynch, were pretty; Mr. W. Japo was 2nd.
For eighteen Anemone and Japanese Anemone-

flowered, distinct, the 1st prize was taken by Mr. J.

Justice, gr. to Sir R. Temple, Kempsey, Worcester,
and the best varieties as seen here were M. Panc-
koncke, Fieur de Marie, D.'laware, and Sabine; Mr.
C. J. Salter, who was 2ad, had a nice collection also

;

3rd, Mr. Walter Janks. gr. to W. M. Grant, Esq.,

Fairlawn, Cobham, Surrey.

The best twelve Pompons were from Mr. Salter,

and bis best were Nellie Rimford, Mdlle. Elsie
Dordan, Black Douglas, and Eynsford Gem ; 2od,
Mr. J. Koaop, gr. to T. W. Amsden, Eiq., of
Chichester Road, Croydon.

Mr. Salter was again 1st for twelve Pompnn
Anemones, with a very pretty collection ; 2ad, Mr.
H. Harris, gr. to Mr. Erersfield, Horsham ; and 3rd,
Mr. J. Knapp.
The best Japanese Anemone-flowered, were from

Mr. R. C. Notcnt, Broughton Road Narseries, Ips-
wich, Madame R. Owen, Mr. Charles Leboscqz, and
Nelson, were remarked ; 2ad, Mr. Justice ; 3rd, Mr,
James Milner, gr. to Mr. W. A. Higgs, Willenhall
Park, Barnet.
There was but one entry in the class for singles,

and that was from Mr. G. Carpenter, gr. to Major
Collis-Browne, Broad Oiks, Byfleet, Surrey. The
collection was pretty and good.
There was no entry in a class for a group of in-

carved-flowered plants arranged for effect, but in a
similar class for a group of Japanese-flowered plants
in 100 square feet, the Ist prize was given for a very
nice, uncommonly-arranged group from Mr. W.
Wells, Earlswood Narseries, Redhill. The group
had an irregular surface, and was composed of good,
well-grown plants placed thinly together. W. H.
Lincoln was very fine, and helped well in the group,
as did Mdlle. The eie Rjy. Plants in flower of the
new green Ethel Amsd>'n were freely used, and the
group was edged with a nice border of Ferns.
Messrs. J. Carter & Co , High Holborn, were 2nd,
and Messrs. J. Mobsby & Son, 147, Moff'at Road,
Thornton Heath, were Srd.

A group to be shown by amateurs in a space of
50 square feet, and including any kinds, Was w'ou by

Mr. H. Baker, gr. to C. J. W. Rabbits, Eiq., West-
wood House, Sydenham. The plants were staged
too closely, but there were good medium-sized
blooms on the plants. 2ad, Mr. C. Trinn, gr. to

G. W. Bird, Etq
, The Manor House, West Wick-

ham, Kent; 3rd, Mr. T. W. Wilks, gr. to C. Ralph,
Eiq., Cranbrook Villa, Fox Lane, Upper Norwood.

Mr. W. Wesker had a 2ad prize for four trained
specimens of incurved varieties distinct, grown in

pots not exceeding 12 inches, and a 2ad prize tor a
like number of Japanese varieties, also for Pompon
varieties. Mr. G. H. Cooper, florist, Sydenham
Road, Croydon, was l«t for twelve standard-trained
Clirysantbemums, including Japanese, incurved, and
Pompoa varieties, four plants of each ; and Mr. J.
Carpenter, gr. to — Pursord, Esq., Broadatairs,
Lower Tooting, 3rd.

Mr. D. Aspland, florist. Crystal Palace, won a
class for cut Chrysanthemum blooms, arranged for

efl°ect, on a space of 60 square feet, with a light and
exceedingly tasteful arrangement. Mr. Wells 3rd.

Miscellaneous.—H. B. Ironside, Esq , sent blooms
of seedling varieties raised by himself, including
Miss Florence Lann, a violet-purple reflexed

Japanese, and others of some merit. Mr. C. J.

Salter showed blooms of Jas. Lynch, and of Clara
Jeal, a white Japanese reflexed. Mr. Robt. Owen,
Maidenhead, showed Japanese Queen of Buffs, some
blooms of E. G. Hills, and others. Messrs. Jno.
Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E., had a
group of miscellaneous stove and greenhouse plants,
also Cbrysantbemnois and cut blooms of same.
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, exhi-
bited seedling Chrysantbemums, about 2 feet bish,
bearing blooms; also cot flowers of Globe d'Or,

Amy Chantler, John Michar, &c. Messrs. W.
Miles & Co., Church Road, Hove, had a table filled

with Solanums and Primulas.

HAVANT.
NovEMBEE 2, 3.—The eleventh exhibition of

Chrysanthemums in this town was held in the Town
Hall on the above dates. Cut blooms made an excel-
lent display. For thirty-six Japanese, not fewer than
twenty-four varieties, Mr. J. Agate, nurseryman,
Havant, easily won the 1st prize with blooms of good
quality, if not of exceptionally large siz'» ; 2ad. Mr.
Parrott, gr. to Mr. Kincaid Smith, Wood End,
Chichester. The best twenty-four Japanese were
those shown by Mr. Sceptoe, gr. to G. A. Gale, Esq.,

Horndean ; Mr. F. Suter, gr. (who took the 2ad
priz") to — Lascelles. Esq , Funtington, being a
serious competitor. The best twelve blooms, dis-

tinct, brought numerous entries, Mr. Agate winning
the lit prize with good blooms of choice varieties

;

2ad, Mr. Sceptoe.

Incurved varieties were really well shown by
Messrs. Suter and Steptoe in the class for twenty-
four blooms, and Mr. Parrot won the chief prize for

twelve blooms. Mr. Steptoe staged the best Ane-
mone-flowered cut blooms, and Mr. Agate Pompons
and single- flowered kinds. Mr. Woodfine, gr. to

Major Boyd, Emsworth, bad the finest lot of re-

flexed varieties. Mrs. C. Stubbs showed capital

dinner-table decorations with Chrysanthemum
blooms, and Mr. Holmes was the most successful
exhibitor of Chrysanthemums amongst amateurs

;

the gronps of Chrysanthemums being pat np by
Messrs. Agate and White.

ST. NEOT'S.
NovEMBBE 5.—This exhibition of Chrysanthe-

mums, to which a considerable amonnt of interest

attaches, from the fact of the St. Neot'a Society
being the holders, with three wins to their credit, of
the Trophy presented by the National Chrysanthe-
mum to affiliated societies, was held one day in

advance of the National. Those able to form an
opinion pronounced it the best show yet held. The
Trophy will not most certainly be surrendered with-
out determined effort to retain it oa the morrow.
The class for thirty-six blooms, eighteen each of

Japanese and incarved, brought out two strong
exhibits, the 1st prize, which carries with it the
Silver Challenge Cup, value 10 guineas, being
awarded to Mr. Myers, gr. to the Earl of Sand-
wich, Hinchingbrooke, who has now won it twice,
but has to accomplish this once more before it

becomes bis absolutely. Both sections were ttrongly
represented, the finest of the Japanese being Viviand
Morel, Charles Davis, Sunflower, Colonel Chase
(extra), Avalanche, Mrs. E. W. Clarke, Viscountess
Hambledon, Violetta, Van der Heede (very distinct),

and FrinceSB May ; the newer varieties being very

strong. The finest incurved were of the Qaeen
and Princess types, Gulden Empress, Robert
Paiker, John Lambert, Empress of India. Lucy
Kendall, Violet Tomlin, and Ribert Petfield,
being extra good. Mr. Petfield, gr. to A. J.
Thornhill, Eq., Deddington, whose father (recently
deceased) won the cup last year, was placed 2ad

;

batter success may attend his efforts another year ; the
finest flowers were Etoile de Ljon, Viviand Morel,
White Liuis Boebmer, Waban, Avalanche, White
Empress, John Djaghty, and Baron Hirsch.
Mr. Myers was 1st also for twelve incurved

blooms, with a finer set than in his cnp exhibit, the
Queen family being strongly en evidence. Mr. Pet-
field followed with smaller fiowers but neat. Mr.
Myers won again with twelve Japanese, having
similar varieties to those in his cup stand. Once
more Mr. Petfield was 2ad, his stand lacking
colour.

Mr. AUis, gr. to Major Shnttleworth, Old Warden
Park, Beds, had the best half-dozen of one variety
of Japanese in Avalanche, pare in colour ; Mr,
Myers being 2ad with large Etoile de Lyor, but
1st with one variety of incurved, with Lord Alcei-
ter, very fine ; and Mr. Petfield 2ad with Baron
Hirsch.
A fine stand of Anemone, large- flowered, was

shown by Mr. Myers, in which John Banyan,
Cincinnati and Delaware were the best blooms, and
of Pi>mpons, in which Perls des Beaut^i, Cendrillon,
and Elise Dordan, were the best.

Specimen plants were unusually fine, and the com-
petition keen between the Ist and 2nd, for four
trained plants, the premier award going to Mr. Stone,
gr. to R A. Cochrane, E«q . The Downs, his plants
being one mass of bloom. The best were Stanstead
Surprise, Mrs. Cochrane, and Madame B. R-ndatler.

Mr. Park, gr. to A. C. Sweeting, Esq., Huntingdon,
had the finest group; good culture, with extra-fine
blooms of the Japanese, combined with a tasteful

but informal arrangement, placing him well in

advance.

The amateurs classes were well-3lled, the group-
class being particularly good. Decorative exhibits
were also noteworthy features. Fruits and vegetables
also added to the attractiveness of the show.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX NEW
HOBTIC OLTUKaL.

NovEMBEE 6, 7.—Excellent as the meetings of tbii

Society have been, they were surpassed by that held
on the above dates. The groups were a special

feature, and plants were of a well-finished kind.

The keenest competition was in the classes for

groups and cut flowers of Japanese varieties; but
Ihroughout the prizes called forth many competitors,
who were much closer together than usual.

Groups and Plants.—For the best semi-circular

group meaturing 14 feet bv 8 feet, the competition

resulted in Mr. Head, the Drive Nursery, Brighton,

being 1st, with remarkably good flowers, in con-
junction, tastefully arranged; 2ad, Mr. J. Hill, gr.

to Marriage Wallis, Esq., Wuhdean, with an equally

good arrangement, but weaker flowers.

For a smaller group, Mr. Fairs, gr. to R. Clowes,

Esq , Hassccks, won with a very bright lot of good
flowers, well arranged ; and 2nd, Mr. J. Thorpe,
West Hill Road, Brighton, with one of the best-

finished arrangements in the show.

A class for twelve plants, arranged with Ferns,

was strongly contested, the 1st and 2Dd prizes going

to Mr. G. Miles, Victoria Nursery, Djke Road,
Brighton, and Mr. Turner, gr. to Sir (Jreviile Smjthe,
Wick Hall, Hove, respectively.

In a small group, for amateurs only, Mr. W, J.

Austen, Hove, had some splenr^id examples, but was
closely ran by Mr. A. E. Coleman, the prizes

going as named.
Mr. Thorpe, West Hill Road, was 1st for a speci-

men plant in this division. Mr. E. Meachin was
1st for four standards, and 2ad for a single ditto,

being beaten in this cla«s by Mr. Hill, gr. to Marriage

Wallis, Esq., who was 2nd for lour standards.

For (onr pyramids, Mr. Hill was Ist; and Mr. A.

Scutt, gr. to Mrs. Jenkins, Bargees Hill, 2nd. Mr.
Hill beat Mr. Meachin for a specimen pyramid.

Mr. Scutt was 1st for lour dwarfs, and Mr. Hill for

a specimen dwarf. The plants were well grown, and
trained in a less formal manner than usual. Pri-

mulas, Cyclamens, and table plants were also well

represent* d.

Cut Flcwera —A class for thirty-six Japanese

varieties was very well contested, all stands being

considerably beyond average good quality, and
their merits difflcnlt to decide. Mr. Martin
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StandioK, gr. to Mrs. Joac*, Worthing, was lat

for a very even lot, a few of the best being

Princesa May, G. W. Childs. Avalanche, Mrs. F.

Jameson, San8ower, Mrs. E. W. Clarke, and Val
d'Aodorre; Mr. W. Neville, gr. to Mr. Flight, Twy-
foid, Hants, was 2ad, good examples of W. H. Lin-

coln, Lnaise, Thomas Hewitt, Wilfred Marshall, and
Amos Perry, being present in his stand ; and Mr.
Wells, of Earlswood Nursery, was a close 3rd. In
this exhibit we noticed Mdlle. T. R.>y, W. H. Lin-
coln, Vice President Calvat, and William Seward, as

bting particalarlj good.

For twenty- four Japanese, Mr. Standing was
again Ist ; Mr. J. Hopkins, gr. to Mrs. Thornton,
High Cross, Framfield, making a good Sad. Twenty-
four incurved : lat, Mr. A. Payne, gr, to Mrs. Ernold
Smith, The Oaks, Emsworth, Jeanne d'Aro, John
Limbert, Baron Hirsch, White Empress, Mrs. A.
Haggas, Mrs. S. Coleman, and Golden Empress being
the best ; Mr. J. R. Heasman, gr. to Mrs. Oxiey,
Turner's Hill, was 2nd ; and Mr. M Standing, gr. to

Mrs. Joad, Worthing, 3rd. The competition being
particularly close as regards the winners.

Mr. Horscroft, gr. to T. Potter, Esq., Ardingly,
and Mr. Elphick, gr. to Mpjjr Hardman, Haywaro's
Heath, were let and 2ad for twelve Japanese blooms,
in a strong lot. White Louis Bcehmer and G. C.
Schwabe being very good in the winning stand.

For twelve incurved, Mr. F. Sater, gr. to T.
Laicelles, E.q, Chichester, was a capital Ist, Mr.
Horscroft following. The 1st for Anemones went to

Mr. Heasman. In a class for six Japanese, Mr,
Emery was a good Isf, against sixteen competitors.

Six blooms, of any one variety, were very strongly
contestfd, Mr. Martin standing winner with
Avalanche among the whites, Mr. Horscroft with
Sunflower among yellows, and Mr. Hopkins, Fram-
field, with Viviand Morel, in a class for anv variety.

A stand nf Col. W. B. Smith, from Mr. Biker, gr.

to F. H. Bixendale, E^q., Framfield, deservi-s special

notice, although not finding favour with the judges.

MUcellaneous

.

—Grapes were well shown by Mr.
J. Bury, gr. to C. Bayer, Esq., Forest Hill; Mr.
Stringer, gr. to W. A. Bevan, E<q., Coombe Court,
Kingston-on-Thames; Mr. Heasman, gr. to Mrs.
Oxley, Fen Place. Turner's Hill ; and Mr. T. Fairs,
gr. to R. Clowes, E>q , Hassocks.

D.'Ssert Pears by Mr. G. F. Bunney. L»wes Road,
Brighton ; and Mr. J. Spottiswond, Q.ioen'a Park,
Brighton; while for one dish, Mr. W. B shop.
By worth, Petworth ; and Mr. H. Head, Shoreham.

Annies, which were not numeroui', were well shown
by Mr. J. Hill, cr. to M. Wallis, E q ,

; and Mr. G.
Storell, gr. to H. Young, E-q., Wuhdean. Non-
competitive exhibits came from the local nursery-
men in some considerable quantity.

EXMOTJTH CHBYSANTHEMtXfiE SHOW.
November 7.—The ninth annual exhibition of the

Esmouth Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Asso-
ciation was held on the above date, when the entries
were so numerous as to tax the capacity of the
Volunteer Drill Hall, in which this show is always
held. Being the first Chrysanthemum show in the
neighbonrhood for the season, a good many gardeners
from surrounding places turned np to see how
mi'.ters stood, and the general verdict was that
Chrysanthemums in this district were rather late
neven in quality, and, owing to the continued wet

weather, a considerable number of good blooms were
damping off. The plants in the groups showed en
unmistakable tendency to return to the old bash
form rather than the lanky style, with two or three
mop-like blooms at the top, and an uncommonly
nice grono shown by Sir John Phear, of Marpool
(gr

, Mr Kelland), who took a well-desorved Ist in the
7 f.-et by 6 feet group class. Tne plants were well-
clothed with healthy dark-green foliage, and the
quality of the flowers was good.

In the cat-bloom clais there were some fairly good
fl'j vfrs among them, and in the lat-priz? lot of thirty-
six Japanese varieties, won by Miss Fripp, The Grove,
T'i^nmouth (nr , Mr Stiles), a magnificent bloom of
ViViand Morel, 6 or 7 inches deep, and of fine form
and colour, was observed, and this bloom having
developed from a crown bud, it was rather fine in
the petal. This variety wa? found in nearly every
exhibit, Florence Davis and Beauty of Exmoath
coming next in popular favour.

In Miss Fripp's lot were good examples of Mrs. C.
H. Pajne. Stanstead White. W. Tricker, and Charles
Djvis. L'juise, a more than ordiaary-fine bloom,
with a pale fiish-like hue, resembling Souvenir do la
Malmaison Carnation, was well ihowa by Mark

Farranf, E>q., of Exeter (gr., Mr. Protheroe), and in
the same lot was a fine John Shrimpton.
The Certificates of the National Chrysanthemum

Society went to Mrs. Kingscote, of Exmoutb, and
Mrs. Gooding, Exmonth ; both gronps being well
put together, in the latter the foliage being all that
could be desired, whilst the blooms were fresh and
of good s'ze. Fiait was only middling in quality, as
were also vegetables.

The table decorations were very effective, and
showed much good taste in arrangement and design.
Mr. W. J. Godfrey had a splendid collection of
Chrysanthemums, Pelargoniums, and cut blooms,
staging fine examples ol his new Carnations Miss
Mary Godfrey and Reginald Godfrey. His new
Chrysanthemum, Mrs, W. J. Godfrey, is a seedling
from Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, but only slightly partakes
of the peculiarities of that variety. Indeed, the
petals are nearly smooth, few being hirsute, and
those only partially so. The petal is broad, white,
curled, and glistening, reminding one of Moonlight.
It is a good thing, apparently.

Fruit Note.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Beuonia Paul BRniNT. Garden. August 25
Bertolonia hibrida. mener Illustrierte Garten

Zeitung, August, 1891.

Browallia speciosa major. Revue de I'Horticul-
ture Beige, October.

Cattleya Acklandi.e, Lindl., var. maxima hort.
Flowers of exceptional aizs (6 inches in diameter).
Linienia t. 421.

Cattleya Thian.i;, Lind. & Rchb. f , var. Capar-
tiana. Lindenia, t. 426.

Ch.enombles japcvica sebotina. Revue Horticole,
September 16

CiTBDS TBiPTEHA = C. TEiFOLiATA, Linn. Garden,
Sept. 22; see Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. 18 1893.
p. 6.'5.

Ctmbidiom ebdrkeum, Lindley, Lindenia. t. 422.

CrpaiPEDiuM CsABLESwosTaii, Sevu^ de VHorti-
culture Beige. October.

CTPBiPEDin.\i HiBsziANOMX, L. Linden. A hybrid
out of C. venustum by C. viUosam. Lindenia, t. 425
Dahlia, Mrs. A. Peart, a white Cactus Dahlia,

raised b? Mr Ware, of Tottenham. Illustration Hor-
ticole (1894) t. 18.

Datura cobnocopia, fl. pi. Garden, Sept. 8, 1891.
DENDROBina Nestor X.—Across from D. Parishii

by D. suoerbum anojmum. The Orchid Review, Sept.,
1891, p. 273.

Gladiolus tristis. Bull. R Soc. Toicani di Orticul-
tura. Seotember. t. 9.

Lacuenalia, I, Cawson Gem ; 2, Little Beauty
;

3, Raoy; 4, Topaz. Garden, Sept. 29.

L.ELio Cattleva X Cauwenbehqii, L. Linden,
supposed to be a hybrid between Cattleya granulosa
and Lselia purpurata, and dedicated to one ot the fore-
man of the Horticulture Internationale. Lindenia,

LiLiU-U PHiLippiKENSE, Illustration Horticole t. 16,
1894.

Masdevallia Davisi, R'^hb. f. Mountains of Peru,
10 000 to 12,0U0 feet. Lindenia, t. 427.

Odontoolossum ciBaosn.ii. Lindley, va''. superbum,
Lindenia. t. 424

Pink Hes Majesty, Revue de I'Horticulture Beloe,
Sept. 1.

Plum (Praue Tardive Musqu^), Revic Horticole,

Sept. 1.

Senecio SAOiTTiFOLias, Andii. Revue Horticole,
O-tober 1, woodcut and coloured fii^ure.

Syringa volgah:s, fl. pi., L^jn Simon. Garten
Flora, t. 1707.

Tetratheca eeicoides Garden, S?pt. 1.

Tkichopilia suavis Lindley, LindenVx, t. 4'.;.3.

Tbop.eolum LiNDRNi. Illustration Horticole,

Sept. 15, 1894, t. 17 ; a climber, with peltate
dark-green leave?, the veins marked out wilh a
lighter colour; flowers trumpet- shaped, rose-pink
with green tips to the sepals. Mountains of Cobmbia.

Trade Notice.—
Mb. Jons Davis, formerly head gardener to

Alfred 0. Walker, E'q., L'iadwork House, Chester,

has taken over the nursery business hitherto belong-

ing to Mr. J. B. Crane, at Great Meols, Hoylake,
Cfleshire, which he intends carrying on together

with a horticultural agency. . ,- . ..

THE "EARL'S FAVOURITE" MELON.

It is so seldom that we meet with a high class

Melon, that the appearance of 'The Earl's Favourite"

deserves note. It was raised by Mr. H. W. Ward as

a cross between Loekinge Hero, white-fleshed, and
the Bouverie, a green- Sethed variety. It is a slightly

netted Melon, of medium to large siz*; the fruits

averaging 4} lb. each ; the flesh is deep pale green,

melting, very juicy, and the flavour delicate though
rich. It was adjudged an award of merit at the last

meeting of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, and it is probable that a higher

award will ultimately be given to it, as the com-
mittee expressed a wish to see it again in summer.
Mr, Ward tells as that in January last be planted

one house entirely with the Eirl's Favourite for sup-

plying ripe fruit in May, and at the end of June he

planted two houses exclusively with it. From
these plants he has been cutting ripe frait from

the beginning of October.

Mr. Henry Sibray.—We regret to announce
the death recently of Mr. Henry Sibray, of the firm

of Messrs. Fisher, Son, and Sibray, Handsworth
Nurseries. The deceased was fifty-seven years of

age. When only a lad he joined the firm of Messrs.

Fisher, Holmes, and Co., and devoted much pains-

taking attention to the interests of the firm. A ftw

years later he married the eldest daughter of the late

Mr. Edward Holmes, and subsequently when his

father-in-law retired from business, took his place as

a partner in the concern. The deceased gentleman

devoted himself to his business, and took very little

part in public affairs. He leaves one son, Mr. E. E.

Sibray.

The Colours of Roses.—a German corre-

spondent writes:— 'The last Congress of Ruse-

growers at Gorlitz, in July last, took up the qut&tiun

ot the possibility of fiadiog a method tor the classi-

fication of the colours of Roses. Many classifications

were proposed, and coloured papers were exhibited

as models and examples, but it was observed that

hardly any of them corresponded with the shade of

rose in the flowers themselves. This inconvenience

may partly arise from the paper not being so trans-

lucent as Rjse-petals; therefore, coloured silk was

suggested for the purpose. This, perhaps, will be

found to be too bright. A Rose-grower suggested a

better method of determining the colour ot a Rose

by comparison with well-known types, such as La
France, Mai^chal Niel, Hermosa, &c. But what it

the reader is totally ignorant of those very types?

A knowledge of the standard coluurr, and some

typical intermediate shades, may be considered suffi-

cient for ordinary purposes. The difliculty begins

when it is desired to determine the different shade of

any particular colour. Tee leaf of a Walnut, for in-

stance, is green, and so are the leaves of a Kobinia

or an Eucalyptus; jet there is so much difference

between their respective hues, that they can hardly

be compared one with the other. The same colour,

moreover, may produce different efl'ects ; this depends

on the nature of the substratum. Wool, cotton,

silk, wood, &;., may be dyed with the same colour,

and yet be of quite a different appearance. So the

above question is still open—Who is to answer it ?

Caterpillar Plague in HonqKonq, —
From the Butanic Garden, Hong-Kong, we have

received a report by Mr. W. J. Tutcher, on the

plague of caterpillars which has recently been doing

much damage in nearly all parts of Hong-Kong and

Kowloon to the Pines (Pinus sinensis). The cater-

pillar has been identifitd as that of the moth
(Eutricba punctata), and very active steps are being

taken to check the ravages of this pest.
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Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, Kovember 8.

[Vr« cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

aaiesmen. who ravine the list, and who are responsible

for tbe quoiations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the pnces on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the w-ek preoediog
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times io one day. Ed.]

FiiUfTS DJ Pots.—Average Wholesale Peioes.

I. d. i.d. s. d. t.d.

Adiantum, per dor. 4 0-13 Ferns, variouB, doz. 4 0-13
Aspidistra, per doz. 12 0-30

:
Ficus elastics, each 10-76

— specimen, each 5 0-15
{
— small, per 100 4 0-60

Er'ca, various, doz. 9 12
,
Foliage plants, doz. 9 0-24

Obr ysaothemums.
j

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 13
per dozen ... 6 0-15 Mignonette, p. doz. 0-60

Oyperna, per dozen 4 0-10
. Palms, various, ea, 3 0-10

Dracaena, earh ... 1 0- 5 !

— specimens, ea, 10 6-84
Evergreen Shrubs, < Primulas, per dozen 4 0-60

in var., per dozen 6 0-24 ' Solanums, per dozen 10 0-13

E3.

s.d. t.d.

Out FL0WER3.-

3 0-50
6-10

10-30

Amms, per doz. bl.

Bouvardms, p. bun.
Oarnations. 12 blms.
O h r y sinthemums,

per 13 blooms ...— per 12 bunches
Bucburis, pf.r dozen
Gardenias, p^r doz.

Geraniums, scarlet,

per IJ DuQches .,.— 12 sprays
Gladiolus, doz bun. 18 0-24
T.apageria, 13 blms. 10-20
LiUc (French), per
buQch

Lilium Harrisii, per
do?en bunches ...

Miideuhair Fern,
per 13 bunches ...

Hir^uerites. 12 bun,
Mii^nojiette, 12 bun.
Mimosa (French),
per bunch

Orchids ;

—

Cattleya, 12 blms

Average Wholesale Prio
d. s.d.

I

Orchids ;

—

Odon toglossum
crispum.lSblm. 3 0-60

Pyrethrums, I3bun. 2 0-40
Ro^es, Tea, per doz. 10-20
— coloured, o.ciz. 2 0-40— yellow (Mar6-
ohala), per dozen 6 0-90
— red, per dozen 10-16
— outdoor, per
dozen baoches ... 6 12
— (French), red,

perdozen 16-36
- (French), yel-

low, perdozen ... 10-16
Stfphauotis, dozen
Bpraya 4 0- 6 Q

Tuberoses. 12 blms. 4-06
Violets. Parme
(French), p. b;h. 2 6-36
— Czar (French),
per buuch ... 16-30
— doz, bunches 10-16
— (English), per
dozen bunches... 16-20

16-60
4 0-80
3 6-40
3 0-40

4 0-60
6-09

3 6-50

4 0- 8
I

4 0- 6 I

1 f- 3

2 0- 4 I

10-131

6 0-12 I

Orchid-bloom m variety ; rather scarce.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Priced.
1. d, t.d.

;

I.

Apple?, Ame'ioan, Grapes, Mueodt,
per barrel ... 10 0-12 per lb 1— Cooking, per — Muscat, 3nd
sieve 4 0-60; quality, per lb.— Uessert, hilf- I — Guernsey, per
sieve 2 6-36! lb.

Cjbs. per 100 lb. ... 35 0*37 6
;

Melons, each ... 2
Grapej. Istquality, Pears. Dejsert, half-

blaclr, Engli&h, sieve 2
per lb 10 2 Pine-apple^ St. Mi-
— Kiiglish, 2nd chael, each ... 2
quality, ^er lb. 6 10

Vegetable^.—Average WaoLEaALe Prices.
t. d. s.d.

{
J.

Beans, Bunners.siv. 1 6- 3 6 | Mushrooms, per lb. 1
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10 ... Onion-*, per bush 3
Cucumbers, per doz. 3 0- 3 | Tomatos. per lb. ...

d.t.d.

6-3 6

9- 1

5-0 9
3

0-4

0-6

d. t. d.
...

0-3 6

6 7

POTATOS.
Supply during the past week rather short. Prices keep firm

for all kinds, with a tendency to ri-se values for the cheaper
liinds. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
LoxDON : Nooiinbtr 7.—Messrs, John Shaw & Son-j, Seed

Merchants, of Great Mdze Poud, Borough, London. S.E., report
to-div'a market was sparsely attended by buyers. Cable
alvi e-i quote American Red Clover seed one saiUing higher.
C iiiadian Alsyke, on account of its goodness and cheapness,
m'j;t3 with increisiug favour. ItalidU Rye-grass is rather
deirer. There is not much passing in Tares. Rye is now
u iprecedentelly low. For Scarlet Runner Beaus more m >ney
is u-ked. New Eng iah Longpods are now exceedingly reasoo-
aM«^, In Haricot btean-i prices favour holder?. Blue Peas keep
8t?it ty, Xo new feature in Bird-seeds. French Buckwheat
u-i -hanged. Linseed moves off slowly on former terms.

Borough and 3pitalfield3; A'ou^m^er 6 —Quotations :—
Cabbages, \s. tjd. to 35.; Savoys, Sf. to 35.; Caulillowers,
3*. to 6j. per tally; Turnips, Is 6i. to 25.; Carrots, Is. 6Y,

;

Parsley, 9d to Is. per dozsn buuch'^s; Horseradish. I,i. to

Is, 6i- per bundle; Oiiious. foreign, 2s. to '2s. 6d. par bt^;
do., English, 3s. 6^. to 4s. 6d. per cwt. ; Apples, is. to 8»\

per biishel ; Pears. Is. 6*^ to 3s. 6d. per half siere.

Stratford: Aoymi-r 6.—Tiie market his been well sup-

plied witQ every description of proiuce during the past week,
and, with a good attendance of buyers, a brisk trade was
done at the prices mentioned below:— Oabbiges, Is, 6d to

3s. per tally ; Savoys. Is. 6rf. to 3i. do. ; Gree.iS. 3f. to 5s. 6r/.

do.; Caulillowers. 6(f to Is. perdozen; do ,
2.';. lo os. 6rf. per

tally; Ce!e^, 'td. to IS, per roll ; HoreSradish, Is. to Is. 3i. p r

bunJle; Briissela Sprout?( Oirfv to 1^. St^. pe'r haU-Bleve; do.,

19. 6rf. to 2s p*> flit; Tui'nipS, Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6^. p^r dozen

bunches; do., 2B». to 40s. per ton ; Carrots, household, 33s. 6(i.

to 30s. do. ; do., cattle-feeding, 18s. to 255. do ; Parsnips. 6rf,

to lOd per score; Swedes. 16s. to 30*. per ton; Onions,

English, 60s. to 75s. do. ; do., Dutch, 2s. to 3J. 6d, per bag
;

do., Valencias, 6». to 6s. Qd. per case ; Apples, English, 3s. to

6s. per bushel.

Farringdon: Novembir 3.— Quotations : Parsnips, 50s. to

55s. per ton ; Cirrots, 3os. to 45s. do ; Onions, English, 70s. to

SOi. do. ; Celery, 8?, per dozen ; Brussels Sprouts, 9d. to Is.

per half sieve; Horseradish. Is. 3d. per bundle; Cabbages,

6rf. per dozen ; Cauliflowers, Is. do. ; Tomatos, 6j per doz. lb.

;

Leeks, Is. Zi. per dozen ; Herbs, Is. 6rf. per dozen all round

;

Chestnuts, \U. per big ; Walnuts, 6s. 6(i. do.; Apples,

cooking, 6s, per bushel ; dessert, 7s. do.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfielps ; N^oi^emher 6,—Prices ranged

from 50s. to 95s. per ton.

Stratford; iVbU(;m^.:r 6.—Quotations:—Magnums, Dark-

soil, 65*. to 65i. ; do. Li^ht-soil, 60s. to 75s. ; Braces. 65s. to

75s. ; Icoperatore. 65s to 80s. ; Main Crop (Scotch), 65s. to 75s.

;

Kidneys, Main Crop, 75j. to 85s.; Bruces, do., 60s. to 70s.

per too.

Farrikgdon : Novembir 8.—Quotations :—Main Crop, 80s.

to 90s. ;
Sutton's Ibundduco, 80s. to 9J«. ; Bruce, 65s. to 75s,

;

Magnums, 6us. to 70s. per ton.

London Averages : November 7.—Main Crops. 80s. to

100s.; Hebrons, 8 s. to 90i. ; Magnums, 70$. to 8*5.; Snow-
drops, 80s. to 90s.; Edrly hose. 7 'S. to 85s. ; Champions,
55$. to 65$. ; Kidneys, 60s. to 70s.; Black-lands, 50s. to 65s,

per too.

OOBN.
Aoerages.— Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperiil measure (qr.l. for the week ending
November 3, and for the corre-ponding period last year :

—

18t*4 : Wheat, Us.', Barley, 23s. Sd.; Oats, 13s. 6rf. 1893:
Wheat, 27». td. ; Barley, 39s. bd. ; Oats, 18s, 2d.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averagei of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:—
Clover, prime, 7os. to 128$. ; do., inferior, 45$. to 120i. ; hay,

best, 6 s. to 112s. ; do , inferior. 30j. to 60i, ; Mixture, 90$.

to 1 lOs. ; and Straw, 3is. to 3Ss. per load.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result la expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.)
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Diel ; 5. B-UT^ Rince ; 6, Black Pear of Wor-
CrBter.

—

A. Gooden. Chicheiter. 1, Forclle ; 2. Bel-

listime d'Hi^^pr; 4, Ciaamontelle; 6. Althorpe
Cfassane ; 7, Enter Bean^; 8. B-'arr6 RancB ; 9.

Br-nri^ d'Art-mberg; 10. Bearri Diel.

—

B. L
Pear Van Mon'« L^m Loclerc.— 0. Lonaman.
London, or Five crowned Pippin.— IV. B. C. 1,

Beari^ d'Amanlis; 2, Flemish Bi^anty ; 3, Swan'e-

eeg; 6, Rerietreak.

—

L, B. G. 1, Doyenn^ du
Cornice ; 2. Glou Mo'^^au ; 3 Bpuri^d'Aremberg

;

4 Winter Nflis; 6 Dojenii6 BonBsoch ; 6. Easter

Benri^; 7, Catillac ; 8, Hii\8be'« Bergamotte.

—

J. C. Quex. Pears: 1, decayed; 2. Doyenii6 dn
Cornice; 3, Beurr6 Clairgean; 5, Forelle; 6,

Duck's Bill.

—

J. Paul 1. Marie Louise; 2 Louise

Btroe; 4, 5, Benri^ Diel; 6. E-ister Beun^—
G. W. 44. NewHawlhornden ; 45, Cox's Pomona;
46, King of the Pippins ; 48, Grange's Pearmain ;

50. Betty Geeson ; others unknown.

—

Alpha, a. the

old or Autumn Bi^rgamot ; b, Passe Colmar

;

c Beun^ d'Aremberg ; n, Gravenetein ; r, Lord
Derby.— if. H. 2, King of the Pippins; 3,

Washington ; 4, Cockpit ; 6 or 9, Huyshe's
Vicsoria, the number very indistinctly written.

—

W. G. Beuri^ Clairgeau.

Nambs of Plants: T.F.J. 1, Cotoneaster affinis;

2, Adiantum macrophyllum ; 3, Litobrochia

enrita; 4. Olearia Haastii; 5, Eriobotrya japo-

nica ; 6, Ophiopogon Jaburan. Others next week.

J. C. 8. 1, Pez'za fascicularis. A. and G. ; 2. Ag.
(PieurutDf) septicus, Fr. ; 3. Lichen Peltidea

canina; 4, Panusstjpticus, Fr. ; 5, Ag. (Clitocybe)

tube, Fr. ; 6, Craterellus cornncopioides, Fr.

—

Second lot: 1, Ag. (Colly) maculatns ; 2, Coni-
rarins elatior ; 3 Hygrophorns chlorouhanns; 4

Hjprophorus punicens ; 5, Ag. (Clito) inTersu>
;

6, Ag. (Euto) sericens. Yon transgresi the

rules by sending more than six. — J. M.
1, Rhodea japnnica; 2, Eaphorbia stricta

;

3. Dianthns Seguieri; 4, Gypsophila acutifolia;

5, Polygonum bistorta.— W. H. Divers. Helvella

crispa, edible. Excellent when dried, to add to

soups and gravies in the winter, for its flavour.

B. M. Common China or Monthly Rose.

—

J. H. G.

We cannot tell what the flower is from the scrap

sent.— S. N. 1, Nepeta glechoma; 2, Sedum
rnpestre; 3. Saxifraga ; 4, Saxifraga.— W, M.
The Osage Orange (Madura anrantiaca).

Potato Tbiais : J. Andrews. Write to Mr. Barror,
Superintendent, Royal Horticaltural Society's

Gardens, Chiswick.

Violets, Mahie Looise: J. Roberts. The Violets

sen', notwithstanding the check the plants

receivfd by the transplanting, are very good, and
farn shed with the long stalks so useful to the

bouquet-makers.

White Flowebed Ericas in Febbdabt: Erica.

£. hyemalis, E. persoluta alba.

COMMUMICATIOSS RECEIVED.—W. B —T. R.—G. & S.—U. D.,

Berlin— J. D. H —G. N.—O. T. D.—L B., New York.—
H. H. DO.—E. C, Pjris.-'3., The Woods.—C. B.—A. D.—
H. H. W.—W. B.—Ben Reid & Co.—Visitor.—W. Brocibaok.
— John Thomson.— E. M.—H. Markham (next week).

—

W. T. T. D.-G. N.—W. M.—W. T.—Thea.—S. C. W.—
J. B.—F. E. T.—L. H. C.-W. J.—E. C—A. J. H.—A. H.
—R W. P.—C. W. D.-T. Christy & Co.—H. O.-C. B.—
D. L. M —W. T.—0. W —A. E.—J. L —A. C—J. O'B.-
F. W. A.-M. C. C—J. Thomson.—W.J. GoJfrey.—H. S. F.

(next week) —C. Shenton.

Photographs, Specimens. &c.. Received with Thanks.—
H.O.—J. M. (1, Pinus Buogeana).— W. F., Jamaica; Super-

intendent, Oodeypoor Gardens — E. P., Ghent. — G. K..

Alderly.—0. N., Antibes.—Messrs. Veitch, Exeter.—T.

Mathfson.—W. P.—H. S. K.—R. & W. M —D. D. & Sons.

—M. H. B.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULA .TON OF TBB
" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Impobtant to Advertiseks.-TAe Puilisher has the satis.

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the " Gardeners'

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the priee of the paper .

iQcreasel to the extent of 80 par cent.,

and that it Is Increasing weeklr.

Admrtiscrs "re rrminled that the " Chronicle " circulates arnong

OOUNTRi' GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS

AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it has a specially large

rOEEIOS AND COLONIAL OIBOOLATIOS, and that it is

ffestned tor reference in all the vrincipal Libraries.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OTJB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Matenals, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and PaiDt«d. £

6 feet long, S feet wide\

6 feet
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NEW
ILLUSTRATED
LIST, Post-free.

:C00 BOUSES IN I

STOCK
j

to Select from.

AV. COOPER, Limited,
HORTICULTtrBAL PROVIDERS— ^Ae Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
NUR8EBIE8-HANW0RTH and FELTHAM.

The
Largest Staam

HOtlTICULTORAL
WORKS

I

In the World.

t Inspection Invited

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This niustratioD is an exact copy u£ my Amateur S[ an roofed

QreeDhouse", which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plete with Ventilators. Irons for Opening, Staging, i^lass, &c.
Made in Sections, eo that they can be erected by any gardener
or handy man in a few hours. Simply eorewed together.

Length. Width.
7 ft.

8 ft. .,

9 ft. .

10 ft. .,

12 ft. .

16 ft. ..

20 It. ..

26 ft. .,

60 ft. .,

100 ft.

6 ft.

,. 6 ft.
.

,. 6 ft.

,. 7 ft. .

,. 8 ft.

,. 10 ft. .

. 10 It. .

,. 10 ft. ,

,. 10 ft. ,

10 ft.

Delivered and erected complete within
Height. On Rail. 20 miles.

7 ft.,

7 ft.. 4 ft.

, 7 ft. 3 in., 4 ft.

7 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 6 in,

, 8 ft., 5 ft.

8 ft. 6 in., 5 ft,

4 ft. to eaves £i 18
3 10

£1
5
6 10

6 15
8

9 ft., 6 ft. 6 in. „ 12

9 ft., 5 ft. 6 in. ,, 16

9 ft., 5 ft. 6 in. „ 30
9 ft., 5 ft. 6 in. ,. 60

Deduct 10 per cent, if required for brickwork.

Any size made. For Price cf Lean-to, see List.

GARDEN LIGHTS.
3000 Olazed Lights always in Stock.

These Lights are well mortised and jointed together, and
made in a good workmanlike manner, and are well worthy of
inspection. Framework made of 2 in. by y in. styles, aod
properly rabbeted for the glasf", with good 3 in. sashbars.
The Glazed Lights are nailed and becded in good oiled putty.
3 ft. by 2 ft., pain'ed and glazed 5
4 ft. by 3 ft.. „ „ 6 6
6 ft. by 4 ft.. „ „ -with 2I-0Z. glass ... 9
6 ft. by 4 ft., unglaye 1 lights 3 6

Special 4 notations for large quantities.
See page 278 in List.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are

32 in. high at back,
11 in. at front, and
are made of 1} in.

well-seasoned red deal
boards. The lights are
2 in thick glazed with
good £\ oz-kI^'S, nailed
and bedded in good cil

putty, painted three coats, handles to sashes, aod put on rail

at the following sizes and prices :— One-light Frame*, 4 ft. by
3 ft.. 17s.; ditto, 6 ft. by 4 ft , £l 8s. ; Two-light Frames. )5 ft.

by 4 ft., £l IDs. ; ditto. 8 ft. by 6 ft.. £ilO«. ; Three-light
Frames. 12 ft. by 6 rt , £3 10«. For other sizes and prices eee

IiLUSTBATED LiST. Fost Free.

Free ox Rail in London, Packages included.

15-oz., 100 ft., 21-or., 100 ft.

4ths ... 8*. Zd. ... lis. 3rf.

Srds ... 9s. Od. ... 125. Zd.

10,000 Boxes to select from.

The following ia a list of sizes always in stock : 8 by 6,

9 by 7, 10 by 8. 12 by 8. 12 by 9. 13 by 9. 11 by 10, 12 by 10,

13 by 10, 14 by 10. 13 by 11, 18 by II, 14 by 12. 16 by 12, 18 by
12. 20 by 12. 17 by 13. 20 by 13. 16 by 14. 18 by 14, 20 by 14,

22 by 14, 20 by 15, 2 J by 16. 24 by 16, 20 by 18. 24 by 18. Glafes

cut to any size required : l.Voz., IJd. per foot ; 21-oz., 2\<i. per
foot. Large sizes for cutting up: 15 oz., per cise. 3U0 feet,

22s. Qd.; 21-oz., per case, 200 feet, 22<. 6(<. All glass is cut
and packed in our own warehouses. Quality of glass and
careful packing guaranteed. Special quotations given for

large quantities. Have cash estimate from me before ordering
elsewhere.

PUTTY, prepared especially for greenhouse woik : bet>t,

6». 6d. per cwt. ; 2Dd3, %s. per cwt. ; packages. 6rf, cwc.

PAINT, quality guaranteed: 7 lb., 3#.; 14 lb., 5i. 6ti.

;

28 lb., 10s. ; 56 lb., lUs. ; per cwt., 34f.

GLASS.

ORTANT.
We beg to inform all readers of this Paper that the

TUlrd Edition (100,000 copies) of our Revised FfilCB

LIST, consisting of 100 Pages and atiout 1200

Illnstratlons, bound in cloth, is Now Ready, We
shall have much pleasure in forwarding to every

applicant one post-free. This list l3 tbe most com-

plete in the Trade, and has cost several thousand

pounds to produce.

Address: W. COOPER, Ltd. abo«).

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.

Special Quotations given for large

quantities of
and Glass.

Timber, Iron,

Address all Communications, " Trade

Dept."

MANURES, PEAT, SAND, FERTILIZERS, &c.
1-lb. tins Feitiliser per dozen £0 4
1-lb. tin- Sunshade. ,. 6
Cocoa-nut Fibre Kefuse per sack 10
Silver Santl. coarse or fine (2 cwt.) ... ,, 2 3
Best Orchid Peat .. 3

,, Rhododendron Peat ,, 19
„ Brown Fibrous Peat „ 2

,. General Peat „ 19
„ Loose Peat .. 19
,. Surrey Loam ,, 19

General Potting Compost ,, 16
Fern Compost ,. 16
Bulb Compost „ 16
Leaf Soil, well decayed ,, 2
Pure Wood Charcoal .. 2 6
Worm Destroyer per J-pt. 6
Ii)-sectici<1e each 3
Tobacco Paper. 6rf. per lb. per cwt. I 16
Wonderful New Mushroom Spawn bu'^hel 2 6

All Sacks and Bag& free. Send for List, poat-free.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASONED RED and YELLOW DEAL.

CACUDADC Urn. 3s-: 2 in., 3s. M ; 2iia.,!,t.;
OAomDAIIU. 3 in., lis. 6d. per 100 It. run.

MATCH BO\KDS. J, 6s. per squire; 1-in., lO*. Bd. per square.
FLOOR HOARDS, 1-in,. 9s per fqu'.re.

FEATHER EDGE BOARDS, J by 6, 6r. M. per square.
DEALS. 3 oy U. Yello*. id. : 3 by 9, SJi. ; 3 by 7, 'M.; 2} by

7. !}<< : 2 by 7. UA: -by 9. i"-

CUTTINii FLATLNli, Hd. per 100 ft. j Deeping, 2s. Sd.

doz-'n 12 ft.

SLATING BATTENS, J by 2. Is. Sd. per 100 ft.
; J by 1, Id.

per 100 ft.

HALF GLASS DOORS, 4 ft. 6 in. b? 2 ft. 6 in., 6s. each , 6 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in., 7i. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. ti in..

lo.<.

VENTILATORS. TOP or SIDE. 2 ft. 6 in by 2 ft., 2j. each.
FINIALS. MACHIKE-TCRNED, 12 in. high, M. each ; 4l. id.

per dozen.
TRELLIS, Planed, Extended-

Open,
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THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the coujitry, beat materials only, workmanship
guaranteed,25ft. byiaft., £50: 30ft. by 16ft., £70. Brick-
work «TPj<nt,»=d. For particulars, see our CatalosriiR.ooflt-free.

Superior Portable Frtunea, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with

21-oz. glass, carriage paid:— l-lifcrht frame, 4 X 6, 36s. 6d.

;

2-ligbt frame, 6x8. 68s. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6. 86». id.

Span-roof Frames, 9 x 6. £3 I6s. : 13 x 6, £5 ; 16 x 6,

£7 10s. Can send off same day as ordered.

^t^r^ff LEICESTERHARDY BRUIH^CO.,

THOUSANDS of GARDENERS
IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD ARE USING

BENSON'S
"LUDGATE" WATCH
In Silver Cases. In Silver Cases.

The Cheapest, Best Value, Strong''9t;. and most Durable
London made THREE-QUARTER PLATE ever sold.

An Englis^h Lever, Jewelled with 13 Rub'e*. Chronometer
Balance, Patent Large Barrel, and Damp and Dust FrooE Ring
Band.

K-'eps bf^tter time than, and 13 double the Strength and
Value ot any £i 5s, Watch yet made. In Handsome Sterling
Silver Cisei. with Extrx Strong Crystal Glai**. £5 5*.

Extra stronif (as iUu3tratei) specially made for Gardeners
and Woking Men, can also be had, either lnrger or smaller.

In missive IS rX Gold Cases, with Crystal Glass, Gentle-
men's size, £12 129.
A very prt-rtv ^'ze for Lidies, Sterling Silver. £5 53. ; or

18-ct. G.ild, £10 lOs. Sfint free, and at my risk, to all parts
of the world, for f (i.O. or Cash.
OLD '<'\TCKRS and TRiVELLERY taken in exchange.
BENSON'S PAMPHLET, ihe lar^ent and b^-t of its kind,

coiit.-iiii'nt; £\<{i Ltie-s of Ffices and I lustrations of evrv dasg
of W\TCK from £i jy. to£ 00. CLiJ^K-t. CH *INH. JEWEL-
LERY, and PLaI'E. Seat post-free on application to—

J. W. BEMSON, ^f^cffi"
62 & 64, LUDGATE HILI,, E.G.,

And at 28, KOYAL EXCHANGE, B.C.; ana
26, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

BESSON'SCLirBS.—Applicationsfor Agencies invited. An
Ea^y Way of Increasing Your Income. Particulars Post Free.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

O C O A
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS.
TIDY'S IMPROVED

TELESCOPE CHRYSANTHEMDM CUP & TUBE
(Patent No. 6788).

lyiS PERFECT IN EVERY RESPECT.^
Send for Illustrated Circular and Sample to

W, E. TIDY, BROCKHiMPION NUES-KIES. HAVANT. HANTS

7AD KIEL'S ALMANAC, 1895.

The best almanac ; useful to all. Reliable weather forecasts.

Practical guide to success. Horoscope of Prince Edward.

Z iDKIEL foretold the war between China and Japan, with
the exact da'e. the great earthquake at Kuchan, with the

precise place, &c.
CLOWES & SONS, Limd., 13, Charing Cross, London.

Price 6rf.

4th Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo.
Price \in. Elega tiy bound in half-moioc^o for Library

or Presentation, price 18s.

"THE WILD GARDEN:"

The Naturalisation and Natural Grouping of Hardy
Exotic piants, with a Chapter on the Garden of

Briiish Wild Flowers, by WM ROBINSON. Author of

tne "English Flower Garden." Fourth Edition.

Illustrated hy ALFRED PARSONS,
Times.

"A fourth edition of th-a u«tightful book, 'The Wili
Garden.* which is illustrated by excollent woodcuts, after the
drawings of Mr Alfred Parsons. The author i.^ emphatic in

praise uf woodcuts as against " process' engravings, and where
the drawings were reproduced by 'prcess' in the former
edition he has now hai1 them le-encraved. The result is a
volume as attractive to the eye as to the mind."

Saturday Review,
** The New edition of 'The Wild Garr en,* with illu<.tration8

by Mr. Alfred Parsons, appears some twenty years after ira

first appearance, when it stirred with new hopes and a been
emul^ition the hearts of all who love gardens. The cause th*-n

promoted as something of a new departure and a prote&t
f<g:iinst uDioteliigent formali.-m has now been gained.
Everywhere, in public gar-ens and in private, we may note
the pleasurable proofs of victory. We cordially with this
deligbtiul book in its new form a prolonged life of benefiLial

influence."

London :

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, W.

ESTATE SALES.
The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates is

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the
upper and middle clafses in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars of Estate^, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Rooks, and other property advertised
in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The" WORCESTPR HERALD " is the most effective organ
for giving pubUi'itv to announcements of this class. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,
would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paoer. Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.
Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing re^uIts the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMRN FREE. Price2d.
Published Friday for Saturday,

Oftioes : — 72, HIGH StREET. WORCESTER.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES,

PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR
OF GABDEir OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subject.

Price 3d.; post-free, S^d,

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE,
de FLORICULTURE, et de CDLTUBE MABAI-

CH^RE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865, by F. BURTE-
KICH, F. Paynaert. E. R0DIQA8, and H. J. VAN HuiXE,
Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian Govern-
ment at Ghent. Post-paid, 10s. per annum.

H. J. VANHULLE. Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Gilbert Davidson, Ammanford, R.S.O., South Wales —

CdCti, &c.

Tho3. Kennedy & Co.. 108 and 103, High Street, Dumfries-
Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees.

FOTHERINQHAM & KiNG. Dumfries — Forcst, Fruit, and
Ornamental Trees, Roses. &c.

Thos. Cripps & Son, Higu Street, Tunbridge,Wells— General
Nursery Wholesale Lis.

J. M. Thorbur!^ & Co.. New York—Trade List of Noveltleg.

Little & Balla,ntyne, Carlisle—Fruit aod Ornamental
Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and General Nursery
Stock.

Clark Brothers & Co.. 65, Scotch Strfet, Carlisle—Forest
and Ornamental Trees, Fruit Trees, Roses. Conifers.

Hogg & Robertson, 2i. Mary Street, Dublin — Forest and
Ornamental Trees, Fruit Trees, Roaes, &c.

GARDENIira APPOINTMBJfX.
Mr. James Lawie, until lately Gar'ener at Marriston,

Devon, as Head Gardener to Capt. Sta,rkey, Esq.,
Bericote Hou^e, Leamington Spa.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED, in a MARKET
NURSERY (Glass only), nt'or Loodoo. Principals only

dealt with.— CAPITALHT. 4i. Wellinitton St., Strand. W.O.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, early in Dtcember, where five or six men

are kept. Must thoroughly understand the cultivation of
Stove and Greenhouse flants, including Ohrysanthemutns,
Orchids, V'inery, and Peach-houses, filtc. Wages, £70 to £^0,
with Cof'age.—Apply by letter, stating age, and if married,
number in family, and length of character, to C. A., Mr,
Emerson. 30. Bishopsgate Street Without. London. E.G.

ANTED, a good HEAD WORKING
GARDENER— Abjut 30; two men assistants and

boy in ppring and summer. House and gas found.—Age,
exoerience, references, antl wagts reqnired tu JOHN CHARL-
TON, E-*q., The Dales Whitefi^ld, Manchester.

ANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER.— Wages £i per week, with re^iidence.

Married man without incumbrance preferred.— Apply, with
recjmmendations, by letter only, to SECRETARY, Extra
Muni Cemetery, Lewes Rotd. Brighton.

WANTED. — Thorough KITCHEN and
FLOWER GARDENER; married; age, about 30 ; not

more than two children. Wages, \hs. per week. House and
Milk.—Mr. HUTT, Hriory Gardens, Burnnam, Maidenhead.

ANTED, a good KITCHEN GARDENER.
—Age about iS. Wages, £1 Is.— iVrite to K. D.,

12, Roskell Terrace. Lower Richmond Road. Putoe^.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER.—
223. per week. Vust be able to mow with t-cythe.

Age about 30, married.—K. N. Cemetery, East Greenwich.

WANTED, for NURSERY in IRELAND.—
A good KNIFESMAN and PROPAGATOR of Outdoor

Stuff. Accustomed to take charge of men, and esecutiOQ of
orders. State age, experience, and wages expected, to—
HORTUS. Ca deiitrs' Chronicle Ofllce, 41, WelliDgton Street,
Strand, WO.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical MAN
un^er Glass (aingl« preferrtd), who understands

Vines, Peaches, Tomatoa, Beans, Mushrooms. &o.. and who
has been in some good market places.—Apply to JAMES
NAYLOR, Royal Gardens. Hampton Court.

ANTED, an experienced MAN, as PALM
GkOWER. —state experience and wag^s required, to

the ^'ORRMaN, Tu'ufori Hall Nurseriea. near Uroxbuurne.

XyVTANTillD, for a good Lancashire Nursery,W Outside, a reliable, steady SECOND MAN. Will have
to take charge in absence of principal. Fruits. Ro-e^, > hrubs,
and Ornamentul Trees are ihe ch ef wtocks grown, with gjud
Landscaoe-work,—State agw. WHges expei;ted. and references,
to NURSERYMAN, Gardtners' C/tronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED.—A Young MAN who has had
experience in Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants. Must be a

good writer; to serve in th-yp, and be generally useful. Wages,
20s. per week.—Apply by letter, stating age and experience to
F. MILLER, 267, Fulham Road, S.W.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN, who is well-up in
Flower Seeds.—HARRISON and SONS, Market Place,

Leicester.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, as
CLERK and WRKATH-MAKER in a Nursery.—

Apply to D. PRIOR AND SON, Myland Nursery, Colchester.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
One well acquainted with ihe Seed and BulbTrnde,

ond preference will be given to one having a knowKdg'^ of the
Geaciral Nursery Business.—Apply in own handwriting t)
WM. CUTBUbH AND SON, Highgate Murseriea, London, N.
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WANT PLACES.
TO GABDENEBS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertiiera are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Pust-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FS A N D E R AND U O. can recommend
• several bi^lily qualified and energetic UEA.U and

UNDER tiAROENKKS. of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thorouf^bly titled tor all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Uardeuera seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Genttemaa with
particulars, &c.—St. Joha'a Nursfries, Worcester.

Garaeaera, Farm-Balllffa, Foresters. &c.

DICKSOiNS, Kojal I^urseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RKCOMMKND MEN of the

highest TespfL-t&bihty, and thorouyh y practical sit their busi-

ness. All particulars on applicatiun.
Telegraphic ami Postal Address—" DTCK90NS. CHESTER."

GARDENER (Head).— Age 30, married;
tboroMghly experienced in all branches. Excellent

references.—R. and Q. CUTHBRRT, Soutbgite, London. N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married,
no family ; competent in all branches. Five and a-half

years in piesent eituation. Qood teKiimonials. — JAS.
ARKGLL, Canon Froome Court, Ledbury.

GARDENER (Bead).—Thoroughly efficient

all round ; sober, industrious. Firat-clas;* fruit. Orchid
and plant grower. Well up in Floral Decorations. Ex-
perience giined in good e-ttabliahment. Hii^hly recommended.
—H, D., 2\. Lower Parktit^lds. Putney, S W.

A R D E N E R (Head), and ORCHID
GROWER.—Age 33, marrird. one child. Adve tis-er is

open to re-engagement with afty Lady or Gentleman. Kirst-

cltss testimonials from present and previous employers.
Leaving through breakinj^-up of establishment.—JOSEPH
MILBURN, Hoylaiid Hall. Barnsley.

AKDhNKK (Head Working).—Married

;

age 31 ; sixteen years' experience id Gentlemeo'o E^tab-
lisbmentfl. Disengaged. Hood characer and reference.

—

KEQIP, care of Francis. Warley Road, Brentwood, Essex.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
tjIxGLF-HiNDED).—Age 30 ; married ; one child. Good

practical exjjerionce in Vines. Greei house Plants, Flower and
K tcheu Gardens; excellent characters from good families;
disengaged.— HORTUS. 91, W)keham Boad, Reaning.

GARDENER (Head Working). —
G. Williams, ir3q.,Finge9t House, Henleyon-Tfames.

late of Li»wer Wyke Lodge, Worcester, Cin with confidence
recommend his Gardener to any La1y or Gentleman.
Thoroughly understanda his work.—ALFORD, Lower Wyke
Lodge, Worcester.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30.
J. H. AYLING, General Foreman for the last three

years at Londesboro' Park, is desirous of obtaining a situation

as above. Thoronghly versed in all departments. Well
recommended.—Londeftboro Park,Market Weigh ton, Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Head Working, or good
single place).— Age :?6, unmarried; twelve years' expe-

rience in all it^ branches; highest references; prefer midlands
orNofih— H. FfELDEN, Purbrook, Co-ham, haut-.

/ GARDENER (Head Working;.—Age 37,
VJ marritrd, no fam ly ; good practical experience in ali

branches. Twu years' excellent characer. Gentleman giving
up.—E. CROCK ford. The Grange. Elstree. Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or ihreeaie bept. Age,::7 ; married when suited. Life

experience iu-ide aLd Out; highly recommended. Been in
good establishment.— G. COLEM.AN, Clare Lawn, Sheen.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
DO family ; thoroughly energetic, trustworthy, and

efficient aU-TOuud. Life experience txcellent character.

—

J. B., 18, Haldane Road, Fulham. S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
man ied. no family ; life experience in good places. Can

be highly recommended. Excels in Fruit, Roaes, Orchids,
Chrysanthemums, and good all-round man. — GARDENER,
Highnm, Windlesham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
married, two children ; lite experience in every branch

of Gardening, Orchids included. Total abstainer. Thr^e
years' per onal character, nine previous.— C. SEYMOUR, The
Gardens, Dar-el-Saleem, Abbey Wood, Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 29.—
Sixteen years' experience in all branches. Good character

from present and previous places. — H. RfTSS, Mongwell Park
Gardens. Wallingford, Berks,

ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 41,
married, three children; thoroughly experienced in all

branches. L^nd aud Stoik if required. Good references from
present and previous employers.—J. BARLEY'CORN, Walton,
Leigh. Addleatone, Surrey.

HH. MARKS, Esq., Callis Court, Broad-
• stairp, wishes to highly recommend his HEAD

WORKING GARDENER, W, Hurlstone, well up in all

branches, including Orcnids.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED) —Age 28, -ingle. Thorongi practical know-

ledge in the general routine of Gan^eninic. In goodpla.es;
good references from present and previous employers.— A,
BLANCHard. Shprfield Manor, Basingstoke.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 37. marriei ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes,

Peaches, tJucumbers. Tomatos, Flowers, and Vegetables o: all

kinds. Good character.—SHKPHERD, Dragon street, Peters-
field. Hants.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age:i5; good all-round Gardener. Willing to he

useful. Teu yodra' excellent character.— F. WELLS, (J, Clyde
Terrace, Foit-st Hill. Kent.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
help is given).— 4ge 26; ab'tainer; thoroughly expe-

lienced Inside and Out. Can be Wfll recommended.

—

J. VICKEKS, 10. Briars Cottages, High Barnet.

/> ARDENER (good Single - handed, or
VJ where two are kept) —Single : fifteen years' excellent
character and experience. Would want cottage, not out.

—

Parker ROBINSON, Bulwlcb Rec'ory, Wansford.

G^
~ARDENER (W^orking). — Middle^ged,

married, no family ; good all round. Life experience.
Four years in present aituation.—E. TOUGH. Springfield.
Slough, Bucks.

GARDENER.—A Lady wishes to recommend
a good Gardener. ExceHent characters. Married.

Leaving to hotter himself. Disengaged now.—THOMAS
KIDD. The Lodge, Childown. Looecross, Chertsey, Surrey.

/^AKDENEK (First- class). — Middle-age;
vJ expert Fruit Grower. Many years Gardener to Noble-
men, iiighest tesiimonidls. Salary moderate.'— OWEN,
Moulsey Villa, Palace Road, East Molesey, Surrey.

GARDENER (UNDEB.)^ARe2ir8iDgl^; life
experience Inside and Out. Good character from pre-

sent employer. Total abstainer.—J. BaTIIN", The Gardens,
Dar-el-Saleem, Abbey Wooi. Kent.

GARDENER (Under).—Young Man, age 22,
desires situation as above. Good experience Inside and

Out, and leaving through reduction. Excellent referencei.

—

J. M , Mrs. Pearce. Beifont Lane, Feltham, Middlesex.

GARDENER (U.vdeb).—Good knowledge of
Gardening Inside and Out. Good character. No objec-

tion tibitny. Please state wagts and pirti<.ulara to H.,41,
Well ngroD Stre-t, Strand. W.C.

ARDENER (Qndre).—Young Man ; four
anl two jears'good characters.—H.S., 3, CircuaTeirace,

Greenwich.

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kept —J. S UPkX, Wigganihorpe. York, wi-sh^-s to

recommend a young man, age 24, as above. Four jears in
present situation.

ARDENER (Undkb).—Age 21; no objeo-
tion to look after a Pony and Trap; can milk; good

character; willing to mike himself useful.-rF. C. STYLES,
West Hoathly, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19; Outside
or Inside. Willing to be useful. Two years and six

months' good character.—F. P., 6. Albion Mews East. Hyde
Park,

FOREMAN.—Age 24; ten years' experience
in good garden-*. Well up in Vines, Peaches. Chrypan-

themums, &c. Abitaiuer; excellent references.-E- P.. 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Well up in Plant and
Frnit Growittg, Hou-e and Table D.'corations. Good

characters.—W. P., i2, Aberdeen P'ac**, Maid-i Vale London, W".

FOREMAN (Inside, or General).—Age 28.
Mr. G. R. Georue Gardener to Karl Sondes. Lees Court,

Faversham, wish**'* to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above. Thre*" vears as Foreman previously.—Present
address. G. W. R*YMb:NT. Poles Park, Ware. Herts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in large estab-
lishment.—Age 29, single ;

gOLjd cftaracter from la**!

situations in large establishmeuts as Foreman.-W, WRIGHT.
Tilbury Hill, Halstead. Essex.

To Market and Fruit Growers.

FOREMAN.—Age 45 ;
experienced in Vines

and other FruiL", Tomato". Cucumbers, Plant?, Cut
Blooms, especially Eucharis. and Vegetables. Highly recom-
mended.—J. moon, EUdon & Co . the Vineries, Milton,
Cambridge.

To Nuraerymen or Market Growers.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 37;
well-up in Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff, ai Ficus. Palms,

Ferns. Carnations, Cinerarias, Marguerites. Cyclamens, &c..
and General routine of a Nursery. Good references. Twenty
years in different Market Nurseries.-L GILBEBT, 5, Paddock
Road, Bexley Heath.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 20 ; strong, active, not
afraid of work, with good knowledge of In and Out.

Highest recommendations.-STAOEV, King Street, near
Wobingham,

J
To Gardeners.OURNEYMAN, Inside.—Nearly 19;

thorough experience in Plant and Fruit Growing. Good
reference. Abstainer.-M., 24, William Street, St. John'?,
Tunhridgn Well-*.

jUUKNtYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 22;
tl eight vear!>' experience. Inside and "ut Three vpais'
excellent character.—T. HaYNE. Keuley.Cre^aKe.Shrewsbury.

TOUKNEYMAN CFimt), Inside. — Age 22^
tf CSAS. BLIOK (Gardener to .Mdrtiu R Stni'h, E q.. The
Warreo. Hayes. Kent), can confidently recommend J,ho Kuther-
tord, aa above, whu ban been here for three and a-half yeara.

A PPKENTlCE.— Wanted to Apprentice a
XA. Youth, age 16. to learn aaraentog in a good ertabhah'
meut (Both.).—sr.\i8, Pj»t office. West Mailing. Kent

i>/l to Head Gardener who can place a youth°^^ (age 19) in the Uardens to learn. Ooo 1 character

—

.1. H., Gardeners' Ckronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street
Strand, W.C.

VI ANAGER to the Seed, Florist, and Nursery
•^'-*- Trades (or Fstatej.—Thorouiihly conversant with Hor-
ticulture, Agriculture. Sic (Wholesale and Retail); twei.ty-
five years' practical, thejietic, an i scientiBc knowledge
Quaraptee if required.— Vi IG 41. Wellingt .nSt .Strand. W.O.

S^HUP MANAQEK—Wanted by Advertiser,O of fourteen years' experience in all branches of horticul-
ture, permanent situation as Manager in Shop. Willing to
iuve?t capital in time. Temperance man, with exctrllent
references. Quick salesman,—W. S., 41, Wellington street
Strand, W.C.

NIFEMAN.—Age 23; over eight years'
experience ia Bunding, Grafting, and Growing of

Fruit Trees. Ro8e', Conifers, Clematis, Rhododendrons, Hollies,
Ivies, General Soft-wooded Fropa^ation, &c. — A B c'
41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

UCK BUILDER, FEKNERY FITTER, and
Handy man. -Knowledge of Ferns. Aquatics, Fish

»c. Gool testimonials. — W. .1. C, 125, Poitobello Road
Bayswater, London. W.

TO GARDENERS.—strong lad, age 16, tall,
wants a situation in gardens wbera he will be able to

learn. Bothy preferred.—J. SPENUE, KnoiSiiigtou, Oakham
Rutland.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—

A

Touth (age 17). desires situation where he would have a
good opportunity to learn either Nursery or Florist Bjsioess.
—ExceU.-nt references as to respectability, &C.—C.T. T2 Higli
Street. Hiimp,tead, N.W.

-yO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—Sitna-X tion required by a young m^n (age 'iS); ten and a half
years* experieoce in Uruwing fur Market and Retail.—HAM-
eIuGE, Willow Bdnk, Puckpool. Ryde, Isle of Wight.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Y^oang Man well up
io pro^.ag4tiug and icrowiog Rose*. Clematis, &c., also

g*-nerj-.l Nursery work. Kievt-n yenrs* expeiienc-*.—X. Y,,
Mr. E. Mys<jn. Greit Pamdoo. Harlow.

O MARKET GROWERS and NUKSERY-
MEW.—Situation wanted by a yoiiiig Mun. age 27; four

and a half years io Market-work. Ferns. Bouvardias, and
General Pot-otuff. — S. K , Vinery Cottage, Llanvapley,
Abergavenny.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 22, with six
yea's experience in London and Proviucial Houses, desires

re -engag.'ment. Thorough knowledge of Farm Seeds.

—

" BUSINESS.* Gardeners' Chromclt Office, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand. W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Twelve years' experience in the
Seed, Nursery, anl Kloral trade ; excellent rfferences.

—

J. H.. Mr. Fulker. Stttioner, Bo'cimbe. Bournemouth.

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—A young man
requires a situation as abnve. in a good ReraM Seed

Fstabli^'hment : seven years' experience.— B. J, Gardeners'
CAronic/eOffie, 41, Wellington Street. 8r«nH, W.C.

SEED TRADE.— Young man, age 22, wishes
Biluation as ASSISTANT SHOP.VIaN, i. eiiher retailor

wholesale house; six years' experience; good references.

—

B. C, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W C.

WANTED.—Investment with Occupation, for
about £10, u.ed to Gardening Good ch^rMCtT Full

particulars to C. T.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41. Welliugtoa
Street. Strand. W.r.

TO FLORISTS. —Man, age 24, wants situation
under GJa?8. Nine years' experience ; London or Suburbs.

Good references.—T. J.. Belmont, Banchory Rd , Blackheath.

TO FRUITERERS, &c.— Situation wanted
by a young Lady (age 24) in a Fruiterer's or Seedsman's.

Good experience in Bulb». Excellent references.-B. F., Mr*".

Pitcher, Church Road. Caversham, Oxon,

WHAT MONEY CAN DO.—Money can do
a great deal, hut it cannot do everything. It cannot

stop the pas-ing of time, it cannot make us young again.it

cannot renew with health the enfeebled frame. In face of the

demon ill-health, rich and poor are on an equality. Rich and
poor have to seek the same remedies, and wise indeed are they

if. in thf^ir sorrow and t-uffering, they turn to H0LLf>WAY'3
PILLS and OINTMENT. The-*e are within the reich oi the

poor a'* well as of the rich, and it is no idle testimony, but

the natural result of long experience, which has declared

HoUoway to be the poor man's friend.
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Every drinker of Cocoa should hear in

mind the following important facts:

Cadbury's is absolutely pure, therefore best. The " Medical Annual

"

says the name "Cadbury" on any packet of Cocoa, is a

guarantee of purity.

is entirely free from objectionable alkulies giving a

false appearance of stj-ength, by producing a dark colour.

being genuine Cocoa, does not thicken in the cup. It

is a refined beverage—light, digestible, and nutritious.

is economical — a small spoonful makes a large breakfast

cup of delicious, refreshing Cocoa, of the greatest strength

and the finest flavour.

is equally suitable for the robust, the young, and the aged,

and particularly those of weak and impaired digestion.

is the most stimulating and sustaining, and is made instantly

with boiling water or milk.

CADBURYs
"The typical Cocoa of English

Manufacture—A bsolutely Pure.
'

'

95

-The Analvst.

Editorial communicationa should be addre^8ed to the *' Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Letters to '* The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. W O.

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitetriars, City of London, in tl^e County of Midilenex, and published by
Arthub Ukobqe Martiw. at the Office. 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satdrday, November 10, 1894. Agent for Manchester—JOHM Hkywoo©!
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday Next.

1000 Spirrei japooica. from Holland, fioe plants, Latanias.

Kentias. and Araucaria excelsa, from an English Nursery,

choice Greenhonse and Stove Ferns, Dwarf Roses, various

Hardy Bulbs, English-grown Lilies, &c.

MESSRS. PRUTHEKOE and MORRIS will

SELt the above by AUCTION, at their Rooms, 67 and

68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on MONDAY NEXT. November

19, at Twelve o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tufi8d3.v Nexc
600 ODONTOaLOSSOM KBAMEEI,
OATTLEYA O'BRIENIANA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their ORCHID SALE on TUESDAY NEXT,
600 ODONTOGLOSSOM KRAMERI, in perfect condition,

with 4 to 1.') bulbs, received direct ; Two fine established plants

of the new and beautiful CATTLEYA O'BRIENIANA ; a

quantity of good plants of imported L-5i:LIA MONOPHYLLA,
L. DAYANA, L. AUTUMNALIS, CATTLEYA SCHILLERI-
ANA ; the rare and handsome DENDROBIUM CRUENTUM,
EPIDENDRUM NEMORALE, and other ORCHIDS.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
NEW and RARE ORCHIDS, chiefly for Cool-house, collected

by Consul F. C. LEHMANN, and just to hand, m grand

condition, comprising

—

ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLI LEUCOGLOSSUM, the true

white-lipped form, spotted with crimson, one of the best

Odontoglassums ; also OdontoglO-Sum cristatellum, O.

species, allied to O. tripudians.

ONCIDIUM OLIVAGEUM L4WRENCEANUM (Lehm), a

splendid novelty for Cove-house, with flowers as handsome
as those or O. Lanceanum, sepals and petals purple, lip

rose, spotted with crimson. It lasts three months in

bloom, and has all the flowers open at once, unlike the

allied species, which open a few at a time.

ONCIDIU.M NUBIGERUM VaLCANICUM, a beautiful

. species, allied to O. Phaleenopsis.

COCHLIODA VULCANICA GRANDIFL0R4, fine masses;
PE3CAT0REA ROEZLT, the most beautiful of the genus ;

variou* new MASDEVALLIAS, and other rare Orchids.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C, on TUESDAY NEXT,
November 20, at 12.30 o'clock.

On view Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.

A GREAT CONSIGNMENT OF

HALF A MILLION PALM SEEDS.
Consisting of

410,000 KENTIA FORSTERIANA and BALMOEEANA,
from Lord Howe's Island,

13.000 (E>10CARHU^ BACC4BA,
4.000 SABAL ULaCKBDRNEANA,
1,000 RAVENALA MADAGA.SCAEENSIS,

And various other PALM SEEDS from Brazil. These Con-
signments have been received direct, and will be sold

without reserve. The Sale will aleo include 1,00) Calo-
chortus, Lilium Washingtonianum, and other Californian
Bulbs.

3 CASES ARAUCARIA EXCELSA PLANTS,
Various Japanese LILIES, 3,000 Chinese Sacred LILIES,

Dwarf ROSES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
sell the above by AUCTION, at their Rooms, 67 and 68,

Cheapside. Londor, B.C., onWEDNESDAY NEXT, November 21,

at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sile, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
CAMELLIAS, AZALEA MOLLIS, PALMS, DRAC.EVAS,

and BEGONIA BULBS, from Belgium, and 200 DWARF
ROSES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central .Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E C, on THURSDAY
NEXT, November 22, .at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS have
received instructioas from Mea^r*. F. Sander & Co.

to SELL by AUCTIOS, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67
and IJS. Cheapside. London, E.C. on FttlDAY NEXT,
November a.3, at half-past 12 o'Clock, the following
ORCHIDS, &c. :

—
1000 Plants,

Imported and Established, but all unflowered, of

Sander'd celebrated and wonderful type of

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE var. MONTANA,
from which C. Sandeire. C. Sanderianum,

and all the most valuable and beautiful yellow and other grand
forms of in^igne have emanated.

Also fine Importations, including the beautiful

:; CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM,
ia (he best possible condition. Also good lots of

L-ELIA DAYANA.
L. harpophylU, Oncidium varicosum Rogersii, Dendrrbiim
cru^ntum, D. Gibsoni, D. chrysanthum, D. denbiflorum.
magniticent (from Bhotan) ; BurliugtODia tragrans, Arpo-
phyllum spictttnm. Trichoglottis fasciata, and many olher
valuable and beautiful OKCdlDS. Also

CRINHM NOBILE ALBUM,
a magnificent white-flowered species; flowers twice the size

(( Kucharia amazonica. (See drawing.)
HABENARIA SUSANNiE,

a magnificent .species.

BLETIA CALENULATA,
very handsome glossy violet-purple flowers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues hid.

The WlndlfiBhatn Nurseries, near BagBliot» Surrey.

GREAT SALE of magnificently grown young NURSERY
STOCK, by order of the Executors of the late Mr. Richard

Mason, in consequence of the

FREEHOLD and LEASEBOLD NURSERIES HAVING BEEN
SOLD.

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
(having disposed of the Freehold and Leasehold Nur-

series), will ShLL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above,

a few minutes' walk from Bagshot Station, on MONDAY NEXT,
November 19. and FIVE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock

precisely each day. the extensive assortment of beautifully

grown NORSERY STOCK, growing on about 30 acres of Land,

and now in excellent condition for transplanting, comprising:

—

30.000 Rhododendrons, named ; 100,000 Pinus, Abies, and
hybrids Cedrus

lO.OOO ,, seedlings 100,000 Hollies, green and
looiooa ., ponticum I variegated

50,0U0 Hardy Azaleas, and i 30,000 Laurel* of Eorts

Kalmias, and Audio- ;
20,000 Privet

medas
|

2,000 Aucubas
20.000 Berberis [green ; 15,000 Yews
5,000 Beech, purple and 2.000 Roses, standard and
2.000 Thoras, standards dwarfs

10,000 Forest Trees.standards 10.000 Manetti Stocks.budded
and others 3,000 Standard Briars,

15,000 Fruit Trees i
budded

250,000 Conifers of sort? 5.000 Flowering Shrubs
Thousands of Border Shrubs. ' 1.000 Creepers

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be hai on the Premises ; of Messrs. REEP, LANE and CO.,

Solicitors, 4, Great St. Thomas Apostle. K.C., and Bagshot;
and of the Auctioneers and Valuer?, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E C.

Monday, November 26.

SPECIAL SALE OF 10.000 HARDY PERENNIALS, CAR-
NATIONS. PICOTEES, LILIES, and IRIS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, on MONDAY, November 2(>,

at 12 o'clock, hundreds of choice Hardy Perennials in great

variety, from one of the largest growers in this country ;

thousands of Carnation^, Picotees, Hollyhocks, Pyrethrums,
PffiODies, Phlox, and Delphiniums o! the most popular sorts.

10,000 Galanthus Elwesii, Chionodoxas. Anemone fulgens.

Scillas. and other Bulbs, a magnificent collection of the hnest

kinds of Lilies, including Browni, Lowi, Colchicum. testaceum.
Tubrum. album, and many others; also a grand assortment of

Iris germanica, sibirica. Kempferi ; Olbiensis, and others.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cllffe. near Rochester. Second portion.

IMPORTANT to FRUIT GROWERS and the TRADE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Perry Hill, adjoin-

ing Cliffe Station (S.E R.), on WEDNESDAY. November 28.

thousands of FRUIT TREES, GOOSEBERRIES. CURRANTS,
STRAWBERRIES, &l-.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, and by the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside. E.C.

Stapleford, near Nottingham.
SECOND PORTION of the extensive and ,well-grown NUR-

SERY STOCK, for absolute Sale, the Freehold Estate
having been sold. Three days.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Frettineham Nur-

series. Stapleford. near Stapleford Station, in DECEMBER
NEXT, 211,000 CONIFERS, a wonderfully fine assortment,
beautifully {jrown ; a grand stock of Golden YEWS, Gold and
Silver mil.LIES, for which this Nursery has been noted

;

CUPRESSUS L\WSONr. in rich yariety ; THUIA L0HB1I,
PICRt.", 3100 FRUIT TREES, many larg) tearing trees being
among tiiem. &c.

The Stock is particularly well-rooted, and the Nursery bears

a high reputation for the safety with which the Stock can be
transplanted.

M;iy be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises : of A. T.
ASHVV'ELL, Esq . St. Petei's Walk. Nottingham; and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68. Cheapside. London. E.C.

Osborn Nursery, Sunbary. Middlesex.

CLEARANCE SALE of STOCK, the Nursery having been let.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that this Sale, advertised for November 29,

is POSTPONED for the present.

Bradford ; The Nursery, Bolton Lodge. Wood Lane.
Holton, Bradford. Fifteen minutes from Manniugbam
Station, Midland Railway

CLEVR4NCE SALE of the STOCK in TRADE and GLASS
ERECTIONS, &c., by order of Mr. Fred Packer; entirely

without reserve.

A fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
i.»-L SELL by AUCTION, on the premises as above, on
MONDAY and TUESD \Y, December 3 and 4, at 12 o'Clock
each day. 400 Pyramid Apples and Pears, including horizontal

and trained, all ti name; Victoria Plums, 2i00 liooseberries

and Currants, 1200 H>brid and .Tea Roses. all ihe best sorts,

6 ;0 being in pots; 1000 Strawberry Plants and Runners, 4500
choice Bulbs to name, consisting of Narcissus Emperor.
Empress, Sir Watkin, Horsfieldii, Sulphur, Kroon, and oilier

superior kinds ; Tulips. Roman Hyacinths, BOOSpinea.Taponica,
strong clumps ; 5000 Chrysanthemums, best market sorts;
Herbaceous Plants, Stove and Greenhoose, Plants, Vines, the
erection of four span-roofed Greenhouses, comprising .5000 feet

of Glasp, hot- water Piping. Saddle Boiler, thirty-two Pit-

lights, 2oOhead ot Poultry of the leading strains. Ducks, Geese,
Turkeys. Hogs, Pigeons, thirteen patent Improved Poultry
Cans and Pens, Bay Mare. 14-3 bands, Stanbope Phae-
ton. Silver and Brass-mounted Harness, li^ht Dray and Cart,
5 acres well won Hay, Garden Utensils, and other sundries.

May be viewed Friday and Saturday prior to Sale. Cata-
loirues had on the premises, at 61 & 65 St. James' Markst,
Bradford, and of the Auctioneer-, 67 & 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C. N.B,—The Hou?e and Grounds to Let. Par-
ticulars oE the Auctioneers.

Friday Next.
400 DEVDROBIUM MacCARTHL^. and various BRAZILIAN

ORCHIDS, received direct for Unreserved Sale.

IV/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
iVx include the above in their ORCHID SAiE on FRIDAY
NEXT, November 23.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULBS.—GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 & 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C, EVERY DAY, at 12 o'Clock, large

consignments of firstrclass HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUtI,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers. Also ROMAN HYACINTHS,
SNOWDROPS, SCILLAS. DAFFODILS. LILIUM HARRIS!,
&c. On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs—Dutch Bulbs.-Dutch Bulbs.

SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY,
In Large and Small Lots, to suit alt Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Oreat Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

W.C., nearly Every Day, at half-past 12 o'clock. First-class

Consignments of Choice HY'ACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, ARRIVING D4ILY from
WELL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Thursday Next
A Large and varied Assortment of rare English and American

BORDER PLANTS, containing many of the latest intro-

duction ; Home-Grown LILIIJMS in varietv. CARNA-
TIONS to name, GLADIOLI of sorts, HYACINTHS,
ONCIDIUMS, ARUMS, &c.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Greit Rooms. 3.S. King

Street. Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
NEXT, November 21 and 22.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Thursday Next.

SPECIAL TWO DAYS' SALE of BULBS and PL1NT3.
A Splendid Assortment of Beautifully-grown small Decorative

SHRUBS, for in or outdoor cultivation. A great variety
ot Standard, Dwarf, and Climbing ROSES, AZALEAS,
and RHODODENDRONS. A large Collection of LILIUMS,
&c., in the finest possible condition, from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
Grand Importations in his SALES by AUCTION at his

Great Rooms. 38. King Street. Covent Garden, on WEDNES-
DAY and THURSDAY NEXT, November 21 and 23.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
Four Cases of ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, jast imnorted dire.it in

fine order, a consignment of fine misses of CYPRIPEDIUM
SPECrABILE, 6U00 S. Africin TUBEROSES, LILIUM
AURATUM from .Japan, LILIUM HARRISI, L. CANDI-
DUM, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms, 38. King

Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 21.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
3 choice named PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED FRUIT

TREES, comprising APPLES. PEARS, PLU.MS, CHER-
RIES. PEACHES, NECTARINES, &c. Also Black, Bed,
and White CURRANTS, and GOOSEBERRIES.

TVf R. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
ItJL in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,
38, King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEX T,

November 21

.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

lie J. Southall. Deceased, by Order of Executors.

MESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, without rfserve. on

the Premises, THE NURSERIES, MARROWFAT LANE,
HANDSWORTH, BIRMINGHAM, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
at 11 o'clock, the Growing NURSERY STOCK, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, tlie Erection of Four Greenhouses, number of Liglit-*,

Shedding, Tools, and miscellaneous items.
The Goodwill, Glass Erections, and Stock-in-Trade will be

first offered as one lot, and if not sold will be disposed of as
per Catalogue.
Auctioneers Offices, 35, Temple Street, Birmingham. Tele-

phone, 120i. Tel. address, " Horticulture, B'ham."

Stanwlck Nurseries, Higham Ferrers, Northants.
To LAND AGENTS, NURSERYMEN, GARDEVERS, and

OTHERS.

MESSRS. J. ROBINSON and SON have
received instructions from the Official Receiver to

SELL by AUCTION, on THURSDAY, November 22, 1891. the
whole of the Extensive Stock of FOREST and ORNA MENTAL
TREES. EVEKGKEENS. SHRUBS. &c.. consisting of Oak,
Ash, Elm, Beech, Lime. Willovc. Poplar. Chestnut, Larch. Fir>',

Cypress, Laurel, Holly, Burberis, Quick. &c. ; a <iuantitv of
Fruit Trees, including Apples, Pears, Plums, Damsons, Fil-

berts, Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, Greenhouse and
other Plants, Orchids, Palms, Ferns, Aspidistras, Callus,
Camellias. Stephanotis, Dractenas, Pandanas, Eucharis. Ericas,
Begonias, Cyclamen, Cineraria, Azaleas. Primulas. Zonal and
Fancy Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Carnations,
Violets, Tomato«, Rhododendrons, T?a and otlier Roses

;

Celery, Brii3,sel8 Sprout", and other Vegetables ; also Span-
roof and other Frames, Garden-roller. Water-carriage, Syrioges,
Thermometers, Garden-pots, Tools, Seed-liller. Nests of
Drawers, Office-desk, Stationery. &c. ; Spring Market- van
with tilt. Basket-trap, Potato-digger, Horae-hoes, Seed-
barrows, Chaff-cutter, Dun Mare Pony, quiet to ride and
Drive ; Chesnut Mare, &c.

N.B.—No Catalogues will be iesued.

Sale to commence at 11 o'Clock prompt.
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Harold Nursery. Slttlogbourne.
CL EARANCE SALE of NURSEKt STOCK, including

Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees. Forest

Trees. Shrub?. Standard and Dwarf Rosea. Pots and Plants.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants. &c.

ME8SRS. .lACKSON and SONS have re-

ceived instructions from the Executors of Mr, E.

Thomas, deceased, to SELL the above, by AUCTION, on the

Premises, on THURSDAY, November 22. 1894.

CaUlogues may be obtained of Messrs. JACKSON » SONS,
Valuers, &c.. Sittingbourne.

Strood, Kent.
TO FRUIT GROWERS and OTHERS.

IMPORTANT SALE of .M.OOft PYRAMID and HALF-
STANDARD FRUIT TREES, comprising:—

40,000 APPLE, of the best varieties, including Worcester
Pearmain. Fcblioville Seedling. Yellow Ingestre, Cox's

Orange Pippin. Quarrenden. Lord Derby. Stone's. Loddiog-
ton, Stirling Castle. Pott's Seedling, Gladstone Pippin,

Warner's King. fltc.

10,0C0 PEAR. VIZ. : Pitmaston Duchess, Williams. Red
Lammas or Calais Rose. Onion or Peg-top, Calabash, &c.

3.000 PLUM, viz.: Victoria, Pond's Seedling. Bush. Gisborne,

Rivers' Early Prolific. &c.
500 Cluster DAMSON, and 400 Morello CHERRY.

MESSRS. JACKSON & SONS have received
instructions from Mr. W. Edmonds, to SELL the above

by AUCTION, on TUESDAY, November 27, 1894. on the

Premises. Brompton Farm. Strood. situate about 1^ mile from
the stations at Strood (S.E.R.). and Rochester Bridge
(L.C.D.R). Sale to commence at 12 o'clock. Luncheon
provided. Lots will be put on rail.

Catalogues of Messrs. JACKSON AND SONS. Valuers. &c.,

Sittingbourne.

WANTED, Small NURSERY, or
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, N.W., or a few miles out.—

S. F.. 63. Adelaide Road.

TO LET.— MARKET GARDEN, House,
stabling, and Greenhouse ; adjoining Shirehampton

Railway Station : 8^ acres. Stock at valuation. Christmas
taking.— Apply. W. RICHARDS, on Premises.

To Gentlemen's Gardeners.

TO LET or SELL, a MAltKET NURSERY.
—About 1 acre. Seven large Houses, well-heated and

in good going order. To be sold at a sacrifice owing to illoesa.

—A. C, Mr. Trusaler, Enfield.

NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST BUSI-
NESS, genuine. Established 40 years. Good town

(small). Midland Counties. Good neighbourhood, first-class

connection, splendid Seed Trade, good Shop and House, beet

position. Small Nursery, 4 Greenhouses, 4 rows of Frames,
Fiantg, Trees. Shrubs, &c. Fixtures. Seed Drawers, and
Stock in Trade. £i25. A splendid opportuuity for one with a
little capital. Near several good markets. Rents Low.
Good rea*^ou for disposal.—B., Gardeners' Chronic e Office, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO GROWEKS. — A NURSERY of about
3 Acres, Dwelling-house, 9 Glasshouse?, well heated and

stocked ; Sheds, Frames, &c., all in thorough working order,

FOR DISPOSAL on favourable terms. Apply to—
FREDK. G. HUGHES, Estate Agent, Hampton-on-Thames.

OR SALE, Cheap, a Small N URSERY and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS : four Glasshouses and Propaga-

tion-house, &c., heated by Hot-water. Near Main Road.

Apply to W. H., Park Row Nursery, Greenwich.

FOR SALE.—Compact little NURSERY, with
Dwelling-house and Florist's Shop, near Station and

three Cemeteries, doing good local trade. The Houses are

modern, well heated, in good condition, and filled with thriv-

ing young stock. Low rent.—Price £225, all at.—J. S.

APPLETON, 4a, Broadway, Manor Park, Essex.

BOX TILTED VAN, in capital condition,
holds 25 dozen 48*i, cheap.

C. JOHNSON AND CO., The Nurseries, Hampton.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
TUKAL Market Garden and Estate Auotioneebs and

Valuers, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.G.. and at Leyton-
Btone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

Drscana Austratls.

THOS. AITKEN, Kirkleatham Gardens, Red-
car, having a fine Stock of the above in healthy plants,

begs to offer them, carriage paid, at 30s. per 1000. or 4s. per 100.

ANETTI STOCKS, 2ls. ; GRIFFIRAE, 245.

per 1000, well disbudded, for cash.

HENRY ROOK. Kemberton, Shifnal.

TOMATOS, for spring fruiting, in 60-pot3.
WILLTAYLER. Nur.eryman. Hampton.

RITOHARDIA (LICUALA) QRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, 19 offered in

good Plants, about 1^ feet high, by—
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Ebtablishment for New and Rare

Plants. 536. King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48*9, 12s. per doz. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48's, 9».

ajid 12s. per doz. ; large KENTIAS, in 60's, 5s. and 6s. per doz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, ineo's, 4s. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large

thumbs, 3s. per du/... 20*. per 100; ARALIAS, in 48*8, 5s. and
6s. per doz.; FICUS, in 48"8. 12s. per doz.; CYPEBUS
NATALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 48'6, 5s. per doz.

;

twelve best sorts of FERNS. 12s. per lOJ ; ASPARAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS. 6s. per df z. ; variety of FERNS in 48"9, 5». and
«s. doz. Free on rail. Caeh with order—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), 5, Bramah Road. Brixton, London, S.W.

EXHIBITIONS.

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL and
COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY.

The ANNUAT. AUTUMN SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
FRUIT, VEGETABLES, aod TABLE DECORATIONS,

will be held in the

TOWN HALL, TWICKENHAM.
On TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. November 20 and 21. 1894.

Entries must be sent in on or before Tuesday. November 13.

1894. Entry Forms and all further particulars may be obtained

from the Hon. Secretary- ^^ EDWARD F. GREEN.
Lincoln Lodge, East Twickenham.

THE NEXT
BIRMINGHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM

SHOW
Will be Held on November 1.3 and U, 1895.

J. HUGHES, Secretary.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancrae.

ERMANIA CARNATION.—Strong plants,
in 60's. lbs. per 100. £5 per 1000. Old Crimson CLOVE,

strong-rooted layers. 105. per 100. £4 per 1000.
C. JOHNSON AND CO , The Nurseries. Hampton.

INES, VINES, VINES.—Grand Stock of
both Fruiting and Planting Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on application.-JOHN PEED & SONS,
Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road. West Norwood. S.B.

OR SALE, one (established), Half-standard
trained PEACH. Grosse Mignonne. stem 3 feet, 14 feet

6 inches by 18 feet across. Price ;JIs. 6i. cash.

B. GREENFIELD. F.R H S.. Ranelagh Nursery. Leamington.

ILIUMS, LILIES.—Best and cheapest ever
fffered. Auratums, very fine. 4*.; extra large. 6s.;

immense bulbs, 9s. ; Harrisii, fiie, 4s. and 6s.; loogitlorum.
extra tine and cheap, •is. and 4s. ; lancifoHum. extra. 4s and
65.; Croceum, 2s., umbellatum. 3s. and 4s.; Davuricum, 3s .;

candidum. 2s., all per dozen. Cases and packing free for each.

MORLE AND CO., Direct Importers. The Conservatories,

Finchley Road. N.W.

CARNATION "Countess of Paris," finest
blush Perpetual Tree Carnation, large Malmaison-

coloured flowers, splendid grower, easy forcer. Very strong
layers, for immediate potting, 4s. per doz., '60s. per lOii,

carriage paid for cash. Large forcing plants, established iu

4 to 6-inch pots, 12s. to 20s. per doiea.
BECKER, Nurseries. Jersey.

CrELOGYNE CRISTATA, a fine variety, well
grown aud cheap, plants with 18 bulbs. l5. 6d. ; 36 bulbs.

3 spikes. 3j. Stronger. 70 bulbs. 8 spikes, 6s. ; lOO to 150
bulbs. 10 to 18 spikes. 7s. M. to 12s. id.

TRUSTEES, late J. STEVENSON. Timperley. Cheshire.

W'HINHAM'S INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY.
strong well-grown Bushes of this celebrated variety,

3*. id. per doz.. £1 per lOD.—T. COLEMAN, Saffron Walden.

nn (\(\l\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J^\J\J\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 16 in., at 30f. per 100; 16 in. to 18 in., at 40». per 100

;

18 in. to 31 in., at 55j. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76». per 100;
26 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s, to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK. Goldstone. Brighton.

LflNE EXHIBITION PLANTS for disposal.
X. Have taken many prizes.

Several large CROTONS. IXOBAS, ALLAMANDAS, PBOSNIX.
KENTIAS. LATANIAS. SEAFORTHIAS. and CYCAS, in tbe

highest state of health and quite clean. Sizes, prices, and full

particulars on application to

WM. CLIBRAN AND SON. Oldfield Nurseries. Altrincham.

TSAAC MATTHEWS and SON beg to offer
J- 200,000 extra strong THORNS. 100,000 oval leaf PRIVETS.
600.000 RHODODENDhONS in variety, including all the best

sorts for forcing, and covert plantation. FOREST TREES in

variety ; HOLLIES. AUCUBAS. GOLDEN ELDERS, and all

other general Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the
Nurseries. Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

CHEAP AND GOOD ROSES.
FIFTY' strong, well-rooted, beautiful varieties

of Dwarf H.P. ROSES, true lo name, for 21s.. 2.S for

12s.. 12 for $s 6i.. package free. Cash with order. A choice

selection of Standard. Half-Standard, and Dwarf H.P.'s,

Teas and Climb-rs. open ground and pot plants. Priced

Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

W. BTTMSET,
JOYNING'S NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS. HERTS.

C^ONIFER^.— Abies Douglasii, IJ to 2 ft.,

J 20s. per 100: Canadensis. 10 to 12 in.. 4s. per doz. ;

Cedrus deodara, 1^ ft., 6s. per doz. ; Araucaria imbricate. 3 to

3j ft.. 405. per doz . 4 ft.. 60s. ; Cup. macrocarpa. 3 ft.. 6s
;

Lawsoniana, 3 to 4 ft., fine. 26s. per 100, 4 to 6 ft., 30s ; Stricta,

2 to 2i ft., 3's., 3 to 4 ft., 40s. ; Erecta vindis. 3 to 3J ft., 40s. ;

Picea nobilis. 12 to 18 in.. 6s. per doz.. 2 ft .12s ; Nordmanniana,
3 ft., 18s. per doz.; Pinus Cembra, 12 to 18 in. 10s. per 100;
Retinospora plumosa, 4 to 5 ffet, 50s. per lOO ; Aurea, bushy,
fine. 3;;s. ; Sijuarroaa, 3 to4 It., 12s. per doz., 1^ ft. 25s. per 10 (

;

Thuia Lobbii. 3 ft.. 20s., 3 ft , 10s., 4 ti 5 ft., 60s., 7 ft., extra.

76s. ; Thuiopsis dolobrata, 2^ to 3 ft., 18s. per doz., 3 to 4 ft., 30s.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

LONDON PLANES.—Splendid Trees, straight
stems, line roots, 12 to 14 feet, 4s. ; 14 to 16 feet, 61.

;

16 to 18 feet, 6s. ; 18 to 20 feet, 7s. M. each.

IRISH IVIES in pots, beautifully furnished, 4 to 5 feet, I2s.
;

5 to 6 feet, 16s. ; 6 to 8 feet, 2l5. ; 8 to 10 feet, .30s. per
dozen.

LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUMAUREUM (best Golden Privet),
12 to 18 inches, 6.1. ; 18 to 24 inches, 6i. per dt'?en.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA. 9 to 12 inches. 10s. 12 to 18 inches.
12s. 6rf. ; 18 to 24 inches. 20s. per 100.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS. CLIMBERS, BULBS.
GARDEN REQUISITES, TOOLS. &c.. of every kind.
Priced descriptive LISTS on application.

\V. FROMOW A.ND SONS. Sutton Court Nursery, Chiswick,
London, W. Established 1829.

WANTED.—AUCUBA CUTTINGS. State price per 1000

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back page.
Garieners' Chronicle, September 1. 1894.

BULBS. Winter. Spring, and Summer-flowering.
DAFFODILS, for Pots. Beds. Borders, and Naturalisation

in Meadows. Woods. &c.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing interest to

Amateurs.
HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,

and Naturalisation.
COLLECTIONS of BULKS, 12s. 6rf., 21s.. 42s.. and 63s.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS. 6s. 6rf., 7s. id., 10s. id., 21s.,

to 106.'.

BARR AND SON. 12. King Street. Covent Garden. London.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits, post-free, Zd.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES.

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

WELLS'
NEW

CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 10(10 be^t varieties, and
more useful information thau any other such book ever

publislied. Including a Coloured Plate of his New Green
Chrysanthemum. "Ethel Amsden." The Novelty ol the

Season. Post-free. id., from W. WELLS. EarlSWOOd
Nurseries. Redhlll, Surrey.

SUPERLATIVE
RASPBERRY.

THE TRUE RAISER'S STOCK.

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the finest Raspberry,

and 09 many former applicants could not be supplied, early

orders are requested.

First size 305. per 100 ; 5». per dozen.

Second size 205. per 100 ; 4«. per dozen.

A few extra large. 95. per dozen.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufa'.:turer9 of Mushroo m

Spawn, and keeping over 100 cows
from which I obtnin a large quantity
of pure virgin i-piwo, 1 am in a

position to offer the b 'st obiainable
at 'is. per bushel.

Speciil Fricea for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER HILL. EALING

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The fioest named hardy kinds c^n now be supplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in muny
instances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING, SUKREY,

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 14t)0 species and varieties

of Stove. Greenhouse. Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collectiocs in beau-

tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FSRN NURHEBIBS, SALE near MANCHEXIKK.
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EUONYMUS, Golden, from 12 to 18 inches,

good colour; stroDg, bushy plants. 6s. to 8s. per dozeo.

Cash with order.—C. LINTOTT, Fishbourne Nursery, near

Chichester. Sussex.

HKYSANTHEMUMS. — New Illustrated,

Desciiptive, and Priced CATALOGUE of all best

varieties in commerce, now ready, post-free, two stamps.

K. OWEN, Castle Hill. Maidenhead.

Prize Cob FUberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

OEOBOE WATTE, the Foreman, Calcot. near Reading.

PPLE, CHERRY, PEARS.—Stout fibrous-

rooted trees of all the leading market sorts, including

Beauty of Bath, in maidens. 2, 3, and 4-yr. old. at 6s., 8»., and
lus. per doz. ; extra fine standard Jargonelle Pear, 12s. per doz.

;

ditto Morello and May Duke Cherries. 12s. to I8s. per dozen.

SYCAMORES. 10 to 14 feet.

WILLIAM KERSHAW, Airedale Nurseries, Bingley, Yorks.

ARIEGATED IV YS, CLIMBERS, &o., all

the best varieties, iine stuff 3 to 4 feet, in 5-inch pots.

Arborescens variety. Rhombodia variety, Marginata, Cana-
lieosis Aurea. Spectabilis. Mrs Pollock, and others, 12s. per

dozen, in variety; six or t.*elve Hardy Climbers, in six or

twelve sorts. 6s. and 12s. Package free.

MORLE & CO., The Conservatories. Finchley Road, N.W.

UCUMBER SEED.—For Sale, about 4000
Cucumber Seed, *' The Rochford,'' true to name, Price

5s. per 10^, cash with order.

R. J. WICKHAU, Grower, Sutton Scotney. Hants.

ARR'S MIXTURES of DAFFODILS, for
beautifying Orchards. Woodland Walks, Grass Slopes.

&c., and for Cutting. Mixed. All Sorts, per 1000. 21». and
30s. Mixed Peerless or Chalice-cupped Star Narcissi,
graceful and beautiful, per 1000, 42s. ; Mixed Poet's UaffO
PILS. very beautiful, per 1000, 42s. All sent. Carriage
Paid, on receipt of remittance.

BAKR AND SON, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

OREST TREES, c&o.—Larch, 2-yr. trans.,

IJ to2 ft., 20s. ; 2 to 2} ft., extra, 24s. ; 3 to 4 ft.. 26s.

;

Scotch, 2-yr., 1-yr. trans., 12s. ; 2-yr., 2-yr. trans. 16s. ; 24-in ,

fine. 18s. ; 2 to 2J ft.. 21s. per 1000. Spruce Fir, 12 to 15-in.,

14s. ; 15 to 24 in., 18s. Elm. 2 to 2J ft.. 16s. ; Elm, English.
4 ft., 26s. Ash, 2 to 3 ft.. 17s. ; 3 to 4 ft., 20s. Bitch, ij
to2 ft., 20s.; 4"to 6 ft.. 40s. Beech, IJ to 2 ft., 16s.; 3
to 4 ft., 2Ss. Alder, 2 ft.. 16s.; 4 ft., 22s. Spanish Chest-
nut, 1^ to 2 ft , 2Cs. Hazel, 2 to 2^ ft., 20s. Oaks, English,

IJ to 2 ft.. 16s. per 1000. Sycamore, IJ to 2 ft., 16s.; 2
to 3 ft., 20s. ; 6 to 7 ft, 60s,; 8 to 10 ft., 20s.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

TO ROSE GROWERS. — SEEDLING
BRIARS off maiden loam. Sample and price from—

WM. VAUSE, Florist, Leamington Spa.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Good plump, sound
bulbs, at 6rf . 9(i., Is., and Is. 6rf. each, by the dozen,

100, or 1000. All other good LILIES at low prices.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, 536, King's Road, Cheleea, S.W.

REEN EUONYMUS, fine stuff, extra strong
and bushy, 12 to 15 inches. 2.5s. per 100; 15 to 18 inches,

35s, per 100; 18 to 21 inches, 45s. p. 100. Sample free, Is. Free

on board. Cash with order.—BECKER, Nurseries, Jersey,

SEED FOR SALE.—A Quantity of Clayton's
Prize Pink CELERY SEED.

Moss Curled PARSLEY, | Giant White SWEDE.
Grand quality. Price low.

W. LANCHBCRY, Finedon Hill Farm. Wellingborough.

ORCHIDS.— We are now making a Special
Offer, at Low Prices, to make room for importations

daily expected. LISTS free.

W. L. LEWIS AKP CO., Southgate, London. N.

TO BE SOLD for want of rocm, through re-
arrangement of house, thirty-three large trained PEACH

TREES; splend d roots; last year's crop averaged twelve
dozen ; lOf. 'id. each, worth double.

TH03. DUCK. Abbey Wood, Kent.

TREE CARNATIONS.—Trade prices. La
Neige, very free, white, 12s. 6d. per 100; Miss Joliffe

Improved, 12s. 6d. per 100 ; Winter Cheer, best scarlet, 18s.

per lOP. All well-rooted young Stuff fit for tJO's. Cash with
order.—CRANE and CLARKE. The Nurseries. March. Cambs.

LEARANCE SALE.—Ferns, Smilax"
Arums, ^thiopica, and Little Gem, grand plants,

8 to 12-inch pots, Christmas flowering. 50s. per 100 ;

Adiantum cuneatum and Smilax, 6-inch pots, 95. per 100.

GARDENER, Herriard Park, Baeingstoke.

ARNATIONS, ROSES, PANSIES,VIOLAS,
&c.—Her Majesty the Qaeen in accepting a water-colour

drawing depicting a group of Empress Pansies grown by me
for Her Majesty's Gardens at Frogmore. graciously expreaaed
her interest in the details of the industry now being carried

00 at my Flower and Fruit Farms. This industry, which has
recently been reported upon by the Government, has grown to
such an extent that it is now the largest of its kind either

in England or the Continent.
Any of my Cu-atomers ordering plants or trees to the value

of £1 \s., will have a copy of the unique painting (size 30 in.

by 24 in.), above referred to, sent them free of charge.
" I shall frame the beautiful plate of your 'Empress Pan-

sies.' "—Owen Thomas, The Queen's Gardener, Frogmore.
Catalogues now ready, free on applicatioc.

K. BATH. Wisbech.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots, Stove and Green-

house, 30 beat selling sorts, 12j. per lUO; large ditto, in 48's,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

48's, for cutting (value in fronde), 6s. and 85. per dozen

;

ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 205.

per 109. Araliaa. Grevilleaa, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48's, 65. per

dozen. Ficus, Palms, Dracsenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in

48's, Ix. each. Seedling Ferns. 65. per 100. Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

WARE & SONS' fSfSS'iiM.

FLOWER POTS
SOSSEX POTTERY

WORKS,
UCKFIELD. *0/^For Frirats

Estab. 1770

Gardens.

Hundreds of
Testimonials,

Lists on application.

TO THE TRADE.
TheXL ALL Preparations

Don't mlsB including these in your New Li&t.

Will Nurserymen. Seedsmen. Florists, and Sundriesmen,
please send for particulars. Circulars. Electros, and best Trade
terms. The firit three are prepiredin Bond from Duty-free
lobacco.

XL ALL VAPORISnsG FUMIGATOR.—The surprise and
delight of all who use it.

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTIOIDE (WASH).—The most genuine
and effectual Wash in the Market.

XL ALL TOBACCO-POWDER.—The Bnest grade and strongast

powder yet produced. Send tor a sample tin for test and
comparison.

XL ALL LAWN-SAND.—A Destroyer of Daisies, Plantains,
&c. , and a Fertiliser tor the Grass.

XL ALL LIQUID-MANURE.—A concentrated dear liquid,

and a cheap and splendid Fertiliser. No emell.

G. H. RICHARDS. Manufacturer, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.

W. COOPER, Ltd.
HoHTicuLTCBAL I Head Ofiace—755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.B.

PkOVIDEHS 1 Nurseries : The Largest and Most Complee in the Kingdom, FELTHAM and HANWORTH.

BULB, STRAWBERRY, & CHRYSANTHEMUM LISTS,
NOW READY,
POST-FREE. BULB COLLECTIONS, >»» 1/6 to £2 2s., ''^f^^!'^

APPLE8, Pears, Plums, Cherries.
Millions to Clear.

Good Robust Trees, from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, including all the
very best varieties, can be trained to any shape either for

covering walls, or Standards, or Pyramids, &c.. Is. each

;

3for2x. 9rf. ; 6 for Es. ; 12 for 95. 6d. Do., do., do., tofruit
next year, ls.4d. each; 3 for 35. 6^^.; 6 for 65. ; 12 for II j.

Dwarf and Horizontal-trained Trees for walls, espaliers, &c.,
from l5, Qd. to bs. each.

SPECIAL FRUIT TREE QUOTATIONS.
Standards, trained, well developed, fine trees, best varieties.
Pyramids, splendid stuff, leading kinds. Ij. to bt. each.
Standards, fine well-rooted trees, l5. 3d. to 25. Qd.

Apricots. Peaches, Nectarines.
Best virieties, ih finest possible condition'.

Standard trained, 55. to lOs. ea. Dwarf fan- trained, 35. to 6«. ea.
RASPBERRIES, finest sorts.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, leading kinds, 3 for Is. ;

6 for U. 9d ; 12 for 35.

ASPARAGUS, extra strong for forcing, 10*. to 12«. per 100.

SBAKALB, extra strong forcing, 125. to 15$. per 100.

RHUBARB, good roots, leading sorts, 6d. to Is. each.

All the above carefully packed on rail.

Strawberry Plants I—Strawberry Plants II

An immense stock, comprising all the best and most popular
varieties. List free. Plant now. Ss. Qd. per 100 ; ait.

per 1000. free.

special offer op n
PRIMULA (Single). — Various colours, very large flowers,

assorted shades oE colour, from pure white to scarlet,
strong plant.", out of bmall pots, Is. Gd. per doz., free.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA. — Special line to help out our
enormous stock. Grand Exhibition Prize Stiain, producing
a moat charming variety of colours. Warranted to give
satisfaction ; strong plants, out of 3 in. pot?, l5. 9d. per
doz. ; l.?s. Gd. per lOO, free.

Do., transplanted, l5. 2d. per doc. ; 25. for 2 doz., free.

Extraordinary Value in the Best Creepers,
For covering walls, trellis-work, &c.

THE SMALL VIRGINIAN CREEPER (Ampelopsis Veitchi),
with foliage turning a very rich deep crimson in late
autumn ; plant now ; self-clinging, with about 3 ft. of
growth, out of ft-in. pots; 5s. per doz , free. Strooger
plants, with 5 ft. of growth, 7s. Brf. per doz., free.

PASSIFLORA CCERULEA (Blue Passion Flower),— First-rate
climber for outside walla, &c.. greenhouses and con-
fer vatorie?', from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, out of small pots.
3s. per doz.. 205. per 100. free. Do., Larger plants, out of
5-in. Dots, 3ft. Id 6ft., 55. per doz., free.

PASSIFLORA GRANDIITLORA. — Larger flower than P.
ccerulea and more vigorous grower, most useful for trellis-
work, 2 ft. to 4 ft. high, 35. per doz.. 2Cis. per 100, free.

COOPER'S Collection of CHOICE FERNS, foliage plants,
Mosses, &c., specially selected for greenhouse, room, table,
acd window decoration, selected ffom the following

URSERY stock. - PLANTS FOR WINTER BLOOMING.
varieties :—Aapleniums, Adiantuma (MaidcLhair), Gymno-
grammas (gold and silver Ferns), Isolepis, Polypodium,
Pteris eerrulata, cristata and tremula, Aralias, Grevilleaa,
Nephrolepis, Seiaginellas. strong plants, out of small pots,

Is. Qd. per doz., 35. per doz., 55, per doz., free.

Hardy Spring Blooming Plants for Present
Planting.

Smaller quantities supplied at proportionate prices.

Orders of 100 and upwards carriage free.

WALLFLOWERS, Harbinger, single, early-flowering, rich
deep scarlet, 25. per 100. Large bu&hy transplanted
plants, very bushy, 6s. per 100.

,, Belvoir Caetle, dwarf, early bloomer, light golden
yellow, 25. per 100. Large bushy trau^pUnted plants,
very strong, 65. per 100.

„ Double German, very strong plants of this dwarf compact
variety, bushy transplanted stuff, producing fiue

massive spikes of most beautiful double flowers,
7j. 6rf. per 100.

SINGLE PYRETHRUMS, saved from the best varieties, pro-
ducing large quantities of beautiful flowers in all shades
of colour, ranging from white to crimson, 2s. Qd. per 100.

DOUBLE DAISY (Bellis perennis). mixed colours, iuvaluable
for borders and edgings, 35. per 100.

CANTERBURY BELLS (mixed), well-known hardy plants, all

the best colours, single and double, indispensable for mixed
borders, 4s. per 100.

FOXGLOVE (finest spotted), excellent for shrubberies, Ac.

very handf-ome in large masses or back borders, 3j. per 100.

SWEET WILLIAM, all the bast varieties, very popular and
pretty plant, should have a place in every garden. 4i. p. 10".

SWEET WILLIAM, Vigorous, bushy, transplanted plants,

extra strong, 7s. 6d. per 100.

GEDM, double scarlet, vigorous, healthy plants, covered with
pretty smiU red flowers, 2s. 6d. per 100.

PANSIES, for spring blooming.—We have a splendid selectioa

of these most popular spring flowers, in all shades of

colour, selfs. spotted, and blotched. 3s. 6d. per 100.

AQUILEGI4. COLUMBINE, strong mixed seedlings embracing
all ihe finest shades of colour, will flower profusely in early

spring, very useful for cutting, Is. 6d. per doz., 10s. p. IlO.

CHRYSANTHEMUM LEUCANTHEMUM, strong peedlings,

producing in immense quantities large pure white flowers

of great size, much esteemed for room decoration, 3s. per

dor.. Lis. per 100.

LYCHNIS CHALCEDONrCA, immense heads of single scarlet

flowers, invaluable for rockeries and borders, strong plants.

Is. Qd. per doz.. 10.^. per 100.

SAPONARIA OCYMOIDES, strong seedlings of this evergreen

trailing perennial, which in early spring is smothered

with bright rose-coloured flowern, 35. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS.— Strong vigorous Seedlings from best named
varieties, blooming abundantly from May onwards. Very

valuable for cutting and general decorative purposes.

Is. 6d. per doz., 10s. per 100.

MARECHAL NIELS.—Holding the finest
stock in the kirglom of this lovely climbing Kose (especially
for roof and walls of greenhouses and conservatories), we would
btroDgly advise our numerous amateur customers to place their
orders and plant foon to ensure a heavy crop of flowers next
spring. Fine strong plants in large pots, 4 ft. to 5 ft. high,
2s. 3d. each. ais. per doz.. F.O.K. ; extra grand, large plants, iu
large pots, 8 ft. to 9 ft., 3s, id. each, 36j. per doz., F.O.K.

GRAPE VINES-
BLACK ALICANTE,
BLACK HAMBRO,
BUCKLANDS SWEETWATER.
FOSTER'S SEEDLING,
LADY DOWNES' SEEDLING,
MADRESFIELD COURT,
MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA.,

Stout canes, 6 ft. to
-t5ft. long, 25. each,

3 for 6j. «d., F.O.R.

BOSES—ROSES.—450,000 Dwarf Roses to

be almost given away. All strong healthy Dwaif Bushes with

good roots, which will give good Display of Bloom. Cash

returned if unsatisfactory in any way. Splendid Varieties,

3 for 1». ad., 6 for 2j. 9d., 12 for 5j., 60 for 20s., 100 for 36».,

1000 for £15. All Carriage Paid.

VERY BEST VARIETIES.
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IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
To issue a full Catalogue of Chrysanthemums until the flowering season is over. If this is done, many of the best are left out, and many worthless

varieties recommended. I have, therefore, issued a Preliminary List, which can be had free on application.

My full Catalogue is in preparation, and will again stand alone as the most perfect and useful Guide up to date. This is not only a Guide which
Varieties to select, but will also give treatment, such as size of pot, which bud to take out, and will be invaluable to the Gardener as well as the
Amateur. It will also contain beautiful Illustrations of New Varieties, as well as several new features, and

"Will be posted to Customers free immediately it is ready.
This is produced at great cost, and not

| O^ l\/lCTU I Nl /^ Cr\D IVI ^^ "I" LJ I IVI /^ I I will forward it to non-Customers,
being one of those who can give

{ O^ IVI CL I rl I IN^ T WK IN^ I M 1 1\ V4 , |
post-free, for seven stamps.

H. J. JONES, BYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATINO APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, wim WATERWAY-END, &c.;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, ror HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 1». PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON. 8.E.

Telegraphlo Address—" HOT-WATEB, London." Telephone No. 4763.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS. iHILL & SMITH,
: BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,
And at IIS. QUEtN VICrORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

K^THRACIT£
!^ COAL

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.
GR. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or

• COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size cf a Walcut, and

the Cobbles about the size of a man's fist), delivered by van, at any address

within the 4 mile radius of Charing Cross; or in truchloads. at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely BmokeleBB, and it requires much less

attention than any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours et

least without any supervision, and giviog from five to ten degrees more heat

than Ooke. Quotations on application to—

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFINQ and HAY BARNS.

C. R. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the beat and most economical Fences to put
down. Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,
(KINNELL'S PATENT). '

WilllWI I I « « I « ta-- W« V^ri^
(KINNELL'S PATENT)

Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast,

Palefnu 10,398.

' 10,674.

FIX IN END OF HGXTSE. NO BRICKWORK REatTIRED.
Awarded First Prise in Open Competition by the R.H. Society,

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE. a3 -nell as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
ebape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS AVHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATfENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom,

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOTJTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

IR0NF0T7NDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

BOLE MANCFACTCEEB8 OF

—

THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH
CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVE 3.

DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.

LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS
IN LONDON.

1^- COMPARE QUALITY OF GOODS and PRICES.

Addbesses : 6.5 & 65a, Southwabk Street ; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Grove, Southwabk, S.E.; and Tbuchot Stores, Guernsey.
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URGE CHOICE EVERGREENS, TULIPS ARE THE RAGE.
FROM SPECIMEN BORDERS,

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, CHEAP.

PERFECT SPECIMENS & SAFE to MOVE
(Transplanted within two years).

All the Choicest Green and Golden Kinds.

PENNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

LINCOLN.

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.

We hold an extensive Stock of all kinds of the above,

in first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Intending Plantera would do well to send for Descriptive

Catalogue, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

SHRUBS and CONIFERS. — Ampelopsis
Veitchii, in. pots, 2 ft., 30s. per 100; Arbor-vitre,

common, 2 to 3 ft., 18s. ; Azalea ponticum, 2 ft., 4s. per doz.

;

Azara microphylla, 2 ft.. 4s. ; Berberis Jamiesonii, 2 ft., 20s.

perlOO; B. Darwinii, ij ft., 10s. ; Cotoneaster microphylla,

2 ft., 10s. ; C. Simonsii. 3J ft., 10s. ; Escallonia macranlha,
pots, 2 to 2^ ft,. 3.JS. ; Gritelinia littoralie, bushy, 6s. per doz.

;

Pampas Grass, 2 ft., 4s. ; Hypericum calycinum, 12s. per 100 ;

HolIie9, Green, 2 to 3 ft.. fine. 6s. per doz. ; Jasmine, white

and nudifloruna. 4s. per doz. ; Laurel, common. 2 ft., 10s. 100 ;

Coichic. 3 to 2^ ft., 14s. ; Portugal, 1 to U ft., 20s. ; 2 to 2J f t.

.

2^ii. Lilac, white and purple. 4s. per doz. ; Lauru&tinu?, 2 to

2^ ft., 6s.; Olearia Haaatii, 2^ ft., 4s,; Rhododendron ponti-

cum, 10 in.. bu>hy, 2s. per 100 ; 1 to IJ ft., I8s.; 1^ to 2 ft.,

25s. ; 2 to 2^ ft , 32s. Weigela rosea, 4s. doz. ; Yucca gloriosa,

10 to 12 in., 25s. 100; Yew, English. 1 J to 2 ft.. 24s.

GABLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

EHCLISH, FBEHCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND
FOR PLEASURE ANDPR OFIT

NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
AND EASY TO GROW.

B-'.iEThty Acres in Atock*

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Hushes in variety. I'ncking and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

«S. per doz., ©Os.perlOO.
Aii other Nitrsery SiccM

carriageJoy^'ard.

RO,,^fSin POTS From is/- a dc.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acre?.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,oco) Irom 15,=
per doz.

N.B,—Single Plants arc sold at
slightly iiiC7cascdprices.

GENERAL CATALGCUE

,\l nrtistirnlly j.iinlured. coulftliiin;;

id)-,
^"'"^ Iniri'lrerts of iUimtration.s.

-km^, and full of VBlunWe inroiniation,

T^*^-^. sent frep.

RICHARD SMITH&CPWORCESTER

CHOICEST SINGLE VARIETIES.
All Prices at per 100; 60 at half price.

Dazzling SCARLET DUC, early, 3s. per 100
COLEUE PONCEAU, rosy crimson and white, 3s. per 100
DUC MAJOR, large, red, and jellow, 3s. per 100
JOOST VON VONDEL, large, dark Ired with white flame.

Is. 2d. per dozen, 8s, M. per 100.

DUCHESSE DE PARMA, deep orange, eitra, 6s. per 100
KEIZERSKROON, scarlet edged, jellow, the largest flowering

Tulip. Is. 6(i. per dozen, lus. per 100

LA BEINE. white, grand, 5s. per 100
PKJEON. pure white, fine, 4s. per 100
WOUVERMAN. large, dark purple, 3s. per 100
YELLOW PRINCE, very finest yellow. Is. id. per dozen,

10s. per 100

SINGLE MIXED, first selection, 3s. per 100

CHOICEST DOUBLE VARIETIES.
LA CANDEUR. PURE WHITE, very fine, large bulbs, 4s. p. 100
YELLOW ROSE, pure yellow, grand, 4s. per 100
DUO VOiV THOL. red and yellow, well known, 3s. per 100
DUKE OF YORK, crimson, bordered white, 4s. per 100
TOURNESSOL. red and yellow. Is. per dozen, 7s. M. per 100
DOUBLE MIXED, first selection, 3s. per 100

100 in ten Different Varieties for 5s.

FiEST Size Bulbs Only. CATALOGUE Free.

EUBURN,
LONDON.W. H. HUDSON, F.R.H.S.,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
STERLING NOVELTIES FOR 1895.

MRS. W. J. GODFREY.
Without doubt the most beautiful Japanese and

the purest white variety in existence.

Fully described in CATALOGUE, Post-free.

MissRITA SCHROETER
Raised by Chas. C. Shea, Esq., from whom

I have purchased the entire stock.

This variety is the only English-raised .Japanese

not yet in commerce. Certificated at the Grand
Exhibition of the N.C.S., on November 7, and it

certainly is the most striking novelty of the
numerous varieties certificated on that date. The
blooms, which are large, may best be described

as a glorified " Belle Paule," which it much re-

sembles in colour and markings, but of double
the size. Of tirst-olass habit of growth, and an
easy " doer" in every respect.

Plants only 7s. 6d. each.

FhU Lint of Novelties, and the Best of Older
Varieties, post-free.

W. J, GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON,

RETIRING FROM BUSINESS.
SPECIAL OFFER to CELAR GROUND.

HOLLIES, green and variegated, extra transplanted, 2 to
10 feet. RHODODENDRONS, 200 choice named varieties, and
best quality hybrid Seedlings, 1 J to 6 feet, bushy ; also d waif
kinds; Pnecox and ferrugineum. &c. Greenhouee varieties;

Sweet-scented and new free-bloominfj Hybrids, own raising,

covered with flower buds. AZALEA MOLLIS SEEDLINGS,
ten to twelve buds, 8.?. rer dozen. SO.-;, per 100. Gh^nt and other
choice varieties. LILIUM AURATUM. home-growp, per ICO
or 1000, cheap; and GENERAL NURSERY 8T0CK. in tine

condition. Priced Catalogues free on application.

I. DAVIES & SON,
BROOK LANE NURSERY, ORMSKIRK.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

NOEMAN DAVIS
has much pleafiure in announcing that his

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
19 NOW READY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issued simply as a Guide,
a-aoh as a Catalogue should be, and will be found
comprehensive and useful. You are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purchaser.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRYSANTHEMUM NURSERIES,

Lilford Road, Camberwell, liOndon, S.E.

FRANK CANT'S

ROSES
HAVE WON THE CHAMPION TROPHY

OF THE

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
FOUR TIMES in the LAST SEVEN YEARS,

viz., 1888, 1890, 1892, and 1894,

In addition to many CUPS, GOLD and SILVER
MEDALS, PIECES of PLATE, and upwards of

500 other FIRST PRIZES.

CATALOGUE, containing more reliable in-

formation than any other published, post-free.

BRAISWICK NURSERY, COLCHESTER.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HAKDY SPIR.ffiA.

SPIRAEA ANTHONY WATERER.
This is a pport from the well-known Spirsa bumalda, from

which it differs only in colour, the flowers being a rich

crimson, borne in large corymbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
impartant addition to hardy flowe»-ing plants of many years.

First-class Certificatf,
Royal Horticultural Society of London.

Nice plants, Is. 6d, each, will be distributed in November.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

Flower Painting.

MISS MARIE LOW, F.K.H.S. (Medallist
and Exhibitor), having great experience in drawing

plants and flowers of every description from Nature, is pre-

pared to execute Drawings in Oil or Water-colour, of Choice

and Rare Plants. &c., at owners' gardens, or from specimens
sent to her. For examples of reproduced work see 7ke Garden,
1891 and 1892. plates 824. 828, 832, 833, 843. 844, 815. 846. 3tc.

Miss Low also gives Private Lessons in Flower Painting by a
method which ensures rapid and eucceesful results to her

pupils. For terms and further particulars, address—

'61, Oppidans Road, Primrose Hill, London, N.W.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by uting this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise oE the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and priyited cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price. 6*. per bushel, \x. extra for

p.ickage ; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM, CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

300,000 STRONG
RASPBERRY CANES,

At Low Prices per 1000.

BAUMFORTH'S SEEDLINO, Fample 100
CARTER'S PROLrFIC
FASTOLF IMPROVED
FILLRASKET. very strong
NORWICH WONDER
ANTWERP RED

9s. Od.

6'. Od.

is. Od.

6s. Od.
is. Od.

is. 6d.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Strong Baldwin's Black. Naples, and Bed Dulch CURRANT
BUSHES; also Lancashire Lad and Crown Bob GOOSE-
BERRIES, at low prices, on application.

Special Quotations to Large Buyers.

K. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAIVIEHTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

%^n%9 CraAvley, W Sussex-
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PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Rose?.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For Ihe Best Bulbs and Seeds.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Beat Fruit Trees and Grape Vines.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Evergreens, Park and Roadside Trees.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Camellias, Azaleas, Lapageriaa, &r.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
South Entrance four miuuteb' walk from Waltham Cross

Station, Great Eastern Railway.

West Entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald^s Grove
Station, Gioat Eastern Railway.

Inspection Invited. Prices Strictly Moderate.

Priced Catalogues Free.

Goods packed by experienced hands for all parts of the

world.

Garde7iers of character and experience recommended.

Observe the Christian name—

WM. PAUL & SON,
Bose Glowers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Queen,

TREE, PLANT, BULB and SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 (o 2J feet, 95. per dozen ; 6 s. per 100.

,, ,, 2J to 3 feet, 12s. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

,, ,, 3 to 4 feet, l&s. per dozen ; 12( s. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PEBKINS & SOir,
52, MAKKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD.

H. LANE & SON
SOLICIT AN INSPECTION OF THEIR

EXTENSIVE

NURSERY STOCK,
Covering over 150 ACRES,

CONSISTING OF

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
BIIODODENDR ONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in Fine, Healthy Condition.

Descriptive Catalogue free.

STRONG CLUMPS
OF

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS

LILY OF THE VALLEY
SPIR.EA ASTILB0IDE3

„ JAPONICA
„ ADREA RETICULATA ...

„ COMPACTA MULTIFLORA
„ PALMATA

Per dozen— i. d.

5 to

12

30

&

9

SINGLE CROWNS LILY OF THE VALLEY,
In splendid condition, per lUO, 63.

GLADIOLI BRENCHLEYENSIS

LILIUM ADRATUM, Imported
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with a history running back to the time of

Edward the Confessor; the common name of

all being derived from the River Colne, that

runs through the valley.

Wakes-Colne is on the highway between

Cambridge and Colchester ; 8 miles from the

latter, 9 from flalstead, and 6 from Coggeshall.

The living is a rectory, including 12 acres of

glebe land, and the church All Saints^has a nave,

chancel, spire, and bells. There are several

charities and good schools, and a nice school-

house recently built. The parish is a large one,

covering some 1800 acres, and a shrinking popu-

lation. Among other means of benefiting his

parishioners, the reotor offers five prizes every

year for the cleanest, best-stocked, and cultivated

gardens owned by or let to labourers, railway

servants, or widows. These prizes consist of

7s. Qd. for first, 5». for second, 3*. 6d. for third,

2». Qd. for fourth, and Is. &d. for fifth. Five

more prizes of the same amounts are offered for

allotments under the same conditions.

Une of the most striking features of these

competitions was the number and excellency of

the widow exhibitors.

These prizes are to be awarded at the Four
Colnes shows in the autumn, when the four

villages will combine their resources to have a

friendly contest with each other—a far better

plan than each small village attempting to stand

alone in such matters. By such, and in other

ways. Dr. Bartram, the rector of Wakes-Colne,

for twenty-four years, the head master of the

Berkhamsted School, endeavours to improve
the science and practice of gardening throughout
the parish and district. But the Rectory garden
furnishes the most potent object-lesson, and with

the assistance of a good gardener, and other

helps. Dr. Bartram succeeds in placing examples

of horticulture before his friends and neighbours

worthy of their careful imitation. The area

under culture is about 3 acres, and every part of

it, whether in the open, or against walls or

fences, is occupied with a crop of some sort.

Roses may be said to be used as a sort of

packing-material between other crops, where
little or no space is left, as well as for forming
brilliant masses of colour and fragrance, near to

doors and windows. As the Doctor had the

assistance of Mr. Mawley, Secretary of the
National Rose Society, it is hardly needful to

add, that the selection is one of the choicest and
the best.

Dr. Bartram has happily caught the pre-

vailing art of utilising space to such good
purposes as to form a nice fernery under a large

tree on the lawn, and the same principle is con-
stantly seen in bed and border, nooks and corners

of walls and fences. Wherever a foot of space

can be found, a cordon-tree, bush, or plant is

packed into it.

Waste not want not seems writ large all over
the rectory garden, and it is made to apply to
waste products, as well as sweetest flowers and
most luscious fruits ; thus the garden fills the
house with plenty, the house and stables

replenish the orchard with strength, Other
rural industries, such as bee-keeping and fowl-
farming, are in full swing at the Rectory, the
Doctor being as much at home in selecting a
queen or hiving a swarm as in pruning or
training a Rose or fruit tree. The bees, too,

help to set the fruit, the fowls to feed and
cleanse it, as they run in hungry swarms through
the orchard.

Space would fail to descant upon the prodigal
supply of Roses and other flowers, the liberal

use made of them in the Rectory house, the
beauty of bed and border, snug shelter and

seclusion secured for lawns and tennis grounds,
and the security for fruit trees and borders
begotten, as it were, of absolute reliance on
the honesty of the public, furnish a striking
example of the potency of trust as a means
of safety and security for gardeners and their
produce.

The area under culture extends over about
three acres, including the rectory stables, one
cottage for the gardener, and other buildings.

The following are the chief trees and bushes used
to furnish this area.

Nine hundred and fifty Cordon Pears on the
Quince, some of these are arches, alternating with
Apples, and doing well ; 25 Cordon Apples on Para-
dise stock, 55 Standard Apples in orchard on Crab,
8 Pears on Pear, 250 Bush Apples on Paradise,
45 Bush Pears on Quince, 28 Bush Plums, 192
Gooseberries, 122 Black Currants, 8 Red Cur-
rants, 125 Damsons, chiefly Fairleigh's Prolific

;

2 standard Cherries, 2 Crabs, Transcendant and
Dartmouth ; 3 standard Apricots on walls.

Doyenne du Comioe Pear closely trained to
gardener's cottage, fine fruit; Peaches Early
Alexander, Royal George, Noblesse, Reliable,
and Morello Cherries.

Among the finer Pears were Louise Bonne of
Jersey, Durandeau, Pitmaston Duchess, Sou-
venir du Congres, Doyenne du Cornice, Bellis-

sime d'Hiver, Duohesse de Angouleme, Beurr^
Clairgeau, BenrrcS Diel, Easter Bearri^, Thomson's
Catillac are well grown. Almost every cordon
laden with fruit, breast or current year's wood
pinched back to six or seven leaves about the
end of June or early in July, and finally to three
leaves early in September.

Of Apples, Dr. Bartram finds the Duchess of
Oldenburgh and Stirling Castle the most pro-
ductive, and the Ribston Pippin as disappointing
and slow in caming into bearing; ISramley's
Seedling and Lord Derby likewise do remarkably
well planted close to a boundary fence, the hedge
being hard cut back, to prevent the fly getting
on to the Apples through contact. Cordon
Apples, standards, bushes. Gooseberries, Cur-
rants, with a preventative and cleansing dressing
of hot lime at the rate of 100 to 50 soot, with
snftioient melted grease and clay to make the
mixture stick. Plums are syringed overhead in

winter with lime-water, to prevent insect pests,

the eggs of which the microscope reveals early
in February.

The cordon Pears and bush Apples on the
Paradise are among the more striking features
of this fully-furnished garden, and the produce
of both, if carefully thinned and marketed,
might pay expenses, and leave a rich revenue
of pleasure, and home supplies. How rich and
full the pleasure of such gardens are will be
apparent when it is stated that 300 or more
choice Roses were grown.
Among the greatest favourites were Grace

Darling, The Bride, Souvenir de Th^rese Levet,
Madame Lambard, Marie Van Houtte, William
Allen Richardson, Gloire de Dijon, &c. Ulrich
Brunner, La France, Viscountess Folkestone, the
old white Scotch yellow Persian, Harrisoni,
Gloire de Polyantha, and many more all greatly
admired by visitors. Roses thrive remarkably
well in this part of Essex, owing, it is thought,
to the predominance of iron in the soil. Even
the wild Roses grow in the hedges with a
vigour, and bloom with a prodigality such as is

seldom met with in other counties. In a long
drive through the parish of Wakes-Colne,
assessing the merits of cottagers' gardens and
small holdings, we scarcely once lost sight or
smell of wild or garden Roses.
Not a few expert budders were found converting

wildling Briars into garden Roses for the supply

of their own wants, and those of their neigh-

bours. More fruit-trees and bushes, larger area

for the cultivation of vegetables, are, however,

still needed in the Colne Valley. B. T. Fish.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

BOLBOPHYLLUM PEBPUSILLUM, Wendl. and
Krnzl.*

With the exception of BolbophjUam Odoardi,

Ffitz, this new species is certainly tbe smalleat BoU
bopbjllam we have any notice of. The creeping

tema are thinner than ordinary silk thread; the

bulbs and the leaves are one to two lines in length,

and the leaves about half a line in breadth. The
pedicel is also very slender, and the flower is, in spite

of the tails of the sepals, a very ineonspicaons one.

The most striking character is the very prominent

oft-haired callas of the lip, which occnpiea nearly

the whole disc except the very edge, and this

character will be regarded as autBcient to distinguiah

the apeciea from all the othera hitherto described.

It flowered for the first time in Jane, 1893, at

Herrenbanaen, nnder the careful cultivation of Mr.

Wendland. The plant was found and sent home by

Mr. Johannes Braan. F. Kriinzlin.

BoLBOPHYLLUM JoHANNis, Wendl. and Krnzl.f

This plant is also one of the discoveries of our

unfortunate countryman Mr. Johannes Braun, who
died at Antananarivo some years ago. I received

fresh material from Uerrenhausen, the inexhanatible

source of rare botanical Orchids, many of those there

existing being in some cases the only living speci-

mens in Europe. The sidea of the column running

downwards and united with the base of tbe lip, are

very peculiar, but the only characteristic of botanical

interest by which this species may eaaily be dii-

tinguiahed from others. To reproduce the whole

deacription of this little thing ia of no use, as

botanists will recogniae it by ita characters given

in the appended foot-note. F. Krdmlin.

Tbichomanes (Didtmoglossa) soutaeum,
Jenm., n. sp.

Rootatock threadlike, freely repent, ainnated,

tomentose, and much branched ; fronds dark dull

green, abundant, scattered; atipitea 1 to Inline long,

ruaty like the rootatock; blade 2 to 3 or 4 lines

long, 1 to 2 lines wide, the baae freely cuneate,

barren onea lanceolate, entire or indented, fertile

ones bat-like, the aides apreading and inciaed,

deeply cleft and open at the top, with a solitary

Btipitate entirely-free sorus in the cleft, within or

much protruded ; midrib evanescent above the baae,

veina fine, close, flabellate, forked ; involucres urn-

ahaped, with rounded club- like lipa. Jamaica.

* BolbophylUan perpusillum, Wendl. aod Krozl.—Caule

primario rapeate filiformi tenuissimo bulbis segregatis sub-

globosia obliquia dipbyllis ; foliis lanceolatisacutie, bulbis 2 mm.
diametro, foliis H—S mm. loogis, ^ mm. latis ;

peduncults

multo longioribus tenuiesimia erectia uniflorie ; bractea ovata

acuta quam ovarium longiore ; sepalis ovato triangulis in

caudaa ipaie aequilongia anguatatis; petalia multo mmoribus

oblongia obtusis. labelli epicbilio ovato obtuao basi oomplicato

utrinque rotundato, per totum cpichilium a basi callo crasso

apicem obtuaum uaque decurreote minutisaime piloso pone

baain aulcato ; gynoatemio generis; dentibuaandroclinii omnino
obaoletis. Totus llos 3 mm. longus, albidus, petala levisaime

roseo-suffuaa. Madagascar leg. Job. Braun vir beatua.

t Bolbophyiluin Johannis.Wendl. and Krnzl.—Caule primario

V. rhizomate tenuiasimo repeute, secundariis, 5 bulbis minu-
tiaaimis approrimatia irregulariter globosia obliquia mono-
phyllis; foliia oblongia acutia; bulbo 2— 3 mm. diametro; folio

3 mm, longo, 2 mm, lato ; scapo filiformi erecto equamia 1

—

2
vestito unifloro ; bractea ovata acuta, quam ovarium breviore

;

sepalo doraali lineari-oblongo acuto, sepalis latgralibus paulo
longioribua angustioribua carinatia

; petalis duplo minoribus
oblongia obtusis, labelli hypocbilio v. pede eatia produoto,
epichilii uugue lineari angusto canaliculato, epichilii lamina
expaosa late ovata baai cordata, lineia 2 paulum promiuenti-
bua in disco ; gynostemii margine utroque in labelli hypo-
cbilium, aescendeLtibus foveam etigmaticam profundam
efformantibus, Totus flos inter minimos generis, albidus, vis

expansus 3 mm, diametro, Madagascar leg, Johanes Braun
vis beatus.
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Discovered by Mr. Syme several yeari ago,

locality not recorded. Communicated by Mr. Hart.

The barren fronds of this might easily be taken for

those of T. setiforum, the two species being of

like diminutiTa size, but the fertile fronds of each

are quite different, this one resembling a pair of

spreading incised wings, with the free sorns extended

or not, neck and head—as of a water-bird when

flying—in the deep cleft between. Occasionally a

fertile frond is linear. G. S. Jenman, Demerara, 1894.

DENDROBIUM HARVEYANUM.
This handsome species, of the D. Brymerianum

section, is even more quaint in appearance and in the

arrangement of the delicate fringing on its clear

yellow flowers than D, Brymerianum, which was so

eagerly sought and much valued for years after its

first appearance, and which even now causes great

admiration whenev r it is sufficiently well grown to

develop to the full the branched fimbriation of its lip.

In D. Brymerianum the fringing is confined to the

pours of rain in excess of the average, has served to

aggravate what appeared to be a serious position for

the grower of the more tender classes of seeds ;
and

now that the harvest, generally speaking, has been

gathered in, we are within reasonable distance of

being able to give some definite information upon the

outcome of what cannot be otherwise described than

an extraordinary season.

Broad Beans, so largely grown in the rich alluvial

deposits lying inland from the mouth of the Wash,

are under the average again this season, the plant

although hardy was considerably afi'ected by the

late frostr, and the check influenced the black-

fly to an alarming extent ; this circumstance

followed by a wet harreat, has practically spoilt

the size and colour of the Beans, and clean

bright samples from any part of the country are

few and far between. The Long-podded section

i» now so largely produced in sunnier climes,

that the outcome of our home-grown crops

scarcely affects the market. Scarlet Kunners will

also be short, the wet autumn, and a taste of

f],^m
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the Pea acclimatisea so readily, and were it not for the

large areas produced in several parts of the world,

we should, indeed, be badly off. Adverse seasons,

however, affect results, even in these more favoured

climes, for the Canadian crop has turned out

wretchedly poor, whilst the last New Zealand harvest

gave about one- half the average yield. The German

and Dutch crops seem lairly good, but as many

growers in these countries pay such little attention

to rogueing, it is dangerous to handle their bulks

unless from the most reliable sources.

Potatos were lifting badly everywhere ; the heavy

rains having so soddened the earth, that in dis-

tricts which lie low, and carry a retentive soil,

the sight of the tubers rotting from disease was dis-

heartening, and those that are pitted or pied are

certain to open out badly. In many of the Fen

districts many acres were hardly worth lifting.

Of flower-seeds, all that were garnered early

are fairly safe, the later maturing isinds, such

as Nasturtiums, are having a bad time of it,

so that it will be necessary to rely for main supplies

upon places abroad ; in both France and Germany

the results all round seem more favourable. Sweet

Peas and other flowers are being so largely culti-

vated for seeds in California, that there is every

likelihood of a plentiful supply for all demands.

As to agricultural crops, the Mangel is likely to

turn out much better than it did last year, although

yielding by no means a full average ; this plant is

always late upon the land, as is necessary for the full

development of the seed. Those growers who

feared the wet autumn, and cut before the seed was

nearly ripe, will find themselves saddled with a

quantity of green capsnles for which it will be

difficult to find a market. In view of the remunera-

tive figures ruling last season, a large area of plants

was put out, and so there is likely to be a sufficiency.

The continental crops are somewhat short, but

taking things all round, it is anticipated there will

be enough for ordinary wants.

The harvest of Swedes and Turnips has been one

of the best for the last few jears, and bad it not

been for the sharp frosts that visited us at the

end of spring, there is no doubt the crop would

have been a record one ; as it was, the flattering esti-

mates made during rogueing time had quite another

complexion put upon them, whfn the seed came to be

threshed, a good deal was found to be thin and weak,

so that the nltimate returns do not average beyond

two thirds of the original estimate. Such a large area

was cropped, and prices have gone down accordingly,

that the merchants have a fine opportunity of filling

up their empty floors at remunerative figures. The
French crops are fairly good, but these strains are ill-

adapted for many parts cf our variable climate.

Seedsman.

air and bright light of the ordinary conservatory

suits the Mi-xican Laelia?, and the chief cultural

item to be observed is to give the plants a most

liberal supply of rain-water at the roots while making

new growths, and until such growths are matured.

They should be placed in a cool and airy situation,

scarcely any water given till the flowering season

comes round again. The present form is a very

beautiful one, the sepals and petals, and even the

lip, being pure white,

Sfathoqi-ottis Kimballiana, Bcichenhachia, t. 88.

The flowers of this showy species have been

likened to those of a yellow Phalcenopsis. The plant

is a native of Borneo, and is best grown in Orchid

pans in a compost made up of equal proportions of

fibrous loam, good peat, and living sphagnum, with a

little silver sand. The plants should be suspended

within 3 feet of the glass of the roof in a moist house,

where the temperature ranges from 65° to 75° F.,

and kept there the greater part of the year, being

liberally supplied with moisture at the roots. It is

well to give them a resting-season in a cooler and

more airy house, where they may be kept compara-

tively dry for a month or so.

Orchid Notes and Qleanings.
•

CATTLEYA VICTORIA. REGINA, Seichen-

bachia, t. 85.

In Mr. Rolfe's opinion this is a hybrid between

C. labiata and C. Leopold! pernambucensis. These

and other Brazilian Cattleyas require a pure and not

too moist atmosphere, a bright light in the morning

and evening, careful watering, but no syringing.

Messrs. Sander themselves doubt the alleged hybrid

origin of the plant, and have put the matter to a test

by crossing C. labiata with C. Leopoldi pernambu-

censis. The result will be interesting.

Zyqopetalum Klabochorum, Eeiohcnhachia, t. 80.

This Orchid requires a moist, shady house, of an
even temperature, ranging from 60° to70°, the whole

year round, and in hot weather a alight dewing over

with the syringe in the early morning and in the

evening. It may be grown in baskets or in pots,

but in the material used for them quite one-half of

living sphagnum should be given, the other portion

being fibrous peat. Care should be taken not to

subject them to bright sunlight or cold currents of air.

LiELiA AUTUMNALis vAR. ALBA, Reichonliochia, t. 87.

It is suggested that the Mexican Lseliaa may be

grown in an ordinary greenhouse. Tne rather dry

PEPPERMINT CULTURE.
In these days of depression in agriculture, when

owners of land and cultivators of the soil are at

their wit's end to know what crop to grow for a

profit, or to what use they may apply the land they

posses', it is somewhat strange that more attention

is not directed to the growth and production of all

the finer essences and perfumes in which France

now holds a monopoly.

The Peppermint known to botanists as Mentha

piperita is a plant common in many parts of Great

Britain, but yet its cultivation has never made much
headway in this country.

We learn from a report by Mr. J. K. Reeve in the

Ameriean AgriciiHurut that, about sixty years ago

some Connecticut farmers, emigrating to Western

New York in search of more fertile lands, found the

Peppermint growing wild in great abundance along

the edges of the streams. In their own district

they bad already been accustomed to cultivate it in

a small way, and to distil the essence, and the fact

of its prolific indigenous growth suggested to them

the natural adaptability of the soil to its production,

and they began to plant and cultivate it.

From that time the industry has steadily grown

until now, in that county alone there is annually

cultivated an average of about 6000 acres, rising

occasionally, wtien high prices stimulate production,

to 8000 acres. As a great deal of labour is

required upon a small area, most of it is grown in

small patches, as an adjunct to the general work of

the farm, instead of being made the principal crop.

In this way, some 2000 cultivators are engaged in

its production. As each acre under Peppermint

culture requires the entire labour of one man for

one month, and as the entire crop demands imme-

diate attention at certain times, the grower must have

considerable capital, and be certain of plenty of

available labour when most needed, before he is

warranted in entering upon the work to any great

extent, and as both product and price are exceedingly

variable, farmers ordinarily are not disposed to take

the financial risk incidental to the cultivation of a

large area.

An average yield of Peppermint io about I ton

per acre, of air-dried plants, which will produce

about 20 lb. of oil when distilled. From this the yield

ranges, according to season, from 10 lb. or less, and

has been known to go as high as 45 lb. of oil per acre.

At Mitcham, in Surrey, the great centre in this

country for the cultivation of medicinal plants, and

the manufacture of essential oils, the average produc-

tion is 17.^ lb. of Peppermint-oil per acre. It is pro-

bable, however, that if the financial aspect of the

industry were more favourable, other localities would

speedily be found where the soil, treated by the best

methods of cultivation, would respond generously to

the Peppermint-grower, Weeds are the great enemy

to success, and the habit of growth of the plant is

such that its profitable cultivation is almost impos-

sible upon foul land. Low, rich, marshy land is the

most suitable for it. This should be ploughed in

spring, and shallow furrows may be drawn 30 inches

apart.

In these the sets, which are portions of old plants,

are strewn so thickly that they touch in the rows.

This work may be done in March or April, as soon

as the ground can be got into proper condition. Culti-

vation consists in keeping the ground clean until

the plants, by tillering, have taken entire possession

of it. After that, the only thing that can be done

is to weed by hand. The land is generally cropped

two, but sometimes, three years, from one plant-

setting. After that the soil usually becomes so foul

that the quality cf oil produced would not be good

enough to pay for harvesting.

The first crop is. in this respect, of course, the

best of all. The Mint ripens when about 2^ feet

high, and is harvested about September. Having

been cut, it is rak^d into small heaps, allowed to

wither, and then taken to the still, which extracts

the oil.

Besides its medicinal uses. Peppermint-oil enters

largely into the manufacture of confectionery, per-

fumery, essences, and cordials. J. J. Willis, Bar-

penden, Herts,

ORCHIDS AT CAMBRIDGE
LODGE, CAMBERWELL.

The very large and healthy collection of Orchids

belonging to R. I. Measures, Esq., affords a good

example of successful Orchid cultivation in the

neighbourhood of London. Some species, notably

Miltonia vexillaria, M. Rjezlii, and other plants of

a similar nature, require unremitting attention in

the season of fogs and darkness, so as to keep them

healthy ; others, on the contrary, flourish with such

luxuriant vigour, and are in so much better

condition than they are generally found even

in country gardens, that one is almost tempted

to imagine that London air suits them

best. The most striking example of the latter

fact is the collection of Vanda tricolor and V.

Buavis, the varieties of which nearly fill the house

devoted to th em. Some of them are still in bloom,

and the plants, one and all, possess hard, dark green

foliage from the bottom of the stems upwards—as

sure an indication of good culture and perfect health

in Van das as long, naked stems are of improper

treatment and unsuitable quarters. The other

species of Vanda are in equally good condition, viz.,

V. ccerulea, a grand specimen of V. D^'uisonians,

V. Kimballiana, and V. Amesiana having remark-

able vigour.

Another example of good results not to be excelled

in any other part of the country is in the Cymbidium-

house, where the huge specimens of most of the

species are in very fine condition—most of them now
out of bloom, although a specimen of C. Mastersii

is carrying ten spikes of flowers ; and the rare

C. cyperifolium is in bud.

But what may be called the two great special-

ties at this place are the Cypripediums and the

Masdevallias, which form one of the largest and

most varied collections in this country. Many of

them are still in bloom, and scores cf plants in hang-

ing pans, &c. The Masdevallia Chimsera section

afford flowers ranging from pale yellow, spotted with

chocolate, to the nearly black of M. c. Roezlii. M.
attenuata, M. Laucheana, M. musco^a, M. elephan-

ticeps, M. melanoxantha, M. corniculata and its variety,

inflata, M. X Measnresiana, and others were in

flower ; and numbers of M. tovarensis are covered

with buds. Among specially-prized species were

M. Lowii and M. O'Brieniana; and in the Masdevallia-

houses were a very great number of Pleurothallis,

Stelis, Restrepias, and other miniature plants, many
of which were in flower.

In the several houses set apart for Cypripediums,

both the species and hybrids are in splendid condi-

tion; the larger Selenipediums having foliage almost

as robust, and quite as ornamental as a Fhormium,
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In the " seeding" house aie hundreds of seedlings,

ranging in size from those in the seed-pans to the

plant jast ready to flower. Cypripedium bellatulura,

and that other fine variety C. GodefroyiB leucochilum,

of which there is a good batch, have been largely

used in the hybridising, and good results are

certain to aecrae. The side of one of the houses is

entirely filled with fine forms of C. insigne, among

which in bloom were C. i. Ernestii, which may be

called a C. i. Siaderoe with clear yellow and white

flowers, possessing the form of C. i. Tiolaceo-punc-

tatum. The true C. i. Smderffi is in bloom, and

forms a good companion to the last-named variety;

and another yellow-flowered C. insigoe near to C. i.

Hardyana is also in bloom. Of the diffarently

coloured forms, C. i. Cambridge Lodge variety, with

handsome purple-spotted upper sepal, is one of the

best ; and C. i. nigro-maculatum, one of the darkest

coloured. In the same house was a plant of C. X
Arthnrianum, with eight flowers ; one of the remark-

able clear yellow- coloured C. venustam Measures-

ianum ; some fine varieties of C. X Leeanu-n ;
and

a noble plant of Oncidium ornithorhynchum album

with seventeen spikes.

In the other Cypripedium houses several forms of

C. X Bellona, C. X ojianthnm superbnm, C. X
Swaniannm, C.X regale, C. X Cretheus, C.X Pitcher-

ianum, C. X tesselatum porphyreum. C. X Seeger-

ianum, C. callosum, and others were in bloom.

In point of showiness, the Cattleya and Loe'.ia

houses were the most brilliant. The autumn flower-

ing varieties of Cattleya labiata was apparent in

quantity, and in a variety of good forms. The hundreds

of flowers observed display much variety and excel-

lence ; but in point of beauty the new white C.

labiata, R. I. Measures variety, takes the lead,

the peculiar primrose tinge at the base, and the

faint pink pencilling in front of the lip, rendering

the otherwise quite white flower very distinct.

In the other houses we noted Nanodes Medu«£e,

which Mr. Chapman, the gardener at Cam-
bridge Lodge, says gives no trouble if grown

cool ; Lielia superbiens, which here flowers every

year ; a quantity of spikes of di8"erent varieties of

L. anceps ; L. tenebrosa, a huge plant of Cie'ogyne

cristata alba, with perfectly plump pseudobulbs,

which will be a glorious sight when in bloom ; an

equally huge C. tomentosa, which bears long

racemes of salmon-coloured flowers ; C. Massan-

geana, in bloom ; and fine plants of Oncidium

tigrinum, with very stout spikes of large flowers.

C H E Y S AN T H E M U M S
ABOUT LONDON.
(Continued from p. .'iSS.J

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons.—As is usnal in

this well-known nursery at Swanley, there is a large

number of Chrysanthemums in the great span-

roofed house used for the purpose of their display.

Seedlings are raised annually in very considerable

numbers, a fact evident from the number of plants

already turned outside, where they are develop-

ing flowers whose quality, or lack of such, has

doomed them to oblivion. In seed experiments,

however, a certain amount of failure is expected.

The other side of the picture shows plenty of

promising varieties, which will be given liberal treat-

ment with a view to bringing them out next season.

Kentish White (1893) is one of these latter, for it will

give much disappointment if it fails to make one of

the freest and best of the white Japanese incurved

section. Colonel Curzon (1894) is a good bold rose-

coloured flower with silver reverse, also an incurving

Japanese.

Jeannie Pearson (1894), with flower of the same
type as the previous ones, is somewhat a novelty in

colour, havingyellow florets, tipped slightly with green.

Another season will prove if such as these now
noticed will be of any use commercially. Jno. Machar
has already been seen at the exhibitions, and is a

good large Japanese incurved of bright bnt rich

yellow ; and Globe d'Or is even a greater acquisition,

being a large and regular incurved bloom of a rich

golden-yellow, suitable tor exhibition, and apparently

more easily grown than some of this section. B)th

of the last-named varieties have been certificated by

the National Society. A sport from Cullinglordii,

having larger blooms and broader florets, slightly

hirsute, is suitably known as Cullingfordii Improved,

the well known colour of the type being preserved in

this variety. There are several hairy varieties, the

result of seedlings (continental) from Mrs. Alpheus

Hardy, among which Belle Arlesienne appears likely

to be very good. It is a Japanese incurved, of rosy-

lilac, apparently larger and more pleasing than

Louis Boehmer. Mr. Cannell says the large Prim-

rose League has given a yellow sport, but this was

not in bloom at our visit.

Queen Elizabeth is an extra large Anemone bloom

of blush-white, cushion sotTused with sulpher. Ttie

collection has a large number of the season's novel-

ties in flower, and we can only briefly mention some

that are remarkably good, descriptions of which, in

most cases, have been written in previous notes.

Commandent Blusiett, L'iviathan, Pearl, Beauty,

M. Panckoucke, Mrs. E. G. Hill (very excellent),

Good Gracious, Alice Siward (capital), M. Chas.

Molin, represented by a first-class bloom ;
Madame

Octave Mirabeau, Robt. Oven, just bursting very

large buds; Madame Ad. Ciatin, John Banyan, an

excellent Anemone-flowered yellow sent out by Mr.

Oven, of Maidenhead; Ernest Cannell, a Japanese

incurved; and Amy Chantler. Madame Vessiere,

a variety from the Continent (1891), is a dark-

coloured Colonel W. B. Smith, but not superior to

that excellent variety. Gibriel Viaud (1891), may

be liked as a Japanese refi^xed, with colour similar

to Edward Audiguier. 0;her attractions at Swanley

at present consist in the unique display of zonal

Pelargoniums, collections of Cannas, Silvias, and

many other plants in bloom.

DovBB House, RoEHiMPTON, S.W.

In these admirably-kept gardens, belonging; to

J. P. Morgan, Esq, the Chrysanthemums this season

are even better than previously. As many as 1500

plants have been grown, and almost all the best cf

the novelties may be remarked ; indeed, the collec-

tion is thoroughly up to date. B'fore noticing a few

of the flowers, remirk may be made upon the excel-

lent habit induced in the plants, which are dwarf and

strong, and in most cases carry more first-class

blooms on each than is usual.

The best of those in flover when we saw them a

week ago were in the fruit-houses, and the display

suffered in some degree from the character of the

structures lending itself only in a limited sense to

such a purpose. The first to attrac'; attention is

a plant of that fine acquisition, Louise. Tne plant,

like many others of this variety, was not distributed

until late ; bnt it carries four blooms, and of quality

equal to any we have noticed outside an exhibition.

Caas. Blick also is capital, and quite equal to exhi-

bition form, but most grovers have failed to get

much size into it, and we do not remember seeing it

in any first-prize stand this season ; it is a magni-

ficent golden-yellow, and when grown well is a gem.

W. G. Drover, Sunflower, Biule d'Or, and G. C.

Schwabe deserve special remark, all of them being

good, but especially a bloom of G. C. Schwabe

—

large, full, of good colour, and excellent form. Some
good b'ooms of Niveum further demonstrate the

acquisition we have io this superb white .lapanese,

and Richard Dean is giving a better account of itself

than usual.

Colonel Chase is a lovely Japanese variety, its

pale rose centre and graceful florets make it very

distinct and desirable. Violetta, a violet-rose flower,

and Waban, may be mentioned, the latter very good,

and by no means ragged as sometimes. When one sees

that very distinct, but not entirely satisfactory variety.

Good Gracious, it almost forces one to exclain its

singular name. Here it is as good as we have seen

it, and its delicate colour, and extraordinary distinct-

ness of florets, lead one to hope that it will be more

tractable than it has proved this season.

No mention has yei been made of the incurved

varieties, but it is by no means that they do not

suggest remark, for there are blooms here much

better than many that were shown at the Aquarium,

and a representative collection withal. Did our

pages combine the quality of extensibility with their

other elements, it might be interesting to use notes

we made concerning these, bat we must refrain, and

merely give the following names as representing those

that provoked the use o( the pencil : J.-anne de Arc,

Princess of Wales, Qieen of England, Enprees of

India, Lord Alcester, Emily Dale Improved, Lord

Wolseley, Nil Desperandum, Mr. Bunn, Jardin dea

Plantes, and Alfred Lyne.

SOLNA, RoEHAMPTON.

The collection of Chrysanthemums under the eara

of Mr. Knowles, gardener to the Hon. Mrs. Egerton,

is worthy of remark, presenting, as it does, one

of those curious, perplexing phenomena in a gar-

dener's very varied experience. The plants are

left almost alone during the summ-r, for beyond

watering, they receive little attention and, as a

consequence, the stems are weak, the foliage is

small and poor, and judged from the ordinary

standpoint, promise but poor flowers when taken

into the houses. Here, however, is the surprise, for

Mr. Knowles has now a very creditable lot of incurved

blooms, and .Tapaaese, Anemon", and other flowers

of considerable merit.

Pointing to some of the largs, well-developed

incurved blooms (judged by the standard of those

seen this spason), a third observer remarked that the

wood showed no signs of a ripened maturity, but

was quite green—and such was the case yet in

many instances these shoots were perfecting incurved

blooms rather above than under the quality of the

beet of those shown at the Aquarium. Ilivisthis

finishing process achieved without the usual prepara-

tion, viz., well-ripened, thoroughly matured plants ?

Mr. Knowles says it lies entirely in the bud.

" Select the proper bud, and it matters not if the

shoot is green as grass." Though it would be unsafe

to follow such a practice as is hinted here, it may

be interesting to record the circumstance.

(To be continued.)

A TRAVELLERS' NOTES.
(Continued fnm p. 533.)

Napiee, New Zealand. June 16, H93 —The
excellent, almost circular, harbour of Wellington is

surrounded by low hills, forming a bssiu within

which high winds circulate in a most unpleasantly

continuous fashion. S veeping in through the narrow

strait connecting it with the open oceao, the strong

breez's from the Pacific revolve and revolve appa-

rently in endless gusts. Up the sides of the hills

and gullies spreads the town, most of the houses of

wood, from Government House and the public offices

downwards. Eiglish Gorse is now flowering freely,

and evidently escaped from cultivation, judging from

the large patches beyond the confines of the settle-

ment. The most commonly planted tree is Cupressus

macrocarpa, plants of which are offered, 1 noticed,

in a grocer's window at 5s. per 100.

On leaving Wellington for the North I directed

my course for Napier, a small town on Hawke'a

Bay, connected by rail, and distant some 200 miles.

Hearing, however, that by taking another route, and

traversing the bush for 26 miles by coach, some good

scenery would be met with, I determined on this

course. As far as Eietahuna the train, at the rate of

from 15 to 20 miles per hour, traverses hilly country,

and some fine forests of Fagus. According to Mr.

Kirk, those species commonly represented are F.

Solanderi, fusca, and Menziesii. Apropos of the

genus, the same gentleman writes in the Forest

Flora :
— " The Beech forests of New Zealand may be

renewed at a minimum cost whenever it is desirable.

Whenever trees are felled, or a track is cat through

the forest, myriads of seedlings spring np, the

majority of which are gradually killed ofi" in the

struBgle for existence, leaving the strongest to form

trees. No other forests in the colony could be made

to afford a regular crop of timber at fixed periods at

BO small a cost." That the preservation of timber

may be found necessary at no very distant date seems

probable, and is the opinion of many. The number

of fine trees cut, left to rot, and subsequently burnt,

is indeed startling to a stranger.
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The scenery \» very Bne, thongh the rainy mist

obicnred mach of it, and enow lay about, the reaalt

of a 4- inch fall some hoars previoasly. Beyond one
long narrow gorge, following the turns of the line

is a long break-wind, to prevent the hurricane blasts

sweeping a train off the rails, an incident said once
to have occurred — quite possible with the small

narrow-gauge cars in use.

Arundo conspicua and Cordyline australis were
common. In its young state the latter is bold and
handsome, but when it attains the proportions of a
tree, the size of the leaf crown diminishes, and so

much cannot be said for it. From Eketahuna to

Woodville, via Pahiatua, the mail-coach is the best

means of transit. In summer it must be most enj oy-

able, in winter the traveller becomes doubtful as to

the possession of his extremities.

Some of the bush, what little is left, is certainly

fine, consisting of tall, white Pine (Podocarpus
dacrydioides), graceful Rimu (Dacrydium cupres-
sinum), hundreds of Cyatheas, the most common
being C. dealbata ; Lomaria procera, with fronds
4 to 5 feet long, trailing over banlis yards high.

The White Pine (Podocarpus dacrydioides) is a
striking tree, attaining a height in this district of

130 feet, with a straight often unbranched trunk for

70 to 80 feet. Its timber, thongh valuable, is not
considered so durable, and for that reason is not so
highly appreciated as that of some others,

Kimn (Dacrvdium cupressinum)," occupies a larger
area of the New Zealand forests than any other
timber-tree it is the chief timber employed
for building purposes over fully two-thirds of the
colony," * Its pale green foliage and weeping habit
render it very handsome, though in size it by no
means approaches the White Pine, with which it so
freely grows. Various species of the parasitic genus
Astelia are common in the branches of both, many
bearing thick clumps may be easily discerned.

Clearings are common along the road, the follow-
ing method being practised. The trees are felled,

allowed to rot, then collected together and burnt.
In the meantime, grass (English Rye and Cocksfoot,
to a large extent), has been sown, sheep and cattle

being turned in amongst the decaying logs. The
waste of timber is startling ; suggest this, and the
inevitable reply is, "What are we to do with it?"
Thousands of magnificent logs, rotting, lay along the
sides of the road we traversed ; the why and where-
fore naturally being—sheep pay, and timber of the
two trees named does not—at least, in such over-
whelming quantities. The soil is good, and a plot
thus cleared, after the logs have rotted and been
burnt, yields a pasture as fine as can be met with.
Ring-barking, universal in Australia, is unknown in

this district, and, I am given to understand, through-
out the colony.

From Woodville by train to Napier; open country,
fine pasture and sheep—endless sheep—meet the
eye everywhere. Clumps of seeding Phormium tenax,
acres of impenetrable sword-like foliage, and many
fine clumps of Arundo conspicua, inhabit the swampy
ground along the line. Tall bush forest is almost
entirely absent. Broad shallow streams—so indica-
tive of low hilly countries—are occasionally traversed,
the stream occupying but a small portion of the
whole bed.

Napier is a small town on a high peninsula, a
square mile in extent. The town lies on a series of
rounded slopes in the intervening plain. Though a
commercial centre, it has few factories of any conse-
quence within its immediate limits. The weather
daring the whole season, as in New South Wales,
has been, and is now, abnormally wet. It rains
daily, and frosts, hitherto almost unknown, have
several times occurred. Added to this, a biting
wind, the charms of coach-travelling in winter in
New Zealand need no advertising. James H. Veitch.

{To be continued.)

Berlin.

BERLIN LETTER.
At the beginning of September I wrote to you that

we had even then Hyacinths in blue and red varie-

ties. Shortly afterwards they disappeared, but

the Lilies of the Valley have been continuously in

bloom since that time. The flowers are still good,

but the leaves become more and more yellowish.

Now, in the first days of November, we have
also the White Roman Hyacinth. I have seldom seen

the flower-stalks of this sort as strong and

• J. Kirk, in Forest Flora of New Zealand.

healthy, so full flowered, and the flowers so well-

formed and robust as they are this year. If I did not

know the sort well, I should think it was quite

another sort. Lilac is now to be had in white forced

sorts. The kind which is sold here during the

greater part of the year, is the violet-coloured variety.

The quantities sold of this daily in the streets are

enormous, it is a matter of surprise where they all

come from. Beside these Roses are most appreciated.

We have them still in good home-grown specimens,

but the first frost will certainly bring us the Riviera

flowers. Tuberoses are also much liked, and are

used in various ways. White, rose-coloured, and
scarlet Pinks, especially the latter, are highly

esteemed. Camellias in different sorts are in good

flower. Orchids, (ooae years ago seldom seen, are

now sold in each of the better class flower-

shops ; Lycaste and Cypripedium are now the most

common, besides them I have seen also good speci-

mens of Vanda. That Chrysanthemums are not

wanting at this time is not to be wondered at ; rose

and yellowish-brown coloured sorts of about 3 to 4

inches in diameter are preferred.

It is very interesting to note that plants are now
appearing again in greater quantities and variety, not

all common species. A few years ago plants were so

seldom bought, that you would find in the flower-

shops only the most common ones. Some time ago

I wrote you that we had had a Cactus show.

But other plants are also much liked, so are

filmy Ferns, It is not rare to see now good

collections of these fine plants. Also there are to

be had good collections of Palms. Amongst flower-

ing plants, various Ericas are fashionable plants.

Perhaps we shall again have, in a few years, good

collections of plants of the Cape and of Australia, once

so much cultivated here. This growing interest for

plants is to be seen also in another way. Next spring

we shall have a local plant show ; but whilst for a

long time only nurserymen were exhibitors, next

spring there will be also some classes for amateurs.

The cause of this change in the public taste is to

be attributed to the fact that the dark curtains which

formerly darkened our rooms, are disappearing.

Besides this, almost all the newer houses are built

with balconies, which are decorated with plants. At
first only the common plants for decorative pur-

poses were bought, but now other species are asked

for. It will be interesting to see how gardeners

will take this change. The hard competition has

made our nurserymen specialists, so that often in a

nursery, no more than two or three or even only one

species is grown. What will they do if there are

asked for more species ? Shall we have again the

old-fashioned nurseries in which the most varied

collections were found ? Or shall we have also in

future times only specialists? But, be it as may,

at all events we have progress in gardening, and this

is the best of all. Our Berlin Correspondent.

Gabdenebs' Education in Beblin.

For a long time we have had in Berlin, during the

winter months, courses of lectures for young gar-

deners. At first there were only a few subjects, viz.,

gardening, botany, culture of plants, drawing, and
the art of surveying. The pupils had to pay, as far

as I remember, two shillings, and could select which

course they liked best. Drawing only was taught

in the forenoon hours of Sunday. The other subjects

were taught in the evening hours from seven to nine,

once or twice a week. The course began in October,

and finished at the end of February or beginning of

March. The costs were defrayed by the entrance-

money of the pupils, and by the then two Berlin

horticultural societies. Afterwards there was

formed a school with a more comprehensive plan.

The town of Berlin has a great many schools of two
kinds, viz., those in which everyone may learn

whatever he will, the so-called " Fortbildungs-

schulen ;
" and others in which only, or especially, such

subjects are taught as concern a distinct branch.

These are the so-called "Fachschulen" (professional

schools). So we have a Fachschule of the shoe-

makers, of the chimney-sweepers, of the tailors, of

the locksmiths, &c. Such a "Fachschule "(technical

school) for the gardeners has also been formed. The
town finds the rooms, light, &c., and gives a salary

to the teachers, to which the Horticultural Society

adds. The pupils hare to pay three shillings for the

winter. Twice in the week, in the evening, from six

to nine, and on Sundays during the forenoon hours
lectures are given (on Sundays only drawing lessons

are given). During the summer months land sur-

veying is taught practically on Sunday. The
lectures begin early in October, and end at the

end of February. Up till this year there have been
two courses.

At the beginning of the course, each pupil had to

write a curriculum vitte ; from an examination of

which it was determined whether the pupil was to

enter on the first or second course. Now, each
scholar may hear and learn what he prefers, or

thinks to be the best for himself. There is no
restriction in any way. Every gardener, be he
young or old, can learn what be will. The
subjects which are taught are—German gram-
mar and orthography, accounts, trade information,

and book-keeping with regard to gardening, plant-

culture, fruit and vegetable culture, botany, a know-
ledge of the difi'erent kinds of soil and manures
and drawing. The number of pupils is increasing from
year to year. Whilst we had tho last year some
sixty scholars, this year we have already over eighty.

Of course, all the subjects are taught in a rudi-

mentary manner that every one may understand
them. This is necessary, because the scholars

have had the most different degrees of education.

Besides apprentices, we have older gardeners, over

thirty years of age, as well as those who have
only had an education In a village school.

The results are generally good. At the end of

the course each scholar is examined, and gets a

certificate. This professional school is not to be
confounded with the horticultural schools which we
have at Potsdam, Proskau, Geisenheim, &c. The
latter are schools in which gardeners remain for two
years, and are instructed daily. The plan of instruc-

tion, of course, here, is a much wider one. Besides

theory, also a good deal of time is given to practical

information. U. D,

CAMPANULA SIBIRIGA VAR.
DIVERGENS.*

The drawing of this plant (fig. 77) was taken in the

Royal Gardens, Kew, in the past summer by Mr. John
Allen. It represents a form of a biennial species dis-

tributed through Siberia, the Levant, the Caucasus,

the Danube Provinces, Silesia, Northern Italy, &c.

The stems are assurgent, slender, terete, hirtulous
;

the leaves sessile, lanceolate, serrate ; flowers aggre-

gated towards the ends of the branches, spreading or

drooping ; the calyx is provided with reflexed

appendages between the sepals, as shown in the

enlarged figure ; the corolla is campanulate, of a

purplish-blue colour, and abont double the length of

the calyx. The variety differs from the species in

the broader leaves and larger flowers.

TRENTHAM.
A VISIT made at this season to this magnificent

place will satisfy anyone that the gardens are in excel-

lent keeping under the present management. The
entrance-lodge which stood at the front of the half

has been removed, and a stretch of turf has taken its

place, the overgrown shrubs pruned back into mode-
rate size, and the drive made level. The large beds

in the front panels of the lower terrace are being
replaced by large fountains ; the lake is being cleared

out, and the sheds, stables, &c., for garden purposes

have been pulled down, and substantial new ones built.

Mr. Blair is continuing the improvements in the

pleasure-grounds, which he began several years

ago, by forming grassy glades in place of nnsightly

shrubs and bare earth, bringing out objects as single

specimens on the lawns that were previoasly half-

hidden by other things, and generally affording the

idea of breadth that was much needed.

* C.sibirica, Linn., sp., 236; var. diverRens, Willi. Enum.,
t. 212; = var. major Boissier, Flora Orient., vol. iii. (1876).

p. 901.
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ChrjBanthemnms have been the conspicnona 'are to take a place in the back row on exhibition- horn (jplendid), Mrs, Robinson King, John Lambert,

feature of the garden for some half-a-dozen years stands. The flower is of a delicate pink colour, M. Darrier, Robert Petfield, Baron Hirich, Jeanne

past, and this year they number about 3000. with broad petals, large and massive, and apparently d'Arc, M. Bahuant, and Hero of Stoke Newington.

These plants are up to the averagej in* quality without any eccentricities^as regards cultivation , l! There are leveralepan-roofed houses devoted to the

CALYX,

(Enlarged 3 times.)

Fig. 77.—campanula sibieica diveegens; flowees blue, (see p. 596,)

or the present season, and should Mr. Blair be

able to spare flowers for competition (which is

doubtful, on account of the heavy demand at pre-

sent for cut blooms), he should be able to give a

good account of himself. A new seedling incurved

variety has been raised at Trentham, which will be

should form a worthy companion to M. Bahuant.

Some of the more striking varieties in flower were

Madame E. Rey, W. Tricker, Rose Wynne, Harman

Pajne, Madame Mezard, Richard Dean, Colonel

Chase, Primrose League, Thomas Wilkins, Bonled'Or,

Avalanche, G. C, Schwabe (very good), Anna Harts-

cultivation of about 4000 Carnations in pots, which con-

sist of Souvenir dela Malmaison and some of the Mar-

guerite varieties. The latter has the merit of being

a continuous bloomer. The whole stock of these Car-

nations is particularly healthy. Cattleyas are excel-

lently grown, and in large numbers. In the Cattleya-
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boa89 standing near the ridge is a row of twelve

plants of Cymbidiam Lowianam, which are magni-

ficent specimens. They are growing in pots of

15 inches la diatn'Ster. The spikes at present show-

ing arc 3 to 4 feet in length, and have twenty-four to

thirty Bower-biiils. In one of the pits is a fine batch

in full flj^var of Cypripedium insigne and C. i. var.

Maalei. Tna plants covered a space of only about

18 feet by 4 feet, and in this space there were

counted nearly 200 fljwers. Large numbers of the

beautiful Dendrobium Foalsenopais Schicederianum

were remarked, and the lovely Indian Crocuses

—

Pleioue lagenaria, P. Wallichii, and P. maculata.

In the Odontogiosfcum fiower-house is a fine display

of OJontoglossum crispum, and the various species

of MasdevaUia are grown with astonishing vigour

in the houee devoted to them. In a lean-to house

was a number of Primula sinensis coming into

flower, a charming eiFect being produced by forming

a grouad-work about them with potfuls of Selagi-

nella denticulata. The house in which formerly

Bananas grew is now a Fig-houae, and a glass-case

formerly containing Vines is now planted with Pears

and Apples ae cordons. J. Udale.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

AURICULAS.
These plants, as regards show varieties, are at

a rather critical time of the year, the outer leaves

continuing to decay, and unless these are promptly

removed, the seeds of decay may affect the entire

plant, which may die. It is the best practice to

examine the plants once a week, to have a certain

day on which so to do, and to allow nothing to

interfere with this arrangement. Ten minutes may
be found sufficient time. The pips of the autumn
trusses should be cut off, leaving the stem, which
will gradually die down, and may then be pinched
off; but if the truss be bodily broken off whilst the
stem is in a sappy green state, the remains of the
stem become rotten, and carry decay to the centre of

the plant. Water should be very sparingly applied

afttr this date, the plants being allowed to become
moderately dry at the root?, but not dust-dry, which is

very injurious to them. Last year's seedlings are now
in various stages of development, many of them being

full-sized plants that will fiower strongly next year.

The plants raised from spring sowings are still

small, but the seed vegetated freely, and the seed-

lings have been pricked out to the number of twelve
in 3 inch pots. The pans out of which the seedlings

were drawn, will be still kept in cold frames or in the
greenhouse, the soil being always maintained in a
merely moist state. The seedlings will continue to

appear during winter.

The alpine Auriculas do not require so much
care, and are well adapted for planting in the
borders. I have taken the offsets of these, planting

them in a border of fine soil, having a low wall on
the south side. Those which I planted in the early

days of September, are established. It is rather

late now for this kind of work, but they may still

be put into boxes that will be kept in frames

during the winter, planting them out in the spring.

These late offsets, if strong, give small trusses of

bloom the first year, and form large plants the

second year. Alpine Auriculas miy remain on the
same spot for twenty years, being allowed to spread

on all sides, and by so treating them and affording

a slight moulding up with sandy loam and dry cow-
manure, they make fine blooming tufts.

Show Tulips

may still bs planted on beds of rich soil, in a
friable condition ; but the planting as a rnle is

bett wh'-n bfgun and finished in October. Succesi
or failure in the cultivation of all these garden
flowers, depend in a great measure upon the state
of the ground at the time of planting, and in the
case of the Tulip it is always advisable to plant
in the last week of that month, rather than wait till

November— a proverbially wet month, Now that the

Tulip is likely to be greatly taken up by amateurs, it

is necessary to give the reason for every cultural

direction. The idea of fixing a certain date, such as

November 9, is absurd, as there is so much difference

in the seasons ; and there may also bo a difference

of two weeks one way or the other in the condition

of growth in the bulbs themselves, which would also

have to be considered. In some years they may
not be ready to plant out before the second week of

November, whereas in another season planting late

in October might be desirable. The right time to

plant Tulips is when the base of the bulbs swell a

little, a condition that is caused by the growing roots

raising the coating of the bulbs, and the latter ought

to be in the ground before the roots become visible.

The top of the bulb should be at the least 3 inches

below the surface, the bottom of the bulb resting on
white sand. Tulips should not be planted when the

soil is very wet ; and if there is no prospect of dry

weather, get some fiue dry soil to place around the

bulbs, always placing sharp sand under them, to

prevent the rich soil coming into immediate contact

with the bulbs, and perhaps causing decay.

The arrangement of the colours should be attended

to ; the old system of planting one of each class

alternately is the one amateurs should adopt.

But for a large trade collection, it is better to begin

with the bizarres, and plant the entire collection of

these first, following these with the bybloemens, then

the roses, and the breeders last. The old florists

used no label?, merely beginning at one end of the

bed, and planting in rows across it, seven bulbs in a
row, the order of plaating being written in the Tulip-

book, every balb being nam^d in proper order,

J, Douglas, Great Gearies, llford.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSSS.

Bif W. H. White, Orchid Grotuer, Burford, Dorking,

CCELOQYNE CRISTATA.— This species and its

varieties now fast finishing up their growth, are
beginning to push up their flower spikes. When in

growth, Ccelogynes need considerable quantities of

water at the root, but at the present season the
plants should be kept rather drier, the young spikes

being very liable to turn black and rot away if the

potting materials are kept in a constantly wet state.

MATURING THE GROWTH OF ORCHIDS. —
Through insufficient sun-heat, some Orchids will be
found in most collections with paeudobulbs which
are only partly developed, and these plants should
receive a more generous treatment, or their flower-

ing will be either unsatisfactory or they will not
flower. This applies in particular to Schomburgkia
tibicinis, S. undulata, S. Lyonsii, and S. Sanderiana.
It is generally admitted that these plants are very
difficult to flower in a regular manner; and to ensure
success, everything that will assist growth should be
done by the cultivator, this being of more account
than any amount of drying off afterwards. Speaking
generally, these plants succeed under the same
kind of treatment aa is found to suit the Mexican
Lffiliaa. At Burford, owing to certain circumstances,
the plants have been put into one of the hottest bouaes,
well raised up to the roof, where they can obtain every
ray of light poaeible. This greater degree of heat will

have the effect of assisting the early formation of
growth, and be favourable, perhaps, to the production
of flower-spikes, but it cannot fully compensate for

the deficiency of sunheat. Schomburgkia crispa is

not nearly so refractory a plant in getting to flower as
those last-named. A strong plant is standing in the
Cattleya-house, has flower-spikes already 2 feet in

length, and it has received the same treatment as the
Cattleyas. Lycaate Skinneri and varieties are late

in finishing their growth, and the plants have been
taken from the Odontoglossum-bouseand placed in a
light poaition at the coolest part of the Cattleya-
house. They still require plenty of water at the
root, but when the flowers commence to push up
from the base of the new bulbs, the plants will be
kept on the dry side for a few days, which will

enable the flowers to come up altogether, instead of
by ones and twos at a time. In high temperatures
Lycaate foliage is liable to become infested with
a very minute acarus or red-spider, which
feeds on the lower side of the leaves. These insects

should be destroyed as soon as observed, by sponging

them with the usual insecticides. The increase

of artificial heat at this season favours the propaga-
tion of the ordinary species of red-spider on the
leaves of other Orchids, especially those which are

thin and grass-like, as Cymbidium, Maxillaria tenui-

folia, M. angustisaima, Fiatvclinis filiformis, also

Cojlogynes, Sobralias, &o. Whether red-spider be

present or not, it is good practice to wash the leaves

rather than run a risk of these enemies multiplying

unmolested. Such Oncidiums as O. crispum, O.
Forbesii, and O. varicosum grow fairly well during
the summer and early autumn months in the cool
house, but now that their flower-spikes are visible,

the temperature of the intermediate-house will be
more suited to their needs. These last-named
species are sometimes seen to be slowly dete-

riorating, and one of the chief causes of this is giving

them too much heat, weakening them by permitting
the flowers to remain on the plants for a long time,

or by their being more numerous than the plant can
bear. As a rule for general observation, strong flower-

spikes should not remain on the plants for any
great length of time after all the blooms are fully

open ; and small weak plants should have their

flower-spikes removed so soon as they show. After
flowering, return these plants to their former
quarters ; but do not keep them long » itbont water,
drought being injurious to them at any seaaon.

THE HABDY FHUIT OABD£N.
Sy T. TlTBTON, Gardener, Maiden Ertegk, Beading.

GOOSEBERRY 8AWFLY CATERPILLAR.—When the
pruning of the Gooseberry bushes is finished, means
should be taken to destroy the chrysatids of the saw-
fly, which, if the bushes were infested last spring,

are lying just beneath the surface of the soil under
the bushes. It is good practice to loosen the earth
with a digging-fork round about the stems, shovel-
ling it away and forming it into a ridge mid-
way between the rows, to be deeply dug-in at a later

date. The earth being removed, it may be replaced
with some from the alleys, previous to which, by way
of further precaution, a good handful of air-slaked
lime and fresh soot should be thrown on the soil

under the bushes. Gooseberry bushes planted in

rows at a distance 6 feet apart admits of this mode of
removing and replacing the soil being carried out, but
where the bushes are more thickly planted together,

it is absolutely necessary to bring clean soil from a
distant part of the kitchen-garden, removing that
taken from beneath the bushes to some quarter
where it can be trenched in. Hellebore powder
applied over the bushes, either dry or in water, as

soon as the first brood is hatched, will clear the
bushes, and the fruit being very small then, there is

no danger of poisoning by it.

AMERICAN BLIGHT.—All the Apple-trees being
now cleared of their leaves, the gardener should go
over the trees infested with American blight, dress-
ing them with petroleum emulsion. This may
be made with any kind of oil, as sperm, neats-foot,

olive, linseed, &c., and is a very efficient dressing.

It is made by mixing equal parts of petroleum
and oil, and with a painter's brush dressing all the
infested parts of the branches and stem, first removing
the rougher parts of the bark. Petroleum by itself

BO surely penetrates the bark, that even when trees
are dormant it is a very unsafe substance to use
alone, but when mixed with oil it is quite safe to use.

Whilst the dressing of young trees is a simple matter,
with larger old trees it is a big job, and except in
cases where the trees cannot well be spared, I would
advise that all large, or virtually worn-out trees

which may be badly infested, be grubbed np and
burned forthwith.

THE KITOHEBf OaRDBN.
Btj Artsitr Coombe-^. Gardener, Himley Halt, Dudley.

SOWING PEAS.—In southern counties and warm
districts generally, the old fashion of sowing a few
rows of early podding Peas may now be followed.
Where these conditions of climate do not exist it is

better to so win pots or troughs in the spring, and grow
on under glass, ready for planting out when the
weather has become suitable. If sown at this season
the soil should have been well manured, and carefully

dug, and when the drills are drawn, dry soil such as
potting- bench refuse should be placed under and over
the seeds, a dusting of soot following when the drill

is half filled in, the snot tending to avert the atten-
tions of the mice. Much watchfulness is needed to

protect them when above ground from their various
enemies, the chief of which is the sparrow.

HORN CARROTS IN FRAMES.—A mild hot bed
consisting of three-fourths tree leaves and one-fourth
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stable-dung or half-spent hotbed manure, may now be

made, a frame placed thereon filled with light Boil to

within 6 or 8 inches of the glass. When tha soil is

sufficiently warm, seed of Horn Carrots should be

sown in lines; like hotbeds generally, if not made
in a pit dug in the ground, it will require a

lining round the box, and in hard weather

another all round it may become necessary

to keep up the richt dearpe of heat, say from 65°

to 70° with about 75° to 80° bottom-heat. Before the

soil is put into the box, some short manure should

first be put in to a depth depanding on that of the

box, and the soil should not be less than 7 in. thick.

If the plants come up very thickly, thin them without

delay, as they soon spoil if crowded together. The
last-sown Carrots out-of-doors, upon the approach of

frost, must be protected by scattering tree leaves

amongst them, and they will then continue to grow,

except in very inclement weather.

THE ICE HOUSE.—Whilst there is time for such
work it is a matter of prudence to put the ice house

in readiness for being filled ; and to repair all the

tools used in dragging the ice ashore and smashing
it up in the house.

BROAD BEANS.—These plants, although much
hardier than Peas, and more generally sown in the

late autumn than those, should have a sheltered

position chosen for them. Tbe Early Mazayan is a

trusty variety for autumn sowing, or rather dibbling.

If some of this variety be sown at the foot of a south

wall, clear of the drip from the coping, the produce

will come into use sooner than that of plants

growing in the border.

CELERY.—As growth will not continue much
longer, it will be advisable on the first dry day to

finish the earthing-up of late Celery, severe frosts

soon crippling the tender heart-leaves, and thus set-

ting up decay. In some cases the main crop will

now have grown above the banking-up so much,
that it will be necessary to add more soil from
the trenches, one man holding the tops together,

whilst the other puts the mould round the stalks.

In the event oi frost, protect with dry litter,

bracken, &c,

THE PIjOWBa GARDEN.
Bt/ John Lambert. Gardensr, Poioit Castle, Welshpool,

ROSE CUTTINGS.—Where Roses are raised from
cuttings, the latter should be made and inserted in a

bed suitably prepared for them. A border on the east

or west sides of the kitchen garden, sheltered by the

walls, should be chosen as the site of the cutting-

bed. If stiff, some sand and leal-mould may be dug
into it, and if naturally light and porous, it will

suflice to dig it deeply, make it level, tread it evenly

all over, and chop out furrows with an almost per-

pendicular side 1 foot apart, and set the cuttings

against that side at about 6 inches apart. If pos-

sible, the cuttings should be all strong, straight, of

one length, and made of well-matured shoots, with a

heel of i inch in length of the previous year's growth

attached. The cuttings may be 9 to 10 inches in

length, and they should be prepared like those of the

Gooseberry, leaving from three to four buds on that

part that is above the soil, the rest being rubbed off.

Whether planted in furrows or dibbled in, the base

of each cutting should be made firm in the soil. In

severe winters protection in the way of bracken,

branches of evergreen, or any other light material

may be placed over them.

BEDS AND BORDERS OF ROSES. — These
should be inspected, and all the dead and un-

healthy plants removed, and a list of varieties

made for filling up gaps thus made. If alterations

are contemplated, the ground should be prepared so

that on the arrival of the plants from the nursery

they may at once be planted. It is good practice to

remove a good deal of the exhausted soil, exchanging

it for new pasture loam ; and to this crushed bones

and rotten manure mav be added, incorporating

them well together. Where Rdsss are raised at

home, planting may be done ac any time between
the beginning of October and the middle of the

present month. In planting the Rose, trim the

roots a little, spread them out on a conical mound
firmly made at the bottom of the hole, placing them
but a little deeper than they were before, filling- in

the hole by degrees, and treading all firmly as the

soil is thrown in.

HERBACEOUS BORDER.—Now that the flowering

of most of the occupants of this border is over,

the stems of tall or straggling growers, such

as Pyrethrum serotinum and other species,

Helianthus, Heleniums, Phlox, Lupins, &c., should

be cut down. Where it is not an eyesore, the plants

are greatly benefited by being top-dressed with

rotten manure at this season, having first carefully

cleared off all weeds and rubbish. Note should be

made of any species or varieties in flower at this

season, so that, if nt'cessary, they may he increased.

Some of the Lupines, as well as Delphiniums
and Aconites, may be divided at the present time,

and almost a'y small portion of the above, if

removed with a root or two attached, will, with fair

treatment, form good plants next season.

FKUITS UNDEH QLABS.
Bv Ballet Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York..

FIGS IN POTS.—As soon as the leaves have

fallen, the repotting of those which require it should

be taken in hand; and before potting the plants,

those which may be infested with white or brown
scale or mealy-bug, should be cleaned. White scale,

the worst Fig pest, is difficult to get rid of in one

season, as the insecticides can only be applied during

the season of rest. The old wood should be well

brushed with some soapsuds in which a small por-

tion of petroleum and carbolic soap are mixed, and

several times painted with Lemon-oil emulsion,

applying it with a painter's brush. If the plants are

infested with mealy-bug, the house wails, tioorf, and

pots must be thoroughly cleaned in the same lu inner

as that advised for a Vin^rj, and the same kind of

insecticide used as for the other pest. There is

nothing gained by growing Figs in over-large pots, as

good-sized plants will fruit satisfactorily for many
years in sizes say 1'2 to 18 inches in diameter.

Fiants which are to be repotted should be soaked in

a tub of water, having first turned them out of the

pots and removed all crocks. Wh^n saturated, let

the water drain away, and when dry enough to be

bandied conveniently, loosen the matted roots with a

pointed stick, but do not shake them out. Use pots

that are either new. or quite clean old ones, that are

large enough to give the roots '2 inches of fresh soil all

round, and afford ample drainage materials. Tne
potting-soil may consist of svrong. turiy loam, and a

small quantity of .;^-inch bones, no other kind of

manure being employed. Toe soil should be in a

friable condition, neither very wet nor dry, as they

require to be potted very firnsly, and the rammer used.

Young layers or rooted cuttings which may have filled

with roots the 8-inch pots in which they have grown,

should be shifted into l"2-inch pots, it not baing a

desirable practice to keep them for any length of

time cramped in small pots, plants better furnished

with branches being produced if they are moved
on quickly when young. Aftercleaningandrepotting

the plants, any required pruning should be attended

to; but if previous directions in regard to summer
pinching and the regulating of the future bearinn-

shoots have been attended to, very little will now
require to be done. Much training is also not needed,

a pyramid or bush requiring merely a strong stake

placed in the middle of the ball, and the side-shoots

regulated by fastening them to shorter stakes or pegs

put in near the rim of the pot; and this is only

necessary whilst the trees are young. Ooe point in

Fig culture which is sometimes lost sight of in pot

plants, and planted-out Figs, is the amount of space

which should be afforded each shoot, so that it may
obtain the necessary light and air to perfect the

development of the fruits. A Fig tree in a good

state of health will continue to bear fruit in one

stage or another for a long period of time, and it is

ruinous to allow useless wood to crowd the head.

Plants not requiring repotting should be lifted out

of the plunging material, the drainage put in good

order, and be top-dressed with loam after remoring

fie exhausted upper crust, ample space being lefo for

affording water. In replunging the plants, allow as

much space as possible for each tree, and it is better

to keep the plants of one size together, the

small ones being placed at the front, near the

glass, and the larger ones in the centre of the house.

Excellent varieties of Figs are Violette Sepor, Grosse

Verte, St. John's, Negro Largo, Early Prolific, Pingo

de Mel, and Black Bourjassotte, although the good

old varieties should not be lost sight of. Cuttings,

for striking in heat next spring, may now be taken

—

short pieces with a heel, layiag them in damp soil in

a sheltered place till required. They strike very

freely. Good plants are easily obtained by layering

shoots in 6inch pots during the summer.

TREES PLANTED OUT IN BORDERS, if growing

too gross, should be carefully lifted, the roots pruned,

and replanted, planting them very firmly, and not

allowing more space for the roots of each than about

8 feet square, brick divisions being built between

them, so that separate treatment may be afforded, if

needed. If the soil be wet or clayey, an impervious
bottom should be used in the border, and thorough
drainage. The border may consist of good loam
2 feet thick, with plenty of lime and brick-rubbish
mixed with it. The training and top-dressing
should be proceeded with as lor pot-trees, and but
little water afforded at the rojt during the winter,

alchough dryness should be avoided, or the first

crop may drop; abundance of air should be given
during mild weather, bat frosts should be excluded
from the house.

VINES FOR EARLY FRUITING IN POTS.—These
may no>v be started, following generally the direc-

tions given for Vines in borders, and giving a
thorough root-watering at the commencement, but
employing but little fire-heat for a few weeks.

STRAWBERRIES IN POTS should now be plunged
in frames or in coal-ashes in the frame-yard, covering
them with litter in the event of hard frost. Tue
first batch may be placed in a cool house ready for

starting.

pijAtrrs UNoaa aLAsa.
By J, F. MoLeod. Gardener, Dover House, RoehamtJton, .V. W,

TUBEROUS - ROOTED BEGONIAS.-When it is

seen that the tubers are ripe, they may, if space be of

consequence, be turned out of their pots, and laid

down thinly on a bench or shelf, in a dry bouse that

is well ventilated, but which can be heated if wet or

frosty weather should occur, frequently turning

them over till most of the soil has fallen from off

the tuber. Wnen this oecurs, la/ them in shallow

boxes in a mi-xture of Cocoa-nul fibre refuse and
sind, and store aivay in a place to which frost has

no access.

GLOXINIAS. — Those which are out of bloom
should be treated simifarly to the foregoing, except

that they should be kept in a olace having a tempe-

rature during the winter of 4l)° to 45°.

THE FERN HOUSE —Most species of Adiantum
should be frequently examined for decayed fronds,

removing thes< by cutting them off at the surface

of the soil. Liquid manure should now ba withheld

from nearly all Ferns; those of the arboreal section

may still be afforded weak dojes at longish intervals

of time.

SEASONABLE OPERATIONS. — Where it is in-

tended to plant out at a later stage, any of the

various plants which are adapted to this mode
of culture, the present time, whilst the contents of

the various houses are being overhauled, is a good

one for preparing the borders and beds, Tne
drainage of the same should be of a thorough

kind, or the growth of the plants will be unsatis-

factory. The drains may consist of field drain-pipes,

laid with a sharp fall to the out-fall drain, and brick-

bat* may be laid over these to the depth of 1 foot,

and over this some rough peat-sods, packed closely

together to prevent the soil from filtering into the

drainage. Warmhouse olants, such as Siephanotis

flonbanla. Allamauda, B )U;;ainvillea glabra, Dipla-

denia, Clerodendron, and many others, will require

a free - rooting comnost of two parts fibrous

peat, one part of fibrous loam, while the re-

maining part may consist of one-fourth part of old

mortar, charcoal, sand, and half-inch bones; this

mixture should be thrown into the beds and borders

prepared for the plants, and be moderately pressed

together. A similar preparation, save that loam and

peat should be added in equal parts, will be found

suitable for such greenhouse-climbers as Clematis

indivisa, Lipageria, Plumbago, Jasminum, &c. If

the compost be dry, water should be aft'jrded on one

or more occasions, to moisten it throughout.

ANTHURIUMS OF THE SCHERZERIANUM SEC-

TION, uo« growing in quarters where the necessary

amount of artificial heat cannot be obtained, when

frosty weather ensues, should be removed to warmer

pits or houses, where they will be suitably placed at

the cooler end. The leaves will require to be

sponged over with soft-soap and warm-water, hand-

ling the leaves very tenderly, to avoid splitting

them. Water in more moderate quantity may now

be applied at the roots, but the syringing of the

leaves must still be persisted in, using soft- water by

preference.

FORCING HOUSE.—Roman Hyacinths will now

be showing their flower-spikes, and when the first

flowers expanl be removed to cooler quarters.
_
The

stems will need some slight supporc of a sightly

kind. Continue to place plants and bulbs in this

house to maintain a succession of bloom.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.

TUESDAY.

(Wokiug and District Horticultural
and Cottaf^e Gardeners' Associa-

tion Show of Chryeanthemuma
(two day,).

Manchester Royal Botanic Society's

CbrysaDtbemum Show (two days).

WEDNESDAY, Kov. 21 j «',*;|°)'y
Chrysanthemum (three

THUKSDAY, Noy. 22^ ^"i^^^^Z
"'"' "''""' '^'"^"""

FRIDAY,

MONDAY.

TUESDAY.

WEDNESDAY.

THURSDAY.

FRIDAY.

SATURDAY.

Nov. 23—Dundee ChrjBanthemum.

SALE8.
Great Sale of Nursery StocV, at
Mason'a Nurseriea, Wiodlesham,
Bagshot, by Protheroe & Morris
(six days),

Dut«h Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Plants. Spiraras, and Hardy Bulbs,

at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Nov. 19 {

rSa'e of Orchids at Protheroe &
.. „„ J Morris' Rooms.
»ov. M<

jjj,,^,^ bjji^j ^j Protheroe k. Morris'

(. Rooms.

„ „, I Great Sale of Palm Seeds at Pio-
" °^- "" 1 theroe & Morris' Booms.

Nov. 22
( Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms, also Plants and Roses.

/Orchil's at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

- 1 Dutch Buns at Protheroe & Morris'
(. Rocms.

Nov. 24 f Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

\ Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.- 41°.B.

We regret to have to announce

the sudden death, in his 84th year,

of one of the most distinguished of French

botanists, M. P. Duchartbe. Among horti-

culturists, he will be best known from his long

connection with the National Horticultural

Society of France, and as Editor of its

Journal. Scientific men will remember the

whilom President of the Institute (Aoad(5mie

des Sciences) ; botanists in particular will

treasure the memory of an indefatigable

worker, who maintained the best traditions of

the splendid French school of morphology.

There is, however, hardly a department of

botany in which M. Duchartbe has not left his

mark. In systematic botany his monographs on
Aristolochiaceae and Liliacea3 are noteworthy

;

in physiological botany, his work was voluminous,

and characterised by ingenious experimental

research and careful observation ; in teratology,

Duchabtbe's records were very numerous.

As a teacher at the Faoulte des Sciences, the

late Professor was long and honourably dis-

tinguished, and to outsiders he is known spe-

cially by his Elements de Botanique, a text-book

as remarkable for its wide grasp as for the lucidity

and clearness of its exposition. In the Horti-

cultural Society of France, Duchabibb occupied

for many years a position analogous to that

held with such advantage to our own Society by

Mr. Berkeley. In this country, while there

are many who will hold his memory in respeot

as a distinguished botanist, there are also some

who will likewise entertain for the deceased

master a lively feeling of gratitude.

The Chrysanthemum season, with
chrysanthe-

jj^ ever-inoreasing list of shows,
mums, .

" '

will soon be over for the present

year, the majority of the southern exhibitions

having been held, and those in the more northern

districts and north of the Tweed follow shortly.

It is quite impossible for us to give detailed

reports of all these exhibitions, and our space has

therefore been given to the more important of

them, including a comprehensive account of the

exhibition of the National Society at Westminster.

Regarding that display, a few remarks may
not be out of place. The show was another large

success, clearly showing that the society still

retains in a very full measure the confidence

of the exhibitors and cultivators. The Japa-

nese varieties as usual made the brighter

display, and generated the greater enthusiasm

and the closest competition. To say that they were

shown well, would be to inadequately describe

the wonderful quality of the blooms. There

is little doubt that Japanese flowers have never

been shown better at any exhibition than the

collection which secured the Ist prize in the

open competition for thirty-six distinct varieties.

Many of the varieties were new, and were larger

naturally than the older ones, at the same time

the cultivation could hardly have been better.

Incurved blooms, on the other hand, were not

equal to those that used to be familiar to us,

nor have they been really good for several

seasons past. If present indications go for any-
thing, it will appear that these blooms are grown
in fewer numbers than ever, due chiefly to the

overwhelming attractions of the Japanese varie-

ties, which appear to absorb in large measure
the attention of the cultivator, and this becomes
more easy from the fact that they are less diffi-

cult to cultivate. The incurved flowers of the

Japanese section, however, are popular with

raisers and growers alike, and numerous varieties

of great attractiveness are brought out each

year.

If closely-incurved flowers are voted too stiff

and uninteresting, there can be no such objec-

tion taken to the larger and less close flowers of

the Japanese incurved section, such as the excel-

lent Louise, sent out this season ; Lord Brooke,

Pr^fet Roberts, and many others, and it would
be well if the Society were to include special

classes for flowers of this type in their schedule

for next season. They would be certain of

more popularity than the strictly incurved

blooms now enjoy, and perhaps fewer or none
might then be included in the stands of .lapanese.

As we have said, these Japanese incurved are

presented for certificates in numbers ; they are

large, showy, and many of them easily grown,

consequently they figure much too largely in the

Japanese stands. In any first-class stand the

proportion of pure Japanese flowers is lower

than it should be, and perhaps if the incurved

and the reflexed were made the subjects of sepa-

rate classes, the departure would be a good one.

The Anemone - flowered and the Pompon
varieties have been exhibited in average num-
bers. The Anemone section is augmented by

several new and excellent varieties, such as John
Bunyan, Queen Elizabeth, and Descartes. These

two sections are not unpopular, and in many
cases where they figure less prominently in col-

lections than they ought, it is by reason of the

rage that exists for display and effect, and all

this is more easily attained by cultivating

Japanese varieties. Single flowered varieties

make but little headway, though one seldom

hears it denied that they are pretty and useful.

In all the sections, but principally in that of

the Japanese, new varieties continue to be sent

out in large numbers, and at present the reputa-

tion that France has long enjoyed in this

respeot remains practically unimpaired, but many
good things have come from other parts of the

continent, and from America ; nor must we omit

to notice that more has been done in raising

English seedlings than formerly. Still, much
more might be done at home.
The gain that has resulted from all this cross-

fertilisation is evident in the improved habit of

the plants, and the size and colours of the

flowers. Varieties that grow only 3 feet or 4 feet J

high, and produce first-class blooms, are becoming '

more common, and again may be instanced the

above-mentioned Louise, or Avalanche, a little

older variety, but representing clearly a better

habit than any of the whites previously raised.

The value of the Chrysanthemum for decora-

tive purposes was never better illustrated than

at the show of the National Society, where

additional classes brought exceedingly tasteful

ingenious arrangements ; and the exhibition

was so far more attractive. Much might still be

done in the same direction, and it is worth con-

sideration whether the whole of the show blooms

could not be exhibited in a more artistic manner,

and yet in such an one that the qualities of the

bloom could be judged as readily as at present.

Speaking of Chrysanthemums for decoration,

it may be added that several additions have been

made to this useful olass. Conspicuous amongst

such is Ryeoroft Glory, raised by Mr. Jones of

Lewisham, an excellent acquisition in this olass;

then there is Mrs. R. Filkins, the new one shown

by Messrs. Cannkll & Sons, Swanley, before the

Royal Horticultural Society, on Tuesday last,

an exceeding pretty one for such purpose.

In regard to the best varieties in either section,

it would not be difficult to make an analysis of

the varieties exhibited in the best stands this sea-

son. Every grower strives to obtain the largest

and best flowers, and did we forget this, it would

be surprising that certain varieties should be exhi-

bited with such frequency, and that competitors

should exhibit such uniformity in those they

select to stage. We cannot go into that ques-

tion now, however, but in passing we might urge

judges and exhibitor.'! alike to give a little more
consideration to refinement in a bloom, and

rather less to mere bulk.

The present season has not been an unusually

good one for growers of Chrysanthemums,

neither was 1893; indeed, compared with last

year, we are not disposed to speak of this season

unfavourably. In 1893, the amount of dry hot

weather was too great, the plants were more

than ripened, they were hardened in an unsatisfac-

tory degree, and, subsequently, incurved varieties

especially opened unkindly. Some varieties were

excellent, and precisely the same kinds have

been comparative failures this season, owing to

the very reverse of circumstances that attended

their growth. The growers' ideal year, we are

afraid, is an improbable one, when all the

varieties may be seen at their best.

Without attempting to include cultural details

at this time, we think it may be well to add the

following hints, rather to remind the cultivator

than instruct him. Do not take your cuttings

too early, or from plants you have dosed inces-

santly with manures of divers descriptions.

Select small cuttings in preference to long ones

;

they root more easily, and are freer. Do not

grow more plants than you have labour and con-

venience to cultivate perfectly, and in a season

like the present you will be better prepared to

prevent loss from damping. In stopping the

plants, and especially in taking or selecting the

bud, be guided by the character and ciroum-

stances of the season. Any cultivator is aware

of the importance of some of the hints just men-
tioned, but they are just those that bear frequent

repetition, because they are not always practised

by those who know their importance best.

In conclusion, reference must be made to the

interesting and eminently practical paper read

by Mr. C. E. Shea on Tuesday last before the

Royal Horticultural Society. The simple direo-
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tions then given on how to raise Chrysanthe-

niuma from seed ripened in this country, by a

gentleman peculiarly fitted by personal experi-

ence in the work, should result in many more

cultivators engaging in the work. A summary

of this lecture is given on p. 006.

Fernery in the Garden of L. Marquard,
Esq , Cape Town.—Our supplementary illustration

showa a charmiDg example of the decoiation of the

walls and roof of a fernery, with Ferns of diverse

species, Begonias of the ornamental-leaved type,

Pothos or Philodendrons, Ficus stipulate, and other

plants of a scandent clinging habit. Being oat of the

usual ran of such constructions, as regards its in-

fjrtnal arrangement, and sufficiently favourable to the

growth of the plants employed, it forms a pleasant

addition to the conservatory from which it appears

to be entered. The electric lamps indicate that it

does not remain anvisited at night.

An Exhibition of Narcissus, Pansies,

and Violas in Birmingham.—The third annual

exhibition of these floners is to take place in the

Birmingham Botanical Gardens on April 9 and 10,

and the schedule contains fifteed daises, with five

prizes in each class. A very extensive exhibition of

Pansies and Violas is arranged to be held in these

gardens on May -'J and '60, when between £40 and

£50 in cash and the large handsome silver medals of

the Botanical Society will be given in prizes, including

those lor twelve true species of Viola in pots, as

well as for six double or single Violets in pots.

Other exhibitions are contemplated, and the annual

great exhibition of the Midland Counties Carnation

and Picotee Society will be held in August.

Birmingham Botanical Gardens.—We learn

that Professor Hillhouse, the Professor of Botany

at Mason College, and Honorary Secretary of the

Botanical Gardens Committee, is taking very active

interest in these smaller representative exhibitions,

and in the gardens generally ; and a large tract of

ground, formerly used for the exhibition, under an

enormous tent, is now being converted into an

alpine rockery garden, designed and planted by

Messrs. James Bacehousb & Son, of York.

KniphofIA NelbonI.-Mr. GnMisLEroN tells na

he has flowered this new species, described in our

columns in 18^2, and reporta that the colour is very

brilliant, and must be seen on a living specimen to

be properly appreciated—a dictum every one will

assent to.

"The Book- Hunter in London."— Mr. W.
Roberts, editor of The Bookworm, is preparing under

the above title a fally-illaatrated book. It will form

a companion to M. Octave Uzanne's Physiologie des

Qiiais de Paris, better known under tbe title of the

English translation of The Book-Hunter in Paris.

The results of many years' inveterate book-hanting

will be chronicled, and the experiences not only of

the compiler, but of many past and present distin-

guished " hunters " will be laid under contribution.

The introductory chapter will take the form of an

easay on " The Theory and Practice of Book-

hanting." Thia will be followed by a dissertation

on book-hunting in London from the earliest times

to the eighteenth centary. Other chapters will deal

with book auctions and auctioneers ; with some
famous collections and collectors ; with book thieves

;

with book-stalling in London, with famous book-

aellera; with lady book-collectors ; with the prices paid

for particular books in past and present times, book-

sellers' catalogues, and other interesting matters con-

nected with the subject. The compiler, therefore, will

gladly welcome any information or suggestion sent

without delay to him, as well as the loan or indi-

cation of rare or carious pictorial illustrations of the

subject, at 8ti, Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.

Horticulture at the Lord Mayor's
Show.—Very pretty, says the Times, was a car

contributed by the Gardeners' Company in honour of

their science and craft. In the main it took the form

of a huge basket of flowers, with Flora holding a

wreath, a gardener at work, and a nymph scattering

artificial flowers. Contrary to custom, women were

dispensed with on this occasion, the first and third

figures being in wood or papier-mach^. It is a pity

that they could not have been prevented from

wobbling about in a decidedly undignified fashion.

Stock-taking: October. —Brightening up

nearly all round is the opinion of our commercial

prospects based on the Trade and Navigation returns

for the past month of October. The imports

for the month show an increase of £311 OSS over

those for the same period in 1893, and an increase of

£7,777,048 is recorded for the ten months of the

present as compared with the same period in last

year. Annexed is the usual extract from the

"summary" table of import values for the month,

not forgetting that decrease in value does not always

mean decrease of quantities :

—

IMPOBTS.
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it, and the danger of permitting it to grow, and after

learning with what ease and certainty it can be

eradicated, to carry oat these measores. As the

law may have some effect in the case of non-

resident landowners and wilfully ignorant or careless

farmers, it should be enforced against them with all

the healthy sentiment of the industriou! farmers

at the back of it."

PiNUS BUNGEANA,—Mr. MiLBUBN of the Eoyal

Victoria Park, Bath, sends us a branch with cone of

this interesting species, a native of Northern China,

and one which has the merit of being hardy and
ornamental. The cone now received is considerably

larger than that previously figured.

" The Natural History of Plants."—The
seventh part of the English translation of this valu-

able treatise is before us. The aathor, as has been

previously stated, is Professor Keener von Maeilaun,

of Vienna, and the translation has been made under

the superintendence of Professor F. Olivee. A
natural history of plants has, till recently, been too

much confined to an account of the systematic

relationship of plants, an account of the natural

orders, and so forth. The present volume is more
physiological in character. The minute structure

and organisation, together with the outward con-

formation, are treated from a physiological rather

than from a genealogical point of view. In the

present part the subjects treated of are climbing

plants. The old trouble of " dextrorse or counter-

clockwise," and " sinistrorse or clockwise," of course

confronts us, but we cannot say that the authors

have laid down any more precise definition than
others * .le done, and it is quite conceivable that

with V:j description and picture here given, some
readers will attach precisely the opposite signification

to that intended by the author ; and, moreover, that

they wi.. be justified in so doing. In treating of the

stem, attention is directed to the provisions in the

trunk and branches for resisting strain, pressure, and
bending—provisions, of course, of a mechanical
nature dependent on the formation and disposition

of thickened cells. The flower-stem and inflor-

escence come next under review, and then the root

and its marvellous attributes. It is satisfactory to

find the author cautioning the reader against that

very common tendency to confound a statement of

fact with the explanation of that fact, as in the case

of such words as ' gravitation, geotropism, negative,

and positive," and other similar terms. The particu-

lar instance cited by our author, is " stimulus."

What is a stimulus? In the present state of our
knowledge, no concise answer to this question can be
given.

Testimonial to Mr. William Dean, Bir-
mingham.—Me. Robeet Sydenham and Me. W. B.

Latham met Me. Dean on the evening of Wednesday,
November 7, and formally presented him, in the name
of the Committee of Subscribers, with a handsome
Silver Watch bearing the following inscription :

—

" Presented to Mr. Wm. Dean, along with fifty

guineas, on his 70£h birthday, as a mark of esteem.
Subscribed for by florists and friends in all parts of

the country."

Book Notice.
«—

.

THE forester. Sixth edition. By Brown &
Nisbet. (W. Blackwood & Sons.)

The appearance of what may not inaptly be termed
the continental edition of Brown's Forester, at last

supplies the British student with a reliable text-book
on practical forestry. The editor must be congratu-
lated upon the success which has attended bis attempt
"to engraft (in literature, at any rate), the modern
continental science of sylviculture upon the old
British stock of arboriculture." That in order to do
this, he found it necessary to practically re-write the
whole book, is in itself suflicient evidence that the work
before us is something more than a " revised edition,"
and the fact that in so doing, German forest litera-
ture has been largely laid under contribution through-
oat, is a guarantee that the information supplied is

the best of its kind and up to date. The opening

chapter is partly historical, and also deals with the

position forestry holds in rural and national economy,

particular attention being directed to its present and

prospective condition in Great Britain. Frequent

extracts from the evidence laid before the Select

Committee of 1887 appear, and the greater part of

the chapter is practically an argument in favour of

the teaching and practice of scientific forestry.

Chapters ii. and iii. deal with the botanical descrip-

tion, habitat, methods of propagation, and sylvi-

cultural peculiarities of all hardy broad-leaved and
coniferous trees respectively. The editor's additions

to these chapters in the shape of a concise summary
of the results of all-important observations and in-

vestigations made by continental experts, are of

especial value. The characteristic features by which

the timber of the more important trees may be iden-

tified, might advantageously have been added for the

use of the student. In dealing with the disputed

question of mixed versus pure woods, the editor

(p. 518, vol. i.) differs slightly from the author, but

neither sufficiently emphasises the evils frequently

occasioned byan indiscriminate mixture of species, in-

dependent of light requirements, rate of growth, period

of maturity, &c., to which mich of the bad condition

of English woods is attributable. Chapter vi. devoted

to soil-preparation, drainage, &c., contains certain

conclusions (p. 529) regarding the former subject

which deserve special attention from practical

foresters, as the expenses of planting may be need-
lessly increased by too much zeal and too little

knowledge, both regarding this and draining work.
The editor's comments (Chapter vii.) upon the com-
parative advantages of natural regeneration, sowing,

and plaatinj, and the methods of rearing plants, are

likely to be critically received by practical foresters

and others interested in these matters, although
they are undoubtedly justifiable from an economic
standpoint. Several excellent continental methods
of planting are described which deserve to be
more generally adopted in this country, but
we find no mention made of the German forest-

plough, an implement especially useful when small-

sized plants are used on grassy land. The editor's

opinions regarding the density of plantation crops at

planting-time are (p. 583) evidently opposed to the
British practice of thin planting

; yet Gayer, whom
he quotes in support of his views, lays down rules on
the subject, which are practically identical (size of

plant considered) with the prevailing custom in this

country, viz., 3 to 4 feet between the plants. In a
following paragraph we read, " Larch or Scots Pine
cannot thrive if planted so close as shade-bear-
ing species." This statement neither recognises

the survival of the fittest, nor is it recon-
cileable with the German practice of raising

Scots Pine forest from seed. Chapters ix.

and X. are both full of valuable information.

The editor's comments and quotations on thin-

ning are copious and instructive, but something
more definite on the rationale of this work is desir-

able. We think, too, that the important part which
natural selection plays in the production of first-

class timber, and the practical deductions to be
drawn therefrom, deserve closer attention. Neither
do we find suflicient stress laid upon the necessity

for regulating thinning operations in such a manner
as to obviate the sudden removal of trees whose
crowns form part of the normal leaf canopy. This
point has constantly to be dealt with in (practice.

The chapter devoted to the utilisation of forest

produce contains some instructive illustrations of

implements, methods of felling and transporting

timber, &c. Useful data regarding the qualities and
physical properties of timber are also given. Forest
pathology is briefly but comprehensively dealt with.

The statement (p. 320, vol. ii.) that the Elm-bark
beetle prefers young and vigorous stems to dead or

sickly trees, is scarcely confirmed by observations

made in this or other countries. Hartig's conclusion

regarding the use of seed from diseased trees (p. 308),

does not admit of too broad an interpretation, if the

first principle of sexual reproduction that like begets

like be admitted. Indirectly, the use of seed from

thoroughly sound individuals is of great importance,

although it may have no purely pathological signi-

ficance. The data collected from yield tables (Chap,

xiii.) may be of interest to the student, but many
years of systematic management must elapse before

they can be applied to British woods, except, perhaps,

in the Scots Pme districts of the north. The con-

tinental methods of measuring standing timber might

be advantageously practised in this country, but the

conservative principles of the timber merchant and

valuer render their more practical application a

difficult matter. The following chapter on working

plans is also in advance of present-day forestry in

Britain. We agree, however, with the editor in

thinking that more systematic methods of working

our woods are urgently needed, and until something

in this direction takes place, no great improvement

is likely to be effected in British forestry. An
appendix dealing with the forests of various coun-

tries throughout the world, brings the second volume

to a conclusion. To recommend this work to the

notice of landowner, forester, and student would be

superfluous. That the publication of this or any
other work on scientific forestry is likely to have any
marked efF>-ct upon British wood-management, how-
ever, is extremely doubtful, so far, at least, as private

estates are concerned ; but that does not affect the

intrinsic value of the works themselves, and the dis-

semination of scientific knowledge can never do any
harm.

Home Go rresp ondence.
fruit f. fiction.—Your correspondent, Mr. B.

Wells, writes in a very straightforward and practical

style, and I would reply likewise. To his question,

whether I have grown fruit "for a living," 1 answer,

that for years I tried to do so ; but the result would
Boon have been dying unless I had betaken myself to

something else. With regard to the Grape-growers
of the Channel Islands, I have received from several

sources the very opposite account to that of Mr.
Wells, and for the greater part of the season Channel-
island Grapes have been sold in Covent Garden at

&d. to \s. per lb. Mr. Wells speaks as if the fruit-

crop were as certain as the foliage of the trees. Bat
every grower must reckon with at least one scanty year

in three. Neither must he reason from the produce
of one happy tree to that of several thousands. Per-
haps the bushel measure at Crawley is not of the

capacity needful here; else it would appear impos-
sible that a Pear tree planted in 1885, which we are

almost left to infer, should produce 25 bushels of

fruit in 1893. My most productive and largest tree

(of thirty-five years' growth) affords me a maximum
of 15 bushels, and that with an interval of two or

three years. Taking the average, one may not count
upon half a bushel per tree all round ; and a Pear
tree must be of some years' growth before it will

yield so much as that, without breaking its constitu-

tion. But the most amazing statement is that &d.

per bushel is a paying price for Apples or Pears.

Mr. 6. Wells must indeed have men as tall as Pear
trees, and more nimble than Peas, if they can gather
and pack the fruit at less than Zd. rer bushel ; horses,

moreover (of iron, or flesh), very different from ours, if

be can send his conntless bushels to market for

less than the other 3d. apiece ; leaving nil to

pay for land, years of waitiog, interest on capital,

labour, and manure, and the rich diversity of

outgoings, as namerous, and far more sure than
Pears. Of Gooseberry-growing I have no experience ;

but have heard, on the one hand, tales about it

worthy of the great Miiachausen, and have known,
on the other hand, many a year when scarce a
Gooseberry survived for " fool," or for the " silly

season." But of Pears, I have as large an experience
as any man in England ; and I say that, taking one
year with another, and allowing for growth and
replacement of trees, weather and wind, blight,

maggots, and boys, lucky is the man who can send to

market 200 bushels per acre. I have 10 acres of

Pear trees, and have never yet marketed 2000 bushels

in one year, though the trees are strong and in their

prime ; that is to say, at Mr. Wells' paying price, £5
per acre would be the gross return, to cover all oat-

goings. Why, rent alone, in this part of the world,

would swallow Pear and paring. But my chief

object in writing to you is to assure Mr. Chas.
Pearson that I make no general charge against the
great and important branch of art which be pursues.

It is not to be supposed that all nurserymen, any
more than any other race, exclaim beyond conscience
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or conviction, " Great is Diana of the Ephe«ian« !
" or

even " there is nothing lilie leather." Many of thena

have annnally more orders than they can execute,

which alas ! is not our fate, and the few who do

blow up the golden trumpet of fruit-growing may
believe that the gold is pure, because they have never

tested it. I am well aware that Mr. Frank Rivers

sends much fruit to London, and that the great repu-

tation of the firm secures unusual prices. But what

said his excellent father to me, when, after a delight-

ful visit to Sawbridgeworth in the ancient days, I

exclaimed, " Why, you don't seem to grow fruit very

largely here." " Tne fact of it is," he replied, with

his pleasant and very intelligent smile, "it pays

much better to grow the tree than it does to grow

the fruit." It so then, what shall we eay now ?

Moreover, I would remind Mr. Pearson of a little

tale I had the privilege of unfolding to him or his

brother. Failing of Pear trees in England one year,

I had a large bundle from a nursery in France.

While they were being unpacked, an enlightened

English nurseryman came in. He admired their

growth, sleek olive stems, ruddy and golden ripeness

of twig, &c„ and asked the price. " Half a franc

each," I replied ;
" could you send them out at that

figure, Mr. -—•?" "God forbid!" was his pious

response. And I fear (in spite of Mr. Pearson's

patriotic faith) that the Lord who enables the French-

m-in to grow the tree at a quarter of the English

piice has enabled him to do the like with the product

tf I hit tree. R. D. Blackmore. P.S. In my last

note, p. 541, there are some misprints—fad or too

should be fact or two, degradatis should be degrada-

tion, Marillet should be Marillat. R. D. B.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND GRAPES AT TAPTON
HOUSE, CHESTERFIELD.— Iq the garden at the

above place are just over a hundred plants of Chrys-

anthemums standing in a low lean-to Peach- house.

The flowers are as yet not fully develop.'d, nor are

they grown for exhibition purposes, although they

would stand a Que chance of winning a first place,

except for new varieties. Any lover of the Chrys-

anthemum would, I think, be struck with the beau-

tiful blooms and fine healthy foliage, their shortness

of stature, and the large quantity of bloom on each.

None of the plants range higher than 31 feet, and
many are but 2.} feet, and all of them carry from six

to eight blooms apiece. One bloom of Viviand

Morel measured over the top of the flower to the

tips of the outer petals, 21J inches. This is the

second year I have known Mr. Grimes, the gar-

dener, to grow Chrysanthemums. The most re-

markable varieties grown are Viviand Morel,

Florence Davis, Stanstead Surprise, Etoile de

Lyon, W. Holmes, W. Tricker. Madame Louisa

Rey, Condor, Gloire du Rocher, W. H. Lincoln, and
Mr. F, Jameson. In a vinery erected by the late

George Stephenson, the eminent engineer, at this

place, there is an old Vine of the Black Birbarossa,

1-i feet long, and this one rod has carried twelve

bunches of fruit this season, three of which have
been cut off. Those which remain will weigh from

5 lb. to S lb. each, with splendid berries, and good
in colour. If these bunches were exhibited, some
who viewed them would be inclined to the belief

that quantity had been sacrificed for qualitv, but as

a fact, the two are combined. R. W. P., Derbyshire.

CHRYSANTHEMUM FLORENCE CARR. — Any
addition to the Pompon class is always welcomed,
as new varieties possessing the necessary merit to

take their place and remain in this section are

eldom forthcoming. The above variety, which I

noticed last season at the Royal Aquarium and the

Crystal Palace, received a iirst-class Certificate,

and I thought a promising flower, favouring in shape

Mdlle. Elise Dordan, but the colour is a deep bronzy-

red with yellow-tipped petals. The plant, if I may
judge by those I have seen this season, is dwarf in

habit, and the foliage is well retained. Pom. Grower,

CEDAR CONES.—In looking this morning (No-
vember 7), at some Cedars of Lebanon and also

Cedrus atlantica, I find ihere are numerous male
cones on the same branch as the seed-bearing cones

are produced. The nearest male cones are perhaps

about 1 foot from the female cones. It may interest

Canon Ellacombe (p. 5-11) to know that the catkins are

not produced in such abundance on those branches

as on those that have no female cones. Some trees

of Cedrus Libani have at the present time myriads

of male catkins, all thickly set, and numbering,

perhaps, tens of thousands, giving the tree a strik-

ing appearance. The oldest specimen here of

Cedrus Deodara has this year, for the first time,

produced six or seven female cones, but not a single

male catkin is to be seen on it ; but some years it

has produced plenty. Other and younger trees of

deodar have at the present time plenty of male

catkins. A. Harding, Orton, Peterborough,

WHITE MARTAGON DEGENERATING.—With this

note I send specimens by way of illustration. At
various times in the last fifoeen years friends in Ire-

land have sent me fine bulbs of White Martagon.

Tnese always flowered well for a year or two, often

producing as many as fifty flowers on a spike, after

that they rapidly degenerated, and at the end of four

or five years were reduced to lumps of minute bulbs,

each perfect as far as it goes
;
packed together in the

form of the original bulb, from the scales of which

they have grown. Nothing I can try, and I am not

deficient in the resources of gardening, will either

prevent the old bulbs from assuming this habit, or

nurse the baby bulbs into flowering size. Possibly, in

the Irish climate and soil they might grow up to

maturity, but the climate and soil of England seems

unsuited to them. Other Martagons, including dal-

maticum, flourish here very well, and last for many
years. I have tried the white in every kind of soil.

C. Wolley Bod, Edge Hall, Malpas.

CRINUM MOOREI.—Considering what a great

demand there is for white flowers in a cut state,

it is surprising that this noble Crinam is not more

generally found in gardens. The pure white blos-

soms, if cut as soon as they are fully expanded,

will last fresh for quite a week in water. Our

two plants have this year pushed up two scapes

of bloom each, but not at the same time ! Is not

this unusual? The first had eleven flowers upwards

of 8 inches in diameter, four being open at one time.

The same plants produced a second scape with eight

flowers, not quite so fine as those on the first one.

The colour of C. Moorei is sometimes described as

pink, orasoft rose-nink, but ours are white, J. Easter,

Nustell Priory Gardens.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—I have here at present

about four dozen seedlings of the Chili Pine, Arau-

caria imbricata, raised from seed ripened on a tree

in the gardens here last autumn. On the same tree

there are this year a quantity of young female cones

which will, of course, not come to maturity before

next autumn. Close by there is another tree, which

every year bears a quantity of male-catkins only.

Do any of your readers know of any other instance

in the north, east, or west of Scotland where the

Araucaria has produced ripe fertile seed ? So far

as I am aware, there are very few places in the south

of Scotland where ripe seed has been got. A. G.,

Inverness. [Will some Scottish reader kindly give his

experience ? Ed.]

MARKET PRICES.—Mr. Hott mentions in his

note concerning market prices that he had sold

Runner Beans at Is. per bushel. Thinking that

such a price was rather below ordinary market
returns, I asked one of our metropolitan growers

who sends during the season over 100 bushels

weekly to market, what his returns were, and
he replied. " Rirely indeed under 2«. (id. per

bushel." Now this is but another illustration

of the difference that exists between the pro-

fessional and the amateur salesman. It is just what
is seen in the case of fruit, and it does but help to

show that there is an art in selling as in growing,

which the amateur element fails to recognise. Mr.

Hott doubtless belongs to the army of amateur
salesmen, although a good gardener, and it is this

army of private growers and some amateurs who
have done so much to bring down prices, and make
a living for the professional market-grower so diffi-

cult. No doubt the commoner element benefits by
the consequent great abundance in the market, but

at least all those who help to that end should realise

that each one is an agent in lowering returns, and
should therefore be the last to complain. The
grower of many acres, and of huge responsibilities,

never rushes into print to ventilate his grievances,

and even under adverse conditions which the

introduction of thousands of private gardeners and
amateur competitors have created, he not only lives

but manages to thrive. To-day the vegetable

markets are glutted with Brussels Sprouts, be-

cause the growing weather renders them so won-
derfully plentiful. It is an incident that has to be

borne with because there is no helo for it, but all the

same there will not be a single Brussels plant the

less produced next year. A. D,

THE BLACK CURRANT - MITE.—For the first

time in my life I learn that it is a crime, or little

less, not to have seen or personally known the
Currant-bud mite

;
yet it is quite true, until this day I

have never met personally with market grower or
gardener who has ever made reference to it, or to
any trouble arising from it. The exception this day
was in Middlesex. Wtteu looking over a big breadth
of several thousands of young bushes. I asked whether
there were evidences of the mite amongst them, and
the reply was, " No ; they are perfectly clean."
The only place where the mite gave trouble was in

an old breadth some twenty years planted, where
trees overhang, and the soil was indifferently cleaned
and cultivated. That is, I am disposed to think,
ordinary experience. Given good culture in all

phases of tree or bush life, insect pests give little

trouble. Gooseberry - caterpillar, Apple - maggot,
woolly aphis, and other insect pests are always most
troublesome where culture is bad. I have told

audiences constantly that keeping trees and bushes
in good health by cleanliness, thinning, good culture,

and feeding, does more to repress insects and other
pests than so-called remedies. I stick to my guns,
A.D,

SIZE OF EXHIBITION STANDS—At page 573 of

the Gardeners' Chronicle, Mr. W. Wells writes about
his Chrysanthemums being disqualified, and seeks to

make a grievance of it. He quotes regulation 8 of

the Kent County Schedule as follows:— Regulations
says :

" Exhibitors are requested to have their stands

made in accordance with the metropolitan plan, &c."
What does this mean ! Surely the schedule is plain

enough. After " Metropolitan plan," it reads, " the

stands for twelve blooms to be 21 inches long and
18 inches wide (with holes G inches apart from
centre to centre), &c," with full instructions as to

height. The stands Mr. Wells used were, as far as

I can remember, 3 inches longer and 3 inches wider

;

he therefore clearly infringed regulation 8. At the

bottom of the page of regulations, Mr. Wells will

find these words :
" N.B.

—
'These regulations will be

strictly adhered to, and any infringement will dis-

qualify exhibitors." Mr. Wells says the judges at

Blackheath refused to disqualify, this is also an error.

I was one of the judges, and I informed certain

members of the committee who were present, that

the judges had no alternative but to disqualify. The
schedule may require altering another season to meet
the requirements of such growers as Mr. Wells, that

is another matter, and does not apply to the present

case. J. Douglas, IlfurJ.

Nursery Notes.

MESSRS. J. CHEAL & SONS, CRAWLEY.

At no season can anyone interested in the fruit

crop derive a greater amount of pleasure from a visit

to these nurseries than in the last days of August.

Daring several years past this firm has been in-

creasing in reputation for fruit-tree culture, and the

ground now under fruit cultivation is greater than

ever. At the recent show at the Crystal Palace, ex-

cellent examples of fruit were staged from these

nurseries ; the Pears in the large collection were

equal to the Kentish-grown fruit, being well-deve-

loped and weighty. The Pears at the Crystal

Palace when contrasted with the fruit upon the trees

at Crawley at the end of August show the remark-

able gain in size during September. This fact

had been previously pointed out to me when

in conversation with a Jersey grower who attached

the utmost importance to the practice of

allowing the fruit to hang as long as possible.

To return to the nursery trees, the hardy appear-

ance of the growth was remarked as surprising

after such a wet season as we experienced. The
trees bore the sturdy look about them which pro-

mised well for the ultimate success when planted.

The Apple crop was not so plentiful a one as usual,

but in some instances there was an abundance, and

the trees had to be supported. The variety that was

especially prominent for colour, size, and crop, was

Duchess of Oldenburg, which evidently for heavy

land is a profitable kind to grow. For the market

in its season it is one of the very best. Others

which struck one as unusually good were Betty

Geeson, Annie Elizabeth, Professor (an early cooking
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variety of much promise), Cospatric (which as cor-

dons was heavily cropped), Golden Spire (very fine),

Ecklinville, Prince Albert (extra good crop), School-

master, Bismarck, for which the firm have a large

foreign demand, is one of the very finest, the trees

are strong, and the fruit large and good ; Pott's

Seedling, Worcester Pearmain, Northern Dumpling,

and Lord Derby, were promising well ; The Queen

(well suited to heavy land), Lord Grosvenor, Lady
Sudeley, and Frogmore Early Prolific, are all thought

highly of at Crawley, each kind being heavily cropped

Feasgood's was then of large size, the fruits upon the

small trees very fine; Landsberger Reinette (strongly

recommended, being a certain cropper); Colonel

Vaughan and Jolly Miller were remarkable for high

colour ; Lord Grosvenor, at Crawley, was found to

do well on the free stock, and Frogmore Prolific on

the Paradise, Some double cordons of Keswick,

which had survived the ordeal of selection a year or

two back, were wreathed in fruit. The Dartmouth

Crab was very striking, the heavy crops of highly-

coloured fruit being most effective ; planted amongst

shrubs, this would tell well in the autumn.

Of Fears, a selection is grown under glass as

cordons ; the best of these were Pitmaston Duchess,

Beurr^ Hardy, Princess, Belle de Bruxelles (a showy
early kind), Bon Vicar (heavy cropper), Beurr^

Saperfin (excellent), Jersey Gratioli, Doyenn^
Boussoch, Louise Bonne, and General Todtleben.

In nearly each instance these same varieties were
correspondingly good outside, Pitmaston having

a russetty appearance ; Doyenne Boussoch, with

very rich colouring. Triomphe de Vienne, a Pear

that is rapidly gaining ground, was of excel-

lent quality ; Beurr^ Fonqueray, Fertility, Marie

Benoist, Souvenir du Congros, Beacon, and Beurr6

Bosc, were all noticeable. As a novelty in shape and

colour. Mikado, a Japanese Pear, is worthy of notice.

Turning our attention to Plums, the most striking,

by reason of their cropping qualities, were Belle de

Louvain, Archduke, Cox's Emperor, Victoria, and
Diamond ; several of these and other sorts were

cropping well as cordons. The quarters of fruit

trees was pointed out as containing some 70,000

stocks worked this season.

Under glass, both Vines and Figs in pots are

grown ; for the latter there is evidently a greater

demand than formerly. The situation of the nursery

is flat, and the effect of strong winds are felt, but to

guard against injury, tall, but thin hedges of Horn-
beam have been reared—some of which are fully

12 feet in height.

Of shrubs and trees for landscape gardening, there

are large quantities. Mr. Joseph Cheal, who attends

more particularly to the landscape business, evidently

believes in rearing his own stock. Summer-houses
are dotted about here and there, and for these there

is a large demand. They are made on the premises,

and these are in a locality of excellent choice as
regards suitable woods. Vitis.

New Invention.

THE TELESCOPE-CUP AND TUBE.

In fig. 78 is represented yet another cup and
tube in which to stage Chrysanthemums and other
flowers for exhibition. The length of the tube in

this case is regulated by means of the brass screws,

and when fully elongated the cup is elevated

9 inches above the show board. The centre tube
is the water container, and the stem of the
flower is passed from the cup into same through
a rubber washer. The holder is intended to

be fastened to the stand by means of three small
screws, where it would be a fixture, and when closed
for travelling, the cup remains about 2 inches above
the board. Our readers will best know which of the
several inventions will suit their purpose most per-
fectly. The telescope-cup and tube has been patented
by Mr. W. E. Tidy, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant,
Hants,

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
NovEMBEB 13.—At the meeting of the Society on

Tuesday last in the Drill Hall, James Street, West-
minster, Orchids and Chrysanthemums were exhi-
bited largely, and the meeting generally was a good
one.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marsnall. Esq., in the chair; and

Messrs. C. T. Druery, H. Herbst, J. H. Fitt, J.

Fraser, R. Owen, Geo. Stevens, C. F. Bause, J. D.
Pawle, C. E. Pearson. H. Turner, G. Gordon,
H. H. D'Ombrain, E. Mawley, H. Cannell, H. B.
May, W. C. Hackett, C. E. Shea, and P. Barr.
A large group of Cyclamen was staged by the

St. George's Nursery Co., Hanwell, London, W.
The plants were all young ones, and carried a fair

quantity of flowers for so early a date (Silver Flora
Medal). Another group was from Messrs. H. Low
& Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield, in which case the
plants were larger and older (Silver Banksian Medal).
From A. Kingsmill, Esq., Harrow Weald, came
some sprays of Pernettya mucronata, in variety, and
very handsomely berried.

A miscellaneous group, composed of well-grown
specimens of stove and greenhouse plants, was^staged
by Mr. .1. F. McLeod, gr. to J. P. Morgan, Esq.,

Dover House, Roehampton, London, S.W. ; the
Crotons, Dracsnas, &c., made a very bright eflfect,

and the group was further relieved by Cypripediums,
Bouvardias, and Cyclamens (a Silver-gilt Flora
Medal was awarded).

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, made
a wonderfully bright show with zonal Pelargoniums,
Chrysanthemums, &c. The Pelargoniums repre-

sented some capital varieties, of extremely large size

and bright colours. Etna is one of the best of the
purple-scarlet varieties. R. Dean is quite purple.
Pink Domino, Sncrde, Maud of Wales, and Ethel
Lewis are good pinks. Salmons, O. W. Holmes,
OSnone, Mrs. Hall, A. F. Wootten ; whites include
Albion and White Lady ; whilst Parker's Favourite,
Jno. Ruskin, Bright Eye with a pretty white eye,

and W. P. Wright, are among the best of the scarlets.

M. Jules Chretien with white centre and scarlet

edge is pretty ; and Raspail Improved, and the curious
double New Life were exhibited. The Chrysanthe-
mum blooms represented novelties, most of which
are described in another column. Mrs. R. Filkins, a
pretty yellow Japanese with forked florets, received
an Award of Mfrit ; it will be very popular among
the decorative varieties, A similar award was given
to Alice Seward, a rose-purple Japanese bloom
(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,
King's Road, Chelsea, exhibited a group of excep-
tionally pretty little plants of Begonia Jno. Heal,
with small rose-coloured flowers.

Mr. Robt. Owen, Maidenhead, exhibited a stand of

first-class Chrysanthemum blooms, including many
good novelties. Awards of Merit were obtained by
the following : John Lightfoot, a large full, reflexed

Japanese of pale lilac-rose, J. Bidencope, a large

Japanese of rosy-purple, with silver reverse ; and
Owen's Perfection, a Japanese Anemone-bloom, with
white ray-florets, and lilac- coloured cushion ; Mis.
Seebobm, white; M. Vilmorin, yellow; Pride of

Maidenhead, a creamy-white, with good florets, all

Japanese, and others, were good.
A large collection of cut blooms of Chrysanthe-

mums was staged by C. E. Shea, Esq., The Elms,
Foots Cray, Kent. Maggie Blenkiron, a very flne

incurved Japanese of bronze and yellow ; Sir Edward
T. Smith, a small yellow Japanese, of fine form

;

and Miss Rita Schroeter, a large Japanese bloom of

white and pale rose, were each recommended an
Award of Merit. There were many other superb
varieties in this collection, and in all abont sixty

blooms (Silver Flora Medal).
A collection of single- flowered varieties was staged

by Mr. George Jones, gr. to Mrs. Jones, Queenford
Place, Sudbury, and were a pleasing contrast to the
larger flowers.

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmonth Nurseries, Devon-
shire, in his excellent collection, had the following
three varieties, to which Awards of Merit were
recommended : Garnet, a Japanese incurved crimson,
with silver reverse ; Mrs. Dr. Ward (American), a
hairy Japanese bloom, colour reddlsh-bnfl', with
yellow ground ; and Mrs. W. J. Godfrey, an ex-
cellent white hirsute variety. Many other good
flowers were shown. Also blooms of a pink-flesh

Carnation, Reginald Godfrey, and a white one. Miss
Mary Godfrey, both very good in quality.

From Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Red-
hill, came flowers of single varieties, including

Purity, a magnificent white flower about 2^ inches

across, very pure, and a large yellow eye (Award of

Merit).

Plants of James Lynch, a good crimson Japanese,
were shown, and blooms of the green sport from
Viviand Morel.
Mr. W. Slogrove, gr. to Mrs. Crawford, Gatton,

Reigate, exh ibited a magnificent collection of cut

blooms, about fifty, and all showing exceptional

cultivation. Thunberg was wonderful; and some
blooms of Thnnberg Improved were exhibited, but
we could detect very little distinction in this. Lord
Brooke was also capital (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. W. Seward, Hill Farm Nursery, Hanwell,
showed Elthorn Gem, a yellow incurved bloom.
Bronze Beauty, a Japanese incurved, and a large

rough Japanese named Autumn Morn.
From Her Majesty th e Queen, Royal Gardens

Windsor (gr., Mr. 0. 'Thomas), was exhibited a sport

from the New Hairy Wonder. The blooms of this

sport, named Princess Eua, were slightly smaller

than the type as shown ; the outer petals are rosy-

lilac, and the centre of bloom a silvery yellow. It

is hirsute as the type, and very pretty in colour

(Award of Merit).

A plant in flower of Cosmos bipinnatus grandi-

florus, about 5 feet high, bearing a good number of

white flowers 2.| inches across, and grown by Mr. S.

B. Simpson, Worthing, was recommended an Award
of Merit. Messrs. Stroud Bros., 182, Green Lanes,
Finsbury Park, N., exhibited plants of Pteris cretica

cristata Torrancei, the frond segment being much
wider than other forms. It appears strong, tough,

and will prove a good thing for market work
(Award of Merit).

Mr. H. B. May, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper
Edmonton, exhibited plants of a good narrow-leafed

decorative Dracaena named Lord Roberts, some
plants of Croton Mayii, also Lastrea atrata variegata,

with dull variegation, and a very pretty variety of

Pteris Victorisa named picturata.

The 1st competitive class for Chrysanthemums
was for a collection of cut blooms, distinct, to be
shown without any dressing, and to stand well above
the moss covering the box, supports admissible (Ama-
teurs). The Ist prize was awarded to a collection from
Mr. George Wythes, gr. to the Duke of Northumber-
land, Syon House. Brentford, S.W., which included

some very good Japanese blooms, notably W. H.
Lincoln, Sunflower, Lord Brooke, Chas. Blick, and
others. The incurved blooms were rather weak, Mrs.
N. Davis and Lady Dorothy were the best. The 2nd
prize was for a good collection from Mr. J. F.

McLeod, gr. to .T. P. Morgan, Esq., Dover House,
Roehampton, S.W., the incurved varieties figuring

well here, Golden Empress, Queen of England,
Eoapress of India, Princess of Wales, &c.

The next class was for twelve cut bUioms, of not
fewer than eight distinct varieties, sent out since 1891
(Amateurs). Mr. McLeod was awarded 1st prize,

and there was no other exhibitor. Chas. Blick,

Louise, Waban, Col. Chase, Good Gracious, Col. W.
B. Smith, Violetta, and nivenm, were all good in

this stand.

For a group of Pompons and single varieties,

either or both distinct, plants not to have been dis-

budded, the 1st prize was awarded to Mr. Wythes for

a nice group. There was no other competitor.

Orchid Committee.

Present : H. J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair ; and
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Secretary), De B. Crawshay,
E. Hill, C. Pilcher, H. Ballantine, H. M. Pollett,

H. J. Chapman, S. Courtauld, W. H, Protheroe,

T. B. Haywood, and F. Sander.

The shows at the Drill Hall serve admirably to

indicate the species flowering at any given season,

by the greater proportion of the plants shown being
of those species. At this meeting, the varieties of

Cattleya labiata and of Cypripedium insigne pre-

dominated, and each contributed some remarkable
forms.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,

King's Road, Chelsea, exhibited a very beautilul

new hybrid in Cattleya X Fabia (Dowiana $,
labiata ?), which had beautifully-formed flowers,

the sepals rosy-lilac, with a light cream-coloured
mottling, as in C. aurea marmorata ; the handsome
lip was dark red, merging into yellow at the base,

both colours having a pretty white veinlng. The
front lobe of the lip was bright purple, the margin
crisped (Award of Merit). Messrs. Veitch also

showed the besutilui Leelio-Cattleya X Statteriana
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(C. labiatacj , L. Perrinii $ ), and the richly-coloured
Cypripedium X Titjns (cenanthum Buperbum <?

,

Spicerianum ? ).

Iq Mesars. F. Sander & Co.'a group of rare plants

was a very remarkable bigeneric hybrid, the lirat of

its class—Epiltelia X Ilardyana (Lselia anceps $

,

Epidendram ciliare^). This remarkable combina-
tion results in a most graceful plant, wbose habit of

growth partakes most of E. ciliare, ia the thin

cylindrical pseudobulbs and tall slender flonrer-spike.

The plant shown had two flowers. The sepals and
petals, which were lanceolate and nearly equa', were
blush-white, with a pale rose flash at the base. The
base of the lip also was blush-white, except
the tips of the side-lobes, which were purple. The
front lobe of the lip is extended on a very distinct

istbmu!, the blade being ovate, finely crimped, and
irregular at the edge, and of a rich violet-purple

(Award of Merit). In this same group were some
beautiful species of the Pescatorei section of Zygo-
petalum, which seem to grow and flower very freely

in this nursery, viz , Pescatorea Klabochorum, with
large white flowers, tipped with vinous-red ; P.
Lehmannii, with very handsome violet and white
flowers; P. Dayana ; the pretty and rare Stenia
pallida, the delicate rose-tinted Phaio-Calanthe x
Arnoldiana, the singular Dendrobinm platycanlon,

with compressed pseudobulbs and pale yellow
flowers (Botanical Certificate); Zygopetalum ros-

tratum, Laelia tenebrosa, Calanthe X Victoria
Regina, and C. X Sandhurstiana ; Lselia prsestan;,

Catasetnm Christyanum, and various forms of Djn-
drobium Phalsenopsis Schroderiana, of which the

variety purpurea was the darkest and richest-

coloured.

The Right Hon. J. Chamberlain, M.P., Highbury,
Moor Green, Birmingham (grower, Mr. H. A. Bur-
berry), sent varieties of Dpndrobium Phalsenopsis
Schroderianum, of great beauty; D. P. highbury-
ense was a flue flower, with a remarkable cherrj-

red hue over its entire surface (Award of Merit).

D. P. Chamberlainianum is very large, and perfect ia

form, white, suS"uaed with light purple, the dark apex
of the lip affjrdiDg a striking contrast; another
handsome form was white, except the tips to the
segments, which were lilac coloured.

F. Wigan, Esq , Clare Liwn, Eist Sheen (grower,

Mr. W. H. Young), staged Cypripjdium X Clarence,

a hybrid of C. Spicprianum, with the form of C. x
Leeanam, and C. X oinanthum upper sepal ; also

Cittleya snperba and Ltelio-Cattleya.Cawenbergiana.

Messrs. Vervaet & Co., Mont S. Amand, Ghent,
showed the wonderfully spotted form of OJontoglos-
sum crispum, Franz Masereel, quite two-thirds of

the flower surface being occupied by blood-red

blotches of varying size (First-class Certificate).

Messrs. Linden, I'llorticulture Internationale,

Pare Leopold, Brussels, staged a group campoaed
principally of forms of Catasetnm Bungerothii and
C. macrocarpum, some of them appearing to be

almost intermediate between the two species, and
one plant bore a female flower. There were the
typical C. Bangerothii, with its large white flowers

;

C. B. aurantiacum, in which the flowers were of

great size and of a light orange hue (Award of

Merit). C. O'Brienianum (Award of Merit), probably

an intermediate or natural hybrid form, with ivory-

white lip and sepals, and petals white blotched with
purple as in the handsome C. macrocarpnm Lindeni

;

C. IJungerothii var. Lindeni, also with handsome
flowers and rose-mottled petals (Award of Merit),

and C. macrocarpum chrysanthnm, the clear yellow
form, figured in the Lindenia,( Botanical Certificate),

With them were Cattleya Alexandra elegans, &c.
The group was awarded a Silver Binksian Medal.

W. A. Gillett, Esq., Fair Oak Lodge, Bishopstoke
(gr,, Mr. E. Carr), showed Odontoglossnm crispum.
Fair Oak variety, a very handsome form, with
slightly rose-tinted spotted flowers. Thos. Siatter,

Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester (gr., Mr.
R. Johnson), showed the handsome Cypripedinm X
Edwardii (superbiens x Fairreanum), C. x Raberti

f hirsutissimum X insigne Wallacei), a pretty form with
some resemblance to C. X Germinyanum ; C. X
Ariadne, Cattleya aurea and C. a. magnifica, varieties

of Cattleya labiata, &c. (Vote of Thanks).
Earl Cowper, Panshanger, Herts (gr., Mr. J. Fitt),

showed a group of varieties of Cypripedinm insigne.

With them were Lselio- Cattleya X Mauve Qaeen
(C. Warnerii X L criapa), like a small L. C. X exoni-

enais; and a very fine dark rose hybrid Calanthe
(Vote of Thanks).

R. I. Measures, Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Cam-
berwell (gr., Mr. H. J. Chapman), showed a four-

flowered inflorescence of his new white Cattleya

labiata, R, I, Measures variety, described in the

last issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle (Award of

Merit) ; the handsome clear yellow and white Cypri-
pedinm insigne Ernesti (Award of Merit), and tne
rare and pretty Cymbidium cyperifolium (Award of

Merit).

E, Ashworth, E?q , Ilarefield Hall, Wilmslow,
Cheshire (gr., Mr. H. Holbrook), showed a fine plant,

with many flowers, of his handsome Cattleya labiata

elegans, which had the sepals and petals white, very
faintly tinged with lavender-blue, the front of the
lip being of a rich shade of purple, with a broad
lavender-coloured margin (Award of Merit). From
the same exhibitor came Cypripedinm X John Ash-
worth (reticulata X Sedeni candidulum), and C. X
Ashworthii, of the Leeanum class. W. Thompson,
E«q., Walton Grange, Stone, SiafTordshire (gr., Mr.
W. Stevens), showed cut spikes of a grand dark and
a fine light form of Cattleya labiata, and his pretty

light variety of Cattleya Gaskelliana.
Norman C. Cookson, Esq, Oakwood, Wylaui-on-

Tyne (gr., Mr. W. Murray), sent Cypripedinm X Cyria

(Boxalli a',ratam X Argua). a very handsome large-

fiowered hybrid, with rich large dark blotches, as seen

in C. Argus Moenaii (Award of Merit).

Flli. 78. -THE TELESCOl'K-CUP AND TUBE (SEE P. 604.)

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, had an exten-
sive and very bright group, composed chiefly of fine

varieties of Cattleya labiata, that named C. 1. lilacina

being unique in colour. Its sepals and petals had a

distinct bluieh-lilac hue, and the front lobe of the
lip a alate-blue blotch. Alao in Messrs. Low's
group were Vanda Sanderiana, V. ccerulea, the
singular Mormodes tigrinum, &3. (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Messrs. W. L, Lewis & Co. alao secured a Silver

Binksian Medal for a very effective group in which
the Cattleyas, and especially C. Bowringiana, were
telling features. In the centre was a batch of good
Oncidium tigrinum, at one end a fairly representative

group of Cypripediums of the season, and throughout
the Lycastes, Sophronitis, Oncidinms, &c., were well

arranged to harmoniae with the reat of the group.

Among the Cypripediums, C. X Robertaianum
(insigne Wallacei X callosum) was striking by
reason of its large, bold flower.

Messrs. Collins & Collins, Cumberland Park Nur-
saries, Willesden Junction, staged a most effective

group, in which plants of the old form of C. insigne

formed the salient feature. They also showed
named varieties such as C. i. Chantinii, as welt as

saveral good forms of Cattleya maxima, C. labiata,
Cypripedinm callosum

; and over all were drooping
apraya of Oncidium varicoanm, having, as a whole, a
good effect (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. G. Young, St. Albans, showed Cypripedinm
insigne Youngianum and C. superbum, both of the
yellow or Sanderiana class.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Para-
dise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, N. showed Phaio-
Calanthe X Sedeniana rosea.

J. Forster Alcock, Esq., Northchurch, Berkham-
sted, sent Odontoglossnm Wilckeanum. R. G.
Fletcher, Esq , Withdean, Brighton, sent Lycaate
macrobulbon.

F. Wheatley, Esq., Ringmore, Teignmonth, showed
Oncidium Wheatleyanum, which might be a crosa
between 0. dasytyle and 0. Gardneri (for which
species it was bought). The aepala and petals are
purple; the lip, which bears tracea of O. dasytyle
in the crest, ia purple at the base, the front bright
yellow, edged with brown (Award of Merit).

M. Julea Hye Leyaen, Coupure, Ghent, showed
Lxlio-Cattleja X albanenais.

J. W. Temple, Etq., Leyswood, Groombridge
(grower, Mr. Bristow), showed Cattleya X Miss
Williams (Harrisoniie x Gaskelliana), with neat
light rose flowers and purple blotch on the lip.

H. Grinling, Esq., Harrow Weald House, Stan-
more (gr., Mr. Rapley), showed a remarkably fine
plant of a good form of Saccolabium bigibbum
(Botanical Certificate).

Admiral Cator, Hazelwood, King's Ljngley (gr.,

Mr. Geo. Day), sent Cypripedium Victoria Maiiic,
like a colourless C. Chamberlainianum ; and Sir
Archibald Buchanan, Hepburn, Preatonkirk, Eaat
Lothian, sent two examples of the form of Lie ia

aatumnalis known in gardens as Arnoldiana.

Fruit Committee.
Present: T. F. Rivers, Esq., in the chair; ami

Messrs. W. Wilks, A. Sutton, R. Hogg, J. H.
Veltcb, H. J. Pearson, G. Bunyard, A. H. Pearaois
T. J. Sdltmarsh, J. A. Laing, G. Ri-ynnlds, F. t^.

Lane, II. Balderson, J. Smith, W. II. Divers, and
J. Cheal.

Several varieties of Endive came from the gai-
dens of the Society, namely, the Green Batavian, in
blanched and unblanched condition; and the broad-
leaved Batavian. The first is the best kind of
Endive grown, being, when well blanched, tender
and crisp, and of a nice creamy-white tint.

Mr. J. Johnson, Ampthill, Beds, showed about
one score of Sutton'a Improved Long Surrey Carrots,
showing the reaults following on selection carried
on for three years. The rooti>, averaging 21 inches
in length, were clean, straight, of good colour, and
fine texture. It is a variety well suited to deep,
friable, sandy loams, that are free from atones (Cul-
tural Commendation).

Messrs. W. & J. Brown, 56 High Street, Stam-
ford, showed Brown's South Lincoln Beauty Apple;
it baa some resemblance to Kibston Pippin and
Cornish Aromatic, but it came from Cox's Orange
Pippin; it is said to be a great bearer (a First-class
Certificate).

Fruits of Solanum guatemalense, yellow, with
chocolate stripes, and of the size of a bantam's egg,
were shown by Mr. Hopkins, gr. at High Cross, Fram-
Qeld.

Mr. Holden, Rhyl, showed a quantity (twenty-four
plates) of M^re de Manage Apple, of a particularly

dark tinge of colour (Vote of Thanks).
An Award of Merit was given to Messrs. T. J.

Saltmarsh & Sons, Chelmsford, for specimens of the
fine Pear, Le Lectier, Some Coe's Late Red Fium
came from Mr. Crook, gr. at Forde Abbey.
Some beautiful dishes of Orange Pippin, the pro-

duce of orchard house trees, came from Messrs. T.
F. Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworth. They were far

beyond the average size of this variety of Apple.

Mr. J. Walker, nurseryman, 7, High Street, Thame,
showed sixty-four bulbs of his exhibition Onion, of

great size and well matured. It is a flattish bulb

of a light brown colour (Bronze Banksian Medal).

A very nice collection of Pears (fifty-two varieties)

came from the Duke of Rutland's garden at Belvoir

Castle (gr., Mr. W. H. Divers). Amongat varieties

rarely seen were Beurr6 Dubuisson, a Pear resem-
bling B. Hardy in form and colour (First-clasa Cer-
tificate) ; Mar^2hal Valliant, Bellisme d'Hiver. Pre-
sident Mas, Beurrfi Sterckmann, British Queen,
Doyenn^ d'Alen<;on, Josephine de Malines, Madame
Millet, Soldat Labourer, Winter Nelis, Emile d'Heyst,

and Doyenn^ du Comice. Of extra large size were
BeurrS Ranee and Gloa Morc^eau, (Silver Knightian
Medal).
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Lecture on Raising: New Chrysanthemums,

la commencing, Mr. Shea said that seed-raising

had given him great pleasure, and would give the

Bame to others who pursued the work with deter-

mination, and upon scientific and definite methods,

but at the outset it would be well to consider what

one had to compete against, and not to ignore

the fact that France and the greater part of the

Continent, besides China, Japan, and the United

States of America, in addition to the trade and

other growers in our own country, were all doing

the same thing, and thus one individual's chance

of raising anything that shall gain the world's

notice, as well as interest ourselves, was but small.

In addition, whilst the climate of France and

other countries was just that required for such a

purpose, that of our own was distinctly against

the endeavour, and a climate like that of sunny

France had to be provided as nearly as possible

in the houses here during December, January, and

February. On the other hand, we gained indirectly

in this country by being obliged to keep our plants

inside, and therefore they are not subjected to the

visits of insects and such injurious agencies as work
outside.

To commence in a small way, a greenhouse would

be wanted about 12 feet by 8 feet, and it must be

built in such a manner that dripping and damp can

be eliminated. The paths must be cemented, and
on an incline, to ensure that all water pass quickly

away. Ventilators should be so arranged that the

air has to pass over the hot-water pipes upon enter-

ing the house, and, indeed, every means that can be

used to keep a warm, moving, dry atmosphere, should

be adopted.

In selecting plants as subjects to work from and
upon, the seed-raiser must not choose overgrown
plants that have been cultivated for exhibition

blooms. A double flower is not required, as the

essential organs are destroyed or impaired by exces-

sive cultivation. The variety may be the best double

possible, but a flower with a more or less open

centre is required. The construction of the flower

was then described. Mr. Shea said that the greatest

care was required that the pollen be conveyed to the

stigma at exactly the time the latter is in a ripe state

to receive it.

That was where, in the majority of cases, the mis-

take occurred. The organs appeared to be ready long

before they are, and then the peculiar means nature

had provided in the Chrysanthemum and other

plants was described, whereby self-fertilisation was
rendered infiequent, Mr. Shea saying that the

anthers have opened, and the pollen is all scattered

before the two lobes of the style have opened at all,

80 that if the stigma of one plant is fertilised, it will

almost be sure to be so by the pollen of another

plant. The correct time, then, for effecting polleni-

sation must be known, and when both anthers and
stigma are ready, the process of taking a camel's

hair brush and touching the anthers of the plant to

be used as the male parent, and conveying the pollen

to the stigma of another plant was a simple matter.

It should be repeated each day for a week, and
about noon was the most suitable time. The lec-

turer bad never known in his experience a case so

treated that had failed.

The next important question would be, how to

ripen the seed. Aphis, thrips, and other insects,

beside bad atmospheric conditions, were enemies
that wonld have to be contended with, and in regard
to the former, the house must be fumigated just as

often as the plants required it. When the seed has
formed, Mr. Shea has tound that the practice of some
American raisers of cutting off the petals was not
advisable in this climate. They wonld serve as a
safety-valve to carry off any excess of sap, and they
should be left until they are withered and then
removed, or they may harbour insects.

In regard to raising double varieties, Mr. Shea
had found that the seed from the circumference
will produce the highest percentage, and seed
from the centre, or near it, the greater proportion of
single varieties. The same phenomena occurred in

the cross-fertilisation of the Begonia. The lecturer

had only three singles amongst bis seedlings this

season by following each a method. The best
means Mr. Shea knew of determining when the
seeds were ready to he taken away was by touch-
ing the disc with the fingers, in order to see if the
seed would fall. The centre of the discs are cut out,

to avoid single varieties, as soon as the heads are
collected. Suggestions were then given as to the
selection of varieties for crossing, and Mr. Shea said
it was impossible not to keep the shows in view, and

it was essential that flowers of large size should be

raised. Mid-seaaon flowers would be most popular

;

and to obtain them, he would cross a grand late

variety with an early one of the same degree of

excellence. The habit, constitution, and height

of the plants must be taken into considera-

tion, and the beauty of the flowers must not

be allowed to lead the hybridiser to use as a

parent-plant one growing to an enormous height.

Mr. Shea instanced a variety that runs 13 feet or

more, and said he kept it until it reached 11 feet, and

then threw it away. Refinement in the blooms was

also something to aim at. Large flowers of coarse

types should be avoided, and in the matter of colour,

any that are washy should not be used as parents or

sought after. To raise Chrysanthemums from seed,

a great deal of patience was required, and a certain

amount of intelligence, but it would bring a large

amount of pleasure, and would lead the experimenter

on to attempt the production of sports by artificial

means, and before them all lay the goal which, if Mr.

Shea himself was not successful in reaching, he

hoped others may, viz , the honour of raising a bine

Chrysanthemum !

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMXTM.
October 31, Novembee 1.— A.t the annual exhi-

bition held at Blackheatb, a high quality of bloom
reigned throughout the classes. Tnere were more
entries than last year, and competition was keen. In

the class for eighteen incurved and eighteen Japanese

distinct, there were seven competitors. The leading

position was taken by Mr. S. B. Wheadon, gr. to

R. J. Collier, E?q., Hawthorn, Bickley. He had fine

flowers of Primrose League, E. Molyneux, Golden
Dragon, Avalanche, and Princess; whilst incurved

flowers were good in Lord Alcester, Baron Hirsch,

Lord Wolseley, Mrs. Heale, and Violet Tomlin. A
good exhibit was the 2ad prize lot of Mr. C. Payne,

gr. to C. J. Whittington, Esq., Elmhurst, Bickley,

Mr. W. Well», Eirlswood Nurseries, was unfortu-

nately disqualified for showing in stands larger than

allowed. He should have secured 1st honours but

for this oversight. This exhibitor had the best

Japanese bloom in the show (Mdlle. Thd ese Rey),

and the premier incurved bloom being a grand

Madame Darier. Mr. S. B. Wheadon was let for

twenty-fouT Japanese distinct, who, amongst other

fine flowers, had ,J. Shrimpton, Mdlle. Mane Hoste,

Etoile de Lyon, W. H Lincoln, and C jI. B. Smith
;

2nd, Mr. R. Leadbetter, with a good lot of flowers.

Six competitors entered for twelve Japanese blooms,

and here again Mr. Wheadon was victorious ; 2nd,

Mr. C. Twinn, gr. to G. W. Bird, E.q , West Wick-
ham, a very good lot. For the special prizes olF-'red

by the President of the Society, H. F. Tiarks, Esq
,

for twenty-four blooms, eight .Tupanese, eight in-

curved, and eight reflexed, the Ist position was won
by Mr. R. Leadbetter ; 2Qd, Mr. C. Payne ; 3rd, Mr.

F. Moore. Mr. R Leadbetter was 1st for twelve

incurved, the best of which were Baron Hirsch,

Emprpsi 01 India, Refulgens, and Madame Darrier ;

2Qd, Mr. T, Osman, gr. to L. J. Baker, E-q , Chertsey.

Twelve reflexed. not less than six varieties, were

best from Mr. L'adbetter; 2Qd, Mr. Tomalin. For
twelve Japanese or large-flowered Anemones dis-

tinct, Mr. R. Leadbetter was again Ist; 2nd, Mr.
A. Tomalin.

The Int position for twelve Pompons was taken by
Mr. .J. Knapp, gr. to F. W. Amsden, Esq., Croydon,
here were good Bowers of Adela, Presette, Astarte,

Mdlle. E. Dordan, and Prince of Orange; 2i]d, Mr.
A. Tomalin. For six Japanese of any white variety,

excluding Avalanche, the Ist place was taken by
Mr. R. Filkner, gr. to Miss Alexander, with Puritan

;

2nd, Mr. J. Pearce, gr. to Mrs. Wainwright, with

Elaine, six ,Japane8e, one variety (coloured) ; and
Mr. C. Payne was 1st for six blooms of a coloured

variety, showing good Viviand Morel; 2nd, Mr. P.

Waterer, with W. Seward. Mr. C. Payne was lat

for six incurved, showing Baron Hirsch ; 2nd, Mr.
W. Amies, Sjuth Ashford, Kent, with Mons.
Bihnant. The two following classes were reserved

for exhibitors who had not taken prizes in previous

years. Mr. J. Knapp was Ist for six Japanese, with

Col. W. B. Smith, W.Seward, and Sunflower; 2ad,

Mr. G. Norris, gr. to T. Bevan, Esq., Greenhithe.

For six incurved, Ist, Mr. G. Norris ; 2nd, Mr.
E. Russell. The premier position for hand bouquet
of Chrysanthemums was taken by Mr. C. J. Gate-
house, nurseryman, &c., Lewisham ; 2Qd, Mr. F.

Wells, gr. to ¥. G. Arbuthnot, Esq., Bexley.

Epergne or vase.—A beautiful exhibit gained

1st prize here to Mr. D. B. Crane, Woodview

Terrace, Highgate ; a good 2nd being Mr. C. J.

Gatehouse.
In the competitions for flowers grown within a

radius of 3 miles of the place of exhibition, the

most successful exhibitors were Mr. J. Rboden, gr.

to J. Vavasseur, Esq.; Mr. T. Couldray, gr. to Mrs.

Levy ; Mr. J. Pearce, gr. to Mrs. Wainwright ; Mr.

B. H. Meggs, gr. to H. Pain, Esq.; and Mr. J. Bury,

gr. to C. Biyes, Esq.

A very interesting section, bringing out some flue

flowers, was that devoted to amateurs who are not

assisted by a gardener. Dr. G. Walker, Wimbledon,
showed remarkably well ; as did Mr. James Moore,

Greenwich ; Mr. H. H. Needs, Horsell, Surrey ; Mr.

J. Rose, Plumstead ; and Mr. R. J. Worthington.

For well-arranged and flowered groups of Chrysan-

themums, the successful competitors were Mr. F.

Fox, gr. to Mrs. Penn, Lee ; Mr. J. Fulford, gr. to

J. Wythes, Eiq., Bickley ; and Mr. J. Williami,

nnrserymau, Lewisham. And for a group of flower-

ing and foliage plants, Mr. J. Lyne, gr. to H. F.

Tiarks, Esq., and Mr. A. Tomalin were successful.

There were also classes for table plants. Primulas,

&c., and Messrs. Lyne and Judge gained the special

prizes for any plant in flower other than a Chrysan-
themum, the best being Cattleya labiata.

Fruit was also well shown, and there were good
miscellaneous exhibits by the trade.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons had good flowerg of

Chrysanthemums and French Cannas ; Mr. C. J. Gate-

house, pretty wreaths of Chrysanthemums ; Messrs.

John Laing & Sons had a collection of Apples, and a

well-arranged group of flowering and foliage plants;

Mr. Williams, Lewisham, exhibited a good group of

Chrysanthemums ; Messrs. J. Peed & Sons, fruit.

WEST KENT.
November 6, 7.—The seventeenth annual show

was held in the Public Hall, Bexley Heath, on the

above dates. Cat flowers were better represented

than plants, the competition in the latter not being

keen, save in the cottagers' classes.

The best twenty-foar cut blooms, consisting of

incurved and reflexed Japanese and incurved proper,

in equal proportions, came from Mr. A. Tomalin,
gr. to S. White, E«q , the best of the Japanese being

Mdlle. Marie Hnstc, Viviand Morel, Chas. Davis,

and Etoile de Lyon ; the incurved comprising
blooms of medium size, in good condition. Mr. J.

Wakeham, gr. to Mrs. B^an, who was 2nd, had also

a good exhibit, but scarcely so large or so bright.

For twenty-four incurved blooms, in eighteen

varieties, Mr. A. Tomalin was also 1st, the Queen
family being the chief feature.

The 1st prize exhibit of twenty-four Japanese, in

eighteen varieties, was a particularly good one, com-
prising the best kinds, the blooms very bright and
fresh; these were shown by Mr. Simon, gr. to W.
Mann, Esq. Not many points behind was the next
stand, from Mr. Wakeham ; here the flowers were
not so full.

For twelve reflexed, two excellent atands were
staged, comprising Cloth of Gold, Cullingfordi, and
The Christines, Mr. A. Tomalin being Ist, and Mr.
E Rassell, gr. to T. Pim, Esq , 2nd.

The large-Uowered Anemone class was a strong

one, there being but little to choose between Mr. A.
Tomalin's stand, who was Ist, and Mr. E. Russell's

;

and with a few more days to develop them, the

latter would have won.
The best six blooms of one white variety of

incurved went to Mrs. Heale, shown by Mr. A.
Tomalin ; and the Ist for six of any coloured

variety to Lord Alcester, alec from Mr. Tomalin.
The beat half-dozen pure white Japanese were of

Mdlle. Marie Hoste, large and even ; and the best of

any coloured variety were superb blooms of Chas,
Davis, the exhibitors being respectively Mr. A.
Tomalin and Mr. J. Wakeham.

Plants consisted of groups and specimens,

the best of the former in the larger class being

staged by Mr. J. Wakeham, Danson Park, whose
plants bore some extra tine blooms, whereai

those of;his antagonist were getting stale; in the

smaller class a very creditable group was arranged

by Mr. H. J. Nobes, gr. to C. Holme, Esq. The
best-trained plauts came from Mr. E. Russell, who
was 1st for both dwarf plants and standards.

Some good fruit was shown, notably the three

bunches of Mrs. Pince Grapes from Mr. J. Wakeham,
and the Pears from Mr. E. Russell.

Vegetables also were good. The cottager's ex-

hibits of vegetables and Chrysanthemums both aa

plants and cut blooms were particularly good.
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SEVENOAKS AND "WEST KENT
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 6, 7.—The tenth annual exhibition

was held in the Club Hall on the above dates, and
the show was, on the whole, a good one. Mr. S,

Cooko, gr. to D. B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, was
let for a tascefally-arranged gronp, and was closely

followed by Mr. Haghes, gr. to J. Dixon, Esq.,

Edenharst. For six blooms, one variety, Mr. K,

Potter, gr. to Sir Mark Collet, Bart., St. Clere, was
Ist, and Mr. Hnghes 2nd.

In the class for twelve Japanese blooms, distinct

varieties, Mr. Hughes led, and was followed by Mr.
Potter. Mr. S. Cooke was Ist for twelve Japanese,

in not fewer than eight varieties ; and 2nd, Mr. Tebay,

gr. to Mrs. Rycroft, Everlands.

Twelve incurved bloom*, distinct varieties, were
best from Mr. A. Gibson, gr. to T. F. Barnaby
Atkins, Esq., Halstead Place ; Mr. Hughes 2nd.

Twelve incurved blooms, in not fewer than eight

varieties, were beet shown by Mr. S. Cook, Mr.
Tebay being 2nd.

Ferns were well shown by Mr. Hough, gr. to M.
Lambarde, E«q., Beechmoat, and Mr. Hughes.
Table plants were best from Mr. Hancock, and
Primulas and Foinsettias from Mr, Latter, gr. to

Mrs. Tooth, Park Farm.
Mr. Potter led with Black Grapes and cooking

Apples; and Mr. R. Edwards, gr. to G. H. Field,

Esq., Beechy Lees, was Ist for dessert Apples, and
lour diehes of Pears.

Collections of vegetables were numerous, and Mr.
Edwards was Ist in a class for twenty-four of six

varieties, Mr. Cooke being 2nd. Prizes in class 25
were offered by Mrs. Snale, Vine Nursery, Seven-
oaks, and Mr. Edwards was again 1st ; Mr. Heath,
gr. to Mrs. Petley, Riverhead, being 2nd. Prizes in

class 26 were offered by Mr. Webber, Tonbridge,

and the 1st prize fell to Mr. Farmer, gr. to J. S.

Norman, Eiq. For prizes for a collection of vegetables,

offered by Messrs. Carter & Co., Mr. Rivers, gr. to

Miss Northey, was let, and Mr. Huntley, gr. to the

Rev. Curtis, was 2nd.

Groups for effect, Ist, Mr. Heath ; 2nd, Mr. Read,
gr. to Admiral Miller, Ferneide. Incurved trained

plants were beet from Mr. Hilton, gr. to J. Drnm-
mond, E«q.; and Mr. Farmer ; and Japanese trained

plants by Mr. Heath and Mr. Huntley. In the

Pompon class for trained plants, Mr. Huntley led,

and was followed by Mr. Hilton.

For twelve cut Japanese blooms, Mr. Heath wai
Ist ; 2ad, Mr. Emery, gr. to G. Christy, Esq.

Mr. Heath was 1st for Ferns, showing grand
plants of Adiantum Farleyense. Mr. Hilton led

with table plants, and Mr. Huntley with Primulas.
Messrs. Terry, Clarke, Butler, and Galloway were

the moat successful competitors for collections of

vegetables. Mrs. Seale, Vine Nursery, had a very
finearrangementof Dahlias, Palms, grasses, bouquets,
wreaths, &c. ; and Mr. Ryder, gr. to C. Young, Esq

,

The Thorns, a group of Orchids.

WATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 6, 7—The Watford Chrysanthemum

Society held their ninth Annual Show in the
Clarendon Hall, Watford. The show was one of

the best that has been held by the Society, and
there were 40 more entries than in the preceding

year.

In the open class for a miscellaneons gronp, the

1st prize was won by Mr. H. H. Gibbs, M.P. (gr,,

Mr. Beckett), and for a smaller group Mr. C. R.

Humbeit (gr., Mr. Ashdown) was 1st. The exhibit

in the latt-r class secured the silver cup for the best

group in the show, and Mr. Colchester's special priz».

The 2Qd awards were gained by Mr. G. J. Beer (gr,,

Mr. Plumb), and Mr. W. K, D'Arcy (gr., Mr. Tidy).

For cat blooms, Mr. H. H, Gibbs was again
snccessful in obtaining two let prizes, offered for

twenty-four incurved and twenty-four Japanese
varieties, Mr. T. F. Blackwell being 2od in both
cases. The other principal prize-takers in the open
classes for cut-blooms were Mr. C. Van Raalte, Mr.
J. Larkin, Mr, Gilclan, and Hon. A. Holland Hib-
bert. Mr. W. K. D'Arcy won the premier award
for Black Grapes, Mr. H, H. Gibbs, M.P., gaining

Ist prize for White Grapes, and also obtained a
similar success for a collection of vegetables.

Two of the special prizes for blooms were obtained

by the latter gentleman, and the special awards for

Mushrooms went to Mrs. Robins and Mr. S. Tapnell
Holland.

In Division II„ open to members only, Mrs.
Robins (gr., Mr. Wilson), was Ist, for a miscel-

laneous group, the exhibit also taking a silver cup

and the silver medal offered for best exhibit in the

show. The Right Hon. Lord Esher (gr,, Mr, Brown),
took 2nd place. The other leading winners in this

division for cut blooms were, Mr. C, Van Raalte,

Mr. A. Henty, Mr. G. J. Beer, Mr. W. K. D'Arcy,
Mr. J. Larkin and Mr, Boeanquet. The chief

awards for twelve bunches ot Pompons and
Anemone Pompons went to Mr. R. Henty (gr.,

Mr. Brown), with Mr, H, H, Gibbs, M.P., as 2nd.

Messrs. Scrivener & Co., as in former years, were
again the most eucceesfal in the wreaths and^croeses,

winning the three first prizes, as well as taking l«t

for the best bouquet of Chrysanthemums. Mr.
Kettle and Mr, Darby each took 2ad8 ia these

classes.

Amongst other 1st prizes taken by Mr. H. H.
Gibbs, M.P,, were those for table plants, collection

of fruit, dishes of Pears, six Cjclamen pots and col-

lection of vegetables. Mr. D. Hill obtained the

leading award for Apples, Mr. S. T. Holland taking

a like prize for six Primulas ; and) Mr. T. F. Halsey,

M,P,, won 2nd in the latter class and Ist for vege-

tables, as also did Mr. Gilclan and Rev. F. H.
Hodgson. The Dowager Duchess of Bedford
secured 2nd for twelve table plants.

The chief prizes in the classes for members not

employing more than three gardeners were as

follows. The best prizes for groups went to Mr, C.

Braithwaite (gr , Mr. Wearing), and the Right Hon.
Viscountess Maiden (gr,, Mr, Wilke) ; whilst the

similar awards for cut blooms were given to Mr. W.
F. D Schreiber, Mr. E, Mawley and Mr. R Deben-
ham. The other leading trophies fell to Dr. Brett,

Mr. D. Hill and Mr. S, Taprell Holland.

In Division IV., for members with one gardener,

the group prizes were taken by Mr, C. Braithwaite

and Mr. W. E. Moore (gr., Mr. Hall), whilst for

blooms Mrs, Part gained three let prizes (also two
lets for table plants and Primulas) ; and Mr. Row-
lands a 1st and 2nd as well as let for a collection of

vegetables.

The amateur prizes for Chrysanthemnms were
awarded to Mr. G. Dilks and Mr. J. Woodgate, and
for cut blooms Mr. J. Fox secured two let places.

The cottager's classes were fairly well sustained,

the most successful in the ladies' class was Miss K.
Mead, who secured let prizes for six buttonholes

(gent's) and three sprays of dowers for ladies' dress,

and 2ads for six buttonhole bouquets of violets and
single stand of cut flowers and foliage.

representative exhibit of stove and greenhouse
plants, hardy shrnbs, and fruit. Messrs. B, Smale &
Sons, Torquay, of Chrysanthemnms ; Messrs. Curtis
& Sandford, also of Chrysanthemnms; Messrs,
Beachey, Violets in pots; Mr, Fitzherbert, Cocking-
ton, Torquay, Cyclamens ; The South Devon Fruit
Farm, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Apples, Pears, and
Grapes. We can only speak in terms of admiration
of the arrangements generally.

TORQUAY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEMBEB 7.— If not quite so large in extent as

in some previous years, the recent exhibition

was an interesting one, and as usual the place

of meeting was the Bith saloons. Groups of

Chrysanthemums and ot miscellaneous plants were
numerously staged, and the premier honours fell to

Mr. J Hill, gr. to Rev. H. Rutherford, Redcliffe,

Torquay, who had a lot of well-grown plants nicely

arranged. Mixed groups were seen to advantage in

those of Mr, Satttrley, gr. to Mrs. Matthews, Braddon
Villa, To'quay ; and Mr. Slowman, gr. to Captain

Fane Tucker, Braddon Tor, Torquay, the prizes

going in the order of the names. Orchids in three

specimens were best shown by Mr. J. Medland, gr.

to Morton Sparke, Esq., Rooklands, Torquay ; Cypri-

pedium Spicerianum, Vanda ccerulea, and Maxillaria

grandidora being capital plants in good condition.

Mr. Medland was likewise first for one Orchid.

Mr. Satterley had the best lot of dinner-table decora-

tive plants.

Cut blooms seemed to show a falling-off in point of

numbers.
Mr, Veale, gr. to Rev. H. Simms, Newton Abbot,

was 1st for thirty-six .Japanese and iccarved varieties

in equal numbers. His blooms were of a creditable

character. Mr. J. Sjmes, gr, to Col. Halford

Thompson, Teignmouth, had the premier stand of

twelve incurved varieties. Mr. Veale had a similar

stand of Japanese varieties, and Mr. Satterley was

awarded highest prize in the local class for the same
number of the last-named varieties.

Anemone- flowered varieties were excellentlv shown
by Mr. Veale, in stands of six blooms. Mr. Bridson,

Dartmouth, bad grand examples of the Anemone-
flowered Delaware in the class set apart for six

blooms of any one variety.

Single-flowered varieties were well-shown by Mr.
T. Wilkinson in the class for six blooms of any one
variety. Admiral Sir T. Symonds being shown in

faultless condition.

Not the least interesting features of the exhibi-

tion were found in the non-competitive section.

Messrs. R. Veitch & Sons, Exeter, had a very good

EALINS HORTICULTURAL.
November 7.—The seventeenth autumn show held

in the Victoria Hall was a fairly good one, groups
and cut blooms of Chrysanthemums making pretty
and attractive features. The best gronp came from
Mr. Wickenden, gr. to R. Dawes, Eiq., Edmondscote

;

and the 2nd from Mr. Rickerd, gr. to T. Lilley, Esq ,

The Croft, For a smaller group, the Ist prize was
well won by Mr. C. Long, gr. to E. P. Oakshott, Esq.,
Orchard Dene.
Mr. C. Long was Ist for twelve incurved blooms,

and Mr. Wickenden was 2nd.
Very fine were the flowers in the class for twelve

Japanese. Mr. Edwards, gr, to W. Owen, E«q , was
Ist, and Mr. Long 2nd. Twelve bunches of Pom-
pons, Messrs, Edwards and Rickerd being Ist and 2nd.

For three plants (incurved, Japanese, or reflexed),

Messrs. Rickerd and Edwards were 1st and 2od
respectively. In the open class for nine incurved
blooms, the let prize (Silver Medal) was gained with
some very fine flowers by Mr. C. Edwards; the same
exhibitor taking 1st honours for six blooms, followed
by Mr. Merridew.

Mr. Edwards was the lit prize-winner for six

large-flowered reflex, and six large- flowered Anemone
blooms, in each case being very closely followtd by
Mr. C, Long, The rest of the classes included some
for table decorations, floral arrangements, fruit, &c.

BOURNEMOUTH AND DISTRICT
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 7, 8.—A most successful show was
held on the above dates, the exhibits were more
numerous than there was proper space for, and
several of those for competition were far too

crowded. In this direction there is need for im-
provement, as althongh the committee give size of

boards, &c. to be used, in more than one class the

space allotted to competitors did not allow of proper

staging. The challenge cup and prize for thirty-six

blooms went to Mr. J. Carpenter Garnier, Rooks-
bury Park, Fareham (gr., Mr. N. Molyneux). Presi-

dent Borel, C. Davis, International, G. C, Schwabe,
were most noticeable. The National Chrysanthemum
Society's certificate for the best stand also went
here. A good 2od was found in Mr. W. Birirg,

Salisbury, For twelve Japanese Mr. Baring was Itt,

and also for six Avalanche in a well contested class

;

but Mr. J, Carpenter Garnier was in front for twelve

of incurved varieties. Mrs. Trevor Goffwas success-

ful with " Mrs, Heale " in a class for six incurved ; a

stand of " Hero of Stoke Newington," from Mr, F.

Richards, being close.

Mr, Ingram, Parkstone Nursery, secured the silver

cup for a gronp of plants, fresh and bright b'ooms
being found of all varieties represented, A second

cup and the National Chrysanthemum Society 'e cer-

tificate was given to Mr. Fenwick for a smaller

group of much merit ; Mr, W. Petch winning in ore

of 40 feet, and Mr. C. H. Mate in one of 30 feet. It

would be difficult to overrate these, but pressure of

space prevents us from giving fuller notice. The
2nd prize winners were so close in the majority of

cases that their defeat was an honour.

For three bunches of Black Grapee, Mr. J. W
Mitchell, gr. to J, W. Fleming, Keq , Rjmsej, was

Ist, Mr. J. Chalk, gr. to G. Read, Eiq„ Silisbury,

beating him in a similar number ot White Grapes,

Mr. T. Tyler, gr. to N. Bond, Esq., was Ist. for

two bunches of Black, while Mr. Elliott Lees, Esq ,

M.P,, won for two of White Grapes and for a dish of

any variety of Grape, and for dishes of Apples and

Pears.
Vegetables were good, and many classes were well

contested ; a few of the most prominent names were

Mr. H. Reeves, who was 1st for a collection, and

also won the special prize offered by Messrs. Sutton

& Sons. Mr, T. J. Hankinson, Mr, J. J. ArmSeld,

and Mr. H. Whitcher were Ist in their respective

classes.

Various forms of decoration were well repre-

sented, Ist prizes going to Miss Watkins, Messrs, G.

Watts & Sons, and Mr. T. K. Ingram. The last-

named was most prominent among the non-com-
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petitive exhibits, and made a showy stand. Messrs.

Watts & Sons had Conifers as a leading feature;

Miss Watkins, Orchids; and Mr. C. H. Ratech a

shower bouquet, baskets of Chrjeanthemums and

many other designs.

pots suitable for table decorations, the 1st prize going

to plants well suited to the purpose. The amateur
classes were, in addition to the foregoing, a very

noteworthy feature of the show.

ISLE OF "WIGHT CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 7, 8.—The tenth annual exhibition of

this Society was held on the above dates at Newport.

Generally the show was a good one, though the

entries were fewer than last year. The Japanese

blooms were very good, considering the damp
weather, but the incurved flowers were of inferior

quality. Specimen plants were excellent, but groups

were only fair ; the quality of the blooms being good,

but the arrangement faulty, and the plants were too

large for grouping tastefully. Epergnes and bouquets,

baskets of autumn foliage, berries, &e., were good.

A good collection of Dahlias was staged by Mr.

Matthews, Cariebrooke Cemetery, and Mr. Williams,

Gatcombe. A collection of Apples and Pears, also

a small group of Orchids and Ferns, were staged

by Mr. A, E. Cave, for exhibition only.

ISLE OF THANET CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 7, 8.—This exhibition was held in the

Hall-by-the-Sea, Margate, and was a most extensive

one in every respect. lu addition to Chrysanthe-

mums, the mixed groups and other plant classes, as

well as fruits and vegetables, were good. For the

best group of ChrjBanthemums, Mr. Cornford, gr. to

II. I'owrll Cotton, Etq., Qaex Park, Birchington,

won in a most creditable manner, the blooms being

large and fresh with no overcrowding. Mr. Broomer,

gr. to H. II. Claik, E«q., Westwood, Kamsgate, came
in a good 2iid, with a better finished group, bat the

blooms on the whole were not so fine. For a mixed
group of stove and greenhouse flowering and foliage

plants, Mr. Cornford was again Ist. THe chief feature

in the group being a profusion of Cypripedium in-

signe, with Cattleyas and Oncidiums, as well as light-

coloured Bouvardias. Mr. Bing, gr. to J. Bailey,

Esq., Margate, followed in this instance with a bright

group.

For four trained plants of incurved varieties, for

six of any variety, and for four Japanese, the com-
petition was not so close, but the winners of the Ist

prizes all showed well. For twenty-four cut blooms,

Japanese and incurved, in eqaal nom'iers, Mr, Tedd,
The Gardens, Ulcombe Place, Ssaplehurst, was 1st

by only a few points, his strongest being the incurveda

of which M. Bahuant, Empress of India, C. B. Whit-
nell (extra fine). Alcester, Lacy Kendal, Madame
Darrier, Violet Tomlin, and Cherub (a very fiae

bloom), were the best; and of the Japanese, G. C.

Schwabe, Sunflower, Etoile de Lyon, Jliss Djrothea
Shea, and Bfauty of Castlewood ; Mr. D. Fair-

weather, gr. to J, A. Miller, Eiq., Bifrons Park,
Canterbury, was an excellent 2Qd.

For twenty-four incurved varieties, Mr. Cornford
was Ist with a first-class stand of blooms, Princess of

Wales, Miss Haggas, M. Darrier, Mrs. Coleman,
Violet Tomlin, Empress of India and Queen of Eng-
land, all being of fine colour and form ; Mr. Bing
who was 2ad, had smaller, but very neat and well

finished blooms. Mr. Cornford was 1st for twelve
incurved varieties, with similar sorts in good condi-
tion. The finest stand in this class was disqualified

for staging both Golden Queen and John Lambert,
which are by the National Chrysanthemum Society
official catalogue deemed synonyms; Mr. Roberts,

gr. to J. Sebag Montefiore, Esq , East Cliff, was 2nd.

The best half-dozen incurved came from Mr. Stand-
ing, gr. to W. Gay, Esq , Grove House ; and the three
best of one variety, from Mr. Bing, whose choice was
Golden Queen. In the class for twenty-four Japa-
nese, Mr. Roberta was 1st.' in a keen competition

;

Mr. Miller, gr. to J. T. Friend, Esq., Northdown,
was a close 2nd. Mr. Cornford was again 1st for

twelve Japanese in variety, staging a good selection.

Mr. Miller followed. Mr. Miller was more fortunate
for six varieties, winning with fine flowers of Sun-
flower, Colonel Smith, and others. For three of
one variety he was also easily Ist with Charles
Davis, of extra colour an! size. Mr. Cornford fol-

lowing. The last-named won for twelve reflexed
varieties, having very good flowers ; and Mr. Bing
followed. Mr. Cornford had also the best twelve large
flowered Anemone. For twelve bunches of Chrys-
anthemums, three blooms to a bunch, Mr. E.
Hawkins, gr. to Sir R. Wright, was lat, showing
each bunch loosely arranged, the flowers very fresh
and of decorative size. An excellent class was pro-
vided for five plants of Chrysanthemums in G-incb

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
NovEMBEH 8.—This Society held the first meet-

ing of ite fifty-ninth session on the above date,

at 5, St. Andrew Square, Professor F. O. Bower,

F.R.S., the President, taking the chair. The private

business of the Society was principally that of the

election of office-bearers for the session of 1891 95,

the members whose names appeared on the balloting-

sheet being voted for unanimously. Several finely-

finished models illustrating Phyllotaxis, and others

showing the three positions of ovules, for teaching

purposes, were exhibited by Professor Balfour, F.R.S.
;

while from the Museum of the Royal Botanic Garden,

fasciated inflorescences of Uraria crinita and Tamua
communis were shown. The communications of the

Society was commenced by the President, who for

his address gave a paper, with lantern illustrations,

on the Reduction of Chromosomes. At the conclu-

sion of the paper, a vote o ; thanks was proposed by

the Rev. David Paul, M.A, to Professor Bower for

his interesting paper, this b^ing seconded by Pro-

fessor Bilfour. In the absence of the writer, Pro-

fessor Bilfour read a paper upon the occurrence of

Cystopteris montana, in Stirlingshire, by A. Somer-
ville, B Sc. In his report on the vegetation in the

Royal Botanic Garden, Mr. Lindsay, the Curator,

gave a list of plants flowering in the rock garden,

during the months of August, September and October.

A report on the meteorological observations in the

garden, was given by A. D. Richardson. In his

notes on plants in the plant houses, Mr. R. Harrow,

mentioned two plants raised from seed fortj-jve

years old, namely Cdssia mimosoides v. Wallichiane,

and IpomiL'i coccinea. These were originally re-

ceived from the Botanic Garden, Saharapur, in 184'J,

and presented by Mr. W. Loudon, one of the Fellows

of the Society, to the garden amongst fi'iy five

packets of seeds, the two species under notice only

germinating. The President at the close of the

meeting read a list of the number of members now
upon the books of the Society, which on comparison

with previous years shows a favourable increase.

CIRENCESTER CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 8.—This exhibition took place in the

spacious Cornhallof this picturesque Gloucestershire

town on the above date, and the result must have

been very gratifying to the promoters, as the hall,

with its approach, lobby, and ante-chamber, were full

of praiseworthy exhibits, autumn-flowering plants,

fruit, and vegetables finding a place in the ached ule

of prizes.

Groups of Chrysanthemums and foliage plants, and

also of other plants, both foliaged and flowering,

were arranged round the sides of the hall. Tne
1st prizi for Chrysanthemums went to A. Cator,

Esq., Coates (gr., Mr. D. Elkins), a striking Polm
being in the centre, surrounded with Chrysanthe-

mums possessing blooms of high quality, and faced

with small Ferns, Palms, &c. In addition to the

1st prize, the Silver Medal of the National Chrys-

anthemum Society was alao awarded to this group.

The 2nd prize went to Colonel Chester Master, The
Abbey (gr., Mr. W. Taylor). All the plants of

Chrysanthemums were grown in a natural manner.
In the class for a single specimen, fine examples of

Viviand Morel took the leading prize. The best

came from J. Taylor, Esq , Rendcombe Park (gr.,

Mr. H R. Saunders); Mrs. W. Brewin (gr., Mr. G.

Bignell), was 2ad.

Mrs. W. Brewin secured the Ist priz? for six plants

of Japanese, having well-grown and bloomed ex-

amples of Viviand Morel, Bouquet Fait, S)uroe

d'Or, La Triomphante, &c. ; Mr. J. Taylor
being 2nd.
Three plants of Japanese, the same of incurved, and

also singles, brought a good competition. Smaller

groups of Chrysanthemums and of etove and green-

house plants were also staged ; and there were
classes for Chinese Primroses, Poinsettiaa, Cycla-

mens, &c., all being of a highly creditable character.

An open class for thirty- aix blooms of Chrysan-
themums, eighteen incurved and eighteen Japanese,

brought a good competition, the 1st prize being taken

by Mrs. Bulley, Marston Hill, Fairford (gr., Mr. G.
Price), for an excellent collection, among the

Japanese being Charles Davis, W. Seward, Mdlle.

Thfi.Bse Rey, Van der Heede, Mrs. C. H. Payne,
Mdlle, Marie Hoate, Primrose League, W. Tricker,

Beauty of Exmouth, Gloire du Rocher, Alberic

Lunden, Florence Davis, &3. ; and of incurved,

Jeanne d'Arc, Madame Darrier, M. R. Bihuant, Mrs.
Robinson King, Violet Tomlin, J5hn Lambert,
Baron Hirsch, Refulgens, &c.; 2nd, Mrs. C. Hooper,
Stroud (gr., Mr. R. Fawkes), who had capital blooms
also, though a little smaller.

With a dozen varieties of incurved, and also in the

class for twelve Japanese, Mrs. Bailey took the lat

prize, with excellent examples.

Six Japanese, one variety, were represented by
Bome fine blooms of Avalanche from Mrs. Bailey, who
was again 1st ; Mr. A. Cator coming 2ad with bril-

liant E. Molyneux. Mrs. Bailey was also 1st with

half-a-doz3U blooms of one variety, having Jeanne
d'Arc ; Mr. J. L. Burgess coming 2nd, with Lord
Wolseley.
With eighteen Japanese, Mrs. Bailey and Mr. A.

Cator were 1st and 2ad, both with excellent blooms.

Epergnea of Chrysanthemums were very good
indeed, and a popular feature. Mrs. Sare, the

Fleece Hotel, was 1st ; and Mrs. Wearing a very

good 2ad.

Baskets of Chrysanthemums and foliage made a

very interesting feature, Mrs. Sare being again Ist,

and Mr. Dyer 2ad. Equally pleasing were baskets

of autumn foliage ; the Hon. Mrs. Wilmot was Itt.

Mrs. Sare also had the best bouquet.

Some very good Grapes, Apples, and Pears, were
shown ; also Potatos, baskets of vegetables, &c , but

time did not admit of gathering particulars. It

should be mentioned that an interesting collection

of fifty dishes of Apples and Pears, staged by Messrs.

J. Jeflf^ries & Son, nurserymen, Cirencester, was
highly commended.
The arrangements were perfect in the hands of

the lion. Sec, Mr. H. Frank Sare, and an excellent

working committee.

BRIXTON AND STREATHAM HORTI-
CULTURAL.

November 8, 9. — This suburban scciety held

its an:;ual exhibition in the Town Hall, Streatbam,

on the above dates. There was a perceptible falling

oflT in the cut-bloom classes, and in those for groups

and specimens of Chrysanthemums, but the miccdl-

laneons class-^s were well filled, particularly those

for O. chide. Ferns, Palms, and other foliage plants.

Tne best group, both for quality and effect, was
set up by Mr. Mursell, gr. to Mrs. Barton, consisting

of the b^st whites, yellows, and bronzjs, of the

Japanese section in beautitui harmony, the front

plants being scarcely more than 1 foot in height.

The bast six specimens were admirable examples,

staged by Mr. Weston, gr. to D. Martineau, E-q.

Ttte best three specimens were very fresh and
bright, and came from Mr. Swain, gr. to E. Jones,

Esq. For three standard Pompons, Mr. S»ain was
again Ist, with well-bloomed plants of medium size.

Inthe cut- bloom classes, with twenty-four incurved,

Mr. Poulton, gr. to C. J. Cajley, Eiq , was easily 1st,

showing an even stand of fresh flowers.

Mr. Mursell won the Ist prizs for twenty-four

Japanese, with a grand lot of blooms, large, freah,

and in good variety, the best being Madame Th^r^sa
Rey (extra fine). Sunflower, Tribune, Excelsior, G.
W. Childe, and Thos. Wilkins ; Mr. Owden, gr. to

A. Morris, Esq , was a good 2nd.

Mr. Poulton was 1st for twelve varieties, the best

of which in a good lot were Madame Hoste, Col.

Smith, and Mrs. F. Jameson; Mr. Gray, gr. to L.

Hanson, Esq., was a close 2nd.

For six varieties, Mr. J. W. Stevens, gr. to M.
Voss, Esq., was 1st. Some good stands of Pompons
were staged, the best coming from Mr. Cherry, gr. to

Mrs. Gabriel, rubra perfecta, and W. Weetlake being

the best ; Mr. Guyett following closely for 2nd.

For twelve varieties of broad- petalled Japanese
incurved, Mr. Mursell was again 1st, showing a
strong lot, Mons. Panckoucke, Pearl Bsauty, and
Edwin Molyneux being his best. With twelve

blooms of any Japanese varieties upon stems not

less than 15 inches in height, no wires to be used,

Mr. Mursell could not be beaten ; Mr. Poulton fol-

lowed with a good stand. The last-named exhi-

bitor took Ist for twelve of any section, open

to single-handed gardeners only, A special Award
of Merit was made to Mr. Mursell for an extra exhi-

bit of Madame Th^.eie Rey, very fine blooms. For
the most tasteful arrangement of Chrysanthemums in

a basket, Miss C. M. Crook, Palace Road, Streathom,

was 1st, showing a beautiful combination of bronzy

foliage with a Japanese variety of a similar shade

;

Miss E. Whittard was 2ad.

Orchids were extensively shown and in excellent
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condition. The beat six came from Mr. Kanaon, gr.

to J. T. Gabriel, Esq., Cattleya Dowiana, C. Bow-
ringiana, and C. labiata being extra good. Mr.
Fulbrook, gr. to B. Baker, Eiq., had the best three,

and Mr, Muraell the finest apecimen Cjpripediam
inaigne with abont thirt; flowera.

A vote of thanka was accorded to J. A. Whittard,

E>q., of Clapham Park, for a miscellaneoaa collec-

tion of atove and greenhouse planta, and a Silver

Bankaisn Medal to hia gardener, Mr. H. Wright,

TADCA8TER PAXTON.
NoTEMBEH 9.—Thia Society held its third annual

how of Chrjaanthemnms, flowera, frait, planta,

and vegetablea in the Town Hall, Tadcaater, on
the above date, and in the number and quality of

the ezhibita, it was a distinct success. Mr, T,

Fielden, of Grimston Park, exhibited (not for com-
petition) a magnificent group of Chrysantbemuma,
and a splendid collection of Applea and Peara, show-
ing kinds auitable for the northern climate.

In the class for groups of Cbryaanthemuma
arranged for effect, Mr. T. J. Fadman aecared lat;

Mr. H. Bromet, who was 2ad, had by far the better

flowera, but his arrangement was bad ; Maatera
E. and H. Colley, aged respectively thirteen and
nine, were awarded 3rd. The ahow was opened by
Mrs. Fielden, of Grimaton Park. Mr. Clayton, of

Grimston Gardens, and Mr. Mcintosh, of York, were
the judges.

DEVON AND EXETER
HOETICULTURA.Ii.

NovEMnKB 9.—What the committee are proud to

describe aa the one hundred and eightieth exhibition

of thia society was held on the above date, and may
be described as a good average one in point of

quality, though the exhibits were leas numerous than
at the last autumn ahow. Had the fixture been

a week later it would have auited aome exhibitors

better, but, on the other band, a wet November in

Devonihire, with ita natural humidify of climate, ao

chargaa the atmosphere with moiature that growers

have had the utmost diCBcnlty in keeping their blooms
from damping off. Fears were well represented, but

Apples were not up to the standard of recent years,

either in aize or colour.

CaETSANTHEMnMS, GEOtTTS.

In the premier claaa for plants covering a circle of

not more than 9 feet diameter, and consisting of

not fewer than eighteen varieties, Mr. W. Brock,
Farkerswell (gr., Mr. Rowland) was Ist, and Mrs,

Sim, Knowle (gr., Mr. Williams) 2ad. The two
groups were well put together, but differed greatly in

style, Mr. Brock's being exceedingly dwarf, the

plants in it ranging from 1^ to 4 feet in height, and
forming a beehive-like mound of pretty and well-

fnrnisbed Chrysanthemums, fringed with Adiantams,
and crowned with a magnificent Palm—Kentia Bal-

moreana—which gave a dignified finish to the group.

Mrs. Sim's group beat Mr. Brock's in regard to

quality of bloom, and contained some exceedingly

well-grown plants, but being taller—3 to 5 feet—it

was lacking in colour at the sides owing to want of

flowers. The crown of Areca lutescens was rather

light, and the colour too pale for giving a finish to

a mass of colour. Although quite diasimilar in

appearance, the 2nd ran the Ist very close as

regarded the effect made.
In Class II , for a gronp of Chrysanthemums in

pots, no fewer than 12 varieties, arranged with foliage

plants in a circle with a diameter of nine feet, taste

in arrangement to be the primary consideration, Mr,
Brock was an easy 1st ; Lady Duckworth, of Knight-
leys (gr., Mr, Bartlett) being 2ud, In this class

Mr. Brock's resources in the matter of glass helped
him greatly, bis Crotons, Bamboos, Palms, Aspara-
gus, Foinsettiaa, and other showy plants culmi-
nating with a grand Seaforthia elegans, which in the
judges' eyes gave him many points over his oppo-
nents.

In the class for miscellaneous groups, not more
than 12 Chrysanthemums in Ginch pots, arranged for

effect on a stand 7 feet sqaare, and raised 1 foot

from the floor, the centre plant not to exceed 10 feet

in height, Mr. Brock and Lady Duckworth again
carried off the honours, the former winning easily.

The premier group was comprised of Bouvardias,

Poinsettiaf, Cyperus variegatus, Calanthe Veitchi,

Cattleya maxima, Cypripedium Spicerianum, Cro-
tons, Richardia, and a fine crown of Cocos plamosa,

the outer edge being fringed with Panicum varie-

gatam. Lady Duckworth's group had some very

good Poinsettias, Dracssnas, and Acacias, and two
very large and handsome Rlcinns zanzibarensis.

Table plants were an indifferent lot ; Primulas
only fair ; but the Cyclamen from Mr, Thos. Turner,
Cullompton (gr., Mr. Madge), were very good indeed.
Bouvardias, Violets, Solanums, and Poinsettias were
of average quality, Violets being rather above the
average in bloom.

Cut Blooms.—Thirty-six Japanese, distinct. The
judging of this class was rendered doubly difficult by
a knotty point arising as to the Identity of a bloom
in Mr. Hammond Spencer's entry, which was labelled

Beauty of Teignmontb, the judges finally deciding
that it was Dake of York. There being another
bloom of Dake of York in this exhibit, it was dis-

qualified on the ground that only 35 distinct varieties

had been staged. It was, unquestionably, very hard
on Mr. Foster, Mr. Hammond Spencer's gr., for

this same variety had been shown in London as

Beauty of Teignmouth. At the same time, the

strong resemblance to Duke of York was there

remarked upon, and the doubt expressed as to

whether there was any practical difference. When
looked at casually, the two blooms seemed to be

distinct varieties, but a minute comparison showed
the 'points of resemblance ; and as shown in this

stand the judges reluctantly came to the conclusion
that there was no alternative but to disqualify. Mr.
Vincent Stuckey, Langport (gr,, Mr. Lloyd), took
the President's Prize, a Silver Cup, and the certifi-

cate of the National Chrysanthemum Society, the

2ad prize going to Miss Fripp, Teignmouth (gr., Mr.
Stiles), and 3rd to Mr. Henry Hill, market gardener,

Whipton. In the winning entry were fine blooma
of Duke of York, Madame Calvat, W. H. Lincoln,

Mdlle. Th^eie R?y, Waban, white Louia Bcehmer,
Mr. A. H. Neve, Madame Capitant, Beauty of Castle-

wood, International, and D. B. Crane. In the 3rd

prize lot was SCanstead White, to which was awarded
the special prize for the best Japanese bloom in the

Show. It was undoubtedly a magnificent bloom,
very fresh, and indeed hardly at its best. In this

class Mr. W. Croas, Sidmouth, staged a fine apeci-

men of Hairy Wonder.
For aix white Japanese, Sir John Shelley, Bart.,

Shobrooke Park (gr.. Mr. Mairs), was 1st with Beauty
of Exmouth ; Mr. W. H. Fowler, Taunton (gr,, Mr,
Hawkins), being a good 2od with fine blooms of

Mdlle. TbSreie Rey. In the six yellow Jaoanese, Sir

Wm. Walrond, Bart., Bradfield (gr., Mr. Heath), was
Ist with W. H. Lincoln, Mr. Hammond Spencer
coming in 2nd with the same variety. For six of

any other colour, one variety. Sir Wm. Walrond was
first with Viviand Morel, Mr. W. H. Fowler 2ud with
E. Molyneux.
The incurved classes were comparatively weaker,

the 1st—for 18 blooms—going to Miss Fripp, who
staged nice blooms of Brookleigh Gam, Lord Alcester,

Empress of India, Prince of Wales, and Mrs. S.

Coleman. Anemone flowers and Pompons were
rather uneven, and nothing very special in point of

quality or number.
Grapes were shown in fine condition, though there

were not any very heavy bunches.

Apples were not up to the mark. The Ist prize

for 24 dishes, distinct, was awarded to Lord Polti-

more, Foltimore Park (gr., Mr. Martin), whose col-

lection was made up of the kinds usually seen at

exhibitions. In the 2nd prize collection, won by Mr.
W. F. Richards, Beaumont House (gr., Mr. Bawdeo),
were Lucombe's Pine and Hicks' Lord Nelson, of

splendid colour. A very good collection staged by
Sir John Davie.lBart., Creedy Park (gr., Mr. Seward),
was disqualified owing to there being two dishes

labelled King of the Pippins. This was obviously

an error in naming, and as the exhibitor declared

the other dish to be Beauty of Wilta, and therefore

distinct, it was suggested that the judges would have
been within their rights in correcting the name and
overlooking the evident slip, in whatever way it arose.

Other critics declared the two dishes were, as named.
King of the Pippins. Indeed, one of the striking

features of the exhibition was the number of those

who were disqualified in both fruit and flower classes

for showing contrary to schedule.

Pears were very good. Sir John Shelley would
have taken premier honours, but was disqualified,

for instead of having six dishes dessert and three

culinary as required, he staged five dessert and four

culinary. Curiously enough, the next best lot—Sir

John Ddvies—were disqualified for a similar reason.

The result was that Sir Wm. Walrond came in 1st,

and Sir T. D. Acland, Killerton (gr., Mr. Garland),
was 2ad. The Catillacs shown by Mr, Joseph Ham,
Badlake, were awarded Ist prize, the five fruit

weighing over 9 lb. The Pitmaston Duchess staged

by Mr. Trehawke Kekewich, Peamore (gr., Mr.
Abrams), were grand fruit, while the Doyenn^ du

Comice shown by Sir Wm. Walrond were of glorious

colour. Both took 1st prizes in their respective

classes.

Among the Pears staged which are not now often

seen, were Knight's Monarch, Forelle, and the Black
Pear of Worcester.

Apples packed for market (in boxes) were an in-
teresting class, and showed a great advance in regard
to packing, grading, and general attractiveness. The
Amateur's Classes were creditable, the chief prize-

takers being Mr. G. C. Crabbe, Mr. G. B. Lansdale,
and Mr. W. Letheren.
Ornamental baskets of autumn foliage and berries

were a pretty show, the Ist prize won by Miss Row-
don of 'Tiverton being an artistic production.
Trade collections were numerous and highly

creditable to the firms represented, among whom
were Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son ; the Exeter
Nurseries Co.; Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth ; Jar-
man & Co., Chard ; Mr, Watkins, Hereford ; Bun-
yard & Co., Maidstone; Stevens & Son, Alphing-
ton. &c.

Col. Halford-Thompson exhibited a collection of

plants grown in Jadoo Fibre, without earth ; Mr.
Sciles, 'Teignmouth, showed a new telescopic Chrys-
anthemum-tube, which seems to combine simplicity

with efficacv. Blooms of the new Green Chrysan-
themum, " Eshel Amsden," (a sport from Viviand
Morel) were shown by Robert Veitch & Son.
The President of the Society, the Hon. Sir

Stafford Northcote, Bart., C.B., M.P., presided at

the luncheon. The arrangements were carried out

by the hon. secretary, Mr. G. D. Cann, and a com-
mittee, in a highly satisfactory manner.

HAMMERSMITH HORTICULTURAL.
NovEMBEB 9.—What is the tenth autumn exhibi-

tion of this extra- urban district came off on the

above date, bringing some creditable groups and cut

blooms from local cultivators of Chrysanthemums,
Mr. L. Woodhouse, St. Peter's Grove, showed a

well- arranged gronp, and other groups were con-

structed by Mr. Bromley and Mr. Thompson. The
competition for the best twelve Japanese blooms
resulted in the hiiihest prize being unawarded ; whilst

Mr. Wood, gr. to Mrs. Sanderson, secured the 2ad. In
the six-bloom class, Mr. J. Addison was 1st with

excellent specimens. Here, Mr. Wood waa again 2nd.

Amongst amateur competitors Mr. Tolton carried off

the prize for six Japanese and six Anemones, in

eight varieties ; Mr. Botwright being 2nd. Messrs.

Tolton, R. E. Wilson (Bromley), Botwright, and
Thomson were succesaful in varioua aections, whilst

Mr. T. Pitt, Secretary to the Society, secured several

lata. Chinese Primulas were nicely shown by
Messrs. Wood & Addison. Vegetables of much
excellence, and some small lots of fruit and Tomatos
formed part of the show.

KINGSTON AND SURBITON.
NovEMBEE 13, 14.—The annual exhibition of thia

Society was held on the above dates at the Drill

Hall, as usual. Classes generally were well filled,

some of the cut bloom classes bringing sharp and
considerable competition. Incurved blooms were

remarkably good—probably none better have been

seen this season, whilst Japanese Sowers were not

at their best, though there were plenty of fine

flowers. The reputation of the Society for its

annual exhibitions was, on the whole, admirably

maintained.
Pfan;;*.—Of these there were miscellaneous groups

of little interest at this season of the year, the

prettiest coming from Mr. F. Hopkins, gr, to Mrs.

Wodderspon, Walton-on-Thames, though colour

was lacking. Mr, H. Breas, gr. to W. A. Aston,

Esq., Epsom, who was placed 2ad, bad some good
Dendrobiums and double-flowered white Primula

sinensis in bis group ; Mr. A. Ratcliff, gr. to J. B.

Johnstone, Esq., Kingston, was 3rd.

Chrysanthemum Groups were of the usual formal

and very uninteresting order. Mr. G. Mileham, gr.

to A. T. Miller, E«q., Leatherhead, was Ist; Mr.

J. Peed, gr. to R. L. Bjnd, Eiq., Surbiton, 2nd ; and

Mr. Forbes, gr. to D. Nicolf, Eiq., Surbiton, was

3rd. This is a class that much needs improving.

Trained Plants.—These were fairly good, some

grand specimens coming from Mr. J. Swan, gr, to

G. Murray Smith, Esq., Weybridge, who had Sun-

flower, Mr. Stevens, and Madame Lacroix, amongst

Japanese ; and Pink Christine, Mr. G. Glenny, and

Mrs. Bundle, incurved. All some 3J feet across,

being full of bloom. Mr. S. Peed was 2nd.

In the class for three plants, Mr, Swan was the
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only exhibitor, having Stanatead Surprise, Maiden's

Bluah, and Sandower. With three standards, Mr.

F. Kaight, gr. to A. F. Perkins, Esq., Holmwood,
was a good Ist, having Stanstead Surprise, Mrs.

Handle, and Viviand Morel. Mr. Swan was again

Isf, with four large trained Pompons, well- flowered

plants of Black Douglas, Mrs. Astie, St. Michael,

and Marie Stuart.

Other plants were plentiful, Chinese Primroses

fspecially being good. With six of these Mr. W.
Mease, gr. to A. Tate, Esq., Leatherhead, and Mr.

Mileham were placed equal lat, the former plants

being more compact, but both were large and finely

flowered. The varieties were Marchioness of Exeter

and White Lady. The best six Bouvardias came
from Mr. Peed, and the beat nine table plants

from Mr. McGregor, gr. to Dowager Lady Hay,

Putney Hill, all elegant and well coloured. There

were other plants we cannot now notice.

Cut Blootns.—Again, as usual, the chief interest in

this direction centred in the contest for the Chal-

lenge Vase, a fine silver tankard valued at 25 guineas.

This was the seventh of these fine prizes, and that

of last year was won for the first time by Mr. Flight,

Twyfor'd, Hants. This time Mr. Flight did not

compete. The competitors numbered four, and their

flowers weie so even in many respects that a very

long time was consumed in making the awards. That
comes of setting five men to do only two ptrsona'

work. Eventually the cup this year was won by Mr.

Higgs, gr. to J. B. Hankey, Esq., Leatherhead,

with a very fine lot of flowers, which con-

aisted of old favourites and new varieties. Mr. .Ja«.

Qaarteiman, gr. to C. E. Smith, E«q., Cobham,
was 2ad ; and Mr. G. Hunt, gr. to P. Ralli, Esq.,

Asbtead Park, 3rd.

Incurveds.—Mr. Mease was an easy Ist with twenty-

four very fine blooms in that class, having Lord Al-

cester, very fine ; C. B. Whitnall, Empress of India,

M. K. Bahnant, &c. Others had Robinson King,

John Doughty, Emily Dale, Lucy Kendal, &c.,

good ; Mr. W. Jinks, gr. to W. M. Grant, Esq.,

Cobham, was 2Qd; and Mr. Higgs, 3rd.

In the class for twelve blooms, Mr. Coomber, gr.

to W. Purre, Esq., Teddington, was 1st, having
capital flowers, cheifly of varieties already named.
Mr. F. King, was 2nd ; and Mr. Elliot, gr. to P. W.
Graham, Esq., Eiat Molesey, was 3rd. Mr. li larter-

man had the best six blooma ; Mr. Tomlin, gr. to

Mra. Goldingham, Chertsey, coming 2nd. With six

blooms of one sort, Mr. Mease was lat with very

fine Golden Empress, a superb lot of blooms, one
of which was selected aa the Premier incurved

bloom in the show. Mr. J. Plowman had the best

bunches in trebles of the three members of the
brindle family.

Japanese Blooms, —In the class for twenty- four

blooms, Mr. Meaae was again 1st with a fine lot for

the season, having Viviand Morel, Primrose League,
Er.oile d'Ljon, Viaconnteas Hambledon, E. Molyneux,
Sunflower, Robert Owen, &e. ; and Mr. Standing, gr.

to Mrs. Good, Worthing, was 2nd ; and Mr.
Jinks 3rd,

With twelve Bloooms.—Mr. G. HoldeUtgr. to Mrs.

C. W. Izod, Esher, was Ist; Mr. Coombs being 2nd ;

Mr. Elliot 3rd. Some capital blooms were in the

respective stands.

In the class for six blooms, Mr. Qaarterman was
1st. For six blooms of one variety, Mr. Hopkins
waa Ist with nice E. Molyneux; Mr. Springthorpe,
pr. to W. Bavan, E-q., Kingston, came next with
Etoile de Lyon, the new Golden Gate from Mr. Hunt
being 3rd. The premier .Japanese bloom was a
very fine Mdlle. Th6 eie R«y, shown by Mr. F.

King. There were many others, and local classes,

which we cannot refer to, also of decorative stands,

bonquets. &c.
Fruit —The best four dishes of Grapes came from

Mr. Davies, gr. to J. P. Chappell, Esq , Teddington,
who had eood blac'c Alicante Grapea. Sutton's
Monarch Melon, Doyenc^ du Comics Pear», and
King of the Pippin Apples ; and Mr. C. J. Waite, gr.

to the Hon. Col. Talbot, Eihi-r, was 2ad, with three
bonchea of black Grapes. Mr. Elliot won easily for

Mr. Grehim with grand c'ustera of Gros Colmar ; the

same variety from Mr. Newman, gr. to J. A. Turk,
E«q., Chert«»y, coming 2ad ; and excellent Alicantes
came from Mr. Griffin, Coombe Bank. In the white
Grape class, Mr. Simmonds, gr. to W. Arvard,
Enj , Twickenham was lat with medium-sized but
beautiful Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. Springthorpe
being 2nd.

Apples were plentiful, the beet six dishes coming
from Mr. W. Adkina, gr. to W. R. Monro, Esq

,

Coombe Warren, Mere da Manage, Bramley's Seed-
ling, Wellington, Blenheim, Fearns, and King of the

Pippins, being the varieties; Mr. Will Tavlor,

Hampton, was 2nd ; and Mr. G. H. Page, Ham
House Gardens, 3rd. The best four dishes of Pears

came from Mr. Sage, who had good Doyenn^ du
Comice, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Beurr^ Bichelier, and

B. Ranee ; Mr. Measures 2nd. The finest basket of

six kinds of vegetables came from Mr. Waite, whose
samples were first rate.

^5S,SSis

ife ^^-e WE7\T^^^
g^^^^ij^^g

[The term " acoumulated temperature indicates the aggre-
gate amouat, aa well as the duration, o£ degrees of

temperature above or below 43° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours. 1
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aod a brisk trade has been done at the prices mentioned

below:—Cabbages, Is. 6d. to 2s. per tally; Savoys, Is. ^.
to 3j. do. ; Oaulillowers, ?id. to Is. per dozen ; do., 2s. lo 3s.

per tally; Celery, Id. to Is. per roll ; Horseradish, Is. to It. 3rf.

per bundle; Brussels Sprouts, 9rf. to Is. 3f<. per half-sieve;

do., Is. *5rf. to 2s. per flat; Turnips, Is. 6rf. to 2s. 3d. per dozen

bunches; do., 25s. to 40s. per ton ; Carrots, household, 22s. Qd,

to 30s. do. ; do., cattle-feeding, 18s. to 25s. do. ; Parsnips, 6rf,

to lOi. per score; Mangels, 12s. to 17s. per ton; Swedes,

15s. to 20s. do.; Onions, English, 60s. to 75s. do. ; do., Dutch,

2s. to 2s. 6d. per bag ; do., Valencias, 6s. to 6s. 6rf. per case ;

Apples, Enfi^Uah, 2s. to Qs. per bushel.

POTATOa.
Borough and Spitalfields : November 13.—Quotations

ranged from 60s. to 100s. per ton.

Stratford: NovembtrXZ.—Quotations:—Magnums, Dark-

soil, 55s. to 60i. ; do. Light-soil, 60s. to 70s. ; Bruces, 60s. to

70s. ; Imperators. 55s. to 80s, ; Main Crop (Scotch), 75s. to 85s. ;

Kidneys, Main Crop, 60s. to 75s. ; Bruces, 60s. to 70s. per

ton.

Farringdom : Navembar 15.—Quotations :—Beds : Sutton's

Abundance, 80s. to 90s. ; Main Crop, 80s. to 90s. ; Reading

Giants, 60s. to 70s. ; Bruce, 60s. to 7Cs. ; Magnums, 6Us. to

65s. per ton. Essex : Sutton's Abundance, 75s. to 80s. ; Bruces,

70s. to 75s. ; Magnums, 70s. to 80s. ; Stourbridge Glory, 75». to

80s. : Imperators, 65s. to 70s. per ton.

London' Averages : Novembsr 14.—Main Crops. 80s. to

100s.; .Soowdrops, 80s. to 90s.; Magnums, 65s. to 80s.;

Hebrons. 8 s. to 90s. ; Early Pose, 70s. to 80s. ; Cham-
pions, 60s. to 70s. ; Regents, 70s. to 80s. ; Black lands, 55s.

to 65s. per ton.

OOBN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperiil measure (qr.). for the week ending

November 10, and for the corresponding period last year :

—

1894 : Wheat, IPs. Ad. ; Barley, 23s. ; Oats. 133. Id. 1893 :

Wheat, 27«. id. ; Barley. 29s. 3d. ; Oats, 18s. Id.

HAY.
Averages,—The followioji; are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets duriD|< the past week :

—

Clover, prime, 75s. to 128*. ; do., inferior, 45x. to 120«. ; hay,

best, 6 'J. to 112s. ; do., inferior. 3as. to 60s. ; Mixed, 90s. to

1 10s. ; and Straw, 22s. to 38s. per load.

The Colours of Flowers.—At the Atlantic

City CoDventioQ of the Society of American Floriste,

an interesting paper was contribated by Mr. F. S.

Matthews, of Boston, on " Comparative Colours and

their Relation to Flowers." The speaker claimed

that " flowers possess the next best quality of colour

to that which we see in the rainbow, "and that, if

petals were arranged in imitation of the prismatic

colours, they would be found brilliant enough to

match the tints of the rainbow. The colour fire

might be gone, but the colour purity would remain.

Pure blue, peacock-blue and green are the only tints

that could not be obtained. Without agreeing abso-

lutely with this sentiment, it is certainly true that

the colours of flowers have a depth and brightness

not to be easily imitated by any pigments of the

artis'. ; that the scarlets of certain Poppies, Cannas,

and NaUurtiumi", for instance, are, if not absolutely

pure, brilliant in their intensity, and hard to be

paralleled by Art. A systematic standard or shade-

card compiled according to spectrum analysis, and

stating definitely what proportions of blue and green

were to be considered as " peacock ;
" what depth of

tone constituted respectively mauve, purple, violet,

&c , would, if universilly adopted, save mach dif-

ference of opinion and uncertainty as regards the

naming of the colours of flowers. At present no

two persons agree in their definition of a shade : one

will term a blossom pale crimson, which by other

observers is considered to ba dark pink, claret, or

some different variety of red. Mr. Matthews in-

cludes in his article a warm defence of brilliant

magenta, as developed in certain Orchids and Cinera-

rias, considering the prejudice some feel against it

to be due to the fact that "it is too rich and deep

when seen in all its purity for any but colouriats and

lovers of colour to understand !
" As a colour it is

certainly brilliant—so brilliant that surrounding

tints in combination with it frequently produce a

perfectly excruciating discord. This disadvantage

it is which prevents magenta blossoms from taking

a prominent place for decorative purposes.

Notices to Corre spondents.

•.• Owing to Ike large Uicreasc hi our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to 'press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, v)ho well know what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending thnr communications as early in the

week as possible, Communicatiutis should reach U3 not Utter than
Wednesday.
•.• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Corrcspondcufs

sending plants or fruits to be nmned, or asking questions

demanding ti})ie and research for their solution, must mit expect

to obtain an answer to their enqjtiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numhered,
and not more than si^ should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named,

AsPABAOUS Sprenoehi : Erfurt, Asparagus Sprengeri

was described by Kjgel in Act. Hort. Petrop.,

xi., 302 J, G. B.

Books. Standard Work on Fbhit : H. 0, N. The

Herefordshire I'onwna. Enquire of the publishers,

Messrs. Jukeman & Carver, High Town, Hereford.

Botanical Names : C, J, G. The botanical name of

Convolvulus mpj or is Ipomcea purpurea ; of Prickly

Spinach, Spinacia oleracea var. spinosa ; of Chou
de Burghley, Brasaica oleracea var.; and of Locust,

Ceratonia siliqna.

Celery : W. P, tf S, White Plume is the name of

the variety. It has whitish variegated leaves,

which are fit in the unblanched state for garnishing

uses ; but, if it be required for salad or stewing, it

must be as well blanched as ordinary Celery before

it is safe, or even pleasant to partake of it.

Celery: Curioiity. Probably eel-worms ; send entire

plant with roots.

Chanoino Coloor of Doronicum Habpoh Crewe's
Var : R. C. We do not see how this can be

done without having recourse to some kind of

dyeing by absorption through the stem. Cross-

breeding might result in some changes of colour.

Gardenias Losing their Leaves: Constant Header.

Your method of cultivation is scarcely the right

one to follow at this time of the year. The night

temperature is 5° too high, and the other con-

ditions are more those of growing plants. The
roots are probably infested with eel-wormp, or

they are otherwise in bad order. Kindly send

leaves and roots for inspection.

Copyright : B, C. The copyright of all matters,

literary or artistic, published in a journal, belongs

to the proprietors of that journal, unless some
arrangement to the contrary has been made prior

to publication. But the proprietor of the journal

cannot republish any article separately without

the permission of the writer.

Diseased Beech : R, V. if- Son, The wound on the

Birk sent is like those which Nectria ditissima

starts with, and there are hyphoe in the tissues

which might well belong to that fungus. Such
wounds, originating in various ways, are ant to

become damp, and give a nidus to bacteria and

other fungi, and at certain times of the year quite

a mass of a slimy mixture of bacteria and tungi

may oim from them. There is evidence of this

being the case here. H. Marshall Ward,

HiyT WATER Pipes in the Greenhouse : L, G. P, To
blacken them, mix lampblack with boiled linseed

oil, and paint them over once or twice.

India Rubber Plant losing some of its leaves :

A, y, Peckham, This may be due to natural

causes if the oldest leaves only fall ; but, if young
and oM leaves fall off, it is a sign that the treat-

ment afforded is not right, or the gas burnt in the

room is having an injurious effect on the plant.

This plant is apt to lose its leaves if exposed to

low temperatures, but this is scarcely likely to be

the case, this mild autumn. See that the drainage

is in good order ; and do not afford more water

than will keep the soil moderately moist, i.e„ let

the plant go without water till the soil has become
somewhat dry, then water thoroughly, letting the

water pass freely away ; and do not let it run into

a pan or saucer in which the plant may ba stand-

ing. This practice of putting saucers under

Palms, Aspidistras, Drac^aas, Ficus, &c., is not a

good one, even in the height of summer, when
evaporation from the leaves and the soil is

greatest, capillary attraction in the water tend-

ing to keep the soil in a constantly wet condition

;

and as a wet soil soon sours, the roots become
affected, and the whole plant suffers in some way.

Without seeing your plant, and being told of the

kind of treatment followed, we are unable to give

more definite advice.

Lath or Bamboo Splint Blinds : Thea, Excellent

for all kinds of flowering plants, if they are not

fixtures ; and over ferneries or fern houses they

may remain fixed on the roof from April to the
end of September. Shelters roofed and walled-in

with these blinds are capital places for retarding

plants either in or out of bloom. They will not
keep out rain when so employed, and that is their

only disadvantage. If made with good, well waxed
twine or whip-cord, they will last for half-a-dozen

years without needing repairs ; and with wire, if

the splints are varnished, or oil-coated annually,

ten years will not see the last uf them.

Names of Fruits : W. Parker. 2, Beurr^ de Capi-
aumont; 16, Verulam ; 19, Glou Morijsau ; 17,
DoyennS du Comice ; 48, Duchesse d'Angoul6me ;

68, and others not known.

—

M. H. B. 1. Belle de
Bruxellea; 2, Van Mons. L^on Leclerc; 3, Verulam

;

4. Beurr6 Ranee. Apples, small one Colonel
Vaughan; large, not sure of.

—

A. Chapman. l,Beuri6
d'Aremberg; 2, Vicar of Winkfield ; 5, Duchesse
d'AngouMme ; 4, Doyennfi d'AleD9on.— H. S.

Most probably Beauty of Kent.

—

T, Matheson, 1,

Uvedale's St. Germain ; 2, Not known.— W. Drum-
mond Sf Son, 1, Summer Bergamot ; 2, Probably
Aston Town ; 4, Rymer, It is difficult to name
your northern fruit.

—

F, C. W. 1, Fondante
d'Automne ; 2, White Doyenn^ ; 3, Beurr^ Bosc ;

4, Duchesse d'Angouldme; 5, Josephine de Malines;

6, Crassane.

—

C. W. Strickland. We do not recog-

nise your Pear.

Names of Plants : J. C. S. 1, Clavaria fusiformis.

Sow. (small); 2, Calocera viscosa, Fr. ; 3, Clavaria

rugoia, Fr.; 4, Polyporuachioneus, Fr.; 5, Kussnla
Qaeletii, Fr. ; 6, Agaricus (collybie) maculatus, Fr.,

M.C.Cooke.—E.D.L. Asters: I,cordifoliuselegans;

2, diffusus horizontalis ; 3, Novse AngUe var. pnl-

chellus ; 4, vimineus.— W, Laing, 1, Aralia mon-
strosa ; 2, Aspleninm Adiantum nigrum acutnm; 3,

Davallia Tyermanni ; 4, Polypodium venosum ; 5,

Koehleria cristata ; 6, Davallia bullata.— Jack.

1, Aspidium Fortunei ; 2, Lastrea serra ; 3,

Nephrodium (Aspidium) molle corymbiferum ; 4,

Aspidium caryotideum ; 1 and 4 are commonly
known in gardens as Cyrtomium.— T, H, Cupres-

sus Lawsoniana.

—

Inverness, The leaves used fur

surgical purposes are those of Scrophularia nodosa.
— T, S. C. 1, Pernettya mucronata; 2. Loniceia

japonics, probably.

—

J. W. Bambusa Metake of

gardens, properly called Arundinaria japonica.

—

J, A. We do not undertake to name florists' varie-

ties ; send them to someone who grows them largely.

Portraits of Cheysanthemom Fanciers : W. C.

As you wish to obtain purchasers for the above,

you should advertise the fact.

Sowing Seeds of Daffodils and Trop.holums
(Hardy) : fV, C, F. Sow now in sandy loam, and

keep the seed-pans in a cool pit, the soil being

kept merely moist, one watering at the time of

sowing being sufficient for a period of four weeks,

if the pans are covered with a piece of slate or

tile, as they should be, to exclude mice and light.

Spotted Leaves : N, F, The effects of drip, pro-

bably. There is no fungus at present visible.

"The American Florist": P, P, It is published

at 322, Dearborn Street, Chicago. Communica-
tions should be addressed to American Florist Co,,

P. O. Drawer 164, Chicago. Price in Europe,

2 dols. yearly.

Wooden Plant Tubs : Thej,, Make them with re-

moveable sides if square ; char the surface on the

inside, and afford the outside one coat of redlead

and two coats of dark green or slate coloured oil

paint.

Communications Received.—Cassell & Co.—W. L., Trinidad.

VT T — U. D , Berlin.—C, de B., Antwerp.— H. C. Geneva.

-ON., Antibei.-H. F.—A. C—T. R. R.—A. J. N.—
W J S —A J. H.—T. T.-A. P.—E. H. J.-H. C. P.— P. W.
—D C P.-W. S. T.—R. L H.— A. D. W.—J. McL.—B. W.
—W D -.1 L.—R. E —J. D.—W. B. H —M. S.—W. Lunt.

—J H.—J. A. Martin.-H. M.—J. McP.-J. W.-J. H.—
A. E.—R. W. P.—1. H. S.-E. C.-W. H.— J. B.

Specimess Beceived.-J. F.-A. C. r.-T. S. C.-F. W.,
Peterborough.- H. Cannell & Sons.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCUL.iT'ON OF TUB
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.-r/ie Publisher has the satis-

fiuition ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardeners
Chronicle" hm, since the reduction in the price of the paper

Increased to the extent ot 80 per cent.,

and thit it la lucreislng weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circul/?Ms among
COUNTRY GESTLEMES, AND ALL CLASSES OF (JA'tOENEaS

AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it h(ts a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION. a>id that it is

preserved for re/erence in all the vrincipal Libraries,
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rtr,K*.l^'5*'^™'°'"»^ Blies. in torn «f lOO f«t * SCO Pert Wliei!

gjiltt^rvi />-e» Ifjoun d m the cCTjntr^, -in quajitifty.

GEORjGE FAKP1IU)E&50NS
1/V*D. &LAt£, Oily, ail4 COLOUl^MfiUCHANra '

^t ft'*(!TOHN Str«et^«/ESTSMlT>1F)EL0.Ij^NDON. "IC
8tocnli6ia and prMEs on appUcition. PUsse quote Chronicle.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OXTR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frame9 are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £
4 ft. by 6 ft... 1 „.„„ /21-light,

2 „
5 „
4 „
6 „
6 ..

8 ft. by 6 ft...

12 ft. by 6 ft...

16 ft. by 6 ft...

20 ft. by 6 ft...

24 ft. by 6 ft...

CASH
FBICES,

CABSLA.aE

PAID.
larger sizes at proportionate prices.

[7 10

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
KOTAL HORTICtTLTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London .^gent.Mr.H.SKliLTOK.Seedaman.&c. .Z.Holloway Rd. ,N.

BOBEBTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENTSTOVE S.
Terra-cotta I Portable I For Coal !

Piireand ample beat, 24 hours for about Id..,
without attention.

For Oreenhousea, Bedrooms, &e.
GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Hours for about One Penny.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.
See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34. Victoria St., Westminster.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and OlerKy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt.. and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Nou-PoisoDOus Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &.O.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Qrove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BAOHfiLOB'3 WALK, DUBLIN.

RICHARDSON'S

^/>>HORTICULTURAL
^^^>?!>v. BUILDINGS,

>/V. Conserratories, Oreenhonses.

Pbiik Medals.

Awarded the only

Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings at the

International Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

W. RICHARDSON &
DARLINGTON.

, Oreenhouaes.
Vineries, Peach Houses.

Stove and Orchid
Houses, &o. Also

Boilers, Pipes,
and all

Fittings.

CO.,

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of 10.

BEST NEW ARCHANSIL MATS ... (9 ft. by 4 ft. 6) 10s.

„ TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 83

„ HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7s.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 53.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS, 20,-. 25/- & 35- p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.
„ CUBA BAST Is per lb.

HOBTICULTCRAL SuNDBIES OF EvERY XiND.
CATALOGUE Pott Free on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST.. LONDON, E.

CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
FORCING-HOUSES, PITS, FRAMES, &c.

wSSxM
F.hhnratehj Illuitratsd Catalogue Post Free,

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

For/^ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER. -

y~J Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. V,"getables.
MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT

DESTROTER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS and SONS, 79. Mark Lane, London.

FISH MANURE for VINES and PLANTS.
—GEO. HARRIS, Esq. (Head Gardener to His Grace the

Duke of Northumberland), Alnwick Castle Gardens, writes :
—

" I have applied your Manure to Vines and many kinds of
plants with excellent effect." In 1 cwt. bags, £'i 10*. per ton,
4s. 6d. per cwt. Carriage paid.—THE GREAT GRIMSBY
POULTRY GRir AND MEAL COMPANY, Grimsby.

BEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, \s., 2s. 6d., and bs. Qd. ; also in air-tigbt bags,

^ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt , 10». Full rirections for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
Older. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neofs, Hunts.

" 12, Kuowle Road, Brixton, London.
*' I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetable?,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E.. F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London:— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clorenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859

for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other
blight ; 2 ounces to the gal oa of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
parafHn is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, is., 3$., and 105. 6(f.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and \s.. from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATE.ST CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

HUGHES' VAPOUR ROLL

FUMIGATORS.
ONE SHILLING EACH.

For Houses, 1200 cubic feet. Can be divided for
smaller Houses.

They burn with a pleasant aromatic smell, kill green fly,

thrip, &c., and are the safest ever made. Sample rolls, post-
free, twelve Stamps. iSold by all Seedsmen.

Patentee—
E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES,

victoria Street, Mancbeater.

SAVE HALF THE COST.mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AMD FINB

muMmla admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

j

to be the Best
Qualityobtainable

in the Trade. I

Consumers should Buy Blreot from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which coutain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary east.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. Jill Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and wider personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of FEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. OARSIDE. Jun.. F.B.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10s. per sack ; 6 for 47s. ed.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per sack ; 5 for
37s. «d. SECOND QUALITY, 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. id.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. pT sack, 6 for 18s. ; and 3^. per pack, 6 for I2s. 6rf.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. e<i. per sack; 6 for 10s. PKEPAKEI) PUTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. .Special tprnis to the Trade.
For Pries list apply to D. CAMERON.

Forester's I,odE9i Mount Mascai, Bezley, Kent.
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NEW
ILLUSTRATED
LIST, Post-free.

1000 HOUSES IN

STOCK
to Select from.

VV^. COOPER, Limited,
HOBTICULTTJBAL PBOVIDEES— ?Ae Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

j

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E. |

Nurseries-HANWORTH ano FELTHAM.

The
Largest Steam

HORTICULTORAL
WOKKS

I

In tUe World.

InspectionInvited

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

ThiB niustratioD is an exact copy of my Amateur SpaD-roofed
Greeobousef), which are made o£ well-seasooed red deal. Com-
plete with Ventilators, Irons for Opening. Staging, Glass, &c.
Made in Sections, eo that they can be erected by any gardener
or handy man in a few hours. Simply screwed together.

Delivered and erected complete within
Length. Width, Height. On Rail. 20 miles.

7 ft.... 5 ft, ...7 ft,, 4 tt, to eaves £2 16 .,. £1
8£t, ,., 6 ft, .,,7 ft,, 1ft, „ 3 10 „. 5
9 ft.... 6 ft. ... 7 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. ,, 4 ... 6 10

10 ft.... 7 ft. ... 7 ft, 6 in,, 4 ft. 6 in. ,, 6 ... 6 15

laft. ... 8 ft. ..,8 ft,. 5 ft. „ 6 ... 8
16 ft. ... 10 ft. ... 8tt, 6in., 6 ft, ., 8 10 ... 13
20It. ... )Oft. ... 9ft., 6ft. Sin. „ 12 ... 16
26 ft. ... lOtt. ... 9 ft,, 6 ft, 6 in. „ 16 ... 21
60 ft. ... 10 ft. ,„ 9 ft., 6 ft. 6 in. „ 30 ... 40

lOOft. ... 10ft. ,„ 9ft,, 8ft. Sin, ,, 60 ,., 70
Deduct 10 per cent, if required for brickwork.

Any size made. For Price of Lean-to, see List,

GARDEN LIGHTS.
3000 Qlazed Lights alwftyi in Stock.

These Lights are well mortised and jointed together, and
made in a good workmanlike manner, and are well worthy of
inspection. Framework made of 2 in. by 3 in. styles, and
properly rabbeted for the glass, with good 2 in. saahbara.
The Glazed Lights are nailed and bedded in good oiled putty.
3 ft. by a ft,, painted and glazed 6
4 ft. by 3 ft., „ ,, 6 6
6 ft. by 4 ft., „ „ with 21-oz. glass ... 9
6 ft. by 4 ft., unglazed lights 3 6

Special quotations for large quantities.
See page 278 in List.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are

22 in. high at back,
11 in. at front, and
are made of 1} in.

well-seasoned red deal
boards. The lights are
2 in. thick, glazed with
good 2\ oz.gla^s, nailed
and bedded iu good oil

I'Utty, painted three coats, handles to saj-hes, and put on rail

at the following sizes and prices :—One-light Frames, 4 ft. by
3 ft., 17s. ; ditto, tift. by 4 ft , jBl 85.; Two-light Frames, 6 ft.

by 4 ft., £1 105. ; ditto, 8 ft. by 6 ft., £i lOi. ; Three-light
Frames, 12 ft. by 6 ft.. £3 10*. For other sizes and prices see

IiLUSTRATED LiST. Post Free.

GLASS.
Free on Rail in London, Packages included,

15-oz., 100 ft,, 21-oz., 100 ft.

4th3 ... is 3d. ... lis. 3d.
3rd3 „. 9s, Od. ... lis. 3d.

10,000 Boxes to select from.

The following is a list of sizes always in stock : 8 by 6,

9 by 7. 10 by 8. 12 by 8. 12 by 9. 13 by 9. 11 by 10. 12 by 10,

13 by 10, 14 by 10. 13 by 11, 18 by II, 14 by 12, 16 by 12, 18 by
12, 20 by 12, 17 by 13, 20 by 13, 16 by 14, 18 by 14, 20 by 14,

22 by 14, 20 by 16, 20 by 16, 24 by 16, 20 by 18, 24 by 18. Glass
cut to any size required : Ifi-oz., l^d. per foot ; 21-oz., 2Jd. per
foot. Large sizes for cutting up: 15 oz., per cise, 300 feet,

22s. 6d. ; 21-oz,, per case, 200 feet, 22j. M. All glass is cut
and packed in our own warehouses. Quality of glass and
careful packing guaranteed. Special quotations given for

large quantities. Have cash estimate from me before ordering
elsewhere.

PUTTY, prepared especially for greenhouse woik: beht,

6s. 6d. per cwt. ; 2nds, 6«. per cwt. ; packages, 6d. cwt,

PAINT, quality guaranteed: 7 lb., 3». ; 14 lb., 5l. 6<i.

;

28 lb., 10s. ; 56 lb., 18s. ; per cwt., 34s.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of tUs Paper that the

T&lrd Edition (100,000 copies) of our Revised PBICE

LIST, consisting of 400 Pages and about 1200

Illustrations, bound In clotb, Is Now Beady, We
sball bave mucb pleasure In forwarding to every

applicant one post-free. This list is tbe most com-

plete In the Trade, and has cost several thousand

pounds to produce.

Address: W. COOPER, Ltd. .,Sabove).

per dozen £0
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronioxb Telegrams.— The
Rtgistered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING,

BEAD ZTNE CHARGED AS TWO.
4 Lines
6 „
6 ,,

7 „
8 „
9 „
10 „n „
12 „
13 „
14 „

,0
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PARTNERSHIP offered in a FRUIT-
GROWING ESTABLISHMENT in the Midlands. Capital

required about £1000.— Write, "SQUARE," 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

ARTNERSHIP WANTED, in a SMALL
MARKET NURSERY (Glass only), near London. Prin-

cipals onlv dealt with.—CAPITALUT, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

WANTED, as FOREMAN in a private estab-
lishment, a married Man, -without family, not under

28 ; must have had good experience in Fruit and Plant-houses.

Wagea 25s. a week, with house, coals, and light.—Apply
HEAD Gardener. The Cedara, Harrow Weald.

WANTED, some time in December, a joung
married MAN. to take charge, under Head Gardener,

of Stove. Fernery, Greenhouse, Vinery, and Forcing Pits.

Must be good Melon Grower and Propagator. Wages 22s. per

week ana Cottage. None need apply whose character f ir con-

duct and ability will not bear strictest investigation.

—

Address, stating age, how long in last situation, and references,

Mr. TRIM, The Maples, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight.

WANTED, a steady young MAN, as Second
in the Houses Must be well up in Growing Cut

Bloom and Pot Stuff for Market. Wages, 20s. per week.—Apply
to W. G. HODGE. F.R.H.S., The Royal Florist, Plymouth.

ANTED,^ar"Young "MAN, fon)ntside
Nursery Work. Quick Planter, with experience in

Valley Roses, Hardy Bulbs and Flowers, and Knifework.—
State particulars of experience, age, wages, to TURNER
BROS., Hale Heath Nursery, Hale, near Liverpool.

WANTED.—A competent MAN, accustomed
to Grow for Market, to take charge of Vineries and

Peach Houses. Marrifd, wi(h no children, or single Man.
Wages 18.5. ; cottage and fuel.—TODDINGTON ORCHARD CO.,

Winchcombe.

ANTED, for a large Seed House in the
South of Ireland, an energetic ASSISTANT, with a

thorough knowledge of the Farm. Garden, and Flower Seed
Trade. —Apply, staling experience, and salary expected, age,

&c., to No. 8, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a strong LAD for Garden, and
make himself useful; Clean Boots. Knives, and

Pumping. One preferred with knowledge of Garden-work.

—

Stale age. experience, ana wages.—CECIL QRI.MSHAWK,
Aspley Grove, Bletchley.i

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against havlyig letters

addressed to initials at Pcist-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Qardenera seeking 8ituationa, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

Garde Q era. Farm-BailifTa. Foresters. &c.

DICK8UNS, Koyal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Aif^Aeif renpectability, and thorouyh'y practical a.t their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—*' DICKSONS. Chester."

FS A N D E R AND U O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

P. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 31, married;
thoroughly experienced in all branches. Excellent

characte.* from Gentleman giving up ; refereuces forwarded.—
J. KEMP, Warley Koad, Brentwood.

GARDENER (Head); age 34, married.—
Advertiser begs to offer his servicer to any Lady or

Gentlemen requiring a really practical and scientific man ; life

experiei ce in first-class establi8bment3. Ihoroughly compe-
tent in all branches. Vtry highly recommended.—J. C, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Mr. G. H.
Sage, Gardener to the Earl of Dysart, Ham House,

Richmond, would be pleased to recommend a Man thoroughly
experienced in all branches to any Lady or Gentleman requir-

ing the services of the above ; married.

C^
ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,

T married (one child, girl, aged 6) ; thoroughly experi-

enced ; good character; total abstainer.—B., 2, Limes Villa,

Avenue Road, Bexley Heath. Kent.

i GARDENER (Head, or Foreman).—Age 34;
\lf Churchman, married, no family. Highest references.

At liberty when suited. Moderate wages. — GARDENER,
Parsonage, West Farleigh, Maidstone.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
single place).—Age 26, unmarried; twelve years' expe-

rience in all its branches; highest references; prefer Midlands

or North.-H. FIELDEN, Purbrook, Coaham, Hants,

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept. Age 27 ; married when suited. Life

experience Jnside and Out; highly recommended. Been in

good establishment.—G. COLEMAN, Clare Lawn, Sheen.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Middle
age, married, no family

; good all-round. Life expe-
rience. Four years in present situation.—E. TOUGH, 3,

Louisa Place. Osborn Street. Slough.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 29 ; good all-round experienced

man. Country preferred. Good reference.—FOREMAN,
Ember Nurseries, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head W^orking), where two
or three are kept.—Age 29; fifteen years' practioal

experience in all branches. Nearly two years' character, five

previous.—GARDENER, 95. Henslowe Rd., East Dalwich, S.E.

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
Age 26. married. Eleven years' practical experience in

the management of Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, &c. ; under
glass; outside. First-class references ; abstainer.— DOIG, The
Grove, Birtley, Cheater le Street.

GARDENER (Hbad, or good Singlr-
handed).—Age 30, single ; thorough practical know-

ledge in the general routine of Gardening in good places.

—

H. ELLIOTT. Manadon, near Plymouth.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 24; ten vears' experience in Gardening. Leaving

through no fault. Excellent references. Total abstainer.

—

H., 15, Calton Road, Dulwich Village, S.E.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 23,
single; well understands Glass, Fruit, Flower, and

Kitchen Garden, Forcing, &c. — G. M., 12, Cobden Koad,
Sevenoaka, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25,
single; eighteen months in present situation. Six and

and a half years previous. Good references.—M. MERILION,
Clarence House, Horncastle.

GARDENER, Smgle, or where two are kept.
—Age 28. A Gentleman wish.^3 to recommend a good

man as above. Two and a half years' good character.
lIuderMtands Vines, Peaches. Melons, Ac. — A. HOARE,
Bailiff, Wolvers, Reigate, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under), or JOURNEYMAN.
A(^e 21 ; seven years' experience, Inside and Out. Good

references. Abstainer.—J. O. WILSON, Alton, Staffs.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER (German).—
Age 26; Inside or Out. Hard and Soft-wooded Plants.

Grower of Jlirket Plants.-R. GRAVENTHKIN, Station
Cottage, Barnham Junction, Sussex.

To Nurserymen.

GROWER in a Nursery (age 24) ; ten years'
experience with llawering and foliage plants. Vines,

Cucumbers. Tomatos ; good references.— J., 41, Wellington
Sf -eet. Strand, W.C.

ROSE-GROWER.—Inside or Ont; eleven
years' experience in London and Provincial Nurseries.

Experienced in forcing pot Boses for cut blooms.—R09IERE,
237, Wandsworth Bridge Road, London.

O NURSERYMEN.—Young Man well up
in propagating and growing Roses, Clematis, &c., also

general Nursery work. Eleven years' experience.—X, Y,,

Mr. E. Myson, Great Pamdoo. Harlow.

F"
OREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER

of Hard and Soft-wooded Plants ; twenty years in leading
Nurseries; can be well recommended.— H. JONES, Cambridge
Koad, Godmanchester, Hunts.

'^rO FRUIT GROWERS and Others.-Wanted,
-L a situation as FOREM \N, by a thorough practical middle-
aged man, life e3i:erieuce in Fruit culture, both outdoors and
under glass. Expert budder and grafter, successful exhibitor,

haa beeu in present &ituation as Foreman for thirteen years on
Lord Sudeley's Fruit Farm (since its formation), thoroughly
understands Land and Plantin?. Excellent character from
present employer and others. — SHEPPARD, Toddington,
Winchcombe. R.S.O.

FOREMAN (Inside, or General).—Age 28.
Mr. G. R. George. Gardener to Earl Sondes. Lees Court,

Faver&ham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above. Three years as Foreman previoualy.—Present
address. G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in large estab-
lishment.—Age 29, single

;
good cbaracter from last

situations iu large establishments as Foreman.—W. WRIGHT,
Tilbury Hill, Haletead, fclsaex.

FOREMAN, or GROWER.—General Stuff for
Marktt; Palms special. Good experience in leading

London Nureeries. — Mr. JOHN FLOYD, 3. Turnford Villas,

Turnford, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (First).— Mr. Bellwood,
The Gardens, Horsley Towers, Leatherhead, can with

confidence recommend F. Hampshire, age 25, to any Gardener
requiring the service of a g-od man as above. Five years

excellent character.—Address as above.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 22;
disengaged owing to breaking up of establishment.

Excellent character. Life abstainer.—FREDERICK WISE,
Vicarage Road, Whitley, Reading.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21; abstainer ; six and
a-half years good practical experience. Can be well

recommended.—J. S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street. Strand, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN in Houses.—Age 22; six
years Inside and Out; two years in present situation.

Eicellent characters from past and present employers.

—

Aspley Gardens, Teddesley, Penkridge, Stafford.

JOURNEYMAN; age 21. — G. Henley,
Gardener to Sydney Morris, Esq., Writham Hall,

Thetford, can confidently recommend Walter Nichols as above.
Six years' experience in all branches.

JOURNEYMAN (Under).—Ma. G. Baylby,
The Gardens, Belmont, Mill Hill, London, N.W., will be

pleased to recommend W. Simmonds, as above. Age 18.

—

Alma Cottage, Mill Hill, London, N.W,

JOURNEYMAN (First) ; age 22, Inside.—
—G. Mitchell, Head Gardener, Tilgate Forest Lodge,

Crawley, Sussex, will be pleased to recommend a young man ;

six years' experience
;
gool character,

*r: to Head Gardener who can place Adver-
•'' tiser in a good establishment.— A(;e 21 ; five yens'

experience Inside and Out.—J. G., 28, Olioda Road, Stamford
Hill, N.

TMPROVER'S PLACE wanted by a Youth of
Jl 19 ; four years' good experience. Inside and Out. Good
character. Total abstainer.—F. BEAUMONT, The Central
Schools. Bournemouth.

IMPROVER, under Glass, or in a Florists'
Business; or, GARDENER (UNDER).—Age 19 ; knowledge

of Seed and Bulb Trade, two years' experience in each.^
A. E. COX. Mr. W. Green, Manea, Cambs.

TRAINING in HARDY FRUIT CULTURE.
—Wanted, by a Young Man (nearly 20), before starting

in business. Has had two years' experience as grower under
glass. Small salary accepted, or, for exceptional advantages
in training, assistance in indoor work given free.—BROOKS,
Post Office, Folkestone.

HANDY-MAN.—Situation wanted, as above
Experienced in Pipe and Boiler Fitting.—H. E,'

4, Endell Street, Long Acre, London, W.C,

£

SEED TRADE.—Young man wishes a situa-
tion as ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, either Wholesale or

Retail. Age 2i ; six years' experience, and good reference.^
WILLIAM B. WILSON, Jan., Ashby BanK, Corstorphine,
by Edinburgh.

CEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 22, with six
^^ years' experience in London and Provincial Houses, desires

re-engagement. Thorough knowledge of Farm Seeds.

—

' BUSINESS." Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Young Man, age 23.—
Abstainer; nine years in. present situation, and has a

thorough knowledge of Agricultural Seedn, seeks re-engage-
ment where this would be of service, and where he could learn

the Garden Seed Trade.—SEED, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE,—ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
age 24. Nine years' experience in London and provinces.

Wholesale and Retail. Excellent references. — Apply to

ROBERTS, Prestwold Gardens. Loughborough.

SEED AND BULB TRADE.—Young Man
seeks re-engagement, has had three years' experience in

London house.—WARD, 20, Lament Rd., Chelsea, London, S.W

TRAVELLER, by a smart, energetic Man, of

good address, in the Seed. Bulb, Plant, Nursery Stuff, or

Sundries, wholesale or retail, connection among tlie leading

firms in Kent, Surrey, and Sussex. First-class testimonials.

Age 25.—PERCY BUNYARD, 52. Clarendon fcoad, Croydon.

SHOPMAN.—Twelve years' experience in the
Seed. Nursery, and Floral trade; excellent references.—

J. H., Mr. Fulker, Stitioner, Boscombe. Bournemouth.

OCR BUILDER, FERNERY FITTER, and
HANDY MAN.—Knowledge of Ferns, Aquatics, Fish.

&c. Good recent testimonials. — W. J. C, lifS, Portobello

Road, Bayswater, London. W.

TO FLORISTS.—Man, age 24, wants situa-

tion. Life experience under Glass; used to Wreaths
and Crosses. Excellent references. London.—C, DENNIS,
13, Boulter Street, St. Clement's, Oxford.

''PO FLORISTS.—A young Man, age 20 ; four
I. years' experience in ludoor Market Nursery Work and

Cut Flowers. Good references.— G. MACKNESS, Holmedale,

Church End, Finchley.

BY THE QUEEN'S COMMAND,' I once
performed at Windsor before Her Majesty and

several members of the Royal Family; and, oh, it was the

most delightful experience I have ever had." The speaker was

an enthutiastic youog actress, as popular as she is beautiful.
" The honour was certainly a great one." we murmured.
" Yes," she responded quickly, ** but it was not only that ; Her
Majesty was so kind, you know. It really did you good, the

way she treated you." That is just it. Proper treatment is

all we want. Nine-tenths of the sickness we suffer might be

cured if we only had proper treatment. If you are ill, or feel

out of sorts, seek relief from the true friends of the sick and

suffering—HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, St. Andrew's Gross.

HORT ICOL

T

URAL BUILDINGS °^
T'l^rS^^'^hS^^'"''

IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS

HEATING.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHURCHES,

^•;;j

SCHOOLS, etc., heated in the most efficient manner. ^;'

AMONGST OUR PATRONS ARE-
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALKS; H R.H. THE DUKE OF YORK;

His Grace THE DUKE OF FIFE;
His GriCE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER; H.M. BOARD OF WORKS;

THE ADMIRALTY, ETO.

SPLENDID ILLXrSTBATED C A T A L O G U E
E^3=^^^^^2232^'*'^

^V. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER ahd HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE TJNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

aud

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;
" AdvertisementB and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WeUin-ton Street. Covent Garden, London, W.O.

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbcrt, Aqnew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in th. 3ounty of Middlesei, and published at

Arthur Qkorse Martin, at the Office, 41, WeUington Street, Parish of St. Paul's CoTent Garden, in the said County.—Satdrday, November 17, 1891. Agent for Manchester—JoHH Hbtwood
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Datoh Bulbs -Dutch Bulbs.—Dutch Bulbs.

SALES NEARLY EVERY D.\Y.

In Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden.

W.C. nearly Every Day, at half-past 12 o'ClocV. Firstclass

ConsiKnmeDta oE Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, ARRIVING D4ILY from
WKLL-KNOWN FARMS in HOLLAND, in the finest

possible condition.

On view mornin$;s of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday Next.
GREAT SALES OF DUTCH KrLBS. •.

MR. .T. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent

Garden W.C, on MONDAY NEXT, and three fo lowing days.

November 26 to 29. at half-past 12 o'clock prei-isely each day.

enormous Consignmeuts of choice-named Djulj'e and Single

HYACINTHS, for Glas?. Pot, or Border Cultivation ; TULIfS.
CRO:US, NARCISSUS, and other BULB^, from leading

growers in Holland.

On view ojoriiings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Thursday Next.

A Large and varied Assortment of rare English and American
BOROER PLANTS, coatsining many of the latest intro-

ductions; Home-Grown LILIUMS in variety. CARNA-
TIONS to nam". GLiDlOLI of sorts. HY4CINTHUS
CANDICANS. ARUMS. &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTIO V. at his Greit Rooms. 33. King

Street. Covent Qa'den, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
NEXr, November i8 and 29.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Thursday Next.
SPECIAL TWO DAYS' SALE of BULBS and PH.NTS.

A Splendid Assortment of Beautifully-grown small Decorative
SHRUBS, for in or outdoor cultivation. AZALEAS, and
RHODODENDRONS. A large Collection of L1LIUM3.
P/T^O.SIES, &c., in the finest possib'e condition, from
Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
Grand Importations in his SALES by AUCTION at his

Great Rooms. 38. King Street. Covent Garden, on WEDNES-
DAY and THURSDAY NEXT, November 28 and 29.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
i6 Cases of ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, just imrortod dire't in

fine order, a consignment of fine m -ssesof CYPRIPEDIUM
SPfiCrABILE. .SUOO S. AfriCJn TUBEROSES, LILIUM
AURATUM from .Tapac, LILIUM HARRISI, L. CANDI-
DUM. &c.

R. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms. .!8. King

Street, Covent Ganlen, on WEDNESDAY NKXT, November 28.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M
Wednesday Next.

3?0nhoce named PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED FRUIT
TREES, comprising APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS. CHHR-
R1E3. PEACHES. NECTARINES. &c. »lso Black, Red,
and White CURRANT.<i, and GOOSEHERKIRS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,

.3'<. King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY' NEXT,
November 28.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Nexi.
SPECIAL SALE of ROSES.

From Celelirated English. French, and Dutch Growers. A
Splendid Collection of ROSES, including many of the
newe.it and best i^orts, to name.

MR. .T. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALE by AUCTION, at his Greit Rooms. 38. King

Streit. Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXr, Nov. 28.

On view moriiirg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
CONSIGNMENT OF 203 CASES OF LILIE? RECEIVED

DIRECT FROM ,7APAN. COMPRISING :—
8173 LILIUM AURATUM
2396 ,, SPECIOSUM ALRT'M
1068 ,, ,, BUBRUM
;,320 „ „ MELPOMENE
200O „ KRAMRRI
68C0 ,. LOSGIFLORUM
780LYCORTS SQUAMIGERA
2400 NERINE JAPONICA

A'so 300 Dwarf and 80 Standard ROSES, 1000 Single
BEGONIAS. fir»t quality STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, HARDY BORDER BULBS and PLANTS,
English-grown LILIES. CARNATIONS. CALOCHORTI,
an importation of LILIU.M WASHINGTONIANUM. im-
men-e Biilbi ; new CALOCHORTUS. PLUMMKRJC
FLl-XUOSUS(true); Al'Oafew of the lovely HESPERO-
CALLIS UNDULA'IA. from Colorado, and never offered

before; LILIUM PARRYI, extra-fine roots ; a fine collec-

tion of German IRIS, from a ontineiital specialist. &c.
Al.«o 20 Cases f NABCUSsUS, POETICUS, SOLEIL BRIL-
LIANT POLYANTHUS, mixed, LOUIS D'OR, from Ihe
Scilly Isles.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, rheapside, Londor, B.C., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, November 28, at 12 i 'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bradford : The Nursery, Bolton Lodge Wood Lane,
B^iltOii, Rrddfoed tlft.ceo minutes from Manniligham
Station, Midland Railway.

CLEARANCE SALE of the STOCK in TRADE and GLASS
ERECTIONS. &c., by order of Mr. Fred Parker; entirely

without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the premisei as above, on

MONDAY and TUESDAY. December 3 and 4. at 12 o'clock

each day. 400 Pyramid Apples and Pears, including horizontal

and triined. all tj name; Victoria Plums, 2 00 tiooseberries

and Currants, 1200 Hybrid and Tea Roses, all the best sorts.

60O being in pots ; 10,000 Strawberry Plants and Runuers, 45.000

choice Bdlbs to name, consisting of Narcissus Emperor.
Empress. Sir Watkin, Horsfieldii. Sulphur Kroon. and oiher

superior kinds ; Tulips, Roman Hyacinths. 600 Spiraea .Taponica,

strong clumps; .^000 Chrysanthemums, beat marhet sorts;

Herbaceous Plants, Stove and Greenhonse Plants, Vines, the

erection of four span-rcofed and two lean-to Greenhouses, com-
prising 5000 feet of Glass, hot-water Pioing. Saddle Boiler,

thirty-two Pit-lights. 200 head ot Poultry of the lead log strains.

Ducks, Geese. Turkeys. Pigeons, thirteen patent Improved
Poultry Courts and Pens, ten Chicken Coops, and ten Runs,

Bay Mare, 143 hands. Stanhope Phaeton, Silver and Brass-

mounted Harness, light Dray and Cart, 5 acres well won Hay,
Garden Utensils, and other sundries.

May be viewed Fr day and Saturday prior fo Sale. Cata.

loeues had on the premises, at 61 & 65 St. .Tames' Market,
Bradford, and of ths Auctioneer', 67 & 68, Cheapeide,

London, EC. N. B.—The House and Grounds to Let. Par-

ticular... of the Auctioneers.

Staplefaid, near Nottingham.
SECOND PORTION' of the extensive and well-grown NUR-

SERY STOCK, for absolute Sale, the Freehold Estate
having been sold. Three days.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL bv AUCTION, oo the Premises Frettioiiham's

Nuraeries, Staplefor.l, near Sandiacre and staplefor.1 Station,

on WEDNESDAY, December 5, and TWO FOLLOWING
DAYS, at 12 o'clock each day. without the least reserve,

20.000 CONIFERS, a wonderfully fine assortment, beau-

tifully grown; t. grand stock of Golden YRWS, Gold and
Silver HOLLIES, for which this Nursery ha«* been noted

;

CITPRESSUS LAWSONL in rich variety; THUIA LfiBBII,

PICEAy, 3000 FRUIT TREES, many larga bearing trees being

among them, &c.

The Stock is particularly well-rooted, and the Nursery bears

a high reputation for the safety with which the Stock can be
tiansplauted.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; of A. T.

ASHWELL. E^(l . Solicitor. St. Peter*s Walk. Nottingham;
and of the Auctionet^r?, 67 and 68. Cheapside. London. EC.

SuDbury, Middlesex, b ear Railway Station.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE ot FRUIT TREES. PLANTS,
BULBS, and OTHER STOCK, by order of JUr. John Turtle,

the Nursery having been let.

MESSRS. TROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Prera ses. the 0*borne
Nur-erp, Sunbnry. on THURSDAY, December 6. at hilf-past

11 o'clock precisely, in consequence of the large number of lots.

7000 FRUIT TREES, consisting of standard and pyramid
Apple?, Pears, and Plums, 1000 dwarf Roses, 2UO0 budded
Briars, and Manetli Stocks. 10.000 Manetti Stocks 2000 Straw-
berries, a few standard Roses, Limes, and Chestnuts a (juantity

of border shrubs, thousands of greenhouse and flowering plants,

including 30i Cyclamen persicum in 4S pots. Palms., Ferns,

Azaleas. So anums. Begonia", Tea and other Ro^ea. Chrys-
anthemums. &r. U.OiiO Lily of the ^'alley thousands of

Hyacinths and other Bulbs, many in pots. Liliums Gladioli

the linile. Romtin Hyacinths. 70011 Spanish Iris and other
S.ocit, suitable for private gentlemen and the trade for cut-

flower purposes.
May be viewed three days prior to sale. Catalogues had on

the premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 & tS, Cheapside,
London. E C.

Baling, W.
CLEARANCESALEof a PORTION bf the STOCK of Messrs

Charles Lee & Sons' far-famed Fruit Tree Nursery.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Messrs. Charles

Lee & Sons' Nursery. Uibridge Road. Ealing, W., on TUES-
D-*y and WEDNESDAY, December 11 and 12. at 12 o'clock

each day, thousands of Standard and Pyramid APPLES and
PEvRS. of all the favourite and lopulir sorts; .*;tandard and
Dwarf-trained PEACHES and NECTARINES, all he^t kinds,

sidendid trees; Standard PLUMS. DAMSONS, and CHER-
RIRS; .'iiOO BEST ISOLDES EUONYMUS. and hundreds of

DECIDUOUS and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, from
9 in. to 12 feet.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Pemises ; at the

Royal Vineyard Nursery, ;i6. Hammersmith Road. W. ; and of

the Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Oheapside. London, EC.

Monday Next.
SPECIAL SALE OF lO.OOO HARDY PERENNIALS. CAR-

NATIONS. PICOTEES, LILIES, and IRIS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67
and 6S.'Cheopsiie. London, on MONDAY NEXT. November 26,

at 12 o'clock, hundreds of choice Hardy Perennials in great

variety, from one of the largest growers in this country ;

thousands of Carnations, Picotees, Hollyhocks, Pyrethrums,
Faeooies, Phlox, and Delphiniums of the most popular sorts,

10.000 Galanthus Elwesii, Chionodoias. Anemone fulgens.

Scillas, and other Bulbs, a magnificent collection of the hnest

kinds of Liliej, including Browni. Lowi, Colchicum. testaceum.

rubruni. album, and many others; also a grand assortment of

Iris germanica. sibinca. Kempferi. Olbiensis. and others.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms.
67 and 68, Cteapside. London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT,
Novembpr ,30. Imported and Established ORCHIDS from

various owners.
On view morning ot Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
36 DRACJEVAS. 36 ARALIAS. 36 CAMELLIAS, 24 ARAU-

CARiAS.lOO aZVLEAS for open ground, 200 A. MOLLIS,
and .'^0 PALMS from Belgium ; STOVE and QREEN-
hOUSE PLANTS. ORNAMENTAL PLANTS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Cfntral Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68. Cheapside. London, E C, on THURSDAY
NEXT, November 29. at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, December 4.

An Importation of

Twenty-one Ca'es of CATTLEY'A TBIANiE,
received dirt-ct, in splendid condition, for Unreserved Sale.

VfESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
i'A SELL the above by AUOTIOS. at their Central Sale
Rooms. 67 and 68. Chea^iside. London, E.G., on TUESDAY,
December 4. at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Every Day.
DUTCH BULB3.- GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

\/rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJ. sell by AUCTION at their Central Sale Booms. 67 &68,
Cheapside, London, EC, EVERY DAY, at 12 o'clock, larga
consignments of first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and oiher BULBS from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers Also RO.VIAN HYACINTHS,
SCILLAS, DAFFODILS. LILIUM HARRISI, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WANTED to RENT, a SMA.LL PL.4CE
•with GLASS HOUSES for Tomato growing; no

Stock — G- GINN. Downe. Farnborougli, Kent.

ANTED, a NURSERY and MARKET-
GARDEN BUSINESS, chiefly glata. London district.

Principals only.—116, Sandy Lane. ahaw. Oldham.

To Grape and Tomato Growers.

''Y^O BE DISPOSED OF.—A first-class Estib-
JL lishmeut, wiih good Residence, and every coDvenieace.
— For particulars, apply to

—

Mr.W. UN WIN, FruitSalesman.CoventGardenMarbet.WC.

TO GROWERS. — A NURSERY of about
3 Acre?, Dwelling-house, 9 Glasshouse'^, well heated and

stocke.l ; Shedq, Frames, &c., all in t' orough working order,
FOR DISPOSAL on favoiinible terma. Apply to—
FREDK. G. HUGHES, Estite Agent. Hampton-on-Thames.

POR SALE.—Compact little NURSERY, with
X UwellioK-house and Florist's Shop, near Station and
three Cemeteries, doing good local trade. The Houses are
modern, well hetted, in good condition, and filled with thriv-

ing young stock. Low rent.—Price £225, all nt.— J. S.

AePLEToK, 4A. Broadway, Manor Park, Essex.

NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST BUS!-
NESS, genuine. Established 40 \ears. Gooi town

(small), Midland Counties. Good netf^lihourhood, ftrst-clasa

coonection, splendid Seed Trade, good Shop and House, best

position. Small Nursery, 4 Greenhouses, 4 rows of Frames,
Plants, TrefS, Shrubs, &c. Fixtures, Seed Drawers, aud
Stock in Trade. £t25. A splendid opportunity for one with a
little capital. Near several good markets. Bents Low.
Good reason for disposal.—B , Ga deners' Chronic e Office, 41,

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

TO be SOLO or LET, a Freehold, well walled
MaRKKT garden with numerous Glass and Forcing

Houses, &c.. comprising in all about Ij acre, together with
capital detached Resilience, the whole offering to a Purchaser
as a going concern, a very desirable iuvestraent. Half aa
hour from Ijondon.

Full particulars may be obtained from Messrs. HUMBERT,
SON, AND FLINT, Laud Agents, &c., 11, Serle Street,

L-ncola's Inn, W.C.

FOR SALE, a Compact NURSERY and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, with good Seed and Jobbing

Trade attached, in a Country Market Town, tilasshouses and
Pits well stocked. Large Stock ot Fruit Trees and Shrub*,

(lood Stabling, Potting and Packing Sheds. Commodious
liwelling. t*en!y years' Lease unexpired. No opposiljoa

within ten miles. Kent £27 per annum. Particulars o£ —
SEXTON AND TAYLOR. Auctioneers. Hadleigh, Suffolk.

\fIDDLESEX.—TO LET, in the best part of
i»-L Market Garden district, !."> miles from London. 1^ milea

main line station, 150 ACRKS (.^U of which are old paature),

with ten roomed well-built house, and commolious buildings.

Suitable for Market Garden and Dairy-farm combined. For
particulars, apply t<i —

MACKRBLL AND WARD. 1. Walbrook, E.C.

WUttinghanie Lodge, New Barnet.

TO LET, Large well-stocked GARDEN, Eight
Vineries. Potting-houses. Bothy. Stable, &c. The Vines

and Fruit Trees are in their prime. For further particulars,

apply to Mr. H. CATFORD as above.

OR SALE, a Small JOBBING GAR- ,

DENING, FLORIST, and GREENGROCERY BUSINESS,
iu a rising part, five minutes' walk from town.

W. DANN, Dodsley, Midhurst.

QUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
O to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHlIR. TheLondonNur9ery.4.MaidaVale.London,W.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Good plump, sound
bulbs, at lad . M , l.t., and Is. 6a!. each, by the do/en,

100. or moo. All other good LILIES at low prices.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Bare

Plants, 636, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
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LAST SALE FOR THIS SEASON
ON THE PREMISES,

PERKY HILL, CLIFFE, near ROCHESTER
(A-'joIniug Clitfe StatiiiQ, South-Eastern Railway),

NOVEMBER 28, 1894.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE.
A CATALOGUE OF

100,000 FRUIT TREES,
CONSISTING OF

1M>.000 Standard and HalE-Standanl Apples Pearg, PlTim<i, and
Cherrips of the latest new kinds; 12 000 Apples, two-year^, on
Epglish Paradihe, viz, : Cox's Orange, Stirlipg Castle, Qu^irrenden,
Lord Derby, Chelmsford Wonder, Gladstone. Domino, Ri^niirck,

Duchet^s of Oliienbiirgh, Duche-^s Favourite, WorceMter P«'armHio,
Eiiklinville, Irifh f^each Rivera" Early Prolific Plum Cox's Emperor.
G sborne, Victoria. Sultin, Princeot Wales, Prune and Bu*Ii Najio-

leon therries, Waterloo Elton, Governor Wood, BiKarre»u nnd
Morello. The New Pear Lecficr, Williams' IJeurro Chirgeau.
Doyenne d'Ete, Chalk. Duroodeau, Jargonelle, Duck's f^gi;. and
Pitmaston Duchess; 15^0 of the New First Apple, Beauty Of
BcLtll are included; 20,000 two and three year Whinham'w industry
Gooseberry, Lancashire Lad and Crown Bob; 15,0CM) of the noted
Baldwin Black Currant, 30,000 Wild Apsle, Pear and Plum Stocks.
one year and one year transplanted ; 30,OL'0 Carter's aod Fastolf
Raspberry. 50.000 Strawberry Plints, Gun'on Park, Lord Sutfield,

Emprej.s of India, John Ruskin, Noble and Paxton ; 25,000 Con-
nover's Colossal Asparagu', two and four j ears old ;

30,000 Petham Golding Hop Sets (true).

Luncheon at 11. Sale, U .'iO punctual, iu order to be able to catch
the 3.30 P.M. train up from Cliffe to London.

BEAUTY of BATH—the coming Apple.
This is the FINEST NEW FIRST EARLY DESSEUT APPLE introduced for many

;

It has gained honours at ereiy E.ihihition where shotrn.

Mr. Hohne holds the largest stock in England of this grand variety,

Mr. Home will Lift and put all Lots on Rail, after the Sale, free of cost.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have much pleasure in calling attention to this Important Clearance Sale, as it is the last they will have
the pleasure of conducting on the PremiHes this Season. CATALOtHJRS may be hail o^ the Auctioueer.s. ti7 and tjS. Clieapsiue. Lo doD.K.C; or on the Premises.

pLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, extra
\U^ strong flowering bulbs. 'I^s. per 1000; 2^0*. per 10,(1'^0.

f.o.b. Rotterdom. Also strong LILY OF THE VALLEY
Crowns, at 18i. per 1000; 170s. per 10, ODD. Scarlet Runner
BEANS, a great quantity to offer. Apply to

—

Mr, J. KOUWKNHOVEN, Warmood, ur. Haar^e-n. Holland,

CARNATIONS, ROSES, PANSIES,VIOLAS,
&c.—Her Majesty the Queen in accepting a water-colour

drawing depicting a group of Empress Pansicw grown by me
for Her Majesty's Gardt^ns at Frogmore, graciously expressed
her interest in the details of the industry now being carried
on lit my Flower and Fruit Farms. Tliis industry, which hds
recently been reported upon by the Government, has grown to
such an extent that it is now the largest of its kind either
in England or the Cont'neut.
Any of my Customers ordering plants or trees to the value

of £1 I.V., will have a copy of the unique painting (size 30 in,

by Hi ill.), above referred to, sent them free of chiirge.
" I shall fram*i the beautiful pUte of your 'Empress Pan-

BieH.' "—Owen Thomas, The Queen's Gardener, Frogmore.
Catalogues now ready, free on applicatioc.

E. BATH. Wisbech.

GLIBRAN'S NEW CATALOGUE,
For AUTUMN and SPRING 1994-5,

NOW READY. POST-FREE ON APPLICATION,
ROSES, for in and outdoors.— H.P's.. 65. and Hs. per dozen.

50s. and 65^. per 100. delivereil free. TEAS and NOISETTES.
lbs. and 18s. per dozen. Climbing sorts with long bhoots.
35. Gd and 5s. each, not delivered.

FRUir TREES. VINES. FIGS, ETC -The leading sorts
and best cropping kinds, APPLES. PKARS, PLUMS, and
CHERRIES, Standards, and Pyramids, well-develo ed trees,
18.^ . 24i , and 30s. per doz. ; Dwarf and Horizontal-trained trees,
2s. ^d. and 3s. 6'/ each ; Feathered Trees of Apples nnd Pear?,
:i very large stock, 15s perdoz..£5 lOs. per Uio ; Extra-aizea
Pyramid Applfs. grand treps, which have fruited several yeir-,
of a fewf^oris. 42.<.and 60s. per doz. ; FIGS, fine bushes in pots,
2s. 6rf. to U's. 6d. each ; GRAPE VINES, the leadin varieties,
strong, short-jointed, and well-ripened Piant^cg Canes, .?5. 6d,
and 5s. each ; Fruiting Canes, 75 6rf., 105. W , and 12s 64.
each. CURRANTS. GOOSEBkRRIES, BLACKBEFRIES.
RASPBERRIES. STRAWBERRIE";, and other miacenaueous
Fruits ; al-o Roots for tor.-ing. a.s per Catalogue.
TREES and SHRUBS —ornamental. Evergreen, deciduous

and rtowering, inclu-nng HOLLIES. CONIFER.^E, &c.. in great
variety, for all purposes and situations : 6 sorts for 3s. or
4.?. 6rf. ; 12 sorts for 6s., 9s., or 125 ; 50 sorts for Sl.t., 3l5. 6d.,
and 42s , all our selection.

FOREST TREES, and SHRUBS, and BEDGE PLANTS
by the hundred tbou:>aiul. See Catalogue for &i/.(^a and pii es.

RHODODENDRONS.— Choice named. 24s. and 30s per doz.
Azaleas, Hardy Heaths, Skimniias. and other American Plants
ill great variety, la American Plants, our selection, for 4s.,
til,. 9s , or 12s.

HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS (an immense collection) -
12 distinct kiud«, our selection, in pots, for 6s , 9s.. or l2s.
Jasmines and Honeysuckles, white aod yellow. Is and Is. 6d,
each; Ampelorsis, Is. and Is. ^d. each; Clematis, Is. and
Is. 6a. each. 12, in 12 tine sorts, our selection, for 10s. 6rf.

Ivies, lovely variegated and ornamental-leaved kind'*, 9s,, 12s.,

and 18s. per doz. Irish Ivy, in pots, 6s., 9s., and 13s per do/.

For Novelties and Si-ecialties, see Catalogue, tree.
Oldfield NurserlfS

., ALTRINCHAM;
Also at MANCHESTER. LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, &c.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON.

EXHIBITION.

ATATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
II SOCIETY, KOYAL AQUABItIM, WESTMINISTER.
EARLY WINTER EXaiBITION, Uwember 4. 5, aud «, ISH.
Chrysanthemums, Cyclamen. Chinese Primroses, Flowering

;

Berried anii Foliaged Plant*, &c.
Schedules of Prizes on applies ion to

—

Ranelash Road, Ealin:;. RICHARD DEAN, Hon. Sec.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
toOrow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—30 minutes from St, Pancraa.

/ELIA TENEBROSA,—Splendid Plants of
this year's importation, showing sheath, and weli-leaved.

from lOf. 6d. each. See our new Catalogue.
FRBD. HORSMAN & CO., Colchester.

ECOMA SMITH I (finest Seed Novelty of
the Season). — ELECTROS for CATALOGUES, and

Seeds, and all ptrtioulars, may be had of the London Whole-
sale Seedhmen.

HINESE SACKED NAKCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied by the dozen, hundred, or

thou'iand. Price on application.

WILLIAM BCTLL. F.L.S , Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

LILIUMS, LILIES.—Best and cheapest ever
(ffered. Auratum*!. very tine. 4«. ; extra large. 6s.;

immense bulbs, 9s. ; Harrisii, tiie, 4.?. ;ind 65.; longitlorum
extra tine an^l cheap, J^.*; and 4s. ; lancifo'.ium. extra. 4s and
6s.; Croceum, .3s,. umbellatum, 35. and 4s ; Davuricum. 3j. ;

candidum, 2s.. all per dozen. Cases and packing free for cash.
MORLE AND CO., Direct Importers, The Conservatorie.",

Finchley Road. N W.

ITEA ROSES
ii

IlsT FOTS.
; STRONG PLANTS •

I In Great Variety. •

• Splendid Quality. t

I AliSO •

; STRONG :

: CLIMBING :

: ROSES. :

: All of the Best, t

FULLEST

PART1CUL.\RS

ON

APPLICATTON.

I Also H.P. & all other Roses from the open ground. ;

j DICKSONS, Chester, i

--.wHStA"---:.-^-'^---,
s -I'^fi^v^^ *•**- ^'j-jjJ'j'V.y'^lP

MILLER'S LILY OF THE VALLEY
CROWNS are large, plump Crowns, of the true early-

flowering Berlin variety ; force -plendidly, and always produce
long j-prays of large flowers; bs. 6rf. per 100, 5?s. 6rf. per 1000.
Orders Hbi.,ve lOs carriage paid.

F. MILLER ANP CO., 267. Fulham Road. London, S.W.

GMUJNTON will receive Consignments of all
• kinds of PLANTS, CUT FLOWEKS (English and

Foreign), TREES. &c. Terms 00 application.
Note adnress:-G. MUNTO^J, COMMI.SSION AGENT, SaLE.S-

MAN. and AUCTIONEER. II, Tcrminus flace. Eastbourne.

F[RNS!-FERNS!!
Well grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

40,000 Small Ferns—Pteris cristata, eretica,
iremula. and Gjmnogramma aurea, in 2^inch pots, at
9s. [,er :00, 875. t^d. per 1000.

A large quantity in 48'8— Pteris cristata, cretica,
nobilis, and tremula ; Adiantum ^ubesceiis, at 4s. 6rf. per
dozen, 345. per 100.

Adiantum cuneatum and polypodium at 5s, 6d.
per dozen.

The above prices are for Ca'h with Order only. All Orders
carefully and promptly executed.

B. PRIMROSE,
NPR8ER1E8. ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH. S E.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our Varieties and Stock are unapproached.

This is well known by the olde.stand most suc-

cessful growers. As an instance, Mr. Mease and
many others are again victorious in the great

class with those we supplied last season. This
unprecedented prize-winning has continued, with

hardly a break, for many years. Vigorous and
healthy cutting stock is our specialty, not prizes,

&c. We have prepared the finest houses (Come
and See), of cut-down nn-forced plants months
ago, which are now full of the loveliest soft root-

cuttings, grown near the glass, ever seen, and
will strike atonce (while others linger for months),
and will certainly ensure success wherever they go.

Send for our CATALOGUE, describing 1000
New and Old Varieties— the best kept Collection

in England.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
S W A N L E Y

.
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PALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o.—KENTIAS,
fine in 48'b, 12s. per dor. ; six sorts of PALMS, in 48'b, 9s.

and 12s. per doz. ; large KENTIiS. ineo's, 5s. and6». perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in60's. 4s. and 5s. per doz. ; do. in large

thumbs. 3<. per doz.. 20s. per 100; ARALI4S. in 48's, 5s. and

fls. per doz.; FICUS, in 48's, 12s. per doz.; CYPERUS
NATALENSIS and ALTEBNIFOLIIIS, in 48's, 6s. per doz. j

twelie best sorts of FERNS, 12s. per lOO : ASPAKAGUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS, 6s. per doz. ; variety of FBRNS in 48'a, 5i. and

es. doz. Free on rail. Cash with order.—ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), fi. Bramah Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back page,

Gardeners' Chronicle, September 1, 1894.

BULBS, Winter, Spring, and Summer-flowering.

DAFFODILS, for Pots, Beds. Borders, and NaturalisiOon

in Meadows. Woods, &c.

ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing interest to

Amateurs.
HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Borders,

and Naturalisation.
COLLECTIONS of BULBS, 12s. Sd., 21s., 43s.. and 63s.

COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. 6d., 7s. M., 10s id., 21s.,

to 105.'.

BABR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all the beat varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Special quotations for quantities to grow for MARKET.
New and Rare Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,

Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained.

PEARS, PLU-WS. CHERRIES, PEACHES, APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOOSEBERRIES. CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.— All the bi-st of the old and new varieties,

open air plants, or in small pots.
Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free, 6(f., gratis to

CuBtomera (one of the most complete issued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKIN8,
Pomona Farm Nurseries Withington, Hereford.

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The finest named hardy kinds can now be eupplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in nmny
inetances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATEBER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING, SURREY.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—EveryoDe can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Sp^wn will

ensure success. All grow era speak in

high praiseotthequality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
I signature attached.
I Price, 6j. per bushel, Is. extra for

^ package ; or. Is. per cake, free per
^ Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSHandSON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants.
Highgate Nurserieg, London, N., and Rarnet. Hertc.

LARGE CHOICE EVERGREENS,
FROM SPECIMEN BORDERS,

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL. CHEAP.

PERFECT SPECIMENS & SAFE to MOVE
(Transplanted within two years).

All thk Choicest Green and Golden Kinls.

PENNELL & SONS.
The NUTSerleg.

LINCOLN.

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.

We hold an extensive Stock of all kinds of the above,
in first- rate quality, and at reasonable prices

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive
Catalogue, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

RETIRING FROM BUSINESS.
SPECIAL OFFER to CLEAR GROUND.

HOLLIES, green and variegated, extra transplanted, 2 to
10 feet. RHODODENDRONS, 200 choice named varieties, and
best quality hybrid Seedlings, 1^ to 6 feet, bushy ; also dwaif
kinds ; Priecoi and ferrugineum, &c. Greenhouse varieties

;

Sweet-scented and new free-bljoming Hybrids, own raising,
covered with flower buds. AZALEA MOLLIS SEEDLINGS,
ten to twelve buds, 85. per dozen. 505. per IdO. Ghent and other
choice varieties. LILIUM AURATUM, home-grown, per 100
or 1000, cheap; and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, in fine
condition. Priced Cit'ilogues free on applicatioa.

I. DAVIES & SON,
BROOK LANE NURSERY, ORMSKIRK.

PICEA PINSAPO.—For Sale, about 3 dozen
well-grown plants (1^ to 2J feet). Apply to—

HEAD GABDENBK, Old Parlt, near Ventnor, I.W.

ERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY, first

quality for forcing, 35*. per 1000 ; As. per 100. Imported
Parisian Lilacs, for forcing, white and coloured, 30s. per doz.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

CAfJA Golden and Silver EUONYMUS,
»J\/UV/ 12 to 15 inches, 25s. to 30s. per 100. Best in the

market.—R. CHALLEN, Nurseryman, Twickenham, Middlesex.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — Oar Descriptive
List of above, including M. Calvat's novelties, and all

the newer varieties of merit, now ready, post free. Warranted
to please, or cash returned.—RAY and CO., Teynham, Kent.

SACRED LILIES, or JOSS FLOWER.—
Very large Bulbs, 4d. each, .3s. 6rf. per dozen. 24s. per 100.

Few hundreds for Sale.—MORLB and CO., Conservatories,

Finchley Road, N.W. Only announcement.

HRYSANTHEMUMS.—StroDg cuttings now
ready of Col. Chase, Mrs. Cox, Lord Rowbery, Louise,

M. C. Motin, Madame Thermae Key, and all the bebt exhibi-

tion sorts; also best old varieties, CATALOGUE one stamp, of—
WM. KTHERINaXON, Chrysanthemum Grower, Swans-

combe, Kent.

O P E C I A L OFFER.
TRITOMA UVARU, MICEIAELMAS DAISIES (twenty

varieties). ARUNDO CONSPICUA (Feather Grass), ARUM
LILIES (48-pots), 3«. 6d. per dozen.

Also CyCLiMEN, from thumbs, and BEGONIAS, mixed,
2s. 6rf. per dozen.

W. CALLINGHAM, Nurseryman & Floret. Bracknell. Berks.

FOR SALE.—Grand one-year-old CYCLA-
MEN, mixed colours, full of Buds. lOx. to 12s. per doz.

Clean healthy Stock of Mim Joliffe Imp., Mrs. Llewellyn,
and Mr^. Moore Carnations, 8«. to IOj. per doz., in flower.

Maiden- hair Ferns, 7s. 6i. to 8s. &d. per doz.. all above in

.5^ inch pots; about IOJ plants trained Heliotrope, in flower,

l^s. to 18s. per doz. The above packed and put on rail free of

charge —FROME FLOWER and FRUIT CO., Somerset.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^inch pots, Stove and Green-

bouse, 30 best selling sorts, 13i. per luO; Urge ditto, in 48'8,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

4'i'8, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s.

per 100. Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48's, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Ericas and Bouvardias. in

48'b, If. each. Seedling Ferns, 6s. per lOO. Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SBIITH, London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

ENGLISH FRUIT AND ROSE CO.
(CRANSTON'S), LIMITED.

o

SPECIALTIES:
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES,
NE of the Largest and Healthiest Grown
STOCKS in the Kingdom, comprising several Hundred

Thousand Trees of all sizes. Gentlemen engaged in Planting
should Inspect our Stock before making their purchases for
the season. Descriptive CATALOGUE on application. Special
QuoTATlo.NS will t)e given to Large Buyers.

KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
NORMAN DAVIS

has much pleasure in announcing that his

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
13 NOW READY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issued simply as a Guide,
such as a Catalogue should be, and will be found
comprehensive and useful. You are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purchaser.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHKYSANTHE.MUM NURSEKIES,

Lilford Koad, Camberwell, London, S.E.

FOREST AVENUE TREES AND SHRUBS.
ALDER, 3 to 4 ft. , SOS per 1000 ; 6 to 8 ft. , 40s. per 1000 ; 10

to 12 ft.. 30s. perlOO.
LiUREL, common, IJ to 2^ ft., lOOj. per 1000; 2i to 3 ft.,

16s. per loo 1 3 to 4 ft.. 20s. per 100.
PRIVET, common. 3 to 4 ft., 35s. per 1000.
SPRUCE FIR, bushy, 2 to 3 ft, 15s. per 100 ; 3 to 4 ft.,

20s. per 100.
SYCAMORE, 4 to 6 feet, 60s. per lOOO.
BIRCH, Silver. 8 to 10 ft.. 40s. per 100; 12to 16 ft.. 16s. p. doz.
CHESTNUTS, Horse, 10 to 12 ft., 18s. per doz.; IJ to 13 ft..

2ls. per doz.
LABURNUM, 8 to 9 ft., 9s. per doz, ; 10 to 12 ft., 16s. per doz.
LIMES, stout good heads, 10 to 12 ft., 18s. per doz.
PLANES, 10 to 12 ft , 24s. per dcz. ; 12 to 14 ft., 30s. per doz.
BOX, Handswonh, li to 2 ft.. 30s. per 100.
LAURELS, Portugal, IJ to 2} ft., 35s. per 100.
YEW, English,

1
J to 2 ft., 25.<. per 100

R. TUCKER. The Nurseiies, Faringdon, Berks.

o

STRAWBERRIES.— Laxton, Noble, Jubilee,
Latest of All. Paiton, 3». per 100, 12» ed per 500, £1 per

1000. Ca&h with order ; Carriage paid.

W. CAVILL. Strawberry Gardens, Penally. Pembrokeshire.

RCHIDS.—Well grown, in fine order, set
with flower-buds. Spare plants of many fine varieties.

GENERAL BERKELEY, Bitterne. Southampton.

CUT ROSES.—Cream-yellow or red, Is. 3d.
per doz. MAIDENHAIR FERN, first, 6rf , second, id.

per bunch ; 5s. orders carriage free.

H. LEAR, Victor Street, Hull.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—Grand Stock of
both Fruiting and Plantinf^ Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on application.— JO hN PEED & ^OSS,
Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road, West Norwood, S.B.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing; five years old,
splendid roots. 12^. 6-^. per lUO; extra fine, 6 years old,

155. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
mafaes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CL4.RK, Market Gardener, Goldstone. Brighton.

^0 000 FERNS.— I offer Gymnogramma,
*jyj^\J\J\J Pteristremula and P. t. major, tine Stuff, in
48V, at 325. per 100 ; Pteris cristata, 60's, ready for 48's. 12s. per
100; Solanums. well berried, £2 lus. per luu ; Ficu9 elastica,

£5 per 100, all good Stuff, Packing free for cash on rail.

ARTHUR WILSON. Home Farm, Enfield Highway.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; mo.-t pro:luctiFe. Hundreds

of teatimouials. Per bushel. 5s,

R AND G. COTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant!,
Southnate. N. Established 1797.

ORD PENZA.NCE'S HYBRID SWEET
BRIARS.—Foliage deliciously scented. Flowers large,

of great beauty, and produced in great profusion. Growth
marvellously vigorous, perfectly hirdy. Strong bushe',
bs. each. Full particulars of

—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS and CO.. Rose Growers. Salisbury.

APPLE, CHERRY, PEARS.—Stout fibrous-
rooted trees of all the leading market sorts, including

Beiuty of Bath, in maidens, 3, 3, and 4-ir. old, at 6s., Ss., and
1U5. per doz. ; extrafine standard Jargonelle Pear, 12s. per doz.;
ditto Morello and May Duke Cherries. 12s. to 18s. per dozen.

SYCAMORES, 10 to 14 feet.

WILLIAM KERSHAW, Airedale Nurseries, Bingley, York8,

WINTE R DRESSING.
Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plants, both

indoors and out. for a healthy start next season, and destroy
Scale, Bug. Red Spider, American Blight, and the Larvee of
other insects, by using the XC* ALL LI(,)UID INSECTICIDE
WASH, a pure Nicotine Preparation (under a new system),
from duty free Tobacco. Absolu'ely safe, and no feir of injury
to the buds. In use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per pint, 2f. ; Quart. 3*. Gd.
; J Galloa. 5*. ; 1 Gallon, 10s.

To be obtained from all Norserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or, direct Irom

—

G H. RICHARDS. Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Particulars and Testimonials post-free on application.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of 10.

(9 ft. by 4 ft. 6) 108.

(7 ft. by 4 ft.) 88,

BEST NEW ARCHANaiL MATS .

„ TAOANROG MATS
„ HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 78.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 58.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS, 20 -, 25/- & 35/- p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.
„ CUBA BAST Is per lb.

HORTICULTURAI, SUNDRIES OP EVBRY KiND,
CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

JAMES tTaNDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

6d. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60f.
Bags, 4d. each.

8PECIALL1 SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. Sd. per saot ; 5 sackl,

25s. ; sacks, 4d. each.
BLACK FIBROUS FEAT, 6<. per sack ; b sacks, 221. ; sacks,

Id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d. per bushel; 16». per half

ton ; 2Qs. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, 4d. each.
lELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, U. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. M. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *o. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMTTH, 21. Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane. W.O.

RCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Grtenhou.'ie use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
LEEDS and LONDON,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJEST7 THE QUEEN, call Special Attention tO tbelT Patent

Wrongbt-Iron Municipal or Ansnlar Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOI-LOW or OBDINABY CAST-IBON GBATK BABS.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— PROMT ELEVATION-* — LONCITDDtNAL SCCTION-

The longitudinal section pves a view of the fire-boi, water apace, flues, Ac.

water space and V'^haped back.

*-S ECTrOMAL PLAN—
The cross section gives a view of the fire-box

The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which it necessary for this class of boiler.

Prices from £3 IDs. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOB LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN lUAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beet Materials, and can be pttt

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Ol&zed and Paint«d. £
6 feet long, 3 feet wide'^ OASTI

PRICES,

I
OABBIAaE

PAID.
Larger tiiet at proportionate priea*

R. HALLIDAY &
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
<^»ufon^;«ie.Mr.H.SKEl,TOIt,Se«daman.&a.,3.HallowsTBd.,N.

6 feet
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3 0,0 00 STBOKG
RASPBERRY CANES,

At Low Prices per 1000.

BAUMI'ORTH'S SEEDLING, bamijls lOJ 9s. Orf.

CAKTEBS PROLFFIC ,. „ 5'. Orf.

FASTOLF IMPROVED ,, ,
4s. Orf.

Fir.LBASKET. very etrong 6s. nrf.

NORWICH WONDER ,. .,
4s. ad.

ANXWEBP RED 4s. 6d.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Strong Baldwin's Black, Naples, and Bed Dulch CURRANT
BUSHES; also Lancashire Lad and Crown Bob GOOSE-
BERRIES, at low prices, on application.

Special Quotitioss to Laboe Buyebs.

B. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

EKQIilSH YEWS, 2 (o 2J feet, 9J. per dozen ; 6 is. per 100.

,, ,, 2J to3 teet, 12s. per dozen ; 75s. l>er UiO.

,, ,, 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per dozen ; 121 s. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent roots.

Special qnotaiions for large quantities.

JOHN PEBKINS & SON,
52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPIR^A

SPIRAEA ANTHONY WATERER.
This is a sport from the well-koowo Spirroa bumalda, from

which it differs only in colour, the flowers beiiig a rich

criD360n, boroe in large corymbs thickly on the plant.

It IB a contiDuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy fiowe'ing plants of many years.

FiRST-CLA-s Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society O' London.

Nice plants. Is. 6d. each, will be distributed in November.

ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill Nursery. Wokine, Surrey.

SUPERLATIVERASPBERRY.
THE TRUE RAISER'S STOCK.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO., MAIDSTONE
Hold a large lot this year of this, by far the linest, Raspberry,

and as many former applicants could not be supplied, early

orders are requested.

First size 30s. per 100 ; 5s. per dozen.
Second size 20s. per 100; 4s. per dozen.

A few extra large, 9s. per dozen,

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES,
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits, post-free, 3d.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free,

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over HOOspecies and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap coUectiocs in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSEli/BS. SALE, near MANCHESTEli.

UITTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free,

THE BEST TOMATO
FOR WINTER CULTIVATION, OR EARLY SPRINCi CROP,

FROGMORE SELECTED,
VERY FREE SETTER AND HEAVY CROPPER,

Per Packet, 2s. 6d.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Crawley,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
STERLING NOVELTIES for 1895.

MRS. W. J. GODFREY.
Without doubt the most beautiful Japanese and

the purest white variety in existence.

Fully described in CATALOGUE, Post-free.

Miss RITA SCHROETER
Raised by Chas. C. Shea, Esq., from whom

I have purchased the entire stock.

This variety is the only English-raised .Japanese

not yet in commerce, certificated at the Grand
Exhibition of the N.C.S., on November 7, and it

certainly is the most striking novelty of the

numerous varieties certificated on that date. The
blooms, which are large, may best be described

as a glorified " Belle Paule," which it much re-

sembles in colour and markings, but of double

the size. Of iirst-olass habit of growth, and an

easy ' doer" in every respect.

Plants, 7s. 6d. each.

The inoxt reliahic Catalogue pvlilifhcd poht fice to all.

W. J. GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN
OR THE ESTATE.

NURSERIES
over 450 Acres.

FOREST TREES,

FRUIT TREES,
ROSES, &C.

SEEDS,
BULBS,

IMPLEMENTS.

WRITE FOR

i.isrs—
POST FREE.

CHEAP AND GOOD ROSES.
FIFTY strong, well-rooted, beautiful varieties

of Dwarf H.P. ROSES, true 1o name, for 2ls.. 25 for

12s., 12 tor 6s. 6d., packajie free. Cash with order. A choice
selection of Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf H.P.'e,

Teas and Climbers, open ground and pot plants. Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

W. RTJMSEY,
JOYNING'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

CHARLES SHARPE & GO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
EKCUSH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND
WELLS'

NEW
CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 1000 best varieties, and
more useful information than any other such book ever
published. lucludinp; a Colourel Plate of his New Green
Chrysantliemum, "Ethel Amsden." The Novelty of the
Sea-'on. Post-free. Ad., from W. WELLS, EaTlSWOOd
Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey.

iOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

I'y-f- '"SS-K^i, NOTHI^Q so PROFITABLE
,;^^^'^,|,:j'j AND EASY TO GROW.

Acres in Stoclt."mmbm ^^^^

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
tl Lists Free.

UNDREDS OF TH0L15AND5
Bushes in variety. Packing iii:d

Cnrriage Free, for cnish with ort!i.i.

8S. perdoz., GOs.perlOO.
A II ether Nursery Stock

carriagefoiivard.

N POTS Froral5/-ado2.

Ornnmental Trees, 01 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) (rem xf.h
per doz.

N.B.—Sjtt^h- Plants art- sofii at
slightly increasedfrices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(1(14 rap*"^! "I" Nursci V Stor k,

I

ertiBtically prndiired. r>>nlniniiii;

\ rriiit' hmirlrpils nf jlli'' t r:'(i'ni--,

\,U:a, and full of vahiable ml. im.itun.

'y*S pent f^e.

CHARD SMITH&C9W0RCESTER
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PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Roses.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best Bulbs anil Seed.".

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
Fur the Beat Fruit Trees and Grape Vines.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Beat Evergreens, Park and Roadside Trees.

PAULS', WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best Camellias. Azaleas, Lapagerias, 4c.

PAULS', WALTHAM CROSS,
South Entrance four minutes' walk from Waltham Cross

Station, Great Eastern Railway.
West Entrance three minutes* walk from Theobald's Grove

Station, Gieat Eastern Railway.

Inspection Incited. Prices Strictly Moderate.

Priced Catalogues Free.

Goods packed hy experienced, hands for all parts of the

world.

Gardeners of character and ea^perience recommended.

Observe the Christian name—

PAUL & SON,
Kose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the ftueen,

TREE, PLANT, BULB and SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS. HERTS.

TREES -TREES -TREES.
SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER.

ALDER, 4 to 6 feet. Vs. per 1000 ; 8 to 10 (eet, 50!i. per 100

ASH, Mountain. 6 to 6 feet, 40J. per lOUU
BEECH, Common, standards, 10 to \2 i'et. £10 per 100

„ Copper, standards, 10 to 12 feet, £10 per 100

BIRCH, Common. 3 to 4 ft., 40s. per liioO : 6 to 8 ft , 40s. p. 100

CHESTNUT. Horse. 8 to 10 feet, 60s. per 100

., Spanish. 10 to 12 feet, standards, £10 per 100, straight,

good trees.

ELMS, of sorts, good stuff, 8 to 10 feet. £.i per 100

LARCH FIR, 3 to 4 feet, very tine, 37s 6rf. per 1000

SPKUCE FIB, 3 to 4 feet, very tine, 40s. per 100

„ „ 4 to 6 feet, ,, 7ns. per 100

6 to 7 feet. ,, 120j. per 100

LAURELS, of sons, 6 to 7 feet, very line, with balls of soil,

75.1. per 100
PINU3 AUSTRIACA. leautiful plants, 8 to 7 ft.. £7 10s, p. 100

SCOTCH Fnt. beautiful plants, 5 to 7 feet, £10 per 100

ENGLISH YEWS, for Cover-planting, 5 to 7 feet, £18 per 100

Note.— All the above have been recently transplanted, and
will move with b*lls of soil. Free on rail heie.

JOHN HILL AND SONS, The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near
Stone, Staffordshire

TULIPS ARE THE RACE.
CHOICEST SINGLE VARIETIES.

All Prices at per 100 ; 80 at half price.

Daziling SCARLET DUC, early, 3s. per 100

COLEIIB PONCEAU, rosy crimson and white. 3s. per 100

DUO MAJOR, large, red, and yellow. 3s. per 100

JOOST VON VONDEL. large, durk red with white flame,

Is. 2d. per dozen, 8.!, %d. per 100.

DUCHESSE DE PARMA, deep orange, extra, 6s. per 100

KEIZERSKROON, scarlet edged, jellow, the largest flowering

Tulip, Is. 6d. per dozen, Irs. per 100

LA REINE, white, grand, 6s. per 100
PIGEON, pure white, fine, 4s. per lOO

WOUVERMAN, large, dark purple. 3s. per 100
YELLOW PRINCE, very finest yellow, Is, id. per dozen.

10«. per 100

SINGLE MIXED, first selection, 3s. per 100

CHOICEST DOUBLE VARIETIES.
LA CANDEUR, PURE WHITE, very fine, large bulbs, 4s, p. lOU

YELLOW ROSE, pure yellow, grand. 4s. per 100

DUO VON THOL. red and yellow, well known, 3s. per 100

DUKE OF YORK, crimson, bordered white, 4s. per 100

TOURNESSOL. red and yellow, Is. per dozen, 7s. 6d. per 100

DOUBLE MIXED, first selection, 3s. per 100

100 iu ten Different Varieties for 5s,

First Size Bulbs Only. CATALOGUE Free.

KILBURN,
LONDON.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushrconi

Spawn, and heeping over 100 cows
from which I obtain a large quantity

of pure virgin ppawn, 1 am in a

position to offer the best obtainable

at 35. per bushel.

?3 Speciil Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.

HANGER HILL. EAUNG

H. LANE & SON
SOLICIT AN INSPECTION OF THEIR

EXTENSIVE

NURSERY STOCK,
Covering over 150 ACRES,

CONSISTING OF

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RIIODODENDR 0N8,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in Fine, Healthy Condition.

Descriptive Catalogue free.

W. H. HUDSON, F.R.H.S.,

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HEBTS.

FRANK CANT'S

ROSES
HAVE WON THE CHAMPION TROPHY

OF THK

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
FOUR TIMES in the LAST SEVEN YEARS,

viz., 1888, 1890, 1892, and 1894,

In addition to many CUPS, GOLD and SILVER
MEDALS, PIECES of PLATE, and upwards of

500 other FIRST PRIZES,

CAT.4.L0GUE, containing more reliable in-

formation than any other published, post-free.

BRAISWICK NURSERY, COLCHESTER.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked

upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them

to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

CATALOGCB FREE ON APPLlCATfON.

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1894.

COREA.
WHATEVER may be the ultimate results of

the war now raging between the Japanese

and Chinese, its more immediate effect will be to

open up to civilisation an exceedingly interesting

country. The interest of a country or place is

governed perhaps to a considerable extent, and

in a proportionate ratio, to our ignorance con-

cerning it; and this is certainly the case as

regards Corea. When the botanist and scientific

explorer generally has completed his survey of

the Hermit Kingdom, there will be, in this planet

at all events, but few more worlds for him to con-

quer ; when the shores of beautiful Yaloo, and the

still more beautiful c aintry of Corea itself, shall

have been explored, a Flora of the entire world

will be possible, however likely it is to be under-

taken by any one man or committee of men.

That this remarkable country will yield to science

and to horticulture such a number and variety of

garden plants as Robebt Foetune introduced

from China and Japan is a contingency whith can

scarcely be hoped for ; that it will give to Euro-

pean cultivators many new and beautiful plants

is very certain.

Some idea of Corea may be gained when it is

stated that the country extends from about 34

to 42' 25' N. latitude, and from 124" 35' to

1.30' .50' E. longitude. Native statistics tell us

that the country is 1000 English miles long, and

400 miles broad, but these figures are regarded

with suspicion. The nearest and most probable

estimate places the area of the country at 79,400

square miles. As the area of Great Britain is

83,826 equare miles, it will be seen that Corea is

far from the insignificant spot which news-

paper readers generally imagine. The chain of

mountains running through this peninsula from

north to south are covered with forests, which

have, for the most part, never been explored, and

are little known even to Coreans themselves.

The country, like Morocco, is extremely rich in

mineral wealth, gold, silver, copper, iron, and

coal, being abundant. But mining is strictly

prohibited, and even the peaceful employment of

Potato culture is, or was until lately, visited

with penalties. The chief crops are Rice, Wheat,

Millet, Rye, Tobacco, Cotton, Hemp, and Gin-

seng. The last-named, it may be mentioned, is

the highly esteemed roots of Panax Schinseng,

and is said to restore exhausted animal power,

and, in fact, the Auruni potibile aod Elixir

vitfe of a North Asiatic existence. Water

Melons, the Yam (Dioscorea batatas), and the

Date Plum ( Diospyros kaki) play very important

parts in the domestic economy of Corea, as they

do in China and .Japan.

That gardening, in anything like the sense in

which the word is understood in this country,

exists in Corea, can only be conceded in a purely

courteous spirit. The Chinese fashion prevails
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where there is any attempt at all at display.

But the Chinese are by nature gardeners, and

have, to a certain degree, availed themselves of

some of the advantages of their intercourse with

foreign nations. The Corean is an intellectually

inferior Chinaman, who has remained encum-

bered with all the drawbacks of a hoary anti-

quity. There are no wheeled vehicles in the

country, and transport from one part of the

country to another is almost exclusively carried

on by porterage. The chief business is a ques-

tion of barter, for the coinage system is almost

entirely limited to one coin. Within a short

period, and in spite of themselves, the Coreans

will be as much in favour of advancement as the

Japanese themselves, for it is no longer pos-

sible for the Hermit Kingdom to stem the

onward current of civilisation and commercial

enterprise.

Poor and apathetic as are the Coreans, the matter

of gardening is not by any meana a neglected quan-

tity with them. It, however, is almost exclnsively

confined to the Lotus pond, after which everything

else is a anbaidiary featnre ; and it ia in thia respect

that Corea differe ao widely from both China and

Japan. Corea ia in herself a vast wild garden of

hills and dales, and the Corean haa not attemoted to

either improve or to modify Natare. The Lotoi

pond variea greatly in shape, but it generally takes

the form of a circle, and may, in extent, be anj thing

from a little basin to a broad aheet of water. " Some-

times its banka are only what etill remaina of bor-

dering earth ; sometimes they are encaaed in atone

aetting', layer upon layer, of large granite blocks.

Bat alwaya, if the pond be of any aize at all, there

atanda in ita centre a aingular ialand. This islet is per-

fectly circular, and in the middle of it there rises a

solitary tree. In finiah it ia treated like the bordera

of the pond, left plain when they are plain, atone-

capped if they are so. The tree ia usually a fine

old specimen of a plant, which ia nearly alwaja

decidnons and not evergreen ; ita branches spread

out beyond the confines of ita little home and over-

hang the water. It ia a pretty aight, the lone tree

on the round ielet ; but thii, on the firat look, is lost

aight of, for the way its singular symmetry piquea

the curiosity. It haa a preternaturally artificial

effect. It looka like one of the trees from a child's

Noah's ark. It utterly deapieea apparently the ara

celare artem, the attempt to deceive you into even

a momentary belief that it grew there of itself ; and

it courts and wins attention from its very effrontery."

Such ia the description given by Mr. Percival

Lowell, who was formerly foreign secretary and

counsellor to the Corean special mission to the

United States of America.

The finest example of the Lotua pond in Corea ia

at the entrance of the Old Palace at Soul, which waa

erected, ao far aa can be now gathered, about 500

yeara ago, and which is now quite in a state of dila-

pidation and neglect. " Two stone causeways

span the narrowest part of the pond, joining the

central ialand to the grounda without," but it differs

from the ordinary Lotus pond, in that the solitary

tree haa given way to a superb building supported

by forty-eight monolithic columns.

The Lotus pond ia the one recreation of the

Corean. The pond itaelf ia nearly invariably ao

thickly inhabited by aquatic planta that access to the

central island by means of a rudimentary kind of

boat is tedious and difficult. The pond itself is

densely stocked with carp, which ia one of the daintiea

of Corean tables. The aolitary-looking tree is planted

in the centre that the Corean may be protected from

the rays of the sun when engaged in angling after carp,

and it is in such places that the richer or official clasaea

dieam away their exiatence. It ia to them what the

weekly prayer-meeting ia to the country dissenter,

and the occasional story-telling coaclave is to the

nomadic Arab, the one and almost only species of

peaceful excitement which, to each of these commu-
nities, is an absorbing paasion. The Corean Lotus

pond is an ideal place for contemplation, and it is

here that the oriental echoes in substance Tenny-

son's words

:

" How sweet it were, hearing the downward stream,

With half-shut eyes ever to seem
Falling asleep in a half-dream !

To dream and dream like yonder amber light.

Which will not leave the myrrh-bush on the height;

To hear each other's whisper'd speech ;

Eating the Lotua day by day,

To watch the crisping ripplea on the beach.

And tender curving lines of creamy spray ;

To lend our hearts and spirits wholly
To the influence of mild-minded melancholy."

Indebted, as the Coreans are, to China for their

literature, and to a certain important degree for

their language, it is natural that they should have

derived nearly all their tastes from the same source.

The few phases of gardening which find expresaion

in Corea, are taken from ita great helpless neighbour,

whose utter defeat ia at the preaent time auperinduc-

ing a commiseration which ia aynonymoua with con-

tempt among European nations. In one form or

another the Lotus or aquatic garden is in great

favour in China. In Corea, again as in China, rock-

work is an extremely popular species of gardening.

The rocks used in this manner are huge boulders

from 2 to 5 feet in height. They are, aa Mr. Lowell

pointa out, "either planted in the ground, or else

they rest upon slabs of polished stone. The material

of which the rocks consist is not over hard, for it

has been honeycombed, evidently by the action of

water, into most fantastic shapes. From these

shapes it ia at once evident that the rocks were not

indigenous where they are at preaent found, even in

thoae instances where no pedestal betrays the handi-

work of man. They suggest at first from their

dignified position, some religious intent, but this

instinctive tribute to their sanctity is a misconcep-

tion. They are put up simply for purposes of

ornament."

Natare has been lavish in her gifts to the Corean

lover of gardens, for he may press into bis service an
extensive quantity of very beautiful flowering shrubs,

whilst the flora is rich in very showy examples of

the Composita:, Cruciferse, and Labiatse families of

planta, and a number of Cacti are indigenous to the

Hermit Kingdom. Probably the two features of

Corea which will most impress themselves on the

visitor, nsore eapecially interested in horticulture, are

the scraggy and weird Pine-trees (whose one object

in life appears to be a deaperate endeavour to dia-

poae itself in the moat fantastic shapes), and the

Chryaanthemam. The latter is here grown to great

perfection. The Chrysanthemum festival ia one of

the most popular of annual celebrations, and those

who can afford it cultivate this favourite plant under

oiled-paper frames. It is only within recent years

that English growers have discovered the great

secret of securing the finest flower-heada by growing

a single flower on each stem ; the Coreans have for

centuries practised this system. When the owner of

a crop of unusually fine plants, he invites his friends

to a feast, in which the display of his Chryaanthe-

mums plays an important part.

Beautiful as is our own spring seaaon, it ia a poor
affair when compared with that of Corea, where it

knowa none of the fickleneaa and uncertainty of our
leas-favoured clime. The season of the poets begins

towards the end of January, or early in February,

when it is heralded by the pinkish-white flowers of

the Plum-tree, which is followed at intervals aa

regular aa possible by the Cherry-tree, to aee which
has been truly described as in itself " a sensation ;

"

the Wistaria, the Tree-PiBony, the Iris, and so on,

until the summer clothes the country with a new
covering; indeed, the whole country is a marvel,

which, with the new pro-Japanese constitution which

ia to be inaugurated in January next, will offer an
entirely new field for the scientific enquirer and
tourist generally. W. Roberts. [The reader in-

terested in Corea may be also referred to the account

given by Mr. James H, Veitch of his journey in

Corea, as given in our columns in 1893, Nov. 4,

p. 556.]

New or Noteworthy Plants.

IMHOFIA DUPARQUEIIANA, Baill., in Bull,

Linn. Soc, Paris, p. 1132.

Dr. BArLLON, in a part of the Bulletin of the Lin-

nean Society of Paris, just received, gives an account

of a remarkable new Nerine, collected by Duparquet

in the desert Kalihari region of South Africa. It

has lorate leaves, which reach 1 foot in length at

the time of flowering, a peduncle as thick as a man's

little finger, an nmbel of about twenty flowers, with

pedicels 4 inches long, a perianth 2 inches long, with

8 very short tube and flat narrow white segments,

with a carmine keel ; stamens nearly as long as the

perianth-segments, and a aubglobose ovary, with

two ovules in each cell. It has not yet been intro-

duced in a living state, but would be well worth the

attention of ^Messrs. Leichtlin and O'Brien. Dr.

Baillon, following Kuntze, calls the genus we know
as Nerine by Heister's name, Imhofia. He also

describes a new Calliphuria (C. Castelnicana) from

the Pampas of Sacramento in Peru, which is nearly

allied to C. tenella, Baker, and a very curious Sapro-

phyte Irid (Geosiris aphylla, Baillon) collected by

Luntz in the mountains of Madagascar. Ita ata'ion

is near Ampaimadima, in the sandy forests, at^ an

elevation of about 30OO feet above sea level. He
haa examined the type apecimena of Kunth'a Hymen-
ocallia Bonplandi, and finda, aa I aupposed, that is

really a Eucharis. It is nearly allied to E. Candida,

and would be well worth introducing. J. G. Baker,

ECHINOPSIS DECAISNEANA.
This is one of about thirty species which consti-

tute the genus Echinopsia of some botanists, but which

is regarded only as a subgenus of Cereus by others.

They possess a good distinctive character in their

short, more or leaa spheroid stems, regular angles,

short tufts of spines, and in the exceptional length

of their flower-tube. The species figured is a good

example of the whole. Out of flower an Echinopsis

may be likened to a Melon ridged longitudinally,

painted green, with little bosses of spines and wool

stuck at regular intervals along the ridges—a plant

of totally unattractive aspect. But in flower it is

" a horse of another colour." Each flower is six

inches acroaa, of the most delicate satiny texture,

white, creamy-yellow, yellow, rose, or rosy-red, and

delicioualy fragrant. In the species here figured

the flowers are white. They last only about

two days, just long enough to make one

appreciate them. I quote what Dr. Lindley said of

one of the best-known species, viz., E. Eyriesii :

—
" Independently of the large size of the flowers,

they are remarkable for the rich delicate odour they

exhale at night, at which time the glorioua bloaeoma

expand. When young, they resemble long sooty-

grey horns, covered over with a thick shaggy hairi-

ness, and would never be suspected to conceal a

form of the utmost beauty, and a clear and delicate

complexion. When the hour of perfection has

arrived, and the coarse veil of hair begins to be

withdrawn by the expansion of the unfolding petals,

one is amazed at the unexpected loveliness which

stands revealed in the form of thia vegetable star,

whose rays are of the aofteat white."

I do not know any plant which will produce such

a large display of blossom in proportion to its size as

these Echinopsis will do under suitable conditions.

The plant represented in the figure was grown by

Mr. Shane, of Vancouver. Growers of Cacti will

agree with me that it is scarcely possible for such a

specimen to be cultivated in this country. If we
could flower Cacti freely, there is little doubt that

they would soon become favourites, as the two genera

that do flower freely with us, viz., Epiphyllum and

PhyllocactuB, are already. I know a good collection

of Echinopsia which rarely produce blooms. They
flowered better last year than usual, but then the

aummer was a record one. Posaibly belter results

are obtainable by some special kind uf treatment

than we have got to yet. I read last year an account

of some plants of Echinopsis grown in the town of

Grimsby which flowered exceptionally well, and which
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w«re grown planted out in the open air from Jane to

Ootober, then lifted, and kept in boxei in a room
and kept dry, well-aired, and in a good liRht till

planting-ont time came round again. Ten degreei

of frost did not hurt them when they were dry. This

treatment is simple enough, and the results, as

recorded, are far better than anything I have ever

seen done under pot-cniturs. We planted a set of

ours out this year, and they have grown very well,

and if they flower freely next year after such a sun-

less summer as we have had, then the Grimsby
method will be a big step forwaid. Probably we
coddle our Cacti a great deal more than is good for

them. Mr. Cannell and Messrs. Carter & Co. are

almost the only English nurserymen who deal in

Cacti ; but in France, Germany, and the United States

there are many nurseries devoted to them. In the

catalogues of two French nurserymen, viz , MM. C.

Simon and P. Rebut, I find over thirty species of

Echinopeis alone offered. Lovers of such plants please

take note. W. W., Kew,

was from msjor, crossed with poeticQS. The latter

has communicated to it a deep orange ring. N. major

snperbus, a seedling from Ajax maxima, There is

no end," he adds, " to the varieties and endless forms

that may be obtained, . . . The late Dean of

Manchester (Dean Herbert) in his papers on this

tribe, mentions N. montanus as being difUcult to

obtain seed from. I have three crops of seedlings

from this, crossed with lono; and short-tubed kinds.

It will cross with Ajax of all sorts—with poeticus

and angustifolins, and I think with the rush-leaved

species. Calathinus never seeds with me, but ferti-

lises the long-tubed species. Bicolor seeds occa-

sionally, but not freely. I have varieties from this

with angU8tifolius,'poetica>, and poculiformis, also

pumilns ; they are all very distinct and curious

Moschatus and tortuosus seed pretty freely : they

will cross with poeticus, poculiformis, and any of the

long-tubed kinds, and the produce is always beau-

tiful. I think much remains to be done in the pro-

duction of fine hybrids of this beautiful tribe of

f
/

'

r^-^^

FlO. 79.—ECHINOPSIS DECAISNEANA. (sEE P. 624.)

EDWARD LEEDS,
THE RAISER OF THE LEEDS' VARIETIES

OF NARCISSUS.
iContimted from p. 562.)

Leeds' first plate of his own Longford seedlings

was published in 18.51, eight years after the date of

the Dean's publication. It would occupy all the in-

tervening years to ripen the seeds, to grow the

bulbs, and to flower them. The connfction is thus

evident.

Mr. Leeds' new Narcissi are figured in the Maga::ine

of Botany, vol. iii., 1851, p. 1691. The plate contains

three fine forms:— 1. N. pocaliformis elegans ; 2.

N. Leedsii ; 3. N. msjor superbus. These were the

first fruits of his labours in hybridisation. The
Editor says :—The fine forms raised by Edward
Leeds of St, Ann's, Manchester, a gentleman who
has been for many years engaged in cross-breeding

this tribe of plants, and who has originated many
new and beautiful varieties ; and he gives the

following account of their origin :

—

" The var. poculiformis elegans was obtained from
N. poculiformis (montanns) crossed with N. angus-
tifolius (or poeticus). N. Leedsii chiefly differs from
incomparabilis in colonr of the margin of the lip, It

plants, and it may be mentioned that these are not

ephemeral productions, like many modern florists'

flowers, but will last for centuries with very little

care, as the common kinds have done in our gar-

dens." He then gives the following cultural direc-

tions :
—" To obtain good varieties, it is needful the

previous season to plant out sorts of some of each

kind in pots, and to bring them into a greenhouse

in spring, to flower, so as to obtain pollen

of the late-flowering kinds, to cross with those

which otherwise would have passed away before

these were in flower. With me the plants always

seed best in the open ground. When the seed-

vessels begin to swell, the flower-stems should be

carefully tied up and watched until the seeds turn

black. I do not wait until the seed-vessel bursts,

aa many seeds in that case fall to the ground and
are lost, but take them ofi' when mature, with a
portion of the stem, which I insert in the earth in a

seed-pot or pan provided for their reception. I

place them in a north aspect, and the seeds in due

season are shed, as it were naturally, into the pot of

earth. I allow the seeds to harden naturally for a

month on the surface before covering them with

half-an-inch depth of sandy-soil. The soil should

be two-thirds pare loam, and one-third tharp sand,

the drainage composed of rough turfy - soil. In
October I plunge the seed-pots in a cold frame
facing south, and the young plants begin to appear
in December and throughout the winter, according
to their kinds and the mildness of the weather. It

is needful in their earlier stages to look well after
slags and snails. The seedlings should be protected
from frosts, but should have abundance of air. . . .

When the bulbs are two years old, prepare, in an
open airy situation, a bed of good loam, mixed with
sharp sand, in which the bulbs should be imbedded

;

plant the roots in rows, 3 inches apart. . . . They
will stand three years in this bed. A few will flower
the fifth year, but the greater portion not until the
seventh."

In the same volume, p. 289, is a second plate,

containing, 1, N. aureo-tinctus ; 2, N. incompara-
bilis expansus

; 3, N. bicolor maximus ; and of these
the last continues to hold its own against all comers,
as the most symmetrical and perfect in form and
colour of all the Daffodils.

In this careful way did Leeds proceed with his

work, and these six varieties were, I believe, all that
were published to the world in his lifetime. They
were the beginning of a great series, and the full

fruition is only now appearing.

Mr. Barr corresponded with Leeds from 1868 to
1874 on Daffodils, and during the whole time he
knew that the seedlings were for sale, and did his

best to find buyers ; but, as in the case of his Crocus
Leedsii, his efl^orts were a failure. At last it came
to Mr. Barr's ears that Leeds had made a will, and
provided, in the event of the Narcissi not being sold
while he lived, they were to be destroyed at his

death, and knowing that he had many fine seedlings,

he made a grand effort, and became the possessor
of all the Narcissi under name and number, viz.,

24,223 bulbs, besides a lot of small ones, not yet
flowered. Mr. Barr thus rescued from destruction
as fine a lot of garden treasures as these Islands
possess, and as fine a result of hybridisation as is on
record. Whether Mr. Leeds fully realised the great-
ness of his work, Mr. Barr cannot say, but he
remarks in one of his letters to me, in speaking of
Leeds and Backhouse of Wolsingham : "I could be
eloquent on the work of these two men, as day after

day, and year after year, I followed their work step
by step, and how one thing came out of another,

till the work of these men came to be part and
parcel of myself. Edward Leeds was indeed a great
man, and I hope you will do him the fnllestjustice."

In Barr's supplementary catalogue of the Daffo-
dil Conference of 1884, an extraordinary number of

the Narcissi are marked with the letter L, which
indicates that they were raised by Edward Leeds.
They may be summed up as follows : Ajax or trumpet
group 32, bicolors 12, lorifolius 2, moschatus 3,

incomparabilis 65, Barri 7, Leedsii 21, Humei 4,

Nelsoni 6, or a total of 152 varieties, all presumably
excellent and distinct. Not only are they numerous,
but they are of great merit. Space will only admit
of a few examples : In the Ajax group, we find John
Nelson, one of the finest deep yellow trumpet Daffo-

dils ; Captain Nelson, Hudibras, Her Majesty, Volu-
tus, a very beautiful sort now called J. G. Baker, and
Major snperbus, figured during Mr. Leeds' lifetime.

In the bicolor group, bicolor maximus, now called

grandis, also figured in his lifetime, the most sym-
metrical of all the Daffodils, the perianth containing

two perfect triangles of purest white, and with a very

fine and richly-coloured tube ; Albidus, Prof. M.
Foster, Dean Herbert, and W. Robinson. In the mos-
chatus group we have cernuus pulcher. Marchioness

of Lome, and Wm. Goldring ; and when we came to

the incomparabilis group, we find our favourites,

Frank Miles, Edward Hart, Leedsii, Princess Mary,

Harpur Crewe, sulphureus, splendens, and many
others. There are also gems in the Barri and Humei
groups. The Leedsiis are all his own, and the cnrioai

Nelsonis, with the tube of Macleayi.

Many of these varieties Mr. Leeds never saw in

bloom, and but for Mr. Barr we should not have

possessed them. They remain a joy to us all, and a

monument to the raiser and to Mr. Barr, who has

BO enccesBfully continaed and completed his work.
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Mb. Lreds' Garben at Longford Bbidoe.

After the publication of Dean Herbert's note,

Mr. Leeds rummaged Europe for Narcissi for his

garden. Every nurseryman's catalogue was looked

over, and every variety obtained that he could hear

of. Mr. Glover was a frequent visitor at Longford,

and fimiliar with all his proceedings. He was

frequently with him when busy with his Narcissi,

and recollected the beds where they were grown, and

the methods followed by Mr. Leeds. He had many

of the Trumpet varieties, tazettas, poeticus, cor-

bularia, biflora, incomparabilis and poculiformis.

Mr. Glover frequently saw him crossing them with

pollen, the later sorts being raised in pots under

glass so as to have them in bloom when the earlier

sorts were in flower at their natural time of bloom-

in". He used to remove the stamens the moment

they appeared, and then wait until the pistil was

ripe, when the pollen was applied. The petals were

then tied with matting, and thus the bees were pre-

vented from interfering with the fructification. He

remembered several beds of seedlings with hundreds

of varieties, and Mr. Leeds was never tired of

descanting on their beauties. He attended to them

himself, and never allowed anybody else to touch

them.

Mr. Findlay, who is the present curator of the

Manchester Botanical Gardens, remembers Mr.

Leeds very well in later life, and describes him as

an enthusiastic botanist who devoted much time to

the hybridisation of Daffodils. Ha was much

annoyed, and reasonably so, at the want of apprecia-

tion on the part of the floricultnral world for his

seedling Daffodils, and told Mr. Findlay that he had

almost made up his mind to dig a hole and bury the

bulbs out of sight. Mr. Findlay says that Leeds

had a deep, glowing childlike enthusiasm for nature

as set forth in the vegetable world. He always

thought him destitute of malice or guile; firm in his

attachments; in short, the " fine fat fellow that he

was." At the time Leeds commenced his Narcissi

culture, Mr. Ashton was his gardener ; he was fol-

lowed by Mr. Hilton, who was with him three or

four years, and was succeeded by Mr. Hollingwortb,

who remained with him until his decease. Holling-

wortb says the seed latterly was not always gathered,

and when gathered it was not always sown, as he

became indifferent to the subject. He used to say

when he crossed any flowers, that they would come

in for someone else. He noted the crosses when
made on a slip of paper and put it in his pocket.

For the last five years he was quite an invalid. He
had then a large collection of florist Tulips, and

when they were in bloom and he unable to walk, he

would sit in his bithchair by the beds on sunny days

and admire them, saying it was the finest sight in

creation. He died in 1877, and was buried in

Bowdon churchyard. lie left word that all his

papers, seeds, &c., were to be destroyed, which was

done by his widow.

I first became acquainted with Mr. Leeds' garden

shortly after his death. A friend told me of a beau-

tiful Crocus (Leedsii; which he had obtained from

an old garden at Longford Bridge. I had then

become aware of the Leedsii Daffodils, but not of

their origin, and when I found that Leeds of Long-
ford was the gresit florist who had raised them, I

was not long ia seeking out the place. It wa3 on
the turnpike road from Manchester to Altrincham,

near the river Mersey, oa flat alluvial soil, I found

a plain roomy cottage, with extensive outbuildings,

quite hidden from view from the road by huge over-

grown Rhododendrons, Box, and Laurels, 15 to 20 feet

high. I found Mr. Leeds' old gardener, Holling-

wortb, in possession of the place— Mrs. Leeds having

removed to London. It was early spring, and the

garden was ablaze with Daffodils—growing by thou-

sands, almost wild. One could still trace the old

beds, and HoUiugworth had a few special beds of
choice sorts which he had for sale. There were huge
Pfflonies, many lovely varieties of Scillas nutans
and S. campanulata, of every shade of blue, lilac, pink,

and white, the results of Mr. Leeds' carefal crossing.

In the rear of the cottage were some greenhouses,

and brickwork pits filled with small pots of Alpines,

which had overgrown the place, making mats of

Sedums and Saxifrages. In the greenhouse was a

large lot of seedling Amaryllis, which had been care-

fully crossed. The rockeries were built up of brick,

tier upon tier. There were four of them, each 100 feet

long, about 10 feet broad, and 4 feet high, the spaces

between the bricks were filled with Alpines and

hardy plants, and now covered with rank overgrowth.

At one place the Veronicas had prevailed, at another

the Saxifrages had gained the ascendency. There

were large clumps of the most beautiful Orobus

vernns 1 had ever seen. Hardy Geraniums had

grown into huge masses, andFumarias formed lovely

purple bosses. Of the smaller Irises, there were large

clumps. Creeping plants had trailed over the walks,

and in the borders were thickets of huge growers.

Telekias, Asters, Campanulas, Delphiniums, Vera-

trums, Heracleums, and other giants, in rank pro-

fusion, the fittest only having survived. On closer in-

spection the rockeries were found to contain choice

treasures, hidden away amongst the overgrowth, and

these were carefully marked down when in bloom,

and removed when the proper time came. Such was

the place when I first saw it, and I always considered

it a fortunate thing that I was thus accidentally led

to it. For months I carefully noted and removed the

choice plants and Narcissi to Brockhurst, where they

now abound and constantly remind me of Leeds of

Longford.

In May, 18S3, 1 visited it for the last time. The

scene had changed. The old garden had gone. All

the Rhododendrons and Laurels were cut down.

The cottage was newly-painted, and had a new

tenant without a soul for flowers. The garden was

being trenched for Potatos, and a surveyor was at

work with poles and chain laying out the land in

building plots ! Wm. Brockbank, Brockhurst, Bids-

bury, 1894.

THE GATHERINa AND PACK-
ING OF ORANGE AND LEMON
CROPS IN SICILY.

The following notes on the gathering and packing

of the Orange and Lemon crops in Sicily, are from

a recant report to the Foreign Office on the trade of

Palermo. The produce and exportation of these

fruits, besides being a most important item of ex-

ternal trade to Sicily, has, it is said, also from the

numerous foreign markets to which they are sent,

challenged the attention of foreign exporters and

producers, owing to the intrinsic good quality of the

fruits, and the success attained in their preservation

during the longest voyages. Many enquiries have

been made in Sicily on this subject, and informa-

tion obtained on the best and most advantageous

mode of packing. Indeed, it is stated that the

practical knowledge of the Sicilians as to the most

suitable method of gathering and packing Oranges

and Lemons has often been recognised, and they

have been occasionally hired for the purpose in

Greece. The proper season for picking Lemons

depends mainly on their destination, and on the

degree of irrigation. Thus the first crop is gathered

towards the commencement of October, on those

plantations which are suitably and plentifully

watered. The limit of weight as fixed by

experience, and under which the fruit is not

considered ready, is 3J- oz, The October fruit is

exported forthwith, as it cannot be kept for further

maturation. The second crop is picked in November,

and comprises fruit which can be preserved for the

most part up to April, until then it is usually stored

in special warehouses and then sorted carefully.

The third picking takes place in December in the

same manner, and under the same conditions as that

of November. The two last crops are gathered in

January and February, and are forthwith shipped, for

the fruit under these two gatherings cannot be pre-

served for any length of time.

The fruit, in whatever season collected, ought

never to be under weight, namely, under 3.J oz., and

should be carefully packed in cases made of beech or

other light wood of a similar kind, divided into two

equal parts by a partition and of various sizes ; those

containing from 300 to 360 Lemons each are the

smallest, and are mostly destined for the United

States, Hamburgh, and Trieste ; those containing

from 400 to 420 Lemons are shipped for French

ports ; and finally, those containing between 420 and

490 to the United Kingdom. In all cases the Lemons

should be properly wrapped in tissue-paper, and the

fruit most carefully sorted previously ; the mouldy

or otherwise damaged fruit set aside, and the pedicle

cut off, but not torn away.

These remarks apply generally to the gathering,

sorting, and packing of Oranges. With respect,

however, to the proper season for picking, it must

be observed that the Orange-trees growing on the

same site are gathered at once and not in successive

pickings. The suitable time depends again on the

locality, and varies with the height above the sea-

level on which the trees have been grown. Thus

the fruit in the lowlands is ripe for use in the month

of November, that on the uplands in December and

January, and finally, that on the mountains matures

between February and April, The cases in which

the fruit is laid contain each from 160 to 300

Oranges, and are shipped to all parts of the world,

and almost always reach their destination in a good

state of preservation.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
»

CATTLKTA LABIATA.

lu the Orchid collection of F. Hardy, Eiq ,Tynte«-

field,A8hton-on-Mer8ey, there is, at the present time,

a single specimen of a fine variety of this species car-

rying more than one hundred expanded blooms.

Such a plant flowering at this season may well com-

pete with any stove or greenhouse plant for showiness

and the lasting qualities of its flowers.

EttLSCLIFFE, BoWDON, CHESHIRE.

Visiting Mr. G. S. Ball's garden on the 6th inst,, I

was struck with the collection of Orchids which is

being got togethe r by him. Amongst the many well-

grown plants seen on entering one of the honsei

was a goodly collection of various Orchids, on the

front stage there being a remarkably healthy lot of

OJontoglossums, many of them throwing up some

fine flower-spikes ; amongst others, O. crispum, 0.

Andersonianum var. maculatum, with two very

strong much-branched spikes ; O. Pescatorei, O.

cirrosum, in good health. Hanging from the roof

were some fine panfuls of Sophronitis grandiflora,

the plants just beginning to flower; Laslia prsestana

also in hanging baskets was doing well ;
plants of

Masdevallia bella, and M. Chimcera, were observed in

robust health, carrying numerous flowers. When
cultivated in this way, these species are very

effective objects. On the back stage were seen

some half-dozen plants of Masdevallia tova-

rensis, grand examples of good cultivation; these

are growing in 6-inch pots, and have about fifty

flower-spikes on each, which in the course of a few

days would be a mass of fully-expanded blossoms.

In the same house some dozen plants of Cypri-

pedium insigne were observed, of great vigour, and

each furnished with from twelve to twenty flowers,

no two varieties being alike. Odontoglossum

Rossi majus was likewise noted in very floriferous

examples. Another favourite Orchid is Trichosma

suavis, two fine healthy plants of which were in

flower, scenting the entire house in which they stood.

One house contains a mixed collection, the Catt-

leyas being the principal objects therein ; and of

C. labiata vera there are some twenty or thirty

plants in flower, two being especially noticeable for

fine colour, and breadth of the sepal and petals, and

the size of the lip. It may well be doubted if any

variety is existing finer than these two. Vanda

conrulea was remarked to be very fine, both in size

of flower and in colour ; this plant has been in

flower for six weeks. Lycaste Skinneri alba, a very

fine variety, was carrying two flowers ; Pleione lage-

naria possesses very large psendobulbs, and on one

pan, measuring 12 inches in diameter, filled with
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these, 112 open flowers were counted. Plants of

Calanthe Veitchii are just beginning to open their first

flowers ; one plant of Oncidium tigrinum, with many-

branched spikes of violet-scented flowers, numbered

ninety-two of them open. Cypripedium insigne

album, C. i. aureum, C. i. Chantini, C. i. giganteum,

are four very distittct varieties that were noted ia

bloom ; also Dendrobium formosum giganteum, with

two fine clusters.

Oae house is devoted to the cultivation of a col-

lection of Ferns, and hanging from the roof I noticed

half-a-dozen well-grown Lsclia anceps, L, a. Perci-

valliana, L. a. Dawsoni, with a fine lot of spikes.

In the conservatory were some capital Chrys-

anthemums.

I was taken round the lawu and flower garden by

the gardener, Mr. Hay, and noted how well the

garden is laid out and kept up. A. good lot of shrubs

are planted round about the home. In the course

of our walk we came to another range of Orchid-

houses, filled with well-grown plants of Cypri-

pediums, including C. insigne S*nderoe, with one

extra fine flower. The plant was purchased from

Messrs. F. Sander eighteen months ago, with only

one growth, and it now has six strong growths. W. H.

Cattleya labiata Foleyana

is, like all the others of this type, an evergreen

Orchid, the pseudobulbs or stems averaging from

6 to 10 inches in height; it produces a rhizome

which is about as thick as the little finger. Daring

the young state these pseudobulbs are invested by a

greyish membranous sheath, which drops off as they

become older, leaving them bare ; they then gradually

become furrowed. The coriaceous dark green leaves

are borne on the tops of these bulbs singly, and often

last on the plants for several years ; from between
these arises a compressed double sheath, which in

the darker forms is usually tinted with purple,

but in this variety it is whitish-green. The
flowers are borne sometimes in pairs, and as

many as flve have appeared on one spike, which
make a very beautiful spectacle. The sepals and
petals are of the purest white, the latter very broad,

and of fine form, being beautifully undulated ; the

lip is also of the purest white, excepting the deep

orange-yellow stain in the throat, and a small rosy

blotch in front of this latter; the margin is nicely

crisped and fringed, the whole flower measuring
qnite 8J inches in diameter. We have no doubt

this is the finest white variety of C. labiata that has

yet flowered, and it has been greatly admired by all

who have seen it. This variety will succeed best

with either basket or pot culture, in a nice compost
consisting of good brown peat fibre and sphagnum
moss, which should have good drainage. During the

growing season, which is the spring and summer
months, a liberal supply of water will be necessary

;

but after the growths are mature, sufficient just to

keep the plants in a plump and healthy condition

will be all that is required. This plant is specially

valuable on account of the season in which it opens
its lovely flowers, which is during October and
November, when Orchid blooms are exceedingly

BCarce, more especially white ones. Orchid Album,
vol. xi., part 125.

BrOUQHTONIA SANQDINEA

is well deserving a place in every collection, on
account of the brilliant and distinct colours of its

flowers, which last a long time in full beauty if they

are not sprinkled with water from the syringe. If

given the proper treatment, this plant is very easy

to grow. We find it succeeds best when placed

on a wooden block, with a very small quantity of

sphagnum-moss around its roots, only just sufficient

to keep it moist being necessary ; it should then be

placed in a light position close to the glass, where
it can obtain plenty of sunshine, which is very

essential to induce it to bloom freely. It requires

an occasional dipping in water, and the syringe

should be used often, which will also keep the

atmosphere in a nice moist condition. As this is a
native of the tropics, it is only natural that it must
have plenty of heat under cultivation ; it should,

therefore, be grown at the warm end of the Cattleya-

house, or among the East Indian Orchids. Orchid

Albiim^ vol. xi., part 125.

The Bulb Garden.

PLANTING BULBOUS IRIS.

The beautiful and varied forms of the bulbous

Irises that flower during June and July, should be

planted without delay. In their great beauty they

vie with the more costly Orchids, while in their

perfect hardiness and easy culture in the majority of

soils they come within the reach of all who have a

garden no matter how small. Both the English and

Spanish groups are indispensable if it is wished to

secure a long succession of bloom. The earliest to

bloom are the Spanish kinds, botanically known as

I. Xiphium, and for purposes of cutting these are the

more largely grown. They include some very chaste

and beautiful varieties. That known as Gold Cup
or Thunderbolt has enjoyed an extensive popularity.

This is also known as the Clouded Iris, on account

of the quaint mixture of bronze and gold in the

flowers. Others there are with clear yellow flowers,

such as William the First, which is one of the best

of the yellows, while La Vestale and Queen Victoria

are two of the purest white, both rather dwarf, and

each of them beautiful. Apart from these there are

light and dark blues, purple, dark brown, and bronz",

as well as those of porcelain and pearl.

The so-called English Irises, I. xiphioides, or

I, Xiphium latifolium, are somewhat dwarfer in habit,

and flower fully a fortnight later. In these are

included some exceedingly rich shades, pure white,

pink, rose, lilac, violet, puce, purple, with maroon,

and others nearly black ; whilst some are spotted,

•plashed, or marbled. The flowers of this section

are larger than in the first-named group, and the

succession they aff"ord alone makes them welcome in

our gardens as prolonging the flowering season of

one of the most lovely races of hardy plants. In the

matter of culture they are easily suited. Select a

warm sunny position and a well-drained soil, fairly

rich, or if manure has to be added at the time of

planting it should be thoroughly decomposed, and

be dug in four or six inches below the bnlbs. This

is an easy matter if beds are being planted, by plac-

ing a layer of manure in the trench below the plant-

ing level. Where heavy soils exist, leaf-mould and

sharp sandy grit may be added freely, and the

bulbs may be surrounded with similar material.

Plant the bulbs at a depth of 4 or 5 inches, and let

this be done at once, as even at the present time

roots are being emitted by some of the early kinds

in the dry state. Where this happens the bulbs can

only be kept dormant by a distinct loss in vigour. J,

Fruit Notes.

was Glont Mor9>au, and the fruits kept well, an(?

were clear in the skin, the flesh melting and sweet
more like a well-grown Marie Louise ; this season,

however, Glout Morc>au is very scabby and much in-

ferior. The best Pears this year were Williams' Bon
Chretien, the usual form and the striped variety which
keeps longer than the types ; Marie Louise, which
was very fine and kept well ; Triomphe de Vienne, a
Pear not nearly as much grown as it should be, as a

standard, it is one of our best Pears and a regular

cropper; Emile d'lleyst is another excellent Pear,

cropping heavily as a standard and espaliers, an ex-

cellent Pear. An excellent Pear is Durondeau,
which keeps well, has very white melting flesh

;

Louise Bonne of Jersey was also very good, and the

colour was equal to that of last year. Beurr^de Amanlis
was very satisfactory. Bjur;6 Superfin, Winter
Nelis, Pitmaaton Duchess, and Beurr^ Diel were

better this year than last—in fact, B. Diel was
better than I have known it to be. It is never first

rate, it being too gritty. Before gathering any
variety of Pear I always cut a few, and if the flesh is

rather juicy and sweet I gather them, when, as a

rule, they ripen perfectly. Now that the pruning is

being pushed on with, I would like to mention,

although I am a great advocate for close pruning

and keeping the flower-buds as close to the main
branches (on walls and espaliers), that there are some
Pears, of which the Jargonelle is an example, which

bear on long spurs, and it is from the terminal buds

on these that the finest fruits are produced. The
pruner should bear this in mind, and preserve as

many of these long spurs as may be convenient.

Some amount of shortening back may be done

annually, if only the very longest are selected for

this operation. H, Markham, Mereuiorth Castle,

Washington Apple.

This variety was shown some years ago by Mr.

Bunyard of Maidstone before the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. It has a good appearance and

shape, large size, and bright colour, with a melt-

ing flesh and delicious perfume. If my memory
serves me right, Mr. Bunyard's fruits were

from trees in an orchard- house, and none that

I have seen since that time has equalled them.

What I should like to know is, which districts this

variety does best in, and if the tree is free from

canker. It may be [that it, like several others, are

best suited to orchard-house or wall-culture, but I

have no experience of this. A. Evans, Lythe Hill.

PEAKS.
Mb. Coombeh's note on Pears will have been

perused with interest by many of your readers, as it

shows how sometimes a really good variety is

declared to be worthless, when the fault lies in the

coldness of the soil, and perhaps a rather sunless

season. It shows also the importance of keeping

the roots near the surface instead of allowing them

to go downwards. Mr. Coomber also remarks on

heavy cropping being a cause of poor flavour. I have

found this to be the cause here of deficiency of

flavour in Pears. The same is noticed in

Peaches, &c., when the crop ia excessive. I do

not know that I ever remember the fruits

dropping so much as was the case in my
neighbourhood this year, and this occurred

long before the fruits were ready for gathering ; and

the Pears dropped ofTin some instances to the ex-

tent of three-fourths of the original crop, tne worst

being Beurr6 Ranee, Glout Moi9eau, Vicar of Wink-
field, Madame Treyve, Alexander Lambert, and

Autumn Nelis. Last year our best Christmas Pear

A TRAVELLERS' NOTES.
{Continued fr^m p. 596.)

New Zealand, Jttnc 2(3, 1893.—From Napier to

Taupo, situated on a lake of the same name, the

largest in New Zealand (15 miles by 25 miles), is a

two-day coach journey, the night being passed at

Tarawera. forty-four miles from the journey's end.

The way four strong horses swing the featherweight

carriage round the sharpest carves on the hill- side?,

often overhanging precipices of several hundred,

and even thousand, feet, on a 10 feet road, without

any railing or protection of any kind, is apt to be

trying. So sharp are the curves, that often the front

pair are nearly parallel with the coach. The roads

are in bad condition, and frequently very heavy,

owing to much rain.

At first a few stations are passed, and innumerable

sheep grazing quietly. Along the side of the road

Bramble and Briar have obtained the dignity of weeds,

though they are scarcely so much feared as Gorse,

which all are bound by law to prevent spreading into

the public road, or, indeed, oS' their own property

under the penalty of a fine.

Cordyline australis is not uncommon, its light,

graceful foliage giving a distinct aspect to the land-

scape. I have not noted it more than 25 to 30 feet

high, though Mr. Kirk has met with it in the King-

county 60 feet, and Mr. Colenso mentions one

20 feet 2 inches in girth at the base. The simple

straight stems of the young ucflowered plants,

crowned with one head of foliage \h to 2 feet long,

look at first very difl^erent from the many- branched,

round-headed tree, with the smaller crowns charac-

teristic of older specimens. Phormium tenax is

most common, dwarfing to more than half its normal

size as the higher elevations are reached. Veronica
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Balicifolia, eeedicg freely, aesumee the dimenilons

of a large bush; it is fonad more or iesa In all parts,

ond although most common in the lowlands, it is found

on the hill-sides. Daring the journey many ranges

are crossed (from the summits of which fine views

are obtained), many valleys trayeraed and mountain
S'jeama forded—where it has not been found neces"

aary to make a bridge. Two or three Maori pahs or

villages can scarcely be called interesting. The men
wear corduroys, the women, in European costume,

invariably ride horses straddle-leg.

The land generally, for the 89 miles passed

through, is poor—in fact, much of it is quite value-

less. Between, however, Tarawera and Runanga
is some very fine bush. The prevailing trees are

those mentioned in my last letter—Podocarpus dacry-

dioides and Dacrydium cupressinum. One line belt

I noted, running at a distance of some miles from
the road, and parallel with it along the summit of a

low undulating range—a line of sombre, heavy hue.

Totara (Podocarpus Totara), the next most valuable

wood in New Zealand to the Kauri (Agathis aus-

trilis [Dammara australis]), and of which I shall

nave something to say when I meet with it in greater

quantity further north. Here it is but sparsely repre-

a mted, nearly all having been cut out. Lomarias, Poly-

8 ichums, and Gleichenias.are common and in wonder-
ful luxuriance, whilst up the long narrow gulleys all

the well-known filmy Ferns are said to be met with,

I saw but three Cordyline indiviaa—a very fine thing.

I hope to meet with more and better specimens.

The shrubbery over the stretch of road indi-

cated, is rich and varied. Makomako, or Wine- berry
— Aristotelia racemosa—a tall spreading shrub,

haa almost a monopoly in one place. Pittosporums
are not uncommon, and what I took be Grislinia

lucida ia occasionally met with.

Most curious-looking, however, of all, is the

Horoeka, Psendopanax craisifolium, also known as

Aralia heterophyila and Xylophylla longifolia. The
narrow deflexed leaves of the young specimens 2 to

3 feet long, scarcely exceeding i inch in width, on a
stem often several feet in height, give place in later

stages to compound foliage, with three to five leaflets

;

the margins are sharply toothed, and the colour and
general aspect so distinct that Mr. Kirk rightly

observes, " It is one of the first trees to attract the
attention of the traveller in forest districts."

Bracken Fern, a form of Pteris squilina, one of

the commonest of the world's plants, covers many
acres on hill-sides, growing with great vigour, to the
exclusion of all else. Beyond Kunanga the pumice
and lava country is reached, poor land, apparently
supporting nought but wild horses. i<or many
miles we drove through a dense growth of Manuka
(Leptospermum ecoparium), described as " the most
common plant in the colony." It covers hundreds
of acres, ranging from k foot to 30 feet in height, and
i? said to be very t ffective from November to

.January, when it flowers in great profusion ; at

present the acres of peculiar grey-green is apt to

weary the eye.

The Getsee Country.

At Tanpo is a good hotel, provided for the tourist

season, when it is full to overflowing, this place being
the first spot in the great thermal spring country.
The thermal spring district of the north island

covers some 1000 square miles. Respecting the
safety of residing within its limits, it is considered
comparatively safe now, owing to the immense relit f

afforded by the eruption of 1886. During onr time
another such convulsion can scarcely be expected.
The scene of the eruption. Mount Tarawera, was

bat a few miles from where I am now writing
(Hotorna). Here a lake disappeared, and the whole
tsce c f the country was altered, much being now under
."0 to 49 feet of mud. New Zealand's most famous
sights, the pink and white terraces, were destroyed.
Oae may still rtmain, being only covered up, but so
altered is the aspect of the land, that it is impcssible
to fix its site and undertake clearing operatic ns,

The silica incrustations surrounding the boiling
pools Ere often very lovely—quite hard, and of
course of great age. Of sich were the famous
terraces now destroyed. In thee hot pools (all are
not up to boiling point) the natives, especially the
children, bathe all day. A» a lUie, they are a fine

race, but western civlllfation is having the usual
effect, as its worst aspects only are copied. They
are dec eating in nuniberf, and ultimate extermina-
tion seems to be only a matter of time.

I have visited many of the natural vents^thoie at
Waua''i, Waia-taufo, Taupo, sni Whakarewarewa.
These consiit of mud vj'canoes, alum clifl's, boiling
mud ports, boiling fprings, sulphur fnmaroles, all

active, end betokeoiag a subterranean moTemenc
atii condenaed force almost incredible,

Many of the geysers are Very fine, and spoat at

regular intervals, all emitting dense volumes of steam
visible for miles round. The best I have seen reach
from 30 to 40 feet.

Near the various hotels are baths, alum, sulphur,

&c., cold water being laid on to cool that fiowing in

from the boiling pools. On myself and on many
others, these have a weakening effect, though their

curative properties are undoubted. It is, however,
necessary to have a complaint. I have, happily, not
one on hand at the moment.
The country in this district over which I have

travelled in coaches some few hundred miles is very
poor, the cause being that the volcanoes have not and
do not eject lava as in Java, Japan, &c., but pumice
—roughly described as a mixture of earth and stone.

Forests are almost unknown, all the hills being
covered with Bracken growing in profusion. From
twenty to thirty miles one goes without seeing a
habitation, only meeting a man repairing the road,

or a few wild horses.

Large as is the tourist traffic in summer, it is

probable railways will never come through the heart

of the north island, as they alone could not provide

a reasonable return. The roads are bad, and one
gets well shaken up in the so-called coaches, in

reality little more than buggies.

It is difficult to enjoy this district at this season
and during the almost continuous rain we are having.

Of vegetation there is nothing to see, so poor is

the land ; it will support nothing but Fern and some
Flax in the swamps. Native brown-grass grows in

strong tufts, but is poor feeding for any but wild

horses, or those doing no work.
The tourist accommodation is by no means up to

that in Japan. As there, in the season, two and
three sleep in a room—or, indeed, anywhere where
they can get a roof; whilst the steamers to and fro

to Australia have their decks covered. All that

inconvenience is escaped at this season. On two
occasions I have had the whole hotel to myself, and
at present there are but three others here. One is

rather too lonely, in fact, and the weather is too bad
for anything.

Common plants in the scrub, and especially

noticeable in the vicinity of Rotona, are the
Mingi, Cyathodes acerosa, and the Tutu (Cori-

aria ruicifolia). In this district, the former is a

dwarf, neat shrub, bearing at this season numerous
spherical pink or white fruit, attractive in appear-
ance. The latter attains considerably larger dimen-
sions, and is common on the outskirts of the bush.
Its long pendulous racemes of fruit, and deeply
venated, almost sessile, opposite leaves on young
shoots, many feet in length, are very handsome. Its

chief interest, however, centres in its poisonous pro-

perties, respecting which Mr. Kirk gives much
information in his Forest Flora.

From Rotura to Okoroire, from whence the train

may be taken to Auckland, the largest city in the
colony, is a distance of 30 miles, crossing a range
of mountains, attaining at the highest point 2020 feet.

The roads, if such they may be called, for in reality

they are little more than a clearing, are bad ; for

miles hidden by a slough of 6 to 12 inches of

semi - liquid mud. For the first 10 miles the
country is open, soil poor, and almost valueless,

covered with Bracken and Manuka (Leptospermum
scoparium).

For the second stage of 10 miles the bush is very
rich, fine, and varied.

Ferns are in glorious profusion, Lomarias, Nephro-
lepis, Hymenophyllums, &c. Tree Ferns are most
numerous, often rising 15 to 20, and not infrequently

to 30 feet. Cyathea medullaris is magnificent, but
not common, its immense fronds covering an area of

many yards.

Large forest trees are represented by the Rium,
Dacrydium cupressinum ; White Pine, Podocarpus
dacrydioides, and an occasional Matai, Podocarpus
spicata. Of the first two I have written, the last

named is equal in appearance and of almost equal
utility. Good specimens attain a height of 60 to 80
feet, round-headed, and of that dusky green peculiar

to New Zealand forests when viewed from a distance.

As fine a sight as one can well wish to see are the
thickly-wooded gullies and bill slopes passed in this

route. Dark massive White Pine and Matai relieved

by the weeping yellowish-green Rium, spreading

in one broad band, sometimes for miles along
steep slopes, a sight obtained to perfection from the
winding road skirting the hill on the opposite side of

(he deep broad gullies.

The wood of Matai ii iaid to be of considerable

ecooomic valae, and easily worked. Its durability'

especially from hilly districts, is remarkable.
The Kohutuhntia (fuchsia excorticata) is freely

met with at an elevation of 2000 feet, and Tawa,
Beilschmiedia Tawa, is common. This is a handsome)
evergreen, with narrow, oblong, thickly-set, glossy,

rich green foliage, Mr, Kirk gives its extreme
height at 10 feet, and states that it constitutes the
greater portion of the forests in many northern
districts. In the bush in question this, however, is

not the case, and I met with no specimens approach-
ing the height named ; as I only saw the margins,
this is not to be wondered at.

In portions, the undergrowth consisted almost
entirely of the Mako-Mako, or Wineberry, Aristo-
telia racemosa, a fine shrub, but now somewhat
bereft of leaves ; added to this, the branches are
distant, spreading, and slender, appearing somewhat
bare at this season. The large acuminate foliage is

of an exceptionally deep glossy tinge.

As handsome a tree as I have yet met with is freely

represented on the confines of the bush ; the native
name is the Eewarewa, often termed Honeysuckle
by settlers ; to science it is known as Knightia
excelsa. It is tall, erect, and rigid, with broad,
blunt, stiflF foliage, 6 to 8 inches long, added to a
fastigiate habit ; it attracts immediate notice when
first seen ; ita racemea are said to consist of from
fifty to eighty flowers, each about H inch long;
these, unfortunately, are not to be seen at this

season, but their size and beauty, added to a tree of
such unique appearance in New Zealand forests, it

need scarcely be said, renders this, when it attains

its extreme height of 80 to 100 feet, an exceptional
object altogether.

For the first time, I have met with good speci-

mens of that extraordinary plant, the Raba, Metro-
sideros robusta, one of the largest trees of the New
Zealand flora. I have seen specimens at least

100 ft. high. The prevalent notion amongst bushmen
and settlers is, that the Raba climbs trees, encircles

them, and in course of time squeezes them to death
;

a most probable conclusion for a casual observer to

draw—needless to say it is entirely erroneous. The
seeds germinate in the forks of lofty trees, Rium,
White Pine, &c , especially in the decaying leaves

of the epiphyte Astelia (already referred to).

When quite young, it sends forth aerial roots,

slight and feeble; these gradually reach the soil

below, and in course of time the once threadlike
riirial root assumes the appearance and the pro-
perties of a stem. From this, usually lying flat

against the supporting trunk of the tree in which
the individual has made ita home, horizontal,

lateral roots are given off, encircling the trunk
entirely, Aa this process is repeated to an indefinite

extent, in addition to main roots being frequently
connected by oblique laterals, it is easy to con-
ceive the death of tne enclosed trunk is but a matter
of time. Inosculation, resulting in an uneven,
rugged cylinder, in diameter many feet, follows.

Mr. Kirk states a solid stem is never formed
as commonly supposed, and adds that on one
tree, and one tree only, viz , 'Vitex littoralis, it can
make no impression, the iron-grain of this tree

forcing the root-stems of the epiphyte apart, and
sometimes dislodging it.

In addition to its maenificent flowers, described aa
most glittering in effect, and its peculiarity of

growth, the wood has proved of extraordinary dura-
bility and toughness, and suitable for bridges and
other works requiring those properties it excels in.

It forms large round-headed trees ; occasionally in the
centre and top of the skeleton of the unfortunate
individual to which it owes its existence, may be
espied rising gaunt and naked, the huge cylinder of

inosculated roots enclosing entirely the lower por-
tion for a height 60 to 80 feet. From numerous
specimens it is easy to trace this curious phenomenon
in its various stages, a sight of exceeding interest,

James H, Veiteh.

(To he continued.)

Trees and Shrubs.

AUCUBA JAPONICA VERA,

As an illustration of the fine appearance which

Aucubajaponica var. macrophylla attains in a mois'

shady season like the present, we enclose you a leal

which, as yon will see, measures in ita blad

10 inches in length by 4J inches in width, ful

entitling it to the character of one of our finest eve

green abrabs.
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Whilst writing, we may mention that few planters

appear to be aware of the value of Aucubi jiponici

vera aa a hardy evergreen. It is certainly hardier

than the coniaion variegated Aacuba, and for plant-

ing in the vicinity of towns, it is one of the best

south wall, but by so doing I failed twice. In my
opinion such a situation is too hot for the free growth

of the plant during the summer, or even in spring

should a spell of warm dry weather set in. Some
succeed with it in a cool greenhou3<', bu!; here in the

\V'

i'ym^ms^'^'"
Fig. 80.

—

epi-l.elia X habdtana.

filled up the remaining space with peat and partly-

decayed leave?, with a liberal admixture of sharp
silver-sand. Abundance of water should be afforded

during dry weather in the early eummer, when
growth is being made, as upon doing this depends
the quantity of blossoms that will be produced by
the current season s shoots. It may not be generally
known that blossoms are produced as freely from
the present year's growth as from that of last season.

The latter commences to bear flowers in June, and
continues for some time, the newer growths pro-
ducing abundant blossoms in August.

If the situation is exposed to east winds during
February or March, a little protection while the
plants are young, in the form of a temporary light

stood against the wall to break the full force of the
wind, will prevent many of the leaves falling off,

thus rendering the stems bare for a time, E, M.
[Sjms half-a-doz?n plants would form a pretty bed
on the turf in south country gardens. Ed ]

AbELIA ECPESTRI3.

According to Mr. Nicholson in his Dictionary of
Gardeninq, this deciduous shrub was named after Dr.

Clarke Abel, physician to Lord Amherst's Embassy

to China in 1817. Here, in south Hants, it is

perfectly hardy, planted against a south wall, not

requiring the slightest kind of protection, the plant

having stood out for the last eight years or more. It

is a shrub not often met with, but still a very

desirable one for any garden. The small, pink-

coloured, sweet-scented, bell-like flowers, are freely

produced in pairs at the end of the shoots during

September; the reddish-coloured sepals are of a

leafy texture. Like many other plants from China,

it luxuriates in a peaty soil, and likes an abundance

of water during growth, growing then vigorously,

and producing a profusion of bloom. E. M.

ai

si

ati

na
hr

evergreens that can be used, resisting both smoke

and dust remarkably well. J. Backhowe ij' Son.

[The blade of the leaf sent by <ur correspondent

was 10 inches long, stalk li inch, Ed.]

BEnCERlDOPSIS COBALLINA,

This handsome evergreen climbing shrub is rarely

seen outside a nursery or botanic garden. By some

it is recommended to be planted at the foot of a

EPI-L.ELIA X HARDYAN A.

(L.ELIA [rANOEPS ? , EPIDENDRUM
CILIARE,^,)

This extraordinary bigeneric hybrid, which many

lovers of Orchids have, during its progress to

maturity, watched with keen interest in the estab-

lishment of Messrs, F, Sander & Co., SS. Albans,

was recently flowered by that firm, and exhibited

at the meeting of the Orchid Committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society on November 13, when it was

given an Award of Merit, and our artist took occasion

to prepare a drawing from which the accompanying

illustration (fig. 80) is given. These bigeneric

hybrids are interesting for the opportunities they

afl'ord of comparing the influence of the widely

B^parated plants used in obtaining them, on the

progeny. In many cases the reverse of what might be

expected is displayed, together with some curious and

apparently contradictory features. In the present case

although Lselia anceps bore the seeds, the plant has

tall thin psendobulbs more nearly resembling those

of Epidendrnm ciliare, whose elegant flower- scape is

also in a measure produced ; but the most marked

feature in E. ciliare, its deeply-fringed labellum, is

wholly suppressed, except so far as it might have

influenced the wavy and irregular edge of the front

lobe of the lip of the hybrid under notice, and in

which the long well-defined isthmus of the blade of

of the lip is a singular feature,

EpiLiElia X Hardyana is a graceful hybrid. Its

flowers have the sepals and petals blush-white tinted

with rose on the lower halves. The base of the lip

is blush-white, the tips of the side lobes and the front

lobe being of a rich crimson-purple.

south of England no trouble need be experienced i

an eastern aspect is selected, and some care exer-

cised in planting. Soil naturally of a peaty character,

or sandy loam, would grow this plant without any

trouble. In my case, where the soil is both heavy

and much impregnated with chalk, it is useless to

attempt to grow plants of the character of this

sulject, I dug out a hole IS inches square, put in

at the bottom a layer of cliokers as drainage, and

Forestry.—~%

TRANSPLANTING TREES.

In regard to what has been written in a recent

issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle on this subject,

experience bids me say that autumn planting is the

best. Some of the advantages are these, that taking
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time by the forelock, the work can be got through

or well advanced before wintry weather Bsts in

;

whereas on the other hand, if it is put oflF till the New

Year is past, inclement weather or other untoward

circumstances often occur that so retard the work,

that at the advent of spring it is not completed,

which means that it must be abandoned for a season,

with a consequent loss of a season'a growth, or pro-

secuted to its close, at a serious risk of both plants

and labour being lost. Again, a young tree planted

in the autumn has the subsequent winter's rain to

wath and solidify the soil around the roots, giving to

it something of the character of a tree that has been

resting during the winter to resume its work in the

spring. Farther, when the soil is broken up to

leceive the tree, in the interval that elapses ere

growth beginr, a cohesive process is going on, tend-

ing in the direction of the soil resuming its normal

state. Otherwise, not infrequently in stiff soil, the

aperture formed by the spade opens up under the

iaflaence o! the sun, exposing the roots and reducing

the chaoces of success. The exception to the above

rale is, when the plants are very small and the roots

correspondingly small; in such cases spring planting

is prelerable, as daring hard frosts there is an

upheaval of the soil which subsides with the thaw,

leaving behind the small plants in a half uprooted

state. This is most marked when the ground is

bare. The inference from the above would be for the

planting of large plants in the autumn, for very

small in the spring. With regard to the best months

for planting, the adage that it is those in which the

letter "r" occurs n quires some local adjustment.

In the south of England, it would be well, perhaps,

if it could be finished by the end of February, con-

sidering that in March there generally prevail culd

and drying winds highly detrimental to the roots

which would unavoidably be exposed; whereas in the

highlands of Scotland it has, under different con-

ditions, been carried on successfully well into May. J.

Belgium.

GHENT.
The Boval Society of Agriculture and Botany of

Ghent opened, on November 11, its 160:h exhibition,

devoted specially to Chrysanthemums ; but although

of equally high quality, the specimens were not so

namerons as at Antwerp, elsewhere alluded to.

Orcliids were aleo shown in quantities, M. Jules Hje-
L-Vsen showing a fine lot of the true Cattleya

lahiata, a Vanda ccerulea with two spikes, one with

sixteen thi- other with eleven flower?, of very deep

blue. Th» same gentleman also showed a L;T5!io-

Cattleya Hjeana X, a natural hybrid, presumed to

have originated as a cross between Lx\Sa grandis

tenebroaaaud C*ltle) a lahiata autumnalis. Numerous
Cypripediuujs were also shown.

Brussels.

The last meeting of the Orchid^enne was remark-
able for the exhibition of Cattleya gigas var.

Leopold II., and of some twenty supposed natural

hybrids between Catasetum Bungerothi and C. macro-
carpum. The Cattleya just mentioned was grown by
Mr. Knight, in the garden of H.M. the King of the

Belgians at Laeken, and was awarded a diploma of

honour by acclamation. The perianth segments are

pure white without spots ; the lip is very large, with

iwo broad yellow blotches, bordered with lilac at the

throat. The column is ivory-white, emerging, as it

were, from a base of a purple colour, veined with

white and yellow. The free birder of the lip is

fringed, and of a rich velvety-pnrple.

The Catasetums were very varied in form and
colour, some ivory-white, others greenish-white,
or yellow ; some very large some concave, some
flattened and spreading, some campanulate, &c.

M. Cogniaux is engaged in the study of these
interesting forms, and the remit of his investigations
will be awaited with interest. Various Cattleyas,

Cypripedium?, Odontoglossums, &c , contributed to

the success ol this exhibition.

Cattlkva LAniATA ALBA.—M. Peeters has at this

time a white form of C. labiata in bloom. In bud,
the senals are white, slightly tinged with green.
C. de B.

The Webk's Work.
PLANTS UUBER GUjASS.

Bt/ J. V. McLeod. Gardener, Dover House, Roehampton, S. W.

PALM-HOUSE.—Though not the best time for re-

potting Palms, Btill, the fact of their being less readily

injured than many other stove plants allows of this

operation being performed at this season. The same
soil as before directed may be employed as well as

the general treatment, save that less water at the

roots is required at this season. The present is a good
time for cleaning by washing or sponging all planis

in this structure. I am in favour of sponging where
the necessary time can be afforded. If the plants

are not very dirty, soft-soap and water will suflice.

If scale and red-spider have established themselves,

Murray's Electric Mildew and Insect Destroyer
should be applied to get rid of these.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.—These plants are now
at their best, and require to be watered carefully,

keeping them rather dry than wet at the root,

and withholding all mannrial aids as these tend
to the premature decay of the flowers. Decajed
leaves and flowers should be removed daily, and
the house well ventilated, keeping at the same time
a slight heat in the hot-water pipe?. Plants past

their best, if not already cut down, should be

attended to, removing them to cooler quarters, and
keeping them dry at the root for a considerable

time.

HYDRANGEA H0RTEN8IS may be removed to a
cold frame, plunging the pots in coal- ashes to winter,

a slight protection being afforded them in hard
weather.

CAMELLIAS.—Those plants with the most promi-
nent flower-buds should receive waterings of diluted

cowdung, with a small quantity of soot added to it,

and if the plants are portable they should be brought
into the conservatory as soon as thi! flower-buds

begin to show colour, their removal giving the gar-

dener a chiince of washing the pots and tubs, and
sponging the leaves with aolt-ocap .and water, a
matter which should receive attention in any case

before Camellias come into bloom—good foliage

being a great attraction in this plant.

THE CONSERVATORY.—With the introduction of

the foregoing, a fiesh arrangement will become neces-

sary and desirable, and the Poinsettias, Calanthes,
Cypripedium ineigne, Richardias, Lily of the Valley,

Hyacinths, and Tulips in bloom, may be added to the

other occupants, and will assist in making a nice dis-

play. Th.'se plants will make it advisable to increase

the temperature of the house a little, 55° by night,

with a rise ol 5° by day, with air admitted whenever
it is prudent to afford it. Always at this season
afford whatever water is necessary in the early part
of the day, mopping up what flows from the pots and
tubs, or is spilt on the floor.

RICHARDIAS.— If single crowns were potted up,

their roots will have fairly filled the pots— a time
when manure-water may be afforded with advantage,
say once a week, continuing to do this for a time,

and when it is seen that the plant responds to this

stimulus, it may be afforded twice a week. The
principal stock of this plant may be placed in a cool,

airy house, and fumigation with Tobacco resorted to

once a fortnight.

8TATICE PR0FU8A.—This plant may now be
cleaned, repotting those which need it, providing them
with new stakes, nsing a somewhat rich soil, to

which may be added Thomson's Vine and Plant
Manure, at the rate of a 6-inch potful to a wheel-
barrowfnl of soil.

THB HARDY FBUIT GARDBK.
B'jT. Tuaros. Gardener, Maiden EHegK, Reading.

MORELLO CHERRY.—If the pruning and training

of the trees of the Morello on walls have as yet not

been attended to, advantage should be taken of mild
weather to attend to these matters, it being preferable

to attend to them now rather than in springtime,

when there is always a risk of rubbing off the then

prominent bloom-buds. Pruning will consist chiefly

in cutting out as many of the naked shoots as there are

young ones to replace them, the ohj?ct being to keep

the tree furnished throughout with bearing wood, but

not to crowd it. The ground being in such a moist

state, wide boards or trellises (hould in all cases be

laid down for the men to stand upon whilst doing the

work. The prunins! and nailing having been finished,

apply some strong kind of insecticide with a syringe

for the destruction of black aphis, which the mild

weather has not quite des'rojed.

SWEET CHERRIES.—With the other kinda of

work alluded to in former Calendars carried out up
to the present date, the pruning, nailing or tying,

and dressing of the Cherries other than Morellos

may be prosecuted. Provided the summer pruning

was duly performed, but little pruning will be
required beyond shortening the leading shoots, re-

moving dead spurs, &c. If any trees are infested

with the brown-scale, so common on the Cherry,

the branches should be loosened from the wall, and
dressed with Fir-tree oil, or some other kind of

insecticide, using a half-worn paint-brush in doing

80. If the black- aphis be present on the trees, it

will show itself in the present mild weather, and it

can be destroyed either by syringing with strong

insecticide as recommended in the case of the Mo-
rello Cherry, or by going over the shoots separately

with a small paint-brush, getting the liquid well

round about the buds. Ssi'eet Cherries are such

capital additions to dessert that no labour is ill-

bestowed in trying to have them in good condition,

and so that the season of the sweet Cherries may be

prolonged as much as possible, besides obtaining

suitable sorts, they should be planted on walls of

different aspects, as well as grown as bushes or pyra-

mids in the open ground. The proper soil for the

Cherry is a strong loam on a naturally well-drained

substratum of limestone , chalk, &c. ; and in pre-

paring stations for trees these items should be borne

in mind, substituting mortar-rubble for chalk or

lime where lime does not exist in the staple. The
following are good varieties to plant in gardens—

•

Early : Frogmore, Early Bigarreau, Governor Wood,
and Knight's Early Black. Midseason: Cleveland

Bigarreau, May Duke, and Black Tartarian. Late :

Bigarreau Napoleon—which, all points considered,

is the most valuable Cherry that is grown.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bij W. H. Whitk. Orchid Grower, Surford, Dorking.

PLANTS IN BLOOM,—Amongst Orchids now in

bloom, the lovely forms of Dendrobium Phalainopaifl

are those most conspicuous at the present time, and
those plants which are in flower should be arranged

at that part of the warm bouse where the ventilators

are more or less open at ail times, or, if convenient,

they might be placed in the Cattleya-honse, the

drier air of which would be even more suitable for

them. Previous to placing recently-imported plants

of the above Orchid with other?, they should bo

thoroughly examined for a destructive beetle which

is common to them. The presence of these insects

is indicated by small holes found in thepseudobulbs;

and the only eft'ectual means of extermination is to

cut off the bulbs so pierced, and forthwith burn them.

It is not advisable to place the newly-imported pieces

in a growing temperature at present. Amongst
other plants in flower at the present time is Cccliopsis

hyacinthosma, a species not generally known, but all

the same well worth attention from the amateur,

and especially where botanical species are appreciated.

The sweet Hyacinth-scented flowers of wax-lite tex-

ture are much admired at Burford; and the plant is

of easy culture. The flower-spikes issue from the

base of the plant as in a Stanhopea ; it is, therefore,

necessary to suspend it from the roof in a shallow

basket. Owing to the spikes protuiding from below,

no crocks can be used for drainage, and the material

for it to root in should consist of rough peat and
sphagnum-moss. The temperature that suits it is

that of the East Indian-house. Like most other

species of Orchids, it requires watering copiously

whilst growing, and when at rest it may be kept

rather dry. Another rare Orchid of similar charac-

teristics now producing its flower-spikes is Schlimia

trifida, but, unlike the preceding one, it requires an
intermediate temperature to grow it satisfactorily.

0D0NT0GL03SUM CORONARIUM. —This specii s,

although not very rare, is too seldom seen in flower.

It is now fast pushing up its flower-spikes with ns, and
should be at the warmest part of the house, in a position

where the greatest amount of light can reach it. It

is a plant that at all times requires moisture liberally

supplied at the root, and should have plenty of living

sphagnum moss growing on the surface; of the soil,

in and to which the roots penetrate freely. Another
charming little plant now in bloom is Angt.tcum
distichum, one of the smallest- flowered species,

which, if only on account of the delightful fragrance

of its numerous snow-white flowers, well deserves a

place in collections. Like Angrieeums generally,

the East Indian-house is the most suitable place for

it. The handsome winter- flowering species, A pesqui-

pelale is fast pushing up its flower-spikes. A small

yellow species of thrips is apt to infest these, which
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may be got rid of by famigating the house, failin?

this, a whole year's inflorescence may be disfigured.

If fumigation be ol j^cted to, occasionally dust the

spikes over with strong Scotch snutf. Growing in

the same house are Oacidium papilio and O. Kra-

merianum, which do well if suspended iu small

baskets close to the roof-glass. For some weeks

past these plants have produced a number

of their remarkable butterfly-like flowers. All

Orchid growers know that the spikes continue to

produce a succession of blooms for a very long period ;

but if they are allowed to do so unchecked the plants

become exhausted ; therefore their flowering sea-

son should not be unduly prolonged, the spike

being cut clean away after a certain number have

opened.

FHUITS UNDBB GLASS.
By Bailey Wadds, Gardener, Birdsalt Gardens, York.

PINE-APPLES.—During the dark day?, the tem-

peratures of the house and pits and the beds in which

the plants grow will need careful attention. It is

not good practice to starve the plants, and hope for

the production of well-formed good- flavoured fruits.

Those of the Qaeen family which it is intended to

start for early fruiting at the end of the month of

December should not be subjected to a lower night

temperature than 60°, or day temperature of 70°. Air

should be admitted on fine days, but not so as to lower

the warmth, the bottom- heat being kept steady at

80°. Watering will be but little required, although
'

much dryness of the soil ought to be avoided. If

plunged in a deep bed of tan and leaves, and not

given much fire-heat, the plants will keep in good

condition for several weeks at this time of the year

without any water being afforded the soil in vrhich

they are growing. The danger of too great a degree

of dryness at the roots is premature fruiting. The
air of the house may he kept rather dry, and

instead of damping and steaming the pipes, and

keeping the evaporating- troughs full of water, moisten

the walls and floors. Early-potted suckers, well

established in their pots, should now be afl'orded a

riaht temperature of 55° to 60°, day temperature
05° to 70, with a good circulation of air on mild

days, and the bottom- heat not higher than 75°.

These plants must be kept rather on the dry or rest-

ing side. Late-potted suckers will require a warm
moist temperature until they are well rooted, when a

nmall amount of air should be admitted. Plants of

.'Smooth Cayenn'-, Chailotto Ruthechild, and Black
Jamaica, now with fruits swelling off', require a
liberal supply of tepid water at the root; fcimooth

Cayennes, if well rooted, requiring more than the

other varieties. The bottom-heat may be kept at

aiifiut 85° night temperature, ( f the house at 65° to

70", and day at from 80° to even 90°, when the

Utter figure can be obtained by the aid of sun- heat.

Dj not damp or syringe the plants overhead, but

moisten the floors once or twice daily, steaming

being omitted. At this season the roof of the house

or pits may be covered with canvas when the air is

frosty, covering being less injurious to the Pines, and
less burdensome to the pocket than hard forcing.

EARLY PEACH-HOUSE.—Clean, train, and top-

drees all borders without delay, and if Peaches are

required in May, the house may now be closed,

aff'arding the border,if dry, a thorough soaking of clean

t'-nid water. The temperature should not fall below
40° for a period of a fortnight, as little fire-heat as

possible being eraploypd during that time; after-

wards an increase of 5° by night, to 55° to 60° by

day with sunshini', may be permitted. Syringe the

trees twice daiiy with tepid water, and aff'ord air on
fine days, always advancing slowly. After growth
has advanced a little, and the envelopes of the

flowers show signs of expanding, the warmth being

increased, always given freely ; but sadden changes
of temperature, such as are brought about by admit-
ting cold air iu large volume, must be carefully

avoided by the cultivator.

THE FLOWER &ARDBN.
Bv John Lambeht. Gardnmr, Powis Castle, Welshpool,

BEDDING PLANTS —To keep these plants in good
cmdition throughout the winter strong growth
should be promoted, and with this intent the lights

should be pulled off the pits in bright open weather,

and provided there is no danger from frost or heavy

ruin they may be left oft' so long as it is safe so to

do. The same practice should be carried out as far

as possible where they are stored in vineries, and
by having both top and bottom ventilators open both

night and day, and should dull or wet weather occur,

a small amount of fire-heat may be used occasionally.

so as to prevent damping. Kemove decayed leaves

and flowers, the latter as soon as possible, and any

gaps in the cutting-boxes or pots may be tilled up,

taking care not to distnrb the other cnttioga more
than is necessary.

LAWNS.—Now ia the time, when the worms being

close to the surface, to apply lime-water to the turf,

which will cause them to come to the top, when they

may be swept up. This treatment must be followed

up if perfect lawns are wished for, the mere rolling

of the turf and sweeping up of the worm-casts having

no eff'fct whatever in abating the worm-nuisance.

Weeds of size should be removed bodily, or in the

case of plantains these may be destroyed by thrusting

a pointed piece of iron down the centre of the root,

first dipping it in a bottle containing oil of vitriol,

taking care not to drop it on the grass, and to use

strong leather gloves whilst carrying out this kind of

work. The keeping of this poisonous liquid under

lock and key may here be enjoined. Any uneven

parts should now have attention, cutting and rolling

back the turves, and filling up the depressions with

good fine soil, or removing hillocks, and returning

the turves, thoroughly beating and rolling them.

HOLLYHOCKS.— See that these plants are care-

fully labelled if named varieties are grown, and if

they are to remain in the ground a little protection

should be afforded them by placing rough leaf soil

or strawy manure around them. All the choice

varieties it will be prudent to lift and winter in large

pots in cold frames. Cuttings struck in July last

that have been potted up will also require to be

wintered in a cold frame, and these will make good

strong plants for next year's flowering.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.—If strong clamps exist and
these are throwing up their flowers, hand-lights

should be placed over them, resting the lower part on
three bricks, thus admitting sufficient air, the flowers

are thereby kept clean, the flower-stalks are longer,

and the plants are protected from the weather.

NARCISSUS.—To ensure a supply of cut flowers

in the early spring, some beds of the earliest varieties

should be planted. If a part of a warm border can

be spared for them, blooms will be obtained at least

a fortnight earlier than from bulbs in the more open

quarters. Although somewhat late in the year for

bulb planting, they may yet be planted, selecting the

largest bulbs, and planting them in soil of good

quality, *hich, if it be light, will be so much the

better ; and if heavy, a liberal top-dressing of leaf-

mould and rotten manure will be an aid to the reali-

sation of good results. Plant the bulbs in lines

10 to 12 inches aparr, and follow the same method as

that advised for Lilies in an earlier Calendar. Some
of the more useful early varieties are—Large trum-

pets : Achilles, Bulbocodium, Early Spanish Yellow,

Conntess of Anneslsy, Golden Plover, Golden Spur,

Lorifolius, Major (the early variety), Minor, Nanus,

Obvallaris, Pallidus pL-ccox, Rogilobus. Medium
trumpets: Orange Phoenix, Queen Bess, Sir Wat-
kin, Stella, Odorus. Small trumpets: Biflorus,

Burbidgei, Poeticu», Poeticns ornatus, and Poeticna

plenuB.

THE APIARY.
£i/ Expert.

CANDY FEEDING.—Mild weather in the winter

UBually causes activity amongst the bees, and larger

quantities of food to be consumed. Should the pre-

sent mildness continue for any length of time, it will

be necessary to supply sugar-candy to stocks that

are not well provisioned. Many bee-keepers place

a large flat cake of sngar-candy under the quilts in

the autumn so as to economise the sealed food in the

combs and also to ensure means of passage for the

bees over the tops of the frames during the winter.

The Demerara sugar of the shops is well flirted for

making candy, and if a small proportion of honey be

added in the making of it is much more palatable to,

and more readily taken by the bees. In districts

where it is suspected that foul brood exists, it is ad-

visable to medicate all artificial bee-food with naph-

thol beta which, first dissolving it in spirits of wine,

as well as to drop two or three pieces of napthaline

on to the floor-board of each hive to prevent infec-

tion.

WINTER ENEMIES.—A watch should be kept for

sparrows, tomtus, and some other birds in the habit

of feeding on bees when other insect food runs short,

and if observed, measures must be taken to prevent

their depredations. This may be done by fixing a

piece of fine-meshed wire netting over the hive en-

trance, although it is not very often that such a pre-

caution is actually needed. Mice sometimes give

trouble, and may be kept out of hives by reducing en-
trances to a depth of three-eighths of an inch. Damp
is a greater enemy, and more to be feared than either

of the preceding, and every means should be taken
to prevent the ingress of wet through the roofs or
plinths of hives. Heavy rains and snow require some
attention in the way of paint and patty to eiTectually

keep them out.

WIDE V. NARROW SHALLOW FRAMES.—Wide
shallow frames have been tried by several bee-

keepers during the past season side by side with the or-

dinary shallow frame, spaced 2 inches from centre to

centre by means of the new metal ends. Some of the

disadvantages found with the latter were that in some
instances where two sets of frames were used and
placed one above the other the bees continued comb-
building downwards irrespective of the bottom bar

in top frame, and so joined the two together. In
other cases the increased spacing caused the bees to

build comb the natural width only iu the frames, and
then to fill up the intervening space with an inde-

pendent comb. Neither of these objections was ex-

perienced with the wide frames, as the bees filled and
finished them off to the extreme edges as readily as

they do sections with which, when finished, they com-
pared very favourably in appearance. Were it not for a

little extra care required ia using the uncapping

knife, so as not to slice oflF wood as well as wax,

there would be little question as to which of the two
is the better for general use.

THE KITCHEN GABDEN.
Bi/ Arthur Coo.mbes. Gardener, Himley Halt, Dudley.

ASPARAGUS.—The foliage having died off, may
now be removed from the beds, which may be

expeditiously performed with an old scythe. About
2 inches of stem should be left to indicate the

position of the stools when hoeing or pricking over

the soil. If seed has formed, this should be removed,

first cutting it off' quietly, so that none be shed.

After clearing the tops away, and hoeing and raking

oflFall weeds, make the beds neat and trim for the

winter. As regards top-dressing for the winter,

decayed manure in small quantity will, if laid lightly

on the beds, allow air and sun to have eflTect on the

soil. This top-dressing should occasionally be

shaken up during the winter, choosing dry weather

for the work. Heavy dressings of rotten manure

tend to make the beds cold and wet, retarding the

growth of the plants in the spring, an evil perhaps

more fully felt in late cold soils and districts. I olject

to having the alleys dug, so many roots being

destroyed by this practice, and I fail to see what good

it does. Rows of seedlings for next year's plantings

should have their tops removed, and a light protec-

tion of litter or dry Vine-leaves spread over them,

which must be removed when the drying winds of

Match are past. The stools which are to be taken

up for the purpose of forciug them should be pro-

tected with litter on the approach of frost, so that

there may be no difliculty in getting them at any

time.

FORCING ASPARAGUS. — The plants having

slightly rested from growth, forcing may commence.

In taking up the roots do so with care, retaining as

many of them as possi'ole in an unbruieed condition.

Asparagus, contrary to Seakale or Rhubarb, is not

benefited in the least by drying of the roots,

therefore the roots must not be left uncovered after

being dug up. Forcing may be carried on in pits

heated by hotwater, or in dung-bed frames ; and if

the latter course be adopted, the fermenting material

should be well turned over and sweetened before

being made into a bed. The size and thickness of

the latter should be such that with the assistance of

dung linings, a steady temperature of 60° to 65° can

be maintamed for several weeks.

CARDOON8. — These plants need some kind

of protection in frosty weather. Continue to blanch

any plants which are large enough, by means of hat-

bands or litter wound round the stalks ; it the latter,

the leaf-stalks must be tied together with broad

strips of bast at first, and it is advisable to put a

stout wooden stake to each plant, or a gale of wind

will do much harm to them. When perfectly

blanched, the plants may be lifted and placed in the

vegetable-store until required for use.

POTATOS.—A safiioient number of sets to plant

a succession of beds may now be placed in an upright

position, eyes uppermost, in boxep, and brought iito

a warmer house to sprout before planting them.

The forcing of Potatos may be done in pots, plac.d

in forcing-houses, vineries, &c., or in beds under

frames.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
»

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Local News.—CorrMpo?fJt'rtfs will greatly oblige hy sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.— r7t€ Editor will thankfully receive and sclent

photographs or drawings, suitable for reprodiiction in these

f>ages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

£c. ; b2tt he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Hewsi^SjieiS.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

mrefid to mark the: paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETING,

TCEiDAV,

MONDAY,

TUESDAV,

Nov. 27^

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 28

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATUKDAY,

Royal Horticultural Society's Ctjiii-

mitteea, at the Drill Hall, James
Street, Westminster.

8ALEF.
/Dutch Bulbs, at Protlteroe & Morris*

Rooms.
Nov. 26

I

Hardy Perennials, Carnations,

I

Picotees. Lilies, and Irs, at Pro-
l theroe & Morris' Rooms.

!,„., ,, ( Dulcli Bulbs, 'at Prolheroe & Moriis'
''OV.^7-^ Rooms.

/Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe& Moriis'

Rooms.
Cons'gnment of Japarese Lilies,

Roses, Begonias. &c., at Pro-

theroe & Morris' Rooms.
Sale of Fruit Trees, at Kerry Hill.

Cliffe, near Rochester, by order r£

Mr. W. Home, by Prothe:oe &
' Morris.

Azaleas. Ferns. &c , at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.

("Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &. Morris'

nr. ' Booms,
'''""i Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms.

, ( Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

"i Rooms.

CORHEOTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUflED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.-41'.4.

Fifty years since, the green spots
o.en spaces in ^^ the map of Loudon indicating
the Metropolis. , -

"
parks and open spaces, were very

few, and, with the exception of what may be

termed the greater parks, very far between. Had
any one at that distance of time ventured to

prophesy that in half a century there would be

in existence nearly 200 such places for recrea-

tion and health-giving resort for the millions,

he would have been laughed at as a dreamer of

vain dreams. That the millions inhabiting the

great metropolis have to-day so many " lungs
"

is due to the munificence of the City magnates,

the far-seeing eyes of the late Board of Works,
the existing County Council, private action and
beneficence. True, the price now being paid by
the ratepayer is a heavy one, but then of all the

great cities of the world London is now the

healthiest, for the proof of which, see the

Registrar-General's Returns.

Our County Council appear to be always en

evidence in the matter of public parks and their

smaller relatives ; they seem to be always

engaged in acquiring or laying-out some suit-

able piece of land for the recreation of toilers

and their children ; or for those who, unable to

do anything at gardening at their own houses,

desire and appreciate some nicely laid-out piece

of ground where the work of a good gardener
can be seen and admired.

The committee of the County Council, to whom
the care of some of the London parks, &o., has
been handed over, only the other day submitted
a report of their doings, which interests, among
others, all who helped to " foot the bill." Mention
is made in this statement of the charges for seats

around the band-stands in the Council parks, which

payments had been discontinued, but this report

recommends a return to the practice of charging

for seats near to the stands. In the future, half

the seats will be charged for at the rate of one

penny
;
perhaps by-and-by the other, and outer

circle, half may be let to sitters at a halfpenny

each.

As to the maintenance of small open spaces,

it is noted that there is much diversity in

the way these are kept up : many are per-

manently upheld by the Council, and some, as

with the churchyards and playgrounds, for-

merly maintained by the Metropolitan Public

Gardens Association, are temporarily sup-

ported by the Council out of the County
fund ; some are carried on by the vestries and

district boards out of local rates ; whilst others

are maintained by private individuals or by the

Government. A return has been made of the

open spaces, churchyards, &c., in the county of

less than ten acres in area, which are at present

kept up for the enjoyment of the public : the

total number is 198, and the aggregate area

3545 acres. In addition to these, three local

authorities keep up some 57 acres as recreation

grounds. The committee are of opinion that

all these open spaces should be managed by one

authority, and on a common basis; but the

matter will have to stand over in view of the

propostd scheme for "unification" becoming

law. To avoid centralisation of management, it

is proposed that all open spaces under ten acres

shall be in the care of the local authority, the

certificated charges for the said management
being paid from the county rates—the large

parks being managed as now.

It IS occasionally complained of, that several

open spaces are being deprived of their old

natural aspect, and are in part acquiring a gar-

denesque apptarance; should this be true, one

can only say that it is pity—we want as much of

Nature in town or suburb as can conveniently be

had ; it recommends itself also to the ratepayer

on the ground of economy. In any case, open

spaces in the heart of the town and in the most

densely-populated quarters are now what is most
required.

The horticultural section of the

'^Bxhtwtior" Universal Exhibition has been

eminently successful, and this is

the more worthy of comment, as usually on these

great occasions horticulture takes a subsidiary

position. The exhibition was closed in brilliant

fashion by the display organised by the Royal

Horticultural Society of Antwerp. Chrysan-

themums were, of course, the principal objects

exhibited, and the number of plants, their cul-

ture, their flowers, and the selection of varieties

were such as ensured high praise for' the exhi-

bitors, and never has an exhibition in this city

been more numerously attended.

The principal varieties shown on this occasion

were W. H. Lincoln, Mrs. Hicks Arnold, Prefet

Robert, Vice President Calvat, Miss Blanche

Payne, Edw. Molyneux, and Madame Ed. Rey,

represented by specimens more than a yard and

half in diameter, and a yard high, and each bearing

at least 100 expanded flowers on the average,

each flower to 6 inches across (18 to 20 cm).

Among the newer varieties, the most appre-

ciated]wereMadame Anatole Cordonnier, Colossus,

Grenoblois, Madame Benjamin Giroux, Madame
Gruyer, Master .lerorae Jones, Prfesident Arnauld

Toulon, Deuil de .Jules Ferry, Charles Davis,

Madame Carnot, and Madame Seago.

A general exhibition of cut flowers and orna-

mental plants was held at the same time, while

overhead were displayed the standards and banners

of the various agricultural and horticultural

Societies of the kingdom. On this occasion also,

M. Jules Hye-Leysen, of Ghent, show«d some

remarkable Orchids, among them Miltonia

Leopoldi, a unique specimen, of great beauty;

Cypripedium Albertianum, Cattleya Hardyana,

&c. The busts of their Majesties the King and

Queen of the Belgians were enshrined in a

bower of Orchids and Palms, contributed by

M. Charles Vuylstkke.

Begonia Haageana.—There are several large

specimens of this noble species of Begonia in the

Begonia-hoaae at Kew which have been in flower

since last June. It ia impossible to speak too highly

of it; certainly if I were called upoa to name the

six best shrubby Begonias, this would be one of them.

It forms quite a big bash, for I have seen it nearly

6 feet high and a yard through at Kew, and its hand-

some metallic-green, red-tinged leaves, red stems,

large crimson stipules, form a picture in themselves.

The flowers are in large, loose, sub- pendent cymes,

each cyme being from 6 inches to 1 foot across, and

they are crowded with large flowers of a pink-white

colour, and covered with red hairs, which form quite

a boss on the lower part of the large petals of the

male flowers. It is remarkable that whilst in B.

coccinea (coralliDa) and its allies the female flowers

are much more conspicuous and attractive than the

male flowers, the order is reversed in B. Haageana

aad its near relations. The female flowers can be seen

ia accompanjing illustration (tig, 81) ; thty are only

about one-sixth the size of the males. The ovary

is green, three-winged, one of the wings being much
prolonged, and there are five petals in each flower.

B. Haageana was introduced from Brazil in 1887 by

Messrs. HAA(iE & Schmidt, of Erfurt, who sent it to

Kew to be named, reciuesting that it should bear the

name of Dr. Scbarif, from whom they obtained it.

Unfortunately, they sent another and a different

plant to Dr. Kegel, St. Petersburg, with the same

request. He published a picture of his plant under

the name of B. Schaifliana, Kegel, in the Garten-

flora, 1888, p. l'-7, and soon afterwards the Kew
plant was figured and described in the Uotaiikal

Magazine, t. 70S8, also as B. Schaiflii. The
difl'erence between the two was soon afterwards

pointed out in the Gardeners' Chronicle, October,

1889, p. 388, when the Kew plant was renamed

B. Haageana, Watson, and described then as

" one of the very finest of the evergreen Begoniac,

certain to become a popular plant." 1 euspect that

B. Scbarfiiana, a much inferior plant, is still allowed

to do duty for B. Haageana, hence its failure to win

the favour it really deserves. This illustration will

enable growers to recognise B. Haageana. The true

B. Schaifliana has larger, thicker leaves of a daik

olive-green above, large r stipules, and a long stout

flower- stalk, which sometimes bears a cluster of leaf-

like bracts, and comparatively few flowers. It alto is

a striking Begonia, but not to be compared with B.

Haageana. A hybrid between this and a near ally,

viz., B. metallica, was raised and distributed in 1801

by Messrs. Lemoine, who named it B. Credneri,

and the same hybrid was sent out in the following

year by M. Bhcant under the name of B. Duchartrei.

Neither hybrid is as good as B. Haageana. W, W.,

Kew.

LiNNEAN Society.—This Society met on Thurs-

day, November 15, Mr. C. B. Clarke, F.R.S., Presi-

dent, in the chair. Dr. Davio Prain was admitted

a Fellow. The Rev. G. Henslow exhibited some
curious iron implements, of somewhat varied pattern,

used in Egypt for cutting off the top of the Alex-

andrine Fig (Ficns Sycamorm, Linn.), the operation

being necessary to render it edible, by getting rid of

the parasitical insect, Sycophaga craesipee, West-

wood, with which it is always infested. The practice

was said to be very ancient, b.ing described by

Theophkastus, and alluded to by the same word,

KuiQwv, in the Septuagint version of the Old Testa-

ment (Amos Tii., 14), in translating from the
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Hebrew. Mr. H. N. Ridlev showed some drawings

of the green larva of a Sphinx- moth mimicking a

green-tree snake, Trimereeurus Wajleri, as well as

a claster of caterpillars miffiicking a frait, all of

the plant yielding Bhang, Cannabis sativa. Illns-

trating by lantern-slides the anatomy of flower and
fiuit in Cannabis, he reviewed the theories pro-

pounded of their etructnre ; confirmed from tera-

FlG. 81.—BEGONIA HAAGEANA : FLOWEHS WHITE AND PINK. (SEE P. 632.)

which were found in Singapore. He also exhibited

a drawing from life of the tan-producing Gambir-

plant, Uncaria gambir, in flower. Mr. Thomas
CuBisTY exhibited some germinating seeds of IV pper,

showing the testa being carried up by the cutjle-

dons. A paper was then read by Dr. D. Pbain on

tology those of Payer (1857) and Celakovsky (1875),

and refuted those of B. Clabkk (1S63), and Mace-

uiATi (1889). He then explained the rc-lationsbips

of (1) the fertilisation or otherwise to the development

of narcotic properties ; and (2) of the various forms

of narcotic to each other. A series of monoecious

conditions described in plants of both sexes show
that the so-called male flower is probably an inflores-

cence, the perianth-segments being bracts, not

sepals, while the stamen is the homologue of the

anterior sterile carpel of the ? flower. A paper on
the proposed revision of the British Copepoda, by
Mr. Thomas Scott, was, in the unavoidable absence

of the author, read by the Secretary.

Royal Horticultural Society.—At the

next meeting of this Society, which will be held in

the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria Street, West-
minster, on Tuesday, November 27, Mr. James
DoDGLAs will deliver a lecture on the " Principles of

Judging at Flower Shows."

Horticultural Club.—The usual monthly
meeting and conversazione took place on Tuesday,

November 13 at their rooms, Hotel Windsor, Vic-

toria Street, Westminster. The chair was occupied

bv Mr. 0. E. Shea, and there were present beside,

Messrs. J. H., C. E., and A. U. Pearson, H»nry C.

Seebohm, George Banyard, George Paul, J. Assbee,

II. Selfe-Leonard, Harry Turner, W. J. Jeffries, and

other gentlemen. A very interesting lecture was

piven by Mr. 0. E. Pearson, on " The Flora and

General Characteristics of Iceland," from observa-

tions made during a recent visit to that island. He
gave an account of the plants observed by him, and

showed that the flora is very similar to that of the

British Isles.

Royal Society.—The first meeting of the new
SPssion of the lioyal Society was held on Thursday,

Nov. 15, at Burlinstrnhouse, when three paners were

read. Mr. H. H. Dixon and Dr. J. .Joly, F.R.S., pre-

sented a paper on 'The Ascent of Sap." It was pointed

out that Strasburger's experiments have eliminated

the direct action of living protoplasm from the

problem of the ascent of sap, and have left only the

tracheal tissue as an organized structure, and the

transpiration-activity of the leaf wh»rein to seek an

explanation of the phenomenon. The authors in-

vestigate the capability of the leaf to transpire

against excessive atmospheric pressures. In these

experiments the leaf was found able to bring forward

its water meniscnses against the highest pressures

attained, and freely transpire. Whether the draught

upon the sap established at the leaf during trans-

piration be regarded as purely capillary or not, these

experiments lead the authors to believe that it alone

is quite adequate to effect the elevation by direct

tension of the sap in tall trees. Explanations of the

lifting of the sap from other causes prove inadequate.

A reconsideration of the principal experiments of

previous observers, and some new experiments of the

authors, lead to the view that the ascent is principally

in the lumen and not in the wall. Professor W. C.

Williamson, F.R.S., and Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S.,

presented a further contribution on "The Organiza-

tion of the Fossil Plants of the Coal Measures," a

subject which the former has been investigating for

many years. The present contribution was 'On
the Roots of Calamites." The following are the con-

clusions come to by the authors :— (1) The fossils

hitherto described under the name of Astromyelon

Williamsonis are the adventitious roots of Calamites ;

(2) their structure is in all respects that character-

istic of roots, as is proved by the centripetal primary

wood, the alternating strands of primary wood and

phlcom, the endogenous mode of branching, and the

absence of nodes ; (3) the smallest specimens, with

little or no medulla, represent the finest branches of

the same roots, of which the large medullate forma

are the relatively main axes. The paper is illustrated

bv micro-photographs from the ac'ual specimens, and

also by camera-lucida drawings. Times.

Harrison's Midland Root Show.—Messu.
Harbison & So.vs, Market Place, Leicester, held

their annual exhibition of vegetables aad farm-roota

in the Market Hall, on the I4th and loth inst.

Potatos and Leeks were exhibited of very fine

quality, and Celery and Carrots also, but the farm-

roots were rather below usual quality, on account of

the adverse climatic conditions of the past season.
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Birmingham Selborne Society. — At a

meeting of this Society, held on the 16th inst., Mr.

HuMPHBEYs lectured on " The Mechanical con-

trivances of Plants," and gave many instances of

protections provided against insect pests by plants.

Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Associa-
tion.—At the meeting of this society held in the

Gaildball, Exeter, on the 14th inst., a paper pre-

pared by Mr. A. C. Bartlett, foreman in Dropmore
Gardens, Maidenhead, and entitled ''Ilaidy Flower-

ing Trees and Shinbs," was read before a fairly good
attendance.

A Nurseryman Honoured.—We are pleased

to see that the name of Mr. Jno. Methven, of

Messrs. T. Methvkn & Sons, Nurserymen, Kdin-

bargh, has just been added to the Com-miasion of the

Peace for that city.

Chrysanthemums at the Guildhall.—On
Thursday, the loth inst., a select exhibition of Chrys-
anthemums, contributed by the City Councillors

and a few friends, was held in one of the Committee
Rooms of the Guildhall, London. No exhibition

of the kind has been held in this hall for some years,

but the great show of fruit some seasons ago will be

well remembered. It is said, however, that a large

Chrysanthemum show was held about thirty years
ago. The present display was a very interesting

one, and some good exhibits were staged. Mr. R. J.
Collier, C.C, who had first honours for Japanese
blooms, wai also successful in several other classes.

Daputifs Rigers and Cover were also winners in
many classes. Among other succesafol gentlemen
were Mr. C. Biyer, Mr. C. 0. Black, Mr. J. Lake,
and Mr. .T. Read. Mrs. R. H. Rogers beat her
opponent, Mr. Deputy Gover, for two vaees of Chrys-
anthemums, and showed very tasteful arrar.gementa.
The arrangements for the exhibition were in the
hands of Mr. Deputy Rogers and a few friends.

Shirley and District Gardeners' and
Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Associa-
tion.—The monthly meeting was held at Shirler,

Southampton, on Monday, the 19. h inst., when the
President. Mr. W. F. G. Spbanoeb presided over a
fair attendance of members. The lecture was sup-
plied by the Technical Department of the Hants
County Council, and the lecturer, Mr. W. C. Heb-
BEET Geeaves, F.R.H.S., gave an interesting dis-
course on "Some Insect Pests and Fungi." The
Potato fungi occupied a large share of his attention,
and by the aid of numerous large diagrams he illus-
trated the life-history of this scourge. The remedies
he recommended were, spraying with sulphate of
copper, burping all haulm and weeds from plots
infected, some weeds being liable to attack ; the
rotation of crops, and the selection of disease-
lesieting varieties when planting. The Onion fungi
was also describeT, bat the lecturer said a remedy
was not yet kno^^-u to science for it. Clubbing was also
illustrated by diagrams, the use of gas-lime on some
soils being considered a good remedy ; a better one,
the lecturer thought, was to plant crops liable to this
disease on the same ground only once in five or six
years. Many interesting questions were put to the
lecturer, and answered satisfactorily. One of his
hearers, in complimenting the lecturer on the accuracy
of his diagrams and descriptions, expressed an
opinion that the Potato disease was largely due to
cur method of cultivating the plant from sets con-
tinuously, and the rarity with which sefdlings are
used, this being, in his opinion, highly detrimental
to plant-life. A vote of thanks to the lecturer and
chairman concluded the meeting. A papsr on the
" Cultivation of the Eacharis " will be given next
month, by Mr. Jesse Jones, The Gardens, Terrace
House, Southampton.

Surveyors' Institution.—The next Ordinary
Gt'neral Meeting will be held on Monday, Nov. 26,
when a paper will be read by Mr. A. Dudley Clabke
(Fellow), entitled "The Incidence of Taxation on
Liud.

"
The Chair to be taken at 8 o'Clock. Those

proposing to enter their names for the Students'
Preliminary Examination, to be held on January 2.3

and 24, 1895, must intimate their intention to the

Secretary before the last day of November. It is

proposed to examine candidates from the counties

of Lancashire, Cheshire, Yorkshire, Durham, Cum-
berland, Westmoreland, and Northumberland, at

Manchester. Candidates from other counties in

England and Wales will be examined in London.
The " Crawler " Prize, of the value of £10, will be

awarded at the next Examinations in Division IV.,

for the best work (if of sufficient merit) in the sub-

ject— 'Principles and Practice of Valuation."

The York Gala.—The balance-sheet for 1894

shows an income from various sources, of £2293, the

gate-money on the three days of the last exhibition

amounting to nearly £1800. The expenditure in-

cludes prizes and judges' fees, £654 ; music and
amusements, £410 ; and tents, staging, fittings,

&c., £390. Daring the years 1893 and 1891, nearly

£560 has been given to the York charities, and the

large amount of close upon £2.300 stands to the

Society's credit in investments and property.

A Nurseryman's Golden Wedding.-On
Tharsd.ay, the loth inst,, Mr. and Mrs. Biddles, of

the Middlefield Nurseries, Loughborough, celebrated

their golden wedding, when between eighty and
ninety guest?, inciuding the employes, were enter-

tained. Mr. Biddles is the head partner of The
Penny Packet Seed Co.

" History of Plants Indigenous to
Switzerland," by Albert von Haller.—
This valuable work has just been presented to the

Lindley Library, by Mr. James Douglas, of Great
Gearies, llford. It consists of three folio volumes
bound together ia one. Although the date of pub-

lication is 176S, it is evident that the author had
either began the work or contemplated doing so

about thirty years prior to that date, as some of the

engravings were drawn in the year 1740. The book
which Mr. Douclas has sent to the Library shows
evidence of having belonged to various people.

Judging from the writing we should say that first of

all it belonged to Fbancis Element, who seems to

have presented it to a Wm. Osuorn. The bookmark,
which is somewhat destroyed, is that of Jane
Daltos. But perhaps the most interesting feature

in connection with the work is the fact that it bears

the signature of .T. J. Rousseau, of whom it is stated

in Eecs' Cydojxzidia, that " in 1768 he resumed his

botanical pursuits by collecting andstudying the plants

which he found on tho mountains of Dauphin^."

Rousseau seems to have utilised Von Haller's
HUtoria to a very great extent, as he has taken the

trouble to correct the synonymy of over one hundred
names. There can be little doubt that the hand-
writing is his. The R, o, u, e, and old-fashioned "s"
in Rhododendron hirsctum, are identical with the

same letters in his signature, but are evidently of

more recent date—being less faded in colour.

To give some idea of this particular work
of Alkeet von Haller's, it may be stated it

was dedicated to George III., and published at

Barne in 17GS. The first volume consists of

444 pages, and plates 1 to 20 ; the second volume of

323 pages, and plates 21 to 44; and the third volume
of 201 pages, and plates 45 to 48, and cccording to

Peitzel this is the entire work. Von Haller's
system is naturally obsolete now. lie began with

the Compositx, and worked through Labialai, Papi-

lionacfa;, Cruciferse, Solanacese, down to Fern?,

mosses, lichens, AlgiC, and Fungi. The three

volumes together make 971 pages, including a
copious index, and for purposes of reference the

work is a most useful addition to the Lindley
Library.

Royal Horticultural Society of Aber-
deen.—The annual meeting of this Society was
held in the Music Hall Buildings, Aberdeen, on
Saturday evenmg, 17th inst. There was a very

large gathering, and Sir Aethue Gbant, Bart., of

Monymusk, Chairman of the Society, presided. The
directors' report, and the accounts for 1894, were

submitted. From the latter it appeared that the

income for the season amounted to £840 is. id.,

and the expenditnre to £1048 9£., leaving a deficit

of £208 4s. 8d. The balance at the credit of the

Society now stood at £370 8*. 5d. In moving the

adoption of the report and accounts, the Chairman
said he regretted the Society had lost, by death, the

support of several old friends—Mr. Petee Essle.

MONT, late chairman of the Scottish Fishery Board
;

Mr. Geay, Mr. Pickop-Dutton, and Mr. John
Ceomdie, Balgownie Lodge ; but he had the pleasure

to report that Mr. Farquhaeson, of Invercauld, Bal-

moral ; Sir Peteb Lumsden, K.C.B. ; and Mojor-Gen.

NoBBiE had become Vice-Presidents. Sir Ahthob,
in referring to the main incidents of the year, and
explained how, in his opinion, the Society's shows
were not so successful as in previous years. He then

read the following letter, which the Secretary had
received from Mr. H. Dunhar, B.-ander, Pitgaveny,

Elgin, in which the writer objected to fruit and

vegetables grown in Devonahire being shown at

Aberdeen. Commenting upon this letter. Sir

Aethue said it had been the rule that the entries

for the Society's shows should be open to everyone;

in fact, their exhibitions had challenged the

world, and in some points, at all events, for

instance, Messrs. Cockeb's Hoses — they had

fairly held their own against all comers. The
Society, said Sir Aethue, had for its object the

encouragement of scientific horticulture and to ex-

tend its practice. Were they to be reduced to

protection ? He thought not. Let one and all

send in their best exhibits. If tho southern com-
petitors beat them, they at least learned how to

direct their efforts afresh, and if they beat the

southern competitors, all the more credit to them.

Sir Aethur Grant, the retiring chairman, was

unanimously re-appointed; and Mr. Lvon was
elected vice-chairman.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—A
meeting of the Floral Committee took place on the

21«t inst., at the Royal Aquarium, Mr. R. Ballan-

TiNE in the chair, a considerable number of new
varieties being staged. M. E. Calvat, Grenoble,

France, was again to the fore, with some very fine

varieties. On this occasion he received First-class

Certificates of Merit for C. Harman Payne, purple-

amaranth, with long drooping petals, large, full, and

very bright in colour; and Directeur Tisseraud, a

very distinct and attractive variety, having a bright

red surface, the tips and reverse of the petals

golden. M. Chenon de Leche, salmon-fawn, suffused

with rose and gold, a large full flower, commended.

Other of M. Calvat 's new varieties were M. H. Vander-

Linden, a buff-yellow flower, in the shape of Stanstead

White ; M. Host?, delicate blush, the centre suffused

with pink, large, broad, drooping petals ; and Ma
Perfection, an incurved white, a little rough as

shown. A vote of thanks was passed to M. Calvat

for his exhibits. First-class Certificates were also

awarded to Charles Cox, a large compact ball-like

pale yellow flower, six blooms of which were shown
from Mr. C. Cox. Biickendon Grange, Hertford. To
incurved, Owen's Crimson, rich crimson surface,

with chestnut' crimson reverse, bright and distinct;

Enfant des Gaules, an incurved hairy Japanese,

yellow, tinted with bronzy - pink, a very dis-

tinct and fine variety ; and incurved John Fulford,

chestnut purple, the centre deep gold, very promis-

ing. Mr. 0»en also had Castle Hill, a deep golden

.Tapanese, fine in colour but thin in substance, and

others. A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Owen
for his exhibit. A First- class Certificate of Merit was

awarded to a charming little Pompon, a sport from

Snowdrop, named Miss Gertie Waterer ; blush, with

orange and bronz" centre ; very pretty and pleasing.

Mr. Ives. gr. to E. C. Jul sr, E«q , Barnet, had

Hadley Yellow, a fine incurvnl Japanese in the way
of Lord Brooke, which the c inimittee wished to see

again ; and the same request was made in respect of

Mrs. .John Briecoe, a .Japanese, gold in colour, in the

deep bronzy - orange centre and drooping florets,

from Mr. H. Briscoe Ironside, Burgess Hill. Mrs.

R, Filkins, a decorative Japanese yellow, with

curious-toothed florets, from Messrs. H. Cannell &
Sons, Swanley. .Japanese Vancanson, pale lilac-pink

with pale reverse, very promising ; and .Japanese
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Anemone Rider Haggard, blush ground with

blush and jellow centre, a variety that will

no doubt be seen in better character next yfar,

both from Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery,

Lswiaham ; who also had incurved Williiim Car-

penter, delicate lilac-pink, with silvery-white centre,

and large- flowered Anemone Partridge, rosy-fawn,

with orange centre, having a fine cushion—this was

highly commended. Mr. Charles E. Shea had

Miss Elsie Teichmann, in the way of W. H. Lincoln,

but not so deep in colour.

NOTICES OF Books.

A Manual of Exotic Ferns and
Selaginellas.*

That it is useful so far as it goes is a fair com-

luent on the little volume of 286 pages issued under

the above title. It treats briefiy on Ferns, th^ir

history, culture, and management, and gives a

descriptive enumeration of over one thousand species

and varieties, together with some of their synonyms.

In the matter of nomenclature, the author has

experienced the same difiiculties which have beset

his predecessors in Fern lore, and in the preface he

shields himtelf by saying, " In this little work there

is no pretence of the priority of any of the names, as

that is open to such conflict among authorities ; but

the whole names, or synonyms, are to be found in

different books under one or other of such namss."

This is a trifle vague, and it might have been better

to have said that the names beat known and most

generally recognised in gardens had been given

precedence, for that is what has been done, and in a

work intended for beginneri>, and which could only

deal very briefly with the subject undertaken, wisely

too. At all points the little work shows that the

author is one who has a great liking for Ferns, and

has passed an observant time cultivating and study-

ing them. The present issue is advanced as a

"cheaper edition," and on those terms probably

many amateurs of Ferns may buy it.

Tomato and Fruit Growing I

Most of our readers will have read in these

columns some accounts from time to time of the

doings of the spirited lady horticulturist. Miss

Ilarrimar, of her schemes for raising and bene-

fiting her sisters poor in this world's goods, but

yet compelled to conform to the common lot of

humanity by labouring, in some form or another,

for their subsistence. To hold out a helping band

to women of refinement, who may ba possessed

of good bodily strength and some small lump-

sum of money, or who may have an annuity too

small for their needs, is the laudable object which

Miss Uarriman has in view. With this intent she

gave lectures at Earl's Court Exhibition in IS'J'i,

established co-operative horticultural homes in two
or three places by the aid of the little money pos-

sessed by the young women for whose benefit they

were started ; and generally in the press and in

other ways has promulgated her ideas, and sought

to win adherents to her trading ventures. The
plants that she chiefly relies upon for bringing

profitable returns are Strawberries, in and out-of-

doors ; bush fruits, choice varieties of dessert Apples

and Tomatos, the last-named more than all others,

because their cultivation is very well adapted to

the capacity of women, no work too hard for

them to perform being called for ; moreover, it

is a profit-producing plant all the year round,

more so even than the Cucumber. Her booklet

of fifty - five pages contains sensible direc-

tions in the art of cultivating the Tomato, and a

* A Manual of Exotic Ferns and Selaginellas. by E. Sand-

ford. (Loudon : EUiot Stock, 62. Paternoster Kow, E.G.)

t
" Tomato and Fruit Growing as an Industry for Women."

Lectures given at the Forestry Extiibition, Earl's Court, during

July and August, 1893. By Grace Harriman. practical Fruit

Grower and County Council Lecturer. (London ; L. Upcott

Gill, 170, Strand, W.C.)

reason is given for almost everything that is to be

done. In regard to the employment of women in

gardening. Miss Harriman says that remunerative

employment may simply be reduced to this defini-

tion
—

" A means whereby a woman may earn suBi-

cic-at money to provide herself with the three

necessities of life— shslter, food, and clothes. If cur

employment be that of producing food out of the

raw material, viz., the land, we largely provide for

our own maintenance at the same time." Our fruit

and vegetable gardens undoubtedly ought to supply

US with one-half of our daily food. Sir Benjamin

Ward Richardson, than whom no sounder authority

upon hygiene exists, tells us that for health's sake,

we should proportion our food thus: One part

animal food, and three parts vegetable. The garden

supplying the greater part of our needs, but a small

part remains to be furnished by the sale of the

merchantable produce of the holdings. The book,

of course, is written with all the natural bias of the

enthusiast, but its teachings and suggestions need

no', therefore, be regarded lightly, sound ec-nse and

good practical advice permeating the whole.

Nursery Notes.

Edible and Poisonous Mushrooms : What to

Kat and what to Avoid. By M. C. Cooke,

M A., LL D. (London : Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge.)

The S. P. C. IC. is to be congratulated upon

having issued the best and cheapest guide to those

fungi which we may safely eat, and to those which

we had better let alone, which has ever been published.

They wisely put the matter into the bands of the

man who \t facile princeps,SMi he has done his work

admirably. Of course, comparison is courted with the

same author's latest previous work on the subject,

Britith Edible Fungi, " how to distinguish and how
to cook them," published in 1891, at nearly double

the price of the present dainty little volume. But

one soon sees that, though the illustrations in the

previous more ambitious work are better printed and

more picturesque, and that the letterpress therein is

fuller, the present hrochure is quite suflicient to be a

safe preliminary guide to those who wish to know
what they may eat with satisfaction, and what they

do well to avoid. The tendency of modern expe-

rience is to find out that the number of actually

poisonous fungi is a diminishing quantity. In fact,

with proper cooking, and with obvious pre-

cautions, there are very few fungi which would

have been of any use to that mysterious growth

of the middle ages, the insidious poisoner of

prominent personages. Here, in a little pocketable

volume of only 126 pages, in a pretty cover, with

eighteen admirably coloured plates, which are all

true to life, and include nearly fifty species, the

would-be fungus-eater has at his hand a reliable

text-book, showing him how to discern, cook,

eat, or avoid almost every species of fungus —
call them "toadstools," if you will—which he is

likely to meet with in his autumn rambles. In-

deed, there are some delicacies, like the Cham-
pignon, and the giant pofT-ball, and the St.

George's Mushroom—to instance but a few,

which he may look for at an earlier season. The book

contains also a compendium of receipts for cooking

the various species in the most attractive and

wholesome manner. It is in no way a dry botanical

handbook ; in fact, its scope is strictly limited to

that which is implied by its title. Lst us hope that

its perusal, and the enjoyment of the delights which

it makes it so safe for us to venture upon gastrono-

mically, may lead its readers to go more deeply into

the fascinating branch of botanical study to which it

is so excellent an introduction :
—

fortunatos nimium, sua si bona norint,

Agricolas, quibus ipsa, procul discordibua armis,

Fundit humo facilem victum justissima tellus !

Perhaps Virgil was not thinking of fungi ; but he

might have been. Only those who have made many
and wice experiments know how infinitely more
delicious many fungi are than even the common
Mushroom. And all to be got at no price—but the

knowledge and the gathering ! Henry T. Wharton.

MR. ARMSTRONG'S, NEWCASTLE- ON-TYNE.
Within easy distance of the burgh are situated

Mr. Armstrong's nurseries. Like all nurseries of

note, this is growing in importance every year. The
several shops that the proprietor tenants in the

ancient burgh have to be fed, and it is wonderful what
has been and is being done in the cut flower and
plant trade in a town of even 200,000 inhabitants,

The demand for flowers is so great among the

citizens at large, that notwithstanding the score of

large houses filled with ornamental plants of every

description, relays have to be taken in to meet the

growing demand. This is really a healthy nursery, where
the stock is not only well selected, but admirably
grown. The large quantities of Roses, and the

condition they are in, bear abundant evidence of good
returns. The two prominent varieties are Niphetos

and Perle dea Jardins. The former is in grand
condition, covering many hundred feet of roof, and
being liberally fed, and in the proper mixtures of

loam to begin with, t)ie plants are as near as pos-

sible perpetual flowering. The advantage of the

Teas over hybrid perpeluals and most other sections

is, that they can be grown in a brisk heat, and are

not so much subject to the raids of aphides. More-
over, in business houses crops and plants available

for general decoration can be grown under their

leafy shade. Palms are grown in quantities, and so

are Ficua elastica, and Adiaatums, and such like.

The great show house was full of well-grown

Palms, of which Kentia Belmoreana may be said to

be the most useful for decoration. The New Zealand

Flax in its variegated form is also useful in this

way. The Seaforthia makes a splendid individual

for furnishing, but it will not bear cold like the two
above-named. Among the Fan Palms there is

nothing to equal for hardiness Chamierops Fortunei,

although botn C. gracilis and C. excelea make fine

eabjects ; and then Latauia borbonica, with its

glistening fan-shaped fronds, in one of the most
conepicuous and useful. The Tree Ferns are good

in fine weather, but under the influence of cold there

is a loss of fronds in even the commonest Dicksonias

and Alsophilas. However, all that class of plants

is employed for furnishing purposes, and forms a

splendid background for plants which may be in

flower at the time. Pelargoniums are largely

grown, and are produced in excellent character.

There are thousands of Arums which come in eo

usefully in many ways.

In one of the large houses the back wall has been

fitted with pockets, out of which Adiantum cunea-

tum and A, gracillimum spring and keep giving

quantities of fronds for cutting purposes. In this

way, when you have plant alter plant of them

nestling among the brick facings, and sending their

roots in and amongst every interstice, you have

indeed a crop which no system of potting and

growing upon stages can at all approach. And
then, too, such plants soon grow aud ditfase seed,

and produce abundance of youngsters to prick out into

other quarters. There does not seem to be au over

supply of this useful Fern in any establishment

we have yet seen, and it is one of those species that

will always command a marketable price. The Aspa-

ragus, in its several varieties, is much appreciated,

more so, indeed, than the Maidenhair, but there is a

demand for both. Here, this article is also grown in

large quantities, and the climbing branches, run up

on cords, come in grandly for decoration. Of course,

the fronds of the Fern are more fugacious, but if

these plants be grown cool and the fronds properly

matured, they will endure, not the atmosphere of ball-

rooms certainly for personal decoration, but in the

glasses several weeks with care.

Eucharis amazDnica still holds the field among all

its co>if)ircs, and although comparatively fotmal, it

always remains a favourite with the ladies. How
different with the poor unfortunate Camellia, which

has now to be relegated to glasses, smothered up

with other things, or about wreaths, to hold a footing

at all ! Looking to the sturdy health of the Eucharis
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plants here, one ia apt to set down the want of health

one enmetimea sees to poverty and to cold combined.

The Ettcharis like neither of these conditions, and,

doubtless, the attacks of the mite, which is so fatal to

it, if not entirely dae to, are doubtless aggravated by

poverty of condition, arising from several causes, and

a too cool atmosphere, particularly in winter. Those

grand auxiliaries, Paneratiums, are indispensable

to a cut-flower concern, and here they are in splendid

condition ; P. ovatum is still one of the best and

most fioriferous. Stephanotis, too, is a first-water

gem. The best form of it which we saw at Dickson

& Co.'s Nareery, Edinburgh, at a recent valuation

and inspection case, is worth going miles to see,

running along a house hundreds of feet long, and

covered all along the parallel lines with many of its

wax-looking umbels. The same variety is here

—

indeed, no other variety is worth growing. We
first saw it with our friend, Mr. Malcolm Dunn,

Dalkeith, and it is as easily known by the eye from

spurious varieties as the white Lapageria from the

red, finely - rounded, succulent leaf. The forcing

of that admirable white-spiked flower, the Lily of

the Valley, is carried on here with great success, the

best crowns coming from the Continent, ripened

doubtless by the better sunny climate. Large quan-

tities of Li toar d'Auvergne Hyacinths are also

called into requisition ; and no end of the early white

and red Rhododendrons, that pay to bring in after

being well set and forced into flower.

In addition to the thousands of feet run of glass

occupied by plants, there is a large set of vineries,

where Grapes are grown, and well grown too; they

pay here because there is no middle-man, and then

they can be cut and put upon the market fresh every

day, or twice a day, or oftener if need be. This is

one of the secrets of making things pay. It will not

do for private gentlemen, who often have fruit of in-

different quality to put upon the market, and will

bring possiblv, as Mr. It. D. Blackmore said in the

Times, only Gr/, per pound. If growers want a price

they must produce the article, and have it to please

the eye before it reaches the palate ; in this way
Mr. Armstrong has the advantage, although he

admits that, with it all, there is not a fortune to be

made out of it in the best hands. Moreover, in a set

of houses such as Mr. Armstrong has, he can have

ever so many other things under his Vines, provided

he is careful what the things are ; and verily the man
that has to earn his living by a trade will take care,

that is to say if he be in dead earnest, that the

auxiliaries do not work mischief with the main

article.

In the heating and building of this considerable

establishment, Mr. Armstrong has been his own
architect both as a join»r and glazier and heating-

apparatus constructor. He told me he was trained

as a youth at that kind of work, and had as strong

a passion for gardening. Beginning in a small way,

he has wrought himself up to be not only a suc-

cessful purveyor, but a man of considerable

influence in the district in which he resides. He has

constructed his houses suitably for the plants grown
therein. He has them all heated from one source,

viz., two capacious Trentham saddle - boilers, but

doing their heating work well, and like all those

horizontal boilers consuming coal of comparatively

cheap value. Like most ingenious men, he has a

hobby of being able to heat as eff't'ctively and as

cheaply with boilers set on the surface, as with boilers

sunk. We must say, we prefer his present mode, as

it is not only extremely difficult to send the heated

particles of water down hill, but even on a level.

We have a strong opinion upon this point, as we
have seen so many futile attempts. Notwithstanding
if it were practicable and eflicient, it would be a
matter of some moment in such places where you
cannot have a fa'l for drainage purpose?, from a

6 to 10 feet deep stoke-hole.

The outdoor plants are only limited, the whole
available space being almost covered with glass.

Pinks and Carnations are grown, and so are Violas,

tJ supply the town trade. The whole place is fully

equipped, and the order is unexceptional. Viator,

CHRYSANTHEMUM MADAME
WALTHER.

This is a Japanese variety, the outer florets of

which are quilled at the base, the tube expanding

into a flat oblong limb. The outer surface of the

tuba is silvery, the reverse silvery flushed with

brown ; the tips sulphur-yellow, the inner ones

partly incurved, rosy-maave in colour. A specimen

sent us by Mr. Cannell shows how difficult it is to

lay down any definite distinctions as to form of

florets, for in it there were at least five difTerent forms

of florets, with numerous intermediate ones. The gene-

ralform was that of a raised cushion or disc, surrounded

by numerous rows of ray -florets (5) of different

shapes. Thus, in the centre were some minute recurved

florets, marked 1 and 2 in the illustration (fig. 82),

some purple some yellow ; next to these are some

regularly-formed yellow tubular florets, from which

the styles project. These florets constitute the disc

or cushion. Outside these come numerous narrow

ligulate bronzy - purple florets, recurved at the

points (3) ; and these are succeeded by several rows

of bronzy-yellow florets (4) of similar form, but larger,

and incurved at the points. These, again, are suc-

ceeded by three or four rows of quill-shaped spread-

ing bronzy-purple ray-florets, with an elongated,

spoon-shaped blade.

Mr. Cannell tells us that more than one of his

plants showed this peculiarity. Doubtless this

curious flower shows reversion to more than one of

its ancestors, but what induced it to revert is more
than we can tell. The illustration shows a longi-

tudinal section through the centre of the flower.

The whole flower had the shape of a Turk'c-head
broom.

Home Uorrespondence.—

—

FRUIT AND FACT.—I had intended to let Mr.
Blackmore's remarks on p. 541, Gardeners' Chronicle,

November 3, pass without notice, but fearing my
silence may be misunderstood, although I am a busy
man and unfitted by inclination for a wordy warfare,

I will just state a few facts which occur to me as a

nurseryman catering specially for fruit growers. If

this form of trade does not pay, how is it that not
only in Kent, but other counties, where fruit can be
grown, that no difficulty exists in letting farms upon
which some fruit is planted, where the soil and situa-

tion permits of a possible extension ? Again, in the

forty years I have been in business, mv firm must
have sold millions of fruit trees, I am unable to

recall one single instance, barring Mr. Blackmore's,
among the many thousand market growers and
amateur growers for sale, in which buyers ever re-

repented of their venture; but I can refer to many
hundreds who are so well satisfied that they are year
by year increasmg their average, as an agent for a
Kent property told me, " The fact is the tenants

wont be denied, and we must find them fruit trees or

they will throw up their farms." As named in the
Gardeners' Chronicle of November 10, Mr. Francis T.
Rivera is fast laying down his older nurseries to fruit

for sale, and I gather from him that he is well satis-

fied with the result ; and I am laying down 20 acres

of my nurseries to orchard and bush fruit, and shall

plant 1000 dwarfs of Cox's Orange Pippin ; and I

have this year sold approaching 1000 bushels of fruit

of various kinds at good paying prices, two or three

times more than quoted in your article. I am afraid

Mr. Blackmore has been unfortunate all round.
Some trade acumen is necessary. The fact remains,

that fruit wants no '

' booming ;
" the growers know it

pays, and the supply of trees has never yet equalled

the demand. But the public is very much behind
the times as regards the best sorts, and it is the

shows that are held which teach them what to buy
for use, and what to grow. As regards the final

" spat " at my judgment of certain Pears but little

known, I am quite prepared to repeat the characters

I have given to any fruits, as my remarks are only

made after full consideration and trial. If Mr.
Blackmore calls CJapp's Favourite (a large and beau-
tiful Pear), synonymous with Piu^oce de Tr^vouxe, a

email green fruit, either he (or myself), have had
them sent to us untrue. Students of the last edition of

Dr. Hogg's Fruit Manual will not have failed to note

that Mr. Blackmore condemns very many Peaches,

Pears, &c., that are considered good and even first-

rate, and take his remarks cum grano salis. It is im-
possible for our Peaches to be all Noblesse, our

Pears all Comice, our Plums all Green Gages,
we must have variety. As long as I am permitted
to direct the O.d Nurseries, Maidstone, I intend to

speak of all fruit as I find it (after some years trial)

without fear or favour. Early Pears are often left

too long on the trees before gathering, and then
they rot, or become insipid, but if gathered and
stored for a short time they are all that one could
wish, e.g., Williams' Bon Chi^iien and Jargonelle,
George Bunyard, Maidstone,

Kindly allow me to acknowledge the honour
Mr. Blackmore has done me in yonrs of the I7tb, in

answer to mine of the lOcfa ; but permit me also to

say that I never stated or insinuated that my Pear-
tree was planted in 1885, or any other time. I said,

"I commenced business" here then—yet he says,
'' we are almost left to infer " this tree was planted
in 1885. So about the Grapes—I stated Mr. Peak
said he should be perfectly "satisfied if he could get

\s. per lb. for the remainder of his crop," this would
rather infer he could not get the Is. Again, I never
mentioned anything about sending Pears to market

;

I said I ground mine to make perry. Covent Garden
is not the only corner of the world where money is

to be found. It is the last place I should look for it.

As to the "amusing" sixpence per bushel, how
many thousands of bushels of Apples and Pears
have been sold in Hereford and the western
counties for %d., and the crop considered a valuable
one. I could, a few weeks ago, have shown scores of

cottage gardens hereabouts where ihe Pears were to

be had for ^d. per bushel, end where the price was
thought good and the crop valuable. I never said

anything about gathering and packing, they would
be shaken down and shovelled up and made into

perry. Hundreds of bushels were offered at '2d,, per

bushel under the trees. The Pears are grown for

the purpose, and young trees are still being planted.

Now, Mr. Blackmore says, his tree of thirty-five yeari,'

growth, yields him fifteen bushels of Pears some-
times—suppose the average is ten, that is about what
mine is. Now, at 24 feet apart, a good distance for

such trees, that is 75 trees per acre, 750 bushels of

Pears per acre, and yet he says 200 bushels is a good
crop—are then these bushels large? B, Wells, The
Fruit Xurscrics, Crawley,

CRINUM MOOREI.—In regard to Mr. Easter's

remarks about the colour of the flower of this bulb,

may I mention that in Messrs. Ant. Roozen's cata-

logue are mentioned two Crinuras Moorei—one has

a rose flower, price 4s.; the other (album) has a
white flower, price 8s. W. Anderson, Old Romncy
Rectory, Kent,

Replying to your correspondent "J.
Easter," it is not unusual for Crinum Moorei to

throw up two flower spathes. We have, amongst
others, two pots containing six bulbs each,

which for the last three years have pushed up
eighteen, or three spathes to each bulb. The two
first apathes push up almost together, the third

coming in succession, extending the flowering time
to two month?. Ours have the soft pink colour. Old
Sneed.

THE EXHIBITION STANDS AT KENT COUNTY
SHOW.—I observe, on p. 603, a note from Mr. J.

Douglas, and I feel bound to differ from his inter-

pretation of Regulation 8 of the Kent County
Chrysanthemum Societv, which resulted in the dis-

qualification of Mr. W. Wells on October 31 for

exhibiting cut blooms on boards larger than the

metropolitan plan. Regulation 8, as quoted by him,
reads, exhibitors are " requested," not " must " or
" shall," but simply requested to have their stands
made in accordance with the metropolitan plan.

This I take to be merely a wish expressed by the
committee that exhibitors might be " induced," not
compelled," to use stands of one size for the
purpose of maintaining some uniformity in the
arrangement. Had the regulation read, " All cut
blooms 'must' be shown, or exhibitors 'must'
show their blooms on boards of such dimensions,"
any exhibitor not conforming strictly to such regu-
lation would then have rendered himself liable to
disqualification, and the reason for such disqualifi-

cation would be patent to all. But where the word
"requested" is inserted in the place of "must," I

maintain that a judge is not called upon to take any
action in the matter, nor are the committee entitled

to ditqualify such an exhibitor for not acceding to

their "request." I also think that where the word-
ing of the regulations for exhibitors is in any way
vague, the exhibitor should have the benefit of the
doubt

j mi it ehpBld be the endeavour of the com-
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mittee to word these regalationa in auch definite

IftDgaage that no two meanings c^ald be placed on
them, either by exhibitorn, judges, or members nf the

committee. Geo, Woodgate, The Gardens, Rollesion

Hall, Burton on- Trent,

MISCELLANEOUS (NON - COMPETITIVE) TRADE
EXHIBITS AT FLOWER SHOWS.—Those responsible

for the management of the National Chrysan-

themum Society, at the late exhibition at the

Aqnarium, took a bold, and, as the writer thinks, a

commendable step in charging for space occupied

by these. Exhibitors, ia addition to business done

at the shows, or which ultimately follows, get free

advertisement in all the gardening periodicals^

surely no slight advantage—so that they can well

afford to pay for space occupied. Would not pay-

ment for space for such exhibits at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Temple show be not only a means

of bringing grist to the Society's mill, but help to

reducesomewhatthe.at present, obtrusive trade aspect

of those shows ? and enable the society to encourage

cultural skill amongst gardeners and amateurs, by

offering suitable prizes for competition amongst
those sections that appear to be somewhat left in

the cold in this respect. The principle applied, too,

to the Drill Hall meetings would produce a most
wholesome effect in many ways, and the medals

awarded would have a value they certainly do not

that this will very effectually exclude the frost, and
keep the fruit ia good condition, indeed, any tem-
perature short of frost does not barm fruit. A cool

and even temperature has thus been obtained here

in a warm autumn, and it has been found quite warm
enough in winter. Pears are not ripening nearly so

fast as when kept in an ordinary room previously.

Beurr^ Capiaumont is still good, when in other years

it has been over at this date. Means of ventilation

are provided. J. B.

ARAUCARIA IN SCOTLAND (see p. 003).—At
Murtbly Castle, where there are some very tine trees

of this Pine, I have frequently seen cones containing

fertile seeds, and have at present several vonng plants

raised from seed three years ago. Tom Wylie, Arley-

Wright, Perthshire,

PEPPERMINT.—Oa p. 594 you refer to Pepper-
mint culture, and quote from a report by Mr. J. R.

Reeve in the American Agriculturist, Several times

you have inserted letters of mine respecting the cul-

tivation of Peppermint in this country, but of

another variety called Mentha arvensis piperascens.

I have cultivated this plant for years, having obtained

a stock direct from Japan. I introduced it into the

United States, and it is largely grown there, and
yields splendid crops. It is found to do best in

heavy soil. After the crop is cut, and the plants have

been manured, a plough goes on either side of the

found a difflcalty when cutting the Mint in getting
it to the still without its heating. Thos. Christy.

PRIMULA VERTIOILLATA.—Though usually cata-
logued among the hardy and more enduring species

of this genus, the above plant cannot (ace with
impunity an average English winter, even when
given frame protection ; indeed, in very severe
winters, I have had it killed outright in an unheated
house, when at least it was drier than it could
possibly have been in the frame. It is therefore

advisable to give it a place in the greenhouse during
the winter, and under this kind of treatment it is a
beautiful plant that continues in flower for a long
period of time. So far as soil ia concerned, this

plant succeeds when potted in the mixture that is

found suitable for P. sinensis. The plant has mealy
leaves, and whorls of yellow blossoms. Seeds are
produced abundantly, and as seedlings make
vigorous plants, it is advisable to sow some every
year. ./,

FlO. 82.—POLTMOBPHIC FLOWER-HEAD OP CHRYSANTHEMUM MADAME WALTHEB. (sEE TEXT, P. 639.)

possess now. The society need not fear that the
trade will not support it, should the hint here thrown
out be acted upon. It pays the trade to support the
Society. The only effect of the new course of pro-
cedure would be that the " support" would be more
judicious and less " heavy " than at present. Justitia.

THE GENTLEMAN POTATO.—This Potato is fully

bearing out the opinions expressed about it when
first sent out ; indeed, I do not know a variety that
has turned out better in every way. "The coming
Potato and rival of the Magnum " was predicted of

it, and this year it has proved that it is a worthy
rival to that excellent variety. Taking the crops

generally hereabouts this year, the Gentleman far

exceeded in weight of crop and general excellence

all otherf, and in flavour and flouriness when cooked
r, cannot be beaten. We have this year lifted a
crop at the rate of fourteen tons per acre from off

liod of not very good quality ; and the tubers are at

the same time free from disease. G. Ward.

A CHEAPLY ERECTED FRUIT- ROOM —It often
happens that elaborate, aud, consequently, expensive
arrangements in the construction of the fruit-room
are made in some private gardening establishments,
l! is quite questionable, however, if they serve any
l)etter purpose than the sometimes seen rough-and-
ready and much cheaper constructions. Tbese
thoughts occurred to one on seeing recently at
Orchard Dene, Ealing, what was once a fowl-houee
transformed into a good fruit-room by the gardener,
Mr. C. Long. It has been match-boarded, and
about 5 or 6 inches of cocoa-nut fibre placed between
the outside and inside boards. The roof is boarded
and covered with thick brown paper, brown felt, and
then a final covering of tarred felt, It is believed

row, and turns the sod right over on to the top of

the cut-off stems, so that the effect of the manure is

absorbed by the soil. It has been found a good plan

to get a crop of Cabbages from this same land.

With this variety of Mint we get the Menthol
crystals, the demand for which is always consider-

able, and the price is now 17«. per pound, the oil

being worth Ss. per pound, that is, after the crystals

have been taken out. The Americans have up till

lately had it all their own way in drying-machines,

but now I am glad to say that an Eoglisbman of the

name of Robinson has invented and introduced most
successfully a beautiful drying apparatus. His first

experience was in drying fish in Newfoundland.
This is one of the most diilicult things

to accomplish successfully ; but he has now
thoroughly introduced this coffee, cocoa, and grain-

drying apparatus, and so successful is the system,

that one of the London wharves where coffee

is dried and the parchment then taken off, has

adopted his machine. Another point in its

favour is its cheapness. I have had to buy very

many American fruit-drying machines, and the price

there was about £100, whereas with a £27 machine,

superior results can be obtained. I am quite sure

that when this machine is better known, it will be

largely used for fruit-drying in this country. I send

you herewith a drawing of it. [Which we may
reproduce shortly. Ed.

J
One of the difficulties with

Mint, for instance, is that it wants drying when it

ia cut, and it requires cutting just before it flowers.

With such a machine as this, the whole of the stems

could be dried slowly, and then it would be easy

to forward the crop to someone possessing stills, so

that the Menthol might be extracted. Up to the

present time this has not been the case. I have

Societies.
ROYAL HOBTICTJLTURAIi.

Scientific Committee.

November 13.—Present: A.. D. Michael, Esq. (in

the chair) ; Mr. McLachlan, Dr. Bonavia, Proteeaor
M tiller. Professor Church, and the Kev. G. Henslow,
Hon. Sec.

Germinating Black Pepper.—Mr. Henslow exhi-
bited specimens received from Mr. T. Christy,

Pepper seeds being usually collected before they are

full ripened, are often deficient as to their embryos
;

but the examples ehown had germinated well, the
large circular cotyledons carrying up the seed into

the air. Their tips formed a club-shaped extremity,

and were retained within the embryo sac, usually called

the amniotic sac. This apparently acts as a " diges-

tive pocket " by secreting a ferment which dissolves

the endosperm occupying the greater part of the
seed. This is then conveyed into the plant by the

included tips of the cotyledons.

Phenoloqical Observations,—The Secretary, having
received the Reports for 1891, 1892, and 1893, from
the Royal Meteorological Society, gave some account
of an examination of them. The conclusion arrived

at was that the first flowering of plants being noticed

by one set of observers, and the meteorological data,

temperature, rainfall and sunshine (hygrometric

data wanting), being supplied by other observers

elaewbere, any accurate adjustments between the

two, in order to trace out local causes and effects,

was next to impossible. Again, although " the

observers are required under the new regulations [of

1891] to note each year the flowering of the same
individual trees and shrubs, and in the case of her-

baceous plants those situated in the same spots
"

(
Report, ^fc, 1891), yet the observers have not recorded

the surrounding conditions respectively to show how
far they all agree in any one of the " areas." The
problem is thus further complicated, for a plant

growing in a warm place may be greatly hastened in

flowering, as compared with one in a shady and cool

place. Again, plant idiosyncrasies vary greatly:

thus, of two Horse Chestnuts, one frequently flowers

as a regular feature before others growing side by

side with it. Hence, without such and other addi-

tional data for strict comparisons, the really scientific

value of the phenological observations does not seem
to be very pronounced. For horticultural purposes

their value is practically none. As illustrations of

the above remarks, there are four stations at Salis-

bury. In 1891 the Coltsfoot flowered at these places

from February 15 to March 7, a range of three weeks

;

at two places at Clifton the Blackthorn fiowered on
April 2(3 and May 5 respectively, but there ia no

clue whereby one can trace the causes of these and
other similar difftrencea.

GRIMSBY AND DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM.

November 7, 8.—The fifth annual exhibition of

the above Society was held in the Town Hall, and
was the best show the Society has yet held. The
classes wern well filled for cut blooms, and there

were some exceedingly well-arranged groups. In
the open class for twenty-four Japanese, distinct,

the Ist prize was awarded to Mr, Wilton, gr. to

J. Ellis, Esq,, Grimsby ; 2ad, Rev. T. D. Thatcher,

Clents Hall, Stourbridge ; and in the corresponding

class for twenty-four incurved, Mr. J. Walker, gr.
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to G. A. Carr, Etq., Waltham Grove, was Ist, and
won the National Society's Certificate of Merit also

;

2Qd, Sir Henry Bennett.

In tlie amatear classes. A, Mountain, Esq.,

secured two Ist prizes in good competition. Tlie

artisan classes were well filled, showing the in-

creasing interest taken in the neighboarhood in

cultivating the autumn Queen.

Nurseries, Rowledge, was an easy Ist, the same
conditions being required. In both of these groups
an edging of Ferns or dwarf foliage plants would
have added to the efTect.

Mr. Lye, The Gardens, Sydmonton Court, New-
bury, had the best vegetables in two classes.

YEOVIL.
November 13.—The Yeovil Chrysanthemum and

Horticultural Society held its ninth annual exhibi-

tion of plants, cut blooms, fruits, and vegetables, in

the Town Hall, on the above-mentioned date, fine

weather prevailing, and it was, taking it altogether,

one of the best shows hitherto held by the society.

Horticulture is well supported in Yeovil, and there

is an excellent show committee, and an able

honorary secretary in the person of Mr. E. H.
Oakley.

Groujjs of Chrysanthemums are always well done
at Yeovil, and although slight improvements are

noticeable in the cultivation and arrangement of the

plants staged at each succeeding show, the veteran

local grower, Mr. A. Grossman, gr. to J. Brutton,

Esq., attains the premier position every year, the

plants being admirably grown, furnished throughout
with large green leaves, and ranging from 9 inches

to G feet in height, each stem being crowned by
large flowers. Mr. Anthony, gr. to T. Moore, Esq.,

was a good 2nd this year. Mr. Biss, gr. to Jabez
Bradford, Esq., Yeovil, and Mr. Anthony, were 1st

and 2ad respectively, for groups of miscellaneous
plants with good arrangements.

Cut Blooms.—^The eight open classes, as well as

those confined to local growers, were well filled.

In the class for thirty-six blooms, Japanese, in not

fewer than twenty- four varieties, Mr.i,Copp, gr. to

W. E. S. Ede-Drax, Esq., Holdnest, Sherborne, was
Ist ; and Mr. N. Mose, gr. to J. F. Sampson, Esq.,

Bridport, a good 2nd. Mr. Copp was also 1st with
twelve Japanese, distinct varieties, showing good
blooms; Mr. E. C. Toliey, gr. to J. F. Ray, Esq.,

Throngrove, Gillingham, was a close 2nd. Mr. A.
Robertson, gr. to J. S. Doune, Esq, Castle Gary,

secured premier position, and the National Chrysan-
themum Society's Certificate of Merit, for the best

specimen bloom, any variety, with a flower of Mdlle.

Th^r^se Rey. Mr. Mose had the best six blooms,
Japanese, one variety, with Flori>nce Davis ; Mr.
Grossman, the best half-dozen yellow Japanese, in

one variety, with W. H, Lincoln; Mr. Robertson
being Ist with six blooms of any other colour,

staging fresh blooms of W. H. Tricker.

Incurved Varieties.—Mr. Copp was to the front

for twelve blooms, distinct varieties ; Mr. F. Dark,
gr. to T. E. D. Philpot, Esq , Holm Gleve, Lyme
Regis, was a good 2ad.

There were competitive classes for fruits and
vegetables, the exhibits of these adding not a little

to the attractions of the show.
Trade exhibits of fruit came from Messrs. Robert

Veitch & Sons, Exeter: and Messrs. Jarman & Co.,

Chard. A very fine B lugainvillea, " Coker Court
variety," was shown by Mr. Kitley, gardener at Coker
Court; it is distinct, and was grandly flowered.

FARNHAM.
November 13, 14 —This show was held in the

Corn Exchange, Farnham, a building far better

lighted than many places similarly made use of for

show purposes at this season.

In the Challenge class (growers for sale excluded),

the Cup was awarded to Mr. Gaymer, gr. to Mrs.
Anderson, Waverley Abbey, fortwenty-four Japanese
and twelve incurved ; the former were of full and
even siz", and quite fresh, the best being Thunberg
(very fine), Colonel Smith, Boule d'Or, and W. H.
Lincoln ; the incurved were uniformly good, being
of medium size.

Mr. Fry, gr. to Sir Wm. Rose, Moor Park, was
let in another class for the same number of blooms,
good colour and freshness being the chief features,

the finest blooms of Japanese being Viviand More),
Mrs. Falconer Jameson, and W. H. Lincoln, whilst
amongst the incurved there were some particularly

good blooms. Saaaller classes were very well filled,

that for six blooms of one kind of Japanese bringing
out a fine stand from Mr. Gaymer of Mrs. Alpheus
Hardy, in beautiful condition, seldom remarked.

For groups, Mr. Fry was 1st in one class, staging
well- grown plants with fine blooms, it being essen-
tial that quality should be combined with good
effect; and in another contest, Mr. Mortimer, Swiss

SOUTHAMPTON'.
November 13, 14.—The annual exhibition was

held as usual in the Victoria Hall, and, from a horti-
cultural point of view, was a success. For a group
of Chrysanthemums arranged for effect in a space of
60 square feet, Mr. J. Hall, gr. to Sir S. Montagu,
Birt., M.P., Southstoneham House, Southampton,
was an easy Ist with well-grown plants ; Mr. E.
Rose, gr. to J. H. Alden, Esq., The Firs, Bissett,
Southampton, 2nd.
Specimen trained plants were well shown by Mr.

Rose in the class for four Japanese, and the same
number of any other section. Mr. E. Carr, gr. to
U. A. Gillett. Eq., Fairoak Park, Bishopstoke, was
a creditable 2ad.
Cut blooms were p«rhaps the most important part

of the exhibition. For Japanese, Mr. Inglefield, gr.

to Sir J. Kelk, Bart., Tedworth, Marlborough, won
rather easily with medium-sized bright examples of
leading kinds. Mr. Agate, nurseryman, Havant, was
a creditable 2ad.

Mr. Inglefield repeated his former success by
taking leading position for twenty-four incurved,
with a stand of clean blooms. Mr. Agate again
occupied 2ud place. Mr. N. J, Grace, gr. to W. R.
Neave, Esq., Bicton, won for twelve Japanese ; Mr.
Inglefield being 2ad. The last named exhibitor had
the finest collection of twelve incurved.

Fruit was contributed extensively and well. Mr.
Sanders, florist, Andover, had the best three bunches
of Graph's in distinct varieties. Mr. Chalk, gr. to G.
Read, Esq., Salisbury , the finest Muscat of Alex-
andria. Pears and Apples were staged creditably by
Mr. R. C. West, gr. to H. J. Wigram, Esq., Salis-
bury, Mr. Hall, and Mr. Amys, gr. to Hon. Mrs.
Elliott Yorke, Hamble Cliff, Netley.

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone, had a
grand exhibit of 200 dishes of Apples and Pears not
for competition.

WELLS, SOMERSETSHIRE,
November 14.—The ninth annual Chrysanthemum

exhibition of this Society was held on the above
date. The grouping of Chrysanthemums showed a
decided improvement, and the decision to allow
foliage plants to be mixed wtth them, greatly
enhanced the appearance of the groups.
The trained plants of incurved varieties were

superb, and cat blooms were a good average. Many
growers were prevented from exhibiting, owing to
the floods which prevailed to a great extent in the
neighbourhood.
The cut flower department was extended to

fpergnes and bouquets of Chrysanthemums, and
there were some admirable and tasteful arrangements
exhibited. The exhibits of these latter on this occa-
sion were all excellent, and the judges had some
difficulty in making their awards. The neighbour-
hood abounds with facilities for obtaining many
varieties of autumn berries, foliage, &c., and the
great variety always exhibited here is uncommon.

Fruit was well represented. Grapes being staged
well, and the classes strongly contested. Apples
and Pears were fairly good, though there were not
so many as usual.

For the best group of Chrysanthemums and foliage

plants, the Ist prize went to Mr. Fewtrell, gr. to
Mr. C. C. Tuleray, who had included a quantity
of well coloured Crotons, Cypresses, Palms, &c., and
thoroughly deserved the honour accorded him ; 2ad,
Mr. Williams, gr. to T. C. Hall, Esq.
The best group, occupying a space of 3 feet by

4 feet, was from Mr. W. Gregory ; and Mr. W.
Kerslake was 2nd.

For six trained plants of incurved varieties, Mr.
Chislett, gr. to S. Austin, Esq., was Ist, with grand
plants of Mrs. Dixon, Mrs. George Rundle, Prince
Alfred, Lord Wolseley, Geo. Glenny, Mrs. Nash, and
Venus. The best six trained plants of Japanese
were from Mr. Chislett; 2nd, Mr. H. Moore.

Cut BlooTm.—Twelve Japanese and twelve in-

curved distinct were best staged by Mr. Fewtrell, whose
capital stand included (Japanese) Florence Davis,
Stanstead White, Etoile de Lyon. Viviand Morel,
Silver King, Puritan, and Mdlle. Th(5r(Jie R«y. In-
curved : Golden Empress, Queen of England,
Empress of India, Violet Tomlin, Princess of Wales,

S. Coleman, Miss Haggas, J. Djughty, J. Salter,

Mrs. Heale, R. Cannell, and Jeanne d'Arc ; 2ad, Mr.
Williams.
The best twelve incurved, distinct, were also from

Mr. Fewtrell, who had a fine lot of blooms ; 2ad,

Mr. Williams. Twelve Japanese, distinct, were best

from Mr. A. Curry, gr. to C. Baily, Esq. ; 2nd, Mr.
Fewtrell. The best twelve blooms of Anemone
flowered, in not less than six varieties, were from
Mr. Williams; 2ad, Mr. J. Hall.

The best bloom in the show was a beautiful Lord
Alcester, shown by Mr. Williams, which received
the certificate of the National Chrysanthemum
Society,

A similar award was made to Mr. Caislett for a
trained plant of Mrs. Dixon.
Miss Snelgrove was 1st for a stand bouquet, and

for a vase or epergne of Chrysanthemums.
For a vase of outdoor autumn foliage, with or

without berries, the Hon. Mrs. Wilmot was Ist, and
Mr. Walter 2id. And for a basket of outdoor autumn
foliage. Miss Talbot was 1st, and Miss Tyte 2nd.
Amongst fruit exhibits, the best two bunches of

black Grapes were from Mr. P. Pain, with very fine

Alicautes, well fruited ; 2ad, Mr. A. King. For
two bunches of white Grapes, Mr. Carpenter, gr. to
A. R. Baily, Esq., was Ist, with fine Muscat of
Alexandria; Mr. Pain 2ad.

There were small classes for amateurs and cot-
tagers, wherein were very creditable exhibits ; there
were many honorary exhibits.

RBADINa CHRYSANTHEMtlM.
November 14.—Reading may be congratulated

upon the fine exhibition of Chrysanthemums it held
in the New Qieen's Hall on the above date. The
show has hitherto been held in the two Town Halls
—the old and the new—an arrangement which
divided the exhibits and prevented anything like

general effect, while the light was always imperfect.
The new hall affords space for the whole of the
exhibits to be grouped together, it is light and airy,

with ample room for locomotion. The arrangements
made by Mr. W. L. Walker, the secretary, and his

two assistants were excellent. There were several

large groups of finely-grown and bloomed Chrysan-
themums competing in Class 1, but the appearance
would have been greatly improved by a few Palms
or Ferns to hide the pots in which the plants stood.

The 1st priza went to Mr. F. M. Lonergan, Cressing-
ham Park (gr., Mr. Chamberlain); he had finely-

developed Japanese of striking colours, with which
were mingled some excellent incurved varieties.

The Hon. W. F. D. Smith, Greenlands, Henley-on-
Thames (gr., Mr. H. Perkins), was 2ad. So good
were the groups that 3rd and 4th prizes, as well as
two extras, were awarded.

In the division for smaller groups, Mr. J. W.
Hounslow, Down House, Reading (gr., Mr,
Goddard), was 1st; and Miss Russell, Reading
(gr., Mr. Smith), 2nd.

In regard to specimen plants, Reading has gone
back of late years, but the prizes are snSiciently
good for better exhibits.

Cut blooms.—These were on the whole good, but
the incurved varieties, as is general this season,
lacked finish. Mr. F. W. Flight, Cornstiles, Twyford
(gr., Mr. Neville'), had the best twenty-four incurved,
his leading blooms being Violet Tomlin, Miss M. A.
Haggas, Princess of Wales, Mrs. Col-man, Lord
Alcester, &c. 2nd, Miss J. D. Smith, King's Rde,
Ascot (gr., Mr. Line). With twelve incurved. Sir
Geo. Russell, Bart., Swallowfield Park, Reading (gr.,

Mr. Cole), was 1st, his best blooms being John
Doughty, R. Petfield, Violet Tomlin, Lord Alcester,
Princ'ss of Wales, and Lord Wolseley. 2nd, Mr. F.
Crisp, Friar Park, Henley-oa-Thames (gr., Mr.
Knowles).

In the amateur's class for twelve blooms, six
incurved, and six Japanese, Mr. H. McQieen,
Henley-on-Thames, was 1st, and Mr. T, Bedford, jr.,

Wokingham, 2nd.

Japanese blooms were very good. The best twenty-
four came fom Sir H. Mildmay, Bart., DogmersCeld
Park (gr., Mr. G. Trinder), who had Viviand Morel,
Lord Brooke, and Boule d'Or, very fine. Mr. C. Hoare,
Hackwood Park, lUiingstoke (gr., Mr. Bowennan),
was a good 2Qd. With twelve Japanese, the Hon.
W. F. D. Smith was Ist; Mr. Perkins slaving some
very finely-developed blooms ; and Miss J. D. Smith
was 2ad.

Some good blooms of reflexed flowers were shown
by Miss J. D. Smith and the Hon. W. F. D. Smith.
The class for Japanese incurved resulted in one or two
stands of good blooms being disqualified, owing to
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inadvertences, but extra prizes were awarded ; and
the same happened in the case of Japanese re-

flexed. It is doubtful if it is wise to continue such
classes at Beading, as Japanese blooms change no

much with development, and every exhibitor has

not the catalogue of the National Chrysanthemum
Society at his elbow.

Some very fine large-flowered Anemone blooms
were shown by Mr. Perkins from Greenlands ; Mr.
F. M. Lonergan was placed 2ud.

The class for twelve blooms of Japanese, with
long stems, is always an interesting one. The beet

came from Mr. R, Ovey, Badgemore, Henley (gr., Mr.
Smith) ; Mr. C. T. D. Crews, Billingbear, Wokingham
(gr., Mr. Ashman), was 2Qd.

A tastefully-arranged epergne of Chrysanthemums
gained a Ist prize for Mrs. W. L. Walker. The lat

prize for a vase of blooms with the addition of any
foliage, went to Mr. W. W. Cowslade, Reading (gr.,

Mr. Hawkins) ; Mr. W. T. Abery, Tilehurst, was 2ad.

Stands of autumn leaves, flowers and berries, grown
out of doors, were very pretty also ; Miss L. Phillips

was 1st, and Mrs. W. L. Walker 2nd.

Miscellaneous Plants,— These included excellent

table plants shown in sizes, berried plants, in all cases

Solanums. For tables of zonal Pelargoniums, which
were very attractive, the plants being finely bloomed
Mr. Alfred Palmer, Reading (gr., Mr. Woolford), was
Ist ; and Mr. John Hargreaves, Maiden Erlegh (gr.,

Mr. T. Turton), 2nd. Orchids in couples, a fine pan
consisting of Cypripedium insigne and Cattleya
amethystogloasa coming from Mr. Perkins ; Jlr.

Knowles coming 2nd, with two admirable specimens
of Cattleya labiata.

Poinsettias were very finely shown by Messrs.
Turton and Davis, large vigorously-grown specimens
with splendidly-developed bracts. Bouvardias were
scarcely advanced enough in bloom. Tree Draccenas
and Palms were in very fine condition. Richardias
were very fine also, Mr. B. Dockerill's especially;

and some grandly-developed forms of the pyramidal
Celosia gained the Ist prize for Mr. Turton.

Fruit was scarcely up to the Reading mark, and
there were evidences that Apples and Pears are not
keeping well this season. The Badgemore Alicante
Grapes were finely finished, and Mr. Turton's Gros
Colmar were fine in berry and bunch ; the best bunch
of any other black was Alnwick Seedling from Mr.
Trinder ; and Mr. Lane had some fine white Muscats
—indeed, all were good. The best two bunches of any
other white were capital Mrs. Pearson, from Mr.
Smith, Badgemore.
Of miscellaneous exhibits, Mr, Alfred Palmer bad

an attractive table of Cattleya labiata ; Mrs. Phip-
pen, elaborate table decoration and plants; Mr.
Frank Lees, table decorations, plants, and Grapes

;

Messrs. Cheal & Sons and Geo, Bunyard & Co., fine

collections of Apples ; Messrs. Holder and Son, a
collection of plants ; and Mr. W, J. Godfrey and
others, cut flowers.

HEREFOBD FRUIT AND
CHBYSA.NTHEMUM.

NovEMUEB 14, 15.—This society held its annual
exhibition in the Shire Hall, Hereford. Apples and
Pears, for which there were some fifty classes pro-
vided, formed the chief features of the show. In an
open class for 100 distinct dishes of Apples, Messrs.
Geo. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, were l»t, with
large, clean, highly-coloured fruit. Amongst the
best dishes were Lane's Prince Albert, striped

Beaufin, Emperor Alexander, Withington Fillbasket,

Cox's Pomona, The Queen, King of the Pippins,
Warner's King, New Hawthornden, Lord Derby,
Wealthy, and Peasgood's Nonsuch. The latter was
a grand dish, and it was selected as the best dish of
kitchen Apples in the show. Mr. Watkins, Pomona
Farm Nurseries, Hereford, who was a good 2nd, had
many dishes equal to the best in the Kentish
collection.

Mr. Parker, gr. to Mrs. Evans, Morton Court, was
Ist for thirty dishes, having Gascoigne's Seedling,
Warner's King, Blenheim Orange, Mere de Manage,
Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Lord Derby, amongst his

leading dishes. Mr. Wright, gr. to C. Lee Campbell,
E«q., Glewston Court, Ross, was 2nd, with fruit of
almost equal quality.

For Pears, twenty-four dishes, distinct, Messrs.
Bunyard & Co. were again Ist ; Catillac, Marie
Benoist, Durondeau, Beurre Diel, Gilogi), Pitmaston
Duchess, Beurrd Clairgean, and La Lectier were their

largest varieties. 2nd, Mr. Watkins, who had good
dishes of Catillac, Glou Morceau, Grosse Calebasse,
Marie Benoist, &c.

Mr, Ward was a good 1st for twelve dishes, with

Glou Morceau, Easter Beurr^, Beurr^ d'Anjon,
Prince of Wales, Marie Louise, Doyenn^ dn Comice,
&c. The last-named was a grand dish, and won the
prize offered for the best dish of Pears. 2ad, Mr.
Parker.

For twenty - four dishes of Apples, including
twelve kitchen and twelve dessert, Mr. Davis, gr.

to W. E. King, Esq., was placed 1st; 2ud, Miss
Boseley, Lyde.

Twelve dishes of Apples, suitable for market, were
best from Mr. Parker, and Mr. Dale was 2od. The
best dish of dessert Apples, was one of King of the
Pippins, large, beautifully-coloured fruits, exhibited
by a farmer, Mr. Dale, The Heven, Burghill,

For a collection of fruit, including six dishes, open
to Herefordshire only, Mr. K. Grindrod, gr. to M.
Clive, Esq., Whitfield, was Ist, who had excellent
Gros Colmar Grapes, good Golden Queen Grapes,
Pitmaston Duchess Pears, Adam's Pearmain Apples,
Blue Imperatrice Plums, and Filberts ; 2ad, Mr. S.

T. Wright, with first-rate Gros Colmar Grapes,
Ribston Pippin Apples, Marie Louise Pears, &c
For three bunches of black Grapes, open to Here-

fordshire only, 1st, Mr. G. F. Morgan, Ledbury Riad,
Hereford ; 2ad, Mr. Grindrod, all showing excellent

Gros Colmar.

Lord Llangattock, The Hendre, Monmouth (gr.,

Mr. T. Coomber), exhibited three very large Pine-
apples, which were highly commended.
The groups of Chrysanthemums were excellent,

and the best were arranged by Mr. Williams, gr. to

Sir J. Pulley, and Messrs. Earp & Son, who were
1st and 2nd in the order named. The cut blooms
were also creditable to the exhibitors, the principal

prizes going to Messrs. S. T. Wright, J. Lockyer,
Pontypool Park ; Earp & Son, R. Grindrod, and
E. Phillips, gr. to J. M. Bannerman, Wyastone, Leys.

BIRMINGHAM.
NovEMBEB 14, 15. — The thirty-fourth annual

exhibition of this horticultural society was held in

the Town Hall on the above dates, and was all

round a very excellent display, beyond the expecta-

tions of all, in the face of the unfavourable weather
lately experienced, which was detrimental to the

flowers.

The specimen plants were numerous, and better

than ever—and Birmingham is celebrated for the

specimen plants shown. Mr. 0. Braisiere, gr. to

Lady Martinean, was Ist for nine large flowering

plants, with a very fine lot ; Mr. W. H. Dyer, gr. to

Mrs. Marigold, being a good 2nd. For six large

flowers, Mrs. Marigold was again 1st, as well as 1st

for three Japanese,

In the class for large groups, there were six really

fine exhibits, the 1st prize falling to Mrs, Marigold
for an admirably set up display, and for the quality

of bloom. F. Jenkins, Esq, Olton (gr, Mr. K II.

Jones), was a close 2nd ; and J. Whitfield, Esq.,

Moseley (gr., Mr. W. Thomson), was 3rd, with a very

fine group ; and three other prizes were awarded in

this class.

In the class for smaller groups, Mr. Herbert
Chamberlain's gardener was 1st with a very pretty

arrangement, and four other prizes were awarded.

Heavy prizes were offered for twenty-four blooms
of incurved Chrysanthemums, and there were eight

exhibits. Mr. Crookes, gr. to the Dowager Lady
Hindlip, was 1st, with an excellent lot ; S. Loder,

Esq , Weedon, 2nd ; and four other prizes were
awarded.

For twenty-four Japanese, twelve fine lots were
staged ; Ist, S. Loder, Esq., and 2od, Mr. Austin, gr.,

Witley Court. The other classes for cut blooms
were also well-filled.

Chinese Primulas for a number of years have
been a fine feature at the Birmingham show ; and
in the open classes Messrs. Thomson & Co., Spark-
hill Nurseries, were 1st with fine specimens in the

classes for twelve singles, six singles, six double-

flowered, and six Fern-leaved, among their newer
varieties being Mont Blanc, Duke of York, Fairy

Queen, and Princess May ; and amongst the Fern-
leaved varieties. Her Majesty, and Emperor, were
conspicuous. The Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain's

Ist prize twelve Cyclamens were excellent plants.

Some very excellent bouquets were staged by
Messrs. Perkins & Son, Messrs. Pope & Sons, and
Mrs. Thewles, of New Street Station.

In the class for six specimen Orchids, Mr. J.

Palmer, gr. to W. Bown, Esq., Beechams, was let,

this lot containing a splendid specimen of Lselia

Perrini, and a very fine variety of OJoutoglossum
grande.

In the gentlemans' gardeners' classes for twelve
Primulas, as well as six plants, a goodly number of
well-grown plants were staged.

Fruit.—Some excellent Grapes were staged. For
three bunches of black Grapes, Mr. Elphinstone, gr.,

Shiptou Hall, was 1st, with fine black Barbarossa,
and he was 2nd for three bunches cf Muscats. Mr,
John Bates, gr. to J. T. Harris, Esq., Stone, was
2nd for three bunches of black Grapes, with Gros
Colmar. There were eight exhibits in this class for
Black Grapes.
For three bunches of white Muecats, Mr. Ilarman,

gr. to the Earl of Denbigh, was let ; and Mr. Ban-
nerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, was lat for two bunches
of white Grapes other than Muscats.
There was a good display of Apples and Pears,

and of good quality generally, also some good Pine-
apples.

Miscellaneous.—Ihere was a wonderful display of
vegetables, the good quality generally being a sur-
prise to the midland growers. In addition to the
Society's prizes, Messrs. Thomson & Co., Messrs.
Webb & Co., Mr. Robert Sydenham, and Mr. J.

Hughes, gave liberal prizes, and there was a spirited

competition in each class.

Honorary exhibits were numerous. Good groups
of Orchids were staged by Messrs. Charlesworth
& Co., Messrs. Heath & Son, and Mr. William
Bown. Two very tine groups of artistic floral work
were staged by Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry,
and Messrs. Thomson & Co., and the latter firm had
an extensive display of fine vegetables, as well as a
beautiful group of plants. Mr. Wilkins, gr. to Lady
Theodora Guest, sent a fine display of his celebrated
Onions ; Mr. Hughes, gr. to F. A. Osier, Esq., a
superb specimen Cypripedium insigne, to several of
which Silver Medals were awarded.
During the first day it rained incessantly, still,

there was a large attendance of visitors.

BBISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEMBEB 14, 15.—The thirty-first annual show

of this Society was opened on Wednesday, the 14th
inst., in the Colston Hall, a place far too small to

accommodate the large number of visitors that were
present on the second day. In regard to quality,

the exhibition was rather better than the high
standard generally maintained at Bristol. The first

exhibition of the Bristol Amateur Horticultural
Society was also held in connection with the larger

show, the exhibits of that Society being staged in

the arch-room.
One of the principal classes in the schedule of the

Chrysanthemum Society was for twenty-four cut
flowers of Japanese, and a magnificent collection,

staged by Mr. J. Dole, well deserved the 1st honours
they received ; Mrs. Beddoes, who was 2nd, also

showed well in this class. Mrs. Gibson contributed six

large- flowered plants on one stem ; and was followed

by Mr. J. West, of Clifton. Mr. J. Dole, amid
spirited competition, was awarded the best exhibitor

of a group; and Mr. J. C. Godwin 2nd. There were
classes for other and miscellaneous groups of plants,

most of which were well contested.

The best collection of twenty -four incurved

blooms, in eighteen varieties, was from Sir Chas. E.

Phillips, Bart. ; and the Right Hon. Lord Justice

Lopes was the best exhibitor of twelve blooms of

Japanese incurved ; Mr. W. M. Baker winning in a

similar class, open to amateurs only. Lord Justice

Lopes was the principal winner in the classes for

twelve blooms of large-flowered Anemone varieties,

and for reflexed blooms. Other classes for cut

blooms and for miscellaneous floral arrangements

were full of interest.

Fruit is usually shown well at this exhibition, and
the present occasion was no exception. Successful

exhibitors in this section included the Duke of

Beaufort, Mr. J. Dole, Mr. V. Stuckey, J. K. D.
Wingfield-Digby, Esq., M.P. ; H. St. Vincent Ames,
Westbury ; Mr. W. H. Long, M.P., and others.

Vegetables also occupied a considerable space,

and there were numerous first-class miscellaneous

exhibits by the trade, that helped greatly to make
the exhibition the great success it was.

STOKE NE'WINGTON AND DISTBICI
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 14, 15.—In this district the National

Chrysanthemum Society originated, and existed for

some time previous to its being held in the Aquarium
at Westminster, and to the word National being
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•ubititated for Stoke NewingtoD. For lereral years
past it has been tbougbt that an endearoar should
be made to inaugurate another Society, and this has
resulted in an exhibition that was held in St.

Andrew's Parish Room, on the aboTe dates, under
the auspices of the new Society. The exhibition,
opened by Mr. SherifT Hand, who attended in civic

state, to perform the ceremony, was a distinct snc-
sess for a first e6Fort. This was due largely to the
Hon. Sec, Mr. L. H. Calcutt, and to the Stoke New-
ington Recorder, in which paper the agitation for a
new society originated. There were thirty-six
classes, besides a few special prizes, and the former
were devoted to members living in the district,

amateurs, single-handed gardeners, cottagers, and
lady members. There was no entry, however, in
those reserved for cottagers, and it is hoped that
this will not occur another year.

HULL.
November 14, 15.—The autumn exhibitions of

Chrysanthemums at Hull, held in the Hall of the
Artillery Barracks this year, have long been recog-
nised as being amongst the best in the Kingdom,
and nowhere else is so much enthusiasm thrown into
what is the nearest approach to a society started

purely for the encouragement of the culture and
exhibition of the Chrysanthemum. Not only are
substantial prizes offered here, but a very complete
method of chronicling the awards as fast as they are
made is adopted by the officials. In less than one
honr after the last award is made a printed list of
the names of all prize-winners and exhibitors is on
sale in the building. Nowhere else are seen such
groups of Chrysanthemums and foliage plants as are
found at Hall. A silver challenge cup, value £20, is

offered, together with a money-prize, for a group
arranged on an area of 100 square feet. The admis-
sion of foliage plants in conjunction with the Chrys-
anthemnms enables exhibitors to show the various
purposes to which this antumn-flowering plant may
be put with good effect. Six competitors entered
this event, and an extraordinarily fine display was
the result. The groups being arranged on each side

of the ball, every one of them could be readily
observed, and there was ample space to get round
about them. Mr. G. C. Coates, gr. to W. Wheateley,
E!q., Anlaby Road, Hull, was considerably ahead
of his rivals with a group that was nearly perfect.

The wall was behind the group, clad with Chrys-
anthemums carrying very fine blooms, and these
were contrasted with Palms, Crotons, &c.

Sparingly disposed amongst the variety of other
plants were well-grown Japanese Chryeanthemums.
Mr. Gledhill Cottam, jur., gr. Alma Gardens,
Cottingham, was an excellent 2nd, his chief fault

being the flat arrangement of the foliage plants at

the back, and some slight degree of crowding in parts

towards the front of the group. Mr. A. Pike, gr. to

C. H. Wilson, Esq., Water Priory, Pocklington, was
a creditable 3rd.

Handsome prizes were offered for a group of mixed
plants, covering an area of 100 square feet, and here
Mr. G. Wilson, gr. to Sir James Reckitt, Bart.,
Swanland Manor, Brough, was Ist with a very
handsome group for the season. Beautifully-coloured
single-stemmed Croton Johannis fully feet high,
furnished perfectly with their richly coloured leaves,

stood at each corner, the group being a square one.
In the centre a well- developed plant of PbcEuix syl-

vestris, the raised base on which it was placed was
furnished with well- flowered Calanthe Veitchii and
C. v. lutea, standing amidst Ferns and sprays of
Asparagus proetrata; placed apart on a ground-
work of Moss and Ferns were highly-coloured Crotons
in variety. Mr. F. Mason, gr. to A. Smith, Esq

,

Woodleigh, Hessle, was 2Qd.

For three specimens of Chrysanthemump, Mr. H,
H. Taylor, Newland Nurseries, Hull, was an easy
1st with well-flowered plants, not too formally
trained; Mr. G. C. Coates was 2nd,

For three standard plants, Mr. W. Mason, gr. to
Lieut.Col. A. K. Dibb, Kirk Ella, Hull, won the
Ist prize easily with good examples of Mrs. G.
Rundle and Mrs. Dixon. Mr. James Backhouse,
North Bar Sireet, Beverley, was 2iid. For six
bushes, Mr. W. Goodhill, Trinity Street, Hull, was
Ist, with freely-flowered examples; Mr. H. H.
Taylor was 2iid. For six "cut backs," Mr. H. H.
Taylor had admirably-grown examples, his Viviand
Morel being a conspicuously fine example.
Cat blooms were abundantly shown, the quality

leaving little to be desired. For twenty-four in-

cnrved, in not fewer than eighteen varieties, Messrs,
J, R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell Nnrieries, Notting-

ham, were lit, winning rather easily with large,
fully-developed blooms that were a trifle rough in
appearance; Mr. D. Forbes, gr. to A. Holt, Esq.,
Crofton, Aigburth, Liverpool, was 2nd.
The competition for twelve blooms of incurved

brought still more entries, and Mr. W. Lees, gr. to
F. A. Beavan, Esq., Trent Park, New Barnet, just
succeeded in obtaining the leading position with
small but well- finished examples ; and Mr. G. Musk,
gr. to Lord de Ramsay, Haverland Hall, Norwich,
was a close 2ad,

The Japanese varieties were better represented.
For twenty-four distinct, Mr. Lees was Ist with
ease, he having large, well-developed blooms, quite
fresh-looking, and well set up. Mr. W. Wells,
Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey, was 2ad. Mr.
Lees repeated his previous success by taking the
leading place for twelve Japanese, distinct varieties

;

Mr. T. Willey, gr. to C. J. Pringrose, Esq., Cotting-
ham Grange, was a very close 2cid.

A capital exhibit was made by four competitors in
the class for six bunches of Mrs. G. Rundle, Mrs.
Dixon, and George Glenny, three blooms in a
bunch. Mr. V. Waterhouse, gr. to H. Witty, Esq.,
The Wellingtonias, Cottingham, was let with excep-
tionally good blooms of the varieties named, which
he had set up with long stems and foliage ; Mr. W.
Goodhill was 2ad.

Anemone- flowered varieties were well represented.
For twelve of the large or so-called show section, Mr.
F. Mason, gr. to A. Smith, Esq , Woodleigh, Hessle,
was 1st with handsome blooms ; Mr. E. B. Burrows,
gr. to Sir H. Bennett, Westland, Grimsby, was 2nd.
For twelve Japanese varieties of Anemones there

was a spirited competition, Mr. F. Mason being
again successful in obtaining the Ist place ; and Mr.
M. Murchison, gr. to F. B. Grotian, Esq., West Hill
House, Hessle, being 2nd.
Mr. Walker, gr. to Col. S. Clitheroe, Hotham

Hall, Brough, was Ist for twelve reflexed blooms,
shown in not less than six varieties ; and Mr. G. B.
Burrows was 2ad.

A class was provided for twelve blooms of fragrant
varieties, in which Mr. A. Drewrey, gr. to E. Har-
land, Esq., The Sycamores, Cottingham, was 1st,

with nice blooms of Mrs. Langtry, Progue, and Dr.
Sharpe ; and Mr, Drewrey was likewise 1st for twelve
single-flowered varieties, and for Pompons, his

exhibits of these varieties being very good.
An interesting exhibit was made by twenty-four

Japanese, distinct varieties, cut from the plants,

with long stems, the blooms being arranged amongst
foliage plants, and stems of small size, the idea
being to show what could be done with large blooms
of the Chrysanthemum from a decorative point of
view. In this competition Mr. J. R. Leadbetter, gr.

to A. Wilson, Eeq., Tranby Croft, Hull, was easily

1st with good blooms, which he bad so arranged that
the characteristics of each were well shown, and that
without overcrowding the arrangement; Mr. G.
Wilson was 2ad for an exhibit whose effect was
marred by a too liberal use of Vine leaves of a
yellow colour,

Many classes were provided for local cultivators.

For twelve Japanese distinct varieties, for which a
silver cap was offered in addition to a prize in

money, several really good stands of blooms were
entered, and Mr, G. Wilson seemed the highest

award with a very level lot. Mr. G. B. Burrows was
2nd. For a similar number of incurved, Messrs.
Wilson and Burrows divided the prizes in the order
here given. The premier incurved bloom was Lord
Alcester in Mr. Forbes' 2nd prize stand of twenty-
four blooms. The best Japanese bloom was one of

Mdlle. Th^rcse Rey, belonging to Mr. W. Wells.
Amateurs staged many excellent stands of blooms.
So numerous were the exhibits of table decorations,

wreaths, crosses, and bouquets, that a large room
had to be set apart for them, which was lighted by
gas the whole time, with a view to render the

appearance of the table decorations the more effective,

and to show the effects of tables so decorated at

night. In the former the competition was confined

to ladies, and a Challenge Cup, &c,, was offered with

a money prize as the highest prize. The competitors

numbered six, and the display was a charming one.

Mrs. Topham, Hotham Hall, Brough, was 1st, with

a very pretty table, in which single Chrys-
anthemums. Eulalia japonica, Smilax, and Ferns
played the chief part with some aid from Grevillea

robusta as "starers." Mrs. H. L. Leonard, Ivy House,

Preston, was a creditable 2nd. She made use of

the variety Source d'Or, but placed too much greenery

on the cloth.

Bouquets and aprayt of Chrysanthemams made a

pleasing display. In (he former class Miss Judge,

Brooklands, Newlands, was the most successful. In
the latter Miss Mabel Ayre, The Cottage, Heaslei
Won the 1st place, both having nice arrangements,

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons had a fine exhibit of

cut blooms, zonal Pelargoniums, and Chrysanths'
mums, that were much admired.

PARKSTONE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEMEEE 14, 15 —On the above-mentioned dates

the Parkstone Chrysanthemum and Horticultural
Society held its second annual exhibition of Chrys-
anthemums, cut blooms, fruit, and vegetables in
St. Peter's schoolrooms. The show was exceedingly
satisfactory, the extensive schoolroom being well
filled. The entries this year were nearly 70 per
cent, more than those of last season, which affords

ample evidence of the popularity of the Society.

The two leading classes for cut blooms were for

twelve Japanese, distinct varieties, and a like number
of incurved blooms, distinct varieties, and they were
fairly well filled. Mr. C. W. Barrett, gr. to G. J.

Fenwick, Esq., Crag Head, Bournemouth, was a good
Ist in each class, staging excellent blooms. Amongst
non-competitive exhibits, Mr. T. K. Ingram, Park-
atone Nurseries, contributed some excellent groups
of Chryeanthemums and floral devices in variety

;

and Mr. G, Grigg, gr. to R. G. Hargreaves, Esq.,

Cuffnell Park, Ljndhurst, staged two grand bunches
of Gros Colmar Grapes, fine in bunch, berry, and
finish,

CARDIFF AND DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM.

November 14, 15.—This society may be congratu-
lated upon the success of the show held in the Park
Hall, Cardiff, on the above dates, and upon the satis-

factory arrangements carried out by the secretary
(Mr. Searl). The classes were well filled, and the
competition in many instances was close. Cut
flowers and groups made an excellent display, and
the non-competitive exhibits were numerous and
good. Arrangements of cut flowers were exhibited
by Messrs. Phelps & Co., Mr. W. Treseder, Messrs,
Case Bros., and Mr. Ellis, all of Cardiff.

Messrs. Clibran & Son, Manchester, had a good
exhibit, consisting of flowering and ornamental
foliage plants, cut Chrysanthemums, Pears, and
Apples ; while Mr. J. Watkins, Pomona Farm Nur-
series, Hereford, contributed a large collection of
Apples.
A special Challenge Cup, valued £5 5s., offered

with prizes in money, for twenty-four distinct

Chrysanthemum blooms, was the most coveted prize

of the show, and was won by Mr. Dumble, gr. to
Sir C. S. G. Phillips, Bart., Picton Castle, Pembroke,
The incurves in this exhibit were remarkably good,
and one of them (Empress of India) was selected
as the best bloom in the show, and gained the
National Chrysanthemum Society's Certificate. Mr.
Robinson, gr. to R, Harley, Esq., Hereford, was a
good 2Dd.

For twenty- four Japanese blooms, distinct, Mr. G.
W. Drake, Cathays Nursery, Cardiff, was Ist, with
beautifully-coloured fresh flowers. Mr. Robinson
was again 2ud, with large full blooms, some of
which were a little stale.

Mr. Dumble again took the lead for twenty-foar
incurved blooms, distinct. Empress of India, John
Doughty, Queen of England, Lord Alcester, and
Miss Lucy Rendel, were very good in this collection,

Mr. Williams, gr. to the Earl of Lisburne, Cross
Wood Park, Cardiganshire, being a good 2ad.
For twelve Japanese blooms, distinct, Mr. Williams

was 1st, with a very good stand, including very large

blooms of Waban, Duke of York, Viviand Morel,
&c. ; 2nd, Mr. Robinson, who also had a good stand.
For twelve distinct incurved blooms, Mr. Robinson

was 1st with an even well-coloured lot ; 2nd, Mr.
Williams.
There were numerous smaller classes, most of

which were well filled.

For a group ol Chrysanthemums (open), arranged
,

for effect, 10 feet by 6 feet, Mr. W. Treseder, The
Nurseries, Cardiff, was let. The plants were very
dwarf, with plenty of good foliage, and carried large
fresh well-coloured blossoms ; 2ad, Mr. J. Styles,

gr. to Marcus Gunn, Esq., Cardiff, who also had a
capital group, with plants somewhat longer in the
stems than the 1st prize lot.

The group confined to gardeners and amatenrs,
10 feet by 5 feet, brought some good exhibits, and
that by Mr. W. J. Hockey, gr. to Col, C. H. Page,
Dulwich House, Cardiff, was the best ; 2nd, Mr. W,
Pinches, gr, to J. P, Hacquoil, Esq., Rumney Hill,
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The National Chrjsanthemum Society's Certificate

for the best plant in the show, was awarded to Mr.
Mabbott, gr. to E. Martin, Esq., Dowlais, for a well-

cultivated bush plant of Viviand Morel.

Table plants were generally well shown, but there

was nothing remarkable exhibited in classes pro-

vided for trained Chrysanthemums, Primalas, and
Cyclamens. Ferns were, however, shown in very

creditable condition. Vegetables and fruit were
fairly good.

BECCLES.
NovEMBEB 1.'), 16.—The fifth exhibition of this

Society was held in the Town Hall on the above
dates, when an excellent show was made, both as

regards quality and number of exhibits; and the

competition was very keen.

For Chrysanthemums in pots, Mr. E. Masters and
Mrs. Read were the principal exhibitors in the classes

for Japanese, incurved, reflexed, and Pompon va-

rieties, the prizes being awaided to the exhibitors in

the order named.
In the class for groupf, Mrs. Read turned the

tables on her formidable opponent, Mr. Masters, who
bad to take the 2nd place.

Cut blooms were well shown in the various classes.

For twelve Japanese, Mr. Newman was 1st, with a
fine even lot ; and Mr. Sutton 2ad. For twelve

incurved flower?, the best were those from Dr.

Wilson, Yarmouth. In the classes for amateurs,
Mr. W. Aldous, Beccles, was ths principal prize-

taker for Japanese in pots and cut blooms ; and Mr,
Sharpin for the incurved and reflexed varieties.

Collections of Roman Hyacinths, Primulas, Violets,

Mignonette, baskets of vegetables, fruit, and a very

meritorious collection of vegetables from Mr. Baiters,

Gillingham Hall Gardens (not for competition), made
up an excellent show.

Mr. E. Hillier bad a really fine exhibit of shrubs,

plants, and hardy fruit. Mr. Jeffrey had also

miscellaneous plants.

WINCHESTER CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEMisEH 1."), 1(3.—A capital exhibition of autumn

produce was held as usual in the Guildhall—a really

good site for such a show. Cut blooms were the

feature of the exhibition, no fewer than 1000 being
staged. The principal class was that for forty-eight

in thirty-six varieties, one half incurved, and the rest

Japanese. Mr. N. Molynenx, gr. to J. C, Gamier,
Eiq , Hooksbury Park, Fareham, was a somewhat
easy 1st with a stand of finely-developed specimens,
includiog the bulk ol approved new varieties, and the
best of the older kinds. Mr, Hughes, gr. to W.
Bariog, Esq, Normau Court, Salisbury, was a
good 2ad.

In the class for twenty-four Japanese, Mr. Agate,
The Nurseries, Havant, was easily 1st with a stand
containing many new varieties. Mr. C. HoUoway,
gr. to F. W. C. Read, Esq., Selborne, was 2nd.

Mr. N. Molynenx had the best stand of twelve
incurved, and Mr. Hughes was an exceedingly close

2Qd. These two exhibitors occupied similar posi-

tions for the same number of Japanese distinct.

For six incurved, any one member of the " Queen "

family, Mr. Hughes easily beat his opponent, Mr. N,
Molyneux, with admirable samples of Lord Alcester.
The tables were, however, turned in the class for six

blooms of any variety, excluding the " Queen " sec-
tion, Mr. Molyneux having really grand examples of

C. B. Whitnall.
For twenty- four blooms of any section, Mr.

Bowerman, gr. to C. Hoare, Esq , Hackwood Park,
Basingstoke, won easily, staging a creditable lot of
blooms, Mr. Agate had the best Pompons.

Plants made a fine display, Mr. F. Smith, gr. to
Lady Wodehouse, Winchester, winning for the best
group and for eisht specimens. Mr. E Carr, gr. to
W. A. Gillett. Esq., Fairoak Lodge, Bishcpstoke,
won for four and for two single specimens in all sec-
tions, with really good examples of culture.

Miscellaneous plants arranged for efl'ect were a
feature. Here Mr. Carr was invincible.

Classes were provided for vases and epergne
decorations with Chrysanthemum?, foliage, and
Ferns, and very pretty they were. Miss Ladhams,
Shirley, Southampton, was the most successful, Miss
Wadmore, Basingstoke, following.

Grapes well deserve mention. Mr. G. Gardener,
gr. to Col. F. Stratton Bates, Twyford Lodge, was
invincible in all classes. Amongst others, he staged
magnificent examples of Alicante and Gros Colmar.

Vegetables were best shown by Mr. Bowerman.
Non-competitive exhibits added much to the

interest of the show. Foremost was a collection of
cat blooms of Chrysanthemums ia nearly all sections
from Mr. Molynenx, gr. to W. H. Myers, E»q , M.P.,
Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham.

SCOTTISH HORTICaLTURAIi.
NovEMBEE 15, 16, 17.—The Scottish Horticul-

tural Society opened its annual three days' exhibition
of Chrysanthemums, fruit, &c., on Thursday, the
15th inst., in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh. This
large building was well filled with plants and cut
flowers. The number of entries this year was about
800, the competition in some classes being very
keen, the entries lor some of the vegetable classes

numbering between thirty and forty. The specimen
plants were in certain cases remarkably fine, but the
number of competitors was small in these classes.

Grapes are always well shown at Edinburgh, and
were a feature of the fruit classes. The nursery-

men's exhibits, local and otherwise, helped to give

the market a well-furnished appearance. Mr. Henry
Irving, who took part in the opening ceremony, said,

in reply to the Lord Provost, he had " never seen a
hall more admirably or more beautifully situated for

such an exhibition." Miss Ellen Terry, who was
also to have been present, was prevented through
indisposition, and Mr. Irving said," I am sure, had
she been here, she would say of the Edinburgh
Chrysanthemums, in the words of Ophelia, ' That's
for remembrance,'

"

Plants.
For eight plants of Chrysanthemums in pots, dis-

tinct varieties, Mr. D. Cavanagh, gr. to Mr. J. C.

O.iver, St. Edwards, Murrajfield, was Ist, with good
plants, including Avalanche, W. Holmes, G. Glenny,
J. Shrimpton, Annie Ciibran, Bouquet de Dame,
and W. 11. Lincoln, the latter securing the award
for the best plant in the show; Mr. J. Holmes, gr.,

Wintoa Castle, Pencaitland, was 2ad, with a far less

efTsctive lot.

For four pots of Pompons, Mr. W. Pulman, gr. to
D. W. Huie, Ejq., Hollywood, CoUinton Road,
Edinburgh, came Ist; Mr. D. Cavanagh 2ad. For
four plants of Japanese varieties, Mr. D. Cavanagh
was 1st ; and Mr. S. Abbott, gr. to C. M. P. Burn,
Esq., Prestonfield House, Edinburgh, 2ad. Mr. U.
Cavanagh was also Ist for two incurved varieties,

one yellow, one crimson, one brorrze, and one purple
variety. Mr. S. Abbott showed a splendidly-flowered
Anemone variety, taking 1st place for one pot ; Mr.
J. Holmes coming 2ad.

In the amateur classes for specimen plants, the
competition was confined to a small number of ex-
hibitors. For two large-flowered Japanese, Mr.
R. H. McBean was 1st, with creditable plants ; Mr.
A. McDougall, Bronghton Street, being 2nd.

The usual display of large Palms was arranged
along the centres of the tables, Mr. G. Wood, Oswald
House, Edinburgh, being awarded Ist prize for three
of these ; and Mr. A. Bissett, gr. to K. Pattison, Esq.,

SeaclilFe, Trinity, was 2nd. Some well grown Dra-
CEenas were exhibited, the 1st place being taken by
Mr. A. Crichton, Liberton, with well coloured
plants. Primulas were numerous, and bad a very
pretty effect.

For eight decorative foliage plants, confined to
9-inch pots, Mr. T. Lant, gr. to Archibald Stirling,

Esq , Keir, Dunblane, with small but evenly-grown
plants, was Ist; and Mr. A. Crichton, gr. to Mrs.
Croall, Southfield, Liberton, 2nd.

For six Primula sinensis, Mr. M. Macintyre, gr. to
Sir Charles Tennant, The Glen, Innerleithen, took
1st prize.

Primula obconica was shown remarkably fine, the
plants carrying a mass of flower ; Mr. R. Staward,
gr. to J. Cockbnrn, Esq , Glencorse House, Milton
Bridge, was 1st ; Mr. M. Macintyre 2nd, the last-

named exhibitor having the only exhibit of zonal
Pelargoniums.
The groups of Chrysanthemums, arranged for

effect, brought only two entries. The 1st prize lot,

from Mr. D. .Tardine, containing some good blooms
of Florence Davis, Mons. Bernard, Stanstead White,
Etoile de Lyon, Avalanche, Mrs. J. Clarke, and
others, interspersed with Palms and Ferns, making
an effective group ; Mr. G. Wood was 2ad with a
good group, but of smaller flowers.

Cut Flowebs.
As might be expected, these classes were

the chief centres of interest, flowers of all the
leading varieties being found upon the boards
of the different exhibitors. Ia the class for

forty-eight Japanese, the let prize for which is a
Cup, valued at £20, eight entries were made,
the successful competitor being Mr. J. Beissant,

Castle Huntly, Longforgan, and the exhibit was a

thoroughly good one. Amongst his best blooms
might be noted Charles Davis, Madame Th^rese Rey,
Sunflower, Miss Terry. W. Seward, Florence Davis,
Lilian Bird, Beauty of Exmouth, Mrs. Hill, G. C.
Schwabe, Louise, and Mrs. E. G. Hill ; Mr. J. Carruthers,
gr. to Mrs. Fleming, Hillwood, Corstorphine, was 2nd,
and staged a flne lot, including the best bloom in the
show, Charles Davis, for which a prize was awarded.

For the Scottish Challenge Cup, Mr. W. Ruther-
ford, gr. to D. Graham, Esq., Airthray Castle,
Bridge of Allan, took premier honours ; Mr. D.
Airdrie, gr., Larbert House, Larbert, being a good
2ud. In the class for twenty- four Japanese, Mr. D.
Alexander, gr. to A. C. Stuart, Esq., Englescarnie,
Haddington, was Ist ; Mr. T. Dale, gr., to J. Gordon,
Esq , Aikenhead, Cathcart, 2nd.
Twelve entries were made for the twelve Japanese,

Mr. J. Beissant, being 1st : and Mr. J. Day, Gallo-
way House, Garliestown, 2nd.
Some good blooms were seen in the classes for six

distinct Japanese, but several competitors in these
classes were disqualified for wrong naming. For
six whites, Mr. D. Nicol, Rossie, Forgandenny, was
1st, and also for twelve incurved varieties ; Mr. W.
Manchline, gr. to A. D. McLeod, Esq., Belsfield,

Windermere, 2ad. The 1st prize for six Anemone-
flowered was taken by Mr. W. G. Pirrie, Sunderland
Hall, Selkirk.

In the nurserymen's class for forty-eight blooms,
distinct, Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill,
Surrey, was lat, with a collection including repre-
sentatives of the different sections ; Mr. R. Wood,
The Nursery, Carnoustie, was 2nd.
A class for the best hand-bouquet was keenly

contested, bat in the end Miss Todd, Stoneybank,
Musselburgh, was Ist with a very tasteful arrange-
ment.

In the classes for cut blooms, those arranged in
vases, three blooms of each variety in a vase, were
quite a departure, and certainly the foliage upon the
stems seemed largely to take any stiffness from the
flowers, at the same time giving a more natural
appearance. The first prize for twelve vases was
awarded to Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries,
Redhill, Surrey; Mr. J. Clark, gr. to F. S. Roberts,
Esq., Ashley Bank, Langholm, 2nd. For one vase
containing twelve blooms, Mr. R. W. E. Murray,
Blackford House, Edinburgh, came 1st ; Mr. J. Car-
ruthers 2nd. This latter carried off the prize for

the three best blooms of new Chrysanthemums not in

commerce, with splendid fiowers of Duchess of York.

Fkuit.
Grapes.—These occupied a good space, the ex-

hibits in some cases being excellent in colour and
size of berry. Mr. J. Leslie, gr. to A. Coates, Esq.,

PitcuUen House, Perth, took Ist place for four

bunches, distinct varieties, consisting of Muscat of

Alexandria, Gros Maroc, Gros Colman, and Black
Alicante ; Messrs. D. & W. Kipper being 2nd.

For two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Mr. J.

Leslie was again Ist, and Mr. A. M. Donald, Dal-
keith, 2nd. Mr. T. Lunt brought some magnificent

bunches of Gros Colmar, and took lit place ; Mr.
A. Young, gr. to Mrs. Swinton, Swinton Bank,
Peebles, was 2nd.

Two excellent Pines came from Mr. D. Murray,
gr. to the Marquis of Ailsa, Culzean Castle, May-
bole ; Mr. J. Riddell, gr. to the Edrl of Carlisle, Cattle

Howard, Yorkshire, being 2nd.

Only one entry was made for the collection of

twelve varieties of fruit, Mr. D. Murray taking Ist

prize.

Apples and Pears were well represented, and
looked sound, but lacked colour. For the eighteen

varieties of Apples and six of Pears, Mr. J. Day was
Ist, followed by Mr. G. Goodfellow, Perth. For six

varieties of culinary Apples, Mr. W. Ogg, gr. to Sir

Archibald Dunbar, Bart., Duffus House, Elgin, was

Ist ; and Mr. J. Day 2nd.

Veoetables.
A very fine display of vegetables was staged, and

the collections were arranged in good taste.

For a collection of thirteen distinct kinds Mr. D.
McBean, gr. to J. C. Cunninghame, Esq., Craigends,

Johnstone, was a good lat, the whole of the collec-

tion being good ; Mr. J. Harper, Tulliebelton House,

Perth, was 2nd. In the collection of six kinds,

which were equal in quality to those staged in the

larger class, Mr. A.^Dickson, gr. to G. Thorburn,

Esq., Glenmoriston, Innerleithen, took Ist prize;

and Mr. T. Fender, Crieff, 2od.

For twelve Tomatos, Mr. W. Murray, Polmont,

was 1st ; Mr. D. and W. Buchanan 2nd. In the

class for Leeks, Mr. D. McBean was Ist, with a seed-

ling from his own crossing ; and the same exhibitor

was Ist for six heads of Celery. In the class for
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CucuQi'oerB, Mr. W. JIurraj, I'olinout, was lat; Mr.

K. Rae, gr. to Captaiu Scott Karr, Sanlaus, Rox-
burgh, 2ad.

Potato» were shown in quantity, and were ex-

ceedingly clean and shapely. Mr. J. Gemmell,
Flaktfield, Cbapelton, was lit ; and Mr. A. Marie,

Craigmillar Gardens, 2ad. Turnips, Beet, Carrots,

&c., were, in all cases, keenly contested by numerous
exhibitors, whose produce proved that the season

had been a favourable one for vegetable culture.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Rye Croft Nursery, Lewisham,
London, S.E., had a beautiful group of cut Chrysan-
themum blooms arranged in vases among Palms,
Ferns, and Crotons. Mr. J. Downie, Edinburgh,
arranged a display of fioral designs, the making up
of these showing much taste and skill.

Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sonp, Edinburgh, had a

pretty table of Ericas, Ferns, Asparagus plnmoaus,
as well as a collection of Conifers in tubs and pots.

Messrs. Thyne & Co., of Glasgow, furnished a table

with Palms, Ferns, and flowers. Mr. J. Forbes, nur-

seryman, of Hawick, exhibited the winter-flowering

B<?gonia called Gloire de Lorraine, of dwarf habit, and
very floriferous. From Mr. W. Wells, a table of

single varieties of Chrysanthemums was admired,
amongst the number being also the green-flowered

sport from Viviand Morel, named Ethel Amsdec,
In the interest of the Gardeners' Orphan Fund,
Messrs. Todd & Co., had a large stall of mixed
plants and other garden sundries.

As showing the great success of the show, it may
be added that £770 was taken at the turnstiles during
the three days the show was open. With the sale of

tickets and the lettings, &c,, the yearly income of the

society cannot fall far short of £1,000. From 25.000
to 26 000 people visited the show during the three
days it was open.

Trade Notice.
a

Me William Eabp, who succeeded the late Mr. E.

Cooper, as Gardener to the Right Hon. Joseph

Chamberlain, M.P., Highbury, Birmingham, is

leaving to take up the active management of the

Guildford Street Nurseries, Hereford, of which he is

now a proprietor, and the business will be carried on
under the title of William Eahp & Son. His suc-

cessor at Highbury has been appointed, and Mr.
H. A. Burberry retains entire charge of the Orchid
department.

William CHITXr. — On Thursday evening,

November 1.5, there passed away quite suddenly and
unexpectedly, at the age of eighty, Mr. William
Chitty, nurseryman, of Stamford Hill, London. Mr.
Ctiitty lived at Slamford Hill the whole of his life-

time, and was in consequence well known and highly

respected. Though not in any way seeking notoriety,

the deceased was, in many respect?, a remarkable

man. He was not only a first-rate gardener, but a

botanist of considerable attainments. For many
years he was the intimate friend and associate of the

late Shirley Hibberd, who never failed to call upon
Mr. [Chitty when he wanted any knotty point

in botany solved. Mr. Chitty also did a large

amount of the literary work, which passed under the

name of Shirley Hibberd, never seeking to push
forward his own name. Nevertheless, Mr. Chitty

sometimes signed bis onn name to his writings

aad whenever he wrote he showed a thorough
knowledge of his subject ; and his writings were
worth reading. Many jears ago, Mr. Chitty entered

very largely into flower and Fern showing, and was
highly iucce«8ful. He was ever a great lover of

Ferns, and exhibited a splendid lot onc^ at the

Crystal Palace. Amongst these there was an immense
Woodwardia, which met with a great many admirers.

Many were the bids for the possession of this Fern,
and Mr. Chitty at last parted with it. The Chittys
come of an old Wiltshire family, and were possessed
of considfrable property, but this was lost in the
great South Sea bubble, and since then they have had
to work for a living. The deceased had a family of
three sons and three danghterF, one of the sons being
a contributor on bee lore to these columns in recent
years.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degreea— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four houra, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.
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Dean Hole in America.—Dean Hole, who ia

now in America, lecturing on behalf of the Restora-

tion Fund of Rochester Cathedral, has noticed that

the American climate is not favourable for the per-

fect development of the Rose, although under glass

•ome excellent retults have been obtained. The
Dean has visited all the principal nurseries in the

neighbourhood of New York, and has been enter-

tained at a banquet by the Roaarian Society at

Everitt House. At Boston, where he lectured, a

great display of Roses was made in his honour.

Notices to Correspondents.

*«* Owing to the large incratsc in our drctdatioil, we arc

relitctailtly under the neeessUij of going to press some h^nrs
earlier. Our contribtit^trs, w/io well know what this implies, will

kindly aid ils by sending their eomninnication^ as early in the

week as po3sible. Communications shoultl reach us not later than
Wednesday,
•«• Plant-s, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

aeiuling plants or fruiti to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an amwer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more tluin six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or

Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Apais ON Cabbage Leaves : G. A. We could find

nothing on the piece of root, and the specimens in

the tube were dead, and mixed up inextricably in

the cotton-wool. Probably Aphis subterranea.

If you send again, forward a few of both winged
and wingless forms in a small glass tube with

alcohol. R. McL.

AsPABAGus : Novice.—Provided your land is of good
quality, and capable of deep tillage, 3 feet from
plant to plant is not too great ; and if they are

planted 6 inches below the surface, no soiling- over

will be required for several years after planting
;

indeed, not before the natural rise of the crown to

within 2 inches of the surface makes it necessary

that it should be done. When that occurs, it will

suffice to draw the mould from between the rows
towards the crown, as is done in moulding-up
Potatos. There is no need to make beds with

deep alleys between, unless the soil is heavy and
wet—the worst kind of soil for Asparagus. If the

land will bear trenching 2 spits deep, this should
be done; 3 spits would be still better. Plenty of

manure should be worked into it at different

levels, and that placed at the bottom of the
trenches may consist of the roughest half-rotten

manure, burnt garden-refuse, the remains of crops,

and half-decayed leaves—anything, in fact, that
will decay in the space of two or three years, or at

about the time the roots reach it. You may, as

you purpose, plant twoyear-old plants, although
the cost will be greater than that of one-year.
Plant in April.

AucDBA : M, A. T. Probably females, but it is

quite impossible to say, without the flowers.

Books : E J. S. The Tomato : its Capture and Uses,

by W. Iggulden, printed and published by Harvey
& Woodland, Frome.— Vines and Ttiie Culture, by
A. F. Barron, Superintendent of the Roval Horti-
cultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick.

—

Fniit Cul-
ture under Glass, by D. Thomson, published by W.
Blackwood & Sons, will afl^ord yon plenty of useful

information on the other subjects that you are
interested in.

Chbysantheuoms : H. J. S. The variety you send us
has generally been considered a Pompon, but the
sections now overlap each other to a great extent,
and exhibitors have to abide by the decision of
the National Chrysanthemum Society. In their
catalogue the variety Bob is described a Pompon ;

and more than that, it appears in the Society's
sel-ctifn i f the best twenty- four of euch varieties.—F. K, Judging, as we can only do, from the
two detached flowers sent, we are of opinion that
they are quite distinct ; at the same time, Cnrysan-
themnms are so variable that it is possible the
specimens may have come from the same plant

!

ConEEcTioN : Page f)d2, second paragraph, for 950
Feari, read 150 ; and for eight Rod Currants,
read eighty.—Orchid calendar for November 10,

top liuH, middle column : for sheathe, read spikes.

Denubobidm Jamesiandm: B. B, M. The pseudo-
bulbs have been bored into by a beetle imported
into this country along with Orchids. Cut off

and burn without delay all stems and pseudobnlbi
similarly attacked. It is tery destructive,

Hyacinths : B. H. The bulbs having reached full

size, produce their finest bloom, and it is when
of this size that the Dutch growers send them to

this country ; and whether you cut off this bloom
when it begins to fade, or let it remain, does not
matter much, the next year's bulb will produce a

poor flower-spike, or perhaps several, the bulb
splitting up into two or three separate bulbs. Of
course, you ought not to allow seed to form. If

you intend growing Hyacinths for stock, you
should scoop out the base of the bulb, leaving the

edge from which the roots emerge intact ; or you
may simply cut the root across at the base in

several directions. In either case a number of

round bulbils will form on the edge the first

season, and these should he taken off, and planted

in the early autumn, I; will, under the best con-
ditions of soil and culture, take three years to

grow these bulbils to strong flowering size, the
flowers each year being cut as soon as the colour

is seen, or even before, if you are sure of the

variety. Unless bulbils are obtained in this

manner, they never make shapely bulbs,

MOSHROOM-BED COVEEED WITH AnOTUEB SpECIES OF
FoNOOs: J. F. A rather peculiar form with

conidia of an old trouble, Xyiaria vaporarla. so

often alluded to, and figured in Gardeners' Chronicle,

December 20, 1879.

Names of FauiTi: T. S. C. 2, Huyshe's Victoria;

3, Knight's Monarcfi ; 4, Rouse Lench ; 5, Belle

de Bruxelles ; 7, Winter Redstreak. —A. C. T.

1, Marie Louiie ; 2, Zsphirin Greeoire ; 3, Gloat
Mot<;eau; 4, Verulam ; Beuri6 Diel ; 6, rotten—F. World. 1, Josephine de Malines ; 2, Enster

Beuriii; 3 and 4, Winter Craesane ; Apple not

known.— C. li. tj' Co, Not very sure ot your fruits.

1, Beauty of Kent; 3, Yorkshire Beauty; Pear
rotten.

—

E. Hall. Gansell's Bergamot.

Names of Plants: W, D. Cosmos bipima'us.

—

A. T. G. Silybum Mariannm, and Cardutu Mari-

anus are identical. The Viburnum which bears

berries that are red when ripe in September is V.
Opulus—snowball tree.

—

S. H. 1, Eriobotrya japo-

nica. Loquat ; 2, Leycesteria formosa : 3, Spusea;
the leaves had all fallen.— C. H. J. 1, Vanda
C03rulea : it may come better ; 2, Cotonea«ter

Simonsii; 3, Cra(te.:u? pyracantha Leiandi ; 4.

Pteris longifolia; 5, Polypodium aurenm ; 6,

Cyrtomium falcatnm ; 7. Aspidium molle ; 8. Ber-

beris Wallichii.— Wm. W. 1, Cojlogyne flaccida

;

2, Lycaste Deppei; 3, Eupatorium Weinman-
nianum ; 4, Ophiopogon variegatus ; 5. Flatyloma
falcata ; 6, the Primula is a singular variety, and
if seeded, some distinct and more ornamental
things may result.— S. H. 1, is one of the Ameri-
can Oiks, probably Qaercuscoccinea ; 2 the seed is

that of Entada ecandens, which grows in a huge nod
like a bean. It is often washed up from the West
Indian shores.

—

J. W. Eccremocarpus scaber,

Peae Chaumontel : G. B. This variety was found

about the year 1685, growing in the garden of the

Chateau Chaumontel, between Luzarches and
Chantilly, on the road from Paris to Amiens,
Vide Dr, Hogg in Fruit Manual.

Polvgonum sachalinense : W. R. ^' S. It is quite

hardy, and will grow vigorously in this country.

There are sets to be obtained in this country if

you will advertise your wants.

Primola, Obigin of, a. S. Get the Ksport of the

Primula Conference, 1886, from the secretary,

Rjjal Horticultural Society, 117, Victoria Street.

Thank you for 2s. transmitted to the Gardeners'

Orphan Fund.

COMMUNlCATlojs RECEIVED.— Ed. Webb StSons. — W. A.—
W. D.-E. M —R. C—J. B. C—J. L.—H.C. F.—J. J. W.—
A. Cuimingham.—T. Wylie.—R. Hollister.—W. T.—Trau-
son Fri>re9, Orleans —Professor Balfuur.-E. C—W. B.—D.
—Sir J. D. H.—K. S. & Co —B. Hartland.—W. M.—
M R. S.—H. F.—L. L.—Sir W. Qilby.—B. D.—
VV T -.1 E.-S. .T. B.-J. B.—M. T.—W. Reitling.— .1. C.
— k C. I'.—D. McD.— .T. B. C—E. H. J.— J. Lunn.-J. .T. W.
— H. C. K—J. Lee.—W. J. G.—Harrison & Sods.

Specimens Rkceived.—Celery, Curiosity.— H. H. H.—W. O.

L. J. G.—Cider.-Subscriber, &e.

CONTINUED mORE.i^E in the CinCULA'.'ON OF THE
'•GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to ADVEaTlriEHS.-T/te PublL^her has the satis-

faction ofannonwying tlMt the circulation of the " Gardeners,

Chronicle " has, since the reduclion in the pria of the popcr.

Increased to the extent of SO per cent.,

and that it is lucreisiug weekly.
Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates am v ;

COUNTRY QENTLE.ME.V, AND ALL CLA'jSEd OF GARDENKR-J
AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, t'nat it has a specially In rgc

FOREIGN AND COLONLAI. CIRCULATION, and that )t is

preserved (or reference in all the vriticipal Libraries.

BOULTON & PAUL,
NORWICH.HORTICULTURAL

BUILDERS,

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,

GARDEN FRAMES ^^at VARIETY.

No. 75. mELON' «5k CUCUMBER FKAME

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet ( Qr»cs
Similar to No. 75, with two lights, ) Ov^o.

BOTeRS of all makes and SIZES
SUIM'LIED AT THE CHEAPEST RATES.

VALVES, PIPES, & FITTINGS

Always in Stoclr.

LISTS FllEE.

OUR CELEBRATED No. 4

CHECK END BOILER,
To heat from 300 ft. to 3000 ft. of 4 in. piping.

HARRIAHP PAIR on orders ot 40s, value to Sta-
UHnniHUL rMIU Wons in England and Wales;
also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow,

ILIiUSTBATED CATALOGUE FKEE.

W, Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,
2s. 6d, nett, per post, 2s. \0d.

.Si^QURB R I DGt

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 20,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOB WORK, CONSEBVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, Ac.

1 Cwt,, and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations,

Liijui<i Non-Poifonoiis Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

Grove Works, Lombard Roao, Battersea,
London, S.W.

and BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
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THOUSANDS of GARDENERS
IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD ARE USING

a BENSON'S
LUDGATE" WATCH

In Silver Cases. In Silver Cases.

Tbe Cheapest, Best Value, Strongest, and most Durable
LoQdoD made THREE-QUARTER PLATE ever sold.
An English Lever, Jewelled with 1.3 Rubier, Chronometer

Balance. Patent Large Barrel, and Damp and Dust Proof Ring

K-eps better time than, and is double the Strength and
Value of any £5 5s. Watch yet made. In Handsome Sterling
Silver Cases, with Extra Strong Crystal Glass, £5 5s.

Extra strong (as illustrated), specially made for Gardeners
and WofkiDg Men, can also be had, either larger or smaller.

In massive 18-ct. Gold Case?, with Crystal Glass, Gentle-
men's size, £12 12a.
A very pretty size for Ladies, Sterling Silver, £5 5a. ; or

18-ct. Gold, £10 10s. Sent free, and at my risk, to all parts
of the world, for P.0.0. or Cash.
or,D WATCHES and JEWELLERY taken in exchange.
BEKSON'S PAMPHLET, the largest and best of its kind,

containme 2U0 pages of Prices and Illustrations of every class
of WATCH from £2 2s. to £^00. CLOCKS. CHAINS. JEWEL-
LERY, and PLATE. Sent post-free on application to—

J. W. BENSON, ^ficffi"
62 & 64, LUDGATE HILL, E.G.,

And at 28, ROYAL EXCHANGE, E.C.; and
25, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

BEVSON'SCLUBS.—Applications for Agencies invited. An
Eany Way oE Increasing Your Income. Particulars Post Free.

ISH MANURE for VINES and PLANTS.
—GEO. HARRIS, Esq. (Head Gardener to His Grace the

Duke oE Northumberland), Alnwick Castle Gardens, writes :
—

" I have applied your Manure to Vines and many kinds of
plants with excellent effect." In 1 cwt. bags. £3 10*. per ton.
4s. M. per cwt. Carriage paid.—THE GREAT GRIMSBY
POULTRY GRir AND MEAL COMPANY, Grimsby.

rCROSS'S GARDEN FERTELISER. — For
\J Vine?, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.
MURRAY'S " ELECTRIC " MILDEW and INSECT

DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane, London.

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2.s. 6d., and 5s. 6rf. ; also in air-tight bags,

^ cwt., 65. ; 1 cwt , lOi. Full rirections for use sent with each
tin and bag, 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
o^der. C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neots, Hunts.

" 12. Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

**A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph D.. F.R.S.E.. F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London:— J. GEOBOE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place. Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AMD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

\*ineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists ajad Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

EPPS'S «•»'"' PEAT,
For OBOHIDS, STOVE PLAIfTS,

Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,
or truckload. gPfiCIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAB*. superior LE^F-MOITLD. Coarfe. Crystal,
and Fine SILVERSAND. CHARCOAL, C N. FIBRE REFUSE,
fre'hSPHAQNUM, Patent MANURE*, FERTILISERS, IN.'iEC-

TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter,

The Original Feat Depot, BINanrOOD, HANTS.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf, Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Ringwood aod
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10s. per sack ; 6 for 47s. M.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, Ss. per sack ; 5 for
37s. M. SECOND QUALITY, 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. 6d.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. per sack. 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 6 for 12s. Qd.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2». ed. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON.

Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

I

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Sioves, Greenhoufies, Peach Houses, Forcing Houees, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

ptrfeciiou of growing houwes, aud for praciK-al utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class
of wnrk, and that THF, VtTRY BKST.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
firm, from the smallest to the largest. HOt-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success
guaranteed in all oises, MelOn Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in Stock.

Plan', h'stimites, and Catalogues Free. Customers icaited on in any part of tht Kingdom.

Our Masim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.
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GLASS! CHEAP GLASS

I

18 oz., per 100 ft.. 8s 6d.

21-oz., „ lis. 9i

lo stock Sizes.

( 12X10, 18X12, 18X14, 24XU
14X12, 20x12. 18X16. 24X16

! 16X12, 16x14. 20X16. 24x18, &.C,

1^X3 Prepared Sa^h Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

PaiDts and Varnishes at Low Prices. Flooring, ."1/9 per square
;

Matchine. 4/9; 2X4. at Jd. per foot run ; 2x7 at Id.

Horticultural Work of all descriptions. IronmonKery. &c.

CATALOGUES Free. THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BisHOPSGATB Street Within. London, K.C.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 2.') ft. by 12ft.. £50; 30ft. by 15ft.. £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, see our Catalojrue. po^t^free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carriage paid :—l-light frame, 4 x 6, 36s. 6(f.

;

2-light frame, 6x8, 68s. ; 3-light frame, 12 x 6. 85J. M.
Span-roof Frames, 9 x 5. £3 i5j. ; 12 x 6, £5 ; I6 x 6,

£7 10s. Can send off same day as ordered.

HARDY BRUIN«=CO.,?t^^"'LEICESTER

MESSENGER & CO.S New CATALOGUE of Greenliouses and Heating Apparatus,
Will be found the most complet*. practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat Greenhouses. Illustrationa

of every description of Glasshouse, from the lareest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable GreeDhout^es,

Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best Kinds of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for heating. Thia
Cataloj^ue, posses&ing hundreds of illustratioas of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating, is on a scale

never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical hints on the
subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. PrlCe, 23. post-free.

A large number of the illustrations are taaen from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country ; an inspection

of this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed

by us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition.

Surveys made, and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.
London Office :—163. Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, B.C.

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
To issue a full Catalogue of Chrj-santhemums until the flowering season is over. If this is done, many of the best are left oat, and many worthless

varieties recommended. I have, therefore, issued a Preliminary List, which can be had free on application.

My full Catalogue is in preparation, and will again stand alone as the most perfect and useful Guide up to date. This is not only a (iuide which

Varieties to select, but will also give treatment, such as size of pot, which bud to take out, and will be invaluable to the Cxardener as well as the

Amateur. It will also contain beautiful Illustrations of New Varieties, as well as several new features, and

"W ill be posted to Customers free immediately it is ready.

This is produced at great cost, and not
I C /^ l\/lC ^' LJ

I

IVIO C/^O MOTUIMO ^ ^ "''^ forward it to non-Custumers,

being one of those who can give j OVJlVIC. I r1ll\V.<l T V rX l\\J I nllNVwl,
|

p^st-free, for seven stamps.

H. J. JONES, RYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM.

SILVER MEp^LJSOE BOILER CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,
Section of Boiler stowing Action of Hot Blast

Palents 10398.
'' 10,674.

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK BEaXJIRED.
Awarded First Price in Open Competition liy the R.H. Society.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, a3 well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS AVHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
e5 & 65a, EOUTHWAEK STREET, LONDON, S E.

IRONFOUNDERe and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF—
THE ROCHFOBD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH

CAULKED or INDIA-BUBBEB JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVE 3.

DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.

LARGE iT STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS
IN LONDON.

t^- COMPARE QUALITY OF GOODS and PRICES.

Addresses : 65 & 6.5a, Southwark Street ; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Grove, Southwark, S.E.; and Truchot Stores, Guernsey.
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THE GARDENERS' GHROKIGLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The.

Segistered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

HEAD LllfE CHARGED AH TWO.
4 Lines
6 „
6 „
7 „
8 „
9 „
10 „
11 „
12 „
13 „
14 „

£0
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WANTED, A.T ONCE, au experienced young
MAN, for Flower Garden. Also TWO IMPROVEKS.

Inside and Out. All single to live in bithy. Churchmen, and
able to siO); Tenor or Bass preterwl. -Apply, statinR age,

wages and experience, to SHILIICORN, Gaidens. ^unnery,
Isle of Man.

WANTED, a Young MAN to Manage Branch
Nursery, Shrubs, Fiui', Trees, Rose.", Herbaceous

Plants, &o. Abstainer pretened. Particulars as to wages,

&c., to—GODFREY, Nurserymi n Eimouth.

WANTED, "two strong and active young
MEN, quick at Potting, Watering, and Tying. —

State particulars of experience, age, and wages expected, to

MANAGER, Llys-onen tiard-^ns. nejr 3c. Clears.

WANTED, for a large Seed House in the
South of Ireland, an enernetij ASSISTANT, with a

thorough knowledge of the Farm. Garden, and Flower Seed
Tra'le.—Apply, stating experience, and salary expected, age,

&c., to Ko. 8, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.O.

ANTED, a SECOND SHOPMAN, by
Scotch Fi'ra. Salary £70 —Apply, SCOTLAND, Gar-

dencrs' Chionicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a young Lady, for Florist and
Fruit Business. Well up in Bouquets, Wreaths, Sprays,

Button-holes. &c. State salary required and experience, to

KEES, i?. Union Street, Bristol.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautiuned against having letters

addressed to initials at Pust-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

atithorities and returned to the sender.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER. BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway. N.

Gardeaers, farm-BaUlffa, Foresters. &c.

DICKSOJNS, Koyal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

A^;?/tf3( respectability, and thorough y practical fxt their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS. Chester."

FS A N D E H AND O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO.. St. Albans.

KICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they ore constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will bo able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
purticuiara. &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

(^ AKDENER (Head). — Married, age 31
;

\Ia sixteen years' experience in large establishment-s. Ex-
cellent character from Gentleman leiving; references for-

warded.— J. KEMP, Warley Road, Brentwood.

GAK])ENER (Head); age 34, married.—
Advertiser begs to offer his Mjrvioes to any Lady or

Gentleman req'iiring a really pract'caland scientific man ; life

experience in first-class establishment*!. Thoroughly compe-
teiit in all branches. Very highly recommended.—J. C, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, will
be pleased to hear from any Nobleman. Lady or Gentle-

m*:-n requiring the services of a thorough practical man in all

brancbfs of 'he profession, life experiei ce. Good references.

—

E. R., ^\, Croper Street, Belgrave. Leicester.

ARDENER (Head), and OKCHID
GROWER.—Age 33. married, one child. Advertiser U

open to re-engagement with any Lady or Gentleman Fitst-
class testimonials from present and previous employers.
Leaving through breaking- up of establishment.— JO Ef

H

MILBURN. Hoyland Hall. Barnsley.

ARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.—
Good all round; good at Chrysanthemums; eighteen

years' experience. Age 33; married; one chiM
; good testi-

monials and references.—A. W.. -11, Wellington St. .Strand, W.C.

CGARDENER (Head Working).—Age 45,
!T married, two children ; understands Kitchen, Flower

Garden, Trees and Shrubs. Would not object to cbarge of
Cemetery, or Garden and Cow's. 18s. a week and house. Nine
years' character.-Kev. W. LANCE BncklandSt. Mary. Chard.

GARDENER (Head AVorktng, or Single-
handed); age 29. married. or;e child.—A Gentleman

wishes to recommend the above. Life experience. Wife
Liundress, if required.—S. G., Gleuridge, Virginia Water.

ARDENER (Head Wobking, where two
or three are kept).—Atre 23. married ; thoroughly expe-

rienced. Good characters.- J. R., I, Harp Boad, Quarmby
Ciiffe, Huddersfield.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or four are kept. Grod Fruit and Plant Grower,

House and Table Decorator. &c. Good references.—FOREMAN,
Heligan Gardens, St. Austell.

GARDENER (Head, or Singlk-handed).—
Age 24; ten veara' experience in Gardening. Leaving

through no fault. Excellent references. Toial abstiiiner.—
H., l.S. Calton Boad, Dulwich Village. S.E^

O,ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
IX Age 25, single ; eight year:*' good character. Good

experience. Inside and Out. Highly recommeaded.—M. M.,
Clarence House, Horncastle.

ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
— Age 37. married ; thoroughly experienced with

Grapes, Peaches, Oucumb rs.Tomata^, Flowers, and Vegetables
of all kinds. Good character,—SUEPHEBO, Dragon Street,

Petersfield. Hants.

To Nurserymen or uentlemen near London.

GARDENER —Age 29, single, seeks employ-
ment. Has cbtained DipUitoa of Honour with .Silver

Medal (Highest Award), Paris, ISil"?. lor Fruit Trees. Pruning,
and Growing. Fourtf-en yeirs' life experience in all branches.

First-class testiaooials from the bert Flower-seeds. Trees, and
Vegetable Nurseries, as well as in Outdoors in Denmark. Ger-

many, France, and England, and speaks all four languages
(nativity Dane).— Please apply to H4.NSE.V, 1, Maria Terrace.

St. James Road, Enfield Highway, .Middlesex.

GARDENER, experienced.—Age 34 ;
Church-

man, married, no family. Highest references. At
liberty when suited. Moderate wages. — GARDENER,
Parsonage, West Farleigh, Maidstone.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Mr.
Latter, The Gardens, Park Farm, Sevenoaks. wi-hes

to recommend a young man (age 21). Leaving owing to

reduction through deatli of employer. Ten gears' experience.

Inside and Out.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 25; thirteen
yef rs' experience, with good characters.— J. MANSFIELD,

Verdley Place, Haslemere, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second), in a good Gentle-
man's place.—Young man (age 21) ; five years' in pre-

sent situation. Highly recommended. Abstainer, Good
knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.-F. FREEMAN,
Gardener, Granville Street, Peterborough.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(FntsT)—Age 23; experitnced Inside anH Out; good

characters from last and previous employers.—F. DOUCH,
Denny Bottom, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Under or Single-handed),
Inside or Out.—Age 23; goDd character and refereoce.

—

W. W., 29. Hyde Close. Winchester.

UCHID GROWER. — J. Crispin, Esq.,
l'.RH.«., Chebter Park, Fishponds, Bristol, strongly

recommends a man a^ above. Experience giined in large
eollectioDs; fiist-cla^s grower ; now disergeged.

L^OKEMAN.— [ can recommend a young Man
1. to any Gardener wanting a practical ^a^d. Has been in

First c'asi Establishccents pr*^viau3 to beinir herp. Particu-

lars from STEPKkN CASTLE, F.R.U.S., Manager, Ashford
Vineries. Fordicgbidge. Hints.

FOREMANTin good establishment, or GAR-
DENER, where two or three are kept.— Age 27 ; over six

ye^ra' recommendation from one of ihe largest ehtablishments
in the kingdom —COVWAY. The Terrace, Ewell. Surrey

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in large estab-
lishment.—Age 29, single ;

goud character from la'*t

situations in large establishmeatsas Foreman.—W. WRIGHT.
Tilbury Hill, Halstead. Essex.

FOREMAN (Inside, or General) ; age 2(3.—
Mr. Underwood, High Firs Gardens. Harpenden,

Herts, would be pleased to recjumend H, Wright, who seeks
re-engagement as above.

FOREMAN (Inside, or General).—Age 26.
Mr. G. B. Geokge. Gardener to E^rl Voade". Leea Court,

Faversham. wishes to recommend h's late Fi.iem^n and Deco-

rator as above. Thre-- veara as Forei^an previously.—Present
addrc-p, G. W. R4Y.MENT. Po'es Park, Ware, Herts.

FOKEM.\N.—Age 24; ten years' experience
in good gar'en*. Well up in ^'ines, Peache% Chrysan-

themums. &c.. for exh bition. Excellent references. Decora-
tions — E. P.. 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W C.

JOURNEYMAN (First).— Mr. Bellwood,
7 he Gardens. Horsley Towers, Lealherhead, can with

confidence recommend F. Hamp4hire, age 25. to any Gardener
requiring the services of a good man as at>Qve. Five years'

excellent character.—Addrcs as above.

JOURNEYMAN (First) ; age 23.—Mr. Hall,
Manor Gardens, North Roid. Congleton, would be glad

to recommend an exceptionally good all round man for a

large establishment. Well up in all branches, especially Fruit
and Chry>-anthemums.

JOURNEY'MAN (First).—Inside, in private
establishment. Age 23; eight years' experience in pri-

vate places and Nurcery. Highest ref-^rences. Mr. A. E.
HiGGDTT. Nurserym'jn and Florist, wishes to recommend a

young Mao, as abore.-G. SEDGLEY, 13, Gordon Villas,

Hampton. Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN (First) ; age 22. Inside.—
—G E. Mitchell, Heai Gardener. Tilgate Forest Lodge,

Crawley. Sussex, will be pleased to recommend a young man ;

six years' experience
;
good character.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21; abstainer ; six and
a-half years good practical experience. Can be well

recommended.—J. S., Gardeners' CAronic/e Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

JOURTnEYAIAN; Inside preferred. — Mr.
EdiMUND Hanbury can thoroughly recommend James

Alum age 21. four years' experience
;
good character, strong,

willmg. and obliging. Wages expected, 155 per week with
bothy. &c.—E. S. HaNBUBY, Poles, Ware. Herts.

J~0URNEYMAN in Houses.—Age 22; six
years Inside and Out ; two years in piesent situation.

Excellent characters from past and present employers.—
Aspley Gardens. Teddesley, Penkridge, Stafford.

To Gardeners.
JOURNEYMAN, Inside.-Age nearly 10;

first- clasfl Fruit aud Hlant Grower. Oood references.
Abstainer.—M., 21, William Street, St. Johu'o, Tunbri.ige
Wells.

TMPBOVER.—Plaoe wanted by a Youth of 10.
A Four years' (^ood experience. Inside and Out. Good
chara;-ter from last place. Total abstiioer.-F. BEAUMONT,
The Central Schoiijs. Bournemouth.

IMPllOVEU. — Age 18; good testimonial.
Three years' eiperieccj.—W. WaSUBY, Chapel Yjrd,

Hessle.

IMPROVER, under Glass, or in a Florists'
Butinesi; or. GAKUENER (Under).—Age 19 ; know. edge

of Seed and Bulb Trade, two years' experieoca in each.—
A. E. COX. Mr. W. Green, Manea, Cambs.

APPRENTICE. — Wanted, to Apprentice a
youth of 18 to the Nursery and Seed Busiueas.— B., 246,

Regent Street, W.

TRAINING in HARDY FKUIT CULTURE.
—Wanted, by a Young Man {nearly 20), before starting

in business. Hds had two years* experience as grower under
glass. Small silary aecep^^d or. for excepiioaal advantages
in training, assistance in indoor work given free,—BBOOK'i,
Post Office, Folkestone.

To NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, a situation in
a Market Nureery, well up in Ferns aud general pot-

stuff. Ten years' practxal experience; age i^ti.—J. B, 33,
Harvard Road, Lewisham, London, S E.

'l''0 NURSERYMEN.—A young man (age 21),
-1- seeks situation ; Under, Inside Propagator. Fivejeara*
experience in general Hdus^-work. Good reffrences.—Q. FOR-
TUNE, 17, Miria Street. Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire.

QTOKER, or General Work in Nursery.—
^<D Young man, age 2h, married ; good character. Bothy
preferred.—A. CANFIELD, 1, York Cottage, Cartbridge, Send,
Surrey.

ROCK BUILDER, FERNERY FITTER, and
HANDY MAN.— Knowledge of Ferns, Aquatics, Fish,

Ac. Gool recent testimonials. — W. J. C, 125, Portobcllo
Road. Bayswater, London. W.

FRUIT, VEGETABLE, and BEE-FARMING.
—Experienced man seeks employment,—Apply to H. G.,

care of Traenhle, Hausser Strasse, Heidelberg Germany.

YfARKET SALESMAN, or FERN RAISER,
-L*X or combined,—Florist's Son reijuires permanent situa-

tion as above ; good testimonial.—FERN, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN or ASSISTANT.—Experienced in
Seeds. Bulbs. Plants, Cut Flowers, &.c. City trade. Good

testimonials; competent to manage branch shop.-F. GORTON,
86. Clarence Road. Lower Clapton. N.E.

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Young Man re-
quires situation in gocd retail Seed Establishment.

Seven years' experience
;
gaad references. — J. J., Messrs.

Nutting & Sons, 106, Southwaik Street. London, S.E.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 21, seeks a
situation as ASSISTANT. Five years' eiperience at

Couoter, &c. Good references. — A. J. P., Messrs. Robert
Veitch & Son. Exeter.

^EED TRADE.—t^ituation wanted by young
lO Man. age 21 ; five year?.' experience. Wholesale and
Retail; abs'ainer; good references.—W. T., 6, Arboretum
Street, Nottingham.

SEED TRADE—Young man, age 19, just
completed appreaticehip. seeks engagementas CLERK.

Most tatihfactory references.—F. B., Dicksons' Seed Ware-
hou-e, Chester.

TO FLORISTS.—Man, age 24, seeks situa-

tion. Life experience under Glass; used to Wreaths
and Crosses. Excellent references. London.~C. DENNIS,
13, Bjulter Street, St. Clement's, Oxford.

NEWS IS FOOD FOR ACTIVE MINDS,
especially in these days of quick communication, when

we are enabled within a few hours to know what is taking?

place at the other end of the world. The merits of HOLLO-
WAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT, which have been familiar

for over half a century amongst all civilised people, have

been still more widely spread owing to these facilities. To the

natives in the uttermost parts of India, Africa, Australia, and,

indeed, to the whole human family, these remedies have been

amongst the most precious gifts of civilisation. They cure

disease and relieve the most acute pain. In cases of fever,

ague, and liver and stomach complaints tbey are unequalled,

whilst for wounds, bruises, sores, &c , they are the best known
remedies.
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Send for ILLUSTRATED LIST of

JOHN BLAKE'S
PATENT SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAMS,

FOR RAISING WATER FOR THE SUPPLY OF TOWNS, VILLAGES, IRRIGATION,

RAILWAY STATIONS, MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS, FARMS, ETC.

No cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Ram. No Oiling or Packing required. Made id sizes to

raise from 300 to 300,000 gallons per day. Will force to a height of SOO feet.

sl-^'

Fig. A.

This Ram raises a portion of tlie same
water that works it.

This View represents a Ram worked by impure river witer, whilst pumping pure water

from a well or spring and forcing it to a small re.ervoir on the hill, at an elevation of

295 feet and a distance of one mile, from which reservoir the water is gravitated for
'

tire-extinguishing and general rc'iuiremeuts of mansion, stables, farm, and village.

Fig. B.

This Ram, whilst worked by a stream
of impure water, will pump clean

Witer from a well or tpring.

TESTIMONIALS,
From T. FEBNYHOTJOH, Esq., Agent to The Bight Hon.

LORD HINDI.IP.
Bradley, Ashbourse, Derby, March 17. 1894.

T),.»R SIR -Referring to the two Patent " B" Rams you started six months ago for the

Right Hon LoVd Hind ip^u the Alsop-en-le-Dale Estate, I am glad to congratulate you on the
Kignt Hon. """ ft"X'V2 the necesssrv supply of water under conditions .0 dirtii-ult, t^e

are worked bv water from the River Dove with the sm.U working fall Of 8 feet 3 incnCS,

andTiSuiDg from the rocky bank close by is a copious stream cf pure spring-water, 8000 g lUoas

per d^ySfwhich the Rams force to a reservoir three-quarters o a mile distant, an. at the

extraordUaTy height of t32i feet above the Rams. The water is th™ gravitated from the

reservoir to the aeferal farms and houses on the estate, giving an ample supply to each, and st.U

'^"iTm''grd?o'add°thafth'^R^m; Wt more water than you promise!, and seem to work with

g.eat ease'aod Bmoothness, notwithstanding the ^-t^eWation they
f»-^-^^,,.H0UGH.

From T DYNE STEEL, Esq., M.Inst.C.E., Past President South

Wales Inst, of Engineers, Bank Chambers, Newport, Mon.,

April 24, 1891.

USK WATERWORKS.
Deak Sir.- In September of last year I applied to you for a Hydraulic Ram for the pufposes

of the Usk Waterworks, to be capable of raising 27,000 gallons per day. a height of K'7 feet

with a working fall of driving water of 27 feet, and on your guaranteeing that performance I

t-»ve YOU an order for the Ram. The machine you supplied has now been put to work, and I

have much satisfaction in saying that it far and away exceeds in its performance my most

sanguine expectations, and possibly yours also. I have just completed a series of exhaustive

tests with tile following results : Working fall of driving water, 3u feet ;
vertic .1 height raised,

127 feet • length of rising main. 850 feet, from Ram to outflow ; length of supply pipe, 200 feet;

eallona per hSur raised. 1612; driving water used per hour, »186 gallons, showing toe remarkable

and gratifying result of 83 per Cent. Of efflclency. The tests were carefully made and

repeated, the water measured, and levels prop.rly taken. Several trials were made, and I shall

be elad to iiive any engineer interested in the subject, facilities for repeating the tests at the

spot. I may here stat« that for the rising main I use 1 a large diamet-r of pipe in order to

reduce fiiction. with excellent effect. Yours faithfully. T. DYNE STEEL.

From the Hon. The Earl of HABBOWBY, 44, Grosvenor
Square, London, February 21, 1893.

Sib,—I have pleasure in stating that the two Hydraulic Rams, which you supplied and

fixed for me last autumn, at Sandon. have proved so far most successful, and that the work

gives every promise of durability, while the economy, compared with the former much smaller

and intermittent supply by steam-pump, will be considerable.

With a fall of about 14 feet from a previously exis'ing mill-pool, the Rams supply reservoirs

168 feet above the brook whence the water is forced, through pipes IJ miles in length. They

sent up. as long as I required it, about 41.000 gallons per day. I now generally work the two

Rams alternately (for a fortnight or so each), but can at any time work the two together, if the

fall supply of 41,000 gallons should be needed.

The business of this somewhat complicated water-supply was conducted by you with

singular promptness and punctuality; and no local dilHculties arose in the execution of the

work, owing to the excellent and efficient men whom you sent from your works at Accringlon.

I am, Sir, your very obedient servant, HARROWBY.

From CHAELES HABT, Esq., A.M.I. C.E., 3, Avenue Boad,
Leamington, Ifarch 13, 1893.

BRIXWORTH UNION RURAL SANITARY AUTaORITY, EAST H vrDON
WATER SUPPLY.

Dear Sir.—Since the opening of these works in May, 1891, the two double-acting **B"
Rama supplied and tix^d by you have done their work with a minimum of attentijn, Uninter-
ruptedly and satisfactorily. Pure spring water obtained from a gatliering-grouad on the side of
a hill is carried along iron pipes a distance of 518 yards, down to a cistern fixed in the Ram-
house. From this cistern it flows to the Rams, which are driven by impure water-drawn from
an adjacent brook, with an available fall of 12 feet—and thence by them forced along an
ascenaiog delivery pipe, a distance of 15i0 yards, t j an iron reservoir, at an elevation of 204 feet.

Frjm this reservoir mains are laid which supply the hall with its stabling, the rectory, six farm-
houses, two dairies, anti twenty-four wall-fountains for the villagers' use.

The average daily consumption exceeds 4000 gallons, which one Ram easily delivers, thus
exceeding your guaranteed quantity by more than 1 JOO gallons per Ram per 2i hours. Generally
the two Hams are regulated to divide the work between them, but occasionally it devolves upon
one only.

If more widely known, this means of supplying villages and small towns with a limited
quantity of spring water, forced to a suitable elevation by means of your Rams driven by impure
water, would most certainly be more generally adopted.

Yuurs faithfully, CHARLiS HART.

From C. PAGE WOOD, Esq., Wakes Hall, Wakes Colne, Essex,
January 11, 1889.

Sir,—In reply to your inquiry, the Hydraulic Ram you put down for me in 1884 has cost

me only 6d. in repairs (for a new stud my blacksmith made); the second Ram you put down to
supply an off-hand farm has been running three years, and has cost not a penny for repairs ; the
third and largest Ram you put down two months ago. which is for the supply of water to my
neighbours, is running satisfactorily. All three Rams throw up more water than you guaranteed.
From inquiries I have made from friends who have Rams of other makers, I am convinced of the
superiority of yours, and my third order is a proof of my good opinion. My abundant water-
supply is tlie greatest possible comfort to me. Yours faithfully, C PAGE WOOD.

From Sirs. M. MABYON WILSON, Bart., London, Nov. 17, 1891.

SiK,—I have much pleasure in stating that tlie two " A" Rams you supplied and fixed for

me at Searles, on my Su'«sex estate, have proved a great success, especially when the sma'l supply

of driving water is coD'^iilered, as with a supply of 7 gallons per minute only, they have daily

thrown ^000 gallons to a height of 96 feet, and through a service of pipes over a mile in length
;

and testing them recently (with plenty of driving power) found they lifted 7000 gillons per day.

The economy effected by their use is considerable, as they have entirely superseded a nteam
pump. S. M. MARYON WILSON.

From MATTHIAS SMITH, Esq., Hill Top Hall, Pannal,
near Leeds, January 14, 1889.

Dear Sir,— I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the marvellous efficiency of the

Ram you fixed here in January, 1888. It is worked by spring water of irreg'ular volume, the dry

weather flow being six pints per minute, with woich quantity you promioed to work the Ram,
forcing through 3i0 yards of delivery pipe to an elevation of fully 144 feet, but out of oj pints

per minute, 166 gallons per day are sent up, and out of 2 gallons per minute now Jlowiug

through the Ram. 54U gallons per dny are delivered at the same height. Consideriug thi

extremely small quantity of driving water, I certainly did not expect so grand a result. With
every wish that you may get the reward you deserve.

I am. dear Sir, yours faithfully, MATTHIAS SMITH.

JOHN BLAKE, RAM works, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE.
Editorial communications should be addressed to the •• Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher, at the OfSce, 41. Wellington Street <^''«?' 0"'^^°%I'"°^°°/J^f
•

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbubt, Ao»ew. ft Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London in the County of Middl^ex^and published by

ARTHUR Geobge Martin, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.-SATUBDiT, November 24. 1894_ Agent for Mancheeter-JoHN HKTWOor.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the aHeration of the hour of

going to Press, conseqiient on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

HRYSANTHEMUMS. — Ours, the largest
and most complete Collection, is now truly splendidly in

flower. Our house, 160 feet long by 25 feet wide, is the
grandest and most interesting sight in England. We should
be much pleated to send our Descriptive and Illustrated CATA-
LOGUE of ours, the best country-grown plants in England,
post-free. h. CANNELL and SONS. Swanley.

000,000—LILY OF VALLEY—2,000,000.
^ —W. ICErON has a very fine Stock of his well-known

variety, specially selected Giant, to offer at reasonable prices,
35s. and 40s. per 1000.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS, 12 to 15 centimetres, in
grand condition.
AZALEA MOLLIS, high-coloured varieties, at 80s., 90s.,

and 160s. per 100. Putney. S.W.

The Best Present for a Gardener.
INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5s., post free, 5s. M.
A. F. 6ARB0N, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiiwlok.

V

s^

;0W NOW—SUTTON'S CYCLAMEN.
' SUTTON'S PRIZE, mixed, 2s. «d. and 6j. per packet.
SUTTONS WHITE BUTTERFLY, Is. ti. & 3.. 6d. pkt.
SUTTON'S VULCAN. Is. M. and 3s. dd. per packet.

AH Flower Seeds post-free.

'UTTON'S CyCLAMEN\^Mr A. J. Driver,
k^ Gardener to W. Davies. Esq., says :

— '* A most attractive
feature of the Show was the Cyclamen, seven entric. I came
in with a good First, planlfi grown from your seed not twelve
months old, and I have done this four years in succesiiion.

SUTTON'S SEEDS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. READING. ___^
yELlA TENE BROSA.—Splendid Plants of
this year's importation, showing sheath, and well-leaved,

from 10*. 6d. each. See our new Catalogue.
FRED. HORSMAN & CO.. Colchester.

EARING REACH TREES. — In prime
condition, ftom South Walls. Dwarfs and Standards,

be^t varieties, well balanced, fibrous^y rooted. Fruited this
season. Particulars apply

—

ICETON, Putney. S.W.

YCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."—
Second edition, giving valuable information for their

entire Culture. Post-free, Is. 2d.

F. C. EDWARD3, Levenshulme. Manchester.

SINGLE CROWNSLILYOFTHEVALLEY.
—Extra strong Crowng, thoroughly ripened and in splen-

did condition for forcing. Made up in bundles of 2b. Price
per 100. 6s. ; per 1000, 55s. Free by rail or parcel post.

DICKS0N3, Bulb Growers and Importers, Chester.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Good plump, sound
bulbs, at 6d . 9d., Is., and Is. 6d. each, by the dozen,

100, or 1000. All other good LILIES at low prices.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Bare

Plants, 636. King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.

ECOMA SMITin (finest Seed Novelty of
the Season). —ELECTROS for CATALOQUES, and

Seeds, and all particulars, may be had of the London Whole-
sale Seedsmen.

HRYSANTHEMUMS. — Our Descriptive
List of above, including M. Calvat's novelties, and all

the newer varieties of merit, now ready, post free. Warranted
to please, or cash returned.—RAY and CO., Teynbam, Kent.

Try Hardy Trees i
Grown in Calcareous iJoil, 400 feet above sea level.

FRUIT TREES.— An immense stock of un-
surpassed quality, true to name and free from blight.

BOSE TKEBS.— In (luantity, including new varietif.^. Teas
and Climbers, strong in pots and ground, a specialty.

TREES and CONIFERS.—New & Rare Hardy Trees & Shrubs.
EDWIN BILLIER, The Nurseries, Winchester.

STRAWBERRIES. — Laxton, Noble, Jubilee,
Paiton, 3». per ICO, 12» 6d. per 500, £1 pep 1000.

Cash with order ; Carriage paid.
W. CAVILL. Penally. Pembrokeshire.

ANTED to buy Largel'iants of AZALEAS
and OTHER PLANTS. Apply by letter, giving full

description of same

—

S. T.. 2, Selborne Place, Cromwell Road. Brighton.

RTEMISIA SERICEA.—Plants WANTED.
state price per 100.

WILLIAM THOMSON & CO., 3. Melbourne Place, Edinburgh.

ANT^, one dFcKSONIA ANTARC-
TICA, with a gool head; one large ALS0PH1L4

AUSTRALIS, one CYATHEA DEALBATA or MKDULLARIS.
—Full particulars, prices, and sizes, to

—

JOHN LAINQ AND SONS, Forest Hill Nurseries, S.E.

ANTEDT^SPRUCE firs for Christmas
Trees, well-furniehed, various sizes, also special offers

and samples of various kinds of young stuff for quartering in

Nursery.—W. Fromow & Sons, having taken the late Mr. E.
Mason's Nurseries at Windleaham, Bagshot, Surrey, will

shortly be open to transact business there, all correspondence
atpreeentto Chief Office.-W. FROMOW AND SONS, Sutton
Court Nursery, Chiswick, London, W.

N

PALMS — PALMS — PALMS. — All the
leading varieties at low prices. Areca lut.. Verschaffelti

;

Qeonoma grac. Int.; Rhapis bumilis and flab.; Phuenix
rupicola, Compacta. Roebelini ; Kentias, and other varieties.

ICETON, Putney, S.W.

OW IS THE TIME TO PLANT,
P/E0NIE3.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

ARR^S ENGLISH TULIPS, May-Howering.
—Plant in November and December. Flowers are

of great beauty. Collections of Splendid Named Sorts,
per dozen, 12s., 15s., and 2l5. Beautiful Mixture, per 100,
2l5. ; per dozen. .3*. Descriptive LIST on application.
BARR AND SON. 12. King Street, Covent Qarden, London.

ILIES, IRIS, CALOCHORTir^ARDY
BULBOUS and other plants. Write for our new Illus-

trated Catalogue, with full cultural directions. Should be in
the hands of all Lily Orov^ers.

WALLACE AND CO., Colchester.

Just FubUsbed.

THE ORCHID-GROWER'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Kevised up to the present

time, containing 800 page?, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.
Super-royal 8to. Price, 25«. ; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 35*. lOd.

B. S, WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper HoUoway, London. N.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel. 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed. Bulb, and Plant Merchant!,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

EPINIERES ANDR£ LEROY (Brault
Pere et Fils, Directors). The Nurseries, Angers,

France. Fine and immense Stock of Fruit Trees, Ornameotil
Trees and Shrubs, Roses, Briirs, Camellias. &c. CATALOGUE
on application to

—

WATSON AND SCULL, 90. Lower Thames St., London, E.G.

S~UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. MoARTHUR.TheLondonNur3ery,4,MaidaValo.London,W.

INES, VINES, VINES.—Grand Stock of
both Fruiting and Planting Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on applicition.—JOHN PEED & SONS,
Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road, West Norwood, S.E.

PICEA PINSAPO.—For Sale, about 3 dozen
well-grown plants (1^ to 2^ feet). Apply to

—

HEAD GARDENER. Old Park, near Ventnor. I.W.

ORCHIDS.—We are now making a Special
Offer, at Low Prices, to make rcom toi importations

daily expected. LISTS free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

B EESON'S MANUR
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEE30N, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

^,

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

MACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Hothouse
Builders & Heating Engineers, Edinburgh, London,

and Glasgow. Plans and Estimates for all kinds of Horticul-

tural Buildings, Parilions, Summer Houses, and Heating Appa-
ratus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

London Office:—50, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

OKTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application,

GEORGE FARMtLOE AND SONS. Lead. Glass, Oil, and
Colour Merchants, 31, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

"weeks & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majebty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc,
Royal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex UprightTubular Boilers, King's Boad, Chelsea, S.W.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE k MORRIS,
Hortlciatural Auctioneers anfl Valuers.

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68. CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Bradford : The Nursery, Bolton Lodge. Wood Lane.
iiviltou, Bradford, t tf teeu minutes from, Manningham
Station, Midland Railway.

CLE4R4NCE SALE of the STOCK in TRADE and GLASS
ERECnONS, &c., by order of Mr. Fred Parker; entirely

without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the premi3e=i as above, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY NEXC, Dec. 3 and 4, at 12 o'clock

each day, 400 Pyramid Apples and Fears, including horizontal

and triined, all to name ; Victoria Plums, 2 00 uooseberries

and Currants, 1200 Hybrid and Tea Roses, all the beat sorts.

6 being in pots; 10,000 Strawberry Plants and Runners, 45,000

choice Bulbs to name, cou^iatiuR of Narcissus Emperor.
Empress. Sir Watkin, Horsfieldii, Sulphur Kroon, and other

superior kinds; Tulips, Roman Hyacinths, 600Spireea Japonica,

strong clumps ; 5000 Chrysanthemums, best market sorts;

Herbaceous Plants, Stove and 'jreenhonse Plants, Vines, the

erection of four span- roofed and two lean-to Greenhouses, com-
prising 5'iOiJ feet of Glass, hot-water Piping. Saddle Boiler,

thirty-two Pit-lights. 200 head ot Poultry of the leading strains.

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Pigeons, thirteen patent Improved
Poultry Courts and Pens, ten Chicken Coops, and ten Runs,
Bay Mare. 14-3 haoda, Stanbope Phaeton, Silver and Brass-

mounted Harness, light Dray and Cait, 5 acres well won Hay,
Garden Utensils, and other sundries.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, at 61 &
65, St. James' Market, Bradford, and of the Auctioneer',

67 & 68, Cheapside. London. E.C. N.B.—The House and
Grounds to Let. Particulara of the Auctioneers.

StaplefoTd, near Nottingham.

SECOND PORTION of the extensive and well-grown NUR-
SERY STOCK, for absolute Sale, the Freehold Estate
having been sold. Three days.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Frettingham's
Nurseries, Stapleford, near Sandiacre and htapleford Station,

on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Dec. 5, and TWO FOLLOWING
DAYS, at 12 o'Clock each day, without the least reserve,

.20.000 CONIFERS, a wonderfully fine assortment, beau-
tifully grown; a grand stock of Golden YEWS, Gkild and
Silver HOLLIES, for which this Nursery has been noted ;

CUPRESSUS LAWSONI. in rich variety; THUIA LOBBII.
PICEAS, 3(100 FRUIT TREES, many large bearing trees being
among them, &c.

The Stock is particularly well-rooted, and the Nursery bears
a high reputation for the safety with which the Stock can be
transplanted.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; of A. T.
ASHWELL. Esq., Solicitor. St. Peter's Walk, Nottingham;
and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Sunbury, Middlesex, near Railway Station.
ABSOLUTK CLEARANCE SALE ot FRUIT TREES, PLANTS,

BULBS, and OTHER STOCK, by orderof dr. John Turtle,

the Nursery having been let.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Prera-ses, the Oiborne

Nursery, sunbury, on THURSDAY NEXT, Dec 6. at half-past

11 o'clock precisely, in consequence of the large number of lots.

7000 FRUir TREES, consisting of standard and pyramid
Apples, Pears, and Plums, 1000 dwarf Roses, 20O0 budded
Briars, and Manetti Stocks. 10.000 Manetti Stocks, 2000 Straw-
berries, a few standard Roses, Limes, and Chestnuts a quantity
of border shrubs, thousands of greenhouse and flowering plants,
including 30L0 Cyclamen persicum in 48 pots, Palme, Ferns,
Azaleas, So'anums, Begonias, Tea and other Roses. Chrys-
anthemums, &c. 11,000 Lily of the ValleT, thousands of

Hyacinths and other Bulbs, many in pots. Liliums, Gladioli
the Bride, Roman Hyacinths. 7000 Spanish Iris and other
Stock, suitable for private gentlemen and the trade for cut-

flower purposes.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, and of

the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Clieapside, London, EC.

Sutton-at-Hone, by Dartford, Kent-

Two miles from Dartford Station, S.E. Railway.

IMPORTANT TO FRUIT GROWERS, FLORISTS, and
OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard.

London, E.C, on MONDAY, December 10, at 3 o'Clock, in one
Lot, the capital NURSERY, comprising part ot Great Hawley
Fields, abutting on Shire Hall Lane, in the Parish of fiutton-

at-Houe. near Dartford. It comprises nearly 4 acres ot land,

5 well-built span-roofed Greenhouses, with a superficial area

of 40,000 feet, heated by 6U0J feet of 4 inch piping, and three
boilers. The Nursery is specially suitable for growing Fruit,

Cut Flowers, and Plants.
May be viewed. Particulars may be had on the premises, of

Messrs. METCALFE AND SHARPE, Solicitors. 40, Chancery
Lane, WC, and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

50,000 Genuine Havana Cigars.

By order of the Mortgagees.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67,

and 68, Che;ip'-i'^e, London. E C, on FRIDAY. December 7, at

half-past twelve precisely. 50,000 Havana Cigars, including the

following well-kniwn brands;—La Intimidad Murias, Cabanas,

La Hosa Aromuiica. Antilia Cubana. Mi Flor. Villar-y-Villar,

Bock-y-Ca, Para Usted. Flor de Campo, and others.

On view morning of the sale, and catalogues had.

Leyton. £.

CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
and ORCHIDS. By order of A. G. Shenstone, Esq., who
is giving up their cultivation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, La Moie. Vicarage

Road, Leyton, near the New Leyton .station, and 15 minuted'
walk from Leyton Station. G.E.R.. oa THURSDAY. Decem-
ber 6. 1894. at 1 o'clock, the whole of the STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, comprising several hundreds of
Geraniums in store pots, Solanums, Crotons, Caladiums, Dra-
caenas, Gardenias, Lapageria rosea and alba. Ferns, in variety

;

Chrysanthemums. Sec. Also a small COLLECTION of
ORCHIDS, consisting of Calanthes, Dendrobiums, Cattleyas,
and others.

May be viewed diy prior and miming of Sale. Catalogues
had on the Premises, and of ihe Auctioneers, (37 and 68. Cheap-
Bide, London, E.C, and Leytonstone.

The Windlesham Nurseries, near Bagshoc, Surrey.
FINAL CLEARANCE SALE of the remaiiiiog valuable NUR-

SERY STOl K. stack of HAY, HORSSs, CAKTS, VAN,
and EFFECTS, by order of the Executors of the late Mr.
Riihaid Mason, m consequence of the Freehold and Lease-
hold Nurseries having been sold. Two days.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (hav-
ing disposed of the Nurseries) wilt SELL by AUCCION,

oo the Premises as above, on MONDAY and TUESDiY, Dec.
10 and 11, at Twelve o'Clock each day, the remaining beauti-
fully-grown NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition for
removal.

40,000 Rhododendrons, named 5,000 Standard and Dwarf
hybrids, seedlings, and Rosea
ponticum, 1 to 3 feet i Daphne cneorum Lilacs

2,500 Kalmia latitolia, 1 to ' Hardy Climbers in pots

IJ^ foOt
;
Dwarf-trained Peaches

2.000 Androm-da floribunda ; Nectarines and other Stock
4,000 Azalea Mollis, Ghent,&c
Ten Loads of prime Meadow Hay, also the Horses, Carts,

Van. and Utensils in Trade.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the pTemiseo ; of

Messrs. RKEP, LANE & Co., Solicitors. 4, Gt. St. Thomis
Apjstle, E.C, and Bagshot ; and of the Auctioneer's and
Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Eallug Dean, W.
CLEARANCE SALE of a Portion ot tde Stock, by order of

Messrs. Lee & Son. of their far-famed collection of Fruit
Trees of nearly every description.

IVfESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
ItJ. SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Messrs. Charles
Lee & Sou's Nurseries, Uibridge Roa1, Ealing Dean, five

minute's walk from Castle Station, G.W.Ry., and 15 minutes
from Ealing District Railway Station, on WEDNESDAY and
THUBSDAY, December 12 and 13. at 12 o'Clock precisely each
day, thousands of FRUIT TREES, consisting of Standard and
Pyramid APPLES, some extra large Horizontal-trained
APPLES and PEARS; Dwarf-trained PEARS, several thou-
sanda Standard and Pyramid PEARS ; a large portion of their
Standard, Half-Standard, and Trained PEACHES and NEC-
TARINES, the finest and healthiest stock in the King-lom, and
the most important lot ever included in a Sale; fine Dwarf-
trained PEACHES and NECTARINES ; Standard and Pyramid
PLUMS, a Collection of DAMSONS of the best sorts ; CUR-
RANTS and GOOSEBERRY BUsHES. all the- best sorts and
fine healthy plants: 3000 Golden and Green EUONYMUS,
from 9 to 15 incoes, in splendid colour, for potting and plant-
ing in window boxes, &c. ; a grand variety of hundreds of
Ornamental, Foliage and Flowering TREES, for Gardens and
Parks; a large collection of HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
IRIS, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues maybe had on the Premises;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

Monday Next.
Consignment from Belgium of 275 Azdiea Mollis, 3J Latania

borbonica, 38 Dracwnas, 14 Ficu^, 36 Kentias, 25 Green
Aspidistras, 6 Areca Baueri, 400 Gloxinia crassifolia, and
400 Begonias.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their BULB SALE on MONDAY

NEXT. December 3.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
GREAT CONSIGNMENT OF JAPANESE ILILIES, BEING

THE CONTENTS OF 323 CASES BECEIVED DIRECT
FOB UNRESERVED SALE,

COMPRISING :
—

15.080 LILIHM AUR4TUM
1,335 „ ,, PLATYPHILLUM
3,060 „ SPECIOSUM ALBl'M
2,.'ilO „ „ BUBRUM
160 ,, „ MELPOMENE
90O „ LONGIFLOBUM
70 „ BROWNII

1,200 „ KRAMERI
370 LYCORIS AtlREA

l,«no NERINE JAPONICA
AlsD 600 Dwart R(),SHS, 600 Double BEGONIAS, STOVE

and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, English-erown LILIES,
CALOCHORTI. DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS. lOOU large

clumpsSPIRyE\ JAPONICA, .100 VALLOTA PURPUREA,
inoLILIUMBRDWNI (large bulbs). LILYOFTHE VAL-
LEY Clumps. Double Herbaceous PJEONIES, 4000 Hybrid
GLADIOLI, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the aboi-e by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.G., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, December 5, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next.
SPECIAL SALE OF lU.OUO HARDY PERENNIALS, CAR-

NATIONS. PICOTEES, LILIES, and IKtS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MOUrIS will
SELL by AUOTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68. CheapsiHe, London, on MONDAY NEXT, Decembers,
at 12 o'clock, hundreds of choice Hardy Perennials in great
variety, from one of the hirge.-t growers in this country ;

thousands of Carnation-, Picotees, Hollyhocks, Pyrethrums,
Paeonies, Phlox, and Delphiniums of the most papular sorts,

10,000 Galanthus Elwesii, Chionodoras, Anemone fuigeos.

Scillas, and other Bulbs, a magniticeot collectiou of the nuest
kinds of Lilies, includine Browni. Lowi, Colchicuoi. testaceum.
Tubrura, album, and many others; also a grand a^-ortment of

Iris germanica, Bibinea, Kempferi. Olbiensis, and others.

On view morning of Sale, and Cataiognes had.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and 'fhuTfdiy Next.
DUTCH BULBS- GKK\T ILVRliSERVtU StLtis.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MdRKIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central .?ale Rioms.l!? &«8,

Cheapside, London, E.C, on the ABOVE D l YS, at 12 o'Clock
ach day, large consignmenis of first-cla'-s HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, ami oiher BULU3 from
Holland, lotted to suit large and small biijers.

On view mornings of Sale, wnd Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
AN L-HPOia'ATION OF

21 CASES Of CATTLEYA TRIANyE.
Comprising—

1000 Plants, all in the finest condition, well-leaved, and with
good souiid dormant eyes, received direct, for Unreserved
sale. Also 200 DENDR08IUM M'CARTHl.E, 100 clumps
CYPRIPRDIUM SPE'.TABILE, 100 crowns O. AOAULE,
received direct, and 120 lots of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the abDve by AUCTION, at Iheir Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London. E.O., on TUESDAY
NEXT, December 4. at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
GREAT CONSIGNMENT of PALM SEEDS,

comprising—
I00,COO KENTIA BEL.MOREAN V.

100.000 KENTIA FOR.STERIaNA
also

.W.OOO FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA,
Received direct, for Unreserved Sale. Tlie Seeds have been

examined, and are fouud to be in the grandest possible
condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their C-nttal Sale-

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, EC, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, December 5. at 2 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
A grand new HY'BRID CYfRlPEDIITM KRLLATULUM v

SWANIANU.VI. the rare ONCIDIUM LOXENSE, ONCl-
DIUM SPECIES, SOBRALIA LUCASIANA (guaranteed
true), the srand new CYPRIPEDIU.M WARNH AMIENSE,
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS (unflowereil), &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and AIORRIS will
include the above in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAY

NEXT. December 7.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, December 7^

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS have
received instructions from M-'Ssrs. F. Samlf'r & Co., St.

Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central S;,le Kooran.
ti7 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.O , on FRIDAY NEXT,
iJecember 7. a* half-past \2 o'Clock, the following

IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHTDS.
A quantity of semi-established plant'^, in maffnificent

conditioD, of the New and Beautiful

CATTLEYA O'BRIENIANA. -

Also nearly lUOO newly-imported Plants of the true

L^LIA AUTUMNALIS ATRORUBENS
(the All Saints' Flower of Mexico),

which has not been imported now for many years. The
grandest, darkest, largest, and best form of the type.

Also Splendid Importations.
in perfectly marvellous condition, leaveii like flie finest esta-

blished plants. We have never before rec iped plants in such
grand ord.T ; the leaves are as fresh and green as on established

plants. The following are included ; -ONCIDIUM VARI-
COSUM ROGER8II. in magnificent musses; 0. CAVEN-
DISUIANUM. O. MARSHALLIANU.VI, superb plants;
O. S4RC0DES, O. CONCOLOR. very fine; O. DASYTYLE.
ODONTOGLOSSUM REICHENHEIMII, L.TJLIA DAYANA,
grand plants; L^LIA HARP0PHYLL4, CATTLEYA
INTERMEDIA, in splendid condition; CYMBIDIUM EBUR-
NEUM, MAXILLARIA SPECIES, CYPRIPEDIUM
NIVEUM, &c., &c.

Also large Importations of

crinum nobile album,
h;evianthus kalbreyeeii.

And many other choice ORCHIDS.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday. December 21.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their ORCHID SALE, on FRIDAY, Decem-
ber 21, a fine plant in flower of a new variety of a

YELLOW CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,

very similar to C. insigne Erneatii.

On view morning of Sale.
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aionda;. Wednesday, and Tbureday Next.

GREAT SALES OF DUTCH BULBS.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS will SELL by AtJC-
TION, at his Great Booms, 88, Kirj! Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURS-
DAY NEXT, December 3. 6, and tl, at half-past 12 o'clock

precisely, enormous Consignmeuts of choice-uamed Double and
Single HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CRO.US, NARCISSUS,
LILIUMS, and other BULBi, from leading growers in Holland.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalognes had.

Monday. Wednesday, and Thursday Next.
OKISAT SALi.S uf anHilB.N, KOjlis, tL^iNta, &c.

MK. .L C. STEVEN.S will SELL hy AUC-
TION at his Great Kooms. 3H, King Street. Coveot

Garden, on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY
NEXT, December 3, .'i, and 6, at half-pa.'-t 12 o'clock precisely,

splendid impoitations of beautifully-grown, (.mall ORNA-
MENTAL stlKURS, for pot or border cultivalion ; I'/EONiE-l,

LILIUMS in great variety, AZALEAS, RHODODE^DRONS,
FRUIT TREES, &c., from Holland.

On view mornings of Sale, and OatalogueB had.

Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday Next
A Large and varied Assortment of rare EughsQ and American

BORDER PLANTS, coatiiniug many of the latest inlro-

ductiODs; Home-Grown LILIUMS in va.iety, CARNA-
TIONS to nam-. GLADIOLI of sorts, KYACINTHUS
CANDICANS, ARUMS, &c.

MK, J. 0. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTIOW. at his Greit Rooms. 33. King

Street. Covent Garden, on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
THURSDAY NEXT, December 3, .'i. and 6.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday NezE.
SPECIAL SALE of ROSBS.

From Celebrated English. French, and Dutch Growers. A
Splendid Collection of ROSES, including many of the
newest and best sorts, to name.

MK. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, .38. King

Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEX P, Dec. 6.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.

23Cises of AKAUCAKIA EXv ELSA. j.ist imported Jirei-t in

line order, a consignment of fine masses of CYPKIPEDIUM
NPECIABILE, 6U00 S. Africio TUBBJROSES, LILIUM
AURATUM from.lapao, LILIUM HARRISI, L. OANDI-
DUM. &c.

MK. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms. 38. King

Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NhXT, December 6.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
310 choce named PYRAMIU and DWARF TRAINED FRUIT

TKkES, comprising APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHKR-
KIES. PEACHES, NECTARINES, &c.

MK. J, C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,

as. King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
December 5.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday and Friday. December 20 and 21, 1894.
The HOYLAND HALL COLLKCl li)N of EsTABLloHED

ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. WILLIAM BUSH and SON
rt'spectfully give notice that they are instructed by

fl. W. Fineken, Esq., J. P. (who i-* giving up collecting on
I'ccouot of ill-health) to SELL by aUOTIoN. at their Rooms.
A and 3, East Parafle, Sheffield, as Hbove, at lloC'ock each
lay, 8b;jut 8i.O ESTABLISHED OKCHIOS. including, in addi-
lion to many rare and valuable plants, LiELIA FINCKEN-
IaNA, F.CC.R.H.S., the only known sppcimeu in Europe.

Catalogues in preparation.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!
LAK6E and FINE IMPORTATIONS.

JOHN COWAN AND CO. have just received

large and line importations of Cattleyas,

L.Tilias, Dendrobiums, Oncidiums, Miltonias,
Sophronitis, Angroecuma, &c., &c.— all in fine

condition.

Inspection Invited. Priced and Descriptive
Lists, post-free, on application.

The Company's stock of Established Orchids is

at present very large and fine, and includes large

numbers of plants, in the various sections, show-
ing for flower. Priced and Descriptive Catalogues
post-free on application to

—

JOHN CQWAN & CO., Ltd.,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

WANTED, to Rent, a SMALL NURSERY,
Glass only, suitable for Market Growing, with

Dwelling-house attached. No Stock. Open to Purchase, on
Lease.—Address, A, B. C, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, Cheap, SMALL NURSERY,
^ith four-roomed Cottage j Lease, 18 years i 15 acres

Pasture ; one Greenhouse, 200 feet, fitted Trith Rochford Boiler

and 460 teet of 4-inch piping j one 100 feet ; one 26 feet) cold t

abouc 20,000 Strawberry Plants, 1000 Chrymnthetnuma, Ac.
Close to Main Road ; tive minutes from station i

18 miles from
London,—Apply to W. S , The Woolpack, North Weald, Esjex.

TO GROWERS. — A NURSERY of about
3 Acres, Dwelling-house, 9 Glasshou&es, well heated and

stock ed ; Sheds, Frames, &c., all in ti orough working order,
FL»R DISPOSAL on favourable terms. Apply to—
FREDK, G. HUGHES, Estate Agent, Hampton-on-Thames.

TO be SOLD or LET, a Freehold, well walled
MARKET GARDEN, with numerous Glass and Forcing

Houses, fite.. comprising in all about 1^ acre, together with
capital detached Residence, the whole offering to a Purchaser
as a going concern, a very desirable investment. Half an
hour from London.

Full particulars may be obtained from Messrs. HUMBERT,
SON, AND FLINT, Land Agents, &c., 11, Serle Street,
L*m;oln's Inn, W.C.

FOR SALE, a Compact NURSERY and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, with good Seed and Jobbing

Trade attached, in a Country Market Town. Glasshouse-* and
Pits well stocked. Large Stock of Fruit Trees and Shrub^.
Good htabliDg, Potting and Packing Sheds Commodious
Dwelling, twenty year^' Lease unexpired. No opposition
within ten mile^. Rent £27 per annum. Particulars of

—

SEXTON AND TAYLOR. Auctioneers. Hadleigh, Suffolk.

To Mushroom Growers.

TO BE LET, in the town of Poole, and close
to Railway Station, a MUSHROOM HOUSE :i70 feet

long by 16 feet wide, with earthen floor. Can be made perfectly
dark if dt-sired. Apply to—

C. PATERSON, Canford Estate Office, Wimborne, Dorset.

TO LET, with immediate possession, a SMALL
FRUIT FARM, containing about 12 acres, well-stocked

with the bent kindsof fruit trees in excellent bearing condition.

Together with good House and suitable Outbuildings. Near
good Markets.—Apply to Messrs. DAVIES AND STEPHEN,
JVlollin^^ton, Chester.

TO LET, a* a Going Concern, a SMALL
NT RSERY, eight Glasshouses and ground in jnain tho-

roughfare, ID a very important town in south of England ; fine

position. Established fourteeo years.— Apply W. C, Gar-
deners* CJironicU Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

'po FLORISTS.—TWO ACRES of the best
X 0K<SS-LAND tobe LETon lonitLeaBe. Sent, £1.5 per
Acre, with th« opinion of purchasing the Freehold. Within
9 miles of Londou, and close to a slation.—Apply to Mr. H.
MOORE, 69, Bishopsgate Street Within, B.C.

Garden- ground In Harrow Road, W.

TO BE LET, for such time as may be agreed
ou, that Piece of Ground, meai^uring nearly 1 Acre,

lying between Loch Hospital ami Canal. Suitable for a
Nurseryman or Florist.—Apply to Secretary at Hospital.

Fifty NuTserlea, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICtTLTlIRAL REGISTER confaine full parti-

oulars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Ig^URliRCHIDS and GARDENERS
r to Grow them, apply to SAN UER'S, St. Albans. The finest
st^ckof Orchidji in the World.—;iO minutes from St. Pancraa.

^(WW) Golden and Silver EUONYMUS,
>f\J\J\J la to 16 inches, 25s. to 30s. per 100. Best in the
market.—R. CHALLEN. Nurseryman, Twickenham, Middlesex.

If YATT'6 PROLIFIC POTATOS for Sale.—
l.*-L True. Prit e for 2-ton lots, 75s. per ton

.

G.F. YOUNG, Swioeihead Abbey, Boston.

t'OR SALE.—Several thousand GLADIOLI,
M^ "The Bride," and Freesias, all good blooming Bulbs,
second size, 7«- 6rf. per lOOD.

H. A. GAREY, ThornhiU, S t. Jacques, Guernsey.

TERIS TREMULA CRISTATA in 48's,
bushy Stuff. 20s. per 100

C. JOHNSON AND CO,. The Nurseries, Hampton.

BXHIBITION.

H EJNRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash,

HRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
Madame Desgranges, 2s, per 100, 15j. per 1000; Lady

Lawrence, 2s. 6rf. per UiO. Marguerite cuttings, strong. Is. ea.
par 100.—CHIPPERFIELD, Florist, Hampton Hill.

FECIAL OFFER.
TEA ROSES.

Strong plants, established in 6-inch pots, including all the best
sorts, £5 per 100 ; 12s. per dozen,

H. SARGANT, Barnton Nursery, Cragleita, Edinburgh.

UCUMBERS.—For Sale, real good Cucumber
Seed, the " Rochford," true to name, 5s. per 100. Cash

with order to

—

R. J. WIOKHAM. Grower, Sutton Scotney, Hants.

Prize Cob FUterts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Fruit irees, to be removed in
the autnmn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEl BGB WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading,

IVATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM'
i-^ SOCIETY, ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER.
EARLY WINTER EXHIBITION, December 4, 5, and 6, 1S91.
Chrysanthemums, Cyclamen, Chinese Primroses, Flowering

;

Berried and Foliaged Plants, &c.
Schedules of Prizes on application to

—

Banelagh Road, Ealing. RICHARD DEAN, Hon, Sec.

INGSToN and SUKBITUN CHRYSAN-
THEMUM SOCIETY.

THE NEXT EXHIBITION will be held at the Drill Hall,
Kingston-on-Thames, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
November 12 and 13. 1896.

SHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
^-7 SOCIETY.

NEXT ANNUAL SHOW. November 16 and 18, I8ilj.

WM. HOUSLEY, 177, Cemetery Road. Secretiry.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Miller's Importation,
direct from Japan, just arrived in splendid condition.

All Bulbs are thoroughly matured, solid, healthy, and sure to
flower freely. MaKHificent large specimen Bulbs, 2s 6d. each,
21f per dozen ; larjie heavy Bulbs, \bs., I2s. 6d., 105. 6d., 7s. Grf.,

and 5s. Qi. per dozen, all carria^^e paid.
F. MILLER & CO.. 267. Fulham Ro^d, London, S.W.

A^PBhUUY (JANH-tt. — Northumberland
Fillbisbet, Norwich Wonder. Carter's Prolific. Straw-.

berry PUuts : Faztons, British Queens ; and Pines.
A. FAIRALL, Westerham, Kent.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing:; five years old,
splendid roots, 12s. 6-^. per 100; extra fine, 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail. ca»h with order. My Asparagus always
mattes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Qoldstone, Brighton,

-yARIEGATED IVYS, CLIMBERS, &o., all
V the best varieties, fine stuff 3 to 4 feet, in 5-inch pots,

Arborescens variegata, Rhombodia variegata, Marginata, Cuna-
riensis Aurea, Spectabilis, Mrs Pollock, and others, 12». per
dozen, in variety; six or twelve Hardy Climbers, in six or
twelve sorts, 6s. and 12s. Package free-

MORLE & CO.. The Conservatories. Finchley Road, N.W.

TSAAC MATTHEWS and SuN beg to offeT
i. 200.000 extra strong THORNS. 100,000 oval leaf PRIVETS.
500,000 RHODODENDRONS in variety, including all the best
sorts for forcing, and covert plantation. FOREST TREES in
variety; HOLLIb:S, AUCUBAS. GOLDEN ELDERS, and all

other general Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the
Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

SEAKALE for Forcing. — Superior Selected
Crowns, 80!. per 1000; under 600, at 9J. per 100. Cash with

all orders. A quantity of Hawks' Early Scarlet Champagne
RHUBARB to offer, at £i per 100. Large roots, will part live.

ALFREO ATWOOD, Market Grower, 24. Lubeck Street,
Battereea, S.W.

PRITCHARDIA (LICUALA) GRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, la offered in

good Plants, about 1^ feet high, by

—

WILLIA.M BULL, F.L.S., Kstablishmeot for New and Rare
Plants. 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

C-iARNATION "Countess of Paris," finest
-^ bluf-h Perpetual Tree Carnation, large Malmaison-

coloured fiowers. splendid grower, easy forcer. Very ttrong
layt-ra, for immediate potting. 4,*r, per doz., 30s. per 100,
carriage paid for cish. Lar^^e forcing plants, established in

4 to 6-iDch potj3, 12s. to 20s. per dozen.
BECKER, Kuraeries, Jersey.

ORCHIDS
of every description, from Is. each ; samples, post-free, IB. Sd,
RARE PLANTS AT LOW PKIi.ES. Every plant sent on
approbation. Catalogue post-free.

THE LEEDS ORCHID CO.,

ROUNDHAY, LEEDS.
RETIRING FROM BUSINESS.

SPECIAL OFFER to CLEAR GROUND.
HOLLIES, green and variegated, extra transplanted. -2 to

10 feet. RHODUDENDBONS, 200 choice named varieties, and
best quality hybrid Seedlings, 1^ to 6 feet, bushy ; also dwarf
kinds ; Preecox and ferrugineum. &c. Greenhouse varieties

;

Sweetrscented and new tree-bljoming Hybrids, own raising,

covered with flower buds, AZALEA MOLLIS SEEDLINGS,
six to seven Duds, %s. per dozen, 50s. per 100. Ghent and other
choice varieties. LILIUM AURATUM, home-grown, per 100
or 1000, cheap; and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, in fine

condition. Priced Catalogues free on application.

I. DAVIES & SON,
BROOK LANE NURSERY, ORMSKIRK.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over luO cows
from which I obtain a large quantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.

Special Prices for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER HILL. EALINQ.
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SILVER MED^JSEJHOE BOILER CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,(KINNELL
Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast.

§43

i^^^
Patenls 10,398

" 10,574

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK REaUIRED.
Awardid Fint Prize in Open Competition by the R.H. Society.

WILL BUEN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MAKUFACTUREI).

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with other?, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS WHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIQHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWABK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

IRONFOTJNDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF—
THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH

CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.
LARGE iT STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS

IN LONDON.
^- COMPABE QUALITY 01 GOODS and PRICES.

Addresses : 65 & 65a, Southwark Street ; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Grove, Southwark, S.E.; and Truchot Stores, Guernsey.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Have the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, withWATERWAY-END, &c.;
VENTILATINC GEAR AND VALVES

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^h^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.

Teleeraphlc Address-" HOT-WATER. London." Telepbone No. 4763.
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THE SENSATIONAL

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM OF THE SEASON.
11 PHILADELPHIA. n

BAISED BT MB.. HUGH GBAHAM.
Awarded First Prize on erery occasion exhihitid, as the Best Seedling of the Year, and the SILVER-
GILT MEDAL of the National Chrysanthemum Society, at the Aquarium, on Kovember 7, 1804.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON
Have acquired the stock for European distribution. It will be sent out simultaneously in

Philadelphia and London o^ March 1, 1895. Orders are now being booked.

Strong Plants, 7s. 6d. each., Six for 42s.

.
,

,', Special Quotations to the Trade.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

k^4THRAClf|
- ' GOAL

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.
GK. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or

• COBBLE COALS (the NuU U-irp about the size if a Walnut, acd

the robb!es about the tize of a mii,'** fist), delivered by ran, at any a^^dreos

within the 4 mile radius of Chaiir g Creep ; or in trucliloade, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is abBOlutely EmokeleEB, and it rfquires much Itss

attention thin any other descr ption of fuel, burning (or tnelve hours ft

least without any i>ui«TriMon, aod e>v>og from five to ten degrees more heat

than Coke. Quotations on application to—

C. R. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE. LONDON, E.C.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — New Illustrated,
p-Bciiptive, and Priced CATALOGUE cf all best

varieties in commerce, now ready, post-free, two stamps.
B. OWEN, Castle Hill. Maidenhead.

STRAAVBERRY PLANTS! STRAWBERRY
PLANTS 1-100.000 Paxton's. fO.OOO Lailon'* Noble for

sale, l.=>.e. per lOOO. Special terms for large quantities.
HARRISON BROS , St. Mary's. King's Lynn, Norfolk.

TO BE SOLD for want of room, through re-
arrangement of house, thirty-three large trained PE*CH

THEES: splendid roots; last year's crop averaged twelve
d.'Zen

J 10«. Bit each, wr>rth doiib'e.

TH03. DUCK. Abbey Wood, Kent.

ton PLEASURE AND PROFIT

NOTHIINQ SO PROFITABLE
AND EASY TO GROW.

Kigflity Acres in Stork.

BEST PROCURABLE.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

8s. perdcz., ©Os.perlOO.
^ !l cihfr Kurseyy Stock

ca rriageJorwa rd.

IESINPOTS FromlSZ-adoz.

Ornamental Trees. 01 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,ooo) trom 15/-
per doz.

N.B.—Shi^Ie Plants arc sdd at
slightly irxrcascd prices.

GENERAL CATALQCUE
(IM r.Tfsl (if >urserv Stnrk.
oitisti'-ally r'''^*'i"'ed. cnt.i'nii'i:
.:rnie hundreds nf illn-t'r'l'.'ii-.

\,.A. and full of valuable mk'Ui -i.un,

RICHARD SMITH&COWoRCESTER

BERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY, first

quality for fo'cing, 35*. per 1000 ; 4j. per 100. Imported
Parisian Lilacs, for fon^ing. white and coloured. 30^. per doz.

WALSHAW AKi> SON, Scarborough.

RADE. — CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — 10,000
strong Cuttings, Lady Canning. Prices on application.

Sample dozen post-free, 1*.

FOREMAN, NigfctiDgale Nuraeriea, Bath.

ASPBERRY CANES.— Carter's Prolific,
Fa.»tolf. Semper Fidel's, and Norwich Wonder.

STRAWRERRT PLANTS.— Eleanor. Paiton. British Queen.
ALBKKr BATH. Vine Court, Sevenoak", Kent.

LADIOLUS^BRENCHLEYENSIS, eitTi
strong flowering bulbs. 23s. per lOOfl; 2J0«. per 10,0(0,

f.o.b. Rotterdam. A1.-0 strong LILY OF THE VALLEY
Crowns, at 18i. per 1000; 170s. per 10.000. Scarlet Runner
BEANS, a great quantity to offer. Apply to—
Mr. J. KOUWKNHOVEN. Warmond, nr. Haar'e-n. Holland.

ROSES FROM KENT.
SEND for my ROSE CATALOGUE. Special

cheap cffer. Thousands of Trees for Sale.

S. G. RUMSEY, Rose Grower. Wrotham, Keot.

FOREST AVENUE TREES AND SHRUBS.
ALDER, 3 to 4 ft. , 30j per 1000 ; 5 to 8 ft., 40». per 1000 ; 10

to 12 ft.. 30s. per 100.

LAUREL, common, 1i to JJ ('• '^Os. per 1000; J} to 3 ft.,

ISj. per 100; 3 to 4 ft., aos. per 100.

PRIVET, common, 3 to 4 ft., 35s. per ICOO.

SYCAMORE, 4 to 6 feet, 50s. per lOCO.

BIRCH. Silver. 8 to 10 ft.. 40s. per 100; 12 to 16 ft., 15s, p. doz.
CHESTNUTS, Horse, 10 to 12 ft., 18s. per doz.; 13 to 13 ft.,

21s. per doz.
LABUHNUM, 8 to 9 ft., 9s. per doz ; 10 to 12 ft., 15s. per doz.
LIMES, stout, good heads, 10 to 12 ft., 18j. per doz.
PLANES, 10 to 12 ft . 24s. per dcz. ; 12 to 14 ft., 30s. per doz.
BOX, Handsworth, 1 j to 2 ft.. .TOs. per 100.

LAURELS. Portugal, 1 j to 2J ft. .35s. per 100.

YEW, Engli^h, \\ to 2 ft., S6.<. per 110.

R. TUCKER, The Nurseiies, Faringdon, Berks.

ARNATIONS, ROSES, PANSIES, VIOLAS,
&c.—Her Majesty the Queen in accepting a water-colour

drawing depicting a group of Empress Pansiea grown by me
for Her Majesty's Gardens at Frogmore, graciously expressed
her interest in tlie details of the industry now being carried
on at my Flower and Fruit Farms. This industry, which h^s
recently been reported upon by the Government, has grown to
such an extent that it is now the largest of its kind either
in England or the Continent.
Any of my Customers ordering plants or trees to the value

of £1 !,«., Will have a copy of the unique painting (size 30 in.
by 24 in.), above referred to. sent them free of charge.
"I shall frame the beautiful plate of your 'Empress Pan-

Biee. '*—Owen Thomas, The Queen's Gardener, Frogmore.
Catalogues now readv, free on applicative,

B, bath', Wisbech.

APPLE, CHERRY, PEARS.—Stont fibrous-
rooted t ees of all the leading market sorts, including

Beauty of Bath, in maidens, 2, 3, and 4-i r. old, at 6j., 8s., and
lus. per doz. ; extra fine standard Jargonelle Pear, 128. per dot.;
ditto Morello and May Duke Cherries, 12s. to ISs. per dozen.

SYCAMORES, 10 to 14 feel.
^ILLIAM KERSHAVf. Airedale Nurseries Bingley, Yorks.

BOBBIE'S CATALOGUE and^ COMPETI-
TORS GUIDE for 1895.—This renowned manual will

be re:dy for distribution at the end of December. It will be
nearly twice its former size. viz. ; 168 quirto pagts, copiously
illustrated, and full of invaluable matter. This U not a Cata-
logue m the ordinary sense of the word. Please apply early,
enclosing 6'i. in stamps, and a copy shall be sent you by Parcel
Post—DOBBIE A.ND CO., Seed Growers and Florists to the
Queen. Rothesay.

ARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
CATALOGUES sent free.—See Illustrations, back page,
GarJcners' Chronicle, September 1, 1894.

EULB3, Winter, Spring, and Summer-flowering.
DAFFODILS, for Pota, Beds, Borders, and NaturaUsition

in Meadows. Woods. &c.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIPS, of absorbing interest to

Amateurs.
HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS, for Beds, Bowiers.

and Naturalisation.
COLLECTIONS of BULBS. 12s. M.. Jl»., 43s.. and 63s.
COLLECTIONS of DAFFODILS, 6s. M., U. 6i., lOs 6d., 2lJ.,

to 1 05s.

BARR AND SON, 13, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADB) :—Ferns, in J^inch pots, Stove and Green-

bouse, 30 best selling sorts, 13s. per 100; large ditto, in 48's,
JO best selling sorts, 6s, per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in
4s'b, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen

;

ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy). 16s. and 20*.
per 100. Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48's, 6*. per
dozen. Ficus. Palms, Dracsenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in
48's, If. each. Seedling Ferns. 6s. per UiO. Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nuneries,
Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

Flower Painting,

jVriSS MARIE LOW, F.R.H.S. (Medallist
i-'-l. and Exhibito'), having grant experience in drawing
plants and flowers of every de»cription from Nature, is pre-
pared to execute Drawings in Oil or Water-colour, of Choice
and Rare Plants, See, at owners' gardens, or from speciroeos
sent to her. For examples of reproduced work see Iht Garden,
1891 and 189:i. plates 824. 828, 832, 833, 843, 844. 845. 846. Ac.
Mi.ss Low alFO gives Private Lessons in Flower Fainting by a
method which ensure? rapid and successful results to her
J upils. For terms and further particulars, address—

31, Oppidans Road. Primrose Hill, London, N.W.

0BNA1IENTA.L SHKTTBS FOB SALE.
14 GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES. 7 feet high.
6 SILVER WEEPING HOLLIE-i, 6 feet high.
9 GOLDEN WEEPING HOLLIES, 4 feet high.

All healthy, well-trained Pyramids. Must be removed
before Christmas, to make way for building operations.

F. AND E. STANTON. Silk Mills. Lewi.ham.

WELLS'
NEW

CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 1000 best varieties, and
more useful iDformation than any other such book erer
published. Including a Colourel Plate of his New OreeQ
Chrysanthemum, " Ethel Amsden." The Novelty of the
Season. Post-free. 4d., from W. W£I«LS, EaxlSWOOd
Nureerles, Redhlll. Surrey.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 lo 2J feet. 9s, per dozen ; 6'«. per 100.

,, ,, 2J to 3 feet, 12*. per dozen ; 75s. per 100,

,. ,, 3 to 4 fett. 13s. per dozen ; 12( s. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PERKINS & SON,
.52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD.

TREES-TREES-TREES.
SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER.

ALDER. 4 to 6 feet. 4ns. per 1000 ; 8 to 10 feet, 60s. per 100
ASH. Mountain. 5 to 6 feet, 40s. per 1000

BEECH. Common, standards. 10 to 12 f.ef, £10 per 100

.. Copper, standards, 10 to 12 feet, £10 per 100

BIKCH, Common, 3 to 4 ft., 40s. per lliOO ; 6 to 8 ft , 40s. p. 100
CHESTNUT. Horse. 8 to 10 feet. 60s. per 100

,, Spanith. 10 to 12 feet, standards, £10 per 10), straight,

good trees.

ELMS, of sorts, good stuff. 8 to 10 feet, £5 per 100

LARCH FIR, 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 37s. 6rf. per 1000

SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 40s. per 100

„ 4 to 5 feet, ,, 75s. per 100
5to7leet. ,, l'20s. per 100

LAURELS, of sorts, 6 to 7 feet, very fine, with balls of soil,

7.V. per 100
PINUS AUsTRIACA. leautiful plants. 5 to 7 ft . £7 10s. p. 100
SCOTCH FIR. beautiful plants, 6 to 7 feet, £.0 per 100
ENGLISH YEWS, tor Cover-planting, 5 to 7 feet, £15 per 100

Note.—All the above have been recently transplanted, and
will move with balls of soll. Free on rail here.

JOHN HILL AND SONS, The Nurseries, Spot Acre, new
Stone, Staffordshire.
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PEACHES and NECTA RINES.— Standard
trained. Fine trees, bearing wood, fibrous roots.

CHERRIES.—Transplanted, Fruiting Standards.

VICTORI* PLUMS —Excellent Standards, fibrous roots, clean

ptout stpms. fruiting heads.

CORDON PEARS and APPLES.—Well-spuned fruiting trees,

5, 6, and 7 feet.

ASPARAGUS for FORCING.—Grand Clumps.
PLUM STOCKS.—Trimmed for quartering.

WILL TIYLER, Osbom Nursery, Hampton. Middlesex.

NEW PRIMULAS,
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, BRIL-

LtANT.—Beautifully-fri"ged flowers, of the most brilliant

and richest shade of crinQson-magenta, tinged with car-

mine; lemon-yellow eye. 2s. Qd. per packet.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, COMET.
—Rich carmine-crimson, shaded with magenta; throat

yellow, surrounded with dark maroon zone. 2s. 6t/. pkt.

Among the numerous varieties of Chinese Primroses, the

two described above are immeasurably *be bfst hijtb-coloured

Tarieties; and one of the best Whites is * MONT BLANC,"
al60 2s. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA OBCONICA GRANDIFLORA,
Oni of the BE5T Novelties for the Comimg Season.

Individual flowers much larger than those of the normal type,

measuring from 1 to 1^ inch in diameter; tbey are also

deeper in colour, acd of greater substance. Seed, 25. i5d.

per packet.

WILLIAM BULL. F L.S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants and See's. 538, King's Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

TRY HARDY ROSE and FRUIT TREES
Growing on Calcareous Soil, 400 feet above eea level.

Af\ H.P. and MOSS ROSES,
"TV/ 10 TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Strong* to name, partly Purchaser's selection

;

Half quantity half price.

for 2ls.

15
orBUSH APPLES, PEARS.

PLUMS.
Fioe, clean, vigorous trees, transplanted, and

true to name.

for 21s.

Write for Particulars of

OUR COLLECTIONS of TEA, CLIMBING,
and STANDARD ROSES.

PYBAMIDiL, CORDON, and STANDARD FRUIT TREES,
FRUITING TREES.

s

E

EE Descriptive, Priced CATALOGUES.
Bail Carriage Paid (up to 65 miles), on Rosea and

Fruit Trees, value £2 and upwards.

DWIN HILLIER, The Nuhskbies,
WINCHESTER.

CHEAP AND GOOD ROSES.
FIFTY strong, well-rooted, beautiful varieties

of Dwarf H.P. ROSES, true lo name, for 21s.- 8.t for

12s., 13 for 6s. 6d., package free. Cash with order. A choice

selection of Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf H.P.'s,

Teas and Climb-rs, open gTound and pot plants. Priced

Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

W. BUMSE Y,
JOYNIVG'S NnRSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS. HERTS.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

LARGE CHOICE EVERCREENS,
FROM SPECIMEN BORDERS,

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, CHEAP.

PERFECr SPECIMENS & SAFE to MOVE
(Trauaplauted within two years).

All the Choicest Green and Golden Kinds,

GARDEN SEEDS-FARM SEEDS
|fl W7E have completed Har-

' ' vesting our Crops of

GARDEN SEEDS
AND

FARM SEEDS,

and will be glad to make
Special Offers on application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Ltd.,

SEED GBOWEBS, SLEAFOBD.

300,000 STRONG
RASPBERRY CANES,

At Low Prices per 1000.

BAUMCORTH'S SEEDUUQ, sample lOU 9s. Od.

CARTER'S PROLIFIC b-. Ud.

FASTOLF IMPROVED „ , 4s. Hrf.

FILLRASKET. very strong 5s. M.
NORWICH WONDER 4s. Oi.

ANTWERP RED „ , 45. 6d.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Strong Baldwin's Black. Naples, and Red Dutch CURRANT
BUSHES; also Lancashire Lad and Crown Bob GOOSE-
BERRIES, at low prices, on application.

Special Quotations to Large Buyers.

B. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbecli.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEE

OR THE ESTATE.

NURSERIES
over 450 Acres.

FOREST TREES,

FRUIT TREES,
j

ROSES, &c. :

SEEDS, I

BULBS,
I

IMPLEMENTS. •

CHRYSANTHEM UMS.
Our New List is now in the Printer's hands,

and will be ready in a few days. We offer a

splendid selection of all the best of the Season's

Novelties, and also draw attention to the fact

that we make a great specialty of carefully

prepared Cuttings and Plants for the use of

Exhibitors.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

PENNELL &SONS.
^'^'"'"^^^'^^

LINCOLN^

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMEHTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

.ICHEAL&SONSV H" Craxfley, W Sussex.

FERNS A
SPECIALITY.

Our Collection 19 unrivalled. Over HOOsp^'cies and varieties

of Stove. Greenhouse. Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-

tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NUBSBRIBS. SALE near MANCHESTER.

FRANK CANT'S

ROSES
HAVE WON THE CHAIVJPiON TROPHY

OF THE

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
FOUR TIMES in the LAST SEVEN YEARS,

viz., 18S8, 1890, 1892, and 1894,

In addition to many CUPS, GOLD and SILVER
MEDALS, PIECES of PLATE, and upwards of

500 other FIRST PRIZES.

CATALOGUE, containing more reliable in- I

formation than any other published, post-free. 1

BRAISWIGK NURSERY, COLCHESTER.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all the be-^t varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Special quotations for quartities to grow for Market.
New and Rare Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,

Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained.

PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES. APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOOSEBERRIES. CURRVNTS. and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.— All the b'^st of the old and new varieties,

open air plants, or in umall pots.
Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free. 6(i.. gratis to

Customers (one of the mosf, complete issued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKINS,
Pomona Farm Nurskriks Withington. Hereford.

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The fiiitst named hardy kinds cin now ba supplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in m>»uy

instances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATEBSB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING. SURREY.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TflEES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS HOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits, post-free, 3rf.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

NORMAN DAVIS
has much DleaMire in announcing that his

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
IS NOW READY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issued simply as a Guide,

such as a Catalogue should be, aud will be found

comprehensive and useful. Vou are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purchaser.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRYSANTHEMUM NirRSERIES.

Lilfotd Road, Camberwell, London, S.E.

'^
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FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.

We hoM aa exten-ive Stock of all kinds of the above,

io fi^3^^ate quality, aod at reasonable prices

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive

Catalojfue, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES. MIDDLESEX.

fernsReIsm
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

40,000 Small Ferns—Pteris cristata, cretica,

tremula. and Gjmnogramma aurea, in Scinch pots, at

9s. per ]00, Six. 6d per 1000.

A large quantity in 48'3— Pteris cristata, cretioa,

nobilis. und tremula ; Adiantum pubeecens, at is. Qd. per

dozen. .34s. per 100.

Adiantum ouneatum and polypodium at 5s. 6d.

per dozen.

The above prices are for Ca«h with Order only. All Orders

carefully and promptly executed.

B. PRIMROSE,
NtTRSEKIES. ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACEHEATH, S E.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPIR^A.

SPIRAEA ANTHONY WATERER.
Thia 13 a "port from the well-known Spireea bumalda, from

vphn;h it differs only in colour, the tlowera being a rich

crimson, borne in large corymbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, aod is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy tlowe'inj; plants of many years.

FiRST-CLAi-s Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society c London.

Nice plants, 7*. 6rf. each, will be distributed in November.

ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill N.ir?ery. Woking, Surrey.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked

upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TBEES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

CATALOGl'E FREE ON APPLICATION.

H. LANE & SON
SOLICIT AN INSPECTION OF THEIR

EXTENSIVE

NURSERY STOCK,
Covering over 150 ACRES,

COXSISTING OF

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
BHODODENDR ONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in Fine, Healthy Condition.

Descriptive Catalogue free.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HEBTS.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our Varieties and Stock are unapproached.

This is well known by the oldest and most suc-

cessful growers. As an instance, Mr. Mease and
many others are again victorious in the great

class with those we supplied last season. This
unprecedented prize-winning has continued, with

hardly a break, for many years. Vigorous and
healthy cutting stock is our specialty, not prizes,

&c. We have prepared the finest houses (Come
and See >, of cut-down un-forced plants months
ago, which are now full of the loveliest soft root-

cuttings, grown near the glass, ever seen, and
will strike atonoe (while otherslinger for months),

and will certainlyensure success wherever they go.

Send for our CATALOGUE, describing 1000
New and Old Varieties—the best kept CoUeotion
in England.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
S W A N L E Y.

GLIBRAN'S NEW CATALOGUE,
For AUTUMN and SPRING. 1894r-6,

NOW READY, POST - FREE ON APPLICATION.
ROSES, for in and outdoors.— H.P'a., 6». and &s. per doxen,

50x. and tibs. per 100. delivered free. TEAS and NOISETTES.
\hs. and 185. per dozen. Climbing sorts with long shoote,

3s. 6d and 5jt each, nof delivered.

FRUir TREES. VINEa. FIGS, ETC-The leading sorts

and bpst croppiuK kinds. APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, and
CHERRIES, Standards, and Pyramids, well-develojed trees,

18-s , ^-1*
, and 30s. per doz. ; Dwarf and Horizontal-trained trees.

'Js. 6ti. and 35. 6«^ each ; Feathered Trees of Apples snd Pears,

a very large stock, 15s per doz.. £b \0s. per 100 ; Extra-sized

Pyramid Apples, grand trees, which have fruited several yean»,

of a few sorts. 42s. and 60x. per do/. ; FIGS, finebushes in pots,

2s. Gd. to 10s. 6d. each ; GRAPE VINES, the leading varieties,

strong, ehort-jointed, and well-ripened Plantipg Canes. 3s. 6rf.

and bs. each ; Fruiting Canes. Is 6d., 10«. 60, snd 12j. 6d.

each. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES,
RASPBERRIES, STRA WBERRIE'^, and other miacellaneoua
Fniifs; aUo Roots for loroing. as per Catalogue.

TREES and SHRUBS —Ornamental, Evergreen, deciduous
and rtoweriog, inclu^iing HOLLIES, CONIFERS, &c.. in great
variety, for all purposes and situations : 6 sorts for 3*. or

4s. ed ; 12 sorts for 6s.. 9s., or 12s. ; 60 sorts for 2U., 31». 6d.,

and 4?^
, all our sel-ction.

FOREST TREES, and SHRUBS, and HEDGE PLANTS
by the hundred thousand. See Catalogue for sizes and prices.

RHODODENDRONS.—Choi-'e named. 24s. and -^Os. per doz.

Azaleas, Hardy Heaths, Skimmia^. and other American Plants

in great variety. 12 American Plants, our selection, for 4s.,

6i. 9s , or 12s.

HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS (an immense collection).-

12 distinct kinds, our selection, in pots, for 6«., 9s., or 13s.

Jasmines and Honeysuckles, white and yellow, Ij. and Is. 6d.

each; Ampelorsis. Is. and Is. fd. each; Clematis, Is. and
1«. 6a. each. 12. in 12 fine sorts, our selection, for 10s. 6d.

Ivies, lovely variegated and ornamental-leaved kinds, 9s., 12s,,

and 18s. per doz. Iri-^h Ivy. in pots, 6s.. 9s., and 12s per do/.

For Novelties and Specialties, see Catalogue, free.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON, °T?iiSSk'li^?-
Also at MANCHESTER. LLANDUDNO JUNCTION. &e.

CHRYSAjraWIUMS.
SIERHNO NOVELTIES for 1895.

MRS. W. J. GODFREY.
Without doubt the most beautiful Japanese and

the purest white variety in existence.

Fully described in CATALOGUE, Pott-free.

Miss RITA SCHROETER
Raised by Chas. C. Shea, Esq., from whom

I have purchased the entire stock.

This variety is the only English-raised Japanese

not yet in commerce, certificated at the Grand
Exhibition of the N.C.S., on November 7, and it

certainly is the most striking novelty of the

numerous varieties certificated on that date. The
blooms, which are large, may best be described

as a glorified " Belle Panle." which it much re-

sembles in colour and markings, but of double

the size. Of first-class habit of growth, and an
easy " doer " in every respect.

Plants, 7s. 6d. each..

The most reliahh' Catalogue piih/ished. post free to nil,

W. J. GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1894.

WINDOW FERNERIES.
TT^OR many windows facing northwards,
-*- flowering-plants are quite unfitted, the

lack of sunshine being against them. Ferns,

however, would be precisely in their element

with such exposure, and we have a very vivid

recollection of a time when our British Fern-
hobby was young, our collection small, and
space limited, and some two or three dozen
plants staged in a basement bay-window, were a

constant source of admiration to the passers by.

The whole affair was very simple: a plain table

stood in the bay, on this a stage of three shelves

curved to match the bay, and on these shelves

stood the plants in pots, the smallest in front,

and the taller-growing ones on the top. As the

pots were religiously kept turned always the

same way, the best view of course was seen

from the window ; but the table being mounted

on strong castors, it was easy to wheel it back-

wards into the room, and get at the front for a

good view, or readjustment whenever it was

necessary. In such arrangements, where no

Wardian-case is used, gas is the chief enemy
of the plants, and they can therefore only

safely be recommended where other means of

lighting are adopted, or the gas itself is little

used. Wardian-cases, unfortunately, are too apt

to cramp the plants, by inducing a luxuriant

growth, for which their space speedily becomes

insufficient ; this is, however, an effect often

caused by the ignorance of those who select the

plants, small specimens of Ferns being installed

which are robust growers, and under the

stimulus of close culture, are drawn up in

addition, so that a few weeks after installation,

they are knocking their heads against the roof

in vain efforts to attain their normal height. In

this connection, we may assert that although

there are scores of charming dwarf varieties of

Ferns, which would have ample room under such

conditions, we have never seen a collection so

housed. Take for instance the Lady Ferns

(Athyrium filix - fojmina) : there are A. f . - f

.

crispum, A. f.-f. Edwardsii, A. f.-f. Findlayannm,

A. f.-f. velutinum, and A. f.-f. nndicaule ooronans,

all only about 6 inches high, and of dense

growth ; while A. f.-f. stipsetum only reaches a

foot. Among the Buckler Ferna, there are

Lastrea f.m. crispa, crispa gracilis, crispa cristata,

crispa cristata angustata, ramulosissima, and

fluotuosa, all charming little gems of similar

dwarf habit. The Shield Ferns afford Poly-

stiohum annulare Lyellii, crispatum, parvissi-

mnm, and others ; while some of the dense-

growing plumose forms develop so slowly, that

small plants would take a year or two before

outgrowing the space at command. Besides

these, the Hart's-tongae affords a host of pretty
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dwarf varieties. "With all these a large Wardian-

oase, whether inside the room, or, as we often see

them outside on the window-sill, where the top-

light would be of immense benefit, by prevent-

ing them from being drawn, would form a con-

genial home, but as all that is needed to keep

their delicate growths from damage is protection

from wind, care should be taken with British

Ferns to give plenty of air. Good drainage

must also be provided. A good plan is to in-

sert the plants in small pots, marking them with

small pieces of stone or burr. They can then be

shifted in case of need, but in so doing, keep the

plants always with same face to the light, as if

turned and twisted about, ugly distorted plants

are sure to result.

As the Ferns ara perfectly hardy, no heating-

apparatus is required, even for the outdoor

cases—and, indeed, should not be used, as the

unnatural stimulus so given during the resting-

period of winter keeps them moving all the

time, starts them prematurely early into growth,

and renders them in the ensuing season a prey

to invincible vermin, induced by a ruined con-

stitution. If exotic Ferns requiring heat be

grown, they must be grown alone, and in that

case we hive found it very easy to warm the case

with a coil of 1-inoh compo-pipe, run once or

twice round it, both ends being brought out, one

through the drainage-hole, and the other just

above it, and inserted into a small copper boiler

holding about a quart, under which, at a little

distance from the case, a tiny atmospheric ring

gas-burner, kept the whole thing warm, with-

out any trouble, and at scarcely any expense.

The bottom of the case is filled up to the level

of the pipes with crushed cookle-shel's, such as

are sometimes used in lieu of gravel ; and this

is kept thoroughly wet, and the little pots partly

buried in it. The boiler we had made by a

plumber, but the pipes were adjusted by ourselves.

The junction of the smaller outlet pipes with

the inside larger ones was effected with india-

rubber piping, but they are better soldered.

With such a little arrangement as this, anything

Cin be grown; but, from our own point of view,

while we have a host of charming little native

plants which do not need coddling, it is waste of

time and trouble to confine ourselves as we,

popularly speaking, practically do, to foreign

plants which demand it. However, this is

a matter of taste, and we only quarrel with it in

as far that the favours are not fairly distributed

according to merit. Take among the Ferns we
have cited, the Hart's-tongue (Scolopendrium

valgare) alone, whether a case be used or merely

a table with shelves, such as we have described,

a most delightful little collection might be

grown with very little trouble in a single window.

We have in our mind's eye a score or two of

most varied forms of this species which range

from very dwarf ones such as S. v. spirale, S. o.

flabellatum, S. v. densum Kelwayii, up to some
of the finest frilled forms of S. v. orispum, S. v.

c. grande. Wills, for example, which are of full

normal size, but of which young plants with six

or seven fronds only form handsome specimens
in a limited area. S. v. peraferens and bicor-

nutum are oddities bearing thorns and little

pockets at the tips of their fronds; and
Mr. E. J. Lowe of late years has managed
to mix a lot of varieties, tasselled, muricate,
and frilled, with others of a dwarf nature,
so that there is a veritable host of little curios in

existence, if the fancy runs that way. Then
again there are the little l^pleenworts (Asple-
nium), A. triohomanes, whether in its common
form or in its varietal ones of A. t. incisum, A. t.

oristatum, A. t, Ilarrisii, forming lovely litt/e

rosettes if congenially treated. All these plants

want is well-drained chinks between stones, and
in our own fernery they have literally peopled all

the chinks and crevices with their slender-foliaged

self-sown offspring. A. viride is very like it,

but not in facility of culture, which, indeed, it

seems to resent. It is a child of the mountain
air and weeping cloud, or it is born amid the

streamlet spray, in some rocky limestone crevice,

circumstances and surroundings which it is

difficult to import into an ordinary dwelling-

house. Like its neighbour, the Ilolly Fern
(P. lonchitis), it is a sort of gipsy in its

liking for the open, and resents imprisonment.
The Bladder Ferns are all pretty in their native
haunts, but cannot be recommended for home
culture, they all too speedily take on a brown
hue, and though they survive year after year,

and even thrive, the discoloration is a draw-
back where the main virtue i} fresh viridity.

The Oak Fern (Polypodium dryopteris) and Beech
Fern (P. phegopteris) do cjpitally either in
cases or in pans in the open room ; nothing pret-
tier in their own way cm be conceived than well-
grown specimens of these. But it must always
be borne in mind that we are speaking of north
windows, or at any rate, of sunless ones. Of
course, in some places where there are deep
shady areas, such as Londoners are fami-
liar with, in Finsbury Circus and elsewhere,
even south windows are in shade, and there
all is congenial. Curiously enough, however
though in this very locality more of the areas have
fine specimens of British Ferns, and, in fact

there must be some hundreds round the Circus
itself, there is not a single variety, all are the
usual wayside weeds, and only about four species
are represented out of forty-four, and repeated
ad nauseam. Cfias. T. Druery, F.L.S., F.R.H.S.

The flowers are borne in long claitera, which are

ver; attractire, and ara aacceeded by winged leed-

vesaelt, which are at firat white and nltimatel; deep

rose-coloured, and very ornamental. The plant ia

hard; in the climate of Paris,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
— •

ADIANTUil DI3SIMULA.TUM, Jemn.. n. sp.

STiPiTBs erect, J to 1^ feet Ion?, black, poliihed
;

fronda erect, 1 to 1^ feet long, 5 to 10 inches wide,
bipinnate, firmly chartaceous, naked, dark green,
conaiating of a long central pinnate portion and two
to three baaal, mucli amaller, apreading, pinnate
branchea; rachia and coatee like theatipites; leaSeta
apart or contignoua, aeaaile, deltoid-rhomboidal on
the central branch, varying to oblong or ovate-
oblong in the inferior onea of the lower branchea,
the terminal elongated ; veina free, fine, cloae,

flabellate, repeatedly forked ; margins dentate when
barren; aori continaona around all bat the baaal
and interior tegmenta.

Ball Head, 3000 feet elevation, Clarendon, Jamaica.
Collected by Mr. Hart. Mr. Hart aent me a speci-
men of thia at the time, yeara ago, that he found
it, calling my attention as well to ita likeneaa to
A. Kendallii, Jenm., bat pointing oat features of
difference. Both likeness and unlikeneae were
obviona, bat I waa unwilling to found a epeciea on a
single imperfect frond. Now I have seen a fall-

grown perfect frond of Mr. Hart'a, and have no
heaitation. The habit and catting in both are alike,
the separativeneai liea in the difference of texture
and the ahape of the pinna. G. S, Jenman Semerara,
Aug. 21.

PoLTooNDU BALDscHDANicnM, Beqel*

Thia apeciea growa naturally in Ejttern Bokhara,
Turkeatan, at an altitude of 1200 to 1700 mulrea,
where it waa diacovered by Albert R^gel, According
to an account given by VcoK Mix Cornu to the
National Horticultural Society of France, it la a
perennial, with atema 4 to .I mu'irea high. The leaves
arecordiform or hastate, whiteor faintlyrosecoloured.

" Poli/gonumbildschmnicum, tiegei. \a Act. Jard. Bot. .St.

Pettrsburgk (1883), p. 63-1; Max Cornu, in Jcum, Soc, Nat,
i'Horticulture, September, 1891, p. 623.

l^:li&. anceps.

A pHOTOOHAPii, kindly aent by Colonel R, T,

Llojd, Aahton Hill, Qjweatry, repreaenta a fine

apecimen of the highly-coloured "Morada" variety

of Lsella ancepi, which is in fiawer at thia aeaaoo.

Colonel Lloyd's plant bears ninety-three flowera. It

would be a good companion-plant to the large

example of the white L, ancepa, illustrated in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, February 10, this year, which

flowered in Lord Rothscbild'a garden at 'Triag Park.

New Oechids,

The following species are described for the firit

time by Mr, Rolfe in the October number of the

Kew Bulletin, p. 3G1, to which we refer for the full

deacriptive detaila :
—

Pleurothdllis psma-nhucentis, Rilfe.—A diatinct

little epaciea, with pale yellowiah-green flowera,

atainfd with light rosy-parple. Introduced by

Measrs. W. L. Liwla & C), of Southgate, with

Cattleya labiata irom Pernambuco,
Dcndrobium suholausum, Rolfe.— A brilliantly'-

coloured and remarkable species, introduced by
Meesra. Veitch, of Chelaea. The flowera are J inch

long, and of a brilliant clanabar-orange colour. The
lip ia Buddenly infolded near the apex, and plaited

round the dentlcalate margin, which liea so cloae to

the anther and sidea of the column as to nearly

cloae th9 flower, whence thj nams given to the

apeciea, which ia a native of the Moluccaa,

Megaclinium piisillum, R)lfe.—A amill tpecies,

flowered at Glaanevin by Mr, F. W. Moore, It ii

nearly allied to M. melanorhacbia, Rchb. f,, and comei

from eaat tropical Africa.

Megaclinium triste, R )lfe.—A very diatinct apeciei,

allied to M. leueorhachla, Flowera velvetty, quite

black, with a few light green ma'-kings at the lipa.

The native country ia not kno vn,

Cyrtopera flexuosa, R )lfe.—A very diatinct apeciei,

which flowered at Kew during the preaent year. The
flowere are white, with a few amall purple apota on

the petals, and the centre of the Up ia light yellow,

with numerous deeper purple apota on either aide,

which are almoat auffaaed into an irregular band.

Native of Ktlimatijaro, East tropical Africa,

Stanhopea Randii, Kolfe.—A apeciea from the

Upper Amazon region, allied to S. eburnea, but

amaller. The flowera are ivory-white, with a faint

hade of yellow on the Up, and very aweet-acented.

Stanhopea nigrip^s, Rolfij.—A very handsome
species, allied to S. Wardll and S. Ruckeri, though

markedly different in the details of the lip. The
aepala and petala are yellow, with numeroua small

purple blotchea, and the Up and cilumn whitish-

yellow, with many amill purple apota. It flowered

at Kew in Auguat, bat nothing la knovn of ita

native country.

Catasetttm punctatum, Rolfe. — A new apeciea,

introduced from Brazil by MM, Linden, and allied

to C. strovirena. The aepala and petala are pale

yellowish-green, with numeroua light brown apota.

The lip ia yellow, and the tranaverae callus iniide of

a bright orange colour. The flowers are Terr

fragrant.

Poli/oi/nis Lehtmnni, R)lfe.— A rather pretty

apeciea, which flowered with Sir Trevor Lawrence
in Aaguat laat. The flowera are about 1 inch loig,

light taway-brown, apotted with purple, the lip

rather whiter, with darker purple apotf, apex of

column deep purple.

Vania lioehlingiani, Rjlfe.—A atrikin»Iy distinct

apeciea, introduced from Singapore by Meatra. Hugh
Low & Co. It ia allied to V. limbata, Blume, but
diSera from every other in the remarkable ahape of

the lip, which ia aoddenly dilated at the apex into a
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pair of balbert-shaped lobes. Sepals aad petals

deep brown, irregularly veined with yellowish-green.

The side lobes of the lip are white, streaked with

purple, and the front lobe brown, with irregular

radiating yellow veins. It is dedicated to Hon. C.

Roebling, of Trenton, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Cypeipedium Laweebel

will succeed best if potted in good brown,

peat-fibre, and living sphagnum moss, or as some
cultivators prefer, a good mixture of turfy - loam
and fibrous peat, to which some sphagnum moss
should be added to keep the soil more porous, and to

allow the roots to push through more easily. The
pots, however, should be well drained, as stagnation

at the roots is very detrimental to the well-doing of

this genus. A temperature similar to that main-
tained in the Cattleya- house, will be found to suit it

admirably, and during the growing season a liberal

diums, and never be allowed to become dry. This

beautiful and interesting novelty is quite distinct

from anything yet in commerce, but it must not be

confounded with the C. Adonis which is reported in

the pages of the Orchid Review for October, 1893,

where it is stated that a plant under this name was

exhibited by C. J. Ingram, Esq., of Godalming, as a

cross between C. hirsutitsimum and C. Cartisii,

which must be quite a distinct hybrid from our

present subject. Orchid Album, vol. xi., part 125.

MASDEVALLIA EOSEA.
The history of this pretty and floriferous Masde-

vallia (fig. 8'6) is exceedingly interesting. It was

known to science from dried specimens collected by

Uartweg at a great elevation on the Andes of Ecuador,

as far back as the year 1842, from which material

Dr. Lindley described it in 1845 ; and still later by

,
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supply of water is necessary. It must, however

never be allowed to become dry, even in the dull

wintei months, although great care must be exei-

cised in watering. The atmosphere should always

be kept in a humid condition, to guard against the

attacks of thrips, which, if allowed to become estab-

lished, will greatly disfigure and injure the plants.

The flowers of this plant last for a considerable time

in full beauty. Orchid Album, vol. xi., part 125.

Cypeipedium Adonis.

This beautiful hybrid, "Lady's Slipper Orchid,"

was raised in the Victoria and Paradise Nurserlef,

Upper HoUoway, about five years ago, and is the

result of a cross between Cypripedium Spicerianum
magnificum and C. Harrisianum superbum, and
which may be noted as being the reverse cross to our

beautiful variety of C. Pitoherianum. . . Cypri-

pedium Adonis thrives best with pot culture, and

should be placed in well-drained pots, with a com-

post of good fibrous peat and sphagnum moss : the

plants should be well elevated above the rim and
fixed firmly, although not rammed in. It succeeds

well in the Cattleya-house temperature, and should

be treated similar to all other evergreen Cypripe-

the report of Dr. Jameson, Professor of Botany and

Chemistry at the University of Quito.

But it remained for that indefatigable traveller,

Mr. F. C. Lehmann, who has made Masdevallias a

special study, to reach the high altitude at which

the plant grows, and by unremitting care to get it

alive over the low-lying country which intervenes

between its native habitat and the coast, a journey

more dreaded by the collectors of fragile Orchids

than all the rest of the voyage. The plant was

thus made tolerably plentiful in gardens in 1880.

Two characteristics, among other good qualities,

caused the plant to be a general fa.ourite,

viz., the case with which it could be grown

with success in the coldest house, and the freedom

with which it produces its pretty carmine-tinted

coral-red flowers. Oar illustration (fig. 83), taken

from a plant which flowered with Major-General

C. B. Lucie- Smith, at The Acacias, Worthing, in

July last, and which we saw in that interesting col-

lection (which is grown practically in the open air

in summer) in August, gives a good representation of

the plant on a small scale, and the remarks of its

owner and cultivator, conveyed in a letter on the

subject, gives some idea of the manner in which

it and others of its class are grown by
him. Major-General C. B. Lucie-Smith says:—
' The Masdevallia rosea was grown by me in a
house where the night temperature during last

winter, as a rule, sank to about 40° Fahr., and on
one occasion to 36°. Does not its fine blooming
now go to prove that the minimum of 50° usually

adopted is too high for cool Masdevallias ?
"

But it should be pointed out, that as stated in our
report of bis method of growing Orchids in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, August 25, 1894, p. 217, Major-
General Lacie-Smith maintains than bis plan of

growing Orchids in open-air shelters in summer
induces floriferousness, and enables the plants to

sustain a lower temperature in winter than would
otherwist be the case. J. OB.

Foreign Correspondence.
«

FRUIT IN GERMANY.
Many of the southern parts of Germany are

fruit-growing lands, but they are not able to produce
all the fruit which Germany consumes. In northern
Germany fruit-growing is not so much carried on
as in the south, so it is not to be wondered that

Germany imports a great quantity of fruits every

year. Kscently has been issued the report in the

Ponwlogische MonatsheftCy by Lucas, of the imports

into and of the exports from Germany of fruit and
fruit-products during the last ten years ending with

1893 ; and it is interesting to learn from this report

that the consumption of fruit is increaeiag from

year to year in a very high degree. There were

imported into Germany in 1878—1887, 26 550 tons ;

1830-1889, 31,893 tons; 18i2-1891, 50,489 tons
;

and 1884—1893, »7,6U7 cons. The 67,607 tons of

the last period were valued at £831,485 sterling.

During this same period Germany exported yearly

21.552 tons of fruits of a value of £323,295, so that

there were imported yearly 66,055 tons, of a value

of £508,190, more than were exported. Interesting

is it to learn from the list that the value of fruits,

during the last ten years, was—in 1884, 62,748 tons

imported, of the value of £561,750 ; 1886,

97,391 tons, in value £1,022,600 ; 1888,70,339 tons,

worth £633.050 ; 1890, 92,144 tons, of a value of

£941,150; 1891, 120,384 tons, of a value of

£786,350; 1892, 96,178 tons, of a value of

£865,850 ; 1893, 94,058 tons, of a value of £847,000.

The value of a ton of fruit varied between £6 5i. in

1891, and £11 18s. in 1889. It is remarkable that

in 1893, notwithstanding in Germany it was gene-

rally a fruitful year, there were imported 94,058 tons,

of a value of £847,000. The greater part of the fresh

fruit imported into Germany came from Austria,

viz., 49 49 per cent, in 1890, 73' 15 per cent, in 1891,

31 01 per cent, in 1892, and 49 84 per cent, in 1893.

Next to Austria, the greatest quantities came from

Switzerland, viz., 37'63 percent, in 1890, 1865 per

cent, in 1891, 41 33 per cent, in 1892, and 2515 per

cent, in 1893. From Great Britain were imported

only about 02 to 05 per cent. On the contrary,

the largest quantities of fresh fruits from Germany

go to Great Britain, viz., 20.472 tons in 1890, 17,123

tons in 1891, 6548 tons in 1892, and 10,328 tons in

1893. To all other countries Germany exported

8558 tons in 1890, 6119 tons in 1891, 3798 tons in

1892, and 7559 tons in 18J3. But besides fresh

fruits Germany imports large quantities of dried

fruits : in the last ten years ending 1893, 28,732 4

tons, of a value of £514.860. The exports of dried

fruits from Germany amounted in 1892 to 116 6 tons,

and in 1893 to 112 tons. The largest quantities of

dried fruits came also from Austria and Hungary, viz ,

17,022 tons in 1890, 19,609 tons in 1891, 16,091 tons

in 1892, and 14,773 tons in 1893. Last year Servia

came next with 10.077 tons. Great Britain, with

Gibraltar, Malta, and Cyprus, brought to Germany

dried fruits, 113 tons in 1890, 38 tons in 1891, and

51 tons in 1892 (the quantity exported 1893 is still

unknown). The total imports of fruits (fresh and

dried) during the last ten years to Germany, is

yearly 116,339-4 tons of a value of £1,346.345, and
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it 18 a matter for surprise that snch large quantities

should still be imported into Germany. There is an

enormous area of waste land, which brings not one

penny rent to its owners, but which might bring in a

high rent if planted with fruit trees. For although

fruit-growing has increased in a high degree in

Gercuany during the last ten years, the consumption

has increased also, as is shown by the above tables.

The net profit of an Apple or Pear tree is reckoned

in Germany at between £4 6s. 6d. and £12 19s. &d.

during the whole life of the tree, viz., sixty-five years.

An association with the necessary capital would

earn a good net profit. XI. D.

Trees and Shrubs.
-•

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA.

This Monterey Cypress grows into grand trees in

Devonshire and Cornwall. The largest I have met

with was at Captain Rogers', Penrose, near Helston.

At 4 feet from the ground, where the bole was

19 feet round, it branched into six stems, most of

which ran up to more than 80 feet. This tree was

planted thirty-five years ago. Nurserymen in the

south-west of England use this Cypress as a screen

from wind, in the form of hedges. It seems to stand

clipping well. It would perhaps last longer if the

leading shoots were removed with a knife, and the

use of the shears were deferred for two or three

months. By adopting this plan, the shock to the

plants would be less severe than when the pruning

and clipping are all done at once. W. T., Hea Moor.

Oenamental Trees.

Among the various ornamental trees of medium

growth suitable for the pleasure-grounds, Virgilia

lutea stands out conspicuously ; its handsome bi-

pinnate leaves show to advantage during the summer,

but in autumn the plant is magnificent, the leaves

00 the upper part of the tree being of a beau-

tiful yellow colour, while those on the lower part are

green, with here and there a tinge of yellow. The

tree seldom exceeds, in Eogland, 20 feet in height.

It succeeds well in sandy loam, but the wood must

be well-ripened to produce the flowers. Another

species of tree that succeeds with us is Dimor-

phanthus mandschuricus; it has Aralia-like foliage,

green in the early stages, but at this season changing

to bronze. The heads of white flowers make it a

striking contrast to the Virgilia. Another tree

which flowers well with us after a warm summer is

Paulownia imperialis. Catalpa syringoefolia also

flowers well, and is a desirable garden tree. The
trees of Liquidambar are beaatifnl in their autumn

tints ; they are seldom seen of better colour than at

Minley Manor, the peaty gravel soil of the garden

evidently suiting them ; in strong soils the leaves do

not always colour well. litius Cotinus, Venetian

Sumach, has been very fine, and in early morn when
covered with dew it is remarkably pretty. It is out of

place planted among other shrubs ; the most efi'ective

position is on the lawn. T. H. Slade, Lea Pari.

A TRAVELLER'S NOTES.
(Continued frjm p. 628.)

Wellington, New Zealand, Jolt 9, 1693.—
Agathis (Ddmmara) australis, the Kauri of commerce,
yields one of the most famous of the world's woods,

afiTardiog employment to thousands of men, and its

conversion a remunerative return for many hundred
thousand pounds of invested capital. Its habitat is

confined to the most northern portion of the North
Island, the area occupied calculated as likely to pay
for working having been estimated in 1885 by the

Surveyor-General at 138,470 acres. Though found
in small quantities between Whangarei and Auck-
land, the largest forests lie north of the former, and
in order to see such a one being worked, I recently

left Auckland for the north. A 230 ton steamer
performs the journey in ten hours twice a week,

The nearest forest to Whangarei lies 13 miles east-

ward, and as the roads to others are in parts at this

season impassable, I had no choice. The forest

in question belongs to a private firm, Messrs,

Foote Bros., whose arrangements for the conversion

of the timber are most economical and complete.

Agathis (Dammara) australis, where found, is

usually the prevailing tree, and though the under-

growth is thick, large specimens of other trees are

rarely met with. It grows in poor soil, valueless

for agricultural purposes after a forest has been

cleared. The prevailing undergrowth is usually

Astelia trinervis, a Liliaceous plant with long narrow

leaves. The tree form of Dicksonia lanatais also often

met with, and Adiantum renilorme occurs in profusion

on every side. Young trees, when planted in a bush,

are distinctly handsome, though they are usually not

met with in Nature. Planted in the open, like

some other New Z(!aland plants, they fail to grow.

Matured trees attain an average height of 80 to

100 feet, with a trunk 4 to 12 feet in diameter,

though individual specimens are known to far

exceed these dimensions. Mr. Kirk mentions one a

100 feet high to the first branch, with a circumfer-

ence of 66 feet ; whilst one at Mercury Bay is stated

to measure 80 feet to the first branch, and to be

72 feet in circumference. The largest I have met

with growing was between 9 to 10 feet in diameter,

as straight as a gun- barrel, and for two- thirds

of its height without a branch. In the summer

months it is, however, only a matter of time to see

far larger ones, though in the forest I visited the

prevailing size was 6 feet, and nnder ; nevertheless,

so thickly do the trees grow, many ot larger dimen-

sions are met with in a comparatively small area.

Respecting the age this exceptional tree attains, Mr.

Kirk estimates a tree of 7 feet in diameter to be 1260

years ; the specimen I mentioned as growing at Mer-

cury Bay may be considerably over 2000 years, and one,

66 feet in circumference, not less than 1500 years.

The proportion of sap-wood is remarkably small

—

hollow and defective trees are rare ; its durability, as

shown by wood obtained from buried forest, &c.,

thoroughly proved, and its strength excelled by but

two or three other trees.

In Mr. Kirk's excellent Forest Flora, reviewed in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 14, 1889, p. 695, specialists

will find many pages giving full details respecting this

tree. The branches are never used, though they often

attain a diameter of 2 feet. In passing through that

portion of a forest already felled, one often clambers

over many such buried beneath many feet of the

handsome, broad, glaucous foliage. The bark is

thick, and most resinous, the resin exuding freely, and

forming solid masses in the forks of the branches,

though the quantity thus found is trivial compared

with that dug up annually from the swamps now
covered, or formerly covered, with Kauri forest.

This solidified resin forms the Kauri-gum of com-
merce, of which between 1883 and 1887 as much as

30,498 tons were exported, its gross value being

£1.598,606. It aff"ords employment to thousands, and

is a standing resource for the unemployed, though I

fancy few undertake the work if they can obtain any

other. It is remunerative, but exceptionally rough

work. The gum is largely employed in the manufac-

ture of varnish, and forms an admirable substitute for

amber in the manufacture of the mouthpieces of pipes.

The timber ot the New Zealand Kauri, Agathis

(Dammara) australis, is considered by some experts

the most valuable in the world for general purposes.

In 1888, a syndicate of Melbourne and New Zealand

capitalists purchased the mills, the vast Kauri re-

serves, and rights of the various companies and private

owners in the Province of Auckland, and the Kauri

Timber Company, Limited, was subsequently formed

with a capital of £1,200,000. The Company;acquired

twenty-eight mills, 163,000 acres of freehold and

265,000 acres of leasehold (since added to), estimated

to contain 1,700.000,000 feet of standing Kauri

timber. One of the leading mills is at Auckland,

over which Mr. Brood, the manager, was good

enough to show me. Here, in the busy season,

some_400 hands are employed in every variety of

work—on the conversion of large stems, 8 to 9 feet in

diameter, to almost every conceivable purpose to

which wood can be applied. In the yard of the mill

lay several 18-inch square long piles, ordered by the

Admiralty; and in the upper floor, 6000 doors of

one pattern, made from wood seasoned for two years

prior to use, and subsequently left for nine months
before export, formed a respectable heap. Such a

door costs the builder 9s. From the huge size of

the branchless trunks, the wood is absolutely without

knot or flaw. All is done by steam, even to dove-

tailing, an operation performed by a small but

intricate machine. By this means, so accurate is

the work,that errors are literally impossible, and putty

unknown throughout the whole mill. Hundreds of

saws are constantly at work, from the tall vertical

blade with teeth inches long to the minute fret-saw

worked by boys. Wheelbarrows, windows, mantel-

pieces, doors, &!!., are turned out wholesale, Mr.
Brood claiming the joinery to be second to none.

Specially fiue planks, 6 to 7 feet in diameter, are

kept in limited quantity for counters, &c., and all

" mottled " Kauri, much valued, is put aside. It

seems scarcely clear what causes the peculiar wavy
bands occasionally met with in the wood. Mr. Brood
ascribes it to disease ; Mr. Kirk to the growth of

the bark not keeping pace with the development of

the wood tissue, so that flakes or small portions of

bark are enclosed by the sap-wood, become indurated

nnder excessive pressure, ultimately forming dark

patches on a light ground. Most of the saw-mills

are being worked naturally in or near the Kauri
forest ; even then the handling of snch large stems

offers difficulty from the nature of the rough and
broken ground it usually affects. Various are the

devices by which the huge trunks are brought beneath

the " breaking-down " saw.

Where possible, a stream is made use of, often

rolling roads have to be formed, and on steep slopes
" skids " are the means of transport. Most useful,

however, is "the jack," in the use of which the

bushmen are well versed. Necessarily laborious

as the moving of snch large masses of timber

must be, it is yet considerably lightened by
the dexterity with which this invaluable aid is

handled.
Kauri forests have been purchased at from 2s. 6d,

to 5s. per acre, but the present price is much higher

—in fact, good forests are almost all taken up now.
Owing to the depression in Australia, one of the

chief if not the chief market, the timber now being

cut is in excess of the demand, and many mills are

closed. Such is the supremacy of the timber for

nearly all purposes, this can but be temporary.
Oranges do well in the neighbourhood of Whan-

garei. I saw one orchard in fine condition. Even
as far south as Napier the climate is too cold, though
Lemons bear well and are hardier. As a rule, bow-
ever, the large Oranges from Fiji are greater

favourites in the market. Near Whangarei the bush
in parts is very rich. I visited a hill—the property

of the station-master—and have rarely seen a more
luxuriant vegetation.

Libocedrus Doniana—restricted to the northern
portion of the North Island— is a Conifer of great

beauty in a young state, though I have not met with

it in a large state. It is unfortunate we cannot
grow it freely, as for horticultural purposes it would
prove above the average.

Areca sapida is common, and makes fine trees 20
to 30 feet in height. The pith is said to have
form>>d the staple food of the natives, and the stems
have been used in hcuse building. Planted in open
spaces it will not do, and when left after a bush
clearing, the foliage diminishes to a quarter of

its normal size, clear evidence that shade and
moisture are among its chief requirements.

Cyathea medullaris grows freely, often attaining a
height of 30 feet, though one in particular I have
seen was measured and found to be over 50 feet. I

think, however, smaller specimens with their gigantic

fronds are more impressive. C. dealbata is also at

home, though it does not attain a greater height than
12 to 15 feet.

Pbyllocladus trichomanoides, " the Tanekaha," is

very handsome, and its Fern-like foliage most
curious. The wood is valuable and durable, and
Mr. Kirk states that in places it is extensively used.

As common as any tree in the district, are Coryno-
carpus laevigata (the Karaka), and Vitex littoralis

(the Puriri). The former forms evergreen bnsbes

and trees 20 to 50 feet high, with foliage of the

glossiest green often 6 to 9 inches in length, sur-

mounted by panicles of orange-coloured fruit. The
latter, a round-headed tree, the foliage reaching in

an unbroken curve to within a few feet of the
ground, bears broad shiny foliage, with three to

five leaflets, and an abundance of dull crimson
tubular flowers ; a few may be seen even at this

season, though the seed, now rapidly changing from
green to red, has, as a rule, replaced them. The
wood is hard to work, and though excessively

durable, is therefore expensive. For ornamental
purposes, it will ever hold a front rank amongst
New Zealand trees.

Another very handsome tree is Beilschmiedia
Tarairi (the Taraire), restricted to the Auckland
district. The foliage is massive, 4 to 6 inches long,

broadly obovate, and dull green, densely clothing

the tree in its young state. It attains the proportion

of a good sized tree, and I have met with some 70
to 80 feet high ; though, as a shrub, it is almost mora
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ornamental. Its rich purple Plam-like fruits, \\ to

\h inches in length, are numeroualy borne at this

season, and are of considerable beauty.

Dnmys axillaris, the Horopito, or Pepper-tree of

the settlers, a tall, ornamental shrub, is common

;

Alectryon excelsum, the Titoki, is remarkable for its

singular fruit, many of which may now be seen.

Mr. Kirk describes it as follows :
" When ripe it is

J-inch in length, and almost woody, with a flattened

crest oa the upper portion, terminating in a spur-

like prominence on one side ; when the seed is ripe

the fruit-vessel becomes ruptured transversely, but

not along any dednite line." The single black seed

is encased in a fleshy aril of the richest scarlet—

a

pretty contrast.

The foliage of Olearia Cunninghami, the Heke-

tara, always stands well out, 2 to 5 inches long, with

broadly distant acute teeth, and entirely white

beneath. Either as a shrub or small tiee it is very

distinct in general appearance.

Coriaria ruscifolia, the Tripakihi ; Pseudopanax

crassifolium, the Iloroeka ; Knightia excelsa, the

Rewarewa, all mentioned in my last letter, are also

met with in the bush around Whangarei.

Probably the best known of New Zealand timbers

after the Kauri is the Totara, Podocarpns Totara.

For certain special purposes it is even superior to its

great rival, more especially for marine piles, as it

resists insect attacks, to which the Kauri succumbs.

In this respect the Totara bears to the Kauri the

same relation as the famous Western Australian

Jarrah bears to the Karri, Jarrah, I am told, has

been tried in New Zealand for marine pile work, but is

not found equal to the Totara, a result lean (carcely

credit.

I recently met with a few trees of the Totara. It

is rarely found in large qaantitie?, and in most dis-

tricts is all but extinct, so wholesale has been its

destruction. The bark is deeply grooved or furrowed,

the stem is from 2 to 6 feet in diameter, and the tree

from 80 to 100 feet in height. Its chief defect is

said to be its extreme brittleness ; it is easily split,

and no other is used for telegraph-posts in the North

Island.

I returned from Auckland by boat to New Ply-

month, and thence overland to Wellington. Land-
slipj, owing to the excessive and continuous 'rain,

are common, and twice the journey was thus inter-

rupted, and trains changed. But a few days since a

train was caught between two, and the occupants

confined part of a day and all one night without

food. James H, Vcitch.

{To be continued.)

Forestry.

PROTECTION OF WOODS FROM GALES.

Fbom time to time, and at more or less frequent

periods, our woods are devastated by gales of excep-

tional strength and velocity, and we hear heart-

rending accounts of ruined plantations and glutted

timber markets. That wind is one of the worst

enemies with which the forester has to contend,

scarcely requires mentioning, and yet we are pro-

bably not far out in saying that any intelligent and

eS'ective system of rendering woods comparatively

wind-proof, is seldom adopted in Great Britain. The
general and most prevalent idea seems to be that the

whole matter depends on thinning. Some advocate

thick woods in order to exclude the wind, while

others favour free thinning so that root and stem may
be sufliciently well developed to confer stability and

power of resistance. Both of these arguments are

sound so far as they go, but in many cases the wind

goes further, and exposes their weak points. That

thinning is an important matter is beyond question,

but it is not everything, and we may briefly glance

at the most important paints which present them-

selves in examining this subject.

The injuries caused by gales to individual

trees may be of an irreparable, or only of a

temporary nature. By an irreparable injury,

we mean the overturning of the tree at the

roots, or the snapping olF of the stem at some

point below the crown. A temporary injury

may consist in the tearing off of one or

more side branches, or the loss of a leader, either of

which losses may be remedied by subsequent growth,

with or without artificial pruning.

Causes of Upeootino.

Generally speaking, the blowing down of a

tree results from one or a combination of three

causes : decay of the large roots, a relatively

weak root-system, and excessive wetness of

the ground. The first-named cause is most

frequently responsible for the overturning of large

and old trees in parks and hedgerows, and Elm
is especially subject to uprooting from this cause.

A relatively weak root.- system may be occasioned

either by its shallowness, or its poor development.

A shallow root-system invariably occurs on thin

soils with a hard or infertile subsoil. Shallow roots

grow on, rather than in, the soil, and no great force

is necessary to destroy the equilibrium of a tree

possessing such roots. Badly-developed roots usually

result from overcrowding or bad health ; but it must

be remembered that the power of resistance of the

roots depends in a great measure upon the shape

and height of the tree. Two primary forces act

upon a tree during a storm, the one being its

own weight exerted in a vertical direction,

and the other the pressure of the wind exerted

in a horizontal direction, the resultant of the

two forces representing the power of resistance

necessary for the roots to possess to ensure

stability. Now, the equilibrium of a tree (or

any other erect cylindrical body) is greatest

when the perpendicular from its centre of gravity

falls exactly in the centre of its basal area, and this

can only occur when the weight is equally distributed

round the axis. The wind also exerts so much the

more force or leverage upon the roots the higher

up the stem it is applied, and the absolute pressure

depends upon the surface of stem and branches pre-

sented to it. As the stem represents a lever, it is

clear that a given amount of pressure on a well-

developed but shallow crown on the top of a high

stem, will throw a greater strain upon the roots than

the same pressure applied to a tree whose branches

taper gradually to or near to the ground. In the

latter case the centre of gravity is much lower down

the stem than in the former, and the tree with a

tapering crown more closely approaches to a state of

stable equilibrium, and is thus able to dispense with

a strong root system, or, in other words, the latter

is put to much less strain than in the case of the

top-heavy tree. With long slender stems having

shallow crowns, another force comes into play

besides those already mentioned. This is the

momentum which the crown acquires in being

swayed to and fro by the wind. Tne heavier the

crown in proportion to the strength and rigidity of

the stem, and the greater its height from the ground,

BO much the greater will be the momentum. This

force, however, is not only exerted upon the roots,

but also upon the whole length of the stem, and the

amount of strain the latter will bear depends upon

the toughness and elasticity of the timber. When
this force exceeds the resisting-power of the roots,

the tree is blown down when it exceeds the break-

ing-weight of the stem, but not root-resistance ; it

is snapped off at the weakest point between crown

and root. This latter catastrophe frequently occurs in

Coniferous woods when a hitherto thick and crowded

crop of poles has been severely thinned, and the

trees isolated from their neighbours.

The third cause of uprooting, excessive moisture,

may be brought about by an exceptionally heavy rain-

fall preceding a gale, or by stagnant water resting on

the surface. In either case, the soft and spongy con-

dition of the soil destroys that intimate adhesion

between the soil particles which exist in well-

consolidated land, and the roots are easily withdrawn

from the matrix in which they are embedded. This

form of uprooting is especially to be feared on peaty

land, both on account of the low density of the

soil, and the great power it possesses of absorbing

moisture.

The temporary injuries to which we have alluded

most frequently occur to trees with large and wide-

spreading crowns, such as hardwoods which have

been allowed free space for development. From a

purely lylTicaltnral point of view they are anim-

portant, and affect the arboriculturist to a greater

extent than the forester.

Pheventatives.

We may now proceed to see what means are at

our disposal for protecting our woods from these in-

juries. Evidently there are two directions in which

we can work : one by increasing the tree's power

of resistance ; the other, by decreasing exposure to

the wind. We have already seen that a tree's equi-

librium is greatest when its branches extend equally

in all directions round the axis of the stem, and it

possesses a conical crown of a fair depth. A very

slight acquaintance with the laws of growth will

enable one to see that free space for development is

necessary in order to obtain trees of this character.

But even when obtained, such are by no means ideal

timber trees. The aim of the forester is the pro-

duction of clean and marketable timber, and not the

growth of trees best suited to withstand storms.

His trees should be clear of large branches for at

least two-thirds of their height, and with some

species close order during youth is absolutely neces-

sary for this purpose. The growth of storm-defying

specimens must therefore be limited to the margins,

and greater importance attached to decreasing the

actual surface of the main crop exposed to the wind.

As the latter always moves in a practically hori-

zontal direction, it is only a vertical or deeply-

inclined surface that feels the full force of a gale.

In the case of a compact mass of trees, only the

outside individuals would present such a surface to

the wind. Even these, if fully exposed from the first,

will possess a more or less semi-conical outline of

crown, and in very exposed situations a gradually

inclined plane will be formed from successive rows

of crowns for a considerable distance into the wood.

The chief points to be observed, then, in securing

immunity from storms are: fairly free thinning

during youth round the margins of the wood, never

cutting a marginal tree, keeping all parts of the

wood free from gaps, avoiding the occurrence of any

abrupt differences of level in the horizontal surface

of the crowns, attention to drainage and removal of

stagnant water, &c.

But as in British forestry mature timber is some-

times felled before it is absolutely decayed, and as

the clearing of a large wood cannot be effected at

once, it is impossible to avoid gaps and differences of

level when cutting on a large scale begins. The
most risky system of felling is that of gradually cut-

ting out the best, or the worst trees, as the case may
be, until nothing but a sprinkling of trees is left,

This system is a frequent cause of disaster in Coni-

ferous woods, where the trees are more or less top-

heavy. So long as the crowns are in touch, or fairly

close to their neighbours, the swaying to which we

have alluded is reduced to a minimum, while the

wind cannot exert its full force upon an unbroken

canopy. But when gaps in the latter are made by

felling, the wind soon begins to enlarge them, and

the effects of this inroad may be felt not only upon

the spot, but at more or less distant and younger

parts of the wood.

The best method in a large wood is that of clear-

ing a convenient area at regular intervals, beginning

in that part where least danger from storms is to be

feared. In most districts, this would be the north-

east corner, as our most severe gales usually come

from the south-west. Conformity and slope of the

ground, however, must be considered in deciding

this point, as a valley would be less likely to suffer

from storms crossing it at right angles, as from those

sweeping up or down its length. The shape of the

clearing may be either a square or oblong, or may

take the form of a strip or band. If each periodic

clearing be replanted, and the work steadily pro-

ceeded with until the whole of the old wood has been

removed, the young crop should present a series of

steps, the lowest being on the windward side, and

the highest and oldest on the leeward. By such an

arrangement, the wind coming from the usual

quarter would meet with no sudden check, but be

gradually raised from the level of the ground to the

top of the highest section at the opposite aide of the
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wood, sapposing the latter is standing on level

ground. The namber and size of the compartments

Or sections will, of coarse, be regulated by the area

of the wood, the degree of miturity of the timber,

and ths desirability of clearing the old crop oflf

rapidly or otherwise ; the undulating ground, all

knolls, and eminences should be cleared in snch a

minner as shall prevent the saeceeding crop from

being suddenly exposed after the trees have attained

any great age and size.

Of course, work of this kind entails a little system

and forethought, two things which most estate

proprietors appear to consider unnecessary elements

in wood minigement, and opposed to all sentiment.

But if our woods are to be rendered secure from the

severe gales which sweep over these isles more or

less frequently every winter, som? such system as

the above must bs adopted, and it will perhaps bs

found preferable to hivj regular and moderate

clearings, carried out by human agency, than to allow

Nature to c'.ear our woodlands for m in her own

way. A. C. Forbes, Bowood, Calnc,

A NUESERY IN THE MAKING.
One would be almost justified in saying that Mr.

Moun'/s nursery at Folkestone is made, but it is

quite evident that Mr. Mount himself is not of that

opinion, and that the place is still in the throes of

evolution, and its growth is so far from completed,

that more acres are likely to be annexed "jast

to allow the Tea Roses to get the bene6t of

virgin soil, yon know." The nursery is situated

within two or three minutes' walk of the Central

Station at Folkestone, in a bleak wind-swept

g tuation, on the greensand plateau that extends

from the range of chalk hills to the sea-coist a mile

or so away. It is not two years' old yet, most of the

houses, indeed, are not more than six months' old.

They have been built by the proprietor himself, they

are light, airy structures of the modern type, excel-

lently adapted to their purpose, ventilated in a very

simple and efficient manner, on Kinnell's system, and

heated by a terminal saddle-boiler, and an adequate

supply of piping.

What has been done in six or seven months

only affords a lesson to distressed agriculturists.

We are far from supposing that the conditions

and possibilities are the same for the farmer as for

the gardener, still the underlying principle is the

same, and it is impossible not to be struck with the

value aud the number of the crops the gardener

gets out of the land in a small time, as compared
with the poor results obtained by the farmer.

These six-months-old houses, ultimately destined

for pot Roses, have already brougl.t to perfection a

bumper crop of Tomatos. Now they are filled with

Chrysanthemums for cutting, and when these are

over, they will be filled with Cucumbers. The
Chrysanthemums are not grown for exhibition, they

are not disbudded or mutilated in any way, for

Folkestone people have the good taste to prefer

a plant au naturel to one disfigured by the art

of the gardener. A.nd the fine billowy masses

of such varieties as ' Source d'Or," and of one

or two good white varieties show what good
judges the Folkestone people are. The Folke-

stone air goes for a great deal. It is pure, fresh,

invigorating to a degree, and damping-off is not to

be dreaded. PrinC'?s8 Teck, a variety with white

flowers flushed with rose, is largely grown, and
Golden Gem shows the efTect of the sea air in its

vigorous, succulent, deep-green foliage and bronzy
flowers—not yellow as they are inland. This succu-

lence and vigour of foliage consequent on the sea air

is noticeable in many plants here, as well as the

Chrysanthemums, e.g., in the white Arums.
Marguerite Carnations do well ; they were planted

out and lifted in October, and placed in 32-pots.

The plants are not remarkable, but the blooms are

very serviceable, and even the single ones find

favour—another illustration of the good taste of the

Folkestone people. Small Palms for decoration.

Heaths, Chinese Primulas, Cyclamens, Swainsona,

Pteris tremnla, are grown in profosion, and these

plants affjrd a fair indication of the style of gar-

dening done at Folkestone, Private gardens,

indeed, are rare and tiny, but window decorations,

balconies, small conservatories, and such-like, are

abundant, and table decorations consume large sap-

plies of appropriate plants. Various R^itinosporas,

ericoides, squarrosa, &c., are grown under glass in

pots for table decoration, and a very beautiful effifct

they produce ; but it is carious to observe how

growth under these conditions alters the appearance

of the plants, so that varieties with which one is, or

supposes oneself, to be perfectly familiar out-of-

doors, when drawn up under glass, are hardly

recognisable.

Every preparation is being made out-of-doors for

the growth of Tea Roses, and there can be little

doubt that a full measure of success will be obtained,

for, in spite of a bleak situation, and occasional

violent winds, the winter cold is not so severe

as it is inland, and the colour and substance of

flowers by the sea are notorious.

Doubtless, it will not be long before Mr.

Mount will set to work to supply the shrubs

and trees suitable for the seaside, snch as Aus-

trian Pines, Cupressus macro2arpa, broad-leaved

Privet, Escallonia macrantha, Tamarix, Atriplex

Ualimas, Lycium barbarum, Evergreen Oaks,

Common Bays, Gjree (double and single). New Zea-

land Veronicas, &c,

A selection of the best herbaceous plants is also

to be grown, and even up to this time Stocks, Lady

Albemarle Godetia, Tagetes, Mignonette, and others

are in bloom, and would continue so well into the

winter were it not for the fierce ga'.es which destroy

them more effectually than the frost. People who
know Folkestone in its spring aspect must admire

the brilliant golden shoots of the Japan Euonymus
at that season. Just now the shoots, which will be

a blaze of golden colour in the spring, are of a

delicate shade of green, contrasting remarkably with

the older deep-green foliage,

Mr. Mount, like a true man of K'int, has

hoisted the " white horse "of Kent as his emblem,

and taken the proud Kentish "Invicta" as his

motto, and when one sees what his quiet energy

has affected in Canterbury, one cannot doubt that

a prosperous career is in store for him also in

Folkestone, now separated from head- quarters by

a railway journey of half or three-quarters of an

hoar only.

JAPANESE PLUMS.*
Of these fine Plums, I wish to state that my

experience is limited, but so far as tested on my
ground, the fruits far exceed my expectations, aud I

believe this is true iu all parts of the United States

where they have been tried. No fruit of recent intro-

duction is meeting the expectations of fruit-growers

throughout the entire country equal to these Oriental

Plums ; their good quality, 8iz3 of the fruit, small-

ness of pit, earliness in bearing, great productive-

ness, handsome colour, freedom from insect pest,

long-keeping, and shipping qaalities, they are just

the Plums to recommend as fit companions for our

finest native varieties, and I predict that our cross-

bred seedlings of these Orientals, and our Plums,
will in the near future make Iowa one of the best

Plum States east of the Rocky Mountain region, but

this will not be done without hard labour and expen-
sive biological work. In order to create new varie-

ties, cross-fertilisation mast be brought to bear.

We are standing face to face with a new and more
scientific pomology than the most profound student

can fully realise, we have taken but few steps in the

direction of permanent success in the higher develop-

ment of Plum culture in our State. We must become
students of the conditions that surround us, and use

our native fruit as a basal structure to build on, and
gain by practical demonstrations a knowledge how to

combine the good qualities of native plants with

" By Dr. A. B. Dannis, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Read before
the South Eastern Horticultural Society, Deoembsr 5, 1893, at
Ames, Iowa.

those of foreign origin that possess thosa qaalities

which our fruits lack.

These Japanese Piuma on my ground have been,

so far, a surprise to me, especially their power to

endure a low temperature, having withstood 26° below

zero without injury, remaining sound to the terminal

bads ; and the past season the Burbank and Ogon

bore a heavy crop for such young trees, and these

same trees that bore so heavily this year are ex-

tremely full of fruit-buds for the coming crop next

year. Tais indicates great productiveness, and that

these Plums bid fair to be heavy annual bearers.

Jast why these fruits from a mild and genial climate

should have such power of endurance in our cold

continental climate, one thousand miles removed

from the modifying and ameliorating influence of

the sea, has been a puzzle to me. By watching

thsm side by side with our hardy natives for

the past four years, I have been forced to

the conclusion that there was a close rela-

tionship between our natives and these Japanese

introductions, and that in the pre-glacial climate

they had a common origin in North America, in the

region of Greenland and Alaska, when that section

of the globs was blessed with a climate more tempe-

rate even than ours; or it may be possible in the

great prehistoric past, geological convulsions de-

stroyed their former continental home in the Pacific

Ocean, that at that time may have been connected

with North America in the north-west.

Their habits and growth are so much more in

harmony with our native Plums than those from

Europe, that I am quite sure at one time the conti-

nents of America and Japan were connected, and

either the climate of Japan then more resembled

our present climate, or these Piums and our natives

bad a common origin. Such hardy Chicasas as

Golden Beauty, Honey Drops, Chas. Dawning, Col.

Wilder, and Wild Goose, also of the minor group,

like Banner, Rockfort, are the varieties that con-

nect our native Plums to these Oriental sorts, like

Satsuma, Burbank, Yellow Japan, Ogon, &c. These
points of similarity are the early shedding of the

leaves, and maturing of the wood, like our Plums
named above; also the colour and roughness of the bark,

and the fibrous conditions of the inside skin of fruit;

and doubtless there are many more points of resem-

blance that will reveal themselves as we closely study

and compare them with our native kinds. However,
we must not expect too close a resemblance, for

they have been separated for thousands of

years, and the conditions that have surrounded them
were so radically different it has almost blotted out

their connection. When we realise that these

Orientals became separated from our natives, and
existed in a more genial climate, and show the in-

fiuence of a high civilisation for unknown ages, while

our natives had to struggle against a relentless war-

fare of elements in climate, savage beasts, wild and
destructive races and tribes of mankind, left entirely

to Nature's law the " survival of the fittest " in the

great struggle for existence, the only wonder it seems

to me is, that under such different conditions and

treatment for ages, we can find a trace of their origin

and relationship. I have expressed my views to some

of our pomologists, and will give brief extracts from a

few of the letters bearing on the subject. P. J. Berck-

mans of Augusta, Ga., says :
—

" Your ideas of a con-

necting link of the flora of Japan with that of the

North American continent coincides with what my
dear old friend the late Professor Asa Gray once told

me, that he found a wonderful similarity between

some of the plants of the United States with their

congeners from Japan, which made the study of the

latter so very interesting to him. You modestly

term yours a wild idea
;
permit me to say that it is

far from such, and really in your letter you but sub-

stantiate facts." Professor Bailey of Cornell Uni-
versity, New York, says:—"I am much in-

terested in your letter upon the Japanese Plums.

The fruits of Japan and the United States are

really closely related ; the two countries were once

connected at the north-west, and the flora of both

originated far north, and driven far southward by
change's in externa', conditions." Prof. G. Goodale,

1
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of Harvard University, Cambiidg?, Mass , says :

—

"You will find in the article Seqaoia, in Dr. Asa
Gray's Darwinie, an account of his views in regard

to the relation existing between the vegetation of

Japan and parts of the United States ; it is yery

interesting to know, that you have independently by

your study of Plums anived at the same conclusion

as to many points." W. A. Taylor, Assistant Pomo-
logist. United States Department of Agriculture,

says:—"In regard to the Japan fruits about which
you write, I am glad to receive your report concern-

in many of our wild plants." Prof. C. C. Georgeson
says that " the common Wild- fox Grapes of this coun-
try (Vitis labrusca) grow wild in Japan." These
plants are silent witnesses which unmistakeably
prove that this continent was once connected by
land with Asia. The American Indian, with his

high cheek bones and Mongolian features, is strong

evidence that they are of Asiatic origin. Here we
have better proof than the ancient legend of the " lost

Atlantis" that North America was once connected by

land with Asia, In closing, permit uje to say, if ray

FlO. 84,—ANEMONE JAPONICA, " WHIBLWIND."

ing them, your conclusion that they must have
been natives in a more severe climate than that of

Japan, is no doubt a correct one." Prof. C. S. Sar-

gent, who has devoted much time to the investigation

of Japan trees, and who spent the summer in Japan
this year, states, that he finds no wild representatives

of the species to which the cultivated Japanese Plums
belong." J. L. Normand, of Marksville, La., writes:—"I find that the Japanese Plum has a wide geo-

graphical adaptation in the United States, most of

them will succeed from the great lakes to the Gulf

Coast ; and as to their relation with our native sorts,

the more I study them the more I find that they

soring from the sama race of Plums. The flora of

Jipan and the United States has a close resemblance

conclusions on the affinity of these fine Japanese

and our native Plums are true, it opens up a new
era in Plum culture, for here we have introduced a

fine fruit that doubtless is related to some of our

hardy Chicases, and other natives. In their large

size and fine qualities lies the condensed improve-

ment brought about by the scientific combinations

of the life forces of these Oriental Plums, so really to

the Japanese horticulturist we owe much, for we at

once can avail ourselves of the wonderful fruits it

has taken perhaps thousands of years for him to

develop, while our natives were left for Nature to

improve them under the law.

I am willing my ideas should receive all that

severe criticism can possibly besto»", for if true, I am

not concerned about their reception or rtjection

;

and if there are those that wish to combat them,
they are welcome to the fruits of their victory ; and
if they can present better reasons for the splendid
behaviour of these Japanese Plums with us, I am
willing to accept and pull down all theoretical plat-
forms erected in this ptper. I am certain if further
and more extensive experiments and tests are made
with these Japan Plums, it will not alone greatly
enlarge the boundaries of the science of pomology,
but greatly increase our list and acreage of line

ComiDercial Plums.

ANEMONE JAPONICA, "WHIRL-
WIND."

Undeb this name Messrs. Barbier, sncceisors to
Messrs. Transon Fi ores o' Orleans, send us specimens
of a peculiar variety of Honor ine Jobert Anemone.
The flowers are semi- double, and more than that, some
of the outermost sepals are more or less leafy in

character, so that a collar of green, more or less

completely surrounds the semi-double white flowers.

The plant ic, ipe are told, as hardy and as free-

flowering as the original form. The accompanying
illustration (fig. 84), (or which we are indebted to

MM. Barbier, gives some idea of this novelty, but
the dowers sent to us were considerably larger than
those here shown.

The Rosary.

SHOULD ROSES BE PROTECTED IN THE
WINTER?

Tnrs question annually furoes itself upon our

notice, and almost every season we modify our ideas

more or less according to the way the Koses have

come through the winter. Ourf of our leading

amateurs, whose garden is in the south, and by no
means exposed, protects his plants to a greater extent

than is done by any one else I have known. Compare
this with the plan of one of our most successful

northern growers, the Messrs. Cocker & Sons, of

Aberdeen, who grow both Teas and H.P.'s

without winter covering. We could scarcely have

greater contrast than these two instances supply,

and if both are successful, it at once occurs to me
that the first example entails much unnecessary

work aLd expense,

Rrses are hardy ; so are many other flower-

ing shrubi ; but all of them are more or

less subject to influences in the matter of aspect, high

or low situations, the presence of large bodies of

fresh water, and the wet or dry condition of the

soil. It would be folly to lay down any rule in this

respect, as each must give a little thought on his

own account. A plant well in the open, one which

has grown more hardy in constitution than its

fellow that was in a slightly- sheltered spot, will

withstand several degrees more frost, simply because

from the first it has been growing in a hardy

manner. In the open, too, the plants are seldom

exposed to those keen draughts found between

buildings and walls when the wind is in an unfavour-

able quarter. On high land the whole surroundings

are drier, and this, together with the fact of better-

matured growth in such positions, has much to do

with the apparent inconsistency of the effects of

frost upon protected or unprotected Roses. The

bulk of my plants are in an open field on a hill, with

no protection whatever, yet they invariably pass

through the winter better than a friend's at the foot

of the hill and surrounded by trees, walls, &o. Early

and more complete maturation, drier surroundings

and freedom from what I must call damp or wet

frosts, seem to me the sole causes of this difference.

In the selection of protective material, too, there

is much to be said. Why rotten manure should be

used for protecting the plants, at the same time that

we consider that damp and wet are prejudicial during

extreme cold, is one of the puzzles in Rose culture.

Our plants certainly do not need manure wtilat

dormant, and yet the bulk ol Rjse growers still (oUu

*
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the old plan of winter mulching with a «nbitance «o

retentive of moisture that we use it freely for thi«

lame purpose during the summer. Whether laying

high or low, I would discard rotten manure as a

protective agent. If we use the more strawy portions,

or shake short litter among our plants, it either

soon gets sodden or else blows away into the most

sheltered corners of the garden, and consequently

where it is least wanted. Rather than use manure,

draw a little of the soil around the base of dwarfs of

all classes, this will afford ample protection for the

base, while a few short branches or twigs set around

and among the growth will afTord considerable break

to frosty winds, and at the same time not induce

precocious growth. It is the latter, and the sub-

sequent check from late spring frosts, which sets me

against the plan of protecting our Roses, almost as

if they were half hardy, instead of being more or

lees hybrids from, and worked upon, our native

flowers. A. P.

The WEEK'S Work.

Notices of Books.
«

The Nests and Eggs of Non-Indigenous

British Birds or Such Species that do

NOT Breed within the British Archi-

pelago. By Charles Dixon. (London : Chap-

man & Hall.)

A FUBTHEE contribution to the number of popular

books on ornithology by this author will be accept-

able to many who are interested in this science,

and whose text-books perchance give them informa-

tion about foreign or about native British birds, yet

but little or none concerning visiting or migratory

ipecies.

The fact is, that the subject has, aa yet, but few

students, and therefore information with regard to

it is still scanty. Many species of birds are com-

paratively well-known as regards themselves and

habits while on English soil, but details of their life

abroad during the pairing and breeding season are

still wanting, as also is certain knowledge of their

eggs-

Therefore, we repeat, this book, devoted to the

consideration of non-indigenous British birds, should

prove welcome. It is carefully arranged, has a full

index, good clear print, and one coloured plate,

representing certain somewhat rare or otherwise

remarkable bird's-eggs. The information given is

gleaned concerning a yet little-explored ground, to

the study of which it may attract that further study

from experts which is necessary to ensure a more

perfect knowledge of it.

Flore colorize de Poche a lUsaqe du
Touriste dans les Montagnes de la
Suisse, de la Savoie, du Dauphine, des
Pyrenees, du Jura, des Vosges, etc.
Par H. Gorrevon, Directeur du Jardin Alpin
d'Acclimatation, 4 Geneve. Dessins par A.
Jobin. (Paris : Klinsieck, 53, Rue d'Ecoles.

London : Williams & Norgate.)

This, the second volume of the naturalist's pocket

library, is, as it should be, considering the purpose

for which it is intended, of handy size and plainly

printed on good paper. The little volume contains

144 coloured pictures, representative of such species

of plants as the traveller is most likely to meet with,

and these, if not delineated with the technical detail

a professional botanist might require, are at least

sufficiently faithful to enable the ordinary observer
to name most of the flowers he finds. The little

pictures are, in fact, pretty, but not flattered like-

nesses of alpine and other Swiss favourites, and as

such add greatly to the usefulness of the book. In
some cases, e.g., Cypripedium calceolus, the colour-

ing is not quite what we should expect to see in

Nature. Some scale of proportion should also have
been added to the figures, for nothing is more mis-
leading to the casual botanist than figures without a
scale. The popular names in French, German, and
English are given, and the technical descriptions are
clearly and accurately drawn up.

THE OKCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. H. White, OrcMd Gromer. Burford, Dorking.

excessive moisture out OF-DOORS. — The
weather up to Tuesday, November 27, was mild for

the season of the year, but owing to the late heavy
rains, the external air is so moisture-laden as to call

for an extra amount of artificial heat in most of the
houses to prevent evil effects ; considerable attention
is required to avoid any excess of heat from this
source, which would act just as prejudicially, by
causing too great drying of the internal air. In the
Odontogloseum-house most of the occupants are in
active growth, and the young leaves, therefore, are
very tender, and liable to spotting at the points, and
large damp patches make their appearance on the old
foliage, caused, no doubt, by the atmosphere being
too much charged with moisture. When these
appearances are remarked, it will be advisable to
discontinue damping down for a few days, and keep
the hot-water pipes lukewarm, not with the object of
raising the temperature, but merely to admit of the
freer use of the ventilators, every opportunity being
taken on fine days to liberally afford air from
without,

PLEI0NE8. — Notwithstanding the lack of light
and sun- heat at the time when the psendobulbs of
these plants needed maturing, a greater number of
flowers are being produced than in some previous
years more favourable to growth and ripening of
growth. The blooms are larger, and the colours
more brilliant. Such popular varieties as P. con-
color, P. macalata, P. lageuaria, P. precox and its

variety, P. Wallichiana will, in most collections,
be going out of bloom, and require immediate
re-potting, an operation which should be carried
out before new roots push from the base of the
new growths, for if delayed till these advance some-
what, many are certain to be injured. Whether
ordinary flower-pots or those shallow pans that are
in general use, be preferred, sufficient drainage-
material must be afforded to permit the passage
of the large quantities of water that these plants
require when in full growth. Over the crocks it is

necessary to place a thin layer of sphagnum-moss,
so that the compost may be kept moist and the
drainage nncloggi-d by soil. Remove the pseudobulbs
from the pots, and shake the plants out of the soil,

cutting off any dead roots. It is not necessary to part
every pseudobulb, but simply to repot them in clum ps,

the pseudobulbs almost touching each other. The
compost may consist of equal parts of fibry-loam,
peat, and sphagnum-moss, with a sprinkling of coasse
silver sand, the whole being intimately mixed to-
gether before use. Where it is possible, the spaces
between the bulbs should be filled in with the
roughest parts of the compost, giving preference to
the sphagnum-moss. After repotting, the plants
should be placed near the roof of the Cattleya or
intermediate-house, and be afforded little or no water
before the young growths start away vigorously, or
they may turn black and then decay. As soon as
the roots are fairly active, water may be sparingly
applied, and as the leaves develop, more frequent and
liberal waterings will become necessary. When
well established, supplement the usual waterings
with weak liquid manure-water afforded about once
a week.

THE HABDY PBUIT aABDEN.
Bv T. TUBTON. Gardener, Maiden Srlegh, Reading.

BLACK CURRANTS, PRUNING, ETC.—To make
the fruit garden appear as neat as possible, it will
be well to finish the pruning of the bush trees, &c.
The pruning of Black Currants will consist in a
thorough thinning out of the wood in bushes which
have become dense in growth, and in shortening back
the young shoots to eight or nine buds. Bushes so
treated are erect under a full crop of fruit, but if the
growths are left full length, and the most straggling
branches only thinned out, the result is the very
opposite. Black Currants make handsomer and more
easily-managfd bushes if grown on a single stem
for 6 inches above the soil. Bat in land where the
branches are liable to die off, it is advisable to
allow suckers to grow, selecting sufficient of these
for fruiting branches, being careful when pruning
each year to remove all that are not required to
replace any dead branches. When the pruning is

finished, the bushes should receive a top-dressing of

rotted manure, and this may be covered oyer with

surplus soil from another part of the garden ; or

where such manure is not easily obtained, the

bushes should receive extra waterings with liquid

from the manure-tank.

RASPBERRIES.—Ejtablished plantations of Rasp-
berries may also be pruned at this time, and if there
are newl;-made plantations, they should be left

until the spring. Where trellises are used, the
canes should be trained about 9 inches asunder. If

the canes are trained to stakes, and these were
sufficiently stout in the first place, they should
last good for two years — but any that have
already been in use for this time, should now
be replaced ; and if the stakes were prepared last

winter, and kept under cover, as I then advised,
not only will they last much longer for being thus
seasoned, but they are now ready for nse. For
strong- growing kinds as Prince of Wales and the
newer Superlative, the stakes should be 7 feet above
ground, four canes being tied to each stake. When
the pruning and tying are finished, clear the land of

any strawy litter left from the mulching applied in

the summer, and pull up any weeds that may have
grown. A top-dressing of rich, light soil should be
given if the staple be heavy and retentive, and in the
case of gravelly or light soil, a top-dressing of rich

heavy loam will be beneficial, as will also be waterings
from the manure-tank on all favourable opportunities
throughout the winter.

PLANTS UNDEK OLA88.
By J. F. MoLeod. Gardener. Dover House, Roehampton, S. W.

WINTER - FLOWERING BEGONIAS. — Where a
stock of these most useful plants is grown, the
quantity of blooms they should be now producing
will be a welcome feature in the garden, and
although a plant here and there in the various
houses is useful in creating a bright appearance,
it is only when staged to form a group, and arranged
with a carpet of small Ferns, and relieved by a
few handsome Palms of about 18 inches high, that
they look best, and they make a most interesting
show in a small house by themselves. A tempera-
ture of 50° by night, with free rise by sun-heat, will

be adequate.

GLOXINIAS.—Where bulbs were ripened-off early
last season, and a sufficient rest has been given, a
batch may now be put into heat for early spring
flowers. Do not disturb the bulbs in this batch,
but merely give a good watering, after which, when
sufficiently dry, a top-dressing may b« given of loam,
leaf-soil, and a dash of Thomson's Viae and Plant
Manure. This done, stand the pots on shelves in a
warm house.

HELIOTROPE.—Plants for supplying cut flowers
in spring or for furnishing purposes will be benefited
by a slight dose of some sound artificial manure,
provided there are plenty of roots, and these are in
a healthy condition. Pinch the strongest growths,
so that the energies of the roots be equally dis-
tributed amongst the branches. H. President
Girfield is amongst the best for pot-culture, being
of a robust dwarfy habit, peculiarly adapted for such
purposes. Stand the plants on shelves or benches
near the glass in houses where abundance of air is

admitted, and keep the pipes slightly warm.
V

I Y LEAVED PELARGONIUMS.—With a similar
treatment as regards temperature and feeding, these
will thrive well, pinching having been done at an
earlier stage, should not be practised now. Place
neat sticks to each plant, and secure the leading stem,
slinging the remaining growths to the centre by a
well-twisted thread of raffia. P. Souvenir de Charles
Turner is one of the most reliable for early spring
blooming.

LILIUM HARRI8IANUM.—The first batch should
now receive a little feeding, and this may consist of
farmyard drainings, or of some chemical, but which-
ever is used it should be applied in a weak solution.
Fumigate mildly on two consecutive nights if green-
fly appear, and red-spider may be checked by
syringing with soot-water. Stand the plants as near
the roof-glass as is safe, in view of frosts, to promote
a robust habit. Late batches may be kept somewhat
cool.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Preparations should now
be made for patting in the cuttings of the later sorts,

small pots and crocks should be washed, and the soil

mixed together. It is well to prepare soil in suffi-

cient quantity for the varieties to be propagated
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during this and the following month. A beginning

may be made with such varieties as W. G. Drover,

Bjule d'Or, the older Meg Merrilies, Madame C.

Audiguier and others. Select cuttings of medium
strength, avoiding those that ore overgrown, and
full of sap

;
preferably, select thoae which are

slightly matured, as these make the beet

plants in the end. Cut square below a leaf,

and make the cuttings about 3 inches in length.

These should be placed round the sides of 3 inch

pots, where they will root sooner than if put singly

la small thumbs. Water should be given as soon as

the cuttings are inserted. Put the pots in some cool

place, where frost can be excluded, and stand them
near the roof- glass ; frequently damp the leaves, and
shade from strong sunshine. It is not necessary at

this early period that sheets of glass should be placed

over them.

GENERAL WORK.—As the various houses undergo

the annual cleaning, and the plants are passed

through the hands from one place to another, it

will be well to take any that are showing signs of

weakness, or that have an untidy appearance,

and place them in a suitable structure until

an opportunity offers itself, when a thorough

diagnosis can be made, and they can be either

cut up for stock, put on the fire, or taken in

hand with a view to restore them to health and
vigour. This latter practice I believe is often' a

waste of labour, as in many instances young stock

can be more quickly raised, and it will be less liable

to give trouble in subsequent stages. Only the best

of the plants then out of condition need be preserved

for hospital treatment, and there will remain those

that are to be cut up for young stock. In gardens

where propagating quarters are limited, and the

bottom- heat inadequate, it will be well to defer pro-

pagation for some time, but should these essentials

be at command, I should not hesitate to put in

cuttings of ordinary stove and greenhouse plants at

once. Plunge the pots in tan or cocoa-nut fibre

refuse, and give less water to the foliage. Aim at a

steady temperature, and open the frame twice daily,

when the moisture should be wiped from the glass.

TH£ KITCHEN QARDEN.
By Arthur Coombes. Gardener^ Himley Hall, Dudley.

RHUBARB AND 8EAKALE.—These roots may be

forced in a Mushroom-house or other warm darkened
place where a temperature of not more than 60° is

kept up day and night, and a suitable degree of humidity
is afforded. A higher temperature than this results

in flavourless, drawn produce. Not a ray of light

should reach the Si'akale, but this is of no importance
with regard to Rhubarb. When the roots of either

are put into a forcing plac, the light soil in which
they are ntcssarily embedded should receive a good
watering at the finish, to bx repeated when it is

found that the soil is getting dry,

NEW ASPARAGUS BEDS.—For this purpose it is

advisable to prepare the ground at this season before

bard weather begins, as it will then settle during the

winter, and be in good order for planting. All land

for this crop, whether intended for permanency, or

merely for cultivating the plants for forcing purposes,

should be trenched. In the case of shallow soils or

infertile subsoils, the trenching need not be more
than two spits deep, the bottom soil being well broken
np, but not brought to the surface, but plenty of

partly rotten manure, garden refuse, tree leaves, and
such like should be incorporated with it. Manure
in a rotten condition should be placed within one
spit of the surface, in a layer of regular thickness.

Heavy soils are also improved by receiving in the

spring a good dressing of rotten manure, eand, and
wood-ashes, or the ashes produced by the charring of

garden rubbish unsnited for applying to soils unless
charred. Always let the surface remain in a rough
state as dug, the mellowing influence of frost and
wind during the winter rendering it the better fitted

for planting. If the garden is low-lying, place

in the bottom of the trenches as much coarse

manure and other porous materials as will have the

effect of raising the surface of the soil considerably
;

the lower roots being then in a warmer and less

moist medium, will be retained, whereas, other-

wise, these would be sure to decay. When the soil

and climate conduce to free growth, I would always

prefer to plant in rows 3 feet apart, disposing the

plants therein at 2 feet, and taking a crop from
between the rows of Cauliflowers, Early London by
preference, because of its smaller growth and
(quicker returns, as compared with Autumn Giant

.

This intercropping should take place the first year

only. Under circumstances less favourable to the

growth of this plant, it is better to plant in beds

consisting of three or four rows each.

SEAKALE.—Advantage should be taken of a spell

of dry weather to lift the entire crop that is intended

for forcing in beds, taking care in doing so to remove

every bit of root, as it will grow if left in the

soil, and become a source of trouble. The
best method of diggiag up the roots is to open

a trench two spades deep on one side of the plot, and

gradually fork out and undermine the roots, trench

by trench, raising them with as little loss of root as

possible. The long thong-like and useless roots may
be cut off and placed in a basket, which will be found

a more expeditious method than leaving them on

the ground to be afterwards collected. The roots

should be at once trimmed, all those pieces that are

sufficiently strong for making sets being put aside,

to be afterwards placed in a shallow bed of mould
and covered with litter, to keep them from shrivelling,

till they can be made into proper sets. The forcing

roots should be laid- in closely in some convenient

spot till required, leaving the crowns and an inch or

two of the root above the soil. A little litter, tree

leaves, or sifted coal-ashes may be laid over them in

hard weather. The old variety does not take any

harm from frost, but the lily-white variety, now bo

much prized, is less hardy, and should be protected.

PHUITS UNDER OIjASS.
By Bailet Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, fork.

T0MAT03—Plants with green and ripening

fruits should have a free circulation of air given

them night and day, unless during very frosty

weather, suSicient fire- heat being maintained to

keep the temperature at 55° by night, 60° to 70° by

day, according as the weather is mild or cold. It

should be borne in mind that at this season espe-

cially it is useless to coddle them in a close warm
temperature with the idea of getting more blooms

to] set, and if fruits do set at this season it will

be under the conditions of good ventilation. As a

rule, Tomatos do not fruit satisfactorily if a good

set be not obtained before the end of the month of

October, and even during that month the flower- trusses

being weak and the flowers deficient in pollen, every

care is needed in impregnating them ; and even with

this attention the fruits are usually corrugated

or deformed. Tomatos in pots should be watered

not very copiously, keeping them on the side of

dryness. The lateral shoots and lower leaves may
be removed, but a little growth may be allowed at the

top of the stem, so that the roots may maintain their

activity. Those Tomatos which are planted out in

beds will require a similar kind of treatment, letting

the leading shoots grow whilst the fruits are swelling.

The latter will hang on the plants for a long time

after they are ripe at this season if the air is kept

dry and the ventilation well attended to. As soon

as the fruits are cut, throw away the old plants,

young plants raised from seeds sown in a gentle

hotbed about December 21 being more profitable.

Young seedlings grow on quickly when the amount
of daylight increases, and if they are kept near the

gla!S and re-potted on when they require it. For

early fruits there are no varieties better for culti-

vating in pots or planting out than Prelude, Ruby,

Trophy, and Green Gage. The great demand in

most families for Tomatos makes one quick to dis-

cover places where they may be grown to advantage.

The plants often give useful late crops if planted

out at the end of June or in July in late Peach or

orchard- houses against the walls, pillars, or trellisses,

keeping them to one stem, laterals and gross leaves

being cut off, but allowing the leading shoot to grow as

far as it will. The fruits keep well into the winter if

frost be kept out of the house, and although the

fruit may not be of so good a colour as those from a

warm airy house, it is still very useful.

CUCUMBERS.—Much care will now be required

to keep up a succession of shapely fruits, not bitter

at the bottom. The heat must be kept steady at

about 80°, the night temperature 70°, by day 80°, or

higher with sun-heat, and air afforded, taking care

not to admit cold winds or frosty air. When pos-

sible, close the house with sun-heat, damping the

floors and walls. It is always advisable to cover the

glass with mats or canvas, so as to keep the tempera-

ture steady, and the air moist. Water should be

carefully afforded about once a week at this time of

the year for those planted out in beds, and it should

be of the same temperature as that of the bed ; those

growing in pots will perhaps require water at the

root oftener than those planted out. Liberal top-

dressing of manure will be required from time to

time, and the fruits to be thinned—a very light

crop of these being best ; also the foliage or shoots

must not get crowded. Top the points of the shoots,

but not all at the same time. Towards the end of

the month make a sowing of seeds for succession.

HOUSES OF MIXED POT-FRUITS, luch as Peaches.
Nectarines, Cherries, Plums, Pears, &c., that are

required to fruit early in the spring, should now be

put in order and started, cleaning, training, top-

dressing where needed being finished. Afford a
thorough watering to plants in pots, and cover them
with litter or leaves, but not so that much beat is

engendered. The fire-heat should be just sufficient

to keep the temperature at about 45° for a fortnight,

air being afforded on sunny days ; the temperature
rising from 10° or 15° by day, and damping the trees

daily with tepid water.

STRAWBERRIES.—A hot-bed of leaves should

now be prepared for starting the first batch, and if

the pots are set upon the leaves for a time, keeping

them as near the glass as possible, and the tempera-
ture of the pit at about 50° till they have made a

start, they will succeed much better than if placed

at once on the vinery shelves. When the bloom-
trusses show, the plants may be removed to airy

shelves, and the day temperature increased 10°. Pre-

viously to starting, torn the plants out of the poti

and see if the drainage is in good order, removing

decayed leaves, and affording them a watering of

clear lime-water to destroy worms.

THE PLOWBH GARDEN
By John Lambert. Gardener, Powis Castle, Welshpool.

ASTERS.—Where collections of these Michaelmas
Daisies are grown true to name, and a careful selec-

tion has been made, a long season of flowering is

obtained, and although the flowers are not very

showy, they are extremely useful when frost has

made outdoor flowers scarce. They are well adapted

for decorative purposes, are easily grown, almost any

kind of soil suiting them, and frost and snow have

little or no effect upon them. Several varieties are

suitable for planting among rock-work, such

as Aster alpinus in several varieties, flower-

ing in early summer, and growing only about

6 or 9 inches high. Alpinus speciosus, one of re-

cent introduction, has large flowers of a dark violet

colour, and flowers for a long season in early summer.

It grows in a dense mass, with flower-stems of about

6 inches long. A. hjbridus nanus, 1 foot high,

flowering in (jetober, rosy-lilac. Aster Amellnsand

its varieties bessarabicus and mnj r, are dwarf, blue

varieties of about 2 feet high, flowering in September.

Robert Parker, although tall, being 5 feet high, is a

pleasing blue, and is one of the very best for decorative

purposes; A. novse belg'ae, deep red, and A. novse

anglise, rose- pink, flowering in October; A. dracuncu-

loides, purple, 2J feet, high; A. laevigatus, deep

blue, 5 feet; A. Milleri, blush-white, about 3 leet

high ; A. dumosus, \k feet, white ; and A. elegans,

3 feet high, white, alfflower in September; A. eri-

coides, 2 feet, white ; and A. Reevesii, 1 J feet, flower

at end of August ; A. versicolor, white and pnrple,

4 feet high ; and A. v. minimus, white and lilac,

3 feet high; A. undnlatus Drummondii, lavender;

A. turbinellua, pale blue ; A. thyrsiflorus ; A. cordl-

folius, pale blush, dwarf; A. Archer Hind, pale

blue ; A. E. G. Lowe, pale lavender ; A. Apollo,

lavender- blue; and A. Purity, a fine white, are

among the most useful of the many varieties of

these now obtainable.

GENERAL WORK.—The beds having been cleared

of the summer plants, the flower garden will present

a naked appearance unless use has been made of

some of the many beautifully-berried and foliage

shrubs as advised in a former calendar. Every

attention should be given to ensure thorough neat-

ness in the flower garden; more especially will

attention be needed where large deciduous trees

abound. Lawns and walks should be frequently

rolled the former owing to the rains will be

greatly benefited thereby. The walks also by being

frequently rolled, become solid, and almost imper-

vious to rain and frost, and less liable to beconae

infested with weeds. Drains should be examined in

case of heavy rains. Now that the leaves are all

fallen, these should be raked oat clean from under-

neath shrubs, or on the first rough wind they will be

continually shifting from one part of the grounds to

another. Save all the best Oak and Beech leavee to

make leaf- soil for potting purposes,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

8ALE8.
Special Sale o£ Hardy Perennials,
Carnations, Picotees, Iris. &c.,
at Protheroe & Morris' Eooms.

Dutch Bulbs, Azaleas, Draceenas,

&c., at Protheroe & Morris*

o / Rooms.
\ Clearance Sale of the Stock in

Trade and Glass Erections, atthe
Nursery, Bolton Lodge, Wood
Lane, Bradford, by order of Mr.
Fred. Parker, by Protheroe &
Morris (two days).

( Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Booms.
\ Imported Orchids, at Protheroe &

Morris' Booms,

MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 5

THURSDAY, Bfc. 6

FRIDAY,

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Con-signments of .Tapanfse Lilies,

and 200 000 Palm f-'eeds, Rofea,

Gladioli. &c . at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Nursery Stock, at Frettingham's
Nurseries. Stapleford, by Pro-

- theroe & Morris (three days).

Dutch Bulbi at Protheroe 4 Morris'

Rooms.
Cleiranoe Sale of Fruit Trees and

other Stcck at the c.'ihoriie Nur-
sery, Sunbury, by order (f Mr.
.Tchn Turt!e, by Protheroe &
Morris.

("Orchids at Protheroe & Morris'

^J Rooms.
"S Saleof Havana Cigars at Protheroe
L & Morrib' Rooms,

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWiCK.- 41°.2.

].s it possible by art to effect the

nature of B^ds. transformation of a leaf -bud
already formed into a flower-bud

or vice versa ? The change occurs frequently in

nature, but we doubt whether gardeners can make
the change of set purpose. Still, it would
seem to be quite within the range of possibility.

To bring about the productian of flower-buds

where, without interference, leaf buds only

would have been formed and vice versa, is

much more practicable. This is often con-

founded with the transformation of one sori

of bud into another, but a little reflection will

show that the two [cases are very different.

Our attention has been drawn to the matter by
an article in the Revue Horticole, by M, DblA-
viLLE, This well-known practitioner, with a

view to obviate the formation of Peach shoots

with flower-buds only, outs away the free end of

such shoots immediately after the fruits have been
gathered. A blind shoot which bears flower-buds

exclusively with the exception of the terminal bud
is called by theFrenchgardenersa"chiffon." Such
a shoot is, of course, objectionable, because when
the flowers and fruits fall, nothing is left but long
bare shoots which can extend only at the tips by
means of the terminal bud, and which frequently
shrivel and die. Such shoots, we may add, are
not very common in this country, though no
doubt they do occur but more generally in conse-
quence of the fall of the leaf-buds. To remedy
this, M, Delaville, as we have said, prunes the
shoot so as to leave only about half of it, and the
result is the formation of leaf-buds on the remain-

ing portion of the shoot mixed with flower-buds.

The process is rendered more certain by the per-

formance as soon as the fruit is gathered of the

following operation. The blade of a budding-

knife is passed obliquely through the bark and

the sapwood as far as the pith. This incision i.?

about a quarter of an inch in length, and is

made just about the position of the second leaf

from the bottom. The wound speedily heals,

and induces the buds at the base of the shoot to

develop as leaf buds capable of forming extension

shoots in the spot where otherwise a fruit bud,

and that, perhaps, an imperfect one, would have

been formed.

The operation is important, as it secures that

the tree shall be well furnished with branches,

and that it shall not become bare by the death of

incompletely formed shoots.

Those interested in the growth
The diseases n . i. at. i

of Trees
trees, whether as park speci-

mens or for timber - producing

properties, will assuredly be interested in this

valuable treatise.* In its German text it was

known to a few, in its French dress to a few

more, but it was high time it was made accessible

to the English reader. In no other work that

we are acquainted with, is the subject, within

the limitations fixed by the author, treated so

lucidly
;

in no other work are the details of the

changes wrought by parasitic fungi in the fabric

of the tree so carefully worked out. Previously

to the publication of this work, there was little

or nothing available for the use of the

English student but the papers on vege-

table pathology compiled by the late Kev.
M. J. Berkeley, and published in instalments

in these columns. As these papers ran

through several volumes, and were never

separately reprinted, it is not now easy or con-

venient to study them, but for those who desire to

do so, it may be convenient to mention that a full

analytical index is given at p. 677 of our volume
for 18o7. Since Berkeley took up the subject,

however, the life-history of many of the fungi

concerned has been more thoroughly investi-

gated, and improved methods of research and
observation have been devised. Berkeley's
work, however, for the time at which it

appeared was excellent, and more modern re-

search has, in many instances only confirmed
his opinion.

In the present volume, diseases are considered

according to the causes that produce them, such

as parasites of all kinds, wounds, faulty state of

soil, or unfavourable atmospheric condition. This

is of course a scientific mode of procedure, and in

the long run the best in practice, for, unless the

causes of the disease are known there can be no
such thing as cure. Still, the forester and the

gardener require, in the first instance, to recog-

nise the nature and symptoms, or rather the

signs of the disease (for symptoms are subjective,

and as such, not forthcoming in the case of

plants), and these signs, though by no means
passed over in this volume, are yet hardly set

forth with sufilcient prominence for practical use.

Take, for instance, the "canker' of the Apple or

the Beech. There is in this volume a clear sum-
mary of what is known concerning the diseased

conditions, but it is placed either under the head
of Nectria ditissima, or of injuries due to

atmospheric influences, but how few gardeners

have ever heard of or seen the fungus ! Similarly,

the appearances of Larch-canker are described

* Text Sook of the Diseases of Trees, By Professor R.
Hartig (Translated by Dr Somerville. revised and edited by
Professor Marshall Ward). Londpn : Macmijlan & Co., 1894.

under the head of Peziza "Wilkommii—appro-

priately enough, no doubt, for the initiated,

but not so con\'eniently for those who per-

force have to pass from the known to the

unknown, and by whom the meaning of " my-
celium," " hymenium," " gonidia," " spores," and

even of "cortex" is only imperfectly if realised

at all. The Editor of the present work has

recognised this, for while not altering the plan

of the volume, he has added in many cases ex-

planatory notes ; and these, together with the

brief summary of diseases, classified according to

the plant, and part of the plant attacked, and an

excellent index, do much to diminish the incon-

venience we have alluded to. If in a subsequent

edition the diseased conditions, as seen by the

naked eye of an ordinarily good observer, oonid

be described under a few general headings, such as

" canker," "ulcer," " tumours," &o., before launch-

ing into details appreciable only by the trained

student, the value of the book would be muoh
enhanced.

The summary just mentioned is all too brief,

and in subsequent editions this also should

be largely extended. For instance, a few years

ago, apparently from some climatal cause, the

Lombardy Poplars in this country, and, we
believe, on the Continent, suffered great injury,

and their upper branches died, as in the case of

stag-headed trees. We turn to the classified list

of the volume before us, and under Populus
pyramidalis (which, by the way. is hardly the

correct designation of the Lombardy Poplar), the

only statement we find is," The branch and twigs

die." A reference to a fungus Didymosphteria

populina, described at p. 104, is given, but that

description does not apply to the particular

disease of the Poplar to which we refer.

Eemoval of the heads of the trees in an avenue

known to us checked the disease, and its traces

are now no longer visible. So under Ulmus all

the information about diseases of the Elm vouch-

safed to us is this, " The leaves show vesicular

blotches : Exoascus Ulmi." On turning to p. 135,

as directed, we find, " Exoascus Ulmi produces

outgrowths on the upper side of Elm leaves.''

One need not be a forester to know that this

statement is meagre in the extreme, and that it

does not exhaust the list of diseases to which Ems
are subject. Under Crattegus, or Hawthorn, we
find no mention of a very peculiar hypertrophy

and hardening of the stem, apparently uncon-

nected with fungous attack.

Whilst thus indicating a few of the weak places

which frequent use of the original work has

brought under our notice, we do so without the

slightest intention to under-value what is, so far

as it goes, the best work on the subject in

existence.

The translation has been well done, and the

preface, by Professor Wahd, is what a preface

should be, an introduction to what is to follow.

Professor Ward, however, uses the term
" pathology " in a sense which is not usual, but

in this he is not alone, viz., as the equivalent of

abnormal physiology, or as the "study of

disease," rather than as the result of abnormal or

morbid physiological action. The illustrations

are excellent, and the work, as a whole,

well got up. It will, we hope, do some-

thing towards the establishment here of a

central institute, with local branches, for the

study of vegetable pathology. In France and in

Germany vhey abound, in the United States

they may be counted by the score, but in this

practical country we have no such separate

department, though the excellent services

rendered incidentally by the department at Kew
cannot be over estimated,
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Kew Bulletin.—The October nnmber contaim

articles on Lathyrns fodder, descriptions of new

plants, inclnsiTe of new Orchids, bulbous Violets,

and various other subjects. That pulse should be

poisonous is a disquieting suggestion, nevertheless it

appears that the seeds of Lathjrus silvestris do con-

tain a poisonous alkaloid, which if partaken for a

sufficient time produces most serious effects. Happily

the alkaloid is volatile, and is dispersed by heat, so

that by thorough cooking the evils may be averted.

Horses who eat the seeds in their natural condition

are grievously affected.

LINNEAN Society.—An evening meeting will

take place on Thursday, December 6, 1894, at 8 p.m.,

fees, sale of tickets, and catalogues, &e. After some
discussion, it was resolved thst exhibitions should

be held at the Royal Aquarium in Octobpr,

November, and December, viz., on October 8, 0, 10
;

November, 5, 6, 7 ; and December 3, 4, 5. In the

course of the discussion which followed on the pro-

posal to hold the November show on the above

dates, a desire was expressed by the plant-cultivators

and exhibitors that November 12, 13, and 14, be

fixed upon in preference to the earlier dates, but it

was felt that the alteration would injuriously affect

many of the London suburban societies, and the

earlier dates was fixed upon. It was suggested that

more frequent meetings of the Floral Committee
might be held during the months of October and

The beauties of Kilkee and Lisdoonvarna are duly
descanted on. At Balljvaughan the Riccarton
Fuchsia thrives, and Dahlias live out all the winter,
and become huge bushes of bloom. Gilway forms
a great contrast to busy Cork. " The west of Ireland
has its truly magnificent scenery, beauty, and attrac-

tion, but trade, none "^though the amusing account
that immediately follows of the sucking-pig market
shows that at least some trdde is done. Ireland,

says Mr. Habtland, has nothing but agriculture to

live on, and it is not half worked, at sea or land, for

want of proper teaching ; and then he goes on to
recommend the establishment of State Agricultural

Schools in every province of Ireland. "This, with
peasant ovnership, wcu'd have saved the Crown a

FlQ. 85,—EDCHARI4 GRANDIFLOKA. (SEE P. 065)

when papers will be read on :— 1, "A New Revision

of Dipterocarpese," with lantern-slides, by Sir D.

Bbandts, F.R.S., &c. ; 2. " Oa the Spinning Glands

in Phrynus," by H. M. Behnard, F.L.S,, &c.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—A
meeting of the general committee was held on the

lOth init. at Anderton's Hotel, Mr. R. Ballantine in

the chair. The secretary reported the awards of

Medals made to miscellaneous exhibits at the

November show by the Arbitration Committee, and

the same were unanimously confirmed. The Secre-

tary also reported that the prize-money awarded at

the November show would be paid in the coming

week. A financial statement was submitted by

the secretary showing that the sum of £391 had

been received as donations, subscriptions, entrance-

November, and it was referred to the Floral Com-
mittee to consider the same. Eighteen candidates

for membership were elected, and the South Aus-

tralian Gardeners' Society and the Banbury Chrys-

anthemum Society were admitted to affiliation.

"Wayside Ireland."—Thisisabrief record of a

holiday trip from Cork through Connemara to Achill

Island, and back, undertaken by Mr. W. Bayloe

Habtland. The reader will be delighted and

amused at the originality and humour of the writer,

and he will be still better pleased at the shrewd

observation and practical suggestions which Mr.

Hartland is so capable of making. The excur-

sionists were in high good humour throughout, and

their good spirits are infectious, as the reader will

find when he comes to read this little pamphlet.

lot of trouble, and made poor Paddy better able to

meet Free Trade Laws than goiag out moonlighting,

and making silk and ermine for lawyers. Conne-

maro," he continues, "should have been state-planted

years since." The state of agriculture in Achill

Island is, as might have been expected, not in a very

forward state— "Potatos in lazy beds, Oats wretched,

Rye worse. Women in the fields reaping with a

hook; and where crops were cut, fetching home the

contents along the road on their backs to be stacked

near the houses." We refer the reader to the pro-

posals made by Mr. Habtland for the improve-

ment of Achill. " In twenty years, under a

paternal care (the italics are the author's), the whole

island would be revolutionised, as from once the

farms got into the hands of peasant proprietors,

in suitable portions, and that they were technically
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educated, clauses enforced against subdivision, there

should be no fear of Achill and its inhabitants." The

author concludes thus :

—

" And my ppn gets at the bottom of a page which

being iiuiehed. Here the story ends,

'Tis to be wished it had been sooner done,

Bat stories somehow lengthen like journeys when
begun."

We do not wish to be uncomplimentary to Mr. Haht-

lAND. but we do not agree with his conclusions, for

we have not found a dull paragraph throughout his

" untutored " pages.

Dead Poultry Show.—The first Christmas

table-poultry exhibition will be held in connection

with the Smithfield fat cattle show at the Royal Agri-

cultural Hall, London, on December 11, 12, and 13,

next. The object of the show, says Sir Waltee
GiLBET in a communication with which he has

favoured us, is to encourage, amongst farmers

and others, the production of a larger supply of

table poultry, of improved quality, and to prevent

the increase of poultry importations into this country

from abroad. We paid foreign countries during last

year £4,450,598 for eggs and poultry alone ; within

a period of twenty years our imports from abroad

have increased by nearly 450 per cent., and still show

a constant advance. This large import, together

with our home productions, has been insufficient to

supply our requirements in the matter of table fowls,

particularly of good quality. It is only in the cities

and large towns that poultry can be obtained

which is of first-class quality for the table.

But very few of the large number of those

who keep poultry consider it necessary to

" prepare " them for the market and table use.

It is to be hoped the lessons to be learnt from the

specimens on exhibition will lead to a better know-
ledge as to the most suitable breeds, and the

methods of feeding, fatting, dressing, and preparing

poultry for the market and table use. One of the

conditions of entry is, " the birds must be sent

killed and plucked, and the breast-bones unbroken."

The prize-list contains thirty-eight classes, for dead
fowls, ducks, geese, turkeys, guinea-fowls, pigeons,

and rabbits; the prizes in each class are 40s., 20s.,

10s., and 5s., and, in addition, ten silver cups, two
gold medals, and ten silver medals. The cups and
medals are given as special prizes by the Corporation
of the City of London, the Poulterers' Company, the

Mercers' Company, the Drapers' Company, and the

Royal Agricultural Hall Company. The last day
for the receipt of entries is Saturday, December 1

next.

A Bulbous Violet.—In the last number of

the Kew Bulletin, Dr. Staff calls attention to a
curious little bulbous Violet found in the Himalayas,
at Bussahir, at an elevation of 10,500 feet, and by
Sir Joseph Hookeb, in Sikkim, at 12,000 feet. There
has been some confusion about the identity of the
species, but Dr. Staff adopts the name proposed by
Maximowicz, namely Viola bulbosa. The bulbs
attain the size of a pea, and are made up of 4 to 8
fleshy scales surrounding a central axis. The scales

are the thickened bases of modified leaves. Above
the bulb the axis is prolonged into a short slender
stalk,

.J to 2 inches long, terminated by a rosette of
leaves, from the axils of one or two of which proceed
the flower-stalks, and the flowers are white streaked
with purple.

National Auricula and Primula So-
ciety (Southern Section).—The annual general
meeting of the above Society was held in the
rooms of the Horticultural Club, Hotel Windsor,
Victoria Street, Westminster, on November 24,
by kind permission of the members. Edmund
Chaebington, Esq., presided. The President, Vice-
Presidents, and the members of the committee
were re-elected, with the exception of Mr. Lakin,
who withdraws from the Society, Mr. Maetin
Rowan being elected in his place. Mr. G. W.
Wheelwhight was appointed one of the auditors.
The financial statement by the treasurer showed a
tialance in hand of £20 9s. U. The National Car-

nation and Picotee Society (Southern Section) held

its annual meeting at the same time and place,

Edmund Chaeeinqton, Esq., presiding, in the un-

avoidable absence of the President. The President,

Vice-presidents, and office-bearers, were re-elected,

with the exception of D. Boque, Esq., Vice-pre-

sident, J. S. Hedlet, Esq., being elected in his

place. Mr. Joseph Lakin and Mr. H. W. Head-
land have withdrawn from the Committee ; Mr.
AuBEBT Spubling and Mr. Ben. Simonite were
elected in their place. The financial statement by
the treasurer was eminently satisfactory. The
amount of £107 was paid in prizes, and the balance

in favour of the Society is £159 3s. Td,

BENTHAMIA FRAGIFERA.—Mr. Webbee sends

from Dunster Castle Gardens fine fruits of the so-

called Strawberry tree, which seems to thrive in

the south-western counties, but near London we do
not ever remember to have seen it. No. 1 came from

a south wall, which is much the finer fruit; No. 2
from west. " They flower and fruit," he says, '* most
years a little, but I have never seen them do so well

in the eight years that I have been here before ; no
doubt it is the effect of the summer 1893. It is a

pity the fruit is of no use for dessert, as it looks very

tempting when ripe. The birds are eating the fruit."

The Late Mr. Chitty.—A sentence in the

obituary notice sent u» of the late Mr. Chitty has, we
regret to find, given pain to some of the friends and
associates of the late Mr. Hibbebd, and who are in a
position to know the facts of the case. As it stands,

the assertion may be taken to cast some aspersion

on Mr. Hibbeed's literary honour. We are sure

that no such reflection was intended by the writer^

and we are sorry that our inadvertence should have
led to the insertion of a remark capable of an inter-

pretation we should ourselves never have entertained.

PyruS JAPONICA.-Mr. Couetauld sends os

from Essex fine fruits of this species. They are not
very uncommon, but seem to vary in colour and
form, as might be expected. The fruits of the

nearly-allied P, Maulei make excellent marmalade ;

whether those of P. japonica would do so we do not
know, but we suspect the 'flavour would be too.

harsh.

The Wolverhampton Gardeners' Asso-
ciation has decided to form an " auxiliary " of

the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution. This
will be inaugurated on December 4. The Matob is

to preside, and Messrs. H. J. Veitch, J. G. Inqeam,
and others, will address the meeting, as well as

some of the leading gardeners of the district. We
earnestly commend the example of Wolverhampton
to other districts.

Definite Rules for Judging.—We under-
stand that the Koyal Horticultural Society has
resolved to form a committee to consider the cir-

cumstances attending the exhibition of flowers, fruit,

and vegetables, and to prepare a code of rules as a
guide to exhibitors and judges. The code will be
circulated under the auspices of the Society, and we
may express the hope that other societies will accept
the same rules. Something of the kind is very
much needed.

Sandal- WOOD in Juan Fernandez —Pro-
fessor Philippi has sent to Kew specimens of a
new species of Santalum from the island of Juan
Fernandez.

EUCHARIS GRANDIFLOEA.
Labge specimen plants of the beautiful white

Amazon Eucharis are numerous, and some have

from time to time been noticed. The one shown in

the accompanying illustration (fig. 85, p. 665) is

certainly entitled to rank amongst the largest, and

not the least interesting. It is still in bloom, but

of course not just so freely as when the picture

was taken, early in November, and may always be

seen in one of the Orchid-houses at the Briars,

the residence of Mrs. W. L. Barclay, at Rsigate,

Surrey, where its huge dimensions and exceeding

weight render it a comparative fixture. It has

reached its present stage of development under the

care of Mr. Bailey, the well-known gardener there,

and has been undisturbed in the present pot for some

fourteen years. Many years since, as a single bulb,

it came into the hands of Mr. Bailey's prede-

cessor at the Briars from Mr. W. Bull's Chelsea

establishment. It was even grown for some time

in a pot by the gardener's wife, who petted it, but

eventually handed it over to her husband who shifted

it, grew it on, and finally, even before Mr. Bailey

succeeded, had got it into its present huge receptacle.

This pot is some 27 inches across, and of the same

depth, literally as big as an Orange- tree tub, and the pot,

soil, and plant weighs several hundredweights, so that

size and weight combined render it very difficult in-

deed to remove for any purpose. Its present position

is on the top, and at one end of a raised brick bed

that runs through the centre of the span Orchid-

house. At the moment when the picture was taken

the flowers, expanded and otherwise, were 350, and

borne on sixty-six stems. The head from tip to

tip of leaves is almost 8 feet, and in every respect

the whole is in rude health. Many of the Sowers

reach to a breadth of 4 inches. In one case Mr.

Bailey mentioned that a bloom had eight segments

or petals, and was of abnormal size. Within

the pot the bulbs are crowded one on to the other

in a mound or cone, much like what is seen in a

clump of a Coilogyne ; and the opinion is held

by the gardener, that nothing so much tends to

preserve health and cleanliness as the keeping of the

bulbs out of the soil in this way. Of course, water

is liberallr given generally, though certain periods

of restlulness are allowed. Then liquid manure, made
from soot, guano, &c., is given too, and occasionally

a mixture of Smyth's blood-manure and fine soil

is thrown about the bulbs and well washed

in about the roots. When the present bloom is

over, the plant will be allowed to become partially

dry, and have a short rest, then again be thoroughly

saturated with water, and a fresh lot of flowers will

be produced soon after Christmas ; then again in the

(pring and summer, the greater bloom always being

in the late autumn. How much longer in an un-

broken condition the huge congeries of bulbs will

continue to do well in the one pot it is difficult to

say, but at present it looks like doing so for several

years longer. A. D,

AMATEUR'S Column

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Chbtsanthemum Miss Alice Luckman, //fosira^joM

Horticole, p. 320.

Dahlia Blanche Keith, Illustration Horticole,

t. XX.^A yellow Cactus variety sent out by Mr. T.
Ware.

Maxiliaeia Sandbeiana, Revue Horticole, Novem-
ber 16.

MicoNiA VELUTiNA, Illtistration Horticole, t. xxi.

—

A Brazilian Melassomad, with dark-green bullate
leaves, wine- purple beneath,

P/E0NIE8.— " Now is the time to plant PiB onies,"

so say the Messrs. Kelway of Langport, and with them
I agree ; and further, it has often been a matter of
surprise to me that more of these gorgeous decorative
plants are not grown. I had collections of the
arboreal and herbaceous kinds for very many years,

and those I planted of the former, about a quarter of

a century ago, are now large shrubs ; for although I

have left the old garden, I often hear of their beauty.
I think there were about forty varieties, but this is

as nothing to the number that Messrs. Kelway now
catalogue. When I look down the list, I have a
longing come over me to see them in bloom. What
a sight it must be ! Even the foliage without the
blossom is elegant and coloury, and in autumn the
tints are lovely. I remember one bloom of the
Gloire de Rotterdam that I measured, and found it

15 inches in diameter, taking it from base of petal to

base of petal. The colour was a gorgeous pink. On
a lawn not exposed to the early sun these shrubs are

seen to advantage, and i^eldom sufi'er from frost,
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I have about 250 of the herbaceom kinds, many of

whicb are delightfully acented, and a number are

ipecies. Tbe best plan to grow them is in clucnps

of three, but care should be taken either to bare

those of equal growth, or the front one of the three

to be of dwarf kind. The colours can be varied to

suit the taste or the requirements of the position.

After blooming, in all cases the fading Bowers should

be taken off, and the foliage left to fall in due course.

The single forms are very showy, and are much
admired by some ; but, although I like them, I

other petals are present at the lower part of the

flower in the form of lips. The column in the

centre of the flower has a single two-lobed anther,

not at the side, bat at the upper part of the colama,

in the position occupied by the solitary stamen of

most Orchids, The ovary is one-celled, with three

parietal placentas. The interpretation we are dis-

posed to adopt of this highly anomalous flower is the

following:—The upper sepal is absent, one lateral

petal, one true lip, and two lateral stamens are

Home Correspondence.

Fia. 86.—CTPEIPEDIUM CANHAMI.E (sEE TBXT
)

(Malformed flower, with diagram showing the relative position of the parts.)

think they are very far surpassed by many of the

later new doubles. Harrison Weir, Iddesleigh,

Sevenoais.

CYPRIPEDIUM CANHAMI^.
The drawing (fig. 86) is an interesting illustra-

tion of what a Cypripedium can do in the way of a

change, and is suggestive of the phases of develop-

ment through which ancestral Cypripediams may
have passed. The flower in question was sent na by

Mr. R. I. Measures, of Camberwell. As will be seen,

the inflorescence is two-flowered, and one of the

bracts is developed in a leafy condition. The
expanded flower shows a curious condition of

things—the upper sepal is wanting, the two lower

ones are united, and deflexed in the ordinary posi-

tion. The uppermost petal occupies the position of

the absent sepal, and in form and appearance is like

one of the ordinary side petals. In addition, two

also absent. On the other hand, there are two supple-

mentary lips in unusual places, and there is a central

fertile stamen. The two supplementary lips seem to

us to be the representatives of two stamens, and if

so, they complete the outer ataminal whorl repre-

Al
lented by the formula .9 aq The three inner

stamens
"'''

are entirely wanting. Usually, as

orchidists will rfmember, in Cypripedium the outer

whorl, A 1, A 2, A3, is wanting, or, at any rate,

bears no anthers, and the inner whorl is represented

by a 2 and a 3, bearing anthers, a 1 being absent.

There is another interpretation possible, and that

is, that the two supplementary lips belong to the

petaline whorl, in which case we should have one

median and two side petals, the two latter developed

as lips, and the staminal whorls would be represented

by A 1 only. The relative position of the parts, as

seen in the fresh condition, induces as to prefer the

former explanation.

PEARS CRACKING ANO BLOTCHED.—Amongst
many other sorts of the finest Pears which I have
growing on a very long wall here, 8 feet 6 inches
high, there are twenty of Gloat Moi^eau. Now on
this variety, in years not very sunny, the Pears have
blackish blotches, and crack, and remain limp, whtn
they should be solid and firm in October. Last
year, being very sunny, the fruits were fine and large.

The wall faces south, with one and a half hours
east in it, that is, the sun leaves it at 4.30 fm.
Now, what can I do to prevent these blotches and
cracking of the fruits? Samuel Sharrock. [Afford
two or three dressings in the early summer with the
Bordeaux Mixture. Ed.]

WASHINGTON APPLE.—In reply to Mr. Evans
(p. 627), I may say that this variety ripens on the tree

with me here, and has a finer colour than when grown
under glass. The quality is excellent, and it remains

good for some time after ripening. The same may
be said of American Mother, a second early dessert

Apple, nearly equal to Cox's Orange Pippin in flavour.

In connection with these American varieties may be

recommended Melon Apple, which keeps well with

me until March, and is of fine quality, but like the

others it requires a warm soil and situation. A good
plan is to pot them in 13-inch pots out-of-doors in

the soil on bricks, and with a slight mulch of stable

litter on the top of the pots. W. R., Streatham Hill.

ADIANTUM CAPILLUS VENERIS C0RNUBIEN8E.
—In a market-garden, on the western bank of the

valley through which the Chyandonr Brook runs

down into the sea at Penzance, the northern end of

the garden is separated from the adjoining property

by a stone wall 8 or 9 feet high, which was built in

1874. In 1886, this wall was lengthened 4 feet, and

a lean-to cucumber- house was built against it. This

newer part of the back wall, and the low front wall,

have growing on the inside numerous strong plants

of the Cornish Maidenhair Fern ; while on the older

part of the wall not a plant of it is to be seen And
further, no plant of this variety has ever been intro-

duced into the house. The clay and stones for

building the new walls were taken from the garden

in which this house stands, and principally from

2 to 3 feet below the surface. In nurseries at

Newton Abbot and Teignmonth, I met with a deeply

laciniated form of this Fern, which, I am told,

originated with Mr. Harwood, at Kingskerswell, near

Torquay. W. T., Hea Moor.

NEW ZEALAND.—Having traversed the same
ground myself, I was much interested in " A Tra-

veller's Notes " in the last number of your paper,

and especially interested in learning the exact mode
of growth of the Metrosideros, or Ironwood, as I

had previously only heard the colonial version of its

life-history. Writing of it recalls a glorious January

day, spent in the Otira Gorge, on the west coast of

the Middle Island of New Zealand. This gorge is

justly celebrated for the surpassing grandeur and

beauty of its scenery ; its precipitous sides are clad

with impenetrable bush, which, when viewed from

a short distance, appears habitually of a uniform

green, but on this occasion this monotony of colouring

was varied, and illuminated by the gleaming scarlet

of the Rata (then in full bloom), whose flowers

flamed riotously among the tree tops, like a vast far-

spreading bush fire. It was unusually luxuriant that

season, and it was alluded to with pride by the

majority of settlers I met, but they invariably spoke

of it as "Rata," not "Raba," and which I should

have considered a misprint, if the word had not been

repeated, which leaves me in doubt as to the true

colonial name of the Metrosideros. (ireymouth. [Rata

is the correct spelling. Ed.]

WHITE MARTAQON LILY.—It may interest the

Rev. C. WoUey Dod to know that this fine Lily does

well in the south-east of Kirkcudbrightshire, and

does not appear to degenerate in soil which can be

kept fairly moist. Our climate is, however, a mild

one, and more nearly approaches that of Ireland

than is the case with Cheshire. The double Mar-

tagon also seems to do well in this locality, although

in Dumbartonshire the flowers occasionally fail to

open. The White Martagon frequently produces

fasciated stems here, but I cannot say that I have

observed the number of flowers on a stem. S. Arnott,

Carsethorn. by Dumfries, N.B.

NARCISSUS LEED8II.—Mr. Brockbank's brief

memoir of Edward Leeds is so charming and appre-
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ciative, that I scarcely like to follow with a word of

modiBcation as to one statement. But, on the prin-

ciple of suum cuique trihucndum, I would point out

that it ia not correct to call Leeds, absolutely, " the

raiser of the Leeds' varieties of Narcissus." or to

assert that " the Leedsiis are all his own ;
" indeed,

Mr. Brockbank himself specifies twenty-one of these

flowers as due to Edward Leeds ; whereas Mr,

Barr, in his " Complete List " of 1884, enume-
rates fifty Leedsiis in all, the diflference of twenty-

nine having been raised by Backhouse ; who
is to be credited with the production of the

finest of this most refined and beautiful section of

Narcissi, to wit, Beatrice, Gem, Minnie Hume. Mrs.

Langtry, Madge Matthew, and Duchess of West-

minster, this last being the best of all, and a glorious

Daffodil. Generally speaking, the Leedsiis of bolder

and more erect habit of bloom are due to Backhouse ;

those in which the perianth and the whole flower are

more drooping, to Leeds. From my own, now fairly

large, experiments in raising Narcissi from seed, I

do not doubt that this distinction is to be attributed

to different lines of parentage. I find that the direct

cross of the White Trumpet Daffodils X N. poeticus,

vields these stonter, more upright Leedsiis, while

the secondary crosses of N. raontanus X poeticus and

N. montanus x the White Trumpets gives the more
drooping varieties. I call these secondary crosses,

because N. montanus itself is undoubtedly a hybrid

between a white Ajax and poeticus— if, in fact, a

Leedsii. Among my own many seedlings between

N. cernuus, N. albicans, &c., and poeticus, flowers

have appeared which are quite identical with N.

montanus. Nj cross produces more beautiful and

interesting Narcissi than this. It is most remark-

able that in a considerable batch of such seedlings

there are sure to be flowers not only white in both

perianth and corona, but also some which are of a

full yellow in both, although neither parent is

yellow in either of these divisions of the flower. The
red rim of the corona of the poeticus either dis-

appears in the hybrids, or is represented by a very

attractive salmon or apricot tiut, such as may be

seen in Leedsii Acis, but is much more fully

developed in some of my seedlings. Very exquisite

Leedsii kinds result from the little Pyrenean

N. moBchatus X poeticus, some of them like the

purest frosted silver, others with cups of rich salmon,

but un'^ortunately they are of frail constitution, and

invariably die out. By the way, many of the Leedsiis

in cultivation are a notable instance of the additional

vigour gained by cross-fertilisation. The white

Ajax kinds, such as N. cernuus and albicans, quickly

dwindle away in all but exceptional English soils

and climate. Cross them with N. poeticus, and you
obtain the race of N. Leedaii, most of which are

exceptionally robust. I wish that Mr. Brockbank,
in his most interesting and successful research into

the history of seme of our gardening worthies, could

find out what became of the hybrid Narcissi which
were undoubtedly raised by Dean Herbert, and would
also tell us whether any distinctly continental wild

species of Narcissus were possessed by Leeds, and
employed by him in his crosses. Herbert had a large

foreign correspondence, and certainly obtained many
bulbs of Narcissus Irom abroad, some of which he
may possibly have passed on to his friends. It is a

curious and suggestive fact that among many self-

fertilised seedlings from N Horsfieldi, 1 have flowered

some which are scarcely to be distinguished from the

wild N. variiformis. Is it possible that Hortfield

possessed this plant ? ff. H. Engleheart, Appleihaw,

Andover.

FRUIT AND FICTION.—In total ignorance as to my
methods and dealings, Mr. Bunyard declares that I

have no " acumen " or capacity for business, because
he cannot otherwise explain my failure as a fruit-

grower. Let me be as stupid as I may, do not the
ownership of the land, the possession of trees in

full production, and the experience of forty years

place me upon an equality with the cottager or

(armer who has rent to pay, trees yet to plant, and
faculties — however superior —-never yet exerted

upon fruit? A friend of mine, of trained business

habits, large capital, and vast energy, has lost

thousands of pounds in vain attempt to make fruit-

growing on a large scale pay, and has abandoned it

in despair. So has another gentleman well known
to me, and highly valued in this neighbourhood, the
owner of a long-established business, large acreage,

thousands of fruit trees, and every advantage, except
that of fair prices. Upon that last point the whole
question turns ; and yet it is the one upon which not
an answer is vouchsafed to me. I say that Grapes
cannot be grown with profit at Is. per pound, nor

Pears at 2s. per bushel, and yet those have been the

prices for a great part of the recent season. Choice

fruit has at times fetched more, but all our fruit is

not choice fruit ; no grower's fruit can all be choice,

and if it were, it would cost him more to raise.

What we have to consider is, the average price of

the entire crop as sold, without any especial advan-

tage—a price obtainable by everyone. Very well

;

has that been a paying price ? I say not, and I defy

anyone to contest the point. Moreover, I say that

year by year (as the myriads of fruit trees lately

planted through this " boom " come into bearing,

and importation still increases) prices must become

lower and lower, till many a pocket is empty and

many a heart broken through this wretched delusion.

E. D. Blackmore, P.S. Pr^coce de Tr^voux—not

Tr^vouxe—as grown here, is a large and handsome
Pear, of the same size and colour as Clapp's

Favourite, and in every respect identical, which those

who sent it to me cannot deny, Triomphe de Vienne

ia a nice-looking Pear, and a good cropper, but

of poor quality, and ripening with Williams' Bon
Chretien, has no chance as a market Pear with that

better and far more popular fruit. E. D. B,

I am sorry Mr. Blackmore is so hard on

my seedling, The Beacon Pear. This year, the

fruit was gathered on August 1, and sold for 6s. per

bushel in the markets; and as the tree forms a

natural cordon, and can be planted 6 feet apart for

some years without overcrowding, and the fruit can

be gathered by women and children, I have found it a

profitable variety. The fruit of Magnate has been

described as " delicious " this year by a writer in the

Journal of HorticuHure, although he found it but

third-rate in other years. T. Francis Rivers.

A GREEN SPORT FROM VIVIANO MOREL CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM.— It is somewhat remarkable that two
growersof Chrysanthemums residing many miles apart

should recently have succeeded in obtaining almost

simultaneously a green sport frem Viviand Morel.

Last week I saw a plant of this sport growing in the

conservatories of A. B. Loder, Esq. (gr., G. Under-
wood), at High Firs, Harpenden. The plant was in

an exceedingly healthy condition, having been well

grown, and had previously produced four large

blooms, all of which were of a beautiful light pea-

green colour, and very attractive. When I saw the

plant there were many small blooms, and several

buds still showing, and all of these had green petals,

but slightly darker than the larger blooms. In the

immatured condition they appeared specially suitable

fur button-hole purposes. It may be worthy of men-
tion that a similar circumstance occurred some years

ago with the variety Carew Underwood, which was

a sport from Baronne de Prailly. /. J. Widis,

Harpenden.

American Notes.
(Fiom Our Oicn Correspondent

)

4.-

HONOURING ENGLAND'S ROSARIAN.

Since my last letter, there has not been much of

interest to English readers till this last week, when

a reception and dinner were tendered to Dean Hole,

A more hearty and whole-souled compliment could

not have been offered. The Dean was in his happiest

mood, and charmfd his hearers with an ideal "after-

dinner " speech. Mr. J. N. May, of Summit, N.J,,

carried out all the arrangements at short notice,

and did well. The menu card was most elabo-

rate, being decorated with a Rose (hand-painted),

and in the background appeared the tower of

Rochester Cathedral, together with a view of the

Deanery. Mr. Barry (EUwanger & Barry), of

Rochester, presided, and there were present repre-

sentatives of all branches of horticulture from widely

separated points.

The Rose in America,

Roses rank differently here to what they do in

England ; the extremes of heat and cold make it

difficult to grow them as your rosarians do, but under

glass their cultivation is most successful. They are

grown on benches, and I learn that an attempt is

to be made to grow blooms for market in this way

by a Belgian firm ; they have engaged a capable

grower from here to teach them how it is done. In

a letter I have from the Dean he says, " The treat-

ment under glass is admirable,"

A New Rose.

One of the features at the dinner was the

"christening" (if such a term may be allowed) of a

new Rose, under the name of Dean Hole. This is a

sport from Madame Testout, and tas a most lovely

pale and soft pink flush on white, globular form,

and certainly an addition to pale- coloured Roses,

especially valuable for bouquet and decorative- work.

Chhtsauthemdms.

There has been a surfeit of Chrysanthemums

here (and I suppose with you too). Shows have

been held on all sides, the best eastern being at

Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsfield, and Newport;

further west, at Chicago and Indianapolis. Strange

to say, the New Yorkers were unable to organise a

display of any importance
;
yet last year they laid

they " led the world !

"

The blooms shown are of very high merit as

regards size, substance, and colour, but they lack

finish,—the art of dressing is not understood. Then,

again, there is a deficiency of build, which is owing

to the rapid growth made, the climate encourages

growth too much in the latter part of the season for

the growers to get the high centre so much admired

by you. Large blooms are obtained from cuttings

as late as June, This is no doubt the explanation

of the fact that so few varieties do equally well in

both countries.

Seedlings, of course, are legion, but as far as

novelty goes, they are not specially startling, but

there are some very pretty things. Those, however,

which approach more closely to the English standard

are not generally well received here, with, perhaps,

the one exception of Philadelphia, a well incurved

flower, of palest sulphur. Mayflower is a promising

variety of soft white, and has a strange reflexing of

the cuter rays. It is otherwise an incurved Japanese.

Mrs. Sarah Rose is one of the prettiest of incurved

Japanese pinks ; Euf;ene Dailledoiize is one of the

most successful blooms at the show, its rich yellow

colour and large siza recommend it (it is on the

border line between incurved and Japanfse). This

variety is run closely by Msj jr Bonaffon, an incurved

with good high centre, of lighter colour and earlier.

The blooms are not exhibited on boards, but are

shown with a length of from 12 to 18 inches of stem

in vases, sometimes singly, sometimes a dozen or

even fifty and more in one vase. This may make a

fine pictorial display, but renders comparison a

difficult matter in close competition. Perhaps the

largest bloom shown was H. L. Sunderbruch, at

Indianopolis, its diameter being 3,^ inches in depth

10.1 inches in diameter, and 17 inches over all.

Carnations.

Another turn of fashion when the Chrysanthe-

mum has gone, and everyone is looking towards the

reign of the Carnation. Perhaps a word on new

seedlings will be in season later. X. B.

KNIGHT'S CYPRESS.
CuPEESsns Knightiana, although comparatively

rare and little known, is the most elegant of all the

hardy or half-hardy species of Cypress (fig. 87). It

was first mentioned, but by name only, in Knight and

Perry's Synopsis Conif., 20. Subsequent evidence

goes to show that the species or variety is a native

of the mountains of Mexico. The botanist will pro-

bably consider it as a mere variety or form of

Cupressus Benthami, and on botanical grounds we
quite concur ; but as a cultivated plant the tree is so

distinct, and as an ornamental tree so much superior

to C. Benthami, that it is necessary to call it by a

distinct name. The great beauty of the tree resides

in the remarkably regular way in which the herbaceous

branches divide, the ultimate branchlets, except those

at the extreme tip and base of the shoot being nearly

uniform in length. The foliage is of a rich deep

green colour, the individual leaves small, regularly

appressed, deltoid-ovate acute. The male catkins

(n and c) are globular, or oblong spheroid at the

ends of the shoots, and of a bright yellow colour.

The cones are globose, rich brown, the scales ending
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in a conical point. Tliose shown at e, f, and g, are

from trees grown in this country, but others from

the south of France, and for which we are indebted

to M. Ch. Nandin, are fully half as large again, and

in them the whole surface of the scale rises in one

conical mass from the very edge to the point,

whereas in the British-grown and less perfectly

developed cones the conical " umbo " starts from the

middle of the scale, and not from its circumference.

If any distinction is to be drawn between this

plant and C. Benthami, this character of the cone-

scales is the one to which most importance attaches,

the ripe cone-scales of the true C. Bdotbami being

Societies.
*

ROYAL HORTICUIiTXJBAL.
November 27.—Considering that the meeting at

the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, on
Tuesday last, was the second during the present
month, the number of interesting exhibits was
satisfactory, though the Hall was not by any means
full.

Floral Committee.
Present : W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair ; and

Messrs. J. Laing, C. T. Druery, H. Herbst, R. Dean,
H. B. May, G. Stevens, C. J. Salter, J. Jennings,

B X 2

Fig. 87.

—

knight's cypbess. (see p. 668.)

flattened, with the umbo projecting from the centre

only. It is excessively difficult to find characters to

distinguish one species of Cypress from another, so

great is the amount of variation in habit, foliage,

sii.>, and form of cone. The outline of the her-

baceous shoot affords useful, but not absolutely

distinctive, characters. In the present case, it is

linear- oblong, and very regularly-pinnately branched.

C. Knightiana, though coasidered the hardiest of

the Cypresses, is a tree that can hardly be safely

recommended for general planting ; but in the
warmer counties and in sheltered situations it escapes

serious damage from frost, or is even quite uninjured.

We have received specimens from Hampshire, as well

as from Devonshire, Cornwall, and Ireland, and
specimens were shown at the Conifer Conference at

Chiswick, as well as at the more recently- held Tree
Conference held in the same gardens.

C. F. Bause, E. Owen, G. Gordon, W. Bain, C.
JefiFries, H. Selfe Leonard, J. T. Bannett-Poe, C. E.
Shea, J. Walker, E. Mawley, C. Noble, E. Bannett,
and H. J. Jones.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Hither Green,
Lewisham, staged an excellent exhibit of cut Chrys-
anthemums, in a more artistic manner than is usually

seen in this Hall. Similar in arrangement to the

collection exhibited from the same nursery at the
Aquarium, the blooms were put up in large hand-
some vases and epergnes, with proper regard to

the harmony of the colours. Dried bracken-fronds
were used pretty freely, and with good effect;

also highly - coloured sprays of Berberis, &c. In
the front of the large vases there were staged speci-

men blooms of a number of novelties, among
which we noticed Duchess of York, the largest

yellow novelty of the year, which has already been
described in these columns. An Award of Merit

was given in this case, and also to Madame
Carnot. Niveum, Good Gracious, and several pro-
mising seedlings were remarked (Silver- Gilt Flora
Medal).

Captain Torreus, Baston Manor, Hayes Common
(gr., Mr. Pascoe), exhibited some decorative varie-
ties of Chrysanthemums; and Mr. R. Gilbert,
Burghley Gardens, Stamford, three very fine blooms
of W. H. Lincoln, described as a sport from that
variety, and named William Cecil, but it does not
appear to be sufficiently distinct.

From Mr. Robert Owen, Castle Hill Nursery,
Maidenhead, were exhibited some very fine English
seedling Chrysanthemums, and a few continental-
raised varieties. Black Prince, a large flat bloom in
form, with short petals, and in colour very rich
velvety-crimsop, was recommended an Award of
Merit; and a like honour was given to Owen's
Crimson, a flower that promises to make a good ex-
hibition incurved, and to Mons. Meg. Oiher good
flowers were Waverley, a white Japanese (English
seedling), Mrs. Seebohm, a white Japanese variety
(English seedling), W. Tunnington (English seed-
ling), a crimson incurved with buff reverse ; Ruche
Lyonnaise (French), an Anemone, of rosy-purple;
and M. Charles Molin.

Mr. W. Wells, of Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill,
Surrey, exhibited a good display of cut Chrysanthe-
mums and many of the blooms had been cut from
plants in 6 inch pots. Mdlle. Therese Ray was
shown in very good form, Robert Owen, Lord
Brooke, and others were equally deserving of notice.
An award of merit was given to Madame Carnot, an
immense white bloom with good petals, centre
of Ihebloom elighly tinged with sulphur. Tuxedo is

a good late decorative variety, reddish-buff in
colour. A number of single varieties and blooms
of the green sport from Viviand Morel were
also shown (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. W. Salmon, Elder Road, West Norwood,
showed bouquets, baskets, wreaths, and other
arrangements of Chrysanthemums (Silver Banksian
Medal).
Mr. J. Smith, St. Leonard's Road, Windsor, exhi-

bited some naturally-grown blooms of Chrysanthe-
mum Royal Windsor, a light buff-coloured Japanese,
apparently a good one for decorative purposes.

C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham (gr.,

Mr. Duncan), exhibited a basket of plants of Primula
capitata, Loxwood variety, lifted from the open
ground. The flowers are a rich purple-mauve. This
plant was awarded a First-Class Certificate.

Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near
Tottenham, exhibited a pan full of Gaultheria pro-
cumbens, and two pans full of the pretty white
Narcissus monophyllus (Corbularia Clusii).

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Burford, Dorking (gr,, Mr.
Bain), exhibited some plants of Rsinwardtia tetra-

gyna, very well flowered (Award of Merit). And
some plants in flower of Ruellia macrantha. The
flowers of this plant are rather more than 2 inches
across, and are of a rosy-wine colour, very prettily

veined with dark purple. The plant is very free,

and good in habit (Award of Merit).

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, exhibited a
group of Bsgonia Rajah, figured in our columns,
Aug. 25, 1894, p. 213, and on this occasion the colours

in the foliage were more developed ; it is a very
pretty variety. Also a new type of Begonias, raised

from a cross between B. socotrina, with the pollen of
varieties of Begonia Rex. The seed was sown in

February. The attempt to combine a decorative-

leaved Begonia with good flowers like the winter-
blooming section, produce promises to be successful.

One of the varieties was selected for an Award of

Merit, viz., Sanders' Winter Queen.
Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill, Nursery, near

Woking, Surrey, sent about two dozen well-berried

plants of varieties of PernetCyas (Bronze Banksian
Medal).

A large group of Cyclamens was staged by Messrs.

Hugh Low & Co., from their Bush Hill Nursery at

Enfield. The plants were all young, and possessed

a good number of buds, in addition to a fair display

of bloom (Silver Banksian Medal),

Orchid Committee.

Present : Harry J. Veitch, Esq , in the chair ; and
Messrs. J. O'Brien (Sec), H. M. Pollett, R. Brooman
White, Baron Schroder, S. Courtauld, J. Douglas,

E. Hill, C. Pilcher, H, Ballantine, H. J. Chapman,
and T. Statter.

Baron Schroder, The Dell, Egham (gr., Mr. H.
Ballantine), showed Phaio-Calanthe x Sedeniana

(P. grandifolius x C. Veitchii), a beautiful hybrid,

raised by Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son some years
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ago, but which geems never to have received an

award until the present occasion, when it received

a Firet-claes Certificate; its tall spikes of pretty

cream-white and pink flowers are very attractive.

Baron Schroder also showed the clear yellow Cypri-

pediuna insigne Sanderiana, a companion of the

remaikable C. i. Sanderaa, and which received an

Award of Merit.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery,

King's Road, Chelsea, showed a remarkably fine

new hybrid in Lselio-Cattleya X Dscia (L. Per-

rinnii ? , C. Dowiana aurea S ) The flower resembled

more closely the seed parent than the Cattleya

aurea, whicb, except for giving an ample flower, did

not appear to have exercised much influence. In

the form of the flower, and especially in the

abruptly turned-down front of the lip, L. Terrinii

was much in evidence, though in point of size it

was equal to Cattleya labiata. The sepals and

petals were light rosy- lilac, the basal portions white.

The showy lip had the base and interior of the tube

pale purple colour, with a beautiful network of white

lines ; the front portion a rich mauve- purple (First-

class Certificate). Messrs. Veitch also sent Cypri-

pedium X Milo (insigne Chantinii V\ cenanthum

superbum <J ), in appearance a great improvement on

C. X nitens and Habenaria carnea nivosa.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, contributed

a neat group of rare Orchids, among which the

various forms of their fine introduction, Dendrobium

Phal^nopsis Schroderianum were a telling feature,

as they are whenever they appear. With them were

a grand white form of Odontoglossum cnspum,

several very fine Lselia prseatans, from out of their

last importation; the singular Cataaetum Christy-

anum, Coe'ogjne Gardneriana, Cypripedium Sargen-

tianum, with rich red-marked yellowish flowers;

the singular Epidendrum Laucheanum ; some pretty

hybrid Calanthes ; the very curious Pleurothallia

strupifolia, with thick leaves and pretty racemes of

purple and white flowers (Botanical Certificate);

Cypripedium x Doncasterianum (hirsutissimum $

,

callosum i), & fine hybrid, with bright rose-tinted

flowers, the petals spotted with chocolate, the

largest and best of its class ; and C. X J. Bartels

(Boxallii X callosum), a very pleasing variety.

M. Jules Hye-Lejsen, Conpure, Ghent, showed

his new Cypripedium X triamphans (Sallierii X
oenanthum superbum. In general appearance it is

nearest to C. X Pollettianum. The upper sepal is

green, spotted chocolate at the base ; then rich rose-

purple, with a broad white margin. The petals and

lip are yellow, with a reddish- brown, polished sur-

face (Award of Merit). Mr. Hye also sent C. X
Madame Marguerite Hye, a very pretty and floriferous

hybrid, between C. X Sallierii Hyeanum and C.

Spicerianum; and the prettily- spotted Odontoglos-

sum macrospilnm.

M. A. A. Feeters, St. Gilles, Brussels, showed a

fine plant of Cattleya labiata, Peeter's variety, with

many flowers of good size and fine colour, the pecu-

liarity being that the whole flower is very hand-

somely variegated with purple on clear lilac- rose

ground, a handsome bizarre, and constant evidently,

for the flowers come from a vigorous plant, while

those usually shown with flaked flowers are often

more or less diseased (Award of Merit).

Norman C. Cookson, E>q., Oakwood, Wylam-on-
Tyne (gr., Mr. W. Murray), sent a fine batch

of hybrid Calanthes, of which several had pre-

viously received awards. They were C. X Sybil,

a blush white ; C. rubro-oculata, C. X Bryan,

white with rich purple eye ; C. X Clive, like

Veitchii, but with yellow eye ; C. X Kenneth,

white, with rose ctntre ; C. X Wm. Murray, a grand

form with white petals, and rose lip with purple

centre; and C. X Harold, a fine thing of the C.

Veitchii class, but with broader and brighter rose-

carmine flowers (Award of Merit).

Major Joicey, Sunningdale Park, Sunningdale (gr.,

Mr. Fred. J. Thorne), showed the singular and pretty

Serrastylis modesta, Rolfe, n. gen. et spec. ; a most

remarkable plant of rare interest, as it is the first of

an entirely new genus. In growth the plant is much
like Oncidium sarcodes, and it bore a drooping

raceme of some forty or fifty flowers. The flowers,

which were about 2 inches across, had lanceolate

reddish sepals and petals, edged with yellow and

white lip, marked with purple, the front lobe being

linear. A great peculiarity consists in the column

having large whitish wings, irregularly notched at

the edge, and marked with purple, and in the base

of the lip being furnished with similar appendages.

It was a discovery of Mr. F. C. Lehmann, and has

only flowered once before—with Sir Trevor Lawrence

(Botanical Certificate).

Thos. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Man-
chester, showed Cypripedium x Lncienianum, a

handsome hybrid, which was figured ih the Lindcnia,

and chronicled as a bellatulum cross (Award ot Merit).

C. J. Lucas, Esq , Warnham Court. Horsham (gr.,

Mr. Duncan), sent Odontoglossum Insleayii splen-

dens and O. I. s. anreum, the latter having nn-

blotched, yellowish sepals and petals (Award of

Merit).

R. I. Measures, Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Camber-
well (gr., Mr. H. J. Chapman), showed Cypripedium

X Zeus (callosum X ciliolare), a very pretty hybrid

of fine shape, and with attractive rose-tinted flowers,

quite intermediate between the forms used in its

production ; and C. insigne Richardii. of the Manlei

class, but with nearly orbicular upper sepal, the

upper half of which was white, with pure purple

blotches. The broad petals were profusely spotted

with chestnut-brown,

Fred. Hardy, Esq., Tyntesfield, Ashton-on-Mersey,

sent flowers of Cattleya Mastersonisa (Loddigesii ?,
labiata 6), and Lselio-Cattleya x Tydaaa, both of

which had been previously certiflcated ; Odonto-

glossum muluf, Hardy's variety ; and varieties of

L»lia anceps.

W. Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange, Stone, Staf-

fordshire (gr., Mr. W. Stevens), showed a noble

plant of the true Cattleya Victoria Kegina ; an

equally good specimen of which was sent by Hamar
Baas, Esq., Burton-on-Trent. Mr. Thompson also

showed Odontoglosaum preestana.

Earl Cowper, Panshanger, Herts (gr., Mr. Fitt),

sent Calanthe X Exquisite (luteo-oculata X Tai-

neri), a very pretty white hybrid.

Mr. P. McArthur, The London Nurseries, Maida

Vale, W., staged an effective group of Orchids, in the

centre of which was the clear-yellow Cataaetum

Bungerothii aureum, surrounded by good forms of

Cattleya labiata and Cypripedium insigne, among
which was a curious coppery-yellow form ; C. Cham-
berlainianum macranthum, a very handsome variety ;

C. X Harrisianum, C. tonsum, and other Cypri-

pediums; Coslogjne specioaa, Lselia prsestans, &c,

(Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Hugh Low& Co.. Clapton, staged a bright

and eifective group of Orchids, embracing a great

number of forms of Cattleya labiata, Lselio-Cattleya

X Schilleriana, Vanda coerulea, Angrsecum seaqui-

pedale, &c. One very interesting plant appeared

which reaembled Oncidium bsetnatochilum, but had

foliage as large as 0. Lanceanum, between which

and O. Carthaginense, it was suggested, to be a

hybrid. The pretty cream-coloured lip marked with

red at the base, was very attractive (Stiver Banksian

Medal for the group).

Mr. J. F. Wilkinson, The Gardens. Highlands,

Minching Hampton, showed a group of fine plants of

Cypripedium insigne (Vote of Thanks).

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Para-

dise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, had a neat arrange-

ment, in which were the beautiful violet and white

Pescatorea Lehmannii, a remarkably pretty Odonto-

glossum blandum, Cypripedium X Harrisianum

superbum, C. X Pitcherianum Williams' var.,

C. reticulatum, Cologyne Gardneriana, Phaio-

Calanthe X Sedeni rosea, &c. (Vote of Thanks).

Hy. Tate, Esq., Liverpool, showed Cypripedium

insigne montanum.
H. Grindling, Esq., Harrow Weald (gr., Mr.

Rapley), showed Calanthe vestita luteo-oculata.

A. H. Smee, Esq., The Grange, Wallington (gr.,

Mr. G. W. Cummine), sent Cypripedium X Smee-

anum (Argus X villoaum), and C. X Dauthierii

superba.

S. G.Lutwyche, Esq., Eden Park.Beckenham (gr.,

Mr. Paterson), staged Cypripedium insigne Lut-

wychianum, C. tonaum, and Lycaste Skinneri

amceua.
Mr. P. Weathers, Silverhall Nursery, Isleworth,

showed Cattleya labiata Weathersiana, a nearly

white form, with a large and beautifully- shaped flower

;

and J. Foster Alcock, Esq., Northchurch, Berk-

hamsted, sent a fine variety of Oncidium Forbesii.

Fruit Committee.
Present: P. Crowley, Esq, in the chair; and

Messrs. T. F. Rivers, Dr. R. Hogg, W. Wilks, J. H.

Veitch, H. J. Pearson, G. W. Cummins, G. T.

Miles, A. Dean, J. Willard, J. Hudson, F. Q. Lane,

J. Smith, H. Balderson, G. II. Sage, and T. J.

Saltmarah.
There were but few exhibits before this committee,

and no awards were made to novelties.

A large exhibit of Apples was made by Messrs.

Charles Lee & Co. Hammersmith Road Nursery,

London, coniisting f lelected varietiei of especiftl

quality or appearance. Some of the varieties

remarked were Bismarck, Golden Reinette, Golden
Noble, Court Pendu Plat, Cellini Pippin, Lady Hen-
niker. King of the Pippins, Worcester Pearmain,

Warner's King, Stirling Castle, Manx Codling,

Lord Derby, Blenheim Orange, Dumelow's Seed-

ling, and Mere de M^aage (Silver Biuksian Medal).

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, exhi-

bited a laige and excellent collection of Potatos,

in about 100 dishes ; the tubers, which were the

product of field culture, were clean, even, and good

(Silver Banksian Medal).

Messra. H. Lane & Son. Berkhamsted, exhibited

half a dozen first-class bunches of highly-finished

Grapes (Cultural Commendation), and several speci-

mens of Blenheim Orange Apples, some of which

were shown as Red Blenheim Orange, and they were

highly coloured, but their origin did not appear.

Messrs. Jno. Laing & Son, Forest Hill, London,

S.E., had fruits of two new varieties of Pear,

President Drouard, and Fondante de Fondre.

Messrs. Harroway & Scott, nurserymen, War-
minster, showed two varieties of Potatos, Sirius and

Scott's Maincrop. The former was said to have

yielded 5 tons 7 cwt. more per acre than any of the

other twenty- four varieties in the experiments under

the Wilts County Council at Warminster, and the

latter had yielded 240 cwt. per acre in the same
experiment, and treated with the Bordeaux Mixture.

Mr. Farr, gr. to A. Pears, Esq., Spring Grove,

Isleworth, showed a branch of a free-fruiting

Tomato, Farr's All the Year Ronnd.

Lecture by Mr. J. Douglas.

In the afternoon a paper was read by Mr. Douglas

on " The Principles of Judging." Mr. Douglas said

many of the difliculties that judges are familiar with

might easily be prevented by the committee, when
framing the schedule, making it as explicit and

definite as possible. Reference was made to

several cases where dissatisfaction had followed the

judges' award. For instance, such indefinite words

as " sort " or " kind " should be excluded. They,

might be interpreted as meaning genera, species,

or varieties. In regard to Lilies, which some judges

would allow in a collection of herbaceous plants,

and others would not, the committee might prevent

any trouble by stating in the schedule whether or

not Lilies might be included. When the judges have

the schedule before them, it should be their busi-

ness to interpret it literally, and not by any

preconceived ideas they may have upon the subject.

The lecturer emphatically said that the judges' time

should not be wasted by trying to settle such points

as could have been settled by a more definite

wording of the schedule.

In the matter of fruits and vegetables, difficulties

occasionally arose through doubt as to which classes

certain fruits could be admitted. A typical one was

the Tomato, but the lecturer held that it was better

that fruits which were used as vegetables should be

classed with them.
The folly of judging fruit by appearance only was

dwelt upon, and was declared equal to judging flowers

by their scent alone. An unknown variety, especi-

ally, should always be tasted. Eapecially in a case

for black Grapes the lecturer had seen exhibits that

had been placed first by their colour and size, after-

wards relegated to the third place when the fruit|had

been tasted. Muscats could be judged without tasting,

because well-coloured, finished berries of this variety

were always of good flavour. Apples and Pears might

appear very excellent, and yet be rotten at the core.

Size should not be considered equal to quality, and

reference having been made to Gros Colmar Grape,

the lecturer said it was perhaps the largest and most

handsome of all varieties, but he asked who ate

them if they could get others ? In a class for Pears,

such varieties as Seckle and Winter Nelis should

be placed before many finer and larger in appear-

ance, because of their better quality ; and in the

case of Apples, the same might be said of Cox's

Orange Pippin.

In flowers, too, size, in the absence of good form,

should count next to nothing, as in Etoile de Lyon,

which was generally the largest flower in a coUec-

tian of Chrysanthemums, should count less than some

others, because it lacked refinement. A man who
posed as a judge should thoroughly understand the

practical culture of all exhibits he adjudicated upon,

and he would then know in which bloom or exhibit

the greatest cultural skill was manifest.

Mr. Douglas then said, that in a close competition

everything should be judged by points, and when a

maximum number had been decided upon, care
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ahonld be taken to give each item the exact nnmber
it deserved, evea to awarding the points in halrea.

During a short discussion, Mr. A. Dean said that

Mr. Douglas had been careful to tread on persons'

coma as little as possible, and consequently little

had been said but what all could endorse, la regard

to the tasting of fruits, though Mi. Dean said he

felt he differed from the lecturer a little, and thought

that the leas high-flavoured Grapes could hardly be

ignored, for they were far more refreshing than Mus-
cats, and did not satiate the palate like those of higher

flavour. Groa Colmar and like vaiieties were greatly

appreciated by invalids, and the trade thought it one
of the very best ft)r the market. He thought then

that Mr. Douglas had little reason to ask who ate

them. Mr. Geo. Gordon, in the courae of a few re-

mark', proteated againat the growing practice of

dreasing Roaea, and in regard to the dreseiDg of all

flowers he thought we might go back a little

and exhibit them more naturally, eo that

there ahould be presented before the public the

akill of the cultivator rather than the art of the

dresser.

The chairman (Mr. C. E. Shea), in propoaing a

vote of thanks to the lecturer, observed that at the

meeting of the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society held that day, enquiriea had been made for a

code or guide to judgea, and he might hint that such

was in preparation by that body already, and
at the close of this year it was hoped that

a code or guide to judges in regard to flowera,

fruita, and vegetablea, would be followed by
the Royal Horticultural Society, and a ayatem
atarted under auch auspicea would be likely to be

followed by othera. Several other gentlemen offered

remarks.

CUSIBEBLAND CHBTSAKTHEUTJAI.
NovEMHEH 16.—The fourth annual exhibition of

this society was held at Whitehaven on the above date.

The quality of the exhibits on the whole wasexcellent.

The principal exhibitoJS of planta were J. Gibson
Deas, Esq. (gr., Mr. Bell) ; A. Helder, Esq. (gr., Mr.
Thompson) ; and J. Spictall, Eiq. (gr., Mr. Bell), the
first' named securing several lats, in addition to the
National Society's Certificate, for groups of twelve.

The plants were, without exception, admirable
sp!>cimens.

In cut- bloom clasaee, the chief interest centred

in those for Japaneae, where the competition waa
very keen, Mr. Potter, of Whitehall, Carliale, being
the most aucceasfnl exhibitor.

In addition to carrying off two Ists, his stand of

twenty-four was awarded the National Society's

Certificate for the best collection of cut blooms.

Other successful exhibitors in these clasaea were
R. D. Marahall, Esq., of Keswick (gr., Mr. Hartwell),

and Joa. Harris, Esq., Greyaouthen (gr., Mr. Fixter).

Incurved bloome were only moderate in quality,

being, fjr the moat part, deficient in depth.

Mr. James Hay, of Houghton Hall, Carlisle, took
1st for a stand of twelve ; and for six blooms of one
colour, J. Ritson, Esq., of Maryport (gr., Mr.
Tester), waa awarded premier position.

Reflexed and Anemone blooms were few in

number, though of good quality, and Pompons
shown in tall glasses for effect, baskets, and vases of

cut blooms, artistically arranged with various foliage,

constituted a very attractive and pleasing feature of

the show.

SHEFFIELD.
NovEHBEE 16, 17.—The sixteenth annual exhi-

bition of this Society waa held in the Corn Exchange,
Sheffield, on the above datee, the opening ceremony
being attended by a much larger gathering than
usual. Tuere waa a falling off in the groups of

Chrysanthemums, owing to several of the former
exhibitors having left the district, otherwise the
show was quite up to its usual standard; whilst in

the classes for mlacellaneona group*, and the local

classes for amateurs and cottagers, there waa a
decided advance both in the number of exhibits,

quality, and setting up of the'.blooms. The paper-

collar is still in use here, although much less so than
formerly. Another year may witness its departure.

How anyone can imagine it adds to the beauty or

set-up o> a bloom we cannot understand.

Incurved blooms in the open class were not so

numerous as on former occasions, probably owing to

the adverse summer and damping, which has been
Buoh a source of trouble to many this season.

The class for twenty four incurved, in not fewer

than eighteen varieties, brought forth only two oom-
petitori, the premier award being easily lecored by

Mr. C. Crookes, gr. to the Dowager Lady Hindlip,
Hadzor House, Droitwich. His blooms were deep,
solid, fresh and bright in colour, and well put up. The
variety Lacy Kendall won Mr. Robert Owen's Silver
Medal for the premier incurved bloom of any variety
distributed by him. These blooms would have won
in a very strong competition. Mr. J. Jallicoe, gr. to

F. H. Gossage, Esq., Liverpool, was 2nd in this class.

Twelve incurved, distinct.—Mr. ;C. Crookea was
again to the front, with firat-clasa blooms ; and Mr.
J. Vaughan, gr. to S. Brockiebank, Esq., Liverpool, a
capital 2ad.

Both the twelve and aix incurved bloom clasaea

were very well conteited. Six incurved : let, Mr.
Crookea ; 2ad, Mr. J. Vaughan.
The class for twenty-four Japaneae, not fewer than

eighteen varietiea, was well contested, Mr. Wella of
Earlawood, Redhill, being awarded the lat prize;

hia atanda were very even, and contained blooms of

good size, well finiahed, bright in colour, and fresh.

Robert Owen gained the Silver Medal for beat
bloom amonget those distributed by Mr. Owen ; 2ad,
Mr. G. W. Drake, Cathay's Nurseries, Cardiff.

The best twelve Japanese distinct were from Mr.
Alderman, gr. to J. D. Ellis, Esq., Worksop; and the
best six blooms distinct were shown by Mr. J.

Vaughan. Mr. Jelllcoe had the best six Anemonea,
flowered varieties, and also the best collection of six
reflexed blooma. There were also classes for residents

within twenty miles of the town, and these were well
sustained. Six Japanese : lit, Mr. J. Vaughan ; 2ad,
Mr. J. Jelllcoe. Six reflexed : lat, Mr. C. Scott ; 2Qd,
Mr. W. Weaman. Six bunches Pompon : 1st, Mr. C.
Scott.

Grapes were better represented than in previoas
years, Mr. C. Green putting up Gros Colmar, fine in

berry, and well finished ; and Mr. F. W. Littlewood
2ad. Mr. Green was also lat with Muscats in the
class for white Grapes. Both in the amateurs' and
cottagers' classes the competition was keen, and aa
in each of these eight prizes have to be awarded, the
judges had plenty of work to do. There are classes

tor twelve, six, and three blooma, in both the
Incurved and Japanese aectiona, and these were well
conteated.

Non-competitive Exhibits.— Certificatea of Merit
were awarded to the following :—Meaars. Charles-
worth & Son of Heaton, Bradford, contributed a
aplendid table of Orchlda, interspersed with Palms,
conaiating chlefiy of Cattleya lablata vera, and choice
Cypripediums and other plants. Messrs. Fisher,

Son & SIbray, a table of foliage and flowering-

plants. Mr. S. W. Seagrave, Market Hall, Sheffield,

a large group of Palms, Carysanthemams, and
various flowering-plants. Mr. W. Artindale, Shar-
row Vale Nurseries, Sheffield, had a very graceful

little group of choice Palms, Crotona, and Ferna,
interaperaed with Spirseas, potfula of Lily of the
Valley, Roman Hyacinths, &c., very nicely arranged.

Barber, George Lyon, Stephen Haines, Lorenzo
Maddox, and Thomas Rigg. On the motion of Mr.
George Lyon, seconded by Mr. Yeo, Mr. Thomas D.
Smith was appointed secretary to the new associa-
tion. Votes of thanka to the lecturer and chairman
brought the proceedings to a cloae.

P-S.—The lecturer aleo advocated a claaa for young
gardeners to fit them for the examinationa of the
Royal Horticultural Society,

BIRKENHEAD AND DISTRICT GAR-
DENERS' MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION.

November 19.—Between fifty and sixty of the
leading gardenera of the district, together with a
fair sprinkling of the younger members of the fra-

ternity, assembled in the lecture hall of the Y.M.C.A.
on the above date to hear from,Mr. R. G. Waterman,
Treasurer of the Woolton Gardeners' Mutual Im-
provement Association, a paper on " Mutual Im-
provement Associations, their Alma and Objects."

Mr. James Smith, of the Palm Grove Nurseries,

having been elected to the chair, Mr. V/aterman
proceeded with his paper. He said it was necessary
that gardenera ahould atudy with zeat and determi-
nation if they were to hold their poaition againat

forelgnera, and maintain their high position aa a
clasa of honeat workera. To aaslat them in thia

object a mutual improvement aociety was very de-

sirable for the interchange of opinions and com-
parison of results. They might also have an inter-

change of lecturers with other associations, and a
most important adjunct would be a good horticul-

tural library. The paper concluded with aome prac-

tical advice respecting the details of the working of

such aocietiea. A discussion followed, and on the

proposition of Mr. W. H. B. Yeo, seconded by
Mr. W. Mercer, a provisional committee of eight

gardeners was elected to consider the best lines

on which an association could be ran, and to

draw up rules to be submitted to a general

meeting to be called later on, with the object of

founding a mutual Improvement society. The com-
mittee consisted of the following:—Meiari. Jamea
Williama, W. H. B, Yeo, WiUiam Mercer, Peter

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL.
NovEMBEB 20, 21.—The annual autumn show may

be recorded as a success. For a group of Chrysan-
themums, quality and effect being the leading
features, the premier position for a capital lot of
plants was assigned to Mr. A. H. RIckwood, gr. to
the Dowager Lady Freake ; a good 2ad being Mr.
J. Simmonde, gr. to Lady Freake.

Twenty-four blooms, twelve incurved and twelve
Japaneae, distinct.—1st, Mr. C. J. Waite, gr. to
Colonel the Hon. W, P. Talbot. In Japanese he had
fine flowers of Mons. H. Payne, Mrs. C. Wheeler,
L. Carres, and Viviaud Morel. Incurved : Violet
Tomlin, M. A. Haggas, and Jardin des Plantes.
2ad, Mr. J. Portbury, with a nice lot of flowers.

Twelve Japanese.—1st, Mr. G. H. Sage, gr. to the
Earl of Dysart, a beautiful lot, very fine being Prim-
rose League, Beauty of Castlewood, Etoile de Lyon,
and Madame Thiieie Rey; 2nd, Mr. T. Oaman.
Here were fiae blooma of Etoile de Lyon, R, Owen,
E. Molyneux, and Viviand Morel.

Twelve Anemone-flowered, well-finiahed examples
gained Mr. C. J. Waite lat poaition ; 2nd, a goo*!
lot, Mr. G. Springthorpe.

Twelve bunchea Pompona, aix varieties, distinct

as grown, a very pretty clasa, Mr. Springthorpe
being placed lat for fine blooms, noteworthy being
Li Vogue, Madame Moretela, Regulua, and Perle
Margaret ; 2ad, Mr. J. T. Hoar.

Twelve incurved.— lat, Mr. J. Simmonda, bia beat

flowera being Qu»en of England, Emily Dale
Improved, Madame Darrier, and John Lambert ; the
same exhibitor taking tbe special prize for twelve
Japaneae with, amongst others, fine Sowers of

Eda Prasa, Colonel W, B. Smith, Chas. Davia, and
Thunberg.

Six incurved, one variety.—lat, Mr. G. Spring-
thorpe, with fine blooma of Empreaa of India ; 2ad
Mr. J. Simmonda, with Emily Dale Improved.

Six Japaneae, one variety.—Striking flowers of

Louia Boabmer gained Mr. G. H. Sage lat place

;

2ad, Mr. C. J. Waite, both having fine blooma of

Etoile de Lyon..

Bouqueta and buttonholea were ancceaafuUy ahown
by Mlaa Cole, Miaa Wright, and Mr. A. Pentney.

For aix untrained planta (amateura only), the

prizea for good examplea went to Meaara. Attwood,
Brill, and Lee. In the cottagera' aection, the prin-

cipal prize-takera were Meaara. Hoar, CoUett,

Gilbert, and Attwood, the cottagera' alao making a

good diaplay of vegetablea.

Groups of Orchids, Ferna, and foliage planta. well-

arranged collections, gained the prizes to Messrs.

Tracey and Cross.

Baskets of planta arranged for effect.—Thia was
a pretty and attractive feature of the ahow, the

prizea going to Messrs. Warden, RIckwood, and
Cross.

Six Palms or foliage plants. Noble examples of

Palms gained Mr, J. Simmonda lat position ; 2nd,

also a very good exhibit, Mr. J. E. Burton.

The prizea for well-flowered Cyclamens, went to

Messrs. Warden, Pentney, and Smith. Primulas also

made an attractive exhibit, the chief prize-winners

being Mesera. Garrod, Macgregor, and Warden.
Table plants were shown in splendid condition,

principallly Crotona, Dracanas, beautifully coloured,

1st, Mr. J. Macgregor; 2ad, Mr. J. Portbury; 3rd,

Mr. C. J. Waite.

An interesting clasa waa that devoted to the beat

ornamental basket or vase of dried seed-pods and

berries for winter decoration, the prize-winners for

beautiful exhibits being Miaa C. B. Cole, Mr. A.

Pentney, and Mr. J. Reynolda.

Collection of Fjuit.—This claaa made a good and

interesting diaplay. Ist, Mr. C. Griffin ; 2nd, Mr.

C. J. Waite (we think the poaltlona should have

been reveraed). Two bunchea white Grapea,—lat,

Mr. J. Simmonda; 2Qd, Mr. G. Springthorpe. Two
bunchea black Grapes.— 1st, Mr. C. Griffin ; 2ad,

Mr. C. J. Waite. Four dishes Apples (two dessert,

two kitchen).—Ist, Mr. G. H. Sage, who had very

fine frniti of Blenheim Orange, Bismarck, Lane's
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Prince Albert, and Ribston Pippin; 2ad, Mr. W.
Tajler, who showed well.

Tomatos were well shown by Messrs. Simmonds,

Sage, and Griffin.

For a collection of vegetables, Mr. C. J. Waite
gained premier place for an extremely fine lot.

Specially noticeable w^re tha examples of Ailsa

Craig Oaion, Sutton's Exhibition Bimsels Sprouts,

New Rid latermediate Carrot, Surprise Potato, and

Autumn Mammoth Cauliflower
;
good, too, were the

collections staged by Messrs. Garrod and Sage.

DOTJGLAS, ISLE OF MAN.
NovEMBEE 21, 22.—The society which exists under

the title of the Douglas and Isle of Man Chrysan-

themum Society, held its filth annual exhibition o>

plants, cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables, in the

Pavilion, at Douglas, on the dates above-mentioned,

and fine weather prevailed on both days. The exhi-

bition was graced by the presence of his Excellency

the Lieut.- Governor and Lady Kidgway, and many of

the well-to-do people of the neighbourhood. The

show was the largest which has as yet been held in

the island, and its success was complete, the excel-

lent quality and number of exhibits affording much
pleasure to the visitors. A new seedling Chrys-

anthemum named Lady Ridgway, shown by Mr.

Douglas, of the lawn-tennis grounds, received the

society's Certificate of Merit. In the open class for

Chrysanthemums in pots, some excellent specimens

were shown by Mr. Clagne, gr. to Dr. Clague, Castle-

town. Mr. Douglas, the lawn-tennis grounds, and

Mr. Curphey, gr. to Rev. F. B. Walters, who shared

amongst them the principal prizes.

In the cut blooms competition. Mr. Clague again

took the leading position ; Mr. Dixon, gr. to Mrs.

Clucas, being a good 2ad. The miscellaneous class

of plants grouped for effect in a space not exceeding

10 feet by 6 feet, this forming one of the chief fea-

tures of the show. J. Murphy, gr. to W. F. Moore,

Esq., was 1st ; F. Ga.-dener, gr. to W. J. Ashburner,

Esq , 2ad. Some beautifully- arranged epergnes and

baskets of flowers, &c , were exhibited, J. Murphy
securing the lat prize in that class ; and Mr. Qainney

for one in bouquets. The chief amateur prize-

takers were Mr, Qainney, Mr, Quiggin, and Mr.

Warner. Special prizes presented by the tradesmen

of Douglas were awarded in almost every class.

From a Correspondent.

GLASGOW CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 21, 22, 23.—The newly-formed society

in the western capital of Scotland, opened their first

exhibition on the above dates. The President (Mr.

Dawar, of the Botanic Gardens), with his staff

on the executive council, laboured assiduously to

render the first exhibition of the new Society worthy

of such a great horticultural district as that around

Glasgow undoubtedly is. So far as a grand dis-

play of flowers which filled the city halls, was to

be seen, the Society must have reached its highest

aspirations. Mr. Renshaw, M.P., opened the ex-

hibition with a very felicitous speech. The lead-

ing exhibitor was Mr. Rashton, gr. Cochno House,

Duntocher, who obtained Ist for thirty-six blooms

(Japanese), in distinct varieties. The exhibit was

admitted on all hands to be of great merit, many of

the blooms being among the finest yet seen at

northern shows. His blooms of J. S. Dibbins,

capital yellow ; Mdlle. Thfireje Rev, a superb

white ; and International, received special no-

tice ; William Rashton, Princess May, Viviand

Morel, President Borel, Henry Jacotat, Stan-

stead White, Charles Davis, Etoile de Lyon,

M. Bernard, Mrs. H. Payne, Mdlle. Marie Hoste,

Mr. W. Clarke, Mr. H. Atkinson, Sunflower, Amoa
Perry, Niveus (a very fine white), were conspicuous

in this beautiful collection for fine form and fresh-

ness. The 2nd prize exhibit was also of much
excellence, and went to Mr. Machar, gr., Bronghty
Ferry, whose Stanstead White, Charles Davis, Ecoile

de Lyon, G. C. Schwabe, Florence Davis, Viscountess

Hambledon, M. C. Capitante, and Viviand Morel
were first-rate blooms ; and Mr. Nicol, Rossie

Gardens, Forgandenny, was a capital 3rd. Two
other lots in this class were most creditable.

For twenty-four Japanese, Mr. Rashton again had

an excellent exhibit, and easily took Ist prize ; Mr.

Lunt, Keir House, Dunblane, was 2Qd ; and Mr. D.
Halliday, Ayr, .jid.

For twelve Japanese and twelve incurved, Mr.

Geddes, of Largs, was Ist. There were other fine

noticeable stands in this class, especially those of

Mr. Rose, Helensburgh, and Mr. Mathieson, Kirn.

For twelve distinct Japanese, Mr. Rushton again

was placed 1st, with a fine exhibit; and Mr. Airdrie,

Larbert, was a good 2nd.

Mr. Rashton was Ist for six whites, and held good
positions in several other classes. Among pot

plants this fortunate exhibitor had it nearly all his

own way— the floor of a lesser hall was filled with

them.
The side tables were loaded with crosaea, wreaths,

and other saleable devices, in variety, formed mostly

of Chrysanthemums; and Messrs. Thyne had a great

display, filling one end of the hall with Chrysanthe-

mums, fine foliage plants, &i;.

A Certificate of Merit was awarded to Mr. Airdrie,

Larbert, for his new seedling, Mrs. Airdrie, a very

fine white Japanese incurved. Mr. Jones, nursery-

man, Lewisham, had first for three blooms not in

commerce. Mr. Wells, nurseryman, Redhill, Surrey,

took 1st prize in the nurseryman's class for thirty-six

blooms ; and Mr. Campbell, nurseryman, Blantyre,

was 2 ad.

Two groups of pot plants, arranged tastefully to

fill up corners of the hall, were awarded Ist and 2ad
prizes to Mr. Dale, Aitkenhead, 1st ; and Mr. Archi-

bald, gr., Bothwell Castle, was 2ad, respectively.

There were 400 entries in the competitive classes,

and the prize-money amounted to £250; on the

whole the competition was remarkably keen, Mr.

Molynenx, one of the censors for cut blooms, spoke

highly of the excellence of the show. There were

long lines of dwarf plants in classes for table deco-

ration, classes for Palms, Ferns, and other popular

plants. Roman Hyacinths in lots of sixes, were

competed for keenly, and were finer than usually

seen at exhibitions. Many of the local nurserymen

brought their quota in fine form; Messrs. Austin &
McAslan's display in front of the platform was

arranged with fine effect, Heaths, Palms, &=., being in

fine form. Near to this was a choice display of cut

blooms of Oichids, which was crowded by admirers.

They were brought together from Bantaskin Gardens

by Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Wilson's able gardener ; Cypri-

pedium Leeanum superbum, Odontoglossum grande,

Cymbidium giganteum,Cattleya labiate, Cypripedinm

violaceum, C. Harrisianum, and others, were among
the best of the exhibit, which were all in bunches.

Fruit,—There was a capital display of Grapes in

front of Messrs. Austin & McAslan's plants, which

enhanced the excellence of this fine show, and this

part of the hall was crowded at all times. There

was a trayful of black Grapes, exhibited by Mr.

Murray, with bloom as perfect as when they hung
on the Vines at Park Hall, and which were justly

awarded the Ist prize ; they were an imitation of the

excellent exhibit of Messrs. Thomson at Edinburgh

the week before, and no doubt the transit in this

form is more perfect than by any other method of

sending to market. Mr. Leslie, Pitcullen, Perth,

had a cross-handled basket, and the bunches were

tied to the sides ; and these Grapes were also in

capital condition, the exhibit receiving a 2ad prize.

For the best four bunches of Grapes the compe-

tition was strong, and Mr. Leslie secured the Ist

place, his Muscats and Gros Colmara being first-rate

;

Mr. Murray was 2nd, with good produce ; and Mr.
Maconochie, Cameron House, was a capital 3rd.

Among other prizes, a Ist was awarded to Mr.
Leslie, for Gros Colmar and for any other Grape
(for which he tabled capital Muscat), and Alicantes.

Mr. Lunt, Keir, had large bunches of Mrs. Pince,

but they had been rubbed prior to their being tabled.

Mr. Murray also had aeveral other leading prizes.

Vegetables were not extensively exhibited, but a

1st prize was taken by aplendidly-grown produce

from Lenzie by Mr. Delgarno, whose Parsnips,

Carrots, Onions, Leeka, Tomatos, and Celery, were

of special merit. Other collections in this class were
good. Leeks and Tomatos were a capital display.

Mr. Murray tabled hia Parkhall seedling Tomato
in as fine condition as anyone could desire. (This

variety had taken firat honours for the same exhibi-

tion at Edinburgh). Mr. Harris's Leeks, which he

brought from Carluke, were among many fine ex-

hibits, a splendid 1st.

The grand exhibit of Grapes, beautifully-coloured

Vine-leaves, and Tomatos, from Messrs. Buchanan,
Kippsn, were among the best of the ornamental
exhibits, and the varied and brilliantly-coloured

Vine-leaves was a source of great attraction to visi-

tors. The Grapes arranged in trays were of first-

rate quality, and had been carried remarkably well.

They received a Certificate of Merit which was justly

awarded. Meaara, Smith and Simons, and Mesara,

Cunningham and Wyllie had their choiceat plants

in a line (for exhibition) with Mesara. Buchanan'a

display, and fillt^d up oae nidd ul the hull. li rtaS

stated that thire were exhibitors from nearly every

district of Se tland at this fine exhibition. M. Temple,

Carron.

NEATH, GLAMORGANSHIRE,
SOUTH WALES,

November 22.—This show was held in the Gwyn
Hall on the above date, and, notwithstanding no
show was held last year, the present one was a great

advance on the previous ones ; and, taking into con-

sideration the very bad weather and the lateness of

the season, the exhibits, especially in the cut- bloom
section, were excellent, no fiuer blooms ever having

been seen at Neath. Amongst the exbibitora were

such well-known growers in this part of the country

as the Eirl of Lisburne, Aberystwith ; Sir Charles

Philips, Hiverfordweat ; Mr. J. H. Rogers, Llanelly

;

Mr. E. P. Martyn, Dowlaia, Mon.
Competitive exhibits were also good ; Mesara.

Clibran and Sons, Altrincham, had a fine atand of

fruit and cut blooms of the newer varieties of

Chrysanthemum; Messrs. C»x Bros., Cardiff; Mr.

C. Phelpa, Cardiff; Mr. W. Treaeder, Cardiff;

Messrs. E. Parsons and Sons, Swansea ; and Messrs.

H. Farraat and Sons, Swansea, were all strongly

represented.

The chief prizs was for twenty-four cut blooms,

half to be incurved and half Japanese (distinct).

Mr. Dumble, gr. to Sir Chas. Philips, Picton Castle,

Haverfordwest, was a good Ist, hia incurved being

in hia well-known finished style; and Mr. Rogera,

of Llanelly, was 2Qd.

For twelve incurved distinct, Mr. Williams wa«
1st with fresh and heavy blooms ; 2nd, Mr. Mabbott,

gr. to Mr. E. P. Martyn, Dowlais.

For twelve incurved distinct, Mr. Williams waa
again 1st with fresh even blooms, and Mr. Dumble
2ad.

For twelve incurved blooms, limited to groivera in

South Walea and Monmouthahire, Mr. Dumble wea
Ist, and Mr. WiUiama 2ad.

For twelve Japanese, limited the same as the pre-

vious class, Mr. Rogers was Ist ; and Mr. Thomas,
gr. to Mr. Rees, Swansea, 2ad ; Mr. Williams, 3rd.

There were numerous other smiU classes which
were all well filled.

For group of Chrysanthemums, open to amateurs
will regular gardeners, Mrs. H. H. Price was l»t,

and Mrs. Gwyn-Daffryn, 2ad.

For a collection of Chrysanthemums intermixed

with foliage and Ferns, Mrs. Gwyn was let.

For a group limited to 7 miles of Neath, 1st, Mr.
T. Powell; 2dd, MissBevan.

MANCHESTER ROYAL BOTANIC.
November 23, 24. — What was admitted by

general consent to be the finest autumn show ever

staged in Manchester, took place in the principal

room of the spacious Town Hall. Chrysanthemums
were the chief feature, but reinforced with such a

display of beautiful Orchids, that heightened the

colour effect, and contrasted grandly with the beau-

tiful frescoed walla, and the elliptic stained-glaaa

windowa, all the more appreciable, too, because of

the dull, foggy day. The attendance was much
better than we have seen for years, and the golden

opinions evoked are sore to tell on future exhi-

bitiona.

Plants.

For nine large - flowered Chryaanthemuma in

pota there was a spirited competition, the best

cultivated coming from Mr. T. Hasker, Brook
House, Fallowfleld, the plants b^ing large-sized and
leaved to the bottom—splendid healthy greenery

with correspondingly large flowers ; Mr. G. H.
Gaddnm, Adrea House, Didsbnry, was 2ad ; and
Mr. J. C. Cherlton, Didsbury, was 3rd ; an extra

being awarded .to Mr. Heine, Fallowfleld. For six

Japanese Chrysanthemums in pota Mr. Hasker was.

again 1st; Mr. R. S. Boddington, Park Lea, Higher
Burghton, was 2ad ; and Mr. Gaddum, 3fd. The
best varieties in both these classes were Etoile de

Lyon, W. H. Lincoln, Lord Alcester, Empress ot India,

Dr. Hermon Page, Sunflower, and Mons. Bernard.

For six Pompon Chrysanthemums in pots, Mr. J.

Brown, Longfield, Heaton Mersey, was 1st; Mr. T. C,

Cleether, 2ad ; and Mr. N. A. Eirle, Elgemoor
House, Kersal, was 3rd. Plants were well grown,

but this is a class not so much admired by the general

aightaeer. The most prominent sorts were Nellie

Rainsford, Cardinal Wiseman, and the old Cedo
Nnlli.

I
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Cot Blooms.

For thirty-six incurved blooms, not fewer than
eifjhteen varieties, or more than two blooms of one
variety, Mr. Bshrens, Whitchurch, was 1st; Mrs.
Binner, Roby, Liverpool, was 2ad ; and Mr. Good-
acre, Elvaston Castle, was 3rd. The best blooms
were A. Salter, Princess of Wales, Baron Hirsch,
Golden Empress of India, Lord Kosebery (very fall),

Violet Tomlin, Lord Alcester (extra), Mons. Ba-
hnant, Qieen of England, and C. B. Whitnal.

For twelve incurved blooms, distinct, Mr. Brockle-
baok, The Hollies, Woolton, was 1st; Mr. T. Stan-
niog, BroadSeld, Lsyland, was 2id; and Mr, E.
Behrens 3.-d.

For twenty-four Japanese cat blooms, thera was
a goad competition, Mr. Goodacre being placed 1st,

Mr. E. Bshrens 2ad ; and Mr. W. Wells, Kedhill,

3rd. The more prominent blooms were Primrose
League, Lord Brooke, E. D. Smith, M. Henri
Roberts, Theresa Divis, Charles Davis, W. H Lin-
coln, Madame Carnot, Sir Trevor Lawrence, W. E.

Hewitt, Col. Smith, Crown of Flowers, and Charles
Buck.

For thirty-six miscellaneous cut blooms, Mr.
Brocklebank was Ist, Mr. Wells 2Qd, and Mrs.
Banner 3rd, with an extra to Mr. J. W. Makant,
Bolton.

OeCHID3,

As to the Orchid display, the post nf honour was
filled on this occasion by Messrs. Heath & Son,
of Cheltenham. Looking at the time of the year,

this was a marvellons uisplay of well-cultivated

Orchids, while the setting was made up of Palms and
varieties of Ferns, enriched with coloured Crotons
that told well, and the whole attracted marked
attention. Cattleya labiata was abundantly in

evidence in many of its choicest coloured forma.
There was a rich-coloured Lselia anceis, like a
"bowing bush " amongst the crowd ; and the chaste
paper-white L. anceps. Ball's var., wh ch only
lacks size to take forefront rank. There were several

choice Cattleya crosses, the most conspicuous among
among thfra being xC. Mastersiana and X Lselio-

Cittleya Tresederiana. There was a good lot also of

Cypripeds, conspicuous among them being C. San-
deroe, a beautiful form of C. insigne ; a very good
variety indeed this was, with but a few faint spots on
the centre limb. C. x Swinburnei was another gem
of first water; the Indian- red solid spots on the
P''taliferous limb invests this with special character.

Moth O.chids, and the Dendrobs Moth Orchid, were
in the group. This fine collection was awarded a
Gold Medal.

Mr. Jas. Cypher, Cheltenham, bad a choice lot.

His Dendrobiam Pnalajaopsis Scbroderianam were
in splendid growth, and in excellent variety, one
particalarly being of large siz^ of flower, which had
a rich vinous glow, that entrances the eye of any
beholder. There were also some good Vanda
crerulea on exhibit, as well as several good Ladies'
Slippers; and that bright, useful O.chid, Sophronitis
grandiflora. We were glad to see that Matdevallias
are not forgotten altogether; here was a good
example of the sepia-brown coloured M. Sohlimii,
in fine health and inflorescence.

Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Brad'o'd, had also a
very good lot. comprising several excellent species,

prominent among them being a brilliant coloured
Cittleya labiate, on^ or two good OJontoglossum
crispum, the beautiful Citasetum Bangerothii,
Cypripedium Charlesworthii, and the scarlet So-
phronitis.

Mr. Johnson, gr. to Thos. Statter. E:q., Stand
Hall, had a splendid aisortment of Cypripedinms,
the chief among them being hybrids. C. X Statter-
ianum is a beautiful thing, and seems to be a good
grower; X Southgatense, the spotting here being
rich and solid; X Aphrodite, one of the best in
respect of having a finish in it of surprising bril-

liancy—pity its peduncle was not longer; indeed,
that is the prime fault with many of our most
beautiful hybrids.

Mr. Hinde, gr. to M. Wells, Esq , Broomfield, had
a few good Orchids, and he also exhibited the
mounted dried flowers for which he had a Silver

Medal in London. Mr. Bill, Bowdon, exhibited
Cypridediam Sanderic—not quite so good a form as

was exhibited in Messrs. I-eath's collection ; and
Mr. Ashworth, Wilmslow, showed two after the same
strain, but not quite so good. These greenish-white
Cypripedinms are much in voene now, and command
large prices. Mr. O. O. Wrigley showed about
100 cut blooms of Cypripedium iosigne taken oflf

mostly different plants, and very effective. The
exhibit was showing what a variety there is even in

one species of Orchid.

Miscellaneous,

Messrs. Cannell & Sons had a good display of cat
Pelargoniums ; Meisrs. Clibran & Sons, Altrincham,
had cut Chrysanthemums, well-grown Roses, set in

posies with the stems and leaves attached to them,
more novel than beautiful, as the rank leafage does

not go very well in this kind of decoration ; they had
also some excellent coloured and formed Amaryllis,

in which the green base is all but obliterated, thanks
to the blood of Boi Leopold.

Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tait hal a nice

display of Cyclamens set amidst Ferns and Palms
;

and so had also Messrs. Dickson and Robinson.
Mr. Joseph Brown sent some seedlings from his

flower borders at Llandudno, all bright and beau-
tiful; and so did Messrs. Cole & Son, from the same
district, consisting of Roses, Wallflowers, Carnations,

Gladioli, Centaureas. Lobelias, Snapdragon, Violets,

Cyatheas, Coleus, Vines, and Mignonette, forming
effective and beautiful poses.

Messrs. Lord, Oakleigh House, had a very

effective combination of cut flowers, com-
prising the choicest stove and greenhouse plants

;

and Mr. Mason had elegant bouquets loosely

arranged and light, both to look at and for a laly to

carry—a move in the right direction. Mr. T. Mosley,

Halliwell, and Mr, J. Greenhaigh, Bolton, bad also

good examples.

DUNDEE.
November 23, 24. — The third show of this

Chrysanthemnm Society was held in the Kinnaird
Hall, and was a success. Cut blooms were the most
important part of the exhibition, and the Japanese
were extensively staged. In the principal class,

that for thirty-six, in not fewer than twenty-four

varieties, for which a silver cup was offered as Ist

prize, there were three competitors ; this Mr. Smith,
Taymount, West Ferry, won rather easily, with a

stand of finely-developed blooms, all of them being

fresh-looking, and of good colour. Mr. T. Mackie,
Abbey Bank, Arbroath, was 2od.

The class for twenty-four blooms produced six

competitors, and Mr. R. Cairns, Balruddery, Dundee,
was the winner of the 1st prize ; Mr. Ruckbie,
Linfield, West J?erry, being 2od.

Mr. J. Fearn, Bourtree Bank, was 1st for twelve

blooms, Japanese; and Mr. James Grant, Crimon-
mogate, Lowway, in the class for six, he having
grand blooms. Incurved varieties were well shown
by Mr. D, Nicoll, Rossie, Forgandenny, in the class

for eighteen, for which a silver cup as Ist prize was
offered ; Mr. Beissant, Castle Huntley, was 2Qd.

Mr. Nicoll secured the highest award for twelve

blooms.
Prizes were offered for a stand 30 by 24 inches,

filled with naturally-grown blooms on long stems,

arranged for effect in conjunction with any kind of

foliage ; and here Mr. Grossart, Binrock, Dandee,
won the 1st priz% with an arrangement that was
very pleasing. Mr. W. Kennedy, Ardarroch, Dandee,
had the best grown and bloomed plants of incurved

and Japanese varieties.

The arrangements of Mr. W. P. Liird, the Hon.
Secretary, were most creditable, and afforded the

utmost satisfaction to those concerned.

ROYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS,
EDINIiURGII.

The following plants are now in flower in these

gardens :

—

Barleria strigosa.—This Acanthaceous shrub-like

plant IS a native of India, and as stated in the Flora

of British India, its hatjitats reach an altitude of

4000 feet. A plant in one of the beds of the Palm-
bouse in these gardens has been flowering freely for

several weeks. The large blue-coloured corollas

make it a very acceptable flower at the present

season. The plant is about five feet in height, the

inflorescences are borne upon short axillary shoots,

and sometimes terminally. The green bract-like

sepals are very conspicuous. Grown in a pot, it

does not attain to its full size, neither does it flower

freely, which may account for its rarity in our
gardens ; otherwise the plant is of easy culture.

Sonerila margaritacea vir. Hendersoni.—The sil-

very, blotched (ullage of this plant make it a desir-

able»stove plant at any season ; but it is when seen

in full flower as it now is that its full beauty is

observable. The great number of rosy-pink flowers

with their pointed yellow anthers form a pretty
harmony of colour with the silvery foliage. In these
gardens the plant is grown in a plant-case of aboat
one yard square, and one foot in height, in which ia

placed a bed of sphagnum moss, no pots or pans
being used, and the only requirements are the renew-
ing of the sphagnum, and pinchingout of the topi
when the shoots are three inches high, putting these
tops into the case, where they soon root, and discard-
ing the old plants.

Sonerila orientali', is a stronger plant with a etiffer

habit of growth. The foliage of a velvety texture, is

of a reddish-brown tint, and the flowers are darker
in colour. It is a very useful edging plant ; for a
stove plant stage, a compost consisting of peat, loam,
and sphagnum moss chopped up suit its requirements.

Psi/chotria cyanococca.—The blue-coloured fruits of
this plant, which hang in pendent clusters, are just
now very attractive in the stove. The flowers are
white and inconspicuous, but the plant has a neat
habit, and undulated light green foliage. It is a
native of Ecuador, and was introduced in 1870, and
is of easy culture. It is propagated from half-
ripened shoots.

Bignonii venusta.—Too much cannot be said ia
praise of this lovely Brazilian species. A fine plant
trained on the roof of the Palm- house is putting
forth its lovely orange corymbs of flowers. It is

a fast grower, and onr plant, which is planted
under the stage in loam, was, when turned out
of its pot last year, quite small, but shoots now
measure nine or more yards in length. At Edin-
burgh it never requires to be shaded, and the well-

ripened wood flowers freely. A fine plant, of great
age, is growing at Syon House, Brentford, and the
flowering shoots exhibited by Mr. G. Wythes occa-
sionally at the meetings of the Royal Horticultural
Society are justly admired.

Pitcairnia Hoc'lii.—This is one of the brightest-
coloured Bromeliads, and an effective plant. The
many- flowered racemes rise well above the long
foliage; the sepals and petals are bright (carlet in

colour, the stamens and pistil just protruding beyond
the petals, the stigma being tinged with violet.

Raised in the spring, it can be flowered in October or
November. It is a native of the Andes of Peru, and
was introduced about 1882. if. L. Harrow.

GLASGOW BOTANIC GARDEN.
There is always much to interest lovers of

plants and flowers in well-appointed botanic gar-
dens, but to attract the general public something
special is necessary, and for some time past the
Chrysanthemums at the Botanic Garden of Glas-
gow have given much pleasure to the flower-loving

people of St. Mango. This, we noticed, was
strikingly evinced on the above date, which was
the second Saturday of the special exhibition.

Great crowds flocked to the gardens, especially

the Keble Palace, where the choicest of the plants

loaded with inflorescence were arranged in the

centre of the western dome in pyramidal form. The
finer flowers (all were good), were artistically inter-

spersed in order to show their peculiar colours and
forms.

It was noticeable that in this choice collection

many of the older varieties held their own against

the newest comers (this is so at many of the leading

exhibitions elsewhere), and those older varieties

well-grown, have been the chief prize-winners of the

seaion, Around the group at the Botanic Garden
was arranged (with a path between) specimen

Palme, Camellias, choice Coni'ers, DraCEenas, &c.,

with Chrysanthemums laden with flowers inter-

spersed among them. The houses and corridors

leading out of this division were likewise filled with

Chrysanthemums in standard and dwart forms,

in company with Pelargoniums, foliage, hard-wooded

greenhouse plants, sweet-scented Pelargoniums

(plants which have been much neglected in many
gardens), were much admired, as such always are,

by reason of their perfume.

Mr. Dawar (the talented curator), seems tho-

roughly alive to the need to meet the tastes of the

citizens of Glasgow, as well as all other requirements.

Among the finest flowers in the exhibition were

(whites) Beauty of Exmouth, Etoile de Lyons, Ava-
lanche, White Globe, White Venus, Viviaud Morel,

Stanstead White, Ethel Paul. Condor, Jeanne d'Arc,

Bouquet de Dame, and Mr. Campbell. The yellowa

were very brilliant, and well represented, W. H. Lincoln,

Peter the Great, Golden Queen of England, Sarah
Owen, and some fine varieties among the Anemone
and Marguerite classes gave capital relief to the

larger and more formal varieties. Among other
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c iloa.-« vory finn was Dr. Macray. Edwin Molynenx
Val d'Andorre, Jewp«», Madame Braco, Mrs. Sharpe,

Mods. Bernard, Wm. Holmes, Wm. Lane, Amy
Farze, and John Shrimpton. We notice among
many large growers that selections of the best are

preferred to great collections. From the Chrysan-

themums we went throagh the other stractares. The
large dome of the " palace " was full of shrnbs and

trees in luxuriant health, and a'l clean ; Camellias

full of buds, Araucaria excelsa, A Bidwillii var.

Joseph Napoleon. Palms, DracEenas, &c. ; and among
the other plants were tall standards of Chrysanthe-

mum Tar. Little Rose, one of the most attractive

plants in the building, loaded with its star-like

flowers.

From here, other structures full of healthy plants

were traverBed, till the Azalea-house was enteffd.

\', was filled with specimens, Rhododendron Dal-
bousieanum, and others of its class in fine form; and
Epacris with long growths and finely set with

flowers, are well worthy of the position which they

occupy. Other houses were filled with choice stove,

foliaged plants, Ferns, and Orchids, Lycaste Skin-

neri, Cyprip^dmms (especially insigne), finely in

flower ; and Leelias opening.

Other houses we went through were filled with

succulents. Stove and greenhouse plants were most
creditable to all concerned, by reason of health,

cleanliness, and order. M. Temple, Carron.

Cultural Memoranda.

SOME NOTES ON THE CULTURE OF TREE
CARNATIONS.

Having studied the requirements of these plants

for some time, I may be allowed to make a few

remarks in regard to my methods of cultivating

them, but with which I have no doubt many will

already be well acqaainted. The old plants are layered

about the end of July or beginning of August, and

the layering is done in a cold frame. After layering

I keep the sashes on for a week or so, shading the

plants on bright days, gradually admitting light and

air, till in about ten days after layering, I leave them

uncovered altogether. In about a month or six

weeks the layers are well-rooted, and I pot them

into 3-inch pots, using a compost consisting of loam

one part, leaf-mould two parts, and one part of sharp

and, I then place them into a cool-house or frame,

where they are not long in filling their pots with

roots. When their roots have thoroughly filled the

new soil, they are re-potted, this time into 6-inch

pots, using for a compost two parts good loam, one

of exhausted mushroom-bed material, and one of

old fern roots, adding charcoal, sand, and some
artificial aid, such as Cross's or Thomson's Vine and

Plant Manure. The plants flower in these pots in

June or July, throwing up one spike, or perhaps

more. After flowering is passed, I cut back the

flower-spikes, and re-pot into 10-inch pots in a like

compost to the last, and then I have nice bushy
plants for thelfoUowing year. To some gardeners the

shift from a 3-inch to a 6-inch pot may seem too

Urge, bat I find that the plants do best when given

a large shift. Green and black-fly are great enemies
of the Tree Carnation, and my method of dealing

with these pests is to dust the plants with tobacco-
powder, and syringe them a day or two afterwards,

Uying the plants on their sides when doing this. In
winter I keep the temperature for them about 45° at

night, J. B. Crichton, iVeadowbank, Kirkminton.

Vegetables.

PEA nUCHESS.
Tais variety is highly thought of as a summer
Pal look upon this Pea as being superior even to

Duke of Albany, and it has the great merit of coming
iuto use late. I have been gathering Peas from a

8 wing made at the end of the month of Jane

;

excellent produce for the season. Instead of growing
as usual between 6 and 7 feef high, the plants are
not above 5.J feet. E, M,, October.

A Good Late Pea.

This description may be fairly applied to Sutton's

Latest of All green Marrow, from which variety the

gardener at Orchard Dene, Ealing, had been gather-

ing pods since August up to the Lord Mayor's day

(November 9ub), and then there was not the slightest

sign of mildew. The peas are a delicate green tint

and of delicious flavour. The pods commence setting

at the bottom of the plant, and they are thickly pro-

duced in pairs over the dark-green haulm. The pods

contain from nine to twelve seeds. J. B.

®l)itiiari)*

Law Note.—•

—

i^Befote the LoBD Chancellor. Lord MAONAUcmrEN, and
LOED DaVEY).

LEMMON V. WEBB.
This was an appeal from a decision of the Court

of Appeal, reversing a judgment of Mr. Justice Keke-

wich, who decided in favour of the present appellant.

In 1869 the appellant purchased a property called

Malquoits, situated near Guildford, in the county of

Surrey, and comprising about 21 acres, and in 1879

he purchased another estate, called Ewhurst Place,

of about 106 acres, the boundaries of which

marched with those of Malquoits. In 1878,

the appellant sold Malquoits to the respondent.

At the time of the purchase by the respondent of the

latter property there were growing on the boundary

of the two estates, but upon the land of Ewburst

Place, a number of large timber trees, the branches

of which overhung the laud and soil of Malquoits.

The respondent, without giving any notice to the

appellant, after he took possession of Malquoits, pro-

ceeded to lop off the branches of the trees that over-

hung his land, whereupon the appellant instituted

the present proceedings with the object of obtaining

a declaration that the respondent was not entitled to

cut any branches of the appellant's trees which over-

hung the respondent's land when such overhanging

had continued for many years, for an injunc-

tion to restrain the respondent from cutting the

branches, and for damages. The action was heard

before Mr. Justice Kekewicb, who ordered the

respondent to pay the appellant the sum of £5
damages and costs. The respondent having ap-

pealed, the Court of Appeal reversed the decision of

Mr. Justice Kekewicb, and gave judgment for the

respondent. The appellant now sought to have the

decision of the Court of Appeal reversed, contending

that notice was necessary before the branches coald

be cut.

Mr. Warmington, Q.C., and Mr. R. F. Norton

appeared for the appellant ; and Mr. Marten, Q.C.,

and Mr. J. Bradford for the respondent.

At the conclusion of the arguments for the

appellant, their Lordships dismissed the appeal,

being of opinion that the respondent was not bound
to give notice before abating the nuisance.

Appeal dismissed with costs. Tiirvi, Nov, 28,

Enquiries.—

•

" tie t/iat qutttvmetfi muck tkall learn mucfi."—Baook.

Peeey.—The Rev. G. H. Enolkheaet, Appleshaw,
Andover, will be much obliged if any reader will
give him a practical receipt for making " Perry "

out of a few bushels of Pears, without any proper
mill or crushing machinery ; but. if feasible, simply
by the use of ordinary kitchen tubs, &c.

CovENT GAHDEhf.^When did Covent Garden first

become a market ? Ignoramus

The Winolesham Nurseries Bagshot.—
Messrs. Pbotheboe & Moebis, who have recently
sold these well-known nurseries which were formerly
carried on by the late Mr. R. Mason, conducted last

week a highly successful six days auction sale of a
portion of the nursery stock which extended over
30 acres. These nurseries have been noted for

Rhododendrons, Acacias, and young Conifers. The
sale was probably the most important and largest

that has taken place for many years, the attendance
being large, and competition brisk throughout the
six days.

James Cocker, Junior.—We regret to an-

nounce the dea*h, at the age of thirty-nine years, of

Mr. James Cocksir, Junior, of Messrs. J. Cocker &
Sons, nurserymen, Aberdeen, which took place at

bis residence, 91, Leslie Terrace, in that town, on

Wednesday, November 21. He is survived by a

widow and family of five young children.

ARKETS.

COVENT GARDEN, November 2'J.

We cannot accept any re-^ponsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are f jrnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness o£ several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It mast be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.]

PLANTa IN Pots.—AVERAGE WHOLEaALS Pbiobs.
f.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

C h r y santhemums,
per dozen ,,. 6

Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

Erici hyemali^, doz. \2
— various, doz i*

Evergreen Shrubs,
in var., per dozen 6

d
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SEEDS.
London: November 28.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough. London, S.E., write

that American cables quote Eed sixpence and Alsyke eighteen-

pence dearer. White Olover-seed exhibits increasing weak-
ness. No attention is given to Trefoil or Rye-grasses. A
further advance is asked for Scarlet Kunners. Giant Haricots

keep scarce and strong. Peas are still slow. There is no
change in either Canary or Hempseed. Rapeseed hardens in

value. TUe new Kuenigsberg Tares come cheap and good.

Linseed is improving. Mustard unaltered.

[The term " acoumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a '* Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours. I
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n smeci^Ij? illlu^trateU gottvnal
(ESTABLISHED ISil)

Ainouy the Correspondents cC Contributors to recent VoJumes the follotving, out of many nundreds, may he named :-

ALPINE PLANTS :-

BALL .T., F.R S., the late.

CHURCHILL, G. C. Clifton, Bristol.

C'ORREVOX, H., Geneva.
DEWAR. D., Gla««o\v.

DOD, Rev. C. W., M^ilpas.

JENKINS. E.. Hampton.

4MATEUK GARDENING :-

BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V.B."("I>ays

ard Hours in a Garden ').

BRIGHT, the late H. A. ( " Notes

from a Lancashire Garden")-
CL.4.RKE. Col. Trevor.

ELLACOMBE, Kev. Canon.
EWBANK, Rev. 11.. Ryde.
GUMBLErOX, W. E., Be'grove, Cork.

.SALTER. J.. F.R.S.
WILSON. G.. F.R.S.. Weybridge.
WILKS, Rev. W., Shirley.

AKBORETUM, &c. :—

ANNESLEY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON, T.. Kilmacurragli.

ARGYLL. IheDuVeof.
BAKER. W. R.. Bayfordbury.
BARRON, W., the late.

COURTOWN, tlie Earl of.

DIECK, Dr., Merseburg.
DUCIE. the Earl of.

EGERTON, Sir P., Bart., the Inte.

ENNISKILLEN, the Earl, the late.

GROSVENOR, Lord R.

HENRY, HITCH ELL.
HUNTLEY, the Marqnis of.

LONDESBOROUGH, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir G.

MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Royal Gar-

dens, Kew.
POWELL, T. H.. the late.

POWERSCOIIRT, Viscount.

RASHLEIGH, .7.

RUTLAND, the Duke of.

SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum,
Cambridge, U.S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of. the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.

STAIR, the Earl of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bart., the late.

VAN VOLXE.VI. J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY -
CHURCH, Prof., F R.S.

DEHlSRAIN. Prof., Paris.

DYER, Bernard.

GILBERT, Sir J. H , F.B.S., Roth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir .1. B., Rothamsted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

MULLER, Dr Hugo, F.R.S.

W.AEINGTON, R.. F.R S.

WILLIS, J. J., Rothimsted,

DISEASES OF PLANTS :-

ARTHUR, Prof., New Y'ork.

BOS. Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.

KLEBAHN. Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof., Berlin,

MASSES, G., Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir ,Tames, F.K.S.

PHILIPPS, W,
PLOWEIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn,
PEILLIEUX. Prof., Paris.

SMITH, W. G.
SORAUER, Prof., Proskau,

WARD, Prof. MaJ-shall.

FERNS :-

BAKER, J. G., Eoyal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY, C. T.
HEMSLEY, A.
LOWE, E. .1., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &c. :-

DEAN, R., Ealing.

DODWF.LL, E. S., Oxford, the late.

DOMBBAIN, Rev. H. H., Wesl,«ell,

DOUGLAS, J., Ilford.

DOWNIE, J., Edinburgh, the lute,

HORNER, Rev. F. D.

LLEWELYN, Sir J. D., Bart.

MOLYNEUX. E., Swanmore Gardens,

PAUL, G., Paisley.

TURNER. C, the lat«.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ADLAM, R. W., .Tohannesherg.

ALBOFF, Dr., Odessa.

ANDEBRSEN, J., Sweden.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ANDRE. E., Pans.
EENNET, H., the late. M.D., Mentone.

BUDDE, J. H., Utrecht.
BUNYARD, H., Short Hills, New Y'ork.

CARRIERE, E., Paris.

CARUEL, Prof., Florence.
COSTERUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Pro'., Toulouse. [Brussels.

CREPIN, Director, Botanic Garden,
DA.MMAR, Dr. Udo. Berlin.

DE BOSSCHERE. C Lierre, Belgium.
DF CAND'LLE, Casimir, tieueva.

DEVANSAYE, A. de la. Angers.

DRUDE. Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE. Prof., ihe late, Paris,

ENGLER, Pruf., Berlin,

ERNST, Dr., Caracca",
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.

FOBSTER, 0., Scheibbs, ITpper Austria.

GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.

GO()D\LE, Prof.. Harvard University.

GOEZE. Dr., Griefswald-

HANBURY, T., Esi| , Mentone.
HAJiSEN, O., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN. Prof. Catl. Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Coimbra,
JOLY, C, Paris.

KANITZ, Prof.. Klausenburg.
KERCHOVE, Ccmte de, Gand,
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KEELAGE, E. H., H.iarlem.

LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON, J. a., Oakland. California.

MACFARLANE, Prof., Philadelphia,

MEEHAN, T.. Philadelphia.

MICHELI, M.. Geneva.
MONTEIRO, Chev., Lisbon.

NAUDIN, C, Antibes.

NELSON, W,, ,Tohanneste'g.

OLIVEIRA, J. D'.. Oporto.
ORTGIES.E.. Zurich.

OUDEMANS, Prof., Anisterd.im,

PIROTTA. Prof., Rome.
PYNAERT. E., Ghent.
EEGEL. E., the late.

EODIGAS, E., Ghent.
ROVELLI, Sip , Pallan/a.

KOYLE, Mrs. Tailm, Chicago.

SOLMS, Prof.. Count, Strasburg.

SURINGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TRELEASE. Prof., St. Louis.

TROUBETZKOI. Prince, the 1. t»,

(Eucalyptus).

VILMORIN, H. de, Paris.

VILMORIN, Mauiiccde, Pari-.

WIGMAN. Bot. Garden, Euitenzorg.
WILLKO.MM, Prof., Prague.
WITTMACK, Dr., Berlin.

WOLKENSTEDJ, P,, St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-
BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES. A. C, B >wood. Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYR. Dr., Munich.
MICHIE, C. Y.. Cullen. Aberdeen.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.

WEBSTER, A. D., Bromley.
WEBSTER. J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRUIT CULTURE :-

BARRON, A, F., Chiswick.
BLACKMORE, R. D., Teddington.
BUNYAED, G„ Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley, Sussex.
MAEKHAM, H., Mereworth.
RIVEES, T. F.. Sawbridgeworth.
TURT ON. T.. Mniden Erlegh.
WILDSMITH, W., the late,

GARDEN BOTANY 1-

BAKER, J. G., F.R.S. , Kew.
BALFOUR, Prof. .Edinburgh.
BABBEY, W., Lausanne.
BROWN, N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE, F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B., F.R.S.
CORNU, 'Prof, Max, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes, Pans.
DE CANDOLLF, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director. Koyal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWEli. H. J., Cirencester.

FRANCHET. M., Paris.

HANBURY, Comm. T.. La Mottola.
HEMSLEY, W, B., F.R.S.. Kew.
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director. Eoyal Gardens, Kew.

GARDEN BOTANY:-
JACKSON.JR. .Museum.Royal Gardens,

Kew (Economic Botany).
LEICHTLIN. Max, Baden-Baden.

LINDSAY, R., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAXIVIOWICZ,Dr.,Iate,St.Petcrsburg.
MOORE. F., Royal Gardens, Olafncvii..

MORRIS. D.. Assistant Director. Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.

OLIVER, Prof., F.E.S., Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.,B.,rt.

TODARO, Baron. Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno. Boston, U,S.A., the

late.

GARDEN INSECTS :-
BLANDFORD. F.

McLACHLAN, R., F.E.S.. Pres. Ent.Scc.

MICHAEL, A. E., F.E.S.

WESTWOOD, Prof.. F.R.S , the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS i-
BARR, P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A.. Y'ork.

CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DOD. Rev. C. W.. Malpas.

ELLACOMBE. Eev. Canon.
ELWES. H. J.. Cirencester.

EWBANK. Rev. H.. Eyde.
FOSTER. Prof., Cambridge.
HARTLAND, Baylor, Cork.

POTTER, W.. York.
WILSON, G. F., F.R.S.. Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES:—
BANCROFT, a.,M.D.,thelate, Queens-

land,
BENNETT, G., M,D., Sydney, Ihe late.

BOLUS, H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Royal Botanical

Gardens, Trinidad.

CRADWU^K, W. Hoie, Botanic Gar-
den. Kingston, W.I.

DUTHIE, J. F., Saharunpore.
FAWCETT, W.,SuperintendentBotani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C. Hong Kong.
H.^RT, J. H., Superintendent, Botanical

Deparfment, Trinidad.

IM THURN, Everard. British Guiana.
JENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KINO, Dr., F.RS., Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta,

KIRK. J , Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof., Halifax, Nova Scotia,

MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town
M VCOUN, Prof., Ottawa,
]vl"OKF.. C, Sydney.
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,

MURTON, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.

RIDLEY', H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.

SAUNDERS, Prof., Ottawa.
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRBIEN, H., F.R.S., Director Royal

Gardens Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-

ANDRE, E., Paris.

BAINES, T.. Southgate.
BARRON, W., Elvaston, Ihe late.

BOSCAWEN, Hob. and Rev. J. T., the

BURVENICH, F., Ghent. [late.

CHEAL, J., Crawley.
GOLDRING, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JULIAN, G. R.

MAWSON, Windermere.

ORCHIDS :-
ANDERSON. J,

BULL, W., Chelsea. [Glasgow.

BULLEN, R.. Botanic Gardens,

BUYSSON. M. le Comte.
COOKSON, N., Wylam-on-Tyne.
HOLMES. W., Timperley.
KRANZLIN. Dr., Bcrliu.

LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,
President, Royal Horticultural Soc.

LINDEN, Lucien, Brussels.

LOTHIAN, the Marquis of.

O'BRIEN, James,
PFITZEE, Prof., Heidelberg,

EEICHENBACH, Prof., the late.

EENDLE, A. B., Brit. Mus.
EOLFE, R, A., Kew.
ROSS, Comm., Florence,

CRCHID3:-
SANDER, F., St. Albans.

SMEE, A. H., Wallington.
SWAN, W,
VEFTCH, H. J., F.L.S.. Chelsea.

WHITE. R. B., Arddarroch.

PRACTICAL GARDENING:—
ATKINS J
BAILLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T., Southgate.
BENNETT, W.. Raiigemore Gardens.
BLAIR, T., Shrubland Gardens.
CAKMICHAEL, C. A. M.
COLEJIAN, W., Eastnor Caatlo

Gardens.
C0OMBER.J..TheHendre. Monmouth.
COOMBER, W., Regent's Park.

CR,*SP. T. H., Swansea,
CROSSLING, E., St, Pagan's Castle

Gardens.
CULVERWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
DEAN, A.
DEWAR, D., Royal G.ardens, Kew.
DIVERS. W. H., Ketton Hall.

DOUGLAS, J,, Great Qearies, nford.

DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY, W., Ilford.

FINDLAY, B., Manchester.
FISH, D. "T., late of Hard\\icke Gardens
GRIEVE, P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., Sheffield Botanical

Gardens,
HEMSLEY, A.
HERRIN, C, Dropmore,
HUDSON, J,, Gunnersbury House,

INGRAM, W„ Belvoir Gardens,
LYNCH, E. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens,
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)

MILLER, W„ Coombe Abbey. (Fruit.)

MILNER, R.. Penrice Castle.

MOORE, F. W.. Eoyal Botanic (harden,

Glasnevin.
POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.

PRINSEP, H. C Uckheld,
RIDDRLL, J., Castle Howard.
BOSS, F., late of Pendell Court,

Bletchingley.
BUST, J.. Bridge Castle.

SAUL, M., Y'ork, the late.

SHEPPARD, J., Ihe late.

SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Baaing Park.
TEMPLE, M,, Carron House, N,B.
THO.MAS, O., Frogroore.

THOMSON, W., Clovenfords (Vines).

WAUD', B., Bird-all, York.
WALLIS, J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle

Gardens.
WATSON, W.. Eoyal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER. J., Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDSMITH, Ihe late W.
WILSON, D.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

E06ES :-
BENNETT, H., the late, Shepperton,
D'OMBEAIN. Rev. H. H. Westwell,

Kent.
FISH, D. T., late of Haidwicke, Bury St,

Edmunds.
FISHEB, Rev. O.
GIRDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E., Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL. W., Walthum Cross.

VIVIAN MOREL, Lyons, Piper.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &C. :—

BENNETT, A, W.
BONAVIA, Dr, E.
EOULGER, Prof.

DARWIN, the late Charles.

DE VRIES, Hugo.
FOSTER, Prof. Michael. Cambridge.
GARDINER, W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology).
GOEREL, Prof., Munich.
GOODALE. Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS, Prof., LiSge.
HENSLOW. Rev. G.. Ealing.

MACLEOD, Prof., Ghent,
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE, Alfred.

gOIJJS, Count, Strasburg,
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CHINESE SACRED NARCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied by the dozeo, hundred, or

thousand. Price on application.

Wrr,LIA.M BULL, F.L.S , Establishmtnt for New and Rare
Planti*, 536, Kings Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

GKEEN EUON YMUS, fine stuff, extra strong
and budhy, 12 to 15 inches. 25s. per 100; 15 to 18 imhe?,

35s. per 100 ; 18 to 21 inches, 45s. p. 100. Sample free. Is. Free
on board. Cash with order.—BGCKBH, Nurseries, Jersey,

FOR Sale, CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS,
Mrp. Hawkins (best early bright ^el'ow^, aod Madame

Dcsgranges- MiRGUERITE Cuttings. Etoiled'Or. be«t yellow,

aad rooted MYO JOTIS inSSITIFLUKA. 3«. per 100, £1 p. UOO.
MEVT, Florist. Karlsno d. Surre.'.

nr\f\ STANDARD KOSES, 2 to 4 feet. Will
yjyjyj sen cheap, in one lot, to clear, for cash.

Apply, FREDK. S. FLETCHER, Ottershaw, Chert ey, Surrey.

SnEAKALEr^SEAKALE. — SEAKALE~—
Stronif Selected Crowes, for Forcing, first size, £l per

1000. 9s. per 100; seconds. 5s. per 100 ; thir«J8. for planting,
3s. 6d. per 100. — J. DIXOS F.R.U y.. and SO!^, Spetcer
Paik Nuraerie*. Wandsworth Coo.mon, S.W.

ORCHIDS (Odontoglossum crispums).—Great
eacrifice, room wanted ; CO dozen plants for tale, fie,

eix, and ^even bulbs, strong vigorous growths, extraoraioary
grand spotted varieties have flowered front this importation,
many of the plants for sale unflowered, 36j. the dozen ; i-nmple
half-dozen, 20s., packed on rail. free. Address—HEAO GAR-
DEfiER, Wordswoith Cottage, Small HeaUi, nr. Birmingham.

K(\ (\f\f\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
fJ\j*t\J\J\J all splendid bushy planta.—GREEN : 13 in.

to 16 in., at 30i. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40*. per 100

;

18 in. to 21 in., at 56«. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76i. per 100
;

35 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

QOLDEK: 5 in. to 12 in., at 3i. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. 3. CLARK, Goldstone. Brighton.

LILIUMS, LILIES.— Best and cheapest ever
(ffered. Auratumi. very fine. 4*.; extra large, 6s.;

immense bulbs, 9s.: Harrisii, fi le. 4s. and Bs. ; loDgiflorum
extra fine and cheap, 3s and 4s. ; lancifolium. extra, 4s and
6s. ; Croceum, 3s„ umbellatum. 3s, and 4s. ; Da%'uricum, 3s. ;

candidum, 2s., all per dozen. Cases and packing free for ca^h,
MOKLE AND CO., Direct Importers, The Conaervatorie.",

Finchley Road. N.W.

FECIAL OFFER.S
TRITOMA UVARIA. MICHAELMAS DAISIES (twenty

T&rieties), ARUNDO CONSPICUA (Feather Grass), ARUM
LILIES (48-pots), 3'. 6if. per dozen.
Also CYCLAMEN, from thumbs, and BESONIAS, mixed,

2s. 6^. per dozen.
W. OALLINGHAM, Nurseryman & Flor st, Bracknell, Berks.

ALMs7>fCUS7FERNS^ &c.—KENTIAS,
fine, in 48's, 12s. per doz. : tixsorts of PALMS, in 48'8, 9'.

and 12s. per doz. ; large KENTIAS, in (jo's, 5s, and 6s. perdoz.

;

eight sorts of PALMS, in Go's, 49. and hs. per doz. ; do. in larfte

thumbs, 3s. perdoz., 20s. per 100; ARiLUS, in 48's, 5s. and
6s. per doz.; FICUS, in 48'8. 12s. per doz.; CYPKBU3
NATALENSIS and ALTERNIFOLIUS, in 46>, 6s. per doz.

;

twelre best sort* of FERNS, 12s. per lOO; ASPAKAOUS PLU-
MOSUS NANUS. 6s. perdoz. ; variety of FERNS in 48'8.6'.and
«s. doz. Free on rail. Cafh with order.—.ALFRED MARTIN
(late Lane & Martin), ,'i, Bramah Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

TEA ROSES
insr iPOTS.

i

\ STRONG PLANTS S

2 In Great Variety.
j

2
Splendid Quality. S

; ALSO •

: STRONG :

: CLIMBING :

: ROSES.
:

: All of the Best. I

FTLLEST

P.VRTICDLARS

ON

APPLleAlION.

{ AUo H.P. & all other Roses from tlia open ground. *

I DICKSONS, Chester.
1

WINTE R DRESSING.
Cleaase and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plants, both

indoors and out. for a healthy start neit season, and destroy
Scale, Bug. Red Spider, Amprican Blight, and the Larvce of
other insects, by using the XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE
WASH, a pure ^icotine Preja-ation (under a new system)
from duty-free Tobacco. Abs*. lately safe, and no fear of injury
to the buds. In use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per pint, 2s. ; Quart, 3s. 6</.
; J Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, 10s.

To be obtained from all Norserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS. Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Oommercial Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Particulars and Testimonials post-free on application.

sax lb

?NGL1Bh' ^G if!="' ^fe^ ''"S. in bot« of 100 fcrt X, 100 feet scpcn

cUUt'crtKi /-ree"
I, Jcun a

7^
SERVA-TpR

t: tV-

[V{^foy8ERy;2;.Ti3igiE5^:Rgi^^.H'^^^^

in IKe coiintf^', in qua.ntiby

GEORjGE FAIiMILOE&SONS
KA. CL*

^W>.t>tA6S, Oil-, and CoLOUT^KERi: HANTS '

jJt Ei'sJOHNStrcetWEsTSMITHFIELO.IONDON JC
dtocn^iiMa amtprues onappUcation. Pleise <fis*c chr. ivcle.

GREAT REDUCTION iH FRAMES
OTJH WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

CASH
PRICES,

CAIlBLA.a£

PAID.
Larger sizes at propcrtionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
ton<inii.49en«,Mr.H.SKKLTON.Seedsman. &c.. 2. Holloway Rd.,N.

TRAVELLING GREENHOUSES.
(UV ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.)

1-
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BONES t BONES II BONES!!!—Any size

(rom dust to 1 inch, at 10«. per owt. Carriage Paid od

1 owt. Special quotations to large buyors.

Terms, Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES AUD LEWIS, Bone Crushora. St. Aii)ans^_

f^ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER. — For
V^ Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
1>ESTR0YER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.

A r.EXANDEB CROSS AND SONS. 79, Mark Lane. London.

BEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins. Is., 2.S. M., and bs. M. ; also in air-tight bags,

^ cwt., is.; 1 owt , lOi. Full r irections for use sent with eath

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with

Older, C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neol s, Hunts.
*' 12. Koowle Road, Brixton, London.

*' I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetab'es.

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.
" A. B. GRIFFITaS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

u?ed both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London:— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,

Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands

Place. Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, LTD., Tweed

^^|^eyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

-J. H. PARSONS, Market

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of i-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

FIR-TREE OIL
SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE.

Used by every Orchid-grower of any note throughout the

\\'orld 88 the only Safe and Sure Insecticide for tilling Insects

on delicate plants. Bottles, Is. 6^.. 2s. 6rf., 4s. 6d., 7s. 6d.,

12s. %d. ; in bulk, lis. per gallon; with full directions for use.

From all See<lamen.

Manufactureb—
E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Victoria St.. MANCHESTER.

(Operative Chemist).

NEW YORK—ROLKER AND SONS.

{ 1 1SHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
V X for Red Spider, Mildew, Thripa, Greenfly, and other
bli-^h*;; 2 ounces to the gal ou of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house tiees, in lather

frooi cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
jT-iraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

NU,)er3edeit. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

/ ^ ISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
* -T wet ground. Boxes, &d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

nms BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

[h admitted by the
leydingNurserymen

CO be the Best
Quality obt.ainable

in the Trade.

Consumers shouJd Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splemiid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinari/ cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or t.anal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Kates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun..F.R.H.S.. Lelghtou Buzzard, Beds.

WARE & SONS' p«~ri5au

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTIERY/^ /^ ,

WORKS, y' ^Vv^V^^
UCKFIEU) /'^•y/^<X_Cjy' For Private

V/ Hundreds of
Testimonials.

ORCHID PEATi Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT (or Stove and Orfenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON p-nd AZALEA PEiT. Sampleaand Piices of—
WALKER AND CO., Flrnboroush, Hams,

%e\ec',V&

For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,
Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard, ton.

or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAIVl. superior LKaF-MOULD. Coarse. Crystal,

and Fine SILVER SAND. CHARCOAL, 0. N. FIBRE REFUSE.
f^e-hSPHAQ^U.VI,PatentMA^lURE•i. FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter.

The Original Peat Depot. RINGWOOD. HANTS.

richardFnoted peat.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse fiants. Ferns, Rhododendioos. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk

at Lon]on Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and DepO's, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use. all fibre. 10s. per sack ; 5 for 47s. %d.

SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous. 8s. per sack ; h for

37s. M. SECOND QUALITY. 6s. per sack ; 6 for 22s. lid.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas. Rhododendrons, and
Ferns. 4s. p*T sack. 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack. 5 for I2s. ed.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2?. erf. per sack ; 6 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; b for 18*. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade
For Price I ist apply to D. CAMERON.

Forester's Lodge. Mount Mascal, Bexle7. Kent.

GLASS!
15 oz.. per 100 ft., 7s. 6rf

21-oz., „ 10s. 0<

CHEAP GLASS

I

In StocK Sizes.

12X10, 18X12. 18X14,24X14
14x12,^0x13, 18X16, 24X16
16x12, 16x14. 20X16. 24X18, &c,

IJ X 3 Prepared Sa>-h Bar at 5s. per iOU feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matchine, 4/9; 2x4, at Jd. per

foot run. Garden Utens'ls. Trellis. Ironmongery, Paints, &c.
Cataloaue-^ fr€e.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BiSHOPSGATtt STREET WiTHIN. LONDON, K.C.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Mannfaoturer in the Trade,

H, G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

HORTICULTURAL
GLASS.

A Large Stock

always on Haud.

Est^b. 177fl
.

Tne Trade Supplied.
, Lists on application.

Special quotations for quantitiet.

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, R.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS.
TIDY'S IMPROVED

TELESCOPE CHRYSAKTHEMUM CDP & TDBE
(Patent No. 8788).

PSflS PERFECT IK EVERY RESPECT.^
Send for Illustrated Circular and Sample to

W. E. TIDY, BHOCKHiMPTONNuBSFMES.HAVANr, HANTS

F"^
RANG IS MOORE'S ALMANAC,
containing an account of the Eclipses and Aetronomical

Phenomena of thp Year, List of the Members of the Govern-
ment, Houses of Parliament. Bankers, Public Offices and Insti-

tutions, Business P^airs, Postal, and other information useful

for all classes. Price Hrf.

THK STATIONERS' COMPANY,
Stationers' Hall, Ludgate Hill, London, and all BookeeUerB.

Established 1861.

BfRKBEOK BAiMK,
SOUTI!iMPTON' BUILCIBOS. CHANOEKY LAT»E. W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO percent, oil CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the ninimam

monthly balances, when not drawn bplow £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragfinent of Ihntt the Bank receives small

Buais OD deposit, and allows in'erest. at therat.e of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PF.R CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

EIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A U.JUSE FUR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PUttCHAsE A PLuT Of GKOUNU FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER .MONTH.
The BIRKBEiK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Mannger.

ALL ACCIDENTS,

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY,
INSUBBD AGAINST BY THK

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSDRANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON,
A. VIAN, Secretary.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

GARDENIN'G APPOINTME NTTS

Mr. Sydney J. Buksess, as Head Gardener to SirSPENCr^R
Wells Bart , troldera Hill, Hampstead, N.W.

Mr. W. CovELL, a3 Head Girdener to Mr. Le\rmoutH
Rockvile Scakei, WaterlojviUe, Cosham, Hants.

Mr. Wilson, lite Head Gardener and Bail'ff to th- Hon. H.
Bou KE Milburo, Esher, as Head Gardener to E. Heine-
.\rAV Esq., Latoorbey, Bexley, Kent.

Mr. S. FiSHUR, for two and a half years foreman at ShoHisfont
Abbey, Komtey, Hants, as Gardener to General Ro.-S,
Wallop House, Stockbridge, Hants,

Mr. John Florence, Gardener, to T. D. GRTMKiriDRAVToy.
Eaij , Golborne Park, Newton-le-Willowri. as Gurd>"uer to
R. C. Naylor, E-q., Hooton Hall, newr Chester.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
.ToiiN SiiaKPE & Son, Town Hall Chambers, Burdney, Lincoln-

shire—Garden and Farm Seeds.

John Don, 5, Chapel Bar, Nottingham—Billig, Corm^ and
Tubers of Flowering Plants, and Hortic-ultural SundritM.

W. Ci-IHRAN & Son, Oldiield Nurseries Altrincham, Maii-
oht-^ier and Bowdon—Japanese and oilier varieties of
Chryjianthemumf.

Wm Pell &. Co., Hexham, Northumberland— Forest Treea,
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs. Fruit Trees, Rose*, &c,

PARTNERSHIP WANTED, in a good
NURSERY BUSINESS (mostly Glass), with Shop at-

tached preferred. Houses must be in good conditioD, and well
heattd.—W. E, MERRETT. Atworth. Melksham.

To Gardeners Seeking Employment.

A PROFITABLE AGENCY is offered for an
Article required by a'l Nurserymen and Gardeners.

—

Address, A. A., Gardeners' Chronicle Ortice, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

r^ALlFOKNIA.—TWO good OPENINGS to
\^ MEN ^vith a little Capital. One to open ; other join
Established Nursery.—Write, ARTHUR GRAVES. 7. Lurke
Street. B.idford.

ANTED, a WORKING HEAD GAR-
DENER, where two are kept, married; and niust

thoroughly understand Vines and all Vegetables, Wife must
be tirtt-class wat'herwoman. Cottage provided. — Apply to

Messrs. HARRISON AND Si 'NS, Seed Growers, Leicester.

WANTED, a FOREMAN MANAGER, in a
Smalt Nursery, -where high-class Stuff is grown for

Market. Must be married, have had varied experience 1u
growing for Market, and have unexceptional references.

—

ARABIN, Belmont Nursery, Portewood, Southampton.
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WANTED, as SALESMAN and FOREMAN.
—A thorouRhly practical MAN, who has ha4 experi-

ence In any large Seed Eatablishmeat, with good knowledge of

Garden Tools and Sundries.—Apply by letter, giving full par-

tculars of experience, where last employed, age, wages re-

quired; highest character indispensable.—Address E. L, H.,
Messrs. Deacon's. Leadenhall Street, E.G.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, to
Manage a Garden containing 300 feet run of Crlafs. for

Market. Well up in Tomatos. Chrysanthemums, and Wall
Fruit. Married man ;

prtference to one with experience of

Seed Saviog. "Wageo. 20s. per week, good house, and vege-

tables.—Apply, A. E. McMUl-LEN A.VD CO., Seed Merchania,
Hertford,

WANTED, a FOREMAN GROWER (Chrys-
anthemum.-^ and Tomatos). in South of EDp;land.

Wages, 30s. and house.—Apply to MARKET, 41, Welliugton
Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a yonng MAN,
who thoroughly under^itands Pleasure Grounds and

Kitchen Garden Woik. Bothy Wages 14s.—Apply, wuh
references, to .T, CROCKER, The Gardens, Antooy Home,
Devonporf.

ANTED, AT ONCE, a strong, active,
youDK MAN, as SECOND. Hunt be riuick, and have

a good knowlei^ge of Wall Tr^'ea and Indoor Work. Waj^e?,
19s. and Vegetable.-*. —Address, giving pftrciculari', to G/*R-
DENER, Bill Hill, Wokiugh=.m.

WANTED, a MAN, who thoroughly under-
stands Growing Cucumbers for Market State wages

required, age, and reference. -Apply to P. T. E., 41, Welliug-
tou Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an active young MAN, to Travel
amongst Farmers in Scotland, and attend Mjrkets.

Muit have a thorough know edge of the Seed Trade.—Apply,
with full particulars, E., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 152, Hounds-
ditch, London. EC.

ANTED, a young MAN, who has hadTa
little general ex^ierience in Seeds and Plants. Wages.

20». per week.—Acply by Istter only, to F. MILLER, 2B7,
Fulham Koad, S.W.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
General Seed and Floral Busine.'is. Some knowledge

of Books.—LAXTON BKt)THERS. Seedsmen, Bedford.

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK, age 20 to
25, must write a clear hand, and b<i quick at accounts.

State where la-it employed, and wages required, toDICKSO-V,
BROWN AND TATT, Seed Merchants, Manchester.

WANTED, a competent MAN, to take charge
of Greenhou-^e.^. Must be well up in Propagitiug -tud

Growing for Market. References and wage.—W. BUOWN
AND SON, Nurserymen, Ormskirk, Lancashire.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Balllffs, Fomters, &c.

DICKSONS, Itoyal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECO.VIKEND MEN of the

Ai^rAesi respectability, and tkoroxiyh y practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Post.il Address—'* DICKSONS, Chester." ,

L"' S A N D E K AND C O. o«n recommend
i • several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and
UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent chanicter, and proved
ability ; men thorouj^hly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, pleas, apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

RICHARD SMITH and CO,
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—9t. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

To Nurserymen or tientlemen.

GARDENER,—Age 29, single, seeks employ-
Dient. Has obtaineii Diploma of Honour with Silver

MeJal (Kighest Award), Paria, 1893, tor Fruit Trees. Pruning,
and Growing, Fourteen years' life experience in all branches.
First-class testiitonialsfrom the best Flower. Seeds, Trees, Roses
and Vegetable Nurseries, as well as Outdoors in Denmark. Ger-
many, France, and England, and speaks all four languages
(nativity Dane).— Plea.-.e apply to HANSEN, 1, Maria Terrace,
St. James' Road, Enfield Highway, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Head). — Lady Victoria
Howard recommends a thoroughly competent Man.

Twenty years' experience. Age 35. Three children, youngest
8 yearf. Leaving through death. Land and Stock if required.— W. BIRT. Cowley Giove, Uxbridge.

GARDENER (Hkad), or Head and ORCHID
GROWER.—Well up lu the management of Orchids,

Fruit, Stove and Greenhouse Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.
Kitchen Garden, &c. Four and a half years in present situa-
tion as Head, where Orchids, Herbaceous, ana Alpines aro
specialties. Gooci references,—JOHN DIDfWOODIfi, High-
iield, Gainsborough.

GARDENER (Head) where two or three are
kept."Age 29, married, no children} fifteen years' ex-

perience ; abstainer; six years' goid character.—GARDENER,
Carriden House, Mickleham, Dorking,

ARJ)ENER (Head); age 34, married.—
Advertiser begs to offer his services to any Lady or

Gentleman requiring a really practical and scientific man ; life

experience in first-cla^s establishments. Thoroughly compe-
tent in ail branches. Very highly recommended.— J. C., 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Married.
Mr. G. H. Sage. Gardener to the Earl of Dysart, would

be pleaded to recommeud a man thoroughly experienced in all

branches, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the servxesoE
the above.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
marrifd, no family ; recommended by a Gentleman

giving up. Thoroughly underatam!" his work in all branches,

— E. CROCKFORD.The Grange, Elstree, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
— Age 37, married ; thoroughly experienced with

Grapes, Peaches, Cucumb' rs. Tomato^, Flowers, and Vegetables
of all kinds. Good character.—SHE PHERU, Dragon Street.

Peterefield. Hants.

MR, C. McNeill, Carlton Curben Hall,
Leicestershire, wishes to thoroughly recommend his

GARDENER (Head-working), Thoroughly understands all

branches. Vines, fitc, is also a good rough carpenter. Age 42,

married, one child. Highest possible references.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 24; ten veara' experience. Inside and Out. Ex-

cellent coaracter from Gentleman leaving. Abstainer.-H. J.,

15, Calton Koid, Dulwich Village. S.E.

f^ ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
* J? Age 25, single ; eight years' good character and reference
from last two situations.—GARDENER, 6, Cross Street,
Spalding.

To Market Growers

GARDENER (Head), or FOREMAN.—
Age 45; well-versed in Fruit, Plants, Cut Bloom,

Tonoatos, Cucumbers, and Vegetables. Good references.-
J. MOON. Elsdon & Co., The Vineries, Milton. Cambridge.

ARDENER (Single-handed). ~ Age 23;
for past three years as Secoad in present situalioa.—

GREEN, The Lodge, Twyford Abbey, E:iling. W.

GARDENER ( Working, single-handed
or otherwise),—Middle age. no family ; understands

Stock. Wi e either Laundry or Dairy ; useful, thoroughly
experienced. Good cha acters from last place; Itft Ibrough
no fault. —ARCHER, 100, Welbourne Road, High Cro«.
Tottenham.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—A Gentle-
man wishes to recommend Goo-l WORKfNG GAR-

DENER, with Glass preferred. Vines, &c. can make himself
useful; age 45; married; leaving through no fault.— T., 41,

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

GARDENER; married, three children.—

A

Lady wishes to recooamend a good Gardener; experi-

enced inside and out. Excellent characters. Leaving to beiter

himself. —THOMAS KIDD, The Lodge, Childown. Chertsey.
Surrey.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 27 ; tweWe years in^gooi situ:ition8. Good refer-

ences; disengaged.—H. RUMGAY, Wootton Lodge, Ulceby,
Lines.

GARDENER (Second), where Hve or six are
kept.—Age 24 ; well-up Inside and Out. Good cha-

racter. Two years and a half in last situation.-J. MERRICK,
Grove Cottage. Wraxall. Somerset.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 26; thirteen
years* experience with good characters.-J. MANSFIELD,

Verdley Place, Haslemere, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Age i3 ;

experienced Inside and Out; good
characters from last and previous employers.— F. DOUCH,
Denny Bottom, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 24 ; three years' experience in Flower and Kitchen

Gardens. Can be well recommended by Head Gardener —
A. G. KING. 34. South Grove. Hit^hgate Hill, N.

TO LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.-Young
German Gentleman who has been engaged in first-class

English Landscape Gardening business, seeks for re-engage-

ment. Well-up in Surveying. Artistic Plan-drawing, and
practical Carrying-out. Highest recommendations from
England and Germany.-A. OSTER, Manor House, Crawley,
Sussex.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER, — Fifteen
years* experience in Trade and Market Nurseries

; or

Grower where large stuff is grown.—WOOD, Clayton Cottage,
Balcombe, Sussex.

To Nurserymen.

GROWER.— Age 25. General Soft-wooded
stuff. Plants, Roses. Fruits, tc. Good character; nine

years' experience.—G. S., Mrs. Pool, Long's Cottages, Western
Green, Thames Ditton.

STOVE PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—
An eoereetic and experienced MAN REQUIRED, to take

charge of this" Department. —Apply by letter to HUOH LOW
AND CO., Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

FOREMAN, in good establishment, or GAR-
DENER, where two or three are kept.—Age 37 ; over six

years' lecommendation from one of the largest eatabiishmente
in the kingdom.—CONWaI, The Terrace, Ewell, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in large estab-
lishment.—Age 29, single

;
goud cnaracter from last

situations iu large eatablishmeuts as foreman.— W. WRIGHT,
Tilbury Hill, Halstead, fssex.

FOREMAN (Inside, or GENERAi,).-=Age 28.
Mr. G. R. Georoe. Gardener to E.rl Soides, Lees Court.,

Faversham. wishes to recommend h's late F^^reman and Deco-
rator as above. Three years as Foreman previously.— Present
address, G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Hark, Ware, Herts.

OREMANor GROWER.— Well experienofd
in Growing Palms , Ferns, Slope and Soft^wooded Stuff,

Cucnmbers. Tomatos. Can do Furnishing, or help in Floral
work if required. London preferred.— W,, 12, Conduit Street,
Northwola Road, Upper Clapton, N.E.

FOREMAN, in the Houses,—Age 27; ten
years' experience. Good testimonials, tiood charartpr

from last place. Leaving through no fault.—A PLEASANTS,
Falkland House, Long Melford, Suffolk.

FOREMAN (Inside, or Genkral) ; age 26.—
Mr. Underwood, High Firs Gardens, Harpenden,

Herts, would be pleasdi to reco amend H. Wright, who seeks
re-engagement as above.

FOREMAN (or Department),—Age 27 ; ten
years' experience in Stove flant. Fruit Growing. Early

and Late Forcing. Excellent references.- WATMOKE, Fir
Tree Cottage, Palmer's Green, N.

FOREMAN or GR'JWER,—Age 26 ; twelve
yeara' experience in Pa'ms and Ferns, good at Forcing

and general nursery work. Good references.- H. BROWN,
Clapton, Portisbead, Somerset.

FOREMAN.—Age 25; eleven years' and a half
experience in Fruit and Plant growing. Can be well

recommended.-A. TOOLEY, Bj laugh Gardens, East Dereham,
Norfolk.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside preferred.—The
Advertiser would be pleased to reccmmend a very respec-

table young Man, age 19; four years' gjod experience. For
further particulars apply to Mr. W. liKOWNlNG, Ran&ton
Gardens, Blandford.

JOURNEYMAN (First) Inside.—Mr. Bell-
WOOD. The Gardens, Horsley Towers, near Leatherhead,

can with contidence recommend F. Hampshire, age 25. to any
Gardener requiring the services of a thoroughly good man as
above. Five years' excellent character.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 22;
disengaged owing to breakiog-up of establishment.

Excellent chiractera. Life abstainer,—FREDERICK WISE,
Viearage Road, Whitley, Reading, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN (First) ; age 23.—Mr. Hail,
Manor Gardens, North Road, Congleton, would be glad

to recommend an exceptionally gooii all round man fnr a
large establishment. Well up in all branches, especially Fruit
and Chry.-anthemums.

OURNEY'MAN.—Age 21; abstainer ; six and
a-hal£ years good practical experience. Can be well

recommended.—J. S., Gardeners' ChronicU Office. 41, Wtlling-
ton Street. Strand, W.C.

IMPROVER, in a Market Nursery.—Age 20;
three years' experience

;
quick at Porting, Watering, and

Tying. Good character. — W. B., Mr. Bottiug, Si, Middle
Pilstye Cottage, near Cuckfield, Sussex.

SEED TRADE.—TRAVELLER, or SHOP-
MAN. Excellent experience,—All psriiculara on appli-

cation to W. R. A., care of Dick ons. Chester.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 21, seeks a
situation as ASSISTANT. Five years' experience at

Counter, &c. Good references. — A. J. P., Messrs. Robert
Veitch & Son, Exeter.

VrURSERY, SEED, and BULB TRADE.—
l~y Advertiser is desirous of re-engagement as MANAGING
CLERK. Experienced in all branch s.-W. M., 41, Wellingtoa
Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE—Young man, age 10, just
completed apprenticeship, seeks engagement at CLKRK.

Most t-atiefactory references —F. B., Dicksons' Seed Ware-
house, Chester.

ASSISTANT.—Age 22, abstainer; thorough
knowledge of Seeds, Plants, and Nursery Stuff. Sir

years' experience. Seeks re-engagement. — ASSISTANT,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

COWMAN.—Age 23 ; single, life experience
with Cattle ; also slight knowledge of Garden-work ia

Private or on Gentleman's Estate.—C. MURRELL, 87, Archel
Foad, West Kensington, London.

O FLORISTS and OTHERS.—WANTED,
a situation as GLAZIER and HOTWATER FITTER; 2j

J ears' experience; excellent references.—E. W., 2 Hamilton
Terrace, Southwood Road, New Eltham.

TO FLORISTS, &c.—A young lady seeks re-

engagement in a Florist's and Fruiterer's Shop. Well
up in all classes of Floral Design^. Good references. Life-iong

experience Photo if required.— For further information apply

to Miss HUNT, Mr. J. Johnson, Nurseryman, Garsington, Oxon,
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\vOW^OTiaLniFawK^^, &i<dm4op^

1> 1^ r» ^ Of Exterior aad laterior Views, Sections, Details, Interior Fittings, and Heating Apparatus of Conservatories, Ranges,
-DOOjv or

J Vineries, Greenhouses, Stoves, Pits, Frames, &o. The most comprehensive Book on Horticultural Buildings ever published.

Photographs] CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
To issue a full Catalogue of Chrysanthemums until the flowering season is over. If this is done, many of the best are left out, and many worthless

varieties recommended. I have, therefore, issued a Preliminary List, which can be had free on application.

My full Catalogue is in preparation, and will again stand alone as the most perfect and useful Guide up to date. This is not only a Guide which
Varieties to select, but will also give treatment, such as size of pot, which bud to take out, and will be invaluable to the Gardener as well as the

Amateur. It will also contain beautiful Illustrations of New Varieties, as well as several new features, and

Mill be posted to Customers free immediately it is ready.

This is produced at great cost, and not
I e< ^WillC^ i-itKt /"^ C/% D M A^^LJ IM/^ ' ' "'" forward it to non-Customers,

being one uf those who can give ( oUlVIt I nlll\\^ T VJK INVj I r1IIN>-4,
\ p st-free, for seven stamps.

H. J. JONES, RYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM.

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER Ado HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, cj-c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications sliould be addressed to the '' Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Lettars to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Oovent Garden, London, W.O.

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Aqnkw, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the Coxinty of Middlesex, and published by
Abthub Qeorge Martu7» at the Office, 41, WeUiBgton Street, Parish of 9t. Paul's, CoveQtaardeii« in the said County.—Saturday, December 1,1894. Agent for Manchester—JoHlf HSYWOOD. ,

i
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NOTICE TO ADVE RTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circuhttion, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should he received BY
'first post THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — Ours, the largest
and most complete Collection, is now truly hplendidly in

flower. Our house. 160 feet long by 26 feet wide, i-* the
grandest and most ioterestine sight in Fngland. We should
be much plea^^ed to send our Descriptive and Illustrated CATA-
LOGUE of ours, the het^t country-gro *n plants in England,
post-free. h. CANNELL and SONS. Swanley.

Tne Best Present for a Gardener.
INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5*., post free, 5s. fl-f.

A. F. BABRON. Royal Horticultural Society, Chiewick.

S~~UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR, TheLondon Nursery, 4, Maida Vale. London,W.

^LIA TENE BROSA.—Splendid Plants of
this year's importation, showing sheath, and well-leaved,

from lOi. 6rf. each. See our new Catalogue.
FRED. HORSMAN & CO.. Colchester.

V

CHINESE SACRED NARCISS, or "Joss
Flower," can be supplied by the dozen, hundred, or

thousand. Price on application.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S , Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

MYATT'iS PROLIFIC POTATOS for Sale.—
True. Price for 2-tcin lots, 95s. per ton.

G. F. YOUNQ, Snine^ead Abbey, Boatoa.

SOW NOW-SUTTON'S CYCLAMEN.
SUTTON'S PRIZE, miied, 2j. M. and bs. per packet.
SUTTON'S WHITE BUTTERFLY, iJ. Hi. & 3>. M. pkt.
SUTTON'S VULCAN. I«. nd. and 3j 6i. per packet.

All Flower Seeda post-free.

SUTTON'S CYCLAMEN.—Mr. W. Bolton,
Gardener, Eaton Hall, says :

— *' I have some grand
Cyclamen plants from yojr strain which ttok First Pr-ze at
the Norwich Show. They were said to be the fiuest plants
ever exhibited in Norwich."

SUTTON'S SEEDS. GENUINB ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
Now IS THE TB[E TO PLANT,

P^ONIE^.
CataIoi;u4 of KKLWAY and SON, Lan^ort, Somerset.

Just Publlebed.

THE ORCHID-GROWER'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 3L1 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.
Super-royal 8vo. Price, 255.; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 25*. \\)d.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper HoUowdy, London. N.

Try Hardy Trees
Orown in C-tJcareous Soil, 40ii feet above sea level.

FRUIT TREES. — An immense stock of un-
surpassed quality, true to name and free from blight.

ROSE TKEKS.— In quantity, including new varieties. Teas
and Climhprs. utrong in pots and ground, a specialty.

TREKS and CONIFERS.—New & Rare Hardy Trees & Sbrubt*.

EDWIN HILLIER, The Nurseries, Winchester.

INES, VINES, VINES.—Grand Stock of
both Fruiting and Planting Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on application —JOHN PEED & SONS,
Roupell Park Nurseries. Norwood Road, West Norwood, S.B.

ASPBERRY CANES.— Semper Fldeli^
Fastolf. Norwich Wonder, 15<. per 1.C03; Carter's

Prolific, 20». Free on Rail. Not less than 1,000 of either sort
supplied. Cheque with order.

ALBEKT BATH. Vine Court, SeTfnoak", Kent.

HARLES K COOPER, Wholesale
Florist, 33, Russell Street, Corent Garden, and

Stand 370, Flower Mirket, Covent Garden, W.C.. it* ooen
to receive Con-ianments of CHOICE CUT FLOWERS.
FOLIAGE, &c., for Sale on Commission. For further par-
ticulars, apply aa above. PBICE LISTS on applicition.

Telegbams: •'LAPAQFRIA, LONDON."

UCUMBERS —For Sale, real good Cuonniber
Seed, the " Rochford," true to name, 5s. per 100. Cash

with order to

—

R. J. WICKHAM. Grower. Sutton Scotney. Hants.

OMAN HYACINTHS.-For late blooming
;

very useful for c .tTinj; ; hv the 10 ' or 1.00!) at 125. per
lOO. — WILLI *M BULL, Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, 531. King Road. Chelsea. London, S W.

KEEN EUON YMUS, fine stuff, extra strong:
and bushy, 12 to 15 inches. 2>s. per lOO; 15 to IS iurhes,

35s. per 100; 18 to 21 inches, 45s. p. 100. Sample free. Is. Free
on board. Cash with order.—BECKER. Nurseries, Jersey.

ERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY, fi77t

quality for fo-cing. 35». per 1000 ; 4s. per 100. Imported
Parisian Lilacs, for forcing, white and co'oured, 30s. per doz.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

CA f\(\f\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\j»i\J\}\j all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN ; 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30f. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 65s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76i. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN: 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8i. per dozen. Gash with
order. J. J. CLARK. GoWstone. Brighton.

ARNATIONS— Red Cloves, White Cloves,
General Boulanger. Scarlet, in 60*3, 12s. per lOD, £5 per

1000. Rosy Morn Pink. 10s per 100.

ARALIV SIEBOLDI, in Wa. 12.t. per 100. £5 per 100.

Cumberlard Park Nurseries, Willesden Junction, London.

CYCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."—
Second edition, giving valuable loformation for their

entire Culture. Post-free. \s. 2d.
F. C. EDWARDj. Levepshulme. Manchester.

SINGLE CROWNS LILY OF THEVALLEY.
—Extra strong Crowns, thoroighly ripened and in splen-

did condition for forcing. Made up in bundles of 25. Price
per 100. 6s. : per 1000. bhs. Free by rail or parcel post.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers, Cheater.

ECOMA SMITH r (finest Seed Novelty of
the Season). —ELECTRog for CATALOGUED, and

Seeds, and all particulars, may be hid of the London Whole-
sale Seedemen.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS! STRAWBERRY
PLANTS ! -100,000 Paiton's, f 0,000 Lailon's Noble for

Bale, 15s. per 1010. Special terms for large quantities.
HARRISON BROS , St. Mary's, Kings Lynn, Norfolk.

F F E R.

H

CPECIALO TEA B0SE3.
Strong plants, establit>hed in 6-inch pots, including all the best

sorts, £5 per 100 ; 12s. per dozen.
H. SARQANT. Barnton Nursery, Cragleiti, Edinburgh.

pHRYSANTHEMUMS. — New Illustrated,
\J Dfscriptire, and Priced CATALOGUE of all best
varieties in commerce, now ready, post-free, two stamps.

R. OWEN, Castle Hill. Maidenhead.

ENRY HIDES, Salksman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

ORCHIDS. — We are now making a Special
Offer, at Low Prices, to make room for importations

daily eipecteJ. LI3TS free.

W. L. LEWIS iWD CO., Southgate, London, N,

BARRS ENGLISH TULIPS, May-flowering.
—Plant in November and December. FJowers are

of great beauty. CoLLEcnoNS of Spleni>id Named ^okts,
perdvzen, \2s.,\bt., and 2\.s. Beautiful Mixture, per lOu,

2\s.\ per dozen 3*. Descriptive LI iT on application.

BARR AND SON, 12. KiogStree-, Covent Garden, Lordop.

ILLEK'S SEAKALE gives great satisfac-
tion.— strong roots, for forcing, 8?. ed per 1''0 ; txtra

large massive roots for quick forcing, i i'. (3rf jer l'»n; good
rooUfor planting, 5.^ %d per 100.—t.MILLER and CO., 267.

Fulham Road. London, S.W.

ORCHIDS (Odontoglossum crispnms).—Great
sacrifice, room wanted; 60 dozen plants for sa^e, fi^e,

sir, and seven bulbs, strong vigorous growth**, extraoroinary

grand spotted varieties have flowered from this importation,
mHny of the plants for sale unflowered, 36 . the cozen; t-ample

ha'f-d07en, 2{}s.y packed on rail, free. Addret.s— HKAD GAR-
DEN kR. Woroswoith Cottage, Small Hea'h, nr. Birmingham.

OBBIE'S CATALOGUE and COMPETE
TOR'S GUIDE for 1895.—This renawnei manual w>U

be re%dy for distribution at the end of December. It will be

nearly twice its former size, viz, : 16S qu-trto pag^s. copiously

illustrated, and full of invaluable matter. This i* not a Cata-

logue in the ordinary sense of the word. Plfaee apply early,

enclosinjE 6^. in stamp-t. and a copy shall be sent you by Parcel

Post—DOBBIE AND CO., Seed Growers ani F:orist8 to the

Queen, Rothesay^

STOVES, KOBEKTS'S aMPROVED) PATENT.
TERRA-COTTA I PORTABLE I FOR COAL I

Pure and ample beat. 24 hours for abDut Id., without atten-

tion. For Greenhouses, Bedrooms. &c. Grteohouses heated,

24 houses for about \d. Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenti-

cated testimonials sent. See in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBERTS. 34, Victoria Street, Westminster.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
Stock Lists and Prices on application.

GEORfJE FARMILOE and SONS, Lead. Glass. Oil. and
Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

^VEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept, Royal Hort. Soc.,

Poyal Botanic Soc . Psrks and Public Buildings. Patentees oi

the D jp'.ex UprightTubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Sutton-at-Hone by Dar&ford. Kent-

Two milea from Dartford Statioo, S.E. Railway.
IMPORTANT TO FRUIT GROWERS, FLORISTS, and

OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at the Mart, Tokeohouse Yard,

London. E.G., on MONDAYNEXT, Dec. 10. at 2 o'Clock. inone
Lot, the capital NURSERY, comprising part of Great Hawley
Fields, abutting on Shire Hall Lane, in the Parish of Sutton-
at-Hooe, near Dartford. It comprises nearly 4 acres of land,
b well-built span-roofed Greenhouses, with a superficial area
of 40.0U0 fett, heated by 600J feet of 4 inch piping, and three
boilers. The Nursery is specially suitable for growing Fruit,
Cut FlowcFS, and Plants.
May be viewed. Particulars may be had on the premises, of

Messrs. METCALFE AND SHARPE, Solicitors. 40, Chancery
Line, W.C, and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside,
London, E.G.

THe WiQdlesliam Nurseries, near Bagshot. Surrey.
FINAL CLEARANCE SALE of the remaining valuable NUR-

SERY STOCK. STACK of HAY. HORSES, GARTS, VAN,
and EFFECTS, by order of the Executors of the late Mr.
Richard Mason, in consequence of the Freehold and Lease-
hoM Nurj-eries having been sold. Two days.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (hav-
ing disposed of the Nurseries) will SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premifees as above, on MONDAY and TUESDAY NEXT,
Dec. 10 and 11. at 13 o'Clock each day. the remaining beauti-
fully grown NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition for
removal.

40.000 Rhododendrons, named 5,000 Standard and Dwarf
hybrids, seedlings, and Roses
poiiticum. I to '6 feet Daphne Cn-^orum Lilacs

2,600 Kalniiu l.itifolia, 1 to Hardy Climbers in pots
1^ f^ot

!
Dwarf-trained Peaches

2,00) Andrum da lloribunda Nectarines and other Stock
-I.OlO Azalea Mollis, Ghent,&c
Tea Loads of prime Meadow Hay, also the Horses, Carts,

Van, and Utenails in Trade.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on thepremisei^ ; of

Messrs. KEEP, LANE & Co., Solicitors. 4, Qt. St. Thomas
Apostle, F.C., and Bagshot; and of the Auctioneers and
Valuers, 67 and tiS, Cheapside, E.G.

StreatUam. sTw^
Unreserved sale of ESTABLISHED OROaiD? ; also some

PALMS and STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
mostly from two well-known private collections.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Streatham Town Hall,

Strealhftm, S.W. (close to the Streatham Station), on
WEDNESDAY NEXT, December 12, at half-past 12oCiock.
without reserve, a choice belection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, iucluding—
Cuelogyne cristata albi

i

G^pripediums, the rarest and I

most popular
Cattleya Gdakelliana albens

(

,, Skiunen alba
,

,, Trianib ,,

,. aurea
,, Eldorado Waltisi alba

Sobralia xautholeuca alba

Odontoglossum Insleayi aplen-
dens

S&ceo!abium giganteum album
Leelia auceps alba
Vanda Batemaniana var.
Clarkei

Dendrobium Cooksonii
Trichopilia cortile alba, in

flower
And many other Orchids in flower or bud.

May be viewed morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the
place of Sale, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.G.

Ealiag Dean, W.
CLEARANCE SALE of a Portion of the Stock, by order of

Me'^sr-i. Lee & Son. of their far-famsd collection of Fruit
Trees of nearly every description.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL by AUGTIOM, on the Premises, Messrs. Charles

Lee & Sou's Nurseries, Uxbridge Roa^, Ealing Dean, five
minute's walk from Castle Station. G.W. Rv., and;i5 minutes
from Ealing District Railway Station, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY NEXT, Dec-. 12 and 13, at 12 o'Clock precitely each
day, thoueands of FRUIT TREES, conaihting of Standard and
Pyramid APPLES, some extra large Horizontal-trained
APPLE3 and PEAR3 ; Dwarf-trained PEARS, several thou-
sands Staiiiiard and Pyramid PEARS ; a large portion of their
Standard, Half-Standard, and Trained PEACHES and NEC-
TARINE.-^, the finest and healthiest stock in the Kingdom, and
the moat important lot ever included in a Sale; fine Dwarf-
trained PEACHES and NECTARINES ; Standard and Pyramid
PLUMS, a Collection of DAMSONS of the best sorts ; CUR-
RANTS and GOOSEBERRY BUjHES. all the best sorts and
line healthy plants; 3000 Golden and Green EU0NYMU3,
from 9 to 15 incnesi, in splendid colour, for potting and plant-
ing in window boxes, &c. ; a grand variety of hundreds of
Ornamental, Foliage and Flowering TREES, for Gardens and
Parks; a la'ge collection of HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
IRIS, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may ba had on the Premises

;

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.G.

Thursday Next.

279 CASES of LILIES.
IIIRECT FROM JAPAN, COJIPRISINO i—
21,«8a LILIUM AIIR\TUM
6,U8D „ 8PECI0SUM KUBRUM
l.flS) ., ,. ALBUM
8 500 NERINE JAPONICA
1.7U0 JAt-ANKSE NARCISSUS (JOSS LILY)
2,000 LYCORIS RADIATA (orangcred flowers)

Alaj 400 Dwarf ROSES, STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS. SPIR^EiS, HARDY BORDER BULBS and PLANTS,
CALOCaORTI, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooma, 67 and 68, Cheapside. Londoi, B.C., ou THURSDAY
NEXT, December 13, at 12 c'Clock.

On view morniDg of Sale, and Cataloguea had.

Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday Next.
DUTCH BULBS-QKEAT UNhESERVKD SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Booma 67 and

68, Cheapside, London. E.G. on the ABOVE DAY'S, at 12o'Olock
each day, large Consignments of flrst-clasa HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from
Holland, lotted to buit large and small buyers.

On view mornings of Sales, aud Catalogues had.

Monday Next.
SPECIAL SALE OF 10,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, CAR-

NATIONS. PICOTEES. LILIES, and IRIS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUOTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68. Cheapsi-le, London, on MONDAY NEXT, December 10,
at 12 o'clock, hundreds of choice Hardy Perennials in great
variety, from one of the largest growers in this country

;

thomands of Carnations, Picotees, Hollyhocks, Pyrethrums,
Pseonies, Phlox, and Delphiniums of the most popular sorts,
10,000 Galanthus Elwesii, Chionodoxas, Anemone fulgens.
Scillas, and other Bulbs, a magnificent collection of the hnest
kinds of Lilie.o, including Browni. Lo-wi, Colchicum, testacsum,
rubrum, album, and many others; also a grand assortment of
Iris germanica, sibinca, Kempferi, Olbiensis, and others.

On view morniog of Sale, and Catalogues had.

JAPANESE and CHINESE CURIOS, and ORNAMENTAL and
USEFUL ARTICLES for CHRISTMAS PRESENTS, the
latter being the Surplus Stock of a Wes^end House.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 & 68,

rheapside, London, E.C., on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and
FRIDAY NEXT, December 12. 13. and 14, at half-past 13 o'clock
each day, a large ASSORTMENT of JAPANESE and CHINESE
CURIOS, including Chinese Blue and White Va^es. Jars and
Covers, and Plates. Lacquered Trays, Satsuma ^'ases, Centte
Jars and Covers, Ivory awords, fioe-toned Goners on Stands.
Tea-sets, Jars, Covert., and Bowls, in different Wares; -Metal
Card trays. Stamp-boxes, Piu-trays. &c ; Embroidered Folaing
Draught-screens. Japanese Bronie Vases, large Chinese Plant-
pots, Lacquered Tables, Chinese Fancv Cane-chairs and Tables

;

also a LARGE ASSORIMENT of 'USEFUL and FANCY
ARTICLES, beicg the Surplus Stock of a West-end House,
suitable for Christmas, Birthday, or Wedding Presents, con-
sisting of Writing-table Sets, Ladies' and Gentlemen's Dres-
sing-bigs, Ladies' Silver-mounted Dressing cases, Albums,
Frames, Fanp, Purses, Screens, China Clocks, Workboxes. aud
numerous other articles.

May be viewed day prior and mornings of Sales. Catalogues
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 67. Cheapside, E.G.

Friday Next.
An Importation of L^ELIA TENEBROSA, in sheath, includ-

ing many grand specimens, from Metsra. F. Hoisman &
Co.; also 400 lots of ODONTOGLOSSUM CBISPUM. in
splendid masses, from Mr. A. Van der Bogoerde. together
with ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS and ORCHIDS in
FLOWER,

UESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItX sell the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale
Rooma, 67 nud 68. Cheapside, E.C., on FttlDAY NEXT,
December 14. at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice Artist Pioof EtcMnga, Engravings, PHOTO-
GRAVURES, PRINTS, &c.-Important FIVE DAYS' UN-
RESERVED SALE, by order of Messrs. B. Brooks Sc Sons,
the old-ettablished art publishers, of 171, Strand, W.C.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67,

and 6S, Cheapside, London, EC, on MONDAY, December 17,
and four following days, at half-past twelve o'clock each day,
PROOF ETCHINGS and ENGRAVINGS, PHOTOGRAVURES,
&c.,embraciiig well-known examples of all the eminent artists,
scarce signed artist proofs, including some of the mo^t noted
publications of the day. The whole are, with few exceptions,
in the remarque and artist proof state of the plate, mostly
signed by the respective artists end etchers, and retaining all
their cream and beauty.
The whole of the stock will be on view Saturday, December

15, and morning of each day's sale. Catalogues may be had
either of .Messrs. Brooks & Sons, 171, Strand, W.C, or of the
Auctioneers and Valuers. 67 and ^^, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Friday, December 21.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include in their ORCHID SALE, on FRIDAY, Decem-

ber 21, a fine plant in flower of a new variety of a
YELLOW CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,

very similar to C. insigne Ernestii.
On view morning of Sale.

Hawlcstone Gardens, Shropshire.
SALE of the whole c,f the VALUABLE STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS (including several important specimei s),

to be held at the "County Mart,'' Shrewsbury, where the
whole of the Plants will be removed for Iheconvenieuce of
selling.

MESSRS. WM. HALL, WATERIDGE and
OWEN are honoured with inatructions from C. E.

Bullock, Esq., Hanley, Staffordshire, to conduct this important
Sale as above, on THURSDAY, December 20, 1894, Sale at
11 o'clock precisely.

Full particulars in Catalo^jues, forwarded on a; plication to
the Auctioneer's Offices, High Street, Shrewsbury.

Thursday and Friday, December 20 and 21.
The Hoylaml Hall collection of established Orchide.

MESSRS. WILLIAM BUSH AND SON
respectfully give notice that they are iU'itructed by

C. W. Finckeo, Etq. J, P. (who is giving up collecting on
account of ill health), to SELL by AUCTION, at Lheir Rooms,
2 and 3, East Parade, Sheffield, as above, at 11 o'clock each day,
about 800 established Orchids, including, in addition to ma"y
rare and valuable plants, Ltelia Finckeniana, F.G.C R.U.S » Ihe
only known specimen in Europe.
Catalogues are ready, and may be had ; also orders to view

one week prior to sale, of Mr. JOSEPH MILBURV, the Head
Gardener (who is Open to ai other engttgement). Hoyland Hall,
near Barnsley, or of the Auttioneers at their offices as above.

Wednesdiy Next.

GREAT SALE OF PLANTS BULBS, LILIUMS
SHRUBS, 4-c.

An Extensive Consignment of Choice Named
BYAClNruS. TifLIPS. CROCUSES, NARCISSUS,
LILIUMS, and other BULTJ3, from well-known Growers
in Holland, in the finest order.

A Grand Importation of small heautlfully-growa
Hardy Ornamental Shrub-t for Pot or Border cultivation,
Hydrangeas, Clematis, and other climbers, Psconies, &c.

22 Specimen Falma, 200 Azaleas Mollis, and 100
Azttlea Indica. well set witli buds. Beat Ghent Begonias,
Gloxinias, &c.. from Begium.

LlUum auraium, L. longlflorum. L. Krsetzeri, &c.,
fromjnpao; LtLIUM HAJKKlS/, bACRELi LlLlES. LILY
of the VALLKY Crowns and Clumps; SPIRJEV JAPO-
MCA and PALMATA, DIELYTRA SPECTABILE, &c.

A splendid Collection of over 2,000 Choice Named
standard. Dwarf, and Climbing KOSES, includicg many
of the newest and best sorts.

1000 Choice -nam 3d Pyramid and Dwarf - trained
APPLES. PEAKS, PLUMS, NeCXARINES, PEACHES,
CHERRIES, and other FRUIT TREES. BLACK and
RED CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at hia Great Rooms, 38, K:ng Street,

Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, December 13, at
half past 12 o'clock precisely.

Ou view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.—Wednesday. December 12.

MESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER have been
inhtructeii bv Me.ssrs. F. Sander ifc Co., St. Alb .ns, to

SELL by AUCTION, in their Sale R-Joms, 35. Temple Mreet,
Birmingham, on WEDNESDAY. December 12, at U o Clock
prompt, a magnificent lot of Established and Imjiorted
ORCH1D5, including new and extremely rare varieties, many
in flower, bud, and t-heath. Among^^t the numerous vjrietied
may be mentioned many fine Bpecimens of the following ;—
Ltelia teuebrosa. Deu'irobium Owenianum. Cypripedium
Chamberlaiuianum. Sander's celebrated and wonderful type of
Cypripedium insigne var. montanum, Sobralia Veitchii.
Galanihe Victoria Kegina. Phaio-Calanthe Aruoldiee. Oucidium
Marshalianum, Dendrobium Phalsenopsis Schroderianum. D.
nobile (Cookson's variety). D. hybndum Leechianum, Perea-
teria elata, Ctnlogyne Dayana (the Garlaud or Necklace
Orchid), Dendrobium Venus, &c. ; also newly-imported BULB3
of the lovely Crinum nobile album and HsemauLhua Kal-
breyerii, aiid tome New and Rare Plants.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had. CommissioDa

carefully executed.

MESSRS. JAMES & BAXTER will include in
their ORCHID SALE on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Dec. la,

several duplicate and surplus plants, by order of Charles Winn,
Esq., of Selly Park, Birmingham, amongst which .will
be found-
Cypripedium Morganioe

t, Leeanum superbum,
flower

., grande atratum
,, Mrs. Ganhaoi
,, Arthurianum
,, insigne Wallacei
,, seedling, in flower
,, calurum
,, Seegerianum [flower

,, Maulei, fine specimen, in

Cypripedium Lathamianum
,, Harrisianum Backhouse

superbum
,, Gro»siauum
,, Schroderee

,, Chamberlainianum
,, Hatritiianum splendeos
,, Curdinale
,, iusigne sylitense speci-

luen
polystigmaticum

And other fine varieties.
Also a few Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Dendrobiums, Vandal.

LaHia anceps alba in flower, &c.
The above are all fine healthy plants.
Catalogues of the Auctioneers at their offices, 35, Temple

Street, Birmingham.

Thursday Next. December 13.

MESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER (instructed
by Messrs. Cranston, of Hereford), will SELL by AUC-

TION, at their City Sale Rooms, 33, Temple Street, Birmini;-
ham, on THURSDAY NEXT, December 13. at half-past il
o'clock, a large con^ignment of FRUIT TREES, comprisii g
Standard, Pyramid. Cordon, and Dwarf-trained Apples, Peai-^,
Plums, Cherries, Apricots, Pesches. also Gooseberries. Currflni-,
&c. ; also RHODODENDRONS, HOLLIES, LAURELS, COSl-
FEKS, Hardy CLIMBING PLANTS, SUudard ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and

4500 DWARF ROSES,
in fifty leading varieties, low-budded on the Manetti. CAR-
NATIONS in many varieties, TEA ROSES. &.c.

Catalogues post free. Commissions carefully executed.

Thursday Next.

MESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER will
include in above Sale Five Cases of HYACINTHS

TULIPS, and other DUlGH BULBS, White Roma-i
Hyacinths, Paper-white Fret-sias. &c. ; a Collection of K^re
Daffodils, 1^000 Hybrid Gladiolus, .=iO0J Berlin Crowns Lily uf
the Valley, 12,000 Spira.*a a.'^tilboides and japonica, Diel\tra
spectabilis. iO.OOO Gladiolus Brt nchleyensis, 2000 Ground
Roots of Dohlias, in many varieties, various Liliums, and an
endless variety of other things.
Catalogues free. Commis&iona carefully executed. Gccda

despatched.

MESSRS. JAMES and BAXTER (both
many years with Mesars. Protheroe & Morris), A UC-

TioNEtinw, Valuers, Land and Estate Agents, undertake
the Sale of Horticultural Produce. Live and Dead Farmiig
Stock. Siock-in-Trade, Freehold Properties, &c. Valuations
mide for Probate, Succession Dutie.-*, Stc. Terms modera'e.
Prompt Settlements. Fourteen years' experience.

Sale Rixms and Offices, Temple Street. Birmingham.
Catilogues of all Sales, post-free. Telegraphic Addiesa :

'HORlICULTURfi, BHAM." Nat, Telephone, 1302.
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Balham.—To Florists and Others.
SMALL FREEHOLD NURSERY. iucludiDK large Vinery,

Tomato-bouse. Forciog-framee, CoDservatory and Furnace-
house, to be 'OLD by AUCTION, at low reserve, at

Balham Assembly Kooms, on THURSDAY EVENIN8,
December 13. by

MEtfttKS. CLIMPSON and JOHNSON,
V^2. High Road, Balham, S. W.

WANTED, to Purchase or RENT, a SMALL
NURSERY, with UwtUmg House; no slock. Chiefly

Glass, in Midland Couuties.— W. B., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand. W.C.

WANTED, a PIECE of LAND, from
4 to 6 acres, suitiible for Fruit Growing under Glass.

London dibtrict.—Piice, &c , to W. DYKE, Turnford, Herts.

ANTED to Kent, SMALL NURSERY
(cbiefly Gl is>*), with Dwelling House, suitable for

Market Growing. Within 2\3 miles of London.
ALPHA, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, WC.

WANTED, on Lease, or on Lease with
option to Buy, 50U to tiOO feet of GLA&S for Cucum-

bers. No Stock. London. N.. preferred.— P. H. E. NASH,
f , Littler's Cottages, Felixstowe Road. Tottenham.

OR SALE, a Compact NURSERY and
FLORIST'S BHSISESS. with good Seed and Jobbing

Trade attached, in a Country Market Town. Glaaehouses and
Pits well stocked. Large Stock of Fruit Trees and Shrub'.

Good Stabling, Potting and Packing Sheds. Commodious
DwL'lhng. twenty years' Lease unexpired. No opposition

within ten miles. Rent £27 per annum. Particulars of—
SEXTON AND TAYLOR. Auctioneers, Hadleigh, Suffolk.

TO FLORISTS.—A large piece of GROUND
to be LET on Lease, or SOLD. Situate Keuniuglon Oval,

near Vauxball. No opposition in or near the neighbourhood.
Size 150 feet long, 30 feet frontage, widening to 85 feet.

Rent £ib per aoDum, or £350 for lease of twenty-live years less

three montlis. Write, making appointment, H. KNIGHT,
12, Guildford Road, South Lambeth, SW.

OK SALE, Cheap, a Small NURSERY, and
FLORIST BUSINESS, four Glasshouses and Propagation

House, &c.. heated by Hot-Water, near main road.—Apply to

W. H.. Park Row Nursery, Greenwich.

To Mushroom Growers.

TO BE LET, in the town of Poole, and close
to Railway Station, a MUSHROOM HOUSE 210 feet

long by 16 feet wide, with earthen lloor. Can be made perfectly

dark if dt-sired. Apply to—
C. PATERSON. Canford Estate Office. Wimborne, Dorset.

TO LET, with immediate possession, a SMALL
FRUIT FARM, containing about \2 acres, well-stocked

with the be^t kindsof fruit trees in cxcelleut bearing condition.

Together with good House and suitable Outbuildings. Near
good Markets,—Apply to Messrs. DaVIES and STEeHEN.
Mollington. Chester.

I^LORIST, NURSERY, and MARKET GAR-
r DEPf BUSINESS, beautifully situated, near Bath and
Bristol, and capable of extens on. Good Dwelliog-hou^e, Stab-
ling. Piggeries, and Orchard (about 12acre3 in all)- Rent low.
Extensive area covered with Glass, and properly heated ; abun-
dant supply of water flowing through the premises ; two rail-

way stations near. Purchase or Partner.
CLEMENT GAKDINER, 14. John Street. Bristol.

ADVERTISER has six Large Conservatories,
in fiist-class position lor Sale of Cut Flowers, Wreaths,

and Plants in tirst-class neighbourhood, opposite Railway
Station, 4 miles from London. He is willicg to LET them
with the whole of the Stock, or would entertain an offer from
a practical Man to Maua^e same on terms.— Apply, stating
ability and proposals, to OWNER, Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

Plants Shipped to all Parts.

TTTATSON AND SCULL, 00, Lower Thames
T T Street, London, E.G., give special attention to the

recepti©n and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks. Palm Seeds, &c.

PKITCHARDIA (LICUALA) GRANDIS.—
This, one of the most beautiful of Palms, is offered in

good Plants, about 1^ feet high, by

—

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants. o3i5. King's Road. Chelsea. London, S.W.

OR SALE.—Several thousand GLADIOLI,
"The Bride,*' and Freesias. all good blooming Bulbs,

second size, 7i 6d. per 1003.

H. A. GAVEY, Thornhill, St. Jacques. Guernsey.

HRYSANTHEMUMS. -~ Strong Cuttings,
now ready, of Col. Chase. Mrs. Cox, Ro^e Wynne, Julian

Hillport. Lord Rosebery, F. Waterton, louise. M. C. Molin,
Mdlle. Thett>ie Rey, Baron Hirsch, Mrs. Bruce Findlay,
loternationale, and other leading sorts. For price, see
Catalogue. Best old sorts, Cuttings, I5. 6d. per doz., 10s,

per lUU. Cdtalcgue two sttm^. of WM. ETHERINGTON,
Chrysanthemum Grower. Swantcombe, Kent.

EAUHES and NECTARINES.— Standard
trained. Kine trees, bearing wood, fibrous roots.

CHERRIES.—Transplanted. Fruiting Standards,
VICTORIA PLUMS —Eioellent Standards, fibrous roots, dean

stout steins, fruitiog heads.
CORDON PEAKS and APPLES.—Well-spurred fruiting trees,

5, 6, and 7 fe-t.

ASPtR^QUS for FORCING.—Grand Clumps.
PLUM STOCKS.—Trimmed for quartering.
WILL TIYLER, O^born Nursery, Hampton. Middlesex.

Walmer local Board.—To Landscape Gardeners.

THE WALMER LOCAL BOARD invite
Competitive Desiitns and Tenders from Landscape Gar-

deners for LAYING OUT and PLANTING with SHRUBS. &c..

the piece of ground (at present levelled and sown with Grass),

lying bet^veen the New Promenade and The Strand, on both sides

of the Life-boat House, The ground is in an exposed position

near the Sea. and the Shrubs. &c.. should be such as will be

suitable for this position. The total outlay is not to exceed
£100, and the Board do not bind themselves to accept the
lowest or any tender. Further particulars maybe had of the
Board's Surveyer, Mr. J. E. Turner, Cornwall Road. Walmer.
Tenders indoried '* Laying out Green," to be sent to me not
later than December ^4.

F. W. HARDMAN, Clerk, 4 & 5, Park Street, Deal.

Dated December 4. 1894.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in iha World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

FOR SALE.—2000 ARUMS, in 48's, all

showing bloom-spittes, 6s. per dozen on Rail; cheaper in

large quantities.-A. TULETT, Swanley.

ULBS.—About 20,000 Pheasant's eye Nar-
cissus bulbs for sale. Price on application to S. N. W.

TAYLER. Redruth, Buckingham Road. Uampton-on-Thames.

SEAKALE ROOTS for forcing.— Specially-
grown, txtra fine Roots. 8'. per 100.

G. H. COPP. Gardens, Holnest Park. Sherborne.

ftnnn Golden and Silver EUONYMUS,
rJyJyjyj 12 to 15 inches. 35s. to 30i\ pir 100. Best in the
market.—R. CHALLEN. Nur&eryman. Twickenham, Middlesex.

EXHIBITION.

CUT ROSES.—Large yellow and red. Is. 3d. per
doz. MAIDENHAIR FKRN, first, M.. second, id. per

bunch; 5». orders carriage free.—H. LE.\R, VictorStreet.HuU.

FOR SALE, CURISTMAS TREES, from
1 foot to 18 feet, beautifully feathered.

E. TANNER. Nurseryman. Groombridge, Sussex.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — Our Descriptive
List ot above, including M. Calvat'd nuvelties, and all

the newer varieties of merit, now ready, post free. Warranted
to please, or cash returned.—RAY and CO., Teynham, Kent.

90 nnO CARNATIONS.—Gloirede Nancy,
^V/^V/UV I6f. per 100, special price per ICOO; also
good mixed at 14?. per 100. all thorough gootl and well- rooted
layers ; also Gold laced Polyanthua. is. per li 0. Free on rail.

Cash with order E. PHIPPfiN. Nurseryman. High gate. London.

HRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS, 1». per
doz.. to include C Davis, \s.Qd.; Beauty of Exmouth, 6i.

;

Charles Blick, M. : O. W. Childs. i)d.; Louise, Is. Thei6se
Rey, 9i. ; Princeii Victoria, Vd ; Eic-elaior, 4d.

ALFRED .lONES. Church Road. Nptlietton. Dudley.

To Nuiserymen, Builders. L'cal Ecards, VestrUs,
AND OTHERS WHO I.N'TFND

PLANTING TREE-:, and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Koad, Wandnworth, S.W,, begs to offer an extensive

stock of FOKEST and ORNAMENTAL THEES. SHRUB'^.
KOSES. GRAPE VINES. FRUIT TKEES, CLIMHING
PLANT.-', Slc whith being Kro\vn in the neighbourhood of
London are especially suitable for Town Planting Also a large
stock of extra hueSEAK^LE and RHUBAKB. for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on appliL-ation.

ROSES FROM KENT.
SEND for my ROSE CATALOGUE. Special

cheap cffer. Thousands of Trees for Sale.

S. G. RUMSEY, Rose Grower. Wrotham, Kent.

PALMS, FICUS, FERNS, in any quantity.—
Kentias. Latania. Corypha. Seaforlhia, Arecaa, Chamra-

rops, in 48'b. U'5. p. doz. ; do. in 60's, St. p. doz. ; do. in Thumbs,
3s. p. doz. ; Aralias, 55. and fs. p. doz. ; Aspidistras. 48*8 and
3J'p, 18s., 24s., and 30s. p. doz. ; Cyperus 5s. and 6s. p. doz. i

Ficus, 12s. p. doz.; Adiantums6s. and 8s. p. doz. ; do. in Thumbs,
12s., i6s., p. 100 ; Six sorts good Market Ferns, €s. p. dor.

;

Asparaiius. 18s., 24s., p. doz. ; Solanums, Heaths. Cyclamena.
MaTgnerites. &c.. lOx.. I2s. p. doz. Free on rail, carefully
racked. Cashwith Order.- ALVRET) MARTIN.Argell Town
Nursery. Wiltshire Road, Brixton, London.

RETIRING FROM BUSINESS.
SPECIAL FF Eli,

A discount of from 10 to 20 per cent, given, in proportion to

the amount of purchase. We hold the finest Stock of

HOLLIES and RHODODENDRONS that could be bought;
also home-grown LILIUM AURATUM, llowering bulbi, from
25s. to 40s. per lOO.

Owing to Ihe advanced age of the Proprietor, the Nursery
will be SOLD or LET on moderate terms.

I. DAVIES & SON,
BROOK LANE NURSERY, ORMSKIBK,

ORCHIDS
of every description, from Is. each ; -amples. post-free, Is. 3d.
RARE PLANTS AT LOW PhluES. Every plant seat on
approbation. Cataloj^ue post free.

THE LEEDS ORCHID CO.,

ROUIMDHAY, LEEDS.

BOURNEMOUTH and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMIIMaod HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The

NINTH ANNUlL EXHIBITION of this Society will be held
November 13 and 14, 1895. JAMES SPONG. Secretary.

FOR SALE, being over-stocked, Six splendid
Plants of EUCHARIS. in 12-imh pots. Also one dozen

plants of GARDENIAS (Flotida). in 24 pots. Good healthy
Plants.—Apply J. W., Holmbury Gardens, Dorking,

CARNATION "Countess of Paris," finest
blush Perpetual Tree Carnation, large Malmaison-

coloured Howers, splendid grower, easy forcer. Very btrong
layers, for immediate potting, 4s. per doz., 30s. per 100,
carriage paid for ca.sh. Large forcing plants, established in
4 to 6-inch pots, 12s. to 20s. per dozen.

BECKER, Nurseries, Jersey.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, extra
strong flowering bulbs. 23s. per 1000; 220s. per 10,0(JO,

f.o.b. Rotterdam. Also strong LILY OF THE VALLIlY
Crowns, at 18«. per 1000 ; 170s. per 10,000. Scarlet Runner
BEANS, a great quantity to offer. Apply to—
Mr. J. KOUWENHOVEN, Warmond, nr. Haarlem. Holland.

Important to Musbroom Orowers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; mo.-t productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel. 5s.

R. IND 0. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 17il7.

TSAAC MATTHEWS and SON beg to offer
X SOO.OOO extra strong THORNS, 100,000 oval leaf PRIVETS,
600,000 RHODODENDRONS in variety, including all the best

sorts for forcing, and covert plantation. FOREST TREES in

variety ; HOLLIKS. AUCUBAS, GOLDEN ELDERS, and all

other general Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the
Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

Prize Cob FUterts aud otlier Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of his Stock of Eruit Trees, to be removed in

the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

QEORQE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Good plump, sound
bulbs, at 6d . 9d.^ Is., and Is. 6d. eaeli. by the do'zer,

loo, or KOO. All other good LILIES at low pricts.

Mr. WILLIAM BULLS Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, 536, King's Road. Chelaea, S.W.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing; five years old,
splendid roots. 12s. 6'^. per 100; extra fine. 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail. ca*h with order. My Ahpdrugus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstooe, Biighton,

i?ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) ;—Ferns, in 2j-inch pots. Stove and Green-

bouse. 30 best selling sorts. 12s. per luO ; large ditto, in 4H's,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum. in

4'^'8. for cutting (value in froudf), 6s. and 8s. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (busby). 16s, aud 20s.

per 100. Aralia?, Grevilleas, Solauvims, Cyperus. in 4a's, 6s. per

dozen. Ficus, Halms, Dracieuas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in

48'8, Is. each. Seedling Ferns 6s. perUO Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nuraeriee,

Loughborough Junction, London, S.W,

CHEAP CLEARANCE SALE OF BULBS.
ALL IN FINE CONDITION AT GKEATLY REDUCED PRICEIS.

Piice Lut on Appticntion. Finfst named Hyacinths, per

doz., 3s. 6d. ; best mixed Hyacinths, per 100. 14s. 6rf., per

doz. 2s. ; miniature Hyacinths mised, per 100, 10s. %d., per

dor., Is. 6(f. ; Choice mixed Daffudils, per 1.000, 21s., per lUO,

2s. hi.; Double White Sweet-scenttd Gardenia-Flowered Nar-

cissus, per 100. 3s. <6d. ; Choice mixed Polyanthus Narcissi, per

1(0. 4s. 6d. ; Rainbow mixture of Single Tulips, per 100. 4s. 6(/.

;

Rjiinbow mixture oi Double Tulips, per 100. 4s. 6d. ; Scilla

Sibirica, per 100, 2s. All sent Carriage Paid on receipt c£

remittance.

BARR & SON, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TEA ROSES
losr IPOTS.

STRONG PLANTS •

In Great Variety. ;

Splendid Quality. S

ALSO •

STRO?JG :

CLIMBING :

ROSES. :

All of the Best. ;

FULLEST

PARTICUL.A.RS

ON

APPLICATION.

Also H.P. & all other Koses from the open ground.

DICKSONS, Chester.
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BOULTON
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PLANT, &c., HOUSES. BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, & FITTINGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed by experienerd workmen in any part cf the country.

No. 73. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

Cucumber ( 6 ft. by 4 ft., Painted and'Glazed, ea. 1.?/^

Frame Lights 1 6ft.bv4ft.. tTnpainted & ITn (glazed, ea. f/-

Survei/s ma'le in any part of the Country.

No. 77. -VIOLET FKAME. 6 feet by 4 feet I Qne
Similar to No 75. with two lights. ) OV/O

WRITE FOR

ghts.

CATALO SUES.
"^""^ — ^^'--- ^' ' iiiim II iiiiiH

CHEAP ( Lein-to. 10 fee; by 7 feet ... £8 10
GREEnH'IUSES 1 Span. lOfeet by Sfeet ... 10 10

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

4 It. by titt.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

PARRIAfP DAin en Orders of 408. value t«Sta-
UHnniHUL rHIU tlons in England and Wales;
iilso to Dabliu. Cork, Ejiuburgh, and Glasgow,

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
To issue a full Catalogue of Chrysanthemums until the flowering season is over. If this is done, many of the best are left out, and many worthless

varieties recommended. I have, therefore, issued a Preliminary List, which can be had free on application.

My full Catalogue is in preparation, and will again stand alone as the most perfect and useful Guide up to date. This is not only a Guide which

Varieties to select, but will also give treatment, such as size of pot, which bud to take out, and will be invaluable to the Gardener as well as the

Amateur. It will also contain beautiful Illustrations of New Varieties, as well as several new features, and

"Will be posted to Custcmers free immediately it is ready.

This is produced at great cost, and not
I C^H/IPTMIIMf^ FOR WOTWINO )

I will forward it to non-Customers,

being one of those who can give p:)st-free, for seven stamps.

H. J. JONES, RYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM.

SILVER MEP5J0RSKH0E BOILER CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,(KINNELL'S PATENT)
Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast,

Patents 10,398

" 10,674.

I-
I lyj

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWORK REaUIRED,
Awarded First Prize in Open Competition by the S H. SociHy,

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS AVHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom,

CHAS. P.ICINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWABK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

IRONFOUNDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLK MANUFACTUEBKS OF—
THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER, WITH

CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBEa JOINTS.
KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.
LARGE JT STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS

IN LONDON.
^- COMPARE QUALITV OF GOODS and PRICES.

Addresses : 65 & 6.5a, Soutiiwark Street; 31, Banksidk ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Grove, Southwark, S.E.; and Trdchot Stores, Guernsey.

's^o-oTh" tweeds the COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
Post-free 3id. ; 26 Copies, 63. ; 60, IDs. ; and 100, 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

Saving 30 (at SlakerB' prices) per cent.

St. Ronau's

SUIT
length
12/6

Olhsr Sui' Lengths, 16/-. 18/3. I9/'5, 21/ ;

•• Flora.'' 22/ , 23/1. 24/.i, 2,VJ.

Overcoatings, Uli-terings, Serges, Tro^sermps
Parcels Carriage Paid. Pattern, post free, to be

rernrnpd within peven days. Mention paper.

Tod PorteouB & Co., Innerleithen, N.B. GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.O.
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THE SENSATIONAL NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM OFTHE SEASON
(( PHILADELPHIA."

BATSED BY MB. HUGH OBAHAM.
Aivarded First Prize on every occas'on e.ihibitid, as the Best ^eedlirty of the Year, and the SILVEF-
GILT MEDAL of the National Chrysanthemum Society, at the Aquarivm, on November 7, 1894.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON
Have acquired the stock for European distribution. It will be sent out simultaneously in

Philadelphia and London o > March 1, 18i)5. Orders are now being booked.

Strong Plants, 7s. 6d. each, Six for 42s. Special ftuotations to Ihe Trade.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, H.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, price Is.; Post-free, Is. 3d.

THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY for 1895.
THIRTY-SIXTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION,

CONTENT i.— Calendar. Postal, and other Tables, with M scellaneous Information useful to Gardeners,— Gar 'en Recipes.—

Certificates Awarded by the Koyal Horticultural Society from October. 1893. to October, 1*^91.—NurBerymen, Seedsmer, and

Floribts in the United Kingdom.— ~eat9 of the Nobility ani Gentry in Greit Britain, Ireland, and the Channel lolands, with

their Post TowDS.—Al[)habetical List of the Gardeners. aLd their Full Addresses, in Great Britain. Ireland, and Channel Islands.

—Comaii«s'oa Agents and Salesmen at Covent Garden Market, London.—Lan-^scape Gardeners.— Horticultural Builders,

Eng-neerp, &c.— Botanical. Rorticultura', anl Floral Socitties in Great Britain and Ireland.--The Principal Nurserymen,

S^t-d.-^men, and Flori&ts on the Continent, in America, and the Colonies.—Botanical Gardens and Public Pirts in the Britih

Empire.— Metropolitan Peris, with their Superintendents.

" JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE " OFFICE, 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our New List is now ready. We offer a

splendid selection of all the best of the Season's

Novelties, and also draw attention to the fact

that we make a great specialty of carefully

prepared Cuttings and Plants for the use of

Exhibitors.

J. R, PEARSON & SONS,
CIIILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Uiindle of 10.

BEST NEW ARCHANQIL MATS ... (9 ft. by 4 ft. 6) 108.

„ TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 83.

,, HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7s.

NEW LIGHT PiTERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 5s.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS. 20,-, 25/- & 35 - p. lOO.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE,
„ CUBA BAST is per lb.

HoKTICULTDBAi SuNDKIES OF EVEBT KiND,
CATALOGUE Post Free on applica'.ion.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
1.35 & 137, C().\IMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

'

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Sieves, Greenliouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houfes, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houhep, aud for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that the vkbv best.
ConfierratOrlOS and Winter Gardens des-gned architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largf^st. Hol-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boiler?, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cnses. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c., alwajs in Stock.

Plan', Ektimates, and Catalogues Free. Cu tomers waited on tn any part of th: K ngdom.

Our Maxim is and always has beea

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

IliLXrSTBATED CATALOGUE FBEE,

W. Jones* Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,
25. Qd. nett, per post, 2s. \Qd.

lONE.S.a^ATTWooD
iJiV Stourbridge

Telegrams—" CONSERVATORIES, LONDON." Telephone, No. 4652.

NOTICE TO BUILDERS, NURSERYIVIEN, MARKET GARDENERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, AND THE TRADE GENERALLY.

W. COOPER, Limited.
EIGHTH ANNUAL

CLEARANCE SALE.

RELIABLE BARGAINS.

EIGHTH ANNUAL

CLEARANCE SALE.

NOT SECOND-HAND GOODS.

Offices: 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S E. Works (The largest Steam Horticultural! Works in tlie World): 747 to

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E. Show Ground, DEVONSHIRE GROVE (adjoining).

Nui series (the most Complete in the Kingdom) : EELTHAM and HANWORTH.
Being the end of the Season, we are again Induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously LOW PEICES, to make room for cur SPKING STOCK, fcr

SIX WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCIKG DtCEMBER 10 LAST DAY OF SALE, JANUARY 21, 1896. ,.•,.-
COKDITIONS;OF SALE.—Goods are offered subject to being on hand on receipt cf reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices to be strictly net. All orders will be eitcuted miotatiOD,

and cartfuUy packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated.
_

P. 0. 0. payable at 734, Old Kent Road Cheques crossed " London and S W. Bank." For Full Catalogue of Sale, see 4page Advertisement in Gardeners- Chronicle,

Decemuer 8, pp. 707—710. Full ILLU3TR.A.TEI) SALE CATALOaUE, containing 2212 Lots, post free, on application to—

W. COOPER, Ltd., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON.
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B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEE30N, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

BONES 1 BONES 1! BONES!! I—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at 10». per owt. Carriage Paid on

I owt Special quotations to large buyers.

Terms, Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Crushers, St. Albans.

r^ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER. — For
V^ Vines, Pot Plants. Fruit Tree". Vegetables.

MHRRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DE.STROYER. a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Ins' c> Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AMD SONa, 19. Mark Lane. London.

CBEESON'S MANURE,—Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The best Feitliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins. Is., 2s. M., and 6s. id.; also in air-tight bags,

i cwt., 6s. i 1 cwt , I0«. Full directions for use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriag*? paid, cash with

order, C. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neots, Hunts.
" 12. Koowle Roid, Brixton, London.

" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetab'es,

Flowers, Vines, end Fruit Trees.
" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph D.. F.R.S E., F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE,

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London ;— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Boad,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. TBOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

I -^ISHURfeT COMPOUND, used since 18.59

vj for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other
blight ; '2 ounces tc the gal on of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as

a wi:iter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for "American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes. Is., .3s., and 10s. 6rf.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, &'i. and 1-^.. from the Trade

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
fLimited), LondoD.

ORChTd PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre. 10s. per sack ; 5 for 47s. fjd.

SELECTED, io blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per sack ; 5 for

37s. 'd. SECOND QUALITY. 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. 6d.

BROWN FIBROUS PKAT, for A»aleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4«. p-r suck, .5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for I2s. 6d.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2!. td. per sack ; 6 for \0s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
I'Osr. 4.« per pach ; b for 18s. All sacks iocluded.

Send Postalorder for :*amv>Ie Sack. Special terms to the Trade
For l'n,:-i 1 i9t app] y to D. CAMERON.

Ffirester's Lodee. Mount MascaJ, Bexley, Kent

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on beat terms).

Alargfl stock of the finest quality ORCHID PRAT. AUo for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants FeraR, Rhodod'ind ons. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can bft eeeu in b ilk

at Lonion Wharf. Immediatede-patch by any Rail orSteamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any .' tati^'n.

G. H. RICaARDs. OM Shot Tower Wharf. Laicb-th,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and l»ep6'3, hIng^vOlJd ami
Wareham. Addrps'^ all lelters to IjOmlon Wliarf.

^e\ecte*

For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,
Hardwood do.. Ferns, and Rhododend'ons. by sack, yard, ton.

or iruckloid. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.
Rich fiorous LO.AM. snp-nur Ltt^t-AIOULD, t'oarte. Crystal,
and Fine SI l.V KR SlNU, CHARCOAL, N. FIHRE KKt U^E.
freshSPHAUMI W,Pnt«.ntMAMURE<, FERTILHEKS.IN-EU-
TICIDE^. and all ol her Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter,

The Original Peat Depot. RING WOOD. HANTS.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
In StocK Sizes.

16 oz.

21 uz.

per inrift 7- Rrl (12X10,18X13,18X11,24X14
1 .1 nrf-S 14X12, 20X12, 1>(X10. 24xli
J.US. u».

( i^^^2^ l(ixl4. 20XiS. 24x18. &c,
IJ X 3 Prepared SaOi liar at bs. per lOO feet.

Flooring, 5/;) per square; Matching, 4/^; 2 X 4, at ^d. per
foot run. tjirden Ulecs'ls. Trelt'S. IrODmcugary, Paints, «cc.

Calaloauen free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BlSHOI'SGATK toTBF.Kr WITHIN, LoNPON, K.C.

BROWN and BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 25s,

per Ton, or £5 per Truck of 4 Tons; Bags 8s. each,

10 Bags, 45<.

PEAT, lor formingRhododendron,Bog, and American Plant

Beds, 21s. per Ton, or £4 4s, per Truck of 4 Tons; Bags, 5s.

each; 10 Bags, 45s.

THOMAS WALKER, Tekcls Park, Camberley, Surrey.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beat Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ t. d

6 feet long, 3 feet wide\ « a rtt /S

6 feet „ 4 feet „
^^^^ 2 5

12 feet „ 4 feet „ I PRICES, l4

1^^::: ;; iii^ » cakbiaoe^^, °

12 feet „ 6 feet „ j PAID. \5 12 6
Larger tixet at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
6onAm.^(7en(.Mr.H.SKKI.TON.Spedaman.&.o..a,HollowavRd..N.

THOUSANDS of GARDENERS
IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD ARE USING

BENSON'S
"LUDGATE" WATCH
In Silver Cases. In Sliver Cases.

The Chrapeaf, B'st ^ I'u-^ ^^troT'g st and mo.^t Durabl •

I.ond.in ra,ri- I'H RKE QUA Rl ER PLAIE ever sold.

An En!ili-h Lever, .lewelled wilh 1:1 Rub-e.*, Chronometer
llil.in.'e. Patent Large Barrel, and Uamp and l)ii«t Proof Ring
B^itid.

K eps h^Uer time thsn, and is double the Strength and
Vjiuo of any £i 5s. Watch yet made. In Hnndiome Sterling

S Iver Oases, with Extra Strong Crystal t^lass. X'-i 5s.

Extra strong (as illustrated) specially made for Gardeners
and Wo'king Men, can also be had, either larger or smaller.

In missive 18 ct Gold Cases, with Crystal Glass, Gentle-

men's size, £12 128.
A very preit.v sir.e for Lidies, Sterling Silver. £6 5a, ; or

18ct. Gold, £10 lOS. Sent free, and at my risk, to all parts

of the world, for P t).0. or Cash.
OLD WATCHES nnd .TRWELLERY taken in eschanpe.

BENSON'S PAMPHLET, ihe Inraest and be-tof its kind,

coiirttimnk: 21^0 [ing-s uE Pin-es and I lustrations of everv I'lass

of WaTOH from £2 :'.'. to £ 00. CLOuKS, CHAINS, .lEWEL-
LERY, and PLA tE. i-ent post-free on application to—

J. W. BEMSON, ^?!crl\\^,'"

63 & 64, T.XJDGATE HILL, E.G.,

And at 28, ROVAL EXCHANGE, EC; and

2.5, CLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.
BE^SON'SCLC'S.—Applii-nt'ons for A OEXCir.s invited. An

Ea-y Way of Increa'irg Your Income. Particulars Post Free

THE IMPROVED CABDEN CULLY
Superaedes the ordinary Garden G'-ating, and ia especially }

suitaole for hilly -walks and drive?. 1

They are never stopped up by rubbi^h and sand, and effectu-

ally prevent the gravel being washed away in heavy storms. j

Prices:—8-in., 2^.; 10 in , 3s. ; 12-in., Gs. 6d.

{The la^gett sjzb is for CaTiaje Drives.)

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Laying-out Ground', &c.

YINCE & VINE,
16. Cheater Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

(And at Harden Park Nurseries, Caterham Valley).

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel ; 100 for 3Qs. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), SOs,

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. id. per saclt ; 6 sacks,

Q^* . anpVfl Act each
BLACK 'fIBBODS PEAT, Bl. per Back ; 5 sacks, 22f. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVEB SAND. Is. id. per bushel; 16s. per hall

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. fid. per sack.

MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &o. Write for Price LIST.—
H. 0, SMYTH. 21. Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane. W.C.

WARE & SONS' Telegrams

:

Pottery, Uckfield.

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS.
UCKFIELD.

<^-
E8tab.l770 .

The Trade Supplied.

RSTABLISHED 1851.

"> '^^r For Private

^y^f^X Gardens.

^^XHundreds of
Testimonials.

L'sts on apidication.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMI'TOS BUILrlNQS. CHANCEBT LANE, W.C.

TWO- AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and told.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of thrift the Bank receives small

eUTiB 00 deposit, and allows interest, at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FUR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PUKCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

fr,.e. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

ALL ACCIDENTS,

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY,
INSUIIKD AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON,
A. VIAN, Secretary.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

C O
BOILING WATER OR MILK.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
LEEDS and LONDON,

HORTICULTURAl ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to thell Patent

Wrongnt-Iron Mrmlcipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or OBDINABY CAST-IRON GBATE BAKS.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

"Mr
8 Vm

— FHOMT e:.evatiqm- —LONCITUDINAL SECTPOK- —SECTIONAL PUAN—
The longitudinal section pvea a view of the fire-box, water space, flues, A-c. The cross section jjives a view of the flre-box

wat«r space and V-ehaped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary for this class of boiler.

Prices from £3 IDs. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, Ac.

BEBWP
tr^piT

.-^^fer,-:

||i llj
Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,

Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. Large Illuslrated Caialoin- of Fencing. Hurdles,
Field and Entrance Gates, is'c,, sent free on application.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in
any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed.2Sft,by 12 ft., £1)0; 30ft. by 16 ft.. £70. Brick-
work exi^ented. For particulars, see our Catalopiie po«t.free

Superior Portable FrameB, large sfock ready for
immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carriage paid :— 1-light frame, 4X6, 36x. 6rf.

;

2-light frame, 6X8, 68s. ; 3-light frame, 13 X 6. 86i. M,
Span-roof Frames, » x 5, £3 i6j. ; I2 x 6, £5 ; 16 x 6,

£7 105. Can send off same day as ordered.

HARDY BRUIN*CO.,?t^riTLEICESTER

J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

COHSERVATORIES DESIOHED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACEHT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FEUIT HOUSES FOE ALL PUEPOSES.

All 3Iateri.als and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Oiir Improved and other Valves, Hot -water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

Tlie Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS^ CO., F.R,H.s„

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS 3IANUFA CTURERS,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.AV.
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FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense st3ck of all Iha best varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchaid.
Special quotationi for quantitii-s to grow for Market.
New and Rake Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,

Dwarfs. Cordona. and Trained,

PEABS, PLU.VIS. CHERRIES, PEACHES, APRICOTS,
in nil formfl.

G005EBERHES. CURRENTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.— All the b»st of the old and new varieties,

open air plants, or in small POTS.
Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free, 6d., gratia to

Cu3t;.mora (cneof the most complete itsued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKINS,
Pomona Farm Nurseries. Withixgton, Hereford.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufa^turf rs of Mushrocm

Spawn, and heeping over 100 cows
from which I obtain a large quantity
of pure virgin ^pawn, I am in a

position to offer the best obtainable
at 3s. per buthel.

SpeciU Prices for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER HILL. EALING.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection la unrivalled. Over 1400species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse. Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Fern?.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-

tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

WtLLu CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly lODO best varieties, and
more useful information than any other such book ever

published. Including a Colourel Plate of his New Green
Chrysanthemum, "Ethel Amsden." The Novelty of the

Season. Post-free, id., from W. W£LLS, EaxlBWOOd
MliTseries, RedhlU, Surrey.

FRUIT TREES.
To MABKET and PBIVATE GROWEES.

We hoM an exten^ve Stock of all kinds of the above,

in first- rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Iqteoding Planters would do well to send for Descriptive

Catalogue, free on application.

S. SPOONER
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES,

& SONS,
MrDDLESEX.

CHEAP AND GOOD ROSES.

FIFTY strong, well-rooted, beautiful varieties
of Dwarf H.P. ROSES, true to name, for 21s.. 25 for

12s., 12 for 6«. 6d., package free. Cash with order. A choice
selection of Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf H.P.'s,

l^as and ClimbTs, open ground and pot plants. Pricel
Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

W. BXTMSE Y,
JOYNING'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The finest named hardy kinds can now bs supplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in many
instances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

.1 HHEAL&CONSW«M Crawley, W Suss&o

TREES-TREES-TREES.
SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER.

ALDER, 4 to 6 feet, 45 psrlCOO; 8 to 10 feet, 503. per 100

ASH, Mountain. 6 to b feet, 40.>. per 1000

BEliCH, Common, standards. 10 to U ft-et, £:0 per 100

,, Copper, standards, 10 to 12 feet. £10 per 100

BIKCH, Common, 3 to 4 ft., 40s. per liioO ; 6 to 8 ft , 40s. p. 100

CHESTNUT. Horse, 8 to 10 teet, 60s. per ICO

,, Spanith. 10 to 12 feet, standards, £10 per 103, straight,

good trees.

ELVIS, of sorts, good stuff. 8 to 10 teet. £5 per 101

LARCH FIR. 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 37s M. per 1000

SPRUCE FIB, 3 to 4 feet, very flue. 40s. per 100

„ „ 4 to 5 feet, ,, Tos. per 100

5 to 7 leet. ,, ISO.', per 100

LAURELS, of sor's, 5 to 7 feet, very fine, with bills of soil,

75'. per lOj

PINU3 AUSTRI.4C.A. leautitul plants. 5 to 7 ft . £7 10.s. p. 100

SCOTCH FIR. beautiful plants. 5 to 7 feet. £ per 100

ENGLISH YEWS, tor Cover-planting. 5 to 7 'eet. £15 per 100

Note.— All the above ha»e been recently transplanted, and
will move with B*LLS OF SOIL Free on rail heie.

JOHN HILL AND SONS. The Nurseries, Sjot Acre, near
Stone, Stafford-hir.-.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPIR^A.

SPIB/EA ANTHONY WATERER.
This is a pport from the well-known Spireea bumalda, from

whuh it differs only in colour, the flowers beii g a rich

crimson, borne in large corjmbs thickly on the plant.

It is a continuous bloomer, and is without doubt the most
important addition to hardy flowe'ing plants of many years.

First CLA-s Certificatf,
Koyal Horticultural Society o London.

Nice plants. Is. Qd. each, will be distributed in November.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nurpery, Woking, Surrey.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN
OR THE ESTATE.

ra.MB
NURSERIES

over 450 Acres.

FOREST TREES,

FRUIT TREES,
ROSES, &C.

SEEDS,
BULBS,

IMPLEMENTS.

WRITE FOR

LISTS—
POST FREE.

OICKSOIS, Chester.

NEW PRIMULAS.
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, BRIL-

LIANT.—Beautifully-fringed flowers, of the mo^t brilliant
and richest shade of crimtton-magenta, tinged with car-
mine; lemon-yellow eje. 2«. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, COMET.
—Rich carmine-crimson, thaded with magenta; throat
yellow, surrounded with dark marosn zone. '2s. tki. pkt.

Among the numerous varieties of Chineee Primrosec, the
two described above are immeasurably he best high-coloured
varieties; and one of the best Whites is "MONT BLA^C,''
&'to 2s. Qd. per packet.

PRIMULA OBCONICA GRANDIFLORA,
One of the be-sT Novelties for the Coming Season.

Individual flowers much larger thin those of the rormttl type,
measuring from 1 to \^ inch in diameter; they are also
deepier in colour, and of greater substance. Seed, 2s. 6d.

per packet.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare
PUntsand See!?, 536, King's Road. Chelsea, London, S W.

300,00 STRONQ
RASPBERRY CANES,

At Low Prices per 1000.

BAUMFORTH'S SEEDLING, Eample 103
CARTER'S PROLIFIC
FASTOLF IMPROVED
FILLBASKKT. very ftrong
NORWICH WONDER
ANTWERP RED

9s. Od.

6:0d.
4.1. Od.

5s. Od.

4s. Od.

4J. 6d.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Strong Baldwin's Black. Naples, and Red Dutch CURRANT
BUSHES; also Lancashire Lad and Crown Bob GOOSE-
BERRIES, at low prices, on application.

Special Quotations to Large Buyers.

R. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

CHRYSANTHEMU MS.

NOEMAN DAVIS
has much i;lea-ure in announcing that his

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
13 NOW READY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issued simply as a Guide,

suoh as a Catalogue should be, and will be found
comprehensive and useful. Vou are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purchaser.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHBYSANTHEMU-M NURSERIES,

Iiilford Boad, Cainberwell, London, S.£.

GARDEN SEEDS FARM SEEDS

WE have completed Har-
vesting our Crops of

GARDEN SEEDS
AND

FAKM SEEDS,

and will be glad to make
Special Offers on application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Ltd

,

SEED GROWERS, SLEAFORD,

TRY HARDY ROSE and FRUIT TREES
Growing on Calcareous Soil, 400 feet above jei level.

_IA n.P. and MOSS ROSES,)
A

V

10 TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Strong, to name, partly Purt haser'a selection

;

Half quantity half price,

1 r: BUSH APPLES, PEAKS, or
^*' PLUM:J.
Fine, clean, vigorous trees, transplanted, and

true to name,

for 2ls.

for 21s.

Write for *^artioular8 of

OUR COLLECTIONS of TEA, CLIMBING,
and STANDARD ROSES,

PYRAMIDiL, CORDON, and STANDARD FRUIT TREES,
FRUITING TREES.

SEE Descriptive, Priced CATALOGUES.
Bail Carriage Paid (up to fi5 miles^, on Roses an"!

Fruit Trees, value £i and upwards.

EDWIN HILLIER, The Nurseries,
WINCHESTER.

kVR PLEASU RE ANDPROFIT

IE IT
;!K, NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
I

AND EASY TO GROW.
A BOiffhty Acres in Stock.

THE BEST PROCURABLE.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for c-ish with order.

8S. perdoz., 60s. per 100.

A U ether Ninsety Stock
ca rriage/o)^oat d.

ROJiiSmPOTS Froml5/-adoz.

Oraamental Trees, 01 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,ooo) from 15/-
per doz.

B,~Sinf:!e Plants are sold at
slightly increased flit's.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(ir4 i':iF''s| (if Nursery Ktnrlt,

niti.stirally jTodiired. ccntnininjr

prrrip hniiilreris of ilhi'^lrnti.ins.

and full of valuable infoiniatii'ii.

RICHARD SMITH&Cf?WoRCESTER
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IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked

upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

catalogue free on application.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our Varieties and Stock are unapproached.

This is well known by the oldest and most suc-

cessful growers. As an instance, Mr. Mease and

many others are again victorious in the great

class with those we supplied last season. This

unprecedented prize-winning has continued, with

hardly a break, for many years. Vigorous and

healthy cutting stock is our specialty, not prizes,

&c. We have prepared the finest houses (Come
and See), of cut-down un-forced plants months

ago, which are now full of the loveliest soft root-

cuttings, grown near the glass, ever seen, and

will strike atonce (while otherslinger forraonths),

and will certainly ensure success wherever they go.

Send for our CATALOOUE, describing 1000

New and Old Varieties—the best kept Collection

in England.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
S W A N L E Y.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 2} feet, 9j. per dozen j 80i. per 100.

„ ,, 2J to 3 feet, 12s. per doEen ; 755. per lOO.

„ ,, 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per do/en ; 12CS. per 100.

Every plaut a perfect Bpecimea. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PEBKIKS & SON,
52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries -.—BILLING KOAD.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFQRD, ENGLAND
SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits, post-free, Bd.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NUKSEKIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

CLIBRAN'S NEW CATALOGUE,
For AUTUMN and SPRING. 1894-5,

NOW READY, POST - FREE ON APPLICATION.
B0SE3. for in and outdoorsi.— H.P's., 65. and 8s. per dozen.

50s. and tios. per lOU. delivered free. TEAS and NOISETTES,
15s. and 18.'?. per dozen. Climbing sorts with long shoots,

3s. 6rf and 5s. each, not delivered.

FRUir TREES. VINES. FIGS, ETO.-The leading sorta

and best cropping kinds, APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, and
CHERRIES. Standard?, and Pyr.imids, well-develo,.ed trees,

18s., 2\^ , and 30s. per doz. ; Dwarf and Horizontal-trained trees,

2s. firf. and 3s. %d. each ; Feathered Trees of Apples and Pears,

a very large stock, 15s. per do?,., £5 10s. per 100 ; Extra-sized

Pyramid Apples, grand trees, which have fruited several year?,

of a few sores, 42s. and 60s. per doz. ; FIGS, finebushea in pots,

2s. 6d. to ICs. 6rf. each ; GRAPE VINES, the leading varieties,

strong, short-jointed, and well-ripened Planting Canes, 3s. 6rf.

and 5s. each : Fruiting Canes. 7s. 6d., 10s. 6a, and 12s 6'i.

each. CURRENTS. GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES.
RASPBERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, and other miscellaneous
Fruit.'* : aho Roots for lorcing. as per Catalogue.
TREES and SHRUES-— Ornamental. Evergreen, deciduous

and tioweriofj, including HOLLIES, CONIFERS, &c., in great

variety, for all purposes and situations : 6 sorts for 3s. or

4s. 6(i. ; 12 sorts for 6s.. 9s., or 12s ; 50 sorts for 21s., 31s. 6d.,

and 42s , all our sel>^ction.

FOREST TREES, and SHRUBS, and HEDGE PLANTS
by the hundred thousand. See Catalogue for sizes and prii es.

BHODODiNDRONS.—Choice named. 24s. and 30s. per doz.

Azaitas, Hardy Heaths, Skimmias, and other American Plants

in great variety. 12 American Piaota, our selection, for 4s.,

6s,. 9s , or 12s.

HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS (an immense collection).

-

12 distinct kiudy, our selection, in pots, for 6s., 9s., or l2s.

Jaemines and Honeysuckles, white and yellow. Is. and Is. 6rf.

each ; Ampelor-sis. U. and Is. t'rf. each ; Clematis, Is. and
1.^. 6tl. each. 12. in 12 fine sorts, our selection, for 10s. 6c/.

Ivies, lovely variegated and ornamentfil-leaved kinds, 9»., 12s.,

and 18s. per doz. Irish Ivy, in pots, 6s., 9s., and 12s. per doz.

For Novelties and Spi (.ialiii s. see Catalogue, tree.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON, ''il^i^Sr^^?-
Also at MANCHESTER. LUNDUDNO JUNCTION, &c.

FRANK CANT'S

ROSES
HAVE WON THE CHAMPION TROPHY

OF THE

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
FOUR TIMES in the LAST SEVEN YEARS,

viz., 1888, 1800, 1802, and 1804,

In addition to many CUPS, GOLD and SILVER
MEDALS, riECES of PLATE, and upwards of

600 other FIRST PRIZES.

CATALOGUE, containing more reliable in-

formation than any other published, post-free.

BRAISWICK KURSERY, COLCHESTER.

LARGE CHOICE EVERGREENS,
FROM SPECIMEN BOEDEKS,

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, CHEAP.

PERFECT SPECIMENS & SAFE to MOVE
(Transplanted within two years).

AxL THE Choicest Green and Golden Kinds.

PENNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

LINCOLN.

FERNSI-FERNS!!
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

40,000 Small Ferna—Pteris cristata, cretica,

tremula, and Gymnogramma aurea, in 2j-inch pots, at

9s. per 100, 87s. i5d. per 1000.

A large quantity in -IS's— Pteris cristata, cretica,

nobilis, and tremula ; Adiantum pubescena, at 45. Qd, per

dozen, 345. per 100.

Adiantum ouneatum and polypodimn at 5s. 6d.
per dozen.

The above prices are for Ca^h with Order only. AU Orders

carefully and promptly esecuted.

B. PRIMROSE,
NURSERIES. ST. JOHN'S FARE, BLACEHEATH, S E.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1894.

CHRISTMAS REQUIREMENTS.

AS London, Brighton, and most of our

fashionable towns have their seasons, when

a harvest more or less abundant ia reaped by

the shop-keepers ; so, in the gardening world, the

market-grower has his " little day," and it

behoves him to be ready to meet it with the best

that he can produce. After the busy rush of sum-

mer supplies is past, there oomes a lull in the

markets, lasting usually till nearly Christmas

time, at which festive season trade seems to

take a fresh lease of life, which extends into the

first few months of the new year. But it is

Uhristmastide that brings about this revival,

and the lull in the autumn must not mean

a cessation of labour to the market-gardener
j

but must be to him a period of serious prepara-

tion for the demand for his produce, which he

knows he can count upon towards the close of

the year.

What has the public learnt to want P for, after

all, it is habit that creates demand from the

market-grower at Christmas, What vegetables,

flowers, and fruit does it ask for ? It is the

object of this little paper to suggest to those new

to the work some of the produce that is always in

requisition at Christmas and the new year,

tSeakale.—The demand for this luxury really

begins about the time of the Lord Mayor's

banquet, and a small quantity is always saleable

during November and December, though we do

not recommend any serious production till

Christmas time. Most large growers, we believe,

force their Seakale out-of-doors by means of fer-

menting horse-manure,and covering the beds with

litter. In adopting this plan, about one month

is usually required to bring the crop to maturity,

so that the beds, in order to out Kale at Christ-

mas, must be started not later than the last week

in November. Another method, adopted as a

rule where matters are carried on in a smaller

way, is to plant the roots closely together in a

Mushroom-house or the pit of a Cucumber-

house, covering the crop most carefully and

scrupulously, so as to exclude all light, with

about 1 foot of litter, a temperature of about

55^ being maintained by means of hot-water

pipes. Seakale can be thus produced in from

twenty-one to twenty-four days ; the shoots,

when ready to out, should be about 8 inches

long, of compact growth, and of a creamy-white-

ness to suit the public taste.

Rhubarb.—3&nua.Ty calls for Rhubarb unfail-

ingly, and the importation of foreign Apples,

though to some extent affecting the price, has

not as yet driven it out of the field. The same

method may be adopted, in forcing Rhubarb, as

has been described above for Seakale
j
or it will

do well in an out-house, covered with leaves or
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long manure. Early Viotoria is, to our mind,

the best kind for forcing. Allow about six weeks

for the crop to mature.

French Beans.—ThKi is perhaps the quickest

crop to yield of any grown from seed. Beans

may be picked, with good cultivation and a

reasonable season, in two months from sowing.

The most speedy method of raising Beatis for

winter-cropping is to sow and plant out on a

hot-bed in a minimum temperature of 66°.

Another, rather slower plan, is to raise the seed

in a hot-bed, and to transplant into pots or

boxes as soon as the plants have two leaves.

Let the soil used be of a good rich composition

;

keep well watered, and, at fruiting time, supply

the plants with liquid-manure liberally. Beans

always sell well at and after Christmas, half-a-

orown a pound, and even more, being not

infrequently realised.

Mushrooms.—This esculent is always a favourite,

and the demand at Christmas is naturally large.

Get the bed prepared, and of the right tempera-

ture for spawning, between 80° and 90°, and

allow seven or eight weeks for the crop to reach

maturity. Six weeks is generally considered an

average period to allow, but so much depends

upon the spawn itself, the exact temperature of

the bed, its dryness, and other unforeseen events,

that two months is not too long to ensure the

crop being ready by any particular date.

Straicberries.—There are, and always will be,

a few pounds of Strawberries grown for Christ-

mas, but the demand is very limited, and the

supply already more than equal to it, so that we

cannot honestly recommend the production of

this costly luxury at this season. To produce

ripe fruit by Christmas entails nearly a year's

preparation, ceaseless care and method, and no

inconsiderable expense. In our opinion Straw-

berries in March and April pay infinitely better.

Brussels Sprouts and Artichokes are, as outdoor

crops, the next in demand.

Celery has had its day, but Sprouts are called

for at every table, and Artichokes always have

their value.

Flowers.—Turning to the florists' department,

we note first the pot-plants. Primulas are

general favourites, and plants of some of the

strains propagated by Mr. Cannell, of Swanley,

are deservedly popular. In order to get Pri-

mulas healthy as well as fine, grow them as

coolly as possible. This can easily be managed
by a little forethought and a rough calculation

as to the time for sowing. Cyclamens are much
sought after, and certainly a good oorm, with its

massive variegated leaves and thickly-clustered

spears of bloom, is a cheering sight at a

cheerless time of year. Cinerarias—the colours

are multitudinous—have a certain fascination

for a section of the public, and it is worth
while having a few plants ready for the winter

festival. To grow them successfully, keeping

them free from their arch enemy, green-fly, the

plants must be kept in as cool a temperature as

is possible, compatible with a steady growth

;

observing this, they are easy of cultivation. Of
bulbs in pots, Koman Hyacinths, Polyanthus
Narcissus, and Tulips, are sure to sell—though.
Unless the bulbs can be bought direct from the

growers in Holland, we do not believe there is

much profit in their culture.

Cut Floiuers.—Christmas and Easter give the

Richardias (Arum Lily of the markets) a chance,

and the grower who can produce good blooms at

this time will not have much difficulty in dis-

posing of them. Roses, of course, and Azaleas
are always wanted, Christmas Roses have a
ready sale, whilst Roman Hyacinths, Tulips,

Freesias, &o., are in great demand. Mignonette

sells well at and after Christmas. That never-

failing favourite, the Violet (Single, Czars, Marie

Louise, and Neapolitan), is especially worth grow-

ing for Christmas, and the English flowers, in

spite of the Italian and French importations,

always hold their own for superiority of scent

and quality. AVe have fendeavoure.i here to

throw a little light upan the public taste at

Christmas time, and if this short paper meets

the eye of any to whom it may contain some-

thing that is news, we shall feel that our efforts

have not been entirely wasted, and be thankful.

A Market Gardener.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
•

ADIANTUM CAPILLUS VENERIS, L.

In the Jamaica Bulletin of the Botanical Depart-

inent, No. 34, August, 1892, p. 7, 1 stated in the foot-

note to Adiantam emarginatam, Bory, that West
Indian ipecimens of A. capiUos-Teneris, gathered in

Cuba, St. Vincent, and Trinidad, I had verified,

posaesaing the characteriatic unjointed pedicels of

the leafleti, and that the ipecies was reported aa

having been gathered in Jamaica in Pedro Gave, St.

Ann's Pariah, bat that I had seen no true specimens,

and I therefore did not inclade it in the flora, That
this renowned apecies, the most iutereating of all in

the genna, is certainly a denizen of Jamaica, to

which conntry it baa been assigned for 200 years on
a falae specimen of Sloane'a, la now and for all time

settled. I hare in my hands a sheet of foar beau-

tiful fronda, absolutely true and characteriatic,

gathered by Mr. Hart when reaident at the Cinchona
plantation eight or ten years ago. G, S, Jenman,
Demerara, August 21, 1894.

AsPLENiuM (Diplazium) tenebeosum, Jenm., n. sp.

Kootatock erect or decambent, finger - thick,

bat apparently mnch thicker from the bases

of former stipitea adhering; the strong, wiry roots

extrading between, densely clothed at the apex with

linear dark-brown scales ; stipites contignoua, a span

or more long, very dark, paberaloua, channelled,

denaely clothed like the rootatock ; fronda erect,

1| to 2^ feet long, J to 1 foot wide pinnate, the

acaminate apex pinnatifid, cbartaceons, glabrous,

dark, dall, brownish-green ; rachia dark, poberalons,

channelled
;
pinnx spreading nearly horizontally, a

dozen, more or less, to a aide below the lobed npper
part, alternate, oblong-lanceolate, the seaaile base

truncate, roundly but obliqaely-lobed to a quarter or

one-third the depth, the acuminate apex serrate,

6 to 8 inches long, 1} to 1^ inch wide, faced apart,

the lower entire ones distant and reduced ; lobes

^ inch wide ; veins open, few, running in fascicles to

the margina ; aori 2 to 3 lines long, confined to the

base of each pair of the inferior veinlets, often doable
;

involacrea narrow, very dark brown. Jamaica. In
damp forests of the middle or upper mountain regions.

Commanicated by Mr. Hart. Differa from all the

larger aimply pinnate species in nearly all its pai''

ticulars, especially in the lobing of the margina,

character of the venation and aori, and the relatively

slender ligneona rootatock devoid of fibre, G. S.

Jenman.

Neaine X Steicklandii {Fothergilli x pudica).

Another beantiful garden hybrid, now to be

added to those already exiating, and ranking with

the best of them, has been raised by Sir C. W,
Strickland, Bart., Hildenly, Malton, an enthusiast in

bulbous plants. Its showy flowers, which are of a

very pleasing and uncommon tint, will commend it

to general admiration. The plant has broadish

leaves ; the peduncle is nearly 18 inches high, and
bore an umbel of seven flowers on pedicels 2 inches

long. The perianth segments are not reflexed, and

measure I.^ inch in length, and ^ inch at the widest

part, slightly undalate, of a soft scarlet hue with a
tinge of reddish-salmon in it. Each segment has a

red line bordered with white running up the middle,

the red coloar growiag faint towards the tips.

Stamens and pistil blush-white, the latter purple at

the tip. In form it cornea the neareat to N, X
O'Brienii (rosea X pudica). James O'Brim.

In the catalogue sent out by M. V, Lemoineetfils,

of Nancy, we find accounts of the following

noveltiea :

—

Beqokia Haaqeana ebecta,

from B. Haageana x B. Scharfiiina, unlike either

parent, has small dwarf foliage and stifi' flower-stems.

The stems are short and upright; leaves hairy,

bronze-green above, bronze-red below. Flowers

numerous, white, tinged with rose underneath ; a

perpetually blooming plant.

Beoonia semfebfloeens eleqantissima alba

is a white variety of a coloured hybrid ; the foliage

is sturdy, the leaves of average siz?, firm, bright

green, the iuSorescences bear many Bowers, each

with foar pure white petals, and very fine. The
plant is a perpetual bloomer, and was first shown at

the Nancy Exposition last Jane,

Ceasshla htbeida albifloba

is a hybrid from C. jasmiuea X Rochea odorata, and

a small plant of erect dwarf habit, not exceeding

10 inches (25 c.) high ; leaves fleshy, triangular,

decussate, and each stem crowned with a wide

corymbose in&orescence composed of many white

flowers, A good, flotiferous plant, and easily

cultivated,

Ceotalabia lonoeeostbata.

A leguminous plaut, from Mexico ; stems semi*

woody, bearing ternate dark green leaves, and pro-

ducing, even when the plants are quite young, long

racemes of papilionaceous flowers, more than | inch

(2 cents.) across, deep golden-yellow, with a brown

palmate spot at the base of the standard. This

plant continues in bloom all the winter in a tem-

perate-house, and is easy both of cultivation and

propagation.

DENDROBIUMS,*
Afteb alluding to some of the most important

species and varieties, Mr. Cypher proceeded to ex-

plain his system of management :

—

Cultivation.—As to tbe succeasfal cultivation of

Dendrobiams, there are several important points

that must be strictly adhered to, such as the use of

small pots, pans, or baskets, in which to grow the

plants. Many growers fail through having too much
material aboat the roots of their plants. They must
also have plenty of heat and moisture during the

growing season, and be kept perfectly clean and free

from all insect pests, such as red-spider and thrips,

both of which are very destructive, and soon dis-

figure the young growths and weaken the plants.

Daring hot weather tbe plants should be tho-

roughly syringed twice daily, taking care to get at

the under side of the foliage, where the insects

usually attack them. Another important matter is

care in dipping the plants, especially daring winter

and early spring, when the young growths are start-

ing; if great care be not exercised then, and plants are

carelessly dipped, many of the young growths will be

lost, and the plants thus weakened. Tbey should

never be plunged below the base of the plant, and the

tender young breaks must by no means touch tbe

water. The best compost I have found to consist of

good fibroua peat and fresh sphagnum, in equal parts,

with a liberal addition of broken crocks and charcoal,

and tbe soil should in most cases be renewed
annually ; the roots will not enter sour material.

Thorough good drainage mutt always be given, and
new clean pots or pans, always remembering to use

them as small as possible, according to the size of

plants. I generally use pans in preference to baakets ;

tbe pans are easily broken when plants require shift-

ing, and it is almost impossible to get tbe plants out

of baskets without injuring many of the tender roots,

and when one basket is placed inside a larger one,

the soil in the small basket becomes worn oat, and it

is very diflicult to replace with new material.

I may also mention that galvanised wire should

never be used for suspending any of the choice

varieties, the growths being frequently injured by

contact with the wires, and should the roof-wires on

* Bead at a meeting oE the Birmingham and Midland
Oonnties Qardeners' Mutual Improvement Association, Ohel-

teoham, Norembec 19, ISM, b; Mr. J, Cypher,
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which the plants are saspended be galranissd, they
sboald receive two coats of white paint before any
plants come in contact with them. I hare several

times noticed balbs of Dandrob^s almost rained by
contact with the wires daring hot sanshine.

Another important point is a good and continaoas
sapply of rain-water ; the plants will not thrive if

frequently watered with hard-water, and in all

Orchid-houses provision shoald be mide for storing

all the rain-water possible, and if in good large opea
tanks, so much the better.

The water used for dipping shoald be of about the

same temperature as the house in which plants are

grown, and this can be secured by having a small tank

over the hotwater-pipes. I do not care to have hot

pipes constantly running through the tanks, bat

prefer having a small tank above the hotwater-

pipes, to be kept filled up as desired. The Dendrobe-
hoase should also be provided »ith trough-pipes,

and these shoald be kept filled during the growing
season, and should occasionally have a little

manare-water and soot placed in them, but taking

care that they never become dry, or the foliage may be

injared. The floor of the bouse should also be

sprinkled with manare-water twice a week daring

the summer months, the best time being when the

house is closed at night.

Another important matter is to secure plenty of

li^jht, Dandrobes enjoy all the light possible and a

little sunshine (morning and evening), but must be

shaded from the hot sun daring the day. Many
people say that Dendrobes are so well grown at

Cheltenham because we have so much sanshine, but

I saw a few Dendrobes, not many weeks ago, at

Stand Hall, near Manchester, and I can truly say I

never saw any better-gronn plants, and Manchester
is not blessed with any great amount of sanshine.

There are also some splendidly-grown plants in the

collection of Mr. L=>e of Manchester, aud also at

Highbury and The Uplands, both in Birmingham. No
doabt tbey mast receive less shade near any large

town, and cultivators must nsa their own discretion,

always striving to give the plants all the light pos-

sible and a little suashine, never by any chance use

a permanent shade or allow the blinds to remain
down duriag dull periods.

The plants should receive more shade for a week
or two after repotting, and very great care in water-

ing, until the roots take hold of the new soil, when
they should receive a liberal sapply until the growths
are matured, when the sapply mast be gradually

withheld aad the plants hardened as much as pos-

sible to mature the growths, and in autamn the plants

shoald receive only satScient msistare to prevent

shrivelling,

I think many cultivators dry their plants too mnch,
because we are told they receive no water for several

months in their native habitats, but I generally no-

tice plants of imparted Dendrobes are plump and the

balbs seldom shrivelled, and no doubt many plants

are weakened and some almost killed by too much
drought in winter. I strongly advise giving plants

water immediately tbey show signs oi shrivelling.

I also advise wintering the choice hybrids in a
fairly warm house, never falling below 55°. Such
varieties as D. Bensonise, auream, lituifiorum, and
all the Aastralian and New Guinea Dendrobes
should never be placed in a cool house, but be kept
warm and dry during the resting period. The
plants retaining their foliage always make better and
much stronger growths than those allowed to lose

their leaves ([ allude to the Australian Dendrobes).
Dendrobium Dearei should never be kept dry nor

placed in a cool house. It appears to grow and
bloom all the year round, and shoald on that account
be kept moist.

D. Jamesianum and infundibulum are not usually

seen in good condition. They should be grown cool
and moist during summer, and in autunn placed at

the cool end of the Cattleya-house and kept moist to

mature their growths, which are not in some plants

fully matured till the spring, and at once produce
their flower-buds,

D. formosum is a grand autumn-blooming variety,

which requires plenty of heat and moisture daring the
growing season, and well repays the grower by pro-

ducing its splendid blooms daring autamn, when
choice white Oichids are scarce.

D. Bensonise is considered a very diflScult plant

to cultivate for many years, but I have grown it for

eight years, and had finer bulbs at that period than
when plants were imported ; and I believe many or

nearly all are lost by having too much water during

winter and early spring, and even when the new
growths are several inches long, they should receive

very little water, Bed-apider should alio be kept in

check ; it seems to have a particular fancy for this

variety, and sooa injures the tender young growths if

not checked immediately it makes its appearance.
This should be done by sponging the under aide of
the leaves with weak J*ir-tree oil and water,

D, Falconeri is another plant that seems subject

to the attacks of red spider, and should be carefully

watched. I find it grows best when kept rather cool
and shaded during summer, and well saturated with
water. More light to cause the plant to ripen should
be afl'orded in autumn, and the plant kept dry and
cool during winter, to indace them to bloom freely.

It is, no doubt, one of the handsomest Dendrobes
when in bloom, and well repays any care bestowed on
its cultivation. The variety delicata or albens is

almost white, and a very beautiful and scarce variety.

No doubt the nobile section are easiest to cultivate,

aad are all beautiful whea in bloom, especially such
varieties as D. nobile nobilius, D, n. Cooksoni, D, n.

pendulum, D, n. Hardyanum, D. n. Cypheri, &c.
It is not necessary to have a house specially

devoted to Dendrobes ; anyone having a warm plant-

stove miy cultivate many varieties to perfection.

I have often notioed better specimens in ordinary
plant-stoves than in a mixed house of warm Urchids,
or in houses specially devoted to Dendrobiums, and
they produce a beautiful eflTect, hanging in bloom from
the roof uf any plant-stove.

PEACH CULTURE IN BELGIUM.
SoMB interesting facts relating to the culture of

Peaches in Bjlgium are to be found in the recently-

published report of the United Slates Consul at

L'.o^e, It appears that the kingdom of Belgium after

supplying a population of 500 to the square mile, ex-

ports 105,000,000 lb. of fruit. The value of foreign

shipments last year amounted to about £600,000,
A very large proportion of the fruit shipped con-

sisted of Peaches, Mr, Smith, the United Ssates

Consul, gives an account of the methods of grafting

and budding ia vogue in Belgium, A long aeries

of experiments, to ascertain the best stock on which
to bad, were tried again and again upon all varietiea

of Plum, Apricot, Sweet and Bitter Almonds, every

tree in fact of a kindred nature ; till the conclusion

was reached that the beat atem for grafting waa the

K)d Plum. Thia hardy plant, whoae roots spread

wide and strike deep, imparts mach of its o wn vitality

to its foster scions. Grafting or budding is done
out-of-doors so as not to weaken the young tree by

accustoming it to unnatural conditions. The next

question to be considered is that of soil. In

sandy and dry earth it was found that neither

the plant nor the Peach flourished ; the one

being spindly, and the other small, while in rich

and moist alluvial soil the tree prospered at the

expense of the fruit. A calcareous soil, neither wet

nor dry, is preferred by the Peach, the young trees

requiring a great deal of lime.

A) it is impossible to tell, without chemical

aaalysis, the exact amount of this element contained

in any given quantity of earth, its application must

be more or less experimental. The rule in Belgium

is to first thoroughly fertilise the soil with manure,

and then, after planting the tree, to add a peck of

lima to every cubic yard of earth, placing it near the

surface. As it is necessary to loosen the earth for at

least 6 feet square, and 3 feet deep, this quantity—

a

bushel to a tree—may seem large, but the authorities

in Belgium are all agreed that more, rather than

less, would be better. The application ahould ba

repeated every three yeara.

Turning from the standard tree, which too often

failed to be profitable, Bjlgian agriculturists experi-

mented with espaliers or wooden railings, but these

were found to be so open and expoaed, that the

young trees fared very little better than in the

orchard. They next tried the wall, not as in some
countries, where maral enclosures are built at great

expense for the special protection of delicate

fruit, but the sunny sides of their houses, and

this met with such astonishing success, that there

are few houses to-day in Belgium upon whose

southern exposed side trees are not trained. No
chateau is too grand, and no cottage too humble, to

furnish them protection and support. Mr. Smith

says that last sammer he saw ripening upon the

gable-end of a town-house, a surface of about 30 feet

square, over 2,300 Peachea. There were four trees,

two of them with dwarf stems, not more than
12 inches high, and branches 6 feet long, radiating
like the ribs of a fan; and two "rider8,"or bushes
grafted upon tall stocks, whose boughs began to
spread where the others terminated. At the time of
flowering, it is always necessary to shield the buds
from the action of frost, and this is done by various
methods, the best of which experience has shown to
be the placing among the upper boughs of the trees,

branches cut from other green trees. This plan
has baen attended by good results, though it should
be employed with caution, as too much shade is apt
to stifle the buds, by excluding the rays of the sun.

Another mathod, until recently very much in

vogue, and always effective, is the employment of

mosquito-netting or other cheap material, with
meshes large enough to admit the free passage of

light and air. The old custom of using closely- woven
cloth, like table or bed-linen, at night, and removing
it in the morning, is said to ba more dangerous than
the frost itself, as the trees at this season cannot be
deprived of air without aerioua injury.

In addition, this artificial heat at night, auoceeded
by the warmth of the aun, bastens their flowering,

when the object is to delay it as long as possible.

Shading at noon is sometimes as essential as covering

at night. The poor succeed very well in protecting

their fruit by placing a number of horizontal poles

about 18 inchea apart, and from 4 to 6 inches from

the trees, and covering them with light wisps of

straw. In good aitnations, penthouses will aometimea
auSlae to protect the fruit; in any case, they are

extremely useful in checking the flow of sap. Since

1876, the following addition to this method has

made assurance doubly sure : A fringe made of un-

thre9h5d Rye-atraw, by tying the cut ends of the

stalk together with twine or cord six or eight in a

loop, with apacea of about 3 inchea between the

wisps, is attached to a pole and suspended under

the eaves of the penthouse and in front of the trees.

The texture being open, it does not prevent the light

and air from reaching the bads. These shields are

usually placed in position about Mirch 1, and are

not removed, except in cloudy weather, until all

danger from frost baa paaaed, Herbert C. Fi/fe.

WEA.THER OF THE PHENO-
LOGICAL YEAR, 1803-04.

The following abstract is taken from a short

account of the weather of the natural year, com-
mencing with the autumnal equinox in 1893, and
ending with the similar event in 1894, real before

the Bradford Naturalists' Societv :
—

On October 30 and 31, 1893, occurred the first

froata of winter, and on November 6 there waa
the first appearance of snow that season. Oa
Tuursday, November IG, the barometer fell rapidly,

and by night a tempest had arisen, which cul-

minated on the 18:h and 19jh. It was fearfully

violent, and caused disasters over a wide area,

but on the west coast of France and the east

coast of Eigland its destructive power was most
felt. The wind came from a northerly qmrter,

accompanied by biting hail, snow and sleet. The
accounts of suffering and shipwrecks published by

the newspapers for some days after the storm were

very harrowing and painful to read.

The firat week of 1894 commenced mild, but by

Saturday the cold waa more intense than I have

recorded before. My thermometer registered 5°

above zaro, but some observers in the neighbourhood

asserted that the temperature had been below zero.

All the day on Saturday the severity of the cold was

extreme. On Sunday it scarcely abated, but after

that it gradually relaxed till Wednesday, when the

temperature had so far moderated that a great sense

of relief was felt by all.

From the second week in January to the end of the

third week in February, the weather was generally of

a boisterous character, and though little actual

damage was done, at times the wind was frightful.

All this time the temperature was above the average,

and the Hazels very largely came into bloom; but

unfortunately the fourth week of February, if not

quite the coldest, waa the moat winterly week of the

aeaaon, and, as a consequence, the Uazal floweri
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were fxtensivelj destrojed, appeariog afterward! aa

if they had passed through a flame of fire. The fol-

lowing week temperature rose af;ain, and snstained

a mean above the average till into the last week of

April. For nine weeks (the last one ending March 17)

the downfall and that mainly rain, was nearly

three times the average amonnt. Notwithstanding,

there were many bright days in early March, which

snited the flowering Alders [?] and Crocuses. Sach

a profusion of blossom on these species was extra-

ordinary, and a splendid sight. Rain ceased

March 14, and for about a month scarcely any fell

;

the weather in other respects was superb. Tempe-
rature was above the average ; there was a liberal

amount ofsunshine, and not much wind—what there

was, was easterly. With these conditions, vegetation

became abnormally forward—perhaps a fortnight to

three weeks earlier than in 1893, and in 1893 vegeta-

tion was a month to five weeks earlier than in 1892.

All through April to the last week there was warm
growing weather, and before the end of the month
forest trees had begun to enlarge their girths, whilst

their tops became green with partially-developed

leaves. These latter remarks do not apply to Oak
and Ash trees ; but the Ash trees at this time were

in full flower, and they bloomed more freely than

they have done since 1888, though last year (1893)

many trees flowered very well, and, indeed, seeded

better than they have done this year. The grass

grew wonderfully ; newspaper reports from all parts

were full of promise, and a plentiful hay-harvest

seemed to be certain.

The fourth week of May was very cold ; during the

nights of Sunday and Monday, the 20th and 21st, the

temperature fell below freezing many degrees. This
cold wave was experienced all over the kingdom,
and wrought ruin and destruction in blossoming
orchards everywhere. The foliage of many Oaks and
Beeches on the sun side was damaged, just as if it

had been scorched with fire. A similar frost pro-

duced like results on Sunday, May 17i 1891. And
it is remarkable the same trees suffered on both
occasions.

The week of the frost ending May 28, had a mean
temperature of 8° below the average, and the follow-

ing week it was as low, though the thermometer did

not register frost at 4 feet from the ground, and with

scarcely any sun ; but the ne;it week, or the second in

June there was less sun and a flood of rain, when
none was needed. The third and fourth weeks of

June, were scarcely any better for vegetation, in both

there was a lack of sunshine, and temperature
remained below the average. It is impossible for

me to adequately state the baneful eff'ects of the

weather to vegetation since the beginning of May
(about eight weeks), just at the most critical time.

Daring the time vegetation had been nearly at a

standstill. At the end of April things were five to

six weeks earlier than sometimes, but in the fourth

week of June they were decidedly backward, forest

trees had been about nine weeks in leafing (a longer

period than 1 have known before), and not since the
spring of 1888 had there been more flower-buds on
Sycamore, Horse Chestnut, Beech, Birch, Alder,
Ash, Mountain Ash, Hazels, and Thorns, bat never
1 should think with so fair a promise has there
been so poor a fruition, and that the result of

those uncongenial weeks. The last week of June
and the first of July were splendid with sun-
shine, there was a dry atmosphere and a high
temperature, suiting exactly the bay-makers and
favouring the blooming of the Wild Roses. The
following five weeks had a temperature above the
Bveragp, with rather too little sun and more rain

than needful—this state of things favoured growth in

vegetation generally. Nor was it so wet as to
hinder the farmers from gathering in their hay, for

by the end of the second week in August the fields

were cleared, the crop being a fairly good one and
much better than that of last year or year before.

Henceforward, to the second week of September,
the weather was hardly as favourable as it would
have been, had it been equal to average. It was too
cold, and there was not sufficient sunshine. The
weather of the week ending September 16 was
splendid, and to the end of the Phenological Year
it was not unsuitable for harvest work.

Bripfly, the remarkable meteorological events in

the year under review are the storms of November,
1893, the frost ol January 6th, and the early spring,
th*» frost of May and the low temperature and
meagre amount <if sunshine during May, June, Jalv,
and August. The sunshine of this time was 4l2
hours, whilst last year in the same period there were
542 hours.

The cereal crop in quantity is estimated to be orer

the average, but in quality of grain, it is not eqaal

to that of last year. Peas and Beans have produced

scarcely an average crop, whilst Fotatos and Tarnips,

upon the whole, can hardly be reckoned as any
better. The fruit crop was greatly damaged by the

frosts in May. Harvesting commenced about a

fortnight later than last year ; it was a little more
costly, but by no means could it be called expensive.

The foliage of the trees has not suffered this year,

excepting that of those trees which the May frost

injared. No wind, hail, caterpillars, insects, honey-

dew, or anything else has damaged it, and what I

regard as a consequence is this, there has been very

little second growth, or elongation of twigs and new
leaves in late summer. This year the newspapers

have said nothing about wasps or acorns ; last year

they did. This year they have mentioned the

Hazel-nuts, but last year there were none worth
mentioning.
Of the thirty-five forest trees whose girths I regu-

larly measure, twenty-two trees have increased less

than they did in 1893, and nine trees have increased

more, whilst four trees have grown alike in both

years. Altogether this year the thirty-five trees

have increased in girth 328 fractions of an inch (^3),

as against 396 last year, that is about as Sj is to 4.

John Clayton, Bradford, November, 1894.

Nursery Notes.
- • -

MESSRS. J. PEED AND SONS' NURSERIES.

NoHwooD.—At this branch are grown stove and

greenhouse plants. Vines, &c. A fine collection of

Gloxinias was noted recently in flower, and merit a

few remarks. For some years this beautiful class of

plants has received special attention at the bands of

Messrs. Peed, and, as a resalt, their strain baa become
much improved. A few of the newer varieties may be

mentioned : William Roupell, white edge, heliotrope

ring round centre of Sower, with lavender throat.

One of the best ia Thomas Carlyle, a very free-

flowering, dark purple-spotted variety, shading violet

to edge ; Mrs. John Peed, the most distinct of all,

pure white from base of throat up to quarter of an

inch of tip, then charmingly encircled with lilac

;

W. E. Gladstone, good - formed flower, lobea

thickly spotted, pinkish-rose, and throat delicately-

sprinkled pale rote ; Minnie Feed, exquisitely and
thickly spatted with purplish-maroon, light spotted

edges, good habit, and free. A very striking variety

is Qaeen Victoria, entirely spotted purple, with

heavy blotches of same colour ; Prince of Wales, a
good white, slightly spotted dark brown—very dis-

tinct ; Princess of Wales, beautifully spotted in

French grey ; the most charming of all the type is

John Peed, immense flowers, crimson-spotted throat,

white edge ; Jeanne d'Arc, very compact, rather

small flower, but of fine form and substance—a good

variety.

Of Begonias (single and double), flrst-rate strains

are cultivated. A very fine bank of Caladiums—

a

great specialty here— presented grand plants in

perfect condition. Amongst good new varieties, we
noted :—Wm. Marshall, a splendid variety, large

rosy-red leaf, golden-green margin, leaf-stalks red

;

this variety is hardy, and will grow in a frame.

Racine, large heart-shaped leaf, standing well up

;

rose ground, mottled with green, bright carmine-

red veins. John Peed, very dark red, traneparent,

with light-green margin. Linnseua, a good dwarf

variety, with light greyish ground, marked with

fresh rose veins, and large white apots. Le
Oaravage is a distinct variety, with a longish

leaf, white ground, with greenish border, and beau-

tiful red veins. Madame Rose Laing, very large, a

noble variety, leaves long, and all white, also the

veins, which are bordered with crimson. Rayon
d'Or, very large golden-yellow leaf, very efiective,

vigorous grower. Very beautiful is Altair, leaf

very large, with a deep crimson centre, rose and

dark-green spotted border. Anthuriums are repre-

sented by some fine specimens in the best varieties;

and Crotons—a good collection, plants very finely

coloured—deserve notice. A big batch of Coelogyne

cristata is grown into large vigorous clamps.

Odontoglosium criapum sud the old O. grande

—

a good stock—were noted with fiae plump paendo-

bulbs. A fine batch of Araucaria excelsa in 48 and

32-8ized pots also arrested attention.

Grape Vines.—These are grown in all the leading

varieties, extra strong fruiting canes being observed.

The Vines in pots are placed on hot-water pipes,

the advantagea accruing from this mode of treat-

ment being, that when a young Vine has been shaken

out of the pot.and soil, and is placed into its fruiting-

pot with a mass of new soil about its roots, the

warmth from the pipe warms the soil, and stimu-

lates root-action quickly, and sets moving the other-

wise stagnant life of the Vine, and the vigorously-

grown pot-vine can be more effectually ripened off,

and matured fruit-buds secured for the next year'i

crop of fruit, and that is emphatically the case with

the Muscats, which are sometimes prone to grow on,

and the wood to keep green, and therefore immature.

Some vineries in full bearing of the following varie-

ties were recently a picture of productiveness :

—

Madresfield Court, Black Alicante, Groa Maroc, and

Muscat of Alexandria,

A newish red-fruited Tomato, named Danedin

Favourite, is grown here ; it is a fine cropper, and of

good flavour.

A good stock In frames was noted of that charm-

ing rock-work plant, Nertera depressa, so pretty

when in fruit.

Stbeatham.

This ia considered a poor Apple year, ; an inspec-

tion, however, of the fine stock here in fruit dis-

pelled that illusion—so far, at any rate, aa regards

this nursery, and, to write the sober truth about the

frnitfulness of the trees might be deemed an exag-

geration. Young standard Apples were quite excep-

tional in their fruiting capabilities ; clean, straight

Btema and good heads. Bush and pyramid Apples

on Paradise, and Peara on Quince, were also bearing

great crops. The deep crumbly aoil evidently meeta

the requirementa of the treea ; the aitnation is some-

what exposed, and the sabsoil well drained, the

wood is ripened early, and the treea bear early

removal better than thoae which are grown in

a aheltered and moist land. Twenty or more
acres have just been added to the nursery, showing

the demand for this particular stock. To refer to a

few amongst the many varieties noted. Apples : on

horizontal cordons, small trees of Tower of Glamis

(quite distinct from Warner's King, with which it ia

aometimes confounded), were bearing remarkable

crops. This good market variety baa been found to

be too spreading for a pyramid, bat may be grown in

any other form. An Apple which is just now in great

perfection is one called Gold Medal (Froughton's)

—

an early and excellent Apple of great fertility.

Perhaps the most handsome British Apple in culti-

vation is Peasgood's Nonsuch. It may be used either

for kitchen or dessert. Bush-trees and other forma

here were loaded with fruit ; it may be grown in

any form. That fine new variety, Bismarck, is get-

ting somewhat scarce in the trade, it was fruit-

ing remarkably well here. Fruits were very large

and handsome, in the style of Warner's

King, but more highly coloured, and atriped

'Crimson ; the variety has a trick of bearing close

home on the old wood. It was very interesting to

learn that the Germans (naturally) are eagerly

inquiring of Messrs. Peed for Bismarck — well,

there ia plenty of wood here for grafts. A kitchen

Apple, very suitable for cottage gardena, ia Pott'a

Seedling ; fruita very large, and abundantly prolific.

Cellini, fine for bush or pyramid, and a good bearer,

but in gravelly soils it is liable to canker. Baumann'a

Red Winter Reinette bears freely on the Paradise,

Referring to handsome Apples that do well, we may
mention Lady Sudeley and Irish Peach, a beautiful and

valuable early Apple tree, very hardy and prolific, and

equally adapted for a standard, pyramid, or espalier.

Other good varieties are Worcester Pearmain, Qas-

coigne's Scarlet, Gravenstein, Duchess of Olden-

burgh, Lord Suffield, and New Hawthornden, all

Tarieties that are getting well known and very

generally planted aa market fruits.

Fears were bearing large cropa, many of the hardier

varietiea touriahing aa standards. There are a good
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many Pears which do well on the Quince «tock as

pyramids, &c., bat some of the finer, and especially

the later-ripening varieties, require and deserve a
good wall. Beuri^d'Amanlls, juicy, richly-perfumed
fruit, is a vigorous grower, and abundant bearer. It

succeeds as a standard, and makes a good pyramid
or wall tree, either on Pear or Quince stock. Pit-

maston Duchess is vigorous and prolific on the

Quince, and may be grown in any form. A new
variety of great excellence is Triomphe de Vienne,
of rich flavour, a very free bearer, the fruit having to

be tied up. Souvenir du Congren is a handsome early

some fruit-tree, healthy, a good bearer, vigorous, and
upright grower. The buttery and melting Marie
Louise—one of the best of autumn sorts, will not

succeed on the Quince unless double-worked. The
well-known and richly- flavoured Louise Bonne of

Jersey, one of the most delicious Pears, was bearing

very heavy crops. The tree is a healthy, somewhat
erect grower, succeeds well on the Quince, and
may be grown in any form, but should not be planted

as a standard in very cold localities. Plums Vic-

toria, &c., were bearing very heavily.

Hoses.—The M'tcham loam is adaptfd'to the loc-

THE OSAGE ORANGE.
The Oaage Orange (Madura aurantiaca) is common

enough in some of the south-eastern States of

America, where it is much used for hedges. In this

country, though it is quite hardy, we seldom see it,

and still more rarely meet with it in fruit, our sum-
mers not usually being hot enough for that purpose.
The specimen we now figure, a legacy from the hot
summer of 1893, was obligingly sent to us by Mr.
Mitten, who obtained it from the garden of the Rev.
B. Belcher, of Bodiam Vicarage, Hawkhurst. The

FlQ. 88.—MACLOBA ADBANTIACA ; OSAQE CHANGE, (fOB DETAILS, SEE P. 604.)

variety, juicy, and melting—trees loaded with frnit

;

It is not a long-liver on the Quince, doing better on
the free stock. Bearing great crops were trees of

Knight's Monarch ; as this sort sometimes casts its

fruit prematurely, it should not be heavily thinned.

On Pear or Quince, Clapp'a Favourite (an American
introduction) is a free-grower and great cropper.

The very early Doyenn^ d'E'6 (ripening in July), of

rich and agreeable flavour, is a moderate grower, and
a hardy and abundant bearer ; it forms a good
standard on the Pear stock. A valuable Pear for

market purposes is Fertility ; it is a great cropper, very

hardy, of brilliant colour (Chat essential characteristic

in a market sort), and of high flavour. On Quince,

the well-known rich and highly aromatic- flavoured

Williams' Bon Chretien is a very large and hand-

cessful cultivation of the Rose, judging by the healthy

condition of the stock, and all the finest exhibition,

and the so-oalled garden Rosea, were found in great

numbers.

Mr. John Peed, sen., has a very high opinion of

Royal Sovereign Strawberry, of which the firm holds

a good stock. He says it will live as long as those

standard varieties, Keen's Seedling and British

Queen. A large quantity of John Ruskin for forcing

in pots is grown.

A sign of the times is seen in the good

collection of hardy herbaceous plants grown,

anything good in this way being added to it from

time to time. Cactus and Pompon Dahlias are

grown very largely, and form one of the sights of

be nursery in their season .

shrub or low tree is near in family kinship to Mul-

berries, Bread Fruits, Brouisonettias, and the Fig.

It is dicecious, spiny, producing globular heads of

male flowers on one plant, female heads of similar

shape on another. In each case the isolated flower

has a perianth of four pieces. These in the female

flower ultimately become fleshy, and coalesce into a

warted globular fruit. Superficially it is some-

thing like an Orange, but the resemblance is as

deceptive as that of the Bitter Apple of Sodoui. Tde

fruit shown is smaller than American specimens, the

ovaries in the absence of male flowers not having

been fertilised. The books tell us the fruit has a

yellow fetid juice, with which the Indians paii t

their faces when they go to war. The Sussex spe-

cimens are not suited for this purpose, for the juice
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if hardly jellcTV- irirhEpcif migbtbaTcbfcrine tohad

mafuration bffn nore perfect ; and fo far frcni being

fetid, tbe finite feut have a delicate citrine perftme,

lomcthing between that of the rind of a Lenson and

that of an OranRe. The name Orange is, alter all,

not «o very inappropriate.

There is a good 6gnre of tbe foliage and frnit in

the Appendix to tbe folio edition of Lamhert's Finns,

t. 12, but, as this is a work not readily accessible to

tbe majority of onr readers, we commissioned Mr.

W. G. Smith to make a drawing of an interesting

plant, which is of mnch importance in the States,

and in some of our colonies. Lambert tells ns it was

introdnced into this conntry by Lord Bagot, and

that it was cnltiyated in the open air at Boyton in

Wilts.

Not only is it niefnl for hedges, but in favonrable

localities it attains a height of 60 feet, and becomes

serviceable as a timber tree, the wood being very

elastic and tough. Baron Sir Ferdinand von Mueller

reccmmeide the foliage for feeding silkworms, and

tells lis {Select Plcnfs for Iiiduiirial Culture, ^c, p.

230) that the silk thus obtained is in no way inferior

to ordinary silk.

The references in fig. f8 are as follows :—A,
the head of ftmale flowers, real size; B, the same

seen in section; C, the perianth of four pieces, long

and slender below, expanding into a peltate disc at

the upper part(magn. 2 diams.) ; D, section showing

the position of the ovary with its long style ; E,

section through an ovary, showing an imperfectly

developed ovule and along style ; magn. 4 diameters

Continental Novelties.

A NEW MELON.

A Melon which can be dried when ripe and used

as a cooked vegetable, has been imported into

Germany by Mr. R. Gaertner, pomologiit in Halle, on

the Saale. The Melon prospers here (Meran), in the

open ground, bearing numerous large fruits. One

plant covered 26 rqnare netres; tbe largest frnit

weighed 15 kilos. It is a species of Water-Melon.

The frnit daik green, marbled with light green,

that becomes pale yellow when more ripe. The
pulp yellowish-white, and the seeds are dark. The
fruit when young is hairy, and ripens at the end of

September or beginning of October, forming a very

nice change to the vegetables in season at that time

of the year. A great advantage the variety has over

most others, is that the frnit keeps for a long time.

W, Eeitling, Seed grower, Meran, Austria.

CHARCOAL BURNING.
The season having arrived when the making of

charcoal is usually undertaken, some instructions in

the art, simple as it may be taken to be, will not be

unacceptable to seme of the readers of these pages.

Charcoal being one of the constituents of most vine-

borders, and of the compost used in cultivating

many kinds of plants in pots, the gardener will

naturally like to know how it is made, so that when
opportunity serves he may be able to do so.

Chrysanthemums are all the better for plenty of

charcoal if the soil is heavy, as, whilst lightening

the soil mechanically by its presence, it retains

• moisture that the plant greatly needs. In most

country establishments lop and top crooked limbs

from trees that are felled or blown down, and trees

whose value in carpentry is nothing, such as Poplars

and Willows, can all be made into charcoal. It

does not matter in what month charcoal-burning is

done, provided growth is dormant ; and the work of

burning often provides men with employment at a

season of frost when they would otherwise be out of

work. Beech is considered to be one of the best

kinds of wood, and Spruce Fir about the worst, the

latter is very liable to burn to ashes rather than

make charcoal. Practised charcoal burners on

commencing dig a hole commensurate with the

size of the stack to be built, but this is not neces-

lary ; we 'make ours in the reserve ground, where

are stcrcd the iranure- heaps, vegetable refuse,

and worn-out potting-soil, and by so doing we
reduce the labour considerably, as we make use

of the materials named in covering the heap whilst

burning. For convenience in burning, the wood
should be cut into lengths of about 2^ to 3 feet, and
should average 4 inches in thickness. If larger

pieces than these are used, there is often much waste

through the complete burning of the outsides before

the central part is turned into charcoal. Where the

wood is of a mixed character, it is important to have

the pieces of smaller siie than if they were all of one

kind of wood, as some woods need more charring

than others. Proceed to form the base of the heap,

which may be 6 feet in diameter, although far larger

heaps can just as well be made. I mention this size

to convey to those inexperienced in the matter some
idea of what amount should be got together when
beginning the job. Where the heaps are larger, the

stack may be made of that width at the base, but

longer than broad ; or tbe circular area may be
increased— it is a matter of little account. Whether
it is a round heap or a long one, in the centre a small

bundle of straw is laid as a beginning, which is

covered with small sticks—old Pea-sticks, or the

like. This is done for the ignition of the larger

pieces of wood, which are stacked on their end round

about the straw so as to form a pyramid, building

from the centre outwards, and placing the wood so

that the flames can pass evenly through the whole

heap. The wood may be stacked in one or two layers

to a height of 6 feet. It is necessary to leave a hole

under the heap by which fire can be communicated to

the bundle of straw, and this hole should extend

right through tbe heap. When the stack is foimed,

cover it over with half-decayed wettish stable-manure

or leaves.

In the case of a heap 6 feet high, the manure may
be placed round it to a height of 4 feet, and a thickness

of 1 foot. The reason for laying it on before the

wood is lighted is that owing to the heat of the fire

when once well alight, the burners cannot get near

enough to p'ace tbe smothering materials around it

quickly enough. The straw is ignited at both sides

at the same time through the holes at the base pre-

viously mentioned, and in from three to four hours

the wood will be sufficiently aglow to require the

whole heap to be gradually covered all over with the

manure. Where much green wood is used, a longer

time should be allowed for thorough ignition before

covering the heap, and this kind of wood should not

be placed together but distributed amongst that

which is drier. In some cases less time than that

named will be required, and no exact rule will apply,

a good deal depending on the condition and kind of

wood used, whether there is much or little wind, the

position of the heap, and its dimensions. The out-

side surface of the manure must be airtight, or the

air passing through it will cause the wood to burn

into ashes. To render the manure covering still

more impervious to the air, some fine soil or sods

should be laid over it and be battened down with a

spade. Some burners use nothing but soil to cover

the heaps, but I prefer manure, as it is not so liable to

fall through into the fire, the manure catching on the

outside, and not falling inwards. The holes at the

bottom should be blocked up last when the heap has

got alight on all parts, and it is a useful precaution

if a man be appointed to watch the heap for the

first night or two, for should any part fall in, the air

would cause the total consumption of the stack. If

the wood consists entirely of freshly-cut stuff, holes

should be pushed through the bank of manure with

a long stick, to encourage its charring by the admis-

sion of air, allowing it to burn freely for a time, until

it is thought the whole is well alight again, as green

wood does not burn so evenly and freely as dry wood

when finally covered. The holes made in the sides

should be covered again as before. When the wood

has been cut several months, four days will be long

enough to keep the heap smothered, but green wood

must have one day longer. When uncovering the

heap, commence at the top, and take the partially-

charred manure and soil away without allowing

them to mix with the charcoal. If there are signs

of fire breaking out afresh, water should be nsed to

extinguish it. This is a very essential point, as any

delay then would lead to the loss of probably the

entire heap. Some charcoal-burners make sure

against an accident of this kind by first deluging tbe

heap with water. When cool enough to handle, sort

the charcoal into two or three sizes, and secure the

finer particles, sifting them from that which is

larger, and storing the whole in a dry place under

cover. Charcoal is soon spoiled by exposure to the

weather. £. Af.

The WEEK'S Work.
THB OBOHLD HOUSBS.

Bv W. H. Whttk. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking,

MILTONIA VEXILLARIA. — This plant growi
rapidly at the present season, the roots being very

active. Enough water should be afibrded to keep
tbe sphagnum moss in a growing state. Daring
the past week it has been found necessary to examine
each plant, picking out the pieces of sphagnum moss
which were not thriving, and carefully pricking into

the Borface pieces of living sphagnum. These
pieces will soon grow, and keep an equable degree

of moisture about the roots. This species should,

daring the winter, be kept at the cooler part of the

inter mediate- house, where plenty of fresh air can be

afforded, the bottom ventilators beneath these plants,

except in very severe weather not being entirely

closed, always supposing that there is sufficient arti-

ficial heat to keep up the warmth to the proper

degree. A worthy companion to the above-named
Miltonia as regards beauty and form of flower, is tbe

pretty rose-scented M. Roezlii, which is a more
delicate species, requiring several degrees more beat

at all times to grow it satisfactorily, and a steady

temperature like that maintained at the warmer end
of tbe Cattleya- house, where the thermometer does

not fall below 58°. When cultivated in the higher

warmth of the East Indian-house, the leaves of this

plant are liable to be attacked by thrips, which if not

soon detected, cause disfigurement of tbe plants.

Under cooler treatment they are not only compara-
tively free from these insects, but grow more
strongly, and flower well. Many plants of this

species are now in mid-growth, and should be

abundantly supplied with water at tbe root, especially

such as are well established in pots of small

size. Where large numbers of M. Roezlii are

grown, some will be in flower at the present time,

but even these must not be allowed to become
too dry. It is now advisable to look over the plants

of Dendrobium Wardianum, D. crassinode, D. moni-
liforme, D. nobile and its varieties; also the garden
hybrids, D. AspasiaX, D. Ainsworthiix, D. War-
diano - japonicum X, D. splendidissimnm X, D.
Dominianum x, and others, including the D.
melanodiscns, D. chlorostele, and D. xanthocen-

trumx, the majority of these plants having promi-

nent fiower-buds, and they may be brought

from places where they have been resting into a

house where the night temperature is about 55°,

here to remain till the bloom-buds are fully deve-

loped, when removal to the East Indian-house,

choosing the lightest position available, will be a

suitable change. Water at the root must be very

carefully applied, at comparatively long intervals of

time, any undue excitement at this period fre-

quently causing the growths that are now visible

at the base of the pseudobnlbs to break away, and
preventing the flower-buds from coming to perfec-

tion. When the plants are placed in the East

Indian-house, a slight syringing overhead with soft

tepid water on sunny days, if judiciously afforded,

will tend to the freer expansion of the flowers.

There are some few species of Dendrobium which
are sometimes late in finishing their growths, and
these plants should be kept in a stove-warmth, and
liberally watered till growth is fully made up.

Among the small-flowered Oncidiums, O. cheiro-

phorum is a general favourite, and the plants are now
opening their pretty yellow-coloured flowers. The
plants should be hung up to the roof of the inter-

mediate-house, and when the flowers begin to open, less

water will be required. They will last in good order

for several weeks if not injured by damp. A charming
plant when in bloom is Angraecum pellucidnm, now
showing its flower - spikes, which should be con-

stantly directed in the way they should go, or they

will descend into the compost, and probably be lost.

It is important at this season that more heat be

afforded in the houses ; and that Cypripadinms,
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Sctialiar, Epiddditme, Bolltaa, asd otherr, which
aie pjtwiig fuely. ^o ret iifftr for lack of water at

the icot, aid to make (ore, they should be fxainiBed

a!incit eveiy day, and if (cuDd to be dry in the least

dfgrre, a thcrocgb (cakipg mntt be efibtded them ;

etptcially ia this applicable to Cypripedimiif, which
are plants that do Dot like diyoess at the root at any
season. Plants on blocks or ralti sbonld on no
acconnt be neglected as regards watering!

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By BjLn.ET WADD3, Gardener, Birdiall Gardetu. Tork.

VINES.—Plants started during November will

require a gradual increase of the warmth, and it

may range from 55° to 60° bj night, 65° to 70° by
day, with air afforded freely at the top of the vinery

on tunny days, the house being closed early in the

afternoon with plenty of moisture about. The Vines
should be daily syringed till they conae into leaf.

Canes which were loosened from their trellis and
lowered to indnce an even break, should be^fastened

np as soon as the buds have become equally promi-
nent at the top and bottom. At this time a selec-

tion should be made of those buds which come in

the best positions on the canes, and are showing the

best bunches. There should be no steaming beds of

hot manure inside the house after the Vines are

well started, the resulting ammonia being apt to

cause injury to the leaves at this early stage.

EARLY POT-VINE8 started about the beginning
of last month, which may be growing freely, should
have an increase of warmth night and day, with air

afforded on fine days, a moist growing atmosphere
being maintained, but not by syringing, which should
be discontinued as soon as the Vines are well into

leaf. Select the bearing shoots as soon as possible,

stop them at the third leaf above the bunch,
and gradually bring them to the right position on
the trellis. The soil should be afforded free supplies

of tepid water when water is needed. If the soil be
allowed to become unduly dry after starting, the
bunches will be checked, and perhaps stunted in

development.

SUCCESSION VINERIES may now be prepared for

starting by pruning, and cleaning the canes, washing
the wood-work, glass, walls, and floors, and removing
the upper 'crust of the borders to the depth of a few
inches, and replacing it with new loam, some bone- meal,

or special Vine-manure beingadded. Vines which were
infested with red- spider, mealy- buir, or other insects,

should have the canes thoroughly brushed with soap-

suds, and then be painted with the composition pre-

viously recommended for early Vines. The inside

borders should receive a thorough soaking with tepid

water.

YOUNG VINES IN POTS intended for frniting-

canes in 1896 should be cut back ; if intended for

early forcing, they should be potted into their fruit-

ing pots at once, ready for starting into growth early

in the year; 13 or 14-inch pots are the most suitable

sizes. The pots should be quite clean, or new, and
well drained with crocks, oyster-shells, and half-inch

bones ; for a potting-soil, make use of turfy-loam,

rather adhesive than light, which has been stacked

for one year, mixing with it a rather large quantity

of bone-meal and half-inch bones. This soil, when
used, should be neither too dry or too wet, as it will

require to be made very firm with a potting-stick,

and a wet soil would be spoiled under that method.
The pots must not be filled within 2 inches of the

top.

VINE- CUTTINGS required for striking in the

spring should be taken off, labelled, and laid in

damp soil till required.

THS KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Arthur Coombes. Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley,

HORSERADISH.—This should be lifted whilst the

soil is unfrozen, and stored in moist soil for use.

If this method be not practised, still it is advisable

to lift a sufficient number to supply the needs of the

family duringthe winter months, as it will keep quite

fresh and good for a long time if stored in moist soil

or sand in a place protected from frost. A sufficient

number of small roots with crowns can generally be

found from which to make a fresh planting.

CAULIFLOWER PLANTS.—These will need as

much air as possible, or drawing will occur. During
very severe weather the hand-lights or frames should

be kept close, except when the sun shines for a few

hours in the middle of the day. It is prudent to

throw a little light dry litter or Fern protection

over the glass on very frosty nights ; occasionally

the dead leaves shonid be removed, and the soil

stirred, and if monldiness be present, a dnsting of

dry wocd-Bthes will be beneficial. Cauliflowers

which are stored in pots may be sunk in sifted coal-

ashes np to the rims, so as to protect the roots from
frost, and prevent the loss of moisture from the soil.

BROCCOLI.—The leason has come when Broccoli

with heads already formed may be lifted with what
soil hargs to the roots, and placed thickly together

in a cool shed, or similar place, that affords a certain

amount of protection against frost, and is light.

Those which are but just forming heads may be

planted in deep frames or any cool glass structure

from which frost can be excluded. As these latter

will need root-nutriment, to enable them to form
good heads, a good quantity of soil shonid be placed

around and pressed against the balls to inlfil the

object in view, and if it is moist little or no water
will be needed.

P0TAT08 IN DUNG FRAMES.—The first planting

may be made in beds made up of sweetened stable

manure abont 3 feet thick. The soil with which the

beds are covered shonid be of a light rich sandy
nature, and not less than 6 inches in depth, being

brought np to within 1 foot of the glass. When
planting, place the sets, previously sprouted, in

shallow drills, adding more soil to the bed as the

shoots protrude, so as to obtain as much from the

bed as possible. The breakfast Radishes, red and
parti-coloured, may be dibbled in lines between the

rows of Fotatos when moulding np is finished. Dung
linings will be required by both pits and frames, to

maintain a temperature of not less than C0°, and
coverings must be employed at night.

air by day whenever prudent to do so. The con-
servatory, containing, as it may do, plants requiring

a little warmth, may be kept at 50° to 55° by night,

with 5° more by day. The warm Fern- house should
have like conditions as regards warmth, and in the

cool fernery very little heat will be required. Ericas

and Epacris should be merely protected from frost.

PLANTS UNDER OIiASS.
By J. V. MoLeod, Gardener, Dover House, Boehampton, S. W.

THE TREATH/IENT OF THE CALADIUM.—The
tubers which were ripened early in the autumn may
now be started into growth. Although it may
seem early for doing so, it is in many respects an
advantage, for in the case of weak-constitntioned

varieties it affords a longer season of growth, and a

greater amount of time with sun-heat in which to

ripen the tubers. The best time for Caladiums to

finish up is during August and September. Where
the stock is large enough to allow of dividing it,

there may be three different euccession batches made,
starting one at the present time, another at about
the end of the month, and the last towards the end
of the month of January. Caladium argyrites and
C, minus erubescens shonid be the first dealt with,

these varieties taking a little longer time to establish

themselves. Bearing in mind that the tubers may
be increased by division, a stock of plants can soon

be obtained, as each little crown, if severed with a

sharp pen-knife, will in due course form a plant.

When a tuber has been cut up, or a piece taken off,

it should have the bare surface rubbed with charcoal-

powder, so that the escape of sap may be prevented.

If the stock plants are young ones, and it is intended

to increase the number, the crowns being small,

three sizes of pots should be used, the smallest

crowns going into small thumbs, and the larger

crowns in pots slightly larger. Finely-sifted peat

two parts, one part of silver-sand, and one part

leaf-soil, or cocoa-nut fibre refuse, may be used as a

potting soil at this stage. After potting, and watering

with tepid water, plunge them in a propagating-case

or hot-bed frame, in a bottom-heat of 90° to 95°,

afterwards applying water very sparingly until the

first leaf shows colour on a plant, when the amount
may be gradually increased.

TEMPERATURE.—With the fall in the external

temperature, a corresponding fall must take place in

the house, or the results may prove disastrous, plant-

life in general being in a more or less inactive state

at this period. It is observable after a severe winter

that when the growth of plants has been retarded

by lowered temperatures, the plants are usually in

much better condition in the summer following than

is the case after a mild winter. This, however, will

not apply to plants which are forced at this season,

most of these being matured in a warmer climate

than oars, and being treated by us as of annual

duration, they may be pushed on into flower without

much regard being had to future growth. The
mixed plant-stove should now be kept at 60° to 65°

at night, with a maximum of 70° by day. The
Crotons should have a similar heat, while Ixoras and
Eucharis grandiflora may be treated to 5° less. The
greenhouse should be kept from 40° to 45° at night,

in accordance with the outside temperature, admitting

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By JOHH Lambert, Gardener, Powit Castle, Welskpool.

HERBACEOUS P>E0NIE8.—These are fast coming
into favour, and justly so, being so easy of cultiva-
tion, and the flowers very effective, either on the
plant or when cut. If they are removed from the
plant aa soon as they expand, or even before, they
last a long time in water, and the foliage is very
ornamental. The plants are decidedly ornamental,
even after the flowering season is past, and act as

capital foils to other kinds of plants. In regard to

soil, Pseonies are not fastidions, doing well in almost
any kind of garden soil, providing it is fairly good,
and not shallow. If planted in large masses the land
should be well-manured and trenched; but when occu-
pying stations only in the herbaceous perennial border,

holes in accordance with the size of the masses of
tubers shonid be thrown out and filled with partially-

decayed turf and rich mannre, in which mixture they

will thrive for several years with occasional dress-

ings. Pseonies are improved by being transplanted

once in six years or thereabouts. Little or no pro-

tection is required by them through the winter in

the south, but in cold districts of the country and
exposed positions it may be needful to afford them
some slight protection such as is afforded by a heap
of leaf mould, cocoa-nut refuse fibre, or spent Mush-
room-bed manure placed over the crowns. Many
new varieties ean now be obtained at the nurseries,

and some of these are undoubted improve-
ments on the old varieties. A succession of

flowers may be bad for about two months by
having a good selection of varieties ; these bloom in

May and June, when other flowers are not abundant
in the borders. The singles are, perhaps, the best

for filling vases, having less heavy heads of bloom,

and therefore carrying themselves more erect.

Some of these, as well as the doubles, are fragrant.

For colour we have from white in almost every shade

down to velvety-crimson. Among the doubles,

Abotis, flesh colour; Auguste Miellez, blush-white;

Agnes Mary Kelway, delicate rose (a new variety)

;

Constance, fragrant, creamy-white centre, outside of

petals purple ; Comte de Paris, delicate pink ; Charles

Verdier, deep purple, inside pale rose ; Emile Le-
moine, white, streaked with carmine ; General Cavaig-

nac, a large flower, scented, the colour purplish-rose ;

Globosa, rose-pink; Gloire de Douai, deep crimson;

Hortense, rose-pink ; imbricata plena, lilac ; Labolas,

pink, centre tipped yellow ; Lady Carrington, one of

recent introduction, a lovely flower, white, flushed

with pale rose; Lady Dartmouth, white; Leonie,

flesh; Lacrise, peach and white; Macilla, pink and

yellow, scented ; nivalis, yellow and white ; Pottsii

superba, purple- crimson ; and purpurea snperba,

purple. Excellent single-flowered varieties are

Trophy, purple ; Pantheon, salmon ; Orobis, prim-

rose ; Endymion, sniphur ; Laconi, salmon ; Fan-
danus, red ; Bacchus, crimson ;

Qaintilius, white
;

Rabelais, pink ; and many more.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By T. TUBTON, Gardener, Maiden Krlegh, Reading,

LIFTING AND RE-PLANTING WALL TREES.—
All young trees which are planted on walls should

be re-planted the second winter after receiving them

from the nursery. This plan, besides inducing early

fruit bearing, prevents the formation of strong tap-

roots. The neglect of this measure, besides making

the subsequent transplanting of the trees a difficult

operation, also encourages a strong and sappy

growth, which is bad to ripen in the majority of

years. If the garden has long been under cultiva-

tion, the lifting and re- planting of the trees keeps

the roots in the prepared soil of the fiuit border for

a long period, and conduces to the future well-being

of the trees. No opportunity should now be missed

to get such work carried out whilst the weather is

open, as the season, being far advanced, frost may
set in at any time, and put a stop to the work for

some long time. In re-planting the trees, one or

two wheel- barrow loads of old Melon- bed mould or

other turfy loam mixed with charred garden refuse

and placed about the roots will encourage healthy

growth in the trees.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETINGS.

TUESDAY,

/"Koyal Horticultural Society : All

littees, at the Drill Hall,

i Street. Westminster,
ultural Club.

WEDNESDAY, Deo. I2] '^Norwkfh"""
°""™""*' ^'"'''

/•Royal Hoi

,.) Ccramit'
°- ") James S

^Horticulti!

THURSDAY, y, ,n J National Rose Society, at Hotel
DEC. Id

-j windgor, Victoria Street.

SHOW.
MONDAY, Deo. 10—Smithfield Club Show, after 2 P.M.

TUESDAY, DEO. 11 ) g^ithfield Club Show, from 9 a.m.

FRIDAY,
to

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

DEO. 14 \
toS''-^'-

SALES.
/Final Clearance Sale of Nursery

Stock at the Windlesh^m Nur-
series, Bagshot, by order of the
Executors of Mr. R. Mason, de-

ceased, by Protheroe & Morris
(two days).

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Dec. 10 ( Rooms.
Special Sale of Hardy Perennials,

Carnations, Lilies, Iris. Ac, at
Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Sale of Leasehold Nursery atSutton-
at-Hone, by Dartford, Kent, at
the Mart, Loudon, by Protheroe
& Morris.

Dec•"{

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 12.

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris*
Hooms.

Sale of Fruit Trees, Euonymua,
&c , at Chas. Lee & Sons' Nur-
series, Ealing Dean, by Protheroe
& Morris (two days).

Sale c£ Established Orchids at the
Town Hall, Streatham, S.W., by
Protheroe & Morris.

/Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

I

Rooms.
Deo. 13 \ 279 Cases of Japanese Lilies. Roses,

I
Spirffias, &c., at Protheroe &

\ Morris' Room.

Deo•"1 .t

Established and Imported Orchids
Protheroe & Morris.

COBRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWlCK.-40*.8,

In view of the steps now being

'^'liw'^'*''
taken to increase the utility of the

Lindley Library, and as a begin-

ning, to issue a printed catalogue of its contents,

we lay before our readers some suggestions of

Mr. W. EoBEBTS, in the hope that they may
fructify and help on the movement. Many of

our readers will remember that on the occasion

of the Potato Exhibition at the Aquarium some

years ago, the collection of books got together

formed a most interesting and valuable part of

the programme. Some also will recall a great

International Exhibition at Amsterdam, where

the exhibit of Mr. Krblaqe's magnificent col-

lection of horticultural books excited the greatest

interest.

" It ma; be aaked, can the movement to develop

the Lindley Library receive an impetus which shall at

once draw pnblic attention to it, and ensure its

ultimate Buccess ? It seema to me that the answer

ia not a difScalt one. A conference on, and an
exhibition of, books dealing with horticulture and
nearly allied aubjecta would, I am convinced, be

extremely popular, and equally interesting. It ia

scarcely neceaaary to point out at the start that such

an exhibition would have to be firat-clasa and com-
prehenaive to be at all aucceaaful. I ahould like to

emphaeiae this, as I feel confident that if auch an
exhibition and anch a conference were done in a half-

hearted manner, it would not have the deeired and
far-reaching reaulta which I venture to anticipate

from the more comprehenaive scheme. The idea

nggests two alternatives.

The more ambitiona plan of the proposed scheme
might be baaed upon the varioua and aucceaaful

exhibitions of the Arta and Grafts Society, and the
New Gallery in Regent Street might be rented for

^ brief period as the centre of operations. It ia the

most central and the most convenient place of its

kind in London. It may be urged that the interest

of a horticultural and floricultural exhibition would
be much more circumacribed than that of the Arts

and Crafts. I do not admit of any such objection ; on
the contrary, it could be made of a much more
general interest, without sacrificiDg its importance

to the specialist. Here, for example, are a few of

the branches or divisions into which one section

alone of the exhibits might be classified;

—

Pictures in oils of floral subjects : (a) ancient

;

(i) modern.

Water-colour drawings.

Sketchea in black and white.

Early Herbals with illnstrations.

The five foregoing sections would of themaelves

constitute a very interesting exhibition, for we have

all ages and all countries to draw upon. The old

masters of fioral design constitute a very wide and a

very interesting field, and a few examples of the beat

French and Dutch schoola, Jan Van Huyaum,
Syndera, Rubena, Jan David de Heem, Jan Wieninx,
among the latter, and Jean Baptiste, Belin de

Fontenay, Chardin, Desportes, Monnoyer, among
the former. The second, third, and fourth sections

might be extremely interesting and representative,

including, as it ought, examples of book and other

floral illuatrationa, not only by Britiah, or even

European artiets generally, but also of work by
Chinese, Japanese, Persian, and other draughtsmen.

This section should also include books illustrating

the rise, progress, and present condition of illustrated

books, from Curtia's to Hooker's Botanical Magazine,

Maund's Botanio Garden, and the Florimltural

Cahinet of the past, with Sowerby's English Botany,

and a legion of other books with coloured illuatra-

trations of the present day. The early English and
other herbals would include many illustrated works
of the highest curiosity and interest. Of Gerarde's

Herbal for example, how many have heard, and
how few have actually aeen ? This book ia, to those

interested in the gardening literature of this country,

quite as important a volume aa the First Folio

Shakespeare is to the student of English history—it

is a volume of perennial interest, the essential corner-

stone of any horticultural library.

The exhibition of ancient and modern gardening

and horticultural books might be made extremely
interesting, illustrating, as it would, the evolution of

practical gardening and scientific horticulture from
the crude and legendary theories of the ancient
" natural history " writera to ita preaent high atate

of perfection. Such a wide and varied aection does

not very readily lend itself to classification, and a
division according to the successive centuries would
be arbitrary, and consequently both anomalous and
confusing. The incunabula, or books printed before

th« commencement of the sixteenth century, might
very well stand alone. A rough classification of the

remainder may be suggested as follows :
—

Early (IGth century) books dealing with the sub-

ject generally.

Early books dealing with trees.

The first books dealing with garden botany, 1,

Engliah ; 2, French ; 3, German ; 4, Dutch.
Early books dealing with landscape gardening.

Early booka dealing with vegetable gardening.

Early booka dealing with flower gardening.

The first or early gardening periodicals.

Early books dealing with Kew and other Botanic
Gardens.

Early books written by botanical explorers (English

and foreign).

Gardening dictionaries.

Transactions of the early societies, with treatises

on plants, &c.

Portraits of paat celebritiea (Gerarde, Tradescant,

Miller, Knight, Herbert, Lindley, &c.).

Early seed and plant catalogues.

Those who know anything of the bibliography of

gardening, need not be told that the book exhibition

alone might not only be extremely extensive, but

that it would be of remarkable interest. The old

gardening books are not perhaps as easy to read, or

as quickly digested as a modern novel, but each one

is nevertheless a more or less important contribu-

tion to the history of gardening, which is still wait-

ing a competent chronicler. In tbia age, the

tendency to ignore the past is much too keen and
too general, and it is not often enough remembered
that the aucceasea of to-day are the result of the

failures or partial successes of yesterday. It ia

well to

—

" Look unto the rock whence ye are hewn.

And to the hole of the pit whence ye are digged."

A third feature of the purposed exhibition would
partake of the nature of a hortus siccus. To my
mind, nothing can be more interesting or more in-

structive than the development of a large number of

garden flowers and vegetables, and such an exhibition

would permit of this being carried out in a very suc-

cessful degree. Specimens, for example, of the

common Potato, of the typical species of Begonias,

Asters, Chrysanthemums, and a thousand and one

flowers and vegetables which are now only generally

known by their garden varieties, would prove, as has

been said, highly instructive. They might not

reconcile one altogether to the soapy Potato tubers,

stale Cabbages, or stringy Turnips, which our green-

grocer assures us are the best in the market, but they

would auggeat many object-lessons.

The Conference, which inevitably auggeats itself

in connection with such an exhibition would, of

course, consist of papers on various phases of what

may be termed the intellectual history of gardening

;

and a properly drawn- up report would form aa

invaluable a book of reference as that, for example,

on the Conifers. There is no lack of material for

such papers—rather, indeed, an overplus.

It may be aaked, where are all the picturea, booka,

and ao forth, to come from ? A glance through the

list of Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society

leads one to the conclusion that a very large number
of items could be borrowed from the members—more
than sufficient with which to make a good start, and
other sources could be drawn upon afterwards.

The comprehensiveness of the foregoing scheme,

doubtless, at once prevents its official adoption by
the Royal Horticultural Society, but a strong com-
mittee could be formed out of the Society. Unfor-

tunately, the Royal Horticultural Society is afflicted

with the res angusta domi, when it comes to any-

thing or exhibition of a relaxing nature. Other
societies take their dissipations in the shape of

faehionable evening conversaziones and semi-private

exhibitions, but the severely practical Royal Hor-

ticultural Society only relaxes to the extent of

one brass band annually. I doubt whether there

is any other first rate society in London which does

ao much naeful work aa the Royal Horticultural

Society doea, but that usefulness might be extended

in many directions.

Failing the foregoing scheme, which, as a society,

the Royal Horticultural Society may not be disposed

to take up, I venture to submit a much less elabo-

rate propoaal, which they might with great profit

act upon. And that ia to hold, inatead of one of the

fortnightly ahows, an Exhibition of Gardening Booka

—at the Drill Hall, if no better place can be secured.

Thia might be made fairly comprehenaive and cer-

tainly very attractive, at a very amall outlay ; and if

the exhibition were properly advertiaed and para-

graphed, it would undoubtedly be a success. The
publishers who make a specialty of gardening books

would, I have no doubt, give such a scheme practical

help, and the catalogue of the loan exhibition might
be so arranged as to include the whole of the books

in the Lindley Library, thus serving a double pur-

pose. I believe that the library itself would receive

many gifts of rare or noteworthy books by such

publicity. Nobody outside knows what the Lindley

Library contains, and they do not care about the

bother of enquiring. If they knew positively, the

Library would receive many additions. A combined
and strong effort would place at the disposal of the

Society a very substantial sum for the production of

a first rate catalogue. W, Euberti.
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MUSA ENSETE AT ROSE HiLL, FALMOUTH
(See Supplementary Illustration).—This fine plant

of Muaa eneete, the Abyssinian Banana, is growing

in Mr. Howard Fox's garden at Rosehill, Falmouth.

The original seed of this plant was kindly sent to

Mr. Fox by Mr. Nock of the Hakgalla Gardens,

Ceylon ; it was sown in the latter end of February,

1892, and had bottom-heat. The young plant was

put out early in June of that year, and was from 4 to

5 feet high when frost cut it down in the winter. A
fresh shoot came up in June, 189 i, and the entire

plant was taken up, put into a box the following

November, and kept under glass for the winter,

during which time it continued to develop fresh

leaves. It was taken out of the glasshouse in May
to harden, was planted where it is shown in the

picture on Jane 4 last, and is now about 10 feet

high, and 2 feet in diameter where it leaves the

ground. Some of the leaves are nearly 6 feet long,

and 3 feet broad. They are delicately fringed with

red, and the midribs are very conspicuous from their

beautifully graduated shades of carmine. They are

channelled, so as to carry the condensed dew or rain

into the deep channel on the upper side of the mid-

rib, which is thus conveyed to the reservoir at the

base of each leaf, where it clasps the stem. Another
plant in the same garden has developed from a seed

planted last February, was put out on June 4, and is

now 5 feet high, with leaves 4 feet by 2 feet.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The last

meeting this year of the above Society will take

place next Tuesday, the 11th, in the Drill Hall,

James Street, Victoria Street, Westminster, when
the Fruit, Floral and Orchid Committees will meet
as usual at 12 o'clock.

The Rev. W. WilkS.—We are requested to

publish the following letter :
—" I have received so

many marks of sympathy and kindness from so

many of the Fellows of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society during my long and trying illness,

that I am loth to ask them (if you will allow me
to do so through your columns) to grant me still

one more indulgence, necessitated by my past ill-

ness. 1 am not without hope that the ordinary

work of the Society (thanks in great measure to the

diligence of the Assistant-Secretary), has not suf-

fered much from my compulsory absence at times, but

unfortunately the one department which I keep more
especially in my own hands, the Journal of the

Society, has fallen somewhat in arrear, whilst, at the
same time the amount of ' matter ' for it is unusually

heavy—so much so, that I find it quite impossible

to publish the whole of it at Christmas. I have,

therefore, obtained the consent of the Council to

publish the Report of the Hardy Tree Conference, and
the Crystal Palace Fruit Conference Reports at

Christmas, and to defer the ordinary volume of the
Journal till March, 1895. I venture, therefore, to ask
this further kindness of my horticultural friends,

viz., that they will endorse the consent of the Council

and will grant me the further ten or twelve weeks for

the editing of the remaining portion of Volume
XVII. of the Journal, The Report of the two Con-
ferences is in the printer's hands, and will be issued

as Volume XVHI. at Christmas, or early in the New
Year, without fail. W.Wilks, Secretary, Soyal Horti-

cultural Society, 117, Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

Nov. 22, 1894.

National Rose Society.—The secretaries

desire us to make known to our readers that the

annual general meeting will be held at the Horticul-

tural Club, Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, West-
minster, on Thursday, December 13 (instead of on
Thursday, December 6, as previously announced),

at 3 o'clock. The annual dinner is also unavoidably

postponed to Thursday, December 13, at 6 o'clock.

Horticultural Club.—The usual monthly

dinner and conversazione will take place on Tuesday,

December 11, at 6 p.m. The subject for discussion

will be "Roses and their Odour," to be opened by

Mr. D. T. Fish.

'The Book of the Rose." — The Rev. A.

FosTEB Melliab baa issued, through Messrs.

Macmillan & Co., a new treatise on the history,

cultivation, and varieties of the Rose. As the work
of a sound and experienced practitioner, this will be

received with acclamation. We shall take an early

opportunity of alluding in greater detail to this new
tribute to the queen of flowers.

Copper Sulphate and Potatos.-We have

received the following letter from Messrs. David
Bkown & SoK, Limited, Donaghmore, Tyrone, dated

October 24, on this subject :—As will be seen, the

dressing with copper has been a wonderful success

this season. The crop continued green and growing

nntil cut dotvn by frost ten days ago, while the

nntreated plot was destroyed by the blight early in

August. As a result, this partis covered with weeds,

while the dressed part is as clean as Turnip ground.

We need scarcely say that the quality of the Potato

is greatly improved by being so fully matured. The
" Antrims," from the dressed part, are beautifully dry

and floury. We also annex the results of this treat-

ment in previous years, which shows that the dressing

with copper-sulphate may now be said to be an

established success. In seasons like 1891 and 1892

when September was wet and cold, the gain is, of

course, below that of 1893 and 1894, when that

month was warm and dry. Even in unfavourable

seasons an expenditure of 10s. per acre for materials

and labour produces 2 tons more of Potatos, and

greatly improves the quality of the entire crop.

1.S91, ga'D per statue acre 33 cwt.

1892 „ „ 41 „
1893 „ „ 70 „
1894 „ „ 93 „

Proiuce
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Gardfm, Calcntta, and the Bolanical Gaiden,
Lahore. For some years past a good deal of qniet
woik in (he direction of agricultural experiment and
the selection of seed has been going on in the Agri-
Horticultural Gardens. The results have already
been of considerable value, and seed of superior
varieties of cereals has been distributed to many
districts. At present perhaps Palestine Wheat and
Egyptian Cotton promise most. Chocolate Barley
is a good variety, but its colour appears to raise
prfjadice. Canadian and Danish Barleys have done
well. Canadian Wheat has been a failure. These
agricultural experiments are conducted under great
diiBculties. The soil is bad, and the area very
cramped. Mr. Hein, the superintendent, receives
the thanks of the Government for hii •nccessfnl
management.

The Surveyors' Institution.—The next
ordinary general meeting will be held on Monday,
December 10, when a paper will be read by Mr.
William Stuege (Past- President), entitled "The
Burdens on Real Property and Land," and a discus-
sion will take place on that paper, and on the paper
read at the last meeting by Mr. A. Dudley Clabke
(Fellow), entitled "The Incidence of Taxation on
Land." The chair to be taken at 8 o'clock.

The Nervous System of Plants.—Professor
Gbeen has been discoursing on this sulject before
the Pharmaceutical Society, and had little difficulty

in foreshadowing the more highly organised nerves
of animals in the lowly structure of plants, that is,

in the protoplasm. Even some power of vision may
be accorded to plants, which are sensitive to the
impressions produced by light, and bend towards
the direction whence the light comes. Sensitiveness
to touch is exemplified by the sensitive plant.

The Green Daffodil. — Mr. G. Renthb,
writing in the Gardeners' Magazine, says that this
species, N. viridiflorus, is now in flower at the Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham (Messrs. T. Wabe &
Son). The plant is said to be destitute of leaves,
the scape fulfilling the function of leaves. It is'

figured in the Bot.Mag., 1. 1687, and was reintroduced
by Mr. G. Maw from the neighbourhood of Gibraltar
(see Gardtmrs' Chronicle, 188;-). Mr, BnEBiDOE,
The Narcissus (1875), pp. 67 and 85, describes the
plant as having one or two slender terete leaves
produced at the lame time as the flower, and these
are figured in his plate, t. 441,

A Branch of the Gardeners' Royal Bene-
volent INSTITUTION.-It is the intention of the
Wolverhampton Gardeners' Association and Chrysan-
themum Society to establish a branch of the Royal
Benevolent Institution, to be called the Wolver-
hampton and Sta fl'ordihire Auxiliary, and a meeting
has been arranged by the committee for December 14
1894, at 7.S0 p.m., at which the Mayor of Wolver-
hampton, C. T. Mandeb, Esq., will preside, supported
by other influential gentlemen ; H. J. Veitch, Esq.,
and G. J. Ingram, Esq., addressing the meeting on
the objects of its promoters. They are very desirous
that the leading gardeners of the district should
make an eflTort to attend the meeting, and afford
their support to Mr. Veitch and Mr. Inqbam. The
committee expresses the wish that prominent gar-
deners should become members of the committee or
stewards of the auxiliary, and that those who may
not be able to attend the meeting would intimate
their willingness to accept a stewardship. The cir-
cular convening the meeting is signed by 6. A
Bishop. Chairman

; and J. H. Wheeleh, Secretarv'
Glen Bank, Tettenhall. Tickets for the repast'
given at 6 p m., price \s. A similar branch has been
established at Birmingham.

Birmingham Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.-At the usual meeting of this
society, held on Nov. 19, presided over by Mr. W. B.
Latham, a paper on the " Culture of the Dendro-
binm,"wa8 read by Mr. John Cypher, of the firm of
Messrs. Cypher & Son, Cheltenham, before a fair
attendance of the members, including several
well-known experts. This lecture, in great part,

will be fcnnd en p. 6S0, Mr. Cypher exhibited
several finely-grown young plants of Dendrobinms
in imall pans, alto an assoilment of finelj-develcped
racemes, rich in colour and substance, and conspicu-
ous amongst which was D. Pha'sencpsis Schrcde-
rianum. The collection was supplemented by a few
cut specimens, supplied by Mr. H. A. Burberry, from
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain's collection at Highbury-
seme of which also possessed rare merit. In the
interesting discussion which followed the delivery
of the paper, several important questions were put
and kindly answered by Mr. Cypher, notably as to
the question of pinning the pseudobulbs—a proceed-
ing he advised to be caotionsly adopted—though
very signal successes had been obtained by experts
in the exercise of the process. Similar advice waa
also rendered regarding the application of liquid
mannre directly at the roots. A safer course being
its application atmospherically. Eminently satis-
factory results, however, had been obtained from the
former method, notably the grand specimens of
Pfca'ffiuopsis, described and figured in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, April 28, 1888, in the possession of Mr.
Fred Scholes, of Brooklyn, New Tork, and whose
late grower (Mr. F. A. Gardiner) freely applied
liquid cow- manure to the roots when in an active
state of growth, as they ramified in the sphagnum-
filled baskets. Amongst other exhibits a few finely-
developed cut blooms from late cut-back Chrysan-
themums, were shown by Mr. Higby, of Edgbaston,
and Mr. C. Bick, gr. to Mr. Walter Chamberlain,
Harbour Hull, branches of several shrubs in flower,
illustrative of the mildness of the season. At
the close of the proceedings, a hearty vote of thanks,
proposed by Mr. Walter Jones, and seconded by Mr.
Burberry, to Mr. Cypher for his instructive lecture.

OODEYPORE.—We have received the annual
report of the gardens of His Highness the Mahabana
ol Oodeypore, for the year 1893-94. These gardens
are under the able superintendence of Mr. T. H.
Stoeey. Great injury was done by a hail storm in
May; indeed, the season is described as the most
abnormal on record. The top-shoots of the Mangos
were broken off and the fruit lost. When the flower-
ing season came round, the new buds proved to be
growlh-bnds, to replace the shoots that were
destroyed. The rainfall subsequent to this
stoim amounted to 45 6 inches, 20 inches above
the average. A table showing the measurement of
a large number of trees in the garden is given,
which should form a valuable basis for comparison
in future years. A menagerie, a deer-park, recreation-
grounds, a museum, rock-garden, library, are all in-
cluded in this fine establishment.

Wood Notes.—There is no better- known man
in the United States than Mr. Julius Stiblinq
Mohton, the originator of the grand national holi-
day known as " Arbor Day." This holiday originated
in the far-sightedness of Mr. Moeton, who noticed,
as we are infoimed, the great waste going on in
the forests of the Far West, for which no provision
for the future was made by replanting. To this has
also to be added the enormous loss attributable to
forest fires—the last of which will never be forgotten.
Mr. MoETON passed a bill which became law, estab-
lishing a holiday throughout the Union on April 22,
on which day all who can go forth, and under proper
instruction, plant young trees to make good the losses
caused by commercial and social requirements, and
thus comply with the injunction attributed to the
old Highland laird, to keep "stickin'in a tree here
and a tree there," because, certes, "they'll grow
whilst ye're sleepin'." Mr. Moeton is Secretary
of the Agricultural Department at Washington, and
therefore a great power in the Western Republic.
" Afliliated " to the major office are those of meteor-
ology, experimental stations (which have been the
means of enriching the botanical and pomological
growths of the United States, by the introduction of

new edible, and ornamental and useful plants), ento-
mology, ornithology, vegetable pathology, microscopy,
irrigation, and road-engineering. Mr. Moeton has
been employing his holiday here in making some
inquiry into the condition of land tenure.

farm leases, cost of production of cereals, &c.
It was owing to Mr. Morton's courtesy that we
were ahead of our own Board of Jgriculture Journal,
in publishing a brief synopsis of American fruit

crops in these columns in the last week of August.

London Pansy and Violet Society.—The
general meeting of this Society was held at the
Guildhall Tavern, E.C., on the 3rd inst., under the
presidency of Mr. Wm. Robinson, F.L.S. There was
a good attendance of members, and much enthusiasm
prevailed. It was determined to hold a show in

London next May or June, and a schedule of prizes

was considered and adopted, each modern type of
the Viola being represented. In view of the decision
of the Viola Conference, held at Birmingham in

August last, classes for the miniature and rayless

types are included. The President (Mr. Wm.
Robinson) offered liberal prizes for the best baskets
of plants of rayless Violas in bloom, arranged for

effect. Mr. Wm. Robinson was re-appointed Pre-
sident for the coming year, Mr. Bangfh Johnson as

Bon. Treafurer, and Mr. A. J. Rowbebby was
appointed Co.- Hon. Secretary with Mr. Geo. McLeod
of Chingford. Messrs. E. E. Skith and Mr. G. W.
Cook were el< cti d to fill vacancies on the committee.
The Hon. Treasurer placed his balance-sheet on the

table, ehowing that all prizes wen at the last thow
had teen paid, leaving a satisfactory balance in

hand.

Illustrations of British Fungi.—We are

infoimcd that Dr. M. C. Cooee is endeavouring to

dispose of the remaining copies of bis great work
Illuitrations of British Fungi, chiefly in consequence

of an affection of the eyes of a threatening character.

It will be remembered that this book was produced

privately by the author at his own expense, and is

acknowledged at home and abroad to be one of the

most complete and remarkable works ever attempted (

n

this subject. It was issued to tubecribers in seventy-

six paits, at the lubsciiption rate of bs dd. each,

and when complete in eight large volumes, contain-

ing 1200 cokuied plates, at Kmething like £30
Feeling that such a large and, consequently, costly

book was beyond the limits of a large number of

students, the author now seeks communication with

bond fide " fungus hunters " with limited means, with

a view to such modification of the terms as will

make it possible for tb(m to become its possessors

To this end he is prepared to make a substantial

sacrifice, and as only about fifty copies are involved,

we should recommend all who are interested to put

themselves in communication with the author at

once, at 146. Junction Road, London, N. The work

is a substantial addition to English Botany, and
should be on the shelves of every public library,

and in the possession of every local field club

and natural history society, to whom the same
liberal concessions would be made as are inti-

mated above. As a final inducement, it is urged

that when this "remainder" is sold the complete

work will become scarce, and advance in price, hence

its purchase at any reduced rate would be a safe and

profitable investment. It is only recently that the

produce of sales fully covered the cost of production
;

hence the only remuneration for ten years of con-

tinoua labour and anxiety, has to be derived by the

author from the sale of the few remaining copies,

Bermuda.—The small colony of Bermuda, 600

miles from the coast of the United States, in the

North Atlantic, furnishes, says the Kew Bulletin, a

large proportion of the early Potatos and spring

Onions consumed in New Yoik. It grows the

variety of Lilium longiSorum known as Harrisi, and
exports the bulbs to the amount of over £21.000.

Publications Received. — Biology Notes
(Essex County Council).

—

Litt of Seeds of Hardy
He'haceous Plants, Trees, and Shrubs, Boyai Gardens,
Kew.—Lists of Staffs in Botanical Departments at
Home and in India and the Colonies {Kew Bulletin
Appendix, iii., 1894).

—

Z)iction7iaire pratique d'Horti-
culture, fasc. 32.— The genus Masdevalha, by Miss
Flobence Wcolward, Part 6.

—

Insects and Insecti-
cides, Weed.— Spraying Crops, Weed.
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L^LIO-CATTLEYA X DECIA
(L^LIA PEBEINII ?, CATTLEYA
DOWIANA AUREA (J).

To increase the number of beautiful plants to be
had in flower in the dull autumn and winter teaion,

is one of the most important of the hybridist's good

offices, and already bare we to thank them for man;
such. The handsome Iselio-Cattleja x Decia, (or

which Messrs. Jat. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic

Nursery, King's Bead, Chelsea, obtained a well-

tifnl flower. It will be seen by reference to the

illustration (fig. 89) that the ample labellum of the

new hybrid shows plainly in its abruptly tnined-

down front of the lip the influence of Laslia Perrinii,

and in many of its other characteristics it follows

that species, while C. Dowiana aurea chiefly tends to

give larger proportions to the flower. The sepals

and petals are light rosy-lilac, with silvery- white

base and midrib ; the interior of the tube of the lip

is pale purple, with white vcining; the front poition

rich mauve- purple.

at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, A
plant of Dendrobium album possessed some fine

racemes of flower ; and some plants in bloom of D.
formosum giganteum, a number of Calanthe vestita

in variety, and PhalaBUopais grandiflora and amabilis
in robust health and profuse bloom, made this house
very gay. Close by was a span-roofed house filled

with Odontoglossum crispum in grand health, and
some thousands of plants of Odontoglossnms are in

a long house with a northern aspect. Another
bouse is nearly filled with Lxlia anceps varieties,

FiQ,'89.

—

l^hofcattleva X decia: bosy-iilac, lip pnaPLE,

merited First- class Certificate at^the meeting'of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Orchid Committee on

November 27, is one of the latest, aa it is one of the

best, of these desirable novelties.

The dibut of a new hybrid Orchid ii its most

trying time in these days. Years ago, when but few

were at work in the field of Orchid hybridisation, the

plant used to be grown to something like what might

be called a fair specimen before exhibiting ; but now
its character at the'start has to stand on its merits,

as seen in its first and generally its poorest flowers.'l

The plant'of Lselio- Cattleya shown was no excep-

tion to the new rule, for it was a small one, although

it bore an almost disproportionately large and bean-

HIGHBURY, BIEmNGHAM.
Than the collection of Orchids got together by

the Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain at his Birming-

ham residence, none in the Midlands is finer, whether

we take its extent, the novelties and rarities con-

tained in it, or the perfect cultivation shown by the

health and vigour of the plants. A recent visit

revealal in the house at the far end of the corridor

a number of plants of Dendrobium Phalsenopsis

Schroderiana in bloom with great variety in the

colouring and markings, some of the light-coloured

blooms being uncommonly beautiful in this respect,

one in particular, D, Phalaenopais Schroderiana

highburyensis, which received an Award of Merit

the plants showing a perfect forest of bloom-spikes

In another house a quantity of specimens of Lselia

autumnalis and L, albida are showing flowers very

freely.

The Orchid show-house was very bright with

flowers, including a very tine specimen of Barkeria

spectabilis, Cattleya marginata, fine specimens of C.

Bowringiana, Masdevallias Chelsoni and iguea, the

rare Cattleya Mastersoniana, the result of a cross

between C. Loddigesii and C. labiata, an exceedingly

pretty flower that partakes of the characteristics of

both parents, Cattleya Fausta delicata, a cross be-

tween C. Loddigesi and C. exoniensis ; several

•elected varieties of C. labiata, C. speciosa, a massive
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panfal of Fleione lagenaria in fall bloom; Oncidiam
tigrinnm and 0. venaatam, OdontoglOMum Cer-

vanteaii variety, O. grande, and 0. laBUayii gplendens,

very fine; Trichosma suavig, Ornithidium Sophro-

nitis, like a miniature pale-coloured Sophronitia

grandiflora; the pretty Galeandra Devoniana, Vanda
coeruli-a, in flower; and a number of seedling

Orchids raised by Mr. Burberry, which are in very

promising condition.

It is not Orchids alone which make Highbury
famous as a plant treasury, a general collection of

plants being cultivated, and much cut bloom ia

required of the gardeners. Several of the glasshouses

were gay with Chrysanthemums, which had they

been exhibited at the Town Hall show, would have

stood a good chance of securing honours for Mr. W.
Earp. Some novelties were remarked in fine form.

Seedling Anthuriums were nicely furnished with

spathes, and even a batch of them in small pots were

showing them ; a span-roof house filled with Cycla-

mens deserve attention for the evident admirable

cultivation, and richness and variety of the colours,

and the same may be said for a house full of young
zonal Pelargoniums, and another filled with Primulas

in fine condition. A house filled with Hoses in pots

was remarked, the plants breaking freely. In the

glass corridor which leads from the conservatory

and fernery, and which in reality is a conservatory,

and from which other houses branch off, a plant of

Lasiandra macrantba, trained over the roof, ia laden

with its rich, large, bluish-violet flowera ; and in one
of the houses were a quantity of plants in full bloom
of that somewhat useful old-fashioned decorative

plant, Reinwardtia (Linum) trigynnm. Plants that

blossom in the winter season are much cultivated at

Highbury, and numbers of Euphorbia, Poinsettia,

winter-blooming Carnation, Salvia, and Bauvardia
are met with. Browallia elata major, with its rich

blue blossoms, can lay claim to being a very useful

winter decorative plant.

Altogether Highbury is, in the matter of good
cultivation, up to the mark, and this includes fruit.

Mr. Earp, who shortly relinquishes bia charge of

these gardens to become a nurseryman at Hereford,

has done his work well. The Orchid department
will, as before, continue under the management of

Mr. Burberry. S. H. B.

Home Correspondence.

DISHING FRUIT.—Everyone will acknowledge the
fact that the appearance of fruit when dished greatly
depends upon the way it is done, and those who are
frequenters of horticultural shows cannot have failed

to observe that it not nnfrequently occurs that
inferior fruit is placed before that which is better,

for the simple reason that it is well-diehed, and the
other fruit is Jnot. The way fruit is set up at
shows does not, however, concern all gardeners, for

there are many growers of fine fruit who do not
compete at exhibitions. Still, the condition in
which the fruit they grow is placed upon their
employer's table should be a matter of interest to
every gardener. It is over the dinner-table that the
gardener is commented upon, and the quality of his
productions discussed. The vegetables may be ex-
cellent, and the floral decorations rich, and executed
in good taste, but these matters do not in a general
way compensate for the presence of inferior fruit.

Now, the appearance of the finest fruits may be
spoiled by the carelessness or the inexperience of
the person who dishes it. The bloom of a bunch of
Grapes which has taken months of care to produce
may be spoiled by being lubbed by the sleeve of a
woman's dress or a man's coat. Peaches which have
been gathered with a wadding-padded hand are easily
blemished by pressure of the fingers, and a Melon
disfigured by having the stalk rubbed off it. Never-
theless, the majority of gardeners have no control
over the dishing of the fruit upon which much of
their reputation as gardeners depends. They hand
the fruit over to the housekeeper or confectioner, as
the case may be, and having done this, their control
is at an end. There may be gardeners who are perhaps
satisfied with this arrangement, having enough to
do without dishing fruit ; be this as it may, the
practice is wrong, and it behoves us gardeners to do
what we are able to get it altered. This should not

be a difficult matter, aa any reasonable employer or

housekeeper on hearing it explained would agree

with the justice of such an alteration. Of course,

this applies only to country seats ; it cannot, for

obvious reasons, be carried out in London houses or

elsewhere at a distance from the garden. Tbis,

however, is not of so much importance, because

fruit that has been packed is not expected to be so

perfect in appearance as that which is taken direct

from the garden to the house. I do not write this

note because I have to submit to a grievance of the

kind myself—on the contrary, I have the satisfaction

of dishing the fruit that is grown in our garden—but
because I should like all my fellow-craftsmen to do
likewise. While upon this anbject, I may remark
that fruit when placed in a dining-room should be

correctly named. A name neatly written upon a

clean slip of paper is no disfigurement, and it tends

to create an interest in the garden and the products
taken out of it. Before I adopted this practice, I

was frequently asked by my employer or his guests

the names of the fraita which had been lerved at

table. Nemo.

APPLE MANX OODLIN.—While there exists such
a demand for new and higher coloured varieties of

Apples, planters are apt to forget old favourites ; and
where full crops of useful culmary fruit are looked
for, without anything remarkable in point of siz-,

the good old Manx Codlin, and others like it, should
be planted largely, say from six to twelve trees in

the garden or orchard. In years poor in Apples,
like ^he present one, there is no variety which is so

useful, it being a regular and good cropper in most
parts of the country. Its good cooking qualities are

undoubted, and the tree is a compact grower, and it

may truly be termed the Apple for the small grower,

or for those whose space ia limited. It may not
generally be known that thia variety succeeds apon
its own roots, and that cuttings strike freely, the
trees bearing well when thoroughly established, and
the weather ia favourable to a good aet. 8.

GRAFTED APPLE TREES.—In the garden be-

longing to Sir Samuel Montagu, M.P., at South
Stoneham House, near Southampton, I recently
observed the best example of grafted old Apple
trees that I had till then met with. Thirty-two
years ago a large number of standard Apples were
planted, and some of them were not of the best

quality. Four years ago, or twenty-eight years after

Mr. Hall, the gardener at Stoneham House, com-
menced to improve them by grafting upon them
improved, and, in some cases, modern varieties, and
with splendid results. The branches from these
grafts measure 8 feet in length in many instances,

and capital crops of very fine fruit were borne on
them this year. Warner's King, Red Astrachan,
Ecklinville Seedling, Gloria Mundi, Emperor Alex-
ander, and Wellington are varieties which have done
remarkably well. Several trees were grafted with
Ribston Pippin, and the clean and vigorous shoots
made by the grafts of this favourite Apple have not
failed to produce magnificent fruit ; indeed, I have
never seen finer fruits than these trees carried thia

year. The new Apple Bismarck, but two years from
the graft, was bearing a grand lot of fruit. These
trees have clean stems 7 feet high, and the branches
that were grafted were cnt pretty close in to the
fork from whence they sprang, cleft- grafting being
resorted to. E. M.

WASHINGTON APPLE.—This variety, alluded to
in a note by Mr. Evana (see p. 627), I saw in bearing
as a bush in Mr. Leigh's garden, Barham Court,
Maidstone, and the fruits were quite equal in
appearance to those which I have seen elsewhere
grown under glass. This was under garden culture,

and that of the very best kind ; but whether the
variety is deserving of extensiye cultivation is

another matter, and I would not recommend it in a
cold district. Probably it would do well south of

London as an orchard fruit. It is not a variety that
will keep any considerable period of time. W. H,
Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

RUBU8 PHCENICOLA8IU8 (JAPANESE WINE-
BERRY).—This species appears likely to be a very
useful addition to our i ardy fruits, and is well
worthy of a trial. It ripened a good crop of fruits

here this season, commencing during the first week
in September and continuing for about three weeks.
The fruits, which are very similar to those of a small
Raspberry, are borne in terminal panicles more after

the style of the common Blackberry ; they are bright
red in colour, and of an agreeable brisk flavour, con-

taining none of that mawkish taste, which in my
opinion, spoils all Blackberries. The plant has
grown more vigorously this season than last ; but
whether it will always fruit as freely remains to be
proved. The peculiar bright red appearance of the
stems in early spring, caused by the abundance of

its slender spines, gives it a very ornamental appear-
ance when leafless. For the shrubbery border it

deserves cultivating for that reason alone, its foliage

being distinct and pretty. The present is a good
time to plant it. W. H, Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardens,
Grantham.

BOUVARDIA LEIANTHA.—Several plants of this

old, but atill one of the best of the Bouvardias, are at
the present season in bloom in the cooler greenhouse
at the Birmingham Botanical Gardens, and with
its scarlet blossoms, long, slightly pendent and
graceful branches, it is such an excellent variety for

standing in vases, and is useful in other ways. The
treatment required by the variety ia identical with
that afl'orded others. 8. H. D.

SPORTING OF VIVIAND MOREL CHRYSANTHE-
MUM.—The other day I received a flower of V.
Morel (green sport) from Mr. Underwood, and I

note in the Gardeners' Chronicle to-day, p. 668, what
Mr. Willis says about this variety sporting in two
different places ; but my stock sported last year, and
this year it baa sported in France as well as at

Harpenden. It certainly is curious how the same
variety sports about the same time in diflferent

places ; and perhaps some disbelieving people
will now believe that what I have shown them
was in reality a green Chrysanthemum. I have
been taxed with having dipped the blooms into
green dye or something else, and trying to sell

plants by deceit. Would Mr. Underwood kindly
give the size of the flowers he grew, for I must con-
fess that I propagated my stock rather hard, and had
not an opportunity of seeing to what size it would
attain, as the blooms were rather longer in opening
than the ordinary Viviand Morel, I felt anxions to

let them be seen at all the shows I possibly could,

and I sometimes cut them before they were half

expanded. I had some blooms in May last, which
were about 4 inches across and 4 inches deep, but
these were from very small plants ; most of my
plants have been left untouched, and have carried

from twenty to fifty small flowers, and these are

small plants rooted as late as midsummer. I have
also a sport from the green one (Ethel Amsden)
this year. This plant was disbudded to two flowers,

one of which was pink in the lower half, but pure
green in the upper half of the flower. The other
flower was pure white, with a green patch on one
side of the flower. These flowers were like the ordi-

nary V. Morel as regards size and form, the latter

being the one which I showed at Edinburgh and
Glasgow by the side of Eihel Amsden (the green
one), where it caused quite a sensation. I wonder
what next we shall get from V. Morel, perhaps a
blue one! W. Wells. [The occurrence of sports

simultaneously in widely-separated localities may be
due to the plants having all originated from the
same stock to begin with. One green Chrysanthe-
mum has been figured lately in a Japanese horti-

cultural journal. Ed.]

MILLA BIFLORA FLOWERING OUT OF SEASON.
—I have grown Milla biflora in this garden for

years, and it generally blossoms in the dog-days, and
it makes me cool to look at it. But this year it has

put off its performance till now, and I have had
during the latter* part of November, and at present

in this opening December, a good many in blossom.
Simultaneously with this, and some weeks I sbolud
say before their usual time, the Snowdrops have also

begun to bloom ; and in one bed Milla biflora and
Galanthus cassaba (from Asia Minor) are together
in evidence. This is curious, because I have so often
said Milla biflora is the most beautiful white flower

we have, unless it be a Snowdrop, or, vice versd,

nothing can touch a Snowdrop if Milla biflora be out
of the way ; but I never dreamt that they could ever
aeem to vie with each other, and that they would
display their loveliness at precisely the same time.

But what can have happened to retard the one
flower and precipitate the other ? There has been
nothing at all unusual in my treatment of Milla
biflora this year, and the reasons for this exceptional

tardiness on its part are quite hidden from me.
Apropos, however, of white flowers, which are always
very much prized, I may perhaps mention another,

which is the only white thing I know of as being fit
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for each company—I refer to Wat«onia iridifolia

O'Brieni, It ia most cfaaete and beaatiful, and

there cannot be two opinions abont its nnaeaal

loveliness ; but only twice have I seen it in blossom,

once in the Royal Gardens at Kew, and once in my
own garden. This latter must have been owing to a

fluke of some sort—another instance, I suppose, of

caprice on the part of a flower ; for though 1 have

bought it several times, I have done nothing with it

at all since then, and it has been a most heart-

breaking subject to deal with from every point of

view. Bat the vision I had once or twice seen

haunted me, and remained fixed in my memory, and
I felt quite unable to give up the hope of seeing this

Watsonia do well in my hands. Nevertheless, my
own efforts were completely exhausted, and I felt

driven to write letters to any quarter from which I

thought enlightenment could come. At last there

has been the much-desired reward, and you will see

in the letter which 1 send to yon from M. Van
Tubergen, jun., that he has had just the same diffi-

culty that I have had here ; but he has found his way
out of it in a kind of miraculous way. I have not

thought of asking him if his letter may be published,

but he has said nothing against it, and I cannot

doubt at all that he would gladly allow it for the

good of the cause. I therefore enclose this valuable

communication to you just as it came ; and really it

seems to open a way for managing many Cape bulbs

besides Watsonia iridifolia O'Brieni which had
never been dreamt of. I only make bold to say

that Milla biflora, a Snowdrop, and Watsonia iridi-

folia O'Brieni are such a trio of exceptional loveliness,

that I think it would puzzle any one to make a

quartette by naming a fourth white bulbous plant

that is fit to accompany them. Spring, summer,
and autumn are beantifuUy represented by Galanthus
cassaba, Milla biflora (provided only that these

be true to their proper season), and Watsonia
iridifolia O'Brieni. H. Ewhank.

WATSONIA O'BRIENI.—I am glad I can point

ont to you a method of cultivation which will

bring the Watsonia O'Brieni to reason. After an
almost complete failure with this choice plant, the

idea struck me that during the retting season, the

Cape bulbs are subjected to an immense solar heat

in their native country, whereas we usually keep the

resting Cape bulbs in a shed kept at about 45° to 60°

Fahr., daring the.winter, which is about 60° less than
they are treated to at home ! I consequently in

December, 1893, divided my lot of bulbs ot the Wat-
sonia O'Brieni into two parts, the bulbs looking very

sadly, and kept one part in the usual place, while the

other part I put into a box which I placed under the

side stage of a hothouse about 2 inches above the hot-

water pipes. I simply laid two strips of wood of

about 2 inches thick on the pipes and placed the

box on them. The bulbs soon became perfectly dry,

and on cold days when there was a good fire kept on,

they even became hot, so hot that one of my men
thought I was going to roast the bulbs I In spring

these bulbs were reduced to the state of bricks, but on
planting them in March, I was most agreeably sur-

prised to find that they had formed roots in less than
three weeks, whereas the cool-kept bulbs did not
commence growing until July. The roasted bulbs

bloomed splendidly early in September, and are now
fat, fully matured tubers, whereas the other lot is

still in full vegetation, no new bulbs being as yet

formed, and no flowers having been produced. The
same tale might be told of various Antbolyzas,

Watsonias, Ismenes, &c. C. G, van Tubergen, Jr.

WATER-TIGHT STOKEHOLES.—There is, perhaps,
nothing of greater importance—nothing more essen-
tial to the welfare of crops generally in all horticul-

tural establishments^than a stokehole which is

perfectly and absolutely water-tight. Divellers in

low-lying districts know all too well in scorts of
instances something of the many anxious nights,
with their attendant cares and worries, when things
are the reverse. Cases of this kind are frequent in
seasons that are ordinarily wet, and when the rain-
fall has spread itself over a considerable period of
time. Such being the case, it is little wonder, with
the recent exceptional floods, that few, if any,
have escaped. Never before, perhaps, were stoke-
holes been subjected to so severe a test, and
even those which are sound were flooded from
the surface by the water pouring over into them.
Serious and inconvenient enough even this may prove
when the surface all around is at saturation point,
and will not permit of the rainfall passing away as
nsnal. Situate here, in the valley of the Thames,

the adjacent property to Hampton and Hampton
Court was flooded for several days past. Some
of the gardens on the river-bank were several feet

below water, notably that of Mr. O'Hagan's, at
River House. With some 5 feet of water in the
main road at this particular point on Sunday,
Nov. 18, what shall we say for the plant - houses
and gardens ? The hosts of market - growers and
florists, albeit a little removed from the river itself,

had a very anxious time of it. In some in-

stances where the stokeholes were faalty, the water
put in an appearance nearly three weeks earlier, but
with many more it was kept under for a much longer
time. Scarcely an instance was there in the whole
district exempt from flooded stokeholes or green-
houses. In some instances the paths in the latter

were impassable. In my own case, one boiler fixed

in a ship's tank was completely submerged with the
overflow from the surface pouring into it. For this,

happily there is an immediate remedy. Not so,

however, where the water flows upwards from the
bottom like a spring, or finds its way through faulty

work in the sides. Throughout the whole of this

district great care and not a little experience is

necessary to render a stokehole perfectly and abso-
lutely water-tight. The every-day bricklayer is not
to be depended upon unless he has obtained his

knowledge through his own or other's failures—and
failures in these matters are most expensive. In
not a few instances the market- growers superin-
tend the making of these stokeholes personally,
and in some of the larger holes several tons
of the best cement are employed in the work.
As it may be of service to some of your readers, I

will briefly give a few details of the way stokeholes
are rendered water-tight. In the flrst place, the
hole to be excavated must be carefully worked out in

every detail. In deep stokeholes allowance is made
for 18 inches of cement concrete at the bottom.
This is mixed in the proportions of either two and
one, or three and one, the first being decidedly the
safer. In putting in the bottom every precaution must
be taken that the ballast is clean and free from marl.
Where the ballast excavated is clean and good, and
in plenty, concrete is used to form the side-walls of
much the same strength as above-named, In the
majority, however, bricks are used, and where this is so,

the width of the hole must be sufiicient to permit of

2-inch walls on each side, with an additional space
between the wall and the soil to use the trowel for

cementing the wall as it is built up. In building up
the side-walls, cement and clean river sand only
must be used at the strength of three and one, and
with every 18 inches of work, give a coat of neat
cement | inch in thickness on the outside of the wall.

This is a most important item, and should be well

done. Formerly this coat of cement was put on the
inside of the stokehole wall, but experience has
shown this was wrong, and it is now put on the re-

verse side, and so stops the water percolating through
the wall at all. Thus placed, the great weight
of water in the land all around is harmless.
When the walls are completed and dry, the
space may be filled in with tempered clay, if

procurable. This will greatly assist security, or the
inside of the wall may be faced with cement also if

clay is not obtainable. It is best to start the walls
on a layer of neat cement, and on no account to use
perfectly dry bricks, as these absorb the moisture
too quickly from the cement. Carry the walls two
courses of bricks above the surrounding level, and
cement thjm to the top ; this will keep out ordinary
surface-water. The floor of the stokehole imme-
diately in front of the boiler should be pitched with
blue Stafl'ordshire bricks to receive the falling

clinkers, and keep the heat from direct contact with
the cement. The floor of the ashpit should also be
similarly treateS. Such work, of coarse, can only be
successfully accomplished when the land-water is

low, which is usual in summer or very early autumn.
It will be seen that the making of stokeholes in this

district is a serious matter, but if thoroughly done
as described above, the work will last a life-time.

E, H. Jenkins, Hampton Hill.

FRUIT AND FACT.—It hardly seems possible nor
desirable to add to the trenchant force of the facts

marshalled by Mr. George Bunyard, on page 636
of the Gardeners' Chronicle. To ask for or admit
further evidence seems to us, who have the privi-
lege of his acquaintance, seems like painting the
Rose or adding sweet perfume to the Lily. On
the same page, however, Mr. B. Wells also
presents some valuable facts, and there have been
many others, and may be more, so that we may say
that the time is near at hand when Mr, Blackmore

will gracefully retire from an untenable position,
and confess himself in the main mistaken. Those
of us who have followed him in his severe account
of the merits or rather demerits of so many good
fruits in the last edition of Dr. Hogg's book, are not
greatly surprised at the position he has now assumed.
Possibly, were all our Apples, Pears, Peaches,
Plums, &c., angels, he would pick flaws in their
faces or feathers. But we would love the angels,
and shall find health, wealth, and happiness in fruit
growing all the same, only regretting that Mr.
Blackmore cannot do likewise, as of yore. For
hundreds beside myself I can affirm, that such
solid facts as that of Mr. Bunyard of Maidstone,
Mr. Francis T. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth, and
others, who have hitherto chiefly tried, through
raising and selling fruit trees to the public, taking
to the growth and sale of fruit themselves, thus
voluntarily and of free choice entering the same boat
as their customers, will suflSce to give fruit culture
such a fillip as no other object-lesson could afford.
Only last summer I had the opportunity of seeing
the large breadths of Apples, Plums, &c., planted
out for fruiting purposes at the nurseries at Saw-
bridgeworth. I have also recently travelled some
hundreds of miles to see, hear, and know up-to-date
facts as to fruit growing prospects among us.
Gsnerally they are all that the most enthusiastic
horticulturists could expect or desire. The
new industry is spreading far and wide, as
fast and as far as is prudent, possibly. In all

directions one meets with proofs that lectures,
object-lessons, examples, exhibitions, brochures,
handbooks, have not been in vain. Oar orchards
and fruit farms still continue to be planted, and con-
siderable efforts are being put forth to clean and
resuscitate old fruit trees and bushes. Efforts are
also being put forth to obtain lower swifter rates of
transit, and cheaper easier methods (if that be pos-
sible) for partial cooking, and the exclusion of air
from cans and bottles, since all that is essential for

the conversion of perishable fruits and vegetables
into commercially imperishable commodities. As
things are, fruit has not been cheap in the rural dis-
tricts this year. Good Pears that have been allowed
to rot under the trees elsewhere have sold well in
Bury St. Elmunds throughont the season, and I

have not been able to purchase any Apples this year
under 64a. a quarter, or the high price of 8«. per
bushel, though I confess I saw as good or better,

still rather a rough-and-ready sample, of English
Apples, sold in Covent Garden Market, 48. a bushel.
D. T. F., F.R.H.S.

LILIES AT OAKWOOD.—My annual note on onr
Lilies will be shorter than usual this year. The frost

of May 21 was most destructive, except in especially
favourable situations. In the bed in the wood at
Oakwood, L. auratum, owing to the mildness of the
weather, had made tall stems, and the growth was
vigorous, when the frost came and nipped the tops,
so that in the flowering season there was but one
fine plant in bloom, with more than a dozen frosted
ones round it. Lilium Hamboldti had unusually
strong stems, and these were all browned ; L. can-
didum promised to be very fine, but in exposed
situations the plants were cut down, although
within not many yards a few plants which stood
in sheltered places bloomed well j L. superbum, cut
by frost in some situations, was fine in others ; L,
Browni, L. japonicum odorum, and L. Krameri were
all cut ; L. Martagon dalmaticum was cut in the
wood, but it was fine on the hill. In a sheltered
place on the hill, L. auratum virginale was espe-
cially fine. In the wood at our cottage garden,
which is dry and warm, the Lilies bloomed well

;

and in this garden almost all the Lilies, especially

L, auratum and L. speciosum, planted in sunken
tubs and large boxes, sheltered by shrubs, were as
fine as usual. In one tub with the bottom ont, we
had the finest plant of L. tigrinum jucundum I
ever saw, 8 feet 9 inches high, with ten flowers. In
the greenhouse here, L. Wallichianum superbum
and L. Henryi bloomed well. I believe the last to
be a valuable out-of-door Lily, but have not yet
grown it, except under glass. A plant of L. Wal-
lichianum superbum had twenty-three stem bulbils,

like those of Tiger Lilies, so it may be readily
propagated. George H. Wilson.

ECHINOCACTUS ZUCCARINIANA.—I have read
with much interest Mr. Watson's interesting note on
Echinopsis Decaisneana in this week's Gardoiers'
Chronicle. It is a treat to get an article on Cacti.
I enclose herewith a photo of Echinopsis Zucca-
riniana which bloomed in my greenhouse this season

;

it had six blooms, but one was accidentally knocked
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off. I may «ay, I have been very aaccessfal in

blooming the Ecbinopsida this season, harine had a

nice lot of bloom on Eyriesii, oxygona, Daralli,

Zjccariniana, Ddcaisneana, and malciplex, I hare
several other kinds which hare not bloomed, riz.,

Pentlandi, tubiflora, cinnabarina, Schelhari. tri-

uuphaas fl.-pl., Hiotti, Malleri, Fischeri, Liger-

manni, and Wilkensii, bat some of these are scarcely

large enough, I think. I hare not yet tried Mr. Oito
Orerback's method of growing them in the open air,

but I hope to do so another season. I hare been
fortunate enough to flower Eihinocereus procumbeni
this year. Wm. C. G. Ludford,

CEDAR OF LEBANON.—I saw a note in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle respecting the Cedar of Labanon
only producing cones on independent branches, and
after reading it, I inspected my trees here, and I find

exactly what Canon Ellacombe stated, that only here
and there on the trees branches bore cones, and the

branches that were bearing the new cones were the
same that bore them last year. I hare made a note

of it, and will watch other years if they act in a
similar way. A large Cedar growing in the pleasure-

ground, is bearing cones east, we8t,',north, and sonth,

BO exposure to winds does not seem in any way to

affect them. Why one branch should bear cones and
the others not, certainly requires some obserration

to ascertain. I particalarly notice that oar Finns
Ayacahuite ia bearing in a similar manner, Weston
Birt,

SHOULD ROSES BE PROTECTED IN WINTER ?—
I should like to add my testimony to the injurions

effect of long manure for winter protection. In a

mild winter we found the protection caused buds
from the base of the plants to make shoots which
were drawn np, weakly, and tender, and, as sharp
frosts in spring usually follow a mild winter, these

tender shoots are likely to be killed. Now these buds at

the base are just the ones we want to lie dormant, so

that we can prune back to them in the spring. On
the other hand, in a serere winter the manure gets

very wet, which freezes and forms a block of ice

roand the plants. We now earth the plants up like

Fotatos, and since doing so, we hare not lost so

many plants in winter, as the frost, however serere,

does not injure the plants below the soil, /. L,

Societies.—

»

FEEBLESSHIBE HOBTICXJLIUBAL
ASSOCIATION.

Deceubee 4,—The usual fortnightly meeting of

the abore association was held in the Lesser Qood
Templers' Hill, on Tuesday erening. Mr. A. Dick-
son, gr, Glenormiston, gave a very practical and
interesting paper on "Bush Fruit," confining his

remarks principally to the Currant and Gooseberry.
A.fter describing the uses which were made of the
Black Currants by different nationalities, he took up
their propagation, and fully described how it should
be done in regard to the formation of bushes of

different habit. By dressing the cutting and
learing a few buds at the top to form branches,
a clean stemmed bush could be had ; or, by
learing all the buds on the cutting, a bush with
shoots rising from the surface of the cane made,
the writer considered, the best, as they could
always be renewed, and were longer lived, and not so

easily damaged as the clean-stemmed bushes. An
open situation he considered the best to plant
Currants on, but they succeed fairly well in

moderate shade between the rows of standard fruit

trees. They also succeed well upon high eleva-

tions, giring bountiful crops in sheltered positions

upwards of 500 feet abore sea-lerel. They delight

in a deep rich mellow loam, upon a cool base,

and seldom do well on light sandy soils. He
fully described how light soils could be made
to suit the requirements of the Currant by the
addition of clay. He dwelt on the arrangement
and planting, the distances th^y should be put
apart, and strongly urged that erery young plant
should be planted firmly, as this bad more to do
with early fruitfulness than most people imagined.
Mr. D.ckson emphasised his remarks upon this point,

and said firm planting was prodnctire of fibrous

roots. Fibrous roots were productire of fruit; they
nerer trarelled great distances, and were always
under control, easily fed, and did not disturb neigh-
bouring crops. Plenty of fruit and rigour in the
trees was what ereryone aimed for, and that could
be had if the abare points were carefully studied,

and the trees kept in good health. The red and
white Currants, as far as propagation was con-
cerned, were treated in much the same way as the
black rarieties. But they would thrire in bleaker
positions; they preferred high to low sites, but
succeeded well on the latter when the soil was pro-
perly drained. They had been known to do well
where the soil did not exceed 3 inches on a pure
sandy bottom, and gare crops orer the average. Mr.
Dickson dwelt at length upon the arrangement of
the red and white Currants so as to form screens
for vegetable quarters, also as pyramids and stan-
dards upon borders by the sides of walks, which were
both ornamental and useful. Useful crops of Cur-
rants, he said could be bad in various parts of the
garden, but if they wished fine frnit and plenty of it, by
all means gire them a good piece of ground on an
open situation. He went on to describe the best
methods of training and pruning red and white
Currants, and enumerated some of the best rarieties

in cultiration which he could recommend to planters.
Mr. Dickson next took np the Gooseberry. It was
known to succeed better in Scotland and the north of
England than it did in the sonth, and only ceased to
be productire at an elevation of 950 feet. He fully

described the mode of propagation, the soil which
suited it, and the arrangement of the plants, so as
to get as much as possible out of the ground.
The best time to plant, he considered, was
about October, a little before the leares fell.

They should be planted firmly, and not too deep,
learing about 3 inches of a clean stem. He
went on to describe the mode of training and
pruning, beginning with bushes one-year old, and he
described the best way to use the knife to get a fine,

shapely, and productive bush. He strongly adrised
mulching, if the bushes were in a conrenient place
for doing it. If a mulching was put on in the
autumn, it got well washed in before summer, and
he also found it beneficial in keeping off the rarages
of caterpillars. He also strongly adrised watering in
dry weather, as want of moisture at the roots had a
bad effect on the fruit as well as the young wood.
A list of the best varieties was giren, including
those which do in Peeblesshire ; the rarieties were
very numerous, but he could get a good long season
out of five or six sorts.

NATIONAL CHUYSANTHEarUM.
NorEMBEB 29.—The annual dinner of the above

society took place at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street,
on the abore date, Sir Edwin Saunders, the Presi-
dent, presiding orer about 140 guests, including
Coles Child, Esq., President of the Bromley Chrys-
anthemum Society. Mr. Child was accompanied by
the Secretary and sereral members, to receire the
Challenge Trophy, won by the Bromley Society in
Norember last, a number of the leading members
of the present society being also present. At the
back of the chair was an attractire bank of plants,
the Challenge Shield, the Holmes Memorial Cups,
the President's piece of plate, and other special prizes

being prominent. The tables were laden with blooms
of Chrysanthemum, and a good supply of fruit was
sent in by sereral members of the Society.

In proposing the toast of " Prosperity to the
National Chrysanthemum Society," the President
congratulated the society on its progress, one hun-
dred and twenty-seren members baring joined during
the year, the total number of members now being
734. A general reriew of the exhibitions of the year
was then giren, from which it appears that all

classes were well represented, but the incurred rarie-
ties were not so well shosn as nsnal. A year-book
is to be published, which will no doubt prore as useful
as it will be interesting. Some details as to the
amount of sunshine as automatically registered at
the Royal Botanic Society's Gardens in the years
1893, 1894, were giren, and which we reproduce from
their great intrinsic importance to caltivators in the
vicinity of the metropolis:—
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The inearved varietiei were ahown in very

moderate numbers, and in the data for twelve

blooms, Mr. Mease was Ist, with a nice lot, exhi-

biting {general evenness of size and good quality,

C. B. Wbitnal was a well-finished bloom, as were

less so J. Kean, Princess of Teck, and Miss Haggas.

Mr. Newell was 2ad, his stand consisting of blooms
of fair quality.

Mr. Chas. Brown, gr., Langley House, Watford,

had the best six incurved, distinct, varieties ; and
Mr. Tjsler, gr. to Miss Dorrien Smith, Hartwell

Villa, Aylesbury, was awarded 2ad prize for neat,

small examples.

Japanese varieties in twenty-fonr bunches, lat,

Mr. W. Jane, gr. to Miss J. Darning Smith, King's

Bide, Ascot, with some fresh-looking middle-sizad

blooms ; 2nd, Mr. Knowles.

Twelve buaches of Japanese, three blooms toge-

ther, made a good show, but we scarcely perceive

the advantages to be gained by thus exhibiting the

flower, as it admits of no play of fancy in the

arrangements, and makes no call on the skill of the

setter-up. The best were those from Mr. Knowles,

gr. to Mrs. C. Egertoa, Solna, Koehampton, the

blooms beios of fair quality; 2id, was Mr. Alder-

man, gr. to G. Hatfield, Esq., Morden Hall, Morden.

Stands of single-flowered varieties were numerous,

and the best one for which a 2ad prize was the

sward made, was shown by Mr. Knowles. The dis-

play made by these single varieties was bright and
pleasing.

Japanese varieties were shown in collections of

six bunches, distinct, six to eight flowers together in

a bottle, and here Mr, Newell, gr, at FairlawD,

Wimbledon, was 2ad,

The exhibits of Chrysanthemums by the trade

consisted of a collection of cut blooms (named),

big vases filled with blooms of Japanese varieties,

set oS' with various foliage, and stood amongst a
miscellaneous setting of DracEenas, Crotons, Palms,

&c., in pots, shown by Mr. H, J, Jones, Lewisham

—

an extensive and showy table,

Mr. Wells, Kedhill, had a table of cut bloom,
backed up with pot-plants, receiving an award of a

Silver Medal.
Messrs. U. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, showed

numerous blooms, as well as those of zonal Pelargo-

niums—a brilliant lot, receiving for these and a col-

lection of Fotatos and Onions of Eynsford growth, a
similar award,

Mr. W. Young, nurseryman, Stevenage, showed
Chrysanthemums in all sections, and made a great

display, even if the blooms were in many instances

very small and ragged, receiving a Bronze Medal,
Tables of miscellaneous flowering and foliage

plants were shown by Mr, A. Neville, Fairlawn ; Mr.
Perkins, Greenlands, Amaryllis ; Mr. W. Howe, Park-

hill, Streatham ; and Messrs. Williams & Sons,

Uppei HoUoway (Silver-gilt Medal). Table decora-

tions and a multitude of devices in which the Chrys-
anthemum played the chief part, were exhibited by
Mr. J. R. Chard, Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newing-
ton, be being awarded a Gold Medal for these.

Cyclamen grandiflora, with chiefly white flowers,

were shown by the St. George's Nursery Company,
Hanwell ; the plants sturdy and well bloomed for

this part of the season. A 1st prize was awarded
the exhibitors,

A 1 >t prize fell to Mr, Knowles, gr., Solna, for

twelve examples in pots of Primula sinensis fim-

briate, the plants well furnished with pyramidal
heads of flowers ; 2ad, Mr, A. Newell,

For a like number of double-flowered varieties,

Mr, Mease was 1st, these including Gilbert's and
Carmichael's strains.

Floral Committee.

A fully-attended meeting of this body took place

at the Royal Aquarium on the 4th inst,, Mr, R. Bal-

lantine being in the chair ; and a goodly number of

novelties were staged for consideration, First-Clati

Certificates of Merit were awarded to the incurved,

large- flowering R, C, Kingston, a full-sized well-

built delicate pink variety, from Mr, Charles
Lawton, The Gardens, Welton House, Brough ; to

Japanese La Meije, one of M. E. Calvat's seedlings,

a large white incurved Japanese of average size and
very promising, from Mr. W. H. Lees, the Gardens,
Trent Park, Barnet ; to Japanese Pride of Swanley,

a large white Japanese, very full, which gained a
ananimons award, from Messrs. H. Cannell & Son,

Swanley; also to Japanese Madame Rozain, a broad-

petalled silvery-pink flower, large and bold, from Mr.
Robert Owen, nurseryman, Maidenhead; and to

Pompon Dolly, small, bright tbI'ow ia colour,

very compact, from Dr. George Walker, Wimbledon,
was commended.
Other promising Chrysanthemums were Potter

Palmer (C. E. Shea and E. Bdckett), a large
white Japanese, somewhat ragged as shown;
Ls Ministre Lejn de Bruyn (C. E. Shea), a broad-
petalled bright yellow Japanese variety; Mrs,
G. J. Bser, pink, with a large creamy centre— a variety likely to win the highest award
another season; Japanese Golden Beauty, deep
golden-yellow, with amber centre, which the Commit-
tee wished to see again (W, Slogrove) ; Japanese,
Nellie (Weeks), delicate blush-pink, broad-petalled,
the committee also wishing to see this again ; Charles
Lawton (Owen), a large deep rose Japanese, which
the committee wshed to see again; H. Bromhead
(Masterson), a fine golden-baS' incurved Japanese,
and Mons, GruySre (Wells), bright pale rose, with
shaded buff' centre ; and Bronze Beauty (Wells), a
deep golden incurved Japanese, Votes of thanks
were passed to Mr, R. Owen and to Mr, W, Wells for

their collections. First-class Certificates of Merit
were awarded to the following very fiae varieties
of Amaryllis, from Mr, H, Perkins, gr. to the Hon.
F, W, D, Smith, M.P., Greenlands, Hanley-on-
Thames, viz.. Lady Esther Smith, pale orange-red,
with a greeni«h-white star in the centre ; Lord
Sadeley, bright orange-scarlet, large broad segments,
very fine ; Lady E. Ashley, pale orange-scarlet,
with a broad white beam—a flower of very fine

quality, and of beautiful shape; and Earl of Arran,
orange-scarlet shaded with crimson in the centre

—

very fine.

Scotland.
»

GARDENING ON THE COAST OF BOSS-
SHIRE.

I SHOULD say that 1894 has beaten 1893 as a

flower year, but I fancy the latter has to thank the

former a great deal for having by its abnormally hot

spring and summer so ripened and prepared certain

plants as to enable them to make a supreme effort

this year, and, consequently, to do what some of them
never did here before—namely, to bring forth their

flowers and fruit to perfection. As an example of

this, I will first take the Fhormiums. Five or six

years ago, the well-known Dutch firm of Messrs.

Ant. Roozen & Son, of Oferveen, Haarlem, sent me
a valuable present of plants, asking me to experi-

ment with them, and try whether or not they would
prove hardy here nnder the influence of the Gulf

Stream. Amongst others were the Fhormiums, or

New Zaaland Flaxes, which are so ornamental for

the conservatory, and for the garden or shrubbery,

where the climate will allow of their standing out-

side. Messrs. Ant. Roozen sent me six varieties,

some gold and some silver striped, and others with

purple or green foliage. Both they and all the other

things they sent ms, such as Eulalias, Libertias,

Yuccas, Bamboos, Lllium giganteum, &c., throve

amazingly ; but the Fhormiums, though they grew in

bulk year by year, showed no signs of blooming till

this last May, when two of them suddenly began to

throw up flower-spikes.

Perhaps I may be wrong in flattering myself that

no other Fhormiums have ever bloomed quite as far

north as mine, and I am well aware that they are as

nothing in comparison to the giants which are to be
found somewhat further south, at Loch Hourn Head,
where I hear my friend, Mr. Birkbeck, had one clump
with fourteen spikes on it this year. All this

blooming of Fhormiums 1 put down to the intense

heat of 1893. And so it was with the common
Hydrangeas ; they hardly flowered with me in 1893,

but their wood having been so well ripened, they

bloomed far and away better this year than 1 ever

saw Hydrangeas bloom in Scotland, with the excep-

tion of a few I once came across on the west side of

Mull ; some of the heads were as large and very nearly

as blue as if they had grown on the shores of Como or

Maggiore.

Another efl"ect of the haat of 1893 was the won-
derful way it ripened seeds of every kind ; and if we
bad only taken the trouble to collect them, we might
have been quite independent of the foreign seed

farms of Germany, &c. I daresay my readeri will

hardly credit me when I say, that we had blue
Lobelias and Heliotropes coming up broadcast in our
borders this season; and as to Dahlia, Tigridia,

Alonsoa, and Schizanthus seedlings, they came np
like weeds I In the case of Dahlias, my gardener,
noticing last year how well their seed had ripened,
wisely saved some of it from the best varieties of my
collection, which is a very full one; and it was, perhaps,
one of the most successful attempts we ever made in

flower-raising. The Dahlia seed was sown in slight

heat in March and planted out in May, and by July
we had what I might call hedges of Dahlias of from
4 to 5 feet high, smothered with the most lovely
blooms of every conceivable tint, mostly single

flowered, with some double and semi-double among
them ; one of them, a crimson-and-white Cactus, my
gardener, Mr. Campbell, has named after my
daughter. To show what a perfect success the seed-
ling Dahlias were, I may mention that though one
row of them faced a border containing a treble row
of the very best named varieties, it would be hard to
say which were the best, those grown from the home-
saved seed, or those grown from bought tubers.

Once more, I must tell of the efTect of the heat of
1893. For the last three or four years I have been
trying to grow the American Bramble, " Wilson
Junior," in my garden, but it was such a failure that

early last spring I ordered my gardener to grub them
all np and consign them to the rubbish-heap; but
he very prudently took time to consider, and soon
thereafter we noticed that they were going to blossom
profusely, and the blooms seemed extraordinarily

large and healthy-looking. The next thing they did

was to set, and in good time to ripen their fruits,

and they made us open our eyes quite as wide as did

the Fhormiums. Their fruit was perfectly beautiful;

honestly speaking, they were fully an inch long, and
not only jet-black, but covered with such a strong

coat of varnish or gloss that they sparkled and glit-

tered in the sun ; and how good they were to eat,

being as nearly as possible like the best of South of

England Mulberries, when they fall of their own
accord from sheer ripeness on the green sward

below their branches. The " Wilson Junior " ripened

about the end of July, and in October we had an
excellent crop of Blackberries on the cut-leaved or

Hungarian Brambles, which were nearly twice the

size of the native Scottish, and hung in such beautiful

black clusters, like the Brambles one sees in the

hedgerows of Normandy and Brittany ; but the Hun-
garians could not for a moment be compared to the

Americans, which, had I been able to show them at

a fruit exhibition, would have drawn a crowd round

them from morning till night.

And now, before ceasing to give instances of the

good efl'ects of the hot summer of 1893, 1 will tell of

a Lilium giganteum, which had been in the garden

for several years, and which did wonders in the way
of blooming this last June. What a truly tropical

plant it looked as it stood there, just as its fore-

fathers had done in their native valleys of Nepanl.

It was quite 8 feet high, with fifteen big flowers on

its top, and with every one of its great glossy leaves

as perfect as if grown under glass. And, lastly, I

must not forget to mention the blooming of the

Watsonias, which, though quite hardy to stand our

coldest winters here, are shy about blooming, unless

emboldened to do so by an extra long spell of sun-

shine the previous year. One of the Watsonia

flowering stems was nearly d feet high, and the

individual blooms, which hung loosely at intervals of

about 4 inches all up the stalk, were reddish-

orange in colour, somewhat tabular, and unlike any

of the Gladiolus tribe, which its leaves so resemble.

For some years I have rather despised annuals. I

trust I am gaining wisdom as I grow older, and now

despise nothing that helps to make my garden

bright and beautiful. I find that many plants that

we nsed to grow as perennials, and that had to be

wintered nnder glass, can now be grown as annuals

at half the cost and trouble, as, for instance, the

Dahlias already mentioned ; also Salvias, Lobelias,

Alonsoas, and Carnations. Ol/hers, again, take the

place of bedding-plants, and far exceed them for

beauty. We used to grow Gazania splendens with
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some trouble aa to wintering, and with only very

moderate succees in the way of blooms. Seeing it

grow and blow as I saw it do abroad, I lost all heart

in attempting any longer to grow it here ; bat lo and

behold, a kind friend recommended to me an annual

Venldinm calendulaceum, from South Africa; and I

now get, at the cost of 3d , nearly as good a blaze of

orange as delighted my eyes when looking at the

edging of Gazania round the English chapel at

Ajaccio in Corsica, and which for dazzling brilliancy

beats anything I ever saw before.

But I have not yet done with my annuals. When
in Switzerland some years ago, I was so struck with

the beauty of the beds of single Dianthus sinensis,

which I came across in the gardens of some of the

big hotels, that this year I got the seed of more than

one variety of this plant from Erfurt. It came up,

grew admirably, and the plants have given us the

greatest pleasure ; their dwarf habit and hardiness

were so suitable to this country, and the immense

size, that the wondeifal colours and shapes of their

blooms quite fascinated us.

Besides these, there are all the Scabiouses and

Gaillardias, and the hardy Verbena venosa, and the

two handsome creepers, the Eccremocarpus and the

Loasa, all of which we have bloomed from seed sown

in the spring. I have forgotten to mention the Sal-

piglossis, and those who do not already know these

plants should certainly try them. The tints and mix-

tures of colour in these annuals are quite unique, and

hardly to be matched in the flower- world ; but they

seem a little delicate, and want a good soil and situa-

tion. Zinnias and Fortulacas went against me this

year; but I hope to master the art of growing them
one of these days. My gardener, being encouraged

by the success of his border of choice plants last

year, arranged a large oval-shaped bed this spring.

It was composed of partly hardy things, such as

Yuccas, Eulalias, Fan Palms, Crinums, Eucalyptus,

Callas, Bamboos, and Cannas, &c., which will all

stand our winter pretty well without, or with at most

very slight, protection. To these he added in the

spring or early summer, Castor-oil plants, variegated

Maize, Melianthus major, and Cosmos bipinnata,

which were all raised from seed in a frame in the

spring ; and, certainly, to look at them in October it

was difficult to believe that they were only six or

seven months old. This bed would, I think, have

been hard to beat anywhere, and looked none the

worse for being backed by a high wall, covered

with vertical cordons of Plum and Pear, which were

bearing as heavy a crop of fruit from their

highest tops to their lowest twigs as they

could well carry. The Cosmos were quite new to

us. They grow from 3 to 4 feet high, with pretty

feathery foliage, their flowers resembling a small

single Dahlia, colours dark purple, light mauve, and

pure white, and with a bright yellow disk in the

centre. I consider them very well worth growing. I

think I have already spoken of Carnations as annuals,

but I ought perhaps to have distinguished them as

the Marguerite Carnations, for they are quite a new
strain. So good were they with us this year, that we
might almost have dispensed with the more costly and
troublesome named varieties of Carnations and Pico-

tees. Of course, being from seed, they do not all

come double, though the larger proportion of them do

so, and their beauty and delicacy of colour cannot fail

to make them popular. Early sowing in a little heat

is all they seem to want. And now to come back to

perennials. I was much struck lately by our Brug-
mansias, and I do not fancy that many in the North
use them as a bedding plant. The fault of them is

that their long orange-scarlet blooms are so heavy as

to weigh the plants down to the ground, but I hope to

obviate this by planting them another year against my
terrace wall, This year the Diplacus, or tree Mimu-
luses, had a beautiful effect trained against the wall

among flowering Myrtles and Ceanothus, and they

caught the eye of every visitor to the garden, and
were immensely admired, I would especially com-
mend the dark mahogany-coloured one, both for in-

doors and out of doors, and its shade of colour is so

peculiar as to be almost unknown among flowers. I

may mention that they are very nearly hardy. The

Abutilons suit also very well for wall- covering, and

do quite well out of doors here for six months of the

year. Achilles ptarmica, the Pearl, and Galega alba

are both sure to find favour with the ladies. I have

been much interested in what has been to us quite a

new plant. Its name is Stokesia cyanea ; it is very

dwarf, with blue flowers like a large China Aster.

It has an individuality about it which is sure to

commend itself to all lovers of flowers. Hearing it

was not hardy, we wintered the young plants that

we got last year in a cold frame, and when planted

out they bloomed profusely.

Agapanthns nmbellatns is perfectly hardy here

without any protection, and blooms regularly. Do any

of my readers know the Purple-leaved Birch ? It does

not do well with me, but as it does well elsewhere, I

would advise all lovers of beautiful foliage to get it.

The Japanese Maples are among the foliage plants

which I intend getting, and they are, of course, the

very pink of perfection in this line. A clump of

American Djgwood has been very brilliant here this

autumn, and its bright crimson twigs are most beau-

tiful all through the winter, after its rosy leaves are

gone. And how is it that moat people are satisfied

to have all their berries red ? Rsd seems certainly

the favourite colour among the berries themselves,

but I think a variety is desirable, and for yellow or

rather orange, nothing that I have ever seen in

berries can match a really good mass of Sea Back-

thorns, with its silvery foliage almost hidden by its

fruit. I have a round bush of it just now, which

stands out boldly at the top of my lawn, like a globe

of amber against its background of dark evergreens.

0. B. Mackenzie, Inverewe, Poolewe.

SOME NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF
VEGETABLE PRODUCTS.

Fbesh applications for old-established products

are frequently cropping up in the commercial world,

the origin of which is in some cases but little sus-

pected, except by experts or by the introducers

themselves. Thus, for instance, the large consump-

of Arrowroot in this country at the present time by

Cocoa and Chocolate makers, who use it to produce

a thickened beverage so well-known in the cheaper

preparations of Cocoa and Chocolate, is a case in

point ; another instance, and a very interesting

one, is the adaptation of late years of vegetable

fibres and barks in the manufacture of ladies' hats.

For many years past the spring and summer head-

gear of ladies, both in England and on the Conti-

nent, have been of the lightest possible description.

Cotton-thread being, perhaps, one of the materials

most generally used, and this has been worked into

all sorts of fancy devices, and dyed in every colour

and shade. Straw, of course, has always been used

more or less, but of late years even this well-known

material has been so varied in the designs of plaiting,

and split and twisted into such fine threads as to be

scarcely recognisable as straw; moreover, this mate-

rial, which was formerly an English and Italian

industry, is now imported in the form of straw braid

in large quantities from China.

Always alert for novelties, not only in design but

also in material, those who are engaged in this trade

have of late years laid under contribution numerous
other vegetable products, such as the rofBa or rafiia,

so much used at the present time by gardeners for

tying-up plants. This substance, which is the

cuticle of the leaf of the Madagascar Palm, Ilaphia

rufila, is much used by the people in Madagascar

for weaving into cloths for articles of dress, being

split very finely, and dyed of various colours, and often

worked into excellent patterns—an industry that is

shared by the natives of west tropical Africa in

utilising the leaf of their own Vine or Bamboo
Palm (Raphia vinifera). Considering the strength,

tenacity, and softness of the threads made from

the twisted leaf-strips of these Palms, it is some-

what surprising that this material has not been

adopted before for European manufactures, but

for some years past the common Rafiia has been

dexterously plaited and formed into ladies' hats,

though the bulk of the wearers have no doubt been

quite innocent of the material which formed their

head-gpar ; and thegardener's tying substance, which
has now become a thing of antiquity, namely Cuba
bast, the inner bark of Hisbicus elatus, which
in years past was familiar not only to gardeners,

but also to cigar merchants, being much used to tie

up bundles of Cuba cigars, has also found a new use,

having been pressed into the service of the milliners

after being bleached, or dyed black, or any of the

favourite fashionable colours, and when so treated,

and twisted or plaited, it forms an exceedingly light

and lace-like material. Baobab bark from Adan-
sonia digitata is another substance that has been

introduced. The natural colour of this bark is a dull

brown, and it is heavy, and, moreover, it is some-

what rough in appearance, and consequently nas

not found much favour, notwithstanding that it

has been bleached a pure white, so that

Baobab bark is not likely to be much used.

So completely altered are some of the materials, that

in their manufactured forms it is difficult, if not

impossible, even for an expert to determine their

botanical origin ; notably amongst this class are

Sisal and Manilla Hemps. The first, as is well-

known, is the fibre of Agave rigida var. Siaalana, a

fibre that has attracted a good deal of attention of

late for rope and cordage-making ; the single fibres

of this plant, as well as those of the Manilla

Hemp (Musa textilis), are placed side by side,

and united by means of gelatine into a flat ribbon

or tape-like form of varying widths, according

to the pattern to be worked with it. When so

united, edge to edge, they are submitted to very

heavy pressure, which not only produces a very

thin material like flattened straw, but a remarkable

gloss is imparted to it by means of the pressure.

The varieties of design in which these Sisal and

Manilla plaits are prepared are infinite, and these

substances appear to have taken a firm hold on

the market, as there is a very great demand for

them, not only in this country, but also in France,

Germany, and Switzsrland. Split Willow-wood,

under the name of "chip," which was much used

some thirty or forty years ago for hats and bonnets, and

which for many years had almost died out, is being

again largely used, bleached to a pure white or dyed

in various colours, and plaited either alone or mixed

with Cuba or bast or other substances ; in short, there

seems to be no limit to the application of vegetable

products for milinery purposes, and a careful inspec-

tion of the contents of a shop window may at any

time lead to the detection of some new development.

VARIORUM.

Weather on the Riviera.—The bright and
genial spring, the hot and rainless summer—remarks

our correspondent at Cannes—have been succeeded by

an autumn which, from a horticultural point of

of view, has been most unfavourable. The spring

was far above the average in temperature, and from

May 23 to the end of September no rain fell, the

average rainfall being below 12 inches. The autumn,

at least the month of November, has been below

the average temperature. Snow has fallen in the

eastern Riviera, thermometer below freezing point,

and biting east winds sweeping down from the snow-
capped mountains remind one more of a northern

March than the bright and sunny weather which is

usually experienced at this time of the year.

Cocoa-nuts and Brazil - nuts. — While
many people are eating Cocoa-nuts and Brazil-nuts

this season, they may like to know some interesting

facts which Dr. Morris has brought to light in con-

nection with those articles. He has been telling a

London audience that though the Cocoa-nut has to

all appearances only one cell, in the flower the ovary

contains three cells, two of which are suppressed in

the process of growth. But anyone can see that

the outer shell is in three divisions, and that there

are always three eyes, two of which are " blind."

In the walls of the two divisions of the shell in
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which the blind eye« are placed, are to be /onnd the

•nppretsed embryos. A three- celled nut has recently

been preiented to the Kew Maaeam ; apparently no

one knows of another in existence. It does not often

fa'l to the lot of the lover of Cocoannts, to find a

beantifal peArl inside one instead of milk ; bat snch

cases have occarred. These pearls are white, and

resemble oyster pearls, in being composed almost

wholly of carbonate of lime. They are worth look-

ing for. As for Brazil - nuts. Dr. Morris said they

were really only seeds, about sixteen of which at a

time are found enclosed in a large shell. And of

this shell a curious fact was related. It has one very

small bole in it, and when the seeds germinate, the

first to sprout throngh this hole into the open air,

prevents the others making farther progress ; in

fact, it kills and lives on them. It is only in this

way that the plant can survive in the struggle for

existence. This is quite a tragedy in plant life

;

and when we next crack a Brazil-nut we may
remember that it represents the successful competi-

tor in a family dispute as to the survival of the

fittest. Birmingham Gazette,

Cut Flowebs.—Average Wholesale PKioEa.

Law Note.

At the Middlesex County Sessions, on Nov. 24,

William Kemp, gardener, of South Norwood, age 34,

was indicted for obtaining by false pretences divers

sums of money from his employer, Mr. Alexander,

of Teddington, and goods from Messrs. Protheroe

& Morris, of Cheapside, and Messrs. John Laing &
Sons, of Forest Hill. The jary found the prisoner

gailty, and Mr. Loveland-Loveland sentenced him to

twelve months' hard-laboar.

Mr. Henry Birch.—We regret to announce

the death uf this widely- known and highly esteemed

gardener, who died suddenly of apoplexy, on his

return from Northampton to Castle Aahby, on Tues-

day, November 27. The deceased, who was forty

years of age, began his gardening career with his

father at Ilatherop Castle, subsequently being placed

in the gardens at Sandringham. He filled the situa-

tion of foreman in the gardens at Croxteth Park,

was head-gardener at Waddetdon, Aylesbury, and

for the past eleven years bai held the head place in

the gardens of the Marquis of Northampton at Castle

Athby, Nortbamptonsnire. A widow and two

children survive him.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, December 6.

[ We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are famished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

2notations do not represent the pr>ces on any particular

ay, but only the general averages for the w»-ek preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.]

PLAifTS IN Pots.—Average Wholesale Pbiobs.
s. d. t, (i.

Ferns, small, doz.... 4 0-12
— various, doz. 5 0-1^

Ficus elastica, each 10-76
— small, per 100 4 0-60

Foliage plants, doz. 9 0-24
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 12
Mignonette, p. doz. 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 3 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Primulas, per dozen 4 0-60

i.d.t.d.
Adiantum, per doz. 4 13
Aspidistra, per doz. 13 0-30
— specimen, each 5 0-15

Ch r y santhemums,
per dozen ... 6 0-15

Cyperus, per dozen 4 O-lO
Dracaena, each ... 10-50
EriCi hyemalis, doz. 12 u-18
— various, doz. 9 12

Evergreen Shrubs,
in var., per dozen 6 0-24 Solanums. per dozen 10 U-12

Muscat,

Fbuit.—AverAGE Wholesale Prices.
t.d.t.d.

Apples, Cooking, p.
sieve 4 0-60
— Dessert, half-

sieve 2 6-36
Grapes, Istquality,

black, English,
per lb 10-20
— English, 2nd
qnality, per lb. 6-10

t.d.t,d.

16-30
Grapes,
per lb
— Muscat, 2nd
quality, per lb. 9-10

Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 25 0-27 6
Pears, Dessert, half-

sieve 3 0-60
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each .,. 2 0-60

Arums, per doz. bl.

Azaleis, doz. sprays
Bouvardias, p. bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
C h r y santhemums,

per 12 blooms ...

— per 12 bunches
Bucharis, per dozen
Qardeaias. per doz.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 1^ bunches
— 12 sprays

Hyacinths (Koman),
doz sprays

T<apageria, 13 blms.
Lilac (French), per
bunch

Lilies of the Valley,
doz. sprays

Lilium Uarrisii, per
dozen

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 13 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

f. d. i.d.

6 0- 8 u
6-13
6-10

10-20

10-40
4 0-80
3 0-40
3 0-40

4 0-60
6-09

lO-l
10-30

5 0-60

16-30

4 0-80

4 0-60
1 f- 3
2 0-40

Mimo9a (French),
per bunch

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 13 blms.
Odon toglos-^um
crispum.l2blm.

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Rooes, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-
chais), per dozen
— red, per dozen
— (French), red,

per dozen
- (French), yel-

low, per dozen ...

Stephaootia, dozen
sprays

Tuberoses, 12 blms.
Violets. Parme
(French), p. bch.
— Czar (French),
per bunch
— doz. bunches
— (English), per
dozen bunches ...

s. d. s. d,

9-10

6 0-12

3 0-60
3 0-40
10-30
3 0-40

6 0-90
10-16

16-26

10-20

4 0-60
4-06

19-20
10-16

16-20
Obchxd-bloom in variety.

Vegetables.—AvERiQE Wholesale Prices.
I. d, $.d.

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 1 0-2 6
Cucumbers, per doz. 5 0-6
Mushrooms, per lb. 10-1

t.d. s.d.
Onions, per bush. ... 16-20
Seikile, p. punnet... 13-16
Tomatos, per lb, ... 3-06

Larger lots have been moving prices. About eame as last

week. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : December 5.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E., write

Ih'it to-da>*fl market was thinly attended, but with little

business passing. American cables quote Red again higher.

White Clover-seed in London continues extremely sick, and
now showj a sub'^tantial drop from recent top-values. Trefoil

keeps steady, with rather more doing in it. Can^idian Alsyke

is \s. higher. Rye-grasses dull. Scarlet Runners are strong,

at the late advance. Giant Haricots keep firm. Canary-
seed in Liverpool is reported ratlier easier. No change in

Hempseed, Mustard and Rapeseed are steady. Blue Peas
meet a slow sale.

FBTHTS AND VEQETABLES.
Borough and Spitalfields : December 4. — Quotations :

— Cabbages, 1*. 6d. to 2$. 6i ; Savoys, 1j. Qd. to 2s. 6d. per

tally; Cauliflowers, Is. to Is. ^d. per dozen ; Sprouts, 9d, to

Ix. per half sieve; Horseradish, Is. 'id. per bundle; Turnips,

Is. 3(f. to '2s. \ Carrots, Is. 9if. to 2s. ; Parsley, Is. 6t^. ; and
Greens, 2s. to 2$. 6rf. per dozen buuches ; Celery, 4j. to 7*.

per dozen bundles ; Onions, English, 2s. to 2s, 9d. per cwt.

;

foreign do,, \s. 9d. to 2*. per bag ; Apples, Eng ish, 3s. to 9s.

per bushel; do.. Canadian, t*s. to 18s. per barrel; Pears, 2s.

to 4s. Qd. per bathel, and 2s. to 14s. per case.

Stratford : Dtctmbir 5.— The supply to this market
during ihe past week has been eicelleut, and with a largi

attendance a good trade was done at the prices thown below

:

Cabbages, 2s. to 2s. 'od. per tally ; Savoys, 3s. to 3«. do.

;

Greens, 1» to Is. Zd, per dozen bunches; Cauliflowers, Is. to

Is. Zd, per dozen; do., 5s. to 6s. per tally; Turnips, Is. Qd.

to 2s. per dozen bunches; do., 30s. to 40s. per ton; Carrots,

household. 21s. to 3:^s. do. ; do., cat tie-feeding, 14». to 26s.

do.; Parsnips, 50s. to 60s. do.; Mangels, 15s, to 17s. do.;

Swedes, 14s. to 18*. do.; Onions, English, 50s. to 6i)s. do.;

do., Dutch, 40s. to 60s. do. ; Apple?, English, 3s, to 5s. per

bushel ; do., American, 12s. to 14s. per barrel.

FA.RRINGDQN : Dtc •mbtr 6.—Quotations :—Artichokes, 2s.

per bushel ; Greens, bunch. Is. to Is. 3d.; Sivofs, 2s. %d. to

3s. ; CoUards, 1«. Zd. to Is. 6d. per tally ; Celery, 6s. to 7j. per

dozen ; Onions, Valencia, 4s. &d. to 5s. per case ; Belg an,

do , 2s. Qd. per cwt. ; English, do., best, 3s. to 3s. 6d, do.

;

Apples, English caokiog. 3(. 6i. to 4s. per bushel; Canadian, 1 7s.

to 18s. per barrel ; Peirs, 4s. per case; Pine-apples, 2s. 6rf. to

4s. 6d. each ; Chestnuts, 14s. per bag of 50 kilos.; Tomatos,

Canary, 5s. per boi ; Oranges, 12s. to 13s, do,; Celery, 8s. to

Os. per dozen ; Horseradish, Is, to Is. Id. per bundle.

POTAXOS.
Borough and SpiTALrxELDS : December 4. — Quotations

ranged from 60s. to UOs. per ton,

Stratford: Dxembtr 3.—Quotations:—Magnums, Dark-

lands, 55s. to 60». ; do. Light-lands, 60s. to 80s. ; Scotch do.,

70s. to 80s. per ton.

Fa-RRINQDON : December 6.—Quotations:—Reading Giants.

70s. to 80s. ; Magnum?, 65s. to SOs. ; Bruces, 65s. to lbs. ;

Sutton's Abundance, 7Us. to Si's. ; Stourbridge Glory, 65s.

to 70s. ; Hebrons. 65s. to 75s. per ton.

London Averages : Ddcembtr 5.—Main Crops, SOs. to

100s. ; Snowdrops, 80s. to 90s. ; Maguumg, 70s. to 90s.
;

K'dneya, 60s. to 70s. ; Blacklands, 55s. to 65s. per ton.

HAT.
Averages.—Th% following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:

—

Clover, prime, 75s. to 126s. ; do., inferior, 45*. to 120*. ; hay,

best, 6.S. to 105s.; do., inferior, S6s. to 80*. ; mixture, 90s. to

105s. ; and straw, 22s. to 36s. per load.

OOBN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperiil measure (qr.). for the week ending
December I, and for the corresponding period in the previous

year :— 1894 : Wheat, 20s. Id.; Barley, 22s.; Oats, 14s. 3d.

1893 ; Wheat, 27i. ; Barley, 28s. 8d. ; Oats, 18s. Zd.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42*^ Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying l** continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.)
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Trade Notice.

We are informed by Me«irs. Fromow & Sons,

Satton Court Nureeriei, Chiswick, W., that Mason's

Nurseries, Windlesham, Bagshot, have been pui-

chased by them, and that they intend working the

nnrseriei in connection with their nurseriea at

Ciiswick and Honnslow.

Lor7x<:)pordeni

%• Owing io the large increase in our ciraikition, we are

reluctantly under the tiecessity of going to press some Jwurs

earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

lindlyaid us hy sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
it'cdnesday.

•»* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents
grinding plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time o.nd research for tlieir solution, must not expect

tj obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

SiieciTnens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
a 'id not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or

Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

A CoEKECTiON : Gardening appointment. In onr
last issue, Shottisfont shou'd have been printed
Mottisfont.

A Species cf Rose of a Pink Coloub : Name of
sender mielaid. Rosa micropbylla rubra.

Chbtsanthemums, Eupatoeidm, Salvias, &c. : H. P.
The iDJury to the leaves is due to the fumes
thrown off by hot-water pipes painted with paint
having turpentine in it, from the use of some
kind of insecticide, or from excessive fumigation
with Tobacco-paper, &c. Can the fumes from the
boiler-fire find ingress to the greenhouse? There
is no fungus.

Cyclamen rLOWEHiNO : Cyclamen, Folkestone. Plants
can be got of good «izt<, with plenty of flower, in

about one year, under warm treatment.

Gbape packing fob Transit by Railway : A. B. C.
Line a basket, having eloping sides, with cotton-
wool or soft moss, about 1 inch thick; cover this
with tissue-paper, and lay the bunches shoulders
upwards, separated by a small space, fixing the
stalks with a stout tack, or with twine, and securing
them also in one or two more places with soft-spun
yarn or bast. Sloping boards, placed securely in
oblong hampers, answer as well if similarly lined.
Packing the bunches firmly in large punnets or
small square boxes, holding about 4 lb. of fruit,
merely lining the sides as before, is a good way if

the passenger takes them into the carriage, and
looks after them.

Imported Orchids: H. D B The methods of treat-
ment of these plants when they arrive from
abroad are various. The chief point to observe ia

not to put them into any kind of compost before
new roots or new growth in old roots are apparent.
Some cultivators hang the plants up by the heels
in a moderately warm, moiat house, under the
stages, but not too near the hot-water pipes,
syringing them several times a day ; others place
them in new (because absorbent ot water) pots,
loosely filling clean crocks about them—no moss
or soil—syringing as before. When it can be
seen which is sound tissue and which is not, the
decayed parts may be cut away. Always retain
sound and not hopelessly withered pseudobulbs,
even though they be leafl es.

Names of Fbcits : C. H. T., Lie of Wight. Pear Ne
Pius Meuris.— i?". i*'orM. Winter Craesane.

Names ok Plants : W. T, Hea Moor. JEschynanthus
grandittorus.— 2'. R., Suhcriber. 1, Tricbomanes
Luschnathianum

; 2, probably a young state of
No. 1;,3, Gleichenia dichotoma.— ^. G. W. 1,
Manimillaria pusilla; 2, Euphorbia globosa

; 3,
Rtiipsali«Baglionis;4, Dyckiarariflora; 5, Mammil-
laria gracilis; 6, Cereui sp.

; 7, Aloe hurailis

;

8, Gasteria verrucosa; 9, Senecio (Kleinia) chordi-
tolia

; 10, Opuntia microdasys. Another time do
not send more than six specimens.— W. S. L.

Leycesteria formosa.

—

G, F. 4, Adiantum de-

corum ; 5, Selaginella Wildenovii ; 6 Adiantum
concinnum latum ; 7, A, tenerum ; 8 A. capillus

veneris variety ; 9. A. hispidulnm.— W. W., Aher-

feldy. The Orchid sent is Coelogyne Rossiana.

—

P. A. S. F. 1, Echeveria secunda glauca ; 2, some
sub-tropical plant used for bedding. Send when
in flower.— Q R. 1, Carpinus Betulns (Hornbeam)

;

2, Forsythia suspensa, probably ; send again
when in flower.

—

C. Steel, 1, Fomes annossus, Fr.

;

2, Trametes mollis, Fr. ; 3. too fragmentary ; 4,

Sterenm rugosum, Fr. M. C. C.—J. A. 1, Hyperi-
cum Moserianum ; 2, Euonymus japonicus ; 3,

Tamarix gallica : 4, Salvia involucrata; 5, Loni-
cera ep. ; 6. Cotoneaster frigida.— W. H. M.
Cotoneaster bacillaris.

Peach Shoot : F. L. We have not seen the shoots
alluded to, but we think your practice is correct.

We shall be glad to know the results of your
experiments in due time.

Pears : J. H. A. Fruit quite rotten on arrival, and
cannot be named.

Rating Glass-houses of a Market Ghoweb :

Vicaria. The rating should be at one-fourth value,

not the full rateable value. See Parser v. Worthing
Local Board, a report of which case appeared in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, March 26, 1887; a suit

which was decided in favour of the grower, the
judgment being upheld on appeal, see Gardeners'
Chronicle, May 21, same year.

Roses : Roslin, The border in which the plants are
being narrow, you might leave the strongest of the
shoots of considerable length, and fasten them
down to within 9 inches of the ground by means
of hooked pegs or simple straight pegs, making
them fast to these with tarred string or Willow
twigs, the weak flowerless shoots bring cut clean
away, and shoots of medium strength shortened
to 6 to 8 inches. Each year som'^ of the older
shoots must be cut awar, their place being sup-
plied by young strong shoots as before. Simply
to prune your Roses bard will not keep them within
the desired limits, and may result in still stronger
growth. A partial pruning, that is just topping
the shoots, may be performed at this season

;

the chief pruning taking place as soon as signs of
growth are noticed in March, or if the spring be
cold and backwaid even in April.

Violets : A. B. C. We cannot say ; a fungus (rust),

probably. Kindly send specimi-ns for examina-
tion ; meantime, dusting Sowers-of-sn1phur on the
lower sides of the foliage.

Vines: Foreman. The removal of the rough batk
from Vines causes no injury whatever, if care be
exercised, and the live bark beneath this be not
scraped or wounded with the implement used.
This outer bark is dead, and the protection it might
fiffird a Vine out-of-doors is not required by a
Vine indoors ; moreover, it supplies a hiding place
for insects.

Communications RfCEivED.— .T. C. & Co.—H. H.D'Ombrain.
—J. Gaskell —J. B.—A. P.—A. G. Kowberrjr.—J. A. A.
(next week, if possible).—Macmillan & Co.—R. D.—Cooper,
Taber & Co.— H. Correvon, Geneva —W. W., Kew.—
M. C. C—Dr. Bonavia.—U. D.. Berlin.—H. E., Ryde.—
W. R. A —W. M.—Canon Borrer.—H. J. C—R. P. Gx)d-
wood.—W. T., Hea Moor.—F. W. S.. Cannes.—F. C. H.—
E. T.— .1. B— A. G. R.—E. J.— J. B C—R. H. P.—A. P.—
M. C. C— A. F. B.—W. T.— .T. A.—J. D —Conticli.—W. G.
—E. C—H. May.-B. W.— IT. D.—D. R. D.—H.-.T. K. J._
M. P. Andersen, Sweden.

CONTINUED INCREAtiE in the CIRCULATTON OF THE
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers.—TAe Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the " Gardeners,

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper,

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent.,

and that It Is increasing weekly.

Advertisers arc reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS

AND GARDEN-LOVERS at honw, thai it has n specially large

FOREIGN AMD COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and tliat it is

preserved for reference in all the winopoZ Libraries.

il^.iniil^oirOREIGM, «J*teft siies. in bor.M of 100 feet!, 200 fe«t supcil
ENGLISH GlAAS, «ut to truyers' si2es , ft-T lowesT ^ricefr

ii&li.i^»red /"Te^ l,J!>u^ii jn the ccuntfy, in qufl.ntitjy.

GEQRiGE FAKJ^IU5E&S0NS
I^L/lO , &LAE3 . Oil-, And CoLOUT^Mtf^CMAfJTJ. '

"y^ S*(j:OHNStrcetWtSTSlilTHFlELD.lJ0NnON :C
&tDCt;ii&u and. priees OTljtppUc^on. Pl£&se quote Chrenicle.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Grfenliouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PE4T. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO. , Farnborough, Hants.

TRAVELLING GREENHOUSES.
(BY ROYAL LETTKRS PATENT.)

THE LARGEST EXHIBIT of Gre^nhousee. Conservatorep»
Framet, and Hothouses on wheols and rails at the

Horticultural Travelling Structures Co., Ltd.,
2 & 3, White St. (Moorpate St. Station). LoUdon, B.C.

Special terms to Market Ganlenera. Savesshifting plants.souring
of soil, and 25 other advantages. Prize Medal, Antwerp, 1891.

The Most Economical House.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
•* An ideal horticultural newspaper "

—

Dean Hole. " The
best gardening jmper ever published in Eng and, or any other
country."—Peter Henderson, New York. ' The Garpen
is the best organised and most interestirg jo -nial of its kind
that exists,"— .7. Linden, Brussels, "'ihat excellent pe-
riodical. The Gatiden "—Professor Ow n, British Museum.
" Is decidedly superior to any of the older journals ot the eame
kind."—Charies Moore, Sydney. "In prai^e of its mfrit I

think I couid say anything, however strong, if I knew bow to
say it rightly."—RoDBKT Marnock, Londou.

THE GARDEN,
The journal of best practical Gardening, and the
most artistic work in all branches of Ornamental
Gardening, issuing weekly the truest coloured
plates of all the new plants of the day, and fine

wood engravings of beautiful gardens, will hence-
forward be published at Zd. per copy, and Is. for
the monthly parts. Subscription for the year
1805-155. "Id.

Office: 37, SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES,

PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above snbjeot.

Price Sd.; post-free, S^d.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patjroniaed by 20.000 ot the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds ot

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Oreenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt.. and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonoua Paint for Inside of Conaervatoriea, &c

Pricefl, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

QROV5 WoRK8,i; Lombard Roao, Battersea,
London, S.W.

anii BACTlKLOB'S WALK, DUBLIN.
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Telegrams—" CONSERVATORIES;' LONDON. Telephone, No. 4652.

NOTICE TO BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, AND THE TRADE GENERALLY.

RELIABLE
BARGAINS. yV. COOPER, Ltd., NOT SECOND-

HAND GOODS

EIGHTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE.
Office: 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Works r«%^^?|fiS\'Se^rr'?a^'"''): 747 to 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Show Ground: DEVONSHIRE GROVE (Adjoining).

Nurseries (^?^ fhe^ffl^D : FELTHAM and HANWORTH.
Being the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on Hand at ridiculously Iiow Prices, to make room for

our SPBING STOCK, for SIX WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCINa DECEMBER 10. LAST DAY of SALE, JANUARY 21, 1895
CONDITIONS OF SALE.—Goods are offered subject to being on band on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices are

to be strictly net. All orders will be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated,

P.0.0. payable at 794, Old Kent Road; Cheques crossed "L and S. W. Bank "

GREENHOUSE DEPARTMENT,
THE AMATEUR FORCING-HOUSE.

TEVANl'i FIXTURE (SPAN-ROOF).
These Housps are offered at an

exceedingly low rat«, and should
be readily approved by both ama-
teur and professional gardeners, as
brickwork, which is very expensive
to a small house, is entirely dis-

pensed with.
The utility of sufh a House for

f ircing or cultivating Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Melon?, &c., will be per-
ceived at a glance ; it being a
structure constantly in request, but
almost hitherto unknown.

Spectficitim.—Framework substantially constructed of red dedl ; the whole of side?, and
2 ft. (j in. of ends, boarded with well-seasoned tongued and grooved mitchboard-^. Half-glas*

door, complete with rim-lock and brass-fittingi, in one end ; glass I6-07. throughout, English-
cut. Veotilators supplied, according to sizeoE House, and stays necessary for opening same;
stages for plants each side of House, all wood work painted one coat of good oil-paint, and the
whole structure securely packed and placed on rail.

SPAN -ROOF FORCING -HOUSE.
The illustration shown will con-

vince all practical minds of the im-
portance and otility of this cla«a of
house for Gentlemen, Nurserymen,
Market Gardeners, and all those who
require a cheap strong house for
forcing or growing Cutumbeis, To-
matos. Melons, &c.

Specificafmn — Huilt for brii^kwork
.'Jft. high, of thoroughly well-seasoned
red deal ; roof veniildt on according
to b\ze ; door at one end ; all 2\-07..

glass
; painted one coat. Carefully

packed on rail.
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W. COOPER, Ltd., EIGHTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE- continued.

MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These are a very u'leful 'Frame, beirg suitable for t^e storage

of plants Id winter, and well adnpteii for the cultivation £
Melons. Cucumbers, &c., &c , in summer. (The illustration

thowa a Three-lipht Frame. 12 ft. lonjr by 6 ft. wide, height at

front 1 1 in , and lieight at back, 23 in .)

The7 are compcscd of 1 ^ in. thoroughly well-seasoned
tongued and grooved boards, have necessary Parting Pieces,

and runners for the Li((ht9, whiihare 2 in. thick, and which
are glazed with good 16 oz. glass, nailed and bedded in oiled

putty, and fitted with an iron handle. All parts painted
three coats of good oil paint, and secuiely packed and put on
lail at tlie followir g prices :

—

Usual
Lot. Price.

536 to 586-1 Light Frame, 4 ft. by 3 ft. £0 18

587 to 597-2 „ „ 6 ft. by 4 ft. 112
598 to 60f— I „ „ 6 ft. by 4 ft. 110
6"6 to »'08-3 ,, „ 8 ft. by 6 ft. 2 14 U

609-3 „ „ 13 ft. by 6 ft. 3 15

Sale
Price.

£0 14
12
10
1 18

2 5

GARDEN LIGHTS.

Price.

s.d.
3 9

These Lights are well mortised and jointed togelhe-, and
made in a good workmanlike manner, and arewell worthy of
inspection. Framework made of 2 in. by 2 in. stiJes. and
properly rabbeted for the glass, with good 2 in. sash-bais.
The Glazed Lights are nailed and bedded in good oiled putty.

Usual Sale

Lots.
610 to tl43-3 ft. by 2 ft. , Painted and Glazed ...

643 to 651-4 ft. by 3 ft. „
with 21 oz

652 to 861-6 fr. by 3 ft. l-\ in.. Painted and
Glazed with 21 oz. ...

Lot 863- 80 Good Sound Lights. 6 ft. by 3 ft. 9 iii'.',

Glazed, 21 oz., nearlynew, original
price, IPs. 6i. each...
StilesSJby 13.

Lot 863 to 911—Unglazed Lights, 2 by 2 Stiles,
6 ft. by 3ft. 8J in., usual price, 4s.
sale price

Price,
s. d.

6 Q

7 6

10 6

. \0d each.

GARDEN HAND-FRAMES.
These frames will ha found very useful for protecting

plants, seeds, slips, and cuttings during the spring, which, if
left uncovered, would probably fall victims to the extreme
cold so prevalent in this country during that season.

Zinc open tops, with glass cut to sizes, and zinc clips for
glazing same.

Lot.
912toiia7-12in. by 12in.
928 to 939-14 in. by 14 in.
940 to 9S3-1S in. by 16 in.
954 to 988-18 in. by 18 in.
969 to 971-20 in. by 20 in.
973 to 987-22 in. by f2 in.
988 to 996—24 in. by 24 in.

Usual
Price.

7/6 each
8/6 „
9/-

10/-

11/-

12/-

13/6

Sale
Price.

0/6 each
6/i „
7/- „
8/- ,.

»/- ..

10/- „
11/- „

SPAN ROCF POU.TRY HOUSES.

Made in sections complete, with door
end. A flap at back for access to Nest
ahout 2 feet from ground, so as to form
Nest Perch. Ladder, &c.

;
painted one

Lot.
997 to iu.i2-4 ft. long. 4 ft. wide, 6 ft. _
1053 to 1064—5 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, 6 't. high ridge
lti65 to 1086 - 6 ft. long. 4 ft. wide, 6 ft. high ridge
1087 to 1096—7 ft, long, 5 ft. wide, 6 ft. 6 in.
high ridge

1O97 to 1115-8 ft. long. 6 ft. wide, 7 ft. high ridge

in side and window at
Boxes. A raised floor

a dry run underneath
coat outside.

Usual Sale
price, price.

high ridge 3'>/- 23/-

33/-

38/-

45/-

60/-

26/-

32/-

40/-

4V-

MOVABLE POULTRY HOUSES (SPAN ROOF).

Lot. Comtlete. Usual Sale

1116 to 1125, 5 feet long, 1 feet wide, 6feethigh, Price. Prce.
3 ft. 6 ir. to eave 25/- 20/-

1126 to 1133, 6 feet long. 4 feet wide, 6 feet high,

3 feet 9 inches to eave 30/- 24/-

1134 to 1144, 7 feet long. 5 feet wide, 6 feet 6 in.

high, 4 feet to eave 3e/- 27/-

1145 to 1160, 9 feet long, 6 feet wide, 7 feet high,

4 ft et 3 inch's to eave 4.'/- 3/-

SPAN-ROOF IMPROVED POULTRY HOUSE,

Lot. Complete. Usual Sale

1161 to 1170, 5 feet long, 4 feet wide, 8 feet high, Price. Price.

5 feet 6 in. to eave
1171 to 1175, 6 fe»t long. 4 feet wide,8 feet high,

5 feet 9 inches to eave
117(5 to 1184, 7 feet lonjr, 5 feet wide, 8 feet 6 in.

high, 6 feet to eave
1185 10 1195, 9 feet long. 6 feet wide, 9 feet h'gh,

6 feet 3 inches to eave

45/-

50/-

55/-

63/-

35/-

4"/-

45/.

50/-

NEST BOXES,
LOTI 1197 to 1411.

This is a popular method of
sitting hens, and should beuni-
versally :idcpted. 1 he bottom
is of wire-netting, made con-

cave, so that no eggs are left

uncovered by • he lien ; it is

also a protection against rats

burrowing into the nest.

These boxes are constructed
of thoroufihly well-seatoned
tongued and grooved match-
boards, painted outside one
coat of good oil-paint, com-
plete with handle. S'ze,

1ft R in. high, 1ft. 4 in.

w:de 1 ft. 3 in. deep. Securely packed and put On rail a
following respective prices :

—

Usual price, is. each. Sale price, 3s. each ; 6 for 16s.

12 for 30s. ; 36 for £3 15s.

t the

6rf. ;

1794 to 1E06- St Bernards
)

Mastiffs, & (

New found- C
lan(*s ,.,)

4 6 2 6 4 2 36/- 25/-

LOT
2137

GLASS ! GLASS ! ! GLASS ! !

!

10,000 Boxes in Stock,

15-oz., 200 ft. 21-oz.

PORTABLE
DOa KENNEL

WITH
PLATFORM,

Securely picked and put
on rail at the following

respective prices :
—

Lgth. Wdth. Hght. Usual Sale
ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. Price. Price.

1774t0l781-l. Suitable for
^2 5 16 2 5 16/- 10/-

1782 to 1793-2. Collejs, Re- I

trievers, &/3 6 23 34 26/- 16/-

Spaniels J

-3. St Bernards

HEATING APPARATUS DEPARTMENT.
COOPER'S HYGIENIC HEATER.

Burnirg Parafine or Gas without
amobe or smell. These Heaters are
constructed as a means of beating
by Hot Air without the use of hot
water or firea. Its peculiar con-
struction economises the heat gene-
mted, 80 that there is no waste of
heat or fuel. There being perfect
combu'^tion in this stove, and
Dotbing whatever injurious to
plants, but actually everything
conducive to their health, it should
be observed that plants may be had
in full bloom throughout the
severest winter. This cannot be
obtained in stoves of other systems.

ee List for full description.
Lot Sale price. Usu'^l price.

1807 to 1987—No. ... £0 15 ... £10
198'*tol999-No. I ... 10 ... 1 10
2000io2n21-No. 2 ... J 10 ... 2 5
2022 to --iO 13—No. 3 ... 2 ... 3 5
2041 to20.'^7—No. 4 ... 2 5 ... 3 10

2058 to 2069-No. 5 ,.. 2 10 ... 4

4tha
3rdH

15s. 6(i.

165. Qd,

£00 ft.

21s.

22s.

The following is a list of sizes always in stock : 8 by 6,

9 by 7. 10 by 8. 12 by 8 12 by 9 13 by 9. 11 by 10, 12 by 10,

13 by 10, 14 by 10. 13 by 11, 18 by II, 14 by 12. l6 by 12, 18 by

12. 20 by 12. 17 by 13. 20 by 13. 16 by 14. 18 by 14. 20 by 14,

22 by 14, 30 by 16, 2 J by 16. 24 by 16, 20 by IS. 24 by 18. Glass

cut to any bize required : 15-oz., l^d. per foot ; 21-oz., ^d. per

foot. Large sizes for (utting up: 15 oz , per cise, 300 feet,

22s. ^d.; 21-oz.. per case, 200 feet, 22s. 6<. All glass is cut

and packed in our own warehouses. Quality of glasi and
careful packing guaranteed. Special quotations given for

large quantities. Have cash estimate from me before ordering

elsewhere.
PUrTV, prepared especially for greenhouse work : be&t,

6s. 6(/. per cwt. ; 2ud3. 6». per cwt. ; packages, 6rf. cwt.

PAINT, quality guaranteed: 7 lb., 3s ; 11 lb., hi. 6i.

;

28 lb., 10s.: 56 lb.. I8s. ; per cwt., 31s.

Special Offer. 4th3, 21-oz . 200 ft. Boxes
8 by 6, 13.S-. 6^ ; 10 by S. lis. 6d. ; IJ by 8. 15s.; 13 by 9,

15s. 6i. ; 13 by 9. 16s ; H by 10, 18s ; 15 by 10, 17s. ; 12 by 10,

17s. per Box to clear.

850 Boxes only to cffer at the^e ridiculously low prices.

" INVINCIBLE"
HOT- WATER APPARATUS.

most Efflclect and Cheapest in Existence.

FequircB no sunk stokehole, and no brick setting. Will Ia*it

all night without attention. Will burn house-cinders, therf-

fore costs next to nothing for fuel. Anyone can fix it. A child

can stoke it. Success guaraut«>ed.

No. 1 Boilers only, capable of heating 75 feet 4-iDch piping.

Lot.
'

Sale Pric«. Usual Price.

2070to22fO ... £115 ... £i 15

Sale Prices for Complete Apparatus.
Cost of complete apparatus for Greenhouse with 4-in. pipes,

flow and return along one side cut and fitted ; so ihat it the
internal measurement of the Greenhouse is given, the appa-
ratus will be sent completely ready for fixing, an advantage
which will be appreciated by all. Securely and carefully

packed on rail at tne following respective prices :—7 ft. by 5 ft.,

£il2s. 6i.; 9 ft. by 6 ft., £i 17f. 6rf. ; 10 ft. by 7 ft., £^
;

12 ft. by 8 ft., £3; 15 ft. by 10 ft., £4 ; 20 ft. bv 10 ft.. £5;
25 ft by 10 ft.. £6.
Lot.

2251—About 3,000 4-inch Socket Hot-water
Pipes, in 9 feet lengths, at per ten

225? to 2296—Sets of Stoking Tools
2297—About 1^ cwt. of Round India-rubber

Kings, for 4-inch Socket Hot-water
Piptp, at per lb.

2298 -About 2 cwt. Square India-rubber
Rings, for 4-inch Expansion Joints,

at per lb.

Usual
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W. COOPER, Ltd , EIGHTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE ^ ^.-UE^-conUnued.

TIMBER DEPARTMENT.
WELL SEASONED RED DEAL.

For SEcrI0.^s of tuk ad jVe see SEPiBiTE She^t.

SPECIFICATION.
Lots :353 tj 2<'.3.

Materials required for Span Roof 100 ft. by 12 ft.

Cucumber House.
Besi Ked Deal, all plaDed, rabbeted, Sic, reidy fjr use,

Door and Ventilators made.
105 fpet 1» by 6 Ridge,
10ifeetliby4 Cipp'ng,
230 feet -3 by 3J Plate,

210 feet J by 3 Drip.

4-8feft2tby3 End Rafter-,

12J-8 feet IJ by 3 Bars,

15 Ventilators about 4 feet by 2 feet,

15 Ventilators, Seats about HO feet,

1 Door and Frame B ft. by 2fr. 6 in.

Packed free on rail. Usual Price, £9 lOi.

Sale Price, £6 lOs.

Lots
24liJ—98.000 ft. run No. 1 Sashbar per 100 ft.

run
2465—137 00" ft. run No. 2 Sashbar per 100 ft.

run
2466-66,COU It. run No. 3 Sashbar per 100 ft.

ruQ
2437—177, Oil (t. run No. 4 Sashbar per ICO ft.

iJlO.OOO worth of other prepared

Timber as per Separate List, 25 per

cent. off. to clear.

24;8—S75 Tup and Side Ventilators, 2 ft. by
2 ft 4 in

2161)— 270 Marginal Light Doora, 6 ft. 6 in.

by 2 ft. 6 in

2470— IS.'tO tquares ^ in. Tongued, Giooved,
and Beaded Match Board

2171—75!^ souares ft in. Feallier Edge Boards

2472—700 i-quare.s 1 in. Floor Boards

2i7:l—460 Machinn Turned Finals per doz.

2474—125 doz. Casement Stays for opening
Ventilators per doz.

2475—149.000 feet run Slating Battens,

j by 3 per 100 ft.

Usual
Price.

3s. Od

Sale
Price.
2s. Od.

3s. 9<i. 2s. 91.

is. Od.

6s. erf.

3s. fd.

4s. 6rf.

2s. Orf.

i;s. Od.

7s. 6rf.

7s. ed.

14s. Orf. lus. Orf.

As. Orf. 3s. Orf.

Is. 6rf.

7'. erf.

. 6rf.

.Orf.

Deals, 3 by' 1 1 , Yellow, id.; 3 by 9. 3Jrf.

li'i. ; 2by 7, Ijrf ; 2 by 6, Irf.

Cutting Flaiting, 9rf. per 100 feet.

3 by 7, 2rf.
: H by 7,

PLANED EXTENDED TRELLIS.
Made OF Bkst Yellow Deal. Usual

Lots Open. Price.

2.7lJto2.^5l—12 ft. by lift 2s. 8rf.

2SS1 to 261)1—12 ft. by 2 ft 4s. Orf.

2602 to 2650—la ft. by 2^ ft 4s. 6d.

ai6l to 21)89-12 ft. by 3 ft 6s. 6rf.

2"»0toa7:)l-Uft. by 3Jft 6s. Orf.

a73j to27-='3-12ft by 4 ft 7s. 6rf.

2754 to 2798— 12 ft. by 6 ft 8s. 9rf.

Sale
Price.

2s. Orf.

3s. Orf.

3s. M.
4s Orf

4s. 6rf.

Ss. 6rf

65. arf.

7.t. 6rf.

Usual
2799 10 285U— 12 ft. by 6 ft 10s. 6rf.

Lot 2851—60 pieces unplaned Trellis 144 by 44 open
price. 5s. ; sale Jirice. Is. 6rf.

All Timber consigned at the Cheap Timber Rate
to all parti of the Country.

Lot... loam-surrey.
'2Sbi -SpUnd.d Quality, mil of YtfUow Fibre.

Uhual price : 25. 6rf- per tack ; 5 for 12s. ; lU for 205.

Sale Price : Is 6d. per sack ; 5 for 7s. ; 10 for 13s. t)t/.

In Truck Loads, F.O R , Usual Price, 16s. pjr ton
;

Sale Price ; 8«. perton.

COOPER'S GENERAL POTTING GOMPJ.T.
28r>'!—Spt-cially Preptreil.

Unaal Price : is. fd. per sack ; 6 for l^s ; 10 for 20s.

Sale Price : Is. 6d. per sack ; 6 for 8s. fn* ; 10 for 13s. 6J.

COOPERS CELEBRATED CHRYSANTHEMUM COMPOST
2651—Usual Price, 3s. per bu^ll. Sale Price : Is. 6i. per buah.

COOPER'S PREPARED COMPOST FOR POTTING FERNS
2856—Specially frepiired.

liBual Price : 2s. fid. per sack; 6 tor 13s. ; 10 for 20*.

Sale Price : Is. ti i. p r sack ; 6 for Us. 1. ; 10 for 13«. 6rf.

COOPZR'S PREPARED COMPOST FOR POTTING BULBS
2866—Specially Prtpated.

Uaual Hiice ; 2s. 6rf. per sack ; 6 for 13j ; 10 for 20s.

Sdle Price : Is. t'rf. per sack; 6 for 8s. 6rf. ; 10 for 13j. 6d.

2857-LEAF SOIL, BEECH AND OAK, WELL DECAYED.
Ubual Piice : 2s. 6d. j.er Sdcft ; tt tjr 13s. ; lu (or ^Os.

Sale Price : Is. 6d. per sack ; 6 fjr 8s. 6i. ; 10 for 13s. Bd.

2863 -THE ORIGINAL CELEBRATED ORCHID PEAT.
All liich Brown Pure Br^ck.n Fibre.

SELECTED IN TURVES,
With Iju-it and Roots taken out.

Usual Price : i3s. per stck ; 5 for Sos. ; 10 for 45*.

Sale Price : 3s. per sack ; h for 13s. ; 10 for 25s.

2859 -BE ST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.
Fill Hakdwooded and SxftVE Plants.

Usual Pr.ce : 2s. 6i. per sack ; for 13s. ; 10 for 20.?

bale Price : Is. 6i. per sack ; 6 for Ss. 6rf ; 10 for 13s. 6i.

Special Q'i:tation3 for TruL-k Loads, F.O.R.

2860- GOOD GENERAL PEAT.
For Ferns, &c.

Uaual Price: 2s. p ir ciack ; 6 for lOs. ; 10 for l5s.

Sile Price : Is. 6(1. per i-ack ; 6 for 8s. 6d. ; 10 for 13s. Bd.

Speciil Quotatious for Truck Loads, F.O.K.

2861- RHODODENDRON PZAT.
UfUil Price : 2s per sacn ; 6 for lUs. ; 10 for 1?5.

SalePric-*: la. 6rf. per t^ack ; 6 f..r Ss. 6 (. ; 10forl's6/.

286i-SPECIAL OFFER OF RICH BROWN LOOSE PEAT.
Of tDe very best quality All waste extracted.

Keaoy for use.

Tr^ull Pries : 2s. per sack : 6 for 10s. ; 10 for \bi.

Sale Price : Is. tirf. per sack ; 6 fjr 8s rtrf. ; 10 for 13s. 6tf.

Special Quotatious for Tiuck Loads, F.O.R.

2863- COOPERS SUNSHADE.
SUPEKSED:S iLL OTHER PrEPARAIIONS OF THE K.ND.

The cheape.st, most efficient, and convenient preparation

for Shad ug Qreechojsss, Conservatorie«, Glass Roofs, and
Windows of all de-criptions. Is applied cold—an enormous
advantage over prepirations requiriug to be used whilst hot.

Miy be used either inside or outside, and produces a pleifcing

effect. Is not washed off by rain, but can be in&tantly removed
when desired by rubbing over with a brush whil'^t it is wet.

Made in various coljurs—White, Pale Blue, and Pale Green.
Usual Prices, in tins : I lb , Is. ; 2 lbs . 2j. ; 7 lbs , 5s.

Sale Prices: llb.,4d ; 21b3..8u: ; 7 lb- . 2,s-

2864- COOPEft'S

WON DERFUL NEW

MUSHROOM SPAWN.
From many years' experience

I li-lieve this brand of Spiwn to

e the very best procurable —
fresh ; very beat quality, p'oduc-
ing abundant Crop^ of Superior
tb shy Mushrooms.

Jri-ATvin '^'-V Usual Price : 4s. per bu'hel,

fcSii:^_=-^—
^"^

Sale Price ; 2s. pir bushel.

COOPERS GENERAL FERTILIZER
FOR FLOalSrj. GARDSNERS, AND AMATEURS.

Suitable for all Crops.
oags, Is. ; U-lb. bags. 2s. ; 2S-;b.

Lis.

l.s. 6ii.

;

6s. Orf. 3s. Orf. 28gj _
ll. 3rf. Is. Irf.

2367

Usual Price : Tins, 4rf. ; 7-.b nags, Is.

4s ; J cwt . 7s. ; 1 cwt.. Lis.

Sale Price: Tins, 3d ; 7-lb. bagj, 9rf. ; 14-lb. bags,

28-Ib9,, 3s.
;
j-cwt., 6s.; 1 cwt., 10s.

SILVER SAND
(CoiRSE OR Fine).

2 cwt. Sacks. Usual Price, 3s. 3rf ; Sa e Price, 2i. 3rf.

Special cffer ; 4 Ton Truck on Rail at Pit loose, 2Qs.

BEST COGOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE
(Fresh and Clka.n:.

9(i. per8a"b; 10 sacks. 7s. ; 16 sacks. I'ls ; 20 sacks, I2s 6tf.;

30 sacks, 18s ; sacks included. Truck, loose, free on rail over
2 tODs, 30s.

Moistens la Haat Holds Heat In Winter, Invalu-

able for Pottlcg. Planting, Forcing. Decorating,
bnd use 1 oi» Strawberry Beds m prefera'-le to straw keep-

ing the Fruit c.ea,r from gnt, na\\ at lie same time nourishiui;

t^e Plants. Forlighteoiug lie ivy soils it ispirticulai-ly usi^ful,

and wheu the soil is light and dry it is of gf-eat advantage
as a ni ilch. All slug^ and ins* eta are destroyed by its use.

LOT 2863 -SPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.
lUO Tins Suu hade an i luO Tins F>-Tti izers, 10 retail,

at \'i. and <6l. e-ch. Zhs ua rail.

ODD GREENHOUSES.
loT. Ali, Holvscs are Complete as per List.

2 69—Lean to Consjrva'ory. ly feet by 8 feet, door and two
ventildfors in front. Usual price, £.5 lOs. Sale

price, £^.

2s;o— J Spm-roof Conservatory, leftrhand d„or. 18 feet by
10 f^et. Usjal price, £lt} Sale price, JE9.

2371—Lean-to Conservatory, 18 f^et by 9 feet. < ODr and two
ventilator;* in front. Uoual price, £ 5 10s. Sale price,

£8 8s.

2872— Span-roof Greenhot'sa for brickwork, 10 feet 6 inches by
7 feet 9 inches. Usual price, £S. Sale price, £ 1.

2873—Spau-roof Conservatory for brickwork, 25 feet by lU feet.

Usual pri:6, £iO. Sale price £l3.

2S73A—Span-roof Forcing-hou^e for 2ieet 6 inches brickwork,

with 1 foot of woodwork above brick, with half glass

partition and door, 30 feet bytf feet. Usuil price, £18.

Siie price. £9.

2874 —Spin-roof Qreenhous3, 45 feet by 10 feet. Usual price,

£J3. Sale price, £18.

2S75—Span-roof Greenhouse. 60 feet by 12 feet, for brickwork,

with 2 feet side-1'gbt?. Usual price, £3i. Sale price,

£ 2.

2Slb^~\S^^n-TOOi Greenhouse, for brickwork, 25 feet by 10 fi*

Usual price, £i7. Sale price, £ 0.

2876—Hands3me Rui^tic Summer-house, made for exhibition

purpos- •*, about 10 feet square, and 26 feet high, com-
plete with seats, tible-curtaics. &o.. erected in our
show-ground. Usual price. £100. Sale price, £d '.

Photos of above 6rf. each.

J877—Two pieces Rustic Fence, each 5 feet 6 inches by 3 feet.

Usual price, 35s. Sale price, 15y.

2873—Rustic Summer-house, as No. 116 in List, 6 feet by 5 feet

6 inches. Usual price. £7. Sale price, £3.

2879 -Rustic Summer-house, as No. 117 in List, 6 feet by 5 feet

6 inchej. Usual price. £vt. Sale price, £6 10.^

2810—Rustic Summer-house, «s No. 12) in List, 12 feet by 5 ft.

Usual price. £i2. Sale price. £i4.

2881 —Rustic Summer-house, as No. 121 in List. 5 feet by 3 feet

6 inches. Usual price, £l bs. Sale price. £'.

2882-Rustic Bridge. Ko. 13i in Lis*

Sale price, £^
2883—9 pairs Steps, 4 treads per pair.

price, 2i. 3d.

2884—7 pairs Steps. 5 treads per pair.

price. 2.". 9d.

2835 -to pairs St-p*. 6 treads p:r piir.

price, 3». '6d.

2886—5 pairs Steps, 7 treads per pair.

pnc^ 3.S 9rf.

Usual price, £:0 IOj.

Usual price, 45.

Uaual price, 5.*.

Uaual price, Qs.

Usual price, 7s.

2837—6 pa-ra Steps. 8 treads per pair.
Sa!e price, 4» 3d.

J8S8—7 pairs Steps. 9 treads per pair.
Sale price. 6s. 9d.

2889—3 pairs Steps. 10 treads per pair.
Sale price, 75. Gd.

2890—5 pairs Steps, 12 treads per pair.
Sale pric", \0s. 6d.

2-91—3 paiia Steps. 14 treads per pair.
Sale price, 13*.

29-92—7 30-round Ladders, each 15s.
2893—5 45-round Ladders, each 27*.
2894—3 65-round Ladders, each 325.
2895—2 60-round Ladders, each 435.

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Usual price, 8s. 9d,

Uaual price, 105. 6i.

Usual price, 12<. 6d.

Uaual p-ice, 14*.

Uoual price. Iji.

Sale price, 12i 6d.
Sale price, 229.

Sal»i price. 27s.

Sale price, 405.

WROUGHT WELDED SADDLE-BOILERS.
(Sockets, 6j. 6d. each, extra.)

2896-2, 18 by 12 by 19. each £J 9j. Sale price, £1 Is.
2897—3, 27 by 14 by 14, each £i I2s. 3d. Sale price, £! 15«.
2!'93-2, 3« by 14 by 14, each £i lis. 6d. Sale price, £i 8;.2«9— 1, 42 by 18 by 18, each £7 13s. Sale price, £5 lOi.
2900-1. 48 by 21 by 18, each £9 3s. Sale price. £6 ^a!.
2901—1, ,S4 by 21 by 21, each £ll lis. Sale price, £8.
2902-1, 60 by 21 by 21, each £13 10s. Sale price, £i IDs.

The above eizea are inside arch.

2903—i.5 Casks best Paraffin Oil, each containiof; 42 i^allors,
each, usual price, £1 Ij. Sale price. 17.'. id., casks
iucluded

; 2s. Qd. each allowed if returned, carriage
paid.

1904—10 Casks best Tar, suitable for Iron Fences, Wood
Palings, Farm Buildings, &c. Per cask of 42 gallons,
uaual price, £1 Us. Sale price, £l.

290.1-21 Glaziers' Diamonds (sheet), each ...

2901-7 4-quart Galvanised Water Cans, each
2907-9 6quart
29IJS-16 S-quart
1909-3 10 quart „ ,, „
2910-7 12-quart
2J11—5 liJ-quart ,. „ „ „
2912— l,".il 6feet lens, 3}-inch Iron O.G. Gutter,

usual price, Is. id. Sale price. Is.

Usual
Price.

». d.

1.1

2 2
2 4
2 8

a 10
3 2
4

Site
Price,

s. d.

10 «

2
2
2
2
2
3

2913-

Size
Usual price
Sale price

bize
Usual price
Sale price

2il4-

Size
U.-ual piije
Sale price

&ize
Usual price

Sale price

Ift

2/i
2/-

WOOD LABELS.
4in. &in. 6iu. 7in. 8io. 9in.

1/8 2/- 2/9 3/6 4/6 5/1
1/7 l/ll 2/5 3/2 4/- 4/9

lOiu. 12in.

6/- 10/-

6/! 8/-

FLOWER STICKS.
IJft. 2ft. 2ift. 3ft. 3jtt.

a/J H/- 8/- 10/- 14/- ...

3/6 5/6 7/.3 9/3 13/- ...

... 4ft. 4ift. !Sfc.

... 17/- 2)/- 1:9/-

... 1.5/9 21/- 26/-

Per length,

per lOCO

pe.- ICCO

2913-

About 7 tuas.

2916-

15).000 1ft.

2917-

VIRGIN CORK.
Uiual price, 17f. p-r cwt. S^le price, lOs. 6d.

BAMaOD CANES.
Per 10 0. Uiuil price, a6'. Sale price, 16s.

TOBACCO PAPER.
About 2 tons be^t quality. Usual price, 3.>;. Sile price,

i.'is. psr cwt.

2917A- PURE WOOD CHARCOAL.
287 sacks. Usual price, 4s. Sale price, 25. per sack ; or

10 sacks for V^s,

2918- POULTRY KEEPERS.
129 sacks, llOIb., gojd sound Poultry Mixture. Usi al

price, 7«. per sacs. Sale price, 5s. 6d. ; 5 for 26s. ; 10 for 505,

Beat feed ever offered.

2919- PEAT MOSS LITTER.

107 sacks. Usual price, 2s. 3i. per sack. Sa!e price, Is. erf.

per sack ; 10 for 125 ed. ; 20 for 225.

CD GARDEN LIGHTS.
2920 -10 Glazed Lieht-i. 2 fr^et ti inches by 5 feet 2 Inch«8, 3 by

2 utiles each. Usual price, 8s. 6d. Sale price. 5s-

4 Glazed Lights, tS feet by 4 feet, 3 by 2 sciles each.

Usual price, 145. Sale price, 9s.

2921—17 Glared Lights, odd fcizRs, from 4 feet 3 inches by
1 foot 8 incbes to 8 feet by 3 inches. Second-hand,

good condition, the lot £J.

29i2—3 New Uoglazed Lights, 4 feet 8 in. by 4 fdet 10 i3che9.

Uiual price 3*. Hd. Sale price, 2r. 3d each.

2923-3 New Unglazed Light*. 4 feet by 3 feet 10 inches.

Uauitl price, 3j. Sale price, 2s.

2921—4 New Unglazed Lights, 4 feet by 3 feet. Usual price,

3i. Sale price, 2'.

2925—17 Unglazed Lights, 2 feet by 5 fe:t 6 inches. Uaual
price, 3s. tid. Sale price. 2s.

IRON BUILDINGS.
Buildingi, Wojdeo Fiamewoik. covered with corrugated-

iron, suitable tor store-room or workshup. Marie in sectioo?.

Lqt Usual Price. Sale Price,

29-'6 ... 10 by 8 complete
2927 ... 14 by 10

29J8 ... 18 by 12

2929 ... 22 by 14 „

IRON BICYCLE OR TRICYCLE HOUSES.
(Span-roof.)

2930 to 2936-6 feet long, 4 f»et wide, 6 feet high. UbU«l

price, £3. Sale price, £l 5s.

{CONTINUEn ON NEXT PAGE.)
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W. COOPEB, Ltd., EIGHTH ANNUAL CIjEARANOE BUJE—eontinutd.

NURSERY, SEED, and BULB DEPARTMENTS.
The following goods will be carefully packed and put on Kail Free at our Nurseries.

Lot.
2138-

FERN'S (for Stove and Greenhouse) FJSENS.
-Fine healthy well-grown stuff, in small pots. Stj.OOO small Ferns (about 30 varieties)

usual price, 12s. per 100, sale price. 6s. 6rf. £3 per 1,000, £l2_10j. per ,5,000.

pots, 5s. per 100, £2 5s. per 1,000, £8 10s. per 6,000. Usual Price.

Per 100.

Out of

Sale Price.

Per 100.

s. d.

10
10
7

14
17

26
18

30
23
18
11

12
18

27

u
15

Lot. s. d.

2139—5.100 Pteris Serrulata (new variety), in small pots 15

2140—2.700 ,, Undulata 14

2141—3.500 ., Argjrea 12

2142—l.OuO „ Victoria 20

2143— 400 Gymnogramma Chrysophylla 22

2141-1,120 „ Olorioaa 60

2145— 750 ,, Marteneii 2ti

2146— 660 ,, Argyrea 35

2147-9,610 ,, Laucheana 28 D

2148— 760 Davallia Klegana 22

2149— 800 Cyrcomium Fensonii 13

2150—1,900 Nephiolep. 8 Exaltata 14

2151—1,150 Woodwardia Kadicans 20

2152— 700 Onychium Japonicum 30

(Out cf pots 2s. per 100 less.)

2163— Oar Selection. Out of pots
2164— ,, In pots

Not less than 25 of each variety.

STBONG ROOTED CUTTINGS.
Lot. Usual Price.

31d5—Ueliotrope. light and dark
Fuchsia, all best varieties I

Geranium, Ivy Leaf, Madame Crousse ',

gs doz
Marguerites, white and yellow I

Cineraria hybrida, Exhibiiion strain 1

Chrysanthemums, all the best Exhibition sorts ...

OBNAMENTAIi FLOWER AND FOLIAGE PLANTS.
FOR WINDOW, HOUSE, AND CONSERVATORY DECORATION.

Lot. Usual Price. Sale Price,

2156.—Primulas (siDgle) in 5 in. pots, splendid strain in flower and
bush per du7..

2157—Cineraria hybrida, in flower and bush ler do/..

2]f>8— MHrguferites, grand plants in flower and busi ... ver doz.

2169—Palms (Kentmy) in flower and bu&h earh
2160— ,, ,, in flower and bush (extra large) each
2161— Pandanus Veitclii, in flower and bush (very large) each
2162—Asparega^ plumosus nanus, in 5 in. pots, splendid strain, in

flower and bubh (special value) emSi

2U3—Cjtisup, in 5 in. pots, eplendid strain, in flower and bush,
per doz.

2161—Hydrangeas, in 5-iuch pot*^, splendid strain, in flower and bush,
per doz.

2165—Ivy-leaf Geranium (Pink), in 5-ir. pots, splendid strain in flower

S.ilePrici.

Is. doz.

7s. 100
£1 1,000

ORNAMENTAL FLOWER AND FOLIAGE PLANTS {Continued).
Usual Price. Sale Price.

s. d.
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GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Thos. Stiling, formerly Foreman at Barcote Gardens,

FaringdoD, as Head Gardener to J, DURAHOE, Esq., Cran-
more Flace, Chi-lehurst. Kent.

Mr. James C. Adams, foinirirly of Wye House, Buxton, as
Gar ener to J. Ciiaelemvoriu, Esq., Glenapp Castle,
Ballaotrae, Ayr>hire, N.B.

Mr. C. W. Lyne«, formerly General Foreman in the Gaidena
at Mauldslie Cattle, Cariuke. N B., as Gardener to Sir H.
HEhVKY Bruce, Bart., Downhill Castle, co. Londonderry.

Mr. Douglas Br wn. formerly Head Gardener to Lady
Shelley. Bo^rcombe Manor. Boiirnemouth, as Head Gar-
dener to T. Summers t ocks, Ebq., Thames Bank, Great
Marlow, Bucks.

Mr. William Penton, until recently foreman in the gardens
at Rcudietham Hall, as Head Gardener to H. Harris, Esq.,
Bowden Hill Hous>e, Chippenham, in succession to Mr.
DEACOJf.

To Gardeners Seeking Employment.
APKOFiTABLE AGENCY is offered for an

Article required by a 1 Nurstrymen and Gardeners.

—

Address, A. A., Gardentrs' Chronicle Oliice, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

CALIFORNIA.—TWO good OPENINGS to
MEN with a little Capital. One to open ; other join

Establi^hed Nurserv.—Write, ARTHUR GRAVES, 7. Luike
Street. Bedford.

ANTED, for a Small Plant Nursery, an
intelligent young Man, as SECOND FOREMAN, com-

petent tj take entire charge during several months of the year.
Must be a good General Plant Grower, capable of Making-ap
Bouiiuets. Sec.—Apply, with full particulars, to J. C.
WHERLER AND SON. King-holm Nursery, Gloucester.

ANl'ED, an Ui\DEK-GAKDENEK, in
Berkshire.— Third, where four are kept. Bothy

;

abstainer. Write, ttating full particular*, and wages required,
to A. WEJTON, E&q.. 60, Cromwell Road. London.

Seed 1*1*3.48

WANTED, a steady respectable YOUTH as
LUfUOVER. Good knowledge of General Seed and

Bulb Trade.—Apply Pentey's Seed and Bulb Warehouse,
21, Cornwall Street. Plymouth.

WANTED, in an important Horticultural
Establishment in Germany, a young MAN as English

Corresponding and Invoice CLEKK. One Willi a good Kuow-
ledge of French priferjed. Applications, with copy of testi-
monials, stating age, and salary rtquired, to 1). E., 25, Well-
ington Street, Strand, London. W.C.

OUNTERMAN.—WANTED, in a provincial
house, an eneg.'ctic MAN to take charge of a Counter

in Executive Department, must have good experience in the
execution of orders, and a good general knowledge cf the Busi-
nef^H,—Apply, stating age, experience, wages expected, &c.
"COUNTERMAN," Messrs. Hurst & Son, 162,Houndsditch, E.C.

CEEDTRADE^—WANTED an ASSISTANTO SHOP.MAN. Must be good Counterman.— Ago. expe-
rience, sHlary expettel to W , Gardaien' ChroiucU OiEce, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

lousg Mail for seeds, &c.

WANTED —An Additional Hand in the Seed
Depanment. Must have had some experience, and

write ijiiickly and well. A cateful, steady, and industrious
young Man will mer>t with every encouragement.—Apply by
letter to WM. 1-AUL and SON. Walt ham Cross.

ANTED, a WAREHOUSEMAN, f^
Wholesale (London) Seed Trad*. Apply, with full

particulars, by lett;r, to C, Mestrs. Hurst & Son, Hounda-
ditch, E.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FS A N D E R AND U O. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

RICHARD SMITH and C^O.
beg to announce that they arc constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars. &c.—St. John's Nurseries, W'orcester.

Garde cers, farm-Bailiffs, Foresters. &c.

DICIvSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always io a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Aiy/ies( reHpectability, and thorowjk'y practical aX their buai-
neas. AH particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—'* DICKSONS. Chesteb."

AKDENEK. (Bead).—W. Dunkley, late
Head Gardener, Blitherwycke Park, is open tore-enpage

with any Lady or Gentlemnn requiring the bervices of a
thorough practical man. Single. Can be well recommended.
—Address, Blatherw^cke, Want-ford,

GARDENER (Head Working); age 30,
married.—Mr. Hay, Gar<^ener to Sir A. D Hayter,

South Hill Park, Bracknell, Berks, wishes to recommend as

above ; thoroughly efficient in Fruif, Flowers, Plants, and
Vegetables ; energetic, sober, and trustworthy.

GARDENER (Head Working); married.—
Mr. G. H. Sage. Gardener to the Earl of Dysart, Ham

House, Richmond, would be pleased to recommend a man,
thoroughly experienced in all branches, to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the above.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 41;
married, three chiHren. Thoroughly experienced in all

branches; Laud and Stock if requir^ ; disengaged; g)od
reierence. — J. B iRLEVCORN, Snellgrove Nursery, Hare
Hill, Chertsey, Surrey,

GARDENER (Head Woeking). — Scotch.
Age 33, married, one child ; eighteen years' experience

in all branches. Special at Chryjanihemums. Good refer-

ences and testimonials.—A. W.. Gardtners' Chronic e Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Scotch.
Married. Advertiser will be disengaged on December 20,

and begs to offer his services to any Lady or Gentleman
rtquiring a thorough practical all-round man in Fruit.
Flowers, and Vegetables, Early and Lat« Forcing. Good
refetences.—R. F., The Rocks, Boar's Head, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head Working) —A Gentle-
man can with coufidence recommend his late Head

Gardener. Age 37, married, no family. Life experience in

good places. Excels in Orchids, Roses, Chrysanthemums, and
Table Decorations.— B., 3, Shuckburgh Road, Catford.

MR. C. McNEELL, Carlton Curliew Hall,
Leicestershire, wishes to thoroughly recommend his

GARDENER (Uead-worki.vg). Thoroughly understands all

branches. Vines, &c., is also a good rough carpenter. Age 42,
married, one child, Highest possible references.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 24; ten years' experience in all branches. Excel-

lent character from Gentleman leaving. Abstainer.— JACK-
SON. 15, Calton Boid. Dulwich Village. S.E.

GARDENER (good SiNGLE-HANDED,or where
help is given).—Age 26. abstainer ; thoroughly experi-

enced Inside and Out, Can be w^U recommended.—J. W.
VICKERS. 10. Briars Cottages, High Barnet.

ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Age '^3; experienced Inside and Out; good

characters from last and previous employers.— F. DOUCH,
Denny Bottom, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kept.—Age 24 ; well-up Inside and Out. Good cha-

racter. Two years and a half in last situation,—J. MERRICK,
Grove Cottage. Wraxall. Somerset.

ARDENER (Second), in a good Gentle-
mau's place.—Young man (age 21); five years' in pre-

sent situation. Highly recommended. Abstainer. Good
knowledge of Gardening in all iU branehes.—F. FREEMAN,
Gardener, Granville Street, Peterborough.

ARDENER.—Younfr Man, age 22, tho-
roughly experienced in Ferns, Foliag'*, and Flowering

Plants. Soft- wooded Stuff. Tuberoses, Chrysanthemums,
Tomatos. Cucumber^^; good knowledg-^ of cut tlower trale and
furnishing ; could manage a small Nursery; excellent references.
— H., 81, Denmark Road. Camberwell, London.

To Nurserymen.
GROWER. — Age L'5. General Soft-wooded

Stuff, Plants. Roses. Fruits. &c. Good character; nine
years* experience.—G. S., Mrs. Pool, Long's Cottages, Western
Green, Thames Dittoa.

FOREMAN.—20 years' experience in the
Market Gardening and Farming business. Thoroughly

capable of mar-aging the bu'iiness, and not afraid of work; good
reterences.-J. HOLLINGTON (late of Barking), Kew Bridge
Road, Brentford.

OREMAN.—Well up in Vines, Peaches,
Cucumbers, Melons. Tomatos, Slot?e and Greenhouse

Plants, House and Table Decorations. Eleven years* expe-
rience.—S. H., Heligan, St. Austell.

POREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN, in large
1- Establishment.—Age 24 ; nine ) ears' good character and
testimonial as Foreman from latt place.— J. B., The Cemetery,
Rothesay Road, Luton, Beds

FOREMAN.—Age 31, married, one child;
thoroughly competent in Growing Vines. Tomatos,

Cucumbers, Chrysanthemums, Bedding Stuff for Market.

—

W. H., 1, Grantham Terrace, East Barnet Road, New Barnet.

FOREMAN, in good establishment, or GAR-
DENER, where three or more are kept,—Age 28 ; single ;

life experience in all branches, includiog Orchids. Highest
references.- S. CROOK, 12, Longland Ter., Brjnmill, Swansea.

FOREMAN (Inside, or General).—Age 28.
Mr. G. R. George. Gardener to Eirl Sondes, Lees Court,

Faversham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above Three years as Foreman previously.—Present
addroif, G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

ORKING FRQIT FOREMAN, for Out-
door Nursery. Seventeen years' experience, five years in

last situation. Good references.-GEORiSE OLDHAM, 31,
Oatgo Terrace, Larkhall, Bath.

To NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—
Herbaceous, Alpine, and Carnation Department. Wanted

by a competent man, re-eug-gement as FOKEMA^f in above
department. Good references.—HoRTUS, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; ten years' experience.
Chrysanthemums for exhibition, and good all-round

grower ; table decorations. Excellent references ; abstainer,—
PABSLOW, 34, Ponton Road, Nine Elms Lane, S.W.

TO~LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.—Young
German Gentleman who has been engaged in firstrclass

English Landscape Gardening business, seeks for re-engage-
ment. Well-up in Surveying. Artistic Plan-drawing, and
practical Carrying out. Highest recommendations from
England and Germany.-A. OSTER, :\lanor House, Crawley,
Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a good
Private Establishment.—Age 21 ; seven years'experience

Inside and Out. Excellent characters, Bothy preferred.—
H. CURRELL. Nursery Road, Southgate, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside.—Age 22;
life experience in the general routine of gardening ; one

year and nine months in present situation. — SYDNEY
BRADSHAW, 3, Rosefield T errace, Leamington, Warwickshire.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 20; four years' ei-
perience Inskle and Out. Strong, willing, and anxious

to improve.—W. S , Mr. Johnson, Tailor, Harleston, Norfolk.

To Head Gardeners.
JOURNEYMAN Inside.—Age ntarly 19;

thoroughly experienced in Plant and Fruit Growing.
Good references, Abstaioer.-M., Sydney Lodge, Hamble,
Southampton.

OURNEYMAN, in a good establishment.—
Age 25; ten years' experience. Excellent references

from last and previous places.— J. CROFTS, 44, Market Street,
Eckington. Rotherham.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man; eleven
years* experience. Thoioughly up in Roses. Clematis,

Rhododendrons. Conifers. Grafting, Budding, Layering. In and
Outdoor Work.—H. BLUMFIELD, 154, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Young man, well up
in Propagating and Growing Roses and Clematis, &c.,

also General Nursery Work. Eleven years' experience.—
X. y., Mr. E. Mybon, Great Parndon, Harlow.

SEED TRADE.— Young Man, age 24, re-
quires re-engagement ; nine years' experiecce in Country

house ; thorough knowledge of Farm, Seed, and Roots

;

abstainer.—SEED. Gardeners' Chronicle. Office, 41. Welling-
ton Street, Strand. W.C.

^EED TRADE. — Advertiser (age 21) is
kJ anxious to meet with a situation as ASSISTANT-
SHOPMAN or TKAVELLER. Well recommended.—H. H.,
Messrs. Dicksons. Chester.

SEED TRADE.—SHOPMAN (Head), desires
re-engagement, no objection to travel. Expected salary,

£120.— OMK.GA." Gardeners' Chromcle Office, 41. WellinfetOn
Street, Strand. London, W.C,

S~
HOPMAN. — Thorough knowledge of the
Seed. Bulb, and Nursery Trade, long experience, first-

class Wreath and Bouquet maker.—J. B., 4, .Spring Place,
Gardiner's Hill. Cork.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 21, seekT^
situation as ASSISTANT. Five years' experience in

all branches. Good references,—A. J. P., Mtssrs. Robert Veitch
& ion, Exeter.

SALESMAN, BUYER, TRAVELLER, or
GROWER. &c.—Age 30 ; good all-round experience.

Twelve years' excellent references.— F. W. MACER, 5, Berwick
Street, Pimlico, S.W.

URSERY, SEED, and BULB TRADE.—
Advertiser ii desirous of re-engagement as MANAGING

CLERK. Experienced in all branchis.—W. M., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

SSIbTANT.—Age 22, abstainer; thorough
knowledge of Seeds, Plants, and Nursery Stuff. Six

years' experience. Seeks re-engagement. — ASSISTANT,
11, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

NURSERYMEN.—A Dutchman of good
family, age 23, requires a position in a Nurs-ery or Office.

Has worked in Hollard, Germany, and Belgium (Ghent).
Acquainted with French, German, and English. Good refer-
eoces.-P. BRAND, Gentbrugge, Ghent, Belgium,

FLORISTS,—Young man (26) desires
re-eDgagement. First-class hand. Good reference.

—

W. FRANCIS, 9. Brompton Road, Edge Lane. Liverpool.

ARPENTER JOINER, well up in General
work.—W. C, 20. Droop Street, Harrow Road, N.W.

APATHETIC INCIDENT recently occurred
in the London streets. It was late, and a poor little

girl was tryirg in vain to sell her violets. Suddenly a boy, a
typical London Arab, who had just sold his last evening paper,
and was rattling his ha'pence in his pocket, stopped before her.

Taking the situation in at a glance, he said kindly, "I'll buy
yer vi'lets. Come on, well sell 'em tergether." The boy
evidently was a good salesmau, for we parsed barely an hour
later, and the children were running about together, with only
two or three bunches left. We can all help one another if we
like. The sick and suffering we cin save if we onlv point out
to them the healing virtues of HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and
OINTMENT.
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Send for ILLUSTRATED LIST of

JOHN BLARE'S
PATENT
SELF-

ACTING HYDRADLIC RAMS,
FOB RAISING WATER for the SUPPLY of TOWNS, VILLAGES, IRRIGATION, RAILWAY STATIONS,

MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS, FARMS, 4c.

No Cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from a Stream of A^'ater passing through the Ram. No Oiling or Packing required. Made in sizes to

^
raise from 300 to 300,000 gallons per day. Will force to a height of 800 feet.

Fig. A.

This Earn raitea a pirtion of the same
^Yater that works it.

This View represents Fi^. A. Ram forcing up a part of the same water that works it,

which is supplied from a spring. Special Kams of A. make Cin be supplied to force to

a neight of 800 feet.

Fig. B.

This Rim, whilst worked by a stream
of impure water, will pump clean

water frcm a well or spring.

Blake's Hydraulic Rams have been supplied to thelfollowing among others:—
Hi3 Royal Highne3s the Diilie of Connaught.
HU Higbness the Maharajih of Kashmir.

Hi* Grace the Duhe of Dnvonshire.

His Grace the Duke of WCTitmiaster.

His Grace the Duke of Cleveland.

His Grace the Duke of Portland.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

Hia Grace the Duke of Leeds.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.

Hia Grace the Duke of Grafton.

The Most Hon. The Marquess of RipOQ.

T he Most Hon. the M irquesa of Dowoshire.
The Most Hon. the Marquess of Abergavenny.

Toe Most Hon. the MarqueHS of Londonderry.

The Mo-^t Hon. the Marquess uf Cholmondeley,

The R'ght Hon. the Eirl of D^rby.

The Right Hon. ih« Etrl of Devon.
The Rtgut Hon. the Earl of Gainsborough.
The Rigit Kon. the Earl of Romney.
The Right Hon. the Karl df Granard.
The Rigfit Hon. the Earl Beam:hamp.
The Right KoQ. the Karl of Caledon.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lichfield.

The Right Hou. the Earl of Feversham.
The Ri«ht Hon. the Earl of Harewood.
The Right Hon. Earl Ferrers.

The Right Hod. the Earl of Harrowby.
The Right Hon. the Earl of "Wemyss.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Ancaater.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Scarbrough.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Loodesborougli.

The Right Hon. the Eirl of Leicester.

The Bight Hon. Lady North wick.

The Right Hon. the Counters of Shaftesbary.

The Countess de Morella.

Lady Henry Cholmondeley.
The Dowager Lady Williams Wynn.
Lady Frankland, Thirkleby Park.

The Riiiht Hon. Lord Hothfiel i.

The Right Hon. Lord Leconfield.

The Right Hon. Lord Ribblesdale.

The Ri^ht Hon. Lord Derwent.
The Right Hon. Lord Hatherton.
The Ki<nt Hon. Lord Leigh.
The Right Hon. Lord RagUn.
The Might Hon. Lord Northbourne.
The Right Hon. Lord Crewe.
The Riiiht Hod. and Rev. Lord '^carsdale.

The Right Hon. Lord Brougham and Vaux.
The Kig'it Hon. Lord Schroder.

The Right Hoa. Loid Macnaghten.
The Right Hun. Lord Clifford' of Chudleigh.
The Right Hon. Lord Walsinghaa.
The Right Hon. Lord Hindlip.

The Right Hon, Lord Wantage.
The Right Hon. Lord Hampton (Trustees of )-

The Right Hon, Lord Burton.
The Right Hon, Lord Abinger (The Executors of).

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Galway.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Biidport.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Clifden.
The Rigtit Hon. Lord Viscount Boyne.
The Right Hon. T. Sotheron-Fstcourt.
The Right Hon R. More O'Farrell.

The HoQ. Sir William Ventris Field.

The Hon. George Kenyon.
The Hon. A. C. G. Calthorpe.
The Hon. H. Scwcll.
The Hon. Evelyn H. Ellis.

The Hon. Charles EUi^.
The Hon. C, G. French.

The Rev. Hon. E. T. St John.

Admiral Sir George Broke- Middleton.

Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart.

Sir William Gordon-Cummlng. Bart,

Sir Frederick A. Millbank. Bart.. M.P.

Sir Henry Hoare, Bart., Stourhead.

Sir William Fielden. Bart., Feniscowles.

Sir Robert Menzie?, Bart., of Meozicrs.

Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Bart.

Sir Michael Robert Sha ^-Stewart, Bart.

Sir Henry W. Riplev, Bart ,
Acacia.

Sir W. C. Worsley, Bart.. Hovingham.
Sir Kenneth Smith Mackenzie. Bart.

tir William Elen. Birt., Windlcstone.

Sir Thomas C. C. Western, Bart.

Sir John Shelley, Bart,

Sir Charles F J Smyihe, Bart.

Sir Julian Goldsraid. Bart.

Sir Edward Bates. Bart.

Sir Edmund B ickley. Bart.

Sir A. Wooiiwiss, The Pastures, Derby.

Sir James Robert Walker, Bart.

Sir William Gordon. Bart.

Sir E, W. Blacikett, Birt.

Sir H. A. Clavering. Bart,

Sir William Jenner. Birt.

Sir Spencer M. M. Wilson, Bart.

Sir Samuel Hayes, Bart.

Sir Morton E. M. BuHer. Bart,

Sir J, T. Dillwyn-Llewelyn, Bart.

Jir Harry Verney, Bart.

Sir Thomas Storey.

General Mackenzie, Foveran House, Aberdeen.

Gr-neral Gerard- Potter Katon, Th-* Pole.

Major-General Sir H. M Havelock Allan, Bart,

Mdjor-Geoeral Fielden, Witton Park.

Mujor-General H. E. Watson.
Colonel Starkie, Lovely Hall. B ackburn.

Colonel Milligin, Cauldwell Hall.

Colonel Towneley. T.iwnel««y, Lancashire.

Colonel Hargreaves. Maiden Erlegh

Cjlonel Tremayne. M.P., Carclew, Cornwall.

Colonel Mitford. Mitford Castle.

Colonel Leyland, Nantclwyd Hall, Ruthin.

Colonel Francr-Hrtyhurat, Pavenham Hull,

Colonel Richard Worsley-Worawick.
Co'o lel R. R. Jackson, Lo^tock Hall.

Colonel J. E. Foster, Sant.om Seal.

Colonel Knlden. Ree-iley Hou^e. Burnley.

Colonel L-^gini. Wrlham Hall-

Liput.-Colouel Lloyd, Liilesden. Hawkhurot.
Lieut -Colonel Cotton. Reaseheath Hall.

Mnjor J. F. Trint, Tristford. Totnep,

Major Hardtnan. Rawteastall.

Major Bird, Crookhey. Lancaster.

Major J. R. H, CrauforJ. Craufordlan Castle.

Major Dent, Menithorpe Hall, near Malton,

Maj-ir Finlay, M-4nor Hou^e, Little Brickhill.

Captain Duncombe, Wa'eMey Park.

Captain Hippisley. Sparsholt House. Wantage.
Captain Oandy, Skirsgill Park. Penrith.

Captain Townsend, Wineham.
Captain Bosanquet. Broom-y-CIose, neir Ross.

Captain Green-Emmott. Emmott Hall, Coloe.

R. R. Rothwell. Esq., Breadsall Priory.

W. S. Paget Tomlinson. Kirkby Lonsdale.

W. Bromley-Davenport. Esq , M,P., Capesthorne.

V. F. Benptt-Stanford. Esq , M.P , Pyt House.

C. F. H. Bjlckow, Esq., M.P., Marton Hall.

John Hick, Et^q , M.P., Mytton Hall.

Hamar Bass, E-q , MP.. Needwood Hall.

Wentworth Blackett Beaumont, E^q , M.P.

Geo. Courtauld, Esq.. M,P.. Halstead. Essex.
Godfrey H. Wentworth, Esq . Woolley.
Messrs. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Cotapany.
H^-nry Sandbach, Esq., Hafodunas, Abergele.
The Dean and Chapter of Durham.
The V^enerable C W. Holbech. Farnborouph Hall,
The Rev. B. Hallowes, for Mugginton Village.
The Rev. H. J, De Salis, Portuall Paik.
The Rev. E. G, Edwards, Trentham. Staffordshire.
C. H. Mainwaring, E-q , Whitmore Hall.
G. H. Pinckard. Esq.. Combe Coart. Go'^alming.
J. W. Temple. E^q., L'yswood, Groombridge.
Edwin Waierh )u e, Eij., Feldemore, Do:king.
W. BicJtfjri-S n.th. Kfq. . Travarnj, Corn waU.
William Pouudell, E q . Gledttone, Pki^-to •.

Henr/ Ackroyd Ft^q , Ho'.mwood, denley-ot-ThaoiflB.
Arch bald I'unn Fsq . Newcastleon-Tyiie.
W. H Hornby, Ffq , Poole Hal', Naotwich.
Thomas Grey, Epq . Mitiord. No.- humb^rUnd.
M a Miles, Ham Green House, P 11. Tiatol.
FortescuB W K Long Ecq , Dunstoa Hall, Norwich,
Mes'irs. >cott and Edwards, Railway Contractorfl,

Hy Whitehead. Esq., Hassel Hey. Tottington.
H. O. Moff -tt, Esq., iioQ irich Court. Ross, d.erofori.

James Orjarod, Esq , Pfn-y-lan, Fuabon.
W. R AdamsoQ, Esq , Rushtoa Park, 'attle.

F. Bacon Vrank, Esq , Campsall Hal", Doacaster.
Ch -8. *'agi Wood, Ksfj.. Wak s Hall, * (sex.

C. W. Bellock, Hgq , Highfields, Audlem, < heshire.
Edwin W. Streeter, Fgq., F.R.G.S., Nackvills Place.

QuintOQ Hog:^. K^q., Holly Hill, Southern ton.

John Howes. E;q . Htreatlam Castle. Durhioi.
Alexander Henry Browne, Esq., Callaluy Castle.
Bernard Husey Hunt, Esq , Compton, Pauniefoot.
J. A. DarlingtJD, Esq.. Buurton Hall. Bugby.
^t. Lawrence's College, *mple'ortb. Yorks.
A. C. Phillip3-de-Lisle. Esq., Garendon Park,
J. J. .Tones, Efq., Abberley Hall, near Stourport.

W. M. Ince-Anderton, Esq.. Euxton Hall, Chorley,
William Baroeby, Esq , Saltmareh Castle, Bromyard.
F. W. Webb. E^q., C.E., of Crewe and Stanway Manor.
C. H. B. Williams. Esq.. Knolton Hall, Ruabon.
The Mackintosh of Mackintosh, Cottrell, Cardiff.

C. E. Barton, Esq., Tno Elms. Coundon, near Coventry.
J. H. Wbitelijuse. Esq., Ipsley Court, near Redditch.
A. Hoare. Ftq., Charlwood, Forest-row. Sussex.
Kwan Camerun Galtin. Esq . Shels ey Grange.
Charle-* Eccles. E^q , Stentwood, Honi'On, Devon.
George Btrbjur, E q., Boleswortli Castle.

C. B. E. Wright, Rsq , Bjlton Hall, near Clitheroe.
Edward L. Tomlin Esq., Ai.gley Park, Cranbrook.
T. F. Twemlow, E,-q , Betley Court, Crewe.
Chas. C. Cupe', Esq.. Foots Cray Fisheries, Kent.
R. Andrews, E?q , Prestbury Hall, Cheshire.

John Hampson, Esq , Ullenwood, near Cheltenham.
Richard Smethurst, Esq , Ellerbeck Hall, Lancashire.
Edw n Grundy Wrigley. Esq , Howick House. Pre&ton.
C. B. Collins, Esij., Strath Culme House, Hele,
The Corporation of Blickburn.
G. Redmayne, E-q , Brathay Hall, Ambleside.
Thomas Mason, E-q., Alkincoates Hall, Colne,
Basil Sparrow, Esq., Gosfield Plaice, Halstead, Essex.
George D. Farrar, Esq.. Brayfield House.
Fred Lion, Esq . Seighford Hall, near Stafford.

W. A. Coats. Eq , Skelmorlie Castle.

J. J. Colman. Esq., The Clyffr', Corton.
Dr. E M. Crookshank, East Grinstead.
Mrs. Lowe, Gosfield Hall, Halhtead.

St. CuIhSert's College, Ushiw, Durham.
The Oloumel District Lunatic Asylum.
Thi Somerset Western Asylum.
The Corpjratijn of Blackburn.

JOHN BLAKE. RAM WORKS, ACCRINGTOM. LANCASHIRE.
Editorial communications sLould be addressed to tlie " Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Lettars to " The Publisher, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Corent Garden, London. W.O
Prii.ted for the Proprietors by Messrs. BBADBURy, Agnew. & Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and poolished by

Arthur Qeorqk Martib, at the Office, 11, WoUington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Qarden, in the said County.—Satubdat, December 8, 1894. Agent for Manchester—JoHS Hsiwoor.
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NOTICE TO ADVE RTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINO
at the latest.

ANNELL'S SEED CATALOGUE for 1895
will be sent free to all intending customers. 7hose who

have not had our Kentish Seeds would pave considerably, and
have crops yielding immensely over ordinary Feeds. Photos
o£ five champion growers, with particulars. This issue will
ha found the moet important to Gardeners ever published.

Seed Growers, Swanley, Kent.

BEARING PEACH TREES. — In prime
condition, fiom South Walls. Dwarfs and Standards,

best varieties, well balanced, fibrously rooted. Fruited this
eason. Particulars apply

—

ICETON, Putney, S.W.

INGLE CROWNS LILY OF THEVALLEY.
—Extra stroDg Crowns, thoroughly ripened and in splen-

did condition for forcing. Made up in bundles of 25, Price
per 100. 65. : per 1000. 55s. Free by rail or parcel post.

DICKSOKS, Bulb Qroirers and Importers, Chester.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in Hor-
ticulture tor If93, will be ready on Monday, Dec. 17.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in HOR-
TICULTURE for 18!)5, will be ready on Monday, Dec. 17.

CUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in HOR-
O TIGULTUKE for 18SI.J, will be ready on Monday, Dae. 17.

^SUTTON'S SEEDS, GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, RBADINQ,

OW IS THE TIME TO PLANT,
P.E0NIE9.

CatalORUs of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

OOO^OOO^LILY or VALLEY—2,000,000.

t —W. ICErON has a very fine Stock of his well-known
variety, specially selected Giant, to offer at reasonable prices.

Sis. and 40j. per lUOO.

CUT ROMAN, la and Is. 6d. per dozen; ''UT LILY OF
VALLEY, 2s. and 3s. doz. ; DRAWN TULIPS, <Jt. to Is. M. doz.

AZALE.i MOLLIS, high-coloured varieties, at 6's., 90s
,

and 150J. per 100. Putney. S.W.

Try Hardy Trees
Grown in Calcareous Soil, 400 feet above sea level.

FRUIT TREES.— An immense stock of un-
surpassed quality, true to name and free from blight.

ROiE TREES.—In quantity, includiog new varielifs. Teas
and Climbers, strong in pots and ground, a specialty.

TREES and CONIFERS.—New & Rare Hardy Trees & Shrubs.

EDWIN BILLIER, The Nurseries, Winchester.

SPARAGUS, for Forcing; five years old,

splendid roots, 12s. 6'i. per 100; extra fine, 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

.7. J. CL4RK. Market Gardener. Goldstone. Brighton.

ORCHIDS. — We are now making a Special
Offer, at Low Prices, to make room for importations

daily expected. LISTS free.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

ILLER'S SEAKALE gives great satisfac-
tion.—Strongroots, for forcing, 8s. Qd. per 100 ; extra

large massive roots for quick forcing, 12j. Hd. per lOO ; good
roots for planting, 5s. ed per 100.

F. MILLER and CO., 287. Fulham Road, London, S.W.

Strawberries.—Guaranteed bestTPaxtonO and other kinds, 3s. per lOO ; I2s. id. per .SOO ; £1 per 1000.
Carriage piid. Cash with order,

W. CAVILL, Penally, R.S.O. Pembrokeshire.

Prize Cob Filberts and otber Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or, the whole of his Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed in
the autumn. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Beading. •

ERLIN- LILY OF THE VALLEY, first

quality for forcing, 35i. per 1000 ; 4s. per 100. Imported
Parisian Lilacs, for forcing, white and coloured, 30s. per doz.

WALSHAW AKD SON, Scarborough.

ENRY"^ RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden. W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.
H

NICHOLLS AND
Seed and Plant Collectors,

Lord Howe Island.

SON,

MESSRS. H. AND A. THOMAS, Salesmen,
Flower Market, Covent Garden. W.C. are prepared to

receive Consignments of CHOICE CUT FLOWERS on COM-
MISSION. Prompt Cash^

ANTEd7 MOSS ROSES.—state price
per 100 for the old uprightrgrowing common Moss

Rose. Must be guaranteed true. Particulars. &c., to—
H. PAGE AND SON, Grove Nursery, Teddington, S.W.

ANTED, a Quantity of this year's GROS
COLMAR VINES for planting. Price per 100 to—

71, Forest Road, Nottingham.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, extra
strong llowering bulbs, 28j. per 1000; 220i. per 10,000.

f.o.b. Rotterdam. Also strong LILY OF THE VALLEY
Crowns, at 18s. per 1000; 170s. per 10,000. Scarlet Runner
BEANS, a great ciuantiiv to offer. Apply to—
Mr. J. KOUWENHOVEN, Warmoud, nr. Haarlem, Holland.

HARLES K COOPER, Wholesale
Flokist, 33, Russell Street, Covent Garden, and

Stand 370. Flower Market, Covent Garden, W.C, is ODeu
to receive Con»igument3 of CHOICE CUT FLOWJRS,
FOLIAGE, &c.. for Sale on Commission. For further par-

liculars, apply as above. PRICK LISTS on application.

TfleoHAMS: "LAPAQERIA, LONDON."

Just Pabllebed.

-yHE ORCHID-GROWER'S MANUAL.—
I Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the

mo9t complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.

Super-royal 8vo. Price, 2os.; Free by Parcel Post, in the

United Kingdom, 25s. Xiid.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

PALMS — PALMS — PALMS. — All the
leading varieties at low prices. 'Areca lut VerschaffeIti

;

Geonoma grac. Int.; Rhapis humilis and tlab. ; Pliuenix

ruiiicola, Compacta, Roeb^-Hni ; Kentias, and other varieties.

ICETON, Putney, S.W.

S^EAKALE ROOTS for forcing.— Specially-
grown, extra tine Roots, 8j. per 100.

G. H. COPP, Gardens, Holnest Park, Sherborne.

KEEN EUON YMUS, fine stufi, extra strong
and bushy, 12 to 15 inches, 25s. per 100; 15 to 18 inches,

.3.5s. per 100; 18 to 21 inches, 45s. p. 100. Sample free. Is. Free
on board. Cash with order.—BECKER, Nurseries, .Jersey.

^/"INES, VINES, VINES.—Grand Stock of
V both Fruiting and Planting Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on application.-.T04N PEED & SOVS.
Roupell Park Nurseries. Norwood Road. West Norwood, S.E.

THECOMA SMITH! (finest Seed Novelty of
the Season).— ELECTROS for CATALOGUES, and

Seeds, and all particulars, may be had of the London Whole-
sale Seedsmen.

A/l YATT'S PllOLIFIG POTATOS for Sale,—
LtX True. Price for 2-ton lots, 95s. per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey, Boston.

HRYSANTHEMUMS. — New Illustrated,

Descriptive, and Priced CATALOGUE of all best

varieties in commerce, now ready, post-free, two stamps.
B. OWEN, Castle Hill. Maidenhead.

^LIA TENEBROSA.—Splendid Plants of
this year's importation, showing sheath, and well-leaved,

from 10*. Qd. each. See our new Catalogue.
FRED. HORSMAN & CO., Colchester.

UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
. to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR.TheLondon Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gal'on of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dre-'ising for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
parafBn is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

ISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
Stock Liats and Prices on application.

GEORIE FARMtLOE and SONS, Lead, Glass. Oil. and
Colour Merchants, 31. St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majet-ty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc.
Royal Botanic Soc, Parka and Pub'ic Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex UprightTubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday Next.

DUTCH BQLBS-GKEAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale RoomB, 67 and

68, Cheapside, London. E.C. , on the ABOVE DAYS, at 12 o'clock

each day, large Consignments of first-class HYACINTHS.
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from
Holland, lotted to suit large and small buyers.

On view mornings of Sales, and Catalogues had.

Cboico Artist Proof Etchings, Engravings, &o.
FIVE DAYS' UNRESERVED SALK, by order of Messrs. B.

Brooks & Sons, the old-established art publishers, of 171,

;Strand, W.C.

MESSRS. PRUTHEROE and MORRIS -will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67,

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.. on MONDAY. December 17.

and four following days, at half-past twelve o'clock each day.

PROOF ETCHINUS and ENQRAVINGS, &c., embracing wai-
kiown examples of all the eminentartists. scarce signed artist

proofs, ineludiog some of the most noted publications of the

day.
Ufl view Saturday prior, and on morning of each day's sale.

Catalogues may be liad of the Auctioneers 67 and 68, Cheap-
S'de. London. E.C.

Wednesday Next.
IMPORTATION OF 91 CASES. RECEIVED DIRECT,

COMPRISING :
—

380 LILIUM AURATUM
.3.160 „ SPECIOSUM ALBUM
6,480 ., ,, RUBRUM
300 „ „ MELPOMENE

A'so 200 ROSES. English-grown LILIES. 300 AMARYLLIS.
and 370 PANCRATIUMS received direct, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, and 100 Lots of DUTCH
BULBS.

iVf ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
LtJ. SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms. 67 and 68. C^heapsidc. LondOD, E.O., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, December 10, at 13 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, December 21, 1891.

IMPORTANT SALE OF OROHIDS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St.

Albans, to SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

& 68, Cheapside, London. E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT. December 21.

at half-past 13 o'clock, the following IMPORTED and ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS ;—

TWENTY - FIVE
CHOICE NAMED HYBRID CYPRIPEDIUMS,

The very Ftne-.t Crosses.
The plants are well grown and in perfect condition, and a

description of each plant is given in the Catalogue. The
fallowing choice Hybrids will be included :—CYPRIPEDIUM
R.IDIOSUM SUPBBBUM. 0. MORGANI^ BURFORD-
lENSE. C. SANDKRIANA SUPERBIENS, C. MITLEINI-
ANUM. C. CiLYPSO (Oakwood variety), C. LEEANUM
UIGANTEUM, C. YOUNGIANUM, C. MACROCHILUM, &c.

Also splendid Importations of

MEXICAN ORCHIDS,
Suitable for Cool and lotermediale treatmeot, including One

ThoueaT.d Plants, in eupetb conriiMou, of the Tnie

LiELIA AUTUMNALIS ATRORUBENR
(Thk All Saist.s' Flower of Mexico),

Which has not been Imported for many years.

EPIDENDRDM SPECIES.—Bulbs large. Onion-shaped, the
stem tapering, and rot larger than a lead pencil.

ODONTOGLOiSUM NEBULOSuM. — This large-flowered,
white and spotted Cool-house Orchid has not been
Imported for a long time. The plants now offered are in
spleLdid condition.

ODONTOGLOSSUM REICHENHEIMII. — Lsrge - bulbed
masses, in grand order. ONCIDIUM CAVENDISHIANUM,
EPIDENDRUM NEMORALE. &c.
Now is the best time to establish Mexican Orchids.

Also larye -mportation from BRAZIL, including L.'I-^LIA

H4RP0PHYLLA, ONCIDIUM VARICOSUM ROGEKSII,
the grandest type of this superb Oncidium; L.Ii^LIA
DAYaNA. well-leaved, and in magnificent condition

;

ONCIDIUM MARSHALLTANUM and CURTUM. in fine

condition; ONCIDIUM CONCOLOR, &c.
A1S5 a fine lot of Established Plants of CATTLEYA DOLOSA,

Semi-established Plants of C. SCHILLERIANA and C.
VELDTINA. all in grand condition.

Also 2000 newly-imported bulbs of H.TSVIANTHUS KAL-
ilREYEUlI, just to hand in the best possible condition, and
uewly-imported bulbs of CRINUM NOBILE ALBUM. These
hulbs will be sold without the least reserve.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday. December 21.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include in their ORCHID SALE, on FRIDAY'. Decem-

ber 21. a fine plant in flower of a new variety of a

YELLOW CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,
very similar to C. insigne Ernestii.

Also a Choice Assortment ot Duplicate CY'PRIPEDIITMS.
from a well-known Collection (another property).

On view morning of Sale.

Hawkstone Gardens, Shropshire.
SAL'tof the whole if the VALUABLE .STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS (including teveral importi nt jpecimers),
to be held at the "County Mart," Shrews! ury, '.where the
v\hole of the Plants will be removed for tlie cuuvenience of
selling.

MESSRS. WM. HALL, WATERIDQE and
OWEN are honoured with instructions from C. E.

Bullock. Esq,, Hnnley. Stufford^hire, to conduct Ihi-iimportant
Sale as above, oo THURSDAY, Decemlier 20, ISHl. Sale at
11 o'clock pTc.Msely.
Full particulars in Catalogues, forwarded on application to

the Auotioneet's Oflices. High Street, Shrewsbury.

Wednesday Next.

SPECIAL SALE OF BULBS, PLANTS, FRUIT
TREES, #c.

A Fine Importation of Choice Named Hyacinths.
TULIPS. CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS,
in splendid condition for present planting, from leading

Growers in Holland.

An Assortment of Namsd Pyramid and Dwarf

-

trained FKUir TREES, comprising APPLES. PEARS.
PLUMS, CHERRIES. NECTARINES, PEACHES. &0.

A splendid Selection of Roses, from several leading
Growers, including many of newest and best sorts.

Japanese LUloms, comprising LUlum auratum. L.
LONGIFLORUM. L. KRCETZERI. L. SPECIOSUM.
ALBUM. RUBRUM. EOSEUM, &c. ; SACRED LILIES,
LILIUM HARRIjI. L. CANDIDUM, several thousand
FREESIAS, &c.

Best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crowns. 1000 Clumps
of do., SPIRAEA.lAPONICA and PALMATA.DIELYFRAS.
TUBEROSES. GLADIOLI of sorts. P.EONIES. Soutli

African TUBEROSES.
A Collection of well-grown Ornamental Shrubs from

an English Nursery, including LAURELS. RHODODEN-
DRONS, AZALEAS. PRIVET. THUYAS, &c.. in fine order.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT. December 19, at

half past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday and Friday, December 20 and 21.

The Hoyland Hall collection of established Orchids.

MESSRS. WILLIAM BUSH AND SON
respectfully give notice that they are instructed by

C. W. Fincken, Esg. J.P. (who is giving up collecting on
account of ill heilth). to SELL by AUCTION, at their Rooms,
2 aud 3, East Parade, Sheffield, as above, at 11 o'clock each day,

about ftOO eatabliehed (.)rchid3. including, in addition to many
rare and valuable plantd, Ltelia Finokemaua. F.C.C.R.U.S., the

only known specimen in Europe. Also the following fine healthy
plants, in the best possible condition :lLfelia anccpsSchroderiana
(true), with 100 bulbs and 448pike3; L. purpurata rosea (Rolfe),

L. V, aurora (Kolfe). L. graodis tenebrosa, Cattlcya aurea. C.

((igas, C, Harrisouie, C. labiata, C. Mendeli Finckena?, C.
Mossife Princess May, C. Rex, 'C. Schroderae, C. Triauas alba,

C. Warscewiczii delicata, Coelogyne cristata.C. c. Lemoniana,
C. c. Trentham var.,C. c. Chatsworth var.. C. Massangeana,
Cypripedium Morganiae, C. Lawrenceanum giganteum, C.

Crossianuni, C. selligerum, C. calurum, C. cardiuale, C. Harris-

ianum roseum, C. Leeanum superbum, C. superciliare, C. ton-

sum, C. Wallisii.

f i.CataIogue9 are ready, and maybe liad ; also orders to view
one week prior to sale, of Mr. JOSEPH MILBURN, the Head
Gardener (who is open to another engagement), Hoyland Hall,

near Barnsley, or of the Auctioneers at iheir offices as above.

lyrURSERY BUSINESS FOR SALE,
i~y through sickness. Superior Cottage, good Stabling, and
two heated GlasshouHes, each lOt) feet. Lease IS years to run,

at dE59 IOj. per annum. Price £ 50, including extensive and
good stock, a heated greenhouse, forcing frames, tools, imple-
ments, cob, van, cart, harnefs. &c.
Apply immediately to Messrs. DOWSETT AND MANN,

Auctioneerw, Woking,

OR SALE, a Compact NURSERY and
FLORIST'S BPSINESS. with good Seed and Jobbing

Trade attached, in a Country Market Town, tilasshouses and
Pits well stocked. Large Stock of Fruit Tree^ and Shrubs.

G-jod Stabling, Potting and Packing Sheds. Commodious
Dwelling, twenty years' Lease unexpired. No opposition
within ten miles. Rent £27 per annum. Particulars of

—

SEXTON AND TAYLOR. Auctioneers. Hadleigh, Suffolk.

To UuBhroom Growers.

TO BE LET, in the town of Poole, and close
to Railway Station, a MUSHROOM HOUSE 270 feet

long by 16 feet wide, with earthen floor. Can be made perfectly

dark if desired. Apply to—
C. PATERSON, Canford Estate Office. Wimborne, Dorset.

CHESHUNT, HERTS.— TO BE LET on
Lease, a NURSERY, two and a half miles from Station

(G, E. Ry.), comprising Six-and-a-hilf Acres of Land, with
2,300 feet run of Glass, and Eight-roomed House, Stable, Coach-
house. &c. Rent moderate. No Stock to be taken to.

Full particulars of Messrs. CRAWTER, Land Agents,
Cheshunt, Herts.

FOR SALE.—A RANGE of 2 GLASS-
HOUSES, each .3.36 feet by 25 feet, planted with about

320 Vines of Market Grapes, about 6 years old, Heated on best

principle; also about 3 Acres of Freehold Market Land,
Ij mile from Station. 22 miles South of London.—Apply to
GAKDENER. Pete -sham Place. Byfleet, Surrey.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hobticul-
TURAI. Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers and

Valueks. 67 and 68. Cheapside. London, E.C, and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

FOR SALE.—Nicholson's " Encyoloppedia of
Horticulture." latest edition, cost £3; also "Orchids and

their Onlture," by W.Watson, not soiled; cost 16s 6a!. Wliat

offers ?-W. BENNKLLICK. Victoria Street. Barnstable.

F^OK SALE, CHRISTMAS TREES, from
1 foot to 18 feet, beautifully feathered.

E. TANNER, Nurseryman, Groombridge, Sussex.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPEOIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; m0!t productive. Hundreds

of testimouials. Per bushel, hi,

K. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, aud Plant Merchants,

Southgate, N. Established 1797.

s

FOR SALE.—Nicholson's *' Enoyclopsedia of
Gardening," new, 405. Chrysantheoaum Cuttings in

quantity, cheap, to clear; Cut Blooms, White Tulips, 1«, per

dozen ; Roman Hyacinths, Is. per dozen.

CHIPPERFIELD, Florist, Hampton HilL

UCUMBEKS.—For Sale, real good Cucumber
Seed, the "RocMord," true to name, 5*. per 100. Cash

with order to

—

R. J. WICKHAM. Grower, Sutton Scotney, Hants.

FOR SALE.—A Large Quantity of FOREST
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, consisting of Birch, Beech,

Spruce, and other Firs, Austrian and other Pines, Hollies, &c.,

from 6 to 14 feet. These must be cleared, ground wanted for

building purposes.
Apply to T. J. LILLEY, Nurseryman, Nuneaton.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
Mrs. Hawkias, best early bright yellow, 3s. per 100.

Madame Desgranges, 14>. per 1000. YELLOW MARGUERITE
CUTTINGS, 10s. per 1000. Booted MYOSOTIS DISSITI-
FLORA, 18». per 1000. -MEW, Florist. Earlswood. Surrey.

CA AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
f}\Jt)\J\J\J aU splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30i. per 100; 16 in. to 18 in., at 40». pet 100 ;

18 in. to 21 in., at 65s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76l. per 100

;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

OOLDEN : 6 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone. Brighton.

TSAAC MATTHEWS aniTsuN beg to offer
X. 200.000 extra strong THORNS. 100,000 oval leaf PRIVETS.
600.000 RHODODENDRONS in variety, including all the best

sorts for forcinit, and covert plantation. FOREST TREES in

variety ; HOLLIES, AUCUBAS, GOLDEN ELDERS, and all

other general Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the
Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

Flower Painting.

MISS MARIE LOW, F.R.H.S. (Medallist
and ExhibitoT"), having greit experience in drawing

plant** and flowers ©t every description from Nature, is pre-

pared to execute Drawings in Oil or Water-colour, of Choice
and Rare Plants. &c., at owners' gardens, or from specimens
sent to her. For examples of reproduced work see The Garden.
1891 and 1892, plates 8:'4. 828. 833. 833, 813. 844. 815. 846, &c.
Miss Low also gives Private Lessons in Flower Painting by a
method which ensures rapid and successful results to her
pupils. For terms and further particulars, address-

Si, Oppidans Road, Primrose Hill, London, N.W.

ROSES FROM KENT.
END for my ROSE CATALOGUE. Special

cheap offer. Thousands of Trees for Sale.

S. G. RUMSEY'. Rose Grower, Wrotham, Kent.

PALMS, FICUS, FERNS, in any quantity.—
Kentias, Latania, Corypha, Seaforthia, Areeas, Chanuc-

rops, in 4S's, I'Js. p. doz. ; do in 60's. 5s. p. doz. ; do. in Thumbs,
3.?. p. doz. ; Aralias, 55. and 6s. p. doz. ; Aspidistras, 48*8 and
32'f, 185., 24s., and 305. p. doz. ; Oyperus 5s. and '6s, p. doz.

;

Ficus, 125. p. doz.; AdiantumsSs. and 8s. p. doz.; do. in Thumbs,
12s., 16s., p. 100 ; Six sorts good Market Ferns, 6s. p. doz.;
Asparagus, 18?,, 24s.. p. doz. ; Solanums, Heaths, Cyclamens,
Marguerites, &c., 10s.. ll^s. p. doz. Free on rail, carefully

packed. Cash with Orrfer.—ALFRED MARTIN, Angell Town
Nursery. Wiltshire Koad. Brixton, London.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots, Btove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per lOO; large ditto, in 48'a,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

48's, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s. and 8s. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s.

per 100. Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48*s, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in

48s, Is. each. Seedling Ferns. 6s. per 100. Packed free. Cash
witfi Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

To Nurserymen. Builders. Local Boards, Vestries,
AND OTHERS WHO INTEND

PLANTING TREES, and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road. Wandsworth, S.W., begs to offer an extensive

stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES. GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c., which being grown in the neighbourhood of

London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large

stock of extra fine SEAKALE and RHUBARB, for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on application.

TREES -TREES -TREES.
SPECIAL CHEAP OFJFEB.

ALDER. 4 to 6 feet. 4n.s-. per 1000 ; 8 to 10 feet. .^Oii. per 100

ASH, Mountain. 6 to « feet, 40s. per 1000

BEECH. Common, standards. 10 to 12 feet, £10 per 100

,, Copper, standards, 10 to 12 feet, £10 per 100
BIRCH, Common, 3 to 4 ft.. 40s. per loOO ; 6 to 8 ft., 403. p. 100
CHESTNUT. Horse, 8 to 10 feet. fiOs. per 100

., Spanish. 10 to 12 feet, standards, £10 per 100, straight,

good trees.

ELMS, of sorts, good stuff, 8 to 10 fest. £S per 100
LARCH FIR. 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 37s. U. per 1000
SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 40s. per 100

„ 4 to B feet, ,, 75s. per 100

5 to 7 feet. ,. I20i. per 100

LiURELS. of sorts. S to 7 feet, very fine, with balls of soil,

75s. per 100
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 1 eautiful plants, 6 to 7 ft. ,£7 10s. p. 100

SCOTCH FIR. beautiful plants, 5 to 7 feet, £10 per 100
ENGLISH YEWS, for Cover-planting, fi to 7 feet. £16 per 100

Note.—All tlie above have been recently transplanted, and
will move with bills of soil. Free on rail here.

.lOHN HILL AND SONS. Tlie Nnrseries. Spot Acre, near
Stone, Staffordshire.
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EXHIBITION.

GRAND FLORAL FETE, YORK,
June 19, 20, and 21. 1895.

Prizes £650, schedules ready February 1.

Apply toCHAS. W. SIMMONS, Sec, 13, New Street, York.

OR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancrae.

RUM LILIES, good stuff, out of 32's,

coming in flower, 6*. per dozen.
C. MAXFIELD, 4, Queen's Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.

RASPBERRY CANES.— Semper Fidelis,
Fastolt. Norwich Wonder, 16s. per l.OUO; Carter's

Prolific, 20s. Free on Rail. Not less than 1,000 of either sort

supplied. Cheque with order.
ALBEKr BATH. Vine Court, Sevenoaks, Kent.

CELOGYNE CRISTATA, a fine variety, well
growQ and cheap, good plants with 18 bulbs. Is. 6d. ;

36 bulba, 3 spikes, 3s. Stronger, 70 bulbs, 8 spikes, 5s. ; 100
to 150 bulbs, 10 to 18 spikes. 7s. 6rf. to 12s. %d.

TRUSTEES, late J. STEVENSON, Timperley. Cheshire.

E^^^nd CHOICE~CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
—Over 200 varieties, upwards of 30 Novelties of 1894,

including Hairy Wonder, ChallcDge, Mrs. R. J. Hamill, Louise,
E. (J. Whittle, Wilfred Marshall. H. Shoesmith, J. W. Moor-
man, &e., at moderate prices. Guaranteed true. LIST free.

J. W. COLE, Midland Road Nurseries, Peterborough.

DOBBIE^ CATALOGUE and COMPETI-
TOR'S GUIDE for 1895.—This reuowued manual will

be re.idy for distribution at tlie end of December. It will be
nearly twice its former size. viz. : 168 quarto pages, copiously
illustrated, and full of invaluable matter. This ia not a Cata-
logue in the ordinary sense of the word. Please apply early,

enclosing 6'i. in stamps, and a copy shall be sent you by Parcel
Post.-DOBBIE AND CO., Seed Growers and Florists to the
Queen, Rothesay.

HEAP CLEARANCE SALE OF BULBS.
ALL IN FINE CONl'lTION AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Price List on Application. Finest named Hyacinths, per
doz., 3s. Qd, ; beet miied Hyacinths, per 100, 14s, 6rf., per
doz. 25. ; miniature Hyacinths mixed, per 100, 10s. ^d., per
doz., Is. Qd. ; Choice mixed Daffodils, per 1.000, 21s., per lOO,

2s. 6rf. ; Double White Sweet-scented Gardenia-Flowered Nar-
cissus, per 100, 3s, Qd. ; Choice mixed Polyanthus Narcissi, per
100. 4s. 6d. ; Rainbow mixture of Single Tulips, per 100, 4s. 6rf.

;

Rainbow mixture or Double Tulips, per 100, 4s. 6d. ; Scilla

Sibirica, per 100, 3s. All sent Carriage Paid on receipt of

remittance.
BARR & SON, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ORCHIDS
Of every description, from Is. each ; eamples. post-free, Is. 3d.
BARE PL.VNTS AT LOW PRICES. Every plant sent on
approbation. Catalogue post tree.

THE LEEDS ORCHID CO.,

R O U N D H A Y\,_L^ E^J P S.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples workrd
upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTT.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

catalogue free on application.

iTEA roses!

FULLEST

PARTICULARS

ON

APPLICATION.

• STRONG PLANTS
2 In Great Variety.

• Splendid Quality.

; AT.30

: STRONG
: CUIMBING
: ROSES.
% All of tbe Best. S •
•

* •

9 •

% Also H.P. & all other Roses from the open ground. •

! DICKSONS, Chester. 1

Vti-^W^^ FOREIGN, of abOTfe Bites, in bo«s of 100 F«t ^ 000 Feet supentNGLlBH GlMs, cut to tmyers' sizes , cJt lowe^-t price*
Oclu^ered /^ee. l,Joun g ,»i tfve country, in qua-nti^y.

''VfeW?t)VLi-6w<r/"
)M8EKVATOKJE5XP.RivATE-H-^

=S
: Rt^ivA^^'Hi^sca^

GEORJSE FAKMILOE&S0N5
l-v»D .

O1.A6S
.
Oil., and Colour MERcKANTa, '

^4 »*e]rOHN§treetWfc»TSMirHnELD.1i)ND0N 'X.
Sfoci^lioij and prices onippUcitioti. Pis»se <fi^ Chronicle.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Si7,e3 and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £
1-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft. . . \ „ . „„ /2

8ft. by 6 ft...

12 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

16 ft. by 6 ft. . .

20 ft. by 6 ft...

24 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

CASH
PBIOES,

OABBIAGE
PAID.

2
5

7
10

Larger tizet at proportionate pricei.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
^oncfon .^y£nf,Mr.H.SKKXTON,SeedamaD,&c.,L',HoUowayRd.,N.

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of IM.

BEST NEW ARCHANaBL MATS ... (9 ft. by 4 ft. 6) 108.

„ TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 8s.

.. HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7B.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 6) 5s.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS, 20 -, 25/- & 35 - P- lu«.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.
„ CUBA BAST Is. per lb.

HORTICULTUBAL SUNDBIBS OP EVBBY KiND.
CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SXTNDIIIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by SO.OOO of the Nobility. Gsntrj,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OtfTDOOB WOBK, OONSEBVATOBIES,
Qreenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Lit^uid Non-Poisonous Paint for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free,

Grove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea,
london, s.w.

and BAOHSLOB'3 WALK, DUBLIN.

CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

:!>1|^.:::"^.:^I>,VJ!

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
FOBCING-HOUSES. PITS, FBAMES, Ac.

O 6

M 2

o

DO

pq pi]

o

o

Elaborately Illustrated Catalogue Post Free,

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD,

SAVE YOUR FRUIT CROP

CHEAPEST MADE
AND THOROUGHLY STRONG.

2 feet wide. Is. lOd. per foot run.

3 feet wide, 2s. 6d. per foot run.

Carriage paid for Orders over £5.

PRICE LISTS of WaLL-THEE PBOTECTORS
Glasshouses, Heating Apparatus, &c., free

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

Horticultural Buildf.ks and Hot-water Engineers

DARLINGTON.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at IIS. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HUEDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS.

Spetiul Ent.mot>.:s given for Large Contracta in Fencing,

Rooting, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put

down. Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.
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For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

1 HHEAL&SONS
yia«« Crawlej. W Sussex.

GARDEN SEEDS-FARM SEEDS

WE have completed Har-
vesting our Crops of

GARDEN SEEDS
AND

FARM SEEDS,

and will be glad to make
Special Offers on application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Ltd.,

SEED GROWERS, SLEAFORD

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove. GreeDhouse. Filmy, Hardy FioLic, and British Ferns.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, P.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufa turrrs of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 100 cows
from which I obtain a large quantity
cf pure virgin »piwn, I am in a
position to offar the b98t obtainable

at 3s. per buhhel.

Speciil Prices for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER BILI.. EAUNG

l-OR PLEASURE ANDPROFIT

p
'

I'-f ift*-' NOTHING SO PROFITABLF
^^lil" AND EASY TO GROW.

1^ Kiffhty Acres in Stock— D'
jiiil THE BEST PROCURABLE.' I' 'I''™ Lists Iree.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS
Bushes in variety. I'acking nrti

Carriage Free, for cash with order,

8s. perdoz., OOk. perlOO.

Ail other Ntirsery Stock
carriage/orward.

ROSJESINPOTS Fron,15/. adoz.

Ornamental Trees. 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,ooo) Irom 15/-
per doz.

N.B.— Sin^le Plants are solJ at
slightly htcreased p7-ic€s.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(1(14 i.iipps) (if Nursery- Stock,
artistunlly prodin-ed, fimtaiiiiiiK

some hniiilreda of niii.stiatinn'i.

and full of valualik* infurniatiuii,

sent free.

CHARD SMITH&CPWORCESTER

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our Varieties and Stock are unapproacbed.

This is well known by the oldest and most suc-

cessful growers. As an instance, Mr. Mease and

many others are again victorious in the great

class with those we supplied last season. This

unprecedented prize-winning has continued, with

hardly a break, for many years. Vigorous and

healthy cutting stock is our specialty, not prizes,

&c. We have prepared the finest houses (Come
and See), of cut-down nn-forced plants months
ago, which are now full of the loveliest soft root-

cuttings, grown near the glass, ever seen, and
will strike atonce (while otherslinger for months),

and will certainly ensure success wherever they go.

Send for our CATALOGUE, describing 1000

New and Old Varieties—the best kept Collection

in England.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
S W A N L E Y.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN
OR THE ESTATE.

NURSERIES
over 450 Acres.

FOREST TREES,
j

FRUIT TREES,
|

ROSES, &c.^

SEEDS,
BULBS,

IMPLEMENTS.

'V-

WRITE FOR

LISTS—
POST FREE.

DICKSONS, Chester.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.
(LIMITED).

Seed Growers—Seed Merchants

Cultivateurs— Marchands Grainiers

Samenculture—Samenhandlung.

TRADE CATALOGUES
IN

EKCLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN.

SLEAFORD, ENGLAND

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

NORMAN DAVIS
has much plea&ure in announcing that his

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
13 NOW READY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issued simply as a Guide,
such as a Catalogue should be, and will be found
comprehensive and useful. Von are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purchaser.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRYSANTHEMU.\I NURSERIES.

Lilford Boad, Camberwell, London, S E.

Hf^RY HARDY ROSE and FRUIT TREES
JL Growing on Calcareous Soil, 400 feet abjve tea level.

\C\ H.P. and MOSS ROSES,
i V/ 10 TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Strong, to name, partly Purchaser's selection

;

Half quantity half price,

-j \ BUSH APPLES, PEARS, or
!»' PLUM3.
Fine, clean, vigorous trees, transplanted, and

true to name,

for 21«.

for 21s.

Write for Particulars o£

OUR COLLECTIONS of TEA, CLIMBING,
and STANDARD ROSES.

PYRAMIDAL. CORDON, and STANDARD FRUIT TREES,
FRUITINQ TREES.

;EE Descriptive, Priced CATALOGUES.
J Rail Carriage Paid (up to 65 miles), on Roses and

Fruit Trees, value £,1 and upwards.

EDWIN HILLIER, The Nurseries,
WINCHESTER.

300,000 STBONO
RASPBERRY CANES,

At Low Prices per 1000.

BiUMfORTH'S SEEDLING, sample lOO 9j. Od.

CARTER'S PROLIFIC 5i. Oii.

FASTOLF IMPROVED „ , 45. Orf.

FILLBASKET, very strong , Ss. Orf.

NORWICH WONDER „ „ 4s. Oi.

ANTWERP BED 4». 6rf.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Strong Baldwin's Black. Naples, and Bed Dutch CURRANT
BUSHES; also Lancashire Lad and Crown Bob GOOSE-
BERRIES, at low prices, on application.

Special Quotations to Large Buyers.

R. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

FERNSKFERNS!!
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

40,000 Small Ferns—Pteris cristata, cretica,

tremula. and Gymnogramma aurea, in 2^-inch pots, at

9s. per lOJ. 87s. 6(i. per 1000.

A large quantity in 48's—Ptetis cristata, cretioa,
and nobilis ; Adiantum pubescens, at 4s. ^d. per dozen,
34s. per 100.

Polypodiums, at 5s. 6rf. per dozen.

The above prices are for Cash with Order only. All Orders
carefully and promptly executed.

B. PRIMKOSE,
NURSERIES. ST. JOHN'S PARE, BLACSHEATH, SE.

WELLS'
NEW

OATALOGTJE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 1000 best varieties, and
more useful information than any other such book ever

published. Including a Coloured Plate of his New Oreen
Chrysanthemum, "Ethel Amsden." The Novelty of the
Seat^on. Post-free, \d., from W. WBLLS, EaXlBWOOd
MurBezles, Redhlll, Surrey.

RETIRING FROM BUSINESS-
S P ECIAL OFFER.

A discount of from 10 to 20 per cent, given, in propottioD to

the amount of purchase. We hold the liueat Stock of

HOLLIES anl RtJODODKNDRONS that could be bought;

also home-grown LILIUM AURATUM, flowering bulbj, from

255. to 405. per 100.

Owing to 'he advanced age of the Proprietcr, the Nursery

will be SOLI) or LET oa moderate terms.

I. DAYIES & SON,
BROOK LANE NURSERY, ORMSKIRK.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stjck of all the best varieties for Garden, Market,

or Orchard.
Special quotation! for (juantities to grow for Market,
New and RaRK Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards.
Dwarfs, Cordons, and Trained.

PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES, APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOOSEBERRIES. CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.— All the b^st of the old and new varieties,

open air plants, or in small potij.

Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free, 6ii.. gratis to

Customers (one of the most complete issued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKIN3,
Pomona Farm Nurseries, Withisgton, Hereford.
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

AMERICAN NOVELTIES for 1895.

HILL AND CO.,
RICHMOND, U.S.A.,

Beg to inform their English and Continental

I'atrons that they have disposed of a large por-

tion of the Stock of their entire set of Novelties

for 1805, to

Mr. W. J. GODFREY, of EXMOTJTH,
who has the sole right of distribution in Europe.

W. J. GODFREY
has pleasure in announcing the arrival of a

fine lot of plants of the above Novelties.

At some considerable expense many of the plants

were sent with blooms, thereby giving to W. J. ( i.

an opportunity to judge of their properties, and he

is much gratified at being able to announce that

the blooms arrived in sufficiently good condition

to allow him to offer the varieties with great

confidence.

Full;/ descrihed in CATALOGUE, which will be

published shortly.

W. J. GODFREY,
THE NURSERIES, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

FRANK CANT'S

ROSES
HAVE WON THE CHAMPION TROPHY

OF THE

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
FOUR TIMES in the LAST SEVEN YEARS,

viz., 1888, 1800, 1803, and 1804,

In addition to many CUPS, GOLD and SILVER
MEDALS, PIECES of PLATE, and upwards of

500 other FIRST PRIZES.

CATALOGUE, containing more reliable in-

formation than any other published, post-free.

BRAISWICK NURSERY, COLCHESTER.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our New List is now ready. We offer a

splendid selection of all the best of the Season's

Novelties, and also draw attention to the fact

that we make a great specialty of carefully

prepared Cuttings and Plants for the use of

Exhibitors.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

PAUL & SON
The "Old" Nurseries,

C H ESHU N T.

SPECIALTIES for PRESENT DELXVEBY.

POT ROSES,
THE FINEST IS EUROPE.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES on Hriar.

GARDEN ROSES & Ornamental Species.

The ONLY SILVER CUP for POT ROSES at the TEMPLE
SHOW, and Ihe finest exhibit of GIBDEN R03E3 at the

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.

STANDARD APPLES
(50,000), and other FRUIT TREES.

BIG PLANTKliS SHOVLII SES THK^K. THE
riS'EsT TREK.-i IN ENGLAND.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL
TREES & SHRUBS,

WinniDK this year FOUR SILVER-GILT FLORA MEDAL'i,

TWO SILVER FLORA MEDALS. SEVEN AWARDS OF
MERIT, and FIVE FIR5T-CLAS3 CERTIFICATES, at the

R H.S. Meetings, Including—

HOLLIES, RHODODENDRONS,
AMD

PICTURE TREES & SHRUBS,
ALL IN SI'LE.NDID CONDITION FOR REMOVAL.

PRICE D CATALOG UB. POST-FREE.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS KOW

OFFEKES FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Froits, post-free, 'id.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The finest named hardy kinds cin now be supplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in many
instances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NU RSERY. WOKINO. SURREY.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOR HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 2i feet, 9>. per dozen ; 6''s. per 100.

,, i'§ tD 3 feet, 124. per dozen ; 755. per 100."
,,

3«)4fett, 18s per do«n : 121 s. per 100.

Every plant a perf.^ct (specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotanons for large quantities.

JOHN PERKINS & SON,
52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries :—BILLING ROAD.

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GKOWERS.

We hold an extensive Stock of all hinds of the above,

in first- rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive

Catalogue, free oa application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOTTNSLOW NURSERIES. MIDDLESEX.

w.n

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER l.j, 1894.

A CHRYSANTHEMUM
EXHIBITION IN JAPAX.

WE are standingf where sever il gravel paths

meet (in the gardens cf tho Imperial

Palace at Yeddo), and round about us are erected

numerous light - looking bamboo structures,

covered and draped with silk crape of a soft

violet tint (the imperial colour, as purple

formerly was in the West) ; all over these lilac

hangings are dotted white heraldic Chrysanthe-

mums, spreading out their large, strange-looking

petals.

It is the rtower-show. Beneath these awnings

and imperial silks are collections of Chrysan-

themums — real Chrysanthemums, although

they hardly look so ; Chrysanthemums of mar-

vellous growths, to see which we have been

invited by their Imperial Majesties ; Chrysan-

themums of a very astonishing kind, of which

nothirg we have at home can give you any idea.

They are planted V-shape, thus—V VV, in sym-

metrical regularity on sloping beds of mould,

covered with a smooth and extremely fine moss.

Each plant has only one stalk, and each stalk

only one flower—but what a flower !—larger

even than our largest Sunflowers, and yet of

such exquisite colour, of such singular form

!

Here is one with large, solid-looking petals, so

compactly arranged, that you would say it was a

large pink Artichoke ; the next one to it is of a

russet-bronze colour, and looks like a large curled

Cabbage. 1 here is another one of the most

dazzling yellow, with hundreds of long, thin,

shaggy petals, shooting forth and falling over

like a sheaf of golden thread. There, t jo, are some

of ivory-white, palish mauve, and rich-looking

amaranth, with many others variegated, shaded,

and double-coloured. We bear in mind, too, the

indnite pains which the cultivation of these

flowers must have cost when we approach more

closely and examine their almost invisible sup-

ports running up the entire length of the stalk,

and spreading out under the leaves, propping

up those which are too heavy, or squeezing and

keeping back the sap of those showing a ten-

dency to develop too quickly.

The little fairy-like creatures in their long,

humming-bird gowns, are examining the exhibits

with us ; but they wear a look of pre-occupied

condescension. As the heat becomes more

intense, they agitate, and con.tantly open and

shut their court fans—certainly the largest in

the world—on the silk folds of which are painted

the vaguest, scarcely-suggestible of dreams—little

sea-scapes, reflections of clouds on water, winter

moons, shadowy flights of birds, or, perhaps,

showers of Peach-blossoms wafted by the breese

through April mist. A very large, tinselled

tassel is fastened to the base of the fan with
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long threads of shaded silk hanging down to the

ground, and sweeping the fine gravel as the

wearer fans herself.

We are advised, however, not to linger

here, but to go further on and see still

more lovely flowers, and walk up yonder

slope, where the Empress will presently come

and sit with us for a few moments. So we walk

along a shady path, between a row of giant

Cedars stretching over our heads and a rather

dismal, isolated pond full of Lotus. The Cedars

are very old and covered with moss, and their

long branches spread out very low, even touching

the grass. Yon would think that this spot was

entirely wild, for here is a Rice-plantation, the

same which, according to an old tradition, the

Mikado is every year obliged to cut with his own
hands, at harvest time.

Along the top of the upland is a flower-

garden, one mass of pink Chrysanthemums.

From here we catch glimpses of the woody park

all round ; the spot is delightfully quiet, and

here we completely ignore the existence of the

noisy town, with its fStes and din of gongs

clanging in every direction.

On either side of the flower-garden, under-

neath the same high, light-looking structures,

and the same lilac-hued hangings, dotted with

white flowers, we find more floral exhibits, more
phantasies in Chrysanthemums, cultivated by

different means, and under still more extra-

ordinary secrecy. These here are like made-

up bouquets, similar to those you see in vases

on our church altars, only of such enormous

dimensions, almost like trees. The plants possess

at least a hundred stalks each, arranged in per-

fectly symmetrical order, a central stem, and at

the end of each stalk is a flower in full bloom,

neither over-blown nor half-opened, but just at

the height of its ephemeral glory. Before the

day is over, probably all of them, the fruit of so

much labour, will fade away and die.

Attached to each flower is a paper label, with

its name written in those learned characters

which are intelligible in two distinct languages

—Chinese as well as Japanese. They are called

by such names as—The Ten-thousand-times-

dipped-in-gold. Mountain Vapours, Autumn
Mist, Kissed-by-the-Sunset, &o. From the French

of Pierre Loii.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
•

BETULA ALBA JAPONICA,
A Japanese variety of the common Birch, with

greeniah-bronze stems, studded over with whitish

pecks or knabbles, which make it qoite rough to

the touch, especially in the young state ; the petioles

are rosy-red, and also lenticillate, and the leaves

twice as large as those of B, alba, are heart-shaped

at the base, and ending in a point, deeply indented

and waved at the edges, end in colonr dark dull

green. This tree grows in the island of Yezo, and
is very rare.

Betdla Maximowiczii.

In Yezo, Japan, this tree grows to a height of over

80 feet (25 metres), and measures over 3 feet ( 1 metre)
across the base of the stem. The bark, smooth to

the touch, bronzy-orange in colour, thickening at

the base of old trees, peeling off in long narrow
scales, and turning to an ashen-grey colour, the
leaves widely oval, cordate at the base, toothed,
thin, and almost membranous, are bright dark green
above, and yellowish-green below, larger than those
of any other Birch, sometimes measuring as mnch
as 5J inches (15 cents, lonp).

DiEHVILLA (WEIOEtA) PRECOX.
A Japanese species, soon growing to over 5 feet

(1'60 m.) high, resembling W, amabilis in foliage,

the branches straight, ; stems rounded ; internodes

long, glabrous and brown ; leaves acuminate-oval,
finely toothed, very hairy on both surfaces, especially

the lower one, very soft to touch, and bright clear

green. The axillary flower-buds bear two pairs of

opposite leaves, and from ten to fifteen large flowers

in horizontal or slightly pendent trusses. The
flower-tube rather more than 1 inch (3 cents ) long, and
widening gradually, is rose- carmine, with a carmine
base ; the lobes rounded, half-open, are of a beau-
tiful tender rosy- mauve, and the throat marked with

a yellow band edged with carmine. This tree comes
into bloom some weeks before other species of Weigela.
Extracted from M. V. Lemoine's Plant Catalogttc,

Cattleta guttata Pbinzii, " Viscount db
FiQtjEiHEDo," new var.

Of the thousands of what is known in gardens as

Cattleya amethystoglosaa, which have flowered under
cultivation in Europe, this may safely be called the

most beautiful and extraordinary, so far as comparison
with publicly-exhibited varieties or those met with

in collections are concerned. C. guttata Prinzii

is one of the most variable of the genus in the

size of its flowers, some forma being scarcely worth
cultivating on account of their small and imper-

fectly-expanded blooma. In the matter of colour

the variation ia alight, the ground colour of the

sepals and petals invariably having some shade of

pink or blush-white. In this new form there is no
trace of such colour, the ground-colour being dis-

tinctly yellow. The flowera, which are wax-like

and well expanded, are about 4 inchea across, the
petals being over an inch wide. The sepals and
petals are creamy-yellow, the reverse sides lemon
colour, and both sepals and petals are apotted with
rich amethyst-purple. The side lobes of the lip are

cream coloured outside, and chrome yellow inside,

about half an inch of the tips being of a deep

crimson purple. The broad corrugated front lobe of

the lip is also deep crimson-purple. The column ia

pale yellow with a purple blotch at the tip, and a

similar purple mark on the lower edge on each side.

Everything in this beautiful variety seems to har-

monise, each feature heightening the attraction of

the others. It was aent from Rio de Janeiro by the
Viscount de Figueiredo to the Right Hon. Lord
Rothschild, in whose collection at Tring Park it has

just flowered, and at whose request it is named in

honour of the sender. Jamea O'Brien.

WINTER TREATMENT OF
TENDER ALPINES.

I often receive from England enquiries reapecting

the proper winter treatment of tender species of

alpine plants, such as Eritrichium nannm, Andro-
saces, certain Primulas, and Gentians, and more
particularly those of the genus Artemisia. As a
matter of fact, species from very high mountainous
regions, and more particularly those which grow in

the fissures of rocks and in gravelly moraines, are

not only diSicult to acclimatise, but in winter their

treatment is an extremely delicate matter. We have
for some time past made, in the Jardin d'AccIima-
tation, some useful observations on this subject, and
the result of them I will now communicate to the

readers of this journal.

It is needful, first of all, that the plants be tho-

roughly acclimatiaed—that is to say, not transported

direct to the plains from the mountains, their natu-

ral habitat. The new roots thrown out in their

different position must become sufficiently numeroua
and vigorous to act regularly, and permit the plant

(this must not be forgotten) to remain nearly

dormant during the winter, and protect it against the

humidity of soil and air.

It is known that at high elevations plants grow
rapidly. The intense light, the duration of which ia

longer than in the plains, the rarity and lightness of

the air, increase the vigour both of respiration and
transpiration in plants as in animals. The cells of

alpine plants are so constructed that they readily

lend'them selves to this more rapid life.

Sachs, in his 13th and 14th Vorlesungen* shows

us what are the functions, utility, and conditions of

transpiration in plants. Transpiration is neceaaary to

the growth and well-being of the plant. The water

which entera the plant by meana of the roots, leavea

by the atomata, but ia not then of the same com-
position as on entering, aa it yields to the tiesuea

of the plant through which it passes all the mineral

substances it held in solution, and these anbatancea

conduce to the development and growth of the plant.

Now tranapiration, so necessary to species growing

at high elevations which have but a little time in

which to complete their annual existence, can only

be afiected under certain conditions. Thus it ia

necessary that the roots be in a perfect state and

«o well constituted as to act easily. This is a primary

condition. To obtain such a result it is necessary to

have plants well established before August ; that is,

if they are to be transplanted from the mountains to

gardens, it must be done in early summer. Moreover,

we have proved in the Jardin d'AccIimatation, that

for tufted apecies and thoae in close roaettea ancb as

Eritrichium, Androsace glacialia, Helvetica, Ohar-

pentieri, pubescens, pyrenaica, cylindrica, argentea,

&c., it ia better to completely change the aoil round

the clump, and to treat the apecimens exactly as

young plants just pricked out ; that is, to keep them
under glass until the aoil ia full of roota. Thia much
facilitatea the tranaplantation, aa it ia not ne-

cessary to bring away earth with the plant ; but it

is needful to preserve aa many of the roots aa possible

when pulling them up. The beet mode of growth ia

clearly that from seed, aa thua more compact, aturdy,

and acclimatiaed clumps are obtamed, and these

better resist damp dark winters which eo often kill

plants brought directly from the mountains.

Many English clients asaure me that planta aent

by ua when raised from aeed, succeed better and

atand the winter better even when amall and appa-

rantly feeble than do those transplanted directly

from the mountains. Evidently all depends on the

root-system, which, being better constituted, acts

more freely and rapidly.

Growers should cover their plants with a bell-

glass, as that will help them. If their roots are not

vigorous, you cannot save them. This, then, ia the

principal thing to do. The proverbial dampuesa of

the English climate ia prejudicial to Alpines in

winter only ; in aummer it is very favourable to

them. In the Alps in winter theae plants are covered

with a thick layer of snow. They suffer from no

excess either of heat or cold, and continue to respire

feebly, to live slowly, but not to develop their folia-

ceous organs. In an English fog, with no snow, in

a temperature almoat alwaya above freezing point,

the plants from high aummits have difficulty in anr-

viving the winter. The air is saturated with damp-
ness, and evaporation and transpiration of which I

spoke above, are conducted under difficulty, as tran-

spiration takes place most fully when the air is more

or less dry. Hardy plants do not suffer ; besides,

most of them do not continue growing as alpines do,

which start into activity at the least degree of heat

:

half a degree (C.) is sufficient to promote the growth

of the foliaceous organs of alpine plants.

But, while plants from low altitudes easily with-

stand an excess of damp in their tissues, it is not so

with certain alpinea. They grow in a weakly way,

and water diatenda all their tiasuea without evapo-

rating. They then become more tender, weak, and

suaceptible to damp, and rot easily,

A due atate of equilibrium ia needed between the

dampneaa of the aoil and that of the air before tran-

spiration can ensue. That ia to say, the air must be

drier than the soil ; it must be capable of producing

evaporation ao that the functions of transpiration

—

that is, that the transport through the vessels of the

plants of water from the soil into the air—may beeasily

effected. This ia difficult to ensure in winter if the

atmosphere ia charged with damp. Ic is better to let

the plant suffer from the contrary excess of drought

;

it then suffers, but doea not rot as it does from

damp, but remaina intsct, and in the first days of

* Vorhswigen u'lar Pflanien-PhifSiologia Von Juliui Sacks,

Leipsig, 1887.
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pring recoapa itself by growing all the more rapidly.

When, then, these plants are grown in pots, they can

be kept under cover and dry. Bat it is otherwise

with those in the open air, and exposed to all the

extremes of climate.

We have proved that sach plants as I have named

above resist the damp even of the air best when

planted in sand or sandy soil. We have also found

that those placed on the upper part of the rock or

wall survive longer than those close to the soil, to

the damp earth, whence is constantly exhaled a pre-

judicial vapour. It is a good plan to cover them

with a glass. It is also very important to keep tlie

sides of the clump on pieces of rock or brick, to

raise them from the soil, that the air may circulate

between the clump and the farth, to prevent the

plant rotting. It should be added, that the more the

plant can enjoy the sun's rays, the more it can be

exposed to full light, and in a dry place, the better it

will be.

I have placed in a bed very near the glass, and in

a very dry place, all such species as Eritricbium

nanum, all species of Androsace, Artemisia glacialis,

spicatB, Villarsi, mutellinum, Senccio leucophyllus,

Amphoricarpus Neumajeri, Campanula cenisia,

Elatines, Elatinoides, AUionii, alpina, Zoyxii, Viola

cenisia, &c.

I have kept them dry, and hardly watered them at

all daring the winter ; they looked miserable and

suffered from drought, but I kept them alive.

Absorption through the roots did not occur, or only

very slightly, the foliaceous organs were not loaded

with water, and if the damp air did not allow evapo-

ration, it did not, on the other hand, take any hold

on the plant, the tissues of which were not saturated

with water. So, if rot occurs, it is because there

is too much moisture in the inner as well as in the

ODter tissues, and if evaporation does not occur

the plant dies very rapidly. Now, our plants are

kept quite dry in winter, only receiving water two or

three times from the beginning of November to the

end of February ; once exposed to the beneficent rain

of early spring, they start into life and succeed

admirably.

In fact, to enable delicate alpine plants to sur-

vive the winter, it is necessary to ensure— 1, a good,

healthy clump of roots, produced under acclimatisa-

tion. 2. Equilibrium, as far as possible, between the

damp of the soil and that of the air, so as to promote

absorption and transpiration. 3. It is preferable

that the plant should suffer from drought rather

than from the contrary excess, and in this case

watering should be suspended during winter, and the

plants should be kept dry. If they can be put under

glass, then you must—and this is in every case an

advantage—provide them with a sandy or barren

soil, and plant them as high up as possible on the

rock or wall. H, Corremn, Jardin Alpin d'AccHinata-

tion, Geneva,

HYBRID ORCHIDS.
Those of us who have been working amongst

Orchids for the past thirty years, cannot but note

with feelings of pleasure the great changes that have

taken placeln what we may call the personnel of this

family of plants. Week after week new garden

varieties of quaint forms and marvellous beauty are

being figured in the gardening press, and if we may
express wonder along with our admiration, it is that

we have been so long in heartily taking up the cross-

breeding of these plants. For many years the late

Mr. Dominy, in Messrs. Veitch's nursery, had the

field almost to himself until Mr, Seden took to it in

earnest. Not so long ago, the annual flowering of

Cattleyaexoniensis X used to be chronicled as an event

of the week. Now beautiful new Cattlejas, Lselian,

and some bi-generic hybrids, appear in regular

sequence, and owing to their numbers, they do not

lay hold upon the horticultural mind so much as

might be expected.

Those who would become acquainted with the

work done in the crofsing- breeding since Mr.

Dofflinj'a efforts in the Exeter nurseries of Messrs.

Veitch in 1853, would do well to consult the Manual

of Orchidaceous Plants, published by Messrs. J.

Veitch & Sons of Chelsea, in which an excellent

paper bearing fully upon this subject, headed " Some

Results of the Hybridisation of Orchids," will be

found. The first step is very easy, i.e., the

production of seed-pods. After the pollen-masses

have become glued to the stigmatic part of

the flower, which is placed at the front and

near the top of the colnmn, underneath the anther,

fertilisation proceeds rapidly, and in twenty-four

hours the flower begins to collapse, and the column

to swell. The seed-pods speedily grow to their full

size, but months elapse before the seed is ripe. At

that period the capsule changes to the colour of

maturity, and opens longitudinally, scattering the

seed, which is like dust in smallness. Amateurs and

gardeners complain of the long time which elapses

before seedling plants flower. It does take a long

time; in some instances nineteen years have been

mentioned as the maximum period of waiting and

watching. But those who talk or write in this strain

assume that there is no pleasure in watching the

development of the seed- pods, the germination of the

seedlings, or the yearly progress of the plants to the

flowering stage. 1 quite admit that the flowering of

the plants is a red-letter day in the calendar, but the

pleasures of anticipation must assuredly be counted,

and those who will not begin interesting work of this

kind becausetheend is along wayoff,cannotbeclassed

amongst the enthusiasts of Orchid culture. There is

one point in which the results of the cross-fertilisa-

tion of Orchids differs from that of florists' flowers and

some other productions of the garden, inasmuch as

one may predict almost to a certainty what the

flowers of Orchid seedlings will be like. They are

generally the exact intermediate form and colour of

the parents ; sometimes the characteristics of the

pollen - bearer predominating, as in the splendid

Cypripedium X James H. Veitch, raised by Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons, by crossing C. Curtisi with

the pollen of C. Stonei platytEBoium, the form of the

petals not resembling in any respect those of C. Cur-

tisi, but in the form of the flower and the numerous

spots it resembles C. Stonei platylaanium, and it is

like this fine variety in the length of its petals. The

colour of 0. Curtisi has also, to a considerable ex-

tent become transfused in the spots. Both the dorsal

and lower sepals have a resemblance to those of C.

Curtisi. Seedling Orchids cost but little to raise, and

there is not much expenditure of time. When the

capsules ripen, cut them ofi' and lay them on clean

white paper to dry. Some of the seed will fall out

upon the paper, the rest will become loose in the

capsule ; all of it can be shaken out, and put upon the

surface of the pots or baskets in which other Orchids

are growing. There it will in time germinate, and

during this process it is very interesting to watch the

development of the plants from the smallest of

imaginable seeds. The small plants have a tendency

to disappear, I fancy, because the roots do not form

rapidly at first ; considerable progress taking place in

the development of the leaves before roots are formed.

It takes about twelve months before the seedlings

can be said to have an independent existence by the

root or roots catching hold of the fibrous peat

and sphagnum-moss. Many small seedlings are

smothered by the growth of the sphagnum- moss,

and by their being overshadowed by the leaves or

pseudobulbs of the plants under which the seeds are

growing. Very small flower- pots (thimbles) may be

used to pot off the small Orchids, and so that not

much of a check is given to growth at the first, they

are placed closely together in a large flower-pot,

pan, or Teak-basket, and partially filled with drainage

material, upon which the small pots are placed, some

chopped-np live sphagnum-moss being placed in the

spaces between them. In twelve months, less or

more, the seedlings will require to be re-potted,

some of them having increased in siz", whilst others

have remained stationary. With care in watering

and ventilation, and in keeping the young plants free

from thrips, which do much injury to them, they soon

put forth strong growths; and it depends a great

("eal on the subsequent treatment as to what time

may elapse before the plants flower. The great

thing is ;not to afford too much pot- room, or allow

the compost to become sour. J. Douglas.

THE SEED TRADE.
(Continued from ]}. 594 J

The Pea: Its Histoht and Uses,—Although

authorities affirm that the true origin of the Pea hss

been lost in obscurity, certain it is that several kinds

were largely grown by the Egyptians, the Greeks,

and the Romans. Its introduction into this country

is somewhat mysterious, some of our old time writers

stating that it came from France, others from Hol-

land, and there is no doubt it found its way to

Britain through these countries, becoming acclimr,-

tised according to local surroundings.

It was not until the reign of Henry the Eighth

that we learn of its cultivation in gardens, and ore

of the first to give instructions on the point wa'i

Tusser, the curious poetical writer, who advises in

his calendar of operations for .Tannary :

—

" Dig garden, stroy Mallow, now may be at eas",

And sette (as a daintie) thy runcival pease.

"

and for the month of February he adds :

—

" Sticke plentie of bowes, among runcival Pease,

To clamber thereon, and branche at their ease.

"

Gerard, in Qaeen Elizabeth's time, writes :

—"Thtt

Pease do growe in pastures and earable fields belong-

ing unto Bishop Hatfielde in Hartfordshire." H
describes " the garden and field Peas, the tufted or

Scottish Pea, and the Peas without skin in tha

pods." Coles, in his history of plants, about the

same date, says :
" The Fulham Pease, which came

first out of France, is so called because the grounds

about Fulham neere London doe bring them forward

soonest." There is no doubt the common white and

grey round Peas were cultivated in all directions

during the next century, careful growers selecting

and improving their stocks as opportunities offered.

Nothing, however, appears to have been known of

artificial hybridization or cross-breeding; indeed,

such a point in association with plants had not been

discovered, and we have to reach the latter part of

the eighteenth century before we hear of attempts

made in crossing the Pea.

These experiments, probably the most important to

record in connection with this vegetable, were con-

ducted by Thomas Andrew Knight, the enlightened

President of the Horticultural Society in its early

days. Following some successful investigations he

had made into the fecundation of other plants, i*.

seems that in the season of 1787 he came across a

degenerate kind of Pea growing in his garden

at Chelsea [?], and he operated upon its blossom"

with a grey Pea, with the result that the

progeny grew in great luxuriance, and gave pods of

such an improved character, that he was quite con-

vinced the influence of the artificial impregnation wss

effective. Persisting in his endeavours for several

years, he was enabled to produce the kinds known an

Knight's Tall Green Marrow, and Knight's Dwarf

Green Marrow, two varieties that have been the pro-

genitors of all our popular wrinkled marrow-fat Peay,

and they are still to be found in many seedsmen'.!

lists. No sooner were these novelties launched upon

the world, than numerous so-called new sorts fol-

lowed in all directions, that great confusion tofk

place in regard to distinctive properties, and about

1845 the Horticultural Society were obliged to

undertake a series of trials with the intention, as th"

report goes, "to reduce the discordant nomenclatum

of the seedshops to something like order ; to enab'"

the gardener to know the quality of the sorts h"

desires to cultivate, and above all to prevent h^

buying the same kind under different names." Tt •'.

result of their tests was the means of reducing

over one hundred different names to about twent"

,

From this date, through the introduction and fapi^

development of improved means of communication

a perfect revolution took place in the generi.1

conduct of business. Sellers sprang up in nil

directions, each catalngnin? his own special kin'*.

with the result that once sgnin Peas, in comn ,a
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with oLher vegetables, obtained their names in never

ending variety, some from imaginary qualities, some

from the peculiar mode of culture, others frrm more

fmciful distinctionp, hence in 1860 the Fruit and

Vegetable Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society felt it necessary to make another extensive

trial which brought out a deal of instructive informa-

tion, as also did theirsubseqnent investigations in 1872.

It must not be inferred from these remarks

that there were no introductions of merit put

upon the market during the interval, for we have

only to name the " British Queen," a fine variety

raised by Cormack, the great Lewisham grower, and

•Champion of England" which came out through

the instrumentality of Fairbeard, an important

market-gardener in Camberwell, whilst that superb

late marrow, the " Ne Pius Ultra," supposed to be

the result of a cross between the two aforesaid

varieties, and originally distributed by Brownless of

Berkhamsted, is well known to everybody as one

of the most reliable standard Peai of the present day.

The work so cleverly initiated by Mr. Knight was

taken up by other skilful operators, with the result

that we now possess many important varieties greatly

in advance of many of the earlier days. Notable in

this category we may nime Dr. McL?an of Colchester,

whose introductions have acquired world-wide fame,

and several of his Peas still stand in the front rank,

these fine improvements were mostly distributed by

Mr. C. Turner of Slongh. Mr. Thomas Laxton,

whose decease at Bedford was chronicled only last

year, followed next, taking as a base for his experi-

ments many of Dr. McLean's introductions ; his en-

deavours seem to have been directed chieBy towards

gaining in earliness, increase of size, and filling of

the pod, and to keeping the height within moderate

bounds, and we are sure no one will grudge this

skilful hybridiser the honours he deserves in this

respect, for it will be many years before some of

his productions will go out of cultivation. Mr.

Henry Eckford of Wem, an indefatigable novelty

raiser of Sweet Pea fame, is also responsible for

many choice culinary kinds ; but faw seem to have

taken the public fancy as yet—it is whispered

that he has some grand sorts in training which

may cause a commotion when ready for the market.

In connection with the large-podded Peas, to no one

more than Mr. W. Culverwell, the popular gardener

at Thorpe Perrow, Bedale, does the exhibiting and

market-growing community, owe greater gratitude

for the introduction of that fine Pea, Telegraph,

which may be fairly called the forerunner of nearly

all the giant- podded section now so popular.

The Seed Fea Tbade.

How very few seedsmen have any idea of the

extent to which the Pea is cultivated. Beyond the

fact that they distribute so many bushels each
season, their knowledge is nil. la our own country

the area pat under this crop is enormous. The
estimates made by the Government of the total

British acreage during the present season are put

down at 243,551 acres, or 33,400 more than in

1893 ; taking the produce of this area to be

4,871,020 bushelf, allowing for a return of 20
bushels to the acre, which is under the average,

compared with the results of the past five years, we
find the quantity of seed required to sow this breadth
of land at the rate of 3 bushels per acre, gives a
total of 730,653 bushels of seed, which has to be
supplied from one source and another ; and if we
put down the price charged at an all-round average
of \"s, per bushel, and this is exceedingly low for the
season (we are obliged to include the common blue
Peas, and also the feeding varietie*). we get a grand
total of £13:J.392 vested in this commodity alone as

a home-grown crop, and which it must be noted has
no alBnity to the enormous quantities imported each
season.

The following table shows the estimated total

produce, the acreage, and the average yield per acre
in the United Kingdom for the past five years, and
we have also added the acreage out this season, from
which it will be gathered that there is a larger pro-
portion than u?ual, although the preliminary returns

just issued may possibly include those crops picked

green, which really have no place in our investi-

gations :

—

Years.
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result. By frequent stopping and regulating the

shoots, drawing them outwards to prevent over-

crowding, it is quite easy to overcome this disposi-

tion to increase too rapidly in height. Mr. Ward, a

well-known exhibitor, has shown this Fleroma
in first-rate condition during July, notably at the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. I have

myself staged it 4 feet through, and about the same
in height, in August and Septembfr. When a plant

grows too tall, it may be pruned hard back to the

base after being allowed to bpcome duity-dry at the

root so as to guard against excessive bleeding. The

It should also be kept well out of the inSuence
of cold draughts, keen cutting winds, &c., otherwise

the edges of the leaves will turn brovm. It is not a
plant that needs in any degree to be overpotted, its

roots are fine and fibrous. By guarding against this

it is always possible to water more freely during the

summer and with greater safety, for at that season it

enjoys a good supply, the syringe being used also in

hot weather. Fibrous peat such as will suit Ericas

is the best soil to select, with a liberal use of silver

sand; should the peat be rather more soft and spongy,

it may be msditi-d by the use of a little yellow loam.

I was once particularly struck by seeing how well it

was thriving in one of the larger ferneries at Messrs.
Backhouse & Sons, York, where the Ferns were
simply luxuriating. At Kew I noted it only recently

in the large show-bouse, with less moisture as a
matter of course, yet it was thriving in the best pos-
sible manner. In both instances the plants were
trained up the roofs, this being by far the better

system to adopt, for in spite of stopping, the growths
will extend upwards. Fiowering as it does during
Uctober and November, this species is a decided
acquisition. If a suitable position can be given it, I

FlO, 'JU. —BEINTVAHDTIA TETfiAGTIJA : GREENHOUSE WINTER-l LOWBHING SHfiUB. I'LOWBES VBLLOW, (sEE P. 7iiO.)

best time to do this is after liuwering. 1 took a

plant in hand once that was already so pruned. In

order to encourage it to break afresh and as kindly

as possible, I put it in a pit with Fine suckers nntil

the spring following. I had thus a good base upon
which to build up the specimen again. During the

ensuing summer that plant was kept out-of-doors

in the full sunshine ; thus the growth was well

matured, and the plant prepared to stand through

the following winter in the greenhouse. This

species, although a native of the Organ Mountains in

Brazil, is much safer on the whole in a greenhouse

than even in what is usually termed a temperate-

huuse. A rather damp position suits it best ; if too

dry, there is the risk of an attack of thrips or spider.

1 irm potting is most desirable, and liberal drainage

should be provided. Cuttings of the half-ripened

wood will strike kindly under bell-glasses in an inter-

mediate temperature. Whilst quite small and com-

paratively tender, a little warmth over and above that

of the average greenhouse would be most desirable.

At no period would 1 advise manurial applications to

be indulged in. If anything be used as a stimulant,

nothing will be safer than a weak solution of soot-

water.

F. macrantha (syn. Lasiandra macrantha), ia not

strictly speaking a cool greenhouse plant. It will

thrive well in a warm greenhouse or in an interme-

diate-house, between which there is not much dif-

ference. It delights in a moist atmosphere ; with this

would advise that it be planted out, but nut in too

much soil. F. macrantha floribunda is a dwarfer

form of the species with larger flowers, and like it, is

a handsome plant, being more profuse in blooming.

In both instances the colour is a deep violet or pur-

plish-blue. Soil, &c., as for Fleroma elegans.

M0KACHi:TtTS!.

This genus is also of the Melestomaceie, bnt a cool

greenhouse is scarcely the place for them to thrive

well. Where the last-named species of Fleroma can

be grown, there these will thrive, and under the

treatment in other respects as given for P. elegans,

I used to grow M. ensiferum, which is about the best

species for cultivation, in a stove kept at a moderate
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temperature. It is ver/ profuse in flowering during

the late autumn and winter. M. Lemonianum is a

form of the preceding, flowering somewhat later or

towards the spring ; in colour it is a deep rosy-pink

shaded Tiolet, the shading not being so discernible in

M. ensifarum. The species of this genus are of

much dwarfer and compact habit than the Pleroma,

James Hudson,
CTo be continued.)

Nursery Notes.

MR. G. MAY'S NURSERY,

EuCHAHIS GHANUirLOEA AT TeDDINGTON.— As a

flower for market purposes, few can boast of

a more widespread popularity than the Eucharis.

Thus it is that their cultivation occupies a very

large share of attention in the nurseries of Mr. George

Jlay, at Upper Teddington, where may be seen tens

of thousands of plants in the flnest possible health,

and the greatest luxuriance. At the present time

and for some weeks past, a considerable portion of

this gigantic stock has been yielding its harvest of

blossoms. At the time of our visit (in the early

days of NovembBr), the stock in flower was in

some three spacious span-roofed housej, each about

SO feet long and 20 feet wide. One of these

was on the wane, yet still carrying quantities

of flowers ; but the forest of flower-stems bore

ample evidence of the wealth of flowers they had

borne. A second house was just expanding its

earliest blooms ; while a third, somewhat later, bad

the scapes nearly fully grown. Apart from these,

there were other plants occupying a range of glass

upwards of oOO feet in length, in three divisions,

with successionel batches in three stages ; the latest

of these had the spikes just emerging above the soil,

others were a few inches high, and another batch

had the scapes well above the foliage. Mr. May's

chief aim has been to provide a continuoas daily

supply all the year round ; and his efl'orts have been

crowned with success. I spent some little time in

an endeavour to estimate the number of spikes in

each house. As nearly as could be determined, this

was about 3500, or a total of 10,500 spikes in the

three houses now in bearing. Each spike bears

from five to seven flowers, and at the time of my
visit some iTO dozen blooms were already packed for

market, a number that could easily have been doubled

had the necpSBity arisen. The gathering and packing,

being of daily occurrence, is done systematically.

It is v/orthy of note that this enormous stock has

been worked up through a series of years, and from

quite a small beginning. The stock throughout is

typical of high-class culture. Individually the

flowers are large, and of very firm texture, a pro-

perty of no small importance in the market. Too
frequently the flowers as seen are thin and
flimsy, being devoid of substance, while the

segments have a tendency to cup. These de-

ficiencies are no doubt largely due to cultural

errors or unhealthy stocks, and not unfrequently

are the result of excessively high temperatures.

The system of culture adopted at Upper Teddington
is simple enough. Abundance of hot-water piping

is present in each house, and this is kept at a steady

uniform temperature. The very large pot system
finds no favour ; the bulk of this giant stock being

grown in 8-iochand 'J-inch pots, with a few in some-
what larger size. The soil used is principally loam,

and this rather rough. Indeed, fine soil in the cul-

ture of Eucharis should be avoided, as it lies close,

and is apt to become sodden quickly. Ample drain-
age is an absolute necessity. Great care should
always be exercised with the watering-pot, as in-

discreet watering is responsible for much mischief;

in certain stages, in fact, very little water is needed
at the root; while in a general way, atmospheric
moisture in the growing season is abundantly main-
tained. Even overhead syringing has its drawbacks,
on account of the channelled nature of the leaf and
stalk, the water by this means being easily and
quickly conveyed to the bulb. The greater portion

of the plants are grown on open wooden stages, as

the heat uniformly distributed through the house

obtains ready access to the plants from below. In

the culture of this plant alone some dozen or

more large houses are devoted, thus making the

Eucharis one of the features of the establishment.

With justifiable pride, Mr. May declares this

grand stock to be absolutely free from insect pests,

and certainly their health and general appearance

warrant the assertion. Even in this gigantic stock

there is little departure from the type in the flower,

but in one or two cases the segments, as well as the

fructifying organs appear in duplicate. </.

Japanese Plants at Coombe Wood Nuhseeies.

On a plot of ground surrounded by hedges of

moderate height, with an aspect and somewhat rapid

slope towards the south-east, was planted soon after

their introduction by John Gould Veitch from Japan,

quite a collection of deciduous trees and shrubs.

After the years that have elapsed since their

introduction, several of these have reached quite

tree-like siz?, having survived in safety the very

varied winters and springs to which this country is

subject, thus affording sufficient indication of their

hardihood. The following are of particular interest,

and should be noted for their distinctive features :

—

Clcrodeiidroii trichotomum has possibly been looked

upon with some suspicion as to its hardihood by

reason of its generic name. The plant in question

is now of large dimensions, being of quite tree-like

habit. Last year with the additional advantage of

the hot weather late in the summer, it produced

a plentiful crop of berries which in October were

an extra attraction. This plant is some I'J feet or

more in height and as much in width, flowering every

year in September very profusely. It is of a vigorous

constitution and free growth, forming a fitting

companion plant to, although of dwarfer habit than

Catalpa syringrcSora, with foliage of similar shape,

but smaller. Some quarters of it in the open nur-

sery are thriving unusually well, having this season

made strong growths. The flowers are white, with a

purplish calyx, having the additional advantage of a

delightful fragrance ; the berries are blue, of a

similar shade to that of the flowers of Plumbago
capensis— it produces berries in most seasons. It was

originally introducfd in 1800, but until brought

into greater prominence at Coombe Wood, it does

not appear to have attracted much attention. It

may be safely relied on beyond a doubt in all but the

most exposed and coldest of situations.

Cc':salpinia, Japonica, at the first glance, somewhat
resembles an Acacia, but it is on closer inspection

found to be cjaite distinct. It has large bi-pinnate

leaves, light green in colour, being very elegant,

and of most pleasing appearance. At Coombe
Wood it is planted in the open ground, and has

escaped injury during severe winters. Its flowers are

yellow, being produced in long racemes. When in-

specting it last autumn the idea suggested itself that

it would prove an excellent wall plant; with this

object in view I planted it last autumn, and the

growth this year has been most satisfactory. As a

wall plant it is most distinct. The wood is densely

armed with sharp prickles, not unlike a Bramble,

and quite as formidable.

Sti/ra.v ja.itiinica.—This shrub has flowered most
profusely during the past summer, its fragrant white

blossoms making it a decided acquisition during May.
It is of erect and sturdy growth, not disposed to make
long sappy shoots. By reason of its compact habit,

it is a shrub that will need scarcely any pruning. At
the present time, the large plant of it ia well covered

with berries, although several have been removed for

the sake of the seed. The foliage is comparatively

small, and of a deep green colour. The effect at the

present time when standing under the branches is

remarkably good. I see no reason why it should not

force well.

Lindera crssia.—Just at the time of inspection

this plant (or plants) was in its full autumnal tint,

the foliage being of a bright golden-yellow, and
exceedingly eflfective. The growth is erect, and the

leaves about the size and form of those of Rhus

Cotinus, the habit of the plant being very compact.

For colour-effectatthis season, it should prove of essen*

tial service. It is known popularly as the Silk-tree.

Carpinus cordata.—This form of the Hornbeam is

particularly attractive by reason of its Hop-like

clusters of fruit or seeds ; these are about the size of

fully-developed Hops, and singularly like them in

appearance. The growth is hard and wiry-looking.

Clethra caiiescens.—This plant promises to be a

welcome addition to its class. It is of dwarf growth,

with linear foliage and long drooping spikes of white

flowers. As a plant, it should be in the open ground

what C. arborea is in the greenhouse, a most desirable

acquisition.

Acer palntatuui sanguineuM.—This form of the

Japanese Maple was at the time of my visit in the

height of its brilliant tints, which, for intensity of

colouring, could scarcely be exceeded, I noted some

fine masses of it, which are presumably old propagating

stools. These are planted just outside of the hedges

alluded to upon a sloping bank, being thus an apt

illustration of planting that might be advantageously

adopted.

Taxodiam distichum {dwarf form).—This plant

appears to be quite the miniature of the deciduous

Cypress. As a dwarf and compact-growing variety,

this should eventually prove to be of signal service

as an ornamental Conifer.

In this intereating collection there are several

other things which might be noticed. The growth

of those already noted would, no doubt, have been

in some instances in excess of what it is, as propa-

gation must in a measure interfere with a free

development. H. G.

Sr. Bbiduet Anemones at 'I'he Blackpill

NuBSEHiES, Swansea.

1 was very much struck, when calling at these J

well-known nu-series on November 28, to find a I

large number of these useful plants in full bloom.,

reminding me of May and June rather than the end
of last month. Considering the great variety of

colours, and the case with which they can be grown, it

is a matter of surprise to find these flowers seldom

met with in private gardens, and especially

where cut flowers are in much request, the blooms

being invaluable when removed from the plants. I

noticed a fine breadth of ground planted with seed-

ling Anomones of this variety some 30 yards long

by 12 wide, and containing many thousands of plants

which were raised from seed sown about the beginning

of July this jear. Besides these, there are two long

borders of lOO feet by G feet, entirely tilled with fine

healthy plants, which when in full bloom next season

will bo worth seeing. li. Milncr, Pcnricc Castle,

A TRAVELLER'S NOTES.
( Concluded from p. 659.)

Wellington, N.Z., July 11, 1893.—For twenty-
fi>o years Mr. T. Mason, ot Taita, Wellington, has
been forming a garden of more than ordinary

interest ; because, what is there growing, shows
how many fine plants an English climate just misses.

A bed of light oendy loam, of a depth varying

from 8 to 11 feet, rests on gravel, aff'ording drainag-f

to the ample rainfall. It may be safely observed

that almost every hardy plant known to English
gardeners will succeed, and succeed well, in such a
spot under such conditions ; in addition to which,
the mildness of the winter permits many known to

us as too tender for the open ground to flourish and
make fine specimens.

The Taemanian Blue Gum (Eucalyptus globulus)
assumes the proportions of a forest tree, as does the

Western Australian Jarrah (E. marginata). To
native trees and shrubs Mr. Mason has not devoted
so much attention

;
possibly because the horticul-

tural value of the major part of the New Zealand flora

is distanced by that of other countries. The
collection of Abies is large, and the specimens,

almost without exception, literally perfect. Few are

more than 1.5 feet, but all are clothed to the ground,

massive pyramids—massive, as the rate of growth
has evidently been rather slow than otherwise.

Picea orientalis, Abies I'indrow, A. nobilis, A.
pectinata, A. Nordmanniana (35 feel, not a branch
visible so dense is the foliage), A. baliamea. A,
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Mertensiana (28 feet, a mott elegant speciea), Ficea
Morinda'(a conical mass of droopini; lateral branchleta
and stiff, upright yonng shoots), A. Pinsapo, A.
Webbiana, A. amabilis, Picea polita (15 feet), A.
Douglasii, A. lasiocarpa (3 feet), A, Veitchii (2 feet),

the two last named bat just planted, and A.
bracteata particularly 6ne, are amongst those which,
having in the earliest planting dajs been allotted

ample room, with the sole aim of making good
single specimens, have repaid the planter in a
manner I may certainly venture to call unusual.
Other Conifers unknown in anything like good

condition in less favoured spots, here assume con-
siderable proportions, Callitris and Athrotaxis
form handsome trees. Saxegothica conspicua is a
failure—why, Mr. Mason is unable to say ; but
Filzroya patagonica, represented by a strong young
bn«h some 14 feet in height, spreads its graceful

shoots in profusion. Various species of Cupreasus
are met with, and a specimen of C. torulosa, 25
feet in height, sweeps the ground with its foliage,

whilst a stem of Libocedrus decurrens exceeds
a diameter of 18 inches ; and Ginkgo biloba, now
only naked twigs, bids fair to assume the limit

of its greatest known size, Araucaria Cookei, brasil-

iensis, and imbricata are yet young, little more than
15 to 20 feet in height ; they are in excellent con-
dition. Ketinospora ericoides assumes extraordinary
proportions, one specimen being nearly 10 feet. It.

squarrosa is in no way behind it. K. plumosa aurea
and Cupressus Lawsoniana lutea, the latter 14 feet

in height, are highly coloured ; for the middle of

winter surprisingly so. Many hundreds of Camellias,
certainly preferable to Laurels for ordinary planting,
make good bushes ; and the collection of Rhododen-
drons has received especial attention. With the
exception of the Javanese, most known kinds can be
grown. R. Dalhonsise, Falconeri, Thompsoni,
arborea, Jenkinsoni, cinnabarinnm, Falconeri, argen-
teum thrive and flower well, with the exception of

the last named, which is somewhat shy. Tall
Cyatheas, medullaris and dealbata, planted for the
most part in the rear of the borders, spread their
immense fronds over wide circuits, occupied beneath
by Violets, Narcissi, &c.
Anona triloba flowers. Carpenteria californica is

a new shrub, Magnolia stellata is a mass of bud.
Magnolia acuminata is shy here as elsewhere—in fact,

it has never yet flowered here ; it is represented by
two perfect specimens, 20 to 35 feet in height, and
affording a contrast to M. tripetala, freer in this

respect.

Liriodendron tulipiferum, 35 feet, Paulownia
imperialis, each shoot supporting a tall panicle in

bud. Acacia alata, 35 feet high, is, in Mr. Mason's
opinion, the best of the genus. Sterculia acerifolia,

the famous New Sonth Wales Flame Tree, and
Cedrela australis are amongst the acclimatised trees.

The wide range and varied conditions under which
the above-named plants are found in Nature, clearly
point to there being many less favoured spots for the
formation of a general garden than Wellington, N.Z.
Likewise, it is not a question of the mere existence
of so many species, for almost without exception all

are in excellent condition, for Mr. Mason does away
with those that do not please the eye, claiming to be
purely and simply a gardener, and obtains no
gratification from the mere possession of a species.

Mr. Macnab owns the late Mr. I^udlam's famous
garden, now somewhat neglected. Sir James Hector
has six gullies on his private estate, clothed with
hundreds of Tree Ferns, and native vegetation gener-
ally, in which pheasants and quail make their home,
and mention must be made of the public garden,
though it is of little interest. James H. Veitck.

WOOD FOE STREET-PAVING.
It has been proved to demonstration that wood

grown in the forests of the antipodes can be placed
on the market here at prices remunerative to the
lumberman and speculative purchaser in London

—

this, too, in face of the fact that large supplies from
much nearer neighbours of ours are continually being
put up to auction. This is not to be wondered at

when we consider the enormous fields from whence
supplies can be drawn, the quality of the timber and
the cost of freight. No man has a better knowledge
of the value of Tasmanian timber for street-paving

than the present Premier of the colony—Sir C.

Bradden, K.C.M.G,, for a long period Agent-General
in London for Tasmania— this was made evident to

the writer in the course of interviews two or three

years since. Casting about for further information
on the subject of this paragraph, we consulted the
present Agent- General, and we now subjoin the pith
of the information received.

The bulk of the experimental shipment of
Tasmanian Blue Gum and stringy barkwood
for paving purposes, per the fast steamer to
which we called attention some months since,

sold for five guineas per load of 50 cubic
feet, the buyer paying all landing charges and the
cost of cutting the timber into blocks, this being
equal to about £9 15». per 1000 blocks, supposing
tbey had to be delivered cat up into blocks. A
further shipment of 080,000 feet has been made
in the colony, and has already started for London.
These have been sold forward at the price above
noted. Another similar shipment will be made early
in February, but this has not yet been sold. The
order of shipments of further supplies will depend
on the state of the market. The saw-mills in the
colony have formed an association, and have ap-
pointed Messrs. Shadbolt & Co., of 11, Billiter

Square, E.G., their agents.

The reader may doubtless remember some " Wood
Notes " which appeared in these pages some two
years' since, in which it was stated that the exports
from Tasmania to this country, to order, amounted
to some 70s. worth—the exports from this country
to Natal—there have been no exports thence so far

as we can learn—having been valued at between
£2 and £3. As for the supply of timber other than
that for cutting into blocks, we have nothing to
report—yet ; stocks of various vessels are generally
large enough to tide over three or four years : pos-
sibly merchants are, or soon will be, taking into

account what can be had at the antipodes.

li

Berlin

(From Our Berlin Correspondent.)

THE JAPANESE MELON.
In addition to the climbing .Japanese Cucumber,

which is highly esteemed here, the Japanese Melon
certainly will be in a short time equally praised. The
oblong Pear-shaped fruit is about 1(3 inches long, and
weighs 2 kilogrammes, ripens very early, and has a

delightful scent. The shell is alabaster-white, and
becomes, when ripe, pale yellow. The taste is soft,

the pulp spongy. One plant produces about ten

fruits. When planted out in the open air at the be-

ginning of June, the first young fruits appeared in

the middle of July, which ripened at the beginning

of September. Like the Japanese Climbing Cu-
cumber, this Melon is not attacked by noxious insects,

and very resistent against bad weather.

Beoonia htbeida Pioneeh.

The tuberous Begonias are very much liked in

Berlin, but they want perfume. The Begonia

Pioneer (Begonia Baumannii x gigantea), is the

first sweet-smelling hybrid, with large, well-shaped,

crimson flowers, of S to 10 centimetres diameter.

The perfume is like that of a Tea Rose. The
large fleshy leaves are oblique cordate. This novelty

also withstands the weather, rain, cold, and wind,

without injury.

Steeptocaepus oaulescens, Vatke,

This African species is worth growing jin greater

quantities in our stoves. It grows rapidly like an

Impatiens, and flowers very freely. The flowers are

about .^ inch long, bluish-red to violet. It flowers in

November,
MCSHHOOJIS,

A new mode of Mushrooms culture was shown

at the last meeting of the Verein fiir Befoerderung des

Gartenbaues at Berlin, November 29, Old cement

casks are filled one-third with half-rotted horse-dung,

and in this dung is laid the spawn of the Agaric, The

casks are laid on their sides in rows one above the

other, the spaces between them being filled in with

fresh horse-dung, which affords regular warmth, and

is afterwards employed for filling the casks.

The casks aro laid in a cellar, and furnish after a

short time a good and regular crop. This mode of

growth may be recommended for its cheapness
one or another cask becomes by any cause unproduc-
tive, it may easily be withdrawn. The grower said

that the warmth produced by the horse-dung is far

better for the growth of the fungus than any artifi-

cial warmth, and the dung, after its warmth is spent,

is used as a substratum in the casks. Cement casks

are cheap, being sold here at 3d. each. The casks

are covered over with the horse-dung after spawning
and soiling.

Cattleva labiata autdmnalis alba.*

This fine variety has pure white flowers, with the

exception of the labellum, which has two large

purple spots on the apex, and is finely rose-coloured

and striated below. It was found among a large lot of

imported specimens by Mr. Keyssner, a nurseryman
at ZoBsen, who showed it, together with other spe-

cimens of Cattleya labiata vera at the meeting
of the Verein fiir Befccrderung des Gartenbaues, on
November 29. Mr. Keyssner remarked that the

colour of the true labiata autumnalis changes by

forcing the flowers. The labella become paler

the more they are forced, whilst those flowers which

open in a cooler temperature have a deeper colour.

This species flowers very readily, and is the best for

market purposes. An inflorescence with four

flowers brings the grower 6s., each flower being sold

for 1«. 6d, The species flowers from the beginning

of October till the end of December.

Cut Flowers.

For the funeral of President Carnot one Belgian

nurseryman sold in Paris sixty-eight thousand francs

worth of the flowers of Odontoglossum crispum

Alexandra.
Chhysanthemoms.

Amongst the seedlings of Chrysanthemums

raised by Mr. Weber at Spindlersfeld, near Berlin,

from seed imported directly from Japan by the

Hofmarachall von Saint Paul Illaire, a very fine large-

flowering variety was named Tangarita. The flowers

are pure white, the single rays acute ; the form is

a very distinct one.

At the last meeting of the Verein ziir Befor-

derung des Gartenbaues at Berlin, November 29,

Mr. F. Weber, head gardener to Mr. Spindler, ex-

hibited a very fine collection of Chrysanthemums.

Amongst others, 1 remarked the following sorts:

L6on FrachS (Japanese), flowers enormous, large

violet-rose, white centre ; Ada Spaulding (Japanese

incurved), pale rose-coloured, in the centre lighter;

Robert 0»en (Japanese incurved), golden yellow,

enormous flower; Doke of York (Japanese incurved),

very large flower, cherry-red, silvery on the back

;

Geheimrath Professor Dr. Wittmack (Japanese

incurved), violet rose-coloured, silvery on the back,

similar to Mr. Freeman ; George W. Childs

(Japanese), very large flower of a brilliant dark-red

colour; G, C. Schwabe (Japanese), gigantic red

flower, yellow on the back, similar to Edwin Moly-

neux, but finer; Mdlle. Marie Hoste (Japanese),

very large pure white flower, with broad rays ;
Mrs,

A, A. Neve (Japanese), white, with a rose hue;

Miss Mary Weighman (Japanese), canary yellow,

very large ; Beauty of Exmouth (Japanese), pure

white; Waban (Japanese), violet-rose coloured,

enormous flowers with broad, curled rays ;
Charles

Blick (Japanese), enormous bright yellow flowers.

Of an high interest were the seedlings, the seeds of

which were imported by the Hofmarschall von Saint

Paul Illaire direct from Japan, as above mentioned.

Most of them are not yet named, only one, Tangarita,

a pure white, very large, high flowers, with broad,

acute rays, was named. Amongst the others are to be

remarked No, VI., 12, and a pure white flower with

broad, somewhat curled, horizontal distant rays.

This flower may be the largest one known. VI., 98,

a very large nankeen-yellow flower with tubular rays,

VI 1 a large- flowered golden-yellow form of exactly

the habit of Shasta, X, 8, a pale rose-coloured

large-flowered form of the form of Mr, Brunet, It

is worth remarking that whilst in former years Mr,

Weber did not equal the English flowers which were

» Cnttlcyn MAata autumnalis alba. — Sepalis petali«i(n

albis; labello alho in superioro parte rubro bimaculalo, iul8

riore' parte rosco strialo. Cdo Oammer.
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exhibited here on aeveral occasions by Messrs, Keid

and Bornemann, especially as to the number of

rays, this year the flowers could well compete
with the best English-grown flowers. This result

was obtained by mannring the plants as early as

possible, and by a right selection of the flower-buds.

Each plant had at least six flowers, but there were
also a good deal with much more. U. B.

The Herbaceous Border.

EEYNGIUM PLANUM.
This plant should be in eyery collection of hardy

herbaceous perennials, however small. It is a plant
easily grown from seed sown in February, and the
seedlings cultivated in gentle heat, they are strong
enough to prick out into a bed where they may stay
till September, and then be transplanted to the
border, A rich sandy loam, deeply dug, suits the
requirements of this plant. The plant is best
planted when eight months old, it being a difficult

one to remove when older, on account of the difficulty

of dealing with the long tap-root. We have other
varieties of Eryngium, viz,, E. giganteum, alpinum,
Oliverianum, amethystinnm, and several more ; but
I am sure that this one will, when more generally
known, become a favourite. Plant about six plants
in a clump, in that way they are very showy,

Tbitoma (Kniphoiia) cohallina

This is a dwarf variety, very suitable for planting in
a pocket on the rockery, or near to the margin of a
herbaceous border. Tritoma Macowani is not at all

a free grower with us. H. May, Markrce Gardens,
Sligo,

CULTIVATION OF PEKFUME-
YIELDING FLOWERS IN INDIA,

The subject of the cultivation of flowers in India
for the purpose of supplying material for the perfume
industry has recently attracted the attention of the
Madras Mail, It is pointed out that flower-farming
might be widely extended over India, and might be
made a profitable cottage industry. If a perfume
factory were established in one of the hill stations,

such as Bangalore, Coonoor, or i 'ctacamund, a large
number of flowers that are now simply wasted would
be utilised and tamed to valuable account. The
well-known perfume-yielding plants that are cul-
tivated so extensively in the South of France
such as the Lavender, Tuberose, Cassie, .Jessamine,
Heliotrope, Sweet Flag, &e., grow freely in Southern
India, while the Rose culture, which is now carried
on to some extent in the district of Ghazepore,
might be considerably extended. The well-known
Tlang-ylang (Cananga odorata), the oil of which is

such a favourite with European perfumers, and
which fetches a high price, grows all over Southern
India, not only on the hills but in Madras, ami in
the plains, so th It a systematic culture only is re-
quired to develop an extensive Indian trade. What
is here said in reference to India, is applicable also
to many other British possessions.
In connection with the subject of the growth of

similar plants in France and Spain, the following
interesting facts were recently given by a member
of one of the largest firms of essential-oil distillers
at Grasse, in the Chemist and Druggist. He states
that the industry is still extending very largely in
the South of France ; within the last ten years the
area under this calturo has trebled, in spite of the
fact that in Algeria, in Spain, and in some other
parts, the industry has also made great progress.
The Pelargonium culture,however,which was the chief
occupation of the Algerian distillers, is becoming less
and less important in that colony every year, chiefly
because the production in the Island of Keanion has
taken away many customers from Algeria, but lvc3-
union in its turn is beginning to abandon the cul-
ture, as it has ceased to pay. The French Geranium-
oil, however, is far and away the best, and so far as
really high-class trade is concerned neither Algeria
nor Reunion can compete. In Spain the cultivation
of essential oil plants has become an industry of
some importance recently. A large number of fra-
grant oil-yielding herbs grow wild on the plateau of
Southern Spain, those bleak regions which Dore
drew so well, but their oil is not available, as the
districts where they grow are almost uninhabited,
and It would not pay to carry portable stills to the

distilling-grounda as is done in the French Alps

;

but even in France, quite a third part of the
wild Lavender and Thyme are never distilled
because they grow on hills that are almost in-
accessible. Pennyroyal, Peppermint, Lavender,
and Geranium, however, have been cultivated to
some extent in the south and east of Spain lately.

Spanish Geranium-oil ranks next to French, which
is largely used bv soap-makers, usually mixed with
patchouly and Glove-oil, to bring out the odour.
The cultivation of Wormwood, of which the oil is

used in absinthe making, is declining very consider-
ably. Formerly Wormwood-oil was in great demand
in Holland and Germany, where it was used as an
ingredient in some popular bitters; but of late the
demand has declined.

The Bulb Garden.

WATSONIA O'BRIENII.

I WAS much interested in the contents of C. G. van
Tubergen, Junior's, letter at p. 701, concerning the

flowering of the above plant, because I have more
than once urged the necessity for according many
plants a treatment similar to that mentioned by
him, in order to bring them back to a flowering

state. There are many plants of a like nature to

those named in the letter referred to, that we only

flower either indill'erently, or not at all. Both the

experiment and the result in the case of the Wat-
sonia are so absolute, that it can only be regarded in

the future as a standard for reference in the case of

species and forms not amenable to the usual treat-

ment, Ornithogalum arabicum is one of those

which requires year by year a thorough roaBting in

full sua ; while some of the Cyclobothras, wintered

over the hotwater- pipes in sand, have started growth,

and flowered more freely than others merely secured

from frost. Twenty years ago nearly, I first flowered

Hyacinthus candicane, after a thorough rest, near a

return-pipe in the greenhouse. In this instance, how-
ever, the treatment is not essential. Anemone fulgens,

again, given two or three seasons in some clay soils will

hardly grow at all, but if lifted and baked in full sun
and replanted in the same garden, will flower well.

It is perfect and absolute rest which appears to be
necessary, and this, if possible, in full sun. J,

The WEEK'S Work.
THE FIiOWEK OABDEN.

Bij JOBX LiMBRRT, Gardener, Powit Castle, V/eUlipaal,

SOILS FOR WINTER POTTINQ.—Before hard
frosts occur, the various soils, manure, &c., required
in potting during the late months of winter stiould
be placed under cover where frost does not penetrate,
or where they may be protected from it with litter.

Turfy loam should also be dug and carted-in, stacking
it without delay in stacks with nearly upright sides
and a sloping top. Loam one year old is in good
condition for potting any kind of plant, but if kept for
more than one year, much of its fibre becomes decayed,
which is a loss to potted plants. In getting soil from a
stack, the outside should be taken first if the heaps
are large, this being the most sweetened by exposure,
and it has also decayed the quickest. Charcoal
should be separated into fine and coarse by sifting,

each sort coming in for a different use. Spent
Mushroom-bed soil is a useful substance, and a good
quantity should be got in. The other items will con-
sist of sifted leaf-mould, clean crocks and pots. The
boxes used for cuttings and rooted plants may need
repairing, and these should be looked to on wet days.
Labels, both hanging and others

;
pegs for bedding

plants and for layering purposes, stakes and flower-
sticks, are among the numerous requirements which
should be got in readiness at this season. Mixtures
of soils for seed-sowing purposes should be prepared,
making use in these of the potting-bench refuse soil,

which if finely sifted, is by itself a useful material for
covering seeds in the open and in boxes, &c.

PROPAGATING.—Cuttings of Aucubas, Skim-
mias, and other evergreens taken off in September
and placed in frames with bottom heat should
be examined, and if found to be well rooted,
they should be taken out and placed in cold

frames on ashes, keeping the lights closed for a
time, and protecting from frost, and doing what is

possible in gradually hardening them off. Cuttings
of Hollies may be taken now, using short ripe shoots
with a heel of the old wood attached.

TREE P><E0NIE3 (P/EONIA ARBOREA).—These
varieties are not so lasting in flower or so useful for

cutting, and also noi quite so hardy as the herba-
ceous varieties, and to succeed with them they must
have a good deep loamy soil, or they will become
poor stunted objects. They require protection in

the spring to keep the young early - flowering
shoots from being disfigured and injured by late

spring frosts ; and rough winds and rain very
often disfigure these. It is best, therefore, to plant
them where they will be screened from the sun
till mid-day. Pteonia Moutan and P. M. papaveracea
are often the only varieties of these plants met with in

gardens, and where others have been worked on them
the stock has been left to outgrow the graft instead
of the graft receiving all the nourishment from the
stronger -growing variety. Plants may often be
obtained of these by removing the young suckers
from old-established plants. There are now about
a hundred varieties of these in cultivation,

GENERAL WORK.—Pick over and clean all plants

,

pricking up the surface of the soil, reversing the
position of plants if they are standing in lean-to
houses, keeping them as close to the roof-glass as is

safe. If Coleuses are growing fast, the tops may be
nipped oil' and utilised as cuttings. Look to all

bulbs, Dahlia tubers, Lobelia cardinalis. Begonias,
Gladiolus, also Fuchsias, Cannas in store, making
sure that frost cannot reach them. Magnolias,
Myrtles, Banksia Roses, and all tender shrubs should
have the coverings fixed up ready for dropping down
over them when the necessity occnrs for so doing.

THE KITCHEN QAKDEN.
By Arthur Coombes, Gardener, Ilimlcy Hall','Dudley,

FRENCH BEANS.—Continue to sow seedo in

quantity in accordance with the demand and the

conveniences of cultivation. Mould np the etemo of

those which have formed a pair of true leaves, and
afford them a good watering before so doing. Liquid
manure may be afi"orded plants when the soil is

permeated with roots, including that which has
been added in moulding up the stems. Keep the

forcing pit moist in degree accordingly as the

weather is bright or dull, and in well-lighted houses

a free syringing may be applied on sunny days ; but,

under the opposite conditions of weather, a slight dew-
ing-over in the early afternoon in addition to the usual

damping of the floors will sufllce for the needs of the

plants. The pit or house should bo covered at night

with mats or Frigi Domo, as a means of saving fuel,

and preventing the condensation of moisture on the
glass and the resulting aridity.

WATER CRESS.—The beds of water-cress should
be cleared of weeds, scum, and floating rubbish,

which choke growth and befoul the water. If the

Of 88 is growing in a bed which can be submerged,
it should be done on the approach of frost as a
means of saving the crop for present and early use.

As far as possible, the beds should be situated in a
warm, sheltered position, and in such a spot running
water will not readily freeze except in very severe

weather. The submerged Cress may always be
gathered by slightly raising the penstock, so as to

reduce the level of the water. Where this method ia

impracticable, roots may be placed in shallow pans
or saucers, partly filled with some fine mould, and
coated with clean gravel, the saucers being then
filled to the brim with water, and placed in a vinery

or Peach-house now being started. The water in

the saucers should be renewed every day. If only
pans of soil and no water be employed, frequent

waterings and syringings are necessary. In this

manner suflicient Cress may be grown to tide over
the winter, or till such time as growth begins on
out-of-door plants,

TARRAGON AND MINT.—Roots should now be
lifted and placed in boxes or pots (if large clumps of

the former, 12-inch flower-pots will be most suitable),

with a little good soil made firm about them, and
placed in a forcing-house, removing them when
the tops are suffl^iientlv long for use, to cooler

quarters, say, of 50° to 5j°. If the soil used in the
potting was moist, no water will be needed before

the plants begin to grow,

CHERVIL,—This should also be lifted in clumi)S
and placed on the border of a Peach-house or in a
cool frame.
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THE SPHOUTINC OF P0TAT08.—The present is a

desirable season for placing the tuberi of early

varieties which will be grown on hotbeds on
end with the eyes uppermost to sprout. These
varieties are even now beginning to grow,

especially Sharpe's Victor. The most suitable

receptacles for sprouting tubers are shallow trays

or boxes, of a size which may be readily moved from
place to place by one person. In these boxes place

the tubers close together in one layer; and if no boxes

can be bad, stand the tubers on the floor of some
cool well-lighted room to which frost has no access.

LATE CELERY, which Continues to make growth,

should have some more soil put round the heads, if

it be not snfEciently moulded up already.

THB OBCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. H, White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

0D0NT0GL08SUM CITR08MUM.—Most of the

plants of the above-named species will by this time
have completed their growth. To bloom this plant

satiafactorily, it requires a long and decided rest, so

that each pseudobulb can become fully matured, and
a gradually diminishing quantity of water from the

present time, which in a few weeks may be quite

discontinued. Some cultivators do not like the

pseudobulbs to shrivel; but shrivelling does not

affect the well-being or flowering capacity of

the plants in the least. When the flower-spike

is perceived in the centre of the new growth, the

plants should be immersed in tepid rain-water,

allowing them to remain in it till the compost is

saturated. It is wonderful to observe how quickly

the pseudobulbs plump up again to their normal
condition after this immersion, I attribute our suc-

cessful flowering of this species to the severe drying

process to which the plants are subjected during

winter, and at Burford, under our methods of culti-

vation, the smallest pseudobnlbs rarely fail to produce
a flower-spike. The best position for O. citrosmum
when at rest is near the roof of the Mexican-house.

FOQ AND DULL WEATHER AND THEIR EFFECTS.
—The recent weather has been unfavourable to

Orchids, owing to lack of sunshine, and especially to

those now forming new growths. Fogs have also

caused the destruction of a great number of flowers,

particularly those of deciduous Calanthes, Lselia

anceps, Dendrobium Fhala^nopsis, Angrrecum se><|ui-

pedale, Phal^nopsis Schilleriana, and F, amabiiia

;

but with the last-named plants, the loss may be
remedied to some extent by allowing the spikes to

remain on the plants till they have attained their

proper length ; then by pinching off the top of each,

lateral shoots will branch out from the original flower-

spike, growing quickly, and producing a quantity

of flowers in the early spring months. Probably this

method would, unless the plants were strong and
vigorous, have an exhausting effect upon them, but

this may to some extent be counteracted by cutting off

each spike immediately the terminal bud has opened.

DAMPING DOWN.—A common mistake made by
tyros in Orchid cultivation is in damping down the

houses too often whilst the external air is moist.

The paths and stages of the East Indian division

should be well syringed each morning as soon as the
thermometer indicates the required temperature, and
again between 2 and .3 p.m., and if much artificial

heat be required to keep up the temperature the

paths may be sprinkled again in the evening. An
important matter to remember when damping down
in the afternoon is to thoroughly moisten the

ground immediately underneath the hotwater-pipes

80 as to counteract the drying effect of these on the air

dm ing the night. In some instances it is almost im-
iinasible to avoid aridity owing to the construction of

the houses, or from their being on a naturally-dry
soil ; and in such cases it is advisable to lower the

temperature a few degrees. As regards the Cattleya
and Mexican divisions, where the majority of the
occupants are, generally speaking, at rest, less

atmospheric moisture will be required, especially

when the plants are subjected to a lower temperature
than .55" at night, which in all probability they will

be should severe weather come upon us. I3at during
mild weather like that now prevailing, a moderate
damping two or three times a week will be sufficient.

There are many other species of Orchids besides

Oattleyas and Lcelias which require an intermediate-
house temperature, viz., Cypripedium insigne, C. Spi-

cetianum, C, Fairrieanum, C. Schlimi, C. barbatum,
C. venustnm, C. X Leeannm, &e., also Sobralias,

EpiJendrnms, Miltonias, Coelygynee, Vandas of the
tricolor and soavi; section, and others. Where, as in

gome collections, these species are accommodated in

a house by themselves, they may be afforded a more
moist atmosphere, and also more water at the root,

than the plants in the Cattleya-honsei. Where such

an arrangement does not exist, the Cattleyas and
Lielias should be stood altogether at one end, while the

other species should be placed at the opposite. While
on the subject of moisture in the houses, I may
mention that we find the hygrometer a useful instru-

ment for ascertaining the exact state of the atmo-
sphere as regards moisture, especially throughout

the winter months, and during severe frost.

Here we have a house facing north-east, entirely

filled with Masdevallias, and, owing to its being

naturally damp, very little moisture needs to be

applied at any time to keep the atmosphere sufil-

ciently moist. One of the principal causes why
black spot is so prevalent on leaves of Masdevallias

of the Ilarryana section, is a too great abundance

of moisture combined with a low temperature. A
minimum of .50° at night should be maintained.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By J. F. McLeod, Gardener, Dover Hoitse, Roehampton, S. W.

BOUVARDIAS.—The flowering period of these

plants now drawing to a close, points to the need of

lessened quantities of water being afforded at the root

by d?gree8, so that thorough ripening of the wood may
result. Those plants from which the flowers may
have been cut ahould be placed in a cool greenhouse,

water being withheld, the moisture of the air sufficing

to prevent any undue shrivelling of the shoots.

HIPPEA8TRUMS (AMARYLLIS).— In order that

the re-potting of the plants may have a fair start,

pots should be washed clean, crocks prepared, and
the potting materials placed in readiness. A few of

the stronger bulbs should first be re-potted for early

flowering, but the re-potting of the main batch

postponed to .lannary. Continue to push on in

warm-houaes the young stock of bulbs. If well rooted,

a alight manurial aid may be afi"orded them at regular

intervale.

POT-R08E8.—Moat of the leaves having fallen,

the pots should be placed in a cold pit or frame,

provided there is ample head-room, plunging the

pots to the rima in coal-ashes or dry leaves ; and save

for the giving of air on all favourable occasions, they

will need no other attention till the time arrives for

starting them anew. If mildew should still adhere

to the shoots, dusting with flowers-of-sulphur will

destroy it.

CYCLAMENS.—These plants are now giving much
bloom, well tilling the gap between the blaze of the

Chrysanthemum and the flowering of forced plants.

Owing to the moist weather a very small amount of

water is needed at the root ; but any dryness of the

atmosphere of the house should be carefully avoided,

and if as previously directed the pota are standing on

fine gravel, coal-ashes, or shingle, these substances aa

well as the paths should be moistened once daily.

Plenty of air may be afforded if a slight heat in the

hotwater-pipes be kept np, but draughts must be

avoided.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.—The earliest batch of

these plants will now have finished flowering, and

should be removed to the shelves in a cool green-

house to ripen the shoots preparatory to being CEt

back. Cuttings of any desirable variety may be made
and placed round the edges of 48'8, using a sharp

sandy soil, and placing them in a vinery or Peach-

honse that is being started.

P0INSETTIA8.—Feeding the plants should still

be carried oat, and farm-yard drainings afforded once

a week form a good manure for them. This will

increase the size of the bracts which aa yet are not

of their full size. A few plants placed in convenient

parts of the stove add a pleasing bit of colour ; while

the bulk of the plants may be arranged in a house

by themselves, making uae of Ferns in the grouping.

AZALEA DEUTSCHE PERLE.—Than this variety

no better can be had for pushing into flower for

meeting Chriatmas requirements. I find that this

year the buds are in a very forward state, some of

the most prominent being in flower in cool quarters,

and the retarding of the blooming period has had to

be practised instead of forcing. I should point out,

however, that where this flower is in demand at the

above-named season, and in case severe frost should

set in during the interval, a few plants should be put

into forcing quarters, and forwarded to a stage at

which they can be easily pushed into flower, removing

them to a slightly cooler house, ahould thi« be likely

to happen at a too early date.

CALLA8 (RICHARDIA).—This is another favourite

at the approaching season that should not be over-

looked ; and should the requisite number of spathea
be not forthcoming under the existing conditions,

then advantage must be taken of vineries and Peach-
houses, which are being forced to place the more
advanced plants therein, where they will soon show
spathea. Keep a sharp look-out for green-fly, as the
increased heat and moisture will tend to propagate
this pest.

SHOW PELARGONIUMS.-Pinch out the pointa of

young plants now in large GO's, place a neat stake to

each to give support to the side-shoots, slinging

theae as they grow to this stake. The plants, if well
rooted, may be watered once weekly with weak aoot-

water till the beginning of the year, when they
ahould be shifted into 48's. Guard against attack;

of aphis by fumigating the house once a fortnight,

FBUITS UNDEH GLASS.
By Bailev WADD9, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fort.

KEEPING GRAPES.-Constant care will be re-

quired in the case of Grapes on the Vines and in the

Grape-room, the chief enemies to good-keeping being

damp, mice and rats. The rodents are particularly

fond of the fruit, and I have known rats to take

away whole bunches of Grapes in a night. It ia a
good plan to place a liittle phosphorus-paste on
small piecea of bread, and place theae under the

floors or pipes, where doga or cata cannot reach

them. As a protection, balf-inch-meah wire-

netting should be fixed in the borders against the

arches or pillars, if rats are in the habit of making
an entrance to the vineries from that point. Rats

will soon let you know which are the best-flavoured

Grapes. Cats should also be kept in a large garden

;

they are the beat thinnera of the rata and mice.

Abundance of air ahould be given to the Grape-

room and vinery during dry days, the temperature

being kept about 45°, not lower, and it is necessary

t^ hive a good deal of heat in the hot-water pipes

sometimes, especially on windy days, which are the

most suitable for ventilating purposes. Plants

which need much water at the root should be ex-

cluded from vineries where Grapes are hanging

;

but bsdding Pelargoniums, and anything that

requires to be kept dry during the winter, may be

tolerated. If not much fruit is left on the Vines,

it is best to cut the bunches, and place them in

bottles of water in a dry room, if a Grape-room be

not available. Then the Vines can be pruned and

rested for as long a time aa possible before starting

them again, the longer being the rest the better the

prospect of a good crop of fruit the next season.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—In the early-house

which was closed at the end of November the tem-

perature should be 50° by night, 55° to 60° by day,

and may range on sunny days 10° higher than the

higher figure, air being afforded freely at the top of the

houses at the same time. Great care is necessary in

the application of artificial heat at this part of the

season, especially at night, it being better practice

to allow the warmth to sink to 45° than to rise to

.5.5°, which would render the atarting of the wood-

buds in advance of the bloom-buds a probability,

causing weakly and deformed flowers, which would

set imperfectly or not at all. Maintain a moist

warmth, but not a stagnant atmosphere. As the

flower-buds approach the time for expanding, a very

light syringing once a day may be affordeJ.and even

this will not be required in foggy or froaty wea'.her

if the floora and walls are well moistened over, and a

genial buoyant air maintained. Under this kind of

treatment, the buds swell, and the flowers are larger

and more perfectly-formed than if heavy syringinps

are indulged in, Aa the flowers expand, much

attention ahould be paid to the ventilation, espe-

cially in frosty weather, the front ventilatora being

kept cloaed, unleas during very bright aunny days,

when they may be opened a trifling space, air being

in a general way obtained from the top lights, as

well aa by leaving a little opening all night whilat

the trees are in bloom. No hard-and-fast rule can be

laid down in this matter, and the gardener must use

his own discretion, avoiding always, sudden fluctua-

tions of temperature. The syringing of the Peach

trees when in flower should be discontinued till after

the setting period is passed, and the flowers fertilised

every day by passing a camel-hair pencil or rabbit's tail

lightly over them, and also by gently shaking the

trees. Some -/arieties of the Peach produce more

pollen than others, and a rabbit'a tail is a good

medium for conveying it to those which are leag

well provided.
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Local News.—Corrfspoii-'cvi/s will greatly ohVge liy semling
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.
„„„^.iT T^„ ,, I Dutch Bulbs at Protheroefc Morris'
MONDAY, DEC. 17

-j ^^^^

n „ -.of Dutch Bulbs at Piotheroe & Morris'
TUESDAY, Dec. 18 1 ^^^^

I'.Tapanese Lilies. Roses, Amaryllis.

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10] &c., at Prothcroe & Morris'

C Kooms.

THURSDAY, Dkc. ao{ ''"k'^V,^"''
"' ''™">"°^ * ''°""'

FRIDAY. DEC. 21 \ °'^^^_
-' f"'"'""^ *'

^"""''

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-

ING WEEK. DEDITCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.-39°.8.

Forestry

in America.

It appears that Great Britain is

not the only country which leaves

the systematic management of

her forests to private enterprise. In the Alle-

ghany Mountains of North Carolina, Mr. G. W.
Vanderbilt has been devoting some of his

spare capital to the purchase of large tracts of

forest land which have been partially denuded

by the lumbermen, and in many places cleared

and cultivated for short periods. These tracts

Mr.\'ANDEBr,iLT has placed under the care of an

expert, with a view to restocking and working

them on principles similar to those on which the

state forests of Continental Europe are managed.

The purchaser, we are told, is animated with the

praiseworthy ambition of thus inaugurating a

system of economic forestry in the United

States, and, we may also assume, of making a

sound investment for the benefit of his heirs.

Mr. PiNCHOT, who has been entrusted with the

carrying out of this work, has published a

pamphlet descriptive of a portion of the pro-

perty known as '' Biltmore Forest," consisting of

nearly 4000 acres lying on the banks of a

tributary of the Tennessee River. An account of

this forest, contributed to a recent number of the

Zeitschrift fiir Forst und Jagdwesen, by Sir

Dietrich Beandis, furnishes some interesting

particulars regarding the present condition and

stocking of the tract. No fewer than seventy-two

species of trees are to be found, among which

may be enumerated seven species of Oak, five

of Maple, five of Pine, four of Hickory, &e.,

Spanish Chestnut being the only European tree.

Broad-leaved species predominate, especially the

Oak {II. alba), which, together with black Wal-

nut and Liriodendron, prove the most valuable

as lumber, but the two last have, unfortunately,

almost disappeared from this forest.

So far, the principal operations have been con-

fined to the demarcation of working blocks and

compartments, and the removal of badly-thriving

and stunted trees. An opportunity has also been

taken of inculcating more careful and economical

methods of felling upon the lumbermen and

woodmen of the district, in place of the wasteful

style of working commonly practised. Mr.

Vanderbilt intends introducing various exotic

species into certain parts of the forest, in order

to test their adaptability for the district, and a

large nursery has already been fprined. A

library of forest and lintanioal literature has

also been established in B.iltmore, so that a

nucleus for a possible forest school is already in

existence.

Sir Dietrich Beandis is of the opinion that

forestry prospects in the United States are brighter

than some would have us believe. He considers

that a steady rise in the wages of the American

labourer is likely to render intensive agriculture

out of the question in many districts. At pre-

sent, Wheat is principally grown in forest dis-

tricts by methods similar to those practised in

some parts of India, and known as " fine cultiva-

tion." In course of time this system of agri-

culture must cease, and the relative conditions

of American agriculture and forestry will alter

to the advantage of the latter, while the exten-

tion of railways will raise the price of timber.

Another force likely to promote the cause of

economic forestry lies, Sir Dietrich Brandis

believes, in the limited power of the " almighty

dollar " in satisfying American ambition.

Millionaires must find some means of im-

mortalising the family name, and what could

effect this better than the possession of ex-

tensive forests ? Nevertheless, Sir Dietrich

Brandis is inclinced to think that State inter-

vention might accomplish the desired state of

matters more rapidly even than family pride, and

the history ofEuropean forests would seem to con-

firm this latter view. Sir Dietrich Beandis con-

cludes by reminding his readers that they in

Germany consider the serving of their country

a more honourable occupation than the advance-

ment of personal interest. Americans have not

yet reached this high standard of public morality,

hence their dread of any increase in the official

staff which state-forestry would involve. In

this last statement we possibly find the key to

the indifference and apathy which our own
government exhibits towards the forestry

question, and explains the invariable adjourn-

ments of those occasional parliamentary debates

on the subject, the resumption of which we
never hear of.

Our Almanack. — Secretaries of Sociftiea

and others, are earnestly requested to forward

immcdiatchj, the dates of Show Fixtures and

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1895, for insertion in the Almanack,

to be published in our issue for January 5.

SERRA8TYLI8 MODESTA, Bolfe, new genus and

species.—That this singular Orchid should have escaped

detection by the many plant- collectors who haye

passed over the Cauca seems a singular circum-

stance, and the fact itself should give hope to the

amateurs of novelties who are content with such

simple beauty and curious structure. At the end of

189.3, some half-dozen plants of it were discovered

by Mr. F. C. Lehmann, and in due course one which

fell into the hands of Sir Teevor Lawrence flowered,

and was found to be of a new genus entirely. It

was named Serrastylis modesta by Mr. Rolfb, and

published in the Kcw Bulletin of May, 1894, At

the meeting of the Orchid Committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society on Tuesday, November 27,

1891, another specimen was exhibited by Major

JoicEv, Sunningdale Park, Sunningdale (gr., Mr.

F. J. Thoene), when it was awarded a Botanical

Certificate, and supplied the material for our illus-

tration (6g. 91). The sepals and petals are reddish,

edged with yellow ; the lip white, with a few purple

streaks. A curious feature in the flower is the

arrangement of the two large wing-like auricles on

the column, the side-lobes of the lip being similarly

formed, and curiously arranging with them in colour

and shape, although on separate organ. The plant

is said to stand near Brassia. In habit it resembles

a small Oncidium sarcodes, and it is said to thrive

well in the Cattleya-houae,

"The Botanical Magazine."— The De-

cember number contains portraits and descriptions

of the following species :

—
Eulophiella Elisalietha; Linden and Rolfe.—A re-

markable Madagascan Orchid, first shown in hloom

at the last Ghent Quinquennial by M. Linden.

Daphne caucasica, Pallas.—A hardy shrub, intro-

duced by Mr. Smith of Newry. It is of dwarf habit,

with linear, oblanceolate leaves, whitish on the

under surface. Flowers white, in terminal clusters,

each with a narrow tube about half an inch long,

and a five-parted limb. ICew.

Erydua echinala, Lindley. A Mexican Orchid of

singular appearance, like a small Oncidium, but with

an equally three-lobed lip, and a colnmn destitute of

wings, with a long rostellnm, and long, incumbent

anther. Kew.
Strophanthis Petersiamts (Klotzsch) var. grandi-

florus, N. E. Br. A climber from Delagoa Bay, with

shortly-stalked, oblong, lanceolate leaves, and ter-

minal clusters of funnel-shaped orange-coloured

flowers, Vi inch long, the fine petals prolonged into

long tails. Kew.
Gmeliua hystrix, Schultes.—A climbing-plant of

the Philippine Islands, and belonging to the Ver-

benacete. The leaves are shortly-stalked, oblan-

ceolate, entire, or somewhat lobed, glandular on the

under surface. The flowers are in terminal heads,

intermixed with broad, boat-like bracts, with purple

veins. The flowers are 2 inches long, with a small-

cup-shaped glandular calyx, and a yellow corolla of

about the same size and form as in a Foxglove.

The Botanical Magadne for the present year is

dedicated by the Editor, Sir J. D. Hookee, to Mr.

Charles Foed, Superintendent of the Botanical

Garden at Hong Kong, in recognition of the

numerous interesting and beautiful Chinese plants

introduced by him to Kew, and accompanied by the

Editor's congratulations on Mr. Foed's succeasfnl

labours as a botanist and forester, " which have con-

tributed so largely to the resources, the health and

beauty, of yonr Island Home."

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—a meet-

ing of the committee was held at the Horticnltnral

Club Hotel, 'Windsor, on December 7, Mr. William

Marshall presiding. The secretary announced the

purchase of £500 worth of consols. The following

special receipts were announced : The Reigate Chrys-

anthemum Society, £10; Rugby Chrysanthemum

Society, per Mr. W. Bryant, £5; Mr. Toogood, per Mr.

G. W. Cummins, 10s. ; The Croydon Chrysanthemum

Society per Mr. W. B. Beckett, £3 3s. 6rf. Mr. G.

Bolas, two donations collected, £2. Mr. Savage, per

Mr. G. Munro, £1 ; Mr. J. Miller, Ruxley Lodge

Gardens, £1 ; Mr. F. Miller, Margate, £2 12.';. 6fZ.

;

Market Harborough Horticultural Society, per Mr.

Green, Secretary, £2 2s. ; and Mr. G. Fennell, Ton-

bridge, 5s. ; and the following boxes : Mr. J.

Miles, Southampton, £2 I3s. Q,d.; Mr. T. J.

Nelson, Chesterfield, £1 8s. U.; Mr. C. Gibson,

Mitcham. £1 7s. ; Young Men at Park Place,

Henley, per Mr. J. T. Powell, 18s.; Mr. T.

Newbould, Rawdon, Leeds, I4s. ; Mr. G. T. Cole,

Ascot, 14s. ; Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley,

10s. ; Mr. N. Kneller, Malshanger Park, 10s. ; Mr. A.

D. Christie, Alcester, 12s. ; Mr. .1. Lemmon,
Chichester, 7s. &d. ; and Mr. R. Scott, Bradford, 5s. Sd.

It was resolved that the date of the annual general

meeting and election be Friday, February 8. The

names of four applicants, in addition to those not

elected in February last, were announced. It was

resolved that six children be elected upon the Fund

at the next ballot.

National Rose Society. — The balance-

sheet shows a balance on the right side of £72 lis. 9<?

The receipts, including a balance of £81 19s. 3t..,

amount to £795 Is. l\d., the expenditure to

£722 lOs. 2d. Windsor only contributed £40 to

the receipts, against £105 from the Crystal Palace

the expenses in connection with Windsor amountin;

to £4 13s., those at the Crystal Palace to £9 «.

The prizes at Windsor amounted to £93, at /ha

Palace to £275 155,, and at Halifax to £130 15s,,
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National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
meetioK of the general committee took place at

Anderton's Hotel. Fleet Street, E.G., on the 10th

inst., Mr. B. Wynne in the chair. A letter waa

read from Mr. J. W. Wilkinson, secretary of the

Royal Aquarium Society, stating the willingness of

the directors to contribute the sum of £00 towards a

Dahlia show in September next. An interim finan-

cial statement of a very satisfactory character was

submitted by the secretary, and it was resolved that

the annual general meeting should be held on

Monday, February 25. Twelve ordinary members

and two Fellows were elected, bringing the number

elected in the year jast closing to 130 ordinary

members and eleven Fellows. The Swindon

Amateur Chrysanthemum and Horticultural Society

was admitted to aSiliation, making a total of nine-

teen Societies for the year.

Bournemouth and District Gardeners'
Association. — On Tuesday, December 14, the

members of the above Society spent a pleasant

and profitable " Evening with the Microscope,

"

through the kindness of J. F. Tanner, Esq., a well-

known microscopist. Before exhibiting the splendid

slides illustrative of the structure of the different

parts of plants, Mr. Tanner read a valuable paper,

in which he explained how the various tissues in a

plant were built up of cells ; and sketched, with

some amount of detail, the life- history of a Fern.

This paper, which was illustrated by excellent

diagram?, made it possible for the audience to under-

stand what they actually saw under the microscope.

Without such an introduction to the subject, the

objects might in many cases have merely struck the

observer as being " pretty." The collection of slides

shown comprised pollen grains of various flowers,

with and without pollen-tube development ; trans-

verse and longitudinal sections of stems, leaves, and

roots ; cuticles of leaves, showing stomata
;
parasitic

fungi, &c. Hearty votes of thanks were accorded to

Mr. Tanner and to Mr. Hope, who had added much

to the interest of the gathering by exhibiting a

collection of slides under his microscope,

FlO. 91.-SEBBAETTL1S MODESTA (rOLIe) : KLOWEH SEUMEKTS BEDD1_SH, EDGED WITH ^EHOW !

HP WHITE, WITH PU8PI-B STBJPES. (.SEE P. 7-0 )
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LINNEAN SOCIETY.—An evening meeting will

be held on Thnriday, December 20, at 8 p.m., when

the foUowiDK papers will bo read: -1, "t)n the

Spinning-glands in Phrjnus," by H. M. BKHNAsn,

F.L.S., &c. ; and 2, " On Monocotyledonous Sapro-

phytes," by Peecy Groom, F.L.S., &c.

On the occaiion of the meeting of the

Society, Thursday, December 6, Mr. C. B. Claeke,

F.R.S., President, in the chair, Mr. Walteh

ToTHiLL was elected a Fellow. Mr. E. M. Holmes

exhibited and made remarks upon a small collection

of .Japanese marine Algse, some of which were of

considerable rarity in European collections. Pro-

fessor D. Campbell brought forward some illustra-

tions of the relations of vascular Cryptogams as

deduced from their development. Hii remarks,

which were listened to with great attention, gave rise

to an interesting discussion, in which Professor

Bower, Dr. D. 11. Scott, Mr. Caehuthees,

and Professor JIarshall Waed took part. " A
New Revision of the Dipterocarpece " was the title

of a paper by Sir Dietrich Bbandis, K.C.I.E.,

who gave an excellent account of this order of forest

trees, and their structure and mode of growth,

together with a survey of the literature relating to

them, and a clear exposition of his views concerning

classification. He pointed out that the order

Dipterocarpea; consists almost entirely of large trees,

which do not flower until they have attained a great

sizp, with a spreading crown on a .branchless stem

often more than 100 feet high. Hence, it is diflicult

to obtain complete specimens in flower and fruit

;

and this explains why a large proportion of the

genera and species have only of late years become

accurately known, Koethals, in 1840, knew 34

species ; De Candolle, in 1S68, described 120

;

Mr. Thiselton Dyer in 1874 estimated the order at

170. Sir D. Beandis now considers that there are

320 well-ascertained species belonging to sixteen

genera, omitting the gSnera Ancistrocladus and

Lophira, which he regards as justly excluded from

the order. Notable species are the S:ll tree of India

(Shorea robusta), great forests of which extend

along the foot of the Himalayas, and in Central

India ; the Eog tree (Dipterocarpus tuberculatus),

of similar growth in Burma ; and others found in

Cochin China and Borneo. In the discussion which

followed, an extended criticism was offered by Mr.

Thiselton Dyek, who had paid special attention to

this order of trees, and who, admitting the soundness

of the author's views, considered his exposition of

them most valuable. The paper was illustrated by

lantern slides, showing the chief peculiarities of

structure in flowers and fruit.

Mr. Charles Warden.—Sir F. H. Bathcbst,

Bart., Clarendon Park, Salisbury, has placed the

Home Farm and woods under the management of

Mr. Charles Waeden, who has ably filled the post

of Head Gardener at Clarendon during the last

twelve or fourteen years ; a position which he still

retains. In addition to being a good all-round gar-

dener, Mr. Waeben is an energetic and good busi-

ness man, and we are sure he will have the good

wishes of his gardening friends and acquaintancfs in

hii new sphere of dntiei,

ThE Viola Conference.—The Report of the
Conference held at the Botanical Gardens, Edgbaston,
in August last, has been published. It contains, in

addition to a report of the proceedings, portraits of

the promoters and ollioials of the Conference,

togfther with others of celebrated raisers.

Edinburgh Chrysanthemum Show.—We
cull from the Edinburgh Eiening Dispatch, of Wed-
nesday December 5, that at a meeting of the Scottish
Horticnltaral Association held in Edinburgh on
Tuesday December 4, Mr. A. M'Kenzie, treasurer,
submitted the accounts of the Chrysanthemum
Show. He stated that that show was the second
most successful show they had held in the Waverley
Market. The income only showed an increase over
that of last year of about £15, but the expenditure
bad been curtailed, The gross income was £9!)G,

and the expenditure £872, leaving a balance in hand

of £124. From the surplus it was agreed to give

£;"> to the Royal Infirmary, and £3 to the Gardeners'

Orphan Fund.

The Antwerp Exhibition.—Horticulture has

been recognised by the award of Decorations of the

Order of Leopold to MM. J. Everaertf, Ch. Vander-

linden, Florent Pauwels, Jules Closon, F. Massange

de Lonvrex, Raphael De Smet, Paul De Schryver,

our correspondent, and M. Charles De Bosschore. M.

De Cock, President of the horticultural section, was

promoted to the grade of Officer of the Order of

Leopold.

A Traveller's Notes —In the present issue we

bring to a conclusion the remarkable series of letters

contributed to our columns by Mr. James H. 'Veitch.

The first letter appeared on March 12, 1892, and was

devoted to the account of the traveller's impressions

of Ceylon. India from south to north and east,

Burmah, Singapore, Java, Japan, Cores, all the

Australian colonies, and New Zealand were visited

in succession. Never has any horticulturist traversed

in one journey so large and varied an area. Many
of the districts visited are rarely seen by ordinary

travellers and globe-trotters, and no more complete

account of the botanical and horticultural estab-

lishments of the countries visited has ever been pub-

lished. We trust that the results may be commen-
surate with the enterprise and zeal that planned

this journey and carried it out to so successful an

end.

Horticultural Meeting at Ghent: De-
cember. — M. Jules Hye staged some hybrid

Cypripediums, noticeable among them C, H6b6, with

very wide and mnch-undulated petals ; one of the

parents is doubtless C. Spiceriannm, the other might
well have been C. Sallieri ; C. Augusta, with a very

fine lip ; C. Nicias, C. delicatum, parents unknown,
according to the label, but decidedly showing the

influence of C. Spiceriannm ; C. Romulus, a hybrid

from C. Chantini and C. Sallieri, the characteristics

of which it displays. Odontoglossum virginale,

from the same exhibitor, was admired for its hand-

some lip, tinged with very bright yellow, and very

distinct ; the sepals are mnch spotted with greenish-

yellow. There were also shown — a fine, well-

flowered variety of Oncidium ornithorhynchum,

from M. Coryn ; Cattleya labiata (white), from M.
Devolder ; and a Cypripedium Charlesworthi, with

very large standard, from M, Dallii-re—all first-class

Orchids. Jatropha podagrica, from M. de Smet-
Davivier ; Cliveia fol. var., from M. Capitaine ; a

tine new Croton, C. Duvivierianus, whose principal

tints are yellow and green, and with broad and fine

foliage, from M. de Smet-Duvivier ; and Bilbergia

Cappei, much like B. Leopoldi, from M. Poelman-
Maenhout, must also be mentioned as among the

best plants staged.

Forest Hill and Catford Horticul-
tural Society.- -Among suburban societies which
has achieved success this year may be mentioned
the above, which has, as is shown by its balance-

sheet, paid its way during the first year of its exist-

ence, and has the gratification of possessing a

balance in the hands of the treasurer, amounting to

more than £1'), which, as the report says, is emi-

nently satisfactory. Doubtless the Society will be

accorded generous support in the district from the

numerous amateurs resident therein. A general

meeting will be held on Monday, December 17, at

St. James' Hall, Stanstead Park, at 8.30 p.m. The
Society is affiliated with the Royal Horticultural.

The Fat Beast Show.—The annual exhibi-

tion of the Smithfield Club was opened in the Agri-

cultural Hall, Islington, on Monday last, the lOthinst.,

and was the centre of very considtrable interest

daring that and the four following days. As was
announced recently in our columns, a new feature in

the schedule for the present year was a number cf

clwses for dead poultry, and in the annexe of the

laige hall a good display of excellent poultry was
ipfido, As is usual on the occasion of the Christtras

boast show, there were nnmcroua stands of agricul-

tural and horticultural roots, seeds, and fruits con-

tributed by well-known firms, such as Messrs. Sutton

& Sons, Reading ; Webb & Sons, Stourbridge ; Carter

& Co., High Ilolborn, London ; Harrison & Sons,

Leicester ; Cheal & Sons, Crawley ; Dickson & Co.,

Chester : .Jarman & Co., Chard, Somerset, and

others. Implements of various descriptions for field

and garden purposes were also exhibited on a large

scale, and a visit to these annual meetings of the

Smithfield Club has an educational attraction for

the horticulturist as well as for farmers and others

more directly interested in the exhibition ; but the

display of animal fat that is seen is discouraging and

repulsive to any who favour vegetarian principles

in any degree.

"The Horticultural Directory.'— This

useful publication for the ensuing year has again

made its appearance. It embodies all of the familiar

features, including the particularly useful list of

plants which have received certificates and awards

of merit from the Royal Horticultural Society during

the interval from October, 1893, to September of the

present year. It is published at 171, Fleet Street,

Loidon, E.C.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural So-
ciety.—The annual general meeting of the Royal

Caledonian Horticultural Society was held on Thurs-

day, the 6;h inet., in Dowell's Rooms, Edinburgh.

Mr. M. Dunn, Dalkeith, presiding. Mr. Feasee, the

Treasurer, submitted an abstract of the accounts for

the year ending November 30 last. The receipts, it

appeared, had amounted to £1496, of which the

drawings at the three shows held during the year

accounted for £1013, and the members' subscriptions

to £390. On the other hand, the payments had

reached the sum of £1041, making an excess of

payments over income of £144. During the year

£901 had been given in prizes at the several shows.

On November 30, 1893, the funds of the Society

amounted to £1183; at tho corresponding date this

year the amount was £1030, showing a decrease of

£153. The Chairman said they would observe that

there was a balance on the wrong side of the accounts

this year, but the Council had taken steps to ensure

that next year instead of the balance being on that

side, it would in all probability be on the other, and

that the amount would be about the same. The
Council had agreed to hold only two shows next

year—the spring show, which was always a paying

show, and the autumn show, which was also a popular

exhibition. They could not, however, see their way
to make any inroads on the prize-lists of these two
shows. The financial report was approved of. On
the appointment of office-bearers being taken up, the

Marquis of Lothian was reappointed President, and
Sir James Giuson Craig, Bart., of Riccarton, was
appointed a 'Vice-president. Mr. James Milne was

elected representative of the nurserymen on the

Council, and Mr. Dunn was reappointed a member of

the Council, In returning thanks for his re-election

to the Council, the Chairman said the Society, in the

matter of its expenses, would compare very favour-

ably with any other in the country. Mr. Frasek and

Mr. Stewart were reappointed Treasurer and

Secretary respectively. KiJin/mrijh Eivning Despatch,

Thmday, Dec, tj.

Diseases of Plants.—The Royal Botanical

Society of Belgium has appointed a committee of

research and of reference, in order to supply culti-

vators with information relating to the various

maladies which infest plant?. The members con-

sist of MM. Marchal and Nypels of the Botanic

Garden, Brussels, MM. Gravis and Michiels, Liege,

and Laurent of Gembloux, to whom botanical

specimens, lungi, &c., may be sent. Insects in like

manner may be forwarded to M. Lameere, Cbaussfid

de Ckatleroi, 119, Brussels, or to M. Poskin Agri-

cultural Institute of Gembloux,

Botanical Society of Edinburgh.— The
first part of the twentieth volume has been issued.

In addition to the usual records of temperature and

outdoor vegetation which have been coatjinued for
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some jears, details are now given (by Mr. Harrow)
of the most remarkable and interesting plants that
flower in the several houses. An account of the
late Mr. Jenneb's garden at Easter Duddingstou
will interest horticulturists. A paper on the history
of Saxifraga Wallacei x is given in which it is

stated, on the authority of Mr. J. Geieve, to be a
hybrid between S. Maweana and S. Wilkommiana
raised by Mr. Geoboe Wallace.

The Botanical Exchange Club.— The
report for 1S93, which has lately reached us, contains
a record of the plants collected by the members and
distributed by the club, together with critical notes
on their structure and distribution.

Society of American Florists. — The
report of the tenth annual convention of this
Society, at Atlantic City, N.J., has been forwarded
to us. It contains a record of the business pro-
ceedings, as well as of the social gatherings incident
to the meeting. A full list of members and their
addresses forms a useful appendix.

Ealing Gardeners' Association. — The
weekly meeting took place in the Victoria Hall on
the evening of the 4th inst., when Mr. A. Weight,
of the Gardens, Falkland Park, South Norwood,
read a very able paper on " The Orchard House and
its Management " before a large meeting. At the
outset he dealt with the advantages of an orchard-
house, and said no matter what weather we had, a
good crop could always be obtained. Referring to
dessert Pears, the opinion was expressed that hand-
some profits could be made in the winter months
from select fruits grown under this system of culti-

vation. The necessity of potting every three or four
years, and of top-dressing every season, laying par-
ticular stress on the use of lime-rubbish and wood-
ashes in the potting, were alluded to. Mr. Weight
also mentioned the best stocks suitable for Apples,
Pears, Plums, Cherries, &c., remarking that Bigar-
reau and May Duke Cherries should be double-
worked, using the Mahaleb stock, giving also a list

of the best varieties of fruits for this form of culture.
The necessity was urged of placing the plants out-
of-doors for four or six weeks before they were ripe
to ripen there, and to increase the flavour of the
fruits. The resting of the trees, too, in winter was
dwelt upon, it being stated that mistakes were often
made by ripening the trees too dry. The beauty
and effectiveness of the orchard-house when in

blossom were remarked upon. A good discussion
followed the reading of the paper, all agreeing that
the subject had been treated in a thoroughly prac-
tical manner by Mr. Weight, who was cordially

thanked for his very capable production.

Scottish Horticultural Association.—
The following awards have been made in competi-
tion, open to all assistant gardeners, viz. : For the
best collection of herbaceous plants, dried and cor-
rectly named, Ist prize to Mr. A. McLennan, Easter
Duddingston Lodge, Portobello. N.B. (405 varie-

ties)
; and l2nd prize to Mr. J. C. Newsham, 3, Cum-

berland Place, Kew. For the best plan of lajing-out
a kitchen garden of not more than 2 acres, plan to

be drawn to scale ; 1st prize to Mr. George Beech,
Morton Hall, Liberton; 2nd prize to Mr. J. C.
Newsham, 3, Cumberland Place, Kew; and 3rd
prize to Mr. A. Grant, Callender Park, Falkirk.

M. Coqniaux.— A Belgian botanist, well-

known for his monographs on Cucarbitace.t, Melas-
tomacere, &c., and now engaged on a revision of the
Brazilian Orchidacete, has been elected an honorary
member of the Torrey Botanical Club, New York.

Publications Received.—ffi«;s o« the Plant-
ing of Orchards, by Prof. Biiley.

—

Native Dwarf
Cherries, from the same (P/uaus pumila, Prunus Bes-
seyi, and a hybrid between Besseji and Watsoni).

—

Cultimtion of Orchards, by Prof. L. Bailey ; these

constitute Bulletins Nos. 69—72 of the Cornell

University Experiment Station, Ithaca, New York,

—

Boktiin da Socicdade Broteriana — The Effective

Advertiser.— 2%e Book of the Rose, Kev. A. Foster-

Melliar (Macmillan & Co.)

Home Correspondence.

double LYCASTE.—At the last meeting of the

Warsaw Horticultural Society, a new form of Ljcaete

Skinneri was shown by Mr. F. Kaczynski, of the

firm of Kaczynski Brothers, nurserymen, Warsaw.
The new variety resembles, in all parts, the com-
mon L, Skinneri, the only diflerence consisting in

the fact that two flowers are put closely together,

this doubleness being observed for several years, so

that the plant may be regarded as a novelty, but I

would ask jour Orchid-growers for their advice in

that matter. ThenewLycastehas been named Ljcaste

Skinneri Turkiewiczi, in honour of Mr. Turkiewicz,

President of the Warsaw Horticultural Society.

Brothers Hoser, Alrja Ferozolimska, Warsaw, [We do

not understand the nature of the double condition.

If onr correspondent can obligingly send us a flower,

we will examine it and report. Ed.]

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTI-

TUTION.— I would like to ask, through the medium
of your columns, who is responsible for the descrip-

tions appended to the names of the candidates

appearing in the official list of the above for 1893 4 ?

That such descriptions should be most complete and
full in their every detail, even to the place where
each and every candidate performed his first duties

as a gardener, is of the greatest importance to a very

large mass of gardeners, and particularly so to all

who are subscribers to the above institution, lam
led to make this inquiry, because 1 am informed

that one candidate at least in the above-named list

was not a gardener at all till he had attained the

age of 45 years or more. As a matter of fact, he

was a shoemaker till that time—apiece of informa-

tion not found in the list referred to; yet, not-

withstanding, this particular candidate, in some
apparently mysterious way, obtains upwards of 850
votes; while a life-long gardener, who has also con-

tributed 11 guineas during a period of 11 years to

the funds of this institution, only manages to obtain

55(j votes. Two other life-long gardeners (non-

subscribers, like the first-named candidate) only

obtained 27 and 71 votes respectively. Assuming
that present claims in each case are equal, surely the

life-long gardener should stand the beet chance of

being elected a pensioner, in preference to one who
has spent the best part of his life following a dis-

tinctly foreign calling. This should be so, even

supposing both to be non-subscribers ; and more so

when we find one candidate subscribing for 11 years,

and in the end 300 votes behind. Is it a case of

haphazard voting, or is it favouritism ? Enguirer.

A NEW WINTER VEGETABLE.—A vegetable has

lately appeared in the seedsmen « catalogues under

the name of Seakale, or Silver Beet. The midrib of

the leaf is the part which is recommended to be

eaten, and of this I will only say that it is, in my
opinion and the opinion of others who have tasted

it, a very tasteless vegetable indeed, and this part

of the plant being only available in summer, so far

not worth growing. But it occurred to me to try the

root, of which nothing is said in the catalogues.

This is quite unlike any ordinary Beetroot, being a

branched tap-root, and quite white. The branches

are about as thick as roots of Salsafy, and when
cooked look exactly like this vegetable. Bat the

flavour is totally distinct, being of a decided though

mild Beetroot character, while the root is tender

and succulent, and can, of course, be dug up and
kept like other Beets. It appears to be a variety of

Beta chilensis, having a white midrib. Alfred 0,

Walker, Nant-y- Glyn, Colwyn Bay.

PROTECTING ROSES IN WINTER.—There can be

little doubt that more harm is done to Roses by

heaping a lot of long litter around them in winter

than by leaving them alone, more so in retentive

soil and wet situations. 1 have kept Roses through

the winter with a slight protection of dry straw and

leaves, where we often had 50° below zero [32°]. and

never lost many—I mean, of course, of the hardier

varieties ; and I have grown the same varieties in

England, where I had to put litter to a depth

of 6 to 9 inches around them all the winter,

and wrap standards and climbers np with mats.

My success, however, was better in the colder

climate. 1 have seen beds of Roses grown in kitchen

gardens in the North of Scotland, where they never

thought of protecting them, and very seldom had

any losses ;from frost amongst these, no doubt

the protecting material keeping the Roses in

a wet state, which cansei losses during the winter.

J. F. M., St. Albans.

DIVERSE OPINIONS ABOUT PEAR3 AND
PEACHES.—The soil at. T^aoingcon dues not seeui

10 agree with many fruits which are supposed to be
fairly good in other districts. I cite a few examplei
from Hogg's Fruit Maniuil:—

Pears.
7/ojy. Blackmore.

I'.ergamotte A mo3t delicious late Doea not ripen well in
Esperen Pear his garden

BOii Vaet ... A first - rate dessert Does not succeed at

Fear Teddington
Beurre )

d'Arem- J- Of varying merit ... Scarcely worth growing
berg )

., Bache- Large, handsome, and Fine appearance, but
lier very excellent very low quality

. Bosc... Of first-rate quality ... As hard as an Apple
., Bronze Excellent Never ripens
,, Diel ... Of the highest merit... Of coarse texture, and

vastly over-rated
,. de Equal, if not superior Worthless

Jonghe in flavour, to Marie
Louise

.. Six ... A very tine Pear ... Watery and insipid
British A first-rate Pear ... Not worthy of its name

(,Uieen

Catinka ... \'ery excellent Poor and small
Citron des Excellent early Pear. Cracks and rots

Carmes very liable U) crack
on its su face

Colmar ... Old. and highly es- Not worth gjrowing
teemed

,. d'Kte Kemarkably fine ... Too small, and possess-

ing no strong cha-

racter

Comte de Delicious Middling quality, and
Lamy not worth growing

Drlices d'
)

H a r d e n- .- Excellent Useless
pout \

Doctor Ndlis Very line Very inferior

Duchcsse Sometimes of great ex- Very coarse, and gritty

d'Angou- cellence
lomc

Duchesse Most delicious Dry and insipid

d'Orleans
Easter Of the highest merit ... Cracks and spots, and
Bcurrc is seldom very good

Glou Mor- First-rate Bad on a standard, and
^•eau worse on a wall ; fiat,

and loose-textured at

its best. A vastly

over-rated Pear, in

my opinion

Marie Louise Of the highest merit... Too sweet, otherwiso

most excellent

Nouvelle Of great excellence ... Not good
Fulvie

Passe Col- Of the b.ist quality ... Melting, but insipid

mar
Pitmaston Of the finest quality ... Good, but not of first

Duchess quality ; worthless ou
a wall

RedDoyennr Excellent Small, and inferior

Trioraphede First rate Very coarse

.lodoigiie

Irl.aniste ... Delicious, excellent Shy bearer, and the

bearer fruit is too aromatic

Williams' Of the highest merit... Small and spotted, and

Bon Clir*'-- the aroma is always

tien loarse

WinterNclis One of the richest lln- A good Pear, but of

vonred Pears ratlier tlat tlavour

Zephiriii Most delicious Not good

Gregoire
Peaches.

Alexandra Kipens in the middle of II is of no value here

August, very tender
and melting, juicy,

richly flavouieu and
vinous

Barrington Tree very hardy, vigor- A shy bearer, and

ous, and generally a seldom ripens tho-

good bearer roughly

Belle Beauce A delicious Peach ; a Is apt to crack, and not

variety of Grosae to be compared to

Mignonne. but con- Grosse Mignonne
siderably larger

BelledeDone A handsome, melting Does not do well

Peach
Early Bea- Earliest Peach known ; Not worth growing

trice flesh melting and
juicy, rich flavoured

Early Louise Although not so early. Too small, and a cling-

it is a larger and su- stone

perior fruit to Early
Beatrice

Early Rivers The finest early Peach A large and good Peach,
known but very pale, and

splits even in dry
Sf'ason-i. On this ac-

count worthless here

Early Vic- A first-rate early Not worth growing

toriii Peach ^ . „
Early York . One of the best early Does not do well

Peaches
Nectarine Grown in an orchard- A bad grower

Peach Iiouse, this is a very

fine and handsome
Peach

RoyalGeorge Worthless at Ted-
dington

Stump the Has not attained the Utterly useless

World excellence in this

country which it is

reputed to have in

the United States

Sulliam- Much resembles the Not worth cultivating

stead Noblesse

Walburtou A good bearer A very bid bearer

Admirable

F.R.H.S.
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LATHYRUS FODDER. —In the notice of the
October number of the Kew Bulletin in the Gardeners'
Chronicle for December 1, 1894 (p. 665), ia an error

which I may perhaps be permitted to correct. The
plant to whoae poisonous properties recent legal

proceedlnga made it desirable to draw attention in

our Bulletin was not Lathjrus sylvestria, but L.
sativus. Of the poisonous properties of the seeds of
the latter species there can be no matter of doubt,
and those of the former are open to suspicion. It is,

as jou say, very disturbing to hear that anything in
the nature of a " pulse " is poisonous ; but it must
be remembered that poisonous properties are
scattered up and down the family of the Leguminosas.
Abrus, whose seeds are the well-known Crab's-eyea,
is nearly allied to Latbyrus. It is used in India for
" sui- poisoning," a criminal method of killing cattle.

The poison appears here to be a proteid. The whole
tribe of Geniste;c is open to suspicion, as many of
the species are known to yield the poisonous alkaloid
cytisine. If my memory does not fail me, the roots
of the Scarlet-runner are poisonous. W. T. Ihiselton-

Dyer, Kew.

DOUBLE CHINESE PRIMULAS.—Although double
Primulas do not, as a rule, present such attractive
plant features in a greenhouse during the winter as
tine single forms do, yet they are, when well-grown
and flowered, of singular value for furnishing cut-
blooms. Those fine forms, White Lady and March-
ioness of Exeter, the latter sometimes marked with
carmine flakes, are usually very pure-coloured during
the winter, and as the individual flowers are very
large and double, they can be when gathered and wired
used in bouquets, &c., with great advantage. No
one in the metropolitan area grows and shows these
doubles better than does Mr. Mease at Doronnde,
Leatherhead. He has, chiefly in 6-inch pots, some
80 plants, averaging from 15 to 18 inches across,
and when at their best carrying very massive heads
of flowers. One plant alone will carry some 150 of
these fine blooms during the winter ; hence their
value can hardly be over-estimated. The flowers of
the finest, of the old alba strain, are of not one-third
the size or of the purity of colour that marks the
double forms mentioned. The plants were all from
layered side-shoots, soil being added in the pots for
the purpose during February and March, then stood
in a temperature ranging from 60° to 65°, and kept
watered through a fine rose. By the end of April
all the layers are sufiiciently rooted to enable them
to be taken oflT, shifted singly into small pots, grown
on for a time in a similar temperature, finally shifted
into the blooming-pots, and stood into a frame where,
during hot weather they are well-shaded with mats
that are occasionally wetted to keep the frame cool.

A good compost of turfy loam, leaf- soil, and silver

aand suits well, and potting should be fairly firm. It

is Mr. Mease's rule to use tepid water always for
watering. He has woe the first prizes at several
local showa this antnmn, as well as at the Royal
Aquarium at the recent December exhibition. A. D.

VALUE OF GARDEN WALLS.-Years ago, when
there was not so much fruit imported, and glass-
houses were less common, the garden had to
supply all the fruit required by the household,
and, as a result, more attention had to be paid
to the construction of garden walls. When at
Kedleston (Lord Scarsdale's seat, near Derby),
•ome time ago, I was much struck with the
manner in which the walls were built. The kitchen
garden, which is eight acres in extent, is bounded
on the north, north-east, and north-west by a wall
18 feet high, built in the form of quadrants, each of
which is about 20 feet in diameter, the whole form-
ing one grand semicircle, extending from the east to
west of the garden, so that there was almost every
angle that could be mentioned between those two
points on the wall. Inside this, and forming a
sort of a chord to this great arc, is a straight
wall, extending from east to west, the south side
being furnished with glass-houses. The ground
between these two walls is so sheltered, that though
the thermometer fell to 23° Fahr. on September 28,
Mr. Voss the gardener, informed me neither Chrys-
anthemums or Tomatos suSered in the least. The
other boundary walls round the garden are 16 feet
high, so that fruit trees have ample room for exten-
sion. In addition to these, there are two cross walls
about 3 feet in thickness, that were at one time
Heated by means of flues, with such walls as these,
there are space and accommodation for the cultivation
of all kinds of hardy fruit. One tree was noticed in
this garden carrying a nice lot of Apricots, although
it was near the end of September. Mr. Voss said
that he had had a wonderful crop of Apricots;

Morello Cherries were also very fine. Pears were
to be seen hanging in abundance, particularly

on the inner sweep of the circular wall. Marie
Louise, Doyenn^ du Comice, Glout Mor9eau,
Passe Colmar, Brockworth Park, and others,

were fruiting remarkably. The value of such walls

is apparent to anyone, affording as they do so many
difi°erent aspects, thus enabling the gardener to

lengthen the seaoon of any particular variety or

kind. AVhat could be more useful than one of these
high walls with a northern aspect, having a wide
coping for the protecting of the trees from frost

in the spring, and for enabling the fruit of Morello
Cherries, late Plums, such as Coe's Golden Drop,
Coe's Late Red, Grand Duke, Guthrie's Late Green,
Imperial de Milan, Late Rivers, Monarch, Nouvelle
de Dorelle, Pond's Seedling, Prince Englebert,
White Magnum Bonum, and the like to be kept
under nets till late in the season, to say nothing of

the lengthening of the season ofthe summer Cherries ?

Moreover, the shade afi"orded the border on the
north side of the wall in summer would be invalu-

able to prolong the Strawberry season, and enable
the gardener to get juicy salads. With good soil

like that of which the kitchen garden at Kedleston
consists, with high walls like these, he would be a
poor gardener who could not show good results.

Kedleston has gone down of late years, for the
gardener, Mr. Jackson, had grown very infirm

before he died ; and he had presided over the garden
for a great number of years. Under the present
gardener, who was a successful cultivator in the
south before going north, there is every prospect of

improvement. As an earnest of this, many of the
old trees are being replaced with young ones, and
the entire place is being put in good order. The
immense size of the Oaks in the park indicates the

fertility of the soil, for some of these are 30 feet in

circumference, with clean straight trunks. Most of

these Oaks are, however, decaying. Outside the
garden wall was about l| acre of Drumhead Cab-
bages, which would not average less than 80 tons to

the acre, this being also proof of the goodness oi the

soil. H. C. Prinscp,

A PUBLIC PARK AT TRURO.
In the illustration given on p. 731, our readers will

see the form of the area included within the boun-
dary of the new park now being made at Truro, the
proposed direction of the walks, the amount of the
shrubbery, and other planting,as well as the lake, &c.
The land has been reclaimed from the low shores of the
Fal, and is therefore somewhat low-lying, but this

will doubtless be efliciently met by increasing the
depth of the soil, and a thorough underground system
of drainage. The plan shows extensive areas of turf

devoted to sports, and breadth and openness are not

lost in a too great amount of tree-planting ; indeed, we
should have thought that in a windy county as is Corn-
wall, the plantations and groups of trees, &c,, might
have well been rather denser and more numerous, but
we have no doubt that Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal
Nurseries, Exeter, whose landscape gardener, Mr.
F. W. Meyer, designed the park, have a more adequate
idea of the requirements in these respects than we
can have. The plan, it will be observed, shows an
esplanade and retaining embankment- wall along the

river front, and a due amount of protection from trees

and shrubs on the opposite side—the north. It will

form, when completed, a pleasant addition to the

attractions of the town.

Societies.
«

BOYAL HORTICTJLTUBAL.
Decembeb 11.—Even for a December meeting,

the one held on Tuesday last at the Drill Hall,

James Street, Westminster, can hardly be considered

other than below the average, and the awards

obtained by novelties fell unusually low, only two
Awards of Merit being accorded by the Floral

Committee, and these to Chrysanthemums. There
was a grand collection of Apples from Maidstone,

but, excepting this, the exhibits before the Fruit

Committee were few. Orchids, though less numerous
than usual, furnished the greater number of novelties,

and included several very distinct and charming
hybrid Cypripediums.

Floral Committee.
Present ; W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair ; C. T.

Druery, J. H. Fitt, H. B. Mav, R. Dean. G. Stevens,

W. C. Leach, K. Owen, C. J. Salter, U. F. Bause,

Geo. Gordon, T. Godfrey, J. D. Pawle, E. Mawley,

C. E. Shea, H. J. Jones, C. E. Pearson, J. Walker,

H. H. D'Ombrain, G. Paul, and P. Barr.

Messrs. Jno. Laing & Son, Forest Hill Nurseries,

S.E„ staged a very pretty group of miscellaneous

plants, which in the sparsely- filled hall greatly helped

to make such display as was furnished. Well-grown
plants of Dracaenas, Palms, Crotons, &c., were inter-

spersed with Bonvardlas, Ericas, Cyclamens, and
Poincettias. The new decorative Dracaena, Lord
Roberts, Nicotiana aflinis varlegata, and some Cypri-

pediums in bloom, were also remarked (Silver Flora

Medal).

A large exhibit of cut Chrysanthemums was made
by Mr. Robert Owen, Castle Hill Nursery, Maiden-
head, including about 150 blooms, and representing

in a large degree new English Seedlings. Awards
of Merit were obtained by King of Plumea, a firat-

rate yellow decorative variety, with forked petals,

and Bellem, a large globular-flowered Japanese

incurved. It has broad petals, and is a pretty cream-
colour, going to slight rose. [These two varieties

were, as we learned from the Secretary, awarded

First-class Certificates by the National Chrysan-
themum Society, at whose meeting on Wednesday
12th Inst., they were exhibited,] Amongst other good

flowers were Madame Royaine, a rose-coloured

Japanese incurved, rather flat, with long petals

;

Challenge, and Col. Bourne (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. Herrin, Dropmore Gardens, Maidenhead,
exhibited sprays and cones of the following Conifers,

Pinus Lambertiana, with three large cones ; Arau-
caria imbrlcata with female cones as large as a

good Cocoa-nut ; Abies nobllls, with three handsome
cones on a spray, the cones about 9 inches long

;

Cupressus Goveniana, with numerous pretty little

cones ; and Cupressus sempervirens, also Cedrus

atlantica, Cedrus Deodara, and Sequoia gigantea

(Silver Banksian Medal).
Examples of plants growing in Jadoo fibre were

exhibited by C. Halford Thomas, Esq., East Cliff,

Teignmouth, including such plants as Primulas,

Cinerarias, Cyclamens, Asparagus, Begonias, and
Bonvardlas.

Mr. Moore, of the Glasnevin Botanic Gardens,

exhibited several interesting specimens, including

two scapes of Nerine Manselli, a hybrid from N.
flexuosa and N. Fothergilli. The large trusses of

flowers were very showy, being a bright rose colour.

Also flowers of Iris stylosa alba, and Bilbergla Windii,

the latter a hybrid from B. decora X B. nutans.

Orchid Committee.

Present; Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair;

and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Secretary), Dr. M. T.
Masters, E. Hill, H. J. Chapman, H. Williams,

W. II. White, H. Ballantine, H. M. PoUett, Walter

Cobb, and A. H. Smee.

At this, the last meeting of the year, exhibits were
neither so numerous or so good in quality as has

been observed at previous meetings, though a few

remarkably good things were staged. One of the

fineslit of these was a noble spike of Cymbidinm
Tracyanum, with immense flowers, sent by Baron
Schroder, The Dell, Egham (gr,, Mr. Ballantine), and
which was illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

January 31, 1S91 ; C. grandlflorum, between which
and C. giganteum it Is probably a natural hybrid,

being illustrated by us, February 27, 1892.

The Right Hon. Lord Rothschild, Tring Park,

Tring (gr., Mr. E. Hill), sent the beautiful Cattleya

guttata Prinzli, Vicomte de FIguoirado ; a splendid

form of the plant, known In gardens as C. amethysto-

glossa, but with creamy-yellow flowers blotched with

purplish-crimson, and with a very showy crimson

front-lobe to the lobe to the lip (Award of Merit).

The Duke of Westminster, Eaton Hall, Chester

(gr., Mr. Barnes), sent flowers of Cattleya labiata

Princess Adolphus.a very showy and richly- coloured

form, with cream-coloured blotches on each side of

the dark crimson lip.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery,

King's Road, Chelsea, showed Epidendrum X Wal-
lisio-ciliare (Walllsii <J, ciliare ? ), a very singular-

looking and pretty hybrid, with flowers having yellow

sepals and petals, and a white labellum, with yellow

crest, in front of which are aome fine purple linea.

The lip is delicately fringed, and the whole flower

very singular and attractive. Messrs. Veitch also

showed Cypripedium X SIrius (Godefroyse <? , barba-

tum Crossii ? ), with white flowers tinged with rose-

purple, and with thin roae-puri)le lines. In the plant

ihown the upper sepal had two smaller lateral blades,

one on each aide, at the base, a aingular freak which

may be constant. C. X minosa (Spicerianum X
Arthurianum) with rather small flowers spotted with
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dark purplish-brown. C. X Zeno (insigne Chantinii S ,

niteos ? ) and a tins variety of C. X Niobe were
exhibited by the same firm.

E. Ashworth, E<q., Harefield Hall, Wilmslow,
Cheshire (gr,, Mr. Hollerook), showed Cypripediam
xSwinbarnei magnificum (Argus-Moensii x insigne

Maulei). a noble variety differing from the original

in its larger flowers, and in the nearly black blotch-

ing of the petals, which are as showy as those of C.
AfEus-Moensii (Award of Merit).

T. W. Swinbarne, Esq., J.P,, Comdean Hall,

Winchcombe (after whom the plant was named),
also exhibited C. X Swinburnii magnificum and
received an Award of Merit for his plant.

Messrs, F. Sander & Co., St, Albans, staged a neat
group of Orchids, containing several and various
forms of Dendrobium I'halaenopsis Schroderiannm,
Lcclia antumnalis atrorubens, and L, a. alba ; L.

Paradise Narseriee, Upper HoUoway, N., staged a
group of Orchids, in which were one of the original
specimens of Cypripedinm x Sallieri, with about a
score flowers; a good example of their apparently
perpetual flowering C. X Pitcherianam, Williams'
variety ; C. X Leeanum, C. X Harrisianum super-
bum, C. villosnm, C. x Meirax, Laalia autumnalis
atrorubens, L. anceps Williamsii, Ccelia bella, On-
cidium cheirophoram, 0. (not Lcelia) prsetextum,
0. Forbesii, &c. (Vote of Thanks).

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, arranged an
effective little group of Cypripedinm Charlesworthii,
C. X Leeanum Buperbum, C. Harrisianum snperbnm,
and other Cypripediums ; Lxlia praestans, &c.
With them were the curious little Cypripediam X
Argus-Spiceriannm, and the new Schomburgkia rhi-

nodora var. Kimballiana, which somewhat resembles
a tall, few-flowered spike of Cattleya Bowringiana,

improvement in size and colour on C. X Sallieri
Hyeanum, which in other respects it resembles.

C. J. Lucas, Ejq., Warnham Court, Horsham (gr.,

Mr. Duncan), showed Vanda Bensonii anchorifera,
and the singular Bulbophyllam mandibulare iBota-
nical Certificate). W. C. Walker, Esq., Winchmore
Hill (gr., Mr. G. Cragg), sent Eulophia megistophylla.
A. H. Smee, Esq , The Grange, Wallington (gr,,Mr.
Cummins), showed Amblostoma tridactylon, and a
light form of Cypripedinm X Ashburtoni.x. S. G.
Lntwyche, Esq, Beckenham (gr.. Mr. Paterson),
showed Cypripediam insigne, C. Dayannm, 6.
Curtisii, Dendrodium X endocbaris, and a fine
form of U. Phalaenopsis bchroderianum.

Fruit Committee.
Present

: T. F. Rivers, Esq., chairman ; and Messrs.
Geo. Bunyard, J. H. Veitcli, P. C. M. Veitch, W.
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furfuracea, Catasetum Christyanum, lieetrepia

antennifera, ijtenia pallida, Cattleya Walkeriana,
Cypripedium radiosum superburo, C. x J. Bartels

(Boxalli X callosum); C. X Albert Truffant
(Harrisianum vivicans x Spicerianum) ; C. X
Pryorianum (Harrisianum superbum x Lathami-
annm ; C. X Hollidayanum (concolor X almum); C.

X maculatum (tonsnm X Leeanum), with very
bright purple-flushed flowers ; and various Orchids
of botanical interest only.

T. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester
(gr., Mr. K. Johnson), showed the pretty Lselia X
Euterpe (crispa x pumila Dayana), a very compact
plant, and free to flower (Award ot Merit) ; Lslio-
Cattleya x Tresederiana (L. crispa superDa x C.
Loddigesii), an attractive flower, approaching L.
crispa ; Cypripedium x Ariadne, and the singular
pale-coloured C. X Leeanum albens.

Messrs. Heath & Son, Cheltenham, showed Lielia

Tresederiana pallida, in which the labellnm is of a

light rote-pink.

Messrsi B. S. William* & Sod, Victoria and

the colour of the flowers being of the saiiie purple

hue, but the lip is open, and not rolled over the

column (Award of Merit).

Mr. P. Weathers, Silverhall Nursery, Isleworth,

showed Cypripedium X William Lloyd (bellatulum

X Swanianum) a beautiful, and richly-coloured

hybrid, with some resemblance to C, X Chas.

Bichman, in the dark rose and crimson colour which
suffuses almost the whole of its surface. The sub-

stance of the flower is thick and wax-like, and the

broad upper sepal nas feathered crimson-purple lines

(Award of Merit). Mr. Weathers also showed C. X
Gravesi;«, white, with small purple dotted lines, and

with little of the dark marking shown on the

original variety, illustrated in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, March 10, 1894, p. 299. F. W. Moore,

Esq., Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin,

showed Platyclinis ancata, Masdevallia velifera,

and M. Peristeria (Botanical Certificate). Walter

Cobb, Esq., Dulcote, Tunbridge Wells (gr., Mr.

J. Howe), showed Cypripedium x J. Howe
(Sallierii X villosum aureum). The flower is an

Wilks, G. VV. Cummins, T. J. Saltmarsb, J. Wright,

A. Dean, J. A. Laing, W. Bates, C. Ross, J. Hudson,

C. Herrin, H. Balderson, F. Q. Lane, Geo. Wythes,

J. Smith, G. Norman, J. WiUard, and Arnold Moss.

Messrs. George Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, staged

a magnificent collection of culinary Apples in about

100 dishes. They were of fine quality, and good

colour. Dishes especially noticeable, either from

their size or colour, were Baumann's Reinette, Lord
Grosvenor, Queen Caroline, Grantonian, Bismarck,

Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling, Flaudera Pippin, Lady
Henniker, Tyler's Kernel, Golden Spire, Wadhurst
Pippin. Mrs. Barron, Peasgood's Nonsuch (very fine).

Lord Derby, Gloria Mundi, Osborne's. Newton
Wonder, Warner's King, &c. (Silver-gilt Knightian).

From Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill, Beds (gr., Mr.

Bmpson), came nine bunches of well-grown Gros

Colmar Grapes, and three bunches of Golden Queen
(Vote of Thanks).

Six fruits of a seedling Melon called Belmont
Favourite were exhibited by C. A. Hanbury, E8([,,

Belmont, Eastbourne, gr , Mr. Porteou'. The fruits
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were of pale colour, green fleah, but the preient date

of aeasoD is against good flavour in all Melons.

Mr. Chas. Herrin, from the gardens at Dropmore,

exhibited a dish of Farmer's Seedling Apples, a

medium-sized culinary variety, rather conical in

shape,

Messrs, Cooper, Taber & Co., 90, Southwark

Street," London, S.E., exhibited two dishes of new
American varieties of Potatos, Carmen No. 1 and

Carmen No. 3. The first-named are described as

early, and the latter late. The tubers, particularly

the last-named, were large, white, and in shape

rather long and flat.

From the Koyal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

at Chiswick, came a dish of Beurre Sterckmann Pears.

Mr, A, G. Nichols, Nuneham Park Gardens,

Abingdon, showed branch and fruits of a Cucumber
called White Spine Winter Cucumber, an old variety,

but said to be a capital one for winter-fruiting.

Apparently it is very free, and possesses a very deep

colour,

Messrs, B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, N., exhibited

plants in pots of "Tomato Warden Park Favourite,

recommended as a good one for winter forcing. The
fruits are rather small as shown, and corrugated.

There is a tradition in the neighbourhood that

the part of these gardens between the high walls

was intentionally arranged to represent the size of

Noah's ark. Now, the ark was 300 cubits long by

50 cubits wide ; and as the cubit is usually taken to

be 16 inches, this would give 400 feet by 67 feet as

its dimensions. But, as will be noticed from the

measurements already given, the enclosed part of

the garden is somewhat larger than this. It is,

however, somewhat singular that the actual length

and breadth of this part are in exactly the same

proportions as the Biblical measurements. We
have, therefore, only to suppose that the designers or

builders of these walls considered the length of a

cubit to be 183 inches, to give us ground for think-

ing that there may have been some foundation for

the tradition. W. T., Hea Moor.

TRENGWAINTON, CORNWALL.
This is the name of a richly-wooded property near

Penzance, belonging to Mr. J. Robins Bolitho. The
flower gardens near the house do not call for particu-

lar notice, except for the lovely views (obtainable

from the terrace on the south side of the building),

of Mount's Bay and St. Michael's Mount. But the

fruit and vegetable gardens, with the orchards which

surround them, have many points of interest, and

cover nearly 5 acres. When these gardens were

originally laid out, two walls were built about 18 feet

high, 468 feet long, 78 feet apart, and running east

and west. Between these tall walla are four others

about 6 feet high, which run north and south, and

divide this part into five equal areas. On the western

side of each of these shorter walls is an inclined bed

of earth, beginning at 16 feet from the base of the

wall and going np to the top. An old labourer

on the estate, uow ninety-four years of age,

remembers these walls being bnilt about the

year 1814, upon what was then an open

moor, much exposed to south-westerly gales, and

says that these inclines were planted with Hornbeams
as screens. About the same date the grounds sur-

rounding these gardens were planted with Beech,

Plane, Ash, and Elm ; and as these trees grew (being

now generally about 80 feet high), the need for the

Hornbeams ended, and they were in due course

removed. It is somewhat singular that not a single

specimen of Hornbeam can now be met with any-

where near. These inclined beds are now devoted

to Strawberries, to Violets, and to other flowers of

which the gardener, Mr. S. Clarke, is often called on

to furnish large supplies for bazaars and other

charitable purposes, and for church decoration.

Notwithstanding the very unusual amount of frost

which was experienced here last spring, 14° having

been registered, there are some very interesting

plants in one of the compartments of this garden.

Embothrium coccineum, the Flame Tree, 20 feet,

had a few blooms on it on Augnst 10, and liad

evidently flowered well, as there were plenty of

seed-pods on it, nearly ripe, A fine tree of Acacia

dealbata had been nearly killed, but was breaking

out again at 2 to 5 feet from the ground. Erica

australis, 8 feet ; a Podocarpus, 10 feet ; Olearia

Haasti, 10 feet ; and Leptospermum baccatum,

12 feet, were noteworthy. There are also enormous

clumps of Bambusa Metake and Arundinaria falcata^

both of great height. There was likewise a plant of

Chimonanthus with many fruits on it, each 3 inches'

long, and with leaves much larger than the usual

size of C. fragrans. Against the walls were Trachelos-

permum (Hhynchospermum) jasminoides, 5 feet,

flowering freely; Solannm jasminoides, covered with

blooms np to 15 feet ; Habrothamnus coccineus,

Coprosma Baueriana, and many other things usually

treated as stove or greenhouse plants in other parte

of the country.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Whilst all interested in the Chrysanthemum must

feel some sense of relief that the busy and exciting

season of exhibitions is over, they may yet be much

troubled with regard to the difliculty of selecting the

best of the novelties so-called, but not always so,

that have through the granting of certificates, &c.,

been placed in very prominent positions. Every

grower likes to have a few new sorts each year, and

every exhibitor must do so, or else he would soon find

himself left behind by others. The annual increase

in new Japanese sorts seems to be at the rate of

about 30 per cent, on the whole, when all the lists of

home, French, and American sorts, are brought to-

gether. Uf this number perhaps some 5 per cent,

get certificates awarded to them, so that the growth

is enormous. With no other exhibition flower is

there anything like the same increase. Roses,

Dahlias, Carnations, Auriculas, come slowly, and it

it is easy to keep pace with them. The increase in

Chrysanthemums is'bewildering. Thus the selection by

private growers from the numerous trade lists of even

the best of the novelties becomes a severe tax on

one's judgment as well as pocket. Unfortunately the

novelties are not always pleasing additions, but be-

cause large they elbow out from cultivation many

smaller, yet more beautiful varieties. Thus our

progress in Chrysanthemum production is by no

means all gain. Certificates generally are granted

from the exhibition point of view. Rarely, perhaps

never, are decorative considerations regarded, so far

as relates to the large-flowered section ; were a

selection made of twenty-four Japanese varieties for

elegance and refinement of flowers not a few of the

favoured exhibition ones would be excluded. Their

merit is that they fill the board, and judges seem

to detest voids on show boards. A, B,

The Cabkation.

Before saying anything about the border Carna-

tions, I may advert to some remarks made by J. B.

Crichton at p, 674. The system of propagation

given there is that usually practised for border Car-

nations. Plants layered in July and August would

not flower in the late autnmn and winter months,

but it is at that season of the year that the flowers

are wanted. 1 well remember some years ago, when
some conversation arose on certain points of culture

of the Carnation, at one of the National Society's

exhibitions ; one enthusiastic amateur exclaim-

ing, "Do not tell me how to get Carnation

blooms in summer, I want to know how to get them

in winter !
" Just so. In the first place, good varie-

ties must be grown, and such as flower well at mid-

winter. Tree Carnations cannot very well be propa-

gated by layering. As the name implies, they take

the " tree " form, by shooting out from the stem,

forming side branches. These grow and flower, and

again form lateral growths, and none of these can be

bent down to the sarface of the ground to be layered.

I have in years gone by described how to obtain a

succession of flowering plants, but in a month it will

be necessary to put in the cuttings or slips for the

earliest batch of fplants, and at that early season of

the year they require both bottom heat and the tem-

perature of a forcing-house, the minimum of which

is 50°, the bottom-heat being from 75° to 80°,

and a uniform temperature maintained, fer-

menting material heats violently for a few days,

and rapidly subsides again, rendering thick dung

lining necessary, which is a kind of work that takes

up much time, and is laborious. The bottom-heat

should be, if possible, afforded by hot-water, as being

not liable to much fluctuation, and easily maintained

at the right heat. A small frame or hand-light, or

something similar, must be put over the bed, so as to

keep the slips in a plump condition till roots form.

Some varieties form roots very readily, and scarcely

require this aid, whilst others are stubborn and

linger long in the cutting state. Owing to this pecu-

liarity, it is good practice to put one variety only in

a flower-pot. As fast as the cuttings form roots and

are self-supporting, they must be removed from the

bottom-heat and placed on a shelf near the glass-

roof of the house, and after a few days they should

be potted off into what are termed thumbs. The

smaller and tenderer side-growths form roots more

readily than others, and such, of course, when rooted,

do not need even small sixties to start with. Keep

the potted-off plants on the shelf till they are estab-

lished, when they will be able to stand the tempera-

ture of a greenhouse. It is well for tyros to remember

that a young Carnation will not remain healthy if

kept for a long time in a hothouse. From the green-

house the plants pass into cold frames, and ultimately

out of doors. Cuttings for succession may be taken

as late as May. Those earliest propagated begin to

flower about the end of the month of September, and

a succession can be maintained throughout the

winter and spring. The potting-soil for the rooted

cuttings and young plants should consist of a little

peat, loam, leaf-mould, and sand. J, Douglas,

Scotland.—^.«.

ORCHIDS AT OSWALD HOUSE, EDINBURGH.

A VISIT to the gardens at Oswald House, the pro-

perty of J. Buchanan, Esq., which lies at the out-

skirts of the town, is always of interest to orchidists,

and although at this time of the year a gay display

is not to be expected, yet several good plants were

remarked as being in flower, notably an excel-

lent plant of C. Leeanum, carrying some finely-

coloured flowers, C. Warneri, C. cardinalis, C. Ampsi-

anum, C. Dominianum, and others. These plants have

possessed leaves and flowers of remarkable vigour

and size. In the same house a fine flower-spike of

Lcelia superbiens was remarked still undeveloped,

which promised a good lot of flowers shortly.

Cattleya labiata in several shades of colour was

brightening the house with its rosy-purple flowers.

Plants of Cattleya gigas Sanderiana were very

vigorous, and Liclia albida, L. anceps, and the

variety L. a. Scottiana, were carrying heavy

flower-spikes. Amongst the cool Orchids many
interesting plants were to be noted. Two fine

baskets of Nanodes Medusic, a difficult subject with

some growers, grows luxuriantly here in a cool

greenhouse under Mr, G, Wood's care. Large

plants of Coclogyne cristata are well set with

flower-spikes. The Odontoglossums also look well,

and cleanliness is everywhere observed. The
greenish-yellow flowers of Odontoglossum Uro-Skin-

neri were showing freely, and 0. bictonense, and

Oncidium incnrvum were noted, the graceful spikes

of the latter being conspicuous objects. Plants of

Masdevallia Chimisra and M, tovarensis were flower-

ing freely, and a strong plant of Lycaste Skinneri

had thirteen flower-spikes, and the rarer L. Skinneri

alba too, showed signs of flowering. The sweet-

scented Cymbidinm sinense and Pilnmna fragrans

gave out their delightful perfume. Angrsecums,

Vandas, Aorides, were represented by large specimens

the very pictures of good health, and this varied

collection reflected much credit upon Mr. Wood's
methods of culture. H,
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PLANT PORTRAITS.
Akquloa MadouziakaX.—A croi>,ai it ioppoied,

between A. Rackeri and A. nniflora, Lindenia, t.

CDXXXIV.

ANTHOEinM Ceombezianum X AKDEi.^A cro«»

raiaed at Cannes between a bjbrid of A. Andreanum
and A, Scherzerianam, the latter being the pollen
parent. Learei deeply cordate, with ronnded lobea,

ovate-acnminate ; spathe reflexed, crimson ; spadix
erect, cream-colonred. Hevue Sort,, December 1.

Apple (Reineitb) Desoaede, Sevue de I'Sortictil-

lure, fic/^e, November.
Azaleas.— 1, La Taarine, lilac ; 2. Nicholas II

,

orange (mollis X sinensis). Revue de I'Horticulture
Beige, December.
Beuqmansia chlobantha and B. coenioeea,

Garden, November 17.

Calla Eluottiana — Garden, November 24.

Caloohoetus venustds E03EC3.—C. Vesta, C. V.
purpurascens. Garden, November 17.

Cattleta Mossi.e var Wambekeana, a 6ne form
of Moisiss, with a lip reiembling that of Dowiana or
gigas. Lindenia, t. CDxxxiii.

Choeozema Lowii x , hort.—A hybrid raised in

Eoglaod between C. elegans and C, ilicifolia.

Revue de l'Horticulture Beige, December 1.

CoENus FLOEiDA BUBBA, Rcvuc Horticole, Nov. 1.

Ckab-Applb, Geneeal Gbant, very prodactivp,
handsome, and of good quality. Canadian Horticul-
turist, November.
Ctpeipedium Godefeot.e Godefroy, var, leuco-

CHiLUM, hort. Lindenia, t. 431.

Double Lilac, Michael Bdchnee, Gartenfiora,

t. 1409, erroneously labelled as L. Maxime Cornu.
Gentiana cbinita, Froelich, Mohan's Monthly,

November.

HvDEANaEA LiNDLETANA, Garden, Dsc. 1.

Ibis Leon Tolstoi. Garden, November 10, 1894.
L.SLiA ACTDMNALis vAB , Dictionnaire Pratique

d' Horticulture, liv. 32.

L.ELIA PCBPCEATA, Liodl. Var. Comte de Monte-
BELLO, Linden. Sepals and petals milk white, lip rich
purple. Lindenia, t. cdxxxv.

Masdevalhas : elephanticeps, fractiflexa, hiero-
glyphica, Mooreana, muscosa, ophioglossa, pachy-
antha, striatella, ventricularia, Wendlandiana, all

figured in Part 6 of Miss Woolward's The Genus
Masdevallia, issued by the Marquis of Lothian.

Odontoglossdji cobdatum, Lindl., var. aubeom.—
Perianth segments lanceolate, yellowish ; lip white,
halberd-shaped'; with a lone acumen. Lindenia,
t. 430.

Odontoqlossum cbispum var. ocELLAxaM —Pe-
rianth segments white, thickly beset with small
crimson spots between the margins and the centre.
Lindenia, t. 429.

O. Pescatohei, Lindl., var. Chabebi.e, Linden.

—

A form with the lip of a rich purple colour. Lindenia,
t. 433.

OsMONDA Clattoniana, Mehan's Monthlu, October,
1894.

Peab Alessandbo Lambee, Giornale d'Jgricultura,
November.

Peae, Sodvenib do Congbbs, Canadian Horticultu-
rist, October.

Pbcenix melanocaepa. Revue Horticole Nov. 1.

Rose, Paul's Caemine, Garden, Oct. 27.

Veiesea Rex, Eevue de I'Horticulture Beige,

November.

Book Notice.—*

• Physical and Chemical Properties of
Soils"*

A usefal little treatise has recently issued from
the pen of Prof. K. Warington, F.R S., on the
" Physical and Chemical Properties of Soils."

This subject being very slightly treated in most
English text-books, the pamphlet is written to supply

a temporary want, and with the view of enabling

teachers of agricultural aui horticultural classes to

do fuller justice to this part of their aubject. In

speaking of the " Relation of Soil to Water," the

author eays :
—"The influence of humus on the capa-

city of a soil for water is remarkable. The surface

soil of the experimental wheat- field at Rothamsted,

which was sampled in January, 1869, when saturated

* Published by Chapman & Hall, Ld , London,

with water, the unmanured land contained 324 of

water per 100 of dry soil ; the land manured with
farmyard manure for twenty-six years contained 65 8
of water per 100 of soil.

" Thus the humic matter of soils is of great horti-

cultural importance ; not only does it profoundly
modify the physical properties of soil, it is also the

principal source of the nitrogenous food of plants.

A aoil rich in humus is rich in nitrogen. A soil

poor in humus is poor in nitrogen. An old

pasture at Rothamsted, with plant-roots removed,
contained when dry, in the first 9 inches of depth,

245 per cent, of nitrogen, and 3 36 per cent, of

carbon, corresponding to about 5 6 per cent, of

humus.
" In very rich Eoglish pastures the percentage of

nitrogen will reach Oo or 06. The soil of old

kitchen gardens will reach a similar amount.
" It is stated that the proportion of plant-food

present in aoils ia very email, even when the soil is

extremely fertile, the bulk of the aoil seiving chiefly

aa a anpport, and aa a sponge to hold water,
" A good arable aoil may contain 15 per cent, of

nitrogen, 15 per cent, of phosphoric acid, 2 per

cent, of potash, 5 per cent, of lime ; much larger

qaantities may, of course, occasionally be present.

" The weight of soil on an acre of land is so

enormous that small proportions of plant-food may
amount to very considerable quantities. Supposing,

therefore, a dry soil to contain one-tenth of a per

cent, of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, or potash, the

quantity in nine inches of soil will be from 2,250 lb.

to 3,500 lb. per acre.

" A large part of the elements of plant-food con-
tained in soils is present in such a condition that

plants are unable to make use of it. An acre of

oil may contain many thousand pounds of phos-

phoric acid or of nitrogen, and yet be in a poor
condition ; while a dressing supplying 50 lb. of

readily available phosphoric acid or nitrogen, in the

form of superphosphate or nitrate of soda, may
greatly increase its productiveneaa.

" The available condition of the plant food de-

penda much on the character of the aoil ; a much
emaller proportion of plant food will render a aand
fertile than would be required in the caae of a clay.

Thia ia due in part to the far greater development
of the roota in a aandy aoil, and to the different

condition in which the mineral food ia held.

" Food can be taken up by the roots of plants only
when it ia in aolution, or in a condition capable of

being diasolved by contact with the acid sap of the

rojt-hairs. Matter which is in neither of these

conditions is useless to the plant, though it may
afterwards become available by the chemical action

within the soil. Most of the ingredients of soil are

in an insoluble condition; this fact is really of the

utmost advantage, especially to those who cultivate

under glass, and in pots, or elae soils would lose

their fertility by the frequent heavy waterings to

which they are necessarily submitted."

These few notes touch only briefly the subjects

treated upon, and we can confidently recommend the
work to those for whom it is specially intended.

Out Flowebs,—Avebage Whoi.esai.e Fbiceb.

Markets,

COVENT OAHDEN, December 13.

[ We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are famished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the w^ek preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Fruit,—Average Wholesale PHicEa.

I. d. I. d.

Apples, Cooking, p.
sieve
— Dessert, J-sieve

Grapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb.

— English, 2ud
quality, per lb.

3 0-40
3 6-30

Muscat,
i.d,i.d.

16-30
Grapes,
per lb
— Muscat, and
quality, per lb. 9-10

Coba. per 1001b. ... 35 0-27 6
Pine-apples, St- Mi-

chael, each ... 3 0-60

Arums, per doz. bl.

Azaleis, doz. sprays
Bouvardias, p. bun.
Carnations, 13 blms.
C h r y santhemums,

per 13 blooms ...— per 13 bunches
Bucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 13 bunches— 12 sprays
Hyacinths (Roman),

doz. sprays
T.apageria, 13 blms.
Lilac (French), per
bunch

Lilieg of the Valley,
doz. sprays

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches .„

Marguerites, 13 bun.
Mignonette, 13 bun.

«. d. s.d.

6 0-80
6-13
6-10

10-20

10-40
4 0-80
3 0-40
3 0-40

4 0-60
6-09

10-1
10-20

5 0-60

16-30

4 0-80

4 0-60
10-30
2 0-40

t.d.
Mimosa (French),
per bunch

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odo n togloBsum
crispum.l3 blm.

Pyrethruma, 12 bun,
Roses, Tea, per doz.— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-
chals), per dozen 6 0-

— red, per dozen 1

— (French), red,
perdozen 1 6- (French), yel-

low, perdozen ... '
"

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Tuberoses, 13 blms.
Violets, Parme
(French), p. bch. 3 6-
— Czar (French),
per bunch
— doz, bunches
— (English), per
dozen bunches ...

9-

6 0-

3 0-

3 0-

1 0-
2 0-

4 0-
4-

1 9-

1 0-

i.d,

1

13

6
4

2
4

9
1 6

2 6

3

6
6

2

1 6

Orchid-bloom in variety.

16-20

FljlNts IX Pots.—Average Wholesaie Fbioes.
d.t.d.
0-12
0-30
0-15

Adiantum, per doz, 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 13
— specimen, each 5

C h r y santhemums,
per dozen ... 6 0-15

Cyperus, per dozen 4 0-10
Dracsena, each ... 10-50
Erica hyemalis, doz. 12 0-18
— various, doz. 9 13

Evergreen Shrubs,
in var., per dozen 6 0-24

Ferns, small, doz....

— various, doz.
Ficus elastica, each
— small, per 100

Foliage plants, doz.

Marguerites, p. doz.
Mignonette, p. doz.
Palms, various, ea.— specimens, ea. 10 6-S4
Primulas, perdozen 4 0-60
Solanums, per dozen 10 C-13

s. d. s. d.
4 0-12
5 0-13
10-76
4 0-60
9 0-34

6 0-13
0-60

2 0-10

VEGETABLE3.—AVERIGE WHOLP^SALE PRICK3.
d. S.d,

y-0 10Beans, per lb,

Cauliflowers,
dozen 1 0-1

Cucumbers, per doz. 5 0-6

per
Mushrooms, per lb.

Onions, per bush. ...

Seakale, p. punnet,,
Tomatos, per lb. ...

i.d, s, d.

8- 9
16-20
13-16
3-06

POTATOS.

There has been, during the week, a general run oi firat-class
Potatos at an advance ii bs. to 75. 6d. per ton. The best
samples off Dark soils have also commanded quick sales and
better prices than last week. J. B. Thomas.

WS^-.

Ite^v^^\4 '^''^"^tt

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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THE PAST WEEK.
The following iummary record of the weather

thronghoat the British Islands for the week ending

December 8, is famished from the Meteorological

Office :—
"The weather continued fair and dry over the

Kingdom generally, but towards the end of the

period the condition became less settled, and some
rain was experienced in nearly all places, A good
deal of mist or fog prevailed at times—especially at

the inland stations,
" The temperature was slightly above the mean in

' Scotland, N.,' and just equal to it in ' Scotland, W.
and Ireland, S. ;' in all other districts it was a little

below the normal. The highest of the maxima were
recorded either near the beginning or the end of

the period ; they ranged from 55° in ' England,
S.W.',' and 54° in the ' Channel Islands,' to 46° in
' England, N.E,' The lowest of the minima were
registered, as a rule, either on the 4th or 5th, and
ranged from 16° to 21° in Scotland, from 23° to
27° in Ireland, and from 21° to 26° over England.
In the ' Channel Islands ' the lowest reading was 28°.

" The rainfall was much less than the mean in

all districts.

" The bright sunshine varied considerably in

amount, but was generally above the mean in the
west and south, and below it in the east. The per-

centage of the possible duration ranged from 5 in

•England, N.E,,' 10 in 'Scotland, E.,' and 11 in

the ' Midland Counties and Ireland, N.,' to 23 in
' Scotland, N.,' 26 in ' Ireland, S.,' and to .39 in

the ' Channel Islands.'
"

QmWm

•«• Owing to the large increase in our circulation^ we are
reluctantly under the necessity of goinrt to press sonw hours
earlier. Our contriMUors, who ivell kiiovj what this implies, will
kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the
week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.

*t* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents
sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demariding time and research for their solution, must not expect
to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
andnot more than six shouldbe sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Flori3ts' varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Addenda,—In our report of the National Chrys-
anthemum Society's exhibition at the Aquarium
last week, we omitted to give the name of Mr,
Carlisle of Watford as the winner of the 1st prize
in the class for six cut blooms of Japanese
Chrysanthemums,

American Blioht on Apple Tree ; A. B, Petro-
leum emulsion as sold by the sundriesmen ; or
soap-suds and petroleum, a wine-glass of the
latter to one gallon of the former, as a winter
dressing. The roots should be uncovered, and soap-
suds (no petroleum) applied heavily, returning the
soil over the roots. Dabbing the hiding-place of
the aphis after denuding the trees of the rougher
portions of the bark with whale-oil or brine is

effective.

Apple Trees and Moss : A. B. Dressing the trees
with quick-lime as powder when they are wet with
rain or dew. It may require more than one
dressing if moss infests the trees very much.
Whitewashing with lime is effectual, but the
wash stays on the trees too long, and is there-
fore objectionable on the score of appearance.

Apples (dessert) 12. and Pears (dessert) 12, ht
FOR Cultivation in Ireland : Kerry. Apples

:

Irish Peach, Summer Strawberry, Jennet Moyle,
Court Pendu Plat, Margil, Red Astrachan, Yellow
Ingestre, Cox's, Kerry, Ribston, Sturmer, and
King of Pippins. 'The varieties which make
shoots of moderate length, ir. short jointed wood,
which matures in a short summer, and which are
therefore not so much effected by wind as long
jointed shoots would be, are the best for Ireland.
Pears : Swan's Egj;, Donmore, Napoleon, Thomp-
sons, *Loui«p Bonne, *Jer8ey Gratioli, *Beune
d'AtemberK, 'Doyenne du Cornice, *Jargonelle,
Winter Nelin, Glout Morceau, *Knight'8 Mon-
arch. Those with an * would be the better for
being grown on a wall or fence, or if as bushes, in
some warm sheltered enclosure.

Books
: Grove. The best books for a student of

the science and art classes are Dr. Scott's Irttro-

duction to Structural Botany, 1894 ; and Henfrey's

Elementary Course of Botany, 4th edition ; pub-
lished by Van "Voorst, Paternoster Row, E.C.

—

K. B. The book that you enquire about is pub-

lished by John Murray, Albemarle Street, Picca-

dilly, London.

CoHRECTioN. — Water- TIGHT Stokeholes. — An
obvious error has crept into my notes at p. 701,

middle column, half-way down. The correct

rendering should read thus:— " The width of the

hole must be sufficient to permit of two 9-inch

walls, one on each side." E. R. ./., Hampton Hill.

—In our last issue, under the heading " Fruit and
Fact," p. 701, Mr. D. T. Fish desires us to state

that in the fourth line from the end it should read

%cL. per quarter peck instead of 64s. per quarter.

Deposit in Boiler : D, B. Dixon.—A substance

called by the trade name of Anti-incrustator is

sold by some of the London horticultural sundries-

men, which is good for the purpose of dissolving

the incrustations on the inner surfaces of hot- water

boilers.

Fruiting of Stephanotis floribdnda : J. H. The
fruiting of this stove plant is not uncommon. It

is not edible— is, in fact, poisonous. Some of the

seeds might grow.

Insect • B. Grafc, The scale is Ischuaspis tiliformis,

Douglas, found on various Palms and other plants,

chiefly in tropical America. B. McL,

Larch Seed: Larix. The seed may be safely ex-

tracted by drying the cones on a timber kilo,

brick or metal covers being unsafe. The conea

should be placed on the wooden cover to a depth
of 6 inches, and the temperature raised to 100° F.

They will be sufficiently dry and brittle in about

ten hours, and should be turned twice in that

period of time. The cones should then be placed

on a smooth floor of earth, stone, or brick, and
thrashed to pieces with a flail. The seed must be

sifted from the debris of the cones, and kept in a

dry place till towards the end of April, when it

should be sown after steeping it in water for a few
hours. The land should have been manured for

some previous crop, and should be thrown into

4-feet beds, with H feet alleys between. The
weight of seed for sowing four lineal yards of a bed
of this width is 1 lb., which will produce 14,000 to

15,000 plants. The seed should be covered to a
depth of J inch.

Lilies : Contich. Lilinm longiflorum and its variety

Harrisii, will force well if potted early in the

eutumn, or in undisturbed masses in large pots if

top-dressed with rich soil, and the drainage put in

proper order. L. candidum will bear slight

hastening into flower after showing its buds, but
L. umbellatum, L, dahuricum, L. Chalcedonicum,
and L. auratum, are not good forcers. Much may
be done in getting late bloom in the autumn by
imbedding, as the .Japanese do, the bulbs in balls

of clay, and keeping them cool and at rest as long

as possible. The " Chinese Fairy Lily " is not a

Lily at all, but a variety of Tazetta Narcissus,

When Lilies are forced, the cultivator must wait
till the roots have permeated the soil thoroughly,

and the first stages should be very gradual, not
higher than 50° at night and 60° by day, but when
the flowers show these figures may be increased
10°, remembering that the higher the degree of

warmth employed at the fiowering stage, the more
evanescent the blooms. Lilies received at this

season may bs potted at once, or embedded in

cocoa-fibre refuse ont of doors, or in cold frames
in close order.

Mushroom growing fob Market: A.B.J, As yet

good remunerative prices are obtained for the pro-
duce at all seasons, and we believe that they might
be made more plentiful, even should the returns to

the grower be somewhat less. They are too dear
for middle-class households. The best kind of

structure for cultivating Mushrooms in is one
that, being wholly or partly under the ground-level,

IS economical in the matter of heating. If such a

place be of sufficient width for two or three tiers

of stone or slate shelves or benches, on either side

of a broad central path, so many beds will be
accommodated ac one time, and a certain number
of them in the process of cooling down to proper
temperature for "spawning," that the warmth of
the air will attain 55° to 60°, and no higher
degree is required or desirable—that fire- heat
becomes needless except in severe winter weather.
Mushroom sometimes sell at £1 per bushel whole-
sale, though, as a rule, it is one quarter lower. It

you engage in the business largely, it might be

profitable to mate the Mushroom spawn at home.
A good manual on the subject of making the

spawn and cultivating the esculent indoors and
out-of-doors, w#l be found in Mr. Wright's Mush-
rooms for th» Million, published at 171, Fleet

Street,' E.C.

Names of Plants : J. B. 8. Maxillaria punctata.

—

B. G. Ouvirandra fenestralis, the Lattice-plant

native of lakes in Madagascar, — B. N. Spiraea

Lindleyana.—iT. H. B. 1, Gymnogramma ochracea ;

2, Adiantnm Pacotii ; 3, Nephrodium moUe ; 4.

Adiantum gracillimum; 5, Pteris tremnla; 6.

Pteris cretica albo-lineata. — Pro bono publico.

Cannot name from leaves only. A Willow, pro-

bably.

—

B. S. Prunus serotina (N. America).

Phal.«nopsis Schillbhiana, and others branching
from the chief Flower- spike : Constant Beader,

Branching commonly takes place if through any

cause the flowers first formed drop off, either iu

bud or later ; moreover, branching is natural to

these plants. Fog will cause a fall of the flowerp,

so will a low temperature and errors in cultivation.

Probably the s(>eondary growths will flower satis-

factorily in the spring. The temperature should

be a little higher at this season, and during January

and February, than that which is suitable for the

plants in the stove in which thev are now standing,

viz., 60° to 65° at night, and 65° to 68° in dull

weather, with a slight advance over the highest

figure in sunny weather.

Photographs : W. B. We do not undertake to

return these unless we are specially asked to to

so ; and we have none in our keeping of the

years 1891 and 1892.

Poinsettia Seeding : W. B. The seeding of this

plant is, we believe, an unusual occurrence.

PoLTGONUM sachalinense t W. R. cf L, Immeniely
productive. You can obtain sets by advertise-

ment in our columns.

Rating of Market Greenhouses : Overrated. See

answer iu our last issue in Notices to Correspondents.

Red Plum : C. T. de Heger, Probably Prunus

myrobalana is meant.

Tar dressing fob Vines : A. B. A pint of gas-tar

to three gallons of dry powdered clay, mixing to-

gether with 1 lb. of soft soap and some soot to

give colour to the substance, reducing the mixture

to the consistency of thick paint, by adding warm
water. There are other formulas, but the above

is safe in the using, and effectual as a dressing for

mealy bug.

Vines : B. G. The soil is by no means in bad cdu-

dition, but the appearance of some of the roots

sent points to the stagnation of water in the soil.

Look to the drainage. There was no fungus on

the roots.

Communications Rf.ceived.—F. W. S., Canu'-s.—W. W.
Kew.—D., Berlin —H. E.—H. C , Geneva.—F. S.—The
Keeper, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.— J. D —Prof.

Trelease, St. Louis.—W. B. Hartland.—W. B. H., Kew.—
H. F.—J. R. J.—Harrison Weir.—Sir Joseph Hooker.-J. D.

—National Rose Sooiaty.—D. T. F,—F, W. O.-A, B. S.— R. D.

—J. Ritchie.—E. C—T. B.—Q, R.—W. Bapley.—J. R. J,

— ,T. D,—A. P.—H. M.—J. D. (H,—Biviei-a,-E. J,—

W. P. R —T. F. R.—J. G.J P.— .T. Freeman.—W. 1).—

J. E.—W. B. H.— .T, H,—U. D.—W. Stanbury.—Webb &
Sons. Stourbridge.—Sutton & Sons, Reading,— G. W,

Photographs Eecefved,-O. P, (-ivith thanks).

Speciste.nsReceived,-A. J. A. B.-D. S.—R. G.—T. H. S.

—J. W.—F. G. W.

CONTINUED INCBE.ISE in the CIRCULATION OF THIS

" CABDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Adtertisers.-rTie Publisher has the saiis-

*aciion ofannouncing that the circulation of the " Gardeners,

Chronicle" has, since the redux:tion in the price of the paper,

Increased to the extent oi 80 per cent.,

and that it Is increasing weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chroniele " circulates among

country gentl-i;me.v. and all classes of GARDENEV..'<

AND GARDEN-lovers at homr, that it has a siiccially large

FOREIGN AND COLONLAl CIRCULATION, anil that it is

preserved lor referent in all the vrinrvpciL Libraries.
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BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The following are undoubtedly the finest lot of British Seedlings ever introduced. They will need no puffing from myself, but their own merits will

make them indispensable to every exhibitor :

—

DUCHESS OF YORK (.T. Carnithers). fine yellow
MISS GOSCHEN (H. J. Jones), grand yellow
WILLIAM FfFE (H.J. Jones), beautiful pink
MR. B. FLETCHER (H. J. Jones) rich rose
MRS. H. W. DREWETT (H. J. Jones), splendid small petalled, white
MRS. J. H. TAYLOR (H. J. Jones), broad petalled, white
MR. B. B. MARTIN (H. J. Jones), fine bronze

6j.

5».

5s.

CHARLES H. CURTIS (H. J. Jones), grand yellow incurved
MRS. C. E. SHEA (C. E. Shea), largest white grown
MISS DULCIE SCHROETER (C. E. Shea), fine yellow and red
MISS ELSIE TEICHMANN (C. E. Shea), white incurved Japanese'..
MISS BRONNA FOSTER (C. E. Shea), deep rose incurved Japanese
MRS. CHARLES COX (Coi), fine full yellow

, 21

PLANTS IN MARCH.
My full CATALOGUE will shortly be ready, and Buyers will do well to wait for this, which will be posted to Customers free

;

Od.
Is. 6d.
7s. 6d.
7s. erf.

"is. Orf.

non-Customer.s, 7 stamps.

H. J. JONES, Ryecroft Nursery, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER GHAS. P. KINNELL &
LSt,

.WIT

(KINNELL'S PATENT).
Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast.

Patents 10,398

" 10,674. M
FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BKICKWOBK REaXTIRED.

Awarded First Price in Open Competition hy the R.H. Society.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS WHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom.

CHAS. P.1<INNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, SOUTHWABK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

IRONFOUNDERS and BOILER MAKERS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLUE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

SOLE MANUFACTUHERS OF—
THE ROCHFORD HORIZONTAL TTJBULAR BOILER, WITH

CAULKED or INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS.
KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING GEAR.
MOVABLE GLAND THROTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHRAGM VALVES WITH RUBBER FACE.
LARGEST STOCK OF HOT-WATER PIPES AND FITTINGS

IN LONDON.
COMPARE QUALITY Of GOODS and PRICES.

Addresses : 65 & 65a, Southwark Street ; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Grove, Southwark, S.E.; and Thuchot Stores, Guernsey.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, price Is.; Post-free, Is. 5d.

THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY FOR 1895.
THIRTY-SIXTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION,

CONTENTS.— Calendar, Postal, and other Tables, with Miacellaneoua InformatiOQ useful to Gardeners.—Garden Recipes.—
Certificates Awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society from October. 1893. to October, 1894.—Narserymen, Seedsmen, and
Florists in the United Kingdom.—^eats of the Nobility and Gentry in Great Britain, Ireland, and the Channel Islands, with
their Post Towns,—Alphabetical List of the Gardeners, and their Full Addresses, in Great Britain, Ireland, and Channel Islands.

—Commission Agents and Salesmen at Covent Garden Marfeet, London.—Landscape Gardeners.—Horticultural Builders,

Eogineers, &c.— Botanical. Horticultural, and Floral Societies in Great Britain and Ireland.--The Principal Nurserymen,
Ssedsmen. and Florists on the Continent, in America, and the Colonies.—Botanical Gardens and Public Parks in the British

Empire.— Metropolitan Paris, with their Superintendents.

JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE " OFFICE, 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

New Edition, Corrected up to Date.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.

(TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SIXTH THOUSAND.)
By the late Sir JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P., Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free Sid.
;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

WINTE R DRESSING.
Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plantg, both

indoors and out, for a healthy start next season, and destroy
Scale, Bug. Red Spider, American Blight, and ihe Larva? of
other insects, by using the XL ALL LIQUrD INSECTICIDE
WASH, a pure Nicotine Preparation (under a new system),
from duty-free Tobacco. Absolutely safe, and no fear of injury
to the buds. In use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per pint, 2s. ; Quart. 35. 6(f.
; ^ Gallon, 5«. ; 1 Gallon, 10s.

To be obtained from all Narserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS, Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Particulars and Testimonials post-free on application.

WARE & SONS' mK^fSaj.

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS,
UCKFIELD.

Esteb.l770X 'y
^f// Gard-ns.

Hundreds of
Testimonials.

Lists on api'Iication.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
15-oz., per 100 ft., 7.':,

21-oz., „ 10s,

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

, ( 12X10, ]

;{ I4xia, ;

• \ 16X12, ]

In St^ck Sizfs.

18x12, 18X14, 24X14
S0X12. I«xl6. 24xlli

. 16X14, 20XJ6, 24x18, &c.

3J X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring. 5/9 per square; Matching. 4/9; 2x4, at \d. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, &c.

CatalOKuea free.

THE OHBAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BiSHOPSGATE Street Within, Londok, E.O.
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KOBEBTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENTSTOVE S.
Terra-cotta I Portable I For Coal

Pure and ample heat, j&'l hours for about lu..,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Houra for about One Penny.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS. 34, Victoria St.. Westminster.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOaUE FBEE.

W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONEB^^ATTWobl)
** ^^

. StOURB R IDGE

MESSENGEK & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat Greenhouses. lUustrationa
of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable Greenhouses,
Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames; also of all the best Kinds of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for heating. This
Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating, is on a scale
never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical hints on the
subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. Price, 2a. post-free.

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country ; an inspection
of this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed
by U8 enable us to c^rry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition.
Surveys made, and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER
London Office :-

& COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.
163. Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street. E.C.

HEATING ! HEATING !! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete erection of HEATING AFFABATUS for OBEENHOUSES, OFEICES, FUBLIC BUILDINGS, Ac. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, FIFES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS o£ the latest and most approved class, includiug the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, withWATERWAY-END, &c.

;

VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.
AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL tl^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, \s. PRICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAOKFRIARS, LONDON. 8.E.

Telegraphic Address—" HOT-WATER. London." Telephone No. 4763.

Telegrams—" CONSERVATORIES, LONDON." Telephone, No, 4652.

NOTICE TO BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, MARKET CARDENERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, AND THE TRADE GENERALLY.

yv. COOPER, Limited,
EIGHTH ANNUAL

CLEARANCE SALE.
RELIABLE BARGAINS.

EIGHTH ANNUAL

CLEARANCE SALE.
NOT SECOND-HAND GOODS.

Offices : 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S E. Works (The largest Steam Horticultuial Works in the World) : 747 to
755, OLD KENT KOAD, LONDON, S.E. bhow Ground, DEVONSHIRE GROVE (adjoining).

Nurseries (the most Complete in the Kingdom) : FELTHAM and HANWORTH.
Being the end of the Season, we are again Induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously LOW PRICES, to make room for our SPBINQ STOCK, for

SIX WEEKS ONLY. COMUENCIKG DECEMBER 10 LAST DAY OF SALE, JANUARY 21, 1896.
CO^DITIONS OF SALE.—Goods are offered subject to being on hand on receipt of reply. Cath to accompany all orders, and prices to be ttrictly net. All orders will be executed in rotation,

and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated.

P. 0. 0. payable at 794, Old Kent Road. Cheques crossed •' London and B W. Bank." For Full Catalogue of Sale, eee 4-paga Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle,
December 8, pp. 707—710. Full ILLUbTRATED SALE CATALOGUE, containing a212 Lots, post free, on application to—

W. COOPER, Ltd., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON.
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BONES! BONES! I BONES !!!—Any size
from dust to 1 inch, at lOf. per owt. Carriage Paid od

1 cwt. Special quotationa to large bnyera.
Terms, Cash with Order.

B. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Cruahera. St. AJbaoa.

EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEE30N. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

/CROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER. ~ For
V-^ Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vegetables.
MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT

DESTROYER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

CBEESON'S MANURE.— Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Feitiliser for all purposes

So'd in tins, ^s.. 2s. 6c(., and 5j. Qd. ; also in air-tight baps.
^twt.,6s. ; 1 cwt , lOi. Full firectiona for use sent with eaili

iiu and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash wiili
o.(J< r. O. BEESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot's, Hunts.

"12, Koowle Roid, Brixton, London.
'* I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an ezcellent Manure for Vegetabe.-,
Fluwtrs, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph D., F.R.S.E., F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for aU purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
u?ed both at Home and abroad.

Ageot for London :

Putoey, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islacds:— J. H

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers;—W.M. THOMSON AHD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

\*ineyard, Clorenfords, N.B.

GEORGE, U, Redgrave Road.

PARSONS, Market

Price Lists ana Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN
,

HUGHES' VAPOUR ROLL

FUMIGATORS.
For

OITE
Houses,

SHILLING
for

EACH.
1200 cub'c feet. Can be divided

smaller Hcuses.
Thef burn with a pleasant aromatic smell, kill green fly.

thrii), &c.. and are the safest ever made. Sample rolls, post-
tree, twelve Stamps. Sold by all Seedsmen.

Putcntee-

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES,
victoria Street, Mancliester.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. KHO-

UODENDKON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAI
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in balk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.
G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth,

London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and DepO'a, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S '••'*' PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Haidwool do.. Ferns, and Rhododendrons, by sack, yard ton
or ituckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.

Rich fibrous LOAM, superior H£\F-MOULD. Coarse, Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C.N. FIBRE REFUSE
freshSPHAQNUiVI, Patent JUNURE *, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter,

The Original Peat Depot, RINGWrOOD . HANTS.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10s. per sack ; 6 for 47s. 6i.
SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per sack • 6 for
.17s. fd. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. 6rf

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Aialeas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. p^r sack. 5 for I8s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s ed

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. ed, per sack ; 5 for IDs. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; 6 for 18j. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade
For Price List apply to D. CAMERON,

Forester's Lodge, Mount MascaJ, Bexley, Kent.

INCREASED CIRCULA TION.

Notice to Advertisers.

THE GARDENERS' GHIIONIGLE

SATURDAY, JAN. 5, 1895,

WILL COXTAIN AS A

SUPPLEMENT

Sheet Almanac.

As a large EXTRA circulation

of thi.s Number is guaranteed, it

will be a very valuable medium

for Advertisements.

v^^ Advertisers desirous of

securing Sj)ace in this Nuinher are

requested to communicate iv-th the

Puhlishir, not later than Monday,

Decemhcr 31, 1894.

"THE PUBLISHER,"

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND.

LONDON, W.C- -

Now Ready. — Third Year of Issue.

THE FRUIT-GROWERS' YEAR BOOK
(Illustrated) for 189.5 Price Is ; Post free. Is. 2d. Greatly

enlarged. 250 pages. Replete with information of the greatest
possible value to all interested in Fruit Culture. Articles by
Leading Authoril ies on the following subjects : Apple Culture'
Small Fruit Culture. The Evaporation of Fruit. How to Bottle
Fruit, The Year's Novelties in Fruit. Indoor and Outdoor Work
for each Month, Portraits of Leading Salemien. Directory of
8000 names, &c. Do not fail to send for a copy at once.

Publish ng Office : 30. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

S" In course of Publication.
To be completed in Mxteen monthly parts, 3s. 6d. each, net

;

or in four halt volumes, cloth, 12s. 6<i. each, net
; or in two

volumes, cloth, 2.^s each, net.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF PLANTS

:

Their Forms, Growth, Reproduction, and
Distribution.

From the German cf ANTON KERNER von MAEILAUN
Prt.fessor of Botany in the University of Vienna.

By F. W. OLIVER, M.A., D.?c.,
Quain Professor of Botany in University College. London.

*,,» Now ready, Parts I. to V'lII., Ha:f-VoIs. I. & II., and Vol. I.

Detailed Prospectus -with Specimen Page, sent
Post Free, on application.

London : BLACKIE & SON, Ltd., Old Bailey.

SAVE HALF THE COST.mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

SILVERSANO
Is admitted by the
leadingNuraerymen

to be the Best i

Quality obtai nable
in the Trade. |

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. AU Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE. Jun^F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

TRAVELLING GREENHOUSES!
(V.Y ROYAL LETTKKS PATKNT.)

THE LAKiiEST KXHIBIT of Greenhouse?. Conservatores,
Frame?, and Hothouses on wheels and rails at the

Horticultural Trayelling Structures Co., Ltd.,
2 & 3, White St. (MoofRate St. Station). LoUdOD, E.C.

Special terms to Market Gardeners. Saves shiftiug plan ts.souring
of soi', and 2b other advantages. Prize Medal, Antwerp, 1894,

The Most Eco.vomical House.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SoUTHiMi'To.v Buildings, Chaxcery Laxe, W.C.

TWO- AND- A- HALF per Cent. I.VTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, ca CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchasel and Eold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

eUTis on deposit, and allows interest, at therate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CEST. per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEiS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full paTtioulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Maoafjer.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.EPPS'S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.
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ABVEBTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

HEAD I.ISE CHABOED AS TWO.
4
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aARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mk. W. GsiFFirKS, until lately at Strensham Court, Tewkes-

bury, a^ Gardener to FosTEB Hakter, Esq ,
Puckrup

Hall, TevUesbury.
Mr. JoH.N Kennedv, as Gardener to Campb 'LL Patebso.v,

Esq., WoodeDd. CaMicart, near Glasgow.

Mr. John Pksxlanu, formerly Garde ler at Oak Brook,

Shellisld, as Gardener to C. H. B- FlHTH, Esq., Bramley
Hall, Handswortli, Sheffield.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
HoGO & Wood, Coldstream and Duns, Scotland—Forest,

Oroamental. and Fruit Trees, OoniEeM, CleoaatiB, Roses,

Rhododendrons, &c.

DiCKSONS & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh—Fruit Trees.

Ersst Benarv, Erfu-t, Germauy—Vegetable. Agricultural,

Flower, Tree, and other Seeds.

Fred. RoemI'.k. (^Ju-dlinbur^^. Germany-Trade List of Choice
Flower Seeds.

.Ias. Cartf.r & Co., 237, 238, and 97, High Holborn, London
—Seeds, &.C

P. Barr & Sons, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden,
London— Sale List of Spring-flowering Bulbs.

A LARGE IMPORTER of FOREIGN
GARDEN PRODUCE and FRUIT desires to meet with

Gentlemen able to advance £5000 to commence operations in

England. Full piriiculars to PriDOTpals only. Address
PRODUCE, Gardeners' CliTonide Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

PARTNER WANTED,—Good opening for
active young Man with small capital ; three-quarter

iicre glass, Nott^. —NURSERYMAN. Gardeners' Chronicle

Office. 41, WelliDgton Street, Strand, W.C.

TS ANY GOOD FIRM OPEN to START a
-L BRANCH in the SEED. BULB, and CUT FLOWERS.
v.here Advertiser is well known? Has good connection, and
would be wiUinc t'O invest about £fSuO.— G.. Gardeners'
Chronicle Oflice. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENKR (Single-handed), REQUIRED
IMMEDIATELY, for a Business Establishment. Must

I f able to grow good Table Plants, &c., the year round, and
lioroughly under'-tand Grapes, Tomatoi, Cucnmber,s, and

Mushrooms. AsssUuc*' given for rolling and mowing lawn,
ji'id for spring and autumn bidding work. As proof of ability

\\ ill be required, only competent men need apply. Wages, 2Ss.

per week, no est ra-^.—Apply to A. B., Gardtners' Chronicle
t ffice, -ll. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ANTED, a GARDENER, at the Essex
ludustrial Sohcol, to work wi*h and teach boys

Kitchen and Market Gardening. Must be competent to control

biys, and keep in order 7 acres of ground. Wages, 205. per
week, with hous?, gardei, fuel, and light free—Apply by
bitter, in own handwriting, to G. C, Mr. J. Brittain Pash,
Chelmsford. Stnle age, q^'alifications, previous employment,
lumber and agea of chiloren, and encioie three testimonials
(.copies only").

WANTED, HEAD GARDENER.—Grape
and Tomato growing for Maiket. None but ei-

potiecced hands need apply,— QUERTIER, Ashford Vineries,

Fordingbridge.

Hardwood Department.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced and
practical FOREMAN.—Give full particulars as to

experience, age, and wages required, to W. COOPER, Ltd.,

Horticultural Providers, Feltham, Middlesex.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, I good
SECOND, for Houses. Steady, very active, obliging,

&c. ; 17s. weekly, with bothy. — F. WATTS, Gardener,
Stowlangtoft Hall, Suffolk.

WANTED, a smart active MAN, age about
26. for Pleasure Grounds. Must thoroughly und. r-

stand his duties, and not be afraid of work. Wages, 2l5. per

week. First class references indispensable. — Apply to

<}. BOND, The Grove Gardens, Streatham, S.W.

ANTED, a tidy, intelligent YOUTH for
the Garden; Inside and Out. Wages to commence,

10.'. per week, with Bothy.—J. S. UPEX, Wigganthorpe, York.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

"^^^ We understani that an advertisement in our last issm,

r.xtrpoTting to come /rom J. HOLLINGTOK, oj Kew Bridge
Jxoad,was sent by some unmtthorised peroon The adv^tine-

mtnt came in the ordinary cowse, duly signed, so that we can

only express our regret that the annoimc*ment should have

caused any annoyance.

RICHARD SMITH and CO,
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady er Gentleman with

particulars, &o.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester,

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER. BAELIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEY^MAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway. N.

t"*
SANDER AND C O. can reoommend

• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and
UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albana.

Gardeners, Farm-Balllffb, Foresters. &;c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECO.MMEND MEN of the

Ai^/ifiiC respectability, and thorough y practical a.\. their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DICKSONS, Chester."

GARDENER (Head), or ORCHID
GROWER.—Age 32; well up in iho Management of

Orchids, Fruit, Stove, Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and Alpine
Plants. Kitchen Garden, &c. Four and a half year.^ in

present situation as Head, where Orchids. Herbaceous, and
Alpines arespecialtie-s. Good references. -JOHN DINWOODIE,
Highfield, Gaintborough.

GARDENER (Head).—W, Donklby, late
Head Gardener. Blatherwycke Park, is open tore-engage

with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thorough practical man. Single. Can be well recommended.
—Address. Blatherwycke, Wansford.

GARDENER (Head), or MANAGER of
Market Establiehment. Many years* expirience in

firat-class places. Moderate salary.—ALPHA, Moulsey Villa.
Palace Road, East Molesey.

GARDENER (Head Wobking),—Age 29,
married ; disengaged. Scotchman. Thoroughly com-

petent in all branches. Highly recommended bv late employer
—BLAIR, Blackdykes, North Berwick, N.B.

rj.ARDENER (Head Working).—ReooBi-
v!T mended by a Nobleman. Age ."iO. Thirty years' character.
Death cause of leaving.—J. MORRIS, £eas9nhall, Yoxford,
Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or more are kept; age 32, married, two children; tho-

roughly experienced in all branches ; excellent references.

—

E. S. Vigg, The Gardens, Fledborough Hall, Holyport,
Maidenhead.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40;
practical all-round. Used to Stock. Wife Dairy and

Poultry. Highest referencea. Seven years last place.— J. B..
Denham, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 24; ten years' experience in all (iranch.'^s. Excel-

lent character from Gentleman leaving. Abstainer.—JATK-
SON, K, Calton Road, Dulwich Village. S.E.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 37, married: thoroughly experienced with Grapes,

Peaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos. Flowers, and Vegetables of all
kinds; good character.—GARDE.VEB, Dragon Street, Peter-
field, Hants.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
—Age 2.5 ; eight years' good character from two last

situations.—M., 6, Cross Street, Spalding.

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kept.—Age 24 ; well-up Inside and Out. Good cha-

racter. Two years and a half in last situation.— J. MERRICK,
Grove Cottage, Wraxall, Somerset.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Age 23; experienced Inside an 1 Out; good

characters from last and previous employers.—F. DOUCH,
Denny Bottom, Tunbridge Wells.

GROWER, in a Market Nursery.—Age 26,
well-up in Ferns and General Pot-stuff. Good practical

experience,— K. L., 9. Fordyce Road, Lewisham, S.E.

To Nurserymen,

FOREMAN.—Married. Well up in Growing
Cucumbers, Tomatos. Cut Flowers, and Plants for

Market. Also Wreaths, Crosses. Could Manage Small
General Nursery. Twelve years' experience; good character.

—

T. C, 3, Percy Gardens, North Street. Isleworth.

FOREMAN, on a Fruit Farm, Inside or Out.
—Situation wanted, by a thoroughly practical, life-expe-

rienced man; an expert Budder and Grafter. Thirteen years

in present situation; excellent ch^iracter from present em-
ployers, and others.—D. S., Toddington, Winchcombe, R.S.O.

FOREMAN, for the Houses.—Must have
knowledge of House Decorations. Two in bothy.

Wages, £1.—J. LANE, Colesborne Gardens, Andoversford,
Gloucestershire.

"LTOREMAN.—Age 24 ; ten years' experience
X; in good Gardens; Chrysanthemums for Exhibition, and
good all-round Grower; Table Decorations. Excellent refer-

ences.—PARSLOW, East Sutton Park, Staplehurst.

FOREMAN (Inside, or Qeneeal).—Age 28.
Mr. G. R, George, Gardener to Eirl Sondes, Lees Court,

Faversham, wishes to recommend his late Foreman and Deco-
rator as above. Three years as Foreman previously.—Present
address, G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

FOREMAN.—J. Heath, Gardener to Sir
W. H. Walrond, Bart., M.P., Bradfield, CuUompton,

Devon, wishes to recommend as above, good all-round expe-
rienced man, well up in Chrysanthemums for Exhibition.
Four years Foreman in present situation. Good establishments
previously.

FOREMAN.—Well up in Vines, Peaches,
Cucumbers, Melons. Tomatos, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, House and Table Decorations. Eleven years' expe-
rience.—S. H.. Heligan, St. Austell.

FOREMAN or GROWER.—Age 26 ; twelve
years' experience in London and jProvincial Nurserie^.

Well up in all branches. Ferns and Palms special. Good
references.—H. BROWN, 8, Richmond Terrace, Union Street.
Winchester, Hants.

UOREMAN, or .JOURNEYMAN, in large
A. Establishment.-Age 24; nine years' good character and
testimonial as Foreman from last place.—J. B., The Cemetery,
Rothesay Road, Luton, Beds

JOURNEYMAN (First), to any Gentleman
fJ requiring a good man, under Glass. - ROBERTS,
Gloucester House, Broad Lane, Hampton, will bj pleased to
recommend the above.

To Head Gardeners.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age nearly UJ;
thoroughly experienced in Plant and Fruit Growing.

Seeks employment in Houses. Abstainer. Good references.
—M., Sydney Lodge, Hamble. Southampton.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—J. HuM-
I'HERV, The Gardens, Oaidge, Southgitd, Middlesex, will

be pleaded to recommend H. Currell, as aoove Seven years'
experience in good places. Bothypreferred.—Address as above.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside ; age 20.—Mr. Ulat-
WORTHV CdD with pleasure recommend William Brown

as above. Five years' experience. Abstainer.—Mr. CLAT-
WORTHY, Gardener, Lifton Park, Lifton, Devon.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER, or Position of
Trust, required by Advertiser, having hid thorough

experience in Seed, Bulb. Nursery, and Floral work; used to
compiling and book-keeping. Good reference, -E. P., 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

'l^O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, by
-i- a young man {age 25), in a Market Nursery. Well up
in Tomatos and Cucumbers, Soft-wooded Stuff, and the general
routine of Market Nursery Work.—A. A., Mrs. Rushbridge,
opposite Post-office, Nutfield, Surrey.

''rO NURSERYMEN,—A Dutchman of good
__ family, age 23, requires a position in a Nursery or Office.

Has worked in Holland, Germany, ani Belgium (Ghent).
Acquainted with French, German, and English. Good refer-

ences.—P. BRAND, Gentbrugge, Ghent, Belgium.

TO NURSERY^MEN.—Young man, well up
in Propagating and Growing Roses, Clematis, &c.,

also General Nursery Work, Eleven years' experience.

—

X. Y., Mr, Myson, Great Parndon, Harlow.

TO FLORISTS.— SALESMAN, BUYER,
Furnishing Decorator, or Foreman Grower, &c.—Good

all-round experience. Twelve years' excellent references.—
F. W. M., 5, Berwick Street, Pimlico. London, S.W.

BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE. — Air,

Alfred Outram, F.R.H.S., who has represented
Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Paradise and Victoria Nurseries,

Upper HoUoway, for the past 22 years, is desirous of commu-
nicating with any first-class firm, with a view to repiesent
them. He is well-known throughout the United Kingdom,
America, and Canada. Highest references as to character and
ability,—A. OUTRAM, 7, Moore Park Road, Fulham, S,W.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT. — Thoroughly
experienced in Agricultural and Garden Seeds ; also

Greenhouse Plants and Nursery Stuff. Salary moderate, —
SAGE, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 23, requires
situation as ASSISTANT ; 7 years' experience

; good
references.— -T., Messrs. Nutting & Sons, 106, Southwark St ,

London, S.E.

SEED TRADE.—SHOPMAN (Hbad), desires
re-engagement, no objection to travel. Expected salary,

£120,—" OMttGA," Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, London, W.C,

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 21, seeks a
situation as ASSISTANT. Five years' experience in

all branches. Good references.—A. J. P., Messrs. Robert Veiteh
& Son, Exeter.

MAN'S INGRATITUDE. ~ We have it on
Shakespeare's aubhority that the winter wind is not

more unkind than man's ingratitude. In many cases this is

unfortunately only too true. There are times, however, when
the benefit received is so great that ingratitude becomes im-
possible. When life is rendered a burden to us by -ickness, and
someone comes and restores U3 to health, we should be bass
indeed to feel ungrateful. Thu.?, millions are to-day grateful

to HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT, which have cured
them of all stomach and liver troubles, banished headache, flatu-

lency, indigestion, and low spirits, and cleared their systems of

gout, rheumatism, sciatica, and all similar ailments.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.K.H. THE PRINCE OF AYALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR
(LIMITED),

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, St. Andrew's Cross.

HORTICULTURAL BU I LDINGS °^
^ri^:^̂ ^^AS^J^'''

IMPERISHABLE TEAK -WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

HEATING.
^-^ ^ rUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHURCHES, (;'

^*^ '^- SCHOOLS, etc., heated in the most efficient manner,

'"*' AMONGST OUR PATRONS ARE-
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALKS; H R H. THE DUKE OF YORK;

His Grack THE DUKE OF FIFE;
His GRiCE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER; H.M. BOARD OF WORKS;

THE ADMIRALTY, ETC.

SPLENDID ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, S^-c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST 3IATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALIC FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Pr^.^d tor Th^ P,„„,,?,^° r^ M ^ addressed to the • Editor
;
" Advert.BemenfB and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

ARTHUR QE0RGEMrRT?»S7s^T,ffl II- w''t,°''"f'"^=^'"'.'^»' ^ S°i I}"^'1^^ '
I-o-^^ard Street, Precinct o( Whiterriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and poblUhed byARTHUB UEOEGE Mabtui, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Corent Garden, in the said County.-SATURDAT, December 15, 1894. Agrfit for Manoheater-JoHK HKiwoor.
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NOTICE TO ADVE RTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it w imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST FOST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

CANNELL'S SEED CATALOGUE for 1895
will be sent free to all intending customers. Those who

have not had our Kenti,*h Seeds would save considerably, and
have crops yipldiog immensely over ordinary seeds. Photos
of five champion growers, with particulars. This issue will
ba found the most important to Gardeners ever published.

Seed Growers, Swanley, Kent.

Just PabllshetL

THE ORCHID-GROWER'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet published.
Super-royal 8vo. Price, 255.; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom. 25*. lOd.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in Hor-
ticulture for 1895. ia now ready.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in HOR-
TICULTURE for 1895, U the most complete Seed
Catalogue issued.

OUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in HOR-O TICULTUEE for 1895, ia profusely illustrated with 173
IlIustratiODS.

Price Is., post-free. Gratis to Cuatemers, from
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

SINGLE CROWNSLILYOFTHEVALLEY,
—Extra strong Crowns, thoroughly ripened and in splen-

did condition for forcing. Made up in bundles of 25. Price
per 100, 6s. : per 1000. 55s. Free by rail or parcel post.

DICKSONS. Bulb Growers and Importers, Chester.

ARGE EVERGREENS.—A Specimen
Border must be cleared shortly, and above are offered at

greatly reduced prices. They comprise the choicest Green and
Golden varieties, from 3 to 14 feet high. Every plant is a
perfect specimen and safe to move, having been transplanted
within two years. Inspection and correspondence invited.

PENNELL AND SONS. The Nurseries, Lincoln,

UTHBERT'S GARDEN GUIDE and
Descriptive Catalogue of Seeds, &c., fjr 1895, is now

ready, and may be had free on applicitioa.
R. AND G. CirTHBERT. Seed Growers and Merchants.

Southgate, Middlesex. Established 1797.

ASPBERRY CANES.— Semper Fidelis,
Fastolf. Norwich Wonder, 155. per l.OOO; Carter's

Prolific, 20*. Free on Rail. Not less than 1,000 of either sort
supplied. Chpqtie with orde'.

ALBEKT BATH, Vine Court, Sevenoak', Kent.

INES, VINES, VINtS.—Grand Stock of
both Fruiting and Planting Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on application.—JOHN PEED & SOVS,
Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road, West Norwood. S E.

M
Prize Cob Filberts and otber Fruit Trees.

R. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Readioz, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of nis Stock of Fruit Trees, to be remored this
season. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

GEORGE WAITE, the Foreman, Calcot, near Reading.

To tbe Trade.

COOPER, TABER and CO., Limited, have
posted their GENERAL WHOLESALE CATALOGUE to

all their Customers. If not received, another copy will be sent
on application.—90. Southwark Street. London. S.B.

GREEN EUONYMUS, fine stuff, extra strong
and bushy, 12 to 15 inches, 25s. per 100; 15 to IS inches,

355. per 100; 18 to 21 inches, 45j. p. 100. Samplefree, U. Free
on board. Cash with order.—BECKER, Nurseries, Jersey.

ORCHIDS.—We are now making a Special
Offer, at Low Prices, to make room for importations

daily expected. LISTS free.

W. L. LEWIS iifD CO., Southgate, London, N.

NICHOLLS AND
Seed akd Plant Collectobs,

Lord Howe Island.

SON,

H ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash.

ERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY, first

quality for forcing. 35*. per lOOO ; 4s. per 100. Imported
Parisian Lilacs, for forcing, white and coloured, 305. per doz.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

ANTED.—Two standard FIGS, with 5 feet
stems, for open ground ; two standard PRUNUS

MYROBALANA; one extra large dwarf-trained Hale's Early
PEACH; one extra large dwarf-trained Goshawk do.; one
extra large dwarf-trained Bellegarde do. ; one Diamond, one
Stirling Castle, one Lord Falmerston, one Bellegarde, one
Beatrice standard-trained PEACHES, with 7^ feet stems.
Full particulars to JOHN LAINQ AKD SONS, Forest Hill

and Catford Nurseries, S.E.

Now IS THE TIME TO PLANT,
PEONIES.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

CTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Laxton, Noble,O Paxton, and others. ]5j. per 10)0. Carriage free, cash
with order.—W. OAVILL, Penally, Pembrokeshire.

TECOMA SMITH [ (finest Seed Novelty of
the Season). — ELECTROS for CATAL0G0E3, and

Seeds, and all particulars, may be had of the London Whole-
sale Seedsmen.

Christmas Holidays.

MESSRS. HURST and SON hereby give
notice, that their Premises will bo CLOSED from the

Afternoon of SATURDAY. December 22, until the Morning of
THURSDAY, December 27.

LAUIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, extra
strong flowering bulbs. 23s. per 1000; 220«. per 10,000,

f.o.b. Rotterdam. Also strong LILY OF THE VALLEY^
Crowns, at 18l. per 1000; 1 70s. per 10,000. Scarlet Runner
BEANS, a great quantity to offer. Apply to

—

Mr. J. KOUWENHOVEN, Warmond, nr. Haarlem, Holland.

KA nr\r\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\Jf\/\j\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 13 in.

to 16 in., at 30>. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40i. per 100

;

18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 21 in., at 76l. per 100;
35 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8t. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Ooldstone. Brifrhton.

pHAKLES K COOPER, Wholksalb
\J Florist. 33, Russell Street, Covent Garden, and
Stand 370, Flower Market, Covent Garden. W.C. is onen
to receive Con.ignments of CHOICE CUT FLOWERS,
FOLIAGE, &c.. for Sale on Commission. For further par-
ticulars, apply as above. PRICE LISTS on application.

Telegrams: "LAPAQFKtA, LONDON."

EW and CHOICE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
—Over 200 varieties, upwards of 30 Novelties cf 1894,

iccludirg Hairy Wonder. Challei g^i.Mrs. R. J. Hamill, Louise,

E. li. Wnittle, Wilfred Marshall. H. Shoesmith, J. W. Moor-
man. &c., at moderate prices. Guaranteed true. LIST friie.

J. W. COLE, Midland Road Nurseries, Peterborough.

TSAAC MATTHEWS and SON beg to offer
i- 200,000 extra strong THORNS, 100,000 oval leaf PRIVETS,
600,000 RHODODENDRONS in variety, including all the best

sorts for forcing, and covert plantation. FOREST TREES in

variety ; HOLLIES, AUCUBAS, GOLDEN ELDERS, and aU
other general Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the
Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

D"
OBBIE'S CATALOGUE and COMPETT-
TOR'S GUIDE for 1895.—This renowned manual will

be ready for distribution at the end of December. It will be
nearly twice its former size. viz. : 168 quarto pages, copiously
illustrated, and full of invaluable matter. This ii not a Cata-

logue in the ordinary sense of the word. Please apply early,

enclosing 'Si. in stamps, and a copy shall be sent you by Panel
Post—DOBBIE AND CO., Seed Growers and FJorisU to the

Queen, Rothesay.

r^ROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER. — For
\J Vines, Pot Plants, Fruit Trees. Vpgetables.
MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT

DESTROTER, a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to
plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insecc Pests.
ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79, Mark Lane. London.

STOVES, ROBERTS'S aMPROVKD) PATENT.
TERRA-COTTA I PORTABLE I FOR COAL 1

Pure and ample heat, 21 hours for about Id., without atten-
tion. For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c. Grt^enhouses heated,
24 houses for about \d. Pamphlets, Drawing.% and authenti-
cated testimonials sent. See in use at Patentee's.
THOMAS ROBERTS. 34, Victoria Street, Westminster.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
Stock Lists and Prices on application,

GEORGE FARMILOE AND SONS. Lead, Glass, Oil, and
Colour Merchanta, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc.
Royal Rotanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of

the Duplex UprightTabular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Christmas Holidays.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRES re-
spectfully notify that in consequence of the CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAYS, their Offices and Sale Rooms will be CLOSED
from SATURDAY AFTERNOON, December 22, until THURS-
DAY MORNING, December 27. The next Sale will be on
TUESDAY, January 1.

67 & 68. Cheapside, London. B.C.

Wednesday January 2, 1896.

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

ENORMOUS CONSIGNMENT OF

51,265 Japanese LILIES.
C0MPBI9ING :

—
39,676 LILIUM AURATUM

920
2,910

6,880
981)

PLATYPHYLLUM
MELPOMENE
SPECIOSUM ALBUM

RUBRUM.
In order to meet the requirements of large buyers, the Lilium

auratum will be offered in lots of 5U, 100, and 500.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the abore by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, LondoD, E.G., on WEDNESDAY
January 2, 1895, at 12 o'clock.

WANTED to Rent, on Lease, a good
MARKET GARDEN, with Glflss, and a Cottage, in

or near Notts.—EATHERINQTON, 16, National Terrace,
Westminster Street. Nottingham.

WANTED, to Rent on Lease, 600 to 1000
feet run of SPAN-ROOFED HOUSES, in good repair,

for Cucumbers and Toroatos, with about an acre of ground, with
no stock.—Apply to W. H., 41. Wellington Street. Strand.W.C.

NURSERY BUSINESS FOR SALE,
through eickness. Superior Cottage, good Stabling, and

two heated Glasshouses, each 100 feet. Lease 13 years to run,
at £59 lOi. per annum. Price £2.50. including extensive and
good stock, a heated greenhouse, forcing frames, tools, imple-
ments, cob, van, cart, harness, &c.
Apply immediately to Messrs. DOWSETT and MANN,

Auctioneer.', Woking.

FOR SALE, a Compact NURSERY and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, with good Seed and Jobbing

Trade attached, in a Country M;4rket Town, tilasshouses and
Pita well stocked. Large Stock of Fruit Trees and Shrub'*.

Good Stabling, Potting and Packing Sheds. Commodious
Dwelling, twenty years' Lease unexpired. No opposition
within ten miles. Rent £27 per annum. Particulars cf—
SEXTON AND TAYLOR, Auctioneers, Hadleigh, Suffolk.

To Musbroom Growers.

TO BE LET, in the town of Poole, and close
to Railway Station, a MUSHROOM HOUSE 270 feet

long by 16 feet wide, with earthen floor. Can be made perfectly
dark if desired. Apply to—

C. PATERSON, Canford Estate Office, Wimborne, Dorset.

CHESHUNT, HERTS.— TO BE LET on
Lease, a NURSERY, two and a halt miles from Station

(G. E. Ry.), comprising Six-and-a-half Acres of Land, with
2,300 feet run of Glans. and Eight-roomed House. Stable, Coach-
house, &c. Rent moderate. No Stock to be taken to.

Full particulars of Messrs. CRAWTER, Land Agents,
Cheshunt, Herts.

HAMPSHIRE.—TO LET, pleasantly-situated
HOUSE, 1 mile from good railway station. Six Bed-

rooms, 3 Acres of Gardens, beautifully laid out; 2 large
Greenhouses, and Gardener's cottage. Rent, £150,—Apply,
G. S. MITCHELL. Adhurst. Peterafield.

OR S A L E. — UPRIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER and FITTINGS, nearly new, and 220 feet of

4-inch Pipint;. Apply to—
T. HOUCHIN, St. Mary's Cemetery. Kensal Green. N.W.

ORCHIDS
Of every description, from 18. each ; samples, post-free, iB. 3d.
RARE PLANTS AT LOW PilUjES. Every plant sent on
approbation. Catalogue post-free.

THE LEEDS ORCHID CO.,ROUNDHAY, LEEDS.
ASPARAGUS, for Forcing; five years old,

Splendid roots, 12s. %d. per 100; extra fine, 6 years old,
15s. per 100. On rail, ca3h with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener. Goldstone, Brighton,

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, in any quantity.—
Kentias, Latania, Corypha. Seaforthia, Arecas, Chamte-

rops, in 48*8, 12«. p. doz. ; do. in 60's, Ss. p. doz. ; do. in Thumbs.
3s. p. doz. ; Aralias, 5s. and 6s. p. doz. ; Aspidistras, 48*8 and
S2'p, 18s., 24s., and 30s. p. doz. ; Cyperus 5s. and 6s. p. doz.

;

Ficua, 12s. p. doz.; Adiantums6s. and 8s. p. doz. ;do. in Thumbs,
12s., I6s., p. 100 ; Six sorts good Market Ferns, 65. p. doz.

;

Asparagus, 18s., 21s., p. doz. ; Solanums, Heaths, Cyclamens.
Marguerites, &c., 10s. and 12s. p. doz. Free on rail, carefully
packed . Caah with Order,—ALFRED MARTIN, Angell Town
Nur-ery, Wiltshire Road, Brixton, London.

M

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
toGrow them, apply to SANDER'3, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in .he World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
to (elect from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUR, The LondonNnrs«ry,4,MaidaVale,London,W.

SEAKALE.—Large crowns selected for forc-
ing. £1 per 1000, 9s. per 100. Second size, £2 5s., per 1000

6s. per 100.
JAMES GOLD, Southfield Nursery, Wandsworth, S.W.

YATT'S PROLIFIC POTATOS for Sale.—
True. Price for 2-ton lots, 100s. per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey, Boston.

HODODENDRON PONTICUM, to be Sold
Cheap.—2000 to 3000, from 1 to 4 feet high.—For price

and particulars, apply to W. STEVENS, StanaRe Park Gardens,
Brampton Brian, Herefordshire.

ANDANUS VEITCHII, for Sale or
Exchange.—A splendid specimen, in 12-inch pot, 6 feet

high, fronds 6 feet long, feathered down to the edge of i)0t.
Owner wants room.

Apply to the GARDENER, 67, Avenue Road, N.W.

MILLER'S ILLUSTRATED SEED CATA-
LOGUE for 1S95. should be read by all Amateurs and

Gardeners desiring the very best Seeds at Lowest Prices.

Before ordering seeds write for our Catalogue, pent poi^t-free

(soon as ready), and compare our prices. Miller's Seeds give
the best results.

F. MILLER AND CO., 267. Fulham Road, London, S.W.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; mos,t productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel. 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBEKT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
SouthRate. N. Established 1797.

BUTE ROSES, 12 " A 1 " H.P.s, 7s. ; CAR-
NATIONS, 12 lovely border. 5s. 6i. ; PANSIES. my

famous vars., 3s.. 4s. 6(f., and ^s. 6rf. per dozen; POPPIES,
12 Haidy Oriental vars.. 4s.; PANSY SEED, and my grand
New DOUBLE POPPV, " Emprtss." Is. and 2s. M. per packet.
All named, and carriage paid. New CATAI OGUE ready Jan. 1,

free. ALEX. LISTER, Florist. Rothesay.

To Nurserymen, Builders, Local Boajde, Vestries,
A>D OTHERS WHO INTEND

PLANTING TREES, and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road, Wand&worth. S.W., begs to offer an exteo;.ive

stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL THEES, SHRUBS,
ROSES. GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c., which being grown in the neighbourhood of
London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large
stock of extra fine SEAKALE and RaUBARB. for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on application.

CHEAP CLEARANCE SALE OF BULBS.
ALL IN FINE CONDITION AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Price List on Applicitlon. Finest named Hyacinths, per
doz.. 3*. 6rf.

; best mixed Hyacinths, per 100. 14s. Qi., per
doz. 2s. ; miniature Hyacioths mixed, per 100, 105. 6t/., per
doz., Is. <od ; Choice mixed Daffodils, per 1,000. 21s., per lOO,
2s. lod.; Double VVliite Sweet-scented (jardenia-Flowered Nar-
cissus, per 100. 3s. tirf. ; Choice mixed Polyanthus Narcissi, per
100. 4s. Orf. ; Rainbow mixture ot Single Tulips, per 100, 4s. 6rf.

;

Raiobow mixture of Double Tulips, per 100, 4s. Qd. ; Scilla
Sibirica, per 100, 2s. All sent Carriage Paid on receipt of
remittance.

BARR & SON. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

FRUIT TREES.-FRUIT TREES.
special Cheap Offer.

Standard Apples, Pears, and p]um=i, 5 to 6 feet. 12s. per doz^n,
6s. Qd. per half doz''n,9Us. per 100; 4 to 5 feet, 9s. per doz.,
hs. per half dozen, 50» per HO.

Pyramid Applf ^, Pears, aud Plums. 3 to 4 feet, 12.«. per dozen,
6». 6(/. per haif dozen, 75s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, ys. per doz.,
5*. per haif dozen, 50s. p -r 100.

Currants, Black, Red, and White, strong bushes, 3s. per dozen,
20s. per 100.

The above are all well-rooted trees, end consist of the most
us(^ful aud leading vari^^ties. Cash with order. Package free.

W. B. ROWE AND CO., Barbourne Nurseries, Worcester.

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH YEWS. 2 to 2^ feet. 93. per dozen ; 6'is. per 100.

,, ,, 2J to 3 feet, 12s. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

M ,, 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per do/en ; 12(s. per 100.

Every plant a perfect specimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantities.

JOHN PERKINS & SON,
52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

Nurseries ;—BILLING ROAD.

FRUIT TREES.
To MABEET and PRIVATE GROWERS.
We hold an extensive Stock of all kinds of the above,

in first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.
Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive

Catalogue, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

pHRYSANTHEMUMS. — New Illustrated,

V^ Dfscriptive, and Priced CATALOaUE of all best

varieties in comruprce, now ready, post-free, two stamps.

B. OWEN, Castle Hill, Maidenhead.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^inch pots, Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per 100; large ditto, in 48's,

10 best selling sorts, 6s. per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

48's, for cutting (value in fronds), 6s. and 8s, per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s.

per 100. Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, Cyperus, in48'8, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, Palms, Dracseoas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in

48'b, Is. each. Seedling Ferns. 6s, per 100. Packed free. Cash
with Order. List free.—J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5s., post free, 5s. Od.

A. F. BARROy. Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes.

n« ,r,„t* n oj (12X10, 18X12, 18X14, 24x14
10 oz., per 100 ft., 7s. 6i.J j^^i^; ;;oxl2, 18x16. 24X16
JJ.-OZ., „ iU^-U"-

( 16x12, 16x14. 20X16. 24X18, &c,

3J X 3 Prepared Saph Bar at 5s. per iOO feet.

Flooring, 6/9 per square; Matchine. 4/9; 2 X 4, at Jd. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis. IroDinongery, Paints, &c.

CataloKues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BiSHOPSGATK STREET WITHIN, LONDON, K.C.

BONES I BONES 1 1 BONES 1 1 1—Any size
from dust to 1 inch, at 10s. per owt. Carnage Paid on

I cwt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order.

E. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Crushers. St. Albans.

BEESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

C BEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6^., and 5s. Qd. ; also in air-tight bags,

J cwt., <is. ; 1 cwt , IOj. Full cirections for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
Older. C. BEESON, Bone Mill:^. St. Neot's, Hunts.

" 12. Knowie Road, Brixton, London,
'* I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for aU purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London :— J. GEORQE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

G ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight; 2 ounces to the gal'ou of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. Qd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRB REFUSE,

M. per bushel ; 100 for 30j. ; truck, loose (about 3 tons), 50«.
Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, it. id. per sack ; 6 sacks,

355. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS FEAT, 6i. per uck ; 6 sacks, 2il. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND. 1». 9d. per bushel; 16». per hall

ton ; 363. per ton, in 3-bushel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM. PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD. 1». per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, Sa. 6d. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS, fco. Write for Price LIST.—
H. a. BUTTH, 31, Qoldamith Street, Drury Lane, 'W.O.
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ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready tor use, all fibre, 10s. per sack ; 5 for 47s. 6i.

SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per sack ; 5 for

37s. ed. SECOND QUALITY. 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. 6d.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. per sack. 5 for ISs. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s. tirf.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. id. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18*. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade

For Price List apply to D. CAMERON.
Forester's Lodge. Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depflta, Ringwood and
Wareham. Addresn all letters to London Wharf.

THOUSANDS of GARDENERS

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGME SANDER/E.

I have just acquired the whole of the available plants that remain nnflowered of the importation

of 0. insigne from which SANDER.E came. It is a noted and curious fact that NO OTHER TRUE
SANDER/E have flowered from later importations. I guarantee every plant to be from the original

source, and grand things are sure to appear among them.

Good Plants with from two to five growths, 5s. each ; 50s. per dozen.

P. WEATHERS, Silverhall Nursery, ISLEWORTH.

R. HALLIDAY & GO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDOLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries. Stoves, Greenbouaes, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

ptrfectiou of (growing houses, and for practaal utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that THE very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistAuce of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all c:ise9. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of tht Kingdom*

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

((

IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD ARE USING

BENSON'S
LUOGATE" WATCH

In Silver Cases. In Silver Cases.

The Cheapest, Best Value, Strongest, and most Durable
London made THREE-QUARTER PLATE ever Bold.

An English Lever, Jewelled with 13 Rubies, Chronometer
Balance, Patent Large Barrel, and Damp and Dust Proof Ring
Band.
Keeps better time than, and is double the Strength and

Value of any £5 5s. Watch yet made. In Handsome Sterling
Silver Cases, with Extra Strong Crystal Glass, £5 bs.

Extra strong (as illustrated), specially made for Gardeners
and Working Men, can also be had, either larger or smaller.

In massive 18-ct. Gold Cases, with Crystal Glass, Gentle-
men's size, £12 12s,
A very pretty size for Ladies, Sterling Silver, £6 5S. ; or

18-ct. Gold, £10 lOs. Sent free, and at my risk, to all parta

of the world, for P.0.0. or Cash.
OLD WATCHES and JEWELLERY taken in exchange.

BENSON'S PAMPHLET, the largest and best of its kind,
containing 2i'0 pages of Prices and Illustrations of every class

of WATCH from £3 2s. to £^00. CLOCKS, CHAINS. JEWEL-
LERY, and PLATE. Sent post-free on application to

—

J. W. BENSON, "licffi"
62 & 64, I-UDGATE HILL, B.C.,

And at 28. ROYAL EXCHANGE, E.G.; and
25, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

BENSON'S CLUES.—ApplicationsforAGEKCIES invited. An
Ka^y Way of Increasing Your Income. Particulars Post Free.

SILVER MEpiHORSKHOE BOILER QHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.,(KINNELL'S PATENT)
Section of Boiler showing Action of Hot Blast.

FIX IN END OF HOUSE. NO BRICKWOBK BEaXJIBED.
Awarded Fint Prize in Open Competition by the R.H. Society.

WILL BURN LONGER WITHOUT ATTENTION THAN ANY
OTHER BOILER OF THIS TYPE, as well as being the most POWERFUL and
ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURED.

NO WASTE HEAT through front plate of Boiler. Compare sizes and
shape with others, and AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT and LOSS.

DON'T BUY CHEAP SMALL BOILERS WHICH WILL NOT
BURN THROUGH NIGHT WITHOUT ATIENTION.

Catalogues and Estimates for Complete Apparatus FREE.
Largest Show Rooms solely devoted to Heating Appliances in the

Kingdom,

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
65 & 65a, S0T7THWARK STBEET, LONDON, S.E.

IBONFOUNDEBS and BOILEB MAKEBS.

CAST IRON SADDLE with WATERWAY END and SIDE FLDE OPENINGS.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

80LB MANUFACTURBRS OF^

THE BOCHFOBD HOEIZONTAL TTJBULAB BOILEB, WITH
CAULKED or INDIA-BUBBEB JOINTS.

KINNELL'S PATENT VENTILATING QEAB.
MOVABLE GLAND THBOTTLE VALVES.
DIAPHBAGM VALVES WITH BUBBEB FACE.

LABGE3T STOCK OF HOT-WATEB PIPES AND FITTINGS
IN LONDON.
COMPAME QUALITY 01 GOODS and PRICES.

ADDRESSEa : 65 & 65a, Southwabk Street ; 31, Bankside ; 4, 5, & 6,

The Grove, Southwabk, S.E.; and Thuchot Stores, Guernsey.
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ROSES FROM KENT.
SEND for my ROSE CATALOGUE. Special

cheap offer. Thousands of Trees for Sale.

S. G. RUMSEY. Bose Grower, Wrotham, Kent.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked

upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

cataloguk free on application.

chrysanthemums!^

NORMAN DAVIS
has much pleasure in announcing that bis

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
13 NOW EKADY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issued simply as a Guide,
such as a Catalogue should be, and will be found
comprehensive and useful. Yon are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purcha.ser.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRY8ANTHEVIUM NURSERIES.

Iiilford Boad, Camberwell, London, S.£.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Oar Collection la unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of atove. Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and tor specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE near MANCHESTER.

W L L L U CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 1000 best varieties, and
more useful information than any other such book ever

published. Including a Coloured Plate of his New Green
Chrysanthemum, *' Ethel Amaden." The Novelty of the
Season. Post-free. Ad., from W. W£LLS. EaxlBWOOd
MuTBerlea. Redhlll, Surrey.

RHODODENDRONS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS

The finest named hardy kinds can now be supplied. These

are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in many
instances most unsatisfactory to the purchaser.

ANTHONY WATEBEB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING. SURREY.

ITEA ROSES
iisr roTS.

STRONG PLANTS
In Great Variety.

Splendid Quality.

ALSO

STRONG
CLIMBING
ROSES.

All of the Best.

FULLEST

PARTICUL.\RS

ON

APPLICATION.

X AlBO H.P. & all other Roses from the open ground. *
|

I DICKSONS, Chester. I

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

SEED CATALOGUE
FOR 1895

Is now Ready, and may be had Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

POT ROSES TO BLOOM IN SPRING.

TEA -SCENTED VAEIETIES, in 8-inch pots, 42.s. to 60s. per dozen.

HYBRID PEEPETUALS, SOs. to 42s. per dozen.

Of Splendid Quality ; if pruned and housed now would bloom abundantly

from February to May, according to the heat employed.

CABB.IAGE FKEE 10 LONDON.

WM. PAUL & SON. WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

OWEN'S
NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
20 GRAND STERLING NOVELTIES

for 18;5.
COL. T. C. BOORNE (.Tail.), F.C.C.. rich blood red ...

ERNEST FIERENS (Jap.), enormous, pure wliite ...

EVA KNOWLES (Jap), tiree F.C.C.a. apricot, gold
(.

reverse ... S

GR&PHIC (Inc. Jap.), gigantic flower, incurving florets

James BEQQS (Jap). F.C.C, immense flower, rosy-
(.

mauve ... ,., .,, ... ... ... ... )

JOHN LIGHTFOOr (Jap.). F.O.C.. pink, full flower...

SULKY WHITE (Jap.), beautiful white spreading florets

MONS MEG (Jap). F.C.C. crimfon, golden reverse ...

MRS. SEEBOHM (Jap), white, larije full flower

MRS. SMITH RYLANDS (Inc. Jap ), splendid golden- ^
yellow S

OWEN THOMAS (Inc. Jap.), F.C.C , fine yellow in-
(.

curving lloretj )

QUEEN OF BUFFS (Jap.), salmon-buff, dittinct

JOHN FULFORD (Inc.), FCC, crimson, golden-),
bronze centre j

MRS. K. C. KCNGSTON (Inc.), F,C C, soft lilac-pink...

OWiN'S CRIMSON (Inc.), two F.C.C.'s, bright crim- / -,.
.^on. hpleiiijid novelty f '

WILLIAM TONNINGTON(lnc),F.C.C., reddish chest-
nut, masaive bloom 7/6

CALEDONIA (Anem),F.C.C., white florets, wiih mauve I „,,
centre J '

MRS. BASSETT{Anem), rosy-lilac florets,centrerO;e .. 3/6

OWEN'S PERFECTION (Anem), two F.C.C.s, large) ,,.
Ilo*er, brif^ht lilac J '

SURPRISE (Anem.), beautiful pink, distinct variety ... 3/6

Special /LLCSTKATED and DESCRfPTIVEL/SToJhi'est
Ceitlflcaiea Novelties for 1895, now keaev.

ORDERS Booked and executed in rotation la Marcb,

5/-

3,6

6/-

B/-

5/-

6/-

B/-

5/-

6/-

6/-

6/-

61-

[51-

B/-

R. OWEN, n'X, MAIDENHEAD.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and beeping over 100 cowe
from which I obtain a large quantity
of pure virgin hpawn, I am in a
position to offer the bfst obtainable

at 35. per bushel.

Special Prices for Large Quantitiea
and the Trade.

HANGER HIIiL. EALING.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immenee stock of all the best varieties for Garden, Marlict,

or Orchard,
Special quotations for quantities to grow for Market.
Np:w and Rare Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,
Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained.

PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES, APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOO-iKliKRHIES, CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STKAWUERRIES.-All the b^-st of the old and new varietieH,

open air plants, or in small pot.s.

Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free. Sd., gratis to
Customers (one of the most complete issued). Ordinary Liatfrfe.

JOHN WATKINS.
Pomona Farm Nurseries, 'Withington, Hereford.

irUK PLEASURE AND PROFIT

'

7W-- NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
[j I

AND EASY TO GROW.
•\'l£ V.igbtj Acrps in Stock

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
Litts Free.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. r.itl.ing .ind

Carnage Free, for cash wilh order.

8s. perdoz., 60s. per 100.

A U ether Nursery Sioek
carriageJ'ora'drd.

RO^IS I N POTS F^°- 15/- ^ d°-

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,ooo) trom 15/-
per doz.

jj,
i\.B.—Sittf^ie Plants are sold at

%\ slightly ijicreased prins.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(1(14 jijifrfi^l 'ir .Niiraery Sfnrk,
Ei-tistii-ally prndnred. ciiiitiiiniii^

.•jcmp htindreiia of iniistiiilini.s,

and full of valuabJt' iiifiiMii;ilii.ii],

eent freu.

CHARD SMITH&CPWORCESTER
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300,000 STRONG
RASPBERRY CANES,

At Low Prices per looo.

BAUMFORTH'S SEEDLING, Bample 100 9s. Od.

CARTER'S PROLIFIC 5<. Od.

FASTOLF IMPROVED 4s. Od.
FILLBASKET, very strong „ 5s. Od.

NORWICH WONDER 4s. Oi.

ANTWERP RED 4... (irf.

Prices per 1000 on application.

Strong Baldwin's Black. Naples, and Red Dutch CURRANT
BUSHES; also Lancashire Lad and Crown Bob GOOSE-
BERRIES, at low prices, on application.

Special Quotations to Large Buyers.

B. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our New List is now ready. We offer a

splendid selection of all the best of the Season's

Novelties, and also draw attention to the fact

that we make a great specialty of carefully

prepared Cuttings and Plants for the use of

Exhibitors.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN
OR THE ESTATE.

NURSERIES
over 450 Acres.

FOREST TREES, :

FRUIT TREES,
|

ROSES, &c. :

SEEDS, 1

BULBS,
I

IMPLEMENTS. \

WRITE FOR

LISTS—
POST FREE.

DICKSONS, Chester.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fraits, post-free, 3rf.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES.

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

GARDEN SEEDS-FARM SEEDS

WE have completed Har-
vesting our Crops of

GARDEN SEEDS
AND

FAKH SEEDS,

and will be glad to make
Special Offers on application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Ltd.,

SEED GBOWEBS, SLEAFOBB.

STERLING NOVELTIES for 1895,
Our own introductions, noiv offeredfor first time.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FilVIBRIATA
"SNOWBALL," New. The New Giant Strain.
Without exception, the finest White Primula in cultiva-

tion. It is more vigorous in gfowtli than the old varieties,

the foiiaffe being remarkably strong;. The flower fetem is

very stu'dy. rises well above the foliage, and bears a pro-

fusion of massive flowers of a pure white colour of great
substance. The individual blooms measure 2^ inches in

diameter, and are esquisitelv fringed. Per Packet, 6s.

TOMATO, WARDEN PARK FAVOURITE
(New), 13 a fine variety fur wintfr work

;
grown in pots it

will Iruit when scarcely 6 inches high. Fruit of melium
size, ribbed, and bright red colou'. Very free setter, and
a good bearer. Per Pii ket, Is. 6'^.

D. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Paradls^Nur^ries.

UPPEE HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

trees-trees-trep:s.
SPECIAL CHEAP OFFEB.

ALDER. 4 to 6 feet. 40s. per 1000 ; 8 to 10 feet, 50s. per 100
ASH, Mountain, 5 to 6 feet, 40s. per 1000
BEECH. Common . standards, 10 to 12 feet, £10 per 100

,, Copper, standards, 10 to 12 feet, £10 per 100
BIKCH, Common. 3 to 4 ft., 40s. per luoo ; B to 8 ft. 40j. p. 100
CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet, tiOs. per 100

,, Spanieh, 10 to 12 feet, standards, £10 per 100, straight,
good trees.

ELMS, of sorts, good stuff. 8 to 10 feet, £.5 per 100
LARCH FIR. 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 37s. Hd. per 1000
SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 40s. per 100

4 to 5 feet, ,, 7.5s. per 100
5 to 7 feet, „ 120i. per 100

LAURELS, of sorts, 5 to 7 feet, very fine, with balls of soil,

7.5s. per 100
PINU3 AUSTRIACA. beautiful plants. 5 to 7 ft.. £7 10s. p. 100
SCOTCH FIR, beautiful plants, 5 to 7 feet, £10 per 100
ENGLISH YEWS, for Cover-planting, 5 to 7 feet, £15 per 100
Note.—All the above have been recently transplanted, and

will move with balls of soil. Free on rail here,

JOHN HILL AND SONS, The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near
Stone, Staffordshire.

FERNSI-FERNS!!
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderata Prices.

40,000 Small Ferns—I'teris oristata, cretica,
tremula. and Gymnogramma aurea, in 2J-inch pots, at
9s. per 100, 87s. id. per 1000.

A large quantity in 48'3—Ptetis cristata, cretica,
and nobilis ; Adiantum pubescens, at 4s. 6(^. per dozen,
34s. per 100.

Polypodiums, at 5s. 6^/. per dozen.

The above prices are for Cash with Order only. All Orders
carefully and promptly executed.

B. PRIMROSE,
NURSERIES. ST. JOHN'S PARE, BLACKHEATH, S E.

FRANK CANT'S

ROSES
HAVE WON THE CHAMPION TROPHY

OF THE

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
FOUR TIMES in the LAST SEVEN YEARS,

viz., 1888, 1890, 1892, and 1894,

In addition to many CUPS, GOLD and SILVER
MEDALS, PIECES of PLATE, and upwards of

500 other FIRST PRIZES.

CATALOGUE, containing more reliable in-

formation than any other published, post-free.

BRAISWICK NURSERY, COLCHESTER.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1894.
— • —

MISLETOS.
IV/rUCH has been written on the folk-lore of
-'--*- the common Misleto and the ceremonies
and privileges attending its use at this season of

the year
;
and almost everybody knows it grow-

ing, at least as it is to be had, or seen at the
greengrocer's

;
yet, probably, few persons are

aware of the wide geographical range it and
its numerous congeners, often very different

looking, have.

Geographical Range.
It extends from Scandinavia to the Medi-

terranean, including North Africa, and from
the extreme west of Europe to the extreme
east of Asia, in China and Japan. It grows on
a surprising variety of trees, including the
Apple and the Scotch Fir, and most rarely

on the Oak (see fig. 98, p. 750). ^'ide as

its range is, however, it is by no means gener-
ally diffused and common over the whole area
of its distribution, even where the conditions are

apparently favourable to its existence. Thus in

the eastern counties of England it is nowhere I

believe, sufficiently abundant to be a pest ; but,

on the contrary, it is generally rare. In the

north of England it is quite rare, and in Scot-

land and Ireland it only exists here and there,

where it has been introduced; whereas in south-

western England, especially in Herefordshire,

and some of the neighbouring counties, it is

excessively common, more particulaily on Apple

trees and Poplars.

This partial local profusion and partial

local scarcity are exemplified also in its

continental distribution ; but it is a pheno-

menon not easily explained, because, as already

mentioned, it flourishes on a great variety of

trees, and it produces fruit freely season after

season. Many other members of the same genus,

or the same order, exhibit the same peculiarity.

The common Misleto, Viscum album, presents

little variety in habit and foliage, even in its most

distant and diverse localities (see Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1873, p. 1703, for figures of some varie-

ties, repeated on p. 746). Size, due to degree of

vigour, is the principal difference ; and a person

knowing it as it grows in England, would at

once recognise it on seeing it in China or

Japan, or the mountains of North India. It

will be remembered that the common Misleto

is furnishfd with ordinary green leaves, capable

of assimilating crude food ; but a large number

of the species of Viscum are either leafless, or

the leaves are reduced to small scale-like organs,

and such species can consequently only use

partly-organised food.

The genus is spread over the Old World ; it is

repfesenied in all obVin^ries, infeluflin^ many
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remote islands
;

yet it is absent from large

trees of the same countries. For instance,

it inhabits only the eastern side of Australia,

while several species are found in New Zealand
;

and it extends eastward in the Pacific to the

Hervey, Society, Marquesas, and Hawaiian

Islands.

As now generally limited, the genus Yiscum
is not represented in America, where, how-

ever, other genera abound — genera not dis-

tinguishable except by a botanist ; and some of

the species have received the Old World's name
of Misleto. Phoradendron flavescens, the Misleto

of the Eastern States of North America, is very

similar in foliage, habit, and colour to our own,

and also has white berries. Apart from the two

or three other European forms, regarded by

some botanists as distinct species, by others as

varieties of Visoum album, there are at least

between thirty and forty species in various parts

of the world.

Peotectivk Abbangements.
The fact that the common Misleto flourishes

on such a large variety of different trees, coupled

with its wide range, and the fact that its seeds

pass through the intestinal canal of birds with-

out injury, indicates that it has no need of special

protection to maintain its position in the struggle

for existence. But it is evidently not so with all

the species of the genus, whether leafy or leafless.

Many of the leafy species, as in the allied genus

Loranthus, have leaves so like the trees or shrubs

on which they prey that they might easily be

passed over unobserved. Of course, it is not so

easy to find an explanation of the necessity

for this protection, if protection it be, except

perhaps in the fact that most of these species are

comparatively local, and often restricted in their

parasitism to one species or one genus of plants.

It may, however, be no more than a physiological

result of the association. It is less clear why
certain leafless species live on spiny plants only,

and are so situated with regard to the spines

that they are strongly protected, whether they
require protection or not. This is exemplified by a

tiny South African species, Viscum minimum,
which grows on some of the prickly, Cereus-like

Euphorbias. As its name indicates, this species

is perhaps the smallest species of the genus

;

an entire plant being often less than a quarter

of an inch high, and bearing three minute flowers,

one terminal and two lateral. These are suc-

ceeded by bright red berries, which, when ripe,

are very much larger than the plant that bears

them. Indeed, the axis of the plant is so small

as to appear like a mere stalk to the berries ; and
any person might be excused for supposing it

to be the fruit of the Euphorbia itself, in the
absence of its own flowers or fruit. The South
African Misletos number about a dozen species,

half of which are leafy, and half leafless. Of
the former, Yiscum obscurum is one of the

commonest, and it closely resembles the
common European one; but it has yellowish-

white berries. V. orassnlce is one of the rarer

species, concerning which Professor Macowan,
Government Botanist, Cape Colony, records, in a
note in Kcw Herbarium, that so far as his experi-

ence goes, it invariably grows on Portnlacaria
afra, an arborescent succulent, and bears a strong
resemblance to it in foliage.

The Lgkantuus.

An even more striking instance of protection

is afforded by the Chilian Loranthus aphyllus,

a slender-tufted species 2 or 8 inches high, which
preys invariably on Cereus Quisco, and is always
fpund in the axils of the clusters of formidable
spines, with which the Cereus is armed. Mr. J.

W. Warburton, who lately sent specimens, to

Kew, wrote that he had examined thousands of

plants, and they were all in the same position.

This species has large, showy red berries, and is

well represented on its nurse-plant in the North
Gallery at Kew.

In Australia the genus Viscum is largely

replaced by the more showy species of Loran-

thus; but there are three species of the former

on the eastern coast, two of which, V. orientale

and V. articulatum, have a very wide distribu-

tion. The latter is a leafless species, with flat-

FlG. 93.—VARIETIES OK MISLETO. (SEE P. lilt.)

tened, jointed branches, resembling an Opuntia
in miniature, or even more closely the sea-weeds

of the genus Halimeda. It is spread over

Polynesia and tropical Asia.

The other members of the Loranthacete found
in Europe are Loranthus europseus, a small-

flowered species, not unlike the Misleto in

foliage, and Aroeuthobium Oxyoedri, which is a

slender leafless plant usually parasitical on some
species of Juniper. The former occurs in central

and southern, and the latter in south-eastern

parts only. An Indian species of the latter

genus, A. minntissimum, Sir Joseph Hooker
describes as the smallest flowering plant he could

call to mind. It grows on the branches of Pinus
excelsa, and the exceedingly small flowers are

almost sunk in the bark.

I have already mentioned that the common
Misleto grows on a great variety of trees, and
iu Bentham's British Flora it is stated that it

sometimes grows on the equally parasitic Lor-
anthus : a parasite on a parasite ! I have not
been able to verify this, but several other in-

stances are well known. Thus the New Zealand

Tupeia antarctica, a plant of the same natural

order, not unlike Misleto, has been found on
Loranthus micranthus by several persons ; and
all the specimens of the four or five species of

the Santalaceous genus Phacellaria in the Kew
Herbarium are parasitic on various species of

Loranthus.

I may mention, in conclusion, that the last-

named genus numbers at least .500 species,

generally dispersed in tropical regions, and
extending into some subtropical and temperate

regions, and many have most brilliantly-coloured

flowers, some of large size or in large clusters.

For example, L. maoranthus, a native of the

Andes of Quito, has flowers a foot long.

W. Batting Hemsley. [At the meeting of the

Linnean Society on the 20th inst., Mr. Hemsley
showed numerous most interesting specimens,

illustrating phenomena corresponding to those

mentioned in the above communication. Ed.]

ASPARAGUS SARMENTOSUS.
This is an elegant evergreen species of Asparagus

from Soath Africa, which has been in cultivation on
and oS since Miller's time, bat which does not appear

to have received attention till recently. The spray

here figured was ahown from Kew at one of the

summer meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society,

when it attracted attention because of its graceful-

ness, the prettinesa of its white starry flowers, and

their powerful honey-like fragrance. The plant has

been grown in a greenhouse since 1887, when it was
brought from Grahamstown, where I found it on

the aide of a atream, its stems at that time being

clothed with bright green leaves, and studded with

bright red, pea-like berries, the outline of each

stem suggesting a fine full fox-brush. Last summer
the plant was a abeaf of atema 2 feet high,

pretty enough before it bloomed, but when clothed

with short crowded racemea of flowers, it waa really

a delightful picture. A specimen of it planted out

iu the Temperate-house has atema 4 feet high. The
apeciea variea somewhat in the form and aize of ite

leavee, and in the arrangement of the flowera, the

handsomest variety being that called densiSorus by

Mr. Baker, and which is, I believe, identical with the

plant here shown (fig. 94). It may be propagated by

division, probably alao from cnttinga formed of the

branchlets, but we have not tried the latter method.

There are about a acore of speciea of Asparagus

cultivated at Kew, and this ia one of the handsomest

of them. W. W., Kew.

MARKET GARDENING: A PRO-
FESSION FOR THE SONS OF GEN-
TLEMEN.

Ohchahhs.—Now that the time of year for planting

ia upon us, and the continued mildneia favoura thia

kind of work, although in general November is the

beat month, a few worde on the aubject for the

benefit of intending fruit growers, may not be out of

place. Aa in other matters eo in thia, the all-

important question, "doea it pay ? " to plant orchards

and grow Applea and Pears, ia very naturally the

first to ariae. Treating of this aubject aome months

ago at a meeting of gardeners, I was met, as I fully

expected to be, with the objection that the orcharda

already planted, orcharda laid out by our forefathers,

did not pay, and there waa no reason to euppoae
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that newly-planted treei would prove a more remu-

nerative investment? To this objection I urged

that the old-established orchards failed iu two im-

quality, and, for the most part, useful only for their

original purpose—cider making. And herein, to my
mind, lies the whole secret of success. Certainly

Fig. 94.—abpaeagus sabmentosus, linn.; flowers white, (see p. 746)

From a Photograph taken at Kew.)

portant particulars : first, that they were old, and

for the most part worn out ; second, and most

important, that the varieties of Apples grown were

not marketable kinds ; they vrere emEll and of poor

small inferior quality fruit does not and cannot

pay to grow, but I contend that, given a suitable

site, the best sorts of fruit and careful cultivation,

Apples certainly , and in most districtsPears andPlums,

will pay, and pay well, for the planting. As a proof

that these statements are based upon something

more substantial than mere hearsay, I may say

that last year—a particularly fruitful one all the

country over, and at a time when inferior fruit was

practically unsaleable at even Is. per bushel—I was

able to get as much as 6s. for such Apples as Cox'i

Orange Pippin and Worcester Pearmain, and 4s. and

5s. for good cooking Apples. Fruit at these prices

will certainly pay for growing, as all practical men will

be ready to admit. Before touching upon the more

technical part of the subject, I should like to meet

one more objection that will probably be urged.

Possibly some will say, " Why should we plant for

future generations? We can never hope to get

much result from trees of our own planting." There

is an old saying, often quoted, " Plant Pears for your

heirs
;

" and no doubt the same would be applied to

Apple-growing too, if there happened to be a rhyme

to suit it, but this, like many another specimen of

ancient wisdom, has nowadays become a fallacy. The
remedy against a long and tedious waiting before

realising the fruits ot your labours, lies in planting

trees of the right form and habit of growth.

Standards are becoming more and more discarded

for trees of lower and more lateral growth, pyramids

and bush trees taking their place. The reasons are

obvious. Bash trees yield sooner, grow finer fruit,

and mature it better, from being in closer proximity

to the warmth of the earth; are less trouble to

prune and pick from, and, in exposed places, are

better able to withstand winds and weather. So that

this objection has no real worth
;
plant pyramids or

bush Apples and Pears, and in five years you will be

picking valuable crops.

Situation.— Choose, if possible, a site for an orchard

sheltered both north and east, but as this is not

always possible, let it suffice to say that the spot

should be as well protected naturally as can be found.

Much can be done by the timely and j udicious planting

of screens around the orchards. Damsons form a

good shelter, and are very inexpensive, and we have

seen a good screen formed by a hedge of Poplars,

planted close together, and topped to keep them

bushy. As the orchard trees grow, however, they

will protect each other more every year. It is

generally considered that the side of a hill, a gentle

slope southwards for preference, is the best site for

an orchard, but I would even recommend planting

on the hill-top, rather than in the valley. True,

the soil may be richer, and the trees make more

vigorous growth in the low-lying lands, but the great

fear is that late frosts, such as we experienced this

spring, will often ruin the crop at the blooming and

setting time.

Soi;.—Undoubtedly the best and most suitable soil

for fruit trees of all sorts is a good sound loam, the

deeper the better, and rather inclined to ha heavy

than too light. Such a soil is certainly the ideal, but

the absence of it need not by any means preclude

(ruit-growing. Whilst we have before us the prolific

orchards of Kent, where fruit is grown successfully

in shallow chalky land, and weak sandy soils, and of

Sussex, upon the clay, we need not despair of plant-

ing judiciously in almost any land of moderate depth.

The?great evil to be guarded against is wet, badly-

drained land, where the water stagnates round the

roots'of the trees. This is the most fertile source of that

dire enemy to Apple trees—canker. See, then, that

your orchard site ia well drained; that it has a

natural drainage, if possible, but, at all events, is

freed, as perfectly as can be managed, from stngoant

water.

Cultivation and planting.—There has been a con-

siderable difi"erence of opinion amongst authorities

BB to the wisdom of trenching the land before plant-

ing an orchard, but, for my own part, I would

advise the voung fruit-grower to trench well and

thoroughly at all costs. It seems to me—particu-

larly on shallow soils—that the mere fact of having

the best of the soil at the bottom must at least

ensure the trees making a good start ;
must provide

for the roots, eager to start into growth, just that

essential they are seeking. Apart from this, trench-

ing is, to soma extent, an equivalent to draining.
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My advice, then, would be, trench the land by all

means if yonr pocket will allow of it, bnt failing

thi», have the field ploughed up as deeply as possible,

and, if grass land, allow it a season to get into con-

dition before planting. In planting, the distance

from tree to tree and between the rows depends

somewhat upon the nature or habit of the variety

grown, whether widespreading or compact, and upon

the form of tree chosen, standard or bush. For

standards, Mr. Bunyard, of Maidstone, recommends

a distance of 20 feet all ways ; for bush and pyramids

15 feet, and even 12 feet for dwarf varieties. My
own experience leads me to believe, that a nniform

distance of 15 feet from tree to tree, is, for almost

all purposes, the best. An acre of land will require

108 trees, 20 feet apart ; 193 trees, 15 feet apart

;

and 302 trees, 12 feet apart.

A few words about the actual process of planting.

Dismiss from your mind at once the erroneous idea

that anyone can plant a tree ; there is a proper method

in planting as in all other operations—and the

grower cannot be too careful for the future welfare

of his orchards, that this first and most important

work is done well. See first that the hole is large

enough, that it is made to accommodate the roots,

and not vice versa, as is too often the case. Be

careful, that in filling in, the tree is not planted too

deeply, let the soil be made fine, so that the roots

being spread out naturally, and not cramped, it may

filter in amongst the fibres and induce them to make

a start. The tree should be gently shaken up and

down by the man holding it during the process of

filling in, so as to settle the soil ; and as far as pos-

sible, treading (a frequent source of injury to tender

roots) should be avoided, and only a gentle pressure

allowed just before banking up. When finished, the

centre of the hole should be the highest, the soil

sloping away on all sides from the tree. On very

shallow soils, the planting should be as near the sur-

face as possible, and the roots encouraged to keep

near the top, by occasional mulchings of manure. I

do not believe in heavy manuring at the time of

planting, but think a good mulching round the trees

the first year after planting far more eflBcacious.

Have all the trees staked and firmly tied, day by

day, as the planting proceeds, and never leave any

nnsecured at night, if it can be avoided. As we

began by saying, November is the best month for

planting, but it can be successfully effected up to

January or even February, provided the weather

remains open.

TVecs.—As I have said before, I strongly recommend

the orchard-planter, to choose trees in the form of

pyramids or bushes, in preference to standards.

Order the trees from some really reliable nursery-

man, and see that they are well-rooted and free from

any sign of disease, particularly canker, before plant-

ing them. We are rather of opinion that bushes

grown in another county, or at all events in a soil

differing in some ways from that of the new orchard,

are to be preferred, inasmuch as the change usually

promotes a free and more ready growth, so that the

intending fruit-grower would do well to go farther

afield, than to the nearest nursery, merely because

it is close to home.
Varietiea.— This is the age of hungering after

novelties, the horticulturist doing more to augment
it than, perhaps, any other class. Without disparag-

ing experiment and improvement, we heartily wish

there were less of them, that the varieties of plants of

all kinds were reduced by one-half, and that many
of the high-sounding names of plants with their

accompanying glowing qualities, were erased from
the catalogues. It is mieleading to the young mind,
and vexatious to the more experienced, to read
through tbe long list of modern tradesmen's cata-

logues, and to try to discriminate between good,
bad, and indifferent, when all are so apparently ex-
cellent. What, and how to choose them, is the
puzzle ! Happily, there are certain sorts of Apples
and Pears tbat have become known by their excel-
lence as good marketable kinds, and that they are not
moie numerous is, to our mind, rather an advantage
than otherwise. Without denying tbat there are iqany

more varieties worthy of cultivation, we would sub-
mit that the following short lists of Apples and
Fears will be found, in their way, complete, and, for

market purposes, always saleable when well grown.
Apples.—Dessert : Mr. Gladstone, the best of the

early Apples ; Worcester Fearmain, to follow the
first, a fine brilliant-coloured fruit, selliog well

straight off the trees ; Cox's Orange Fippin, the
mott excellent of all English Apples for flavour,

colour, and money-value ; King of the Fippins is good
in quality, and colours well, but it will not do on all

soils, being inclined to canker, Blenheim Orange is

too well known to need description, but it is

rather a slow bearer ; Lady Sudeley is considered
the most showy dessert Apple yet introduced.
Cooking :

— Beauty of Kent, a great cropper,
and of attractive appearance ; Lane's Frince
Albert, a gigantic Apple; Ecklinville Seedling, a
flat, medium-sired fruit, ofgood quality ; Wellington,
valuable chiefly for its keeping properties.

Pears.—Dessert : Williams' Bon Chretien, an old
and early favourite ; Clapp's Favourite, not suffi-

ciently known or cultivated, being handsome in
appearance, large, and of excellent flavour ; Louise
Bonne of Jersey, a great cropper; Doyenni du
Comice, most delicious in flavour, the best in its

season
; Marie Louise, succeeds well in dry soils

;

Fitmaston Duchess, very large and popular ; Beurr^
Clairgean, a very free bearer, not first-rate quality,
but a good market sort. Stewing: Catillac, a
gigantic fruit, the best cooking Fear; Bellissime
d'Hiver, heavy cropper and good keeper.
The varieties of both Apples and Fears that I

have selected here are as nearly as possible those
that usually succeed on most soils, and I have myself
grown most of them with success upon somewhat
shallow soil.

Coii;.—Naturally this is an important considera-
tion, and one that requires careful handling. What
will it cost per acre to plant an orchard of Apples
and Fears ? Three-year-old trees should be obtain-
able by taking a quantity at from £5 to £7 per 100.
Most nurserymen who quote trees at from Is. Gd. to
2s. 64. each are willing to average them at Is. when
several hundred are taken. The cost of tbe trees
then, 15 feet apart, will average about £11 ; the
labour of cultivating, planting, staking, mulching,
&c., averages from £4 to £6 per acre, so that we
may estimate that the coat per acre, inclusive of
everything, will be about £16, more or less, according
to the cultivation necessary.

Projit.—Bath and pyramid trees may be expected
to yield a small crop three years after planting, and
when about ten years old should be bearing heavily.
Fabulous yields of 500 bushels per acre are on record,
but it is not by these we must judge in order to
obtain a fair idea of the probable profit. The
average crop per acre from an orchard in full bearing
may be stated at about 130 bushels, bat taking a
low figure, we may say 100 bushels, which, if good
fruit, should sell readily at 4«. per bushel, leaving
a profit, after deducting the expenses of picking,
packing, &c., which would amount to from £3 to
£4, of about £16 per acre. We leave it to our
readers to decide whether tbe "game is worth the
candle." A Market Gardener,

THE CALANTHES.
The garden varieties of Calanthe vestita are

amongst the most useful of winter- flowering plants,
and since numerous amateurs have occupied them-
selves in the raising of seedling Calanthes, crosses of
various kinds have become very common. The
beautiful pale and deep rose-coloured varieties
have been produced by crossing the C. rosea
(Limatodes rosea) with soft rose-coloured flower with
C. vestita. Dominy effected this cross forty years
ago, his seedlings, named C. Veitchiix, flowering for
the first time in Messrs. Veitch's nursery in 1859,
and until Mr. Seden crossed C. Veitchii with C. ves-
tita rubro-oculata twenty years later, nothing further
was done in this direction. Tbe produce of this
cross was named C. Sedeni X , and it is rather singular

that the offspring of this cross should produce darker-

coloured flowers than the seed- bearer C. Veitchiix,
while the pollen parent has pure white sepals and
petals, with a reddish blotch in the centre. Mr.
Cookson, Oakwood, Wylamon-Tyne, and Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Bart., have each been the means of intro-

ducing many seedling varieties ; some of them pro-

ducing spikes of great length, beset with beautiful

pure white flowers, others with rosy-crimson fiowers

of large size, and others with different shades of pink.

The cross-fertilisation and hybridising of Orchids is a
slow process, but tbe time required in bringing to the

flowering stage these Calanthes is shorter than that

of any others which have been attempted. From the

time of fecundation of the blossoms till plants appear

above ground, a period of six months only intervenes,

and these flower in three years. I have taken mental
notes of the progress made in the flowers of these

seedlings, and it does not appear that the more recent

varieties show such well-marked progress as those

flowered ten years or more ago. C. Bella, flowered in

1881, is a lovely variety with delicately tinted pale

rose flowers ; C. lentiginosa carminata in 1883, is a

rich carmine ; C. porphyrea, 1884, is of a lovely deep
carmine colour ; the white form of C. Veitchii was
flowered more than ten years ago ; Mr. N. Cookson
raised a fine form and named it C, Cooksoni, and he
has fiowered some fine seedlings quite recently, and
aided by his excellent gardener, Mr. W. Murray, he
is likely to get new breaks from his more recent

crosses. We make a very good show in Great Gearies

with C. Veitchii x and tbe two forms of C. vestita with
the red and yellow blotches on the lip ; these can
be purchased at a cheap rate. It is one of the most
interesting, exciting occupations of the amateur or

the gardener to raise crosses from flowers fertilised

with a purpose, especially as the operation calls

for but little labour, and the time of waiting for the

ripening of the seed vessels and the appearance of

the seedlings, and their flowering, are not very

protracted.

Tbe work of the hybridist in the production

of distinct novelties of Calanthes was hampered
owing to the lack of variety in the types ; but now
that so many distinct breaks have been made, this

work is becoming much more interesting. The
same process of progressive development must be
applied to the Calanthes as to tbe Carnation, Fansy,

Dahlia, &c. One generation of cultivators will hand
the work down to another, with the result that

a gradual improvement in tbe flower will go on. Im-
provement in the form of the flowers of Calanthes

must be sought after as well as variety and distinct-

ness of colour, just as we have for many years been
looking for and also obtaining improved form in the

flowers of our Gladiolus and Fhloxes. How beau-

tiful in form, as well as brilliant in colour, are the

flowers of our Fhloxes, compared with those of fifty

years ago ; and this desirable change has all been
brought about by years of careful cross-fertilisation

and good culture. The deciduous Calanthes seem to

be quite as amenable to the same kind of manipulation.
Changes occur in the seedlings which are not easily

accounted for, and this is especially true of florists

flowers, one lot being very great improvements on the
parents, whilst others are equally disappointing. It

is possible that the state of the weather at the time
of fertilisation of the blooms may have some subtle
kind of influence that is at present unknown to us.

The year 1893 was the most favourable for seed-saving
tbat has been known for many years, and I am
looking forward to the flowering of the plants pro-
duced from the seed of tbat year with much interest.

As regards the culture of Calanthes, they may be
separated from the general stock of Orchids anj
grown in any warm house. As to potting soil, loam,
sand, and decayed cow-manure in a dry state
suit them best, with good drainage, and they
should be rather under than over potted. They
may be planted three good strong bulbs in a
5 or 6-inch flower- pot, with the base of tbe bulbs
only in the soil. The new growths start from the
bases of the bulbs, and with the growths the new
roots are seen pushing freely amongst the new fresh

loam. They require good trealmSnt ; for instance.
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the bnlba are kept at reat antil March in a warm
hoaie, eay 50° to 55°, no water at all being afforded.

I la; the pots on their sides under the stages till the

time comes to repot thfm. Another important

point is watering the plants. The pieadobalbs

should be planted in a moderately- moist compusf,

and no water applied till it is seen that the roots are

putting forth, when it should be afforded in modera-

tion, till, as the season advances, the pots become
filled with roots, when water may be applied almost

every day, and when the new bulbs are forming, weak

liquid manure- water may be applied, bat all artificial

manures should be avoided. The safest kind is cow-

manure, even stable-manure being nnauited to their

an addition ; and second, whether the writer is

qualified for his task. Wuh regard to the book now
before us, we think the answer to botn these questions

must be in the affirmitive ; we have had, it is true,

books ofvarious kinds, but not one ofthem quite answers

the expectations of the Rjse grower, or meets his

many requirements ; of coarse the most popular

book is n?an HoleV, and neither Mr. Foster-

Melliar's or any other book, is likely to dethrone it

from that position ; but we believe the Dean himself

will be the first to adaiit that there is room for

another more ihorough and more practical work.

With regard to the second point, there can be little

doubt as to M'. Fostfr-Melliar'a qualifications for the

Flo 95— HVIiRID PEBPETUAL HOSE, ODSTAVE PIGiSEAU : FL^IWEB,

BSILLIAMT CABMINE LAKE.

(From Foster Melliar's Boch of tht Rose.)

needs. The great thing is to keep them near the

roof-glass in the warmest house when they are

making their growth, shading from bright sunshine,

but not overdoing the shading. The leaves will

begin to decay when the flower- spikes appear in the

autumn, J, Louglas,

Book Notice.
•

The Book of the Rose. By the R^v. A. Foster-

Melliar, M.A., Rector of Spronghton, Suffjlk.

(Macmillan & Co., pp. 336, 29 illustrations. )

When a writer undertakes to add another book

en any subject on which many have been writter,

there are two queationa which inevitably occur to

one'a mind— first, whether there is room for such

task ; be has been a successful grower and exhibitor

of the Rose, especially of the Tea Rose, for many
vears ; he has been a careful and accurate observer,

and a constant contributor to gardening periodicals

on his favourite flower. His atyle ia bright, and the

book before us ia one which ii easy and pleasant to

read.

The Book of the Ease conaista of fourteen chaptera,

in which the following anhjects are treated : the

history and claaaification ; aituation and aoil;

planting; lusnures; pruning; stocks; propagation;

pests ; Roses under glaas ; exhibiting ; manners and

customs; selections and calendar of operations;— of

these, the lorgest and one which seta forth more

especially the writer's qualificationa, is that on
" Manners and Custom?," which is, in truth, a gra-

phic description of all the beat known and most

valuable Roses. We have no wish that this notice

should be of so comprehensive a character as to be

in any way a substitute for the book itself, and we
shall, therefore, note what we consider its chief

characteristics and excellencies.

In the first place, it is a book for exhibitors ;

Mr. Foster-Melliar does not himself say so, but he

writea for enthusiasts. Now, we never yet knew a

Rose enthusiast who either was not, or did not

aspire to be, an exhibitor. We know there are some
purists who look upon this statement as a very

shocking one, but it is none the less true; and, what
is more, we have known many an amateur who has

been an exhibitor, but who, for one reason or

another, has retired from the contest, and with thia

result, that the enthusiasm has gone. They even
cease to attend Rose shows ; and although they will

tell you that they still love their Rose garden, you
can see that the means and labour that used to be

bestowed upon it no longer find a place. The
exhibitor, then, or the would-be exhibitor, will find

in this book everything that he needs, not only in

the actual way of setting up his Roses, but also the

method of culture which will bring them up to the

point of perfection he requires.

The second point of excellence in the book is its

thoionghness; nothing is left to mere conjecture or

loose interpretations
;
yon are told exactly what to

do ; and you must be exacting indeed if yon find

any point en which you desire information that ia

not included in these fourteen chapters. Again,

and in close connection with this, we would

notice its thoroughly practical character : take,

for example, what the author says on the sub-

ject of planting—we refer merely to one portion

of the subject—that of filling up vacancies in

beds; he says: "If a separate hole be made for

each plant, let it be wide enough ; do not

curve the roots, or let them cross each other.

If they naturally want to cross, or there be

two or more going in the same direction, put

some fairly light soil between them that they may
lie in layers, but always horizontally. See that the

soil which is put against the roots themselves, or to

cover each layer of roots, is at all events fairly fine

and crumbly, if not actually dry and powdery ; lift

the plant by the top up and down a little with a

shaking movement to settle the aoil more thoroughly

amongst the fibres, and remember that the

whole operation of planting ia done much more

thoroughly and expeditiously by two men than

by one. If single - handed, a short pointed

stick for scratching fine soil between the fibrea

will often be found more handy than trowel or spade.

Just fairly cover all the roots with a couple of inches

of soil, tread it very lightly and carefully, and paoa

on to the next plant, for the rest of the soil can be

added at the conclusion of the day's work." Surely

no one, after reading this, can say he does not know

how to plant a Rose. But, undoubtedly, the most

important portion of the book, as we have already

said, is that in which, under the quaint title of

" Manners and Customs," he describes all the best

Rosea ; thia chapter occupies nearly one-third of the

volume. We venture to say that there are few

persons, if any, who could take up this ground as he

has done; he says, "On looking over a good collec-

tion of Rosea, a keen observer, even if he be un-

learned in their culture, cannot fail to be struck with

the difference observable in what ia called the habit

of each sort, for there is almost endless variety in

wood, leaves, thorna, atrength and manner of growth,

apart from the blooms themaelvea. He would alao

probably notice a good many of what he would tall

red Roses, very much alike to hia untrained eyen in

general appearance, and he might wonder how they

could all be distinguished apart." To show how he

carries his views out, take hia description of

"General Jacqueminot" (Ronsaelet, 1853): good,

but rather slender growth, and fine but thia

foliage ; liable to mildew, but not much irjured

by rain ; very free-flowering, fragrant, and a good

autumnal, but decidedly thin. It must be grown very

strong, and cut young to be fit for exhibition;

but it ia often well showr, principally by nursery-
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men and large amateura, and ia best as a standard

maiden. As bright as Dake of Edinburgh when

grown to perfecUon, but not lasting, or of the largest

size; still, "LeBrav G^ofiral" knows its weakness,

"pulls itself together" in hot weather, and tightens

its point as hard as it can. Few Roses have had

such a lasting reputation ; for this grand old veteran

is the great-grandfather of almost all our red H. P.'s,

and ia still grown vary largely on all stocks for

market and florists' purposes, "G^n^rals " being

almost as well and afffctionately known in the trade

as "Niels." Of course, there will be differences

of opinion on some of the points on which

the author insists; on two subjects which have been

freqaently written on in the pages of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, we are glad to find that Mr. Foster-

Melliar is in accord with those writers. He dislikes

the idea of making a separate class ot hybrid Teas,

so called, and r.Iso objects to the multiplication

of sections, and would include under the term

hybrid Perpetuals, the so-called hybrid Teas and

perpetual Bourbons, such as Mrs, Paul. If this

were done, it would simplify matters very much.
The book ia well got up

; paper, type, and binding

are alike good ; it is illustrated with twenty-nine

process-blocks, for the use of two of which we are

indebted to the publishers. Among them are some
celebrated Rose gardens. Rose bouquets, and portraits

of individual flowers. It comes out at an opportune
time ; no more acceptable Christmas gift could be
offered to a Rose enthusiast than this charming
and instructive volume, which, as a practical gnide,

we venture to think justifies its title, ambitions
though it be, of The Book of the Rose.

RED POISON FRUITS.
Some singular circumstances have just been

brought to our notice by the Government Botaniit

for Qaeensland, in Australia, which may be of in-

terest to our readers, although we are as yet unable

fully to penetrate the mystery. The story com-
mences with a paragraph in a local newspaper to the

effect that on September 11, 1894, "A lad named
Herbert Eliis, who was admitted to the hospital last

week, suffering from blindness, supposed to be

caused through eating red berries, has died from
general paralysis." The comment made by the

botanist in question on this text is, that the berries

were the fruits of Rhodomyrtus macrocarpa, which
" have for some years past been accused of causing

blindness in persons who have eaten largely of them in

the raw state, while others have eaten of it freely

without feeling any ill effects." Having received

from the scene of the above accident a large supply

of the fruit and foliage, and as many particulars as

could be learnt ; these were sent over to London
for examination and report. From the account of

the disaster, it transpires that the young man was
over twenty years of age, and it seems that a boy had
told him that the fruit caused blindness, so that its

pernicious effects must have been largely known.
The Government botanist states that he had pre-

viously been appealed to for an explanation of this

phenomenon with which the frnit was credited, and
relying upon its affinities, he had always stated that
it conld not cause blindness, as the fruit was not un-
wholesome, but one of the native species which might
doubtless be improved, and become worth growing
for its fruit, after careful selection and cultivation.

This was the position when the report of the disaster,

and the delinquent fruits, were communicated to our
correspondent. The fruits were sent over in two
conditions, in one case immersed in preservative
fluid, and in the other dried and packed in charcoal.
The moist fruits were about the size and appear-
ance of Olives, and when they arrived were of the
same colour, as all the redness had disappeared. The
element of doubt still surrounds the determination of

the name, since fruits and leaves sent to Kew are
stated to be quite different from the frnit and leaves
of the Rhodomyrtus macrocarpa of Bentham, and also
those of Baron Mueller, but what the true designa-
tion of the spscies was could not be determined by a
superficial search.

The next step was to ascertain the cause of its

toxological properties. The doctor at the hospital

to which the young man was sent, expressed the

opinion that some microbe or bacterium must have

been present in the fruit. Hence, it has been inferred

that such persons as have eaten of the fruit and
found it harmless, may have eaten it when free from

any parasite ; and, in other cases, where bad effects

have followed, the fruits, although apparently sound,

were infested by some parasite which caused the

mischief. With these details before us, we examined
the fruits and the leaves, in which we were also

kindly assisted by Mr. G. Massee, ot Kew. Super-
ficially, it was not difficult to recognise beneath the

cuticle of the fruits, and closely collected together

in large blotches, small globose, yellowish granules,

not half a millimetre in diameter, but without any
definite perithecium. These granules contain rather

large sporules, having the character of those preva-

lent in the genus Glseosporium, and for that reason

we have given the parasite the name of Glteosporium
perieulosum.* The sporules are colourless, and
elliptic-oblong, with rounded ends, standing upon
short peduncles. It ia presumed that, when fully

mature, these sporules are discharged in tendrils

through the broken cuticle ; but this could not be

determined from the fruits immersed in fluid.

Throughout the entire fleshy mass of the fruit, stout

branched threads of mycelium permeated in all

directions. On the leaves and twigs there were no
indications of the presence of the same parasite;

therefore it appears to be confined to the fruits.

On the suhj»ct of the presence of microbes, we are

not in a position to affirm anything, except that we
did not recognise them.

Whether the parasite imparts toxologicil pro-

perties to the fruit we are not prepared to affirm

or deny, but the most singular property is that of

causing blindness. Later information respecting

the youth who succumbed, is to the effect that he
died in great agony. " The paralysis worked upwards
from his feet, and before he died he was paralysed
right up, yet his heart and lungs worked, and he was
conscious up to within a short time of his death. He
declared that the fruits in question were the only
ones of which he had eaten." A% a supplement, the
doctors report that the symptoms were like those of

Hemlock poisoning (perhaps, rather of Belladonna).
Certainly, it is possible that a minute parasitic

fnnguB may so change the character of an otherwise
wholesome fruit as to render it deleterious or

poisonous ; but we are not aware of any facts in

support of the conclusion that it could specially

affect the eyes, or cause blindness. If such a change
was wrought in the present instance it was a most
remarkable change. It aeems to require stronger
confirmation whether the fruit is really harmless at

any time, because it ia jaet aa probable that it is

normally poisonous, as that the minute fungus is

the cause of the mischief. Under any circumstances,
we have not sufficient evidence to convict the fungus,
nor can we cite a single case in evidence to support
the theory.

There are numerous species of Glseosporium
which attack fruits of different kinds—Grapes,
Pears, Apricots, Melons, &o. ; and we know that
the presence of a small mould, or of a fungus
similar to the above, will impart a distinct and
unpleasant flavour to very pleasant fruits, so that we
cannot deny the possibility of the cause alleged
being a sufficient cause. We have alluded already
to the doubts expressed as to the accurate determi-
nation of the host plant; but this is a point which
will not be so difficult to settle as that of the origin

of the poison. As the case stands, it is one of

sufficient interest to warrant this notice, and we
hope that it may result in a apeedy solution of all

doubts. M. C. Cooie.

* GlffO^ooTnim pericu'ofium, Cooke & Masaee.—Puetulefl occu-
pying the whole or pirt of the surface of ripe fruit, forming
pale yellowish minute nodules beneath the cuticle, about
.} mm. SporulBselliptic-oblong. straight orcuryed, continuous,
obtuie at the ends, hyaline 14—15 X 4 /x. on cylindrical sporo-
phores. 6—8 y. 2 ix. Entire fruit permeated with dense
branched hjphie. «—8

fj.
diam. On ripe fruits of Rhodomyrtus

macrocarpa (V). Queensland.

SICILIAN ESSENCE INDUSTRY
AND THE EARTHQUAKE.

The following interesting note, bearing on the

recent earthquake in Italy, is from our contemporary,

the Chemist and Druggist, who says—Oar Sicilian

correspondent, writing on November 23, informs us

that, since his telegram of last week, no further

serious earthquake shock has taken place, though

the panic still continues, people being afraid to

return to their houses, and keeping to tents and
wooden shelters.

Reports come from Calabria that in the plain of

Radicena the gangs of men who go out to make
essence of Stveet Orange refuse to continue work,

owing to the damage done to their houses, some of

which continue to fall every day. The centre of this

earthquake is in the district where the whole of the

Calabrian Sveet Orange essence is made, and where
the principal article o' production is Olive-oil. This

Olive-oil is stored in huje cement cisterns dug in

the ground, and it is quite possible that some of

theae have been cracked, but a leak would not be

evident for eome tim«.

With few exceptions, the chemists shops have
been closed, but they are now commencing to re-

open for a few hours daily. In Messina the chemists

shops, which are on the ground floor, and mostly
have vaulted ceilings, appear to have escaped without

serious damage beyond the cracking of some walls.

As the town has been built specially to resist earth-

quakes, these walls in many cases are 4 feet thick.

It ia estimated that several millions of liraa of

damage haa been done in Measina, and several of

the essence merchants' houses have suffered severely.

Everybody, except the working population, baa

escaped to the country, with the result that business

is at a complete staodatill. The first shipments of

essence of lemon, which are usually made about
the beginning of November, will not probably be
made till the beginning of next month (December).

The effect of the earthquake on prices ia, of

course, a chief topic of conversation, and opinions

are divided. It is most probable, however, that as

regards essence, the tendency will be to harden

prices, at least for a time. The citric acid factory,

which was re-opened at Syracuse some months since,

haa now been definitely closed, but it ia not im-
probable that the output from Sicily will be

considerably increased in the coarse of this year.

Scotland.

GARDENING NOTES FROM PAISLEY.
. In the west of Scotland, the town and district of

Paisley have maintained a name for high-class horti-

culture for a long time, the numerous suburban
gardens of the environs of the town so full of fac-

tories and wealth-producing industries, being centres

of good gardening. It is remarkable, as being the

residence of some of the wealthiest manufacturers of

the north, and liberal and philanthropic employers

of labour, proofs of which are everywhere apparent.

A recent viait to Kilnaide, the aeat of Stewart

Clark, Eiq —where the cultivation of planta under

glass is pursued with zeal and success by the gar-

dener, Mr. McLauchlan—revealed spacious and well-

kept lawns diversified with large plantations ot shrubs,

the Rhododendrons especially looking green and
healthy, as it they were not immediately surrounded
by large factories, pouring forth volumes of smoke.
Mr. McLauchlan conducted his visitors through the

glass-houses, in which were long lines of Chrysanthe-
mum planta ; about 700 are grown, aome with four

stems, every plant being in luxuriant health, and
giving promiae of fine blooms. Some of the most
admired were Purity, Yellow Comet, Yellow Mar-
gnerite, and Feu d'Or ; and the choicest varieties

are grown in great numbers for home decoration and
exhibition.

A Camellia-honse, which was afterwards visited,

showed plants growing in a bed of soil mostly the

double-flowered white, that gave promise of a capital
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show of flowers abru'; the end of the year, a season

when they are most admired. When inspecting the

Tomato-house we were informed by the gardener

that Austin's Eclipse and Conference are the varieties

most favoured, but one or the other may be discarded,

the fiuits being so mnch alike. Sutton's Magnnm
Bonum, and Perfection from the same firm, are good-

bearing Tomatos. The Azalea- house, is a valuable

structure for furnishing cut flowers and plants in the

winter and spring. Specimen Azalea-growing has

some amount of attention, but varieties for early

forcing and plants for furnishing cut flowers are in

the greater numbers. Azalea amcena is much valued

for early work, its nice colour and the simplicity of

its culture recommending it. Passing large clumps

of Rhododendrons, the ornate conservatory which is

fittingly decorated with foliage plants, pillars draped

with Ivies, &c., has a pleasing eS'ect. It is elaborately

decorated with mirrors on the walls. This structure

when seen through a small greenery has a very fine

effect. A cool Orchid- house contained more than

500 Odontoglossuma of the more asefal species and

number of them. Bulbs, flowering shrubs, and

other plants, are grown by the thousand for supplying

cut flowers, Woodside is a more smoke-laden part

of Paisley than Kilnside, and indoors culture is

chiefly pursued. The Odontoglossum- house contains

many fice plants, all of which are in robust health

in spite of inimical surroundings. The Azalea-house

disclosed plants especiallyprepared for early flowering,

the buds having been set early in the summer, and

the plants duly rested, thus rendering the forcing tf

them into bloom an easy matter. Heaths are not

grown nearly so plentifully as they once were at

Woodside, and they have, as elsewhere, had to make
vay for others—a regretable circumstance, these

being among the most beautiful of cultivated

plants. Erica Marnockiana, B. jasminiflora alba,

and E. j. ventricoca, are in fine form, and we hope

further reductions in the number of Ericas will not

take place. Another house is set apart chiefly for

cultivating the Dendrobiuro, of which a very choice

selection was noted. Cattleyas were noted in good

condition along one side of this house, inclndiog a

i?'lLJ. 9l>. 'a good twenty FOUH "
: PXBIl:ITED BY MESSRS. D, PfilOB AND SON,

WOOOBHIDGF, l»y4. (sEE P. 7-19.)

(From Foster - Melliar's Book of the Rose.)

varieties, and here recently about 250 spikes of bloom

could be observed at one time. Some good specimens

of Cattleyas and Ccelogynes were remarked iu other

houses ; and the Chatsworth variety of the latteris the

one most in favour ; it is cultivated in large wooden

tubs. la a plant stovd were fine-foliaged plants,

some capital plants of D >ndrobiums nobile and War-
dianum ; Crotons, Dracseaas, Anthuriums, and I'an-

danus were associated with these, very luxuriant of

growth, and of exquisite colours. Cymbidium Lowia-

num giganteuxi was also in fine form in this house.

In the fernery a beautiful selection of species is cul-

tivated, Davallias being numerou!', these affording

excellent material for cutting. Largs numbers of

Dendrobium nobile were doing well in this structure

amongst the Ferns. A Pelargonium-house for the

culture of the zonal varieties, both double and

single- flowered, was visited, the plants therein being

profusely flowered. We left this well-managed place

gratified with that we bad seen.

At Woodside, the residence of A. Coates, Eiq., the

garden is well managed by Mr. Hogg, who is widely

known for his knowledge of plants, and like other

gardener! about the town, he cultivates an immense

cjnantity of C. labiata, which were doing well.

Cymbidiums are well represented, and in fine health.

Passing on through some stoves, Crotons, especially

fine in colour and in health, Cypripediums and

Vandas also in good form : and Cypripedium grande

of extra merit was observed. In the next house

entered were Laelia?, Ccelogynes, Cypripediums, and

Miltonia vexillaria in excellent form; fine Den-
drobium chrysanthum, and Cattleya gigas were

likewise noted. After passing through the Melon-

house, where Tuberoses and Roses were growing, a

filmy fernerr, coo! and moist, was entered. Here

no special attention was given to shading the Ferns.

Here are raised numerous Ferns grown from spores to

meet the requirements oi the place. In the Tomato-
house Austin's Eclipse and Comet are the favourite

varieties. Ciar and Kirke's Plums in pots were

remarked as giving excellent returns in the form of

good crops. A pitful of Nerines made an attractive

display with their crimson flowers. One thing we

noted which bafti-'s Mr. Hogg's skill and resources in

the smoky locality—and that if, Rose cultivation in

the open ground—the plants making a stunted and

poor growth. The Camellia-house was filled with

plants, having bright green foliage, and every shoofj

well furnished with flower-bnds. A house nearly

full of Asparagus plumosus, and Palms, show what
has to be put under contribution for cutting for

decorative purposes ; and Gleichenias, Kucharis, and

many other popular species are each to be seen ia

quantities.

We passed on to the ornamental conservatory,

with woodwork of Teak and floor of mosaic. To tb»
handsome structure there is egress from the house.

Plant-furnishing is done lightly, grace beicg pre-

ferred to crowding flowers and foliage in masses ; and

such should be the case in every show-house.

From the conservatory is entered the rockery under

glass, where a cool moist atmosphere is exchanged

for that of the conservatory. The steps, rocky

facing', and water surrounded by rocks, are most

natural in design. From the rocks hang fine-foliaged

Begonias, Selaginellas, Filmy Ferns, Tradescantiaa

—

indeed, any plants which can exist in health have a

position in this interesting place. Renovations and
.

alterations prevented us from seeing this unique

place at its best.

The wild garden was next visited, where plants in

great variety are grown amongst rocks, on monnd?,

and by the side of pools of water, Nymphajas are

tffrctive, also alpine plants, Daphnes, Foxgloves,

and a variety of herbaceous plants. Ericas, Ferns,

Spiiajae, Veronicas, Cupressus, and many other

species are suitably planted, the whole forming a

delightful contrast to the formal glass-bonses.

We left these gardens with one regret only, and

that was the short time we could spend in such a

place, teeming with horticultural interest. We had

80 mnch to thank Mr. Hogg for. M. T,

THE BOX AVENUE AT BECK-
FORD HALL GARDENS.

The G'oucestershire residence of Capt. Williams

at Beckford is situated in the northern part of the

county, about four miles from Tewkesbury, and the

tame distance from Teddington Cross. At this

latter place there is an ancient direction-post, chiefly

of stone, but with seven wooden arms, pointing to

seven towns or villages. On one side is the following

inscription :

—

Edmund Attwood of the 'Vine Tree

At the first erected me.

And freely he did this bestow,

Strange travellers the way to show.

Eight generations past and gone.

Repaired by Edmund Attwood of Teddington.

In most gardens, especially those of ancient date.

there is some special feature for which the place ia

celebrated. We had heard of the famous Box avenue

at Beckford, and as we were in the vicinity of the

gardens a few days ago, we availed ourselves of the

privilege that lay within our reach. The Box

avenue, or rather walk as it is called, is upwards of

300 feet long and 20 feet high, and is said to have

been planted 800 years. It has certainly a most

venerable appearance, and takes us back in imagina-

tion to the time when the monks walked beneath

its shade, and visited the holy well in the centra of

the garden, and which forms another important

feature of the place. On the south side of the

avenue each Box tree is cut into the form of a large

barrel for about 6 feet high, afterwards they are

allowed to assume their natural shape. Part cf the

kitchen garden was skirted with Box hedges about

2 feet high, which were cut perfectly square, and

where the ground rose and steps had to be employed,

the Box hedges running parallel with the steps, also

rise in the form of steps, and presented a most singular

appearance.

A new walled-in wing was being added to the

kitchen garden, that was to be devoted chiefly to the

cullivation of hardy fruits. A large part of the new

wall with a south aspect was being planted with the

best sorts of diagonal cordon Pears. Glancing at the

labels we noticed such sorts as Durondeau, Marie

Guise, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Nouvelle Fakie, Ber-

gamotte d'Esperen, Biun^ Racce, Beurred'Amsnlie,

Williams' Ban Chretien, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
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Benri^ ClairgeHu, DojenE^ du Cornice, Fitmaaton
Dache«8, &c. Ttie north wall was devoted to Morello
Cherries, and other spaces to dessert Cherries and
Plums. In the old kitchen-garden we noticed excel-

lent crops of winter vegetables, and specially fine

rows of Celery.

In one of the Ijoases there was an extra fine batch
of well-grown Chrysanthemums, including about 120
ofthe best sorts in commerce. Mr. Farmer evidently

understands the cultivation of this favourite autumnal
flower, and what we saw were brought to a state
of high perfection. It is not necessary to give
the sorts ; suffice it to say, that the best new and
old varieties formed the collection. The pleasure-
grounds are extensive, and contained some glorious
specimens of Conift-ra;, while from various stand-
points charming views of the surrounding hills could
be obtained. In suitable positions Yew trees were
cut into hedges and archwayi-, which form a dis-

tinct feature on the ornamental grounds. All the
flower-beds were furnished with spring-blooming
plants, which will make a grand display during their

season of bloom. Mr. Farmer had the work well in

hand
; every department bore evidence of skilful

management, and our hasty call at the gardens at

Beckford will long remain fresh on our memory.
Qfimiin Bead.

Colonial Notes.

WEST INDIES.

Gbenada.—Mr. W. E. Broadway, lately Assistant-

Superintendent of the Royal Botanical Gardens,
Trinidad, has been appointed Superintendent of the
Botanic Garden.

In the £ulletin of the Botanic Garden high praise
is awarded to Mr. G. Whitfirld Smith, the late

Cnrator of the garden (or the beauty, neatness, and
compactness of the gorden lately under bis charge.
It gives some idea of the difficulties colonial gar-
deners have to encounter to read of the pink and
blue crabs which have to be contended with, to say
nothing of white anfcs. The importance of local
herbaria properly named is insisted on.

Tbinidad.

We are glad to see that awards at the Chicago
exhibition were made to the Trinidad Botanical
Department for excellence in the mannfacture of
essential oil of Tangierine and Seville Oranges, of
Nutmeg, Mace, Bay (Pimento acris). Lemon-grass,
Cloves, and L'mon; also for the fine quality of
the Sanseviera Hemp.

SnoAE-CANB Disease.

In some of the W^est India islands great destruc-
tion IS caused by a fungus called Trichosphjeria.
Another disease called root-disease is due to a
fungus called CoUetotrichum. It is pointed out,
however, by the Kew authorities, that it is probable
the two fungi are really phases of one and the same.
Mr. Dyer recommends the cutting out and burning
of every diseased cane. Of course, no part of a
diseased plant should be used for purposes of
propagation.

Jamaica Botanical " Bulletin."

The Bulletin of the Botanical Department,
Jamaica, for July, 1891, contains the following
papers :—" Report on Cockpit Country ;

" " Notes on
Rubber Plants, Sugar-cane Disease, Preserving
Mangoes, The Cultivation of Vegetables, Utilisation
of Bananas for Meal, Science and Agriculture," &c.
The article on rubber plants contains a condensed
account of the several trees yielding caoutchouc for

commercial purposes, such as Hevea brasiliensis.

Para rubber ; Ficus elastica, Assam rubber ; Fors-
tonia floribunda, Jamaica rubber, not yet in commerce

;

and Colombia scrap rubber, the plant producing
which is not specified.

Queensland.

The Bulletin of the Department of Agriculture for

September, 1894, contains a descriptive list of

new plants discovered in the colony, orepared by
Mr. F. M, Bailey.

"Botany AnaiDaED."

Under this title Mr. F. M. Bailey, the colonial

botanist of Queensland, has published a little treatise,

with the object of assisting school teachers to

recognise and distinguish the more common or

important plants of the colony.

The WEEK'S Work.
PLANTS UNDEB GIiASS.

By J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover Bouse, Roehampton, 6". W.

HINTS ON SEASONABLE OPERATIONS.—The
time is at band when most gardeners have large

demands made upon them for all kinds of flowering
and foliage plants for use in the dwelling. These
plants get placed therein under conditions that are
not conducive to their well-being ; something, how-
ever, can be done to counteract these conditions by
a timely preparation of the plants. The plants

having been selected according to the various
purposes for which they will be employed, those
which are growing in warm houses should be
removed to one slightly cooler for a few days, and
then to one that is still cooler, syringing being
meanwhile withheld. Foliaze plants should be
carefully sponged over with skimmed milk, so as to

give the leaves a glossy appearance, and cause them
to show up well under artificial light, washing it off

when the plants return to the garden. In placing
plants in recesses and corners, a careful choice should
be made, and in draughty positions plants of small
value should be used. A useful and hardy plant for

such place?, or where sunlight is limited in amount,
is Aspidistra lurida and its variety, A. 1. variegata.

In point of immunity from injury under bad con-
ditions, I would place Palms next in order, and
of these the Kentias, viz , K. Belmoreana and K.
Fosteriana, both of a graceful habit, and very little

inferior in that respect to Cocos Weddeliana. Cy-
perus longus and C. alternifolius are plants that may
be used without fear of loss in halls, &c. Grevillea
i'obusta is a plant that makes a handsome table-

plant, or a " dot " pltnt in a group of others. Arau-
caria excelsa is a useful subject at this season.

Flowering plants in most gardens are represented by
Cyclamens, Primula sinensis, Cinerarias, Richardias,
Carnations, B.-gonias of the winter- flowering section.

Azaleas, Lily of the Valley, Hyacinths, and Lilium
longifiorum Harrisii; this last a very nselul addi-

tion to plants that force easily into flower at this

season. Before any plants are taken into the dwell-
ing, the pots ought to be washed quite clean, the
necessary tying and sticking attended to, and some
fresh green moss neatly placed on the soil.

TUBEROUS-ROOTED BEGONIAS.—A pinch of

seed may now be sown in shallow seed-pans, half-

tilled with crocks, over which some half-dried moss or

some soil sittings may be placed, filling the pans
with loam, leaf-soil, and peat, in eqcal parts, and
adding a fair amount of sharp silver-sand. This
compost, after a thorough mixing, must be passed
through a sieve with a quarter-inch mesh, and on
the top of the pan a thin layer of the soil which
has been sifted in a still finer sieve should be placed.

At this early date the seed should be sprinkled over
with fine silver- sand, and the soil used being in a
fairly moist state, no water needs to be afforded at

the start. Stand in a propagatiog-case, and place
on each pan a neat, closely-fitting piece of glass.

MIGNONETTE.—Those plants which will flower
at the end of the month of March should bs at the
present date from 2 to 3 inches high. They may
need shifting into 48's, and support afforded them
by means of pieces of birch cut from worn-out
brooms. Top-dress those in flower, using good
loam and rotted stable-dung, and a handful of

Thomson's Vine-manure for the purpose and admit
abundance of air in mild weather.

should not be afforded the trees too early in

late autumn, for should mild weather like the

present set in, the buds and embryo fruits will be
induced to move with the probability of their being
destroyed by hard frosts at a later period. All pro-

tecting materials should however be in readiness to

put over the trees directly sharp frosts threaten.

With the difference that the Fig requires protection

in the winter, the methods adopted with Peaches on
open walls are also very suitable for it ; and where wide
boards are placed under the coping for the protection

of the bloom of wall trees in the spring, these

should be put in place forthwith over the Fig
trees ; for the present it will suffice to plice boughs of

the Spruce Fir or other Conifer of similar flat growth
over the Fig, sticking them behind the larger

branches, or nailing the butt-ends to the wall.

These boughs will last till the early spring in good
condition, and may be supplemented then with fish-

nets suspended from the boards and pegged down to

the border. This method of protecting the embryo
fruit of Figs is in every way preferable to the
practica of bundling up the branches and wrapping
them round with hay or straw bands.

THE BUOS OF PLUMS AND DAMSONS AND THE
BULLFINCHES.—In gardens where bnllfiuches give

trouble, means ought to be taken forthwith to make
the buds of the above-named fruits secure from attack.

Plum trees which are pruned, and the Damson trees of

middle size, should be syringed with whitewash made
of freshly-slaked lime, with some soot added to make
it the more distasteful ; red Currant and Gooseberry
bushes being also dressed with the same. If the
trees are too large to be readily syringed, the bull-

finches must be trapped or shot. lo this locality, large

numbers are caught by having a good "call " bird in

a cage as a decoy. The cags is placed near to a low
bush, the branches of which are smeared with bird-

lime, this being found a more expeditious way of

catching them than waiting for them to go into a

cage-trap. Planting Plums or Damsons close by a
wood or belt of trees should, if possible, be avoided,

the buds being taken wholesale in such places by the

bullfinches and other birds.

TOP-DRESSING FRUIT-TREE BORDERS.-As fast

as the work of pruning, nailing, and dressing of

wall-fruit trees is finished, the dressing of the

borders should be commenced, provided the weather
is not unfavourable. When the border is about
6 feet wide, and it is reserved for the roots of the
trees, a compost consisting of turfy loam, charred
garden- refuse, and old mortar should be employed,
the roots being kept thereby in the upper layer of

soil. In this position they are acted upon by the

sun and air to a greater degree than is possible when
they lay deep in the soil moreover, manures reach

them with greater certainty. This applies more
particularly to Pears on the quince-stuck, and to

Plums and other trees, which can thus be induced
to make their roots near the surface of the land.

Wider borders which are cropped with vegetables,

&c., should not be dressed with these snbstances
in the same manner, but the dressing should be
placed where the roots are, that is, at some distance

from the surface. The nncropped part, say, 4 feet

wide, after being hoed and raked, should be pricked

over with a fork, and receive a coating of charred
garden- refuse and old mortar. The fruit borders

around the vegetable quarters should be carefully dug
so as not to destroy any of the roots of the trees. In
stiff land the roots may be encouraged to come to the

surface by turning the soil up deeply, and leaving it

in the rough state as dug, and by affording a good
dressing of charred refuse, leaving all to become
amalgamated and pulverised by the winter's frost

and wind. If the land be light and sandy, then a
top-dressing of stiff loam or soil of a clayey nature

will benefit the trees.

I

THE HAKDY i'BUIT OABDEN.
Bv T. TUBTON, Gardener, Maiden Srlegh, Reading.

FIQS.—These can only be successfully fruited out-

doors by protecting the embryo fruit upon which
alone there is any hope of crop that will ripen in an
ordinary season being obtained. This protection

THE KITCHEN QAKDEN.
By Arthur Coombes, Gardener, Himley Hall, Dudley.

PEAS.—Where Peas were sown out-of-dours in

late autumn, the plants will now be sufficiently

advanced to allow of a little soil being drawn up on
each side of the rows, further protection being

afforded by sticking short stiff twigs of Yew or

of Spruce Fir into the ground firmly, so that they

are not blown about to the injury of the plants.

A watch should be kept on the plants that they are

not reduced in numbers or in stature by mice and
slugs. The former must be trapped, and the latter

kept at a distance by an occasional sprinkling of

fresh-slaked lime down each side of the rows; and
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should the sings be very troablesome, small heaps of
brau put here and there will attract them, and they
may then be caught and destroyed,

PREPARATION OF LAND FOR EARLY CROPS.—
A south border or other warm spot in the garden
should now be prepared for sowing or planting
small areas with early vegetables or tubers, &c. If the
soil be heavy or retentive, plenty of the spent mannre
from Mushroom-bf da. charred refuse, leaf-mould, or
potting bench sidings should be dug into it, the sur-
face being left rousihly as dug, to be mellowed by
frost and wind. Light soils, on the contrary, if in

need of fertilis>'rf, will be improved by the addition
of heavy soil, clayey loam, marl, and rotten manure.

ASPARAGUS IN FORCINQ PITS AND FRAMES.—
Owing to the milduess of the season, there is no
difficulty in keeping up the proper degree of warmth,
and the produce has come along readily. Do not let

the heads remain any longer time in the frame than
is really necessary, as they soon spoil; but pull them
up, cutting off the butt ends, placing them in

small bundles upright in water, and keeping in a

cool dark place till wanted for table. Asparagus
keeps fresh in this way for several days. If blanched
heads are asked for, cover the crowns with a layer

about 1 foot thick of light sandy material, the prin-

cipal part of which is half-decayed leaves, and gather
the produce when the heads appear aoove it [or

coyer with 8ower-pnts having the hole at tha bottom
closed]. Place succeisional batches of crowns in

heat at intervals of three weeks. If the soil of the
beds is getting dry, apply water at a temperature of

90°, and give a little air afterwards to admit oi the
escape of vapour.

PARSNIPS AND JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES —
These ro'ts are uot laaprcved by being lifted and
stored for any length of time before using them, a
very little drying depriving them of their best quali-

ties ; a portion of the crop in the ground may there-
fore be covered over with tree- leaves to a depth of

6 inches to prevent frost entering the soil. Some
strawy litter placed on the top of the leaves will pre-

vent these from blowing about and making the garden
untidy. Where Parsnips become much cankered if

left in the soil, it will be advisable to lilt the entire

crop at this season, selecting the sound roots and
storing them in moist sand at the foot of a north
wall, and patting aside the onsound ones for present

FSUIT8 UNDES QliASS.
Bij BAILEr Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardena, York.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.-Continuing the

remarks on these Iruits made by me in the Calendar
of last week, I would recommend that a rather

buoyant air be maintained during the flowering and
setting time, and when a good set of fruit is obtained,

syringing the trees daily with tepid water, and atrord-

ing ample watering at the roots, will have the

effect of seeing them thrcugh the stoning-period,

at which stage the tfraperature of the houses should

be 53° by night, with a genial growing warmth by
day. Keep a look-ont for aphis, making use of

quassia-water an'l the syringe when it is noticed.

Applications of quassia-water do no harm to the

trees, whilst fumigation often irjures the leaves.

Succession-trees should be pruned, cleaned, trained,

and everything in the houses put in readiness

for a start when the proper time comes. To maintain

a supply of fruits till out-of-doors fruits come into use,

a honse should be started every month from November
onwards. For killing scale or mealy-bug on the trees,

brush the latter with strong solution of soft-soap and
rain-water, and then apply Lemon-oil or petroleum

emulaion. The walls and trellis-work should be well

washed with water, soft-soap, and petroleum, filling

up with cement all holts that may afford lurking

places for insects. Lay iu the young wood, so that

there is no crowding of the foliage, and so that the

light can reach every part of the tree, or the fruit

will be poor in colour and the wood weak. Apply
dressings of loam and mannre to the borders, and
then water them copiously. Keep these trees as cool

as possible.

PINE-APPLES —Prpparations may now be made
for starting a batch of Qaeens for fruiting towards

the end of May and later, selecting stout thick-set

plants with a close rosette of heart leaves, which
have been grown and rested as previously advised.

When the bottom-heat is dependent on a bed of

tanner's bark or tree leavfs only, care must be taken

in making it up to mix plenty of the old mate-

rials with the new, so as to obtain the requisite
degree of heat, that is, 85°, without the risk of its

getting too high. When the heat is obtained from
hot-water pipps, its regulation is a matter of
plenty of piping and the proper use of the valves.
Before plunging the plants a few of the bottom
leaves should be twisted off, the surface-soil pricked
up, and some of it removed, top-dressing with good
loam, pressing it firmly about the collars where the
new roots will he emitted. Take care that sufficient

space be left for affording water. Plunge the plants
2 to 2|^ feet apart according to their size, and in doing
so do not break or bend the leaves. After the plants
are plunged, if any are known to be dry at the roots,

afford these a good watering of weak guano-water at
85°. The bottom heat must he watched carefully if

it is derived from tan or leaves, as the figure above
given is high enough at starting ; the state of the

soil should be ascertained from time to time, and the
drying of the boaom roots guarded against by afford-

ing thorough waterings when water is needed. If

the bed gets too warm, lift the pots partially out of

it for a time ; which will Ist out the heat, and prevent
loss of roots. The plants may be replnnged when
the heat declines. The temperature of the air by
night ihould range from 60° to 65°, and by day 70°

to 80°, with a little air afforded whenever possible,

damping the floors but not the plants for the present.

SUCCESSION.—Fruiting plants which will not be

started just yet, may ttill be rested, but not letting

the soil get very dry, and keeping the temperature

at G0° by night, aad 10° higher with sun-heat and
plenty of air. Plants with growing fruit should

have a steady bottom heat of about 85°, and as much
water at the roots as the plants require, as well as

plenty of aerial moisture. Suckers may be potted

and plunged in a mild bottom heat in a close pit,

and kept there till the roots form, at which time water

and air may be afforded them.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

THE GENUS PLATYCLINI8.—The several species

belonging to this genus were once more commonly
known under the name D'udrochilum, and they are

pretty enough plants when in bloom. A plant of P.

uncata standing in the intermediate-house at Barford

Lodge is now in bloom. It has a resemblance to P.

flliformis.bntthe thread-like racemes are shorterthan

in that species, and the dowers a trifle larger, and of a

yellowish-green tint ; while those of P. filiformis are of

a uniform canary-yellow, and it is distinguished from

that species by producing its flowers at the winter

season, whereas P. Sliformis usually flowers in June
or July. Platyclinis uncata should be well supplied

with water at the roots whilst in flower, and till the

growth is completed for the season ; it does well

suspended in a light position in the in>rmediate-

house the whole year round. At this season P. fili-

formis is at rest, and a light place in the intermediate-

house, with the compost kept fairly moist, will suit

its requirements for the present, but when growth
re-commences, more warmth becomes necessary.

The spring- flowering 6p»cie8, P. ginmacea, is now
starting into growth, and should be raised to a place

near the roof of the East Indian-house. As soon as

the young breaks are about 2 inches in length, they

emit a number of new roots, which quickly enter

the soil, and no time should then be lost in repot-

ting those plants which require it. If repotting be

not done at that time, it cannot be done till the

flowers fade. From the present time onwards, this

species should be liberally supplied with moisture at

the root and overhead, the under sides of the leaves

being also occasionally syringed to dislodge red- spider.

P. Cobbiana must be allowed to remain in the inter-

mediate-house till renewed activity take places,

when it may be similarly treated to P. glumacea. The
species above mentioned root freely in well-drained

pots of peat and sphagnum-moss.

CALANTHE8 OF THE VE8TITA SECTION have

not retained their blooms nearly so long this season

as usual, the very dense fogs having spoilt their beauty

and freshness at an early part of the season. As
Calanthes require a p.-ricd of thorough rest, they

should, immediately on the spikes being cut, be

placed on a dry shelf, close to the roof of the

warmest honpe, where the light will help to mature the

growths. Water must be entirely withheld till after

the repotting of the plants in the spring; and before

removing them to their resting quarters, clear every

pseudobulb from the white and brown scale insects

which commonly infest them.

CHYSIS—Such Orchids as Chysis aurea, C. brac-
tescens, C. Chelsoni X , and C. Sodeni X , owing to the
small amount of sunshine we received during the
autumn, were much longer than usual in maturing
their pseudobulbs, and even at this date some of
them are not properly matured ; but it will not be
prudent to allow them to remain longer in the warm
house with the great risk there is of their starting into
premature growth, and forming no flowers, A
safer quarter for them will be a house with a drier
atmosphere ; and while at rest therein they should
be afforded very little water, just enough, in fact, to
prevent shrivelling.

CATTLEYA LARIATA WARNERM.—Those plants
on which fresh growths are now starting should be
suspended close up to the roof at the warmer end of
the Cattleya-house, or better still, in a light and airy
position in the East Indian-honse till growth be
finished, returning the plants to the Cattleya-house
to open their flowers. Daring the period of growth,
water in sufficient quantities to keep the compost
fairly moist should be afforded. The repotting will
be better delayed till the flowers fade, as it is at that
time that the plant makes the greatest number of
roots.

PERISTERIA ELATA, an old, but still favourite
species, the central parts of whose flower have some
resemblance to a do^e, succeeds in a stove tempera-
ture whilst growing, but now that the large pseudo-
bulbs are mature, the drier Cattleya-house is the
better place for the plant. Tnis species requires a
long rest, without which, however trong the pseudo-
bulbs may be, flowering is problematical. The
application of water during rest needs great care,

and it is better to lean to the dry side than afford

too much water.

THE PLOWEK QAHDElSi.
Sv Joa:« Lambert. Gardener, Powis Castle, Welsfipool.

THE PLANTING OF EVERGREEN 8HRUB8.—
Advantage should be taken of open weather to push
on with the planting of evergreens, more especially

when the plants have not an abundance of roots or

a good ball of earth. Although evergreens which
have good balls of earth and roots may be trans-

planted with success in spring, such is not the case with

poorly-rooted plants, which suffer greatly if drjing

cold weather follows the planting ; whereas those

which were transplanted in the autumn will have

pushed out new roots by that time in sufllicient

numbers to afford the needful support. Newly-
planted beds of shrubs should be well mulched with

half-rotted stable-manure mixed with tree leaves.

ROSES.—Rosea in beds should be mulched with

farmyard- manure, not too much decayed, and if it

be more in the nature of litter, if appearances need

not be studied, it will be better for the plants. In

cold or wet districts, and in heavy soils. Tea Rose

bushes will be less injured by severe frost if the

shoots are gathered up together, and a few

bracken fronds or straw loosely fastened round

them, earthing-up the stems slightly at the same
time. Tender varieties of the Rose cultivated on

walls may be covered up with mats and litter if very

severe weather should occur, otherwise this mild

season the less protection afforded the plants the

better. Standard Tea Roses may be tied up in like

manner to the bushes, inserting a few bracken fronds

among the shoots, and shortening some of the longer

of these.

CALCEOLARIAS.—Take advantage of the mild

weather to remove the lights entirely from the

frames ; clear away all decaying matter and stir the

surface. The cuttings of Calceolaria amplexicaulis,

which were the earliest made, will now require to

have the points pinched oat to induce buehiness.

PANSIE3 AND VIOLAS.—The cuttings put in on

outside borders should now have the ground cleared

of tree-leaves and weeds, and a slight surfacing of

sandy soil applied. As a protection against frost,

place boards on edge round the beds, and n rough

kind of trellis-work of bean-sticks over them, for

the purpose of supporting the long litter or mats that

may have to be put over them in hard weather.

Glycerin as Pl4nt Food.—M. Aesfall, of

Erlangen, has shown that a solution of from two to

five parts per thousand of water is suffisient to

enable plants previously deprived of their starch by

blanching to prodnce that substance when exposed

to the light.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Aavertlsements should be sent to tlie PUBLISHER,

Newspapers.—CoT-rcsjJon^rt^s scndinrj newspapers should ie

mrcful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Local News.—Correspondents wiU greatly ollige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence oj local events likely to'be

o,f interest to our readers, or of any Tiiatters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.— rftc Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, s^dtahle for reproduction in these

pa^es, of gardens, or of remarkable plaiits, flowers, trees,

£c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for piiblicaiion, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London, c^mmunieations

should be written on one side onlt oi- the paper,

sent as early in the week as possible, and didy signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

COKBECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTr-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.—38°.l.

Mr. Fish's paper at the last

'''"theEosT"'
meetiDg of the Horticultural

Club on the perfume of the Rose,

read at the last meeting, provoked a general

discussion. In the coarse of his remarks, the

lecturer insisted on the necessity that all new
Eoses, to be acceptable, must be endowed with

fragrance. Coleridge, at Cologne, " counted

two-and-seventy stenches, all well defined, and

several stinks." Antithetically, we may state that

Mr. Fish recognises an almost equal number and

variety of fragrant perfumes in the Rose. The
most delioiously-soented Roses according to him
are La France, Goubault, Devoniensis, Mareohal

Kiel, Bessie Johnson, Madame Knorr, Charles

Darwin, Gustave Piganneau, Horace Vernet,

Jean Liabaud, Jean Soupert, Rev. J. B. Camm,
Pierre Netting, Duchess of Marlborough, and

Charles Lefebvre. Kearly all dark-coloured

Roses are sweet, and some whites such as

Augustine Guinoisieau, have a delicious fra-

grance. To Boule de Neige an odour as of new
milk is attributed.

Among Tea Roses, Mr. Fish enumerated as

remarkable for their fragrance, Adam, President,

Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Welche,
Mr. James Wilson, Souvenir de S. A. Prince

(pare white), Princess of AVales, Safrano, &o.

Among the Noisettes, Aim6e Vibert, Lamir-
que, Madame Carnot, Triomphe de Rennes,
•were alluded to; Moss Roses, the Austrian

Briar, Harrisoni, the Provins, or Cab'jage

Roses; most of the China Roses, the Japanese
species rugosa and polyantha, Anna Maria
de Montravel, the white Banksian, the white
Scotch, the Stanwell Perpetuals, Lord Pen-
zance's hybrids from the Sweet Briar, and
many others, oame in for notice at Mr, Fish's
hands. It is, however, not necessary to specify

more illustrations, as, unfortunately, we have
no means of defining the varied fragrance of

which the Rose is capable, unless by comparison
with others equally indesoriba'ole, Socrates has
the odour of the Peach, others that of A'iolets,

Pinks, Apples, Melons, Raspberries, Apricots,
Hyacinths, Myrrh, Mignonette, Coriander, and
fiven bugs

!

Combining practical eoanomy with his flights

of imagination, Mr. Fish went on to enquire
why we English people did not avail ourselvbs
more largely of the opportunities for profit

which the Rose offers us. He sketched the mode
of growing Roses in Bulgaria, and the method
of extracting perfume there and at Grasse, and
he very naturally asked why we could not do

likewise? Great Britain itself furnishes so

many wild Roses that botanists have never b°en
able to agree how many or how few varieties

there really are. Some of them have the
fragrance of Mignonette.

A factory near Leipsig for the extraction of

perfume from Roses was described. About
85 acres are now given up in this neighbourhood
to the cultivation of Roses for this purpose,
Rosa centifolia and R. damasoena being the
varieties chiefly grown. What can be done in

Saxony and Bulgaria can surely be done here,

and hence the validity of Mr, Fish's contention.

Medicinal and other uses of the Rose were
also alluded to, Mr. Fish in this matter acknow-
ledging his indebtedness to Mr. Sawer's treatise

on the subject, to which we shall shortly have to

refer at greater length.

Poetical allusions when the Rose is spoken of

come unbidden into the mind, and Mr. Fish was
characteristically unable to resist the temptation

to indulge in them. lie took for his text an
expressive passage that may not be familiar to

all of our readers, and with which we may there-

fore fitly close this note :

" For green is to the eye, what to the ear

It harmony—and, to the gmell, the Roie.

"

Our Almanack, — Sscretaries of Societies

and others, are earneetly requested to forward

immediately, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultaral Societies

of any kind for 18^5, for insertion in the Almanack,
to be pablished in oar issue for Jannary 5,

LILIUM GIGANTEUM AT FlSHERS HOTEL, PIT-
LOCHRY, N.B. (See Supplementary lUmtration,)—
It is a charming scene that is depicted in our en-

graving on the opposite page, with its border of

perennial plants and specimen of Thuya gigantea,

with a fine vigorous plant of Lilium giganteum
on the left, which, when in flower at the beginning
of August last, measured 8} feet in height, aud pos-

sessed thirteen flowers of 11 inches in lergh. Mr.
EoBEBT Fe4hso.v, the gardener at the hotel, to whose
kindn-ss we are indebted for the photograph from
which the illustration was engraved, states that it

was planted a few years ago along with soms others,

bat no flowers have appeared previous to this year.

Imperial Institute.—On Thursday afternoon,
Dec. 13, Dr. Sosiesville, of the Durham College ot

Science, read a paper dealing with "Some Aspects
of British Forestry." Professor ScHLicH.PhD, of

Cooper's Hill, occupied the chair. The extension of

sylviculture in thii country was discussed chiefly as

an agency for bringing profit to the landlord aud
benefit to the Slate. The absence of satisfactory

returns from many of our existing woods was traced

to excessive initial expenses, unscientific manage-
ment, game, and the inferior quality and conse-
quently low price of much of oar home-grown
timber. The poor quality of the timber was shown
to be largely due to the way in which our planta-
tions are managed, and especially to their being
uiually over-thinned, and too limited in extent.
Reference to the Board of Trade statistics did not
justify a common prediction that timber will become
both scarce and dear in the near future. I(, how-
ever, timber-exporting countries are cutting into

their capital stock of trees, and are shipping more
timber than is annually produced, a psriod of scarcity

may arise with a suddenness of which the Board of

Trad-^ R 'turns need not be expected to give

any indication. The desirability of the State
purchasing land suitable for forestry as a means
of providing employment in rural districts was
strongly insisted upon. Sylvicultural operations,

and the transport of timber to the nearest saw-
mill or railway station, necessitate the employment
of approximately one forester or other workman to

50 acres of wood ; while the conversion and ntilisa-

tion of the timb?r employ an even larger amount of

labour. It was pointed ont that, at a low estimate,

hill pastoral farms are attended to by one shepherd

per thousand acres, so that forestry can find remu-

nerative employment for at least twenty times as

many labourers as pastoral farming.

National Rose Society. — The general

meeting was held on the 13;h at the Horticultural

Club, Hotel Windsor, upwards of fifty members

being present. As reported in our columns last

week, the financial position is favourable, a

balance of £72 lis. 9i. bMog shown. Members'

subscriptions amounted to £374, while their present

number is only two below the highest record, which,

we believe, was in 1892. After the accounts were

passed, Mr. E. B. Lindsell and the Rev. A. Fostee-

Melliie were added to the list of Vice-Presidents
;

and Mr, A, Slauohteh, Steyning, with Mr. F.

KivERs, Sawbridgewortb, were appointed to their

places upon the general committee. The Chair-

man (C. E Shea, Esq, Foot's Cray, Kent) had a

ditfijult task in steering through the most interesting

portions of the other business, the chief of which was

the consideration of Regulation 13, with a view

to altering it so as to read, "No person shall be

allowed to compete as an amatenr who sells Hose

plants. Rose blooms or buds for budding." To this

was added, " except new seedlings and sports."

The most animated discussion followed, it being

generally conceded that such practices had become

far too general, and unless cognisance were taken

of the matter. Regulation 13 was a dead letter.

Bond fide trade growers or amateurs were asked

fjr. It may seem, as not a few members

expressed, a little hard upon those who cannot

aBford to let chances of partially meeting expenses

slip by, but to sell blooms, buds, and surplus plants,

and to ask for quotations from trade growers, is

clearly to place themselves in the same position

as nurserymen. Mr. C. E, Cant, Colchester, and

Mr. G. Mount, Canterbury, confirmed the above prac-

tic>8. The last-named gentleman, in remarking that

he had experience both as an amiteur and a nursery-

man, was eloqrent in support of this alteration,

which was adopted by a large majority. There was

further discussion upon a second motion relating to

the original regulatior, Mr. E. B. Lindsell and

others asking that it should be made operative and

binding, or repealed. Tnere were no dissentients to

this, but the mijority felt very strongly that charges

should be made out clearly and proved to the satis-

laction of the committee before the ofl'ender was

asked to resign or exculpate himself. Oa the other

band, a few wished more drastic measures, suggesting

that any member might make a charge, and it should

fall upon the accused to refute it. This side of the

question did not find general favour; it was felt

that no member would venture upon these in-and-

out tactics after the full and warm manner in

which the question had been discussed. An altera-

tion was decided upon in regulation 7, which

i« of considerable importance : In future the plants

must have been grown by and have been the property

of the exhibitor for at least three months. This was

not 30 much because of actual occurrences where both

employer and gardener exhibited from the same
plants, as the feeling that euch an opportunity was

open. Sir Alexandee Aebothnot and others felt it

would come hard upon affiliated societies where

classes were distinctly made for both amateurs and
gentlemen's gardeners. In the National Rose So-

ciety's exhibitions all must be members, but not so

with affiliated societies. The motion was carried,

presumably as a safeguard to the parent society.

Chromatella and Cloth of Gold are to be

retained, and Paul's Eirly B ush and Mrs. Hark-
ness added to the list of synonymous Roses.

A sub-committee was eppointed under the

style of a general purposes committee, to consider

and rep(.~t upon matters to the general committee,

but to he e no executive power whatever. It may
be of interest to country members to know that the
new catalogue fund not only cleared its expenses,

bat had a balance of £3 to hand over to the general

fund of the society. The dates and plac-s of ehows

J
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during 1895 are Glonceiter, Jane 27 ; Crystal

Palace, July 6 ; Derby, July 17, It was also suggested

that Reading be the place of meeting for the

southern show in 1896, and Ulyerstone for the

northern show; this, we apprehend, will be subject to

confirmation at the next general meeting. Notwith-

standing the sharp frosts of late spring, it was pleas-

ing to notice that the shows during 1893 were well

up to the average, and the idea of a permanent

southern show most popular. The revival and ex-

tension of this early meeting with the consequent

extra expense, was felt to have paid its way.

Results of Crossing Cucurbits,—From
certain experiments in the above direction it is

concluded:—"1. That Pampkins (Cncurbita pepo)

and Squashes (Cucarbita maxima) will not hybridise.

2. That Pampkins and Water Melons (CitruUus

vulgaris) will not ' mix,' nor will Squashes and

Melons ' mix.' 3. Cucumbers (Cacumis sativus).

Sugar and Musk Melons (Cucumis melo) will not

hybridise ; nor will they ' mix ' with Pumpkins. 4.

The different forms of Cucurbita maxima will

readily cross with each other. Mammoth Chili, Hab-
bard. New Prolific Marrow, American Turban, &c.

5. The forms of Cucurbita pepo, as the Long Warted,

Nest-Egg Gourd, Vegetable Marrow, New Golden
Bash, Bush Scalloped, Italian Striped, Perfect Gem,
common Pumpkin, and Sweet Sagar, will readily

cross with each other. 6. The hermaphrodite

flowers of Mask Melon are self-impotent, and this

is true also of some Squashes. 7. Certain varieties

are prepotent, as shown in character of fruit, bine,

and lea/. It is, however, often not well-defined,

both parents transmitting equally." " Eesults of

Crossing Cucurbits," Bulletin Ko. 23, 1893, >i.916—17,
Iowa Agrimltural College Eipsriment Station, puh-
lished 1894,

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, Concert
AT ALTRINCHAM.^The annual concert organised by
the Altrincham Gardeners' Improvement Society in

aid of the Kojal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, was held

at the Literary Institute, Altrincham, on Wednesday
evening, the 5th inst. For such a worthy charitable

object it was only to be expected that the public

would signify their sympathy in a practical manner,
and the result was that the large hall was packed to

its utmost capacity. Several ladies and gentlemen
well known in the musical world, and the fine band
of the Altrincham Orchestral Society, kindly came to

the assistance of the Committee, and their efforts

met with hearty approval. From a musical point of
view the concert was a grand success, and financially

it exceeded all expectations, as after paying all ex-
penies there was a balance of £50 10s , which sum
has been forwarded to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. F.

Babron. This is the third annual concert. Two
years ago a sum of £20 was raised, last year £35, and
Chis year the handsome sum named above. The
committee worked hard to achieve this excellent re-

sult, and they are highly gratified with the success

which has attended their endeavours. If other

Gardeners' Improvement Societies organised enter-

tainments on similar lines, the funds of this very

deserving charity would be considerably eukrged.

Agricultural Statistics. — The Board of

Agriculture has published a preliminary series of

statistical tables showing the acreage under crops in

189 i and 1894, and other particulars of interest to

cultivators. The total area under cultivation in

1894 in England is nearly 25 millions of acres

(actually 24,880,717), about the seme as in 1893.

The area occupied by the principal cereal crops is

about the same as in 1893, with the exception of

Rye, the acreage of which was nearly doubled in

1894, viz , 81,239 acres, instead of 47,386, as in 1894.

Peas, also, were more largely grown in 1894, The
grand total for corn crops, including Peas and Beans,

is given at 6 1 millions of acres (we omit the

remaining decimals) in 1891, as against 59 millions

in 189 5. Green crops and hay crops occupied about

the same area in both years. Small fruits in Eng-

land occupied 63,457 acres in 1894, as compared

with 1893, when 59.694 acres were thus utilised—an

increase of 2763 acres. Similar details are given for

Wales, Scotland, Great Britain, Ireland, and the

United Kingdom as a whole, as also for each county

separately. A general report will be issued after the

close of the year.

STOCK-TAKING: NOVEMBER,-Poetry is cer-

tainly not very nearly allied to trade and commerce;

but a perusal of the past month's " Trade and Navi-

gation Returns" certainly brings to memory the line,

" Man never is, but always to be blest," for the

" good time " is still to come, though, it must be

confessed, there have been times when things were

very much worse ; and then, again, we have a good

prospect. Though we have an increase of imports

to the amount of £565,171, the decrease on the

eleven months is just £7,105,067. True, considering

the immense volume of the imports, this is not so very

great a deficit ; but the comparison ought to have

shown an increase. There is the consolation, how-

ever, that the values of all imports, or nearly all,

have largely decreased—so much the worse for the

vendor. The following figures are extracted from

the summary of imports for November :

—

Imposts.
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The Horticultural College, Swanley.—
Mr. CoLTiLE Browne has resigned the office of

Friacipal of this establishment.

CattleYA maxima GIGANTEA.—We are not

responsible for the apposition of these names. The
original C. maxima was discovered by Habtweg in

1841, but the special variety now to be mentioned
was introduced to M. Lindes's establishment, by
Wallis, in 1864 The plant, however, has gradually

become rarer and rarer, so that it was till lately

practically extinct. M Linden has recently re-intro-

daced the spfcies in its finest form, and in the

Orckidophile speaks of pseudobulbs 40 centimetres in

length, the flowers in clasters of eight or ten, and
even twelve. As an antomn-flowering variety, it

will be welcome, and a fit associate of the true

Cattleya labiata.

ISLE OF Wight Horticultural Improve-
ment Association —The monthly meeting of this

association, D.-. Groves J.P., B. A., of Newport, pre-

siding, was held at Ventnnr, Dec. 1, 1894, when a
paper was read on "The Chrvsanthemum," by Mr.
C. Orchabd, of Bembridge. There were fine blooms
of all the si'ctions of Chrysanthemums staged to

ilinstrate the escay. After the paper was read, ques-

tions were asktd and remarks made on the pecu-
liarities of diflferent varieties. The general failure of

Golden Wedding tbronghcut the country seemed to

be an insoluble prob'em. A hearty vote of thanks
was accorded the chairman, essayist, and those who
had staged blooms and plants.

The Late Dr. Bennet.—A monutcent to Dr.
James Henry Bennet to whose efforts the reputa-
tion of Mentone es a health resort is largely due, was
unveiled there on Thursday in presence of a large
crowd of people, including the local authorities, the
foreign consuls, and the principal medical men of the
Riviera. It will be remembered that Dr. Sennet's
conclusions were largely based on his observations
on the growth of plants as affected by climate.
Theseobservat irns were first published in our columni',
and afterwards incorporatfd in his well-known book
Winter and Spring on the shores of the Mediterranean.

Petworth Horticultural Society,— On
November 28 and 29 there was held at the Town
Hall a successful show, the first autumn show the
Society has held. The Chrysanthemums were, as
a whole, past their best, but Mr. Wells and
Mr, Letchfobd exhibited some grand cut blooms.
Lord Leconfield's gardener contributed a handsome
group of miscellaneous plants ; as did also Miss
McRonald, Chichester.

"The Fruitgrowers' Year-book" (Cable
Office, 30, Fleet Street, London).—This is a very
useful little publication, containing, in addition to a
calendar and practical directions for each month,
essays on fruit culture, by Mr. B. Wells, Mr. E.
Molyneux, on packing fruit for market, frnit-

dryirg, jam-making. &c. An account of Mr. Roch-
fohd's vineries at Tornford, near Cheshunt, where
there are 25 acres under glaes, is given ; and similar
short notes of the nurseries of Messrs. Rivers and
BuNTABD. A classified directory of fruit growers in

each county of the United Kingdom will be very
valuable for reference. One objectionable feature
we may note is the intrusive manner in which the
advertisements are mixed with the text. Indeed,
the mercantile element obtrudes itself throughout
the book in a way that is hardly calculated to

inspire amateurs with confidence. The object of
the compilers would be better attained if the ad-
vertisements, overt and covfrt, were kept in their

proper places. The book should be in the hands
of all growers for market.

Horticultural Club.—The usual monthly
dinner and con erzatione took place at their rooms
in the Hotel Windsor, on Tuesdav, the lltb inst, the
chair was orcuoied by the Vice-President, Mr.
Harry 3. Veitcii ; ainong«t those preoent were Sir
Alex. Arbnthnnt, Misers. Bunyard, Moee, James H.
Veitch, D. T. Fish, Peter Veitch, Ironside, C. Pear-

son, and Harrison Weir. The discussion was on the

odour of Rosep, and was opened in an exhaustive

paper by Mr. O. T. Fish. Many of the members
present afterwards joined in the discussion, and a

hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. Fish for

his paper,

Cornwall in December.—Mr. Howard Fox

obligingly communicates the following list of plants

flowering at Rosehill, ialmontb, in the open air on

Di-cember 16, 1894 :—

AbutiloD megapotamicum
,, Bouledeneige
,, Crusader
,. Prince of Wales

Acacia from Wynberg, 2-year-
oW, 8 feet high

Acanthus mollis
Actinotus
Andromeda formosa
Aralia Sieboldi (Fatsia ja-

ponica)
Azalea amoena

.. Double White
Betjonia sempertiorens
B^rberis Bedlbei
Braemansia sanguiaea (pro-

fuse)
Choisya ternata
C.tjtus florentiQus

,, liirsutus

CoroDilla glauca

,, viminalia
Corydalis lutea

Cy< lamen Atkinsi
Desfontainea spino^a, also in

seed
Diplacu:* glutinosus
Erica caruea
Escallonias, white :;nd red
Eugenia apiculata
E. ugni
Eupatorium. shrub. 7 feet high
Fragaria indica, also in fruit

Fuchsias, in vara.

Genistas, in vars., 12feethigh
Grevillea ro^marinifolia
Helianthus (new miniature)

Also Acacia dealbata, 20 feet high, in bud ready to

burst ; Benthamia fragifera, in fruit Madras Citron,

in bud and fruit ; Senecio petasites, in bud, 6 feet

high.

The Parent Larches at Dunkeld.—Some
few years since, we published illustrations of these

historic trees (see Gardeners' Chronicle, February 12,

1876, p. 200), and of some of about the same age at

Linley, Shropshire. The Dunkeld Larches were

planted in 1733, and the two remaining ones were

measured, says Nature, in 1888, with the following

result :
—

Ft. In.

Height 102 4

Circumferen,.- .
—

3 feet frj u ground ... 17 2

5 15 1

Heliotrope
Hellebores, in vara.

Hydr ngea quercifolia and
other species

Iberis Pruiti
.Tapanese Anemones
Jasminum nuditlorum
Lantana
Leptospermum baccatum
Leycesteria formosa
Lobelias
Magnolia exoniensis
Marguerites
Marigold (Cape)
Miihlenbeckia complexa
Nicotiana affinis

(Eaothera macrocarpa
Olearia Gunniaoa
Phlox Drummondi
Pittosp')rum Tobira
Polygala Dalmaisiana
Primula obcjnica. &c.
Salvia (red- flowered shrub)
Saxifraga crassifolia

Schizostylis coccinea
Skimmia j ipnnica

.. lODgifolia

Sulanum jasminoides
Trop^eolum canariense
Tus-ilago Farfara
Veronica anom^li

,, diosmsefolia

,, glauca CLErulea major
,, iigiistifolia

„ parviflora, &c.

Viburnum rugosum

17

51

6S

12 lOi

8 8

6 1

(Jar contemporary merely gives the measurements
of one of the trees he mentions. Although the date

given for the introduction of the Lirch is 1738, the

tree is mentioned by Parkinson in 16^9 (see Conifer

Report, Royal Horticultural Society, p. 14).

It is interesting to see what was said about the

Larch at that time, on which accoant we give the

following extract from the Paradisus, p. 608 : —
" But in our Land being rare, and noursed up but
with few, and those onely loners of rarities, it

groweth both slowly, and becommeth not high . . .

. . . The blossomes are very beautifnl and delect-

able, being of an excellent fine crimson colour, which
standing among the greene leaues, allure the eyes of

the beholders to regard it with the more desire : it

also bfareth in the naturall places (but not in our

Land that I conld 'apare), small soft cones or fruit,

somewhat like vnto Cypresse nuts, when they are

greene and close."

Electric Light in Horticulture—Some
day. perhaps, when every other civilised nation has

adopted it, our growers may think it worth their

while to make ecqniriee about the use of the elfctric

light in the culture of plants. The experiments of

the late Sir AV. Siemens were duly recorded and
illustrated in these columns some years since, and
they were so remarkable, and, so far as they went,

80 conclufive, that the success of the enterprise

commercially even then seemed only a matter of

time. In the meantime, our American brethren

have stolen a march npon ns, and may be trusted

to attain " results of direct economic value " some

time before we do. We have already alluded to the

results in the case of Lettuce- culture, and recommend
those interested in the subject to read the " Essay on

Electricity and Plant Growing," by Professor Bailey,

Professor of Horticulture, Cornell University, Ithaca,

New York, in the Transactions of the Massachusetts

Borticultural Society for the Year 1894, p. 54.

Market Prices in the Metropolis.-One
of the most interesting features in the second part of

the Journal of the Board of Agriculture, just pub-

lished, is a series of tables, in which is set forth the

monthly mean prices, wholesale, of fruit, at Covent

Garden, Farringdon, Borough, Spitalfields, and Strat-

ford Markets, derived from the pages of the Gardeners'

Chronicle week by week. It is satisfactory to

find our endeavoara appreciated by a Governmental

department.

Christmas Trees.— .\n essay before a recent

meeting of a Forestry association deplores what it

terms the " craze " for Christmas trees, by so mnch,

the author insists, fostering a spirit destructive

of the growing forests. To our mind says Meehan's

Monthly for November, that which gives human
pleasure is not waste—and what pleasure does not

float around the memories of the Christmas tree!

Even from the timber-growing standpoint, little

harm is done, as in the Atlantic States they are con-

fined chiefly to red Spruce and Balsam Fir—not by

any means of great import in timber calculations.

Kinds that are valuable for timber rarely come in,

It is to be regretted that the first inventor of the

Christmas tree cannot be known, and a monnment
built to his memory. The idea originated in

Germany. The legend is that the Christ-child,

disguised as a vagabond, went to a cottage for shelter,

and was not tnrned away. The forester made him

happy. It was Christmas, and the wanderer took a

sprig from a banch of green on the mantel and

planted it by the cottage door. For ever after as it

grew, on Christmas day, it was loaded with gifts

which it bore for the fo rester's family. Thns far in

the realm of story lies bnried the good deed of the

inventor of the Christmas tree.

The Divining Rod and its Uses.— Messrs.

Baker & Son, 25, Paterooater Square, London,

have pablished an essay on this subject by Mr. E«

Vauqhan Je.nkins, and Messrs. T. F. Yodng & R.

RoBEsTSON. It is rather strange that the subject

has not been investigated by our electricians and

seismologists, and that galvanometers and other

instruments which must be much more delicate in

their indications than human "m^dia" havi; not

been turned to account to prove or disprove the

allegations made. Though perverted and distorted

almost beyond recognition, there is generally a grain

of truth in popular belief, howaver superstitious. It

is not only that some people are alleged to have

this faculty, while the majority do not possess it,

but the nature of the rod has to be taken into con-

sideration. " A green Hazel rod full of sap " is pre-

ferred. ' The Fern," meaning we suppose the

bracken, is said to be very sensitive, and "the most

active," used by the two writeis above mentioned,
" is the Douglas Fir. ' We are afraid there is not

much to be got out of this assortment, but if any

one wishes to know how it is done, let them read the

present book, which whatever we may think of some

of the stories in it, bears the impress of good faith on

the part of the writers.

Presentation to Mr. Thomas Lockie.—
This well-known and high!)-esteemed gardener, who
has left Oikley Court, Windsor, to take charge of

the gardens at D ddington Hall, Huntingdon, suc-

ceeding the late Robert Petfield, was entertained

at supper at the Swan Hotel, Clewer, by thirty of his

friends, including many of the leading gardeners of

Windsor and the surrounding district, Mr. Habry
TnRNER, Slough, taking the chair. After supper and

the leading by Mr. Cheery of a sympathetic address,
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Mr. iTdenee, on behalf of the committee and sub-

acriber», preaeated Mr. Loceie with a handaome
gold watch and chain, and Mrs. Loceie with a
diamond brooch. Mr. Loceie was tweaty-two years

gardener at Oakley Court,

Publications Received.— TSe Journal of the

Board of Agriculture No. 2.

—

Millet Bulletin of the

Michigan Slate Agricultural Ccillege Experimental
Station.—Eeviaion of North American Cacti, ^c, by
John M. Coultee, Uuited States Departmsnt of

Agriculture, Division of Bjtany.

—

Peach Yellows

and Peach Rosette, by Ebwin Sjiith, United States

ago I planted a standard Peach tree, I think it was
called Early York. It grew well and bore, and
ripened much fruit, but they were small, yet the
flavour waseood. This being in my mind, I spoke to my
friend Mr. Francis Rivers about having another trial.

He kindly presented me with three pyramid trees,

one Early Louise, one Early Beatrice, one Alexander.
Well ! every gardener knows of the disastrous spring
frost we had here, this spoilt our Strawberry crop,
our Apples, &c. At this time my Peach trees were
in full bloom, so I gave up all idea of a crop, especi-
ally as the Gooseberries cloie by were browned and
many fell off. But no ! It was not so, both Early
Beatrice and Louise set a very good crop, so much

Fig. '.)7.

—

iVpeipedidm willum llovd : flowebs hoje 4Nd ceims'jn.

Di^partment of Agricukare.— The Effects of Spraying

with Fungicides on the Growth of Nursery Stock, by

T. Galloway, U.S. Dspartment of Agriculture,

Washington.

AMATEURS' Column
PEACHES, ETC. — I noted in the Gari.ners'

Chronicle recently, an article on Peach growing
in Belgium, and how very successful it is, and that
it brings £600 000 of foreign money to the pockets of

the Belgian people. Beyond this, I saw a few days
ago a friend of mine from California, and he told me
how great breadths of land are being covered with
Feach trees, and that some of the fruit they will

probably bear will somj day be over here bright and
fresh, and no doubt it will ; and then the French
Peaches that also come, and I hear that hereabouts
the wall Peaches have done fairly well, so we are

not likely to be " wanting " Peaches, bu'j for all that,

I as an amateur like growing my own. Many years

so, that I had twice to thin them, cutting offover two
doz-n from each. Being small trees I left about a

dozen and a half on each, all which though not large,

ripened on or abou", August 1, and were of good
flavour. The Alexander came a little later with

much larger highly-coloured fruit, there were fifteen,

as the tree was not well set for bloom, they ripened

thoroughly and were delicious. There is another

variety that I must get, and that is Waterloo, I have

seen standards of this loaded with bright red fruit,

and good in fiavour. Besides having the fruit, the

blossom is pretty, and the foliage and the style and

growth of the tree is graceful. Now what I am
coming to is. Why do not moru amateurs grow
standard or pyramid Peach trees? there are plenty of

warm nooks where they would do well, though mine
are fully exposed to very rough winds, yet they have

done well. Why buy foreign fruit, when we can so

easily grow our own, and not only that, but have

the pleasure of seeing them grow. I grew some good-

looking Pears this year, but none of these had much
flavour. Tne wet weather was too much for them.

Catillac was very large. Durondeau was the best

flavour, but the blue tits spoilt a large number, in
fact, all on one pyramid. By far the handsomest
Pears that I have seen thisyear, and the best flavoured,
are some I bought at two diftVrent times, they were
delicious and wonderfully juicy — they came from
California. Harris.n Weir, Iddesleigh, Sevenoaks,
Dec. II, 1894.

CYPRIPEDIUM WILLIAM
LLOYD.

This richly- coloured Cypripedium (see fig. 97) is

a hybrid obtained from a cross between C. bella-

tnlum and C. Swanianum, and was shown before the
last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society by
Mr. P. Weathers of Silverhall Nurseries, Isleworth,

when it received an Award of Merit. In our report

of that meeting, we described the flower as re-

sembling C. Chas. Richman, in the dark rose and
crimson colour which suffuses almost the whole of

the surface.

The broad upper petal has feathered crimson-

purple lines, and the substance of this beautiful

flower generally is thick and wax-like.

Home Correspondence.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLE T IN Tl-

TUTION.—It appears to me that many gardeners

who desire to see impartiality upheld, will feel a

debt of gratitude towards " Enquirer," whose letter

appeared in your last issue. As sure as the elec-

tions come, so are the enclosed weighty epistles

sent forth ; no name or place of the sender is

visible ; surely it is not distributed owing to the

names attached for catching votes or influencing

other voters away from the most deserving. It is

evidently not wise, and certainly not fair towards

others whose opportunities have not be^n so favour-

able for obtaining such signatures. I have been

closely connected with similar funds from their com-
mencement, and even in cnitmittee I have never

thought it right to advocate candidates either at the

meetings .or otherwi'e, and lor the same reasons I

have never voted, feeling that the majority of outside

voters would, aftei seriously considfring each appli-

cant's position officially set forth, do the deciding

according to their honest convictions. I do think

that trade influence should not appear, and that a

correct basis should be adopted under such condi-

tions. I am glad the subject has been approached,

and sincerely hope both sides will be impartially

discussed, Henry Cannell, Sioanley. [The epistle

.-eferred to was an appeal for support oi a particular

candidate, backed by a statement that his petition

was signed bv the treasurer and five members of the

committee. Ed.]

Gardeners have been frequently rated,

because they, as a class, do not subscribe in

greater numbers to the above excellent Institu-

tion, the claims of which should specially appeal

to their generosity ; but if the communication of

" Eaquirer,'' p. 729, is correct, I am afraid it will not

enhance the prospects of their so doing. In the

official list of candidates I have often noticed the

recurrent phrase— " been a gardener all his life in the

neighbourhood of so-and-so." Now, I myself have had

several changes since I began my gardening career,

and I know many more that have bad a similar ex-

perience; some manage to drop into a berth where

they can remain, and such fortunately seldom have

recourse to the benefits nf the Institution. Therefore

it would be somewhat difficult to give a full description

of each candidate's gardening career, but certainly the

irony of fate is exemplififd in "Enquirer's" note,

another rendering of the eleventh ho-:r labourer

in the vineyard ! Was the erstwhile shoemaker

elected on the pension list? or will he be put up

again ? if so it would be only right and fair to can-

didates that have been gardeners all their life, to

have full particulars given next time. Being a sub-

scriber, I should feel very hurt if, in years to come,

a turn of that treacherous wheel of fortune necessi-

tated my name being placed on the list of candidates,

—and then—oh, then ! to find myself elbowed out

by one of the same standing as mentioned by your

correspondent. Pathfinder,

" Enquirer's" letter, page 729 is of a some-

what startling nature, and, assuming it to ba a fair

statement of the facts of the case, it certainly requires
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the attention of all who are interested in the welfare

of our good old Institution. Residirg, as I do, at a
considerable distance from London, 1 am not often

brought into contact with those who more dirtctly

have the management of it, consequently I am not
acquainted with the minor details of its working.
Looking at the names of the Committee as published
annnally, we should expect that the persons named
would surely not allow the claims of a person (how-
ever worthy he may be) who did not enter upon an
horticultural life until forty, to be called a gardener
in the sense that this Institution was and is Intended
to benefit. We subscribers at a distance have to

rely on the remarks of the Committee that are pub-
lished each year about the respective candidates.

Hence the necessity of these remarks being based on
facts. The age when each candidate enters his

gardening career should always be stated. As one
who has not only subscribtd for fourteen years,

but who has also done some little in other ways to

further the interests of the Institutior, I shall

await with interest some explanation from the
management as to the charge of " Enqnirer," H. J.
Clayton, Grimston, Tadcaster,

CHBI8TMA8 REQUIREMENTS.—At pages 689 and
690 of the Gardeners' Chronicle, a "Market Gardener

"

introduces a very interesting and varied assortment
of plants, fruits, and flowers available for this season.
But among the cut flowers I notice that no mention
is made of two at lesst of our never-failing Christ-
mas flowers, viz., Chrysanthfmums and Poinsettias,

The former of these has an importance of its own,
and 80, indeed, has the latter plant, from a decorative
standpoint, though, of course, the coloured bracts
that are so generally admired at this time have
nothing to do with the true flowers. For church
decoration, however, both plants are in great demand

;

indeed, are really indispensable at this time. For
its decorative and market value, the Chrysanthemum
cannot easily be superseded, and especially is this the
fact when it is remembered that these flowers are
forthcoming at Christmas-time in both yellow and
white. The adaptability of their flowers to the
ordinary sitting-room or public building, where arti-

ficial light is used, makes them quite indispensable
at Chrietmas-time. The duration of the blossoms of
some varieties is also very noteworthy. For deco-
rative purposes at this season we have no white that
can equal Lady Lawrence, the purity of its flowers
being all that can be desired, while its lasting pro-
perties are great. This variety may be easily carried
over into the new year, and still be fresh and
good. Another excellent late white is Lady Can-
ning, the flowers of which are very pure. In this

case the plant is possessed of a dwarf bnshy habit of
growth, that will render it most welcome aa a pot
plant for furnishing. Whether this latter is going
to be sufficiently free-flowering for the market-
grower has yet to be decided. Yet another dwarf
white variety, which must not altogether be over-
looked, is Bonle de Neige. It is an old variety,
certainly, and not a first-class flower, but there is

this about it, that it may be relied upon for Christmas
work, which is an important point to nurserymen
and florists, who supply cut flowers for decorations.
Then among the yellows we have Mrs. Hogg and
W. H. Lincoln, both excellent in their way, and also
distinct. There is also Golden Gem, a flower the
colour of which is variable, and the name too fre-

quently a misnomer. The terminal blossoms are
generally yellow, and often of a pleasing shade.
Kate Mursell, the beautiful primrose sport from
Lady Lawrence, is also a charming flower equally
late in flowering as the original. These by no
means exhaust the list of Chrysanthemums suitable
for and obtainable at Christmas ; and I should not
omit to name Eucharis grandiflora, double-flowered
zonal Pelargoniums, forced Lilac, with its delicious
fragrance

; and paper- white Narcissus were in great
quantity on the principal markets of this country.
Another Market Gardener.

MR. BLACKMORE AND FRUIT CULTURE,— It is

diflScult to discover a cause for the crusade that Mr.
Blackmore has preached against fruit-growing ; the
10 acres of land, which have not been profitable
to him, can hardly constitute a basis to attack
one of the industries of the nation. I am told that
in Devonshire thousands of acres are occupied by
worthless and worn-out trees, from which a very
nasty drink, called cider, is manufactured

; the fruit
for this beverage is generally battered from the trees
(poor old things), gathered up from the soil, and
thrown into heaps, rotten and sound, and all
nauseous. The superstition that these repulsive

Apples can make good cider ought to be imathed,
abolished, and trampled upon by the Devonshire
worthy, Mr. Blackmore, and he will then do
good service to his county, but the 'boom"
will not be very tremendous; the annual net profit

of seme of the brewery companies would probably
buy up all the growing stock of fruit-trees in the
United Kingdom, and the re- planting of one county
would tax the resources of all the English fruit-tree

growers (so much for the "boom'). Let the
replanting, however, be done with the finest sorts of

dessert and culinary Apples, the cider will then be
worthy of a refined taste, fine Apples will make fine

cider, and the so-called cider Apples return to the
limbo of ignorance from which they were drawn.
Under Mr. Blackmore 'a leading, Devonshire will again

become a source from which a fine English drink
will be a blessing in disguise to the whole country,

wholesome, pleasant, and inspiriting, and which
can be produced as cheaply as the horrible

slufT which sometimes passes as cider. T. Francis

Bioers,

FRUIT AND FICTION.-There must be something
fascinating in Mr. Blackmore 's letters treating of what
he calls the " wretched delusion " of fruit-growing to

ensure the insertion of such rhapsodies as he writes.

He asked for one instance only of a successful fruit-

grower. I gave him two, but he is unconverted. If

such evidence would convince him 1 think I could

engage to cite him two successes to every one of his

failures. Failures and successes there are in every

business—not only in fruit- growing, but in literature

as well—yet, if Mr. Blackmore cites his own experi-

ence in literature.would he advise failing fruit-growers

to become literary men ? I think not—nor would it

be wisdom to say, because there are literary failures

that literature is a "wretched delusion "—yet one is

as important as the other, and both must be deve-

loped, and both will receive attention in spite of all

opposition, and both businesses will have its suc-

cessful operators and failurep. It is so with every

business or profession. The crucial test to success

in almost anything is the compulsion—most per-

sons are compelUd to do something to live and
better their condition, and as a rule they are forced

to stick to it or fail, and that means ruin. Hun-
dred of cases might be cited. Look at Gilbej's firm

—there is an instance. Rumour says that they were
nearly spun up at the beginning, but to wind up
meant ruin, so they stuck to business till success

dawned upon them, and now look ; and it is so with

thousands more. Look at the great fruit-growers of

to-day, to name them would be a task, for the

numbers are so great. Does this view show it to be

a "wretched delusion." It is mere twaddle to say so,

and an unjust reflection on respectable men. It is a

pity this controversy on so great a subject should

drop before it is well thi ashed out, and no partiality

should be shown in altering or cutting out expres-

sions in the correspondence, but fairness should be
exercised all round, and Mr. Blackmore forbidden to

abuse men engaged in a great industry by such phrases

as "fatal fad," "wretched delusion," and other such

choice terms, for there are persons who take notice

of such things, to the real injury of themselves and
others. B. Wells, FB.H.S., The Fruit Nurseries,

Crawley.

ThE SEASON.— As an instance of this mild season,

I may state I found a full grown Strawberry in my
garden here, nearly ripe, on Nov. 18, and one before

that date, they are still blooming ; to-day I find the

buds on fruit-bushes and Raspberries are moving;
Primroses in the woods are looking gay. I send

twigs of two old shrubs I knew more than sixty

years ago, not often seen now, Caronilla emerus, or

Scorpion Senna, and Tamarisk, grown more by the

south coast, blooming freely. I have seen beautiful

hedges in gardens clipped or knifed to 3 feet or more,

are very ornamental ; a tree here is about 16 feet

high, very useful to cut from as greenery. We have

had several degrees of frost, on Dec. 4, 10°, ther-

mometer 22° at 4 feet from the ground. W. Livers,

Heath Cottage, Linton, Maiditone.

EUCHARIS.—Having seen your illustration of a

pot of Eucharis grandiflora in a recent paper, I should

like to say a few words respecting the very successful

cultivation of the plant by Mr. Taylor at Belmont,

Wimbledon : there are twentj-two pots of bnlbs

ranging from 8 to 12 inches in diameter, each of

which recently carried from twelve to twenty-one

spikes of flowers'; they occupy the side of a low span-

roofed house, and seem quite at home—they were

thought worth photographing. Ad.iiirer.

DOUBLE UYCASTE SKINNERI.—A few weeks ago
one ot my plants ol Lycaste Skinneri bore two
flowers on a spike, which fact 1 communicated to the

Gardeners' Chromale (see issue for December 1,

p. 675), Another pUnc in my collection is duw
showing two buds on one spike. la the case of bota
plants, the spikes simply bear two distinct flowers.

Another occurrence of the sam'! kind here in the

autumn was that of a plant of Cattleya BowrioGriaDf.

had fourteen flowers on one growth. N. BlandforA,
Bitterne.

FRUIT AT THE DRILL HALL —The very fine col-

lection of culiaary Apples staged by Mr. G. Bonyard
at the last Drill Hall meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society certainly attracted the attention of

the visitors, but to show them on plates taught ni>

one anything. I venture to suggest to Mr. Banyard
that it would be of greater service to an aspirinij

fruit-growing nation, were he to set an example &',

some future meeting to market growers of Appleo
how to tastefully and conveniently pack their fruii

for sale in a way that will command the patronage

of the grocer and the admiration of the public, .in

the same way that so much of imported fruits are

submitted to public attention. The foreigner caters

chiefly for the high-class shop keeper and the grea^

stores. Uar home growers chiefly for the green-

grocer and the costermonger. With such a fine lot

of fruits as Mr. Bnnyai d has, and some other growers

also, what capital olject-lesions might be at the

Drill Hall furnished ! We want to see our Apples
sized, neatly packed in very cheap boxes or cratee.

and in moderate quantities, rather than in bushel

baskets. A. D.

WATER-TIGHT STOKEHOLES.—On page 701, M".
Jenkins gives directions tor making watertigh;

stokeholes. Bricks and cement used as he states,

however, would be a heavy item of expenditure, anrt

likely to deter many from undertaking such worL.

Water is a difficult element to keep in and keep ou%
and a guarantee of success would be risky after all

his expensive process. I have maintained, and still

do, that an iron tank is more effectual and economical

than bricks and cement. The pipes, both flow and
return, must of course be carried over the top of the

tank. Tha bottom of the tank in front of the

furnace, and where the shovelling is done, should have

loose sheets of iron laid on to prevent wearing the

bottom of it. Bat why have a sunk hole at all ?

Why not place the boiler on the ground level ? I

am well aware of the prevailing opinion that the

whole of the pipes must be above the boiler, and

have also a gradual rise the whole of their lengtt:,

but this notion is erroneus, for the boiler will do its

work as well if above the pipes as if set below, and t

house 200 or 300 feet distant from it, though it may
be a few feet lower, can be heated to any degree,

according to the number of pipes put in. We have

a structure in this establishment heated by a boiler

that is 2 or 3 feet above its work ; the boiler i»

set on the ground level, and the pipes below. Mr.
DiUwortb, of the late firm Metcalfe & Dillwortb,

Preston, has heated several ranges of honses in

gardens near the coast, and in low-lying districts,

without excavating a stoke hole at all, and be recently

informed me that difference of levels presented no
obstacle to him. W. P. R., Pretion.

NE PLUS ULTRA PEA.—This variety was dis-

tributed from here by Mr. Brownlees, whose family

resided at this place for over sixty years, and noc

from Berkhamsted. as stated in the article on the

"History of the Pea" in your last week's issue.

W. Boden, Marlow's Nursery, Hemel Hempstead.

THE BLACK CUSRANT MITE. — Amongst the

members of the old school of gardening it is likely

that they, not having had the advantages of the present

generation in becoming acquainted with the habit*

of plant- pests, and the appearance olfungus diseasei,

labour under the delusion that because they have no.,

seen or heard of them, the whole must be a myth
;

this, at least, appears to be the case with one of your
correspondents in relation to the Black Currant mite

(Phytoptus ribis). I made the first discovery of this

troublesome insect about twelve years ago, but at

that time did not know where to find any informa-

tion recarding it [you did not read your Gardmers'
Chronicle, where it was fully described at that

time !], However, I was able to rid the garden

of It by burning all the aftected bushes. Since

then it has been my good fortune to become ac-

quainted with some ot the writings of Miss B. A.
Ormerod. I would strongly advise "A. D." and,

in shor', every gardener, to invest Cs. in the
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Manual of Injurimts Insects, and Methods of Pre-
vention," by tbaC author, as it contaiae much nseful

informatioa aboat most of oar worat inspct foea.

At p. 603, "A. D." makes bold to assert that the

Black Currant-bad mite is only to be fouad on badly-

^rown plants. This much may be granted him, that

weakly plants are sooner overran than viguroaa ones,

aimply because the latter afford a much more limited

area for the insect to cover. The truth is, health

has nothing whateTer. to do with the presence or

absence of the mite, and this " A. D " will learn

shoald it ever find its way to the Currants under

his care (t presume he is a grower). Twelve months
ago I had occasion to give a lecture in one of the

villages on the estate of my employers, and as the

mite had been one of the worat enemies of the

cottage gardens, I was asked to make a specialty

of this subject. I responded to the request, and
strongly urged all those whose bushes produced
abnormal buds (like the specimens I had), to dig

up and burn them. This was done, and young
plants supplied from the gardens under my care,

free of coat, with the result that not a vestige of

Daisies, of various shades of colour, Pyrethrum
uliginosnm, and Anemone japonica alba. And in a

cut state the Lobelia cardinalis keeps fresh a long
time, if put into water as soon as cut, and it is

admirably adapted, in coDJunction with long-flower-

ing shoots of the above-mentioned plants, for filling

large vases for the decoration of rooms. Recently I

noticed a long row of Lobelia cardinalis in fine

flower in a border close to the several ranges of

glasshouses in the nurseries of Messrs. K»yne8.
Williams & Co., Salisbury. The plant has every-

thing to recommend it, being a good grower in any
garden soil of average fertility, and easily increased

by division of the roots. H. W. Ward.

LARGE EXHIBITS AT THE DRILL-HALL MEETINGS.
— The resolution passed unanimously at the ordi-

nary meeting of the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society held on October 23, inviting

the Council to place restrictions on the number of

dishes of fruits exhibited by any one firm or person

at any one Drill-Hall meeting should, if adopted by
the Council, be productive of some good results.

Tig. 98.

—

misleto oak in eastnoe pabk, (see i

(From a sketch by the Bev. Professor Henslow.)

745;

the mite can now be found. Facta are oftener

stronger than fiction, and this, perhaps, " A. D."
will admit when I tell him that all the cottagers

on this estate have exceptional inducements to

cultivate their gardens well, and that it was
in the garden bearing the highest number
of marks for cultural merit that the mite
had made the most headway. Stunted growth and
bad cultivation were not to be found within the
enclosure, and is it not more rational to think that the
Currant-bud mite would increase most on bushes in a
robust state of health, with good fat buds for them
to feed on, instead of on starved plants ? Moreover,
is it not when rabbits find abundance of food that
they increase the fastest ? Phytoptus.

LOBELIA CARDINALIS.—What a showy, useful

fr<?e autumn - flowering plant is Lobelia cardi-

nalis ! Yet, strangely enough, it is not often met
•with now-a-days in private gardens. The spikes of

scarlet flowers rising from 2 to 3 feet high out of

tufts of long, narrow, bronzy foliage, are very telling

in effect, either planted in single rows in shrubbery
borders or in irregular masses some 3 to 4 feet from
the walk in herbaceous borders, in which latter posi-

tion they form a striking contrast to the plants with

which they are associated, snch as Michaelmas

Certain evils now result from the present system :

First, we constantly see a large number of the

most nnmeritorious sorts exhibited, which would
be better left at home ; and further, even of

known good sorts, many inferior samples are often

staged for the purpose of making up big col-

lections. Such exhibits have no interest, add
nothing to the attractions of the meetings, and are

not at all the sort of things the meetings are

established to encourage. Secondly, these huge col-

lections too often cramp and confine space for many
other small but not less interesting exhibits.

Thirdly, there is growing up a sort of running

competition for notoriety as to the presenting

the largest collections. Where is it to end ?

These are the reasons which prompted the Fruit

Committee to take action, that body being driven to

their wits' end to find suitable awarda, the range

being exceedingly limited. However, it has

been pointed out that fifty dishes, assuming
the restriction be adopted by the Council, might
be interpreted as fifty baskets, which would
mean a huge collection again. Still, limited to

fifty sorts, there would be much gain. Yet I

think the wisest coarse would be to take the

bull by the horns and rigidly limit every exhibitor

to a maximnm of table apace, leaving him to fill

it as he may. That could be so determined as
to cut down the huge collections of to - day to
something like proper limits. I personally do not
complain of any one or of all the exhibitors. The
system complained of has grown up gradually. Its
objectionable nature was specially impressed on
the fruit committee, when making certain awards,
because it was felt that space and numbers
did give undue advantages. Of course, it is

the trade houses that chiefly create the difficulty,
and not private gardeners. Ic is so rare that these
latter require unusual space, that what they have
ilone calls for no comment, beyond saying that
in some respects the collections of vegetables shown
on October 23 were the most representative ever
seen. S'.ill, the very highest award having been
made, such another collection will hardly be repeated.
None the less, any restrictive regulation should have
general application. Then it is hopfd that the
council will not micd helping the committee in the
matter of awards, so far as to lay down a regulation
as to awarding the highest, a gold medal, an award
that is eagerly sought lor. but which ought to be very
bard to gain. It is sometimes ra'.her invidious to dis-
tinguish as to the relative merits of unlimited collec-
tions, but once these are restricted to equal numbers
or areas, then each one can be dealt with on its abso-
lute merits. I have not much sympathy with those
persons who want to make the Drill Hall meetings into
shows. It is true that nothing can be more welcome
than very meritorious objects, and if all the exhibits
at those meetings were distinctly meritorious, there
would be nothing to find fault with. But we have
to see a good deal that is very common-place, and
such things if they fill the tables, at least, add
nothing to the dignity, interest, or attractiveness of
the meetings. Whilst it may be said, what would the
meetings be without the trade collections, it may be
retorted what do the meetings gain from very much
of this trade material ? I do not know that the
getting of a good advertisement is the chief aim and
object of the meetings, and no doubt there are
numerous exhibitors at the Drill Hall who care not
a rap for an advertisement, but who do very much like

to let their fellows see what good things they may
have to show them ; and that is a form of personal
ambition that commands and merits nur warmest
respect. There is no part of the Riyal Horticultural
Sjciety's work that commands more respect, not
merely on the spot, but in the provinces, than the
regular meetings, and the less they become mere
trade shows, and the more meetings for the exhibi-
tion of all that is best and interesting in horticul-
ture, the greater will it redound to the honour and
glory of the society. A Fellow.

THE DEAR LITTLE SHAMROCK
or IRELAND.

" TtiEEEs a dfar little plant that grows in our isle,

'Twas S;. Patrick himself sure, that set it,

And the sun on his labour with pleasure did smile.

And the dews from his eyes oft did wet it.

It thrives through the bog, through the brake,

through the mireland,

And he called it the dear little Shamrock of

Ireland,

The sweet little Shamrock, the dear little

Shamrock,
The sweet little, dear little, Shamrock of Ireland."

About four years since, as is well known in Cork,

I changed my residence. Temple Hill, to new and

most virgin soil that had been a sheep pasture for

years, now known as Ard-Cairn. The labourers of

the village near at haad know what a big job the

undertaking was when started—in fact, to make a

new place. There were seventy large nnwieldly trees,

100 years old, or even more, to be got rid of; there

was an immense amount of carting and ground level-

ling to be done, the filling up of hollows, &c. In doing

this the men got down to a bed of brown shingle,

and this when taking the pre-Adamite or never

before disturbed soil to fill np a particular hollow.

This is given by way of preface. The soil having

been removed to the depth of 4 or .5 feet,

was spread over about a rood of ground

that was to all appearance perfectly sterile. The
same year, in the autumn, I got it stirred up with

digging- forks and pickaxes, and dressed with bone-

meal and soot, as a sort of stimulant differing
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greatly to what had ever before reached it. The

following spring, npon this particular spot, up came

a crop of tafte of loTely Shamrock of the most

verdant green, and having a 17th-of-March-like

appearance—BO fnll of virgin pnrity, and yet out of

snch a sterile soil ! I lifted a number and planted

them out at a distance of 1 foot apart, and we had

clumps in 1893 and 189i, 18 inches in diameter

from a single plant. From this crop I have suc-

ceeded in saving a quantity of seed, and intend to

offer it to the Irishmen in America through some

trade journal. The seed is bright golden in colour,

intermediate in size between that of common Trefoil

and White or Dutch Clover.

The problem I want solved is this : Whence came

the seed from which the original plants or germs

sprang? What was it as "matter" while resting

beneath this 4 feet of surface for thousands of years ?

And how has it kept its character? It is certainly

the first lot of Shamrock-seed sowed in quantity on

the soil of "ould Ireland." 1 am planting out

1 acre of young tufts for the seed-crop of 1895, upon

the top of my Daffodil?, when I expect to harvest a

big quantity of seed. I may mention that the

natural soil at Ard-Cairn is loam, resting on

limestone, and thai when making excavations at

a lower depth, we have come acrois a deposit, here

and there scatterings of iceberg, drifted or conveyed

limestone boulders that with the slightest touch of

the sledge-hammer fall to pieces, and when examined

they are found to contain fossilised remains of eels,

mussels, and cockle-shells in a perfect state. Snch

limestone boulders are not all of the same degree

of hardness, some are much softer than what are found

in the adjacent quarry of Beaumont. W. Baylor

Hartland, Ard- Cairn, Cori.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

Societies.
ROYAL HORTICULTTJBAL.

Scientific Committee.

December 11.—Present: Dr. M. T. Masters (in

the chair) ; Dr. Bonavia, Mr. McLachlan, Mr.

Michael, Rev.W.Wilks, Rev.G. Henslow (Hon.Sse.i.

Pmes, tf c.—Dr. Masters exhibited a series of cones,

&c., received from Mr. Herrin, gardener at Drop-

more, as follows:—Finns Lambertiana, the Sagar-

Pine, from California, the cones being 12 inches in

length, of which the seeds are edible. Abies nobilis,

remarkable for llie golden- coloured reflexed bracts

and the silvery foliage. Araucaria imbricats, first

and second year's cones. The largest tree at Drop-

more was raised (as also the one lately dead at Kew)
from seed brought by Mr. Menzies from Chili.

Capressus Goveniana, remarkable for its elegant

branching with decustating branchlets. C. macro-

carpa, only growing at Monterey, on the coast of

California. It succeeda well on our own coasts, bat

not inland.

Primula ohconico,, Cause of Eczema.—Dr. Bonavia

described a case of a lady who was three times made
seriously ill by handling this plant before it was dis-

covered to be the cause. It appears to be harmless

with most people, but is a serious source of trouble

to some persons who touch it.

I\'cpenthcs bicalcarata, in Flower. — Dr. Masters

showed specimens of the flowers of this plant, which

has not been known to blossom in this country

before. The inflorescence is an umbel, and not an

elongated raceme, as in other species. It was

recpived from the Edinburgh Botanical Gardens.

Tritoma with A.nllary Buds.—Br. Masters showed

drawings illustrating the unusual occurrence of

flower- buds arising near the base of the stem in this

plant. It was observed that other plants are occa-

sionally seen to throw out supernumerary flower-

buds, as Docks, Nettles, &c., from stems which

usually wither and dry up in autumn.

CARNATIONS.

These plants form an important feature now in

most gardens, and although they can be grown well

in a mixed border of herbaceous plants, it is better

to have beds or masses of them planted by them-

selves, and they will produce a striking effect in the

garden, and furnish quantities of cut flowers when

in bloom. In poor soils, Carnations will grow and

produce flowers about the end of July or early in

August only, but in rich deep good loam a succes-

sion of blooms is produced until the frost cuts

them off. Beds of seedlings, if well managed,

produce the greater masses of bloom. Plants

now in frames of the florists' varieties require

to be looked over, and all decajing or dead leaves

removed, the surface of the soil to be stirred at the

same time with a pointed stick. Green- fly may be

brushed off, but the most effectual method of dealing

with the aphis tribe, green or black, either in houses

or frames, is to fumigate with tobacco-smoke.

The Aubicula.

In winter the Auricula is supposed to be in a

quiescent condition, and I wish they were in these

early days of December, but instead they continue to

produce flower-trusses. The Auriculas are like their

near allies, the Primroses: when all of them are

flowering they are pretty enough, but when flowering

so freely in autumn they will not produce snch good

bloom in the spring. After a wet season like that of

1894, onewonld have expected cold, foggy weather, but
we had such beautiful weather on the firit Monday of

December that one did not wonder that the thrushes

and Primroses thought that spring had come. What
are we to do with our precocious plants ? Keep them
quite dry at the roots, say the old florists. This
may do in severe frost, but up till now we have had
little. The best we can do is to pull the lights cff

whenever the weather permits, and keep them
tilted night and day, unless there is a dense fog.

Remove all dead leaves, and if a spring bloom is the
main consideration, pick the pips cff also. Di> not

let the plants get dust-dry at the root?, but let them
be well on the dry side before giving them water,
and in applying the water do not wet the leaves.

J. Douglas.

DEVON AND EXETER
HORTICULTURAL.

We learn from the report of the proceedings of

this society, which appeared in the Devon and F.xeter

Ga:eHe of December 8, 1894, that a statement was

made at the recent annual meeting held at Exeter

Guildhall on the 7th inst , under the chairmanship

of A. 0. SiUifant, Esq., sheriff of the county, which

shows an unfavourable position of the finances. The
credit balance at the commencement of the year

amounted to a sum of £40 9s., and at the finish of

the year to £1G 7s. 'id. The committee, in view of

the serious state of the finances, urged the members

to do all in tlieir power to induce more persons to

join the society.

Two exhibitions were held during the yea', but

at neither was the attendance good. The com-

mittee sncgested that a Rose show should be

held in June or July instead of the August

show. It was decided that a Rue and general Show
and a Winter Exhibition should be held.

islands. Prof. Bayley Balfour, F.R S., spoke of the

importance of recording the flora of these islands,

and a vote of thanks was awarded to the reader. The
meteorological report from the garden, by Mr. A. D.
Richardson, showed a small rainfall daring November,
as well as an extremely mild average temperature.

Notes of a series of experiments of stem-ringing of

broad-leaved trees, were read by Mr. Richardson ; and
Mr. R. Lindsay, Curator, gave a report of vegetation

in the garden, very few species being noted as

flowering during the last month ; Aponogetoa dia-

tachyon flowered freely in the pond ; and Lucalia
gratissima, L. Pinceana, and Melastoma malabath-
ricum, were exhibited from the glassboases, by Mr.
R. L. Harrow.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL SOCIETY.

Decemuee 13.—The second meeting of the session

was held by this Society at 5, St. Andrew Square,

on the above date, when a good number of members

were present. The programme of communications,

contained some interesting items. In the absence

of the President, Surgeon-Mejor H. H. Johnston,

occupied the chair. The report, for the year 1893 4,

showed a very favourable result, considering the addi-

tional expenses incurred daring the year, and it was

unanimously accepted. Mr. R. Stewart Macdougall,

B.Sc, was elected a resident Fellow of the Society.

Upon the table was an interesting display of plants

from the Royal Botanic Garden, illustrating varie-

gation in a large number of oiders of plant?, which

were much admired. Fruits of the remarkable

Sebastiana, containing the larvse of Carpocapsa

saltitans from Mexico, were exhibited by Mrs.

Spragne.

The newly-elected Fellow, R, Stewart Macdougall,

B.Sc. gave, with lantern illuslrations, an interesting

paper upon Lathyrus sativus, treating of its proper-

Wr, with a comparative review of some other legu-

minous fodder- plant?, a vote of thanks being heartily

accorded the lecturer for his paper. Some well-

dried specimens were exhibited of the flora of lie

d'Aigiettes and Les Buaitiere, Maur.t us, by Surgeon-

Maior H. H Johnston, who also read a report on th»se

HARD-WOODED GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.

\ Continued from p. 7U2.)

Acacias.—The culture of the Acacia resolves

itself into two heads, viz., that of plants grown in

pots and those planted out in greenhouse or conserva-

tory borders. In either case an excellent return io

flower can be had, but the greater quantity, of course,

under the latter method. There are varieties

which are better suited to pot- culture than others,

and of these again there is a considerable diversity of

habit. If planted out in lofty conservatories, either as

pillar, wall, or roof-plants, the effect when in flower,

is really magnificent ; the flowers being produced in-

variably during the early spring when outside flowers

are still scarce. There are many gardens where the

planting-out system is adopted with excellent results.

Syon House and Buxted Park are two instances

in private establishments ; and at]the Royal Gardens,

Kew, it is even more extensively adopted in the

Australian or temperate-house. When grown in

this way, they require to be pruned to keep them
within bound?, and this operation should be

attended to immediately they are out of flower. An
extensive border is not needed or desirable, other-

wise the increase in growth would be excessive for

all but the largest of houses. The stronger growers,

as A. dealbata and A, armata, should have a loamy
soil in which to grow, whilst such as A. Riceana and
others, need more peat. The last-named is a suitable

one for rafters or roofs, whilst A. armata is capital for

erect training to pillars or columns, and A. dealbata

for covering walls. Of varieties suitable for culture

in pots, A. armata, A. Drummondi, A. cordata, A.
lineata, A, rotundifolia, and A. verticillata are a

select half-dozen, and of these the two first-named

are probably the most useful. Less pruning is

needed when grown in pots, but keep the plants

compact and dwarf, or a deal of time must be spent

in tying. If potted thoroughly well in good soil,

they will continue in health for two years or even

longer, in the case of large plants. Peat and yellow

loam, of good fibrous character in both instances,

and in nearly equal proportions, will well suit plants

of a fairly good size. For small plants it is better

to use a greater proportion of peat and sand in both

cases. Firm potting is indispensable, for without

it the plants eventually become loose around the

stem, and impoverished also. These Acacias being

amongst the hardiest of greenhouse plants, it ia

possible, in sheltered and fairly favourable localities,

to stand them out-of-doors by the end of May,

gradually inuring them to the full sunshine, so that

the growth may be completed speedily, and the wood

well matured. From thence onwards to the end of

September, they will be perfectly safe, and they

should then be housed in a light and well-ventilated

structure. The potting should be done either when

first starting into growth after flowering, or soon

after they are housed. Daring hot weather they

will need frequent syringings to prevent red-spider,

which, if inany way troubleeome, should he destroyed

by syringing with sulphur-water. White-scale is

another and oftentimes a very troublesome iniect-

pest to the Acacia, considerable perseverance being

required to exterminate it. The best remedy will

be a well-proven insecticide at nearly or quite the

prescrib-d strength, used as a dip or for syringing

which should be followed by a syringing with water
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at about 100° F. In regard to insects, the same
remark applies to the planted-oat examples. I hare

not thas far alluded to Acacia lophantha, which ia

best known, perhaps, as an ornamental plant in sub-

tropical gardening, being better raised from seed,

the germination of which is exceedingly variable,

and needing an extremely moist soil and a brisk

beat. This species makes a good decorative pot

plant of medium size, and planted out will grow even

in lofty houses almost too vigorously. I have

seen it in one garden ripen its seeds annually,

but if I remember rightly, the plant was in a pot

and rooted through into the border, a partial check

being thus given. The variety of Acacia, which is

BO largely imported in a cut state, presumably from

the south of France (the Riviera, Nice, &c.), is A.

dealbata, or a closely-allied species. It is somewhat

surprising hofv well these long panicles of bloom will

last in a fresh condition. I note in an old catalogue,

dated 1878, just referred to, that thirty-one varieties

or species are enumerated, whilst nearly sixty are

given and described in Dictionary of Gardening. For

all practical purposes, however, I deem those already

named to be as good a selection as can be made for

garden culture. They are all essentially decorative

plants of the first rank, and are well worthy far

more attention than they have of late received.

J. Hudson,

ia altogether desirable, and the long sweep of the

lower branches is curtailed for a time ; but a lesson

baa been learned that shall bear fruit another winter.

An English Gardener Abroad.

VARIORUM.

Roe DcER and CONifERS in Moravia —The
winter is not of unusual severity—perhaps 25° below

freezing-point, Fahrenheit, with an occasional dip of

10° or 12° below zero, and this lasts for some

months without a break. All outside in the garden

is frozen hard, aud vegetation ia asleep, the snow

piled up a yard or more high at the sides of the

paths. Touch the iron handle of a hothouse door

with the bare hand, and the skin at once adheres,

and your only chance ia to at once let go, with aome

alight Ion of epidermis. The cigar or pipe will not
" draw," the moisture has frozin between your lips

and the burning end, and it goea out. A look round

among the apacimena of Thuia, Cupressus, Spruces,

and Silvers, reveals the fact that the roe-deer have

been in numbers, and severely cropped the points

of the ahoots to appease their hanger. It ia annoy-

ing, but what can you do? The fencea are banked

up with anow, drifted in placea like a slanting wall,

and this frozen hard enough to carry a man of

10 stone, and here the deer have got over whilst you

and your men, with the exception of the hot-water

boiler attendants have slept. There are two or

three coaiferoaa plants which the roe have not

spoiled—Cupressus Nootkaenais and the Yews ; the

first has a nauseous odour and probably flavour,

and instinct tells the deer the la'ter is dangerous

if eaten. Alas ! for Capreasus Liwsoniana, it ia

a great favourite with them, and has suifered

accordingly. Rid Virginian Cedar (Juniperus vir-

giniana) has immunity from attack by roe-deer

when aged, but, like Pinus Strobua, the aqairrela

delight to nibble the tips, and the anoiv is covered

with them. Thuia sibirica (Warreana) ia not much
hurt ; they do not quite like the flavour, and a nice

hedge of it is all right so fir. There are only two

ways of preventing further mischief, and one ia to

protect with wire-netting, only the diSicalty consists

in getting stakes into the iron-bound aoil, where-

with to aupport the netting ; the other ia to lay on

the snow, or, better still, in the forks of the deciduous

trees, small bundles of toothsome hay; but beware of

touching this with your hands, or as little of it will be

eaten as of the Cupressus Nootkienais. If you have

been thoughtful, the Misleto which grows so abund-

antly on the Maples by the river will have been cut

off with saw and axe, and left under the trees where

it fell, a few trees at a time bein? denudid— not all

:

you must husband your food stores, for it is pnrhaps

three montht alill before the snow melts, and (.he deer

need no further help. If ti-e deer have not barked

any of your trees, be thankful ; the pruning of the

tipa of branches will canae a moye busby git>wtb than

JUMPING BEANS.
The so-called "Jumping Beans" which have, for

the past few weeks occupied a place in the daily

press, and which are none other than the "jumping
seeds " of tome thirty-six years ago, have been care-

fully described and illustrated in the Chemist and
Druggiet for December 8. The writer of the article

in question draws attention to the fact that in 1858,

Westwood published an account of the sseds, and
described the little creature that causes the motion

under the name of Carpocapaa saltitans in the Trans-

actions of the Ento»wlogi<-il Society of Lotidon, and in

Gardeners' Chronic'e, November 12, 1859.

Tnough the plant which produces the seeds hai

recently been referred to Sebastiania Falmeri,

Miiller is stated by the writer in the Chemist and
Dniggitt to have aacertained that aeveral species,

notably S. Palmeri, S. Pavoniana, and S. Pringlei,

have a similar motion arising from the same cause,

namely, that of the jumping or apringing of the

larvae contained in the aeedlesa carpels. " The
jumping Beana are mostly collected near the town
of Alamos ; their Spanish name is Brincadores. At
the time when the fruit begins to form, a moth, the

FlU. Wl.—THE JUMPING BEAN; TESANTEDIhY THE LAUVA
OF OARPOCAPSA SALTITANS.

Carpoca psa saltitans, depoaita its egga in the imma-
ture whorl. The caterpillar which causea the

movement of the fruita ia a bright yellow creature,

with reddish head, from 8 to 11 millimotrei

long, and provided with eight pairs of legs. . . .

It is closely allied to the Apple-grub of our orchards

(Carpocapaa pomonella). Similar dancing grubs

have been found in CoUugnaya brasilienais, which
was originally believed to be the mother plant of

the Jumping Bean ; in the fruit of the Tamarisk,

which has been found to harbour the larvae of a
small beetle (Nanodea tamarici>),of which the aalta-

tory movementa were deacribed in Mathiaa de Lobel's

Herbal of 1576 ; and in certain varieties of Oak-galla,

notably thoee of Qaercua macrocarpa and Q. alba."

Our contemporary tella ua that the jumping aeeds

owe their preaent popularity to an enterpriaing

American firmof advertising experts who have created

quite a Bsan boom during the past two months. And
next, that the movement of the seeda has suggested

to a Yankee the invention of a new game. " He
divided a circle into aegments, numbered the latter,

then placing a Bean on the circle, the game com-
menced, and the betting. It can only be a winter

game, for the Beana begin to jump in September and

stop in Miv," at which period the moth emergea from

the carpel by a small circular hole which he cnts at

one end.

ASHRIDGE.

possible to produce a similar effect at our autumn
Chrysanthemum shows, it would be a relief from the
round, formal group we are accustomed to). What
strikes one here as a pretty feature is the natural

way in which the climbers are allowed to hang over
the Palms, Strelitzias, Dracienas, &c. ; amongst
these are arranged (in groups) Poinsettias, grand
plants, with glossy-green foliage down to the pots

;

alternate with these are gronpa of well-grown Chrys-
anthemum a (in distinct colours). Orchids, Atumi
Amaryllis, the latter a very pretty salmon colour (I

believe it was introduced by His Lordship from
Jamaica some years ago) ; these with Double
Primulas, Roman Hyacinths, and Maidenhair Fern,

make a good finish. Mr. Lowe, the head gardener,

and his assistants, are to be congratulated npon
the natural and artistic effects. It is pleasing to find

that the other structures are well stocked. We
noticed amongst the Orchids a very choice collection

of C,>pripediums, C. Chamberlainianum, C. Spicer-

ianum, and C. Harrisianum, holding their own well

amongst the others. All the orthodox table and
furnishing- plants are well grown here; also a good
stock of late Chrysanthemums, which will carry

them well into the new year. J. F,

Nursery Notes.

It would be difficult to aay what month in the

year the conaervatory can be made to look brightest,

but I think anyone visiting Ashridge (the seat of

Earl Browalow) would agree that the display at this

«eMcm Would not be e'aay to atirpasa (I wish it were

MESSRS. S. SPOONER & SONS, HOUNSLOW.
A GENERAL nuiaery atock may be aeen here, but

fiuit treea are the specialty of the firm. Pluma are

grown in numbers, 50,000 of them having been budded

this season, the budding being preferred to graft-

ing, as the latter method entails most labour. A
loamy soil with a good clay bottom is admirably

adapted to their growth, and we noted maiden treea

having made a growth of 7, 8, and even 10 feet of

well-ripened wood. The collection includes all

the best varieties grown for market and other

purposes, but the premier place is given to

Victoria as the most useful for general pur-

poses. Monarch is also grown in quantity, it ii

a very large, rather late, and truly good variety,

of robust growth, and a free bearer. The fruit does

not crack in a wet time, and the tree aucceeda as a

pyramid, cordon, or standard. An important addi-

tion also to late Plums was Grand Duke, which bears

freely, and is one of the best for cooking. A very

valuable market Plum, early, hardy, and a certain

bearer, is Rivers' Early Prolific ; it is good for

dessert, and when cooked ia one of the beat flavoured.

Another of Messrs. Rivers' introductions—The Czar

—a sturdy and upright grower, ia aa early aa New
Orleans, and a good and constant cropper ; it fruits

in clusters, and does not crack. Another great

market variety ia Giaborne'is, aomewhat resembling

Pershore ; it ia a stout grower, and an abundant

bearer.

Increased attention and apace ia being paid to the

culture of the best Apples and Peara. That excel-

lent Apple, Biamarck, whoee worth ia faat becoming

generally recognieed, is a great favourite here ;
four

rows of two and three-year-old trees have produced

this season some ten large- sized highly-coloured

fruits on each tree. Speaking of highly-coloured

fruits, Carlisle Caatle is specially noteworthy

in this respect ; it is of medium size, and may be

used either for kitchen or table, and for exhibition.

Other high-coloured sorts included Gascoigne'a

Scarlet, probably the handsomest Apple grown, and

worthy of garden culture on account of its agreeable

flavour. An excellent and handsome yellow-fruited

Apple is Grenadier ; it ia a regular cropper, and ii

valuable eilhcr for mai ket or villa gardens. Wealthy

ia a pretty Apple, and of first quality ; the flesh is

white and tender—an American variety of great

excellence. A very prolifto market kind, and beau-

tiful under garden culture, is Colonel Vaughan ; the

fruit 18 moderate in size, red flushed and streaked.

Lady Sudelev, handsome, and somewhat large for a

dessert sort, requires careful handling when picked,

as the fruits eoon ehow any little disfigurement like

that Very bandsomeiy-RtTifled Apple IhHAbki of
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Oldenburgh. Duchess'a Favourite is a good market

«ort ; the fruits are somewhat small, but are of a

glowing red colour. One of the best Apples known

is Early Julien, and the frnits, which are of a primrose

colour, may be cooked when quite small, Worcester

Pearmain is a great favourite for market. The firm

have raised a new kitchen Apple called the Baron.

It is a seedling from the well-known Welling-

ton, and has medium-sized fruits ; it also keeps

as well as Wellington, and is a free bearer.

Cox's Ocange Pippin has been the shortest cropper

this season. Councillor, sometimes known as

Yorkshire Beauty and Rid Hawthornden, is a hand-

some yellow, red flushed Apple, and bears frnits ou

the points of the shoots, reqniring, therefore, only

partial pruning; it is a good market sort, and is

much esteemed as a garden tree on the Paradise.

We noticed good quantities of Apples, Gold Medal,

Bramley Seedling, Lord Suffield, Stirling Castle, Dr.

Harvey, Domino, Hoary Morning, Ecklinville Seed-

ling, Yellow Inge8tre,Lord Grosvenor, Warner's Kin?,

Keswick Codlin (which seems to sacceed in all soils

and situations), Peasgood's Nonsuch, Golden Spirp,

Pott's Seedling, Gravenstein, not a handsome-looking

fruit, but of remarkably rich flavour, especially when
fresh from the tree ; and others.

To refer briefly to Pears—a very useful market sort

is Fertility, with medinm-sized fruits, and a good

bearer. Pitmaston Duchess, aud that profitable

market sort, Hesale ; Duchesse d'Angouleme, Sou-
venir du Congres, Conseiller de la Cour, Doyenr^
dn Comice, Williams' Bon Chretien, the very prolific

Gratioli of Jersey, Glont Morceau, Marie Louise,
Gansel's Bergamot, Swan's Egg, a very old but good
variety, fruits medium-sized, Beurie Diel, B. Giffurd,

B. d'Amanlis, B. Capianmont, and Louise of Jersey,

were noticed, and many others. A good stock of

Cherries, standard, pyramid, and dwarf-trained, niiy

be seen ; and of Peaches and Nectarines in leading
varieties. Eoses are present in large quatitily,

including the best varieties. J. B.

Plants ik Pots.—Averaoe Wholesale Peioes.

Trade Notice.

A FiHE broke out on Wednesday night, the lOoh

inst , at Mr. W. Duncan Tucker's Horticultural

Building Works at Tottenham. The timber stacks

on the west side of Lawrence Eoad were destroyed,

bnt those on the east side were untouched. The
fire will not, therefore, interfere with the conduct of

the business in any way.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, December 20.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the aubjoiucd
reports. They are famished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they fluctuate, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Out Flowebs.—Aveeaok Wholesale Pioes.

Arums, per doz. bl.

Azaleas, doz. sprays
Bouvardias, p. bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
C h r y santhemums,
per 12 blooms ...

— per 12 bunches
Kucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per la bunches
— 12 sprays

Hyacinths (Roman),
doz sprays

Lapageria, 13 blms.
Lilac (French), per
buDch

Lilies of the Valley,
doz. sprayH

Lilium Harriaii, per
do7Pn

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunnhes ...

Margnences.lSbun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

I. d. s.d.

6 0-80
6-13
6-10

10-20

10-40
4 0-80
3 0-40
3 0-40

4 0-

6-

10-1
10-20

5 0-60

16-30

4 0-80

4 l^- 6
1 f- 3
2 0-40

Mimosa (French),
per bunch

Orchids :—
Cattleya, I2blme.
O d o n 1 glossum
CTispum,12 blm.

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dz.
— yellow (Mar€-
chals), per dozen
— red, per dozen
— (French), red,

per dozen
- (French), yel-
low, per dozen ...

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Tuberoses, 12 blms.
Violets, Parme

(French), p. bt-h.

— Czar (French),
per bunch
— doz. bunches
— (English), per
dozen bunches ...

Oeohid-bloom in Variety.

s. d. i.d.

9-10

6 0-12

3 0-60
2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40

6 0-90
10-16

4 0~ 6
4-06

3 6-46

1 9-

1 0-
2

1 6

Adiantnm, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

C h r y santhemums,
per dozen ... 6

Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

EriCi hyemalis, doz. 12
— various, doz. 9

Evergreen Shrubs,
in var., per dozen 6

d.t.d.
0-13
0-30
0-15

0-15
(V-IO

0-5
0-18

12

0-24

Ferns, small, doz.,..

— various, doz.
Vicua elastica, each
— small, per 100

Foliage plants, doz.
Marguerites, p. doz.

Mignonette, p. doz.

Palms, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Primulas, per dozen
Solanums. per dozen 10

d. s.d.
0-12
0-12
0-7 6
0-6
0-24

12
0-6
0-10
6-8i
0-6
0-12

Fruit.—AVERAGE Whole3Ale Prices.

s. d. s.d.

Apples, Cooking, p.
sieve 3 0-40
— Dessert, ^sieve 2 6-30

Grapes, Ist quality,
blaclr, English, lb. 10-20
— English, 2nd
quality, per lb. 6-10

Grapes, Muscat,
per lb
— Muscat, 2nd
quality, per lb.

Cobs, per 1001b. ...

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each

s.d, s.d.

9- 1

25 di

Vegetables.—AvEBAGE Wholesale Prices.

Beans, per lb,

Cauliflowers,
dozen 10-16

Cucumbers, per doz. 6 0-8

J. d. s.d,

... 9-0 10
per

Mushrooms, per lb.

Onion?, per bush. ...

Seakile, p. punnet..
Tomatos, per lb. ...

s.d. s.d.

... 6
16-20
13-16
3-06

POTATOS.

There has been, during the week, a general run oa firit-class

Potatcs at an advance cf 55. to 7s. Grf. per ton. The best

samples off Dark soils have also commanded quick sales and
better prices than last week. J. B. Thomas,

SEEDS.

London : December 19.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London. S.E., write

that to-day's market exhibited an idle holiday character.

Trefoil, Ahyke. and Red keep steady. White Clover seed, on

the other hand, is exceptionally depressed. There is nothing

doing in Rye-gras3?s. The new K(_pQigsberg Tares just

arrived prove acceptable, b^th in quality and price. For

White and Scarlet Runners full prices are asked. The Canary-

seed market ehowa great strength. Hemp seed offers on

tempting terms. In neither Mustard nor Rape seed is there

any change. Linseed is slightly easier.

FBTTITS AND VEaETABLES.
Borough : December 18. — Quotations ; — Cabbages, 2s.

to 2s. ^d ; Savoys, 2s. 6fli. per tally; Brussels Sprouts, 9rf. to

Is.erf. per half sieve; Cauliflowers, Is. 6rf. to 2s. per dozen ;

Greens. 1.9. to Is. i^d.; Turnips, Is. 6d. to 2s. ; Carrots, Is. Prf.

to 2s ; Parsley, Is. 6rf. per dozen bunches; Parsnips, 2s. to

2s. 6f^. per bag; Horseradish, Is. Id. to Is. Zd. per bundle;

Celery, 4s. to ^s. per dozen bundles; Onions, English, 2s. to

3s, 9d. per cwt. ; do., foreign do., Is. 9rf. to 2s. Zd. per bag ;

Apples, 3s. to 9s. per bushel; do., Canadian, 12s. to 18s. per

barrel ; other sorts, Bs. to 10s. do. ; Pears, 2s. to 4s. ^d. per

bushel, and 2s. to 4s. per case.

Stratford : Decembir 18.—The supply to this market

during the past week has been excellent, and with a large

attendance of buyers, a brisk trade was done at the under-

mentifined prices ;^;—Cabbiges, li. to 2s. per tally; Savoys,

Is. Gd. to 3i. per tally; Cauliflowers, Is. to 2s. per dozen;

do., 5.'. to 8s. per tally; Celery, 6d. to 9ii. per roll; jHorae-

radish. Is. to Is. 3d.'per bundle ; Brussels Sprouts, Qd. to Is. per

half-sieve ; Holly, Qd. to 2s. per bundle ; Miselto, 8s. to 10s. per

crate; Evergreen, 6rf. to lOrf. per bundle; Turnips, Is. 9d. to

2s. 3d. per dozen bunches ; do., 30s. to 40s. per ton ; Carrots,

household, 22s. Qd. to 30s. do. ; do., cattle-feeding, 20s. to 25s.

do. ; Parsnips, 6d. to lOd. per score; Mangels, 14s, to 18s. per

ton ; Swedes. 12s. to 18*. do. ; Onions, English, 55s, to 70s. do.

;

do.. Dutch, Is. 9d. to 2s. 3i. per bag; Apples, English, 2s. to

6s. per bushel do., American, 14». to 20s. per barrel; do.,

Belgian, 9s. Qd. to 10s. Qd. per case.

Fabringdon : Dscembsr 20.—Quotations :—Sprouts, \s.Qd.

per bushel; Parsnips, 40s. per ton; Beetroot, Is. Gd. per

bushel ; Cirrots, 26s. to 35s. per ton; Turnip j, 3us. to;40s, do.

;

Onions, English, 70s. do. ; Chestnuts, 15s. per bag Pine-

apples, 3s. Qd to 4s. Qd. each; Tomatos, 4s. Qd. per box;

Pears Ss. to 10s. per case ; Apples, Canadian, lis. to 15s. per

barrel ; Grapes, English, 9d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

16-20

POTATOS.
Borough 1 December 18.—Pricesi ranged from 60s. to 110s,

per ton.

Stratford: Dicembir 18.—Quotations:—Magnums, dark-

soil, 6'''s. to 65s.; do., light-soil, 62». to 70s.; Bruce. 65s. to

80s. ; Imperators. 65s. to 80s.; Main Crop Kidneys, 70s. to

85f. ; Beauty of Hebroo, 70s. to 80s.; Scotch Magnums, 655.

to 75s. ; do.. Bruce, 65j. to 75s.; Scotch Main Crop Kidneys.

80s. to 90s. per ton.

Farringdon: Dec'tnbir 20.—Quotations:—Maincrop, 90s.

to lOOs. ; Sutton's Abundance. SOs. to 90s. ; Brucea, 70s. to

80s. ; Magnunitf, fl5:?.''to TCTs. ; Imperators, 76s. to 80a. per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the average* of the pricfts at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:—
Clover, prime, 75s. to 120*. ; do., inferior, 45s. to 120«. ; hiy,

best, 6 s. to 105s.; do., inferior, 36s. to 80s. ; mixture, 98s. to

105s. ; and straw, 32s. to 36s. per load.

OOBN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperiil measure (qr.), for the week ending

December 15, and for the corresponding period last year :—
1894: Wheat, 20s. JOd. ; Barley, 21s. 5rf. ; Oats, 14s. Zd,

1893 : Wheat, 26i. 9d. ; Barley, 2Ss. lOd. ; Oats, 18s. 3d,

CATTLE.
Christmas Market.—On Monday last there was a splendid

show of beasts and shesp on offer, the beasts showing a grand

array of the usual breeds—Scotch, Devons, Herefords, Welsh,
and mixed breeds. Early|maturity was a prominent feature ;but

the demand was slack, and prices notjencouraging—in many
instances £3 to £i per beast being taken to encourage business.

There were grand pens of Downs and other favourite classes of

sheep, all fetching good prices—some, we believe, in excess of

former years. Prices were helped by reason of the shorter

supply than put up last Christmas all round ; breeders and
feeder* well deserved the high meed of praise awar ' ?d to

them; and, although beasts suffered in price, it muatV- orne

in remembrance that the cost of feed during the past yc r was
much less than in 1893.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

t«mperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying l** continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours. I
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" The temperature was much above the mean,
the excess rangiDg from 4° in the ' Channel
Islands,' to 6° in nearly all other districts, and to 7°

in ' Scotland, W.,' and 'England, N.W.' The highest

of the maxima were recorded during the middle or

latter part of the week, when they ranged from 62°

in • England, S.W.,' and 60° in ' Scotland, W.,' to

5i° in the ' Midland Counties,' and to 53° in 'Eng-
land, E.' The lowest of the minima were registered

on the 9th, and varied from 23° in ' Scotland, E ,'

and 26° in the 'Midland Counties,' and 'England,

S,' to 30° in 'England, N.W.,' and ' Ireland, S.,'and

to 35° in the ' Cbannel Islands.'
" The rainfall iast equalled the mean in ' Scotland,

E.' and ' England, N.E.,' but exceeded it elsewhere,

the excess in most cases being considerable, and
especially in ' Scotland, N.'

" The hright sunshine shows a deficit in all districts.

The percentage of the possible duration ranged from
16 in ' England, S. and S.W.,' and in the ' Channel
Islands,' and from 13 in ' Ireland, S,,' to G in ' Scot-

land, N.,' ' England, N.W.' and ' Ireland, N.'
"

Enquiry.—

•

•• He that questioneth much thall learn mucA. "—Baoos.

PiNus Atacahdite.—We have received the follow-

ing communication from W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, Esq.,

C.M.G., &c, director of the Botanic Gardens, Kew

:

'We are badly off for this interesting species at Kew.

I am anxious to get young plants for our Pinetum,

bat am unable to find any but grafted ones in the

trade. It is possible that some nurseryman may
have seedlings to dispose of, in which case I should

be obliged if he would communicate with me,"

Lawn-sweepee AND CoLLECTOH.—A Correspondent,

" E. W. P.," would be greatly obliged by some of our

readers kindly informing him where a machine

capable of sweeping and collecting may be obtained.

GsAFTING.—M. Lhcien Daniel (Revue Gtnirah

de Botanic/iie, Q, 1891) bm been making a thorounh

stuiy of herbaceous grafting. He has no"; only

studied the subject from the morphological and phy-

siological point of view, but now suggests a series o(

p.iaciplea for the practical application of herbaoeom

grafting. He finds it possible to vary the flavour

ot' legumes by grafting on a plant having a different

Bavour; to retard the flowering of Crucifers (and so

to avoid hybridisation by insects, &c., when it is

desired to keep varieties pure) ; and to create new

varieties by grafting after seed formation. He has

not been able to graft etiolated herbaceous plants.

Botanical Gazette,

LoTTC^pomknU

•,• Owing io th£ large increase in our circulation, we are

rellictantly under the necessity of going to press some Jwurs

earlier. Our contributors, who well k7ww what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communicatiuns sTiould reach us net later than

Wednesday.
,* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to he named, or a.?king questions

demanding time and research for their solution, rmtst not expect

to obtain an answer to their eiiquiries in the current week,

.Specimens shoidd be good ojies, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be se7it at one lime. Leaves oiily, or

Florists' varieties cannot, as a rule, be juimcd.

Analyses of Edible Roots and op Vegetables :

A. L The Handbook to the Food Collection, B?thnal

Green Museum, will afford some infoimation.bjta

thorough knowledge of this subject would require

several years' practice in a laboratory. There
are few accessible books treating of these analyses.

Freesias: Constant Header. If the hnlbs were of

flowering age they may fail to flower from being

prematurely ripened, or from too early application

of water after potting them. We cannot say

with certainty. Under the right treatment, pur-

sued from now onwards, the bulbs should flower

another year.

Mould on CHHTSANTHEMnM Leaves : W. Stanbury,

The white mould, Oidium chrysanthemi, see

Gardeners' Chronicle, November 29, 1884, fig. 118.

The grey mould not found, but from the descrip-

tion it may be a Penicillium, and not a parasite
;

hence, not injurious, but developed upon dead
spots, M. C. C,

Names ov Plants : F, G, V/alton. 1, Rhipsalis sali-

cornioides ; 2, Mammillaria; 3, Haworthia cymbi-

formjg; 4, Cereus ; 5, Haworthia radula; 6, Gasteria

disticha. W. W.—A. J. A. B. Your specimens are

both forms of Acokanthera spectabilis.

—

J. C, S.

1, no fungus present ; 2, Pezizi (Lacbnella) nivea;

3, missing ; 4, Stereum hirsutum, Fr. ; 4, again,

Marasmius androsaceus. Fr. ; 5, Tremella frondosa,

or sarcoides—no fruit ; 6, grumous matter, nothing

to be made out of it. Perhaps one of No. 4

should be No. 3. M. C. Cooke. — J. C. S. 1. Peziza

repanda, Fr. ; 2, Hypoxylon multiforme, Fr. ; 3,

Corticium Lycii, P. ; 4, not a yellow Pez'za, as

stated, but an immature Hymenochccte ; 5,

Diatrype disciformis, Fr. M. C. Cooke.—J. Monro.

1, Urceolina pendula ; 2. Pteris serrnlata ; 3, Pteris

serrulata cristata; 4, Phrynium variegatum (Ma-
ranta) ; 5, Pteris longifolia ; 6, Pteris Bausei.

—

2'. S. 1, Aspidium falcatum(Cyrtomium); 2, Ley-

cesteria formoaa; 3, Antherlcum variegatum.

—

H. T.

Cypripedium inaigne, D'ndrobiura nobile. The
cross you mention is little removed from C. Har-
risianum.

—

Cooper. 2, Elffisgnus pungsns.

—

Igno-

ramus. We cannot undertake to name plants from

their leaves only. Is it a climber, or what? jou

give no information, and send a wretched scrap,

which may be an Asparagus.

—

J. H. B. Crotons

:

1, variegatua ; 2, angnatifolina ; |3. Queen Vic-

toria ; 4, Hammondii ; 5, Countess ; 6, Macarthuri.
— W. T., Hca Moor. Ilex latifolia.

Plan of Public Pabk : R. T. H. P. The figure

which you enquire about was a photograph of the

drawing of the plan, greatly reduced. If you will

kindly send your plan, we will consider its suit-

ability for reproduction.

Violet Leaves Browned and Disfigured at the

Edges: A. B. C. Probably the effect of salt-

blast. We do not find either insects or fnngi.

Waste Fish from a Shop and Road-scuapings :

Constant Header. Rather than dig this in among
the Roses juat as it comes from the shop, when it

might do harm to the roota, it would be better

practice to let it decay, and then make use of it.

Mix the refuse fieh with soil, make a heap of it

when mixed, and cover with 6 inches of soil, so as

to keep in the ammonia as much as possible. The
road-acrapings will do good if the soil is a poor

clay, in making it more pervious to moisture ; but

they should be incorporated intimately with the

staple to a depth of 2 feet ; merely digging them
amongst the Roses without trenching the land will

not benefit the plants much. This might be done

now, the Roaes being laid-in till February, and

lightly protected during hard frosts with Fern or

straw. Do not place the 8-inch layer of leaves on

the Rose beds; it would do more harm than good.

Communications Received.—D. T. F.—H. D.—J. S. Grim-

Bton.—H. W.—Q. H.—A. O.—T. F.— E. E. S.—H. de

VarigDV, Paris (yes).— J. F. McL.—Warnham Court.—

M. Durand, Brussels.—M. E. A.—C. H. P.-A. F. M.—
H E Ryde —W. T.—F. Sander, Bruges.—Lord A — G. G.—
CH P—A. H. K.—H. F,—C. B.—Ch. D. B.—W. T.—W.
E a —D. H.-G, A. B.—R. T. H. P.—D. McD.—H. R.—Col-

ville Brown —R. B. L.—T. L.—J. W.—H. A. B.— H. J. H.—
Q R —T. T.—H. M.—J. L.-E. D.—E. H. J.—R. L. H.—
B. W.—A. O.-J. J. W.-A. D.-J. G. P.—R. O. VV.

PH0T0GBAPH3 RECEIVED WITH THANKS.— 3. P.—H. D.

Sydney.—Cowthorpe.

—

Q. D.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers.-r/ie Publisher has tlie satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the '* Gardeners,

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent ot 80 per cent.,

and that it Is increaBiag weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulaies among

oooNTRr gentlemen, and all classes op gardeners

AND gakden-lovebs at home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND OOLONIAL CIBOUIiATIOy, and that it iS

preserved lor rejerence in all the orimeipal Libraries.

I4xl20H|4S/'S 5!0«i;

20«11 lC|K?i^2t«l6'>;(,

JlOT.tndl^otFORElGW.of fltc/e Biies,inbo«s cf 100 fert ^ 200 Feet sup«ii
ENGLISH Gl>.£3, cut to truyers' sizes , a.T lov/est price*

d£li.i^£red fi-ee. t^3cunU in the coi.Titrv, m quantity.

Vfe>rCO>/8ERyOTp^KIES^P.fii'/A:;;|:-fti

GEORGE FAKMIIvOE&SONS
^4- S"*eJOHN Strcet\^aT£MITHFlEL0.'IONDON-X
6toci^JU6i3 *ail prices on <:^?pUc&hon. PlEfL&e quote Chronicle.

THE IMPROVED GARDEN CULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, and is eppe^-ially

suitable for hilly walks and drives.

They are never stopped tip by rubbish and sand, and effectu-
ally prevent the gravel being washed away in heavy storms.

Prices:—8-in., 2s.; 10-in., 3s.; 12-in., 6s. 6^.

(77te largest size is for Carriage Drives.)

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

Efltimatea given for Draining and Layiog-out Ground**, &c.

YINCE & VINE,
16, Chester Road, Uppsr Holloway, London, N.

(And at Marden Park Nurseries, Caterham Valley).

WARE & SONS' p«E';faiin.

FLOWER POTS
SDSSEX POTIEEY/^

WORKS, y^ \/^
UCKFIELD. / ^
Estab.l770X »/

V "JJ/ For Private

Gardens.

Hundreds of
Testimonials,

L'sts on application.

GREAT REDUCTION IH FRAMES
CUB, WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

6 feet
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INCREASED CIRCULATION

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
FOB,

JANUARY 5, 1895,

CONTAIN AS A SUPPLEMENT

SHEET ALMANAC
As a large Extra Circulation of this Number is guaranteed, it ivill he

a very valuable medium for Advertisements.

ADVERTISERS DESIROUS OF SECURING SPACE IN THIS NUMBER

are requested to communicate with "The Publisher" not later than

MONDAY, December 31, 1894.

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON ST, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Telegrams—" conservatories;' LONDON. Telephone, No. 4652.

NOTICE TO BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, AND THE TRADE GENERALLY.

RELIABLE
BARGAINS. yV. COOPER. Ltd. NOT SECOND-

HAND GOODS.

EIGHTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
Office: 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Works ('''«%^'?L'Ke°^?r'fa^*"'^): 747 to 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Show GrouDd : DEVONSHIRE GROVE (Adjoining).

Nurseries T^trSgD: FELTHAM and HANWORTH.
Being the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on Hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for

our SPRING STOCK, for SIX WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCINa DECEMBER 10. LA.ST DAY of SALE, JANUARY 21, 1895.

J[]^^" CONDITIONS OF SALE.— Goods are offered subject to being on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices are
to be strictly net. All orders will be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated,

P.0.0. payable at 794, Old Kent Road; Cheques crossed "L and S. W. Bank"

GREENHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
THE AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

TENANT'S FIXrUKK (Span-koofj. EVEKYTUING
COMPLETE. Packed and (jut on rail at following prices

:

Lot Length. Width.
1 to 3
4 to a

7 to 10

11 toll
16 to 22
23 toi9
80 to 41

43 to 43
49to.Tl

7ft.

8ft.

9ft.

10ft.

12ft.

Lift.

20ff.

2.5ft.

soft.

M to 61 100ft.

6ft.

6ft.

6fe.

7tt.

8ft.

10ft.

10ft.

10ft.

llift.

10ft.

Usual Price.

£2 10
3
3 10

4 10
5 1)

7 16
10 16
15 6
27
45

Sale Price.

£i
2 5
2 10
3 10
3 16
6 10
7 10

10
20
25

' AMATEUR " SPAN-ROOF & LEAN-TO
GBfENHOUSES. Tenant's Fixtures.

Lot
65 to 66
.57 to 71
7ito 76
77 to 108

109 to 121

122 10 149
150 to 170

171 to 176
177 to 181
185 to 189
190 to 197

198 to 201
202 to 211
2Uto221
222 to 226
226 to 228

2i9
230

EVKKYTHIN
Span-roof.

Lonp. Wide.
,5ft7ft.

8ft.

9ft.

luft.

12ft.

Lift.

20ft.

25ft.

50ft.

100ft.

30tt.

6ft.

6ft.

7ft.

8ft.

10ft.

10ft.

10ft.

10ft.

l(£t.

10ft.

Lean-to
7ft. 6ft.

G CO.MPLETE.
llMial Price.

Packed on rail.

£3 16 .

3 10 .

4 0.
5
6
8 10

13
n
3')

60
20

Sale Price.
Packed on raiL.£360

2 16
3
4

4 10

6 10

12
23
30
14

9ft.

12(t.

15ft.

20ft.

25ft.

.Vllt.

6ft.

Sft.

lOtt.

lOFt.

lO.'t.

IRft.

3 8
3 10
5 10
8

11 10
16 10
28

2
2 15
4
6 16

8 10
12
20

MELON and
CUCUMBER
FRAMES.

636 to 586-1 Light Frame, 4 ft. by 3 ft.

687 to .597—2 „ „ 6 ft. by 4 ft.

.598 to 605—1 „ ,, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

606toKi8—2 ,, „ Sft. by 6 ft.

609—3 „ „ 12 ft. by 6 ft.

Usual
Price.

£0 18
1 12
1 10
2 14
3 15

Sale
Price.

£0 14
12
I

1 18
2 6

SPAN-ROOF FORCING HOUSE.

Lot.
231 to 235
2.36 to 212
243 to 246
247 to 250
251 to 255
256 to 267
2,58 to 260
261 to ;joo

301 to 342

.341 to .347

348 to 349
350
351

.352 to 363
364
.365

356
357 to 360

361 to 499
{

Span-roof.
20 by 9
20 by 12 ...

ko by 14
40 by 9
40 by 12
40 by 14
100 by 9
100 by 12
100 by 14
Lean-to.
20 by 9
20 by 12
iO by 14
40 by 9
40 by 12
40 by 14
100 by 9

. 100 by 12 ...

100 by 14
Ventilating-Boxes

for S de Walls

Usual Price.

£9
110
14

Sale Price.
£6

17

21
25
40
48
55

8
11

13

16
20
25
3t
40

7 10
9 10
12 10 U
14
18
21 10
33
40
47

4

5

6 10
9 10

11

13
16
23
26
33

2 3

SPAN-ROOF VILLA CONSERVATORIES.

21-oz. for Roof 5 per cent, extra.

FERNS! FERNS!!
FOR STOVE AND GREENHOVSE.

Lot 213S.-Flne, healthy, well-grown stuff, In amall
pots. 86,000 small Ferns (about 30 vailetles),
usual price, 123. per 100; sale price, 6b. Gd. £3 per
1000 ; £12 103. per BOOO. Out of pots, 6s. per 100

;

£2 63. per 1000 ; £S 10s. per 6000.

FOLL ILLUSTRATED

SALE CATALOGUE,
Containing 2242 Lots,

Post Free on Application.

RELIABLE BARGAINS in all Departments
guaranteed.

" INVINCIBLE"
HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

Uost Efflcleat and Cheapest in Existence.

Requires no sunk stokehole, and no brick setting. Will last
all night without attention. Will burn house-cinders, there-
fore costs next to nothing for fuel. Anyone can fix it. A child
can stoke it. Success guaranteed.
No. 1 Boilers only, capable of heating 75 feet 4-ioch piping.

Lot. Sale Price. Usual Price.
2070 to 2250 ... £1 15 ... £i 15 u

Sale Prices for Complete Apparatl's.
Cost of complete apparatus for Greenhouse with 4-in. pipes,

flow and return along one side, cut and litted ; so that if the
internal measurement of the Greenhouse is given, the appa-
ratus will be sent completely ready for tixing, an advantage
which will be appreciated by all. Securely and carefully
packed on rail at toe following respective prices :— 7 ft. by 6 ft.

£3 12s. 6i. ; 9 ft. by 6 ft., £3 17». 6d. ; 10 It. by 7 ft., £3
12 ft. by 8 ft., £3: 15 ft. by 10 ft., £4 ; 20 ft. by 10 ft.. £6
26 ft. by 10 ft.. £6.

THE RAPID PROPAGATOR.

2299 to 2318-1 ft. 8 in. by 1 ft. 6 in.

2319 to 2337—2 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft. 10 in.

2338 to 2351—4 ft. by i ft

COOPER'S HYGIENIC HEATER.

BumiDg Parafine or Gas without
smoke or smell. These Heaters are
constructed as a means of heating
by Hot Air without the use of hot
water or tires.

Lot
1807 to 1987—No.
198S to 1999-No. 1

2000 to 2021—No. 2
2022 to 2013—No. 3
2041 to 2067—No. 4

2068 to 2069-No. 5

Sale
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chroniolb Telegrams.— The
Btgistered Address for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

BEAD LINE CHAROEB AS TWO.
4 Lines
8 „
8 „
7 ,,

8 „
9 .,

10 „
11 ,,

12 „
13 „
14 „

£0

8

15 Lines
16 „
17 „
18 „
19 „
20 „
21 „
22 „
23 „
24 „
25 „

£0
9
9

10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVERT ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two ColumDs, the lowest charf^o will be 20*.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30«.

Page. £S; Half Page, £4 lOi.: Column, £3.

Gardeners AND others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. Gd.,

and 6d. for every additional line {about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must he prepaid. This scale does not

apply to annormcemenfs of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything heyond the postmark on envelope

hy ivhich to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they

wish repeated.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that tinder no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is wry important in remit-

ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, IF. C, to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is bv POST-OFFICE MONEY
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

All Advertlaementa Bboaia be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Pablishlng Office and Office for AdTertlsements,

41, Wbllinoton Street, Steand, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
AH Subscriptions payable in advance. TVie United

Kingdom, 12 months, los.y 6 months, 7s. 6d.

;

3 months, 33. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Mabtin.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher {in cases of delay in the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarded with
complaint).

RUSSIA MATS.
Per Bundle of 10.

BEST NEW ARCHANGEL MATS ... (9 ft, by 4 tt. 6) lOS.

TAGANROG MATS (7 ft. by 4 ft.) 8s,

„ HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 ft. 10) 7s.

NEW LIGHT PETERSBURG MATS (7 ft. by 3 tt. 6) 53.

SECOND-HAND PACKING MATS. 20,-, 25/- & 35/- p. 100.

BEST PLAITED RAFFIA and COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.
„ CUBA BAST Is. per lb.

HORTICULTUBAL SUNDRIES OF EvEBT KiND.
CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

TRAVELLING GREENHOUSES.
(BY HOYAL LETTERS TATENT.)

THE LARWEST EXHIBIT of Greenhouse?, Conservatores,
Frames, and Hothouses on wheels and rails at the

Horticultural Travelling Structures Co., Ltd.,
2 & 3, White St. (Moorgate St. Station). London, E.G.

Special terms to Market Gardeners. Saves shifting plants.souring
of soil, and 25 other advantages. Prize Medal, Antwerp, 1894.

The Most Economical House.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOaUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, "Heating; by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. Qd. aett. per post, 2^. lOd.

SfbOR BRIDGE

Established IRBI.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southamptom Buildings. Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO- AND- A- HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, ou CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthlv balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and 60ld.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deoosit. and allows interest, at therate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO QUINE.4.S

PER MONTH,
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Grfenhou.ie use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER and CO., Farnborough, Hants,

EPPS'S-^^^^^* PEAT,
For ORCHIDS, STOVE PLANTS,

Hardwood do., Ferns, and Khododendrons, by sack, yard, ton,

or truckload. SPECIAL ORCHID PEAT, in sack only.
Rich fibrous LOAM, superior LEAF-MOaLD. Coaree. Crystal,
and Fine SILVER SAND, CHARCOAL, C. N, FIBRE REFUSE,
freshSPHAGNUM. PatentiMANURES, FERTILISERS, INSEC-
TICIDES, and all other Garden requisites. Peat MOSS Litter.

Tbe Original Peat Depot. RINGWOOD. HANTS.

Now Ready. — Third Year of Issue.

THE FRUIT-GROWERS' YEAH BOOK
(Illustrated) for 1895. Price Is. ; Post free. Is. 2d. Greatly

enlarged. 250 pages. Replete with information o£ the greatest
possible value to all interested in Fruit Culture. Articles by
Leading Authorities on the following subjects : Apple Culture,
Small Fruit Culture, The Evaporation of fruit. How to Bottle
Fruit, The Year's Novelties in Fruit. Indoor and Outdoor Work
fo' each Month. Portraits of Leading Salesmen. Directory of
8000 names, &c. Do not fail to send for a copy at once.

Publishing Office : 30, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

^ In course of Publication.
To be completed in Kxteen monthly parts, 2s. 6rf. each, net

or iu four half volumes, cloth, 12s. tid. each, net ; or in two
volumes, cloth, L'5s. each net.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF PLANTS

:

Their Forms, Growth, Reproduction, and
Distribution.

From the German cf ANTON KERNER VON MARILAUN,
Prwfes-*or of Botany in the Univerfeity of Vienna,

By F. W. OLIVER, M.A., D.?c.,
Quain Professor of Botany in University College, London.

',» Now ready, Parts I, to VIII,, Haif-Vols, I, & II,, and Vol I.

Detailed Prospectus with Specimen Page, sent
Post Free, on application.

London: BLACKIE & SON, Ltd., Old Bailey.

Dr. SMILES'S WORKS.
.lOSIAH WEDGWOOD, F.R.S. : The great

Artistic Potter. His Pi:R?iONAL History'. With Portrait,
Crown 8vo. 6s. [Just cut:.

LIVES OF THE ENGINEERS. Illustrated
with nine Steel Portraits and 342 Engravings on Wo jd.

6 vole. 7s. 6tf. each.

LIFE OF GEORGE STEPHENSON. With
Illuatrations. 2I«. ; 7s. 6d. ; or, 2s. ijrf.

JAMES NASMYTH, ENGINEER : An Auto-
nioGRAPKV. Illustrated. 6s.

.lASMIN: BvUiBER. Poet, Philanthropist. 6s,
"Ilr-isait bieo. il chantait mieux Si la France

possedait dix pontes comme .Tasmin, dix pontes de cette
influence, elle n'aurait pas a craindre de revolutions."
Sainte-Beaiwe.

6s. each.

SELF-HELP.
I

THRIFT.
CHARACTER. I DUTY.

LIFE and LABOUR.
INDUSTRIAL BIOGRAPHY.
INVENTION and INDUSTRY.
SCOTCH NATURALIST.

THE HUGUENOTS: Their Settlements,
Chvrchrs, and Industries in England and Ire-
land, Crown 8vo. 7*, 6d.

ROBERT DICK : Geologist and Botanist.
With Portrait etched by Rajon, and numerous Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. 12s.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

ALL ACCIDENTS,

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
insured AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OORNHIIiL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.
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GARDEUIWa APPOINTMKWTS.
Mr. George West, until recently Qardeuer at Burntwood

Hall, Birnsley, as Head Gardener to Sir W. H. CoOKE,
Bart., Wheatley Park, Doncaater, Yorkshire.

Mr. E. Steadmax, formerly Gardener at The Grove, Wood-
ford. Es^ex, as Head Gardener to Robert Cassidy, Esq.,
Togher House, MoDasterevan, co. Kildare, Irelaod.

Mr. W. J. Williams, until recently Foreman, Stratton Park
Gardens, Micheldever, Hants, as Head Gardener to J.
BoxHAM Carter, Esq., Adhurst St. Mary's, Peterstield,
Hants.

Mr. Herbert Hall, who has served as General Foreman for
tbree and a ha'f years at Rooksnest Gardens, GodstODe, as
Gardener to General L. T. Marshall, Broadwater,
Godaimin fi;.

Mr. James Burrows, for the last five years Gardener at Wad-
hurst Park, Sussex, as Gardener to Walter Bourkk,
Esq., Worstey Old Hall, Worsley, Manchester.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. R. Peahson & Sons, Chilwell Nurseries, Notts-Chrys-

authemums.
D. & W. Ckoll. 6 J, Commercial Street, Dundee—Roses.
Hkhij, Eros., Victoria and Castle Nurseries. Penrith—Forest,

Ornamental, Covert, Fruit and other Trees, Roses, Car-
natiuiis. &c.

Robert Owen, Castle Hill Nurseries, Maidenhead—Chrysan-
themums.

Ed. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stouibridge—General Spring
Cataii'iEue.

Wm. CiiTHUsa & Son, Highgate Nurserie?, London, N.—(l).
Select Hardy Herbaceous and Bulbous Flaots, &c. ; (2).

Duhl as, Carnations, and Begonias; {3), Chrysanthemums;
{4), Novelties in Tomatos, uuaumbers. and Melons.

DiCKSOV & KOBINSOW, Manchester.— Eeeda. &c.

Alex. Dickson & Sons, 55, Royal Avenue, Belfast.—Seeds, &c.
Sutton & Sons, Reading.-Qeueral Seed Catalogue.

Jno. LAiN(f & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E.— Vegetable and
Flower Seeds, &c.

''FHE FIRM ADVERTISING on the 1st inst.,
JL for a TRAVELLER to call upon Farmers in Scotland,
bi'g to iufoxm the numerous applicants to whom they have not
been able to reply individually, that the VACANCY IS NOW
FILLED.

To Gardeners Seeking Employment

A PROFITABLE AGENOV is offered for an
Article required by all Nurserymen and Gardeners.

—

Address, A. A., Gardeners^ Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

W' ANTED, a HEAD WOhKING GAR-
DENER, where five are employed. Thoroughly ex-

perienced in all branches; Chrysantbemums a speciality.-
Apply A. F. FYNN, Penmorva. Falmouth.

ROWER (Single-handed). — WANTED.
AT ONCE, by a Fruiterer and Greengrocer, one who

thoroughly undeigtands Grapes, Peaches, Tomatos, Mushrooms,
and a constant supply of Salad. Ac, the year round. Ability
wanted, comfortable place. Wages 205. to start.- Address,
G. T., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a FOREMAN MANAGER, in
small Nursery. Must be well up in Tomato and

Cucumber growing ; also Carnation and other Market Flowers.
Single man preferred, and must have unexceptional references;
wages, and commission. — FRYETT, 11, Wellington Road,
Horsham.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced FORE-
MAN, to take charge of a Nursery in the Midlands.

Cut Flowers and Ferns chiefly. None but well experienced
men need apply.—K. N., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a GROWER, who has worked
in large Nurseries, and had experience in Trees

and Shrubs, Genistas, Marguerites, Fuchsias, Mignonette,
Ferns, and other Stuff grown for Market.— State wages,
&c., to A. T., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

^EE"d"TRADE7-WANTED, a young MAN,
k^ to Assist at CoiiUter, in a London House, State afi;?,

experience, and salary. — Z ,
Gardtners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

CEED TRADE.— WANTED, a Youth, asO ASSISTANT.—State age. xperierce, and references.

—

BOX 100, Post Office, Manchester.

ANTED, a TRAVELLER, to Sell High-
class Horticultural Manures and Garden Requisites on

commission. State district co* ered. with reference?, and all

particulars.-READE BROTHERS AND CO., Chemical Works,
W olverhampton

.

ANTED, a tidy, intelligent YOUTH
(age 19), for Gardens, Inside and Out. 12i. per week

and bothy.—Apply, JEW, OEfchurch Bury. Leamington Spa.

ANTED, an INVOICE CLERK, for the
wholesale seed trade. Must be experienced and ^uick

writer. Apply, giving reference^ |and wages required, to S. M.,
Gardenirs' Chrmide Office. 41, Wellington St.. Strand, W.C.

Retail Seed Trade.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN
(English), age 21 to 26, for a London House doing a

brisk counter trade. Must be well experienced in Garden
Seeds; also, if possible, with good general knowledge of

Nuraery Stuff. One with experience in a large House doing a

similar trade preferred. References as to character and com-
petence must bear strict investigation.-Full particulars to

PERMANENT, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN for
Flower Seed Department.-At^e from 18 to 2a. Apply,

stating wages re.iuired. to WATKINS & SIVIPSON. Seed
Merchants, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Seea Trade.

WANTED, a steady, respectable YOUTH, as
IMPROVER. Good knowledge of SeiM and Bulb

Trade.—Apply to X. Y. Z., Gardentis' Chronicle Office. 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a LADY, for first-class Florist's
Shop.—Must be well up in all branches of the busi-

ness. None but competent persons need apply. Good wages
g'.ven.—M. Sc R.. Gtrdeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING- SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FS A N D E R AND U O. can recommend
• several hi(?hiy qualified and energetic HEAD and

IT.NDER GARDEN EKS. of excellent character, and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Qardeners, Farm-Balllfra, Foresters. &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOM.MEND MEK of the

/a'(/A£3( respectability, and thorotigh'y practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DICKSONS, Chester."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars. &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 46, married, no
family ; life experience in NoblemenV and Gentlemen's

Gardens in all branrhes. Indoors and Out.—3. C, Hunningbam
lldll. Yoxford. Suffolk.

pARDENER (Head).—Ed-ward Bennett,
V_X formerly Head Gardener to the Marquis of Salisbury,
Hattield, the late Earl of Stamford and Warrington (Eiiville),

ant late Lessee of The Royal Gardens, Hampton Court, is

opeu to an engagement: first-class testimonials.— Moulsey
Villa, Palace Road. East Molesey.

C^ ARDENER (Head), seeks situation where
via three or more are kept. Four years' references. Life
ab* ainer. — J. GITSHAM, Seaborough Court, Crewkerne,
iSonerset.

(^ ARDENER (Head). — Lord Amngton
V^ wishes to recommend bis Foreman, who has been with
him nine years. Highest testimofiials as to abilities. —
OKAS. TERRY, Crichel Gardens, Wimborne.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 26;
married ; one in family. Thoroughly experienced in

all branches; three years in present situation. Leaving
through death of master, and givirg up of establishment.
T\\e ve years excellent character previous.—J. GREEN,
Etolia Hou:^e, Oloey.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Age 23 ; experienced Inside an-l Oat ; ^ood

characters from last and previous employers.— F. DOUCH,
Denny Bottom, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Under, or as Single-handed).
—Situation wanted by the beginning of January or the

last week in December; good references ; abstainer.—W. J. R.,

17S, Merton Rjad, Wandsworth, S.W.

GARDENER (German).—Age 26; seeks situa-
tion Inside or Out as Chrysanthemum Grower, or Market

Stuff. Good testimonials from England and Germany.—
R. QRAVENTHEIN, Lesum, Bremen, Germany.

FOREMAN, Inside, in good Private Esta-
blishment.—Age 24 ; Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bothy preferred. Disengaged
when suited.— C. GILL, Mr, H, Warren, Aston Clinton

Gardens. Tring. Herts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, or Second, where
several are kept.—Age 24; eleven years' experience;

two and a half years* good character from last place.—
J. .MERRICK, Grove Cottage, Wraiall, Somerset.

FOREMAN.—Age 24; ten years' experience
in good Gardens; Chrysanthemums for Exhibition, and

good all round Grower. Excellent references.—PARSLOW,
34, Pouton Road, Nine Elms Lane, S.W.

F'OREMAN,—Married. Well up in Growing
Cucumbers, Tomatos. Cut Flowers, and Plants for

Market. Also Wreaths, Crosses. Could Manage Small

General Nursery. Twelve years' experience; good character.

—

T. C, 3, Percy Gardens, North Street, Isleworth.

FOREMAN.—J. Heath, Gardener to Sir
W. H. Walrond, Bart., M.P., Bradfield, Cullompton,

Devon, wishes to recommend as above, good all-round expe-
rienced man, well up in Chrysanthemums for Exhibition.
Four years Foreman in present situation. Good establishments
previously.

OREMAN (General), or Inside in a large
establishment.-Age 28 ; h'ghest possible refe'ecces from

last two places as Foreman. House and Table decorations.-
G. W. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses,-Age 25 ; thorough
practical experience in Pines. Vines, Melons, Figs,

Peaches, Stove Rn.1 Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late
Forcing, and Hou«e and Table Decoration. Excellent testi-
monials.-W. COOPER, Castle Ashby Gardens. Northampton.

FOREMAN, for the Houses.—Must have
knowledge of House Decorations. Two in bothy.

Wages, £1.-J. LANE, Colesborne Gardens. Andoverstord,
Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN.—Well up in Vines, Peaches,
Cucumbers, Melons, Tomatos, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, House and Table Decorations. Eleven years' expe-
rience.—S. H., Heligan, St. Austell.

FOREMAN or MANAGER,—Where Grapes,
Cucumbers, and Tomatos are Grown for Market.

Twenty years' practical experience with large growers —
GRAPES, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Advertiser seeks situa-
tion as FOREMAN .PROPAGATOR and GROWER —

Fourteen years' practical experience in first-cla'S establish-
ments in England and France. Would have no objection to
inventing some capital in good concern.-GROWER, 41,
Wellington Street, ijtrand, W.O.

''pol^LORISTS.—As FOREMAN. Used to
J- good General Trade, Wreatli?, Crosses, See. Assist at
D sk or Counter. Married. Highest references.— Z., 3^,
Hurst Road, Eastbourne.

JOURNEYMAN (First), to any Gentleman
fj requiring a good man, under Gla.'^g. — ROBERTS,
Gloucester House, Broid Lane, Hampton, will be pleased to
recommend the above.

OURNEYMAN, Inside.—Situation wanted,
a^ above, by aciive young man. Highest recommeud^-

titma froaa present end previous employers. Seven years'
esperience.— R. ROWSON, IVferley Gardeos.Wimborne. Dorset.

JOURNEYMAN, iu the Houses: age 21.—
J. HuMPHERVs.The Garde.is, Osidge, Soutbgate. Middle-

sex, will b-j plea-ed to recommend H. Curt ell. as above Seven
years* eKperience in good places. Bolhy preferred.—Address as
above.

ANAGEMEOT of a First-class Frnit,
Flower, and Vegetable Stores wanted. Long expe-

rience, including high-class Floi-al Decorating. Can introriuce
but-ioe.-'S from £2000 per am urn; or would join professional
min with capital. Security given.—C. JaMES, 47, Har?ington
Road. South Kensington, S.W.

To the Seed and Ntiraery Trade.

MANAGER, SHOPMAN,and TRAVELLER.
— Advertiser i^ open for a re-engagement as above.

Twenty years' good practical experience. Exeel'ent references.
— W. M., Gardeners'' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, London.

a^O LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.—Young
-1- German Gentleman who has been engaged in fir^t-claso

Eoglish Landscape Gardening business, seeks for re-engage-
meut. Well-up in Surveying, Artistic Plan drawing, and
pract cal Carrying-out. Highest recommendations from
England and Germany.—A. OSIER, Manor House, Crawley,
Sus-ex.

--rO NURSERYxMEN.—Youth, going 18,
JL desires re-engagement tn the Propagiting Department
of a first-rate Nursery. Three years* experience in both Hard
and Soft-wooded Departments.— H. E. MARSLEN, Messrs.
Chaa. Lee & Son's Nurseries, Wood Laue, Isleworih.

NURSERYMEN.—Young man, well up
in Propagating and Growing Roses. Clematis, &c.,

also General Nursery Work. Eleven years' experience.

—

X. Y.. Mr. Myson, Great Parudoo, Harlow.

TO SEEDSMEN, &c.—A well-educated young
man. who has a thorough'knowledgeof English, French,

and German, also some Italian, seeks a permanent situation in

a Horticultural Olfii-e or Seed Shop. Nine and a half year-^'

theoretical and practical experience in all branches of Gar-
dening, obtained in the large-it and best-known firms in Eng-
land, Francf, and Germany. Has a knowledge of Office and
Seed-shop Work. Excellent testimonials. — J. C, Gardtners'
Chronic e Office. 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

SALESMAN, BUYER, or GROWER, etc.—
*0 Age 30 : good all-round experience. Twelve years ez-
cellent references.— F. W. MACER, 6, Berwick Street, Pimlico,
London. S.W.

''I^HE END OF THE CENTURY draws near,
_l_ and fomehowthe fact impresses one and makes one ihink.
On tbe threshold, as it were, of the twentieth century, we
pause and take a glance back over the years that are gone.
How much has happened during the now dying century I

What wonders have been given to the world ! 'ihe power and
nae of steam, the electric telegraph—these and many others

are the discoveries of the nineteenth century. Butthat which
will cause the closing century to stand out above all that have
gone before and all that are to come, is the fact that in its

earlier half was discovered a priceless blessing to mankind—those
universal remedies-HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.
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HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

IB.ON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, Ac.

Special Estimates ftiven for Lar(;e Contracts in Fencing.

Roofing, &o. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put

down. Large lUusirated Catalo uk of Ftncing, Hurdles,

Field and Entrance Gates, lVc, sent free on appl'cation.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
LEEDS and LONDON,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention tO their Patent
Wrougnt-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guarajiteed,25ft. by 12 ft.. £nO: 30ft. by I5ft.. £70. Brick-

work *»nceDted . For viarticulara. see our Catalojfue. po«t-free.

Superior Portable Frames. large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with

21-oz. glass, carriage paid:—1-light frame, 4 X 6. 36*. 6d.

;

2-light frame, 6X8. 585. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6. 85j. tod.

Span-roof Frames, 9 x 5. £3 15*. : 12 x 6, £5 ; 16x6,
£7 10s. Can send off same day as ordered.

HARDY BRUIN*CO.,'rt'SrLEICESTER

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FROMT ELEVATIOM— — LONCITUDINAL SECT ION

-

'-SECTIOMAL PLAN—
The longitudinal section pives a view of the fire-box, water space, flues, kc. The cross section gives a view of the fir«-box

water apace and V-shaped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary for this class of boiler.

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The following are undoubtedly the finest lot of British Seedlings ever introduced. They will need no pulling from myself, lut their own merits will

make them indispensable to every exhibitor :

—

CHARLES H. CURTIS (H. J. Jones), grand yellow incurvej 7s. 6(i.DUCHESS OF YORK fj. Carruthers). fioejellow

MfSS GOSCHEN (H. J. .Jones), grand yellow

WILLIAM FIFE (H. J. Jones), beautiful pink

MR. B. FLETCHER (H. J. .Tones) rich rose

MRS. H. W. DREWETT {H. J. .Tones), splendid small petallcj, white.

MRS. J. H. TAYLOR (H J. Jones), broad petiljed, white

MR. B. B. MARTIN (H. J. Jones), fine bronze

5j.

.Ss.

MRi. C. E. SHE! (C. E. Shei). Urgcst while grown .

MI3S DULdE SCHROETKR (C. E. She.), fine yellow nn.l ic.t

MISS ELSIE TEICHMANN (C. E. Shea), white incurved Jnpanese ..

MISS BRDNNA FOSTER (C. E. Shea), depp rosi incurved Japanese
MBS. CHARLES COX (Coi), fine full ye.low

PLANTS IN MAnCH.

21«.
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Orchid bouses, the ...

Plants under glass ...

Year, review of the
closing

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Daffodil Sir Watkin
Daffodil Incomparabilia, from Hale's " Eden

''

Misleto, Indian
Misleto, Peruvian
Oncidium ornithorhyncum albiflorum ...
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NOTICE TO ADVE RTISERS.

Ia consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, conseqxient on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest,

CANNELL'S SEED CATALOGUE for 1895
will be sent free to all intending customers. Those who

have not had our Keutibh Seeds would save considerably, and
have crops yielding immensely over ordinary seeds. Photos
of tive champion growers, with particulars. This issue will
bs found the most important to Gardeners ever published.

Seed Growers, Swanley, Kent.

BEA.RING PEACH TREES. — In prime
condition, fiom South Walls. Dwarfs and Standards,

best varieties, well balanced, fibrously rooted. Fruited this
season. Particulars apply

—

ICETON. Putney. S.W.

HRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS for
Market.—Mrs. Hawkins, best early bright yellow, 45. Qd.

per 100. Madame Desgranges, 145. per 1000. Lord Triomphant,
Eldine, Mona. Lemoine, btanatead White, Ethel, white and
yellow, Flora, &c.. 9d. per dozen.

MEW, Florist, EarLswood, Surrey.

Prize Cob Filberts and other Fruit Trees.

MR. COOPER having left the neighbourhood
of Reading, is prepared to receive offers for portions,

or the whole of hia Stock of Fruit Trees, to be removed thie

season. May be viewed at any time, and address

—

aBORQE WAJTE, the Foreman, Calcot.near Reading.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in HOR-
TICULTURE for 1895. is now ready.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in HOR-
TICITLTURI'; for 1895, is the most complete Seed
Catalogue issued.

BUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in~~HOR-O TICULTURE for 1895, U profusely illuBtrated with 172
lUuatratiOQS.

Price Is., post-free. Gratis to Caetomera, from
SUTTOJN AND SUNS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

') OOO.OOO—LILV OF VALLEY—2,000,000.
^1 —W. ICErON has a very line Stock of his well-lcDOwn
variety, specially selected Qiant, to offer at reasonable prices,
3os. ana iOs. per 1000.
CUT RO.VIAN, Is. and 1j. M. per dozen; OUT LILY OF

VALLEY, 2i. ana 3s. dot. ; DRAWM TULIPS, M. to Is. M. doz.
AZALEA MOLLIS, high-coloured varieties, at 6Us., 80s.,

and 160s. par 100. Putney, S.W.

Just Fabllslied.

THE ORCHID-GROWER'S MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition: Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 8u0 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, ufhto-date work on Orcbids yet publisbed.
Super-royal 8vo. Price, 2bs.; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 255. lud.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper Holloway, London. N.

To the Trade.WATKINS AND S1MP80N have posted
their WHOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE for 1895 t3

all their Customers. If not received, another copy will be sent
oa application.

Sted Warehouse, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C.

ICKSONS, CHESTER, GARDEN SEED
CATALOGUE, No. 446. for 1895. is now ready, and may

be had post-free oa application. Contains Libts of all the beat
and choicest Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Seed Potatoe, Sec.

DICKSONS, Seed Grower?, Nurserymen, &c., Chester.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.— Thousands
to felect from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McABTHnil,TheLondonNnrsery,4,MaidaVale,London,W.

ARGE EVERGREENS.—A Specimen
Border must be cleared shortly, and above are cffared at

greatly reduced prices. They comprise the choicest Green and
Uolden varieties, from 3 to 14 feet high. Every plant is a
perfect specimen and safe to move, having been transplanted
within two years. Inspection and correspondence invited.

PENNELL AND SONS, The Nurseries, Lincoln.

f^UTHBERT'S GAKDEN GUIDE and
\J Descriptive Catalogue of Seeds, &c., for 1895. is now
ready, and may be had free on applicatioa.

K. AND (J. CUTHBERT, Seed Growers and Mercliants,
Sauthftate, Middlesex. Established 1797.

row
CatalOKU^ of KELWAY AND SON. Langport, Somerset.

UTE ROSES, 12 " A 1 " H.P.s, 7s. ; CAR-
NATIOSS, 12 lovely border, 5s. ed.; PANSIES. my

famous vara., 3s., 4s. 6d., and 6s. Hd. per dozen; POPPIES,
12 Haidy Oriental vars., 4s.; PANSY SEED, and my grand
New DOUBLE POPPY, "Emprtss," Is. and 2s. 6(i. per packet.

All named, and caniage paid. New CATALOGUE ready Jan. 1,

free. ALEX. LLsTER, Florist. Rothesay.

To tlie Trade.

COOPER, TABER and CO., Limited, have
posted their GENERAL WHOLESALE CATALOGUE to

all their Customers. If not received, another copy will be sent
on application,—90, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT,
P.E0NIE3.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman,
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt Cash,

Central

NICHOLLS AND
Seed and Plant Collectohs,

Lord Howe Island,

SON,

To tbe Trade.

A COPY of our WHOLESALE LIST of
AQRIUULTITRAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER SEEDS

for 1895, hap now bfen posted to all our Customers.
lu case of miscarriage, another copy will be promptly sent on

application to JACOB WRENCH AND SONS, Limited, 39,
London Bridge. City.

ALMS — PALMS — PALM;?. — All the
leading varieties at low prices. Areca lut Vf rschaffelti

;

Geonoma grac. Int. ; Rhapis humilis and flab. ; Pbucnix
rupicola, Compacta, Roeboiini ; Kentias, and other varieties.

ICETON, Putney, S.W.

ORCHIDS.— We are now making a Special
Offer, at Low Prices, to make room for importations

daily expected. ngpg f,eg_

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Sonthgate, London, N.

YATT'S PROLIFIC POTATOS for Sale.—
True. Price for 2-ton lots. 100s. per ton

.

G. F. YOUNG. Swineshead Abbey, Boston.

ASPBERRY CAN ES.— Semper Fidelis,
Fastolf. Norwich Wonder, 15s. per 1,000; Carter's

Prolific, 20s. Free on Rail. Not less than 1,000 of either sort
supplied. Cheque with order.

ALBEKr BATH. Vine Court, Sevenoaks, Kent.

ECOMA SMITHI (tineit Seed^lsvelty of
the Season). — ELECTROS for CATALOGUES, and

Seeds, and all particulars, may be had of tbe Loudon Whole-
sale Seedsmen.

INES, VINES, VINES.-Grand Stock of
both Fruiting and Planting Canes in all the leading

varieties. Prices on application.—JOHN PEED & SONS,
Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road, West Norwood, S.B.

M

MILLER'S ILLUSTRATED SEED CATA-
LOtiUE for 1895. should be read by all Amateurs and

Gardeners desiring the very best Seeds at Lowest PriceSn

Before ordering seeds write for our Catalogue, sent post-free

(soon as ready), and compare our prices. Miller's Seeds give
the best results.

F. MILLER AND CO., 267, Fulham Road. London, S.W.

SPECIAL OFFER.—Scotch" Fir7~2-jr., 2-yr.
tr., 1^ to 2 feet, 18s. per lOOU; English Elms. 3 to 4 feet.

22s. per lOuO ; Rhododendrons fonticum. 1 to 1|^ foot, 20s. per

100; H ^0 2 feet, 23s. per 100; 2 to 2^ feet, 3us. ; 3 feet. 35s.

Less by the lOOO.
QARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

SPARAGUS, for Forcing ; five years old,
splendid roots, 12s. Qd. per 100; extra line, 6 years old.

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone. Brighton.

HRYSANTHEMUMS. — New Illustrated,
Descriptive, and Priced CATALOGUE of all best

varieties in commerce, now ready, post-free, two stamps.

B. OWEN, Castle Hill. Maidenhead.

ERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY, first

quality for forcing, 35s. per 1000 ; 4s. per 100. Imported
Parisian Lilacs, for forcing, white and coloured, 30s. per doz.

WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Pbixce of Wales.

MACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders &. Heating Engineers, Edin-

burgh, London, and Glasgow. Plans and Estimates for all

kinds of Horticultural Buildings. Pavilions, Summer Houses,

and Heating Apparatus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

London Office :—60, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

ORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS.
stock Lists and Prices on application.

GE0E8E FAKMILOE AND SONS. Lead, Glass, Oil, and
Colour Merchants, 34, St. John St., West Smithfield, London.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.S.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc,

Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees ot

the Duplex Uprigot.Tubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY, Jan. 1

SALES.
Dutch Bulbs, at PiOtheroe & Morris
Rooms.

(Enormous Consignmentof Japanese
Lilies, Herbaceous Plants, Be-
|ioni»9, Roses. &c.. also Pa'm
Set*d«, at Protheroe & Morris'

Booms,

FRIDAY, Jai», 4

1

Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris
Rojms,

CORBECTED AVERAGE TRMPEBATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEF.K, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT OHISWiCK.— 36°.«.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Wednesday Nex'-.

A Ohoice Selection of well-grown English Standard
and Dwarf ROSES, to nume, from reliable growers, in-

cluding many o[ the newest and best sorts.

A Collection of Dwarf-Trained and Pyramid Fruit
TREES, comprising APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS,
PEACHES, CHERRIUS, NECTARINES.

An Importation of 32 Cases of Araucarla excelsa
jast received direct, in the finest order.

A Collection of EngUsh-grown Ornamental Shrubs
and EVERGREENS, 4Uj Lots of DUTCH BULBS, and
LILIUMS. A Collection of choice rare BULBS and
sturdy LILIUMS, AMARYLLIS, TUBEROSES, BEGO-
NIAS, and GLOXINIAS from Ghent ; CARNATIONS to
name; DAFFODILS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, January 2, at
half past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Tuesday Next.—Last Sale of Dutch Bulbs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUuTION at their Central Sale Rooms, t*? & 68,

Cheapiide. London, EC, on TUESDAY NEXT, January 1,

at 12 o'clock, about 700 lots of DUTCH BULBS, comprising
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and OIHKB
BULBS, from Holland.

On view mornintf of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.

CONSIGNMENT of PALM SEEDS,
comprising

50.000 KENTIA BELMOBKANA.
BO.uOO ,, FORSTERIiNA.

Received direct, in ^ood condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Booms, D7 & tIS, Cheapside, London, E.G., un WEDNESDAY
NEXT, January 2. at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

ENORMOUS CONSIGNMENT OF

51,265 Japanese LILIES.
(the contents of 5.37 Ca«e8), comprising :

—

39.575 LILIUM AURATUM
920 „ „ PLATYPHYLLUM

2,910 „ MELPOMENE
tS.Sao „ SPECIOSUM ALBUM
980 „ „ RUBRUM.

In order to meet the requirements of large buyers, the Lilium
auratum will be o^ered in lots of 50, 100, and 600. Also
Eniilisb-grown LILIES. Herbai^eous PLANTS, Hardy
Border bULaSand PLANTS, SPIltffiiS.SO lotsot STOVE
and GREE.NHOUSE FERNS and PLANTS, Double and
Single BUOONIAS, and 200 Dwarf ROSE^.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooma, 67 and 68, ( heapside, Londoi , E.G., on WEDNESDAY
Ni-Xr, January 2, 1895, at 12 c 'clock.

Friday Next,
ORCHIDS FROM MKSSkS. i. SANDER AND CO.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SbLL as above, by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G., on tRIDAY NEXT,
January 4. at hilf-past IJ o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

To Mushroom Growers.

TO BE LET, in the town of Poole, and close
to Railway Station, a MUSHROOM HOUSE 270 feet

long by 16 feet wide, with earthen floor. Can be made perfectly
dark if desired. Apply to

—

C. PATERSON, Canford Estate Office, Wimborne, Dorset.

TO BE LET,—NURSERY, about half an acre,
with eeven Qreenhouses ; low rent; small valuation.

Immediate posseMion. — Apply to W. G. SHADRAKE,
Auctioneer and Estate a^ent, Uigh Road, Leyton.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in ihe World.—.30 minutes from St. Pancrtts.

OR SALE.— Quantity of ORCHIDS and
STOVE PLANTS. Inspection Invitpd.

G. GROVES, '^emple House Gir^-ens, Great Marlow, Bucks,

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECI.^LITlE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimouials. Per bushel. 5s

R. AND G. CUTHBRRT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southicate. V. Eat^blished 1797.

EW and CHOICE CaUYSANTHEMUMt^.
—Ovr liOO varieties. upwirJs of 30 Novelties cf 1894,

includir g Hairy Wonrier, Challc ge. Mrs. R. J Hamill, Louise,

E. yi. Wnittl«, Wilfred Marahah. H. Shoesmith, J. W. Moor-
man, &c., at moderate prices. Guaranteed true. LIST free.

J. W. COLE. Midland Road Xarseri^s, Peterborough.

OBBIE'S GATALOUUE and COMPETI-
TOR'S GUIDE for 1895.—Tbis renowned manual will

be reidy for distributiOQ at the end of December. It will be
nearly twice its former size, viz. ; 163 quarto pa^es. copiouily
illustrated, and full of invaluable matter. This U not a Cata-
logue in the ordioary sense of the word. Please apply early,

enclosiDfc 6'/. in stamps, and a copy shall be sent you by Parcel
Post.—DOBBIE AND CO., Seed Growers and Florists to the
Queen, Rothesay.

Lj^EKNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
jL (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J~inch pots, Stove and Green-
bouse. 30 best selling sorts, 12s. per 100; large ditto, in 48'8,

10 best Belling sorts, 65, per dozen, Adiantum cuneatum, in

4y'B, for cutting (value in fronde), 6s. and 85. per dozen;
ditto, for making large plants quickly (bushy), 16s. and 20s.

per 100. Aralias, Grevilleaa, Solanums, Cyperus, in 48'8, 6s. per
dozen. Ficus, Palme, Draceenas, Ericas and Bouvardias, in
48'8, 1*. each. Seedling Ferns. 65. per 100. Packed free. Cash
witti Order. List free.—J. SMITH. London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

ALMS, FICUS, FERNS, in any quantity.—
Kentias, Latania, Corypba. S«aforthia, Arecas, Chamee-

rops, in 48's, I'Js. p. doz. ; do in 60's, 5(. p. doz. ; do. in Thumbs,
3s. p. doz. ; Aralias, 5s. and 6s. p. doz. ; Aspidistras. 48'8 and
32>, 18s., 24s., and 30s. p. doz. ; Cyperus 5s. and 6s. p. doz.

;

Ficus, 12s. p. doz.; Adiantums6s. and 8s. p. doz. ; do. in Thumbs,
12s., I6s., p. 100 ; Six eorte good Market Ferns. %s. p. doz.

;

Asparagus, 18s., 24s., p. doz. ; Solanums, Beatha. Cyclamens,
Marguerites, &c., lOs. and 12s. p. doz. Free 00 rail, carefully

packed. Cashwtth Order,- ALFRED MARTIN, Angell Town
Nursery, Wilthhire Boad. Brixton, London.

C^ONIFER^.— Abies Doaglasii, 1^ to 2 ft.,

y 20s. per 100; Canadensis, 10 to 12 in., 4s. per doz.

;

Cedrus deodara, 1^ ft., 6s. per doz. ; Araucarla imbricata, S to

3^ ft., A^8. per doz , 4 ft., 60s. ; Cup. macrocarpa. 3 ft.. 6s
;

Lawsoniana, .3 to 4 ft., fine. 35s. perlOO, 4to 5 ft., 30s ; Stricta,

2 to 2^ ft., 3 s.. 3 to 4 ft., 40*. ; Erecta viridis. 3 to 3^ ft., 40s.

;

Picea nobilis, 12 to 18 in, 6s. per dor. 2 ft, 12* : Nordmanniaua,
3 ft.. 18s. per doz. ; Pinus Cembra, 12 to 18 in. 10s. per 100;
Retinospora plumosa, 4 to 5 f*^t, 50s. per lOO ; Aurea, bushy.
fine.3:;s. ; Squ^rrosa, 3 to4 it., 12s. per doz., 1^ ft. 25s. perlOU

;

Thuia Lobbii.3ft., 20s.. 2 ft., 10s.. 4 to 5 ft., 50s.. 7 ft , extra,
75s.; Thuiopsisdolobrata. 2ito3ft., 18s. per doz., 3 to 4 ft., 30s.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman, Stranraer.

SEAKALE for FORGING and PLANTING.
(Over 30 Acres Grown.)

Extra Selected, for Forcing 12s. per 100.

Strong, for Forcing 10s. ,,

Second size, for Forcing 8s. ,,

Third size, for Planting 6s. ,,

Special prices for lots of 1000 and upwards.

General Nursery CATALOGUE post-free on application.

S. BIDK, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

ORCHIDS
of every dMcription, from iB, each ; samples, post-free. Is. 3d.
KARE PLANTS AT LOW PRICES. Every plant Bent on
approbation. Catalogue post-free.

THE LEEDS ORCHID CO.,

ROUNDHAY, LEEDS.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!
JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.

Have just received immense importations of Orchids, con-
sisting of the following and many others :

—
L^LIA PURPTTRATA, in great quantity

and in grand ma-4ses.

L2E:LIA ELEGANS, in fine masses.

CATTLEYA INTERMEDIA, in great quan-
tity and ID grand masses.

CATTLEYA GUTTATA LEOPOLDII, in
grund masses.

VANDA CCERULEA. The fine dark-blue
large-flowered type.

All in the finest condition.
Inspection invited. Descriptive and priced lists post free on

application to the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NURSEBIES,
GARSTON, n«ar LIVERPOOL.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS.—
-1-^ Splendid Pips, direct from Berlin, 6s. per 100 crowns,

carriage free.

JOHN R. BOX. Bulb Merchant, Croydon.

COMPAGNIB FLORALE, Paris (est. 1885),
supplies Florists direct from Greenhou-ea, with Choiceit

FLOWEK^. Enormous siving ^um ile box, 10s., carr. paid.

COMPAGNIE FLORALE. 2i. Rue de Dunkerque, Paris.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENnis, extra
strong flowering bulbs. 235. per 1000; 2i0s. per 10,000,

f.o.b. Rotterdam. Al>o strong LILY OF THE VALLEY
Crowns, at 18«. per 1000; 17os. per lO.OUO. Scarlet Runner
BEANS, a great quantity to offer. Apply to—
Mr. J. KOUWENHOVEN, Warmond, nr. Haarle-n. Holland.

ISAAC MATTHEWS and SUN beg to offer

200,000 eitraslrong THORNS. 100,000 oval leaf PRIVETS,
600,000 KHODODENDKONS in variety, including all the best

sorts for forcing, and covert plantation. FOKSST TREES in

variety; HOLLIliS, AUCUBAS, GOLDEN ELDERS, and all

other g.-neral Nursery Stock. Price list on application to the
Nurseries. Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

CA t\f\f\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
OxJtfyjyjyj aU splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30l. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40j. per 100

;

18 in. to 31 in., at 56». per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75». per 100;
25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 6 in. to 12 in., at 3J. to 8«. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstono, Brighton.

BEGOMIAS A SPECIALTY,—Awarded Nine
Gold Medals, Gold Cup, and only Gold Medals for

Begonias at the International Horticultural Exhibition. Seed

saved from prize plants. Choicest mixed, single or double

varieties. Is., 2s. 6rf., and 5s. per packet. Collections (seed),

single, 12 named varieties, separate. 5s. &d.; 6 ditto, 3s,

Tubers, named singles, from 18s. to 60s. per dozen; choicest

seedlings, 4s. to 2J s, per dozen ; bedding, choicest. 3s. to 9s. per

dozen ; choicest named doubles from 1 8s. per dozen ; choicest

seedlings, 12s. to 30i. per dozen ; choicest mixed, for bedding,

9s, to 18s. per dozen. Catalogues gratis.

.TOHN LAING AND SONS, Begonia Growers, &c.. Forest

Hill, London.

To Narserymen, Builders, Hocal Boards, Vestries,
AND OTHERS WHO INTEND

PLANTING TREES, and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road, Wandsworth, S.W,, begs to offer an extensive

stock of FOKEST and ORNAIMENrAL THEES, SHRUBS,
ROSES. GRAPE VINES. FRUIT TKEES, CLIMMNG
PLANTS, ate., which being grown in the neighbourhood of

London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large

stock of extra fiueSEAK*LE and RtLUBAKB. for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on application.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.
An immense stock of all the bef>t varieties for Qarden, Market*

or Orchard,
Special quotation? for quantities to (trow for MARKET.
New and Rare Sorts, Not Obtainable elsewhere.

APPLES.—A grand stock of Standard and Half-standards,
Dwarfs. Cordons, and Trained.

PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES. APRICOTS,
in all forms.

GOOSEBKRhlES. CURRANTS, and RASPBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.—All the best of the old and new varietiea,

open air plants, or in email pots.
Send for Descriptive List and Guide, post-free, Qd., gratis to

Customers (one of the most complete issued). Ordinary List free.

JOHN WATKINS,
Pomona Farm Nurseries. Withington, Hereford.

NEW PRIMULAS,
PRIMXTLA OBCONICA GRANDIFOBA,
One of the best Novelties for the Coming Season.

Individual flowers much larger than those of the normal type,

measuring from 1 to 1^ inch in diameter; they are also

deeper in colour, and ot greater substance. Seed 2s. 6rf,

per packet.

PRIMULA. SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, BRIL-
il.'VNT —Beautifully-fringei flowers, of the most brilliant

and richest shude of crimsou-magenta. tinged with car-

mine ; lemou-yellow eye. Us. tirf. per packet.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, COMET.
— Rich carmine-crimson, shaded with magenta; throat

yellow, surrounded wiih dark maroon zone. '^s. 6d. pkt.

Among the numerous varieties of Chinese Primroses, the

two de-crited above are imm-asurabiy the bewt high-co'oured

varieties; and one of the best Whites is "MONi" BLANC,'*
also 'Js. 6d. per packet.

WILLIAM HULL. F.L S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants and Se^ds. 536. King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W

ENGLISH YEWS-ENGLISH YEWS
FOB HEDGES.

ENGLISH TEWS, a to 2} feet. 9». per dozen ; 60s. per 100.

,, ,, 2J to 3 feet, 12s. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

,, ,, 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per dozen ; lats. per 100.

Every plant a perfect epecimen. Excellent roots.

Special quotations for large quantitiea.

JOHN FEBEINS A SON,
52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON;

NCB»KMB« :—BILLINO KOAS.
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SMALL SHRUBS and CONIFERS. —
Aralia Sieboldii, from pots, (3 to 8 in., 12s. per 100;

Box Tree, Gree*, 6 in.. 60s ; Cup. macrocarpa, 1 yr.
trans., fine. 10 to 15 in , 805. per 1000; Cup. Allionn, 6 in.,

6^. per tOO; gracilis, 6 in,, 7s.; erecta viridie, 6 to 7 in.»

40«. ; Cotoneaster microphylla, 1 ft., 355. per 1000; A.
Douglasii, 1-yr. tr.. fine. 7 to 12 in , 80s. per 1000; Escal-
lonia maorantha, 9 in., iCi-. ; Eulaha japooica, 9 in., 4s. per
100; Gueldre Hose, l-yr.,6s. ; Uone^suchle, Comm'm, strong,
6s.. H. japonici. strong, l.'s. per 100; Ivy. Irish. 15 in., 6s.;
Lauru-tinua. 7s.; Olearia Haastii, 6 in., 10s ; Pinus excelsa,
3-yr.. 6s. ; Rhododendron pontieum. Z-w., 25s. perlOuO; 4 to
5 in..4us.; Thuia Lobbii. l.i to 15 in., 25s. ; 15 to 18 in., ZQf.

;

Ellwangeriana. 8in., 4 s. : Virginiiin Creeper, l-yr.. 6s. per 100.
GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

TREES -TREES-TREES.
SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER.

ALDER. 4 to 6 feet. 40s. per 1000 ; 8 to 10 feet, oOs. per 100
ASH, Mountain. 5 to 6 feet, •lOs. per 1000
BEECH, Common, standards. 10 to \i f-et, £10 per 100

,, Copper, standards, 10 to 12 feet. £10 per 100
BIRCH, Common, 3 to 4 ft., 40s. per luUO ; 6 to 8 ft. 40s. p. 100
CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet. 60s. per \00

., Spanish. 10 to 12 feet, standards, £10 per loO, straight,
good trees,

ELMS, of sorts, good stuff, 8 to 10 feet, £5 per 100
LAKCH FIR, 3 to 4 feet, very line, 37s. M. per 1000
SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet, very fine, 40s. per 100

,, „ 4 to 6 feet, ,, 76s. per 100
5 to 7 feet, ,, 120j. per 100

LAURELS, of sorts, 6 to 7 feet, very fine, with balls of soil,

75«. per 100
PINU9 AUSTRIACA, leautitul plants. 6 to 7 ft., £7 10s. p. 100
SCOTCH FtR. beautiful plants, 5 to 7 feet, £;0 per 100
ENGLISH YEWS, for Cover-planting. 5 to 7 feet. £15 per 100
Note.—All the above have been recently transplanted, and

will move with B*LLS OF SOIL. Free on rail here.

JOBN HILL AND SONS, The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near
Stone, Staffordshire.

ROSES PROM KENT.
SEND for my ROSE CATALUGUE. Special

cheap offer. Thousands of Trees for 3ale.

S. G. RUMSEY, Rose Grower. Wrotnam, Kent.

FRUIT TREES.-FRUIT TREES.
special Cheap Offer.

standard Apples, Pears, and Plum", 5 to 6 feet, 12s. per dozpn,
6«. Qd. per half doz»<u, 9i)s. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 9s. per doz.,
f-s. per half dozen, 50s per KO.

Pyramid Apples, Pears, au.i Plums. 3 to 4 feet, 12s. per dozen,
6s. Qd. per half dozen, 75s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, v.t. per doz.,

5s per ha f dozen, 50s. p 'r 100.
Currants, Blacft, Red, and White, strong bushes, 3s. per dozen,

20s. per 100.
The above are all well-rooted trep«>, ond consist of the most

useful and leading varieties. Cash with order. Package free.

W. B. ROWE AND CO., Barbourne Nurseries. Worcester.

WHOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE.

We have now published our Wholesale Citalogue of

VEGETABLE& FLOWER SEEDS
Containing also the best Novelties of the season. MAY BE

HAD ON APPLICATION. Any of our Customers not having
received one by post will oblige by letting us know, when
another shall at once be posted.

WATKINS& SIMPSON,
BULB ANIi SEED MERCHIXTS,

EXETER ST,, STRAND, LONDON. W.C.
Sfed & Trial Grounds— Feltham & Twickenham, Middlesex.

POT ROSES TO BLOOM IN SPRING.

TEA -SCENTED VAEIETIES, in 8-inch pots, 42.^. to 60s. per dozen.

HYBRID PERPETUALS, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

Of Splendid Quality ; if pruned and housed now wovdd bloom abundantly

from February to May, according to the heat employed.

CARRIAGE FREE 10 LONDON.

C

WM. PAUL & SON. WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

HOICE GERMAN
FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS.

CATALOGUES free on pplication.
FRED. ECEMER. Seed Grower, Quealinburg, Germany.

pUCUMBEK8 —For Sale, real good Cucumber
\J Seed, ihe " Rochford," true to name, 5s. per 100. Cash
with order to

—

R. J. WICKHAM. Grower, Sutton Scotney, Hants.

ORBES' EAST LOT HIAN bTOCKS.—
Sow now, my world-renowned STOCKS fjr .-ummer and

Autumn Display, in six distinct sorts, viz . crimson, purple,
scarlet, white, crim-on Waliflower-leaved, and white Wail-
flower-leaved. Each sort. Is., is. 6d , and 5«. per packet Cata-
logues free.—JOHN FORbES, Nurseryman, Hawick. Scotland

pHEAP CLEARANCE SALE OF BULBS.
\J iLL IN FINE CONDITION AT GREATLY BEDUCED PRICES.
Price List on Application. Fine-st named Uyacinihs, per

doz.. 3s. 6d. ; beat mixed Hyacinths, per 100. Us. 6^^., per
doz. 2s. ; miniature Hyacinths mixed, per 100, los. 6d., per
do7., Is. 6rf ; Choice mixed Daffodils, per 1,0UU. 21s., per lUO,
2s. 6rf. ; Double White Sweet-scent*d Gardenia-Flowerf-d Nar-
cissus, per 100. 3s. 6rf. ; Choice mixed Polyanthus ^a^cis8i, per
If 0. 4s. 6d. ; Rainbow mixture ot Single Tulips, per 100, 4*. 6d.

;

Rainbow mixture of Double Tulips, per lUO, 4s. W. ; Scilla
Sibirica, per 100, 3s. All sent Carriage Paid on receipt of
remittance.

BARR & SON, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Flower Painting,

MISS MARIE LOW, F.R.H.S. (Medallist
and Exhibitor), having gre^it experience in drawing

plants and flowers of every description from Nature, is pre-
pared to execute Drawings ia Oil or Water-colour, of Choice
and Rare Plants. &c., at owners' gardens, or from specimens
sent to her. For examples of reproduced work see Th^ Garden,
1891 and 189^. plates 8J4, 828. 832, 833, 843, 844. 915, 846. Ac.
Miss Low alpo gives Private Lessons in Flower Painting by a
method which ensures rapid and successful results to her
pupils. For terms and further particulars, address

—

31, Oppidans Rond, Primroee Hill, London, N.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our New List is now ready. We offer a

splendid selection of all the best of the Season's

Novelties, and also draw attention to the fact

that we make a great specialty of carefully

prepared Cuttings and Plants for the use of

Exhibitors.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The following are undoubtedly the finest lot of British Seedlings ever introduced. They will need no puffing from myself, but their

make them indispeD.sable to every exhibitor :

—

6i. CHARLES H. CURTIS (H. J. Jones), grand yellow incurved

6s. MRS. C. E. SHE* (O. K. Sbea). Idrgest white grown
Ss. Mt3-l DITLCIE SCHROETERCC. E. She.), fine yellow and red

!. ... 6j.
"

5s.

.')<.

5s.

DUCHEOS OF YORK (J. Carruther!.). fine yellow
MISS GOSCHEfJ (H. J Jjnes), grand yellow
WILLIAM FIFE (H.J. Jones) beautiful pink
MR B. FLErOHER (H. J. Jones) rich rose
MKS. H. W. l)REWErT(H J. .Tones), splendid small petalled, whit«.
MRS. J. H. TAYLOR (H. J. Jones) brond pet.lled, white
MR. R. JJ. MARTIN (H. J. Jones), fine bronze

M[<S ELSIE TEICHMtNN (C. E. shea), white incurved Jipanese.,.

MISS BR')NNA FOSTER (C. E. Shea), defp rosa incurved Japanese

MBS. CHARLES COX (Cox), fine full J e low

PLANTS IN MAECH.

own
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FERNS! FERNS!!
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

40,000 Small Ferns—Pteris oristata, cretica,

tremula, and Gymnogramma aurea. in 2j-inch pots, at

9s. per 100, 87s. M. per 1000.

A large quantity in 48'8—Ptetis oristata, oretica,

and nobili8 ; Adiantum ^ubeBceDS, at 4s. 6d. per dozen.

34s. per 100.

Polypodiums, at 5s. Qd. per dozen.

The above prices are for Cash with Order only. All Orders

carefully and promptly executed.

B. PRIMROSE,
N0RSERIES. ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH. S E.

•

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN
OR THE ESTATE.

NURSERIES
over 450 Acres.

FOREST TREES,
j

FRUIT TREES,
ROSES, &c.

I

SEEDS, i

BULBS, •

IMPLEMENTS, j

WRITE FOR

LISTS—
POST FREE.

! DICKSONS, Chester.
<'!\JM?Tr'i^WJF™™'"'^?'a«aM«ag'«wi'«g^^

SHRUBS and CONIFER.E. — Ampelopsis
Veitchii, in. pots, 2 ft., 30s. per 100 ; Arbor-vitte,

commoD, 2 to 3 ft., 18*. ; Azaleapooticum, 2 ft., 4s. per doz.

;

Azara niierophylla, 2 ft., 4s. ; Berberis .Tamiesonii, 2 ft., 20s.

per 100 ; B. Darwinii, IJ ft., 10s. ; Cotoneaster microphylla,
2 ft., 105. ; C. Simonsii, 3^ ft., 10s. ; Eacallonia macrantha,
pots, 2 to 2^ ft,, 'Sis. ; Gri^elinia littoralis, bushy. 6x. per doz.

;

Pampas Grass. 2 ft,, 4s. ; Hypericum calycinum. 12s. per 100 ;

HoUieTi, Green, 2 to 3 ft., fine, 6s. per doz. ; Jasmine, white
and nuditlorum. 4.'^. p. doz, ; Laurel, common. 2 ft., K s. p. 100

;

Colehic. 2 to2ift., 14s. ; Portugal, 1 to 1^ ft.. 20s. ; 2toV^it.,
2\$. Lilac, white and purple. 4s. per doz. ; Lauru&tinus, 2 to

2^ ft.. 6s. ; Olearia Haa^-tii, 2J ft., 4s. ; Wei^ela ropea. 4.«. doz.

;

YuccaplorioFa,10fol2in.,25s.l00; Yew,Englith.l^to2ft.,24s.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nxirseryman. Stranraer.

i;OR PLEA S URE AND PROFIT

NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
AND EASY TO GROW.

I'^ig^hfy Acros in f*tofl4.

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
1.1 tts I-rec,

HUNDREDS OF TH0U5ANDS
Bushes in variety. ]';it-l.iiig ;iik!

Carriage Free, for cash with tirrler.

8s. per doz., 60 K, per 1(0.

All other Ktiysery Stock
carriai^eJoriL'aid.

I^O,|;iES 1 N POTS f"» 15/- ^ ^°--

Ornamental Trees, 01 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,ooo) trom 15/-
per doz.

K,B.—Single Plants are sold at
slightly irxreasedprices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(ir,4 I

^^c-\ iif >ur8cry Ktork,
Bitiatirnlly rriifluccd, C'li'nltiint;

pnnip hnntlreils <if lllrstiiitlun".

and full of valuable iiifoimntiun,

_ sent free.

RICHARD SMITH &C° Worcester

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400specie9 and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-

tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NC/RHHR/IiS, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

FRUIT TREES.
To MAUKET and PRIVATE GBOWERS.
We hold an extensive Stock of all kinds of the above,

in firstrrate quality, and at reasonable prices

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive
Catalogue, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES. MIDDLESEX.

SUPERIOR GARDEN SEEDS.

DICKSON, BROWN, & TAIT'S
NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE

of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS
IS NOWP UBLISHED, 4- 31AYBE HAD FREE on APPLICA TION.

A Copy has been posted to each of their Customers. Should anyone not have received it they will

be pleased to forward another copy.

ROYAL SEED ESTABLISHMENT, CORPORATION STREET, MANCHESTER.

NOW READY.

HARPE'S ILLUSTRATED

1895. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Post-free on application to

CHARLES &HARPE & CO., Limited,
SEED FAKMEES AND MERCHANTS, SLEAFORD.

HEINEMANN'S TESTED ERFURT SEEDS.
BEFORE YOU ORDER YOUR SEEDS, tcritc fur HEINEMANN'S

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE

OF

NEW and OWN RAISED SEEDS,
ENGLISH EDITION,

NOW READY,
Includeiall llif FINEST NOVELTIES ot the Season, and
may be liad pust free on .application (Id. po=t-eard). Please

quote Gardeners' Chronicle.

F. C. HEINEMANN'S is the Oldest and Largest Seed
House of Eifurt that supplies private Gardeners and
Amateurs only.

It Is acknowledged that the greater part of

all Seels sold in England or America Is grown
lu Germany, especially In or n ar Erfurt, the

Garden of the World.

Shjuld jou favour me willi your estteme I commands by
post, vou will find that I supply you ai safe and cheap as
if you called iu perton at my establishment.

HEINEMANN'S SEEDS will arrive in Great Britain in
a day or two after receipt of order, and are offered and sent
PAcicAGE AND POSTAOI-: FRICE.

Direct Correspondence. No Agents,

PANSY GLORIOSA PERFECTA, or

PEACOCK IMPROVED.
Per ounce, 9s.

;
per packet, ed.

The ground is a deep violet shaded peacook-blue

and edging white,

SEED
GROWER,F. G. HEINEMANN,

Bi/ Special Boyal Warrant Seedsman to H.M. the King of
Prussia, and i-'mperorofGetmany,

ERFURT, GERMANY.
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STERLING NOVELTIES for J 895,
Our ou'nintroductions,now offeredfor first time.

PRIMULrWENSiS niVIBRIATA
"SNOWBALL." New. The New Giant Strain.
Without exception, tbe lioe&t White Primula in cultiva-

tion. It i8 more vigorous in growtli than th-' o!d varieties,
the foliage being remarkably strong. The Hower item is

very stu'dy, rises well above the foliage, and bears a pro-
fusion of masBive flowers of a pure white colour of great
substance. The individual blooms me8J>tire 2^ inches in
diameter, and are exquisitelv fringed. J'er Packet, 5s.

TOMATO, WARDEN PARK FAVOURITE
(New), is a fiae variety for winter work

;
t<ro\Mi in pots it

Avill fruit when scarcely 6 inches high. Fruit of meiium
B\ze, ribbed, and bright red eolou'. Very free setter, and
a good bearer. Per Pa:ket^ Is. 6'^.

D, 0. WILUAMS & SON, Paradis^Nurseries.

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON^, N.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
NOVELTIES

are very numerous, but I prefer to offer ONE
really meritorious to a dozen second-raters. Out
of a large batch of seedlings I find many which
are equal to several Novelties offered this season,
but the one which excels ALL others is

MRS. W. J. GODFREY.
Undoubtedly the Best Novelty of the year,

and the most beautiful variety in existence. A
massive and monster Mn.s. Alpiieus Hardy, com-
bined with good sturdy habit and easy culture.

Miss RITA SGHROETER
(C. E. Shea).

This is the only English Seedling of the year
certificated at the principal Exhibition of the
National Chrysanthemum Society, held in

November last.

THE MOST RELIABLE CATALOGUE
published will be sent free to all applicants.

W. J. DODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

I
TEA roses!

iisr :pots.

• STRONG PLANTS S

J In Great Variety. •

• Splendid Quality. !

; ALSO •

: STRONG :

: CLIMBING :

I
ROSES. :

: All of the Best. I

FULLEST

PARTICULARS

ON

APPLICATION'.

J Also H.P. & all other Roses from the open ground. •

! DICKSOilS, Chester.

RHODODEHDROHS OH THEIR OWN ROOTS

The finest named hardy kinds can now be supplied. These
are much to be preferred to grafted plants, which are in many
Instances most unsatisfactory to the purcha'^er.

ANTHONY WATEBER,
K¥4P HTLL NUESERY, WOKJNQ, SURREY.

VEITCHS'
CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS
POST-FBEB.

PHYSALIS FRANCHETI (new)
Award of Merit, R.H.S., Octobsr 9. 1894.

A novelty of stcrlinji mTit, very striking in appearance,
producing bright red fruits 3 inrhe.4 in lenglli.and from
7 to S inches in circumference. Per Packet, 2s. £d.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS

GOMPAGTA (NEW).
(SyoE HouEe Variety).

This variety is <iuitp distinct from the older form, being
of dwaif-r pyramidal habit, with larger Jlowers, and a
deeper blue; very sturdy and free-flowtring.

Per Packet, is. 6d.

DATURA-CORNUCOPIA (new).
Floweraof immense size, beautifully marbled aud strongly

s;ented. Per Packet. Is. 6d.

SEED CATALOGUE fo' 1895 has now been

posted to all Customers ; if not received kindly

notify and another copy will be sent.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

WELLS'
NEW

CATALOGUE OF

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Contains the description of nearly 1000 best varieties, and
more useful information than any other such book ever
published. Including a Colourel Plate of his New Green
Chrysanthemum, " Ethel Amsden." The Novelty of the
Season. Post-free. Ad., from W. WELLS. EarlSWOOd
Nurseries, Redlilll, Surrey.

IF YOU WANT
FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples worked
upon our Paradise Stock. We have 70,000 to

select from, and shall be pleased to show them
to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTl:

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

NORMAN DAVIS
has much pleasure in announcing that his

CATALOGUE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
IS NOW READY, and can be had free by post.

This Catalogue is issued simply as a Guide,
such as a Catalogue should be, and will be found
comprehensive and useful. Vou are welcome to

a copy, even if not a purchaser.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRYSANTHEMUM NURSERIES.

Lilford Bead, Caiqberwell, Loudou, S.E.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1894.

THE DAFFODIL " SIR WATKIN."
rpHE giant Daffodil Sir Watkin came upon
-•- us all as a surprise in 1884—just ten
years ago. Its history has always been veiled in

obscurity, and although Mr. Pickstone gave an
interesting account of its discovery at the time,

it was always supposed thit there was some
secret which he had not revealed. Whenever he
was pressed for further information, he used to

say that some day he would tell all he knew
about it. He has now very kindly furnished me
with an autobiographical sketch of his early life,

in so far as it led up to the discovery of tbe

Sir Watkin Daffodil, so we have now the full

explanation from his own pen. I give the
narrative in his own words.

" I was born at Whitedeld in 1823. John Hors-
field, son of William, was one of my playfellows,

and 1 was often privileged to go into Ilorsefield's

garden in Warren Lane, Besses o' th' IJara. I

knew John Horsefield very well. William and I

went to the same dame-sohool at Besses o' th
Barn. Most of the cottages at thit time were
occupied by handloom-weavers. It was the
common occupation of the poor in the district,

and, commencing to work at seven years of age,

which was then usual with working people's chil-

dren, I too became a handloom-weaver. In 1840,

however, I got work in a Manchester warehouse,

and served an apprenticeship to the business.

My father had been manager for many years for

a local manufacturer at Whitefield, who gave up
business in 1843. I was then twenty years of

age ; my wages were 12?. Qd. a week. My father

was very distressed at losing his situation, and
especially depressed that with his well-known

ability in the manufacture of coloured goods,

none of the local firms sent for him to work for

them. His wages in so important a job had
never exceeded 27s. a week, and a present of £'5

at Christmas. Although only a youth I wrote

him a letter, advising him to begin manufactur-

ing for himself. He had saved very little out of

his small wages, and did not see how it could be

managed. I told him it would come from some-

where, and so it did. Starting in a part of the

cottage in which we lived, success was soon

assured. The concern grew by leaps and bounds.

Hard work with great economy made itself felt,

and at the end of two years we had saved £]2oO,

and repaid all the borrowed money with interest."

[We need not follow Mr. Pickstone's com-
mercial history further. He prospered in

business, and in 1866 made arrangements by

which he ceased to be an active partner.]

" It was during the period of comparatiye in-

activity, from 1866 to 1872, that mining proclivities

took me into Wales, I hired a cottage in a remote

and very picturesqae part of Merionethshire, in near
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proximity to Arran Mowddy, one of the higher

monataias, and imrapd ately beneath Crowach Crag,

which rises nearly 1000 fnet perpendicatarly. It waa

under the shadnw of this great rock, on a tributary

of the River Dovey that I met with the great Welsh
Diffidil. now known to florists all the world over a>

Sir Watkin. Some of my balbs came from the

garden of a rained cottage connected with a mine
that had been given np. This mine waa on land that

had belonged to the Wynns of Wynn^tay, thus con-

necting its early history with Sir Watkin's family.

I nourished this foundling Daffodil for yeare, but
simply as a Daffodil. When I removed to Hamp-
stead near London, I took the bulbs with me. It waa
a very fine, pretty, aweet-smelling Narcissus, and
that was all it was to me. It might have been in all

the florists collections, for anything I knew. In 1873
I bought a place in the corner of Denbighshire near
to Caerwys. I took my Daffodils with me from
London, and planted them in the garden and woods
at Maesmynam Hall, and there they grew, those
that fonnd themaelvea in suitable aituations grew
famously, those in bad ground fell back.

"About the year 1880 there chanced to come that
way, looking out for something he conld pick up,
one of the well - known caterers for Shudehill
Market, Manchester. The Hall being ivithin sight
of the railway from Chester to Denbigh, this man
seeing the profusion of flowers, left the train at Bod-
fern, and walked to Maesmynam. I happened to be
away from home that day. On my return, my boys
told me that a man had been, and wanted to buy all

my Diffodil flowers, and he would call again. I told
them they might sell them, and divide the money.
They sold them for £2. Thousands of them were
soon after taken away, and were sold both in Liver-
pool and Manchester. The man refused even to be
bribed to say where he got them from.

"The following year, on one of my visits to White-
field, I put into my coat one of my very fine Daffodil
flowers. On leaving the atation at Whitefield I met
one of the sons of Horsefield, who was a postman
there. He was attracted by my Daffodil, and stopped
me to see what it was. It was a stranger to him, he
said, and it was very nice indeed. I thought as it

was a strange flower to a son of the raiser

of the Horsefield Daffodil, I had beat try what
the best florists knew about it. I therefore sent
out boxes of blooms to several experts, amongst
them to Joseph Allen of Whitefield, referred to in

Mr. Brockbank's article on John Horsefield in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, October 20. A box went to Peter
Barr of Covent Garden, and to each of the Dickaona of
Chester. I also took blooma with me on my visits

to Manchester, and sold them to the florists. It

happened that some of the blooma thaa sent cut
found their way to the Daffodil Conference of 1884,
and as the flower proved to be an unnamed child, a
stranger amongst the great florists, it waa there and
then baptieed ' Jamea Dickson.'

" At this juncture aeveral amateurs and aome buai-
neaa floriata turned up at Maesmynam to find out
something about this new wonder. James Dickson
& Sona were the first to call. They made over-
tures to buy my bulbs. I sold them 1000, and
agreed to give them the first offer of what I had.
They, of course wanted to know all about ita birth-
place and pedigree, as did afterwards Peter Birr and
others. Among my numerous viaitora (April 12,
1884) came Mr. Brockbank, of Mancheater, who had
written to me previously, and now came by invitation
specially to aee my Daffodil. After a good look at
my blooma, to his great delight, he said to me, " Do
you know, Mr. Pickatone, that your Daffodil has been
before the Daffodil Conference in London (April 1),
and is now on the register of the Horticultural
Society as the ' Jamea Dickson ? '" I said, of course,
that I knew nothing of it. He suggested that they
might have called it the ' William Pickstone,' and
that at any rate I ought to havethe naming of it. I said
that mine was too obscure a name for so beautiful
and so aweet a flower. He then suggested that it

Khould be called ' Sir Watkin ;
' and as Sir Watkin

Williams Wynn ii the uncrowned King of Wales,
and had farms near the place of ita birth, I readily

accepted the auggestion, and at once communicated
with Lady Wynne. Sir Watkin was at that time
lyinc ill in London, I therefore waited that afternoon

on Mrs. Williams of Cefn, to whom I took a box of

the flowers. They were sent to London the same
evening, and in two days I had the conaent of Sir

Watkin and Lady Wynn, who with great wiilingneas

became aponsors to the unnamed Welah baby.

Jamea Dickaon & Sona bought my bulbs at my own
price, a condition of sale being that it was to be

introduced to the bulb-buying world as Sir Watkin.
I gave Mr. Brockbank on the spot a bagful of the

bulbs. Naturally I held all information for years

from all inquirers, but I promised Mr. Brockbank
that I would aome day tell him something of ita

hietory, ao far ae I knew it ; and now, at his request,

I willingly hand these particulars to that gentleman.

Of one thing I am certain, that Mr. Brockbank
showed me, years ago, in a big old folio (Hale's

Eden) of his, a print of this same Daffodil, but not
by any meana ao large aa those I waa able to show
him growing at Maesmynam Hall when he visited

me there."

To those familiar with the literature of the sub-

ject it will be seen that there is nothing really new
in the above narration. The history of the Daffodil

had already been arrived at. The first article from
my pen appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle, April 26,

1884, and in it waa figured a likenesa of the Jamea
Dickson Daffodil, sent by the Rsv. C. WoUey Dod,
and which is now here reprodaced (fig. 100).

In the Garden, October 25. 1884, there was pub-
lished an article of mine on Sir Watkin, tracing it

back to Hale's Eden of 1737, where there is a full-

sized drawing given, which is also here reproduced for

compariaon with Mr. WoUey Dod'a drawing (fig. 101).

There can, I think, be no doubt as to the identity

of the two flowera.

In Hile's Eden, n 484, a d. 1756, and alao in

Hill'a Garden of Eden, 1773, same page, is the
engraving of the Nonpareil Daffodil, with the
following description :

—

The Nonpaheil Daffodil.

" We have described to the gardener many valuable

Daffodils, but there yet remain two or three others,

which by proper management are capable of being
kept to this late season ; and thence acquire a new
value. The present species is one. It waa early

diatinguiehed by the writera on planta ; and obtained,

from its great size and fine colouring, very honour-
able names, the Incomparable, the Nonpareil, and
the Excellent Daffodil.

The Latin authors have called it Narcissus

maximus, and Omnium maximum, the greatest Daf-
fodil ; and C. Bauhine, Narcissus latifolius pallidas

calyce amplo: broad-leaved pale Daffodil, with a

great cup.

Linnaeaa, who has reduced under a very few heads

the several Daffodils, allows this elegant flower no
more than the distinction of a variety ; he refers it

to the common or bastard Daffodil, which he names
Narcissus spatha uniflora, Nectarii limbo rotato,

campanulato erecto, patnlo equale : one-flowered

Daffodil, with the verge of the Nectarium rotated

and bell-shaped, erect, open, and equal."

This accounts for the name " Incomparabilis,"

which is now used for the whole tribe of chalice or

star-flowered Narcissi. It would seem as if they had
degenerated from the great original, whieh obtained

its name from its great size.

This Daffodil can, however, be traced still further

back, and to a source from which Dr. Hill got his

original, although he used a new illustration of life-

size.

In Gerarde's Herbal. 1636. p. 135 (1), the Nonpareil

Daffjdil is figured, also called N. omnium maximus:
—(1) "The first of these, which for largenesae ia

called Noapareille, hath lontr, broad leavea and roots

like the other Daffodils. The floure consists of six

very large leaves, of a pale yellow colour, with a

very large cup, but not very long. This cup is yel-

lower than the encompassing leaves, narrower also

at the bottom than at the top. and unevenly cut

about the edges. This ii called N. omnium maximal,

or Nonpareille; the figure well exoresseth the floure,

but tbat it is somewhat too little."

Mr. Pickatoue told us originally that when he
first became acquainted with this Diffodil in the
valley of the Dovey it was to be seen in many of the
old gardens, only he thought his a finer form than
occurred generally thereabouts. He found it grow-
ing in large clumps, in the cottage gardens where he
became acqiainted with it, and it grew also in the

Plas Gardens (Sir E Buckley's), and in many of the

old farmhouse gardens, and was finest when found

growing on the mountain gravelly soil. He alwava

understood that it had grown in that valley for 100
years before he saw it, and it grows there now,
although the bulb dealers have very nearly exter-

minated it, as they did the Tenby Daffodil when it

became famous some years ago. "Sir Watkin" is

therefore, the old original "Incomparabilis." Strange
indeed that it should have been altogether forgotten

and overlooked for 250 years at least, although its

portrait was in the old herbala, and ita name con-
tinued in gardeners' books ; and atranger atill, that

Dicksons should have become the purchasers of this

novelty when all the time it abounded within a few

miles of their Newtown nuraeriea, quite unknown to

them, and where it had flouriabed for at leaat 100
years. W, Brockban k, Brookhurst, Bidsbury,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CYPRIPEDIUM X LEEANUM GIGANTEUM.
Cypbipedidm X Leeanum has always been a

favourite, and there is great variety in the different

forms of it which have been raised independently in

gardens. The largest variety which has yet appeared
is C. X Leeanum giganteum sent out by Measra.

Heath & Son of Cheltenham, and which, when well

grown, it aeems impossible to excel by intercrossing

C. Spicerianum, and any of the forms of C. insigne,

at present known. It is at present in flower in the

collection of H. T. Pitt, Eiq., Roaslyn, Stamford

Hill, the flowers being the largest and finest we
have as yet observed. The Cypripediums are remark-

ably well grown at Rosslyn, which accounts for the

unusual beauty of their flowers, for Mr. Pitt says he

never yet has purchased one in flower which he could

not show in better form after he had had it a year

or so.

OncIUIOM TIGEINUM.

This plant, one of the ahowieat and moat uaeful of

Orchida for the cool-house, will be found in bloom
at the present time, its fine sprays of yellow-lipped

fragrant flowers being observed in most colUctions,

The best flowers we have seen this year come from the

gardens of R. Brooman White, Esq., Arddarroch,

Dumbartonshire. Mr. Roberts, the gardener at that

place, remarks in the note accompanying the flowers,

that a fine show of Oncidium tigrinnm can be seen

there, and one of the specimens in bloom is the best

he has ever seen, aa would be remarked in the

blooms sent, which measured fully 2 inches across the

lip. There are thirty-two flowers on the spike, and

these lasting a very long time in perfection, render

the species of much value at this seaion. Moreover,

the plant takes up but a small amount of space,

J. O'B.

M. Peetek's Oechids.

At Brusaela we viaited lately a large house entirely

devoted to hundreds of Cattleya labiata in bloom.

Among the specimens we noted two very distinct

varieties—C. labiata Peetersi, Rolfe, and an unnamed
variety. The former was noticeable for the unusually

dark colouring of the whole of the flower, the tint

was a beautiful purplish-red, the mid-rib broad and

rosy-white, which makes it exceedingly effective;

the lip is broad, still darker purple than the petals,

which are velvety, very firm in texture, so that

the flower appears aa thoagh cut out of velvet.

The other variety ia certainly aa unusual one,

and quite aaique. All the divisions of the flowers

are lilacy-roife, much streaked with p'arplieh-rose.

after the faibion of certain varieties of Azaleas,
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notably A. indica Antigone. The appearance of the white, like mother-of-pearl, with dote and apota of

flowers ia moat attraciive and nnlike that of any madder-colour, mixed with purple. The lip, broadly

other known form. Ch. D. B. apreading, is unequalled in any other species ; it ia all

dark madder, tinged with purple, aave at the edgea,

Catasetdji impebiale. where there ia a narrow bordering of pure white,

We recently armired this fine new Catasetum at which widena considerably at the base; in the centre

Fm. 100.— SIH WATKIN daffodil: PKBIANTH CANAEY- yellow; GAJimGE-OSANGE LDP.

(see p. 774

)

L'Uorticnlture Internationale (M. Linden), and it ia

far superior to all other members of this genus as at

present known. The raceme, sturdy and wavy, bears

twelve flowers and buds, remarkably large and of

nnneual colouring. The two upper petala are cream-

of the lip a funnel-shaped depression comes after a

white space, and is surrounded by numerous unusually

dark papillse; all this portion is bounded by two

bands, wherein purple predominates. The aepala

are pure white, the column also white, bears a long

slender horn, and the base ia dotted with madder
mixed with purple. CA, D. B,

Oechids, &c., in New South Wales.

Encloaed you will and photos (two) of Dendro-
bium Benaonise, Cactus, and interior of cool-bouse;

or, as we term it here, " bush-house." The Den-
drobinm Bensonis is sent at the suggestion of my
gardener, who says that he never saw aa fine a plant

in England. The flowering-growths are those it

made with me during the past season. It had

altogether about 140 flowera, moatly in triplets.

Thia plant took the lat prize for aingle Orchids at

our recent Horticultural Exhibition. The other

Orchids to be seen on the same plate are Cattleya

Mossise, Cymbidium albuciflomm and Cypripedium

barbatum and caudatum. Ttie tails of the latter are

27 inches in length. The small one, in the left-hand

lower corner, is D. D'Albertiaii.

The Melon-Cactus had twenty-flowers on it when

the photograph was taken last season. It is in

flower again just now, with about thirty flowera, and

a considerable number of buds to break.

The interior of bush-house is somewhat unique.

Originally, it was covered with brushwood for Fern-

growing ; I have since, however, covered it with

glass, as I found this was necessary for growing cool

Orchids. The aonthern aide (which is the same ai

the northern aide with you, and from which most of

our cold winds come) ia a brick wall, rusticated with

lumpa of what are known aa '' terra-cotta lumber,"

againat which there is a aloping bank of about 2 feet

in height at the back, and 6 inchea in front, bordered

alao by lumps of the terra-cotta lumber. In thia bank

are planted various cool Ferns, Begonias and orna-

mental plants ; on the lower pieces of terra-cotta

lumber on [the wall, dwarf-growing Ferna ; and on

the upper pieces, Orchids, chiefly of Australian

varieties, and which promise to do well. I ahonld

have said that the other part of the house, as will be

seen from the photo, is lattice-work, which, owing to

its being rather open, is covered with Willeaden

•crim.

I am not aware that terra-cotta lumber has been

used for Orchid growing in your part of the world ;

if not, I strongly commend it to the attention of

Orchid growera for drainage purposes, more particu-

larly in pans and basketa, but also on the lumpa by

itself. I may describe it as being a clay pumice. It

holds a large quantity of water in the pores in a

nice, sweet condition, much in the same way aa

charcoal does. Aa doubtleas you are aware, it is

made by mixing unctuous clay with about an equal

proportion of sawdust or vegetable fibre, which in

the burning lea.es its ash and the material very

porous. I use it almost entirely in the place of

broken crocks for drainage. The roots of Orchids

that do not require much sustenance just seem to

revel in it.

[The material which ia called " ballast " in most

parts of England ia in use in some gardens here for

the purpose indicated. Ita great weight when

moiat is the chief objection.

—

Ed ]

Just now I have in flower a Dendrobium of the

undulatnm group, from the Solomon Islands, the

stem and leaf of which are almost indistinguishable

from the type, but the flower is very distinct. The

sepals (twisted) are very much like D. Johannia, but

of a dark chocolate brown. The throat and labellum,

of a cream white, are very much marked with dark

linea of the aame colour aa the aepala. Four plates

on the lip are very much raiaed, flower about the

aame aize as D. Johannia, of the same group. It ii

now in the hands of one of our own esteemed local

botanists (Mr. Baker, of the Technological Museum)

for deacription.

We are at a considerable diaadvantage here for

want of worka of reference, aa we can find very little

affording na any information with regard to the flora

of the Solomon lalanda. [There ia not much to be

bad beyond Dr. Guppy'a book.] I have aeveral other

Orchida from thia part of the world, which have not

flowered with me yet,amongat others, a Phalsenopaie.

I have also about fifteen to twenty different varieties
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of Orchidi from New Gainea. The piecei, nnfor-

tnnately. are generally very email. One in particular,

which I am almost afraid I will lose, is very distinct

as ao Orchid. The collection from which I received

most of them wai almost entirely destroyed by sea-

water. This latter plant has a stem something like

a very thin Vanda, not so thick as a pencil, about

12 inches long, the leaves, like short Vanda leaves,

about 2 inches or 3 inches long, but thin. There

was also another plant, of the Vanda or Saccolabium

order.

I noticed a description recently in your paper of

D. Macgregori, and suspect that I have this one

amongst the collection. An Orchid that has been

quite a failure with me, also all my friends, is Odon-

toglossnm grande. Other Odontoglossums are doing

well. I have tried to grow it in the bush-house

referred to above, bnt it seems, immediately after

receipt, to begin to dwindle, and does not

make any fresh growth. The temp»ratnre in

this home ranges in winter from 40° to 65°
; and in

summer, usually at night, about 60°, but sometimes

70°, and in the day time from 80° to 90°. Any

advice that you can give me towards growing this

Orchid will be esteemed a favour. Since writing

the above I have received a flower of a New Guinea

Orchid that, except it is cream-white on sepals and

petals, is as nearly as possible the counterpart of the

Solomon Islands Dendrobe referred to above. The

lip and throat are marked in the same way, but not

so strongly, and the plates on the lip are also very

like. I may be able to send dried specimens. I

cannot say what the plant (stems, &:.) of the New

Gainea Orchid is like, as the flowers come from a

correspondent in northern Qaeensland. H. D.,

Sydney.

BACTERIA AND INSECT PESTS.

In view of the rapid advance made in the study of

micro-organisms, it is not surprising to find that

bacteriology has already been requisitioned as an aid

to the forester in checking certain forms of insect

attack, against which all other remedies have

hitherto been ineff.'Ctual. Continental coniferous

forests are periodically liable to defoliation by the

caterpillars of certain moths, just as our own Oik

woods are frequently eaten bare and barren by the

larvEe of the Odk-leaf roller-moth (Tortrix viridana).

In the former case, however, the result of a severe

visitation of this kind often attains the magnitude of

a calamity, for the peculiarities of the Pine tribe, in

regard to leaf and bud distribution and development,

render a second or abnormal flash of leaves (such as

occurs in the ca^e of the Oik and other hard woods)

practically impossible. Gonstqaently, an attack by

the caterpillars of such dreaded foes as the Black

Arches moth (Liparis monacha), or the Pine-spinner

moth (Gdometra pini), may bring in its train the

total destruction of forests over extensive tracts of

country, compared with which our own insect visita-

tions sink into insignificance. Until recently, the

only practical means of checking, or attempting

to check, the progress of these plagues have

been the tedious and comparatively costly

methods of placing a ring of specially-prepared
" caterpillar-lime " round the stems of the trees

to prevent the re-ascent of the caterpillars

to the crowns, or by collecting the hybernating

larvae in and under the fallen leaves. In the

Administrative District of Potsdam alone, no less

than £6800 were spent in 1892 in tacring trees in

the State forests, in order to counteract the attacks

of the B!ack Arches caterpillars, and in other dis-

tricts similar measures had to be adopted to preserve

the forest growth.

The discovery in 1891, by D/. Iloff'man, of the

bacillus of a disease which is invariably observed

amongst the lartse of L. monacha towards the end of

their larval stage, has enabled the artificial intro-

duction of this disease to the caterpillar swarms to

be effected, and from the results hitherto obtained
it is hoped that a timely inoculation with the bacilli

of t|he disease may appreciably check tfie ravages of

the pests, and prevent serions damage being done to

the infested forest. The bacilli are cultivated in

suitable media, such as Koch's culture gelatine,

fresh flesh, cooked Potatos, &c. The healthy cater-

pillars are then infected by hanging out pieces of the

flesh or masses of dead caterpillars which have suc-

cumbed to the disease, laying down a compound con-

sisting of squashed caterpillar mixed with inocnlated

broth in trenches, or through direct inoculation of

living caterpillars. The last-mentioned method is

eSected by pricking the last abdominal segment of

the subject with an ordinary needle previously dipped

in a fluid culture. Young caterpillars which are in

the act of ascending the trees are selected for the

operation, and these carry the in''ection to those in

the crowns. The aflected larvai at first become

dull and listless, and finally shrivel up, while the

contents of the body are turned into a dirty-brown

watery fluid. With a power of 600 to 700 diameters,

the bacillus appears as a rod about 1 mm. in length.

The disease is said to ba highly infectious, and it is

thought can be transmitted to a second generation

by means of the moths and their eggs.

Whether this particular disease is confined to a

single host or not has not yet been ascertained ;

but in course of time it is possible that other insect-

pests may be found to possess parasitic bacterial

diseases, which can be utilised with as beneficial

results as in the case described above. The im-

portant part which parasites play in the life-history

of certain insects has long been known. Insect

species which appear in overwhelming numbers in

one season are often extremely rare in the following

one. la some instances, climatic conditions account

for these suddenly appearing swarms, but climate

alone cannot account for those cases in which the

numbers of the pest gradually culminate, and then

almost totally disappear. With these, further

research by the scientist will probably reveal some-

thing that may be turned to practical account, and

of service to all who are now troubled with visita-

tions of gregarious forms of insect life, which pro-

bably at times receive little sympathy, even from an
anti-vivisectionist. A. C. Forbes.

The Bulb Garden.

IRIS K.EMPFERI (L.SVIGATA).

Thebe is a gorgeous characteristic splendour in

these wondrous Japanese Iris. Strangely fantastic

in form, and inimitable in their quaint beauty and

the peculiar combination of colour often seen in

their flowers, they occupy quite an unique position,

not only in the lovely genui to which they belong,

but also among hardy perennials as a whole. It has

been well said of them that " they make a splendid

fiaale for the Iris section, and their great, flat,

broad, open petals are simply astonishing." Long
after the other groups have given us their wealth of

blossom, this section is a fitting fiaale to the rest of

the species. The season of 1891 has been, on the

whole, a favourable one for this section. Moderately

cool weather, with occasional showers, is just what
they delight in. To do them justice, however, in

our gardens, we must not depend on the season.

The greatest essential in their successful cultiva-

tion is moisture, and without this they make bnt a

poor display. To ensure that the roots shall be

within reach of water, they should be grown in beds

by themselves, and preferably in beds where the

surface is below the ordinary level. They are then

easily deluged with water in their growing season,

which is most important. Where opportunity offers,

they should be treated as sub-aquatics, aad they will

revel in such a position. With abundant supplies of

moisture, and even if the soil be at saturation point,

and a liberal depth of rich vegetable soil in which

the roots may ramble, they give little trouble, and

will furnish an indescribably sumptuoui display in

the fullest sunlight with their huge blossoms floating

inthebretze. No garden should be without them,

though a special bed is needed for their reception
;

the cost of making is simple, aid water is easily

conveyed to them in many ways. A depth of abont

18 inches of soil in equal parts of good-holding loam,

leaf-soil, and peat should be prepared, and about

one-sixth part of well-decomposed manure may be

added. Old beds of these may with advantage be

mulched heavily each autumn with the same
material, allowing the old leafage to remain intact

during the winter. New plantations should be taken

in hand with as little delay as possible, planting

them firmly but not too deeply. To plant these

Iris in an unsuitable position is just to miss one of

the greatest floral treats of the year. With annaal

mulchings of manure and continuous supplies of

water from the end of March to the end of August,

they yield a rich and unrivalled harvest of bloom.

Somewhat impatient of frequent division, they should

be left alone for several years to become well estab-

lished. There are numerous varieties, and a wide

range of colour, the latter including whites, rose,

blue, purple, violet, maroon, scarlet, crimson, and

others, while the elaborate markings are beyond

deicription. J.

Foreign Correspondence.

TERRESTRIAL ORCHIDS OF THE
MARITIME ALPS.

It is seldom that one finds in a collection of

terrestrial Orchids in England the alpine species

well represented, which is undoubtedly attributable

to the treatment they receive not being suitable to

their requirements.

There are some which will succeed nnder ordinary

conditions of an English climate, but also there are

those which, to grow successfully, mast have a

period of rest. The varieties of Serapias, when seen

growing in their native element, are for beauty

unsurpassed by any of the more tropical terrestrial

species which fiad a place in a gisss-honse; anl yet

I am sure they may be cultivated without a great

deal of care as successfully as any others, and amply
repay the cultivator for his pains. Having collected

them, and studied the conditions under which they

thrive in the Alps, 1 conclude that it is impossible to

grow them without giving them at least four months
of rest by withholding the watering for that period,

or, if planted in a rockery, to give them the dryest

possible place. These are the conditions under

which they grow. The Serapias and Ophrys (each of

which there are several specier, especially the

la'.ter) are found growing in shady little notki where

suflicient moisture may be obtaimd during their

growing season, which is from November to May.
They may also often be found growing in the full

sun, but they are never so happy as when growing

in the shade.

1 have also remarked that the finest plants, espe-

cially the Ophrys, are to be found growing in fungus

formed by the decayed leaves which fell from the

trees or nndergrowth in which they grov. Epipactis

latifolia, when growing together in quantity, is very

effective, with its spikes of flower sometimes 18 inches

in height. This species delights in growing in dry

places. Its season of activity is very short, as it does

not appear above ground before March, and as soon

as it has flowered, it dies down again. Its tubers are

generally deep in the ground, and often to be found

on the solid rock.

Orchis, of which there are many species, are nearly

all lovers of moisture. Orchis glohosa 1 once fonnd

growing in quantity with Lilium chalcedonicnm,

and in a spot where little or no moisture could be

obtained during the season of drought.

Where a collection of terrestrial Orchids is

grown, it is impossible to keep them together in one
group, and for the drought-loving species I have

enumerated I should suggest the driest place to be

found, planting them amongst limestone, and during

rainy seasons protecting them by placing a hand-light

over them. One point is evident, that in England
they cannot be kept too dry both during the summer
and winter months. Eiviera.
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THE CULTIVATION OF THE
SUGAR-BEET IN PERSIA.

AccOHDiNo to 8 recently- isiued Government report

from Periia, it is proposed to cultivate the Beetroot

on a large scale for the manofacture of sngar, the

whole to be under Belgian auspices. The matter of

oil, climate, labour, and other details appear to

have been thoroughly gone into with favourable

results. Up to the present, it is stated that the Beet

has been cultivated in Persia only for farm purposes,

or es a vegetable for the market. It is usually of

ihe red typo, shaped like a Turnip; but vaiieties

and the crop is harvested at the end of

June. This latter crop is the more valuable, and

gives a heavier proportion of saccharine matter.

The Persians preserve the vegetable in silos as in

Europe, or in underground caves specially arranged

for the purpose. In 1893 experimental growing was

essayed of the variety of Beet requisite for the sugar

industry, from which it appears that the Beet pro-

duced contained an equal if not superior richness of

saccharine matter to that obtained in Europe. An
analysis made at the end of Jaly, 1893, gave the pro-

portion of sugar as 13 6 per cent, for the .Inly crop,

and 14 6 per cent, for the September crop. A farther

Fia. 101.—SIR wATKis daffodil; as fioobed is bale's "eden." (see p. 774.)

has been arrived at, after the experimental culture

conducted near Keriiec. Experts now report that

30,000 kilos, may be taken as a moderate computa-
tion. At this rate it will require 700 hectares to

produce the 20 000 000 kilos, n quired for the sugar

factory annually. As the sngar Beet has never been
cultivated by the people till now, no satisfactory

valuation can be made, but basing their calculatii n
on the price of other agricultural products, the

experts give it as their opinion that the Beet could

be dtlivered at the factory at 18 fr. per 1000 kilos,

including a fair profit to the cultivator.

The writer of the report from which th( se facts are

gathered proceeds to give the results of a visit to plan-

tations of Beet in the neighbourhood of Kerisec, and
compares the Persian system of cultivation with that

of the Belgian. Items of expenditure and profit are

also considered, and the report concludes with the

following prophecy as to the future of the Sugar-

Beet in Persia :
— Success may depend on the

amount of capital behind the company. It is

probable that works may have to be carried on with

little or no profit, or even positive loss, for the first

year. If the company can afford to do thif, and

show its ability of keeping the industry afloat, I

believe there may be large profits to be garnered in

the future, for my calculations are based in every

instance on the most pessimistic calculations of

others. I feel persuaded, therefore, that with the

support of the Shah and his Government the sugar

industry will pay.

of the white and yellow forms are somftimps fpund.

According to the Persian method of Yicf. cn'tu'-e,

the earih is firet stirred up to a depth of ?.n or 3")

centiiretres with a primitive plough, but ims only

»fl['ect8 a barking-np of the soil, and does not turn it

over as in Europe. The seed is then sown by hand.

After sowinf, the ground is irrigated every day till

the seed springs up. When it is well above-ground,

the irrigation is e!Tected every ten days, and is con-

tinued to within fifteen or twenty days of the

maturing of the crop, which is then taken out of the

ground, either with the plough or the spade. As

soon as the first crop is sown, the second is prepared

as before. The sowing generally takes place about

March 21, but in favcurab'e jears a little earlier,

report dated Brussels, February 11, 1894, gave the fol-

lowing result of an analysis made at the la'ioratory of

the Tirlemont Rafiinerie :—Weight of B-et, 430

grammes ; saccharine matter, 15-20 per 100 grammes.

A note attached to this report states that these

results are remarkable. It is proved that the

Persian Beet exceeds in richness the average Beet of

Belgium, which does not give more than 13 per

cent, of saccharine matter. Farther, allowing a loss

of 1 per cent, of sugar during the voyage of the

Persian Beet, the oiiginal richness would be about

16 per cent., and its value in Belgium about 40 francs

per ton at least.

Various estimates have been made of the weight

of Beet per hectare, but latterly a more exact figure

Book Notice.

RhOOOLOGIA : A Discourse on Roses and the

Odour of the Rose. By I. Ch. Sawer, F.L.S.,

author of " Odorographia." (Brighton: W. J.

Smith, 43, North Street, 1894.)

As might be supposed from the title of the little

book before us, and from Mr. Sawer's previous work,

Odorographia, his latest issue deals chiefly with

Hoses as perfume-yielding plants, and embodies a

good deal of the matter which appeared in the first

volume of Odorographia. The reason for bringing

this material together interspersed with other and

more recent matter, and for publishing it in its present

form as a separate book, is stated by the author in

bis preface to be that of interesting "persons located

in some of our colonies where the climate, &e., is

suitable to the development of the Rose. The Rose

industry is capable of great extension, and the

demand for the products of this flower is increasing."

After referring to the popularity of the Rose

amongst all classes as a cultivated flower, the

author says, " Notwithstanding this great enthusiasm

,

it seems that both cultivators and admirers of this

flower concentrate their whole attention on the

development of colour, form, and siz?, and pay little

heed to the great variety of perfumes generated in

the beautiful petals. These different odours (although,

of course, blended with that ol rose), are distinctly

recognisable, and are in some cases very marked.

The sense of smell can be trained to the appre-

ciation of perfumes, especially in young persouf,

as easily as the palate can be trained for busi-

ness^ purposes, to ^the tasting of the flavours of

wines. Tea, or Coffee. Of course a taster, sampler, or

valuer of such beverages, must naturally be possessed

of a finely- developed nervous susceptibility to tha

slight variations occurringin every sample which comts

under his notice. Such natural perfection of suicpp-

tibility is not common, although many possess the

gift without being quite aware of it. they may not,

be in the Tea trade or the wine trade, or any trade

at all ; and so the gift is not trained or even appre-

ciated. To those who are not ccnstantly occupied in

the culture of the Rose, it may seem that one Roie

is very much the same as another, and excepting a

few variations in colour and habit of growth, there

is very little difference distinguishable. Probably

many persons would never believe that there are not

only Roses perfectly devoid of odour, but there are
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aome which itink. There are experienced gardeners

who can name man; varietiea of Koae in the dark ; this

means that the perfume of Hoses is varied, and that

no two varieties possess the same odour. What is

called pore odour of Hose is unique, nndetinable,

incomparAble, Ic is, in fact, a tjpe, and no imita-

tion can approach it. It may be best represented

by the Kosa centitolia and K. damascena." This

paragraph is a sample of how Mr. Sawer writes, and
tbOQgh we ma; not agree with him in all his points,

it illustrates his enthasiaam in the subject which

he has taken up. Following upon this, he proceeds

to describe the odours ot ditferent varieties and
species of the genus Kosa, referring one to the odour

of Melon, another to the Peach, another to the

Violet, another to the Mignonette, and so on, and
many interesting notes are given in this connection

aa, for inatance, that the flowers ot B. gallica, which
are naed otiicinally, are but feebly odoroaa when
freshly gathered, but the perfume developa gradually

in the proceaa of deaiccation, while that of the

Damask Koae ia almoat destroyed by drying. That
the perfume trade should have to depend almoat

entirely upon the Bulgarian Koae plantations

for the supply of attar or otto of Koae doea

aeem aomewbat anomaloua in theae daya of

extended culture of uaeful planta, and one of

the reaults of Mr. iSawer's essay may perhaps

be the introduction of the favourite flower for the

purposes of distillation into some other countries

poaaeasing aoil and climate aaited to the develop-

ment of the precious oil, for precious it is when we
consider the comparatively small jield and the very

high price, for it is estimated that ^,(XIO Kose blooms
are required to yield one drachm of otto, the market
value of which may vary from 25s. to 3Us. per ounce.

Some idea ot the extent of the Koae culture in Bul-
garia may be gained from the fact tbat the average

annual yield of ottoa rangea from Oo.UUO to 38,UUU

onncea, and to produce thia the flowers are gathered
in the early morning before they expand, and rapidly

submitted to the distilling process. Though Koae-
growing lor perfumery purposes has been establiahed

in Germany and France, and though a well-known
authority on perfumes has for years past advocated

the establishment ot Koae and other flower farma in

Fiji, Queensland, and Swan Kiver, there are still

opportunities for further development in this

direction.

Trees and Shrubs,
» - —

.

THE SCARLET OAK.
Ths brilliant autumnal colour asaumed by the

large leaves of thia handaome American Oak
(Quercua coccinea) rendera it of great value in orna-

mental [planting. The colour of the leavea ia not

confined to the mature growth, for the peculiar

bronzy-redof the young growth is nearly aa beautiful

as the autumn hues. The second growths are also

very conspicuous by their rich shades of red and
bronze. The contour of the tree is pleasing, and
baa therefore much to recommend it to the planter

;

and it ia neat, yet destitute of etilFness. We have
it planted here amongst Birch, Horse Chestnuts,

and Aepena, whoae leavea usually die off of a deep
golden hue, and the coloura of the acarlet Oak make
beautiful contrasts with these. Last autumn the
other trees did not poasess auch fine tints as usual,

but the Oak was beautiful as ever. The seedling
forma of Qaeicua coccinea vary greatly in the
intensity of the leaf colonring, aome turning to a
reddieh-brown before falling off.

A well-grown and well- placed specimen of the best
variety ia a very desirable object when planted ao as
not to be encroached on by other trees, and when
backed up by clumps of Holly, Yew. or Pines. It ia

a auitable tree for planting at the bordera of hard-
wood plantations, espfcially such as skirt the roads
and drives, whence it may be readily seen. I have
seen this Oak planted in damp, low-lying positions,
but the trees were not a success, their side branches
dying off in courie of time, tufts of foliage forming
on the top only, A, Evans^ Lythe Hill,

PLANT PORTRAITS.
ANOHjEcnM FouBNiEBiANOM, Kianzlin,in Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1894, vol. i., p. 808; vol. ii., p. 43, Eevue

Horticole, December 16.

Beodi^a Howelh lilacina. Garden, Dec. 15.

Catasetdm macrooaepom vab. Lindeni, O'Brien.
" Splendid dark yellow colouring, with a purple spot

covering nearly the whole interior surface of the lip,"

f,ce Gardeners' Chronicle, 1894, ii., p, 306. Lindenia,

192.

Cattleya " Cupid."—A form of C. Mendeli, with

light rose-coloured segments and a white lip, with a

yellow throat ; margin frilled, and tinged with pale

violet. Lindenia, t, 190.

Cattleya gottata vab, tigbina.—Flowers very

large for the species ; segments brownish-yellow,

thickly spotted, front lobe of lip deep rose. Lindenia,

t. 191.

Cattleya Mossi^ vab. Teeyebana, L. Lind,

—

Segments rose, lip rosy-purple streaked with gold,

and with a narrow-frilled edge of white, Lindenia,

t. 188.

Celeby, de Candolle, Bulletin d'Arboriculture, cjc.

December.
Cypbipeduih Chableswobthii, see Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1893, ii., p, 437, c. ic. X ft. Lindenia, 1. 193.

Cypeipedium Denisianum X, L. Lind,—A hybrid

of the MorganifB claas, raised between C. splligerum

and C, euoerbiens. See Gardeners' Chronicle, 189i,

August 14, p. 118 ; Lindenia. t, 187.

Cypeipedium J, Gueney Fowlee.—A cross from
C. Godefroyie by C. barbatum.

Dipladenia cabissima. — Illustration Horticole,

December, 1894, p. 362.

Eeynoium alpinum. Garden, December 22.

Geonoma decoea.—A handsome Brazillian Palm,
pinnate- leaved and spineleis ; introduced by MM.
Linden from Brazil. Illustration Horticole, Dec, pi. 23.

Miltonia bleuana nobilioe, Orchid Seview,
December.
Mohmodes Cooniadxi, L. Lind., in Journal des

Orchids, V. 125 (1894). A tine species, with brownish
segments, and a rose-coloured lip, Lindenia, t. 1U4.

Odontoglobsum cbispum Fesbiebense.— Illustra-

tion Horticole. December, p, 369,
OdONTOGLOSSUM PeSCATOEEI vab. PfilNCE of

Oeange,—Segmenta orange-yellow, with purplish-
brown blotches ; lip white, tinted with yellow, and
with a large brown blotch. Lindenia, t, 189.
Peae Pbecoce de Teevoux (Early Trevoux

Pear), a Pear raised by M. Treyve of Trevoux.
An early Pear of Merit. Bulletin d'Arboriculture, ^c.
December.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE OKCHID HOUSES.

Btj W. H, White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

IWEXICAN L/ELIA8.—Those plants whoae flower-
buda were not injured by the recent fogs, are now
making a fair display, but the spikea are less nume-
rous than last year, the chief causes for thia being
first, the majority of the plants were disturbed by
repotting, an operation they do not, as a role, speedily
recover from ; secondly, deficiency of the sunlight
and heat thia year, ao very esaential to grow Lcelias
at their best. Of this Mexican species may be named
L. ancepc, L. a. Barkeriana, L. a, Protheroeana, L. a.

Dawsonii, L a. alba, L. a. Leeana, L. a, Stella, and
others. Mention should be made of the beautiful L.
autumnalis and its almost pure white form, L. a.

alba ; the pretty small - growing L. albida and
L. furfuracea. The latter species enumerated
come from higher elevations than L. anceps, and
require a few degrees leas heat whilst making
growths ; this is also true of L, majalus, a variety
which produces its lovely flowers from the half-
formed bulb early in the month of May. When these
plants have done flowering, water must be almost
withheld, but the pseudobulbs should be kept quite
plump. The temperature should be kept at 55° by
night, and the air of the house comparatively dry ;

fresh air in quantity compatible with the weather
should always be afforded. Lselia rubescens, better
known aa L, acuminata or L. peduncularis, ia a
dwarf, compact-growing species, that is best culti-
vated in shallow pans or baskets of teak, suspended
when the plants are growing, wherea maximum amount
of light is obtainable, a good position being one that ia

close to an upper ventilator in the warmest house.
This speciea being now at rest, the cooler atmosphere
of the Mexican diviaion ia preferable for them. The

time to repot Lseliaa is when they commence to show
new roots, but unless repotting is very neceaaary,

owing to decay of materiala or of the basket, the
planta had better remain undisturbed. Healthy
specimens, which have sufficient apace in which to

grow, ahould not be interfered with except for the
reaeona stated.

VANDA AME8IANA.—According to the conditiona
under which thia plant ia cultivated, it will be in

bloooi at the present time—or aoon will be. To pre-

vent the apotting of the flowers, which is a common
mishap, the Mexican-house, with its drier air, should
be chosen as its home, and if it be kept without water
at the root, the flowers—which are, by the way, very
fragrant—will last a long time in good condition.

The same kind of treatment will suit Bronghtonia
sanguinea, a species not often seen in bloom, but a
very effective plant when well done. Suspended
Irom the roof of the Mexican-house are some Epiden-
drum atropnrpureum (macrochilum) and the white
variety, which are showing their flower-spikes. They
need very careful watering at this season, or the
flower-stems will turn black and the flower-buds

will drop off, Thia ia a useful and beautiful apeciea,

particularly the white variety, laating long in per-

fection, and the flowers are fragrant. Planta of

Dendrobium Falconeri and ita variety gigantenm,
distinguished by its longer and stouter pseudobulbs
and flowers nearly as large again as the type, should
not be subjected to much dryneaa at the roots, or

the growths will become generally weaker each suc-

cessive year. A rest with great dryness produces
abundance of bloom for one or two seasons, but with
the effect mentioned. The planta should be kept in

the Cattleya-house through the winter months, dur-

ing which time the pseudobulbs ahould not be kept so

dry that shrivelling takes place.

FBUITS DNI>£!R OIiASS.
By BllLET WADD3, Gardener, BirdsM Gardens, Fork.

THE FIQS.—In the early-house of Figs in tubs
and pota everything ahould now be ready for start-

ing the trees. The aoil, which in most cases will be
dry, should be saturated with tepid water before the
pots are plunged in the hotbed. The latter should
be capable of affording a steady bottom-heat of 75°

;

the teranerature of the house being at the commence-
ment 55° to 60° by night, and 10° to 15° higher by day,
thehigherfigurewhenthesun shines warmly. Lightly
syringe the plants once daily with warm water. If

bottom- heat is not afforded by means of hoi; water-pipes,

a bed of Oak or Beech leaves and stable-dung may
be nsed. Great attention must be given to the
watering in the early stages, water being applied
only when it ia really required,

APRICOTS.— Trees in glass sheds or houses
should now be pruned, trained, and generally put in

readiness for starting. In replanting old trees, or
planting new ones, no time should now be lost

;

as the mild winter hitherto experienced will in-

duce these early flowering trees to burst early

into blossom. Old trees which may be infested with
scale should be syringed thoroughly twice over with
petroleum in solution, as previously recommended,
doing this whilst the buds are quite dormant,

ORCHARD HOUSES.—Clean, train, pot, and top-

dress all trees, and let the drainage of all plants in

pota be made good, this being a chief point in the
pot-culture of fruit trees. When arranging the pots
place each tree on two bricks or thick tiles, so tbat
the drainage-holes may not be choked with earth.

Trees planted against the wall should be loosened
from their supports, and tied in bundles, so that
they may not be broken, whilst cleaning ia being done

;

the walls should then be whitewashed, and the holes
in them filled up. It may here be remarked that
walls are the most serviceable for fruit-houses which
are cemented over, being easily cleaned, and har-
bouring no insects injurioua to plants.

IVIELON8 AND CUCUMBERS.—Hotbeds may now
be prepared with equal quantities of tree-leaves and
stable manure, mixed together, thrown into a heap
for a week, then turned aidea into the middle, and
again ahaken out and put into a heap to further
ferment before using it, the whole operation lasting

ten days or so. When the stuff is sweetened some-
what, a bed or beds may be made up, in height
6 feet at the back, and 4 feet inches at the front,

and about 2 feet wider and longer than the frame
which will be placed upon it, beating and treading
the materiala during the making. Put on the frame
and lights, leave some apertures to let out the steam,
and if the weather is cold protect the sides and ends
of the bed with litter, A sheltered situation, facing
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the lonth, should be chosen for the bed. When
making read;, place inside the frame a snfficient

qaantity of cocoa- fibre to plunge the pots in. When
the bed has settled down, and free from rank vapours,

and the temperature at about 70°, the seeds may be

sown in 4 or 61nch pots, in sandy loam or leaf-soil

in about equal parts, covering the seeds with half an
inch of fine soil, end the pots with a piece of glass,

shading with a piece of brown paper till the seed-

lings are up, and giving no water till then. Great care

will be needed in airing the frame and managing the

bottom-heat, which should not be much over 80°.

Cover well at night, uncovering early. As soon as

the seedlings are large enough to handle, pot them
off into 60'a in warm soil ; do not water them
until they have made a few true leaves, and are

rooting strongly. Another way is to sow seeds low

down in the pots, and earth them up as the plants

grow in height. Cucumbers need shade from bright

sunshine, and to be kept sturdy.

TOMATOS may hs raised in the same frame by

sowing the seeds in 6 inch pots of sandy soil, covering

them with a quarter of an inch of fine soil, watering

and covering the pots with a piece of glass and one

of paper till the plants appear; then keep them as

near the glass as possible, and pot-oflF into 4inch
pots when large enougb ; and when rooted into the

new soil, give them a light place in a warm airy

house.

STRAWBERRIES. — Plants coming into bloom
should have a light house and a temperature of

55° by night, 05° by day, with a little air left on

all night. Afford ample supplies of water, and
brush them over twice daily to fertilise the blooms,

afterwards thinning the fruits. For a succession a

batch of fresh plants may be brought in for forcing at

intervals of three weeks.

EARLY VINES coaiin;; into bloom should have a

brisk temperature of t^5° to 70° by night, 75° to 80°

by diy, with a good circulation of air, and not too

much moisture in the air. Daring these dark days

it is good practice to fertilise all varieties, taking

pollen where it is most abundant for setting shy

varieties, and ba careful in ventilating the vineries.

THE HAKDY FBXJIT OAKDEN.
Bv T. TURTorf, Girdtne'', Maiden SrUgh, Beading,

COB AND FILBERT NUTS.—The catkins on Nat-

buahas being unusually forward, the bushes should

now receive what pruning is necessary, and the

amount will depend upon the degree of attention the

bushes have received in previous seasons. If pruning

has been properly done annually, the branches will

be somewhat regular, and the operator's attention

will be needed in removing sucker- growths, thin-

ning-out weak spray, and any crossing branches.

Bushes giving most trouble from suckers are those

which have been raised from seed. Cuttings of short-

j nnted growths of the current season, 18 inches to

2 feet long, strike freely. All the eyes, except three

or four at the top, should be cleanly taken out. The
cuttings may be put out in rows 18 inches asunder,

and 1 foot apart in the row ; any cool border will suit

them. If nuts are to be grown extensively—and some
growers have proved them to be a remuuerativecrop

—

the major portion should be Kent or Webb's Prize Cob,

between which there is but little if any difference.

The Cosford is a free bearer and a desirable nut, but

the bushes grow tall, and require to have the branches

lopped back occasionally to keep them in reasonable

limits. Bushes on stems about 4 feet high, and planted

from 15 to 18 feet apart on grass, make short-jointed

growth, and the nuts consequent on full exposure to

the sun and air, ripen and keep better than they do

when the bushes are crowded together, as is most

usual. Old bushes, apparently worn out, can be

greatly benefited by a good top-dressing. Should

the staple be of a clayey and too retentive nature, apply

a top-dressing of charred garden-refuse, sandy loam,

or well-decayed leaf-soil. But if the opposite be the

case, then a heavy top-dressing of clayey loam, or

even pure clay, if afforded now, to be well pulverised

by the frosts, will aid in resmcitating the bushes.

BLACKBERRIES.—Where these are trained to a

wire-trellis, the old bearing growths should be

removed, and the young srowths trained in thinly.

The cut-leaved variety (Rubus laciniatus) is con-

siderably more trailing in habit than the American

and other varieties. Should these be planted too

closely together, have the plants thinned out to a

distance of about 12 feet apart, and they will

be more manageable, and there will be less

necessity for shortening back to any great extent

the long fruiting growths. The introduction of

Wilson -Junior and other American varieties a few
years since gave a great impetus to the cultivation

of Blackberries. Such a season as that of 1893 met
the requirements of this variety in whatever position

it was planted, and hence the more satisfactory crops

of it generally this season, but unless a dry and very

sunny position can be given them, the cultivation of

Wilson Junior, fine berry though it is, should be of

a limited extent, and dependence placed upon the

cut-leaved variety for supplying fruit for the kitchen.

When the canes are trained to a trellis, the fruit can

be the better protected from birds ; but in places where
birds are not numerous, the most natural and profit-

able way to grow them in quantity is over a rustic

archway spanning the garden walk ; stout Oak-posts

can be used for the sides, ai.d |-inch round iron for

the arch, with rods of Oak, Hazel, or other enduring
wood, laid lengthwise along the arch to carry the

growths. Such an arch will last for some years, and
when necessary it can be rebuilt piecemeal. If the

brambles are cut down from the part to be renovated,

they will make bearing growths again the following

season.

UHB Fijowea aAaoBw
B f .Toa^ LiMBERT. G^ir>t-.»<ir, Powis Castle, Welshpojt.

TULIPS. — The Tnlios planted early in the

autumn will, in some gardnns this season, be pushing

through the soil, showing an abnormally early growth.

To prevent injury to the plants from hard frost,

which we are sure to have, the beds should be sur-

faced with some finely-sifced leaf-mould and sand,

well-mixed together, or failing leaf-mould, the more
expensive cocoa-nut fibre refuse may be used.

THE HERBACEOUS BORDER.—Now that most of

the perennial plants are cut down, a dressing of

decayed loam and short stable-dung in equal quan-

tities, which should have been prepared and tho-

roughly mixed, should be spread over the soil.

Old-established borders are especially benefited by

such dressings, owing to their commonly im-

poverished condition. Having spread the dressing,

carefully prick it in with a fork; but this is an

ooeration that had better be left until the spring, and

the new growth of the plan'.s indicates their where-

abouts to the workmen. The dressing, moreover, if

left on the border affords a great protection to

tender plants and bulbs ; and in wet, cold soils, pro-

tection of some description is always a necessity.

BOX-EDGINGS.—Where Box is largely used as an

edging- plant, it is prudent to grow a supply of it in the

reserve-garden, so as to be able to repair the edgings

when needed. If the soil of the edging is poor

and sandy, it should either be removed, or sufficient

good soil mixed with it before proceeding to plant.

It is of great importance in planting Box that the

soil ba made very firm and level, and the lines cut

quite true, whether they are straight or otherwise,

and never to cut the tops of the Box-plants before

they have got a good hold of the soil ; in fact, no

Box should be cut when there is the least fear of

frost occurring before growth is made anew.

CLEMATIS.— All varieties of the Jackmannii or

viticella type may be cut down to about 10 inches or

so from the ground at this season, and a good

mulching of farmyard-manure aflforded them, cow-

dung being one of the best for the purpose.

This dressing may be applied quite 6 inches in thick-

ness. Those belonging to the lanujinosa type should

be moderately pruned, and those of the patens and

Florida types left alone at present.

THE KITCHEN OARDBN
Bu Arthur Coombks. Ga-dener, Himte'j Hall, Dudley.

ENDIVE AND CHICORY. — The usable Lettuces

having become scarce in most gardens. Endive and

Chicory will be more prized. Both require to be

artificially blanched by placing them in darkness,

the former by tying the leaves together when dry,

lifting the plants and planting them in boxes, which,

if put in the Mushroom-house, will come on quickly.

The broad- leaved Batavian Endive is the best to

grow at this season, and takes the place of the

Lettuce more satisfactorily than the moss and other

finer-leaved varieties. Chicory may be planted in

pots and boxes in moist soil, and brnusht forward in

the darkness and warmth of a Mushroom-cellar,

taking care that it does not lack water, or the leaves

will be tough.

FORCING FRAIWES.—Admit air sparingly, avoid-

ing draughts, and closing early in the afternoon.

See that a proper degree of warmth is maintained,

the French Bean requiring a minimum of 60° to do

well.

ROOT STORES.—In bad weather the men may be
employefl to examine the roots in the various stores,
removing all decaying ones, and the sprouts, which
the mildness of the season has caused to be put forth.

MUSHROOMS.—Out-of-doors ridges may be made,
and falling other soil that of the kitchen garden, if

afforded a sprinkling of bone-meal, gives satisfactory
results, still, fresh loam is the best for covering the
beds. Beds which are getting dry should have warm
water applied to them.a fresh covering of litter being
put on to keep up the right temperature, and pre-
serve the moisture. Ridges in bearing should also
have fresh litter, especially if that which has been
in use is much broken up or mouldy. Where the
spawn may be running in places on the outside of
the soil, remove it by rubbing with the palm of the
hand, and cover up the ridge with entirely fresh dry
litter sufficient in depth to raise the temperature of
the surface of the bed. New beds may be made as
required in Mushroom-houies and cellars, the tem-
perature being kept at 60° steadily, and the air
moderately moist. Spawn beds when, after a rise,

the warmth has declined to 98°.

GENERAL REMARKS.—On frosty mornings manure
may be carted or wheeled on to vacant ground,
spreading it or leaving it in heaps to be spread when
wanted. Heaps of garden refuse may now be turned
over and thrown together in a compact flat-topped

heap ; all thick sticks, and Cabbage-stalks not readily
decaying, should be burnt later on. The heaps of
older date may be wheeled upon vacant ground,
which will be trenched, or bastard trenched. When
the ground is in working order, press forward digging
and trenching operations, leaving the sarface rough.

PLANTS UWDBB GLASS.
B^ J. F. McLeod. Gardener, Dover House, Roehampton, S. W.

CARNATION SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAIBON.

—

At this date the flower-spikes of the earliest- rooted

layers should be visible, and it is a matter of some
importance that green-fly does not get a foothold on
the plants, as the least injury done on the present

tender s'.ate of the buds will destroy all chance of

getting perfect flowers. As a stimulus to growth, very

weak soot- water may be afforded oice a week alter-

nately, with clear cowdung-water. Oderplaoti which
may now be exhibiting their flower-buds, or approach-

ing the flowering stage, should be similarly trea'.ed, save

that the strength of manures may be increased with

safety, the plants being better rooted. The damping
of the paths, benches, &c., may still be kept up, except

in rainy or foggy weather, and the ventilation of the

house or pit must be well attended to, air being

afi'orded more or less in qaantity at all times, except

during severe frosts. Air being so necessary to ttie

Carnation to prevent an undue lowering of the

warmth, some slight heat may be allowed in the

pipja at all times. If the young stock of plants wti
placed in CJ-pots, and they have not received a shift,

h-3 present is a suitible tima for repotting them.

STAGE (6H0W) PELARGONIUMS. — Pinch the

points off and regulate the stronger shoots, and as

they advance sling the b-ancbes with matting to

the central stick, and if sufficiently well rooted apply

a teaspoonful of Tuomsoa's manure odcj a fortnight,

sprinkling it over the surface of the soil; admit air in

quantity when there is no frost or fog, and afford then

a slight heat in the hot- water pipes. Tnt- underside uf

the foliage may be syringed in the early part of the

day, applying the spray somewhat sharply.

ALLAMANDAS.—A few of the well-matured plai ts

may be shaken out and repotted into larger sized

pots, if it is desired to increase the sizs of the plants,

using the kind of compost recommended in a pre-

vious calendar for plants of this class. Afford them
water as soon as placed in the stove, but affording no

more till root-action become visible in the swelling

of the buds. Allamanda Hendersonii is the more
easily-grown variety, and is for that reason more

generally cultivated. A. nobilis has beautiful blos-

soms, but it is of weak constitution ; and A. Schctii

is a very useful variety,

GlORIOSA SUPERBA.—A few potfuls of this lovely

snb'.'Ct may now bj made up, using the same kind of

soil as the previously named plants require, no

water being applied. Plunge the pots to half their

depth in a warm bed in the stove, and the moisture

of the house will suffice to push the tubers into

growth. Place one or more sticks to each pot when

the growths make their appearance, fastening these

to them very carefully when they are long enough,

remembering that a broken growth will do no more

good this season.
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The year of grace, 1894, whose

1894. history, so far as matters horti-

onltnral are concerned, we have

now to trace, has been a very busy one. There

has been no very strildng event, no epoch-making

discovery, no startling introduction, but a con-

tinuous record of steady persevering work.

Signs of progress may readily be discerned, the

most hopeful among which are the recognition

of the necessity for increased knowledge as well

as mere skill, and the consequent gradual spread

of technical education. The interest in such

matters as Hyl ridisation may be alleged as

another sign of progress, whilst the establishment

of a School of Cultural Science at Cambridge is

an event of good augury. Commercially the

year has been better than its predecessor, and
whilst agriculture is depressed beyond measure,

horticulture in its various branches is flourishing.

True, a pessimistic note as to the prospects of

commercial fruit-growing has been, as oft before,

sounded by Mr. B. D. Blackmore. To know
that gentleman is to esteem and respect him to

a degree that he would hardly oare to have
publicly expressed. But our admiration for the

man and his attainments must not blind us to

the fact that, although opportunity has been
afforded for others to substantiate his views,

yet no one, except our old friend Mr. Harmson
Weir, has yet done so. We do not for a

moment question his ability as a grower, nor
doubt the information he has conveyed to us

in support of his assertion—information that

cannot be made public. But on the other hand,

we cannot but see that up to the present Mr.
Blackmore's experience is somewhat excep-

tional, Not only nurserymen who have fruit

trees to sell, but market-growers who look to

derive an income from their produce, tell us a

different tale. They are not enthusiastic, these

gentlemen, and they are not enamoured of the

way business is conducted in Covent Garden,
but their statements are all the more
worthy of ooniidenoe, in consequence. Some
are, from their experience, advocating market
gardening and fruit culture as a profession for

the sons of gentlemen. It seems that under
fairly propitious circumstances a satisfactory, if

not a large return, can be made from capital and
labour judiciou.sly expended in this business.

Can aa much be said for farming now-a-days ?

The subject just alluded to has formed one of

the most prominent subjects for discussion this

year, and hence we put it in the forefront of

our review. To do so is rather like putting the

cart before the horse, for perhaps we ought to

have begun with the weather. Nothing eludes

our memory sooner than the state of the
weather, but no cultivator is ever likely to

forget the dry, roasting season of 1893. Its

effect on such vegetation as could resist exces-

sive drought was remarkable. " Well-ripened
wood "led growers to expect abundant flower

and fruit as a consequence. The early part of

the year was for a short time exceptionally

cold. This state of things did not last long,

but was succeeded by mild weather. It

seemed as if the promise of the ripened wood
was to be fulfilled. And to some extent it was.

The fruit trees and flowering shrubs were
sheeted with exquisite bloom. The spring was
from tNo to four weeks in advance of the
average, and all seemed well ; but in the fourth

week in May came a frost—indeed, a " killing

frost." Such low temperatures as were experi-

enced in nearly all districts of these islands

have scarcely ever been recorded at this season
of the year. The trees were in the full flush of

active vitality. The havoc was proporticnate.

Dismal was the outlook. Strange to say, the
fruit crop, as a whole, proved not to be so defi-

cient as was expected. Apples, indeed, have
been scarce, but Pears were in profusion. After
May we have had but an indifferent season

—

fitful sunshine, a moderate amount of heat, a
plentiful supply of rain. The promise is not so

good as it was this time last year, but who can
say that the fruition may not be better ?

A popular clamour about the management of
Epping Forest led to the appointment of an
influential and representative committee of

experts. Their report showed, as usual, that

clamour such as shows itself in the columns
of general newspapers from the Times down-
wards, when dealing with special subjects

was as ignorant as it was "popular." The
Corporation did wisely to settle the matter
as they did, and with the general terms of the

report submitted to them no practical man will

disagree. The increase of the beauty, interest,

and educational value of the forest by the
judicious introduction in appropriate localities

of trees and shrubs not native to Essex is, how-
ever, a point in which we think the committee
was too tender and too heedful of the ignorant
clamour aforesaid. Epping Forest is quite
extensive enough to have hundreds of acres left

relatively wild, and hundreds more devoted to

the purpose of a national arboretum, which, for

the satisfaction of the newspaper scribes, we may
explain is not a dressed garden.

Of the novelties and interesting introductions

of the year we shall speak at length in our
succeeding numbers, but here we may remark
that the shows and exhibitions at which these
novelties for the most part make their appear-
ance have been unusually numerous. The series

of shows in connection with the great exhibi-

tion at Antwerp have been well conducted, and
have afforded our exhibitors an example alike

of good taste in arrangement and patriotic

disinterestedness.

At home the Temple Show was larger than
ever, and the quality of the exhibits excellent,

but as regards the arrangement, the least said,

the better. The weather on the occasion was
deplorable, but the results were financially satis-

factory. The great fruit show at the Crystal

Palace, organised by the Boyal Horticultural

Society, was very successful— so much so, that

we hope the Society will continue to put itself,

as it ought to do, at the head of all these larger

and more important exhibitions. The Conference

on fruit-growing in connection with this exhibi-

tion was very appropriate, and the interest of

the people was manifested by the way in which
the room was packed with auditors, on the

second day a still larger room being necessitated.

The ordinary committee meetings of the society

in the Drill Hall have been well attended, and
the exhibits, if anything, too numerous.

At Chiswick one general meeting, and one
only, was held, and that was devoted to trees and
shrubs. A magnificent collection of illustrative

specimens was got together, but the weather was
as unfavourable as it was possible to be, and the

management of the Conference was such as

might have given rise to the impression that

the authorities were not particularly desirous

that these meetings at Chiswick should be suc-

cessful. The mention of Chiswick recalls the

fact that the garden now presents a very different

appearance from what it did in the old South
Kensington days. Two old houses still remain

as if to show what has been, and they form a

marked contrast to the rest of the establishment.

Old houses have been repaired, nfw ones built,

long lines of dilapidated pits restored, and a

general state of good keeping ensured. The
trials of flowers, fruit, and vegetables have been

continued, and the judges an( committees have
shown their usual critical aoi nen and disinter-

estedness. We can hardly over-estimate the

value to horticulture of these trials, which no
private efforts can adequately replace.

More, a great deal more, requires to be done
in purely scientific and experimental horticul-

ture, but this demands money, and more espe-

cially men, for the purpose. Most horticulturists

are already overburdened with work of one sort

or another, and so are the oflicials of the

society. It is a dream of the future that

eventually we may have at Chiswick, under com-
petent scientific direction, a station for research

and experiment in the higher branches of horti-

culture, comparable with the dozens that exist in

the United States and in some of the countries of

Europe. It could be worked with the present

system of trials, and incorporated with a prac-

tical system of technical education. When will

our dream be realised ?

Before leaving the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety, mention must be made of the Lindley

Library. The history of this nearly fundless

establishment is now well known. Hitherto the

advantages it offers have been comparatively

made little use of. One reason for this is the

absence of any proper catalogue— especially

of a subject catalogue ; and hence one of

the first objects of the Trustees is to provide

for the formation and publication of such a list.

The subscriptions received up to the pre.sent time

are not nearly adequate for the purpose ; but we
doubt not that, as greater publicity is given to

the matter, not only funds will flow in, but also

donations of horticultural books, so as to render

the library, what it oaght to be, the most
complete of its kind.

The mention of bo^ks reminds us that in

addition to a host of elementary treatises on

horticultural and botanical subjects, many of

greater importance have been published within

the year. The foremost in value is, of course,

the Kew Inde.i, comprising the names of all

flowering plants from the time of Linn-eiis to

188.5. Of this colossal undertaking we have

spoken at length, it only remains to say that

there is every probability that the work will be

completed by midsummer of 180.5. Professor

Vines has published the first part of his Text-

book of Botany, intended for advanced student.".

Dr. Scott has published an Introduction to Struc-

tural Botany for the use of less advanced pupils,

and which is an admirable production. The popu-

larity and interest in Orchids and their culture

has received striking illustration in the publica-

tion of several bulky volumes devoted to them.

Mr. Boyle has entwined them in fiction, in the

Orchid Heekers in Borneo, and enticed amateurs

by the narration of his success as a cultivate,

as published in his About Orchids, a chat.

Mr. Burberry has published a useful little

book for amateurs. Count de Kerchovb has

issued a delightful introduction to the knowledge,

the structure, and peculiarities of Orchids (i.e

Livre des Orchidees), but for cultural purposes

he would have done better to have adhered to

established usage in the matter of nomenclature.

M. LuciEN Linden has laid before the public

a treatise, Les Orchidees F.rotigues, in which the

reader gets the benefit of the vast knowledge and

experience of MM. Linden, pere et fils. Messrs.

V BITCH have brought to a conclusion their most

valuable and authoritative Manual of Orchid-

aceous Plants, the success of which will, we
hope, be sufticiently great to justify a new
edition, with the subject-matter rearranged, and
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with all important new matter incorporated.

Messrs. Williams & Son have given us another
edition of their Orchid Growers' Manual, which
is specially useful for gardeners.

In other departments of horticultural literature

we may mention Prof. Sabqbnt's magnificent

form. The translation of Prof. Kerner's
Natural History of Plants, issued under the

editorship of Prof. F. Oliver, is progressing

regularly. It contains a fuller account of the

life-history of plants than any work we know
of, but it is a big book, and few of

not be infringed upon. A glance at the index
to our half-yearly volumes will show a fall list

of the books of the year, as well as of the new
plants and the principal figures issued.

The retrospect of the obituary column is

always a sad affair, but it is tempered by the

FlO. 102.—ONCIDIUM OHNITHOBHYNCUM ALBIFLOBUU : FLOWERS WHITE. (SEE P. 782 )

Biloa of North Amenca, which is irofT'ssing

satisfactorily, and is a veritable enoyclopasdia of

the subject on which it treats, illustrated in the

most conscientious manner. The translation of

Haktiq's Diseases of Trees will be serviceable to

foresters, but requires to be extended in its scope.

The new edition of Brown's Forester is practically

a new book, and in its present gnise will do more

to justify its reputation than did its original

us engaged in active work can find time to read

consecutively, so that we trust a full synopsis of

contents will be given to facilitate reference.

The Book of Choice Ferns is completed. We
have not yet seen it, but experts report very

favourably of it in our columns. We might,

and perhaps ought, to mention many more
books, horticultural and botanical, but our space

is limited, and the patience of the reader must

fact that those who have gone before have done

their duty here, and that they have, by their

example— if by no other means—rendered it

easier for their successors to do the same.

Duchartre, the eminent French botanist,

described as the soul of the National Horticul-

tural Society of France, died fall of years, but at

work to the last. His clearness of statement, and

logical presentment of facts, were eminently
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French, and rendered his Elemens de Botanique

a delightful book to read. His contributions to

horticultural literature were incessant, as the

Journal of the Society shows.

Germany has I'ist one of the ablest and keenest

botanical exponents in the person of Professor

Prinqshbim, but, so far as we know, he did not

devote attention to horticultural subjects. It

was otherwise with Spbuce, the eminent English

traveller and botanist. In spite of long suffering

and broken health, he collected in North Brazil an

immense number of plants, and contributed

especially to the successful introduction of the

Cinchona into India. His researches among the

Hepatic^ place him, in the opinion of specialists,

among the foremost in that branch of knowledge.

Thomas Lobb was a famous collector employed

by Messrs. Veitch, and not the least successful

of the many explorers sent out by that enter-

prising firm. A list of the plants introduced by

T. Lobb, is given in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

p. 636, May 10 last. Dr. Bancroft, of Bris-

bane, an occasional correspondent of ours, was

much interested in cultural affairs, and published

various notes concerning them.

Among practical gardeners, we have to mourn

the loss of the accomplished William Ingram,

of John Rust of Bridge, of Goweb, lately

attached to the staff of the Garden ; of True-

love, an old Kew employ^ ; of W. H. Williams,

of Salisbury, the head of the famous firm of

Keynes, Williams, & Co., a loss the sadder

because so premature. From among our own
frequent correspondents we have lost C. Car-

michakl, and Henby Evehshed, whosebrightly-
written articles were so much appreciated by our

readers.

We might extend the list. We might dilate

at greater length on the events of the year, but

there is no necessity to repeat what has already

been said in our half-yearly volumes. It will

suffice if we have succeeded in conveying a

general impression of the work done during the

year now at its end.

We have received the following
The Qardenerb' jgjter from the Treasurer with
Royal Benevo- „ .

lent Institution, reference to some recent corre-

spondence:—"In your issue of this

week I notice a letter from Mr. Henry Cannbll,

with a footnote added by yourself, in which

reference is made to the Treasurer [and certain

members of the committee] of the Institution,

allowing his name to appear on the circular of

one of the candidates for election next month,

and in which votes are solicited. Until I read

this communication, I was not aware that my
name was being used by anyone, and it is being

done without my knowledge or sanction. I have

seen no circular with my name on it, and I am
consequently still quite in the dark as to who
the offender may be. I am very sorry that Mr.

Cannell should have ' nursed his grievance,'

instead of having done me the kindness to com-

municate with me immediately after the receipt

of the circular in question, and which would

have enabled me to put a stop at once to what I

consider a very objectionable proceeding. I

hold that, in my ofiicial capacity, it is not right

that my name should be used in favour of any

one or more of the candidates ; and whenever I

have been asked to allow it to appear on any
card or circular, I have always refused.

" As regards the present system of voting, to

which, I understand, Mr. Cannell takes objec-

tion, I am no more in love with it than he is

;

but any alteration now, so far as I can see,

would be very difficult. The Committee is only
continuing to carry out the same system which

has always existed, and it has no power to make
any alteration, which can only be made at a

general meeting of the subscribers, either annual
or special. The latter could bo held at any time ;

and if Mr. Cannell will elaborate an improved
scheme for the election of pensioners, and ba
prepared to bring it forward for consideration, I

feel certain that he may rely upon the cordial

assistance of the Committee in carrying it, and
certainly the active support of myself as the

Treasurer. Harry J. Veitch, Royal Exotic

Nursery, Chelsea, December 22."

Our Almanack. — Secretaries of Societies

and others, are earaeitly requested to forward

imviediately, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meeting* of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1895, for insertion in the Almanack,

to be published in our issue for January 6.

ONCIDIUM ORNITHORHYNCUM ALBIFLORUM.

—

Fig. 103, p. 781, represents a finely-grown speci-

men of this lovely Orchid, which was grown in the

gardens of R 1. Measohes, Esq., Cambridje Lodge,

Flodden Road, Camberwell, and we are indebted to

Mr. Chapman, t he gardener, for obligingly sending us a

photograph of it. The white-flowered form of Oncidiam
ornithorhyncum first appeared in the collection of

the late John Day, Esq., at Tottonham, in 1873

(see Gardeners' Chronicle, 1873, p. 503), having been

imported with the species from Guatemala. It has

always been a rare and valuable plant, and as late as

April last a small plant was bought by one of the

largest horticultural firms at Messrs. Pbotheroe &
MoERis' Rooms for 28 euinea*, and a plant had pre-

viously been sold for 50 guineas. Usually it is not

so free- flowering as the ordinary species, but when
it can be induced to succeed, it is one of the finest

Oncidinms in cultivation. It does best in an inter-

mediate-house, with a temoerature of from 55° to

60° in winter, and 60° to 65° in summer. The pots

should be well drained, and filled rather more than

two-thirds with clean, broken crocks, using after-

wards good peat and aphagnnm-moss in equal

proportions, which should be pressed with moderate

firmness about the roots. The plant requires a liberal

supply of water at all times, and a fairly moist

atmosphere. Mr. Chap.man experienced some diffi-

culty in inducing the flowers to open last year, owing
to the fogs, and to prevent a similar trouble this

season the plant was removed into the Cittleya-

house in August, when the spikes were abcut 6 inches

long, and by this means the flowers opened before the

November fogs set in. The plant figured had seven-

teen fiower-spikes, and upwards of 1700 individual

flowers.

The Veitch Memorial Fund.—We are in-

formed that at a meeting of the Trustees held on the

19th inst., it was resolved that medals should be

otlered at the following exhibitions in 1895:—
Worksop, York (Gala), Glasgow (West of Scotland

Uorticulural), and Edinburgh (Royal Caledonian) and

that three honorary medals should be offered to the

following distinguished horticulturists, Jaues Bate-
man, the father of Orchid culture; F. W. Mooee, the

Director of the Royal Botanic Garden, Glasnevin

;

and to the eminent hybridist, M. Victor Lemoine, of

Nancy. The trustees also unanimously voted a sum of

ten guineas to the fund which is being raised for the

benefit of the Lindley Library, and the preparation

of a catalogue of its contents. We are requested to

state that aU communications respecting the Veitch
Memorial Medals and FriZ'^s should be addressed to

the Secretary, Mr. A. H. Kent, 7. Doria Road,
Fulham, S.W , and not to the firm at Chelsea.

The Proposed National Vegetable Exhi-
bition.—"Will you kindly permit me," aavs Mr.

A. Dean, " to inform readers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle interested in the above object, that

matters are now assuming a somewhat definite

shape. The promoters found the Crystal Palace

barred against them because of the space needed
by the African exhibition of the ensuing season.

They then interviewed the authorities of the

Royal Aquarium, Westminster, a very central

place, and practically the only available one in

London for a large show, with so much success that,

subject to future agreements by the general com-
mittee, the show will be held there on three days of

the second week in September next. A schedule of a

very representative kind, covering both Potatos and

vegetables generally, has been prepared, and slips

are being issued to the seed trade and others in the

hope that they will so far help the promoters by

ofl'ering the prizes in many of the classes as to insure

the financial success of the show. Naturally for a

National exhibition, special trade classes are unde-

sirable, and therefore it has been resolved to have

a schedule of classes that is representative and

national. Cards of invitation to alt those sixty persons

or firms who consented to become members of the

general committee, are being sent out to attend a
meeting at the R>yal Aquarium on January 15 next,

when it is hoped arrangements so far made will be

confirmed, and an executive committee appointed to

carry out the exhibition." Alex. Dean, Hon, Sec.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution.—" At a meeting of my committee held on
Friday last," writes the secretary, " their attention

was drawn to the letters regarding this institution,

which have recently appeared in your columns,

viz, that on the 15th inst,, and signed 'Enquirer,'

and to the three which appeared in your issue of

December 22. The committee instructed me to

ask yon to do them the favour of inserting the

following reply to Mr. Clayton's courteous remarks,

they declining to notice the two anonymous commu-
nications, whilst Mr. Cannell's letter seems to deal

with the system of voting in connection with the

election of pensioners, which has now been in vogue

since the institution was established. If Mr.
Clayton will kindly refer to Rale III., sub-section 2,

he will there find it stated, that a candidate is eligible

for election if he has been a gardener, market-gar-

dener, nurseryman, or seedsman, for a period of not

less than twenty years, &c., and Mr. Clayton will

kindly notice also that no mention is made as to

whan the twenty years shall commence, and he, as

an old friend and supporter of the institution,

would, I am sure, be the first to admit that th^ Com-
mittee are bound to act according to the rnles, as to

the admission of candidates. With reference to the

particular candidate referred to in Mr. Clayton's

letter, although no name is mentioned, the Committee
have no doubt it is the case of Thoiuas Bannister.

This candidate's original 'Application Form ' was

duly signed by subscribers to the Institution, and the

necessary certificates being all in order the Com-
mittee could not do otherwise than accept him
as a candidate, and he polled at the last election

873 votes, all of which were given to him in the

ordinary way by subscribers, over whose votes the

Committee had not the slightest control whatever,

the voting papers propsrly marked having been sent

in to the scrutineers on the day of the election in the

usual manner. A short time since in accordance with

the usual custom, and in anticipation of the election

to be held in January next, the cases of old candi-

dates came again before the Committee for review

and consideration. When Bannister's case was
reached, the question was raised as to his being a

proper candidate, various reports having come to the

Committee, a sub-committee was at once appointed,

consistingofthree practical gardeners, to make personal

enquiries into the case and report to the general

committee. Unfortunately, one of those gentlemen

was too ill to attend when the sub-committee met,

but the other two, viz , Messrs. J. Hddson of Gun-
nersbury House, and S. Osbobn of East Sheen
Lodge, who had made full enquiries, reported to the

general committee that they found the candidate

eligible according to the rules, and recommended
that he be retained on the list. What else, there-

fore, could the committee do except to allow him
to continue to be a candidate ? 1 should like to

point out that the committee have no power to at

any time depart from the rules, which were revised

two years ago, and adopted, as they now stand, after

very careful consideration, at a special general

meeting, and subsequently confirmed at another
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pecial general meeting, to both of which meetinga
every sabacriber to the laetitation was sammoned,
I may add, too, that the particular rule under which
Bannister became a candidate ia exactly similar to

that in the old rules, and all candidates have for

many years past been admitted as such under the

same rule as it now stands. If it is thought that

this rule, or any other rule, is not satisfactory, it

is within the power of any of the subscribers

to propose any alterations they think would

be advisable, and the committee would heartily

welcome any proposed change if it woutd be likely to

benefit the Institution in any way. It is, perhaps,

hardly necessary to say that any alterations or

amendments could only be made at a special general

meeting duly summoned for the purpose in accord-

ance with the terms stated in rule 6. In the mean-
time the committee trust that all friends of the

Institution will give them credit for doing their

utmost not only to interpret the rules correctly, but

also to carry out th^ir meaning faithfullv. Oeorge J.

Ingram, Secretary, 50, Parliament Street, London, S.W,

Royal Botanic Garden, Glasnevin.—The
annual report of the Director of the Science and

Art Museum, Dublin, for 1893-94, includes an

Fig, 103 —VISODM INDIOUM : INDIAN MISLBTO. (PLtURO-
THALLIS SP.) AFTKR DE L'OBEL,

account of the condition and progress of the gardens

under the direction of Mr. F. W. Mooee. Large

and valuable collections of Ferns have been pre-

sented by E. J. Lowe, Eq. O'.her derations have

been received from Mr. Neil Fhasek, W. E Gom-

BLETON, Esq ; Thos. Acton, Esq. ; Biron Schhodee,

and J. T. PoiJ, Esq. ; besides numerous exchanges

with other gardens and with the nursery trade in

this country and abroad. Mr. Moore repeats his

sense of the absolute necessity for a house for

succulent plants and one for tropical Ferns.

Hooker's " Icones Plantarum," — The

November number contains lithographic Illustrations

of numerous plants, mostly of purely botanical in-

terest. They represent plants recently determined

in the Kew Herbarium or elsewhere. Some would

be valuable additions to our stoves, whilst others are

remarkable for their medicinal properties, such as

Pilocarpus microphallus, a "new Jaborandi ;
" Ta-

bernanthe iboga, an Apocynaceous plant from West

Tropical Africa, and which has a large bitter root,

to which powerful febrifugal and other properties are

attributed; Carpodinus unidorus, Stapf., an Apocy-

naceous climber, also from West Tropical Africa,

and which yields "very fine india-rubber;" Wil-

lughbeia firma also yields a good rubber in Sumatra,

Scottish Meteorology.—The Journal of
the Scottish Meteorological Society, with tables for the

year 1892, has reached us. It contains most
valuable records ou many subjects of the greatest

interest to meteorologists and cultivators, such as

the tables and coloured maps showing the amount of

rainfall in each month of the year for twenty-five years,

18(36 to 1890. In Scotland, the temperature rises

from February to July, and falls from August to

January. Daring the six months when the tempe-
rature is rising, the proportionate amount of rainfall

is 3 per cent, greater in the eastern than at the

western stations ; bat during the six months when
the temperature is falling, the amounts are 3 per

cent, greater on the western side.

Gas heating for Gseenhouses. — At a

meeting of the Manchester District Institution of

Gas Engineers held lately, a paper was read on this

subject by Mr. Chester, The paper ia reported in

full in the Gas World for December 8. The author

thinks that in future if an automatic arrangement
can be adopted to supply an amount of gas propor-

tionate to the temperature outside, it will be found

that gas is cheaper and better adapted than any
other form of fuel for greenhouse purposps where a

temperature of not more than 50° to 60° F. is

required. Mr. A. D. Mackenzie, in criticising Mr.

Chester's paper, says from experience that the cost

of gas is quite prohibitive for anything but small

conservatories or modest establishments where
expense is not a primary consideration.

The next Ghent Quinquennial.—We have

scarcely recovered from the excitf ment caused by the

magnificent exhibition of 1893, when we are

reminded that a similar exhibition will be held in

April, 1S98, and intending exhibitors are already in-

vited to prepare and make ready New Plants intro-

duced, or to be introduced, between 1893 and 1898.

Palms, Cjcads, Ferns, Orchids, Camellias, Rhodo-
dendrons, Azaleas, Tulips, Paeonies, Koses, various

New Holland plants, and many others are already

marked out to form classes for competition. Hybrids

of all kinds and double flowers are also to be pro-

vided for. From a purely horticultural point of view,

it seems like a retrograde step to encourage double

flowers, though as botanical curiosities and as

interesting morphological specimens, they are

important.

Fruit-growing in Ireland.—We are pleased

to note that at the late Waterford Chrysanthemum

and Fruit Show, Messrs. Saondees of the Friars'

Walk Nurseries, Cork, exhibited a fine collection of

culinary and dessert Apples to the number of 150

varieties. The High SheriS' of the county also

exhibited fruit. No doubt Ireland could export much
more fruit than she does, whilst in the culture of

flowers for early spring markets there is a great

opportunity before her.

The Royal Society of Agriculture and
Botany of Ghent.— The schedule for the coming

exhibition; April 21 to 23, is before ua. Orchids,

New Plants, stove plants. Palms, Cycads, Ferns,

Azaleas, Kbododendrons, New Holland plants, and

miscellaneous flowering and foliage plants are pro-

vided for. There are in all 217 classes, and in each

class two, and sometimes three, prizes are ofl'ered.

English exhibitors are at liberty to compete, and

should apply to M. E. Fiehens, Coupure, 135, Ghent,

for further particulars.

"Cottage Gardening."—The fourth volume

is before us, edited by Mr. W. Robinson, and pub-

lished by Cdssell & Co. At the price of \d. a week,

it ia a remarkable production.

NcW Publications.— Coitfpectua Flone Africcs,

par M. Dorand et Hans Schinz (Brussels Botanic

Givrdeu).

—

Practical Forchtry, by A. D. Webster
;

second edition (Ridkr & Son, Bartholomew Close).

— S. Mottet, Guide EUmentaire de AfuUiplicatioti des

VigHaux (Paris: Octave Doin).—Joulie et Des-

B0EDE3, Les Engrais en Horticulture (Paris : Octave

Doin).

MISLETOS OF THE OLDEN
TIMES.

The common Misleto, Viscum album, was known
by that name in the sixteenth century as at the pre-

sent time, as reference to the works of the old

herbalists will show, since in several of them the

plant is so plainly described and so well illustrated

that there can be no doubt as to its identity.

But these same old-time authorities admitted as

varieties, or rather species, certain plants which cer-

tainly have not the least relationship, and hardly any
similarity to the true Viscnm, save in the circum-
stance that they grow on trees. For instance, in the
old vellum-bound folio entitled Stirpium Icones et

Sciagraphia, by Dominicus Chabrseus, published in

1660, there is an illustration (taken from L'Obel,

see fig. 103), which, though described as Viscum
indicnm, is clearly a drawing of a plant now known
as a Pleurothallis, and is one of if not the earliest

known records of a tropical epiphytical Orchid.

/^=^;

FiQ. 104.—viscum peruvunum: pfruvian misleto.

(TILLANDSIA SP.) AFTER DE L'OBEL, 1605.

This is the description given by Chabrieus of

this Indian Misleto. As regards the names, he

says distinctly tha'. it is known as " Viscas et Viscum

;

Germ., Mistel ; Belg., Maremtachen ; Gall., Guy ;

Ital.. Vischio, Viscum indicum"

Then follow these words, descriptive of its growth

on trees, and its inability to grow on the ground :

—

*' Viscum ex eorum genere esse scribit Plinius qD»,

cum propriam sedem non habeat, in aliena vivunS

ac cum in terra gigni non posaint, in arboriboa

nascuntur. Catillonem dixeris, nutrimenti alieii

praereptorem Hyem? virere ex Virgilio habemup,

qui ita canit : JEneid, vi.

Solet sylvis brumali frigore Viscum

Fronde virere nova.

Sed de hoc Catillone in Appendice agemus. Hie

tantnm modo Viscum proponimus quot pingunt, &
describunt Pena & Lobelias, ex Indicis plagis

allatum asserentes. Admirationem certe movent

folicrum veiati scalpro pressorum circuli, utrinque

seni." Chabrisas' figure, as he admits above, was

taken from L'Obel (see Animadvcrsiones, p. 452).

Gerarde, in his Herball (1597), gives a similar

picture of this " Indian Misseltoe," which, be says, i»
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like the ordinary British variety, in that it "groweth

likewise upon the branches of trees, running alongst

the same in maner of Polypodie : the strings of the

roots are like those of Coach-grasae, from which rise

up divers stalkes, smooth and even, set with joints

and knees at certaine distances : towarde the top

commeth foorth one lesfe, ribbed like the Plantaine

leafe, whereon are marked certaine round eies, such as

are in the haft of a knife ; from the bosome whereof

commeth foorth a chaffie branch, set with small leaves,

which continue greene winter and sommer."

Gerarde copies from L'Obel a picture and descrip-

tion of what is clearly a Tillandsis, though the six-

teenth century authority distinctly calls it Viscnra

peruviinum L'Obelii, or Misaeltoe of Peru. The

author was quite aware that both the Indian and

Peruvian plants were "strangers in Eng'and," and

the inclusion of them in the same class with the

common Misleto may perhaps be accounted for by

the fact that both are also parasitic, or, as we should

now say, epiphytic. The illustration of the Peru-

vian Misleto is reproduced in fig. 104 ; the following

is the description of it as given by Gerarde ;

" There is," he says, "founde also another plant

growing upon the boughes or branches of trees in

maner as our Misseltoe doth, and may very wel be

reckoned for a kinde thereof ; the plant cleaveth

unto the branches, being set thereto, as it were with

the pillings of the sea Onion, for the bredth of a

man's hand toward the bottome, and somewhat

hollow : the tops whereof are very small and rashie,

hollow likewise, & of a purple color : among which

comes foorth a branch like that of Hastnta regia, or

the Speare for a King, resembling the bush of Otes,

covered with a white silke, such as is to be founde

in Asclepias, of a salt aiid nitrous taste, and very

unpleasant."

Thus it is very evident that in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, both Tillandsia and Pleuro-

thallis were occasionally imported, yet bnt little

known or studied. Hence it must be that various

plants were included in the same class with Viscum,

although quite unlike it, save in the one peculiarity

common to all, of an epiphytic mode of growth.

On trjing to trace Misleto still farther back, we
find that its history becomes increasingly obscure,

and the identity cf the plant known to the Romans
as Vircum, is also not a little uncertain.

This fact is commented on by D.-. Diubeny in hi?

Essay on the Treei and Shrubs of the Ancients, p. 130,

wherein he says that—" We have additional reason

for believing the Misleto of the Oak mentioned by

Dioscorides to have been the Loranthua europasua,

and not Viscum albuD, with which it has been

usually identified, from fioding that this plant is now
called o|i/s, a manifest corruption of ijut, whereas

the paruaite which grows on the Silver Fir is the

true Misleto, and is termed ixeWa"

On looking tj see what Piiny has to say on this

tuhject, we find that author, in quoting from Theo-
phraatus, " mixes up a description of the Box and
the Cra'iB^us, or Holm-oak, making the latter to

be a seed of the former ; and he then attributes a

Misleto to the Box, which Theophrastus speaks of

as growing on the Cratse^us." Bahn's Translation,

vol. iii., p. 390.

This is the confusing passage of Pliny, thus

obscurely commented upon :
—

"It is the Box-tree that supplies na with the

greatest number of products, not only its seed, but

a berry also, known by the name of Crattegum, while

on the north side it produces Mistleto, and on the

south Hyphear (sic). Sometimes, indeed, this tree

has all four of these products growing upon it at

the same moment." (Bock xvi., c. 52 ) Further
on, in chapter 93, Pliny mentions " three varieties

of the Mistleto. That which grows upon the Fir and
the Larch has the name of Stella in Eubrei (thought

to be Viscum album or Loranthus europieus) ; and
there is the ' Ilyphear ' (this it is thought may also

have been Loranthua europseua) of Arcadia. It

grows also upon the Qaercus (this, then is probably
the Oak or real Miileto), the Robur, the Holm-oak,
the wild Plum, and the Terebinth, but upon no other

tree. Viscum album, it is well known, grows on

several trees other than those mentioned. It is

most plentiful of all upon the Qaercus, and is then

known as ' Adasphear.'
"

Pliny mentions one other peculiar feature, and

tells us " that which grows upon the trees which

lose their leaves, loses its leaves as well ; while, on

the other hand, that which grows upon Evergreens

always retains ita leaves."

As to the utility of the Misleto, its principal

modern value is as a material for making bird-lime,

which, by the way, is prepared nowadays in much
the same way ai in Roman times.

Old writers attribute many strange medicinal

virtues to our plant, and some of these were believed

in up to comparatively modern times. One
remedy connected with it in the days of Pliny is

this:
—"The viscus [sic] of the Mistletoe has the

additional property also of rectifying malformed

nails ; but to effect this, it must be taken off at the

end of seven days, and the nails must be washed

with a solution of nitre. Some persona have a sort

of tuperstition that the viscue will be all the more

efficacioua if the berriea are gathered from the Robur

at new moon, and without the aid of iron."

In these last words we trace the same notion

which attributes to the more or less mythical Draida

the use of a golden axe or knife when cutting

Misleto for their mysterious ceremonies. Lnrion.

DYED AND ARTIFICIAL
FLOWERS, GRASSES, &c.

It is interesting to notice that the trade in dried,

dyed, and artificial flowers, keeps pace with the

demand for natural flowers at certain seasons of the

year, and as the grower of flowers for market is ever

on the look-ont for some new sutj^cts available

for his special purposes, so the faculty of invention

is constantly on the alert to devise and introduce

some new feature in design and execution on the

artificial side of the business. This thought was

uppermost in my mind as I looked through the

ahow-rooms of Messrs. Osman & Co., 133, Commer-
cial Street, E., a few days since. That the trade in

dyed and artificial flowers has developed enor-

mously daring the last twenty jeara there can be no

doubt, and it has become a great and important

industry. L°t the times be ever so bad commer-

cially, the festival of Christmas is observed, and to

thousands of persons who cannot purchase high-

priced forced natural flowers a'; this season, dried

and dyed flowers and grasses come as a great boon,

and they are employed to give a touch of festivity to

many a home that would otherwise be unadorned.

We have indeed advanced enormously upon the dyed

Gnaphaliums and Feather-grass of forty years ago,

for these were then almost the only subjects then

employed, and now the variety ia great, and the

choice wide.

Ia there an absence of the biight-berried Holly,

then excellent imitations can be had in apraja

—

bright, cheery, and lasting, not only with green leaves,

but with variegated also. Let the Holly boughs be

ever so bare of berries, they can yet be had. It is so

with sprays of Misleto, chaiming imitations are seen,

very natural and with singular fidelity to Nature.

Seeing that the presence of Misleto is largely confined

to the south, it can reach northern parts only at some

expense; and, even in the counties where it grows

it is rarely cheap.

Naturally dried and dyed flowers are restricted in

quantity. The Gnaphalium appears to be as precicus

aa of old ; and undyed ia a somewhat spectral-looking

subject ; but when dyed, as it is in many colours—

and there is choice of tint for all—they are very gay.

It ia in the great industrial centres of the Midlanda

and the North that these dyed Gnaphaliuma are so

much esteemed, where flowers at Cnristmas are worth

almost a king's ransom. Next, perhaps, comes the

Helichryaum, also dyed in many bright hues, the

Rhodanthe and the Acroclinicm, with the Cape
flower, a form of Helichrysnm that is used very ex-

tensively, and especially as the groundwork of

wreaths, crosses, &c.

One of the moat delightful of artificial blossoms is

that of the Fairy-flower, ingeniously formed of silk,

and looking for all the world like a finely-developed

quilled German Aster. They are usually in a few

soft and delicate tints, and placed on stiff stems are

very attractive in large and small bouquets, and they

can be employed in various ways ; heliotrope, aalmon

pink, aoft scarlet, white, and yellow are delightful

Natural flowers dried by certain prcceasea, and

thereby rendered aomewhat persistent are rare, and

probably their duration is uncertain.

Bat if natural dried flowers are scarce, the void ia

filled by the many beautiful grasaea now used to so

large an extent. Foremost is the Vera grass, with

its bold and striking tree-like plumes, now very

largely imported and dyed in various tints : salmon

pink, canary, autumn tints, a combination of red,

orange, golden brown, shades of green, pink, and

magenta, the newest being heliotrope, as fashionable

in artificial flowers and grasses as in those of nature
;

and next in importance is the Pampas Grass in

magnificent plumes, undyed, and dyed in various

coloura. Some novel Japaneae and African grasses

are strikingly handsome ; the latter are from the

Congo, some in rich, dark colours, and some
delicately silky ; they include the "Elephant" and
"Congo" reed grasses. Birley and Oats are seen dyed

in very pleasing colours, one being a bright bronze.

Ealalia, Bromus, BrI/.a, Erianthus, Lagurus,

Panicum, and others, with dyed forms or the Feather

grass in abundance.

Grasses and fairy flowers are greatly employed in

making np bouquets large and small; they can be

seen in many sizes fitted for the baronial ball and
the cabin of the peasant. Christmas bouquets are

made up in various designs in enormous quantities,

so pretty and attractive, and formed of materials our

forefathers never dreamed would be employed for the

purpose, bouquets that can be sold retail for some-
thing like a shilling ; aea-weeda dried and dyed are

in uae for epergnea, and in various waya.

A very striking feature are bouqueta of dlflPerent

patterna in which natural foliage, dyed and rendered

laating, ia employed ; here a vigoroua growing Sela-

ginella and other sprays are mingled with Pampas
Grass, Bullrush, Bromus, Japanese and African

Grdssee, with a leaf of Palm at the bick ; in the

foreground being a few pretty fairy flowers. Such
bouquets make very handaome Chriatmaa presents,

because of their great decorative value.

Then there are baskets formed of various mate-
riala,in diU'jrent shapes and styles, some handsomely
gilded, some of chip, and some tiny ones of Raffii

and other ma',erial8. These are filled with grasses

and flowers, some are of great size, and fitted thus

for certain bold purposes; others are doll-like because

so small, and yet very pretty. Fancy pots, and
various designs in porcelain and glass are manufac-
tured for holding flowers, and there are wreaths,

crosses, &c., in abundance. Wreaths formed of

showy Cape flowers have, in addition, sprays of

foliage and blossom, formed of some chaste textile

material, being also clever imitations of popular

flowera. The material is so varied that there is am pie

choice, and it must be confessed this particular

industry has reached immense proportions, aa

surprising as interesting. Let na hope the awful

coloration of some of theae objects may be improved

in future. R. D.

Home Correspondence.

TROP>EOLUM SPECIOSUM—This flame- flowered
Nasturtium is somewhat peculiar in its likes and
(tislikes aa to situation and soil. It is impossible to

grow it well in soil that is light and liable to drought,

aggravated by a warm southern exposure. Where
the roots are growing in a cool and moist situation,

the top-growth may ramble away in the full sun-
light, and under such conditions, this showy subject

positively revels in growth even in a dripping

season like the present. I never saw it more at

home than it is at Basing Park, near Alton. Grow-
ing amongst hardy Ferns on a rockery facing east,

it entwines itself around the fronds, and extends its
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clinginfr growth to Irish Yews and other dark-
coloared evergreen» growing near. The brilliant red
blosaoms, freely produced, make a grand contrast to
the eurroundiags. SDme fine examples of Atbyrinm
filix-(ccaiina cristata are being entwined by the
coils of this Tropaeolum, and the crested part of the
fronds jnst peeping oat of the tangle have a fine

effect. The soil is heavy, and therefore cool and
moist. E. M.

QRAPE FOSTER'S SEEDLING.—Generally we see
this Grape carrying a heavy crop of fruit. It is

nndoobtedly the one variety that mav be heavily
cropped with impunity, for shanking by reason of

the heavy strain upon the canes from excessive
cropping appears unknown. Upon a five-year-old

cane Mr. Smythe, at Basing Park, has twenty-eight
bunches, which may be considered au exceptionally
heavy crop, many of the bunches weighing 2^ lb.

Mr. Smythe speaks highly of this Grape for its Tree-

bearing qualities, and, judging from the appearance
of the Vines generally, he has a right to Bp?ak of
them so. E. M.

ATTENDANCE AT FLOWER SHOWS.—When we
realise the enormous attendance of the pablic at the
Smitbfield Club Cattle Show, it; is but natural we
should ask why is it so dilBcult, at either the A<ri-
cultural Hall or at the Crystal Palace, to induce the

public to attend at great Sower and fruit shows ?

Perhaps a large portion of the cittle-show visitoia

come for the purpose from the country ; but in any
case, without bands of m'rsic or any other attraction
the inhabitants of London visit the Agricultural
Hall in tens of thousands during the cattle-show
week. Djes this diversity arise from the fact that

EBglish people seem always to have a natural liking

for the animal creation ? Horse, dog, poultry, ca^,

and similar shows always seem to attract largely.

But thj metropolitan public seems to. have a very

poor appreciation for things vegetable as found in

plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables, although all

are lo beautiful and attractivi>. It is true that the
Temple Show in May is now largely attended, but
then everyone knows that this attraction has become
tomenhat a place of fashionable resort, a charming
promenade, where the wealthy and the idle may kill

lime. The November show of the National Chrys-
anthemum Society is usually largely attended, bat
then there is at the Royal Aquarium such a wealthy,
sensational entertainment

[.'J,
that it is no wonder the

place is usually full, even when there are no flower
•hows. Is it possible to do any thing to create in the
public that same desire to see flower and fruit

shows that is seen in the case of animal exhibitions ?

As a fact, the love for flowers and frnit is happily
great; but the ditliculty seems to lie in getting the
people to patronise them as exhibition elements. I

do not find there is in London, for instance, any
greater taste for meats than for fruits or flowers.

Possibly the reason for the difl'erence in patronage is

found in the fact that certain exhibitions have
become established facts, and are as such recognised
and patronised, whilst others are neither permanent
nor even frequently held. That it takes a long time
to secure the patronage of the metropolitan public

for particular exhibitions is no doubt true ; for that
reason, flower, fruit, or vegetable shows once started

need to be persisted in, and eventually they become
successes. That is no doubt one reason why the
Temple Show is now go largely attended. Perhaps
persistence with a great antumn show would lead to

a similar success in London. A D,

PRICE OF FRUIT.—What is the use of long
palaver, and strong personalities ? However they may
ramble, they never meet the point at issue— which is

that of price. From the bsst salesman in Covent
Girden I have just received an account of my last

despatch for this year : 59 half-bushels of Josephine
de Malines (admittedly the best winter Pear) sold

for 59s. ; net amount, £3 10s Gd. These were care-

fully packed in bis own baskets, and delivered by
van at his place, all sound fraits, but small of course,

ai that variety always is. Now this is nothing very
wondrous, and I have bad many sales even worse.

I have abused no one—as you will, I think, confess

—throughout this long controversy. If people can
make fruit-growing pay

—

non invideo miror >nagis.

I speak only of my own experience, and can prove
everything I have said, and my only motive has been
to save poor credulous folk from heavy loss. A
venture in literature costs nothing, except a few
pennyworths of pen, ink, and paper ; therefore, I

would not discourage even Mr. Wells from girding up
his loins. But an investment in fruit-growjng is a very

different thing, Your correspondent, " Market

Gardener," in a most impartial letter, sets down all

expenses at the lowest figure, and makes no allow-
ance for misfortunes, or even the value of the land;
yet at least seven years of loss must elapse before
his pupil turns a penny upon current expense.
And when he gets his £16 per acre—about a quarter
of the profit that Hops used to bring—how much
of it will be due as interest on outlay ? A vast
deal of nonsense is talked about " grading " fruit,

boxing it, &c. All that has been tried; it is "as
broad as it is long." A good even sample, well
packed in half-bushels, is better value than boxed
staff, which savours of importation. Even greater
folly is the talk about desiccatin?, preserving, &c.
" I do not want peel or squash. I want fruit," says
the ordinary John Bull. R. D. B'ackmore. [This
correspondence must now ceas?. Ed

]

THE CROPPING OF VARIOUS PEAS IN 1894.—
The season of 1894 being the opposite of that of the
previous year, it may be of interest to record the
behaviour of some varieties sown in our garden.
The first sowings were made on a south border, and
the varieties sown were Sutton's May Qieen, Light-
ning, and Chelsea Gem, which were sown at the
same date, and treated exactly alike. May Qaeen
was ready first, and was followed in about two days
bv Lightning, and that one by Chelsea Gem. May
Q leen is a very good Pea, with a Marrowfat flavour,
but the pods do not fill well, and although they have
a plump appearance, few seeds are found in a pod.
Lightning is a well-known variety, which cropped
well, but Chelsea Gem gave the best returns, had
Peas of excellent quality, and proved to be one of
the best earlies for frame culture or out-of-doors.
Exonian did remarkably well, but this variety being
mnch like William I., it is not necessary to erow
both. This remark also applies to Duke of York
and Duke of Albany, there being little difference
between these two, except in height. It if, I
believe, said to be an earlier and dwarfer form of
Duke of Albany; it certainly is a little earlier, but
not three weeks. Daisy was disappointing; it

cropped fairly well, but the growth was not kindly
;

but that may have been due to the weather, which
was changeable. So few seeds of the variety Satis-
faction germinated that I cannot say much about
it. Prodigy, a grand Pea generally, was not good, the
growth was not satisfactory, consequently the crop
was light, and althoagh manurial aids were afforded,
the plants did not respond. Telephone was not
so good as in some seasons ; Duchess of Edinburgh
cropped very well indeed, but it grows a little too tall.

Two newer main crop varieties are Sutton's Eureka and
Veitch's Main Crop Peas, somewhat similar in growth
and height.viz , 3 feet. Eureka has large pods with Peas
of a deep green colour and good flavour, but if hand-
some they are not well filled. Maincrop is decidedly
the better Pea in that respect, and it carries fine

long pods, which are closely packed with large seeds.

These two varieties were much appreciated by the
cook. Veitch's Perfection I have seldom seen with
a heavier crop, or generally doing better than with us
last season, showing, I think, that it is still the best
of its class. Ne plus Ultra maintained its good
reputation. Other late varieties were Autocrat, which
cropped well up to the middle of October, as also this

year. Sturdy, as a late Pea, this year gave ns good
pickings, and is a good dwarf variety. With these
two last-named varieties the Pea season was pro-
longed to a very late date. The soil of the kitchen-
garden consists of sandy-loam, and with the excep-
tion of the earliest crops, the Peas were sown in

shallow trenches, and aided daring the summer by
light sprinklings of superphosphate. The distance
between the rows ranged from 8 to 20 feet and
upwards, for plenty of room is required if good results

are to be obtained. J. H. Slade,

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLACK PRINCE.—I find there
is already a Chrysanthemum named Black Prince
in commerce, consequently I have changed the
name of my variety from Black Prince to Owen's
Brilliant. This is the variety to which the Royal
Horticultural Society's Floral Committee cave an
Award of Merit on November 27 last. Ti". Owen.

Scotland.

of the year. A large plant about 10 feet in length ia

in flower in the Palm- house. The blossoms are single,

the petals white, nearly 4 inches in diameter, and
show themselves conspicuously against the leaves of

dark green. It is a native of tropical and sub-
tropical Asia, and is also known under the name of

Polyspora axillaris. A figure under this name may
be seen in the Bet. Mag

, t. 4019.

MeLASTOMA MiLABiTHEICDM.

Planted out this species attains a shrub like

appearance, a small plant, having since tho spring
of this year reached an height of about 7 feet ; and
considering the beauty of the flowers it is certainly

deserving of being better known. The flowers, which
are produced terminally upon the short branches, are
of a dark purple colour, and unlike some plants be-
longing to the order Mala^tomacese, they last for

several days after expanding. The foliage is in

colour light green, and possesses the prominent veins

common to the order. Although introduced from the
East Indies daring the latter part of the last century
it is still not common in gardens.

Acacias.

Of the earlier flowering Acacias, A. Latrobei and A.
imbricata are among the handsomer species. The
former is of a graceful free-flowering habit, with

short phyllodes; and the solitary flower-heads are

produced for a good length up the short branches.

The latter species is similar, but it is of a more erect

habit and at the same time looser in the branching,

the phjUodes bsing larger. The yellow heads of

flower remain a considerable time upon the plant.

Another pretty species now flowering is A. discolor,

of stiff habit, bipinnate foliage, and large heads of

flowers, if. L. Harrow,

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, EDINBURGH.
GoEDONiA anomala.—The plant above-named is

well adapted for large strnctures where an inter-

mediate or stove temperature is maintained, and it

will continue in flower forseveral weeks at this neriod

AMATEURS' Column

MOUTAN P/EONIE .—A correspondent recently

spoke of these as not of such value as the herbaceous
varieties. May I be allowed to say that I think them
even more grand as border or shrubbery plants,

besides the immense and often very brilliant flowers,

the varied tints of the foliage, are singnlarly orna-
mental—nor are they delicate if kept from the

morning sun ; also deep trenching and heavy manur-
ing are recommended. I have grown these and the
herbaceous sorts for about thirty years, and have never

dug in manure with the soil before planting, finding

that they grow quite strong enough without it, and
flower better. Mr. Lambert says there are 100
varieties of Moutan. Years ago there were as many
«8 that, so I thought it best to refer to the Messrs,

Kelway's Catalogue, who fairly revel in producing
new and extra- fine deviations from the old sorts,

and I find four quite new, five nearly, and three less

so; then fifty fairly new, and 150 of various dates of

production, thus giving a grand total of over 200 to

select from ; and I would strongly advise those with
garden-room, proper soil, and aspect, to try a few,

and they will find, I am sure, their plots of flower-

decked ground more pleasurable than ever ; and I

may add, that I am greatly surprised that they are

not more sought for and extensively grown, com-
bining, as they do. so many excellent qualities as

flowers or shrubs. Harrison Weir.

HARDY FLOWERS FOR AMATEURS AND VILLA
GARDENS.—This is a comprehensive subject, one
that is capable of much amplification. Flower-
gardens, like ladies' fashions, undergo perpetual
change. Something like thirty, or thirty-five years
ago, when what may be termed the bedding-out
mania had reached its culminating point, the grand
old herbaceous plants of the past received but
very scant attention at the bands of the gardener,

and in many places they passed out of existence

almost altogether. However, as in the affairs of men,
the tide changes; and so it is with plants and
flowers, those that are everybody's favourite one
season are scarcely seen or beard of the next. Her-
baceous plants and hardy flowers generally that

were despised and cast away at one time are more
popular to-day than they were at any other period in

the history of horticulture. Of late, oar leading

horticulturists have sung loudly the praises of these

floral treasures, and endeavoured to show the

difference between a natural flower gardep, if we may
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be allowed to uie aach a term, and tbe atiff and
formal itjle of massea of coloar obtained from
exotica and the carpet- bada that were once bo

popular. The carpet patterna obtained by maaaing

la'g-) Dumbera of Alternantheras, Meaembryanthe-
mama, and other bita of coloured foliage are paaaing

away, and now we hare beda planted largely on tbe

mixed ayatem, yet employing to eome extent plants

that are tender and auaceptible of cold. When this

atyle ia properly carried oat to any great extent, it

entaila a considerable amonnt of time, laboar,

and money, and we do not think that any bed
void of flowers, however artistically arranged, can
ever bs ao intereating aa a similar-sized bed of

Aariculaa, Pmka, Carnationa, and other good hardy
flowera that are within the reach of all amatenr and
villa gardeners. We have no wish whatever to con-
demn the present or past system of massing large

qaanliiiea of tender plants in what ia called the
aammer flower garden ; all tbe aame, we wish to put
in a plea for aome of tde hardy flowpra. When very

tender aubjecta are employed to fill the aammer
flower beda, they cannot be planted before the

end of May with aafety, or the beginning or

middle of June in some localities, and the first

nipping frost towards the end of September,
or early in October, mars all their beauty. On
the other hand, oar hardy border plants will have
flowers of a thousand hues all rising from motber-
farth early in February in ordinary seasons. Not
only will there be early spring flowers, bat Flora's

lovely chain will extend throughout the aammer and
far into the autumn ; and there is another advantage
which these hardy flowers have over the formal bed.

From the latter tbe good housewife who desires to

adorn her sitting-room with cut flowers cannot go
with basket and scissors in hand and cat her
treasures for that purpose, but in a properly-arranged
hardy border, for eight or nine montha in succession,

there is something fresh which may be cut every

day. Again, in planting flower-beds on the
massing system with exotics, a fresh set

of plants has to be raised every season at

considerable cost and labour ; after the first

outlay in the hardy border very little expenae baa to

be incnrred. With these preliminary remarks, we
may ask, how should the villa garden be laid out?
and what sort of flowers are the best to grow? We
will now deal with tbe first question. Much dependi
on tbe ground at command and the position in which
it is placed. We do not advocate a number of small
beds about the size of a pincaahion, nor do we admire
beda containing very sharp pointa, curves, or angles,

but prefer a circle, an oval, or an oblong,

with straight edges. In many cases the flower-

garden is in front of the bouse, with the
garden- gate opposite the front- door. In such cases
the flower-garden may really be a thing of beauty.

Suppose the path leads from the entrance-gate to

tbe front-door, there might be a atrip from 4 Co 6 feet

wide on either side of the path for flowera, divided

from the other ground by espalier Fear or Apple
trees ; or there might be a border made round tbe
oatside, which would be a good position .^or hardy
flowers ; and sometimes the entire spaCH iu front of
the house may be given up to Sowers, Toen there is

room for a few beds to be laid oat in diamonds and
half-diamonds, according to the taste of tbe pro-
prietor, tbe beds to be edged with Box, and separated
by narrowpathsmadeof gravel. There are other living

plants that can be used beside Box ; such, forinstance,

aa aome of the varietiea of the Thrift family, Armeria
vulgaris, Cephalotes, rubra, these are pretty, dwarf,
neat growing plants forming charming cushions of
grass-like foliage, from the midst of which rise

numerous flower-stems from 9 to 12 inches high.
Then we have the Saxifraga ambrosa known as the
London Pride, a plant of hardy character, will do well
in a smoky atmosphere, and will grow and flourish

where many plants will dwindle and die; also S.

bypnoidea, muscoidea, and otbera. Some of the
varietiea of Arabia or Wall-creas make excellent
edginga, they grow very cloae and compact, can be
kept in nice order with very little trouble, and pro-
Huce a great profusion of white flowers during
Frfbraary, March, and April. We must n)t omit the
Daisies, which should be grown in quantity in every
villa garden. They are amongst our most useful plants
for spring gardening, and they are suitable for edginga
for flower bed", and in anarrangementofepringfluwers
they forma most important part. When, however, the
plants are allowed to remain without b>>ing disturbed,

they give the flower-borders a rather withered
appearance, and have not that freshness about
them after blooniing as the Arabia, Thrift, Saxi-
fraga. or London Pride. When living plants are not

used for edginga, tilea and other dead materiala may
be employed. Theae, when nicely arranged, look
n^at, and give a garden a very respectable appearance.
We now come to our second qaestion : What are the
moat auitable flo wera for tbe amateurand villa gardener
to grow ? We may divide tbe planta into two claaaes

—first, annuals and biennials. The former are such
aa can be raiaed from aeed and bloomed the aame
seaaon, and the latter require to be sown one year,

that they may bloom the next. The second class we
ahall mention inclndea all the hardy perennials that
grow and bloom for a number of years. Annuals
are ao cheap and ao simply raiaed from seed that they

are hardly considered by some persons worthy of

notice, yet they are amongst oar most valuable gems

;

tbe little tiny stars of God's earth studded here and
there, and shining forth with great brilliancy, and
brightening up many a solitary place that would
otherwise be dull and dreary. Annuals are within
the reach of the most humble, and with a little inge-

nuity they will bloom early in apring, and by
having fresh relays of plants, a succession of bloom
may be maintained until the last remnant of sum-
mer has passed away. There is no difficulty in

growing annuals ; tbe danger is lest their simplicity

•bould cause them to be overlooked. I have seen
gorgeous beds of annuals that coald not be surpassed
for beauty by the showiest of bedding plants.

Annuala are not considered worthy of a place in the
flower garden on account of their weedy character,

and truly they deserve tbia designation when cast

into the ground in that careleaa manner which too
often falls to their lot. A hundred plants are left to

struggle for existence where there is only pasturage
for a tenth of that number. If any other class

of plants were to be treated in the same manner,
and no more care bestowed on their culture, they
would obtain an equally undeserved bad character.

Annuals, when properly treated and cared for,

whether they be sown in the autumn and bloomed
in the apring, or aown in early apring and bloomed
during the summer, will repay the cultivator for

his trouble. A very beautiful display of flowers

may be obtained in the early spring months by
sowing some of our common annuals in August. If

there is not room in the flower garden proper at that

time, they may be sown in some part of the kitchen
garden, and transplanted to the flower-beds during
the months of October and November. In a favour-

able season they will begin to bloom early in the
month of April, when they will brighten up with
their simple baauty what would otherwise in many
cases be bare and baren beds. R.

( 7*0 be continued.}

Out Flowkes.—Avebaok Wholesaxk Pricks.

Lady Henry Grosvenor.—The death of Lady
Henry Grosvencr removes from the horticultural

world a lady who was not only a lover of plants but

a worker among them. The deceased lady was a

member of the Narcissus Committee of tbe Hoyal

Horticultural Society, and in various ways took a

practical interest in horticultural work.

Mr. Allen Marker.—The death, on Dec. 19,

of Mr. Allen Harker, Professor at the Royal Agri-

cultural College, Cirencester, is announced. The
deceased gentleman was a well-informed and en-

thusiastic naturalist.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, December 24.

[We oannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are famished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the pncea on any p^ticular
day, but only the general averages for the w-^ek pr«ceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, th^ supply in the market, and the
demand : and they fluctuite, not only from day to day,
but often several times in one day. Ed.]

FBUIT,—A.TERA.OE WHOLESALE PBIOES.
t.d.s.d.

Apples, Cooking, p.
sieve 3 0-40
— DesB«rt, J-sieve 3 6-30

Grapes, Isr quality,
black, English, lb. 10-20
— English, 2ad
quality, per lb, 6-10

i.d.i.d.
(drapes, Muscat,
per lb 2 6-40
— Muscat. 2nd
quality, per lb. 9-10

Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 25 27 6
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each ... 2 0-60

Arums, per doz. bl.

Azaleis, doz. sprays
Bouvardias, p. bun.
Carnations. 12 blms.
C h r y 3 iDthemums,

per 12 blooms ...

— per 12 bunches
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 1:j bunches
— 12 sprays

Hyacinths (Roman),
doz sprays - ...

Lapageria. 12 blms.
Lilac (French), per
bunch

Lilie? of the Valley,
doz. sprays

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 1:^ ban.
Mignonette. 12 bun.

d.
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[The term " accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature abo^e or below 43° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1" continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an iDversely proportional number of hours.)
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THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
("THE TIMES OF HORTICUL'IVRE")

M WBttkl^ Xllu^tratctr gntirnal
(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Correspondents tC Contributors to recent Volumes the follotviny, out of many Hundreds, may be named:—
ALPINE PLANTS ;-

BALL, J., F.K.S,. the late.

CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

CORREV'ON, H., Geneva.
DEWAR. D., Glasgow.
DOD, Rev. C. W.. Malpas.
JENKINS. E., Hampton.

fcUATEUE GARDENINQ:-
BABGER. E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B."("Daya

and Hours in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A. ("Notes
from a Lancashire Garden").

CLABKE, Col. Trevor.
ELLACOMBE, Kev. Canon.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
GUMBLETON, W. E., Belgrove, Cork.
SALTER. J., F.R.S.
WILSON, G., F.R.S. , Weybridgc.
WILKS, Rev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, ftc. :-

ANNESLEY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON, T., Kilmacurragh.
ARGYLL, the Duke of.

BAKER. W. R.. Bayfordbury.
BARRON, W., the late.

COURTOWN, the Earl of.

DIECK, Dr., Merseburg.
DUCIE. the Earl of.

EGERTON, Sir P., Bart., the late.

ENNISKILLEN, the Earl, the late.

GROSVENOR. Lord R.

HENRY. MITCHELL.
HUNTLEY, the Marquis of.

LONDESBOROUGH, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir G.
MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Boyal Gar-
dens, Kew.

POWELL, T. H.. the late.

POWERSCOUBT, Viscount.
RASHLEIOH, J,

RUTLAND, the Duke of.

SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum.
Cambridge, U.S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of. the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.
STAIR, the Earl of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bart,, the late,

VAN VOLXE.M, J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY :-

CHURCH, Prof., F.R.S.

DEH^BAIN, Prof., Paris.

DYER, Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H., F.R,9., Roth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir J. B., Rothamsted.
MITCHELL, W, S.

M0LLER, Dr. Hugo, F.R.S.
WARINGTON, R., F.R.S.
WILLIS, J. J., Rothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :-

ARTHUR. Prof., New York.
BOS. Dr. Ritzema, Wageniugen,
COOKE, Dr. M. C.

KLEBAHN. Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS. Prof., Berlin.

MASSEE, G., Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F,R.S.
PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn,
PRILLLEUX. Prof., Paris.

SMITH, W. G.
SORAUEB, Prof., Proskau.
WARD, Prof. Marshall.

FERNS :-

BAKER, J. G., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY. C. T.
HEMSLEY, A.
LOWE, E. J., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &c. :-

DEAN, R., Ealing.
DODWELL, E. S., Oxford, the late.

D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H., Westwell.
DOUGLAS, J., Ilford.

DOWNIE, J., Edinburgh, the late.

HORNER, Rev. F. D.
LLEWELYN, Sir J. D., Bart.
MOLYNEUX, E., Swanmore Gardens.
PAUL, G., Paisley.
TURNER, C, the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-
ADLAM, R. W., Johannesberg.
ALBOFF, Dr., Odessa.
AUDPRRSEN, J., Sweden,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ANDR^, E., Paris.

BENNET, H., the late. M.D., Mentonc.
BUDDE. J, H., Utrecht.
BUNYARD, H., Short Hills, New York.
CARRlilRE. E.. Paris.

CARIIEL. Prof., Florence.
COSTERUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLQS , Prof. , Toulouse. [Brussels.

CREPIN, Director, Botanic Garden,
DAMMER, Dr. Udo, Berlin.

DE BOSSCHfiRE. C. Lierre, Belgium.
DK CANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAYE, A. de la. Angers.
DRUDE, Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., the late, Paris.

KNGLER, Prof., Berlin.
ERNST, Dr., Caraccas,
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.
FORSTER, O., Scheibbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.
GOODALE, Prof., Harvard University.
GOEZE, Dr., Grietswald.
HANBURY, T., Esq., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN, Prof. Carl, Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY', C, Paris.

KANITZ, Prof., Klausenburg.
KERCHOVE, Comte de, Gand.
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KRELAGE, E. H., Haarlem.
LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON, J. G., Oakland, California.

MACFARLANE. Prof., Philadelphia.
MEEHAN, T., Philadelphia.
MICHELI. M.. Geneva.
MONTEIRO, Chev., Lisbon.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, W., Johnnnesbe-g.
OLIVEIRA, J. D'., Oporto.
ORTGIES, E., Zurich.
OUDEMANS. Prof.. Amsterdam.
PIROTTA. Prof.. Rome.
PY'NAERT, E., Ghent.
BEGEL. E., the late.

RODIGAS, E., Ghent.
BOVELLI, Sig., Pallanza.

BOYLE, Mrs. Taplin, Chicago.
SOLMS, Prof., Count, Strasburg.
SURINGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TRELEASE. Prof., St. Louis.

TROUBETZKOI. Prince, the late,

(Eucalyptus).

VILMOBIN, H. de, Paris.

VILMORIN, Maurice de, Paris.

WIGMAN, Bot. Garden, Buitenzorg.
WILLKO.MM, Prof., Prague.
WITTMACK, Dr., Berlin.

WOLKENSTEIN, P., St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-

BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES, A, C, Bjwood. Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYR, Dr,. Munich.
MICHEE, C. Y.. Cullen, Aberdeen.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.

WEBSTER, A. D., Bromley.
WEBSTER, J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRUIT CULTURE :-
BARRON, A. F., Chiswick,
BLACKMORE, R. D.. Teddinglcn.
BUNYARD. G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley. Sussex.
MABKHAM, H., Mereworth.
RIVERS. T. F., Sawbridgeworth.
TUBrON, T.. Maiden Erlegh.
WILDSMITH, W., the late.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
BAKER, J. G., F.R.S., Kew.
BALFOUR. Prof.,Edinburgh.
BARBEY, W., Lausanne.
BROWN, N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE, F, W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B., F.R.S.
COBNU. 'Prof. Max, Director of the

Jardin des Pjantes, Paris.

DE CANDOLLE, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
FRANCHET. M., Paris.

HANBURY. Coram. T,. La Mortola.
HEMSLEY, W. B., F.R.S., Kew.
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director, Royal Gardens, Kew.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
JACKSON.J.R. ,Mu.5eum,Royal Gardens,

Kew (Economic Botany).
LEICHTLIN. Max, Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY, R., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAXI.\IOWICZ,Dr.,late,St.Petersburg.
MOORE, F., Royal Gardens, Olasnevin.
MORRIS, D., Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof., F.R.S., Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir C, Bart.
TODARO, Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U.S.A., the
late,

GARDEN INSECTS :-
BLANDFORD, F.
McLACHLAN, B., F.R.S., Pres. Ent.Soc.
MICHAEL, A. E., F.R.S.
VTESTWOOD. Prof.. F.R.S , the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-
BARB, P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., Y'ork.

CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the late,

DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpas.
ELLACOMBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.

EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
FOSTER, Prof., Cambridge.
HARTL.AND, Baylor, Cork.
POTTER, W., York.
WILSON, G. F.. F.R.S., Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES :-

BANCROFT, G., M.D., the late, Queens-
land.

BENNETT, G., M.D., Sydney, the late.

BOLUS. H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Boyal Botanical

Gardens, Trinidad.
CRADWIOK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den. Kingston, W.I.
DUTHIE, J. F., Saharuupore.
FAWCETT,W.,SuperintendentBotani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C, Hong Kong.
HART, J. H., Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.m THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
JENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KING, Dr., F.R.S., Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
KIRK. J , Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof., Halifax, Nova Scotia.
MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Toivn
MACOUN, Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Sydney.
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,
MURTON, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
RIDLEY', H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAUNDERS, Prof., Ottawa.
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRIMEN, H., F.R.S., Director Royal

Gardens. Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-
ANDBE, E.. Paris.

BAINES, T.. Southgate.
BARRON, W., Elvaston, the late.

BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T., the
BURV^ENICH, F., Ghent. [late.

CHEAL, J., Crawley.
GOLDRING, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JULIAN. G. R.
MAWSON, Windermere,

ORCHIDS :-

ANDERSON, J.

BULL, W., Chelsea. [Glasgow.
BULLEN. R., Botanic Gardens,
BUYSSON, M. le Comte.
COOKSON, N., Wylam-on-Tyne.
HOLMES. W., Timperley.
KRANZLIN. Dr., Berlin,

LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M,P.,
President, Royal Horticultural Soc.

LINDEN, Lucien, Brussels,
LOTHIAN, the Marquis of.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZER, Prof., Heidelberg,
EEICHENBACH, Prof., the late.

BENDLE, A. B.. Brit. Mus.
ROLFE, R. A., Kew.
ROSS, Compi.. Florence,

ORCHIDS :-
SANDER, F., St. Albans.
SMEE, A. H., Wallington.
SWAN, W.
VEITCH. H. J., F.L.S., Chelsea.
WHITE, R. B., Arddarroch.

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-

ATKINS, J.

BAILLIE, W, M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T,, Southgate.
BENNETT, W., Raugemore Gardens.
BLAIR, T., Shrublaud Gardens.
CARMICHAEL, C. A. M.
COLEMAN, W., Eastnor Castle

Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth.
COOMBER, W., Regent's Park.
CRASP. T. H., Swansea.
CROSSLING, R., St. Fagan's Castle

Gardens.
CUL^'ERWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
DEAN, A.
DEWAR, D., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DIVERS, W. H., Ketton Hall.

DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Ilford.

DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY. W., Ilford.

FINDLAY, B., Manchester.
FISH, D. T., late of Hardwicke Gardens
GRIEVE, P., Burv St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., 'Sheffield Botanical

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HERRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Gunuersbury House.
INGRAM, W., Belvoir Gardens.
LYNCH, R, J., Botauic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrohin Gardens.
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)

MILLER, W., Coombe Abbey. (Fruit.)
MILNER, R., Penrioe Castle.
MOORE, F. W., Royal Botanic Garden,

Glasnevin.
POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.
PRINSEP, H, C. Ucklield.
RIDDELL, J., Castle Howard.
ROSS, F., late of Pendell Court,

Bletchingley.
BUST, J., Eridge Castle.
SAUL, M., York, the late,

SHEPPARD, J., the late.

SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M„ Carrou House, N.B,
THOMAS, 0., Frogmore.
THOMSON. W., Clovenfords (Vines).
WADD<, B., Birdsall, York.
WALLIS. J., Kecle Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle

Gardens.
WATSON, W., Royal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER, J., Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDSMITH, the late W.
WILSON, D,
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

ROSES .-
BENNETT, H., the late, Shepperton,
D'OMBRAIN, Eev. H. II. Westwell,

Kent,
FISH, D. T., late of Hardwicke, Bury St,

Edmunds.
FISHER, Rev, 0,
GIRDLESTON, T. W., Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E.. Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.

VIVIAN MOREL. Lyons, Piper.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &C. :-
BENNETT, A. W.
BONAVIA, Dr. E.
BOIILGEK. Prof.

DARWIN, the late Charles.
DE VRIES. Hugo.
FOSTER. Prof. Michael. Cambridge.
GARDINER, W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology),
GOEBEL, Prof., Munich.
GOIlDALE, Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS, Prof., Li^ge.
HENSLOW, Rev. G., Eiiliiig.

MACLEOD. Prof.. Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE. Alfred.
gyiMS. Count, Strasburg.
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Tdegram—" CONSERVATORIES;' LONDON,
Telephone, No. 4652.

RELIABLE
BARGAINS. yV. COOPER, Ltd., yOT SECOND-

HAND GOODS.

EIGHTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE,
Office: 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Works (^'^«%^o^?L'{5%'Se=rr'fa"''""^): 747 to 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Show Ground: DEVONSHIRE GROVE (Adjoininft).

Being the end of the Season, we are again induced to oflfer our Stock on Hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for
our SPRING STOCK, for SIX WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCINa DECEMBER 10. L&.ST DAT of SALE, JANUARY 21, 1895.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.— Goods are offered subject to being on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices are
to be strictly net. All orders will be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated,

P.0.0. payable at 794, Old Kent Road; Cheques crossed " L. and S. W. Bank."

GREENHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
THE AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

SPAN-ROOF FORCING HOUSE.

TENAM'S FJXrUKE (SPiN-lluul). EVEKYIUING
COMPLETE. Packed and put on rail at following prices :

Lot Lengib. Width.
1 to 3
4 to 6
7 to 10

H to 15
16 to 22
23 to 29
M to 41
•13 to 48
49 to 51

!ft.

8ft.

9ft.

I'ft.

1 2ft.

loft.

20ff.

2.">ft.

50ft.

.i2to54 KOft.

.5ft,

Sft.

6tt.

7ft.

8ft.

lurt.

10ft.

lOtt.

loft.

Klft.

£2 10
3
3 10
4 10
5 n
7 15

10 15

15 5
27
45

Sale Price.

£i
2 5

2 10
3 10
3 16

5 10

7 10
10
20
25

• AMATEUR " SPAN-ROOF & LEAN-TO
GHIENHOUSES. Tenant's Fixthbks.

EVERYTHING COMPLETE.
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ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND AliL GABDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

TRAVELLING GREENHOUSES.
(BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.)

THE LARGEST EXHIBIT of Greenhouse?, Conservatories,

Frame'*, and Hothouses on wheels and rails at the

Horticultural Travelling Structures Co., Ltd.,

2 & 3, Wlllte St. (Moorgate St. Station), LOUdon, E.C.

SpecialtermstoMarketGarHenerB. SavesshiftiDgplants.aouring
of soil, and 25 other advantafcea. Prize Medal, Antwerp, 1894.

The Most Economical House.

WARE & SONS' p«S,TirAd

FLOWER POTS
WORKS, / >Vv^/^ y

UCKFIELD. /^/"^/y^
K8t8b.i77o/' ^/ / X^/^Hundreds of

f y Testimonials,
THe Trade Supplied. X L'sta on application.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFINQ and H&Y BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing.
Boofing. &c. Personal Surreys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. lUustraUd Catalogues Free bt/ Post.

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENTSTOVE S.
Terra-cotta I Portable I For Coal

Pure and ample heat, «o4 hours for about ICl.,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &o.
GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Houry for about One Penny.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOUAS ROBERTS, 34. Victoria St., Westminster.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre. 10s. per sack ; 6 for 47s. 6d.
SELEuTED, in blocks, very iibrous. 8s. per sack ; 5 for
37s. «d. SECOND QUALITY, 6s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. 6d.

BKOWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Aialeas, Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, 4s. p^r sack. 5 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for I2s. ed.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF-MOULD, and FIBkOUS LOAM, each
2s. ed. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST. 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18«. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. Special terms to the Trade.

For Price List apply toD. CAMERON,
Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bezley, Kent.

RCHLD PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS FEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND 00., Famkgrougli, Hanta.

B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BKESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

BONES! BONES 1 1 BONES 1 1 1—Any size

from dust to 1 inch, at 105. per owt. Carriage Paid on

i owt. Special quotations to large buyers.
Terms, Cash with Order.

B. S. WILES AND LEWIS. Bone Cruahera, St. Albana.

CCROSS'S GARDEN FERTILISER. — For
J Vine?, Pot Plants. Fruit Trees, Vegetables.

MURRAY'S "ELECTRIC" MILDEW and INSECT
DESTROyER. a purely Vegetable preparation, harmless to

plant life, a perfect cure of Mildew and all Insect' Pests.

ALEXANDER CROSS AND SONS, 79. Mark Lane. London.

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The best Feitilieer for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6rf., and 5s. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

^ cwt., 65. ; 1 cwt , 10«. Full r irections for use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. aud above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. O. BEESON. Bone Mills. St. Neots, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.
" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E^ F.C.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at Home and abroad.

Agent for London:— J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place. Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—W.M. THOMSON AND SONS. LTD.. Tweed

Vineyard. Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD B I ALL SEEDSMEN.

GISHURbT COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gal on of soft water; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard house tiees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s. 6^.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

FIR-TREE OIL
SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE.

Used by every Orchid-grower of any note throughout the

World as the only Safe and Sure Insecticide for killing Insects

on delicate plants. Bottles, Is. 6d., 2s. Qd,, 4s. lid., 7s. Qd.,

12s. 6(f . ; in bulk, lis. per gallon ; with full directions for use.

From all Seedsmen.
Manufactubk r—

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Victoria St.. BIAKC£[£STER.
(Operative Chemist).

NEW YORK—BOLKEB AWP SONS.

SAVE HALF THE COST.mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable
m ttie Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinari/ cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervition. Special Rail-
way Ratesin force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag seat on application to

GEO. OARSIDB. Jun., F.R.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In StOL'k bizea.

18x12, 18X14, 24x14
20x12, 18X16. 24X16
16X14.20X16.24X18, &e,

IJ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring. &/t» per square; Matching, 4/9; 2X4, at Jd. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis. Ironmongery, Painta, etc.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BisHOPsaATE Street Witkim, Loh>oh, E.C.

16-01., per 100 ft.

21-oz..
7s. 6d

10s. Od.

(12X10,
.? 14x12.
( 16X12,
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardhners' Chroniolb Telegrams.— T?ie

Btgiatered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVEBTISEUENTS.
SCALE OP CHARGES fob ADVERTISING.

HEAD ZINE CBARGEH AS TWO.
4 Lines

6 ,,

8 „
7 „
8 „
9 „
10 „
11 ,,

12 „
13 „
14 „

£0
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